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Artesian well, 18.

Augustine, 35.

Anti-slavery in Kentucky, 55.

Amazon, the valley of the, 81. 89.

Arctic foxes, 98.

Andes, travelling in the, 110.

Amazon, floods of the, 122.

Appeal on the present war, put forth by Friends in

England, 150.

Annual Monitor, the, 175.

Agriculture in America, 195.

Address of the Meeting for Sufferings of Ohio Yearly

Meeting to the Monthly Meetings and members
Tvithia their limits, 202.

Atmospheric phenomena in Greenland, 203.

Accident, wonderful exemption from, 233.

Alpnach, the slide of, 282.

An astronomical year, 285.

Another great tree in California, 287.

A true remark, 290.

Antidote to the potato rot, 295.

Antiquities, 299.

America—its age and its antiquities, 310.

Advice to Christian Ministers, 319.

Archffiological discoveries in Sidon, 347.

Ants, the battle of the, 358.

Agricultural division of Patent Office, 375. 381.
_

Admonitory remarks relative to the approaching

Yearly Meeting in Ohio, 382.

Aluminum, the new metal, 398.

Agriculture in South Carolina, 406.

Biographical Sketches, &c., 6. 13. 21. 28. 36. 45. 51.

60. 70. 77. 87. 93. 102. 109. 117. 125. 133. 141.

157. 166. 173. 181. 190. 197. 205. 213. 221. 229.

231. 237. 253. 260. 268. 276. 284. 292. 301. 309.

316. 325. 332. 339. 348. 356. 364. 372. 380. 388.

396. 405. 413.

Blood parasite, the, 46.

Bishop Benjamin, epistle of, 54.

Bore, a great, 54.

Burial grounds, minute of the London Meeting for

Sufferings relative to, 55.

Bears in St. Lawrence county, N. Y., 55.

Bells, the sound of, 63.

Bank of England notes, 63.

Birds' egging in the Pacific, 95.

Business, 98.

Bad book, a quarter of an hour with a, 98.

Brick, a new kind of, 100.

Bewareof the leaven of the Pharisees, 118.

Brown, Daniel, 165.

Bible Association of Friends in America, circular of

the, 188.

Buying the truth, 191.

Backsliding, 194.

Beginnings of evil, the, 254.

Birds of spring, the, 270.

Butter making, 277.

Barclay, Robert, concerning the ministry, 279.

Bread from afar, 281.

Balloon ascension, remarkable, 289.

Book Committee, report of the, 315.

Bees, burying them for the winter, 317.

Benevolence and courage, 346.

Braving dangers for the sake of freedom, 347.

Bee, the life-time of a, 371.

Bene plant, the, 387.

Barclay, J., letter of, 394.

Bears, sagacity of northern, 398.

Barclay's brief contrast, 398.

Balmat, the Swiss guide, discovery of his body, 399,

Barker, Mabel, testimony concerning, 399.

Cross of Christ, the, 3. 19. 27. 34.

Case of conscience, a, 3.

Coffee leaf tea, 11.

Church livings, the traffic in, 14.

Controversy, dislike to, 14.

Customs and manners under the water, 14. 18.

" Cast all crowns at His feet," 19.

Clocks, 27.

Crook, John, anecdote respecting, 43.

Collins, E., extract from her diary, 66.

Corn husks for mattresses, 66.

Candour, 76.

Christianity, 99.

Christians, nominal and real, 179.

Church discipline, 130.

Christian endurance, 131.

Concord in the Truth, 134.

Curious surprise, a, 141.

Church, safety of the, 149.

Charity, 185. 188.

Crisp, Samuel, 185.

Chapman, Mary, 174.

Chipchace, Alice, 180.

Crisp, Stephen, extract from, 183. 186.

Cliff swallow, the, 188.

Coloured population of the United States, 199.

Comet, the expected great, 204.

Cross, the, 207.

Cut nails, 214.

Cement, an excellent, 220.

Chimneys, a word about, 227.

Capper, Mary, letter of, 228.

Charity an indispensable virtue, 235.

Cat hospital at Aleppo, 266.

Christian simplicity, 267.

Churchman, John, extract from his journal, 276.

Convictions of Truth, 299.

Cayuga lake, 299.

Corks and Bungs, a chapter on, 314. 322.

Consistency, 338.

Collision at sea, liability to, 340.

Crisp, Stephen, on Meetings for discipline, 341.

Colour of the eyes, 341.

Coal, the use of, in England, 359.

Catacombs of Rome, origin and history of the, 361.

370.

Copperas, use of it, 365.

Candle-making, practical science of, 367.

Christian unity and strength, 383.

Cheerfulness and kindness, 383.

Curiosity, a, 391.

Cause of fires, 407.

Despondency, short-sighted, 21.

Diamond, a, 43.

Discovery in baking, 66.

Daroca, destruction of, by a water-spout, 69.

Discoveries in science and art, 103.

Divine worship, 106. 114.156. 162.

Docking Horses, 133.

Drifts of the ocean, 182. 189.

Dixon, Ralph, 212. 219.

Dying address of J. Smith to his children, 214.

Ducal residence, an English, 247.

Directions for aiding persons to escape from fire,

271.

Difficulties in the Society, the, 281.

Dependance upon Providence, 290.

Disagreement in spiritual things, 298.

Decimal measures, 338.

Deceivers, the greatest, 391.

Deaths—Abigail Livezey, Lydia L. Scull, Lewis

Walker, 8; Rebecca Fox, Sarah Rock, 16; Ann
Macy, 24; Elizabeth B. Moore, 32; John James,

Rachel P. Grew, 40 ; Joseph Evens, 48 ; Sarah J.

Oliver, 56; Cyrus C. Comfort, Joseph Kite, 64;
Grace Craft, Elizabeth T. Wright, Phebe Leech,

Sarah HoUingsworth, 72; Elizabeth Lawrence,
Sarah Walker, 80; Lewis W. Foulke, Jane Haines,

88 ; Mary BufBngton,Ebenezcr Baker, Asa Walms-
ley, 96 ;

Ann Shipley, Emmeline N. Haines, 104;

Bethana Barmore, Rebecca Haines, Ann Hutchin-

son, Simon B. M'Grew, Samuel Cope, Enos J.

Thomas, 120; Rachel Alexander, Samuel Trim-
ble, 136; Susan J. Smith, 144; John Elliott,

George Vaux Bacon, 152 ; Jacob Griffin, Thomas
Bundy, Isabel Steward, 160 ; Martha R. Hibberd,

Martha B. Knight, 168; Joshua Varney, Samuel
Earle Shinn, 176 ; Rebecca Saunders, 184 ; Gideon
Malin, Rachel Thornton, 193; Abigail Faucett,

Jasper Cotant, Hannah Bassett, 216; Robert
Lindley, Philip Garrett, 232 ; Watson Jenks, 240

;

George Dilks, Richard Kenny, Sarah C. Hull,

Elizabeth White, 248; William B. Coale, Henry
W. Stokes, 256 ;

Rebecca W. Lukens, 264 ; Mary
Conard, Jairus Hutchinson, John Sammis, 272

;

Mary Fothergill, Sarah C. Hawhurst, Anna
Mary Taylor, 280; Martha Parker, 296; Nathan
Bishop, Lucy Bishop, Elizabeth N. Hakes, Ferris

Kellogg, Hannah Philips, Jane Garwood, 304
;

Japheth Leeds, 312; Henry Gibbons, 320; Hannah
H. Walker, 328

;
Ann Matlack, 336 ; Rachel Patton,

Mary Roberts, Rebecca Magill, John Sheppard,

James Moon, Jacob Roberts, Lydia Bedell, 344
;

Rachel Woolman, 352 ;
Eliza P. Marsh, 368 ; Aaron

Roberts, Samuel Leeds, 376 ;
Hannah Lee, George

Smedley, 384 ; Sarah Richardson, 400
;
Joseph M.

Chase, Isaac Pyle, Kezia Bedell, 408; Dougan
Clark, Mary E. Clark, Rebecca Savery, 416.

Encouragement to the righteous, 11.

Example of industry, 12.

Elephant, anecdote of, 23.

European emigration to the United States, 51. 61.

67. 78. 84. 92.

Earthquakes in Central America, 71.

Elastic power accumulators, 110.

Excessive study in the public schools, 110.

Ear of corn, 110.

Eager pursuit of trade, 138.

Emery, 141.

Edwards, extract, 199.

Education, 203.

Exhortation to faithfulness, 204.

Eruption of the Volcano of Cotopaxi, 211.

Education in Scotland, 213.

Educational statistics, 231.

Ether for steam engines, 236.

Epistle from the Yearly Meeting of Women Friends,

held in London in 1827, 262.

Earthly things, 307.

Education, an, 311.

Eiirth, the life of the, 330.

Elephant's fraternal feeling and affection, 346.

England, culture of, 347.

Elephant's trunk, the power of the, 364.

Editorial—Ohio Yearly Meeting, 7. 30. 38 ; Reply

to a communication, 23 ; Loss of the steamer

Arctic, 47 ; The Prohibitory Liquor Law, 55

;

Baltimore Yearly Meeting, 63 ; the Immigration

into Kanzas and Nebraska, 71; Indiana Yearly

Meeting, 79; Luxury and Extravagance, 95; the

wants of the Poor; the Business Pursuits of

Young men. 111 ; an Exposition of the African

Slave Trade published by our Meeting for Suffer-

ings ; the case of Capt. J. Smith, 127
;
the Yearly

Meetings of Indiana, Baltimore, and North Caro-

lina, 134. 143; the Slave Trade in Brazil, 151
;

the Soup Houses, 159 ; Decision in the trial with

regard to the property claimed by the two bodies



of Friends in New England, 167 ; Sewel's History,
184; SufiFering among.tlie labouring classes, 191

;

Friends of Ohio Yearly Meeting, 208; Employment
for the poor in the Country, 216; Education, 223

;

Close confinement and" deficient exercise in
schools, 231 ; Triumph of the Pro-Slavery party
in Kansas, 239 ; Our approaching Yearly Meet-
ing, 247. 255

; Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, 262
;

to Contributors, 271 ; the War in Europe, 279;
Obituary notices, 295 ; the unusual number of
earthquakes, 303; New York Yearly Meeting,
311; Notice of "A Manual of Ancient History,
&c.," by Dr. Leonnard Schmitz, 319; Burning a
Negro at a stake in Mississippi, 320; London
Y'early Meeting, 327. 332. 335. 342. 351 ; the Heat,
and rural recreation, 375 ; Dreadful railroad acci-
dent, 415.

Extracts—4. 7. 12. 21. 23. 35. 37. 50. 66. 67. 69. 74.
83. 91. 92. 93. 107. 110. 111. 114. 119. 124. 129.
141. 149. 165. 176. 183. 194. 195. 197. 199. 203.
211. 214. 215. 222. 223. 228. 236. 243. 246. 247.
255. 262. 266. 271. 276. 279. 285. 303. 311.5314.
323. 325. 338. 339. 341. 346. 355. 361. 374. "379.
385. 387. 394. 398. 407. 415.

Freedom, the price of, 22.

Fox, George, Testimony of, respecting the Spirit of

Separation, 45.

Facts for farmers, 59.

" Friday, is it an unlucky day," 66.

Franklin, Sir John, and his party, 91.

Farmers, -n-hat they might do, 108.

Felon, to cure a. 111.

Fashion in names, 123.

Foreigners in the United States, 149.

Flour to China, 151.

Friends in the country, and the poor, 183.

Fall of the leaf, the, 186.

Florida lemons, 195.

Fraud, on, 108. 206.

Fox, George, Epistles of, 220. 226. 242. 250. 270.

313. 369. 378. 330.
Flavel, extract, 221.

Fires extinquished by steam, 227.

Fothergill, Samuel, to Hannah Logan, 238.

Fishing season, the, 247.

Friend's books, 259.

Four good habits, 269.

Fox, G., extract from the Journal of, 278. 290. 322.

347. 366.

Faith, 295.

Friends' school in Tennessee, 303.
Fruit trade in Boston, 323.

Fellowship of suffering, 324.

Fox, George, testimony to his character prefixed to

his works, 346.

Fox, George, persecution of, 354.

Forests, the, 354. 365.

Food, the adulteration of, 356.

Friend in need, a, 362.

French gelatine, 379.

Fibrous plants of India, 397. 404. 412.

God pruneth the vine of our affections, 3.

Graham, Mary Jane, extract from letters of, 3.

Cileanings, 15.

Greyhounds of Africa, the, 20.

Goodness of the Deity, 46.

Glass bricks, 50.

Grubb, Sarah L., letters of, 70. 227.
" " extracts from, 75. 77.

Gum Mesquite, 94.

Gentleness, 102.

Glimpses of the East, 117.

Gas works, the new, 130.

Great bell of Vienna, the, 148.

Guano discoveries, 165.
" the supply of, 199.

Geology at a discount, 229.

Gunpowder, 255.

Gold, general diffusion of, 259.

Greenland fishing boats, 2GT.

God's hand in the sea and air, 294.

Gluttony, strange case of, 308.

Gold, amount of^ consumed in manufacturing, 331.
Gumming saws, 367.

Gathering of a meeting of Friends in West Hough-
ton, from the Life of Thomas Shillitoe, 381.

Guano, importation of, into Great Britain, 387.

" He has not an enemy in the world," 7.

Hervey, James, his death, 12.

Half a century in bed, 26.

Hale, extract, 44.

Heaven, 60.

Hominy, 60.

Home, a, 84.

How we get on, 97. 107.

Human race, the unity of the, 99.

Heights and depths, 139.

Hydrostatic Machine, 159.

Habits, 215.

Hydraulic cements, 215.

Hermit woman of the AUeghenies, 244.

Holy Scriptures, diligent reading, the, 251.
Harmony of action, &c., 283.

Humility, 71. 330.

How many hours to work, 342.
Human prudence, 359.

Horse-shoeing, 391.

Hessian fly, the, 394.

Horizontal posture in fainting, 399.
Hickory nut oil, 403.

" In Him all fulness dwells," 12.

Iowa, 29.

Interesting from South Africa, 29.

Impatience, 30.

Irish emigration, some facts in regard to, 38.

In patience possess ye your souls, 44.

Imperial canal of China, 44.

Indian telegraph line, completion of, 58.

Interesting letter written in 1653, 59.

Infidel, reply to an, 67.

Ingenious clock, 76.

Interesting discovery, 89.

Illustration of Scripture, an, 104. 130.

Interesting anecdote of a little boy, 107.

Ironing, new contrivance in, 119.

Invention, 132.

Indigestible meal, an, 154.

Insect curiosities, 158, 170.

Insect's wings, motion of, 238.

Immigration for 1854, 243.

Introduction of tea, coffee, and chocolate, 246. 274.

IntoxicatiDgliquors,an acttorestrain the sale of,361.

Indian girl, rescue of a captive, 268.

Importance of maintaining our testimonies, 282.

Indians, the, 286. 297. 305. 318. 325. 337. 345. 353.

Indian committee, report of the, 308.

Insurrection in China, 326.

Indian dogs of South America, 367.

Independence, 390.

Instructions in nature, 406.

Jolinson, Mercy, her counsel two days before she
died, 181.

Jordan, Richard, extract, 195.

Jewish subjects of the Russian Czar, 210. 217. 225.

Jaffrey, Alexander, remarks from the diary of, 231.

Jews of Palestine, general aspect of the, 278.

Jealousy, 323.

Kane, Dr., expedition for the relief of, 300.

Lucas, Ann, 22.

Let us search our own hearts, 66.

Labours and sufferings of Friends, 85.

Lucas, Ann, testimony concerning, 105.

London, how supplied with food, 113. 121. 129. 137.

145. 153. 161. 169. 178. 185.

Let all your works be wrought in God, 122.

Look out, 139.

Liberality to the poor, 170.

Letter of R. S., 195.

La Harpe, conversion of, 195.

Letter of J. B., 198.

Loving and forgiving, 230.

Largest library in the world, 279.

Lord's supper, the, 346.
London Y'early Meeting, statement of its proceed-

ings in reference to the division in Ohio Yearly
Meeting, 349.

Little troubles, 366.

Lydia Lancaster, letter of, 374.

Leper in the Middle Ages, the, 378.

Land of silence, 393. 401. 409.

Lost baggage, 405.

Letter of John Barclay, 407.

Length of a mile, 407.

Motion, 11.

Murder in New Orleans, 21.

Mighty procession, a, 30.

Mormon emigration, the, 35.

Melancholy avowal, 37.

Misunderstanding, 44.

.Mocha coffee, 52.

Men for the times,—true worship, 62.

Mormons, increase of the, 62.

Much in little, 62.

Microscope, a penny, 68.

Malice, 71.

Mines, minerals, and manufacturing, in East Ten-

nessee, 75.

Magellan Straits, 85.

Mercantile integrity and its securities, 86. 94.

Magnetic observatory, 99.

Minutes of advice, 100.

Mind what you say before children, 106.

Mule trade of Bourbon County, Kentucky, 115.

Make hay while the sun shines, 122.

Marshall, Charles, his dying sayings, 124.

Mowing machine, what it is, 127.

Man overboard, a, 134.

Many are the affiictions of the righteous, &c., 146.

Mountain, the burning, 172.

Moorish coffee-houses, 188.

Mechanical arts, progress of the, 193.

Meetings for discipline, institution of, 195.

Mercy and forgiveness, 203.

Meteorological notice, 207. 311.

Meetings for Divine worship, 218.

Magellan, the Straits of, 222.

Massachusetts, a spot in, where there is no crime,

228.

Manuscript, value of a, 250.

Ministry, extract from the writings of John Griffith,

on the subject of, 267.

Misrepresentation, 319.

Magnetic telegraph without wires, 368.

Monumental Egypt, Hugh .Miller on, 370.

Metals, to prevent, from rusting, 374.

Mines and miners, 396.

Marriages—Morton A. Walmsley to Eliza H. Moon,
24; John H. Stokes to Lydia L. Jones, 40; Ed-
ward Snowdon to Anna J. Dixon, Jonathan
Chace to Jane C. Moon, Josiah F. Jones to Han-
nah Albertson, 48 ; William H. Walter to Edith
B. Webb, 56; Samuel M. Satterthwaite to Jane
Comfort, 64 ; Daniel Williams to Hannah Fran-
cena Cook, Thomas Stewardson, Jr. to Margaret
Haines, James Kite, Jr. to Mary Anna Bonwill,

80; Townsend Hoopcs to Sallie T. Downing, Al-
bert Comfort to Lydia W. Beans, 96 ; James
Ecroyd to Rachel Haines, 104; Joseph S. Townsend
to M'ercy Wilson, 136 ; Thomas H. Leggett to

Hannah H. Hoag, 192; Henry R. Woodward to

Anna K. Buzby, 200 ; William S. Kirk to Anna
M. Kite, 224; Richard B. Fawcett to Rebecca B.

Matlack, 248 ; John H. Ballinger to Rachel East-
lack, Samuel AUinson, Jr. to Ann Tatum, 256;
William P. Haviland to Elizabeth D. Hoag, 272;
William H. Nicholson to Sarah Whitall, 280; Wil-
liam Thorp to Letitia M. Sheppard, 288; Daniel
Peckham to Mary A. Hunt, 296; Charles J. Hayes
to Deborah Fawcett, 312; Charies M. Allen" to

Elizabeth H. Pettit, 320 ; S. Townsend Brown to

Mary S. Parker, 336 ; Larkin Pennell to Rebecca
A. Barton, 352

; John Borton to Sarah A. Warner,
400.

Natural history, curiosities of, 23.

Natural history, interesting facts in, 34.

Neale, extract, 68.

Night Telegraph, 107.

Nile, the, 123.

New Year's gift for the aged, 147.

Need of being " Up and doing," 164.

Northern soup-house, 164. ,



Noble boy, a, 196.

Nutrition in various grains, 234.

New Postage law, the, 259.

Nothing new under the sun, 263.

Niagara river, the force of the, 295.

Noble deed, a, 311.

New metal, the, 311.

National debts of the world, 323.

Navajoes, the country of the, 363.

Newton, John, extract, 371.

Not sayers but doers, 410.

Ohio Yearly Meeting, 41.

Omens, 53.

Old Humphrey, bis death, 151.

Olive versus lard oil, 156.

Ogden, extract, 172.

Oil, value of a drop of, 180.

Old book, 207.

Optical illusion, a singular, 220.

Oaks, celebrated English, 276. 396.

Only one brick on another, 290.

Omaha city, 339.

On fretting, 394.

Pascal, Jaqueline, 1. 9. 17. 25.

Peatal" Aggression, 1.

Passing events, 19.

Pennsylvania coal in London, 35.

Pulse of various animals, 35.

Perilous mountain ascent, 36.

Potter's art in Great Britain, rise and progress of
the, 49. 57.

Parental instruction, 69.

Persecution of Friends in Barbadoes, 69.

Prayers of the primitive church, the, 83.

Poisonous coloured confectionary, 109.

Penn, William, sayings of, 116.
Poor, the suflfering, 116, 166.

Practical hints, 124.

Poor children, Philadelphia Association of Friends
for the instruction of. Managers' report, 140.

Preface to the Book of Advices of the Yearly Meet-
ing of London in 1783, 155.

"Papa" and "mamma," 162.
Paper, 178.

Pike, Joseph, to John Fothergill, 179.
Patient abiding on the Rock of Ages, 183.
Persecution,—outward ease, 202.
Plants, origin of various, 202.
Pennington's writings, extract, 207. 210.
Proverbs in "Night thoughts," 210.
Patience, 238.

Pugh, Ellis, 284.

Potato, a new, 291.

Persecution for reading the Bible, 307.
Parental character, the influence of the, 331.
Penn, William, to the churches, &c., 355.
Paving streets with iron, 356.
Population, wealth, industry, 362.
Peru, why there is no rain there, 374.
Penny, a curious, 388.

Potatoes, the preservation of for seed, 391.
Providential and maternal care, 395. 402. ^10.
Potatoes, how to cook, 398.
Puzzled pig, a, 399.

Poisoning by flavouring extracts, 407.
Penn, William, extracts, 407.
Poetry.—Selected.—The hermit of the Thebaid, 4

;

Trust in God, Mary of Bethany, 12; A shower,
20

;
He careth for us, 29 ; Too late, 37 ; Glory to

God alone, 53; The waiting soul, strength for
each day, 68 ; My times are in Thy hand,

"

couragement, 76; The conflict of life. Death,
Watch, 85; Nature, 109; A word for peace.
Nature, 116; The river of life, The sickle and the
sword, 124; The dying Christian, 132; Winter
Amusements for Jane and I, Suffering, 140 ; On
the tenderness due to another's feelings, "Thou
prepares! a table for me in the presence of mine
enemies," David, 157; "I will lead them in paths
they have not known," Isaiah, 164 ; Thy will be
done, "Learn to tread life's dangerous maze,"
173; "Why art thou cast down?" Little sins,

181; The loved and lost. The Rainbow, 189
The triumph of truth. The white clover, Devotion,

.
197

; To my herbarium. The lily of the valleyl

205; Honour, Submission, 213; Young again,

221; What is thy hope ? 229; The winter rose,

237 ; Hymn, 245 ; Live for eternity. Speak the

truth, 253; Be kind, 200; The Blind boy, 2G9;
The coral grove, " Do ye not know, do ye not

feel," 278 ; Unseen purposes, Marks of a true min-
ister, 285 ; Barclay of Ury, 292 ; The hours, 300

;

A summer shower. Lake Erie, 309 ; "The Son of

Man hath not where to lay his head," The search

after rest, 317
;
Transitory things. City street, 324

;

The night storm at sea, A water song, 340
;
The

worship of nature. Could ye not watch with me
one hour, 356 ; God is love, The heart's song,

365 ; The best estate, Stanzas, 373 ; On the death
of a young friend. Midnight hymn, 381

;
Morning

hymn, 389 ; Lines, The waters of Marah, " Abide
with us," 397; Fortitude, To the daughter of a

Friend, 405; One by one, 413.

Original—Couldst thou not watch with me one
hour, 93; The wild Columbine, 300.

Quakerism, its trials, 119.

Queries for self-examination, 182.

Ridicule, 37.

Rates of labour in San Francisco, 37.

Rice, Culture of, 59.

Revenue of the United States, 63.

Rats, 68.

Renunciation of the world, 74.

Reflections, 81. 151.

Religion, 99.

Restoration, the spirit of, 108.

Rubber trade, 109.

Ragged school, and home forcoloured children, 149.

Randolph, John, and infidelity, 179.

Routh, Samuel, 187.

Rain, the philosophy of, 204.

Reflections on the leadings of truth and error, 266.

Regardless of consequences, 275,

Railroad cars, speed of, 316.

Remarkable Preservation, 323.

Russian Losses, 324.

Red fogs and sea dust, 331.

Railroad lines connecting the east with the west,

355.

Relic of olden times, 374.

Railways in Russia, 398.

Resolutions, 401.

Russia in a commercial point of view, 414.

Snow arch, a, 6.

Shackleton, R., letter to Mary Dudley, 7.

Slavery, 11.

Ship building on the Clyde, 12.

Speed on railways, 12.

Singular stock, 12.

Slaves, number of in the world, 18.

Slaveholders' argument, 30.

Subterranean Rome, 33.

Solidified milk, 50.

Superfluities, 58.

Ship for nothing, a, 61.

Scientific novelties, 63.

Staffordshire potteries, a visit to the, 65. 73. 82.

Strength in weakness, 75.

Subterranean waters, 76.

Spirit of prayer, the, 101.

Singing birds of America, 101.

Simple faith, 103.

Story, Thomas, passages from his writings, 108.

Sea: Its distribution, depth, extent and level, 115.

126.

Steamer, the greatest in the world, 119.

Statistics of trade, 124.

Sustaining qualities of different kinds of food, 130,

Slave trade in New York, 131.

Steam, power of, 138.

Separations in our Society, 140.

Southern soup society, 154.

Steamship, the great iron, 155. 163.

" Swear not at all"—Friends' testimony against

oaths, regarded by others, 159.

Silvering mirrors, 163.

Separation in Ohio, 164.

Shelter, the annual report, 175.

Sponge fishing, 183.

Singular conplo—COmpeisation, 186.
Silk culture, 2u7.

Slave trade, the internal, 210.

Schoolmaster, the, 223.

Saint Paul at Athens, 228.
Sketches from history, 233. 241. 249. 257. 265.
Sympathy with sufferings, 234.

Salt mines in the mountains of Virginia, 235.
Society of Friends, 244.

Scolding, the sin and folly of, 250.
St. Petersburgh, what I saw last summer at, 251.
State of society, 250.

Sheep of Australia, the, 278.
Singular article of trade, 279.

Singular phenomenon, 291.

Stillness recommended, 306.
Spare the birds, 307.

Stillness and quietness, 310.
Shepherds of Monte Rotondo, 313. 321.
Submarine telegraph to Europe, 315.
Slander, 318.

Singular enterprise, 324.
Salt in the sea, object of, 341.

Stamped envelopes, manufacture of, 359.
Sulphur mines in Iceland, 382.
Suez, the isthmus of, 386,
Self denial, 387.

Slavery, evils of, acknowledged by southerners, 389.
Slavery, amelioration of, 389.
Submarine telegraph, 390.
Salt manufacture at Syracuse, N. Y., 390.
Spider, the, 394.

Taylor, William, 4.

Two great wants in a city, 11.

The uttermost farthing, 25.

Tanning, 26.
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Things to think about, 50.
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Touching custom, a, 100.

The Truth is unchanged and unchangeable, 103.
Tribulation, 114. 151.

True Harmony, 126.

The cross of Christ—the way to the crown, 127.
Thoughts for the times, 148.

Thorp, J., extract, 178.

Transatlantic telegraph, 218. 284.
Toad insulated, a, 219.
" Train up a child," &c., 222.
Taylor, Jane, on preparation for death, 236.
Turpentine, a substitute for, 243.
Tenacity of life in sheep, 243.

Tract association, report, 245.
The wisdom of Jesus, 254.
Thirst in the Arctic regions, 266.
Telescope glasses, the manufacture of, 271.
True and false zeal, 274.
Toad, the, Is it venemous? 306.
Tropical scenery on the Amazon, 308.
Trust in the Lord, 314.
Taylor, Jeremiah, extract, 338.
Thoughts of an old smoker, 340.
Tamarind, the, 359.

Tiger, perilous adventure with a, 366.
True religion, 382.
Tea, 387.

Time table for the United States, 391.

To keep crows from corn, 404.

Useful hints, 255.

Utility of ups and downs, 283.

Useful calculations, 303.

Upham, extract, 347.

Views relative to our lapsed condition as a people,
239.

Vesuvius, the eruption of, 319. 410.

Vanities of trying to please every body, 386.

Vision, wonders of, 399.

Wealth, the snare of, 4.

Willow Dock, a, 6.

Water, cold, efficacy of, 7.

Whales' dread of sword fish, 10.

Words of the wise, 27.

Weather, review of the, 30. 79. 102. 141.
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Washington, George, 63.

Wise sayings, 68. 76. 91.

Whale, a tame, 74.

Weaving by electricity, 83.

Woolman, extract, 93.

Will, an eccentric, 101.

Wood, to render incombustible, 102.

Winter, upon the season of, 130.

White Nile, exploration of the, 140. 147.

Weather statistics, 14S.

Wasp, habits of the, 148.

Wight, Thomas, 154.
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Watchword, a, 186.

Wintering milch cows, 194.

Whaleman, the first, 197.

Who are your companions? 204.

Wellingtonia Gifrantea, 211.

Water bufifalo, the, 238.

Why does not England grow all her own cotton ?

273.

War, the horrors of, 283.

Whereabouts is the north? 286. 293.

West-town boarding-school report, 302.

Wind, a few words about the, 329.

Words, curious origin of, 359.

Wrecks at Key West, Florida, 360.

War, 363.

War, reflections on, 377, 385.

Wonders of the deep, the, 379.

Wishes, 387.

Want of standard-bearers, 389.

Worli while it is day, 392.

Western prairie in summer, 398.

Why are apples scarce? 402.

Yang-tsz'-kiang, the, 166.

Tellow fever prevented by Inoculation, 339.

Yankee Bilk, 387.
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JAPELINE PASCAL.

The history of the French community of Port-

Koyal is well known. Its members fell under

condemnation and persecution because of their

partiality for the doctrines of Jansenius, which,

in truth, savoured rather of Protestantism than

Komanism. Two successive popes had condemned
them, and in the "Constitution," as it was called,

pronouncing this judgment, had specified five

propositions as heretical.

In 1661, a form of submission was prepared by
ecclesiastical authority, for the signatures of the

Port-Royalists, of whom Jaqueline Pascal was still

one. It was in the following terms :—" I sincerely

submit to the Constitution of Pope Innocent X.,

of May 31, 1653, according to its true sense, as

defined by the Constitution of our Holy Father,

Pope Alexander VII., of October 16, 1656. I

acknowledge myself bound in conscience to obey
this Constitution, and I condemn from my heart,

and with my mouth, the doctrines of the five pro-

positions of Cornelius Jansenius, which are con-

tained in the book entitled ' Augustinus,' which
both these popes and the bishops have condemned;
and this doctrine is not of St. Augustine, which
Jansenius has falsely set forth; but contrary to

the true sense of the holy doctor." The Port-

Royalists could not sign this, because " they did

not believe the propositions were in Jansenius,

and they did not believe that Jansenius had mis-

represented St. Augustine" "the work
being in Latin, they could not declare what its

contents might be, for they had not even read it;

they knew however that no one had pointed out
the propositions, as condemned, in the work itself"

A compromise was suggested, and it was eagerly

caught at by some leading men of the Jansenist
party. " Arnauld and Nicole, for the sake of the
nuns, were in favour of a signature to be given
with certain reservations, but Blaise Pascal, though
confined to his bed by illness, determined at all

hazards to abide by the truth. He felt convinced
that the Pope, by condemning the work of Jan-
senius, not only proved that he misunderstood its

meaning, but virtually condemned the doctrine of

justification by faith and salvation by grace, which
the apostles taught, and for which the primitive
church and St. Augustine had contended. It

grieved him, he said, to find himself in a strait

between God and the Pope, but he could not
sanction the sacrifice of truth to expediency,
knowing such a course to be wrong, and believing
it to be useless. Arnauld and Nicole urged that
it was disrespectful to the Pope and the bishops

to assert that they had condemned the doctrines

of grace, as well as prejudicial to the doctrines

themselves, to have it generally known that they

were given up by the great mass of ecclesiastics

in authority, and only defended by a small clique.

But Pascal was .stubborn in his unconscious Pro-

testantism, and would not admit any consideration

as superior to the duty of maintaining God's truth

against all odds. He did not object however to

the nuns' signing the modified formulary, provided

they made a distinct exception in favour of the

meaning of Jansenius, and of the doctrines of

grace. The last conference was held in his cham-

ber, when the majority of those present, yielding

to the influence of Arnauld and Nicole, voted for

the signature. ' Seeing which,' says Margaret

Perier, ' M. Pascal, who loved truth more than all

things else, and who, in spite of his weakness, had

spoken with great earnestness in order to impress

his own convictions upon the others, was so over-

come with grief that he became suddenly fiiint,

and lost both voice and consciousness. Great

astonishment ensued, and remedies were eagerly

applied, after which the gentlemen all went away,

except BI. de Roanner and M. Domat (Pascal's

most intimate friends), and Btienne Perier. When
Pascal had quite recovered his senses, Madame
Perier asked him what had occasioned the swoon?

He replied, when I beheld so many persons to

whom I believe that God has made known his

truth, and who ought to be its defenders, thus

giving way, I confess to you such a feeling of dis-

tress came over me, that I could not bear it, nor

keep myself from fainting.

In this conjuncture, Jacqueline Pascal mani-

fested the same intrepid disposition as her brother.

Indeed, the women of Port-Royal, as a general

thing, displayed more decision and courage than

the men. Witness the expressions with which

Angelique, though bowed under the weight of

age and infirmity, sustained the drooping spirits

of the desolate nuns. ' What ! do I see you in

tears ? My children, what do those tears mean ?

Have you no faith ? Are you afraid of the wrath

of men ? They are but files, who spread their

wings and make a little noise. You hope in God,
how then can you be alarmed ? Believe mo, if we
fear him, all will go well.' Or her reply to the

Dutchess de Luynes, who was oongrattilating her

on the possession of so much courage, ' Madame,
so long as God continues to be God, I shall hope

in Him and not be afraid.' " The nuns at length

"submitted to the decision of their confessors, and
signed the qualified declaration." Even .Jaque-

line, not yet prepared to throw ofi" the yoke of

Romish bondage, after a long struggle, added her

signature under protest. Her grief was such that

her health failed, and in less than four months
after this forced compliance, she was in the grave.

Before signing, she sent a full and able exposition

of her objections to Arnauld, which it is the object

of this narrative to introduce to the notice of the

reader.

CTo e continued.)

A person who undertakes to raise himself by
scandalizing others, might as well sit down on a

wheelbarrow and undertake to wheel himself

From " Household Words."

PEATAL AGGRESSION.

Once upon a time, no one can say how long

ago, there were, if wise men say true, broad,

shining lakes and smaller ponds in the middle of

Ireland, where now there are no such lakes at all.

The middle of Ireland is a mass of limestone,

with heights and hollows, which vary its .surface

in all manner of ways, from sea to sea; from the

Irish Channel to the Atlantic. How this stone

foundation is covered now, we may see by and by.

Let us first look at it under its ancient aspect, as far

as our very scanty knowledge enables us to do so.

First—some thousands of years ago—we see

from .such a point of view as Kildare, ridge behind

ridge of hills retiring to the north-west; and on

these hills, thick forests of oaks, beeches, elms,

a,sh, and fir. These woods are terrible places for

wolves. In the vales there are fresh green pa,s-

tures lying between the lakes and ponds ; and
here cattle are seen grazing by day, and swine

come out from the woods at evening, to pass the

night near the dwellings of men. These dwellings

are a sort of box, open at one side. They are

made of oak logs or thick planks ; with the roof

flat, and a sort of shelf laid all through the mid-

dle, dividing the house of nine feet high into two

rooms, each four feet high. Nothing being known
of nails as yet, grooves and holes are made with a

stone chisel ; and the pieces of wood are fitted to-

gether, so as to make a strong box of twelve feet

square, where the people may sleep, and find shel-

ter in bad weather. It is not a place for cooking

;

and that is the reason why we see a little path,

paved with stones, leading away from the dwelling

to some place behind, where a smoke is rising

from the ground. This place is the family hearth-

stone, made of freestone slabs, nicely laid. There

are logs of wood burning; and in the ashes are

roasting, if we are not mistaken, acorns, and che.s-

nuts, and roots. And what a quantity of nut-

shells one may see scattered about ! It is late

autumn, and the people are in a hurry, evidently,

to get on with that strange work that they are

doing in the middle of the water. What are they

about, those strange little men, with their very

small heads, and their dress of skins of beasts

merely strapped about them, and their mallets

—

mere stones, with a wooden handle run through

any accidental hole ? Look at those two getting

into their boat. Can one call it a boat—a mere

skin stretched over a frame ? Off they drift.

And what for ? Are they beavers making a dam ?

They are driving in stockades, and plastering them

with mud. They are certainly making an island :

and there is a second artificial island ! and far

away, in the middle of that river to the north,

there is a third. When they have made their

circle of piles, they bale out the water and put in

stones, and wood, and earth, till they have an

island high and dry. Very odd ! when they

have hills and green pastures ready made to their

hands. Winter is coming, and they are afraid of

the wolves by night, and, perhaps, of foes by day.

See how they settle themselves, huddled together

on the island, with their boats hung up to dry ou

the stockades

!

What now ? Music ? A procession ? It is
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either a ivedding, or a royal feast, or poiuething of

that kind. What a glittering of gold ! Look at

the diadems of gold, and the curious round plates

as large as the palms of my hands, fitting close to

the cheek-bones. It is a becoming head-dress, is

it not ? And so is the circle—like a twisted cord

—of gold round the men's heads, and round their

waists. Those ornaments, like cymbals, bung
round their necks, and the heavy finger-rings of

the same shape, and the neck-plates are all very

well to show how much gold people can bang

about them ; but they are not very pretty. But

you see these people have got hold of at least one

metal. Of more than one? True! That man
has a sword—a bronze sword—^just like the old

Greek. Their bronze will not bear an edge that

will split or saw wood, I suppose ; but it may give

a very ugly thrust in a hand-to-hand fight. Has
that little child got one ? He seems to be flourish-

ing a sword about. No ; it is only a toy—a wooden

sword ; but it is just like the bronze one, at this

distance. Now, they are going to feast. There

are the roasted animals steaming away ! To think

that the smell should be wafted to our nostrils

across this great space of centuries ! "What a pity

they have no salt, though ! They do not seem to

miss it. They might find some, not so very far

off, if they had any longing for it. Hark ! how
the wild beasts howl from the forest, as the scent

of the feast is borne on the evening breeze, and

the fires from the islands shine broad and red over

the surface of the waters. See by that light how
the revellers are making a clearance, throwing the

bones and refuse into the water over the stockade.

That is one convenience, to be sure, of living on

an artificial island. But I should be afraid that

something useful—tools, arms, utensils, even peo-

ple—would slip over now and then, and go to

the bottom.

Look at that long string of wild fowl winging

their way to the south, showing clear against the

last red light of the western sky. Listen to the

bustle of the wild swans in the sedgy creeks of the

lake. Is that the raven's night cry, ringing hard,

as from a solid firmament ? Peep into the covert,

and see what is doing there. Here are deer

crouched down in the withering fern. I wonder
they can sleep, with foes so near. What shakes

the ground, as with the tread of Goliath ? It is

not a giant, with a pine-tree for his stafl^, that is

coming from between the hills, but, as it were, a

branching oak moving towards the water ? . . .

. . . . What a creature ! Tbe elk of fable,

beside which the cattle show like dogs, and the

young fawns like mice. As it bends to the brink,

what a shadow it casts far into the lake; and how
the fishing-boats draw off to the further shore !

Something humbler is it that you want me to see

—something very small and mean ? Is it the

snake under the fallen leaves, or, . . . It is under

the water, you say. Is it the salmon, come up
from the sea, lurking in its sandy cove under the

shadow of the bank ? Is it . . . Nothing of that

kind, you say, but a very small thing, with a very

small movement, which is destined to outlast and

to bury all the living creatures we have seen, with

their posterity, and even these oaks of a thousand

years, rooted firm in tbe everlasting hills. And
what is this very small thing? That little moss ?

—that tiny plant which the child with the wooden

sword could pluck up with his finger and thumb?

O yes ; we will watch it—for two or three thou-

sand years, if you please.

Small and silent as it is, I see it does grow and

work diligently. Here is where it began—here,

where this water-hen's nest stopped the flow of

this little drip into the cove. Here sprang the

moss
J
and see how its filaments are now spread

among all the vegetation on the bank, and how it

is stealing out all along the margin of the lake,

even covering its bottom for some way in. Al-

ready it intercepts and soaks up the smaller tribu-

taries that feed the lake. Already it holds, as in

a sponge, the water of the lake itself By absorb-

ing its supplies, and at the same time encroaching

upon its bed, it is actually starving the lake. See,

in half a century, it is perceptibly smaller ; and,

instead of the sandy and pebbly beach, which was

so pretty and convenient, there is now a margin

of wet sponge, which it is not easy to cross. There

is a natural bridge—that fallen tree : it was the

little moss that gave us that bridge. That yew

stood firm, a few years since. The soaking of the

sour water about its roots loosened them, and down

it sank by its own weight. Yes—you promised

me that the moss should bury everything; and I

see that it is creeping about tbe fallen yew—grow-

ing up among its branches. At the rate of an inch

and a half a year, is it growing? Then the poor

yew will be soon covered up—away from human

sight for ever. Not so ? Are we to see it again ?

Well, time will show. But I see no oaks down,

as you promised. Their turn is by and by, is it ?

Ay, I see that they are rooted differently from the

firs and other inferior trees ; they stand rooted

each in its own hillock of gravel and firm soil

:

they may resist the moss for a good while.

But what is to become of this whole district, if

the moss goes on unchecked ? It is higher now

than the surface of the lake. It is rising in the

middle, and sending back the waters where there

is no channel for them ; so that they soak and

loosen the soil far and wide. Tbe cushion is

climbing the stockade, and will quite cover the

island soon ; and nobody will resist this, for the

place has long been deserted—there being no ap-

proach to it now but over a shaking bog, which

is neither land nor water. Tbe live cushion is

creeping over the green sward where the cattle

used to graze. Some of those strange old cattle,

unwilling to give up their pasture, venture to pick

their meals there still. There ! there goes one

poor animal, down to death ! She was deceived

by the greenness of that knoll, and, committing

her weight to it, down she went—the deeper, the

more she struggled in the slough, till the black

mud closed over her horns. I am certain I saw that

heavy oak shake. See ! down it goes, with a snap

and crash, and a plunging sound as it buries itself

in the wet moss. Its roots are still firm, you see :

it was the trunk that snapped, and now it lies

along on its bed of sponge, ten feet thick. Now
that one has gone, more will quickly follow. I

see now how the little moss may lay low, and

bury the mighty forest.

AVhatnow? What is all this ? The little moss

grows very greedy and impatient. What a slide

there was ! Half an acre of parasitic soil pushing

on over what was once tbe track of the royal boats

;

and from tbe cracks and chasms a bubbling up of

hideous black mud, rolling on and actually sur-

rounding that old house that we saw building.

Tbe bog had long ago begun to grow up about it,

but now it is to be buried in this pitchy stream

of decayed vegetation. See how the mud fills up
the house, and how it flows on to the hearthstone,

and covers up everything, leaving only a level

black surface, on which vegetation will soon again

sprout and spread.

A century passes away, and the house is covered

deep ; and the oak is hidden, both the scraggy

root and the fallen trunk. The mossy surface is

strong enough now to bear the tread of small

animals ; and some one of them has dropped an

acorn in a favourable spot, where it sprout and

grows ; so that an oak strikes root on a level con-

siderably higher than the old one, even dircctl;,

over it. There is a new layer of firs, and nicur

are tumbled down from their places on the bil!?.

There is a new race of people in the land, who dc

not suspect that there was ever a lake occupy ii)g

the space usurped by the ambitious and devourinc

moss. These people wear steel arms and curious

dresses, and have come from abroad, and

those unaccountable round towers which ap-

pear here and there must, one would think, have

been built by them. Then comes in another race,

with iron armour and utensils, and new wars and

ways. How generation after generation, race

after race, comes to the edge of the moss, and,

tries to set foot on it, and draws back, because iti

is a treacherous slough ! And how they pursue.'

their enemies to the shelter of the forest, and slayi

them and tbe wolves together I And how, when;

this is found dangerous and troublesome, they fell'

whole acres of the woodland, to destroy the har-'

bourage of man and beast; and the moss growsi

and spreads, and rises all the while, to receive!

whatever falls from the hills,' and swallow up allj

that lies at their base ! Ah ! there is to be a newi
:

prey for the cruel moss in consequence of this

felling of the woodland. Fugitives, outlaws,

rebels, must have a place of refuge. The lime-

stone hills are laid bare, and a rough grass, which'

affords no shelter, is soon the only covering of the^

ridges. See how the hunted fugitives learn by'

necessity to walk where wolf and wild-cat would|

not venture! First, they shoe themselves with

light boards, or plates of wicker-work, and go

fearfully into the swamp; but soon they learn huw
to pick their way from clump to clump of moss:

and heath, and can'go best barefoot. They find;

out dry spots where they can hide their heads and

kindle a sod to warm themselves, secure from|

being followed by armed men whose weight would;

sink them. One has ventured, and presently'

sunk, stifled in black mud : there sticks his body,-

without other burial. Another has tried, and.

perished at once-—drowned in dark-brown water.;

Day by day, for scores of years, must their bonesi

,

dissolve in the juice of the bog—the skull melting'

and evaporating, and the brain and muscle shriv-j

elling up, and the skin turning to leather in thisj

natural tanpit. The antique cattle are lying far,

below, the modern men near the surface,—thej

hazel with its nuts, the oak with its acorns, thej

yews and firs in successive layers, all tanning to-

gether in this mighty tanpit of four thousand

acres, without break.

And what is to be the end of it ? Is the moss'

to go on growing, till it has swallowed up all Ire-i

land ? Oh no ; for a wall is enough to stop itsl

growth ; and there are strong rivers to stop it ini

more directions than one. This bog will not out-

grow its four thousand acres ; and indeed, if that

space does not satisfy the ambition of the little

moss, it is hard to say what would. The ehangCi

is sad and dreary enough. Instead of forests, we'

sec hills, carpeted, it is true, with oats and grass,'

but without a single tree. We see, instead of

gleaming lakes and bright alluvions between, a

dingy, brown expanse, tufted with hillocks, aud

. . . But what is this ? What are these people

doing?

What are they doing ? They arc visiting tbe

little moss with retribution. It is very late, afteri

thousands of years: but the hour of retribution

has come at last. There are plenty of people

engaged in undoing the work of so many ages,

and beginning a new era^on this spot which has'

seen so many changes. Which corner shall we:

look at first
'(

(To be concluded.)
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EXTRACT FROM LETTERS OF MARY JANE GRAHAM.

It seems to me that all the Lord's dealings with

his redeemed children speak this language, " Cease

ye from man." Put not your trust in any earthly

comforter. Lean not on any arm but the arm of

your Beloved. " For the hearts of the people" of

this world " are full of idols." Self is the great

idol that is loved and honoured more than God.

Then comes a multitude of lesser things, all sub-

servient to this one ; and if some little corner in

the heart is reserved for God, or if the shadow of

a throne is set up, where he may sit on solemn

occasions, at the pleasure of the groat idol, then

they think all is going on well ; and God loved as

much as He could reasonably expect to be loved

by creatures who have such a press of business on

their hands. But, my beloved friend, we may

not do so. God has purchased us for his own

inheritance ; will have our whole heart and our

whole dependence; and though we must rejoice

in the friends he gives us, yet we must not think

we cannot do without them, or that we should go

on better if we had more of their help. Christ is

all sufficient, and teaches, comforts, and reproves

in his own time and way, and by his- own means,

without any need of our direction. In looking

back to every event of my life, since I have known

something of the grace of God, I find that there

never has been anything on which I very much

depended, but He has straightway removed or

embittered that thing, or in some way made it

useless to me, till I returned to place my whole

dependence on Him. But let us not accuse our

dearest Lord of acting unkindly towards us in

sending these disappointments; for he only takes

away other helps and props to make room for Him-

self. He loves us too well to suffer any rival in

our affections. I have read your letter over and

^ver again, and scarcely know how to answer it,

or what to make of it. Oh, that you had some

better counsellor than I ! for I know not how to

advise you. I fear lest you should think me strict

and gloomy, if I tell you all I think ; but I will

tell you since you desire it ; and I know that God
is able and willing, too, to give you joys so much

OTperior to every worldly amusement, that you

will wonder you could ever think them worth a

thought. I must say then, that the world and

worldly amusements appear to me inconsistent

with the character of a real Christian ; and that

we never can enjoy happy converse with God till

we give them up. The Christian is described in

the Scriptures, as the " temple of the living God."

Now, where the Holy One takes up his abode,

surely that heart must be .sanctified and set apart

from every common use, and devoted to his service

But can God and the world reign in the same

heart? or, as it were, reign by turns? Shall we

admit the Lord of Glory in the morning, and shut

him out in the evening, while we are going to a

place of amusement ? for we may be well assured

He will not go with us there. The spirit of the

world, which reigns in such places, is quite oppo-

site to His spirit; and "the friendship of the

world," which is there sought, is enmity with

God. I know this would be called uncharitable
;

but I do not wish to be more charitable than the

Bible. And surely experience proves it to be

true ; for go into any fashionable assembly what-

ever, and there begin to speak of those things of

which we ought to talk, " when we are sitting in

the house, and when we walk by the way, and

when we lie down and when we rise up," and see

if politeness itself can suppress a smile at your

strange and unwarrantable impertinence in forcing

the attention of the company to subjects which

they are met for the very purpose of forgetting.

No, my dear young friend, that cannot be a proper

place for a Christian, where religion is the thing

that must not be named ; and where even something

our hearts will tell us that such subjects are

out of place. Neither can you say, your own heart

may be as well employed there as elsewhere ;
for

the very sweetest meditation on heavenly things

(if we could thus meditate in the midst of vanity)

would be spoiled by the thought that there were

none who enjoyed like communion with ourselves;

and we should soon have, like Joseph, to " seek a

place to weep in," to weep over our companions

and friends, who are thus "feeding on ashes," and

delighting themselves in things which cannot

profit.

God Pruneth the Vine of our Afficlions,

A vine, which is one of the most fruitful of

trees, (made use of by God to compare the Cliris-

tian unto,) if it be left to its natural growth, un-

regarded and unpruned, shoots forth into many

superfluous branches and stems, and spendeth its

most generous strength that way, and so becometh

weak and fruitless. If God should leave the best

Christian to the vicious exorbitancies of his own

heart and affections, and not curb and prune them,

and retrench the extravagancy of his desires, his

strength would be spent on that which profiteth

not, and he would soon grow barren and useless.

There is need that, both by his returning grace,

he reduce and limit our desires ; and that by the

sharp knife of affliction, he cut short and_ check

their excesses. When mine heart doth irregu-

larly run after vanity, let the smart of thy hand

correct my wandering, and tame the wildness of

my affections. It is better I should bleed by thy

pruning hook, than be cut down by the axe as

withered and fruitless, and cast into the burning

!

—Spiritual Bee.

A Case uf Conscience.

Some twelve years ago, a wagon-shop, belonging

to a Mr. Kline, at Eaton, Ohio, was burned to the

ground. About the same time, a building at West

Alexandria was likewise consumed by fire. None

of the conjectures at the time concerning the

origin of the fires were correct ; the real origina-

tor was not suspected. Twelve years had elapsed,

and the disasters mentioned had been almost for-

gotten. Last week, says the Eaton Kegister,

came a weary footman from Pennsylvania, leaning

on a staff, and entered the house of Mr. Kline.

Time and trouble had brought so great a change

in the man's appearance, that, though formerly

known to his entertainer, he was not recognized

until he had told his name. He was the man
ho had set fire to both the aforementioned build-

ings ! His object had been plunder, but he says

his nefarious enterprise resulted in nothing but

disappointment. Peace nor enjoyment has he

known since the commission of those crimes

Afflicted by the pangs of a guilty conscience, and

feeling that he could not die in peace without con-

fessing and atoning for his crimes, he came for

the latter purpose. He confessed his guilt, and

expressed his equal willingness to receive either

punishment or forgiveness, whichever should be

preferred by those whom he had injured. It was

deemed more noble to forgive than to chastise,

and the penitent was permitted to "go, and sin

no more." The unhappy man then proceeded to

West Alexandria, and was there told that the man
whom he sought, and whose building he had fired,

had moved to Indiana. The penitent then re-

sumed his pilgrimage in that direction.

—

Daily

paper.

The man who thinks before he speaks, stands

above his antagonist.

THE CROSS OF CHRIST.

The Lord appeared inwardly to console David's

x\, that waited for his help, and to deliver it

from the temptations and afflictions that were

ready to overwhelm it, and gave him security and

peace. Therefore he says, " The Lord hath esta-

blished my going;" that is, fixed his mind in

righteousness. Before, every step he took, bemired

him, and he was scarce able to go without falling.

Temptations assailed him on all hands; but he

waited patiently upon God; his mind retired,

watchful and intent to his law and Spirit ; and

he felt the Lord incline to him. His needy and

sensible cry entered Heaven, and prevailed ; then

came rescue and deliverance, (in God's time, not

David's,) strength to go through his exercises,

and surmount all his troubles. For which ho

tells us, " A new song was put into his mouth,

even praise to our God." It was a song of God's

making and putting, and not his own.

Another time we have him crying thus : " As
the heart panteth after the water-brooks, so pan-

teth my soul after thee, God. My soul thirs-

teth for God, for the living God ; when shall I

come and appear before him ?" This goes beyond

formality, and can be tied to no lesson. AVe may
by this see, that true worship is an inward work

;

the soul must be touched and raised in heavenly

desires, by the heavenly Spirit, and that the true

worship is in God's presence. " When shall I

come and appear." Not in the temple, nor with

outward sacrifices, but before God in his presence.

The souls of true worshippers see God, make their

appearance before him ; and for this they wait,

they pant, they thirst. how is the greater

part of Christendom degenerated from David's

example ! No wonder that this good man tells

us, " truly, my soul waiteth upon God ;" and then

gives it in charge to his soul so to do ; "0 my
soul, wait thou upon God ; for my expectation is

from him." As if he said, none else can prepare

my heart, or supply my wants ; so that my expec-

tation is not from my own voluntary performances,

or the bodily worship I can give him; they are of

no value : they can neither help me, nor please

him. But I wait upon him for strength and

power to present myself so before him, as may be

most pleasing to him ; for he that prepares the

sacrifice, will certainly accept it. In two verses

he repeats it thrice, " I wait for the Lord, my
soul doth wait. My soul waiteth for the Lord,

more than they that watch for the morning."

Yea, so intently, and with such unweariedness of

soul, that he says in one place, " Mine eyes fail,

while I wait for my God." He was not contented

with so many prayers, such a set worship, or a

limited repetition. He leaves not till he finds

the Lord and the comforts of his presence ; which

brings the answer of love and peace to his soul.

Nor was this his practice only, as a man more

than ordinarily inspired ; for he speaks of it as

the way of worship amongst the true people of

God, the Spiritual Israel, the circumcision in heart

of that day. "Behold as the eyes of servants

look to the hand of their masters, and as the eyes

of a maiden unto the hand of her mistress, so our

eyes wait upon the Lord our God, until he have

mercy upon us." In another place, " Our soul

waiteth for the Lord, he is our help and shield,

I will wait upon thy name, for it is good before

thy saints." It was in request with the truly

godly of that day, and the way by which they

came to enjoy God, and worship him acceptably.

From his own experience of the benefit of

waiting upon God, and the saints' practice of

those times, he recommends it to others. " Wait

upon the Lord, be of good courage, and he shall
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strengthen thy heart : Tvait, I say, upon the Lord."
Wait in faith and patience, and he will come to

save thee. Again, " Best in the Lord, and wait
patiently upon him." Cast thyself upon him ; be
contented ; and wait for him to help thee in thy
wants

: thou canst not think how near he is to
help those that wait upon him. try, and have
faith. Yet, again, he bids us " wait upon the
Lord, and keep his way." Behold the reason so
few profit ! they are out of his way, and such can
never wait rightly upon him. Great reason had
David for what he said, who had with so much
comfort and advantage met the Lord in his bles-

sed way.
The Prophet Isaiah tells us, that thougli the

chastisements of the Lord were sore upon the
people for their backslidings, yet in the way of
his judgments, in the way of his rebukes and dis-

pleasure, they waited for him, and the desire of
their soul (that is the great point) was to hi
name, and the remembrance of him. They wer
contented to be chid and chastised, for they had
sinned; and the knowledge of him in this way,
way very desirable to them. But did he not come
at last, and that in mercy, too? Yes he did, and
they knew him when he came ; a doctrine the
brutish world knows not. " Lo, this is our God,
we have waited for him, and he will save us."

blessed enjoyment ! O precious confidence !

Here was a waiting in faith which prevailed. All
worship, not in faith, is fruitless to the worship-
per, as well as displeasing to God. This faith is

the gift of God, and the nature of it is to purify
the heart, and give such as truly believe " victory
over the world." But they go on : " We have
waited for him, we will be glad, and rejoice in his
salvation." The Prophet adds :

" Blessed are all

they that wait upon God." And why ? " For
they that wait upon the Lord, shall renew their
strength;" they shall never faint, never be weary.
The encouragement is great. hear him once
more : " For since the beginning of the world,
men have not hoard, nor perceived by the ear,
neither hath the eye seen, O God ! besides thee'
what he hath prepared for him that waitoth for
him." Behold the inward life and joy of the
righteous, the true worshippers ! those whose
Spirits bowed to the appearance of God's Spirit
in them, leaving and forsaking all that it appeared
against, and embracing whatever it led them to.

New Jersey, Eighth mo., 1854.

There is the same difference between people
now as there was between the Egyptians and
Israel of old. Blultitudes are buried alive under
a cloud of thick darkness ; but all the Lord's
people have light in their dwellings. Ah ! how
many great and fair houses are there without the
heavenly inhabitant ! It might be written upon
their doors, " God is not here ;" and when you go
in you may be sure of it, for there is neither
peace nor truth within the walls.

Intercourse with the Poor.—" I am glad you have
made acquaintance with some of the good poor.
I quite agree with you that it is most instructive
to visit them ; and I think you are right in what
you say of their more lively faith. We hold to
earth and earthly things by so many links of
thought, if not of affection, that it is difficult

to keopour view of heaven clear and strong;
when this life is so busy, and therefore so full of
reality to us, another life seems by comparison
unreal.

^
This is our condition, and its peculiar

temptations ; but we must endure it and strive to
overcome them, for I think we may not try to flee

from it."

From the Natic

THE HERMIT OF THE THEBAID.

0, strong, upwelling prayera of faith,

From inmost founts of life ye start

—

The spirit's pulse, the vital breath
Of soul and heart 1

From pastoral toil, from traffic's din,
Alone, in crowds, at home, abroad.

Unheard of man, ye enter in
The ear of God.

Ye brook no forced and measured tasks,
Nor weary route, nor formal chains

;

The simple heart that freely aska
In love, obtains.

For man the living temple is :

The mercy-seat and cherubim,
And all the holy mysteries,
He bears with him.

And most avail the prayer of love,

Which, wordless, shapes itself in deeds,
And wearies Heaven, for naught above
Our common needs.

[At noon, the Thebaid hermit leaned
O'er record of Christ's loving word :]

Was it an angel or a fiend.

Whose voice he heard ?

It broke the desert's hush of awe,
A human utterance, sweet and mild.

And, looking up, the hermit saw
A little child.

A child, with wonder-widened eyes,
O'erawed and troubled by the sight

Of hot, red sands and brazen skies
And anchorite.

" What dost thou here, poor man ? No shade
Of cool, green downs, nor grass, nor well.

No corn nor vines." The hermit said

:

" With God I dwell.

"Alone with Him in this great calm,
I live not by the outward sense

:

My Nile his love, my sheltering palm
His providence."

The child gazed round him. " Does God live
Here only?—where the desert's rim

Is green with corn, at morn and eve,
We pray to him.

" My brother tills beside the Nile
His little field ; beneath the leaves

My sisters sit and spin the while
My mother weaves.

"And when the millet's ripe heads fall.

And all the beau-field hangs in pod.
My mother smiles, and says that all

Are gifts from God.

"And when to share our evening meal.
She calls the stranger at the door,

She says God fills the hands that deal
Food to the poor."

Adown the hermit's wasted cheeks
Glistened the flow of human tears:

" Dear Lord 1" he said, " Thy angel speaks,
Thy servant hears."

Within his arms the child he took.
And thought of home and life with men;

And all his pilgrim feet forsook
Returned again.

The palmy shadows cool and long,

The eye that smiled through lavish locks,
Home's cradle hymn and harvest song,
And bleat of flocks.

" 0, child I" he said, " thou teachest mo
There is no place where God is not;

That love will find where'er it be,

A holy spot."

He rose from off the desert sand.
And, leaning on his staff of thorn.

Went with the young child, hand in hand,
Like night and morn.

They crossed the desert's dreary line.

And heard the palm-tree's nestling fan.
The Nile bird's cry, the low of kine.

And voice of man.

Unquestioning, his childish guide
He followed, as a small hand led

To where a woman gentle eyed,
Her distaff fed.

She rose, she clasped her truant boy.
She thanked the stranger with her eyes:

The hermit gazed in doubt and joy
And dumb surprise.

And lo 1—with sudden warmth and light
A tender memory thrilled his frame

;

New-born, the world-lost anchorite
A man became 1

" 0, sister of El Zara's race.
Behold me I—had we not one mother!"

She gazed into the stranger's face

:

" Thou art my brother I"

" "Taught by thy child, whom God hath sent,
That love is more than fast or prayer,

I come, toil, care and pain, content
With thee to share."

Even as his foot the threshold crossed,
The hermit's better life began

;

Its holiest saint the Thebaid lost,

And found a man 1 j. n

For "The Fiiend."

The Snare of Wealth.

" I was sitting in a Friend's house in Dublin,
with several elders and brethren, and it sprung
afresh in my heart to say to them, that the Lord
would make this earnestness of getting the riches

of this world, in the end unto many with whom he
hath long striven, and often faithfully warned of
the danger thereof, that they might be weaned
from the same, even as the flesh that God gave to

the Jews in the wilderness, when they slighted
the bread which he gave them from heaven, and
lusted after the flesh-pots, onions, and garlic in
Egypt." W. Edmundson. " And while the flesh

was yet between their teeth, ere it was chewed,
the wrath of the Lord was kindled against the
people, and the Lord smote the people with a very
great plague." Num. xi. 33. Is there no plague
within our camp ? Have not many forsaken the
fountain of living waters, and hewed to themselves
cisterns, broken cisterns, that can hold no water?
Is not the great strife to become rich in this world,
even with many who want to be active in the visi-

ble church, and who may value themselves on
account of their riches, and think to add to their
power by it ? But what changes have taken place
in some instances, where wealth had given great
influence

!

From the Annual Monitor for 1S54.

WILLIAM TAYLOR.

William Taylor, of York, deceased First month
21st, 1853, aged 85 years-
Was born at Greenwich, in 1768; he was ne-

phew to Green the astronomer, who accompanied
Captain Cook on his voyages of discovery in the
southern hemisphere. William had another uncle,
who was a partner in an extensive pottery at Leeds

;

to this uncle he was sent while a boy. On his
way he passed through London, at the time of
Lord George Gordon's riots, and saw many houses
burning which had been set on fire by the lawless
mob. The journey from London to Leeds was
performed in the stage wagon, which, on this
occasion, travelled eight days and two of the in-
tervening nights.

William worked in the pottery for several years,
and theii returned to London, where he was em-
ployed in a large glass and china warehouse.
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When he was about eighteen years of age, trade

became much depressed and several of the hands

were in consequence discharged, and William

amongst them. He then enlisted into the army,

and three days afterwards the regiment he had

joined sailed for the East Indies. He was in

India during the war with Tippoo Saib, and on

one occasion he, with some others, intercepted

three men, who were afterwards ascertained to

have been sent by Tippoo Saib on an errand of

destruction, and who were galloping furiously

towards the object of their vengeance. One of

these men, on being intercepted, set upon William

Taylor, and would have killed him, but at the

moment when the sword of the infuriated man
was upon William's breast, a pistol shot from an

English soldier brought the man off his horse, and

William escaped. He was also at the siege of

Seringapatam, in 1792. Referring to this he said,

" I saw the sun rise that morning, and thought I

may never see it set ; but at that time I was called

off to an outpost, where I could hear and see the

engagement from a distance. If I had fallen that

day, I should have been lost to all eternity."

These deliverances, though he was then in an

unconverted state, made a deep and lasting im-

pression on his mind. He remained in India

about eight years, and the experience he gained

during this period convinced him that in war
there is a direct violation of the precept of Christ,

" All things whatsoever ye would that men
should do to you, do ye even so to them;"
and that it is a system of robbery and outrage on

a large scale; he was shocked moreover at the

intemperance and licentiousness prevalent in the

army. He often expressed thankfulness in his

latter days that something always occurred by
which he was -kept from active service in battle,

as this left him the consoling reflection of never
having killed a fellow creature ; and he mentioned
with regret having seen many in India, who pre-

sumed to call themselves Christians, conduct them-
selves with less circumspection than the Mahome-
dans or the Gentoos, and other native tribes. When
about twenty-sis, he obtained his discharge and
returned to England in a large ship of war ; the

children of an oiEcer, who wore sent home for

education being committed to his care during
the voyage. On the passage, which occupied ten

months, the ship put into St. Helena, and took

thirteen Dutch vessels, which made no resistance

to the royal marauders. In the anticipation of a

conflict with these vessels, he was solicited to

assist, but he excused himself by querying, who
would take care of the children committed to hin
if he should be killed in the fight ? The imme
diate cause of his return to England was the pro-

mise of a relation to leave him some property if

he would do so. This promise was not fulfilled

but, speaking of the disappointment many years

after, William said, "It was no matter; it brought
me from India, and if I had staid among so much
wickedness I might have lost my soul." On
arriving in England he returned to Leeds, where
he again became engaged in the pottery. Here
he was salesman for many years, until, in connec
tion with an attempt on the part of the owners to

sell it, the affair was thrown into chancery. The
commencement of a chancery suit has too often

been equivalent to the shutting up for ever from
the parties then interested in it the property in-

volved, as the settlement has frequently been
delayed till long after the decease of those origin-

ally concerned in it ; and as respected William,
who had invested what ho possessed with the con-

cern, the result was much the same as if he had
been robbed of his property ; for though he lived

many years after, the suit remained unsettled, and

he often expressed it as his opinion, that neither

he nor any of his relations would ever see its ter-

mination. In the meantime, he had married

Esther Jepson, a pious woman, professing with

the Society of Friends. She united with her

husband in labourious industry to obtain a provi-

sion for their old age ; and when their little pro-

perty was thus unexpectedly swallowed up, Wil-

liam said, " We cried sore, but we found it was

of no use ; so we looked to the Lord for help, and

tried to do our best."

Though William Taylor was a man of more

than ordinary reflection, he did not become alive

unto God till after returning from India. Speak-

ing, a few days before his decease, of the circum-

stances of his awakening to the importance of

eternal things, he said, " I was sitting alone and

in silence in the house, when about twenty-seven

years of age, and an awful sense of divine things

came over my mind. This was a visitation of

God's Spirit, and it led me to seek a Saviour."

To former visitations of Divine grace W^illiam had

not yielded. He remarked, that they had been

to him as "as the Light shining in darkness; but

the darkness comprehended it not." There is

reason to believe, however, that the convictions of

Divine grace, though not before yielded to, had,

nevertheless, an enlightening effect on his under-

standing, and if he had finally turned away from

them, they would doubtless have increased his

everlasting condemnation. But, happilj', now he

"was not disobedient to the heavenly vision ; a

great change was wrought in him, and he began

to attend the meetings for worship of Friends.

Soon after this he received a visit from Mary
Watson, of Waterford, Mary Ellis, of Gildersone,

and Elizabeth Copeland, of Leeds, who, as minis-

ters of the gospel, were paying religious visits to

the Friends of Leeds, in their families, and to

such persons as attended the meetings of Friends

In their visit to AVilliam, they were brought into

close sympathy with his religious state ; and Mary
Ellis, especially, was enabled so to minister to

him and to encourage him in a faithful attention to

the guidance of the Spirit of Truth, made known
to him in the secret of his own heart as materially

to help him in his Christian course.

After leaving the pottery at Leeds, William

and Esther Taylor engaged in different kinds of

service. For many years they were in the em
ployment of the farmers of the post-horse duty,

keeping, successively, various toll bars, including

that on the bridge over the Ouse, at York ; and,

when that was removed, the one at Ferrybridge

Subsequently, and when considerably advanced in

years, they removed to a cottage attached to

Friends' meeting-house at Pontefract. In this

situation, as well as when employed at the toll-bars,

they were evidently growing in grace, and though

of rough exterior, there was much of Christian

circumspection and of that spirit of godliness

about them, which not only attracts and unites

Christians one to another, but which also often

draws the irreligious to think of their own cour

and to wish for a better state. Esther died and
was buried at Pontefract, in 1841. William con

tinned to reside in the lone cottage till 1851.

Among the evidences of his love to the Lord, may
be noticed the pleasure he took in keeping the

meeting-house in order and in attending the meet
ings held in it, as well as occasionally those of

Ackworth, Leeds, and other places, to which he
often walked for this purpose. He was diligent

in reading his Bible, and books detailing the reli-

gious experience of those who had trodden the Chris-

tian's path before him, and in waiting upon the

Lord, the feeling of whose love he spoke of as

being often very comforting to him when sitting

alone and in silence.

He had now been for some years a member of
the Society of Friends, and beloved by those who
knew him for his uprightness and integrity. Age
had rendered him no longer able to provide for

himself, and his own means were insufficient for

his maintenance ; he therefore gratefully accepted
the help of the Society in the supply of his wants.
His friends being uneasy at his living alone, when
having become liable to frequent attacks of illness,

he returned to York in his eighty-third year, and
became an inmate in the family residing in the

cottage at the Friends' burial ground. Here his

kind, cheerful, pious conversation and Christian

example, were instructive and engaging; and he
took pleasure in calling on the sick in the neigh-

bourhood. One of his poor neighbours, aged
upwards of eigjjty years, becoming unable to

read, he often called and read the bible to her,

occasionally adding a few pertinent remarks.
This he continued to the day of her death. Hav-
ing great pleasure in reading the bible himself,

this exercise of Christian love was particularly

grateful to him.

In the summer of 1852, he had an attack of
illness, from which it did not seem likely he would
recover; but alluding to the probability of his

decease, he said to a friend who called to see him,
" I am very happy. My peace is made." His
health, however, improved ; and on another friend

remarking his improvement, he said, "I thought
I was going; at least I hoped so." And speaking

of the maternal attention paid him by one of the

friends with whom he resided, he said, " It was
very kind of Providence to raise up for me a

mother; I did not expect to have a mother in my
old age." As soon as he was able he got to meet-

ing again, walking with a brisk step, unlike a man
of eighty-five years, the age to which he had now
attained. Another attack of illness soon suc-

ceeded, attended by pains so violent, that he said

he did not know at times how to bear it, but that

it was little to what his Saviour had suffered for

him. In allusion to the state of his mind, he
remarked, " I am very comfortable, very happy.

I do not wish to live, and I do not wish to die,

but just to wait till my Master pleases." He often

prayed for patience and for Divine blessings upon
himself and his fellow creatures, including those

whom, in the darkness of the war spirit which
prevailed in his early days, he had been trained

to regard as enemies, but whom he now saw in

the light of the gospel to be also children of the

same Universal Parent with himself, and fellow

objects of the redeeming love and mercy of his

own Saviour; among these he often enumerated
" the Frenchmen, the Dutchmen, and the poor

blacks," whom he remembered with much in-

terest.

Looking back upon his past life, and afresh

recognizing the goodness and mercy which had
followed him, and had granted him the evidence

of his sins being forgiven for Jesus's sake, he said,

" I am a five hundred pound debtor, but there is

one who cares for mo." At another time he spoke

with great thankfulness of the mercy of his God
and Saviour, who, he remarked, would lead all

unto the truth that would submit to be led by the

Spirit. The comforting influence of the love of

God in Christ Jesus was often sensibly felt in sit-

ting by the bed of this good old man, who enter-

tained a very humble view of himself.

First month 9th, 1853. On a friend calling and
finding him again down stairs, and very cheerful, he

said he had passed through some severe discipline

since they last met; that he had been in dreadful pain

of body and stripped of all comfort of mind, but that
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it had been good for him ; and referring to

Saviour he said, " The good Samaritan found me
out, and brought me comfort again by his Holy
Spirit, and now I am better."

On the 16th, after reading aloud a portion of

Holy Scripture and sitting a considerable time ii

silence with his eyes closed, he opened them anc

said, "I think Friends will be about leaving meet
ing. I have had a good meeting." Soon after,

he was again taken ill, and on the 19th he con
versed about the probability of a few days finishinc

his journey, and said he felt it to be "a brave thine

to have a Saviour's arm to lean upon."
From this time he became rapidly weaker, but

maintained his usual patient, cheerful, and thank-

ful temper of mind, lie passed a restless night

on the 20th, and the following morning breathed

with difficulty, but spoke cheerfully to those

around him. In the afternoon, he became easy,

but increasing feebleness in his breathing showed
that the close of life was drawing on. He became
unable to speak, but on the friend with whom a

few days before he had conversed on the proba-

bility of his journey being nearly at an end,

entering the room and laying a warm hand on the

cold ones of the dying man, which were folded

over his breast, he opened his eyes, looked at him,

and smiled. There was a language in this smile

which seemed to say, "The happy hour of de-

parture for my heavenly Father's house is come :"

and again closing his eyes, he passed away like

one falling asleep.

Though walking in an humble path through
life, and filling no conspicuous station in the

church or in the world, the lengthened testimony

borne by such a life and crowned by such a sting-

less death, is a powerful evidence of the value of

true religion, and of its divine origin, as well as

a striking comment upon the declaration, "The
path of the just is as the shining light, that shin-

eth more and more unto the perfect day."

There are critical times of danger. After great

services, honours, and consolations, we should

stand upon our guard. Noah, Lot, David, Solo-

mon, fell in these circumstances. Satan is a foot-

pad : a foot-pad will not attack a man in going to

the bank, but in returning with his pocket full of

money.

A Willow Doclc.—At La Crosse, Michigan, a

dock is in course of construction, made entirely

of willow twigs, in bundles twelve feet long and
one foot thick, each containing about one hundred
trees, and it will take fifty-thousand bundles to

complete the dock. It is said the willows will

sprout and grow, rooting firmly together, thereby

forming a living superstructure, which will last

for ages, without the least tendency to decay.

Docks like these occur very frequently on the

banks of the Khine, in Germany.

A Snow Arch.—The newspaper called the

"State of Maine," published at Portland, says

that one of the greatest curiosities evci witnessed

at the White Mountains, is now to be found at

" Tuckerman's Ravine," about three miles from
the Glen House. It consists of an arch of pure

snow, spanning the brook that tumbles over the

rooks from the summit of the mountains. The
ravine is the receptacle of all the snow that blows

from the top of Mount Washington, and there can

be no doubt that during the winter it accumulates

to the depth of several hundred feet. As the

brook begins to run in the spring, it wears its way
through under the snow, which gradually melts

away at the approach of summer, making the

cavity larger and larger. On Seventh mo. 16th,

this ravine was visited by several gentlemen, one

of them being an engineer, b}' whom the arch was

measured. It was found to be 180 feet long, 84

wide, and 40 feet high, on the inside, and 266
feet long and 40 feet wide on the outside. The
snow forming the arch is twenty feet thick. The
gentlemen walked through the arch in the bed
of the brook, and ate their dinner at the foot of

the cataract, which falls a thousand feet down the

side of the mountains. The arch is on the south-

east side of the mountain, and is exposed to the

rays of the sun during most of the day. Last year

it remained until Eighth mo. 16th, when a warm
rain of several days' continuance melted it away.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCUES,
Of Ministers and Elders, and otber concerned memberi

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 406, vol. sxvii .")

THOMAS MUSGRAVE.

Thomas Musgrave was an inhabitant of York
shire, England, who, being called to the work of

the ministry, laboured extensively therein. Sam
uel Smith, in his History of Friends in Pennsyl

vania and New Jersey, states that he was in this

country on a religious visit about the time that

John Delavall was convinced of Friends' princi-

ples, and he intimates that the ministry of Thomas
Musgrave and Jonathan Tyler were efl'ective to-

wards his convincement. If so, he must have

been in America about the year 1685 or '86. In

he was labouring; in Ireland, and again, in1687.

1694, in which latter year he came to America
His visit appears to have been throughout the

whole country, and, when in Maryland and Vir-

ginia, Richard Gove, a minister of Philadelphia,

was his companion. His labour at the Yearly

Meeting of Philadelphia, in 1695, is stated in the

epistle from that body to London to have been of

good service.

After finishing the work assigned him by his

Divine Master in America, he returned to Eng-
land, where he continued until the year 1699,

when, believing the path of duty for him led to a

settlement in Pennsylvania, he left his native

country early in the summer. During the passage

a pestilential fever broke out on board the ship,

and he was one of fifty who died on the sea.

About twenty more died after the ship reached

the Delaware.

When the true dedicated follower of the Lord
Jesus Christ is called home to his eternal resting-

place, it is a matter of little moment where he is

when he receives the summons, or what the at-

tendant circumstances of his burial may be. The
call is in mercy extended, and the reward of faith-

fulness through the mercy of God in Christ Jesus,

is sure.

RICHARD HOSKINS.

This friend appears to have been a phy.sician

in the island of Barbadoes, where he suffered

various distraints on account of fines laid on him
because of his Christian testimonies against war

d an hireling ministry. Early in the year 1697,
he settled in Philadelphia with his wife Esther

and family. Esther was one of those mentioned

as valuable Friends, who were carried off by the

malignant distemper of 1699.

Richard, although following his very confining

profession, did not suffer the concerns of this

world to prevent his filling up his religious duty
as a minister of the gospel, but laboured therein

at home and abroad.

Early in 1698, Richard Hoskins visited the

meetings in New England, and towards the close

of summer those in Maryland and Virginia. Be-
side these he was in various important services

that year, one of which was to prepare an epistle

to Friends in the island of Jamaica, inciting them

to faithfulness in supporting the testimonies of

Truth.

In the First month, 1699, he was Uberated to

visit England in the service of Truth, taking Bar-

badoes on his way thither. After fulfilling his
1

duty at Barbadoes, he proceeded to England, t

whore he entered into the field of gospel labour. \

After some service therein his health failed him, i

and he found a home and nursing at the house of 1

his friend, William Ellis, at Airton. But kind
j

care and attention could not restore him, and in i

1700, perhaps near its close, he was released from !

further labour in the church militant.
,

HUGH ROBERTS.
i

From accounts preserved by his descendants, it \

appears that Hugh Roberts was born in Wales, in
\

the year 1650. His father died in his childhood,
\

and the care of his education and early discipline
^

was left to his mother, who was a pious woman,
]

and one well calculated to control and rightly ;

direct her children. Hugh, in after life writing

of her, says, " My mother was a religious woman
,

since I can remember, which is about forty years. !

She kept good order in her family and amongst :

her servants, being a widow some years before, !

and so continued all the rest of her days. She i

walked then amongst the Presbyterians, and had
,

a great zeal for God, and was much esteemed by
]

these people. In the year 1662, she was con-
\

vinced of Friends' principles, though there were ;

none of that persuasion then in the part of Britain i

[Penllyn] where she lived. Friends hearing of
|

her convincement came from far to visit her.
,

Many of her neighbours were also convinced of
\

the principles she held, and a meeting was set up
at her house ; on which account she was sum-
moned before the Bishop's court, where she held

i

a great deal of discourse with him. Soon after-

wards a mighty persecution arose, which she bore

with great courage. The informers took from her

for a fine of fifteen shillings, for holding two i

meetings, four oxen that were valued at fifteen •

pounds. She was oast into prison divers times,

often had irons put upon her, and was once kept

in a dungeon with murderers for several days and
nights. But none of these things alarmed or dis-

heartened her, or weakened her testimony. She
had great confidence in the Lord, and loved his

truth and people. We were five children, and
were convinced of God's blessed Truth ; and that

mostly by our mother's faithfulness thereunto, for
;

surely she was a good example unto us."

Such is Hugh Roberts's account of his mother,
and the manner of his own convincement. He
was soon called on to bear a testimony for the

truth himself, in word and doctrine, and to show
his sincerity in his faithfulness under persecution.

He had received an excellent education, and was
in various ways qualified for usefulness amongst

When William Penn was about receiving the
grant of the province since called Pennsylvania, !

of King Charles H., he consulted his friend Hugh
Roberts, who agreed to purchase a large tract of
land in the as yet unseen country. He was also

one who met the proprietary at London, to devise
the conditions of the original plan for the settle-

ment of the newly acquired land.

He came to Pennsylvania in the year 1682, I

being then in the thirty-second year of his age. '

A number of his countrymen from Wales came
with him; and his estate being west of the Schuyl- '

kill, at the place since called Merion, he settled

there, many of his friends pui-chasing around him.
(To be conliuued.J
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R. Shackleton to Mary Dndlcy.

Ballitore, 6tU of Ninth mo. 1788.

My Dear Fnend :—I am by no means satisfied

with myself, but I am delighted with the prospect

of my earnest, solicitous, importunate petitions

being answered, that if I should never be of any

material service in religious society, that I might

but be preserved, thrown by in any obscure cor-

ner, so as not in Divine displeasure, and that the

visited rising generation might be a generation to

serve the Lord God of their forefathers in their

day, and to lift up the ensign of his Truth among

the nations. I salute thee, my dear friend, re-

turned from that unfrequented, uncultivated field

of labour in which thou has been employed.*

Thy dedication, thy sacrifice was noble, and I

trust has been acceptable. Thy debility and

infirmities of body, as well as of mind, are per-

fectly known to him with whom we have to do,

and he estimates in his just balance the measure

of our devotedness and obedience. May he reward

thine with the blessing of preservation, and if such

bo his will, may an increase of ability, both natu-

ral and spiritual, be experienced by thee, that so

thy beautiful gift may be fully and forcibly exer-

cised to the praise and honour of the Great Giver

who has done so great things for thee, to the edi-

fication of the churches, and to the gathering of

the other sheep to the fold of Christ. Our beloved

E. P. is, it may well be imagined, much in my
thoughts. I trust she is of the weighty, ponder-

ous grain, which every rufiling, whiflling wind will

not agitate. The perturbation of her mind, from

various causes, has no doubt been great, and the

nailing to the cross attended with agonizing pangs;

but tiiou canst tell her that by continuance in

faithfulness and obedience, the pain to the natural

part will decrease, and courage and confidence

abound; so that, as the apostle says of the daugh-

ters of- Abraham and Sarah, she will " do well,"

and " not be afraid with any amazement." We
had the company of dear Mary Kidgway and Jane

Watson here for a few days. Mary was rather

poorly in health, but mended in spirits, and lively

in the exercise of her gift ; she is faithful, so she

is happy ; and though wave succeeds wave, she

emerges clean, clear, and bright.

Farewell, my dear friend, R. S.

"He has not an Enemy in the World."—
Hasn't ! Well, we are sorry for him ! For he

has mighty little character who has no enemies.

He is nobody who has not got pluck enough to

get an enemy. Give us rather, as our ideal of

virtue and manliness, one who has many enemies

—one who has made them by his manhood and
downright sincerity, candor, and fearless love of

the thing he sees to be right. The man of car-

nest purposes, strong will, and love of principle,

for its own sake, must have enemies. But this,

so far from being ill, is to him a good. The strong

tree is more deeply rooted and fastened in the soil

by the blast than the summer breeze. A man
never knows how much there is of him, until he

has confronted and braved bitter opposition.

Efficacy of Cold Water.—On Fourth day, 13th

inst., the house of William H. Moody, of Stand-

ish, Maine, was struck by lightning, which de-

molished the chimney, burst a large hole in the

ceiling of the sitting-room, smashed the stove and
broke the door. It struck a daughter of Wm.
Moody's, six years old, on the back of the neck,
the side, and leg to the foot, leaving a discoloured

mark half an inch wide, the whole distance. Cold

water was at once copiously applied to the appa-

rently dead girl, who, in twenty minutes from the

time she was struck, revived, and is expected to

recover.

THE FRIEND,
NINTH MONTH 16, 1854.

We have received the following information

respecting

OHIO YEAELY MEETING.

Ohio Yearly Meeting convened at Mount Plea-

sant on Second day, the 4th inst., the meeting

for ministers and elders having met on the pre-

vious Seventh-day. Owing to sickness having

prevailed at Mount Pleasant, exaggerated reports

of which had widely spread, and to the great

drought prevailing throughout many parts of the

State, obliging some to remain at home in order

to provide daily both food and water for their

cattle, the meeting was smaller than usual. Min-
isters and their companions were present, with

certificates or minutes from several other Yearly

Meetings. On calling the representatives, they

were found to be all present. After reading the

reports from the respective Quarterly Meetings,

and the certificates and minutes sent from the

Select Meeting, objection was made by some in-

dividuals to proceeding further with the business,

while two Friends belonging to the smaller body
in New England, then present, remained in the

meeting. This brought the subject of the division

in New England into discussion, and a wide diflTer-

ence in sentiment thereon among the members
was apparent. Many charges were made against

different individuals who, it was said, encouraged

intruders to come into the meeting, and reflections

cast upon the clerk as sympathising with them,

&c., when one of the Friends from New England
rose and stated to the meeting the circumstances

that had brought them there, and exonerated the

clerk from all responsibility for their presence.

Several Friends adverted to the fried situation in

which the meeting had long been placed, some
stating that a large portion of it could not consent

to the exclusion of the members of the smaller

body in New England, and they had never raised

any objection to the presence among them of

members of the larger body, and those who held

different views from them, ought to act in a simi-

lar manner. The clerk referred to the course

pursued by the meeting in different years, under

circumstances similar to the present, that he had

repeatedly set aside his own feelings, and gone as

far as he conscienciously could in delaying the

transaction of the business of the meeting because

of the objections raised, and that now those offer-

ing the objection were at liberty to make the

meeting as they considered select, if it was done

in a proper manner, but it could not be expected

that the whole business of the Yearly Meeting

should be delayed by the objections raised. After

much expression, it was concluded to adjourn
;

previous to which a minute was made, directing

the representatives to confer together, and, if way
should open for it, bring forward the name of a

Friend for clerk, and another for assistant.

Third-day the .5th. The meeting being opened

and the report of the representatives called for, a

Friend stated to the meeting they had conferred

together, and a portion of them had concluded to

propose Jonathan Binns for clerk. Another

Friend immediately rose and informed the meeting

he had been authorized by the representatives to

report they could not agree on persons to be nomi-

nated for clerk and assistant.

[When the representatives met, twelve out of

the forty-two urged the nomination of the Friends

named above, to which the others would not agree,

and concluded to report the representatives were
were not united in bringing forward any names.]

Unity with the appointment of Jonathan Binns
was now expressed by several, and he called on to

go up and take his seat at the table ; and James
B. Bruft' being mentioned as assistant, his appoint-

ment was united with by the same individuals.

In the meantime, a large number expressed their

disunity with these disorderly proceedings, and
the clerk informed those who urged the indivi-

duals named to the table, that their whole pro-

ceeding was a violation of the discipline and usage
of the Society, and would, if carried out, separate

them from it. He then informed the meeting he
would make a minute in accordance with the

course heretofore pursued by that Yearly Meeting
under similar circumstances. While he was
making this minute, Jonathan Binns and James
B. Bruff went up and occupied the usual seat of
the assistant clerk. The clerk now read the
minute, recording the report of the representatives

that they were unable to agree to bring forward
any name, and therefore that the Friends under
the appointment were continued in the respective

stations, viz. Benjamin Hoyle for clerk, and Wm.
S. Bates for assistant. This minute was united

with by as large a portion of the meeting as is

usual, and the assistant clerk was requested to

take his scat at the table. Several, who said it

was known they united in sentiment, as to the

two bodies in New England, with those who were
striving to place a new clerk at the table, now
entreated them to desist, warning them that it

must inevitably result in separation, and that they

could not go with them into it. They desired

them to allow at least one more night for reflec-

tion, before they went so far as to make their

measures past recall, and to try other modes of

relief. Friends also entreated them to desist from
their disorganizing course, and warned them that

if persisted in, it must separate them from the

Society of Friends. But it was evident the whole

movement had been agreed on beforehand by a

few who were determined to carry it through.

The meeting was informed by one of the repre-

sentatives that during their meeting on the sub-

ject of clerks, some of their number, who were

now urging the appointment of a new clerk, had
stated that the withdrawal from the meeting of

those whom they called intruders, would not

remove the difiiculty, and that the clerk had dis-

qualified himself for his station. Several of them

in the meeting admitted this was correct.

Jonathan Binns read a minute, purporting 1

1

appoint himself clerk, and J. B. Bniff assistant.

Wm. S. Bates informed the meeting that he con-

sidered himself the regularly appointed assistant

clerk of the meeting, but that the meeting knew
how he was situated in regard to his friends, and

therefore he desired it, in consideration for his

feelings, to excuse him from taking his seat at the

present time.

When the Yearly Meeting adjourned, which it

did by minute to ten o'clock the next morning,

those who had separated from it staid behind, and

thus declared their secession from Ohio Yearly

Meeting of Friends.

The next morning the Separatists met at eight

o'clock, and a part of the female members of the

Yearly Bleeting met at the same time. In the wo-

men's meeting, the representatives had reported

they could not agree in proposing Friends for clerk

and assistant, and those occupying those stations

had been continued therein as heretofore. When
that meeting adjourned on Third-day, it was to meet
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at the same time at which the mens' meeting-

should conclude to convene. Those who went
with the Separatists met at eight o'clock, while

the others constituting the Yearly Meeting met
at ten o'clock, and finding that the clerk was not

present, they appointed a Friend to act in that

capacity for the meeting, and another to assist

her. Since which time the meeting has continued

its regular business.

Fourth-day the 6th. The meeting met at ten

o'clock, and appeared to be nearly one fourth

smaller than the day before.

It being thought best to call over the represent-

atives, twenty-seven answered to their names, the

meeting being informed that one other was de-

tained by indisposition. It is supposed the re-

maining fourteen have gone with the Separatists

A minute of the separation of some of the

members from Ohio Yearly Meeting was adopted

and a committee appointed to draw up a statement

of the manner in which it was cficcted.

Epistles from London, Dublin, and Y'early

Meetings on this continent, (North Carolina not

having come to hand,) were read, and a committee

appointed to essay replies thereto.

The minutes of last year respecting the estab

lishment of a new Quarterly Meeting, out of the

three lower Monthly Meetings now belonging to

Stillwater, together with the report of the joint

committee of men and women Friends appointed

to visit those meetings made last year, were read,

and after a time of solid deliberation, it was con-

cluded to adopt the recommendation of that com-
mittee, to grant the request made, and a committee

was appointed to attend the opening of the new
quarter. A committee was appointed to bring

forward the names of Friends to fill four vacancies

in the Meeting for Sufierings, which had existed

for a considerable time. Other committees, for

different services, were also appointed. The meet-

ing adjourned to Fifth-day afternoon at 3 o'clock.

Fifth-day. The meeting assembled pursuant

to adjournment. The statement of the manner
in which the separation was effected, was read and
referred for future consideration.

The state of the Yearly Meeting as exhibited

by the answers to the queries, was brought before

it, and pertinent counsel and encouragement given.

Further information will be hereafter given.

The meeting closed solemnly on the 9th inst.

SUiniARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—Liverpool dates to the 26th ult. Phila-

delphia and Baltimore flour, 31s. to 32«. The London
money market was easy. Consols had advanced to 94|.

The War.—Immediately after the surrender of Bomer-
sund, General de Hilliers, accompanied by Earl Grey,
left for Stockholm, with the view, it is supposed, of urg-

ing Sweden to declare herself on the side of the Western
Powers. The French troops at Bomersund were suffer-

ing terribly from cholera. The Russian forces are still

concentrated on the Pruth, and the Turks have their

head-quarters at Bucharest. Russia has prohibited the

1 e.xport of grain into Austria. The Turks had sustained

. a disastrous defeat near Kars, in Asia ; according to the

Russian account, a great number were taken prisoners,

^d three thousand left dead on the field. The cholera
WAS on the decline at Varna, but was raging at Adrian-
ople and other places with great violence, in consequence
of which the French troops intended for Turkey had
been ordered to return to Gallipoli. In this contest, so

far, pestilence has laid low many more than the sword.
The French division under General Canrobert, had lost

three thousand men by cholera. The losses of the Eng-
lish were also heavy, and many of the officers had been
sent home broken down in health. At Varna a confla-

gration, attributed to Russian incendiaries, had de-
stroyed about one third of the city.

SPAIN,—At the last accounts was subsiding into

quietness. It is supposed the ministers will contrive to

let the Queen Christina escape from the country.
ITALY.—The work of clearing the monastic est.ab-

lishments of their inmates is rigorously proceeded with
at Turin, on the plea of the buildings being required for

sanitary purposes. There are in Turin thirteen monas-
teries and ten convents, and it is said that if the wishes
of the nation are reg.arded, the monks and nuns will
never be permitted to return to them. Two-thirds of
the inhabitants of Naples have emigrated on account of
the cholera; among its victims hare been the Duke of
Lieto and others of high rank. At Genoa, there are still

over 100 cases of cholera daily.

HOLLAND.—The crops this year are remarkable for
excellence.

CHINA.—On the 16th ult., the clipper North Fleet
arrived at San Francisco in forty-four days from China,
bringing intelligence that the city of Canton was sur-
rounded by the insurgents, and that the foreign residents
had all left.

SANDWICH ISLANDS.—By the last arrival from
California, we are informed that a treaty for the anneia
tion of the islands to the United States had been con
eluded by the U. S. Commissioner. The treaty, it i;

stated, was forwarded on the 16th ult. by mail to Wash-
ington.

NEW BRUNSWICK.—The cholera has abated in thi:

province. The crops of all kinds are unusually good.

UNITED STATES.—.^jPfCTC mowmmte.—The receipts
of gold at the Mint in Philadelphia, for the first eight
months of the present year, are only $28,476,579; being
nine millions less than in the first eight months of last
year, and three and a half millions less than in the same
part of 1852. The disparity may in part be accounted
for by the establishment of the San Francisco Mint,
much of the coinage of which is shipped directly to
Europe and New York. The exports of specie in the
same period have been about thirty millions, corres-
ponding nearly with the total receipts from California.

The Drought and the Crops.—A daily paper of large
issue, which professes to have taken pains to obtain
correct information on these points, says, " The result
is a conviction that the injury which has been sustained
is greatly exaggerated, and that not only is a famine
impossiVjle, but even any very considerable scarcity."

It is however certain that large sections of country have
suffered greatly. " In general terms, it may be said that
the drought has raged severely in the Ohio valley, and
partially injured the Middle and Eastern States, but
entirely passed over the south and southwest.
The Chicago Daily Tribune of the 4th inst. says,

" Advices from the corn crop throughout the West and
South are coming in more favourable. In the western
portion of Ohio, including the Miami and Sciota bot-
toms, and all the north-western part of the State, the
corn promises well, and will yield an average crop. In the
northern portion of Indiana and Illinois, the crop is also
good ; and the same remarks will apply to Michigan,
Iowa, Minnesota, and the northern part of Missouri.
From the Southern States the accounts are very encou-
raging, so that taking the whole West together, there
is no cause for alarm, nor is there much safety in specu-
lations based upon a failure of the corn crop. We hear
of no place, however, where the potato crop is good, or
even middling. In central Missouri, Illinois, and Indi-
ana, and in south Kentucky, and the north-west part of
Tennessee, north-eastern portion of Ohio, and western
Pennsylvania, there is no doubt that the drought has
proved very disastrous to corn and potatoes, and in
these sections there will be a scarcity." The injury to
the crops of corn and potatoes, in the Middle and East-
ern States, is so unequally distributed as to make it

difficult to estimate the deficiency, but the writer first

quoted is of opinion that a fair average would not show
more than a fifth wanting from the usual yield. It is

believed that the wheat crop of the present season,
viewing the country as a whole, and allowing for partial
failures, has been quite a large one, and it is also com-
puted that fair stocks of last year's maize still remain.

Losses by Fire.—During the Eighth month many fires

occurred in various parts of the United States. The
total losses from this cause are believed to exceed
$2,500,000.

Coal in the Ohio.—The lowness of the river has made
accessible a vein of coal in the bars opposite Cincinnati,

hich a large number of persons lately found profit-

able occupation ; some of the men engaged in this water
ining, it is said, were procuring $10 worth of coal in

day. They are obliged to work in water from two to
three feet deep.

Pennsylvania.—The canal navigation of this State has
not suffered any interruption for want of water during
the present dry season. The Johnstown Reservoir has
come into use this year for the first time as a feeder of
the western division. At the commencement of the
season it contained eighty feet of w.ater, which a few
daj-s since was reduced to forty-eight feet.

Philadelphia.—According to the record kept at the
Pennsylvania Hospital, the mean temperature of the

Eighth month was 75|°, which is more than 2J° above
I

the average of the corresponding month for the last
i

twenty-nine years. The highest temperature in the
month was 96°, and the lowest 57°. The amount of
rain was 0.84 inches, which is less than has fallen in

any Eighth month since 1834, when only 0.62 inches
fell.

The deposits of gold and silver at the mint during the
the Eighth month, amounted to $3,272,000, and the
coinage to $5,308,836, of which $360,000 was silver.

There were 234 interments last week, of which IT
were from cholera.

New York.—Interments last week, 732, of which 129
were from cholera.

California.—From this distant State we have news to
the 16th ult. The agricultural interests are stated to

be much depressed, in consequence of the low prices of
produce, the current rates scarcely meeting the expense
of gathering, sacking, and transportation. Salt has
been discovered in great abundance in Los Angelqs
county, and coal in considerable quantities in Belling-
ham Bay.
New Orleans.—There were 160 deaths from yellow

fever in the ten days ending 3d inst.

Savannah.—There were 123 deaths in this city for the
week ending 7th inst., that is about one for every sixty

of the present population. A similar ratio applied to

Philadelphia, would give a weekly mortality of more
than eight thousand.

FEMALE TEACHER WANTED.
A Teacher is wanted for Friends' female school, at

Woodbury, N. J. For one well qualified to teach the
ordinary branches of a good English education, a liberal

compensation will be secured. Apply to George M. Paul,
or Wm. R. Tatum.

Y'ARDLEY WARNER proposes to reopen his school
on the 30th of Tenth month next ; and can accommodate
six or eight Girls as boarders ; to these, with about the
same number of Girls as day scholars, the school will bo
limited. For Terms, &c., apply early.

Address, WarrenTavern P. 0.,

Chester Co., Pa.

A TEACHER WANTED,
For the Girls' second arithmetical school at West-town

Boarding School. Apply to Anne Tatum, Woodbury
;

Sidney Coates, 330 Arch St. ; Elizabeth Peirson, 254 N.
Fifth St.

I
or Sarah Allen, 146 Pine St.

Evening Schools for Adult Coloured Persons.

Wanted.—A Principal and three Assistant Teachers
for the men's school, and a Principal and four Assist-
ants for the women's school. Application may be made

ither of the undersigned. John C. Allen, No. 179
S. Fifth street; William L. Edwards, No. 37 Arch
street; Samuel Allen, No. 134 S. Front street.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Samuel Townsend, Chatham, Pa., $2,

vol. 28
;
from Joshua B. Pusey, $2, vol. 28 ; from Amos

Battey, agent, Vt., for George Harkness, Benjamin Ma-
comber, Russell Taber, and Benj. Taber, $2 each, for

27. " Omitted Eleventh month, 1853, from Benj.
Macomber, $2, vol. 26."

Died, at the residence of her son, John Livezey, in
Philadelphia, Eighth month, 1st, Abigail Livezet, in the
92d year of her age, a member of Frankford Monthly
Meeting of Friends, Penna. For a number of years she

been unable to mingle with her friends in public
worship; but whilst she retained her faculties, her love
for the truth as it is in Jesus, abounded. We trust her
redeemed spirit has been admitted into the mansion of
everlasting rest.

— at Germantown, Pa., on the 24th of Seventh
month last, Lydia L., wife of David Scull, in the 5?d
year of her age, a member of Philadelphia Monthly
Alceting. Through the course of a lingering .and suft'er-

ing indisposition, this dear friend gave frequent evidence
that her mind was stayed upon her God, and there is

the consoling belief to those who remain, that she hath
fallen asleep in Jesus.

on the 25th ult., at his residence in this city,
fter a short illness, Lewis Walker, in the 8Sth year of

his age, for many years a much esteemed member of
Western District Monthly Meeting.

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
No. 3 Ranstead Place, Fourth above Chestnut street.
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JAPELINE PASCAL.

(Continued from page 1.)

Jaqueline's letter on tlie Formulary was long :

some parts, chiefly illustrative of her objections,

(fill therefore be omitted. It was addressed to

Mere Angelique, the female head of Port-Royal.

Ajfter a few introductory words-, she says: "The
Feelings of the entire sisterhood upon this subject

ire now unanimous. Yet we distinctly under-

itand the pretence that the requisition of our pig-

latures only binds us to submission to the church,

hat is, to silence on matters of fact, and belief in

natters of faith. But the time for this has gone

)y. Most of us heartily wish that something
Torse had been demanded, because, if it were

Torse, we should all feel at full liberty to reject it,

vhile as it is, many will be almost constrained to

iccept it, and false prudence or real cowardice will

:ause many others to embrace it as an easy mode
if procuring safety for the conscience, and for the

)ody as well. But for my own part, I am con-

'inced that in such a course there can be safety

leither for body nor soul. Truth is the only real

jiberator, and she makes none free but those,
' * * * * who bear witness

,0 her with a fidelity that entitles them to be ac-

:nowledged as the true children of God the True.

I cannot any longer conceal the regret which
ives my very soul when I see persons to whom
jod has committed his own truth so unfaithful to

t, and, if I may be allowed the term, destitute of

he courage necessary to brave suffering and even
leath by its open confession.

I am well aware of the reverence that is due to

he authorities of the church. I would gladly lay

lown my life in order to preserve that reverence
nviolate, just as in the present juncture, I am
irepared, by God's help, to die for the confession

if my faith, but it seems to me that nothing can
)e easier than to unite the two. What is to pre-

rent us—what is to prevent every ecclesiastic

:ognizant of the truth, from answering, when the
brmulary is presented for signature, 'I know that
:am bound to respect their Lordships the Bishops,
mt my conscience does not allow me to subscribe
he statement that anything is contained in a

)ook which I cannot discover in that book,' and
hen quietly to await the result ? What are we
ifraid of? Banishment and dispersion, the seiz-

ire of property, prison, death if you will,—but
ire not these things our glory, and ought we not
herein to rejoice ?

Let us either give up the gospel, or let us car-

y out its princioles and esteem ourselves happy

in suffering for the truth's sake. But wo may
perhaps be cast out from the church ! True, and

yet who does not know that no one can he realli/

detachedfrom the church except hy his own wilt?

The Spirit of Jesus Christ is the tie that binds

his members to himself and to one another, and

though the outward signs of that union may be

taken from us, its effect cannot be taken so long

as we retain the spirit of love, without which no

one is a living member of that holy body. Is it

not plain, therefore, so long as we do not erect

altar against altar, while we are not wretched

enough to form a schismatic church, and while we
continue within the limits of simple remonstrance,

and meek endurance of persecution, that the

charity which leads us to love our enemies, must
of necessity attach us to the church by inviolable

bonds. Our enemies alone will have excommuni-
cated themselves, since the divisions they are try-

ing to produce do but sever the bond of charity

which once united them to Jesus Christ, and ren-

dered them members of his body. A.las ! my dear

sister, what joy ought we not to feel, if we are per-

mitted to endure some special reproach for Christ's

sake ! But there is too much pains taken to pre-

vent this, when truth is so skilfully painted with

the colours of falsehood, that she cannot be recog-

nized, and the most keen-sighted can with difii-

culty detect her I pray God this day rather

to strike us all dead, than suffer such an abomina-

tion to be introduced into the church ! I find it

difficult, dear sister, to believe that this sort of

wisdom comes from the Father of lights, for it

seems far more like a revelation of flesh and blood.

Forgive me, my dear sister, I beg. I speak in the

agony of a grief which I am certain will kill me,

unless I have the consolation of seeing that

some are willing to come forward as martyrs for

the faith, to protest either by refusal or by flight

against the acts of others, to become them.selves

champions of the truth. Not that I am desirous

that any uncalled for declarations should be made,

especially at the present time, when the enemies

of truth are so envenomed and powerful. By the

way the condemnation of Jansenius is by no means
the only question in debate. His condemnation

includes that of the doctrine of our Saviour's

grace. If, therefore, our age be so degenerate

that none arc found willing to die in defence of a

righteous man, is it not far more dreadful to think

that no one is disposed to suffer for the sake of

itself?

From " Household Words."

PEATAL AGGRESSION.
(Concluded from page 2.)

Here are men probing the bog, to find a good

place to dig in on their own account. They trench

deep ; and, having pared away the loose fibrous

sponge, near the top, find beneath a brown peat,

which they know will be worth digging out. But
below that again is a black peat of a closer grain

;

and this goes down and down, blacker and denser

with every foot, from having borne the weight of

more centuries, and the pressure of a thicker over-

growth. Into the trench dribbles and drips the

black water, which has been imprisoned so long

—

too far below the sunshine to be evaporated, and
too far away from any natural channel to flow

down into any stream. It is hardly like water

now—salt, astringent, and spirituous; but it will

still reflect the blue sky from its surface, and it

can run away down hill, as fast as ever. As it

dribbles out and runs away, the banks of the

trench sink, and the soil becomes more compact.

The poor come to slice the peat away, and cut it

into oblong pieces like bricks, and set the pieces

on end in little groups to dry ; and when they are

dry, pack them into a sort of large hamper, which

is fastened on a truck drawn by an ass or pony

—

the whole being dignified with the name of a car.

There goes the train of cars along the road—the

burial procession of the little moss, which is being

carried to its funeral pile.

What is that group of buildings at the edge of

the bog—the tall chimney—the brick houses

—

the curious range of metal pipes, dripping and
splashing with water—and the yards, with sheds,

and tubs of black liquor, and spirituous and pun-

gent smells hanging all about, and men, bearded

and begrimed, flitting about the place ?

Why, this is the very centre of retribution,

whence vengeance goes forth against the usurping

moss. This is the head-quarters of those who
have pledged themselves to the utter annihilation

of the destroyer. These are the premises of the

Irish Peat Company .... They undertake so to

deal with the peat moss as that it shall be utterly

decomposed, and every part turned to use. They
have taken in hand five hundred acres of this

bog ; and there, scattered as far as one can see,

arc one hundred labourers—men, women, and

children. The trenches are so wide and deep as

to be like little canals. The depth is already

fourteen feet ; and it is understood that it is to go

down to thirty-two feet. To the eye, the mass of

peat appears inexhaustible. There are the men,

barelegged in the trenches, slicing the vegetable

earth and throwing it up, to be caught by the

" catchers" above, who, for sixpence a day, receive

and deliver the sods. They are the women who,

for sixpence a day, place or set up the sods, and

turn them to dry. There is something pic-

turesque in the wild scene; the brown waste in

clear contrast with the blue hills ; the lines and

patches of sunlight, catching a bunch of yellow

weeds or purple heather here—a little pool there

—a group of women or of diggers elsewhere.

These people say that it was quite another sight

last February, when the scene was wrapped in

flame. They say it was a frightful sight; but it

must have been, as a mere spectacle, very grand.

A man had carried out a live sod into the bog

with him, to light his pipe. It was far away from

the Company's land : but fire observes no boun-

daries. The man piled up his little heap of fuel

about his sod, and blew up the spark. It was a

windy day ; and the heap burst into flame, and

the flame burst away to seize upon any thing that

would burn. The spikes of fire shot up the slopes

of the turf stacks of the Company. The stakes

(called clamps) were burned from the top down-

wards—no less than sixty-eight of them. The

flame went leaping, running, and dancing towards

the buildings, and threatened to devour them; but
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they were saved. It was the river that stopped

the uiisehief at last, and not till six hundred
pounds' worth of damage had been done. This
was a great blow to the Company; though no
triumph to the little moss. Fewer people" have
been employed since ; the tone of the establishment

is relaxed, and its spirits are lowered. But its

demolition of the works of the little moss is as

thorough as ever, within the scope of its opera-

tions. There is the great furnace, into which air

is perpetually blown by the steam-engine. If we
peep within certain slits in the furnace door, we
see the gases alight, fuming and dancing—blue

and yellow—keeping every thing within reach at

a mighty heat. Elsewhere there is the tar, oozing

hither and thither : and the oils in casks, scent-

ing the air ; and the paralEne, of which candles

are to be made, but which now is seen in the form

of yellow waxy cakes, blistered and unshapen,and

lying between oily woollens. It has had some of

its oil pressed out; but it is to be steamed and

bleached, and squeezed in the hydraulic press,

before it is fit to make such candle.s, as those

which were lighted, as a specimen, on the table

of the House of Commons. And there lies a

lump of salt—salt got out of the vegetable decay

of the spot where the ancient inhabitants ate their

food without salt. There is not much in this salt,

however, that would give a relish to food. It is

worse than the flakes that whiten the shores of

the Dead Sea. The minutest grain poisons the

palate and throat for many hours. And there is

a great heap of slag—the black, light, shining

refuse of the small part of the peat that is actually

burnt. Here is tiie little moss so treated as to

come out, for human use, in the forms of sperm,

oils, salt, spirit, and gases. This is being used

What is doing in that far corner of the bog,

quite out of sight of the Peat Works ? A man
digging for fuel is carefully extracting sundry

logs of wood. The scraggy roots and lighter

branches he puts aside to dry ; they are fir, and
their fate is to be burnt, as people burn cannel

coal in England, for the sake of the cheerful blaze

in the autumn evenings. Why are the digger

and his wife covering up so carefully those blocks

of black wood ? They are oak, those blocks, and
worthy of so careful and gradual a drpng as will

prevent their splitting. If they split and crack,

they will be good for nothing but the fire : if care-

fully and successfully dried, they will sell at a

good price to the carvers. So yonder log is cover-

ed with damp sods ; and the wife will come pretty

often and look to it—turning it, and shading it,

and, at last, sunning it, till it is absolutely dry,

and so tough that it will not splinter under any
treatment. And then it will go into the bare

garret in Dublin, and some of it into the comfort-

less prison where the reckless artist who can make
his two guineas a day is confined for debt. In

such places, breathed upon by many sighs, will

this Irish ebony be carved and perforated, and
beautifully wrought, into forms of the extinct

Irish wolf-dog, and the national oak, and sham-
rook, and round tower, and harp, and whatever is

Irisn. Beautiful ink-stands, and paper-knives,

and snuff-boxes, and little trays come out of these

long-drowned oak logs; and they are of an ever-

lasting wear. A great number of wood-carvers
make from ten shillings to two guineas a day as

their share of the profits from the destruction of
the fabric of the little moss.

But what now ? See the people running from
far and near, and clustering round the ditch in

the bog ! On they come, in a sort of huddled pro-
"^ carrying something. A mummy ! actu

nor embalmed, except in the primitive antiseptics
of the place. He is clad in the skin of a beast,
and has a sort of sandal on his feet. He is a man
of an ancient race. But we must not judge of the
stature of his race by his. He is almost as light
as a doll, and as small as a child of ten years old
Well he may be, for his bones were all gone, cen
turies ago—dissolved in the juices of the bog
Uis head is just as hard as the rest of him. He
is a piece of stiflF leather, through and through,
from his wasted foot to his shrunk crown. H
was one of the first persons murdered by the littl

moss—probably as he was coming home to his
hearthstone from fishing in the narrowing lake, or
hunting on the wooded hills. His lot now is to

be made a show of in a Dublin museum; and
there, alas! to have his leather limbs filched, bit

by bit, by persons who believe mummy to be a
fine cure for the falling sickness; till at length, to

preserve any remains of this antique citizen, he is

looked up carefully under the charge of learned
men.

This is not the last of the treasures which the
moss is compelled to yield up—not by many.
Again and again, the surveyors and their men,
who are exploring the land and deepening the
rivers, gather about some new mystery or marvel.
What is this brown floor on which the spades
strike, at a depth of twenty feet from where the
surveyor is looking down ? The surveyor scrambles
down to see. The edge of the floor is found, and
they dig down nine feet further, declaring that
they have found a cupboard twelve feet square.
It is the old house, to be sure, that stood so

prettily upon the green. They are finding the
paved pathway to the hearthstone, and now the
hearthstone; and now they are picking up the
charred nuts that were gathered to be eaten thou-
sands of years ago. Instead of being eaten, the

destiny of those nuts was to lie in tan for tens of
centuries, and then to lie on the shelves of a

binet for successive generations to wonder at.

Something more touching than that is going on at

some distance. What can be a more transitory

aff'air than a child's toy ? We talk of childhood
itself as transient, gone while we are admiring it

;

and its toys are childhood's experience of transi-

ence. Yet here is the toy—the wooden sword

—

that was wielded by a little hand hundreds of

generations back. That hand, probably hardened
in war and the chase, was dissolved ages ago ; and
here is the wooden sword, brown, polished, entire,

singular in its antique shape, and mysterious as

to a certain knob upon it, but otherwise fit to be
made a toy again. No child is to have it, how-
ever. It has become a grave affair by lapse of
time, and it is to lie among the treasures of the

Royal Irish Academy for the consideration of the
learned. Truly, here the great and the small

have lain down together. The mock sword lay

lightly, as if put down upon a cushion. Here is

something so firmly bedded in, that it seems to be
rooted in the rock below. Here are bones, but
they are like gnarled limbs of a great tree. It

takes a dozen men, with ropes and strong arms,

to move the mass. Then up it comes—an awful

head of an unknown beast. Can it be the head
of a beast ? Feel for the spine ; dig down along

the expanse of shoulder, and the depth of limb.

It is the skeleton of an animal. Wben a natura-

list sees a bone or two, he pronounces it an extinct

elk, and when it is set up, men gaze up from below,

and walk between its legs, and talk wonderingly
of the days when the earth contained such gigan-

tic creatures as these. The sea has them still

;

far climates there is the elephant; but that

ttle Ireland should have been trodden by these

ibout the olden time, when the elk came to drink

allyamummy! but notswathedliketlioseofEgypt, hoofs—how eloquent it makes our philosophers

at the margin of our lakes !

At different stages of the cuttings, the woiils

reveal themselves—rsome growing (as may be i liI-

culated) a hundred years under the roots of othoi j.

The compactness of the lowest soil may be judj^cd

of by this. In this compact soil lies a stem, its

wood of the closest grain. It is the yew that we taw
fall one of the first victims of the moss. Win. re

is it last seen in the block ? In a garret, wlnre
a young artist lays it across his bench and saws a

slice off it laboriously, and indents it with Lis

chisel to show a stranger from over the sea how
n

fine is the chocolate-coloured grain, and bow well-'

tempered are the tools required to carve such a

rare piece of ancient yew.

If the natural lake and woods have been nlj-'i

sorbed and devoured, it is" no wonder that the

artificial islands are dissolved. The stream is iu

flow here again, and the people are deepening the

channel. In doing so, they come upon a curiuus '

variety of old treasures, scattered abroad. The,

I

more modern iron and steel weapons have been,

found on a higher level—such as were light:

enough to be borne up by the little moss. The
heavier ones, and the most ancient bronze wea-

pons, are found the last—sunk in the soil under
the bog. Around are picked up bones—the

bones of the cattle and game eaten at the ancient

feasts; and skins which may have covered boats,

or served as clothing. Last of all—down in the i

sand half buried in the clay, there is a shining of
1

gold. Those old ornaments are there, once more!

glancing to the sun now that it is too late ever to

'

know what was the race that wore them, and why '

they were shaped and worn as they were. He
are the cheek-plates, and the diadems, and the

gorgets, and the heavy cymbals, and the strange

rings, and the twisted coronals and belts. Here
they are ! and when they too are locked up in

metropolitan museum, we may consider the litt

moss pulled up by the roots, and visited with its

full retribution.

The long series of agesis past ; the valleys have
been filled up with sponge, four thousand acres

large ; and they are in the course of being cle

ed out again. What then? Will the lakes and
ponds be brought back, and the woods made to

spring afresh upon the hills? Will all things be
as they were before, except the men who
there ? No: such a restoration as that is a thin*
that never happens. We should like to see some
woods in the hollows, and on the ridges; but'

there are none planted yet. Where the lake was,
the soil is ploughed up, and drained, and ferti-

lised ; and the valley will in time be smiling with
waving corn and green pastures. Where therff

were fish, there will be flocks. Where there were
perishable islands, there will be human dwellings.

Where there was the howling of wolves, there is

already the lowing of herds. Where there were
murderous conflicts with barbaric swords, ther«

will be reaping and binding by men armed with
nothing worse than the peaceable sickle. So we
may hope it will be in the end ; but there are
hundreds of acres of desolation to clear away first.

It is only in prospect and in purpose that we have
yet plucked up the little moss by the roots.

The m,ah's Bread of Sworfljtsh.—l recollect,

one beautiful morning in October, when hundreds
of huge whales, both young and old, were enjojing
themselves in their native element, and were often

en leaping out of it like salmon, and fiillingwith

thundering noise as if they had nothing to fear, a

"school" of swordfish was observed iu the offing,

and in less than half an hour the whales were on
their flight, and far out of our sight.

—

Sutherland.-
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"For The Friend."

SLAVERY.

Among the evils incident to and inseparably

connected with this unrighteous system, are the

poverty and ignorance entailed upoa a large pro-

portion of the white population. This view of

the subject is well exhibited in the following re-

marks of the Philadelphia Ledger :

" Education at the South.—Ignorance at the

Polls.—A Georgia paper asserts that forty-one

thousand white citizens of that commonwealth are

unable to read. A Virginia paper declares that

in the " Old Dominion" there are eighty thousand

in the same predicament. Moreover, the evil is

conceded to be a growing one. In Virginia, for

instance, the number in 1840 was only sixty

thousand, while in .Georgia, at the same period,

it was but thirty thousand. It thus appears that

in each of those States the number of uneducated

whites is increasing more rapidly than the enti

population.

" What is true, in this respect, of these two

Southern commonwealths, is true, to a greater or

less degree, of every republic below Mason and

Dixon's line. Few, if any, can be in as good

condition as Georgia, for that commonwealth, by
its greater attention to productive industry, has

earned for itself the title of the " Empire State of

the South." South Carolina, Alabama, and Mis-

sissippi, if not North Carolina also, must, in fact,

be far worse off. It is not saying too much, there-

fore, to assert that ignorance is spreading every-

where below the Potomac, and that as liberty is

only safe where the voters are educated, the na-

tional republic runs a constantly increasing risk,

from a quarter hitherto little suspected.
" It may seem strange at first sight, to a North-

ern reader, that ignorance can thus extend itself

at the South. The error, however, arises from

the popular notion that every white man in that

section of the country is rich, and capable, conse-

quently, of educating his children at his own ex-

pense. But the fact is that a few hundred thou-

sand men, probably not over three hundred thou-

sand, monopolize all the wealth of the South. To
be a farmer in Pennsylvania or Massachusetts,

much less in a Western State, demands compara-
tively little money. But to be planter in the

CarolinaSj in Mississippi, or in Texas, requires a

large capital. With able-bodied slaves, at a thou-

sand dollars a piece, it takes a small fortune to till

even an ordinary-sized estate, the more especially

as slave labour is less thrifty than free, and there-

fore calls for a larger number of hands to work a

given ({uantity of acres. The comparative idle-

ness in which the master lives, tends, moreover, to

foster habits of luxury and extravagance. As a

general rule, in consequence, most planters are a

year ahead of their crop : that is, they live this

season, on the anticipated profits of the next.

Such a system involves wide-spread bankruptcy,
whenever what is called a crisis occurs ; and in-

deed is as fertile in breeding decayed gentlemen
as ever was the absentee system of Ireland.

" Nor is this all. The system of slave-labour

exhausts land, and can only be maintained by con-

tinually bringing a virgin soil under cultivation.

The old tobacco farms of the middle slave States,

and the deserted cotton fields of the Carolinas testify

to this fact. There is a continual impulse, in the

South, towards new territories, because the old

soils annually grow poorer, and finally cease to

repay the planter. The result of all this is that

families are incessantly being impoverished.
Those who see their perils in time, and emigrate
to the virgin soils of the Southwest with their

slaves, arrest ruin, at least for a few generations

;

but those who remain, after struggling for awhile

to save themselves, by mortgaging their lands <

selling a few servants, sink at last to hopeless be

gary. Is it a wonder, therefore, that ignorance is

.spreading at the South? The children of th

families becoming impoverished in this generation,

added to the offspring of those who grew poor

former ones, accounts for the otherwise anomol(

fact, that ignorance increases, on the other side of

the Potomac, on the showing of the Southern
newspapers themselves, faster than the popula-

tion.

"The difiiculty of applying a remedy, it is ap-

parent, is in exact proportion to the deep-seated

character of the evil. We see no road open for

the South except a liberal provision for public

schools by the legislatures of the several States.

The rich there must educate the poor, the nation,

if not themselves, sufi'er from the neglect.

Coffee leaf Tea.

Some attention has been latterly attracted to

the leaves of the coffee tree, which, it is stated,

can bo procured most abundantly and cheaply,

and, it is asserted, will furnish a beverage as

pleasant and useful as the coffee berry. Prom an

article in a late London paper, it appears that Dr.

Stenhouse had made a chemical examination of

the coffee leaves, and found them to contain more
cafeine (Theine) than the berries, the former ave-

raging 1.14 per cent, of theine, the latter from
0.80 to 1 per cent., leading to the inference that

the stimulating and nutritious qualities of the

leaves must be at least as great as those of the

berries. The dried coflFee leaves examined were
from Sumatra. Dr. Stenhouse says of them,

"The sample had a deep brown color, and con-

sisted of the leaves of the coffee tree mixed with

fragments ofstalks. The leaves had been strongly

roasted, in rather a rough manner, and conse-

quently acquired a slightly empyreumatic odour.

In this respect they pretty closely resemble Para-

guay tea, the leaves and twigs of the Ilex para-

guayensis, which is subjected to a somewhat simi-

lar process. The cofiee leaves, when digested with

boiling water, yielded a deep brown infusion, which
in taste and odour, closely resembled an infusion

of a mixture of coffee and tea." It is evident

that the care and skill exercised in the preserva-

tion of the Iffaves, in the roasting and even the

manner of making the infusion, are likely greatly

to affect the quality of the beverage. Dr. Sten-

house states that the leaves can be imported into

England at a cost of less than two ponce per

pound. Dr. S. also examined the Paraguay tea

(Mato,) and found it yielded on an average 1.23

per cent, of theine. Good black tea from China
he found yielded 2.13 per cent, of theine. *

The Great Wants in a Cit!/.—There is in this

great city, all the time, two great wants,—the

one of poor, earnest, ambitious men, young and
old, in want of place ; and the other, of well-off,

suffering employers, in want of just such place

men. Men often nearly starve here for the want
of something to do, and well-off men work thom-

Ives almost to death in need of these very place

men. The difiScuUy comes from there being no

way of bringing the two classes together. The
employer cannot—will not, and dare not, pick up
every straggler that comes along, and they who

3 in pur.-iuit of place, begin with such high hopes

d demands, that they ruin their chance of em-
ploy in the very outset,—and hence, can get no-

thing to do. In a city like thi.s, there is always
work enough for men unembarrassed with fami-

lies to do—work that would at least keep them

alive, until they could show what they were good
for,—and such work, as when they demonstrate
themselves to be fit for it, will make them com-
fortable and perhaps rich.

—

X. Y, Express.

In reading in last week's number of the " The
Friend," a piece headed " Encouragement to the
seed of the righteous," it was comforting to be-
lieve the Head of the church has raised up, and
is qualifying sons and daughters in different

meetings, to fill the vacant places of those, who
having faithfully served the Lord in their day,
are gathered to the reward prepared for the right-

eous at the end of the race. And though there
may bo cause to mourn the church is deprived of
many upright pillars in this time of sifting and
discouragement, " Is it time for you, ye, to

dwell in your ceiled houses, and this house lie

waste?" Let us rather gird up the loins of our
minds, and watch unto prayer, and whatsoever
our hands find to do, do it with our might. And
though weakness may be ours, yet strength is laid

on One that is mighty to save and able to deliver.

And while many of the beloved youth are ensnared
and captivated, with the delusive pleasures of this

fading world, the testimonies held by our worthy
predecessors will not be permitted to fall to the
ground for want of supporters, for there are many
hidden ones, who have been holding back, who
will have to come forth and show thetnselves on
the Lord's side, that our Zion may again arise in
her ancient beauty. O the times call for increased
diligence, that the enemy may not entrap the feet

of the unwary. Let those who are placed as

watchmen and watchwomen on our walls, make
straight steps to their feet, for there are many
watching for the halting of these. We may be
ready to say with the prophet Elijah, " I have
been very jealous for the Lord God of hosts : be-
cause the children of Israel have forsaken thy
covenant, thrown down thine altars, and slain thy
prophets with the sword ; and I, even I only, am
left; and they seek my life to take it away;" yet
a remnant will be preserved; for what said the
Lord unto him : " I have left me .seven thousand
in Israel, all the knees which have not bowed
unto Baal, and every mouth which hath not kissed
him." Let the weak bo encouraged to hold on
their way, trusting in the Lord. "There is none
like unto the God of Jeshurun, who rideth upon
the heaven in thy help, and in his excellency on
the sky. ' The Eternal God is thy refuge, and
underneath are the everlasting arms :' Happy art

thou, Israel : who is like unto thee, people
saved by the Lord, the shield of thy help, and
who is the sword of thy excellency."

Pliilada., Ninth mo. 11th, 1854.

ilotion.—The common watch ticks 17,100
times an hour, and as a good watch will some-
times run one hnndred years, in that time it would
tick 15,042,456,000 times. The watch is made
of hard metal, but we can tell you of a curious

machine, which is made of something not so hard
as brass or steel—it is not much harder than
the flesh of your arm—yet it will beat more than
five thousand times an hour, one hundred and
twenty thousand times a day, and 43,8o0,00t)

a year. It will sometimes, though not often, last

one hundred years ; and when it does it beats

4,383,800,000 times. One might think this last

chine, soft as it is, would wear out sooner than
than the other, but it docs not. We will tell you
one thing more. You have this little machine
about you. You need not feel in your pocket, for

it is not there. It is in your body, you can feel

it beat ; it is—^your heart.

—

Selected.
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"In Him all Fnlncss Dwells."

There are a multitude of apparently desirable

things -which require arduous labour, that yield

nothing but disappointment when obtained. The
reason of this, few seem enabled to discover, and
most are apt to charge some adventitious circum-
stance with the cause of the deficiency. Much
wealth does not possess the prize towards whicb
so many aspire, for those possessing it may be so

harrassed by anxiety and perplexity, as to be tired

of existence, and even sunk into an irremediable
dejection, and a permanent mental gloom. Learn-
ing of itself is also defective in furnishing what is

substantially beneficial, for after an acquisition of
all that can be known by the most unremitting
assiduity, the student will find Limself greatly

deceived if he depend principally upon this to

promote his happiness ; for still he may remain
beclouded by selfishness ; and pride with its at-

tendant evils, anger, envy, and emulation, remain
unsubdued, and so prominently obtrude them-
selves, as entirely to prevent that serene enjoy-
ment, which is realized by the ransomed and re-

deemed from the corruptions of a vain world.

Others again may seek in gaiety and pleasure the

means of diverting the mind and wresting the
thoughts from a serious consideration of account-
ability, till these wear away and lose their charm,
and like vessels that will no longer hold anything
refreshing, become empty of all that can satisfy.

The only pure and regenerating principle, is that

which teaches to pursue good and reject evil. ~^

yielding obedience to this word of life, help is given
to live in a devout and waiting state of mind ; here
the thoughts are severed from an idolatrous -love of

the tbings of time, and by the way of the cross

there is a knowledge of entering as upon a new
fexistence, wherein we experience our affections

and desires to be changed, and from a life of

emptiness and want, one of peace and fulness to

be enjoyed. It is only by and through our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ, " in whom all fullness

dwells," as He is mercifully pleased to clothe us
with a portion of his life-giving presence, that

anything truly substantial is conferred : it is then
that the toil-worn traveller finds a place of rest

and satisfaction, which could not be found in any
worldly pursuit. This holy unction the experi-

enced Christian regards as the substance of enjoy-

ment, and finds that it must grace every temporal
blessing to make it truly valuable. If through
honest endeavours and the Divine permission, we
are favoured with the good things of this life, and
know them to be sanctified to us, they possess the

means of impartinga real satisfaction, which greatly

contrasts with a sordid and unsavoury disposition.

Then how forcibly is caution enjoined, when
mercifully possessed of a little of the true sub-

stance, and an experimental evidence of regard

by Him, in whom all fulness dwells, that we do
not neglect to follow in the way of his leadings,

as a matter of the highest necessity, seeing that

all acquisitions, unless savoured with his Spirit,

come short of yielding any real quietude or actual

comfort in this temporary abode. For it may be
well for us to remember, " if we sin wilfully after

that we have received the knowledge of the Truth,
there remaineth no more sacrifice for sins." (Heb.
X. 26.) Still an apparent devotion even then might
exist, with endeavours to climb up some other way,
instead of entering by the door into the true fold.

Paul reminded Timothy, that " if a man also

strive for masteries, yet is he not crowned, except
he strive lawfully. The husbandman that labour-

eth must be first partaker of the fruit."—(2 Tim.
2 ch. 5, 6 vrs.)

State of New York.

Ship Building on the Clyde.

The Scientific American states, on the autho-
rity of the London " Artizan," that " since March,
1853, there have been biiilt, or are now building
on the river, no fewer than 265 vessels, of which
87 were sailing vessels, and the rest, 178, steamers.

Of this large number, only 31 are built of wood
;

all the rest, 234, are of iron. Of the steamers,

47 were built with paddle wheels, and 131 were
screw propellers. The total tonnage of these ves-

sels amounts to 166,804 tons. The river Clyde,
or that portion of it on which these vessels have
been built, or. are building, is in length twenty
miles, from Greenock to Glasgow." Probably in

no other part of the world embracing such a small

extent of territory, were so large a number of

steamers built. The district would seem to be the

steamship shop of the world ; the vessels referred

to having been constructed for parties of many
different nations.

Selected.

TRUST IN GOD,
' If thou hast ever felt that all on earth
Is transient and unstable; that the hopes
Which man reposes on his brother man
Are oft but broken reeds ; if thou hast seen
That life itself is ' but a vapour,' springing
From Times upheaving ocean, decked perhaps
With here and there a rainbow, but full soon
To be dissolved and mingled wiih the vast
And fathomless expanse, that rolls its waves
On every side around thee ;—if thy heart
Has deeply felt all this, and thus has learned
That earth has no security; then go
And place thy trust in God. The bliss of earth
Is transient as the coloured light that beams
In morning dew drops. Tet a little while,
And all that earth can show of majesty,
Of strength or loveliness, shall fade away
Like vernal blossoms. From the conqueror's hand
The sceptre and the sword shall pass away

;

The mighty ones of earth shall lay them down
In their low beds, and death shall set his seal
On beauty's marble brow ; and cold and pale,

Bloomless and voiceless, shall the lovely ones.
Go to the ' congregation of the dead.'
* * * * But the power
Of God, his goodness and his grace, shall be
Unchanged, when all the worlds that he has made
Have ceased their revolutions. When the suns
That burn in yonder sky, have poured their last.

Their dying glory o'er the realms of space.
Still God shall be the same—the same in love,
In majesty, in mercy:—then rely in faith.

In faith on Him, and thou shalt never find

Hope disappointed, or reliance vain."

MARY OF BETHANY.
BY W. W. CALDWELL.

She sat within the lonely room,
Where last in life her brother lay.

Ere fell that dark and cheerless gloom
That shadowed all her weary way.

Her eyes were dim with frequent tears.

No gleam of hope can Mary see,

Till like a voice from heaven she hears

—

" The Master comes and calleth thee."

Oh I then, a sweet and peaceful calm
Stilled the deep anguish of her mind

;

With eager steps she sought the balm
AVhich there alone her soul could find.

And lowly at the Saviour's feet

She knelt in trusting faith, and cried.

In accents low and sadly sweet—
"Hadst thou been here, he had not died."

Her words the fount of memory stirred,

And filled with tears his pitying eyes

;

And soon by Lazarus' grave she heard
The voice that bade her brother rise 1

I happy thou, with loving heart.

Thus all thy grief on Christ to lay I

Thine was indeed the better part
Nor life, nor death, could take away I

Congregational Herald.

Speed on Railways.—Mr. Meigs has recently

published a book, in which he states that the Em-
peror Nicholas, of Russia, has taken the first great

step in the construction of railways which looks to

the attainment of the highest practical speed in tra-

velling on them. Instead of opening narrow cuts

and going round every obstacle, the road from

'

St. Petersburg to Moscow, five hundred miles, is
1

made on a straight line, and opened two hundred I

feet wide, so that the running engineer can see
\

everything on the way. The gauge of the track

is broad, and the locomotive is on wheels of large

diameter, and the signals and time are perfectly

fixed, and the roads crossing the track are shut off

by gates as the trains approach. In this way a
speed of one hundred miles an hour is obtained.

"After so many years of uninterrupted activity,

to bo imprisoned, to be silenced, and almost in-

capable of writing or reading, is more wearisome
than even the pain that often accompanies
it. And yet hence the following instruction may
be gathered:—IIow much activity belongs to

some natures : and that this nature is often mis-
taken for grace. How much we are called to

suffer as well as do the will of God. When I have
bid one of my children sit down quietly, and re-

main silent, during my pleasure, I enjoin him a
much more diflScult task than the most active ser-

vice ; and yet I expected it to be done, because I
ordered it. How is it that I have not yet learnt

to sit still when I am bid."

—

Cecil.

About three hours before the death of the well-

known James Hervey, he affectionately addressed

his friend, Dr. Stonehouse, on the importance of

his everlasting concerns, and entreated him not to

be overcharged with the cares of this life ; but to

attend, amidst the multiplicity of his business, to

the one thing needful, adding :

—

Which done, the poorest can no wants endure;
And which not done, the richest must be poor :

Upon the nearer approach of dissolution, being
raised a little in his chair, he said, with great

serenity and sweetness in his countenance, "Lord
now lettost thou thy servant depart in peace
according to thy most holy word, for mine eyes

have seen thi/ most precious and comfortable salva-

tion. Here Doctor is my cordial ; what are all

the cordials given to support the dying, in com-
parison of that which arises from the promises of

salvation by Christ? This, this, supports me !"

An Example of Industry.—T\iq Baltimore Pa-
triot says, that Samuel Williams, a coloured man,
has one of the finest farms in Washington county,

Md. The Hagerstown Herald states that, at the

age of 38 years, he was a slave in Stafford county,
Va., but subsequently purchased his freedom from
his own earnings. He then bound himself to years
of servitude until he could purchase his wife and
children, which he accomplished when he was 50
years of age. He now owns a farm, worth $10,000,
and personal property amounting to several thou-

sand more, all earned by his own labour. He is

now 73 years of age.

Singular Stock.—Robt. Scott, of Woodford
county, Ky., who owns one of the splendid farms
of that region, has a large pond of water upon his

domain, by which he has half domesticated a flock

of wild geese. He first procured eleven and crop-
ped their wings, which reclaimed them for the

on. They migrate northward in the spring,

and return in the fall with their full-fledged young.
The flock now numbers two hundred and eighty,

and it increases annually.
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, imJ other concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page G.I

nUGH ROBERTS.

Hugh Roberts was a man of much activity of

mind, and was employed by bis fellow citizens in

public life, being one of the council of the Pro-

vince. He however was principally concerned,

after knowing bis own calling and election made

sure, to fill up his measure of service for his Di-

vine Master, in the church militant, as a minister

of the gospel, and as one called and prepared for

the exercise of Christian discipline in religious

meetings.

After being some years in Pennsylvania, he

deemed it rigbt to pay a visit to his native coun-

try, to remain for awhile among his friends and

relatives. His friends of Haverford Monthly

Meeting, held Fourth month 14, 1688, gave him

a certificate to take with him, of which this is a

transcript.

" To all Friends and people, everywhere, to

whom this may come. Know ye, that whereas our

dear friend and brother, Hugh Roberts, of the

township of Merion, in the county of Philadelphia,

in Pennsylvania, in America, having had an in-

clination upon his mind a considerable time to

visit his friends and relations in his native coun-

try, in Wales, and having laid it before our

Monthly Meeting, to which he doth belong, and

Friends having nothing against it, this is there-

fore to certify all, that we have endeared love for

our friend and brother, with true unity and fel-

lowship, having had experience of his faithfulness

to Truth, and his carefulness in walking answera-

ble unto it, both in life and conversation, having

been serviceable amongst us, and a helper in the

work of the Lord, and of good report and esteem

amongst men, and we believe clear upon the ac-

count of marriage, or anything relating to it.

" And now, that the powerful presence of the

Lord our God may go along with him, to preserve

and guide him (if it be his will) to us again, is

the earnest desire of your dear friends and bre-

thren in the everlasting Truth, and well wishers

to all mankind."
Hugh Roberts remained in Great Britain two

years during which time he married* Elizabeth

John, a valuable Friend, of Llwyu y Branar, in

Wales. They were married in ltj89, and in 1G90

came over to their home in Pennsylvania. Many
Welsh Friends accompanied them. Hugh Roberts

was now much given up to attend his Master's

business, and to work his will, not permitting the

new and endeared connection he had formed in

life to prevent his going from home wherever

religious duty led. He was one of the minister-

ing Friends who signed the testimony against

George Keith, and he felt closely united with

those who not only professed the truth, but mani-

fested a concern to oppose error.

Of his various religious journeys to strengthen

Friends in the faith, and to labour for the instruc-

tion and convincement of others, northward and

southward on this American continent, wo know
little more than that they embraced all parts

where there were were any Friends from Virginia

to New England.

A concern having been for some time on his

mind to pay a religious visit to England and

Wales, he spread the matter before his Monthly

Meeting, who, on the 17th of Tenth month, lG9t5,

gave him the following certificate addressed

—

To our dear friends and brethren in England,

Wales, and elsewhere.
" Entirely and truly beloved Friends,

—

" The tender salutation of our dear love in the

blessed and unchangeable Truth, is unto you,

whom the Lord hath gathered by the eternal arm

of his power, in this his gospel day of free love

and salvation, and our sincere breathings unto the

Lord are, that he may keep and preserve you, and

us, with all his people, to the cud of our days.

Our dear and well beloved friend, Hugh Roberts,

being drawn forth to visit you, and having laid it

before us, we, having unity therewith, could do

no less upon Truth's account, and in his behalf

than to give this following account concerning

him, viz., That he is a man, whose innocent life

and blameless conversation doth adorn the gospel

of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, of which

the Lord bath made him a serviceable minister,

and hath owned him by his blessed power and

heavenly presence, to the comforting, refreshing,

and confirming of many, and is well owned by his

people also. He is a man well beloved among

whom he lives, where the Lord hath made him

pillar in his church, and very serviceable in

divers respects. He is one that the Lord hath

made willing to spend and be spent for Truth's

sake. His service hath not been only amongst

us, and in this province, but also in New England,

Long Island, East and West Jersey, Maryland,

d Virginia. His services and sufferings, when

in our native land, divers of us were acquainted

with, which are also known to many of our

Friends and brethren there. He hath stood firm

in his testimony, as at other times, so also in the

time of the late separation and division,* in these

parts. Our sincere desires and humljle prayers

are unto the Lord, that he may keep, preserve,

and accompany with his Divine power and blessed

presence, in this his intended journey, and at all

other times, with us, and all his people everywhere,

to the glory of his great name, comfort and edifi-

cation of his church and people, to the convincing

of many that are yet strangers to the blessed way

of Truth."

Some time towards the close of the First month,

1697, Hugh Roberts took leave of his family, and

proceeded towards James river, in Virginia, to

embark for England. He had a tedious journey

to the ship, occupying several weeks. Samuel

Carpenter and John Ascue accompanied him to

the Susquehanna river, from whence he proceeded

to West River, thence to the dwelling of Richard

Harrison. Richard Harrison and the neighbour-

ing Friends sent him forward with a man and two

horses to the Potomac river, where he was left at

the house of one not in profession with Friends,

who entertained him with great kindness for two

days and nights, until a passage offered for get-

ting him over the Potomac, at that place six miles

broad. Those who ferried him across, would take

no pay for his passage, but he found it impossible

to procure a horse to convey him to the Rappa-

hannock. He accordingly was obliged to walk

thither through the woods. In his solitary jour-

ney he reached the house of a Captain Taylor, who

proved very hospitable and kind, furnishing him

food, and putting him over the river. On the

other side of the Rappahannock he procured a

man and horse, and was taken forward fourteen

miles. Being then left, he proceeded for six

miles to the house of a Friend where he had been

on one of his religious journeys. Thus it was,

sometimes walking and sometimes waiting for con-

veyances, that weeks were consumed in reaching

the mouth of James river, where he met the ves-

sel he was to sail in. But the vessel had to wait

for her consorts, nothing less than a fleet, under
an armed convoy, venturing in that time of war
and piracy to put to sea. At the expiration of

fifteen days from his reaching the vessel, they

sailed, it being the 7th of the Third month. The
voyage was then accounted rather a short one,

occupying only 46 days.

He diligently occupied his time for about two
years in visiting the meetings of Friends, and in

various gospel labours in different parts of England.

Among other neighbourhoods visited was Penl-

lyn, his native place. He thus describes what
occurred there. " I desired notice might be given

to as many of my old acquaintance and relations

as they conveniently could inform, that I did not

expect to remain long, and so go on my way. I

knew abundance would be willing to see me, and
I was desirous to see them at meeting, rather than

at any other place, for I had a secret hope, that

some of them would be reached. This place was

chiefly set before me before I went from home,

and bles.sed be the name of the Lord, he did not

only require me to go, and leave them that wcro

near and dear to me, but also enabled me, by his

power and wisdom, to perform the work and ser-

vice he had fur me to do, for which my soul is

more engaged unto him than ever. In this meet-

ing the Lord in a wonderful manner opened my
heart and mouth, to proclaim his truth, and tho

way of it, and that in great tenderness, so that the

witness of God was reached unto, I believe in all

that were present, and many were convinced of

God's truth and way. Oh, what shedding of tears

there was amongst young and old ! Truth was up-

permost and over all. Blessed and magnified be the

name of the Lord for ever."—(2o he continued.)

* He was a widower, having been married early in

ife. His first wife died before he removed from Wales. Under George Keith.

COLOUR OP THE MEDITERRANEAN.

The usual tint of the Mediterranean Sea, when
undisturbed by accidental or local causes, is a

bright and deep blue ; but in the Adriatic a green

tinge is prevalent ; in the Levant Basin, it borders

to purple ; while the Euxine often has the dark

aspect from which it derives its modern appella-

tion. The clear ultramarine tint is the most gen-

eral, and has been immemorially noticed, although

the diaphanous translucence of the water almost

justifies those who assert that it has no colour at

all. But notwithstanding the fluid, when unde-

filed by impurities, seems in small quantities to bo

perfectly colourless, yet in large masses it assured-

ly exhibits tints of different intensities. That the

sea has actually a fine blue colour at a distance

from the land cannot well be contradicted; nor

can such colour, however influential the sky is

known to be in shifting tints, be considered as

wholly due to the reflection from the heavens,

since it is often of a deeper hue than that of the

sky, both from the interception of solar light by

the clouds, and the hues which they themselves

take. This is difficult to account for satisfactorily,

as no analysis has yet detected a sufiicient quan-

tity of colouring matter to tinge so immense a

body of water; wherefore Sir Humphrey Davy's

supposition of an admixture of iodine cannot be

admitted, for its presence is barely traceable un-

der the most careful analysis. .Those who con-

tend for their being no colour at all, may remind

us that the blue rays are the most refrangible;

and that being reflected in greatest quantity by

the fluid (which, because of its density and depth,

causes them to undergo a strong refraction) they

cause a tint which is only apparent. Be that

as it may, seamen admit of one conclusion, namely,

that a green hue is a general indication of sound-

ings, and indigo blue of profound depth.— The

Mediterranean, by Admiral Smith.
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From " Chambers's Journar."

Castoms and Manners Under the Water.

Science has become intimate with animal life

on the land—even with those creatures that are

too minute to be seen with the naked eye; but,

till recently, the ocean appeared to baffle its re-

searches, and in its turn to say to man in the

hollow and mysterious voice that threatens as

well as charms: "Thus far shalt thou go and "no

farther !" But all was in vain. Science, which

explores the further heavens, was not to be ar-

rested in its progress by the waters ;
and moving

steadily onwards in this new direction, it has now

invaded the depths of the sea, and examined, with

its calm, observant eye, the forms and manners of

its inhabitants. This has not been accomplished

by means of perilous adventure—and, indeed, no

perilous adventure could have achieved the feat.

The French zoologist who proposed, some time

ago, to pay a domestic visit to the fishes of the

Mediterranean, provided with a water-tight dress

and a breathiiig-tube, would have come back

doubtless well able to furnish a pleasing super-

ficial sketch, but quite ignorant of those minute

details of individual life which form the materials

of natural history.

This is well illustrated in a beautiful little work

now before us, in which the author declares that

the records of animals which form the foundation

of all our correct generalization, are strictly bio-

graphical.* He traces an idiosyncrasy in the

lower orders of creation somewhat akin to that of

man ; remarking that the shepherd recognizes

every sheep of his flock by its face—that the

groom is a physiognomist in horses—and that he

himself comprehends the expression of birds. By
this alone he was able, while in Jamaica, to tell

one from another the wild doves in his cages,

although they were perfectly alike in colour.

To visit the inhabitants of the sea, in the eon-

strained manner that would have been compulsory

in a being formed like man, would have been of

little use as regards biographical details. What,

then, was to be done ? To bring them to us, to

be sure, since we could not go comfortably to

them—to have them up in a witne.ss-box and

make them give an account of themselves. But

it was necessary to do this in a particular way,

for fish are no more at their ease out of the water,

than we are under it ; it was necessary to bring a

portion of their element with them, and to have

all their little comforts about them, such as stones,

sand, mud, and marine plants ; it was necessary,

in short, for the purposes of science, to have a

piece of the sea laid upon our table : and, being

necessary, this was done. The principle upon

which the Aquarium is constructed—the mutual

dependance of animal and vegetable life, the for-

mer supplying the carbonic acid essential to the

latter, and the latter the oxygen essential to the

former—is already known to our readers ; and we

have only to add, that the desired portion of the

sea, with its animals, plants, rocks, and sand, is

contained in a glass tank, and that thus the phi-

losopher has nothing to do but to sit down in his

night-gown and slippers, and watch the goings

on, and pry into the family secrets—using his

lens when necessary—of the inhabitants of the

deep.

To preserve the transparency of the tank would

seem a difficult matter, from the floating myriads

of spores or seeds of the algae that are constantly

finding a resting-place on the glass, and trying to

* The Aquarium : an Unveiling of the Wonders of

the Deep Sea. By Philip Henry Gosse, A. L. S., etc.

London : John Van Voorst, 1854.

curtain the whole from the water's edge to the

bottom. To avert this danger, we employ a

couple of little slavies, the common periwink, and
as common top ( JV'or/i us) ; and these creatures go

constantly about, shearing away the tender growth

of vegetation as soon as it is formed, and taking

the crop in lieu of wages. Mr. Gosse watched,

through his pocket-lens, a top at his work ; and
this was the modus operandi: "At very regular

intervals, the proboscis—a tube with thick fleshy

walls—is rapidly turned inside out to a certain

extent, until a surface is brought into contact with

the glass having a silky lustre : this is the tongue.

It is moved with a short sweep, and then the

tubular proboscis infolds its walls again, the

tongue disappearing, and every filament of con-

ferva being carried up into the interior from the

little area which had been swept. The next in-

stant—the foot meanwhile having made a small

advance—the proboscis unfolds again, the tongue

makes another sweep, and again the whole is

withdrawn ; and this proceeds with great regu-

larity. I can compare the action to nothing so

well as to the manner in which the tongue of an

ox licks up the grass of the field, or to the action

of a mower cutting down swath after swath as he

marches along. The tongue with which the con-

fervoid plants are swept away is a curious instru-

ment : "It is, in reality, an excessively delicate

ribbon of transparent oartillaginous substance or

membrane, on which are set spinous teeth of

glassy texture and brilliancy. They are perfectly

regular, and arranged in three rows, of which the

middle ones are three-pointed, while in each of

the outer rows, a three-pointed tooth alternates

with a larger curved one, somewhat boat-like in

form. All the teeth project from the surface of

the tongue in hooked curves, and all point in the

same direction. The action of this sort of tongue

is that of a rasp, the projecting teeth abrading

the surface of the plants on which the animal

feeds, just as the lion is said to act with the horny

pupillEB of his tongue on the flesh of his victim.

Among the strange animals described by our

author as inhabiting his Aquarium, is the cepha-

lopod called the Sepiola vulgaris ; a curious lit-

tle creature, which, when first taken from its

native haunts, betrays much agitation, but finally

suspends itself in mid water, " like a brown moth
hovering over a flower," with its protuberant

eyes gazing on either side. " While thus hover-

ing motionless in the water, the sepiola presents a

fair opportunity for observing its curious transi-

tions of colour, which are great and sudden. We
can scarcely assign any hue proper to it. Now it

is nearly white, or pellucid, with a faint band of

brown specks along the back, through which the

internal viscera glisten like silver; in an instant

the specks become spots, that come and go, and

change their dimensions and their forms, and ap-

pear and disappear momentarily. The whole body

—arms, fins, and all—the parts which before ap-

peared free, display the spots, which, when looked

at attentively, are seen to play about in the most

singular manner, having the appearance of a

coloured fluid, injected with constantly varying

force into cavities in the substance of the skin, of

ever-changing dimensions. Now the spots become
rings, like the markings of a panther's skin ; and

as the little creature moves slightly, either side

beneath the fin is seen to glow with metallic lus-

tre, like that of gold-leaf seen through horn.

Again the rings unite and coalesce, and form a

beautiful netted pattern of brown ; which colour

increasing, leaves the interspaces a series of white

spots on the rich dark ground. These and other

phases are every instant interchanging, and pass-

ing suddenly and momentarily into each other

with the utmost irregularity. But here is a
change ! One is hovering in quiescence, his

colour pale, almost white^; one of his fellows

shoots along just over him : with the quickness

of thought, the alarmed creature turns from white

to a uniform deep brown, the rich full colour suf-

fusing the skin in a second, like a blush on a

young maiden's face. The hue is very beautiful

;

it is the fine, deep sienna-tint of tortoise-shell ; a

substance which, indeed, the mingling clouds of

brown and pellucid horn closely resemble in the

intermediate phases of colour.

CTubecniicludpd.)

For" The Friend."

The Traffic in Church Livings.

" The market for church livings continues to be
well supplied, and the demand appears to be

brisk. During the past month, fifty-eight advow-

sons, or next presentations, have been oiFered for

sale by public auction, or through private agency,

and the aggregate annual value of these amounts

to £27,600 ; forty-six have been offered in ex-

change for others, of the annual value in the

aggregate, of £17,140 ; twenty-two have been

inquired for by intended purchasers, of the annual

value in the aggregate, of £12,112 ; and it ap-

peared that an extensive business is done in pro-

perty of this description, through the medium of

lists privately circulated." — London Daili/

Netvs.

The preceding statement ofan English paper ex-

cites surprise, that in a country so enlightened as

England, and containing so many honest and

zealous advocates of the Christian religion, such

shameless traffic in professedly sacred things should

be still tolerated. The fact is probably explained

by its being one of the incidents attached to a,

corrupt system, which grew up in days of compa-

rative darkness ; and which the conservative feel-

ing, so strong in English character, has so far

prevented from being dealt with according to its

merits, and the prevailing judgment of the better

classes of the people.

Disliite lo Controversy.

" I quarrel with no man for his religion
;
I am

no bigot. Every one may hold whatever senti-

ments he chooses, so far as I am concerned ; and

if there is one thing I hate beyond another, it is

religious controversy."

Such were the very liberal views expressed by

B , on an occasion when an attempt was made

to controvert some exceedingly erroneous doctrines

which certain false teachers were propagating.

B was himself a professor of religion, and

yet gloried in the liberality or toleration which

excused him from defending the cause of Truth,

when most bitterly assailed. He seemed never

to doubt that his position was a right one, and

that in maintaining it he was vastly superior to

those who thought the faith once delivered to the

saints worth contending for. He never suspected,

what was the true state of the case, that his ex-

treme generosity was nothing less than indiffer-

ence to the Truth. Like many professors, his

religion was nominal ; and as he had no practical

appreciation of the Truth as a source of consola-

tion and triumph to his own soul, he could, or

would, sec no difference in the various forms of

faith. All were alike to him, and he was even

intemperate in his condemnation of those who
firmly insisted on a difference. He never engaged

in a religious controversy, for the simple reason

that he felt not the slightest interest in the mat-

ters at issue. His tolerant spirit failed him under

other circumstances. In matters of business, he

was tenacious even to obstinacy in his opinions
;
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and in politics, he was one of that class of parti-

zans who could find no terms sufficiently denun-

ciatory to characterize his opponents. He would

have regarded the man as a traitor to his country

who could calmly say, " I quarrel with no man
for his politics. Every one may hold what senti-

ments he pleases, so far as I am concerned, and

if there be one thing which is the object of my
special abhorrence, it is political squabbles." As
a politician, his heart was in the matter ; as a re-

ligionist, he was contented with an empty profes-

sion. He could be extremely tolerant about things

in which he felt no interest ; in other matters, his

charity failed him.

In this, B is the type of a class. There

are hundreds who can violently quarrel for an un-

important opinion, who are horrified at religious

controversy. They can take delight in a partizan

political paper, with all its distortions and misre-

presentations, and are particularly entertained

when the characters of political opponents are

torn into shreds ; but when they see in a religious

newspaper an earnest defence of that truth which

the Son of God came down from Heaven to teach

for our eternal salvation, they denounce it as

bigotry, and profess to be scandalized by such a

desecration of religion !

Our object is not to encourage the spirit of re-

ligious controversy. It is greatly to be lamented

that there ever should be occasion for it. Neither

are we disposed to defend the human passion and

infirmity which often mingle with a legitimate

defence of the Truth ; but we wish to detect and
expose the true motives of those who, under
a pretence of liberality, would sacrifice Truth

to its enemies, 'and who would weaken the hands

of its defenders, by denouncing them as disturbers

of the peace. They can contend for a dollar, be-

cause they know its value ; they have not a word
to say in behalf of the Truth, because to it they

have never affixed any value. Their tolerance is

sheer indifference ; they are willing cheerfully to

sacrifice that in which they feel no hearty inter-

est.— The Presbyterian.

Gleanings.

" A Southern Remedy for the Abolition Move-
ment."—The spirit in which the newspaper organ of

the administration is conducted has often offended

conservative men of all parties, but we have noticed

few more flagrant illustrations of it than an edito-

rial recently published under the above head. The
Union says :

—

" We have to call the attention of the reader to

a very remarkable communication, taken from the

New Orleans Delta, on the subject of the revival

of the Afritan slave trade—an alternative which
now begins to acquire significance from the savage

violence and inhuman threats of the fanatics of

the free States. This article is from the pen of

Dr. Cartwright, of New Orleans

His argument is so full, clear, and convincing,

that we give it to our readers without another

word."
A large portion of this essay is a mere dia-

tribe against the British in the East Indies, and
the British in the West Indies ; the tyranny of

the British everywhere. This is the favourite

tactic of a certain class of politicians; they have
so little faith in the good sense of the people, that

they imagine any atrocity may be covered up by
abusing the British. The Doctor, after thus pre-

paring, as he imagines, the minds of his readers,

proceeds to develop his plan, as follows :

—

" ' If Connecticut, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Western New York, and the Ohio reserve will

continue to be the dupes of British policy, and
force upon the country a dissolution of the Union,

it is but right and proper that one of the conse-

quences of disunion, which their blind fanatacism

has disqualified them from seeing, should be made
known to them in advance ; and that is, that the

South would be compelled, in self-defence, to re-

vive the African slave trade on a grander and

more extensive scale than the world has ever wit-

nessed. General Huston has proved that negro

slaves in war (the more the better,) are an ele-

ment of invincible strength, and not of weakness,

as abolitionists vainly suppose. All our wars

prove it. The history of the revolution proves

that Washington's army in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey, at the most gloomy period of the war,

when the government had neither money nor

credit, was kept together and supported with pro-

visions, made, while the war was going on, by
Virginia negroes; and that Burgoyne's captured

army was sent from the north into the heart of

the slaveholding region for safe keeping.

Our present slaveholders are not numerous

enough to contend against the combined armies of

the non-slaveholding States and Great Britain.

The South could and would, if driven to the wall,

raise an army, if need be, of any number of men,

in addition to her own citizen soldiery. There

are netjroes enough in Africa, and land enough in

tropical and tropicoid America, to enable the

South to guaranty to each and every warrior she

might see proper to call to her aid, a hundred

slaves and a thousand acres of land, as a bounty

for services during the war. Shtf could thus pay

an army of five hundred thousand of the fiercest

warriors in the world, without exhausting her re-

sources of American lands and African negroes.

She would be compelled, likewise, to give the

free negroes of the West India islands, Central

and South America, the alternative of slavery or

death. The decree of God, that Japhet, the white

man, shall be enlarged, and Canaan, the negro,

shall be his servant, cannot be made a nullity by

the combined power of a world in arms to prevent

it.'
"

Here is the Southern remedy for the abolition

movement, distinctly presented by a venerable

Southern doctor, and earnestly recommended by

the organ of the administration.

—

Abridged from
the New York Commercial.

It is not very long ago that the British pa:

mcnt were informed, on high authority, that the

slave trade was virtually at an end. Now parlia

ment is assured by the British Consul at Havana
(Crawford,) that the trade in slaves to Cuba was
more active in 1853, than for eleven yeais before

1814 excepted. During the past year eleven or

twelve ships landed between 9,000 and 10,000
slaves from the coa.«t of Africa.

A Cuban, who is vouched for by Joseph Hume, s

member of parliament, as one of the largest pro

prietors of the island, says:—"The treaties have

proved to be inefficient, because interested parties

have contrived to influence the Spanish govern-

ment, and to make them believe that the slave

trade is necessary and indispensable in Cuba.

With respect to the twenty-five or thirty British

cruisers on the African coasts, it is notorious that

they are of little or no use in preventing the

trade, because, in spite of them, some hundred

thousand of slaves have been introduced into

Cuba, and continue to be now introduced in large

numbers. British commissioners and judges re-

siding in Cuba are equally inefficacious, because,

although they witness the illegal traffic daily, they

have no power at all in the island, and have not

the means to prosecute actively, or to interfere

with the slave traders.

By report of the Secretary of the Treasury on
steamboat accidents during the first half of the

present year, it appears that 65 boats were lost,

10 by collision, 18 by fire, 5 crushed in the ice

at St. Louis, 2.3 snagged, 8 exploded, and 1 lost

at sea. The number of lives lost was 516, and
the amount of property two and a quarter millions

dollars.

Of these boats, 52 were lost on the rivers of

the southern and western states, 1 on the lakes,

1 in Now Jersey, none on the Hudson, and none
in all Now England. Either our northeastern

boats must be better built, or more carefully guided

than those of our neighbours. We use low pres-

sure and they high. Ours cost the most, but consider-

ing the loss of two millions worth of theirs in six

months, which is cheaper ?

—

Albany Journal.
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We intend giving further particulars of Ohio
Yearly Meeting, when we receive the printed

minutes. A letter, referring to the latter part of

the week, says :
—" We have not had such a quiet

orderly meeting for a great while; and if I may
be allowed to come to a conclusion, must say, that"

there was spread over the meeting such a covering

of solemnity, that no other than our Divine Master

could have produced by his presence."

SUMMARY OF HVENTS.
-News to the 2d inst. Throughout Great

Britain the weather had been favourable for the harvest,

and a large portion of the crops had been secured. The
yield is abundant, and bread stuffs were rapidly falling

in price. Philadelphia and Baltimore flour had declined

in Liverpool to 28s. per bbl. The money market was
easier, and the British funds continued to advance. The
accounts of the state of trade in the manufacturing dis-

tricts were favourable. The potato crop of Ireland is

thought to be very large ; the Belfast Mercury says its

magnitude is certainly very much beyond that ever be-

fore known in the country, and thinks X15,000,000 a
low estimate of its value.

The cholera continues its ravages in various parts of

Europe. The Baltic fleet was suffering severely from
this cause. On the 10th ult., twenty-four ships arrived

at Varna with fourteen thousand troops, 1500 of whom
were sick with cholera. In the Dobrudscha the French
troops have lost 7000 men out of a division of 14,000.

Tke War.—The loss of property by the fire at Varna
amounted to i;500,000, and included large supplies of

provisions for the army. The departure of the long

threatened expedition for the Crimea was said to be

fixed for the 30th ult. It was to consist of 50,000 French

and English, and 20,000 Turks to be conveyed in 600

transports. The allies have abandoned Bomarsund, and
re-embarked the troops ; it is supposed to make a de-

scent on Finland, west of Helsingfors. In the Swedish
Diet the House of Peasants proposed a petition to the

King, to take measures to prevent the Aland Islands

from returning to the dominion of Russia. The German
papers announce the approaching conclusion of a treaty,

offensive and defensive, between Austria and the West-

ern Powers, the preliminaries being settled.

FRANCE.—The corn marketwas tending downwards

;

the price of wines was advancing, in consequence of the

very unfavourable accounts of this year's vintage.

SPAIN.—A decree confiscating the property of Queen
Christina has been issued, under the cover of which she

has left Madrid for Portugal, with the sanction of the

government. Much of her wealth is safely invested in

foreign securities. A few barricades were erected in

Madrid, when it became known that she had escaped
;

but these were pulled down by the National Guards.

The government was taking measures to suppress the

republican clubs.

BARBADOES.—A late letter from this Island gives

the number of deaths from cholera, up to that time, as

18,000, or one in eight of the entire population. The
disease continued its ravages, the deaths, overthe Island,

being thought to average about 100 per day.
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UNITED STATES.— Crrou-ih of Commerce.—U 1V89,

the tonnage of the United States amounted only to

201,562 ; in 1853, it had grown to 4,407,011 tons.

The war in Europe appears to increase the emigra-

tion from Germany. During the eight months ending
1st inst., no fewer than 116,400 Germans arrived at New
York, many of whom are said to be men of capital.

Manufacture of Paper.—There are 750 paper mills in

the United States, producing about 270,000,000 pounds
of paper, worth on an average of ten cents per lb.,

twenty-seven millions of dollars. The cost of rags con-
sumed is estimated at sixteen millions of dollars.

Violent Storm.—About the 7th inst., a storm of wind
and rain commenced on the Florida coast, and during

the succeeding three days extended northwards along

our whole seaboard, and to a considerable distance in-

land. It was more violent and longer in duration at

Savannah and Charleston than at points further north.

Great damage appears to have been sustained by the

planters in the destruction of their rice crop. At Charles-

ton, the injury to the city wharfing and to merchandize,

is estimated at 300,000 dollars. Various disasters to

shipping along the coast are reported.

California.—The San Francisco papers slate, that the

supply of labour generally, in California, is now in ad-

vance of the demand, and its value has consequently

declined. Joiners, workers in metals, and seamen are

among the classes whose labour is best paid. There

has been a great falling off in the import trade. From
First month 1st to Eighth month 8th last, there arrived

at San Francisco, 117 ships from the Atlantic ports of

the United States, and from other parts of the world,

168—total, 285 ;
while, in the corresponding period of

1853, the arrivals from the United States, were 232,

and other parts of the world, 361—total, 583.

A'cbraska.—On the 19th ult., Lieut. Grattan, with an
interpreter and twenty-six soldiers from Fort Laramie,

were killed by the Indians encamped in the vicinity.

The catastrophe appears to have been caused by the

rash and violent manner in which the party attempted

to arrest one of the Indians, who had been charged with

a petty depredation upon the property of an emigrating

party of Mormons.
Louisiana.—The sugar crop of the year is set down in

Champomier's annual statement at 449,324 hhds., weigh-

ing nearly 500,000,000 pounds. The number of sugar-

houses in Louisiana is stated to be 1437, of which 956

are worked by steam power.
Savannah, Ga.—The deaths for the week ending 12th

inst., number 210. On the 12th inst., there were 51 in-

terments, 34 of which were from yellow fever. The
cholera has made its appearance in the rice plantations

on the Savannah river.

Charleston, S. C.—The deaths for the week ending

11th inst. numbered 116, including 76 of yellow fever.

nttslurg, Pa.—During the last week, cholera made
its appearance in a highly malignant form, and a large

number of persons having been attacked, much alarm

was felt. The most recent accounts represent the dis-

ease as abating.

Columbia, Pa.—The cholera broke out in this town,

on the 8th inst., producing a panic and the hasty remo-
val of the greater part of the inhabitants. About eighty

persons died in the first four days after its appearance

;

since then the mortality has been smaller, and the early

abatement of the disease is hoped for.

New York.—From the semi-annual report of the Chief

of Police, it appears that this city contains 6,885 places

at which spirituous liquors are sold; of these 3917 are

licensed, 2968 unlicensed, and 3087 are open on the first

day of the week. During the last six months the num-
ber of arrests for criminal offences was 25,110. Of the

arrests, 48 were for murder; 12, arson; 35, forgery;

115, burglary; 115, passing counterfeit money; 572,

grand larceny, and the remainder mostly for petty lar-

ceny, assault and battery, and drunkenness.

Interments last week, 675, of which 124 were from

cholera.

Philadelphia.—Interments last week, 226, of which 11

were from cholera.
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A TEACHER WANTED,
For the Girls' second arithmetical school at West-town

Boarding School. Apply to Anne Tatum, Woodbury
;

Sidney Coates, 330 Arch st. ; Elizabeth Peirson, 254 N.

Fifth St. ; or Sarah Allen, 146 Pine st.

FEMALE TEACHER WANTED.
A Teacher is wanted for Friends' fem,ale school, at

Woodbury, N. J. For one well qualified to teach the

ordinary branches of a good English education, a liberal

compensation will be secured. Apply to George M. Paul,

or Wm. R. Tatum.
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West Grove Boarding School for Girls.

This School is situated in London Grove, Chester
county. Accessible daily from Philadelphia and Bal-

timore, by railway and stage, via Newark and New Lon-
don. The locality is pleasant, retired and healthful.

The course of instruction embraces all the useful

branches of an extended English Education, including

Linear and perspective Drawing. Lectures, illustrated

by experiments, are given weekly. The Sessions com-
mence on the first Second-day in the Fifth and Eleventh

months respectively, and continue twenty weeks. For
further particulars.

Address, Thomas Conabd, Principal.

West Grove P. 0., Chester county. Pa.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

The Committee to superintend the Boarding School at

West-town, will meet in Philadelphia, on Sixth-day, the

6th of next month, at 7 o'clock, p. m.

The Committee on Instruction meet at 4 p. m., and
the Committee on Admissions at 5 p. m., on the same
day.

The Visiting Committee attend the semi-annual ex-

amination of the schools, on Third, Fourth, and Fifth-

days of the same week. Thomas Kimber, Clerk.

Philad., Ninth mo. 23d, 1854.

Select Schools for the Children of Friends.

Primary Schools for Children of both sexes are kept

in the Northern and Western Districts, in school-rooms

attached to the respective Meeting-houses. The Boys'

mathematical school is situated on Cherry street, be-

tween Eighth and Ninth, and that for Girls' on St.

James street, near Sixth. These valuable seminaries,

to which the attention of Friends has been recently

called, by a circular address of the committee charged

with their care, are now in session, and open for the

reception of pupils.

YARDLEY WARNER proposes to reopen his school

on the 30th of Tenth month next ; and can accommodate
six or eight Girls as boarders ; to these, with about the

same number of Girls as day scholars, the school will ha

limited. For Terms, &c., apply early.

Address, Warren Tavern P. 0.,

Chester Co., Pa.

Died, of Pulmonary consumption, at the residence of

her father, in West Philadelphia, on the \2th of Eighth
month last, Rebecca, daughter of Joseph Fox, in the

27th year of her age. Although of a quick, lively dis-

position whilst in health, during her sickness, calmness
and resignation appeared to be the clothing of her spi-

rit; and her relatives have a consoling hope, that the

work which her heavenly Father had begun, was car-

ried on by Him and finished in righteousness, to whom
be all the praise.

, in this city, on First-day, the 3rd instant, Sarah
Rock, in the seventy-ninth year of her age, a member of

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting of Friends for the North-
ern District. In the latter days of her pilgrimage, this

de.ar Friend was concerned to be found in a deep in-

dwelling with the seed of Divine life. On her death-

bed she was queried with, if she would not like to see a

ministering Friend, whose name was mentioned. She
said, "I'm; if the Master sends her;'' but declined having

her invited; she had learned the important lesson, "to
cease from man." It may be truly said, she possessed

a meek and quiet spirit; and to her was verified the

language, " Thou shalt come to thy grave in a full .age,

like as a shock of corn cometh in in his season."
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JA^UELINE PASCAL.
(Continued from page 9.)

" I do not wish for any one to make a public pro-

fession of faith, for unquestionably, in the present

state of aifairs, yes and of persons also, whom God
has left to become the slaves of their own will

and passions, nothing short of a miracle could save

the truth from condemnation. And the more

clearly we explained that truth, the more occa-

sion of sin should we furnish to those who are

obstinately bent on condemning it. But what I

do desire i.s, that while strictly observing all pro-

per deference towards the powers that be, and

making neither accusations nor reproaches, there

should at the same time be a firm determination

of giving no reason to believe that the truth itself

has been condemned, or even evaded. For I ask

you, dear sister, in God's name, to tell me what

difference you can find between these evasions

and the offering of incense to an idol, as defended

by the pretext of having meanwhile a crucifix

hidden in one's sleeve.*

" You will perhaps say that this does not concern

us, because of our own private formulary. But I

have two things to say on that head. One is,

that St. Bernard teaches us, in his admirable man-

ner, that the most insignificant member of the

church not only may but oiujht to cry aloud and

spare not, when he sees the bishops and pastors

of the church in such a state as we behold them

now. Who, says he, can blame me for calling out,

though I am but a feeble sheep, if I try to awaken

my shepherd when I see him asleep, and on the

point of being devoured by a wild beast ? Even
were I so ungrateful as not do this out of love and

gratitude, ought not a sense of my own peril to

prompt my utmost efforts to arouse him. ... I do

not say this in reference to our spiritual fathers

and friends ; I know that they themselves detest

every species of duplicity quite as much as I do,

but I say it in reference to the general condition

of the church, and to justify the deep interest 1

take in this matter, both to you and to myself.

" My other answer is, that hitherto I have not

been able to give my thorough approval to your

formulary as it is. 1 should like to have a change

made in two places. The first at the beginning,

because it seems hard for persons like us to offer

so freely to give an account of our faith. I would

do this, however, with a little preamble, explain-

* The Jesuits allowed their converts in India and

China to pay outward homage to idols, provided that

they referred that worship mentally to an image of

Jesus Christ hidden under their clothes.

ng away the consequences and the unseemliness

of such a confession ; for there is no ([uestion, but

that this whole affair of the required signature

nd declaration of faith is a usurpation of power,

which brings very dangerous consequences in its

train, more especially as it is demanded by autho-

ty of the king : now I do not consider that pri-

ite individuals ought to resist that authority, but

neither ought they to yield to it without some in-

timations that they do so, not out of ignorance, or

because it is their duty, but as submitting to en-

dure wrong rather than occasion scandal. The

second is towards the close, where I would rather

not mention the decisions of the Vatican; for

though it is true that we submit to those deci-

sions in matters of faith, yet the vulgar confound

fact and right by reason of ignorance, and inte-

rested persons choose to confound them by reason

of self-will, and thus they are looked upon as one

and the same thing. What effect, then, would

your formulary produce except to make ignorance

believe and malice assert that we have agreed to

everything, and that we condemn the doctrines of

Jansenius ?

A comparison occurs to me, which may serve

to illustrate my idea upon the decisions of the

Holy See. Though every one knows that the

mystery of the trinity is one of the prominent

articles of our faith, which St. Augustine would

unquestionably confess and willingly sign, never-

theless if his native country were in possession of

a pagan prince, who wished to have the unity of

God denied, and a plurality of deities acknow-

ledged, and supposing that some of the Christians,

in order to quiet the commotions excited by such

a proceeding, were to compile a formulary of faith

on the subject, running thus : ' I believe that

there are several persons to whom we may give

the name of God, and address our prayers,' with-

out any further explanation, would St. Augustine

sign it ? Assuredly I do not believe he would.

Still less do I think he ouylu to sign it

You can easily make the application. It may be

said that our authority is not of the same weight

as St. Augustine's, and that, in fact, it is of no

weight at all. To this I answer in the first place,

that I have only mentioned St. Augustine by way

of reference to the reply given by you a few days

ago, when I stated my difficulties, which was, that

our fears would only be laughed at, and that St.

Augustine would sign the paper that we were sc

much afraid of. But what I say of St. Augustine;

I say also of you and of myself, and of the least

important in the church, for the fceUeness of our

injluence does not lessen our guilt if roe use that

influence against Ihe truth. Every one knows,

and M. de St. Cyran says it in a thousand places,

that the least truth of religion ought to be as

faithfully defended as Christ himself. Where is

the Christian who would not abhor himself, if it

were possible for him to have been present in

Pilate's council, and if, when the question of con-

demning our Saviour to death arose, he had been

content with an ambiguous way of stating his

opinion, so that he might appear to agree with

those who condemned his Master, though his

words in their literal meaning, and accordin

hip own conscience, tended to an acquittal.

Is not the sin of St. Peter trivial in comparison

of so extreme a timidity, and yet how did he re-

gard that sin through his whole after life ? And
wc are also to note well, that his was only the sin

of a private believer, who did not say, as in the

present case, 'This man is a sinner, he is worthy

of death, crucify him,' who did not even pretend

to say it. But what he said was, simple, ' I know
not the man.' Follow this comparison to its last

results, I beseech you.
" My letter is only too long already. This, dear

sister, is what I think about the formulary. I see

clearly that it need not contain a full confession

of faith, but I should like to have what it does

contain, clearly and di>itinctly expressed. For
ignorant as we are, all that we can reasonably bo

required to sign is a testimonial to the sincerity of

our belief, and to our perfect submission to the

church, to the Pope as its supreme head, and to

the Archbishop of Paris as our superior, stating

that although we do not consider it right to de-

mand an account of their faith in this matter from

persons who never gave any occasion for that faith

to be called in question, nevertheless in order to

avoid the scandal and the suspicions to which our

refusal might give birth, we do hereby testify,

that esteeming nothing so precious as the treasure

of a pure and unadulterated faith, and willing to

yield our lives for its preservation, we desire to

live and die as humble daughters of the Catholic

church, believing whatever she believes, and ready

at all times to die in defence of her least import-

ant truths. If they are satisfied with this, well

and good; if not, for my part I shall never sign

any other, if it please God. This is all that I

think we ought to concede, let what will happen.

Poverty, dispersion, imprisonment, death, all these

seem as nothing to me compared with the anguish

of my whole future life, if I should be wretched

enougb to make a league with death, instead of

profiting by such an opportunity of paying to God
the vows of fidelity which my lips have pro-

nounced.
" Let us pray to God for one another, my dear

sister, that he would more and more strengthen

us and make us humble, since humility without

fortitude, and courage without humility, are

equally pernicious. Now, more than ever, we should

recollect that the fearful have their place with the

perjured and the abominable.
" Do not be shocked at my complaints that so

little notice has been taken of our scruples. This

gave me no tremble whatever. I am used to be

treated as a child, and God grant that it may be

so always. But the subject led me thither un-

designedly, and I do not regret it, because if

similar circumstances should ever occur again, it

will be known that we are not to be satisfied with

the assurance that our scruples are ridiculous,

while no reasons are assigned

" I believe, my dear sister, that it is needless for

me to say I make no objection whatever to the

iBords of your formulary, and that I do not care

what terms are used, provided no reason be given

to think that we censure either the grace of Jesus

Christ or him who has so well explained its doc-

trines.

i

•' Therefore, in adopting the words— ' believe all
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that the church believes/—I have omitted

—

'and condemn whatever she condemns;'—though

I do in reality condemn what the church con-

demns, but I do not believe it a fitting time to

eay so, lest the church should be confounded with

the present decisions. Even as M. de St. Cyran

says, that the pagans having placed an idol on the

very spot where once stood the cross of our Lord,

the Christians would not go thither to worship,

lest it should be supposed that they were worship-

ping the idol."

(Tobeconlinued.)

From " Chambers's Journal."

Cnstcms and Manners Under ihe Water.

(ConcluJed from page 14.)

The Black Goby is a ferocious little cannibal,

about three inches long. Like other robbers and

murderers, he loves the dark, lurking at the bot-

tom under the shelter of rocks and weeds. If

very hungry, however, he will dart up even to the

surface to seize his prey ; but turning instantly,

he will dive down again into his lair. A young-

ster of the same tribe, but of a different family,

was put into the tank, and unfortunately caught

the eye of the skulking goby, who at once made

a dash at him, and caught him by the tail, in-

gulfing it in his capacious throat. " The Blackic

glared like a demon, as with dilated head, he held

fast his victim, clutching further and further holds

by repeated jerks : the delicate pellucid head of

the unfortunate prey, projecting from the caver-

nous mouth, panted and rolled its eyes in pain,

but there was no escape ; for now nothing was

visible but the head, when the ferocious victor

shot under an umbrageous weed, and on my next

sight of him all traces of his meal was gone."

Among the denizens of the Aquarium was

rather a rare animal, the strawberry-crab, so called

from its being studded with pink tubercles on a

white ground ; and between this creature and the

OTirang-outang, Sir. Gosse traces a somewhat strik-

ing analogy. " The strawberry-crab," says he,

"is a climber. If it were a terrestrial animal, I

should say its habits are arhureal. True, it now

and then wanders over the bottom of its abode

with slow and painful march, the hind feet held

up at an angle above the level of the back ; but

generally it seeks an elevated position. We usu-

ally see it in the morning perched on the summit

of some one of the more bushy weeds in the

Aquarium, as the Chondriisor Fht/lhrphora nihens,

where it has taken its station during the night,

the season of its chief activity, as of most other

Crustacea. It interested me much to see it climb :

seizing the twigs above it by stretching out its

long arms alternately, it dragged up its body from

branch to branch, mounting to the top of the plant

deliberately, but with ease. While watching it,

I was strongly reminded of the ourang-outang at

the Zoological Gardens; the manner in which

each of these very dissimilar animals performed

the same feat was so closely alike as to create an

agreeable feeling of surprise."

Every page of this fascinating work is quotable
;

but perhaps nothing will be read with more plea-

sure than the account of the Aphrodite, or sea-

mouse. " In the Aquarium the sea-mouse crawls

restlessly to and fro, and round the margin of the

bottom ; once or twice I have seen it essay to bur-

row under the fine gravel, but generally it lives

exposed. It is uninteresting in its manners,

though the brilliance of its changing colours will

always attract admiration. Perhaps it is most

beautiful by candle-light, when red and orange

reflections predominate ; by day, pearly greens

and blues prevail. This difference is owing to

the positiou of the light, and the angle at which

it is reflected. Thus, if the eye glance along the

bristles towards the light, which is reflected at an

obtuse angle, the reflected rays will be lilac, pass-

ing into ultra-marine ; if the angle of reflection be

a right angle, the rays will be green ; if the light

be between the observer and the animal—not di-

rectly, but obliquely, so as to make the angle of

reflection more or less acute—the reflections will

take yellow, orange, scarlet, and crimson hues."

The most curious part of the sea-mouse is the

expiratory machinery. "As it crawls, the j4pAro-

dite usually elevates the tail, which is so folded

together as to form a deep groove beneath. By
watching this, we see now and then ejected a

stream of water, with considerable force. I found

that the jet occurred once in twenty-five seconds,

with punctual regularity. This is a respiratory

act. The grooved orifice through which the jet

is poured is not the termination of the intestine,

as we may at first suppose, but the exit of a capa-

cious chamber, which is external to the body,

though concealed. A very marvellous and quite

unparalleled structure here comes into view. If

we take a sea-mouse into our hand, we see the

whole breadth of the back occupied by a woolly

substance, closely resembling felt, and formed by

the interlacing of fine hairs. If we insert a pen-

knife into the tail-groove, and slit up this felt-like

cover, we expose an ample cavity running the

whole length of the animal, the floor of which is

the true skin of the back, on which are set two

rows of large overlapping plates, or membranous
scales (eJylra.) The dense tissue of interwoven

hair resembling felt acts as a filter for the water

to be respired, straining off the earthly particles

held in it, which thus accumulate in its substance,

and impart that peculiar dirty appearance which

it possesses. The scales, according to Dr. Wil-

liams, are periodically elevated and depressed. In

the former action, the water permeates the felt

and fills the vacuum formed between them and

the back. As soon as it is full, they collapse, and

the filtered fluid, now deprived of its oxygen, is

forcibly expelled at the anal groove."

Mr. Gosse throws much new light upon the

manners of the soldier-crab, a creature destitute of

the usual defensive armour of his tribe, but mak-

ing up for the want by courage and address. He
seizes upon any empty shell of suitable size, and

makes it his habitation ; and it is curious to ob-

serve him in the Aquarium becoming discontented

with his house, and looking out for a new one.

This process, however, has been frequently de-

scribed; but it is less known that the soliier has

generally a fellow-lodger inside, while the roof of

his dwelling, the spire of the shell, is often the

chosen abode of an anemone. This extraordinary

creature is a parasite, although it has been known
to exercise some volition in choosing its site.

When displaced from a shell, it will plant itself

on a stone by means of its suckers; but of its own
good-will, it would always get upon the roof of

another individual's wagon, and so enjoy the plea-

sure of being carried. The anemone resembles a

tall, thick pillar, surmounted by a fringe of ten-

tacles, that wave gallantly at every motion of the

Sinbad chosen for his porter by this Old Man of

the Mountain. The companion who chums inside

with the soldier is a worm—but we will allow our

naturalist to introduce him : " While I was feed-

ing one of my soldiers by giving him a fragment

of cooked meat, which he, having seized with one

claw, had transferred to the foot-jaws, and was

munching, I saw protrude from between the body

of the crab and the whelk-shell, the head of a

beautiful worm {Nereis hilineata), which rapidly

glided out round the crab's right cheek, and, pass-

ing between the upper and lower foot jaws, seized

the morsel of food, and retreating, forcibly dragged

it from the crab's very mouth. I beheld this with

amazement, admiring that, though the crab sought

to recover his hold, he manifested not the least

sign of anger at the actions of the worm. I had
afterwards many opportunities of seeing this scene

enacted over again ; indeed, on every occasion

that I fed the crab, and %\atched its eating, the

worm appeared after a few moments, aware, pro-

bably, by the vibrations of its huge fellow-tenant's

body, that feeding was going on. The mode and
the place of the worm's appearance were the same
in every case, and it invariably glided to the crab's

mouth between the two left foot-jaws. I was sur-

prised to observe what a cavern opened beneath

the pointed head of the nereis when it seized the

morsel, and with what force comparatively large

pieces were torn off and swallowed, and how firmly

the throat-jaws held the piece when it would not

yield. Occasionally, it was dragged quite away
from the crab's jaws, and quickly carried into the

recesses of the shell : sometimes, in this case, he
put in one of his claws, and recovered bis morsel;

at others, he gave a sudden start at missing his

grasp, which frightened the worm and made it

let go and retreat ; but sometimes the latter made
good his foray, and enjoyed his plunder in secret.

The worm is itself a striking and even handsome
animal ; and there is in its colours and their dis-

tribution—two bright white lines running through

the whole length on a light red ground—a curious

similarity to the colouring of the crab." • This

worm, we may add, is much prized by fishermen

as bait ; and so commonly is it found in the com-
panionship above described, that at Weymouth
they always break the shells tenanted by the sol-

dier-crab to look for it.

The common cockle one would think, has not

much more facility of voluntary motion than the

anemone ; but in reality its gymnastic feats are

of some note. The tuberculated cockle, however,

the giant of the tribe, is quite a formidable vaulter;

and when a number of them are thrown into a

heap, they seem to defy the riot act. Our author

once turned out some of these creatures into a

dish, as he knew they liked the air sometimes;

but by and by when the family were quietly read-

ing, an awful uproar commenced among them, as

if a crowd of flint-stones were battling and rattling

over one another. We must now have done, how-

ever ; many of our readers will doubtless get the

volume for themselves, and, independently of its

other merits, they will find it a fitting ornament

for the drawing-room table, on account of the

gorgeous chromo-lithographs with which it is illus-

trated. Some will likewise find it important to be

able to obtain in so agreeable a way, full instruc-

tions for forming a marine aquarium, with the

cost of the different sizes.

Niimher of Slaves in the World.—The African

Institute at Paris—an association for the diffusion

of civilization and Christian light in Africa—has

issued a circular in which the number of blacks

held in slavery in different countries is stated at

seven and a half millions, of which 3,095,000 are

in the United States, 3,250,000 in Brazil, 900,000
in the Spanish Colonies, 85,000 in Holland Colo-

nies, 140,000 in the Republics of Central America,

and 30,000 in European establishments in Africa.

Artesian Veil.—The well at Belcher's refinery,

St. Louis, has been bored to the depth of 2,200

feet. At 700 feet they struck salt water ; at 1,500

a sulphur spring, which has poured forth the best

sulphur water ever since. They are boring on to

get the pure element.
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"Cast all Crowns at Ilis Feet."

It is necossary to be guarded against the error

into which some professing Christians have fallen,

respecting the propitiatory sacrifice, who believe

it to be sufficient for them without an earnest en-

gagement of mind on their part ; and that though

their lives may not evince the regulating and re-

straining influences of the Redeemer's love, sub-

duing all vicious practices, and bringing every

lofty imagination and evil desire into captivity, iu

accordance with the Divine requisition, as it is

inwardly made known, yet that all will be well

with them in the end. The obvious tendency of

this doctrine is to settle many down at ease, and

to promote a careless, indifferent, and idle life, to

whom the language would be applicable: "Wilt

thou know, Ovaia man, that faith without works

is dead?" Here there is danger of reposing too

much on a literal faith, which is overcome by the

world, a mere assent to an outward and theoreti-

cal belief in Gospel truths, and a profession of

acting in the name of Christ Jesus, the only hope

of glory, without witnessing his blessed power to

operate upon the heart " converting the soul."

It is highly important to avoid acting in our

own will and wisdom, by yielding to the idea that

our exertions as men and creatures will bring us

into a state of acceptance ; that we must adopt

certain formulas with the most scrupulous accu-

racy, and preach and pray without waiting for a

qualification; at the same time, takingmuch praise

to ourselves for indefatigable exertions, as we are

willing to believe, in our Christian duties. Here

there is a proneness to boast in .self-complacency

of the great good which our own hands have

effected. But alas ! this unhappy state of mind

will allow pride to increase from a dependance on

works without the only true and living faith, till

like one formerly who died a miserable death in

consequence of not giving God the glory, there is

danger of being pleased with an acclamation simi-

lar to this : " It is the voice of a God, and not of

a man." A constant exercise must be maintained,

lest like some who warmed themselves by the

sparks of a fire of their own kindling, there may

yet be a lying down in sorrow, and that there may

be a renewed preparation of heart experienced

from the Lord, who alone can qualify for the

right performance of every service in the church,

so that in our public endeavours to serve Him, He
may condescend to bless our labours and exercises

to his own honour, and for our eternal well-being.

Before we can arrive at a profitable state, there

must be a humble desire to dwell under the quali-

fying impressions of the preparing hand, and an

unfeigned acknowledgment, that " except the

Lord build the house, they labour in vain that

build it." We must kaow that no service is ac-

ceptable to One, whose wisdom is infinite, and

whoso ways are past finding out, unless He call

for it at our hands, and strengthen and steady

them for the work ; for He alone can cause us

both to will and to do according to his own good

pleasure. As we witness old things to be done

away, and all things to become new, through the

operations of the Saviour's love, we are prepared

to show forth unto others " ourfaith hy our works;"

and by adhering to this our holy and blessed faith,

know a redemption from all iniquity ; and that a

crown of glory is laid up for us eternal in the

heavens. In this condition we have a view of

the infinite goodness and mercy of the holy Re-

deemer, our weak, undone, and entirely helpless

state, before we felt that we were made joyful

partakers of the one faith and baptism, through

the one blessed Lord, knowing experimentally an

inward cleansing from every spiritual pollution,

and that He died that ignominious death upon
the cro.ss, that we might lay hold of eternal hap-

piness, rejoicing in the hope, that because He
lives we live also. As we come to this, we shall

be prepared to ascribe, " blessing, and honour,

and glory, and power, unto Him that sittcth upon
the tiiroue, and unto the Lamb for ever and ever."

Here all human wisdom and power wither and

fade, and we realize, that if any good is done, it

is not of our.selves, but has been effected by and

through the Holy One of Israel, to whose righteous

sceptre we are enabled reverently to bow in hum-
ble submission, and then only can we '^ cast all

at his feet."

State of New York.

Passing Events.

The Christian should be an interested and dis-

criminating observer of passing events, not to be

duly elated by what may appear encouraging,

or seriously depressed by circumstances of an

opposite character ; but ever regardful of the

supreme governance of God, who controls all

events, and disposes of them in such a manner as

to accomplish his own ultimate purposes. Those

who are not under the habitual influence of reli-

gious principles, confine their speculations to mere
temporalities, and have neither the ability nor wish

to trace the consequences of daily occurrences be-

yond the period in which they themselves live,

d in ony other relations than as they may affect

their own temporal interests. In commerce, poli-

tics, and general trade, the most significant occur-

rences are interpreted within these narrow limits,

as they may affect these several interests. Thus,

one is endeavouring to solve the problem of the

probable results of existing wars on the general

interests of commerce, while others, contemplating

the giant strides of our country, and the unprece-

dented increase of its population, arc chiefly occu-

pied in speculating on the political complexion of

its future. We do not regard these as trivial or

unsuitable subjects of consideration ; fiir from it;

wo only postpone them to those which are less

thought of, although of much greater moment.
The Christian, as we conceive his position and
character, is taught to regard all providential oc-

currences as having an important bearing upon
man's spiritual destiny, and the ultimate successes

of Christ's kingdom. Nothing, in his view, hap-

pens by chance, and nothing which forms a link

in the chain of providences, by which God's ulti-

mate purposes are to be accomplished, is to him
insignificant.

Terrible as are the wars which are now raging,

and disastrous as are their effects on individuals

and communities, he can trace in them the hand
of God, who, in this way, as in others, punishes

sin and breaks down the obstacles which have

been reared by man's wickedness to oppose the

progress of his kingdom. He can await the final

results with confidence, and he can believe in their

certainty, although he may not live to see them.

Vice and false religion are the two great foes of

God, which he must and will finally subdue, and
their defeat may be near when their triumph

seems to bo greatest. When the "kings of the

earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel

togetheragainst the Lord and against his anointed,"

how easily can he unseat them, and hurl them to

destruction ! He can use them as instruments for

the punishment of the sins of the people, and he

can use the people, in turn, to break their yoke,

and wrest from them their sceptres. He may
punish nations which have disregarded the claii

of his precious truth, by making them the victims

of ruinous delusion ; and ho may again arouse the

I

people from their lethargy, and arm them with

vigour to shatter in pieces the systems of fidse

religion which have so cruelly held them in bond-
age. Of one thing we feel confident, that there

a true religion in the world, which is the source

of the highest present happiness and the guaranty
of unspeakable future blessedness, of which most
men are utterly regardless at present, infatuated

they are by the artifices of Satan ; but which
shall ultimately prevail, exerting its now compa-
ratively dormant power over all hearts and minds,

and, in the end, triumphing gloriously over all

opposition. With such reflections every Christian

nd should become familiarized. They are aa

comforting as they are true, and amidst all the

tumults of earth they afford a blessed and secure

refuge.— The Freshyterian.

For "The Friend,"

THE CROSS OF CHRIST.

If those wants that are the subject of prayer

were once agreed upon, (though that might be a

weighty point,) yet how to pray is still of greater

moment than to pray ; it is not the request, but

the frame of the petitioner's spirit. The what
may be proper, but the how defective. As I said,

God needs not be told of our wants by us ; he

must tell them to us
;
yet he will be told them

from us, both that we may seek him, and that he

may come down to us. But when this is done,

to this " man will I look, saith the Lord, even to

him that is poor, and of a contrite spirit, and that

trembleth at my word." To the sick heart, the

wounded soul, the hungry and thirsty, the weary

and heavy laden ones; such sincerely want an

helper.

Nor is this sufficient to complete Gospel wor-

ship ; the fourth requisite must be had, and that

is faith, true faith, precious faith ; the faith of

God's chosen, that purifies their hearts, overcomes

the world, and is the victory of the saints. This

that which animates prayer and presses it home,

like the importunate widow, who would not be

denied : or she to whom Christ said, "O woman,

great is thy faith." This is of the highest mo-

ment on our part, to give our addresses success

ith God. Yet it is not in our power, for it is

the gift of God : from him we must have it ; and

with one grain of it more work is done, more do-

iverance is wrought, and more goodness and

mercy received, than by all the runnings, willings,

and toilings of man with his inventions and boddy

exercises. This duly weighed, will easily show

why so much worship brings so little profit to the

world, as we see it does, viz., true faith is lost.

They ask, and receive not ; they seek, and find

not; they knock, and it is not opened unto them.

The case is plain ; their requests are not mixed

with purifying faith, by which they should pre-

vail, as good Jacob when he wrestled with God
prevailed. The truth is, the generality are yet

in their sins, following their hearts' lusts, and liv-

ing in worldly pleasures, being strangers to this

precious faith. The reason rendered by the deep

author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, of the un-

profitableness of the word preached to some of

those days, is, its " not being mixed with faith in

them that heard it." Can the minister then

preach without faith ? No : and much less can

any man pray to purpose without faith, especially

when we are told, " That the just live by faith."

For worship is the supreme act of man's life ; and

whatever is necessary to inferior acts of religion,

must not be wanting there.

This may moderate the wonder in any why
Christ so often said to his disciples, " ye of

little faith !" Yet he tells us that one grain of

it, though as little as that of mustard, one of the

least of seeds, if true and right, is able to remove

mountains. As if he had said, there is no temp-
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tation so powerful that it cannot supply. There-

fore, those who are captivated by temptations,

and remain unsupplied in their spiritual wants,

have not this powerful faith ; that is the true

cause. So necessary was it of old, that Christ

did not many mighty works where the people be-

lieved not ; and though his power wrought won-

ders in other places, faith opened the way : so

that it is hard to say, whether that power by faith,

or faith by that power, wrought the cure. Let

us call to mind what famous things a little clay

and spittle, one touch of the hem of Christ's gar-

ment, and a few words out of his mouth did, by

the force of faith in the patients. " Believe ye

that I am able to open your eyes ?" Yea, Lord,

said the blind, and they saw. To the ruler,

"Only believe;" he did, and his dead daughter

recovered life. Again, " If thou canst believe ;"

I do believe, says the father, help my unbelief;

and the evil spirit was chased away, and the child

recovered. He said to one, " Go, thy faith has

made thee whole ;" and to another, " Thy faith

his saved thee ; thy sins are forgiven thee." And
to encourage his disciples to believe, when they

were admiring how soon his sentence was executed

upon the fruitless fig-tree, he tells them, "Verily,

if ye have faith, and doubt not, ye shall not only

do this, which is done to the fig-tree ; but also, if

ye shall say unto this mountain, be thou removed

and cast into the sea, it shall be done ; and all

things whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer, believ-

ing, ye shall receive."

But some may say, it is impossible to receive

all that a man may ask. It is not impossible to

receive all that a man, that so believes, can ask.

The fruits of faith are not impossible to those who
truly believe in God, who makes them possible.

When Jesus said to the ruler, " If thou canst be-

lieve," he adds, " all things are possible to him
that believeth." But some will say, it is impos-

sible to have such faith. But Christ's answer to

the infidelity of that age, will best confute the

disbelief of this. " The things that are impos-

sible with men, are possible with God." It will

follow, then, that it is not impossible with God to

give that faith ; though, it is certain, that " with-

out it, it is impossible to please God ; for so the

author to the Hebrews teaches. And if it be i

possible to please God, it must be so to pray to

God, without this precious faith. But some may
say, what is this faith, that is so necessary to

worship, and that gives it such acceptance with

God, and returns that benefit to men ? I say, it

is an holy resignation to God, and confidence in

him, testified by a religious obedience to his holy

requirings, which gives sure evidence to the soul

of the things not yet seen, and a general sense

and taste of the substance of those things that

are hoped for ; that is, the glory which is to be

revealed hereafter. As this ftiith is the gift of

God, so it purifies the hearts of those that receive

it. The Apostle Paul is witness, that it will not

dwell, but in a pure conscience. Ho therefore in

one place, couples a pure heart and faith unfeigned
together : in another, faith and a good conscience.

James joins faith with righteousness, and John
with victory over the world. "This," says he,

"is the victory which overcomes the world, even
your faith." The heirs of this faith are the true

children of Abraham, though the uncircumcision

in the flesh, for they walk in the steps of Abra-
ham, according to the obedience of faith, which
only entitles people to be the children of Abra-
ham. This lives above the world, not only in its

sin, but righteousness; to which no man comes,
but through death to self, by the cross of Jesus,

and an entire dependence, by him, upon God.
Famous are the exploits of this Divine gift ; time

would fail to recount them ; all sacred history is

filled with them. But let it sufiice, that by it the

holy ancients endured all trials, overcame all ene-

mies, prevailed with God, renowned his truth,

finished their testimony, and obtained the reward

of the faithful,—a crown of righteousness, which

is the eternal blessedness of the just.

New Jersey, Ninth mo. 1854.

The Greyhounds of Africa.

Nothing evinces more the aristocratic tastes of

the Arabs of Sahara, than their treatment of their

greyhounds. Here, as in all other Arab countries,

the common dog, whatever the utility of his em-

ployment in protecting the tents and flocks, is still

regarded a contemptible and troublesome servant

—

a disagreeable necessity. The greyhound alone,

as the companion of his chivalrous pastimes, is

treated by the Arab with afi'ectionate attention

and respect. While, therefore, the faithful watch-

dog is driven forth from the tent, treated as a

vulgar brute, and allowed to seek his food among
the offal and bones that have been thrown out,

the greyhound sleeps in the men's apartment, on

a carpet beside his master, or even on his bed.

He is abundantly but carefully fed with kooskoos

;

and in summer, cakes are made for him of milk

and stoned dates, which are said to be highly

tonic. If a thorough bred animal, he will not

drink out of a dirty vessel, nor will he taste milk

in wLich any one has put his hands. He is de-

fended from the cold with coverlets like the horse,

the Arabs having no objection to his being sensi-

tive in this respect—it is an evidence gf high

blood. They delight in decking him with o

ments, and make for him collars of cowry shells,

to which they attach talismans to secure him from

the blight of an evil eye.

At the age of forty days the pups are removed

from the mother, and fed with goats' or camels'

milk, mixed with dates and kooskoos.

At the age of three or four months, the educa-

tion of the greyhound is begun by the childreE

starting jerboas, or small deer, and inducing bin;

to give chase. He soon becomes so fond of this

pastime, that he will bark round the holes, to

induce the youngsters to renew the sport. Th
next game on which he is tried is the hare ; the;

the young gazelle. At the end of a year he ha

attained his full strength, and is advanced to be

the companion of the master of the tent, who
teaches him to hunt the full sized gazelle. The
Arab talks to him as a human being ; " Listen to

me, friend ; thou must bring me some venison

am tired of eating nothing but dates;" whereupon

the dog leaps, wheels about, and intimates

plainly as possible, that he understands his mi

tor's wish, and is abundantly willing to comply

When the dog perceives a herd of thirty or

forty gazelles, he trembles with joy, and look

wistfully at his master. " Ha ! young Jew," say

the Arab, " thou wilt not say this time that thou

hast not seen them." He then unties an ox-skin

and refreshes the body of the dog with a sprink

ling of water. The impatient animal turns on

him an imploring eye ; he is loosed on the game
and bounds away ; but yet conceals himself,

crouches down if he is perceived ; makes a zigzag

course; and it is not till fairly within reach that

he darts, with all his strength, choosing the finest

of the herd as his victim. When the hunter cuts

up the gazelle, he gives the dog part of the lo

if he were oflFered any refuse, he would reject it

with disdain.

A thorough bred hound will hunt with no one

but his master ; and he manifests due self-respect

in his choice of a prey. If on loosing him h'

master has pointed out a fine gazelle, and he has

succeeded only in taking a small and middling
looking one, he seems to feel the reproach that

attaches to the failure, and sinks away ashamed
'nstead of claiming his accustomed share. He
always accompanies his master when visiting, and
shares whatever hospitalities he receives. By his

extreme cleanliness, the kindliness of his manners,
his respect for the usages of society, he shows

himself worthy of the attention thus bestowed on
him. When the Arab returns home after a some-
hat prolonged absence, his dog makes a single

bound from the tent to the saddle, and welcomes
him with caresses.

The greyhound of Sahara is very superior to

that of the coast. He is tall and fawn-coloured,

has a thin muzzle, black tongue and palate, large

forehead, short ears, muscular neck, very soft

hair, no paunch, dry limbs, and the muscles of

the croup well marked. A pretty good one is

considered worth a fine camel ; but those which
take the largest gazelles will bring as much as a
horse. A family hunter, however, is never sold:

an Arab would almost as soon think of selling one
of his sons. When he dies, it is a time of inourn-

ing in the tent ; the women and children weep
and lament as for a member of the family.

A SHOWER.
BY EALPH HOTT.

In the valley that I know,
Happy scenes I

There are meadows sloping low.
There the fairest tiowers blow.
And the brightest waters flow

All serene
;

But the sweetest thing to see.

If we ask the dripping tree,

Or the harvest-hoping swain,

Is the rain.

Ah, the dwellers of the town,
How they sigh 1

How ungratefully they frown.
When the cloud-king shakes his crown,
And the pearls come pouring down

From the sky I

They descry no charm at all

When the sparkling jewels fall.

And each moment of the shower
Seems an hour.

Tet there 's something very sweet
In the sight,

When the crystal currents meet,
In the dry and dusty street,

And they wrestle with the heat,

In their might I

While they seem to hold a talk

With the stones along the walk,

And remind them of the rule,

To "keep cool 1"

But in the quiet dell.

Ever fair,

Still the Lord doeth all things well,

When his clouds with blessings swell
And they break a brimming shell

On the air;

There the shower hath its charms,
Sweet and welcome to the farms,

As they listen to its voice,

And rejoice I

LINES
Wrilien hy John Berridge, and pasted on hk study clock.

" Here ray master bids me stand
And tell the time with either hand :

What is his will, is my delight,

To tell the hours by day or night

;

Master, be wise, and learn of me
To serve thy God, as I serve thee."

In all things consider thine own ignorance, and gladly
take occasion to be taught

;

But suffer not excess of liberality to neutralize thy
mental independence.

TUPPER.
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For "The Friend."

BI0GR4PniCAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned membere
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 13.)

HUGH ROBERTS.

During his travels he met at Bristol with his

dear friend William Penn ; of their interview he

says, " We were not a little glad to see each

other. We were together but a, short time, and
parted very unwillingly ; the weight of my service

then drawing me to Monmouthshire, in Wales,

whither I hastened."

His heart was drawn in affectionate Christian

concern towards his children, and he addressed an

epistle to them from England, of which some ex-

tracts are given :

"Dear children,—This is to let you understand

that I am in health, also that my love is unto you,

desiring you to fear the Lord in the days of your

youth,—which is the best counsel I can give. I

know it to be better than all the riches of the

world. None can understand or know the value

of it, but those that taste thereof. It is the be-

ginning of wisdom, the only means to keep clean

from the corruption and vanity of the world.

Therefore, my request to you above all is, that ye

fear the Lord ! Secondly, shun vain, light, and

airy company, nor suffer such to come unto yours.

Rather follow them that are sober, and who fear

God. The company of such will be a help to

bring you nearer to the Lord. Thirdly, I desire

you frequently to wait on God, to beg and beseech

him for grace and wisdom to walk justly before

him, by which my soul hath received much good.

Fourthly, I desire you to read the Scriptures, and
Friends' books. On First-day, especially, after

meeting, read, rather than go to old or young,

that may draw you to lightness. Fifthly, go in

time to meetings, and when there, desire of the

Lord to enable you to perform your duty, to love

and to serve God, and worship him in purity and

truth, not in form or show only, for that will not

serve turn in Heaven, nor on the earth. I warn
you that ye avoid the vain and idle; do not keep
the company of such ; I believe you will not be

untried in this respect. I do not mean those only

who make no profession, but such as make pro-

fession, and are out of the possession of the virtue

which is in the Truth. Such are most dangerous.

From such company withdraw and shun it.

" I desire each of you to take a copy of this let-

ter, and act only so, but desire strength of the

Lord to fulfil what I have requested of you, which,

if you do, it will be a greater joy to me, than if

you had all the treasure of the world. I must
conclude, because I cannot add for weeping; who
am your dear father, whose care is over you.

Hugh Roberts."
In both of his visits to Europe, Hugh Roberts

was accompanied by his friend and fellow-labourer

in the Gospel, John Bevan. As we do not find the

latter taking a certificate as a minister, it may be
that he was not acknowledged as such at that

time.

Hugh Roberts returned from England about the

close of 1G98, but was not permitted long to rest

at home. At the General Bleeting of Ministering

Friends, held First month 4th, 1G99, he obtained a

certificate for religious services in New England.
Who accompanied him on this labour of love, we
do not find any record. At the Meeting of Minis-

tering Friends in the Seventh month of the fol-

lowing year, he was liberated for labour in Mary-
land, and there away ; and John Bevan was set at

liberty to accompany him.

His last service of this kind was performed
early in 1702, to the meetings of Friends in New

England. This labour was accomplished to his

satisfaction, and the edification of those amongst
whom he travelled, notwithstanding his growing

weakness of body. Soon after his return home,

he was relieved from work in the church militant.

We subjoin the testimony of his friend, John
Bevan, concerning him :

" Tnith in the inward parts God loves, and
those that love it and give way to the operation

thereof, are made precious and lovely in the sight

of God, and he makes them instrumental in his

hand for the good of others ; among whom was
my dear friend and brother, Hugh Roberts de-

ceased, who was qualified by God's power, to be a

serviceable instrument to the churches of Christ

in our parts of America. He came to this country

about eighteen years since; we were near neigh-

bours and entirely loved each other, not having
had a cross word, nor I believe an hard thought

one of another, at any time since our first acquaint-

ance. Having passed through many trials and
exercises, he could by experience speak a word
in season for the encouragement of weary travel-

lers; his doctrine often "dropping as the dew,

and distilling as the small rain upon the tender

plants," for in the openings of life, " things new
and old" came forth of the treasury of wisdom,

which gladdened our hearts and comforted our

spirits in a sense of God's love, who is the author

of all good to his people. He was zealous for

good order in the church, serviceable in the dis-

cipline, and skilful in accommodating differences.

And it is my desire, that we, especially of that

meeting he belonged to, and the adjacent meet-

ings, which mostly received the benefit and advan-

tage of his labour of love, may lay to heart and
consider our loss of him, and in the sense thereof,

may breathe and cry unto the Lord, who is the

repairer of breaches, to raise up instruments in

his room, for carrying on of his great work that

he hath begun in the earth, to his own praise,

who is alone worthy of the same forever.—I was
twice with him over sea, and in many places in

our native land, also in Maryland, and in his last

journey to visit Friends on Long Island, Rhode
Island, and New England, where he had good
service. And though he was often very weakly,

yet his heart was bent to accomplish the work the

Lord laid upon him, which he was enabled to per-

form to his great comfort and satisfaction.

" On our return homeward, being sick and in

much pain, he told me at the house of our Friend
John Rodman, on Long Island, nothing lies in

my way as an obstruction to hinder my peace and
well being loith God. He afterwards came home,
and a few days before his departure, a dear Friend

taking leave of him said, " I believe thy deep

trials and exercises are near at an end, and that

peace and joy everlasting will be thy portion from
the Lord." In much brokenness of heart and
sense of the sweet presence of God upon his

spirit, he answered, I am satisfied thereof, and
can bless my God for it.

" He died the 18th of the Sixth month, 1702,
and on the 20th was interred at Morion, after

which a large meeting was held, wherein the

Lord's presence was sweetly enjoyed, and several

living testimonies borne concerning his faithful-

ness to God, and Friends' satisfaction of his eter-

nal well-being. John Bevan."

We read that in certain climates of the world,

the gales that spring from the land, carry a re-

freshing smell out to sea ; and assure the watch-

ful pilot that he is approaching to a desirable and
fruitful coast, when as yet he cannot discern it with

his eyes. And, to take up the comparison of life

to a voyage, in like manner it fares with those

ho have steadily and religiously pursued the

course which Providence has pointed out to them.
W^e shall sometimes find by their conversation to-

wards the end of their days, that they are filled

with peace, and hope, and joy ; which, like those

refreshing gales and reviving odours to the sea-

men, are breathed forth from Paradise upon their

souls ; and giving them to understand with cer-

tainty, that God is bringing them unto their de-

sired haven.

For "The Friend."

Despondency, Short-sighled.

A writer in the North British Review of the

Eighth month, this year, says:—"We recently

ventured, at the close of some long conversations

with a retired philo,sopher and statesman, who, for

many years, was the first minister of a great king-

dom, to ask him the following question :
—

' You
have lived through some of the most interesting

and troubled times of human history
;
you have

studied men contemplatively, as well as acted with

them and governed them
;
you have long had the

fate of your own country, and a portion of that

Europe, in your hands. What feeling is strongest

in your mind as you look back and look forward

—hope or despondency for your country and the

world—contempt and disgust, or affection and
esteem, for your fellow-men ?' His reply was,

as nearly as we can recall it, this :
—

' I do not feel

that my experience of men has either dispo.sed me
to think worse of them, or indisposed me to serve

them ; nor, in spite of failures which I lament, of

errors which I now see and acknowledge, and of

the present gloomy aspect of affairs, do I despair

of the future. On the contrary, I hope ; 1 see

glimpses of day-light ; I see elements of rescue
;

I see even now faint dawnings of a better day.

The truth I take to be this :—The march of Pro-

vidence is so slow, and our desires are so impatient

;

the work of progress is so immense, and our means
of aiding it so feeble; the life of humanity is so

long, and the life of individual men so brief, that

what we see is often only the ebb of the advanciwj

leave ; and thus discouragement is our inevitable

lot. It is only history teaches us to hope. No !

I feel no disgust, no despair; my paramount feel-

ing is simply a sense of personal fatigue. I am
weary of the journey and the strife. Ego Hanni-
bal, peto paccni.'

" Yet the statesman who spoke thus had wit-

nessed stranger catastrophes, had encountered

deeper discomfitures, had steered through mirier

ways, had witnessed more cruelty, more cowardice,

more tergiversation, more corruption—had seen

more splendid glory tarnished, more gorgeous

hopes frustrated, more brilliant promises belied,

than any previous period of modern history could

have displayed ; but he was profoundly acquainted

with the past annals of other countries as well as

of his own; and one of the most unquestionable

and encouraging facts which these annals bring

out into day, is full of promise and of consolation,

viz., the gradual improvement in the character of

public men,—the higher standard of morality they

set before themselves,—and the far greater purity

which the world exacts from them now than for-

merly. This is seldom perceivable from year to

year—not always even from generation to genera-

tion—not always and at all times in every coun-

try—but no one who compares age with age, will

hesitate to record it as one of the great truths of

history."

Murder in Neio Orleans.—The True Delta says

that though there is on an average, a murder com-

mitted in New Orleans every twelve hours, there

have been but two convictions for the crime in

eight years.
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From the Annual Monitor for 18

Ana Lucas.

Ann Lucas, of Hitchin, a minister, widow of

William Lucas, deceased Second month 27th,

1853, aged 83 years.

The daughter of Samuel and Hester Bowley,

was born on the 8th of Ninth month, 1769, at

Cirencester, in Gloucestershire, where her family

had lived for several generations. In the early

days of our religious society, John Roberts re-

cords, that Richard Bowley, her direct ancestor,

was fined £20 for preaching, and £20 for attend-

ing a meeting in Friends' meeting-house, in that

place. Her father was actively engaged in busi-

ness, which took him a great deal from his family;

but under the care of a religiously concerned,

judicious and tender mother, Ann, who in early

life was very delicate, but possessed a mind of no

ordinary strength, grew up a serious and thought-

ful child ; desiring, at times, above all things, to

serve God, and to be useful to her fellow-creatures.

Her return from school was marked by increased

submission to the power of religion, and she be-

came more qualified for usefulness in her family,

and amongst her numerous acquaintances and

friends, to whom she was a bright example of

dedication to what she believed to be her duty.

In a memorandum found after her decease,

she says : " In a religious opportunity in a friend's

family, when I was about eighteen, under the

ministry of a friend, a strong impression took

hold of my mind, which I hardly know how to

describe,—the subject being unexpected, and not

alluded to in what was expressed by the minister;

—it was, that I should be sometime required to

yield lo a similar service. I well remember the

force with which it was presented, and the effect

it had to bring me under great conflict of mind.

There was a desire to be faithful, if such were

my line of duty
;
yet there was also a disposition

to shrink from the exposure, and an unwilling-

ness to surrender the will ; neither was there, I

apprehend, a preparation of heart for such an en-

gagement. Therefore much tossing succeeded,

and continued for seven years, before I gave up
to it, although I had, during that interval, been
sometimes on the very point of giving up, and con-

demnation and sorrow were the consequences of

disobedience." But to this period of trial, suc-

ceeded one of clearer perception, and more sim-

plicity and faithfulness in following the leadings

of the good Shepherd ; and she became increas-

ingly qualified for the work of her Lord and Mas-
ter, whom she had so anxiously desired to serve.

She was acknowledged a minister in 1793, in the

29th year of her age.

About three years previous to this period, she

undertook, under a sense of duty, the care of a

day school for Friends' children, which was about

to be relinquished in her native town ; and this

seivice was marked by the judicious treatment of

her pupils, and her solicitude for their best wel-

fare.

In this engagement she continued till near the

time of her marriage with William Lucas, of

Hitchin, which took place on the 15th of Eleventh
month, 1798. Her husband was a man little

known beyond the immediate circle of his friends,

but within that circle he was greatly esteemed and
beloved. With a cultivated mind, and good lite-

rary taste, strongly attached to country pursuits,

fond of natural history, of a generous disposition,

a lover of peace, an humble Christian, and a con-

sistent friend,—he lived to a good old age, and
his memory is precious.

Thus united, these beloved Friends, in their

circumspect walk through the varied scenes of

life, in a course of active usefulness, were living

witnesses to the reality of religion, and proved,

what our early Friends were concerned to testify,

that Christianity is not a mere barren theory or

speculative system, but a vital principle, purifying

the heart by faith, and leading unto all righteous-

ness.

Ann Lucas was not called upon to travel much
as a minister, but was long known for her services

in our religious Society. Her diligienoe in her

own meeting and neighbourhood in the exercise

of her gift, her concern for the right maintenance

of our discipline, and her readiness to sympathize

with the afilicted, and assist those who in any way

needed her help, were conspicuous traits ip her

character. The clearness of her judgment, for

which she was always remarkable, rendered her a

truly valuable coun.sellor, and many brought to

her their cares and sorrows, as to a bosom friend,

in whom they could entirely confide, and who
would give them such counsel as was best suited

to their need. She had clear views of Christian

doctrine ; and an unwavering attachment to our

peculiar testimonies, and was enabled to serve the

church on various critical occasions.

She was several times clerk to the women's

Yearly Meeting, and a regular attender of it for

many years. She had often, on these occasions,

a conspicuous part to take; not by the expression

of many words, but by the few fitly spoken, under

the influence of the Holy Anointing, and with a

judgment and tact as to time and place almost

peculiar to herself; which increased her influence

and contributed much to the edification of the

church. At the same time, her whole bearing

gave the impression to those who knew her, that

the experience of every year was deepening her

in true Christian humility.

Ninth month, 1839, she writes : " My seven-

tieth birth-day. Is there oil in the vessel, with

the lamp ? If not, it is not a time to slumber, or

sleep, but earnestly to seek for it, where it can

alone be had."

It was evident that she was accustomed to ex-

amine herself by a high and holy standard, and

that close was her self scrutiny and watchfulness

whilst very fearful of transgressing the law of

love, and charity in her judgment of others. Yet,

in watching over others for good, she was faithful

and honest towards them ; and her tenderness in

administering reproof was such, that she seldom

gave ofi"ence, but often produced grateful feelings

in those to whom she felt bound to hand a word
of admonition.

She was ready to unite with her neighbours in

many objects of general utility, and diligent, when
her health permitted, in visiting the poor, more
particularly those who were sufi'ering from illness

The wants of these she supplied with a liberal

hand.

In 1846, she was deprived by death of her be-

loved husband. For about twelve months he had
been the object of her tenderest care, and she

deeply mourned her loss. From that time, though
diligent in the attendance of her own meeting, she

withdrew from the more extended sphere in which

she had been occupied. But her faculties con-

tinued unimpaired, her interest in her friends

undiminished ; her spiritual life seemed vigorous

as ever, and brighter and clearer was her vision

in things pertaining to salvation. In humble
submission to the Divine will, she endeavoured in

faith and patience to support the increasing weight

of infirmity, which, as she advanced in years, at

times almost bore down the enfeebled frame. She
suffered much from want of sleep, though her

wakeful hours were often seasons of peace and
comfort.

In 1849 appears the following momoranJum:

"On looking back to some omission of appre-

hended duty in early life, I have seen, and much
regretted, that my mind had not been more clearly

directed to the constraining love of Christ, as the

only sufiicient motive for obedience to his requi-

sitions. And I am glad to believe that of later

times the youth of our Society are better instructed

on this important point, and that it will assist

them to prove that declaration of an apostle,

—

' We have not followed cunningly devised fables,

when we made known unto you the power and

coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.'
"

The following remark is without date : " True

simplicity is indeed beautiful ; but by looking for

examples of it in our fellow-creatures, and measur-

ing ourselves by them, we are in danger of falling

short of the right standard. It is only to be at-

tained by close attention to the teachings of the

Spirit of Christ, in the heart, bearing in mind
that memorable reply to the inquiry, ' And what
shall this man do ?' ' What is that to thee ?

Follow thou me.'

"

She continued gradually declining, till the 25th

of Second month, 1853, when a slight cold sud-

denly prostrated all her bodily powers. With
her usual clearness of discernment, she perceived

that her end was near, but was not able to con-

verse much. To one of her grand-children, she

said,—" Thou art the eldest of the fiimily ; there

is a great deal in that. I know I have not held

mj/ place as I should. I hope you will not depart

from the testimonies and practices of Friends ; I

have never seen occasion in my long life to devi-

ate from them ; I believe the New Testament sets

forth our views very clearly." At another time,

she remarked,—" Nothing can exceed the awful-

ness of an unseen world. I have but one hope,

that set before. us in the Gospel."

She spoke of her love to her friends, being un-

diminished, saying,—"I have been very much
favoured to receive great love and kindness." She
referred her children to the passage in Isaiah,

—

"In returning and rest ye shall be saved; in

quietness and in confidence shall be your strength,"

and made some appropriate remarks to others who
were present, indicative of her affectionate interest

in their welfare. Her beautiful consideration for

others appeared to the last, and she was anxious

that the convenience of Friends should be con-

sulted in reference to her funeral. After express-

ing something of this sort, she sunk into a quiet

slumber, and while all her children were surround-

ing her bed, she peacefully expired.

Deeply as a large circle of children and grand-

children mourn the loss of a tenderly interested

parent, sorrowfully as the church regards the

vacant place, once filled by a firm and upright

pillar, there is abundant consolation, in the belief

that her day's work was done ; that as a good and

faithful servant, yet, having her sole dependence

placed on redeeming mercy, she has entered into

the joy of her Lord. And loud is the call on

.survivors, when another prophet is thus removed

from the church militant, to be prepared to re-

ceive the mantle so quietly and peacefully laid

down, to seek for a large measure of that Spirit

which qualified her, and many others, for the ser-

vice of their day ; that, through individual faith-

fulness, " our cords may be lengthened, and our

stakes strengthened, that the place of our tent

may yet be enlarged."

The Price of Freedom.—The diamond for the

finding of which a Brazilian slave received his

freedom a few months since, has been deposited

in a London banking house. It weighs 254
carats, and its estimated value is £280,000—or,

in round numbers, $1,400,000.
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The Blessedness ofa Lowly Mind.—Uhe greater

the submission, the more grace. If there be one

hollow in the valley lower than another, thither

do the waters gather. The more lowly we are in

our own eyes, the more lovely we are in the sight

of God. When to ourselves we are despicable, to

Ilim, through Christ, we are acceptable. We
uuwortLy : let us be lowly. Job was coming near

to the blessing, when he said, "I am vile; what
shall I answer Thee."

—

Ji. Yaunde, 1G55.

When the elephant went up the lake on the

steamer Lady Elgin, a few days since, we re

marked that the huge traveller might be a some
what ugly customer on board a boat. It appears

that on the passage the wheelsman suddenly found

difiiculty in changing the boat's course. For, tug

and pull, and bear on as much as he would, the

wheel would not budge an inch.
" Port helm !" cried the captain.

" Aye, aye, sir," responded the wheelsman,

But still the helm was " hard a starboard," and
the boat was taking a turn into the middle of the

lake. The captain railed, and the mate made for

the wheel-house. Pushing the man aside, he took

hold himself. It was of no use—the mate was

no more successful than the wheelsman.
" Port helm ! Can't you see where the boat is

going ?" shouted out the captain.

The mate declared that something was the mat-

ter with the wheel, as he could not stir it. The
thing was perfectly inexplicable. The engine was
stopped, and master, mate and all hands went be-

low to see what could be the matter. After a

search of some minutes, it was discovered that

Mr. Siam, the " Elephant" of the menagerie, not

liking the noisy rattling of chains overhead, had
taken upon himself the responsibility of giving a

new " turn" to aflfairs. With his trunk wound
around the chain, he was holding on with the

grasp of a vice, and it was with some difficulty

that the keeper persuaded him that such liberties

could not be allowed. It is said that he behaved
quite well during the rest of the voyage.

—

Buf.
Com. Ado.

When the Temple of Solomon was to be erected,

all the materials were in the first instance hewn
into shape, and polished for their uses; and when
afterwards they had been put together, without a

sound in the house of any tool of iron, beautiful

was the harmony which resulted from the Jitness.

So would it be with Christians, were they fully

subject to the Divine power, which would level

their pride, abate their prejudice, and polish down
their roughness. Their junction with Him, on
whom depends the security of the whole building,

and their union with each other, would be more
complete than it is at present. The holy temple
would arise and spread in its true beauty and
harmonj', and the inextinguishable flame of love

would diffuse a generous glow of warmth and
brightness through the whole sacred edifice.

" No hammer fell, no ponderous axes rung,
Like some tall palm the mystic fabric sprung,
Majestic silence 1"

Parly Spirit.—Party spirit environs and con-

tracts many hearts, separates many families, divides

many societies, undermines real religion, incapa-
citates for sweet communion with God, and en-

courages self confidence and other evil passions.

Keep in the peaceable spirit of the Lamb, which
will wear out all contention, and give the victory

over that earthly spirit, which leads to separation

and strife.— G. Fox.

THE FRIEND
NINTH MONTH

In one of our late numbers, in the " Summary
of News," it was stated on the authority of ano-

ther paper, that during the late drought a vein of

coal had been discovered in the Ohio river, oppo-

site Cincinnati. A letter from that city, says

this is " a mistake, as we are geologically below
the coal formation." It adds, that " owing to the

extreme low water this summer, the sand has

been washed off of coal sunken from flat boats,

some years since. As stated, a good business has

been done collecting this coal. There is also a

curious machine worked by horse power, dredg-

ing the same bar for boulders, which have been
brought to the city in large quantities, and used

for paving our streets."

A communication from a respected Friend, re-

lative to certain articles printed at different times

in our journal, which appear to her "lacking in

that Divine spirit of charity, which would rather

seek to cover the multitude of little weaknesses,

often seen among the truly great, rather than give

them in strong colours to a world prone to rejoice

in iniquity," has been received, and read with

careful attention. We unite with our Friend

generally in the views expressed by her, and de-

sire that personal remarks holding up the weak-

nesses and failings of any may never find a place

in our pages, except .where we conscientiously be-

lieve important good may result to others from
the publication of them. In the present day,

there are so many departures from the principles

and practices of our forefathers, manifested by
some who claim still to be Quakers, that unless

earnest and vigorous appeals on behalf of the

Truth are made, and the attention of Friends

awakened to the changes going on around them,

by instances cited and commented on, there is

great danger, that after a time the members gene-

rally may come to consider the doctrines and prac-

tices of the lapsed professors as the primitive form

of Quakerism, or at least as near it as is consistent

with the spirit of the nineteenth century. W^e

have far greater pleasure in " holding up the

Truth " " in its beauty," than in descanting on

the errors and weaknesses of those departing from

it. But we have a testimony against error; and
we do believe, that in bearing it firmly, openly,

and consistently, we are doing far more towards

promoting true love and spiritual unity, than by

so screening the wrong with a mantle of charit-

able forgetfulness, as to hide its deformities. An
overflowing of miscalled charity, has led some to

think there is little evil in departures from the

Truth, except that which springs from their re-

buke and exposure.

We then, in conducting the journal, desire to

do it in the spirit of love, yet under a sense of the

duty devolving upon us as Christian men, mem-
bers of the religious Society of Friends, and
anxiously desiring its prosperity, of contending

for the iaith once delivered to the saints, when
we see its principles forsaken, or attacked by any.

We are glad of the freedom exercised by the

Friend in thus writing to us, and acknowledge

the kindly appreciation expressed by her of much
published in our journal.

SUMMART OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England to the 9th inst. During

the previous week, a small advance in flour and grain had
taken place, the former being Is. higher. The board of

trade returns for the month ending Eighth month 5th,

indicate a general activity in business. The exports for

the month had been unusually large, especially in

metals. Prince Albert, and the Kings of Portugal and
Belgium had visited the Emperor Napoleon at the French
camp at Boulogne, where an army of 100,000 men are
assembled. The object of the visit seems to have been
to manifest their respect and friendly feeling towards
the head of the French nation.

The War.—There is nothing of moment from any of
the scenes of warlike operations. The Russian govern-
ment declines further negotiations on the basis proposed
by the Western Powers. The Russians having retired
behind the Pruth, and the Austrian army having entered
the Principalities, it is considered improbable, that fur-
ther engagements will take place, in that quarter, be-
tween the Turks and Russians this year. The cholera
is said to have abated in both armies.

UNITED STATES.—ne Slave-trade.—'ihe captain of
the brig Julia Moulton has been arrested at New York,
on the charge of having been engaged in the slave-
trade. He is charged with having taken 660 negroes on
board his vessel on the African coast, a few months
since, which were subsequently landed in Cuba. An-
other individual in New York (said to be highly respect-
able) has also been arrested on the charge of fitting out
the vessel for the nefarious business.

Foreigners.—A certain degree of jealousy and preju-
dice has probably always existed between portions of
our native citizens and those of foreign birth ; but this

unchristian feeling has latterly been excited to unusual
activity, especially in some of our large cities. Recently
a series of riotous contiicts between these classes have
occurred in New Orleans, which have been attended
with destruction of property and loss of life, and similar
outrages have disgraced some other cities.

Texas.—Information has been received from the front-
iers, that the Southern Camanches, and other tribes of
Indians were making preparations to settle upon the
lands set apart for them. These lands are all located
upon the waters of the Brazos. This river and also the
Big Wachita are said to flow through a vast field of
gypsum or plaster of paris. The latter stream and
some of the tributaries of the Brazos have their sources
in immense hills of this substance, the strata in some
places being four hundred feet in thickness. Some
bands of Indians are still hostile, and continue their
depredations. The town of Galveston was suffering
severely from yellow fever. The present population of
Texas is estimated at five hundred thousand. There
are fifty-four newspapers published in the State.

Florida.—The Seminole Indians, who refuse to emi-
grate, and persist in their determination not to leave the
swampy districts hitherto occupied by them, are said to
be few in number, the tribe not being able to muster
two hundred warriors. They appear to be peacefully
disposed, but apprehended difficulties between them and
the settlers are made the pretext for keeping a larga
military force constantly in the Peninsula.

Wisconsin.—The Attorney-General of the United
States is preparing to carry the Booth case, (in which
the Wisconsin Court decided against the constitutiona-
lity of the Fugitive Slave Law,) up to the Supreme
Court.

New York.—On the 19th inst., there were 777 vessels,

exclusive of river craft lying at the wharves. This is

said to be the largest number of vessels in port for many
months. Freights to Europe are much depressed. The
exports of specie continue very large. Deaths last week,
625, of which 86 were from cholera.

Philadelphia.—De&iiii last week, 272, of which 20
were from cholera.

Fitlsburff, Fa.—It wag hoped last week, that the
cholera was abating, but such did not prove to be the
case. In the first eight days after its appearance, 500
persons died, and on the 21st inst., 74, showing a fear-

ful prevalence of the terrible malady ; on the 22d, there
were 45 deaths.

Columbia, Fa.—The cholera has nearly ceased here;
about 120 persons died of the disease during the short
period it prevailed.

New Orleans.—The mortality in this city continues
large. In the week ending 10th inst., there were 484
deaths, of which 284 were from yellow fever. In tho
weekending 17th inst, there were 340 deaths from fever.

Savannah, Ga.—The white population has been re-

duced to about 1600 persons, and yet the fatal malady
which prevails, still finds a large number of victims, the
deaths for the last week numbering 189 of all diseases.

Augusta, Ga.—This city has been nearly deserted by
the white inhabitants on account of the fever.

Charleston, S. C—On the 21st and 22d instant, 37
persons died of yellow fever, and in the week ending
16th inst., there were 160 interments, 127 of which were
from yellow fever. The coloured population, which
forms tho larger portion of the inhabitants, are quite

healthy. During the week in which the mortality
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reached 160, only twelve blacks died, one of which was
from fever.

Miscellaneous.—The Reciprocity Treaty has received

the sanction of the Provincial Parliament of Canada
;

that of the British government has been already given.

The Legislatures of New Brunswicli and Nova Scotia

have yet to act upon it.

The remonstrance of the British government against

the Greytown outrage, which has been received at Wash-
ington, is said to be very moderate in its tone.

Such is the scarcity of printing paper in the United

States, that the New York Sun has imported paper from

France, paying a duty of thirty per cent.

The State of Costa Rica (Central America) having

offered a bounty for the destruction of the locusts, which
have ravaged the country, up to Seventh mo. 24th last,

3000 sacks each weighing sixty pounds, had been pre-

sented for the purpose of obtaining the bounty. The
sacks contained about 150,000,000 locusts.

Emigrants from Texas, Arkansas, and other States,

are said to be already on their way to the Mesilla valley,

recently purchased from Mexico by the United States,

with a view to select the best locations.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

The committee is desirous of engaging the services of

a well qualified Friend to teach the school at Tunessassah

—also, one to aid in carrying on the farm, superintend-

ing the school, &c. Friends who may feel concerned to

engage in either of those stations, are requested to make
early application to Joseph Elkinton, No. 3T7 S. Second

street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, Philadel-

phia, or Ebenezer Worth, Hamerton, Chester county.

Pa., or Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase, Philadelphia co., Pa.

Philad., Ninth mo. 20, 1854.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Isaac Huestis, 0., $2, vol. 28, for Jesse

Iliatt, $2, vol. 28 ; from G. F. Read, agt., Mass., for

Stephen A. Chase, $6, vols. 26, 27 and 28, for Josh.

Buxton and D. Buffum, $2 each, vol. 28
;
from S. Hob-

son, agt., 0., for Thos. Bundy, $4, vols. 27 and 28, for

Joel Garretson, $3 to 27, vol. 26 ; from J. Mathews, P. M.,

Som., N. Y., for Josh. Haight and Jacob Haight, $2 each,

TOl. 28 ; from Dl. P. Griffith, agt.. Pa., for Jon. Sharp-

legs, $2, vol. 27, Wra. Darlington, $2, vol. 28; from
Stephen K. Church, N. Y., $2, vol. 28.

Select Schools for the Children of Friends.

Primary Schools for Children of both sexes are kept

in the Northern and Western Districts, in school-rooms

attached to the respective Meeting-houses. The Boys'

mathematical school is situated on Cherry street, be-

tween Eighth and Ninth, and that for Girls' on St.

James street, near Sixth. These valuable seminaries,

to which the attention of Friends has been recently

called, by a circular address of the committee charged

with their care, are now in session, and open for the

reception of pupils.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The Summer Session of the School will close on Sixth-

day, the 6th of Tenth month. The pupils will return to

Philadelphia on that day, by way of West Chester.

The cars will arrive at the depot, about half past 9

o'clock.

The Winter Session of the School will commence on
Second-day, the 6th of Eleventh month next. The
pupils will be conveyed by railroad to West Chester,

where conveyances will be in waiting to take them and
their baggage to the School, on the arrival of the morn-
ing and afternoon cars, on Second-day, the 6th, and
Third-day, the 7th of Eleventh month. The cars will

leave the depot, south side of Market street, above
Eighteenth street, (formerly Schuylkill Fifth,) at half

past 7 o'clock, a. m., and 3 o'clock, p. M. The agent of

the School will be at the railroad depot, on Second and
Third-day afternoons, and will furnish pupils with

tickets, and accompany them to West Chester. Those
who go by the morning train, will be furnished with

tickets by a person in attendance. To those who pro-

cure tickets as directed, the fare from Philadelphia to

the School, including baggage, will be one dollar, which
will be charged to the scholar at the School. All bag-

gage should be distinctly marked West-town, and with

the name of the owner, and should be sent directly to

the railroad depot.

The West-town office is at Friends' bookstore. No. 84

Arch street, where all small packages for the pupils left

before 12 o'clock on Seventh-days, will be forwarded,

All letters for the pupils and others at the School, should

be sent by mail, directed to West-town Boarding School,

West Chester P. O., Chester Co., Pa. Postage should be
pre-paid, and packages should be distinctly marked and
put up in a secure manner, so that their contents will not

be liable to be lost by handling. The stage will leave

West Chester during the Winter Session, for the School,

on Second, Fourth, and Seventh-days, on the arrival of

the morning cars from the city, and from the School to

West Chester, on the same days, to meet the morning
cars to Philadelphia. The fare for each passenger to

and from West Chester by the stage, will be 25 cents.

When special conveyances at other times are provided

at the School, an extra charge will be made.
West-town, Ninth mo., 1854.

A Stated Meeting of the " Philadelphia Association of

Friends for the Instruction of Poor Children," will be

held at the Committee-room, Arch street Meeting-house,

on Second-day evening. Tenth month 2nd, at 8 o'clock.

Edward Richie, Clerk.

West Orove Boarding School for Girls.

This School is situated in London Grove, Chester

county. Accessible daily from Philadelphia and Bal-

timore, by railway and stage, via Newark and New Lon-
don. The locality is pleasant, retired and healthful.

The course of instruction embraces all the useful

branches of an extended English Education, including

Linear and perspective Drawing. Lectures, illustrated

by experiments, are given weekly. The Sessions com-
mence on the first Second-day in the Fifth and Eleventh

months respectively, and continue twenty weeks. For
further particulars.

Address, Thomas Conard, Principal.

West Grove P. 0., Chester county. Pa.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee to superintend the Boarding School at

West-town, will meet in Philadelphia, on Sixth-day, the

6th of next month, at 7 o'clock,'?. M.

The Committee on Instruction meet at 4 p. M., and
the Committee on Admissions at 5 p. m., on the same
day.

The Visiting Committee attend the semi-annual ex-

amination of the schools, on Third, Fourth, and Fifth-

days of the same week. Thomas Kimber, Clerk.

Philad., Ninth mo. 23d, 1854.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, in Fallsington,

on Fifth-day, the 21st instant, Morton A. Walmsley, of

Byberry, Philadelphia, to Eliza H., daughter of James

Died, at Hudson, N. Y., on the 16th of Eighth mouth,
1854, Ann, wife of Hiram Macy, in the 46th year of her

age, a much esteemed member of Creek Monthly Meet-

ing. This dear Friend, during her residence amongst
us, so far as could be judged by others, led a peaceable,

gentle, and innocent life. Faithful and affectionate as

a wife, discharging her duties as a mother wiih exem-
plary fidelity, kind and generous to the poor, cordially

sympathising with the sick and the afflicted, diligent in

the attendance of all our meetings for religious worship
and discipline, and serious and weigbty'iu her deport-

ment in them, she appeared to those who watched her

external conduct to be very near to the kingdom of God.
At the commencement of the protracted illness, which
finally terminated in her death, " He who searcheth the

heart, and trieth the reins," and " who is of purer eyes

than to behold iniquity without abhorrence," was merci-

fully pleased to strip away all disguises, and reveal to

her the true condition of her heart. She saw, at length,

in the clear light of the Spirit's teachings, that she had
been an "unprofitable servant," and that the compara-
tive blamelessness other external conduct was no suffi-

cient passport to heavenly mansions, without the bap-
tism of the " Holy Ghost and of fire," and a true and
experimental acquaintance with Christ as her Saviour.

Her spiritual understanding being opened to discern on
the one hand the hidden corruptions of her own heart,

and on the other the infinite purity of the Divine law,

she was plunged into the deepest affliction lest her day
of grace had passed away. She entreated those around
her to pray for her, saying, " I am such a sinner!''

" 0, I am such a sinner I will He accept me?" At an
other time she exclaimed, " 0, I am so weak in faith

;

I have not served him as I ought." " My practice has

fallen far short of my profession."—But He who doth

not " willingly afflict the children of men," was, in his

own good time, graciously pleased to arise for her help,

and bestowed upon her the glorious liberty of the chil-

dren of God. Christ was now revealed to her as her

Saviour, and she was permitted to receive " beauty for

ashes, the oil of joy for mourning, and a garment of
,

praise for the spirit of heaviness." She could now testify
,

with humility, yet with much assurance, that " she
\

was not afraid to die. The sting of death is taken aw.iy.

I feel the arms of Jesus round me; blessed Jesus ! I

feel that he is with me, and will carry me through the

dark valley of the shadow of death. Thy rod and thy

staff they do comfort me." She earnestly disclaimed

any merit in herself, but attributed the great work, which ;

had been wrought in her soul, wholly to the unmerited
|

mercy of God in Christ Jesus, repeating frequently these -

lines

—

" Nothing in my hand I bring

Simply to thy cross I cling."

She said with much feeling, " I come to thee in the l

simplicity of a little child; if I perish, I perish at the i

foot of the cross."—During her protracted sickness, she ]'

gave much pertinent and savory Christian counsel to
|

her husband and children, as well as to other br.anches
i

of the family, exhorting them not to follow the vain '

fashions of the world, nor to trust in uncertain riches,
|

but to follow the Lamb whithersoever He might lend

them so that they might all meet a reunited family in

heaven.—As her life gradually ebbed away, the fervency

of her love towards God and man perceptibly incrcasnl,

uuconfined to family or friends ; it embraced the whole '

world in its grasp, and she longed earnestly, that all,
j

without exception, should taste of that grace, which '

filled her own bosom with such unspeakable joy. On
one occasion when she believed herself dying, she took j

the hand of a coloured domestic, and exhorted her to '

follow Christ with fidelity, assuring her that God was i

no respecter of persons, and that both black and white \

would tinite in singing the song of Moses and the Lamb. '

—Thus, without fear and in calm and tranquil confi-

dence in the eSBcacy of a Saviour's blood, our dear '

sister passed away from earth, to join as we humbly i

trust the church triumphant in heaven. I

, in Johnston, R. 1., on the 18th of Eighth month
|

last. Patience Chace, widow of Oliver Chace, late of i

Tiverton ; a worthy and exemplary member of Swansey I

Monthly Meeting, aged 74.—The life of this dear Friend
j

has been marked by severe trials in the loss of two bus- i

bands and a lovely daughter. Through her daily watch-
fulness and earnest seeking for Divine support, she wag

]

enabled to bear up under these repeated trials. She '

was through life a diligent attender of meetings, and •

endeavoured by all suitable and consistent means to
|

bring up her children in plainness, and the simplicity of
I

the truth, and to encourage them in the attendance of

religious meetings. She was faithful in the mainten-

ance of the doctrines and principles as held and promul- '

gated by ancient Friends. She was, in the true sense of '

the word, a peace-maker, and ever ready to throw the '

veil of charity over the faults of others
;
her great and

sole aim was to live the life of the righteous, and we
doubt not that she attained unto this end. Her sickness

which was short but severe, was marked with peculiar

calmness and resignation. Several times, in the agony
of her distress she would petition to be released, but

closed by saying, ' Not my will but thine, Lord, be

done.' On the day of her death, and not many hours

previous thereto, she inquired of one of her family,

where this passage of Scripture was, adding she believed

it was in Isaiah, and then repeated it. ' Speak ye com-
fortably to Jerusalem, and cry unto her, tbat her war-
fare is accomplished, that her iniquity is pardoned ; for

she hath received of the Lord's hand double for all her

sins.' After a little quiet, one present inquired of her,

if she had anything on her mind she wished to commu-
nicate; she answered, she did not know that she had,

and added, 'I have been striving through life to prepare

for the change, which seems near, by discharging ray

duty to all, according to the ability given. A daughter

remarking, ' Mother, thou hast been giving us instruc-

tion all thy life, and hast fully done thy duty.' She re-

plied, ' / believe it it is so ; I see but little to do.' She
had an unwavering trust and confidence in the mercy
and goodness of her Redeemer; this was apparent; to

all who beheld her, and caused one present to exclaim,
' How glorious it is to behold the fear of death over-

come 1' Her love was unbounded
;
she desired it to all

her dear friends everywhere, and particularly to the

little company composing the meeting where she at-

tended, at Fall River.—Thus has a mother in Israel

passed from works to rewards, and her family and
friends have the consoling assurance, that she was pre-

pared, through the mercy of God in Christ Jesus, to

join the angelic host in singing the praises of redeem-
ing love.
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JiPELlNE PASCAL.
(Concluded from page 17.)

Jaqueline, ou reflection, thought it would be

more honourable as well as truthful to send this

letter to M. Ainauld, hoping that he would not

feel hurt at the severe terms in which she had
expressed her.«elf, although her remarks touched

him more nearly than they did any one else. She
therefore enclosed her letter on the formulary in

another, which ran as follows :

"At Eve, June 23, 1661.

" My Father,—The ordinary rules of politeness

would require of me many compliments, and the

expression of much delight at having an oppor-

tunity of writing you, since, as you arc aware, it

is so rare a pleasure ; but in truth the state of the

church and of our dear mother [the Abbess An-
gelique], deprives me of the heart to attempt such

civihties. And besides, my father, I should be

very unjust to your kindness, did I imagine that

you could think it possible for my regard for you
(to vary. The command you have sent us in the

note received this morning, gives me a suitable

loccasion of doing something to which I have

hitherto been prompted only by internal desire,

iwhich is not always a safe guide. Yesterday, my
jfather, after having received the communion with

!a very sad heart, on account of what has transpired,

il felt, while returning thanks, or rather while

Isighing out my soul before God, a strong desire to

write down all my thoughts on the matter, or at

jleast the chief of them, for many quires of paper

iwould not contain the whole. Not knowing whom
ito address, I bethoughtmyself of sister Angelique,

jand to her I at once indited this long letter, first

jinvoking God and his Holy Spirit on behalf of

ithe persons, who should answer it, and afterwards

Iwriting what I had to say without premeditation
'

is fast as my pen would move. Your note of to-

ay enabled me to finish it with more courage, and
send it to you as it is, my father, because I can-

jnot find time to write it over again, and address

jit to yourself.

I

" You will see that it is written with a margin,

jif you will have 'the kindness to answer each

(paragraph upon that margin, I shall feel greatly

jobliged ; but if you prefer to write a separate an-

jswer, and if you think fit, after reading it your-

jself, to send it to sister Angelique, I will inform
jher that I have asked you to do so

You will perceive, my father, that I have felt and
,expi'essed no little indignation at the proceedings,

for it appeared to me that, apart from the right

which each one has to take his own view of things

and sustain it with what reasons he can, it was

my privilege to speak with more freedom than

others, on account of one [her brother] who is

much concerned in the matter. I am be-

yond measure delighted with his zeal, and I

cannot but think that it is the work of God's

Spirit inspiring him to do that which will relieve

the consciences of a large number of persons, who
would otherwise suffer themselves to be led as

sheep to the slaughter. For in times like these,

when it were useless to hope that those, in autho-

rity over the church at Paris, would be courageous

enough to set an example of martyrdom, it was

worthy the piety of some to devise a way whereby

it became possible to avoid doing anything in op-

position to the truth." [The declaration now
required contained no false assertion, yet was so

expressed as to admit of a false interpretation.]

" But," continues Jaqueline, " it docs appear to

me, my father, that what sufiices for some, would

be a terrible falling short in others. It is all very

well to have things arranged as they now are, pro-

vided that persons possessing more courage, arc

permitted to go further, and provided that it is

not pretended we are to be saved by concealing

the truth, and being satisfied with not openly cen-

mriiKj it, although we do not aj^parentJi/ censure

it. Truly, my father, this seems like an imita-

tion of those who say that we are not obliged to

love God, and it is enough if we do not hate Him.

But if I begin to argue again, it will be difiioult

for me to stop. Forgive me, therefore, my father

;

and do not imagine, I beg, that though I seem

courageous, nature does not dread the conse-

quences,—but I trust that grace will support me,

and indeed I almost seem to feel its power even

now. I entreat you most humbly, my father, to

implore this grace on my behalf."

Tbe illness of Angelique exempted her from

the necessity of signing. She made however one

more effort in behalf of Port Koyal, by addressing

a long and eloquent letter of remonstrance to the

Queen. After several weeks of severe bodily and

mental anguish, she expired on the 6th of Eighth

month, 1661, aged 70. Among her last words

were these : " Oh, Jesus 1 Thou art my God

;

Thou art my righteousness ; Thou art my strength
;

Thou art my all
!"

Dufargis d'Augennes, the prioress, shared the

opinions and scruples of the sub-prioress, Jaque-

line. Arnauld, instead of feeling annoyed at the

strong objections of the two nuns, did his best to

answer them, in a letter which has not been pre

served. His high authority had such weight, that

all the members of Portlloyal signed, the prioress

and Jaqueline adding yet another protest, in order

to clear their consciences in some degree. Not-

withstanding which the remorse of these two noble

women was so great, that both became seriously ill,

The prioress was with difficulty restored to health,

-Jaqueline sank under her sufferings, and accord-

ing to the presentiment expressed in her letter,

died of a broken heart, after an illness of three

months. When Blaise heard the tidings, though

she was the being most dear to him on earth, he

merely said, "God give us grace to die as well'."

And he ever afterwards maintained the same ad-

mirable spirit of resignation to the appointments

f Divine providence. When thinking of the pe-

culiar circumstances under which his sister died,

he often exclaimed, " Blessed are the dead, pro-

vided they die in the Lord ;" and when he saw bis

sister Perior in continued sorrow over a loss,

which she keenly felt, he told her that it was not

right.

For "The Friend."

THE UTTERMOST FJRTULNC.

The exacting disposition, which is found so

generally to prevail in religious society, as well as

in the world at large, affords abundant evidence

of the unregenerate and selfish condition of the

hearts of men, which no profession, however high,

is able to disguise ; and it is this which is seeking

to build up a wall of partition in the church. A
want of subjection to the cross of Christ, causing

a full surrender of our own wills to the peaceable

government of his holy Spirit, is leading us away
from the foundation upon which we profess to

build, to a dependence upon human strength and

reason, to enable u.s to carry our own .selfish points,

under the profession of zeal for the Truth, without

the manifestation of the fruits of the Spirit,

against which there is no law, and by which the

true followers of the Lamb are to be known.

Tbe long-suffering, forbearance, and forgiveness

of our holy Head are forgotten, in our dealings

one with another, and many, being desirous of

vain-glory, are engaged in provoking one another,

and envying one another, seeking to the uttermost,

the end of their own selfish wills, to the promo-

tion of confusion and every evil work ; and thus

is the ever blessed Truth trampled under foot, to

the grief of tho.se who are prepared to feel for the

affliction of the church, and silently and quietly to

suffer for its sake.

The extremes into which opposing views are

found to lead, arc evidences of the necessity of

gospel restraint, and Ubristian charity, without

the exercise of which the unity of the Spirit in

the bond of peace cannot be known, and without

which every effort to hash the storm of human
passion will prove unavailing. But when the

stubborn will is made to bow in submission to the

love and power of Truth, even opposing views may
be entertained and expressed, without jarring or

commotion of feeling; and thus might the enemy

of Zion's peace be kept out, while we reasoned and

took counsel together, respecting those things,

about which we should not strive. " The servant

of the Lord must not strive ; but be gentle to all

men, apt to teach, pa<te«;, in meekness instruct-

ing those who oppose themselves; if God will per-

adventure give them repentance to the acknow-

ledging of the truth : and that they may recover

themselves out of the snare of the devil, who are

taken captive by him at his will." The convincing

of gainsayers is a gradual forbearing work, and he

that believeth will not be hasty, but patient and

long-suffering.

In speaking of a Yearly Meeting which he at-

tended, where the power of Truth was largely ex-

tended, to the strengthening of the honest-minded,

John Woolman says, in respect to a testimony of

the meeting in the support of which he had at

other meetings stood almost alone, "observing
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now the increasing conceni in our religious Soci-

ety, and seeing how the Lord was raising up and

qualifying servants, for his work, not only in this

respect, but for promoting the cause of Truth in

general, I was htjinhly bowed in thankfulness

before him ; and that now though there were dif-

ferent ways of thinking amongst us, in some par-

ticulars, yet, if we mutually kept to that Spirit

and power, which crucifies to the world, giving up

our hearts to fear and serve the Lord, true uuity

may still be preserved amongst us. If such who

were at times under sufferings on account of some

scruples of conscience, kept low and humble, and

in their conduct in life, manifested a spirit of true

charity, it would be more likely to reach the witness

in others, and be of more service in the church, than

if their suff'erings were attended with a contrary

spirit and conduct. In this exercise, I was drawn

into a sympathizing tenderness with the sheep of

Christ, however distinguished one from another

in this world ; and the like disposition appeared

to spread over others in the meeting. It arose

in my mind to show how deep answers to deep in

the hearts of the sincere and upright ; though in

their different growths all have not attained to the

same clearness in some points relating to our tes-

timony." At another time he remarked, " True

charity is an excellent virtue : and to labour sin-

cerely for their good, whose belief in all points,

does not agree with ours, is a happy state ;" and

again, in a case where his view was not adopted in a

meeting; " I did not see it my duty to press for

an alteration; but felt easy to leave it all to Him
who alone is able to turn the hearts of the mighty,

and to make way for the spreading of Truth on the

earth by means agreeable to His infinite wisdom."

There seems to be in the writings of all true

believers, but one unvarying testimony to the

power of good and evil in producing their like

;

and Samuel Fothcrgill, in enlarging upon the

love and unity which ought to subsist between

brethren, remarks, bow cautious ought we to be of

saying anything detracting one of another—of say-

ing, "Report," say they, " and we will report it;"

and how great ought to be the care on the minds of

Friends, lest at any time they should be led to speak

in any way to lessen any elder, minister or over-

seer, or any others before their children ; and of

what hurtful consequence such conduct might be

to the youth in fixing prejudices in their minds

that could not be easily removed ; so he would

have Friends keep to that wisdom, which is from

above, and then that implacable disposition would

be removed, which insists upon whatever it thinks

right, saying, "I will have rigid justice; I will

be paid to the uttermost farthing ;" and not giving

up anything for peace's sake. He much desired

that ail such feelings might not have any place,

and that none might give way to such a spirit of

resentment, but be willing to suffer, rather than

to contend; this was the true way to live in

peace.

The spirit of forbearance which was manifested

by these, and many other devoted and faithful

servants of our Divine Master, must needs com-

mend itself to every sincere seeker after Truth,

who is desiring the exaltation thereof above all self-

ish purposes and ends,—the success of which, can

only bring suffering and reproach upon the church,

and sorrow and shame upon individuals, who are

uuwilling to suffer for its sake, and who would

—

rather than to yield their own selfish views, or

sacrifice their own feelings—witness the subver-

sion of good order to the producing of sorrow and

confusion.

If such as these would pause and reflect upon

the design of the great Head of the church in

gathering us together, as a people—which was to

testify of his goodness and power, and to promote

"peace on earth, and good will to men," and not

to bite and devour one another—they must needs

condemn their course as being opposed to His will;

and then, beholding themselves as the enemies of

Christ and his salvation—which we profess to seek

through obedience to His cross—they would, it is

to be hoped, seek for reconciliation unto God, and

one unto another, forgiving one another, as they

would desire to be forgiven. " If ye forgive not

men their trespas.ses, neither will your heavenly

Father, who, by his pardoning grace, forgiveth all

who desire Him, ten thousand talents oftener than

we forgive a fellow servant a hundred pence—for-

give yours. Blessed are the merciful, for they

shall obtain mercy."

TANNING.

The ancient process of tanning requiring a long

period of time to produce leather, numerous pro-

cesses have lately been set forth, and many of

them tried on a working scale, for the purpose of

shortening this lapse of time. Although the end

has been attained in a variety of ways, yet the

quality of the leather has proved so inferior, that

the slower process is still preferred for the finer

qualities. The deterioration has been nearly, but

not, however quite, in direct proportion to the

reduction of time in tanning, so that we may hope

that methods will be devised for shortening the

time without losing in quality. It is true that we
are not thoroughly acquainted with the exact na-

ture and progress of the change which a hide un-

dergoes in its transformation, but we believe, on

sufficient grounds, that it consists in the simulta-

neous metamorphosis of the hide into a gelatinous

material and its combination with tannin. In

some kinds of tanning, alumina, or aluminous

salts, seems to act the part of material and its

combination of tannin. It has been found that

an elevated temperature hastens the transforma-

tion ; that strong liquors, or the injection of

liquors by force, hasten the combination of tannin.

The same ends appear to be also attained by the

free use of lime, whereby the hide is swelled and

its pores opened. The precise action of acid is

not well ascertained, except that the process is

shortened. These are the main principles by
which a shortened process of tanning has been

accomplished. Where lime has been freely used,

acid generally follows, and the hide is so puffed

and porous, that tanning becomes expeditious;

but the hide has been torn and rent asunder, and

the organized structure must be necessarily im-

paired, and the strength and firmness of the lea-

ther consequently diminished. It will be observed

that in the older processes the change was so slow

that the organized structure of the skin was not

impaired ; that but little matter was removed from

the hide, while a quantity was added to it. In acce-

lerating the change, a portion of the matter is

removed by solution while undergoing transform-

ation, before it can unite with, and becomes fixed

by, the tannin. Hence the greater looseness and

levity of leather prepared by the more modern and

rapid processes. It may perhaps be stated as an

ascertained fact, that leaving the hide in the vats

during two years instead of one, the increase of

weight and quality thereby, compensates for the

loss of time, by paying a fair interest on the capi-

tal invested.

A patentee, in Lond. Jour, xxxvi. 310, pro-

poses a combination of the white leather (alum

and salt) process, with the tanning process by

means of catechu. Another (Lond. Jour, xxxvi.

319) suggests the use of sulphuret of calcium in-

stead of lime for unhairing.

Since liming tends to lengthen tanning, by pre-i

venting the more rapid union of tannin withi

gelatin, Turnbull treats the hides after liming with

a concentrated solution of sugar, so that the access

of air is prevented during the action of the bark-i

liquors on the hides, and the formation of gi
""'

acid thereby prevented. In this manner the same,

amount of leather is obtained in fourteen daysl

from 100 lbs. of oak-bark as has been heretoforei

obtained in 18 months from 800 lbs. of bark.

Tannin.—Kampfmeyer states as a result of his

comparative experiments with oak-bark, aldei'

bark, catechu, divi dlvi, that sole leather tanned!

with divi divi is, in dry weather, about as good i

the oak tanned, but that iu wet weather it is in-'

ferior. It may, nevertheless, be used in conjunc-'

tion with oak bark.

Eisner states that in "Wallachia, Moldavia, and;

Transylvania, the root of the tormentil or septfoilj

is largely and successfully employed in tanning,,

and that its value is shown by chemical analysis,!

which gives 17 to 3-1 per cent, tannin in it.

The best method of determining, practieallyj

the amount of tannin in a substance is that pro*

posed by Pelouze, which is to hang a strip of hide

(freshly deprived of hair and ready for the tan-

vat) in a tannic solution, and keep it there until

it ceases to increase in weight. This increase is

tannic acid, the gallic being left in the solution.'—Fro/. J. C. Booth, in the Scientific Ameri

Half a Century la Bid.

Susan Pierson, of Bridgehampton, Long Island,!

died February 24th, " in her 72d year, and the

fifty-second year of her extraordinary confine-

,

ment." ' Thus was announced in the Observer of'

April 27th the death of one of the " excellent of

the earth."

Her case was peculiar; it is probable it ha? no(

parallel. For more than fifty years she diil not

set her foot upon the floor, and in all that time

did not sit upright in bed. One year of that time

was spent in a neighbour's house, with which ex-

1

ception the extent of her travels in fifty years was

from one corner of her room to another, once a

week, in some strong man's arms. This change

was always attended with an almost entire loss of
voice, from which she did not recover until after

a night's repose. The best medical skill and all

her patrimony were expended in vain endeavours to

restore her to health. The upright posture always

and immediately produced violent retching. All

hopes of her being restored to her former health

were long since abandoned.

All who knew the deceased knew her as "Aunt
Susie," and all who knew her knew an humble,

truthful, checrfid child of God. It was the privi-

lege of the writer to see her frequently. Karely, <

if ever, has he seen more strongly developed these

two traits of Christian character, viz., adoring
_

views of God, and humble views of herself.

All her property being consumed, she was de-'

pendent. It was touoliing to hear her speak in

gratitude of the goodness of God in providing her

so good a home, and so many mercies.

For the most part she did not suffer pain. She *

had all the time of her confinement, excepting nne

year, the untiring attentions of an inseparable sis-

ter, a Christian woman, who survives her, about .

eighty years of age. i

" Aunt Susie" lived a quiet, retired life, but

not an idle nor a useless life. She was industrious;

in the use of her knitting-needles, almost her only j

employment. Her Bible was her constant com-
|

panion, and was not out of her hands or out of

reach for half a century. She was an instance of

the divine faithfulness, a monument of God's,

mercy, and a trophy of his grace.

—

X. Y. Obs.
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TnE CROSS OP CHRIST.

Having in previous essays shown that tho Lovd's

people have boon in all ages of tho world a self-

denjing people, living under the influence of tho

cross of Christ; not doing their own wills, in their

own time, but ever labouring carefully to know
the will of God; patiently waiting for ability to

fulfil all his requirements, in his own time and

way : I feel a deep and weighty concern of mind,

that the Society of Friends, in America, England,

Ireland and Scotland, and wherever they may
exist, as a religious body of people, may be

favoured to put on strength in the name of the

Lord God of Hosts ; and in his power, to arise

and shake themselves from the dust of the

earth
;
putting off the old man, with all that ap-

pertains to him ; and individually be willing to

come under the crucifying power of Christ Jesus,

the new and heavenly man, the Lord from hea-

ven a "quickening Spirit;" daily bearing the

cross, and letting the light of the glorious gospel

of Christ so shine, that honest inquirers may see

it, and "glorify our Father who is in heaven."

Now as " Zion" is to bo " redeemed with judg-

ment, and her converts with righteousness," and

as the time is come that "judgment must begin

at the house of God," it appears to me, it is in-

cumbent on ministers and ciders to begin a reform

in themselves and in their families, letting their

moderation appear in all things ; being good ex-

amples to the flock in keeping to sound Scripture

doctrine without equivocation ; keeping their spi-

ritual eye open to see what the Holy Ghost shall

show them ; and their spiritual ear open to hoar the

language of the Spirit to the churches, so that they

may, by their right stepping along in the path of

self-denial, and in the right ordering and training

of their families in the simplicity of the gospel of
Christ, sjiy cheeringly to Friends and others,

" Follow us, as we follow Christ."

About the year 1656, George Fox wrote the

following epistle to Friends in tho ministry :

" Friends,—In the power of life and wisdom,
and dread of the Lord God of life, and heaven
and earth, dwell ; that in the wisdom of God over

all ye may be preserved, and be a terror to all the

adversaries of God, and a dread, answering that

of God in them all, spreading the truth abroad,

awakening the witness, confounding the deceit,

gathering up out of transgression into the life, the

covenant of light and peace with God.
" Let all nations hear the sound by word or

writing. Spare no place, spare no tongue nor
pen; but be obedient to the Lord God: go
through the work ; be valiant, for the truth upon
earth ; tread and trample upon all that is contrary.

Ye have the power, do not abuse it, and strength

and presence of the Lord; eye it, and tho wis-

dom ; that with it you may all be ordered to the

glory of the Lord God. Keep in the dominion

;

keep in the power over all deceit ; tread over them
in that, which lets you see to the world's end,

and the utmost parts of the earth. Ilcign and
rule with Christ, whose sceptre and throne are

now set up, whoso dominion is over all to the ends
of the earth; whose dominion is an everlasting

dominion, his throne an everlasting throne, his

kingdom an everlasting kingdom, his power above
all powers. Therefore this is the word of the

Lord to you all : ' Keep in the wisdom of God,'
that spreads over all the earth ; the wisdom of the

creation, that is pure from above, not destructive.

For now shall salvation go out of Zion, to judge
the mount of Esau; now shall tho law go forth

from Jerusalem, to answer the principle of God
in all ; to hew down all inventors and inventions.

For all the princes of the earth are but as air to

the power of God, which you arc in, and have

tasted of: therefore live in it, that is tho word of

the Lord to you all ; do not abuse it; keep down

and low; and take hoed of false joys, that will

change. Bring all into the worship of God.

Plow up the fallow ground ; thresh and get out

the corn ; tbat the seed, the wheat, may be ga-

thered into the barn : that to the beginning all

people may come; to Christ, who was before the

world was made. For the chaff is come upon the

wheat by transgression, he that treads it out is

out of transgression, fathoms transgression, puts a

difference between the precious and the vile, can

pick out the wheat from tlie tares, and gather into

the garner; so brings to the lively hope the im-

mortal soul into God, out of which it came.

None worship God, but who come to the principle

of God, which they have transgressed. None are

plowed up, but he who comes to the principle of

God in him, that he hath transgressed. Then he

doth service as to God; then is the planting,

watering, and increase from God. So the minis-

ters of the Spirit must minister to tho Spirit that

is in prison, which hath been in captivity in every

one ; that with the Spirit of Christ, people may
be led out of captivity up to God the Father of

spirits to serve him, and have unity with him,

with the Scriptures, and one with another. This

is the word of the Lord to you all, a charge to

you all in the presence of the living God; be

patterns; be examples in all countries, places,

islands, nations, wherever you come ; that your

life and conduct may preach among all sorts of

people, and to them. Then you will come to

walk cheerfully over the world, answering that of

God in every one ; whereby in them ye may be a

blessing, and make the witness of God in them to

bless you : then to the Lord God you shall be a

sweet savour, and a blessing. Spare no deceit.

Lay the sword upon it
;
go over it. Keep your-

selves clear of the blood of all men, either by

word or writing ; and keep yourselves clean, that

you may stand in your throne, and every one

have his lot, and stand in the Ancient of Hays.

The blessing of the Lord be with you, and keep

you over all the idolatrous worships and worship-

pers. Let them know the living God ; for teach-

ings, churches, worships must be thrown down

with the power of the Lord God, set up by man's

earthly understanding, knowledge and will. All

this must be thrown down by that which gave

forth the Scriptures ; and who arc in that, reign

over it all. That is the word of the Lord to you

all. In that is God worshipped, that brings to

declare his will, and brings to the church in God,

the ground and pillar of truth ; for now is the

mighty day of the Lord appeared, and the arrows

of the Almighty gone forth ; which stick in the

hearts of the wicked. Now will I arise, saith the

Lord God Almighty, to trample and thunder down
deceit, which hath long reigned and stained the

earth. Now will I have my glory out of every

one. The Lord God Almighty over all in

strength and power keep you to his glory, that

you may come to answer that of God in every one.

Proclaim the mighty day of the Lord of fire and

sword, who will be worshipped in spirit and in

truth ; and keep in the life and power of the Lord

God, that the inhabitants of the earth may trem-

ble before you : that God's power and majesty

may be admired among hypocrites and heathens,

and ye in the wisdom, dread, life, terror, and

dominion preserved to his glory ; that nothing

may rule or reign but power and life itself, and in

the wisdom of God ye may be preserved in it.

This is the word of the Lord God to you all. The

call is out of transgression, the Spirit bids come.

The call is now from all false worships, and from

all inventions and dead works, to serve the living

God. The call is to repentance, to amendment of

life, whereby righteousness may be brought forth,

which shall go throughout the earth. Therefore

ye that be chosen and faithful, who are with the

Lamb, go through your work faithfully in the

strength and power of the Lord, and be obedient

to the power ; for that will save you out of the

hands of unreasonable men, and preserve you over

the world to him.self. Hereby you may live in

the kingdom that stands in power, which hath no

d; where glory and life is."

—

George Fox.

New Jersey, Ninth tno. 1854.

Words of the Wise.

The words of the wise are as goads, and as nails fast-

ened by the masters of assemblies."—EccL. -xii. 11.

True happiness consists in dependence on God;

it is to have no will of our own.

It is far less difficult to act well than to suffer

silence.

No one knows anything of himself till he is

tried. Trial is the touchstone of character.

Dost thou love controversy? Suspect thy cha-

nty. Dost thou abhor all controversy? Su.spect

thy Christianity.

Tho deepest religious feeling makes the least

noise, but its principle and action are steadfast

and intense.

Experience proves, that an uninterrupted and

extraordinary flow of prosperity is more fatal to

generosity or interest in others, than anything else

that can befall man here below.

If we would not fall into things unlawful, we

must sometimes deny ourselves in those that are

lawful.

Christians might avoid much trouble and in-

convenience if they would only believe what they

profess—that God is able to make them happy

without anything else.

The best evidence of strength in grace, is to

boar much with those who are weak in it.

Where sins lie heavy, crosses lie light ; and on

the contrary, where crosses lie heavy, sins lie

light.

The afflictions of Christians are neither great

nor long ; for what can be great to him that counts

the world nothing, and what can be long to him

that counts this life but a span ?

Many speak as if they thought the whole of re-

ligion consisted in activity; whereas the patience

of the saints is equally honourable to God, and

often exhibits to a greater advantage the lustre of

a Christian profession.

Prayer is like our food. The natural life is

weak and ready to faint if we eat little, and with-

out appetite ; the spiritual life declines when we

have no hearty desire to pray, and are not affected

with this decay.

To fight for our religion is forbidden : it is

equally forbidden to dispute for it in a fighting

temper. But we are not forbidden to deny our-

selves for it—to labour for it—to suffer for it

—

to die for it.

As they, who for every slight infirmity take

physic to repair their health, do rather impair it;

so they, who for every trifle are eager to vindicate

their character, do rather weaken it.

Victory alone shall wear the crown. We must

not only fight, but overcome.

C7o<?Z-s.—Connecticut has twenty-eight clock

factories, employs 1,279 hands in the manufacture,

has S1,000,000 capital invested, and makes annu-

ally 790,000 clocks. One-fourth of these time-

keepers find a market in England.
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For " rill- I'riuiid."

BIOGRAPniCAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of tlie Yearly Meeting of Philadeli>hia.

(Continued from page S1.1

JOHN ROBERTS.

Jolm Kobcrts, born at Llanidloes, in Mont-

gomery county, South Wales, tvhs, before his

removal to Pennsylvania, a member of Eadnor
Monthly Meeting, and a minister of the Gospel

of Christ. He appears to have crossed the ocean

with Hugh Eoberts, in 1098, Avhen that valuable

minister returned from his religious visit to Eng-
land, lie settled at Haverford. In a brief bio-

graphical minute relative to him, prepared by the

Monthly Meeting he belonged to, it is said that

the certificate he brought from Wales, " signiiied

Friends' unity, with his testimony, and also his

good life and conversation. He came to Penn-

sylvania in the year 1098, and belonged to Haver-

ford meeting. He was taken sick at the Yearly

Meeting of I5urlington, and died in Philadelphia,

[towards the c-lose of the Seventh month,] 1702,

in the sixty-sixth year of his age. [His burial

was on the first day of the Eighth month.] We
can truly say whilst among us, his life was fresh

and green, and that he greatly delighted in the

peace and unity of the brethren, and was service-

able amongst us in many respects."

JOHN SIMCOCK.

John Simcock was born in England, about the

year 1039. His residercj was at or in the neigh-

bourhood of Stoak, in Cheshire, where, after he

grew to manhood, he received the Truth, was
made a confessor thereof, and a sufferer therefor,

by fine and imprisonment. Of his education we
know nothing, and of his convincement not much.
It appears, however, from his declaration on his

death-bed, that his mind had been brought under
exercise, with earnest desires that the Lord would
make known his way of truth to him. Having
been bowed in solemn prayer, he threw himself

on a bed, and immediately he heard as it were a

voice speaking to him. Through the revelation

of that voice, he was in a little time satisfied that

the people called Quakers professed the way of

Truth, and were walking therein. Being thus

brought into the knowledge of the Truth, he was
faithful thereto, and grew in grace.

In the year 1670, he, with various others, were
fined for their religious meetings at Stoak and the

neighbourhood. Thomas Badcock, the active per-

secutor, being taken sick, was brought under dis-

tress of mind for what he had done, particularly

as respected John Simcock. Being grievously

burdened in conscience, he sent for John, who
visited him in love,—freely forgiving the injury

he had received, and under the constraining in-

fluence of heavenly charity, praying to the Lord
that his persecutor be forgiven by him.

Having received a gift in the ministry of the

Gospel, he often suffered for exercising it. Atone
time he had £11 taken from him for preaching,

at another time eight cows and eleven heifers,

worth £!)0, and was fined also on other charges;

and was imprisoned for eighteen months for ac-

companying his wife to a public place of worship.

About the year 1082, he removed to Pennsyl-

vania, and settled in Chester county. Smith says

of him :
" His services here as one of William

Penn's first council, one of his first commissioners

of property, and one of his most trusty and trusted

friends in the government, and afterwards as

speaker and member of the assemblies, seems to

have been very considerable. And his station as

an approved minister among his brethren, through

a long course of time, rendered him still more
useful."

Although much made use of by his Friends on
important services in the church, and highly

esteemed for his work's sake, he was not one who
put himself forward ; neither claimed he honour
of men. When he saw people spreading them-
selves abroad, and making much ado as if they

were acting or suffering for Truth's sake, he
would say sometimes, " Truth needs no images."

He was one who kept the concerns of this life in

proper subordination, and this was what enabled
him when suffering for the Truth the spoiling of

his goods, to bear it patiently. At one time, when
his persecutors were seizing and driving away
much of the stock of his farm, his servant maid,

who was not a Friend, looking with wonder at his

quiet endurance, exclaimed, " How can you stand

by and sec them drive away so many cattle." In

reply, he said, it did not trouble him "more than

if they had been so many geese." In the words
of one of his daughters, " he seemed to be of the

Apostle's mind, and could rejoice because he was
counted worthy to suffer for the name of Jesus."

One of the te.stimonies given forth concerning

him says, "He was as a nursing father in Israel,

and tender over the seed of God. Wherever he

saw it in the least appearance, he was a cherisher

of it, although it might be in the young. He
was a man who abhorred deceit and hypocrisy

ever since I knew him. I have known him nearly

forty years, and this I may say of him, that God,
through Christ Jesus our Lord, made his ministry

sound, edifying and helpful to me, and many
others in the church of Christ. God had endowed
him with a spirit of discernment and wisdom be-

yond many in spiritual things.

" He was a great sufferer for Truth's sake, both

in imprisonment and loss of goods in Old England.

When it plea-sed the Lord to send his wife to the

steeple houses to speak to the priest, or people,

or for a sign, he went with her. For this they

were both cast into prison, and continued there

many moni The Lord made hii

travel in Truth's service pretty much. Notwith-

standing his great sufi"erings and travels, he was
no ways chargeable to any, but was helpful to

those who stood in need. He said before he died,

" he never took a penny on account of his service

or suffering of any person whatsoever."

John Simcock was one of the three persons ap-

pointed to visit George Keith, by the General

Meeting of Ministers and Elders, on account of

the false charges made against them by him, and
he was also one of the committee who prepared

the testimony of that body against him. Of his

travels in the ministry, we have no certain ac-

count, but find abundant traces of his services in

meetings for discipline. He appears to have been
wise in counsel, skilful to oppose gainsayers, and
prompt to support the Truth, and attack error.

Thus he passed along, honoured by his friends,

and lightly esteemed only by apostates from the

Truth. His daughter says of him, " Ho was a

man for God
;
yea, I may say, he was a man of

God. He was very serviceable in his day and
generation, ready and willing to serve Truth, and
lend a helping hand to them that were weak.

Many times he had a word of counsel and good
advice to speak unto those that stood in need,

which was very refreshing and comfortable to

them. I know he was a man that was much con-

cerned that good order and discipline might be

kept up in the church of Christ. He will be

greatly missed by the faithful who knew him, and
were inwardly acquainted with him;—it may be

the unfaithful may not seem to miss him so much."
CTo be concluded.)

From the Cliristian Advocate and Journal. L

Curiosities of Natural History.

EFFECTS OF POT.SON ON PLANTS.

Dr. Salisbury, of Albany, recently communi-
cated to the American Scientific Association some
experiments on plants, which illustrate the analogy

|

existing between animal and vegetable physiology.

,

Dr. Salisbury extracted the poison of a dead rat-

'

tlesnake, a small portion of which he inserted in

'

the plant by moistening it with the blade of

knife, with which he wounded a lilac, a horse-

:

chesnut, a corn-plant, and a sun-flower. In sixty '

hours after the infliction of the wound they began
i

to manifest symptoms of poisoning; and in a few '

days all the leaves above the wound were dead. In
:

about fifteen days they manifested convalescence,

'

and nearly all recovered from the injury.

THE SLEEP OF ARCTIC PLANTS.

M. Seemann, the naturalist of Kellett's Arctic

Expedition, .states a curious fact respecting the

condition of the vegetable world during the long

day of the Arctic summer. Although the sun

never sets while it lasts, plants make no mistake

about the time when, if it be not night, it ought
to be, but regularly as the evening hours approach,

and when a midnight sun is several degrees above

the horizon, droop their leaves and sleep, even as

they do at sunset in more favoured climes. " If

man," observes M. Seemann, " should ever reach i

the pole, and be undecided which way to turn

when his compass has beconie .sluggish, his time- !'

piece out of order, the plants which he may hap-

pen to meet will show him the way ; their sleep-

ing leaves tell him that midnight is at hand, and
^

at that time the sun is standing in the north."

LONGEVITY OF THE GOOSE.

An English paper (the Leicester Mercury) says : i

Mr. Everett, flirmer, of Kirby Lodge, near Ki>ck-

ingham, has a goose which he vouches to be at

least ninety-three j-ears old. It has been on his

farm full fifty years, and passed the former part

of its life on the farm adjoining. It is a large

fine fowl, with a head and nock as white as snow,

and has hatched a brood of goslings from its own
eggs. Mr. E. has a book stating its age and his-

tory, which he can authenticate. If we wore to

pluck a quill from this antiquated goose, and write

its biography, it might not be an uninteresting
^

record. The echoes of the Scotch rebellion had

scarcely ceased when it first peeped from beneath

its shell into the wide world, and possibly its im-

mediate ancestor smoked at the festive board at (

the coronation of the first George. It cackled at

the Gordon riots, and hissed when Wilks was made '

a state prisoner. It was hatching with the first

French revolution, and screamed when Napoleon •

le Grande thi-eatened to invade our shores, and

also when Castlereagh was made Prime Minister.

Like many other bipeds it has brooded over scores

of eggs, and grown no wiser from experience, but

though year after year has flown by, they leave

her the "giddy goose" still.

^

NEST OF THE TARANTULA.

The nest of a tarantula (spider) has been found

in California, of most singular construction. It

is about three inches in length by two in diameter,

built of adobes, the wall being nearly half an inch

thick. Inside is a projection, which nearly di-

vides it into two apartments, about an inch in

diameter. The inside is lined with a white downy !

substance, not unlike velvet, and presents one of

the cleanest and most tidy little households ima- J

ginable. But the most curious part of it is the
j

door, which fits into an aperture and closes it
|
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hermetically. The door is secured by a hinge,

formed of the same fibrous substance as the lining

of the house, and upon which it swings with free-

dom. The nest is occupied by a dozen little tar-

antuls, which appear to subsist upon a yellow se-

creted substance that appears upon the wall of the

front apartment. The arrangement of the door

for the protection of the little inmates indicates

great instinctive architectural knowledge. It is

the intention of the finder to forward this curiosity

to the Smithsonian Institute at Washington.

" For The Frioml."

Iowa.

From two communications received from Iowa,

•we take the following extracts :

" The health of this part of the State has been

good so far this season.

" We had it rather dry through the past fall,

winter and .spring, though not very dry ; but since

the fore part of the Fifth month last, rain has

been very seasonable here, and for about forty or

fifty miles south of us ; beyond that, southward, it

has been very dry, so much so, that it is estimated

there will not be over five bushels of corn to the

acre on many fields in the south part of the State.

From the appearance of our rivers from that direc-

tion, and from information received, I suppose it

has been quite wet further north. We have ac-

counts by letter and otherwise of its being quite

dry in places east, and generally where very dry,

it is sickly.

" Here, from the fertility of soil and favourable

season, our crops are abundant, wheat and oats

good ; corn, potatoes, clover, grass, and the vine

crop in general, such as melons, pumpkins, cucum-
bers, beans, &c., over an average good crop. Na-
tive fruits more than the inhabitants can use,

—

plums now ripe, and have been for weeks, and will

bo till frost. We have a great variety of them in

shape, size, colour, and time of ripening j some
measuring four inches in circumference.

' The season has been unusually warm ; my
thermometer has stood above 90° more of the

time this summer than ever before since I had
one. Our prevailing prairie breeze prevents hot

weather from having the same elfcct on the sys-

tem here as further east."

The other is from Mahasum County:
" I have been a resident here for nearly eight

years, so let me state a little of what I believe of

these parts. Our winters are dryer here than in

some other parts, but we have cold winds that

come off the large prairies, and sometimes bring

considerable snow. Most of the rain in these

parts comes in the Fifth and Sixth months, and
sometimes there are great freshets until in the

Seventh month.
" I believe that if we do not keep upon the

watch, wo may sometimes set forth the advantages

of a new country too high. I am aware that in

this day of ease and prosperity, as to outward re-

ligion and property, it is very necessary that the

love of the world is not uppermost in our moving,
and I am well convinced that many do move, who
had better stay [at their former homes] unless

they feel a duty, more forcible, than [acquiring]

property or popularity, which I fear [influence]

too many.
" When we move, it is natural for us to wish

to have some or all of our relations and valued

friends again, for in many instances we settle

where our neighbours are but few, or they are

from different States, and of no religious profes-

sion, or of a different .sort [from our own,] and as

like begets its like, we and our children mingle
with them, as Ephraim of old did, unless we keep

up the watch, and take up a good resolution as

Joshua of old, saying, 'As for me and my house,

we will serve the Lord.'
" Some may say that the author of this does

not like Iowa, Imt I feel at home here, and I know
that the Lord has blessed us here, although our
trials are not to be told at this time, neither is the

truth to be spoken at all times; but if we do say

anything, lot us speak nothing but the truth, so

et our yea be yea, and our nay nay.

Ninth mo. 14th, 1854.

Interesting from Sootii Arrica.

By letter from John G. Willis, Esq., United
States consul at Loanda, southwest coast of Africa,

to a friend in this city, we have some interesting

information concerning an interior exploration of

that portion of Africa, to the following effect :

—

" On the 1st of June, Dr. Livingston, of Eng-
land, arrived at Loanda, all the way from the Cape
of Good Hope, through the centre of Africa. lie

started from one of the missions in the vicinity of

the Cape, about twenty-seven months before, and
had been given up for lost, as no news of him
had been received from the time he left, up to the

day that he arrived at Loanda. He describes the

interior as very pleasant, and with a good climate,

the land being high.

" His route was north until he got into the lati-

tude of Loanda, when he shaped his course for

that place. A short time after so doing he found
the height of land was decreasing—so much so,

that iu a few days he descended 2,000 feet. His
health was good until he commenced nearing the
coast, after which he was unwell a great part of

the time. Up to the 7th of June (the date of the
letter,) he was confined to the house, but was im-
proving every day.

" Dr. Livingston brought to Loanda twenty-
seven negroes, who were given to him as a ' guard

'

by one of the chiefs in the interior, and his inten-

tion is to return to the Cape by land—partly to

endeavour to make further discoveries, and partly

to return the negroes.

" For many days he was in a forest, so dense that

the light of day could hardly bo discerned, and he
was obliged to set the guard to work cutting down
the trees, so tbat ho could see the stars to take an
observation. He started with many cattle, but
lost all by flies. He was obliged for many days
to live on the fruit of some of the trees, which
fruit resembled the gourd. Ho has the latitude

and longitude of every place of importance that

ho has seen ; but as regards the country being a

second edition of California or Australia, he does

not say much.
"He was attacked by wild boasts only once

during the route. That encounter was with a

lion, which, as soon as he got the doctor's arm
between his tooth, was wounded by one of the

guard. The lion immediately left the doctor, and
attacked the guard, wounding one in the leg and
another in the arm ; but, after his third spring,

he fell down and died.

" Dr. Livingston was not much more fortunate

in his intercourse with the natives, some of whom,
as he approached the coast, took all his clothes,

with the exception of a single very necessary gar-

ment; and he was obliged to use all his influence,

and make a great many promises, in order to re-

tain that.

"In the interior, where a white man had pro-

bably never been before, he was received by the

difi'erent chiefs in great state, and was offered

much hospitality. He speaks the language of the

natives of the interior, which is entirely different

from that of those about Loanda.
" It is understood that a report of his travel

will be forwarded to the Geographical Society of
London, as soon as an opportunity offers, and the
doctor is able to put his notes in a proper shape."—Salem Rcijisler, Atii/iift 17.

"HE CARETH FOR US."

BY cor,. BLACKER.

' No man careth for my soul."—Psa. cxlii. 4.

'Twas thug that Salem's minstrel king
In plaintive strain was heard to sing,
When friends were false, and threatening foes
Uisturb'd his wearied soul's repose.
Thus we, onrselyes, are ready found,

When sorrows lower our path around,
With him in like desponding strain,
To lift our voices and complain,
Imp.atient of our lot, and prono
Onr wayward fortunes to bemo.-in

;

Jlid real or imagined ill,

Iu bitterness despairing still.

And what though earthly friends may prove
Regardless of the claims of love ?

What though no human hand is nigh
To wipe the tear from sorrow's eye,
Thougli sharper than the serpent's fang
Ingratitude may deal the pang ?

I shall we deem us all bereft.

No caring friend to aid us left ?

No : there is One, whoso guar<lian care
It is the Christian's bliss to share

;

Whose angel-wings are round us spread.
When dangers threaten, friends are fled

;

Whose saving power and love divine
Tlirough all his dealings brightly shine.
Faith points to him, and him alone,
When earthly comforters are flown.
What but that care for worthless miin
Devised redemption ?—wondrous plan I

That care impell'd the sinner's Friend
From realms angelic to descend,
His heav'nly glories to forego,
Changed for a pilgrimage of woe.
For O, the life of pain he led,

With scarce a shelter for his head.
Despised, rejected of his own.
Still as the "Man of sorrows" known I

What but his anxious care for thee,
sinner, nail'd him to the tree,

And sent, the work of love to cronn,
The comfort-bearing Spirit down ?

And has he ceased that care to feel,

Desponding mortal, for thy weal ?

Say, dost thou dream his shorten'd arm
No longer shields thy soul from harm?
No : still he bids thee come, and prove
The boundless treasures of his love.

At times, to wake the slumb'ring sonl,
The thunders of his warning roll

;

liut oftener far his mercy's call

Is heard iu whisper "still and small."
nis watchmen still the summons give, •

" Weak child of error, turn and live."

And wilt thou not, lost as thou art.

Obdurate, heedless, slow of heart

—

Wilt thou the proffer'd mercy spurn,

—

Wilt thou not, prodigal, return ?

—

Be deaf to that persuasive voice,

'fhat courts thee, mourner, to rejoice 7

No; "heavy-laden," sin-oppressed.
Haste to the haven of thy rest

:

Come ere thy coming be too late.

When closed at last is mercy's gate :

Address to him the grateful prayer,
Who thus has made thy soul his care.

" A solitary blessing few can find
;

Our joys with those we love are intertwined,

And he whose helpful tenderness removes
The obstructing thorn that wounds the breast he loves,

Smooths not another's rugged path alone,

But scatters rosea to adorn his own."

' Fear never sways a manly soul.

For honest hearts 'twas ne'er intended,

They, only they, have cause to fear.

Whose motives have their God offended."
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For "The Friend."

IMPATIENCE.

Perhaps few persons are sufficiently aware of

the importance of avoiding impatience in times of

trial. When in the line of apprehended duty we
meet with crosses and reverses, or from other cir-

cumstances which we are unable to prevent, are

brought under affliction, patience is greatly re-

quired. These peculiar junctures seem to call for

special care, lest we give ourselves up to impa-

tience, and thereby lose the happy effect upon the

disposition, which these troubles otherwise might

Lave, were they properly borne. Patience, in

many inst-ances, seems almost to neutralize trouble,

or so far to mitigate it, when a quiet acquiescence

in the Divine will is sought for, as to render the

mind contented and resigned under it, while there

continues to be a faithful and confiding adherence

to the Great Preserver of His people. In times

of affliction, wo may not always be permitted to

sec the great good, which is intended in best wis-

dom, and the marvellous mercy wherewith seasons

of probation are fraught, and how they are dis-

pensed and controlled for our advancement hea-

venward, perhaps effecting the suppression of

something in us, which is of the natural and cor-

rupt vine, capable only of bearing wild grapes :

yet as we are properly concerned to dwell in the

patience and faith of the saints, through conde-

scending love, we are often permitted afterwards

to see that all those trials have wonderfully

wrought towards the consummation of our eternal

happiness, as well as to our best interest and com-

fort in this state of existence. While suffering

under them, we have perhaps put up our petitions

for relief, and been comforted therein, though not

relieved in the way we should naturally desire.

I believe our heavenly Father, in His tender

mercy and loving kindness, at times hears our

prayers when he may see it best for our good in

His inscrutable wisdom to withhold what we desire.

As men we are short-sighted and frail, and are apt

to regard temporal acquisition, fleshly ease, in-

dulgence and unbroken prosperity in secular con-

cerns, as things meet to be coveted, when in rea-

lity these may often prove as snares, having a

tendency to lull into a fatal security, solacing in

our lost and undone condition, never permitting

us to be awakened by inquietude to our said situ-

ation, unredeemed from the corruptions of sin,

so that wo might adopt the language of a beloved

apostle formerly, when he said, " O wretched man
that I am, who shall deliver me from the body of

this death
!"

But how consoling is the truth, that our blessed

Lord and Redeemer, who is touched with a feel-

ing of our infirmities, does not delight in afflicting

His children ; and that the willing and obedient

taste continually of His unfailing mercy, knowing
all the reproofs of instruction to be kindly, gently

and tenderly administered, and that the 'rod of

correction is only extended to bring them into

greater oneness, and more intimate connection

with that eternal Power, of whom the Psalmist

spoke when he exclaimed, " Why art thou cast

down, my soul ? and why art "thou disquieted

within me ? hope thou in God : for I shall yet

praise Him, who is the health of my countenance,

and my God."
But how blighting in the harvest of spiritual

good, is impatience, and how it disqualifies and

weakens in the heavenly race. Our intercourse

with our Friends, both social and religious, is

much interrupted and broken ofi' by it, and it very

much precludes profitable access to an erring bro-

ther, in that disposition of mind, which would

furnish an opportunity of availingly reaching him,

by dispassionately upholding living truths to his

view, or clearly unfolding the mystery of iniquity

to his understanding.

It is important, however, not to blend impati-

ence with that uneasiness and concern which
many may feel, in consequence of proving recreant

to the clear convictions of Truth, while they con-

tinue to disregard or tolerate wrong things in their

midst, which they have seen in the light of Christ

to be of an unjust and oppressive character. In

consequence of not keeping " the faith," such ex-

perience a falling away from the saving knowledge,

of their Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, inwardly

revealed, till there is imminent danger of the "light

within them, becoming darkness." In this state

of mind, impatience would gain the ascendency,

and that true and heavenly patience would be

greatly weakened, which is spoken of by the

apostle to the Romans in this passage. " Tribu-

lation icorhcth patience, and patience experience,

and experience hope : and hope maketh not

ashamed, because the love of God is shed abroad

in our hearts, by the Holy Ghost which is given

unto us."

New York, Ninth mo. 1854.

For "The Fricnrt."

Review of the Weather for Ninth Month, 1854.

The first ten days of the month were very warm,
during which time there was no rain, except a

slight sprinkle on the 4th.

The drought continued very severe in places,

—

particularly in some of the AVestern States.

On the 10th and 11th, nearly two inches of

rain fell at this place, and two and one-third

inches on the 14th and 15th; so that the ground
was again pretty well soaked, and the landscape

assumed a more lively aspect. The morning of

17th was clear, and some frost was seen in low
places. The mornings were rather cool during
the remainder of the month, with frost occasion-

ally. There was no rain after the 15th, and the

roads are becoming quite dusty, and the country
rather dry again.

The average temperature of the month was
GG*° ; amount of rain 4.442 inches. Last year

the average temperature for Ninth month was
G5i°, and amount of rain 5.989 inches.

West-town B. S., Tenth mo. 1st, 1854.

d
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fully aware of the principle having been estab-

lished in Ohio Yearly Meeting, that when the

Kepresentatives could not agree on names to be

brought forward, it was tantamount to the appoint-

ment of those who held over from the previous

year.

After the Friend informed the meeting that

part of the Representatives had agreed to propose

the name ofJonathan Binns, and the other Friend

reported on behalf of the Representatives that they

could not agree to bring forward a name, the

Clerk, having first inquired of the latter Friend

whether he was authorized by the Eepresentatives

to make that report, and been answered in the

affirmative, stated to the meeting that that was

the only report before the meeting, and he should

minute it, which he did ; and the information given

of what the twelve Eepresentatives who nominated

J. 15inns had concluded to do, was never re-

ceived or entertained by the Yearly Bleeting as a

report upon which it was proper for it to act.

The Clerk called the attention of those who

were urging the meeting to appoint J. Binns

clerk, to the facts, that the minute of the Yearly

Meeting directed the Representatives to bring for

ward the name of a Friend for clerk, if way should

open for it; that when the difficulty relative to the

appointment of clerk, in consequence of the Re-

presentatives not being able to agree, first occurred

in Ohio Yearly Meeting, Benjamin Ladd, a Friend

for whose judgment they professed to have a high

regard, had expressed in that meeting his convic-

tion, that under such circumstances the continu-

ance of those who were in the stations of clerk and

assistant, was asettled principle and usage in the So-

ciety, and the only safe ground on which the meeting

could act ; and that Ohio Yearly Meeting at that

*time united in that conclusion, and had now for

several years acted upon it, and therefore their

•whole proceeding was a violation of the deliberate

judgment of the Yearly Meeting, as well as a vio-

lation of the order and usage of the Society, and

if persisted in, must result in separating them

from the Yearly Bleeting.

When the Clerk made the minute of his con-

tinuance, and the continuance of Wm. S. Bates

in their respective stations, it was done in con-

formity with the before mentioned decision of the

Yearly Meeting; he was bound by that decision

* This was in 1S4G. There had been a proposition

made among the Representatives in tliat year for those

who approved of continuing B. Hojle as clerlv, to draw

up and sign a report to that eflect, but those who were

opposed to him, (being of the same party who are now
in favour of Jonathan Binns,) objected to it, on the

ground, that such a course miyht lead to a minority report,

which would be entirely out of order.

In 1847, the report of the Representatives was, " un-

able to agree," and the incumbents were continued. In

1848, the same. In that year the assistant clerk being

sick, the Representatives were instructed to confer to-

gether again, in order to offer the name of a Friend

for that station. They afterwards reported they had
conferred together and it was " the prevailing sense

"

that Robert H. Smith should be proposed. The party

who now sustain J. Binns, objected to his appointment

on the ground that the Eepresentatives were not agreed,

and although the expression in favour of his appoint-

ment far exceeded the opposition made, it was thought

best not to deviate from the established practice of th

Yearly Meeting, and Wm. S. Bates was continued in the

station. It was in that year that the meeting adopted

the form of minute, instructing the Representatives to

propose names " if way opens."

In 1849, the Representatives agreed, and B. Hoyle
and Wm. S. Bates were reappointed clerk and assist

ant. In 1850 they did not agree, and the clerk and
assistant were continued. In 1851, the Representative;

agreed, and B. Hoyle and Wm. S. Bates were reap

pointed clerk and assistant. In 1852 they were unable

to agree, and the clerk and assistant were continued.

In 1853, they were unable to agree, and the clerk and

assistant were again continued.

to do so, and had no discretion in the matter; and

that minute was fully united with by a much
larger number of the members of the meeting than

at any time spoke in favour of Jonathan Binns.

It is true that but four persons spoke in direct

opposition to the appointment of Jonathan Binns,

because, as before said, his nomination, under the

circumstances, was not, and could not be received

or entertained by the meeting. The opposition

to it was, however, abundantly and decidedly

manifested by the continued efi'orts made to show

those who urged it, that thereby they were sepa-

rating themselves from the Yearly Meeting, and

to warn them of the sad consequences that must

result therefrom. When at one time, a Friend

proposed, that those who favoured the appoint-

ment of J. Binns, having spoken again and again,

should keep quiet for a little time, and allow

others to express their opinions respecting it,

another Friend immediately replied. No, Frien
"

this is a separation, they have taken it on their own

shoulders, we can say nothing to their appointment,

we can have nothing to do with the matter ; and

on this ground no further expression took place.

A number of those who afterwards joined i

the Separation, did themselves declare before the

meeting, that it was a Separation, and that they

so considered it. One of the chief leaders having

said that their measures did not necessarily lead

to a Separation, another, equally influential

among them, arose and said, [the substance

given^ though the precise words may not be used,]

they need not try to deceive them.sclves, or one

another ; that this measure, if carried out, must

lead to a Separation, and all who engaged in it

must prepare themselves to take that responsi-

bility and meet the consequences. Another of

the same party told them, that the course they

were pursuing already amounted to a Separation,

and though he united with them in many points,

yet rather than put his hand to the plough to turn

one furrow in a Separation, he would stay alto-

gether at home with his family.

One of them said, this thing had been got up

by a few out of doors, and they had undertaken a

business beyond their ability to manage, and he

desired them to stop before it was too late. Ano-

ther expressed that ho thought it hard, so many

of their own friends should speak so discourag-

ingly to them, and keep saying they jocre so feie

in number, that he believed it was time a Sepa-

ration had taken place, for they could not unite

with the others, nor consent that B. Hoyle should

serve the meeting as clerk. Sentiments similar

to these, which are given to show that they them-

selves considered their act one of Separation, were

expressed in the meeting by many others of the

Separatists, and a proposition was made by more

than one of them, for a committe to be appointed

by " each party," who should endeavour to recon-

cile the difficulty, so that they need not separate
;

but they were told, that so long aa they enter-

tained the proposition of appointing Jonathan

Binns for clerk, they were engaged in a Separa-

tion, and the Yearly 3Ieeting could take no notice

of their proposition, but if that was abandoned,

and the two individuals who had gone into the

place usually occupied by the assistant clerk re-

turned to their proper seats, then the meeting

could take the proposal under consideration.

Whatever may he said to gloss over the action

of those who Separated from Ohio Yearly Meet-

thi ik no person who values the order

discipline of our religious Society, and its preser-

vation from schism, on a calm and candid con-

sideration of all the circumstances attending this

mournful event, can fail to perceive that the no-

mination and appointment of Jonathan Binns were

the acts of a party, irregular, and subversive of

the judgment of Ohio Yearly Meeting previously

come to, and long acted on, destructive of the

organization and harmony of the whole Society,

and an act of Separation from the Yearly Meeting.
Minute on the Separation.

"A Separation of some of the members from
Ohio Yearly Meeting having occurred during its

sitting on the 5th inst., it becomes our duty,

briefly but plainly to record the facts which led to

and attended its consummation, in order that our

absent brethren of this, and of other Yearly Meet-

ings, may be correctly informed respecting it.

" The Yearly Meeting was opened as usual, on

Second-day, the 4th inst. Benjamin lloyle, who
had served it in that capacity for several years,

acting as clerk, and William S. Bates as his as-

sistant. The representatives being called, all

answered to their names. After reading the re-

ports from the respective Quarterly Meetings, and
the certificates or minutes for ministers and their

companions, from other Yearly Meetings, objec-

tion was made by some Friends to the meeting

proceeding further with its business, while two
Friends, members of the smaller body in New
England, then present, remained in the meeting.

The objection being strongly urged by a few, and
many unkind reflections east upon the Clerk for

not recjuesting them to withdraw, one of those

Friends arose and stated the circumstances under

which he and his companion were there, and ex-

onerated the Clerk from the responsibility. The
Clerk being repeatedly called on to make the

meeting select, rose and directed its attention to

the trying circumstances under which it had long

been placed, respecting the two bodies claiming

to be New England Yearly Meeting, owing to the

difference of sentiment and feeling on the matter

among the members, and the course heretofore

pursued under these circumstances ; and he stated

that those who objected to the presence of those

two Friends, were at liberty to make the meeting

select, according to their application of the term,

provided it was done in a manner conformable

with our peaceable principles ; but it was unrea-

sonable that the whole Yearly Meeting should be

detained from transacting its business on account

of the objection made.
" Objection being continued, the meeting con-

cluded to adjourn ; and the Clerk made a minute

requesting the Representatives to confer together,

and if way should open for it, propose a Friend

to serve the meeting as Clerk, and another as as-

sistant.

" The meeting then adjourned. When the

Representatives met, it was soon apparent that

they could not agree to nominate Friends for the

respective stations. Twelve out of the forty-two

Representatives wished to have two Friends pro-

posed, to whom twenty-eight decidedly objected,

while the other two said they could not unite

with the measure. Finally, the great body of the

Representatives united in reporting to the Yearly

Meeting, that they were unable to agree in bring-

ing forward any name, leaving it with that meet-

ing to pursue the course, which, under similar

circumstances, in accordance with the long-estab-

lished usages of the Society, it has heretofore

adopted, in both the men's and women's meeting,

viz., the continuance in the stations of clerk and

assistant, of the two Friends occupying them.

"After the opening of the Yearly Meeting on

the 5th instant, the report of the Representatives

being called for, a Friend arose and said, the Re-

presentatives had conferred together, and a por-

tion of them had agreed to propose the name of a

Friend for clerk, and mentioned the name of the

Friend urged by the twelve among the Represen-
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tatives, and objected to by them as before stated.

Another Friend then informed the meeting, that

he had been deputed on behalf of the Representa-

tives to report to the meeting, they could not

agree in bringing forward any name for clerk or

assistant.

" Several persons now expressing their unity

with the appointment of the Friend named as

clerk, and of another Friend as assistant, whose

name was now mentioned, the Clerk of the

Meeting informed them, that their proceeding

was altogether out of order, contrary to the dis-

cipline and usage of our religious Society ; and to

the course which Ohio Year Meeting had pursued

for several years past, under the same circum-

stances.

" Much noise and confusion was made by a few

individuals, who urged the persons named to go

up and take a seat at the table : all which was

decidedly objected to by a large number. The

Clerk informed the Meeting he would make a

minute in accordance with the practice of the

Yearly Meeting, which he did, recording the re-

port of the Representatives, that they could not

agree in proposing a Friend for clerk or assistant

;

and that consciiueutly the two Friends who were

acting for the Meeting in those stations, were

continued by it therein, viz., Benjamin Hoyle as

Clerk, and William S. Bates as assistant. This

minute was fully sanctioned by a large expression

of the meeting, and the disorderly individuals re-

peatedly warned that by persisting in the course

they had begun, they would separate themselves

from the Society, and earnestly entreated to give

up their separating, disorganizing measures. It

was stated by them that the withdrawal of the two

Friends from New England would not remove the

difficulty, as they said the Clerk had disqualified

himself for the office, and must be displaced.

After much solicitation the two persons named as

aforesaid went up into the seat of the assistant

clerk, and the one named for clerk made a minute

purporting that he was appointed to the station.

When the Yearly Meeting adjourned, the Sepa-

ratists remained behind ; and thus the separation

from Ohio Yearly Meeting was effected by them.

Since then, we are informed, these disorderly

individuals have continued to meet, and being

joined by a portion of the female members of this

Yearly Meeting, have assumed the name of Ohio

Yearly Jleeting of Friends, to which they have

no just claim."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England to the 16th ult. There

had been little change in the prices of bread stutt's.

London has been severely visited with cholera, four

thousand persons having died of the disease, in the three

weeks ending 8th ult.

The War.—The expedition against Sebastopol sailed

on the 4th ult. It is described as being of the most

formidable character. The fleet mustered 25,000 sailors

and 3000 cannon. The land forces, conveyed in 700

transport ships, numbered 74,000 men, of whom 35,000

are Turks, and 10,000 Egyptians. The expeditioi

was thought, would reach the shores of the Crimea by

the 10th ult. The Russi.ans are said to have made am-

ple preparations for the defence of this important strong-

hold. The city is fully garrisoned, and they have s

large number of troops in camp. The defence has beei

entrusted to Prince Menschikoff. Gen. Krusenstem has

ordered the inhabitants of Odessa to reduce the city to

ashes, if the allies should attempt to take it, and then

retire to Tirospol. A new levy of ten men in the thou-

sand had been ordered throughout the western portion

of the Russian Empire.

Orders calling home the Baltic fleet to England,

created an apprehension, that the Russian fleet will

escape from the Baltic, and commit depredations on the

commerce of England and Frauce. A portion of the

French troops had returned from the Baltic to France.

The fortiflcations at Bomarsund had been totally

destroyed.

Prussia informs the Germanic Diet of her resolution

to remain neutral. There is said to be a complete rup-

ture between Persia and the Porte.

FRANCE.—The cholera in Paris was rapidly abating.

A new French loan of 400,000,000 francs is proposed.,

SPAIN.—Republicanism is reported to be extremely

active in Spain, and another outbreak is apprehended.

The Republicans are said to be well organized through-

out the kingdom.
CUINA.—The overland mail had arrived at Trieste,

bringing dates from Calcutta to Eighth mo. 12, and
from Canton to Seventh mo. 20. The insurgents had
taken several places near Canton, and were threatening

that city, where great confusion existed.

CHILI.—Valparaiso papers to Eighth mo. 15 have

been received. The winter has been severe, and ac-

companied with cold and protracted rains; but these

are regarded as likely to increase the productions of the

soil, and an abundant season is anticipated in conse-

quence. The most lively attention is said to have been

akened among the intelligent classes of society, by
an attempt to re-establish the Jesuits in Chili ; a bill

for that purpose having been presented and sustained

by fourteen members of the Senate.

BOLIVIA.—The American minister is stated to have

negotiated a treaty for the navigation of the rivers flow-

ing into the Amazon, which was to be presented to the

Bolivian Congress for ratification.

CANADA.—The 7lst Regiment has embarked for

Liverpool ; other troops also are to be withdrawn, and
not replaced.

UNITED STATES.—Health of Cities.—\fhh the ex-

ception of New Orleans, in which the yellow fever con-

tinues its ravages, there has been a general abatement
of the epidemics from which several of them have re-

cently suffered. At Pittsburg the mortality from cholera

has been greatly lessened, and at Savannah, Charleston,

&c., the yellow fever appears to be subsiding.

Loss of the Steamship City of Philadelphia.—This fine

vessel, which was intended to replace the City of Glas-

gow in the Liverpool and Philadelphia line, has been

wrecked in her first attempt to cross the ocean. She
sailed from Liverpool near the close of the Eighth

month, with a large cargo and about COO passengers

;

and on the 14th ult., about 11 P. M., the night being

dark and raining heavily, she ran ashore in Chance
Cove, near Cape Race, Newfoundland. The passengers

were all safely landed, and some of the cargo has been

secured, but it is supposed that the ship will prove a

total loss.

California.—At the latest dates a numerous overland

immigration was arriving, and also great numbers of

Chinese. The heat in many parts of the interior had
been intense, the thermometer being at from 104° to

114° for several successive days.

Vermont.—The Supreme Court has decided that the

prohibitory liquor law of this State is constitutional. It

had been assailed on the ground of its submission to th

people.

New Tork.—The expenses of the city for the year

ending Seventh mo. 1 last, including the amount paid

into the sinking fund, exceeded six millions of dollars.

The expense of street cleaning averages about a thou-

sand dollars a day, and the cost of lighting the city,

about 775 dollars a night. The grand jury have found

upwards of eleven hundred bills against persons for sell-

ing liquor without license ; they have also found bills

against the Mayor of the city for granting licenses to

improper persons.

rittsburg, Pa.—About 800 persons died of cholera in

the first two weeks after its appearance ; the disease

then began to subside, and has now almost disap-

peared.

P/dladelphia.—There were 237 interments last week,

of which 10 were from cholera.

Miscellaneous.—The Opening of Japan.—Com. Perry

writes to the Secretary of the Navy, that he has exam-

ined the ports of Simola and Hakodadi, which are t(5 b(

opened for the vessels of the United States ; and with

respect to geographical position, convenience of ing

and egress, and commodiousness for all the purposes

required, they cannot be surpassed.

A terrible storm visited the coast of Tex.as on the

18th ult., which continued for four days, and caused th

destruction of a vast amount of property. Several ves

sels and many lives were lost. The town of Matagord;

was destroyed, except three houses. The crops of sugar

cane and cotton sustained great injury.

Apples are said to be abundant in Massachusetts, and

the supply of potatoes good.

A return just issued of the population of Ireland,

shows that the number of inhabitants has decreased two
millions in the past five years.

It has been estimated that the rice pl.antcrs of the

South have suffered a loss of $3,000,000 by the storm,
,

which raged from the 7th to the 10th ult. i

A suspension bridge over the Mississippi at St. An-
thony's Falls is nearly completed.

The railway connection between Lexington, Ky., and
our eastern cities, has been made continuous, by the t(

completion of the Lexington and Covington railroad.

It is stated that several cargoes of flour have been re-

shipped from Liverpool for New York.

On the 30th ult., a census of the inhabitants of 8;i-

vannah was taken ; the number of residents at that

time was found to be 6285 whites and 5491 blacks.

The interments on that day were only four in number.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of the School will commence oa

Second-day, the Gth of Eleventh month next. The
pupils will be conveyed by railroad to West Chester,

where conveyances will be in waiting to take them and
their baggage to the School, on the arrival of the morn-

ing and afternoon cars, on Second-day, the 6th, and

Third-day, the 7th of Eleventh month. The cars will

leave the depot, south side of Market street, above

Eighteenth street, (formerly Schuylkill Fifth,) at half

past 7 o'clock, a. m., and 3 o'clock, p. m. The agent of

the School will be at the railroad depot, on Second and
Third-day afternoons, and will furnish pupils with

tickets, and accompany them to West Chester. Those

who go by the morning train, will be furnished with

tickets by a person in attendance. To those who pro-

cure tickets as directed, the fare from Philadelphia to

the School, including baggage, will be one doUar, which

will be charged to the scholar at the School. All bap:-

gage should be distinctly marked West-town, and wiih

the name of the owner, and should be sent directly to

the railroad depot.

The West-town office is at Friends' bookstore, No. -'^ 1

Arch street, where all small packages for the pupils li-lt

before 12 o'clock on Seventh-days, will be forwarded.

All letters for the pupils and others at the School, should

be sent by mail, directed to West-town Boarding Sch.><,!,

West Chester P. O., Chester Co., Pa. Postage should Ijc

pre-paid, and packages should be distinctly marked and

put up in a secure manner, so that their contents will nut

be liable to be lost by handling. The stage will leave

West Chester during the Winter Session, for the School,

on Second, Fourth, and Seventh-days, on the arrival of

the morning cars from the city, and from the School to

West Chester, on the same days, to meet the morning

cars to Philadelphia. The fare for each passenger to

and from West Chester bg the stage, will be 25 cents.

When special conveyances at other times are provided

at the School, an extra charge will be made.
West-town, Ninth mo., 1854.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

The committee is desirous of engaging the services of

a well qualified Friend to teach the school at Tunessassah (

—also, one to aid in carrying on the farm, superinteii.l-

ing the school, &c. Friends who may feel concerned to

engage in either of those stations, are requested to niuke

early application to Joseph Elkinton, No. 377 S. Sceoud

street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, Phihulel- »

phia, or Ebenezer Worth, Hamerton, Chester co\iiiij,

Pa., or Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase, Philadelphia co., I'a.

Philad., Ninth mo. 20, 1854.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Thos. Bowman, 0., $2, vol. 28
;
from

Joshua Maule, agt., 0., S2, vol. 28, for Israel Steer, $2,

vol. 28, and James Steer, $2, vol. 28 ; from Jehu Faw- <

cett, agt., 0., for Mary Warrington, Josiah Faweett and

A. Stratton, §2 each, vol. 27, and for Sarah Hole and

Jos. Painter, $2 each, vol. 28 ; from C. E., for Geo.

Smith, Abm. Smith and Geo. Gilbert, Pa., $2 each, vol.

28, for Thos. Penrose, $2, vol. 27, for Henry Lupton, 0., '

§3 to 52, vol. 27 ;
from Asa Garretson, agt., 0., $2, vol.

23, for M. Bailey, SI to 52, vol. 28, for John Doudiia,

$2, vol. 28 ; from John Brantingham, Iowa, S-, vol. 28.

Died, at the residence of her husband, on the 17th of

Ninth month, 1854, Elizabeth B. Moore, wife of Robert

Moore, and daughter of William Bailey, (deceased.) in '

the 49th year of her age ; a member of Sadsbury Parti-
j

cular and Monthly Meeting, Lancaster county, Pa. We \

have the consoling belief, that the closing period of this
j

dear Friend was peace.
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SUBTERRANEAN ROME.

Of the multitudes that throng the streets of

Rome, mingling in the revelry of the carnival, or

gazing with awe upon the colossal ruins of de-

parted greatno.«s, very few think of a city beneath

their feet, by which not only a great part of the

city is undermined, but whose ramifications

stretch far out into the adjoining Campagna. If

we may believe the Roman ciceroni, who, however,

are not altogether trustworthy in the matter, the

galleries and passages of this city extend for

twenty miles. Certain it is that the excavations

of the far-famed Roman catacombs—for to these

we refer—are of vast and unknown extent. Seroux

d'Agincourt, who devoted several years to ex-

ploring their dark and' interminable recesses,

describes an adventure which illustrates their im-

mensity. It happened in that branch which

reaches from the church of St. Agnes to the river.

"These catacombs," he says, "had long been

closed, and I had tlicm opened in hopes of finding

monuments. My undertaking was unsuccessful,

and it involved me in extreme peril. My guides,

as well as myself, were lost for more than an hour.

We had the utmost difliculty in keeping our lights

from being extinguished, and seemed on the point

of ending our lives there. The same accident

happened to my old friend Bl. Robert; and my
draughtsman, BI. Maehiavelli, was once exposed

to the same danger. jNIontfaucon, in his ' Diariuiu

Italieum,' relates a similar accident to another

Frenchman and himself. We made our escape

from the catacombs at last, by discovering one of

the openings which served for the purposes of

letting down bodies in the first ages of Christ'

I ity." These holes for the lowering of bodies and

the admission of light and air are numerous ; and,

I

together with chasms where the superincumbent

[

soil has given way and fallen in, are dangerous

pitfalls to the incautious horseman.

1 The catacombs of Home originated, we may
i
mention, in excavations for building materia

I
The imperial city stands upon a soil of volcanic

I
origin, which has extensive beds of travertin and

j

other rocks, so soft as to be easily worked, and yet

hard enough for the architect's purpose. Layers

I of sand likewise occur, which is greatly valued

I
from its cohesive properties when made into mor

I
tar. With the very earliest ages of the city the

I

work of excavating these beds and layers began,

and materials for the greater part of the buildings

I on the surface were thus procured from the quar-

! ties beneath. This continued for many centuries,

I until the soil under and around the city has been

burrowed into a network of galleries and passages,

which are sometimes two or three deep, each of

them being generally about eight feet high by four

or five wide.

These dark and dreary caverns were once popu-

lous, but not with the living. Beneath imperial

Rome was a necropolis—a city of the dead. Slaves,

poor strangers, and others, who from any cause

were excluded from family sepulchres, were buried

here ;* and here, too, the Christians brought their

dead. The bodies of the martyrs, mangled in the

amphitheatre, mutilated by the sword, burnt at

the stake, here found rest, till the avarice of Papal

Rome invaded the sanctity of the tomb, and drag-

ged thence, ruthlessly ' and indiscriminately,

crumbling skeletons and rotten grave-clothes, to

pleuish her coffers by their sale as relics. There

exists, we may observe, at Rome, a society of

twenty-four persoos who are called Camtori ddk
Cuhicovihe, whose sole business it is to explore

the catacombs and supply the demand for the re-

mains of martyrs and saints. By a whimsical ar-

rangement, they are paid out of the fees received

from the sale of indulgences for marriage within

the prohibited degrees.

It is their connexion with the early and perse-

cuted church, however, which invests the cata-

combs with their deepest interest. They afforded

a refuge for the Christians when living, and a

place of sepulture when dead. Either by the con-

version to the new faith of some of the quarry-

men who worked in these subterranean recesses,

or by the consignment to these sepulchral vaults

of some of the enslaved Christians (many of whom
we know to have been condemned to work in the

quarries), the persecuted church gained free ac-

cess to the spot. Sheltered far underground, the

melody of their hymns could not reach the upper

air. Superstitious terrors rendered their enemies

loth to follow them into this abode of death ; and,

if pursued, faithful guides acquainted with the

intricacies of the place enabled them to bafile pur-

suit in the dark and tortuous passages. Some,

indeed, of the galleries seemed to have been

blocked up by artificial means, so as to render the

more distant ramifications almost inaccessible:

and sheltered in them, some of the early Chris

tians, for a series of years, eluded the pursuit of

their sanguinary persecutors. Hippolytus, a Cliris

tian fugitive, was thus for a long time hidden

being supplied with food by the children of his

sister Paulina, who, with her husband Adrian,

though heathens, were yet faithful and kind to

their relative. The unconverted state of the lat-

ter, living in the darkness of heathenism, preyed

upon Hippolytus' mind; and gratitude for theii

kindness, as well as affection for their children,

who were the messengers of their bounty, ren-

dered him growingly anxious that they should

come to the knowledge of the truth. He there-

fore concerted a plan with his fellow fugitives

for the detention of the children when they next

came. The parents were thus compelled to seek

* Dr. Maitland, in his very valuable and interesting

volume, " The Church in the Catacombs," seems to deny

this ; but the very passage he quotes from Horace is

sufficient to prove it.

1 in the catacombs, where, after many efforts,

thiy themselves at length yielded to the argu-

ments and entreaties of their brother, and were
baptized by Stephen, Bi«hop of Rome, who had

ong been a resident iu the subterranean hiding-

place. Being eventually discovered and seized,

they all received the crown of martyrdom to-

gether.

Dark and intricate as these recesses were, they

did not always afford a secure retreat. Guiseppe
Sanchez asserts that, in the caticombs which he

describes, several hundreds took refuge from the

Diocletian persecution, and b.ang pursued were
put to death on the spot. Three bishops of Rome,
Xystus, Stephen, and Caius, are also said to have
suffered mariyrdom there ; the last, after residence

in them for eight years.

For the purposes of worship, several pas.sages

nto vaulted chambers were enlarged, and wc can

still discover indications of the religious assem-

blies, in fonts for the administration of baptism,

slabs of stone on which the eucharistic bread and
wine wore placed, and sacred symbols inscribed ou
the walls. How inexpressibly affecting must have
been the meetings for worship here ! cut off by a

frightful abyss from the abodes of living men—

-

surrounded by the dead—the torch dispelling for a

little space the sepulchral gloom which encirled

the band of worshippers, with a wall of darkness

so dense as to seem solid-=-while the silence of the

grave is broken at intervals by hymns of joy and
triumph, and by the words, " I am the resurrec-

tion and the life; whoso belicveth in me shall

never die." Suddenly the tramp of men and the

clatter of arms are heard sounding along the

vaulted aisles. In an instant the torch is extin-

guished, a few suppressed whispers are heard, and
the guides have led the faithful band beyond the

reach of danger. Or, perhaps, there has been
treachery, and every avenue has been occupied by
the soldiers. Driven like flighted deer from point

to point, the toils close around them ; and young
children, timid virgin?, brave young men, and
aged pastors, are alike cut down with luthless

cruelty ! A Christianity that endured perils like

these joyfully, must have been—in most cases at

least—a real, not a nominal thing.

The name of cemetery, derived from a Greek
word meaning a bed-chamber or sleeping-place,

has been given to the excavations wo have de-

scribed, in consequence of their having been the

spot where the Christians interred their dead.

The idea that death itself was, to the true Chris-

tian, but " a falling asleep," was thus brought to

mind by the very name given to the bxly's final

resting-spot. Numerous inscriptions have been

discovered, marking the graves of the members of

the primitive church ; and these little mementos,
unimportant as they may have appeared at the

time, furnish very important historical evidence as

to the state of feeling prevalent among the poor

and illiterate Christians in early times. Dr. Mait-

land, adverting to this subject, admirably says :

" The fathers of the church live in their volumi-

nous works ; the lower orders are only represented

by these simple records, from which, with scarcely

an exception, sorrow and complaint are banished;

the boast of suffering, or an appeal to the revenge-
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fill pafsion?, is nowhere to be found. One ex-

presses hope, another faith, a third charity. The
genius of primitive Christianity, 'to believe, to

love, and to sufftr,' has never been better illus-

trated. These ' sermons in stones' aie addressed

to the heart, not to the head—to the feelings rather

thun to the taste." These inscriptions are some-

times so rude in execution, so ungrammatical in

construction, and so incorrect in spelling, as to

render it difficult to determine their meaning ; but

this rather increases than diminishes their value,

since it proves them to be the natural and spon-

taneous utterances of illiterate believers.

The graves are niches cut in the rocky walls,

one above another, in which the bodies were de-

posited, and then closed with slabs. These occur

generally in three tiers, and the total number of

interments must have been immense. M. d'Agin-

tourt speaks of them as forming millions.

Many of these graves have been opened, but on

most of them time, as might have been expected,

has done its devastating work. "It would be

difficult," says the French writer just named, " to

form an exact idea of the remains of a human
body reduced so nearly to annihilation. A little

Tvhite dust showed where the head, the bones of

the shoulder, thighs, knees, and ankles had been.

This dust showed the direction of the bones, but

it was not a body, not even in skeleton, that we
saw ; they were vestiges, hardly to be traced, and
at a breath the whole disappeared."

THE CROSS OF CHRIST.

It appears to me, that no part of the Society of

Friends have more need to dwell daily under the

influence of the cross of Christ than ministers and

elders, who profess to believe in the doctrines and

precepts of the Lord Jesus, Christ, as handed
down to us in the holy Scriptures, written by
holy men of old, through the inspiration of the

Spirit of Christ, the holy Head of the church,

from whom every qualification for service in the

church must come. It requires great reduction

of self, and abasement of soul, to be prepared even

to receive the truths of the gospel. It is said in

Scripture, "I charge you, ye daughters of Jeru-

salem, that ye stir not up, nor awake my love till

he please." Here appears to be the place and

beginning of every rightly prepared oifering. The
soul being sensible of its want, retires inward to

its beloved, who hears all our cries, and knows all

our wants, and who alone can prepare our offer-

ings, and enable us to offer them with acceptance.

It surely behooves the living members of the

church of Christ, thus to dwell in all lowliness of

mind ; with their eye singly to Him their adorable

Head and High Priest, who was made higher

than the heavens, and continues to be set down
on the right hand of the throne of the Majesty in

the heavens; "the Minister of the sanctuary and

of the true tabernacle which the Lord pitched,

and not man." Now we are come to the latter

house, (the glory of which was far to excel that

of the former,) built of living stones, fitted by the

]iiiwer of Truth, without the noise of a tool upon
them, and brought together into their proper

places, and cemented together by the love and
power of the great Blaster Builder, who rightfully

presides over this house, as the glorious Head of

his family, and dispenses talents and gifts to every

one, to be improved to His honour, and for the

edification of the church, by gathering souls to

God, turning the people from darkness to light

and from the power of Satan, unto the power of

God. Showing them their undone state and cond

tion, until they cease from their own works, and
bow their necks to the yoke of Christ; that they

may indeed witness through the mercy of God
their Saviour, all wrong things, yoked down and
laid in the dust; their hearts plowed up and
broken into tenderness, and prepared to receive

the truths of the blessed gospel of peace and sal-

vation. Witnessing the life of Jesus raised up
in their souls; their minds quickened by the

power of Truth, and set on heaven and heavenly

things, and thus made willing to leave the things

that are behind, and to press forward towards the

mark of the prize for the high calling of God in

Christ Jesus ; so that they may be enabled from

time to time to bring forth fruit unto holiness,

and in the end to reap everlasting life.

As this is the great work and end of gospel

ministry, it surely is a great and weighty work,

and of such vast importance, that no man or wo-

man can possibly perform it, except as their

minds are enlightened by the light of Christ; and

they thereby shown the states of those to be min-

istered to, and then afresh moved by Christ to

declare what he has given them in charge, to

deliver to the people, in the power and demonstra-

tion of the Spirit ; rising in the life, keeping to

it, and ending in it.

Now, if no minister can effectually preach the

Word of life, but by the "unction from the holy

One !" ought not the elders to keep to the same
" anointing," that it may teach.them how to judge

of the soundness of the ministry, whether it be

rightly timed, and delivered in the power of

Truth, or is dead and lifeless; or whether too

much is said, or not enough. These are weighty

matters, and I believe if ministers and elders suf-

ficiently dwelt under the weight of their calling,

they would more frequently be baptized into one-

ness, by the holy Spirit; and a lively concern

would be daily felt by the former, whenever they

were called upon to exercise their gifts, that they

might speak as the "oracles of God," and in the

ability which He gives. Their ministry would

tend to the edification of the church, and to the

building up of the body in faith and love. But
a dry, lifeless ministry, is worse than none.

The elders would be exercised with and for the

ministers, that they might keep to their gifts, and

that the Truth might have the dominion. A min-
ister told me, that being at a meeting in the course

of a religious visit, where he had hard work to get

along, he observed to his companion, (who was an

elder,) after the meeting broke up, what hard

work he had had, who replied, "I knew it; thou
preached, and I prayed."

If ciders would laithfully attend to their own
concern, (not listening to others,) and when they

feel something to say to a minister, do it in a

right way and spirit, it would have a salutary

effect. I sincerely hope they may be encouraged

so to do. I. Penington, speaking of ministers

and elders, says, " They must be called by God.
The minsters under the law, this was their war-

rant ; they were called and appointed of God.
So the apostles and ministers, in the first publica-

tion of the gospel, were appointed by Christ. They
must receive ability and power from God. The
elders that were to help Moses, were to receive of

his Spirit. Under the law, the priests were to

be anointed with the outward literal oil, and the

ministers of the gospel are to be anointed with the

inward spiritual oil. Their work is spiritual

;

and how cau they perform it, but by the anoint-

ing, by that presence, guidance, life, virtue, and

power of the Spirit, putting itself forth in them ?

The apostles themselves, who had been taught by
Christ, who knew his conversation and doctrine,

who were eye-witnesses of what they were to pub-

lish, and had received an authority and commis-

sion from Him, yet were not to go forth merely

upon this call and commission, but to wait for pr v i r

from on high ; and they must abide in the \
> .*

er, keep in the power, feel the motion, virtue, mid

assistance of the power in all their work and ser-j

vice. They must neither pull down, nor build up,
j

nor watch over or oversee the fiock in their own
wisdom, in their own spirit, in their own wills;

but in the anointing, in the light and guidance of

the Lord. Indeed, unless ministers of the gospel

be in the spirit, in the life, and in the power;

how can they minister to the nature, to the spirit,

to the life in the body ? They may minister out-

ward knowledge, to the man's wisdom, but to|

edify the church, they are to minister life from
j

the living fountain, from the Head, from the Spirit

of Christ in them, to every member, and so are to

be good stewards to the floick, giving every one

their portion in due season."

New Jersey, Ninth mo., 1854.

Intfresting Facts in Natural History.

We sometimes feel that the innumerable facts,

'

continually presented to the mind of the observer

by nature, are almost too lightly regarded. The
calm indifference with which men familiar to the

external features of nature, are accustomed to

gard facts as important as any extant, seems al-

most a species of stoical blasphemy. The law of •

life is by far the most marvellous in natural!

science, and especially in that department where,

from the minuteness of forms, study has hereto-'

fore been very limited. We allude to Entomo-i

logy. A little observation in this department will!

unfold to the student a series of wonders unsur-i

passed by the gigantic exhibition of phenomena
presented in Niagara and Vesuvius.

Not the least astounding among these facts

is the extraordinary multiplicity of species-

innumerable diversity of forms connected with

animate nature. The larger forms, such as are

daily presented to us, seem comparatively limited,

and we easily comprehend the reason ; if they

:

were very numerous so must be their means of

subsistence. But as only a certain amount of,

subsistence can be gleaned from a square mile,

under the most favourable conditions, and that <

amount is not large, the existence of the Ln _ :r

forms comprises extremely limited numbers. 1 hit

when we descend to Entomology and Conchol '-y,

we are confused with the almost innumerable di-

versity of species and variety. Of the beetle alone
j

there has been ascertained no less than thirteen
;

thousand branches of this one family. When;
surveying thesfe apparentlj' disgusting insects,

]

what an idea of creative power might we gather'

from a knowledge like this ? The study of every 1

branch of the insect creation presents the same \

fruitful reflection.

Lyonnet, a French naturalist, spent several

'

years in examining the structure of a single insect,

and left the work unfinished, thus showing the ^

exceeding delicateness of the structure. In the

body of an insect, about an inch in length, M.
Strauss has enumerated three hundred and six i

pieces, composing the structure of the outer en- '

velope ; four hundred and ninety-four muscles, for

putting these in motion; twenty-four pairs of.,

nerves to animate them, and forty-eight pairs of
j

trachse, or breathing organs, equally ramified and ^

divided, to convey air and sustenance to this com- 1

plicated tissue.
;

We regard the common house-fly as a contcmp- .

tible insect—but how important an object of

study its structure may be, can be learned from
the fact that its eye is one of the most singular

and curiously constructed mirrors that science has
<

yet invented, or study discovered. The number

I
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pf lenses in its eyes is numbered at six or seven

thousand—in the eye of a dragon fly, twelve

jthousand—the eye of a butterfly, seventeen thou-

sand. The house-fly's wing has a power of six

jfauudred strokes in a single second, which can

[propel it thirty-five feet, while the speed of the

swiftest race horse is but ninety feet per second

—more- than a mile per minute. The beauty of

the butterfly is proverbial ; but how much more

intense should be our admiration when we learn

that it is a thing of 84,000 eyes, and that in a

single wing there have been found 100,000 scales

!

The wings of many insects are of such extreme

itcnuity tbat 50,000 of them, placed over each

[other, would not compose the thickness of a quar-

ter of an inch ; and yet, thin as thoy are, each is

double, so that the actual laminse here would be

jlOO.OOO.

i We often see in pools of water small bits of

elongated straw and wood, seemingly having the

ower of motion. With what interest has science

nvested these, when we find that each elongated

ube is the home of a caddis-worra, which is ulti-

tely to become a worm or fly—such as the

phermon fly, whose peculiar characteristics we

ave before noticed. These worms are exposed to

be ravages of birds and fishes, and hence they

together small bits of wood and straw to

ake a^ house for shelter ; and when the frail

astle is too buoyant, they add a piece of gravel

,0 preserve the balance, in order that the castle

shall not be burdensome nor too buoyant. We
gard the web of a common spider as the trifling

xcrescence of a disgusting insect—but it is an

bjeot of intense curiosity when we reflect that

;9ach thread is composed of 4000 threads, and that

(4,000,000 of these small threads would not make
a. cord thicker than a single bair from a man's

head ! There is one species of spider that lives in

Iwater, in a house of air, like a diving bell ; and

Jinother builds a house in the ground, with a door

upon elastic hinges, which keeps it constantly

shut.

I
Pennsylvania Coal in London.—The Railroad

[Journal learns that a movement is about being

made to introduce anthracite coal into use in Lon-

don, and arrangements are in progress for the

limportation of it into England from Pennsylvania.

(It is said that the English bituminous coal is re-

tailed there this summer at seven dollars and
twenty-seven cents ; that last winter it was retailed

It ten dollars and eighteen cents per ton, and will

probably be higher the coming winter. The
Writer suggests, that with our anthracite coal, our

grates for burning it should be sent, as they differ

somewhat from those now in use in London,

ptoves, he believes, will not be tolerated in Eng-
land, but the grates will be acceptable. He con-

pludes by saying that " Londoners," be is con-

vinced, will give the thing a fair trial, and it only

pants tliis to make tliera give up " revelling in

:heir own smoke." He has been in this country,

ind understands the subject well, particularly the

iiB'erence in the quality of the two coals. If their

Dituminous coals sell at the above prices, the

greater duration of our anthracite must certainly

'•ender it far more economical to the people of

jLondon.

I Piihe of Various Animals.—The pulse of se-

|reral domestic animals, as given by Vatel, in his

'Veterinary Pathology," is nearly as follows :

—

I Horse, from 32 to 3S pulsations per minute; ox
or cow, 25 to 42 ; ass, 48 to 54 ; sheep, 70 to

79; goat, 72 to 76; dog, 90 to 100; cat, 110 to

120; rabbit, 120; Guinea pig, 140 ; duck, 126;
»ilien, 140.

The Mormoa Emigration.

The committee on emigrant ships, in the course

of their inquiry, examined Mr. Kichards, who

described himself as " President of the church

uf Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Great

Britain," and "agent and passenger broker."

In the course of his evidence lie said—" We have

about 00,000 members of our community in this

country, including children. The country is di-

vided into districts, each with its president, and

the work of proselytism is proceeding quite satis-

factorily. Our converts are more from dissenting

bodies than from the Church of England. It is

not a condition of conversion that they should

leave this country within a certain time, but it is

authoritatively advised that they should emigrate

and gather to the main body in Utah, whore our

numbers are between 40,000 and 50,000. I en-

engage vessels for the emigration ; I sent 2,702

persons out this year from Liverpool for Utah, but

700 of them were from the continent. The cost

is about SlOO per head. They pay the cost of

their passage if they can, but we have a fund for

the emigration of poor persons who can be well

recommended as moral characters and industrious

people—mechanics who will be qualified to in-

crease and enhance the interests of the commu-
nity. About $90,000 have been applied this year

in assisting emigration ; most of the money was

supplied from Utah. Those who are aided under-

take to repay the advance when their circumstan-

ces will allow.

—

London j^nper.

The Umbrella Bird.

The next morning my hunter arrived, and im-

mediately went out in his canoe among the islands,

where the umbrella birds are found. In the even-

ing after dark he returned, bringing one fine speci-

men. This singular bird is about the size of a

raven, and is of a similar colour, but its feathers

have a more scaly appearance, from being mar-

gined with a diff'erent shade of glossy blue. It is

also allied to the crows in its structure, being

very similar to them in its feet and bill. On its

head it bears a crest, different from that of any

other bird. It is formed of feathers more than

two inches long, very thickly set, and with hairy

plumes curving over at the end. These can be

laid back so as to be hardly visible, or can be

erected and spread out on every side, forming a

hemispherical or rather a hemiellipsoidal dfcme

completely covering the head, and even reaching

beyond the point of the beak ; the individual

feathers then stand out something like the down
bearing seeds of the dandelion. Besides this,

there is another ornamental appendage on the

breast, formed by a fleshy tubereule, as thick as a

quill and an inch and a half long, which hangs

down from the neck, and is thickly covered with

glossy feathers, forming a large pendant plume or

tassal. This also the bird can either press to its

breast, so as to be scarcely visible, or cau swell

out so as almost to conceal the fore part of its

body. In the female the crest and the neck

plume are less developed, and she is altogether a

smaller and much less handsome bird. It in-

habits the flooded islands of the Rio Negro and

the Solimoes, never appearing on the main land.

It feeds on fruits, and utters a loud hoarse cry,

like some deep musical instrument ; whence its

Indian name, Ueramimbe—" trumpet bird." The
whole of the neck, where the plume of feathers

springs from, is covered internally with a thick

coat of hard, muscular fat, very difiicult to be

cleaned away—which in preparing the skins, must
be done, as it would putrity, and cause the feathers

to drop oif.— Wallace's Travels on the Amazon.

Selected.

Be not conformed to this world.—Every com-
mand in Scripture can be evaded, every doctrinal

assertion perverted, plausibly and handsomely, if

we set about it in good earnest. Many there are

who praise the principle of self-denial in general,

and condemn it in its peculiar applications, as too

minute, scrupulous, and severe, but let not any
think that small which has a bearing upon the

kingdom of Christ. The severest part of self-

denial consists in encountering the disapprobation,

the envy, the hatred of one's dearest friends.

All who enter the strait and narrow path in gorul

earnest, soon find themselves in a climate ex-

tremely uncongenial to the growth of pride. How
strikingly obvious is the truth that Christ has

uever honoured the leaders of worldly fashion

(while they remained such) by appointing them

leaders in his cause.

Christian Life. — How sweet a life might

Christians live, could they but bring their hearts

to a full subjection to the disposing will of God !

to be content not only with what he commands
and approves, but also with what he allots and

appoints ! It was a sweet reply a woman once

made upon her death-bed to a friend that asked

whether she were more willing to live or die ?

She answered, " I am pleased with what God
pleases." "Yea," said her friend, " but if God
should refer it to you, which would you choose ?"

"Truly," said she, " if God should refer it to me,

I would refer it to him again." Ah, blessed

life, when the will is swallowed up in the will of

God, and the heart at rest in his care and love,

and pleased with all his appointments I

Lord, I would, I do submit,

Ghidly yield ray all to thee
;

What tliy wisdom sees most fit,

Must be, surely, best for me.

Only when the way is rough,

And the coward flesh would start,

Let thy promise and thy love,

Cheer and animate my heart.

" In thi/ liijht shall we see light."—Psalm

xxxvi. 9.—Of outward testimony it is said, every

word shall be established by two witnesses, (Matt,

xviii. 16.) But truths presented to the mind in

the Divine light, require no such evidence : they

produce a distinctive assent, and leave no more

room for doubt and conjecture, than when in tlie

clear sunshine we see any person or thing with

which we are well acquainted.

Augustine.—I went out of the way like a wan-

dering sheep, seeking that externally which was

within me. I traversed the street and the ways

of this great world, looking after thee, my God,

and I found thee not, because I sought thee not

aright, and therefore did not arrive at the spot

where thou art to be found ; I sought thee with-

out and thou art witliin me; I sought thee afar

off, and thou art near at hand ; I should have met

with thee at once bad I sought thee where thou

"I will he as the dew unto Israel."—Uosca,

xiv. 5.—As the dew falls when all is still, when

all is wrapt in silence, so it is in the silence of all

flesh, with its noisy workings, that this sacred

unction distils upon the soul, and causes it to

grow as the lily, and cast forth his roots as

Lebanon.

It is our own fault, if our greatest trials do not

turn out to be our greatest advantages.
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCUES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 2S.)

JOHN SIMCOCK.

Being taken sick, and lying at the house of his

son Jacob at Springfield, waiting to be released,

John Siuicock gave utterance to many comforting

expressions. On one occasion, after telling those

around him he had a few words to deliver them,

be thus spoke :
" In the beginning was the Word,

and in that Word is life, and this life is the light

of men. Tiiis Light, though some may and do

slight it, is sufficient for a leader and conductor

in the way to eternal salvation. I am a living

witness of it. As John holds it forth to us, it is

God, by which all things were made that was

made. Yea, by this Word man was created after

the image of God, in the state of innocence and

true holiness, and so was placed in heavenly para-

dise. But man,by giving ear, and hearkening to the

voice of the subtle serpent, lost the innocency and

•purity in which he was created, and so became as

a degenerate plant, fallen from that state of holi-

ness. But the great, gracious and merciful God,

out of his own bounty and kindness, in consider-

ation of the lost and miserable estate mankind
were in, promised a Seed which should bruise the

head of the serpent. 'This is the Seed of the

covenant, and living Word which in due time

took upon it the seed of the woman ; fulfilling the

blessed promise made, that the seed of the woman
should bruise the head of the serpent. Hereby
man comes to be restored out of the state of the

fall, and redeemed from under the power of dark-

ness, and brought into blessed fellowship with his

Maker; wherein his love is true to God, and God
the Father, through the Son of his love, embraces

his redeemed in the arms of his loving kindness.

Therefore, my friends, live in love, that you may
be seen to be children of the Word, and as such,

who, through the holy begetting of the Divine

power of the heavenly Saviour, may ever be found

dwelling in the love of God. See tiiat you be sure

to endeavour to keep to the Spirit of Jesus Christ,

wliich is love indeed, aud will keep you in that

peace and love which he gives his followers. I

am a witness that it will keep in true and perfect

love. If you keep to the Spirit of Christ, you
will be dwellers together in love unto the end of

time. This true love is a mark and badge of true

di-cipleship, and [distinguishes] those who arc

followers of the Christ, the blessed, powerful, and

eternal Saviour of the world; he, who gave his

life to be a holy ransom for mankind.
" I am sorry I cannot have an opportunity to

come to your meeting, to signify my love in Christ

Jesus, and to say to them, to see that they live in

true love, that they may be seen to bo of those

who are walking in the holy commands of our

blessed Saviour and eternal Redeemer, Christ

Jesus, the end of whose coming was to put an

end to sin, and to bring in everlasting righteous-

ness. So all might come to live t igether in hea-

venly love, in the holy love which travails and
labours for the peace, welfare, and everlasting

good of all.

" Now I desire my love may be remembered to

Friends in general, aud it is the desire and earnest

prayer of my soul, that the heavenly spring of

true love, and the stream of Divine life may ever

be known to spring and run amongst those who
would be accounted children of God aud followers

of Christ Jesus, our blessed Lord and eternal Sa-

vi ur, who laid down his life as a ransom for fallen

man, and an atonement for all them that would

come to God by Him, the living Word and pro-

mised Seed of the covenant.'"

On another time, addressing his son Jacob, he
said, " I have had many hard besetments with the

enemy of my soul, since I knew the Truth, and
have been in many straits and difficulties, and in

great combats and buifettings for the trial of my
faith. But the keeper of Israel is near to all

them that wait upon and truly put their trust in

him. And their faith being made strong in him,

they are able to make war against the adversary

of souls, and to fight the good fight of faith. For
them is laid up a crown of eternal and endless

joy, peace, and heavenly comfort, and glory. I

may say in truth, that I have kept this living

faith, and my soul has renewed cause to magnify
the name of my holy Redeemer and powerful Sa-

viour, in whom ray faith has been made strong

at this time. Holy, living praises forever be

ascribed and given to His ever blessed name."
During his illness, after mentioning to his

daughter-in-law some particulars relative to his

being led into the way of Truth in his youth, he

spoke of the trials and besetments of the Chris-

tian, and the Lord's gracious purpose in permit-

ting them to befal his children ; to prove their

love, faith and obedieijce. He spoke of Job and

his varied afflictions, and added, " The end of all

the Lord's dealing with his people in sending

trials and hard besetments, is for the making man
more pure, and that everything of self may be

brought down, and removed out of the way, that

so nothing may remain that will separate between

man and his Maker."
Looking towards his close, he said, " There is

nothing of terror or fear of death upon me, but I

desire, if it be the Lord's will, that I may be re-

moved out of this world." He added, he believed

that he should be taken, saying in former sick-

nesses, he had seen that he should recover, but

it was not so with him in this.

He died in peace, First mo. 27th, 1703.

KATHARINE VANDEWOESTTNE.

Of this Friend and her labours in the ministry

we know little. She belonged to Dublin Monthly
Meeting, Pa., which embraced Germantown, her

place of abode. A minute of Dublin Monthly Meet-

ing runs thus : " Katharine Vandewoestyne, a

Dutch maid, came from Zealand, in Europe, to live

in Ii;nnsylvania, and there was convinced of the

Truth, and received a part of the ministry. De-

ceased in Germantown the 27th of First month,

170L"

ELIZABETH JACKSON.

Elizabeth Palmer, widow, came from Kingston-

upon-Thames, to Philadelphia, in the year 1682,
bringing her family with her. Amongst her

children was a daughter, Elizabeth, the subject

of this memoir. In the Fourth month, 1684, the

mother married Thomas Fitzwater, a Friend in

the ministry, who was esteemed one of the valuable

of that day. What effect his fatherly care and
admonition had upon his step-daughter we
know not, but she grew up into the spiritjual sta-

ture of a mother in the church.

In the Third month, 1G87, Elizabeth Palmer

was married in Philadelphia, to Isaac Ricketts.

They did not live very long together, for we find

her in 1G94, " a widow," with one child, but the

time when she became so we do not know. In

the Eighth month, 1G95, she was married to

Ralph Jackson, a valuable Friend and sound

minister of the Go.spel. Elizabeth had passed

through various conflicts spiritually, and outward

trials were not wanting, to prepare her for the

work whereunto she was called. Some time after

her first marriage, about 1690, her brother George, ,

who probably was a mariner, was taken captive
f'.

and carried as a slave to Barbary, where he was '

'

detained in servitude many years. Great exer-
j

,;

tions were made for his release, and for that of 'j

'

many other captives there who professed with ;'

Friends. Funds were raised by F'riends of meetf- i

ings in Chester county, and Philadelphia county, i

and remitted to England for George Palmer's A.

release, but many difficulties were in the way of V
prompt relief. However, in or about the year i.

'

1698, his liberty was purchased. :

Elizabeth Jackson was much esteemed by her V
'.

friends, and was very useful in meetings for dia- !

cipline. A minute concerning her closes thus :— '-

" Raised up in testimony here, and well received. .

She departed this life "the 25th of Fifth month, '

1701."

Perilous Moiintalo Ascent-

It has long been known that some of the peaks
of the mountain ranges in Oregon are of great

height. Our California exchanges received re-

cently, bring us very interesting accounts of the

ascent of one of the loftiest of these, called Mount
Hood, which has now been ascertained, by actual

measurement, to be full 18,-36I feet in height.

This is the highest peak on the North American
continent, and one of the highest in the world.

The party which made the ascent was composed
of a Mr. Dyer and Capt. Travaillot, who left Port-

land on the 4th of August, for the purpose, but i

were afterwards joined by Mr. Lake, Captain Bur- :

low, Judge Olney, and others. After getting '

above the snow line it was discovered, by means \

of a telescope, that the mountain is volcanic, <

smoke being seen to issue from the summit. On
the 8th the ascent of the upper mountain com-

menced on the south-east by east side. After

ascending several thousand feet over continuous

snow fields at an angle of almost fifty degrees, '

three of the party, Major Hallam, Capt. Travoillot i

and Judge Olney, gave out, and had to stop in

consequence of dizziness, caused by the rarified
j

atmosphere. From thence upward, the aiiLile

was more steep, until it reached 70p, an IiHli;in

being the guide, and the road lying along a kdue
of rocks perpendicular with the mountain. At

2J o'clock, P. M., on the Sth, the summit was at-

tained, and was found to be extremely narrow,

and crescent shaped. From this-'peak mountain
'

tops five hundred miles distant were distinctly

seen. The peak of Mount Hood is thus described

by the account before us :

" We found the top similar to that of ^Muunt

Helen's—extremely narrow, laying in a crescent

shape. Mount St. Helen's facing the north-west

by a crescent, while Mount Hood faces the south-

west. The sharp ridge on top nins from the

south-west to the north, making a sharp turn to

the west at the north end. The main ridi;v is

formed of decomposed volcanic substances, if a

light reddish colour, with cones from 20 to oO

feet higTi at intervals of a few rods.

" These cones or rocks are full of cracks or fis-

sures, as if they bad been rent by some convul>iMii

of nature at a remote period. Between tb.-e

cones there are numerous holes, varying from the

size of a common water bucket, down to two or

three inches in diameter. Through these Ireath-

iiKj holes—as we shall call them—and through

the crevices in the rocks there is constantly escap-

ing hot smoke or gas of a strong sulphuric odour.

In passing over the ridge for near half a mile we
discovered a large number of these breathing

holes; through some the heat was more intense

than in others.

" We did not carry up a thermometer ; there-
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fore, we could not get tbe exact degree of the

heat ; but from holding our hand over several of

them, we have no doubt that the thermometer

would have shown " boiling heat" in some of

them."

Tliiuiglits suggested by the Stale of our Socitly.

^\'llile many are the discouragements of this

day, and many our dcticioneies and short-comings,

so tliat we are almost prepared to adopt the lan-

guage of the propbet, " The whole head is sick,

and the whole heart faint, from the sole of the

foot, even unto the head, there is no soundness in

it, but wounds, and bruises, and putrifying sores

;

they have not been closed, neither bound up,

neither mollified with ointment;" yet is it not of

vital importance, botb to our well-being as a reli-

gious society and as individuals, tliat we allow not

tlie consideration of this state of things so to

occupy our hearts, as to prevent us from being

engaged day by day in the work of our soul's sal-

vation. Truly, it is only as we become puriiicd

" I'V the washing of regeneration and renewing of

till' Holy Ghost," that we can be made living

imiiibors of the church of Christ.

Soundness in faith alone cannot make us such,

neither will a strict conformity to all our testi-

monies; the inward part must be made clean,

there must be a yielding to that which can alone

purify and cleanse, and were this now to become

the engagement of each member of the militant

church, how soon might our wounds be healed;

while, on the contrary, if we are depending upon

what may be done in a society capacity, or upon

what we may do as members of society, there is

little ground to hope for better days.

When the account of a recent separation in a

neighbouring Yearly Meeting reached us, it seemed

to me a renewed call to each one to examine his

or her foundation, and to see whether it was

placed upon that Rock against which storms beat

in vain. Oh ! that we might be found individu-

ally looking to the great Head of the church for

guidance and support, not trusting in any arm of

flesh, not indulging unprofitably in anticipations

of the future, but endeavouring humbly to rely

upon Him who, we cannot doubt, gathered our

early Friends from the "lo heres" and the "lo

theres," and united them together in one faith.

As we are thus engaged, access to the throne of

Grace, will at seasons be mercifully granted,

when we will not only be found interceding for

preservation for ourselves and those uniting with

us, but a liberty will also be felt to plead for those

who have gone astray, whose eyes have become

dimmed, and who "know not what they do."

How would this restrain from any indulgence in

an unchristian spirit towards any; not that it

would induce a show of false love, but there would

be a partaking in measure of that love, in which

our dear Redeemer prayed for those who crucified

him. " Father, forgive them, they know not what

they do."

Some seem unable to distinguish between that

love which desires the good of all, and that pre-

cious unity which is alone experienced by the

living members in the church of Christ. It is

quite possible to exercise the former towards those

with whom we cannot unite in gospel fellowship,

and without any sacrifice of principle to show
forth the fruits of the Spirit, ("meekness, long-

suffering," &c.,) towards those diS'ering from

us.

There is much instruction in perusing the writ-

ings of our early Friends, in observing that the

further they advanced in their heavenly journey,

and the more fully they were convinced of the

Truth as professed by us, the more did " the

meekness and gentleness of Christ" become con-

spicuous in their characters.

Let it then be our individual concern to " walk
worthy of the vocation wherewith we are called,

with all lowliness and meekness, with long-sufier-

iug, forbearing one another in love ; enrleavoiiring

to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of

peace;" and while we shrink not from contending
nobly for the faith once delivered to the saints,

when it may be required of us so to do, yet let it

be done in that spirit which, proceeding from
Christ, can alone draw to Him, remembering his

injunction to the disciples formerly,—" Be ye wise

as serpents, and harmless as doves." 13.

Niutli mo. 21st, 1854.

Too late—too late I How heavily that phrase
Comes, like a knell, upon the shuddering ear,

Telling of slighted duties, wasted days,

Of privileges lost, of hopes once dear
Now quenched in gloom aijd darkness. Words like these
The worlding's callous heart must penetrate;

All that he might have been in thought he sees.

And sorrows o'er his present wreck—too late.

Too late—too late I The prodigal, who strays

Through the dim groves and winding bowers of sin
;

The cold and false deceiver, who betrays

The trusting heart he fondly toiled to win
;

The spendthrift, scattering his golden store,

And left in age despised and desolate,

All may their faults confess, forsake, deplore.

Yet struggle to retrieve the past—too late.

Too late—too late 1 dark and filial ban.

Is there a spell thy terrors to assuage ?

There is, there is I but seek it not from man :

Seek for the healing balm in God's own page

;

Read of thy Saviour's love, to him repair;

He looks with pity on thy guilty state
;

Kneel at his throne in deep and fervent prayer.

Kneel and repent, ere yet it be—too late.

Too late—too late ! That direful sound portends

Sorrow on earth, but not immortal pain
;

Thou mayst have lost the confidence of friends.

The love of kindred thou m,ayst ne'er regain

;

But there is One above, who marks thy tears.

And opes for thee salvation's golden gate
;

Come, then, poor mourner, cast away thy fears
;

Believe, and enter—it is not too late I

Riiiicule.

It is a miserable weakness to be afraid of ridi-

cule. Yet too many dread a sneer or a laugh

more than they do anything else, and will sacri-

fice their most deliberate convictions to the finger

of scorn. This is especially true of the young,

or of sensitive natures at any age. The base know
this and take advantage of it, by making their

intended victims run the gauntlet of ridicule. Do
they wish to lead a young man away from the in-

fluence of home, from the counsels of his parents,

and from the paths of virtue ? They jeer at him
for being "tied to his mother's apron strings," as

they call his natural gratitude for the care taken

of him in childhood ; or they call him "a prig,"

because he will not degrade himself to their low

level ; or they mock at him for thinking a father's

experience wiser than theirs. Tbe most sacred

emotions are oftenest assailed with the greatest

virulence. Where argument cannot go, ridicul

steps in. Voltaire mocked where he could not

reason, and Bolingbroke jeered when eloquence

failed. In every period of history, that age which

has been fertile of great satirists, has been rotten

to the core, and has preceded one of open profli-

gacy, if not decay and ruin. Juvenal sneered

when Rome was dying. Swift's sardonic <«mile

cotemporary with the debauched age of George
the First.

What is true on a great scale, and of nations,

is as true in regard to the single individual. Dis-

guise it as we may, there is something of nobility

of character wanting in us, when we sacrifice

truth for the sake of ridicule. We are false to

ourselves if we permit the pointed finger, the sly

nnueudo, or the loud laugh of scorn to aff'cct our
opinions, or control our conduct. And if it is

weak to fear ridicule, it is base to employ it, at

least against truth. A sneer may terrify a coward,

but yet cannot convince him : but a brave man
fears nothing except doing wrong.

Rales of Labour ia San Francisco.

Below we give a table of the rates of labour in

this city which we have compiled with great care

and considerable trouble, and which may bo relied

on as correct. It is the fullest which has ever

been published here, and gives the rate, we be-

lieve, of every trade or occupation in which regu-

lar journeymen are employed. There are some
tradesmen, such as engravers, who work solely by
the piece, and for whom we can furnish no regu-

lar standard of rates. It must also be borne in

mind that for one man employed there are two or

three looking for work; and also that a good fast

workman will obtain a situation at $10 a day,

when a poor hand would not get a place at $2.

Blacksmiths, per day, $6; do. helpers, 4; ship

smiths, 6; do. helpers, 4; turners, 3 a 5; copper-

smiths, 3 a 5 ; brass founders, 5 ; lock makers, 5

;

gas fitters, 7; boiler makers, 5 50 a 6; pattern

makers, 5 50 a 6 ; moulders, 5 50 a 6 ; finishers,

5 50aG; plumbers, 6 a 8; gunsmiths, 5; watch-

makers, 6 a 10 ;
jewellers, 6 a 10 ; chasers 8 a 12

;

lapidaries, 9 a 10; carriage makers, 6; wheel-

wrights, 6; harness makers, 5; house carpenters,

5 a 9; shipwrights, 6 a 8; joiners, 6 a S; boat

builders, 8 ; caulkers, 8 ; stone masons, 7 ; brick-

layers, 8; hodmen, 4; plasterers, 7; brickmakers,

per month and found, 50 a 90 ; do. moulders, 75 a

100; do. burners, 125 a 150; lime burners, 60 a

75; butchers and slaughterers, 100; deck-hands,

(steamboats), GO; engineers in chief, 250; do.

assistants, 150; stokers, 70; waiters, 40; mates,

150; pilots, 200; cooks, 100; tailors, 75; shoe-

makers, per day, 2 a 5; hatters, 10; cartmen, 4;

draymen, per week, 25; stevedores, per day, G;

house and sign painters, 6; lumbermen (in yard)

per month, 100; mill sawers and planer.s, 100;

pump and block makers, per day, 5; sail makers,

G; riggers, 6; coopers, 5; granite cutters and

dressers, 5 a 6; quarrymen, (freestone,) 4; ballast

cutters, 2 50 a 3; millers, 6; bakers, per month

and found, 75 a 100; hostlers, GO; printers, per

week, 50, or 1 25 per 1000 ems ; bookbinders,

per day, 6; do. folders, 3; pile drivers, 4 a 6;

lithographers, 5 a 6; waiters in hotels, per month

and found, 50 a 65; porters in stores, per month,

100 a 125; upholsterers, paper hangers, &c., 85

a 100; barbers, 100 a 140; day labourers, per

day, $2 50 or 1 50 and found; servant girls, per

mouth, 30 a 60.— ;S'. F. Prices Current.

A Melancholy Avowal.—Bulwer, the novelist,

in a letter to a gentleman in Boston, said, "I
have closed my career as a writer of fiction. I

am gloomy and unhappy. I have exhausted the

powers of life, chasing pleasure where it is not to

be found."

The more fully the Christian is persuaded of

the justice of his own cause, the greater his

magnanimity in the exercise of forbearance.
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Some Facls in regard to Irish Eniigralion.

The Journal of Commerce says, America has
contributed most successfully to the recovery of

IrelauJ from that, at one time, hopeless state of

depression, disorganization and degradation, ivhich

made her at once the curse and the shame of Eng-
land.

" During the last seven j-ears, this country has

been receiving the poor Irish at the rate of about

220,000 a year. About a million and a half of

her pauper population has, duriug that short period,

found a home in our happier land—of that very
population which could scarcely find subsistence of
any kind in their own country, and which was felt

as an incubus, and did indeed constitute a canker
upon the United Kingdom. We gave them liberty,

protection, and a comfortable livelihood—bless-

ings to which they had, in a great measure, been
strangers all their lives before. We afforded them
the opportunity not only of helping themselves,

but of assisting also their poor relations and friends

whom they had left behind. The amount of mo-
ney sent back from this country to Ireland by her

poor emigrants, for the assistance of their connec-

tions there, is one of the most striking phenomena
which her strange case presents. It is ascertained,

through the medium of Anglo-American banking-

houses, that from the year 1848 to 1853, the

amount has gone on gradually increasing from

about two millions and half to upwards of seven

millions of dollars a year ! A return now before us

makes a total of £4,3.51,000 sterling for that period

—the amount for the last year alone of the return

being £l,404-,000 sterling, or upwards of seven

milliuiLS of dollars. Thus, in five years, have these

poor people been able to save out of their earnings,

and .send back to the Old Country, about twenty-

one millions and three quarters of dollars. A
calculation has been made that, supposing these

sums to have been sent over by the emigrants of

six months' or twelve months' previous dates, it

amounts to about twenty dollars transmitted by
each emigrant—a sum quite sufficient, with that

which is known to be transmitted by private

hands, to defray the whole cost of emigration

so that America, not Ireland, practically pays the

expenses of Irish emigration to the United States

Thus, in a two-fold degree, are we aiding in the

recovery of Ireland from the sad condition into

which she had sunk."

Count upon troublesome occurrences, but keep
the spirit quiet within.-

—

P. Ucnry.

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH 14, 1854.

We have received " Remarks on the appoint-

ment of the clerks in Ohio Yearly Meeting, in

1854," published in pamphlet form, and to be
had at the store of J. Penington, Fifth street,

below Market ; and at the office of The Friend.
We shall publish it in our next number.

OHIO YEARLY MEETING.
" Fourth-day morning, the meeting assembled

near the hour adjourned to.

" The Assistant Clerk not being present, Na-
than Hall is appointed to serve the meeting in

his absence.
" A Separation having taken place in the meet-

ing yesterday, brought on by a small portion of

the llepresentatives, who, (contrary to the settled

usage and practice of this meeting, when the

Representatives have been unable to come to an
agreement on names to offer as clerk and assist-

ant,) forced names for those stations on the meet-

ing, which, being supported by a portion of the

meeting, led into this state of things. It is there

fore thought proper that the circumstances of the

case should accompany our Epistles to the other

Yearly Jleetings with which we are in correspond-

ence. To prepare a statement thereof, the follow-

ing Friends are appointed, to produce it at a

future sitting, to wit : Robert H. Smith, George
Gilbert, Joseph Edgerton, William Foulke, and
BeDJamin Hoyle.

" The names of the Representatives were again

called over, twenty-seven answered, and the ill-

ness of the wife of another prevented his being
present at this sitting ;* fourteen did not answer,

who, it is supposed, went with those who se-

ceded from the meeting yesterday.
" The printed general Epistle from our brethren

in London, the written one from that Y'early

Meeting, from Dublin, New Y'ork, Philadelphia,

Baltimore, and Indiana, have come to hand, and
were read to our satisfaction. To prepare return-

ing essays of epistles to those meetings and to

North Carolina, from which none has come to

hand the present year, the following Friends were
appointed, to wit :t . * * *

[At this stage of the business the Clerk in-

formed the meeting he had received a communi-
cation from an association at Poplar Ridge, in the

State of New I'ork, claiming the character of New
i'ork l''early Meeting of Friends, accompanied
with the request of the clerk of that body that it

hould be fairly laid before the Y'early Meeting

;

and that having said so much, he had performed
his duty. It was decided without a dissenting

voice, that the Yearly Meeting had nothing to

do with it.]

" Salem Quarterly Meeting requests an expla-

nation of that part of the discipline relating to

the application of a person to be reinstated into

membership by acknowledgment, who is and has

been residing several years within the compass of

another Monthly Meeting ; thereforej" * * *

are appointed to unite with a committee of women
Friends in examining the clause of discipline re-

ferred to, and report their judgment thereon to a

future sitting.

" A minute was received from the Meeting for

Sufferings, informing that Joseph Williams, a

member of that body, had removed beyond the

limits of the Y'early Meeting ; the foUowiiig

Friends are appointed to confer together, and
propose to a future sitting the name of a Friend

to be appointed in his place, and also the names
of four other Friends to fill the vacancies hereto-

fore reported to this meeting, to wit :-[-***
* * * * arc appointed to audit the treasur-

er's account, report to another sitting the state

thereof, the sum necessary to be raised the

ensuing year, and the name of a Friend for trea-

surer.

" The minute of last year, referring the con-

sideration of the establishment of a Quarterly

Meeting at Pennsville, coming under deliberation,

it was solidly considered, and the proposition

made to this meeting by our committee last year,

that they were united in believing it would be

best to grant the request, was fully united with,

and a Quarterly Meeting is established, (having

the concurrence of the AV^oraen's Meeting,) to be

held at Pennsville, on F''il'th-day preceding the

fourth Seventh day in the First, Fourth, Seventh,

and Tenth months, the meeting of Ministers and
Elders the day preceding.

"Stillwater Quarterly Meeting, at its next ses-

sion, is requested to direct that the Monthly
Meetings of Pennsville, Chesterfield, and Ply-
mouth, convene at Pennsville at the aforesaid

time, in the First month next, in the capacity of
a Quarterly Meeting ; to which body their reports

are to be forwarded; and that meeting is directed

to forwards its reports to this meeting next year.

And Joseph Hobison, Nathan Cook, Nathan Hall,

Benjamin Hoyle, Robert Miller, and Thomas
Bowman, are appointed to unite with a like com-
mittee of women Friends in attending the open-
ing of that meeting, and make report of their care

next year.

" Stillwater Quarterly Meeting shall, after its

next session, assemble at Stillwater, on the Fourth
day after the fourth Seventh-day in the Second,
Fifth, Eighth, and Eleventh months ; the meeting
of ministers and elders the day preceding.

" The committee continued la.st year to receive

contributions, to be applied in purchasing chemi-
cal and philosophical apparatus for our boarding
school, report that the additional sum of $15 has
been received, and paid over to the superinten-

dent.

"Adjourned to 3 o'clock on Fifth-day after-

This Friend attended the remaining sittings of the
meeting.

t Tl^e names of committees are omitted for brevity.

"Fifth-day afternoon the meeting again as-

sembled.
" The queries were read, and the answers from

the quarters, and were solidly considered. * * *

" In the consideration of the state of Society,

as brought into view by the reports from the quar-
ters, the meeting was introduced into exercise,

and a desire was felt that all our members might
walk worthy of our high and holy calling ; in

order to which, it is indispensably necessary to

obey the Spirit of Truth in our hearts, which will

lead out of all error, giving us to see the strata-

gems of an unwearied enemy to lead us from
under the daily cross, into the spirit, manners,
and customs of the world, whereby the spiritual

growth of individuals is greatly retarded, and the
beauty and harmony of the church of Christ ob-

structed. As we are faithful to the Divine gift,

we shall feel the force of the Apostle's exhorta-

tion, ' Forsake not the assembling of yourselves

together, as the manner of some is; but exhort
one another, and so much the more as ye see the

day approaching.' Deficiency herein, as well as

a lack of right concern when assembled, are evi-

dent marks of the want of true love to God, and
of lukewarmness as respects the salvation of the

soul.

" The duties devolving on parents were impres-

sively brought into view, and they were encou-
saged to faithfulness in early exercising that au-

rhority which Divine Providence has given them,
tn subjecting the wills of their children to suitable

restraint, and also instilling into their tender

minds the love of our heavenly Father; thus com-
bining suitable restraint, salutary precept, and a

pious example, which may, through the Divine
blessing, be a means of drawing them unto Christ,

that he may lay his hand upon them and bless

them.
" The frequent reading of the holy Scriptures,

both in private and in families, with a solemn
pause for retirement, is still felt, as on former oc-

casions, to be a .salutary practice ; and Friends
were encourijged to increased attention thereto,

believing that as the mind, on these occasions, is

humbly turned to Him of whom they testify, he
will at times open to our minds the beauty and
excellency of these invaluable writings, to our
edification and comfort.

" The faithful maintenance of the testimony

which our Society has always borne against an
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i

hireling ministry, performed in the time, will, and

wisdom of man, remains to be felt to be of great

importance to us as a religious body, as well as to

'i
the cause of vital Cbristianity. We would, tbere-

j fore, earnestly but tenderly exhort our dear

i

Friends not to give their attendance where such

, a ministry is exercised. Remember the obliga-

i!
tions which rest upon us, who are the successors

Sof a faithful people that were subjected to much
suffering on account of this truly Christian testi-

' mony, that in all things we may be found walking

!
in the footsteps of the flock, and enabled to grow
up unto Ilim in all tLings who is the head, even

i
Christ.

! "The committee appointed yesterday on the

I

reference from Salom Quarterly Meeting, made

I

the following report, which is united witb; and

j

the portion of the discipline alluded to is to be so

acted upon.

"The committee on the reference from Salem

j

Quarter report, that they have conferred together,

and are united in believing that the discipline, as

it now stands, clearly implies that the application

for reinstatement into membership is to be made
to the Monthly Meeting within the limits of which
the individual resides.

"Signed on behalf of the Committe,

"Asa Branson,
"Rachel Green.

I
" The committee charged with the nomination

I

of Friends to fill the vacancies in the Bleeting for

i

Sufferings, are desired to confer together, and

j

propose the name of a Friend for correspondent
with other Yearly Meetings, to fill the vacancy

I occasioned by the death of our late Friend, Ben
t

jamin W. Ladd.
" Our Boarding School Committee, believing it

would tend to the best interests of that institution,

propose in their report, that an addition be made
to their number. The following Friends are there-

fore appointed to consider the subject, and if way
opens, propose to a future sitting, such number of

Friends as they may deem useful, to wit ; * * '"'

"Then adjourned to 10 o'clock tomorrow morn

" Sixth day morning, tte meeting met ag
ably to adjournment.

" The meeting being brought under feelings of
sympathy with our subordinate meetings in the
peculiarly trying position in which some of them
may be placed, arising out of the secession that

has taken place from this meeting, and desiring

that they may be strengthened in the support of

the discipline, in the meekness and gentleness of
Christ, and to abide in his love and forbearance,

beli. I'es It right to set apart a committee to visit

them as way may open, and give them such as

sistance as they may receive ability for, to wit

:

* * * * * and they arc at liberty to

request such adjournments of some of the monthly
meetings, as may suit their convenience in attend-
ing them.

" The committee for the service, proposed that
Joseph Stanton, Edmund Bailey, Elisha HoUings-
worth, Jehu Fawcett, and Asa Branson, be ap-

pointed members of the Meeting for Sufferings.

The proposition was united with, and the clerk

directed to furnish that meeting with a tran.script

of this minute. •

"That committee also offered the name of Na-
than Ilall for correspondent with other Yearly
Meetings, which was united with, and the ap-

pointment made.

J'
The joint committee of men and women

Friends appointed for the service, offered the
names of * * * to be added to the Board-

ing School Committee, who were united with and
appointed.

" The Quarterly Meetings report that there are

1,900 children within our limits, of a suitable age

to attend school ; that there have been forty-eight

schools taught by members, and under the care

of monthly meetings, varying as to time from

three to eight months duration; that 1,019 chil-

dren have attended them, and 781 have been at-

tending district or public schools ; and of the re-

maining IGO, some have been attending schools

of other descriptions, not under the care of our

Society ; some have been receiving instruction at

home, and sonic not getting education since last

year. Our Quarterly Meetings arc desired to

give renewed attention to this concern ; and it is

affectionately desired that Friends may become
increasingly united in the maintenance and sup-

port of schools, consistent with the advice of this

meeting in past years; and Quarterly Meetings
are requested to report the state thereof to the

meeting next year.

"The minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings

since last year were read, and its proceedings ap-

proved. And that body is encouraged to give

sueh attention to subjects relating to our religious

Society, and for the promotion of the gene:

good, as may seem to claim their attention.

" The committee on Indian concerns made the

following report. Our Quarterly Meetings are

desired to raise and pay over to Nathan Hall

(treasurer of the committee,) their respective pi

portions of the sum named.
" ' Report. No report from the committee on

Indian concerns having come to hand, we are un
able to inform the Yearly Electing of the present

state of that concern. We are united in propos-

ing that the sum of three hundred dollars be

raised, as heretofore, to aid in carrying out the

object of the Yearly Meeting.
" ' Signed, Nathan Hall, Clerk.'

" The committee to settle with the treasurer,

made a report, which was approved, and N. P.

Hall appointed treasurer.

" Nathan Hall and Parker Askew are appointed

to cause to be reprinted 1000 copies of the Gene
ral Epistle from London, and to have printed 500
copies of the minutes of this meeting, for the use

of subordinate meetings, divide them among the

quarters, and defray the expense by a draft on the

treasurer.

" A short memorandum of the dying sayings

of Elisha Bye, late a member of Chesterfield

Monthly Meeting, introduced by the reading of

the minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings, was

now read. On this occasion, feelings of increased

solemnity were spread over the meeting.
" The committee charged with conducting our

Boarding School, made the following report,

which was satisfactory ; and the propositions for

extending the present vacation, and fixing the

price of board and tuition, were approved and
adopted."

From the report we take the following :

—

Average number of pupils durj^ig winter session,

ninety.

Receipts, 83,742 36
Expenditure, ... - 3,033 00

Expenditure for improvements and re-

pairs, 243 38

Balance, - - - $109 72
Average of pupils during summer ses-

^sion, thirty-five.

Receipts, 61,382 CO
Expenditure, .... 1,300 42

Balance, . . -

Balance in favour of the school for the

year, §131 45

Deficiency for the year, . $11193
" 'Owing to the high price of provisions, the

committee coaeluded, at the opening of last ses-
sion, to charge for board and tuition at the rate
of sixty-eight dollars per year, as formerly estab-
lished

; and we suggest to the Yearly Meeting the
propriety of the price being fixed at that sum in

future.

" ' Meetings for worship have been regularly
held in the Institution, to a good degree of satis-

faction.

"'The committee believe that an advantage
would arise in having two weeks added to tiie

vacation after Yearly Meeting; which, if adopted,
will make the winter session to consist of twenty

-

four instead of twenty-six weeks; to take effect

before the opening of next session.
"' The committee believe it right again to call

the attention of Friends to plainness and simplicity
of attire, in fitting out their children about to

enter school. The duty of the superintendents,
when it becomes neces.sary to make changes in
the dress or otherwise, of the pupils, is not only
an unpleasant task, on their part, but hardly fails

to exert an unfavourable influence on the scholars.
" ' A violation of the rules of the school has

been more frequently attempted in the introduc-
tion of sack coats, and coats and waistcoats with
falling collars; and we believe that the modern
mode of making pantaloons for the boys, together
with the shape of some parts of the female dress,
are equally objectionable.

" ' We desire that the advice on this subject,
contained in the report of last year, may claim
the serious attention of Friends, and that they
become increasingly concerned to co-operate with
the committee in endeavouring to carry out the
concern of the Yearly Meeting, in the establish-
ment of the Institution.

"
'
And while we would not wish to di.scourage

a proper intercourse between parents and others,

with the inmates of the school, we believe that
visiting on the afternoon of the Firstday of the
week, when it can reasonably bo avoided, is not
of advantage.'

" Seventh day morning. At the hour adjourned

to, the meeting met.
" Recurring to a conclusion come to yesterday,

in regard to the extension of the present vacation

of our Boarding School, and under the apprehen-

sion it may not become fully and timely known
throughout the Yearly Meeting, the meeting now
concludes to leave the subject undecided, that if

scholars should be offered for reception, the acting

committee may be at liberty to open the school at

the former time for the present year.

" The committee appointed at a former sitting

to prepare a statement of the circumstances of the

secession from this meeting on the 5th inst., pro-

duced the following, which being fully united

with, was directed to be attached as a postscript

to our epistles to the other Y'^early Meetings.

[This statement was published in our last num-
ber.]

Essays of epi.stles, as directed to be prepared

at a former sitting, were now read ; they were ap-

proved and directed to be signed by the clerk,

and placed with the correspondents, to be season-

bly forwarded to the Yearly Meetings to which
they are severally addressed.

Having experienced the calming and solemn-

^ influence of the holy Head of the church, to

be spread over us, under which, we trust, the

business of this meeting has been resulted and
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brought to a close ; with feelings of thankfulness

for the favours vouchsafed, the meeting concluded

to meet again, at the appointed time and place

next year, if the Lord permit."

SUiniARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England to the 23d ult. There

had been some advance in breadstufFs ;
Baltimore and

Philadelphia flour selling from 31s. 6d. to 32s. 6d. The
cholera is said to be abating in London. The deaths

from all causes for the week ending 16lh iilt., were
2836—a decline from the previous week of 577 ;

from
cholera there were 1549—a decline of 501. The total

deaths from cholera this season had been 76G9.

The War.—]t is officially announced by the French
and English governments, that 58,000 men of the Crimea
expedition had been landed on the 14th, without opposi-

tion, at Eupatoria, and immediately marched upon Sebas-
topol. The transports then returned to Varna for 14,000

additional French troops. The Russian fleet had again

run into Sebastopol, and part of the allied fleet had arrived

off that port. It was reported that the batteries of Odessa
had again been bombarded. Anapa and Kersch are

already blockaded. The evacuation of Moldavia by the

Russians, is now complete. Greece has made submis-
sion to the Porte, and offers a treaty of commerce. The
reported rupture between Turkey and Persia is officially

contradicted. The French fleet in the Baltic is to re-

turn to France. On the 12th ult., a powder magazine
exploded at Perekop. There is said to have been great

loss of life on the part of the Russians ; two vessels of

the allies were also damaged. English officers have
been sent to the Turkish army in Asia.

SPAIN.—Affairs are unchanged. The capital is re-

presented by private letters to be tranquil as regards the

surface of things ; but the government has to contend
agaiust both Republican and Carlist intrigues, and doubts
are expressed of the firmness and energy of Espartero.

CHINA.—The dates from Hong Kong are to Seventh
mo. 23. Numerous pirate fleets are said to be cruising

all over the east coast, and one numbering 50 junks
crowded with men, had lately congregated within 40
miles of Fu-chau. The accounts seem to be less favour-

able for the insurgents. In Shanghai, they were re-

ported to be suffering from want and sickness, and dis-

sensions were springing up among them. The North
China //eraW publishes extracts from the rekin Gazette,

up to Sixth mo. 11., from which it would appear that
the insurgents had made no advance northward, nor
had they gained any advantages in the few skirmishes
that had taken place. New books and new revelations

put forth by them, are described by the Herald as being
"blasphemous, silly and absurd." "The eastern and
western kings respectively personate the Holy Spirit and
Jesus Christ, and among the chiefs generally ignorance
and imposture contend for mastery."
MEXICO.—This unsettled and ill-governed country

seems of late never to be without an insurrection, in

some quarter. The last accounts represent the govern-
ment forces as successful, against the opponents of

Santa Anna, in Northern Mexico
;
the revolutionists had

been defeated at Victoria, but were keeping up a gue-
rilla warfare.

CUBA.—The new Captain, General Concha, has re-

laxed the censorship of the press; lie has also issued a

circular, in which he says the slave trade must and shall

disappear. The walls which at present surround Ha-
vana, are to be taken down, and the boundaries of the

city extended.
WEST INDIES.—The cholera has nearly disappeared

at Jamaica and Barbadoes. Trinidad and St. Lucia still

suffer from the disease, but the other islands are com-
paratively healthy. In Grenada, 3735 persons had died
of cholera, in a population of about 33,000. At St.

Lucia, about 1100 persons had nlready died.

UNITED STATES. — Kansas. — A newspaper, the
Kansas Herald, has been established at the town of

Fort Leavenworth. The editor gives a very favourable
account of the soil and climate. The country is well-

watered by numerous streams, the tributaries of the
Missouri and Kansas. The lands in the vicinity of these

streams, are covered with a heavy growth of valuable
timber, and the soil of both prairie and timber land is

said to be highly fertile, being a rich dark mould.
About five thousand settlers had arrived in the territory,

and large numbers were reported to be on their w.ay.

New York.—The foreign imports at this port for the

first nine months of the present year amount to $152,-
392,746, and the foreign immigration for the last month
numbered 28,356. Interments last week, 516, including
41 of cholera.

Philadelphia.—The disaster to the steamship City of

Philadelphia is attributed to the derangement .of the

ship's compasses by the attraction of the iron of which
the vessel w.as composed. The compasses, six in num-
ber, were adjusted in Glasgow and Liverpool, but on
the voyage no two of them were found to agree. The
deposits of gold at the U. S. mint during the Ninth month
amounted to $2,680,000. The coinage for the same
period consisted of $2,654,798 in gold, $300,000 in sil-

ver, and $2,734 in copper coin. According to the re-

cord kept at the Pennsylvania Hospital, the mean tem-
perature of the Ninth month was 69J° which is 4° above
the average for the last 29 years. The highest tempe-
rature was 93.p on the 6th, and the lowest 46° on the

22d. Rain for the month, 3.80 inches, 3.40 of which
fell on the 10th. Interments last week, 210, of which
8 were from cholera.

New Orleans.—The fever is abating. The total mor-
tality for the week ending 2d inst., was 420, including
269 of yellow fever.

lUiscellaneous.—A letter from the captain of the Bri-

tish ship of war Devastation, dated Aug. 1, 1854, states

that he found three vessels, under American colours, at

the uninhabited island of Aves, in lat. 15° 40' N. and
long. 63 36 W., and one day's sail from St. Croix, ship-

ping guano, of which he reports there is about 200,000

tons on the island, the quality being but slightly inferior

to the Peruvian.

There is a large emigration this season from Virginia

to the Northwestern States.

The potato crop in Wisconsin is large and excellent.

The California branch mint coined during the Eighth
month, 68,100 pieces of the value of $1,052,200.

It is asserted that the President of the Spanish Re-
public of Dominica has ceded or leased the exclusive

occupation and use for the term of one hundred years,

of the Bay of Samana and adjacent lands to the U. S.

government for a naval station.

The crop of hops in Otsego county, N. Y., the present

year, is valued at $450,000.

Coal of good quality has recently been discovered at

Corunna, Michigan, 100 miles from Detroit. Ten thou-

sand bushels have already been taken out, and it is now
being mined at the rate of five hundred bushels per day.

The Connecticut clock-makers are, at the present

time, said to be filling large orders for China and Japan.

Train crushed in a Tunnel.—A frightful accident oc-

curred lately on a railroad near Leeds, Eng., by the fall-

ing in of a portion of a tunnel during the passage of a

train with a large number of passengers. Two of the

cars were buried, and it was a considerable time before

they could be extricated. Notwithstanding their ex-

treme peril, and suffering from alarm, it was found that

none of the persons in the cars had been killed, and but

few seriously injured.

Immense freshets have visited several of the interior

counties of Mississippi. Bridges and buildings have
been carried away, and the roads rendered impassable

for nearlv a week. Many cattle were drowned, and
much damage done to the crops. The rain fell with-

out intermission for six days.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.

The Winter Session of the School will commence on
Second-day, the 6th of Eleventh month next. The
pupils will be conveyed by railroad to West Chester,

where conveyances will be in waiting to take them and
their baggage to the School, on the arrival of the morn-
ing and afternoon cars, on Second-day, the 6th, .and

Third-day, the 7th of Eleventh month. The cars will

leave the depot, south side of Market street, above
Eighteenth street, (formerly Schuylkill Fifth,) at half

past 7 o'clock, a. m., and 3 o'clock, p. M. The agent of

the School will be at the railroad depot, on Second and
Third-day afternoons, and will furnish pupils with
tickets, and accompany them to West Chester. Those
who go by the morning train, will be furnished with

tickets by a person in attendance. To those who pro-

cure tickets as directed, the fare from Philadelphia to

the School, including baggage, will be one dollar, which
will be charged to the scholar at the School. All bag-
gage should be distinctly marked West-town, and with
the name of the owner, and should be sent directly to

the railroad depot.

The West-town office is at Friends' bookstore. No. 84
Arch street, where all small packages for the pupils left

before 12 o'clock on Seventh-days, will be forwarded
All letters for the pupils and others at the School, should

be sent by mail, directed to West-toivn Boarding School,

West Chester P. 0., Chester Co., Pg,. Postage should be
pre-paid, and packages should be distinctly marked and
put up in a secure manner, so that their contents will not

be liable to be lost by handling. The stage will leave

West Chester during the Winter Session, for the School,

on Second, Fourth, and Seventh-days, on the arrival

the morning cars from the city, and from the School
West Chester, on the same days, to meet the morn"
cars to Philadelphia. The fare for each passenger

and from West Chester by the stage, will be 25 cents.

When special conveyances at other times are provided
at the School, an extra charge will be made.
West-town, Ninth mo., 1854.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

The committee is desirous of engaging the services (

a well qualified Friend to teach the school at Tunessassah
—also, one to aid in carrying on the farm, superintend-

ing the school, &c. Friends who may feel concerned to
j

engage in either of those stations, are requested to make
early application to Joseph Elkinton, No. 377 S. Second
street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, Philadel-

phia, or Ebenezer Worth, Hamerton, Chester county,

Pa., or Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase, Philadelphia co., Pa. ^

Philad., Ninth mo. 20, 1854.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Bettle, Jr., No. 101

North Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 95 South Eighth
street, and No. 56 Chestnut street ; William Bettle, No.

,

14 South Third street; John C. Allen, No. 179 Souths
Fifth street, and No. 227 North Front street; Horatio C.

Wood, No. 210 Race street, and No. 37 Chestnut street;

William Thomas, No. 242 North Fifth street, and No. 49

South Wharves; Townsend Sharpless, No. 187 Arch
street, and No. 32 South Second street; John M. Whi-
tall. No. 161 Filbert street, and No. 138 Race street.

Visiting Managers for the Month.—John C. Allen, No.

179 S. Fifth street; Willi.am Bettle, No. 244 N. Sixth

street ; John M. Whitall, No. 161 Filbert street.

Superintendent.—Dr. Joshua H. Worthington.
Matron.—Elizabeth B. Hopkins.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Japhet Leeds, N. J., $2, vol. 28 ;

fromi

John Sheppard, Benj. Sheppard and Margt. Miller, N. J.,

82 each, vol. 27; from John King, agt., N. Y., for

Francis Armistead, Job Otis, Wm. King, Jos. Chase, and

'

Chas. Gifi'ord, $2 each, vol. 28, for N.VD. Tripp, $2, vol.

27 ; from SI. B. Smith, agt., 0., $2, voL 28, for Eobt
HoIIoway, $2, vol. 27.

Married, on the 5th inst., at Friends' Jleeting-house,

on Arch street, John H. Stokes and Lydia L. Jones,

both of this city.

Died, at his residence, in East Bradford, Chester co.;,

Pa., on the 21st of Fourth month, 1854, in the 64th year
of his age, JoijN_ Jaiie%- a member of Birmingham
Monthly Meeting.

*

• -, at the residence of her father, on the 16th of

Seventh month, Rachel P., wife of Samuel C. M. Grew,
and daughter of Absal9m and Rachel Hoge, of Flushing,

Belmont county, Ohio, in the 32d year of her age. When
told by her physician, a short time before her death,

that her disease, (an affection of the lungs,) precluded

all hopes of recovery, she seemed much affected, and
remarked to her husband, that she had not looked to-

wards being well, but hoped she would have mended so

as to have l5een taken to her own home, and had the

oversight of the raising of her dear little boy, awhile

longer, but that hope must now be given up. For some
days after, she seemed under much exercise, and told

her family she could hardly express what she had
passed through ; she had felt as if all support was with-

drawn, and that she had nothing to lean upon
;
said she

had pr.ayed earnestly that that state might not continue
;

and on her sister asking if she felt more comfortable

in her mind, she replied, " Yes, yes, I feel different now,
and can say in sincerity, ' Not my will, but thine be
done.' " In conversation with a friend, the night before

her death, she spoke of her past exercises, and said she
believed that her prayers had been accepted ; she now
felt resigned to the Divine will, and love for every body.
On Seventh-day afternoon she alluded to her increased

weakness, and remarked to a friend, " Oh, if I had any-
thing more *o do, I could not do it now." Her suffer-

ing was at times severe, yet she was preserved in pa-

tience, and when the time for release came, she quietly

passed away ; and we have the consoling trust, that He
whose compassion faileth not, h.ath in mercy gathered
her to rest.

, on the I7th of Ninth month, 1854, Esther
Painter, widow of Samuel Painter, in the 98th year of

her age ; a member of Birmingham Monthly Meeting,

Chester co., Pa.
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OHIO YEARLY MEETING.

Remarks on the Appointment of Clerks in Ohio

Yearly Meetimj, 1854.

Ohio Yearly Meeting convened on Second-day,

the 4th of Ninth month, 1854.

The clerk.^ of the preceding year, Benjamin
Hoyle and William S. Bates, according to custom,

I acted as the officers of the meeting. It was

I

organized by calling the names of the representa-

tives and reading the authenticated records of

their appointment by the respective Quarterly

Meetings. After a session of three or four hours,

the meeting adjourned to Third-day morning, at

10 o'clock.

In the evening, after the close of the first sit-

! ting, the representatives met, agreeably to the

direction of the Discipline, to choose a clerk and

I an assistant. There were forty-two of them.

I Twenty-eight were in favour of reporting to the
' Yearly Meeting th§ names of Benjamin Hoyle
i for clerk, and of William S. Bates for assistant.

'Twelve, of them favoured the nomination of Jona-

I

than Binns for clerk, and James B. BrufT for

[assistant. Neither being willing to yield their

f
candidates, it was proposed to report to the meet-

j

ing that they could not agree on any names to

I
ofl'er. This was advocated by the twenty-eight,

i and opposed by the twelve; the latter stating that

I

such a report, under the usage of the Yearly Meet-
i ing, would be equivalent to the continuance of B.
1 Hoyle and W. 8. Bates, for another year.

I

On Third-day morning as soon as the meeting

I

was opened, a Friend arose and stated that he had
I been desired by a part of the representatives to

I propose Jonathan Binns for clerk, and James B.

I

Bruff to assist him.

!
Another Friend immediately arose, and stated

1 that he had been requested by the representatives

I

to report that they had been unable to agree on
I any names to ofier to the meeting for clerk or

I

assistant.

The friends of Jonathan Binns expressed their

I
approval of his appointment.

j

The clerk of the meeting stated that agreeably

j

to the usage of that meeting for several years past,

I

they could receive no other report than that made
•j by the latter Friend, and this was equivalent to a

I
continuance of the present clerks ; to which effect

j

he should now make a minute, it being conform-

I

able to the settled practice of the meeting.

'I

Se\eral Friends stated that the attempt by a

j

small part of the representatives to nominate a

j

clerk without the consent of their colleagues, and

I

to force an appointment on the meeting, was an

'i
act of separation, and must result in a secession

from the Yearly Meeting. They accordingly ad-

vised that those who were favourable to proceed-

ing in an orderly manner, agreeably to the settled

custom of the Yearly Meeting, should take no

part in the matter of J. Binn's nomination, but

leave it to his party, it being wholly the act of a

separate body, and no part of the business of Ohio
Yearly Meeting. Several of those who favoured

J. Binns, openly declared that it was a separation.

After a short time, Benjamin Iloyle made a

minute stating the fact that the representatives

had not been able to agree, and that according to

the practice of that meeting, the present clerks

were continued for another year. When this

minute was read there was a large expression of

unity with it—more than is usual on the appoint-

ment of clerks.

Jonathan Binns afterwards made a minute ap-

pointing himself clerk and James B. Bruff assist-

ant.

Some time after this, at the suggestion of a

Friend, and with the approbation of a large num-
ber, Benjamin Hoyle made and read a minute ad-

journing the meeting to ten o'clock next morning,
and he and those who adhered to the previous

usage of the meeting, withdrew, forming about

two-thirds of the assembly, while Jonathan Binns
and his friends remained behind.

There can be no doubt, that under the Disci-

pline of Ohio Yearly Meeting, the constitutional

mode of electing a clerk, is through the choice of

the representatives, confirmed by the Yearly Meet-
ing. The words of the Discipline are :

—

" The representatives from the Quarterly Meet-
ings, both men and women, are annually to choose

a clerk and an assistant, at the close of the first

sitting of the meeting for discipline, whose names
are to be reported at the opening of the next
sitting."

Where the representatives fail to make such
choice, and the mode prescribed by the Discipline

cannot be carried into effect, it is obvious that the

Yearly Meeting, in which the legislative power is

exclusively vested, must prescribe the course to

be pursued to supply the failure.

It would be an unauthorized and unwarrantable
assumption, for a part of the representatives, or

any other functionaries or members of the meet-
ing, to forestall its judgment, and strike out for

themselves a mode by which they should choose
to remedy the evil.

For several years past, the representatives of

Ohio Yearly Meeting, have repeatedly been unable
to agree in choosing a clerk and assistant. This
fact being reported to the meeting, that body, in

the exercise of its prerogative, has decided by
common consent, that agreeably to "ancient us-

age," the old clerk and assistant should be con-

tinued in office; and recorded this conclusion on
its minutes, as the rule in such case.

The same state of things occurred in Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting in 1827, when William Jack-
son, one of its oldest and most valued members,
stated that he had attended Yearly Meetings of the
Society of Friends for about sixty years, including
London and Dublin, and most of those on the

American continent; and that the uniform prac-

tice had been for the old clerks to continue to
•serve the meeting, until new ones were appointed.
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting accordingly con-
tinued the clerks of the preceding year. What
amouiit of precedents he may have had for his
assertion, is not important. Those who know his
character for integrity and truthfulness, and his
long and extensive acquaintance with the meet-
ings and Discipline of the Society, will receive his
testimony in its fullest latitude, and as of high
authority. It is sufficient for our purpose, how-
ever, that in every known instance in the Society,
whore the constitutional method of choosing a
clerk has failed, the Yearly Meeting so situated
has uniformly directed the continuance of the in-
cumbents in office.

Instead of adopting any change in the method
prescribed for the selection of candidates, it has
preferred to allow the Discipline to remain unal-
tered, and as the most natural and proper mode of
meeting the difficulty, has conlinued those in
office, who had been chosen when the representa-
tives and the meeting were harmonious in the
selection.

With regard to what constitutes a precedent of
authority and value, it may be remarked, that,
where a religious society has followed a uniform
course of action in any given case, embracin" as
many as six or seven distinct occasions, and ex-
tending over a period of more than twenty years,
and where it has deliberately recorded on its min-
utes, that course of action as proper to be pursued
in such case, it must be received as establishing a
precedent of the highest authority.

Within the la,st eight years the representatives
of Ohio Yearly Meeting, have several times re-

ported to it that they could not agree on any
names for clerk and assistant ; and as often, that
meeting has recorded its decision, that the proper
course to take in such circumstances, was to con-
tinue the clerks of the preceding year.* This
surely may be deemed sufficient to establish an

* The first year in which the representatives of Ohio
Yearly Meeting reported that they were unable to agree,
was 184G. Our late friend, Benjamin W. Ladd, was the
first who spoke on the occasion, and remarked :

" There
is no alternative; the Friends under the appointment of
clerks must be continued." The meeting decided that
this was correct, and it was so recorded. He advocated
the same rule in the Yearly Meeting of Ministers and
Elders, and, under its operation, continued to be the
clerk of that meeting until his decease.

In 1847 and 1848, the reports of the representatives
were similar, and the decision each time the same. In the
latter year, however, the assistant clerk being prevented
by sickness from acting, the meeting instructed the repre-
sentatives again to confer together, and propose a name
to the next sitting to fill the vacancy. They did so, and
reported that it was their prevailing sense to offer the
name of R. H. Smith, as assistant clerk. The meeting
did not adopt the report, because the representatives
were not united. The party who in 1854 nominated J.
Binns, in opposition to the sense of two-thirds oTthe
representatives, then strongly objected to the appoint-
ment of R. H. Smith, on the ground that the represen-
tatives were not agreed in proposing him, and therefore
the meeting could not appoint a new officer.

In 1849 the representatives were agreed, and B. Hoylo
and Wm. S. Bates were reappointed. In 1850 they re-
ported "not agreed." In 1851 they agreed, and the
same Friends were reappointed. In 1852-3, they were
unable to agree.
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authoritative precedent, and to determine what
should be the action of the meeting, in any future

case of similar character, until, by the same com-
mon consent, the meeting should adopt some other

plan.

The representatives to the meeting in 1854
again disagreed. Nearly one-third of them were
in favour of Jonathan Biuns for clerk and of

James B. Bruff for assistant, while the others

preferred the continuance of Benjamin Hoyle and
William S. Bates, and neither portion was dis-

posed to yield to the other.

It will not be a-serted by any one cognizant of

the facts, that the Yearly Meeting itself was in a

condition harmoniously to appoint a clerk. There

was an irreconcilable difference of opinion as to

the candidates, and no disposition manifested by
either side to yield to the other. What then was

to be the result ? Was the meeting to be dis-

solved and broken up, because the members dif-

fered in opinion on the choice of officers ? Cer-

tainly not. The obvious course, dictated by sound
sense and a proper regard to the rights of all, was,

for the clerks, who had been placed at the table

by the consent of all parties, to continue to serve

the meeting until new ones could be regularly

nominated and approved by it. Such, says Wil-

liam Jackson, is the usage of Society, and such

too it is shown to be by the minutes of Ohio
Yearly Meeting in every similar instance which
has occurred, since the testimony of AVilliam Jack-

son was delivered.

The opinion of Judge Ewing, a candid and im-

partial observer is of the same tenor. Alluding

to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting when similarly

circumstanced in 1827, he says, " Suppose the

representatives had wantonly, or in neglect of their

duties, omitted to propose names to the meeting.

Was all further proceeding at an end ? Was the

meeting closed ? The Book of Discipline, it is

true, prescribes no guide or directory under such

circumstances. But ancient custom, founded on

the obvious dictates of reason, had established in

this respect an operative law. The clerk and his

assistant of the preceding year were to act; and,

without any new appointment or induction, were
authorized to continue and discharge their appro-

priiite functions, until the names of other persons

were regularly brought forward and united with,

or, in other words, appointed."

Ancient custom, says the Judge, founded on

the obvious dictates of reason, had established an
operative law. This law is, that in such circum-

stances as then existed, the clerks of the preced-

ing year are to continue and discharge the func-

tions of their respective offices, until the names of

other persons are regularly brought forward and
united with.

It will hardly be prctendedi-by any one that the

names of Jonathan Binns and James B. Bruif

were regularly brought forward, or that they were
united with by the meeting. It is true, that in

the meeting of the representatives, their names
were proposed and considered, but they were
objected to by about two-thirds of the whole num-
ber, and that objection was not withdrawn. It is

obvious that they were not united with there, nor

was any choice in the sense of the Discipline

made
;
yet the twelve or fourteen who favoured

their appointment, regardless of the objections of

their colleagues, and in contradiction to the re-

corded sense of the meeting for several previous

years, reported their names to the next sitting.

Such a procedure is neither prescribed nor sanc-

tioned by any rule of discipline or usage in the

Society, nor does the action of any Yearly Meet-

ing of Friends furnish a precedent to countenance

or support it. The conclusion is therefore irresis-

tible, that the nomination of J. Binns and J. B.

Bruff was wholly irregular, the unauthorized act

of a party, and contrary to the established and
recorded practice of the Society.

It is true that the representatives only propose,

and the meeting appoints the clerks. If the re

presentatives fail to propose a clerk, that failure

does not in any degree impair the authority of the

meeting to make an appointment.

But the query naturally arises, did the meeting,

as a body, appoint Jonathan Binns, or even enter

tain the irregular nomination of him and his asso

ciate ?

It is apparent that it did not, because the larger

portion of the members present were opposed to

it; it was protested against as an act of separa-

tion, as contrary to established usage and order,

and while the minority, who favoured bis acting,

were expressing their approbation, the majority of

the meeting approved the continuance of the old

clerks according to previous custom. When, it

conformity with former usage, the minute con

tinning the clerks of the preceding year was madt
and read, there was a large expression of unity

with it; which was further evinced by the greater

part of the meeting withdrawing with B. Hoyle
when he read the minute adjourning the meeting,

thereby acknowledging him in the most unecjui-

vocal manner as the clerk of the Yearly Meeting.

It is clear, therefore, that the meeting of the re-

presentatives did not choose J. Binns for clerk,

nor did the Yearly Meeting appoint him. The
whole proceedings were the unauthorized acts of

a part of the members only, unsupported by dis-

cipline or usage, and in opposition to the conclu-

sion of the meeting recorded in previous years,

and can be viewed in no other light than as a

separation from the Y'^early Meeting.

There is another important defect in the pro-

ceeding. Benjamin Hoyle was still at the table^

the acknowledged clerk of the meeting, until a

successor was duly appointed. It was his province

to gather the sense of the meeting, and record the

conclusion it had come to, had it concurred in the

appointment of Jonathan Binns. But the nominee
of the minority of the representatives, invading

the province of the regular officer of the meeting,

made the minute, recording himself as clerk. The
appointment of Jonathan Binns, therefore, is

destitute of this official requisite to constitute it an

act of the n)eeting, and must be viewed as wholly

unofficial and ex parte in its character.

If the principle were once admitted, that in our

meetings for discipline, an individual may thus

usurp the station, and invade the duties, of the

regularly appointed officer of the meeting, it must
lead to scenes of anarchy and misrule wholly in-

compatible with the Christian character.

That any member of a Yearly Meeting has the

right, of his own motion, to propose to the body
the name of a Friend for clerk, is an assumption

not warranted by Discipline or usage. The nomi-

nation of clerk to the Yearly Meeting has never

been held to be an open one for the meeting at

large. Occasional nominations may have been so

made, when it was only to supply the temporary

absence, for a short time, of the regular clerk.

But the office of clerk being considered one involv-

ing important and responsible trusts, in order to

guard against injudicious or improper nominations,

the Discipline enjoins that in all meetings of re-

cord, whether inferior or superior, the selection

should be made by a committee. Even if that

committee, whether the representatives or others,

fail to nominate, it is not competent for any mem-
ber, of his own volition, to obtrude a candidate

1 the meeting. It is easy to perceive that

such a practice might lead to great confusion.

Every njcmber claiming an equal right to nomi-

nate, numerous candidates might be proposed,

without reference to their fitness for the office, and

a scene of disorder arise disgraceful to religious

society. It is the prerogative of the meeting alone

to direct what course shall be adopted, when the

committee to whom the subject was delegated fail

to accomplish the object of their appointment.

That Jonathan Binns might have been taken

up and appointed by the meeting, without previ-

ous nomination, as the meeting of representatives

could not agree, would not be questioned, if the

meeting had harmoniously decided that this was

the proper course to take in the dilemma. But
it did not so decide. No proposition was consid-

ered or made to depart from the conclusion it had

previously come to and recorded in similar cases.'

The subject of a change in its mode of procedure:

did not engage its attention. Both the nomina-!

tion and the appointment were unauthorized by'

the Discipline, by the usage of the Society, and:

by the meeting, and therefore lack the elements^

which can alone give them validity. i

It is alleged that the names of B. Hoyle and'

W. S. Bates were not proposed to the meeting m
clerks. It is true that they were not directly re-i

ported as the nominees, nor had they been duringi

several previous years, though their continuance;

in the stations was acquiesced in by all. The
majority of the representatives in 185-1 showedj

more deference to the objections of the minority

j

than these did to theirs. They knew that th«j

meeting of the representatives had not agreed it|

choosing a clerk, and they could not, in truth.;

and with fidelity to the trust reposed in them byl

the meeting, do any other than state the fact. Tc|

the making of this statement, the friends of J,

Binns strongly objected, in the meeting of th<|

representatives, because they said it would hv

equivalent to proposing the continuance of th(j

present clerks for another year. They fully unl

derstood it so, and attempted to forestall tlie aci

tion of the meeting by the earlier nomination o:

their own candidates. The I'early Meeting a'S

large had the same understanding, having foi]

years acted upon that rule, and therefore then'

was no necessity for the formal proposition of thosfj

names. They were already the regular clerks o:;

the meeting, chosen by general consent, and th(j

representatives and the meeting being unable U<

agree upon any change, the recorded decisions o:;

former years, as well as usage and reason, dictatec;

that they should continue and discharge thei;l

appropriate functions.

Were the principle admitted that when a difj'

ference of sentiment as regards the candidatesj

arises among the representatives, it is proper anci

valid for a minority to disregard the objections o|

their colleagues, and report the name of the peri

son whom they deem suitable, it must lead to con'

fusion and anarchy. If twelve out of forty-tW(

may do so, the same rule would apply to six o:
,

three, or the right may be claimed even by i

single one. As the advocates of each candidat(

would have equal rights, and each representativ(

as strong a claim as any of his fellows to press hii^

favourite upon the notice of the meeting, it woulc

be distracted and perplexed by a diversity oiJ

nominees, with but little probability of a suitabli'

selection. If, as in Ohio Yearly Meeting nom *

were willing to yield in favour of others, but eacl

party to urge the appointment of their own favou

rite, the meeting must be divided into as man;'

fragments as there are pertinacious and unyieldinji

'

contestants and self-appointed clerks.

It is easy to perceive that the principle involvec

in the nomination of J. Binns by the small mine

rity of the representatives, and the attempt ti
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impose him upon the meeting as clerk, is one

which, if adopted and carried out, must soon make

a wreck of the Society.

It is alleged that very few persons in the Yearly

Meeting objected to the appointment of Jonathan

Binns.

Friends who were disposed to adhere to the

course adopted by the Yearly Meeting on similar

occasions in former years, declared the nomination

of J. Binns by the minority of representatives to be

contrary to the order of Society, and an act of sepa-

ration, in which the Yearly Meeting could not par-

ticipate; and Friends were advised to take no part

in the proceedings and to give no sentiment on the

nomination, it being the act of aseparate body. This

course was adopted, and accounts for the silence

of those who could not unite with the irregular

nomination. Several of those who favoured the

general views of the party who nominated J. Binns,

distinctly stated that it was an act of separation

from the Yearly Meeting. One of them said that

rather than join in it he would go home, and

seclude himself from Society; and another who

was conspicuous among them remarked that none

need to please themselves with the idea that it

was not a separation, for it was such ; and pro-

posed that before going further, they should pause

and see if some arrangement for an amicable ad-

justment of difficulties could not be made, before

the act of .separation was fully consummated.

Others responded in unison witli the sentiment

that the nomination and appointment were acts of

separation, but seemed disposed to go on. It is

obvious that both sides viewed it in the same

light, as a separation from the Yearly Meeting.

We may briefly recapitulate some of the prin-

cipal points in these remarks, as follows, viz. :

—

First, That the constitutional mode of appoint-

ing its clerk, according to the Discipline of Ohio
Yearly Meeting, is by the choice of the represen-

tatives, confirmed by the meeting.

Second, That when this mode fails, the Yearly

Meeting is the only body which ha.s the right to

prescribe what course shall be pursued to accom-

plish the end.

Third, That the constitutional method, having

on several occasions failed in Ohio Yearly Meet-

ing, in consequence of the disagreement of the

representatives as to the candidates, that body has

exercised its prerogative, and in every such case

has decided that the proper course to take was to

continue the old clerks ; which has accordingly

been done, and sanctioned by minute duly recorded.

Fourth, That the representatives to the Yearly

Meeting in 18-54, forty-two in number, again dis-

agreed, twenty-eight of them being in favour of

reporting the names of the old clerks, viz., Ben-

jamin Hoyle and William S. Bates, and twelve of

them advocating the nomination of Jonathan Binns
and James B. Brufif.

Fifth, That the majority of the representatives

proposed to report to the Yearly Meeting that

they could not agree on any names to offiir to it;

to which report the minority objected, because

they said that under the established usage of the

Yearly Meeting, in former years, it would be the

same thing as continuing the old clerks for another

year.

Sixth, That this minority, without the know-
ledge or consent of their colleagues, reported their

candidates to the meeting.

Seventh, That the majority of the representa-

tives, in conformity with the true state of the

case, and former precedents, reported to the Yearly

Mcctiug that the representaiives could not agree

on any names to offer to it, for the stations of

clerk and assistant.

Eighth, That the clerk of the Yearly Meeting,

in obedience to its former decisions and practice

for seven or eight years, and to the general usage

of Society, made a minute, continuing the old

clerks for another year, with which minute there

was a largo expression of unity by Friends present.

Ninthj Tliat Jonathan Binns made a minute

appointing himself clerk, and James B. Bruff

assistant, which was approved and supported by

his friends.

Tenth, Tliat the clerk of the Yearly Meeting,

and .several other Friends, declared the nomina-

tion and appointment of Jonathan Binns to be an

act of secession from the Yearly Meeting, in which

that body could take no part, and several of J.

Binns's friends admitted that it was so.

Eleventh, That his nomination and appointment

are not sanctioned by any discipline, usage, or

precedent in the Society, but are repugnant to all

these, and subversive of the harmony, order, and

integrity of our religious Society.

Twelfth, That his nomination was not united

with by the meeting of the representatives, nor

was his appointment approved by the Yearly

Meeting, or recorded by its regular clerk, and

therefore it lacks all the essentials which are

necessary to give it validity.

Thirteenth, That they were in direct contradic-

tion to the conclusion and practice of Ohio Yearly

Meeting, as recorded on its minutes for some

seven or eight years.

Fourteenth, That by the statements of both

sides, it is clearly apparent that Ohio Yearly Meet-

ing in 1854, was not in a condition harmoniously

to appoint a clerk; and the mode of supplying it

with this officer, and enabling it to go on with its

business, dictated alike by sound sense, by estab-

lished usage, and by a due consideration for the

rights of all, was to continue the clerks who had

been appointed when agreement of sentiment pre-

vailed.

Fifteenth, That the larger part of the meetin

united with and approved this ccurse, as was

luanifested by their expressed sentiments in the

meeting, when the regular and acknowledged

clerk made a minute to this eflect, and also by

their withdrawing, when he adjourned the Yearly

.Meeting; while the adherents of Jonathan Binns,

remained behind.

The only conclusion, therefore, consistent with

the established order and usages of the Society, is,

that Benjamin Hoyle is the regular and duly ap-

pointed clerk, and that the body continuing and

acting with him as its officer, is th'e Yearly Meet-

ing of Friends of Ohio.

Should the Society, or any part of it, acknow-

ledge Jonathan Binns as the clerk, and the body

acting with him as the Yearly Meeting, it would

tend to break down good order and government

in the proceedings of meetings for discipline, fur

nish a dangerous precedent to its members, on any

occasion of dissatisfaction or disagreement,

bring forward, in the same irregular manner, the

names of clerks to suit their own purposes, and

thus encourage and multiply these sorrowful and

blighting separations within its borders; than

which hardly a greater or more desolating evil

one more deeply to be deplored, can afHiet our

beloved Society.

A Biamond has recently been found in Man-

chester, Virginia, which is said to be worth three

or four thousand dollars. A scientific examina-

tion shows that it refracts ; and if rubbed on dry

cloth or leather acquires positive electricity, and

on being suddenly removed from the sun's rays

into the dark, it sends forth sparks of light resem-

bling small blazing stars.

Anecdote respecting John Crook.

We republish the following, by request. It has

before appeared in the columns of " The Friend
;"

but may be profitably reperused.

"Our friend John Griffith informed Robert

Dudley, that John Crook, one of the earliest and

most distinguished ministers among the people

called Quakers, was remarkable on many accounts,

especially during the violent persecution in the

reign of Charles II., a large participation whereof

fell to this Friend. It was observable that his

gift in the ministry was such, that he frequently,

in those times of great affliction, whilst free from

imprisonment, continued his declaration in public

meetings for upwards of three hours ; during the

whole of which such an increasing degree of au-

thority attended, as to convince many of his audi-

tory, that nothing short of a Divine commission

could produce the bapiizing effects of his ministry.

In consequence, many were joined to the Society

of which he was a member, through his labours,

who became ornaments thereof.

He outlived those days of dark intolerance some

years, much beloved from the remembrance of his

past services, and sufferings for the noble cause of

religion ; and he frequently appeared in the meet-

ings of Friends, in very long testimonies of

sound doctrine and plea.sing expressions. But

some deeply exercised minds among his friends,

observed with concern, that the energy of melting

virtue, which had attended his gospel labours in

former times, to their great consolation, was now
very little, if at all, felt to accompany his min-

istry.

Two of these Friends, who stood in the station

of elders, feeling their minds engaged to it, from

a sense of duty, waited on him; and with all the

tenderness and deference due to his age, experi-

ence, and great worth, communicated their fears

to him on this head, and intimated their wish,

that he would look at this matter, and seek to that

gracious Being in whose service he had been so

successfully engaged for many years, for his

blessed counsel on the subject ; desiring him at a

suitable time, to favour them with the result of

his deliberations on what they had laid before him.

He received their communications with great

meekness ; and after some weeks he waited on

them, in a broken, tender frame of mind, letting

them know, with many tears, that their brotherly,

or rather fatherly conduct towards him, was a

kindness that he should never forget ; and that

on deep though tfulness respecting the matter re-

ferred to him, he found there was ample cause for

their fears; and that he looked upon them as the

messengers of love from his great Matter, to warn

him of his dangerous situation.

He next related to them how he then found

that in those times of public tranquillity, he had

gradually and imperceptibly sliddcn off from re-

ceiving his ministry through that pure, unmixed

channel, by which he had formerly received it.

The spring of the ministry, he said, during the

fiery trials of. persecution, flowed so copiously

through him, that he felt; but little labour to come

at it; but in these latter days of the church's

tranquillity, from the love he felt for the cause,

he delivered words as they occurred to him in the

public assemblies, which, till their kind intima-

tions to him, he did not perceive, proceeded only

from his natural powers as a man, and did not, as

formerly, flow from the Divine spring and gift of

gospel ministry. Of this, he said, he was now

fully convinced, and returned praises for his great

deliverance where first due, and gratitude to them

as instruments thereof.

He continued for three years after this quite

silent as a minister; and about the expiration of
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that time, ho again broke forth in a few words,

just as at first appearing in the ministry. He
was gradually enlarged in his testimonies to the

comfort and edification of his friends ; and was at

all times very careful, ever after, not to exceed

that measure of Divine opening, with which he

was favoured in the exercise of his sift."

In Piiticnce Possess ye your Souls

At times of outward or inward commotion, there

is nothing more salutary to the mind, than in-

ward wrestling for quietness of spirit, that tbe

reasonings and strivings of carnal wisdom may be

subdued, to the silencing of the flesh, wliich is at

enmity against the Truth. To enter into the

closet of the heart at such seasons, and there abide

in patient waiting, and quiet exercise of spirit, is

the part of true wisdom, and the only means of

securing the Divine blessing, for it is not to this

man, or that man, that we are to look for deliver-

ance, hut to the Lord alone, who will openly re-

ward the secret prayer of his dependent chil-

There is nothing in human policy or wisdom,

that is able to still the troubled waters, when we

are tossed to and fro upon the waves of tempta-

tion, so that our souls are terrified with the view

of apparent danger, but our only safety is in keep-

ins close to Him, in humble faitli, who is able to

rebuke the winds and the waves, and thus to save

us from the threatening wreck. But oh, what

humility and patience are requisite, in order to

enable us to abide with the Captain of our salva-

tion in his temptations, and not to be offended in

Him, who, when he was reviled, reviled not again
;

and when he suffered, persecuted not them that

offended against him, but meekly bore the contra-

diction of sinners, seeking not theirs but them,

that he might bring them as a good shepherd into

the heavenly fold, and not as a hireling, leave

them to the ravages of their wicked enemy.

What was written aforetime was written for our

learning, and it will bo well for us, if this has not

been done in vain—if the lessons of long suffering

and patience which we have been taught by our

Divine Blaster, be not allowed to pass unheeded,

by us who profess to be his followers in the way
of the cross ; bearing with him the reproach of the

wicked, who fain would have us put on the armour

of Saul in warring against the mighty. But what
will all our profession avail us, if we have not the

Spirit of Christ, for without this we are none of

his, however much we may outwardly appear to

men as his followers. If we deny not ourselves

in all that we do as his servants, our labours wi"

not be crowned. If we tarry not at his bidding,

or go forth when he does not send us, sorrow and

shame will be our portion, and the end of our

running will bo discord and confusion. However
zealous we may feel for the promotion of Truth,

we must patiently tarry at Jerusalem until endued

with power from on high, before any qualification

can be witnessed for availing labour ; and without

this, all our profession,. activity and zeal, will be

worse than fruitless.

Unauthorized labour in the church, is a fruit-

ful source of discord, and many for want of pa-

tience to abide the Master's time for reformation,

are exorcised in tlioir own will, time, and way, to

bring it about, little regarding the order of the

Gospel ; while those, who, from living experience,

have known the salutary advantage of time and

patience, in the work, are concerned to move only

as they are moved therein—according as it is

written, " He that believeth shall not make haste."

Contention and strife cannot be healed by haste

and heat, but the humble exercise of faith and

patience, will work marvelously for those who are

engaged therein, enabling them to remove moun-
tains of opposition and prejudice, so that the

power of Truth may have free course, and be ex-

alted above all the heights of human passion and

wisdom, to the promotion of " peace on earth,

and good will to men."
It is an easy matter to contend, in our own wills,

for the truths of the gospel ; to make the outward
appearance of simplicity, so as to find our way
into the favour of the mere professors, but to

know our wills slain upon the cross, and to con-

tend for the faith, once delivered to the saints, in

tlie spirit of Christ, is quite another thing. The
difference is plain to all those, who, by abiding

inward, are gifted with true discernment, and

thereby qualified to testify against the wisdom
and workings of the flesh, .which seek to be ex-

alted above the pure witness for Truth in the

heart, and beget an impatient and untempered
zeal. Those who are exercised by this zeal, are

of the number whose time is always ready, wl
disregard the injunction, to judge nothing before

the appearing of the Spirit of judgment, which

shall bring to light the hidden things of darkness,

and enable to renounce our fellowship therewith.

But if we patiently abide the time of His coming
who is Head over all things to his church, and

whose works alone can praise him, he will raise

up "judges as at the first, and counsellors as at

the beginning," who, judging not by the seeing of

the eye, nor the hearing of the ear, shall judge

righteous judgment, in the fear of the Lord. It

is " the Lamb and his followers who shall have

the victory."

Echo.

Believer.

Misunderstanding.— Misunderstanding comes

of a respectable family, and has a lialf sister dis-

tinguished for her good sense and solidity, but

she herself, though not a little fond of reasoning,

always takes the perverse side of any question
;

she is often seen with one of her intimates, Mis-

representation, who is a great tale-bearer, and goes

about from house to house, telling people what
such a one says of them behind their backs

Misrepresentation is a notable story-teller, and

can so ehange, enlarge, and dress vp an anecdote

that the person to whom it happened shall not

know it again ; how many friendships have been

broken by these two, or turned into bitter enmities
'

The latter does a great deal of varnish work, whicli

wonderfully sets off her paintings, for she pretends

to use the pencil ; but her productions are most

miserable daubings, and it is the varnish alone

which makes them pass to the most common eye.

Though she has colours of all sorts, blacJc varnish

is what she uses most. As I wish you to be very

much on your guard against this personage when-
ever you meet her in company, I tell j'ou she is

to be distinguished by a very ugly leer ; it is

quite out of her power to look straight at any

object.

—

Barbauld's Letters, &c.

The Imperial Canal of China.—One of the

most extraordinary works of art in the world is

tho Imperial Canal of China. This wonderful

structure, which was built by the iNIongul Empe-
ror, Kublai Khan, extends from the vicinity of

Pekin, at which city the same emperor fixed the

seat of government, to the Yang-tse-Kiang river,

a distance of more than six hundred miles, to the

southward. The canal is in some places tun-

nelled through heights, and at others it is carried

through lakes and over marshes and low grounds

by moans of stupendous embankmants. Rivers

feed it, and goodly ships sail on its waters. It is

used not only as a great commercial highway, but
as an irrigator and drain to the country through

which it flows, and renders available much land

that would otherwise be useless. The canal ex-

hibits sound practical skill, and even genius, cm
the part of its constructors, and, as a work of la-

bour, it is gigantic. It is one of the greatest of

tliose great works which are to be met with in

China on a larger scale than in any other country

in the world.

The vanity of young men in loving fine clothes,

and newfashions, and valuing themselves by them,

is one of the most childish pieces of folly that can

be, and the occasion of great profusenoss and un-

doing of young men. Avoid curiousness, and too

much expensiveness in your apparel ; be comely,

plain, cleanly, not curious or costly, it is the sign

of a weak head-piece to want every new fashion.

—

Hale.
*'*'

Sslecled.

THE BELIEVER AND HIS ECHO.

Believer. True faith producing love to God and man.
Say, Echo, is not this the gospel's plan ?

Echo. The gospel's plan.

Must I my faith in Jesus constant show,

By doing good to all, both friend and foe ?

Both friend and foe.

But if a brother hate and treat me ill,

JIust I return him good, and love him still?

Love him still.

If he my failings watches to reveal,

Must I his faults as carefully conceal 7

As carefully conceal.

But if my name and character he tears.

And cruel malice too, too plain appears
;

And u-hen I sorrow and affliction know.
He loves to add unto my cup of woe;
In this uncommon, this peculiar case.

Sweet Echo, say must I still love and bless 1

Still love and bless.

Whatever usage ill 1 may receive

Must I still patient be and still forgive?

Still patient be and still forgive.

Why, Echo, how is this ? thou 'rt sure a dove

Thy voice will teach me nothing else than love

Nothing else than love.

Amen, with all my heart ; then be it so,

It 's all delightful, just and good I know,
And now to practice, I '11 directly go.

Directly go.

Things being thus
;
then let who will reject.

My gracious God most surely will protect.

Surely will protect.

Henceforth on Him I 'U put my every care, t

And both my friend and foe embrace in prayer.

Embrace in prayer.

But after all these duties, when they are done,

Must I, in point of merit, then disown,
,

And rest my soul on Jesus Christ alone ?

On Jesus Christ alone.

Echo, enough I thy counsel to my ear

Is sweeter than to flowers the dew drop's tear.

Thy wise instructive lessons please me well, I

'Till next we meet farewell, farewell.

Fareicell, Farewell.

Tempered by humbleness and charity, honesty of speech (

hath honour
;

And mingled well with prudence, honesty of purpose

hath its praise :

Trust payeth homage unto truth, rewarding honesty of
|

action

:

And all men love to lean on him who never failed nor

fainted.

Freedom gloweth in his eyes, and nobleness of nature

at his heart, i

And Independence took a crown, and fixed it on his

head:
So, he stood in his integrity, /«.!/ anH firm of purpo.se.

Aiding many, fearing none, a spectacle to angels and to

Many are the dangers and temptations compassing a bad
man's presence :

The ITpas hath a poisonous shade, and who would slum-

ber there ?

Wherefore avoid them if thou canst ; onhj under Provi-

dence and duty.

If thy lot be cast with Kedar, patiently and silently livt

to their rebuke.—Tupper.
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'of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of tlie Yearly Meeting of Philadeliihia.

(Continued from page 30.)

SARAH KIRKBRIDE.

It is always a pleasant and heart cheering, al-

tliiiiiiili a not uncommon thing, to find children of

pious ami devoted Christians, running with ala-

icrity in the paths which their parents have trod-

den before them to glory and to virtue. Among
such may be numbered Sar^h, daughter of that

valuable Friend, Mahlon Stacy, one of the early set-

!
tiers of New Jersey, of whom we shall hereafter

' have somewhat to say. Sarah Stacy appeared to

submit to the visitations of the holy Spirit in

childhood, was dutiful to her parents, virtuous in

her actions, and an example of early piety. The
piety which marked her youth, was not lost amid

the temptations of riper age, but shone brighter,

and grew more settled and confirmed, as her faith

was more and more tried. When she reached

maturity, she was married to Joseph Kirkbride,

of Bucks County, a minister of the Gospel, on

whose services in his Master's cause in labouring

to spread the knowledge of the Truth, and his de-

vofedness in forwarding the interests of his fel-

low men, we shall hereafter dwell.

Sarah Kirkbride was taken sick in the Ninth
month, 1703, and from the memorial of her, ap-

pears to have been two years in declining

health.

" In the time of her sickness she uttered many
living and weighty expressions, desiring to be dis-

solved, .saying, ' I have not been afraid of death

these many years ; death is no terror unto me;
my God hath taken away its sting.' She being

under great weight of bodily affliction, and seeing

her husband under trouble for her, said, ' My
dear, if it please the Lord to strip thee of thy

meet-help again, my God will bo thy rock, he

hath been thy stay hitherto, and he will never

leave thee. The Lord will bring me to his holy

hill, and I shall praise him upon Mount Zion,

with the saints and holy angels.'

" She again said, ' I shall praise thee, my
God, and my Christ, world without end.' Soon

after, her husband was moved to pray by her,

that the Lord would be pleased to support and
strengthen her in her distress and great affliction,

and to bear up her exercised soul, and to make
them truly willing to submit to his holy will,

whether in life or death ; at which words she

said, ' Amen, Amen.' A little after, her hus-

band asked her how she did, she said, ' I am
sweetly comforted in my affliction ; the Lord is

exceedingly good to my soul.' Many more good

expressions she uttered upon several occasions,

that cannot be remembered. The evening before

she departed this life, some friends being come to

see her, she said, ' I am weak of body, but the

Lord is very good to my soul, and hath filled me
with his love; but my bodily weakness is such,

that it renders me incapable of praising him as I

ought to do.' To her hu.sband she said, 'The
Lord hath heard thy prayers for me this morning,

and hath satisfied my soul to the full ;' more she

sai^ to the same purpose, taking her husband's
children by the hand, embracing them, and ex-

horting them to fear the Lord, and to love and
obey their father ; and said, ' He hath been a

good father to you.' A little before she died, she

said, ' My God, I come, I come;' and soon after

she departed this life, and is entered into that

rest that will never have an end.
" She died the 28th of the Ninth month, 1705,

aged twenty-nine years."

BARBARA BEVAN.

Barbara Bevan was the daughter of John Bevan,
of Trevrygg, Wales, a Friend in the ministry, who
settled in Pennsylvania about the year 1683. She
was educated as a Friend by her religiously con-

cerned parents, and through the visitations of

Divine grace, was remarkable for her circumspect

deportment in early life. In a memorial concern-

ing her, it is said that, "When but six years of

age, [she] diligently kept to Friends' meetings, and
was dutiful to her parents, loving to her relations

and neighbours, and for her orderly behaviour in

meetings, well beloved by the faithful who were
acquainted with her." Notwithstanding the mer-
ciful visitations and preservations thus experi-

enced, as she grew older, the enemy of all right-

eousness, laboured to draw her away from the sta-

bility of the truth, into a love of vain things, and
at times through her weakness, he prevailed over

her. These slips,—for she was mercifully kept

from settling down in vanity,—wore causes of

great grief and exercise of mind to her, under the

gracious reproofs of instruction with which the

Lord visited her.

" It pleased the Lord to visit her with sickness

of body when about sixteen years of age, and to

show her state and condition to her, and let her

sec as she afterwards declared, that the form of

truth, and the profession of it only, would not

satisfy without possession ; and that she had great

need of a Saviour ; and that the pleasures and de-

lights here below were but as dross and dung in

comparison to God's salvation and life-giving pre-

sence; and that there was but one way to obtain

it, which is, as she said, by giving up in obedi-

ence to the Lord, that he might work and operate

in her heart, who had many times begat desires

and breathings in her soul after him."

About the time of this sickness, a dispensation

of the ministry of the Gospel was committed to

her, and she laboured faithfully, although then

but in her sixteenth year. As she grew older in

the Truth, she travelled through parts of East

and West Jersey, zealously advocating her blessed

Saviour's cause, being heartily concerned for his

honour. Wherever she went, her ministry,

being set off by the Christian circumspection of

her conduct, was well received. She was at this

time, her friends say, " An honest, sober, vir-

tuous young woman, zealous for the holy name
and truth of God, and greatly desired and tra-

vailed for the exaltation and spreading thereof,

labouring that all might come to love, and live

therein, and order their lives and conversations by

it, which she came to know and experience in her

own heart, by the divine power of God."
Early in the year 1704, she, with her father

and mother, who also appears to have had a gift

in the ministry, returned into her native country,

bearing a certificate from the meeting of minister-

ing Friends in Philadelphia, addressed to the meet-

ings of England and Wales.

Of their preservation on this voyage we shall

hereafter give an account in some notice of the life

ofher father. Afterreaching England, ]?arbara Be-

van visited Friends in North and South Wales, tra-

velling about six hundred miles whilst performing

the service. Iler labour of love, during this jour-

ney, is said to have been " well received, and
effectual to many."

" She was sound in doctrine, and the savour

of life attended her declaration, and she was a

pattern and example in her conversation amongst

those she conversed with ; and at Jlonthly Meet-

ings she exhorted Friends to be faithful in their

testimony against tithes, and to keep clear of the

world's spirit, and the fashions thereof. After

she sickened, she had some meetings in the family

where she was, and earnestly exhorted them to
beware of an easy state and lukewarm condition

;

and admonished to wait often upon the Lord, that
they might get something in store agahist a try-
ing time. She was sensible her time was not to
be long, and declared she was not afraid to die.
Seeing some of her relations weep, she said,
'Why weep ye on^such an occasion V The day
before she departed, she spoke in like manner to
her father, mother, and relations then about her,
' I love you all, and have a love to the family.'

" She had an easy passage, and departed this

life the Seventh-day, in the evening, being the
26th of the Eleventh month, 1705 ; and on the
28th of the same month, her body was accom-
panied by relations, friends, and neighboufs, to

the meetinghouse at Trevrygg, where there was
a good meeting, to the satisfaction and comfort
of many then gathered, and after meeting she was
buried. Aged about twenty-three years; a minis-
ter about seven."

Her father says of her, " She was of good ser-

vice on Truth's account, the short time she re-

mained in the body; her innocenoy and sweet
behaviour preached truth wherever she came. It

is my comfort and satisfaction, that .she left a
good savour, and has finished her course in peace
with her Maker, and is gone to the eternal rest in

the mansions of bliss and joy, to laud and magnify
him forever.

George Fox's Testiviony respeeiimj tUe Spirit of
Separation.

"My dear Friends,—Keep your first love in the
truth, power, and seed of life in Christ Jesus; for

this last night, as I was lying in my bed at Ams-
terdam, I had a great travail in the holy seed of
life and peace, and my spirit was troubled with
that spirit of strife and separation. I saw it was
a destroying spirit, and did seek not only to get
over the seed, but to destroy it, and to eat out the
minds of the people from it by strife and conten-
tion; and under pretence of standing for the an-

cient truth, its work is to root it out and destroy

the appearance of it, to set up itself. It is a creep-

ing spirit, seeking whom it can get info; and what
it cannot do itself it stirreth up others to do, and
setteth their spirits on float, with the dark wisdom
to destroy the simple. This spirit is managed by
the prince of the air, and leadeth some to do things

they would have been ashamed to have done, as

men, which doth unman them; and they would
not have suffered them, if they had kept to the

tender principle of God, which leadeth to peace.

It is a despising, backbiting, secret-whispering

spirit, a sower of dissension, and a taker of advan-
tage of all prejudiced spirits that are disobedient

to their first principle and love of truth, and be-

getteth into hatred; so it bcgetteth all into that

spirit, whose work is to destroy both the good
within and the good order without. Nay, it would,
if it could, destroy the government of Christ and
the order of the gospel, to set up its own will and
spirit, which is uot of God; and, under pretence

of crying down man, is setting up man, and
gathering into a separation of di.sobedient men,
who float above their conditions. This spirit,

which neither liveth in the truth nor its order,

but opposeth them that do, I cannot express it as

I see it and its work, whose end will be accord-

ingly. Therefore, friends, I am to warn you all

that have not lost your simplicity, not to touch it,

nor to have any unity with it, lest you be defiled,

lose your conditions of your eternal estate, and
your everlasting portion; and that your inward
man, which is after God, may be preserved, and
Christ may reign in all your hearts. And they
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that are joined with them, it will be very hard for

them ever to come down to truth in themselves,

and to see their own conditions, and to have that

spirit of strife and contention (which eateth as a

canker) brought down in them ; which is carnal,

and slayeth the tender babe, which was once be-

gotten in themselves. The Philistine is got up in

them, that stoppoth the wells aad springs, maketh
a great bustle, and is crying up men, and plead-

ing for them instead of Christ. So, friends, strive

not with them, but let those take them that cry

them up. Keep you to the Lord Jesus Christ

with his light, that cometh from him, that he may
be your Lord, and ye in him may be all in unity,

in one light, life, power, and dominion in Christ,

youii Head. The God of peace and power pre-

serve you all in Christ Jesus, your Saviour, and

out of and from that mischievous spirit which is

idle and slothful, as to the work of the Power,

Spirit, and Light of God and Christ. Its very

act worketh strife and disturbance against the

peace of the church of Christ. It thinks in its

wilfulness, stubbornness, and unrulincss to set up
itself, and in that to have peace ; but destruction

will be the end of it : and it is sealed for the fire

and eternal judgment. Therefore let Christ the

Seed be the head and crown of every one of you,

that nothing may be between you and the Lord

God. Be not deceived with vain, feigned, or

rough words ; for Satan is transforming himself

as an angel of light to deceive, but God's founda-

tion standeth sure, and God knoweth who are his,

and will preserve his upon the rock and founda-

tion of life, in his peaceable truth and habitation,

that in the same they may grow. Keep out of

strife and contention with it, after ye have borne

your testimony in the Lord's power and truth

against it, tlien keep in the truth ; for it hath a

life in scribbling, strife, and jangling, because it

would enlarge its hell, and bring others into its

misery with the airy power, and would get power

over the good, and disjoin people from it, and so

commit rapes upon the simplicity by its subtilty.

But I do believe the Lord will defend his people,

though he may try them and exercise them with

this spirit for a time, as he hath done in days past,

in other vessels it hath made use of as it doth of

these now, who have a more seeming fair outside,

but foul, rough, and rugged enough within, against

the Seed Christ, as ever were the Pharisees to

destroy it. They, under a pretence of preaching

Christ, are destroyers and crucifiers of him, and

killers of the just, not only in themselves, but are

endeavouring with all their might to destroy it

in others where ft is born. Pharaoh and Herod

slay the young Jews in the spirit as the old did :

I feel it worrying of them. That is got up to be

king, which knew not suffering Joseph. But God
will plague him, and the Seed will have more rest,

and be better entertained in Egypt than under

Herod, into whom old Pharaoh's spirit is entered.

He that hath an ear to hear, let him hear, and an

eye to see, let him see how this spirit hath trans-

formed in all ages against the just and righteous;

but mark what hath been its end. The Seed

reigneth; glory to the Lord God over all for

ever ! His truth spreadeth, and Friends here are

in unity and peace, and of good report, answering

the good or that of God in people. My desires

are, that all God's people may do the same in all

places, that the Lord may be glorified in their

bringing forth much fruit that is heavenly and

spiritual. Amen. G. P.''

"Amsterdam, the 25th of the

"Seventb month, 1677."

Affected sanctity is a blot upon the face of

piety.

From the Leisure Hour.

Tlie Blood Parasite.

It is well ascertained that the puouliar colours

exhibited by lakes and other pieces of water, under
certain conditions, are in general due to the pre-

sence of minute vegetable and sometimes animal

productions. Such simple organisms as the lowest

tribes of freshwater algae, which represent the

zero of vegetable life, are found in every situation

suitable for their development ; even the rain and
the dust of the atmosphere are thickly impregnated

with such microscopic beings. One of these mi-

nute productions,

—

Pi-otococcus nivalis,—is deve-

loped in the snow of northern regions, to which

it communicates the colour of blood, and is hence

called "red" or "bloody snow." This simple

plant, consisting only of a single cell, which pro-

pagates itself by division into a number of sepa-

rate cells, has been long known by botanists ; but

another production allied to it, or at least present-

ing a resemblance in general appearance, and cer-

tainly not less remarkable, has j ust been brought into

notice by M. Montague, in a paper published in the
" Annals of Natural History," for October, 1852.

M. Montague observes :
—" An extraordinary

phenomenon has just passed under my eyes, to

which I beg to call the attention of the academy
for a moment. I had' already some knowledge of

it from two Memoirs which have treated of it

specially, but had never witnessed it previously.

Moreover, this phenomenon is so rare, that I am
not aware of its having ever been mentioned in

this country. I am speaking of the development

of a parasite, either animal or vegetable, which,

under certain circumstances, attacks alimentary

substinces, especially pastry, communicating to

them a bright red colour, resembling that of arte-

rial blood. According to the interpretation of

several historical facts given by M. Ehrenberg,

wlio has published a very interesting and erudite

work upon this production, its appearance in the

dark ages must have given rise to fatal errors, by

causing the condemnation of unhappy victims to

capital punishments for crimes of which they were

totally innocent. It is, in fact, to this phenome-
non that we must refer all those instances of blood

found in bread, on consecrated wafers, etc. which
the credulity of our fathers attributed to witch-

craft, or regarded as prodigies of fatal presage."

M. Montague happened to be with M. Aug. Le
Prevost at the Chateau du Parquet in July, 1852,
when the temperature had been exceedingly high

for about ten successive days. It was there that

the curious production was observed, and, no doubt,

the continued warmth of the atmosphere was in-

strumental in providing the conditions suitable

for its development. " The servants, much asto-

nished at what they saw, brought us half a fowl

roasted the previous evening, which was literally

covered with a gelatinous layer of a very intense

carmine red, and only of a bright rose colour

where the layer was thinner. A cut melon also

presented some traces of it. Some cooked cauli-

flower which had been thrown away, and which I

did not see, also, according to the people of the

house, presented the same appearance. Lastly,

three days afterwards, the leg of a fowl was also

attacked by the same production."

From a microscopic examination M. Montague
concluded it to be the same thing which had been

observed by M. Ehrenberg, viz., a minute animal-

cule, bearing the scientific title of Monas prodi-

giosa. This was confirmed by a specimen from
Dr. Rayer, which had been developed upon cooked
rice, and submitted by that gentleman to M.
Montague's examination some years ago. The
individuals which compose the substance are so

exceedingly small as to require a magnifying

power of 800 diameters to see them satisfactorily.

Their diameter was measured at one-seven-hun-

;

dredth of a millimeter !

M. Montagne mentions, that the "parasite" is
j

propagated with great facility, when sown under
|

favourable conditions, in cooked rice for example,
[

placed between two plates, or in closed vessels, ji

M. Sette does not agree in the opinion of it being

an animalcule, but rather regards it as a fungus—
[

Zoogalactina imetropha.

This production, though so very minute, is not
|

entirely without its economical uses. An inge-

'

nious chemist of Padua, M. P. Col, has been sue-
j

cessful in the application of it to the tinging of '

silk in the various shades of rose colour, the tint
\

being very delicate.
i

The Goodness of the Deity.
\

It is a happy world after all. The air, the <

earth, the water, teem with delighted existence, i

In a spring noon or a summer evening, on which- :

ever side I turn my eyes, myriads of happy beings
i

crowd upon my view. " The insect youth are on '

the wing." Swarms of new-born files are trying

their pinious in the air. Their sportive motion,

their wanton mazes, their gratuitous activity, their

continual change of place without u.se or purpose,

testify their joy and the exulation which they feel

in their lately-discovered faculties. A hee amongst
the flowers in spring is one of the most cheerful

objects that can be looked upon. Its life appears

to be all enjoyment, so busy and so pleased
;
yet

it is only a specimen of insect life, with which, .

by reason of the animal being half-domesticated, ^

we happen to be better acquainted than we are

with that of others. The tohole icingcd insect

;

tribe, it is probable, are equally intent upon their

proper employments, and, under every variety of

constitution, gratified, and perhaps equally grati-

fied, by the offices which the Author of their

nature has assigned to them. But the atmosphere

is not the only scene of enjoyment for the insect

race. Plants are covered with aphides, greedily

sucking their juices, and constantly, as it should

seem, in the act of sucking. It cannot be doubted

but that this is a state of gratification. AVhat

else should fix them so close to the operation, and

so long? Other species are running about, with

an alacrity in their motions which carries with it

every mark of pleasure. Large patches of ground

are sometimes half-covered with these brisk and

sprightly natures. If we look to what the waters

produce, shoals of the fry of fish frequent the

margins of rivers, of lakes, and of the sea itself.

These are so happy that they know not what to

do with themselves. Their attitudes, their viva-

city, their leaps out of the water, their frolics in

it (which I have noticed a thousand times with

equal attention and amusement,) all conduce to

show their excess of spirits, and are simply the

effects of that excess. Walking by the sea-side,

in a calm evening, upon a sandy shore, and with

an ebbing tide, I have frequently remarked the

appearance of a dark cloud, or rather very thick

mist, hanging over the edge of the water, to the

height, perhaps, of half a yard, and of the breadth

of two or three yards, stretching along the coast

as far as the eye could reach, and always retiring

with the water. When this cloud came to be ex-

amined, it proved to be nothing else than so much
space filled with young shrimps, in the act of

bounding in the air from the shallow margin of

the water, or from the wet sand. If any motion

of a mute animal could express delight, it was
this ; if they had meant to make signs of their

happiness, they could not have done it more in-

telligibly. Suppose, then, what I have no doubt

of, each individual of this number to be in a state
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of positive enjoyment; what a sum, collectively,

of gratification and pleasure have we here before

I
our view !

The young of all animals appear to me to re-

i
ceive pleasure simply from the exercise of their

i
I
limbs and bodily faculties, without reference to

i any end to be attained, or any use to be answer

: by the exertion. The appearance of satisfaction

> with which most animals, as their activity sub
sides, seek and enjoy rest, affords reason to believe

thut this source of gratification is appointed to

advanced life, under all or most of its various

forms. In the species with which we are best

ac(]uainted, namely, our own, I am far, even as

an observer of human life, from thinking that

youth is its happiest season, much less the only

: happy one : as a Christian, I am willing to believe

;
that there is a great deal of truth in the following

representation given by a very pious writer, as

well as excellent man* :
—" To the intelligent

and virtuous, old age presents a scene of tranquil

enjoyments, of obedient appetite, of well-regulated

artections, of maturity in knowledge, and of calm

preparation for immortality. In this serene and
dignified state, placed as it were on the confines

of two worlds, the mind of a good mau reviews

what is passed with the complacency of an approv-
iiii;- eonscience, and looks forward, with humble
cuiilidunce, in the mercy of God, and with devout
aspirations, towards his eternal and ever-increas-

Ilil;- favour."

I>ut it will be said that the instances which we
h;i\r here brought forward, whether of vivacity

or vi |)ose, or of apparent enjoyment derived from
cithir, are picked and favourable instances. We

. answer, first, that they are instances, nevertheless,

i
which comprise large provinces of sensitive exist-

i ence ; that every case which we have described is

I

the case of millions. At this moment, in every

I given moment of time, how many myriads of ani-

j
mals are eating their food, gratifying their appe-

I

tites, ruminating in their holes, accomplishing
i their wishes, pursuing their pleasures, taking their

I

pastimes ! In each individual, how many things

I must go right for it to be at ease
;
yet how large

I
a proportion out of every species is so in every

I
assignable instant ! Secondly, we contend, in the

[ terms of our original proposition, that throughout

I

the whole of life, as it is diffused in nature, and
as far as we are acquainted with it, looking to the
average of sensations, the plurality and the pre
ponderancy is in favour of happiness by a vast
excess. In our own species, in which, perha
the a.ssertion may be more questionable than any
other, the prepollency of good over evil, of health,

for example, and ease, over pain and distress, is

evidenced by the very notice which calamities

excite. What inquiries docs the sickness of our
friends produce ; what conversation their misfor-
tunes ! This shows that the common course of
things is in favour of happiness ; that happiness
is the rule, misery the exception. Were the
order reversed, our attention would be called to

examples of health and competency, instead of
disease and want.

One great cause of our insensibility to the good-
ness of the Creator is the very extensiveness of his

bounty. We prize but little what we share only
in common with the rest, or with the generality
of our species. When we hear of blessings, we
think forthwith of successes, of prosperous for-

tunes, of honours, riches, preferments, i. e. of
those advantages and superiorities over others,

which we happen either to possess, or to be in

pursuit of, or to covet. The common benefits of

* Father's Instructions, by Dr. Percival, of Manches-

our nature entirely escape us. Yet these are th(

great things. These constitute what most pro
perly ought to be accounted blessings of Provi
dence ; what alone, if we might so speak, are

worthy of its care. Nightly rest and daily bread,

the ordinary use of our limbs, and senses, anc
understandings, are gifts which admit of no com
parison with any other. Yet, because almost
every man we meet with possesses these, we leave

them out of our enumeration. They raise no sen-

timent ; they move no gratitude. Now, herein is

our judgment perverted by our selfishness. A
blessing ought in truth to be the more satisfactory

—the bounty at least of the donor is rendered
more conspicuous—by its very diffusion, its com-
monness, its cheapness ; by its falling to the lot

and forming the happiness of the great bulk and
body of our species, as well as of ourselves. Nay,
even when we do not possess it, it ought to be
matter of thankfulness that others do. But we
have a different way of thinking. We court dis-

tinction. That is not the worst; we see nothing
but what has distinction to recommend it. This
necessarily contracts our views of the Creator's

beneficence within a narrow compass, and most
unjustly. It is in those things which are so com-
mon as to be no distinction, that the amplitude of
the Divine benignity is perceived.

—

Paky.

THE FRIBND.
TENTH MONTH

In our Summary of Events will be found a
notice of the total loss of the steamer Arctic,
while on her way from Liverpool to New York,
and the consequent destruction of very many hu-
man beings, who, with but little warning, were
called from time into eternity, meeting death in one
of its most dreaded forms. This event seems to

have awakened a feeling of sorrowful interest in

the community, deepened, and rendered more
poignant among those who are called to mourn over
the sudden and unexpected loss of near and dear
friends, towards whose return after long absence,
they may have been looking with fond anticipa-
tion of mutual delight. For many years the noble
steamers plying between the American and Euro-
pean ports, have been passing and repassing so

constantly, so rapidly, and apparently so safely,

that the public has been ready to give itself up to

believe, that the danger of ocean navigation has
been removed, or at least so far lessened, as to

render a voyage across the Atlantic a matter of

such trifling importance as to require little reflec-

tion, and about which nothing more than plea-

sure of interest was to be consulted. But within
the last year, the loss successively of six of as fine

steamships as the art and skill of man has as yet
been able to construct, while pursuing their accus-
tomed track between Europe and America, has
given sad and conclusive evidence, that the peril,

it lessened, is by no means overcome. We are

well aware that death awaits us all wherever we
may be situated, and that the watchful eye of an
overruling Providence is upon those who go down to

the sea in great ships, as well as on those who are

passing away their time on land; and dependence
on his guardian care is not limited to place or

time ; nevertheless there are dangers peculiar to

the sea,—to trusting anything of man's construc-

tion on the bosom of the boisterous and unfathom-
d deep,—which ought to bring the question home

seriously to every one proposing to encounter them,
whether while so doing, they will be in their

proper place, and can rest upon the assurance,

that the object and motive of their purposed voy-
age are such as meets the approbation of the great

Preserver of men. Paul and Jonah were both in
a storm at sea, but under very different circum-
stances. Many of the incidents related by those
who have escaped from the wreck of the Arctic,
are of the most thrilling character, and the escapes
themselves seem almost miraculous. Many highly
esteemed citizens were on board of her, few of
whom there is reason to believe have been saved •

but it is impossible to determine who of those not
yet heard of, has or has not been rescued

; and
as vessels going to far oft" countries, may have
picked up some one clinging to portions of the
wreck, and carried him or her with them, the feel-
ings of families from whom it is to be feared some
endeared member has been torn, will long be kept
in a state of harrowing suspense, perhaps more
hard to bear, than the certainty that death had
speedily released them from suffering. The in-
tense solicitude of those who are thus suffering,

cannot be appreciated by any who have not expe-
rienced a similar bereavement, and the public
mind would seem freely to sympathise with them,
and to mourn over the untimely exit of those who
are known to be lost. But the unsauctified human
heart is deceitful above all thing.s, and a tissue of
inconsistencies. While this community is sorrow-
ing over the premature death of those who perished
with the Arctic, and not a few are appalled at the
thought of so many receiving the sudden summons
to the bar of eternal justice, another steamer has
come in, bringing intelligence that a great battle
has been fought, wherein thousands upon thousands
were left dead upon the field ; sent out of the world
in all the heat and passion of deadly conflict; and
that England and France are resounding with ac-
clamations of joy at the event, and preparing to
return thanks to the Prince of Peace for their suc-
cessful eflTorts in destroying so vast a multitude of
human beings. What can more forcibly illustrate

the natural depravity of the human heart, or more
clearly evince its utter selfishness, than thi.s dispo-
sition to glory over such wholesale murders, when
attended by, or resulting in, some supposed advan-
tage for ourselves. We doubt not that the intelli-

gence of the loss of the Arctic, and the death of the
many who were engulphcd when she went down,
will be received in England and France with feelings

of sorrow for the lost, and sympathy for the bereaved
relatives, left to mourn their sudden and awful death;

while, at the same time, they are rejoicing at a vic-

tory that has cost the lives of thousands, and made
thousands of widows and orphans to bewail the de-

struction of those on whom, under Providence, they
were dependent for the means of existence. The
spread of the light, and humanizing virtue of the

religion of Christ, seems slow; and much, very
much, remains to be accomplished before the sim-

ple but comprehensive rule, laid down by him,
will be allowed to govern in the affairs of the

world, and man everywhere learn to love his

neighbour as himself As this spirit prevails, war,

with its atrocities, will be done away, and human
suffering, wherever or however it may arise, will

always call forth unfeigned regret and sympathy.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England to tlie 30Hi ult. The

corn market was firm, with a slight advance in wheat
and flour.

The War.—No battle, between the allies and the Rus-
sians, had taken place, at the latest dates from the
Crimea. The Tartar population of the country are said

to sympathise with the invaders, and twelve thousand
Tartars had offered* themselves to the allies, as volun-
;ers, and had been accepted. An official bulletin, dated
6th ult., states that the allies had intended, the next

day, to attack an intrenched camp of 10,000 Russians
posted in the direction of Sebastopol ; but that the camp
had been raised in the night, and the Russians fell back
towards the city. The health of the troops was good.
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It was expected that a general engagement would take

place, before Sebastopol, in the course of a few days.

The actual place of landing for the main body of in-

vaders, it appears, was twenty miles south of Eupatoria,

and only thirty miles from Sebastopol.

The Russians were intrenching their winter quarters

along the line of the river Pruth. The viceroy of Egypt

had given orders to despatch ten thousand additional

troops, to take part in the war in the east. In the

Baltic the French and English fleets had separated, and

the former sailed for France ; it is however asserted,

that Revel is to be bombarded by the English fleet before

its departure from the Baltic.

Four Days later.—Ihe Baltic brings intelligence of a

series of sanguinary battles in the Crimea, on the 2 1st

ult., and succeeding days, the result being the fall of

Sebastopol, and the destruction or capture of a great part

of the Russian fleet. The first battle took place at the

heights of Alma, where 50,000 Russians were entrenched

with a strong force of cavalry and artillery. This posi-

tion was carried at the point of the bayonet, and with a

loss to the allies of 2800 men, killed and wounded. The

Russians, under Menschikoff, rallied on the river

Katscha, and were again defeated and driven t j the en-

trenchments behind Sebastopol. Another rally took

place here, and a third battle was fonght on the 24th

ult., in which the Russians were for the third time de-

feated. The Russians then fled into the city, which was

beleagured by sea and land. On the 25th ult.. Fort Con-

stantine, after an obstinate defence, was carried by

storm, and blown up. The city and fleet were then

bombarded. Ten Russian ships of the line were burned

and sunk, and the remaining forts were carried one aftei

another, and 800 guns were silenced. Twenty-two

thousand prisoners were taken on the garrison capitu-

lating, and the Russian loss in dead and disabled is

estimated at not less than 18,000 in Sebastopol alone

The latest despatch says, that Prince Menschikoff with

the shattered remnant of his forces, had surrendered,

and that the French and English flags wave in triumph

over Sebastopol.

RUSSIA.—A new issue of paper money amounting to

six millions of roubles, had been made. The discontent

among the Russian people is said to be increasing, and

even threatening to bring on a revolution.

DENMARK.—The dissensions between the King and

the people of Jutland respecting the Constitution, were

continued.
, , , ,

ITALY.—The Papal government has concluded a loan

of four millions of crowns with the Rothschilds. The

cholera was committing great ravages at Massena.

CHINA.—The overland mail brought dates from Can-

ton to Eighth mo. 5, at which time the siege was con-

tinued, and business suspended. There were no arrivals

of tea. Canton was expected in a few d.T,ys to be
'

possession of the insurgents. Whampoa and ' inity

was held by th.

MARQUESAS ISLANDS.—Late intelligence repre-

sents that the islands were being rapidly depopulated

by intestine wars. The missionaries liad met with but

little success, and were about aband

tions.

AUSTRALIA.—The Melbourne Argus of Fifth month

26, says, " We are enabled again to report favourably of

the condition and prospects of the country. The pre

sent season hitherto has been a remarkable and pleasinj

contrast to that of last year. Large quantities of agrl

cultural land have been purchased, and fencing has

been going on with vigour, on most of the lines of road.

Agricultural labourers and implements, and seed, wheat

and oats, have been in great demand, and it is certain that

a large additional breadth of land will this year be put

under crop."

UNITED STATES.—ioss of the Steamship Arctic—

The Arctic left Liverpool on her last voyage for New
York, on the 20th ult., with 233 passengers. The crew

and employees of the vessel numbered about 150. On

the 27th ult., at noon-day, the steamer being about 50

miles distant from Cape Race, N. F., and the fog dense,

she came in collision with the French propeller Testa,

receiving injuries which caused her to go down in a few

hours afterwards. The number saved is not yet fully

ascertained, as some persons may have been rescued by

passing vessels, and a considerable time may elapse be-

fore all are heard from. The facts, however, point to

the conclusion that a large part of the crew, and nearly

all the passengers, including many estimable

respected citizens, some of whom wJre resid

The overland immigration was not so numerous as in

former years. In San Francisco, magnificent structures

being erected in every quarter of the city. The

Jewish residents had recently built two costly syna-

gogues. The miners are said to be doing well in every

section of the country. There is the usual dismal record

of murders, lynching, suicides, and assaults throughout

the State.

Kansas.—The Alton Courier states that the Mormons

are about forming a settlement in Kansas. About 200 fa-

milies from Alton and St. Louis were preparing to start.

The spot selected for settlement is in the interior, about

100 miles from the town of Kansas. The object is said to

be to form a stopping place for the poorer class of

Mormon emigrants, that they may rest and recruit before

proceeding to Salt Lake City.

New Orleans.—The fever continues to abate. The first

lot of new sugar was brought in on the 3d inst., and

sold at five cents. Flour had suddenly fallen §1.25

per bbl.
;
good Ohio selling at $6.25.

Philadelphia.—Interments last week, 216, of which

9 were from cholera. The number of admissions into

the Blockley Almshouse last year was 7012 ;
the aver-

age number in the house at one time has been 1828;

the average cost of maintenance §1.43 per week for

adults, and 1.02 for children.

Gas from ^yood. — A series of experiments at the

Northern Liberties Gas Works, are said to have demon-

strated the advantages of this mode of obtaining gas,

which has been latterly adopted in some of the cities of

Germany. The process is a patented one, and is said

to be simple, though very different from that applied

coal. The new gas burns with a clear sharp steady

flame, brighter than coal gas, and produces little if any

soot. It is free from the disagreeable odor of the coal

gas, its smell more nearly resembling ether, or old and

mellow cider. A cord of wood produces more gas than

a ton of coal.

Miscellaneous.—The steamer E. K. Collins was destroy-

ed by fire on the night of the 8th inst., whilst on her

from Detroit to Cleveland. A large number of

passengers were on board, most of whom were rescued

by the propeller Fintry ; but twenty-three persons lost

their lives either by drowning, or in the flames.

The Texas tornado was more severe at Houston,

Lynchburg and San Antonio, than at Galveston, and

great destruction was done at those places.

Slavery.—The conference of the Methodist church

recently in session at Cincinnati adopted resolutions

recommending the repeal of the Fugitive Slave law, the

re-enactment of the Missouri Compromise, and "that

persons holding slaves for gain, or for their own conve-

nience in any wiiy, with the intention of perpetuating

the bondage of the slave, should not be received into

the Methodist church, nor suffered to remain therein."

Fopery in Ireland.—Last year's return shows a total

number of 2466 priests in Ireland. From emigration

and other causes they have, it is stated, diminished fully

one half in the last six years.

Bears in Canada.—These animals having been driven

from the woods by the scarcity of food occasioned by

the drought and fires, have of late been numerous

some parts in the open fields. One farmer, it is stated,

had lost 29 cattle, carried off by them ; and others have

suffered in like manner, though not to such an extent.

Steamship Disasters. — These have been alarmingly

numerous the present year. The following are the names

of those running from ports in the United Stdtes, lost

within that time :—San Francisco, from New York for

California; City of Glasgow, from Liverpool for Phila-

delphia; Humboldt and Franklin, from Havre for New
York ; City of Philadelphia, from Liverpool for Phila-

delphia ; and the Arctic, from Liverpool for New York.

The loss of life by three of these steamers is probably

about one thousand persons. The losses of the others

mostly of property only.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of the School V

Second-day, the 6th of Eleventh month next. The !'

pupils will be conveyed by railroad to West Chester,

where conveyances will be in waiting to take them and
I

their baggage to the School, on the arrival of the morn-
\

ing and afternoon cars, on Second-day, the 6th, and
j(

Third-day, the 7th of Eleventh month. The cars will

leave the depot, south side of Market street, above

Eighteenth street, (formerly Schuylkill Fifth,) at half
|

past 7 o'clock, a. m., and 3 o'clock, p. M. The agent of

the School will be at the railroad depot, on Second and

Third-day afternoons, and will furnish pupils with

tickets, and accompany them to West Chester. Those

who go by the morning train, will be furnished with

tickets by a person in attendance. To those who pro-

cure tickets as directed, the fare from Philadelphia to

the School, including baggage, will be one dollar, which

will be charged to the scholar at the School. All bag-

gage should be distinctly marked West-town, and with

the name of the owner, and should be sent directly to

the railroad depot.

The West-town office is at Friends' bookstore, No. 84

Arch street, where all small packages for the pupils left

before 12 o'clock on Seventh-days, will be forwarded.

All letters for the pupils and others at the School, should

be sent by mail, directed to West-town Boarding School,

West Chester F. 0., Chester Co., Pa. Postage should be

pre-paid, and packages should be distinctly marked and

put up in a secure manner, so that their contents will not

be liable to be lost by handling. The stage will leave

West Chester during the Winter Session, for the School,

on Second, Fourth, and Seventh-days, on the arrival of

the morning cars from the city, and from the Schi

West Chester, on the same days, to meet the morning

cars to Philadelphia. The fare for each passenger to

and from West Chester by the stage, will be 25 cents.

When special conveyances at other times are provided

at the School, an extra charge will be made.

West-town, Ninth mo., 1854. , •

to
:

73 Vine street.

TEACHER WANTED,
A well qualified Teacher to take charge, at the close

of the present year, of the " Sheppard School' for

Coloured Girls on Randolph street. Applications in

writing may be addressed to Edward Richie, Clerk of

the Board of Trustees, No.

A meeting of " The Female Society of Philadelphia

for the Relief and Employment of the Poor," will be held

at the " House of Industry," No. 70 N. Seventh street,

on Seventh-day, Eleventh mo. 4th, at 3J o'clock.

Philad., Tenth mo. 17th, 1854.
;

Married, at Friends' Meeting (Sixth street), on Third-

day, the 10th inst., Edward Snowdon, to Akxa J,,

daughter of the late Joseph Dixon.

, at Friends' Meeting at Fallsington, on the

1 2th inst., JoxATHAN Chace, of Philaaelphia, to Jane C,
daughter of James and Jane Moon, of Bucks co.. Pa.

, at Friends' Meeting-house, Plymouth, Mont-

gomery county. Pa., on Fifth-day, the 12th inst, Josi.iH

F. Jones, of Germantown, to Hannah, daughter of Josiah

Albertson, deceased, of the former place.

York and our

Its of New
this awful

catastrophe. The Vesta returned to St. John, N. F.
;
she

lost thirteen of her men in a boat, which was run down

by the Arctic, after the collision.

CalifoTnia.—Dales to the 16th ult. The Chinese were

arriving at the rate of from 500 to 1000 every week,

have perished

RECEIPTS.

Received from Jesse Hall, agt., 0., for F. Davis, Isaac

Brown, W. Hall, and Parker Hall, $2 each, vol. 28, for

Rachel Miller, $2 to 27, vol. 28
;
from Dr. W. W. Town-

send, Pa., §2, vol. 27; from G. F. Read, agt., for Jos.

Nichols, S2, vol. 28, for Rufus Churchill, jr., S2, vol. 28
;

from John Patten, 0., S3 to 27, vol. 28, for Jos. Patten,

S2, vol. 28 ;
from SI. Stephen, lo., S2, vol. 28

;
from J.

Manic, agt., 0., for B. Hoyle, jr., S*, fols. 27 and 28;

from Geo. M. Eddy, agt., Mass., §2, vol. 28, for Benj.

Tucker, T. K. Wilbur, Step. Swift, Job Eddy's est., Lydia

Taber, Susan Smith, Mercy Gifford, and F. Taber, jr.,

$2 each, vol. 28, for J. & S. Tucker, and G. Wilbur,

$2 each, vol. 27 ;
from Joel Cook, Md., $2, vol. 28 ; from

J. M. Reeve, S2, vol. 27, W. F. Reeve, $2, vol. 27, Em-

mor Reeve, $4, vols. 26 and 27.

Died, on the 3rd of Tenth month, 1854, after a few

days' sickness, Joseph Evens, of Cropwell, New Jersey,

a beloved member and elder of Upper Evesham Monthly ',

Meeting of Friends, in the eighty-second year of his age.
(

This dear Friend frequently adverted to the death of his :

wife, which had occurred one year before, and on re- i

turning from meeting, (having remarked that day was
,

the anniversary of her burial,) he was seized with pa-
^

ralysis, which deprived him of the power of articulation,

and of the use of his limbs generally, though the mental

powers seemed unimpaired ; he appeared calm and

peaceful throughout ; and when enabled to speak, he
,

said, " I long to go home." As strength was afforded,
j

he imparted counsel to his children ; and was fer- i

vent in supplication that if consistent with the Divine
|

will, the work might be finished and cut short in right- I

eousness. Such a holy solemnity covered those around '

his bed, especially as the close drew near, as afforded to

their minds an evidence, that through the mercy of God

in Christ Jesus, his purified spirit as it passed quietly

and calmly away, was permitted to join that innumera-

ble multitude whose robes have been washed and made

white in the blood of the Lamb, in singing the song of

the redeemed for ever and ever.
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From ihe Leisure Hour.

A Ghvicc at the Rise and Pi-O'jressof the Fotter s

Art in Britain.

Before entering the manufactory of the potter,

and witne.ssing the manifold operations which cen-

turies of experience have brought to their present

degree of perfection, it behoves us, for the better

understanding and appreciation of his art and

mystery, to take a brief ghince at its past history.

The trade of the potter is probably as old as any

that has over been practised under the sun. Some
of the most ancient relics and remains of thrones

and dynasties, which have long since vanished

from the earth, consist of specimens of his plod-

ding and peaceful labours ; and it is a suggestive

reflection, that while the ancient mouarchs of the

world, the mighty men of renown, who, lured by

the lust of conquest, fleshed their swords in the

blood of the innocent and defenceless, have been,

in fulfilment of the divine threat, " dashed to

pieces as the potter's vessel"—the " potter's ves-

sel," the frail and fragile clay modelled by the

hand of industry, has survived the very records of

their mad ambition, and remains the solo witness

of their forgotten glory. The pursuit of the pot-

ter is mentioned, and that not as a novelty, by

the oldest writers, both inspired and uninispired,

whose productions have come down to us. Both
Moses and Homer revert to his art by way of

illustration, but neither of them supplies any in-

formation as to its origin ; and we are left free to

speculate as we list, both as to the mode and the

period in which the natural conveniences aiforded

by the shells of the sea-shore, the horns of animals,

or the outer coverings of the gourd or the nut,

were substituted or supplemented by the vessel of

clay dried in the sun or baked in the fire. In all

probability, the first rude invention was the com-
bined result of necessity and accident. When
man first began to subject the flesh of animals to

the action of fire, he must have performed the

operation upon the bare soil, and he could not

have repeated the experiment many times with-

out discovering the fitness of certain kinds of earth

i
for the formation of what must have been so great

I a desideratum as a water-tight vessel. But we
must abandon all such speculations as these, or

our limits will be exhausted before we have got

I to the bottom of a single pot.

I It is supposed by some writers that earthen ves-

I
sels were in use before the construction of even

I
the rudest dwellings, and the supposition seems

I

probable; the fact, that bricks have been disco-

I vered of a more ancient date than any pots whose

!
age can be identified, being no proof that earthen

i

vessels were not first formed, since tlioy are so

much more perishable. Recent discoveries in

America prove that a race long ago extinct and

forgotten in that country practised the art of pot-

tery. Indian vases have been dug up on the

shore of the Mosquito river, and the remains of

ancient potteries have been traced in the Black

river; and some of the American antiquities bear

witness to an excellence in the art both as to design

and manufacture, hardly .surpassed in the produc-

tions of the present day. Again, in Egypt, the

wares of the potter are found deposited with mum-
mies; some of them are glazed with a blue

colouring, which is found upon analysis to be pro-

duced by oxide of cobalt, the same material used

for that purpose at the present day. The Phoeni-

cians, it is well known, exported earthenware and

glass vessels to most parts of the then known
world, twelve hundred years before the Christian

era. They traded with Britain for tin at a very

ancient period; and it is conjectured that many
rude specimens of urns, beakers, and bowls, dug
up in opening barrows in some parts of this coun-

try, are Phoenician wares, as they are inoontesta-

bly not Roman, but of a date long anterior to the

Roman invasion. A colony of Phoenicians mi-

grated from Tyre a thousand years before the

Christian era, and, settling at the foot of Mount
Vesuvius, commenced the manufacture, among
other things, of earthen vessels, which they brought

to such a state of excellence and perfection as suc-

ceeding artists have rarely equalled. They sub-

sequently assumed the name of Etruscans, and

from them the Corinthians are supposed to have

obtained their skill in the art at a later period.

Although there are yet existing many traces of

the skill of the British in the manufacture of pot-

tery, yet, so far as we can ascertain, the oldest

pottery in England, unquestionably such, of which

any vestiges yet remain, was assuredly Roman.

About two leagues from the shore of the Isle of

Thanet, in a part of the Margate Roads called the

Queen's Channel, there is a shoal known by the

characteristic name of the "Pudding-pan Sand,"

and doubtless so called from the fact, that there,

numbers of earthenware vessels of a rude shape

and rough material have been repeatedly fished

up by the nets of fishermen, most of them bearing

impressed upon them the Roman name Attilianus.

It was at first thought that these wares must have

constituted the freight of a Roman vessel which

foundered or was wrecked upon the spot; but this

conjecture was abandoned when the nets of the

fishermen subsequently brought up bricks cemented

together, showing plainly that a building must

have existed there at a former period. Reference

was then made to Ptolemy's Geography, and it

was found that a small island once occupied the

site, which must have been afterwards submerged

by the sea. The fact, therefore, would appear to-

be established that a pottery stood upon the isl-

and, and was managed and owned by Attilianus.

It is said that Wedgwood, the first of the Stafford-

shire potters who marked his goods with his own

name, took the hint from the ancient Roman.
Coming down to modern times, the continental

nations appear to have taken the lead in the pro-

duction of first-class pottery; the Venetians, the

Germans, the French, and the Hollanders havin"
attained to a high degree of excellence before the
English were in a condition to rival them. Not-
withstanding the claims made by some of the local

historians of Staffordshire for the antiquity of the
practice of the art in their district, it appears to

us that it is not satisfactorily traced to a period

oven so far remote a.s three centuries ago ; that is

to say, not as an art peculiar to the locality, and
as affording the means of subsistence to the inha-

bitants. There is reason for believing that even
so late as the latter part of the seventeenth cen-

tury, the pottery district was confined within the
immediate neighbourhood of the then small town
of Burslem, which at that period was famous for

the manufacture of its butter-po's, a coarse, cylin-

drical, unglazed vessel, used for the package of
butter for the London and other markets, and made
from the clay dug on the spot. Though the bu-
siness carried on in the potteries at the present

moment comprises every branch in the manufac-
ture of earthenware goods, from the lowest and
commonest ware of the cottager to the most exqui-
site and artistic productions fitted to adorn the

palace of the sovereign ; and though the goods
there manufactured traverse the ocean in every

direction, and are found for sale in almost every
civilized market in the world

;
yet the vast im-

provement shown in tiie power of production, and
the immense commerce _whioh has resulted from
it, may be considered as having sprung into exis-

tence from a comparatively insignificant germ,
within little more than the last; hundred years.

There can be little doubt that the earliest practice

of the potter's art in Staffordshire owed its rise as

much to the necessities of the inhabitants as to

the facilities afforded to the manufacture by the

soil. The northern part of this county, consist-

ing of a soil having chiefly a clay bottom, responded

but scantily to the labours of the husbandman,
and its remoteness from the seats of commerce
rendered the demand for labour depressingly low.

The abundance of fine clays of various hues and
textures, naturally suggested to a people shut out

from profitable employment the idea of turning these

materials to account. The cheapness of coal, too,

which some two or three centuries ago was as low

as a shilling a ton, offered the means necessary to

pursue the manufacture of earthenware. Further,

the marl for making fire-brick and " saggers"

(supposed to be a corruption of the word "safe-

guards,") or cases in which earthenware is burnt

in the kiln, being everywhere easily attainable,

all the requisites for the manufacture of a simple

kind of ware were at hand. The trade thus born

of necessity was carried on in a ratio correspond-

ing with the simple wants of the inhabitants for

a long series of years. Up to nearly the close of

the seventeenth century, however, though the

trade had for many generations afforded the means
of support to the numerous families engaged in it,

the quantity of goods manufactured was so incon-

siderable that they were nearly all disposed of to

needy hawkers, who carried them on their backs

all over the country. "At that period," says a

contemporary historian, "a potter's oven was ordi-

narily about eight feet high, and six feet wide, of

a round coped form;" this oven or kiln was shel-
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tercd round about witli a wall of clods and brokeu

pot?, or old saggers, and roofed over with boughs and

sods—very dift'erent from the kiln of the present

day, as we shall see by-and-by. The Staffordshire

ware was then of the coarse yellow, red, black,

and mottled kinds, made from the clays found in

the neighbourhood—its body being formed of the

inferior sorts of clay, and afterwards coated with

those of a finer colour or texture, mixed with wa-

ter and blended together, producing an ornamen-

tal surface resembling some kinds of marble-paper.

The common glaze was produced by lead ore finely

pulverized and sprinkled on the pieces of ware

before firing; sometimes with the addition of a

little manganese for the sake of the brown colour

it communicates ; and sometimes, by way of im-

provement, the potters used calcined lead instead

of load ore, but sprinkled on in the same inartis-

tical manner.

When William of Orange freed this land from

the peril of impending popery, and drove the re-

creant James the Second for shelter to the court

of France, he opened England to the enterprise of

his countrymen. Among others who came over

to try their fortunes, two brothers of the name of

Elers found their way from Holland to the north

of Staffordshire. It was about the year 1690 that

they established a pottery at Eradwell in the

neighbourhood of Burslem. They introduced a

new kind of glaze, which they effected by casting

into the kiln when the fire was at its greatest heat

a quantity of common salt, which occasioned a

superficial vitrification of the clay. These Hol-

landers astonished the natives of Staffordshire still

further by the production of another species of

ware in imitation of the unglazed red china from

the east; and they arrived at such a degree of

excellence that some of their tea-pots sold at the

price of a guinea each. They introduced also a

black variety obtained by the addition of man-
ganese to their clays. Tlicir skill in their art is

attested by the specimens of their labours which
yet remain. The Elers subsequently fled from

the inquisitive spirit of the Staffordshire men, but

not before, in spite of all their precautions—and

they used many—their secret had been furtively

abstracted from them, and they had been compel-

led unwillingly to furnish instruction to their

rivals in trade. The story goes, that an unscru-

pulous workman feigned himself a drivelling idiot,

and having thus got access to their works, took

careful note of their proceedings, and having ob-

tained the desiderated knowledge, communicated
it to his employers. The Elers removed to the

neighbourhood of London, but leaving behind

them the secret they so much wished to guard.

The new glaze with salt was speedily succeeded by

most important improvements in the composition

of the ware itself: the art of mixing different

kinds of clays together and in combination with

other materials began to bo practised and under-

stood; but it was mainly to the introduction of

flint, as an element in the compositiou of pottery,

that the advance of the art was due. This took

place about the year 1720, when Mr. Astbury, a

potter, of Shelton, stopping on his journey to Lon-
don at an inn at Dunstable, happened to notice

the close and delicate texture of some burnt flint-

stone when mixed with water, which had been
prepared by the ostler of the inn as a remedy for

the diseased eye of his horse. He immediately

conceived the idea of mixing it with clay for the

purposes of his trade, and upon making the expe-

riment it was found to succeed beyond his expec-

tations. At first, having calcined the flint, ho

pounded it to powder in a mortar; but this pro-

cess was found too tedious when ground flint be-

came generally in demand. A wind-mill was

erected by Brindley for the purpose of grinding it

in a dry state, and he altered and adapted water-

mills to the same use. The dry grinding of flint

was practised for above forty years, notwithstand-

ing that the operation was so fatal to those en-

gaged in it, owing to the particles of flint which

they inhaled, that they were seldom known to

survive the second year of their engagrment. It

was not till 1771, when AVedgwood was in the

height of his prosperity, that the practice obtained

of grinding the flint with water—a suggestion ori-

ginating with a plumber and glazier, named Bed-

son, and by the adoption of which the danger and

the mortality were avoided.

(To becnncludoil.)

Solidified Milif.

The last number of the American Medical

Monthly contains an account of a visit made by a

committee of medical gentlemen appointed by the

New York Academy of Jlcdicine, to the establish-

ment of Mr. Blatchford, at Armenia, N. Y. (some

thirty miles east of Poughkeepsie) where " solidi-

fied milk" is prepared. If the opinions expressed

in the article referred to, respecting the value of

this new description of food, are well founded, the

juvenile population, at least, of this city, may in?

dulge in hearty self-congratulations; for "swill

milk" has already committed appalling ravages in

their ranks. The editor describes the process of

solidification as follows :

—

To 112 lbs. of milk, 28 lbs. of Stuart's white

sugar, were added, and a trivial proportion of bi-

carbonate of soda, a teaspoonful, merely enough

to ensure the neutralizing of any acidity, which

in the summer season is exhibited, even a few

minutes after milking, although inappreciable to

the organs of taste. The sweet milk was poured

into evaporating pans of enamelled iron, embedded
in warm water heated by steam. A thermometer

was immersed in each of these water baths, that

by frequent inspection, the temperature might not

rise above the point which years of experience

have shown advisable.

To facilitate the evaporation, by means of blow-

ers and other ingenious apparatus, a current of

air is established between the covers of the pans

and the solidifying milk. Connected with the

steam engine is an arrangement for stirrers, for

agitating the milk slightly whilst evaporating, and

so gently as not to cliurn it. In about three hours

the milk and sugar assumed a pasty consistency,

and delighted the palates of all present. By con-

stant manipulating and warming, it was reduced

to a rich, creamy looking powder; then exposed

to the air to cool, weighed into parcels of a pound
each, and by a press, with the force of a ton or

two, made to assume the compact form of a tablet

(the size of a small brick) in which shape, covered

with tin foil, it is presented to the public.

Some of the solidified milk which had been

grated and dissolved in water the evening pre-

vious, was found covered with a rich cream.

This, skimmed off, was soon converted into excel-

lent butter. Another solution was speedily con-

verted into wine whey, by a treatment precisely

similar to that employed in using ordinary milk.

It fully equalled the expectations of all, so that

solidified milk will hereafter rank among the ne-

cessary appendages of the sick room. In fine,

this article makes paps, custards, puddings and
cakes, equal to the best milk ; and one may be

sure it is an unadulterated article, obtained from

well pastured cattle, and not the produce of dis-

tillery slops ; neither can it be watered.

For our steamships, our packets, for those tra-

velling by land or by sea, for hotel purposes, or

use in private families, for young or old, we re-

commend it cordially, as a substitute for fresh:

milk.

We look with interest for the scientific report

of the committee of the Academy of Medicine, in

which we hope for an exposition of the domestic,

culinary, and hygienic properties of solidified

milk. '

Wool Groiciiiff in South Carolina. — The|,

Charleston Mercury says that the experiment of;

rearing fine breeds of sheep, for wool, in the;

upper part of South Carolina, promises to be I

completely successful. J. D. Wagener, E. PJ
Simpson, and other gentlemen in Pickens havej

engaged in it, and they seem to have established,

the facts that sheep flourish in that region remark-'

ably well, that they can be raised at trifling costj

compared with that of the wool growing regions oft

the North, and that the quality of the wool ofi

the choice European breeds does not degenerate.!

Mr. AVagener has taken an active part in this;

enterprise, and has imported a stock of the famous'
Saxon sheep, which is found to thrive well ini

Pickens. Specimens of wool of his raising were
transmitted to one of the largest manufacturers of;

New England, who pronounced a most favourable

i

judgment on them, and rated them at the top ofi

the market. The Mercury attaches no slight im-i

portance to the introduction of wool-growing in

the upper districts, which, properly followed up, will

prove a source of wealth to that part of the State.

" A man may for years engross a considerable;]

share of public attention, and enunciate his opin-j!

ions to large and gaping audiences, and withji

voluminous pamphlets, and iterate interminable

i

speeches, and yet, after all this, effect slight'

amou»t of tangible good. The results of his life'

may bear no comparison with those achieved by

an earnest-minded honest-hearted person, muviiiL-

in a limited sphere, and dwelling in comparati\c

seclusion. Apt similitudes, and flowing sentences'

are forgotten. Deeds remain. It is the perse-

vering labour that adds to the comfort of the com-'

munity. It is the working bee who augments the|

resources of the hive." !

Tliinga to think about.—Congress, at the ses-

sion which has just terminated, appropriated'

upwards of sixty-seven millions of dollars, of the

money of the people. We are at peace with all,

the world, yet between twenty-four and twenty-

five millions of this sum has been devoted to the
I

public defence : say

—

For the army, 10,375,000; for the navy,:

9,851,000; for West Point, 140,000; for fortifi-'

cations, 964,000; and for building steam warl

vessels, 3,000,000.
j

While for agricultural purposes there was notj

appropriated one solilari/ cent! Yet, every bodji
knows what a large number of the tax-payers, who

:

contributed to this sixty-seven millions, are agri-\

culturisls.— Germ. Tel. i

Glas.1 Bricks.—Among the more recent inven-

tions patented by manufacturers, wo hear of one

!

by Mr. Summerheld, of the glass works, Birming-J
ham Heath, England, for what are termed chro-

'

matic glass, or glass-faced grooved bricks. By Mr.

!

Summerfield's process, red or any other clay can
'

be combined with glass, and this will secure dura-
bility, entire resistance to moisture, and give an
ornamental appearance to the building. The form (

of the brick is, also, by means of a groove at the side

and end, made so as to add greatly to the strength of

the erection, the joints by this means being brought
so close together, and the mortar acts as a dowell

;

from the shape of the groove.

—

Lond. Builder.
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BIOGRiPIllCAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and otber concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CContinued from page -io.)

ESTHER COOPER.

Of this Friend wc know little, except that she

was in good .standing amongst the valuable minis-

ters of her day, and one who was concerned to be

found faithful in the exorcise of the gift commit-

ted to her. At what time she came forth in the

ministry wc know not, but she had a pm-tiou of

trial to fit her for the work. Her husband was

one who went into the separation with George

Keith, and whose estrangement from Friends must

have been cause of great-concern to her. But he

was restored, and perhaps the testimony which he

gave against himself may have sufficient historical

importance to merit a place here.

" Dear Friends,—I am constrained to give forth

this testimony against myself, for caution to others,

desiring that none may be tossed to and fro, as 1

have been, sometimes holding this opinion, some-

times that opinion, and sometimes neither.

" Friends, how have I been hurried from

mountain to hill in self-conceited imaginations,

and in the exalt;itiou of that serpentine wisdom in

which I strove furiously in the dark night of

apostacy that has been over me, vainly endeavour-

ing to overturn the way and work of the Lord. In

this ' blackness of darkness,' I find I was a wan-

derer from the presence of God, and subject to all

the twistings of Satan. But blessed be the Lord

who hath once more extended his rod of correc-

tion in mercy, and hath not left my soul in hell,

but has let me see my dangerous condition. Glory

to his holy name for ever! Now, Friends, I do

assure you that for a time I thought myself safe,

and in that time I abused Friends and the Truth,

with all the calumnies and opprobrious speeches

and actions I could invent, being persuaded by

the devil and his agents, that I did well. In so

doing, I neither spared cost nor pains. But blessed

be the Lord who found me out in the height and

full career of these blind and wicked practices

That very day I read that paper* so irreverently

before a great congregation there met and gathered

to worship the Lord. To the grief of my heart I

j

remember with what rigour I introduced it in the

'window where I stood. When I had so done,

people being gathered in the streets of Burlingi

into many companies disputing, and I as hot

'any, having some respite, I went into George

Hutchinson's house, and to George Keith

I

chamber there, where I found him alone. Now
said I, ' George, why art thou here, and we are

I

at war in the streets.' He answered, knocking

I

one hand upon another, ' I have done with them,

and I hope, when we die, they and I shall not

both go to the same place.' These words, at that

very in.stant, struck such amazement upon me,

that I trembled, saying within myself, he hopes

well for himself, but bad for them, surely this

man wants charity."

" I say in the presence of God, and in the sin-

cerity of my heart, I am truly sorrowful for my out-

going, and I do condemn, and let it be condemned,

all and everything that I have been concerned in,

wherein the truth of God hath suffered or his

people. Particularly the late separation with all

* This paper was a challenge from George Eeith to

the Yearly Meeting then sitting at Burlington, to hear
" an appeal" which he had printed. James Cooper,

although the door of the meeting-house was open,

climbed up into one of the windows, and read part of it

whilst that ancient and honourable Friend, Thomas
Janney, was at prayer. This act he might well call

irreverent.

the whimseys, and notions thereof, and all the

writing and printing of that kind, and all the

scandalizing and laying open friends and brethren,

whether trite or fldse, as knowing it unchristian
;

with all those revolution-doctrines,* and non-

belief of the perpetuity of the damned in hell. I

desire that the liOrd may forgive me; and blessed

bo his eternal name, I feel in measure that he

hath. He hath seen my exercises, and given car

to ray cry, when no eye saw me but his alone.

Blessed be his name for ever. I can say ho hath

more given me an earnest of his love, other-

I had sank under the weight of my burden.

he hath let me feel his rod which hath driven

to make this confession. I have not done it

my own will, neither am I driven (thereto) by

others. Glory to his name for ever, can my soul

truly say. Friends, I can say to the praise of God,

nd in behalf of the Truth, that I have felt the

ancient arm. of love to the refreshment of my soul,

since I set ray face homewards again, at times

;

but in an especial manner in this great assembly,

(wherein) the Lord made me willing to take shame

to myself that he might have the praise, and trutl

be cleared. Friends, take it from one that

peaks his experience, and can say the overshadow

ing love of God is icanting amongst those thatan

gone from you, notwithstanding their boasting

What shall I say, this is the truth, and there i;

not another, and the panting of my soul is that

the Lord may bring out many more, as he hath rae,

many of whom I know [departed] through me,

and with me fell into the pit or gulf. God for-

give me, for being so forward an instrument in

that wicked work, which produced such bad effects,

and protect me with his holy protection from

henceforth. Friends, great hath been ray exer-

cise, since the Lord drove me home again, all

which I took patiently, knowing my deserts.

" Now, Friends, that you will forgive and forget

as much as in you lies, all that I have acted,

spoken, or done against the truth of God, or his

people in general, and against any particular

Friends; some of which are gone to their own

home. I desire when I finish my course, my
soul may rest with their's, and I desire I may be

received into the unity of the church. Your dis-

tressed brother, Jame.s Cooper, Jr."

"Philad., 19th of Seventh mo., 1695."

This paper was presented by James_ Cooper to

the Yearly Meeting held in Philadelphia, and the

reception of it was minuted. He afterwards bi

came a useful member of the Monthly Meeting of

Philadelphia, and one in good repute.

Esther Cooper was much made use of in the

discipline of our religious Society, and we can

trace some of her labours in the ministry. In th

Seventh month, 1701, she was set at liberty to

visit the meetings of Friends in Maryland and

Virginia, and a valuable minister, named Eliza

beth Key, bore her company. In the Third mpnth

1704, she had the unity of her friends in a pro-

spect of service about Egg Harbour, and again she

had Elizabeth Key for her companion. Sheap

pears to have frequently visited the meetings

near Philadelphia. We find her with another

fellow labourer in the gospel, Mary Lawson, visit

ing the meetings at Plymouth, Byberry, Abing

ton, and Frankford—with Martha Chalkley, a(

Germantown, Gwynned, and Abington. We can

trace her at these meetings many times, some

times, having the company of Hugh Durborough

sometimes of his wife Elizabeth, sometimes of

George Gray, sometimes of Sarah Goodson, all of

whom were ministers in good esteem. We can

* Geor"-e Keith's doctrine of transmigration of souls.

follow her in her labours of love until about the

middle of the year 1706, after which our only

trace of her is this short minute.

Esther Cooper, wife of James Cooper, departed

this life, the 13th of the Tenth mo. 1700. She

was raised in testimony here."

From the Eilinhurgli Review.

European Emigriition to the Unllcd Mules,

Nations, like individuals, have their tmies fur

self-examination, when they pause, surv'ey their

positions, glance back upon the past, study the

lessons of experience, and gird themselves up for

the future. In the summer of 1850, about a year

before the last enumeration of the population of

Great Britain and Ireland, the marshals of the

United States of America were occupied simul-

taneously throughout the Republic in ascertain-

ing the number", colour, nativity, sex, occupation,

habits, and wealth of its scattered population, and

in collecting information concerning its resources.

The full results of this work still rest in the offi-

cial receptacles ; but the Report of the Superin-

tendent, made in December, 18.52, gives an ab-

stract of what the " Seventh Census" will be

when finished. The complete work, for some un-

known cause, is yet unpublished.

A large part of Mr. Kennedy's Report is occu-

pied with the subject of the Foreign Immigration

'nto the United 'States. Although incomplete

md sometimes, we believe, inaccurate, it furnishes

the means for arriving at conclusions as to what

has been and is, and gives us grounds for specu-

lation as to what will bo.

Most readers are familiar with the chart pre-

fixed to modern editions of " Gibbon's Decline

and Fail," exhibiting the march of the barbarian

tribes upon Rome. 'Ihe exaggerations of the press

have accustomed us to speak of the modern " exo-

dus" from famine, want, and plethora of labour,

as if it were a similar movement. As ship after

ship leaves Liverpool, London, Havre, Rotterdam,

Hamburg, and Bremen, crowded with emigrants

for America, we picture that country yielding it-

self a prey to an ignorant peasantry. We see

them in imagination transferred to its shores and

invested, by the magic of an oath, with the attri-

butes of citizenship ; and we turn with sorrow

from the contemplation of the probable aniiihila-

tion of the principles of Constitutionalism in the

clashing with Democracy. Nothing can bo more

unfounded than such fears.

The United States census of 1790, taken before

any acquisition of territory, exhibited a population

of 3,221,930 freemen, and 697,897 slaves. There

were then thirteen states, in twelve of which, it

appears, that slavery existed; its feeble life ip

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Connecti-

cut, and Rhode Island, has long since been extin-

guished. In 180)5, the French province of Louis-

fana, including most of the country west of the

Mississippi, was added to the Union. Florida

was purchased from Spain in 1819; Texas was

annexed in 1844 ; and New Mexico and Califor-

nia acquired by conquest and treaty in 1848.

Five slave states, two free states, and six terri-

tories, have been created out of all this country.

Two new free states have also been admitted to

the Union from the territory of New England

since the formation of the Federation, and five

free and four slave states from the country west

of the Alleghanies assigned to the Republic by

the treaty of 1783 ; thus making in all, at pre-

sent, sixteen free states, with 142 representatives

in Congress, and 32 senators ; and fifteen slave

states, with 91 representatives and 30 senators.

The total population of the United States, in

1850, was over 23,000,000 ; of which neariy
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18,000,000 were native wliites, over 2,000,000
foreign born, 39,000 were of unknown nativities,

ar.d 3,200,000 were slaves. It appears that,

between 1840 and 1850, 1,569,850 foreigners

arrived in the United States ; from whence we
sliould conclude, even in tbe absence of other

evidence, that the emigration before 1840 was
comparatively small. It began, on a large scale,

only in 1847. From 1820 to 1830, the average

number arriving was only 20,000 a-year ; from

1830 t(? 1846, about 70,000 a-year. In 1847,
the firmine desolated Ireland ; and the revolutions

on the continent, which unsettled the channels of

labour, followed the next year. Tbe immigration

increased, under the pressure, to 240,000 in

1847, and to 300,000 in 1850; and it is now
estimate:! at the Census Office, that " the total

number of immigrants into the United States

since 1790, living in 1850, together with de-

scendants, amounted to 4,304,416," which we
shall assume to be tbe complete foreign addition

to the population of the country between 1790
and 1850.

All this has, and is to have, a great efiTect upon
the relations between slave and free labour. The
free coloured population appears to have increased

10.96 per cent, during tbe decade just past ; the

slave population, 28.81 per cent ; and tbe whites,

38.28 per cent.

The regular decrease in the augmentation of

the free blacks, is one of tbe remarkable features

of the progress of races in America. From 1790
to 1810, the Northern States, under tbe influence

of climate and the spirit of freedom engendered

by the revolution, wore emancipating, or prepar-

ing to emancipate, their slaves; and the ratio of

increase of the free coloured population conse-

quently greatly exceeded that of tbe whites or

slaves The following decade the per centage

diminished ; but was increased again, from 1820
to 1830, by the entire abolition of slavery in New
York, and a large emancipation in New Jersey,

Maryland, and Virginia. In the succeeding de-

cade it fell off again ; and, in the last, as we see,

it fails to reach 11 per cent. ; and this, notwith-

standing tbe manumission of 1,500 and the flight

of 1,000 slaves a-year; if the year 1850, for

which alone returns on this head are made, be an

example of tbe general course of things. In some
of the States—New York, for instance—the num-
ber has actually diminished ; in others—like the

Now England states—it has done little more than

remain stationary ; while in others, on the Canada
borders, and with stong abolition sympathies

—

Michigan and Ohio, for instance—it has decidedly

increased.

There can be but one solution to this—the de-

graded social position into which the negro is

forced by tbe prejudices of tbe whites of the

North, and particularly of European immigrants.

There is no phy.sical reason why tbe black race

should not increase as fast, and faster even, than

the white. The experience of the slave States

proves this, where, in spite of a degradation for

which no amount of personal comfort can compen-
sate, they faithfully fulfil the Divine command to

" multiply and replenish the earth."

In Massachusetts, they would seem to have
everything in their favour—freedom, plenty of

work, equality of laws and rights ; and yet his

family has increased only 4.5 per cent, in the ten

years. Tbe truth is, the free negro in the United
States, with all his freedom and political equality,

has no reality of either. His colour stamps him
for ever in unjuet popular prejudice, which is

stronger than law, with the caste of labourer; and
not labourer alone, but degraded labourer, whose
mother, and brother, and cousin are slaves, and

who ought to be one himself; and, if the truth

must be told, all this makes Sambo rather a good-
for-nothing fellow. He neglects his family, is

unthrifty, gets behind-hand, and before long finds

himself quite at the foot of the social ladder.

Meanwhile Pat has been coming in from Ireland,

and has stepped over him ; and, in astonishment
at finding somebody underneath himself, he be-

comes the worst tyrant that tbe poor black has to

endure. The inveterate dislike of an Irishman
to a negro is as well known as it is remarkable.

But, while the free black of the North, in spite

of his theoretically better condition, has barely

held bis own in some of the States, his southern
cousin has been increasing his family at a great

rate. Whether it be that, with plenty to eat, and,

in tbe absence of care, bis shackles sit lightly on
him, or whether it be that be stifles bis sorrows
in domestic pleasures, we do not stop to inquire.

It appears that, from some cause, the natural in-

crease of the slaves has been as great, and greater

even, than that of the whites; so that, without
fiireign immigration, the relative numbers of the

two races, and the relative weight of tbe two sec-

tions of the Union, would not have been materi-

ally changed in tbe sixty years. We do not take
into account tbe trifling difi"crence in the propor-

tion made directly by the acquisition of territory,

as the total number of slaves and freemen was
small in each case at the time of the annexation,

and the effect upon tbe general result was more
than balanced by the abolition of slavery in tbe

North. Annexation has undoubtedly strength-

ened the " institution," by giving it new States

to govern and new fields to cultivate; but not

essentially by an actual addition to the number of

slaves. Neither do we take into special account
the larger per centage of the slave increase from
1800 to 1810, created by the prospective abolition

of the slave trade in 1808 ; because tbe proportion

of slaves to whites of native descent, in 1810, was
almost exactly the same as in 1850. In 1800 the

proportion was as 1 to 4.94; in 1810 as 1 to 4.78
;

and in 1850 as 1 to 4.76, deducting in each case

tbe number of immigrants and descendants of

immigrants since 1790 from the total white popu-
lation. This great increase of a population held

unjustly in a state of bondage, with freedom
activity all around them, is a remarkable feature

in history, and suggests the possibility at some
future day of an attempt at a forcible reclaimer of

their rights, when they shall decidedly outnumber
their masters. If such a struggle should ever
come, it would be short-lived and deadly, and
could terminate only in the annihilation of tbe

weaker black.

Before 1794 it seemed that this species of la

hour was about to die out in the natural course of

events. In three of the northern states it had
perished; in five more it lived only upon suffer-

ance ; and in the South public sentiment would
have abolished it if a feasible way bad been pro

posed. AVbitney then invented the cotton-gin :

and the export of cotton, in 1793 less than five

hundred thousand pounds, trebled in 1794, in-

creased to six millions in 1795, reached eighteen

millions in 1800, two hundred and eighty millions

in 1830, and nine hundred and twenty-seven mil-

lions in 1850. African bondage became profit-

able. The planters of Alabama, Mississippi,

Georgia, and the Carolinas, bear tbe sin before

the world ; but Liverpool, Lowell, Manchester,
and New Tork, furnish the money which prolongs

and extends the system.

In spite of these influences so favourable to

slavery, the foreign immigration is gradually

aff'octing tbe balance of power in the Federation.

In 1800 the total population of the slave states

was 48 per cent, of that of the Union, and tin ir

representation was 45 per cent, of the House. In

1830 they had 45 per cent, of the population, ;.iid

41 per cent, of the representation; and in l^'iO

but 41 per cent, of the former, and 39 per ci nt.

of the latter. It requires no prophet to fui l -.-e

that the same disturbing causes will continue as

long as tbe peasants and artizans of Europe i m
command cheap homes, high wages, and an im-

proved social position in the New World as easily

as they now do.
(To be conlinuert.l

The /amid Mnilia Coffee.

Mocha has for over fifty years been the princi-

pal seat of the coffee trade of Yemen, although Aden
is now entering upon a successful rivali-y for the

eminence which a monopoly of this branch of

eastern commerce might give to any seaport that

can secure it. Coffee began to be a common
beverage in Arabia about the beginning of tbe

fifteenth century, and tbe Arabians have since

sedulously cultivated and jealously prohibited the

exportation of this native plant of Yemen. It has

however been introduced from here into other

countries without the anticipated injury to the

wealth and property of Arabia, as Mocha coffee is

still regarded the most excellent and expensive

eofl'ce cultivated.

The coffee plant grows sixteen or eighteen feet

high, with an upright stem covered with a little

brown bark. Its branches grow horizontally and
opposite, crossing each other, and form a pyrami-

dical appearance. The leaves grow on tbe oppo-

site side of the branches, to the length of four or

five inches, and to half that width in the middle.

The flowers, growing in bunches at the junction of

the leaves, are white, maturing first into green,

then red berries, resembling bunches of cherries,

each of which contain two kernels. But one crop

is annually produeed, which is gathered in the

months of January and February. For the pur-

pose of being dried in the sun, the gathered coffee

is spread on the house-tops, or cleared spaces of

ground, where it is frequently watered to open the

koke, or shell, which is always separated by grind-

ing before packing. Tbe coffee raised at Annas
and Sana, which is held in the best estimation, is

generally dried upon temporary floors, covered

with a compost of clay and cow ordure, which

protects the coffee from vermin, and also gives it

a permanent yellowish colour. How perceptibly

such a compost may affect the taste of the coffee

would doubtless be a matter of inquiry with the

tidy, cowloving Hindu housewife, who uses a

solution of it to purify her parlours, ornament her

walls and door-waj'S, and for numerous other pur-

poses.

Large quantities of coffee arrive at Mocha, from

March to the latter part of July, from the coffee

districts within twenty days' journey. Camels
are employed in its transportation, each of which

carries about six hundred pounds, contained in

two sacks. Thoy are driven in long trains of

fifty or more, arranged one behind another, the head

of each being tied to tbe tail of the camel imme-
diately before him. Thus arranged but few drivers

are necessary.

All coffee from the country is first taken to the

custom-house, a large building 150 feet square,

near the sea gate, where it is stored to be inspected

by the governor, who visits the custom-house
daily. Here, also, the duties are fixed, at the rate

of seven per cent. On Arabian exports and im-
ports, two and a half per cent, on English, and
three per cent, on American imports. A double
'uty is imposed on smuggled goods. From the

custom-house the coffee is taken to the gowdowns
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br warehouses of the merchants, several of which

kre attaubed to the walls of the custom-house and

Irented by the government. There it undergoes

.'the process of being cleared from pebbles and dirt

by means of sieves. Those who do this tedious

^work of garbling, though expert in their calling,

;eani but the value of five or six cents daily, a

liortion of which earnings is paid to one of their

number who acts as their overseer, and to whom
the purchaser must complain if he has any fault

Ito liud. An active man may garble two or three

jbales in a day, and a smart woman half as much.

Having been cleaned, the coifee is packed in bags

,for exportation, and if good, should be free from

Iwhite and black kernels, and have an aromatic

jsmell.

I
But few Arabs, and those of the wealthier

Iclass, indulge as a general habit in the luxury of

Icoffee. It has often been disputed whether ooil'ee

Idoes not come under the prohibition of the Koran,

Iwhich forbids the use of strong and inebriating

Ijiquors, as it is a well knowu fact that the fumes

of coft'cc have some effect on the imagination. Its

\i,-o is, however, generally tolerated, and many
Aralis say " that a dish of cofifee and a pipe of

I tobacco are a complete entertainment." They
idrink it without either milk or sugar, after it has

'been pounded fine in a mortar and then steeped.

I

All classes use a very palatable beverage made
(from the koke, or coffee shell, which goes by the

(name of /iaif/ta. It can be obtained at the nu-

imerous and much frequented ooflfee shops, where

I

Well seasoned bowls the gossip's spirits raise,

for half a cent a quart.— George Creamer's Notes

\o/ Travels.

OMENS.
Puict. I hope we shall have another good day

to-morrow, for the clouds are red in the west.

Fhi/s. I have no doubt of it, for the red has a

tint of purple.

Ilal. Do you know why this tint portends fine

i weather ?

' Phys. The air, when dry, I believe, refracts

j

more red, or heat-making, rays ; and. as dry air is

I

not perfectly transparent, they are again reflected

I
in the horizon. I have observed generally a cop-

I

pery or yellow sunset to foretel rain ; but, as an
indication of wet weather approaching, nothing is

1 more certain than a halo round the moon, which
is produced by the precipitated water; and the

larger the circle, the nearer the clouds, and, con-

sequently, the more ready to fall.

Hal. I have often observed that the old pro-

verb is correct

—

A rainbow in the morning is the shepherd's warning

:

A rainbow at night is the shepherd's delight.

Can you explain this omen ?

Phys. A rainbow can only occur when the

clouds containing, or depositing the rain, are

opposite to the sun,—and in the evening the

rainbow is in the east, and in the morning in the

west; and as our heavy rains, in this climate, [PiUg-

land] are usually brought by the westerly wind, a

I westerly wind indicates that the bad weather is

I
on the road, by the wind, to us; whereas the rain-

I
bow in the east proves that the rain in these

I

clouds is passing from us.

j

Poict. I have often observed that when the

I
swallows fly high, fine weather is to be expected

1
or continued ; but when they fly low, and close

I
to the ground, rain is almost surely approaching.

Can you account for this '/

Hal. Swallows follow the flies and gnats, and
flies and gnats usually delight in warm strata of

air; and, as warm air is lighter, and usually

moister than cold air, when the warm strata of

air are higher, there is less chance of moisture

being thrown down from them by the mixture

with cold air ; but when the warm and moist air

is close to the surface, it is almost certain that,

as the cold air flows down into it, a deposition of

water will take place.

Poict. I have often seen sea-gulls assemble on

the land, and have almost always observed that

very stormy and rainy weather was approaching.

I conclude that these animals, sensible of a cur-

rent of air approaching from the ocean, retire to

the land to shelter themselves from the storm.

Orn. No such thing. The storm is their ele-

ment ; and the little petrel enjoys the heaviest

gale, because, living on the smaller sea insects, he

is sure to find his food in the spray of a heavy

wave, and you may see him flitting above the

edge of the highest surge. I believe tliat the

reason of this migration of sea-gulls, and other

sea birds to the land, is their security of finding

food ; and they may be observed, at this time,

feeding greedily on the earth worms and larva3,

driven out of the ground by severe floods ; and
the fish, on which they prey in fine-weather in the

sea, leave the surface and go deeper in storms.

The search after food, as we agreed on a former

occasion, is the principal cause why animals

change their places. The difi'erent tribes of the

wading birds always migrate when rain is about

to take place. . . . The vulture, upon the

same principle, follows armies ; and I have no

doubt that the augury of the ancients was a good

deal founded upon the observation of the instincts

of birds. There are many superstitions of the

vulgar owing to the same source. For anglers, in

spring, it is always unlucky to see single magpies,

but two may be always regarded as a favourable

omen ; and the reason is, that in cold and stormy

weather one magpie alone leaves the nest in search

of food, the other remaining sitting upon the eggs

or the young ones; but when two go out together,

it is only when the weather is warm and mild,

and favourable for fishing.

Poict. The singular connections of causes and

effects, to which you have just referred, make
superstitiqn less to be wondered at, particularly

amongst the vulgar ; and when two facts, natur-

ally unconnected, have been accidentally coinci-

dent, it is not singular that this coincidence should

have been observed and registered, and that omens
of the most absurd kind should be trusted in. In

the west of England half a century ago, a particu-

lar hollow noise on the sea coast was referred to a

spirit or goblin, called Bucca, and was supposed

to foretell a shipwreck : the philosopher knows
that sound travels much faster than currents in

the air, and the sound always foretold the approach

of a very heavy storm, which seldom takes place

on that wild and rooky coast, without a shipwreck

on some part of its extensive shores, surrounded

by the Atlantic.

Phys. All the instances of omens you have

mentioned are founded on reason ; but how can

you explain such absurdities as Friday being an

unlucky day, the terror of spilling salt, or meeting

an old woman? I know a man of very high dig-

nity, who was exceedingly moved by these omens,

and who never went out shooting without a bit-

tern's claw fastened to his button-hole by a rib-

bon, which he thought insured him good luck.

Poict. These, as well as the omens of death-

watches, dreams, &c., are for the most part founded

upon some accidental coincidence ; but spilling of

salt, on an uncommon occasion, may, as I have

known it, arise from a disposition to apoplexy,

shown by an incipient numbness in the hand, and
may be a fatal symptom; and persons, dispirited

1 success IS a great means

by bad omens, sometimes prepare the way for evil
fortune ; for confidence in :

of insuring it.

Hal. I have in life met with a few things which
I found it impossible to explain, either by chance
coincidences or by natural connections

; and I have
known minds of a very superior class afi'ected by
them—persons in the habit of reasoning deeply
and profoundly.

Pltys. In my opinion, profound minds are the
most likely to think lightly of the resources of
human reason; and it is the pert superficial

thinker who is generally strongest in every kind
of uubiilief. The deep philosopher sees chains of
causes and effects so wonderfully and strangely
linked together, that he is usually the last person
to decide upon the impossibility of any two series

of events being independent of each other; and
in science, so many natural miracles, as it were,
have been brought to light—such as the fall of
stones from meteors in the atmosphere, the dis-

arming a thunder cloud by a metallic point, the

production of fire from ice by a metal white as

silver, and the referring certain laws of motion of
the sea to the moon—that the physical inquirer
is seldom disposed to assert, confidently, on any
abstruse subjects belonging to the order of natural

things, and still less so on those relating to the
more mysterious relations of moral events and in-

tellectual natures.

—

H. Davy.

The Chinese Yam has been introduced in Paris,

from China, which the chemists and csperiment-
ists say possesses all the requirements of the po-

tato, and may take the place of that plant as a

culinary vegetable.

Selected

GLORY TO GOD ALONE.
Ob loved I but not enough—though dearer far

Than self and its most loved enjoyments are
;

None duly loves thee, liut who, nobly free

From sensual objects, finds his all in thee.

Glory of God ! thou stranger here below,
Whom man nor knows, nor feels a wish to know

;

Our faith and reason are both shock'd to find

Man in the post of honour—Thee behind.

Reason exclaims—" Let every creature fall,

Ashamed, abased, before the Lord of all
;"

And faith, o'erwhelm'd with such a dazzling blaze.

Feebly describes the beauty she surveys.

Yet man, dim-sighted man, and rash as blind,

D«af to the dictates of his better mind,
In frantic competition dares the skies.

And claims precedence of the only wise.

Oh lost in vanity, till once self-known I

Nothing is great, or good, but God alone
;

When thou shall stand before his awful face,

Then, at the last, thy pride shall know his place.

Glorious, Almighty, First, and without end I

When wilt thou melt the mountains and descend?
When wilt thou shoot abroad thy conquering rays.

And teach these atoms, thou hast made, thy praise ?

Thy glory is the sweetest heaven I feel

;

And, if I seek it with too fierce a zeal,

Thy love, triumphant o'er a selfish will,

Taught me the passion, and inspires it still.

My reason, all my faculties, unite,

To make thy glory their supreme delight

;

Forbid it, fountain of my brightest days,

That I should rob thee, and usurp thy praise I

My soul ! rest happy in thy low estate,

Nor hope, nor wish, to be esteem'd or great

;

To take the impression of a will divine.

Be that thy glory, and those riches thine.

Confess him righteous in his just decrees.

Love what he loves, and let his pleasure please
;

Die daily ; from the touch of sin recede
;

Then thou hast crown'd him, and he reigns indeed.

Cowper.
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An Epistle to my dear friends in the Truth, every-

where, who have obtained precious faith through

the righteousness of God, and our Saviour

Jesus Christ.

" Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth
spoaketh," and I am about to utter, as I can, the

thoughts that arise :—Ye see the distress we are

in, through degeneracy, as a religious society; we
who were, in the morning of our day, as the

planting of tbe Lord, and whom He would have

made like the remnant of Jacob, spoken of by the

prophet Micah, as " a dew in the midst of many
people."

My spirit mourneth that those who prefer Jeru-

salem above their chief joy, are so few and so far

separated from each other, that tbeir voice is

hardly heard amidst all the shakings that are in

the earth. But thanks be unto God, this little

remnant, though unknown to each other in the

body, are well known by the Chief Shepherd of

the sheep. To them the promises of God in

Christ Jesus are yea and amen for ever! He will

bring about His own gracious purposes, and will

make of a little one a thousand, and of a small

one a strong nation.

Strength consists in purity of heart, the result

of repentance towards God, and faith towards our

Lord Jesus Christ, in the full reception of Him
who died for us, and operates within us, to purify

us unto himself. Ye hear the Lord's voice call-

inc unto his people to yield obedience to the pow-

er and the teachings of His Spirit; to enter into

the closet of the heart, that there ye may seek for

closer communion with Him ; watching thus unto

prayer, He will preserve your souls alive to glorify

Him through the varied trials and overturnings of

your day. Let none, therefore, faint who have

obtained mercy, seeing " the long-sufl'ering of

God is salvation ;" but rather let them draw near

in humility of soul, and say unto Him, " Lord,

what wilt thou have me to do?"

May wo, my dear friends, continue in the faith,

grounded and settled, and be not moved away

from the hope of the gospel, which was preached

to every creature under heaven ; whereof Paul de-

clared ho was made a minister, according to the

dispensation of God which was given him to ful-

fil the word of God, "even the mystery which

hath been hid from ages and from generations, but

now is made manifest to His saints : to whom God

would make known what is the riches of this

mystery among the Gentiles; which is, Christ in

you, the hope of glory."

From one who, though blind as to the outward

and nearly deaf, is yet oftan deeply exercised

spirit on behalf of the church, and for the enlar

ment of her borders. Benjamin Bishop
Strood, Ninth month, 1854.

The Victoria Bridge at Montreal,

Over the St. Lawrence will certainly be the

most remarkable work of the kind in the Canadas,

we might say in the whole world. It reminds us

of some of the old Roman works, such as the

ancient aqueducts which span the valleys of Italy,

in their grand and gigantic proportions, more than

of an ordinary bridge over a river.

The chain pier at Brighton, erected by Captain

Brown, and stretching from the cliffs out into the

sea, was, if our memory serves us rightly, one of

the first of these light and beautiful structures.

The Suspension Bridge at Hammersmith, on the

Thames, by the same engineer, and the Font Jes

Arls, at Paris, followed, and about the same time

the Mcnai Suspension Bridge, over the straits of

that name, connecting the island of Anglesea with

the Welsh main. The Hungerford Suspension

Bridge over the river Thames, by the younger
Brunei!, for foot passengers, followed, but it re-

mained for the genius of Robert Stephenson to

devise a bridge able to bear the ponderous weight

of locomotives, passenger carriages, luggage vans,

d mineral and cattle trucks across an arm of the

sea, or a still broader river.

Stephenson adopted the tubular form, after

careful experiment, as the one best calculated to

sustain the immense pressure to which the bridge

would be exposed. The suecess<of the Britannia

Bridge across the Menai straits has fully justified

the adoption of the same plan for the Victoria

Bridge. Each of the tubes will be 19 feet in

height at the end, whence they will gradually in-

crease to 22 feet 6 inches in the centre. The
width of each will be 16 feet, or 9 feet 6 inches

wider than the rail track.

The bridge will consist of 25 spans or spaces

for navigation between 24 piers (exclusive of the

wo abutments) for the support of the tubes. The
centre span will be 330 feet wide, and each of the

other spans will be 242 feet wide. The width of

each of the piers next to the abutments will be 15
feet, and the width of those approaching the two

centre piers will be gradually increased, so that

these two piers will each be 18 feet wide. Each
abutment is to be 242 feet long and 90 feet wide,

and from the north shore of thfe St. Lawrence to

the north abutment there will be a solid stone

embankment (faced in rough masonry towards

the current) 1200 feet in length. The stone em-
bankment leading from the south shore of the

river to tbe south abutment will be 600 feet long.

The length of the bridge, from abutment to abut-

ment, will be 8000 feet, and its total length from

river bank to river bank will be 10,284 feet, or

186 feet less than two English miles.

The total weight of iron in the tubes will bo

10,000 tons, and they will be bound and riveted

together precisely in the same manner and with

similar machinery to that employed in the Britau

nia bridge. A capital of $270,000 has been in

vested in machinery and various appliances at the

quarries above Montreal, whence most of the stone

used is procured, and in the construction- of steam-

tugs and barges to convey it to the site of the

bridge. The piers close to the abutments will each

contain about 6000 tons of masonry. Scarcely a

block used in the construction of the piers will be

less than seven tons, and many of them will weigh
fully ten tons each. In addition to the abundant

use of the best water cement, each stone is clamped

to its neighbours in several places by iron rivets,

and the interstices between tbe rivets and the

blocks are filled up with molten lead. The total

amount of masonry in the piers will be 27,500,000
cubic feet, or 205,000 tons weight.

This work bids fair to be as durable as that of

the Coliseum or the Appian Ways, which have

stood the wear and tear of time and of traffic for

more than two thousand years, and which still

continue to exist as monuments of the skill and

industry of man. It is a thing worthy of note,

that in a new and rising country, only known to

civilized man for two or three hundred years,

monuments should arise to mark the progress of

the age, and to compete in the world's esteem,

with similar works constructed two or three thou-

sand years ago.

Unless unforeseen difficulties arise, the first

railway train will pass over the broad St. Law-
rence by the' summer of 1858. The commercial

advantages will consist in the fact, that the Vic-

toria Bridge will bring into direct communication,

without break of guage or bulk, the products of

Canada West, and of Michigan, Illinois, Iowa,

Wisconsin, and all the western states of the Union.i

Reciprocity will have opened the door of inters

tional communication, and the requirements of

traffic will be cheaply and expeditiously met by

the iron road and its tubular bridge. The pro-

moters of this undertaking allege that they will

be able to convey produce and all commodities

3 cheaply and expeditiously than by any other

existing route, whether of rail or of water ; and

they must be doubtless strong in the faith, as its

cost is to be about seven millions of dollars, or

about one-seventh of the total expense of building

the 1112 miles comprising the Grand Trunk Rail-

way of Canada, with which it is connected. A
few years hence, and this very bridge probably

will become one of the greatest attractions to the

tourist and the traveller.

The Colossus ofRhodes, under which the pigmy i

shallops of former ages could pass, was esteemed

one of the wonders of the Old World. But an

iron bridge spanning a river two miles in width, i

giving safe passage to hundreds of tons of weight
',

between its iron sides, and permitting ships of the

largest tonnage to pass beneath its elevated arches,

is an achievement still more remarkable for the

New World, and is worthy of the young giant

rising in the west.

A Great Bore.

The St. Louis Democrat of a late date has a

very interesting account of the progress made by

Mr. Belcher, of" that city, downward toward the

centre of the earth, in search of pure water for

his extensive sugar refinery. His Artesian well,

commenced six year ago, has now reached the •.

depth of 2,200 feet, being, it is said, the deepest

in the world, the one at Grenelle, near Paris,

being sunk 1,961 feet, and another one in France

reaching the depth of 2,150 feet.

The drill has thus far passed through a con-

stant succession of the most stubborn rocks, with

the exception of a stratum of soft slate of 100 feet,

and it is now on its way through yellow sandstone.

A steam engine of twenty-five horse power is used

to work the" drills, the diameter of the bore being

five inches. The Democrat says :

—

The kinds of drills used are various, some being

adapted for pulverizing the rock, others for hook-

ing up soft substances ; and then there is an in-

strument called a rimmer, used for cutting tho
|

sides of the bore to make it round and smooth. ;

Tubes are also used containing valves, which catch
;

the loose particles of rock and carry them to the
|

top of the well. The drilling rods are made of
!

stout oak wood, are about two inches in diameter,
1

and thirty-two feet long, having iron screws and
j

fastenings at the ends by which a continued rod

may be formed of any length. |

The presence of one or more persons is con-
j

stantly required for the purpose of turning the
]

drill around in the bore, as its vertical motion
j

continues. At present the operators are engaged

in enlarging the cavity at the point where the soft

slatestone occurs, for the purpose of introducing a
|

copper tube to prevent the continual caving in of
;

the soft parcels which are constantly sloughing i

from the sides. We were told that this falling in i

of the blue slatestone had left a cavity as large as
;

a good-sized house. We believe it is the inten- '

tion to introduce copper pipes from the top to the

bottom of the well, as soon as it is finished, al-

though the hard rocky sides would seem to make

it unnecessary. The object to be gained by this

is to shut out the various kinds of waters from

tho sides, so that the pure stream from the bottom

may reach the top without any mixture.

At the depth of 700 feet a vein of salt-water

was struck, and at 1,500 feet an immense vein of
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;ulpliur water burst forth, which has been running

;ver since its discovery in a large stream from the

'nouth of the well. This water is the same as

that of the Blue Lick Springs, in Kentucky, and

sses a purity and freshness of taste quite

uperior to that which reaches us in barrels and

asks. It is carried ofF by a large sewer leading

the river. It seems too wasteful that such

ofu.se quantities of this celebrated water should

e permitted to flow away; but the refinery needs

clear unadulterated element, and it must have

t and nothing else. Other medicinal waters have

een discovered, we believe, but they have been

f little consequence.

j

[As Friends in Philadelphia and other large

icities are liable to be put to the same inconveni-

ence in relation to burial-grounds, as is alluded to

in the following minute of the Meeting for Suffer-

ings in London, and as Friends here arc likewise

isuffering great loss for some of our members re-

orting to cemeteries held in common with others

where several of the testimonies of our religious

ciety are set at naught, we commend the views

et forth to the consideration of our readers.

—

Ed.']

it a Meeting for Sufferings, lidd the 4th of
Eighth Month, 1854.

The bills which have from time to time been
jintroduced into Parliament, in reference to inter-

[ments in populous places, have engaged the atten-

jtiou of this meeting and its committees ; and ef-

Iforts have been, on several occasions, a.ssiduously

|made on its behalf to obtain modifications of the

(proposed enactments.

j
Th« legislature having now, by successive enact-

Iments relative to burials, both in the metropolis

land throughout the rest of England, (15 & 16 Vic.

cap. 85, and 16 & 17 Vic. cap. 131,) authorized

the Queen in council, in cases in which it may be
judged desirable with reference to the public

health, to direct the closing of existing burial-

grounds and regulate the formation of new ones

;

and these acts having already been put in force

on several occasion.?, this meeting thinks it desir-

able that the attention of Friends generally should
ibe turned to some of the practical bearings of the

jsubject.

I
An order in council is requisite both for this

iauthoritative closing of existing burial-grounds,

land for restraining the opening of new grounds
iin a town or district, and in such orders a future

iday is named from which the order is to take

jefFeot. It is, moreover, expressly provided that

jthe burial-grounds " of the people called Quakers
lused solely for the burial of the bodies of such
jpeople," shall not be included in any such general

lorder, unless expressly mentioned therein.

As, however, the interval is often short between
the issuing of the order and the time mentioned
for its taking effect, and as it may occur that on
the issuing of such order our members may be

invited to join with their neighbours in taking
prompt measures for supplying the deficiency of

accommodation occasioned by the closing of exist

ing grounds, it seems desirable that Friends should
have previously well considered the circumstances
in which they may be placed, and be prepared for

the course which it may be most advisable to

pursue.

It is not unlikely that the members of other

religious bodies will, in many, if not in most
stances, avail themselves of the public cemeteries
already formed, or hereafter to be formed, and
which will probably become much more general

throughout the country.

Such a course will, however, it is apprehended,

be perceived by Friends to be open to objections

and difiBculties as a substitute for their separate

burial-grounds.

The providing of separate burial places, where

interments might be conducted with due solemn-

ity, and at the same time with perfect simplicity,

formed a very important feature of the religious

arrangements of our forefathers. The supersti-

tious distinction between what is termed conse-

crated ground and unconsecrated ground, and the

use of various ceremonial and formal observances

in public parochial burials, were prominent causes

of the provision of separate places of interment.

But in addition to the avoidance of these serious

objections, positive advantages have, wc believe,

in many ways, flowed from the distinct character

of burials among Friends in their own grounds.

The use of distinct burial-grounds for our mem-
bers and those in profession with us, is calculated

to preserve simplicity in the mode of conducting

interments, and it has an improper bearing on the

upholding of our testimony against worldly con-

formity in various respects.

These occasions have often proved times of

great solemnity, in which true spiritual worship

has been performed and gospel ministry has been

freely exercised, and in which neither restriction

of time nor the distraction of surrounding objects

has operated to dissipate the mind. And we be-

lieve that we should not be overstating the case,

if we were to add that the possession of separate

places of interment has proved in practice more

consonant to the best feelings of the connexions

and descendants of the deceased, as well as more

satisfactory to the members of our Society at large

than any other arrangement could have done.

We are aware that the difiiculty as to the dis

tinction between what is called consecrated and

unconsecrated ground is obviated in a large num
ber of the public cemeteries, and it may be thought

by some that part of the other difliculties above

alhided to may bo guarded against by purchasing

and using a distinct portion of a general cemetery.

We fear, however, that with such a course of pro-

cedure many of the latter difliculties would prac-

tically be found to exist in full force, and that

other disadvantages not immediately foreseen may
also result from it. We would, therefore, strongly

encoui-age our Friends, in their several meetings

wherever it can be accomplished, still to provid'

distinct burial-grounds for their own use ; and

where this cannot bo immediately done, we would

advise them seriously to consider whether they

cannot submit to some inconvenience in resorting

to more distant burial-grounds not likely to be

closed.

It should be borne in mind with what zeal and

liberality our early Friends made provision for

this object ; and wo believe that an adherence in

this respect to the practice almost invariably pur-

sued by them, and by those who have succeeded

them down to the present time, will be found

most likely to conduce to the continuance of sim-

plicity in our mode of conducting interments, and

to the avoidance of the accompaniments too com-
monly attached thereto by the vain customs of

the world, as well as to guard against any infringe-

ment of our Christian testimonies on the subjects

of worship and ministry, on such occasions.

(Copy) James Bowden,
Recording Clerk.

in that region for anti-slavery preachers and do-

cuments. Thus, while the Kentucky slaveholders
colonizing Kansas, their own State is gradu-

ally changing ground.

Bears in St. Lawrence County, N, Y.

Either from the fires in the woods, or some
other cause, the bears in various sections of the
country have left the cover of the woods and taken
to the fields. At Fierpont, St. Lawrence County,
on Sunday week, a Mr. Claflin met one near his

house, which stood his ground, notwithstanding
" he tried what virtue there was in stones." Be-
fore he could get a gun it was dark, and bruin

"vamosed the ranch." On Wednesday, William
Irish, a man 70 years old, drove a bear across Racket
river, and shot him. The bear dressed weighed
300 lbs. The same day a larger one was chased

through town, going right through doors and
yards that lay in his course, starting women and
children, and making men belligerent, and al-

though surrounded by thirty of them, he went his

way, with a bad opinion of white folks' hospitality

to strangers from the woods. The same night a

bear was caught in David Randall's corn field

—

or, rather, he caught the trap—and to find him, a

dog was sent for by a boy, who encountered ano-

ther bear in the road while returning, which con-

cluded to go back to the woods, as the dog would
not, and the boy could not prevent him. The
bear that undertook to carry off' the trap was fol-

lowed, found, and a general fight ensued. Mr.
Randall shot him three times without killing, and
Mr. Claflin tried to hit him with a hatchet, but
found his antagonist too good a boxer. He
knocked the hatchet out of his hand, and offered

a fair fight empty handed. Mr. C. declined, but

as the bear was determined, he had to run, when
another of the party fired with better effect. The
last shot was by Moses Leonard, who has killed

40 bears, 34 panthers, and 200 wolves, in his

time, besides " small varmint." On Monday fol-

lowing, (Sept. 4,) another bear was killed with

five balls, fired by Henry Hepburn and Mike
Stewart, in a corn field in Pierpont. And about

noon, the same day, another was trapped and dis-

patched by a Mr. Cook and Mr. AVeller, the latter

getting a bad bite in trying to secure him alive.

This makes seven bears in this neighbourhood

within less than a week, four of whicli have bit

the dust, of which we have had this summer a

great supply.
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Kentucky seems to have a large anti-slavery

population. A Presbyterian clergyman of Lewis

county, John G. Fee, states that there are now
organized in that State twenty anti-slavery

churches, and that there is an increasing demand

By. the returns from the counties throughout

the State, it appears that a majority of those who
voted at the last election are opposed to the enact-

ment of a "prohibitory licjuor law" in Pennsyl-

vania. This result is attributable to various

causes. No doubt unwillingness to be deprived

of the means to gratify a depraved taste for ardent

spirits, has influenced a large number to oppose

sanctioning the passage of such a law, while others

have been actuated in their oppo.sition by what

they consider their interest, desiring to continue

a traffic in intoxicating drinks, by which they

may accumulate money, though it is at the

expense of the morals, the health, and the comfort

of the great majority of those who deal with them
;

and others again, have either directly given their

votes against prohibition, or declined lending it

their aid, because they think the State has no

right to interfere in the supplies of a man's table,
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or prescribe by legislation what he shall or shall

not eat and drink.

The evils of intemperance are so enormous, the

direct connection between the use of alcoholic

drinks and crime so apparent, and the vast accu-

mulation of taxes rendered necessary, to attempt

to prevent or to punish this crime, has become so

burdensome to the community, that we are not

without hope some way will yet be devised and

adopted, by which the scourge that is now openly

and unblushingly protected and cherished in its

desolating course among us, may be reached,

and if not completely banished, be at least so

eufeeljled and circumscribed, as to relieve our

community from a great part of the wretchedness

it has been so long inflicting on it.

We hope the advocates of temperance will not

relax in their efforts,^ but draw encouragement

from the smallness of<tbe majority against positive

prohibition, which ^e think makes the inference

fairly deducible, that a vast majority of the people

would give their support to the most stringent

laws regulating the sale of intoxicating liquors,

which do not absolutely prohibit their being sold

among us for drink.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—The steamship Africa brings Liverpool

dates to the 7th inst., and the intelligence that the re-

ported successes of ihe allies in the Crimea, which had

caused such exultation in France and England, had been

greatly exaggerated, and were in fact for the most part,

without a shadow of truth. There are authentic ac-

counts of the battle of the Alma, and the defeat of the

Russians at that point ; but all the various telegr.aphic

despatches relating to alleged subsequent transactions,

as the storming of Fort Constantine, the destruction of

the Russian fleet, and the capture of Sebastopol, &c.,

were pure fancy sketches, so skilfully put together as to

have obtained general credence.

The battle of the Alma, it would seem, was not gained

without heavy sacrifices. The loss of the French is

stated at 1400 men and 60 officers—the English over

2000 men and 96 officers, killed and wounded. The

losses of the Turks who formed the centre of the attack-

ing army, is not given. The Russian loss is estimated

at fiOOO to 10,000, the smaller number being probably

nearest the truth. 3000 Russians were taken prisoners.

The steamers Andes and Vulcan conveyed 620 of the

wounded to Constantinople. On the 27th ult., the allied

army was within ten miles of Sebastopol, and com-

manded the approaches to the place. Prince Menschikoff

was still in the field with 30,000 men, e.'cpectiug rein

forcements, forty battalions of which, it is stated, have

already entered the Crimea. The cholera is reported to

be very severe in the garrison of Sebastopol. The allies

were sending more troops into the Crimea, which is

dently destined to be the theatre of much bloodshed and

human misery.

ENGLAND.—At Liverpool, American flour was in

fair request. Western Canal selling at 32s. and 33s

Allen and Anderson, the largest American grain dealers

in London, have failed. Their liabilities are stated to

be between £300,000 and £400,000. Edward Oliver, the

great Liverpool shipping merchant whose failure for

immense amount was recently announced, is liUeJy, by

the aid of his friends, to be " carried through."

The export trade of Great Britain continues prosper-

ous and increasing. During the first eight months of

the present year, the exports amounted to over sixty-

seven millions pounds sterling. In the corresponding

mouths of last year, the exports were about fifty-eight

millions, and in 1852, something more than forty-seven

millions. On this state of things, the "London Times"

remarks, "that whatever horrors, and waste of money,

w.ar brines in its train, it leaves at least untouched the

great sources of our national wealth."

A great fire occurred at New Castle on the 6th inst.,

attended with a terrific explosion and the loss of many
lives. It broke out in a worsted manufactory, and

spread to a sulphur and s.altpetre establishment, giving

rise to an explosion, which was heard for a distance of

twenty miles. The damage to property is estimated at

about one million sterling.

SICILY.—The ravages of cholera have been terrible

at Messina. Of the 5000 soldiers composing the garri-

son, 2000 had perished, and almost all the police. Five

thousand and sixty-eight persons died, from the 23d to

2Sth of Eighth mo., and in a short space of time the

deaths numbered 13,000.

UNITED STATES.—The result of the elections lately

held in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, &c., is generally

regarded as indicating the popular disapprobation of the

Nebraska bill, and of the course pursued by the national

administration in that and other measures.

Texas.—The complaints of Indian depredations con-

tinue. There is a large immigration this fall, and great

numbers of persons are settling on the fine lands within

the limits of Peter's Colony. The canal at the mouth
of the Colorada river, an expensive government work,

likely to prove a failure.

Pennsylvania.—At the recent election a vote of the

people was taken, for or against the passage of a law
prohibiting the manufacture and sale of intoxicating

drinks. The returns from the whole State show a ma-
jority of about 3000 against prohibition. The city of

Philadelphia and most of the counties voted for such a

aw, but the scale was turned by the heavy majorities

)n the other side given in a few counties, more especi-

ally, those in which a German population predominates.

New Orleans.—The yellow fever was rapidly abating
;

e interments for the week ending 16th inst., were 272,

including 134 of the epidemic.

~~eio York.—Nearly 6000 immigrants arrived on the

inst. Interments last week, 447, of which 22 were

from cholera.

Philadelphia.—Interments last week, 164, of which 8

were from cholera.

Miscellaneous.—Sir John Franklin.—The Governor of

the Hudson's Bay Company announces the discovery of

the remains of Sir John Franklin and his parly. The
information was conveyed in a despatch from Dr. Rae,

dated York Factory, Aug. 4th. 'The despatch states

that Franklin and his companions perished from starva-

tion, in the spring of 1850, to the northwest of Fox
river.

Dutch Slavery.—Discussions have taken place in the

Dutch parliament, respecting emancipation in the Dutch

Colonies. Numerous petitions have come in for that

purpose. The number of slaves In the Dutch Colonies,

is about 53,000—namely, 39,000 in Surinam, 19,400 in

Curacoa and other W. I. islands, and the remaining

3600 in the East India Colonies.

The Arctic Eipedition.—A letter has been received

from the second Grinnell Expedition, in search of Frank-

lin, under command of Dr. Kane. The health of the

expedition continued good, and a determination to per-

severe in endeavouring to ascertain the fate of Frank-

lin, animated all the party. According to the plan

agreed upon before the Advance left the United States,

her arrival here may be looked for early next mont'

Dreadful Mortality.—A letter from an officer of the

U. S. steamer Saranac, dated at Spezzia, Sept. 18th

states, that when she was at Constantinople, the com.

bined English and French forces had lost some thirty

thousand men by cholera, and they were still dying it

great numbers. One English frigate lost one hundrei

and seventy men during one night.

Insurance on the Arctic.—The Arctic was insured ii

England for X60,000 sterling, and in this country fo:

$310,000.
A G^rand Jury in Charleston, S. C, recommend that th

African Slave trade be legalized by repealing all existing

laws against it.

Apples.—James Upton, of Greece, N. Y., an extensive

agriculturist, has shipped twenty thousand barrels of

apples to New Y'ork, by canal, this season.

A Long Ship.—The American clipper ship Romance of

the Seas, of Boston, from Canton, is the longest sh;

that has ever entered the London dock. She has just

discharged a cargo of teas at the western quay.

British Authors. There are in Great Britain 1844

persons engaged as authors, editors, or writers—1738

males and 105 females ; of this number 1195 are located

in the metropolis.

Navigation of the Amazon.—The government of Brazil

is consideringa bill for the opening of the Amazon to

all nations. It is thought the bill will pass the present

session.

Popery.—The Cardinal Vicar of Rome has issued an

edict, in which, after attributing the cholera to the sins

of the Romans, he directs that the finger of St. Peter,

the arm of St. Roe, the heart of St. Charies, and other

relics, shall be exposed to the adoration of the faithful,

in order to avert the wrath of the Almighty.

Xcio Treaty with the Chippewas.—The Sault St. JIarie

Journal gives the particulars of a new and important

treaty made with the Chippewa Indiaus. By this treaty

an extensive tract of country at the northwest extremity

of Lake Superior, of about 7,000,000 acres, is acquired.

The land is particulariy valuable for its mineral stores,

being thought to be rich in copper.
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Hallock, §2, vol. 27, Jarvis Hoag, $2, vol. 27, and Jubn

Dakin, $2, vol. 28; from James T. Frame, agt., lo . tui

J. H. Painter, $2, vol. 28; from Wm. B. Oliver. ;.jt.

Mass., for A. Keene, §2, vol. 27, for N. Breed, gJ. . ol

27, for V. Meader, §2, vol. 28 ;
from Dawsey Cope, I'u.,^

for Benj. Gilbert, Isaac Price, Amos Cope, Mercy Cope,,(

and Melissa Cope, §2 each, vol. 28 ; from John French,,

0., S2, vol. 28, Saml. French, $2, vol. 28, and Zadock;

S. French, §2, vol. 27.

Cor.—Ninth mo. 16th, Benj. Taber, $2, vol. 28.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of the School will commence on:

Second-d.ay, the 6th of Eleventh month next. The.

pupils will be conveyed by railroad to West Chester,

where conveyances will be in waiting to take them to

the School, on the arrival of the morning and afternoon'

cars, on Second-day, the 6th, and Third-day, the 7th'

of Eleventh month. The children will get their bag-,

gage the day after their arrival. The cars will leave'

the depot, south side of Market street, above Eigh-

teenth street, (formerly Schuylkill Fifth,) at half past

7 o'clock, A. M., and 3 o'clock, p. a. The agent of the

School will be at the railroad depot, on Second and

Third-day afternoons, and will furnish pupils with

tickets, and accompany them to West Chester. Those

who go by the morning train, will be furnished with

tickets by a person in attendance. To those who pro-

cure tickets as directed, the fare from Philadelphia to

the School, including baggage, will be one dollar,Vliiuh

will be charged to the scholar at the School. All liac-

gage should be distinctly marked West-town, and with

the name of the owner, and should be sent direcUv to
'

the railroad depot.

The West-town oflSce is at Friends' bookstore, X>i. S4

Arch street, where all small packages for the pu|iils irl't

before 12 o'clock on Seventh-days, will be forwaidid.

Allletters for the pupils and others at the School, sliuuld

be sent by mail, directed to West-town Boarding Shuol,

West Chester P. 0., Chester Co., Pa. Postage should be.

pre-paid, and packages should be distinctly marked and

put up in a secure manner, so that their contents will not

be liable to be lost by handling. The stage will kave

West Chester during the Winter Session, for the .'^cli.ol,

on Second, Fourth, and Seventh-days, on the arrival of

the morning cars from the city, and from the Scliuul to
^

West Chester, on the same days, to meet the morning

cars to Philadelphia. The fare for each passeuyir to

and from West Chester by Ihe stage, will be 25 ei.-nts.

When speci.ll conveyances at other times are provided

at the School, an extra charge will be made. i

West-town, Ninth mo., 1854.

TEACHER WANTED,
A well qualified Teacher to take charge, at the close i

of the present year, of the "Sheppard School" forj

Coloured Girls on Randolph street. Applications in!

writing may be addressed to Edward Richie, Clerk of

the Board of Trustees, No. 173 Vine street.

A meeting of " The Female Society of Philadelphia,

for the Relief and Employment of the Poor," will be lield

at the " House of Industry," No. 70 N. Seventh strect,|

on Seventh-day, Eleventh mo. 4th, at 3J o'clock. ]

Philad., Tenth mo. 17th, 1854.

Marhied, on Fifth-day, the 19th inst, at Friends'

Meeting-house, Parkersville, William H. Walter, of

Kennett, to Edith B., daughter of Alban Webb, of

Pennsbury, Chester co.', Pa.
,

Died, in Lynn, Mass., on the 22d of Seventh mouth,
\

Sarah J., wife of William B. Oliver, aged 40 years; »^

member of Salem Monthly Meeting of Friends.

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
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From the Leisure (lour.

j4 Ghmcc at (he Rise and Progress of the Potter's

\

Art in Britain.

(Concluded from page 50.)

But WO are anticipating. Upon the introdiio-

ition of flint in combination with the clujs a marked

and rapid improvement began to be manifest in

[the productions of the English potters. A num-
Iber of spirited individuals, having capital at com-

|mand, now engaged in the trade, and extended its

ioperations. In addition to the commoner articles

in use for commercial and domestic purposes, they

Ibegan to manufacture handsome tea-services and
"inner equipages: they no longer carried on these

perations in hovels and sheds, but erected sub-

tantial manufactories of brick, roofed in with

iles; they travelled abroad to collect information,

md imported moulds and models from France,

hioh they turned to good account at home. Many
•ealized competent fortunes by their industry;

nd not a few fiiiled altogether in their experi-

ents and speculations, and finally abandoned the

ursuit. Meanwhile the art continued to progress,

ind considerable quantities of the productions of

Staffordshire began to find their way into the

foreign markets, notwithstanding the increased

amount required for home consumption. Unhap-
pily, as the potters increased in prosperity they

elaxed in care, and competing furiously with each

)ther in cheapness of production, inundated the

narkets, abou.t the middle of last century, with

iucli vast quantities of inferior goods as almost to

uin their character, not only with foreigners, but

dso with consumers at home. The French natu-

'ally took advantage of such a state of things, and
laving succeeded in the manufacture of a white

vare much more elegant in form and better glazed

han our own, shipped it in large quantities to

this country, where for a time it completely super-

icded the productions of Stafi'ordshire, which at

hat period few persons of taste would admit to

heir tables. This luckless position of the English

)0tters, which seemed to threaten the overthrow

nd final ruin of their trade, did not, however,
mdure for many years. As we have mentioned
u a previous article, Josiah Wedgwood in 1763
iroducod his celebrated "queen's ware," which
it once retrieved the character of the English

•nanufactures, and in due course of time restored

jhe lost trade and gave it a greater impetus than

i;ver. In the introduction of his new ware, Wedg-
i,vood adopted the surest means of improving his

irade and enriching himself : he manufactured his

;oods in the best possible manner, and he sold

i^hem cheap. The queen's ware was not only

handsome in design, but was proof against any
change of temperature, however great or sudden;
it was not glazed with the salt glaze, which expe-

rience had shown to be lamentably defective, but

with a fluid glaze, the use of which is said to have
been first introduced by Enoch Booth, of Tunstall,

much improved by William Littler, of Brownhills,

but brought to its greatest perfection by Wedg-
wood himself.

Wo need not dwell upon the progress of the

art of pottery from the time of Wedgwood down
to the present day. In point of fact, it is ques-

tionable whether any improvements of very great

importance in the composition of the material from
which the common ware is made have taken place

since bis time. Various new applications of the

potter's art to building, domestic, and commercial

purposes have doubtless arisen, and are continu-

ally arising; and some of these we may have occa-

sion to notice. Great improvements have taken

place, too, in matters of general design and orna-

mentation, much to the advantage, it cannot be

doubted, of the popular taste, which unhappily in

this country has to be led, and rarely leads, to the

appreciation of elegance. But the great and no-

ticeable fact in connexion with the pottery trade

is its enormous increase and extension, which have

enabled a district, which little more than a hun-

dred years ago barely maintained five thousand

inhabitants, to find employment and the means of

comfort for a population exceeding, it is now sup-

posed, a hundred thousand. But before proceed-

ing to quote a few statistics which will throw a

little light on this remarkable social phenomenon,
we must turn our attention briefly to the subject

of porcelain, which as yet we have forborne to

mention.

The origin of the manufacture of porcelain has

been satisfactorily traced to the Chinese, who have

excelled in the art for we know not how many
centuries. We need not here recapitulate either

the facts which are known, or the fables which are

circulated, relative to their modes of manufacture.

It imports us little to know whether they bury

their materials in the ground for a hundred years

before they use them; and whether, in the combi-

nation of their pe-tun-tse and kao-lin, which stand

iu the stead of our flint and clays, they make use

of hoa-che or not. We must leave these interest-

ing questions to philosophers who have the means
of investigation at command, and unlimited space

for the report of their conclusions on the subject.

Father d'Entrewlles may rest in his grave, for us,

and the porcelain tower of Nankin must have its

praises sung by some other historian. It is enough
for us that certain discoveries in the science of

practical chemistry, which were made about the

year 1700, established the simple facts that un-

mixed earths arc infusible by any heat to which

we can subject them, but that aluminous earths in

combination with silex, when exposed to the ac-

tion of a fierce fire, become chemically united; and

that when alkaline earths in certain proportions

are added, the result is a dense vitrified substance

sufliciently resembling the porcelain of China, and

adapted to the same uses. It is on this principle

that the manufactures at Dresden in Saxony and
at Sevres near Paris were founded. The first

porcelain ever manufactured in England was made
at Bow, and simultaneously at Chelsea, near Lon-
don : the body of the ware was composed of a
mixture of sand from Alum Bay, of clay, and
powdered flint glass; it was coated with a leaden
glaze. This kind of ware, which was first made
about 1744 or 1745, was much prized and
sought after. In 1748, wc find ilic manufacture
removed to Derby, and flourishing under the

management of a Mr. Duesbury, an artist of marked
talent. In 1751, Dr. Wale established a manu-
factory at Worcester, which still exists : to this

gentleman is attributed the invention of printing

upon the ware by transferring printed patterns

upon the bis.'uit, a process which we shall have
occasion to describe in a future paper. In the
same year, Messrs. Littler, Yates, and Baddeley
made experiments in the same manufacture in

Stafi'ordshire, but at first without success, at least

in a commercial sense, Mr. Littler being ruined

by the speculation; audit was not till fourteen

years after that Messrs. Baddeley and Fletcher

succeeded in the manufacture at Shelton. By thi.s

time Wedgwood, having settled the question of

the superiority of the English in the produce of

common wares, was experimenting in the higher

branches of the art, and pursuing those practical

researches which led eventually to his splendid

reproductions of antique vases, and the invention

of the exquisite ja.sper wares. In 1768, Mr. Cook-
worthy, a chemist of Plymouth, took out a patent

for the manufacture of porcelain by a process more
facile in operation and more certain in result than

any which had been hitherto practised. It was

mainly through the introduction of Cookworthy's
process that the making of porcelain was at length

completely established in Stafi'ordshire. Since the

year 1772 it has been practised with more or less

success by most of the potters of the district:

though it is said that the first firm who turned

the porcelain to good account were the Messrs.

Hollins and Co., of Shelton; they having obtained

by purchase an interest in thepatentof Cookworthy.

In 1800, Josiah Spodc, of Stoke, produced a por-

celain superior to any before known in England,

and very nearly approaching in excellence to that

made at Sevres. He is said first to have intro-

duced the mixture of calcined and ground bones

with the paste. He realized a large fortune by

the business, and retired to a noble mansion which

he built at Penkhull in the neighbourhood of Stoke.

His manufactory is now the property of Alderman
Copeland.

When porcelain is coloured by the mixture of

metallic ingredients, as in the jasper ware of Wedg-
wood, it is called stone-ware ; when it is free from

colouring matter and is transparent, it is called

china. Of china there are two sorts—the hard

and the tender. The hard china is that of the east

and of Saxony; its glaze is of earthy materials,

and in the process of glazing it is submitted to a

heat of such intensity as to vitrify the entire mass;

thus the glaze docs not form a coating to the ware,

but is in a manner incorporated with it, and the

surface appears like a stone polished by a lapidary.

This process is one of much hazard, as it is at-

tended with the danger of melting the goods in the

act of vitrification. The tender china is that which
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is mostly made in England; its glaze is less bard,

and may be scratched with a steel point, to which
the hard china would be impervious : it is glazed

with a mixture harder than that used for earthen-

ware, but in a fire not sufficiently intense to en-

danger the integrity of the goods. Many of the

foreign manufacturers are now imitating the cau

tion of the English, and making soft or tender

instead of hard china.

Among the later improvements in connexion

with this department of the plastic arts is the

combination of the beautiful material which forms

the substance of the porcelain statuary, of which

numberless exquisite specimens may be seen in the

shop-windows of dealers in works of art in the

metropolis, and in the colli ctions of the curious.

The Duchess of Sutherland, it is said, "was the

first to perceive the adaptation of this material to

the purposes of statuary, and to encourage its use

She directed the attention of Gibson to it, who de

clared it the next best thing to marble, and had a

reduced copy of his Narcissus made of it at Cope
land's manufactory. It is a matter of doubt or of

dispute as to whom the invention of this exquisite

material is due : it is largely used by most if not

all of the principal potters in Staft'ordshire ; but

it is evident that it is not, and need not be, pre-

pared after any very rigid formula, inasmuch as it

difl'ers essentially in transparency, in texture, and
in colour, in various establishments.

Having thus taken a hasty glance at the rise

and progress of the pottery trade, we shall con-

clude this paper by quoting a little statistical in-

formation, for which we are chiefly indebted to an

admirable article on the subject, which appeared

in the " Times" in the autumn of 1851, and which
may serve to acquaint the reader with the manu-
facturing status of the potteries in our days.

The following is a statement of the probable an-

nual consumption of articles in the Staffordshire

Potteries :

—

Per Ann.
Ball clay, from Devon and Dorset . 45,000 tons.

China clay (Cornish) . . 14,000 "

Cornish stone and flint . . 24,000 "

Straw (for packing) . . 16,000 "

The population in 1851 was reckoned at 90,000;
but from the rapid increase by immigration it is

supposed now to exceed 100,000.

The coals consumed annually in manufactures
amount to no less than 408,000 tons, some of the

pot-works consuming as much as 60 tons a day
each; the consumption in colleries and mills is

not less than 282,000 tons; making altogether

750,000 tons of coals per annum used for pottery

purposes. The mills supply the smaller establish-

ments with materials ready ground and fit for use,

as only the larger manufacturers grind their own.
Every potter, however, prepares his own glazes,

which, if he choose, he can have ground at the
public mills.

The entire value of the goods made annually in

the potteries is estimated at 1,700,000/.; of this

the large amount of 1,300,000?. represents the
value of the exports, leaving goods to the amount
of 400,000/. for home consumption. The value of
the gold annually consumed in the ornamentation
of china and earthenware is about 36,000?.
Of the pottery of Staflbrdshire which is export-

ed, more than one-third goes to the United States;

and the rest finds its way in various bottoms to

the following places : Canada, British North Am-
erican colonies, Brazil, East Indies, West Indies,

Germany, Holland, Denmark, Kussia, Italy and
the Italian islands, Spain and the Balearic islands,

Turkey, Foreign West Indies, West Africa, Cape
of Good Hope, Sumatra and the Eastern Archi-
pelago, Australia, etc., etc.

SUPERFLUITIES.

The kingdom of God standing "not in word,

but in power," it becomes us poor dependent
creatures to be in earnest, in the first place, to lay

hold, through the as.sistance of the Holy Spirit, of

the hope which is set before us;" "which hope
we have as an anchor to the soul, both .sure and
steadfest, and which enfereth into that within the

veil ; whither the forerunner is for us entered,

even Jesus, made an high priest for ever after the

order of Melchi.sedee." And seeing he was given
not only "as a propitiation for our sins," but as

"an ensample, also, that we should follow his

steps," it behoves us to deny ourselves, take up
the cross daily, " looking unto Him, who, for the

joy which was set before Him, endured the cross,

despised the shame, and is now set down on the

right hand of the Father in his kingdom."
The faith which He gives is not a dead faith,

but it enables to rely on him, and works in us to

the purifying of the heart : even to the over-

coming of the " lust of the flesh, the lust of the

eye, and the pride of life, which are not of the

Father, but of the world." It is through obedi-

ence to the Holy Spirit, that we are to be led into

all truth, and to know by this fiiith, working in

us, all our steps to be " ordered of the Lord."
And hereby know we that we are in him, " for

the Spirit beareth witness with our spirit, that we
are the children of God." It is only through the

Spirit that any of our works are well pleasing to

him. We are not to expect to be saved' in our

sins without having the legitimate fruits of faith

brought forth; neither will He own such things

is a day when we ought to be vigilantly on our

guard, for I believe the enemy is on the alert in :'

these trying times to captivate all he can, and if

the " supei-ficial religion" which he would intro-

duce prevails, or wherever it prevails, (let punple

profess what they may,) "it introduces the ^jiirit '

and maxims of the world :" but the Lord will

have a tried people to show forth his praise,"

" and He can work by many or by few."

Such as are willing to deny themselves, take up
the cross, and follow Him, cannot wilfully run

into superfluities of any kind, nor enter into the

amusements of the present day, (however refintd,)

which lead away from the fold of rest and jKaoe,
'

and from the footsteps of the flock of Christ's

companions. When their minds are brought duwn
and humbled, by the power of the Spirit, into a '(

sense of their own unworthiness, they do not want
any drawings, paintings, or likenesses of tlioin-

selvcs, either to please themselves or others ; nor

do they desire any superfluity or ornament to <Qt
'

off the poor tenament of clay, which will be cmu-

signed to dust from whence it came, when the

spirit, that has inhabited it, has passed away to

Him who gave it. 01 what excess the vanity of '

the worldhasrun into. Men mustnowbehonnurL-d,
instead of abased ; a likeness of great man, (whose
flesh is soon to be the prey of worms, and return

to earth as it was,) must go down to generatinus

following, his own eye while living, peradventure
being dazzled with the figure. The art to ]nuril

and portray must now be taught, so important is

the purpose now supposed to be.

But the testimony formerly was, " I abhor the

excellency of Jacob, and hate his palaces;" and I

as are contrary to what would be produced by !
believe the time is hastening when we are to be

submission to His will, who would lead all men i
brought back (all who will) to first principles, to

into the knowledge of Himself, and of the truth 1

" exalt those pure doctrines and testimonies,"

it is in Him. There is much profession of the which "the Lord Almighty qualified primitive

Friends to live up to, and to preach with holytruth ; but we are called unto the " truth as it is

in Jesus." We are taught that the path that

leads to the kingdom, " is straight and narrow,'

that it is a way of self-denial, and of humility, and
of self-renunciation in all things. But some, it

would seem, in the present day, would fain believe,

that it is a way of more liberty than formerly, in

which we are not bound to come so strictly to

the state of giving up all things that His contro-

versy is with ; but that some, (of what may seem
like the good things of the enemy,) may be

tained, especially if they make "an offering unto

the Lord ;" endeavouring to persuade themselves

that the world has approached a little nearer to

what is right, and that there is not now so much
harm in indulging in its pleasures. Having taken

this path, which at first seemed to diverge but
little from the right way such have set themselves
to manufacture doctrines to suit, modifying the

faith of the ancients under the plea of refinement,

and striving to make us believe, that their course

will at last end in the one narrow path to the

kingdom. Alas ! how many have been charmed,
and captivated by this temptation of the cruel

enemy, aiding to introduce into the bosom of the

church unsound principles, leading many to be-

come weary of a life of self-deuial, and betraying

them into such a mixture, and conformity with
the ways of the " world, which still lieth in wick-

edness," that they are not to be known, (only in

nie,) from the people thereof.

But does not the heart that is truly awakened
to a sense of its own natural depravity and weak-
ness, and to the greatness of Almighty power and
goodness, feel that the joys, the honours, and the

pursuits of this vain world, are still contrary to the

cross of Him, " who is meek and lowly in heart ?"

And do not all true Christians desire that as He
such (in their degree) they may be also ? It

zeal, in the pure language, which was restored
\

unto them." And "were we unreservedly to

submit to the turnings and overturnings of the

Divine hand upon us, individually, and as a peo-

ple. Truth would rise more and more into domi-
nion in our religious assemblies; messengers of

the everlasting gospel would, in the Lord's own
time, and according to his own pleasure, be sent

forth as of old : judges as at the first, and coun-

sellors as at the beginning, would be known
amongst us; our meetings for the transaction of

the discipline would be increasingly weighty and
edifying

; forward and self-confident spirits would
stand rebuked in the authority of Truth ; the

shout of a king would be heard in our camp ; and <

lie who has hitherto helped us, would still con-

,

descend to be to his sirijjpcd and peeled people, the

healer of breaches, and the restorer of paths to

dwell in ;" and his own name would be magnified '

and exalted through and over all.

N. G., Tenth mo. 18th, 1854.

Completion of the Great Indian Telegrapth

Line.—The telegraph wires have been extended
entirely across the Peninsula of Hindostan, from ',

Calcutta, at the head of the Bay of Bengal, to '

Bombay on the Arabian Sea, a distance of 1200 i

miles. On the 18th of May the first telegraph ',

despatch was transmitted across the lines by Lord (

Elphinstone, Governor of Bombay, to the Gov-
ernor General at Calcutta. A reply was imme-
diately sent back congratulating all India on the

achievement. By thfs line Calcutta is brought
nearly a week nearer England. In flict, the Cal-

cutta Morning Chronicle of May 27th contains,

by way of the Bombay telegraph, news from Eng-
land to April 26th, only one month old.
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Missing tShips.—The list of wrecks and casual

ties at sea, registered at Lloyd's during the pre

sent year, since the 1st of January, discloses a

,
frightful catalogue of ships missing, and which

.arc now given up as lost, having, it is supposed;

foundered, with all hands on board,

i In all there appear to be no fewer than forty-

eight, which do not include the losses of the Ma-

dagascar, and the ill-fated City of Glasgow, screw-

steamer, with which upwards of 500 passengers

were lost. Of the forty-eight, a large number

were vessels bound across the Atlantic, carrying

mau}' passengers. Among them were the follow-

ing : The Waterloo, from Liverpool to New York

;

Itho Ann, Capt. Atkinson, from Quebec for Bristol;

'the Leviathan, of and from New York for Liver-

pi ml; the Joanna, from New York for Dunkirk;

the American Lass, Captain Cousins, from St.

.l.iliii, Newfoundland, for Oporto; the Emma Field,

IVniii Bath (United States) for Liverpool; the

(lip-i-y, Captain Stephenson, from St. John for

(Irriiiiock. Also, the ships Arco, of New York;
Agnes Hall, from Montevideo; Wilberforce, Syria,

I'l-ent, Antilas, John Wickliffe, Governor Briggs,

i^Villiam Tliompson, Sarah, (Peterson,) Ann Tift,

Spectator, lied Rover, Richard Watson, and the

Alibe, of Bridgeport. The remaining vessels were

biigantines and .schooners. Strange to say not a

vestige of any of the unfortunate vessels has turned

up—not a fragment has been discovered.

Facts for Farmers.

It is a fact that during the late drought, which
was the most serious ever experienced in Ame-
:riea, upon all deeply plowed land crops suffered

ileast. On all subsoil plowed land they suft'ered

but little. Upon land underdrained, subsoiled,

'deep plowed, and frequently stirred upon the sur-

jface, the growing plants kept as green and vigorous

las in a wet season.

I

It is a fact, then, that all clay lands, or lands

[with a stiff subsoil, would be vastly improved by
deep surface plowing, subsoil plowing, and under-

idraining, in drought as well as wet seasons.

I

It is a fact that one of the most neglected agri-

cultural improvements in this country is irrigation,

[if all the running streams that might easily be

lUsed for that purpose were turned upon the culti-

Ivated fields, to add moisture and fertility to the

I

soil, it would increase the products of this country

I

at least five hundred millions of dollars annually.

The actual bona fide loss to farmers from the

drought of 1854, by lessening the products of the

soil, is more than two hundred millions of dollars,

besides the loss of property destroyed by fire.

The corn of 18-49, according to the census re-

port, was in

Ohio . . 60,078,695 bushels.

Indiana . . 52,964,303 "

Illinois . . 57,646,984 "

Kentucky . . 58,672,591 «

Tennessee . . 52,276,223 "

Aggregate . 271,638,850 "

Now, 20 per cent, on this amount is fifty-six

millions ofi bushels, for the loss in these five States.

In our opinion, the real loss was more than double,

j
as none of the estimates make the loss per acre less

I

than one-third, while the number of acres planted

I

is certainly one-third more than it was in that year.

I If the ftiilure of the corn crop be as large as wc

I

suppose, there will be a reduction of 1,000,000 in

i
the number of fatted hogs in the United States,

I

and of cattle in proportion. The number of hogs

fatted in the West, according to the Cincinnati

Frice Current, is nearly, or quite, 2,500,000. In

the United States 3,000,000, at least.

One effect of this reduction will be, that there

will be little or no export. There cannot be any
considerable export without at once raising the

price beyond what meat can be exported at pro-

fitably.

The number of cattle and hogs brought to mar-
ket depends so much on the corn crop, that the

diminution of the crop by a partial failure is likely

to produce very important results on the trade in

domestic produce.

Though the scarcity of corn may not raise the

price of pork correspondingly with the increased

price of the grain, it will lessen the quantity sent

to market.

As the manufacture of whiskey never ceases, the

consumption of corn will go on, increasing the

price of food, without producing one single cor-

responding benefit to the labourer.

Hundreds, yes, thousands of farmers, have suf-

fered great loss for the want of water, for family

use and for stock, because wells, springs, brooks,

and ponds have dried up ; all of which could

have been avoided.

Ho you wish to know how ?

By building capacious cisterns. From two to

three feet in depth of water falls in rain and sno

all over the surface of the earth in the course of

year. From your roofs you can always fill cisterns

if you have them, and there lay up a storeho

of water for a dry time.

It is estimated that a barn, thirty by forty feet,

supplies annually from its roof 864 barrels

enough for more than two barrels a day for every

day in the year. Many farmers have in all, fiv

times this amount of roof, or enough for twelve

barrels a day yearly. If, however, this water w;

collected, and kept for the dry season only, twenty
or thirty barrels daily might then be used.

A cistern, 10 ft. diameter, 9 ft. deep, will hold

108 barrels. That is a very good size to make
barn cisterns. If you want more capacity, mak
two. A cistern, 5 ft. diameter, will hold 5| bar

rels to each foot in depth. One 6 ft. diameter

6i} nearly of barrels to each foot. And 7 ft. dia-

meter 9|- barrels per foot. 8 ft. nearly 12 barrels.

9ft. 15i barrels. 10 ft. 18f barrels per foot.

How to build a cistern. Dig your hole about

four inches larger than the determined size. If

the earth is compact, you need no brick-work. If

loose, allow a foot increase of excavation for

the wall. When you are ready, mix water lime

with twice its bulk of coarse, clean sand, and
plaster two or three coats over bottom and sides.

Use the mortar as fast as mixed. Finish the top

from eighteen inches below the surface with a

double row of bricks as " headers," to support a

four-inch pla'nk covering, and over that earth, to

prevent freezing. Every such cistern is worth its

cost every year.

Culture of Rice.—The Baltimore American
says that the culture of rice in Louisiana appears

to be increasing. There are immense tracts of

swamp land in that State well adapted to the

growth of this crop. There is land enough along

the Lafeusche to grow more than all the rice plan-

tations in South Carolina, which can be easily

watered from the branch of the Mississippi. Good
rice land will produce from 60 to 112 bushels of

paddy (rough rice) to the acre, and a bu.shel will
"

1 on an average 29 pounds of clean rice, worth

dollar, while the broken rice and meal will

pay for hulling. This shows a profitable crop, but

not above facts. Rice-planters on the Cape Fear

river. North Carolina, we are told, average 112
bushels per acre, with pretty rough culture ; and

on the Cooper river, S. C, 75 bushels, is a com-

mon average.

For ••Thel-ricnd."

Interesting letter written in 1653.

" Dear Friend,—I have long professed to serve
and worship the true God, and as I thought, above
many sects, attained to a high pitch in religion

;

but now, alas ! I find my work will not abide the
fire. My notions were swelling vanities, without
power or life. What it was to love enemies, to

bless them that curse, to render good for evil, to

use the world as using it not, to lay down life for

the brethren, 1 ncucr understooil ; what purity

and perfection meant, I never tasted. All my re-

ligion was, but the hearing of the ear, thebelieving

and talking of a God and Christ in heaven, or a

place at a distance, I knew not where. Oh! how
gracious was the Lord to me in carrying me to

judge Fell's, to see the wonders of his power and
wisdom

—

a fainihj v-alking in the fear of the

Lord, conversing daily with Ilim, crucified to the

world, and, living only to God. I was so con-

founded, all my knowledge and wisdom became
folly; my mouth was stopped, my conscience con-

vinced, and the secrets of my heart were made
manifest, and that Lord was discovered to be near,

whom I ignorantly worshipped^ I could have
talked of Christ in the saints, the hope of glory,

but it was a riddle to me. And truly, dear friend,

I must tell thee I have now lost all my religion,

and am in such distress, I have no hope nor
foundation left. My justification and assurance

have forsaken me, and I am even like a poor shat-

tered vessel, tossed to and fro, without a pilot or

rudder; as blind, dead, and helpless, as thou
canst imagine. I never felt corruption so strong,

and temptation so prevailing, as now ; / have a
proud, hard, flinty heart, that cannot be sensible

of my misery. When I deeply consider how much
precious time I have wasted, and how unprofitably

1 have lived, my spirit feels a sudden fear ; but I

am still flying to my old refuge, and there my
thoughts are diverted. What it means to wait

upon God, I cannot apprehend ; and the confu-

sions in my own spirit, together with the continual

temptations from without, are so great, I cannot

understand or perceive the small still voice of the

Lord.
" What thou told me of George Fox, I found

true : when thou seest him or I. Nayler—they

both know my condition better than my.self,—move
them, if neither of them be drawn this way, to

help me with their counsel by letter. They are full

olpity and compassion, and though I was their ene-

my, they are my friends, and so is Francis Howgil,

from whom I received a letter full of tenderness and

wholesome advice. Oh ! how welcome would the

faces of any of them be to me ; truly I think I could

scorn the world to have fellowship with them. But
I find my heart is full of deceit, and I exceedingly

fear to be beguiled, as I have been, and to be re-

duced into a form without power, into a profession

before I possess the Truth; which will multiply

my misery, and deprive me both of God and the

world. It will much refresh me to receive any

lines from thee ; but be thou faithful. Thou mayest

perceive by my Ashdod langunge, what country-

man I am—even of the low world that lives in

darkness. T have been at Judge Fell's, and have

been informed from that precious soul, his consort,

some measure what these things mean, which

before I counted the overflowings of giddy brains.

Dear heart, pity and pray for me ; and let all ob-

ligations of former friendship be discharged, in well

wishes to the soul of thy old family friend, that

lay partake with them of your heavenly pos-

sessions. A. P."

A picture, it is to be apprehended, of hun-

dreds of worldly professors of religion at this day

having form without power,—show without sub-
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stance. But he finally became a soldier of Christ,

and a counsellor of others. The character he gives

of Margaret Fell and her family, and the effect

which their grave and weighty deportment had

upon him, is worthy of our observation, and may
profitably suggest the inquiry, whether the por-

trait applies to us, who hold the same religious

faith, and whether similar fruits would not be pro-

duced upon beholders, if we walked in the Truth

as they did, holding communion with our hea-

venly Father, and reverencing him in all our

ways—not professing only the precious doctrines

of the gospel of Christ, but actuated also in all

things by his Spirit.

HEAVEN.
For wc know that if our earthly house of this

tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building uf

God, a house not made with hands, cterual in the

heavens.—2 Cor. v. 1.

There is a world above,

Where sorrow is unknown
;

A long eternity of lore,

Form'J for the good ;ilone
;

And faith beholds the dying here

Translated to that glorious sphere.

Montgomery.

Every Christian friend that goes before us from

this world is a ransomed spirit, waiting to wel-

come us iu heaven. Every gem which death rudely

tears away from us here, is a glorious jewel for

ever shining there.

—

Praklcnl Edwards.

Few mercies call for more thankfulness than a

friend safe in heaven.

—

Hamilton.

Where that innumerable throng

Of saints and angels mingle song;

Think what a Sabbath there shall be,

—

The Sabbath of eternity.— 7". Grinfidd.

In my Father's hou.se are many mansions: if it

were not so, I would have told you. I go to pre-

pare a place for you.—John xiv. 2.

Oh 1 sweet abode of peace and love.

Where pilgrims, freed from toil, are blest.

—

Kdliij.

A man may go to heaven without health, with-

out riches, without honours, without learning,

without friends ; but he can never get there with-

out Christ.

—

Dj/er.

There, like streams that feed the garden.

Pleasures without end shall flow;

For the Lord, your faith rewarding.
All his bounty shall bestow.

—

Cowper.

Fair distant land I coiild mortal eyes

But half its charms explore.

How would our spirits long to rise

And dwell on earth no more I

—

Steel.

Heaven is a day without a cloud to darken it,

and without a night to end it.

—

J. Mason.

Endless pleasure, pain excluding.

Sickness there no more can come

;

There, no fear of woe intruding

Sheds o'er heaven a moment's gloom.

—

Collycr.

Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have
entered into the heart of man, the things which
God hath prepared for them that love him.—

1

Cor. ii. y.

—

Furitan Recorder.

HOMINY.
point of economy, as human food, one bushel

of beans or hominy is equal to ten of potatoes
Hominy, too, is a dish almost as universally liked

as potatoes, and at the South about as freely eaten,

while at the North it is seldom seen. In foot, it

is an unknown food, except to a few persons in

cities. By hominy we do not mean ' a sort of

coarse meal, but grains of white corn, from which

the hull and chit, or eye, have been removed, by

moistening and pounding in a wooden mortar,

leaving the grains almost whole, and composed of

little else but starch. It has often been said that

not one cook in ten knows how to boil a potato.

We may add another cipher when speaking of the

very simple process of cooking hominy. We give

the formula from our own experience and instruc-

tions received in a land where " hog and hominy"
are well understood : Wash .slightly in cold water,

and soak twelve hours in tepid, soft water ; then

boil slowly from three to .six hours in the same
water, with plenty more added from time to time,

with great care to prevent burning. Do not salt

while cooking, as that or hard water will harden

the corn. So it will peas or lieans, green or dry,

and rice also. When done, add butter and salt

;

or a better way is to let each season to suit the

taste. It may be eaten with meat iu lieu of vege-

tables, or with sugar or syrup. It is good hot or

cnlJ, and the more frequently it is warmed over,

like the old-fashioned pot of

" Bean-porridge hot, or bean-porridge cold.

Bean-porridge best at nine days old."

So is hominy—it is good alwayis, and very

wholesome, and, like tomatoes, only requires to

be eaten once or twice to fix the taste in its favour.

Journ a I of Health

.

BlOGR.lPniCAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Conlinued from page ol.)

ELIZABETH BOLTON.

This Friend, whose maiden name appears to have

been Jones, came from Koss, in Herefordshire,

Great Britain, to Pennsylvania. After her mar-

riage to Everard Bolton, she resided at Abington,

or in that neighbourhood, where she received

gift in the ministry. She deceased Sixth month
5th, 1707.

JOHN AUSTIN.

John Austin came from Looe, in Cornwall,

among the early settlers in Pennsylvania. The
minute concerning him says, he " was convinced

here." His residence was in Philadelphia, and
near it. Being brought forth in the ministry, he

laboured at home and among neighbouring meet
ings, but does not appear to have travelled abroad

His ministry appears to have been acceptable to

his friends, and he was a useful man among them
in other respects. He seems to have been sovera'

years in declining health, and was released from

the troubles of time, Tenth mo. 29th, 1707.

JOHN EVANS.

John Evans was born in Kadnorshire, about the

year 1G25. In the year 1G55 he was convinced

of the truth held forth by the people called

Quakers, and joining with them, soon was called

on to suffer in support of his Christian belief. Ills

goods were at times distrained for tithes, and for

obedience to his Saviour's command, " Swear not

at all," he was committed to prison. In a short

time after his convincement, he was brought forth

in the ministry, and, in the exercise of his gift,

was faithful in youth, and continued green to old

age. He came to Pennsylvania in the year 1683,

and settled west of the river Schuylkill, where he

became a member of Haverford Monthly Meeting.

The minute concerning him, after showing that he

was found labouring in his Master's work to the

end of his days, adds, " he died in the 82d year of

his age, and was buried at Radnor burying-place,

the 22d of Seventh month, in the year 1707."

ilo

ELEANOR SMITH.

Eleanor Dolby was born at Harborough,
Leicestershire, England, in the year 1653. "

was convinced of the Truth, when about thirl,

years of age, and being found faithful, she -

therein, and received a gift in the mini-t

Being married to John Smith, of Darby, sli«'

tied there. A little before her death, she d.-'

that her husband and children should coun'

sit by her. She then spoke thus, " I entreat v

my children, to walk soloerly, plainly, and V>:-
\

the Truth, and the Lord will provide for you e\

way beyond your expectation. I am clear of y
having done the part of a tender mother to y
I leave and commit you to the Lord, who is :i

to keep you to the end of your days." She de-

sired them not to mourn if it should please tiod

to remove her from amongst them, saying, " It

will be my great gain." Often repeating her full

assurance of future happiness, adding, " I can

praise thy name, Lord, in the midst of affliction,'

for surely thou art worthy of all praise, hoimur'

and glory, and that for ever more ; for thou neither

leavest nor forsakest those that put their trust in

thee." Then said, "Dear children, be coiiti nt,

for I shall die in favour with God, and true love

and unity with his people." She desired to be

dissolved, saying, "I can freely give up husband

and children and all this world, to be with the

Lord, whose presence I feel flowing as a river into

my soul."

In the time of her last illness, she wrote the '

following epistle to the Monthly Meeting of wo-

men Friends at Darby, viz.

" Dear Sisters,—Herewith I send you the last

salutation of my love, with whom I have been many
times refreshed and truly comforted. I say I

have travelled with you through various exercises

and difficulties, when the Lord has been some-

^

times pleased to give us (as it were) the bread of

adversity to eat, and the water of afilictinn to

drink
;
yet blessed be his name, he has sweetened

our cups many times as with honey, and sustained

us as with the oil of the cruse; and by his sweet

presence caused our cups to overflow, to the praise

of his great name. Wherefore, dear sisters, I

entreat you to dwell in the love of God, which

love is the bond of peace. Let charity be fnuud

to dwell amongst you, and then I do believe, you

will be neither barren nor unfruitful, but your

branches laden with good and weighty fniit, which

will find acceptance with God. So no more, but

my tender love to you in the blessed Truth. I

take my leave and bid you farewell in the Lord.

The last from your loving sister,

"Eleanor Smith."
Eleanor Smith deceased the 10th of the Seventh

month, 1708, aged fifty-five years. •,

Tanning Cotton and Linen.— English and

French fishermen have been long in the habit of
,

tanning their sails, etc., in bark liquors in order

to render them more durable. Milliet states that

pieces of linen, treated for 72 hours with an oak

bark liquor, at 150 degrees, and stretched on',

frames, remained unaltered in a damp cellar for

ten years; while untanned linen in the same

place, and for the same time, had entirely rotted.

It was further shown that linen, which had begun i

to molder, might be preserved from further

change by being tanned. It seems to be only

necessary that the articles should be kept two or

three days in a warm solution of tannin. Awn- '

ings may be treated in this manner with either

oak bark or sumac—both will answer. This will

:

afford a useful hint to our sail-cloth manufac-

turers.

1
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From Ihe Edinburgh Review.

European Emigration to llie United States,

I CConlinued from paye 5*2.)

Tlie census enables us to follow their tracls

icros.-i tlie Republic, and to see in what cominuni-

:ies tliey rest. The results are curious and not

ilt(i.;rthcr expected.

1. It appears that the immigration rests almost

I'liiiroly in the free States. Of the 2,200,000
it'oreiiiuers resident in the Union, only 305,000
jare in the slave States; and of these 127,000 are

!in the comparatively northern corn-growing States

, of Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky, and Missouri,

iand 06,000 in the commercial State of Louisiana.

,

I

2. It travels principally due west in a belt

'rcarhiiig from .30 deg. or 37 deg. N. to 43 deg.

or 4 1 deg. N., includiug the central and southern

]i:iii,- (if New England, the middle and northwest-

I'ln States, Blaryland and Delaware, and the ecn-

tial and northern part of Virginia, Kentucky, and
.Mi->iiuri. The climate and production of this

L(iiuiti-y are similar to those of Europe; the gene-

nii ratio of health and average of life is higher

riiitwithstanding the great floating European popu-

latiiiii, and the name of labourer is not degraded

by a comparison with slaves.

']. Less than one-third of the total immigration
has lutered the Lake country and the valley of the

Mi^>issippi. The proportion of foreign population

in New York and Massachusetts is greater than in

iany western agricultural State except in Wiscon-
|sin. It is also nearly as large as in California, a

,

gold-seeking community from the world at large.

I 4. It principally consists of Irish, Germans, and
jEnglish.

' Of the English nearly five-eights are to be found

|in tbe Atlantic free States, about one-third in the

j States of the north-west, and nearly all the residue

'in the northern slave States.

I

Three-fourths of the Irish stay in New England
•and the middle States (principally in Massachu-
isetts, New York, and Pennsylvania), where the

'commercial and manufacturinginterests are seated;

and they are found in the south and west only

, where there are great public works in construc-

Ition. They change their soil and their allegiance,

I but keep their nature intact. ' Unwilling in the

I New, as in the Old World, to guide their own

I

destinies, they stay where another race furnishes

[food for their mouths, and labour for their hands,

land takes to itself the substantial fruits of their

[industry. One love, however, is entirely weeded

I

from their hearts. Their experience with the im-

poverishing potato-patch seems to have given them
a distaste for agriculture; and, in a country where
there is plenty of land and a sure harvest, they

avoid almost entirely the pursuits to which they

cling so tenaciously in Europe. Their numbers
I did not in 1850 reach a million,—not two-thirds

I
of the decrease in the Irish population during the

j

last ten years.

The Germans are more energetic, or, rather,

I bring their energy to a better account. More than
half their number are spread over the northwest-

I ern States, Missouri and Kentucky, and more than

j

one-third in New York and Pennsylvania. They
stay, indeed, in the towns in great numbers, de-

j
voting themselves to mechanical arts and to trades;

I

but a large proportion, also, if the census speaks

j

truly, are to be found in the agricultural districts,

I
where they fell the forest and turn up the prairie

j

for themselves. Some years ago we remember to

j
have seen a colony of German emigrants landed

i

on the unfinished pier of an unbuilt city in Wis-
I consin. The pier has doubtless since been com-
1 pleted, and the city has its thousands; but then,

I

a few driven piles and a quantity of scattered

lumber marked the place of the former, and rec-

tangular streets strewn with fresh felled timber,

stretching into a primeval forest, showed where
the latter was to bo. The emigrants were bundled
out upon the pier, and their boxes, chests, willow-

fans for winnowing wheat by hand, spinning-

wheels and primitive spades, sycthes, and ploughs
were tumbled after them. The poor women sat

upon the boxes in the hot sun (it was in August)
and cried at the desolate appearance of this, the

gate to their paradise, and the men tried in their

rough way to comfort them. We leaned upon the

"guard," looking atJ;hcm as the boat steamed up
Lake Michigan, and admired the simplicity which
could bring their miserable utensils to such a

country. Long before this the men have chased
away the young grouse with American ploughs,

and have fattened their cattle on the long grass of

the prairie, and the women, putting away the

spinning-wheels as relics of a by-gone existence,

sit in the summer evenings under the honey-suckle
and bignonia, which twist themselves over the

porch, and sing to their children of the Vatcrland
without a sigh of regret.

The valley of the Mississippi and the Upper
Lake country has not only gained in an unexam-
pled manner, but has been almost created within
the iialf century. Where, in 1800, there were
less than 400,000 persons clustered around the

rude forts that protected them from the Indians,

with only 7 per cent, of the representation in Con-
gress, there are now nearly ten millions cultivating

53,000,000 acres of improved land, and represented

by 42 per cent, of the house. If the European
immigration has remained in the Atlantic States,

the inquiry naturally arises, Whence comes this

western population?

The oracle of the census again responds. All

the while there has been a native emigration twice

as great as the foreign. Washington Irving's

pleasant sketch of the I'ankee seems to be literally

true,—a discontented being, unwilling to stay

quietly in the home of his birth, and seeking an
unknown better in some new sphere. Just when
he begins to grasp it,—when the " stumps" are

uprooted and the corn grows plentifully,—when
his finished barns are filled, and his log cabin

takes to itself some look of comfort,—he sells his

"improvements" at a profit, shoulders his axe,

harnesses his horse to a covered cart, into which
he packs his wife and a staircase of children, and
marches to some spot still further west, where he
may begin anew. Thus the whole country is in

motion; Massachusetts removes to Maine, and
Maine to Massachusetts ; New I'ork visits Penn-
sylvania, and Pennsylvania returns the compli-
ment. Virginia crosses to Kentucky, and Ken-
tucky pushes over into Illinois. Yet the whole
migration appears to be governed by fixed laws,

producing ascertainable results.

1. In the free States the general movement is

due west,—from New York, for instance, to Mi-
chigan and Wisconsin, and from Pennsylvania to

Ohio. From Maine and New Hampshire it goes
principally to Massachusetts, from the other New
England States more to New York than elsewhere

:

but natives of all are found in the free north-west

States in large numbers. The middle States are

also represented there by an aggregate of 758,020,
in addition to which they interchange very exten-

sively with each other; the people of the small

States, particularly, going to the great cities of their

neighbours. The emigration from the northern

Atlantic States into the six north-western States

amounts to nearly 1,200,000. And so strong is this

passion for motion, that the west itself supplies a

population to the still further west. Ohio sends

215,000 to the three States beyond her; Indiana

retains 120,000 from Ohio, but sends on 50,000

of her own; Illinois takes 95,000 from Ohio and
Indiana, and gives 7,000 to young Iowa; and that
State, though not twenty years redeemed from the
Indians, gains nearly 60,000 by the restlessness
of the three, and, in its turn, breaks over the too
feeble barriers of the Rocky Mountains to supply
Utah and Oregon with 1,200 natives of Iowa.

2. The native emigration from their central
slave States follows the same general law of a due
westerly movement : but whether governed by the
wish to escape from slavery, or by what other mo-
tive, it takes also a partial north-west direction into

the free States. Maryland, Virginia, North Caro-
lina, Tennessee, and Kentucky, furnish 300,000
of the native population of the north-west.

3. The movement in the planting States has
been mostly within themselves, taking a south-
westerly and westerly direction from the older
lands of South Carolina and Georgia, to the uplands
of Alabama and Mississippi. The emigration
from South Carolina alone is nearly 68 per cent, of

the white population remaining within her borders.

4. The American-born population of Texas
comes principally from the slave States, that of
California from the free States, and that of the
territories more from the free than from the slave.

5. It appears from a study of the course of both
emigrations, that they mainly benefit the belt of
country above described. New England loses

nearly 400,000 of native population; but the
foreign elements reduce the actual less to 92,000.
The middle States lose 600,000 of native popula-
tion, but have so large a foreign addition, that the
balance-sheet shows a gain of nearly 414,000. The
central slave States lose 600,000 natives; the
foreign emigration reduces their actual loss to

400,000. The planting States and Texas gain

300,000, of which nearly 200,000 are native. The
north-west gains 1,900,000, of which 1,330,000
are native.

CTo be conllnueJ.)

Selecleil.

Warriors and statesmen have then- meed of praise,

And what they do, or sufier, men record
;

But tbe long sacrifico o1 woman's days
Passes without a thought, without a word :

And many a lofty struggle for the sake
Of duties sternly, /«!(/</«% fulSlled—

For which the anxious mind must watch and wake,
And the strong feelings of the heart be still'd

—

Goes by unheeded as the summer wind,
And leaves no memory, and no trace behind I

Yet it must be more holy courage dwells
In one meek heart which braves an adverse state,

Than his whose .ardent soul indignant swells,

Warmed by the fight, or cheer'd through high debate.

"Thus sailh the Lord" siiould be and is the
guide and warrant of all true believers : but it is

not uncommon for the timid and distrustful Chris-

tian to be alarmed for consequences ; the truth is,

he has nothing to do with them, only duty; con-

sequences are all safe in God's hand. If Abra-
ham had looked only at consequences, it is not

probable he would ever have been styled the
' father of the faithful.'

.1 Ship for Nothing.—'ihQ dullness of the
freighting business is illustrated by the fact men-
tioned by the Tribune, that one of the New York
merchants, extensively engaged in the shipping

business, has had a first cla.ss ship offered to him
for a twelve months' voyage gratis—nothing
being required by the owner but a guarantee that

the vessel should be returned to him at the expi-

ration of that period in as good condition as when
she was taken.

In prosperity prepare for a change,

sity hope for one.

—

Burgh.
adver-
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For "The Frieri.l."

Mea for the Times.—True Worship.

It will be well for ministers, elders and over-

seers and other Friends, who take a part in

conducting the concerns of .Society, and feel a

lively interest in the right order of the church,

always to bear in mind, that the work is the

Lord's; and that the instruments to be made use

of in this weighty work must be of his own pre

paring and choosing, influenced by the Holy
Spirit, and endued by the wisdom from above,

that is first pure, then gentle and easy to bo en-

treated ; filled with that holy charity, that " think-

ethnoevil;" and like our early Friends, "changed
men and women themselves before undertaking to

change others." Living in the holy fear of God,

they would take heed unto themselves and to the

flock over which the Holy Ghost has made them
overseers ; walking in all lowliness of mind, and

abasedness of soul, keeping on the watch tower, with

their spiritual ear open, to hear the language of the

Spirit to the churches. As all wisdom that is

profitable to direct comes from God, let us look

to him for it ; and not judge anything before the

right time. Let us keep our spiritual eye to the

adorable Head of the church, Christ Jesus our

Lord, that we may individually realize the truth

of what he said to his disciples, " the Holy Ghost
shall take of mine, and shall show it unto you."

Hero, the instruments of the Lord, engaged in his

work, are favoured with the mind and will of Christ,

and enabled to co-operate with the teachings of his

spirit, and to do the will of their heavenly Father,

in a way that will tend to the glory and honour

of Truth, and the spreading and exaltation of the

peaceable kingdom of Christ. Friends, let us

lay our own honour in the dust, that we may all

seek the honour that comes from God. Let us be

willing to put ofi' the old man with all his deeds,

that we may put on the new and heavenly man,
Christ -Jesus the Lord from heaven, a quickening

Spirit, the minister of the true tabernacle which
the Lord hath pitched, and not man ; wherein

the true worshippers worship God in spirit and in

truth.

One of our early Friends, speaking of this in-

ward and .spiritual worship, says, as nothing can be

more opposite to the natural will and wisdom of

man than this silent waiting upon God, so neither

can it be obtained, nor rightly comprehended by

man, but as he layeth down his own wisdom and
will, so as to be content to be thoroughly subject

to God, and therefore it was not preached, nor

can be so practised, but by such as find no out-

ward ceremony, no observations, no words, yea,

not the best and purest words, even the words of

Scripture, able to satisfy their weary and afilicted

souls ; because where all these .may be, the life,

power, and virtue, which makes such things effec-

tual, may be wanting. Such, I say, were neces-

sitated to cease from all externals, and to be silent

before the Lord ; and being directed to that in-

ward principle of life and light in themselves, as

the most excellent teacher, which "can never be

removed into a corner," came thereby to be taught

to wait upon God in the measure of life and grace

received from him, and to cease from their own
forward words and actings, in the natural willing

and comprehension, and feel after this inward seed of

life ; that, as it moveth, they may move with it,

and be actuated by its power, and influenced,

whether to pray, preach, or sing. And so from

this principle of man's being silent, and not act-

ing in the things of God himself, until thus actu-

ated by God's light and grace in the heart, did

naturally spring that manner of sitting silout to-

gether, and waiting together upon the Lord. For

many thus principled, meeting together in the

pure fear of the Lord, did not apply themselves him into the sense of the same power, to the n
presently to speak, pray, sing, &o., being afraid to

i

ing and warming of his heart
;

yea, if it fall

found acting forwardly in their own wills ; but

each made it their work to retire inwardly to the

measure of grace in themselves, not being only

silent as to words, but even abstaining from all

their own thoughts, imaginations and desires ; so

watching in a holy depeudance upon the Lord,

and meeting together not only outwardly in one

place, but thus inwardly in one spirit, and
in one name of Jesus, which is his power and
virtue, they come thereby, to enjoy and feel

the arisings of this life, which, as it prevails

in each particular, becomes as a flood of refresh-

ment, and overspreads the whole' meeting : for

man, and man's part and wisdom, being denied

and chained down in every individual, and God
exalted, and his grace and dominion in the heart,

thus his name comes to be one in all, and his

glory breaks forth, and covers all ; and there it

such a holy awe and reverence upon every soul,

that if the natural part should arise in any, or thi

wise part, or what is not one with the life, it

would presently be chained down, and judged
out. And when any are, through the breaking

forth of this power, constrained to utter

tence of exhortation or praise, or to breathe to the

Lord in prayer, then all are sensible of it; for the

same life in them answers to it, "As in water

face answers to face." This is that divine and

spiritual worship, which the world neither know-
eth nor understandeth, which the vulture's eye

seeth not into. Yet many and great are the ad-

vantages, which my soul, with many others, hath

tasted of hereby, and which would be found of all

such as would seriously apply themselves hereun-

for, when people are gathered thus together,

not merely to hear men, nor depend upon them,

but all are inwardly taught to stay their minds
upon the Lord, and wait for his appearance in

their hearts ; thereby the forward working of the

spirit of man is stayed and hindered from mixing
tself with the worship of God; and the form of

this worship is so naked and void of all outward

id worldly splendour, that all occasion for man's

isdom to be exercised in that superstition and
idolatry, hath no lodging here ; and so there being

also an inward quietness and retiredness of mind,

the witness of God ariseth in the heart, and the

light of Christ shineth, whereby the .soul eometh

to see its own condition. And there being many
joined together in the same work, there is an in-

ward travail and wrestling ; and also, as the mea-

sure of grace is abode in, an overcoming of the

power and spirit of darkness ; and thus we are

ften greatly strengthened and renewed in the

spirits of our minds without a word, and we enjoy

and possess the holy fellowship and communion

of the body and blood of Christ, by which our in-

ward man is nourished and fed. Now as many

thus gathered together grow up iu the strength,

power and virtue of truth, and as truth comes

thus to have victory and dominion iu their souls,

then they receive an utterance, and speak stead-

ily, to the edification of their brethren, and the

pure life hath a free passage through them, and

what is thus spoken edifieth the body indeed.

Such is, the evident certainty of that divine

strength that is communicated by thus meeting

together and waiting in silence upon Goi, that

sometimes when one hath come in that hath been

watchful and wandering in his mind, or sud-

denly out of the hurry of outward business, and

not inwardly gathered with the rest, so soon as

ho retires himself inwardly, this power being in a

good measure raised in the whole meeting, will

suddenly lay hold upon his spirit, and wonder-

fully help to raise up the good in him, and beget

melt

OUll

that several met together be straying in theii

minds, though outwardly silent, and so wandering

from the measure of grace in themselves, which,

through the working of the enemy, and negligence

of some, may fall out, if either one come in, o*

may be in, who is watchful, and in whom the life

is raised in a great measure, as that one keeps hh
place, he will feel a secret travai'

sympathy with the seed wh
other, and kept from arisin

and wanderings; and as such a faithful one waits

in the light, and keeps in this divine work, God^',

often times answers the secret travail and breath-'

ings of his own seed through such a one, so that J

the rest will find themselves secretly smitten with-ii

out words, and that one will be very useful through

the secret travail of his soul to bring forth the life

in them, whereby life will come to be raised in all,

and the vain imaginations brought down ; and

such an one is felt by the rest to minister life uuto

them without words. Barclay.

New Jersey, 1854.

3, as tnat one Keeps his

travail for the rest in a 5
lich is oppressed in thej]

ing by their thoughts,!

Increase of the Mormons.
]

The " General Epistle of the Saints, Young,

!

Kimball, and Grant, Presidents of the Latter-day

:

Church, to the Saints on Earth," represents the'

growth of that strange people as immense. They

,

are erecting fortifications against future attacks,

,

and cultivating large tracts of land, in Utah, and
j

at the last conference sixty-five missionaries were

.

commissioned. In four years their population

:

has increased from 4,000 to 80,000. They have

a perpetual emigration fund of $34,000, out of
|

which they pay the expenses ofimmigrant converts.

,

They will have 00,000 inhabitants in five years,'

at their present rate of increase.—They have

churches in England, Scotland, Wales, Denmark, i

Sweden, Norway, Iceland, France, Germany,
i

Italy, Switzerland, Malta, Gibraltar, Hindostan,
'

Australia and the Sandwich Islands ; and they

have recently sent missionaries to Siam, Ceylon,

China, the West Indies, Guinea and Chili. The

Book of Mormon has been published in French,

German, Italian, Danish, Polynesian, Welsh.

Their doctrines and practices are of the most

putrid character, and unless decomposed of their

own corruptness, they will, ere long, be a source

of trouble to our government. They daily grow

more formidable, and must end in utter dissolu-

tion, or spread their vile influences to the over-

throw of morality and civilization.

—

Late i'lj".;-.

Much in Little.

He who bears and forbears is always a uf'/ul

member of a community.

If thou wilt suspect, let it be thyself.

It is wholly vain to suppose we can destroy a

corrupt tree merely by condemning its fruits.

Slander, snake-like, ereepeth in the dust, think-

g to escape recrimination.

Welltimed silence hath more eloquence tlian

speech.

Be not offended with any merely because tlioy

do not honour thee.

We cannot in any degree be reconciled to error,

if we are alive in the Truth.

If we strive to do the Lord's work with our own

tools, he will reject our doings, and be they ever

hidden, make them manifest to our confusion.

True charity will never smooth down error, for

he thinkelh no evil ; neither will she attempt to

shut our eyes to the distinction between him who
serveth the Lord and him who serveth him not.

Let Christ's ambassadors beware of ligJUnesi in

their speech.
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George Washington.—His published correspon-

nce is a revelation of the high virtue and great

pacity for the several stations which he filled,

le was in all things honest and just, truthful and
jigniticd, liberal and modest, courteous and gen-

'lemanlj, and hence the good opinion which all

i'-ue men evei-ywhere felt for George Washington
',b('ii he was alive, and which they retain now that

e is no more. The following letter is a model
ne I'lir the example it gives of the true mode of

viiii; at home, and we need such examples from
iiist such high authority in these days of extrava-

aiiic, folly and selfishness. The letter we copy
< iinw f(jr the first time published, and was writ-

II In Tobias Lear, in England, in 1794. Wash-
iii:tuii gives the following reasons why he has

ij)]inwered Mr. Lear to sell a portion of his landed
;,state :

" 1 have no scruple in disclosing to you that

lay motives to these sales are to reduce my income,

|)e it more or less, to specialities—that the re-

uaiuder of my days may thereby be more tranqui!

ml free from care, and that I may be enabled,

.niiwiiig what my dependence is, to do as mucl:

foiiil as my resources will admit; for although in

he estimation of the world I possess a good and

Icai- estate, yet so unproductive is it, that I am
ftriitiiiies ashamed to refuse aid which I cannot
fforil uiilessi sell partof it to answer this purpose,

Ic'-jil! s these I have another motive which makes
lie rarnestly wish for these things—it is indeed

ijui r powerful than all the rest—namely, to liberate

. certain species of property which I possess very
'epu;.;nantly to my own feelings, but which impe
i'iuus necessity compels, until I can substitute

,';ome other expedient by which expenses not in

jny power to avoid, (however well disposed I may
|)e to do it,) can be defrayed."

[

No one, after this disclosure of Washington's
financial situation, can accuse him of parsimony.

jit evidences the same high integrity and thought-

jul honesty which he displayed at the head of the

lirmy and in the presidential chair.

I

Scieiitil'ic Novelties,

I

Some curious questions in the obscurer branches
|)f science have been recently debated at the Lon-
don lloyal Institution. Dr. Tyndall has been ex-

imining the subject of tones emitted by masses
jf heated metal while cooling. He proved by re-

peated experiments, the incorrectness of the ex-

planation hitherto received, but was still unable
to assign the phenomena to their true cause.

A.nother was on some most extraordinary effects

)f motion, which the Rev. Badin Powell, though
he interested his auditors in the experiments,

could not satisfactorily explain. One of the ef-

fects is this : Let a beam, free to turn in all direc-

tions, be balanced horizontally on the top of a

standard; then put a small wheel on one end,

cause it to rotate rapidly, and the beam will still

retain its horizontal position, notwithstanding the

weight of the wheel. It is as though motion nul-

lified gravity ; but as some of the most ingenious
English philosophers are examining into the phe-
jnomena, it is hoped an explanation may ere long

be found. Another interesting subject is that

[brought forward by Professor Edward Forbes,
who has started an inquiry as to the depth of

primeval oceans, and who believes it possible to

throw light upon it by a study of the colour of

fossil shells. The shallower the water the more
intense the colour, is the experience gained by
dredging in the seas of the present period; and,
reasoning from analogy, we may infer the same
law prevailed in earlier periods. Ehrenberg, too,

contributes something more to our knowledge of

ocean life; be has examined specimens of the

mud brought up from the depth of six thousand
fathoms, and finds them to contain living infu-

soria. The astronomers, also, have been some-
what excited, not by the discovery of a new planet,

but by a book on the Plurality ofWorlds, written

to prove that there is no such plurality. The
author, a learned doctor of Cambridge, contends
that this globe of ours, and this only, is inhabited.

All the others are lifeless.

It is of great importance to the cheap applica-

tion of electricity, that the products of the battery

should be economically useful. In the ordinary

zinc and copper, the sulphate of zinc formed is of

little use, except for the purpose of smelting to

regain the metal, as its use in medicine does not

lead to any great consumption of the article. Ac-
cordingly, various experiments have been made
with the view of obtaining a battery product of

.sufficiently extensive utility. Robert's battery

substituted tin for zinc, and the exciting fluid

being nitric acid, produced stannic oxyd, which
afterwards being united with soda, formed stan-

nate of soda, an article largely used by calico

printers for brightening their colours. The profit

on this product it was thought would pay the ex-

pense of working the battery, the electricity from
which, in that case, would be obtained for nothing.

Great hopes were entertained that this process of

manufacture would be extensively followed, but
this does not seem to have been as yet realized

Dr. Watson has broached a similar idea, using
prussiate of potash as one of the exciting fluids,

and producing a Prussian blue, or prussiate of

zinc, from the decomposition of the iron or zinc

cells employed. Sometimes chromate of potash

is used, which, acting on the products of decom-
position of lead colls, forms the bright yellow

chromate of lead. Whether these products can
be obtained more advantageously or cheaply in

the battery, than if the ingredients were mixed
out of the cells in common vessels, is a question

which an extended experience will probably soon
decide.

THE ruiEND
ELEVENTH MONTH

The Sound of Bells.—The nearer bells are

hung to the surface of the earth, other things

being equal, the farther they can be heard.

Franklin has remarked, that many years ago the

inhabitants of Philadelphia had a bell imported
from England. In order to judge of the sound,

it was elevated on a triangle, in the great street

of the city, and struck, as it happened, on a mar-
ket day, when the people coming to market were
surprised on hearing the sound of a bell at a

greater distance from the city than they ever

heard any bell before. This circumstance excited

the attention of the curious, and it was discovered

that the sound of the bell struck in the street

reached nearly double the distance it did when
raised in the air. In the air, sound travelled at

the rate of from 1130 to 1140 feet per second.

In water, 4708 feet per second. Sounds are dis-

tinct at twice the distance on the water that they

ire on the land.

Banh of England Notes.—The notes of the

Bank of England, under a new process, not long

since adopted, are signed by machinery. The
engraving of the whole note is complete. For-

merly the bank employed twenty clerks, at a

lary each of £500 per annum, who did nothing

else but sign their names to notes. The new
mode of signing, it is supposed, will prevent coun-

terfeiting.

Revenue of the United States.—It is estimated

that the revenue of the United States, for the fiscal

year terminating on July 1st, will be $75,000,000

;

an increase of $14,000,000 in the present year.

A\ c have received the following information re-
specting the Yearly Meeting lately held in Balti-
more.

The meeting convened on Second-day, the 24th
ult. ; the meeting of Ministers and Elders having
been held on the Seventh-day preceding. Seve*^
ral ministers from other Yearly Meetings, with
minutes, were in attendance.

Epistles from London, Dublin, New York,
Philadelphia, and Indiana Yearly Meetings, and
one from the larger body in New England, were
read, and a committee appointed to essay replies
thereto. The Clerk then informed the meeting
that he had in his possession two epistles, one
signed by Benjamin Iloyle, as clerk, and the
other by Jonathan Binns, each purporting to
come from the Yearly Meeting of Ohio : where-
upon a committee of twelve was appointed, to
unite with a like committee of women Friends,
should they appoint one, to take the subject un-
der consideration, and report to a future sitting,

their judgment as to which of those meetings
should be recognized as Ohio Yearly Meeting.
The meeting proceeded in transacting its usual
business until Third-day afternoon," when the
above mentioned committee (which had been
joined by thirteen women Friends) produced a
report, signed by nineteen, stating they were
agreed to recommend that the epistle signed by
J. Binns should be read. The meeting was in-

formed that six of the committee could not unite
with the report, believing that the body sending
the epistle recommended to be read, was a spu-
rious meeting, set up in a wrong spirit, and out
of the order of our religious Society. After a
diversity of sentiment had been expressed, both
in regard to the report, and the meeting proposed
to be recognized, the language of the report was
so altered as to make it clear that it was united
with only by those of the committee who signed
it. The adoption of the report was united with
by a largo portion of the meeting, but was de-
cidedly opposeil by several who believed that the
epistle signed by B. Hoyle came from the legiti-

mate Y'early Meeting of Ohio.

A minute was made adopting the report, and
the epistle signed by J. Binns was read. This
meeting then proceeded in transacting the usual
business.

We are further informed, that those Friends
who could not unite with acknowledging the se-

ceding meeting in Ohio, remained together at the
close of this sitting, and after considering their

situation, concluded to convene the following day
at the house of a Friend; at which meeting they
decided as Baltimore Yearly Meeting to address
the I'early Bleetiogs of London, Dublin, North
Carolina, Philadelphia and Ohio. At a subse-

quent sitting, after adopting communications to

those meetings, in consequence of the smallness
of their number, they thought it best to invite

the two last named meetings, if way should open
for it, to appoint committees to aid them in decid-

ing what further course to take. They then ad-
journed, to meet at Nottingham at the u.^ual time
next year.

SUMMARY OP EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England to tbe 14th ult. The

stocks of broadstuffs at all the ports was light, and the
farmers do not offer freely. Flour had advanced Is. 6d.

ring the week.
Tkc War.—The last accounts from the Crimea are,

that the allied forces had passed around Sebastopol,
and were about commencing the attack from the south
side, where the defences were thought to be the weak-
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est. Menschikoff maintained his position on tlie north

side, where he was waiting the expected reinforcements.

Some of these would probably arrive by the 15th ult. All

the appearances indicate a desperate defence. Imme-
diately after the battle of the Alma, Menschikoff caused
five of his line of battle ships, and two frigates, to be
sunk in eight or ten fathoms water, thus completely
blocking up the entrance to the harbour of Sebastopol,

and preventing the possibility of an attack by sea. The
ships were sunk with all their guns and stores on board,

and rigging standing. The remainder of the Russian
fleet was held in readiness for sinking, and their crews
numbering 10,000 men had been added to the garrison.

This measure has rendered the allied fleet comparatively

useless, and the marines have been landed, and were
acting with the laud forces. On the 2nd ult., the allies

had destroyed the aqueduct, and cut off the supply of

water from the city, which is now dependent upon its

reservoirs. The allied trenches were within IGOO yards
of the walls, and it was expected that an assault would
be made soon, probably on the 8th ult. It is said that

the Russians had but 35,000 men at Alma, that number
being thought sufiicient to defend the position.

The French commander-in-chief St. Arnaud has died

of disease of the heart; he is succeeded by General
Canrobert. The Russian forces in the Crimea are esti-

mated at 85,000 men, and the allies at 90,000, includ

the seamen from the fleet. All the allied reserves had
left Varna for the Crimea.
THE BALTIC—The greater portion of the fleet un

der Admiral Napier was at anchor near Revel ; it was
not expected that any further operations would be
attempted this season.

FRANCE.—The recent fabrication respecting the fall

of Sebastopol, which so successfully imposed i

French and English governments, has been traced to

the Paris Bourse. A correspondent of the Journal
Smyrna is implicated.

PRUSSIA.—The expectation now is, that Prussia,

yielding to the pressure of the Western Powers, will de
clare her policy identical with that of Austria.

ASIA.—The Circassians have been defeated by the

Russians.

CHINA.—On the 21st of Eighth mo., the siege of

Canton continued. Shanghai was still held by the in-

surgents.

JAPAN.—On the 16th of Sixth mo., the U. S. store

ship was at Simonda. Visits had been made to sundry
villages along the coast. The inhabitants generally

were of a friendly disposition. The U. S. ship South-
ampton was to sail in a few days direct for Washington
bringing the presents to this country from the Emperor
of Japan.
The treaty made by Com. Perry with the authorities

of the Loo Choo Islands, provides that they shall fur-

nish American ships touching there, with whatever they
want at fair prices; furnish them with pilots to and
from the harbour of Napa, assist shipwrecked vessels, &c.

LIBERIA.—Late accounts from this republic, say that

the culture and manufacture of sugar on the St. Paul's

river was rapidly increasing. Fiue large cane fields

were to be seen in every direction, and during the pre-

sent season it was thought fifty sugar farms would be
laid out. Some of the sugar already landed at Monrovia,
is said to be of fine quality.

CANADA.—TerrjiZe Railroad Disaster.—On the 27th

ult., a collision, attended with dreadful results, occur-

red on the Great Western (Canada) railroad. The ex-

press train going west had been delayed and thrown
out of time, by the bursting of the head of the cylinder

and other hindrances. When about thirteen miles west
of Chatham, and thirty miles from Detroit, in a dense
fog, and the train going about twenty miles an hour,

it came in collision with a gravel train. The first and
second passenger cars were broken into splinters, and
nearly all the persons in them either killed or wounded.
Forty-eight men, women and children were killed, and
forty-one persons injured—one half of the number, it is

thought, fatally.

UNITED STATES.— Prepayment of Pos(ff^e.—Nine
months ago fifty-two per cent, of the letters sent in the

U. S. mail were at that time prepaid. A recent inves-

tigation shows that at this time quite sixty per cent, of

the letters so sent are prepaid.

Petinsylmnia. — The Vote on Prohiljilign.-Thti offi-

cial returns show that 321,852 persons voted on this

question, 158,342 ballots being cast /or-, and 163,510
against J^e measure. In thirty-six counties giving p.o-

hibition majorities, the vote was 113,770 against 76,168.

In the remaining twenty-seven counties, there were
44,572 votes for the law, and 87,342 against. Alleghany,
Armstrong, Blair, Bradford, Erie, Fayette, Lawrence,
Venango, Wayne, and Wycoming gave 31,842 votes for,

and 13,641 against, whilst Berks, Lebanon, Lehigh,

Northampton, Schuylkill, and York gave only 10,988
votes for, and 34,771 against. It thus appears, that
some sections of the State are strongly in fuvour of
prohibitory enactment, and others as decidedly opposed
to it.

California.—The steamers George Law and Star of
the West have arrived at New York, the former
§1,082,000 in specie, and the latter with §800,000. The
news by these arrivals is to Ninth mo. 30. From Ore.
gon, information had been received of a terrible mas^
sacre of overland emigrants by the Winneras Indians,
on Boise river, near Fort Boise. About twenty persons,
men, women and children were murdered with
stances of the most atrocious cruelty. A considerable
force had been sent in pursuit of the Indians. In San
Francisco, two new free school-houses have been opened
with accommodations for 1500 pupils. The market
was well supplied with fine fruit, such as grapes, peaches,
and melons.
The following are some of the statistics of the port

for the previous nine months : Shipments of gold,

§37,216,831. Exports of quicksilver, 13,343 flasks,

worth about $500,000. Freights received on cargoei
from Atlantic and foreign ports, 84,368,304. Gold de
posited in the mint, from Fourth mo. 1, to Ninth mo. 1,

$7,167,736; coined during the same time, §2,461,207.
It is reported that the Apaches, south of the Colorado,
on the Gadsden tract, murdered, on the 31st of Eighth
mo., a party of fifty persons migrating from Texas to

California. There is another rumor that twenty-five
Americans have perished by thirst on the southern
route.

Chicago.—The city authorities have authorized a con-
tract with the American Sub-marine Tunnel Company
for the construction of a cast iron roadway under
Chicago river.

New York.—During the week before last, not a single
barrel of flour nor a bushel of wheat was shipped from
this port. For some time past, the markets have been
sparingly supplied with wheat and flour, and prices
have materially advanced. Mortality last week, 478, of
which 34 were from cholera.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 164, of which 6

were from cholera.

Cleveland, 0.—On the 28th, a fire occurred in this

city, by which the custom-house, two hotels, and a large
number of other buildings, occupying three squares of
ground, were destroyed. A great quantity of merchan-
dize of various kinds, was also consumed. The loss is

stated to be over one million of dollars.

Miscellaneous.—The Usury Law repealed in England.—
The entire repeal of the usury laws in Great Britain,

has been accomplished at the recent session of parlia

ment. It is now lawful, in Great Britain, to loan money
at any rate of interest, and on any description of pro-

perty, either real estate or otherwise.
Silver Ore in Georgia.—The Atlantia (Geo.) Examiner

says that rich silver ore in large quantities has been
found on the Chattahoochee river. It was being
fully mined by a company formed for the purpose.

Telegraphic Wires have been extended entirely across

the peninsula of Hindostan, from Calcutta to Bombay,
a distance of twelve hundred miles.

Destruction of the Port Diposit Bridge—Oa the 26th
ult., this structure gave way under the weight of a large

drove of cattle, about 100 of which were precipitated

into the Susquehanna. Many had their legs broken by
the fall.

Carrier Pigeons.—The first telegraphic accounts of

the foreign news by the steamship Africa on her last

trip, were sent on shore by pigeons, a distance of five

miles outside of Sandy Hook, and telegraphed thence to

New York, Philadelphia, and other cities, and published
an hour before the arrival of the steamer at her wharf.

a.—The fire which broke out at Memel on the

5th ult., destroyed nearly the whole town, and property
valued at from three to six millions of thalers. An im-
mense quantity of tallow was consumed. Thousands of

people have been made houseless by the conflagration.

The Explosion at New Castle, Eng.—A fire broke out

Dawson's steam mill, at Gateshead (near New Castle)

on the 6th ult., destroying a vast amount of property,

and involving great destruction of human life. Twenty
have been taken out of the ruins, and nearly one

hundred survivors were so badly injured that many more
ths were expected. The destruction of property is

less than £1,000,000. The explosion arose from the

extending to a warehouse stored with sulphur, salt-

petre, naphtha and gunpowder, of the latter, report says,

en tons. The two towns, (for New Castle was instan-

sly involved in the calamity,) were more or less re-

duced, over a large area, to a wreck.
Cholera in the Crimea.—Ai the latest dates this dread

destroyer was making awful havoc among the allied

troops, though the stirring events of war throw iti

quieter horrors, for the present, into the shade.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of the School will commence ori

Second-day, the 6th of Eleventh month next. Thfi

pupils will be conveyed by railroad to West Chester I'

where conveyances will be in waiting to take them tc'

the School, on the arrival of the morning and afternoor'
cars, on Second-day, the 6th, and Third-day, the 7th

J

of Eleventh month. The children will get their bag-,'

gage the day after their arrival. The cars will leavj:

the depot, south side of Market street, above Eigh-|
teenth street, (formerly Schuylkill Fifth,) at half pasli

7 o'clock, A. M., and 3 o'clock, p. m. The agent of the:

School will be at the railroad depot, on Second audi
Third-day afternoons, and will furnish pupils with'
tickets, and accompany them to West Chester. Those;
who go by the morning train, will be furnished with

|

tickets by a person in attendance. To those who pro-

1

cure tickets as directed, the fare from Philadelphia to!

the School, including baggage, will be one dollar, which|
will be charged to the scholar at the School. All hag-'

gage should be distinctly marked West-town, and with'
the name of the owner, and should be sent directly toj

the railroad depot.

The West-town office is at Friends' bookstore. No. 84'

Arch street, where all small packages for the pupils left;

before 12 o'clock on Seventh-days, will be forwarded.'

All letters for the pupils and others at the School, should
be sent by mail, directed to West-town Boarding School,

\

West Chester P. 0., Chester Co., Pa. Postage should be)
pre-paid, and packages should be distinctly marked and ~

put up in a secure manner, so that their contents will not!

be liable to be lost by handling. The stage will leave
'

West Chester during the Winter Session, for the School,
j

on Second, Fourth, and Seventh-days, on the arrival of,

the morning cars from the city, and from the School to '

West Chester, on the same days, to meet the morning ll

cars to Philadelphia. The fare for each passenger toJ

and from West Chester by the stage, will be 25 cents.

'

When special conveyances at other times are provided!
at the School, an extra charge will be made. I

West-town, Ninth mo., 1854.
'

RECEIPTS.
!

Received from Joel Evans, agt, for John Lewis, S3,.j

vol. 27; from Wm. D. Cope, Pa., §2, vol. 27; from C.I]

Bracken, agt., 0., for John Wright, $4, vols. 27 and 28 ;|

from H. Robinson, agt., N. Y., for John I?ell, Ind., $2, voL 'i

from A. Dirkin, Eng., for Jonathan Harris, jr., 10s.,
\

vol. 28, for Joseph Harvis, 10s., vol. 28; from Marv Ro-ii

berts, Ind., $2, vol. 27; from SI. Chadbourne, C".
'"

§2, vol. 28 ; from J. Cockill, Pa., §2, vol. 27 ; from G.

C. Carpenter, 28 cts. for defi. numbers.

TEACHER WANTED,
A well qualified Teacher to take charge, at the close

of the present year, of the " Sheppard School" for

Coloured Girls on Randolph street. Applications in^

writing may be addressed to Edward Richie, Clerk of

the Board of Trustees, No. 173 Vine street.

A meeting of " The Female Society of Philadelphia 'j

for the Relief and Employment of the Poor," will be held
;

at the " House of Industry," No. 70 N. Seventh street, I

on Seventh-day, Eleventh mo. 4th, at 3J o'clock.
]

Philad., Tenth mo. 17th, 1854. j'

Marrieo, at Friends' Meeting, Tecumseh, Michigan, (.

the 2Ist of Ninth month, Samuel M. Satterthwaite, of I

Lenawee county, to Jane, daughter of Aaron Comfort, :

of the former place. j

Died, on the 23rd ult., at his residence, Penn's M.tr.or,

Bucks county, Cyrus C. Comfort, son of the late Josiah I

Comfort, in the 22ud year of his age ; a member of Falls jl

Monthly Meeting. ji

, on the 29th ult., at his residence, in this city, A

Joseph Kite, aged about 59 years. His character was d

marked with great integrity, and he bore in life and con- 1

versation a testimony in favour of the simplicity the I

truth leads into, and against the many departures in the ']

present day from the plainness, which characterized our
forefathers. Having mercifully experienced the cleans-

,

ing operations of Divine grace whilst in life and health,
;

we doubt not but the sudden summons, " the Master is :

2 and calleth for thee," found him ready, and as one
prepared to enter the marriage chamber of the Lamb.
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From the Leisure Hour.

A Visit to the Staffordshire Potteries.

We are going this morning, by favour of tlie

proprietor, to stroll for an hour or two through

the factory of Alderman Copeland, in company
with an experienced and intelligent guide, who will

direct our footsteps through the devious labyrinth

of some fourteen acres in extent, and explain what
b unintelligible by us at a cursory glance. Thi

interior of a pot-work does not present to the

spectator many elements of the picturesque; as

much of the surface of tbe ground as can be con
iveniently inclosed, so as to leave room for the

[passage in every direction of carts and wagons, is

povered with plain brick buildings of no architec-

[iural pretensions, and of very various height; and
limong them, at a few paces distant from each
pthor, rise a series of huge dome-like cones of
hlueish brick to the height of some forty or fifty

reet, and terminating in open chimneys, from
Borne of which lurid flames are leaping forth. The
j)nly perforation in the surface of these monstrous
lind grim-looking fabrics is a single door-way,

hrough the dark openings of which here and
iherc red fires are seen to glimmer, and the sound
jif rushing flame strikes upon the ear. Around
ome of their broad swelling basements flights of

iteps coil up to warehouses or counting-houses

|)uilt against their sides : some are cold and empty;
lithers are yielding up the contents of the last

jiaking; and others again are loading with fresh

fares to undergo the fiery ordeal. As we have
xpressed a wish to begin at the beginning, we
loUow our leader through various turnings and
jrindings, through hot rooms and cold rooms,

|rithin doors and without, to the immediate neigh-

ourhood of a steam-engine which works the ma-
hinery, by the aid of which the raw materials are

repared for the manipulations of the workmen,
lere we are in presence of large reserves of the

ifierent natural products used in the manufao-
are of pottery, consisting of various kinds of clay

rought from Devonshire and Dorsetshire, and the

bina clay, as it is called, a species of decomposed
ilspar from Cornwall, together with stores of flint

:om Gravesend and the neighbourhood, a light

ind of granite stone, and the bones of animals,

3 well as the clays and marl of the district, and
ither things besides.

I

Tbe first operation of the potter is to prepare
laese difi'erent materials for combination together
|i order to form the pure and plastic composition
!f which his wares are formed. To this end the

lays are thrown into large vats, where they are

:iluted with water to the consistency known as

"slip," which is not thicker than cream, or hardly

so thick. The flint is first calcined in the fire,

and then broken into small pieces by the action of

a series of iron punches worked by steam ; it is

then ground with water in large circular open vats

between stones of a tough texture, known as Der-

byshire chertz, until it is reduced to so fine a state

as to offer no perceptible grittiness to the taste.

The granite is reduced by similar means to the

same degree of fineness; and the bones, being first

calcined, undergo the same ceremony, though

these are only used in the composition of china

ware. All these are diluted with water according

to established ratios, the amount of earthy matter

mixed with the fluid being ascertained by weight;

thus, supposing a pint of water to weigh sixteen

ounces, a pint of clay slip weighs twenty-four, of

flint slip thirty-two, and of granite slip perhaps

thirty; or either of them or all of them may vary

from these weights, as they probably do in various

manufactories, according to the scale of proper

tions adopted by dift'erent makers.

Supposing the materials to be ground and

diluted to the required degree, and pure from ex

traneous matters, they are then carried to a cham
ber in an upper story, where they are mixed to

gether in certain proportions in a large vat, the

sides of which are perfectly vertical, and the quan-

tity of each material to be used is marked on a rod

or gauge-stick, which the workman who superin-

tends the process dips into the vat while the dif-

ferent slips are poured in, until each rises to its

proper mark on the gauge. In the centre of the

vat revolves a pole furnished with lateral arms, by
the aid of which the whole of the mixtures are set

in rapid motion and thoroughly incorporated to-

gether. When these various fluids have been

thus mingled and blended together into one kind

of slip, it is drawn ofi' into a cistern having an

outlet into a long wooden trough, flat at the bot-

tom, which is pierced with holes nearly an inch

in diameter and two or three feet apart. Through
these holes the fluid slip falls in a continuous

stream perpendicularly upon a series of fine sieves

made of silk, containing six hundred threads to

the inch: the sieves are shaken perpetually back-

wards and forwards by the action of machinery,

and the slip passing into a receptacle beneath,

leaves the coarser grains of earthy matter from

which it is freed behind, in the form of small balls

of clay of various sizes and shapes, which it as-

sumes through the regular motion of the sieve. The
slip is thus purified several times, through a series

of sieves, after which it is pumped into a reservoir,

from whence it is drawn off into enormous shallow

drying-pans or troughs, paved with tiles, and some
twenty yards or more in length and seven or eight

feet in width. Flues from large fires are con-

ducted under the whole length of these pans, and

the fires being lighted, the slip soon begins to boil,

d in the course of a few hours steams off the

superfluous water, and dries gradually to the con-

sistence of new putty or soft clay. It would now
be fit for the use of the potter were it not for the

quantify of air shut up in its substance, owing to

the evolution of steam in the process of drying.

To get rid of this, it is cut out in masses of about

a foot square from the pans, and carried to a sin-

gular sort of a mill which kneads the air out of it.

This curious machine resembles a funnel-shaped

barrel, much larger at the top than at the bot-

tom ; in the centre is a stout rod armed with broad
steel blades, having their ends pressed downwards.
The clay, in bulky lumps, is thrown in at the

top ; the bludcs, which stick out on all sides of the

rod, are continually revolving; they cut and
mangle, and twist and torment the clay into all

manner of shapes, and by some contrivance, not at

all comprehensible to a Inoker-on, thrust it forth

from a square orifice at the bottom in the form of

a four-sided mass of clear, solid, and compact sub-

stance. This, as it crawls lazily forth, is cut off

in large lumps, and carried to the workshop to

await the formative skill of the potter. It is not,

however, yet quite fit for his purpose; severe as

was the treatment of the kneading-mill, the clay

yet retains a sufiicient quantity of air to frustrate

the efforts of the workman who would venture to

use it. It is, therefore, taken in hand piecemeal

by a labourer, who, by dint of blows and fisticuffs,

and violent banging and beating, reduces it to

good behaviour, gets rid of its air, and finally pre-

pares it for the thrower or the modeller.

We will now follow the clay to the thrower, and
see what he is doing with it. We find this form-

ative genius comfortably seated on a bench, with

a revolving flat disc about a foot in diameter be-

tween his knees. He is attended by a woman, who
weighs him out the clay in portions as he needs

it, and by a boy, who, as he issues the word of

command, "faster" or "slower," regulates the

speed of his wheel by means of a conical drum
turned by the steam-engine, upon which he shifts

the strap upwards or downwards, as greater or

lesser speed is required. We find him upon our

entrance engaged in making jugs. Taking a lump
of the clay in his hand, he places it firmly upon
the centre of his flat wheel, which he instantly

sets in motion; at first ho grasps the clay with

both hands as a dairymaid does the handle of a

churn, and it is pressed upwards between his fin-

gers in the form of a column; then he inserts his

thumb or finger in the centre of the top, and in

two seconds the clay is a hollow vessel; then dips

a small modelling tool in the cavity, and the

column is gracefully swollen out into the form of

a vase; in a moment he applies the same tool, or

something else, to the outside, and the vase be-

comes a jug or ewer, wanting the handle; a few
touches to the bottom of the column, and an ele-

gant basement or footing to the vessel is modelled;

another touch to the top, and the upper edge is

formed; then he cuts it from tbe wheel by means
of a thin wire, lays it on a bench at his side, and
has done with it for ever.

Understanding that we are quite a griffin, and

have never witnessed such strange tricks before,

politely invites us to a tea-party, and imme-
diately seta about preparing the " tea-things," in

a style which would have astonished a fashionable

coterie. Down goes a lump of clay on the wheel

dab goes his fist into the middle of it—and in a

"jiffy" it is a basin at our service. Down goes a

second lump—^whiz goes the wheel—the clay be-

gins playing at all manner of strange games; one

moment it is a flattish-looking-pan, then it is al-
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most a capacious salver, then a deep basin, then

it is a very corpulent-looking vase, ami then, aud

all in less than half a minute, it is an undeniable

tea-pot, lacking the spout, and big enough for a

large family party. Before we have calculated

how many cups it will hold, plump falls a hand-

some knobby cover on the top of it, fitting it to a

hair. A third lump of clay is transformed to a

tea-cup, and a fourth to a saucer, in less time than

it would have taken to fetch them up-stairs " at

our house at home." A fifth lump being dashed

on the wheel, expands first like a flower, then con-

tracts in the middle like a young lady in an ex-

ceedingly tight pair of stays—then opens its cir-

cular top as wide as the mouth of a stump-orator

in for a three hours' speech—then a thin wire cuts

oif two sections from the yawning lip, a touch of

the operator's thumb depresses the spout, and, lo!

it is a capital cream-jug. By this time the thrower

has taken it into his head that we are fond of pork

—which, by the way, is not true in the abstract

—and volunteers to garnish the tea-table with a

pork-pie. No sooner said than done. Plump goes

a dab of clay on the wheel—in go his five fingers

in the very heart of it—up rise the thin circular

walls of crust—quick as thought the upper edge

converges towards the centre, and before you

say it is covered in by a dome, which it certainly

is for about seven-eighths of a second, or there

abouts, the dome is depressed to a flat roof, the

edges of which slanting outwards in the true gas-

tronomic fashion, consummate the construction of

an admirable pork-pie, complete in all respects,

barring the pork.

The thrower, whose marvellous skill in manipu-

lation is the result of long and careful practice

upon a material beyond all others the most pliable

and plastic, ensures uniformity in wares made by

pattern by means of gauges fixed in front of his

wheel, the points of which can be so arranged as

to make impressions upon the clay in any part of

the fabric under formation. Of course, his opera-

tions are confined to articles which are perfectly

circular in form; if any of these, such as jugs,

ewers, and water-vessels, have to be furnished with

lips or spouts, such additions are made by another

hand while the clay is yet soft.

Leaving the thrower at his work, with a convic-

tion that he has got his business completely under

his thumb, we may follow the ware to the drying-

room. Here it is ranged on shelves in vast quan-

tities, and exposed to a gentle heat produced by

steam-pipes running through the apartment, and

in the course of a few days is ready for the opera-

tions of the turner. The turner may be regarded

as the special coadjutor of the thrower, who hav-

ing modelled the goods to the required shape, and

carefully finished their interior surface, takes little

pains with the outside, leaving that to be pared

down and finished by the turner's tool. The

turner stands at work at a lathe, fitted with a

chuck shaped for the reception of the articles he

has in hand : one is turning basins, another jugs.

another bowls, and another confection-pots, and sc

on. The articles to be turned are only partially

dry, and the shavings fly olf them in long rib-

bands ; but they are dry enough to allow of being

accurately turned to the required shape. The pro-

cess is very rapid, a minute or less sufiBcing for a

small-sized article. When the cup, pot, or basin

has been pared down to its proper proportions, the

turner reverses the action of the lathe, and the

article revolving in a contrary direction is polished

all over by a few touches of the polishing tool.

(To be continued.)

Be sparing of thy counsel before unhearing ears,

but teach thy lessons by example.

"Is Friday an Unlucky Day!"

From time immemorial the sixth day of the

week has been regarded by superstitious people

day of ill omen; and although this silly no-

tion is probably wearing away, it is not yet by

ny means extinct. A late paper, under the

bove heading, furnishes a list of many important

events, which have occurred on that day, and

which go to show that Americans at least have no

special reason to consider it an ''unlucky day."

Some of these are subjoined.

"On Friday, August 21, 1492, Christopher

Columbus .sailed on his great voyage of discovery.

On Friday, October 12, 1492, he first discovered

land.

On Friday, January 4, 1493, he sailed on his

return to Spain, which, if he had not reached in

safety, the happy result would never have been

known which led to the settlement of this vast

continent.

On Friday, March 15, 1493, he arrived at Palos

in safety.

On Friday, November 22d, 1493, he arrived at

Hispaniola on his second voyage to America.

On Friday, June 22d, 1494, he, though

known to himself, discovered the continent of

America.

On Friday, March 5th, 1496, Henry VII., of

England, gave to John Cabot his commission

which led to the discovery of North America.

This was the first American State paper in Eng-

land.

On Friday, Sept. 7, 1565, Melendez founded

St. Augustine, the oldest town in the United

States by more than 40 years.

On Friday, Nov. 10, 1620, the May Flower,

th the pilgrims, made the harbour of Province-

town. And on the same day they signed that

gust compact, the forerunner of our present

glorious Constitution.

On Friday, December 22, 1620, the pilgrims

made their final landing at Plymouth Rock.

On Friday, Feb. 22, George Washington, the

Father of American Freedom, was born.

On Friday, October 7, 1777, the surrender of

Saratoga was made, which had such power and in

fluonce in inducing France to declare for our

cause.

On Friday, October 19, 1781, the surrender of

Yorktown occurred.

On Friday, July 4, 1776, the motion in Con-

gress was made by John Adams, seconded by

Kichard Henry Lee, that the United Colonies were

and of right ought to be, free and independent."

The following appears to be the last entry made
in E. Collins's memorandum: " 'If ye love me,

keep my commandments,' said our blessed Lord
' This is my commandment that ye love one another

as I have loved you.' Greater love hath no man
than this, that a man lay down his life for his

friends. ' Ye are my friends, if ye do whatsoever

I command you.' Oh, the excellency of this love;

it does away all malice, hard thoughts or resent-

ments, and brings us where we can rejoice in the

comfort and happiness of each other. In a degree

of this love, I have been led secretly to intercede

for the whole human family, that all might come

to the knowledge of the Truth, as it is in Jesus,

and be saved with an everlasting salvation.

How different is such a state of mind from

that which is governed by a party .spirit ! Who
would not desire to be filled with this love in the

opening of an awful eternity. No one could sup-

pose that enmity, even to an opponent, can be the

spirit in which we shall enter the realms of bliss,

into the presence of ineffable Purity."

We would call the attention of our agricultural <

readers to the value of corn husks as a substitute

for curled hair in making beds or mattresses, espe-

cially for summer use. It requires very little extra i

labour, at corn husking, or after, to sort out the inner
'

»

husks, and splitting them on a coarse hatchet into

shreds, drying them thoroughly, and filling y.jm

beds with them. They are to be preferred to iv ry

other substance ; they never become packed auu '

hard, or emit a bad smell ; but, for a dozen yeai - at

least, they will remain sweet, pliable and comfnrt-

able. When all these advantages are considered.

and that the husks can be prepared, and the beds.'.

filled at a season when the hurried work is over,!

both in doors and out; and also that their prepa-

ration can be done by the female members of thei

family, we think those who have not introduced

those beds, should do so, at least as an experiment.

There will be but little time and expense involved

in it.

For ••The Friend."

let ns Search our owq Hearts.

" One trait of zeal without knowledge is, thai

those who are actuated by it, are for pressing s

conformity to ti-uth upon others, before they have

submitted to its mortifying restraints in them

selves; thus acting without its direction, and it

the impatience of their own spirits, charity i:

deserted.
_

.

I

"Were we as vigilant against the approaches o:

il in ourselves, as we usually are against tht

errors of others, there would certainly be miicl

more harmony and peace in the world.

" As in passing along we see each other mon
plainly than we see ourselves, it is very commor

for one man to be exposing the faults of another

while his own conduct is quite as much the sub-

ject of concern and disapprobation ; so true is thf

saying of Solomon : ' He that is first in his owr.

cause, seemeth just; but his neighbour cometH

and searchcth him.'

" When we are nearest right, we are least ap

to take ofi'ence at the discovery others make o

our errors." ^^^^^^^^___ L

Discovert/ in Baking.—A correspondent of tM
Scotsman, writing from Munich, says:—"I have

visited Professor Leibig, and seen his admirabk'

lecture-room and laboratory, models for imitatioi

in other countries. He told me that in Englanc

the bakers use a great quantity of alum in makin;

bread. It is employed to make the bread white-

moist, and soft. It acts by coagulating the glutei

of the wheat, and it is deleterious in its effects

He has discovered that water saturated with limr

produces the same whiteness in bread, the sami

softness, and the same capacity to retain moisture
1

while the lime removes all acidity from the dough,

and supplies an element needed in the structuri;

of the bones, which is deficient in wheat, and stil

more so in rye. I ate bread made of it in hi;

house; it was excellent. He uses five pounds o

water saturated with lime, to nineteen pounds o

flour. No othei! change is necessary in the pro

cess of baking. The lime coagulates the glutei!

as eflFectually as alum does. The bread weigh!

well, and the bakers consequently approve of it.

He allowed me to report the discovery at di
|

cretion."

There is a resting place for us in this wearisomi

world, even the holy bosom of Him, who "hatl;

borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows." Wha
a mercy ! It seems to me that the Scripture i

in some measure verified, even to me, " Ye shal

go out with joy, and be led forth with peace

The mountains and the hills shall break forth be
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Ifore you into singing, and all the trees of the

field shall clap their hands." I have had deep

Ibaptisms, but there is occasion to adopt the pre-

isious language, " Thanks be to Grod, which giveth

as the victory, throush our Lord Jesus Christ."

il841.— ;S'. L. Gruhh.

j
From the Edinburgh Review.

European Emigration to the United States.

(Continued from page 61.)

It is apparent that the political influence of the

jmigrant is greatly exaggerated. If three or four

itiundred thousand uneducated peasants, unused to

govern their own affairs, and much less acquainted

l^ith affairs of state, were annually transferred to

phe United States, placed in communities by them-

selves, apart from the influence of more intelligent

[ninds, left without schools, cultivation, or capital,

to raise themselves as best they could, and admit-

|;ed nevertheless to the dignity of citizenship, and

fco a share in administration, it would be irrational

jiot to fear the result.—But wo see a process quite

|,he reverse going on. These ignorant beings

—

Ignorant, indeed, some of them are, and thick-

lieaded and obstinate—are taken by the hand on

(irrival, and sent, not into the forest, but into a

jnore thickly populated country than the one they

'eft, with towns as large as any in Europe, except

>hp two capitals, with schools better than any of

,he same grade here, maintained at the public

pxpense, with work enough for everybody, skilful

'ind unskilful, and with better educated persons

;,han themselves to tell them what to do. They
labour constantly with Americans, their children

|iit daily side by side with American children,

[•eading from the same books, playing the same

games, and learning to think the same thoughts.

[vir. Tremenheere, in his excellent work, com-

plains that all history in the public shools is ig-

jiored except that of the Republicj and gives us a

list of twenty-one questions prepared for the ex-

jimination of candidates for admission to the high

jichool of Lowell, all of which refer only to events

fonnected with the American continent. We are

}iot sure that the honest clergymen of the land of

Ihe Puritans have not been found guilty of a pro-

found policy in this. The child of the English

jir Scotch machinist in Massachusetts, of the Ger-

nan or Irish labourer, of the French or Italian

Irtisan, in New York or Philadelphia, learns with

he language and the institutions, the history

Vhich tells him the greatness of his new country;

^ind, forgetting that he ever had another, he feels

vitli a pride, that even Lord Palmerston might

fnvy, "civis Romanus sum." If the first gene-

ation is never quite denationalized, the second is

.ransformed by this process into very good Yan-
icees. The fathers, too, soon get a little property

for there is plenty of labour and little pauperism),

,nd thenceforth are identified with the stability of

heir new country ; and by the time they become
dtizens, they have some just sense of the dig-

lity they acquire, and of the responsibility it

ntails.

The same fact removes all apprehension of a

lisproportionate increase of Papal power in Ame-
The Koman Catholic population being so

:ompletely identified with the older States, and
mpregnated with the spirit of their institutions,

iny pernicious influence from that quarter will be
mpossible. We hear often of the power of Jesuit-

ism in xVmerica, and of the spread of Catholicism

m the valley of the Mississippi; but the facts in

ihe census indicate no such thing. We are as-

kured by those best able to judge, that so far from
[earing the undue influence of the Romish church,

its conservative influence over the emigrants with-

in its pale is regarded with favour. The Ameri-
cans have a sufiicient protection against the in-

roads of any sacerdotal despotism in their healthy

English-born institutions, in the spirit of free in-

quiry which they have inherited from this country,

and, above all, in their free schools, at which four

millions are educated—one-fifth of the free popu-

lation.

The schools of the States have been made
patent to English eyes during the contest con-

cerning the various educational systems proposed

for adoption here, and they certainly seem to an-

swer the demands of a state of society bearing

little resemblance to this. Indeed, in all the

comparisons between the two countries, the fact

of the great social difference is lost sight of. The
similarity of political institutions, from the muni-
cipal parishes to the national legislatures,—the

community of language, literature, and of ances-

try, so far as the Americans can get a tombstone
and parish register acquaintance with their ances-

tors in Englanil,—the common elements of wealth,

—the resemblance, and, in the main, identity of

pursuits, are pictured glowingly by after-dinner

orators, when the wine has mellowed the heart.

Long may both nations remember these things !

And fiir distant may the day be when the difiiuul-

ties arise which philosophy teaches us they en-

gender. But there is another side of the picture,

less dwelt upon, and equally true,—the vast social

gap between an old country, with a cultivated

artificial society, founded on great landed posses-

sions, and a new country with no aristocracy, un-

less we give that name to the feeble remnant of

colonial families overshadowed by recent wealth,

or to the expiring gentility of the " Southern
chivalry." The British merchant labours, accu-

mulates, buys land, is made a peer in the second

generation, and is identified thenceforth less with

the town than with the country. The American
merchant accumulates, invests in stocks and city

lots, perhaps becomes a member of Congress, dies,

and leaves his property to his children in even
portions. In a generation or two it is scattered,

and his poor descendants begin to climb the lad-

der anew. The inhabitant of no neat rural vil-

lage point with pride to his well-stocked parks and
wooded drives. He may have a cottage on Statcn

Island, tbb banks of the Hudson, the Delaware,

or the Schuylkill, or he may amuse himself with

dilettante farming in Dorchester. But the non-

producing landed proprietor, identified for gene-

rations with the soil, is unknown in America.
The "people," owning each his little farm, or

his house and garden, take the management of

their own affairs into their own hands.

The public schools are the legitimate offspring

of the social status, and return to it no small share

of the stability which it enjoys. They were estab-

lished in New England, at the settlement of the

country, for the education of the children, and
the conversion of the Indians. About the time
that the wearers of black doublets and steeple-

crowned hats, who fled from oppression here to

establish a Calvanistic despotism, whose influence

draws down the chins of their descendants,

—

about the time they re-enacted the Mosaic code,

penalties and all, with marginal references to

chapter and verse, they partitioned the public

land into parishes, on the English system, and
assigned a part to the commonage, a part to the

church, and a part to the schools. In process of

time the common land has generally ceased to be

pasturage, and is, in many places, planted with

trees, and made into public walks ; the church
fields have disappeared with the State organiza-

tion ; and the portion assigned to the schools has

been absorbed in the settlement of the country,

and exchanged for the right of general taxation,

—which right, as the sum to be raised is deter-

mined each year by each town for itself, and as

sufiVage is nearly universal, means the right of
the poor to educate their children as they see fit

at the expense of the tax-payers. The system
has been extended from New England more or
less through the free States, and works to the
satisfaction oven of the property-holders, who
must be sometimes heavily mulcted by it. Mr.
Tremenheere, for instance, tells us, that in a town
near Boston, " the whole real property of which
is valued at only 500,000 dollars, not less than

17,000 dollars were expended last year in the
erection of five new school-houses, besides the
ordinary expenses of maintaining their three

grammar and two primary schools." Boston pays

SI 5 42 per head for the children educated in her
schools (free for all without charge); New York,
$10 62; St. Louis on the Mississippi, $9 50; and
Cincinnati on the Ohio, SO 37. Those taxes are

cheerfully submitted to by the property-holders,

who require no argument to be convinced that,

without education universal suffrage would be
destructive to political liberty, to social virtue,

and to property on which both must lean. They
feel that the schools are essential even for the
native children with American homes, and doubly
so for the foreigners, sometimes with worse than
no home at all.

Thus the moment the emigrant arrives and is

settled, he and his children are cared for. He
finds persons on the pier waiting to employ him,
and he pockets at once his four shillings a-day

;

or if he be ill, there is a hospital to receive him,
where skilful surgeons and kind nurses minister

to his wants. Schools say to his children, " Come
to us and be taught;" and they go. It was found
some years since, in a manufacturing town of Mas-
sachusetts, with a population, nearly one-third of
which was Irish, that of about 15000 children be-

tween the ages of three and sixteen, only nine-

teen wore not attending school somewhere, and
that sixteen of the nineteen stayed away because
they had no good clothes; clothes were given,

and the non-attendants reduced to three. The
proportion throughout the LTnion is not as large

us this; but yet large enough to change the cha-

racter of the whole foreign population. There is

no greater mistake than that the characters of

nations and races are unchangeable : leading

minds mould the popular will to their pleasure.

Catholic England under Henry VIL became Pro-
testant England under Henry VIII. The free-

dom of Arragon died under the heel of the Inqui-

sition. Louis XIV. was troubled but once in his

reign by the spirit of a free parliament. Can
there be a greater contrast than between the ages

of Elizabeth and Cromwell ? or of Milton and
Congrcve ? William III. made the English noble-

men Dutchmen ; George IV. beau-Brumelized

society; and the present Court of England has

set an example of purer and more refined manners.

In the same way the character and purposes of

the immigrants are changed. They are fashioned

by the influences which surround them, and in

the second generation become completely identi-

fied with the country of their adoption.

CTo be continued.)

An infidel meeting with a devout man, observed

to him, that one objection he had to religion was,

it made people unhappy ; for all the Christians

he had met with were melancholy. To which his

companion replied, he did not marvel at that, for

as he was an infidel, it was quite enough to make
any true Christian feel melancholy to be in Ms
company.
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WISE SAYINGS.

Be not disheartened, because the eye of the

world is constantly and earnestly fixed upon you,

to detect your errors, and to rejoice in your halt-

ing. But rather regard this state of things, try-

ing though it may be, as one of the safc^guards

which a kind father has placed around you, to

keep alive in your bosom a spirit of watchful-

ness, and to prevent those very mistakes and

transgressions which your enemies eagerly anti-

cipate.

In the agitations of the present life, beset and

perplexed as we are with troubles, how natural it

is to seek earnestly some place of rest ! and hence

it is that we so often reveal our cares and perplex-

ities to our fellow creatures, and seek comfort and

support from that source. But the sanctified soul,

having experienced the uncertainties of all human
aids, turns instinctively to the Lord, and hiding

itself in the presence and protection of His divine

kindness and power, it reposes there, as in a

strong tower, which no enemies can conquer ; and,

as on an everlasting rock, which no floods can

wash away. It knows the instructive import of

the Psalmist's exclamation, (Ps. Ixii. 5,) " My
soul, wait thou only upon God; for my expecta-

tion is from him."

It is one among the pious and valuable maxims
which are ascribed to Francis de Sales : " A ju-

dicious silence is always better than truth spoken

without charity." The very undertaking to in-

struct or censure others, implies an assumption of

intellectual or moral superiority. It cannot be

expected, therefore, that the attempt will bo well

received, unless it is tempered with a heavenly

spirit. "Though I speak with the tongues of

men and angels, and have not charity, I am be-

come as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal."

The Holy Spirit has no congeniality with, and

no pleasure in the soul, where strife and clamour

have taken possessim. If, therefore, we would

have the Holy Spirit with us always, we must

avoid and flee, with all the intensity of our being,

all inordinate coveting, all envying, malice, and

evil speaking, all impatience, jealousy, and anger.

Of such a heart, and such only, which is calm as

well as pure, partaking something of the self-

collected and sublime trancjuillity of the divine

mind, can it be said, that it is a temple fitted for

the indwellimj of the Holy Ghost."

He that is wholly in Christ, has a oneness and

purity of purpose, altogether inconsistent with

those tricks and subterfuges which are so common
among men. He walks in broad day. He goes

forth in the light of conscious honesty. He is

willing that men and angels should read the very

bottom of his heart. He has but one rule. His

language is, in the ordinary afiairs of life, as well

as in the duties of religion, " My Father, what

wilt tlwu have me to do '(" This is Christian sim-

plicity, and happy, thrice happy is he who pos-

it is not by the mere number of our words and

actions, that we can most effectually serve the

cause of God, and glorify His name. It is the

temper in which they are done, rather than the

mere multiplication of them, which gives them

power. It was the remark of a good man, who
had much experience as a minister of the gospel

that " we mar the work of God, by doing it ir

our own spirit."

I once heard of a Friend saying of a person

obliged to use great industry, that there was,

through all, sweet incense ascending to the throne

of glory, from the heart of that individua'

S. L. Gruhh.

THE WAITING SOUL.

Breathe from the gentle south, Lord,
And cheer me from the north

;

Blow on the treasures of thy word,
And call the spices forth.

Thou knowest, I wish to be resigned.

And wait with patient hope;
But hope delayed fatigues the mind.
And drinks the spirits up.

Help me to reach the distant goal

;

Confirm my feeble knee
;

Pity the sickness of a soul
That faints for love of thee.

Cold as I feel this heart of mine.
Yet since I fed it so,

It yields some hope of love divine

Within, however low.

I seem forsaken and alone,

Ard every door is shut but one,

And that is mercy's door.

There, till the dear Deliverer come,
I '11 wait in humble prayer;

And when He calls his exiles home,
The Lord shall find me there.

Cou-per.

STRENGTH FOR E.4CH DAY.

Afflicted saint, to Christ draw near,

Thy Saviour's gracious promise hear:
His faithful word declares to thee.

That, as thy days, thy strength shall be.

Let not thy heart despond, and say,

How shall I stand the trying day?
He has engaged by firm decree.

That, as thy days, thy strength shall be.

Thy faith is weak, thy foes are strong

;

And, if the conflicts should be long.

Thy Lord will make the tempter flee,

For, as thy days, thy strength shall be.

Should persecution rage and flame.

Still trust in thy Redeemer's name:
In fiery trials thou shalt see.

That, as thy days, thy strength' shall be.

When call'd to bear the weighty cross.

Or sore afiBiction, pain, or loss.

Or deep distress or poverty.

Still, as thy days, thy strength shall be.

At last, when death appears in view,

Christ's presence shall thy fears subdue,

He comes to set thy spirit free.

And as thy days, thy strength shall be.

Fawcett.

Rats.—A gentleman residing in a neighbouring

town, has related to us the following story about

rats. He owned a pair of horses which he valued,

and of which he took the care himself. Every

day he supplied them plentifully with grain, but

to his surprise, instead of thriving on this treat-

ment, they grew perceptibly poorer. He was at

a loss to account for this, as they evidently had

good appetites—they always waited impatiently

for their feed, and when it was poured into the

manger, they would thrust their noses into it and

eat with the greatest eagerness. But they soon

became so lean and bony that it was evident that

there was something wrong, either in the animal

themselves, or the manner of their feeding. Th
owner at length resolved to stay in the barn and

watch them while eating. He accordingly

tioned himself near the horses, after having filled

the manger with oats, but so contrived to screen

his person as not to be easily seen. The horses

dropped their noses into the grain, as usual, with

avidity, and began to eat with a will. As soon,

however, as quiet was restored in the barn, broken

only by the monstrous " craunching" sounds of

hungry horses, busy at their feed, the gentlema

observed the latter to cease suddenly from feeding,
|

ad start back suddenly from the thi

snort of pain or affright. Peeping cautiously over i

into the manger, he saw five or six enormous rat'i, ;

who were ravenously devouring the grain—and I

as soon as the horses ventured, with the evident \.

hesitation and misgiving inspired by a little expe- '

ricnce, to approach the manger and again insert
|

their noses in the grain, these ferocious creatures l|

would spring at them and bite their lips. In this *

way the game went on—the horses, prompted by i

hunger, occasionally making an effort to get a 1

mouthful of the grain, and the rats as regularly :

driving them back, until, in a very short time, the i

oats were entirely devoured by these pi-j'a^ical i

savages, and the poor horses left empty !

—

Hartford

Times. I

On the 22d of the Twelfth month, 1752, we
j

came to Oakhanipton, and having a day to spare,
!

myself and companion visited the young women,
\

sisters, who had been members of our Society,
'

but were unhappily led away by the Ranters;
J

whose self-righteousness and delusions cause much
;

uneasiness to the tnily concerned, showing how >

dangerous that spirit is, when given way to.
j

Satan, the accuser of the brethren, tries all ways '

to disunite from the body, and cause a separation,
:'

—rents and divisions being the strength of hia 1

kingdom. And as his insinuations are adapted to

all people in their different states, finding out the
|

weak side, there he plants his battery, trying one i,

temptation after another ; sometimes as an angel of

;

light, and sometimes, as he really is, an angel oi

.

darkness. But let a faithful examination be en-

;

tered into, and a query raised,—Am I influenced i

by that spirit which governs by love in the be-

'

lievers? Is there no root of self-love or self-,

sufiiciency? Is there no zeal kindled by the;

accuser of the brethren, that would introduce con-

tention and discprd, pride and high-mindedness?|

This cannot be [from] that spirit that baptizes

;

into the one body, and makes us one in Christ.

No, there would be bearing and forbearing, a(

forgetting and forgiving, a persuading and tra-

vailing in soul to be of one heart, to love as bre-i

thren. This will manifest whose disciples we are,

and who is our Master. We visited those young
women in love, and they took it well ; my com-i

panion showed them what true discipline was, and

their errors, when they acted contrary thereto.

On the whole it was a satisfactory conference, and^

if they are dealt with in love, I believe they will:

again join with Friends.

—

S. Xeale.

A Penny Microscope.—There is a man whoi
sometimes stands in Leicester Square, London,'

who sells microscopes at a penny each. They are'

made of a common pill-box; the bottom taken out j

and a piece of window-glass substituted. A small '

eye-hole is bored in the lid, and thereon is placed

the lens, the whole apparatus being painted black.

Upon looking through one of these microscopes, I

was surprised to find liundreds of creatures, appa-

rently the size of earth-worms, swimming about in

all directions; yet on the object-glass nothing

could be seen but a small speck of flour and water,
'

conveyed there on the end of a lucifer match from

a common inkstand, which was nearly full of tbis^

vivified paste. I bought several of these micro-

scopes, determined to find out how all this could

be done for a penny. An eminent microscopist

examined them, and found that the magnifying

power was twenty diameters. The cost of a lens

made of glass, of such a power, would be from

three to four shillings. How, then, could the

whole apparatus be made for a single penny ? A
penknife revealed the mystery. The pill-box was
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as ever, being careful not to make up my
linJ, until 1 had heard their's ; which I

at in two, and then it appeared that the lens was

ladc of Canada balsam, a transparent gum. The

alsam had been heated, and carefully dropped

ito the eye-hole of the pill-bos. It then assumed

he proper size, shape, transparency, and polish

f a very well-ground glass lens. Our ingenious

;ns-«iaker informed me that he had been selling

hese microscopes for fifteen years, and that he

nd his family conjointly make them. One child

ut out the pill-boxes, another the cap, another

ut them together, his wife painted them black,

nd he made the lenses.

—

Bickcns's Household

iVords.

For " r\>- Friend '•

" First month 2Tth, 1838. I have often felt

hankful fur the instruction received from my
[ear parents in early life. I had much to endear

hem to mo, and believe I may say without boast-

ng, that by the help of my heavenly Father, their

oun.sel was in a good degree kept to. / did not

'eelmysdf at liberty to jmt on apparel or to make
hoice of associates, loitliout their entire approha-

ion; aud I had sometimes to say to my young

riends, that in so doing, they also would find

lafety and peace.

" As I advanced in years, the obligation to

onsult them in all my pursuits, seemed as impe

ative

)wn muKi
)elieve, was a means of preserving me from many
bllies, and affords me consolation to the present

lay.

" I have been induced to make this short note

loping it may serve as a watchword to others

leeing our grand enemy is continually spreading

lis snares to bring into captivity, and would, if

jossible, deceive the very elect. But thanks to

3im who opened the blind eyes and unstopped

he deaf ears, he furnishes with sight, whereby

ve are enabled to discover and escape them."

The foregoing extract from the memorandums
)f a valuable Friend, I have thought might be

irofitably perused by some of our dear youn._

ijrionds, and by walking in the same path, " they

ilso would find safety and peace." It has seemed

1,0 me, that the desire for imitating the vain fash-

ions of this world,—of decking and adorning these

i:abernacles of clay with one little ornament after

Imother, with something that will look well and

oe admired by others, and also gratify the vain

luind in themselves,—has so much place in the

iiearts of many of our dear young Friends, that

i,he work of those who are concerned to keep their

children in plainness and simplicity, is made very

trying and difficult ; and the dear children them-

lielves lose that peace and satisfaction they would

jixperieuce in cheer/uUi/ yielding to the views of

their concerned parents and friends.

How important for those in the early walks of

ife, to consider the object and end of that journey

in which they have just entered, and the advan-

iage of setting out aright,—of choosing the right

lath,—which is ever the pleasantest,—wherein

hey will meet with the purest pleasures this

vorld can afford ; and by walking in which to the

!nd, they will become prepared to join the com-

pany of angels and archangels and the .spirits of

the just made perfect, in those glorious mansions
jirhere nothing that is impure or unholy can ever

inter, and where all is joy and peace.

I

And what are these tabernacles but the dwell-

ing place of the spirit while on its pilgrimage

journey ? And of how much more importance is

it that our ornament should be that of a meek and

nuiet spirit, than the outward adorning of the

body. What is there more beautiful and engag-

!ing in youth than humility and a cheerful sub-

mission to the wishes of those who have the care

of thcni, and who feel it their duty to watch over

them with diligence, to warn and persuade, or,

when necessary, to reprove and restrain them.

And how many sorrows would this ready acqui-

escence save both parents and children ? Would
that these could be persuaded that giving up

heir own wills and obeying the convictions of

Truth, would greatly increase their happiness

here, as well as promote the work of preparation

for a state of never-ending and perfect felicity.

An unwillingness to have our wills brought into

subjection to the views of rightly concerned

parents and Friends, and to the Divine will, is

the cause of great unhappiness and many sor-

rows.

Let us then, both older and younger, crave of

our heavenly Father, that He would work a wil-

lingness in us to yield all unto him, that thus his

gracious designs concerning us may not be frus-

trated, but we be prepared, by faithfully follow-

ing him in the way he may lead, for whatever use

he may design to make of us in this world, and

for an admission into the realms of never-ending

joy, when time to us here shall be no more.

Tenth mouth 30th, 1854.

" Our heavenly Father has compassion on a'

the workmanship of his holy hand, helping us out

of our distresses, when in faith and patience his

tiine is waited for, which is always the best time.

We must expect to have tribulation and sorrow in

this world, but we ought not to neglect number-

ing our blessings ; for what are these light afflic-

tions which are to be endured for a short season,

compared with the joy of an endless life, where

the wicked cease from troubling, and the weary

way-worn traveller, is for ever at rest. Blessed

rest ; never to be broken."

plunging down on the unfortunate town. The
gateway, although an unusually large one, was not

large enough to allow their entrance, and another
great lake was formed against the walls, which
presently began to crumble under its pressure.

"What then occurred," says the letter, "is an
explicable thing. The waters fought with and

overthrew those houses whose position opposed
their current. They carried away the fountain of

an Pedro, and opening great trenches, and burst-

ing open the doors of the Pooado and of several

hops, they spread through squares and streets,

inundating wine cellars, warehouses, and the first

floors of the houses; in some reaching up to the

very roof. Throwing down all, and abandon-

ing everything, the inhabitants fled to the moun-
tains, whence they looked on at the horrible catas-

trophe.

"The loss has been incalculable; in the vaults

water has replaced wine, the contents of the shops

are spoiled, and many houses are crumbling away.

In the plain around the town the inundation has

destroyed everything. A young woman of twenty

was carried away by the torrent, and many child-

ren and adults are missing. In the first moments
the anxiety was horrible. None thought of any-

thing but of counting their families, and seeing if

any were absent. The animals that have perished

are innumerable; among them many of the farm
horses of the unfortunate peasants. It is horri-

ble. ' God have mercy upon us !' "

—

Ledger.

Destruction of the Town of Daroca, in Spain, ly

a Waterspout.

A letter in the Madrid Tribune of September

17th, gives an account of a terrible and extraor-

dinary catastrophe that had occurred at Daroca, a

small town in Arragon, situate in a rich and fer-

tile valley, abounding in corn and wine. From
its situation, in a deep hollow, completely sur-

rounded by mountains, this place is peculiarly lia-

ble to inundation ; and, as a remedy, a tunnel

was cut in 1560, by a Frenchman, named Pierre

Bedell. This tunnel is a magnificent work

—

2340 feet long, 24 feet wide, and 24 feet high. The
enterprise was patronized by the Pope, and assisted

by alms from all Christendom. Previous to its

achievement, the waters that flowed at wet seasons

from two leagues of mountain, rushed through the

streets of the town on their way to the river. It

appears that on the 11th September, at 3 in the

afternoon, an immense waterspout, rising from the

lake of Gallocanta, remained for a considerable

time hovering over the shore, about a league from

Daroca. When it burst, the whole district was

converted into a lake.

The waters poured down in the direction of the

tunnel in a stream much larger, it is said, than the

Ebro or Tortosa, and, seen from an elevation, ap-

peared like moving mountains of liquid. The
dimensions of the tunnel, which has a very de-

cided slope, were insufficient to allow the passage

of the vast mass, which then moved past, forming

a spacious sea. This extended itself towards the

town, at 200 yards from which it was arrested by

the causeway that has frequently saved Daroca

when menaced by perils of a similar nature, but

less magnitude. Above this causeway the waters

rose, heaping themselves up on it, and then

In the year 1674, two Friends passing through
a town in the island of Barbadoes, upon their law-

ful business, many rude people came upon them,
and told them they should go and drink wine
with them, which when they refused, the people

abused them grossly, punching them with their

elbows, and bending their canes, let them spring
into their faces. Then they whipt them with
horse-whips through the town, threw them under
their horses' feet, and whipt the horses to make
them tread upon them. One, they drove into the

sea, and then stoned him to drive him out again,

and took him to a heap of coals, to make him, as

they said, look like a devil. After this, they put
him into a butt, and scoffingly bid him preach,

and then threw down the butt, and said they would
roll him into the sea. Thus they continued

abusing those Friends until evening, and then
left them ; who, in return for all this barbarity,

only exhorted them to the practice of godliness;

seeming more concerned for the wickedness of

their persecutors, than for their own sufferings.

How would we at this day, patiently and with

a Christian spirit, endure such treatment inflicted

in our streets, and in the highways, by unprinci-

pled men. Was the new commandment of the

Prince of Peace lived up to, what patience and
forbearance should we be able to exercise under
persecutions. " A new commandment," said he, "I
give unto you, that ye love one another; as I have
loved you, that ye also love one another." May
we not forget the love that formerly characterized

Friends, when they offered body for body, to re-

lease one another from filthy pestilential dungeons

!

It is an essential part of Christian duty, to keep
this commandment of our blessed Saviour, and if

we love each other as he has loved us, we shall be

as kindred drops mingling into one!

I had a fresh confirmation, that acting contrar

to present outward interest, from a motive of divine

love, and in regard to truth and righteousness, and

thereby incurring the resentments of people, opens

the way to a treasure better than silver, and to a

friendship exceeding the friendship of men.

—

J. Woolman.
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For " Thp Friend."

BIOGRAPniCAl SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 60J

SAMUEL JENNINGS.

Samuel Jennings, prior to his rcmoral to New
Jersey, resided at ColeshiU, in Buckinghamshire.

He was convinced of the Truth, and received a

gift in the ministry of the Gospel whilst in Eng-
land, and was useful in the exercise thereof. He
was one who signed the epistle from London
Yearly Meeting, in the year 1G77, and in 1679
we find him visiting the prisoners at Jodchester,

in company with Ijawrence Steel. In the year

1680, he emigrated to New Jersey, where his na-

tural and acquired abilities soon made him exten-

sively useful in civil society. He was soon made
governor of the province, and was much employed

in other public services. These appointments

were not permitted to interfere with his religious

duties. Soon after his landing, we find him one

of the signers of an epistle from the " Men's
Monthly Meeting, in Burlington, West Jersey,"

held Twelfth month 7th, 1680, addressed to the

brethren at the Yearly Meeting in London. This

epistle gives excellent counsel relative to those

members who should transport thomseJl^es to the

American provinces. It is recorded that he

laboured with the Indian natives " to inculcate

the benefit of a Christian life to them,—directing

them, without doubt, to the light of Christ Jesus

manifested within them, which would, if faith-

fully followed, lead out of all spiritual darkness.

In the year 1686, in company with George

Hutchinson, Samuel Jennings appears to have

visited Friends in Maryland; and again, in 1687,

with John Hayton. This last was to visit Friends

in Maryland at the time of the Yearly Meeting.

John and Samuel held " several good and large

meetings," but Samuel was taken ill, and the

visit was thereby shortened. Early in 1688,

with his valued Friend Thomas Ellis, Samuel

visited " New England and the places adjacent."

In giving an account of this service, they reported

that they found " great readiness and openness

in many people to receive Truth's testimony,

especially several professors in New England."

They added, that " the blessing and presence of

the Lord was with them in their travels, to their

great encouragement, comfort and reward."

Samuel Jennings was much made use of on the

most important appointments in our religious So-

ciety. In the year 1687, he was one of a small

committee of the Yearly Meeting which prepared

the following epistle :

—

" From our Yearly Meeting held at Philadelphia

the Seventh-day of the Seventh month, 1687, to

the respective Quarterly Meetings thereunto be-

longing.
" Dear Friends and Brethren,—The salutation of

our love is unto you in theloveofthegloriousTruth,

in which we have a durable and blessed fellow-

ship, which is the peculiar portion of God's re-

deemed,—in which, the Lord defend and preserve

his people, forever.

" We have had a large and good meeting together

at this time, and the Lord was the glory of it,

whose affecting and melting power was blessedly

with us to the gathering us into a living and

sweet communion with himself and one with ano-

ther, where our consolation was strong and our

unity great, which is our growth and prosperity.

" Dear Friends, we beseech of all that they hold

fast their blessed unity of the Spirit, in the bond

of peace, and be tender and very careful of break-

ing it, lest it be an occasion of mourning to Sion,

and of rejoicing to her enemies. Avoid all tokens

of open division amongst us, particularly that of

keeping on the hat in the time of public prayer in

our meetings, if the person 80 praying hath ever

been owned and received by us, until they have

been duly and orderly proceeded against, and dis-

owned, by the Monthly and Quarterly Meetings

they belong unto. We do earnestly desire, that

not only this, but all other things that tend to

division and breach of this precious unity may be

warned against and avoided,—as evil speaking

and backbiting one of another upon any offence

conceived one against another. If any be offended,

according to the wholesome order of the Gospel,

declare it first to the person or persons concerned,

that so the ground of the offence may be removed,

—or they proceeded against in the way of Truth

established amongst us, to the honour of the great

God, and the joy and mutual comfort one of another.

"And lastly, we recommend unto you that a

diligent and Christian care be continued to keep

up your respective meetings, that no slackness or

coldness may enter any, but that all may be kept

fresh and thriving in the glorious Truth, wherein

we rest and remain your friends and brethren."

In the year 1692, it is said that Samuel Jen-

nings removed to Philadelphia, but it would seem

that it must have been in the previous year, for

we find him appointed in Philadelphia Monthly

Meeting in 1691. He came to a troubled meet-

ing. George Keith was actively engaged in his

disorganizing course, and quite a number of the

members of that meeting had been taken with flis

deceitful spirit, and were contending against sound

Friends, and abusing the most valuable amongst

them. Samuel entered into the field of conflict

gainst them, and soon was accounted by them

ine of the very worst of their enemies. He had

no unity with unsound sentiments, nor unright-

eous actions. Ho fearlessly opposed both, and

being blessed with the wisdom from above sanctify-

ng and directing great natural parts, he was of

lingular service in the church at that time.

ile was one of those on whom the labour of

preparing the various testimonies issued against

George Keith fell, and also the various letters and

epistles to Friends in England, explanatory of the

condition of things in Pennsylvania, showing the

necessity of the testimonies issued.

When Keith appealed to London Yearly Meet-

ing [16^4] against the judgment of Philadelphia

Friends, Samuel Jennings and Thomas Ducbett,

who were each under religious concerns to visit

England in the exercise of their gifts as ministers

of the Gospel, were appointed to act as respond-

ents in the case, on behalf of their brethren at

home. Samuel Jennings appears to have had

the chief labour of replying to the statements of

Keith, and performed the service with his usual

clearness and discretion. Six days were occupied

by the Yearly Meeting in listening to George's

written and oral defence, and the replication of

Samuel Jennings; and on the seventh the meet-

ng proceeded to show its judgment on the merits

of the case. In the. afternoon George was again

heard, and then the meeting appointed a commit-

tee to prepare a condemnation of his actions. This

paper manifested that the Yearly Meeting did not

approve of the proceedings of the magistrates of

Philadelphia, who were Friends, in bringing

George Keith to a public trial, for his printed

abuse of themselves, and particularly of Samuel

Jennings. To understand this case, it will be

necessary to go into some further particulars.

The pious man and the atheist always talk of

religion : the one speaks of what he loves, and

the other of what he fears.

—

Montesquieu.

For "The Friend."

From the memorandums published of Sarah L. [

Grubb, it is evident she was a firm advocate of!

the Christian doctrines held by the religious i

Society of Friends, and an uncompromising op-|

ponent of the anti-Quaker sentiments attempted i

of latter years to be spread among its meiujjers.

)

In a letter which she wrote to " a Friend in Ire-

land, who took a conspicuous part in a secession

from Friends in that country," about the year-

1839, she reminds the individual that the way to

be restored to the unity of Friends, is by an ac-

knowledgment of " having unguardedly given

way to that Spirit which is seekiug to sever in-

stead of cement." She also says, " that which

would interrupt our wholesome discipline is out of

'

the life of Christ, who is Head over all to his
,

church, and who loves his church as his own f

body;" thus showing her belief that the disci-

1

pline has been set up in the life and authority of
|

the Head of the church, and a breach of it is a !

violation of that life. '

In the other letter she further says, that "with-

1

out maintaining the good order of Society, there !

must be confusion, and instead of church govern-

'

ment, anarchy."

Should the editor of The Friend think the let-

1

ters alluded to suitable for its columns at the pre- i

sent time, it would be agreeable to the writer to i

see them inserted.
j

Dublin, Fifth Month 7th, 1839.

Dear , How is it that we have not (aa'

heretofore) enjoyed each other's company during
'

this Yearly Meeting? We used to " take sweet !

counsel together," and could rejoice in the all-,|

preserving power of Truth, while yet we were inii

trouble.
'

Thou didst admit that I was the same still. 1

1

sent to thy lodging yesterday morning, to ask thee

to come and take leave, but thou hadst left town, n

Ah ! I think thou dost not feel towards me as for- ,

merly, and my views are just those that I have '

always had in my religious profession, and in

which we have been so strongly, and so long, !

sweetly united. Day and night do I travail for
[

thee, that thou mayest see how it is with thyself
I

and others. There is at present a cloud over

thine understanding, and until it be removed,

thou canst not admit of having fallen into error. :

Oh ! wait, deeply wait upon Him who is both

able and willing to enlighten thee again : then

would all those who are tenderly united to thee in

the truth, receive thee with joy ; I for one. It
^

would be like healing balm to be able to feel thee

in the same precious nearness again ; thou who
stood so long as an upright pillar. What has

'

warped thee ? There is a remedy. There may i

be restoration, if, without delay, all is yielded up
j

into the hand of Infinite Wisdom and Strength;
'

and if there be an acknowledgment of having un-
j

guardedly given way to that spirit which is seek-

ing to sever instead of cement. This noble con-

fession will do much good, and may be instru-

mental to bring back wanderers, and to keep

others from going out.

Once more let me say, my loved friend, that
i

which would interrupt our wholesome discipline,
'

out of the life of Christ, who is Head over all
'

to his church, and who loves his church as his
;

own body. Beware how thou lends thyself to

nything out of the holy harmony, out of the

blessed life, out of the true light, out of the inse-

parable love of God. Oh ! may he make manifest

to thee that this breach of unity in this nation is all

done, and doing in the dark.

I thought of poor James Naylor, and the wo-

men's deceitful cry with him, when he was get-

ting under that grievous delusion, concerning

d
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hich he owned he felt unable to come out ;
but

e sec the hand of the Lord brought him out, as

e came to lean upon it; his eyes being anointed

) see himself in bondage and in error, and his

eart bleeding with sorrow. He did not intend

) do wrong wilfully, but giving way a little to an

nrightcous zeal, was led on until he came under

dense cloud.

_/^li ! dear , consider these awful things,

ad be timely warned. Take not thyself away

om us as a Society, but retrace those steps

hat have caused thee to turn thy back on the

)ld. So dearly farewell.—I remain, with love

nfeigncd, thy sincere friend.

Sarau Grubb.

To the Same.

London, Fifth Month, 1839.

Ah ! my dear , thouart indeed mistaken.

did the very reverse of lending my ear to re-

lOrts calculated to impress me unfavourably, as

egards thee or others. It was my care to bo pre

erved from judging anything, until the Lore

hould bo pleased to come.

I can say that, before seeing for myself how
hin"-s wore, my mind was much disposed to hope

hat thou wast as free from undue bias, as thou

,rt from insincerity ; but I became convinced, in

he ojiportunity R. B. and myself had with thee

,nd the other Friends, who so kindly gave us your

ompany, that there was a dimness, and a disposi-

ion given way to, which, if not checked, would

ead from true meekness, and submitting ourselves

ne unto another in love ; maintaining the good

irder of society, without which there must be

'onfusion, and, instead of church government,

iuarchy. So then, is it not better to bear our

mrden patiently, even if we see that, in some re-

jects, acts of monthly or other meetings, are not

jn accordance with our individual views of what

s right ? waiting thus to know what interposition

Inay come from the great Head of the church, to

atisfy our exercised minds.
' I am persuaded it is our place, as members of

[he body, to be subject to the body. Who ever

jirospered, in the best sense, by either going out,

ir acting in a way to be disunited ? Especially,

Vhen did such as have once shown themselves

lleeply concerned for the upholding our prin-

!;iples, in their native character of simplicity and

i)urity ?

;
There is, in this Yearly Meeting, much refcain-

'ng to be done away, before we are prepared to

.ssume the lustre which attracted the minds of

uany in our early times, and induced men to

;lorify Him, whose workmanship we were in our
'
iginnings.

_ _ _

I believe the Divine hand is upon us in this

lay, for the great end of again refining the gold

hat has become dim, and the most tine gold that

s changed, that He may be honoured, and his own
lear people made glad in Him, and one with ano-

her.

May we be willing to bear our allotted portion

if exercise and suffering ; keeping our habitations

n the truth, and " committing ourselves to the

jord in well-doing, as unto a faithful Creator."

5o farewell, my loug-loved friend, and believe me
be sincerely thine.

Sarah Grubb.

Earthqaakes in Central America.

I

The city of Guatemala has been afflicted with a

ieries of earthquakes, which have done some da

nage and caused general alarm. The first shock

was a slight one ; and occurred on the 1-lth of

jluly. Next day three more took place, and on

the 16th three more, still slight in character, and

no shock exceeding one or one-and-a-half seconds

in duration, the direction being from south to

north, unaccompanied by noise. On the 17th,

about .5i o'clock, A. M., a smart shock of about

two seconds in duration occurred, with a hollow,

rumbling noise and a subsequent vibration of the

earth. The same day, about twelve minutes be-

fore two o'clock, P. M., came two shocks of great

violence, with loud noise, doing considerable da-

mage to public and private buildings throughout

the city, throwing down several small ones, and'

re-opening the old cracks made by the earthquake

of 1830, besides making many new ones. All

the churches had large cracks in them, and that

of St. Augustine was badly damaged. The streets

were immediately filled with affrighted people, the

cry of Dios fucrte resounded on every side, some

knelt in the streets to pray, and others hurried to

the churches. The duration of the shocks were

about four seconds each, the course the same as

before, and the motion of the undulatory or hori-

zontal kind. At three o'clock another severe

shock occurred, followed by others throughout the

afternoon and night, accompanied with a vibratory

motion and a rumbling noise, the entire number

of shocks throughout the day and night being

thirteen. Advices from San Salvador state that

occasional shocks of earthquakes are still felt there.

Many families have returned to the ruined city,

from the fact that they are unable to find shelter

elsewhere. Nothing has yet been done towards

commencing the building of the new capital,

owing to the general distress and want of money

that exist. Information has also been received,

through the Gazette of the State of Chiapas, that

the last week of the month of May, the large

Indian puebla of Jamiltepeque, in the State of

Oaxes, distant ten leagues from the city, was en

tirely destroyed by a succession of shocks of earth

quakes. The loss of life is said to have beet

great.

—

Late jiaper.
*"*"

Selected.

IIUMILITY.

The first lesson in the school of Jesus Christ is

humilili/ : he who has learned this, will soon at-

to higher degrees. In the ways of God the

proud stumble at every step ; while from the

path of the humble, ever^ ohstrvction is removed,

and his way is made plain before his face. He
who is destitute of this grace of the Holy Spirit,

may be ever learning, and yet never come to a

knowledge of the Truth. From the doubting,

labouring, and purturbed spirit of the proud and

sensual, "all religious joy and true spiritual peace

are excluded; while he who sits in lowliness of

heart, at the feet of Jesus, will find rest to his

io\\\—rcsl from the perplexities of doubt, the hor-

rors of guilt, and the torments of gloomy antici-

pation. He shall rest in peace, in hope, in safety,

and in full reliance on Him whose disciple he is,

till the truth to which he has now attained, and

the consolations he is now permitted to enjoy,

shall be succeeded by more ample discoveries, and

by a more calm repose, and by an enjoyment in

the world of spirits, and in the immediate pre-

sence of his God and Saviour, unutterable, un-

broken, and eternal.

Malice.—Malice is a settled or deliberate deter-

mination to revenge or do hurt to another ;
it de-

notes the disposition of inferior minds to execute

every purpose of mischief within the more limited
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Jrclc of their abilities. It is a most hateful tern

per in the sight of God, strictly forbidden in the

Scriptures of Truth, disgraceful to rational crea-

tures, and every way inimical to the spirit of

Christianity.

There have been so many contradictory accounts

of the extent and character of tho immigration

into the Kansas and Nebraska Territories, that it

has been impossible to arrive at any certain conclu-

sion, as to the rapidity with which that distant

section of our country is settling with permanent

residents, or what are the prevailing sentiments

there, in regard to the important subject of

slavery. Within the last week we have received

a large and handsomely printed weekly newspaper,

called " The Herald of Freedom," printed at

Wakarusa, in Kansas Territory, which, by its

appearance, and the manner in which it is got up,

would do credit to any one of our eastern cities.

We of course know not exactly how far its

statements may be relied on. The editor appears

to have entered on his duties with a good deal of

enthusiasm, and may sometimes be led away by

his hopes and wishes beyond what actual facts

would warrant. Knowing that many of our

readers are much interested in this matter, we
give the following extracts, tho first of which is

editorial, and the other given in the Herald as

being " worthy " of its columns :

—

"In December last, the Superintcndant of In-

dian affairs for the Indian territory, in his annual

report, said, in substance, ' Aside from the go-

vernment agcnt.s, troops and missionaries, there

are not at this time, three %chite inhabitants in all

that region lying west of the Missouri, and em-

braced in the limits of Kansas and Nebraska.'

—

But ten months have passed since then, and now,

instead of a population enumerated by a mono-

syllable, there are many thousands settled all over

the country, and hundreds are pouring in daily,

selecting and staking out farms, on which they

purpose locating with their families.

" We confidently predict that in less than a year

from this time, we shall number fully one hun-

dred thousand souls.—The times indicate it."

" We, who are in the disputed territory, and

are eagerly watching the changing phases of the

battle for freedom, see constantly incidents which

arouse alternately hope and fear. For the last

fortnight the indications have been rather of a

cheering character. First among them I may
name the arrival of the pioneer party of thirty

men sent out by the Massachusetts Emigrant Aid

Company. Their appearance and bearing, as they

passed through Missouri, did much to conciliate

favour and sympathy. They were seen to be men

of a quite different character from what have been,

unreasonably enough anticipated, neither 'paupers,

thieves, nor incendiaries,' as the western jlissouri

papers had given out. This company passed

immediately up the Kansas river through the

Shawnee reservation, and have located themselves

near the Wakarusa river. This section of coun-

try had already been previously known as a free

soil district, so much so, that at least one slave-

holder, after locating himself with his property

there, becoming acquainted with the sentiments

of his neighbours, precipitately returned to Mis-

souri. The valley of the Kansas with its recent

infusion of New England emigration, and the

moral influence of the prospective accessions of

the same sort, may now be said to be entirely anti-

slavery. A recent journey through the settlements

of that region convinces me that the free soil sen-

timent is now, at least twice as strong as the oppo-

site. If one may judge by the tone of the hotel

and bar-room talk in the neighbouring frontier
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towns of Kansas, Independence and Westport,

discouragement has taken hold of the pro-slavery

party, and the opinion is freely expressed that

Kansas -will be free.

" But while the southern half of the territory

will be the New England portion, and will con-

tain a very large majority of northern settlers, the

part north of the Kansas river presents less favour-

able indications. The country around Fort Lea-

venworth lying contiguous to the comparatively

well peopled Platte, Clay and Buchanan counties

of Missouri, which contain the pugnacious towns

of Weston and St. Joseph, has received swarms

of Missouri settlers, who two months back passed

at Salt Creek some flaming resolutions, threaten-

ing "non-protection to abolitionists," &c. Lately

some Indiana and Illinois settlers have established

themselves in the vicinity, and at the meeting of

the squatters held on the 29th of July, E. C. An-

drews, recently of the Boston bar, who has fixed

himself at Fort Leavenworth, and who has been

threatened with ' routing out' frdm thence, sim-

ply on account of his northern extraction, came

forward, and in an eloquent speech avowed him-

self warmly in favour of freedom in Kansas, from

reasons drawn from interest and prudence, as well

as humanity. His speech was listened to with

attention, and received much applause, although

in truth the majority of the meeting was com-

posed of pro-slavery men. One thing is sure, that

the slavery propagandists no longer have it th

own way at Fort Leavenworth. Northeroers will

receive as efi'ectual ' protection,' if the thing is at

all needed, as the men of the south."

lead, &c. The supply of ore is appareatly i

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from England to the 21st ult.-

War.—The bombardment of Sebastopol commenced on

the 13tb ult. from two hundred pieces of heavy artillery

The Russian forces under Menschikoff have been parti-

ally reinforced. Omar Pacha has gone to the Crimea

to take part in a council of war. Seven thousand more

troops have left Constantinople for the Crimea. The
positions of the allied armies near Sebastopol are said

to be impregnable.
ENGLAND.—The Liverpool price of flour was from

39s. to 423. per bbl. The markets were not well sup-

plied with breadstuffs, and both wheat and corn have

advanced. The cholera was rapidly abating in London,

there were only 249 deaths of ihat disease in the last

week reported. Parliament had been prorogued to the

16th ult.

IREL.4ND.—The cholera was spreading in Dublin.

A number of commercial houses had failed or suspended

payment.
FR.iNCE.—Active preparations are making in Paris

for the great exhibition of 1855, which the Parisians

intend to make as striking a display as possible. Stone

bridges are to take the place of the suspension bridges

of Arsole and the Invalides.

TURKEY.—The Porte has issued a firman to suppress

the trade in Georgian and Circassian slaves.

SPAIN.—The ministry has abandoned the project of

drawing up a Constitution to be submitted to the

Cortes.

AUSTRIA.—A Vienna despatch s.ays, the German
press everywhere gives indications of an approaching

rupture between Austria and Prussia, and there is much
anxiety manifested at Berlin.

PRUSSLV.—The population of Prussia, at the end of

the year 1853, was 17,057,004. In the course of the

year 1853, there were 659,122 births, and 521,196

deaths : or one in 32.7. This is a larger ratio of mor-

tality than obtains in Great Britain or the United States.

DENMARK.—The House of Representatives has voted

by a majority of 80 to G, for the appointment of a com-
mittee to draw up articles of impeachment against the

ministry for promulgating the royal " decree of July,"

by wich the Constitution was subverted.

AUSTRALIA.—The gold mania caused great derange-

ment of the ordinary industrial pursuits of the country,

but the latest accounts represent the colony in a favour-

able and improving condition as respects agricultural

and commercial affairs. Silver had been discovered at

the Strath Albya gold diggings, the average product

being over two hundred ounces of pure silver per ton of

ble.

MEXICO.—According to the census published in the

last Mexican papers, the population of the twenty-eight

States composing the republic, numbers 7,853,395. More

than twenty persons have recently died in a single

parish, in the district of Jarailtepec, of starvation. The

district has suffered from cholera, earthquakes and

locusts.

CANADA.—An extensive movement is now on foot

Canada, to procure the passage of a bill by Parlia-

ment, now in session, similar to that proposed for the

United States, by the Homestead bill.

UNITED STATES.—iar^e Sales of Public Lands.—
The sales this year will exceed 6,000,000 acres ; a larger

quantity than has been sold any one year for fifteen or

eighteen years.

The Design upon Cuba.—The Washington Union says,

it has been the " unfaltering purpose" of President Pierce

to acquire that island honorably, and he believes this

duty to be binding upon him still, no matter whether

the question is considered in its relations to humanity,

to commerce, or to freedom.

The Growth of Pennsylvania.—\\. the election for Go-

vernor in the year 1799, the votes given for McKean

and Ross, numbered 68,886; in 1823, for Schultz and

Gregg, 154,209, and in 1854, the two principal candi-

dates received more than 371,000 votes.

New lorA-.-The foreign arrivals at this port, in the

Tenth month, were 350, bringing 39,630 passengers,

20,247 of whom were Germans. There are 120,000

school children in N. York, one half of whom attend

the public schools. Interments last week, 399, of which

17 were from cholera,

Philadelphia.—The mortality for the three months

ending Ninth mo. 30, was 4531 ; this is an increase of

34 per cent, over the same quarter in 1853. The aver-

age temperature for the Tenth month, according to^the

register kept at the Pennsylvania Hospital, was 58.77°.

The amount of rain, 1.54 inch. Interments last week,

195, of which 4 were from cholera.

NeiD Orleans.—Mortality for the week ending 30th

ult., 293, of which 107 were from yellow fever.

Lock-port, A'. Y.—On the 2nd inst., a very destructive

fire occurred here, by which a great number of build-

ings and much property was consumed. It originated

from a camphene lamp.
Miscellaneous.—AW the vessels sent out in search of

the Steamer Arctic's boats, have returned unsuccessful.

A writer in the N. Y'ork Journal of Commerce says, that

when the accident to the Arctic was discovered, had

the boilers been blown clear of steam, and filled with

air, which could easily have been done, their bulk would

have sustained the entire fabric in which they rested.

The builders of the engine confirm this opinion.

Maine Lata in Canada.—A prohibitory law has passed

the Legislative Assembly by a vote of 85 to 5. It is

expected to pass the Council, and become a law.

The Railroad from Chicago to Galena has been finish-

ed, completing the connection between Lake Michigan

and the Mississippi.

Shocking Eiplosion.—On the 26th ult., a steam boiler

in a flour mill, at Waukegan, Wisconsin, blew up, de-

molishing the whole structure, killing four persons, and

wounding five others, some mortally.

The Fire in Cleveland.—The first accounts exaggerated

the loss sustained ; it does not exceed 300,000 dollars.

A New Corn Shetlcr.—John J. Rollow, of Fredericks-

burg, Va., has invented a machine, which will husk and

shell corn at one operation. The ear with husk is

thrown in its mouth, and in the twinkling of an eye the

corn falls at one point, the clean cob coming out at the

other end. Its capacity is about four hundred barrels

per day.

Submarine Operations.—^en have been sent from Eng-

land, for the purpose of removing the ships of war, sunk

by the Russians at the mouth of the harbour of Sebas-

topol. They took with them diving apparatus, galvanic

batteries and all other necessary implements. The

charges to be used will be from one ton and a half to

two tons of gunpowder, and will be fired at a distance

of about two miles.

Railroad Disaster.—The passenger train for Rock Isl-

and, which left Chicago at 11 o'clock at night, on the

1st inst., met with a terrible accident, from the break-

ing of an axle-tree of the engine, the result, it is said, of

running over a horse upon the track. The engine and

a portion or all of the cars were thrown off with great

violence, the two forward passenger cars being hurled

on top of the engine. The steam escaping was driven

through the dense mass of human beings packed closely

amongst the wrecks of the cars, scalding many in a

shocking manner. About 40 persons are reported to be

injured, many of them fatally.

Cholera at Massim.—This city has been ravaged bi i

holera in the most fearful manner. According to wha'i i

appears reliable information, no less than sixteen thou-?,

sand persons have fallen victims out of a population o '

forty thousand.
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WEST-TOWN SCHOOL. .

'

At a meeting of the committee to superintend the'

boarding-school at West-town, held Tenth mo. 6th, 1854.1

" It has long been the desire of those charged with the||

oversight of this Institution, that parents and others'

should avoid visiting there on the first day of the week,^

as far as they can conveniently do, so as such visits tend'

to unsettle the children, and interrupt the quiet and

order of the family, and are sometimes burdensome to

the Friends who have the care of the farm-house, and ,

to their domestics—-obliging them to provide for the en-

tertainment of visitors when it seems right they should

i

have the privilege of retirement and rest from the labours J

of the week.
" From the apprehension that the visits alluded to have 1

become rather more frequent of latter times, the commit-,

tee have been induced thus to call theattentionof Friends'

again to the subject, with the hope that they will kindly;|

co-operate in sustaining the wholesome regulations of|'

the Institution in this respect." Extract from the min-;

utes. Thomas Kimeee, Clerk, j

TEACHER WANTED,
}

A well qualified Teacher to take charge, at the closei|

of the present year, of the " Sheppard School'' for';

Coloured Girls on Randolph street. Applications in

writing may be addressed to Edward Richie, Clerk of'

the Board of Trustees, No. 173 Vine street.

Died, on the 28th of Seventh month, 1854, at the re-

sidence of Mark Collins, near Medford, N. J., Grace

Craft; an esteemed member of Chesterfield Monthly

Meeting of Friends, New Jersey, in the eighty-first year

of her age. We believe exchanging this for a better^

inheritance.

, on the loth of the Eighth month, 1854, after s

short and severe illness, Elizabeth T. Wright, wife of

Charles Wright, in the 41st year of her age ;
a member

of Upper Springfield Monthly Meeting, held at Mansfield,

Burlington county, N. J.

^, after a short illness, on the 12th of Ninth mo.,

1854, in the 81st year of her age, Pbebe, wife of William

Leech ; an esteemed member of Carmel Monthly Meet-

ing, Columbiana county, Ohio. She was mercifully

favoured to bear her suffering, which was at times very

severe, with full resignation to the Divine will ;
craving

that her patience might hold out to the end ;
affording

her friends the consoling hope, that her end was peace.

, at the residence of her father, near Middleton,

Columbiana county, Ohio, on the 21st of Ninth month,

1854, Sabah, daughter of Samuel and Margaret Hol-

lingsworth, in the 22d year of her age. This dear young

Friend was concerned, whilst in health, to live a con-

sistent life ; but during the fore part of her illness, she

appeared to pass through deep exercise of mind to be

prepared for her final change, and was mercifully

favoured to become fully resigned. Several times she

requested her parents not to hold her, but to give her

up freely, and not to grieve, as there did not appear to

be anything in her way, and she w.as willing to go. She

inquired for both her sisters, and when they came, she

said, " My dear sisters, give up to serve the Lord more

than I have done, that you may not have to endure

what I have passed through at a time like this ;
obey

your parents, and do all you can to make them happy."

She was frequently engaged in supplication, desiring to

be released, and that her patience might hold out to the

end. Thus affording her friends the consoling hope,

that their loss is her great gain.
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From Ihe Leisure Hour.

A Visit to the SlafforchJiire Potteries.

(Conlinucd from page 66.)

At a former era in the art of pottery, the ope-

jtioiis of the thrower and the turner were com-

aratively much more in demand than tbey now
re. By kite improvements in manufacture, much
f their industry has been superseded by that of

ther operatives. The use of moulds, which was

Iways indispensable in the case of articles not

erfectly circular, has of late years supplanted the

Grower's wheel : thus dinner-plates and dishes,

{though circular, are now no longer thrown or

urncd, but are fashioned to the right form at a

ingle process. Observe yon young fellow who
i spattered with clay from bead to foot : he stands

t a bench, upon which the mould of the inside of

dinner-plate is mounted upon a small flat disc,

ot unlike the thrower's wheel, and which he can

et a-going with his hand at his convenience. An
Ssistant at his side has rolled out a lump of clay

p a uniform thickness of some quarter of an inch :

le spreads this flat sheet of clay upon the raised

urface of the mould which forms the inner sur-

ice of the plate; he then takes in his hand an

Istrument called a profile, which is a piece of

lard wood shaped to a section of the outer or con-

lex side of the plate, and pressing this firmly

gainst the clay on one side, a few revolutions of

^e model bring the whole circumference repeatedly

leneath the pressure of the profile, and the plate

i finished at once, as accurately as though it bad
assed through the ceremonies of throwing and
liming.

In the formation of many articles, and some of

hem are of great beauty, the operations of the

tirower are combined with the use of the mould,
'onder is a young girl who, if you saw her in

our own kitchen -employed as she is now, you
light suppose was laying the under-crust for a

eef-steak pudding; she is merely lining with clay

le mould of a basin, ornamented on the outside

'ith raised designs; she hands it to the thrower,

cho in a few seconds finishes ofi' the interior by
ie action of his wheel and fingers, and in so do-

3g unavoidably drives the clay into every part of

he mould, so as to produce a perfect impression

Vessels which are not circular in form, either

rithin or without, or which have raised figures in

lelief upon their surfaces, have to be pressed in

aoulds of plaster-of-Paris. These moulds are in

wo or more pieces, and the several parts having

)een lined with clay, carefully dabbed into the

lollows by blows from a wet sponge, and scjueezed

f necessary into the smaller interstices with th

fingers, are then joined together and the seams

stopped with long strips of clay worked smoothly

down. Articles thus moulded, either by "flat-

ware pressing" or "hollow-ware pressing," the

technical designations of the above modes of work-

ing, have to remain a considerable time on or in

the moulds, as they cannot be removed until by

the heat of the stove-house in which they are

placed they are hardened sufficiently to bear

handling. " Handling," by the way, happens to

be the process which a good many of them have

to undergo so soon as they are hard enough for

the purpose. The handles are pressed in plaster-

of-Paris moulds, and clay of a stifi"er consistency

is used than that of the thrower or pressors ; they

are pressed very rapidly by boys, and arc fajtoned

on by means of a little fluid slip supplemented by a

few particles of moist clay. Those wares which have
' ecu preyed in several pieces present unsightly

seams upon being released from the mould, and

these have to be cautiously scraped away and

smoothed until the joints are no longer visible.

Besides throwing, and flat and hollow-ware press-

ing, casting is sometimes resorted to in cases

where the design is too elaborate or intricate to be

done by pressure : for casting, the clay is used in

the fluid state of " slip," which is drawn ofl' by a

syringe when a thin coating is deposited, upon

which a lining of clay is then pressed firmly

down.
Supposing the wares to be modelled from the

clay into their desired forms by any or all of the

processes above briefly described, and dried suffi-

ciently to undergo the first firing in the kiln, the

next operation is that of packing them in the sag-

gers in such a way as to enisure their sufl'ering no

injury in the fire. But before packing the pots in

the saggers, we may as well ascertain what they

are. Entering a roomy workshop on the ground-

floor, we come upon a party of men engaged in

constructing them : one is rolling out the thick

clay batter, composed of the marl of the district

mingled with the ground remnants of old saggers;

another is cutting it into strips something less

than a foot broad; and a third is lapping one of

the strips round a wooden model of the requisite

size; while a fourth prepares the oval-shaped

piece which is to form the bottom. A sagger, we
find, is a rudely-shaped vessel something like a

milliner's bandbox without the cover, but oval in

form, and fashioned of clay nearly an inch thiek

;

it comes into the world with the almost certain

fate of being burnt out again at no very distant

time ; its whole existence is one course of trial by

fire, and to fire it succumbs at last. Saggers are

of various sizes, regulated by the nature of their

contents, and some are much deeper than others;

and their sole use is to protect the wares from the

action of the flame in the kiln, which would else

discolour and otherwise injure them. The filling

of these saggers preparatory to firing is a work of

considerable care and responsibility. If the cups,

saucers, plates, basins, etc., were sufiered to lie

upon one another indiscriminately, the probability

is that half of them would adhere together, or be

otherwise spoiled. To prevent such a result, mi-

nute three-legged, angular, circular, and oddly-
' pieces of burnt ware, so formed as that

only their projecting points, or sharp edges, can
touch anything with which they come in contact,

are laid between the separate articles as they are

placed in the saggers, the bottom.s of which are

first covered with a stratum of sand. It is a point

of economy to load the saggers as full as possible,

as the expenditure of fuel in firing the kiln will

be the same whether the quantify of goods in the

saggers be great or small, and of course the larger

the amount burnt at once, the less is the cost per
cent, of burning the whole.

Let us now enter one of the enormous cones of

brick before alluded to, and see what is going on.

Passing through the only door-way, we find that

this massive and monster erection is lighted by
the broad orifice of the chimney in which it ter-

minates at the top, and which is six or seven feet

in diameter. AVe find, too, that it incloses a
round brick tower, the walls of which are perfectly

vertical and of some twenty feet in height, and the

interior of which is about sixteen feet in diameter.

The outside of this inner tower is pierced with
ten or a dozen large fire-places at equal distances,

the flues of which open into the oven, while other

flues run along beneath the raised floor and con-

verge together at an orifice in the centre, through
which their united flames ascend. This is the

biseuit-oven; entering it through a breach in the

wall, such as might have been made by a cannon-
shot, we observe that the flooring of fire-brick is

highest in the centre, descending at a slight in-

clination towards the circumference : this plan is

evidently adopted as a convenience in packing the

saggers, which, as they are piled one upon another
in rows reaching to the top of the kiln, have a

tendency to lean against the surrounding wall.

The men are busy in piling the loaded saggers

one upon another; and ever as a fresh one is laid

on, it is cemented to the one beneath with soft

clay, to prevent the searching flame from visiting

their contents. The men have to mount ladders

in order to complete the stacks. As they proceed

in their work, the oven becomes filled by degrees;

and by the time that two thousand five hundred
of those clay bandboxes, all filled with pottery

wares of every description, have been carefully

stowed in their places, there is barely room enough
left for the last workman to crawl out. The rug-

ged breach by which we entered has now to be

built up with solid masonry, and then the fires

are lighted—cautiously and temperately at first,

in order that the inclosed goods may be dried and

hardened by degrees, without which precaution

they would not stand the full heat of the oven;

the fire must also be as gradually slackened after

the wares are sufficiently burnt, as a sudden re-

duction of temperature would destroy them. Al-

together, this operation of first firing, by which

the goods are converted into what is called biscuit-

ware, occupies in the whole about sixty hours,

during the greater portion of which time the

wares, saggers and all, are kept in a state of in-

candescence at a white heat. It is important to

know the degrees of heat attained in the oven at

difierent periods of the firing, and for this pur-

pose Wedgwood invented a pyrometer, which,

however, in praoiice is not much used, the masters

preferring a species of pyrogieter of their own,
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consisting of small tliirable-sliapcd clay TCfsels

planted in certain parts of the oven, and -with-

drawn for examination at certain periods of the

firing. The men can tell, by the appearance these

small pieces present, the degree of heat and the

probable state of the wares subjected to it, and

can regulate their fires accordingly.

When the goods within the kiln are sufficiently

burnt, the fires are first slackened, and then extin-

guished; and so soon as the oven is cool, crowbar

and pickaxe go to work, and a forcible entrance

is eifected. The saggers are now taken out, and

their contents rigidly examined ; and as the hands

employed in the previous processes generally work

"good from the oven," as it is called, that is, con-

tract to be paid only for such work as stands the

biscuit-firing without injury, the scrutiny which

now takes place is interesting to all parties con-

cerned. The bad, cracked, crooked, or ill-shaped

pieces are rejected and thrown away as good for

nothing, the master losing his materials and the

workman his labour—good workmanship only be-

ing paid for. The wares, in this state known as

" biscuit," are now ready for the subsequent pro-

cesses of printing, painting, and various kinds of

ornamentation, regulated by the demand of the

market or the caprice of fashion. Vast quantities

of them are stored away in this condition in long

galleries and ware-rooms, where hundreds of thou-

sands of them may be seen piled in stacks and

heaped on shelves, ready to receive the impression

of any new device for which a sudden demand
may arise : it is the possession of a good store of

biscuit which enables a manufacturer to execute

large orders for new patterns at a very short

notice.

The next operation which the potter's wares

have to undergo may be considered to be that of

printing; for though all ware, as the reader knows
perfectly well, is not printed, and a great deal is

not ornamented in any way, yet all that is printed,

is printed at this stage of the manufacture. To
•witness this process we must resort to the print-

ing-room, where the rationale of the whole cere-

mony is visible at a glance. The patterns to be

printed on the china or earthenware are first en-

graved upon copper plates, at a cost, by the way,

which must form no small item in a manufacturer's

expenses. They are worked at a copper-plate

press, differing slightly in construction from that

in general use; but the plate itself undergoes a

course of treatment which it would a.stound a good

engraver to witnes.s—the face of it being actually

shaved clean at each impression by the blade of a

large knife. The impressions are taken upon a

thin greasy-looking kind of tissue-paper; and as

fast as they are worked off, they are taken in hand

by girls who, first cutting off the surplus paper

with a pair of scissors, spread the pattern, its inky

side downwards, upon the plate, dish, or whatever

vessel it is, upon which it is to be transferred.

Ware in the biscuit state is exceedingly dry and

thirsty, and the moist oily ink of the pattern

readily adheres to its surface. So soon as it is laid

on in the proper position, the girl rubs the back

of the paper rapidly with the end of a cylinder of

rolled flannel, moistened with some soapy mixture,

until the thin paper adheres so closely to the ware

as to be scarcely distinguishable from it. It is

allowed to stand thus for some time, until a com-

plete set—a tea-service, or a dinner-equipage, it

may be—is thus covered with the printed patterns

:

it is then taken to a tub of water, and by simply

rubbing with a wet sponge the thin paper is re-

moved, the pattern remaining on the ware, per-

fect and complete to the faintest lino and the

smallest dot. Now it happens, unfortunately,

the ware, though before it was printed it was

ready for the process of glazing, yet after it is

printed it is not : the ink or rather colour used for

printing is of a very oily consistence, and until

this oil has been evaporated from the colouring

matter the wares cannot be glazed. In order to

get rid of the oil, the printed wares are piled upon

shelves in " muffles or small kilns, in which no

saggers are used, as the flame of the fires is not

allowed to enter the muflle, but only to circulate

in flues around it. Here they have to remain for a

period often or twelve hours; and here, for the pre-

sent, we shall leave them to griddle at their leisure.

(To be continued.)

Fnr ''The Fripiid.''

Renunciation of (lie World.

" Labour to show thyself approved unto God, a

workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly

dividing the word of Truth," was an exhortation

of an eminent apostle, when writing to one of his

fellow-servants ; which shows the great object and

concern in view of the immediate followers of our

Lord and Saviour to have been, to stand approved

in the Divine sight, rather than in the sight of men.

They courted not the approbation of the world,

nor the praise of unregenerated nature, neither was

it their portion to receive it; but as our Saviour

was himself "despised and rejected of men," so

also were they. The apostle Paul declares, when
writing to those who felt that they were rich and

full, and had need of nothing, " Now are ye rich,

now are ye full, ye have rcujned as princes with-

out us, and I would to God that ye did reign that

we might also reign with you, for I think that

God hath set forth us, the apostles, last as it

wore appointed, to death ; for we are made a spec-

tacle to the world, to angels, and to men. We are

fools for Christ's sake, but ye are wise in Christ;

we are weak, but ye are strong
;
ye are honour-

able, but we are de.tpised ;" yet these were the

Lord's own cho.sen servants, sent forth into the

world, to gather souls to Christ. These were they

to whom a kingdom had been a

of this world, that must come to naught; and these

though they were reproached for the name of

Christ, yet in this they rejoiced, "esteeming the

reproaches of Chri.st greater riches than the trea-

sures of Egypt." But, how is it with many of the

professed followers of the same blessed Jesus, in

these dark and trying times ? Are there not too

many under our name, who are watching with

anxious eye, to see what the world is thinking

and saying of us, and one of whose great concerns

is, that wo may so order our movements, as not to

lessen ourselves in the esteem or approbation of

the world ? Yea, and who would sooner cease

contending for " the faith that was once delivered

to the saints," than in anywise become despised

in the eyes of men. Is it not evident that the

hearts of such are not right in the sight of God?
We read in the Scriptures of Truth, that many of

the chief rulers believed on the Son, and sent of God,

but because of the Pharisees they did not confess

him, lest they should be put out of the synagogue,

for they loved the praise of men more than the

praise of God. But the language of our blessed

Lord to his disciples, was, " If ye were of the

world, the world would love its own ; but because

ye are not of the world, but I have chosen you out

of the world, therefore the world hateth you."

I believe that if we as a people were more

earnestly concerned to know what the Lord's will

concerning us is, and more faithful to /lo it, not

leaning to our own iinderstanding, nor attempting

to order the afl'airs of the church according to

human policy, but allowing the government to be

upon His shoulder, of the increase of whose gov-

ernment it was declared, "There should be no

d," the Lord would be near to prosper us as a

people as in days of old, and as in former years.

It was not the great popularity of Quakerism in

the first rise of our Society, that drew so many to I

brace its principles, as I doubt not we are all)

II aware. It was viewed with scorn and con-i

tempt by the great mass of the community; but aa

those who were drawn to embrace the Truth,'

kept near to that which had gathered them, they

were enabled to " hold their meetings in the pow-

er and authority of Truth," whereby many, whose

panting souls were asking the way to Zion as thej|

were led to look towiird this de.spised and down-

trodden people, and attend their meetings, thought

at times no words might be spoken, were con-!

vinced that these were a people that the Lord did

condescend to own, though the world did not, and

as the witness for Truth in their own hearts came
to be fully reached, they became prepared to sub-

scribe to the spirituality of the Gospel dispensa-j

tion, and t« embrace those precious doctrines and

testimonies, given to our Society to uphold.

Thus it was that truth spread, and genuine

Quakerism flourished in the rise of the society,

and thus only can it ever flourish. No art or con-

trivance of man, or policy or wisdom of the crea-i

ture will ever insure to us a Divine blessing, or!

cause Zion to prosper, or her borders to enlarge;

nothing short of individual and perfect obedicnce'i

to the will of God, inwardly revealed, and uiadeJ

manifest in man, can ever perform this, so desira-J

ble, an object.
jj

Falls, Eleventh mo., 1S54.
;

A Tame Wliale.

An eastern traveller, in a newly published work,|i

entitled " Notes of Travel," relates the following,

singular fact which came under his observation at{

Muscat :

—

" No visitor to the harbour is better welcomed|

by the natives than ' Muscat Tom.' This name!

has been given by sailors to a male fin-back whale'

ppointed, but not
1
which has made an habitual practice for over forty

,„„„i,t
.
„„A »!,„=.„ years to enter, feed, and frolic about the cove seve-i

ral hours in each day, always leaving before night.;

Sometimes a smaller member of his tribe, supposed'

to be a female, accompanies him. His length may

not be less than seventy feet, and that of his com-,

panion fifty feet. Since his arrival signalizes the'

departure of the sharks, which infest the harbourj

to the prevention of sea bathing by the natives,:

the most strenuous caution is observed not to in-

terfere with his pursuits and diversions. He showsl

no fear of such vessels as trespass upon his watery

field. One day as he came rolling leisurely and,

jollily alongside of a vessel at anchor in the har-j

hour, and on board of which I was, one of the-,

crew threw with considerable impetus a stick of
^

wood into his open mouth, as he raised his head,

out of the water. This breach of the good treat-i

ment which he had been wont to receive did not

draw any signs of displeasure from his whalesbip,

although more than one malediction was bestowed

upon the imprudent tar by the exasperated natives

who had observed his censurable conduct."

The famous oriental philosopher, Tolsman, while*

a slave, being presented by his master with a bit-;

ter melon, immediately ate it all. " How was it'

possible," said his master, " for you to eat so

nauseous a fruit ?" Tolsman replied, " I have

received so many favours from you, it is no won-

der I should, for once in my life, eat a bitter'

melon from your hand." This generous answer

of the slave struck the master so forcibly, that he

immediately gave him his liberty. With such

sentiments should man receive his portion of suf-

ferings at the hand of God.

—

Home.
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Strength In Weakness.
For "TlieKrieiiil.-

It is doubtless a source of great comfort to the

uly exercised and burden bearing travellers

ioiiward amongst us, to be able to believe that

.ere remains up and down in our once and indeed

till highly favoured religious Society, even in

bese times of wide spread desolation, (caused by

he insidious attempts of the enemy of all right-

ousness to lay waste her fair borders, by iutro-

ucing unsoundness of principle,) a remnant,

hough it be in some places ooly comparable to

J 'he two legs or the piece of an ear, taken out of

|lhe lion's mouth, who yet prefer Jerusalem above

titir chief joy. Assuredly we hazard nothing

1 saying, that as these keep their ranks in right-

ousness, tliey will have joyfully to witness Sa-

an's kingdom to become more and more weak in

hem, and the house of David will was stronger

nd stronger, until they become comparable to

hose spoken of by the Lord's prophet formerly

And Saviours shall come up on Mount Zion to

udge the Mount of Esau, and the kingdom shall

e the Lord's."

Wherefore, in the language of the Apostle,

' Gird up the loins of your mind, be sober, and

ope to the end, for the grace that is to be brought

nto you at the revelation of Jesus Christ." Let

s then press toward the mark for the prize of our

ligh calling, for as sure as there is a king in

lion, so sure the Lamb and his followers will have

victory. But may we ever bear in mind, that

hough a Paul may plant, and an Apollos water,

if ability is afforded so to do,) yet the Lord alone

an give the increase. That there is but one

eader of his people,—but one Captain to look to

or guidance and support, and he is invincible,

—

ven the Lion of the tribe of Judah : and all

hat trust in Him will know their bow to abide in

trength. He will cover the heads of these in

he day of battle, and be strength to them that

urn the battle to the gate.

These are, indeed, trying times that have come
!pon us—times that try men's souls; and all the

I'ue cross-bearing disciples of the Lord Jesus,

oubtlcss feel it to be so. Yet, to these or to

ny of the faithful, there is no cause for discourage-

fnent :
" the foundation of God standeth sure,

liaving this seal the Lord knoweth them that are

Ills ;" and he can save by few as well as by many.
May we not then take courage, putting on strength

n the name of the Lord, and go forth conquering

md to conquer all our spiritual enemies, and what-
ever opposes itself against the Truth. But mark !

t must be in the name of the Lord, which is his

50wer, that this strength is to be put on. No
>ther kind of strength will do.

Let us remember, it was the sword of the Lord
ind of Gideon, after his little army had been

xgain and again reduced, that was found sufficient

;o put to flight the enemies of the Lord formerly.

(Vnd the same sword will be found sufficient at

his day to put to flight our spiritual enemies, and
;he enemies of the Truth.

Maryland, Eleventh mo. 0th, 1854.

to assert that we are born into this world in a con-

dition polluted with iniquity, as to say, that lie

who so pitied and so loved manlcind after the fall.

as to send his beloved and only begotten Son into

the world, to propitiate for the sins of the world,

created man for destruction. We may be assured

that, " as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall

all be made alive ;" by which I understand, that

all are visited by the quickening virtue of the Holy
Spirit. Now, as this is the Spirit that givelh life,

so we may all come from sin and death, to holi-

ness and life, into the holy image and ble.«sed like-

ness, in which man was originally created.— iS'. L.

Gruhh.

Would it not be derogatory from the character

)f the Creator, to conclude that he made man sin-

ful f He who pronounced all his works " good,"
'very good;" He who is goodness itself ; He who
,s perfection itself! Yes, it would. But seeing

;hat our first parents fell from that happy and dig-

nified state, in which they were formed by the

Divine hand, they entailed upon their offspring,

iio< sin, but the propensilt/ to sin ; this propensity',

is yet, is not wholly overcome, for " all have sin-

ned, and come short of the glory of God ;" and
thus " in Adam all die." But it is as unsound

From tlic Plough, tlif Loom and the Anvil.

Mines and Minerals, and Manvfaciuriny in East
Tennessee.

Much has been said of the copper-mines of Polk
county, and from what we hear as daily occurring

in that region, we are constrained to believe that

their value has not been as yet half developed.

But recently, we are told, the minors have reached
the yellow sulphuret of copper, which we under-
stand is an infallible indication of the inexhausti-

hle extent of the mines, and also their incompara-

ble richness. The fever which has hitherto

prevailed in that cjuartcr of East Tennessee, seems
not yet to have attained its highest pitch, as new
discoveries are being made, new mines opened,

and large transactions transpiring. But last week,

we are informed, there were sales of two or three

quarter sections of land, at about $1,2.50,000.

About five thousand tons of ore are now being
taken from the mines monthly, and this of such

richness as to be worth net one hundred dollars

per ton, thus making the products of the mines
even now half a million of dollars per month
What it will be when the shafts that are being
sunk all penetrate the rich sulphuret, no one can

conjecture, and what discoveries are yet to be
made in the intervening spaces between the Polk
county mines and those recently discovered in Car-

roll county, Virginia, " no man can know." That
tlie two developments are but the out-cropping of

the same continuous vein, which extends along

our eastern border, we think there cannot be the

shadow of a doubt, as the Virginia and Polk
county veins have the same direction, nortb-east

and south-west, have the same dip, the same
surface-indications, and are in the same chain of

mountains. Beside this, the formation of the in-

tervening country indicates as certainly the pre-

sence of copper beneath the surface, as do the

masses of once molten matter which are to be seen

where the copper has been found.

But these copper developments are not the one-

tenth part of the indications of the unprecedented

value which is some day, and that now not very

fiir distant, to be attached to mineral lands in

East Tennessee. To say nothing of our zinc,

lead, marble, etc., etc., and the immense amount
of capital which we have no doubt will be some
day employed in bringing these treasures out of

3 earth, we can point to our mountains of iron

d coal as being of more value, ultimately, than

all the copper-mines of the world, no matter how
productive they may be.

It is strange, indeed, that all the capital which

now being invested in the mineral lands in East

Tennessee, should be controlled by this copper

a. There are immense fields of coal, un.sur-

passed in their extent, or in the quality of the

coal, by any that has ever been discovered, in

immediate proximity to the best iron-ore in the

world, and that, too, so abundant, that we verily

believe, with the fuel so near, and other facilities

which may be had, together with the modern im-

provements in the art of making iron, the pig-iron
may be made at a cost of little more than five

dollars per ton. And yet thousands of acres of
land in East Tennessee, where this coal and iron
so much abound, might now be purchased for less

than fifty cents per acre; and that, too, in view
of the fact that there are so .soon to be radiating
from Knoxville, railways to the north, south, east,

and west, over which the iron may be transported

with profit to any marVet in the United States.

To Charleston, fur instance, the time will soon
be when it may be transported for eight dollars

per ton, thence to New York for two and a half

dollars ; to Cincinnati and Louisville for from four

to five dollars, making the actual cost of the iron

in New York less than $20 per ton, in Charles-

ton less than $15, and in Cincinnati less than

§10! To our distant readers, who are familiar

with the prices for pig-iron, ranging from $20 to

$50, these suggestions may seem to be visionary,

but they will not so think when we tell them that

is now made in East Tennessee after the

fashion in which " our fathers" made it, and that,

too, with charcoal, at $10 per ton, and that the

men of East Tennessee have always realized

good profits in the Ohio river markets, though
heir only access to them heretofore has been by a

transportation of near three thousand miles, {via

the Tennessee and Ohio rivers.) Here, then, is

the place to "put money"—in the coal and iron

lands; not that there are not large profits to be
realized from a more complete development of our

marble quarries, zinc and lead-mines; but iron

has ever been, and must continue to be, an article

absolutely indispensable, in some form or other,

to every family in this and every other land.

One Voice and the Pure Language.

All dear Friends everywhere, who have tasted

of the everlasting power, and are made partakers

of the Divine nature, be faithful, and dwell in

that which is pure. Take heed of the world's evil

ways, words, worships, customs and fashions

;

neither let fair speeches draw you out, nor hard
speeches trouble you and make you afraid. But
fear the Lord God of heaven and earth, who by
his mighty power upholds all things. Be bold in

the power of Truth, and valiant for it upon the

earth; triumphing over and trampling all deceit

under foot, inward and outward ; having done it

in yourselves in particular, ye have power over

the world in general. Meet together everywhere,

and keep the unity of the Spirit, which is the bond
of peace, which circumciseth inwardly, and puts

off the body of sin, and baptiseth all into one hody,

with one Spirit. And being written in one ano-

ther's hearts, have all one voice, and the pure lan-

guaije of Truth, where, in all plainness of speech,

thin(js may he spoken in nakedness of heart one

vnto another, in the eternal unity in one Spirit,

which draws off and weans you from all things

that are created and external, which fade and pass

away, up to God the fountain of life, and Head of

all things ; to whom be glory, wisdom, riches and
honour, God blessed forever; who hath blessed us

and given to us eternal life, and this life is in his

Son ; and he that hath the Son, hath the Father

Iso. That which the world doth profess and
make a trade withal, the saints do enjoy and
possess, which the world doth not know but in the

letter.

And all Friends and brethren, in what ye know,
faithful; rejoicing and praising the Lord with

all thankfulness that the wise God should call

you, and elect you. 0, dicell in love in your hearts

to God, and one to another ! And the God of love

and life keep you all in his power, and love, and

Spirit, to himself, that ye may all be kept pure,
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and stand pure and clean hrfore him. The worli

and harvest of the Lord is creat ; my prayers to

God are for you, that ye maybe faithful, aud kept

faithful in the mirk.— fr. F.

MY TIMES ARE IX TIIV HAND.

Father, I know that all my life,

Is portioned out for me,

And the changes that will surely come,

I do not fear to see !—
But I ask Thee for a present mind,

Intent on pleasing Thee.

I ask Thee for a thankful love,

Through constant watchings Trisc
;

To meet the glad with cheerful smile,

And to wipe the weeping eyes,

And a heart at leisure from itself,

To soothe and stjmpaihise.

I would not have the restless will

That hurries to and fro.

Seeking for some great thing to do,

Or secret thing to know.
I would be dealt with as a child.

And guided where to go.

Wherever in the world I am.

In whatso'er estate,

I have a fellowship with hearts.

To keep and cultivate,

And a work of holy love to do.

For the Lord on whom I wait.

I ask Thee for the daili/ strength,

To none that ask, denied
;

And a mind to blend with outward life.

While keeping at Thy side.

Content to fill a little space.

So Thou be glorified.

And if some things I do not ask

In thy cup of blessings be,

I would have my spirit filled the more.

With gratitude to Thee,—
More careful than to serve Thee much.
To serve Thee perfecthj.

There are briars besetting every path.

That call for patient care
;

There is a crook in every lot,

And a need for earnest prayer,

But a lowly heart that leans on Thee,

Is happy everywhere.

In a service that Thy love appoints.

There are no bonds forme,
For my secret heart is taught the truth,

That makes Thy children free.

And a life of self-renouncing love

Is a life of liberty.

ENCOURAGEMENT.
Brethren, while we sojourn here,

Fight we must, but should not fear
;

Foes we have, but we've a Friend,

. One that loves us to the end
;

Forward then, with courage go.

Long we shall not dwell below
;

Soon the joyful news will come,
" Child, our Father calls, come home."

In our way, a thousand snares

Lie to take us unawares
;

Satan, with malicious art,

Watches each unguarded heart

;

But from Satan's malice free,

Saints shall soon in glory be
;

Then the joyful news shall come,
" Child, our Father calls, come home."

But of all the foes we meet.

None so oft mislead our feet,

—

None betray us into sin,

lAke the foes that dwell withi?i ;

Yet, let nothing mar your peace,

Christ shall also conquer these
j

Then the joyful news will come,
" Now our Father brings us home." Su-ain.

Grafting Pears on the Mountain Ash.—The

Maine Farmer speaks of a five years' trial of

Bartlett pears grafted on the mountain ash, as

very successful, the trees bearing well, and the

pears excellent.

for " The Frieml."

mm SAYINGS.—No. %.

In proportion as the heart becomes sanctified,

here is a diminished tendency to enthusiasm and
fanaticism ; and this is undoubtedly one of the

loading tests of sanctification. One of the marks

of an enthusiastic and fanatical state of mind, is a

fiery and unrestrained impetuosity of feeling ; a

rubhing on, sometimes very blindly, as if the world

were in danger, or as if the great Creator were not

at the helm. It is not only feeling without a

good degree of judgment, but, what is the cor-

rupting and fatal trait, it is feeling without a due

degree of confidence in God. True holiness re-

flects the image of God in this respect as well as

in others, that it is calm, thoughtful, deliberate,

immutable; and how can it be otherwise, since

rejecting its own wisdom and strength, it incor-

porates itself into the wisdom and strength of the

Almighty.

Where there is true Christian perfection, there

is always great humility ; a Christian grace which

it is difficult to define, but which implies at lea.st

a quiet and subdued, a meek and forbearing spirit.

Whatever may be our supposed gifts and graces,

whatever may be our internal pleasures and rap-

tures, they are far from furnishing evidence of

completeness of Christian character without humi-

lity. It is this grace, which, perhaps more than

any other, imparts a beauty and attractiveness to

the religious life ; and which, while it is blessed

with the favour and approbation of God, has the

additional efficacy of disarming, in a considerable

degree, even the hostility of unholy men. It has

the appearance of a contradiction in terms, but is

nevertheless true, that he who walks in humility

walks in power.

One of the surest marks of sanctification is an

increased sensitiveness to sin in all its degrees.

The slightest sin is a source of unspeakable misery

to the sanctified heart ; and gives the soul no rest

till it is washed out in overflowing tears of peni-

tence.

The height and sum of religion is to bear the

image of Christ. But can those flatter themselves

that they bear the- Saviour's image, who are over-

come and are rendered impatient by every trifling

incident of an adverse nature ? 0, remember
that the life of Christ was from beginning to end,

a life of trouble. He was often misunderstood

and ill-treated by all classes ; he was persecuted

by the Pharisees ; sold by the traitor whom he

had chosen as one of the disciples ; reviled by the

thief on the cross; put to death. But he was far

more desirous of the salvation and good of his

enemies, than he was of personal exemption from

their persecutions." " Father, forgive them, they

know not what they do."

Ingenious Clock.

In our recent visits to many of our large manu-
facturing and other establishments where watch-

men are Employed during the night as security

against flre, we have been reminded of an inge-

nious clock which we once saw in a large cotton

factory in Cincinnati, whicli performed the remark-

able feat of reporting in the morning every half

hour the watchman may have devoted to sloop

during the night previous, instead of looking after

the interests of his employer. It was new to us,

and perhaps may be so to some of our readers.

The building was five stories high, and the

clock was in the lower story. Around its face,

just outside the figures, is a circle of pins, jutting

out from the dial, and capable, by means of ma-
chinery, of being drawn in, even with the dial.

Outside of these is an index, which points to each

of these pins consecutively every half hour. At

the expiration of each balf hour, the index, owing

to the broadness of the head of the pin, requires h
five minutes to pass over, thus allowing the watch-

j

.

man that amount of time to remove the pin, which '

duty is made obligatory upon him. To effect this,
[

so ingenious and complicated is the machinery, he
f

.

has first to ascend to the fifth story, there pull a ji

wire, which prepares the machinery for the nextS^

move, and then descend to the third story, andj

there pull another wire, connected likewise withl;

the machinery below, which removes the pin froml

the face of the clock, in the first story ! This
j

must be done at the time pointed out by the index
j'

before alluded to, or else the pin cannot be pushed

in until the index has traversed the whole circle,
j

and returned to the same point again—which i

would be some time during the next day. Con-,

sequently, if the watchman is neglectful, the dial

in the morning will point out each half hour of

his delinquency during the night ! It will be

perceived also, if we have made ourselves intelli-

gible, that he will be compelled to go over the

whole building once every half hour.

Such a time-piece in every establishment where

watchmen are employed, it strikes us, would serve

as an admirable check over a predisposition to

sleep, on the part of those to whose vigilance

much of value is oftentimes entrusted.

—

St. Louis

Rejiiihlican.

Sflecied.

CAXDOER.

Candour is a disposition to form a fair and

/m^jarfi'nZ judgment on the opinions and actions

of others, or a temper of mind unsoured by envy,

unruffled by malice, and unseduced by prejudice
;

|'

sweet without weakness, and impartial without,

rigour. Candour is a word which, in the present;

day, is found exceedingly convenient. To the '.

infidel it is a shelter for his scepticism, to the

ignorant for his ignorance, to the lukewarm for
|

his indilference, and to the irreligious for his'

error. True candour is different from that

guarded inoffensive language, and that studied
:

openness of behaviour, which we so frequently

;

meet with in men of the world. It consists not

'

in fairness of speech only, but in fairness of heart.
;

It is not hlinc/ attachment, external courtesy, or a

:

time-serving principle. Exempted on the one!

hand from the dark jealousy of a suspicious mind,

:

iit is no less removed on the other, from that easy

credulity which is imposed upon by every spe-

oious pretence; its manners are unaffected, and its

j)rofessio7)s sincere. " It conceals faults but it

does not invent virtues."

Subterranean Waters.

We recently noticed a very deep Artesian well

which has been bored at the sugar works of

Belcher & Brothers, St. Louis, Mo., to the depth

of twenty-two hundred feet without reaching pure

water. This is the greatest depth ever attained,

and as the operation of boring is still continued,

in the confident hope of ultimately securing the

long sought water, the question is undergoing a

scientific discussion as to whether this expectation

is not fallacious. A writer in the St. Louis De-

mocrat, who h;is conversed with the operators,

makes the following representation of the probable

ultimate result. He takes it for granted that water

will be reached.
" Suppose thflt the vein may have its fountain

head (and there is no extravagance in the hypothe-

sis) somewhere in the peaks of the Rocky 3Iouii

tains at the altitude of one thousand feet, and by

a dip of the strata of rocks between which it is

contained, it lies twenty-five hundred feet below

the surface of the ground at this point of the
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arth's surface—then on the principle that water

lust find its level, or that the stream will rise as

ligh as the fountain, the water will burst forth

nth a force sufficient to carry it to the height of

thousand feet, excepting, of course, the dinii-

islied force that would be induced by the friction

f tbe stream against the sides of tbe bore—though
till the great pressure of the earth at the depth

f twenty-five hundred feet would equal, or, per-

laps, more than counterbalance the impediment
f friction."

The AVashington Globe, commenting upon this,

eenis to augur a failure, and says :

—

"The reason of the failures is, in general, the

idoption of an erroneous theory, which is the po-

lular one, but is not the correct one, notwith-

itanding—that water can be had anywhere, in-

variably, by boring deep enough. Wc believe

his is a fallacy, and that, were it possible to bore

the centre of the earth, it might be done in some
ocalities, without obtaining the desired element."

A similar conclusion has been arrived at by Mr.
Robert Mills, the architect and engineer, who, in

, communication to the National Intelligencer,

emarks :

—

"The sulphur water is probably the only run-

liiirj stream that will be met with ; as it flows

'rom the caverns of the mountains, formed by the

iction of internal fires, evidence of which is ob-

servable in these mountains."

In 1849, Mr. Mills published some papers in

ihe Intelligencer, in the course of which he as-

serted that the Artesian well at Charleston would
ot reach a permanent supply of pure water, as

;hat city is located on an alluvial region, where
no primitive springs can be reached or tapped

;

md this has been verified, as thus far no water
has been reached.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCIIES,

bf Ministers and Elders, and otber concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CContinued from page 700

SAMUEL JENNINGS.

George Keith and Thomas Budd issued early

in 1692 a book called " The Plea of the Innocent,"

in which they, in the language of the present-

iment of the grand jury, " defamingly accuse

Samuel Jennings, ho being a judge and a magis-

trate of this province, of being too high and im-

perious in worldly courts, calling him an impudent,

presumptuous and insolent man." On this charge

tbey were tried, found guilty, and fined each five

pounds. The magistrates undertook to separate

themselves from their office ; so as freely to for-

give what was spoken against them as Quakers or

as men, and yet to punish the offenders, because

that in their persons the magistracy was abused

and contemned, and lawful authority set at naught.

The fines were never exacted, and although George
Keith earnestly desired imprisonment, and actu-

ally went to the prison door that he might sign

one of his papers there, yet as the magistrates let

the whole affair remain a dead letter, he was not

able to get up a reputable cause for the outcry of

persecution, which he spread widely through the

whole country.

To meet the clamours made by George, the

magistrates published their reasons, showing that

it was proven before them that he had called the

Deputy Governor, Thomas Lloyd, " an impudent
man,"—telling him that "he was not fit to be a

governor, and that his name would stink." Also,

that he had called members of the council and
magistrates "impudent rascals," and had charged

those of the magistrates who were ministers of the

Gospel, with " having obtained the legal office that

they might usurp authority over him," adding,

"he hoped in God he should shortly see then-

power taken from them." They also say that he

had in a printed .sheet called " • An Appeal,' &c.,

traduced and vilely misrepresented the industry,

care, readiness and vigilance of some magistrates

and others here, in their late proceedings against

the privateers. Babbit and his crew, in order to

bring them to condign punishment whereby to

discourage such attempts in future." They add,
" Now, for as much as we, as well as others, have

borne, and still do patiently endure, the said

George Keith and his adherents, in their many
gross revilings of our religious Society, yet we
cannot (without the violation of our trust to the

king and governor, as also to the inhabitants of

this government,) pass by, or connive at, such

part of the said pamphlet and speeches, that have
a tendency to sedition and disturbance of the

peace, as also to the subversion of the present

government, or to the aspersing of the magistrates

thereof,"

It is possible that Samuel Jennings and his fel-

low magistrates were more or less influenced by a

sense of private wrongs and injuries received at

the hands of George Keith and companions, when
they undertook to punish them for words spoken

against the peace of the province. In short, it is

almost impossible for any man to be altogether

impartial towards another, where a sense of per-

sonal injury or abuse is keenly felt by the judge.

In all cases where we think personal attacks have

been made on us by any one, it is the part of true

wisdom to keep silence when that person's charac-

ter is spoken of, and to let others rebuke them,

even in cases where we think they need rebuke.

Unkind feelings, engendered by words of reproof

unnecessarily harsh, are often kept up and
creased by public expressions showing suspicion of

the motives, or manifesting a more severe judg

ment on the actions of the objects of our preju

dice, than we would feel warranted in meting out

to others for a similar conduct. It is a sad thin:

to see individuals, whilst contending for the Truth,

attacking through prejudice Truth's most honest

advocates. This last was not the case of Samuel
Jennings, and if he did overstep his place as a

minister of the Gospel, in acting as a magistrate,

it was against one neither sound in the faith, nor

disposed to let Truth govern his tongue in speak

ing respecting religious or civil affairs.

The Friends of London Yearly Meeting whi

heard the fierce charges of George Keith against

Samuel and his fellow magistrates, expressed this

Opinion relative to their trying him :
" It had

been better they had not meddled with it, but

quietly have borne it and passed it by." "Th
appears to have been too much height of spirit on

both sides, and both had need to be deeply h

bled; both provokers and provoked." It is

mitted by the intimate friends and acquaintances

of Samuel Jennings, that although of an affec-

tionate and kind disposition, he had naturally a

hasty temper, which, whilst generally kept under

due subjection, did occasionally manifest itself.

His walk through life was, however, remarkably

circumspect, and self-possessed. His Friends in

Philadelphia felt full unity with him in his oppo-

sition to George Keith, and when he went over

as related in our last number to visit the churches

in England, and to meet that apostate at the

Yearly Meeting in London, they gave him a satis-

factory certificate. Griffith Owen, John Goodson,

and Kobert Ewer, three Friends in good repute-

prepared it. It thus runs : " We have thought

tit, and also our duty to certify unto you that

have good unity with him in the Spirit and life

of Jesus, whose labour and travail in the Gospel

of peace and salvation the Lord hath been pleased
to make successful, so that his living and savoury
testimony has a seal on the hearts of the true
Israelites of God, in these American parts ; who
has stood firm in the building of the Lord, against
that spirit in George Keith and his adherents,
that would divide, rend and scatter ; and many
have been the malicious arrows that have been
shot at him, endeavouring, with all the arts and
parts that spirit could prompt (them to, to vilify

and wickedly to calumniate him both with tDngue
and press ; therefore the love of God, and the re-

gard we have to his truth, constrains us to certify

unto you, that as far as we under.stand, he is clear

from the false aspersions and defamations that

have been spread abroad in many countries, by
the said George Keith and his adherents, having

been cleared in the face of the country of many of

them, with shame to the false accusers."

Among the various charges made against Friends
of Philadelphia iMonthly Meetingby George Keith,
one was their refusing to acknowledge the action

of what he called an adjourned meeting of the said

Monthly Meeting, held Twelfth mo. 27th, 1691.
The ease was this. At the Monthly Meeting held

Twelfth mo. 2Gth, 1691, much discussion took
place relative to George Keith's charges against

William Stockdale, and the regular business Iscing

concluded, the meeting adjourned,—the clerk,

with Thomas Lloyd and many others leaving the

house. As George Keith continued his clamour,

his party and a considerable number of Friends

remained behind, either to defend the Truth or to

hear what he had to urge against it. This com-
pany,—not the Monthly Meeting,—but some of

its members, agreed to meet the next morning, at

the school-house, to continue their discussion and
to come to a judgment between George Keith and
his accusers. At this next meeting a considera-

ble number of persons, not in membership with

Friends, were present, and the few sound persons

who met with them, generally withdrew in a short

time. The meeting then being almost all favour-

able to George, sent for William Stockdale to come
and defend himself before it, which he declined

to do. The company then gave forth a condemna-
tion against William Stockdale and Thomas Fitz-

water. George and his company demanded that

the action of this body should be entered on the

Monthly 3Ieeting books as a part of its proceed-

ings, and brought the subject to the Quarterly

Meeting in the First month, which of course re-

fused to take any notice of it. Thus his opponents,

George says, separated from them. Some left

them when the Monthly Meeting ended; some

left the gathering the next day when they saw

what kind of company had assembled, and then

the body of them in the Quarterly Meeting refused

to receive the judgment of the company, who met

at the school-house, or acknowledge it as the

action of the Monthly Meeting. These things

George enumerates as causes of the separation.

Samuel Jennings not only answered these

assertions of George in the Yearly Meeting at

London, but afterwards in print, and manifested

in his replies, not only much sound argument,

but many characteristic strokes of wit.

(To be nominuei).)

Such as live the nearest to our great Master,

are not distinguished by exemption from suffer-

ing, or from being subject to humiliating dispen-

sations, but by Divine support, and in due time,

there comes deliverance, that the It/e of Jesus may

be made manifest in their mortal fles^, more and

more, and that all things appertaining to these,

his followers, may redound to the glory of his

own excellent name.

—

S. L. Gruhb.
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From the Edinhurgh Review.

European Emigration lo tlie Unilcd States.

CConlinueii from page or.J

The " ModerQ Exodus" ceases to be a wonder

ia view of tliese things; we are only astonished

that, like the Exodus of old, famine and pesti-

lence were necessary to it. Tbe Irish peasantry

fled before the scourge of 1847, not singly, nor by

families, nor by villages even, but by whole dis-

tricts; and yet two must have fallen where one

escaped to a' foreign shore. The priests in some

places say that they ceased almost to minister,

except to the dying, and that their services have

been little wanted since by the bride. Liverpool

was crowded with emigrants, and ships could not

be found to do the work. The poor creatures

were packed in dense masses, in ill-ventilated and

unseaworthy vessels, under charge of improper

masters, and the natural result followed. Pesti-

lence chased the. fugitive to complete tbe work of

famine. Fifteen thousand out of ninety thousand

emigrants to Canada in British bottoms, in 18-t7,

died on the passage or soon after arrival. The

American vessels, owing to a stringent passenger

law, were better managed; but tbe hospitals of

New York and Boston were nevertheless crowded

with patients from Irish estates. The attention of

parliament was called to these things, and an act

somewhat similar to that of the United States was

passed, which has done much to prevent tbe recur-

rence of misery. The number of passengers is

restricted, the space to be allowed to each, the

size of the bertbs, the character of the decks, tbe

quantity of provisions and water per passenger,

are all prescribed by tbe various acts; and it

is made the duty of the emigration commissioners

to enforce the law.

Under these acts the Irish emigration has grown

into a systematic and well-conducted business in

the hands of persons who receive the wanderers at

Ijiverpool from all parts of Ireland, oven from

yligo. The main movement, however, is from

Cork, where they arrive by car or rail from the

southern and western counties, and are thence

transported to Liverpool in steamers, to await at

their own expense, tlie sailing of the vessel. When
a number are about to leave, tbe whole village

—

the old (above sixty) against whose free emigra-

tion tbe passenger laws of some of the States inter-

pose impediments; the well-to-do, who have no

need to depart; the beggar whose filthy shreds

cannot be called a covering; the youngest children

even—gather in a tumultuous group about the

car holding tbe smiling faces whose happy lot it

is to leave forever their native land. With tbe

wildest signs of grief for the departing as if for

the dead, with waving of hands, beating of the

air, unearthly howls, tears, sobs, and hysterics,

they press coufusedly around the carriage, each

one struggling for the last shake of the hand, tbe

last kiss, the last glance, the last adieu. Tbe only

calm persons in this strange scene are the subjects

of it all, to whom this moment is the consumma-

tion of long hopes and many dreams, who have

talked of it and sang of it (for tbe songs of the

peasantry now dwell upon it), till it has become a

reality.

Before going on board the ship at Liverpool,

they are subjected to a strict inspection by the

medical authorities, and the same persons examine

the medicine chests to see that the vessel is pro-

perly secured against maladies. TLey are then

put on board the first vessel of the line sailing

after their arrival; and we have the authority of

Mr. Hale for saying that they sometimes cross

and land without knowing her name. When on

board they are assigned to certain berths, their

chests are hauled iuto the little compartments,

opening on the deck, in which their berths are

situated; they are furnished with cooking-places

for tbe preparation of the stores which they take

in addition to tbe ship's rations, the messes are

made up for tbe voyage, the pilot takes the ship

below the bar, search is made for stoioaways, the

pilot leaves, taking with him all secreted persons

whom the search exposes, and the waters of the

Irish Channel are breaking against the bows.

There is even less sentiment in this parting than

in the former; little of the regret so natural in

leaving forever the land of nativity. That comes

later, when, in full employment, with plenty of

money, a clean comfortable home, a tidy wife,

children at school, and the old folk and the bro-

thers and sisters brought out, Pat tells the Yankees

of the jewel of a land he left behind, and wishes

(the rogue) that he may just lay his old bones

once more there before he dies. There is no such

feeling when the ship sails—not a wet eye, not a

sigh, not a regret—all is buoyant hope and happi-

ness.

The German emigration has also been greatly

stimulated by the same system. It comes from

all parts of Germany (possibly at present more

from the Khine, Wurtemberg, and Prussia, than

from Bavaria, where obstacles are now thrown in

the way of it,) and from Switzerland even, and is

managed by commercial houses in tbe North Sea

ports, in Havre, in London, in Liverpool, and in

New York. * * * * "I have known," writes one

well-informed gentleman, "hundreds of German
families who have taken out with them to the

United States sums of money varying from ten to

forty thousand florins each family. It may be

admitted as a fact that out of twenty German emi-

grants, nineteen take out with them to the United

States money enough to enable them to establish

themselves in the inland States." We confess we
had supposed that the pauper emigration bore a

larger relative proportion to the voluntary. The
latter moves generally in families, and often by

villages. Accompanied thus by their clergyman

and their doctor, and loaded with quantities of

useless farming and household utensils, which they

bring with them at a great expense and discard

on arrival, these simple agriculturists leave the

dreary stone houses which served as a home for

their cattle, their horses, and themselves, and as

a storehouse for their produce; bid good-bye to

the heavy tower and bright bulbous dome of the

venerable church; take a last look at the fields

which have so long borne linseed, and wheat and

maize to them and their fathers; and set out joy-

fully on-their voyage. Or, if they be mechanics

and tradesmen (and the Hamburg statistics return

71 per cent, of the emigration of 1852, and 48

per cent, of that of 1851, as of these classes), they

are still more content to go to a country, where

they anticipate ready employment and high wages.

And if they be paupers, they certainly have no-

thing to lose by the change. Many are doubtless

doomed to disappointment; for some of the town

labour is overdone and ill-paid—the ever oppressed

needlewoman, for instance—even in energetic

America. But wo are credibly informed that they

are gradually taking possession of many of the

branches of industry in the large towns, as they

can work and live for less than the Americans.

They take leave of their country with a little more

sentiment than the Irish, but yet without sorrow.
jH * * * * *

At Mannheim, or Hamburg, or Bremen, or

wherever it may be, the emigrants surrender

themselves and their fates to the shippers who
contract to take them to New York; but not be-

fore a careful government has seen that their

comfort and health have been reasonably provided

for. And in truth, they require some looking

after, for they and their luggage are generally is

too filthy a state for a sea-voyage. They are then

brought to the sea-shore, from whence they are

either shipped directly to America, or to Havre,

to London, or to Liverpool, by way of Hull.

Twice as many sail from Bremen as from any

other continental port. Next in rank is Havre,

which they reach under charge of agents, either
J

by rail from Cologne, or by steam from the nor-)

thern ports. Hamburg, Antwerp, and the Eng-ll

lish ports, all take large numbers. Fifteen or 'i

twenty thousand came to London last year to take

passage hence for New York. Whoever crossed

from Rotterdam within the year probably saw;
from one to three hundred of these people in the I

forward cabin, principally young men and women
|

in the vigour of life with their children. After
j

passing the Brielle or the Helvoetsluys, he lost '

sight of them during the day. The women were ,

below ill, from the unaccustomed motion of the •

vessel, and the men were either ministering to

,

them, or were lazily stretched on tbe piles of'

Dutch produce which lumbered the deck to the :

tops of the paddle-boxes. When the sun had
\

sunk behind the purple horizon, and the tranquil
]

waters of the usually turbulent ocean began to
]

reflect tbe rays of the moon breaking through the
\

clouds, he probably saw these not very tidy men
\

and women creeping up from below to breathe
|

the fresh air; and before long the harmony of a i

trained chorus, singing the songs of the Danube,
j

the Ehine, or the Elbe, struck his ear. If be
\

were curious to know more of them, he would '

have found, on inquiry, that they were peasants

from Bavaria, or Baden, or Nassau, or West-
phalia, or Saxony ; or artizans from the towns of

tbe Rhine and the central states. He would
have observed that though untidy even to filthi-

ness, they were by no means poor, rude, or abso-

lutely unlettered. Their music alone would have

told him of a certain amount of cultivation ; the

gold upon their persons would have satisfied him
that they were not without means to take care of

themselves; and the Bibles distributed in the

various families would have shown him their

sense of the importance of those treasures which

neither moth nor rust can corrupt, and which

thieves cannot break through and steal. If he

felt disposed still to follow their fortunes, he

would have seen them landed in London ; and

after going through the necessary formalities at

the Custom House, transferred to a boarding-

house at Wapping, under charge of the agent, to

await, at the contractor's expense, the sailing of

the vessel. He would have seen them subjected

the next day to the examination of the health

officer ; and then going on board the vessel, he

would have found that they were comfortably

provided for in the manner which we have already

described. Thus cared for without trouble to

themselves, surrounded with friends and old neigh-

bours, and provided with plenty of tobacco, he

must have left them convinced that they would

make the voyage with little risk of serious illness

or death by the way, and with as much comfort

as the unusual comfort of keeping clean would

permit. Or if, to follow their fortunes still fur-

ther, he had taken passage with them, he would

have witnessed himself the comfort and harmony
of the little community on the voyage, and would

have seen its members on arrival taken in charge

by the commissioners of emigration, and either

supplied with work in some part of the country

needing their services, or sent to colonize tbe

West. And he would probably have admired the

wisdom of the machinery which quietly, humanely,

and profitably transports nations from regions
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rhere want makes them aniircbists, to a country

rhere, if demagogues would let tliem alone, plenty

rould soon turn them into conservatives.

For "The Frifiid."

Bcvicw of the Weather for Tenth Month, 1854.

The Tenth month of this year has been rather

ry, there having been but a few little showers of

ain— little more than an inch in all. The wca-

hcr has, with but little exception, been mild and

ileasant, thus facilitating the farmers' operations

n gathering in the corn, potatoes, apples, &c.,

hougli, as was said in a former report, the crop

f the latter was almost a failure.

We frequently have a little fall of snow during

bis montb; but this year there has been none

ere, though snow fell to the depth of two or three

aches in Worcester county, Mass., at Montreal,

nd on some of the hills of Vermont, as early as

he 15th.

The average temperature for the month was

)3J—about o° higher than last year. Amount
f rain, 1.324 inches. Last year, 3.8 inches fell

luring the Tenth month.

West-town B. S., Eleventh mo. 8th, 1854.

5
I

TEMPERA.
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the committee, to a good degree of satisfaction,

and we apprehend that further labour would be

profitable, particularly in Salem Quarterly, and the

Monthly Sleetings thereunto belonging ; and we

would propose to the Yearly Bleeting the appoint-

ment of a special committee of men and women
Friends to attend thereto.

"Tenth month 2d, 1854.

" The proposition in the foregoing report, to

appoint a committee to visit Salem Quarterly

Meeting, and the Monthly Meetings thereunto

belonging, and render such advice and assistance

as they "may be enabled to render, being con-

sidered, is united with by the meeting."

" The Friends appointed to propose Friends for

a joint committee to visit Salem Quarterly Meet-

ing, and the Monthly Meetings thereunto belong-

ing, also other Quarterly and Monthly Meetings,

and individual Friends, as way may open for it,

and to render such advice and assistance as they

may be enabled to render, now offer the following,

who being united with by the meeting, are ap-

pointed accordingly, the men Friends by this

meeting, and the women Friends by their meet-

ing ; and they are directed to report to next

Yearly Meeting." * * * *

" The Friends appointed to prepnre essays of

epistles to other Yearly Meetings of Friends, have

produced an essay to each, and they have all been

read and adopted, and directed to be recorded.

The clerk is directed to sign them on behalf of

the Yearly Meeting, and place them in the hands

of the proper Yearly Blceting's correspondents,

to be forwarded ; and those correspondents are

authorized to make verbal corrections, and see that

the quotations are properly cited."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England to the 28th uU.— The

War.—Up to the 21st ult., the operations against Sebas-

topol continued, and the fire of the allies was effectively

returned from the fortifications, which were but little

damaged. The garrison had made several sorties, and
succeeded in destroying some small works; in one of

these attacks they appear to have inflicted considerable

injury upon the besiegers. Five steamers had arrived

at Constantinople with men, who had been wounded in

repelling the sortie referred to. The Russians are said

to have lost 500 men, killed and wounded by the bom-
bardment, on the 17th ult. Admiral Kornileffwas killed.

Lord Raglan and General Caurobert had formally sum-
moned the garrison to surrender, and required the wo-
men, children and sick to be sent away, and flags raised

upon the hospitals.

The allied forces in the Crimea now number 110,000

men ; they are divided into a siege army, and an army
of observation. Eight thousand additional French troops

were ready to embark from Marseilles on the 21st ult.,

and the same number of Turks were awaiting transports

at Varna. A reinforcement of 4000 Russians had ef-

fscted an entrance into Sebastopol. An allied force bad
been sent to Perecop, to endeavour to prevent the ad-
vance of the Russians.
The British fleet is to leave the Baltic about the end

of this month, returning in squadrons to Portsmouth,
Sheerness, Plymouth and Cork.
E.NGLAND.—The Liverpool prices for Philadelphia

and Baltimore flour were 42s. Gd. and 43». per bbl. A
national subscription was going on for the benefit of the

wounded soldiers and their families.

AUSTRIA.—Open hostilities between Russia and
Austria are apprehended at an early day. The whole
Austrian army was to be put on a war footing imme-
diately.

SPAIN.—The return of the American minister, Soule,

has caused an excitement at Madrid, and a clamor was
being made to induce the Spanish government to solicit

his recall.

ASIA.—Further collisions between the Russians and
Turks on the eastern shores of the Black Sea, resulted

in the success of the latter.

CHINA.—The overland mail has been telegraphed
with Canton dates of Ninth mo. 9. The city was still

besieged, and the distress of the inhabitants was great.

Four days later.—The Atlantic arrived on the 12th

inst. with Liverpool dates to the 1st. Flour had fallen

\od. Up to the 21st ult., the siege of Sebastopol pro-

gressed slowly. A small breach had been made by the

fire of the allies, and two of the outworks silenced. On
the other hand the Russians, during a sortie, spiked

sixteen guns in a French baltery, and took prisoner Lord
Dunkellen. Not a single shell had yet fallen in the

town itself. Menschikoff writes under date of the night

of the 20th,—"We return the fire of the enemy with

success. The damage caused to the fortifications, is

trifling. The fire from the enemy's ships has not been
renewed. A part of our reserve has arrived, and the

remainder is expected." The refusal of the French go-
vernment to allow Soule to pass through France, is jus-

tified by the London Times. That paper says that our
ministers Buchanan atd Mason regard this insult as a
national matter.

EAMSCHATKA.—By way of California, we learn

that the town of Petropoloski was attacked and bom-
barded by six English and French men of war, on the

1st of Ninth mo., and succeeding days. The object of

the assailants was to take the town, and capture two
Russian frigates lying in the port. They lost more than
two hundred men in the attempt, and were obliged to

leave without accomplishing their object, their vessels

being much crippled, and one having lost its foremast.

UNITED STATES.— r/ic /nAans. — There are fre-

quent reports of outrages on the part of the savage tribes

in the west, from the Sioux on the north, to the Cam-
anches on the south, evidencing a growing feeling of

hostility. Provocations and injuries by white men have
not been wanting, and the Indians are also probably
jealous, and alarmed at the rapid spread westward of

our population, and vainly suppose they can check it by
force. The aspect of affairs has become so threatening,

as to call for the exercise of much forbearance and wis-

dom on the part of the United States government, in

order to avert a state of open warfare with these injured

yet infatuated people.

Intoxicating Drinks.—According to the census returns,

the liquor manufacture in this country requires the use
of fourteen millions of dollars worth of grain, hops and
apples, and produces about twenty millions of dollars

worth of distilled liquors and ale. The quantities are

of whiskey 42,133,955 gallons, rum 6,500,000 gallons,

and ale 1,777,924 barrels.

California.—'\:h& North Star at New York brought the

California mails of the 16th ult., and $1,800,000 in gold.

The steamship Yankee Blade which left San Francisco

on the 30lh of Ninth mo., for Panama, was wrecked on
the following day, in consequence of running on a reef

of rocks near the shore, in a fog. She had on board
upwards of 800 passengers, beside the crew, and a large

number of " stowaways," or intruders. The vessel was
totally lost, together with $153,000 in specie on freight.

The horrors of the calamity were aggravated by the in-

human conduct of the intruders and part of the crew,

who embraced the opportunity to plunder the vessel

and passengers. From thirty to fifty persons were
drowned. The survivors were rescued the day after the

disaster by the steamer Goliah. The passengers lost in

money and gold dust about $300,000.
In San Francisco, a fraud rivalling in its magnitude

the greatest 'modern " financial operations," has been
perpetrated by Henry Meiggs, a man in high social and
business standing. He committed forgeries and con-
tracted debts to the amount of a million six hundred
thousand dollars, and managed to escape with his fam-
ily in a vessel, which he had bought and fitted up for

the purpose. It is supposed that he took with him a
great quantity of gold. A large number of persons have
been ruined by this wholesale swindler.

Texas.—The Austin State Gazette says, that the Gov-
ernor has refused to receive the stock offered by Walker
and King as a deposit to secure the Pacific railroad con-
tract. It is therefore considered a failure.

Ne%o Mexico.—The Gum Mesquet recently discovered

on the Big Washita, by Capt. Marcy's expedition, is said

to be an excellent substitute for gum arable, which it

closely resembles. It is expected to be in time a great

source of revenue for New Mexico, Texas, and the ad-

jacent Indian territory.

Florida.—It is understood in Tampa, that the federal

authorities are about commencing the construction of

roads into the Indian country.

JS'cw I'ur/i.-Mortality last week, 404.

Philadelphia.—),loi-Xa.\\iy last week, 151.

Miscellaneous.—Aiding Slaves to Escape.—In the U. S.

District Court at "Columbus, Ohio, R. A. Sloan, a lawyer,

residing at Sandusky, has been convicted under the

Fugitive Slave law of 1850, of aiding in the escape of

three slaves. Judgment was awarded for the penalty

$3000, or $1000 in each case, with costs.

A Costly Slave.—The proceedings under the Fugitive

Slave law at Boston, in the case of Anthony Burns, not

long since reclaimed by his master, cost the United

States nearly $27,000 for extra police and military force

alone, besides a variety of other charges.

Cheap Land.—The late act of Congress reducing the

prices of lands that have been over a certain time in the

market, has occasioned a rush of purchasers to some of

the land offices in the west. At Fayette, in Missouri, .

there were recently 806 purchasers present. At Palmyra,
j;

the town was crowded by the thousands seeking lands

Gas from Wood.—The Scientific American expresses
|

the opinion, based, it says, upon a thorough investiga-

tion of the subject, that wood will never be employed
j

for making gas on a large scale in any part of the coun-

try, where coal, oil, lard or rosin can be obtained.

A Relic of Barbarism.—-The whipping-post is still in

use in Covington, Kentucky. Lawrence Hunt was pub-
j

licly whipped in that place last week, for stealing.

Good Farming.—Austin Benham, of Waterfurd, New i

London county, N. Y., has raised this year on fourteen I

acres of land, twelve hundred and fifty bushels of shelled
|

corn. The corn was of the variety called the Rhode
j

Island white.
\

Bear Poicer.—At Oshkosh, Wisconsin, there is a float-
;

ing pottery with a lathe turned by bears. They are said
J

to be contented animals, and do not seem to dislike the

occupation.
j

Convicted of Piracy.—Captain Smith, of the brig Julia !

Moulton, has been found guilty, in the New York Dis-

trict Court, of being engaged in the African slave trade,
j

Correction.—In last week's summary, the last item i

should read " Cholera at Messina."
j

RECEIPTS.

Received from Dl. Williams, Flu., 0, $2, vol. 28;
from P. Boyce, Vt., $2, vol. 28 ; from E. Bundy, agt., 0.,

for himself and for J. Bundy, G. Tatum, R. H. Smith,

Wm. Green, K. Doudna, H. Stanton, and J. Stanton, $2
each, vol. 28, and for Joel Doudna, B. Hoyle, and R.

Plummer, $2 each, vol. 27, and for Jesse Bailey, jr., $4,
vols. 27 and 28 : from H. Harrison, 111., $2, vol. 28.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Settle, Jr., No. 101

]

North Tenth street ; Charles Ellis, No. 95 South Eighth
i

street, and No. 56 Chestnut street; William Settle, No.

14 South Third street; John C. Allen, No. 179 South]
Fifth street, and No. 227 North Front street ; Horatio C.

,

Wood, No. 210 Race street, and No. 37 Chestnut street;
'

William Thomas, No. 242 North Fifth street, and No. 49
|

South Wharves ; Townsend Sharpless, No. 187 Arch I

street, and No. 32 South Second street; John M. Whi-

I

tall. No. 161 Filbert street, and No. 138 Race street. 1

Visiting Managers for Me J/onM.—William Bettle, No.^

244 N. Sixth street; John M. Whitall, No. 161 Filbert^

street; Townsend Sharpless, No. 187 Arch street.
|

Superintendent.—Dr. Joshua H. Worthington.
J/«;ron.—Elizabeth B. Hopkins.

TEACHER WANTED.
A well qualified Teacher to take ch.arge, at the close

of the present year, of the "Sheppard School" for
^

Coloured Girls on Randolph street. Applications in-

writing may be addressed to Edward Richie, Clerk of I

the Board of Trustees, No. 173 Vine street.

Married, at Friends' Meeting, West Grove, Chester

county, Pa., Tenth month 5th, 1854, Daniel Wil-
liams, of Flushing, Belmont county, Ohio, to Hannah
Francena Cook, daughter of Thomas and Hannah Cook,

of the former place.

, on the 7th inst., at Friends' Meeting-house,

Germantown, Thomas Stewardson, Jr., of this city, to

Margaret, daughter of the late Reuben Haines, of the

former place.

, on the Sth inst.. at Friends' Meeting-house on
Orange street, in this city, James Kite, Jr., to Marx :

ANiNA BOXWILL.

Died, on the 4th of Tenth mo., 1854, in the 54th year i

of her age, Elizabeth Lawrence ; a member of Spring-
;

field Meeting, Delaware county, Pa.
,

,
on the 31st of Tenth mo., 1854, Sarah Walkeb,(|

widow of Isaac AValker, in the 84th year of her age; af
member of Radnor Monthly Meeting, Pa. !
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The Valley of the Amazon.

The vast regions drained by the Amazon and
ts tributaries, have probably no parallel on the

urface of the globe, in respect to fertility and
he capacity to afford sustenance to the human
ace ; and yet so little has man done towards

ivailing himself of the riches of Nature's store-

louse in this part of the world, that nearly the

vhole of this immense area may be called a wilder-

less. Considerable interest has latterly been
iwakened in the United States respecting the

'uture occupation and development of the country

n question, and the keen and covetous eyes of

ilavery have already, in anticipation, appropriated

his paradise of the new world to its own dark

lomain. In the year 1851, Lieut. William L.

Jerndon, was directed by the U. S. Navy depart-

pent, to obtain information, and, as far as prac-

licable, make an exploration of the country, in-

cluding the entire basin or water-shed drained by
|he great river and its branches. The arduous
luty assigned him was executed with much cou-

rage and ability, and his report embodies a large

itmount of valuable information. Embarking on

he Huallaga river, in Peru, he descended it for

jiundreds of miles, to its termination in the Ama-
!;on, down which he proceeded to the Uoayali.

rhis river he ascended until insuperable obstacles

Interposed ; then returning to the Amazon, he
bllowed the mighty stream to its outlet in the

Ulantic ocean. With the slender means and
nited time at Uorndon's command, nothing like

general exploration could be attempted, but a

rear diligently employed enabled him to acquire

nuch knowledge in reference to the character and
esources of the region. Some extracts from his

eport, in which he gives a general summary, and
;ondensed view of the whole subject, we have
bought might interest our readers. After stat-

ng that Brazil and the Spanish American repub-

ics own in the valley of the Amazon more than

wo millions of square miles of land, intersected

n every direction by many thousand miles of

vhat may be called canal navigation, he continues :

' As a general rule, large ships may sail thou-

sands of miles to the foot of the falls of the gigan-

ic rivers of this country; and in Brazil particu-

arly, a few hundred miles of artiiieial canal would
open to the steamboat, and render available thou-

sands of miles more. This land is of unrivalled

fertility; on account of its geographical situation,

and topographical and geological formation, it pro-

puces nearly everything essential to the comfort

lind well-being of man. On the top and eastern

slope of the Andes lie hid unimaginable quantities

of silver, iron, coal, copper and quicksilver, wait-

ing but the application of science and the hand of

ndustry for their development. The successful

working of the quicksilver mines of Huancavilica

would add several millions of silver to the annual

product of Cerro Pasco alone. Many of the streams

hat dash from the summits of the Cordilleras

wash gold from the mountain side, and deposit it

n the hollows and gulches as they pass. Barley,

qiiinia, and potatoes, be.st grown in a cold, with

wheat, rye, maize, clover and tobacco, products of

a temperate region, deck the mountain side, and

beautify the valley ; while immense herds of sheep,

amas, alpacas and vicungas, feed upon those

elevated plains, and yield wool of the finest and

longest staple.

Deoending towards the plain, and only for a

few miles, the eye of the traveller from the tem-

perate zone is held with wonder and delight by

the beautiful and strange productions of the tor-

He sees for the first time the symmetrical

le-bush, rich with its dark green leaves, its

pure white blossoms, and its gay rod fruit. The
prolific plantain, with its great waving fan-like

leaf, and immense pendant branches of golden-

looking fruit, enchains his attention. The sugar-

cane waves in rank luxuriance before him, and if

be familiar with Southern plantations, his heart

swells with emotion as the gay yellow blossom

d white boll of the cation, sets before his mind's

eye the familiar scenes of home. Fruits, too, of

the finest quality and most luscious flavour, grow

here ; oranges, lemons, bananas, pine-apples,

melons, chirimoyas, granadillas, and many others,

which, unpleasant to the taste at first, become

with use exceedingly grateful to the accustomed

ate. The Indian gets here his indispensable

cocoa, and the forests at certain seasons are redo-

lent with the perfume of the vanilla. It is sad

to recollect, that in this beautiful country (I have

before me the valley of the Chancamayo) men
should have offered me title deeds in gratuity to

much of this rich land as I wanted. Many of

the inhabitants of Tarma hold grants of land in

the Chancamayo country from the government,

but are so distrustful of its ability to protect them

their labours, from the encroachments of the

savages, that they do not cultivate them.

"'The climate of this country is pleasant and

healthy, it is entirely free from the annoyance of

sand-flies and mosquitoes, which infest the lower

part of the tributaries, and nearly the whole course

of the Amazon. There is too much rain to bo

agreeable from August to 3Iarch ; but nothing

could be more pleasant than the weather when i

was there in June.
" The country everywhere in Peru, at the east-

ern foot of the Andes, is such as I have described

above. Further down, we find the soil, the pecu

liar condition, the productions of a country whicl

is occasionally overflowed, and then subjected

with still occasional showers, to the influence ol

a tropical sun. From these causes we see a fecun

dity of soil and a rapidity of vegetation that i;

marvellous, and to which even Egypt, the ancient

granary of Europe, affords no parallel, because,

similar in some other respects, this country has

the advantage of Egypt in that there is here no
drought. Here trees, evidently young, shoot up
to such a height that no fowling piece will reach

the game .seated on their topmost branches, and
"th such rapidity, that the roots have not strength

or sufficient bold upon the soil to support their

weight, and they are continually falling, borne

down by the slightest breeze, or by the mass of

parasites and creepers that envelop them from
root to top. This is the country of rice, of sarsa-

parilla, of India rubber, balsam copaiba, gum
copal, animal and vegetable wax, cocoa, Brazilian

nutmeg. Tonka beans, ginger, black pepper, arrow-

root, tapioca, annatto, indigo, sapucaia, and Brazil

nuts ; dyes of the gayest colours, drugs of rare

irtue, variegated cabinet woods of the finest grain,

nd susceptible of the highest polish. The forests

are filled with game, and the rivers stocked with

turtle and fish. Here dwell the anta or wild cow,

the peixi-boi or fish-ox, the sloth, the ant-eater,

the beautiful black tiger, the mysterious electric

eel, the boa con.strictor, the anaconda, the deadly

coral snake, the voracious alligator, monkeys in

endless variety, birds of the most brilliant plum-
age, and insects of the strangest forms and gayest

colours."
CTobcro„ciiid.>.l.)

For "The Friend.-'

KEFLECTIONS.

"The general lapse of mankind has scattered

them away from the fold of unity, into such a

thick and wild wilderness of disparity and confu-

sion, that even those who are sensible of it, and
intent on a remedy, are continually taking offence

at the contrary direction in which they see each

other moving. Whereas, if each of these well-

meaning travellers would but keep his eye to bis

oivn proper fool-palh, and go quietly forward,

they would all gradually approximate the point of

unity.

" One objection to controversy is, that those

who are most forward to engage in it, discover

such a propensity to usurp the seat of judgment,

and pronounce sentence upon each other's notions

and opinions; as though a traveller could not miss

his way without an intention to go wrong. It is

evident that men are more apt to bo earnest in dis-

pute on uncertain, than on eoitain grounds, for the

same reason that we are more uneasy with a doubt-

ful than a clear title to our estates.

" Perturbation of mind would be oftener pro-

ductive of benefit to us than it is, if, instead of

looking outwardly for the cause, we sought it

nowhere, but at the bottom of our own hearts.

"The blessing denied to impatience, may be

granted to resignation, and the delay we are so

apt to murmur at, be the means of chastening our

desire, and deepening our submission to the Divine

will, so as finally to make the boon we aspire after,

more safe, more acceptable, and more permanently

enriching.

"Love and hatred are the two powers, 'which

are contending for the ascendency in us, and one

or the other will finally prevail. What avails the

idea of Christ's dying on the cross for our sins, if

we are, nevertheless, the willing and wilful slaves

of the same tormenting spirit of malevolence

which drove the najls ? If He who suffered to
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save us had been in the smallest degree actuated

hy a vindictive spirit, it is difficult to conceive

how He could have wrung out the dregs of the cup

of trembling for our sakcs, or, in the hovir of ex-

tremity, have pleaded, as he did, for the forgive-

ness of his crucifiers."

From the Leisure Hour.

A Visit to the Staffordshire Potteries.

(ConlinuHil from page 74.)

We left the printed wares in the muffle, evapo-

rating the oil from their colouring matter under

the action of heat. After remaining there ten or

twelve hours this is thoroughly accomplished,

•when they are withdrawn, and being first allowed

to cool, are ready for the glazing process. While
they are cooling we may as well walk into a neigh-

bouring chamber, and glance for a moment at the

operations of the biscuit-painters. Here we find

a row of women and girls seated at long benches,

and engaged in painting upon wares of a compara-

tively cheap description, for domestic use, simple

floral and botanical designs in various colours; the

figures they paint are not too much like nature,

and we question whether their prototypes are to

be found in any horticultural collection; but they

answer the purposes of the market, and, being

executed with remarkable rapidity, can be sold at

a small price. The women lay on the colours with

a camel-hair brush, using gum-water as a vehicle;

but they are limited in the choice of colours, con-

fining themselves to the use of such only as will

stand the heat of the glazing-oven. No firing in

the muffle is required for wares thus coloured un-

der glaze.

In connection with this simple mode of paint-

ing the biscuit, we may as well notice another still

more rapid method of colouring wares in this state,

and which is done in the following manner :—The
article to be coloured, be it jug, mug, or basin, is

put by the operator into a lathe and set in motion.

As it turns round, the artist—if such he is to be

called—who is provided with a queer contrivance,

shaped something like an old Roman lamp or a

modern butter-boat, divided into several compart-

ments containing different colours, puts this ma-
chine to his mouth, and blows any colour he chooses

upon the revolving ware. The predominating tint

is a reddish kind of brown, splashed with blue.

The reader must often have met with these wares;

they are rarely wanting in the travelling hawker's
basket, and in country wayside inns appear very
much to have supplanted the old-fashioned " brown
jug" of lyrical notoriety.

Now comes the important ceremony of glazing,

upon which not only the beauty but the perpetuity

of the wares is in a great degree dependent. The
potter is indebted to a knowledge of chemistry for

the composition of his glazes; and upon this sub-

ject no small amount of capital has been expended
and no end of experiments made. Every manu-
facturer has his own prejudices on the subject of

glazes, and, as a general rule, each prefers his in-

dividual method of compounding them. The ob-

ject, of course, which all have in view is to coat

their wares, at the cheapest possible outlay, with a

hard, glos.sy, translucent and impenetrable surface,

which shall not "craze" with time, nor if possible

scratch with use. Were it necessary, we might
give a score of diiferent receipts, each warranted
to compound a good glaze, having at least that

number lying upon our desk; it is enough, how-
ever, to say, that the principal materials used are

white lead, Cornish granite, flint, flint glass, red

lead, borax, litharge, with various oxides and pro-

toxides, etc., etc. These materials, or rather cer-

tain selections from them, may be prepared either

as a raw glaze or a fritted glaze, the diflferences

between the two being very important. In raw

glazes the materials are merely ground together;

but in a fritted glaze they are first, or at least the

major portion of them, calcined and vitrified in a

furnace previous to grinding, by which means they

are much more effectually combined together, and

yield a much more durable as well as a thinner

and consequently handsomer coating to the wares.

Further, glazes difi'ering in composition are re-

quired for diff'erent species of goods; thus wares

printed blue require a glaze which will furnish

oxygen to bring the cobalt to the state of peroxide;

while green, on the other hand, must be dipped in

a glaze as free from oxygen as possible, and rather

carbonaceous, in order to bring the chrome to a

state of peroxide.

The glaze, whatever it may be, being ground to

the greatest degree of fineness, is diluted with

water in the same way as the clay slip, and appa-

rently to the same consistency. The biscuit ware,

either plain for white ware, or printed or painted

in the manner above described, is next carried to

the glazing-room, where we find the dipper and

his assistants supplied with the fluid glaze in large

tubs. The dipper, a pale, sallow, and rather

jaundiced-looking individual, is immersing th

several pieces of ware, one at a time, in the white

milky-looking fluid ; as he withdraws each piece

from the flood he gives it a knowing professional

jerk, which has the efiect of throwing off the su-

perfluous moisture and settling what remains

equally upon the entire surface. In a very few

minutes the thirsty biscuit absorbs the whole of

the moisture, and appears covered all over with a

thin layer of the finely pulverized ingredients

compounding the glaze, and which, when vitrified

in the fire, becomes incorporated with the sub-

stance of the goods, and at the same time as trans-

parent and polished as glass. This process of

glazing, or rather dipping, is the only melancholy

part of the potter's industrial operations : owing
to the quantity of finely levigated white lead mixed
with the glaze, enough is absorbed through the

pores of the skin to poison his whole system, to

embitter his existence, and materially to shorten

his life. In the various potteries which we visited

we saw evidence of its eflFects sufficient to assure

us that such is the case; and we met with more
than one instance, during our short stay, of dip-

pers invalided and unable to work, through the

poisonous eflFects of the lead. This disastrous

result might be altogether avoided by the use of

a pair of water-proof caoutchouc gloves and
•sleeves; but such a preventive, if suggested, would
probably be looked upon as an insult by the work-
men themselves, and is not likely to be adopted
unless by the philanthropic compulsion of the

employer.

The goods having been dipped in the glaze and
allowed to dry, in which condition they will bear

handling very well without parting with the coat-

ing of glazing matter, are now again packed in

saggers, especial care being taken, by the aid of

the numberless little spurs and triangular stilts

before alluded to, that they do not touch one
another in the sagger, since if they did they would
be inevitably vitrified together by the melting of

the glaze in the fire. The saggers, being properly

loaded, are now carried to the kiln or "gloss-

oven" for a second firing. The gloss-oven is not

so large as the biscuit-oven, nor do the goods re-

main in it so long, nor is the fire so fierce ; all that

is wanted being heat enough to fuse the glaze

upon the surface. When this is satisfactorily ac-

complished the fires are slacked, the oven allowed

to cool, and the goods drawn forth and removed
in baskets to the glossed warehouse, where they

undergo a rigid examination, and some little ne-

cessary dressing with steel implements, to remove
any trifling projections of the glaze occasioned by
the use of the small spurs and stilts. The sf

rate pieces are now sounded, and, the defective

ones being rejected, are ready for sale.
|

In the above description of the potter's opera-

1

tions, so far as it goes, we have had reference to I

earthenware articles alone; but the reader will]

naturally be expecting some observations on the!

subject of porcelain or china wares, for which a!

few words, however, will suffice. Theoretically;

there is a considerable difierence in the materials!

which compose the substance of china, from those!

used for earthenware; in practice, however, thej

chief difierence seems to consist in the addition of i

a large per-centage of calcined and ground bones

to the earthenware material, in some manufac-i

tories amounting to as much as nearly, if not quite,!

half of the entire substance. The bones are usedi

thus largely for the sake of the phosphoric acidi

they contain, the efiect of which is to render the-

aluminous and silicious earths with which they'

are combined tran.slueent. The glaze for china
|

should be harder than that used for earthenware,!

but its application and the mode of firing dift'erin

nothing from the modes above described. Though
it is undoubtedly tnie that the finest and mosti

beautiful wares produced in the potteries are made
of china, it by no means follows that all china;

wares are nece.ssarily superior to earthenware of;

good quality. Some of the first-class potters pro-'

duce a species of earthenware which is as much:
superior to the rough, ill-shaped china wares ofj

the cheap makers as good silver is to base coin. I

It is with the productions of the potter as it isi

with those of the artist; if people will have Ra-i

phaels and Corregios at seven and sixpence a'

piece, they can be manufactured at a correspond-

ing cost; and if people will set a china tea-serviee

on their tables at a cost of a few shillings, thei

makers are to be found who will minister to their
j

pride and their economy in the same contract, and;

get a profit out of it too.

Wc must glance now at the ornamental and)

artistic departments of the potter's art. As a:

general rule, both the artist and the modeller mayi
be said to work upon the finest material, porcelain >

or china forming usually the body of the wares:

and the substance of the figures which the onei

adorns and the other moulds. This rule is how-

ever not universal, as specimens of earthenware;

are to be found, at Etruria at least, and perhaps in-

other places, as rich in ornamentation as are the;

choicest specimens in china. We have already;

seen women and girls at work painting in colours

upon the biscuit, previous to glazing; and we;

have seen that they are limited in choice of tints, i

in consequence of the trying ordeal their work]

undergoes after it leaves their hands. There are:

no such limits, however, affijcting the artist who;

paints vpon the glaze ; be can spread a rich palette

and make use of colours of the greatest brilliancy,

'

and he may produce pictures upon any subject in

any branch of art in which he may happen to excel.

He has one great disadvantage to contend with,

but he soon becomes familiarized with it, and pro-i

bably is hardly aware of it after the practice oi

years: we allude, of course, to the fact that he has'

to paint in disguised colours, which only manifest;

their real hues wncn theyxome out of the fire.

;

In this establishment we find a group of artists in

an upper room by them.selves, quietly pursuing
their fascinating art. Flower-pieces, landscapes,

,

sporting-pieces, fruit-pieces, are gradually grow-
ing into form and brilliancy under their hands.

Rich and elaborate designs, fanciful ornaments,

arabesque patterns, and heraldic or civic blazon-,

ries displayed in minute interlacings of scarlet and
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iwitli oerl

for the Si

jpehicle, i

iTold—-such are some of the glittering evidences

,pf their taste and industry which greet the eye at

tpvery turn. The colours used, which look rather

lilull upon the palette, here represented by a square

jiDutch tile, are one and all prepared from metall'

jpxides, and they are ground up on the premises

(iwith certain fusible transparent materials suite

'

several colours of which they are made the

and which, melting in the kiln, actually

ecome so many coloured glasses incorporated with

he body of the ware. A great deal of gold is

sed for ornamental purposes, and this is applied

10 china in the state of an amalgam with a metal

ic flux, ground fine with turpentine ; it is mostly

pared in London for the potter's use. When
he artist has finished his picture, it has to be

laced in the enamel-kiln, where the flux used as

vehicle of the colours vitrifies, and the tints

ume their proper hues and brilliancy: this,

owever, is not the case with the gold, which still

itains a dull brownish hue, and has to be 1

ished by hand before the finishing is complete.

entering the burnishing-room our ears are

iled by a rapid clattering noise, such as might
le made by a score or two of pairs of castanets all

n exercise at once : this proceeds from the enthu

iastic operations of the polishers, a band of a

'ozen or two young women each armed with ;

blood-stone burnisher, and all rattling away to

ther upon such parts of the surfaces of a variety

f costly wares of every description as are orna

i with gold. The process they perform ap

_iears to be the last which the wares undergo,

jafter which they are ready to be packed for (

pignment to the retail trader, or for removal to

khe show-room.

Fnr "TheFricniJ."

j

The Prayers of the Primitive Church.

I The religious worship of the primitive Chrii

fians was conducted with the same simplicity and

^

reedom which characterized all their ecclesiastical

ipolity. They came together for the worship of

iGod, in the confidence of mutual love, and prayed
bnd sung, and spoke in the fulness of their hearts.

jA liturgy and a prescribed form of prayer, were
lalike unknown and inconsistent with the spirit of

their worship.

It is particularly worthy of remark, that in all

the examples of prayer in the New Testament,
several of which are recorded apparently entire,

there is no similarity of form or expression, or

any repetition of a form, with the single excep-

tion of the response, Amen, Peace be with you,

&c. Even our Lord's prayer is never repeated on
such occasions, nor is there in all the New Testa-

ment the slightest indication of its use, either by
the apostles, or by the churches which were foun-

ded by them. The apostles, then, prayed extem-
poraneously, and their example is in favour of

this mode of offering unto God the desires of our
soul.

The Lord's prayer appears not to have heen

given to the disciples as a form ofpidilic prayer

;

but as a specimen of that spirituality and sim-

plicity which should appear in their devotions, in

opposition to the vain repetitions of the heathens,

and the heartless formalities of the Pharisees. It

merely enforces a holy importunity, sincerity and
simplicity in private prayer. Our Lord expressly

enjoined upon his disciples to ofi'er other petitions,

of the highest importance, for which no form is

given. Tiie gifts of the Holy Spirit are offered to

those who shall ask, while yet no form is pre-

scribed, in which to make known our requests

for this blessing.

A strict adherence to such a form, is incom-

patible with a suitable recognition of Christ as

our mediator and intercessor with the Father.
" Hitherto," said our Lord in his last interview

with his disciples before ho suffered, " ye have

a.skod nothing in my name." But now a now and

peculiar dispensation was opening to them, by
which they might have boldness to enter into the

holiest, by the blood of Jesus. We are left tU.en

to the concluision, that neither did the apostolical

churches use any form of prayers, nor is such use

authorized by Divine authority.

No such thing is to be found in the Scriptures,

as a catechism, or regular elcmentari/ introduction

to the Christian religion ; neither do they furnish

us with anything of the nature of a systematic

creed or set of articles, or by whatever other

name we may designate it. Constantine took

special care to have fifty copies of the Bible pre-

pared for the use of the churches, and by a royal

commission entrusted Eusebius, the historian,

with the duty of procuring them. (Euseb. Yit.

Constant, lib. iv. 36.) How is it that the service

book was entirely forgotten in the provision for

the worship of God ? Plainly because none was
used for tlie purpose.

The Lord's prayer appears to have been used
by the primitive churches, about the close of the

second and beginning of the third century ; and
in the fifth and sixth centuries was a part of the

public liturgies of the churches.

The attitude of the primitive Christians in

prayer, is against the supposition that they used

a prayer book. What according to Tcrtullian

(Tertul. A2mL c. 30,) was this attitude? It was
with arms and eyes raised towards heaven, and
hands outspread, or it was kneeling and prostrate

with the eyes closed, to shut out from view every

object that might divert the mind from its devo-

tions ; or, as Origen expresses it, closing the eyes

of his senses, but opening those of his mind. Few
facts in ancient history are better attested than

this. The coins that were struck in honour of

Constantine, represent him in the attitude of

prayer. But how ? Not with a prayer book in

his hand, but loith hands extended and eyes iij)-

turned, as if looking towards heaven. (Euseb.

Vit. Const.) First, stereotype the mind and heart

of man, and then is he prepared to express his de-

votions in the unvarying letter of a liturgy.

(Coleman's Church Without a Bishop, chap. 11,

pp. 319-352.)
It is evident, from what we learn of the primi-

tive Christians, that they appreciated the injunc-

tion of our Lord, "Men ought always to pray."
They practised this important duty, and experi-

enced its eflSoacy. Prayer is the language of the

soul, through which, by the aid of His Spirit, our

inmost wants are made known to God. Whether
in secret aspirations, or clothed in words, the

Spirit helps our infirmities, and through the medi-

ation of our living Advocate with the Father, our

prayers ascend as incense, and find access at his

throne of mercy. Our various sorrows and ne-

cessities, ever changing like the vicissitudes of

night and day, are too mingled and too mighty to

be enumerated, and can only be expressed in the

ejaculation, " Lord, thou knowest all things."

When thus pressed in spirit, and pouring forth

the unrestrained effusions of a full heart, in the

name of Jesus, aided by his Spirit, how vain is

the idea that such warm petitions can be breathed

to heaven, through the cold formality of any pre-

scribed rule. In every individual there is some
particular hidden want, which the words of others,

however beautifully and pathetically arranged, can

never reach ; some peculiarly susceptible string in

every heart, that can vibrate only to the immediate

touch of the Holy Spirit.

—

Fhilos.

From the Plouph, Ihe Loom and the Anvil.

Weaving by lilfctricity.

While other nations are preparing their various

novelties for the Paris E.xhibition of 1855, we
are assured (say a correspondent of the London
Times) that Sardinia will not be behind hand in

the scientific machinery department, by a recent

experiment made here of the invention of Cava-
liore Bonelli, for the application of electricity to

weaving, which is more simple, less embarrassing,

and, what is of far greater importance, more eco-

nomical than the invention of Jacquard, which,

amidst the general progress of the age in mechani-

cal and technical matters, has undergone but

slight modifications in the material construction, and

no one has dared to make a change in its principle.

By the present invention, in.stead of the num-
berless and expensive cartoons, either full or hol-

low, you see small iron bars magnetized only when
invested with the voltaic current, so that while at

every passage of the shuttle it was necessary to

change a cartoon, it now suffices to vary the ways

which give passage to the electric fluid, and the

lodestones change their action every moment, ac-

cording as the teeth of the comb under which the

design passes, and with which they correspond,

rest upon the conducting or insulating substance.

As the point of the pantograph reproduces a de-

sign diminished or enlarged, and as the point of

Bain's telegraph exactly copies a signature at the

distance of hundreds of miles, so the loom of

Bonelli reproduces woven the designs which pass

under the comb, and all this without rendering

necessary a change in the thousands of Jacquard

looms now existing, which, if desired, may bo

worked alternately with electricity and with car-

toons.

Turin first, then Genoa, Lyons, and Paris, saw

in operation this prodigious innovation, and un-

animously admired the simplicity and reliability

of the means with which it is carried into effect.

In these cities a loom on a small scale has been

shown, but the inventor intends shortly to exhibit

in Paris and London a loom on a scale worthy of

the places and the invention. After having se-

cured the property in his discovery throughout

Europe, he has just sold his patents to three emi-

nent banking houses, two of them in Turin and

one in Lyons, and very soon several looms, which

are now being constructed, will be sent a]3road to

serve as models for the system of electric weaving

in most of the manufacturing countries of Europe,

and for its introduction into the United States of

America an agent is now on the point of starting.

It is difficult to foresee the changes which may
spring from the application of this new agent to

the business of weaving, as not only the economy

consequent on it must induce a decline ot prices,

but the new means afforded by this invention will

render easily attainable results such as are now

only reached with difficulty or with great expense,

as Gobelin tapestry, etc., and others utterly un-

attainable by any means hitherto known. Even

in the present age, so rich in useful and important

inventions, no doubt this will rank among the first.

I have sat upon the seashore, and waited for its

gradual approaches, and have seen its dancing

waves and white surf, and admired that He who
measured it with His hand, had given to it such

life and motion ; and I have lingered till its gen-

tle waters grew into mighty billows, and had well

nigh swept me from my firmest footing. So have

I seen a heedless youth gazing with a too curious

spirit upon the sweet motions and gentle approaches

of an inviting pleasure, till it has detained his eye,

imprisoned his feet, and swelled upon his soul,

and swept him to a swift destruction.

—

Montague.
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From tlie Edinburgh Review.

Europran Emigration to llie United Stales.

iCominued from page 79.

J

It would be interesting to inquire the probable

effect of tbis sbifting of population upon the Old
World. If the movement had been confined to

redundant labour, the result could be nothing but

beneficial. But in Germany we see agriculturi.sts

of property and artisans of skill emigrating by
tens of thousands ; and in England the pioneer

pauper-niigration is dragging a better class after

it, by an annual remittance of a million and a half

sterling. The movement to America has not yet

made any material impression upon the manufac-

turing districts. That it will, cannot reasonably

be doubted. Nearly one-fifth of the population

of the manufacturing State of Massachusetts, is

of foreign birth. The gold-fields of Australia also

tempt from a life of unceasing toil the men who,

by industry and foresight, have accumulated

enough for the passage. Whether this etflus will

equalize the rates of wages on the two sides of the

Atlantic, remains to be seen.

It cannot be denied that Ireland has teen puri-

fied by the purging. But what a picture the story

presents: a fertile country, with a healthy climate,

but with a deficient stock of capital, renovated

only by the loss of young and strong labourers,

whose work was valueless at home. They find

occupation enough in America ; and become, in

time, industrious, peaceable, and comparatively

temperate and money-saving citizens. Their old

habit of abusing England sticks to them ; but,

fortunately, wind is plentiful in their adopted

land, with no law to forbid it blowing where and
as loud as it listeth ; and the ill temper finds vent

in expletives, not always in the bett taste, but
which wise people set down at their real value.

Whatever the effect in Europe, the great emi-

gration must benefit the United States. We have

already said that we do not share the fears of

those who see destruction to the Republic in this

increase to its numbers. No country was ever

made worse by an addition of healthy labourers,

while there was work for them to do, and heads
to direct them. The United States are emphati-
cally iu this condition. The native population is

shrewd and intelligent, and has shown itself abun-
dantly capable to direct the foreign element. That
element, in return, proves one of the greatest re-

sources of the State, furnishing it with the thing

it most needs—labour—to develop its resources,

to put down its fixtures, to open its ways for

transportation, to subvert its virgin soil, to uncover
the hidden wealth of its mines, to run its spindles,

to hammer its iron, even to trim the sails of its

ships, and to work the engines of its steamers :

400,UOO creators of its wealth now arrive annually

in the United States, the men generally in the

prime of life, the females even more so. Out of

2-1:5,000 persons arriving at four ports in 1850,
32,000 only were under ten years of age, and
2'2,000 only over forty; being less than one-half

the proportion of native inhabitants uuder and
over those respective ages. They are consequently
strong, capable of much work, less liable to mor-
tality than the natives, and with a greater propor-

tionate power of reproduction. It would be absurd
to doubt that, in the course of time, they will

affect the so-called Anglo-Saxon race in America.
But it is yet too soon to measure the character or

extent of their influence. We do not think they
will essentially modify the constitutional institu-

tions and educational systems it has established,

which they learn, in a single generation, to respect

as their own.

So, too, it would be idle to suppose that this

supply will never be greater than the demand.

In the natural course of events, the United States

will become thickly populated, great fortunes will

accumulate, capital will become more plentiful

than now, and labour will be less sought for, and
consequently less paid. Doubtless also the Euro-
pean emigration hastens that time. But it is yet
far distant, and will continue so while land is as

abundant and as cheap as now. Notwithstanding
the rapidity of the settlement of the West; not"

withstanding the amount of land taken up by
speculators

; notwithstanding the profuseness with
which the public domain has been granted by Con-
gress, 1,387,000,000 of acres remain unsold and
unappropriated—six times the whole amount alien-

ated by the Federal government during the present
century ; and probably two-thirds, at'least, of the

amount alienated is in the market at a price not
much above the government rate. With such a

quantity of land, at five shillings an acre, capable
of being brought into production the first year,

there is no necessity for an unhealthy overplus of

labour ; for it not only attracts population to the

West, but also keeps down the price of farming-
lands in the East, where the principal markets
are. With the exception of tracts close to the
large towns, farms in New England sell now at

about the same rate at which they did in the be-

ginning of the century. In Massachusetts even,
the average value is £6 10s. per acre for the free-

hold ; and in Maine, New Hampshire, and Ver-
mont, it is less than in Ohio. It is greater in

Jlichigan and Indiana than in any southern state

except Louisiana. While the present state of

things can be maintained, no probable annual
addition to the country by emigration will affect

the labouring classes unfiivourably.

It is plain, also, that if the emigration continues

as at present, it will soon give the North a greater

preponderance in the nation ; but we do not re-

gard that as a source of future weakness, rather

of strength. There is no sympathy between the
foreign labour and the slave labour to make the

North and South immediately antagonistic. On
the contrary, the emigrant seems to have an in-

herent antipathy to the black, and allies himself,

as soon as he becomes a citizen, to the political

party supposed to have Southern tendencies. The
past shows that the dangers to the American
Union have come, and are to come, not from
Northern but from Southern increase. The Mis-
souri contest grew out of Southern annexation,

and the supposed dangers in 1850 had their origin

in the desire of the South to impose slavery upon
the free soil of California. The North has never
required political stimulus to aid its growth, nor
has its advance been marked by accession of ter-

ritory. It is the slave power which took to itself

Florida, Louisiana, and Texas, which grasped after

California and New Mexico, and which now wants
Cuba. A gradual and peaceable increase in the

industry, wealth, and population of the North,
which shall give to it at length, without annexa-
tion or war, an incontestiblo preponderance in the

Union, will be submitted to by the South, with
scarcely a consciousness that it has taken place,

and will perhaps check the thirst for acquisition,

which, if unrestrained at home and unopposed
abroad, may sow serious dissensions, and threaten

the existence of the Republic.

Under the stimulating influence of this cause,

the industry and resources of the United States

have made an almost fabulous advancement. We
had purposed to show its effect upon the principal

branches of the national wealth, but are prevented
by the unexpected length to which the subject

has carried us. The tonnage of the country in-

creased, in the ten years ending in 1852, from
2,000,000 to over 4,000,000; the imports, from

$100,000,000 to 8213,000,000 ; the customs,
|

from $18,000,000 to $45,000,000, (yielding the
|

Federal treasury an annual surplus of fifteen or

!

twenty millions.) The cotton crop increased, in i

the ten years ending in 1850, from 800 to 1000

1

million pounds; the rice crop, from 80 to 2151
millions ; and the sugar, from 155 to 281 millions;

'

the wheat, from 77 to 100 million bushels; and I

the maize, from 400 to 600 millions. The potato

'

alone, blasted by disease, sank in production.

'

Thirteen thousand miles of constructed railway,
j

and as much more in progress, all built by cmi-

1

grants' bands, are opening up the rich, but be-

j

fore unsaleable, lands of the West, bringing their '

cheaply produced breadstuffs and choked-up mine-

1

ral wealth to Eastern markets.
,

(To be concludedO I

4 Home.
j

If we were to tell a number of our friends that
;

they don't know what a "home" is, they would '

grow soiuewhat indignant—perhaps use hard

'

words. And yet it may be remarked that the !

number of persons who know what a genuine
home is, by experience, is surprising few. One
man in good circumstances will tell us that he has

a fine house of his own, in which every comfort '

and convenience are provided. He has a wife '

and children there, also, and they give life to the
[

place. Very true. But does he prefer that home, i

thus furnished and thus enlivened, to every other

place in the world ? Does he sigh when the hour I

for leaving comes, and smile when he is permitted!
to return? Does he love to sit by the cheerful:

fire and fondle the children, entering into all their

little disputes with a curious interest? Does he
take particular note of the bird in the cage, and
the cat near the fire ? If not, he has no home,
in the dearest sense of that dearest of words. If

his mind is altogether absorbed in the dusty ways
of business—if he hurries from the house in the

morning, and is loth to return at night—if, while

he is at home, he continues to think of the journal

and ledger, and repulses the advances of the prat-,

tling children, he has no home ; he only has a
place where he lodges and takes his meals.

Ah I happy is he who knows and appreciates

the full bliss of home ; whose heart is warmed
and humanized by its cheerful influences, and who
feels how superior in purity of pleasure are all its

enjoyments to the turmoil delights of out-door

life. Thrice happy is such a man. He has dis-

covered the only paradise this world can now
afford. It is only such a man who can have a

deep and sincere pity for the unfortunate creatures

who are homeless. He regards them as being cut

off from the best influences of the earth, and ex-

posed to the action of all the darker waves of life.

He feels keenly for him who has no fireside—no
dear ones to welcome him with smiles, and prattle

over the little history of the day—no tongue to

soothe when heavy cares have troubled the mind
and rendered the heart sore ; and the sympathy
of such a man is not slow to overflow in acts of

benevolence. A good home is the source of the

fountain of charity in the heart.

Our advice to those who have no homes, such
as we have described above, is, to get them as

soon as possible. They can never be contented
and substantial citizens, nor thoroughly happy
men, until they follow this counsel. Get homes!
Fill them with the objects of love and endear-

ment, and seek there for the pure delights which
the world beside cannot afford.

—

Late paper.

Moderation is commonly firm ; and firmness is

commonly successful.

—

Johnson.
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For "The Friend."

Labours and Sufferings of Friends.

The employment of Edward Burrough and his

"ellow-labouiers was to spread the truth, and
gather souls to Christ. They counted nothing too

lear to surrender,—liberty, property or life,—for

}heir Master's cause, and the building up of those

(vho were convinced by their ministry, in the most

loly faith. Their thorough devotion, their oon-

iistent lives, and their living, saving religion, gave

3redit to their profession, and gradually made way
nto the hearts of many, so that the church at that

;ime increased daily, even under the iron hand of

sersecution. Writing from Newgate, in lt)02, he

jays, " Friends here are generally well in the in-

srard and outward man; and the presence of the

Lord is manifest with us, through great trials and
sore afflictions, and grievous persecutions, which we
liave met with this last half-year. It would be too

large to relate, and piercing of your hearts to hear,

the violence and cruelty which Friends have suf-

fered in this city, in their meetings, and in prisons.

[t hath been my hard lot to bear the persecution

nflicted every way; though the Lord hath given

strength and boldness, and his power hath carried

through, else many would have fainted, and not

been able to stand. Many have given up their

'.ives in faithfulness, in this place ; and their faith-

fulness in keeping meetings, and in patiently en-

tluring many tribulations and cruel exercises, is a

brown upon Friends, in this city. Here are now
bear 250 of us, prisoners in Newgate, Bridewell,

Southwark, and the new prison. In Newgate we
ire extremely thronged, that if the mercy of the

Lord had not preserved us, we could not have

i3ndured ; there is near an hundred in one room
pn the common side among the felons, and their

Buiferings are great; but the Lord supports. For
(ibout six weeks' time the meetings were generally

huiet in the city; but these last three weeks they

were fallen on more violently than ever, and many
Friends were imprisoned. But through all this,

iTruth is of good report, and the nohiUttj of it gains

blace in many hearts, which are opened in pity

ind compassion towards the innocent sufferers;

md Truth is increased through all trials. Our
trust is in the Lord, and not in man; and we
llesire the same spirit may dwell and abide in you,

jilso, that ye may be like-minded with us, and be

hll of the mind of Christ, who seeks men's salva-

tion, itot their destruction."

' With those labourers who were of one heart and
bne mind, the truth prospered, and was of good
lepute. The love and harmony subsisting among
hem, added to their strength, and was a beautiful

Uustration of the nature of the Christian relig

ihowing that its spirit drew them nearer to one

mother in the heavenly fellowship, and made them
xceedingly sen.sitive to anything that would
livide and scatter. Their love was proverbial

;

ind when any, by giving way to a jealous spirit,

tood off or went into any kind of separation from
;heir friends, this love led them to seek to gather
he wanderers back again into the fold. Living
ind acting under the power and Spirit of Christ,

they were very diligent in the work of the miniS'

by. Though they were often kept out of theii

tneeting-houses, they assembled at the door, which
attracted persons passing by; and there in the

Dpeu air they preached the gospel boldly, and
iwhen one minister was pulled down and carried to

iprison, another took his place, and thus often four

lor five preachers would be forcibly carried off.

iFriends were persuaded that the exercise of their

public worship was a duty no man could discharge

ithem from, believing that the Lord required it at

jtheir hands, and while persecution lasted, keeping
'meetings in the street became a customary thing.

Friends found that their numbers increased under

suffering, many being induced by sympathy and
curiosity to stop to hear the gospel declared by
such ministers; amongst these, eminent men some-

times riding by would direct their coachman to

stop that they might hear. What a blessing it

would be to their professed successors in doctrine,

if the love of God flowed freely from member to

member, binding them together universally in the

same fervent labour for each other's good, and
exhibiting the same fruits of the meekness and
gentleness of Christ, and the undaunted persever-

ance in maintaining and spreading the truth as it

is Jesus, and the testimonies of his gospel.

Can any man be faithful in much, that is faith-

less in a little ?

—

Jeremy Taylor.

Sclecled.

THE CONFLICT OF LIFE.
" Onward Christian I ttiough the region

Wliere thou art be drear and lone

;

God hath set a guardian legion

Very near thee—press thou on I

Listen, Christian I their hosanna
Rolleth o'er thee, ' God is love,'

Write upon thy red cross banner,

Upward ever—heaven 's above I

By the thorn road, and no other,

Is the mount of vision won I

Tread it without shrinking brother,

Jesus trod it—press thou on I

Be thy trustful, calm endeavour,
Guiding, cheerful, like the sun

;

Earth-bound hearts thou shalt deliver,

Oh ! for their sakes—press thou on I

Be this world the wiser, stronger.

For thy life of pain and peace.

While it needs thee—oh, no longer

—

Pray thou for thy swift release.

Pray thou, Christian—daily rather

—

That thou be a faithful son
;

By the prayer of Jesus— ' Father,

Not my will—but thine be done.' "

SelecleJ.

DEATH.
Vain man, thy fond pursuits forbear.

Repent, thy end is nigh I

Death at the furthest can't be f;ir,

—

Uh think before thou die I

Reflect—thou hast a soul to save
;

Thy sins how high they mount I

What are thy hopes beyond the grave?
How stands that dread account ?

Death enters, and there's no defence;

His time there's none can tell
;

He'll in a moment call thee hence,

To Heaven, or to Hell.

To-day, the Gospel calls ; to-day.

Sinners, it speaks to you
;

Let every one forsake his way,
And mercy will ensue. Ilart.

Selected.

WATCH.
Ye servants of the Lord,

Each in your office wait

;

With joy obey His heavenly word,
And watch before His gate.

Let all your lamps be bright.

And trim the golden flame
;

Gird up your loins as in His sight.

For awful is His name.

Watch I 'tis your Lord's command
;

And while we speak. He's near,

Mark every signal of His band.

And ready all appear.

Oh I happy servant he,

In such a posture fonnd I

He shall his Lord with rapture see.

And be with honour crowned.

The Strails of Magfllnn.

The spirit of activity infused into our Pacific

commerce by the discovery of gold in California,

has served to bring into notice many places with
which old navigators were familiar, but which were
for years nnvisited, except by exploring expedi-
tions, or adventurous whalers and sealers. Since
the discovery of the passage from the Atlantic to

the Pacific, by doubling Cape Horn, the Straits of

Magellan have been considered out of the ordinary

track of commerce; yet, for nearly one hundred
years, this was the only highway from ocean to

ocean. I doubt whether any portion of salt water,

once so important to the world, is so little known
to the generality of readers as these straits, which
separate the continent of America from the South
American Archipelago, commonly called Terra

del Fuego. It is true that, amid a mountain of

rubbish in "Cordova's Voyage of Discovery,"

"Anson's Voyages," and in reports to geographi-

cal societies, a great deal of matter may be found
by hard digging, but we have searched in vain for

any concise recent account of the Straits. Even that

modern ^'omnium gatherum," the Encyclopedia
Britannica, disposes of the whole subject (at least,

the edition that I saw,) in a few short lines. It

was no wonder that I entered these celebrated

narrows with the feelings of a discoverer.

The whole pas.sage was one of a character so

new and interesting, that I fain would commit to

paper a tithe of my impressions, for I am totally

incapable of reproducing all. I should want the

pen of him who rhymed the "Ancient Slariner,"

or that which gave forth the sublime numbers of

the "Morning Hymn before Sunrise in the Valo
of Chamouni," to describe with justice the silence

of that distant region, or to sketch in vivid lan-

guage the dark forests, the rich flowers, the jagged
peaks, the snow-covered mountains and the cr^.^^tal

glaciers, which are hurled together in such strange

and picturesque confusion, upon the southern ex-

tremity of this western continent. I shall, how-
ever, content myself with giving you as much in-

formation as I can, knowing that the freshness of

the subject-matter will, at least, constitute an in-

trinsic worth. I am also sure that I shall not be
amiss in calling to mind the adventurous man who
first penetrated this far off region.

At Kio de Janeiro I found the name Magal-
haens to be borne by many a good subject of Don
Pedro II., the present Emperor of Brazil, and this

Portuguese name rendered into good English be-

comes Magctellan. An ancestor of this family was
born twenty-two years before the great Genoese
discovery of the western world. He was christ-

ened Fernando, and when quite young, entered

the Portuguese navy—at that time probably the

best in the world—and served for five years in the

East Indies, distinguishing himself in the con-

quest of Malacca, in 1511. He afterwards re-

turned to Europe, and being desirous to give vent

to his spirit of adventure, and thereby to make his

name famous, he proposed a voyage of discovery

to the shores of that new continent which had
just been given to Castile and Leon by the genius

of Columbus. Finding that the numerous voy-

ages to America had made it evident that this con-

tinent extended to a great distance towards the

south, and being at the same time aware that the

Moluccas or Spice Islands, discovered a few years

before, were situated much further towards the

west, he conceived the idea of sailing to Asia by
a westerly course. So Magellan applied for en-

couragement to the court of Spain. Now the

Cardinal Ximiues was agent of that then mighty
kingdom, and he favoured the Portuguese adven-
turer. And all this was approved by Charles the

Fifth. A squadron of five vessels, with 236 men
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on board, was fitted out for the new voyasje of dis-

covery. These vessels were not clipper ships, nor
well appointed vessels, such as sail forth on our
modern exploring expeditions. They were small
craft, such as now ply between the little villages

on the shores of Connecticut and New York. In-

eleed, the sloops which are now used merely to

carry onions and potatoes to market, are, without
doubt, as a general thing, fully equal, if not supe-

rior, in sea-going C[ualities, to the vessels in which
the bold adventurers of the 15th and 16th cen-

turies launched upon unknown seas, and which
often were battling without experience amid
craunching icebergs, or were driven before the

sudden and unlooked for hurricanes of the tropics.

One of Columbus's vessels, in the first glorious

voyage which revealed the western world, was only

of forty tons burden; and Bancroft gives

count of one of the old intrepids who crossed the

North Atlantic in a mere boat of sixteen tons !

So that the boast of modern navigators, that they

have taken around Cape Horn to San Francisco a

New York pilot boat of 60 or 80 tons, with all the

improvements of the age for steering, taking the

sun, examining charts, &c., is shorn of its glory,

when we reflect what was done in little crafts,

before charts were made, and before the compass
w:is fully understood.

On the 29th of September, 1519, Magalhaens
."•ailed from the Old World, and bore away for th

New. His object being to discover a strait or ai

open sea which would give him a route to the

Jloluccas, he directed his course to the southern

shores of Brazil, which then extended as far as

the present territory of the Oriental Republic of

Uruguay. He entered the river Platte, but was
soon convinced that it was not a strait. He then

pushed southward along the coast. Winter coming
on, he was compelled to lay to in the harbour of

St. Julian, on the southern border of the yet un-

explored country of Patagonia. Here a conspi-

racy was formed against him ; but his sagacity,

prudence and resolution put down all opposition,

and he stood forth not only a man bold to sail out

upon unknown seas, but as one daring and deter-

mined among his fellow-men, and born to com-
mand and to lead.

In the end of October, 1520, just one year and
one month after his little squadron sailed from San
Lucas de Barameda, he discovered and entered

tlie straits which bear his name. He thus realized

the life-dream of Columbus, and found that com-
mercial highway to the Indies which for nearly a

century was the only known naval track from the

Atlantic to the Pacific. In thirty days he con-

ducted his vessels through the straits (which is

one of the most picturesque passages which exists)

and led them into that ocean to which, on account

of its continuous fair weather, he gave the name
Pacific. For three months and twenty days he
navigated that smooth sea, without finding an

island. The length of the voyage brought the

greatest distress upon the whole expedition, and
the suffering on account of want of food, and from
the scurvy, was terrible. So grea'; were their

hardships that poor Pigafctta, who was the histo-

rian of this famous voyage, was "firnaly persuaded

(so he recorded it) that an expedition round the

world would never be undertaken attain." And,
indeed, more than half a century elapsed between
the voyage of Magalhaeu and that of Drake,

(1577.)
At length our voyagenr, on the '3th of March,

1521, (eighteen months after he Lad lost sight of

old Europe,) arrived at a group of ii lands, to which
from the thievish propensities of t,he inhabitants,

he gave the delightful appellation o f Los Ladrones.

A.fter refreshing his crew, he continued his course

westward, and discovered the extensive group of

the Phillippiues. He induced the chief of the

island of Zeba to acknowledge the sovereignty of

the king of Spain. For this acknowledgment,
Magellan promised to assist the new made viceroy,

for Spain, of the island of Zeba, in subduing his

personal enemy, the chieftain of the small island

of Matan. The expedition was undertaken by
Magellan, but he was courageously resisted by the

inhabitants, and in that contest he was slain. Thus
perished the hero of Molucca, the discoverer of

the first direct passage from the Atlantic to the

Pacific, and the donor (by right of discovery) to

Spain, of a vast island empire, which, with the

exception of Cuba and a few of the small West
India Islands, alone remains of the once extended

colonial domains of Spain. Magellan was one of

the most distinguished sea-oiEcers of his time, and

as an intrepid navigator and discoverer, only second

to Columbus; and, far happier than his great su-

perior, his fame is forever linked with those won-
derful straits which he discovered, and also kept

before the world by those three mysterious nebu-

lous bodies which revolve around the southern

pole.

—

Late Paper.

For "The Prienrt."

Mercantile Intfgrily and its Securities.

The following extracts from a discourse delivered

by F. T. Huntington, at Boston, on the occasion

of some recent stupendous financial frauds, con-

tain some remarks, sound and worthy of con-

sideration.

" NoTc the just shall live by faith."

"I apprehend that the sentence I have just

quoted often falls vaguely upon the ears of an

audience, with a dreamy sound, as if it related to

a world with which they have nothing to do, and
touched no interests except such as are a great

way off. I shall endeavour to bring the truth it

states out of that nebulous mist in which it hangs

before the eye like a star seen through a cloud, and,

clearing it of the hazy medium which alienates a

practical concern, let it stand at once in sharper

outline, and nearer to our common life.

" 1st. The main position is, that the only valid

security for mercantile integrity is religious faith.

The honour that is faithful to contracts must be

rooted in reverence for God. That is the basis of

all the character that is really sound. The ground-

work of a steadfast justice is a sincere spirituality.

The uprightness that is equally scrupulous in ex-

ecuting tlie terms of a good bargain or a bad one,

t rest on foundations of absolute right—and
these are laid nowhere else than in a Divine reve-

ation. No financial purity is immaculate that is

not refined by an habitual intercourse with heaven.

Imong all the shocks incident to our high-wrought

commercial pressure, there is one kind of strain or

another that will prove too much for any manhood
not seasoned in the climate of devotion. Prizes

arc offered to fraud, vast enough and tempting

enough to unsettle that artificial virtue manufac-

tured of the policies, the fashions, the decencies

of a society obeying no loftier law than the most

quisitc self-consideration. If you would guard

against embezzlement in unexpected quarters,

you must balance the inner life on a centre not

subject to mortal fluctuations, and beyond any

human mark. Business men, to be utterly safe,

must be unequivocally Christian men. It is not

enough that equity in dealing be conventionally

tolerable,—up with current customs, and equal

to the test of maxims of expediency ; it must

bide by the sanctions of the sermon on the mount.

Your thoroughly trustworthy traders are men that

believe in Christ, and pray in the spirit of that

searching conviction. Habitually and by volun-

tary indictment, their conduct is brought to the

bar of a Gospel decision. Underneath all theii

outward activity and their energetic enterprise,

there lives a heart that is no stranger to secret

communion with the Father, the Almighty authot

of righteous weights. With these men, the house

of merchandize and the marts of traflSc are touched

with the sanctities of Olivet and Gethsemane. Theii

morality draws its sweet, strong nourishment, from
their piety. They go into the counting-room, the

shop, the office, the brokers' board, out of the

closet. We hear much of the securities of invest-

ments, notes, and contracts ; but the grand secu-

rity of all these securities is an incorruptible con-

science, and the only security of that is the thought

of God. It is profoundly true, ' The just shall

live by faith.' Even of honesty, the inmost life

is from beyond the world.
" 2nd. Give this doctrine fair play, and it will

correct the worst effects of such frightful viola-

tions of credit as have lately agitated our whole

American community, sickening not only every

sensitive soul, but even appetites the most sel-

fish.

" One of the most noticeable of these effects is,

a popular discrediting of human goodness itself.

The prevailing disgust shapes itself into expre8«

sions which imply that nobody can be trusted.

By these sweeping condemnations, so hasty that

they can come only from very superficial minds,

an infidelity towards the honour of God's provi-

dence to his children is engendered, which is only

second to infidelity towards himself. For, when
we have once cheated ourselves into the corrupt;

notion that everybody about us is bad, it will be

but a short step that will lead us to cheat one

another every way, yield passively to all manner'

of corruption, and so make the world as bad as

our disordered ftmcy had pictured it. Undoubt-

edly, these instances of depravity are flagrant

enough to create a momentary discouragement;

they upset those sentimental theories of humaui

nature that represent it as composed of unmixed

good, and, by a false adulation of its exaggerated

dignity, install a most complacent and perilous

idolatry : it is necessary these theories should be

removed. Undoubtedly, in proportion to the

largeness of the place these defaulters held in the

general confidence, is the breadth of the chasm

that gapes where they sank ; in proportion to the

height from which their honour falls, must the

senses be stunned by the crash ; and, as with a

line of structures leaning one upon another, when]

one large trader or banker goes bankrupt, a length-;

ening row tumbles in his train. But, neverthe-

less, hold fast your fliith in God's Spirit among:

men, as well as in his heavenly sway. Humanity'

is not all hollow. Honest men are left, .after alii

the vulgar criminals have been arraigned, and the

genteel defalcators have been suffered to abscond.;

" I observed in a respectable journal a remark,'

probably only half in earnest, to the effect that

the wholesale dealers in wickedness and fraud

seem at present to be in a majority. And yet the

whole of these swindlers, the story of whose pecu-

lations has lately filled the world's mouth, mightj

be introduced at once into a single ordinary cell'

of a prison with as much ease as propriety, li

you propagate an estimate of mankind that is toO'

low, all history and philosophy show that you will'

presently bring down the average quality to that

inferior level. Even when the worst outrages are

fresh in the nostrils, when we are ready to take

up the vivid metaphors of the Hebrew denuncia-

tion, and Sciy that ' truth is fallen in the streets,'

and 'judgment is turned aw.iy backward,' and oui'

unclean State street and Wall street deserve, like

Jerusalem, to be wiped 'as a man wipeth a dish,
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i^iping it, and turning it upside down !' yet to a

liore comprehensive vision, there remain high-

linded otEcors, reliable agents, incorruptible

aerchants. llecognize them. Believe in them,

lultiply them. An irreligious conscience might

adeed despair. But here is the victory of faith
;

ar fiuth knows that overall, and sublimely ruling

11, there is a God, and in that faith the just shall

till live.

" Another tendency in our estimation of signal

liquities is to self-righteousness. It seems, at

rst, quite distinct from that just now mentioned
;

nd yet a closer analysis discloses many traces of

illiance. For ht is one of the subtlest of our

f-iman deceptions to disparage the species, only

e more eft'ectually to establish a base tone of

ipinion before which we ourselves shall appear to

jdvantage as exceptions ; and, on the other hand,

here are always some miserable intellects ready

Id ascribe a wonderful merit to the man that holds

[is fellows in contempt. But, in reality, just as

t, is the despiser that is despicable, so it is the

ianctimonious bewailer of a degenerate race that

13 commonly conceited and suspicious. Who shall

nvy the poverty of that fallen nature which boasts

|f standing erect while others falter—looks round

jn wrecked fortunes with arrogant disdain—for-

l;ets the universal frailty that enfeebles every mor-

al will—and hugs its own security while others'

air reputations go down ? In such a nature

peanness competes with dishonesty. There is in

pat man a small ruin, only because there was

lothing but littleness to be ruined. In the reli-

jious view of life, all rectitude is seen to be of

race ; merits cease to be reckoned ; and it is felt

jhat the just are not justified by their performances

i^hich at best look wretched beside the perfect

j»w ; but that they live by faith.

I

" Looking in another direction, we find attempts

p
palliate these commercial enormities. The par-

iality of friendship, or a secret consciousness of

Prtaking, undetected yet, in a similar turpitude,

ings forward apologies. It is suggested that

(lese defaulters lapsed into special disgrace only

[ecause they were specially tempted; that a ma-
jjrity of men would do the same thing if oppor-

pnity were equally seductive ; and thus, to come
|t once to the logical conclusion, that virtue is the

feature, and the sinner the victim of circum-

panees. It is perniciously false. Virtue is the

puit of a divine priuciplc. The sinner is a volun-

jiry transgressor. Doubtless there are among
|acb malversations, degrees of villany, as there are

f dignity. The ambition of power, yearning to

utride a financial storm ; to bring a triumphant
iccess out of perplexed affairs and conflicting

ills; to command the resources of the field to the

oint of peril with Napoleonic precision, thus

lending the renown of the pilot, the diplomatist,

nd the general—this passion contains an intel-

:ctual element, and ought not to be confounded

ith the greedy lust of the shufiling impostor,

lat dodges around every corner to count the shil-

ngs filched by the last cheat. And we can

isily distinguish between the sudden crime that

ivolutionizes a fine nature, and the habitual obli-

uities by which a crafty wretch wriggles his way
t last into unequivocal infamy. But we must
ever forget that righteousness is differenced from
n by quality, not by quantity. Real virtue is

respective of situations or solicitations.

" These fallen men, in all likelihood, were tiot

Ipecially tempted. Thousands of men, in our
|reat seats of traffic, are probably as boldly beset,

r as cunningly way-laid, by the blandishments of

loney every day. And if otherwise, what is the

robity good for, that will not stand a surprise ?

Jor is it anything less than a denial that virtue

has an independent essence, and an immovable
quality, to allow that there is any moral distinc-

tion between the plundering of a corporation's

treasury, and the robbery of a passenger on the

highway.
" Charity to fallen brethren must not involve

us in excuses for sordid outrages, nor in com-

pounding with felony. When some piece of

rapacious villany bites innocent and confiding per-

sons, with an aggravation of deliberate audacities,

then it will never satisfy intrinsic justice, nor

console the sufferers, to intimate that it could not

be helped. The just are permitted to live by

faith, and if their principles are planted in the

immovable Rock, they shall be kept in the hour
that ' tries every man's work of what sort it is.'

No man is authorized to fix his fellow's deserv-

ings; and ccni5oriousness is of itself a sin. But
to make knavery venial is not to forbear from

detraction.

" In some unconsidered comments on these

recent rogueries, I have noticed bitter imputations

against the offenders as having woven a cloak to

cover their treacheries out of devout professions.

So far as these are meant to deprecate hypocrisy,

to rebuke the subtile sanctimony that would make
a parade of piety in order to divert suspicion, it is

well. But if they were so made,—and in one or

two instances this interpretation was suggested,—as

to cast a misgiving over the demonstrations of

active religious zeal, then it is a mischievous

wrong, and the wound falls on religion itself.

When you undertake to exalt morals at the ex-

pense of reverence, or to strengthen the sentiments

of honour by sneering at all professions of piety

you violate the method of nature, the philosophy

of the soul, the truth of God. Every stroke aimed

at godliness glances against magnanimity. These

two cardinal forces in all true righteousness,

arrayed against each other, wage a worse than

civil war. It is the fruit on the branches saying

to the moisture of the root, ' I have no need of

BIOGRAPniCAl SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

SAMUEL JENNINGS.
(Continued from p.ige 77.]

All the injurious charges made by the enemies

of Samuel Jennings, whether as respects his ac-

tions in civil or religious society, met with a tri-

umphant refutation. Those who left PViends

with Keith in America, still continued their at-

tacks on Samuel, even when Keith had left them

and gone over to the Episcopalians. Having no

longer any disputes with him on religious sub-

jects, they made his political life the occasion of

animadversion and malignant scrutiny. How
well he succeeded in justifying his course, and in

laying open the false statements made against him,

may be seen by those who will read his answers

to the publications of his adversaries. Our plan

will not allow us to follow him in his public life.

He was a bold champion of the liberty of the

subject against arbitrary power, and whilst ever

prompt to support proper legal authority, by pre-

cept and example, his resistance to all infringe-

ment of chartered rights, was firm and undaunted.

After his return to America, he continued to

reside for a time in Philadelphia. Samuel Smith

says of him : "Alive to the more generous emo-

tions of a mind formed to acts of benevolence and

acts of humanity, he was a friend to the widow,

the fatherless, and the unhappy ; tender, compas-

sionate, disinterested ; and with great opportunities.

left but a small estate ; abhorring oppression in

every shape, his whole conduct discovered a will

to relieve and befriend mankind, far above the
littleness of party or sinister views." In respect

to his small estate, it may be interesting to some
to know, that whilst he was filling important
offices in the Commonwealth, his wife kept a small
shop to assist in maintaining their family. This
we find set forth in a complaining letter written

by Robert Turner, who says, that he went to her
shop to obtain a copy of one of her husband's

publications, but she would not sell it to him.

After removing back to Burlington, Samuel
Jennings was soon employed again in public

affairs in the Province of New Jersey, wherein his

opposition to Lord Cornbury's arbitrary conduct

has been the theme of much eulogy from his-

torians. His public engagements did not, how-
ever, prevent his attention to his religious duties.

He was much employed by his brethren on im-

portant appointments in the Society of Friends,

and he continued to travel, visiting the meetings

on this continent, in the service of the Gospel.

Of his visit to the meetings in New England in

1699, many interesting items are recorded by
Thomas Story. Ho attended the Select Yearly

Meeting in Burlington, First mo. 1708, in which
a memorial, prepared by him on behalf of Mary
Newcomb, was read and approved. Soon after

this he appears to have become very weak and
feeble. Of his latter days, only the account we
find is in a memorial written by his friend Richard

Townsend, of whicb a few extracts are subjoined.

" I have a testimony to bear for my ancient

friend Samuel Jennings, having had acquaintance

with him more than thirty years. In this time

I have often been with him, when the Lord did

give him a mouth and wisdom to divide the word

of consolation to the honest-hearted, and of reproof

to the evil-doers of what kind soever, according to

the service of the time. He has borne a faithful

testimony for God ever since I knew him, and

against all backsliders and apostates of divers

kinds, wherever he met with them. He was very

tender-hearted. I have many times seen tears of

tenderness on his cheek, when he was bearing a

living testimony in a meeting, to the great com-

fort and refreshment of many, being full of con-

solation to the meek and lowly, unfolding many
great mysteries to the help and comfort of the

true travellers towards Zion, with their faces

thitherward. He was zealous for good discipline

and good order in the church of Christ, that the

camp might be kept clean. Against all disorderly

walking he stood firm, and in a testimony against

separations from Trvlh, both in England and here

in America, namely, that of John Story and his

company, and that of George Keith and his en-

vious company,—for which they [the apostate

separatists] hated him, according to the saying,

' reprove a fool and he will hate thee.'

"God gave him much wisdom, by which he

was very useful till a good old age, when much
weakness of body seized on him, so that strength

of body failed.

" I went to visit him near his latter end. He
was so weak in body, that he had a man to hold

him in his chair. He could speak but little, yet

seemed to have a sense of inward comfort, and

spoke a little to that purpose to our satisfaction."

" I, with some Friends, going through Burlington

to the Yearly Meeting at Shrewsbury, understood

he desired to have a meeting in his chamber,

which we well approved of, and went and sat

down by him, waiting on the Lord. In that

frame a Friend knelt down to prayer in a tender

supplicating frame of spirit, in which the rest of

us did sincerely join,—so that our prayers were
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offered up to the Lord in the behalf of our afflicted

Friend, that it might please him according to his

wonted loving kindness, to comfort our friendand

brother. After a little time of retirement, in a

sense of the overflowing of God's love, something

was spoken concerning bow serviceable the Lord

had made this his servant."

Samuel then, alluding to the days of his

strength and health, said, " be bad done what he

could/' but then referring to his present weak-

ness, added, " our God is a just God, and re-

quires no more than I am able to do." He then,

addressing the Friends, said, " I would not hin-

der you long,—but the Lord bless you,—especi-

ally you of the ministry." Richard adds, "so

we left him in a sweet frame of spirit, being well

satisfied the Lord was with him. So that I do

believe he hath laid down his head in peace with

the Lord." He died shortly after, in 1708.
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We have not yet received any other information

from the Yearly Meeting lately held in Nortb

Carolina, than that it has identified itself with

the Separatists in Ohio.

When the minute of that meeting is obtained,

we shall, as 'mentioned in our last number, pub-

lish it with the similar minutes of Indiana and

Baltimore.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from England to the 4th

from the Crimea to tlie

St., and
The Russians have

ved considerable reinforcements at Sebastopol, and

more were expected to arrive soon. On the 25th, a

force of 30,000 Russians attacked the posts held by the

English and Turlis in the vicinity of Balaklava. The

lUtack was unexpected, and although the allies even-

tually made good their ground, they sustained serious

losses, especially the British cavalry, 500 of whom fell,

according to the report by way of Constantinople. The

Russians also took and retained two forts, from which

they fired npon the allies. Menschikolf' s despatch on

the 26tb, states the English loss at 600 horse and 11

guns. He admits that Fort Constantine had been greatly

injured by the bombardment; the other fortifications gen-

erally not seriously. So far as can be gathered from the

various statements, it would seem that the siege and

bombardment had so far made no great impression on

Sebastopol, and that about equal injury had been

tained by both parties. There are certainly

tions of an early termination of the contest.

ENGLAND.—In Liverpool a decline of Is. per bbl. in

flour is noted. The money market easy. Consols 94j.

According to the calculation of the Liverpool Times, of

the thirty thousand men who left England for the scat

of war in the Black Sea, fourteen thousand have already

been lost by cholera and the casualties of war. Apply^

ing the same ratio to the Turkish and French troops,

who formed the greater part of the allied forces, wh

a starting view is presented of the waste of life :

iniquitous war, between Christian nations.

RUSSIA.—At St. Petersburg, warlike preparations

were proceeding on the most extensive scale. Guns of

long calibre are casting for Cronstadt. The Aland Isl

auds have been reoccupied. The sinking of f '
"-

largest ships of the line at Sebastopol, is refe

an example of the spirit in which the

ried on by Russia.

AUSTRIA, is said to be unwilling to come to an

open rupture with Russia, until confident of the support

of Prussia and the Germanic governments.

FRANCE.—The U. S. minister at Paris has had an

interview with the minister of foreign affairs. He was

assured there were good reasons for the conduct of the

French authorities in the Soule case, which should be

forthcoming when necessary.

SPAIN.—All was quiet. The cholera was ragi

frightfullv at Corunna.
SICILY.—The ravages of cholera in this island are

almost without a p.irallel. At Messina there were fro:

800 to 1100 deaths daily. On the 16th of Nmth mo., it

was reported that about one half the population had

indica-

this

of the

ed to as

ill be car-

been carried off. On the 13th, 1000 soldiers or convicts

had been sent from Palermo to Messina, to clean the

streets, and bury the dead. At Palermo, on the 26th,

there were about 350 deaths daily. The whole number

of deaths at Palermo was estimated at 15,000, and at

Messina, 45,000.

CUBA.—Two American schooners, the Charles Smith

and J. C. White, loaded with arms, &c., have been seized

off Baracoa at the east end of the island. The captains,

crews and p.assengers have, it is said, been imprisoned.

UNITED STATES.—Shipwrecks.—On the morning of

the 13th inst., the New Era, an emigrant ship of 1328

tons, on her first voyage from Bremen for New York,

went ashore on the New Jersey coast, between Deal and

Long Branch. She left Bremen with 425 persons on

board, mostly Germans, of whom 40 died of cholera on

the passage. Only 163 persons were saved, the number

of lives lost with the vessel being 222. Ship and cargo

were a total loss.

On the 11th inst., the U. S mail steamer Jewess from

Havanna, was wrecked on Brigantine Beach, N. J. Ves-

sel and cargo a total loss, but crew and passengers all

saved.

Patents.—A recent change in the rules of the Patent-

office requires inventors who send models to the office, to

construct them so that their size shall not exceed twelve

inches in any direction. It is probable that the Patent-

office will ultimately have to abandon the plan of hav-

ing models, for want of accommodations for keeping

them, and rely generally upon good drawings of the

machines, with full descriptions.

Eitension of the Telegraph Eastward.—Works now in

progress are expected ere long to shorten the time re-

quired for the transmission of European intelligence, by

four or five days. About 300 miles of the land telegraph,

between St. j'ohn's, N. F., and Cape Ray, is already

finished, and a month's labour will complete it. The

sub-marine cable, 130 miles long, is nearly completed,

and will be laid across the Gulf of St. Lawrence, as

the ice will permit. St. John's, N. F., and New
York will then be in connection.

The Minister to Spain.—The Secretary of State at

Washington, has been informed that the interdict upon

Soule's passage through France has been withdrawn.

CaJifornia.—Oa the 14th inst, the steamship Northern

Lii^ht from San Juan arrived at New York with the

California mails of Tenth mo. 24. She brought 450

passengers and $564,405 in gold. Her passengers were

only twenty days and twelve hours on the trip from San

Francisco, which is the shortest transit yet made. The

late city clerk and treasurer had been arrested on the

charge of retaining in their hands the property of the

corporation to a large amount. The efforts to recover

the treasure lost in the Yankee Blade, had been unsuc-

cessful. The amount of gold bullion and specie ship-

ped from California, during the third quarter of 1854,

is §13,794,960, of which §12,609,407 were destined for

the Atlantic States. A mass of gold weighing 85 ounces,

was recently taken out of Scott bar. The wheat crop

of California is estimated to yield 600,000 barrels of

flour. The notorious Walker, ex-president of Sonora,

had been tried and acquitted.

Kew York.—A great decline in the value of real estate,

which had become excessively high in this city, seems

to have taken place. New stores in Chambers street,

and the neighbourhood, (says the Post,) which could

only be rented on the first of May at $8000 per year,

are now offered at a yearly rent of $4000, with no

takers. Mortality last week, 356, only 2 of cholera.
.

Philadelphia.—ThaUY^T^oo\ and Philadelphia Steam-

ship Company have made arrangements whereby the

egular sailings of their line, which of late have been

nterrupted by the loss of the City of Glasgow and City

of Philadelphia steamships, will soon be resumed. They

have purchased the steamship Kangaroo, of 1874 tons

burden, which is expected to be on the line in about six

weeks. Their new steamship City of Baltimore, of 2500

tons burden and 500 horse power, is to be launched next

month. They have also contracted for a new steamer

to be called the City of Wivshington, of 2700 tons, to be

ready in the Sixth mo. next. These vessels are all of

iron,' and from the works of the celebrated builders.

Tod & McGregor, of Glasgow.

Pennsylvania Railroad.—Tha receipts on the road this

year, have amounted to §3,058,720 ;
for the same period

last year they were $2,149,964.

Mortality in Philadelphia the last week, 154, of which

5 were from cholera.

Miscellancom.—Negro suffrage.—There are said to be

about 3000 persons entitled to vote in the State of New
York, under the provision of the Constitution, which

requires a coloured man to have been three years a citi-

zen, and possessed of freehold estate of the value of

$250 ; over and above all debts.

Progress in the Sandwich Islands.—The first application i

for a bank charter has been recently made; the first
J

steam flour mill has been built, and the first flour manu- f

factured.

£li7id People in Great Britain.—There are 11,273 blind

males in Great Britain, and 10,214 females. !

English Methodists.—i.t the late Methodist conference t

n England, a decrease in the membership was reported,

to the extent of 6787 members ; the decrease is attri-

buted to the war, and to emigration.

Wealthy Bishop.—The Bishop of London is said to 1

be the owner of an estate, producing the enormous sum
\

of one hundred thousand pounds sterling a year.
,

Chilian Silver Mines.—The yield of 1853 was about!

twelve millions of dollars.
;

The Czarls Idea of Russia's Duty.—The Russian Court
j

organ, in its number of 20th ult, contains the following i

paragraphs :
—" It is Russia's holy duty to establish and

!

consolidate the dominion of Christianity on the Bospho-

rus. Finally, the Emperor, as the strong rock and defender
^

of Europe, has to fulfil the lofty mission of consolidiUing
',

European conservatism." " To obtain this obje

sia must carry on an obstinate war, which will break'

down England's avarice, and unconditionally !

Turkish misrule."

amate i

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

The committee to superintend the boarding-school at

!

West-Town, will meet there, on Fourth-day the 6th

next month, at 10 o'clock, a.m.

The committee on admissions to meet at 8 o'clock;

the same morning, and the committee on instruction

1\ o'clock the preceding evening.

The visiting committee to assemble there on Seventh- .i

day the 2nd of the month, and to spend Second andj

Third days of the following week in examination of theli

schools. Thomas Kimbek, Clerk.
]

Phila., Eleventh mo. 25th, 1854.
(
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jr., and A. McGrail, §2 each, vol. 28 ;
from Isaac Cow-

gill, 0.. S4, vols. 27 and 28 ; from Wilmon Bacon, per H.
" W., $4, vols. 27 and 23 ; from Thomas W. Miller, Pa.,

$5, to 43, vol. 26; from James Austin, agt, Nunt., §36,

for M. Gardner, P. Mitchell, M. S. Paddock, F. Arthur,

J. Paddock, E. A. Easton, J. B. Swain, D. Ray, J. Boadle,

Ann Barnev, Ed. Mitchell, Eras. B. House, Benj. Gard-

ner, Jem. Austin, C. C.- Hussey, J. Monroe, D. G. Hussy,

and Coram Hussy, S2 each, vol. 28.

TEACHER WANTED.
A well qualified Teacher to take charge, at the clos(

of the present year, of the " Sheppard School'' foi

Coloured Girls on Randolph street. Applications it

writing mav be addressed to Edward Richie, Clerk

the Board of Trustees, No. 173 Vine street.

Died, at the residence of his parents at Pennsville

Morgan county, Ohio, on the 1st day of Eleventh mo.

1854, Lewis W. Foulke, in the 2oth year of his age;

a member of Pennsville Monthly Meeting. Although h<

was taken suddenly away, yet he appeared to be ready

when the undeniable messenger came, and the large

circle of friends who mourn his loss, are comforted it

the belief, that he has exchanged a world of sorrow anc

affliction for an enduring inheritance of peace or joy.

, on First-day, the 12th inst., Jaxe, eldest daugh-

ter of Ezra and Phebe Haines, of Rancocas, N. J., in thi

21st year of her age. It may be said truly of this deal

child", that according to her measure, she had been en-

abled to bear the cross, and despise the shame—havin;

from very early life evidenced a desire, that her appear

ance and deportment might be consistent with the tes

timonies of our religious Society, of which she consid

ered it a great privilege to be a member, and often ex

pressed her concern at the departure df her younj

friends in these respects; it is our solacing belief, tha

her merciful Saviour has permitted her to enter one o

those mansions which He has prepared.
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The "Valley of llie Amazon.

(Concluded from page 81 }

"The climate of this country is salubrious, and
the temperature agreeable. The direct rays of the

sun arc tempered by an almost constant east wind,

laden with moisture from the ocean, so that one

never suifers either from heat or cold. The man
accustomed to this climate is soon unwilling to

give it up for a more bracing one, and will gene-

jrally refuse to exchange the abandon and freedom

from restraint that characterize his life there, for

be labour and struggle necessary even to main-

tain existence in a more rigorous climate or bar-

[ren soil. The active, the industrious, and the

enterprising, will be here, as elsewhere, in advance

lof his fellows ; but this is the very paradise of the

lazy and the careless. Here, and here only,

kuch an one may maintain life almost without

[labour.

I

" I met with no epidemics in my route ; except

at Para ; the country seemed a stranger to yellow

pever, small-pox or cholera. There seemed to be

ja narrow belt of country on each side of the Ama-
zon, whore bilious fevers were particularly preva-

Ilent. These fevers are of malignant type, and
.aften terminate in fatal jaundice. I was told that

Jsix or eight days' navigation on each tributary,

from the mouth upwards, would bring rae to this

30untry, and three or four more would pass me
through it ; and that I ran little risk of taking

the fever if I passed directly through. It appeared,

ilso, to be confined to a particular region of coun-

try with regard to longitude. I heard nothing of

it on the Huallaga, the Ucayali, or the Tapajos,

while it was spoken of with dread on the Trom-
bitas, the Mtideira, the Negro and the Purus.

" I have been describing the country bordering

m the Amazon. Up the tributaries, midway be-

iween their mouth and source, on each side are

wide savannahs, where feed herds of cattle, fur-

nishing a trade in hides ; and at the sources of

:he southern tributaries are ranges of mountains,

irhich yield immense treasures of diamonds and
Dther precious stones.

I
" It is again (as iu the case of the country at

the foot of the Andes,) sad to think that, exclud-

ing the savage tribes, who for any present pur-
poses of good may be ranked with the beasts that

Iperish, this country has not more than one inha-

Ibitant for every ten square miles of land ; that it

lis almost a wilderness ; that being capable, as it

jis, of yielding support, comfort and luxury to

imany millions of civilized people who have super-

ifluous wants, it should be but the dwelling-place

of the savage and the wild beast. Such is the

country whose destiny, and the development of

whose resources, is in the hands of Brazil. It

seems a pity that she should undertake the work

alone ; she is not strong enough ; she should do

what we are not too proud to do, stretch out her

hands to the world at large, and say, ' Come and

help us to subdue the wilderness ; here are homes,

and broad lands, and protection for all who choose

to come.' The citizens of the United States are,

of all foreign people, most interested in the free

navigation of the Amazon. We, as in comparison

with other foreigners, would reap the lion's share

of the advantages to be derived from it. AVe

would fear no competition. Our geographical

position, the winds of heaven, and the currents of

the ocean, are our potential auxiliaries. Thanks

to Slaury's investigations of the winds and cur-

rents, we know that a chip flung into the sea at

the mouth of the Amazon will float close by Cape

Hatteras. We know that ships sailing from the

mouth of the Amazon, for whatever part of the

world, are forced to our very doors by the S. E.

and N. E. trade-winds; that New York is the

half-way house between Para, and Europe.

"AVe are now Brazil's best customer and mcst

natural ally. President Arauha knew this. At
a dinner party given by him at Barra, his first

toast was, ' To the nation of America most closely

allied with Brazil—the United States.' And he

frequently expressed to me his strong desire to

have a thousand of my active countrymen to help

him to subdue the wilderness, and show the natives

how to work. I would that all Brazilians were

influenced by similar sentiments. Then would

the mighty river, now endeared to me by associa-

tion, no longer roll its sullen waters through miles

of unbroken solitude,—no longer would the deep

forests that line its banks afford but a shelter for

the serpent, the tiger and the Indian ; but fur-

rowed by a thousand keels, and bearing upon its

waters the wealth, that civiliza'uion and science

could call from the depths of those dark forests,

the Amazon would ' rejoice as a strong man to

run a race ;' and in a few years we might, with-

out great hyperbole, or doing much violence to

fancy, apply to this river Byron's beautiful lines

:

' The castellcd crag of Drachenfels,

Frowns o'er the wide and winding Rhine,
AVhose breast of waters broadly swells

Between the banks that bear the vine;

And hills all rich with blossomed trees,

And fields that promise corn and wine.

With scattered cities crowning these.

Whose far white walls along them shine.'

Then might Brazil, pointing to the blossoming

wilderness, the well cultivated farm, the bu.sy

city, the glancing steamboat, and listening to the

hum of the voices of thousands of active and pros-

perous men, say, with pride and truth, ''Thus

much have we done for the advancement of civil-

ization and the happiness of the human race.'
"

I was led into a careful searching out the secret

workings of the mystery of iniquity, which under

a corer of religion, exalts itself against that pure

spirit, which leads in the wai/ of meekness and
self-denial.

From ' Friends Library," Vol. V., pnge 411.

"A principal cause of desolation and waste in

the house and heritage of God, is the want of
more prepared stones for the building, hewn and
polished in the mountain; but great inconveni-

eney ari.ses, when some arc made use of as stones

for the building, in their natural state, which ren-

ders them unfit materials to erect a house for the

glory of God to abide in ; so that what such
build, is nothing but a habitation for anti-christ;

for he will content himself in any form of religion,

whilst he can keep the power out of it. His first

subtle working in the mystery of iniquity, is to

persuade the mind that there is no need of any
more power and wisdom than they have as men

;

that if they will exert their endeavour, they may
be useful member.s ; thus withdrawing gradually

from the fountain of living water ; to hew out
cisterns to themselves, which will hold no water.

Oh, how dry and insipid are all the religious per-

formances of such ! and what they do, is only to be-

got in their own image, carnal, lifeless pio''essor3

like themselves. These are very apt to be doing,

being always furnished; but the true labi urers

must, in every meeting, and upon all occasions

that offer for service, receive supernatural aid and
the renewed understanding, by the immediate

descendings of heavenly wisdom and power, or they

dare not meddle. AVhere there are but two or

three in each Monthly Meeting, carefully abiding

in a holy dependence upon God to bo furnished

for his work, great things may be done by his

mighty power, in and through them. This is evi-

dent, by observing the state of meetings where

such dwell, though all is not done which they

ardently desire ; but praised be the Lord, there

are many yet up and down, who know and experi-

mentally feel tllcir sufiiciency for every service ia

the church to be of God."

—

John Griffith.

Interesting Discoveri/.—A very interesting his-

torical discovery has just been made in the Museum
of Arms, in the Palace of Hohenzollern-Siginariu-

gen. The Mar.shal of the Court, M. de Mnyenfisch,

remarked in the Museum what appeared to be a

door covered with plaster. He had the plaster

removed, and found a wooden door; and behind

that door was one of iron, fastened with four

enormous locks. M. de Mayenfisch had the locks

opened, an operation of great difliculty. The door

being then flung open, a subterranean passage was

discovered. This passage, between three and four

hundred j'ards in length, was blocked up at the

end with rubbish. The rubbish was removed, and

a large chamber was exposed.

On the walls, at certain interval."?, were cruci-

fixes, and figures of the Virgin and St. John the

Bapti-t, all in wood, clumsily executed; also iron

caps with spikes in the interior, heavy chains,

pincers, and other instruments of torture. In the

centre of the room was a huge stone table and ten

seats surrounding it. On the table were a ham-

mer, a plate with (in has relief at the bottom)

figures of the Virgin and St. John the Baptist;

five wooden balls, quite black with age ; and an

iron seal of the famous Vehmic tribunals. This

seal, with the other things, makes it clear that

the cavern was employed for the sittings of one
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of those secret courts of justice Tvliose ruysteiious

and terrible proceedings created profound terror

iu the middle ages, but served to keep in cbeuk

the brutality of the oppressors of the people.

Singular to relate, no other actual remains of any

Vehmic tribunal have yet been discovered in Ger-

many, though sai-aiis have spent many weary

years in making all manuer of researches respect-

ing them.

—

Lale Paper.

From the Leisure Hour.

A Visit to the Staffordshire Potteries.

(Coiicliule.l from page 63.)

Besides the printing, the biscuit-painting, and

the enamel-painting, there is a style of ornament-

atiuu which has lately sprung up, and which, being

susceptible of indcfiuite improvement, and at the

same time not necessarily expensive, bids fair to

become exceedingly popular. We allude to the

practice, of which we saw many successful speci-

mens in the various show-rooms of the first-class

potters, of transferring engraved landscapes and

views in the same way as the common printed pat-

terns are transferred, and afterwards colouring

them artistically with enamel colours upon the

glaze. There is no reason why engravings of the

first excellence shovrld not be thus transferred and

coloured; and it appears to us more than probable

that a manufacturer, who should bring taste and

judgment along with a little spare capital to bear

upon this comparatively new branch of the art,

would succeed in creating a demand for articles

which might be rendered eminently beautiful and

supplied at no very extravagant cost.

Passing from one imitative art to another, we
are nest introduced to the makers of the exquisite

statuettes in porcelain, or, as it is here called,

parian ware, and to which we have already alluded.

The mode of manufacturing these charming figures

is as follows: the separate parts of the figure are

cast in separate moulds by pouring in the fluid

slip, and allowing it to remain in the mould until

the plaster-of-Paris, of which the mould is formi^d,

has absorbed a certain quantity of the water; the

remaining liquid is then poured or drawn off,

leaving that portion of the composition from which

the moisture has been absorbed adhering in the

form of a hollow cast to the inside of the mould.

This is allowed to harden for a certain time, and

is then released from the matrix. For a single

figure, it may happen that as many as twelve or

fifteen moulds are required ; and some of the

groups of two or throe figures, we were informed,

are cast in the first instance in as many as fifty

different pieces. The putting the pieces together,

so as to preserve the most perfect proportion, is of

course the difiicult part of the business; heads,

arms, trunks, legs, hands, feet, lumps of drapery,

military boots and naked toes, etc., etc., lie jum-
bled together before the workman, who gradually

builds up from them the perfect statue, or the

sculptured group, to the semblance almost of life.

The several parts are cemented together with the

fluid material in the state of a thin paste, and the

numerous joinings are so artfully filled up, and so

perfectly surfaced, as to defy the most scrutinizing

examination to detect them. There are many
difficulties to contend with, however, in perfecting

these figures. The material of which they are

formed is of such a nature as to shrink in the

tiring, to which it must be subjected, to such a

degree that it comes out of the furnace three-

fourths only of the size of the original model. It

happens moreover that, until burnt, the ware is

not sufficiently strong to retain the form into

which it is sometimes cast; thus Apollo with his

outstretched arm must have a support beneath it,

or the limb would bend downwards with the weight

of the material : some figures and some groups

especially require numerous supports, and these

must necessarily be all made of the same sub-

stance, in order that they may shrink as the statue

shrinks in the fire; otherwise the result would be

some intolerable absurdity or deformity, rendering

it of no value. It is fortunate that the shrinking

of this fine composition is always uniform in every

part, 'and that the minutest points of resemblance,

even in a small bust, are never injured by it.

Perhaps there is no invention of the present era

which has done more to popularize the love and

appreciation of fine art than that which has given

us the parian statuettes. It has multiplied innu-

merable copies of the classic productions of both

native and foreign sculptors, and has made the

people better acquainted with what constitutes

excellence, by setting before them examples of it

which constrain the admiration even of the most

rigid connoisseur.

On leaving the manufactory, having witnessed

the gradual progress of the ware from the native

clay up to the costly equipage from which a mo-

narch might be pleased to dine, we are led into

the show-rooms, where we are made aware of the

extent of the potter's resources, and the number-

less purposes to which his art is applied in the

present day. He not only employs the services of

the artist and supplements those of the sculptor,

but he supersedes the labours of the marble-mason,

and enables his patrons in some degree to dispense

with those of the cabinet-maker. He casts slabs

of porcelain or earthenware whiter than alabaster,

and adorns them with wreaths and bouquets of

flowers on which the butterflies rest and the dew-

drops glisten ; and these are to blossom by the

winter fire-sides of the wealthy, in place of the

veined marble of Italy or the home-dug porphyry

of Cornwall. He paints many landscapes upon

panels of porcelain for the virtuoso's cabinet or

the lady's boudoir. He vies with the jeweller in

the costliness of his dessert services, and excels

him altogether in appropriateness of design. H
has perfect confidence in the virtues of clay, and
fashions it into any form he chooses, from a child's

drinkiug-cup not worth a penny to my lord's ink-

stand worth twenty guineas, or a pair of vases

cheap at a hundred. He will make you a goblet

no thicker than a bank note, the weight of which

shall hardly turn the scale, or a bouncing pickle-

pot: in short, he does what he likes with it,

always supposing that he makes a profit out of it.

Thus much for a glance at the operations of the

potter. Were we to chronicle the results of our

visits to other establishments, we should in the

main be going again over the same ground, sucl:

differences as exist in the modes of manufacture at

different potteries being scarcely perceptible 1

casual visitor, and of no interest, if they were, to

the general reader. The stranger who perambu-
lates the large factories and the splendid show-

rooms of the district will come to the conclusion,

that though some of them aftVct and excel in pe-

culiar branches of manufacture more than others,

yet the modes of production are necessarily simi-

lar, and that having witnessed them once he need

not recur to them. At Ridway's, delightfully

situated on a rising ground upon the skirts of

Shelton, he will find that particular attention has

been bestowed upon the sanitary branch of the

art, and he may witness some admirable, simple,

and effective contrivances adapted for the preser-

vation of domestic cleanliness and atmospheric

purity in dwellings. Here, too, he may chance

to see iu operation a machine for making conserve

and toilet-pots, for which a prodigious and in-

creasing demand has arisen within these few

years; and in the show-room he may perhaps im-

bibe the conviction, that though the specimcEs of

art in painting on china are neither so large nor

so numerous as he has seen elsewhere, some of

them are executed with a vigour and at the same
time with a delicacy and feeling rarely if at all

equalled in other places. At Etruria he will be

struck with the extraordinary perfection of finish,

even in the commonest articles there produced,

with the general chasteness of design and harmony
of colour that characterizes the whole—the ab-

sence of gaudy hues and tawdry contrasts, and the

judicious use of gold in combination with mixed
tints, evidencing the influence of a true taste in

the management. He will mark the marvellous

marble-like surface of the specimens of finished

earthenware, and the elegant equipages composed
of that material, the sharp impression it brings

from the mould, and the rigid integrity of form

which every,article retains in spite of the fiery

ordeal of the kilns. He will not fail, eitlier, to

admire the exquisite jasper wares in body of purest

blue, overlaid with floral designs modelled in a

material pure as snow, and delicate and transparent

as the finest cameos. At Alcoc£s-hill pottery, at

Burslem, he may, if he have time, spend hours ia

the long galleries filled with triumphs of the pot-

ter's art in all tlieir endless variety, from the most

elaborate modellings which, being wrought by

hand, must have taken months to execute—one

specimen of which is a bird of paradise, finished

in every film-like feather to the perfection of life

—down to the commonest domestic wares. He
will doubtless find other distinguishing excellences

among other potters, but we must decline attend-

ing him further on his journey, being compelled

to return to Stoke, where we must devote an hour

to the tile-works of Messrs. Blinton, which pre-

sent some very remarkable subjects for observa-

tion.

It may be in the recollection of our readersi

that the Mes«!rs. Minton carried off the council

medal, in consequence of the artistic merit of their

great dessert service, which attracted universal

notice at the Great Exhibition. They have two

large establishments at Stoke, and they have car-

ried out the practice of the potter's art with the

greatest success in all its branches. Their imita-

tions of ancient vases are unrivalled in beauty of

design : their parian figures, of which they manu-

facture large quantities, are not to be surpassed,

either as to purity of material or quality of work-

manship; while, in all the decorative branches of

the business, they have obtained a character foi

high mechanical skill combined with excellenti

taste. They have further succeeded in the makingj

of hard porcelain vessels for chemical purposes, for-

which the chemists of this country were formerly]

indebted to the manufacturers of Germany; theii;

crucibles are found to be equal in all respects tcj

these of Dresden, and have the advantage of being

much cheaper. It is in the manufacture of tiles,

however, for mosaic pavements and inlaid floor-

ings, and for the walls or courts of public edifices,

that they stand almost alone and altogether un-,

rivalled. The demand for these naturally arose!

with the revival (iu many respects to be regretted^!

of mediffival art in this country, and the attention!

of architects and designers was directed to th«'

means of producing them in accordance with prin-

ciples of sound taste. They are of various sorts:

some of a single colour, such as black, buff, oi

red, and some with ornamental designs of various

colours; some are reproductions of the antique,

and others from devices by Pugin, Wyatt, and

other artists. They are of all sizes, from those

near a foot square to those not a quarter of ac

inch ; and of various polygonal shapes, from octa-
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»ons to triangular sections of a square. They are

ipplicable to numerous buildiog and decorative

purposes; any pattern, however intricate and ela-

borate, may be wrought with them in mosaic;

ind biiing hard almost as flint, they are likely to

jndure as long as the building in which they are

:aid down. Ua entering Stoke from the railway

station, the first thing upon which the traveller

sets his foot is a handsome sample of this mo.saic

tile-work, the gift of the Messrs. Minton ; which

serves to remind him that he ought to wit-

less the process of their manufacture before he

leaves.

The tile-works of the Messrs. Minton are in the

same street with the pottery of Alderman Cope-

land, and but a few minutes walk from it. We
shall describe, as briefly as possible, their mode of

manufacture as we happened to witness it, being

)bliged, however, from want of space, to condense

t. The chiy, after having been carefully prepared,

s dried in pans only to the consistency of glaziers'

jutty. While yet soft, it is impressed in moulds

ixed in small hand-presses, which imprint the

lesign or pattern in intaglio upon the surface of

;he tile. In order to form the difl'erent colours,

)he colouring matter is ground up with some fusi-

5le material to the consistence of tliickish cream,

md the tints required are poured in a fluid state

into tiie hollows which a die has depressed for their

reception. The moist tilos are then removed to a

khaniber heated with flues to a temperature of

iighty or ninety degrees, where they dry gradu-

llly; and while they yet retain a certain amount
if moisture, being in about the same condition as

[arthenware in the hands of the turner, their sur-

faces are scraped perfectly level, and they are

(ressed to shape with the greatest care and preci-

jion. After this, when sufiiciently dried, they

!re placed in saggers, piled in prodigious quanti-

ses in the kiln, and fired at a high degree of heat

br a period of eighty or ninety hours. When
kken from the kiln, the colours are fast and un-

(hangeable, and the tiles, hard as flint, are ready

jbr use. Looking to the immense number of dies

liecessary to complete the pattern of a single floor,

?here that is formed of one design, a small and
(rifling portion of which can only be impressed on

ch tile, the expense of getting a manufactory of

is description into working order must be some-

ing terrific. We saw a flooring thus designed,

lo three pieces of which appeared to be perfectly

like, laid out on the floor of the warehouse ready

be packed, and thought it would be diflBcult to

onceive anything more beautifully appropriate to

he purpose for which it was designed. The most
haste application of tile-work, however, in Stoke,

nd perhaps in England, is a lofty staircase open-

nginto the magnificent show-rooms of the Messrs.

linton. The walls are a complete mosaic of sober

reenish grey, figured with a half-invisible pattern,

hich agreeably breaks without disturbing that

uiet and retiring hue which forms the best back-

round for the human figure.

We must now bid farewell to the potteries;

banking all parties for the courtesy which we ex-

erienced in the course of our inquiries.

Where people are sincerely devoted to follow

hrist, and dicell under the influence of his Holy
Spirit, their stability and firmness, through a

pivine blessing, is at times like deio tqion the ten-

er plants round about them; and the weightiness

f their spirits secretly works on the minds of

thers. In this condition, through the spreading

njiuence of Divine love, they feel a care over the

ock, and way is opened for maintaining good

\rder in the Society. And though we meet with

Opposition from another spirit, yet, as there is a

dwelling in meekness, feeling our spirits subject,

and moving only in the gentle peaceable wisdom

[not a spirit that scatters and alienates from one

another, and produces separation,] the inward rc-

ward of quietness, will be greater than all our dif-

ficulties.—J. Woolman.

For "The Friend."

W[SE SiYlNGS.—No. 3.

Some persons seem to be able to trust God in

everything, excepting in one particular, viz., they

feel that they must do their own fighting. But

what is the language of Scripture 't Dearly be-

loved, avenge not yourselves. Vengeance is

mine, I will repay, saith the Lord. It was

said of Christ himself, " He shall not strive uor

cry."

When I witness the erroneous estimate which

men often place on certain kinds of human know-

ledge, I am reminded of one of the remarkable

sayings of Augustine,—"Unhappy is he who knows

everything else, and does not know God. Happy
is he who knows God, though he should be igno-

rant in almost everything else."

It is a sure sign, that our heart is not right

before God, and does not entirely rest in Him,

when, like the unconverted Athenians of old, we

are anxious to hear or tell some new thing; when

we are exceedingly troubled about our own repu-

tation among men, and when in regard to any-

thing of a worldly nature, we exhibit an eager

and precipitate state of mind.

He who keeps his ear open to calumny and

backbiting, may reasonably expect to have it filled.

The best way, both for our own sakes and that of

others, is to keep it shut; to hear but little, and

to pray more.

It is one of the surest signs, that the natural

ife still exists and flourishes in us, if we have

what may be called an outward eye; and, instead

of looking inwardly upon our own failings, are

prone closely to watch and to judge others.

Judge not that ye be not judged." One of the

first inquiries arising in the mind of a truly hum-

1 and sanctified person, is, "Who maketh me
to dift'er?" And one of the flrst supplications

which he oiFers is, " Lord, have compassion upon

my offending brother."

He, whose life is " hid with Christ in God," may
suffer injustice from the conduct or words of an-

other, but he can never suffer loss. He sees the

hand of God in everything. He knows that every-

thing which takes place has either a direct or in-

direct relation to his present state, and is designed

or permitted for his benefit. " All things shall

k together for good."

When friends depart, and hopes are riven.

And gathering storms I see.

My soul is but the sooner driven,

Ob, " living God," to thee I

A short epistle by way of exhortation to Friends,

written in the year 1705, by William Penn.
" My dear Friends,—Hold all your meetings

in that which set them up,—the heavenly power

ofGod,—both ministers and hearers; and live under

it, and not above it, and the Lord will give you

dominion over that which seeks to draw you again

into captivity to the spirit of this world, under

divers appearances ; that the Truth may shine

through you, in righteousness and holiness, in

self-denial, long-sufl'ering, patience, and brotherly

kindness; so shall you approve yourselves the

redeemed of the Lord, and his living witnesses in

and to an evil generation. So prays your friend

and brother, through the many tribulations that

lead to the rest and kingdom of God."

Sir John Franklin and his Parly.

We copy the following extract, which includes

all that relates to the discovery of the remains of

Sir John Franklin's expedition, and all that is or

probably will be known respecting them:—[The
letter is from Dr. Rac to the Governor of Hud-
son's Bay Territory, and is dated " York Factory,

Eighth mo. 4th, 1854.]
" I arrived here on the 31st ult. with my small

party in excellent health, but I am sori'y to say

without having efi"ected our object. At the same

time, information has been obtained and articles

purchased from the natives which place the fate

of a portion if not all of the then survivors of Sir

John Franklin's miserable party beyond a doubt

—

a fate the most deplorable—death from starvation,

after having recourse to cannibalism as a means of

prolonging life.

" I reached my old quarters at Repulse Bay on

the 15th of August, and preparations were imme-

diately commenced for wintering. On the first of

September I explained to the men our position,

the stock of provisions wo had on hand, (not more

than three months' rations,) and the prospects we
had of getting more, &c., pointing out all the

danger and dilfirulty of our position. All readily

volunteered to remain, and our exertions to collect

food and fuel went on with unabated energy. By
the end of September, 109 deer, 1 musk ox, 53

brace ptarmigan, and 1 seal had been shot, and

the nets produced 190 salmon.
" Of the large animals above enumerated, 49

deer and the musk ox were shot by myself, 21

deer by Mistcgan, (the deer hunter,) 14 by one

of the men, 9 by Ouligbuck, and 16 by the other

four men. The migration of the deer terminated

about the middle of October, and twenty-five more

animals were added to our stock.

" On the 2Sth of October, the snow being suffi-

ciently hard for building, we were happy to ex-

change our cold tents for the more comfortable

shelter of the snow-house. The winter was very

severe, but the temperature in our snow-huts was

never so low as in my winter-quarters of 1846-7.

Up to the 12th of January we had nets set under

the ice in the lakes; the nets were taken up on

that date, as they produced nothing.
" On the 31st of March my journey commenced,

but in consequence of gales of wind, deep and soft

snow, and foggy weather, we made but very little

progress. We did not enter Felly Bay until the

17th. At this place we met with Esquimaux,

one of whom, on being asked if he ever saw white

people, replied in the negative, but said that a

large party (at least forty persons) had perished

from want of food, some ten or twelve days'jour-

ney to the westward. The substance of the infor-

mation obtained at various times and from various

sources was as follows :

—

" In the spring, four winters past, (spring of

1850,) a party of white men, amounting to about

forty, were seen travelling southward over the

ice, and dragging a boat with them, by some

Esquimaux who were killing seals on the north

shore of King William's Land, which is a large

island named Kei-ik-tak by the Esquimaux. None
of the party could speak the native language in-

telligibly, but by signs the natives were made to

understand that their ships or ship had been

crushed by ice, and that the " whites" were now
going to where they expected to find deer to shoot.

From the appearance of the men, all of whom, ex-

cept one officer, (chief,) looked thin, they were

then supposed to be getting short of provisions,

and they purchased a small seal from the natives.

"At a later date the same season, but previous

to the disruption of the ice, the bodies of about

thirty white persons were discovered on the con-
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tinent, and five on an island near it, about a long

day's journey (s;iy 35 or 40 miles) to the N. W.
of a large stream which can be no other than

Back's Great Fish River, (named by the Esqui-
maux, Oout-koo-hi-ca-lik,) as its description and
that of the low shore in the neighbourhood of

Point Ogle and Montreal Island agree exactly

with that of Sir George Back. Some of the bodies

had been buried, (probably those of the first vic-

tims of famine,) some were in a tent, or touts,

others under a boat that had bsen tarncd over to

form a shelter, and several lay scattered abnut in

different directions. Of those found on the island,

one was supposed to have been an officer, as he

had a telescope srrapped over his shoulder, and
his double-barelled gun lay undarneatb him.

" From the mutilated state of many of the

corpses, and the contents of the kettles, it is evi-

dent that our miserable countrymen had been

driven to the last resource—cannibalinm—as a

means of prolonging life.

" There appears to have been an abuntlant stock

of ammunition, as the powder was emptied in a

heap on the ground by the natives, out of the kegs

or cases containing it, and a quantity of ball and

shot was found below high-water mark, having

been left on the ice close to the beach. There

must have been a number of watches, telescopes,

compasses, guns, (several double-barrelled,) &,c.,

all of which appear to have been broken up, as I

saw pieces of these different articles with the

Esquimaux, and, together with some silver spoons

and forks, purchased as many as I could obtain.

A list of the most important of these I enclose,

with a rough pen-and-ink sketch of the events

and initials on the forks and spoons. The articles

themselves shall be handed over to the secretary

of the Hon. H. B. Co., on my arrival in London.
" None of the Esquimaux with whom I con-

versed had seen the ' whites,' nor had they ever

been at the place where the dead were found, but

had their information from those who had been

there, and those who had seen the party when
alive."

Dr. Rae gives a list of the silver spoons and
forks, with a description of the crests engraved on

them. One article—a small silver plate—had
engraved on it, " Sir John Franklin, K. C. B."

Enropcan Fmigralion to the United Males.

CConcluiled from pagp ei )

Of cottons, the Americans now manufacture

three times more in value than they import, and
the export of their own manufactures is two-filths

of the foreign importation; and their woollen

manufactures esceeil the imports of similar articles

as three to one. In all articles of clothing, in

carriages, furniture, materials for house-deeora-

tion, books, p;iper, iron utensils, agricultural ira-

pleraeuts, hand-tools, they are substantially inde-

pendent of all other countries ; and, in the coarser

cottons, they are not only independent, but have
become exporters to compote with British fabrics

in South America, Africa, and Central Asia.

There can be little doubt that they will advance

to the manufacture of more delicate fabrics. The
country is full of .skilful designers from the conti-

nent, who will not fail to impress their taste upon
the national productions, and give them a currency

throughout the world. Side by side with this, the

mineral wealth of the country will be developed.

California has yielded 50 millions sterling by the

close of 1852. Other mining interests had been

less prosperous. But the high prices of iron and
coal are opening the Pennsylvania furnaces; and
enjigratiou, favoured by joint-stock companies in

New York and London, is finding its way to Lake

Superior, where the pure copper lies

six feet in thickness, and weighing from sixty to

seventy tons. These important results merit a

more extended notice, and are full of suggestions

for the future.

With such an unexampled growth in material

prosperity, wo are not surprised to see the conceit

natural to the English race swell into a sometimes
undue proportion in the Transatlantic branch of
the family, and make Jonathan foolishly long to

thrust his fingers into all kinds of political pies.

Within the half century he has removed nearly

all the Indians from the east to the west of the

Mississippi, planted them on the sources of the

Arkansas and the southern branches of the Mis-
souri, and provided them with schools, mission-

aries, fields, and money; marching beyond them,
he has invaded the territories of the Sacs and
Foxes, and pitched his camp in the hunting lands

of the Sioux; the scouts of his forces have pene-

trated the fields of the Pottawotomies and the

Kansas, and Lis army of emigrants, following in

their track, has crossed to the Pacific, established

itself there, and opened a constant communica-
tion between it and the Atlantic. He has brought
his commercial marine to the second, and nearly

to the fir.st rank in the world ; he has made his

country the principal cotton and permanent corn

growing state; he has covered it with a net-work
of railways; he has founded a manufacturing
power, which begins to compete with the wealthy
and skilful establishments of Europe; he has dis-

covered boundless fields of coal and iron, of lead

and copper, and has possessed himself of rich

tracts of gold, which enable him to open and use

them all ; be has increased his family sixfold, and
his annual income fifteenfold, and finds few pau-

pers on his estates except those sent in by less

fortunate landlords ; he has built houses and
barns, and planted fat orchards and rich corn-fields

for his family, and has founded schools and edu-

cated teachers for his children. What wonder
that he feels a little pride and more conceit!

Tliosc fruits, however, though great, are entirely

material ; and if the energy of a free and vigorous

people is to end in money-getting and the worship
of Mammon,—if a fevered struggle in a business

city is to be the object of the young men's life,

and the reputation of wealth their ambition,—if

arts are not to gild, letters soften, and the love of

country pursuits chasten social life,—better would
it be for them, when there are no more fields to

be subdued, and when unemployed hands shall be

stretched out for bread, that they had never risen

from the cradle of their political infancy. In the

rapidity of their "development" the Americans
have had little time for the elegant idleness of

European society. Every man's shoulder has been
wanted at the wheel of the social car. But now
wealth, cultivation, travel, and the leisure afforded

by emigrant labour, are producing higher results

than mere material prosperitjr. The possessors of

money are learning to love the country and its

healthy pursuits. Literature has become a pro-

fession, and authors are well paid. Transatlantic

sculptors have attained a European reputation,

and efforts in the kindred branch of the fine arts

are favourably known. Architects flourish among
them, and have plenty to do. The national gov-

ernment gives a liberal though not always judici-

ous aid to scientific research, and publishes the

results of expeditions undertaken by its directions.

In this way the labours of Fremont, Stansbury,

Wilkes, Owen, Maury, Foster, Andrews, and
Sabine have been given to the world. The Smith-
sonian Institution, founded at Washington on the

liberal bequest of an Englishman, is laying a broad
foundation for future usefulness. The generosity

of the late Mr. Astor gave to New York the most
]

liberally endowed public library in the world,
j

which in the course of half a dozen years has col-
|

lected together nearly a hundred thousand volumes. ;

An eminent American gentleman, connected with
|

the first commercial house of Europe and the
1

world, and universally respected for his intelli- !

gence and worth, has founded a similar institution
|

in Boston. Another well-known American mer- I

chant in London has been equally liberal to his
'

native town in Massachusetts. In all the markets

of Europe the Americans are the great buyers of

scarce books, by means of an agency maintained
]

in London by the Smithsonian Institution and by

private collectors, and directed by a gentleman '

who is always on the look-out to secure " rarities"
,

for his countrymen. i

It cannot be doubted that, versatile as they are,

;

they will soon give the same attention to art which

they now give to more solid but less graceful mat-
{

ters. The incorporation into the community of

so large an amount of emigration from continental

cities, educated in the arts of design, and contri-,

buting by the pencil and the chisel to the national

:

love of show, will hasten such a result. When,
in no very distant day, the prairies of the Lake

country and the valley of the Mississippi shall be

peopled with fifty millions, gathered from all na-

tions, but guided by the English race and governed

by English traditions; when the slopes of the

Alleghanies and the Green Mountains shall be

covered with sheep, and their valleys filled with!

the best bred stock; when the plains of the south ,

,
shall be entirely devoted to the production of cot-ij

ton (let us hope without the curse of slavery) ;ii

when the higher and more delicate branches ofj

manufactures shall have taken root in Massachu-i;

setts, and the mechanical arts found a firmer stayi

in Pennsylvania; when the white man shall have,

driven the buffalo from the fields which each set-t^

ting sun shadows with the peaks of the Kocky
I

Mountains; when cities shall fringe the Pacific,

towns line the banks of the Oregon, and farms dot

the surface of California and the valley of the

AVillamette; when skill shall have subdued the;

mineral wealth of Lake Superior; when commerce'

shall whiten every lake and ascend every river of

the country, and shall carry its production to every
j

clime; when railroads shall unite the Atlantic:

with the Pacific, and bring every part of this vast:

nation into close contact with every other; when
opulence shall have given a home to art in their

cities, and literature shall have created the tradi-1

tions which they lack; what a spectacle may they;

not present to the world if, despising the allure-;

mcnts of ambition, and disregarding the erroneous
j

advice of interested leaders, they are content to,

reap the rewards of their peaceful industry, and'

to enjoy the blessings which Providence places,

within their reach ! i

In vindicating the cause which he believed waa:

right, John Huss said before the council of Con-

stance, "This I most humbly require and desire

of you all, even for His sake who is the God of U3|

all, that I be not compelled to the thing which my|

conscience doth repugn or strike against." To the'

emperor he said, "1 refuse nothing, most noble;

emperor, whatsover the council shall decree or,

determine upon me, only this one thing I except,

that I do not offend God and my conscience."

True charity is an excellent virtue; and sincerely

to labour for their good, tchose belief in all points!

Jo!h not ayree with ours, is a happy state.— Woolr\

man. \

No character is more praiseworthy, than that of

helping those who are unable to help themselves.^



THE FRIEND.

For "The Friend."

"COULDST THOU NOT WATCH ONE HOCB?"
by night is dark—beliolcl the shade was deeper

1 the old garden of Gethsamane,
V'hen that calm voice awoke the weary sleeper,—

louldst thou not watch one hour alone with me?

thou so weary of thy self-denials,

,nd so impatient of thy little cross,

s it so hard to bear thy daily trials,

count all earthly things a gainful loss ?

'hat if thou always suffer tribulation,

nd if thy christian warfare never cease

;

he gaining of the quiet habitation,

ihall gather thee to everlasting peace.

lot here we all must suffer, walking lonely

lie'path that Jesus once himself hath gone
;

I'atch thou in patience through this hour only,

one dark hour, before the eternal dawn.

'he captive's oar may pause upon the galley,

'he soldier sleep beneath bis plumed crest,

nd peace may fold her wing o'er hill and valley,

ut thou, Christian, must not take thy rest.

hou must walk on, however man upbraid thee

V'ith Him who trod the wine-press all alone ;

wilt not find one human hand to aid thee,—
)ne human soul, to comprehend thine own.

leed not the images forever thronging

'rom out the foregone life thou livest no more

;

^aint-hearted mariner, still art thou longing

'or the dim line of the receding shore.

Vilt thou find rest of soul in thy returning

'o that old path thou bast so vainly trod?

last thou forgotten all thy weary yearning

"o walk amoug the children of thy God ?

'aithful and steadfast in their consecration,

living by that high faith, to thee so dim,

)eclaring before God their dedication,

5o far from thee, because so near to Him.

/anst thou forget thy christian superscription,

—

Behold we count them happy which endure?"

Vhat treasure wouldst thou in the land, Egyptian,

lepass the stormy water to secure?

ind wilt thou yield thy sure and glorious promise

^or the poor fleeting joys earth can afford'?

lo hand can take away the treasure from us

That rests within the keeping of the Lord.

'oor wandering soul—I know that thou art seeking

ome easier way, as all have sought before

To silence the reproachful inward speaking,

—

'Some landward path unto an island shore 1

the cross is heavy in thy human measure,

the way too narrow for thine inward pride,

[rhou canst not lay thine intellectual treasure

[At the low footstool of the Crucified.

p, that thy faithless soul, one hi

mould comprehend the Christia

Despised with Jesus, sorrowful

Net calmly looking upward in i

ur only
I's perfect life,-

,nd lonely,

s strife.

[For poverty and self-renunciation,

[Their Father yieldeth back a thousand fold
;

[n the calm stillness of regener.ation,

|Cometh a joy they never knew of old.

n meek obedience to the heavenly Teacher,

hy weary soul can only find its peace,

Seeking no aid from any human creature
;

Looking to God alone for His release.

id He will come in His own time and power,
fo set his earnest-hearted children free

;

Watch only through this dark and painful hour,

id the bright morning yet will break for thee.

ter •svords from an inward Jcnoideclge tbat they

B from the heavenlij fprin<j ; though our way
may be difficult, and require close attention to

keep in it, and though the manner in which we
may be led may tend to our abasement, yet if we
continue in patience and meekness, heavenly peace

the reward of our labours.

—

J. Wovlman.

I

Travelling up and down of late, I have had re-

Inewed evidencts, that to he faithful to the Lord,

jand content with his will concerning me, is a most

jnecessary and useful lesson for me to be learning;

jlooking less at tlie cifects of my labours, than at

IthejJMre motion and reality of the concern, as it

arises from heavenly love. In the Lord Jehovah

lis everlasting strength ; and as the mind, by a

ihumble resignation, is united to Him, and we ut-

BIOGRAPlllCAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CContinued from p.i?e 68.)

NAOMI GRAY.

Naomi Gray was the daughter of John and

Alice Walley, of Cheshire, England. She 'was

one who submitted to the power of Truth in early

life, and was brought forth in the ministry, when
about twenty years old. She came over to Ame-
rica, in the year 1(584, and being married to

Berry, of Choptank, Maryland, she laboured in

her heavenly Father's work, with acceptance to

her friends in those parts. She was lelt a widow

with one child, and sometime after, about the

beginning of the year 1706, she removed to Phi-

ladelphia.

The certificate of membership she brought with

her, is so different from those of the present day,

that it may prove interesting to the reader.

" From our Monthly 31eetiDg at the house of

Sarah Stevens on Choptank, the 28th day of the

First month, 170(3.

" To Friends of the Monthly Meeting in Phila-

delphia,—The tender salutation of our dear love

in the Truth is unto you, desiring that grace,

mcrcie and peace may be multiplied among you,

and the Israel of God everywhere. These come

to certifie on the behalf of our friend Naomi Berry,

who for a considerable time has lived among us,

and behaved herself as becomes the Truth which

she has made profession of, and has been instru-

mental many times in the hand of the Lord, to

reach the seed of God in the hearts of his people;

with whose service and testimony we have good

unity, and desire her growth and preservation to

the end. Now our friend above named, havini

laid her intention before this meeting of removin^

herself out of this province into Pennsylvania,

there to settle for some time, and heretofore re-

ported unto us her said intention, we found a

concern upon us according to the good order of

Truth, to inquire into her clearness as in relation

to marriage, and upon inquiry, find nothing but

that she is clear—so must commit her to the Lord,

who is always ready to preserve them that fear

him ; subscribing ourselves your sincere friend

and well wishers in the Truth that endures fo

ever."

Soon after her removal to Philadelphia, Naomi
was married to George Gray, of that place, a valu-

able mini.ster of the Gospel. Naomi, although

she does not appear to have travelled extensively

after her second marriage, was very diligent in

attending her own and neighbouring meetings,

labouring therein in the ability received of her

blessed Lord and Saviour, who calls and anoints

his own ministers, qualifying them for the work

of their day. We find the record of her frequent

visits to the meetings of Byberry, Abington, Ply-

mouth, Germantown, Haverford, Frankford, North

Wales, Radnor, Schuylkill, and Fairhill, being at

times accompanied by her esteemed friend and

fellow-labourer in the Gospel, Jane Breintnall.

She appears also to have been of good service in

the discipline of the church, being much used in

appointments, in her own Monthly Meeting.

She continued to be diligent in her Ma.ster's

service until near her close. The last trace

of her religious labours we find any account of,

was in the Eleventh month, 1708, and in the fol-

lowing First month, she was removed to her ever-

lastiug reward.

JANE BILES.

The maiden name of this Friend I have not

found. Her early residence was in Yorkshire,

where, in the year 1678, she married Thomas
Atkinson, a minister of the Gospel of Christ Jesus,

n the Society of Friends. She also appears to

have been an acknowledged minister, before they

removed to New Jersey to settle, which was in

the year 1G82. They came recommended from

Bcamslcy meeting in Yorkshire.

In the summer of 1687, Jane Atkinson was

taken very ill, and fully expected to receive a re-

lease from her earthly labours, in which expecta-

ion her husband and friends participated. But
after a time her husband told her he did believe

hat she would be raised up again, and that he

hould be taken instead. This intimation proved

true; that very day he became unwell, and gradu-

ally declined, lingering for eight or ten weeks
when he quietly and happily departed. In the

meanwhile his wife, by whom much labour in the

militant church was yet to be performed, grew
stronger and stronger.

Sometime before the close of the next year,

(1688,) Jane Atkinson was married to William
liiles, a Friend who was also in the ministry.

William Biles came to New Jersey, before Wil-

liam Penn had obtained the grant of tb" country,

since called Pennsylvania, and took up Imd, under

authority of Governor Andros, of New York,

within the limits of what is now called Bucks
county, where he settled. Jane was soon called

to leave her new home and domestic comforts, to

travel in the work of the ministry. With the

unity of her friends at the Falls, and the appro-

bation of the General Meeting of Ministers, held

First mo. 2, 16S9, she visited Friends in East

Jersey, and on Long Island. On giving in an

account of her labours in the Seventh mo. follow-

ing, it appears from the minute made on the occa-

sion, that she could say she "had found great

openness" in "several places."

When George Keith began his quarrel with

Friends in Pliiladelphia, he worked insidiously

amongst country Friends, who had not an oppor-

tunity of immediately testing the truth of iiis as-

sertions, and in some instances got up a prejudice

against the friends of truth and sound doctrine in

those who were themselves sound in the faith, and

who were endeavouring to live near their divine

Master. So it was with Jane Biles. She thought

for a short time, that George Keith was a sound

Friend, and an injured man, and that some of his

opposers were out of the true faith, and others out

of the true charity. She was not long suffered to

remain in that delusion. She took to the Select

Yearly Meeting, held in the First month, 1693, a

testimony against (jeorge Keith, which 'was read

and approved.' It does not appear that her bus-

band had been in anywise captivated by the

sophistries, or operated on by the false statements

of George, as he signed the testimony issued

against that apostate by the meeting of minister-

iog Friends, held Fourth mo. 17, 1692.

With the unity of their friends, Jane Biles ac-

companied by her husband, in the summer of

1696, visited the meetings of Friends in New
England, to their satisfaction. A concern had

been for a long time resting on the mind of Jane,

to pay a religious visit to the land of her birth,

and the subject having been mentioned by her to

her husband, he discouraged it as far as he could.

He thought, the affectionate part being too much
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in dominion, that he could not spare her for such
a length of time, and her health being delicate,

seemed as an additional reason why he should take

on himself the responsibility of detaining her from
her blaster's work and service. He perhaps
deemed tiiat her Master would hold her guiltless,

if in her feeble condition she did not take any steps

towards an imnjediate answer to the requiring of

duty. In writing, towards the close of 1609, to

William Ellis who had just returned from a reli-

gious visit to Friends in America, he says, " My
wife talks of coming to see you, but how it may be

upon that account 1 shall at present leave unto

the ordering hand of the Lord; the voyage is

great, and she but weakly in body." At the

General Meeting of ministering Friends, held

the Tenth month, 1699, she had thought it right

to lay before them the condition in which she

found herself,—a sense of religious duty pressing

upon her, and also that her husband did not feel

willing to give her up. In the Fiist month, 1700,
s'.ic informed the ministering Friends, that the

concern still lay upon her. Her husband, saying

ho was not yet satisfied, " they were both exhorted

further to wait in patience and humility for a fur-

ther assurance of the mind of the Lord in it." In

the Seventh month, " the meeting having duly

weighed her exercise concerning her going, and
her hu.sband's opposition, left her at liberty so far

as related to the meeting's consent therein, not

being satisfied with the opposition her husband
made." 'J'he subject was again opened on the

following day, and in the afternoon, William Biles

said, "he was satisfied that he ought to give his

wife up to go for Europe," and added ho had
thought of accompanying her. It is probable that

the leeling that it would be his duty to accompany
his wife when the time for performing the visit

came, had been for some time preying on his mind.
The meeting, however, was not prepared to unite

with (he concern at that time, so it was laid over.

Jane being most easy to remain to have his pro-

spect further tried by Friends, it was brought up
again for consideration, in the First month, 1701,
and was then approved.

ri'o b; continued )

For " The Friend."

GLM MESOUITE.

The following letter from Dr. Shumard, the

discoverer of the article, furnishes some interest-

ing information respecting it. It appears to bear

a close resemblance to the well known gum
Arabic.

"Fort Smith, Oct. 18, 1854.

Sir,—I cheerfully comply with your request to

furnish, for the use of the Indian department, a

short description of the Gum Blesquite, discovered

during our recent expedition to the head waters of

the Big Wachita and Brazos rivers.

This gum, for which I propose the name of gum
mesquite, is believed to occur in inexhaustible

quantities, and will no doubt prove a valunble

source of revenue to the State of Texas, New
Mexico, and the adjacent Indian territory, besides

aflfurdiiig employment to the different tribes of In-

dians now roving upon the plains, many of whom
would no doubt be glad to gather and deliver it to

the difiFerent frontier posts for a very small com-
pensation.

The mesquite tree, from which this gum is ob-

tained, is by far the most abundant tree of the

plains, covering thousands of miles of the surface,

and always flourishes most luxuriantly in elevated

and dry regions. The gum exudes spontaneously

in a semi-fluid state from tlie bark of the trunk

and branches, and soon hardens by exposure to the

atmosphere, forming more or less rounded and va-

riously-coloured masses, weighing, each, from a

few grains to several ounces. These soon bleach,

and whiten upon exposure to the light of the sun,

finally becoming nearly colourless, semi-transpa-

rent, and often filled with minute fissures. Speci-

mens collected from the trunks of the trees, were
generally found to be less pure and more highly
coloured than when obtained from the branches.

The gum may be collected during the months of

July, August and September ; but the most favour-

able period for that purpose is in the latter part of
August, when it may be obtained in the greatest

abundance, and with but little trouble. Th"e quan-
tity yielded by each tree I found to vary from an
ounce to three pounds; but incisions in the bark
not only greatly fiicilitated its exudation, but
causes the tree to yield a much greater amount.
As it is, a good hand will be able to collect from
ten to twenty pounds in a day. Were incisions

resorted to, probably double the amount may be

obtained.

I have thus presented a few of the leading facts

connected with this interesting discovery. Should
you desire still further information upon the sub-

ject, it will give me great pleasure to furnish it.

I am, with much respect, your obed't serv't,

Geo. G. Shumard.
To Thos. S. Drew,

Superintendent Indian Agency."

For "The Friend."

Mercanlile Intrgrily and ils Securities.

fCnncluded from page 87.)

"Such a crisis in the public credit will be greatly

misused, if it does not prompt 'you to a careful

re-examination of your every-day mercantile and
industrial customs. Consider what tendencies in

them are vicious, deceptive, oppressive, and
just. Inquire anew how far your implication in

them pledges you personally to a conspiracy with

sin. Probe them fearlessly with the blade of the

spirit. Ask not what the toleration of the market
place approves, or what passes unchallenged the

popular ordeal. Ask what the Everlasting Judge
will approve, and what will pass the ordeal of the

soul's truest, unclouded, most inspired, her fi

moments, when the Lord and the disciple ' see face

to face.' The only hope for any moral advance in

our civilization is, by often taking up afresh the

practices of our social life, weighing them in the

balance of individual accountability, applying to

them with independent vigor, that inexhaustible

'commandment' which is ' exceeding broad.'

" It is much to be desired, also, that constitu-

encies should be convinced of their responsibility,

well as ofiicials. If embezzlement meets its

just condemnation, shall nothing be said of a com-
pany that is so careless as to commit its funds to

hands, of which nothing but embezzlement could

be expected ? Responsibility is spread along the

whole line of posts, from the chief to the subordi-

nate. If large interests must be betrayed, let the

erers at least have the satisfiiction of knowing
that the deed is not perpetrated by agents, with

hom treachery is a salient characteristic. "Who
is to protect the fiscal reputation, when stock-

holders and directors vote the ticket that chicanery

las contrived, or bribery has bought ?

" But a graver misapprehension of these mortify-

ng disclosures yet, is to stop in our contempla-

ion of them, with the mere financial embarrass-

nents. No doubt, it is a serious damage when
he regular processes of trade are forcibly inter-

rupted, confiden"te is disturbed, and men are com-
pelled to look out into each other's faces with
doubt and alarm. There can be no serious pecu-
niary disorganization without moral calamities at-

tending. And it is these breaches afi'ecting that.

we have most anxiously to watch, most soberly tc|

dread. If you come to conceive of the monetary I

sacrifices as the primary, then concealment wijl!

often cancel crime, and the reparation of gold healj

the canker-spots of the heart. It is the disease oil

our times to rate the most precious interests oil

humanity by outward success, to adore prosperity,'

to let the splendor of a sin dazzle the eyes of jua-l

tiee. But we are spirits, and cannot abdicate our'

immortality. We are under law, and cannot, with'

all our gold, bribe the retributions of God. We
are taught of Christ, and when we go down into

the deep places of our own being, we see that we
are poor, and weak, and hungry, save as we seek'

spiritual wealth of him; save as his power'

strengthens us, and his bread from teaven fcedg

us. What shall it profit us though we gain the

world, and lose the soul ? What shall it not pro-

fit us, if we lose the world's reward, and gain the

soul's redemption. ^

" The positive lesson of prevention tben is, that

.

we pursue all our enterprise and labour for spirit-
|

ual, not for material ends—in a generous and

devout, not in a sordid and selfish temper. Indus-

try must not be our master but cur servant, and

for the honour of Christ. These formidable forces

in the vast mechanism of our commercial system,

must be consecrated to the church. ' Holiness to

the Lord' must be stamped on your bales of mer-

chandise. Ships must sail under the orders of the

heavenly Master. A peace that the world cannot

give, must keep your minds superior to the agita-.,

tions and panics of changing fortunes. If we per-

sist in going to the very outside borders of right,

«

we shall be pretty sure to transgress the line, audi

do expressly wrong. If we will walk on the verge •

of the precipice, what wonder if a giddy braim

plunges over? Guard against the first deviations .

from immaculate honour; the faintest flatteries of >

the tempter.

"A wise and christian moderation, then, both ion

the appetite for profits and the style of life, must

set limits to acquisition and expenditure. Woman
must come with encouragement and economy to

the help of man. Every member of the social

ficmily has a character to contribute to the com-

mon stability, and all they who are truly just,

shall live by the same undying faith.

"It is amazing with what penetration the insight

of the Hebrew prophets reads the dangers and

duties of all time. My text is quoteci in the

epistle, from Habakkuk. Turning back to the

pages of that sorrowful and patient seer, we find

phrases that startle us with their strange fitness

to the signs of our own day, with its reckless ex-

pansion and unscrupulous speculation. ' Wo to

him that increaseth that which is not his, and to

him that ladeth himself with goods, not his own!

Wo to him that coveteth unjust gain for his house,

that he may set his name on high ' Wo to him that

buildeth a town by blood, and establisheth a city by

iniquity! The proud man remaineth not at rest;

he enlargeth his desire as the grave, he is as

death, and cannot be satisfied. Shall not they rise

up suddenly that shall bite thee, and awake that
:

shall vex thee? The Lord said, Write the vision,

and make it plain, that he may run that readeth '

it. Though it tarry, wait for it, because it will i

surely come. Behold, his soul which is lifted up, is
,

not upright in him; but the just shall live by faith.'
'.

" My friends, anything that throws us back on

the Eternal Spirit, is a blessing, and never more so
'

than now, when we are so prone to forget the '

Spirit's promises, and when so many behave them-
'

selves as if, like the Ephesians, they had 'not so

much as heard whether there be any Holy Ghost.'

These fiilures will not be dead losses, but infinite

gains; if they serve to show the people that a man
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.andeth and walketli, not in liis own strength, but

the strength of the Lord of Hosts ; if they abate

e self confidence and self-gloriiication of wljicb

ir age is so full ; if they enforce more iiupres-

vely the old lesson of Scripture, that they are

Is who say, ' Go to, to-day or to-morrow, by our

iwD shrewdness, our own tact, our own enterprise,

e will go into such a city, and buy, and sell, and

;et gain.' Whereas we ought to feci that God is

'

e God of all our works,—that we build nothing

ir or strong without Him,—that we shall work

d labour in vain till we begin and end, plan and

joil, in humble, childlike trust, eutreatiug always

ihat His will be done! For by fiiith the just

Ml live!"

Bird's Egging in the Pacific.

A friend in San Francisco, who is somewhat

ren to the study of ornithology, writes us some

ery interesting and surprising facts in regard to

I important trade carried on in the markets of

at city in the eggs of sea birds. He states that

e Farallones de los Frayles, a group of rocky

lets, lying a little more than twenty miles west

f the entrance to the Bay of San Francisco, are

e resort of innumerable sea-fowl, known by the

shermen as " murres." These islands are almost

accessible, and, with a single exception, are un-

habited. They, therefore, very naturally afford

resort for great multitudes of b'rds. Some time

nee a company was organized in San Francisco,

r the purpose of bringing the eggs of the murres

jo market. An imperfect idea of the number of

jhese birds may be formed from the fact that this

ompany sold in that city the last season, (a pe-

!iod of less than two months, July and parts of

fune
and August,) moi-e than Jive hundred ihou-

ind e(jgs! All these were gathered on a single

ne of these islands, and in the opinion of the

Iggers, not more than one egg in sis of those de-

posited on that island was gathered. Our cor-

tspondent informs us that he was told by those

miliar with the islands, that all the eggs brought

Ewere laid by birds of a single kind. Yet they

:hibit astonishing variations in size, in form and

fi

colouring. There is no reason to suppose that

e was misinformed in regard to those eggs being

leposited by a single species. The men could
|

lave had no motive for deception, and similar!

acts are observable on the Labrador coast, and in
\

he islands north of Scotland. Besides, the writer

scertaiued from other sources, that all the eggs

irought to the market were obtained from a limited

lortion of the island, known as the Great Farallon

—called the Rookery, where a single species

warm in myriads, and where no other kind of

lird is found. Naturalists, in our eastern cities,

jfho have received specimens of these birds, pro-

lounce them to be the Thick-billed or Brunnich's

llemot, and a distinct species from the Guil-

emot, or Jlurres of Labrador and Northern Eu-
ope. The eggs are three and a half inches in

ength, and are esteemed a great delicacy.

—

Boston A this.

He who swims securely down the stream of

,elf-ooniidence, is in danger of being drowned in

he whirlpool of presumption.

If we had no faults ourselves, we should not

ake pleasure in observing those of others.

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 2, 1854.

From all parts of our country wo hear com-

plaints of the scarcity of money, and the difficul-

ties experienced by many to meet the engage-

ments they have made. Men who have been

immersed in large business, whose extensive ope-

ratione as merchants, or manufacturers, have

occupied their whole time and energies, and who
have been looked on as rich, and perhaps envied

by many as possessing the means for procuring

everything their hearts could desire, are confess-

ing themselves unable to pay their just debts, and
bringing hundreds into sudden and unexpected em-
barrassment, who were connected with or dependent
upon them. Many occupying less conspicuous

positions in trade or the mechanic arts, find the

channels through which they have been deriving

their supplies of money, either altogether dried

up, or so much diminished that they do not yield

sufficient for the demands necessarily made upon
tliem; they, too, are unable to pay what they owe,

or to extricate themselves from the ruin that ap-

pears to await them. The common cry is, "the
scarcity of money," or " the tightness of the

money market," as though that was a thing that

had suddenly sprung up spontaneously in the

community, and in itself explained the deplorable

condition in which so large a portion of the

citizens are involved.

We do not pretend to understand the intricate

laws of political economy, or the causes which re-

gulate the course, or the ebb and How of trade and

currency ; but so far as the statistics of imports

and exports are given, there is no reason to be-

lieve that more money has gone out of our coun-

try within the last year, than there has for many
successive years previously. True, what i.s raised

or manufactured in our own, and sent to other

countries, falls short of paying for what we bring

from other countries here, by some fifty millions

of dollars, and this deficiency wo have to make up
from the gold mines of California, or with pro-

mises to pay, backed by bonds and certificates of

stock. But this has been equally the case for

many years back, and politicians and speculatists

tell us it is the natural result of low duties, which

allow us to purchase the goods wanted wherever

they can be had cheapest, and secures a profitable

market for our superabundant produce.

It is not, however, necessary to be deeply versed

in the effects necessarily resulting from overtrad-

ing, or the scheming of joint stock coiupanies, in

order to discover one of the most potent causes of

the present crippled and distressed state of our

country. That cause is luxury. Extravagance

in living has grown in this community with almost

unexampled rapidity, and spread iis blighting in-

fluence throughout all classes of citizens. Splendid

mansions, costly furniture, sumptuous living, have

marked the career of large numbers, who have

aimed to be considered men of mark in society,

and whose example has tainted the manners, if

not the morals, of all who could be influenced by

them. Some possessed wealth-inherited from their

fathers, who had hoarded it up, until its rust eat

into their very souls, and which was squandered

by their children to gratify their lusts; others, by

successful trade, or well-timed speculation, find-

ing themselves possessed of gold in abundance,

have appeared to vie with the former, and with

each other, in the oxpensiveness of their style of

living; while multitudes who shared in the pride

that prompted it, but really possessed not the

means to meet the demands it makes upon the

pocket, have rushed into the competition, and

sacrificed whatever they could command of pro-

perty and credit, so as not to be left behind in the

race of folly. It would not be difficult to trace the

natural sequences of such reckless extravagance

;

and we believe that the greater part of the over-

trading, of trading on fictitious capital, and of other

deceptive schemes for obtaining money, might be
brought home to it. Men, whose tastes have been
corrupted by luxurious habits of living, or whose
pride has stimulated them to make great show in
their houses, their dress, and furni'ture, arc not
easily prevailed on to alter their manner of life,

when they find their outlays exceeding their in-

comes. They are much more likely to plunge deeper
into the uncertain ventures of speculative trade, or
to multiply schemes in which they may induce
others to embark, from whose credulity they hope to

reap the funds necessary for their own extrava-

gance. Where those schemes seem likely to fail, or

their authors are goaded by the demands of impor-
tunate creditors, how many are found without the

strength which sterling justice supplies, who yield

to the force of temptation, and resort to cheating
and robbery, with a hope of sustaining themselves
in the position they occupy. Instances of this

kind have multiplied of late, until in many places

confidence has been almost destroyed, and the

honest and upright are obliged to sufler on ac-

count of the villany of their neighbours.

"Profusion, deluging tlie State with lusts

or grossest nature, and of worst etf'ects,

Prepares it for its ruin : hardens, blinds,

And warps the consciences of public men,
Till they can laugh at virtue, moclc the fools
That trust them ; and in the end disclose a face
That would have shocli'd Credulity herself,

Unmasked, vouchsafing this their sole excuse

—

Since all alike are se!fi.sh, why not Ihey?
This does Profusion."

Trouble seems to have opened the eyes of many
to the evils of the dissolute career which the

country has been pursuing, and the public papers
are calling for retrenchment and reform ; but
whether this arises from a sincere, though late

conviction of the sinfulness of the extravagance
and vain show indulged in, which will lead to a

general reformation of manners, is yet to be
proved.

Our object in alluding to the subject, is to awa-
ken in our readers, considerations of how far they,

as well as other members of our religious Society,

have been and still are influenced by the prevail-

ing taste for, or propensity to luxurious living;

and whether there is not at the present time a
renewed call upon us to return to the plain and
simple modes of life, which characterized Friends

in the beginning. We do not mean that we should

give up the many real improvements, which have
been introduced into the domestic economy, or

sacrifice those advantages, which a more refined

civilization have diffused through social inter-

course, but that we should discard the richness of

dress, the magnificence of furniture, the spacious-

ness of houses, and the sumptuousness of living,

which minister solely to pride and luxurious ease,

and whose intrinsic value is in the money they

cost and the show they make, and not in any real

comfort admiuistercd by them to either body or

mind. The habits of our fathers, and the educa-

tion they gave their children, tended to industry,

plainness and frugality, which in a country like

ours, naturally produced wealth. The accumula-

tion of wealth, had it been accompanied by a prac-

tical belief in the profession we make, would have
only augmented the power for doing good ; but

when the restraints of the Cross are thrown off, a

mere profession of a self-denying religion, proves

altogether too weak to withstand the force of popu-

lar example, and the promptings of carnal appe-

tites; hence the stern resistance to the spirit and
the manners of the world, which those who have

gone before us maintained, has been abandoned

by very many among us, and the rushing stream

of luxury once let within the enclosure of our
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Society, has swept away so many of its original

defeuees, that in many places it is difficult to tind

any landmarks to distinguish it from the votaries

of the world. The temptations accompanying

riches, have proved too powerful for a religion

merely educational and traditiouarj-, and as one

after another has yielded to them, weakness and

blindness have prevailed, preparing the way lor

the introduction of sentiments more corigenial

with the unregenurato heart, because sanctioning

a nearer approsimatiuu with the manners and

maxims of the multitude. Our forefathers are

admitted to have been very good people in their

way, but wanting in the knowledge of the doc-

trines of Christ, which modern research has un-

folded, and hence the straight and truly narrow

path in which they felt themselves obliged to

walk, is supposed to admit of being widened, and

relieved of some of its asperities. The result we

need not now depict. There is no true lover of

our once favoured and united Society that must

nut mourn over it, but unless it is a godly sorrow

thutworketh repeuteuce, mourning will be of little

avail.

SUMMAKY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to the lllli

The Hu. —The latest inlelligeuce from the Crimen is

<.,..,.., iM a report from Menschikotf, via St. Petersb'

Times correspondeat, calls the allied loss 5000, English,

French aud TurliS. It appeared to be well understood

n England and France, that the allied forces were

placed°in a situation of imminent peril, and great efforts

;re being made to afford them speedy succoiJr. " It

now admitted that the defences of Sebastopol were

der-rated, the bravery of the enemy under-rated, and

the force of ileuschikotf in the field altogether unex-

pected.

S.\N JUAN or GREYTOWN,
ruins by an U. S. armed vessel -"-

rebuilt by the inhabitants. .

mo. 4, says, that 103 houses

progress. The w
h distress to the people,

hich was laid in

time since, is being

letter, dated Eleventh

e in various stages of

of the town caused

ere exposed to the

lie -tales that to the evening of the 3d xNov., the siege
]

Governor

continued without a result. The tire from the English
|

of the fin.

Bide had become weal

been greatly damaged
Nothing can be attempi

Sebastopol ; the communications remain open.

A telegraphic despatch from Marseilles says, " It is

certain that, in the action at Balalilava on the 25lh ult.,

the Russian surprise of the Turliish and

burning sun and heavy rains for a considerable time

before they could secure any shelter, in consequence of

which there had been much sickness, and many deaths

among them.

TURKS ISLAND.—There is a great scarcity of salt

at the Island, and no prospect of any more being gather-

ed this season.

UNITED STATES.—It appears by the statistics fur-

nished to the Secretary of the Treasury, that the im-

ports of foreign merchandize, during the fiscal year end-

ing Sixth mo. 30, 1854, were a little over 5300,000,000,

The exports of domestic produce were between §250,-

000,000 and §260,000,000. The exports of breadstuti:

and provisions were about §50,000,000. The differenct

between the imports and exports is made up in Califor-

nia gold, stocks and mercantile obligations. The U. S

revenue from customs was about §05,000,000, and froa

all other sources, §3,000,000.

Arkansas.—Ihe taxable property of the State has in-

creased §45,000,000, during the last two years. The
message, gives a favourable

al condition of the State,

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL. i

The committee to superintend the boarding-school a
(

West-Town, will meet there, on Fourth-day the 6th o i

next month, at 10 o'clock, a. M.
j

The committee on admissions to meet at 8 o'clocl|

ne same morning, and the committee on instruction aii

J o'clock the preceding evening.
|

The visiting committee to assemble there on Seventh,,

day the 2nd of the month, and to spend Second ami

Third days of the following week in examination of th.t

schools. Thomas Kimber, Clerk.

Phila., Eleventh mo. 25th, 1854.

A carriage will be at West Chester, on the arrival o

the afternoon cars, on Seventh-day afternoon, the 2a d

Twelfth mo. ; also on Third-day afternoon, the 5th, ti

take such of the committee to the school as may go b;

railroad.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Benj. Hazard, R. L, §2, vol. 28
;
fron

H. Knowles. agt., Smy., N. Y., for David Peckham, Jos

Collins, and Pardon Wood, §2 each, vol. 28, for G. W
Brown, §2, to 11, vol. 29; from Israel Buffington, agt.

Mass., for himself, Mary Gould, S. Lincoln, P. Tripp

Thos. Wilbur, Miller C'hace, N. Buffington, M. B. Buf-

fington, W. F. Wood, and Patience Chace, §2 each, vol.

28, for L. P. Chace, §1, to 26, vol. 28, for J. F., 20 cU..

for Nos. ; from Joel Evans, agt., Pa., for Nathan S. Yarn-

all, §2, vol. 28.

ier The Russian works had not Ttzas.-There is a great emigration going forward to

and were immediately repaired, this State the present season. The Port Gibson Herald,

uted against the northern side of of a late date, says, that upon a single route that lies

consequent
Engl- 400

valrywereaunihilated; 1000 men
killed in three hours."

On the 26th, the left wing of the allies was attacked

by a large body of Russians from Sebastopol ;
in this

sortie which was repulsed, the Russiaus sustained

heavy losses. On the whole, it is clear, that the allied

forces have met with greater losses and difficulties than

had been anticipated, and the commanders have called

urgently for further reinforcements, which were being

sent them as rapidly as possible.

ENGLAND.—The price of fiour in Liverpool was from

435. to 46s. per bbl. Cousols had fallen to 93fr. Thirty-

tive ships belonging to Edward Oliver, of Liverpool,

were advertised for sale at that port, on the 23d ult.

The accounts from Manchester represent trade as having

largely declined.

SPAIN.—On the 8th ult., the Queen opened the Cortes.

In her speech she declared that she adheres to the prin-

ciples expressed, Seventh mo. 25th, and that she would

continue to respect liberty and the rights of the nation,

and she hoped that by the administration of proper con-

stitutional law, all the wounds of the State would be

healed.
BELGIUM.—The King, in his speech at the opening

of the Legislature, on the 10th, says, that Belgium

more strongly than ever, the value of neutrality, ne

also adverts to the fact, that industry and art are

flourishing, and adds that a commercial treaty has been

concluded with Mexico.

Four days Za(cr.—The Baltic arrived at New Y'ork, on

the 26lh ult., with Liverpool dates of the 15th, and in-

telligence from Sebastopol to the 6th. On the 5th, a

great battle, attended with horrible destruction of life,

had taken place, both parties claiming the victory. The

official report of General Canrobert says, " The Russian

army, swollen by reinforcements from the Danube, as

well as by the combined reserves of all the southern

provinces, and animated by the presence of the Grand

Dukes, Michael and Nicholas, attacked, yesterday, Nov.

5th, the right of the English position before Sebastopol."

"The struggle lasted the whole day." "The enemy

who far outnumbered our force, beat a retreat, with a

loss estimated at from 8000 to 9000 men." " At the

same time General Forey was forced to repulse a sortie

made by the garrison, and under his energetic command,

the enemy were driven back into the place, with the

loss of 1000 killed and wounded." Menschikoif's des-

patch claims the advantage for the Russian arms, but

Bays there was great loss on both sides. The London

between Port Gibson and Rodney, there passed within

the previous twenty days, between four and five thou-

sand persons, principally from Lower Tennessee and the

upper part of Alabama.
New rorit.—Some of the emigrant passenger vessels

lately arrived, lost many of their passengers on the voy-

jy cholera. An Antwerp ship with. 280 passen-

gers, had 66 cases on board, 36 of which terminated

fatally.

Philadelphia.—^lov\aX\ij last week, 147.

California.—On the 24th, the steamship George Law
arrived at New York, with California dates to Eleventh

mo. 1, and §1,568,000 in gold. Mining was said to be

generally profitable. Business was brisk in San Fran-

cisco. The price of flour was from §11.50 to S12.50

per bbl. The taxable property in San Francisco is esti-

mated at §38,000,000, being an increase of §8,000,000

since last year.

Railroads.-lhz Ohio and Indiana Railroad has been

completed to Fort Wayne, Ind., adding one hundred and

thirty-three miles to the great western line, which com-

mences at Philadelphia.

Tunnelling the OAio.—The Fort Wayne and Southern

Railroad Comp.my has accepted the charter granted by

the Kentucky Legislature, for the construction of

tunnel under the Ohio river at Louisville. The tunuei

is estimated to cost §1,200,000, and is to be exclusively

for railway purposes.

Collision of Steamships.—As the steamship Canada

from Liverpool, was entering Boston harbour on the

evening of the 24th ult., she came in collision with the

ler Ocean, from thence to Hallowell, Maine, strik-

er near midships. The Ocean immediately took

fire, and her boiler soon after exploded, causing the loss

ber of lives. The Ocean was a large and valu-

able boat, and heavily freighted. She and her freight

were lost.

Miscellaneous.—A free Xegro, not a citizen.—The United

States Circuit Court of Illinois, has decided that a free

negro Is not a citizen of the United States within the

meaning of the Constitution, entitling him to sustain a

suit before the U. States Court.

Prohibition.—A hotel keeper at Cambridge, Mass., has

been convicted of seUing liquor on eighteen indicti

Markied, at Friends' Meeting', Downingtown, Chesta

county, Pa., on Fourth-day, Eleventh mo. 22d, 1854

TowNSEN'D HooPES to Sallie T., daughter of Charlei

Downing.
, at Friends' Meeting-house, at FallsingtoB

Fifth-day, the 16th ult., Albert Comfort, of Back

county, to Lydia W., daughter of Charles Beans, of thi

e place.

Died, at her residence, in Fall River, Mass., on thij

3d of Fourth month, 1854, Mary Bcffixgtox, aged 7i

years; a much esteemed member and minister o|

"Swanzey Monthly Meeting. She was firm and uncom-l

promising in her adherence to the ancient principleii

d testimonies of our religious Society, dili|

of he
attendance of meetings, serviceable and skilful i

for discipline; and although, in the latter pari

life, she was not frequently engaged in the exercise o

her gift in the ministry, yet her solid deportment am
the inwardness and weight of her spirit often ministerpt

instruction to those who were assembled in our meet

ings for Divine worship. Her last illness, which waso

several weeks duration, she endured with Christian re

signation to the Divine will ; expressing a short tim

before the close, that she believed the time was not fa

distant when she would be called home ; that she hat

not been able to see anything in her way, and that al

would be well in the end. Her friends have the consolinj

belief that their loss is her eternal gain.

, in Freetown, Mass ,
at the residence of his son

in-law Philip Tripp, on the 9th of Seventh month

1854, Ebe.sezer Baker ; a much esteemed member o

Dartmouth Monthly Meeting, in the 92d year of his age

From his youth he was of a remarkably innocent an^

exemplary life and conversation, diligent in the attend

ance of meetings, until very near the close of his lift

though under much bodily weakness and many disconr

agements. Having early received gifts for usefulness li

the church, he was enabled to occupy therewith to th

honour of the Head, being preserved in greenness ani

fruitfulness, even in old age, and enabled to maintai;

his testimony to the Truth, in the meekness and gentle

ness of Christ, and with unwavering fidelity and godl.

zeal to the end. We believe the language was ajiplica

ble to him, " Behold an Israelite indeed in whom iher

is no guile;" and "mark the perfect man, and beholi

the upright, for the end of that man is peace."

, on the 22d ult., at his residence, in Byberrj

Philadelphia, Asa Walmslev, in the 81st year of hi

"ear Friend it may be said, that frotage. Of th

. ,, ., . , youth to old .age, his chief concern was, to do justly,

en convicted ot seUing liquor on eighteen indictments
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ humbly with his God. Throug:

and sentenced to pay a fine ol ij3D0, and be imprisoned
j
^^^^ ^^^-^ ^^j^j^ ^^^ bereavements, he was favoured t

four years.
, , „ , .feel that the chastening was in love. His friends hav

Cashmere Goats.-k pair of pure bred Cashmere goats
^^^ ^^^^^xXn^ belief that he has joined the company tha

were recently sold in Richmond, \ a., tor i,lS(JU. ^ns^
[ j^Ijq s.^„ ^^hich came out of great tribulation, and ha

hair or wool is of silky fineness, such as is employed for
,

^,^,^^^ j^gj^ ^^^ ^nd made them white in the bloo

making the celebrated Cashmere shawls.

Snow. Since the first of last month, there has been

fine sleighing in the vicinity of Quebec. Near Buflfalo,

N. Y., the snow was lately a foot deep, and at Kalamazoo,

Mich., it was about the same depth.

of the Lamb.
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now WE GET ON.

\
Every age has its mission in the great scheme
Providence, and ought to be suflered without

alous}- to enjoy its rightful heritage of distinc-

pn and glory. Without instituting, therefore,

ly invidious or disparaging comparisons with

j/gone times, it is our intention, in the present

iper, to set before our readers a few out of the

Sanifold signs of social progress that mark the

(esent era. As this paper is not designed for

e learned or the scientific, but for such persons

,, desire information in the simplest form, we shall

bt aim at giving an elaborate dissertation, but

iall content ourselves with the humbler office of

jUecting and weaving together some of the more
Jrious inventions, discoveries, and scientific inci-

nts of the past year. Our labours, in this

spect, will be materially aided by a valuable

ientific annual which has been for some years

iblished in this country.

We commence with that mysterious and subtle

;ency which—whether employed as a medium of

nverse with distant individuals, or (if such a

(eory be admitted) as the means of producing

ose table revolutions which are creating so wide
sensation in society—seems destined ere long to

icessitate radical changes in our systems of phi-

sophy. Neither Englishmen nor Americans, with

eir utilitarian notions, feel that they can afford
j

keep electricity—for to that agent it will be i

en we allude—as a recondite luxury or as a mere
|

jientifio plaything. We find, consequently, that
'

ey are continually devising for it new spheres and

odes of usefulness. One of the last and most}

irious instances of this thrifty habit of the Anglo-
ixon that has come to our knowledge, is the ap-

ication of electricity to the capture of whales,
j

journal of the United States gives an account of

me interesting experiments lately made for this

irpose. The most prominent features of this new
ethod may be thus described. Every whale, at

e moment of being struck by the harpoon

—

hich is charged with electricity—is rendered

iwerless as by a stroke of lightning ; whereby
s subsequent escape or loss, except by sinking,

loomes wholly impracticable, while, at the same
me, the process of lancing and securing him is

jitirely unattended with danger. Besides these

'

ilvantages, the arduous labour involved in a long]

liase for the capture of a whale is superseded

;

|id, consequently, the inconvenience and danger

ii"the boats losing sight of or becoming separated

[om the ship is avoided. One or two boats only

re required to be lowered at a time, and therefore

a less number, both of officers and seamen, than

heretofore employed, suffice for the purpose of the

voyage. The electricity is conveyed to the body

of the whale from an electro-galvanic battery in

the boat, by means of a metallic wire attached to

the harpoon, and is so arranged as to reconduct

the electric current from the whale through the

sea to the machine. The machine itself is simple

and compact in construction, inclosed in a strong

chest weighing 8G0 lbs., and occupying a space

in the boat of about 3 i feet long by 2 feet in width,

and the same in height. It is capable of throw-

ing into the body of the whale eight tremendous

strokes of electricity in a second, or 480 strokes

in a minute, paralyzing in an instant the muscles

of the whale, and depriving it of all power of mo-

tion, if not actually of life.

Having been cured most effectually of all incre-

dulity, as regards any further application of elec-

trical agency, by means of the submarine telegraphs

that have successively crossed our island channels,

any new scheme, however astounding and wildly

improbable it might have seemed ten years ago,

will now scarcely disturb the equilibrium of the

public mind. The apparently impossible has so

insensibly melted into the merely improbable, while

the unlikely has been so repeatedly actualized be-

fore our bewildered eyes, that wonder has at length

grown weary of the unnatural strain upon its

faculties, and fallen into a state of philosophical

repose. So frequently have men's prophesyings

of failure been confuted by the results of scientific

enterprises, that few persons, with any reputation

at stake, would now dare to hazard a dogmatic

declaration of the improbability of our realizing

before long the beautiful fairy notion of our great

poet, when he makes one of his characters speak

of putting a " girdle round the earth." Several

sections of this'raagic zone already clasp the sur-

face of the dry land and the depths of the sea, and

another instalment of the vast work may soon be

expected ; fur we learn that steps are already be-

ing taken for the formation of a submarine line of

telegraphic wires between the old and new worlds.

This magnetic medium ofcommunication is to com-

mence at the most northwardly point of Scotland,

run thence to the Orkney islands, and again, by

short water lines, to the Shetland and the Ferroe

islands. From the latter, the water line of 200 to

.300 miles conducts the telegraph lines to Iceland

;

from the western coast of Iceland another sub-

marine line conveys it to Kioge Bay, on the east-

ern coast of Greenland ; it then crosses Greenland

to Juliana's Hope, on the western side of the con-

tinent, in latitude 60° 42', and is conducted next,

by a water line of about 500 miles, across Davis's

Straits to Byron's Bay, on the coast of Labrador.

From this point the line is to be extended to

Quebec. Its entire length is approximately esti-

mated at 2500 miles, and the submarine portions

of it at about 1500 miles. The peculiar advantage

of the line being divided into several submarine

portions is, that'if a fracture should at any time

occur, the defective part could be very readily

discovered, and repaired promptly and at compa-

ratively trifling expense. But lest any of our read-

ers should imagine that this promised marriage of

the old and new worlds is a mere day-dream of

scientific match-makers, wc beg to assure them
that the works are already in successful progress.

Some months ago, the cable of the first line sunk
in the transatlantic waters was laid, by means of

which Cape Lornientinc, in the province of New
Brunswick, and Carlton Head, on Prince Edward's

Island, were joined in the electrical bonds; so

that thus the network of wires, which extends on

one side to the great lakes and on the other touches

the Gulf of Mexico, is advanced so many leagues

nearer to the British Isles.

In carrying out the telegraphic system in differ-

ent countries, great ingenuity is sometimes de-

manded in overcoming the characteristic difficulties

of their respective localities. Nothing shows the

indomitable energy of modern science more than

the boldness and novelty of many of the expedi-

ents resorted to in order to avoid disaster and de-

feat. What answers so admirably in England, for

instance, will not, it appears, suit India. Thus,

on constructing an experimental line for a dis-

tance of eighty miles from Calcutta, after the Eu-

ropean fashion (except that bamboo poles were

used instead of the ordinary material), it was soon

made apparent than the thin iron wire employed

for the purpose in England would be totally in-

adequate to the Indian telegraph. No sooner

were the rods mounted on their bamboo sup-

ports, than flocks of that largest of all birds,

the adjutant, converted them into porches, whila

groups of monkeys also congregated upon them

;

thus showing clearly enough that the ordinary

wire would be insufficient to bear the strains to

which the telegraphic lines would be subjected.

It was found also, that not only must the wire be

stronger, but that it must be elevated higher, to al-

low loaded elephants, which march about regardless

of roads or telegraphic lines, to pass underneath.

It is not only in India, however, that difficul-

ties of this kind have arisen. Great natural ob-

stacles, too, have had to be overcome in spreading

a network of telegraphic wires over the Piedmon-

tese territory, in consequence of the mountainous

character of the country. The energetic engineer,

however, to whom the execution of the task was

intrusted, has thrown and suspended his wires

from mountain to mountain, at immense altitudes

and in straight lines, riding over deep ravines and

valleys without any intermediate supports, the

poles being fixed on the summits, at distances va-

rying from 800 to 1300 yards apart. Occasionally,

and when local circumstances require it, as in pass-

ing through villages and towns, the line is con-

tinued underground, out of which emerging, and

again meeting with high mountains, it resumes

its flight, in the shape of a wire bridge, from crest

to crest; this again sinks underground, to travel

below the streets of Genoa, till it reaches the sta-

tion in the ducal palace. This picturesque line of

telegraph is so well arranged, and the isolation of

its wires is so perfect, that, notwithstanding the

adverse circumstances presented by nature, it has

been at work daily and nightly during the worst

part of last winter, and has been the ready and

faithful messenger of the incessant communica-

tions transmitted through it.

Not less wonderfully has the forerunner of the

electric telegraph—the railway system—continu^
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to extend its iron roads, with all their concomitant

advantages. The annual passenger traffic in Great

Britain alone, we understand, exceeds its popula-

tion fourfold, and is conveyed at three times the

speed and one-third the fares formerly charged by

the old stage or mail coaches; whilst the cost of

the conveyance of merchandise, minerals, and

agricultural produce has been reduced full fifty

per cent., as compared with the rates charged on

canals and turnpike roads fifteen years ago Among
the curiosities of railway construction which have

lately attracted our attention, the following de-

scription of an American railroad over ice will be

read with interest. In order to understand tlie

subject, it must be borne in mind that the line of

rail between the cities of Baltimore and Philadel--

phia is intersected by the Susquehanna river, at a

point where the latter is about four-fifths of a mile

in width. The communication between the oppo-

site banks is usually kept up by means of a large

steam ferry-boat, upon which the passengers cross

from one point to the otber, independent trains

with their locomotives being kept in waiting for

them. In the winter season, however, the Sus-

quehanna,, flowing as it does from the bleak and

mountainous regions of the north, brings down
large quantities of floating ice, which, from the

shallowness of the water at the mouth of the

stream, collect in immense masses and dam up the

water, so as often seriously to impede the railroad

steamboat. Thus, in the rigorouswinterof 1851-2,

the engineer of tlie railway saw his ferry line at

Havre de Grace cut off, and the river filled almost

to the bottom with a vast accumulation of cakes

of ice, a foot thick, edged up and frozen in that

position, so as to present a mass of great strength,

but of most forbidding superficial aspect.

Under these circumstances, the engineer deter-

mined to form over this rude glacier a temporary

railroad for goods, and a slechje road alongside of

it, upon which two-horse sleighs could carry his

passengers, and by means of towing lines propel

the cars over the river. The first step was to fix

the position of the railroad; for upon this rough

surface of ice, a straight line between the ferry

landings would have required too much exca-
j

vation and embankment of ice and snow. The
i

line was accordingly made with several curves ; i

the projections and ridges of ice were cut away,
[

and broken fragments of the same material were I

used to fill up the hollows. Upon this levelled

surface a track was laid. As the banks of the

river, however, were some feet higher than the

surface of the rail, inclines were made on each

side, along which the cars were worked, descend-

ing by their own weight, and ascending by means

'

of ropes attached to a steam-engine. Forty cars

per day, laden with valuable merchandise, were
]

worked over this novel tract by the above means,
and were propelled across the ice by two-horse

sleighs, the towing-line being a rope of the size of

a man's finger. ,

(To be concluded.)

my heart, and which, may God forgive me, I har-

boured there. I can and do pray against the sin,

and trust by God's grace yet to conquer it; but it

is a thorn in my flesh, and still causes me great

bitterness and anguish.

Young men, as a lover of your souls, I tell you
in all sincerity that there is nothing which 1 would
not willingly give to have the veil of oblivion cast

over the scenes and the sentiments of that corrupt

volume, which still haunt me like foul spectres

during my hours of private devotion, in the sanc-

tuary, and at the communion table. 0, what sad

work did that quarter of an hour make upon a

human soul ! Young men, letcare of had looks,

and beware also of evil companions.

My early friend, after well-nigh accomplishing
my ruin, became a dissolute man, imbibed infidel

sentiments, and at last, as I greatly fear, died by
his own hand. " Let him that thinketh he stand-

eth, take heed lest he fall."

—

American Messenger.

A Quarter of an Hour with a Bad Book.—
About twenty-five years ago I formed a most inti-

mate acquaintance with a young man of fine edu-

cation and commanding talents, and we soon be-

came bosom friends. One morning after school,

at a street-corner, he handed me a book, which he

said he could loan me for only one quarter of an
hour. We stood at that corner for a few moments,
•while I looked at the obscene pictures and read a

few pages in that polluting volume. I handed it

oack to him, and never saw it again; but the poi-

son tiok (.flF'ct, " the sin left its mark." I cannot

erase the eff'ect of the impure thoughts which in

that qiirter of an hour that vile book lodged in

For "The Friend."

BUSINESS.
"First month, 181-5. Business, in its proper

sphere, is useful and beneficial, as well as abso-

lutely necessary; but the abuse of it, or an excess

in it, is pernicious in many points of view: lean-

not approve, in very many respects, of the intense

degree of application and attention, which seems
often to be required of those that are in business.

"There is one danger to which the man of

business is particularly exposed, and which is the

more alarming, because it is concealed,—I mean
the danger of gaining a worldly spirit, and of los-

ing that tenderness of conscience, that love of re-

ligion, which is the ground of all virtuous con-

duct. The person who is engaged in worldly

afi'airs, whether the sphere of his engagements be

large or small, should be most anxiously attentive

to his eternal interests, that they also may be kept

in a flourishing, profitable condition ; if this be
not the case, the saying of William Penn is true

in regard to such a one, ' He that loses by get-

ting, had better lose than gain.' He should also

be very jealous of his scanty leisure, that he may
not omit to employ some of it in his daily duties

to his Maker, and in the constant cultivation of

that holy frame of mind, which, it is the sloic

though sure tendency of the spirit of the world,

xilcntly to coxmteract. For I own I tremble at the

very idea of any man's mainly pursuing his perish-

able interests, when perhaps in one short moment
he is gone. How inconceivably terrible and ex-

quisite must be that man's anguish, whilst on the

very brink of going he knows not whither, to

think that he has given up an eternity of bliss,

for the empty grasp of that which is not."

As I perused the preceding extract from the
" Letters, &c., of John Barclay," I thought the

sentiments therein contained might be profitably

revived at this time ; and should any on reading

it, feel that they have need to fear lest they be

swallowed up by the things of time and sense,

may they be willing to pause and seriously inquire

what profit it will be to them should they gain

much wealth if the immortal soul is unprepared

for an admission into the kingdom of rest and
peace.

There may be some, who, being connected in

business with those who seem to be living for this

world alone, are in great " danger of gaining a

worldly spirit, and of losing that tenderness of

conscience, that love of religion," which in earlier

life have been theirs. May these think seriously

of their present situation, and though difiiculties,

which they may deem insurmountable, lie in their

path, and prevent them from disconnecting them-
selves from their present engagements, yet, as

,

these cry mightily to Him whose we are and

whom we ought to serve, he will make a way of

escape for them, if they are only watchful enough

to see it, and humble enough to embrace it, when
it is manifested to them.

How often do we see those to whom talents

have been entrusted, bui-ying them as it were in

the earth, while their business occupies theii

thoughts and time almost to the exclusion ol

everything else. Social and religious duties are

neglected, the heart becomes callous, the tempei

is soured, the afi'ectionate and social feelings are

blunted : and should such attain the height oi

their wishes and find themselves possessed ol

much of this world's goods, yet a void will be fell

which nothing earthly can supply, and the lan-

guage will be applicable, " He gave them theu

request, but sent leanness into their souls."

How different is the state of those, who are

endeavouring to "seek first the kingdom of God
and his righteousness," trusting that all things

necessary will be added. These, though thej

may have many difficulties to contend with it

their passage through the wilderness of thii

world, have a sustaining hope that there is treasure

laying up for them in Heaven, " where neithei

moth nor rust doth corrupt, and where thieves d(

not break through nor steal."

No doubt there are many who often feel weari

of this world, and regret that so much of theii

time is occupied in attending to those thing!

which perish with the using; still they see no,

how it can be otherwise- Let these endeavour a:

I
much as possible to live loose from these necesi

isary cares, and whilst engaged in them seek t(

have their thoughts lifted above, that thus "swee:
'. incense may ascend from their hearts to the throw

of glory."—B.
Eleventh month 24th, 1854.

ARCTIC FOXES.

A little white fox was caught alive in a traj

this morning. He was an astute visaged littlf

scamp, and although the chains of captivity, niadt

of spun yarn and leather, set hardly upon him

I he could spare abundant leisure for bear bone

[

and snow. He would drink no water. His cr;

I
resembled the inter-paroxysmal yell of a ver

;
small boy undergoing spanking. The note cam-

with an impulsive vehemence, that expressed no

only fear and pain, but a very tolerable spice o

anger and ill temper. He was soon reconciled

however. The very next day, he was tame enougl

1 to feed from the hand, and had lost that startlei

I

wildness of look, which is supposed to characterize

his tribe. He was evidently unused to man, am

I

without the educated instinct of flight. Twice

i

when suffered to escape from the vessel, he wa

[caught in our traps the same night. Indeed, th

'

white foxes of this region—we caught more thai

thirty of them—seemed to look at us with mor
curiosity than fear. They would come directly t

the ship's side ; and, though startled at first whe'

we fired at them, soon came back. They eve

suffered us to approach them almost within reac

of the hand, ran around us, as we gave the halloc

in a narrow circle, but stopped as soon as we wei

still, and stared us inquisitively in the face. On'

little fellow, when we let him loose on the icf

after keeping him prisoner for a day or twc

j

scampered back again to his cubby-hole on th

'deck. There may be matter of reflection for th

naturalist in this. Has this animal no natuR

enemy but famine and cold? The foxes cease

I

to visit us soon after this, owing probably to th

uncertain ice between us and the shore ; they ar,

shrewd ice-masters.

—

Dr. Kane' s Arctic Xarrativi

\
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For " The Friend."

The Unity of tlie Human Race.

Some of our zealous and exclusive devotees of

ience, from whoui better things might have been

tpected, have latterly shown a disposition to

juntenance the notion that the human faiiiili-

not all descended from one parent, according

the clear testimony of the Bible, and the uni-

srsal belief of all ages and nations ;
but that

lere is an original distinction of race, having its

isis in a more or less perfect development. 1 he

llowlng observations of one of our daily papers

L reference to this subject, are alike forcible and

j

" Professor Owen, the scientific successor of

uvier, has just delivered an exhaustive lecture

[i the unity of the human race. It was pro-

ounced on the occasion of the twenty-fourth

leetino- of the British Association for the ad-

ancem° nt of science, the text being, .
" The

.nthropoid Apes," which is that species of the

oe family most nearly approaching to the human

imily. He showed, from the teeth and other

iharacteristics, that it was impossible that such a

leature could ever have been changed gradually

Mo one of a higher order, as is the theory of the

lotorious "Vestiges of Creation" school. "The

iihole burden of facts," he said, " must stand in

lontravention of the hypothesis of transmutation

Ind progressive development." He declared that

j^e unity of the human species was demonstrated

[y the constancy of those osteological and dental

haracters, to which the attention is particularly

[irected in investigating the corresponding cha-

acters in the higher species of apes. He added,

hat all the localities in which human bones

\ad been found in doubtful positions, geologically

jonsidered, had showed proofs of disturbance, or

[ate formation, and that no such fossils had been

jiiscovered in regularly deposited layers of any

flivision of the tertiary series, which had remained

indisturbed. A comparatively full report of the

Lture appeared in the London Athenaeum for

September oOth.

I

" It has become fashionable among a certain set

U would-be-sa uans, and even among a few men of

•eal scientific attainments, to set aside the concur-

fent belief of all ages, countries and races in the

of the human race, and to teach that man

but a developed monkey. The very absurdity

f)f the doctrine recommends it to these very illu-

'ninati, for particular classes of thinkers snap up

|i paradox as eagerly as a trout darts at a red rag.

Shallow-minds, one-sided minds, and excitable

minds in search of novelty, easily fall into the

trror that what is new must be progress, that

what is odd must be a discovery, that what vio-

lates all past experience must be reform. It is

also unhappily the tendency of purely scientific

studies to narrow the compass of thought to a

particular view, just as the traveller, who came

front of one side of the gold and silver shield,

maintained that the buckler was entirely aurife-

rous. An anatomist, unless a comprehensive

thinker, is very apt to run into materialism. A
student of psychological phenomena, if of a con-

fined intellect, generally becomes a believer in

spiritual rappings. A geologist is too apt to for-

get the great first cause in his examination of

secondary causes. As miners, by working in the

dark under ground, get to be weak in vision and

short in sight, so men who study science exclu-

sively, and especially some one pet branch of

science, frequently lose that broad sweep_ of the

'intellect, which, like the aim of the soaring eye,

I

takes in the whole universe of fsicts at a glance.

I

" The minds of largest scope, however, never fall

I into this error. All the greatest names in sci-

i

ence have repudiated the shallow, immature and

skeptical theories of the day. Bacon, Newton,

Cuvier, and scores of other first-class thinkers,

might be adduced as proofs of this. In our own

time, Professor Owen, who is confessedly the

leading mind in his department of science, takes

similar ground against this absurdity of the nine-

teenth century—a diversity of race. But what is

more, his range of studies peculiarly fit him to

pronounce an opinion on this subject; nay, actu-

ally render him pre-eminently capable of giving a

correct judgment. He has demonstrated, with

the very arguments of this new-fangled school,

that there is no truth in the theory of progressive

development. He has turned the guns of the

transmutationists upon themselves. But it is

ever so in the history of science. Some poor,

mole-blind observer, standing on the shore of the

great ocean of truth, picks up a pebble, and being

able to see the mighty waters but indistinctly,

maintains, against all past experience, that thi

sea is made of little stones, and exhibits his speci

men as a proof. By and bye, however, comes

along a savan of more extended vision—a Profes-

sor Owen in one walk, or a Hugh Miller in ano-

ther—and lo ! the pretty bubble of the fool is

blown aside with a breath."

RELIGION.

Pure religion and undefiled before God and the

Father is this : To visit the fatherless and widows

in their'afflietion, and to keep himself unspotted

from the world.

—

James i. 27.

Reliiiion must be our business, then it will be

antty

our deliglht.

—

J. Mason.

Eeligion is the chief concern,

oF mortals here below
;

May I its great importance learn,

Its sovereign virtue know.

Religion is the tie that connects man with hii

CHRISTIANITY.

"The externals of Christianity, and the diffe-

rent interpretations of the Scripture, have been
ide pretexts for all the contentions, divisions

d cruelties, which have rent the church into so

many parts ; and nothing short of an individual

ttention to the grace and good Spirit of God, is

likely ever to unite them. The effect of this on
the heart and mind, is to illuminate the under-

standing, and to destroy those evil propensities of

corrupt nature; from which all contrariety, dis-

cord, and persecutions originate : it is, therefore,

the only way to unity and peace ; because what

it leads one man to do or say, it never leads ano-

ther to oppose or contradict.

" So that no one can possibly give any more

certain proof of faith, in the outward coming and

ministry of Christ, than by a simple and entire

dependence on the influence, instruction and aid

of the Holy Spirit; seeing it was to this he re-

ferred his disciples and followers, for all the in-

telligence respecting him that was necessary for

them. He, therefore, who so depends on this

unerring guide, as to refrain from everything,

however specious, which this does not present to

his mind, and faithfully adheres to its manifesta-

tions and guidance, is a true believer in, and real

follower of Christ.

" Behold the shepherd's boy ! Under the

shepherd's direction, he watcheth the flock by

day, and foldeth them by night—this is his con-

stant and only employment ; save that when he

espies a traveller on the road, he runneth to open

a gate ; or, if the traveller be a stranger, to an-

swer his inquiries about the way. But lo ! a

storm suddenly arlsesh; some of the sheep are

scattered, and in their fright flee for shelter to

the forest : moved by anxiety for these, he seems

to forget the flock, and pursueth the stragglers;

but alas ! in seeking for them, he loseth himself

n the mazes of the wilderness. Ah ! poor shep-

Creator, and holds him to his throne. If that tie herd's boy ! What now canst thou do ? Wdl

is sundered or broken, he floats away a worthless the master, when ho finds the flock entrusted to

"torn in the universe, its proper attractions all thee deserted, condescend to follow thee, and in-

quire into the cause ? Yea, poor shepherd's boy Ioone, its destiny thwarted, and its whole future

nothing but darkness, desolation, and death.

—

Daniel Webster.

Religion 1 Providence I Another state I

Here is firm footing ;
here is solid rock I

This can support us ; all is sea besides
;

Sinks under us, bestows, and then devours.

His hand the good man fastens on the skies.

And bids earth roll, nor feels her idle whirl.

Tounff.

Too many persons seem to use their religion as

a diver does his bell, to venture down into the

depths of worldliness with safety, and there grope

for pearls, with just so much of heaven's air as

will keep them from suffocating, and no more

;

some, alas ! as at times is the case with divers,

are suffocated in the experiment.— G. B. Checvcr,

D.D.

But true religion, sprung from God above,

Is, like her fountain, full of charity
;

Embracing all things with a tender love
;

Full of good-will and meek e.^pectancy;

Full of true justice, and sure verity

In heart and life. Henry Moore.

The humble, meek, merciful, just, pious, and

devout souls are everywhere of one religion
;
and

when death has taken off the mask, they will know

one another, though the divers livery they wear

make them strangers here.

—

Penn.

Eeligion bids all sin depart,

And folly flies her chastening rod
;

She makes the humble, contrite heart,

A temple of the living God. Montgomery.

have hope ;—the shepherd, too, misseth the

derers. He approhendeth the occasion of thy

bsence ; and, having himself traversed all the

perplexing ways of the wilderness, not only can,

but will find thee out. He will not upbraid, but

comfort and restore thee ; for he not only know-

eth the proneness of his sheep to wander, but also

the diffioultics of thy station, and no one either

tendeth his flock, or openeth or shuttcth a gate

to travellers, without being rewarded with the

smiles of his presence."

—

DylUryn.

DIagnetic (Ibsfrvatory.

The Washington Globe states that during the

year a magnetic observatory has been constructed

on the grounds of the Smithsonian Institution.

" It prin'cipally consists of an underground room,

enclosed within two walls, (to insure an equal

temperature,) between which a current of air is

allowed to pass, in order to prevent dampness.^

This observatory has been supplied with a set of

apparatus for determining the continued varia-

tions in direction and intensity of terrestrial mag-

netism. By an ingenious application of the pho-

tographic process, the invention of Mr. Brooks, of

En.o-land, the instruments are made to record, on

a sheet of sensitive paper moved by clock-work,

their motions. It is proposed to keep these in-

struments constantly in operation for the purpose

of comparing results with other observations of a

similar character in different partsof the world,

and also for the purpose of furnisbins a standard
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to which the observations made at various points the suflFering of the honest-hearted ; but the Lord
by the coast survey, and the different scientific is sufiBcient for his own work, and will choose his

explorations which are now in progress in the ' own workmen, and lay his yoke on whomsoever
western portions of the United States, may be

referred, and with which they may be com

For " The Friend."

"MISHTES OF ADVICE."

The minutes of advice issued by our last Yearly

Meeting held in Philadelphia, were, no doubt,

salutary to many of its members, to whom the

cause of truth is still dear, and who are endea-

vouring to be faithful in their day; but to whom
the aspect of things looks discouraging, and who
have their low seasons on account thereof; yet

are nevertheless willing to " endure hardness,"

and to press through difficulties for the "hope of

the promise made to our fathers." These, not-

withstanding the degeneracy amongst us, really

believe that the doctrines and testimonies upheld

by the early Friends, were given to them to bear

by the great Head of the church himself; and
that the institution of our discipline was in His
ordering. And they cannot but admire with what
dedication they gave themselves up to follow the

pointing of the Divine finger, "through good re-

port and evil report ;" of the latter of which they

seemed to experience the larger portion. Yet they

were not without their comfort, their "rejoicing

being the testimony of their conscience, that with
simplicity and godly sincerity, not with fleshly

wisdom, but) by the grace of God they had their

conversation in the world." Of the inward joy

and consolation of the Holy Spirit they were made
abundant partakers; and this joy nothing was
permitted to take from them.

They felt the true spiritual belief to be much
wanting, and were, therefore, concerned to adhere
to, and to teach sound doctrine, being made expe-

rimental witnesses of the sufferings that follow an
unreserved dedication to the Lord in all things.

It was principally in their adherence to the lead-

ings of his Spirit in things small in themselves,

but in which they dare not be unfaithful to please

the pride of man, that they were made partakers

of such a large share of suffering, which they un-

he will, and enable to bear it according to his own
design, and prosper it in the hands of his servants,

as they look to him alone for counsel and strength
;

and all that may be arrayed against them, crying,

"peace where there is no peace," will not be able

to deter them from that which he has called for

at their hands.

These exercised ones are, with their superior

meeting, " brought under much concern, in con-

sequence of the increased expensiveness and show,
which are gradually obtaining a place among
Friends at the time of burials," " the costliness of

the materials, and the unsuitableness of the attire,

in which the lifeless body is arrayed, as if to make
it a spectacle for beholders, and to gratify' the

pride of the living," " the needless expense,"
"and large entertainment," "as though it was
intended to make the occasion one of vain show,

instead of a solemn opportunity." The resort to

fashionable "places of interment," "where cus-

toms are sanctioned, which are at variance with

our well known testimonies," thus "opening a

door to weakness," " and preparing the way for

departures from those salutary restraints, which
in the wisdom of truth have been placed around
our members, and which have so evidently tended

to preserve them in a conformity to our religious

principles and practices."

Will not such as are concerned for the princi-

ples of the society, value these " salutary restraints,

which in the wisdom of truth have been placed

around our members ?" " and be willing to con-

form to the regulations of society in this respect ?"

and be "engaged to discourage the practice" of

introducing monuments into our grave-yards, en-

deavouring, " in the spirit of christian love," " to

carry into effect," that which is called for at our
hands ? being willing to suffer, if need be, the re-

proach and opposition of the world, and of unfaithful

ones amongst ourselves, not doubting but he who
has hitherto helped us, will enable us to do, and to

suffer for his sake. AVe ought to be willing not

ly to do, but to fill up our measure of suffer-

ing of him in his humiliation ; for, in the Ian- •

guage of the "Advice," " the Lord's mercy, and)

goodness, and forbc-arance have been abundantly '

extended to us ; He has made known his testi-

:

monies with clearness, and to the obedient has'

given wisdom and strength, to hold them up with;

convincing brightness to others. Though we are

,

a rebellious people, and he has permitted afBictions

'

to overtake us for our chastisement, and has cov-,

ered us as with a cloud, yet, in his long-suffering

kindneps, we believe the offers of his love and helj
|

are still extended; and if we cleave to the Lord'

with full purpose of heart," to serve him, he will,

" turn our captivity as the streams in the south."

'

" He will again give his gifts, even to those who!

have been rebellious, and will beautify the place ol i

his sanctuary, and make the place of his feet glo-)

rious." And the "Advice" continues that " we^

desire to encourage the honest-hearted ones, who'

have been 'baptized into Christ,' and planted in',

the ' likeness of his death,' to lift up their heads

;

in living faith, that his mercies are new every,

morning, and that as they have partaken of the-

' likeness of his death,' they shall be also in the

' likeness of his resurrection.' In his time he wUl

,

I

open a door which none can shut, and grant sup. i

;

plies of strength to testify of his goodness, and tol

invite others to come, 'taste, and see that the!

Lord is good ; blessed is the man that trusteth ia

:

him.'

"

I

N. G., Eleventh mo. 14th, 1854. i'

derwent joyfully for his sake ; and it is my belief
j

ing for the body's sake. Our early Friends suf
that if we have to suffer in the present day for the i fered much, even to the laying down their lives

cause which we have espoused, our greatest share for the Lord's sake, and for one another. And
will be for our unflinching adherence to those though our suffering may not come in the same
things which the truth loads into, in opposition to way, ought we not, nevertheless, to be willing to

that Spirit which rules in the unregcnerate heart bear our portion in whatever way it may be per-

of man. Though we are called unto sound doc- mitted to overtake us? They gave their cheeks
trine, and the enemy may, and hag endeavoured

j

to them who smote them, and failed not to meet
to hiy us waste in this respect, wherein I trust he

will be foiled, and will not be permitted to prevail,

yet he can try us with other snares ; and I be-

lieve he is endeavouring to make some loose theii

love, by rendering them lukewarm in the support

of those testimonies, which are the offspi

"

" the faith once delivered to the saints."

With what grief do we sometimes hear excuses
made for departures, under the plea "that our
doctrines are beset, and these are of the most im-
portance;" "and there are such and such other
defects amongst us," intimating that "if disci-

pline were carried out in these, we would find

many culpable," &o. 0, miserable subterfuges,
thus to endeavour to excuse one error by another,
and to palliate faults by such flimsy excuses, esteem-
ing such subjects as are treated on in our late
" Minutes of Advice," " little things." O, that
none may be carried away by such dissimulation,
and so be induced to give way through fear, iu-

stt-ad of standing fast to that, to which we have
been most surely called; even though such rea-

sonings may come from sources we were looking
to for help instead of hindrance, thus increasing

together publicly to manifest their allegiance to the

King of Kings, though scoflings, buffelings, and
prisons awaited them ; and the very children in some
cases met together, when their parents were taken
away to noisome dungeons, being made partakers

of of the marvellous love, which the Father had
bestowed on them, and which, through all, was
their comfort and support. And nothing short

of his power inwardly revealed, could have thus
supported them joyfully in the midst of tribula-

tion. The day may come, when, if we a-re not so

supported, we must fall, therefore let none despise

the day of small things ; lot none fail to show on
whose side the^ are, when the Master calls for it,

or when buffetted or stricken. Let us not deny
him for fear of suffering, for this will not avert it;

some thing will betray us, and we may be allowed

to go still further, and heap one enormity upon
another, like poor Peter who began to curse, and
to swear, to show that he was not "one of this

man's disciples," until the warning of which the
dear Master had told him, was permitted to remind
him of his denial. O, that none may go on rebel-

ling, and thus deny their divine Master, by slight-

A A^ew Kind of Brick.—We were shown lately!

an entirely new material for the construction oi!

buildings. It is a preparation of sand and lime.i

put into moulds, and operated upon with a most'

powerful press. The specimens we saw had about!

three times the superficial area of a common brick,

though, of course, their size would depend upon
the pleasure of the maker. They are made with.;

an open space in the centre, occupying one-hali:

the length and about one-third the breadth of the

brick. Those we saw were a handsome gray colour,

as smooth as dressed stone could be, and appa-

rently as solid as granite. Their real solidity was

about equal to a good burnt brick, though they

had been made but about three weeks, and time

and exposure are expected to harden them conti-

nually. Tliey can be furnished as cheaply as

brick, and unless some difiBculty is developed with

regard to them not now apparent, it seems to \xb

they must come into active demand for building

purposes. They would cert-.iinly appear as beau-

tiful as the finest stone, and making, as they do,

a hollow wall, with a smooth interior surface, thej

can be papered against, or painted, or jvhite-

washed, without the necessity of lathing or plas-

tering.

—

Kenosha Td.

A Touching Custom.—There exists at Lhassa

a touching custom, which we were in some sort

jealous of finding among infidels. In the evening,

as soon as the light declines, the Thibetan men,

women, and children cease from all business,

and assemble in the principal parts of the city,

and in the public squares. As soon as the groups

are formed, every one sits down and begins slowly

to chant his prayers in an under tone, and the'

religious concert produces an immense and solemn

harmony throughout the city, powerfully aftecting

to the soul. The first time we heard it, we could

mot help making a sorrowful comparison. between]
this pagan town, where all prayer is common, with

the cities of Europe.

—

Hue's Travels in Tartary.

Prayers and tears are the weapons, with which

the saints have obtained the greatest victories. '
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Selected.

KETURN—ONCE MORE RETURN.
Return—once more return,

Oil Wauderer, to tby God,
A voice yet on tbee calls,

A finger points the road :

—

Wliy wilt thou, sinful, still

The proffer'd boon disduin.

Did Jesus come to save.

Yet bleed—yet die in vain ?

Return—trust not to youth.

To strength, health, wealth, renown
;

Thine e.velids may be shut.

Ere even this day goes down
;

Where'er thy steps are bent.

Death hovers by thy side.

Thou know'st not what an hour
May to thy fate betide 1

Behold the mighty sun,—

•

He metes out day by day
;

Each new moon's circlet saith,

" A month hath passed away;"
Preach not unto thy heart

The seasons, as they roll,

—

" Nearer and nearer draws
To judgment-seat thy soul ?"

" Return I" the promise saith,

" Hark I wayward wanderer, ho I

Thy sins, as scarlet red.

Shall white be made as snow 1

Trust in the Saviour, trust,

—

"Before the Lord cast down
The burthen of thy sin.

The old man and his deeds.

And a new life begin
;

So, walking in the light

By revelation given.

Through darkness and through death,

Thy path shall lead to heaven I"

Selected.

THE WIDOW'S GOD.
In this lone hour of deep distress.

When heavy sorrows round me press.

Encouraged by thy gracious word,
I trust thee as the widow's God.

A husband lies in death's embrace,
The grave is now his resting place

;

0, as I pass beneath tby rod.

Reveal thyself the widow's God.

Assuage my grief, remove my fears.

Suppress my murmurings, dry my tears.

Help me to own the chastening rod.

And bless thee as the widow's God.

Be thou my counsellor and stay.

Protect by night, and guide by" day;
Then, as I travel life's rough road,
I'll praise thee as the widow's God.

An Eccentric Will.—Mr. Railing, ofNew Hamp-
shire, Eng., was among the victims of the last

railroad accident between Brighton and London.
His heirs, after having paid him the customary
funeral honours, did what all heirs do in similar

bases, opened the will of the deceased, to ascertain

what share each was to have in his posthumous
liberalities. As he had never given a penny to

either of his relatives, during his lifetime, they
expected to be the richer now that he was no more.
One may imagine the surprise caused by the first

line of the will.

" This is my testament. I give and bequeath
all my goods, present or future, movable or im-
movable, in England, or on the continent, to that

railroad company on whose road I have had the
happiness to meet with death, that blessed deliver-

ance from my terre.strial prison."

Further ou, the testator gives his reasons for

his bequest. The idea~hiid taken firm possession

of his mind that he was destined to die a violent

death, and the most desirable one in his view was
that caused by the exploaiou of a locomotive. He

travelled, therefore, constantly on the railroads in

England, Belgium and France. There was not a

station whore he was not known. All the conduc-
tors wore familiar with his peculiar costume. He
had narrowly escaped death several times. Once,
he was shut up in a car tinder water, another time

he was in the next car to the one that was shat-

tered, and he described with the greatest enthusi-

asm those terrible accidents, when he saw death

so near, without being able to obtain it. Disap-

pointed in Europe, he went to the United States.

He made frequent excursions in boats on the Ohio,

the Mississippi, the Ontario, and the Niagara, but
notwithstanding their frequent explosions, he re-

turned with a whole skin. Ho was destined to

be crushed under a car of the mother country. It

is said that the relatives will attempt to break the

will on the ground of insanity, but it is probable

that the railroad will win the suit in spite of the

proverb that the murderer never inherits from his

victim.

—

Ledger.

For "Tho Friend."

The Spirit ot Prayer.

The spirit of prayer, and the spirit of the world

—which leads from it—are as opposite, as light

to darkness, or life to death, and where one is

found to prevail, the other is excluded. " To be

carnally minded is death, but to be spiritually

minded, is life and peace." The soul that is full

of the riches, the honours, or the wisdom of the

world, feels not its need of heavenly treasure, and
is not, therefore, inspired with heavenly desires

;

but being content to embrace this present world,

the fire of holy zeal is suffered to be extinguished,

giving place to a sorrowful unconcern, which leads

to darkness and doubt, and finally, to the sacrifice

of all hope in Divine mercy, through the media-

tion and intercession of tho Saviour.

And thus it has been, in the march of worldly

prosperity, that we, as a people, have become ex-

alted above the pure witness for truth in the

heart, and forsaking onv Jirst Love, and not keep-

ing ourselves from idols, until He, who has so

long borne with our backslidings, has arisen, to

chastise us, that we may render him the honour
and worship which we profess to be due to him
alone. And now, if we continue in the way of

unrighteousness, by turning away from Him who
siuiteth us, and who is still calling us with a high

and holy calling, what marvel, if he should con-

tinue to scatter us, until the name we profess

shall become a by-word and a reproach among the

nations around about us ?

But, if we should be happily awakened to a

sense of our degeneracy and danger, hefore it is

too late, and led in sincerity to crave mercy of

the great Head of the church, saying, in our

hearts, " Spare thy people, Lord, and give not

thine heritage to reproach," he will doubtless

arise for our help, and scatter the enemies that

are besetting our way, and destroying our peace.

In order that this may become the availing exer-

cise of our spirits, we must be humbled, under a

living sense of our captivity to the love of self,

which is leading us to seek the honours, the plea-

sures, and the professions of this present world,

to forsake the fountain of living waters for broken

cisterns, which can hold no water.

How formal and lifeless is that worship, which

is performed by a divided heart, in which the

service of God and of mammon is attempted 1 and

how much of this mixture do we find amongst us

!

Who, then, can wonder at the appearance of dis-

cord and confusion, as the revelation of the wrath

of God, against the holding of truth in unright-

eousness ? And how can we expect to escape

condemnation, if we continue to honour God with

the lip and the tongue, while the heart is far from
him—being separated by the love and worship of
other things—seeking the honour which cometh
from men, more than the praise of Him whom we
profess to follow.

If our hearts are estranged from the meekness,
self-denial and forhcarance, of pure wisdom, and
the exercise of humble and fervent supplication
before the throne of grace, for help and preserva-
tion, how can we expect to receive the Divine
blessing, which would unite our hearts unto God,
and one unto another, in the bond of heavenly
love ? How can we look for a tinited travail of
spirit, for the advancement of the blessed cause
of truth and righteousness, in the earth ? While
our own wills, and self-interest, are served, we
can but look for a dividing, party spirit, which
will scatter many from the blessed fold of unity,

into which our worthy forefathers were mercifully
gathered, through faithfulness to the Divine will,

as revealed in their own hearts. They manifested
that they were the friends of Christ—their inward
teacher—by obedience to his commandments;
and preached the gospel not only by the ministry
of the word, but also by their holy lives and con-
versation, in which they conformed to the example
and will of Him, whom they followed in the way of
cross-bearing and self-denial.

But how is it with us, who profess to be walk-
ing in the same narrow path which they had trod
before us ? Are we submitting our neeks to the
yoke of the cross, to the denial of self; or have
we not rather become, in our own estimation,

wiser than they, in counting the gain of wordly
wisdom and riches, instead of regarding the sur-

render of all our earthly passions and crowns at

the feet of Jesus, as the only condition of true

diseipleship ? Have we yet arrived at that happy
attainment, in which we truly feel, and openly
acknowledge, with him who was first called by
our name, that " We are nothing, Christ is all?"
Or are we indulging that feeling of self-sufficiency

which says in the language of conduct, " Who
bath made thee a ruler and a judge over us?" and
in which the exercise of living prayer unto God,
that he would so direct our stops, as to lead us
into "the unity of the Spirit, in the bond of
peace," is rarely if ever felt. Those who are true

Quakers have much to hope for, in the belief, that

whatsoever they may ask in the name of Christ,

shall be granted ; and therefore no cause for dis-

couragement in their endeavours to be faithful to

Him who hath called them unto watchfulness and
prayer.

Singing Birds for America.—Amongst the

"passengers" by the Washington steamer, which
left Southampton on Fourth-day, 25th ult., with
the United States mails, were upwards of a thou-

sand singing canary birds. A cabin was fitted up
for them, close by one of the paddle-boxes. Al-
most every one of the birds was in a separate

cage. This cage is dome-shaped, and is of basket-

work, about eight inches long and four inches in

height and width. Canary birds are exported in

large numbers from Bremen to New York by the

Southampton steamers, and they are collected

from all parts of Germany. Some of the canaries

exported from Bremen are famous for their song,

particularly those from Saxony, and others are

distinguished for their shape and colour. The
latter kind of birds are half as long again as tho

ordinary canary ; their bodies are slender and
arched, like many of the birds of prey. They
have long legs, their colour is a rich yellow, and
their heads are beautifully spotted. Some of the

birds taken out in the Washington had won prizes

at Antwerp.
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For " The Friend."

BIOGRiPmCAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

JANE BILES.

(Continued from page 94.)

The Tisit of William and Jane Biles to England

and Ireland, appears to have been well accepted

by Friends there. They returned towards the

close of 1702, having been absent from America

something under two years. In giving an account

of their labours to their Friends at home, they ex-

pressed the satisfaction they had had in the per-

:

formance of their duty in England and Ireland.

In the language of the minute made on the occa-

sion, in the meeting of ministering Friends, "the

Lord being with them to furnish and uphold them

in their service there, and to bring them again in

safety to us, to their and our mutual satisfaction.

Praised be his name forever."

Jane appears to have been strengthened in her

bodily health, so as to perform the service assigned

her abroad, and after her return, we have evidence

that she was for several years able to attend to her

religious duties. She frequented her own Yearly

Meeting, and we find her at the Yearly Meetings

for worship, which were held at divers places.

Her concern for the promotion of the cause of Truth,

led her to open in the Select Yearly Meeting, in

First mouth, 1706, the case of a valuable Friend

who had gone to a marriage consummated at the

house of one who had separated from Friends, and

who still continued in the separation. Jane took

this opportunity of relieving her mind, and asking

the judgment of the meeting, because the Friend

was hiinself present, and could say whether her

statement was correct, and offer such justifying

answer to a correspondent, we present theij-

ove as being equal to any that we are acquainted
jj,

th.

—

Late Paper. h;

I
been a married man, and had at least one son, days. After this it is taken out and suffered

^|
called by his own name. Before settlina on his dry thoroughly before being used. \ arious sub-,

'new purchase, he appears to have resided a time stances have been prepared for tue purpose; but,
1

at Burlington, and signed the address of the

Monthly Jleeting at that'place, to the Yearly Meet-

ing in London^ The Monthly Meeting which

issued the address, was held early in Twelfth

month, 1680, but William Biles and a few others

who were not then present, signed it previous to

its being forwarded to England.

The nest year after his settlement, he was

chosen a member of the assembly, and during the

year 1683, was diligent in attending to tlie duties

of that station. In 1685, he was appointed one

of the justices of the peace for Bucks county, and

the next year was again in the assembly. From

this time until the time of his death, he frequently

represented his county in that body, and was

esteemed a valuable member thereof.

His second- wife was Jane Atkinson, whose life

we have just given, and in her he had a faithful

help-meet, and one well calculated to assist him

on his journey heavenward. They were married

in the year 1688, and appear to have often tra-

velled in the ministry of the Gospel. He was one

of the members of the Select Meeting, who signed

the declaration against Keith, and he seems always

to have been a clear-headed advocate of the princi

pies of Quakerism.
(To be continued.)

Gentleness.

that is from above is gentle"The wisdi

Little as this disposition is thought of by many,

we find it considered in the holy Scriptures as a

characteristic of the true Christian. This gentle-

ness, indeed, is to be distinguished from passive

d;;;;;;;;;^ arVh^'c;;;-, [n his a'pp;ehension"
\

tameness of spirit, and from unlimited compliance

admitted of. The Friends after listening to her with the manners of others That passive tame-

staTement, and her friendly charge against him, Uess which submits without a struggle to every
statement,

^< and having weightil^ encroachment of the violent and assuming, forms
heard him fully

, , _

considered the matter, it was the sense of th

meeting, that he was condemnable therein, and

that he was mistaken in the motion that led him

thereto."

In examining the ancient records, and journals

of members of our Society, the simplicity and

faithful sincerity of the old times strikes us very

pleasantly. Their honest, plain dealing one with

another, was the effect of love—true christian love,

and was many times, if not mostly, received in the

same spirit. They do not appear to have thought

that because a person did not unite with the ac-

tions or views of another, that it indicated any

want of love, to say so. One of the prevalent

errors of the present day, is the opinion, that a

want of unity indicates a want of love, and that,

to say we do not unite with what another has

done or said, is tale-bearing and detraction. There

is an abundance of suspicion expressed of a want

of love in others, and it would be well for all, be-

fore expressing such a suspicion to consider, whe-

ther the fooling itself indicates an overflowing of

the charity that thinketh no evil.

The last service I find Jane Biles engaged in,

was in the year 1706, but doubtless she continued

faithfully labouring as long as strength and health

were afforded. The minute of her Monthly Meet-

ing states, that she was "buried the 21st of the

Tenth month, 1709."

•WILLTAJI BILES.

William Biles came from England to New Jer-

sey, about the beginning of 1681, and having pur-

chased land of Uovoruor Andros, he soon after

part of Christian duty ; but on the contrary

destructive of general'happiness and good order.

That unlimited complaisance, which on every oc-

casion falls in with the manners and opinions of

others, is so far from being a virtue, that it is it-

self a vice, and the parent of many vices. It

overthrows all steadiness of principle, and pro-

duces that sinful conformity to the world which

taints the whole character. True gentleness re-

nounces no just right from fear; it gives up no

portant truth from either/cac ot flattery ; it is

not only consistent with a firm mind, but it neces-

sarily requires a Christian steadiness of s^iViV,

and fixed principle, in order to give it any real

value. It stands opposed to harsh nes^s and se-

verity, to pride and arrogance, to violence and

oppression : it is properly that part of charity

which makes us unwilling to give pain to a»y of

our brethren ; and while it corrects all asperity of

disposition and manner, it gives strength, magna-

nimity and sweetness.

For " The Friend." !

Review of tlie Weather for Eleventh Month, 1854.}t

The Eleventh month has not been marked with j"

dden changes of weather this year, as is some- I-

times the case, though the average temperature ji-

was not quite so high as last year. There waaji

but little appearance of the genuine Indian sum-i;

mer; yet it was mostly quite favourable for those |.

who depend on their daily outdoor labour forj:

sustenance for themselves and families. h

In this vicinity, there have been no storms tor

remark, but there are accounts of severe ones in I

different places. It is stated that great damage
1|

was done in various parts of the province of NeWi

Brunswick, by a storm, on the 13th and 14th. J

The rivers and streams overflowed and deluged'

the lowlands, swept away many bridges, &c. There
\

was also quite a gale at St. Johns, Newfoundland,

,

and in other places along the coast.
_ |

No enow has fallen here yet, except a few spita

on the 20th. There has been considerable, how-

1

ever, in Canada and the Northern States. At

Concord, N. Hampshire, there were ten inches of

snow on the 30th. Accounts from N. York and

Boston of the 30th say, "No snow yet, but freez-

ing cold."

The Ohio river, which was so nearly dried upi'

a short time ago, has again risen, so that boats in;

great numbers are now running.
_

(

It is thought the table below will be suf&cientti

without furHjcr remark on the weather at this;

place. There was a brilliant aurora on the even-n

ing of the 18th, in the north-east, being too cloudylj

in the north to be visible there.
\

The average temperature for the month was near.f

42°,—about"3° lower than Eleventh mo. of last-

year. Amount of rain, 3.13 inches.

The mean temperature of the three autumn

months, was 54°,—| higher than for the same

time last year. Amount of rain for the three

months just ended, 8.896 inches,—for the corres-

ponding time last j'car, 11.645

West-town Twelfth mo. 1st, 1854.

To render Wood Incombustible.—A very excel-

lent way to render wood incombustible, is to soak

it in a strong solution of alum and the sulphate

of copper. About one pound of alum and one of

the sulphate of copper should be sufiicient for 100

gallons of water. These substances are dissolved

m a small quantity of hot water, then mixed with

the water in the vessel in which the wood is to be

steeped. The timber to be rendered fire-proof

cau be kept under the liquor by stones, or any

other mode of sinking it. All that is required is

a water-tight vessel, of sufficient dimensions to

settled west of the river Delaware, in a part of
|

hold enough liquor to cover the timber, which

what is now Bucks county. He appears to have should be allowed to steep for about tour or tive

6
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For " The Friend."

I Tlic Truth is Unchanged and Unchangeable.

ILct none be concluding, because those are

lund under the profession of Truth, whose eyes

lie god of this world hath blinded, and led them

to the ditch of covetousness—which is idolatry

-tliat the principles of our profession are in any

gi-oe changed, or altogether deserted ; for though

u luve of other things has, in many instances,

;cn suiTcred to choke the good seed, which has

len viwn in the hearts of those who profess with

;, ami who may conform to plainness of dress

id language, and the attendance of religious

eeiiiii;s; yet there are others, it is humbly be-

•vimI, ill whom the seed of life is known to reign

ul iKive dominion, who can testify from living

qiLiioMoe, that those who are faithful to the

casure and manifestation of grace in their

:'aits, do not follow cunningly devised fables,

jUt substantial truth.

I

It is no new thing to find the professors, and

ren advocates of truth, covering themselves with

cuvering, which is not of His spirit, whom we
iul'r~< to follow, which has always been an occa-

uii if stumbling to the weak; yet let it be re-

leiubei'cd, that against the fruits of the Spirit

—

hicli are love, joy, peace, lonfj-svffering
,
gcntle-

rs.s, goodness, faith, meekness, and temperance

—

v.:r(' is no law.

iSr, auso hypocrisy in any, or all its forms, is

luij'l amongst us, it is no evidence against the

jaiity of truth, which has ever been mocked by
oth jirofessors and profane. But by far the

post dangerous enemy, is the secret hypocrite,

'ho is betraying, as it were, the Truth into the

'.ands of its enemies—by making a holy profes-

)ion, while giving way to evil practices—and
jhereby stumbling honest inquirers after the way
!f holiness, which is the way of pleasantness and
leaoe.

! The higher our profession, the greater is our
jesponsibility, but it does not follow that the

l;reater is our faithfulness. Are we found, in

ife and conversation, upholding the standard

rhich our worthy forefathers not only raised, but
aithfully upheld ? for it is written of them that

hoy feared God, and hated covetousness, and that

laving walked in the light of the Spirit, to the

pnd of their journey, they laid down their heads

[n peace. -It was to the heart that they looked

l.hemselves, and referred others, for the spring of

'ivery evil, as well as the working place of the Spirit

')f Christ, for the correction of all unrighteousness.

' But how is it with us ? Are we not looking

'jut of ourselves for the occasion and remedy of

liscord and contention, instead of searching within

3ur own hearts, for the cause of the confusion and
sorrow in which we are involved ? Are we not

looking to others as the occasion of the difficulty,

and for deliverance from it, rather than endeav-

ouring to turn our attention inward, to search out

the root of bitterness in ourselves, and to give

ourselves up to fervent and humble exercise of

spirit, on our own account, as well as that of
others, that the great Head of the church would
be pleased in his infiuite love and mercy, tho-

roughly to purge us from every form of enmity,

and unite us together in Him '!

The shakings which we are experiencing are,

no doubt, designed to try the foundations of all,

and those who are disposed to for-sake the Truth
!

because of its reproach, may be compared to the

!

ohaflF which the wind driveth away. It is lament-
able, indeed, to behold the departures from our
Christian profession, which are found amongst us
by the indulgence in a worldly spirit which be-

trayeth into anger, malice, envy and strife, and
where these are, there is confusion and every evil

work. But let it be borne in mind, that these 45,140 yards. The large room numbers 216
are the fruits of the spirit of darkness, which windows ; the pavilions 192 ; on the ground floor

stands opposed to the Spirit of Christ, which there are 388 columns in cast-iron,"and 816 on
we profess to follow. It is our sins that have the second floor ; the central nave has a lenn-th of
separated us from Christ, and one from another

; 192 yards, with a breadth of 48, and its height at
and it is only through repentance and the for- the entablature is 18 yards. The building has
giveness thereof that we can ever be restored to consumed 822,000 square yards of cut stone,
" the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace." without counting the filling stone and the mortar
"The danger in society, doth not lie so much —4,500 tons of castings, 3,600 tons of iron, and

in this, that some may have a difl'ering view in 33,000 square yards of unpolished glass,

some things from the general sense; as it doth in The recent discovery of extracting aluminum
this, namely, when such that so diifer, suffer from clay, in Franco, is a matter of much interest

themselves to be led out of the bond of charity, in scientific circles. It is so inoxydizable, that it

and labour to impose their private views upon the resists the action of air in a muffle heated to a
rest of their brethren, and are offended and angry temperature equal to that required for the assay of

if it be not received ; this is the seed of sedition gold. Lead burns in the test and vitrifies at the
and strife, that hath grown up in too many, to side of the aluminum, without the latter losing

their own hurt ; therefore beware of it, and seek any of its properties. This metal conducts clec-

not to drive a matter on in fierceness or in anger, tricity eight times better than iron, as well, and
nor to take offence unto your minds at any, be- perhaps better, than silver; it docs not alloy it-

cause what seems to be clear to you, is not pre- self with mercury, and takes but a few traces from
sently received. Let all beware of their own 1 lead; it gives with copper slight traces, very hard
spirits and natural tempers, and keep in a gra-jand very black, even when the copper enters but
cious temper, then are ye fit for the service of 25 per cent, into the composition of the melange.
God, whose house ye are, as ye keep upon the A process has been discovered by which cord-

foundation that God hath laid.' jage of superior quality to that made from hemp
Now, as we are favoured to behold the diffe-

rence between profession alone, and the real prin-

ciple of Truth, let us be encouraged to manifest

our faith by our works, and not by an empty pro-

fession be deceiving ourselves, and stumbling

others ; for we arc each one of us accountable for

our faithfulness to the measure and manifestation

of grace in our own hearts, and no profession

however high, can screen us from the judgment
of Him who is of purer eyes than to behold ini-

quity. " The hope of the hypocrite shall perish, but

they that trust in the Lord shall never be moved."

Discoveries in Science and Art.

There is a quarry of white sandstone near

Edinburgh, upon which rests a thick bed of dark

slate, over which the hot trap must have once

flowed, and thereby was subjected to a sort of

natural distillation. This found its way into the

crevices of the white stone below where it is now
found. It is a light, wafy substance, varying from
the colour of gamboge, to that of dark amber,

melts at the same temperature as beeswax, which
it equals in hardness, and burns with a bright

flame. Some of the shales of the crolite are very

rich in inflammable matter, and yield in the re-

tort, oils, naptha, and wafy substance known as

parafiine. Of this, candles are made equal to wax,
and extensive works have been recently erected

in England and Scotland for their manufacture.

It is said that these snow-white candles can be

made of dark Irish turf, and works are in progress

with this end in view.

Thermography is the name which designates a

newly discovered method fur transfc

may be manufactured from cotton. It is said to

be less affected than any other rope by exposure
to the weather, suffers less by abrasion, docs more
service, is as strong, of the same size, weighs less,

does not readily absorb moisture or water, and
when strongly impregnated with its natural oil,

resists the action of moisture for a long time; it

stretches no more, if as much, as other rope, and
requires no paint or tar to protect it from the

weather, and though mildew may cover its surface

and blacken it, it does not penetrate the body of
the rope.

Selected.

Simple Failh.

" Be not afraid, only believe." Two children

were standing at evening on the summit of a hill,

watching the setting sun as it seemed slowly to

roll along the bright horizon. Said the elder,
" "What a way the sun has moved since we saw it

coming from behind that tree !" " And yet we
remember," said the youngest boy, " we learned
in this morning's lesson with our father, that the
sun never moves at all." "I know we did," re-

plied the first, " but I do not believe it, because
I see that it is not so. I saw the sun rise there

this morning, and I saw it set there to-night.

How can a thing get all that distance without
moving? We know very well, that if we did not
move, we should remain always just where we are

upon this hill." " But our father," said the

other, " our father told us that it is the earth

that moves." "That is impossible, too," replied

the elder, " for we see it does not move : we are

standing upon it now, and it does not stir, how
can we pretend to think it moves, when all the

and tracings, whether natural or artificial, to wood, Uime it stands quietly under our feet?" These
calico and paper, directly from the objects them-

1 simple ou'es might divide mankind between them,
selves, provided these possess or are capable of and carry the banner of their parties through the
being converted into plane surfaces. This iuven-

1 world from first to last ; there never has been,
tion is an ofi'shoot of the mode employed in Bir-

1 and there never will be anr/ other division, but
mingham and elsewhere for transferring raised they that take, and they that will not take their

patterns, such as lace, to metal, by means of pres

sure—a process called nature-printing, and which

consists in taking impressions in lead, a soft alloy,

gutta-percha, or other suitable material, from na-

tural objects, a flower, feather, &c., by pressure,

then obtaining metallic electro-plates from impres-

sions, and finally printing from these electro-

engraved plates in the ordinary way.

The French cry.stal palace covers—the ground

floor—27,068 square yards ; the surface of the

gallery of the circumference covers 18,072—total

father's word. We may take the Scripture defi-

nition of the two parties, under what terms we
please, explain them, descant upon them, write

volumes to elucidate or confound them—it comes
to the one simple description at last—they who
do, and they that do not their heavenly Father's

will. Let us not forget the simplicity/ of faith
;

it is the confidence which a little child places ia

his father's words. And let us remember, too,

that our eternal destiny hinges on our believing

or not believing.
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An Illustration of Scripture.—A traveller in

Syria says, that at the close of the day the roads

are filled with wandering herds and flocks, and
droves of donkeys, with one attendant herdsman,
all returning home for the night, after pasture on

the neighbouring hill-tops. As soon as they get

to the outskirts of the village, each separates from

the other, and unattended, pursues its way to its

master's door. " The ox knoweth its owner, and
the ass his master's crib."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News From England to the I8lh.—Tlie

War.—The Russian despatches via Vienna, state that

from the 5th to the 9th, nothing of importance had oc-

curred at Sebastopol. The bombardment continued,

but the breaches were always repaired without loss of

time. The despatches from both sides say that prepa-

rations are being made for an assault. Both parties

are in want of reinforcements, but the allies more than

the Russians. The Russians are beginning to feel the

want of ammunition. The force of the allies has been

reduced by battle and disease to 50,000 men, which has

caused much jvlarm in England and France, and the

utmost eflforts are being made to send instant reinforce-

ments. All the mail steamers are taken up to convey
troops. The great hospital in Sebastopol with 2000
wounded, has been destroyed by the fire of the allies,

and four Russian ships of war in the harbour sunk by
them. The typhus fever had broken out in the city from
the large number of dead remaining unbnried. Confla-

grations were continually occurring from the red hot

shot fired into the town, and water was getting very

scarce. The Russians were preparing for street fight-

ing, and were posting cannon so as to sweep the streets,

fortifying houses, &c. Menschikoff, in his account of

the 5th, admits the loss of 4000 men, and states that the

loss of the allies was at least as great. Lord Raglan's

despatch diifers little from that of Gen. Canrobert.

Three English generals were killed, viz., Sir George
Cathcart, General Stranways and General Goldie, and
six others wounded. He says that the Russians greatly

exceeded in number those engaged on the Alma, and
that their loss was enormous.

Another statement makes the English loss about
2000. The French 1500, and the Russians between 7000
and 8000. Sickness is increasing in the allied camps.
The Turkish army under Oma Pacha, was in movement
towards the river Pruth. A Turkish man of war had
foundered at sea with the Admiral and 700 men on
board

; a Turkish frigate also had been lost in the Black
Sea.

THE BALTIC—The English fleet had left the Baltic.

Winter had set in with unusual severity. At Dantzic

the snow was a foot deep ;
there was much lumber and

grain there ready for shipment, but no prospect of get-

ting it off.

ENGLAND.—At Liverpool, flour had declined 6rf. a

bbl. Consols had fallen to 91 J ; the demand for cotton

was moderatively active.

FRANCE.—A new French loan of 500,000,000 or

600,000,000 francs, is proposed. The French troops

are being withdrawn from Italy.

CANADA.—The Canadian Parliament is engaged in

discussing the removal of the old feudal tenures. The
lands in Lower Canada are chiefly held in manors, con-

taining from nine to thirty-six square leagues, divided

into holdings, for which latter the tenants pay a small

rent, perform certain services to the lord, pay fines on
its transfer, and grind their corn at the seignorial mill.

Nearly five millions of acres are held in this antiquated

way. The population occupying these lands, is of pure
French blood, and amounts to about five hundred thou-

SANDWICH ISLANDS.—The British Consul at Hon-
olula has remonstrated, earnestly, against the proposed
annexation of the Islands to the United States. The
King is reported to be in favour of the measure. An
ice-tiouse was being erected at Honolula, and a vessel

from Sitka with 000 tons of ice, was expected to arrive

soon.

The great volcano of Flawai was more active than it

had been for the past five years.

UNITED STATES.—The second session of the 33d
Congress met on the 4th inst.

;
quorums present in both

houses. In the absence of Senator Atchison, Lewis
Cass was chosen President of the Senate, pro. tern. The
President's message was sent in; it does not present

any points of special interest. The Secretary of the

Treasury in his report states the receipts of the fiscal

year ending Sixth mo. 30 last, from all sources, to be

873,549,705, which, with the balance in the Treasury,
Seventh mo. 1, 1853, $21,942,392, gives a total for the
year of $95,492,597. The expenditures for the year have
been S'?5,354,630, leaving a balance on the 1st of Se-
venth mo. of $20,137,967. The amount of public debt
outstanding. Seventh mo. 1, was $47,180,508. The Se-
cretary anticipates a falling off in the customs, owing
to the Reciprocity Treaty and short crops.

Railroads.—There are said to be now in progress, and
likely to be completed, in the United States, over 12,000
miles of railroad. This estimate embraces only those
actually under way, and, in most cases, under contract
throughout. The entire cost of these various under-
takings will probably not be less than §350,000,000.

The Whaling Fleet.—According to the New IJedford

Mercury, the fleet in the Pacific has had only about half
the average success of former years. In the Ochotsk
and Arctic seas, also, the fishing has been unsuccessful.
There are about 250 ships in those seas, and the report
is, that they have found the whales scarce and small,

and that they have been unable to obtain anything like

the usual quantity of oil.

Specie in the Treasury.—The statement of the U. S.

Treasurer shows that on the 1st inst., there was in the
various depositories, subject to draft, the sum of $26,-
248,106.

Slave Tradefrom the East Coast.—The ship Valparaiso
recently arrived at New York from Macao. On her voy-
age she touched at St. Helena, and found there a vessel

from the East Coast of Africa, which reported 800 negro
slaves on the coast, and their owners offering $20,000
for their safe carriage to Cuba, the freight to be paid by
a house in New York.

The New Acquisition.—There is said to be a fine agri-

cultural and mineral region within the boundaries of

the Gadsden purchase, and the settlement of the terri-

tory has already commenced from California.

Chinese Testimony, not valid.—In the Supreme Court of

California, a conviction for murder has been set aside

on the ground that it was procured by the testimony of

Chinese witnesses. The ruling of the Court was, that

Chinese are not competent to give testimony against

whites.

Wells in the Desert.—A joint resolution has been passed

by the California Legislature, instructing the represen-

tatives of the State in Congress to endeavour to obtain

an appropriation for the sinking of wells, in the Humbolt
Desert, Utah Territory, for the relief of emigrants and
others, journeying by that route to and from Cali-

fornia.

Philadelphia.—Ihii mean temperature of the Eleventh

month, according to the register kept at the Pennsyl-
vania Hospital, was 45°,4. The highest temperature
was 70° on the 1st, and the lowest, 26=> on the 5th. The
amount of rain was 2.83 inches. Mortality last week,

169, of which 4 were from cholera.

California.—The Steamer Star of the TVest brings

$737,000 in gold, and one week's later news. The In-

dian Reservation in Colusi county, was already occupied

by five hundred Indians. Preparations were making
for the coming season, and it was expected that about
two thousand acres of wheat and barley would be raised

on the reservation. The Tuolumne and Mercia rivers

were swarming with salmon, and many persons were
doing a profitable business on these streams, catching

and preserving these fine fish.

Miscellaneous.—Russia Draining England of Gold.—It

appears that notwithstanding the war, and the block-

ade of the Russian ports in the Baltic, England still

imports, through Prussia, the hemp, hides, tallow, and
wheat of Russia, in undiminished quantities, and at en-

hanced prices ;
and also that these articles have now to

be paid for chiefly in gold. Thus England is forced to

supply the Czar with no small portion of the funds

needed by him for warlike operations. While the war
lasts, England will probably be compelled to pay Rus-
sia in this manner from twenty to twenty-five millions

of dollars yearly.

Horrid Occurrence.—-An item of the last news is, that the

gre.at hospital in Sebastopol was set on fire by the shells

of the allies, and was burned to the ground, with all its

inmates

—

two thousand sick and wounded men. This cir-

cumstance is said to be passed over as quietly as possi-

ble in the French and English papers ; but it is worthy
of deep consideration as manifesting the savage,—nay,

demoniac character of tear.

The Cholera in Sardinia, this season, caused 18,872

deaths out of 37,079 cases reported to the government,
jA Thriving Watering Place.—In the village of Sara-
j

toga Springs, N. Y., over one hundred buildings have :

been erected within the past year, and about sixty are
in the process of construction. Of these many are ex-
pensive structures. The resident population of the vil-

j

lage is about 6000.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
Assistant Teachers are wanted in the Boys and Girls'

I

departments of this Institution. The opportunity which '

this station furnishes for prosecuting their studies, free

from any expense, presents a favourable opening for

'

young persons, who wish to perfect themselves in tha'

higher branches of learning, or to prepare for the busi-
[

ness of Teachers. Those who wish to engage, are re-'

quested to make early application to Nathan Sharpies,

,

Concordville
; Pennock Passmore, Goshenville; or Tho-

;

mas Evans, Samuel Bettle, Jr., Elizabeth Peirson, or|

Sidney Coates, Philadelphia.
'

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.
;

The committee is desirous of engaging the services of

:

a well qualified Friend to teach the school at Tunes-

1

sassah, &c. Friends, who may feel concerned to en-
,

gage in that station, are requested to make early

application to Joseph Elkinton, No. 377 S. Second
street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, Philadel- i

phia, or Ebenezer Worth, Hamerton, Chester county,

Pa., or Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase, Philadelphia co., Pa.

Philad., Ninth mo. 20, 1854.
j

Married, on the 29th ult., at Friends' Meeting-house,

;

Muncy, Lycoming county. Pa., James Ecroyd to Rachei,,i

daughter of Jacob and Rachel E.Haines, all of tha
above place.

'

Died, in Cincinnati, 0., the 29th of Seventh mo., 1854,

Ann Shipley ; an approved minister of the Society of

Friends, in the 94th year of her age.

the 10th of Eleventh month, 1854, after a
protracted sickness, E.mmaline N. Haines, wife of Isaac

Haines, of Cropwell, N. J., and member of Upper Eves-

ham Monthly Meeting of Friends, in the forty-eighth

year of her age. She was naturally of a meek and re-

tiring disposition, diligent and faithful in attending all

her religious meetings, as long as her feeble health would
permit, and manifesting a deep concern that her family

should accompany her. In the spring of 1853, it ap-

peared as though she could not continue long, which
brought her under great exercise of mind. She, how-
ever, began slowly to recover, and, although under great

bodily weakness, was again active and useful in her in-i

teresting family, yet never able to attend a religious

meeting. During this interval she kept a watchful care,

fearing she might enter into the spirit of the world,

sometimes saying, "No treasure, no earthly considera-

tion, nothing but the Lord's will could induce her to

come back again." In the spring of 1834, she relapsed'

with increased bodily suS'ering, which she bore, without
murmuring. In the Fifth month, being asked by a dear

friend, how she felt, she replied, "For the most part,

very calm, my sufferings have been greatly lengthened

out, and sometimes the enemy would persuade me all

was wrong,—notwithstanding, I am entirely resigned to,

the will of the Lord, all must be laid at the foot of ths

cross ; there we receive the crown." Afterwards, being

under great suffering, she said, " Oh, pray to the hea-

venly Father for a speedy release ; that he will take me
home to himself ; I feel nothing in my way." The
twenty-third Psalm was repeated to her, after which she

said, " but oh, not until his own time, I ask only for

patience, and that my lamp may be kept trimmed and

burning." She manifested mucli anxiety, lest patience

should not hold out to the end, saying, " I feel my spirit

not so strong to bear up now, as at some former times,

and sometimes fear myauxiety to go, is keeping me back,

yet I long to join that company which surround the

throne, singing the songs of Moses and the Lamb." A
few days before her death, she said, " I now feel the

Lord's presence to be very near; oh, how good he is
;

when he sends one affliction, he takes another away."
A few hours previous to her departure, she said, "I
think the gates are opening; join with me in supplica-

tion, that I may not be long in the valley and shadow
of death ;" adding, " Come quickly, Lord Jesus ; cut

short the work in righteousness." Soon after, all the

family at home were called around the bed, whilst she-

took an affectionate leave, enjoining it upon them, each,

separately, to live in the fear of the Lord." Her hus-

band being for a short time absent from home, and fear-

ing lest she should not hold out until his return, she

said, " If I never see your father again, give my dying
love to him ; tell him to seek the Lord, and by careful

walking, strive to meet rae in heaven." Soon after, her

husband came in ; she was unable to recognize him, and
in a few minutes passed quietly away, having her fer-

vent petition in a remarkable degree, granted.
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A TESTIMONY
f Hitchin Monthly Meeting, concerning Ann
Lucas, who died on the 27th of Second month,

j

18.53, in the 84th year of her age; a Minister

I

fifty-four years.

' In recording the death of our beloved and valued

jiend, we are deeply sensible of the loss we have

^stained ; and whilst we seek not to exalt the

ieature,
we would magnify the sufficiency of that

ace which enabled her, during a long series of

ars, to maintain an unsbaken testimony to the

uth, and, by her Christian example and deep

tperiencc in spiritual things, to edify those among
[lom her lot was cast.

Ann Lucas was the eldest daughter of Samuel
id Hester Bowly, and was born at Cirencester,

1 the 8th of Ninth month, 1769. She had the

estimable advantage of a truly pious and excel-

nt mother.

In childhood her constitution was delicate ; but

soon became apparent that her mind was of no

dinary character; and, as she advanced in years,

! submission to the teachings of heavenly wis-

jm, she became qualified for usefulness in her

ly ; and to her numerous acquaintance and
lends was a bright example of dedication to

hat she believed to be her duty.

Among the few memoranda found after her de-

ase, are some which allude to this period of her

'e. Slie writes:—"In a religious opportunity

Friend's family, when I was about eighteen,

ider the ministry of a Friend, a strong impres-

on suddenly took hold of my mind, which I

irdly know how to describe; the subject being,

far as I recollect, quite unexpected, and not ai-

ded to in what was expressed by the minister:

was, thiit I should at some time be required to

elJ to a similar service. I well remember the

rce with which it was presented, and the effect

had to bring me under great conflict of mind,

here was a desire to be faithful, if such were my
of duly

;
yet there was a disposition to shrink

om the exposure, and an unwillingness to sur-

nder the wdl. Neither was there, 1 apprehend,
preparation of heart for such an engagement;
lerefore much tossing succeeded, and continued

r seven years before I gave up to it ; although

had during that interval been sometimes on the

3ry point of giving up ; and condemnation and
irrow were the consequences of disobedience."

robably in allusion to the same subject, she ob-

irves :
—" The state of my mind is such as words

jmnot set forth ; indeed, I feel so clouded and
pwildered, through repeated disobedience, that I

know not how to move ; and when I looked after

a gleam of light, it was with fear lest I should

again disobey its pointings, and thereby increase

my darkness."

During this long season of close trial and deep
baptism of spirit, there is good reason to believe

that the great work of the soul's sanctification

was carried forward, and her heart was renewed
in Christ Jesus ; and as faithfulness was main-

tained, a period of clearer perception was per-

mitted to succeed, and qualification received for

the work of her Lord and Master, whom she had
so anxiously desired to serve. She was recorded a

minister by her Monthly Meeting, in the year

1798, in the twenty-ninth year of her age.

About three years previous to this period, from

an apprehension of duty, she undertook to con-

tinue a day-school which had been established in

Cirencester, for the children of Friends. This

engagement was pursued till near the time of her

marriage with William Lucas, of Hitchin, which
took place in the latter part of the year 1798.

Our dear friend was endowed in no common
degree with powers of discrimination and judg-

ment, combined with much practical wisdom. To
a mind thus gifted and brought under the restrain-

ing influences of the Holy Spirit, many were the

opportunities which presented for usefulness in the

church, and for the exercise of the graces of the

Christian character in the intimate relations of

private life. As a wife and a mother she was

truly exemplary; as a friend, her counsel and

sympathy were much sought after and highly

valued, especially in times of illness, difficulty or

trial ; her assiduity and kindness in relieving the

wants of the poor will long be remembered by

those who partook of her bounty.

While thus faithful in the discharge of her

social duties, her care not to neglect those which

appertained to the church was also conspicuous.

She was eminently qualified for service in meet-

ings for discipline, in which she was greatly es-

teemed by her friends for the soundness of her

judgment and the consistency of her conduct.

By her clear views of Christian doctrine, com-

bined with an unwavering attachment to our re-

ligious testimonies, she was enabled to serve the

church on various important occasions.

Her communications in the ministry were never

long, but weighty, convincing, and comprehen-

sive.

On the great doctrines of redetnption by Christ,

and the work and office of the Holy Spirit, she

was remarkably clear, and was often led, in a for-

cible manner and in scriptural language, to set

them forth to our edification.

Whether engaged in arousing to greater dili-

gence, or in handing the word of encouragement,

she was ever watchful not to exceed her commis-

sion.

Her religious services were principally confined

to the limits of her own Quarterly Meeting.

Among her memoranda is the following (with-

out datej :
—" True simplicity is indeed beautiful;

but by looking for examples of it in our fellow-

creatures, and measuring ourselves by them, we
are in danger of falling short of the standard. It

is only to be attained by a close attention to the

teachings of Christ in the heart ; bearing in mind
that memorable reply to the inquiry, ' And what

shall this man do T ' What is that to thee ? Fol-

low thou me.'
"

Whilst earnestly endeavouring thus to follow

her Lord and Master, her memoranda evince the

low estimate she had of her own attainments :

—

"Ninth month 8th, 18'28.—Entered my sixtieth

year, under humiliating feelings, in the considera-

tion of an advanced stage of life being attained

without proportionate improvement. Alas ! for

the uncertain future." " Ninth month 8th, 1839.

.My seventieth birthday. Is there oil in the ves-

sel with the lamp?—if not, it is not a time to

slumber or sleep, but earnestly to seek for it

where it can alone be had."

In the year 1846 our dear friend had to pass

through the close and severe trial of a separation

from her beloved husband. Their union, which

had subsisted for forty-eight years, was greatly

blessed. It was her constant aim to cheer and

comfort him during his rather protracted decline
;

and her sweet consolation to believe that his end

was peace.

After this painful bereavement she seldom left

her home ; and though diligent in the attendance

of meetings, she withdrew from the extended

sphere of usefulness in which she had been en-

gaged : her faculties continued unimpaired, her

interest in her friends and for her poor and sick

neighbours undiminished, and her spiritual lifo

bright and vigorous.

In the year 1849 she penned the following

memorandum :
—" On looking back on some omis-

sions of apprehended duty in early life, I have

seen and much regretted that my mind had not

been more clearly directed to the constrainimj love

of Christ, as the only sufficient motive for obedi-

ence to his requisitions ; and I am glad to believe

that of later time the youth in our Society are

better instructed on this important point, and that

it will assist them to prove that declaration of an

Apostle,—" We have not followed cunningly-

devised fables, when we made known unto you

the power and coming of our Lord Jesus

Christ."

In humble submission to the Divine will, she

endeavoured in faith and patience to support the

increasing weight of bodily infirmity ;
and, as

with the'lamp trimmed and the light burning,

she appeared like one waiting for the coming of

her Lord, she would often very feelingly allude

to her approaching end.

She continued gradually to decline till the 25th

of Second month last, when, owing to a slight

cold, her bodily powers became suddenly pros-

trated. With her usual clearness of discernment

she perceived that her end was at band, and al-

though, from her great weakness, she was unable

to express much, she was preserved in sweet sere-

nity of mind, repeatedly referring to the text, " la

returning and rest shall ye be saved, in quietness

and in confidence shall be your strength." On a

hope being expressed that she did not feel anxiety

as to the termination of her illness, she said,—"I

have but one hope, that set before us in the Gos-

pel." Addressing one of her grand-children, she

observed,—" Thou art the eldest of the family—
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there is a great deal in that. I know I have not

held my place as I shuuld. I hope you will not

depart from the testimonies and practices of

Friends ; I have never in my long life seen any

reason to deviate from them. I recollect a mes-

sage sent to me by a kind friend when I was very

yoking :—Whereto thou hast already attained,

mind the same thing. It is a very good maxim.

I believe the New Testament sets forth our views

very clearly." At another time she said, " No-

thing can exceed the awfulness of an unseen

world." She was told that many friends bad

inquired after her, and asked whether she wished

her love particularly to any ? She answered, "I
am almost too weak to express much, but I think

my love is to them all. I do not think my love

to my friends is at all diminished. I have been

very much favoured to receive great love and

kindness from my friends." She seemed to re-

cognize the different members of the family till

very near the close, when the restlessness which

often precedes dissolution having gradually sub-

sided into a quiet slumber, she peacefully expired,

and we doubt not the purified spirit released from

the enfeebled tabernacle, is, through redeeming

love and mercy, rejoicing in the presence of her

Lord.

Selected for ''Tlie Friend."

DIVINE WORSHIP.

" The Lord is good unto them that wait for him,

to the soul that seeketh him. It is good that a

man should both hope and quietly wait for the

salvation of the Lord." Since then, man in his

natural state is thus excluded from acting or

moving in things spiritual, how or what way shall

he exercise this first and previous duty of waiting

upon God, but by silence, and by bringing that

natural part to silence ? which is no other way,

but by abstaining from his own thoughts and im-

aginations, and from all the self workings and mo-
tions of his own mind, as well in things materially

good as evil ; that he being silent, God may speak

in him, and the good Seed may arise. This,

though hard to the natural man, is so answerable

to reason, and even natural experience in other

things, that it cannot be denied. He that cometh

to learn of a master, if he expect to hear his mas-

ter, and be instructed by him, must not continu-

ally be speaking of the matter to be taught, and
never be quiet, otherwise how shall his master

have time to instruct him ? Yea, though the

scholar was ever so earnest to learn the science,

yet would the master have reason to reprove him,

as outward and indocile, if he would always bo

meddling of himself, and still speaking, and not

wait in silence patiently to hear his master in-

structing and teaching him, who ought not to

open his mouth, until by his master he was com-
manded and allowed so to do. So also if one was
about to attend a great prince, he would be thought
an impertinent and an imprudent servant, who,
while he ought patiently and readily to wait, that

he might answer the king when he speaks, and
have his eye upon him to observe the least mo-
tions and inclinations of his will, and to do accord-

ingly, would be still deafening him with discourse,

though it were in praises of him, and running to

and fro, without any particular and immediate
order, to do things that perhaps might be good
in themselves, or might have been commanded at

other times to others; would the kings of the earth

accept of such .servants or service ? Since then,

we are commanded to wait upon God diligently,

and in so doing, it is promised that our strength

shall be renewed; this waiting cannot be perform-

ed but by a silence or cessation of the natural part

on our side, since God manifests himself not to

the outward man or senses, so much as to the

inward, to wit, to the soul and spirit. If the soul

be still thinking and working in her own will, and

bu.sily exercised in her own imaginations, though

the matters as in themselves be good concerning

God, yet thereby she incapacitates herself from

discerning the still, small voice of the Spirit, and
so hurts herself greatly, in that she neglects her

chief business of waiting upon the Lord: nothing

less than if I should busy myself, crying out and

speaking of business, while in the meantime I

neglect to hear one, who is quietly whispering

into my ear, and informing me in those things,

which are most needful for me to hear and know
concerning that business. And since it is the

chief work of a Christian to know the natural will

in its own proper motions crucified, that God may
both move in the act, and in the will, the Lord
chiefly regards this profound subjection and self-

denial. For some men please themselves as much,
and gratify their own sensual wills and humours
in high and curious speculations of religion,

affecting a name and reputation that way, or be-

cause those things by custom or other ways are

become pleasant and habitual to them, though not

a whit more regenerated or inwardly sanctified

their spirits, as others gratify their lusts in acts of

sensuality, and therefore both are alike hurtful to

men, and sinful in the sight of God, it being no-

thing but the mere fruit and eflTeot of man's natu-

ral and unrenewed will and spirit. Yea, should

one, as many no doubt do from a sense of sin, and

fear of punishment, seek to terrify themselves

from sin, by multiplying thoughts of death, hell,

and judgment, and by presenting to their imagina-

tions the happiness and joys of heaven, and also

by multiplying prayers and other religious per-

formances, as these things could never deliver him
from one iuic{uity, without the secret and inward

power of God's Spirit and grace, so would they

signify no more than the fig-leaves wherewith

Adam thought to cover his nakedness. And see-

ing it is only the product of man's own natural

will, proceeding from self-love, and seeking to

save himself, and not arising purely from that

divine Seed of Righteousness, which is given of

God to all for grace and salvation, it is rejected of

God, and no ways acceptable unto him ; since the

natural man, as natural, while he stands in that

state, is, with all his parts, arts, and actings, re-

probated by him. This great duty then of wait-

ing upon God, must needs be exercised in man's

denying self, both inwardly and outwardly, in a

stdl and mere dependence upon God, in abstract-

ing from all the workings, imaginations, and spe-

culations of his own mind, that being emptied as

it were of himself, and so thoroughly crucified to

the natural products thereof, he may be fit to re-

ceive the Lord, who will have no co-partner nor

co-rival of his glory and power. And man being

thus stated, the little seed of Righteousness which
God hath planted in his soul, and Christ hath

purchased for him, even the measure of life and
grace, which is burdened and crucified by man's

natural thoughts and imaginations, receives a

place to arise, and becometh a holy birth and
goniture in man ; and is that divine air in and by

which man's soul and spirit comes to be leavened;

and by waiting therein, he comes to be accepted

in the sight of God to stand in his presence, hear

his voice, and observe the motions of his Holy
Spirit. And so man's place is to wait in this

;

and as hereby there are any objects presented to

his mind concerning God, or things relating to

religion, his soul may be exercised in them with-

out hurt, and to the great profit both of himself

and others ; because those things have their rise

not from his own will, but from God's Spirit;

and therefore as in the arisings and movings of '

this, his mind is still to be exercised in thinking
i

and meditating, so also in the more obvious acts
[

of preaching and praying. And so it may hence
\

appear we are not against meditation, as some I

have sought falsely to infer from our doctrine; '

but we are against the thoughts and imaginations
,

of the natural man in his own will, from which I

all errors and heresies concerning the Christian
\

religion in the whole world, have proceeded. But
,

if it please God at any time, when one or more
i

are waiting upon him, not to present such objects
j

as give them occasion to exercise their minds in
I

thoughts and imaginations, but purely to keep !

them in his holy dependence, and as they persist
'

therein, to cause his secret refreshment and the '

pure incomes of his holy life to flow in upon them,
i

then they have good reason to be content, because
;

by this, as we know by good and blessed experi-
j

ence, the soul is more strengthened, renewed and i

confirmed in the love of God, and armed against '•

the power of sin. than any way else; this being a •

foretaste of that real and sensible enjoyment of',

God, which the saints in heaven daily possess,

which God frequently afi'ords to his children here
i

for their encouragement, especially when they are I

assembled together to wait upon him." .

Mind what you Say before I'liililren.

It is always well to avoid saying everything

that is improper ; but it is especially so before

children. And here parents, as well as others,

are often in fault. Children have as many ears

as grown persons, and they are generally more

attentive to what is said before them. What
they hear, they are very apt to repeat; and as

they have no discretion, and not sufficient know-

ledge of the world to disguise anything, it is ge-

nerally found that " children and fools speak the

truth." See that boy's eyes glisten while you are

speaking of a neighbour, in a language you would

not wish to have repeated. He does not fully

understand what you mean, but he will remember
every word ; and it will be strange if he does not

cause you to blush by the repetition.

A gentleman was in the habit of calling at a

neighbour's house, and the lady had always ex-

pressed to him great pleasure from his calls. One
day, just after she bad remarked to him, as usual,

her happiness from his visit, her little boy entered

the room. The gentleman took him on his knee,

and asked, "Are you not glad to see me, George?"

"No, sir," replied the boy. " Why not, my lit-

tle man ?" he continued. " Because mother don't

want you to come," said George. " Indeed ! how

do you know that, George V Here the mother

became crimson, and looked hard at her little

son. liut he saw nothing, and therefore replied,

" Because, she said yesterday, she wished that

old bore would not call here again." That was

enough. The gentleman's hat was soon in requi-

sition, and he left with the impression that "great

is the truth, and it will prevail."

Another little child looked sharply in the face

of a visitor, and being asked what she meant by

it, replied, " I wanted to see if you had a drop

in your eye; I heard mother say you had fre-

quently."

A boy once asked one of h's father's guests

who it was that lived next door to him, and when
he heard his name, inquired if he was not a fool.

" No, my little friend," replied the guest, " he is

not a fool, but a very sensible man. But why did

you ask that question ?" " Because," replied the

boy, " mother said the other day, that vou were

nest door to a fool ; and I wanted to know who
lived next door to you."

—

New York Observer.
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Finm llie Leisure H

now WE GET ON.
'

(Concluded from page 98 )

! Many of our readers will remember the early

irognostications of the dire disasters that were to

iDsuo on the adoption of the railway system. The
pjiMiieiits of the measure circulated tiic most

iijlitful rumors for the purpose of producing a

uivi rsyl panic and resistance. Among otiier

lisiiiJ things, country gentlemen were gravely

iM that partridges and pheasants would cease to

xisi ill the neiglibourhuod of a railway, as all

iids would be alarmed and frightened away by

lie noise, or killed by the smoke of the fiery looo-

lotivi'. That these phantoms, however, were as

isiouary as many others conjured up by the in-

fltuated fears of alarmists, the following anecdote

jrill sufficiently prove. About this time last year,

it was found that a black redstart had built its

iest on the collision spring of a third-class car-

page, which had been for some time out of use,

jt the railway station in Giessen, Hesse Darmstadt.

])n discovery, the nest contained five eggs. With-

ut disturbing it, the carriage was now attached

a train and sent to Frankfort-on-the Maine, dis-

ant between thirty or forty Engli.sh miles. At
i'rankfort it remained thirty-six hours, and was

hen brought to Giessen, from whence it went to

56llar, distant five English miles, and having been

;ept awhile there, it again came back to Giessen

;

o that four days and three nights elapsed between

he bringing of the carriage into use and its last

eturn to Giessen. The nest, however, had not

•een abandoned by the parent birds, but was found

contain five young ones, and it was then removed

>y the humane wagon-master to a secure place,

phere he saw the parent birds visit the nest; and

le inspected it himself, until at first three and then

ihe other two young birds had flown, none remain-

ing at the end of four or five days. It was con-

elu'led that one at least of the parent birds must
iiave travelled with the train, to furnish the callow

hriHj'l with the requisite warmth, shelter, and food;

|ind the conductor of the train to Frankfort stated

Ithat, while stopping on the several journeys, he

repeatedly noticed a red-tailed bird constantly fly-

ling from and to the part where the nest was situ-

[ated in that particular carriage. If so, it was

Idoubtless availing itself of the stoppages, busily

to collect the insects, with which to supply the

(cravings of the little unfledged and unconscious

[travellers by that rapid mode of locomotion.

We turn now to another department of art, in

which a most remarkable improvement has been

Imade during the last few years. When the late

Sir Robert Feel proposed his measure for the re-

linoval of the duty upon glass, he sagaciously re-

jmarked that there was no foreseeing the limits of

[the novel application of this beautiful manufacture.

iThe Crystal Palace was one of the first and most

glorious results of that statesman's wise policy;

and that fairy-like structure has, as our readers

well know, been succeeded by a swarm of smaller

translucent palaces in humble imitation of the

great prototype. But glass has, meanwhile, been

applied to numerous other novel purposes. One
of the most recent of these applications is its em-
ployment in the construction of walls for the

growth of fruits and plants. The variableness of

the British climate, and the great difficulty which

it occasions of procuring, with anything like cer-

tainty, a crop of fruit from brick or stone walls,

led a Ewiog to consider whether this could

not be obviiited by substituting hollow walls of

glass and iron; and the invention has proved per-

iectly successful. By constructing the walls of

sufficient width they Ijecome hothouses on the best

principle : the trees they contain are completely

« surrounded by light and exposed to the action of

the sun's rays during the whole of the day ; while

they form a delightful promenade in our uncertain

climate during the winter months. One of these

walls has been erected, by the London Horticul-

tural Society, in their gardens at Chiswick.

In concluding this brief and discursive glance

at some of the more curious phases of mechanical,

scientific, and artistic improvement in 1852, we
may do so by calling attention to a few interest-

ing facts, mentioned by Dr. Lyon Playfair in a

lecture to the Society of Arts, illustrative of the

modern application of chemistry to perfumery.

Little do many of our young ladies and gentlemen

imagine, as they inhale some delicious "extract of

violet," or a choice "jKu-fum dc millefleurs," that

the substances from which such essences are

drawn, are the product not of the garden but of

the chemist's laboratory. It is even so ; nay,

more, such artificial perfumes are derived from

substances of an intensely disgusting odour. The
artificial oil of bitter almonds, now so largely em-
ployed in perfuming soap, is prepared by the ac-

tion of nitric acid on the fetid oils of gas tar.

Many a fair forehead, too, is damped with cau de

millcfleurs, without knowing that its essential

ingredient is derived from the drainage of cow-

houses ! Even to confectionery these chemical

products are applied. A peculiarly fetid oil,

termed fusel oil, gives, when distilled in a certain

manner, the oil of pears, so much enjoyed by

children and ladies in the hon-hons called pear

drops. The oil of apples is made from the same

fusel oil. The delicious oil of pine-apples is

obtained from a product of the action of putrid

cheese on sugar ! or, more agreeable still, by mak-

ing a soap with butter, and distilling it with

alcohol and sulphuric acid. This mixture is now
largely employed in England in the preparation

of the pine-apple ale. Finally, oil of grapes and

oil of cognac, used to impart the flavour of French

cognac to British brandy, are little else than fusel

oil. The winter-green oil, imported from New
Jersey, and there made from a plant indigenous

to the place, can be artificially prepared from wil-

lows and a substance procured in the distillation

of wood. All these are direct modern applications

of science to an industrial purpose, and imply an

acc[uaintance with the highest investigations of

organic chemistry.

The facts, so dissimilar in kind, which we have

thus woven together, may appear somewhat insig-

nificant in themselves; but, nevertheless, as indi-

cations of the restless activity and inquisitive

enterprise of the mind of our age, they become

significant and interesting. As the intuitive mind

of the great Newton deduced from the common
incident of a falling apple the whole theory of

gravitation, so may we detect in some of the pre-

ceding scientific discoveries and triumphs of me-

chanical skill, the germs and earnest of more

surprising advances in knowledge; while the ever-

expanding resources which nature opens up to its

students and explorers cannot fail to excite, in

every devout mind, a more glowing admiration

and love for that wonder-working God from whom
all these created treasures sprung.

The truly humble man is not troubled and

afflicted, because in some respects he fails in

securing to himself the good opinions of his fellow-

men. It is true, he attaches a degree of value to

the favourable sentiments of others; but as he

attaches unspeakably greater value to the favour

of God, he can meet their opposition, their re-

bukes and misrepresentations, with entire calmness

and peace of spirit. And hence it is, that in

ordinary cases, when he is the subject of such

misrepresentation and abuse, he is not particularly

solicitous to defend himself, and to make replies.

He does not discover anxiety and trouble of mind,
in relation to it. He knows, if he acts in sim-
plicity of heart, and with a sincere desire for the
Divine glory, God will so order events that in due
lime the honour of his reputation will be sustain-

ed, so that he is willing, for the present at least,

to stand silent in the presence of his accusers,

that both he and they may see the salvation of the

Lord.

Ki'jht Telegraph.—L. Lewenberg, optician,

of New York, has invented a macliine for prevent-

ing accidents at seu during the prevalence of a

fog, to which he applies the name of Night Tele-

graph, and which seems worthy of more attention

than it has hitherto received. L. Lewenberg is

confident that his invention would for ever put a

stop to collisions at sea—at least that it is far pre-

ferable to any of the signals now known to the

commercial world. With one of these instru-

ments on board of a vessel, it is claimed that no

such accident could happen as the one which be-

fel the Arctic. If this position is correct, the

invention is of the highest importance, and mea-
sures should be adopted at once for giving it a

trial. It is stated that the contrivance is very

simple, and not expensive. Some gentlemen
should come forward and make a trial of it.

There can certainly be no difi'erence of opinion as

to the necessity of deviling some plan whereby
vessels at sea in a storm or fog may make known
their whereabouts. If it will prevent collisions

at sea, or tend to prevent them, no time should

be lost, but its utility and efficiency should be

tested forthwith.

—

Late Paper.

Selected.

A little boy, seven years of age, being one morn-

ing asked by his mother to sit still for half an

hour, and then tell her his thoughts, said, after a

pause, " it would be impossible to tell his thoughts,

they were the same that had been in his mind for

more than a year, and so delightful, that the more

he thought, the more he wished to continue in the

sweet meditation, and if all the world could come

into the same feeling, it would be impossible for

any to be miserable." Being surprised at such a

reply from so young a child, she asked if he could

recollect the first time he felt these serious im-

pressions ? He said, " they came on by degrees,

and from a desire to be good, and to serve God."

In reply to the imjuiry, "if he were willing to

die and go to heaven ?" he said, "he had heaven

already in his own heart: and if he should be

called from the world, his spirit wouhl unite with

God his Father." But he desired to live, to pray

for others who were wicked, and that often when

alone, he burst into tears for the sins of the world.

He could not speak of these things to his com-

panions at school, knowing he should be ridiculed,

—that ho suflTered much in his mind among such

wicked boys, being grieved they should offend so

good a God, and troubled lest they should con-

tinue hardened in wickedness; he said he was

distressed also for himself, in struggling against

the temptations before him, and feared he might

do something wrong; but that these thoughts

which were continually with him were his great

comfort. On his mother asking, if he knew from

whence these thoughts proceeded, he said, "yes,

from God—it was God's Spirit in him—the eldest

sister of this little boy, aged twelve years, being

present, burst into tears, and said, " Mamma, vyhat

tiut the Spirit of God, could make a child like

him, speak after this manner ?" The experience

of this dear child bears a striking testimony to

the powerful influence of the Light and Spirit of
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Christ Jesus, operating in the secret of the soul.

Nothing short of this could have brought his mind
into prayer and weeping for the sins of the world,

or into a holy fear for himself lest he should do

wrong. By yielding obedience to its tendering

power and manifestations, he became a disciple,

indeed, of Him, who so loved mankind, that He
laid down His life a sacrifice for the sins of the

whole world; and he experienced the truth of tbat

declaration, " If we walk in the light as God is in

the light, we have fellowship one with another,

and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son, cleanseth

us from all sin."

We would tenderly encourage you all, dear

children, to follow his example, in minding the

reproofs of this blessed Light and Spirit, by whicdi

you are warned when you are tempted to do wrong,

and made sorry for your transgressions. Oh

!

turn not from them, even if they should, for a

season, fill you with sadness. "The reproofs of

instruction are the way of life." As you are en-

gaged to give diligent heed thereunto, they will,

in the end, assuredly lead you into the enjoyment

of the peace of God, which passelh all understand-

ing, and your " meditation of Him shall be sweet."

For "The Friend."

The Spirit of Rcsloration.

The Christian spirit tbat moved Friends, to

labour with those who were drawn into separation

from them, is hinted at in the following short

letter, written in 1G69 by John Eouse to Sarah

Fell :
—" Dear Sister : we have h:id several pre

cious meetings since the General Meeting, for the

gathering those who have gone astray; in which

the power and glory so irresistibly broke in upon

them, that many of them were very much broken,

and gave open testimonies against that spirit that

had seduced them from the unity of Friends, very

much to the satisfaction of the faithful. The
power wrought so effectually among them, that

Friends had little need to set forth the evil of the

course they had followed ; for they themselves

gave sufficient testimony of the evil thereof. And
the bowels of Friends were so enlarged towards

them, that I believe there will be meetings ap-

pointed for the gathering of them, so long as any,

that are honest among them, are left ungathered.'

George Fox, in his journal, writes :
—" We had

great service in London this year, and the Lord

truth came over all ; and many that had been out

from Truth, came in again this year, confesi

and condemning their former outgoings." And
again,—" Several meetings we had with them,

and the Lord's everlasting power was over all,

and set judgment on that which had run out. In

these meetings, which" lasted whole days, sever,

who had run out with John Perrot and others,

came in again, and condemned that spirit which

led them [with him] to keep on their hats when
Friends prayed, and when they themselves prayed.

Some of them said, that if Friends had not stood,

they had been gone, and had fallen into perdition."

Thomas Ellwood also mentions the " memor-
able meeting appointed to be holden in London,
through a Divine opening in the motion of life,

in that eminent servant and prophet of God,

George Fox ; for the restoring and bringing in

again those who had gone out from Truth, and
the holy unity of Friends therein, by the means
and ministry of John Perrot." " When that

solemn meeting was appointed at London, for a

travail of spirit on behalf of those who had thus

gone out, that they might rightly return, and be

sensibly received into the unity of the body again,

my spirit rejoiced, and with gladness of heart I

went to it ; as did many more of both city and
country; and with great simplicity and humility

of mind, did honestly and openly acknowledge ou^
outgoings, and take condemnation and shame to

ourselves." "Thus, in the motion of life, were

the healing waters stirred, and many, through the

virtuous power thereof, were restored to sound

Sclecied. '

from the Wn'iings of Thomas Story, i

who died i742.

"As the nature and virtue of the Divine essen-

1

ial truth increased in my mind, it wrought in me
|

d indeed not many were lost. And ; daily a great conformity to itself, by its own power;

though most of those who thus returned, were
such, as with myself, had before renounced the

error and forsaken the practice
;
yet did we sen-

sibly find, that forsaking without confessing, (in

case of public scandal,) was not sufficient ; but

that an open acknowledgment (of open offences)

as Well as forsaking them, was necessary to the

obtaining complete remission."

reducing my mind to a solid quietude and silence, '

as a state most fit for attending to the speech of |ii

the Divine Word."
'|j

" The washing of the feet signifies the cleansing
;

of the ways ; and those who are washed in the
'

laver of regeneration will walk in clean paths and

j

bring forth fruit according to the nature of the

tree of life ; such will walk in faith, love, obedi-

But few, we apprehend, can be ignorant that ence, peace, holiness, mercy and truth. Wilt

the attempts which have been made by different thou wash my feet, Lord ! with the washing of

writers in the Society, to introduce views on some regeneration ; that I may tread the paths of life

doctrinal subjects, opposed to the acknowledged before thy face."

faith of Friends, have brought much uneasiness "Come ye ragged ones, come sit down before

and concern upon many, who cannot conscienti- the King ; for he is meek and lowly, and loveth

ously receive anything which they believe to be the humble. Though you be naked, he wdl clothe

subversive of that faith. This has been the com-
;

you with righteousness ; though you be hungry,

mencing point of the difficulties, now spread over ! he will feed you with the bread of eternal life,

the Society; as from its rise, all acts or opinions ! Fear not, ye of low degree, for with our God there

contrary to its principles and discipline, which
i
is no re.^pect of persons. Fear not, ye little

have been taken up and supported by parties,

have produced similar effects. But we may see

by the schisms which have followed, up to this

time, that separation does not put an end to the

evils, or relieve Friends from the suffering which
has been produced ; nor will the acknowledgment
by Yearly Meetings, of seceding bodies, arrest the

disease, and restore cordial love and unity between
the different Yearly Meetings, and the members
at large. This result will not be attained while

separation is looked to, for the removal of the

causes of division, and while Friends of dissimilar

sentiments are directly or indirectly striving to

ones ; for he showed you his loving kindness of

old ; and with Him there is no shadow of turn-

ing. I was silent before the Lord as a child not

;

yet weaned. He put words in my mouth, and I i

sang forth his praise with an audible voice. I]

calfed unto my God out of the great deep ; he put
j

on bowels of mercy, and had compassion on me,
;

because his love was infinite, and his power with-

out measure. He called for my life, and I offered

it at his foot-stool; but he gave it me as a prey,
|

with unspeakable addition. He called for piy ',

will, and I resigned it at his call ; but he returned

me his own in token of love. He called for the

make separations. It was not the course that -world, and I laid it at his feet, with the crowns

was pursued in the rise of the Society. Then thereof; I withheld them not at the beckoning of

they strove, in the spirit of meekness and Chris- [his hand. But mark the benefit of exchange!

tian love, to convince those who had missed their ; For he cave me instead of eurth, a kingdom of

way, and they lived and acted towards them, in

that Divine Spirit which seeks the recovery of all,

and the preservation of the Society as a united

body. Party spirit cannot heal our malady, or

support the cause of Christ. Our troubles should

bring us under individual searching of heart, and

relinquishing all unauthorized and unsanctified

zeal, induce us to let the Lord take the govern-

ment of each one into his hand, that we may be

thoroughly humbled, and led to give up our own
wills, and our own opinions and actings, tbat are

contrary to his will. We may then hope, that as

we apply to Him in sincerity to " undertake for

us," he will make a w.iy out of our lapsed condi-

tion, where to us there may appear to be none,

and restore to the Society universally, the precious

uniting love, and the confidence in each other,

which distinguish the members of His church,

and give strength to advance his cause and king-

dom in the earth. Separations, and even the

thought of creating them, would then cease. We
should not be called upon to decide between ad-

verse bodies, terming each other separatists ; but

the whole Society, being of one mind in relation

to doctrine and practice, and governed by one

aiiorable Head, would hold harmonious intercourse.

Ministers of the gospel would be received in love,

wherever the blaster sent them, and the fruits of

their labours, and of other spiritually minded
members, would contribute to our growth in the

Truth, and the increasing usefulness of the Society

in the world.

Dread the slightest approach to dissimulation

and insincerity : all will be wrong if the heart gets

wrono;.

eternal peace ; and, in lieu of the crowns of vanity,

a crown of glory. I said, ' What am I, that I

should receive such honour?' But he removed

the mountains out of my way, and by his secret

workings pressed me forward."
" I followed the voice of the Shepherd, who

gave me food according to my strength, and found

all things even as he had said of old, and a name

by which I shall be saved."
" I will call for perseverance in the ways of

life ; for the hidden manna, day by day re-

1

ceived."
" My Comforter also taught me to pray in

knowledge as in faith ; I begged Himself, and he

gave me all. He gave me power to do wonders

also ; to keep his commandments, through his

Holy Spirit ; and to walk in the patiis of right-

eousness with joyful songs. I will call upon

Him in the days of temptation ; and when I am
in the shadow of death, the Lord shall be my
strength."

" Watch, ye disciples of the Lamb of God !

lest ye be found sleeping when your Lord cometh,

and be thereby unfitted to enter into his rest and

glory. Watch and pray lest you enter into the

temptation of self-confidence."

\Yhat Farmers Mi'ijht Do.—One of our paper

makers, speaking of the scarcity of rags, writes

thus :
—" If our people would only raise flax, in-

stead of importing their linseed and oil for their

own use, we should soon have paper stock in

abundance. Those farmers in this county who
raised flax this year, have sold their crops, stand-

ing in the field, at $40 per acre, and some get

more than that."

—

New York Sun.
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Selected.

NATURE.
Till? God of nature, and of grace,

III all Ills works, appears;

His goodness througb tbe earth wo trace,

Hid grandeur in tbe spheres.

Heboid this fair and fertile globe,

i!y him in wisdom pliinned
;

Tw as he who girded like a robe.

[id tbe ] :id.

I>ift to the firmament your eye,

Tliither bis path pursue;
His glory, boundless as tbe sky,

(J'erwhelms the wondering view.

He bows the heavens—the mountains stand

A highway for their God
j

He walks amidst the desert land,

—

'Tis Eden where he trod.

'J'lie forests in his strength rejoice
;

Jrlark 1 on the evening breeze.

As once of old, tbe Lord God's voice

Is heard among the trees.

Here on the hills he feeds his herds,

His tiocks on yonder plains
;

His praise is warbled by tbe birds,

0, could we catch their strains I

Mount with the lark, and bear our song,

Up to tbe gates of liglit

;

Or, with the nightingale, prolong
Ou ubers through the i

In every stream his bounty flows.

Diffusing joy and wealth
;

In every breeze his Spirit blows.

The breath of life and health.

His blessings fall in plenteous showers
Upon tbe lap of earth.

That teems with foliage, fruit, and flowers,

And rings with infant mirth.

If God has made this world so fair.

Where sin and death abound,
How beautiful beyond compare,

Will paradise be found 1 Montgomery.

Selecied.

Ye different sects, who all declare,
" Lo, here is Christ 1" or " Christ is there 1"

Your stronger proofs divinely give

And show me where the Christians live.

Your claim, alas I ye cannot prove
;

Ye want the genuine mark of love
;

Thou only. Lord, thine own canst show;
For sure thou hast a church below.

Selected.

ye have not the one great lesson learned,

hich grows in leaves, tides in the mighty sea,

jnd in the stars eternally hath turned,

Ihat only full obedience is free

—

I'

ye in pride your birth-right true, have spurned,
<T fur a mess of pottage, beggarly
uvc -old it, how in Truth's name have ye earned
Iw: lii.ly right to fight for Liberty?
' Irer.l n„J tl,gQ oup QglJ ,yil| giyg ft SWOfd,
,Im II i(ir Orion's belt were not too bright

;

Inn- shall be power in your lightest word,
" pi-ne weak Falsehood through with arrowy light.

I

Tlir Rubber Trade.—A correspondent of the

Ijostdii Po.st, writino;, from Para, Brazil, under
i.ate of Sept. 17tli, says,—"The American cora-

loerce of Para will this year reach about five rail-

ions of dollars, or one-third of the whole commerce
if Para, and of tlii.s great valley. This commerce
insists, too, in one article, whose demand is every

llay rapidly increasing; so much so, that instead of

ive millions it must very soon be twenty millions,

!^or is it a less interesting fact that four-fifths of

ill the rubber produced here is manufactured

;he United States, and that the whole increase of

ts trade, if properly conducted, will yield a vast

health to hundreds in the manufocture and sale

ijf these rubber goods in the United States."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

WILLIAM BILES.

(Concluded from page 102.)

We need not particularize the labours of Wil-

liam Biles, which have been already set forth in

the sketch of his wife's life. After returning

from England, he was engaged in various religious

labours at home, and in the neighbouring pro-

vinces. Being in the legislature of 1705, he was

so indignant at the childish acts of Governor

Evans, that he gave utterance to such speeches

as " he is but a boy,"—" he is not fit to govern

us," and some others equally contemptuous. The
words were not spoken in the house ; but being

carried to the ear of the Governor, he was excited,

and demanded of the assembly his immediate cx-

pulsiim. This they refused to do, and the Gov-

ernor in his anger broke up the session. Ho then

.sued William for defamation. Getting a verdict

for a small portion of the damages claimed, he

imprisoned William ; but finally finding the whole

community incensed against him for the course he

was pursuing, he released his prisoner without the

fine. William was satisfied that he had allowed

tbe warmth of his feelings to get tlic better of his

judgment when ho had spoken tbe honest convic-

tions of his mind, relative to the weak-minded,

quarrelsome Governor, and ho hesitated not to

condemn his so speaking. It docs not appear but

that he was as useful in religious as well as civil

concerns afterwards, as he had been before this

affair took place. Ilis friends speak well of his

religious labours, and he was a member elect of

the assembly when he died. His burial took

place. Third mo. 19, 1710.

There appears to be good evidence in the testi-

monies of various kinds left concerning this Friend,

that he was one qualified by the Great Minister of

Ministers, to labour in his cause, and that his

Gospel labours were blessed to the good of the

church. How much more useful in the Lord's

hand, he and many of his fellow-ministers would

have been, if they had refused all public offices,

we cannot tell.

THOMAS EVERDKN.

This Friend, whoso name is often written in the

early records, Evcrndcn, lived at Canterbury, Old

England, where he was convinced of the truth,

and was strengthened to bear persecution, without

flinching for his Christian support of it. In the

Sixth month, 1G61, we find him arrested and im-

prisoned without mittimus, for being at a religious

meeting. In 1G63, he was excommunicated for

absence from the national worship, and in the

Fiflh mo., 1670, was again imprisoned for attend-

ing religious meetings. The last instance of his

suffering in England that I find, was an imprison-

ment for more than three months, for having been

taken at a meeting in Canterbury, towards the

close of 1682. Soon after this, he must have re-

moved to America, where ho settled at Fishing

Creek on the Eastern .shore in Maryland.

Ho had received of the Lord Jesus a gift in the

ministry, and he was faithful in the exercise

thereof. Labouring in various provinces of this

new country, to the spreading of the truth, and to

the comfort of the honest-hearted seekers after

spiritual substance. Friends, residing in Mary-

land, were sufferers at the time he settled, on ac-

count of their refu.sal to take oaths. The lower

house of assembly had passed in 1681 a law " for

the relief of tender consciences in relation to oaths

and swearing;" but the upper house, probably at

the suggestion of Lord-Baltimore, the proprietary,

threw the bill out. On the 25th of Fifth month,
1688, Lord Baltimore, by proclamation, dispensed
with the use of oaths in testamentary cases. This
afforded m\tch relief to Friends, and they felt

bound to send the " proprietary" a written ac-

knowledgment of their gratitude therefor. After
referring in it to the great inconvenience, they,

"with many helpless widows and orphans, have
suft'ered for many years past upon account of testa-

mentary matters, merely because for conscience-

sake we could not swear;" they then acknowledge
the favour done them by the proclamation, and add,
" Whereas the proprietary has been pleased therein

not only to dispense with oaths in testamentary

cases, but also to acknowledge our willingness to

submit to the laws and government for con.-:ciencc-

sake, as his long experience of us can witness, that

where we cannot fur conscience-sake actually do,

we have and can patiently suffer. And we not

only return thee our thankful acknowledgment of

thy favours to us in the said proclamation, but

can promise, with God's assistance, that our quiet,

upright and peaceable deportment under thy gov-

ernment shall ever be such, as the proprietary

shall never have just cause to withdraw the least

of his love and favour from us ; and if it should

ever happen that any professing the name of

Quaker, should otherwise demean himself, we do

declare, that neither we, nor our principles, have

any unity or fellowship with such person or per-

!-ons."

This document which bore date. Ninth mo. 7,

1688, was signed by Thomas Evcrden, amongst
others.

When George Keith was endeavouring to spread

discord and disunity amongst Friends throughout

the whole society, the leading members in Maryland

stood firm again.st him, and in the Eighth mo.,

1692, issued a testimony against him. They tell

him that he may expect the judgments of the Lord,

and to become "as a dead dry tree." Thomas
Everden was here also at his post, as one of those

who had a testimony to bear against all error, as

well as in favour of all truth.

(To be continued.)

From the Plough, the Loom and the Anvil.

roisonous Cnliiiircd Confcclioiicry.

The Lancet commissioners, in reporting the re-

sult of their investigations respecting coloured

confectionery, express their surprise at the extent

to which deadly and virulent poisons are daily

made use of by the manufacturtns of those articles.

One hundred and one samples were analyzed ; and

of the yellows, seventy contained chromate of lead

and coloured gamboge; seventy-nine of the reds

contained cochineal, red lead, and bi-sulphnret of

mercury ;
eight of the browns contained ferrugi-

nous earths, cither Vandyke brown, umber, or

sienna; two of the purples contained Prussian-

blue and cochineal; thirty-eight of the blues con-

tained indigo, Prussian-blue, Antwerp-blue, and

a sulphuret of sodium or alminum ; nineteen of

the greens contained BrUnswick-grecns, consisting

of a mixture of chromate of lead and Prussian-

blue, verditer or carbonate of copper, Sheele's

green or arsenitc of copper. The above colours

were variously combined in different cases, three

and even four poisons occurring in the same par-

cel of confectionery. In four of the samples the

colours were painted on with white lead or car-

bonate of lead ; thirteen of the samples were

adulterated with hydrated sulphate of lime

;

seventeen samples were adulterated with wheat

flour, three with potato flour, and one with arrow-

root.
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^ For "The Friend."

TraTCIling in the Andes.

Though going down hill by the barometer, we
were evidently crossing a chain of mountains, which

the stream at the bottom of the valley has saved us

the trouble of ascending and descending, by clearing

a way through for itself, and leaving the mountains

on either hand towering thousands of feet above

our heads. The ride was the wildest we have yet

had ; the road sometimes finding room along the

borders of the river, and then ascending nearly to

the top of the hills, and diminishing the foaming

and thundering stream to a noiseless silver thread.

The ascents and descents were nearly precipitous;

and the scene was rugged, wild, and grand beyond

description.

We saw some miserable huts on the road, and

not a few asses carrying reeds and poles from

Clianchamayo. It seemed a providence that we

did not meet those at certain parts of the road,

where it is utterly impossible for two beasts to

pass abreast, or for one to turn and retreat ; and

the only remedy is to tumble one off the preci-

pice, or to drag him back by the tail until he

reaches a place where the other can pass. Von
Ischudis relates an instance of his shooting a mule

which met him at one of these places.

We met with a considerable fright, in this way,

to-day. We were riding in single file along one

of these narrow ascents, where the road is cut out

of the mountain side, and the traveller has a per-

pendicular wall on one band, and a sheer preci-

pice of many hundreds of feet upon the other.

Mr. Gibbon was riding ahead. Just as he was

about to turn a sharp bend of the road, the head

of a bull peered round it, on the descent. When
the bull came in full view he stopped, and we
could see the heads of other cattle clustering over

his quarters, and hear the shouts of the cattle-

drivers, far behind, urging on their herd. I

happened to be abreast of a slight natural excava-

tion, or hollow, in the mountain side, and dis-

mounting, I put my shoulder against my mule's

flank and pressed her into this friendly retreat

;

but I saw no escape for Gibbon, who had passed

it. The bull, with lowered crest, and savage,

sullen look, came slowly on, and actually got his

head between the perpendicular rock and the neck
of Gibbon's mule. I felt a thrill of agony, for I

thought my companion's fate was sealed. But
the sagacious beast on which he was mounted,
pressing her haunches hard against the wall,

gathered her feet close under her and turned as

upon a pivot. This pl?.ced the bull on the out-

side, (there was room to pass, though I did not

believe it,) and he rushed by at the gallop, fol-

lowed in single file by the rest of the herd. I

cannot describe the relief I experienced. Gibbon,

who is as gallant and fearless as man can be, said,

"It is of no use to attempt to disguise the fact

—

I was badly scared."

—

Herndon's Narrutiie.

It is not safe to dwell upon the failings and
weaknesses of the church, without at the same time

dwelling upon the resources and goodness of God.

In the exercise of humble faith, we must connect

the greatness of the remedy with the virulence of

the disease. Otherwise wo shall promote the

plan of our great enemy, by falling into a repining

and censorious "spirit; a state which is injurious

to ourselves, and offensive to our heavenly

Father.

Genius! what is it? Without religion, genius

is only a lamp on the outer gate of a palace. It

may serve to cast a gleam of light on those that

are without, while the inhabitant sits in darkness.—H. Moore.

From the Plough, the Loom and the Anvil.

Elastic Power Accumulators.

Among the curious inventions of the day, few

are more attractive, (we did not intend to pun,)

than those included in our title. India-rubber

shoes, clothes, combs, etc., are familiar to us all,

and here we have another application of this

wonderful substance. A small rubber string can

be stretched by any child. Now, suppose he has

ten, twenty, forty of these, all fastened at one

end to the same spot. If he begins, one by one,

stretching each to the utmost, and attaches them
to a moveable object, what will he witness ? No-
thing, perhaps, at first, but as he continues the

process, by and by the accumulating power of

these cords will overcome the inertia of the object,

the cords will contract, and the object to which

they are fastened will be drawn away from its

position.

This process may be managed systematically,

and the elastic cords combined at one end, or all

connected with a ring, or hook, or staple, while

the free end is adapted to such modes of fasten-

ing as any one may choose.

A pound of vulcanized India-rubber, a foot

long, if stretched to six feet, will support four

hundred pounds. It follows, that by a little

union of forces immense power may be obtained.

A modification of a boy's bow and arrow is one

of the simplest adaptations of this power. If a

smooth tube of suitable dimensions be furnished

at one end with a looped cord, fastened to it on

opposite sides, with any additional provisions for

convenience in handling it with facility and accu-

racy, we get an engine perhaps as powerful as an

air-gun. The tube furnishes an accurate guide

for the arrow, and the arrow being drawn back,

while locked into the elastic cord, by a notch, as

into the string of the bow, it will escape, when
liberated, with a force corresponding to the ten-

sion of the loop.

Harpoon-projectors are contrived on this plan,

and in fact there seems no end to the modified

forms in which this remarkable substance may be

made useful. In the harpoon-projector several

cords are applied, each of which is extended

•singly, and when all are properly arranged, the

harpoon is set free by a trigger-movement.

A patent has been taken out in England, for

the application of this " power '' to different pur-

poses, and we are informed by an English journal

that this has been substituted, as a motive-power,

for steam, and that a small screw-vessel is now in

progress with the same sort of a " prime-mover."

How this substitution can be made effective is be-

yond our conjecture, as we do not comprehend
what power is to operate the elastic force.

Ear of Corn.—It is evident that an ear of corn

was not so named from resemblance to the ear,

the organ of hearing, but that it must have had
some quite dift'eient origin. Now, if we consider

the Latin term fur it, namely, spica, we see its

resemblance to spiculum, which means an arrow
;

and if we consider this a little further, we see

that it is not at all casual, but that it is an inten-

tional metaphor, and, in truth, a very just and

natural one. For the rising crop is like a field of

little spears. Many passages of the poets allude

to this resemblance. So in English we speak of

blades of corn, from this resemblance to miniature

sword blades. From what precedes, I think there

can be no doubt that the phrase " an ear of corn"

originally meant "an arrow of corn," i. e. a single

blade, spiculum, or spica. But this conjecture

becomes more certain, when we recollect the

name for an arrow in Anglo-Saxon, namely, earh;

whence comes the derived term earh-fere, h quiver

(literally, an arrow-bearer.) It is plain then, ths i

the "earh of corn" must have been the bladii

itself, or the single spikelet. li

Excessive Study in the PnMic Schools. i

Boston prides itself on the superiority of itlj

public schools; and we think Boston is juatl
1

entitled to take the highest rank among the citiel

of the civilized world, for the facilities afforded b
\

its citizens for the education of youth. But no';

witstanding the large expenditures of money fo
J

the erection of beautiful and commodious schoo
j

houses, for mathematical and other instruiuentsj

for teachers, &c., all of which give a character tl

our Boston schools, there does exist an evil in th
|

present system of educating children, which serjil

ously demands attention, and if possible, a remedjj

It is the ambition of the teachers of our schools

i

to have their scholars thoroughly instructed, an^

that they may appear well before the committed

at examinations; and for that purpose, lessons i i

great numbers, and requiring toilsome study, arj

imposed upon them. No discrimination is iDadel

as regards the mental or physical capacity of th

individual members of a class, but all are require.)

to be perfect in their answers, or else they los

their position m the class and school. Not one]

fifth of the time devoted to school hours is alloweu

for study, being occupied by recitations; and thu

severe tasks the poor children have in gettiD|

their lessons, must bo apparent, when it is knowijl

that .so long a time is required in reciting them.

The scholars of the second class, for instanccj

have to commit to memory from twelve to t\ceni^\

five pages of geography, three to six pages C|

arithmetic, the same of grammar, three pages b,

spelling, besides exercises in reading, writing, &&;

Now these lessons must be studied out of school;

at the time which should be devoted to exercis

:

and recreation. The imposition of such sever;

tasks upon young and growing children, must en!

feeble their constitutions, and often incnpacitat

them, if they arrive at maturity, for enjoying lift;

We have seen many children who were ambition!

to accomplish all that was required of themb'
their teachers ; and to do so, the greatest portioi'

of the twenty-four hours was necessarily devote'

to their books, scarcely allowing time for takiD,

their meals. It must be obvious to every on«

that such close application to study produce i

their turn, a train of diseases which cannot alwaj

be eradicated. Aching heads, loss of appetite i

sleepless nights, inflamed eyes, with other devk'

(ions from health, are the accompaniments an

the consequences of this excessive mental eseij

tion. It is our intention in a future number t

enter more into detail in regard to the conditio'

of the present school system, so far as it has :

tendency to impair health and abridge life in tb|

young; but in the meantime, it is hoped that ob

school committee will give the subject their atter

tion and correct the abuse complained of.

—

Bodo
Medical and Stiryical Jouryml.

He who lifts a finger, or moves a foot in an

enterprise without God, does it at the hazard, nc:

only of displeasing Him, but of failing of his ow;

object. We ought, therefore, to exercise th^

same sense of dependence, and the same submi:

siveness of spirit, in the choice and employmec

of the means applicable to a given end, which w
exercise in relation to the end, when in the prt

vidence of God it is cither accomplished, or fai

to be accomplished. " Except the Lord build tt

house, they labour in vain that build it. Excej

the Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh b»'
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fhclc Mainifacture.—1\\Q. New York Tribune,

)e:ikiiig of the latest Yankee clock ingenuity,

that it has seen one just manufactured, that

inpsures tiiue as the hours are counted in Japan,

hands making a diurnal revolution in twelve

nese hours. From it we gather, also, the fol-

ing interesting statistics :

—

'layor Jerome, of New Haven, has been suc-

sful in securing a ten per cent, reduction of

y on American clocks shipped to England.
L'he superior beauty and cheapness of the Ame-

clocks has almost annihilated the German
bk trade with England. The town of Bristol,

Ithis State, has fourteen clock factories, employs
nds, using $334,000 in capital, producing

11,000 finished clocks.

Plymouth, too, has three factories, employs
hands, using $150,000 in capital, producing

000 clocks.

itchfield, also, employs thirty hands ; capital,

),000
;
produce, 3,000 clocks.

Ansonia has two factories, employs 140 hands,

ig $132,000 capital, producing 102,000
ks.

outhington has two factories, employs forty-

hands, using $42,000 capital, producing
000 clocks.

Winsted has one factory, employs forty bauds,

$3(;,000, producing 30,000 clocks.

New Haven has three factories, employs 405
jnds, using $258,000, producing 374,000
licks.

Total number of hands employed in clock-

iking in the Slate, 1275. Total capital,

002,000. Total number of clocks, 794,000
year.

' [New York city furnishes about one-fourth as

i|»ny clocks in a year as Connecticut does, and
tfeir annual value is $1,500,000.

I Published l>y request.

\To Cure a Felon.—A felon generally appears
(,' the end of the fingers or thumbs, it is ex-

!':mely painful for weeks and sometimes months,
d in most cases, cripples or disfigures the finger

thumb that falls a victim to it. But it can be
(|sily cured if attended to in time. As soon as

ije pain is felt, take the white skin of an egg,

'liich is found inside the shell, put it round the

ijd of the finger or thumb afl"ectcd, keep it there

iitil the pain subsides. As soon as the skin be-

i[mes dry, it will be very painful, and likely to

ijntinue for half an hour or more, but be not

ijirmed. If it grows painful, bear it, it will be
;' short duration compared to what the disease

l^uld. A cure will be certain.

—

Exchange.

i

As felons are very painful, any remedy to re-

pve a person from its excruciating pain is valu-

|)le. We do not know whether the above is all

pretends to be or not, but within the past year
,e have known of the spinal marrow of an ox or

)W applied by three ditTerent persons, with the

ost satisfactory results, in relieving the pain and
icuring the speedy cure of their felons. This
e are confident will be very useful information
I many persons. The spinal marrow should be
jplied fresh every four hours for two days.

—

'cientific American.

not anticipate, by a restless

spirits, the orders of his comi
nd unwise hurry of

lander.

THE FRIEND
TWELFTH MONTH IC, 1854.

When God has fully prepared our hearts for

}

ligious action, we need not fear that he will fail

!

I find for us our appropriate work. He knows
{

le work which is to be done, and the time of its

jing done, as well as the dispositions which are

;ted for doing it. Be watchful, therefore, but
ait also. A good soldier, in the spirit of watch-
ilness, is always ready for action ; but he does

In our columns of to-day will be found an
article from the Southern Soup Society, inviting

contributions from those who are able to give, to

enable them to meet the demands for food which
are likely to be made upon them throughout the

present winter.

There can be no doubt that most, if not all, of

our benevolent institutions will find their means
taxed to the uttermost, by the wants of the in-

creased numbers, who will most probably resort

to them for some alleviation of their distress;

many being brought into great difficulties who
may have never before known what it is to bo
destitute of many of the comforts of life. There
is a large number of mechanics, and labourers,

discharged from workshops and other places,

where they have been accustomed to obtain con-

stant employment and good wages, who find them-
selves at this inclement season of the year unable
to procure work of any kind, by which to earn the

bread daily required for themselves and families,

who are willing to work and ashamed to beg, and
whose slender resources, saved in more prosperous
times, must soon be exhausted by the extravagant
prices at which the necessaries of life are now
selling. These must swell the number of claim-

ants on the sympathy and bounty of those who
possess more than is required to provide for them-
selves and their household,s, and who, as good
stewards of the manifold blessings received,

should bo willing to dispcn.se liberally of their

abundance, for the help of their needy brethren
and sisters.

We are aware that it is not needful to address to

the readers of "The Friend" a homily on the duty
of almsgiving, and the reciprocal benefit derived
by those who seek out and relieve the poor, the
sick, and the destitute. Nevertheless there may
bo good efi'ected by "stirring up the pure mind
by way of remembrance," and the present time
Us loudly upon us all not to be slack in render-

g such assistance as may be in our power, both
by gifts of money and by using our personal exer-

tions in carrying comfort to the habitations of the
fflicted.

" He that hath pity upon the poor, lendeth to

the Lord, and that which he hath given will He
pay him again."

One lesson which the difficulties of the present
times might teach us, if we were disposed to be
'nstructed by them, is, that a mistake is commit-
,ed by many of our young men who desert the
pursuits of agriculture, or decline engaging in the
mechanical arts, in order to enter on the more
dazzling and exciting life of a merchant, or the
upposed easy practice of medicine, or of the law.

For many years past, this has been a subject that

has attracted the attention and awakened the

fears of some of the most sagacious and experi-

enced among us, and a warning voice has been
occasionally raised against the increasing propen-
sity, and the loss it would probably result in, both

to individuals and to our religious Society. Not
that there is any evil necessarily connected with

either of the avocations alluded to, but because

that many are enticed by the hope of quickly

obtaining wealth into attempting to follow them,
who are not calculated to fulfil the duties they

impose, and who must therefore almost certainly

fail to prosecute either of them with success ; and

also because they are most frequently attended
with temptations peculiarly calculated to lead
away from the simplicity and purity of our pro-
fession.

How many of the young men who come into
the city from the country with the hope of mak-
ing money more rapidly by the gains of trade and
commerce, than by tilling the soil, or working at
the anvil or the bench, are disappointed in their
expectations, frustrated in their schemes for en-
tering into business, and instead of being at the
head of a successful concern, are obliged to pass
the better part of their lives as clerks for others

;

or having embarked on the uncertain tide of com-
merce, are wrecked by the first adverse gale, and
left crippled in means and injured in credit, to
contend against the dangers and difficulties of a
second attempt. Even where the eft'ort to do a
large mercantile business appears to have been
crowned with success, and the dreams of wealth
seem about to be realized, it is often attained at
the expense of true peace of mind; numberless in-
quietudes, attendant on uncertain hopes and well-
grounded fears, divide the time into laborious
anxious days, and rc.stle.s.s, sleepless nights. Tho
object of desire may have been obtained, and yet
some unforeseen di.saster snatch it away before it

could be enjoyed, the scheming of a life being
rendered fruitless by a blow, and tho labour of
years destroyed in a day.

As regards the practice of medicine, its case
and remunerations are generally greatly over-
estimated. Years of servitude, with but little

pecuniary compensation, must pass by before
those who may be finally successful can roalizo
the rewards of an extensive practice. And, should
that bo obtained, (which is always a matter of un-
certainty,) the life of such a physician is neces-
sarily one of great anxiety and almost uninter-
rupted toil, both mental and physical, accom-
panied with a sacrifice of a large share of those
enjoyments that are found only within the quiet
scenes of the domestic circle. Passed at the bed-
side of his languishing patients, in the contami-
nated atmosphere of the sick chamber, expo.sed,
even in the abodes of the rich, to the vexatious
and disappointments arising from the prejudice of
ignorance, and the excitement of ill regulated
passions, he must give the utmost efforts of his
senses, his intellectual powers, and his altain-
ments, to analyze the symptoms of each succes-
sive case claiming his care, to discover the secret
seat of disease, devise tho remedies that shall
mitigate pain, soothe the wretchedness of sickness,

and ward oflf the stroke of death. Day after day
passes in the wearisome performance of these
duties, often for no other compensation than the
gratification arising from the eon.sciousncss that he
understood his duty, and performed it. He must
often rest content to find himself disregarded or
forgotten, when the hour of sufl'ering and dismay
has passed by, by tho.se to whom, under the bless-

ing of divine Providence, he has been the instru-

ment of restoring health, and the enjoyments to

which it gives zest; and prepare himself, not un-
frequently to see those over whom he has been
watching wfth anxious solicitude, and in whose
restoration he feels a deep interest, taken from
ider his care, to be placed in the hands of igno-
nt charlatans and designing quacks. We would

then say to our young friends, do not mistake
your calling, it is far better to start in life with a
competent knowledge of some one of the mecha-
nical arts, than to enter upon the arduous study of
medical science, with the hope of earning your
bread by the sweat of tho brow in the practice of
medicine.

We have not adverted to the many temptations
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and dangers incident to the meroliant's counting-

house, and the lecture-room, especially to young
men coming into the city from the country, which
so often betray them into practices altogether in-

consistent with our religious profession, and lead

them into courses by which they lose their right

in the Society. This part of the subject may be

referred to at another time.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—Xews from Enghmd to the 22th ult., and

from Sebastopol to the 14lh.—The War.—Since the san-

guinary couhict on the 5th, (now known as the battle

of Inkermann,) the hostile forces had been holding each
other in check, neither having sufficient confidence in

their own strength to make a decisive attack. Both the

allies and the Russians had received reinforcements;

the former, at the rate of about a thousand per day.

A winter campaign in the Crimea was evident, and
wooden barracks for 20,000 men were being shipped by
the British government. The British war office has
issued a circular calling upon the militia to give as many
volunteers as possible to the regiments of the line, and
to the marine service. Every available steamship was
taken up, for the purpose of sending troops to the seat

of war. The Cunard steamships iS"i.agara and Arabia
having been taken by the government, no vessel belong-

ing to that line would leave Liverpool till the 9th inst.,

after which one would be sent every alternate week.
The Collins line was to change their days of sailing after

the departure of the steamer of 29th ult., from Fourth to

Seventh-days, in order that transatlantic communication
might be inconvenienced as little as possible. A des-

patch from Prince Menschikolf, dated Sebastopol, Nov.
12, states that at that date the bombardment continued.

The allies, (he saysj, had not advanced in their opera-
tions since the 8th, and were still fortifying their lines

in the rear of Balaklava. The English accounts of the

battle of Inkermann state the loss of the Russian army at

9000, killed and wounded. The British division of the

allied army was chiefly engaged in this conflict, the

desperate character of which may be inferred from the

large number of officers, killed and wounded. The
English loss is returned as follows—Generals Cathcart,

Strangways, Goldie, and Torrens, killed; and Brown,
Bentinck, Buller, and Adams, wounded. Thirty-eight
English officers were killed, ninety-six wounded, and
two were missing

; 442 rank and tile were killed, 1760
wounded, and 156 missing—total, 2502. The French
loss was not so heavy. The number of the allied troops

in the hospitals, is stated to be nearly 3000.
THE BALTIC—Fourteen Russian war steamers had

made a reconnoissance in the Baltic, as far as Dago,
without encountering any of the allies. Admiral Napier
had received orders to remain at Kiel until the 4th inst.

;

it is now considered necessary for a large part of the

fleet to winter at Kiel.

AUSTRIA.—The Russian government has expressed
its willingness to treat with Austria, and to withdraw
the troops from the frontiers of Galicia; but not much
confidence is felt in the sincerity of the otfer. It is sup-
posed to be prompted by the wish of Russia to restrain

Austria from taking a more decided stand with the
Western Powers.
ENGLAND.—At Liverpool, the demand for cotton was

moderate, and prices slowly declining. Philadelphia
and Baltimore flour, 44s. Trade was dull at Loudon.
Many of the aristocracy were in mourning for the death
of kinsmen in the Crimea, which had an effect in cur-
tailing the number of balls, &c., and also diminished
the sales of the west end shops—the depositories of

articles of taste and lu.xury. Over £96,000 had been
collected in aid of the wives and children of the dead
and wounded soldiers.

UNITED STATES.—Conjrm.—Senator Bright, of
Indiana, has been elected President of the Senate, pro
tem., it being expected that he will serve for the remain-
der of the session. In the House of Representatives, a
resolution was offered instructing the Committee on
AVays and Means to bring in a bill reducing the duty
on railroad iron, or allowing an extended credit on the

same; laid on the table, by a vote of 97 to 71. The
House also voted on the River and Harbour bill, which
was returned before the adjournment with the Presi-

dent's veto. It failed, the vote being 95 to 80 ; not two-
thirds.

The revenue of the United States being too large, the

President in his message recommends a reduction of the

duties on imports; an increase of the army is suggested
as necessary for the protection of our extended borders.

The Post-office expenses have been during the year

§8,710,907; the receipts, 56,955,586 j
the expenses are

swelled by the large payments to the ocean steamers, in

all about two millions. The number of acres of public

land sold during the year, is 7,035,735.

The payments, on account of the public debt during
the year, were §24,336,308. The imports for the year
were §6,321,317, in excess of the exports, including

gold, which is now classed with the productions of the

country.

The Secretary of the Treasury gives a statement of

the currency, which makes the total amount of gold
and silver coin in circulation, Ninth month 30, la54,

at §241,000,000, and a total bank circulation of

$204,689,200.
The whole number of soldiers authorized by law for

the U. S. army, is 14,216; but the actual strength is

only 10,745. During the past year, four officers and
sixty-three men were killed, and four officers and forty-

two men wounded, in hostilities with the border Indians.

The Secretary of War recommends the use of camels
and dromedaries for military purposes.

Slavery in Kansas.—At the recent election for a dele-

g.ate to Congress, J. W. Whitfield, the pro-slavery can-

didate, was elected by a large majority. It is stated

that the river counties in Missouri sent over thousands
of their young men, to counteract the " treasonable

schemes" of the free soilers.

Great Yield of Wheat.—Gov. Bigler says, that during
the past season, California has produced the astonish-

ing yield, in one instance, at least, of eighty two and a

half bushels of wheal to the acre.

Safely of Railroads.—The Philadelphia, Wilmington,

and Baltimore Railroad is to be enclosed with a board
fence, from Baltimore to Havre de Grace, in order to

guard against the intrusion of cattle, which has been

a cause of annoyance and frequent accidents.

Search for Dr. Kane.—The Chamber of Commerce,
N. v., has passed resolutions to memorialize Congress
to appropriate a sum sufficient to despatch a steam
propeller and a storeship, to succor the crew of the

Advance.
New Tork.—The feeling at the stock exchange is said

to be decidedly better, yet failures, defalcations, and
hard times are still the prevailing topics. The exports

of specie have nearly ceased, the rates of exchange hav-

ing fallen below the point, at which it is profitable to

ship it.

New Orleans.—A number of commercial firms have
failed. The cotton market is dull and declining. Flour,

9.12J- and 9.25. The steamboat Gypsie was burned on

the 7th inst., at the mouth of New River. Dr. Harker,

his son and daughter, with other persons, lost their

lives. On the 29th ult., the American ship Shakspeare
sailed with the largest cargo ever shipped from the

port ; it consisted of 3,068,035 pounds of cotton and 124

barrels of rosin ; the whole valued at §289,716.

Philadelphia.—},lona.\\\.y last week, only 127.

California.—The North Star arrived on the 9th, '
"

California dates to the 16th

sengers and §1,384,000 in gold. The overland emi-

grants, who were arriving, had encountered great hard-

ships. The financial affairs of the slate were said to be

in a prosperous condition. By the steamship Golden
Gate, New York news had been received at San Fran-

cisco in 23 days and 10 hours, the shortest timeout yet

made. Flour, 12.75 per bbl. Dates from the Sandwich
Islands to Tenth mo. 28, had been received. The an-

nexation feeling was said to be strong at Honolula, and
that the heir apparent whose signature was only want-
ing to complete the arrangement, had signified his will-

ingness to give it.

Miscellaneous.—The Sault St. Marie Canal will be
ready for navigation at the opening of the spring. Ves-
sels may then clear from the head of Lake Superior, for

any part of the world, and pass turough the river St.

Lawrence, without breaking bulk.

Return of Emiyrants.—About 12,000 European emi-
grants have returned home since Fifth mo. last, in the

N. York packet ships.

The Storm, on the 2d and 3d inst., was very violent

in the Northern and Eastern States, and along the coast.

Much damage was done to property, and many lives

lost; in some places there was a heavy fall of snow.
Pennsylvania Railroad.—The Second track of this

road has been completed across the Allegheny moun-
tains, and the whole line between Altona and Johns-
town, is complete, with the necessary sidlings and sta-

tions.

Trade of the Lehigh.—During the year just closed,

1,245,582 tons of coal were sent to market from this

region, being 179,432 tons more than last year.

Telegraph in Sweden.—The laying down of the cable
containing the electric wires, has commenced between
Elsinore, in Denmark, and Helsingborg, in Sweden.
When completed, Stockholm will be in direct communi-

cation with Milan, and with all the electric lines i

'

Denmark, Germany, Belgium, and France.
I

Value of Street Sweepings.—The annual sweepings c |i

the streets of Paris sell for §700,000, after they are col

!

lected at the depot for manure. ,

Shawls.—At the Bay State .Mills, in Lawrence, Mass
there are annually manufactured four hundred thousan

I

shawls, valued at upwards of a million and a half c

'

dollars.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Jas. Taylor, agt., 0., for John Wanze' '.)

§2, vol. 28 ; from Wm. Carpenter, agt., S., N. J., $;
i

vol. 27, and for J. M. Sinnickson, §2, vol. 27, for f

;

Denn, SI. Reeve, and H. Alien, §2 each, vol. 28; froij

S. B. Smith, agt., 0., for Paul Seers, §2, vol. 27 ; frot'i

A. E. Kimberly, lo., §1, to 26, vol. 28 ; from Wm. Mickli

!

agt., W., N. J., for Rachel R. Clark, §2, vol. 27, for D;

Packer, §3, vol. 28 ; from F. H. Williams, agt., N. Y !

for himself and R. W. Wright, W. Mekeel, Aaron Mekeel

John A. Potter, S. E. Hoag, Chas. B. Owen, Chas. Wooc -

and Jarvis Wooden, §2 each, vol. 28, and for Geo. J
[

Collins, §3, to 26, vol. 28 ; from G. M. Eddy, agt., Mass
for C. W. Howland, §4, vols. 27 and AmyC

,., §2, voL 23; from P. P. Dunn, N. J., |5;

SOUP HOUSE.
Society for supplying the poor of the will

soup, being about to open their house, No. 16 Green':

Court, between Spruce and Pine streets, and FourlL
and Fifth streets, respectfully solicit the aid of th^

benevolent to enable them to meet the pressing want'
of the poor, during the present season of suffering

Donations in money will be gratefully received by thi'

Treasurer, Jeremiah Hacker, No. 144 South Fourtl;

street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, and ii|

flour, rice, beef, vegetables, &c., at the house.

Those who advert to the high prices of food and fuel,

and the difficulty of procuring employment at the pre-:

sent time, will readily perceive, that the calls for aid t(

the industrious poor, are likely to be unusually numer'
ous, and that increased means will be required to i

them, while few charities afford so much relief at S(i

small a cost, or in so unobjectionable i

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
Assistant Teachers are wanted in the Boys and Girls

departments of this Institution. The opportunity whici

this station furnishes for prosecuting their studies, fret
|

from any expense, presents a favourable opening foi,

young persons, who wish to perfect themselves in thf

higher branches of learning, or to prepare for the busi-

ness of Teachers. Those who wish to engage, are re-

It. She brought 309 pas- quested to make early application to Nathan Sharpies ,1

' Concordville
; Pennock Passmore, Goshenville; orTho-'

mas Evans, Samuel Bettle, Jr., Elizabeth Peirson, oi

Sidney Coates, Philadelphia.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

The committee is desirous of engaging the services©

a well qualified Friend to teach the school at Tunes-

sassah, &c. Friends, who may feel concerned to en-

gage in that stSion, are requested to make earlji

application to Joseph Elkinton, No. 377 S. Second
street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, Philadel-|

phia, or Ebenezer Worth, Hamerton, Chester county

Pa., or Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase, Philadelphia co., Pa.)

Philad., Ninth mo. 20, 1854.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admis^^ions.—Samuel Bettle. Jr.. No. 101

North Tenth street; Ch.arles Ellis, No. 95 South Eighth

street, and No. 56 Chestnut street ; William Bettle. No.l

14 South Third street; John C. Allen, No. 179 South'

Fifth street, and No. 227 North Front street; Horatio C'
Wood, No. 210 Race street, and No. 37 Chestnut street :i

William Thomas, No. 242 North Fifth street, and No. 49'

South Wharves; Townsend Sharpless, No.. 187 Arch'
street, and No. 32 South Second street; John M. Whi-
tall, No. 161 Filbert street, and No. 138 Race street.

Visiting Managers for the Month.—Townsend Sharp-
less, No. 187 Arch street; William Hilles, Frankord;|
James Thorp, Frankford. i

Superintendent.—Dt. Joshua H. Worthi;
Matron.—Margaret Worthington.

?ton
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now London is Supplied witli Food.

j

[Tbe followiug seleotion.s from an article in the

jst number of the London Quarterly Eeview,
iay interest the readers of "The Friend."]

I

If, early on a summer morning before the

jiokc of countless fires had narrowed the horizon

I'

the metropolis, a spectator were to ascend to

lie top of St. Paul's, and take his stand upon the

[ilcony, that with gilded rail flashes like a fringe

I' fire upon the summit of the dome, he would see

peping beneath his feet the greatest camp of men
pon which the sun has ever risen. As far as he

Suld distinguish by the morning light, he would
thold stretched before him the mighty map of

lie metropolis ; and could he ascend still higher,

|i would note the stream of life overflowing the

i'im of hills which enclose the basin in which it

lands.

In the space swept by his vision would lie the

jmgregated habitations of two millions and a

lilf of his species—but how vain are figures to

mvey an idea of so immense a multitude. If

lorway, stretching from the Frozen Ocean down

j

the southern extremity of the North Sea, were to

immon all its people to one vast conclave, they

lould number little more than half the souls

{ithin the London bills of mortality. Switzerland,

. her thousand valleys, could not muster such an
my; and even busy Holland, within her mast-

rouged harbours, humming cities, and populous
ains, could barely overmatch the c!o.se-packed

illions within sound of the great bell at his feet,

s the spectator gazed upon this extraordinary

ospect, the first stir of the awakening city would
•adually steal upon his ear. The rumbling of

heels, the clang of hammers, the clear call of

le human voice, all deepening by degrees into a

infused hum, would proclaim that the mighty
ty was once more rousing to the labour of the

ly, and the blue columns of smoke climbing up
heaven that the morning meal was at hand,
t such a moment the thought would naturally

ise in his mind,—In what manner is such an
semblage victualled ? By what complicated

heels does all the machinery move by which
TO millions and a half of human beings sit

)wn day by day to their meals as regularly

iid quietly as though they only formed a snug
Ittle party at Lovegrovo's on a summer's after-

pon ? As thus he mused respecting the means
\f which the supply and demand of so vast a

|ultitude is brought to agree, so that every one
I enabled to procure exactly what he wants, at

iie exact time, without loss to himself or injury

to the community, thin lines of steam, sharply

marked for the moment, as they advanced one
after another from the horizon and converged to-

wards him, would indicate the arrival of the great

commissariat trains, stored with produce from all

parts of these isles and from the adjacent continent.

Could his eye distinguish in addition the fine

threads of that far-spreading web which makes
London the most sensitive spot on the earth, he
would be enabled to take in at a glance the two
agents—steam and electricity—which keep the

balance true between the wants and the supply of

London.

If our spectator will now descend from his

giddy height, and will accompany us among the

busy haunts of men, we will attempt to point out

to him whence those innumerable commodities,

which he has seen pouring into the town, have

been obtained, the chief marts to which they are

consigned, and the manner in which they are dis-

tributed from house to house. Had London like

Paris its octroi, the difliculty of our task would
be limited to the mere display of ofiicial figures,

but, thanks to a free policy, we have no such

means of getting at strictly accurate estimates,

and must therefore content ourselves with the

results of patient inquiry among the foremost car-

riers—the railway companies—aided by such

other information as we have been able to procure.

For the sake of convenience, and of sequence, let

us imagine that the principal daily meal is pro-

ceeding, and, according to the order of the courses,

we will endeavour to trace the various edibles to

their source—the fish to its sea—the beast to its

pasture—the wild animal to its lair—the game to

its cover—and the fruit to its orchard; to point

out how tbey are netted, fattened, bagged, gather-

ed, and conveyed to their ultimate destination

—

the ffreat red lane of London humanity. Let us

begin with fish, and that unrivalled fish-Tuarket

which all the world is aware rears its head by
London Bridge.

Those who remember old Billingsgate, with its

tumbledown wharf, and dock half choked with

corruption and oyster-shells—a dirty remnant of

the days of Elizabeth—will enter with pleasure

Bunning's new market. Through its Italian colon-

nade are seen the masts of the fishing smacks, and
the brown wharves of the opposite side—a pleasing

picture, which instantly fixes the artistic eye. The
busy scene within the market, between the hours

of live and seven in the morning, is one of the

marvels of the metropolis. Billingsgate is the

only wholesale fish-market in London, and it may
therefore be imagined how great must be the bu-

siness transacted within its walls. Of old, nine-

tenths of the supply came by way of the river, the

little that came by land being conveyed from the

coast, at great expense, in four-horse vans. Now
railways are day by day supplanting smacks,

and in many cases steamers; for by means of its

iron arms, London, whilst its millions slumber,

grasps the produce of every sea that beats against

our island coast, and ere they have uprisen it is

drawn to a focus in this central mart. Thus every

night in tbe season the hardy fishermen of Yar-

mouth catch a hundred tons (12,081 yearly), prin-

cipally herring, which, by means of the Eastern

Counties Railway, are next morning at Billings-

gate. The South-Western Railway sends up an-

nually, with the same speed, 4000 tons of mackerel
and other fish, the gatherings of the south coast.

The North-Western collects over night the 'catch'

from Ireland, Scotland, and the north-cast coast of

England, and adds to the Thames street mart
3578 tons, principally of salmon, whilst the Great
Northern delivers to the early morning market,
or sometimes later in tbe day, 3248 tons of like

sea produce. The Great Western brings up the

harvests of the Cornish and Devonshire coasts,

chiefTy mackerel and pilchards, to the amount of

1560 tons in the year; and the Brighton and
South Coast conveys the incredible number of

15,000 bushels of oysters, besides 4000 tons of
other fish. Nearly one-half in fact of the fish-

supply of London, instead of following as of old

the tedious route of the coast, is hurried in the

dead of night across the length and breadth of the

land to Billingsgate, and, before tbe large con-

sumers in Tyburnia and Belgravia have left their

beds, may be seen either lying on the marble slabs

of the fishmongers, or penetrating on the peripa-

tetic barrow of the costermonger into the dismal

lanes and alleys inhabited by ' London Labour
and the London Poor.' These prodigious glean-

ings from what Goldsmith might well call the

'finny deep,' are conveyed from the termini in

spring vans, drawn by two, and occasionally by
four horses. Salmon come in boxes, herrings in

barrels, and all other kinds of fi.sh in baskets.

Sometimes as many as sixty of these vans will

arrive in the narrow street leading to tbe market
in the course of two or three hours, and tbe scene

of confusion occasioned by their rushing among
the fishmongers' carts and the costermongcrs' bar-

rows, the latter often amounting to more than a

thousand, is almost as great as that at Smithfield;

for the fish, like the live-stock trade, has long out-

grown its mart, and Billingsgate, as much as

Smithfield, is cliol<ed for want of space. Let the

visitor beware how he enters it in a good coat, for,

as sure as he goes in in broad cloth, be will come

out in scah armour. They are not polite at Bil-

lingsgate, as all the world knows, and ' by your

leave' is only a preliminary to your hat being

knocked ofl"your head by a bushel of oysters or a

basket of crabs. In the early part of the morning,

the traffic is carried on in comparative quiet, for

the regular fishmongers, who have the first of the

market, conduct their business with little disturb-

ince, but it would gladden the heart of a Dutch

painter to see the piled produce of a dozen diflfer-

ent seas glittering with silver and brilliant with

olour. Gigantic salmon, fresh caught from the

firths and bays of Scotland, or from tbe productive

Irish seas, flounder about, as the boxes in which

they have travelled disgorge them upon the board.

Quantities of delicate red mullet, that have been

hurried up by the Great Western, all the way from

Cornwall, for the purpose of being furnished fresh

to the fastidious palates at the West End; smelts

brought by tbe Dutch boats, their delicate skins

varying in hue like an opal as you pass
;
pyramids

of lobsters, a moving mass of spiteful claws and

tless feelers, savage at their late abduction from

some Norwegian fiord; great heaps of piaky
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shrimpa; turbots, that lately fattened upon the

Doggei-baiik, with their white bellies bent as for

soiiie tremendous leap ; and humbler plaice and

dabs, from our own craft—all this bountiful ac-

cumulation forms a mingled scene of strange forms

and vivid colours, that no one with an eye for the

picturesque can contemplate without interest.

Neither is the scene alw:iys one of still life, for it

is DO rare occurrence for the visitor to behold a

yelling knot of men dragging with ropes through

the excited crowd a royal sturgeon, nine feet in

length. If the spectator now peeps down the

large square opening into the dismal space below,

which appears like the hold of a ship lately reco-

vered from the deep, he will see the shell-fish

market, whore piles of blue-black muscles, whelks,

and grey cockles turned up with yellow, give the

place a repulsive aspect of dirt and slop. There

are but few buyers seen here, and they are gene-

rally women belonging to the costermonger class,

for the men rather disdain the shell-fish trade.

These female itinerants may be noticed wandering

about from basket to basket, occasionally gouging

out a whelk from the shell with the thumb, to test

the lot, and then passing on to the next.

(To be continued.)

Selected for 'Tlie Friend."

DIVINE WORSHIP.

" Every one, who worships God in spirit and in

truth, is sensible that there are two contrary pow-

ers or spirits, to wit, the power and spirit of this

world, in which the prince of darkness bears rule,

and over as many as are acted by it, and work

from it; and the power and Spirit of God, in which

God worketh and bcareth rule, and over as many

as act in and from it. So, whatever be the things

that a man thinketh of or acleth in, however spi-

ritual or religious as to the notion or form of them,

so long as he acteth and moveth in the natural and

corrupt spirit and will, and not from, in, and by

the power of God, ho sinueth in all, and is not

accepted of God. For hence both the ' ploughing

and praying of the wicked is sin ;' as also what-

ever a man acts in and from the Spirit and power

of God, having his undei^tandiug and will influ-

enced and moved by it, whether it be actions reli-

gious, civil, or even natural, he is accepted in so

doing in the sight of God, and is ' blessed in

them.'
" From what is said, it doth appear how frivolous

and impertinent their objection is, that say they

wait upon God in praying and preaching, since

waiting doth of itself imply a passive dependence,

rather than an acting. And since it is and shall

yet be more shown, that preaching and praying

without the spirit, is an offending of God, not

a waiting upon him, and that praying and preach-

ing by the Spirit pre-supposes necessarily a silent

waiting to feel the motions and influence of the

Spirit to lead thereunto; and lastly, that in seve-

ral places (of Scripture) where praying is com-

manded ; watching is specially prefixed as a pre-

vious preparation thereunto ; we do well and

certainly concluile, that since waiting and watch-

ing are so particularly commanded and recom-

mended, and cannot be truly performed but in

this inward silence of the mind from men's own
thoughts and imaginations, this silence is and must
necessarily be a special and principal part of God's

worship. The excellency of this silent waiting

upon God doth further appear, in that it is impos-

sible for the enemy, the devil, to counterfeit it,

so as for any soul to be deceived or deluded by

him in the exercise thereof. Now in all other

matters he may mix himself with the natural

mind of man, and so by transforming himself, he

may deceive the soul, by busying it about things

perhaps innocent in themselves, while yet he

keeps them from beholding the pure light of

Christ, and so from knowing distinctly their duty,

and doing of it. For that envious Spirit of man's

eternal happiness knoweth well how to accommo-

date himself, and fit his snares for all the several

dispositions and inclinations of men; if he find

one not fit to be engaged with gross sins, or worldly

lusts, but rather averse from them, and religiously

inclined; ho can fit himself to beguile such a one,

by sufi'ering his thoughts and imaginations to run

upon spiritual matters, and so hurry him to work,

act, and meditate in his own will. For he well

knoweth that so long as self bears rule, and the

Spirit of God is not the principal and chief actor,

man is not put out of his reach ; so, therefore, he

can accompany the priest to the altar, the preach-

er to the pulpit, the zealot to his prayers, yea, the

doctor and professor of Divinity to his study, and

there he can cheerfully sufi'er him to labour and

work among his books, yea, and help him to find

out and invent subtile distinctions and eiuidditie;

by which both his mind and others, through him,

may be kept from heeding God's light in the

conscience, and waiting upon him. There is not

any exercise whatsoever, wherein he cannot enter,

and have a chief place, so as the soul many times

cannot discern it, except in this alone : for he can

only work in and by the natural man, and his

faculties, by secretly acting upon his imaginations

and desires, and therefore, when he, to wit, the

natural man, is silent, there he must also stand.

And therefore, when the soul comes to this silence,

and, as it were, is brought to nothingness as to her

own workings, then the devil is shut out ; for the

pure presence of God, and shining of his light,

he cannot abide, because so long as a man is

thinking and meditating as of himself, he cannot

be sure but the devil is influencing him therein;

but when he comes wholly to be silent, as the

pure light of God shines in upon him, then he

is sure that the devil is shut out ; for beyond the

imaginations he cannot go, which we often find

by sensible experience. For he that of old is said

to have come to the gathering together of the

children of God, is not wanting to come to our

assemblies. And, indeed, he can well enter and

work in a meeting, that is silent only as to words,

either by keeping the minds in various thoughts

and imaginations, or by stupefying them, so as to

overwhelm them with a spirit of heaviness and

slothfulness : but when we retire out of all, and

are turned in, both by being diligent and watch-

ful upon the one hand, and also silent and retired

out of all our thoughts upon the other, as we abide

in this sure place, we feel ourselves out of his

reach. Yea, oftentimes the power and glory of

God will break forth and appear, just as the bright

sun through many clouds and mists, to the dispel-

ling of that power of darkness; which will also be

sensibly felt, seeking to cloud and darken the

mind, and wholly to keep it from purely waiting

upon God. The excellency of this worship doth

also appear, in that it cannot be stopped nor inter-

rupted by the malice of men or devils, as all

others can. Now, interruptions and stoppings of

worship may be understood in a twofold respect,

either as we are hindered from meeting, as being

outwardly by violence separated one from another,

or when permitted to meet together, as we are in-

terrupted by the tumult, noise, and confusion,

which such as are malicious, may use to molest or

distract us. Now, in both these respects, this

worship doth greatly overpass all others; for how

far soever people be separated or hindered from

coming together, yet as every one is inwardly

gathered to the measure of life in himself, there

is a secret unity and fellowship enjoyed, which

the devil and all his instruments can never break i

or hinder. But it doth as well appear, as to those
i

molestations which occur, when we are met to- :

gether, what advantage this true and spiritual
j

worship gives us beyond all others ; seeing in
(

despite of a thousand interruptions and abuses, j'

e of which were suiEcient to have stopped all
,

other sorts of Christians, we have been able, I

through the nature of this worship, to keep it un-
,

interrupted as to God, and also at the same time, '

to show forth an example of our Christian patience
j

towards all, even oftentimes to the reaching and '

convincing of our opposers."
|

It is, in the present day, evident that, when
|

people meet together to worship God in spirit and

in truth, they must look to him, who is invisible;
,

humbly waiting upon him for renewed ability to !

worship him in the beauty of holiness, and in the i

life and power of our Lord and Saviour Jesus i

Christ. Truly, nothing short of the same power
!

that raised Lazarus out of the grave, can quicken
'

nd raise our souls out of death and darkness, and '

ive us a foretaste of heavenly joy, and bless us .

with the sure mercies of David. Therefore, as the

;ye of a servant is to his master, and the eye of
j

a maiden to her mistress, so let us keep our spi-

1

ritual eye to the Lord ; so that he may indeed '

become our " Everlasting Light, and our God, our '

lory."

New Jersey, Eleventh mo., 1854.

For "The Friend.''

"In the world," saith our blessed Lord, "yei;

shall have tribulation, but in me peace." Hisi

followers in all ages have come through great
i

tribulation to inherit living and eternal substance

—to inherit " the peace of God which passeth all

understanding," which is able to " keep the heart

and mind through Christ Jesus." Therefore let

none feel discouraged because of the tribulationsi|

which attend them in the present time, but rather

be patient, knowing this, that " tribulation," if

properly abode in, " worketh patience, patience

experience, and experience hope, and hope maketh

not ashamed because the love of God is shed abroad

in our hearts by the Holy (Thost, which is given

unto us." The sore trials and besetments of

various kinds that are to be encountered by the

Christian traveller in his passage through time,

3 not to be compared with the glory that shall

•evealed," when his " earthly house of this

tabernacle shall he dissolved," for "our light

iction, which is but for a moment," as saitb

the Apostle Paul, " worketh for us a far mon
exceeding and eternal weight of glory." As m
bow our necks to the yoke of Christ, and take

up his daily cross, yielding ourselves to tht

sauctifying and redeeming influence of his Holj

Spirit upon our hearts, we shall find it our portiot

many times to partake of much that the natura.

disposition shrinks from, yet He who hath pro

mised that he would never leave nor forsake his

followers, even in the greatest extremity of trial

is abundantly able to sweeten every bitter cup

and will not fail to do it, as we bow in resignatioi

to every alloted dispensation of Ilis providence

with the language of child-like submission ant

obedience, "not my will, but thine, Lord, b
done."

Penna., Twelfth mo., 1854.

" Forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive thos

that trespass against us." If we rightly undei

stand these and other passages of similar import

no person can regard himself as accepted in th

Divine sight, who has not the spirit of forgivenes

towards his neighbour.
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lie Sea: its Distribulion, Depth, Extent and Level

The ancients oalletl the sea, or rather the water

jf -ivliich it is composed, an element, thinking that

t was one of those simple or primeval substances

nciipable of decomposition. The researches of

iKiil.i 11 chemistry, however, have proved water to

ii' a 'impound produced by the combination of

wo t;ase.s. Yet, in another sense, the sea is an

ijleuiuut; it is an element of life to all animal and

l^egetable creation. If there were no sea, the

partli would bo a burning, arid waste, vegetation

.vnuhl languish and die, and man, with all inferior

iniiiials, would perish under an intensity of heat

ii(i'in|iarably more painful than that of the far-

ini ailing wastes of the sandy deserts. The sea

s as iiocessary to the existence of man as the soil

,vlii( li covers the earth. It is one of the physical

iinililiiins on which the continuance of his life

llepends, not only by yielding refreshing vapours

to the atmosphere, but by the absorption of nox-

'.ous gases, which would rapidly accumulate and
(soon become fatal were it not for the absorbing

jpower of water. The earth would be incomplete

without a sea, for all the purposes at least to

which its Creator has evidently destined its pre-

sent existence.

! If the sea had not been necessary to man, as an

jeleraent in the world of his habitation, its import-

ance might be shown as the highway of com-

tierce, connecting distant lands, bearing the

ounties of varied climates, and the industry of

'races, from one extremity of the earth to the

jnther. As a natural object, it is viewed in all its

phases with unceasing interest. In calm, it im-

ipresses the mind with a feeling of security, such
lis its placid majesty and grandeur; in storm,

with a sense of fear and reverential awe, so

Itorriiio is its power and uncontrollable its fury,

pid not He who gave it its bounds hold the winds
in his grasp.

^The sea is a vast collection of water in deep
alleys. The bed of the sea is only a continua-

tion of the coasts by which the waters are bounded
and confined. Dry land is a succession of hills,

ttnountains, and valleys, and the bed of the .sea is

pormed iu the same manner; but, being relatively

Bower than the surrounding lands, the water has

Accumulated, modifying, enlarging, and in some
kases forming its reservoirs and channels. The
{earth has, at several distinct periods of its history,

jbcen the theatre of terrific catastrophes affecting

the superficial arrangements of mountains and
valleys, and consequently of land and water. The
upheaving of stratified rocks, the intrusion of

igneous or volcanic masses, and other phenomena,
distinctly traced by geology, sufiioionfly attest this

fact. Upon strata, tilted into an almost perpen-

dicular direction, are frequently found horizontal

beds containing marine or fresh-water shells, and
bearing such appearances as might be expected in

earthy deposits from water in periods of greater

or less tranquillity. Even at the top of lofty hills

and mountains, this curious phenomena has been

[frequently observed, leading consecutively to the

1 conclusion that some of the highest peaks of the

earth, rising above the denser clouds, and round
which the lightnings hover like the eagle over her

craggy home, were at some former period a por-

tion of the bed of the ocean. The Apennines, the

Alps, and the Andes give the same evidence; but
our proof may be taken from lesser heights and
nearer home. That great mass of chalk traversing

the counties of Susses, Surrey, and Kent, and
forming the most lofty districts round the metro-

polis, contains a countless multitude of sea-shells.

This important mineral formation is from seven to

eight hundred feet thick, and its entire mass is

crowded with the relies of marine animals, the
shells of moUusks, and the bones of fi.sh. The
chalk, therefore, must have been formed at the

bottom of the sea, and was once its bed; but, by
some great physical force, the ancient receptacle

of the ocean was lifted above its surface, and a

new basin received its waters.

These changes, or revolutions, as they are called

by geologists, account for the formation of moun-
tains and valleys, and the distribution of land and
water. Nor are instances wanting in modern his-

tory of great and violent forces, by which, in the

interval of a few hours, the relative positions of
land and water have been reversed. But without
dwelling on the dreadful convulsions of nature

now happily infrequent, it is sufficient to observe

that water in motion is of itself a disturbing and
reproducing agent. England, now separated from
the continent of Europe by the Straits of Dover,
was once, probably, united to France, for the chalk

cliffs of Dover range with those of Calais; while

at Boulogne and the adjoining coast there is a still

more strange coincidence with the strata and
stratification of Folkstone and Hythe. There is

no reason to suppose that the two countries were
separated by any sudden elevation or depression

of the land, or by any volcanic force ; it appe

to have been produced by the slow, but not the

less powerful, action of the waves of the ocean

This was an effect similar to many still in pro-

gress.

If the bed of the sea is uneven like the surface

of land, consisting of mountains, hills, and valleys

the depth of water must vary considerably

Scoresby, whose name is well known as a scien-

tific voyager in the Polar ocean, once threw his

sounding-line in the Greenland sea to the depth of

1200 fathoms, or one mile 640 yards, without

finding a bottom. An ofiBcer in the United States

service reported recently that, in a voyage from

Rio de Janeiro to Saldana Bay, Cape of Good
Hope, he sounded in latitude 28° 21' S. and lon-

gitude 29° 17' W., and reached the bottom at

the depth of 3100 fathoms, or three and a half

miles. The sounding, he says, was made with a

thirty-two pound shot and a line 5000 fathoms in

length, and the time occupied was one hour and

nine minutes. Some curious experiments were

made by Massey, under the orders of the lords of

the admiralty, in H. M. sloop "Trinoulo," com-

manded by captain Booth. A strong copper globe,

inclosed iu a net of cord, was fixed to a line 840
fathoms long, at a distance of about 40 fathoms from

the lead. When the line was drawn up, it was found

that the globe had been exploded by the external

pressure of the water, and the line divided, so that

the lead was lost. On another occasion, a globe

was sunk with a greater weight, the line being of

the same length, and this also was exploded, but

the line returned without having reached the bot-

tom. La Place, the French astronomer, calculated

that the mean depth of the sea is nearly the same

the difference between the polar and equatorial

diameters; but it is the opinion of astronomers

generally, that the greatest depth of the ocean

does not exceed 30,000 feet, and, except in the

remarkable results said to have been obtained by

the American officer, a bottom has seldom been

reached at a depth exceeding one mile.

Seven-tenths of the surface of the earth is cov-

jd with water, a fact which led some thought-

is and sceptical minds to impugn the wisdom of

the arrangement, and to charge God with folly.

Some of these would-be-creators even explained

how the world should have been constructed, and

the benefits to be derived from the adoption of

their plans. Science as well as religion frowns on

these impious visionaries. The profoundest re-

searches of the mathematician and astronomer not
only prove that the present is the best distribu-
tion, but that no other could secure the permanent
stability of existing physical conditions, or supply
the necessities of animal life. This conclusion is

not to be avoided, although the mind is at first

startled with the contemplation of the great extent
of the water conipartd with the dry land. The
southern hemisphere, as will be seen by examin-
ing a terrestrial globe, is an almost continuous
sea; and the Pacific ocean is of greater extent
than all the dry land upon the surface of the earth.

But this vast mass of water is constantly changing
both its place and condition. At one time it is

floating as an imperceptible vapour in the atmos-
phere, then, collected in clouds, descending in

fertilizing showers upon mountain and plain.

Down the steep declivities of elevated districts it

descends in small unconnected streams, which
uniting form rivulets and torrents, and falling into

the plains combine in the gorges and deepest
ravines of the valleys, producing rivers. Wind-
ing along their sinuous channels, they here and
there spread over the low grounds, and everywhere
carry fertility in their course, discharging them-
selves at last into the ocean from which they rose,

having fulfilled their missions of mercy, until they
recommence a series of mutations little differing

from that already described. Thus is the earth

preserved as a fit nursery for vegetation, and a
habitation for mankind.

In a study of the distribution of the waters of
the ocean, there must be a constant reference to

the force by which all its states of motion and rest

are governed—that force is gravitation. One of
the most important effects of this cause is, that

water maintains its level unless disturbed by the

interference of other forces. It is scarcely po.ssible

to imagine how great a confusion and disorder

would result from the suspension of this law, if

but for an hour. The invariability of the law gives

to man the power of binding that vast element,

water, to his service, and of making it subservient

to his wants. It flows through the channels he

cuts in his lands, and drains or irrigates his fields

at his pleasure; it spouts from his fountains, falls

in graceful sheets over the little barriers he con-

structs, moves the machinery he invents to lessen

his daily toil, and brings to his cities the produc-

tions of neighbouring or remote countries, deposit-

ing them at the very threshold of his barns and
warehouses. But this eh'mont, so beneficent, so

docile, is only under control because its Creator

has placed it under a law compelling it always to

seek the lowest depression, and in all its reservoirs

to maintain its level. Even with the protection

of this law, accidental causes sometimes momen-
tarily overpower the continued agency of gravita-

ting force, and, escaping from its appointed chan-

nels, it spreads with desolating power over culti-

vated districts and populous towns.

(To be concluded.)

Mule Trade of Bourbon County, Ki/.—The
Paris (Ky.) Citizen gives some statistics of the

mule trade of Bourbon county, which show a

steady increase both in the demand for and value

of these animals. In 1843, according to the

assessor's books, there wore in the county 1932
mules, valued at §41,343, or an average of 821.81

per head; in 1854, 7430, valued at 8562,800, or

875.70 per head. The principal markets are the

Southern States, where they are used on cotton

and sugar plantations. In Virginia they are used

the farm and the road. Baltimore furnishes a

large market for the smaller animals, where they

are shipped to the West Indies, to pack coffee frona

the mountain-plantations. One dealer in Baltimore
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purchases anniwlly 1000; and another in Rich-

mond, Va., about double that number, one farmer

in Bourbon county selling him every year between

500 and 800.

Selecled for " The Friend."

Sayings of William Pcnii.

" It is a severe rebulce upon us, that God makes

us so many allowances, and we make so few to

cur neishbour ; as if charity had nothing to do

with reiio-ion : or love witli faith that works by

" I find all sorts of people agree, whatsoever

were their animosities, when humbled by the ap-

proaches of death ; then they forgive, then they

pray for and love one another; which shows us,

that it is not our reason, but our passion that

makes us hold up the feuds that reign among men

in their health and fullness.

" Did we believe a final reckoning and judg-

ment, or did we think enough of whatwe do be-

lieve, we should allow more love in religion than

we do ; since religion is nothing else, but love to

God and man. ' If ye love me,' says our blessed

Redeemer, ' keep my commandments;' then he

will love us ; then we shall be his friends ;
then

he will send us the Comforter ; then, whatsoever

we ask, we shall receive ; and then, where he

we shall be also, and that forever.

" Nothing shows our weakness more than to be

sharp-sighted at spying other men's faults, and

purblind about our own. When the actions of a

neighbour are upon the stage, we can have all our

wits about us, and are so quick and critical, we

can split a hair and find out every failure and in

firmity ; but are without feeling, or have but very

little sense of our own. Much of this comes from

ill nature, as well as from an inordinate love of

ourselves, for we love rambling better than home,

and blaming the unhappy, rather than covering

and relieving them. They have a right to cen-

sure, that have a heart to help; the rest is cruelty,

not justice.

" Friendship is an union of spirits, a marriage

of hearts, and the bond thereof virtue. Tliere

can be no friendship, where there is no freedom.

It will speak freely, and act so too, and take no-

thing ill, where no ill is meant ; nay, where it is,

it will easili/ forgive, and forget too, upon small

acknowledgments. Friends are true twins in

soul ; one is not happy without the other, nor can

either be miserable alone. As, if they could

change bodies, they take their turns in pain, as

well as pleasure ; relieving one another in the

most adverse conditions. What one enjoys, the

other cannot want. Like the primitive Christians,

they have all things in common, and no property,

but in one another. Yet be not a friend beyond

the altar, but let virtue bound thy friendship;

else it is not friendship, but an evil confederacy.

" We should make more haste to right our

neighbour than we do to wrong him ; and instead

of being vindictive, we should leave him to judge

of his own satisfaction. True honour will pay

treble damages, rather than justify one wrong by

another. Some oppose honour to submission
;

but it can be no honour to maintain what it

dishonourable to do. If thou hast done an injury

to another, rather own it than defend it. One

way thou gainest forgiveness ; the other, thi

doublest the wrong, and the reckoning.

"Nothing does reason more right, than the

coolness of those who offer it ; for truth often suf-

fers more by the heat of its defenders, than from

the arguments of its opposers. Zeal ever follows

f,\xe appearance of truth, and the assured are too

JSipt to be warm ; but it is their weak side in ar-

gument ; zeal being better shown against sin than

persons, or their mistakes. In all debates let

truth be thy aim ; not victory or an unjust inter-

est ; and endeavour to r/ain, rather than to ex-

pose, thy antagonist. Give no advantage in argu-

ment, nor lose any that is offered. This is a

benefit which arises from temper.

" Passion, more than anything, deprives us of

the use of our judgment ; for it raises a dust very

hard to see through. I have often thought that

a passionate man is like a weak spring, that can-

not stand long locked ; and it is as true that those

things are unfit for use, that cannot bear small

knocks, without breaking. He that cannot bear

contradiction, ma}', with all his wit, miss the

mark. A man's strength is shown by his hearing.

He that corrects out of passion, raises revenge

sooner than repentance. It is one of the most

fatal errors of our lives, when we spoil a good

cause by an ill management ; and it is not impos-

sible that we may mean well in an ill business

;

but that will not defend it. If we are sure our

end is right, we are too apt to gallop over all

bounds to compass it ; not considering that law-

ful ends may be very unlawfully attained. There

is a troublesome humour, some men have, that if

they may not lead, they will not follow. This

comes of an over-fullness of ourselves, and shows

we are more concerned for praise, than the suc-

cess of what we think a good thing."

" Religion is the fear of God, and its demon-

stration good works ; and faith is the root of both.

Serving God concerns the frame of our spirits, in

the whole course of our lives, and God is better

served in resisting a temptation to evil, than in

many formal prayers. To be like Christ, is to be

a Christian, and regeneration is the only way to

the kingdom of God, which we pray for. ' With

out faith it is impossible to please God,' nor can

we fear what we do not believe. The devils also

believe, and know abundance; but this is th'

difference : their faith works not by love, nor their

knowledge by obedience ; and therefore they ar

never the better for them. And if ours be sucl

we shall be of their church, not of Christ's ; for

as the Head is, so must the body be. Christ was

lioli/, humble, harmless, meel- and merciful, when

among us, to teach us what we should be when

he was gone ; and that minister whose life is not

the model of his doctrine, is a babbler rather than

a preacher, a quack rather than a physician of

value. ' He that lives in love, lives in God.'

Tongues shall cease, and prophecy shall fail, and

faith shall be consummated in sight, and hope in

enjoyment ; but love remains. Love is above all

;

and u-hen it prevails in us all, we shall all be

lovely, and in love with God, and one with ano-

ther. Amen."

for relief, call loudly for help. Donations ii I

money will be received by Wistar Morris, Treai'

surer. South Third street, below Walnut street
j

Provisions of all kinds, cast-off clothing and coal I

Id be sent for, or can be sent to the Moya

;

mensing House of Industry as above. If Friend '

'

in the country have contributions of turnips
|

potatoes, and other vegetables, corn meal, &c. \

they would be very acceptable. Those whom ou 1
1

heavenly Father has blessed with abundance, am
|

permitted to become stewards of large estates]

may now make profitable investments of some o

!

their surplus income, by contributing toward th!

relief of the poor, it will afford a more comfortabl
(

retrospect than to add interest to principal, o'

field to field. Surplus funds, distributed to reliev
]

the poor from time to time, will settle better ii i

the final audit, than an overgrown estate showinjl

a large balance for distribution, too often tendinjl

to the ruin of those who inherit it. J. '

Philada., Twelfth mo. 18th, 1854.

For " Tlic Friend."

The Suffering Poor.

Whilst enjoying the blessings of a comfortable

home at this inclement winter season, let us re-

member the poor, who, without shelter, food,

and some almost naked, are suffering within our

city. Others, not quite so destitute, but reduced

to want by a discharge from their regular employ-

ment, by inability of their employers to pay their

wages, claim our aid to keep them from suffering

for food, fuel, &c. May we each stop minis

tering to the pride of man ; avoid all extravagance

and unnecessary expense, that we may assist

feeding the hungry, clothing the naked, &c.

The Moyamensing House of Industry, on

Catharine street, above Seventh street, n'ceives

the destitute homeless poor, affording them tem-

porary employment and relief whilst there. Its

funds are nearly exhausted, while the present high

price of provisions, and numerous applicants
|

Selected.

A "tt'ORD FOR PEACE.
\

" Peace I leave with you ; my peace I give unto yon
'

ot as tlie world givetb, give I unto you."—Jolin xiv. 27
j

If such the legacy bequeathed
j

By Jesus to his own,
;

If such the meek injunctions breathed,
;

Ere he from earth had flown.

How should his lowly followers jigM;
i

Heading his gracious words aright. ;

Bis kingdom is not of this world.

Nor lay it understood I

The banner from his cross unfarl'd,

Leads noi to acts of blood 1

The Christian's warfare is within,

With pride and passion, self and sin.

Whence come your wars, frail worms of dust ?

What are your fightings for?

Envy and hatred, greed and lust,

Which in your members war
;

|

Dwells such a dark, unhallowed host,

la temples of the Holy Ghost?

When angels first to shepherd's ears,

Announced the Saviour's birth,

What tvatchicord did the heavenly spheres,

Pour down on listening earth?
" Glory to God, who dwells on high

;

Toward men—good will and unity !"

When Christ on Calvary's blood stained hill,

His life a ransom paid,

What peaceful love, triumphant still,

Prompted the prayer he prayed I

A jirayer—how tender, brief, and true.

—

" Forgive ; they know not what ihcy do."

" 'Tis by its fruit the tree is known ;"

The test of Truth is love!

Have they, then, reverently shown
Thcir's to the Lord above.

Who bid their fellow-creatures bleed.

And by their acts belie their creed ?

Thank God I this gospel truth, no more
To one small sect confined.

From sea to sea, from shore to shore,

Shall flash on many a mind

;

Till earth below, and heaven above.

Join in one hymn of Peace and Lore

!

Bernard Barton.

*"*
Selected.

Think ye, 'twas meant that man should find no spell

Of joy and beauty in the song-bird's lay ?

Or, were the brightflowers only meant to tell,

A warning tale of bloom that must decay ?

Were it not worse than vain to close our eyes

Unto the azure sky and golden light,

Because the lempest-cloud doth sometimes rise,

And glorious day must darken into night.

Wiser and better, with a thankful mind,

To bless our God for every glory given
;

And with a gentle heart to seek and fiud

In things on earth, a type of things in heaven.
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For "The Friend.'

I

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCUES,

Cllinisters and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

THOMAS EVERDEN.

i

(Concluded from page 109.)

i jIn pro.secuting the work called for at bis hand
i his divine Master, Tliomas Everden attended

]|iiladelphia Yearly Meeting, in the year 1701
1 that meeting he was appointed one of a com
jjittee to write an epistle to London Yearly Meet,

ig, to acknowledge its care in answering the

'jromances in respect to this country, of Dr. Uray."

'nomas Eray was an Episcopal clergyman, of

laryland, who, going to England about the close

« 1700, or beginning of 1701, there published

iivoral papers, all bearing more or less on the

ihte of religion in the colonies. The first paper

ihich was called a " Memorial," was intended to

'low the necessity of a fund being raised in Eng.

nd to pay a number of competent persons, who
lOuld be sent as missionaries to America, to

iristianize the inhabitants, many of whom, par-

jularly the Quakers, he accounted infidels. It

as to answer the attacks on the Society of Friends,

|ith which these various pamphlets abounded,

[lat Joseph Wyeth, on behalf of Friends in Lon-

bn, published "Remarks on Dr. Bray's Memorial
,c." Joseph says, in his preface, " My intent,

[lerefore, in publishing the following remarks, is

[liefiy to prevent, or remove the prejudices which
'is mis-reports, concerning us, may have raised,

!• might raise ; by plucking off those bear-skins,

bich he has brought from America, and cast over

s, to disguise us, that so he might expose us to th

lige of the people, and as far as he can, to tlie

[ispleasure of the government." It would be out

f place in an account of Thomas Everden, to g
jito a synopsis of these witty and reasonable " re

jiarks on L)r. Bray." Thomas, as well as other
j'riends in Maryland, had exerted themselves to

ppose the passage of a bill by the Assembly of

jlaryland, to make the Church of England the
Btablished church of the province. Dr. Bray
lys of himself and fellow profe.s.5ors, "After many
Itruggles with the Quakers, 'tis to be hoped, we
re in a fair way, at last, to have an Established
|!hureh." They had obtained the passage of a law
ly the Assembly to that effect, one of the pro-

jisions of which laid a tax of forty pounds of
tobacco on each taxable inhabitant for the support
jf the clergy, but the law had not received the

loyal assent at the time he wrote. Joseph Wyeth
jhus comments on the passage we have just quoted
from Dr. Bray,—" Had he endeavoured the esta-

dishing a church there, according to the true

Ipostolic and evangelical manner, he need not have
jtruggled with the Quakers about it. But if the
|:hurch, which he would have established, cannot
\>e established without taking from the Quakers,
nd others dissenting from him, their properties

nd liberties, it is not to be wondered at, if all

hat are so concerned, dislike his struggle for such
n establishment. The churches of Christ, in the
irst ages of Christianity, as they were not gather-
id by the help or force of secular power ; so nei-

.her were they established by it. It was the
IDivine power, and effectual working of the Holy
Spirit, which (then and still accompanies the true
Evangelical ministry), as it opened the understand-
ing and hearts of the people, and inclined them to

receive and embrace the faith and doctrines of the
Christian religion, so it established them in the
faith and doctrines received ; and disposed their

minds to a spontaneous, ready, and cheerful com-
munication of their outward substance, to supply
the necessary ocrasions of their religious societies.

though labouring under the greatest pressures
from the civil magistrate."

Thomas Everden was a frequent visitor of Phi
ladelphia at the time of the Yearly Meeting, anc
we find mention of his attendance at various meet
ings, in the vicinity of the city. He continued
faithful in his labours of love until near the close
of his life. His friends say of him, " He was one
whom the Lord fitted for the work of the minis-
try, and he preached the gospel of peace. The
Lord also gifted him to be helpful in the govern-
ment of the church, and to maintain the order of
the Uospel. In the meekness of wisdom and power
of God, was he made to testify against those that
stood not faithful in their testimonies for the
trust, which the Lord required at their hands.
And such as would not be restored by the spirit of

meekness in the labours of love, and be prevailed

upon to be orderly in their conversation, he was
zealous that they should be testified against, and
careful he was to maintain the testimony of 'Truth

in the simplicity thereof. He also zealously and
faithfully laboured long in the Lord's vineyard, to

the convincing, building up, and confirming many
in the faith of God's elect, in many parts of Ame-
rica. The Lord's power and presence attended

him in all the services he concerned him in, and
greatly blessed him and his labour in the Gospel
He was taken sick early in the Third month,

1710, and during the time of his continuance in

the body, he was enabled to express the satisfac.

tion he felt in looking to his removal. He said
" He did expect the Lord had sent the messenger
of death to summon him to his long home;" add
ing, " Death is made easy to mo, because I know
the sting is taken away, and my Lord is near n
He often said to this effect, " I have but little

pain, for my Lord whom I have served, is with
me, and fills my treasury."

During his illness he felt a salutation of love

and Christian counsel spring in his heart flowing

towards his brethren and sisters at the Meeting o"

ministering Friends held at West River. Under
this feeling he wrote the following epistle to them :

" From Fishing Creek, the 24th
of the Third mo., 1710.

" Friends,—In the love of the Lord Jesus Christ

I salute you all. I am at this time very weak in

body, in expectation of my dissolution to be near

at hand.
" Blessed be the Lord God, who hath called us,

and chosen us to be witnesses, not only in word
and doctrine, but in a holy life and godly conver-

sation. His living and powerful presence is with

me, and in this I greatly rejoice.

" My brethren, my love abounds greatly to you,

and I embrace and salute you in the same love and
life, with which the Lord hath loved me.

" Receive this friendly exhortation from your
dying brother, as I think, that as God has given

us a gift, and opened our mouths in his name, that

you abide and live in his name; for herein are we
made instrumental for the gathering of others,

and to glorify his name. What 1 hath God chosen

and counted us worthy to speak to his church

and people, and to turn many to righteousness.

Surely, brethren, it greatly concerns us to walk,

even as our Lord walked when he was upon the

earth, according to the measure of the gift of

race that we have received from Him, in patience,

1 meekness, and wisdom, and heavenly gravity,

and few words, such as minister grace to the

hearers, and those who converse with us.

" Since I last saw you, my service has been

chiefly at Cecil, and Chester, and Great Choptank.

Farewell, farewell, in the Lord.

"Thomas Everden."

As he lay quietly awaiting his close, his heart
was often warmed by the love of the Gospel to-
wards those who came to see him, and he exhorted
at times his children, his friends, and his neigh-
bours, to keep to truth, and in love with one an-
other. He said, " How good a thing it is to have
the favour and smiles of Jesus upon a dying bod,
which cannot bo had out of the truth." He ex-
horted all to serve the Lord faithfully, and to

stand up for the testimony of Truth in their day,
not fearing the frowns of men; adding, " What
should I have done now, if I had gained the whole
world, and had been destitute of the favour of my
Lord, which is more to me than all the world."

Thus, uttering many heavenly expressions, and
bestowing many good admonitions on those around
him, he grew weaker until the 5th of the Fourlh
month, 1710, when he departed to his everlasting

rest.

Glinipsps of the East.

MARRIAGE FEAST.

During our stay at Aleppo, Signor Fatallab, a
wealthy neighbour, who was likewise proprietor
of a silk manufactory, married his son to the
daughter of an opulent fellow-town.sman. Pre-
parations on a grand scale had long been goin"
forward, and among a vast concourse of friends

and acquaintances invited to celebrate the nup-
tials, we also wore included. The auspicious

moment arrived, and we proceeded to Fatallah's

house, escorted by a band of native musicians.

On arriving at the residence of the bridegroom,

we were ushered into a long room in which guests

were seated from the door to the upper part, ac-

cording to their rank in life; the chief guests
being seated at the head of the divan on either

side of the master of the house ; others were
ranged lower and lower; the poorest guests were
close to the doorway, and one or two so poor that

they did not aspire to a place on the divan, but
squatted themselves cross-legged on the ground.

On the arrival of a fresh guest, the master of the

house would rise and come forward to receive

him ; and if, as happened on some occasions, the

guest, from mock humility, would seat himself in

a position lower than what his actual rank of pre-

cedence entitled him to, an absurd scufiie would
ensue, in which the master of the house would
endeavour to drag the other higher up into the

room, and the guest, with many " Stafer AUahs,"
(God forbid,) and many false protestations, pre-

tend reluctantly to yield to the distinction prof-

fered him, and so gain honour in the sight of

the assembled multitude. Such scenes brought

vividly to my mind our Lord's parable about the

meek being exalted ; and rendered it clearly evi-

dent that this etiquette, so strictly adhered to by
the natives of all Syria to this present hour, ex-

isted in the time of the Redeemer, and has been

practised from the patriarchs downward.

—

Br.
Ilumitlon.

DOGS IN EASTERN CITIES.

Your eye is attracted instantly in the streets of
Damascus by the number of thin, lounging, hungry
dogs that you meet. They have no owners, no
food but the garbage of the streets, no kennels

but the manure heaps and angles of the streets,

no protection but the law of passive toleration.

No man owns a dog—no man injures a dog. The
cats are fondled and caressed because they kill

the serpents ; the dogs are tolerated because they

clean the streets. The donkey, the mule, or the

camel flills down and dies ; and where it falls there

it lies, until, in the course of a few hours, the

dogs have devoured it, and the rays of the sua

have rendered the effluvia innocuous. These dogs
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are universal in the East, and indeed they seem t(

be the companion of man over the whole world
though in the East their good qualities are noi

used for his advantage. Buffon thinks they arc

all derived from the original type of the shep-

herd's dog. In the East one sees no white dogs
nor any spotted ones; they are mostly brown,
blackish, and of an ash colour. They have no
bark ; they howl and make noise enough, but the

fine, well-defined how vow is entirely wanting.

This is the sign of the civilized domesticated dog,

and seems to denote the refinement of canine

education. The dog, if allowed to run wild, as in

America, loses the baric, as in a few generations

a family in the back woods would lose the habits

of civilized life. I need not say the Turks do not

eat dogs, for they hold them to be as unclean and
abominable as swine. No pig dare approach the

holy city of Damascus, and the man who brought
it might lose his life. A Jew once, out of the

love of money, brought me a sucking pig under
his cloak, holding its snout all the time to prevent

its squeakiug. A ham discovered among your
provisions would stop a whole caravan. The dogs
in Damaseus have established a kind of police

among themselves, by which they know and main-
tain their several districts, and a strange dog in-

truding would be speedily expelled. They are

always at the starving point, and if the off'ul and
garbage of the street or district could support

another, it would be there. They lie in the

streets; the man, the camel, or the donkey step:

over them ; they rise not—they make no effort to

clear the way. No merciless wheels have taught
them to keep to one side. At night you cannot
travel through the streets without a lamp, for

this, among other reasons, that you would trample
upon the dogs and get bitten. They are, how-
ever, in general, great cowards, and a firm face,

or the lifting of a stone appals them.— Graham's
Jiirdan and tits Rhine.

VEILED LADIES.

There is another great differcnee between the

general appearance of London and Damascus, viz.

:

in the eastern city you see not the bright, joyous
countenance of woman; she is deeply veiled. In
Egypt she is enveloped from head to foot in a

dark, and in Syria in a white sheet, which effec-

tually obliterates all traces of shape, absolutely

equalizes to the eye all ranks, ages, and condi-

tions, and suggests to the beholder the idea of a

company of ghosts. During five years in the East
I never saw the face of a woman in the streets,

nor did I evur see the fiice of a Mohammedan lady

at all. I walked into the house of a Moslem on
one occasion without having signified my approach,
when, the ladies being unveiled, raised such shouts

of terror and indignation, that I speedily made my
way to the street again. You may see the feet,

but not the face. One of the highest magistrates

of Damascus visited me occasionally, and in the

summer season he uniformly put off his slippers,

and sat down on his bare feet before me on tlie

divan. It is so with the ladies also. The feet

may be seen, and much of the bosom also, in some
places, but never the face. Conceive now how
ludicrous the streets of London would appear if

green, white, black and gray turbans moved indis-

criminately, instead of the present hats ; and that
all the ladies walking, or on donkeys, instead of
the present varieties of showy dress, beautiful
bonnets, and smiling f;

appearance of headless ghosts clothed in white

kiss of friendship, and drinking coffee, the feast

was spread. We were served with curds and
whey, to be drank out of the hollow of our hands,
for we saw no spoons, and our supper consisted of
an entire sheep cut in pieces and boiled in lebbin,

or sour milk ; for the Bedouins never boil their

meat in water, and seldom, if ever, eat bread with
their flesh. Their manner of eating, which we
were obliged to conform to, was as follows :—The
pieces of mutton were thrown into a large wooden
bowl, and the fat of the tail being cut-in lumps,
was placed on the top, for this was reckoned the
chief delicacy, and was bolted with the greatest
avidity. A smaller bowl containing hot butter
(from goats' or sheep's milk) was brought in

poured over the meat. It was necessary to b
the alert, for as many as could get near were
squatted around the me.ss, and every hand was
eagerly employed in snatching and tearing the
pieces of meat. Those who were not able to ap-

oach the bowl stood at the backs of the other
more fortunate guests, and thankfully received
the half-gnawed bones, which they finally threw
to the dogs, who formed the outer circle. The
repast was concluded by a dish of burgul, made
of green wheat, peeled, and boiled in the same
sour milk which had served for the cooking of the
mutton. It was eaten by being formed into balls

by the hand, and then, by the help of the thumb,
lexterously thrust into the mouth.— Travels in

Arabia.

THE SHEPHERD AND HIS FLOCK.

We passed a very small fountain of pure water,

called " 'Ain Hil Jerabek." This is a favourite

resort of the shepherds, who are great epicures in

water. Its name is not uncommon in these moun-
tains. It signifies "the fountain of the opening
of the knapsack." All the shepherds have a lit-

tle .sack of skin which they carry, strapped like a

soldier's knapsack upon their back. In this they
keep their scanty fare ; and when they reach a

spring of pure water, they unloose it, and eat their

meals with a relish which those alone can realize

who breathe pure mountain air, and are braced by
vigorous exercise. Often have I sat beside the

bubbling fountain in the midst of the.se simple
and wild-looking shepherds of Anti-Lebanon, and
told them tales of other lands, that to them were
stranger far than any story of the " Thousand and
One Nights." I have seen their flocks gathered
around them in one dense ma.<s, and I have not

been a little astonished and pleased to observe
that this mingling gave rise to no confusion.

Each shepherd, when he had finished his repast,

or when his time of rest is over, rises from his

place and walks away, calling to his sheep or goats

in a peculiar way, and immediately his own flock

separate themselves from the throng and follow

him. The other shepherds do so too, and each
flock follows its own master. How beautifully

illustrative of the words of our Saviour : " He
calleth his own sheep by name, and leadeth them
out. And when he putteth forth his own sheep,

he goeth before them, and the sheep follow him :

for they know his voice. And a stranger will

they not follow : for they know not the voice of
strangers." John x., i, 5.

—

Jiev. J. L. Porter's

Travels from Damascus to Baalbeck.

He who serves the Lord perfectly at ihe present
moment, though it be in a small thing, such as the

presented only the
[
hewing of wood, or the drawing of water, does in

'" '
' ' eality glorify Him more than another who is

A FEAST WITH THE BEDOUINS.

After the usual ceremonies, interchangino the

For "The Friend."!'

"Beware of the leaven of the Pharisees.'" '

Amid the many besetments in the Christian
i

path, perhaps there is hardly anything so speciou

seductive and stupefying to religious sensibiHt|^

and discernment, as" "the leaven of the Pharli
sees." Under high pretensions to divine knovjj

ledge, and a rigid observance of many things,
:((

may in a day of fleshly ease pass in the sight clj

tiie superficial as the true spiritual influence, an
()

sense of experimental Christianity, while at th
Ji

same time it is directly the opposite. Nothing aj
j)

pears to be more iniquitous in the Divine sight |'|

than hypocritical pretensions to religion; when tb
j|

humble, self-denying walk, does not mark ou||

steps, and true abasedness in our deportmeni
and uprightness in our conduct are not discover li

able.
{,

Perhaps some may be almost ready to imaginij

that nothing of Pharisaic zeal exists at the pre \

sent time; that it is a species of error which onci.i

flourished, but now is happily extinct. Thens
appears, however, no perceptible reason for thii,

conclusion : if it is a correct one, it is marvellouij

that this abomination should have totally disap;

peared, while all other kinds of wickedness con
|

tinue so rife in the passing age. If any indulge
|

in this belief, for want of vigilance in guarding]

against the insinuating coils of a Pharisaical spirit)

there appears to be one weak side in the character 1

of which the enemy of all good will be very likelj
j

to avail himself i

Our blessed Lord pronounced a woe against the)

Scribes and Pharisees who sit in Moses' seat, whci
make broad their phylacteries, and enlarge thel

borders of their garments, saying unto them, "fori

ye devour widows' houses, and for a pretenco-makeij

long prayers." It will not hurt the best of peo-i

pie to inquire seriously of themselves, whether:

they are entirely clear at all times and upon all

occasions of making sanctimonious pretensions for.

the purpose of securing sinister desires ? Another!

indication of a Pharisaical spirit, is to love thej

uppermost rooms at feasts, and the chief seats in.;

the synagogues, aud greetings in the markets, andij

to be called of men. Rabbi, Rabbi. But we find
j

a direct reproof in the context, of this forward!

pirit, which loves the applause of men, more than;

the humility of the cross, and to be considered i

masters and leaders of the people, "lording it,

over God's heritage," in this language, which ouri

blessed Redeemer addressed to the multitude and:

to his disciples, "But be not ye called llabbi : for

,

one is your master, even Christ ; and all ye are
\

brethren. And call no man your father upon the
!

earth : for one is your Father which is in heaven.
;

Neither be ye called masters : for one is your
\

Master, even Christ. But he that is greatest]

among you, shall be your servant. And whoso-

1

ever shall exalt himself, shall be abased ; and
j

he that shall humble himself, shall be exalted."
j

(Matt. ch. 23, 8-12 vs.)
,

The vice of intemperance, with its awful and
tragical effects of almost daily occurrence, with .

every other iniquity which tends to debase and •

brutalize the human race, and to render people

miserable, justly claims our continual and unequi- I

vocal renunciation ; but while striving against
\

vice in our own will and time, we may be ham-
1

pered by a Pharisaic zeal equally repulsive and
j

destructive to vital Christianity, which, bloated

by a sense of its own attainments in righteous-

ness, is the same spirit which was so forward in

accusing our blessed Lord, who came eatins and !

prospectively athirst and anxious for things of i drinking, of being "a gluttonous man.
muh greater consequence, but at the same time
neglects or imperfectly performs his present
duties.

ad a

wind bibber, a friend of publicans and sinners,"

although He was our holy pattern of moderation,
temperance and sobriety.
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ijrhile engaged in the performance of religious

f, how desirable it is to exaiuiue often, and see

all our exercises and labours proceed from

sincerity of the heart; that it is our couti-

1 concern to seek the assistance of One who

condescend, if we do our part, to keep our

from stumbling, to be tongue and utterance

us, and mercifully impart ability to perform

y work for His acceptance, to His honour and

•y. and our own preservation in humility

composure of mind. Here quietude and

_j will be found, durable in their nature,

I far surpassing all the corrupting gratifica-

3 of a vain, restless and bewildered imagina-

:t behoves all to be careful that lukcwarmness

indifference do not prevail, so that we become

iss in regard to keeping the eye single to

0, who will make known our duty, and give

ability rightly to effect it, as we confidently

k of him wisdom and strength. If we are con-

ned to do this, we are giving heed to the index

ich alone can rightly refer us to the page of life,

i we learn moderation in all things, difiidence and

lousy of self and its capabilities, and " that it

not in man that walketh to direct his steps,"

to produce great reforms, in his own will and

sdom ; but that he is only as the instrument in

hand of Him who alone can perfect every

Dd thing. Our safety consists in living near to

,t Power which is the life and light of men, in

ich as we act and move, our humility will be

parent, and we shall do all things in the fear

the Lord, seeking his infallible counsel for

rection, knowing that in this alone " is good

iderstanding," which will direct us in that path,

ife desire to do our duty in all things that leads

righteousness and to peace with our blessed

reator.

New York, Twelfth mo. 1854.

Greatest Steamer in the World.—The immense

srew and paddle steamer, building by Scott Rus

|ll, at Millwall, England, for the Eastern Steam

Kavigation Company, is to be completed in twelve

tenths. Her keel has been laid down, and seve-

l&l of her bulkheads, or compartments, are raised,

'jnd the works are proceeding with energy and ex-

[ledition. A railroad has been laid down the

ntire length of her way, to facilitate the convey-

l.nce of the materials from the factory to the dif-

'erent parts of the vessel. The exact dimensions
'

f the ship are as follows : Tonnage, builder's mea-

urement, 22,000 tons; tonnage burthen, 10,000

ons ; extreme length, 680 feet; extreme breadth,

3 feet; extreme depth, 58 feet; power of en-

ines, (screw and paddle,) 2600 horse. Her en-

ines are in the course of construction, and will

fitted in the vessel before she is floated off. The

uU will bo entirely of iron, and of more tlaan

lusual strength, the magnitude of her size enabling

runell, the architect, to introduce many precau

[tionary measures conducive to support and secu

'rity. From her keel up to six teet above th(

water-line is double, of a cellular construction

The upper deck will also be strengthened on the

same principle, and will form a complete beam,

similar to the tube of the Britannia Bridge, so

that any external injury will not affect the tight-

ness or the safety of the ship. She is divided into

ten separate water-tight compartments, each being

sixty feet in length, enabling her to take out suf-

ficient fuel for a voyage to Australia, and back to

England without stopping.

Our chief troubles do not arise from our living

in the world, hut from the fact of the loorld's liv-

ing in us.

For " The Friend."

It has been now two centuries, since George

Fox, who has been styled " the founder of Quaker-

ism," commenced his gospel labours. I need not

advert to the success which attended those labours;

history records it ; and the ultimate establishment

of our religious Society, amid many trials and dis-

couragements, (permitted, no doubt, in best wis-

dom,) is not among the least evidences, of the

Christianity of the profession we make to the

world.

Our forefathers in the Truth, were enabled to

promulgate the religion of Christ in its simplicity

and purity, without endeavouring after any new

discovery ; and, as they lived near to what they

professed, their labours were crowned with suc-

cess. They did not attempt to preach any other

doctrine than that which was spoken by Christ

and the Apostles ; and in their writings, we dis-

cover a very guarded care, to communicate that

only which bore the " form of sound words."

But, after a lapse of two hundred years, some

of their avowed followers,—professing the same

faith, announce the startling discovery, that there

were subjects in the economy of religion, which

had not occurred to the minds of early Friends;

and that Christianity was better understood, and

better practised now, than in the days of George

Fox. We have never accustomed ourselves to

venerate things antiquated merely because they

were old, but we have always believed that the

principles of early Friends embraced all of Chris-

tianity ; and we have also discovered, that those

who have professed something new, have generally

landed themselves and their followers, somewhere

on the barren shores of unbelief.

New trials seem to await our beloved Society,

—

the lion's roar had scarcely died away,—the sepa-

ration in '27, with its attendant trials and ditii-

culties, was still fresh in the minds of many
;

when an insidious and very plausible spirit re-

vealed itself, and its endeavour to sap the very

foundation of Quakerism.

Of this I have no desire to say much, it pains

me to speak of it at all ; though lamentable evi-

dences of its existence is still apparent, among

the members of our once favoured Society.

Faithful and long tried Friends sounded the

alarm when they saw the danger near; but, un-

happily, there were ears too willing to list to the

sweet sounds of the charmer ; and were carried

away with this new fashioned kind of Quakerism,

which too many believed, was but an improvement

upon the old.

Had the prayer of the heathen, though with

sublimer faith, ''liyht, or I perish," been the

clothing of Friends' minds generally, we have no

doubt that light would have been afforded, which

would have enabled them, individually and collec-

tively, to have detected the approach of the enemy,

as well as to have decreed righteous judgment,

and the present very embarassed state of Society

in this land have been avoided.

But we have no wish to dwell on what might

have been, or what might not have been ; we are

content to take things as we find them; "Suffi-

cient unto the day is the evil thereof." Nor do

we think it well to be too much cast down with ex-

isting circumstances ; believing that Ife "who is

all merciful and slow to anger," still regards his

people with an eye of pity and tender compassion
;

and, although many may have virtually departed

from the faith of their ancestors, and are making

but a lifeless profession, we are afresh incited to

the belief, that there are those, here and there,

who will stand for the testimonies once given us

as a people to bear; whom the great Head of the

church will make instruments of power, to effect

his own purposes ; who can work by few as well

as by many ; and although we may become a
" stripped and peeled people," (much reduced as

regards numbers,) we think we can see, even amid

the gloom which now overshadows, the dawn of a

better day, when the faithful shall yet experience

a renewal of those favours of heavenly regard,

which were early given and long continued to our

forefathers in the Truth.—E.

Twelfth mo. 15th, 1854.

Net!) Contrivance in Ironin;/.—The heating of

irons, as we are led to suppose, is often attuuded

with great inconvenience. Sometimes they are

too hot, sometimes too cold, sometimes they crock

the muslins, etc., etc. A patent has been taken

out in England, for heating them by steam. An
elastic tube, of requisite length, is connected at

one end with a steam-boiler, and at the other end,

the iron being hollow, with the interior of the

iron. Two tubes may be provided, so as to keep

up a constant current of steam through the iron.

Much time, now consumed in changing the irons,

will be saved by this plan, and there may be also

economy in the heating. A very small boiler, in

summer, may be substituted for the kitchen grate,

and in all cases an ordinary fire will be quite suf-

ficient for keeping the irons hot.

Another advantage is obvious. To prevent an

inconvenient degree of heat upon the hand, a

double plate, with an air-chamber between, may

be arranged above the steam-chamber, and, by

the use of a non-conducting handle, all danger of

this sort may be entirely obviated.

Few Christians perish from the cutting winds of

adversity, while many wither and fall beneath the

burning sun of prosperity.

THE FRIEND,
TWELFTH MONTH 23, 1854.

In our colunTns of this week will be found com-

munications calling attention to two charitable

institutions standing in need of pecuniary aid to

meet the pressing demands made upon them by

the suffering poor.

The weather is now very cold, and there is a

prospect of a long winter, during which many
will feel the pinching of poverty, who perhaps

have always heretofore been able to provide com-

fortably fur themselves and those dependent upon

them. We believe there is a disposition among

most of our members to do their part towards

affording relief in this time of peculiar trial, and

we hope they will do it promptly and judiciously.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

News from Liverpool to the 20th nit.—

The War.—the Latest intelligence from the Crimea is

contained in a despatch of Prince Menschilsoflr, under

date of the evening of the 18th. He states that the siege

operations of the allies have been suspended, and the

cannonade gradually relapsed. On the 18th, it had

almost entirely ceased. It would seem that since the

hattle'of Inkermann on the 5th, neither party

had been in a condition to resume active hostilities.

The Russian Invalide announces officially the Russian

loss on that day, to be 42 officers and 29G9 men killed,

and 206 officers and 5791 men wounded. The French

lost 1726 men, killed and wounded. The allied army

was engaged in fortifying the position occupied by its

right flank. On the 14lh ult., there was a violent storm

in the Black sea, which did great injury to the English

fleet. Thirty-two transport ships were lost ;
some foun-

dered with all on board, and others were driven on

shore. Three mail steamers were also stranded. The

crews of many of the stranded vessels had fallen into

the hands of the Russians. Active exertions continued
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in England and France, in sending more troops to the
Crimea. Adrices from Constantinople to the 20tU ult.,
state that during the previous ten days, at least 15,000
men destined for Sebastopol, had passed the Bosphorus
on their way thither. Seventeen first class English
steamers were at Toulon, embarliing troops. All the
French ships from the Baltic were under orders for the
Mediterranean. It was reported at Kiel on the 23d,
that a portion of the Russian fleet from Helsingfors had
captured two British cruisers in the Gulf of Finland.
The Czar's sons, Michael and Nicholas, had retired from
Sebastopol.

ENGLAXD.—Parliament had been summoned to as-
semble on the 1 2th inst. There were rumors of a pro-
position for a loan of ten millions sterling; an increase
of the income tax, and that power would be asked for
the embodiment of the militia, by compulsory ballot, if'""""^ Liverpool.—The cotton market was declin'

York. At the late election for Governor in that
S9,4:ii votes were given, divided as follows—
56,804; Seymour, 156,495; Ullman, 122 282-

ffered severely
.fire broke out
manufactory of

and holders ' pressing on the market. Flour, from
A-ls. to Us. a bbl.

PRUSSIA.—The Russian answer to the Prussian
note, expresses the willingness of the Emperor to treat
on the following terms : First. A common guarantee by
the Five Powers of the rights of the Christian subjects
of the Porte, without distinction, as to confession. Sec-
ond. A common protectorate of the Principalities to be
exercised by the Five Powers on the terms of the
Treaties now existing between Russia and the Porte
Third. A revision of the Treaty of 1841. Fourth. Th(
free navigation of the Danube.
INDIA AKD CHINA.—The overland mail brought

Bombay dates to Tenth mo. 21, and from Hong Kong to
Tenth mo. 11. It is asserted that the Russians h°ave
invaded Bokhara, and had defeated 50,000 men sent out
by the Badshaw Kokan, who had sent to request Bri-
tish aid against the invaders. At Canton there had
been less fighting, and the insurgents had retired fur-
ther from the city. The Chinese families were return-
ing to Canton.
MEXICO.—Dates to the 6th. The insurgents are re-

ported to have been routed at Moralia, in the province
of Michoacan, on the 29th ult., when three hundred were
killed. An election was progressing to decide whether
Santa Anna is to continue as President. The cities of
Mexico and Vera Cruz voted almost unanimously foi

jV

State, 4
Clark, 1

Bronson, 33,850,

Fkiladc/phia.—This city last week
from conflagrations. On the 12th ins
in the extensive lamp and chandelie. „..,„., „,
Cornelius, Baker &^ Co., on Cherry street, between~

' ich with its contents was entirely
ras five stories high, 1 16 feet
feet deep, and built in th
The fire extended to build

ings in the vicinity, more than thirty of which wer.
either destroyed or seriously injured. Total loss, at
least ij,150,000. On the night of the 14th, a fire cim

le of the lofty edifices on the north side of
St of Fifth street ; a number of the adjacent
Idings were involved in the destruction,

vast amount of goods of various kinds consumed.
The loss by this fire is estimated at more than §400 000
Several other fires of less magnitude occurred the same
night. Mortality last week, 149.
A A'eic Governor for Utah.—Col. Edward J. Steptoe,
ow at Salt Lake, with a detachment of U. S. troops,
as been nominated by the President as Governor in

place of Brigham Young.
'

mscellaneovs.—Hebreus in the U. 5".-According to the
synagogue rolls, there are more than 120,000 Jews in
the United States.

Earthquake in N. Bampshire.—On the 11th, a smart
shock of an earthquake was felt at Portsmouth
Exeter, and the towns in their

otion of the earth wa

Eighth and Ninth,
destroyed. The building
fronton Cherry street, i:

most substantial manner.

menced
:

Chestnut
valuable

phia, or Ebenezer Worth, Hamerton, Chester counts I

Pa., or Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase, Philadelphia co Pa
Philad., Ninth mo. 20, 1854. !

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
Assistant Teachers are wanted in the Boys and Girls

departments of this Institution. The opportunity whicl
this station furnishes for prosecuting their studies, frei
Irom any expense, presents a favourable opening foi
young persons, who wish to perfect themselves in thi
higher branches of learning, or to prepare for the busi.
ness of Teachers. Those who wish to engage, are re-
quested to make early application to Nathan Sharpies
Concordville

;
Pennock Passmore. GoshenviUe; or Tho.

mas Evans, Samuel Bettle, Jr., Elizabeth Peirson ot
Sidney Coates, Philadelphia.

SOUP HOUSE.
The Society for supplying the poor of the city with I

soup, beiug about to open their house. No. 16 Green's '

Court, between Spruce and Pine streets, and Fourth
!

and Fifth streets, respectfully solicit the aid of the
benevolent to enable them to meet the pressing wants !

of the poor, during the present season of suffering

'

Donations in money will be gratefully received by the •

Treasurer, Jeremiah Hacker, No. 144 South Fourth '

street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, and in 1

..-, - »"^"i;j flour, rice, beef, vegetables, &c., at the house,
smouth and Those who advert to the high prices of food and fuel,
t IS stated and the difficulty of procuring employment at the pre-

]eptible, and sent time, will readily perceive, that the calls for aid to
'

icinitv.
that then •• -'

carrLteVn'VVozrnVr'ound""
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\

"^^ -^-trions poor.'are likely'to be unusually numer-

Cod^F,shinffat Cape Mand.-lmmeuse numbers of cod
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CANADA.—The amended feudal tenure abolition bill
has passed the Parliament, and received Lord Elgin's
assent.

UNITED STATES.—Cor,gress.—Tn the Senate, a bill
has been introduced by Adams, of Mississippi, to estab-
lish an uniform rule of naturalization throughout the
United States. The bill requires a residence of twenty-
one years before naturalization, and aigs prospectively
upon those foreigners only, who may enter the United
States, after the passage of the act. A resolution offered
by Sumner, of Mass., was adopted, directing an inquiry
into the expediency of abolishing the tax on merchant
seamen, known as hospital money, and of allowing them
the use of the hospitals, free from all tax. Badger, of
N. C, has introduced a bill for increasing the compen-
sation of members of Congress, and of Judges of the
Supreme Court.

Slaveholder.'!.—The census returns show that there are
347,525 slaveholders in the United States, of whom two
own over one thousand slaves each

; nine, over five
hundred each

; fifty-six, over three hundred each ; one
hundred and eighty-seven own over two hundred each;
and fourteen hundred and seventy-nine own over one
hundred each. The greater number of slaveholders own
less than four slaves each.

Occupations.—The farmers outnumber by far all other
professions. Their number in 1850 was 2,363,950; the
class which approaches nearest them, is that of labour-
ers, who numbered 909,786. The carpenters stand next,
counting 164,671, and then shoemakers, 130,473.
The Indians.—The report of the Secretary of the In

been recently taken at Cape Island, and large
parties were continually going out after them.
Darien Ship Canal.—The Secretary of the Navy deems

that the question has been settled by the exploration of
Lieut. Strain, and that the proposed canal by that route

totally impracticable.
Double Track across the Atlantic—Lieat. Manry pro-

poses a double track across the Atlantic for steamers •

or, in other words, that steamers bound to Europe, shall
invariably take a particular course, and those bound to
the United States, another. This, he thinks, would
lessen the liabilities to collisions.

Valuable Copy-rights.—lt is stated in the Boston Tra-
veller, that Little, Brown k Co., of Boston, have paid
the family of the late Judge Story $150,000 for copy-
rights of the various works written by the Judge.

RECEIPTS.

_^
Received from Jos. Gibbons, agt., for T. Allen, lo.,

§-.' '1 '*' ^°'- 29
;
from E. Bundy, agt., 0., for T. j.'

tenor states that within the past year, fourteen Indian
treaties have been negotiated, all of which evince a just
and liberal spirit towards the poor Indian. He re^^ards
It as one of the highest duties of the government to see
that our engagements with the Indians should be exe-
cuted with the most scrupulous good faith on our part,
and that mild and persuasive measures should be em-
ployed to induce them to become a settled and aoricul-
tural people, and that force or coercion should not be
resorted to, except in extreme cases.

Aansas.—Gov. Reeder, of Kansas, refuses to give a
certificate of election to the delegate just chosen to re-
present that Territory in Congress, because of the ille-
gality of votes. A large party from Missouri entered
Kansas on election day, to secure the choice of a pro-
slavery candidate. This invasion, it is said, outnum-
bered the resident citizens of Kansas.

Scholfield and Eli Hodgin, §2 each, vol. 28 -'from
Hoag, N. Y., $2, vol. 28 ; from Jehu Faucett, a<Tt.,

0., for W. He.ild, Isaac Carr, Isaac Bonsall, Theo Mor-
lan, Mahlon Whinery, J. S. Cadwallader, Isaac R. Carr,
Ind., and Jacob Bishop, $2 each, vol. 28—Anna Macy'
Benj. Antram, and Ed. Bonsall, jr., $2 each, vol. 27—
Ann Street, $4, vols. 27 and 28—James Heald, $2, to
43, vol. 28

;
from G. Howard Leeds, N.'J., per H C W

$8, to 52, vol. 28 ; from M. M. Harvey, §2, to 6, vol. 29!

THE WESTERN SOUP SOCIETY.
This useful institution opened its house on the 15th

inst., for the daily distribution of soup to the destitute

small
: ost, or in so unobje able

much relief at so

Died, at Union Vale, Dutchess county, N. Y., on the
5th of Fourth mo. last, Bethaka, wife of Henry Bar-
m__ore, and daughter of Zeno Carpenter, (deceased,) aged
67 years

;
a highly esteemed member of the Society of

Friends. In early life she chose that better part, that
could not be taken from her, and continuing to lean on
the arm of her blessed Master, she was sustained throutrh
a well spent life, so that when the summons came f?r
her departure, she yielded with joy, and not with grief.
Of a cheerful, happy and contented disposition, adorned
with christian meekness, she had drawn around her a
large circle of friends, who had long enjoyed her hospi-
tality. On whom among them shall her mantle fall?

, at the residence of her father, Jairus Hutchin-
son, in East Goshen, Chester county. Pa., on the 7th of
Fourth month last, Axx Hutchinson, in the 58th year of
her age. Of a meek and quiet spirit, and of exemplary
deportment, her loss is deeply felt by her surviving
friends.

, on the 18th of Eighth mo., 1S53, at the resi-
nce of her son, Rebecca Haixes, widow of Clayton

Haines
;
a valued and useful member of Upper Evesham

Monthly Meeting, in the sixty-ninth year of her age.
Through life she appeared to give the Great Master and
His cause the first place in her heart, and when services
in society were required of her, she was faithfullv at
her place, not permitting her own concerns to prevent
her giving attention thereto. In the discharge of what
she believed was required of her, she was faithful with-
out fear or favour. In her last illness, her mind seemed
centered in resignation to the will of her divine Master

poor of the western part of our citv
'

It anneVrVVhat I

''°'^ ?^ T J'"
'""'''•'' ^"ff^'^S^. (^hifh were very

I'ter, the3 distibuted o'^.';r"o.'ooo I fl^JlL^^li^.'^^V^™'-''- "^ '^^
^f-«, but was aliv^

religious Society, and continue(

during past winter, they distributed over 20,0
luarts of soup, and about 8000 loaves of bread to 1110
ipplicants, of whom 411 were adults, and 609 children.
As there is every appearance of a severe winter, and

nuch suffering among the poorer classes, on account of
he high prices of provisions and fuel, and the scarcity
jf employment, the managers would appeal to their
friends for aid and support in carrying out the objects
of the society.

Donations in provisions will be thankfully received
at the soup-house, at the S. E. corner of Seventeenth
and George streets

; or in money by either of the man-
•^gers, or William Bidole, Treasurer,

Samuel L. Bailt, Secretary.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION,
committee is desirous of engaging the services of
qualified Friend to teach the school at Tunes-

sassah, &c. Friends, who may feel concerned to en-
gage in that station, are requested to make early
application to Joseph Elkinton, No. 377 S. Second
street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, Philadel-

to the welfar

The

deep mourner, on account of the state of the church.
, on the 9th day of Tenth mo., 1854, at his resi-

dence, Sewickly, in Westmoreland county. Pa., in the
65th year of his age, Simon B. McGrew, a member of
Providence Monthly Sleeting.

^
' o« t'le 6th of Elev^enth mo., 1854, at his resi-

dence, in F.ayette county. Pa., Samuel Cope ; a mem-
ber of Providence Monthly Meeting; in the 93d year of
his age.

. at his residence, in East Goshen, Chester co.,
la., on the 26lh of Eleventh mo., 1854, Enos J., son of
Enos and Hannah Thomas, in the 29th year of his af e.
He bore a protracted illness of about eight months, w'hh
christian patience and resignation, often saving his
aflSictions were all sent in mercy, to wean him from this
world; and through his entire reliance on a crucified
Saviour, his surviving friends have the consoling belief

peace.end
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How London is Supplied with Food.

(Continued from page 114.)

Busiest among the busy is seen the ' Bommeree'

)r middleman—sometimes called the forestaller.

fhe province of this individual is to purchase the

Ssh as it comes into the market, and divide it into

ots to suit large and small buyers, separating tbe

^ualities according as they are designed for St.

Fauies's or St. Giles's. These worthies used at

time to forestall the market extensively, when

hey felt certain, from the state of the tide, that

10 fish supplies could be poured in for the day,

mt now the railway defeats their tactics, and the

itter uncertainty of the arrivals has done away

Tith this branch of their business. After the

trade' has been supplied, and the serge-aproned

regulars' have loaded their light spring carts,

;here comes, especially in certain fish seasons, an

iruption of purchasers of a totally different char-

icter—the costermongers of the streets. This

|nouiade tribe, which wanders in thousands from

imarkct to market, performs a most important part

iin the distribution of food. They are for the

igreater part the tradesmen of the poor, and by

their energy and enterprise secure to our working-

ichisscs many of the fruits of both sea and land,

'which they would never taste but for them. About

'seven o'clock the army of street-vendors, foot and

''donkey,' for the greater number rattle up iu bar-

rows drawn by that useful animal, begin visibly

to change the whole hue and appearance of the

place. Young fellows in fustian coats and Belcher

handkerchiefs throng the market, and board the

smacks, 'chaffing,' higgling, joking, and swearing

—but never fighting, for the costermonger has too

much to do at present to make physical demon-

strations. Among the most eager of the itinerant

salesmen the visitor speedily distinguishes the

Judaic nose. The Hebrews, who are in great

force about this neighbourhood on account of the

dried-fruit trade, which is mainly in their hands,

deal largely also in fish. The poorer members of

the fraternity purchase the bigger portion of the

fresh-water supply, such as plaice, roach, dace,

&c., in fact nearly everything caught by the

1 Wandsworth fishermen, whose picturesque ' baw-

j

ley' boats, which often contnin both his family

and fortune, may generally be seen moored in the

stream between Battersea reach and Kew bridge,

a mass of brown nets and umber canopies lit up

by the brilliant red caps of their owners, just such

as Constable loved to paint in the foregrounds of

his landscapes. These fish, if not alive, must at

least retain the spasmodic quivering of the flesh

which remains immediately after death, or the

Jews will not buy, for reasons we suppose con-

nected with their religion, since their chief trade

is among the rich and poor of their own people.

The Wandsworth fishermen also supply all the

white-bait that is consumed at Greenwich and

Bhickwall : it is caught generally between the lat-

ter place and Woolwich at night, and it is singu-

lar that a fish which is among the most delicate

we have should flourish in one of the foulest parts

of the foulest river in Europe. The area of the

market, as soon as the costermongers appear,

speedily becomes broken up into numbers of little

circles, strictly intent upon the eye of individuals

who take up a position high over their heads upon

the boards or stands. These are the salesmen,

disposing by auction of the fish consigned to them.

Some of the dealers are moneyed men, and will

lay out their fifty pounds of a morning, re-selling

to their fellows again at a profit. The smaller

capilalists combine in threes and fours, and thus

manage to get their commodities at wholesale

prices. The activity of the market mainly depends

upon the season of the year and the amount of

fish. The energy of these peripatetics is surpris-

ing: they look in at Billingsgate, and if the sup-

ply runs short they are off again immediately to

Covcnt-Garden, for they deal in everything, and

the barrow that one morning you see filled with

fresh herrings, the next is blooming with plums.

If, on the contrary, a large cargo of sprats comes

suddenly into London, or if soles should be un-

usually plentiful, it is known in an incredibly

short space of time all over the town, and they

flock to the market in thousands ; as many as five

thousand is the usual attendance on such occa-

sions. These costermongers absorb more than a

third of the whole Billingsgate supply ; of sprats

and fresh herrings they take fully two-thirds.

Turbot and all the costlier fish they purchase

sparingly, but they buy largely when it chances

to be cheap, as in the cholera year of 1849, when
prime salmon went a-begging at four pence a

pound ! If the market is dull, and prices are

high, the fact is speedily known, and the cry of

' No smacks at the Gate' is sufficient to turn the

current immediately in the direction of the ' Gar-

den.'

Steam, as we have already intimated, has revo-

lutionized the fish-trade, and is rapidly sweeping

away the whole fleet of smacks propelled by sails,

as ruthlessly as the rail did stagecoaches. A few

years ago all the oysters were brought by water to

Billingsgate; but a short time since a great na-

tural bed, called the Mid-Channel Bed, which

stretches for forty miles between the ports of

Shoreham and Havre, was discovered, and, the

dredgiog-ground being free to all comers, a vast

field of wealth has been opened to fishermen, espe-

cially as from the proximity of the Brighton and

South Coast Railway the produce can be sent

immediately to town, and escape the dues of met-

age and other tolls to which all fish landed at the

market is liable. Sea borne oysters are thus placed

at a great disadvantage, and the different com-

panies owning them justly complain at a city ex-

action which takes a large sum annually out of

their pockets, besides the charge for porterage it

entails upon the purchasers. Alston, who is, with-

out doubt, the largest oyster-fisher in the world,

sent up last year between 40,000 and 50,000
bushels from his fishery Cheyncy Rock, near

Sheerncss, and paid 800/. for mctage. The whole

trade paid no less than 3000/., and this for ser-

vices which their own men could do as well them-

selves, were it not for a custom which enforces

idleness upon tiie smack people.

The ' scuttle-mouths,' as they are termed from

their huge shell, pay no attention to season, and

consequently oyster-day has now in a great degree

lost its significance. The 4th of August is still,

it is true, the opening day at Billingsgate, but the

supply from without has taken the wind out of its

sails. Only those who have witnessed the crowds
filling all the streets leading to the Market long

before the hour of business—6 o'clock in the

morning—can understand the eagerness exhibited

of old to obtain some of the first day's oysters.

All this is now gone. There were not more than

eighteen smacks at the opening of the present

year, and, few as were the arrivals, the buyers

were not eager. The Mid-Channel oysters, which

have thus disturbed the old trade, arc of a large

and by no means delicate kind, such as come from

Tenby, Jersey, &c.—coarse fi.sh, eaten by rough

men—third-class oysters, in fact, which rarely

penetrate to the West End, unless to make sauce.

Ileal Natives are greater aristocrats among their

fellows than ever ; the demand for them has for a

long time far exceeded the supply, and the price

has consequently risen. Of the birth, parentage,

and nurture of this delicate fish, a curious tale

could be told. Designed for fastidious palates,

much care and attention is bestowed upon its

breeding. The hahitui of the Opera, who strolls

up the brilliantly lighted Ilaymarket towards

midnight, and turns in to any one of the fish sup-

per-rooms that line its western side, little dreams

of the organization at work to enable him to enjoy

his native. Most of the oysters, with the excep-

tion of the Mid-Channel bed, are regularly culti-

vated by different companies, who rear and tend

them at different parts of the south coast and of

the Thames at its mouth. Of these companies

there are nine, in addition to individuals who pos-

sess and work what might be called sea-farms,

several of which are miles in extent. In all the

beds there is a certain space dedicated to natives.

At Burnham, Essex, the 'spat,' or fecundated

sperm, is stored iu large pits, and sold as native

brood, which is afterwards ' laid' iu that portion of

the difterent beds appropriated to privileged oys-

ters. Here the young natives remain for three

years, when they are generally brought to market.

So far their education is left, in a certain degree,

to nature; but once in the possession of the fish-

shopkeepers, art steps in to perfect their condi-

tion. They are now stored in large shallow vats,

being carefully laid with their proper sides upper-

most, and supplied daily with oatmeal :
a pro-

cess which is calculated rather to fatten than to

flavour, and there are many who think that, like

show cattle, they are none the better for over-

feedins. ' Natives' packed in barrels form one of

the arucles of food that is largely sent out of Lon-

don into the country, as all persons know who tra-
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vel mucli at Cbristmas-time, and notice with as-

tonishment the pyramids of ojster-barrels -which

crowd the phitforms of all the termini of the

metropolis.

The frying-pans of London are mainly supplied

with soles all the j^ear round by the troUing-boats

of Barking, of which there are upwards of 150

belonging to diiferent companies. They fish the

North Sea off the coasts of Yorkshire and Hol-

land, particularly the Silver and Brown banks

Of old, the smacks used to carry their own catch

to Billingsgate, but the loss of time was so great,

that latterly fast-sailing cutters have been em-

ployed to attend upon the fishing-smacks, and

bring their produce to market packed in ice. Of

this splendid craft, which can sail almost in the

eye of the wind, there are 40; and the total num-

ber of seamen employed is not less than 2000, the

greater part of whom have been taken as boys from

the workhouse and trained by this capital service

into first-rate seamen. It is curious to follow the

small proceedings of the world into their ultimate

results. The gastronome, smiling complacently

as he withdraws the cover, and reveals a well-

browned pair of soles, would never guess that they

and their kind are the immediate cause of a happy

transmutation of parish burthens into the right

arm of our strength. Eels are constantly iuiported

to Billingsgate by the Dutch boats. The galliots

never moor close alongside the wharf, as tbe wells

in which they bring their fish alive cause them to

draw too much water, but they anchor midway in

the stream, by twos and threes—their brown sides,

flat bows with high cheek-bones like their naviga-

tors, and bright verd green rudders, adding to the

picturesque appearance of the river. The great

fat creatures brought by them mainly supply the

eel-pie houses, and contribute largely, we are in-

formed, to that oleaginous kind of soup which

people too hungry to be curious mistake for veri-

table oxtail and calves' head. The Dutch boats

do not, however, confine themselves to eels. They
deal in turbot, soles, and all kinds of flat-fish,

such as frequent the Dogger Bank, much to the

discredit of our native enterprise, neglecting, as

we do, the splendid deep-sea fishing ground ofl^ the

south-west coast of Ireland, where cod and sal-

mon are to be found in abundant quantities,

whilst those who know the west coast well, de-

clare there is turbot enough in Galway bay ' to

supply the whole of Europe for the next hundred
years.'

For "TheFric-nd."

Let all your Works be Wrought in God.

Having oftentimes felt great concern for thi

prosperity and growth of our religious Society

and for the members thereof individually, as well

as for others who may be seeking the right way
I felt a willingness to endeavour in few words to

turn the attention of my friends to what we always
have professed ; that nothing of the will and
wisdom of man alone, can work the works of

God.
It has appeared to me, that if we would entirely

cease from our own witlings aud runnings, leaving

all to the great Head of the church, and in simpl
humble dependence on him, endeavour to " b
still and know that he is God," and " stand still

and see his salvation," thus in a humble teachable

state waiting for his counsel and direction, and
moving in conformity to his holy will, and not in

our own wills; then I believe we might confi-

dently look for relief whieh would redound to the
glory of God and the maintenance of the priuciples

of our religious Society; and we have no right

to expect it from any other source.

Influence of Non-resistance over the Savage.

" An intelligent Quaker of Cincinnati," says

W. Montgomery, " related to me the following

circumstance, as evidence that the principle of

-resistance possesses great influence even over

the savage. During the last war, a Quaker lived

ing the inhabitants of a small settlement on

our western frontier. When the savages com-

menced their desolating outbreaks, every inhabit-

ant fled to the interior settlements, with the ex-

ception of the Quaker and his family. He
determined to remain, and rely wholly upon the

simple rule of disarming his enemies, with entire

confidence and kindness. One morning he ob-

served through his window a file of savages issuing

from the forest, in the direction of his house. He
immediately went out and met them, and put out

his hand to the leader of the party. But neither

he nor the rest gave him any notice ; they entered

his house, and searched it for arms, and had they

found any, most probably would have murdered

every member of the family. There were none, how-

ever, and they quietly partook of the provisions

which he placed before them, and left him in

peace. At the entrance of the forest, he observed

that they stopped, and appeared to be holding a

council. Soon, one of their number left the rest,

aud came towards his dwelling, on the leap. He
reached the door, and fastened a simple white fea-

ther above it, and returned to his band, when they

all disappeared. Ever after, that white feather

saved him from the savages, for whenever a party

came by and observed it, it was a sign of peace to

them."

This fact is highly interesting and instructive,

but if the Friend were a true Quaker, he did not

rely on the rule of disarming his enemies with

confidence and kindness, but on that arm of ever-

lasting power upon which he ventured himself

and his all, in simple obedience to the commands
of his Saviour; and his rejoicing must have been,

not exultation at the success of an experiment,

but humble gratitude for the unmerited provi-

dential care of Him, who " numbers even the very

hairs of our heads."

—

(^lUustrations of Kimhicss.)

Floods of the Amazon.

The river was now so high that a great portion

of the lowlands between the Rio Negro and the

Amazon was flooded, being what is called " Gapo."

This is one of the most singular features of the

Amazon. It extends from a little above Santarem

up to the confines of Peru—a distance of about

seventeen hundred miles, and varies in width on

each side of the river from one to ten or twenty

miles. From Santarem to Coari, a little town on

the Soliraoes, a person may go by canoe in the wet

season without once entering into the main river.

He will pass through small streams, lakes, and
swamps, and everywhere around him will stretch

out an illimitable waste of waters, but all covered

with a lofty virgin forest. For days he will travel

through this forest, scraping against tree-trunks,

and stooping to pass beneath the leaves of prickly

palms, now level with the water, though raised on

stems forty feet high. In this trackless maze the

Indian finds his way with unerring certainty, and,

by slight indications of broken twigs or scraped

bark, goes on day by day as if travelling on a

beaten road. In the Gapo peculiar animals are

found, attracted by the fruits of trees which grow
only there. In fact, the Indians assert that every

tree that grows in the Gapo is distinct from all

those found in other districts; and when we con-

sider the extraordinary conditions under which
these plants exist, being submerged for six months
of the year till they are sufiiciently lofty to rise

above the highest water-level, it does not seem im-

probable that such may be the case.

Many species of trogons are peculiar to the Gapo,
others to the dry virgin forest. The umbrella

chatterer is entirely confined to it, as is also the

little bristle-tailed manakin. Some monkeys are

found there only in the wet season ; and whole
tribes of Indians, such as the Puruptis and Muras,
entirely inhabit it, building small easily-removed

huts on the sandy shores in the dry seasons, and!
on rafts in the wet ; spending a great part of theit

j

lives in canoes, sleeping suspended in rude ham-

j

mocks from trees overtbe deep water; cultivating)

no vegetables, but subsisting entirely on the fish, I

turtle, and cow-fish, which they obtain from the|

river. On crossing the Rio Negro from the city'

of Barra, we entered into a tract of this description,
j

Our canoe was forced under branches and among
j

dense bushes, till we got into a part where the!

trees were loftier, and a deep gloom prevailed.}

Here the lowest branches of the trees were level;

with the surface of the water, and were many of
them putting forth flowers. As we preceded, we!

sometimes came to a grove of small palms, the,

leaves being now a few feet above us; and among'
them was the maraja, bearing bunches of agreeable i

fruit, which as we passed the Indians cut off withl

their long knives. Sometimes the rustling of leaves
I

overhcid told us that monkeys were near, and wei

would soon perhaps discover them peeping down
from among the thick foliage, and then boundingi

rapidly away as soon as we had caught a glimpse oil

them. Presently we came out into the sunshine,!

in a grassy lake filled with lilies and beautiful]

water-plants, little yellow bladderworts, (Utricu-!

larias,) and the bright blue flowers and curiouS(

leaves with swollen stalks of the Pontederias.-j

Again in the gloom of the forest, among the loftyj

cylindrical trunks rising like columns out of the]

deep water ; now a splashing of falling fruit around'

us would announce that birds were feeding over-i

head, and we could discover a flock of paroquets,-]

or some bright blue chatterers, or the lovely pom-i

padour, with its delicate white wings and claret-,

coloured plumage ; now with a whirra trogon would;

seize a fruit on the wing, or some clumsy toucan
j

make the branches shake as he alighted.— Traveh,

on the Amazon.
\

For " The Friend."
|

Make iluy while the Sun Shines.

Every farmer knows the importance of observ-'

ing this saying, and that if, in consequence of;

fearing exposure to the heat, the dread of encoun-;

tering bodily fatigue, or for want of proper dili-;

gence, he neglects this part of his business, hej

loses the only opportunity of securing his cropi

profitably to himself.
i

Although literally, this saying appears to rest'

with the greatest practical force upon the hus-j

bandman, yet it is very significant in matters ot

more extensive interest, and involves far more
serious consequences, than the preservation or loss

of a field of hay.

AVhile favoured with health, activity, and the

opportunity of securing a competence under thei

Divine blessing, a diligent application to some!

honest calling, for support, and the ability to live'

reputably amongst men, is a reasonable duty; and|

it is proper for every one who would make the'

best use of his time, in younger years, to strive tc

furnish the mind with useful and profitable know-

ledge by assiduity, and a discriminating care ini

literary pursuits : unless there is a prudent effort;

in these respects, wo have a prominent example

of omitting to make hay while the sun shines".

But the matter of transcending importance to-

every individual, is not to neglect the opportunitj'
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mercifully given to work while it is day, before

the i;it;bt Ronieth wherein no man can work; ami

as ability is afforded by the blessed Author of our

existence to do his will, we should diligently

labour in his vineyard, that we may know an

increase of that heavenly treasure in our earthly

tciHiuents, that saving knowledge which is alone

cmifrrred, while engaged above all other consid-

eralioiis to do that which is well pleasing and

aecrptable in his holy sight. How important

tliut we do not turn aside from this essential work,

though we may have but few helpers, fearing

fati'iue and the reproach of the humble toil, for

thiiimh trials and opposition may attend us, these

will only promote the consummation of our im-

poitant object, if we faint not from oppression and

disniuragement.

Oil! then, that there may be a diligent perse-

verance in the Christian path, and adherence to

the knowledge of the Lord till it increase and

cover the earthly nature in us, as the waters cover

the sea ; looking to Him for strength to labour,

and for a blessing upon our substance; resting

assured that even in spiritual things, there is no

other way to realize that needflPl fruition, which

all require in the winter season, comparable to hay

that was made while the sun shone, for our need-

ful support and preservation.

N. York, Twelftli mo., 1854.

For "The Friend."

Fashion in Names.

"Fashion plays queer freaks with its wand. A
late innovation is, the using of the middle name,

and dropping the first and "Christian" index.

For instance, Jones, who always was distinguished

in his younger days by plain John D. or "Jack,"

has concluded that appellation to be "vulgar,"

and is now only known as J. Daw Jone.?, more

appropriate to be given in full, and would doubt-

le.ss be a most correct index to the man. Peter

G. Jenkins has become convinced that Peter is

too homely a cognomen for one who walks so high

in aristocratic circles, and brings him too much on

a level with the common herd ; he, therefore, now

plumes himself P. Green Jenkins. Just so with

Isaac C. Bacon; all his fellows are making the

change, and he cannot see how he can keep in

good standing, without joining in the revolution :

away goes the "Isaac," and "I. Cooke Bacon" is

engraved upon his card."

So goes the new mania, no matter how ridi-

culous. And we are sometimes not a little amused

(not to say mortified,) to hear some parents, quite

sensible people, too, on most subjects, always call

out, with seeming emphasis, the middle name

given to their children, because, as they may

think, of some superiority in the family that

bears it; as if that was to be their advancement

or passport to a " better country," or their right

and safe progress through this present world. In

how many shapes does pride show itself?

Communicaled for '• The Friend."

As the season has now arrived in which our

pavements are liable to be glazed over with ice,

endangering life and limb, and are so at the time

I am writing, I would say to all housekeepers,

have common table salt strewed over your pave-

. ments as soon as the sleet begins to form, and you

will prevent much trouble thereby—one quart of

salt will be sufficient for a large pavement ;
and

what is the expense of a quart of salt, compared

to a fractured head, or a broken leg. Try it,—try

it all winter, if needful, and tell your neighbours

of it. _______
Ye that have estates, be sober in the use of

them: ye

THE NILE.
When at Khartoum, near the junction of the

two branches of the river, Bayard Taylor describes

the great stream as follows :
—" The Nile was to

me a source of greater interest than all the negro

kingdoms between Khartoum and Timbuctoo.

There, two thousand miles from his mouth, I

found the current as broad, as strong, and as deep

as at Cairo, and was no nearer the mystery of his

origin. If I should ascend the western of his two

branches, I might follow his windings twelve

hundred miles further, and still find a broad and

powerful stream, of whose source even the tribes

that dwell in those far regions are ignorant. I

am confident that when the hidden fountains shall

at last be reached, and the problem of twenty cen-

turies solved, the entire length of the Nile will be

found to be not less than four thousand mikf. ; and

he will then take his rank with the Mississippi

and the Amazon—a sublime trinity of streams !

There is, in some respects, a striking resemblance

between the Nile and the former river. The Mis-

souri is the true Mississippi, rolling the largest

flood and giving his colour to the mingled streams.

So of the White Nile, which is broad and turbid,

and pollutes the clear flood that has usurped his

name and dignity. In spite of what geographers

may saj'—and they are still fiir from being united

on the subject—the Blue Nile is not the true

Nile. There, at the point of junction, his volume

of water is greater, but he is fresh from the

mountains, and constantly fed by large, unfailing

affluents, while the White Nile has rolled for

more than a thousand miles on nearly a dead

level, throngh a porous, alluvial soil, in which he

loses more water than he brings with him. The

Blue Nile, whose source, the honest, long-slan-

dered Bruce did actually discover, rises near lat.

11° N. in the mountains of Godjam, on the south-

western frontier of Abyssinia. Thenee it flows

northward into the great lake of Dembra or Tzana,

near its southern extremity. The lake is shallow

and muddy, and the river carries his clear flood

through it without mixing. He then flows to the

south and south-east, under the name of Tzana

alon<T the borders of the kingdom of Shoa, to be

tween lat. 9° and 10°, whence he curves again to

the north, and finds his way through the moun

tains of Fazogl to the plains of Sennaar. Hi:

entire length cannot bo less than eight hundred

miles. The stream is navigable as far as the

mountains, about three hundred miles from Khar-

toum, where it is interrupted by rapids."

After I had been eight or ten days in Khar-

1, I began to think of penetrating further into

the interior. My intention on leaving Cairo, was

push on as far as my time and means would

allow, and the White Nile was the great point of

attraction. The long journey I had already made

n order to reach Souddn, only whetted my desire

of seeing more of the wild, barbaric life of Cen-

tral Africa, and, owing to the good luck which

had saved from any delay on the road, I could

spare three or four weeks for further journey.s,

before setting out on my return to Egypt."

Having procured a last sailing little craft, he

a.scended the White Nile for a distance of about

two hundred and fifty miles, until he reached the

first village of the Shillorks—the utmost point to

which it was deemed prudent to go, on account of

the savage character and hostile feelings of the

population occupying the banks of the river in the

regions beyond. The following extracts give ar

interesting view of portions of the voyage, which

aided by favouring winds, was accomplished in ;

shorter time than might have boon expected :—

During the whole forenoon we sailed at the rate

tliat have none, be sober in your desires, of six or seven miles an hour, in the centre of the

river, whose breadth varied from two to three

miles. The shores no longer presented the same
dead level as on the first day. They were banks
of sandy soil, ten or twelve feet in height, and
covered with forests of the gum-bearing mimosa,
under which grew thickets of a dense green shrub,

mixed with cactus and euphorbia. The gum is a

tree from twenty to thirty feet in height, with a

thick trunk and spreading branches, and no Italian

oak or chosnut presents a greater variety of pic-

turesque forms to the painter's eye. The foliage

is thin, allowing the manifold articulations of the

boughs and twigs to be seen through it. It was

most abundant on the Kordofan side, and the

ter proportion of the gum annually exported

to Egypt, comes from that country. The broad

tide of the river, and the wild luxuriance of the

continuous forests that girdled it, gave this part

of its course an air of majesty, which recalled the

Mississippi to my mind. There was not a single

feature that resembled Egypt."

After passing Tura, (the terminus of a short

caravan route of four days to Obeid, the capital of

Kordofan,) a mountain range, some distance from

the river, appeared on the right bank. The peaks

were broken and conical in form, and their pale

violet hue showed with fine effect behind the dark

rim of the green forests. With every hour of our

progress the vegetation grew more rank and luxu-

riant. On the eastern bank the gum gave place

to the flowering mimosa, which rose in a dense

rampart from the water's edge, and filled the air

with the fragrance of its blossoms. Myriads of

wild geese, ducks, cranes, storks, herons and

ibises, sat on the narrow beaches of sand, or cir-

cled in the air with hoarse clang and croaking.

Among them I saw more than one specimen of

that rare and curious water-bird, whose large,

horny bill, curves upward instead of downward,

so that it appears to have been put on the wrong

way. As he eats nothing but small fish, which

he swallows with his head under water, this is not

such a great inconvenience as one would suppose.

The bars which occasionally made out into the

current, seemed as a resting place for crocodiles,

which now began to appear in companies of ten

or fifteen, and the forests were filled with legions

of apes, which leaped chattering down from the

branches to look at us. A whole family of them

sat on the bank for some time, watching us, and

hen we frightened them away by our shouts, it

as amusing to see a mother pick up her infant

ape, and scamper off with it under her arm. The

wild fowl were astonishingly tame, and many of

them so fat that they seemed scarcely able to fly._

Here and there, along the shore, large broods of

the young were making their first essays in swim-

ming. The boatmen took great delight in menac-

ing the old birds with pieces of wood, in order to

make them dive under water. There were some

superb white cranes, with a rosy tinge along tho

edges of tlieir wings, and I saw two more of the

crested king-herons.
" After passing the island ofTshebeshi, the river,

which still retains its great breadth, is bordered

by a swampy growth of reeds. It is filled with

numerous low islands, covered with trees, mostly

dead, and with waste, white branches which have

drifted down during the inundation. In the

forests along the shore, many trees had also been

killed by the hin;h water of the previous summer.

There are no habitations on this part of tho river,

but all is wild, and lonely, and magnificent. I

had seen no sail since leaving Khartoum, and as

the sun that evening threw his last rays on the

mighty flood, I felt for the first time that I was

alone, far in the savage heart of Africa. We
dashed along at a most exciting rate of speed,
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brushing the reeds of the low isLinds, or dipping
into the gloom of the shadows thrown by the un-
pruned forests. The innumerable swarms of wild
birds filled the air with their noise, as they flew

to their coverts, or ranged themselves in compact
files on the sand. Above all their din, I heard at

intervals, from the unseen thickets inland, the

prolonged snarling roar of some wild beast. It was
too deep-toned and powerful for a leopard, and we
all decided that it was a lion. As I was watoLing
the snowy cranes and silvery herons that alighted

on the boughs within pistol-shot, my men pointed

out a huge hippopotamus, standing in the re

but a short distance from the vessel. Ho was
between five and sis feet high, but his head, body
and legs were of enormous bulk. He looked at

us, opened his great jaws, gave his swine-like

head a toss in tho air, and plunged hastily into

the water. At tlie same instant an immense cro-

codile, (perhaps twenty feet in length,) left his

basking place on tiie sand, and took refuge in the

river. Soon afterwards, two hippopotami rose

the centre of the stream, and after snorting the

wafer from their nostrils, entertained us with a

peculiar grunting sounding, like the lowest rum-
bling note of a double bass. The concert was
continued by others, and resumed from time to

time through the night. This was Central Africa,

as I had dreamed it—a grand, though savage pic-

ture, full of life and heat, and with a barbaric

splendor, even in the forms of Nature.
"As the new moon and the evening star went

down together behind the mimosa forests on the

western bank, we reached the island of Hassaniych,
having sailed upwards of one hundred and forty

miles since the evening before."

Having recently read an account of Charles
Marshall, in " Piety Promoted," 1st vol., page
200, I thought some of his remarks during his

last illness would be worth inserting in " The
Friend." A Subscriber.

He said : I have two things that lie upon me
to Friends, which I desire may be communicated
to them.

The first is. That they gather down into the
immortal seed and word of life in themselves, and
be exercised in it before the Lord, and duly prize

and set a value upon the many outward and in-

ward mercies and blessings, and heavenly visita-

tions, that the Lord has eminently bestowed upon
them, since the morning of the day of his blessed

visitation; then shall they grow and be preserved

in a living freshness to him : and the Lord will

continue his mercies to them, and they shall not
want his divine refreshing presence in their meet-
ings together before him.

The second thing is. That those Friends to

whom the Lord hath given great estates, ought to

cast their bread upon the waters, and do good
therewith in their lifetime ; for those who are

enjoyers of such things should see that they are

good stewards thereof. Oh ! the many poor
families that such persons might be a help to I

How easily might they, with a little, assist many
a family to live in the world ! and what a com-
fort would it be for such, to see the fruits of their

charity in their lifetime.

[The following extract has, we believe, been in

"The Friend" before, but at the request of a

subscriber we give it another insertion.]
" I confess that increasing years bring with

them an increasing respect for men who do not
succeed in life, as those words are commonly used.
Heaven has been said to bo a place for those who
do not succeed on earth; and it is surely true

that celestial graces do not best thrive and bloom
in the hot blaze of worldly prosperity. Ill suc-

cess sometimes arises from a superabundance of

Hualities, in themselves good—from a conscience

too sensitive, a taste too fastidious, a self-forget-

fulness too romantic, a modesty too retiring. I

will not go so far as to say, with a living poet,

that "the world knows nothing of its greatest

men," but there are forms of greatness, or at least

excellence, which "die and make no sign;" thi

are martyrs that miss the palm but not the stake;

heroes without the laurel, and conquerors without
the triumph."

THE RIVER OF LIFE.

There is a pure and peaceful wave,
That rolls around the throne of love,

Whose waters gladden as they lave
The peaceful shores above.

While streams, which on that tide depend,
Steal from those heavenly shores away,
And on this desert world descend.

O'er weary lands to stray.

The pilgrim faint, and nigh to sink
Beneath his load of earthly woe,
Refreshed beside their verdant brink.

Rejoices in their flow.

There, oh I my soul, do thou repair.

And hover o'er the hallowed spring,

To drink the crystal wave, and there

To lave thy wearied wing.

There droop that wing, when far it flies

From human care, and toil, and strife
;

And feed by those still streams that rise

Beneath the Tree of Life.

It may be that the waft of love.

Some leaves on that pure tide have driven
Which passing from the shores above,

Have floated down from heaven.

So shall thy wounds and woes be healed
By the blest virtue that they bring;

So thy parched lips shall be unseal'd,

Thy Saviour's praise to sing.

THE SICKLE AND THE SWORD.
There went two reapers forth at morn,

Strong, earnest men were they,

Bent, each at his appointed task,

To labour through the day.

One hied him to the corn-field, where
Ripe stood the golden grain.

He reaped, and bound it into sheaves,
And sang a merry strain.

And lo ! the other takes his stand.
Where rolls the battle's tide

;

His weapon, late so clear and bright.

With crimson stains is dyed.

And furiously he tramples down.
And lays the ripe grain low

;

He is death's reaper, and he gives
An oath with every blow.

To which of these two lusty men.
Most honour should we give

;

He who destroys, or works to save
The food whereby we live.

And by the mighty Judge of all.

Which think ye is abhorr'd
;

Which deems He best for man to use,

The sM!e or the fu-oni?

Very commonly, when God sees any one of his

children begin to take their ease, and to rest in

past experiences, and feel somewhat strong in

themselves, he sends some notable affliction or

cross; as if he said. Have you no livelier duties to

me ? Withdraw, Comforter ! Smite, sickness I

Vex him Satan ! Persecute him enemies. As

He saith in Hosea, v., 15th, " I will go and returOi

to my place till they acknowledge their ofl"ence,

and seek my face ; in their affliction they will seefc

me early."

For " The Friend."

Ppictical Hints,

"Humanity will direct to be particularly cautious

of treating with the least appearance of neglect,

those who have lately met with misfortunes, and
are sunk in life. Such persons are apt to think'

themselves slighted, when no such thing is in-

tended. Their minds being already sore, feel the

least rub very severely. And who would be so

cruel as to add afiiiction to the afflicted?

If a man complains to you of his wife, a woman
of her husband, a parent of a child, or a child of

a parent, be cautious how you meddle between
such near relations, to blame the behaviour of one

to the other. You will only have the hatred of

both parties, and do no good with either. But
this does not hinder you from giving both parties,

or either of them, your best advice in a prudent

manner.

Sincerity is to*speak as we think; to do as we
pretend and profess ; to perform and make good
what we promise, and to be real/j/ what we would
seem and appear to be. It is an excellent instrti-

ment for the speedy dispatch of business, by crea-

ting confidence in those we have to deal with, and
saving the labour of many inquiries.

If you happen to fall into company where the

talk runs into party, scandal, folly, or vice of any
kind, you had better pass for morose or unsocial,'

,

among people whose good opinion is not worth
having, than wound your own conscience by;
joining in conversation which your heart disap--

proves.

It is ill manners to trouble people with talking

:

too much, either of yourself or your affairs. Iff

you are full of yourself, consider that you or your
affairs, are not so interesting to other people as to

you.

Deep learning will make you acceptable to the

learned ; but it is only an easy and obliging be-

haviour, and entertaining conversation, that will

make you agreeable in all companies.

If you have a friend that will reprove your
faults and foibles, be thankful for it, and consider

that you enjoy a blessing which the President of

the United States has not."

Slal!st!cs of TracZe.—What will our political

financiers say of the following facts, which are

stated in the journals of the day ?

The supply of gold received from California has
been inadequate to supply the drain made by the
demands of our foreign trade. The shipment of
specie from the t'nited States to foreign coun-
tries, from the 1st of the First month to the id of

the Ninth month of this year, has been about
$36,000,000.

While this drain of specie is going on with siu h
drastic force, the official statements show that iho
foreign imports at the port of New York for the
Eighth month of this year exceed the impurts
for the same month of last year about §3,000, (.100.

^
The quantities of goods thrown upon the New

York market during the Eighth month of the
past four years were as follows :

1851, . . $6,783,216
1852, . . 9,684,591
1853, . . 11,668,731
1854, . . 14,194,646

It must be manifest to every rational mind, that
the increasing population, and wants, wealth, and
ability of the country, do not require any such
rapid increase in the supply of foreign goods.
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For " The Friend."

!
BIOGRAPniCAl SKETCHES,

f MiaUters and Elders, and otlier concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 117.

J

RICHARD GOVE.

Hichard Gove, who was born in 1651 or 2, was

in tally life a resident of Plymouth, in Devon-

shire, England, and by occupation was a joiner.

He was convinced of the truth as held by Friends,

and was called on to suffer for his testimony there-

to. On the 31st of Third month, 1676, he was

,> married to Bridget O'Chilston, at Friends' nieet-

;ing, in Broad street, Plymouth. In the sura-

jmer of 1683, he was a prisoner in Bridewell, with

many of his friends, cue of whom thus wrote to

Thomas Salthouse and Thomas Lower,* from the

iprison, under date of Sixth mo. 26th, 1683 :

—

I
" 3Iy dear and well-beloved Friends ! the me-

iDiorial of your love is fresh amongst us, and daily

'invites us to have some correspondence with you,

that we may know how it is with you, and your

Ifellow-prisoners, who suffer with us for the testi-

imony of a good conscience ; the consideration of

Iwhich doth more and more engage us to believe,

'that whatsoever the Lord suffers to come upon us,

will be for the honour of his name, and for the

good of all that suffer patiently the trial of their

I 'faith, on this trying, sifting, winnowing day, that

God hath suffered to come upon this nation, so

,

[that a separation may be made betwixt them that

.
servo God, and them that serve him not ; so bles-

sed and happy will all such be, who are faithfully

.
j

found waiting with their lamps trimmed for the

!'
I coming of the Bridegroom." The writer then

gives a list of those Friends, suffering for con-

;
science' sake, in the different prisons in that place,

\
in all seventy-two.

I| Soon after his release from this confinement,

!
Richard Gove, united with a number of Friends,

i principally tradesmen of Plymouth, in purchasing

!
a tract of land of William Penn. The tract they

' called Plymouth, after their native place, and in

I
1685 they removed thi^er with their families.

I

It is probable that the tradesmen and citizens

J found their new employment in clearing wild

I
land burdensome, and they longed for a more con

,

genial mode of obtaining a livelihood, and so in :

few years they all removed into Philadelphia.

j One of the settlers, John Chilson or Shilson, pro-
'. bably a brother-in-law of Richard Gove, had re-

1 moved into the new city before the close of 1686,

i
the rest followed before 1689.

ij From this time, 1689, we find frequent mention

of Richard Gove in the records of our religious

Society, and of his appointment to various ser-

vices. In 1692 he was one of those who signed

the testimony against George Keith. We know
not at what time he first appeared in the ministry,

but his first certificate to travel was granted in the

Eleventh mo. 1696, to visit Friends in " Mary-

land, Virginia, and elsewhere," in company with

Thomas Musgrave, a valuable Friend in the min-

istry, then in America on religious service. In

the succeeding Fifth month, he was again libe-

rated to visit Maryland and Virginia, having, it

would appear, in the previous month attended,

with the approbation of the meeting of minister-

ing Friends, a Yearly Meeting on the western

shore of Virginia. Of this last extensive travel,

he, after his return, made report that he found

"much openness amongst the people, great readi-

ness to come to Friends' meetings, and hear the

testimony ofTruth, and some seemed to bow under

it. Friends in the parts visited, desired to be re-

membered and

Then in priaon in Launceston, Cornwall.

Wo know not when his first wife deceased, but

he married again on the 8th of Fifth mo. 1698.

In the Eleventh month of that same year he was

"berated to visit the meetings of Maryland, Vir-

ginia, and Carolina, in company with Thomas
Chalkley. Thomas Chalkley gives little account of

their labours in Maryland, but of Virginia he

says, " We had several meetings there amongst

Friends and others, many being well satisfied con-

cerning the Truth, and spoke well of it."

In the Fourth mo. 1699, Richard attended the

Yearly Meeting of Maryland. Of this opportunity,

Richard Johns, a valuable Friend of that province,

thus writes: "Dear Aaron Atkinson came from

New England, Griffith Owen and Richard Gove
from Pennsylvania, and Roger Gill and Thomas
Story from Virginia, to attend our Yearly Meet-

ing, where they had indeed good service for the

Truth."

In the Seventh mo. 1699, Richard Gove laid

before Friends of his Monthly Meeting a concern

which rested upon him of paying a religious visit

in England. I'he meeting liad unity with his

prospect, and a certificate was directed to be pre-

pared for him, which was done, and being brought

to the Monthly I^Ieeting, in the Eighth mo., it was

approved and signed. He accompanied Aaron

Atkinson, who, having finished his religious la-

bours in America, was about returning home.

They sailed from the Chesapeake on the Ninth

month of that year.

Of his labour of love in England on this visit,

I find no record, and he does not appear to have

remained there much over a year. On his return

to America, he is said to have come in company

with John Estaugh. After reaching his own

home, he did not settle down in the enjoyment of

rest from his Master's service. No ; the traces of

bis dedication grew much more abundant. His

labour in neighbouring meetings was great, and

at his Master's call, he frequently left his home

to visit distant places. In the beginning of 1703,

with the approbation of his friends, he acompanied

John Kinsoy to "East Jersey, Long Island, Rhode

Island, and New England." In the Seventh

month, the visit being completed, John Kinsey

gave " an account of the prosperity of Truth

[where they had been], and the great openness

[manifested] to receive Friends; and he brought

letter from Richard Gove to the same purport.

In Connecticut, several were under inquiry."

In the latter end of the year he spread before

his friends for their consideration a prospect he

had had of visiting Carolina with Jacob Mott.

This concern embraced the meetings on the east-

ern shore of the Chesapeake, and it appears that

after visiting such meetings on the western shore

as they were drawn to, they went down on the

eastern side, visiting as they went, intending to

pass over to Virginia from the southern end of

the peninsula. This they found it impracticable

at that time to effect, and so returned to the north.

Richard Gove, however, did not feel his mind

released from the concern for Carolina, and on

opening a prospect to his friends of a visit to

Barbadoes, in the Third month following, 1706,

he mentioned his view of going by Carolina. It

appears that he soon after proceeded to the south,

and completed his visit there before the Seventh

month, when we again find him in Philadelphia.

He reported that Truth was prospering in many

places in the southern countries he had visited,

and that in Carolina there were " some^ young

Friends zealous for good order and discipline."

He also reported that certain papers on discipline,

prepared by Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, and

sent for the information and benefit of the Friends

I ofCarolina, " had come there in an acceptable time."

When Richard Gove laid his prospect of paying
religious visit to Barbadoes in the Third month

of this year before his Monthly Meeting, full

unity with his concern was expressed by the

meeting, but he told them he did not then apply

for a certificate, but wished it to rest in the minds
of Friends until the time to move in it came. A
minute was therefore made to this effect, but no
committee was appointed to prepare a certificate.

On his return from the southern visit, the Monthly
Meeting for the Sixth month was over, and the

Yearly Meeting occurring about the middle of the

Seventh month, he had no opportunity of a.sking

for a certificate from his friends previous to the

sitting of the Select Yearly Meeting, before

which he thought it right to lay his prospect for

their unity and concurrence. This meeting, al-

though uniting with the concern, was brought

into a consideration as to what was best to be

done, inasmuch as it had then recently become a

practice for Monthly Meetings to prepare certifi-

cates for their members who had religious prospects,

previous to the meetings of ministers granting

any. However, as the members of Philadelphia

Monthly Meeting testified that the Monthly Meet-

ing, and the Seventh-day morning meeting, had
both unity with the prospect, although they had
neglected the proper method of expressing it, the

Select Yearly Meeting directed a certificate of its

unity to be prepared for him, desiring, however,

that it might not become a precedent. John
Estaugh was also liberated for similar service,

and being bound together in the fellowship of the

gospel, and with unity of concern, they proposed

going together.

After diligently attending his own and neigh-

bouring meetings until the middle ofNinth month,

Richard was joined by his companion, and soon

after sailed for Barbadoes. We here insert a

copy of the certificate granted Richard Gove,

because a passage in it became a subject of re-

mark in a season of peculiar difficulty and dan-

ger.

"The Yearly Meeting of ministering Friends,

held in Burlington the 16th day of the Seventh

month, 1704, to our Friends and brethren in

Barbadoes, or whom these may concern, sends

greeting :

" Dear and well-beloved Friends, in the love of

our Lord Jesus Christ, by which we are united

into one spirit, though distant in body, do we
dearly salute you, desiring that grace, mercy, and

truth, may be increased and continued amongst

you, and give you to understand that our esteemed

friend Richard Gove laid before our meeting, that

a concern hath been upon his mind for a consider-

able time to visit Friends in your parts, and de-

sired the unity and concurrence of this meeting

therein.

"Now these may certify whom it may concern,

that the said Richard Gove is a man of an inno-

cent life and godly conversation, as beoometh a

minister of the gospel ; his labour having been

great and edifying to the churches of Christ,

amongst whotn he hath travelled for several years

past, much of his time. Our desires are to the

Lord that lie may keep and preserve him in the

dangerous voyage from the hands of itnreasonahle

men, not doubting but the visit of him, and our

dear friend John Estaugh, who is to be companion,

will be very acceptable to you. So into the hands

of the Almighty God, who is a tender Father and

protector of his children, do we commit them,

desiring and praying for the prosperity of the

Lord's people, and that we may always dwell in a

sense of his great love. In the feeling of which

at this time we bid you farewell, and subscribe,

" Your friends and brethren."
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From " The Leisure Hour."

The Sea; its Distribulion, Depth, Extent, and Level,

(Concluded from page 115 )

It is easy to understand why water and otter

liquids maintain their level. There is a powerful

attractive force in every body, drawing every par-

ticle towards the centre. This attraction acts

upon fluids in the same degree as upon solids
;

but as the component parts of all liquids are less

closely united, and have a less restrained motion

among each other, the efi'ects of the attraction

upon them are more perceptible. If no other

force than terrestrial gravitation acted upon the

water of the ocean, it would have exactly the same

form of surface as the globe itself, the outline of

which, as is well known, only differs from a right

sphere in a slight depression of the poles, and a

corresponding extension at the equator. This

bulging of the equatorial diameter is by geolo-

gists attributed to the diurnal revolution of the

earth, the accumulation there of water by centri-

fugal force, and the consequent deposition of a

thicker mass of sedimentary matter. But, whether

tliis be the cause or not, the form is similar to

that which would be taken by a viscid or fluid

body turning on its axis. In consequence of the

rotation of the earth on its poles, every point of

the surface describes a circle in one solar day.

But it must be evident, from an inspection of a

terrestrial globe, that a place situated upon the

equator describes the larger circle ; in fact, the

circle of rotation has its maximum at the equator,

and diminishes with the distance from that line

till it vanishes at the poles.

If we observe the effect of a rapid rotatory mo-

tion upon a fluid body, and apply our observations

to the result of diurnal rotation upon the waters

of the ocean round the equator, we shall discover

one of the most important deviations from the

universal law, that the surface of water takes and

retains a constant level. A simple illustration is

obtained in trundling a mop. When it is dipped

into the sea by a sailor and turned round with a

rapid motion by two strings attached to the stick,

resting upon the gunwale of the vessel, it swells

out in the middle and has a form very similar to

that of the earth. But, as the mop revolve^, the

water with which it is saturated flies ofi', not from

the end but from the centre, the very part where

it is most extended. The force by which this pro-

pulsion from the greater diameter is produced has

been called the centrifugal force, and is found,

both by experiment and calculation, to increase

with the distance from the centre in the same

manner as the gravitating force decreases. If tbe

earth revolved with the same velocity as the mop,

proportioned to its size, and its central attractive

force were not proportionably greater, all other

things being equal, the .sea would be in the same

manner projected from the equatorial regions

But the centrifugal force at the earth's equator

is so determined, that although it has sufficient

power to accumulate a greater body of water, it

does not sufficiently neutralize the gravitation of

the planet as to eject it from the surface. The
level of the sea, however, is disturbed by centri-

fugal force, and a larger body of water is accnmu
lated at the equatorial than any other regions of

the terrestrial surface.

What has been said prepares the mind to appre-

ciate another instance of adaptation, in that pro-

portion which exists between the masses of water

and the height of those mountain ranges in the

tropics which form the summit-peaks of dry land.

There is no self-evident reason why the mountains

of the Cordilleras should have been no higher than

they are. The force that raised them might have

been a thousand times greater. If such had been

the elevation of this vast range, the seas on both

sides of the coasts of America would have been

raised by their attraction, and the ports of Japan

and of France would have been left dry. Hence,

it appears that in the distribution of land and

water, the height of mountains is an element of

calculation as well as the centripetal and centri-

fugal forces.

The long continuance of the wind from one

quarter will frequently occasion a disturbance of

the oceanic level in a particular locality. There

is on record a remarkable instance of this in the

effects of a storm in November 1824. This tem-

pest appears to have commenced on the coasts of

England and Holland, and to have then extended

itself along the coasts of Norwaj', Sweden, and

Russia. On the 18th and 19th of the month it

was most violent. At Stockholm, vessels were

driven from their moorings and suddenly over-

whelmed. At Udivalla the sea was raised eight

feet above its ordinary level, and ships were

washed upon the land to a distance of 4000 feet

from their anchorage. But at no place were the

effects more violent than at St. Petersburg. The
bridges of the Neva were washed away, the houses

in the lower part of the town were inundated to

the depth of ten feet, and a brig, washed on shore,

was wrecked in the street of the Grand Perspec-

tive. The loss of life during the storm cannot be

calculated, but must be counted by thousands.

The sea frequently breaks its bounds, and flows

in a huge wave over both neighbouring and dis-

tant shores, during violent volcanic eruptions.

Thus, at the time of the destruction of Catania,

it made an inroad on the coast and did much
damage. So also, during the great earthquake at

Lisbon, the water of the ocean was elevated in a

huge wave extending hundreds of miles from the

site of direct disturbance.

Selected for "The Friend."

TRHE HARMONY.

"When we love God with all our hearts, and

his creatures in his love, we are then preserved in

tenderness toward [all] mankind ; but if another

spirit gets room in our minds, and we follow it in

our proceedings, we are then in a way of disorder-

ing the affairs of society. In the love of Christ

there is no respect of persons ; and while we abide

in his love, we live not to ourselves, but to him
who died for us. And as we are thus united to

Christ, we are engaged to labour in promoting

that work in the earth, for which he suffered.

" In the harmonious spirit of society, ' Christ

is all in all.' Here it is, that ' old things are put

away, all things are become new, all things are of

God.' If we do not walk in that state where
' Christ is our life,' then we wander. If we walk

not in his light, we walk in darkness, and ' he

that walkcth in darkness, knoweth not whither he

goeth.'
"

" To keep to right means, in labouring to attain

a right end, is necessary ; if wo strive ouly in that

state where Christ is the light of our life, our

labour will stand in the true harmony of society;

but if people are confident that the end aimed at

is good, and in this confidence, pursue it so eagerly,

as not to wait for the Spirit of Truth to lead them

then they come to a loss. ' Christ is given to be a

leader and commander of the people.' Again,
' The Lord shall guide thee continually.' Again
' Lord, thou wilt ordain peace for us, for thou also

hast wrought all our works in us. In the Lord

we have righteousness and strength.'"
" In this state, our minds are preserved watch

ful in following the leadings of his Spirit, in all

our proceedings, and a care is felt for reformation

171 general. In keeping faithful to the ^i

Counsellor, and under trying circumstances, suf

fering adversity for righteousness' sake, there is i

reward. How few have faithfully followed thai

oly Leader, who prepares his people to laboui

for the restoration of true harmony amongst out

fellow-creatures !

'In thep!«-e Gospel spirit, we walk hy faith

and not by sight.' In the obedience of faith, we

die to the narrowness oi self-love, and our life be-

g hid with Chri?t in God, our hearts are en.

larged toward mankind universally ; but in depart-

1

ing from the true light of life, many have'

stumbled upon the dark mountains. That purity

of life, which proceeds from faithfulness in fol-

lowing the Spirit of Truth, that state where oui

minds are devoted to serve God, and all out

[desires] are bounded by his wisdom, this habita-

tion has often been opened before me, as a pli

of retirement for the children of the light, where

we may stand separated from that which disor-

dereth and confuseth the affairs of society, and

where we may have a testimony of our innojence,

the hearts of those who behold us." jl

'Many are the vanities and luxuries of the!]

present age, and in labouring to support a way of'

living conformable to the present world, the de-l

parture from that wisdom that is pure and peace-'

able, has been great. Under the sense of a deep;

revolt, and an overflowing stream of unrightcous-I

ness, my life has often been a life of mourning,
j

'This was the sin of Sodom; pride, fulness of,

bread, and abundance of idleness, were found in!

her, and in her daughters; neither did she;

strengthen the hands of the poor and needy.' "
;

" Friends in early times refused, on religious!

principle, to make, or trade in superfluities ; but:!

for want of faithfulness some gave way, even those
\

whose examples were of note in society, and fromj

thence others took more liberty. Members of our
j

Society worked in superfluities, and bought and
i

sold them, and thus dimness of sight came overj

many. At length Friends got into the vse of I

some superfluities in dress, and in the furniture of

'

their houses; and this hath spread, from less to|

more, till superfluity of some kind is common;
amongst us. In this declining state, many look'

at the example, one of another, and' too much
neglect the pure feeling of Truth."

"When people, through the power of Christ,'

are thovoughly settled in the right use of things,

and freed from all unnecessary care and expense,

the mind in this true resignation is at liberty from

the bands of a narrow self-interest, to attend from

time to time, on the movings of his Spirit upon

us, though he leads into that, through which our

faith is closely tried."

" While Friends were kept truly humble, and

walked according to the purity of our principles,

the Divine witness in many hearts u-as reached:

but when a worldly spirit got entrance, thereicith

came in luxuries and superfluities, and spread

little by little, even among the foremost rank in

society, and from thence others took liberty in.

that way, more abundantly."
" The state of mankind was harmonious in the

beginning, and though sin hath introduced dis-

cord, yet through the wonderful love of God, in

Christ Jesus our Lord, the way is open for our

redemption, and the means appointed to restore

us to primitive harmony. That if one suffer by
the unfaithfulness of another, tbe mind, the most
noble part of him that occasions the discord, is

thereby alienated from its true and real happi-

ness."
" Our duty and our interest, are inseparably

united, and when we neglect or misuse our talents,

we necessarily depart from the heavenly fellow-

ship, and are in the ways to the greatest evils.
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riiereforc, to examine and prove ourselves, to find

|(vliat liarmony the power presiding in us, boars

iffitli tlie Divine naturCj is a duty not more in-

cuinlieut and necessary, than it would be benc-

licial."

" II' we consider the life of our blessed Saviour

wli' 11 iin earth, as it is recorded by his followers,

\\i ~li;ill find that one uniform desire for the cter-

iiil anil temporal good of mankind discovered it-

sill ill a?/ his actions. If we observe men, both

apn-ihs and others, in many different ages, who
li ivr nal/^ come to tlie unity of the Spirit, and

tho I'l lluwship of the saints, there still appears the

like disposition, and in them, the desire for the

iM(/ happiness of mankind, has outbalanced the

des^irc of ease, liberty, and many times, of life

itself."

" If, upon a true search, we find our natures

are so far renewed, that to exercise righteousness

and lovinij-hiiidness, according to our ability, to-

i
wards all men, without respect of persons, is easy

to us, or is our delight; if our love is so orderly

and regular, that he who docth the will of our

Father, who is in heaven, appears, in our view, to

be our nearest relation, our brother, sister, and

mother; if this be our care, there is good founda-

tion to hope that the blessing of God will sweeten

our treasures during our stay in tliis life, and that

our memory will be savory, when we are entered

into rest."

For " The Friend."

l| The Cross of Christ—The Way to a Crown Immorlai,

'j Until each one comes experimentally to feel

that there is no other way to a place in the

I

heavenly kingdom, but by taking up a daily cross

to their own wills and inclinations, and submit-

ting to the will of Ilim who has testified that "he
!
that taketh not up his cross and followeth after

I

me, is not worthy of me," we can in no wise real-

! ize the necessity of submitting to the many humi-
I Hating processes of refinement that are needed, in

I

order to purify the heart, and make it a fit recept-

acle for the blessed presence of Ilim who will not

j
make his abode with those who do not endeavour

' to receive him in tho way of his coming.

To those who are moving along, as it were,
' smoothly with the tide of life, and following after

the delusive pleasures and vain customs of an un-

regenerate world, the cross of Christ will appear

of too crucifying a nature to be submitted to, and
the monitions of the "still small voice" will not

be allowed to influence the heart; the door of

which is too often sorrowfully closed against the

entrance of Him "who taught as never man
taught."

It is sorrowfully apparent that a sbunning of

the cross, a desire to please the world of mere
professors in religion, and an undue and eager

pursuit after the things of time, (which do perish

with the using,) are weakening some of those who
once stood firm in the principles and practices of

our forefathers in the Truth, and arc leading them
away into the "lo here's and to there's," until their

minds are alienated from those pure principles

which the doctrines of " Friends," (if lived up to,)

would establish. There must be a living up to

our principles, in practice as well as precept,—

a

possession instead of profession alone,—a heart-

felt desire and willingness to become a cross-bear-

ing people,—before we can realize the "beauty
there is in holiness,"—before the language can

be truly applied to us, "ye are the light of the

world."

Amidst the many discouraging prospects which

often attend the minds of the deeply concerned

and humble ones amongst us, arismg from the

inroads which the spirit of the world is making

drawing the opposers of Truth from the true

foundation on which our Society was established,

it is a comfort to believe and know that there are

those who are maintaining our principles and doc-

trines, being preserved on that sure foundation,

even amidst these discouraging and proving times;

men and women who are daily taking up and bear-

ing their cross in order to reap life everlasting, and

to win souls to Chri.st. Such will be blessed, and
a succession of such will be continued in ages to

come, so that the testimonies of the gospel as

given to us to bear, will not become extinct, or

our Society entirely swallowed up in the great

vortex of the world.

Maryland, Twelfth mo., 1854.

TV7ja/ a Mowing-Machine can do—The Spring-

field Republican states that Captain Samuel Par-

sons, of Northampton, cut, made, and put into his

barns, sixty-two loads of hay during the first week
of July, commencing on the 3d, beside mowing
for others to the amount of $40 in the same time.

The whole was accomplished with what would be

equivalent to the labour of one man for thirty-

eighty days. He mowed in one day, and in less

than nine hours, eleven acres, producing from two

to two and a half tons per acre.

THS FRIEND,
:WELFTH MOiNTH 30, 1854.

It may be remembered by many of our readers,

that the Meeting for Sufferings in Philadelphia,

prepared, and in 1851 published, an Exposition

of the African Slave Trade, which was furnished

at the time to the President, heads of the depart-

ments, the members of Congress, and to the gov-

ernors of the ditterent States, as well as widely
disseminated among the community at large. It

was hoped that by thus bringing the extent and
dreadful cruelties of the trade as still carried on,

before the public ; and especially by furnishing

our legislators with correct information in a con-

densed form, of the manner in which it is entered

into and supported by persons who fit out their

vessels in ports of the United States, and sail

under our national flag, the government might be

induced to take some steps towards suppressing

the nefarious trafiic, and rescuing its ensign from
the disgrace thus brought upon it. The subject

had obtained particular attention from two of the

ministers of the United States at the court of

Brazil, and in their official capacity they have

communicated to our government the course pur-

sued by the slavers; far the greater part of whom
avail tliemselves of protection from search by the

British or American cruizers, by carrying both

American and Spanish papers; the former to be

exhibited when they are overhauled by the British,

and the latter when stopped by the American
commanders.

It is notorious that vessels of various sizes are

frequently fitted out in our ports, which transport

to the coast of Africa, the articles of barter, the

provisions, and all the appliances necessary for

carrying on the slave trade to Cuba or Brazil,

though the ports of the latter country are now
closed against them. When arrived on the

African coast, a nominal sale and transfer is

made to some Spaniard or Portuguese, carried out

with them, or appointed to meet them there, and

the ves.sel ships her human cargo, packed into the

smallest possible space, and with her double set of

flags and papers, sails in search of a market for

her tortured freight.

All this has been known for years to our gov-

ernment, the subject having been twice brought
before Congress by special messages from two of

our former Presidents, and yet nothing has been
done to prevent the abominable trafiic from going
on. Having enacted a law which declares tho
trade to be piracy, and awards the punishment of

death to any citizen convicted of being engaged
in it, it would seem that our legislators are willing

to think themselves exempted from any further

care or action in the case, though the evidence

has been constantly accumulating, that few who
are tempted by its enormous profits to enter into

(his illegal commerce, are deterred by the fear of

detection, which they know is not easily accom-

plished ; and if it should occur, that the severity

of the punishment is an almost insuperable barrier

against its infliction.

In the exposition to which we have alluded, tho

whole system as devised and pursued by American
citizens, is exposed, and proven by official docu-

ments; and many cases related of American ves-

sels and citizens being captured while largely en-

gaged in the business ; but Congress cares too

little for the complicated sufferings of the poor

blacks, or has been too much engaged in the

squabbles of party politics, to give attention to

the matter. In the meantime, the slave power,
emboldened by its successful efforts to extend its

blighting influence, has openly advocated the

repeal of the existing laws against this horrible

trade, in order that our ports and marine may be

employed in its prosecution, and the traffic which
has cost England such a vast expense of life and
money to suppress, may be revived and carried on

by the inhabitants of this boasted Republic.

The following account, taken from a late paper,

will inform our readers of the manner in which
the commerce is managed at the pre.'cnt time. It

is asserted by one of the New York journals, that

this Captain Smith has given information of seve-

ral merchants in that city and in Boston, who are

directly or indirectly connected with it.

" In the United States Circuit Court for New York,
Captain James Smith hag been convicted of being en-

gaged in the slave trade between the Coast of Africa

and the Island of Cuba.
" The facts which were proven in this case were sub-

stantially these : In January last, Capt. Smith went to

Boston, where he purchased the brig Julia Moulton,

cleared her in ballast for Newport, and on the 2d of

February brought her to New York. There he engaged
one James Wills as mate, telling him that he was going

on a slave-trading voyage, agreeing to pay him $40 a

month on the outward voyage, and from $1200 to §2000
for the passage back. A crew was shipped of about
fifteen persons, mostly young men, and a large quantity

of provisions, water, &c., with lumber, was taken on
board. On the 11 th of February, the brig cleared from
New York, and on leaving the dock. Captain Smith
pointed out to the mate a Portuguese, named Lemos, as

the real owner of the vessel, and told him that the Sec-

retary of the Portuguese Consul at Neio York, had accom-
p.anied him to Boston, and a'ided him in the purchase of

the vessel. The ship was cleared by Captain Smith,

and had regular papers for the Cape of Good Hope.
After she had been out forty days, the timber on board
was used to make a temporary deck or floor in the hold

of the vessel, and all the other preparations necessary

to receive a cargo of slaves, were made. At the end of

sixty days, they made land on the coast of Africa, at a

place called Cobra, where they were boarded by a boat

which brought instructions, in accordance with which
they cruised at sea for ten days longer, and then put in

at a port further south, called Amhrozzetta, well known
as a depot for the slave trade. Here, in the course of

two or three hours, six hundred and sixty-four negroes,

including forty women, were brought on board, and stowed

away as cargo in the hold of the brig. They were placed

on their sides, one lying in the lap of another—were
taken out occasionally to be fed and aired, and after a

voyage of sixty-five "days, were landed on the south

coast of Cuba. They were sent on shore in lighters.

The furniture of the ship was then taken on shore, and
the ship herself burned. Wills, the mate, came to New
York in the brig Marcellus, where he again met Captain
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Smith, who refused to pay Wills the balance due bim
on his contract, amounting to about $440, whereupon
\Vill3 imparted the nature of the voyage to a
Donahue, by whom it was laid before "the authorities.
The result was the arrest, trial and conviction of Capt.
Smith. The seutence of the law, which is death, was
suspended for the present.

"This case is most important as demonstrating, by
the evidence produced at the trial, and by the concln
sions to which it forces the enlightened public of th
entire country, that it is one of a class. It was showi
therein how easily the traffic can be carried on direct

from American ports ; and how much more largely
constantly than, even with our knowledge of the coast
of Africa, we had supposed.
"Captain Smith is not the first who has been con

victed. Captain Flowery was tried in Boston some tei

years ago, was convicted, was sentenced to pay a fine o

one thousand dollars, and to undergo an imprisonmen
for five years; but after serving about two years, "he wai
pardoned, he being in feeble health, and shortly after-

wards died."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from England to the 9th inst. Th
nportant intelligence is the fact, that Ai

definitively joined the Western Powers. On the 2d in,

a treaty of alliance was signed at Vienna by the Pie
potentiaries of Austria, France, and England. I
exact terms of the treaty are not known

; but from the
well known reluctance, and apprehended faithlessne;

of Austria, there was a distrust of much advantage from
the alliance. It is also said that Prussia was about to
join the allies. Consols had advanced to 93J. Flour
was dull ; Western, 42s. ; Philadelphia and Baltimore,
43s. 6d. No material change in cotton. The War.—The
allies were forwarding troops with the utmost haste to

the Crimea, but great difficulty was experienced by
France in obtaining vessels. It was thought that the
force of the besiegers would amount to one hundred
thousand by the middle of the month. Affairs before
Sebastopol were unchanged. There had been some
fighting, but none of much importance. The garrison
continued to make sorties. Reinforcements were arriv-

ing for both of the contending armies. The English
and French were mainly occupied in strengthening their
positions against attack, and in establishing new bat-
teries. Menschikoff reports that the English had attempt,
ed to establish themselves near the head of the dock-
yard, but were repulsed with loss. A despatch from
Gen. Canrobert, dated Nov. 28, says, " The rain has
ceased, and the weather is improving. Our works wi
now exhibit fresh activity. Our reinforcements cor
tiuue to arrive. The enemy still shows no signs of
activity, but continues to protect the town by repeated
entrenchments. It is stated that several hundred Rus-
sian wagons laden with provisions and ammunition,
•were overtaken by a snow storm, and lost, and that at
present there are only provisions in Sebastopol for four-
teen weeks."

Admiral Hamelin has resigned the command of the
French squadron in the Black sea, and returned to
France. The remainder of the French troops in Greece,
had been ordered to the Crimea. A despatch from
Bucharest of the 6th Dec, says, that 40,00U Turks and
lUU guns will be embarked at Varna andBaltechill, the
next week, for the Crimea.
The losses of the allies by the great storm on the

Black sea, had been severe. A vast quantity of winter
clothing, provisions, and ammunition, was lost in the
transports, and also a great number of persons formino
their crews.

AUSTRIA.—Commercial letters say, that Austria has
entered into the treaty unwillingly, but preferred it to
breaking entirely with France and England.
SPAIN.—Espartero has advised the Queen to send

for Madoz and Oleazo, to form a cabinet. The Cortes have
decided to maintain the present dynasty on the throne.
Soul^, the American minister, had arrived at Madrid.
AUSTRALIA.—The revenue of the colony of Victoria,

during the quarter ending Sixth mo. 30, amounted to
the enormous sum of $4,081,975. The reveuue from
gold licenses and escort fees, was $741,450. From du-
ties on intoxicating drink, $998,985 ; on tea and cott'ee

$95,000 ; for licenses to sell liquors, $323,390. From
Bales of land and town lots, $1,760,270.
THE NAVIGATOR ISLANDS.—These islands have

a population of 33,901, of which the foreign residents
number 120. In 1830 all the inhabitants were heathens,
and without a written language. At the present time,
all, except about two hundred, are professedly Chris-
tians, and the greater portion of the Scriptures have
been translated and printed.

UNITED STATES.— Co7!<?ras. — The proceedings
since the commencement of the session, have been gen
erally of an unimportant character, and the two Houses
do not show a disposition to dispose promptly of the
business brought before them. The newly ele"cted de-
legate from Kansas has been admitted to his seat in the
House. It is now asserted that he owes his election to
his personal popularity, and that the slavery question
had little to do with it.

The House of Representatives has adopted a resolu-
tion introduced by the Committee on Commerce, which
authorizes the President of the United States to take the
requisite measures, in order to procure the erection of a
first class light-house on Cape Race, Newfoundland.
The United States to pay an equitable portion of the
expenses.

Eailroads.—The receipts of the Cleveland and Colum-
bus Railroad Company the present year have been
$1,210,000; the net earnings, about §605,000, which
is about fourteen per cent, on the cost of the road. The
Ohio and Pennsylvania Railroad Company has also
done a profitable business. The earnings of the road
for the year are about $1,200,000, being more than was
expected. In Illinois, railroads have been extend
apidly. There are fifteen difl'erent roads, having 26
uiles of railway, all terminating at Chicago. Vermont
has 400 miles of railroad, which have probably
$24,000,000. The value of the taxable property of the
State has doubled within the last ten years. The S
bury and Erie railroad, in Pennsylvania, has been cc
pleted to VVilliamsport. On the 18th, the first train of
cars arrived at Williamsport, from Philadelphia.

Chicago.—Thi Chicago Daily Press says, that a
thorough examination of the subject establishes the fact
that Chicago is the greatest grain port in the world.
Its exports of grain far exceed those of New York, or
any of the cities of the old world.

Ulah.—Tha appointment of Col. Steptoe as Governor
of Utah, has been confirmed by the Senate. The term
of office commences immediately.
New York.—Vast numbers of emigrants continue to

arrive at this port, many of whom require immediate
relief. It is stated that the freights received by New
York ship-owners on all the exports to foreign coun-
tries, do not equal in amount the passage-money paid
to them by the immigrants from Europe. Those now
arriving are mostly Germans.

Philadelj}hia.~'rhe Delaware is much obstructed by
floating ice. Vessels are enabled to arrive and depart
by the aid of the city ice-boat, and steam. The great
destruction of property by fire within a few months past
bas induced an earnest call upon the City GovernmenI
tor more efficient means of protection ao-ainst the
danger.

"

A fire-alarm telegraph, the adoption of steam fire
engines, and a re-organization of the fire department,
are demanded. Mortality last week, 173.

Ship Building.—\\. New York, 86 vessels have been
launched the present year, with a tonnage of 80,130
and costing at least §5,200,000. At Boston, the num-
ber of vessels built was 59, and the tonnage, 69,550
the value, §4,483,430. When the vessels now building
are launched, it is supposed that ship building will be
nearly suspended for a time.

Copper in Georgia.—A rich copper mine has been
opened in Fannin county, Geo.
Lead in Galena, III.— In digging a vault at the Brad-

ley House, a valuable lode of the mineral was found,
and permission has been obtained to tunnel Beach
street, in order to procure it.

Miscellaneous.—Fanama Hailroad.—This road will pro-
bably be completed the present month, when the transit

the isthmus from the Atlantic to the Pacific
may be made in six hours.

Catlle liaising in Illinois.—is&nc Funk, of Blooming-
ton, McLean county. III., recently sold at Chicago four-

hundred head of cattle, averaging about seven
red each, for the sum of sixty-four thousand

dollars.

A Trace of the Cihj of Glasgow.—A recent number of
the Belfast (Ireland) Northern Whig, contains the in-
formation that a portion of the bow of a vessel had been
picked up on the shore at Ballochgair, which bears
every mark of having belonged to the lost steamer. It
has on it in large gilded characters, not much defaced,
" City of Glasgow," and in the corner, "Let Glasgow
flourish." It has been forwarded to the builders, Todd
and McGregor, Glasgow, for identification.

Tne Artesian Well at Charleston, S. C, has reached a
depth of 1217 feet. The water which ascends, is equal
to twenty gallons a minute, and by its force brings up

A Cold Day.—The papers give the state of the the
mometer at a number of places, on the morning of tl

20th, as follows—Philadelphia, 7°, and Boston, 8= abo\
zero. Portland, 1° below. Eastport, Me., 5° belo?
Bangor, 17° below. St. Johnsbury, Vt., Se'' belo^
Albany, 14° below. At the latter place, teams wei
crossing the river on the ice, which was thick and firn

In Jefferson co., N. Y., it was 21° below.
Distress on Lake Huron.—There is stated to be a gres

scarcity of provisions all along the coast of Lake Huror
But few of the people have procured their winter sup
plies, and much suffering is apprehended.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Jos. J. Hopkins, agt., Bait., $2, vol. 27

d for R. Snowden, $2, to 16, vol. 28,'for B. P. Plea
sants, $10, to 52, vol. 26

; from M. Dingman, N. Y., $2
; from James T. Frame, agt., lo., for himself

James Schooley, Abm. Cowgill, and W. D. Branson, $;
each, vol. 28, for Caleb Hawley, §2, to 16, vol. 29 ; fron
Josh. Maule, agt., 0., $1, and for Elisha Bracken, §10
to 52, vol. 28 ; from Jesse Hall, agt., 0., for Jos. Wal-
ton, Nathan Cook, Wm. Hall, jr., Margaret Binns, and
Mt. P. B. School, $2, vol. 28.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.
The committee is desirous of engaging the services

a well qualified Friend to teach the school at Tunes-
sassah, &c. Friends, who may feel concerned to

gage in that station, are requested to make early
application to Joseph Elkinton, No. 377 S. Second
street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, Philadel-
phia, or Ebenezer Worth, Hamerton, Chester county,
Pa., or Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase, Philadelphia co.. Pa.

Philad., Ninth mo. 20, 1854.

SOUP HOUSE.
The Society for supplying the poor of the city with'

soup, being about to open their house. No. 16 Green's
Court, between Spruce and Pine streets, and Fourth
and Fifth streets, respectfully solicit the aid of thei

benevolent to enable them to meet the pressing wants
of the poor, during the present season of suffering.

Donations in money will be gratefully received by the
Treasurer, Jeremiah Hacker, No. 144 South Fourth
street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, and iu
flour, rice, beef, vegetables, &c., at the house.
Those who advert to the high prices of food and fuel,

and the difficulty of procuring employment at the pre-
sent time, will readily perceive, that the calls for aid to
the industrious poor,'are likely to be unusually numer-
ous, and that increased means will be required to meet
them, while few charities afford so much relief at so
small a cost, or in so unobjectionable a manner.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
Assistant Teachers are wanted in the Boys and Girls'

departments of this Institution. The opportunity which
this station furnishes for prosecuting their studies, free

from any expense, presents a favourable opening for
young persons, who wish to perfect themselves in the
igher branches of learning, or to prepare for the busi-

ness of Teachers. Those who wish to engage, are re-

quested to make early application to Nathan Sharpies,
Concordville

; Peunock Passmore, Goshenville; or Tho-
Evans, Samuel Bettle, Jr., Elizabeth Peirson, or

Sidney Coates, Philadelphia.

THE WESTERN SOUP SOCIETY.
This useful institution opened its house on the 15th
St., for the daily distribution of soup to the destitute

poor of the western part of our city. It appears that
during the past winter, they distributed over 20,000
quarts of soup, and about 8000 loaves of bread to 1110
applicants, of whom 411 were adults, and 699 children.
As there is every appearance of a severe winter, and

much suffering among the poorer classes, on account of
the high prices of provisions and fuel, and the scarcity
of employment, the managers would appeal to their
friends for aid and support iu carrying out the objects
of the society.

Donations in provisions will be thankfully received
at the soup-house, at the S. E. corner of Seventeenth
and George streets ; or in money by either of the man-
agers, or William Biddle, Treasurer,

Samcel L. Baily, Secretary.
great quantities of sand. The work is believed to be
now nearly accomplished, and that in this bodv of sand PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
the long-sought water will be found.

"

No. 3 Ranstead Place, Fourth above Chestuut street.
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(Continued from pa^e 12-.)

We believe, however, it is now in contempla-

tion to go to work upon a large scale in those wa-

ters, having screw-steamers to collect the produce

id bring it to Milford Haven alive in wells, from

which port it would come, via the South Wales

and Great Western Railways, to Billingsgate

within twenty-four hours after it was caught. The

value of screw-steamers having capacious wells has

been fully tested by Mr. Howard, of Mauningtree,

Essex, who litted an engine and screw into one of

his welled fishing smacks. Scarcely a lobster, out

of twenty thou.sand put alive into the boat, was

lost, whilst large numbers of those brought in

sailing smacks perish. The last week in July of

the present year he tried the experiment of bring-
'
ig salmon alive from Sir James Blatheson's

salmon fishery in the Lewis Islands, Scotland, to

Grimsby, and on the 1st of August they were sold

in Billingsgate for l.s. 'Id. per lb., while, on the

same morning, salmon of the same size brought

in ice sold for Qi\d. per lb. Cod and other fish are

brought alive with the same success in the welled

steamers from the North Sea and the coasts of

Scotland. It is almost time that some new ground

were found in place of the famous Dogger Bank,

which has now been preyed upon by so many na-

tions for centuries, and has supplied so many gen-

erations of Catholics and Protestants with fast and

feast food. No better proof that its stores are

failing could be given than the fact that, although

the ground, counting the Long Bank and the

north-west flat in its vicinity, covers 11,800

square miles, and that in fine weather it is fished

by the London companies with from fifteen to

twenty dozen of long lines, extending to ten or

twelve miles, and containing from 9,000 to 12,000

hooks, it is yet not at all common to secure even

as many as four score fish of a night—a poverty

which can be better appreciated when we learn

that (500 fish for 800 hooks is the catch for deep-

sea fishing about Kinsale.

Towards the latter end of August the great

herring season commences. Yarmouth is the chief

seat of this branch of the piscatory trade. Every

night when the weather is fine the fishermen of

this old port " shoot" upwards of 300 square miles

of net. Neptune in his ample arms never gave

the ocean so magnificent an embrace. The pro-

duce of this wholesale sweeping of the sea is

brought to town by the Eastern Counties Railway.

They come up to Billingsgate packed in barrels

and in bulk, and the number sold in the year

seems almost fabulous, being upwards of a hilUon

Next to the herring fishery, the sea harvest of

most importance to the poor of London is that of

sprats, which come in about Lord Mayor's day

and it is a popular belief that the first dish is

always sent to the chief magistrate of the city. If

a telegraph were to bo laid down to all the alley,

and courts, the fact of a large arrival of these

little creatures at Billingsgate would not be sooner

made known to the lower orders than, by some

mysterious process, it is at present. Goldh;

the clerk of the market, accustomed as he is to the

sudden invasions of the costermongers, informs us

that the scene on board the smacks laden with

sprats is really frightful. The people hang thick

as sea-weed from the rigging, throng the decks,

and swarm on every available inch of plank, until

the wonder is that the whole of the puny fleet does

not capsize with the weight. The cause of the

scramble is that the street sellers will not buy

until they have seen the sample, and every one

consequently tries to gain the highest point, that

he may look down into the hold whilst a man
tumbles about the sprats with a shovel in silver

showers. The plaice season succeeds to that of

sprats, with the interval of mackerel, which con-

tinues until the end of May, when Scotland and

Ireland begin to pass down their salmon into the

market. But where do all the lobsters come

from ? The lovers of this most delicious of the

Crustacea tribe will probably be astonished to learn

that they are mainly brought from Norway.

France and the Channel Islands, Orkney and

Shetland, do, it is true, contribute a few to the

metropolitan market, but full two-thirds are reluc-

tantly, and with much pinching and twisting,

dragged out of the thousand rock-bound inlets

which indent the Norwegian coast. They are con-

veyed alive in a screw-steamer and by smacks in

baskets, sometimes to the extent of 20,000 of a

night, to Great Grimsby, and are thence forwarded

to town by the Great Northern Railway—another

ten thousand arriving perhaps from points on our

own and the French coast. The fighting, twist-

ing, blue-black masses are taken as soon as pur-

chased to what are termed "the boiling houses,"

of which there are four, situated in Duck and

Love Lanes, close to the market, and here, for a

trifling sum per score, they change their dark for

scarlet uniforms. They are plunged into the boil-

ing cauldron, basket and all, and in twenty min-

utes they are done. Crabs are cooked in the same

establishments, but their nervous systems are so

acute, that they dash off their claws in convulsive

agony if placed alive in hot water. To prevent

this mutilation, which would spoil their sale, they

are first killed by the insertion of a needle through

the head. The lobster trade is mostly in the

hands of one salesman, Saunders, of Thames

street, who often has upwards of 15,000 consigned

to him of a morning, and who causes no less than

15,000Z. a-year to flow into the fishy palms of Nor-

wegians for this single article of commerce. As to the

total supply of fish to the London market, we bor-

row the following estimate from Mayhew's very

clever book on "London Labour and the London

Poor." The figures seemed to us at first sight so

enormous, that we hesitatingly submitted the

table to one of the largest salesmen, who assured

us that it was no overstatement:

—

And now for thepi^fe de rdsislance.

Description of Fish.

WET FISH.

Salmon and salmon trout (-29,000 bo.xe

14 fisli per bu.\) ....
Live cod (aver,n5inj 10 lbs. each) .

Soles (averaging i lb. each) .

Whiting (averaging 6 nz. each)
Haddocl( (averaging 3 lbs. each)
Plaice (averaging 1 lb. each) .

per barrel)
Ditto in bulk
Sprats
Eels from Holland (principally), Eng- *

land, and Ireland (6 fish per lb.) .
)

Flounders(7,2ii0quarterns,3G6shperqu.l
Dabs (7,500 quarterns, 36 fish per quartern)

Barrelled cod (15,000 bbls., 40 fish per bbl.)

Dried salt cod 5 lbs. each)
Smoked haddock 1 65,000 barrels, 300 fish

per barrel)

Bloaters (265,000 baskets, 150 fish p. b'kct)

Ked herrings (100,000 barrels, 5U0 fish per

SHELL FISH.

Oysters ..'...
Lobsters (averaging 1 lb. each fish)

Crabs (averaging 1 lb. each fish)

Shrimps (324 to a pint)
Whelks : 227 to a half bushel) .

Mussi-ls (1000 to half bushel) .

Cockles (2000 to half bushel) .

Pernviiikles (4000 to half bushel) .

17,920,01)0

2,570,000
3.1,000,000

23,520,000

405,896,000
1,200,000
600,000

498,428,648
4,943.200

50,400,000
67,393,000

304,000,000

3,480,000
4,00U,n0U

26,8f0,000

6,720,000
5,040,000

33,600.000
23,520,000

42,090,000
252,0110,000

4,000,000

(To be continued.)

*"*
Selected.

"Christians may be considered as nominal and

real. There arc vast numbers who are called

Christians, not because they possess any love for

Christ, but because they happen to be born in

what is called a Christian country, educated by

Christian parents, and sometimes attend Christian

worship. There are also many whose minds are

well informed respecting the Christian system,

who prefer it to every other, and who make an

open profession of it; and yet after all feel but

little of the real power of Christianity. A real

Christian is one whose understanding is enlight-

ened by the influences of Divine grace ; who is

convinced of the depravity of his nature ; who

sees his own inability to help himself; who is

taught to behold and love God as the chief good,

the Lord Jesus as the only way to obtain felicity,

and that the Holy Spirit is the grand agent [in

regenerating him], and in applying the blessings

of the gospel to his soul. His heart is renovated

by the power of Divine grace, and brought to

revere, honour, woriship, trust in,, and live to

God, [through the obedience of faith.] His afi'ec-

tions are elevated above the world, and centre in

God alone. He embraces him as his portion,

loves him supremely, and is zealous in the defence

and the support of his cause. His temper is regu-

lated, his power roused to vigorous action in the

service of his divine Master [by his Spirit] ;
his

thoughts spiritual, and his general deportment

amiable and uniform. In fine, the true christian

character exceeds all others, as much as the

meridian sun outshines the feeble light of the

glow-worm. Like Moses, he chooses rather to
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suffer affliction with tlie people of God tban to

enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season, esteeming

the reproaches of Christ greater riches than all

the treasures of Egypt ; for he has an eye to the

eternal recompense of reward among the saints in

light.

For " The Friend."

The New Gas Works.

It is asserted, we suppose correctly, that in the

works recently completed at Point Breeze, the

city of Philadelphia possesses an establishment

for the manufacture of gas superior to any in the

world. The immense gas-holder will contain

1,800,000 feet of gas, which, it is said,_ is one

million more than the largest gas-holder in Lou-

don. The following account of its construction,

furnished by a daily paper, may probably interest

some of our readers :

—

"The gas-holder is 90 feet high, and 102 feet

long. It is supported by 12 pentagon towers, of

beautiful construction, each 92 feet high. It is

of the telescopic pattern, and was commenced on

the 12th of January, 18.53, and on the 20th of

September of the same year, the outer section was

lowered. The inner or upper section is 158 feet

6 inches in diameter, and 45 feet deep, with hy-

draulic cup or seal, 20 inches deep by 6 inches

wide. The side, including the cup, is composed

of 22 rows of sheets of Nos. 10, 11 and 12 iron,

joined together by button-head rivets, at intervals

of one inch each. It was kept in shape by an

angle iron frame, supported by 24 cast-iron legs

or uprights. Tlie legs were in the form of the

letter U, cast in five sections of 9 feet each, and

bolted together, wbile a score 6 by 10 inches runs

the whole depth of the side, so as to admit of

loading of the gas-holder, with any extra pressure

required. Each row of sheets contains 84 distinct

pieces, and the section 1848 sheets.

"The crown of the upper section is composed

of No. 12 sheet iron, laid in 16 circles, with up-

wards of 2000 sheets. It is supported by a king

post of boiler iron, 7 rings of angle and bar iron,

and 24 trusses of round and square iron, from J

to 1« inches thick. The trusses contain 2,678

pieces. On the crown of the holder are 6 man-

hole plates and 2 bonnets for stand-pipes, with an

elevation of 4 feet. The outer or lower section is

100 feet in diameter, and 45 feet deep, with a cup

similar to the upper section. The side has also

twenty-two rows (1,848 sheets of iron) varying in

thickness from No. 10 to No. 14, and rivetted

together like the other. In the two sections,

490,000 pounds of wrought-iron were used, and

175,000 pounds of cast-iron—total, 665,000

pounds, or nearly 300 tons of iron. There were

687,934 rivets used in the construction of the

holder, and' for the purpose of facilitating the

driving of them, all the holes were bored previous

to being removed from the manufactury.
"*"*^ ~ For "The Friend."

Church Discipline.

In the establishment of the restraining rules

by which we as a people profess to be governed

in our religious association, we have good reason

to believe that the framers of them were divinely

assisted, under a right concern for the support of

good order; and where any of these are suffered

to be habitually violated, weakness necessarily

ensues, both to the individuals, and the body of

which they are members.

In the periodical inquiry into the clearness of

our members in respect to breaches of discipli

there is one that is very seldom if ever answered

without exceptions, and that is the appearance of

sleeping in meetings. Any departure in this re

spect, tends to the reproach of a good profession

yet an occasional lapse, is, of course,"more toler-

able, than an habitual indulgence in this reproach-

ful practice; such as is to be found in some meet-

'ngs, where even the absence of the habitual

offenders would seem more excusable than the

constant reproach, of which they are conspicuously

guilty, in the face of a professedly worshipping

mbly. Where such occupy conspicuous seats,

a change of situation would be some relief, though

n entire reform is demanded, as lifelessness, as

rt:\l as life, is pervasive; and increases the exer-

cise of those (in a meeting where this is preva-

lent,) who are engaged in struggling against it.

This may seem a small matter to be an occa-

sion of much concern, but there is more to make
it so, than would be supposed upon a superficial

view of its effects, and it is to be hoped that such

offenders will be led seriously to consider it, and

endeavour to overcome the spirit of drowsiness in

meetings for divine worship, whenever assailed

thereby ; and that those who are in authority may
faithfully discharge their duty in supporting the

discipline, by the extension of proper care, in

cases of the kind referred to.

In reference to the requirements of discipline,

in the regulation of our outward concerns, they

are marked by evident wisdom, and among these

are moderation in business, faithfulness to pro-

mises, justice in the payment of debts, and living

within the bounds of our circumstances; and how
often has the departure from these, caused ship-

wreck in business, as well as in faith and charac-

ter, to the reproach ' of our religious Society.

Then, in respect to conduct and conversation, how
wholesome are the restraints, a regard for which,

would preserve from all lightness of manner or

language; from all gaiety of attire and inconsis

tency of speech ; from being found unnecessarily

at places of public resort, and from a departure

from temperance and moderation on any ooca

sion.

All these, from the first named to the last, may
and doubtless do seem small thing.s, to many; but

to those who have been convinced of the necessity

of a hedge round aboutus, in order for our own pre

servation, and to prevent the introduction and spread

of evil, even the least of them will be regarded as

indispensable, and worthy of strict attention

regard; for it is the little foxes that spoil the

tender vine; and though little things are little

things, yet to be faithful in little things is some-

thing great.

To return to the first named matter of concern,

let offenders and those in authority, unite in the

endeavour after a reformation, which in some

cases is so much needed, there being instances

where the weakness is so glaring, as to be an

occasion of remark and solicitude.

,Su:ilaining Qualities of Different Kinds of

Food.—The cereal grains contain the largest pro-

portion of flesh-and-blood-producing material, and

among them wheat is predominant. But the ac-

tual quantity of nutriment even in wheat is much
less than is generally supposed ; that portion of the

grain which is converted into muscular fibre not ex-

ceeding fourteen per cent, of the whole. When,
however, we compare the nutritious qualities of

wheat with those of potatoes, the former stands

very high in the scale, and the latter sinks so low

as seemingly to justify the anathemas of Gobbet.

In the first place, seventy-six per cent, of the weight

of potatoes consists of water, from which no nour-

ishment whatever is derived ; and of the remaining

twenty-four parts, only two per cent, consists of

nutriment. The result of the examination of the

comparitive values of potatoes and wheat as articles

of food, proves that the latter not only contains a

larger proportion of nutriment, but a proportion sol

great as to exceed the difference in their prices,!'

and that it is cheaper to feed men on good wheaten[
bread than on potatoes, if both be used exclusively j;i

of other articlis of diet.

—

Professor Bentleij.
|;

Selected for "The Friend."

Upon the Season of Winter.
ij^

To the thoughtful and the feeling mind, the(

season of winter comes not without a blossing|

upon its wings;—and perhaps the noblest lessons

|

of religion are to be learned amid its clouds andg

storms.

It is, in the first place, a season of solemnity,]

and the aspect of everything around us is fitted to
j

call the mind to deep and serious thought. Thel
gay variety of nature is no more;—the sounds of|

joy have ceased, and the flowers which opened to|

the ray of summer, are all now returned to dust. I

The sun himself seems to withdraw his light, or

to be enfeebled in his power; and while night

usurps her dark and silent reign, the hosts of;

heaven burst with new radiance upon our view,

and pursue through unfathomable space their

bright career.

While we contemplate the decaying sun,

—

while we weep over the bier of nature, and hear

the winds of winter desolating the earth,—what
is it that this annual revolution teaches even to

the infant mind? Is it that the powers of nature

have failed, that the world waxeth old, and that

the night of existence is approaching? No! it is

that this reign of gloom and desolation will pass;

—it is that spring will again return, and that'

nature will re-assume its robe of beauty. In the

multitude of years that have gone before us, thisi

mighty resurrection has annually been accom-.

plished. To our fathers, and the old time before

them, the yearly beneficence of Heaven has been

renewed; and, while the night of winter has sunk

in heaviness, joy hath as uniformly attended the

morning of the spring.

We are taught that the power which first cre-

ated existence is weakened by no time, and sub-

ject to no decay.

Such are the first instructions which this season

is fitted to bring. Amid the solemn thoughts

which it awakens, it leads us to the contemplation

of that boundless Wisdom which governs the re-

volutions of nature ; amid the apparent decay of

being, it reminds us of that almighty power by

which all is renewed; and, by the very contrasts'

which it presents, it tells us of the unceasing!

goodness of Him "whom both summer and winter;

obey."

Of the innumerable eyes that open upon nature,

none but those of man see its author and its end.

'

There is something very solemn in this mighty
privilege. Let, then, the storms of winter blow,

and the rains of heaven descend. While every

inferior nature shrinks from their approach, let

us meet them as the signs of the same goodness,

which brings forth the promises of spring, and
fulfils the hopes of the harvest; let us see them,

as the evidence of that Wisdom, which makes
momentary evil the source of final good.

Twelfth mo., 1854.

An Illustration of Scripture.—A traveller in

Syria says that at the close of the day the roads

are filled with wandering herds and flocks, and
droves of donkeys, with one attendant herdsman,

all returning home for the night, after pasture on

the neighbouring hill-tops, v As soon as they get to

the outskirts of the village, each separates from

the other, and unattended pursues its way to its

master's door. " The ox knowcth its owner, and

the ass his master's crib."
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For "The Friend."

Ciirhlian Endurance.

::tar the close of the year 1688, a war broke

out ill Ireland, threatening a general destruction

of the English and other prolestants, and in that

feail'ul state of the country, many left their dwell-

iiiLis aod their stocks, and fled. But Friends

g. iiiially kept their places, and held their religi-

ous lueelings, trusting in the Lord, who rules in

heaviii and earth, and sets bounds to the sea and

the va-iug waves thereof, though they were in

cnat peril from multitudes of unmerciful, blood-

tbi^^^ty men banded together. In some parts,

Fiieiids were great succourers of the distressed

English, who were stript of their substance, driven

awa^, and their houses burnt ; and it was remark-

able to them how they that were in government,

appeared then to favour, and endeavour to pre-

serve Friends, who not only aided the distressed,

but keeping to their peaceable principles, con-

vinced them that none had anything to fear from

them. But notwithstanding all the endeavours

they used for the help of others, and in their own

circumspect deportment, Friends suffered great

losses, and endured many hardships from the

army, and passed through many perils from the

outrageous rabble, and plunderers of the country.

Their lives also appeared to bo endangered, so

that it seemed almost impossible they should be

preserved; yet in the midst of the terror and

destruction surrounding them, the Lord's power

was wonderfully manifested for their deliverance

to their admiration and comfort,

i Near Charlemont, Friends generally kept their

I places, particularly John Whiteside, whose family

I

was wonderfully preserved, though often in im-

I

minent danger from the Rapparees, their dwelling

being between an English and an Irish garrison,

who had hot engagements, killing each other_ at

his very house." At one time there were 700

L-ish to 60 English and French, by computation

;

they burnt one of his outhouses, while he and his

son lay sick in another so near, that it was admi-

rable both it and they were not burnt ; and yet

j
the Irish who plundered Friends, and destroyed

I their buildings, were forced to withdraw. Tho

mas Greer, a Friend, lost his life by a shot made

I into his mother's house in the night, by Rappareei

' coming, it was supposed, to rob them. Friend;

t of Ulster gave this testimony concerning him

that he was an honest Friend, and zealous fori

Truth. At Moate Grange the meeting was held for

a long time through much danger and difficulty,

being but six miles from an Irish garrison at

Athlone, from which scout parties made great

spoil upon the country, and to which the Kap-

parees took the English they caught. While John

Clibborn, who resided at Moate, kept his house, it

was open to all, and a place of relief to many Friends

and all others. But finally he was plundered and

hardly used by those barbarous men, who came in

the night, took him by the hair, and threatened to

cut off his head, and at last drove him and other

Friends away, and burnt their houses. The hand

of the Lord was eminently extended for the de-

fence and preservation of Friends, in very many

ways and places ; and though many of their En-

glish neighbours fell by those murderers, yet

Friends knew of but four whom they could own

of their Society in all that nation, that lost their

lives by violence, and two of them were too for-

ward in exposing themselves to danger. It

pleased the Lord, they say, in mercy, (and for a

remnants' sake, no doubt,) to shorten those times

of great exercises, that they were mostly ended in

less than three years, and FriciuJs generally were

low in their miiuh, and their hearts open to one

another, so that those who had something left,

were willing to communicate to those who were in

want, and t'hey that had been driven off, generally

returned to their dwellings. It is remarkable, that

the meetings were peaceable, and kept as usual for

the worship of God, without much disturbance;

also those for discipline. Monthly, Provincial, and

National Meetings, though many times they went

them at the peril of their lives ; and the Lord

was pleased to accompany them with his glorious,

heavenly presence ; Truth gained ground, and

Friends came more into esteem, through their in-

nocent, wise deportment in the fear of God.

—

Rutti/.

[In our editorial of last week, we furnished our

readers with an account of the conviction of Capt.

Smith for being engaged, as an American citizen,

in the slave trade, with some remarks thereon.

The following, taken from the " Evangelist," is

his account o"f the manner in which this illegal

traffic is carried on.]

THE SLAVE TRADE IN NEW YORK.

It has often been said that the slave trade was

still carried on from Now York, but as the charge

has been of a vague and general character, it has

attracted little attention. We are beginning to

get light on the matter. There is now lying in

the Tombs in this city a man who has been tried

and found guilty of being engaged in the slave

trade. This is said to be the first conviction ever

obtained under the law by which it was made

piracy. The testimony in the case was ample.

And though he protests against his condemnation,

on the ground that he is a foreigner, and not

amenable to the laws of the United States, he

does not deny tho fact of his share

ness. He speaks of it freely,^ and
n the busi-

elates with

unconcealed exultation the particulars of his wild

and desperate career.

We have chanced to see and talk with this

noted captain in his prison. What he told us

was not communicated in confidence, for he never

saw us before, and did not know who we were

He spoke to us as an entire stranger. All our

conversation was through the grated door of his

cell. We made no attempt to gain his confidence,

or to draw out the secret history of his life. He

told his own story, not like a criminal making a

confession, but rather with the freedom and pride

of an old soldier relating his battles. Nor did he

intimate a wish that what he said should be kept

private. Indeed, he had boasted to others of his

deeds on the African coast. His disclosures,

therefore, are public property. Some of these

are so curious as to be worth making known.

Whether he tells the truth, the world must judge.

It is not very probable that a man would make up

a story which implicated him in a capital crime.

Besides, his account is consistent with itself; it

agrees with what was proved on the trial, and

with the descriptions in Captain Canot's book.

We believe, therefore, that he has let out the

truth.

"New York," says Captain Smith, 'Ms the

chief port in the world for the slave trade." He

repeated two or three times, " It is the greatest

place in the universe for it. Neither in Cuba nor

in the Brazils is it carried on so extensively.

Ships that convey slaves to the W^est Indies and

South America are fitted out from the United

States. Now and then one sails from Philadel-

phia, more from Baltimore, but most of all from

New' York. This is our headquarters. My ves-

sel was the brig Julia Moulton. I got her in

Boston and brought her here, and sailed from this

port direct to the coast of Africa." "But do you

mean to say that this business is going on now""

"Yes, all the while. Not so many vessels have

been sent out this year—perhaps not over twenty.

But last year there were probably thirty-five."

"Are there large shipping-houses engaged in

it?" "Yes; I can go down to South street, and

go into a number of houses that help to fit out

ships for the business. I don't know how far

they own the vessels or receive the profits of the

cargoes. I had rather not have American owners

;

I prefer Spaniards or Portuguese. But these

houses know all about it. They know me.
.
They

see me sail out of port with a ship, and come back

a passenger. They sometimes ask me, 'Captain,

where is your ship ?' [With a shrug.] They

know what has become of her. When a cargo of

slaves is landed, the vessel is often destroyed, not

to be a witness against her officers and crew."

" But how do you manage to get away without

exciting suspicion?" "Why, you see, we keep

close, and get everything aboard, and do not ask

our papers until we are just ready to sail. Then

we go to the Custom House, and take out papers

for Bio Janeiro, St. Helena, Cape de Verde

Islands, or any port you please—it don't matter

where—and instantly clear."

But if you were seized at that moment, could

the officers tell, by searching the ship, that she

was a slaver ?"

"Oh, yes, they couldn't help knowing. Be-

sides, they must suspect something from seeing

such an almighty crew. My little brig carried

but 200 tons, and could be manned by four men.

But I had fourteen before tiie mast. The moment

of leaving port is the one of danger. But we

don't lose time. A steamer is kept ready, and

we get under weigh immediately. Often two or

three slavers leave at once. We steam down the

bay, and over the bur, and then the ocean is be-

fore us, and we set our course for any quarter wo

please."

"But when you reach the African coast, are

you not in great danger from British ships-of-

war ?"

"Oh, no, we don't care for the English squad-

ron. We run up the American flag, and if they

come aboard all we have to do is to show our

American papers, and they have no right to

search us. So they growl and grumble and go

off again."

"That may do very well when you are goin^

in empty. But suppose you are coming out with

a cargo of slaves on board?"

"Even then we can get along well enough, if

the niggers will keep quiet. We put them all

below deck and nail down our hatches, and then

The officers have no right to

s, that
present our papers.

go below. The only danger in this case

they will stay on board too long. They often sus-

pect the truth, and hang about for an hour or

two. By this time the niggers are stifled, and

begin to make a noise. Then the thing is out,

and they seize the ship."

"After that, I suppose you are punished?"

"Oh, no; we generally get off.
_
You see, as

we are Americans, they must bring us to an

American port to be tried. But if they run the

ship into port along the coast, they get one pound

a head for every" re-captured slave. So they

generally prefer to let us go, and get their prize-

money."
"How many slaves could you carry on your

vessel'" "We took on board 664. We might

have stowed away 800. If she had been going

to the Brazils we should have taken that number.

She would carry 750 with pleasure The boys

and women we kept on the upper deck. But all

the strong men—those giant Afncans that might

make us trouble—we put below on the slave deck/^
•'^' you chain them, or put on handcuffs''
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"No, never; they -would die. We let them move
about." " Are you very severe with them ?" " We
have to be pretty strict at first—for a week or so

—to make them feel that we are masters. Then
we lighten up for the rest of the voyage."

" How do you pack them at night?" "They
lie down upon the deck on their sides, body to

body. There would not be room enough for all

to lie on tbeir backs."

"Did many die on the passage?" "Yes; I lost

a good many the last cruise—more than ever be-

fore. Sometimes we find them dead when we go

below in the morning. Then we throw them
overboard."

"Are the profits of the trade very large?"

"My brig cost $13,000 to fit her out completely.

My last cargo to Cuba was worth §220,000. But
it was seized by the late Captain-General, Pez-

uela. He did more to break up the slave trade

than any one else. If he had remained in office,

he would have stopped it altogether. But now
Concha is back again, and it goes on as flourishing

as ever."

"But I thought Concha was the great enemy
of the slave trade ?" So he is—in words. He
talks a great deal, but Pezuela acted. From time

immemorial the planter's estate has been sacred.

But Pezuela respected nothing. He seized the

negroes wherever he could find them, even on the

plantations. By this he incurred the enmity of

the planters: and he would probably have been

assassinated, if he had not been recalled."

"Did you ever have fights with the English

ships?" "Yes; once a ship-of-war chased two
of us. We knocked the sticks out of her. We
didn't stop to look after the dead. At another

time I was captured. It was in a dead calm, and

tion, when he is liable to be chased by ships-of-

war, or perhaps, finds himself suddenly in the
midst of a whole fleet. The mate once served me
a trick, for which I should have been perfectly

jus^tified in shooting him dead. We were runnino'

in between the islands Martinique and Dominique,
when suddenly there shot out from behind the
land an English steamer. The mate thought it

was a ship-of-war, and so did I. He was fright-

ened to death, and instantly turned the vessel ofi"

her course. That was the very movement to

bring down the eneniy in chase. I saw the dan-
ger and flew to the helm, and put her back again,
and we passed by in safety."

" But are you not tired of this business ?"

" Why, I did n't want to go out, the last voyage.
I tried to get another captain to take charge of
my ship. I wanted to stay at home and get mar-
ried. 3ut good men in our hns{7iess are scarce.

And I had to go."

But the noble captain seemed ambitious of a
higher career. " What I should like best of all,"

said he, "would be, to go privatecn'nij. To com-
mand a merchant-ship, and to go lumbering along,
loaded down with freight—that I cannot bear. It

kills me. But give me a well-built clipper, with
six guns on a side, and a long Tom in the middle,
and a letter of marque to range the ocean, and I
would n't call the President my brother!"

Such was the sub.stance of Capt. Smith's story.

Wo allowed him to run on with his exploits, to

see what stufi' a slaver was made of. Was there
ever a more perverted nature ? Here is a man
whose boast is in the gigantic character and the
success of his villanies. His courage is to show
his power over the weak and defenceless ; to crowd
hundreds of human beings into a close hold, where

of doing this is to solder them up in tin cans; but
this process of soldering is out of the reach of]''

housekeepers generally, and fresh fruits and veg-i-'

etables are rarely put up by private families. But
:

'

with the canister to which we are now calling at- '

tention, the whole thing may be done with so much
I

'

ease that the ordinary process of preserving must !

to a great extent be superseded by it. Butter may |

also be hermetically sealed and preserved from V
spring to winter.

—

L. Paper.

there was no chance to get away. When I saw a hundred and fifty die m a few weeks; and his
that we were gone, I went below and stove every greatest exultation to have defied the laws of the
cask of water but one. The other ship was short, whole civilized world ! But the most important
too. So we had both to put into the land to get

water. They put on board of us a Lieutenant

and crew. But he did not know the coast, and,

as we drew toward land, he had to make me pilot,

threatening, at the same time, to shoot me if I

ran her on shore. I took the helia.and ran her

into an inlet. No sooner had we passed the

mouth than we saw on the bank the baracoons of

the slave factors. They all knew me, and boat,

put off from shore. The Lieutenant hailed them
in English, and told them to keep ofi". At the

same time I hailed them in Spanish, and told

them the vessel was a prize. That night they

came off in force and re-captured her. We put

the Lieutenant and his men into a boat and sent

them adrift, while I went down the coast and took

in a cargo of slaves, and carried them safely across

the ocean."

"Why, captain, this must be exciting busi-

ness."

"His eyes flashed fire as he replied, "It's

splendid. It makes a man jump to think of it!

To be cutting away at the rate of eleven knots an
hour, with a ship in chase, and walking right

away from her !"

That instant we saw in the prisoner the rover
of the seas, again standing on his deck, with the
huge hull of a ship-of-war looming above the
horizon.

"But how did you get caught at last?"

"The mate betrayed mc. I never liked the
man. He was scared. Ho had no heart. You
see it takes a man of a particular constitution to

engage in our busiucss. When once at sea with
a slave cargo, we are in free bottoms. We belong
to no country. We are under the protection of
no law. We must defend ourselves. A man
must have a great deal of nerve in such a situa-

reflection is on the weakness and negligence
which permits this traflfic to go on unchecked.
New York, the chief port in the world for the

slave trade ! Thirty-five slavers a-year sailing

down our bay ! Is this true ? If so, why are

not these vessels searched and seized ? On whom
rests the blame ! Do ofiicers of the government
connive at the traflSc ? Or are they'so blind as

not to see what passes under their eyes ? Or are
they too weak or too indolent to enforce their

country's justice ?

Now you say, alas! Christianity is hard: I

grant it: but gainful and happy. I contemn the
difficulty, when I respect the advantage. The
greatest labours that have unanswerable requitals,

are less than the least that have no regard. Be-
lieve me, when I look to the reward, I would not
have the work easier. It is a good master whom
we serve, who not only pays, but gives ; not after

the proportion of our earnings, but of his own
mercy.

—

Hall.

Invention.—Mr. Arthur sent to the Fair of the
Maryland Institute an " Air-tight Preserving
Canister." It is thus described :—It is a common
tin canister made with au annular trough, at the

lide of the top, with a cover to fit loosly into it;

trough is filled with a very adhesive cement
prepared for the purpose, and in order to close the
vessel hermetically, it is only necessary to heat the
cover slightly, and press the flange into the cement.
It is well known that fruits and vegetables may
be preserved in a fresh state for any desirable

gth of time by heating them up to a certain

point and then cutting them efiectually ofi" from
contact with the atmosphere. The usual method

THE DYING CHRISTIAN.
Deathless principle, arise

!

Soar, thou native of the skies!

Pearl of price by Jesus bought,
To his glorious likeness wrought,
Go, to shine before his throne,

Deck his mediatorial crown

;

Go, his triumph to adorn
;

Made for God, to God return.

Lo, he beckons from on high 1

Fearless to his presence fly;

Thine the merit of his blood,

Thine the righteousness of God !

Angels, joyful to attend,

Hovering round thy pillow bend
;

Wait, to catch the signal given,

And escort thee quick to heaven.

Is thy earthly honse distrest,

Willing to retain its guest?
'Tis not thou, but it must die

—

Fly, celestial tenant, fly !

Burst thy shackles, drop thy clay.

Sweetly breathe thyself away.
Singing to thy crown remove.
Swift of wing, and fired with love.

Shudder not to pass the stream.

Venture all thy care on him,
Him, whose dying love and pow'r
Still'd its tossing, hush'd its war :

Safe as the e.vpanded wave,
Gentle as the summer's eve

;

Not one object of his care

Ever suffered shipwreck there I

See the h.aven full in view,
Love divine shall bear thee through

;

Trust to that propitious gale,

Weigh thy anchor, spread thy sail

!

Saints in glory perfect made,
Wait thy passage thro' the shade

!

Ardent for thy coming o'er,

See they throng the blissful shore !

Mount, their transports to improve.
Join the longing choir above.
Swiftly to their wish be given.

Kindle higher joy in heaven I

Such the prospects that arise

To the dying Christian's eyes I

Such the glorious vista. Faith,

Opens through the shades of death.

Taplady.

Pillar Letter Boxes.—A simple and efficient

plan for fiicilitating the posting of letters in the
most populous parts of London has been adopted.

It consists of placing pillar letter boxes along the
leading thoroughfares, at intervals of half a mile
or thereabouts. These hollow pillars will be fitted

for the reception of letters, and fixed on the foot-

way, in such a position as not to obstruct traftic

of any kind, and the Post-office department will

tself bear the whole cost of construction and eree-

ion. The letters are to be taken out every hour,
as to continue the present admirable system of

the London Post-office, whereby any letter posted
within three miles of the General Post-office, is

delivered to its address within a period of not
more than two hours from the time at which it

was deposited in the letter box.

Shun tattlers and mischief-makers
wouldst shun thieves and robbers.

thou
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Docking Eorses.—We are glad to see that the

ibominable practice of docking and nicking horses

Is setting out of fashion. It prevails in no other

country in the world but England and the United

iStates : we ffot it from the mother country, and

ithe s..oaer we leave it oft' the better. It is wonder

jful how anybody but an ignorant, narlarrow minded
11 liUW till Y t^U«-*J( u^^ "•' '^ /

, I f

blockhead of a jockey should ever have thought

of it, bein<^ as offensive to good taste as a violation

,to every human feeling. Has nature done her work

jin suclia bungling manner, in framing that paragon

jof animals, the horse, that he requires to have a

lai-.-e piece of bone chopped off with an ax, to reduce

him to symmetry ? or that beauty and grace can

I
be obtained only by cutting a pair of its large mus-

cles ?

The docking and nicking of horses, says an in-

telligent writer on farriery, is a cruel practice, and

ought to be abandoned by the whole race ot man-

kind. Every human being possessed of a human

heart and magnanimous mind, must contess that

both the docking and nicking of horses is cruel

;

but that creature called man attempts thus to mend

, the work of his almighty, wise Creator—m doing

which he often spoils and disfigures them. ^\ hat

is more beautiful than a fine horse, with an elegant

long tail and flowing mane, waving in the sports

of the wind, and exhibiting itself in a perfect state

of nature ? Besides, our creator has given them

to the horse for defence as well as beauty, ihe

same author relates an instance of a fine hunting

horse owned by an Englishman, which could carry

his rider over a five barred gate with ease ;
but he

thought the horse did not carry as good a tail as

he wished—he therefore had him nicked, and when

he got well he could scarcely carry him over two

bars—" Thus," said he, " I have spoiled a fine

horse ; and no wonder, for it weakened himin his

loins." Any man ofcommon sense would give ten

per cent, more for a fine horse whose tail had never

been mutilated, than for one which had been under

the hand of a jockey.— Tybo/isoc^ei Patriot.

For " The Friend."

At the end of a fifteen days' run, they found

themselves at Martinioo. An officer of the port

came on board, and showed a singular trust and

confidence in the prisoners, leaving all in the ves-

sel under their care that day and the night follow-

in". On the next day the ofiicer returned, with

several persons who appeared to be people of

consequence
'' "'
the island. On examining the

Friends, they looked at their certificates, which

one of the company who understood English

the

one 01 iiiu company

translated to the rest. Of the testimony to tl:

good lives and godly conversation given

certificates, they do not appear to have taken any

notice, but when they came to the passage in

which the meeting expressed its desire that K.

Gove might be preserved "from the hands of

unreasonable men," one of the company cried

out " See, now, the Spirit has deceived you; ior

you are not preserved as they would have it

!

To this one of the Friends answered, " ihe Spirit

has not deceived us. That mentioned, is only the

desire of our friends ; and it is possible that there

may be some service for us here also.' Upon

this the islanders—who were all Koman Catholics

—cried out, "See, now, they arc come to convert

the Fathers! We will have you together, and

you shall dispute it out." None of the Popish

ecclesiastics, however, came near them, except an

Irish priest, who had previously visited.thc Pro-

testant prisoners often to endeavour to "bring them

over" to his faith. He was allowed, it was said,

forty shillings for every convert, and he found

little difficulty in inducing some of the sailors to

conform through the convincing argument ot good

food to hungry stomachs. He knew how potent

this kind of reasoning was to unsanctified men,

who held religion only in profession, and therefore

seldom came without bringing food with h.m.

Althouc^h the other prisoners wished him to dis-

religious subjects with the Quakers, he
pute

nifested no disposition to engage them. At

BIOGRAPHICAl SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

RICHARD GOVE.

(Cominued from page 125.)

On the 14th of the Tenth month, the vessel in

which the Friends were, having arrived near Bar-

badoes, it was captured by a French privateer.

The boarding party having made the crew and al

the passengers except the two Friends go on board

the privateer, they expecting to be sent also, went

to the side of the vessel, but were turned back.

It was then the dusk of the evening, and the

Friends felt comforted under a sense of the notice

of Providence, which they did believe was mani-

fested in their being kept together on board the

vessel. Had they been carried on board the pri

vateer with the rest, they would in great proba

bility have been separated from each other. Hav

in"- secured the captured vessel, the privateer

stood for Martinico, a French island, and the

prize slowly followed. The voyage was long and

the master of the prize found the time so tedious,

and their progress so .-^low, that he declared the

hand of the great God was against them. He some-

times threatened,—his unreasonable impatience

with the elements, spreading to all around him,—

to throw the Bibles overboard which he found the

Friends often engaged in reading. He probably

thouo-ht that the bafiling winds and little headway

of the vessel, were somehow or other connected

with those Bibles, and perhaps was affronted at

the quiet resignation of the prisoners, who could

enjoy their reading at such a time.

last however, urged on by the continued entreat-

ies of the other prisoners, he determined to try

them. He commenced with John Eslaugh, and

findino- that he could make no headway with him,

he closed the argument with him by calling him

a, heretic He then turned to Richard Gove, who

stood by with bis Bible in his hand
_

It would

appear that Richard did not wait for him to say

anythin"-, but read out of his Bible the passage in

Matthew, "Beware of false prophets, which come

to vou in sheeps' clothing, but inwardly they are

ravening wolves," &c. Not relishing the pointed

application of the text, the priest seized hold ot

the Bible and endeavoured to take it by force out

of the prisoner's hands. Richard, however, did

not yield it up, but it long bore the marks of the

violence used in the attempt to force it away.

The other prisoners, seeing he had left off at-

tempting to reason, and was using physical argu-

ments, told him with a shout that he was not able

to dispute with the Quakers.
_

Among the prisoners were some who had long

been in captivity. One of them was a Major of

the En<^lish army, who, although not a strictly

religious man, yet had been in the habit of read-

in"- prayers two or three times a week for the

benefit of those confined. After Richard and

John came, they were in the habit of holding

meetings in the prison, sitting down m silence,

and ministering as ability was from time to time

received The prisoners soon began to attend

their meetings, whiLst the prayer readings of the

Maior grew smaller and smaller. At this he

<rrew an^ry, and undertook to reprimand some ot

tbem shiirply for going to Quaker meetings. He

was told by some of the most sober of them

"they had heard prayers long, and swearing and

other ill conduct followed after they were over,

which was very disagreeable, and rather worse

than if there had been none." The Major's audi-

ence continuing to decrease, he made a violent

attack on Richard and John, with high charges

against the Quakers. John was the principal

spokesman in reply, and he managed his cause so

unanswerably, and spoke with such firmness and

freedom, that his antagonist was enraged, and told

him, if he spoke another word, he would dash his

teeth down his throat. John was not dismayed

at the threatened outrage, but feeling a concern

for the benefit of those who were by, he continued

his argument. As he proceeded, he was so cool

and calm, that at length the Major was ashamed,

and endeavoured to moderate his passion, and to

pursue the argument in a proper temper. The

quotations from the Bible adduced by John were

so contrary to the Major's mind, that he_ declared

the Quaker's Bible was not the same ashis. Yet,

•after persuasion, being induced to look in his own,

and finding the passages alike, he said, " I profess,

I did not think there had been such a place."

Finding all the places he examined similar in

both, he became more friendly, and the disput-

ants parted in mutual good will. From that ho

was kind and loving to the Friends.

A cartel for the exchange of prisoners having

been agreed on between the English and French,

it was found that the French had excepted from

its benefit all the prisoners who were either bound

to, or from Barbadoes. This would have con-

tinued our Friends' imprisonment, but Provi-

dence, who had a labour for them to perform for

his service in Barbadoes, made a way for their

release. Col. Byham, who was going as English

commissioner from Antigua to Martinico to_ super-

intend the exchange of prisoners, was desired by

Jonas Langford, a valuable Friend, and influential

citizen of "the former island, to inquire if there

were any Friends there among the prisoners not

included in the cartel, and if so, to use his influ-

ence to get them released. He promised to do

so, and on inquiry found Richard and John. On
this he went to the governor of Martinico, and

asked him as a private favour, that the two

Quakers, although bound to Barbadoes, might be

liberated, and go with him to Antigua. The

governor said, " What ! the two apostles ?" for

such was the name they bore on the island, and

forthwith gave his consent. They had been two

months on the island, and although brought there

without their will, yet in the ordering of Provi-

dence, so many openings for religious services had

occurred, that they thought in no part of their

travels had there been more evidence of their

being in their proper allotment, although at the

island of Antigua, where they were next carried,

two persons were " thoroughly convinced" by their

labours. So not only were they preserved from

unreasonable men, but through the wicked acts of

fierce privateersmen they were carried to perform

their Master's service in a place which would have

been closed to them, if they had not come as pri-

soners. From Antigua, no passage opening direct

to Barbadoes, they went to Bermuda, and from

thence reached their original destination in the

spring of 1705. Their labour of love in Barba-

does was to their own peace of mind, and to the

strengthening and comforting of those amongst

whom they visited. They reached home lu the

summer following, their hearts clothed with thank-

fulness and praise to Him who still leadeth his

own by ways that they know not, and in paths

which they have not known, that they may per-

form his will.

During the latter part of 1705, and the whole

of 1706, we can tiace Richard Gove as very fre-
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quently visiting the meetings in the neighbour-

booJ of Philadelphia ; but he was not abroad with

a certificate again until the early part of 1707.

In the First month of that year, he informed the

Friends of his Monthly Meeting of a concern be

felt to visit again Maryland, Virginia, and Caro-

lina. His concern was united with, and a com-
mittee appointed to prepare a certificate, which

was read, approved and signed, on the 25th of

Second month. He appeals to have been engaged

in this service until the early part of the Seventh

month. At the time of the Yearly Meeting of

ministering Friends, held Seventh month 20th,

1707, he informed that body that it had rested

on his mind for some time as a duty, to accom-

pany Thomas Chalkley to the Western Islands,

and so on to England, to pay a religious visit

there. He said that at the time of the last

Monthly ]\Ieeting of Philadelphia, be had not

returned from bis religious visit to the South.

The meeting entered into feeling on the concern,

and havingunity with it, they recommended that

if a certificate were granted by his next Monthly

Meeting, it should be signed by the ministering

Friends' of Philadelphia. The Monthly Meeting

united with the concern, and so did the meeting

of ministering Friends, and on the 27th of Eighth

month of that year the two Friends left Philadel-

phia in a sloop for Barbadoes. It was a time of

war, and many French privateers beset those parts

of the sea in which English traders were most

likely to be found. When the vessel in which

our Friends were, came near Barbadoes, it was

chased by one of these French vessels, but through

the providence of the Lord, escaped. After visit-

ing Barbadoes, Antigua, Blontserrat, Nevis, An-
quilla, the last a place where no ministering

Friend bad ever been, and where, through their

labours, several were "heartily convinced," and

a meeting settled, they went to Jamaica, visiting

Nevis and Antigua again on their way thither.

(To be concluded.)

A Man Overboard,

Sailors are men of rough habits, but their feel-

ings are not by any means so coarse : if they pos-

sess little prudence or worldly consideration they

are likewise very free from selfishness
;
generally

speaking, too, they are much attached to one

another, and will make great sacrifices for their

messmates or shipmates when opportunities oc-

I remember once, when cruising off Terceira in

the Endymion, that a man fell overboard and was
drowned. After the usual confusion, and long

soarck in vain, the boats were hoisted up, and the

hands called to make sail. I was officer of the

forecastle, and on looking about to see if all the

men were at their station, missed one of the fore-

top men. Just at that moment I observed some
one curled up, and apparently hiding himself under
the bow of the barge between. the boat and the

booms. " Hallo!" I said, '' who are you ? What
are you doing there, you skulker; why are you
not at your station ?"

" I am not skulking," said the poor fellow, the

furrows in whose bronzed and weather-beaten cheek
were running down with tears. The man we had
just lost had been his messmate and friend, he told

me, for ten years. I begged his pardon, in full

sincerity, for having used such harsh words to him
at sucli a moment, and bid him go below to his

berth for the rest of the day—" Never mind, sir,

never mind," said the kind hearted seaman, "it

can't be helped. You meant no harm, sir. I am
as well on deck as below. Bill's gone, sir, but I

must do my duty." So saying, he drew the sleeve

of his jacket twice or thrice across his eyes, and

mustering his grief within his breast, walked to

his station as if nothing had happened.

In the same ship, and nearly about the same
time, the people were bathing alongside in a calm

at sea. It is customary on such occasions to spread

a studding-sail on the water, by means of lines

from the fore and main yard-arms, for the use of

those who either cannot swim, or who are not ex-

pert in this art, so very important to all seafaring

people. Half a dozen of the ship's boys were

floundering about in the sails, and sometimes even

venturing beyond the leech rope. One of the least

of these urchins, but not the least courageous of

their number, when taunted by his more skilful

companions with being afraid, struck out boldly

beyond the prescribed bounds. He had not gone

much further than his own length, however, along

the surface of the fathomless sea, when his heart

failed him, poor little boy ; and along with his

confidence away also went his power of keeping
his head above the water, so down he sank rapidly,

to the speechless horror of the other boys, who of

course, could lend the drowning child no help.

The captain of the forecastle, a tall, fine-looking,

hard-a-weather fellow, was standing on the shank
of the sheet-anchor, with his arms across, and his

well varnished canvas-hat drawn so over his eyes

that it was difficult to tell whether he was awake,

or merely dozing in the sun, as he leaned his back
against the fore-topmast backstay. The seaman,
however, had been attentively watching the young
party all the time, and rather fearing that mischief

might ensue from their rashness, be grunted out

a warning to them from time to time, to which
they paid no sort of attention. At last he desisted,

saying they might drown themselves if they had a

mind, for never a bit would he help them; but no
sooner did the sinking figure of the adventurous

little boy catch his eye, than, diver fashion, he
joined the palms of his hands over his head, inverted

his position in one instant, and urging himself into

swifter motion by a smart push with his feet against

the anchor, shot head foremost into tlie water.

The poor lad sunk so rapidly that he was at least

a couple of fathoms under the surface before he

was arrested by the grip of the sailor, who soon

rose again, bearing the bewildered boy in his hand,

and calling to the other youngsters to take better

care of their companion, chucked him right into

the belly of the sail. The fore-sheet was hanging
in the calm, nearly into the water, and by it the

dripping seaman scrambled up again to his old berth

on the anchor, shook himself like a great New-
foundland dog, and then jumping on the deck,

proceeded across the forecastle to shift himself.

At the top of the ladder he was stopped by the

marine officer, who bad witnessed the whole trans-

action, as he sat across the gangway hammocks,
watching the swimmers, and trying to get his own
consent to undergo the labor of undressing. Said

the soldier to the sailor, " That was very well done
of you, my man, and right well deserves a glass of

grog. Say so to the gun-room steward as you pass

and tell him it is my orders to fill you out a stiff

norwester." The soldier's offer was kindly meant,

but rather clumsily timed, at least so thought

Jack ; for though he inclined his head in acknowl-

edgment of theattention, and instinctively touched

his hat when spoken to by an officer, he made no

reply till out of the marine's hearing, when he

laughed, or rather chuckled out to the people

near him, "Does the good gentleman suppose I'll

take a glass of grog for saving a boy's life."

—

W. Pilot.

Peace of conscience, is as a brazen wall against

the malice of men, the sting of death, and the

fiery darts of Satan.

Concord in the Truth.

"The worship that Christ Jesus, the heavenly
man, the second Adam, the Lord from heaven,

set up above 1600 years since in the Spirit and in

the Truth, for tbe true worshippers to worship in,

whom God seeks after, is an infallible, eternal

worship ; for the Truth and the Spirit of God is

infallible and eternal, in which they worship the

eternal God. And Truth and the Spirit of God
changes not, though man may change from it

;

the Truth makes no sects, nor schisms ; for all

sects and schisms be out of the Spirit of God, and
out of Truth. The dragon, and the devil, and the

destroyer, and the beast, are cait of Truth, and his

worshippers, and the will worshippers ; for the

devil abode not in the Father ; and all they that

worship they know not what, are out of the Truth
and the Spirit of God. So had all Christendom
kept to the Spirit and the Truth that the apostles

and primitive church was in, they would have
kept up Christ's worship, and in it, as the apostles

did, that he set up above 1600 years since; and
there would have been no sect among them, but
they would have kept in the substantial worship;
for Truth is substantial, and Truth and the Spirit of

God doth not change, but brings people to be sub-

stantial ; and in the Spirit they would have had a

fellowship and a unity." " In this worship there

is neither sect, nor schism, nor discord, for all that

is out of Truth ; for concord is in the Spirit and
in the Truth, for the unity and the fellowship is

in the Spirit, and it is called the bond of peace."— G. Fox's Doctrines.

Rel

in the
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he latter Yearly Meetinp;, without good and suf-

Jicieiit reasons, as ive believe : clecliDing religious

felluwship witli the body of Friends in New Eng-

and, with which we are in correspondence ; and

refusing to receive and recognize ministers from

the limits of that Yearly Meeting, who have been

travelling, as such, in the service of Truth, in

Ohio, with regular certificates and minutes.

2d. They have recognized as members of our

Society, and permitted to have a seat in the

Yearly Meeting, and other meetings for discipline,

persons who have been disowned in New England;

in both of which cases our friends who have ap-

inted Jonathan Binns as clerk, have constantly

protested against such proceedings, and earnestly

laboured, but without efl'ect, to maintain the fel-

lowship and good order of our religious Society;

and have finally felt themselves impelled, after

much suffering and remonstrance against the dis-

orders aforesaid, continued throughout several

years, as aforesaid, to appoint a clerk, and proceed

with the regular business of the Yearly Meeting,

without the' unity of that party who caused the

disorders complained of, and who recognize Ben-

jamin Hoyle as their clerk. The aforenamed dis-

orders in "the Yearly Meeting have also been the

occasion of confusion and difficulties in some of

their subordinate meetings, by which the rights

of members in New England have not been pro-

perly respected ; the unity of Society has been

greatly impaired, and its peace and harmony sadly

sroken.

Moreover, our Yearly Meeling, in its epistles

Ohio Yearly Meeting, has earnestly and affec-

tionately entreated that Yearly Meeting to resume
their correspondence with New England Yearly

Meeting, thereby recognizing the true body witli

which we correspond, as such; and they have also

been earnestly and plainly warned of the probable

consequences of such irregular and disorderly pro-

ceedings as aforenamed, by a committee of con-

ference of five of our /American Yearly Meetings,

in their "Address to Friends," a copy of which
was sent to Ohio Yearly Meeting by ours, with
our epistle, by a deputation from our Yearly Jleet-

ing; but the reading of which address was refused

by the party l<iw claiming to be Ohio Yearly Meet-
ing, with Benjamin Hoyle for its clerk.

Wherefore, for the foregoing, and other rea-

sons, which for brevity's sake we omit, we pro-

pose that our Yearly Meeting decline epistolary

correspondence with the body last named as with

a regular Yearly Meeting of Friends; at the same
time entertaining the desire that the members
thereof may return again into the unity and fel-

lowship of Friends, which they have lost, and be-

come again labourers together with us, and our
brethren in America and Europe, in the faith,

and love, and fellowship of the gospel.

The foregoing report having been read and
considered, is very fully united with by the meet-
ing.

BALTIMORE.

The joint committee, to whom were referred the

epistles coming from the two bodies, each claim-

ing the name and authority of Ohio Yearly Meet-
ing, report, that they have carefully examined
and considered the respective documents, and we,
the undersigned members of the committee, are

united in the conclusion that the epistles signed

by Jonathan Binns and Jane M. Plummer as

clerks, should be received and acknowledged as

coming from Ohio Yearly Meeting with which we
have unity; and that the epistles signed by Ben-
jamin Hoyle and Rachel E. Patterson should not

be received, inasmuch as we have sorrowfully to

believe that they have been issued by a body with

whose proceedings we cannot have unity.

In coming to this conclusion, the committee
have believed it right to take a review of the

position in which Ohio Yearly Jleeting has been
placed by a portion of its members.
They have refused to receive and acknowledge

the epi!:tle from New England Yearly Meeting for

seven or eight years.

They have subverted the established order of

society by an abridgment of the rights of members,
by refusing to receive the credentials issued by
meetings belonging to another Yearly Meeting.

They have conferred or attempted to confer

upon individuals, privileges' which they had for-

feited in their own meetings, and to sustain them
in assumed rights to which they are not entitled,

by allowing them to sit in their meetings for dis-

cipline.

They have persevered in the neglect and viola-

lation of these important and vital practices and
usages of our Society, which are essential to our

prosperity as a people, although they have been
earnestly and affectionately entreated in the epis-

tles from our own Yearly Meeting, and by their

brethren of five Yearly Meetings on this continent,

to return to our established order.

They have refused to hear an address adopted
and sanctioned by our Yearly Meeting, and four

other Yearly Meetings, and sent to them by a

committee of this Yearly Meeting, warning them
of the consequences which appeared to us inevita-

ble, and beseeching them to unite ^ith other

Yearly Meetings in pursuing that course which
we believed could alone prevent results that would
be deeply to be deplored.

And finally, a seat in the ministers' gallery in

the Yearly IVieeting of the present year was al-

lowed Thomas B. Gould, who acted 'as clerk to

the Separatists in New England in 1845, though
at that time disowned by the Society, thus vir-

tually owning and acknowledging the seeeders of

New England Yearly Meeting; and we may add
that after the appointment of Jonathan Binns as

clerk, he'^the said Thomas B. Goulil, became the

companion and associate of the body of which
Benjamin Hoyle is clerk.

It will not be denied that these departures from
the discipline and usages of our Society, and these

breaches of unity, as well as others which might
be mentioned, were committed by the body who
have now Benjamin Hoyle for clerk ; and that the

Friends who have placed Jonathan Binns at the

clerk's table have steadily and earnestly advocated

the ancient usages of our Society, and the course

indicated by the discipline, and so affectionately

and earnestly recommended by our Yearly Meet-
ing and others; that they have borne the lament-

able state of disorder, which had existed for several

years, as long as they could do so, without iden-

tifying themselves with the members of a meeting
which had been testified agaiust by all the Yearly
Meetings of Friends except their own and Philadel-

phia, and not acknowledged by any; that believing

that the time for their release had come, they were

favoured to be found "the friends of good order,

and the supporters of our Christian doctrines and
testimonies and discipline," and therefore they

truly constitute Ohio Yearly Meeting, and are

justly entitled to all the privileges which belong

to that body.

But, whilst we cannot unite with the body of

which Benjamin Hoyle and Rachel E. Patterson

are clerks, we earnestly desire for the members
who are now attached to it, that they may put

away from them all that separates, and again come
into that unity which formerly existed, and is

now so seriously interrupted.

Which having been read and fully considered,

is approved by the meeting.

NORTH CAROLINA.
The committee to whom was referred the ex-

amination of the epistles from each of the Yearly
Meetings of Ohio and Baltimore, have proceeded
to read them and deliberately consider the subject
in its various relations, and are prepared to report

to the meeting, that from the reading and solidly

considering of said epistles and other documents
in our possession, <. orroborated by the evidence of

several Friends who were in attendance at Ohio
Yearly Meeting, and therefore eye witnesses to

some of the circumstances that led to a separation

in that body, that we are united in the belief that

the epistles signed by Jonathan Binns and Jane
M. Plummer, are the proper ones to be read and
responded to by our Yearly Meeting, as coming
from the true and proper Yearly Meeting of

Ohio.

In thus recommending to the meeting the re-

ception of the epistle from one of the bodies pur-

porting to be the Yearly Meeting of Ohio, to the

rejection of the other, the committee think it

will not be improper to mention some of the rea-

sons that have brought them to the above conclu-

sion. •

It appears from evidence before us, that in tho
opening of that meeting, it was intruded upon by
the presence of an individual who was not a mem-
ber of the Society of Friends, which was strongly

objected to, and remonstrated against by many
concerned for the right maintenance of the dis-

cipline and good order of society. If Thomas B.
Gould (the individual alluded to) had been per-

mitted to remain in his seat without objection,

that meeting would have been silently recognizing

a meeting of the Separatists of New England, of

which he was a member, he having been dis-

owned by Friends before a separation had taken
place at New England Yearly Meeting.

The acting clerk, Benjamin Hoyle, having
identified himself with those who were encourag-
ing the aforesaid individual in keeping his scat

among them, very naturally created dissatisfaction

in the minds of many, and an objection to his

being re-appointed to that station ; hence the re-

presentatives, when they conferred together, could

not agree upon the name to recommend to tho

meeting as clerk. A part of them, however, by
nest morning, had conferred together, and agreed
to propose Jonathan Binns for clerk, and James
B. Bruff for assistant clerk; a large number of

the meeting expressed their approval of this re-

port, and of the appointment of the Friends

named, with but a few voices raised in objection.

We therefore consider them the duly appointed
clerks.

After this, another of the representatives in-

formed the meeting that they could not agree

upou names for clerk and assistant. Wherefore
the acting clerk at the table queried, if he made
that report by direction of the representatives,

being answered in the affirmative, Bcnjcmin
Hoyle made a minute continuing himself and the

former assistaftt as clerks, without their names
being proposed for that service by any of the re-

presentatives or any other person. We look upon
this as a self-made appointment, and out of the

order and usual course of the Society; and there-

fore we cannot consent to recognize in our episto-

lary correspondence, that body which has sustained

and gone with Benjamin Hoyle as their clerk,

and purporting to be Ohio Yearly Meeting.

The committee have thus given some of the

reasons (many others might be mentioned) in

support of the course we have herein recommend-

ed, but deem further evidence and detail unneces-

sary.

In regard to the two epistles from Baltimore,
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we are informed by both bodies, whose statements

nearly coincide, that upon the meeting approving
the report of a committee appointed to examine
the two epistles forwarded to them from Ohio, re-

commending the reception of the one signed by
Jonathan Binns as clerk, a few Friends not unit-

ing, when the meeting adjourned kept their seats

and having since organized themselves as Balti-

more Yearly 3Ieeting, by appointing William
"Waring their clerk. We therefore propose that

our Yearly Meeting read the epiitle signed by

Richard H. Thomas, and Julia "^''alentine, as

clerks, as coming from the Yearly Meeting of

Baltimore.

In thus rejecting the epistles signed by Benja

min Hoyle and Rachel E. Patterson, from Ohio,

and those signed by William Waring and Eliza-

beth A. Balderston, from Baltimore, we do it in

no spirit of unkindness, but under a settled con-

viction of duty, in promoting the good order of

the discipline and the Society at large.

We have no doubt that among them are many
deeply concerned. We, therefore, do not wish to

give utterance to any expression which may tend

to hurt the feelings of any ; but with earnest de-

sires, hope they may well consider their course,

and yet be induced to return and unite with their

respective bodies, that those Yearly Meetings may
become as they once were. Signed.

Which, being read and deliberately considered,

was fully approved by the meeting.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to tbe IStli ult.

The Atlantic, shortly after her departure from Liverpool

on the 16th, met with an accident to her rudder head,

which compelled her return, and was then unable to put
to sea until the 18th. The )r«r.—The dates from Sebas-
topol are to the 4th ult. Affairs within and without
the citj remained unchanged. Nothing could be done
on either side, in consequenceof the heavy rains, which
had filled the trenches with water, and rendered the

roads impassable. Deserters report that the Russians
had received considerable reinforcements, but that they
arrive without supplies, and almost destitute of cloth-

ing. The allies have received 15,000 to 20,000 addi-
tional troops, besides an abundance of supplies, warm
clothing, and wooden huts to shelter about half thi

army. Omar Pacha was at Varna, embarking nineteen
battalions, about 35,000 Turkish troops, for the Crimea.
General Canrobert's despatch of the 3rd, says, " Rain
falling in torrents. Our roads are cut up

;
our trench'

filled with water, and our siege operations, as well i

our works, remain in a state of suspense. The enemy
remains immoveable for the same reason as oursel

In spite of these trials, the spirit of all is excellent, and
we remain firm, and ready to resume our operations, as

soon as ever the weather and the state of the roads,

will allow us to stir."

E.VGLAND.—Parliament was opened on the

The Queen in her speech asks assistance to enable her

to prosecute the war with the utmost vigor and effect.

She anticipates important advantages from the recent
treaty with Austria, and s.ays, " I rejoice to observe that

the general prosperity of my subjects remains uninter
rupted. The state of the revenue affords me entir(

satisfaction, and I trust that by your wisdom and pru'

dence you will continue to promote the progress of
agriculture, commerce, and manufactures." The speak-
ers in both houses expressed warm patriotic feeling, and
a determination to support the government, though
Earl Grey and others imputed to it want of energy and
forecast in the conduct of the war. The exportation of
lead from British ports has been prohibited. Flour
has advanced Is. a bbl. at Liverpool, and cotton has
slightly declined.

RUSSIA.—The Empress is sick, and lies at the point
of death. A storm in the sea of Azofl", had wrecked 40
Russian vessels. The advanced corps of the Russian
guards already touches the Austrian frontier.

AUSTRIA.—The terms of the treaty have not been
published. Lord J. Russell stated in Parliament, that
it is not one of a definite and offensive character, but she
concurred with Engl.and and France in the necessity of
the four points for the security of Turkey, and if Rus-
sia did not accept them in the next campaign, she would
join in the alliance against Russia.

PRUSSIA.—The Prussian Court has not yet formally
acceded to the new treaty, but no doubts are entertained
that it will do so at the fitting moment.
HAVANA.—Dates to the 23d ult. AH the forts of

the island had lately received heavy armaments from
Europe. Several cargoes of slaves from Africa had
been recently landed. A new edict for the registration
of the slaves of the island, had been promulgated.

UNITED STATES.—Con^ms.—The House of Repre-
sentatives has passed the bill to suppress the circula-
tion of bank notes of a smaller denomination than five
dollars, in the District of Columfiia. It passed the
Senate at the last session. The diplomatic bill, now
before Congress, proposes the following salaries for
Foreign Ministers: Great Britain, §17,500. France and
China, each $15,000. Spain, Russia, Austria, and
Prussia, each $12,000. Brazil and Mexico, each 10,000.
Turkey, Peru, and Chili, each §9000, and all others,

S7,500.
California.—Sevfs. to Twelfth mo. 1. The shipments

of gold continue large
; the George Law arrived at New

York, on the 25th ult., with 81,461,646 on freight, and
the Sonora on her last trip brought to Panama from
San Francisco, upwards of $1,800,000 in gold on freight.
The want of water has been felt throughout the mining
region, the winter thus far having been unusually dry,
and many of the miners doing nothing, but waiting for
rain. A mass of quartz weighing 160J lbs., had been
found recently by a party of five men in Calaveras
county, fifteen feet below the surface. It is supposed
to contain eighty per cent, of gold, and is valued at

§26,262. At San Francisco, business was dull, and
prices low, there being little demand from the interior
Wheat, best sample, §1.35 per bushel ; bacon, 12.V cts.

flour, §12.75 per bbl.

Overland to CaZi/oniia.-Influential parties in St
Louis have resolved to apply for a charter, for the pur-
pose of establishing a line of stage coaches from the
frontier line of Missouri to Sacramento City, and efforts

were making in California to start a similar coach from
the western end.

4 Subterranean Telegraph to California.—The Commit-
tee on Territories in the House of Representatives, have
reported in favour of a grant of two millions of acres of
public land to aid in the construction of a line of tele-

graph, from the Mississippi or Missouri river, to the
Pacific ocean. The scheme is considered not only prac-
cable, but of great public utility. The line, it 'is sup-

posed, may be completed within two years. The bill

proposes that it shall be constructed by individual en-
terprise.

Minnesota.—According to the St. Paul (Minn.) Pioneer,
about twenty-five thousand settlers have located them-

Ives within the territory during the past season.
Pennsylvania.—The anthracite coal trade was prose-

cuted with vigor, during the past year. The Schuylkill
region sent 1,988,478 tons to market by railroad, and
907,854 tons by canal. The Lehigh furnishes 1,245,81;
tons. The Lackawanna, 937,692 tons, and the Shamo
kin, 66,400 tons,—in all, 5,145,739 tons, which is

579,010 tons more than in 1853. The rapid growth of
the coal trade is shown by comparing the quantities sup
plied at intervals of ten years; thus in 1824, it wa
2011 tons; 1834, 332,936 tons; 1844, 1,216,741 tons
1854, 5,145,739 tons.

Pittsburg.—On the 28th ult., there was eleven feet

water in the channel and rising, the ice was completely
bioken up, and the packets had commenced running.
Xew York.—There is unusual suftering among the

poor, on account of the multitude of unemployed ope-
ratives of all kinds, and great efforts were being made
in various ways to afford the much needed relief. The
money market is easier, and stocks are beginning to

recover from their extreme depression. The anim.^ls

slaughtered for food in New York, during the past year,

according to a published table, numbered as follows

—

bullocks, 115,847; calves, 68,584; sheep and lambs,
555,479; swine, 252,328.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 194. The weekly
reports of the Board of Health, show that 11,809 deaths
occurred in Philadelphia, during the year 1854; of
these, 4992 were adults and 6817 children ;

3322 were
under one year of age, and 3032 were from one to ten

of age. There were 200 deaths of persons, over
80 years

; 60, over 90, and 13, over 100 ; 003 deaths
were caused by cholera; 129, by cholera morbus

,
cholera infantum; 112, apoplexy; convulsions

;
consumption, 1377 ; croup, 302 ; dropsy, 404

disease of the heart, 140 ; dysentery, 444 ; debility, 454
difirrha-a, 214 ; fevers, 572 ; inflammation of brain, 261
of bronchi, 241

; of lungs, 472; of stomach and bowels
185; marasmus, 426 ; measles, 76; palsy, 103; small
pox, 41; whooping cough, 156 ; drowned, 117; casual
ties, 112

; old age, 196.

Miseellaneotis.—An Anthracite Locomotiveha.s, been run-

ning successfully upon the Boston and Providence rail-

road during the past week. The steam is generated
entirely by anthracite coal, and the train is run at as

economical and r.apid a rate as with any other kind of

coal.

Loss by Fire.—The loss by the recent fire at St. Louis,

at which the rolling mill and iron foundry of Chanteau
& Co. were destroyed, is estimated at §160,000.
The Quickest Passage on Pccord.—Tbe ship Dread-

nought, on her recent voyage from New Y'ork to Liver-

pool,5made the run in 13 days, 11 hours, and 15 minutes,
true time. This is said to be the quickest passage of a
sailing vessel yet made.

Sixty^ Years ago.—The Boston (Mass.) Traveller says,

on Christmas day, 1794, the ship Betsy, 190 tons, was
launched at Salem, Mass. ; thermometer, 80^ at noon.

J

The grease ran down on the ways, and men and boys
indulged in swimming, as in summer.

Eztravagance.—As an indication of the wild extra-

vagance which has prevailed in the country of late, an '

importing house in New York, states that the amount
;

of duties paid for French artificial flowers, iOT the first'

quarter of the current fiscal year, was almost double the
j

amount of duties paid on railroad iron. i

RECEIPTS.
Received from C. Bracken, agt., 0., §2, and for John

Hoge, §4, vols. 27 and 28, for^Levi Hoge, §2, vol. 27;
from A. Dirkin, Eng., for Richard Hall, 10s. to 16, voL

,

29; from Wm. Foulke, agt., 0., for Jesse Metcalf, $4, i

vols. 27 and 28, for AVm. Harmer, $2, voL 27; for Wm. I

Masters and A. Dewees, §2 each, to 14, vol. 29 ; from !

A. Garretson, agt, 0., for James Crew, §2, to 11, voL
j

28 ; from J. King, agt., N. Y., for J. Lefanwell, §2, voL i

28
;
from G. D. Smith, Cin., 0., §2, vol. 27 ;

from Eli.
|

D. Meredith, Pa., §2, to 17, vol. 29 ; from Jesse Kirk,

0., and Elisha Kirk, §2 each, vol. 28 ;
from J. P. Bal-

derston, Md., $2, vol. 28 ; from Robert Iredell, Norris-

town, Pa., per C. W. §10.44 in full.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
Assistant Teachers are wanted in the Boys and Girls'

departments of this Institution. The opportunity which
this station furnishes for prosecuting their studies, free

from any expense, presents a favourable opening for

young persons, who wish to perfect themselves in the

higher branches of learning, or to prepare for the busi-

ness of Teachers. Those who wish to engage, are re-

quested to make early application to Nathan Sharpies,

Concordville
; Pennock Passmore, Goshenville; or Tho

as Evans, Samuel Bettle, Jr., Elizabeth Peirson, or

Sidney Coates, Philadelphia.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

The committee is desirous of engaging the services of
a well qualified Friend to teach the school at Tunes-
sassah, &c. Friends, who may feel concerned to en-

gage in that station, are requested to make early

application to Joseph Elkinton, No. 377 S. Second
street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, Philadel-

phia, or Ebenezer Worth, Marshalton, Chester county,

Pa., or Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase, Philadelphia co., Pa.

Philad., Ninth mo. 20, 1854.

FRIENDS' BOOKS.
Those wishing to procure Friends' books, may obtain

most of the works commonly in use ; at the prices they
are retailed at in Friends' Bookstore, Philadelphia, by
applying to Joseph Hobson, in Flushing, Belmont coun-
ty, Ohio.

Flushing, Twelfth mo. 29, 1854.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Rahway, N. J.,

the 28th of Twelfth mo., 1854, Joseph S. Townsknd, .

of Plainfield, to Mercv, daughter of Joel Wilson, of tbe
former place.

Died, at her residence, in Fallsington, Bucks co.. Pa.,
on the morning of the 17th of Twelfth mo., 1S54, after
short illness, Rachel, wife of Robert Alexander, aged

75 years and 9 days ; an esteemed member of Palls
Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, on the afternoon of the l7th of Twelfth month,
1854, in Concord, Delaware county, Pa., Samuel Trim-
ble, in the 30th year of his age.
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How London is Supplied vvitli Food.

(Continued from page 129.)

London has always been celebrated for the ex-

cellence of its meats, and her sons do justice to

it; at least it Las become the universal impres-

sion that they consume more, man for man, than

any other town population in the world. It was
a sirloin, fresh and ruddy, hanging at the door of

some Gililett or Slater in a former century, that

inspired, we suspect, the song which ever since

has stirred Englishmen in a foreign land, ' The
Roast Beef of Old England.' The visitor accus-

tomed to the markets of our large provincial towns

would doubtless expect to find the emporium of

live-stock trade for so vast a population of an
imposing size. The foreigner, after seeing the

agnificence of our docks—the solidity and span

of our bridges—might naturally look for a national

exposition of our greatness in the chief market
dedicated to that British beef which is the boast

!jof John Bull. What they do see in reality, if

I'they have courage to wend their way along any of

ijthe narrow tumble-down streets approaching to

l|Smithfield, which the great fire unfortunately

i! spared, is an irregular space bounded by dirty

I

houses and the ragged party-walls of demolished

Ihabitations, which give it the appearance of the

(site of a recent conflagration—the whole space

comprising just sis acres, fifteen perches, roads

and public thoroughfares included. Into this

narrow area, surrounded with slaughter-houses,

triperies, bone-boiling houses, gut-scraperies, &c.,

the mutton-chops, scrags, saddles, legs, sirloins,

and rounds, which grace the smiling boards of our

j
noble imperial capital throughout the year, have,

I for the major part, been goaded and contused for

the benefit of the civic corporation installed at

I

Guildhall. Thanks to the common sense which
has at length lifted up its potential voice, the

days of Smithfield are numbered, and those who
wish to see the enormous aggregation of edible

quadrupeds before it takes its departure to its

spacious new abode at Copenhagen Fields must
not delay the visit much longer. The best time

is early in the morning—say one or two o'clock of

the 'great day,' as the last market before Christ-

mas-day is called. On this occasion, not only the

space—calculated to hold 4100 oxen and 30,000
sheep, besides calves and pigs—is crammed, but
the approaches around it overflow with live stock

for many hundred feet, and sometimes the cattle

are seen blocking up the passage as far as St.

Sepulchre's church. If the stranger can make
his way through the crowd, and by means of some

vantage-ground or door-step can manage to raise

himself a few feet above the general level, he sees

before him in one direction, by the dim red light of

hundreds (tf torches, a writhing parti-coloured mass,

surmounted by twisting horns, some in rows, tied

to rails which run along the whole length of the

open space, some gathered together in one

struggling knot. In another quarter, the moving
torches reveal to him now and then, through tho

misty light, a couple of acres of living wool, or

roods of pigs' skins. If he ventures into this

closely wedged and labouring mass, he is enabled

to watch more narrowly the reason of the univer-

sal ferment among the beasts. The drover with

his goad is forcing the cattle into the smallest

possible compass, and a little further on half

dozen men arc making desperate efforts to drag

refractory oxen up to the rails with ropes. In the

souffle which ensues the slipping of the ropes

often snaps the fingers of the persons who are

conducting the operation, and there is scarce a

drover in the market who has not had some of his

digits broken. The sheep, squeezed into hurdles

like figs into a drum, lie down upon each other,

'and make no sign;' the pigs, on the other hand,

cry out before they are hurt. This scene, which

has more the appearance of a hideous nightmare

than a weekly exhibition in a civilized country,

is accompanied by the barking of dogs, the bel-

lowing of cattle, the cursing of men, and the dull

blows of sticks—a charivari of sound that must be

heard to be appreciated. The hubbub gradually

abates from 12 o'clock at night, the time of open-

ing, to its close at 3 P. Jl. next day ; although

during the whole period, as fresh lots are 'headed

up,' individual acts of cruelty continue. Can it

excite surprise that a state of things, the worst

details of which we have suppressed, because of

the pain which such horrors excite, sometimes so

injures the stock that, to quote the words of one

of the witnesses before the Smithfield Commission,

grazier will not know his own beast four days

after it has left him ?' The meat itself suffers in

quality; for anything like fright or passion is well

known to aff'ect the blood, and consequently the

. Beasts subjected to such disturbances will

often turn green within twenty-four hours after

death. Slater, the well-known butcher of Kensing-

ton and Jermyn Street, states that mutton is often

so disfigured by blows and the goad that it cannot

be sold for the West-end tables. Many of the

drovers we doubt not are rufiians, but we believe

the greater part of this cruelty is to be ascribed to

the market-place itself, which, considering the

mmense amount of business to bo got through on

Mondays and Fridays, is absurdly and disgrace-

fully confined. According to the official account,

the number of live stock exhibited in 1853 was

—

Oxen. Sheep. Calves. Pigs. Total.

294,571 1,518,040 36,791 29,593 1,893,888

But this is far from giving a true idea of the

whole amount brought into London. Much stock

arrives in the capital which never enters the great

mart. For example. Slater, who kills] per week,

the average, 200 sheep and from 20 to 25
oxen, says, in his evidence before the Smithfield

Commission, that he buys a great deal of his

stock from the graziers in Norfolk and Essex.

Again, 'town' pigs are slaughtered and sent
direct to the meat market, while many sheep are

bought from the parks, where they have been
temporarily placed till they find a purchaser. A
much more correct estimate of the flocks and herds
which are annually consumed in London may be
gathered from a report of the numbers transmit-

ted by the different lines of railway, compiled
from official sources by Ormandy, the cattle-

trafiic manager of the North-Westcrn Railway.
From this able pamphlet we extract the following

table :—
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contributions from the midland counties, and, by

way of Liverpool, abundance of Irish and Scotch

cattle. The Great Northern is perhaps destined

to surpass both in the quantities of food It will

eventually pour into London, running as it does

through the northern breeding districts, aud re-

ceiving at its extremity the herds which come

from Aberdeen and its neighbourhood.

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

Eager Pursuit of Trade.

During the commotions in Ireland, from 1688 to

1G90, many Friends suffered greatly from the loss

of their property and a comfortable subsistence.

John Burnyeat then resided in that country, and

was instrumental in strengthening them to bear

their distress as Christians. While thus engaged,

he warned them at a public meeting of a change

that would ere long take place. ''It is now a

time of great trial upon you," he said, "in losing

what you have ; but the time wull come when you

will be as greatly tried with getting wealth;"

which was soon accomplished. In an unexpected

manner, great plenty succeeded great spoil and

scarcity; trade spruug up, their stocks increased,

many eagerly launched into business, and acquired

riches, which proved injurious to the society in

many respects. The children of Friends, per-

ceiving their parents acijuiring wealth, gave way

to idle habits, became proud, self-conceited, and

went into the vain fashions of the world in which

they were indulged until some became so deter-

mined to take their own way, that their parents

were unable to restrain them. This state of ap-

parent prosperity, by which Satan deceived the

unwatchful, and led them from the humility, self-

denial, and dedication to the Lord, which is in-

separable from a life of holiness, brought much
exercise upon the faithful servants of Christ, who
kept their habitations in the Truth. Great en-

deavours were used by these to check the eager

pursuit of the world, which they saw would choke

the growth of the good Seed, and cause those who
gave way to it, to forget the eminent care and

protection of divine Providence, in preserving

their lives through the recent calamities in the

nation.

To defeat the designs of the enemy, the Lord

in mercy raised by his Holy Spirit a fervent zeal

and courage in many Friends, to stand against

this insatiable, avaricious disposition ; and from

men's and women's meetings, many admonitions

and exhortations, both in word and writing, went

forth to the members to keep close to Truth, and

within the limits thereof, in their trade and worldly

concerns. The Lord wonderfully accompanied

those devoted men and women in that service,

with his presence and power, to their great satis-

faction and confirmation, and opened to them
many ways to arrest the progress of that spirit of

covetousness, and for their preservation, to good
effect. The subject also claimed the attention of

Leinster Province Meeting, in the year 1698,
which issued an epistle, in which, after alluding

to their labours on this subject, they say, " That
which is chiefly before us, is to warn and ad-

monish the church of Christ to beware of the

snares of the unwearied enemy, which he lays in

secret, and baits with the lawful things of this

world, in this time of ease and great liberty. For
his baits are suited to the times and seasons, to

answer the inclination of people's minds, that go
from things that are above, after the things that

are below ; and the generality of people are taken
in his snares, and carried away after riches, pre-

ferment, honour, greatness, and vain-glory in the

things of this world that are uncertain, and soon

come to an end. He is striving to break in upon
the people of our Society, whom the Lord hath

called by his grace out of the world, to obey and

follow him in all things, as lights in the world to

his honour. And this enemy of all righteousness

hath prevailed on many, that are not so careful

and watchful in the light of Christ as they ought

to be; and others following their examples to get

riches, and be big in the world, invade other

men's property, and fail in their purposes, so

sacrifice religion and their own credit, to their

greedy desire after gain, and give occasion for

men to brand us with the character of covetous-

ness, which causes the Truth profess(*d by us to

be evil spoken of, stumbles the minds of some
that might otherwise join with us, and binders

the Lord's work of reformation, grieves his good
Spirit, and wounds the hearts of bis faithful ser-

vants."
" Now, being at our Province Meeting, and a

great appearance of Friends, both men and wo-
men, and the mighty power of the Lord among
us, under a weighty sense thereof, the affairs of the

church were managed in great unity, peace and
concord; and a weighty concern came upon our

spirits, concerning the bounds and limits of get-

ting, and the right using the lawful things of this

world, and how far Friends might safely go into

them. Much time being spent in church affairs

to good satisfaction, the meeting adjourned until

next day, and after the meeting for the worship of

God was over, men and ancient concerned women
Friends met to consider this weighty matter, and
sat down in silence, retired to the Lord for his

aid and counsel. The Lord was pleased to appear,

and his power was great through his Spirit to our
comfort, and many hearts were melted before him,

because of his goodness, which bowed all spirits
;

and many heavenly things were opened in the

testimony of Jesus, concerning the bounds, and
the right use of the lawful things of this world.

And it was agreed that a competency is sufficient

for every one, and is the right bounds, with a due
consideration of every one's charge, station, place

and service. And that mind which will not be
content with this, bears the character of covetous-

ness, and renders such unfit to rule in the Church
of Christ."

"Not that we intend to deprive any of the mo-
derate and .lawful use of the things of this world,

or to take from any man his possessions, or to

invade and take away property, but to bring all

things into right bounds, and set them in their

right places, that so none may be guilty of the

great sin of abusing the Lord's mercies, but might
use and enjoy them to his honour ; that in so do-

ing, they may have his peace and blessing, which
is the true comfort of all enjoyments. Thus shall

we give evident testimony to the world by our
moderation, even in lawful things, that we are

true followers of the Lord Jesus Christ in a self-

denying life—building up one another in our most
precious faith, and in our heavenly possession in

Christ Jesus, over the greedy gain, greatness, and
vain-glory of the world, and perishing fading things

thereof, that soon come to an end. Here the rich

man will not glory in his riches, but see the dan-

ger of them, and not lay hold of opportunities to

heap up more, to make himself and posterity great

in the world; but rather endeavour to lessen, that

with more ease and cheerfulness he may serve God
and his generation with what he hath, with all

his might, being glad of every opportunity that

presents, that he may do good, and be rich in good
works, considering he is a steward, and his time

uncertain in what he enjoys, and that he must be
accountable to the Lord of all, for all things he
possesses under him. Under the like considera-

tion, the [poor] man will be glad that he is free

from many temptations and snares, that the rich

in this world are liable to fall into, and pierce

themselves with many sorrows and hurtful lusts.

He will bless the Lord for what he enjoys, not

wanting food and raiment, with which he is well

content and easy in his mind, that is towards the

Lord, and seeks not from place to place, and from ,

one country to another, in a covetous mind to heap
up riches; but looks to the Lord with an eye of

faith, to receive counsel from him in his under-

takings, and dare not go beyond his limits, nor

without his countenance ; and all murmuring,
repining and unbelief are kept out of the camp.

There will be no craving spirits where the Lord
rules, but all in their stations, according to their

|

ability and gifts, endeavour to serve the Lord with
i

all their might and substance, in their places
|

where the Lord hath raised them, or ordered them,

and may be serviceable; shaking themselves from

the dust of the earth, putting on their beautiful

garments of the Lord's government, and shining

under the discipline thereof, rising over the earth

and earthly things in the life and power of Christ,

as lights in the world in this glorious day of the

Lord."
Kutty remarks that this epistle shows the spirit

of the faithful elders in those days, and the just

conceptions they had of christian simplicity, mo-

deration and self-denial; not confining it to cer-

tain superfluities in habit and speech, but also

truly sensible that the cares of this life and the

deceitfulness of riches, were as dangerous a snare

to the old, as airiness in deportment and the love

of other pleasures are to the young. It is also a

standing evidence of the true spiritual wisdom
and foresight of these men, with regard to the

pernicious effects of the unbounded love and pur-

suit of riches, on the welfare of our christian So-

ciety, the truth of which has been abundantly

confirmed by the experience of succeeding times.

In five years after, he remarks, that although it

was a time wherein opportunities seemed to offer

for getting riches, by great trade, stocking farms,

&c., yet several disappointments happened to those

that took liberty herein, particularly on occasion

of a great decay of trade, which ensued on the

wars abroad; so that some who slighted and
rejected the timely advice and warning given them,

suffered great loss, both as to their inward condi-

tion, and outward affairs; but such who complied

were sensible of the benefit thereof, both with

respect to their ease in the things of this world,

and their inward peace and satisfaction.

The signs of the present times, hold out strong

admonition to us of this day, to "gather up the

wares out of the land," and retrench in our worldly

pursuits, in the lavish expenses, and in the indul-

gences which wealth leads to; in luxurious living,

in rich dresses, and in the sumptuous furniture of:

our dwellings, which are at variance with the

command to "seek first the kingdom of heaven,

and the righteousness thereof"—the design of our-

creation, to glorify God, and to spread the reli-

gion of his beloved Son in the earth,—that we may
be made meet for his everlasting kingdom in the

world to come.

Power of Steam.—President Hitchcock says

that there are in Great Britain, at the present

day, fifteen thousand steam-engines driven by
means of coal, with a power equal to that of two
millions of men; and thus is put into operation

machinery equalling the unaided power of 300,-
j

000,000 or 400,000,000 of men. The influence

thence emanating reaches the remotest portions of

the globe, and tends mightily to the civilization

and happiness of the race.
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From '• The Leisure lloii

LOOK OUT!
The importance of a phrase or a sentence is

always to be measured by its length. There are

some sentences very lenp:thy and pretentious, that

convey after all but a very homoeopathic idea.

Other sentences are characterised by force a"nd

b'revity rather than elegance ; they are short,

sharp, and bustling, and strike you by their pithy

embodiment of a thought that might be diluted

and spread over any extent of letter-press. The

one may boast of elegance and elaboration ; the

other has little to boast of but its force and fer-

vour—qualities, by the way, not to be despised

by those who seek to convey thought in written

verbal language.

It would be a curious subject of speculative in-

quiry to ascertain the changes and modifications a

thought may undergo, in the form of its expres-

sion, by different classes of persons in different

circles of society. In one class, it would be ut-

tered in an ornate and florid style, embellished by

apt illustration, classical quotation, and brilliant

rhetoric. In another, it would be expressed in

perfectly exact language, every word well chosen

id set admirably in its proper place. In another,

it would be advanced diffidently and defferentially,

id prefaced by a "perhaps," tiie native politeness

of the speaker militating against positiveness of

assertion. In a fourth class, it would be con-

densed, as by the action of a high-pressure engine,

into the smallest possible dimensions, to be fired

off at you with the force and effect of a rifle-ball.

What the elegant scholar or refined lady would

express in quite a lengthened and formal sentence,

the matter-of-fact policeman condenses into a grufl'

"Move on." While the carriage auditors at the

hustings are enraptured with the elegant flow of

language and felicity of illustration exhibited by

the newly-elected M. P., in explaining to his con-

stituents the abstruse science of political economy,

a grimy voter in the crowd, in paper cap and shirt-

sleeves, condenses the whole, for the benefit of

his neighbours, into a single sentence of a dozen

words.

Of a very large family of familiar phrases, cur-

rent as "household words" in the mouths of men,

we do not remember to have met with one more

frequently than the injunction to "look outl" It

is, to say the least of it, expressive ; and it saves

some breath and not a little time—valuable com-

modities in these days. You visit an acquaint-

ance in town; and, on going forth into the public

streets, your business-like friend cautions you to

"look out;" meaning thereby—take care of your

pockets. You reach a crossing, and are again told

to "look out"—quite unnecessarily, you think;

for you find it imperative to do so if you would

get to tbe other side of the street. Seizing a

favourable opportunity, you dodge between the

omnibus past and the omnibus lo come, to find

yourself in contact with tbe nose of a cabman's

horse, and hear the expostulation of the driver,

uttered in the tones of injured innocence, " Why
can't that 'ere gen'lman look out?" Escaped that

peril, and glancing around you, you plant your

foot on the opposite kerb-stone, alighting in your

eagerness on the toe of a lady waiting to cross,

and are accosted in shrilly accents with "Really,

I wish some people would look out!" A print-

shop near at hand attracts your attention, and you

find yourself for the hundredth time earnestly con-

templating the portrait of the great Duke, when

a burly porter blunders agaiu.^t you, nearly pros-

trating you on the pavement; and on being re-

monstrated with, he explains indignantly to the

by-standers, as though an apology were due fro

you, that " the gentleman wasn't a-looking out

Somewhat discomposed, you pass on, your na-

ural amiability having been by this time largely

ried ; and for a while you get on smoothly enough,

when you catch a confused clamour of voices

shouting in the distance, "Look out, look out!"

Suiting" the action to the word, you behold a

Smithfield bullock madly careering through the

crowded street. This time, you think the admo-

tion sensible and reasonable, and escape with

1 speed. Leaving the crush of the crowded

thoroughftires, you take, perchance, a turn in the

park, and have scarcely succeeded in recovering

your equanimity, when a fussy old gentleman at

your elbow pokes you in the ribs, exclaiming ex-

citedly, for your especial benefit, the magic words.

Look out, look out!" explaining tliem by adding

instantly the name of our gracious queen. As in

loyalty bound, you rush to secure a good position

by the time she passes. You become quite ab-

orbed and enthusiastic, and turn homewards, that

ist stroke of good fortune having quite satisfied

you with your morning's walk.

Removing your hat in the hall, you find how

freely you are perspiring, and seek in vain in all

the pockets you possess for the wherewith to chase

the moisture from your brow. It is gone; that

is quite clear : you think you have dropped it, and

yet you do not usually lose such articles. You
think again that you have been eased of it, and

you wonder where, and by whom ; but you sud-

denly remember the cunning face of one of those

old-looking boys you meet with in London, and no

where else, and how ho particularly urged you to

"look out" in an opposite direction, and are q
satisfied it was not lost in the way you at first

supposed.

These are just a few of the instances in which

an important meaning, that might suitably occupy

a compound paragraph, is not unfrequently con

veyed in the bustling, business-like, self-important

phrase, "look out!" It has its own value,
"

ever; and apart from the trite and vulga

familiar to us in every-day life, few phrases carry

with them a greater amount of moral force, and a

sententious sentiment of more universal applica-

tion, than this. Those two little words often epi-

tomise, in the mouth of a business man, a whole

volume of homiletics. We see, for instance, the

man of few words conveying to his son, on leaving

home to enter life, all the parental advice which

maternal solicitude had scattered over several pre-

ceding weeks, in that one curt utterance, "Look

out." We see, too, occasionally, a city man who

is bored every night by the complaints of his wife

of the manners, habits, morals, and faults of " those

d servants," as they are too often unjustly

called, and whose establishment is in a perpetual

ferment through the incessant scoldings of tbe

mistress. How quickly and quietly, when the

nuisance reaches a certain climax, will the "head

of the house" reduce all to peace and order by

the use of the single phrase, "lookout;" though

in this case we confess this magic sentence should

only be used in the last extremity.

"Look out," like everything else useful and

good, may be abused, and is often employed by

the selfish as the term by which to designate a

course of low cunning; it may also, however, be

»sefZ with advantage to "point a moral" as well

as to "adorn a tale."

If anything more were necessary to induce

our readers to be, in the best sense, on th

" look out " for their highest interests for

time and eternity, it would only be to hint, that

every unit of all that dreary company, who at the

last shall "suffer the bitter pangs of the second

death," might have stood "without fault before

the throne," had they, when warned in their hour

of danger, reverently and promptly obeyed the

injunction

—

"Look out!"

For " The FcienJ."

Ilciglils nnd Depths.

When pleasing or elating incidents occur, great

care is necessary lest we are diverted from eyeing

our sure Guide. The mind then may be estranged

from Him, or carried away from that dependence

upon the true source of life. If we endeavour to

withdraw our thoughts from pleasing events, and

seek that acceptable introversion of spirit, which

will enable us to spread our cause before One who

will compassionate our infirmities, as we apply to

him for help, we may likewise look with confidence

to his supporting hand, in times of deep discour-

agements From faithfulness and devotion to the

service of his blessed Master, it was the Apostle's

happy experience to be persuaded, that neither

heights nor depths, nor any other creature, should

be able to separate the faithful in his day from

the love of God which is in Christ Jesus our

Lord.

It doubtless proves a safeguard to us, sometimes

to meet with mortifying and trying circumstances,

in matters which we have known it to be our duty

to accomplish, tending to suppress fleshly exulta-

tions, that our spiritual food may be only of that

wholesome character which nourishes the soul up

to everlasting life. It was shortly after David's

triumph on killing Goliath, that be had to flee as

a partridge to the mountains, from the hands of

Saul. Alas ! how prone is fallen nature to desire

the adorning of the Almighty's jewels, and to

feed on deeds of usefulness, forgetting that self

must be slain, before a qualification is conferred

by inscrutable wisdom to bring about good results.

The natural man is fond of imposing appear-

ances, and prone to glory in his own attainments,

forgetting, that of himself he can do nothing in

the heavenly warfare, for "knowledge puffeth up,

but charity edifieth." And " if any man think that

he knoweth anything, he knoweth nothing yet as

he ought to know ;" every man's building must

be proved of what kind it is, and the wood, hay,

stubble, and everything of a perishable character

must be consumed, so that the substantial and

true material which can never be destroyed, may

remain with us, and increase with our labours.

That blessed faith which works by love to the

purifying of the heart, should be the moving

principle in all our efforts to advance the cause of

Truth and righteousness in the earth : as we thus

progress in the work step by step, leaning upon

this staff of faith, our footing will be sure
;
and

when tossed as on the deeps of trouble by adverse

winds, we shall hear the comforting language from

One who is Omnipotent, "Be of good cheer; it

is I; be not afraid."

It is by the simplicity of the sling, and with

the smooth stones from the brook, having the

sharp edges of the unsubdued will worn away,

that marvellous deeds are wrought, through the

power of the Most High, and it is only those who

begin in this simplicity, and adhere thereto, that

wifl find the house of David grow stronger and

stronger, and the house of Saul grow weaker and

weaker, and experimentally know, though they

may have to pass over heights and through depths,

that their kingdom will assuredly be established

forever.

New York, Twelfth mo. 1854.

If any one, said Epictetus, will lay to heart two

words, taking care to observe and obey them, he

shall mostly be without offence, and his life shall

be much spent in peace. The two words aro

these : Bear and Forbear.
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For "The Friend."

I have read with attentiun tbe minutes of the

three Yearly Meetings, published in the seven-

teenth number of '• The Friend," and deeply re-

gret the exhibit they make of the weakness and

present divided state of our religious Society.

What must the members of other Christian deno-

minations think of us, with our high and pure

profession ? How are our contentions calculated

to stumble houest inquirers after Truth, and to

produce blighting of the best life among our own

members. Neither of the minutes touch the ori-

ginal cause of our troubles—the promulgation of

unsound doctrines—nor bring the diificulties be-

tween the Yearly Meetings in our laud, home to

where they commenced—in New England, where

the remedy for them must be applied. There, a

departure from the discipline and usages of the

Society, resulted in a division of the I'early JMeet-

ing into two bodies, and since then, the work of

separation has been going on, to the great grief of

all the lowly, self-denying disciples of Christ among
us wherever situated. I am more and more con-

vinced that separations are never the means which

the great Head of the Church makes use of for

removing the evils that may exist in our religious

Society ; and that it is a sad reflection on our

principles and church government, to suppose

there is not a conservative power in them, suiE-

cient, under Divine guidance, to overcome and re-

move all the wrong things that may arise within

our borders.

The following remarks are taken from the last

number of the "British Friend." " It has been

adduced as a reason for not acknowledging the

"smaller body" in New England, that their

Yearly Meeting was not established in the right

order of our discipline. Those I'early Meetings,

therefore, which so decided, would seem to be

going right in the teeth of their former judgment
when they have now acknowledged the smali body

in Ohio, whose setting up as a Y''early Meeting

was, unquestionably, quite as much out of the

right order of the discipline as in the alleged case

of New England.
" The separation in New England is thus not

only matter of deep regret, for its effects on that

Y^^early Meeting itself; but because of the party

spirit which it has engendered among other co-

equal meetings, as once more evinced in the case

of Baltimore Y'early Meeting recently held. Fur-

ther manifestations of this party spirit may yet

be apprehended in those Y'early Meetings before

which the Ohio separation case may yet come ; so

that ultimately we may have in each Yearly Meet-
ing of Friends, two bodies claiming the same de-

signation ; and all this having its origin in the

unhappy division in New England ; and though

the process may bo humiliating, the only way, as

it appears to us, for satisfactorily adjusting the

state of our Society in America, will be for New
England to reconsider its proceedings which gave

rise to the separation, and so far as these have

been shown to be at variance with our discipline,

annul them. Then, on the part of the sma/l one,

we have reason to believe there would be no back-

wardness to make whatever acknowledgments, may,

to neutral persons, seem called for, and which do

not involve any sacrifice of principle ; thus heal-

ing the breach and restoring the path to walk in

harmoniously. We are also happy to believe there

has been a growing disposition on the part of both

bodies for this re-union—a consummation, we may
add, most devoutly to be wished, as terminating

the reproachful spectacle of ' a house divided

against itself."
'

These views are in accordance with the religi-

ous concern of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, as

in the document it forwarded to the two

bodies in New England, where it says :

" We have endeavoured to take an impartial view

of the proceedings set forth in the printed docu-

ments, and to express a candid opinion respecting

them ; and inasmuch as it is needful that the ac-

countability of members to their respective meet-

ings, and the subordination of inferior to superior

meetings should be maintained according to the Dis-

cipline; and inasmuch as divisions and sub-divisions

must always be attended by consequences more or

less destructive of the peace and welfare of meetings

and families ; and of the strength and influence

of the Society in supporting its testimonies, it is

our sincere and fervent desire that all parties,

under a deep sense of the greatness of the cause,

and the excellency of tbe church government

which our Society has been entrusted with and

called to support, may, in the sight of the Lord,

examine the respective grounds they have taken

;

and that where any infraction of private rights or

of the discipline has been committed, they may be

willing, under the constraining power of Truth,

to acknowledge and do it away. We all profess

to act under the government of the same blessed

Head of the church, who laid down his life for

our sakes, and taught us that we should lay down
our lives for one another ; and we believe that if

all classes stand open to the softening influences

of the love of God, through his mercy and good-

ness, everything that has divided and alienated
j

from each other may be entirely removed, and a'

re-establisbment on the right foundation witnessed

;

in that faith, and love, and unity, which in former!

years bound together the members, and the dif-

ferent Y'early Meetings of our Society.

" It is important that such a re-union should be]

sought after by the members of the two bodies in

New England, not only for their own sakes, buti

for the promotion of the peace and harmony of

the Society everywhere."

Cannot all true lovers of the peace ofJerusalem

join in the sentiments and the desires expressed

in these extracts ? D. C.

First month, 1855.

My future lot, bitter or sweetmy cup
;

1 ouly pray, Lord, fit me for thy work.

And make me holy, and my spirit nerve

For the stern hour of strife. Let me but know
There is an arm unseen that holds me up,

An eye that kindly watches all my path,

'Til I my weary pilgrimage have done,

—

Let me but know I have a friend that waits

To welcome me to glory and to joy,

And I will suffer on, nor ask a higher bliss.

Selected.

riNTER AMUSEMENTS FOR JAXE AND I.

In summer days I till the ground,
And tug and toil and get my bread;

No interval can there be found
Between my labour and my bed.

My wife declines to knit by night,

And I to read by candle-light.

But when the south receives the sun.

Beyond the equinoctial line

—

When all my summer work is done,

Substanti.al pleasures then are mine.

Then Jane begins to knit at night,

And I to read by candle-light.

I'm then content, and never sigh.

Nor fly from home some bliss to find ;

—

And Jane is pleased as well as I—

•

It so completely feasts her mind,
To sit her down to knit by night.

And hear me read by candle-light.

For when I read, she always hears,

And what she hears she tries to scan

;

When aught to her obscure appears.

Then 1 explain it—if I can !

Oh I how slie loves to knit by night,

And hear me read by candle-liglit I

Boston Cultii'aior

Selected.

SUFFERING.
Why should I regard

Earth's little store of borrowed sweets ? I, sure

Have had enough of bitter in my cup.

To show that never was it His design.

Who placed me here, that I should live at ease,

Or drink at pleasure's fountain. Henceforth, then,

It matters not if storm or sunshine be

Exploralion of llie White Nile.

The following notice of an exploration of this

remarkable river, has been condensed from a

chapter in Bayard Taylor's "Journey to Central

Africa."

"The exploration of the river within the last

fifteen years constitutes the most interesting chap-

ter in the annals of African discovery. It has

been ascended to lat. 4° north, at least eight hun-

dred miles, following the course of the stream,

bej-ond the island of Aba. The most satisfactory

account is that of Dr. Knoblecher, who ascended

about fifty miles beyond the point reached by pre-

vious expeditions. During my stay in Khartoum,

I received from him full particulars of his adven-

tures, and was allowed to inspect his journals and

sketch books. His reports are exceedingly curi-

ous and interesting, and I herewith present a

brief outline of them. Dr. Knoblecher, in his

capacity of Catholic missionary, was directed to

accompany the annual trading expedition up the.

White Nile, for the purpose of ascertaining the

practicability of establishing a missionary station

among some of the negro tribes near the equator.

He experienced much difiiculty at the outset, on

account of the jealousy of the Egyptian traders,
'

who find the company of a European a restraint

upon their violent and lawless practices, batt

through the influence of the Pasha, who was at

:

last brought to give his consent, the missionaries

secured a place in the expedition, and, on the

13th of November, 1849, set sail from Khartoum.
There were seven vessels in the flotilla, and that

of Dr. Knoblecher, though the smallest, proved

to be the best sailer, and usually kept the lead.

He had on board a faithful and experienced Nu-
bian pilot, named Suleyman Abaw-Zeid. After

fourteen days' sailing, the expedition passed the

islands of the Shillooks, and reached that part of

the river where the banks are covered with con-
|

tinuous villages. The number of these is esti-
j

mated at seven thousand. It is worthy of notice,
f

that their circular tokuls (huts) of mud and reeds

are precisely similar in form and construction to

those of the tribes on the Niger and Senegal

rivers, with whoiu the Shillooks have no com-
munication, and from whom they diftcr in Ian-

\

guage, appearance, and character. While thread- i

ing tbe mazes of the archipelago, a violent whirl- 1

wind passed over the river, and completely dis- I

masted one of the boats. Beyond the islands the i

river expands, so that the marshy shores are
|

barely visible in some places. The lotus grows '

abundantly in the shallows, and the appearance

of the thousands of snowy blossoms as they flash

open at sunrise, is described as a scene of vege-
|

table pomp and splendour, which can be witnessed
]

in no other part of the world. The forests of Sont '

trees which cover tbe islands, give place to doum- i

palms and immense tamarinds ; and beyond lat. ,

10°, in tbe laud of the Dinkas, the beautiful

dhelleb-palm is first .seen. It has a tall, graceful

trunk, thick in the middle, but tapering towards

the top and bottom, and a rich crown of large,
j

fan-like leaves.
i

On the 28th of November the expedition suc-

ceeded, after some difiiculty, in establishing an
intercourse with the Dinkas and Shillooks, who
inhabited the opposite banks of the river. The
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atter, in consideration of some coloured glass

peads, furnished a number of oxen for provisions.

' Dr. Knoblecher described their runniufr, when
hey drove the cattle together, as resembling that

)f the gazelle ; they leap high into the air, draw-

Dg up their long legs as they rise, and clear the

grouud at a most astonisliing speed. The next

jiay the vessels. reached a large town called Vav,

avhere the people received them without the least

ippoanmce of fear, and brought quantities of

';lepliaiits' tusks to trade for beads. Herds of

itIU elephants and giraffes were now frequently

iecii (111 the banks of the river, and the former

,uiiutiiiies threw up their trunks and spirted water

into the air when they saw the vessels. Num-
IjLis uf white herons were perched composedly

up-ii their backs and heads. The giraffes, as

tin V -azed with wonder at the fleet, lifted their

heads ((uite above the tops of the mimosa trees.

lOu the second of December, the expedition passed

ithe mouth of the Sobat river, the only tributary

istream which comes to the White Nile from the

[east. Its source is supposed to be in the country

|of the tiallas, south of the kingdom of Shoa. Its

ibreadtli, at its entrance into the Nile, is six huu-

dird and fifty feet. Ulerne, who ascended it

abuut eighty miles, with D'Arnaud's expedition,

slalc.-< that its shores are higher than those of the

(Nile, and that the surface of the country became
more elevated as he ascended, whence he infers

I that the White Nile, as far as it has been ex-

Iplored, flows in a depressed basin of the table-

I land of Central Africa.

1
From lat. 9° 26' to 6° 50' N. there is a_ com-

j

plete change in the scenery. The magnificent
' forests disappear, and the shores become marshy

I

and unhealthy, covered with tall grass, whose

j
prickly stalks render landing difl&oult, and embar-

i rass the navigation of the shallows. The air is

I

heavy with noxious miasmas, and filled with

countless swarms of gnats and mosquitoes. The
water of the river is partially stagnant, and green

with vegetable matter, occasioning serious disor-

ders to those who drink it. The Gazelle lake

lies in lat. 9° 16' N. It is thus named from the

Gazelle river, which flows into it on the western

side, and which has never yet been explored. Its

depth is about seven feet, but the reeds and water

plants with which it is filled reach to the surface,

and render the navigation diiScult. Its shores

are inhabited by the Nuchi negroes, a stupid,

imbruted race, many of whom are frequently car-

ried ofi' by the traders and sold as slaves. For
this reason it is now very difficult to procure ele-

phants' teeth from them.

(To be concluded.)

For " The Friend."

Ecview of llie Weatlier for Twelfth Montli, 1854.

The first two days of the Twelfth month were
clear. On the morning of the 3d, thick clouds

seemed to cover the sky, and at 7 A A. M., it com-
menced snowing. For half an hour snow fell

copiously, when it turned to rain. It rained mo-
derately with some sleet, most of the day, till

about 4 p. M., when it again commenced snowing,

and increased in a short time to quite a storm,

with a strong N. W. wind. There fell, on an

average, but about two or three inches of snow

;

but it drifted so as to cause obstruction on some of

the railroads in tiie country. Still snowing some
on the morning of the 4th, and there was a stifi"

gale from the N. W. all day. There was some
snow on the 7th. On the 9th, people were filling

their ice-houses, the ice being five or six inches

thick. There was again a slight fall of snow on

the 11th, then clear till the 17th, on which and

the following day, snow fell. The 23d was very

dull, with thick heavy clouds, and a cold raw air

from the E., which led many to expect that the

next morning's light would disclose a great snow.

But

Soon as the silent shades of night withdrew,
The ruddy morn disclosed at once to view
The face of nature in a rich disguise,

And brightened every object to our eyes;
For every shrub, and every blade of grass,

And every pointed thorn seemed wrought in glass.

Against noon there was a heavy sleet, but the

temperature becoming more mild, the trees were
eased of their load by its falling ofi' considerably

before night.

The 2Sth was marked by a heavy fog all day.

In some places a little north of us, they have

had good sleighing ; and in parts of New York
and the New England States they had two or

three feet of snow early in the month. On the

20th, at Albany the temperature was 14° below

zero at 6 A. Jl., and 3° below at mid-day. Teams
were crossing the river on the ice at that place,

it being very thick and strong.

The average temperature for the month was
27:|°, more than 4° colder than the last Twelfth

month. Amount of rain and melted snow was
3.132 inches—of snow, about 4 inches.

The mean temperature of the year 1854, was
51i.°.

The amount of rain and melted snow that fell

during the year, was 40.416 inches,—about 10
inches below the average fall for this latitude.

There were fifty inches of snow in the year. The
range of the thermometer, was from zero on the

3d of First month, to 96° on the 21st of Seventh
month. For 1853, the medium temperature was
51 J°, and amount of rain, 48.25 inches.

West-town B. S., First mo. 1st, 1855.

^
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they had been at Anquilla, where the governor
had been convinced some time before by reading
a book of James Parnell's, and had laid down his

commission, as believing it unlawful for him to

fight,—that upon their going thither, many of the

people of that place were convinced and hopeful,

—that they had two meetings at the house of the

present governor, and that they had settled some
meetings among them, exhorting them to wait on

the Lord in silence for renewing of their strength

in hiui, &c., with sundry other matters very satis-

factory to the meeting."

On the way to Jamaica, the vessel in which the

Friends were, had a narrow escape from a priva

teer, and after leaving Jamaica for England, the

vessel was several times chased by French ships

of war. On one occasion, nothing appeared to

preserve them, but the three topmasts of the

enemy coming down together, occasioned by the

spread of canvass on them in a storm. After

escaping others by superior sailing, they reached

the coast of Ireland, where, to escape from two
privateers, the captain concluded to run the ves-

sel ashore. He ran in so nigh the rocks, that the

privateers were afraid to venture, and though his

ship and passengers were in great peril, yet the

latter were safely landed and the ship securely

carried into the harbour of Kinsale. Of their

labour in Ireland, Thomas Chalkley says: "In
this nation we had many and large meetings after

our landing, visiting Friends' meetings along to

the north, many not of our Society coming to

them, among whom we often had good service, to

our and their satisfaction, as they often declared,

Richard Gove being still with me. Friends from
their National Meeting, certified to our brethren
in America, of our service and labour of love

among them, after we had travelled several hun-
dred miles, and visited Friends' meetings gene-
rally, and some other places where it was not
usual."

Passing over into Scotland, they held their

first meeting at Glasgow, where they were shame-
fully treated by the rabble, who threw dirt, coal,

and stones amongst those assembled. After visit-

ing Scotland, they, about the beginning of the
Ninth month, 1708, came to Berwick on the
Tweed. Thomas Chalkley says : "At this place

my dear friend and fellow-traveller, Richard Gove,
and I parted. I was going by the east sea coast

up to London, and he inclined towards Cumber-
land. AVe had travelled about a year in the work
of the ministry, in great love and true fellowship,

in which work we were true helpers one of ano-
ther ; and as we had laboured together in the
work of Christ, so we parted in his love." The
two Friends were but little together again, Rich-
ard Gove paying a more general visit to the meet-
ings in England, whilst Thomas spent a consider-
able time in Holland and Germany. They met
at London before Thomas went to the continent,
after which Richard continued travelling, but his

health, declined rapidly, and evidence of a pul-

monary complaint manifested itself in him. Be-
coming unable to travel, he was nursed at liie

house of his friend Richard Richardson, at L.v-

bridge, near London, where he deceased aljout the
close of 1709 or beginning of 1710, aged fifty-

eight years.

"He was" says Samuel Smith, "small of sta-

ture, but seems to have been very industrious in

the service of his mission; and for the promotion
of Truth on the earth, had travelled much in

divers countries. He had a sound serviceable and
coavinciiig testimony to bear, and was well be-
loved by most that knew him."

Thomas Chalkley, noting his death, says :

—

"We travelled together in great love and unity,

and the Lord blessed his work in our hands. He
was an inoflensive, loving Friend, and had a sound
testimony, which was serviceable and convincing,

and was well beloved in Philadelphia, where -he

lived. He left a good savour and report behind
him, I thiuk, wherever he travelled."

WILLIAM COOPER.

TVilliam Cooper was born in Great Britain,

early in the year 1632. He married about the
year 1660, and not long after was convinced of
the Truth, as was also Margaret his wife. Their
residence was in the village of Coleshill, in Hert-
fordshire, where he followed his trade as a black-
smith. Being faithful to the openings of Divine
grace, ho grew in religious experience, and after

a time received a gift in the ministry of the Gos-
pel. In the year 1678 he thought it would be
right to remove with his family to America, and
settle in the province of New Jersey. He laid

this prospect before his friends, at a Blonthly
Meeting at Coleshill, and they granted him the
following :

—

"Whereas, William Cooper, of Coleshill, in the
parish of Amersham, and the county of Hertford,
hath signified unto us that he hath an intention,

if the Lord permits, to tran.sport himself, with his

wife and children, unto the plantation of West
New Jersey ; and hath desired a testimonial from
this meeting, for the satisfaction of Friends there
or elsewhere, unto whom he ma3' be outwardly
unknown. We therefore, whose names are here
underwritten, do hereby certify all whom it may
concern, that the said William Cooper and Mar-
garet his wife, having lived in these parts for

many years, ever since the first of their convince-
ment, have walked conscientiously and honestly
amongst us, agreeably to the profession and testi-

mony of Truth, according to the best of our obser-
vation and knowledge of them.

"In witness whereof we have hereunto set our
hands, this fifth day of the Twelfth month,
1678."

William Cooper and family, on their arrival in
the New World, tarried a while at Burlington, but
soon settled at Pine Point, opposite the' site of
Philadelphia. We find but little trace of his
life. He was at one time in the Assembly of
New Jersey, and he filled some other public sta-

tions. A meeting was sometimes held at his
lOuse at Pine Point, and although as far as we
can learn he did not travel much abroad, in the
service of Truth, he yet appears to have been a

ligent labourer in his blaster's cause at home.
That worthy labourer in the Gospel, Joan

Vokens, during her travels in America, became
acquainted with William and Margaret Cooper,

d some time after her return to England, she
addressed them this epistle :

—

"To William Cooper and his wife, dwelling in
West Jersey, near Delaware river, not far from
Burlington, these are :

Dear and tender friends, William Cooper and
M., my love in the unchangeable Truth salutes
you, and in the same I still desire your welfare as
illy own, with all that hold fast their integrity,
and retain their first love ; they are all near and
tlear uufo me as ever, and my entire love truly
reaches to them all. So I desire thou mayest let

them know, if they have received my letters and
epistles, for I have sent several, but my kinsman
dying by tac way, makes me question whether
what I sent did ever come to any of your hands
I sent to you and to S. Spicer, and to Lyd

Jesus, for this my soul still travails as truly ij

when I was amongst you. Oh that your faithful

ness and living obedience may engage our heai
enly Father to answer the breathing desire of m'
soul for you in those remote places.

|

"I cannot forget you, but the cry often runi'
through me for your preservation and pi-osperit;

every way, and that the honour of Truth, and thl

good one of another, may be preferred far moi'
than all other things, that our nearness and deai!

ness unto our tender God, and one unto anotheii
may be felt and witnessed, that we may praise hi]

worthy name, and magnify his preserving an,
delivering power, for it hath been largely'man;!
fested, may a little remnant truly say. AH havl
great cause to speak well of his name, and to r6|

member his mercy of old, and to hold the coe'

tinuation of his favour in great esteem. Blessei!

be the Lord Jesus, he hath not been wantinc t!

us, but his daily renewed mercies are suiScientl

deeply to engage us to faithfulness and obedience,
that our heavenly Father may be pleased to eon
tinue and multiply his tender dealings towards usl

So whatever is yet to come, may never be able ti

separate us from the sense of his love, or fron

the seasonedness of his holy fear, or from tha :

cementing life that joins us as members unti

Christ our Head ; that if trials should abound, \i<

may all feel the love and life of Jesus to super'
abound. That every bitter cup that is yet tti

come may be sweetened, and all hard things' madd
easy, and we encouraged to travel on in our heav|
enly progress, keeping a narrow watch in the prei
cious light, and diligently waiting in the samei
that we may be filled with heavenly treasure, foi^

all other is very uncertain. We meet here witt,

a sufficient share of many and variable exerci.ses
i

neither do I expect, that you there, go free, bui;

this I desire above all things, even your livinE'

growth in the precious Truth, and that you maj;
endure to the end Such are assuredly happy 1

and a blessed reward is prepared for them. Ins
living sense'of the same, may the Lord our God
keep us here and you there, that our breathings;

may be continued one for another, that we may be'

refreshed one in another, and praise the God oi;

heaven and earth together, in his eternal Spirit,:

as with one heart and soul. He is worthy to be
had in living remembrance, and his pure power tci

be magnified and renowned over all, and unto it I

commit you all, for it is over all, and worthy toi

have the disposing of us all. With it I leave all.i

for there is nothing too hard for it to do, and it ii\

worthy to be exalted over all, and that for ever-i

more, saith the soul of your loving sister in the;

unchangeable Truth. Joan Tokens. '

London, 28th of Fourth month, 1690.
j

We find W. Cooper amongst those who testificdl

against G. Keith, and signing, both the paper that!

was put forth by the meedngs of ministering!
Friends, and that by the Yearly Sleeting of Dis-|

cipline. After this we can find little trace of him,
except as a representative at Yearly Meeting,
until wo meet with the brief memorial of hts
Monthly Meeting. That memorial, after stating;
that he had been "raided to his gift of exhor-l
tation " in Hertfordshire, old England, and hadi
removed to West New Jersey, adds, " and!
lived here in a godly conversation, exercising hisl

gift in the meeting at Newton, whereunto h° be-'
longed, to the benefit of God's people, until it

pleased God to remove him. He died the 11th
of First month, 1710, and was buried in Newton,'
n the county of Gloucester, in New Jersev afore-

the latter

T,T .
i,

•'
'-'(-•.Ti, auu lu ±jyuiii in me county oi uioucester, m i\e'

Wright, (as was,) and to her husband, and to her
I
said, being of a good old a<re, viz

sister, Mary Andrews, and to several on Pcnnsyl-
!
end of his 78th year. As he lived, so he died, in

vania side, as well as on that side. I should be, unity with Friends, and in full assurance of hia'.
very glad to hear of your welfare in the Lord eternal well-being."
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The lleport of " The Philadelphia Association

f Friends for the Instruction of Poor Children,"

nd that of the "Ragged School and Home for

folourod Children," are crowded out of the pre-

bnt number, but will appear in the next.

I

Having given the minutes of Indiana, Baltiiuore,

jnJ N. Carolina Yearly Jleetings relative to the

leparation in Ohio, our readers have had the op-

Wtanity to compare them, and draw their own
lonclusions respecting them.

I

We have already expressed our convictions re-

lative to the two bodies in Ohio, and given in this

lournal the facts of the separation, and the argu-

ment drawn from those facts, both of which, in

lur view, take from the body of which J. Binns

s clerk, every rightful claim to be considered as

ji legitinpate Yearly Meeting. It will be observed,

,hat neither Indiana nor Baltimore attempt to

indicate the manner in which J. Binns was no-

ninated and appointed by the body which he

lerved, or to call in question the regularity of the

proceedings of Ohio Yearly Meeting in continu-

ing B. Hoyle as its clerk; but both place their

acknowledgment of the body with which they have

iledared their unity, upon the ground of its mcm-
aers having disapproved of certain acts of Ohio

lYearly Meeting, which they (Indiana and Bal-

Itimore Yearly Meetings) also disapprove ; and

ireject the body of which B. Hoyle is the clerk,

Ibecause it is identical with the one which, they

say, did those acts; that is, it is the original Oh:

lYearly Meeting. To estimate the full force of

Ithis admission, it must be borne in mind that B
JHoyle was appointed clerk of the Yearly Meeting

without dissent, in 1851, subsequent to the timt

|when Ohio Yearly Meeting authorized those acts

|How those meetings received ofncial information

lof those proceedings of Ohio Y'early Bleetina

'which they condemn, or whether they were satis-

ified with mere hearsay reports, we are not informed.

I

The substance of the first charge brought against

Ohio Yearly Meeting, is, that it had refused to

receive or to answer the epistles from N. England.

For Yearly Meetings not to correspond by

epistles, is neither contrary to the discipline, nor

without repeated precedents. So far as we have

been able to discover there is nothing in the dis-

cipline of any existing Yearly Meeting having any

reference to its receiving or answering an epistle

to another co-ordinate body. The whole matter is

left to the religious judgment of each Yearly Meet-

ing, and with that judgment no other meeting has

aright to interfere. We believe that for some time

after Philadelphia and N. England Yearly Meetings

were established, they held no epistolary correspon-

dence. Philadelphia and Dublin Yearly Meetings

corresponded for a time, then discontinued their

correspondence, and after many years renewed it;

and New Y'ork and Virginia Yearly Meetings sent

no epistle to each other until 1828. In none of

these cases did any other meeting feel called on

to interfere, or manifest any uneasiness on account

of it. How comes it that this same act is now to

be considered an oflFence of such gravity as to de-

prive a Y'early Meeting of its character and stand-

ing ? Indiana says, the suspension of correspon-

dence with N. England by Ohio, was without

"good and sufficient reasons." Surely, Ohio is

the sole judge upon that point ; and unless she had

conimunicatcd tho.se reasons to Indiana, how was

the latter to know whether they are good and suf-

ficient or not ? After the separation took place

in N. England, Ohio Yearly Meeting decided to

withhold correspondence with either body there

;

and concluded not to read the certificates brought

by the members of those bodies travelling as

ministers ; but we think no instance has oecur-

d, in which, as charged by Indiana, such have

not been " received and recognized as ministers,"

though their certificates were not read.

The second charge, of recognizing as members
persons disowned by New England, involves the

whole question relative to the division in that

meeting, arising from the treatment of some of its

members : into that question we need not now go.

Indiana and Baltimore exercised what they doubt-

less considered their right as independent meet-

ings, to judge respecting the claims of the two

bodies in N. England; receiving one, and reject-

ing the other. Ohio, believing that important

principles were involved in the questiop, in the

exercise of the same right, declined acknowledg-

ing either body as the Y'early Meeting, but did

not refuse to those belonging to cither, the right

of attending meetings as members of the soci-

ety. If one meeting had the right of independ-

ent judgment in the case, so had the other, and

no charge can be brought against Ohio for exer-

cising that right, which does not apply with equal

force to each of the others.

The course, for pursuing which these meetings

are assigning their reasons, is precisely analogous

with that which they charge Ohio with having

wrongfully pursued towards N. England, there

being no reason assigned by either Indiana or Bal

timore for their proceedings towards Ohio, which

does not apply with augmented force, in justifica-

tion of the conduct of Ohio towards the two bodies

in N. England. Ohio was of the judgment that

certain proceedings in N. England Yearly Meet-

ing implicated the doctrines and discipline of the

society, and produced a division within its bor-

ders, and had not felt itself prepared to acknow-

ledge either body as the Yearly Meeting, but sus-

pended its epistolary correspondence, and the read-

ing of certificates of those travelling as ministers;

according to those belonging to both bodies, as

before said, the right of attending its meetings as

members in the society. Indiana and Baltimore

set in judgment on certain transactions of Ohio

Yearly Meeting consummated prior to any divi-

sion within its borders, and not approving of those

transactions, resolve to decline correspondence with

it, the regular Yearly Meeting, and to acknowledge

unity with those members of it, who being un-

willing to submit to the judgment of the legiti-

mate meeting, have withdrawn from it, and set up

another. If the course pursued by the meet-

ings of Indiana and Baltimore is right, and ac-

cording to order, that pursued by Ohio Yearly

iilceting cannot be wrong, there being no charge

of it having swerved from the due support of the

doctrines and testimonies of our religious Society.

Not complying with the entreaties of other

Yearly Meetings, to substitute their judgment in-

stead of its own, in reference to a case of so much
importance as that of the division in N. England

Yearly Meeting, can hardly be admitted as a

grave charge against a body co-equal with them-

selves.

JMuch has been said of late about the independ-

ence of Yearly Meetings, and the impropriety of

other meetings attempting to interfere in their

affairs. The conference, in which Indiana and

Baltimore took part, expresses as its belief, " that

it is essential for us clearly to understand and in-

violably to sustain the rights that belong to dis-

tinct Yearly Meetings," and it points out "bro-

therly entreaty or admonition," as the course to

be pursued by other Y'early Jleetings towards one

which "should promulgate views inconsistent with

the principles professed by Friends, or should not

maintain our Christian testimonies." " But, (it

says,) in the exercise of those functions, which
legitimately and exclusively belong to itself,

—

as

the forming or administering its own discipline

—

any interference by another Y'early Meeting, or

attempt to control its action in these respects,

would be an infraction of our established order,

and fraught with consequences perilous to the

whole brotherhood of Y^early Meetings." Now
there is no suspicion entertained of Ohio Y''early

Meeting having "promulgated views inconsistent

with the principles professed by Friends," or not

having " maintained our Christian testimonies ;"

which would, (according to the conference,) give

force to a charge of its not having heeded the en-

treaties of other Yearly Meetings. Is it not,

therefore, apparent that the attempt "to control

its action" in the case mentioned by Baltimore

and Indiana, is what they have themselves de-

clared to be " an infraction of our established

order, and fraught with consequences perilous to

the whole brotherhood of Yearly Meetings ?"

In reference to Ohio not receiving or reading

the "Address" put forth by the conference, it

would be suflicient to say that the proposal for a

conference having been deliberately considered,

and not united with by that Yearly Meeting, it con-

sequently had nothing to do with its proceedings,

nor was bound by its conclusions. Furthermore,

the " Address" had been published and widely

circulated, producing or increasing, it is to be

feared, by the sentiments contained in it, feelings

of disaflection and insubordination among the

members of Ohio Y'early Meeting, who have now
separated from it.

The proposition from N. York for a conference,

explicitly stated, that its results were to be sub-

mitted to the various Yearly Meetings entering

into it, to be adopted or rejected by them respec-

tively, as might appear to them best: those meet-

ings were, therefore, clearly understood not to be

deprived of their independent judgment. But
according to the tenor of the charges preferred, it

is now understood by Indiana and Baltimore, that

the decisions of the conference are not only bind-

ing on all the meetings represented in it, to which

they could not demur, but that they are equally

obligatory on those meetings that could not see

their way to unite in it. This is certainly a new
feature in the church government of our religious

Society.

North Carolina Yearly Meeting rests the pro-

priety of its acknowledgment of the body of

which J. Binns is clerk, mainly upon the manner
in which they state the clerks of the two bodies

were appointed. According to its minute, for the

clerk of a Yearly Meeting, when the representa-

tives report they cannot agree on a name to be

proposed to it for that station, to make a minute

of his continuance, is to act "out of the order and

usual course of the society," and he is a self-made

clerk. This is applied to B. Hoyle, though the mi-

nute made by him was in conformity with every ease

of the kind that had heretofore occurred, and with

the previous decision of Ohio Yearly Meeting, acted

on for several years, and was united with at the

time by much the larger portion of the meeting.

But according to their minute, a portion of the re-

presentatives, who have prevented the whole from

reporting a name unanimously, may get together

after* the regular meeting, and without letting

* We think the minute of N. Carolina is incorrect, in

conveying the impression that the twelve representa-

tives who nominated J. Binns, held a meeting after the

meeting of all the representatives ;
but their conclusion

is arrived at under the belief, that such was the case.
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the others know of their convening, may agree

upon a person whom they will propos'e : and when
the name thus selected is mentioned in the meet-

ing, and a portion of it expresses unity with

the report, while others dissent, he is the duly
appointed clerk; and the portion of the meeting
he serves, is to be considered the true Yearly

Meeting. These principles are applied to the no-

mination of J. Binns, and no notice is taken of

the fact, that when the representatives were all

together, he was decidedly objected to by two-

thirds of their number, and no authority was given

to nominate him ; and when his name was men-
tioned in the meeting, and was united with by a

portion of it, much the larger part of the meeting

did not unite with it, and protested against the

proceeding as an act of separation, received the

report made, that the representatives could not

agree, and continued to transact the business of

the Yearly Meeting with the old clerk regularly

appointed. The disorganizing consequences that

would result from the general admission of the

sentiments put forth, must, we think, strike all

our readers, and as we have already given the

facts and argument in reference to the appoint-

ment of the clerk, we will not repeat them now.

SUMMARY OF EVESTS.
EUROPE.—Xews from Liverpool to the 23d ult.—

The }yar.—The dates from the Crimea are to the 13tb.

No important engagement had occurred. The condi-
tion of the allied army, in spite of the arrival of rein-

forcements, had not improved. Storms of wind and rain

continued, and the state of the roads was such, that

supplies were conveyed with difiBculty to the camps.
The British troops had been temporarily placed on short

allowance. There was much sickness among the troops,

and the deaths from cholera and fever averaged about
60 daily. The Times correspondent says, that the siege

had been practically suspended ; that the batteries of

the allies were used up and silent, and the army ex-
hausted by the excessive labour and watching, to which
it had so long been exposed without intermission. The
Russian defences on the south are estimated to be 100
guns stronger than when the siege began. They con-
tinue to harrass the besiegers by frequent sorties from
the city; the late attacks have been directed against the

French, and though always repulsed, each sortie caused
the loss of a number of men. The English are said to

have constructed a powerful new battery, notyet opened,
on an eminence, north of the valley of Inkermann, which
commands every part of Sebastopol. The condition of

the Russian army outside of the city, is reported to be
even worse than that of the allies. The Russian Gen-
eral Liprandi has been deprived of his command for a
fault committed at the battle of Inkermann.
Omar Pacha was to embark with his troops in a few

days. They are said to number 45,000.
ENGLAND.—The foreign enlistment bill, proposing

the employment of 40,000 Germans in the British ser-

vice, had met with strong opposition in Parliament.
It passed the House of Commons by a majority of 33.

The measure is said to be strongly repugnant to the

feelings of the people. The Chancellor of the Exche-
quer has given notice that he will propose that the duty
on tea remain fixed at ISrf. per pound, until peace is de-
clared. Lord John Russel stated that the number of
troops that France is willing to send to the scat of war,
is only limited by the number of transports to be ob-
tained. Liverpool Markets.—Cotton had partially reco-

vered from the previous decline. The stock, exclusive

of that on shipboard, was 076,000 bales, of which
322,000 were American. Flour in moderate demand at

from 425. to 45j. State of Trade.—The accounts from
Manchester represent a fair business, and prices a shade
better.

FRANCE.—It is thought the proposed loan may be
postponed till the Third month. Additional duties on
tallow and other articles are spoken of.

AUSTRIA.—By the recent treaty, Austria engages to

defend the frontiers of Moldavia and Wallachia against
any return of the Russian forces. Lord John Russel
gave it as his " belief," that unless Russia consented
to make peace on such fair and moderate terms as the
allies might propose, before the opening of the next
campaign, the alliance of Austria would be with them,
on the offensive and defensive.
EGYPT.—Lessepa, ex-French Consul in Egvpt, has

obtained a firman granting authority to a joint stock
company to construct a ship canal across the isthmus
of Suez—the company to collect tolls for ninety-nine
years, the canal to be completed in twelve years, and
the viceroy, without outlay, to have fifteen per cent, of

the profits.

UNITED STATES.—r/ie Gold SIovement.—The total

receipts of gold during the year 1854, are estimated as
follows. From California, on freight, $48,065,000 ; by
passengers, §4,806,000; foreign coin, §6,000,000; in

all, §58,871,000. The exports of gold from New York
and Boston, amounted to §45,100,000

;
probable amount

retained in the country, §13,771,000. Retained in 1853,
§31,220,000; in 1852, §30,480,000; increase of gold
currency in the last three years, about seventy-five mil-
lions.

Immigration.—During the year 1854, 307,639 emi-
grants landed at New York, of whom 168,723 were
Germans and 80,200 Irish. In the year 1853, the num-
bers were 110,644 Germans and 113,161 Irish.

Losses by Fire.—The destruction of property by fire,

in the United States, during the last year, has beeii very
great. The total amount is varionsly estimated at from
fifteen to twenty-five millions of dollars.

Crimes and Casualties.—During the year, 682 mur-
ders were committed, and 84 persons were executed.
The number of persons who lost their lives by burning
buildings, is put down at one hundred and seventy-one.
There have been one hundred and ninety-three railroad
accidents, killing 186 persons, and wounding 589. There
have also been 48 steamboat accidents, killing 587 per-
sons, and wounding 225.

Ca^i/ornia.—During the Eleventh month, §5,276,562
was shipped from San Francisco to the Atlantic States,
to which add §1,844,468, the amount of gold carried by
the Sonora, and the total from Eleventh month 1, to

Twelfth month 1, inclusive, will be §7,121,030.
Prices of living in California, are rapidly coming

down to the Atlantic level, as are also wages and
salaries.

The waters of the Upper Sacramento teem with the
finest salmon, which are caught and carried to San
Francisco, where they are sold at three cents per
pound.

3Iinnesota.—Fourteen years ago, a single log cabin
stood upon the site of St. Paul, Minnesota, a city that
now supports four daily newspapers, and where upwards
of forty-three thousand passengers have been landed
within a year.

Nebraska.—At the recent election for a delegate to

Congress, Giddings, a Benton Democrat, was elected.

Only about 800 votes were polled. Omaha City has
been selected as the seat of Government.

Boston.—According to the Custom-house records,
there were 3102 foreign arrivals for the year 1854, be-
ing an increase of 60 over last year. The clearances of
vessels for foreign ports, number 2072. Mortality of
the year, 4,418. Estimated population, 160,000.
New UorA.-There were 28,422 deaths in this city

last year. The births numbered 15,115.

Brooklyn.—On the Ist inst., the act consolidating the
cities of Brooklyn and Williamsburg, and the township
of Bushwick, under the name of Brooklyn, went into
eflfect. Brooklyn now ranks as the third city in the
Union, having a popul.ition of over 200,000.

Philadelphia.—The sales last year, at the cattle mar-
kets, were as follows—76,300 beeves, 16,175 cows,
72,150 swine, and 61,000 sheep. These numbers do
not include the entire supply for the city, large quan-
tities of all kinds of meat being brought in by farmers
and others, and sold by them in the markets, and from
wagons. Mortality last week, 157.

Pennsylvania.—The Governor's message presents a
favourable view of the State finances. The present re-

liable revenues of the State exceed the ordinary or un-
avoidable expenditures, over a million of dollars. The
aggregate receipts on the public works for the past year,

have amounted to §1,876,078, and the expenditures,
(debts all paid,) to §1,101,570, leaving a net balance of

^774,508. The condition of the works has been im-
proved daring the ye.ir, and important reforms in their

management effected. The balance in the treasury, on
the 30th of Eleventli month, was §1,240,929.72.

During the last three years, about three millions of

dollars have been expended in the construction of new
works of internal improvement, and at the same time
the public debt has been slightly reduced.

Miscellaneous.—African Exploration.—Accounts have
been received of the death of the African traveller. Dr.
Barth, and also that of Henry Waddington, who have
both fallen victims to the pestilential climate. The
last letter from Dr. Barth announced his approaching
departure from Timbuctoo for the interior.

The English at Japan.—Accounts from China, state

that the English admiral, Sterling, has made a treat

with the Japanese, opening two of the ports of tha

country to the trade of the English.

Cholera in Greece.—At the date of the last account

the cholera was raging at Athens, with great violenci

A'ot Annexed.—The treaty by which the U. S. Govern
raent proposed to acquire the harbour and port cj

Samana, in the island of St. Domingo for a naval stat «

tion, has been rejected by the Dominican Legislature.
_| ,

Kailroads in Canada.—There are 1176 miles of

pleted road, and 1922 under contract.

The Coal Fields of Arkansas.—The geologist, Diil'

Shumard, gives the results of his experiments at fifteci',

different points throughout the State, at all of whicli

seams of good coal, many of them, twenty feet deepi

have been discovered. The field is considered inexhaus-j

tible.
]

RECEIPTS.
Received from Elijah Haworth, 0., §2, vol. 27, foil

Jos. Burgess and Spencer Ballard, §2 each, vol.28;'

from F. C. P. Hill, N. C, per C. E., §2, vol. 28; fron
'

M. A. Baldwin, Pa., §2, vol. 27; from J. Ballance, Pa.,;

for Edith Morris and Sarah Ashton, §2 each, vol.28.,

for Nathh Reed, §1, to 44, vol. 28; from SI. B. Smith,:

agt., 0., for K. Michener, §1, to 26, voL 28, Tor J.

Smith, §2, vol. 28; from Jos. King, jr., Bal., §2, vol. 28.'

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
Assistant Teachers are wanted in the Boys' depart-

ment of this Institution. The opportunity which this

station furnishes for prosecuting their studies, free

from any expense, presents a favourable opening for

young persons, who wish to perfect themselves in the

higher branches of learning, or to prepare for the busi-

ness of Teachers. Those who wish to engage, are re

quested to make early application to Nathan Sharpies,

(joncordville ; Pennock Passmore, Gosbenville; or Tho-

mas Evans, or Samuel Bettle, Jr., Philadelphia.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

The committee is desirous of engaging the services of

a well qualified Friend to teach the school at Tunes-
sassah, &c. Friends, who may feel concerned to en-

gage in that station, are requested to make early

application to Joseph Elkinton, No. 377 S. Second
street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, Philadel-

phia, or Ebenezer Worth, Marshalton, Chester county,

Pa., or Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase, Philadelphia co., Pa.

Philad., Ninth mo. 20, 1854.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Commillee on Admissions.S&muel Bettle, Jr., No. 101

North Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 95 South Eighth

street, and No. 56 Chestnut street; William Bettle, No.

14 South Third street; John C. Allen, No. 179 South
Fifth street, and No. 227 North Front street; Horatio C.

Wood, No. 210 Race street, and No. 37 Chestnut street;

William Thomas, No. 242 North Fifth street, and No. 49

South Wharves; Townsend Sharpless, No. 187 Arch
street, and No. 32 South Second street; John M. Whi-
tall, No. 161 Filbert street, and No. 138 Race street.

Visiting Managers for the Month.—William Hilles,

Frankord ; .Tames Thorp, Frankford ;
William Thomas,

No. 242 N. Fifth street.

Superintendent.—Dr. Joshua H. Worthington.
Matron.—Margaret Worthington.

CORRECTION.
In the third column, 15th line from the top, page 134,

in our last number, for "Father'' read Truth.

Died, at her residence, in Burlington, N. J., on the 1 2th

t., in the 91st year of her age, ScsAX J. Smith, widow
of Joshua R. Smith, for many years a valuable elder of

Burlington Monthly Meeting. She was a diligent at-

tender of religious meetings, until within a year of her
decease, during which time she was confined to the

house by the effects of a fall, occasioning her much suf-

fering which she bore with Christian resignation. la

addition to other bereavements, she had been for a
number of years deprived other sight, but retained her
ental faculties in a remarkable degree to the last. As
sliock of corn fully ripe, we doubt not she has been

g.ithered into the heavenly garner.

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
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From the London CluartPrly Review.

now London is Supplied wilh Food.

(Continued from page 103.)

The foreign supply last year of cattle, sheep,

pigs, and calves was more than a seventh of the

entire number sent to London. The Daily Bill of

Untries at the Custom-house furnishes us with a

valuable indication of the fields from which wc

have already received, and may in future expect

to receive still further additions of what English-

men greatly covet—good beef and mutton at a

loderate price. The arrivals by steam iu the port

of London in 1853 were as follows :

—
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total value of tliis enormous supply of flesli can-

not be mucli less than 14 millions annually.

These figures demonstrate that the falling off

of sheep sold at Smithfield is solely because they

now come to town in the form of mutton. It is

sent to a much greater extent than beef, in con-

sequence of its arriving in finer condition, being

more easily carried, and better worth the cost of

conveyance on account of the larger proportion of

prime joints. Indeed, the entire carcase of the

oxen is never sent, since the coarse boiling pieces

would have to pay the same carriage as the picked

'^o.^stings.' Newgate, be it remembered, is emi-

nently a West End market, and fully two-thirds

of its meat find its way to that quarter of the

town. Accordingly most of the beef 'pitched'

here consists of sirloins and ribs; and, in addi-

tion to whole carcases of sheep, there are numer-

ous separate legs and saddles of mutton. This

accounts for a fact that has puzzled many, namely,

how London manages to get such myriads of

chops. Go into any part of the metropolis, and

look into the windows of the thousand eating-

houses and coffee-shops in the great thoroughfares,

and in every one of them there is the invariable

blue dish with half-a-dozen juicy, well-trimmed

chops, crowned with a sprig of parsley. To jus-

tify such a number, either four-fold the supply of

sheep must come to London that we have any

account of, or, in lieu of the ordinary number of

vertebrae, they must possess as many as the great

boa. When the prodigious store of saddles which

-the country spares the town have once been seen

the wonder ceases. ' Sometimes I cut 100 saddles

into mutton chops to supply the eating-houses,'

says Banister, of Threadneedle Street.

(To be continuedO

For "The Friend."

To the PMladeljihia Association of Friends for

the Instruction of Poor Children.

The Managers report

:

That they have continued their attention to the

duties of their appointment, committees of the

Board having visited the Schools twice every

roonth, while in session. The order of the Schools,

and the progress of the scholars in the branches

taught them, have been generally satisfactory.

The tcaohers appear to be interested in their du-

ties, and to endeavour to perform them faithfully.

The instruction given is necessarily of an elemen-

tary character, but there can be no doubt, that it

is of great advantage to the individuals, not only

in after life, but also during their school days.

AThile at school, they are comparatively out of

the way of evil associations, and we trust that

they receive good impressions that may tend to

counteract the evil influences to which this class

of our population are peculiarly exposed. We
cannot estimate the advantage that may in many
instances result to the objects of our care from the

instruction obtained at our Schools. Considera

tions like these should encourage the managers

and teachers to renewed diligence and continued

.perseverance, and incite the members of the As-

sociation and its friends to increased liberality in

contributing to the funds required for conducting

the Schools. Those who are reaping the benefit

of a good education, should be willing freely to

contribute a portion of their spare time and means
for the benefit of those whose opportunities

comparatively very limited.

We believe that the coloured people thomsel

appreciate the advantages furnished by our Schools,

and are glad to have their children instructed

there. On one occasion, a few months since,

when the visiting committee were present, a

tuloured man came to enter two of his daughters;

he stated that he was among the first who received

nstruction at that house, and he seemed much
pleased to place his children under our care, ex-

pressing a very favourable opinion of the charac-

ter of our Schools.

The same branches have been taught as hereto-

fore, Spelling, Beading, Writing, Geography,

Arithmetic, and Bible Lessons in the Infant de-

partment; and in the Girls' School, these, with

the addition of Grammar and Sewing. The last

we consider a very valuable and important branch

of instruction.

In the Third month last, we made an addition

to the library of 90 volumes, most of them of a

juvenile character. Eight of these were presented

to the School by the booksellers ; the remainder

cost 25 dollars and 31 cents. A few shoes were

distributed last winter among the most needy

children, at a cost of 810.12.

Since vacation, the appearance of the School-

house has been much improved by painting the

outside, and by other repairs, which were needed

for the preservation of the building.

The assistant in the Girls' School, having re-

signed, another was appointed to succeed her,

who entered upon her duties on the 1st of Tenth

month.

Sixty-nine children have been admitted into

the Infant School during the past year, making

the whole number since its establishment, 1256;

the number now on the list, is 113; average at-

tendance during the year, 68.

In the Girls' School, 33 children have been

admitted this year, making 653 since its estab-

lishment. There are 70 now on the list, and the

average attendance has been 42.

Signed by direction, and on behalf of the Board

of Managers,
Chas. J. Allen, Clerk.

Pbilad., Twelfth mo. 28, 1854.

OFFICERS OF THE AKSOCIATION.

CTerA:.—Edward Richie.

Treasurer.—Richard Richardson.

Managers,—Joel Cadbury, Israel H. Johnson
Thomas Lippincott, Richard Richardson, Mark
Balderston, James Kite, Charles J. Allen, Ben
jamin H. Pitfiold, Joseph S. Elkinton, Edward
Sharpless, Jabez Jenkins, Jr., and Caleb Wood

"Many are the afflictions of the righteous, but

the Lord delivereth him out of them all." - Some
may be ready to conclude, that some of the afflic-

tions of the righteous in this day, are of a pecu-

liarly exercising and trying nature, and when
musing ou the present divided state of our once

closely united Society, deep discouragements and
painful anticipations pervade the mind ; and un-

der such feelings, the query is, I presume, made
by not a few, What will become of our poor shat-

tered Society ? Will it be permitted by the great

Head of the Church, that it shall be broken to'

pieces, and a people afresh gathered from the lo

here's ! and lo there's ! to the same standard that

our first Friends were concerned to uphold ? But,

is there not a danger in giving place to this sug-

gestion ? Will it not have a tendency to dis-

courage an endeavour to bind together that which

is broken, and to heal the wounds that either an

unsanctified zeal or a want of true zeal may have

made? May we not hope that there will be a

remnant preserved over all the besotments of our

unwearied enemy, who is going about, not only as

a roaring lion, but as a cunning subtle serpent,

seeking whom he may destroy ; a remnant of hum-
ble, honest-hearted, clear-sighted, devoted ser-

vaiits of the Most High, who "shall see eye to

eye," and be enabled to labour unitedly for the I

promotion of truth and righteousness in the earth? '(

unto whom, and to the pure standard these will i

be enabled to uphold, others will be gathered, and :{:

'
's people be again made to shine as lights in the il'

world.

But, is it profitable to dwell much on this?

—

to be querying, What shall befal our beloved So-

ciety? May we not instructively remember the

reply of our dear Lord, when queried of by Peter,

"What shall this man do?"—"If I will that he

tarry till I come, what is that to thee?

—

Follow
j

thou me?" It has seemed to me, it will he found I

of the greatest importance for us to obey this in-

junction, "Follow thou me?" If concerned,

above all things, to be found watching and wait-

ing, eyeing the great Captain of salvation that we
may be enabled to discern the pointings of his

Spirit, and receive from Him ability to walk in

the way he may point out, being willing to follow

him into suflering and unto death, to endure the

baptisms and provings, which he may see meet to

introduce us into, that we may be washed from
all defilements of the flesh and spirit, and made
a clean-handed and pure-hearted people, prepared

to be made use of as stones in his building, to

the praise of the great Architect, we shall be pre-

pared for the place allotted us in the church by
the great Master Builder, who has a work and
service for each.

In what way may we hope that our Society will

be brought out of its lapsed condition into the state

of purity and oneness that marked its early daj's?

Can we hope for it in any other way than by
members individually being willing to be brought

into this secret exercise and travail of spirit for

themselves and for one another, that they may
come to know the way of God more perfectly, and
walk therein with a perfect heart and a willing

mind? The perfect law of God would exclude

not only all evil speaking, but all evil surmisings

one of another, and would lead into a sincere de-

sire for the best welfare one of another, and to

seek to help, as ability might be afforded, an er-

ring or halting brother or sister, that they might

bo restored. It would lead into individual faith-

fulness and devotedness to the service of Him,
who would have the reign and government in our

hearts, while at the same time we should be pre-

served from putting forth a hand unbidden for the

support of the tottering ark, or, like Saul, from

presuming, for want of faith and patience, to per-

form the service appointed to another.

" In returning and rest shall ye be saved ; in

quietness and in confidence shall be your strength."

If a concern is maintained, by those who are sin-

cerely desirous for the prosperity of Zion, and the

advancement of the all-important work in their

own hearts and in others, and that they may be

found faithful in the day of account, to return

unto first principles, and to confide the cause,

which is dear unto them, to the Lord, whose

cause it is, and u-7io will care for it, these, as

quietness and confidence are abode in, as patience

and faithfulness are maintained, and the clothing

of humility and love to God and man are experi-

enced, will know "Jerusalem to be a quiet habi-

tation," and that though " many are the afflictions

of the righteous," yet " the Lord delivereth him
out of them all; and will, I believe, have to ac-

knowledge that " truly God is good to Israel,

even to such as are of a clean heart."

First mo., 1S55.

When friends out of love overvalue thee, it

concerns thee not to overvalue thyself, nor take

more than thy due, though they give it.
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Exploralion nf rtie Wliilc Nile.

I'

(Concluileil from page 141 )

After leaving the Gazelle Lake, the course of

the White Nile becomes esceediDgly tortuous, and

; its current sluggish. Innumerable estuaries, or

i blind channels, which lose themselves among the

j
reeds, perplexed the pilots, and delayed the pro-

gress of tiie expedition. The land of the Kyks
succeeded to that of the Nuchis, which terminated

about the Sth parallel of latkude. The Kyks are

a race of herdsmen, who have great numbers of

cattle and sheep. Dr. Knobleeher found them
exceedingly shy, on account of the threats of one

of their soothsayers, who had warned them against

I

holding any intercourse with the traders. On the

22nd of December they reached the village of

Angwin, where the king of the Kyks resided.

I The monarch received them with great kindness,

j

and paid distinguished homage to Padre Angelo
Vince, Dr. Knoblecher's companion, whom, on

I

account of bis spectacles and grey beard, he took

I

to be a magician. South of the Kyks dwell the

Elliabs, who are less timid than tlie other tribes,

because they come less frequently into contact

with the traders. In their country the White
Nile divides into two branches, and here the ex-

pedition separated, each division taking a difl'erent

channel.

The water was so low that the vessels stuck

fast in the mud, but were relieved by the friendly

natives, who dragged them through the shallows

by means of long tow-ropes. For this service they

wore paid in glass beads. The further the ves

sels went into regions where intercourse with the

Egyptian traders is rare, and therefore fewer out-

rages are perpetrated, the more friendly, confiding

and unconcerned, was the behaviour of the na

tives.

On the 31st of December they reached th

country of the Zhirs. The people came down to

the water's edge to greet them, the women clap-

ping their hands and singing a song of welcome.

On the '2nd of January, 1850, Dr. Knobleeher
saw in the south-east the granite mountain of

Niei'kanyi, which lies in the Bari country,

about the fifth degree of north latitude. It was
the first elevation he had seen since passing lat.

10° 85'. All the intervening space is a vast savan-

nah, interspersed with reedy swamps of stagnant

water. The Zhirs own numerous flocks and herds,

and cultivate large fields of sesami and dourra.

They are very superior to the Nuchis and Kyks
in stature, symmetry of form, and theirmanners to-

wards strangers. Dr. Knobleeher confirmed the

Statement of Werne as to the modesty of their de-

meanour, and the evident morality of their domes-

tic life.

After leaving the Zhirs, the expedition entered

the country of the Baris, and on the 14th of Jan-
uary reached the rapids of the White Nile, at the

island of Tsankir, in 4° 49' N. This was the far-

thest point reached by all previous expeditions, as

they found it impossible to advance further with
their vessels. The Nubian pilot, Suleyman Abaw-
Zeid, determined to make the attempt; and on

the following day, aided by a strong north wind,

stemmed the rapid and reached the broad lake-

like expanse of river above it. Continuing his

voyage, Dr. Knobleeher sailed sixteen miles fur-

ther, to the Bari village of Tokiman. The country

was exceedingly rich and beautiful, abounding in

trees, and densely peopled. The current of the

river was more rapid, its waters purer, and the air

seemed to have entirely lost the depressing mias-

matic exhalations of the regions further north.

The inhabitants of Tokiman showed great astonish-

ment at the sight of the vessels and their white

occupants. Nothing, however, affected them so

much as the tones of a harmonica, played by D:

Knobleeher. Many of the people shed tears of

delight, and the chief offered the sovereignty of

his tribe in exchange for the wonderful instru-

ment. On the 16th, the expedition reached the

village of Logwek, which takes its name from a

solitary granite peak, about six hundred feet high,

which stands on the left bank of the Nile. It is

in lat. 4° 10' N., and this is the most southern

point which has yet been reached on the White
Nile. Dr. Knobleeher asceudcd the mountain,
which commanded a view of almost the entire

Bari country. Towards the south-west, the river

wound round out of sight between the mountains
Ilego' and Kidi, near which is the mountain of

Kereg, containing iron mines, which are worked
by the natives. Towards the south, on the very
verge of the horizon, rose a long range of hills,

whose forms could not be observed with exactness,

owing to the great distance. Beyond the Log-
waya range, which appeared in the east, dwell the

Berri tribes, whose language is distinct from the

Baris, and who are neighbours of the Gallas

—

that war-like race, whose domain extends from
Abyssinia to the wilds of Mozambique, along the

great central plateau of Uniamesi. The natives

of Logwek knew nothing whatever of the country

to the south.

The farthest mountain range was probably

under the parallel of lat. 3° N., so that the White
Nile has now been traced nearly to the equator.

At Logwek it was about six hundred and fifty

feet wide, and from five to eight feet deep, at the

time of the visit, which was during the dry season

Such an abundance of water allows us to estimate,

with tolerable certainty, the distance to its un-

known sources, which must undoubtedly lie be-

yond the equator.

The great snow mountain of Kilimandjaro, dis-

covered in 1850 by Dr. Krapf, the German mis-

sionary, on his journey inland from Membas, on
the coast of Zanzibar, has been located by gco
graphers in lat. o° S. It is therefore most pro

bable that the .source of the White Nile will be

found in the range of mountains, of which Kili-

mandjaro is the crowning apes.

The shortness of Dr. Knoblecher's stay among
the Baris did not permit him to obtain much in-

formation concerning them. They are brave and
fearless in their demeanour, yet cheerful, good-

natured and affectionate towards each other.

Ulerne frequently observed the men walking
along the shore with their arms around each

other's necks. They are even more colossal in

their stature than the Shillooks, many of them
reaching a height of seven feet. Their forms are

well knit, symmetrical, and indicate great strength

and activity. In smelting and working up the

iron ore of Mount Kereg, they show a remarkable
skill. Many of the spears in Dr. Knoblecher's

possession are as elegantly formed, and as admir-
ably tempered, as if they had come from the hands
of a European blacksmith. They have also war
clubs of ebony, which are nearly as hard and
heavy as iron.

On the 17th of January the expedition left

Logwek, on its return to Khartoum, the traders

having procured all the ivory which the natives

had collected since the previous year. The mis-

onaries were prevented from accomplishing their

object by the jealousy of the traders, who per-

suaded ttie Bari chiefs that they were magicians,

and that if they wore allowed to remain, they

would bewitch the country, prevent the raius from

falling, and destroy the crops of dourra. In cou-

quence of these reports the chiefs and people,

who had been on the most friendly terms with Dr.

Knobleeher and Padre Angelo, suddenly became

shy and auspicious, and refused to allow the latter

to take up their residence among them. The de-

sign of the mission was thus frustrated, and file

vicar returned with the expedition to Khartoum,
lie designed leaving for the Bari country in No-
vember, 1852, but up to the present time (1854)
no account has been received of the fulfilment of
his plans."

^^

For "The Friend."

A New Year's Gift to tlie Aged.

"As an aged man, I would say to my fellow

pilgrims who arc also in this advanced stage of tjie

journey of life, endeavour to he nsr/ul, as long as

you are continued in this world. We are, it is true,

subject to many peculiar infirmities, both of body
and mind, to bear up under which requires much
exertion, and no small share of divine assistance;

but still we have some advantages not possessed

by the young. We have received important les-

sons from experience, which, if they have been
rightly improved, are of inestimable value. Wo
can look back and contemplate 'all the way along

which the Lord hath led us.' The lessons we
have learned from thence, are like the name upon
the ' white stone,' which none can read but he
that hath it. The successive events of our lives

we can make known, but the connection whici)

these events have upon our character, our sins,

and our prayers, can be fully understood only by
ourselves. He who neglects to study the pages

of this book (his past life,) deprives himself of

one most important means of improvement
;
yet

too many appear to pay little or no attention to

the providence of a wise and merciful God, in re-

lation to themselves. If they meet with some
severe judgment, or some great deliverance, they

are ready enough to acknowledge the dispensa-

tion ; but as to the succession of ordinary events,

they seem to have no practical belief in their im-

portant relation to their duty or interest, I would
affectionately entreat ray aged friend.^ to make the

dealings of the Lord's providence towards them-

selves a subject of careful reflection. How many
have been his mercies towards us ! I have given

the exhortation to endeavour to be useful. To
comply with this, we should, in the first place,

guard vigilantly against those faults and foiiiles,

into which old people are apt to fall. We must
be careful not to mistake moroseness for serious-

ness, austerity for gravity, or discontent with our

condition, for deadness to the world.

"Why should the aged be more peevish and
morose than others ? If they are religious, there

can be no good reason for it; but it is not difficult

to account for the fact. In the decline of life a

gradual change takes place in our physical system,

by which the mind is considerably affected ; aind

often positive disease is added to this natural

change. The nervous system is debilitated, and
in consequence, the spirits are apt to sink, or to

become irregular. To these may be added the

afiiictions and disappointments which most expe-

rience in the course of a long life, by which the

temper is apt to be soured. And when men, by

reason of the decline of mind and body, become

disqualified for the same active services which

they were long accustomed to perform, and these

fall into the hands of juniors, whom they knew
when children, it is natural to feel as if the world

was turning round—as if everything was going

wrong. Old men have always been wont to laud

the times long past, when they were young, and

to censure all the innovations which have come

since. But, that old age is not nece8,=arily ac-

companied by these unamiable traits of characler,

is proved by many happy examples. Some aged

persons exhibit an uniform cheerfulness and eere-
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nity of mind; and in some, a naturally irritable

temper has been softened and mellowed by an in-

crease of years. And, I rejoice to know, tbat

with many aged Christians, their religion does not

decrease by their descent into the vale of years,

but goes on advancing ; and their growth in grace

is much more evident in this period of their lives,

than any other. As they approach nearer the end

of theirjourney, their hearts and their conversa-

tion are more in heaven. Oh! that it might be

thus with us all. It is truly a delightful thought,

that when in the wreck of mind, the whole cargo

of knowledge seems to be impaired, and much

lost, and parents can scarcely recognize their own

children, rellijion, where it was possessed, still re-

mains. J>jsus Christ is never forgotten. Pious

sentiments are never obliterated. Cicero says,

that he never heard of a miser forgetting the

place where he had buried his treasure. What

the mind prizes most is longest retained in the

memory.
"It is often remarked, and justly, 'how beauti-

ful does unaffected piety appear in youth !' But

it may as truly be said, how amiable and vener-

ble is exalted piety in old age

"It has been said that avarice is peculiarly the

sin' of age : we often hear of an old, but seldom of

a young miser. This may be true in regard to

those who have cherished the love of the world

all their lives : they will hug their treasure with

a closer grasp, and their affections will be more

concentrated on them, when other objects are re^

moved ; but this vice does not originate in old

age, it is only the mature fruit of the seed planted

in early life; and though it becomes deeply radi-

cated in old age, it is not now so much the desire

of acquiring wealth, as of holding fast what they

have got. The folly of the miser who hoards his

money without a thought of using it, is easily

shown, and has often been ridiculed. But the

truth is, that all ardent pursuit of worldly objects

beyond what is necessary for the real wants of

nature, might be demonstrated to be equally ab-

surd. But whatever men of the world may do,

let not Christians dishonour their holy profession

by an inordinate love of the world. Especially

let not the aged professor bring into doubt the

sincerity of his religion, by manifesting a covetous

disposition. 'Take heed,' said our glorious Re-

deemer, ' and beware of covetousness ; for a man's

life consistetb not in the abundance of the things

which he possesseth.' Beware of the deceitful-

ness of the heart. If you indeed find in your-

selves an increasing disposition to consecrate all

that you have to the glory of God, and the ad-

vancement of Christ's kingdom, then it may be

lawful to go on acquiring further means of use-

fulness. But whatever you now possess, or may
hereafter acquire of this world's good, for your

soul's sake, set not your affections on these perish-

able things. Be not proud of your wealth. Ne-

glect not to do good and communicate, llemem-

ber you are but the stewards of what you possess,

and faithfulness will be required for what is put

into your hand. If you have tried the plan of

parsimony lest you should lessen your estate, now

try the plan of wise liberality, and see whether

that saying of Christ is not verified by experience,

that, 'It is more blessed to give than to receive.'

" Whether in the former periods of our lives,

we have had prosperity, or have had to pass

through the deep waters of affliction, it is nearly

certain that in our old age we shall feel the strokes

of adversity. If our friends have been preserved

in life thus far, yet we know they must all die.

If we have hitherto enjoyed good health, yet now
we must expect to encounter pain and disease.

Then, my dear friends, let us set an example of

patience and cheerful resignation under the afiBic-

tions which may be laid upon us. The passive

virtues are more diflBcult to- be exercised than the

active ; and our Father in heaven is perhaps more

honoured by qu'.'t submission to his will under

suiferings, than by the greatest achievements of

zeal and exertion.

"But let us never forget that we have not the

east strength in ourselves. We are dependent

on the grace of God for every good thought and

desire. But if we trust in him we shall never be

ashamed. And there is for all such as these that

hold out to the end, a home in Heaven, where

there is the fulness of blessing, and life for ever-

more."

First mo., lSo5.

For "The Friend."

Wtathcr Statistics.

We find in a daily paper the following table

compiled by Dr. Conard, from the journal kept

by him at the Pennsylvania Hospital :

—

"The following table shows the highest and

lowest and mean temperature of each month of

1854:—
Highest. Lowest. Mean

July 98 64 78|
Aug. 96 57 7of
Sept. 93J 47 69*

Oct. 80 34 58J
Not. 70 26 45*

Dec. 49.V 6 31

Highest. Lowest. Mean
Jan. 59 12 32^

Feb. 63* 16 34j

March 78 21 43

April 84 28 51J
May 83 36 64|
June 96 51 71|

The warmest day in the year was the 21st of

July, when the lowest of the thermometer was

81 degrees and the highest 98. The coldest day

was the '20th of December, when the lowest was

6 degrees, the highest 18*.

The temperature of the seasons, as deduced

from observations for 29 years, is as follows:

—

Winter months 33.19 I Summer months 73.36

Spring " 51.87
I

Autumn " 54.61

The mean temperature of the year was 54J,

being IJ degrees above the average. The mean

temperature of the 29 preceding years was 53 J.

Amount of rain for each month of 1854

:

January
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ij
and lured him forward. But when within some
three inches of his intended victim, the wasp sud-

denly freed himself from his entanglements, and

darting upon the poor spider, in a moment pierced

him with his deadly sting in a hundred places.

The wasp then bore his ill-gotten spoil to his

lonely home. His house is built of clay, thimble

shaped, and originally containing but one apart-

ment. In the lower part of this cul de sac the

wasp deposites its eggs. Immediately over them
it draws a thin, glutinous curtain. Upon this

curtain it packs away the proceeds of its hunting

excursions, such as spiders, flies, and other insects

which it regards as suitable food for its young.

Consequently, when the young escape from the

ova, they find above them a well stocked larder,

and gradually eat their way through the choice

depository, finally appearing to the delighted

world ia the agreeable form and stature of perfect

wasps.

—

Exeter Neivs Letter.

Rurjgcd School and Home for Coloured Children.

Few persons are perhaps aware of the move-

ment that has been made toward the permanent

establishment of such an institution in this city.

The Ragged School for coloured children, located

for several years in Bedford street, has recently

been removed to a more commodious building on

Lombard street, above Seventh. There is now a

daily attendance of from fifty to sixty children.

The parents of many of them are of the most de-

graded class, inebriates and vagrants, living by

begging or by stealth, and of course very unfit to

provide for their offspring. The children gene-

rally make their first appearance at the school in

a very untidy and destitute condition. To fur-

nish them with suitable clothing in which to at-

tend, is often the first duty of the teacher. A
wholesome dinner is provided for each child, and

thus, after being washed, clothed, warmed, fed,

and instructed, they return again to their homes.

A very considerable number that come under the

care of the institution, are even more forlorn,

being literally friendless and homeless. Several

answering to this description are now lodged at

the house. The school is in some degree an in-

dustrial one, as the older girls are taught sewing,

and some of them employed in making up gar-

ments for themselves and others.

The institution is under the care of a few female

Friends, who are desirous of making it as useful

as the means placed at their disposal will admit.

To enable them still further to extend the benefits

of this excellent charity, they ask the assistance

of those who feel interested in befriending this

much neglected portion of our population. Con-

tributions of provisions for the table, materials

for clothing, or part worn garments, will be grate-

fully received by the teacher, Sarah Luciani, at the

school. No. 218 Lombard street, above Seventh.

Donations in money may be sent to either of

the undersigned.

Thomas Williamson, S. W. corner Seventh

and Arch streets.

M. C. Cope, 286 Filbert street.

Joshua L. Baily, 153 Filbert street.

Philadelphia, Twelfth mo. 28th, 1854.

Foreigners in the United States.—According to

De Bow, there are, in the United States, 961,719
persons born in Ireland, 278,675 in England,

70,550 in Scotland, 29,868 in Wales, or in Great
Britain and Ireland 1,340,812—considerably more
than half of the foreign born residents of the coun-

try; in France, 54,069; Prussia, 10,549; rest of

Germany, 573,225; Austria, 946; Switzerland,

13,358; Norway, 12,678; Holland, 9848; Swe-

den, 3559; Spain, 3113; Italy, 3645; West In-

dies, 5772; Denmark, 1838; Belgium, 1318;
Russia, 1414; Portugal, 1274; China, 758; Sand-
wich Islands, 588; Mexico, 13,317; South Ame-
rica, 1543. The number of foreigners who arrived

in the United States in 1853, was 372,725; in

1854, 368,643. About 40 in every 100 Irish

live in the large cities, and about 36 in the 100
Germans. 56,214 persons born in the United
States, reside in Canada.

Ah I when did wisdom covet length of days ?

Or seek its bliss in pleasure, wealth, or praise 7

No : wisdom views, with an indifferent eye,

All finite joys, all blessings born to die,

The soul on earth is an immortal guest,

Compell'd to starve at an unreal feast

:

A spark that upwards tends by nature's force;

A stream diverted from its parent source
;

A drop dissever'd from the boundless sea,

A moment parted from eternity I

A pilgrim panting for a rest to come
;

An exile anxious for his native home.
U. More.

Selecied.

I have seen

A curious child, who dwelt upon a tract

Of inland ground, applying to his ear

The convolutions of a smooth-lipped shell;

To which in silence hushed, his very soul

Listened intensely; and his countenance soon
Brightened with joy ; for murmurings from withii

Were heard, sonorous cadences whereby,
To his belief, the monitor expressed

Mysterious union with its native sea.

Even such a shell the Universe itself,

Is to the ear of Faith.

For " The Friend

Safely of the Church.

Of the body of Christ, which is his church,

there are many members, and to each one is as-

signed his ofiice and place therein, which, being

kept, there is no jarring or confusion. But when
one member steppeth aside from the line of Divine

appointment, by aspiring above or sinking below

the pointing of duty, then is the door opened for

the entrance of discord, to the grief of the body,

which is united in the Head, from which it re-

ceiveth nourishment, and is supplied with that

wisdom, which is profitable to direct in all things,

whether in doing or suffering.

It is a great favour to know, and to be able to

keep our places in the militant church, for this is

the only way to the church triumphant. " Obe-
dience is better than sacrifice, and to hearken than

the fat of rams." The will and wisdom of the

flesh cannot work the righteousness of "God,"
who "is a Spirit." If our allegiance is not unto

Him, who is given for our lawgiver, judge, and
king, we are the servants of the author of confu-

sion, who will scatter and divide us, one from an-

other, as sheep without a shepherd.

According to the exhortation of the apostle,

"het all things be done decently, and in order,

endeavouring to keep the unity of the Spirit in

the bond of peace," lest our house become deso-

late, and we left a prey to the prince of darkness,

having the things that belong to our peace hid

from our eyes. If we are children of the light,

let us walk in the light, lest wo stumble upon the

dark mountains of an empty profession. How
many, by losing a feeling of humble dependence

upon the Source of all true wisdom and strength,

have left that place of safety wherein they once

moved, and spake with fear and trembling. God
is the author of order and unity, and not of con-

fusion and division, and as we abide in him, and
he in us, we are qualified to see eye to eye, and
to put shoulder to shoulder in the work, which he

has appointed for us to do ; but if we become vain
in our imaginations, thinking ourselves to be
something while we are nothing, our foolish hearts

become darkened, and our hands weakened, so

that we forsake our own mercies, having 7iot the
Spirit, which is ordained for our help.

Let us, then, remember the oneness of the hope
of our calling, for in unity is our strength. Christ
is not divided, neither are they that arc in him,
and they know that though Paul may plant, and
Apollos may water, yet it is God that giveth the
increase. These know no man after the flesh, but
their union and communion is with God, and one
with another, through him ; so that there is no
strife after lordship and dominion ; but all are

subject unto the Head of the church, and one unto
another to the edifying of the body in love.

What a precious harmony, and how simple the

means of attaining to it. But, alas ! the idolatry

of covetousness, and the desire to be something
great in our own estimation, and that of others,

are but too plainly to be seen, giving rise to tlie

leanness of soul, which is found amongst us. The
love of worldly riches, is not more evident or per-

nicious, than the thirst for human praise which
leads into a party spirit—that root of bitterness

whereby many are defiled, begetting rents and
divisions.

Christ was sent as our deliverer, and upon his

shoulders the government of the church is to rest,

and woe be to him, who rebels against it, or puts
forth a hand unbidden to support the ark of the

testimony. He hath chosen the house of the

faithful, as his servants, to confound the wisdom
of the wise, and to bring to nought the works of

the mighty, that his name alone may be exalted,

and his kingdom established in righteousness.

"He will not give his glory to another, nor his

praise to graven images." His works alone can
praise him, and these alone can stand. "If he
build not the house, they labour in vain that build

it. If he keep not the city, the watchman waketh
but in vain;" so that our duty, as well as our in-

terest, is, to hearken and obey, lest we build upon
a sandy foundation a fabric to be destroyed by
the wind of false doctrine, or the storm of worldly
temptation,—"a house divided against itself, can-

not stand."

To look toward a division in, or separation from
our Society, in order to avoid the suffering, which
is brought upon the church by unsound doctrines,

or the baulking of its testimonies, are alternatives

which will not stand the test of Truth'; for we
must be willing to abide with the Head of the

church in his sufferings and temptations, if we ex-

pect or desire to answer the end of our high call-

ing, and attain to the crown of righteousness,

which is peace, joj^, and love in the Holy Ghost.

If we are honestly engaged to examine and
prove our own selves, with the desire that all our

diseases might be healed, we can but see and ac-

knowledge our shortcomings and backslidings,

and the need we have of the mercy and forbear-

ance of God, which are promised to all those who
are rightly exercised in the accomplishment of his

will and work in the earth. "Let him that think-

eth he standeth, take heed lest he fall."

It is only by submitting our necks to the yoke

of the cross, to the subduing of our own selfish

wills, that order, unity, and harmony can be re-

stored and maintained. " The work of righteous-

ness is peace, and the eifect thereof quietness and
assurance forever."

ure I am, it is far better to be sick, providing

Christ come to ray bed-side, and say courage, I

am thy salvation, than to enjoy health, and never

know the sweet visitations of His pure Spirit.
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[The following forcible Appeal has been re-

cently put forth by Friends in England] :

—

" A Christian Appeal from the Society of Friends

to their fellow-countrymen, on the present

war.

" We would respectfully bespeak the serious at-

tention of our fellow-countrymen, whilst we ear-

nestly plead with them, on behalf of the claims of

religion and humanity, in reference to the san-

guinary conflict now raging in the East.

"It is, we reverentlj' trust, in the love of

Christ, and it is in the spirit of true patriotism,

that we make this appeal. Our country is dear

to us ; we honour our Sovereign, and prize our

free institutions; and we can but desire that our

national policy may accord with the spirit and

precepts of that Kedeemer who came ' not to de-

stroy men's lives, but to save them.' We feel it

to be a solelun thing thus to stand forth as the

advocates of inviolable peace ; and the events

which are passing around us, and the warlike

spirit which meets us in every direction, have led

us very seriously to review the grounds of our

Christian testimony in this matter. But this re-

view has only confirmed the conviction, which we
dare not shrink from avowing, however unpopular

at a crisis like the present, that all war, on what-

ever plea of policy or of necessity, is unlawful

under the Gospel dispensation.

"It will be admitted as a truth, applicable alike

to individuals and to nations, that it is only in the

use of those means which are sanctioned by the

law of Christ, that we can expect the Divine

blessing upon our eiforts. When these means are

exhausted, it becomes man, as a dependent being,

to commit all results unto God—a tnist which

will never be confounded.

"Can it then be that war, with all its attendant

misery and crime, is a means the employment of

which is sanctioned by Christianity '{ We unre-

servedly make our appeal to those inspired records,

which, as Christians, we all profess to accept as a

revelation from heaven. 'I'rue it is, that in the

Old Testament we find not only war, but retalia-

tion also, permitted, and, under certain circum-

stances, even commanded. As regards the com-

mand, we presume that no such commission to

wage war against the Lord's enemies, as that given

to his chosen people formerly, is claimed, or even

expected, now. And in regard to the permission,

it is sufficient to say, that the provisions of the

old covenant, as to the return of evil for evil, like

those bearing upon the conjugal relation, are ex-

pressly contriisted by our Lord himself with his

own precepts, for the purpose of showing that that

which, in both these cases, was allowed to them

of old time, by reason of the hardness of their

hearts, is prohibited by the higher and holier

morality of the new covenant. To the Gospel

standard, therefore, whether exhibited by pro-

phecy, or more fully developed by Christ himself

and his Apostles, must his disciples resort for

their practical guidance. In the face then of all

the glorious anticipations of prophecy in regard

to the peaceable reign of the Messiah, and of iLc

deep significance of that name by which h^ .^

called ' The Prince of Peace;'—in the face of

the annunciation of the heavenly host which cha-

racterised the new dispensation, as that which was

to bring 'glory to God in the highest, and on

earth peace, goodwill towards men;'—in the face of

the express commands of our Redeemer himself,

'Luve yjur enemies, bless them that curse you,

ciu good to ihcm that hate you, and pray for them

tljat despiiefuUy use you and persecute you;'

—

who will venture to say that Christianity afibrds

any authority or justification for war ?

"And not alone by precept, but by his example

also, has our Lord and Saviour emphatically taught

us the lesson of forgiveness, forbearance and love.

How touching is his prayer for his bitterest ene-

mies ! How wondrous the forbearance of Him
who said, ' Thinkest thou that I cannot now pray

to my Father, and he shall presently give me
more than twelve legions of angels V What
power might not He have commanded, and that

not in any doubtful controversy, but in the vindi-

cation of eternal right
;
yet he used it not :—

a

forbearance, exercised not merely with a view to

the accomplishment of that most precious sacri-

fice which he made of himself for our sins ; but

also, as a holy example for our imitation, of absti-

nence from all self-defensive violence, even in the

best of causes. For, as is declared by the Apostle,

who was himfelf 'an eye-witness' both of the

majesty and the sufferings of his Lord, ' Christ

also suffered for us, leaving us an example, that

we should follow his steps :—who, when he was

reviled, reviled not again ; when he suffered, he

threatened not ; but committed himself to Him
that judgeth righteously.'

"Now, although it may be admitted that the

precepts and example of our Lord have a primary

reference to the conduct of individuals, they can

surely be no less binding upon a nation professing

allegiance to Christ the Supreme Euler, than upon

the individuals of whom it is composed. Let us

never forget the high authority of Him who hath

thus showed unto man what is good. Let us

never forget that the Gospel is not a transitory,

but an abiding dispensation ; that it is the dispen-

sation under which we are now actually living
;

and that these blessed principles are among its

most glorious and essential characteristics. To
af&rm that they are impracticable, or not to be

practised, is to set at naught their supreme autho-

rity, and to put dishonour upon their divine

autlior. To postpone their application until all

shall act upon them, is, in scarcely a less degree,

to deny his present authority ; and involves the

practical contradiction of supposing that he has

prescribed a series of duties for a state of things,

in which the occasion for their exercise shall have

ceased to exist. It is now, in this still tossed and

conflicted world, that the Christian is called upon

to act out these lessons. It is now that he is

bound to prove his allegiance to his divine Master;

and, so fiir as his influence may extend, to pro-

mote the spreading of his kingdom upon the

earth. That kingdom is one of righteousness and

peace; and all who adopt the petition, ' Thy king-

dom come,' at once confess the duty of their own
present subjection to it, and pray for its universal

establishment.
" With such precepts, and such an example,

what have Christians to do with the moral or

political standard of Greece or Rome,—nations,

which, with all their brilliant qualities and intel-

lectual refinement, knew not the gospel of Christ?

Yet must it not bo confessed that it is from sources

such as these, that the maxims of the military

code, and the prevailing ideas of glory in con-

nexion with successful bloodshed are principally

drawn ? And what are the results of this heathen

standard on the practice of the professed followers

ot the Lord Jesus ? Without carrying our thoughts

back to the miseries of past times, if we turn to

the aflecting details of the war in which our coun-

try is now engaged, and contemplate the vast

amount oi' biiy^ical and moral suffering inflicted

on the wounded and the dying, and on innocent

widows and children ; when we see professing

Christians of one nation engaged in deadly con-

flict with their fellow Christians of another nation,

in the presence of the infidel, and, above all, when

we think of the thousands of immortal beings,

believers and unbelievers, hurried into eternity,

many of them, we must fear, altogether unpre-

pared to meet the righteous judgment of God, can

we believe that these things, at which even hu-

manity shudders, bring no dishonour on the reli-

gion of Jesus, or that they are not offensive in

the sight of Him whose name is Love, who ' hath

made of one blood all nations of men,' and on i

whose authority we learn the value of a single
!

immortal soul ? Can any prospect of temporal

good, either to ourselves or to others, compensate

for such evils ? Oh that these things were felt,
i

not as calamities only, but as national sins ! then
j

we cannot doubt but that means would be found i

for their early termination.
'

"To the members of the government of our be-
|

loved Sovereign, in the first place, would we ad-
j

dress our earnest but respectful appeal, imploring
;

them to use every Christian effort for the restora-
]

tion of peace. We are not insensible to the dif-
]

flculties of their position in this momentous crisis,
;

ia having to deal with a powerful enemy, and at i

the same time, to stem the mighty torrent of mar-
i

tial excitement in the public mind, or to satisfy

its exaggerated expectations with reference both to

the war itself and to the results to be obtained by it.

Yet we believe, that trust in God, combined with

humbling views of our national sins and a tem-

perate estimate of our own position, even when i

convinced that we have clearly the right on our i

side, will be founa at all times, and especially in
j

the present peculiar and critical circumstances of
j

the country, the best preparation for obtaining i

peace.
i

"We implore our senators, now as3embling in
|

both houses of parliament for the avowed purpose
|

of aiding the vigorous prosecution of the war, to
j

remember that that which is morally or reli;

ously wrong cannot be politically right ; that the

non-recognition of the peaceable doctrines and

;

preceptsof the gospel by the nation which is op-

posed to us, a nation too, intellectually and spirit-

ually, far less enlightened than our pwn, consti-

tutes no valid plea for our violation of them ; and

that Parliament may more truly serve the country

by promoting temperate counsels and wise and

conciliatory negotiation, than by urging forward a

war which has already been so fearfully destruc-

tive of British life and treasure, and which threat-

ens in its progress to involve the whole of Europe

in one wide spread conflagration.

"We appeal to all who possess authority or in-

fluence, whether by their secular or their religious

position, and especially to those who are looked

up to as the ministers of the gospel of peace,

use that authority and influence of which they are

stewards, not in stirring up the martial spirit of

the nation or in nerving the arm of war, but in

promoting peace on earth and good will towards

men, even towards their enemies.

"We appeal as Christians to our fellow-Chns-

tians, as Englishmen to our fellow-countrymen of

every class; we implore them to view their pre-

sent position and duties calmly and temperately,

not under the impulse of vindictive excitement,

but with that practical wisdom which recognizes

it as a political not less than a religious truth,

that righteousness exalteth a nation, and with that

far-sighted patriotism which comprehends within

its scope the moral not less than the material, the

future as well as the present welfare of our coun-

try, and the still more enduring interests of eter-

nity.

" We pray the Almighty Father of the universe

to breathe the spirit of reconciliation into the

hearts of his contending children, British, French,

Turkish and Russian, and guide them to the pro-
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motion of their mutual well-being, in conformin|
themselves to his universal law of love.
" Given forth by a meeting representing thi

Society of Friends in Great Britain, held ii

London this 8th day of the Twelfth month,
1854, and in and on behalf thereof signed by

"Robert Forster, Clerk.'"

Selected.

Death of Old Huraplirty.

" Most readers of this journal probably know
that 'Old Humphrey' was the assumed name
of a very popular writer for the public press of
London—whose real name was George Mogridge.
G. M. died Eleventh mo. 1st, 1854.

" The following account of his last sickness is

from the pen of his widow, and will bo read with
interest by the many (young and old) in our coun-
try, who have been entertained and edified by the
quaint but striking illustratiou.s of truth with
whicli his voluminous writings abound.

"After an illness of ten months, in the sixty-

seventh year of his age, it has pleased God to re-

move from me my beloved husband, and from
many other.'i their cheerful and much valued
friend. Old Humphrey. It will rejoice the hearts
of many to know that in the midst of much pain,

and great bodily weakness, the poor sulferer's

hope, ftiith, and thankfulness, were undiminished;
and that, like David of old, he could feelingly
say, ' It is good for mo that I have been afflicted.'

Psalm cxis. 71. His mind, during this trying
season, seepied to attain a deeper solemnity than
ever ; and he

sickness, and sorrow, for everlasting joy. There
is nothing fearful in death. What is it? 'Tis
but a removal to our happy home.'

" * * * For the last two days his bodily
suiferings were very great, but his faith and love

were still greater ; and his almost inaudible voice
was employed, at intervals, in prayer and praise,

and encouraging those about him to ' look vp-
wards.' ' We shall meet again,' he said to me,
with a smile."

—

S. School Journal.

For The Friend."

" In this world ye shall have tribulation ; but
be of good cheer, I have overcome the world."

—

John xvi. 33.

There is encouragement for true believers in

Christ.
_
To those who are partaking of varied

tribulations, and at times feel prc'sscd down in

spirit by them, it may be comforting to recur to

some of the precious promises which the blessed
Redeemer gave to Lis drooping disciples; and
which may be adopted by the dedicated, humble
followers of Him.

In these sifting, proving times in our religious
Society, it is an unspeakable blessing to realize

that there is One who is able and willing to suc-
cour the afflicted, tribulated ones, who ' humbly
look unto him, to save them from sinking into
the gloomy cavern of despair, and to uphold them
amid the storms of adversity ; enabling them to
stay their minds on Him who is the alone source
of comfort that is enduring. If our trust is rightly
centered in his invisible arm of power,—if wo are

more and more the beauty of I

truly pursuing the narrow path which leads to
holiness; and found in the precious promises of those joys that are enduring, and to a happy eter-
God's holy word all that was necessary to recon- nity, there will be a stay to the mind even amid

he most discouraging seasons which at times at-
cile him to the merciful dealings of his heavenly
Father, and to enable him to say, ' I know,
Lord, that thy judgments are right, and that thou
in faithfulness hast afflicted me.'

" A friend having alluded, in a note, to the use-
ful writings of Old Humphrey, he remarked, 'I
am a poor, weak, sinful creature ; no praise is due
to me

;
give God all the glory. If he has enabled

me, in any way, to be useful to my fellow-crea-
tures, to him be all the praise.'

" His sufferings were often very great, but not
one murmuring or fretful word escaped from his
lips. In a little piece that he dictated for me to
copy for him, while lying in bed, he observed,
' My burden is very heavy, but God in his wisdom
and goodness has laid it upon me. My furnace
of trial is very hot, but a merciful Saviour is with
me therein, comforting me, and sustaining me.
In his faithfulness he hath not failed me, nor
been unmindful of his promises. He has kept my
lip from repining at his holy decrees, and my
heart from rebelling against his righteous coui-
mandments.'

" I have laid myself down on my bed,
I have leaned myself back in my chair,

To get ease to my heart and my head,
If haply relief might be near.

But the cordial that makes my heart glow,
Is to trust in my Saviour alone

;

And the easiest posture I know,
Is to kneel very low at his throne."

" At one time my husband remarked, ' I am
never alone

; I see God in the darkness, I hear

tend the most faithful servants of the 31ost High.
And what matters it to the Christian, when his

pilgrimage in this life is ended, if tribulations

have been somewhat his portion, if his heart has
been saddened by them, and he may have felt his
trials grievous and numerous ?

He, by whem those sweet promises, contained
in the records of holy writ, were given, for the
consolation of his faithful ones, passed through
trials from the unrogenerate multitude, yet when
reviled, he reviled not again. He set the example
of humility and meekness to those who should be
buffettod for his sake, and left the impressive lan-

guage of encouragement to believers, " In this

world ye shall have tribulation ; but bo of good
cheer, I have overcome the world."

Maryland, First mo., 1855.

and the labour of our hands. This is what builds
up our State. Four thousand quarter sacks of
California flour from the Eureka Mills, were sold
recently by Friedlander & Co., at satisfactory
prices, (about $9 per barrel,) to ship to China.
Other shipments of like character will shortly fol-
low; and thus, at length, California has become
an exporter of breadstuffs.—S. Francisco Herald.

THE FRIEND,
FIRST MONTH 20, 1855.

his voice in the silence, ever present with
me. His ways are often mysterious : there are
many things we cannot now understand, but there
is a needs-be for all our suffering; much sin in us
that wants purging away; and when in glory, the
3ontrast may heighten our bliss. Here, we are
jften sinning and sorrowing; but there we shall
;njoy entire freedom from sin, peace and rest lor-

iver
: Earth will be exchanged for heaven

!

jloom for an eternal weight of glory ; and pain.

For " The Friend."

REFLECTIOSS.

How important it is for those who are desiring
to enter in at the " strait gate," to remember
that while they retain anything in pos.session the
Most High has manifested to them must be parted
with for his sake, (however dear it may be to the
possessor,) they are unworthy of his merciful re-

gard. Ho does not require anything of his disciples

that He will not enable them to perform, if 'He
is rightly sought unto for aid. He is altogether

pure; and those who will be permitted to partake
of his consolations, must ask rightly of him, " who
giveth liberally and upbraideth not," and He will

enable such to lay aside the sins which do most
easily beset, and to become pure.

Maryland, First month, 1855.

Ftour to China.—This is a cheering feature,
" California sending Flour to China," for instead
of our gold leaving the country, to pay for tea,

sugar and spices, silks, shawls and other necessa-
ries and luxuries, we send the products of our soil

The Friend who has kindly furnished this jour-
nal for so long a time with a monthly meteorolo-
gical notice, informed us, some time since, that
he expected to discontinue his contributions with
the account for last month. In the press of other
things, his announcement to us was overlooked,
and hence our apparent neglect, in not thanking
him for the favour he has conferred on our read"
ers, and not expressing our regret that they are
likely to be deprived of his ""continued labour.
ihe weather tables, which have been published
regularly for several years in " The Friend," are
highly valued by many, perhaps most of ils read-
ers

;
and we hope that some one at the institutiou

where they have been prepared, will take charrre
of the subject, and favour us with the u.-^ual infoi--
mation, commencing with the present month.

While the slaveholders at their convention in
New Orleans are discussing the propriety of re-
commending to Congress repealing the laws
for the suppression of the slave trade,, it i.s

gratifying to know that Christian light and
feeling have so far prevailed in Brazil, as to in-
duce the government and the inhabitants gene-
rally to set their faces resolutely against the traf-
fic. The zealots in the cause of African slavery
living in the southern portion of this Republic,
have none, even among what are considered the
most despotic and depraved of civilized govern-
ments, to share with them, in bearing the ignominy
of advocating this most atrocious, of "all the
schemes ever resorted to for gratifying the lust for
gold.

THE SLAVE TRADE IN BRAZIL.
A very striking illustration of the complete change of

opinion in Brazil on the subject of the African slave
trade, is given in the communications received bv the
last mail.

''

A slaver, hoisting the colours of the United States,
was driven by stress of weather into a small port, called
Itapui, at the entrance of the harbour of Rio de Janeiro.
The captain landed and proceeded to offer to the neigh-
bouring pianters his unhappy cargo for sale. But not a
single slave could he dispose of; and, instead of meeting with
either succour or sympathy, he was denounced by the inhabit-
ants to the local authorities. Unluckily, he suspected
what was going on, and had just time to escape before
the police arrived to capture him and his ship. No ad-
vice of the vessel having touched at any other point of
the Brazilian coast had reached Rio, and, it is supposed,
the master h.ad proceeded to Cuba, which he stated at
Itapui was his original destination.
This evidence of a resolve not to revive the African

slave trade, proceeding from the planters and agricul-
turists themselves, is, of course, the more encouraging
and satisfactory, because it proves the complete accord
which exists between the imperial government and the
classes supposed to be most deeply interested in the
continuation of the traffic—ionrfon Globe.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England to the 30th uM.—The

^yar.—The dates from Scbastopol are to the 20th, when
afifairs were unchanged, though the Russians claimed
to be doing considerable damage to the approaches of
the allies. The weather had improved, and the heavy
frosts having hardened the ground, both armies were
resuming their activity. The Turkish troops began to
arrive from Varna on the 18th ; 5000 had landed at
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Eupatoria. The destination of Omar Pacha's army was

kept secret, but it is thought he will invest the north

side of Sebastopol. Prince Menschikoff was sick, and

General Osten Sacken had taken the command of the

Russian forces. Several sorties from the garrison were

reported in which the Russians were repulsed. These

sorties are made by small bodies of troops, for the pur-

pose of annoying the allies, and destroying their batteries.

The chief engineer who has so successfully conducted the

defence of Sebastopol, is General Destieur, a French-

man. The correspondent of the Morning Herald, after

having obtained a near view of the city, says, " Sebas-

topol is not in ruins, and what is more important still,

the defences are four times stronger and more Tigorous

than the first day we opened fire." The damage, he

states, has been mainly confined to the suburbs outside

the walls, a wretched quarter occupied by the poorer

classes, and which has been laid nearly level with the

earth. 'R'ithin the walls, but few buildings had been

destroyed, and all the streets which could be seen, were

cleanly and in good order. Numerous bodies of soldiers

were to be seen in the street?, bat neither women nor

children. Many formidable new redoubts and batteries

have been constructed by the Russians, making the de-

fences almost impregnable. The expedition for the

buildintr of a railroad from Balaklava to Sebastopol, is

now on'its way to the Crimea, in seven steamships and

two sailing vessels, with all the materials required. On
the ISth, the reinforcements of the allies had amounted

to 18,000 men.
A high diplomatic conference was to be held at the

residence of the British Minister at Vienna, on the 28th

ult. The Ambassadors of England, France, Austria,

Prussia, and Russia, were to be present. Prince Gort-

schakoff was to take part in the discussion, and the

conference was to be of the most positive character.

ENGLAND.—Parliament has adjourned, the Royal

assent having first been given to the bill authorizing

the enlistment of foreign mercenaries. The measure is

unpopular. Liverpool.—Cotton was in fair demand at

slightly lower prices. Flour unchanged. Consols had

declined to 91^.

FRANCE.—The Emperor's speech at the opening of

the Legislative Assembly, was warlike. The land army

is stated in the speech at 518,000, and 113,000 horses,

with 62,000 sailors on ship-board. He asks for an ad-

ditional levy of 140,000 men, and states that the re-

venues of the country remain undiminished. The As-

sembly authorized a new loan of five hundred millions

of francs.

RUSSIA.—A Ukase has been published, ordaining

that whoever, after a battle, shall commit acts of cruelty

on the wounded, unresisting, shall suffer death. A le

of ten men to every thousand has been ordered in the

Eastern half of theEmpire, to be completed by the 15th

of Third month.
SPAIN.—The Spanish Government declines the pro-

position of the British Ambassador, that Spain should

proclaim the slave trade to be piracy, but it has givei

orders for the strict execution of the conventions al

ready existing with England on that subject.

INDIA AND CHINA.—The overland mail has dates

from Calcutta to Tenth mo. 18, and Canton, Eleve

5th. The Chinese insurgents had been defeated

eral engagements. They still held Shanghai. There

was much apprehension in British India of the effects of

Russian movements and intrigues.

WEST INDIES.—The cholera has not yefceased its

ravages in all the islands. At St. Kitts, out of a popu-

lation of 24,000, two thousand six hundred and sixty-

five persons had been carried oS", within a short time.

SOUTH AMERICA.—Peru continues to be distracted

by internal dissensions. The Government forces, under

General Moran, have been defeated by the troops under

Domingo Elias. Moran was taken prisoner, and shot.

Politicial commotions are also rife in New Granada.

The dates from Carthagena are to Twelfth mo. 14, and
confirm the total defeat of the Melo party at Bogota on

the 4th ult., after an obstinate resistance. There was

hich the U. States purchased from Mexico, was formally

taken possession of by the United States authorities on
the 15th of Eleventh mo. The southern boundary of

the United States possessions in that part of the con-

tinent, is in the latitude of 31 deg. 52 min.

Railroads.—The Boston Railway Times gives the num-
ber of railways in the United States as 274, having an

aggregate length of 21,310 miles, which have been made
cost of $021,316,103. Besides these works, 16,975

miles are in course of construction. The longest rail-

way in the world, is stated to be the Illinois Central,

which, with its branches, is 731 miles in length.

Loss of the U. S. Sloop of War Albany.—This vessel,

which was cruising in the Gulf of Mexico, has not been

heard from for the last three months. It is supposed

must have goue down in a hurricane last 'Tenth

month, with all on board.

California.—On the 10th inst., the North Star at New
York, from Aspinwall, brought 200 passengers and

§1, 119,623 in gold. The breakwater and wharves at

Aspinwall had been badly damaged by a violent storm,

which occurred about the first of the year. Several

vessels and a number of lives were also lost. The
Kamschatka, a Russian Privateer, armed with ten guns,

and having a crew of 120 men, was lying in the port of

San Francisco. The Stockton and Sonora Telegraph

was nearly completed. Tobacco of very superior qua-

lity has been raised in some portions of the State.

Boston.—In the year 1840, the year the Cunard
steamers commenced running, the whole amount of im-

ports into Boston in foreign vessels was about §600,000

;

last year the importations in foreign vessels was

§17,000,000, more than two-thirds of which came in

great 1 among i Revolutionists. General Herrera

was killed, and other prominent ofiicers badly wounded.
Melo and many of his leading partizans were captured.

Paraguay.—President Lopez has ordered the American
Consul, Hopkins, and all North American citizens to

quit the territory of the Republic. He has also stopped

all further operations of the United States Surveying

Expedition. All foreign vessels of war are forbidden to

enter the river Paraguay.
AUSTRALIA.—Dates from Sydney to Tenth mo. 12.

The returns of gold and exports show a decrease in the

yield. The revenue of the colony was in a flourishing

condition. The dry weather was doing injury to the

grain and fruits.

UNITED STATES.—The Mesilla Valley Territory,

New York.—The exports from New Tork, in the year

1854, amounted to §101,377,087, including §37,169,406

in specie. This is the largest amount of export yet

reached at this port.

Pennsylvania.—The aggregate valuation of real and
personal estate, as fixed by the Board of Revenue Com-
missioners, amounts to §531,731,304. The State tax

on the same is §1,649,667. 'The revenue from tavern

licenses amounts to §187,662.15, being an increase since

the previous year, of 90,607.84. The odious license

system, now in operation in the city of Philadelphia,

adds largely to this item.

Philadelphia.—The direct foreign importations to this

port, during 1854, amounted to §18,705,024. Of this

amount §8,903,751 were for dry goods. The arrivals

of vessels during the past year, at this port, were
29,001 : 551 foreign, and 28,450 coastwise. Mortality

last week, 186.

The result of the experiments in making gas from

wood at the Philadelphia Gas Works, has been so suc-

cessful as to justify operations on a large scale. In

making the experiments, different kinds of wood were
employed, with different results, the production of gai

varying from 14,000 to 19,000 cubic feet from one cord

of wood. The illuminating power of the gas is said to

be fully equal to that from coal, and the costless.

Miscellaneous.—The Austrian authorities have ordered

that in future all legal proceedings before the courts

Hungary, shall be in the German language. The
Magyars are to have nothing left to remind them of thei

lost independence. -

The Mild )Veather, has opened navigation again on

Lake Erie, and steamers are running from Bufl'alo to

Cleveland.

Lidian Claims in Vermont.—The Caughnawaga Indians

claim all that part of Vermont lying north of Otter

creek, the better half and most valuable agricultural

region of the State, h.aving never ceded it away. A re-

port on the behalf of the Legislature, which has been

made and printed by a committee, proposes to pay the

Indians for the lands embraced in their claim.

Sea Island Cotton in Africa.—The French colony of

Algeria is likely to compete with the United States, in

the production of fine Sea Island. Two years ago, ten

bags were grown; last year one hundred and forty, and
this year two thousand bags will be produced. This

cotton so far has been sent to Havre, and the prices

realized were from 58 cents to §1 per pound

sary for the protection of our commerce, and the secu-

rity of the Southern coast, and urging the immediate

)n of Congress in reference thereto. They also re-

commend the repeal of the laws for the suppression of the

we trade. Marshall, a delegate from Mississippi, read

report, declaring that everything of value had its

origin in the institution of slavery, and that the insti-

tution was of Divine origin.

Bible Association of Friends in America.

DEPOSITOKT NO. 50 N. FOURTH STREET, UP STAIRS, PHILA.

t a recent meeting of the Managers of the Bible As-

sociation of Friends in America, it was agreed that the

prices of the Bibles and Testaments should be reduced,

d that the prices agreed on be the same wholesale

retail, viz.

PRICES OF BIBLES AND TESTAMENTS.

SizeofiNu

Ref. Bible
j f^^'/'c™! \

^"P

New Testament

berof How Bound. Price.

Plain Sheep I

Sh. flexible bki

Clf. embossed
do &:gilt

1 Sheep

Sbee|i b.inds

Clf. embossed
do du igilt

Ocean Steamers.—The i

Cunard, and Bremen lii

age passages of the CoUii

as follows :

Sailing East. Sailing West.

Ud.
13d. 15h.Id. 14h,

Bremen, " " 13d. 19h. 15d. llh.

The Wool Trade, is said to be unusually depressed,

and prices lower than at any time since 1842.

Soutliern Fanaticism.—In the Commercial Convention

of delegates from the Southern States, in session at

New Orleans, on the 12th inst., resolutions were offered

and referred, declaring the acquisition of Cuba neces-

RECEIPTS.

Received from John Embree, Pa., §2, vol. 28 ;
from i

SI. Leeds, jr., N. J., §2, vol. 28; from E. Bundy, agt.,

0., for Peter Sears, §2, vol. 27 ; from Rachel Kearsler,

.Mich., §4, vols. 27 and 28; from Jos. W. Hibbs, Pa.,

§2, vol. 28, and §8, for Moyamensing Soup So.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

The committee is desirous of engaging the services of

a well qualified Frieud to teach the school at Tunes-

sassah, &c. Friends, who may feel concerned to en-

gage in that station, are requested to make early

application to Joseph Elkinton, No. 377 S. Second

street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, Philadel-

phia, or Ebenezer Worth, Marshalton, Chester county,

Pa., or Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase, Philadelphia CO., Pa.

Philad., Ninth mo. 20, 1854.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

Assistant Teachers are wanted in the Boys' depart-

ment of this Institution. The opportunity which this

station furnishes for prosecuting their studies, free

from any expense, presents a favourable opening

young persons, who wish to perfect themselves in the

higher branches of learning, or to prepare for the busi-

ness of Teachers. Those who wish to engage, are re-

quested to make early application to Nathan Sharpies,

ConcordviUe ;
Pennock Passmore, Goshenville; or Tho-

mas Evans, or Samuel Bettle, Jr., Philadelphia.

Died, on the 6th inst., al his residence, in this city,

in the 78lh year of his .age, John Elliott ; a member ol'

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting. With respect to this

dear friend, it m.iy be truly said he was of a meek and

quiet spirit. Hishealth had been declining for several

weeks, and it was evident he was preparing to meet the

final change, of the near approach of which he appeared

sensible, expressing a humble hope that his name would

be written in the Lamb's Book of Life. He bore hia

sufferings with much patience and resignation, and we
believe his end was peace.

. • suddenly, on the 9th inst., George Vaux Bacon,

in the 53d year" of his age; a member of the Western

District Monthly Meeting, Philadelphia. 1
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Frotn llio London Quarterly Review.

How Londun is Supplied witii Food.

(Continued from page UO.)

The weather preserves a most delicate balance
between Newgate and Smitbfield. Winter is the

busy time at the former market, when meat can
be carried any distance without fear of taint. As
soon as summer sets in Smithfield takes its turn;
for butchers then prefer to purchase live-stock,

in order that they may kill them the exact mo-
ment they are required. Sometimes as many as

1200 beasts and from 12,000 to 15,000 sheep are

slaughtered in hot weather on a Friday night in

the neighbourhood of Smithfield for Saturday's
market. Every precaution is taken on the rail-

ways to keep the meat sweet. The Eastern Coun-
ties Company provide 'peds,' or cloths cut to the

shape of the carcase or joint, for the use of tl

customers, and sometimes it is conveyed from the
north in boxes. When, in spite of care, it turns
out to be tainted, the salesman to whom it is con-

signed calls the officer of the market, by whom it

is forthwith sent to Cow Cross, and there burnt in

the nacker's yard. According, however, to a com-
petent witness—Harper—bad meat in any quan-
tity can be disposed of in the metropolis to

butchers living in low neighbourhoods, who im-
pose it upon the poor at night. 'There is one
shop, I believe,' he says, ' doing 500^. per week
in diseased meat. This firm has a large foreisn

trade. The trade in diseased meat is very alarm-
ing, and anything in the shape of flesh can be
sold at about Id. per lb. or 8d. per stone.'

If the reader is not already surfeited with the
mountains of meat we have piled before his eyes,

let us beg his attention for a few minutes to game
and poultry, which we bring on in their proper
course. Leadenhall and Newgate, as all the world
knows, are the great metropolitan depots for this

class of food, especially the former, which receives

perhaps two-thirds of the entire supply. The
quantities of game and wild birds con.signed to

some of the large salesmen almost exceed belief

After a few successful battues in the Highlands,
it is not at all unusual for one firm to receive

5000 head of game, and as many as 20,000 to

30,000 larks are often sent up to market together.

All other kinds of the feathered tribe which are

reputed good for food are received in proportionate

abundance. If it were not for the great salesmen,

many a merry dinner would be marred, for the
retail poulterers would be totally incapable of ex-

ecuting the constant and sudden orders for the

banquets which are always proceeding. The good
people of the Crystal Palace have already learned

to consume, besides unnumbered other items, GOO
chickens daily, and fi>om this we may guess how
vast the wants of the entire metropolis. The
sources from wLich game and poultry are derived

are fewer than might be imagined. The High-
lands and Yorkshire send up nearly all the grouse

;

and scores of noblemen, members of Parliament,

and other wealthy or enthusiastic sportsmen, who
are at this present moment beating over the Moors,
and walking for their pleasure twenty-five miles

a-day, assist to furnish this delicacy to the Lon-
don public at a moderate rate.

Pheasants and partridges mainly come from
Norfolk and Suffolk ; snipes from the marshy low
lands of Holland, which also provides our entire

supply of teal, widgeon, and other kinds of wild

fowls, with the exct^ption of those caught in the

'decoys' of Cambridgeshire and Lincolns"
'

From Ostend there are annually transmitted to

London 000,000 tame rabbits, which are reared

for the purpose on the neighbouring sand dunes.

We are indebted to Ireland for flocks of plovers,

and quails are brought from Egypt and the south

f Europe. In most of our poulterers' windows
may be .seen the long wooden boxes, with a narrow
slit, in which these latter little birds are kept
til required for the spit. Not long since upwards
of 17,000 came to London via Liverpool, whither
they had been brought from the Campagna near

Kome. Of the 2,000,000 of fowls that every year

find a resting-place vis-d-vis to boiled tongues on

our London tables, by far the greatest quantity

are drawn from the counties of Surrey and Sus-

sex, where the Dorking breed is in favour. Ire-

land also .=ends much poultry. No less than

1400 tons of chickens, geese, and ducks are

brought to town annually by the Great Western
Railway, most of which are from the neighbour-

hood of Cork and Waterford, whence they are

shipped to Bristol. Londoners are accustomed to

see shops of late years which profess to sell ' West
of England produce,' such as young pork, poultry,

butter, and clouted cream. All these delicacies

are brought by the Great Western Railway, and
are principally the contributions of Somersetshire
and Devon.shire. The bulk of the geese, ducks,

and turkeys, however, come from Norfolk, Cam-
bridge, Essex, and Suffolk—four fitt counties,

which do much to supply the London Commissa-
riat, the Eastern Counties Railway alone having
brought thence last year 22,462 tons of fish, flesh,

fowl, and good red herrings.

For pigeons we are indebted to 'our fair ene-

my France,' as Sir Philip Sidney calls her, but
now we trust our fast friend. They proceed prin-

cipally from the interior, and are shipped for our
market from Boulogne and Calais. How many
eggs we get from acro.ss the Channel we scarcely

like to say. Bl'Culloch considers that the capital

receives from 70 to 75 millions—a number which
think must be much below the mark, seeing

that the Brighton and South Coast line brings

annually 2G00 tons, the produce of Belgium and
France. At Bastoign, in the latter country, there

is a farm of 200 acres entirely devoted to the

rearing of poultry and the production of eggs for

the supply of London.
No perfectly accurate account can be given of

the number per annum of poultry, game, and wild
birds which enter Leadenhall and Newgnte mar-
kets; but the following estimate was handed to us
by a dealer who turns over 100,000A a year in

this trade. As the list takes no account of the
quantity which goes direct to the retailer, nor of
the thousands sent as presents, it must fall short
of the actual consumption :

—

Grouse
Partridges

Pheasants

Snipes

Wild birds (mostly small)

Plovers .

Quails .

Larks

Widireon .

Teaf
Wild ducks .

Pigeons .

Domestic fowls

Ducks
Turkeys
Hares
Rabbits

100,000
125,000
70,000
80,000

150,000
150,000
30,000

400,000
70,000
30,000

200,000
400,000

2,000,000

100,000
350,000
104,000
100,000

1,300,000

5,759,000
In addition to its dead game and wild fowl,

Leadenhall market is quite a Noah's ark of live

animals. Geese, ducks, swans, pigeons, and cocks,
bewilder you with their noise. Intermingled with
the<e birds of a feather are hawks, ferrets, doo-s

and cats, moving about in their wicker cages, and
almost aggravated to madness by the proximity of
their prey. The major portion of the live stock
is designed either for sporting purposes or for

'petting' and breeding, and do not belong to the
commissariat department. Of the dead game and
poultry, the seven railways bring to London about
7871 tons weight in the course of the year.

In taking leave of the poultry-yard we are re-

minded of the dairy, and of the large establishments
required to fill the milk-jugs of London. There
are at the present moment, as near as we can
learn, 20,000 cows in the metropolitan and subur-

dairies, some of which number 500 cows
apiece. Even these gigantic establishments have
been occasionally exceeded, and one individual,

several years ago, possessed 1500 milkers—a fact

fatal to the popular superstition, that, notwith-
standing many attempts, no dairyman could ever
muster more than 999. The terrible ravages of
pleuro-pneumonia, which many believe to'be a
contagious disease, have cured the passion for

such extensive herds. The larger dairies of the
metropolis are on the whole admirably managed,
and the cows luxuriate in airy out-houses, but the

smaller owners are often confined for space, and
the animals are sometimes cooped in sheds, placed

in tiers one above another. The country dairy-

maid laughs at the ignorance which the Londoner
betrays of rural matters when on a visit to her

master, but she would be perplexed in her turn if

told that in the capital they fed the cows chiefly

upon brewer.s' grains, and milked them on the

seconds/or}/.' A few years since——Rugg appalled

(he town, which had forgotten Matthew Bramble,
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and the 'New Bath Guide,' by detailing a nause-

ous process which he affivmed was in use among
cuDuiug milkmen for the adulteration of their

milk. There was, however, a sjreat deal of exag-

geration in the account, and Dr. Ilasfell, whose

analyses of various articles of food in the ' Lancet'

are widely known, stutes that the 'iron-tailed cow'

is the main agent employed in the fraud, and that

the only colouring matter he has been enabled to

discover is annatto. Nearly all the cream goes to

the West End ; and one dairyman living at Isling-

ton informed us that he made 1'200Z. a-year by the

trade he carried on in that single article with the

fashionable part of the town. It must be evident,

upon the least consideration, that the London and

suburban dairies alone could not supply the me-

tropolis. If each of the 20,000 cows give on the

average 12 quarts a-day, the sum total would

only be 240,000 quarts. If we suppose this quan-

tity to be increased by the eshaustless 'iron-tailed

cow' of which Dr. Hassell speaks, to 300,000

quarts, the allowance to each individual of the

two millions and a quarter of population would be

little more than a quarter of a pint. This is clearly

below the exigencies of the tea-table, the nursery,

and the kitchen, and we do not think we shall

make an over estimate if we assume that half as

much again is daily consumed. Here ag.iin the

railway, which in some cases brings milk from as

far as eighty miles, makes up the deficiency. The
Eastern Counties line conveyed last year to Lon-

don 3,174,179 quarts, the North-Western 144,000

quarts, the Great Western 23,400 quarts, the

Drighton and South Coast 100 tons, and the Great

Northern as much perhaps as the North-Weatern.

The milk is collected from the farmers by agents

in the country, who sell it to the milkmen, of

whom there are 1347, to distribute it over the

town. In course of time it is possible that town

dairies may entirely disappear. Cow-sheds, often

narrow and low, in thickly populated localities,

cannot be as healthy for the animals as a purer

atmosphere; and though experiment has shown
that they thrive admirably when .stalled, the food

they get in these urban prisons can hardly be as

wholsome as that provided by the verdant pas-

tures of the farm. The milk which comes by

railway has, however, this disadvantage, that it

will not keep nearly so long as the indigenous

produce of the metropolitan dairies. The differ-

ent companies have constructed wagons lightly

hung on springs, but the churning effect of sud-

den joltings cannot be altogether got rid of.

(To be continued.)

An IndigesliUe. Meal.—An immense anaconda

recently arrived in Boston from the neighbour-

hood of the Congo river, in Africa. It is said

that his length is between twenty and twenty-five

feet, with a girth of thirty inches iu the largest

part of his body. There are a few curious cir-

cumstances connected with this great reptile

stranger since his arrival, which are worth chron-

icling. Just before leaving his native land, he

took a hearty meal of a dog, and nn other food

was eaten by him for seven months after. About
the first of October, this king of snakes arrived in

Boston, and was lodged in a large case with very

Strong glass walls, and a double English milled

blanket, folded iuto four thicknesses, furnished for

his bed. On the 20th of November, Sears, th

proprietor, thought it was full time to tempt his

appetite, and therefore introduced a rabbit into

his don just at evening. On viewing the interior

the following morning, the blanket was missing,

while the rabbit was still alive ! On Wednesday,
seven days after, the blanket was discharged,

whole and unimpaired, after a circuitous journey

through an intestinal tube of nearly one hun-

dred and fifty feet. It may now be seen in the

apartment, being six feet wide by seven in

length.

Since that period he has exhibited excellent

health, and has devoured a fowl. Every few days

he drinks about three quarts of water, sucking it

all up at once. When an animal is given for food

to one of this family of serpents, it is eyed intently

for an instant, and then the poor trembling crea-

ture is suddenly crushed in the huge folds of the

terrible monster, the cracking of the bones being

distinctly heard at quite a distance. Thus prepa-

red for swallowing, the body is still held in a coil,

which is equivalent to a hand, and kept steady,

while it is gradually sucked down the throat of

the animal into the stomach, where it is slowly

digested. It is the opinion of Sears that when
the anaconda sprang at the rabbit mentioned

above, by some mistake in calculation the latter

escaped, and the edge of the blanket was seized by

the teeth. When these are once engaged, being

for holders and not for mastication, it is quite im-

possible to disengage them ; and hence whatever

is once drawn into the mouth must necessarily go

down the throat. Even the muscles of deglutition

seem to act independently of volition, and urge

the morsel along by strong, convulsive, peristaltic

contractions.

—

Boston Surg, and Med. Jour.

For " The Frien.

Thomas Wight, of the city of Cork, was h

in the year 1640. His father, Eice Wight, was
minister of the town of Bandon, a zealous man in

the duties of his of&oe, and of a more tender con-

science, and devoted in that respect, than the

generality of the priests, and very strict in th

education of his children, according to the manner
of the Church of England. His son Thomas
served a hard apprenticeship with a clothier in

Bandon, and whilst in his service, hearing of a

Quakers' meeting to be held in the neighbourhood,

he went to it out of curiosity. Finding that

Friends sat silent for a long time, he grew very

uneasy, and began to think, that as he heard the

Quakers were witches, he might become bewitched

if he should stay much longer in the meeting.

However he waited a short time, until F'rancis

Ilowgill, then on a religious visit in these parts,

stood up, and uttered these words :
" Before the

eye can see, it must be opened; before the ear

can hear, it must be unstopped; and before the

heart can understand, it must be illuminated."

As Francis opened these three sentences to the

congregation with great clearness and energy, his

ministry made a deep impression on Thomas's mind,
and ho was in great measure convinced of the

truth of the doctrine preached by this distinguished

servant of the Lord Jesus. But the prejudices of

education, and the reproach cast upon him by his

relations for going to the Quakers, very much
wore off the impressions received at that meeting.

Some time after Edward Burrough came into

these parts, to visit Friends and others in the

work of the gospel, under whose powerful preach-

ing the state of his soul was so effectually reach-

ed, accompanied with such evidence of Truth, that

he, as well as many others, was no longer able to

withstand it, and he now resolved, through Divine

assistance, to be faithful, according to the light

received, through all the difficulties that might
attend him. In yielding to the requisitions of

his divine Master, following him in the way of the

cross and true self-denial, he became as a proverb

and by-word among his relations and former ac-

quaintance, which he bore patiently, not entering

into unnecessary disputations, but rather giving

himself up to silence, solitude, and reading the

Holy Scriptures. From a principle of conviction

in himself, he adopted in a short time the plain

language and a plain apparel, upon which ac-

counts he was rejected by his connections, and
lived some time with his master, who had a great

respect for him, because of his peculiar fidelity,

and trustiness in his service.

He married in the year 1670, and when hia

fiimily increased, he enlarged his business in the

clothing trade, and in commissions from abroad,

so that in a short time it appiared probable he

would have acquired considerable wealth. But in

the prosecution of his temporal concerns, he re-

ceived a Divine intimation, that he could not be

heir of two kingdoms, which brought him under
serious reflection that resulted in lessening his

business. He grew more retired from the world

and its concerns, and devoted himself to the ser-

vice and promotion of Truth, preferring it to all

worldly aggrandizement. From a religious im-

pression he undertook the duties of transcribing

clerk for the meeting of Cork, and for the province

of Munster; he was also chiefly concerned in com-

piling a historical account of the rise and spread

uf Truth in Ireland, through the ministry of

Friends, which furnished materials for Butty's his-

tory. He was a man of exemplary life and con-

versation, a pattern of plainness, a diligent atten-

der of religious meetings, and careful in the edu-

cation of his children.

He was taken ill in the Ninth month, 1724,
and showed great composure of mind and resigna-

tion to the Lord's will, and testified great satis-

faction that he had not deferred the work of sal-

vation to that period, but that he had the evidence

of its accomplishment sealed upon his mind,
which was a great comfort to those present. He
had his graudchildien called, whom in much
brokenness he counselled to fear the Lord, be
dutiful to their parents, and cautioned them to

beware of the vain fashious, and the hurtful con-

versation of the world ; expressing with sorrow

and mourning, that there was much hci^'.tand

grandeur got into, and lived in, in many i-'i lends'

families. Some Friends remaining in town after

the province meeting, he had them invited to his

chamber, who came, and by his bedside had a solid,

silent opportunity of waiting on the Lord together,

which concluded in some serious conversation, and
in prayer, to their mutual comfort. After which
he said, "Friends, we read that Jacob said, tlie

Lord was in this place, and I knew it not ; but

we can say, the Lord is here, and we know it, or

are sensible of it, glory to his name forever."

Growing gradually weaker, he lay in a sweet ten-

der frame of mind, and so continued to the 9th of

the Tenth month, 1724, on which day he died in

the 84th year of his age. " Mark the perfect man,
and behold the upright, for the end of that man is

peace."

For " 'J'he Friend."

Southern Soup Socieiy.

Having recently attended at the soup house,

No. 16 Green's Court, I have thought it might
not be uninteresting to the readers of "The
Friend," and perhaps not without its use, to

give a sketch of the scene, which was presented

there.

Nearly an hour before the stated time of deli-

very, the door was thronged by a crowd of fifty or

one hundred persons, from five or six years old to

deerepid age, wait.ng with eager expectation the

arrival of the u o uent when they should be ad-

mitted to receive the food, which was to allay the

gnawings of hunger.

It was touching to see the anxiety with which
some watched the gathering crowd of eager appli-
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cants, with evident fears lest the swelling n

bers should absorb the whole supply before their

turn came to be served. Some struggled to wedge
tlicmselvos through the dense mass nearer to the

iluort;, while the aged and feeble, though evidently

ciiJuriug the same fears, stood for an hour or

iiiose with looks of almost hopeless anxiety, yicld-

iiiL til the superior strength of those who pressed

thiuuuh, and forcibly removed them further from

tlh' entrance. Little children pushed and squeezed

tliuiiisclves between the larger bodies in hopes to

gilt nearer to the door, and obtain an earlier ad-

mit taiice; and thus placed themselves in positions

of .^Dine danger.

AVhen the doors were opened, the violence of

tha rush excited apprehensions for the safety of

tiu' parlies. Persuasion and commands were alike

]iu\viiless for a time to restrain the eager cspect-

;ii!t< from pressing on each other, so fearful were

tluy that all would be given out, before they were

supiilied. It was necessary to extricate some of

tho children, as they seemed in danger of being

injured, and some of the aged and infirm were not

a little overcome by their efforts to resist the sur-

rounding pressure.

For nearly two hours the doors were thronged

by persons waiting to be served, although five or

si.-i individuals were constantly employed in deli-

vciiiig the soup and bread, and marking the

tii!;et.s of the recipients. In less than two hours,

u|>\vards of 700 quarts of soup, and nearly as

many loaves of bread were given to the applicants.

One person, who had neither ticket nor recom-

mendation, and according to the general rule, was
not entitled to the charity, on being requested to

bring a recommendation nest day, and he should

be supplied ; remarked, with a look of earnest-

ness, "Ah! but we shall starve by to-morrow."

It is hardly necessary to add that his appeal was
not in vain.

During nearly thirty years that I have been a

member of this soup society, I have never before

witnessed such eagerness to procure from this

source the means of preventing starvation, nor so

large an amount of suffering and destitution

among the pour. The society expends in bread

alone, about thirty dollars for each day on which
it is given out; and yet large as this expenditure

seems, it is the most economical mode of adminis-

tering relief to the poor, as probably not less thau

two thousand persons are fed by that quantity of

bread, and the proportionate allowance of soup.

Donations in meat, vegetables, flour, rice, &c.,

will be gratefully received at the house ; and in

money, by Jeremiah Hacker, Treasurer, No. 144
S. Fourth street, and Thomas Evans, No. 180
Arch street.

For " The Friend."

In 1783, the Meeting for Sufferings in London
prepared the following paragraph as part of the

preface to the book of Advices of their Yearly

Meeting. ' We mourn over the departures of many
among us from our holy profession, and the wick-

edness abounding in the world at this day,' but it

would appear from it, that in those purer years of

the society, as great degrees of degeneracy prevailed

as at the present time. They say, " although it be

our lot to live in an age of great dissipation, lux-

ury, and proftineness, when the genuine fruits of

the spirit of Christianity are so rarely seen, that

everything sacred and serious seems threatened to

be overwhelmed by the torrent of vice and irreli-

gion, yet we are bowed in thankfulness to the Au-
thor of all good, in that we have abundant cause

to believe there are still many, of various ranks

and ages, mercifully preserved both among our-

selves, and in other Christian communities, who,

through faithfulness to the measure of grace, which
is given to every one to profit with, have been

strengthened to retain their integrity, and to hold

fast the profession of their faith without wavering.

Many of them, doubtless, are at times secretly

mourning over the great desolations, which infi-

delity and immorality have made in the Christian

world ; nevertheless, they are comforted at sea-

sons ill the hope of Letter times, and helped to look

forward with an eye of faith, and with unshaken
confidence, to the gradual increase of that day,

when darkness shall no longer cover the earth,

nor gross darkness the hearts of the people; when
the sjjiritual kingdom of Christ shall be exalted

over all, and that glorious ancient prophecy shall

be fulfilled, when He shall have the heathen for

his inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the

earth for his possession ; when nation shall not

lift up sword against nation, neither shall they

learn war any more ; and when the saving know-
ledge of the Lord shall cover the earth, as the

waters cover the sea." Amidst the present com*"

motions in the visible church, and in the king-

doms of the world, the Redeemer's kingdom is

making its way in many hearts, and faith is given

to these that it will continue to prevail, and that

no power will be permitted to arrest it. Clouds

may veil it from their view for seasons, to prove

their faith and fidelity, but these also are dis-

persed, and the assurance afresh granted that his

covenant with his church and people shall not be

broken, but he will hear their secret cries under

affliction, and grant deliverance for his name's

sake, and the exaltation of his honour and his

cause before men. His righteous seed are cheered

from time to time with the belief, that better and
brighter days are ahead, and while they are en-

during afflictions, they are filling up their measure,

which contributes to the spread of the spirit and

principles of the gospel, and which also work for

them a far more exceeding and eternal weight of

glory, while they look not at the things that are

seen, which are temporal, but at the things that

are not seen, which arc eternal.

Fruru " Chambers's Journal."

The Great Iron SIcam.sliip.

The many thousands who pass daily up and
down the Thames, have had their curiosity excited

for some months past by the gigantic looking

structure of iron which is gradually rising on its

bank, about four miles below London Bridge. In

the locality familiarly known as the Isle of Dsgs,

where the river suddenly takes a sweep round

three-fourths of a circle, enclosing a morass of

more than a mile in length and half a mile in

breadth, the greater part of which is several feet

below highwater mark, some of our most exten-

sive and eminent iron ship-builders have erected

their factories. It is to one of these, at the south-

ern extremity of the peninsula, we wish to con-

duct our readers. The works are of great extent,

and cover a large area of ground, which here, al-

though so well suited to the operations carried

on, aud so close to the metropolis, is compara-

tively valueless for other purposes. In Scott,

Russell & Co's. factory, iron ships and steamers

of all sizes are being constantly constructed ; and

the clank of thousands of hammers riveting red-

hot bolts, and the heavy booming sound of sledge

nd steam hammers, with the dense clouds of

smoke and bursts of flame which meet the visitor

e approaches the works, must remind him, if

he have any military experiences, of a fiercely-

contested battle-field, whilst it indicates to all the

extent and activity of the operations carried on

within. The whole expanse of the interior of the

factory is covered with sheets, and ribs, and bars

of iron
; ropes and pullics, winches and shears,

railways to facilitate the cenveyance of materials,
and portable furnaces fur boating the iron bolts,
iire encountered at every turn ; and iron vessels,
in every stage of progress—their sterns pointing
towards the river—occupy the numerous building
slips. But our business is with none of these;
and proceeding to an inner yard, with a wide
frontage towards the river, we come upon the
gigantic iron steamship which is now being built

fur the Eastern Steam Navigation Company.
The present appearance nf this leviathan, for as

yet she has received no name, is as unlike that of

a ship as can well be imagined. Four or five

lofty walls of iron, standing some sixty feet apart,

and supported by other transverse walls, would
lead one to believe that here is tho shell or frame-
work of some enormous iron warehouses about to

be shipped off to one of our colonies; and it re-

quires a considerable stretch of the imagination
to believe that these walls form portions of the
interior of the hull of a merchant ship. At one
extremity of the yard stands a flag-staff, on which
a Union-jack is hoisted, which, we are told, will

be her stern ; and at the other extremity another,
to indicate her bows ; and between these two
points is a space of nearly 700 feet in length!
The project of buildingashipof her extraordinary
dimensions when first made public, created a good
deal of discussion, and, we may add, ridicule. It

was urged that it would be impossible to construct
a ship of 675 feet in length of sufiicient strength,

and that the first heavy sea she encountered would
break her in two ; that no port or harbour would
have depth of water suflitient to float her; and
that no amount of steam power she could carry
would propel her at an average speed. Neverthe-
less, the Eastern Steam Company put faith in the
calculations of their engineer, Brunei; Scott Rus-
sell undertook to build her, and she is now more
than half completed.

The preparation of the ground on which the

leviathan ship is being constructed, was in itself

a work of considerable labour and cost. An em-
bankment of about 1000 feet in length, and 500
feet wide, was formed along the river side, by
driving massive piles to a depth of 40 or 50 feet

;

and where the greatest weight is to be supported,

along the line of the keel, the piles were driven

in at intervals of five feet. The cargoes of two
600 ton ships loaded with earth were then emptied
upon these piles, and rammed firmly duwn, so as

to form a solid foundation. On this platform,

which is a few feet above high-water mark, solid

blocks of timber were placed at short intervals
;

and on these blocks, which stand about four feet

high, the keel was laid, and is now carried out its

full length of nearly 700 feet. The position of

the ship is about forty yards from the water, and
parallel to the line of the river, with her head
down the stream, as it would be impossible to turn

a vessel of her length without great difficulty,

even on the broad bosom of the Thames. The
whole of the hull, even to the upper deck, will be

formed of iron plates of considerable thickness,

and from her keel to about eight feet above the

water line she will be double, or two perfect hulls

one within the other, with an interval between

them of about 36 inches. She will have ten

water-tight compartments, at intervals of 60 feet;

and the.se will be crossed by two longitudinal walls

of iron, running the entire length of the ship, and

again sub-dividing these compartments. While

adding very materially to the strength of the hull,

these longitudinal divisions will effect the fuither

object of completely isolating and separating the

coal, which will be stowed in the sides, from the

furnaces, boilers and machinery, which wiil be
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placed in the centre. The hulls are kept in their

relative position to each other by longitudinal iron

stringers or keelsons, at intervals of five feet; and

in the event of any accident occurring to the outer

covering, the inner hull will be strong enough to

insure the perfect safety of the ship. The bottom

is flat for a distance of 12 or 15 feet cither side of

the keel, which, by the way, is on a line with the

outer hull, and presents no obstruction to her lying

perfectly flat, and without straining, on the floor

of a dock or cradle when repairs are needed. The

iron plates of which her hull and compartments

are formed are upwards of an inch in thickness,

ten feet long, and weigh about half a ton each.

The lower part of the hold will contain the ma-

chiner}-, boilers, stores, coal, and merchandise

;

while the upper part will consist of three tiers of

decks for the passengers, one above the other, and

running the whole-length of the vessel. The

lowest of these tiers will be at least six or eight

feet above the water line, and the decks will be

eight feet apart, affording ample space for light

and ventilation—the latter being provided for by

port-holes of large size, running at intervals along

the sides, and which can be kept open in any

weather. For greater security, there will be a

strong iron deck interposed tetween the furnaces

and machinery below and the passenger depart-

ment above, thus cutting ofi" all communication.

The sleeping berths will be ranged round the sides,

and there will be large saloons in the centre for

each of the three decks, 60 feet in length, and of

proportionate width. The upper deck, which

covers all, will be flush from stem to stern. This

deck, which will add very materially to the

strength of the hull, will be double and slightly

arched. Its construction will be cellular, like

that of the tubular bridge across tiie Menai Strait,

and it will resist any amount of strain or concus-

sion that can possibly be applied to it.

(TobeconcludedO "

For "The Friend."

DIVINE WORSHIP.

In the performance of Divine and spiritual

worship in spirit and in truth, we become par-

takers of the new covenant's dispensation, and

disciples of Christ indeed, sharing with him in

the spiritual worship, performed in the spirit and

in truth ; because as he was, so are we in this

world. For the old covenant-worship had an out-

ward glory, temple and ceremonies, and was full

of outward splendour and majesty, having an out-

ward tabernacle and altar, beautified with gold,

silver and precious stones ; and their sacrifices

were confined to a particular place, even the out-

ward Mount Zion; and those that prayed, were to

pray with their faces towards that outward temple;

and therefore all this was to be protected by an

outward arm. Nor could the Jews peaceably have

enjoyed it, but when they were secured from the

violence of their outward enemies ; and therefore,

when at any time their enemies prevailed over

them, their glory was darkened, and their sacri-

fices stopped, and the face of their worship marred

:

hence they complain, lament and bewail the

destroying of the temple, as a loss irreparable.

But Jesus Christ, the author and institutor of the

new covenant-worship, testifies, that God is nei-

ther to be worshipped in this or that place, but

in spirit and in truth ; and forasmuch as his

kingdom is not of this world, neither doth his

worship consist in it, or need either the wisdom,

glory, riches or splendour of this world, to beau-

tify or adorn it; nor yet the outward power or

arm of flesh, to maintain, uphold, or protect it;

but it is and may be performed by those that are

spiritually minded, notwithstanding all the oppo

sition, violence, and malice (

being purely spiritual, it is out

natural men to interrupt or obstruct it.

Jesus Christ, the Author thereof did enjoy and

possess his spiritual kingdom while oppressed,

persecuted, and rejected of men ; and as in despite

of the malice and rage of the devil, " He spoiled

principalities and powers, triumphing over them,

and through death destroyed him that had the power

of death, that is the devil ;" so also all his followers

both can and do worship him, not only without

the arm of flesh to protect them, but even when
oppressed. For their worship being spiritual, is

by the power of the Spirit defended and main-

tained; but such worships as are carnal, and con-

sist in carnal and outward ceremonies and ob-

servations, need a carnal and outward arm to

protect and defend them, else they cannot stand

and subsist. And therefore it appears, that the

several worships of our opposers, both baptists

and protestants are of this kind, and not the true

"spiritual and new covenant-worship of Christ;

because, as hath been observed, they cannot stand

without the protection or countenance of the out-

ward Magistrate, neither can be performed, if

there be the least opposition : for they are not in

the patience of Je^us, to serve and worship him
with sufferings, ignominies, calumnies and re-

proaches. The nature of his worship, which is

performed by the operation of the Spirit, the na-

tural man being silent, doth appear from these

words of Christ, "But the hour cometh, and now
is, when the true worshippers shall worship the

Father in spirit and in truth: for the Father

seeketh such to worship him. God is a Spirit,

and they that worship him, must worship him in

spirit and in truth." This testimony is the more
specially to be observed, for that it is both the first,

chiefest, and most ample testimony, which Christ

gives us of his christian worship, as different and

contra-distinguished from that under the law.

For, first, he showeth that the season is now come,

wherein the worship must be in spirit and in

truth : for the Father seeketh such to worship

him : so then it is no more a worship consisting in

outward observances, to be performed by man at

set times or opportunities, which he can do in his

own will, and by his own natural strength: for

else it would not diiFer in matter, but only in

some circumstances from that under the law

Next, as for a reason of this worship, we need not

give any other, and indeed none can give a better

thJh that which Christ giveth, which I think

should be sufficient to satisfy every Christian, to

wit, "God is a Spirit, and they that worship him
must worship him in spirit and in truth." As
this ought to be received, because it is the words

of Christ, so also it is founded upon so clear a

demonstration of reason, as suificiently evidenceth

its verity. For Christ excellently argues from the

analogy that ought to be betwixt the object, and

the worship directed thereunto : God is a Spirit

;

therefore he must be worshipped in spirit. This

is so certain, that it can suffer no contradiction

;

yea, and this analogy is so necessary to be minded,

that under the law, when God instituted and ap-

pointed that ceremonial worship to the Jews, be

cause that

men ; because had commanded them to perform. So now, under

the reach of
[

the new covenant. He seeing meet in his heavenly

Even as , wisdom to lead his children in a path more hea-

venly and spiritual, and in a way more easy and
familiar, and also purposing to disappoint carnal and

outward observations, that his may have an eye

more to an inward glory and kingdom, than to au

outward, he hath given us for an example hereof

the appearance of his beloved Son, the Lord Jesus

Christ, who, (as 3Ioses delivered the Israelites out

of their outward bondage, and by outwardly de-

stroying their enemies,) hath delivered and doth

deliver us by suffering, and dying in the hands of

his enemies; thereby triumphing over the devil,

and his and our inward enemies ; and delivering

us therefrom. He hath also instituted an inward

and spiritual worship : so that God now tieth not

his people to the temple of Jerusalem, nor yet

unto outward ceremonies and observations; but

taketh the heart of every Christian for a temple

to dwell in; and there immediately appeareth, and
giveth him directions how to serve him in any
outward acts Since as Christ argueth, God is a

Spirit, he will now be worshipped in the spirit,

where he reveals himself, and dwelleth with the

contrite in heart. Now, since it is the heart of

man that now is become the temple of God, in

which he will be worshipped, and no more in par-

ticular outward temples, since, as blessed Stephen

said, out of the prophet, to the professing Jews of

old, "The Most High dwelleth not in temples

made with hands," as before the glory of the Lord

descended to fill the outward temple, it behoved

to be purified and cleansed, and all polluted stuff

removed out of it; yea, and the place for the

tabernacle was overlaid with gold, the most pre-

cious and cleanest of metals; so also before God
be worshipped in the inward temple of the heart,

it must also be purged of its own filth, and all its

own thoughts and imaginations, that so it may be

fit to receive the Spirit of God, and to be actuated

by it. And doth not this directly lead us to that

inward silence, of which we have spoken and

exactly pointed out. Aud further, this worship

must be in truth; intimating, that this spiritual

worship, thus acted, is only and properly a true

worship; as being that which, for the reasons

above observed, cannot be counterfeited by the

enemy, nor yet performed by the hypocrite.

New Jersey.

Olive versus Lard Oil.—At a late meeting of

the Farmers' Club, connected with the American
Institute, Professor Mapes asserted that what
" we receive as pure olive oil in the market, is

nothing more nor less than the surplus lard sent

by our pork merchants to France, where it is

transformed into the genuine article of sweet oil,

and returned to be used at the tables of those

very persons who exported it in the solid state,"

This is certainly refreshing information for the

lovers of pure sweet table oil among us, and is no
doubt perfectly true. We venture to say that

not one-tenth of the oil sold for that of the olive,

in our country, is any thing else than lard oil.

Any person can convert the common lard oil sold

for burning in lamps, into as good sweet oil as

hip was outward, that there be an
]

that which is generally sold for olive oil, by th

analogy, he saw it necessary to condescend to
I

following process :—Take, say about a quart of

them as in a special manner, to dwell betwixt the the common oil, and place it in a clean tin pan,

cherubims within the tabernacle, and afterwards

to make the temple of Jerusalem, in a sort, his

habitation, and cause something of an outward

glory and majesty to appear, causing fire from hea-

and set it on a stove, bring it up to about the

heat of scalding water, and then add about one-

quarter of an ounce of sal soda dissolved in half

a teacupful of hot water. Stir this into the oil

vcn to consume the sacrifices, and filling the temple for about five minutes, then take off" the vessel,

with a cloud : through and by which mediums,
|

and allow it to cool. When the sediment settles

visible to the outward eye, he manifested himself
j

on the bottom of the vessel, the clear should be

proportionably to that outward worship which he 'poured oft' into a clean bowl through a white
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cotton clotb, to strain it. The oil obtained by

this treatment is sweet and pure, excellent for

oiling fine machinery, and for making perfumed

oil for the hair.

—

Scientific American.

Snleclnd.

ox THE TENDERNESS DUE TO ANOTHER'S
FEELINGS.

There is a plant that ia its cell,

All trembling seems to stand,

And curls its stalk and folds its leaves,

From each approaching hand.

And so there is a conscious nerve.

Within the human breast.

That from the rash and careless hand,
Shrinks back again distrest.

The pressure rude, the touch severe,

Will raise within the mind,
A nameless thrill—a secret tear,

A torture undefined.

Oh I you who are by nature formed,

Each thought refined to know,
Repress the word—the glance that wakes
That trembling mind to woe.
And be it still your joy to raise,

The weak plant from the shade,

To bind the broken, and to heal

The wounds you never made.
Where'er you sec a shrinking mind,
Oh I let this care begin

;

And though the cell be rude or low,

Respect the guest within.

Selected.

" Thou preparcdst a fable for vie in the presence of mine
enemies.'-—David.

Oh Thou ! who, bounteous to their need.

Dost all Earth's passing pilgrims feed,

Dost bid for them in every clime,

The pregnant harvest know its prime.

The flocks in verdant pastures dwell,

The corn aspire, the olive swell,

How shall we thank Thee for the care

That doth our homely needs repair?

—

Thou pour'st us from the nested grove.

The rainstrel-harmony of love,

—

Thou giv'st us of the fruitage fair,

That summer's ardent suns prepare,

Of honey from the rock that flows,

And of the perfume of the rose,

—

And of the balmy breeze that brings

Health on its light and viewless wings.

Though Care the withering brow may trace,

Or Toil the sportive smile eEface,

Or dark Dejection teach distrust,

Or Sin debase the soul to dust,

Still Thou, Oh Lord, in love divine,

Forbearance dost with wisdom join,

—

Still in the midst of these oui foes,

Dost grant the svearied frame repose,

—

And still with more than Parent's care.

Our daily banquet dost prepare. L. H. S.

For " The Friend."

BIOGRAPniCAL SKETCHES,
Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CConlinued from page 142.)

MARTHA Cn.\LKLEY.

Martha Betterton, who resided in the city of

London, was convinced of the Truth as professed

by the people called Quakers, early in life. She
left behind her a paper, entitled "An account of

the exercise of Martha Betterton," from which her

husband has given the following extract, viz.

"As I was walking in the city of London, with

a concern on my mind, in beholding the abomina-

ble pride of the people, it opened upon my mind
in this wise: Vvo, wo! to the crown of pride I

And then I was deeply bowed in my spirit before

the Lord, and it was said to me, I will yet spare

a little longer. I have sheep which I will gather

home to me, and there shall be one shepherd and

one sbeepfold. Then I said in my heart, Oh!
Lord, shall I be one of the sheep belonging to thy

sbeepfold of eternal rest ? And again it was an-

swered me, My sheep hear my voice, and they

follow me. Then a cry was raised in me, Cause
me to hear thy voice; and not only so, but enable

me to obey the same. And then, this charge was
returned to me. Be thou faithful."

By obedience to the manifestations of truth in

her mind, she grew in grace, and a gift in the

ministry of life and salvation was conferred on her.

Thomas Chalkley, becoming acquainted with her,

had his aftections strongly drawn towards her, and

he says, he "entirely loved" her, "for the piety,

virtue, and modesty which he beheld in her."

He acquainted his father how he felt towards her,

and of his desire to obtain her for bis wife, and

was gratified with cordial unity of his beloved

parent, who said, "if thou wert worth thy weight

in gold, she deserves thee." Upon laying this

concern before her father, a .similar feeling of

unity was apparent, and he said warmly, "the
Lord bless you together."

Thomas says, "The heartiness of both our

fathers in this matter, was more to me than a por-

tion of silver or gold, of which we had but very

little ; but our love to each other was very great,

and being honourably grounded, it was not easily

shaken. After having twice published our inten-

tions before the Monthly Meeting, we had liberty

of the said meeting to proceed to the solemnization

of our marriage, which was accomplished at De-

vonshire-house in London, at a meeting appointed

for that end, on the 28(h day of the Seventh month,

in the aforesaid year [1699], in the presence of

many hundreds of people, and many worthy bre-

thren and elders. A day of days it was to my soul

!

wherein I was made sensible of the love and good-

ness of God in a particular manner which to me
was an earnest of our future well doing. My dear

wife was one who truly loved and feared God, and

had an excellent gift of the ministry given unto

her, and was serviceable therein."

In the year 1700, under a sense of religious

duty, Thomas and Blartha Chalkley removed to

America. On the passage they were in imminent

danger of being shipwrecked on the Goodwin
sands, the cable parting, by which the best bower

anchor was lost, and the vessel driving towards

apparent destruction, dragging three anchors with

her. Whilst in the extremity of the peril, the

passengers being assembled in the cabin, a concern

came upon Martha, and in the language of her

husband, "she prayed to God, the Father, in the

living power and sense of his Son ; and he heard

from his holy habitation, and answered the pray-

er: for immediately the wind abated, and our

anchors held us. This was a great deliverance,

which is not to be forgotten."

They had a stormy passage of about eight

weeks, to Chesapeake Bay, where they landed,

and proceeding to Herring bay, remained there

during the winter. In the following spring, they

removed to Penn.sylvania, and settled near the

city of Philadelphia. Thomas, in a few months,

left her, being called to visit, in the service of his

divine Master, the Island of Barbadoes. He sailed

on the 20th of the Ninth month, and did not re-

turn until the ensuing Second month. Of her

labour during the year 1701, we have no account,

and it is probable that during her husbaud's ab-

sence, she carried on some little business for a

support. This she had done in London during

the short period which elapsed between their

marriage and removal to America.

Soon after her husband's return from Bar-

badoes, they went into Maryland together, and

held at Patapsco a meeting, which Thomas re-

ported to the Meeting of Ministers and Elders to

have been the "largest of world's people" that he

ever was at in America. All the vestry-men were

present, and great openness manifest. Martha

was now in a situation more readily to leave home,
and during the year 1702, we find her attending
many meetings around Philadelphia, and in the

Ninth month, with a certificate from her meeting,
visiting Friends of Chester county, in company
with Mary Lawsou. Their concern embraced
Salem, in New Jersey ; but on their return, after

reporting a comfortable time in their labours in

Chester county, they add, that they had been un-
able to obtain a passage across the Delaware, so as

to reach Salem. In the early part of 1703,
although her husband was again away from her

on religious service, leaving her in charge of the

children and servants, we find various traces of

her religious labours, confined however to such

meetings as she could attend and return to her

own home at night. Such also may be said of

her travels during the years 1704 and 1705. In

the year 1700, she paid a religious visit to New
England, and in 1708, to Maryland. This last

labour was performed whilst her husband was
abroad on a religious service. After this, her path

of duly appears to have been confined to the

neighbourhood of Philadelphia.

ller husband, who had been from her on reli-

gious service for about three years, returned home,
in the Seventh month, 1710. Early in 1711,
they removed to Maryland, where they resided

for some months. She attended the Yearly Meet-
ing in Philadelphia, in the Seventh month of that

year, in which " she was so wonderfully carried

forth in her ministry by Divine grace, that diver.s

of her friends believed she was near her end."

She signified in her ministry something to the

effect, "that she should not live to see another

Yearly Meeting;" and so it came to pass.

Soon after her return to Maryland, she was
taken with the disease which occasioned her

death. Many had been her trials through life.

She had had five children, all of whom she had
seen laid in the silent grave, before they had
attained their third year, and now in her extreme

suffering, she felt ss if she longed to floe away,

and be at rest in the kingdom of everlasting bless-

edness. Her husband, desirous of having her in

a more healthy situation, or in hope of obtaining

better medical advice for her, was anxious to get

her to Philadelphia. She was carried to Chester,

in a litter, where remaining for rest at the house

of David and Grace Lloyd, she became so feeble,

as to be confined there for several months. These

hospitable friends treated her and her husband
with great kindness, during the period of their

painful sojourn, under their roof, and on her re-

cruiting somewhat in strength, accompanied them
to Philadelphia. At Philadelphia, she remained

all that winter, in great suffering, and feeling that

death tarried long, she was engaged to cry mightily

to the Lord that he would come and take her to

himself This appeared to be her only desire

;

her labour in the church was accomplished, and

death seemed the only remaining service called

for from her. So, longing for her dissolution,

and waiting on the Lord for his good plea-

sure in ordering it, she passed the few days al-

lotted her, until the time of her release came. Her
death took place early in 1712. She was then

about thirty-five years old.

Hei> husband thus writes concerning her. "As
we had lived together in great love and unity,

being very aflFectionate one to another; so being

now left alone, I was very solitary, and sometigies

sorrowful, and broken into many tears, in the

sense of my loss and lonesomeness. My dear wife

was a virtuous young woman, and one who truly

feared God, and loved his dear Son, from whom
she had received a good gift iu the ministry, and

was serviceable to many therein." " Her body
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was carried to the meeting-bouse in Pbiladelpbia,

and buried in Friends' burying-ground, being ac-

companied by many hundreds of our friends, in

a solemn manner; and my heart was greatly

broken in consideration of my great loss ; and be-

ing left alone, as to wife and children, I many
times deeply mourned, though I well know my
loss was her's, and their gain."

(To be continued.)

Insect Curiosities.

Among the many marvels which are continually

before our eyes, there are few more worthy of ob-

servation, or which more forcibly illustrate the con-

descending wisdom and beneficence of the great

Maker of all thing, than the wonderful instincts,

if instincts they are to be called, implanted in the

minutest creatures, to enable them to provide for

their hourly wants, ana to secure the welfare of

their progeny, which, in the case of insects, for

the most "part come into existence after the death

of the parent. We demur somewhat at the word

"instinct," because, from occasional observation

of tbe doings of these little creatures, and from

what we have read of the observations of others,

persons of very good authority, we feel inclined

to question the appropriateness of the term. It

is our object at present to bring together a few of

the characteristic performances of the insect race,

some of which have passed under our own notice,

while for others we are indebted to the writings

of a celebrated naturalist, Rymer Jones, from

whose second volume on the "JS'atural History of

Animals," we shall make a few abbreviated selec-

tions. We shall confine our instances to the facts

which we have personally observed, and to others

already recorded but not generally known.

The most casual observer must have remarked

at times, in field or garden, upon the leaf of an

oak, or some fruit-bearing tree, a brownish patch

of a downy texture, looking not very unlike a

mole on the human skin. Did he ever imagine

that this was a moth's-nest ? "Several kinds of

moths," says Rymer Jones, " construct very beau-

tiful and curious nests, impervious to wet, and

entirely composed of hair stripped from their own
bodies. With this material, which they tear off

by means of their pincer-like ovipositor, they first

form a soft couch on the surface of some leaf; they

then place upon it, successively, layers of eggs,

and surround them with a similar downy coating

;

afterwards, when the whole number is depo.sited,

they cover the surface with a roof of hairs, the

disposition of which cannot be too much admired

:

those used for the interior of the nest are scattered

without order, but those that are placed externally

are arranged with as much art and skill as the

thatch of a cottage, and as effectually keep out

water ; one layer of these hairs partially overlaps

another, and, all having the same direction, the

whole resembles a well-brushed piece of shaggy

cloth or fur. When the mother has finished this

labour, which often occupies her for twenty-four

hours, and sometimes for even twice that period,

her body, which before was extremely hairy, is

rendered almost wholly naked ; she has stripped

herself to clothe her offspring, and having per-

formed this last duty of her life, she dies.",

Many^have seen the chrysalis of the butterfly

hanging'ljy its tail to a leaf of the hawthorn or a

rose-bush, without perhaps cousideriug how the

caterpillar accomplished the business of suspend-

ing himself by the tail by means of silk spun from

his mouth wliile encased in a skin which must be

cast off before the process is finished. Let us see

how he sets about it. "When the caterpillar has

selected an object to which it proposes suspending

itself, the first process is to spin upon it a little

hillock of silk, consisting of loosely interwoven

threads; it then bends its body so as to insinuate

the anal pair of prologs amongst these threads, in

which the little crotchets which surround them
become so strongly entangled as to support its

weight with ease. It now hangs perpendicularly

from its silken support, with its head downwards.
In this position it oi'teu remains for twenty-four

hours, at intervals alternately contracting and d
latiug itself. At length the skin is seen to split

on the back, near the head, and a portion of the

pupa appears, which, by repeated swellings, acts

like a wedge, and rapidly extends the slit towardi

the tail. By the continuance of these alternate

contractions and dilatations of the conical pupa,

the skin of the caterpillar is at last collected in

folds near the tail, like a stocking which we roll

upon the ankle before withdrawing it from the

foot. But now comes the important operation.

The pupa being much shorter than the caterpillar,

is yet at some distance from the silken hillock

upon which it is to be fastened; it is supported

merely by the unsplit terminal portion of the lat-

ter's skin. How shall it disengage itself from this

remnant of its case, and be suspended in the air

while it climbs up to its place ? Without arms

or legs to support itself, the anxious spectator ex-

pects to see it fall to the earth. His fears, how-
ever, are vain ; the supple segments of the pupa's

abdomen serve in the place of arms. Between
two of these, as with a pair of pincers, it seizes on

a portion of the skin, and bending its body once

more, entirely extricates its tail from it. It is

now wholly out of the skin, against one side of

which it is supported, but yet at some distance

from the leaf. The next step is to climb up to

the required height. For this purpose it repeats

the same ingenious manoeuvre : making its cast-

ofl' skin serve as a sort of ladder, it successively,

with different segments, seizes a higher and a

higher portion, until in the end it reaches the

summit, where, with its tail, it feels for the silken

threads which are to support it. But how can

the tail be fastened to them ? This diificulty has

been provided against by Creative Wisdom. The
tail of the pupa is furnished with numerous little

hooks pointing in different directions, and some
of these hooks are sure to fasten themselves upon
the silk the moment the tail is thrust amongst it.

Its labours are now nearly completed ; but one

more exertion remains : it seems to have as great

an antipathy to its cast-off' skin as oue of us would
when newly clothed, after a long imprisonment,

to the filthy prison-garments we had put off. It

will not suffer this memento of its former state to

remain near it, and it is therefore no sooner sus-

pended in security than it endeavours to make it

tail. For this end, it seizes with its tail the

threads to which the skin is fastened, and then

very rapidly whirls itself round, often not fewer

than twenty times. By this mano3uvre it gene-

rally succeeds in breaking them, and the skin falls

down. Sometimes, however, the first attempt

fails : in that ca.se, after a moment's rest, it makes
a second, twirling itself in an opposite direction

;

and this is rarely unsuccessful. Yet now and then

it is forced to repeat its whirling not less than

four or five times ; and Reaumur has seen in-

stances where the feet of the skin were so firmly

hooked that, after many fruitless efforts, the pupa,

as if in despair, gave up the task and suffered it to

remain. After these exertions, it hangs the re-

mainder of its existence in this state, until the

butterfly is disclosed."

Some larvjB, in an equally ingenious manner,
suspend themselves horizontally, by means of a

girth of silk wound many times round their

bodies. Others, the leaf-rolling caterpillars, roll

up a portion of a leaf of a plant in the form of a
cylinder, in the interior of which they spin their

cocoons and pass their pupa condition. 'Ihe work
is managed thus : the little labourer first begins

by spinning silken threads, which it fastens to the

edge of the leaf by one end, whilst the other is

attached to a distant part of the leaf's surface ; she

then pulls at these cables one after another with
her feet, so as at each effort to bend the edge of

the leaf a little inwards, in which position she

fastens it by means of additional threads. This

operation is repeated again and again ; and as the

ropes are thus progressively shortened, the leaf

becomes gradually folded more and more, until at

length it is bent into a roll, and securely tied in

that position by innumerable silken filaments of

sutficient strength to resist the resiliency of the

material employed.

The above instances of ingenuity, which, were
it necessary, we might multiply a hundredfold,

show the insect providing for its self-preservation,

or for the preservation of its offspring. Let us
glance as briefly at the singular measures which
some of them adopt, and the management they

display in procuring food. The ant-lion, which
in its perfect state closely resembles tbe dragon-
fly, is in its larvas condition more like a spider in

the shape of its body : it has a small head, a very
moveable neck, and jaws like a strong pair of cal-

lipers, toothed along their inner margin. This
creature will feed only on such game as he catches

himself; nevertheless, he is unable to hunt even
the slowest-paced insects, for not only are his

movements excessively tardy, but, from the con-

struction of his legs, he is only able to move back-

wards. But as he cannot go in quest of his prey,

it must come to him—so he employs a stratagem

by the effect of which the game positively falls

into his jaws. Selecting a sandy soil, and choos-

ing a situation beneath the shelter of some wall or

tree, so as to be protected as much as possible from
rain, the ant lion proceeds to excavate a pit, which
he accomplishes by throwing out the sand with his

long jaws, walking ^backwards round and round
until a deep conical excavation is formed in the

loose sand, at the bottom of which he buries him-
self, remaining quietly concealed, with the excep-

tion of his jaws, which are kept half open and
ready for action. No sooner does a thoughtless

insect approach the fatal pitfall, than the loose

sides giving way beneath its feet, the unfortunate

traveller is precipitated to the bottom of the ant-

lion's den, and falls at once into the jaws of its

destroyer. The insect sometimes perceives the

danger, and tries to lay hold of the grains of sand

at the border of the dreadful gulf: some yield be-

neath its feet, and it sinks lower and lower still

;

at last, with desperate efforts, it succeeds in get-

ting hold of some piece of earth more stable than

the rest, whereby it holds, or even attempts to re-

gain the top of the dangerous steep ; but tbe ban-

dit has still a resource to enable him to secure his

escaping prey ; with the top of his flattened head,

which he uses as a shovel, he throws up a deluge

of sand, which, falling in showers upon the miser-

able victim, already exhausted with its futile

cflbrts, soon brings it to the bottom, there to be-

come an easy prey to the ruthless savage.

It is interesting and amusing at times to watch
the motions of a working bee in its busy pursuit

after the two things which constitute its treasures,

the pollen and the honey. The visit which it pays
to each flower is of very short duration, and, ac-

cording to our experience, it invariably helps itself

to pollen first, and to honey, if there be any, which
is not always the case, afterwards. Honey, indeed,

in the proper sense of the word, it does not get at
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all from the flowers ; but it sucks a sweet fluid,

whiL-li is afterwards elaborated into lioney iu its

own stomach, and thence regurgitated into the

waxen cells of the hive : we may add, moreover,

that the bee does not collect the wax, as some sup-

pose—the wax being nothing mure than a secre-

tion from its own body, a provision of nature for

'the exigencies of its architecture. The bee ap-

pears to sweep the pollen together, making besoms
of its hairy hind-legs, and then in a manner to

dredge it into certain small receptacles on the out-

ward surface of its thighs. This is not always a

silent proces.s, but is mostly accompanied with a

subdued hum, while the performer straddles and
fidgets about, sweeping the whole calyx of the

flower by no moans in a neat and cleanly fashion,

and leaving a portion for the next comer. The
sucking process, however—by which it is to be

supposed be pumps the sweet fluid which is to be-

come honey, into his stomach—is always one of

profound stillness, and it is to be hoped of enjoy-

ment as well. It happens sometimes that the in-

dustrious and thirsty gentleman is balked, after

having secured the pollen, in his attempts to get

at the delicious nectar ; but if he is perplexed, it

is but for a moment : if he cannot get at it one

way, he tries another. Look at him engaged with

a larkspur in full blonm. There is but little pol-

len, or bee-bread, to be got from this flower, and
he has soon done with the open blossom ; but the

larkspur wears a long and slightly curling horn in

the rear, which sticks out like an old gentleman's

pigtail in a picture; and in that, at the very ex-

tremity of it, is the fluid which blaster Bee is in

search of. To reach it at the natural opening is

out of the question. The orifice would not admit
the smallest pin's head, and the tube is two-thirds

of an inch long. What docs he do ? He quietly

crawls round to the end of the tube, and by means
of some apparatus with which a kind Providence

has furnished him, drills a small hole in the ex-

tremity of it, inserts his pumping engine, and
drains the vessel dry. We are not aware that

this curious circumstance has been remarked be-

fore ; but we have -watched the operation many
times in our own garden. Upon plucking the

flowers thus rifled, and examining them, we found

the holes neatly drilled, the soft fibre of the flower

being removed in the operation, the hole being

clean, without jagged edges, and not larger than

would be made by the puncture of a shirt-maker's

needle. Any person who is sceptical as to the

object of the bee in this proceeding, may, by bit-

ing ofi' the ends of a few of these larkspur tubes,

taste very perceptibly the saccharine matter which
attracts him. Is this also an instinct ?

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

We suppose there are few who are not at times

exposed to the liability of having their feelings

shocked with hearing oaths or imprecations uttered

by the irreligious and profane. Those who live iu

cities can hardly walk the streets without being

struck with the profanity that is manifested by
numbers whom they pass, both adults and children,

exciting fearful apprehensions of their moral de-

pravity, and the direful consequences in which it

must result if unchecked and unrepented.

The following remarks upon swearing, both of

the kind alluded to, and of judicial oaths, are from

the "Providence Daily Post," and are offered for

insertion in " The Friend," as a gratifying evi-

dence that Friends' testimony against oaths con-

tinues to attract the attention and secure the ap-

probation of some not iu membership with them.

" Swear Not at All."

Among all the schemes of religious, moral and

social reform so zealously advocated at the present

day, it is surprising that so little attention should

be directed to the sin of swearing. We do not

mean what is so singularly called " profane swear-

ing." That is freely condemned from the pulpit,

universally regarded as irreligious and immoral,

and, however prevalent, the practice is always de-

nounced as ungenllcmanly and indecent. Its pre-

valence is indeed deplorable, the more, perhaps,

from being so generally considered a vice—a ve-

nial offence against society—rather than a heinous

crime in the sight of God. No denunciation

against it can be too forcible, no attempt to eradi-

cate it but will meet with approval. The people

who shall have purged their language of the dis-

gusting profanities now in common use, will have
made a long stride toward a better civilization

than has yet been attained. Something has al-

ready been gained, no doubt. Much, very much,
remains to be done, at least in American society.

Not only our religious teachers, but our men of

letters and our leaders of fashion must join in the

work. The sickly attempts at swearing which
pa.-^s for wit in the fashionable drawing room, are

more disgusting than the loud-mouthed oaths

which salute our cars at the street corner. Every
agency that can be employed is needed. The
hope may bo indulged that in the progress of edu-

cation and refinement, with the rapid increase of

religious influences among our growing population,

this sad evil will gradually disappear. All would

gladly hail the day, and if it sooni too nearly to

resemble the dawning of the millenium for us to

anticipate with sanguine faith, it may yet be che-

rished as one of those possibilities of human per-

fection worth striving for, though never attained.

We wish to speak of another description of

swearing, what is known as a " legal oath."

Remembering the Christian rule, the heavenly

command, " Swear not at all," how can it be re-

conciled with the requirements of law and the

practice of courts ? It is a question which we
will not answer, although a reply satisfiictory to

many honest minds may readily be given. Whe-
ther it can properly be so reconciled, is for every

man's conscience to decide. Certainly the Society

of Friends owe much of the respect always enter-

tained toward them to their rigid persistence in

refusing to take an oath. If we admit, however,

that an oath may be taken without violating the

requirements of religion, there is still a grave

question which is worthy of discussion, and of

more serious reflection than it generally receives.

The oaths which are administered by law may be

right; are they necessary, are they useful, or

rather, can they not safely and even advantage-

ously be dispensed with ? Every one acknow-
ledges that tiiese are pertinent inquiries, but how
few have given to them a moment's investigation,

or if called upon for an answer, could give it

otherwise than from habit or tradition ?

Those who are accustomed to meet the subjects

that concern society in a different spirit, should

be able to furnish a more satisfactory reply. Be-
cause an oath has in past ages been the best se-

curity against falsehood, it is not certain that it

still continues so. We have removed the Bible

from our court rooms, we have shorn the oath of

its solemnity, and the most careless observer can-

not fail to notice that nearly all to whom it is ad-

ministered, however truthful and conscientious

they may be, regard it only as a legal formality.

This is often painfully evident. Men call down
upon themselves the vengeance of One who abhors

lying, with a heedlessness, a flippancy, fearfully

inconsistent with the imprecation they utter.

It may well be doubted if, once in a thousand in-

stances, a listener would feel convinced that the

oath of a witness had given ah added sanctity to

his words, or any pledge of his truthfulness. For
we must remember that any one who chooses can
in our courts decline to take the obligation of an
oath. Whoever fears the consequences of a vio-

lated oath, has only to make his afiirraation, in-

voking the penalties of the law in.^tead of the
wrath of Heaven. It is very often done, and by
men who would not be prevented by conscientious

scruples from taking on oath, if it were necessary.

There is no distinction between evidence under
oath and that upon simple affirmation. The law

makes none, nor does common sense. We form

our judgments of a witness's veracity not from the

fojm of engagement to tell the truth, which ho

may have chosen, but from his language, his bear-

ing and his character. Why then have any dis-

tinction in these forms, why publicly invoke the

future punishment, which every one who knows
the obligation of an oath is conscious will be
surely visited upon him, if guilty of falsehood ?

These and other considerations will be suggested
to any who are inclined to examine this gravo
subject. We think it demands a careful exami-
nation. It should have a special interest in con-

nection with the crime of perjury, a crime, we are

sorry to say, so prevalent as to need urgent eff'orts

to stay its fearful course.

Hydrostatic Machine.—A powerful hydrostatic

machine, for raising heavy brick and stone build-

ings, has been in full operation the past week in

elevating the banking-house ofJames King. The
principle of its operation is very simple. It con-

sists of a number of perpendicular cylinders, about

seven inches in diameter, each fitted with a piston,

forced upward by the pressure of water. A small

copper tube connects with each cylinder, and also

with a powerful forcing pump, by means of which
an equal pressure is exerted upon all the pistons.

With this machine two men can exert a power
sufficient to raise 75,000 tons.— Callfurnia paper.

" To live contented, in a moderate estate, we
must never consider those that have more, but
those that have less than ourselves."

THS FRZ13ND,
FIRST MONTH 27, 1855.

Our readers will, we doubt not, be intc'restcd in

the short account in the columns of the present

number, of a scene at a soup-house. Those who
are in attendance at these houses, are obliged daily

to witness such evidences of want and suffering.

There is a much larger number of the poorer clas-

ses out of employment this winter than in ordi-

nary times, and many who never before were un-
able to provide for the comfortable subsistence of
themselves and fiimilies, are now out of work ; and
having parted with much of the furniture of their

dwellings, and the clothing indispensible for com-
fort, in order to buy the necessaries of life for

those who are dear to them, are obliged to resort

to the public bounty to keep off starvation.

A liberal spirit has been manifested by very
many who have the means to give, and there is a
great deal doing for the relief of the poor in a

variety of ways ; we trust none will grow weary
of well doing in this respect, but continue their

efforts to meet the emergency, and in the end they

will have their reward.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England to the 6th inst.

—

T/ie War.—Oa the 28th ult., the Austrian, French, and
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Ecglisb plenipotentiaries met at Vienna, and signed a

declaration of the exact and precise terms which their

Governments all attach to the "four points." The Aus-

trian Minister then carried this document to an apart-

ment, where the Russian Ambassador, Prince Gorts-

chakoff, was waiting in company with the representa-

tlTes of Prussia. In their presence the Austrian Minister

communicated to Gortschakoff these propositions of the

allied powers, and asked him whether he was prepared

to accept them, without modification or reserve. He
replied that his instructions did not go so far, and re-

quested a delay of fourteen days to obtain instructions

from St. Petersburg, which was granted. Hostilities

will continue in the mean time. In the terms proposed

by the allies, there is said to be no mention of the razing

of Sebastopol, or a reduction of the Russian fleet in the

Black sea. The dates from the Crimea are to the 28th.

It is stated that the allies have now 300 guns ready to

open their fire upon Sebastopol, and that after 48 hoirrs'

bombardment they will make an attempt to storm on

the southern side. Menschikolf's despatch of the 26th

states that nothing of moment had occurred between

the 20th and 2Gth, except two sorties, in one of which

H officers and 33 soldiers were taken prisoners, and a

considerable number killed. General Canrobert's des-

patch of the 22d states that notwithstanding the bad

weather, the siege works continue, the French and Eng-

lish co-operating kindly. Scarcely a night passes with-

out some part of the French lines being attacked by

sorties. Eight thousand French troops had arrived at

the camp between the 13th and 20th, and others were

at Constantinople.

ENGLAND.—The London Times urges the immediate

removal of Lord Raglan from the command of the Bri-

tish forces, on the ground of incompetency.

The Queen has written an autograph letter sympa-

thising with the wounded soldiers.

The returns of the Board of Trade for the month,

show a decrease in the exports of nearly two millions

sterling. Morenood and Roger, extensive iron mer-

chants, have failed for upwards of 180,000 pounds ster-

ling. The Liverpool cotton market was without mate-

rial change. Flour, 43s. to 45«.

FRANCE.—The subscription to the new loan opened

on the 2d iust., with favourable prospects. Considera-

ble sums were received from England. The accounts

from the industrial districts, are satisfactory.

SWITZERLAND.—A treaty with the United States

had been laid before the Federal Counsel for its ratifi-

cation. Application had been made to the same body

for permission to enlist Swiss troops for the English

service.

AUSTRIA.—The cession of the Austrian railways to

a French capitalist, for two hundred millions of francs,

had been concluded on the 1st inst.

PRUSSIA.—The Prussian Government has issued a

notice calling attention to the law forbidding Prussians

to enlist in foreign service.

ITALY.—A labour riot bad broken out at Carara,

and the city had been placed in a state of siege.

RUSSIA.—An Imperial manifesto was issued on the

2Gth, calling on the nation to make every sacrifice for

the war. Additional revenue was to be raised on salt

and tobacco. The export of furs from Poland had been

forbidden.

UNITED STA.TES.—Congress.—The Pacific Railroad

bill has been under consideration in the House of Re-

presentatives, and various plans proposed for the ac-

complishment of this great work, have been discussed.

It does not, however, appear probable that any measure

will be matured, and receive the sanction of Congress

at the present session. Memorials have been presented

to both Houses, signed by more than fourteen thousand

of the surviving officers and soldiers of the war of 1812,

setting forth the inadequacy of the pension laws, and

demanding further grants from Congress. On the 18th,

a message was received from the President, transmit-

ting a communication from the Secretary of War, in

relation to the hostilities of the Indians on our western

borders. It represents that vigorous measures and more

men will be required at once to protect the overland

emigrants to Calilbrnia, and settlers along the route.

For this purpose, it is proposed to call out 3000 volun-

ters, mounted men. The message was referred to the

Committee on Military Afi'airs.

California.—The steamship Northern Light arrived at

New Yorkon the 14th, with 227 passengers and §533,000

in gold. The California news was to 23d ult. The

committee appointed by the railroad meeting at San

Francisco, decided that a stage route, across the plains,

was the most practicable means for securing a speedy

completion of the railroad.' The State Legislature will

be called upon to make an appropriation for the pur-

pose.

New Orleans.—The firm of Shutz, Hadden & Latting,

the heaviest produce house of the city, has failed. Two
cotton houses have also failed with liabilities amount-

ing to §2,500,000. These houses are said to have

assets exceeding their debts. The most reliable esti-

mate of the present cotton crop is, that it will not ex-

ceed three million bales.

A'ew York.—The r.ew Mayor insists that all the places

at which intoxicating drinks are sold, shall be closed

on the first day of the week. His course in this respect

meets with general approval. There is much distress

among the poor this winter, and many thousands of

operatives of all kinds are still without employment.
P/ii7izrff/iD/Ha.—Mortality last week, 151. The receipts

of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company
for the year 1854, are stated in the annual report at

$3,781,639.91, the expenses at $1,641,219.94, and the

net profits of the year at §2,140,426.97. The capital

and debts of the road now amount to §18,464,114,

which will have to be still further increased, in order to

meet the continually expanding demands of the coal

trade. The receipts of the Schuylkill Navigadon Com-
pany the last year, amounted to §798,157.91, and the

current expenses, to §295,366.23.

Misedlaneoiis.—Spain and Cuba.—In the sitting of the

Spanish Cortes on the 19th ult., the Minister of Foreign

Affairs declared emphatically, that the sale of the is-

land of Cuba would be the sale of Spanish honour itself,

and that the Government would never consent to it.

These sentiments were warmly applauded, and respond-

ed to by an unanimous vote of the Cortes.

U. S. Minister to Spain.—Soule has been recalled at

his own request, and J. C. Breckenridge, of Kentucky,

has been appointed to succeed him.

Rapid Travelling.—On the 1st inst., an SBronaut,

named Godard, left New Orleans in a balloon, and in

three hours and a half aftern-ards landed safely in East

Feliciana, La., one hundred and ninety miles from New
Orleans.

Georgia Gold.—A rich gold mine is stated to have

en discovered in Hart county. The ore yields from

§10 to §20 per bushel

Mormons in Michigan.—There are 4971 Mormons in

this State, most of whom are on Beaver Island

The Sum Trade.—In consequence of the distillation

of grain having been prohibited in France and Belgium,

large orders for rum have been sent from those coun-

tries to the United States. Every packet ship, from

New York for France and Germany, uow carries out all

the rum which can be had in the market as part of her

cargo. It is stated that the distilleries, all through the

country, have orders for months ahead at prices, which

yield them great profits. Large quantities of molasses

have been bought up for shipment, from the United

States to France.

Cfyars.-Surprising as the statement may seem, it is

asserted as a fact, that more money is annually spent

in the United States for cigars, than is expended for the

common schools of the Union.

Seamen.—For the first time in five years, there is a

surplus of seamen in the port of New York.

The Czar's Views of the Contcst.—A manifesto issued

by Nicholas on the 26th ult., in which he makes a strong

appeal to the patriotism and devotion of his subjects,

contains the following passages, " Beholding with hum-

ble gratitude toward God, the toils, the bravery, the

self-denial of our forces, both by land and sea, aud also

ihe generous outburst of devotion that animates all

ranks of the empire, we venture to recognize therein the

pledge and augury of a happier future. Penetrated by

our duty as a Christian, we cannot desire a prolonged

effusion of blood, and certainly we shall not repulsi

any offers and conditions of peace that are compatibh

with the dignity of our empire, aud the interests of our

well beloved subjects."

RECEIPTS.

Received from G. Michener, agt., 0., for Jos. Talbott,

§2, vol. 27 ;
from A. Garretson, agt., 0., for Jas. Gib

bons §2 to 20, vol. 29 ; from Z. Hampton, lo., for Jos

Embree, §2, to 14, vol. 28 ; from Chas. Perry, agt., R. I.

for Mary Hazard, §8.20, to 52, vol. 28, for SI. Sheffield,

§3.50, to 52, vol. 28, for S. Green, §2, vol. 28, for Nathl.

S. Babcock, §2, voL 28; from John King, agt., N. Y.,

for Mary Mix, §2, to 2 0, vol. 29, and §2, for B. Friend •

young persons, wno wish to perfect themselves in the

higbcT branches of learning, or to prepare for the busi-

ness of Teachers. Those who wish to engage, are re-

quested to make early application to Nathan Sharpies,

Concordville ;
Pennock Passmore, Goshenville; or Tho-

mas Evans, or Samuel Bettle, Jr., Philadelphia.

Bible Association of Friends in America.

DEPOSITOaY NO. 50 N. FOURTH STREET, UP STAIRS, PHILA.

At a recent meeting of the Managers of the Bible As

America, it was agreed that the

I Testaments should be reduced,

rices agreed on be the same wholesale

sociation of Fri

prices of the Bibles

and that th.

or retail, viz.

PRICES OF BIBLES AND TESTAMENTS

iizeof.Nu
Bible

orTes.

New Testament

Testa. Sc Psal., bound

How Bound. Price.

Clf.,pt.bk.&c.35 00

6 00

Muslin 3 50
Shp.pt.bk.&c. 1 25
'- ^ ^- 2 00

2 50
2 00
300

Sheep
Sti. flexible bl

do &gilt 2 25
Sheep

Musli]
Skiver •

Slieep bands
Clf. embossed
do do &gil
Morocco do

k bnund Sheep
Plain Sheep
>heep, exlra
Plain Sheep
Sheep e.stra

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

The committee is desirous of engaging the services of
'

a well qualified Friend to teach the school at Tnnes-

sassah, &c. Friends, who may feel concerned to en-

gage in that station, are requested to make early

application to Joseph Elkinton, No. 377 S. Second

street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, Philadel-

phia, or Ebenezer Worth, Marshalton, Chester county,

Pa., or Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase, Philadelphia co., Pa.

Philad., Ninth mo. 20, 1854.

from Benj. per Jos. Cox, §1.32

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

Assistant Teachers are wanted in the Boys' depart

ment of this Institution. The opportunity which thi:

station furnishes for prosecuting their studies, free

from any expense, presents a favourable opening for

Died, at Skaneatcles, Onondaga county, State of New-

York, on the 24th of Ninth month last, after a protracted

illness, Jacob Griffen ; a member and much esteemed

elder of Scipio Monthly Jleeting, in the sixty-seventh year

of his age. This dear Friend had, for many years, lived

an exemplary life, and been strongly attached to the

doctrines and testimonies of the Gospel, as unfolded by

the Spirit to our forefathers in the Truth, and to the

faithful in our Society to the present day ;
believing

that the truths of the Gospel, like their divine Author,

were ever the same. He said but little during his sick-

ness, upon religious subjects, except occasionally to

express his anxiety for the prosperity of the Truth, and

his grief for the wasting and desolation in the garden

of the Lord, and sometimes to remark that he saw no-

thing in his way ; but his example was more than

words, and his surviving friends have the consoling

and unshaken belief, that his purified spirit has entered

into everlasting rest.

, at the residence of his son E.xum Bundy, in

Linn co., Iowa, of lingering illness, on the 1st of Tenth

month last, Thomas Bu.ndt, in the 77th year of his age,

he being on a visit in this land. This aged Friend, for
^

some years past, resigned his interest in the cares, ac-

cumulations, and concerns of this world. He lived a

peaceful, innocent life ; in a full belief in the doctrines,

the precepts, and testimonies of our religious Society.

During his sickness, he appeared qniet and resigned
;

said he felt nothing in his way, and has left a consoling

belief in the mind of his friends, that he has entered

those mansions prepared for the righteous of all genera-

, on the 13th inst., in Camden, N. J., Isabel

Steward, in the 82d year of her age; a member of the

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, for the

Southern District.
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From the London Quarterly Review.

How london is Supplied with Food.

(Continued from pa^e 154.)

Of the vegetables aud fruit that are brought
into the various markets of the capital, but espe-

cially to Covcnt Garden, a very large quantity is

grown in the immediate neighbourhood. From
wbatever quarter the railway traveller approaches

London, he perceives that the cultivation of the

land gradually heightens, until he arrives at those

suburban residences which form the advanced

guards of the metropolis. The fields give place

to hedgeless gardens, in which, to use a phrase

of Washington Irving, 'the furrows seem finished

rather with the pencil than the plough.' Acre
after acre flashes with hand-glasses, streaks of

verdure are ruled in close parallel lines across the

soil with mathematical precision, interspersed here

and there with patches as sharp cut at the edges

as though they were pieces of green baize—these

are the far-famed market-gardens. They are prin-

cipally situated iu the long level tracts of land

that must once have been overflowed by the

Thames—such as the flat alluvial soil known as

the Jerusalem Level, extending between Loudon
Bridge and Greenwich—and the grounds about

Fulham, Battersea, Chelsea, Putney, and Brent-

ford. Cuthill, who is perhaps the best authority

on this subject, estimates that there are 12,000
acres under cultivation for the supply of vegeta-

bles and 5000 for fruit-trees. This seems an in-

suflicient area for the supply of so many mouths,

but manure and active spade husbandry compen-
sate for lack of space. By these agencies four and
sometimes five crops are extracted from the land

in the course of the year. The old-fashioned

farmer, accustomed to the restrictions of old-

fashioned leases, would stare at such a statement,

and ask how long it -would last. But his surprise

would be still greater at being told that after

every clearance the ground is deeply trenched,

and its powers restored with a load of manure to

every thirty square feet of ground. This is the

secret of the splendid return, and it could be

effected nowhere but in the neighbourhood of such
cities as London, where the produce of the ferti-

lizer is sufficiently great to keep down its price.

And here we have a striking-example of town and
country reciprocation. The same wagon that in

the morning brings a load of cabbages, is seen

returning a few hours later filled with dung. An
exact balance as far as it goes is thus kept up, and
the manure, instead of remaining to fester among
human beings, is carted away to make vegetables.

What a pity we cannot extend the system, and

turn the whole sewerage by drain-pipes entirely

into the rural districts, to feed the land, instead

of allowing it, as we do, to run into the Thames,

and pollute the water to be used in our dwellings

The care and attention bestowed by the market

gardeners is incredible to those who have not wit

nesscd it; every inch of ground is taken advan

tage of—cultivation runs between the fruit-trees;

storming parties of cabbages and cauliflowers

swarm up to the very trunks of apple-trees; rasp

berry-bushes are surrounded and cut ofi' by young

seedlings. If you see an acre of celery growing

in ridges, be sure that, on a narrow inspection

you will find long files of young peas picking their

way along the furrows. Everything flourishes

here except weeds, and you may go over a 150-

acre piece of ground without discovering a single

one. Quality, even more than quantity, is at-

tended to by the best growers; and they nurse

their plants as they would children. The visitor

will sometimes see ' the heads' of an acre of cauli-

flowers one by one folded up in their own leaves

as carefully as an anxious wife wraps up an

asthmatic husband on a November night; and if

rain should fall, attendants run to cover them up,

as cjuickly as they cover up the zoological speci-

mens at the Crystal Palace when the 'watering-

pots are set to work.

Insects and blight are also banished as strictly

as from the court of Oberon. To such a pitch is

igilance carried, that, according to a writer in

Household Words,' blight and fungi are searched

fter with a microscope, wood-lice exterminated

by bantams dressed in socks to prevent too much
cratching, and other destructive insects despatch-

ed by the aid of batches of toads, purchased at the

rate of six shillings a dozen !

The continued extension of London is, however,

rapidly encroaching upon all the old market-

gardens, and they are obliged to move farther

afield : thus high cultivation, like a green fairy-

ring, is gradually widening and enlarging its

circle round the metropolis. The coarser kinds

of vegetables are but sparingly grown in these

valuable grounds, but come up in large quantities

from all parts of the country; and some of the

choice kinds are now reared far away in Devon-

shire and Cornwall, where they are favoured by
the climate. It would be interesting to get an

authentic statement of the acreage dedicated to

fruit and vegetables for the London market, but

find the information unattainable. Cuthill

calculates that there are 200 acres employed

around the metropolis in the growth of straw-

berries, and 5 acres planted as mushroom-beds.

Cucumbers were once very largely cultivated. He
has seen as many as 14 acres under hand-glasses

, single domain, and has known 200,000

gherkins cut in a morning for the pickle-mer-

chants. Strangely enough, they have refused to

crow well around London ever since the outbreak

of the potato disease. The disastrous epidemic

of 1849, we have little doubt, had much to do

'ith the diminished supply, for the cholera soon

rought about the result desired by Gamp,
when cowcumbers is three for twopence,' prices

cjuite explanatory of the indisposition of the land

to produce them. The very high state of cultiva-

tion in the metropolitan market-garden necessitates

the employment of a large amount of labour; and
it is supposed that no less than 35,000 persons

are engaged in the service of filling the vegetable

and dessert-dishes of the metropolis. This esti-

mate loaves out those in the provinces and on the

continent, whi h would, we doubt not, nearly

double the calculation, and show a troop of men
and women as large as the allied army now acting

in the East. There are five marts in London
devoted to the sale of fruit—Covent-Garden,

Spitalfields, the Borough, Farringdon, and Port-

man markets—besides a vast number of street

offsets, such as Clare-market, in which hawkers
generally stand with their barrows. Covent-

Garden is not only their type, but it does nearly

as much business as all of them put together, and
for that reason we shall dwell upon it to the ex-

clusion of the others.

At the first dawn of morning in the midst of

squalid London, sweet country odours greet the

early-riser, and cool orchards and green strawber-

ry slopes seem ever present to the mind.

' Bright volumes of vapour through Lothbury glide.

And a river Hows on through the vale of Cheapside.'

If those who seek pleasure in gaiety have never

visited the market in its prime, let them journey

thither some summer morning, and note how fresh

will seem the air, and how full of life the people,

after the languid waltz in Grosvenor-square. The
central alley of the 'Garden,' as it is called by the

costermongers, is one of the prettiest lounges in

town ; and, whether by chance or design, it ex-

hibits, in its arrangement from east to west, a

complete march of the seasons. At the western

entrance the visitor is greeted with the breath of

fiowers; and there they show in smiling banks

piled upon the stalls, or sorted with frilled edges

nto ladies' bouquets. As he proceeds, he comes

upon the more delicate spring vegetables—pink

shafts of the oriental-looking rhubarb, delicate

cos lettuce, &c. ; still further along the arcade,

the plate-glass windows on either side display

delicate fruits, done up in dainty boxes, and set

off with tinted paper shreds. Behind these win-

dows also might be seen those rarities which it is

the pride of the London market-gardeners to pro-

vide, and in producing which they all struggle to

steal the longest march upon time—a sieve-full of

early potatoes, each as small and costly as the egg

of a Cochin-China fowl—a basin-full of peas, at a

guinea a pint—a cucumber marked 5s., and straw-

berries 18s. the ounce.

The market-gardeners of Penzance are begin-

ning to send up many of these early vegetables,

the mildness of the south-western extremity of

Cornwall giving them a wonderful advantage over

every other part of the kingdom. Gentlemen's

gardeners also contribute somewhat, by sending

to the salesmen such of the produce of their glazed

houses as is not consumed in the family, and re-

ceive articles in return of which they happen to

have an insufficient quantity themselves. These

forced vegetables give way, it is true, as the sea-

son advances; but when in, they are always most

to be found at that end of the walk nearest the

rising sun. As the year proceeds, the lustier and
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more natural fruits are displayed—peaches that

have ripened with blushing cheek to the -wind,

gigantic strawberries, raspberries, nectarines, or

blooming plums. Feathery pines add their mel-

low hue ; and when these fail, the colour deepens

into amber piles of oranges, umber filberts, and

the rich brown of Spanish chestnuts, the produce

of the waning year.

To leave, however, our fancied procession of

the seasons, and to return to the actual business

of the market. As early as two o'clock in the

morning, a person looking down the dip of Picca-

dilly will perceive the first'influs of the daily supply

of vegetables and fruits to Covent-Garden market

:

wagons of cabbages, built up and regularly faced,

with the art rather of the mason than the market

gardener; light spring-vans fragrant with straw

berries; and milk-white loads of turnips which

slowly roll along the great western road, and bring

the produce of the fertile alluvial shores of the

Thames to the great West End mart. The pe-

destrain proceeding along the southern and eastern

roads sees the like stream of vegetable food quietly

converging to the same spot. From this hour,

especially upon a Saturday morning, until nine

o'clock, the scene of the market itself is of the

most exciting description.

(To be continued.)

For I' The Friend."

"Papa" and "Mamma."
See " Youthful Pilgrims."

London, Fifth mo., 1854.

It may seem to some a very little thing I am
about to speak of, yet to me it is not ; when any-

thing we read or hear strikes at the precious life,

it seems not of small moment; let me query,

Why need we copy even in this little thing after

the world ? " Come out from among them, and

be ye separate, saith the Lord," (2d Cor. vi. 17,)

was in the beginning, and continues to be, I be-

lieve, a command extended to us, as a people : if

we want our speech and language to bewray us,

let us keep to that we profess ; even of being fol-

lowers of a meek and crucified Saviour.

"Father" and " mother" is the language of the

Bible; it was the language of our holy pattern

himself; it was the language of our early Friends;

why should we depart from it ?

Ah ! this " day of refinement," what will it not

lead some of us into ? though we may be saying

as Peter did, when Jesus showed his disciples how
that he "must suffer many things," "Be it far

from thee. Lord : this shall not be unto thee."

But remember, "he turned and said unto Peter,

Get thee behind me, Satan ; thou art an oifence

unto me : for thou savourest not the things that

be of God, but those that be of men." " Then
said Jesus unto his disciples, "If any man will

come after me, let him deny himself, and take up
his cross, and follow me."

Nothing short of following in simplicity a meek
and crucified Saviour, will preserve to us as a

people, that 'Hife which is hid with Christ in

God."—Col. iii. 3.

Chester Co., First mo., 1855.

For "Tlio Friend."

DIVINE WORSHIP.

Having largely shown in preceding essays, that

BO one can be a disciple of Christ, or a follower of

the Lamb of God, but by submitting to the cross,

and steadily walking in the path of self-denial ; I

feel a tender solicitude of mind, that Friends

everywhere, when they assemble together to per-

form worship to God ; may be weighty in spi-

rit, watching unto prayer ; keeping to the life,

which the enemy cannot counterfeit, because he

is out of it. As the right performance of Divine

worship is a subject of great importance, it is very

desirable that Friends, old and young, should be-

come more fully acquainted with this solemn act

of duty. I hope the views of our early Friends

on this subject may prove salutary and beneficial

to the readers of "The Friend."

"The ground of our worship, and how it cometh

to pass that we cannot conform to the spirit of this

world, or the will of men therein, but only to the

Spirit and will of our God, is, because we fear God,

who made heaven and earth, whose power is over

all, who hath caused the light of his holy Spirit

to shine in our hearts, thereby teaching us how to

worship him acceptably in spirit and in truth
;

which worship he hath required of us, that we
meet together so to do in those assemblies, which

he hath gathered by his power, and ordereth by

his Spirit, either in silence or sound of words, ac-

ording to his pleasure. And God, who hath

appointed us thus to worship him, willeth not that

we should deny the truth and way of worship,

which he hath taught us. Yea, if we should deny

this way of worship, we should deny Christ, and

be denied by him before his Father in heaven.

For he himself hath said, that neither at the moun-
tain of Samaria, nor at Jerusalem, should men
worship; but they that worship the Father, must

worship him in spirit and in truth. Now men cannot

worship in spirit and in truth as they please, or i n the

ways of their own inventing and setting up ; but

he that worshippeth in spirit and truth, must first

be made spiritual, and then must wait in silence

of the flesh for God's Spirit, to quicken him unto

spiritual worship. For they that worship other-

wise than thus, worship at best, but after the old-

ness of tlie letter, and not in the newness of the

Spirit, which is the only worship God seeketh, and

requireth under the New Testament. Besides, we
have found God's presence with us, and blessing

upon us, in this way of worship ; and our hearts

greatly melted and warmed therein, and power
given us over our passions and corruptions in-

wardly, and to order our lives and conversations

holily, righteously and innocently outwardly

:

which presence of God and holy power over sin

and vanity, afi"ections and lusts, we would not lose

for ten thousand worlds."

—

Penington.
" Our work then and worship is, when we meet

together, for every one to watch and wait upon God
in themselves, and to be gathered from all visibles

thereunto. And as every one is thus stated, they

come to find the good arise over the evil, and the

pure over the impure, in which God reveals him-

self, and draweth near to every individual, and so

he is in the midst in the general, whereby each

not only partakes of the particular refreshment

and strength, which comes from the good in him-

self, but is a sharer in the whole body, as being a

living member of the body, having a joint fellow-

ship and communion with all. iVnd as this wor-

ship is steadfastly preached and kept to, it be-

comes easy, though it be very hard at first to the

natural man, whose roving imaginations and run-

ning worldly desires are not so easily brought to

silence. And therefore, the Lord oftentimes, when
any turn towards him, and have true desires thus

to wait upon him, and find great difficulty through

the unstayedness of their minds, doth in conde-

scension and compassion cause his power to break

forth in a more strong and powerful manner. And
when the mind sinks down, and waits for the ap-

pearance of life, and that the power of darkness in

the soul wrestles and works against it, then the

good Seed, as it ariseth, will bo found to work as

physio in the soul, especially if such a weak one
be in the assembly of divers others in whom th

life is arisen in greater dominion, and through th

contrary workings of the power of darkness, there
|

will be found an inward striving in the soul. And |'

from this inward travail, while the darkness seeks
\

to obscure the light, and the light breaks through ;

the darkness, which it always will do, if the soul

gives not its strength to the darkness, there will

be such a painful travail found in the soul, that

will even work upon the outward man, so that

oftentimes, thi-ough the working thereof, the body
will be greatly shaken, and many groans, sighs

and tears, even as the pangs of a woman in travail,

will lay hold upon it; yea, and this not only as

to one, but when the enemy, who, when the chil-

dren of God assemble together, is not wanting to

be present, to see if he can let their comfort, hath

prevailed in any measure in a whole meeting, and
strongly worketh against it, by spreading and pro-

pagating his dark power, and by drawing out the

minds of such as are met from the life in them,

as they come to be sensible of this power of his

that works against them, and to wrestle with it by
the armour of light, sometimes the power of God
will break forth into a whole meeting, and there

will be such an inward travail, while each is seek-

ing to overcome the evil in themselves, that by
the strong contrary workings of these opposite

powers, like the going of two contrary tides, every

individual will be strongly exercised as in a day of

battle, and thereby trembling and a motion of body
will be upon most, if not upon all, which, as the

power of truth prevails, will from pangs and
groans, end with a sweet sound of thanksgiving

and praise. And from this the name of Quakers, that

is. Tremblers, was first reproachfully cast upon us

;

which, though it be none of our choosing, yet in

this respect we are not ashamed of it, but have
rather reason to rejoice therefor, even that we^

are sensible of this power that hath oftentimes

laid hold of our adversaries, and made them yield

unto us, and join with us and confess to the truth,

before they had any distinct knowledge of our

doctrines, so that sometimes many at one meeting
have been thus convinced : and this power would
sometimes also reach to and wonderfully work
even in little children, to the admiration and as-

tonishment of many. Many are the blessed ex-

periences which I could relate of this silence and
manner of worship

;
yet I do not so much com

mend and speak of silence, as if we had bound
ourselves by any law to exclude praying or preach-

ing, or tied ourselves thereunto; not at all : for

as our worship consisteth not in words, so neith

in silence, as silence; but in a holy dependence
of the mind upon God: from whicb dependence
silence necessarily follows in the first place, until

words can be brought forth, which are from God
Spirit; and God is not wanting to move in his!

children to bring forth words of exhortation or!

prayer, when it is needful; so that of the manyi
gatherings and meetings of such as are convincedj
of the truth, there is scarce any in whom God
raiseth not up some or other to minister to his'

brethren; and there are few meetings that are:

altogether silent. For when many are met to-i

gether in this one life and name, it doth most]

naturally and frequently excite them to pray to

and praise God, and stir up one another by mu-|
tual exhortation and instructions; yet we judge it

needful there be in the first place some time oil

silence, during which every one may be gathered!

inward to the word and gift of grace, from which
he that ministereth may receive strength to bring,

forth what he miuistereth; and they that heaij

may have a sense tj discern betwixt the precious!

and the vile, and not to hurry into the exorcise of,

these things so soou, as other Christians do."—

;

Barclay.
j

New Jersey.
I
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From " Chambers's Journal."

The Great Iron Stfamship.

(Concluded from page 156.)

The principle on which the ship is being con-

structed, i.s one which is now recognized among
all practical and scientific men—namely, that

the strength of iron depends upon the plates be-

ing placed at right angles to each other ; and
the whole framework of the hull has been ar-

ranged with a view to this object. Internally, it

is a combination of iron walls—ten running

transversely, two intersecting these longitudinal-

ly, and four crossing horizontally. All the walls

are strengthened still further at the junctions by

solid angle-irons ; and the whole of this cellular

arrangement is enclosed in a double iron-casing

or hull, which gives the enormous mass perfect

rigidity, and a strength which, we are assured,

equals what it would be if formed of solid iron.

The plates, although numbered by thousands,

are all cut out, in the first instance, by means of

wooden models in the moulding-loft ; each of

them has its peculiar list or inclination and

shape, with the number of holes to be punched
;

and each of them, as it leaves the rolling-mill,

where it is gauged to the sixteenth-part of an

inch, has a particular letter and number marked
legibly upon it ; and by means of this name,

which the plate ever afterwards retains, the work-

men, on its arrival, know at once its position in the

vast pile, and it proceeds straight to its destination.

"We now come to the machinery by which the

ves.sel is to be propelled. She will be furnished

both with paddle-wheels and a screw—the former,

of a nominal power of 1000 horses; the latter,

of 1600 horses; but, practically, the combined
power may be estimated at 3000 horses. The
paddle-wheel machinery is now being constructed

in the same building-yard, in which a shed had

to be built for the purpose of fitting and erecting

the engines. The four cylinders in which the

piston are to work are the largest in the world,

and the castings the largest that have ever been

attempted in one piece. For each cylinder,

about thirty-five tons of melted metal was re-

quired ; and when the dressing and clearing of

superfluous metal was accomplished, they weigh-

ed twenty-eight tons each. Of these unwieldy

masses of iron, three have been already success-

fully cast, and without a flaw. For the castings,

an enormous iron cofl'erdam was constructed in

the foundry to a depth of 25 feet ; and after

the mould had been properly prepared, into this

the contents of several caldrons of molten metal

were simultaneously poured, and the casting

made. Some idea of their great size may be

formed when we state, that lying on their sides

on the ground, a man with his hat on may walk

through without touching the upper side ; and
that a table and seats, calculated to accommodate
eighteen persons, were laid in one of them. The
engines, when erected and put together, will be

upwards of 50 feet in height. The machinery

for the screw-propeller is being made by
Watts of the Soho Foundry, and will be of simi-

lar gigantic proportions. To set in motion this

powerful machinery, there will be twenty vast

furnaces and as many boilers, the smoke and
waste steam of which will be carried off by five

funnels. The boilers and furnaces will occupy

five of the central sixty-feet compartments of

which we have already spoken, and the engines

will be placed in two others. The weight of the

entire machinery will be about 3000 tons, and of

the hull 10,000 tons—making 13,000 tons. She
will carry, in addition, several thousand tons of

coal and merchandise, 1000 first-class, and 600
second-class passengers, and her measurement

capacity gives her something like 25,000 tons

burden ! Notwithstanding her enormous dimen-

sions, her draught of water will be comparative-

ly small—not exceeding 20 feet when light, and
30 feet when fully loaded. When afloat, she will

present an appearance very different from that

of any merchant-ship yet built. She will carry

five or six masts and five funnels, and will re-

semble a huge three-decker, like the Duke of
M'ellinc/ton, only that she will be nearly three

times the Duke's length. The three docks appro-

priated to passengers will rise, tier above tier, to

a height of 35 feet out of the water; and the

rows of port holes will, at a little distance, pre-

sent the appearance of a formidable battery of

heavy artillery. At present about half of her

hull has been completed : she will be ready for

launching next year, and will be sent into the

water, broadside in, upon two enormous ways.

Her cost will be upwards of £400,000.
One of the great features in this gigantic un-

dertaking is, that the vessel will carry coal for

the whole voyage out and home ; and the quan-
tity required may be guessed at when we state

that her voyage will be round the world. The
great co.st of coal has hitherto been the obstacle

to the profitable employment of steam-ships on

long sea-voyages. Coal will be put on board

this leviathan at about 10s. per ton, while the

cost of this necessary article at the Cape of Good
Hope and Australia varies from £2 10s. to £5
per ton, to say nothing of the impracticability at

times of procuring a suflBcient supply at any

price, and the loss occasioned by the delay in

coaling, and the risk to the vessel. It is this

which has hitherto prevented the ordinary class

of steam-ships from competing successfully with

sailing-vessels in the Australian trade ; and at

the present moment there are only two steam-

ships trading between England and Australia.

Clipper-built ships can run the whole way from

lingland to Port Philip without stopping, unless

short of water, or compelled to touch at some
port from some other emergency. Another impor-

tant object which the company expect to achieve

by the construction of this large ship is, that

they will obtain a speed far superior to that of

any vessel now afloat. At the recent meeting

of the British Association in Liverpool, Scott

Russell demonstrated that length was one of the

essentials of speed ; and he believes that it will

be as easy to propel this vessel at eighteen or

twenty miles an hour, as one of the ordinary size

and dimensions at twelve miles an hour. Up to

a recent period, our naval and mercantile ships

were built with round bluff duck's-breast bows
;

and when any attempt was made to propel them
at great speed, they heaped up a mound of water

before them, which no power of sails or steam

could drive the vessel through at a rapid rate

;

in fact, the greater the attempted speed, and the

more powerful the machinery, the greater was

the resistance. At length the idea suggested it-

self, of making the water lines of the ship cor-

respond with the waves of the sea, by means of

which she should gently and gradually divide

the particles ; instead of convex, therefore, fine

hollow lines were substituted ; and the broadest

part of the ship was gradually removed from

near the bows to within a third of the stern.

This form, which completely reverses the old

model, has within the last twenty years been

universally recognized and adopted in Europe

and America ; but it is by no means new. The
old London wherries were built on this principle

;

the Indian boats, which are the finest of their

class in the world, and the Turkish caiques,

were all constructed with fine lines ; and Scott

Russell has reduced the form and speed to

mathematical principles and calculation. Entor-
ing-lines, 24 feet long, will give a speed, under
ordinary circumstances, of 8 miles an hour; to

obtain 16 miles an hour, the entrance-lines must
be 100 feet long ; and to accomplish a speed of
24 miles an hour, the ship must be upwards of
400 feet in length. This is the secret of the
speed of the lUmulaya steamship, which has the
greatest speed, with the smallest expenditure of
steam-power, of any vessel of her class ; and
this will be the secret of the success of our levi-

athan steamship.

As she now lies on the river's bank, she is ap-

parently one of the most unwieldy-looking, mis-
shapen masses to which the term ' ship' could be
applied. On the water, she will present the ap-

pearance and form of the finest and fastest clip-

per, and will cut through the water with com-
paratively little resistance. If any of our read-

ers will take the trouble to mark off upon a

sheet of paper a length of seven inches and
three-quarters, and at a distance of about three

inches from one end intersect it by a line of nearly
an inch in length, and then form a triangle from
this intersecting line to the furthest end, they
will have a very good idea of the length and fine-

ness of the cntering-lines of the leviathan. Her
actual measurements are 675 feet long, 83 feet

feet wide at her greatest breadth of beam, and 60
feet deep in the hold. She will touch at no port

between this and Australia—is expected to make
the voyage in thirty days—and return by Cape
Horn in thirty days more ; thus making the cir-

cuit of the globe in two months ! Although she

will carry masts and sails, it is not anticipated

that the latter will be found of much service, as

at her ordinary speed of eighteen or twenty miles

an hour, she will bo in the unpleasant predicament
of always having the wind in her teeth. Another
of her qualifications, which probably was not
dreamed of at the time she was ordered to be con-

structed, is, that in consequence of her great speed,

extreme sharpness, and the solid substantial man-
ner in which she has been built, she will prove,

without carrying an ounce of gunpowder, or a

single warlike weapon on board, one of the most
formidable engines of destruction ever devised.

The most powerful three-decker that ever floated

would be cut in two, and broken up like an egg-

shell, if the leviathan, with her tremendous 'weight

of metal,' of some twenty-five or thirty thousand

tons, her sharp weJgo-like bows, and a speed of

twenty miles an hour, were to run full tilt at her

while lying like a helpless log on the water; and
so firmly will she be bound and knitted together,

that there is every reason to believe she would

herself escape uninjured. Without entering fur-

ther upon these sanguinary speculations, we may
hope that the year 1855 will witness the comple-

tion of one of the most magnificent specimens of

naval architecture the world has ever yet beheld.

Siloerinfj Mirrors.—The silvering of mirrors is

performed in the following manner :—A sheet of

tin foil, the size of the proposed mirror, is laid on

a flat table, and rubbed over with a little mercury,

until the latter, to a certain degree, amalgamates

with the tin. A large quantity of mercury is then

poured over it, the workmen having certain indi-

cations informing them whether the sheet is in a

properly prepared state or not. When all is right,

the edge of a sheet of paper or cloth is laid upon

the edge of the mercury, and the glass is then slid

gently along, pushing part of the quicksilver be-

fore it, and resting upon the remainder. When
the plate is fairly laid on, the surface is entirely

covered by heavy weights, for the purpose of ex-
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pelling all the mercury except that which has

combined with the tin foil, and in this state it is

allowed to remain, the table having a slight incli-

nation, until the mercury has drained off. In the

case of large plates, this sometimes occupies a long

time ; and even after the glass has been lifted and
set on edge, small quantities continue to ooze out.

When the plate is lifted, the tin foil adheres to

the back, and the mirror is formed.

For " The Friend."

There is great need for us individually, as well

as in a society capacity, to be up and a doing; to

see how stands the great account. It behooves us

to be seriously concerned to know whether the

day's work is going on with the day, lest the

night steal upon us ''in which no man can work."

Surely the day calls for it, and the church hath

need of every right help. For it may be truly

said, "the ways of Zion do mourn, because few

come to her solemn feasts." " Judah, keep thy

solemn feasts
;
perform thy vows."

There are many, doubtless, at whose doors the

Lord bath been waiting long, even until "His
head is filled with dew, and His locks with the

drops of the night," in whose hearts the precious

Babe of Bethlehem yet lives, but owing to the inn

being so filled with other guests, there is not

much room for Him. Oh, that these may arise

before it be too late ; shake themselves from the

dust of the earth, and of a worldly spirit; and

"put on the whole armour of God." How would
they yet wax strong in the Lord, and in the power
of his migbt ;" and going on from one degree of

faith to another, would, in the Lord's own time,

grow up unto the stature of a man in Christ

Jesus, and becoming as polished shafts in his holy

hand, be instrumental in turning others from dark-

ness to light, and from the power of Satan unto

God. Being thus made as lights in the midst of a

dark world, and faithful in their day and genera-

tion, there would not be wanting those who would
rise up and call them blessed.

But before this work of thorough sanctification

can rightly go on in the soul, according to the

blessed Master's own will and way, a reduction of

the creature must take place. We must fall upon
the stone that is laid in Zion, and be broken ; the

"government must be placed upon His shoulders

whom we desire to serve," even the Lord of glory;

and to this end our wills must be subjected to his

holy will ; we must be broken as it were in pieces

;

be nothing; and he must be all in all. "Then
shall we have help from him, who maketh sore,

and bindeth up; who woundeth, and his hands
make whole." "For truly in vain is salvation

hoped for from the hills, and from the multitude

of mountains ; truly, in the Lord our God is the

salvation of Israel."

Maryland, First mo. 22, 1855.

erect furnaces ; thus adding to the current ex-

pense of the season.

Half an hour spent at the house, will convince

the observer, that the money received from the

contributors is not misapplied. Many of the

families of able-bodied men, who are anxious for

employment, but cannot obtain it, are, from dire

want, compelled to resort there for the food neces-

sary to support life, and of these there are not a

few that have never before experienced the morti-

fication of asking for daily bread. Our calls, so

far, have been generously and liberally met. Any
contributions will be gratefully received by either

of the undersigned.

John Thomas, Treas.

David Scull.

Joel Cadburt.
Horatio C. Wood.

Philadelphia, First mo. 30th, 1855.

Piorlhern Soup Ilonsf,

Situated on the cast side of Fourth street, above
Brown.

The number of flimilies supplied with tickets

upon this charity since its opening this winter, is

9S7, consisting of 1,G36 adults, and 3,0G9 ch
dren—total, 4,705 persons. Tiae tickets entitle

them to 1,798 quarts of soup ; but owing to un-
avoidable circumstances, the daily supply has not

exceeded 1,385 quarts, which is double the quan-
tity given out in any former year, 1852 excepted.

Bread is also given out three days in the week,
requiring four barrels of flour and meal for each
baking. The demand has steadily increased about
seventy-five quarts per day, up to this time, mak
ing it necessary to obtain two new boilers, and

Keligion naturally tends to all that is great

worthy, friendly, generous and noble; and the

true spirit of it, not only composes, but cheers the

loul. Though it banishes all levity of behaviour,

ill vicious and dissolute mirth—yet in exchange,

t fills the mind with a perpetual serenity, and

uninterrupted pleasure. The contemplation of

divine mercy and power, and the exercise of vir-

tue, are in their own nature so far from excluding

gladness of heart, that they are the principal

and constant sources of it."

From the Discipline of Life.

" I trill lead them in the paths they have not known''

-

Isaiah xlii. 16.

How few who, from their youthful day.
Look on to what their life may be

;

Fainting the visions of the w.iy
In colours soft, and bright, and free

;

How few, who to such paths have brought
The hopes and dreams of early thought I

For God, through ways they have not known,
Will lead His own.

The eager hearts, the souls of fire,

Who pant to toil for God and man
;

And view with eyes of keen desire

The upland way of toil and pain;
Almost with scorn they think of rest.

Of holy calm, of tranquil breast.

But God, through ways they have not known.
Will lead His own.

A lowlier task on them is laid,

—

With love to make the labour light

;

And there their beauty they must shed
On quiet homes and lost to sight.

Changed are their visions high and fair.

Yet, calm and still, they labour there
;

For God, through ways they have not known,
Will lead His own.

The gentle heart that thinks with pain,

It scarce can lowliest tasks fulfil

;

And, if it dared its life to scan,

Would ask but pathway low and still :

Often such lowly heart is brought
To act with power beyond its thought

:

For God, through ways they have not known,
Will lead His own.

And they, the bright, who long to prove.
In joyous path, in cloudless lot,

How fresh from earth their grateful love

Can spring without a stain or spot,

—

Often such youthful heart is given
The path of grief to walk to heaven :

For God, through wavs they have not known.
Will lead His o'wn.

What matter what the path shall be?
The end is clear and bright to view

;

We know that we a strength shall see,

Whate'er the day may bring to do.

We see the end, the house of God,
But not the path to that abode

:

For God, through ways they have not known,
WUl lead His own.

For " The Friend."

SEPARATION IN OHIO.

In recording the circumstances of the late

mournful separation in Ohio, it appears to be ne-

cessary for the clearing of truth, as well as for the

information of all, not only to give a correct view

of the disorganizing measures resorted to, to effect

the secession that took place on the 5th of Ninth

month last, but also to show the cause of the dis-

unity that has prevailed within our borders for

several years past, by which the ground was pre-

pared for an event so destructive to society, and to

the cause of vital religion. Should this be en-

tirely omitted, it might not only leave the facts of

the present eventful day imperfectly set forth, but

also be a disservice to the cau.se of Truth, and

weaken the hands of the testimony bearers, which,

for a long season, have been ready to hang down.

As respects the account of the events that took

place on that sorrowful occasion, as recorded and

commented on in "The Friend," we are satisfied;

but feel willing to make a few remarks on the

concern, which has been felt by Friends in this

Yearly Meeting, on account of the works contain-

ing unsound doctrines which have been circulated

in this country, and which were the original cause

of the divided state of feeling that has sorrowfully

existed.

Consistent Friends, feeling it to be their indis-

pensable duty to adhere to the primitive doctrines

of the society, and to bear a faithful testimony

against any innovations attempted upon them, the

Meeting for Sufferings in 1842, under a sense of

religious duty, took up the subject, and after ma-
ture deliberation, concluded to forward a commu-
nication to the Meeting for Sufferings of the

Yearly Meeting, of which the author of works

containing unsound sentiments, was a member,
informing that meeting of their uneasiness with

those works.

In 1846, the Yearly Meeting of Ohio came to

the judgment, that it would be right to communi-
cate with the aforesaid Yearly Meeting itself on

the same subject ; accordingly a committee was ap-

pointed to prepare an essay, which at a subsequent

sitting produced one, that was read and approved

at that time without a dissenting voice, the lan-

guage thereof being as follows: "The peace and
harmony of this Yearly Meeting in its several

branches, as also in its collective capacity at the

present season, have been greatly disturbed, on

account of the doctrinal writings of a member or

members of your Yearly Meeting, in circulation

amongst us, which are not deemed by us to be in

accordance with those, on the same subjects, of

our ancient approved authors."

In 1847, the Yearly Meeting again had the

same subject before it, and after deliberation

thereon, it was referred by minute to the Meeting
for Sufferings, that body being encouraged to pre-

pare a testification against the aforesaid objection-

able writings; and in accordance therewith, the

"Appeal for the ancient doctrines of the society,"

published by Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, was
subsequently adopted.

These being facts that cannot be controverted,

we believe the spread of those works containing

unsound doctrines was a main cause leading to

the late separation in Ohio Yearly Meeting.
If a godly concern had sufficiently prevailed in

our beloved Society, to uphold its doctrines and
testimonies in their primitive purity, both in faith

and practice, as also to maintain a firm testimony

against any innovations upon them, it would have
been saved a large amount of suffering, and our
holy profession would not have been reproached,

as is now sorrowfully the case, m consequence of
separations and divisions of our once peaceful
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communiti/. It truly calls for mourning from

every lover of the Lord Jesus Christ, and of his

pure and holy religion; for it is doubtless very

ofl'ensive in his sight, who gathered us as a peo-

ple to place his name amongst that his banner of

righteousness and peace might be displayed to the

nations of the earth.

0, that our blessed and holy Head, who has

long borne with the unfaithfulness and backsliding

of this people, would, in his condescending mercy,

look down upon his church, and grant unto us his

holy aid, individually, to turn inward to his un-

speakable gift, and by it examine ourselves, that

we may be favoured to see wherein we have fallen

short of that high calling whereunto we are called.

It is through unfaithfulness to the pure principle

of light and grace in the heart, that we are sub-

jected to the trials of the present day; for there

can be no schism in that body of living members,

of which Christ Jesus is the head, who, as they

are kept in watchfulness and prayer, are preserved

in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of

the Son of God, and grow up unto him in

things, from stature to stature, to his praise whose

right it is to reign in his church militant on

earth, as well as in his church triumphant in

heaven.

Our religious Society was gathered by the Lord's

power into an inward fellowship and communion
wherein they were favoured to see eye to eye ir

things spiritual. He, having in his mercy and

goodness seen meet to bring again Zion, to revivf

the doctrines of primitive Christianity, and t(

raise up a people, who, in their life and conversa

tion, by taking heed to the Spirit of Christ in

them, should show forth their excellency ; these

became as lights in the world; their unity and
fellowship was in Christ Jesus our Lord ; for they
partook individually of the virtue that flows from
Him into the branches, and thereby they were
made one another's joy, and the comfort and edi

fication of the church.

And to this day it remains a truth in the ex
perience of the faithful members of the body, that

they feel the uniting bond of gospel fellowship to

bind them together. Their unity is in Christ

they cat of the same spiritual meat, and drink of
the same spiritual drink; their life is the same
being that which is hid with Christ in God. If

all the members were kept within this Divine en-

closure, faithful to the gift of God in them, there

could be no schism ; but where any of them, for

want of keeping under the daily cross, lose the

savour of life, and in that situation depart from
the doctrines and testimonies of our Society, or

from its wholesome discipline and order, which
eminate from the same Divine fountoin, a schism
in the body takes place, to the grief of those mem-
bers that keep in the life; and the judgments of

God ever have rested, and ever will rest upon all,

who forsake the fountain of living waters, and
hew out to themselves cisterns, broken cisterns

that can hold no water.

Ohio, First mouth, 1855.

Exuacted for "The Friend

CHARITY.
Fairest and foremost of the train, that wait
On man's most dignified and happiest state,

Whether we name thee Charity or Love,
Chief grace below, and all in all above.

Charity has various senses, but is excellent in

all of them. It imparts, first, the commiseration

of the poor and unhappy of mankind, and extends

a helping hand to mend their condition.

Though scorn repay her sympathetic tears.

She still is kind, aud still she perseveres;

Pure in her aim, and iu her temper mild.

Her wisdom seems the weakness of a child.

Uncharitableness spoils the best gains ; and two

to one but it entails a curse upon the possessor.

Nor can we expect to be heard of God in our

prayers, that turn the deaf ear to the petitions of

the distressed among our fellow-creatures.

No works shall find acceptance, iu that day
When all disguises shall be rent away,
That square not truly with the scripture plan.

Nor spring from love to God, or love to man.

God sends the poor to try us ; as well as he

tries them by being such; and he that refuses

them a little out of the great deal that God has

given him, lays up poverty in store for his own
posterity. To humble us in our fullness, and

liberality too, we only give what is given us to

give, as well as to use : for if we ourselves are not

our own, less is that so which God has entrusted

us with.

Self starts nothing but what tends apace
Home to the goal where it began the race.

Such as our motive is, our end must be
;

If this be servile, that can ne'er be free:

If self employ us, whatsoe'er is wrought
We glorify that self, not Him we ought.

Such virtues had need prove their own reward;
The Judge of all men owes them no regard.

Guano Discoveries.—The guano deposit which
was recently discovered by an American shipmaster

upon Bird Island, a short distance to the eastward

of St. Thomas, towards Barbadoes, is said to be
equal to at least three or four hundred thousand
tons, and in quality it approaches that of the

Chincha Islands. The New York Post says, that

another island has been discovered, with at least

a million tons on it, the locality of which is yet a

secret. Measures are now taking fur the organi-

zation of a company to bring the guano to market.

The value of this article to the farmer makes these

discoveries a matter of general importance.

For "The Friend."

Samuel Crisp was educated at college, in the

established church of England, and for some time

officiated as a parish curate. But feeling living

desires raised in his mind after a more excellent

way, he was eflFectually reached and awakened to

the Truth upon reading R. Barclay's works.

After stating that he took Barclay home with

him, he says, " I soon read enough to convince

me of my own blindness and ignorance in the

things of God. There I found a light to break

in upon my mind, which did mightily refresh and

comfort me in that poor, low, and humble state in

which I then was ; for indeed I was then, and had

been for a considerable time before, very hungrj'

and thirsty after righteousness, and therefore I

received the Truth with all readiness of mind. It

was like balm to my soul, and as .showers of rain

to the thirsty earth, which is parched with heat

and drought. * * *
" I presently resigned myself to God, and wee

ing for joy that I had found so great a treasure, I

often thanked him with tears in my eyes for

kind a visitation of his love, that he was graciously

pleased to look towards me when my soul cried

after him. So, though before I was in great doubt

and trouble of mind, not knowing which way to

determine myself, yet now the sun breaking out

so powerfully upon me, the clouds were scattered.

I was now fully satisfied in my own mind, which

way I ought to go, and to what body of people I

should join myself

So I immediately left the communion of the

church of England, and went to Gracechurch

street meeting" [of Friends.]

Never blame thy friend for telling a secret

which thou couldst not keep thyself.

From the Annual Monitor for 1355.

Daniel Brown, of Luton, an Elder, deceased
Fifth mo. 27th, 1854, aged 85 years.

The Christian consistency of this dear Friend,
throughout a long life, has left a sweet impression

on the minds of those who knew him intimately.

By example rather than by precept, he taught in-

structive lessons to all around, walking in the fear

of the Lord, and pursuing the path of life with a

meek and quiet spirit.

For many years he laboured under severe bodily

affliction, which was borne with much patience,

though of such a nature as greatly to interfere

with his enjoyment of social intercourse, and the

participation with his friends in some of their re-

ligious privileges ; but whenever ability permitted,

he regularly and diligently attended our meetings,

both for worship and discipline, and faithfully en-

couraged his family in doing so, striving to pro-

mote in others, a due appreciation of the benefits

to be derived therefrom ; and when unable to en-

joy with them these seasons of spiritual refresh-

ment, he still manifested in diifercnt ways, his

unabated interest. Sometimes he would say,

" How I should like to go !" not in a murmuring
spirit, but rather as conveying his sense of the

value of public worship ; or, occasionally, as a
gentle reproof to those who he feared were luke-

warm in their estimation of the privilege.

From early life he was partial to quiet pursuits,

gardening was a favourite employment, and read-

ing occupied very many of his leisure hours.

Next to the holy scriptures he valued the writings

of Friends, and delighted to read aloud the Chris-

tian experience of his fellow-profe.ssors ; his coun-

tenance and voice betraying the varied emotions

of his mind, as he traced them through their

spiritual baptisms, outward sufferings, faithful ser-

vice, or peaceful close. On some of these occa-

sions, the Bible alone was the volume chosen

;

when, with deep interest, he would dwell on the

narratives of the Old and New Testament. To
many evenings thus spent amid the family circle,

the surviving members of it can now revert, as to

seasons of peculiar pleasure and profit.

His acquaintance with the Holy Scriptures was
accurate and extensive ; and when, for the last

three years of his life, age and infirmity precluded

his going to meeting, the time was regularly spent

in retirement and the perusal of their sacred pages.

We believe that, "through faith in Christ Jesus,"

he had found them "able to make wise unto sal-

vation;" and though very diffident of his own at-

tainments, he was strengthened by the humility

of his daily walk, his child-like tiu.st in his heav-

enly Father, the quietness and patience of his

spirit, to adorn the doctrine of God our Saviour.

The simple views of Christian doctrine and
practice which distinguish our religious Society,

found in him at once an apt recipient, and a fit-

ting illustration ; yet, " By the grace of God, I

am what I am," seemed the appropriate utterance

of his unobtrusive character. Frequently would he

give a few words of counsel to his younger friends,

to maintain entire the principles they professed

in that humility which should ever be the clothing

of the Christian's spirit.

His latter days were passed in the same tran-

quil serenity which had so peculiarly characterized

him through life, except that the complaint, from

which he had so long suifered, became increas-

ingly trying to him, as physical strength declined,

so that in seasons of extreme weariness, he would

sometimes express a longing desire to be at rest,

—

a hope that time here might not be much pro-

longed,—yet he was preserved in great^pationce;

and when at length he entered the valley of the

shadow of death, he seemed to fear no evil ; and
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as the worn thread of life was gently severed, we
reverently believe his purified spirit emerged into

the glorious light of an eternal day.

Such a life, and such an end, suggest the words
of the Apostle, " Xot by works of righteousness

which we have done, but according to His mercy
he saved us, by the washing of regeneration, and
renewing of the Holy Ghost; which he shed on

us abundantly, through Jesus Christ our Saviour,"

and illustrate the great truth, that " Godliness is

profitable unto all things, having promise of the

life that now is, and of that which is to come."

For "The Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 15S.)

SAMUEL AND MARY ANDREWS.

Of these Friends but little information has

descended to us. Samuel appears to have been a

son of Edward Andrews, who was one of the early

members of the Society of Friends, and who, after

suffering various imprisonments in England, set-

tled in Barbadoes, where his conscientious support

of his religious principles still brought hira perse-

cution. At what time Samuel Andrews went to

New England we have no account, but he married

Mary Wright, of Long Island, somewhere, between

1670 and 1676, and settled in Mansfield.

In the year 1660, Mary Wright, then quite a

young maiden, under a sense of religious duty,

went to Boston, there to bear testimony against

the wicked law, under which Mary Dyer had ju.st

suflFered martyrdom, and against the cruel framers

and executors of the law. For this act of faith-

fulness, she was cast into prison, in that town,

where many other disciples of the Lord Jesus

were then in confinement for obedience to their

heavenly Father's will. After an imprisonment

of many mouths, she and twenty-seven of her fel-

low professors of the Truth, and fellow sufferers for

it, were turned out of the prison, and driven by

their oppressors into the wilderness, out of the

limits of the colony of Massachusetts.

The family of which Mary Wright was one, was
distinguished by the early dedication of its mem-
bers to their religious duties. Mary, Hannah,
and Lydia, all in childhood, bore testimony against

the cruel outrages of the rulers in New England,

and all, being faithful to the manifestations of

Divine truth, and to the gifts committed to them,

became eminently serviceable in the church of

Christ, as ministers of his gospel of life and sal-

vation.

We learn that Mary Andrews, after her marri-

age and settlement at Mansfield, continued in the

exercise of her ministry, to the satisfaction of her

friends, and the enlargement of the kingdom of

her dear Kedcemer. She had several children,

over whom she and her husband exercised a

watchful care, being religiously concerned that the

lambs committed to their charge, might be so

guarded and guided that they might all find en-

trance at last into the fold of everlasting rest.

That blessed fold of which the Lord Jesus Christ

is the alone shepherd.

Samuel Andrews signed the testimony against

George Keith, which is the latest trace I have

been able to find of him. He and his wife de-

ceased, not far from the year 1700, but of the

time there appears no definite record. They are

in divers places spoken of affectionately in accounts

preserved, but their dying testimonies, their last

acknowledgment of the goodness and mercy, which
had foUo'sted and preserved them in their way
through the wilderness of this world, is wanting.

Their son Edward over whom they had watched

with godly concern for his establishment in the

truth, in whom they had perceived the growth of

the good seed, retarded by briars and thorns of

the evil one's planting, was, at the time of their

death, far from what they would have wished him
to be. Many times had there appeared in him
the evidence of a broken and a contrite spirit, and
such a submission to Divine grace, as might well

cause the heart of Christian parents to rejoice on

his behalf; but they had found with sorrow,

that his seasons of tenderness and humble walk-

ing in obedience to the inward manifestations of

Truth, were of short duration. What assurance

they might have been favoured with by the Lord,

who had been their leader and feeder all their

lives long, that this son of their love should not

be forsaken by Him, we know not : they laid

down their heads in the favour of their Saviour,

and left their children in his keeping. A few
years after, this son was effectually met with by
the redeeming grace of the Lord Jesus, and be-

came a faithful, valiant soldier in his army. As
a minister of the Gospel he was fervent and de-

voted, and the fruits of his labours of love were

many. Not only so, the blessing promised on the

children of pious parents, seemed to rest on their

descendants to many generations, and there has

scarcely been a time since the death of Samuel

and Mary Andrews, until quite recently, in which

some of their descendants have not been labourers

for the truth in the Gospel of the Lord Jesus

Christ.

Sketches of the lives of several of these descend-

ants we shall hereafter give.

There are many ministers and other valuable

Friends, who deceased in the early times of this

province, of whom but little account can now be

found. Of some, there is doubtless to be found

in the families of descendants, information of an

interesting character, and that would be of much
value to the author of these Biographical Sketches

in his present employment. He would be very

glad to receive any such contributions. There

was early sent to England an account of such

'

ministers who had died in this country ; but a

copy of the document sent has not been preserved.

Many manuscripts of the dying sayings of minis-

ters and others, read and approved before the

Meetings of Ministers, and which were directed to

be forwarded to certain Friends in London, for

publication, are not in Piety Promoted, and no

record is to be found among the papers of the

meetings. Some of these may be preserved in

family collections. The time of the death of

ministering Friends, previous to the year 1730,
j

would be desirable information. Can any one in-

form me at what time Walter Fawcett died ? His

death occurred between Seventh mouth, 1703, and

and Eleventh, 1701. A short sketch of him is

nearly ready, and any particulars relative to his

;

life, would be acceptable. He died, a member of'

Chester Monthly Meeting.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

The Suffering Poor.

It has occurred to the writer, that there would

be quite a propriety in calling, through the me-

1

dium of some of our periodical publications, the

attention of our " country friends and neighbours,"

to the vast amount of human suffering and priva-

tion that now abounds within the limits of this

widely extended city.

In considering this momentous and highly in-

teresting subject, and assigning to Christian hu-

manity, (without reference to local bounds,) a

reasonable share of sympathy and regard for the

afilicted ; may we not conclude there are many of

our country neighbours, and others more remote
from us, who, if correctly informed from reliable

sources, that there never was a time when so large

an amount of intense suflering and privation ex-

isted in this city and its neighbourhood, as now
p7-evaih, that many persons would be aroused to

a close and serious consideration of the subject,

and led to reflect upon the propriety of contri-

buting (of their abundance of the comforts of life)

something, in one form or another, towards the

relief of their suffering fellow-beings.

Where cash funds could not be conveniently

spared, the 2}roduce of the country, of almost any
description, would be accepted with the utmost
gratitude, by many poor destitute beings who are

writhing under a degree of suffering, which those

who never knew a lack of outward comforts, can

form no adequate idea of.

The class of sufferers at the present time differs

materially, it is believed, from what has hereto-

fore been known. Owing to the curtailment of

the operations in many of our extensive manufac-
turing establishments, and the total suspension of

others, a very large number of efiicient, ingenious,

and industrious mechanics, (on whose earnings,

in hundreds of instances, large families of women
and children are dependant for a daily subsis-

tence,) are suddenly thrown entirely out of em-
ployment, and have no other sources to which
they can appeal, but to the sympathy and liber-

ality of their more favoured fellow-citizens ; and
moreover, this very class of our community have,

for a long time, largely contributed, (as con-

sumers,) to the extraordinary advance in the

prices of almost every article of domestic produce,

and of which advance, our farmers are well known
to have extensively availed themselves.

"Consider the Poor."
First mo. 29th, IS55.

The Yang-Tsz-Kiang.—The most interesting

account of this most magnificent river is given in

the North China Herald. It is from the pen of

E. C. Bridgman. We extract from it the foUow-

China, and a rich and magnificent girdle it is

—

connecting together all the central provinces of

the empire situated between Tibet and Koko Nor
on the west, and the Pacific Ocean on the east.

Its entire length, through all its numerous wind-

ings, under its various names, can hardly be less,

but rather more, than three thousand miles. And
if regard be had to its tributaries and to the cities

to which its waters give access, to the richness of

the soil and the variety of the products along its

banks, and, above all, to the vast population scat-

tered far and wide over the valleys, and plains,

and hill sides, drained by it and its confluents,

this child of the ocean has no equal on our globe.

This great river and its branches, natural and
artificial, form an inland communication with by

far the largest and the richest portion of the whole

eighteen provinces of China proper.

"This child of the ocean has no equal on the

fiice of the earth. The Amazon, where it disem-

bogues, may present a greater bulk of waters, and
the Alississippi may travel through a longer course.

Those two may rival this one also in the variety,

but not in the abundance, of the productions

found along their extensive banks. Were the

valley of the Yang-tsz' as well explored as that of

the Great Western Valley; were those Artesian

wells, and golden sands, and bituminous strata,

&c., known to exist in Sz'-chuen and other pro-

vinces duly examined, there would be found, in
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all probability, some of the richest mineral local-

ities in the world.

"But, whatever may be the abundance or rich-

ness of these productions, they are as nothing in

Talue when compared with the millions of people

that have their habitations on and along the banks

of the Yang-tsz'-Kiang. In this respect the val-

ley of Mississippi is almost a howling wilderness,

and that of the Amazon little better than a desert.

It is the living and intellectual masses that give to

any country its chief value, a value that nothing

else can equal. In this respect the regions

traversed by the child of the ocean are un-

rivalled."

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH 3, 1855.

Beport of the case of Earle et al. v. Wood et al.,

argued and determined in the Supreme Judicial

Court for the counties of Bristol, Plymouth," &c

We have received a copy of the above, pub-

lished at Boston, in pamphlet form. It is the

opinion and decision iu the trial which took place

to determine the right to the property at Swanzea,

claimed by the two bodies of Friends in New
England. The Court decided "that the plaintiffs

[larger body] are entitled to a decree for the esta-

blishment of their title to the land and meeting-

house, as prayed for in their bill."

We always regretted that Friends in New Eng-

land allowed their controversy to be brought before

a court of law, knowing how difficult, if not im

possible, it would be for any such court to under

stand the peculiar character and merits of the

case, and believing that the circumstances did not

require it.

How widely misled by the evidence, or incom-

petent to arrive at a correct judgment respecting

the faith, the discipline and the usages of our

Society the tribunal was, may be inferred from the

following conclusions announced by the Judge :

—

" It would seem to be inconsistent with the

nature and principles of the Quaker system, as far

as it is disclosed in the case before us, to be bound
down, as a body—as a Christian denomination—tc

a precise and unbending rule in matters of specu

lative opinion. They profess to believe in th«

continued influence and presence of the Holy

Spirit to the mind of eacli individual, humbly

waiting for its manifestation to aid in the discov-

ery of Diviue truth. It would seem, therefore,

that they must suppose it possible, that new truths

may be discovered and so manifested as to require

the assent of the true disciple, and thus add some-

thing to his existing faith. It is also true, as we
understand, that they profess to believe that the

scriptures are given by inspiration, and are the

unerring guide to Christian truth ; and that if any

man supposes that he has an inward light, con-

trary or repugnant to the truth of the scriptures,

it cannot be a true light. But perhaps tbere is

no inconsistency in believing that the scriptures

of the Old and New Testameuts are a true and

unerring guide to Divine truth, yet that all the

truths of scripture have not been made manifest

to the imperfect mind of man, and in the language

of Father Kobinson, of Leyden, that " more truth

is yet to break forth from the holy scriptures."

Should such be the fact ; should the testimony of

the scriptures and the influences of the Holy
Spirit concur in bringing to the conviction of

humble, sincere and inquiring minds, the know
ledge of further Christian truths, manifested with

a brilliancy and clearness not to be mistaken

seems perfectly consistent with the avotced prin-

cli:>les of the Society of Friends, to adopt and

sanction them, althoujh they were not Icnown to

Pennington, Barclay, Fox, and the respected

founders of their Society, and under a full belief

that if the same light had been thrown on the

same truths in their day, these sincere and seek-

ing men would have humbly and devoutly em-

braced them.
" We would not be supposed by this, to inti-

mate that the Quakers have no creed, no theolo-

gical tenets, to which they are strongly attached,

and no superintending watchfulness over the

soundness of the faith of their members and

subordinate meetings, or that they allow any

great latitude of discussion to their members on

theological subjects. On the contrary, the dis-

cipline expressly prohibits the publication of all

writings relating to their religious principles or

testimonies, unless first laid before the Meeting

for Suff'erings, for their advice and concurrence,

and their approval of them obtained.

"What we mean to say is this, that, if aftei

solid and weighty consideration, humbly and con-

scientiously awaiting the guide of best wisdom,

the Yearly Meeting should fully unite, in the

proper as well as the Quaker sense of that term

,

in adojiting some modification of their creed, or

of their speculative opinions, adhering to their

great principles of love and fraternal duty, it

icoidd, upon their professed principles, seem too

much to say, that they looidd thereby cease to he

Qnalcers, and cease to he the Society of Friends.

Especially, we think, this could not be asserted

by meetings and individuals subordinate to them,

who owe, ecclesiastically, allegiance to them, and

to whom, so long as they remain subordinate, the

decisions are final and infallible, as well in mat-

ters offaith as of conduct. All disaS'ected mem-
bers, having full liberty of conscience, might un-

doubtedly dissent from such opinions, and adopt

different tenets
;
perhaps they might, by so doing,

become better theologians, better Christians, and

better men ; but they would cease to be Friends

in unity with such Yearly Meeting, and with the

meetings and individuals subordinate to it. Such

dissenting individuals might form themselves into

Yearly, Quarterly, and Monthly Meetings, but

this would be a new organization, and not the

identical body to which they had been formerly

attached.

We should be unwilling to say, that there

may not be a departure from the fundamental

principles on which the Society is founded, on the

part of the Yearly Meeting, the responsible head

and representative of the whole body, in fact the

Society itself, so deep and radical, as to destroy

its identity with the Society of Friends, who had

been invested by law with the enjoyment of pro-

perty and civil rights. But if such a case be pos-

sible, it would seem to be a suicidal destruction

of the body itself, leaving its property derelict

If heresy should infect individuals only, however

numerous, they might be disowned and cut off',

and the body remain sound, but if the ultimate

and infallible judge of what is essential to Quah
ism judges wrong, who, in pursuance of any of

the forms, or principles, or discipline of Quaker-

ism, shall declare the heresy, or pronounce the dis-

ownment ? But it is not necessary to pursue such

a remotely possible supposition ; we have barely

alluded to it, by way of protest against the con-

clusion, that no departure from Christian truth

and the principles of Quakerism, can be so great

as to work a dissolution of the Society."

According to the decision thus laid down, the

Society of Friends has no settled faith or prin-

ciples ; but they may be changed or shaped to suit

the views of the different Yearly Meetings, pro-

vided each adheres " to their great principle of

love and fraternal duty." The decisions of each

"are final and infallible, as well in matters of

faith, as of conduct ;" and any of the members
dissenting from, and refusing to submit to such

decisions, though they set at naught doctrines,

and lay waste testimonies ever held most precious

by the Society, would be out of unity, and their

meetings forfeit the character of being legitimate

meetings of Friends.

This is very different from the truth, as con-

tended for by Friends in the Hicksite controversy.

Had it been admitted at that time, what would

have become of Baltimore Yearly Meeting ? or

what even of New York Yearly Meeting ? there

being at that time a large majority of Hicksites

in it.

Every true Friend must know that it is alto-

gether at variance with the principles recognized

by our religious Society ; and how any in mem-
bership with it could have given evidence leading

the Court to such a conclusion, seems difficult to

reconcile with their holding sound doctrine them-

It was the determination to carry out this in-

fallibility, and unlimited power of a Yearly Meet-

ing—to make a member an offender for opposing

unsound doctrines,—and others, for not uniting

with its decisions on this point, subject to the

charge and penalties of being " out of unity with

the body," that brought the difficulties in New
England to their unhappy issue.

Opposition to the dissemination of unsound

doctrines, was construed as detraction, but when

the appeal of the member so charged, came before

the Quarterly Meeting, the charge of detraction

was withdrawn by one of the committee which

preferred it, and the meeting sustained the with-

drawal, by refusing to the appellant the right of

objecting to such as he might deem unsuitable to

hear, and decide his case, as provided in the disci-

pline. This, we think, lea'ves no doubt that the only

ground of alleged offence, was the opposition made

to the spread of unsound opinions, for we are not to

believe the Quarterly Meeting would have refused

compliance with the discipline of its Yearly Meet-

ing, securing the important right of challenge in

cases of appeal for defamation, and iu sueh cases

only, had it not been prepared to endorse the decla-

ration of the member of the committee, that the

charge was not intended to include defamation.

This aspect of the subject brings it home to

the feelings of those Friends everywhere who be-

lieve there are unsound doctrines contained in

works disseminated among us, and feel bound to

maintain their testimony against them. The right

and the duty of the members of our Society,

wherever situated, to oppose the spread of un-

sound views, are main points insisted on by Phi-

ladelphia Yearly Meeting in the report ^adopted

by it in relation to the division in New England.

"If," it says, "unsound doctrines are not to be

testified against, and the flock warned of their

pernicious influence, but the consistent exercised

members are to be accused of detraction, when

they declare their dissent from published errors,

tlien farewell to the maintenance of any sound

doctrine in the church of Christ. This would

be an inlet to the greatest innovations, and in

time, might overturn the Society. How would

it be possible for ministers of the gospel, and

other religiously concerned members, to discharge

their duty as watchmen, if they are forbidden to

warn the flock of surrounding danger, arising from

erroneous doctrinal works ?"

Having felt itself called on to testify against

the same unsound sentiments, Philadelphia Yearly
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Meeting could not consistently look upon others

in other Yearly Meetings as offenders, merely be-

cause they had maintained the same testimony.

By the communication from Ohio, published in

another part of this number, it will be seen that

the dissemination of works containing unsound

doctrines, and the maintenance of a testimony

against them by that Yearly Meeting, was the

primary cause of a divided feeling among its

members. The Friends who have separated from

that Yearly Meeting, would, we doubt not, be

very unwilling to have the principles laid down
in the above extract applied to them, and they

and their supporters have no ground to compl
'

that Ohio could not consent to act in accordance

with those principles, towards the Friends in New
England, who it believed were suffering for what

appeared to it, to be an incumbent duty.

There are other points in the decision regarding

the principles of church government in our reli-

gious Society, equally erroneous with what we

have given, but it is not necessary to pursue the

matter further.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from England, by the steamship

Pacific, to the 13th uU.—The War.—ll is said that Rus-

sia is willing to accept the terms of peace proposed by
the allies. The Austrian Correspondcz, the paper always

employed by the Government for communicating with

the public, contains the following statement in a com-
municated article: "On the 6th inst., the Russian

Ambassador informed the Imperial Minister of Foreign

Affairs, that the instructions which he had asked of his

court, had arrived. A conference yesterday between

the French and English Ambassadors, Count Buol, and
Prince GortschaliofiF, was the consequence. From the

mutual explanations there exchanged, it resulted that

the Representatives of the Four Powers were essentially

agreed in their understanding of the sense, and general

bearing of the fundamental points, and consequently,

(saving the assent of the Cabinets of Paris and Lon-
don, yet to be obtained,) a basis gained, upon which
negotiations for the restoration of the peace of Europe
may begin."

THE CRIMEA.—There had been no change in the

state of affairs at Sebastopol. The garrison continued

to harass the besiegers by night sorties. The French

army has completed immense works, with 160 guns
mounted. The line of their trenches is nearly three

leagues and a half in extent. The English works are

not so well advanced. Ten thousand Turks had landed

at Eupatoria, and the transports had returned to Varna
for more troops. The Turkish army is expected to take

the Russians in the rear, so as to second the attack

made in front by the allies. In an engagement with

the Cossacks near Eupatoria, the Turks put them to

rout, and captured 600 horses.

THE DANUBE.—As a corsequence of the withdrawal

of the Turkish army from the Principalities, the Rus-
sians have again advanced a portion of their forces

into the Dobrudscha, and taken two important fortresses,

although Austria is nominally in possession of the

country on the Danube.
ODESSA.—Large reinforcements for the Russian

army continued to arrive. There have been snow
storms and severe cold. Two companies of soldiers on

their march, and forty wagon loads of sick men, had
been frozen to death. The temperature at Odessa, on

the 28th of Twelfth mo., was 22° below zero.

SARDINIA, has joined the Western Powers.

FRANCE.—The subscriptions to the new loan, in

Paris and the departments, had reached 890,000,000

francs. Large sums had been subscribed in England.

RUSSIA.—The crown serfs have offered to furnish a

contingent of 60,000 men to be employed as sharp

shooters. Among them are to be all the ermine hunt-

ers, 20,000 in number. It is proposed to arm them with

the Minie rifle.

ENGLAND.—A number of heavy failures have oc-

curred. At Liverpool, cotton was in fair demand at a

small advance. The market for breadstuffs was heavy.

"Western Canal Flour, 40s. to 41s. Ohio, 42s. to 43.«.

Consols bad fluctuated during the week, but closed at

91J.
HAMBURG.—There was a violent storm on the 1st

ult., during which the Elbe rose 20 feet above the usual

high water mark. Many streets were laid under water,

and vast quantities of merchandise destroyed.

Marine Disasters.—The Pacific, on entering the Mer-
sey on her last voyage, ran into and sunk the brig

Corinthian. Her cargo was valued at £30,000. The
packet ship George Canning has been lost on her pas-
sage, from Liverpool to Hamburg

;
it is supposed that

all on bo.ard, 160 in number, have perished.
THE CHINCHA ISLANDS.—By an arrival at Boston,

information has been received that the Venezuelan Go-
vernment had summarily ordered all the guano vessels
away from the Islands. The U. S. sloop of war Fal-
mouth was at St. Thomas, to sail for Bird Island in a
few days, to look into the affair.

UNITED STATES.—One of the most important mat-
ters now before Congress, is the bill having for its ob-
ject the better protection of life and health on board
ships carrying passengers to and from ports in the
United States. The bill provides for a clear space on
deck, in which passengers may take air and exercise.

The whole upper deck to be clear of cargo, luggage, or
stores of any kind, except water for the passengers. No
more than two passengers are allowed for every five

tons of tonnage. There are other provisions intended
to enforce cleanliness, and promote the comfort and
good morals of the passengers. The importation of
foreign paupers .and criminals has been under consider-
ation in the Senate. In the House, the French Spolia-
tion bill has been largely discussed, and finally passed.
It proposes an appropriation of five million dollars to

be divided pro rata among the claimants, in full of all

demands.
California.—The George Law, at New York, brought

$1,251,000 in gold, and a week later news. The dry-
ness of the season had seriously .affected business. On the
1st ult., there was a violent storm and heavy rain. The
Supreme Court has decided that Sacramento shall be
the capital of the State. The schooner Falmouth had
arrived at San Francisco, with a full cargo of salt ob-
tained from a mine, near Margaritta bay. Lower Cali-
fornia. The salt is in large, clear crystals, and appears
to be quite pure. The amount of quicksilver exported,

in 1854, was 19,143 flasks, valued at $717,862.
A'ew Jersey.—The House of Assembly has passed a

Prohibitory Liquor bill with the proviso, that the peo-
ple shall vote upon it, in the Tenth mo. The Senate
has not acted upon it.

Ohio.—The Supreme Court has decided that the
liquor law passed by the last legislature, is constitu-

tional. The law prohibits the sale by retail of intoxi-

cating drinks, with the exception of native wines, beer,

and cider, under the penalty of fine and imprisonment.
The public sentiment favours the enforcement of the

law.

New York.—The steamer Massachusetts has been
seized, when leaving the port, on the charge of being
about to convey muskets and munitions of war to the

d of Cuba for revolutionary purposes. Another
steamer is under the surveillance of the United States

cers, which is believed to have been fitted out for a
lilar purpose. A cargo of convicts is expected shortly

from Genoa, in the Sardinian frigate Des Genys.
Orders have been received from Washington, to seize

and retain the ship, until an investigation of the case
is had. Mortality last week, 437.

Philadelphia.—The Poor.-There were recently 2543
paupers in the almshouse, being 427 more than at the

time last year. 2959 persons were also receiving

out-door relief from the guardians. These numbers
represent but a small portion of the necessitous poor,

'n various ways are receiving assistance. Morta-
lity last week, 185.

Miseellaneous.—1)is gale of the 2 2d ult. extended
along the Atlantic coast of the United States, and as far

east as Newfoundland. At various points it caused
much damage to property on land. A large number of

vessels along the shore and in port, were injured, and
many wholly lost.

New Orleans Mint.—During the year 1854, the coin-

age at this branch was in gold, to the valueof $1,274,500,

and in silver, to the value of $3,246,000.

Onondaga Salt.—5,803,347 bushels of salt were made
d inspected at the Salt Spring reservation, in the

year 1854. The production increases yearly. The State

New York derives a small revenue from the works.

Sponffe.—FTom $20,000 to $30,000 have been realized

by the collectors of sponge near Key West, during the

past year. It is obtained among the reefs and inlets of

the Florida coast. The manufacture of salt at the same
place, is increasing in importance.

A Mild Winter.—A late Florida paper states that peas
and other vegetables were budding and blossoming in

the open air.

Indian Slaves.—A large number of Indians captured
Yucatan, by Santa Anna's directions, have been

landed in Havana, to be sold as slaves. At the remon-

strance of the British Consul, the Captain General is

about to inquire into the legality of the transaction.
Christian Jeies.—The number of Christian Jews in the

world, is estimated by one of their number at 15,000, of

whom, he says, several hundreds are in the United
States, many of them occupying respectable positions

in society.

Plain Living.—The New England Society for the pro-

motion of Manufactures and the Mechanic Arts, adopted
the following good resolution at its late meeting, in

Boston :—Resolved, That we earnestly desire that our
people should keep up those habits oi plain living and
high acting, in which the foundations of New England
Society were laid.

Mortality of London.—The deaths, in 1854, numbered
73,697.

Rum for the TTar.—The Middlesex (Mass.) Journal
states that the distillers. Trull, Brothers, are now en-

gaged in filling orders for N. E. rum, to go to Sebasto-
pol. Their profits amount to twelve hundred dollars a

week.

RECEIPTS.
Received from R. K. Williams, Va., .§2, to 18, vol. 29;

from John Ross, Ark., $4, vols. 27 and 28 ; from Sarah
T. House, Pa., $2, vol. 28; from Wm. Foulke, agt., 0.,

for Wm. Harmen, $1, to 26, vol. 28, and for David
Smith and Robt. Milhouse, $2 each, vol. 28.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
In order to avoid disappointment in case the school

should be full, members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
who intend to enter their children for the summer ses-

sion, will please make application to Joseph Snowdon,
Superintendent at the school, or Joseph Scaltergood,

Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, Philadelphia, by the first

if the Third month next, at which time the parents of the

children now at the school, will be expected to inform
the Superintendent whether their children are to return

to the summer session.

West-Town, First mo. 30, 1855.

Auxiliary Bible Association of Philad. Quarterly Meeting.

The Annual Meeting of the Auxiliary, is to be held at

the committee-room. Arch Street Meeting-house, on
Second-day, the 12th of the Second month, at 7i P. M.

Friends of both sexes are invited to attend.

TflEOPH. E. Beeslet,

Philad., First mo. 27, 1855. Secretary.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

The committee is desirous of engaging the services of

a well qualified Friend to teach the school at Tunes-
sassah, &c. Friends, who may feel concerned to en-

gage in that station, are requested to make early

application to Joseph Elkinton, No. 377 S. Second
street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, Philadel-

phia, or Ebenezer Worth, Marshalton, Chester county,

Pa., or Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase, Philadelphia co.. Pa.

Philad., Ninth mo. 20, 1854.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
Assistant Teachers are wanted in the Boys' depart-

ment of this Institution. The opportunity which this

station furnishes for prosecuting their studies, free

from any expense, presents a favour.able opening for

young persons, who wish to perfect themselves in the

higher branches of learning, or to prepare for the busi-

ness of Teachers. Those who wish to engage, are re-

quested to make early application to Nathan Sharpies,

Concordville ; Pennock Passmore, Goshenville; or Tho-
mas Evans, or Samuel Settle, Jr., Philadelphia.

Died, in West Bradford, Chester county, Pa., on the

1 2th of Twelfth month last, Martha R. Hibberd, aged
12 years and 10 months ; and on the 15th of the same,
Susanna G. Hibberd, aged 14 years and 6 months,
children of Isaac and Rachel Hibberd.

• ., in this city, on the 18th of Twelfth month
last, after several months' indisposition, Martha B.,

wife of Dubre Knight, of Wilmington, Del., in the 62nd
year of her age. The abiding trust, patience, resigna-

tion and peacefulness, with which she was favoured in

the latter part of her useful life, afford ground for the
consoling belief, that with her all is well.

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
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FrOiii tlie London QuarlPrly Review.

How London i.s Supplied with Food.

(Conlinued from page 162.)

Without some organization it woukl be impossi-

ble to receive and display to the advantage of the

buyer and seller the varied products that in the

grey of the morning pour into so limited a space.

Accordingly, different portions of it are dedicated

to distinct classes of vegetables and fruits. The
finest of the delicate soft fruit, such as strawber-

ries, peaches, &c., are lodged, as we have men-

tioned, in the central alley of the market—the

inmost leaf of the ro.se. On the large covered

space to the north of this central alley is the

wholesale fruit-station, fragrant with apples, pears,

greengages, or whatever is in season. The south-

ern open space is dedicated to cabbages and other

vegetables; and the extreme south front is wholly

occupied by potato-salesmen. Around the whole

quadrangle, during a busy morning, there is a

parti-coloured fringe of wagons backed in towards

the central space, in which the light green of cab-

bages forms the prevailing colour, interrupted here

and there with the white of turnips, or the deep

orange of digit-like carrots; and as the spectator

watches, the whole mass is gradually absorbed into

the centre of the market. Meanwhile the space

dedicated to wholesale fruit sales is all alive.

Columns of empty ba.skets, twelve feet high, seem
progressing through the crowd 'of their own mo-
tion.' The vans have arrived from the railways,

and rural England, side by side with the contin-

ent, pours in its supplies from many a sheltered

mossy nook. It is very easy to discover by a

glance which are the home-grown, which the

fbreigii contributions. There stand the English

baskets and sieves, solid and stout as Harry the

Eighth, amidst little hampers, as delicate as

French ladies, and seemingly as incapable of with-

standing hard usage. Yet some of these have
come from Algiers, others from the south of

France with greengages, and the majority from
Normandy. France is beginning to send large

quantities of peaches and nectarines, carefully

packed with paper shavings in small boxes; and
even strawberries this summer have found their

way here from the same quarter. The frost which
occurred in the early part of the present year

destroyed nearly all the fruit-crops in the neigh-

bourhood of London ; and were it not for the

bountiful stores which are brought from abroad,

Covent-Garden would have been little better than

a desert.

The repeal of the high duty upon foreign fruit

has so far widened the field of supply that it can

no longer be destroyed by an unusual fall of the

mercury. By means of the telegraph, the steam-

boat, and the railroad, we annul the effects of frost,

obliterate the sea, and command, at a few hours'

notice, the produce of the continent. When there

is a dearth in this country the fitot is immediately

noticed by the great fruit-dealers in the city : the

telegraph forthwith conveys the information to

Holland, France, and Belgium; and within forty

hours steamers from one or other of these countries

will be seen making towards the Downs and ad-

joining coasts, and in another six their cargoes,

fresh plucked from the neighbourhoods of old

Norman abbeys and quaint Flemish stadthouses,

are blooming in Covent Garden. Fruit that will

bear delay cmnes up the Thames by boat, and is

discharged at the wharves near London bridge,

but the major part eventually finds its way to the

'Garden.' The South-Western and South-Eastern

are the two principal lines for foreign fruit; the

former brings large quantities of Spanish and Por-

tuguese produce—such as oranges, grapes, melons,

nuts, &c. ; the latter conveys apples, pears, straw-

berries, peaches, nectarines, &c., from Dover, to

which place they are brought by steamers. To

show how enormous is the supply from abroad, we

give, on the authority of the goods-manager of the

South-Eastern line, the amount brought by them

in one night:

—

100 tons of green peas from France.

50 " of fruit from Kent.

10 " of filberts from Kent.

25 " of plums from France.

10 " of black currants from France.

In all 195 tons; out of which 135 were from

across the water. The Brighton and South Coast

transmit the produce of Jersey and Dieppe

—

apples, pears, and plums—to the extent last year

of about 300 tons. Of vegetables the Great

Northern is the principal carrier; last year they

brought to town the enormous quantity of 45,819

tons of potatoes, besides 1940 tons of other vege-

tables. The potatoes mainly proceed from the

fen country. Walnuts generally come by the

Antwerp boats, which sometimes carry cargoes of

between 400 and 500 tons. Everybody who has

travelled in the Low Countries remembers the

magnificent walnut-trees which grow along the

sides of the canals as commonly as elms in our own
country. These eke out our scantier native stores,

and help to make cosier the after-dinner chat over

the glass of port. During two mornings that we
visited Covent Garden we saw 613 bushel-baskets

of strawberries that had just come from Ilonfleur,

and upwards of 1000 baskets of greengages arrived

from the same neighbourhood during the week.

As we gazed, on one of these occasions, upon the

solid walls of baskets extending down the market,

crowned with parapets of peach and nectarine

boxes, we wondered in our own minds whether it

would ever be all sold, and the wonder increased

as wagon after wagon arrived, piled up as high as

the second-floor windows of the piazza. Venturing

to express this doubt to a lazy-looking man who
was plaiting the strands of a whip, 'Blessee, sir,'

he replied without looking up from his work, ' the

main part on 'em will be at Brummagem by din-

nertime.' True enough, while we had been

guessing and wondering, a nimble fellow had run
to the telegraph and inquired of Birmingham and
a few distant towns whether they were in want of
certain fruits that morning. The answer being in

the affirmative, the vans turned round, rattled oft'

to the North-Westorn station, and in another hour
the superfluity of Covent Garden was rushing on
its way to fill up the deficiency of the midland
counties. Thus the wire and steam, both at home
and abroad, cause the supply to respond instantly

to the demand, however wide apart the two prin-
ciples may be working.

The strawberry trade of Covent Garden is not
likely, however, at present to fall into the hands
of foreigners. The London market-gardeners have
long looked with justice upon this fruit as parti-

cularly their own. By the skill they have bestowed
upon its culture it has advanced enormously, both
in flavour and size, from the old standard ' hautboy'
of our fathers, and which foreigners mainly cul-

tivate to the present day. Miatt, of Deptford, is

the great grower; by judicious grafting he has
produced from the old stock half-a-dozen different

Idnds, the most celebrated being the 'British

Queen,' which attains a prodigious size. Large
quantities of strawberries are sent to the market
in light spring-vans. Tbey are placed in lib.

punnets or round willow baskets, or they are care-

fully piled in pottles, and the process of ' topping-

up,' as it is called, is considered quite an art in

the trade. The rarest and ripest fruit, which
goes direct to the pastry-cooks, is still more deftly

treated. Lest it should be injured by jolting,

horse is exchanged for human carriage. A pro-

cession of eight or ten stout women, carrying

baskets full of strawberry-pottles upon their heads,

may often be seen streaming in hot haste up Pic-

cadilly, preceded by a man, like so many slieep by
a bell-wether. It is probable that they have
trudged all the way from Isleworth with the fnti',

and, as they fre\{uently make two journeys in the

day, the distance traversed is not less than twenty-

six miles.

After strawberries, perhaps peas are the most
important article produced by the market-garden-

ers. Dealers, in order to consult the convenience

of hotel-keepers and such as require suddenly a

large supply for the table, keep them ready for

the saucepan; and not the least curious feature of

Covent Garden, about mid-da^', is to see a dense

mass of women—-generally old—seated in rows at

the corners of the market, engaged in shelling

them. One salesman often employs as many as

400 persons in this occupation. The major part

of these auxiliaries belong to the poor-houses

around; they obtain permission to go out for this

purpose, and the shilling or eighteen pence a-day

earned by some of the more expert is gladly ex-

changed for the monotonous rations of the parish.

In the autumn, again, there will be a row of poor

creatures, extending along the whole north side of

the square, shelling walnuts, each person having

two baskets, one for the nuts, another for the

shells, which are bought by the ketchup-makers.

The poor flock from all parts of the town directly

a job of the kind is to be had. If a fog happens

in November, thousands of linkboys and men
spring up with ready-made torches; if a frost
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occurs, hundreds of men are to be found on tlie

Serpentine and other park waters, to sweep the

ice or to put on your slsates: there are in the busy

part of the town half-a-dozcn fellows ready of a

wet day to rush simultaneously to call a cab ' for

your honour;' and every crossing when it grows

muddy almost instantly has its man and broom.

A sad comment this upon the large floating popu-

lation of starving labour always to bo found in the

streets of London.

re this duty is faithfully per-

fcel bound to contribute their

Libcralily 1o Ihc Poor.

The spirit and precepts of Christianity lead to

commiserate the wants and the sufferings of those,

who have little at their command to meet their

daily need of food, clothing and fuel; and it is

our duty to search them out, and to furnish pro-

per aid according to our means, especially to per-

sons who have never before been reduced to any

direct dependance on the charity of others, but

who now may not have it in their power to get

employment, and whose modesty or sensibility

deter them from exposing their destitution, and

the almost famishing condition of their young chil-

dren. In 1729, the London Yearly Meeting gave

this advice :
" We find ourselves at this time ein-

gaged to request that Friends, in any part of this

kingdom, or other places, where provisions and

the necessaries of life are dear and scarce, or sick-

ness doth remarkably afflict, would, in proportion

to smh scarcity and affliction, exert their charita-

ble assistance to the poor, which is our christian

duty, as stewards of the many mercies wherewith

the Lord has intrusted us." In 1741, that meet-

ing further says, " Let your moderation be known

unto all men. Warn those that are rich in this

world, that they apply not the blessings of God to

the indulging their appetites in pleasure and

vanity; but t^at tbey be ready to do good, and

to communicate to the relief of those who are in

necessity. The principal, if not only satisfaction,

a man of a truly christian disposition can have in

the affluence and increase of the things of this

world, must arise from the greater advantages and

opportunities put into his hands of doing good

therewith. But, alas! it is a most melancholy

reflection to observe, that the very superfluities of

the apparel of one person might sometimes be suf-

ficient to clothe the nakedness of several fellow-

creatures."

In a subsequent year, they say, "As it hath

pleased the Lord to favour many amongst ui

with the outward blessings of this life, in s(

ments; and wl
formed, such wi

proportion to mitigate the distresses of the needy,

which will sweeten their enjoyments of the tem-

poral bounties of their heavenly Father, to which

the Divine blessing will be added. " Blessed is

the man that considereth the poor; the Lord will

deliver him in time of trouble. The Lord will

preserve him, and keep him alive, and he shall

be blessed upon the earth; and thou wilt not de-

liver him to the will of his enemies. The Lord

will strengthen him upon the bed of languishing;

thou wilt make all his bed in his sickness." "And
the King shall say unto them, Verily I say unto

you, inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the

"least of these, my brethren, ye have done it unto

me." To his sheep who have thus ministered to

his brethren, Christ declared he would say, " Come
ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom pre-

)d for you, from the foundation of the world."

From " The Leisure Hour.

Insect Cnriosities.

(Concluded from page 159 )

The " cricket on the hearth" is the sentimental

and poetical favourite of a good many people who
are not obliged to be his near neighbours, while

he is the nuisance and plague of a very numerous

class whose fireside comforts, when they have any,

are on the kitchen floor. Whether we look upon

him as a pet or a plague, we are certainly not in

the habit of attributing to him anything like

sagacity or forethought. We see him and his

tribe by hundreds,,walking by night, along with

silly cock-roaches, into a dish of stale beer, to

drown ingloriously—or jumping head-

long into a basin of scalding tea, to perish in a

boiling bath—or grubbing about in the ashes

beneath the fire, at the risk of being crushed by a

hot cinder. But the cricket is not altogether a

fool. Sitting'the other day by the kitchen fire, to

dry ourselves after a sudden shower, we noticed

a cricket popping up his head from a crack

in the hearth-stone. We thought perhaps he

might be hungry, and dropped a few small crumbs

near his hole. Our shadow startled him, and he

disappeared for an instant. In a moment or two,

however, he came boldly forth, walked to the

largest crumb, seized it and carried it to his hiding-

place, returning immediately, until he had fetched

them all. We tried him again with larger pieces

—several much larger than himself. Most of

these he carried off with perfect ease: but mark

the perfection of his instinct; the hole in the

stone from which he emerged was barely large

plentiful a manner as that we are placed in enough to admit of his pas.sage; when he carried
'^
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a capacity of doing much good, and of cxercisin^

the oflaces of christian love and charity, to the

comfort and assistance of the poor and needy, we

earnestly recommend to the practice of those,

whom God hath so favoured, the excellent advice

given by the apostle: "Charge them that are rich

in this world, that they be not high-minded ; nor

trust in uncertain riches, but in the living God,

who giveth us richly all things to enjoy. That

they do good; that they be rich in good works;

ready to distribute, and willing to communicate

:

laying up in store for themselves a good founda-

tion against the time to come, that they may lay

hold on eternal life." This apostolic counsel is

also applicable to those, who, though not afiJuent,

have the means of comfortable subsistence for

themselves, and to spare for the relief of others

requiring aid. It is every one's duty to look

carefully into bis own affairs, to see that his ex-

penses are not carried beyond the means he pos-

sesi-es, so that he may be kept from pecuniary

embarrassment, and be able to meet bis engage-

small pieces of bread he ran rapidly down the

hole head-foremost; but with larger pieces, he

invariably got into the hole backwards, pulling the

bread after him, evidently to avoid the possibility

of blocking up the hole, and thus preventing his

own escape in ca.se of alarm. At last there re-

mained one piece too large for him to remove. He
now called a companion to assist; the two together

dragged it to the mouth of the hole, where they

ensconced themselves safely, and then, with

bodies half protruded, set to work to reduce the

mass to admissible dimensions, a task which it

took them twenty minutes to accomplish ere the

last crumb was safely housed.

The destructive insect called by g^ydeners "the

American blight," but known by naturalists as

the aphis, must be familiar to every owner of a

garden or an orchard. Were it not for its mortal

enemy, the larva of the coccinella (lady-bird, or

lady-cow), its destructive ravages would be in-

finitely greater than they are. The aphides clus-

ter round the tender shoots of fruit-trees, and.

thick as sheep in a fold, are incapable of flight.

Among them comes the coccinella like a wolf, and

slaughters them by hundreds. But the most cu-

rious fact in connexion with these aphides is the

relation existing between them and the ants.

Goedaert, an old naturalist, affirms that these in-

sects are the progeny of the ants, an error still

prevalent among the lower classes. There is no

doubt a warm attachment exists between the

ants and the aphides; but, on the part of the

former at least, it is of an interested character

—

a pure example of " cupboard love." The aphides

secrete a sugared fluid, and it is this of which the

ants are fond. The ant ascends the trees, says

Linnaeus, tJiat it may milk its cows, the aphides;

and its proceedings amongst its cattle, which may
be easily watched by any attentive observer, have

been thus graphically described:—"The aphides,

when no ants attend them, waste the sweet fluid

which they produce, and, by a certain jerk of the

body, which takes place at regular intervals, they

ejaculate it to a distance; but when the ants are

at hand, watching the moment when the aphides

emit their fluid, they seize and suck it down im-

mediately. This, however, is the least of their

talents, for they absolutely possess the art of mak-

ing them yield it at pleasure; or, in other words,

of milking them. On this occasion their antennae

are their fingers; with these they pat the abdomen
of the aphis on each side alternately, moving them

very briskly till a little drop of the honeyed fluid

appears, which the ant immediately takes into its

mouth and swallows. But this is not the most

singular part of the history. Ants make a pro-

perty of these cows, for the possession of which

they contend with great earnestness, and use

every means to keep them to themselves. Some-

times they seem to claim a right to the aphides

that inhabit the branches of a tree or the stalks of

a plant ; and if stranger-ants attempt to share

their treasure with them, they endeavour to drive

them away, and may be seen running about in a

great bustle, and exhibiting every symptom of

inquietude and anger. Sometimes, to rescue them

from their rivals, they take their aphides in their

mouths: they generally keep guard around them
;

and when the branch is conveniently situated,

have recourse to an expedient still more effectual

to keep off interlopers. They inclose it in a tube

of earth and other materials, and thus confine

them in a kind of paddock near their nest, and

sometimes communicating with it. One species

common in our meadows, the yellow ant (formica

flava), which is not fond of roaming from home,

and likes to have all its conveniences within reach,

usually collects in its nest a large herd of a kind

of aphis that derives its nutriment from the roots

of grass and other plants (aphis radicum.) These

it transports from the neighbouring roots, proba-

bly by subterranean galleries excavated for the

purpose, leading from the nest in all directions;

and thus, without going out, it has always at hand

a copious supply of food." The aphides share the

care and solicitude of the ants equally with their

own offspring, the latter taking every care of their

eggs, and tending them as assiduously in all respects

as a farmer would his young lambs or his cattle.

AVhat a vast and inconceivable amount of living

enjoyment is comprised in the insect world ! Of
the number of these minute creatures, the mind
fails to grasp the most remote idea. It has been

proved by a celebrated naturalist, that a single

aphis in its short life may be the parent of a pro-

geny more than fifty times as numerous as the

whole number of the human inhabitants of the

globe. There are other tribes of equal fecundity;

but this marvellous fruitfulness is counterbalanced

by swarms of deadly enemies, to whose ravages all
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in tlieir turn have to submit, and by the sweeping

gusts of autumn and winter, which prostrate

countless legions at a breath. There is something

melancholy in the coutemplation of the prodigious

havoc committed upon the insect races by the first

cold blasts of autumn, and the sight of the once

happy swarms reduced to a state of half-animate

helplessuess. In October, 1850, in walking from

the sea-wall at Harwich as far as the Breakwater,

we found the margin of the sea for near a mile in

length covered with myriads of crane-flies, vulgarly

known as father-long-legs. A strong cold wind

was blowing from the German ocean, the effects

of which had already crippled the whole host so

effectually that tliey were unable to move out of

the way, and numbers perished at every step we

took. It was impossible to set down the foot with-

out crushing them b}' dozens. In .some sheltered

nooks, under the seats, or in crevices in the bank,

they had crowded so densely for warmth and re-

fuge, and their long legs had become so entangled

together, that thousands might have been lifted in

a mass. Thus they continued for several days,

until a change of wind carried them out to sea,

whore in all likelihood they formed an acceptable

meal to a shoal of whiting then affording employ-

ment to the fishermen of the place. Again, in the

early days of September of last year, while mak-
ing holiday at Southend, we observed a similar

phenomenon in connexion with the coccinellac, or

"lady-birds." Innumerable swarms of these pretty

little creatures, apparently in a state of stupified

inactivity, were clustered about the stones and

stakes of the shore, and the wooden piles of the

long pier, thousands being submerged by every

breaker that fell upon the beach, and the host

perishing by millions at the rise of the tide. It

would appear to be a law of nature that the sur-

vivors of the internecine slaughter which all sum-
mer long is going on between the insect tribes,

should be devoured in their turn when the com-
bat is over.

Still vast numbers, of the domestic insects espe-

cially, contrive to brave the rigours of winter.

The common house-fly sets up his winter quar-

ters in a cranny between the the bricks of the

kitchen chimney; and we have seen him sally

forth before now, lured by the smell of extra

sweets and aroused by the warmth of extra roast-

ing, to claim his share of the Christmas pudding.

The flesh-fly, too, no favourite with housekeepers,

hybcrnates in huge battalions. We chanced some
winters back to have occasion to disturb a set of

folding shutters to a parlour window, which had
been long unused. We were startled by observ-

ing that the plastered wall of the recess for the

reception of the shutters was in appearance painted

jet-black. On taking a candle, however, to ex-

amine more distinctly, we made the unwelcome
discovery that the whole area of six feet in length

by eighteen inches in width was one compact
colony of flesh-flics in a dormant state, clinging

layer upon layer three deep. Fortunately they
were all palsied or petrified with cold, and were
easily swept into a washing-basin, which they

more than filled, and not one of them ever woke
to buzz again. The window of the room had been

left open till sunset every day during summer and
autumn, for the sake of ventilation, for many
years, and it is more than probable that this con-

venient nook had long been a favourite wintering*

place for flesh-flies. The corresponding recess on
the other side of the window did not contain a

single one.

But we are warned by the bounds we have
already reached, to cut short our remarks on in-

sects for the present. Perhaps we may resume
the subject another day.

For "The Friend."

Samuel Crisp, previous to joining the Society of

Friends, resided at Norfolk. He was educated at

college, and took the order of deacon in the

church of England, so called; after which he

officiated as a parish curate, also, for a short time,

as chaplain in a private family. In the year 1700,

being then resident in London, and about thirty

years of age, he was convinced of the Truth,

as professed by Friends. Soon afterwards he

engaged as an assistant to Richard Sawyer, a

Friend, who kept a large boarding-school at Wands-
worth. In this situation he did not remain long,

and subsequently opened a school on his own ac-

count at Stepney, near London. His adoption of

the principles of Friends, drew on him, not o.nly

remonstrances, but also contumely and slander.

He published a refutation in detail, of the charges

preferred against him by a bitter, envious oppo-

nent, with an able defence of some of the princi-

ples of Friends. In this he says, "As to my
leaving the church of England, God is ray witness,

I did it in pure obedience to the convictions of my
own mind ; and the peace which I have often felt

returned into my bosom, is more than I can ex-

press : I have bad a great and abundant reward

from the Lord, for what I have done in this mat-

ter. I desire to fear God, and am heartily sorry,

that I have spent so much time in the vanities

and impertinences of this sinful world ; taking

things upon trust, swayed by temporal interests,

and following the prejudices of my education. I

was in the order only of deacon ; then I pretended

to preach, and could talk much of Christ, and
heaven, and hell, and extolled the Scriptures

highly, which were, nevertheless, a sealed book to

me, for though I read them often, both in public

and private, yet my mind being outward, and not

waiting in silence upon that Holy Spirit that gave

them forth, I knew not the Scriptures, nor tbe

power of God ; so then the power of death and

darkness ruled in me. I had care of souls, as

they call it, but was a physician of no value. I

knew, indeed, that I had served my time at the

university, as apprentices do to a trade ; and that

I had passed the examination and the ceremony

of ordination—and I thought this would do; but

as for any immediate call or appointment of God,

to the work of the ministry, I knew nothing of it.

I had the care of two parishes committed to me
by the bishop of the diocese, but had never any

call from God to go and preach to that people. So

I was like those prophets Jeremiah speaks of, who
ran before they were sent, and therefore could not

profit the people at all—I expected thirty pounds

a year for preaching—that was my wages, and if

any should question my commission, I knew I had

a piece of paper to show, which I called my orders,

if that would satisfy them; so brutish was I in my
understanding."

In a letter which he wrote in 1702, he says,

"I think I maae a little progress in a holy life,

and through God's assistance I weakened some of

my spiritual enemies, whilst I lived in the com-

munion of the national church. I thank my God,

I can truly say, whilst I used those prayers, I did

it with zeal and sincerity, in his fear and dread

:

but still I ceased not my earnest supplication to

him in private, that he would show me something

more excellent ; that I might get a complete vic-

tory over all my lusts and passions, and might

perfect righteousness before him. For I found a

great many sins and weaknesses daily attending

me ; and though I made frequent resolutions to

forsake those sins, yet still the temptation was too

strong for me; so t'hat I had often cause to com-

plain with the apostle, in the bitterness of my
soul, '0, wretched man that I am, who shall do-

liver me from the body of this death?' who shall

set me free, and give me strength to triumph over

sin, the world and the devil; that I may in every-

thing please God, and there may not be the least

thought, word or motion, gesture or action, but
what is exactly agreeable to bis most holy will, as

if I saw him standing before me, and as if I were
to be judged by him for the thought of my heart

next moment ! O, tliat I could always stand here !

for here is no reflection, no sorrow, no repentance;

but at God's right hand there is perfect peace, and
a river of unspeakable jny. O, that we might

imitate the life of Jesus, and be thoroughly fur-

nished unto every good word and work. This was

the frequent breathing of my soul to God when I

was in tlic country, but more especially after I

had left my new prefermeut of a chaplain, and

taken private lodgings in London. In this re-

tirement I hope I may say without boasting, I was
very devout and religious, and f<mnd great com-
fort and refreshment in it from the Lord, who let

me see the beauty of holiness. The sweetness

that arises from a humbled, mortified life, was
then very pleasant to my taste, and I rejoiced in

it more than in all the delights and pleasures of

the world.

"And now it pleased God to show me, that if t

would indeed live strictly and holily as becomes
the gospel, then I must leave the communion of

the church of England ; but I knew not yet which
way to determine myself, nor to what body of men
I should join, who were more orthodox or more
regular in their lives. As for the Quakers, I was
so great a stranger to them, that I had never read

any of their books, nor do I remember that I ever

conversed with any one man of that communion
in my life. I think there was one in Foxly whilst

I was curate there, but I never saw the man, though

I went several times to his house on purpose to

talk with him, and to bring him off from his mad
and wild enthusiasm, as I then ignorantly thought

it to be. I knew that way was everywhere spoken

against ; he that had a mind to appear more witty

and ingenious than the rest, would choose this for

the subject of his profane jests and drollery. With
this he makes sport, and diverts the company; for

a Quaker is but another name for a fool or a mad-
man, and was scarcely ever mentioned but with

scorn and contempt. If all was true that was laid

to the Quakers' charge, I thought they were some
of the worst people that ever appeared in the

world, and wondered with what face they could

call themselves Christians, since I was told they

denied the fundamental articles of the holy faith,

for which I ever bore the highest veneration and
esteem."

His presentiments of Friends were little likely

to lead him to join them. AVhile he was at Bun-
yan school, his father, afraid he might become an

enthusiast, sent him one of Faldo's attacks upon
the Quakers, and at a subsequent period, an ac-

quaintance, a priest of the church, on his first

showing an inclination to unite with Friend.s, re-

ferred him to Lesly a " non-juring parson," who, he

said, was well acquainted with their writings, and

he had no doubt of his receiving satisfaction from

him. It seems Lesly succeeded in putting him to

a stand for a short time, but he soon discovered

the fallacy of his arguments and insinuations.

Lesly was the author of a book, which ho called

"The Snake in the Grass, "written to calumniate

the Society of Friends, and abounding with mis-

representation and falsehood. He was employed

by some of the clergy, to render them and their

principles odious to tbe world; but his misrepre-

sentations were disproved, and his crafty impos-

ture made manifest by Joseph Wyeth and George

Whitehead, in a book entitled, "A Switch for the
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Snako." It was not probable a decided encuiy

would furnish a fair account of Frieuds' religious

principles, but during his residence in London,
living in a private retired manner, walking hum-
bly in the sight of God, and having opportunity

to reflect upon his past life, S. C. says, "As I bad
occasion to be one day at a bookseller's shop, I

happened to cast my eye on Barclay's works; and

having heard that he was a man of great account

amongst the Quakers, I had a mind to see what

their principles were, and what defence they could

make for themselves ; for sure thought I, these

people are not so silly and ridiculous, nor main-

tainers of such horrid opinions, as the author of

'The Snake,' and some others would make us

believe. I took Barclay home with me, and I

read him through in a week's time, save a little

treatise at the end, which, finding to be very phi-

losophical, 1 omitted ; but, however, I soon read

enough to convince me of my own blindness and

ignorance, in the things of God. There I found

a light to break in upon my mind, which did

mightily refresh and comfort me in that poor,

low, and humbled state in which I then was. For,

indeed, I was then and had been, for a consider-

able time before, very hungry and thirsty after

righteousness; and therefore I received the truth

icilh all readiness of mind. It was like balm to my
soul, and as showers of rain to the thirsty earth,

whi.h is parched with heat and drought. This author

laid things down so plainly, and proved them with

such ingenuity, and dexterity of learning, and

opened the Scriptures so clearly to me, that with-

out standing to cavil, dispute, raise argument or

objection, or consulting with flesh and blood, I

presently resigned myself to God ; and weeping

for joy that I had found so great a treasure, I

often thanked him, with tears in my eyes, for so

kind a visitation of his love, that he was graciou.sly

pleased to look towards me, when my soul cried after

him. So, though before I was in great doubt and

trouble of mind, not knowing which way to deter-

mine myself, yet now the sun breaking out so

powerfully upon me, the clouds were scattered.

I was now fully satisfied in my own mind, which

way I ought to go, and to what body of people I

should join myself.
" So I left the communion of the church of Eng-

land, and went to Grace-church Street Meeting.

I read other books, among which was an excellent

piece, called ' No Cross, No Crown.' Thus 1

continued reading and frequenting Friends' Meet-

ings, but did not let any one know what I was

about. The first man I conversed with was George

Whitehead ; and this was several weeks after I

began to read Barclay, and frequent Friends'

Meetings. By him I was introduced into more
acquaintance ; and still the farther I went, the

more I liked their plainness, and the decency and
simplicity of their conversation. They do not

use the ceremonies and salutations of the church

of England, but shake hands freely, and converse

together as brothers and sisters, that are sprung of

the same royal Seed, and are made kings and
priests unto God. O, the love, the sweetness and
tenderness of affection I have seen amongst this

people! 'By this,' says Christ, 'shall all men
know that ye are my disciples, if ye have love

one to another.' 'Put on, therefore,'' says the

apostle, 'as the elect of God, holy and beloved,

bowels of mercy, kindness, humbleness of mind,
meekness, long-suffering.'

"Thou knowest, my dear friend, that religion is

a very serious thing ; repentance is a great work,
and one precious immortal soul is of more worth
than ten thousand perishing worlds, with all their

pomp and glory ; therefore, let us take courage
and be valiant for the truth upon the earth—let

us not content ourselves with a name and profes-

sion of godliness—let us come to the life and

power of it—let us not despond of getting the

victory. We have a little strength for God: let

us be faithful to him, and he will give us more
strength, so that we shall see the enemy of our

peace fall before us, and nothing shall be impos-

sible unto us. I say, let us be faithful to that

measure of light and knowledge which God has

given us, to be profited and edified by in a spirit-

ual life; and as God sees we are diligent and
faithful to work with the strength we have, he
will more and more enlighten us, so that we shall

see to the end of those forms and shadows of reli-

gion wherein we had formerly lived. But if he

sees we are about to take up our rest in these sha-

dows, that we grow cold and indifferent in the

jjiirsuit of holiness, running out into notions, and
speculations, and have more mind to dispute, and

to make a show of learning and subtilty, tha7i to

lead a holy and devout life, then it is just with

God to leave us in a carnal and polluted state; to

continue yet but in the outward court, where we
may please ourselves with beholding the beauty

and ornaments of a worldly sanctuary, and never

witness the veil being taken away, and that we
are brought by the blood of Jesus into the holiest

of all, where alone there is true peace with God,
and rest to the weary soul."

Samuel Crisp died of the small-pox, at Stepney,

on the 7th of the Fourth month, 170-1, aged 34
years.

Extracled for " The Friend."

" How magnificent is this idea of God's govern-

ment. That he inspects the whole and every part

of his universe every moment, and orders it ac-

cording to the counsels of his infinite wisdom and

goodness by his omnipotent will; whose thought

is power ; and his acts ten thousand times quicker

than the light ; unconfused in a multiplicity ex-

ceeding number, and unwearied through eternity !

" How much comfort and encouragement to all

good and devout persons are contained in this

thought ! That Almighty God, as he hath an eye

continually upon them, so he is employed in di-

recting, or doing what is best for them. Thus
may they be sure, indeed, that ' all things work
together for their good.' They may have the com-

fort of understanding all the promises of God's
protection, in their natural, full, and perfect

sense, not spoiled by that philosopy which is vain

deceit. The Lord is truly their shepherd; not

leaving them to chance or fate, but watching over

them himself, and therefore can they lack nothing.
" What a fund of encouragement is here for all

manner of virtue and piety, that we may be fit

objects of God's gracious care and providence, so

particularly for devotion, when we can reflect that

every petition of a good man is heard and regarded

by him who holds the reins of nature in his hand.

When God from his throne of celestial glory, is-

sues out that uncontrollable command to which

all events are subject, even your desires, pious,

humble Christians, are not overlooked or forgotten

by him. The good man's prayer is among the

reasons by which the Omnipotent is moved in the

administration of the universe.

" How little is all earthly greatness ! How low

and impotent the proudest monarchs, if compared

with the poorest in the world who leads but a

good life! for their influence even in their highest

prosperity, is only among weak men like them-

selves, and not 'Seldom their designs are blasted

from Heaven for the insolence of those that formed

them. ' Is not this great Babylon that I have

built by the might of my power, and for the hon-

our of my majesty ?' While the word was in the

king's mouth, there fell a voice from Heaven,
saying, ' The kingdom is departed from thee.'

But the poor man's prayer pierceth the clouds;

and weak and contemptible as he seems, he may
draw down the host of heaven and engage the

Almighty in his defence, so long as he is able to

utter his wants, and can turn the thoughts of his

heart to God."

—

Ogden.
j

From ihe Poltsvllle Gazette.

The Burning Mountain.

Through the politeness of J. Maginnis we have
been favoured with a more full history of the

burning coal vein on Broad Mountain than any
we remember to have seen before. The fire is in '

the Jugular vein, which at that place varies in ]

thickness from 40 to 80 feet ; the height of the i

breast through which the fire has passed, averages

about 300 feet; and the longitudinal extent it has
i

consumed is about 3-8 of a mile. Thus making a '

mass of solid coal averaging 60 feet in thickness,
\

300 feet in height, and 3-8 of a mile in length,
j

This, allowing a cubic yard to equal a ton, which
|

is the received standard here, gives the quantity '

of 1,320,000 tons of coal consumed by this fire. i

It originated in 1838, from a fire burning at
j

the mouth of the mine, which ignited the timber
j

work sustaining the roof of the drift, and was
;

thus carried to the coal within the mine. Two
j

men who were in the drift, beyond the fire, at the
\

time, were suffocated. Thus far, since the coal
|

ignited, there have been no efibrts made to extin-
i

guish it. This was owing to the great expense
|

attending, if not the utter impossibility of flooding
\

it. This difiiculty was occasioned by the fire '

starting some 15 feet above water level, and hav- ^

ing a breast of 300 feet above that yet, to reach
i

with water, before it could be completely drowned

out.

Any efforts now to extinguish the fire would

be comparatively unimportant, as it is at present

confined within narrow limits, and cannot pos-

sibly greatly extend its ravages ; for on the N. E.

it is in close proximity to a deep ravine, through

which passes a small stream that will flood all be-

low its level when the fire reaches it ; and on the

S. W. end, L. C. Dougherty, several years ago,

mined all above water level until the fire was
met.

There is an incident connected with this, worth

narrating : The miners employed by L. C. Doug-
herty knew, by the unusual heat, that for some
time they had been working in the neighbourhood

of the fire, yet to save as much coal as possible,

they kept on day after day mining in the direc-

tion of the fire ; and their labours were persisted

in to the very meeting of it, for the last charge of

powder was almost instantly ignited by the heat

of the coal into which the hole was drilled. Con-
tinually, during the drilling of this hole, it was
feared they would reach the red-hot coal, and
when they had finally driven it as far as they
deemed safe, a cartridge was thrust in the boring

and rammed home, and the miners ran to places

of safety, to await the explosion. In a very short

time this took place, ami the partition of black

coal was completely torn away, bringing with it

in its fall an enormous mass in a burning state.

From the excessive heat the fire spread rapidly

along the timbers, and this, together with the
rush of gas from the before imprisoned fire, so

rapidly filled the mine that the workman barely

escaped.

To this burning vein there are some six or

eight craters from which vapour and gas are

thrown off, but owing to the number of these

vents, and to the fractured condition of the sur-

face iu general, which allow the escape of these
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gases at so many points, we have no rapid and

considerable jetting at any one place in regular

volcano style
;

yet, if all that escapes was dis-

charged through one aperture, our Broad Moun-
tain volcano would make more display, and, con-

sequently, attract more attention. At some points

where the surface has fallen in, by going to the

brink, we have been told, the fire at a groat dis-

tance below can be seen, yet owing to the fallen

earth, and to the mass of ashes lying on the fire,

it is mostly concealed.

Likewise in addition to fire and smoke, we have

those sounds common to volcanoes. We are in-

formed that the bursting of rocks underneath,

from excessive heat, sounds to a person on the hill

like distant, heavy discharges of artillery, and at

the foot of the hill there is a small spring of

water that comes from near the burning mass,

and is heated to a temperature too great for com-

fortable bathing. Thus our little volcano has

most if not all the concomitants of the larger

ones. It is true that it docs not do up things as

magnificent as they are done at Vesuvius or Etna,

yet, considering the high price of fuel, it would

scarcely be worth while to attempt a competition

to any greater extent.

"THY WILL BE DONE."

When sorrow casts its shade around,

And pleasure seems our course to shun
;

When nought but grief and care is found,

How sweet to say, " Thy will be done."

When sicliness lends its pallid hue,

And every dream of bliss is flown
;

When quickly from the fading view,

Recede the joya that once were known.

The soul resigned will still rejoice,

Though life's last sand is nearly run
;

With humble faith and trembling voice.

It whispers soft, " Thy will be done."

When called to mourn the early doom
Of one affection held most dear

;

While o'er the closing, silent tomb,
The bleeding heart distils the tear;

Though love its tribute sad will pay.

And earthly streams of solace shun
;

Still, still the humbled soul will say.

In lowly dust, " Thy will be done."

Whate'er, Lord, thou hast designed.

To bring my soul to thee in trust

;

If mercies or afflictions kind,

For all thy dealings. Lord, are just.

Take all—but grant in goodness free.

That love which ne'er thy stroke would shun;
Support this heart, and strengthen me
To say in faith, " Thy will be done."

Selected.

Learn to tread life's dangerous maze.
With unerring virtue's clue

;

Envy's censure, flattry's praise.

With unmoved indifference view.

Void of strong desire and fear,

Life's wide ocean trust no more

;

Strive thy little bark to steer,

With the tide, but near the shore.

Thus prepared, thy shortened sail.

Shall, whene'er the winds increase
Seizing each propitious gale.

Waft thee to the port of peace.

Eeep thy conscience from offence.

And tempestuous passions free.

So, when thou art called from hence,
Easy shall thy passage be.

Easy shall thy passage be,

Cheerful thy allotted stay.

Short the account 'twixt God and thee,

Hope shall meet thee on the way.

Truth shall lead thee to the gate,

Mercy's self shall let thee in,

Where, its never changing state.

Full perfection, shall begin.

For " The Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page leB.J

UALPII WITOERS.

Ralph Withers was one of a family of that

name, residing at Bishops Cannings, in Wiltshire,

some of whom were convinced of the truth, soon

after the rise of Friends. In the year 1G56, Tho-
mas Withers, one of them, was arrested by a con-

stable in the street, at Market-Lavington, because

he was a Quaker, and after being kept in an ale-

house all night, was taken before a justice of the

peace, who committed him to the county jail.

Two of his neighbours, conscious of his innocence,

went bail for his appearance at the next a.ssizes,

on which he was set at liberty. When the time

for the court to sit came, he was in attendance,

and although no legal cause was found for his

arrest and commitment, he was sent to prison,

where he was detained for six years.

In the year 1657, Ralph Withers, being at a

Meeting of Friends at Marlborough, was arrested

and taken before the mayor of the place, who sent

him to prison as a vagabond, although his resi-

dence was well known to be at Bishops Cannings,

but eight miles off. His imprisonment was pro-

bably of short duration. In the year 1660, a

private difference having arisen between some
Friends of his neighbourhood, probably of a pe-

cuniary nature, he with three other Friends were
appointed by the contending parties arbitrators to

decide how the difficulty should be settled. For
this good and praiseworthy intent, the parties met
at the house of William Moxham, of Marden.
William Gunn, the priest of that parish, one of

the most cruel persecutors of that day, hearing of

their meeting, went to Moxham's house with his

son, attended by an officer and men armed with

pikes, bills, and .staves. Entering the premises,

they seized on the Friends, who had broken no
law, and with violence forced them before a jus-

tice of the peace. Here they were required to

give security for their appearance at the next ses-

sions. To this they objected that they had been

in the commission of no crime for which they

could be called to answer. They were thereupon

committed to prison, and confined for many weeks.

At what time Ralph Withers was called to the

work of the ministry we know not, but we find

him, in 1675, signing an epistle issued by the

ministering Friends at the Yearly Meeting, in

London. In the year 1678, having been married

according to the order in use amongst Friends, he

was, for this cause, alone, as he supposed, excom-
municated and imprisoned. Unawed by the cruel

prosecutions carried on against Friends by Priest

Gunn, Ralph continued to reside in Wiltshire

until the time of his removal to Pennsylvania,

which probably took place early in 1682. He was
a representative at London Yearly Meeting in

1681, and on the 30th day of the Seventh month,
in that year, he was at London with William Penn,
and signed as a witness, the instructions given by
the proprietor of Pennsylvania to his "commis-
sioners for the settling of the present colony this

year transported into the said province."

Ralph Withers took up 500 acres of land in

Chester county, where he settled, on his arrival in

the new colony.

The reputation he enjoyed for honesty and abi-

lity in business, must have been good, for we find

in the Eighth month, 1682, James Claypoole, of

London, the treasurer of the "Society of Traders,"

directs, that certain labourers for his farm should

be sent "to John Goodson, chirurgeon to the

Society of Traders, at Upland, in Pennsylvania,

or in his absence,<o Ralph Withers, to whom I have
given a letter of attorney, to be deputy treasurer

to the Society till my arrival."

In the autumn of 1682, Ralph was appointed
by the inhabitants of Chester county one of the
"provincial councillors" for two years, the duties
of which station he continued to exercise until

near his death. The last meeting of the commis-
sioners he attended, was held Fourth month 25,
1683. He probably was unable after this to get
to Philadelphia, but how long ho lingered in his

last illness we have no means of gaining informa-

tion. He appears to have died before the close of
the year, and information of his death was for-

warded to the Yearly Meeting at London, in 1G84.

He was a useful man in civil and religious society,

possessing the confidence of those who were ac-

quainted with him ; and as a humble believer in

the Lord Jesus Christ, and a faithful labourer in his

gospel, we have reason to believe his end was peace.

When Thomas Chalkley was on board a vessel

bound to the West Indies, and from thence to

England on a religious visit in 1707, he felt his

mind drawn in love to salute his friends in Phi-
ladelphia, by a short epistle for the forwarding of
which an opportunity presented. This epistle has,

as far as I know, never been printed. The only
copy which I have found of it, is somewhat worn
by age, and a few words are entirely obliterated,

but the context in most cases shows what they
must have been.

" Dear Friends,—Whereas I am likely to be
separated from you for divers years, and having a
small opportunity of time, it seemed meet to me,
and my duty, to greet you in the dear love of our
heavenly Father, and of his Son our Holy Lord
Jesus Christ; in which [love] 1 desire that Friends
of our meeting with my own soul, as also the faith-

ful everwhere may be preserved to the end; even
to the bright and glorious day of Christ Jesus, he
reigning over all in his blessed gospel of light,

life and power.

"Dear Friends, when this is over your spirits,

then seek the Lord for minister,?, that utterance

may be given to us, and that God would make his

angels ministering spirits to us, and we as a flame

of Divine fire burning in holy zeal against all

manner of sin and unrighteousness. I think I

have great need of your prayers, considering I am
likely to go through many deep trials and travels

before I see your faces again. Xut that I am un-
willing to suffer for Christ my Lord's sake ! I am
not only willing to suffer but even to die for his

name, if he require it. But if I travel, let me
travel in the unity of the brethren ; if I suffer, let

it be in the fellowship of the gospel, and if I die,

let me die in love and unity with the faithful

!

From a child I always loved the brethren, and
hope I shall to the end. Oh, love and unity ! it

is the strength of God's people, and it is that in

which they ever did prevail, and will to the end
of the world.

" So dear Friends and Brethren, having this

little opportunity, I was willing to give the saluta-

tation of my very dear love in the holy truth, as

it is in our Lord Jesus Christ. Therein I remain

and subscribe your truly loving Friend and Bro-

ther, Tiio. Chalkley.
"If Friends see meet, let this be read before

the men and women, met asunder.

"24th of Eighth mo., 170T,

from on board the sloop Mary."

(To be continued.)

"Self-denial is the most exalted pleasure; and
the conquest of evil habits is the most glorious

triumph."
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From Ihe Annual Monitor for lSj5

Mary Chapman, wife of John Chapman, of

Ulverston, deceased Fifth mo. 19th, 1854, aged
57 years.

Early brought to the knowledge of the Truth
as it is in Jesus, and prepared to receive it in the

love of it, the religious course of this humble
minded and retiring Christian, though but little

known beyond the circle of her own immediate

acquaintance, bore instructive evidence that her

heart was set on heavenly things ; and that amidst

the various trials and temptations of life, it was

her sincere and earnest desire steadily to follow

her Lord, in the simple obedience of faith.

She was educated amongst the Episcopalians,

and continued in profession with them till about

the twentieth year of her age. At this time she

became increasingly concerned for the salvation of

her soul, and attracted by the religious zeal of the

Methodists, she joined in fellowship with them

for about two years. But though she " had no

cause to doubt their sincere piety" she found

amongst them, and cherished with "kind regard"

the remembrance of their Christian concern for

her religious welfare, yet, her convictions in re-

gard to the spirituality of true religion, and the

practical requirements of the Gospel, constrained

her to adopt the principles of the Society of

Friends, and ultimately to unite herself in mem-
bership with them. A public meeting of worship,

appointed at the request of Nathan Hunt, from

America, was the first Friends' meeting she at-

tended ; but during the silence which prevailed

for some time, in the next at which she was pre-

sent, she " began to query whether or not her

present moments -^Yere lost," when the convictions

which were brought upon her mind, in regard to

those who "worship God in spirit and in truth,"

and the subsequent expression of a few words by

a friend, proved a means of encouragement and

help to her.

On another occasion, of a similar kind, she re-

marks in her memoranda, " this meeting was silent

as to vocal sound, but He who said, ' Where two

or three are gathered together in my name, there

am I in the midst of them,' was pleased to own
us with his presence. I believe, in this meeting,

my judgment was in good measure convinced, as

to the propriety of sitting down in silence."

She had, however, still to pass through many
conflicts in regard to her spiritual course, and

though the principles of Friends "were those

with which her judgment united," she greatly

shrank from the cross, which the open profession

of them involved.

About this time, she attended a public meeting

for worship, held at the request of Ann Alex-

ander, then of York, in the place where she re-

sided. In referring to this, she remarks :
" Dur-

ing the time we sat in silence, I felt the Lord's

presence in a remarkable manner, and I was fully

confirmed in my belief, that I must go amongst

this people." Whilst thus silently "viewing her

situation in this light," A. A. rose to speak, and

the occasion appears to have been mucb blessed

to her, so that she observes in regard to it, "This

was indeed the day of the Lord to me. He did

now appear in the glory of his majesty, and made
the earth to tremble at his presence." Hence-

forward her path seemed plain, and she felt it to

be her duty openly to avow her religious senti-

ments, by a walk in accordance therewith.

Her father had been much displeased when she

united herself with the Methodists ; and, in now
more decidedly becoming a Friend, she anticipated

much opposition from this beloved parent.

" But I relied" she writes, " on the arm of the

Lord, who had promised to be my strength in

weakness, and ever blessed be the name of the

Most High, who has the heart of all men in his

keeping, he was, in his infinite mercy, pleased to

make my way at that time."

Contrary to her fears, her father left her at

liberty to attend the meetings of Friends ; and
notwithstanding niiiny difiiculties and trials, in

connection with the faithful support of our Chris-

tian testimonies, in fully assuming the character

and appearance of a consistent Friend, she was
strengthened to endure the cross, and to despise

the shame, and great was her peace.

In alluding to this time of many sacrifices, slie

thus records her feelings of gratitude, "Ever
blessed and magnified be the Most High. He
was near for my help. what I now enjoyed of

my heavenly Father's goodness !"

She was one who, to use her own expression,

had "bought the Truth," and she felt it to be

very precious. So much did she love the prin-

ciples which she had been led to adopt, that she

said, that "she should be under the necessity to

uphold them, even if no one else were of the same
sentiments." Sh.e was deeply pained when she

saw among Friends those who manifested a con-

formity to the world, and its spirit, and did not

support what she believed to be the true standard

of Christianity.

Of a meek and quiet spirit, it appeared to be

her steady endeavour to pursue her course of

humble watchfulness unto prayer in the dis-

charge of her duty as a wife, a mother, and a

Friend.

The Christian principles which were her sup-

port under the various vicissitudes and deep trials

which were permitted to attend her path through

life, did not fail her in the prospect of exchanging

this mortal scene for one of endless duration. For

several months before the commencement of her

last illness, she repeatedly expressed her belief,

" that she had not long to live," though she en-

joyed better health than usual. She was taken

ill on the 1st of Fourth month, 1854. A week
before this, she told her husband, that " lately

she had experienced a great want of the percept-

ible presence of the Comforter," and that she had

been reminded, "that Christ yi&s forty days in

the wilderness, and did eat nothinrj." Alluding

to this conversation, a few days after she became
unwell, she said with tears, " It is very difierent

now ; I am so abundantly favoured I cannot re-

frain from tears of joy, that I should be so much
favoured above my deserts; and whether I recover

or not, I shall have to remember this particular

ime of comfort. I have felt Satan chained down
n such a manner as I never witnessed before."

The following morning she again adverted to the

great comfort with which she had been favoured,

and added, "I feel myself so unworthy." She
spoke with much calmness of the prospect of her

decease, and gave instructions respecting it. In

allusion to her not being brought up in the Society

of Friends, she said, " I have bought the Truth,

but have not sold it. I have been too much like

Martha
;
yet I have endeavoured to keep within

the inner court. If this had not been the case, I

should not have received the comfort I have wit-

nessed."

On the morning of the 11th, after a psalm had

been read, she remarked, that last night her end

appeared very near; but added, in looking at tlie

probability of continuing a little longer, " I feel

fully resigned to leave it to the Lord to order as

he sees best."

On the 13th, a remarkably precious solemnity

was felt during a time of silent waiting in her

chamber. She referred to the words of our bles-

sed Saviour, that " he would manifest himself to

his disciples ;" and spoke of the enjoyment which
had been granted her of his presence, adding,
" if the foretaste be so precious, what will the ful-

ness be ?" She said that her comfort had been so

uninterrupted, since her illness commenced, that

not a cloud had been permitted to come over her

mind.

Though, when in health, her time was unavoid-

ably much occupied with her domestic cares, she

was remarkably diligent in reading the Bible, and
'

in meditating on its precious contents. She ad-
j

verted to this, and observed, that of late she had
read but little in any other books, and spoke of 1

the transcendant comfort she had derived from
\

this ; adding, that however busy she had been,
,;

she made it her daily practice to seek for pri- '\

vate retirement and communion with her Maker
; |1

that if this had not been the ease, she should (

probably not have enjoyed so much of his com- i

fortable presence, now that she was so unwell ; [

"but," she added, "it is no merit of mine,—it is
'J

all of mercy." '

After a time of fresh searching of heart, during t

which she was brought to have a very clear view
'

of the purity required as a preparation for heaven, i

she expressed her desire to be sent down again i

and again to Siloam, that every defilement might i

be washed away ; she gratefully acknowledged the \

favour of having her mind preserved in calmness,

and comfort, and evinced her continued trust in a

Saviour's love, by repeating the lines,

—

" Rock of ages, cleft for me,
Let me bide myself in thee," &c.

On the 30th, she referred to the sacrifices it

:

had cost her to take up the profession of a Friend,

but added, "they have been made up tome a

thousand fold." When, a few days after, her [

mind had been less favoured with the abundance :

of joy, and the enemy was permitted again to

buffet her, she remarked, " that these changes

were not unexpected to her ;" and on the 3rd of:

Fifth month, she said in reference to them, " Last

night I had a tossing time, both of mind and body.

The enemy has had his chain lengthened, but I

saw that his power was limited." Fifth month
10th. When in great pain, she expressed her

desire, that patience might be granted. On her

husband telling her that he believed she would be

favoured with strength according to her need

;

she replied, " I feel that I am not forsaken, sup-

port, is underneath." Speaking at one time, of

the needful work of the entire sanctification of the

soul, and the conflicts she had had with the enemy,

she remarked, that now he appeared to have no

power over her, not even to show himself; and

gratefully added, " I seem to be ready to fall into

the arms of my Saviour." Referring, at another

time, to the deep trials and exercises she had had
to pass through, she said that they had been most

beneficial to her, and exclaimed,

—

A few days after, a change being observed on

her countenance, a friend inquired of her, if she

still felt Jesus precious. She opened her eyes,

and emphatically said, " yes, as precious as

ever!—increasingly so !"

During the few remaining days of her life, her

strength appeared much exhausted ; but the broken

sentences she was distinctly heard to utter, clearly

indicated a mind prepared for the " end that was
near;" and one of her last expressions had refe-

rence to that " city which has no need of the sun,

neither of the moon, to shine in it, for the glory

of God doth lighten it, and the Lamb is the light

thereof."
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TUE SHELTER.

The Ninctrenth Annual Report of the Association

for the Care of Coloured Orphans. Adcpied
First month 5, 1855.

It has been usual, for "The Association for the

Care of Coloured Orphans," to present their sub-

scribers and friends at the close of the year, with

1 brief account of the family and the condition of

the institution under their care. The managers

may acknowledge, they have cause for a renewal

Df gratitude to the Author of all our blessings, for

the prevalence in so remarkable a degree, of almost

uninterrupted health in our large family; and par-

ticularly so, as respects our little orphans during

the season of extreme heat in the summer months,

wherein children are often liable to wasting dis-

ease, which in many instances cut short the thread

of life. And may wo not attribute their exemp-

tion from indisposition, (under the blessing of a

kind Providence,) to the careful management of

our valuable matron, who is ever watchful and
concerned for the welfare and comfort of those

over whom she pi-csides—continuing to exercise

her mild discipline, joined with judicious firmness,

in the government of the children.

There are at present 73 children in the insti-

tution, of whom eight require the care of a nurse,

65 are of an age to attend school, and some of

these, notwithstanding their youthfulness, make
good progress in reading, writing, arithmetic and
geography ; and the girls who are old enough,

are carefully instructed in sewing. A change has

occurred during the past year in the school depart-

ment; the principal teacher, who for more than

six years had tilled that situation with much satis-

faction to the managers, and formed at the same
time an agreeable inmate in the family, having

resigned, her assistant was appointed in her place,

and another teacher introduced, who, with her

companion in office, appear to be studiously en-

deavouring to fulfil their duties with care and
faithfulness.

In admitting the helpless ones into our shelter-

ing home, we have frequent evidence of the ad-

vantages resulting from so comfortable an enclo-

sure for the friendless and destitute orphan; and
though there is too much sameness in the oft re-

peated statements of exposure and neglect, to

which under many circumstances such are pain-

fully subjected, to make them of sufficient interest

for publication
;
yet one of quite recent occurrence

might be stated, as being rather more than usually

touching in its appeal to our sympathy and bene-

volence.

Application was made during the summer, for

the admission of a boy seven years of age, the son

of a widowed mother with eleven children ; who
in her struggles for a maintenance, had placed

this child under the protecting care of a family of

her own colour, who proposed to adopt it. A
neighbour of this family, also a coloured woman,
having had repeated reason for supposing that

harsh treatment was used towards the child, was
induced on one occasion, in consequence of hear-

ing piteous cries, which she believed proceeded

from him, to make an investigation into the cause.

On going out upon a common in the vicinity of

•their dwellings, she heard a plaintive wail, which
she was sensible was not far from her. Proceed-

ing in her search, she called—the wailing ceased

—again she called—"Where are you? don't be

afraid, I have come to take care of you." The
little sufferer, who had escaped from the violence

of his persecutors, and sought refuge on th

cheerless common, and who doubtless was silenced

at first by the fear that they were in pursuit of

him, encouraged by the kind voice he heard, now

answered; making known his quiet resting place,

where the good woman soon discovered him re-

clining on the ground, among the tall weeds, his

arm encircling a dog, which on further inquiry it

ppeared, had been his nightly companion when
driven from under the roof that ought to have
sheltered him, by the severity of those who had
undertaken to be his protectors.

Well may this little wanderer prize the new
home provided for him !

It is a source of peculiar gratification and cause

of encouragement, when we find those who have

been partakers of our fostering care, as they ma-
ture in years, manifest a growth in those prin-

ciples, which it is our endeavour to instil. The
following account received of the illness and clos-

ng moments of one of our orphans, who had en-

joyed these privileges, seems to bear evidence,

hat the labour bestowed, under the Divine bless-

ng, had not been in vain.

Died, Second month, 1854, Hannah Dingle,

aged eleven years; she was born in Philadelphia.

Before she was one year old her mother died,

leaving several children wholly destitute ; two of

them were received at once into the " Shelter,"

but Hannah being too young, was not admitted

until the following year ; there she soon became
the favourite of the household, being an example

to all, of cheerfulness, gentleness and obedience,

while at times the gravity and sweetness of her

countenance and behaviour, seemed almost to

foreshow, that her tarriance in this world would

be but brief.

In 1851 she was apprenticed to , of

Delaware county, under whose tender care she

remained until her death. Here the genuine

kindness and integrity of her character were more
and more developed—her word was never doubted,

and throughout the day her love to all was mani-

fested, by a steady attention to their interest and

comfort, while her evenings were generally occu-

pied in reading to her fellow-servants. Although

she was by no means insensible to the blessings

which surrounded her in her new residence, yet

she always evidenced a marked preference for her
" Shelter" home, and on several occasions, urged

her mistress to allow her to send some of her

" nice clothes" to the little children tliere. Dur-

ing the last year of her life, her health rapidly

declined, and for more than a month previous to

Br decease she was unable to walk without as-

stance ; a week or two before her death, her

listress asked her if she knew that she was very

sick ? She replied, " I do, and I do not expect

ever to get well, but I have been trying to be

patient, and to be ready to die." On the morning

of her death, she suffered much from difficulty of

breathing, and several times expressed her desire

to go home. In the afternoon, as if aware that

the time of her departure had nearly come, she

requested that the family might be called into her

room ; after addressing them each by name, she

said with earnestness, "I want all my friends to

The managers have been under the necessity of
incurring considerable expenditure, in the intro-

ange and other improve-duction of a cooki

ments in the kitchen, which have proved to be
decidedly of great advantage ; and upon examina-
tion of the heaters for warming the building, it

was found they were entirely unfit for further

use. A new furnace has been erected, which it

is expected will answer the place of the two for-

mer ones; these, with painting the whole of the

exterior wood-work of the building and fences,

also some parts of the inside of the house which
was needful, will cause quite a large item in our
expenses for the present year.

We may here gratefully acknowledge the re-

ceipt of several becjuests left by benevolent indi-

viduals; thus manifesting an interest in the insti-

tution and contributing to its wants, which have

been very seasonable and truly acceptable to the

managers. And whilst it seems very desirable to

invest these bequests, in order, if practicable, to

establish a permanent fund for the support of the

institution
;
yet in so doing, with our increased

expenditures, we find the income at our disposal

to fall short of the demands upon it.

Our obligations are again due to Dr. Casper
Wister, who kindly continues his professional ser-

vices when needed ; also to Jacob Snider, in ma-
nifesting his readiness to serve us in his office as

Alderman, as in former years.

When the last report was adopted, there were
in the house :

Children, . - - - 69

Admitted, (1854,) - - 18

Apprenticed, - - - 12

Deceased, - - - -
. 1

Sent to the House of Refuge, 1

Remaining, - - - - 73

87 87

Coramunicaled for " The Friend."

The Annual Monitor for 1S55.

A supply of this interesting little manual has

been received by a Friend in this city, and depo-

sited for sale at the office of " The Friend," No.

50 North Fourth street, and Friends' Bookstore,

No. 84 Arch street.

Price 50 cents per copy, or $5 by the dozen.

" They enjoy life best, who are best prepared

for death ; who look not for more happiness from

this world, than it is capable of giving ; who live

righteously, soberly and piously ; who pray to God
for the blessings they need, and receive thankfully

all good things as his gifts—and who can rejoice

in the animating hope of salvation, through a

Seek Grace.—Think not that all is lost, when
thy heart is not elevated with that sensible fer-

vour which thou art always coveting. These rap-

tures are allowed thee as sweet foretastes of heav-
hear what I have to say. I have nothing against

, ,. , , ,, ,

anyone—I love everybody—I am going to die—I enlj Ijljss, but thou art yet too carnaUobe cap-

am going to rest—I am going to Heaven." ,...- , ,-/,.,. i- .° ° °' • • And'sTOwtb in grace, rather than flights of ecstacy.

While thou art in war, expect not the rest of

And'sible of thi

n a few minutes gently ceased to breathe

we cannot but believe, is joined to that company,

who are unceasingly singing the song of Moses

and the Lamb.
In regard to the domestic arrangements of the

house, there appears so little variation therein,

that perhaps much need not be said ; but, as must

be evident, the expense in the maintenance of so

large a family has been greatly increased within

the past year, owing to the rise in the price of

provisions of almost every description, which has

been sensibly felt in providing for our household.

peace ; while combating, expect the feelings of

combat. Thy principal concern and business is,

to struggle against the motions of fallen nature,

and the suggestions of fallen spirits; and if thou

doest this with f^iithful perseverance, thou wilt

give true proof of that Christian fortitude which

will be distinguished with the crown of victory.

They that judge in God's divine matters, must

live in his divine Spirit, power, and life.
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We have on former occasions called the atten-

tion of our readers to the Reports of "The Asso-

ciation for the care of Coloured Orphans." The
nineteenth Annual Keport is puhlished in this

number. The increased price of provisions and

fuel has materially augmented the expenses of the

institution, adding to'the difficulty under which

the managers labour, to meet them, and its claims

on the liberality of all who feel interested in the

coloured population of our city.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from England to 20th u\t.—The

fTar.—Tbe French and English Ministers at Vienna,

have received the necessary powers to enable them to

re-open negotiations. Private letters from Vienna say,

that Prince Gortschakoff has instructions to accept

everything, and accede to all the allies may demand,

except the reduction of the Russian fleet, and the occu-

pation of Russian territory. It is said that the policy of

the allies will be to retard negotiations, in the hope

that Sebastopol may fall into their hands. Both from

Berlin and Vienna, it is stated that great efforts are

being brought to bear to obtain the consent of England

and France to an armistice. It is surmised that the

Austrian Government connived at the invasion of the

Dobrudscha by the Russians, wishing to demonstrate

thereby the necessity for an armistice.

THE CRIMEA.—The intelligence from the seat of

war is meagre. The dates are up to the 10th ult., at

which time the situation of affairs was unchanged.

Omar Pacha was, on the 5th, at the camp of the allies,

in consultation with Lord Raglan and General Canro-

bert, and on the 6th he returned to Varna. Reinforce-

ments continued to arrive for the English and French

armies. The Turkish forces in the Crimea were, it is

said, to be increased to 60,000 before the end of the

month.
There was great suffering and heavy mortality among

the troops near Sebastopol. In the British army, about

1000 men became disabled by sickness and fatigue

every week. On the 1st the infantry could muster only

14,000 men fit for duty, and of these but a small part

were in really good health. The cavalry no longer

existed. The losses of the Russians were also said to

be very great. The French army has been better cared

for, and has not suffered so severely.

PRUSSIA, has formally refused to place part of her

army in Prussian Silesia, to cover the left flank of the

Austrian forces, assigning as a reason her confidence in

the pacific intentions of Russia.

SARDINIA.—A Turin paper of the 15th states, that

the departure of the Piedmontese troops for the Crimea,

will take place on the 28th of this month. It is pro-

posed to send 15,000 men.
SPAIN.—The new Constitution has been submitted

to the Chambers. The main features are, that sove-

reignty emanates from the nation—the religion of the

nation is Roman Catholic, but toleration is allowed.

The Press is to be free ;
the confiscation of property

and the death penalty for political offences are abo-

lished. The Legislature is to consist of two Chambers.

The Senators are to be elected for life, with property

qualifications. There is to be one Representative for

every 50,000 citizens.

RUSSIA.—A six fold land tax, payable in twenty-

four instalments, is to be imposed on the Polish propri-

etors. The reinforcements for the army in the Crimea,

were advancing by forced marches through Bessarabia.

ENGLAND.—The Liverpool cotton market is more
buoyant, and prices have advanced ^d. The sales of

flour were limited
;
price from 40s. to 45s. The state

of trade .at Manchester was unfavourable. Consols

closed at 9
l-J.

The London Times gives the war ex-

pe7tses of the past year at 80 millions of dollars. For

the present year, if the war continues, they will be at

least 100 millions.

FRANCE.—The whole of the French loan has been

subscribed in France. Baring, Brothers, announce that

they will repay the English deposits toward the French
loan.

SWEDEN.—The Swedish army is to be placed on a

warfooting, by the addition of 50,000 Swedes and 15,000

Norwegians.
CHINA.—The last accounts are unfavourable to the

cause of the insurgents. The Imperialists at the South

have retaken several towns held by the rebels, and have,

it is said, killed 20,000 of them.

PITCAIRN ISLAND.—These islanders are reported

to be in destitute circumstances. Donations in money,
clothing, books, &c., have been made for them in Hono-
lula, and forwarded by the ship Amphitrite.

SANDWICH ISLANDS.— The King, Eamehameha
III., died on the 15th of Twelfth mo., in the 41st year of

his age. He has been succeeded by his son Liholiho,

with the title of Kamehameha IV. These events are

of moment, chiefly as making probable a postponement,
if not final end, of the annexation scheme, to which the

young King is strongly opposed.

CUBA.—The latest accounts from Havana slate that

the island is in a peaceable state, and the Goverument
appeared to have no fears of its being disturbed. An
edict, recently issued, commands all passing in the

streets, through which the " communion" shall be pass-

ing to assist the dying, to fall on their knees, under a
penalty of five dollars.

The Greytou'n Outrage.—The English Consul at Grey-
fown has presented the claims of English, French, Ger-
man, and native residents, which amount to about a
million and a half of dollars, for damage done, when
the town was destroyed by the U. S. ship of war
Cyane.
UNITED STATES.—The total indebtedness of the

various State Governments, is about 221 millions of

dollars divided among twenty-seven States. New
Hampshire, Vermont, Delaware, and Florida, have no
debt. The State, most in debt, is Pennsylvania, which
owes forty millions ;

the smallest debt is that of New
Jersey, which is but §71,000. The entire debt of the

nation, including that of the United States, exceeds
275 millions.

Congress.—The President's proposition to call out a
volunteer force to act against the Western Indians, has

met with much opposition in the Senate, and the measure
has been defeated, only thirteen Senators voting for it.

Houston, of Texas, recommended that suitable agents who
understand the Indian character, should be sent, attended

by an escort of 500 cavalry, with presents, clothing,

and other comforts for the Indians. He believed that

if this kind of policy was pursued, peace might be main-
tained with all the Indians on our western frontier.

California.—The Star of the West at New York, from
San Juan brought §640,000 in gold. Her passengers
were only twenty-one days from San Francisco. Copious
rains had fallen throughout the State, improving the

prospects of the farmers and miners. Emigration was
setting towards the territory acquired by the Gadsden
treaty, in consequence of the reported discovery of rich

mines of gold and copper. Flour was in active demand
at $15 per bbl., and wheat, §2.50 to $3.12 a bushel. The
deaths in San Francisco, in 1854, numbered 1765.

New York.—Two hundred more Dutch paupers arrived

in the ship Arnold, from Rotterdam. The examination
of the steamer Massachusetts did not disclose much in

her loading, tending to confirm the suspicions respect-

ing her voyage.

Philadelphia.—The deposits at the mint last month,
were in gold $4,269,400; silver, $170,000. The gold

coinage, $4,645,245 ;
silver, $229,000.

The mean temperature for the last month, was 35J°,
which is 3J° above the average for the last thirty years.

The highes't was, on the 7th, 65°; the lowest, on the

25th, 17^. The amount of rain (including snow) that

fell during the month, 2.34 in. Flour and grain were
exported from this port last month, to the value of

$265,353. Mortality last week, 187.

Miscellaneous.— Col. Kinney's Expedition.—The papers
have contained notices for some weeks past, of a for-

midable expedition fitting out in the United States, un-
der the auspices of Col. Kinney, for the purpose of

making a peaceable seltlement, somewhere in Honduras
or Central America. The Washington Star states that

the British Minister has sent orders to the squadron in

the Caribbean sea, not to allow the expedition to land I

in any part of Central America. I

Snow in Illinois.—On the 31st ult., there had been no
|

communication between Chicago and St. Louis or

Springfield, for eleven days; the railroads being ob-

structed by the late heavy fall of snow, which in places

was eight feet deep. Seventeen locomotives were frozen

up or buried ou the Chicago and Missi.'sippi road.

Anthracite for Locomotives.—The Philadelphia and
Reading Railroad Company has now fifty-three first

class locomotives using anthracite coal, three of which
are for passenger trains. One ton of coal is found to

be equal to li cords of good dry oak wood.
Telegraphic Communication with the Crimea.—A sub-

marine cable is about to be laid from Varna to either

Cape Chernonese or Balaklava, a distance of 300 miles
across the Euxine, for the more rapid transit of intel-

ligence between the allied armies in the Crimea and
their respective Governments.

Agriculture, has been introduced as a study in

public schools of New Hampshire.
Popery in the United S/a/es.—According to the Catho-

lic Almanac for 1855, there was an increase in the last

year of 2 bishops, 129 priests, and 112 churches. There
are 698 missionary stations, 28 colleges, 117 female
academies, and 37 theological seminaries in the United
States.

Auxiliary Bible Association of Philad. Quarterly Meeting.

The Annual Meeting of the Auxiliary, is to be hel

the committee-room, Arch Street Meeting-house, on
Second-day, the 12th of the Second month, at 7J P.]

Friends of both sexes are invited to attend.

Theoph. E. Beesley,
Philad

, First mo. 27, 1855. Secretary.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

The committee is desirous of engaging the services of

a well qualified Friend to teach the school at Tunes-
sassah, &c. Friends, who may feel concerned to en-

gage in that station, are requested to make early

application to Joseph Elkinton, No. 377 S. Second
street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, Philadel-

phia, or Ebenezer Worth, Marshalton, Chester county,

Pa., or Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase, Philadelphia CO., Pa.

Philad., Ninth mo. 20, 1854.

"WEST-TOWN SCHOOL. !

Assistant Teachers are wanted in the Boys' depart- '.

ment of this Institution. The opportunity which this

station furnishes for prosecuting their studies, free
i

from any expense, presents a favourable opening for i

young persons, who wish to perfect themselves in the

higher branches of learning, or to prepare for the busi-

ness of Teachers. Those who wish to engage, are re-

quested to make e.arly application to Nathan Sharpies,

Concordville
; Pennock Passmore, Goshenville; or Tho-

mas Evans, or Samuel Bettle, Jr., Philadelphia.

Died, on Fourth-day, the 24th ult., at his residence

in Port Carbon, Pa., Joseph F. Carroll, aged 63 years.

, on the 5th of First month, 1855, of a short ill-

ness, at the residence of his son-in-law, Elisha Freeman,
of Hamburgh, Erie countv, N. Y., Joshca Varxev

; a
member of Collins Monthly Meeting, in the 88th year of

his age. He was firmly attached to the doctrines of

our religious Society; diligent in the attendance of our
meetings, while his health would admit, and of exem-
plary life. During his last illness, his mental faculties

remained unimpaired ; he had a clear sense of the time

of his departure, and seemed to triumph over his bodily

suffering; manifesting a preparation to meet his final

change
;
several times expressing that he " felt the as-

surance there was nothing in his way." At one time he
said, " I have kept the faith, according to my knowledge,
and a crown of sweet peace is my reward." Other
like expressions frequently fell from his lips, leaving

his friends the consoling evidence, that he is gathered
with the faithful of every generation to the mansions of

eternal rest.

, on the 3d inst., Samuel Earl Shinx, in the 26th

year of his age. The decease of this interesting young
man presents a striking evidence of the uncertainty of

all temporal enjoyments and prospects, and loudly calls

upon survivors, in the solemn language, " Be ye, there-

fore, also ready ; for in an hour that ye think not of,

the Son of man cometh." In the enjoyment of excel-

lent health, with a good constitution, and in the full

vigour of early manhood, with every prospect for long
life, he was suddenly removed out of time. While
skating on the Schuylkill river, the ice gave way, and
he and a young woman in company with him, were
plunged into the water, and drowned. He was remark-
able for the stability and consistency of his deportment

;

for a strict conscientiousness in the performance of what
he believed to be right; endeavouring to maintain the

principles and testimonies of the religious Society of

which he was a member. These traits of character,

combined with a disinterested and kind consideration
for the welfare of others, rendered him the object of
Hffectionate regard to a large circle of relatives and
friends, who mourn, yet not without hope, his early re-

moval from a sphere which gave promise of much use-

fulness.
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From tlie London QuarlPrly Review.

now London is Supplied witli Food.

(Uominued from page 170.)

The busiest time at the market is about six

o'clock, when the costerraongers surround Covent

Garden with their barrows, and hundreds of street

hawkers, with their band-baskets and trays, come
for their day's supply. The same system of pur-

chase is pursued here as at Billing-sgate—the rich

dealers buy largely and sell again, and the poorer

club their means and divide tiie produce. The
regular street vendor who keeps his barrow, drawn

by a donkey or a pony, looks down with a certain

contempt upon the inferior hawkers, principally

Irish. They only deal in a certain class of vege-

tables, such as peas, young potatoes, broccoli, or

cauliflowers, and have nothing to do with mere

greens. Another class of purchasers are the little

girls who vend watcrcrcsses. Such is the demand
for cresses, that they are now largely cultivated

for the market, the spontaneous growth proving

quite inadequate to tbe demand. They are pro-

duced principally at 'Spring Head,' at Waltham-
stow, in Esses, and at Cookham, Shrivenham, and
Farringdon, on the lino of the Great Western,

which brings to town no less than a ton a week of

this wholesome breakfast salad. The best, how-
ever, come from Camden Town. Most people

fancy that clear purling streams are necessary for

their production; but the Camden Town beds are

planted in an old brick-field, watered by the Fleet

ditch ; and though the stream at this point is com-
paratively pure, they owe their unusually luxu-

riant appearance to a certain admixture of the

sewerage. A great many hundreds of bunches
are sold every morning in Covent Garden; but

the largest share goes to Farringdon Market. The
entire supply to the various metropolitan markets

cannot be less than three tons weekly. Rhubarb
is almost wholly furnished by the London market-

gardeners. It was first introduced by Miatt forty

years ago, who sent his two sons to the Borough
market with five bunches, of which they only sold

three. From this time he continued its cultiva-

tion, notwithstanding the sneers at what were
called his ' physic pies.' As he predicted, it soon

became a favourite, and now hundreds of tons'

weight are sold in Covent Garden in the course

of the year. It would bo impossible to give any
precise account of the fruit and vegetable produce

that is poured day by day into Loudon; for the

authorities themselves only know how many bas-

kets arrive, not how much they contain. The
railway returns give us the quantity brought from

a distance, and we find that the seven lines trans-

mit annually somewhere about 70,000 tons of

vegetable and soft green fruit. This is irrespec-

tive of dried fruit, oranges, &c.—a business of

itself, involving great interests and employing an

immense capital, and of which we will say a few

words.

The foreign-fruit trade has its head-quarters in

the city. The pedestrian who walks down Fish

Street Hill would assuredly never surmise that at

certain seasons a regular fruit exhibition is kept

up within those dull brick houses, before which

the tall column lifts its head. All the world

knows Keeling and Hunt, whose efBgies seem to

stand in the public eye upon a vast pyramid of

pine-apples. This firm bold sales of various kinds

of fruit in their auction-rooms in Monument Yard.

On these occasions the long apartment makes a

show, before which, for quantity at least, that of

Chiswick pales. Pine-apples by thousands, melons,

forbidden fruit, and mangoes, fill the room from

end to end; so famous indeed is this display, that

there are lithographic engravings of it, in which

the salesmen are seen walking about, as perplexed

apparently by the luscious luxuriance around

them, as Adam might have been in his own happy

garden. The pine-apple market is of modern date.

The first cargo was brought over about twelve

years ago, and since that time the traffic has

rapidly increased, and at the present moment

200,000 pines come yearly into the port of Lon-

don, of which nine-tenths are consigned to Keel-

ing and Hunt, the original importers. They

are principally from the Bahamas, in the West

Indies, where they grow almost spontaneously;

but of late years they have been more carefully

cultivated, and grafts of our best hot-house pines

have been taken out to improve their quality.

There are five clippers appropriated to the carriage

across the sea of this single fruit. The melons

come from Spain, Portugal, and Holland. Spain

is known to abound in melons, for IMurillo's beg-

gar-boys are perpetually eating them; but we be-

lieve it will be news to most Englishmen that the

land of dykes supplies London with fragrant car-

goes of an almost tropical fruit. The largest

foreign-fruit trade, however, by far, is that in

oranges. We shall perhaps astonish our readers

when we tell them that upwards of 60,000,000

are imported for the use of London alone, accom-

panied by not less than 15,000,000 lemons. Any
time between December and May the orange clip-

pers from the Azores and Lisbon may be seen un-

loading their cargoes in the neighbourhood of the

great stores in Pudding and Botolph Lanes.

There are 240 of these fast-sailing vessels engaged

in the entire trade, and of this fleet 70 at least

are employed in supplying the windows of the

fruiterers and the apple-stalls of London. All

these fruits, together with nuts and walnuts,

apples, plums, pears, and some peaches,^ &e., are

disposed of -neekly at the auction sales in Monu-

ment Yard to the general dealers, the majority of

whom are located in Duke's place, close at hand,

and arc mostly Jews. Indeed we are informed

that many of them are the identical boys grown

up to manhood that used some twenty-five years

ago to sell oranges about the streets, and whose

old place has gradually been taken by the Irish.

•2,509 bushels.

They act as middle men between the importers

and the tribe of peripatetics, who at certain times

of the day resort hither to till their baskets and
barrows. Covent Garden also supplies retailers

with oranges and nuts, especially on Sunday morn-
ings, when the place is sometimes crowded like a

fair. The following bill of quantities, drawn up
by Keeling, is derived, we believe, from the Cus-

tom-house returns :

—

Frvlt.

Apples . 39,561 bushels.

Pears . . 19,742 "

Cherries . . 264,240 lbs.

Grapes . . 1,328,190 "

Pine-apples . 200,000 "

Oranges . . 61,635,146 "

Lemons . . 15,408,789 "

Nuts.

Spanish nuts \
Barcelona j

Brazil . . 11,700 "

Chesnuts . . 26,250 "

Walnuts . . 36,088 "

Cocoa-nuts . . 1,255,000 "

Of the amount of broad consumed in London
we have no specific iuformation, but there are

data which enable us to approximate to the truth.

Porter, in his 'Progress of the Nation,' gives us

the returns of eight schools, families, and institu-

tions, containing 1902 men, women, and children,

each of whom ate on the average 331Jj lbs. of

bread per annum. Now if wc multiply this quan-

tity by the number of the inhabitants of the me-

tropolis—2,500,000 or thereabouts—we have a

total of 413,760,000 half-quartern loaves of 2 lbs.

weio-ht each. The flour used in puddings, pies,

&c., we throw in as a kind of offset against the

London babies under one year old. Some of this

bread is a contribution from the country, and one

Railway—the Eastern Counties—brought last

year 237 tons 12 cwts. to town.

Now let us see how much sack goes to all this

quantity of bread—with what rivers of stout, &c.,

we wash down such mountains of flesh. Accord-

ing to the excise returns, there were 747,050

quarters of malt consumed in London in the year

1853 by the seventeen great brewers. As each

quarter of malt, with its proportionate allowance

of hops, produces three and a half barrels of beer,

we get as the total brew of last year 1,614,675, or

pretty nearly a thousand million tumblers of ale

and porter. On countless sign-boards of the me-

tropolis this last is advertised by the title of

'entire,' and it is thus that the liquid and its

name arose. Prior to the year 1730, publicans

were in the habit of selling ale, beer, and two-

penny, and the 'thirsty souls' of that_ day were

accustomed to combine either of these in a drink

called half and half. From this they proceeded

to spin 'three threads,' as they called it, or to

have their glass filled from each of the three taps.

In the year 1730, however, a certain publican,

named Horwood, to save himself the trouble of

making the triune mixture, brewed a liquor in-

tended to imitate the taste of the 'three threads,'

and to this he applied the term 'entire.' His

concoction was approved, and, being puffed as
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good porters' drink, it speedily came to be called

porter itself. Of the seventeen ereat London
breweriis, the house of Truman, Hanbury, Bux-

ron, and Co., stood last year at the top of the list,

having consumed 140,000 quarters of malt, and

paid to the excise 180,000?., or enough to build

two ninety-gun ships, at the usual cost of a thou-

sand pounds per gun. The vLsitor in proceeding

through this establishment realizes, perhaps better

than in any other place, the enormous scale on

which certain creature-comforts for the use of the

town are produced. As he walks between the

huge boilers in which 1600 barrels are brewed

nearly every day, or makes the circuit of the four

great vats, each' containing 80,000 gallons of li-

quor, or loses himself amid the labyrinth of 135

enormous reservoirs, which altogether hold 3,500,

-

000 gallons—he begins to fancy himself an inha-

bitant of Liliput, who has gone astray in a Brob-

dio'nao-ian cellar. There is a popular notion that

the far-famed London stout owes its flavour to the

Thames water: this, however, is a 'vulgar error.'

Not even the Barclay, who are upon the

stream, draw any of their supply from that source,

but it is got entirely from wells, and those sunk

so deep, that they and the Calvert, whose

brewery is half a mile distant upon the opposite

side of the river, find they are rivals for the same

spring. When one brewery pumps, it drains the

wells of the other, and the firms are obliged to

obtain their water on alternate days. Whether it

is owing to the increase of the great breweries

and of other manufoctories, which alone consume

millions of barrels of water yearly, we know not,

but it is an ascertained fact, that the depth of wa-

ter in the London wells has for the last twenty-

five years been diminishing at the rate of a foot a

year. ' It is comforting to reflect,' said one of the

great brewers, ' that the reason simply is, because

the water which used to be buried underground

is now brought up to fill the bodies, wash the

faces, and turn the wheels of two millions and a

half of people.'

(To be concluded )

proper regard to the dignity of the holy oflice ; I

want to revive the ancient precept, " Thou shalt

not speak evil of the ruler of thy people." "God
forbid," said David, " that I should put forth my
hand against the Lord's anointed." If weakness

appear, if the enemy prevail in any little matter,

!
" tell it not in Gath, publish it not in the

streets of Askelon, lest the daughters of the Phi-

listines rejoice, lest the daughters of the uncir-

eumciscd triumph." Oh ! did the people know,

were it but possible for the uncircumcised to con-

sider, the secret travail of their spirits, the pain-

fully distressing conflicts which these have to pass

through in the weeks of preparation, while eating

the roll of prophecy, and lying on their sides

;

how often such now are covered with sackcloth,

and have secretly to muse on the contents of the

roll wherein is written "lamentation, and mourn-

ing and woe;" were it possible, I say, for such,

who are yet whole, not having yet fallen upon

that stone which the Lord hath laid in Zion for a

foundation, and been thereby broken, and enabled

to offer the sacrifices of a broken heart ; were it

possible for those who have not trodden the ardu-

ous path of regeneration, to consider these things

they would not need to be reminded to mark such

whom the Lord hath set over them, to esteem

them very highly, to honour them with double

honour for the work's sake, because ' they watch

for your souls, as they that must give account in

the day of the Lord Jesus.'
"

J. TnoRP.

For "The Friend."

" I was led a little to consider the weakness and

infirmities which are too frequently observed to

attend, whilst clothed with flesh, the most devoted

followers of the Holy Jesus ; when tho holy

watch is not maintained, when the holy influence

is withdrawn, they then become weak, and are

like other men. 'Thus they who are dedicated to

the service of the ministry, and bear as in their

foreheads the inscription of holiness, having to

conflict with all the struggles of a private soldier,

may sometimes manifest weaknesses inconsistent

with the dignity of the holy oflice ; and he who
yet remains to be the accuser of the brethren,

will not fail, when he can, under any disguise

gain admittance, exceedingly to expose and mag-
nify these, and would lead hy little and little to

despise the Lord's anointed, to "speak evil of

dignities," and lightly to esteem the sacrifices

which the Lord hath commanded to be ofi"ered in

the holy place.

It is not in my heart to justify, to excuse or ex-

tenuate, the failings and imperfections of the fore-

most rank in the Lord's army. I know it deeply

behoves them, above all others, to walk circum-

spectly, to make straight steps to their feet, to be

examples to the flock ; and I am verily persuaded

there are none feel more deeply for their offences,

none more deeply under the humiliating sensi-

bility of their own unworthiness, none more fre-

quently covered with blushing and confusion of

lace, than these. I do not want to excuse or ex
plain away their failings, but I want to impress t

PAPER.
Its Sources of Supply and its Manufacture.-—

If the art of printing enables a man to perpe-

tuate his thoughts, the art of paper making is no

less essential as furnishing the means of difi'using

them. The two arts are co-existive and co-opera-

tive. Improvements in the first, necessarily re-

"juire corresponding improvements in the second,

ind the progress of both must be equal, to enable

the world to enjoy the greatest advantages from

1. The art of printing has by years of succes-

sive mechanical invention, reached in the rotary-

press of Hoe, or " Hoe's Last Fast," the principle

of perfection as adapted to the requirements of

cheap and widely circulated newsapers, and also

adequate, with modifications, to supply any de-

mand which may be made upon the press for the

intfeUectual food of the public. With the ability

to gratify, arises the desire to indulge appetite,

intellectual or physical, and as a consequence of

improvements in the printing press, by which

publications can be furnished more cheaply, the

mental appetite of the public has been more ac-

tively quickened into life and sensibility. The
demands of the reading public which have become

so widespread and universal, especially in this

country, where newspapers and books are printed

annually by millions, have outrun the means of

cheap supply of the usual material from which

paper is manufactured, and publishers find that

the cost of paper has so much increased within i

few years past, as to threaten to curtail the advan-

tages and usefulness of largely circulated publica

tions.

But if man at every step of his progress encoun

ters obstacles and impediments, he is also wisely

gifted with the never failing faculty of invention,

which shows how they may be overcome. The
necessity of a cheaper material than linen and

cotton rags, out of which paper could be manufac-

tured, suggested the idea that the fibre of vegeta-

ble substances other than flax and cotton, not so

costly to produce, universal in their growth, and
in a large degree of spontaneous production might
answer equally as well. This idea may have been

btained from the Chinese, who for a long period

ave employed in paper making the fibres of the

young bamboo, the inner bark of the mulberry,

the envelope of silk cocoons and the cotton tree.'

But wherever the idea originated, the practical

solution of the difficulty has been left to a more
civilized nation and era to determine, assisted by

their greater knowledge of chemical process and

mechanical instruments. The practical develop-

ment of this idea, we are pleased to say, bas been

realized to an extent which may surprise many of

our readers to learn. By proces.ses recently in-

vented, not only have straws and grasses been

converted into good white paper, suitable for print-

ing purposes, (the Ledger has been printed upon
straw paper for a number of mouths,) but even

the woods of our forest may be manufactured into

paper and assist to carry light and knowledge into

the remotest corner of the world which man has

made habitable.

We have now before us a newspaper printed in

Albany, on paper made of bisswood, a common
tree growing in our forest. The paper is mada
from pulp produced from bassword shavings, of a

peculiar form, thrown off' by Beardslee's planing-

machine, which has been improved to produce this

result. It contains no mixture of rags, or other

material whatever, nor sizing. It is from the

pure wood alone. The paper was made at Satter-

lee's Mills, Little Falls, Herkimer, county, N. Y.,

on the line of the New York Central Railroad and of

the Erie Canal. It has also befcn used with perfect

success by Gavit, for transferring fine line en-

gravings—a result which cannot be attained by
any other ordinary newspaper. But B. is not

restricted to basswood. He has made experiments

which leave no doubt upon his mind that a paper

of a texture even superior to that which he has

already produced from that wood, can be produced

from other native woods, found in equal abun-

dance. We have seen very excellent printing and
writing paper, manufactured at Lee, Massachu-

setts, out of poplar wood, and pulp suited for the

same manufacture has been made out of pine trees.

The pulp, it is stated, is manufactured very

cheaply and by a very simple process. It can be

packed in bags or bales, as compactly as cotton,

and sent as readily to any part of the country or

world, and at rates which must ultimately reduce

the price of rags.

A machine, similar to this is in operation in

Kensington, at Charles W. Bender & Co.'s mill,

and the manufacture of pulp for paper from wood
will be commenced in this city shortly. The in-

troduction of the use of wood as a material for

tho manufacture of paper, will doubtless eff'ect a

very great change in the business, independent

of its increase. The paper maker will be relieved

of a portion of the work by a subdivision of the

labour. At present the manufacturer sorts and

cleans his rags, reduces them to pulp, and turns

the pulp into paper. The necessity of a diff'erent

arrangement and different character of machinery,

for converting wood into pulp, will doubtless make
this a distinct business of itself, and the paper

maker and pulp producer will be two distinct

divisions of the same business.

A discovery so timely must prove of incalcula-

ble value to the world. The manufacture of paper

ministers to a thousand personal and domestic

wants of mankind, as well as to their intellectual

requirements. The demand for its annual in-

crease is co-extensive with the diffusion of know-
ledge and civilization. With this constantly in-

creasing demand, the raw material must come from

some source comparatively unlimited in its pro-

duction, and what source more prolific of a supply

than the forests which cover our valleys, our hills,
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our mountains?—a source of supply comparatively

independent of climate and soil, and limited iu

extent only by frozen arctic regions, sandy deserts

and prairie lauds. Like coal, like the metals,

like granite, like every natural blessing from a

bountiful Creator, it is diffused over the wbole
broad earth's surface, and especially is a product

of our own favoured land. A thousand years

would not exhaust it. Acres of forest trees are

annually cut down, girdled or burnt off the wild

lands of our country, without a thought to their

usefulness for any purpose, and generally regard-

ed as an incumbrance, which the hardy settler

must get rid off at any cost, before he can make
the soil contribute to his support. A pulp manu-
factory established in the heart of such a sylvan

wilderness, could convert all this wasted wealth

into material for the paper maker, and send it to

a sure market, as easily as the planter sends his

bales of cotton to the cloth manufacturer. But
in addition to its use as a material for paper, it is

suggested by practical minds, that the same fibre

in wood, which enables it to be converted so rea-

dily and cheaply into paper, may also be found

available in the production of domestic cloth, such

as is furnished now from cotton and linen. When
this idea shall be practically realized, the advan-

tage of having more than the cotton fields of the

South to furnish our clothing, suggests ameliora-

tions in the social condition of one portion of the

race that humanity must rejoice to contemplate.—Ledijer.

Letter from Joseph Pike to John FolhergiU.

Cork, Eighth mo. 30th, 1725.

In that love which reaches over sea and land,

do I at tills time salute thee, even in that love

which neither time nor distance can ever sepa-

rate or wear out, so long as we continue to be, and
keep in the cementing power and live of this hea-

venly love. Here it is that we can truly sympa-
thize together, wilh all the Lord's childreu, in

joy or affliction, especially in those things that

relate to the prosperity of Zion, or the contrary;

in rejoicing when it flourishes, and mourning
when we see anything that mars or stains the

beauty of it; as I can truly say, I do with thee,

and all those that are heartily and zealously con-

cerned in soul—that spiritual Jerusalem may be-

come the praise of the whole earth, and that her
j

beauty may shine to the nations. I

But that which hath greatly obstructed this, at

this day, hath very much proceeded from the luke-

warmness, easiness or coldness of too many of her

watchmen, that should at first have stood in the

gap, and endeavoured to make up the breaches

that the enemy was making in the walls of Zion.

And in a particular manner, by their not standing

their ground, and joining hand in hand together,

to keep out that floating, high and proud spirit of

undue liberty on the one hand, and a spirit of

worldly mindedness and covetousness on the other.

Here I chiefly mean some of our elders, and in-

deed, ministers too, who, some of them in time

past, were zealously concerned, to stand as watch-
men upon the walls of Zion, and not only to give

warning, but have themselves for a time helped

also to keep out the enemy. But alas, for want of

due watchfulness, and giving ground by little and
little, another spirit has entered them, whereby
they have grown indifferent, cold or lukewarm,
and have in great measure quitted their post, and
their companions, and have left the burden the

greater upon their brethren, that could not do the

same for Truth's sake. And then the load became
too heavy for them, and they could not stop the

tori;;ent which the others had let in, while yet these

1 yeas - ones stood unconcerned at the sight, and

have let things go as they will, for them. Surely

such as these will have a dreadful account to

make in the end, and far more dreadful than such

as never knew the truth or the power of it.

The consideration of these things, more or less

apparent in most places, has often wounded my
drooping spirit, even to the affecting of my poor,

weak body. And this great declension is very

much owing also to the want of stretching the

line of justice and judgment in due time upon

offenders, in the way of church discipline, which

was left us by our first worthy elders ; and the

same spirit that led them to it in the beginning,

would lead us to it now, if we were all truly led

by it. But oh 1 these easy, careless watchmen
will tell us, they must not overdrive the flock,

but must persuade and gain the lukewarm by love

and softness. And they, by smoothing and daub-

ing with untempered mortar so long, and keeping

oft' and fending the stroke of the discipline from

taking hold of these unruly ones, either in their

families or others, as truth would lead to, that in

the end they have grown so strong and numerous

that they are past persuading, bending or ruling,

and then in a stout and sturdy spirit they will

tell us they will be convinced of this, that, or

the other thing, which the testimony of truth has

gone out against, before they will leave it off or

do otherwise. And this has been the effect of

this lukewarm, indulgent and smoothing spirit;

whereas, if in the beginning the discipline of

truth had been strictly kept to, I verily believe it

had been quite otherwise than it is at this day in

most of the Churches of Christ.

And indeed, in the seeing and hearing the ex-

amples of those lukewarm elders, even for many
years past, when I was able to travel, 1 have made
the application to myself with earnest desires in

my soul that it might never be my own case, but

that the Lord in his mercy would keep and pre-

serve me to the end, from that spirit that had

prevailed upon many that I far esteemed above

myself, and who had run well for a season, and

for a long season too, and also were very zealous

for the testimony of Truth in all its branches, and

yet for the want of due watchfulness, had not con-

tinued zealous to the end. For we right well

know, that it is holding out to the end that crowns

all, and gives us an everlasting inheritance in the

Kingdom of God. And it will be our own fault

if wo attain not to it, for the Lord hath done his

part; he has given us a measure and gift of his

Holy Spirit, that will lead us to it, by which we
may be preserved to the end.

But if from want of inward watchfulness, we

neglect or go from it, then the adversary gets

ground ; we are led astray by this enemy of souls,

and at last miss the crown. And therefore it was

that our blessed Lord, knowing the aptness of our

natures to frailty, says to his own beloved disciples,

watch and pray always lest ye enter into tempta-

tion. This was our first parent Adam's case,

though created in inuocency ; for want of watch-

fulness, notwithstanding the Lord had given him

sufiicient power to keep his commandment, yet by

notobeying it he therefore fell ; and likewise it was

for want of due watchfulness, that many very great

and good men of his posterity, did miss their way,

and displease the Lord, as great Moses, Aaron, Da-

vid, Solomon and others, and all for want of watch-

fulness, and keeping close to the Lord their guide.

Arid if we descend even to our own times, how many
great, bright, and largely-gifted men have greatly

missed their way, and others totally fallen, and

all for want of keeping close to this inward guide

of the Lord's holy light and spirit. And since

we have so many and great examples we may
.draw from them this warning to ourselves, to take

diligent heed to our own standing, and keep upon
our watch at all times, le=t at any time the enemy
prevail upon our weak sides. But, dear friend,

I don't write any of these things for thy informa-
tion, who knows them as well, or better than my-
self, nor yet that I have any ground or cause of

fear of thee, but iu the flowings of the love of

God in my soul, as they came into my mind, in

order that It may contribute to our mutual love to

one another, and stir up our pure minds by
way of remembrance.

1 received thy very kind and acceptable letter,

from thy own habitation, giving an account, with

other things, thou left this nation pretty cheer-

ful and easy, which was a comfort to me, after so

long a time and labour spent therein, which I

have often thought of with endeared love, in that

thou left thy outward concerns, to freely spend

thy time in the Lord's service, which I know
was gieat in this nation, and the more so in thy

continuance therein so long. And though nothing

ihat the best of men can do is meritorious, yet

surely the Lord will reward thee and all those

that labour and spend their time in his vineyard.

And to this I may add, in freedom, that if it stood

consistent with the Lord's Divine Providence, I

should rejoice to hear thy lot was likely to be

cast in this nation in the service of Truth, for we
really want help here, though as to my own part,

considering my age, and great infirmity of body,

I cannot expect to live to see the benefit of it. I

find our dear friend H. Jackson is married, and I

hope to a suitable companion, and with it that the

good hand of Providence has gone along with him
therein ; for I truly love him and desire his wel-

fare every way. Give him and his wife my dear

love, and to all those who inquire for me, both

known and unknown to me, who truly love the

Lord Jesus, with whom I have fellowship in the

holy seed of life, all the world over, more espe-

cially those who are zealous for his name.

I remain thy truly loving and affectionate friend

and brother, Joseph Pike.

John Randolph and Infidelity.

A letter from the celebrated John Randolph, of

Roanoke, was published in the Washington Union

some time since, which contained the following

allusions to his own case. He had been an infidel,

and had suffered intolerable misery, and been in-

volved in gross darkness, under that state of mind.

At length the losing his mother shook his whole

nature. He says,— "I remember to have seen

her die—to have followed her to the grave—to

have wondered that the sun continued to rise and

set, and the order of nature go on ! Ignorant of

true religion, but not yet an Atheist, I remember

with horror my impious expostulations with God
upon this bereavement—'but not yet an Atheist.'

The existence of Atheism has been denied—but I

was an honest one. Hume began and finished

me. I road Spinoza and all the tribe. Surely I

fell by no ignoble hand. And the very man who
gave me ' Hume's Essay upon Human Nature' to

read, administered ' Beattie upon Truth' as the

antidote—Venice treacle against arsenic, and the

essential oil of bitter almonds—a bread and milk

poultice for the bite of the cobra capcllo. Had I

remained a successful political leader, I might

have never been a Christian. But it pleased God
that my pride should be mortified; that by death

and desertion I should lose my friends; that,

except in the veins of a maniac, and he, too, pos-

sessed 'of a child by a deaf and dumb spirit,'

there should not run one drop of my father's blood

in any living creature beside myself. The death

of Tudor finished my humiliation. I had tried all

things but the refuge to Christ, and to that, wilh
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parental stripes, was I driven. Often did I cry

out, with the father of that wretched boy, 'Lord,

I believej help thou mine unbelief 1' and the gra-

cious mercy of our Lord to this wavering faith,

staggering under the force of the hard heart of

unbelief, I humbly hoped would, in hia good time,

be extended to lue also. St. Mark vii. 17-29.

Throw Revelation aside, and I can drive any man
by irresistible induction to Atheism. John Mar-

shall could not resist me When I say any man,

I mean a man capable of logical and consequential

reasoning. Deism is the refuge of those that

startle at Atheism, and can't believe Revelation;

and my (niay God have forgiven us both)

and myself used, with Diderot & Co., to laugh at

the deistical bigots who must have milk, not being

able to digest meat. All theism is derived from

Revelation—that of the laws confessedly. Our

own is from the same source; so is the false reve-

lation of Mahomet; and I can't blame the Turks

for considering the Franks and Greeks to be ido-

laters. Every other idea of one God that floats

in the world is derived from the tradition of the

sons of Noah handed down to their posterity.

But enough—more than enough. I can scarcely

guide my pen. I will add, however, that no

lukewarm seeker ever became a real Christian
;

for 'from the days of John the Baptist until now,

the kingdom of heaven suflFereth violence, and the

violent take it by force'—a text which I read five

hundred times before I had the slightest concep-

tion of its true application."

Alice Chipchace, of Cotherstone, wife of John
Chipchace, deceased Twelfth mo. 15th 1853, aged

54 years.

Her parents were members of the Episcopal

Church, and it was not until the 24th year of her

age, that she became a member of the Society of

Friends.

She has left an account of her early exercises,

nearly as follows :
" My dear mother died when I

was about nine years of age. I felt the loss very

much, and was frequently thoughtful about my-
self, being thus early deprived of her care, and
not knowing how I should be provided for. That
passage was brought to my recollection, ' a Father

of the fatherless, and a judge of the widow, is

God in his holy habitation;' but I thought that

this did not apply to my case, as I was not father-

less; however it was shown me that it equally ap-

plied to the motherless, and then I was com-

forted.

" When about seventeen years old, I was offered

a situation in the family of Isaac Stephenson, near

Stockton, and consulted a female acquaintance on

the subject. After remarking that situations in

the families of Friends were mostly comfortable,

she added, 'I do not know how to advise you;
may the Lord be your adviser !' This led me to

desire that if it was right for me to go, it might

be clearly shown to me. One night after I had
retired to rest, I thought on the calling of Samuel,

and heard a voice saying to me, ' Go, and I will

be will be with thee.' This was in 1817.
" The exemplary deportment of my master, and

his religious communications when the family

were assembled to hear the Scriptures read, and
at other times, were the means of gradually in-

clining me tow.rd the Society of Friends ; but I

continued for some time to attend the national

worship, although I saw it to be my duty to go to

Friends' meetings. I was dissatisfied with many
things in the national worship

;
particularly with

the restlesncss which pervaded it, there being a

continual change from one thing to another, as

well as of the priests garments, so that there

seemed to be no time for serious reflection. Yet

I was reluctant to give up my attendance, and

frequently wept both in going and returning.

" The last time I was there, I went under much
exercise of mind, and afterwards rejoiced that I

had yielded to attend the meetings of the Friends.

After this I underwent great conflict, seeing that

my gracious Lord required of me to bear a testimony

by dress, address, manners, life and conversation, to

the simplicity and purity of the Gospel, according to

the mannerof theeonsistentmembersof the Society

of Friends. Some years after, I applied for member-
ship, which I had long been desirous of doing,

but I wished that if it was right for me so to do,

some one might mention the subject to me. This

was permitted to be the case. I then made ap-

plication and felt resigned as to the result, think-

ing that I had done my part in the matter, and

left the issue to the Lord. Bly request was com-
plied with. This was in the year 1830."

She was married to John Chipchace in 1831.

He then resided at Stockton, but they removed in

1833 to Cotherston, where they brought up a

large family.

Alice Chipchace was a devoted mother, caring

for the health and comfort of her children, and

solemnly exhorting them to fear the Lord in their

youth; to read the Scriptures, and to be much in

religious meditation and prayer ; and she was not

only diligent in the right ordering of her own
household, but in personal attention to the poor

around her. She enjoyed good health for many
years, but it began to give way in the spring of

1853. During the summer, however, she was

able to enjoy her children's company, while at

home from school, &c., and she not only attended as

heretofore to their comfort, but gave them much
good counsel. In the autumn she became very

ill, and often suffered very much, but her seren-

ity and cheerfulness were striking and very cheer-

ing to her friends, being, as they believed, the re-

sult of a well grounded hope of everlasting life,

through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Eleventh month, 1st, 1853, on one of her

daughters reading to her a piece respecting Hea-

ven, she said, "O, I often think how delightful

it will be to be there for ever and for evermore."

25th, she spoke to her children of the probable

termination of her illness, and exhorted them to

the duties of prayer, &c., and the next day, while

her husband was fervently supplicating, she was
heard to join therein.

Eleventh month 27th. Her husband informed

her that it was the opinion of the doctor, that she

had some very serious symptoms. She received

the information with perfect calmness, remarking

that she was resigned to the Lord's will, and
hoped, that in his mercy, he would receive her

into his kingdom. She added, "He can, if he

please, restore me to health again ; but I am re-

signed, let the result be as it may. I trust in the

Lord, having no dependence in anything which I

have done. I am a poor unworthy creature."

28th. She said she hoped that, through un-

merited mercy, she might be received into heaven,

if it were only within the gates. At another

time she said that the Lord Jesus was sufiicient

for all, and she doubted not that he would grant

her patience to bear her sufferings. Twelfth

month, 5th, she said to her children, "I desire

that you may be a comfort to your dear father,

and be consistent members of the Society of

Friends; then you will be a blessing to him and

to each other." Her end, soon after appearing

to be near, she took leave of her family individu-

ally, expressing her desire that they might meet
again in heaven, and requesting her husband to

give her up freely. Seeing them weeping, she

said, "I have no tears to shed." Her husband

saying, " I hope thou hast no cause," she replied,

" I hope to reach heaven through the Lord's

mercy ; I know the enemy is very subtle, but I

trust I am not deceived. I do not feel that triumph

of faith, of which some have spoken, but I feel a

humble trust in the Lord's mercy, in Christ."

To her two eldest daughters she said, "If you be

poor in this world, yet if you be rich in faith in

Christ, all will be well with you. You may have

many deep wadings and trials to pass through,

but look to the Lord, and he will lead you

through."

After this she unexpectedly revived a little,

and on the 8th she said, " The Lord will be my
portion for ever—in this world, and in that which

is to come." Her illness increased again on the

11th, so that she seemed ready to depart. She

had her family assembled, and said, " May the

Lord bless you all," but she once more revived,

and again remarked, "I cannot speak of glorious

things, but I trust that my sins are pardoned

through Christ, and that the Lord will receive me
into his kingdom." Twelfth month, 12th, on

the 84th Psalm being read, she said, " Bless the

Lord, O my soul ! and may he have mercy upon

me. Pardon all my iniquities, Lord ! pardon

my iniquities, and forgive my sins, for Jesus' sake.

Lord ! in thy time, admit me into thy king-

dom." 14th. She said, " I think the Lord will

receive me, and then I shall enter heaven in glo-

rious triumph ; there will be glory for ever. I

called you to tell you this ; now I have no more

to say."

Early in the morning of the 15th, she quietly

departed without a sigh, leaving to those around

the consoling evidence, that the Lord had merci-

fully heard her prayer, forgiven her for Christ's

sake, and taken her unto himself.

Value of a Drop of Oil.—Every man who lives

in a house, especially if the house be his own,

should oil all the various parts of it once in two

or three months. The house will last much longer,

and will be much more quiet to live in. Oil the

locks, bolts, and hinges of the street door, and it

will shut gently, with luxurious ease, and with

the use of a small amount of force. A neglected

lock requires great violence to cause it to shut,

and with so much violence that the whole house,

its doors, its windows, and its very floors, and

joists, are much shaken, and in time they get out

of repair in all sorts of ways, to say nothing of the

dust that is dislodged every time the place is so

shaken. The incessant banging of doors, scraping

of locks, creaking and screaming of hinges, is a

groat discomfort. Even the bell-wire cranks should

sometimes be oiled, and they will act more cer-

tainly, and with such gentle force that there will

be little danger of breaking any part of them.

The castors of tables and chairs should be some-

times oiled, and they will move with such gentle

impulse, and so quietly that a sleeping child or

old man is not awakened. A well-oiled door-lock

opens and shuts with hardly a whisper. Three
pennyworth of oil used in a large house once a

year, will save many shillings in locks and other

materials, and in the end will save many pounds
in even the substantial repairs of a house; and an
old wife living and sleeping in quiet repose, will

enjoy many more years of even temper and active

usefulness. Housekeepers, pray do not forget the

oil. A stitch in time saves nine, and a drop in

time saves pounds.

—

The Builder.

"The greatest wisdom of speech, is to know
when, and what, and where to speak; the time,

matter, and manner. The nest to it, is silence."
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Si-lecled.

"WHY ART THOU CAST DOWN?"
Be still, my beart, these anxious cares

To thee are burdens, thorns and snares;

They cast dishonour on thy Lord,

And contradict his gracious word.

Brought safely by his hand thus far,

Why wilt thou now give place to fear?

How canst thou want if he provide
;

Or lose thy way with such a guide!

When first before his mercy-seat

Thou didst to him thy all commit;

He gave thee warrant from that hour,

To trust his wisdom, love, and power.

Did ever trouble yet befall,

And he refuse to hear thy call?

And has he not his promise past,

That thou shall overcome at last!

Like David, thou mayest comfort draw,

Sav'd from the bear's and lion's paw

;

Goliah's rage thou mayest defy.

For God, thy Saviour, still is nigh.

He who has helped thee hitherto.

Will help thee all thy journey through,

And give thee daily cause to raise

New Ebenezers to his praise.

Though rough and thorny be the road,

It leads thee home apace to God;
Then count thy present trials small,

For Heaven will make amends for all.

LITTLE SLNS.

ur evil actions spring

From small and hidden seeds
;

At first, we think some wicked thing.

Then practice wicked deeds.

! for a holy fear

Of every evil way,
That we may never venture near

The path that leads astray.

Wherever it begins,

It ends in death and woe
;

And he who yields to litle sins,

A sinner's doom will know.

There is a calm the poor in spirit know.
That softens sorrow, and that sweetens woe

;

There is a peace that dwells within the breast,

When all without is stormy and distrest

;

There is a light that gilds the darkest hour.

When tempests thicken, and when tempests low'r.

—

That calm to faith, and hope, and love is given;

That peace remains, when all beside is riven
;

That light shines down to man direct from Heaven.

For " The Friend."

BIOGRiPllICAl SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

I (Continued from page 173.)

I JOHN SMITH.

John Smitli was born in Leicestershire, Old Eng-

land, in the year 1645. He was convinced of the

Truth, when about fourteen years of age, and being

faithful to the openings of the Holy Spirit in his

mind, he grew in grace, and a gift in the ministry

of the Gospel was committed to him. "We have no

account of his labours in his native land, but he

probably had a share of persecution, which was

quite prevalent in the neighbourhood in which he

resided.

In 1GS2, he with several of his neighbours re-

moved to Pennsylvania, and settled near Darby,

where a meeting was soon established. We can

find but little evidence of his having travelled

much abroad, though he appears to have been a

diligent attender of the General Meetings of minis-

tering Friends at Philadelphia and Burlington.

In the year 1708, he met with a close trial in the

removal of Eleanor his beloved wife and faithful

helper and fellow-labourer in the Gospel, of

whose death we have already given account.

He was taken sick the 3d day of the Twelfth

month, 1714, and his sickness being violent, his

strength was speedily reduced. He was, his me-
morial states, "well beloved of his friends," and
he was visited by many of them during the eight

days between the commencement of his illness and
his death. Although sufl'ering of body necessarily

attended him, yet he lay in patient resignation,

and manifested his christian concern for those

around him, "encouraging Friends and his chil-

dren to live in the Truth." On the 9th of the

month, being asked by one of his friends how he

was, he answered, " I am very poorly and weak,

indeed, but much easier than I have been, for I

was extremely ill, so sick and full of pain, such as 1

never had undergone before, so that I could not

retire in my mind to God, my extremity was so

great : but now the Lord has been pleased to give

me ease, so that I can stay my mind on him, for

which I am truly thankful. Now I feel the fresh

remembrance or renewings of the love of God
flowing into my heart, which is of much more
comfort to me than all transitory things. Now I

feel his living, Divine presence is with me, which
bears up my spirit, under that which flesh and
blood could not be able to bear."

The Friend, being about to leave him, was desi-

rous to know how John felt respecting the proba-

bility of his recovering from his illness. On ask-

ing him, he replied, "That I am not worthy to

know. However, I am content. This, I know,
that if we abide faithful to God to the end, we
shall receive a godly portion. So farewell, and
the Lord go along with thee."

On another occasion, he said, "I am full of

pain, yet can sing of the mercy and goodness of

God to my soul, in the midst of affliction." Some-
time afterward he said, "Do not mourn for me,

but be still and quiet, and let me pass away
quietly, that so my soul may enter into God's

everlasting rest, for my conscience is clear from

guilt, in the face of all men." Ho spoke with

great freshness of spirit and cheerfulness of mind,

ejaculating, "Come, Lord Jesus, receive my soul

!

thy servant is ready; come quickly!"

After this, he added, "Now, I think I am near

my end." He seemed as though his departure

was near, and his children and those gathered

round thought him dying; but after a time he

revived, and being raised up, he inquired if his

children were all present. On being answered,

"Yes," he sat silent a little while, and then said,

"I was never covetous to get a great deal of this

world's riches, but I have endeavoured to bring

you up in the fear of the Lord, and educated you

in the way of his truth, to the best of my under-

standing. If you do but wait upon the Lord in

the sincerity of your hearts for the dropping down
of the love of God upon your souls in the meet-

ings and gatherings of the Lord's people, he will

shed his blessings amongst you, for he hath been

and is a Father to the fatherless, and as a Hus-
band to the widow."

So, "fresh in spirit, and perfect in sense and

memory," he remained to his last hour. He died

the 11th day of the Twelfth month, 1714, aged

sixty-nine years and four months.

JOHN LOWDEN.

This Friend and powerful minister of the Gos-

pel came from Ireland into Pennsylvania, in the

year 1711, and settled in New Garden, Chester

county. Although he had come into a new coun-

try, and there was much to do iu preparing the

ground for culture, he did not allow the pressure

of worldly business to obstruct his duty to his

heavenly Father. He not only attended neigh-

bouring meetings for worship and discipline, and

the meetings in the adjoining province of New
Jersey, but was soon led from home on some more
extensive journeys in the ministry. In his travels,

"he was," the historian, S. Smith, says, "of good
service, having a testimony that usually had a
great reach upon those that heard it."

In the summer of 1713, he and his fellow-

labourer in the Gospel, Francis Swain, obtained

the concurrence of the Friends of their Monthly
Meeting to visit the meetings in New England.
They also laid their concern before the Yearly
Meeting of Ministers, on the 19th of the Seventh
month, which united therewith, and furnished

certificates of unity. On this journey they visited

the meetings on Long Island, as well as New Eng-
land, and their labour of love, which it took about

three months to perform, was very acceptable to

Friends where they travelled. On returning home,
John felt constrained almost immediately to spread

before his friends a prospect of extensive labour

within the limits of his own Yearly Meeting.

With their unity, he soon set forth, attended

meetings in and about Philadelphia, and then

passing into "West Jersey, went u]) to Burlington.

From thence, he visited the meetings in Bucks,
and so coming into Philadelphia county, he held

a meeting at Abington, in which he wa.s taken
alarmingly ill. Being carried to the house of a

Friend, the extreme pain somewhat abated, and
he was favoured to lay pretty quietly. After a
time he told those about him, "that he had done
the work the Lord had given him to do, and was
ea.sy." He desired his love might be given to

Friends, and then he soon in great quietness de-

parted, passing as it were into a soft sleep. His
death took place. First mo. 19, 1714.

He was much beloved by those who knew him,
and but few who ever came into Pennsylvania, left

a more affectionate testimony in the hearts of the

faithful, to the purity, living virtue, and reaching

effects of their ministry than he did.

Can any of the readers of " The Friend" inform

me when John Butcher and John Wilsford, two
of the first settlers of "West N. Jersey, died ? John
Wilsford was a member of Chesterfield meetino;.

They were both valuable ministers, and otherwise

useful men.
'

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

Please insert the following in the columns of

"The Friend," if thought suitible; that it may
afford a little strength or encouragement to some
in the present trying time in our religious society.

Washington Co., Ohio, 2nd mo., 1855.

A few words of tender counsel and advice to

Friends, given forth by Mercy Johnson, two days

before she died ; and which she desired might be

communicated to Friends.

" Dear Friends,—Both old and young, wherever

these may come, my love salutes you, dearly desir-

ing the welfare of your bodies and souls. I have

in my measure laboured amongst Friends in many
places, whilst with them, for the prosperity of

truth, and good of souls ; and now that I shall bo

taken away, I find a great concern upon me, to

leave as advice and tender caution to all, that you
may keep near to truth, and love it, seeking the

honour of it above all things. Dear Friends, love

one another, and as you have an eye to truth, and

seek the honour of it before your own, then will

your love flow one unto another, and whispering

with backbiting and tale-bearing will be removed

from you : for I have seen the ill effects of such

things many times; and dear Friends, in your

meetings for business upon Truth's account, have

your eye to the Lord, and wait to have your
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minds stayed upon him, respecting one another

above yourselves, for Truth's sake, and wait upon
the Lord to worli in you, and for you, and to open

your mouths to speak a word in season.
" Keason not, but give up freely to act and

speak for Truth, whether you be young or old, not

in high uiindeducss, but in true fear before the

Lord. For I must tell you, the humble and those

that abase themselves the Lord will exalt; but

the highminded, and those of an exalted spirit

the Lord will abase and humble, and make them

know he is God, and will be bowed to by every

high spirit.

" Therefore, dear Friends, let the truth have

the reign in you, to govern your words, though

never so few, that they may be rightly seasoned

with grace, that so you may edify one another.

Suffer no unruly spirit to appear in your meetings,

neither in old nor young, but stand in the coun-

sel of God, and he will give you a word in due

season to stop the mouths of all gainsayers of the

blessed truth, and of the work you are called to

do in your day. Thus, the Lord will bless and

more and more prosper his work in you, to your

comfort and his eternal praise, to whom all is due.

I can tell you, it will be well with you to be faith-

ful to the Lord when you come to a dying bed,

as I now am.
" I feel peace and true consolation with the

Lord, and my love herein dearly salutes j'ou, and

bid you all farewell,, who am your dear and tender

sister."

Southern Soup House.

This institution has now about one thousand
j

families on its register, to be fed daily with soup,

and three days in the week with bread. To many
of the recipients, it is probably the only food they

^

obtain during the week. The demands upon the

Society are daily increasing, and though the ex-

penditure is large, and the funds on hand inade-

quate to meet it, yet the managers deem it their

duty to continue the supply, relying on the kind

aid of those benevolent citizens who feel the obli-

gation to lend a helping hand at a time of such

extensive suffering.

Contributions in produce or money will be

gratefully received by the Treasurer, Jeremiah

Hacker, No. 144 South Fourth street ; or Thomas
Evans, No. 180 Arch street.

Selected for "The Friend.

From an ancient book, the title page and con-

clusion of which are both missing. The authoress

was a woman, a member of the Society of Friends.

" I have sometimes thought it would be a sin-

£;ular advantage to the professors of Christianity

of all denominations, seriously to examine and in-

quire of our own hearts, what our religion has done

tor U5 ; or what benefits have accrued to us from it ?

Whether the grace we have received has assisted

us to resist the temptations of our soul's adver-

sary ? and whether we are nearer salvation than

when we first believed? For being invested with

a power to do a thing, will no longer be of use to

us, than as we apply it. The grace and good

Spirit, though it instruct us to deny all ungodli-

ness, is of no further benefit to us, but as we obey

its teachings, and follow its leadings : therefore 1

am of opinion it would not hurt the best Christians

nor any others, sometimes to ask themselves the

following questions. Have I, who assume the

name of a Christian, departed from all iniquity ?

Are all old things done away, (for he that is in

Christ is a new creature,) and do I experience

new thoughts, new desires, new conversation, a

total change, all things become regular, uniform

and consistent with my high and holy calling ?

Is Christ the best beloved of my soul ? Does my
heart pant and my eyes fail for his salvation ? Is

my soul athirst for God ? Do I long for his pre-

sence more than for hidden treasures ? Do I love

God above all other considerations, and my neigh-

bour as myself? Am I careful lest I offend him ?

Do I live in constant observance of his laws ? Do
I live in his fear ? Am I circumspect in all my
words, that I sin not with my tongue ? Does my
eonversatnon become the gospel of Christ ? And
am I careful to adorn his doctrines, which I pro-

fess to believe, and bo guided by?
"If, upon a candid examination, this be the happy

state of the professors of Christianity, my soul can

rejoice witli them, let them call themselves by

what denomination or sect they may : for happy
is the people who are in such a case ! Yea, bles-

sed are they whose portion is the God of Jacob !

On the contrary, if we are only professing, and
not in the possession of godliness,—if we have a

form, but are insensible of the power to work a

change in our hearts, our religion, as yet, has done
[

nothing for us. Therefore I entreat all who are

in this case, to consider it as an unfit state for

heaven ; for if we have not witnessed a being
j

created anew in Christ Jesus, born of the incor-

ruptible seed or word of God ; known a death unto

sin, and a new birth unto righteousness, born

again of the Spirit, our Lord positively says, we
cannot enter into the kingdom of God.

"Let the time past then suffice, and for the fu-

ture redouble your diligence, and no longer hold

the Truth in unrighteousness ; walk circumspectly

as wise, redeeming the time. The kingdom of

God does not stand in form, but in power, neither

is religion to be taken up by fits and starts, as it

suits our leisure and convenience, nor by imita-

tion, but conviction. We must cleave to God
|

with full purpose of heart ; what our hand finds

necessary to do, in this great business of salva-
[

tion, we must do with all our might ; we must not
[

indolently seek, but (by God's assistance) ardently i

strive to enter the kingdom of God."

Ohio, First mo. 24tb, 1S55.
,

From " The Leisure Hour."
j

Drifis of llie Ocean.
|

Many a vessel has foundered far out at sea, or
j

perished by fire, been crushed by icebergs, or suf-

1

iered wreck on an uninhabited, iron-bound coast

;

and while none of the crew have survived to tell
[

the tale of disaster, no fragment has been met
with which could be recognised as belonging to

the ill-fated craft. Thus, a few years ago, the

"President" steamer vanished from the bosom of

the Atlantic, and was surrendered to a mysterious

doom, for no certain memorial of the stately ship

was ever discovered ; an event which made an

intensely painful impression upon the public mind
in the United States and Great Britain. But
more generally, in such cases, the shattered tim-

bers of vessels, articles of their furniture, or parts

of the cargo, drift upon the surface of the deep,

and are cast upon some distant beach, the sensible
\

evidences that calamity has occurred, though they

may not unfold its precise nature. In the recent

instance of the burning of the "Amazon," char-

red remnants of the ship reached our southern

coast, and would have revealed the fact of confla-

;

gration, had none of the passengers escaped to

'

relate the dismal catastrophe. These remarks

!

have been elicited by a statement, which has

lately gone the round of the public journals, that

several of what are called "glass balls" have been
]

picked up by the natives at the mouth of the Obi,

a river of western Siberia, which falls into the

Arctic ocean. Information to this effect has been

received at the foreign office from the Russian

government. The articles in question are pro- i

bably glass bottles. They may have been cast
i

ashore, after a long drift, from a high northern
i

latitude, for there is a strong and well-defiued '

current in the north-polar basin, which would
j

bring them from that quarter to the site where '

tbey have been found. In the absence of definite
j

description, it is a supposable case, that they may
be hermetically sealed bottles, intentionally de-

tached from the missing expedition of Sir John
Franklin, containing tidings of it. A recjuest has

therefore been despatched to the authorities of St.

Petersburgh, to procure some of them, for the

purpose of laeing forwarded to England. How-
ever uncertain the result of inquiry, tliere appears

to be no doubt respecting the fact reported; and
although the hope of hearing, by this channel,

of our long-lost countrymen is certainly of the

slightest kind, it would imply great negligence to

omit sifting thoroughly every circumstance having

the remotest aspect of connection with their fate.

But, in all probability, the articles are either the

memorials of some ordinary shipwreck, or have

been set afloat by mariners in the course of regu-

lar navigation—a common and very useful prac-

tice, tending to illustrate the direction and power
of the oceanic currents.*

These currents are literally rivers of sea-water

traversing the ocean. They are of unequal strength

and magnitude, like the land streams; as varying,

too, in their direction, generally permanent, and
of enormous volume. They arise from various

causes, as prevailing winds, differences of temper-

ature between different parts of the ocean, varia-

tions of atmospheric pressure, the meeting of the ;

polar ice, and other minor circumstances. But
we shall deal with effects, rather than with causes,

.

in this paper.

The arctic or cold current, above referred to, ia •

so called from the basin in which it originates,

and the low temperature of its waters. It sweeps •

along the north coast of Asia towards that of

Europe, descends from the polar ocean in a south-

westerly direction, visits the eastern shores of:

Greenland, passes from thence to those of Labra-

dor, and terminates its course near the Great

Bank of Newfoundland, where it mingles with a

current flowing in an opposite direction, or the

gulf-stream. Extensive fields of ice, and magni-

ficent bergs, annually sail upon its bosom, and
are transferred from frigid to temperate latitudes,

to perish suddenly by collision, in hours of storm,

or gradually dissolve in the warmer waters. But,

what is of more interest and importance, a vast

quantity of timber is among its drifts, which
proves a signal benefaction to the inhabitants of

the treeless shores upon which it is eventually

cast. The great Siberian rivers flow through im-

mense pine forests. L^pon the banks giving way,

undermined by the action of floods, on the break-

ing up of winter, and at other seasons, detached

trees are carried down in great numbers to the

ocean, and transported by it to far distant sites.

The drift-wood of the Lena, Yenisei and Obi,

after a river journey of, perhaps, a thousand

miles, thus finds its way to the desolate coasts of

Nova Zembla, Spitzbergen, and Iceland. Ia

I59G-7, during the memorable wintering of the

Hollanders at the furthest extremity of the for-

mer island, within 14° of the north pole, the cast-

aways had reason to appreciate this provision of

nature ; and the journalist of the forlorn but

heroic band has gratefully recorded it. A section

of the journal has this marginal summary, " How

* Since this was written, it has been positively ascer-

ained that the articles in question have no connection
vith Franklin's expedition.
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God, in our estvemest need, when wc were forced

to live all tbe winter upon the land, sent us wood
to make us a house, and 'to serve us to burn in

the cold winter." Having decided upon the erec-

|tion of a house or shed, to protect themselves from

jthe rigour of the climate and the white bears, the

mariners found, tu their dismay, that " there grew

I

no trees nor any other thing in that country to

I

build it with;il." But, it is related, "at last we
found an unexpected comfort in our need, which

was certain trees, roots and all, which had been

driven upon the shore, either from Tartary, Mus-
covj% or elsewhere ; wherewith, as if God had pur-

posely sent them unto us, we were much comforted,

j

being in good hope that God would show us some

[further favour; for that wood served us not only

to build our house, but also to burn and serve us

all the winter long; otherwise, without all doubt,

we had died there miserably with extreme cold."

The same welcome relief was afforded to the four

Russian sailors who were cast away upon one of

the Spitzbergen islands in the year 1743, and sur-

vived, with one exception, through upwards of six

j

years in the dreary solitude. There was no species

of tree or even shrub growing around them, but

[only mosses, and a few creeping plants. Without
ifirc, the inten.se cold of winter must inevitably

[have proved fatal; but without wooil, how was

'fire to be produced or supported? The sea sup-

!

plied, in this particular, the defects of the land.

Wliilo wandering along its beach, they met with

[whole trees with their roots, the produce of some
Imore hospitable, but to them unknown climate,

'which had been conveyed thither by the waves,

land driven ashore. To the present day, the Ice-

landers, who have no natural forests, receive from

the ocean an annual supply of useful timber by

the same route, which serves for fuel and building

I materials.
(To be conducieJ.)

I
For "The Friend."

! The present is a time, in which the truly exer-

jcised and concerned members of our religious

society are required to dig deep and endeavour to

ibe found abiding on that foundation which is the

'rock of ages, even Christ Jesus, our blessed Lord
and Saviour, waiting his direction in all their ao-

'tions and movements in the church militant; and
jas he has promised, I most assuredly believe that

such will experience his promises to bo yea and

(amen in all cases of neces^ity : and when differ-

ence of opinion in regard to the exercise of our

jsalutary discipline, doth arise in any of our meet-

jings for business, we will be enabled so to express

lOurselves in regard thereto, that there will not be
a stumbling block placed in the way of the weak;
but it will afford an opportunity for the exercise

jOf patience and condescension towards each other,

thereby evincing a real concern for the cause of

truth, and a willingness to abide in the everla.st-

ing patience. By so doing we will be preserved

from coming to hasty judgments, which, on after

consideration we may find to have been premature,

and sometimes erroneous. So that it afresh arises

with mo, to desire all that speak to the business

that may come before us, in our respective meet-
ings, to settle down in the stillness that truth

|leads into, aiid there see whether that which is on
Ithe mind is required at our hands, and if on ex-

[amination in the Light, it still remain with us,

ithen let it bs given to the meeting, and there let

[it rest, without too much anxiety as to whether it

shall be received or rejected. As the present is

[a time of peculiar trial as regards offenders in our
ireligious society, it is very necessary that we act in

[that wisdom which is able to direct all who seek unto

lit aright, in regard to such as have become offend-

\etB to our discipline. Also in reference to the settle-

ment of some of our meetings, there is a danger of

too much haste in concluding on the dispo.sition

of some that have been stripped by the late mourn-
ful secession from our Yearly Meeting ; but let

us remember that it is written, " he that bclieveth

shall not make haste," and "judgment also will

I lay to the line, and righteousness to tbe plum-
met;" therefore let us not be hasty in our minds
or in our actions towards those who have gone out

from among us, but abiding in the patience until

we are more of one mind in regard to these things,

and I believe we will be enabled to realize, that

help is " laid on one that is mighty," and as we
individually seek unto Him, we shall be instruct-

ed and assisted in doing that which is required at

our hands.

Harrison Co., Ohio, Second mo., 1855.

THE POOR.—Friends in the Country.

During this period of severe and extensive suf

faring, when so many thou.?ands of our follow citi'

zens are enduring the miseries of want and depri

vation, it has been peculiarly gratifying to find

that the sympathies of our friends in the country

have been awakened, and that several have con

tributed of their substance to relieve the throngs

of needy who abound in this great city. Two
meetings in Delaware County have entered into

subscriptions, and each collected among th

selves, and from their neighbours, not of our

Society, a handsome contribution in aid of the poor.

In some other places individuals have forwarded

sums of money to the city, to be appropriated to

the funds of some of the Soup Houses. The
generous liberality thus displayed is not only of

essential service in procuring the necessaries of

life for those whose means are insufficient to com-
mand them, but it is cheering to the friends who
are labouring to mitigate the sufferings of their

fellow creatures. Two of the meetings of Friends

in this city have raised funds for this benevolent

object, and the others are likely to do the same.

Besides contributing to this, friends have also

done their portion towards raising the public

fund, which has reached nearly $23,000.

But with all that has been done, there is still a

large scope for the exercise of a liberal benevo-

lence. It is stated, on the authority of some who
have made considerable examination, that not

less than 17,000 persons have been thrown out

of employment during the autumn and winter.

The daily applications at our doors for relief, from

those who have not been wont to seek for chari-

table aid, are a touching proof of the extent and
keenness of the suffering.

The past year has been one of great prosperity

to the agricultural interest ; and we would sug-

gest to Friends in the country, whose tables are

daily supplied with plenty, whetlier it is not a

Christian duty, in a time of such exigency as the

present, to lend a helping hand in procuring food

for those whose means are inadequate to obtaiu it

for themselves. Many females and little children

are suffering greatly for victuals and fuel, and if

each more favoured one, would give what they

can readily, and without inconvenience spare,

the aggregate would form a fund sufficient to re-

lieve the wants of many worthy persons. The
Soup Houses are particularly useful at the pre-

sent time, though we do not wish to limit the

funds to this channel.

" In the morning say to thyself, what shall I do

this day, which God has given me ? How .shall I

employ it to his glory ? In the evening consider

within thyself, and recollect, what have I done

this day, and how have I spent it."

Sponge Fiahing.—Sponge fishing is said to have
become a very profitable business in the neigh-
bourhood of Key West. One hundred thousand
pounds are reported to have been gathered during
the last year, and the sales amounted to twenty-
five thousand dollars. The article is mostly pro-

cured by natives of the Bahamas. This is a new
branch of business for Key West, and was for-

merly confined to the Mediterranean. We believe,

however, that the finer quality of sponge is not

found on our coasts, although the coarse descrip-

tion is abundant all about the coast of Florida,

and the Bahama Banks.

Stephen Crisp, in a postscript to an epistle,

addressed to his " dear friends and brethren,"

writes thus :
—" Oh ! dear friends, consider these

are perilous times, and it is needful for every one

to watch in that same eternal light, to which you
were first turned, that by its righteous judgment
ye may be preserved from everything in your-

selves that appears contrary to that precious life

of which you have tasted. And when you have
so done, lake heed that the enemy do not do that

by an instrument, (ic/uVA, through ymir %eatehful-

ness in the light,) he could not do without. And
all beware of that affected tenderness that cries

out, be tender to all, and pray for all, and mind
the good in all, and love all, and judge none, but
leave judgment to God, &c. I say, heed not the

plausible words of that spirit, which, being guilty,

to save its own head from a stroke, would bereave

you of your judgment which God hath given you,

and is truly bis judgment, and is to be adminis-

tered in his wisdom and power, for the cleansing

and keeping clean of his sanctuary : for such as

have no judgment in their goings, are they that

know not the true way of peace, but make them
crooked paths, 'he that goeth in them shall not

know peace.'
"

If God single me out for special great suffering,

I have no reason to judge amiss of it: for sueli

is the state of things, that some individuals must
of necessity suffer for the good of the people. And
why not I, as well as another ? God is my owner,

and he may do with mo as with any other, even

as he pleaseth; and he is my Father, he will use

me well, and make me sufficient amends for all

my sufferings; and I shall be no loser, but an

exceeding gainer thereby in the end.

A True Saying.—According to Lacon, me
will wrangle for religion; write for it; fight ft

it; die for it; anything but

—

live for it.

THE F R I EN D

,

SECO.ND MONTH 17, 1855.

Fifteen dollars, received from a Friend, through

Chatham Post-office, has been paid to the Trea-

surer of the Southern Soup Society. The contri-

butions of our distant friends are very acceptable.

Second mo. 12, 1855.

SEWEL'S fllSTORY.

"The history of the rise, increase and progress

of the Christian people called Quakers, intermixed

th several remarkable occurrences, by William

Sewel. Written originally in Low Dutch, and

translated by himself into English. To which is

prefixed a brief memoir of the author."

The above work has been stereotyped, and is

now published under the authority of a committee

of the Philadelphia Meeting for Sufferings. The

le has been carefully examined, and the typo-
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graphicnl errors corrected. The twelve books,

iato which it was originally arranged by the

author, have been divided into chapters, with

headings of their respective contents ; and the

index has been much enlarged.

There is no history of the early days of our re-

ligious Society that gives so full or so graphic

descriptions of the trials and sufferings through

which its faithful members passed, as the above

;

and we think no one can peruse its pages with

attention, without being struck with the extra-

ordinary constancy and patience with which those

sufferings were borne ; and convinced that the

Divine arm was stretched forth for the support

and defence of the despised and persecuted people

who gave themselves up to maintain the Truth as

it is in Jesus, in the midst of that high professing

but carnally minded generation. Our younger

members ought to make themselves more tho-

roughly acquainted with the history of the rise

and progress of the religious Society to which

they belong, and draw from the accounts recorded

therein, lessons of instruction in the value of

those testimonies for which so many of our pre-

decessors paid the price of liberty, and of life it-

self, but which in this day of ease and self-

esteem are considered by many of little or no

worth.

As this work can now be procured at a very

small cost, we hope it may be widely disseminated,

and we shall be glad to find that it takes a place

on the tables, or in the libraries of all the mem-
bers of the Society wherever situated.

There are two volumes, bound together or sepa-

rate, to suit the wishes of the purchaser. They

contain 920 pages, octavo,—bound together in

sheep, the price is $1.25. A reduction of 10 per

cent, will be made to those purchasing by the

dozen, or to sell again.

The work is for sale at Friends' book store, No.

84 Arch street.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—Xews from England to the 27th nh.—The
War.—The dates from Sebaslopol are to the 14th. The

relative position of the parties was unchanged, except

that the allied forces, especially the English, were gra-

dually sinking into a more deplorable condition. On
the 7th, the sick list numbered 14,332. Great numbers

of the unhappy victims of this foolish and wicked war,

were perishing from cold and exposure. The British

.irmy was in a wretched state of mismanagement. The

French had presented 10,000 coats to the English sol-

diers, and many of them were dressed in the French

uniform. The Russians report numerous desertions

from the allies to the Russian ranks. The sickness was
increasing, and the London Times states that if the

present rate of mortality should continue, there will be

no British army left by the middle of the Third month.

The Russian losses in the Crimea, since the battle of

Alraa, are ofScially stated at 26,763, of which 7300 were

killed, 13,826 wounded, and 4019 died from disease.

The siege operations were suspended. Large bodies of

Russian troops were concentrating at Perecop, with a

view of attacking Eupatoria. The last of the Turkish

convoys left Varna for Balaklava on the 14th ult.

Peace.—The public feeling in England seems tending

toward peace. Letters from St. Petersburg to the 18tli,

are of a pacific character. The peace conference is to be

opened about the middle of this month.
ENGLAND.—In Parliament the Government has been

severely denounced for its management of the war.

Lord John Russel has resigned. The Aberdeen Cabi-

net will probably be compelled to give place to another

Ministry. Liverpool Market.—Cotton in moderate de-

mand at from 5rf. to 5^rf. for Mobile and New Orleans.

Flour, Ohio, 435. Consols, 91j. Some heavy failures

have occurred at Liverpool and other places. The City

of Baltimore, a screw-steamer, for the Liverpool and

Philadelphia line, has been launched at Glasgow. The
City of Baltimore is the largest vessel ever built on the

Clyde.

AUSTRIA.—The recent passage of the Danube by
the Russians, has given rise to a demand by Austria

for explanations from the Russian Envoy. Orders have

been sent to the Austrian commander to prevent the

Russians from renewing hostilities on the Danube.
SWITZERLAND.—The enlistment of Swiss goes on

slowly for the allies.

CHINA.—The dates from China are to Twelfth mo.

12th. Political affairs in the South were more critical

than ever. The Canton authorities have applied for

assistance from the American and English Consuls.

Trade was completely suspended.

JIEXICO.—The latest accounts report the successes

of the revolutionary party in the south, under General

Alvarez. One account, dated Acapnlco, Jan. 23, states

that Alvarez had obtained a complete victory in Guenere,

over Santa Anna's army, and the latter, 1000 strong,

had surrendered to him. It was also reported that a

large part of Santa Anna's army had deserted and gone
over to Alvarez.

SOUTH AMERICA.—PERU.—Dates from Callao to

7th ult. General Castilla has overthrow-n Echenique,

and taken the government into his own hands. The
squadron had voluntarily surrendered to him. Echenique
had sought the protection of the British Minister.

BOLIVIA.—Dates to the 27th Dec. The rebel Acha
had been put down, and those engaged with him in the

insurrection, pardoned by the government. An extra

session of Congress had been called to receive the re-

signation of the President. Things were quiet in Chili,

and the Argentine Republic, and the news without in-

terest.

AUSTRALIA.—Dates to Twelfth mo. 1. Trade was
very much depressed, and fears were entertained of

injury to the crops by the severe drought. Flour and

grain from California were being imported in large

quantities.

UNITED STATES.—The falling off in the United

States revenue received First mo., 1855, as compared
with the same month of 1854, is two millions three

hundred thousand dollars. The aggregate fulling off

since the end of Tenth mo., when the reaction in the

import trade began, is §6,000,000. The President has

sent to the Senate for ratification, a new treaty with

Mexico, in substance the same as that recently made
with Russia, recognizing the principle that free ships

make free goods. Congress.—The House has passed

the bill authorizing an underground telegraph to be laid

to the Pacific, having first stricken out the provision,

which g.ave the contractors two millions of acres of land

to build it. The bill only gives the right of way, and

extends the laws of the United States over the line for

its protection. A bill has also passed appropriating

§6,550,000 for the payment of such creditors of the late

Republic of Texas, as are comprehended in the act of

Congress of Sept. 0, 1850. The money to be appor-

tioned among the holders of claims, pro rata. The bill

for the settlement of claims for French spoliations, prior

to 1800, has passed the Senate ; it had previously passed

the House. J. C. Breckenridge, 'of Kentucky, has re-

signed the commission, which he had accepted, as Mi-

nister to Spain, and Senator Dodge, of Iowa, has been

nominated and confirmed in his stead.

California.—"Yhe North Star at New York, brings 200

passengers and §1,269,000 in gold. The Panama rail-

road has been completed, and the first train passed over

it on the 28th ult. The transit was made in four

hours.

The miners were rejoicing over the recent rains, and

the washing was going on briskly. In some parts of the

State, the weather had been very cold, and snow had

fallen to the depth of from two to five feet. A negro

slave is advertised in Sacramento for sale at auction, by

the sheriff. He is warranted sound and able-bodied.

Is California a free Slate? The duties collected at San
Francisco, in the year 1854, amounted to §1,461,160

;

in 1853, the amount was §2,652,808, showing a falling

off of nearly one half.

Boston.—In this city, during the last year, there were

3128 marriages, 5688 births, and 4441 deaths.

New York.—The present efficient Mayor is operating

against the fortune-tellers, astrologers, and other im-

posters of the same character, in that city. Mortality

last week, 485.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 175.

Arams.—The Kanas Herald says that there are but

very few slaves in the territory, south of Kansas river

;

probably none except those in possession of the Indians,

or of the Methodist Mission. North of the river, there

are a few in the region of Fort Leavenworth, who are

mostly owned by Government officials.

An immense deposit of magnesia has been discovered.

The stratum is found at the depth of twenty to fifty feet,

and is supposed to underlie a large part of the country.

Illinois.—A prohibitory liquor law has passed both

branches of the Legislature. Joint resolutions have
also been passed, instructing the Senators, and request-

ing the Representatives to oppose slave States bein<

,

formed in the territories of Nebraska and Kansas. Ai

'

Anti-Nebraska Democrat has been elected to the U. S|

Miscellaneous.—The Panama Railroad. — This grea \

work, which is now finished, was six years in progress'

and cost seven millions of dollars. Tne swamps, moun-l

tains, and unhealthy climate of the isthmus, were seri
[

ous obstacles to its construction. i

German Immigrants.—The New York Board of Emi
J

gration estimate that §20,000,000 in money has beeij

brought into the country, in the last year, by Germai'
emigrants.

I

JVeic York Senator.—W. H. Seward, the able represen
,

tative of New York in the Senate of the United States!

has been re-elected.
:

fugitive Slave Latv.—Booth and Ryecroft, whowerj
convicted at Mihvaukie, for aiding in the escape of i'

fugitive slave, have been discharged from arrest by thil

Supreme Court of Wisconsin, on the ground that th'

law is unconstitutional, and the indictments under it]

illegal.

Immigration to Canada.—During the year 1854, th"

number of foreign immigrants arriving in Canada, was!

53,183. I

Cold Days.—On the 6th inst., the thermometer stooc!

at Pottsville, Pa., 9° below zero. Pittsburg, 6° below'

Philadelphia, 2° above. New York City, at zero; ii,

various parts of the State, it varied from 20° to nearlji

40° below. On the 7th, the temperature in Philadel

phia fell to zero
;
New York, 10° below ; in the Easten

States, from 10° to 30° below. On the 5th inst., th.J

temperature at Quebec was 32° below, and at Montreal
1

22° below. At Philadelphia, there was a considerable

fall of snow, with a temperature, but little above zero,

Pacific Railroad Expedition.—An expedition is beinf

organized by the Government, to secure informatioi,

relative to the proposed route for the Pacific railroad.'

It is to be under the command of Capt. Pope, and wil

!

be composed of 150 men. The object is, to ascertaici

whether water can be obtained at certain spots, bj;

means of Artesian wells.

Losses at Sea.—During the last month, 43 Americai,

vessels have been reported as totally wrecked, and one

,

a new ship, burnt. The value of vessels and cargoe:'

was $1,244,000. :

RECEIPTS.

Received from Jacob Haines, agt., Muncy, Pa., foj

E. Willits, §4, vols. 27 and 28, for Jesse Haines, $4-!

vols. 27 and 28, for C. Ellwood, §2, vol. 27; from A
Garretson, agt., 0., for Wm. Boswell, $6, to 52, vol. 25

from J. Huestes, agt., 0„ for Robert Todd, §2, vol. 28
;

from R. MagiU, Pa., §4, vols. 27 and 28 ; from Benj,;

Sharpless, jr.. Pa., §4, vols. 26 and 27.
!

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

The committee is desirous of engaging the services o

a well qualified Friend to teach the school at Tunes

sassah, &c. Friends, who may feel concerned to en

gage in that station, are requested to make earl;

application to Joseph Elkinton, No. 377 S. Secon.

street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, Philadel

phia, or Ebenezer Worth, Marshalton, Chester county

Pa., or Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase, Philadelphia co., Pa

Philad., Ninth mo. 20, 1854.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Bettle, Jr., No. 10

North Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 95 South Eight)

street, and No. 56 Chestnut street; William Bettle, Nc

14 South Third street; John C. Allen, No. 179 Soati

Fifth street, and No. 227 North Front street; Horatio C

Wood, No. 210 Race street, and No. 37 Chestnut street

William Thomas, No. 242 North Fifth street, and No. 4

South Wharves; Townsend Shiirpless, No. 187 Arc
street, and No. 32 South Second street; John JI. Whij

tall, No. 161 Filbert street, and No. 138 Race street.

Visiting Managers for the Month.—William Thomas'

No. 242 N. Fifth street ; George R. Smith, No. 487 Arc i

street; George G. Williams, No. 244 N. Fifth street.
]

Superintendent.—Dr. Joshua H. Worthington.
j

Matron.—Margaret Worthington.

Died, Twelfth month 9th, 1854, Rebecca SacndsesJ

aged nearly 77 years; an esteemed member of Wood"
bury Monthly Meeting, N. J.

PRINTED BY KITE & W'ALTON,

No. 3 Ranstead Place, Fourth above Chestnut street
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From tlie London Quanr'iiy Review.

Dow London is Supplied wilii Food.

(Concluded from page 178.)

If the underground stock of water is shrinking,

it hns increased vastly on the surface. The seven
companies which supply the metropolis bring in

between them forty-four million gallons daily—

a

quantity which, large as it is, could be delivered

in twenty-four liours by a brook nine feet wide
and three feet deep, running at the rate of three

feet per second, or a little more than two miles

per hour.

The inability of figures to convey an adequate
impression to the mind of the series of units of

which the sums are composed renders it impossi-

ble to give more than a taint idea of the enormous
supplies of food required to victual the capital for

% single year. But the conception may be some-
what assisted by varying the process. Country
papers now and then astonish their readers by
calculations to show how many times the steel

pens manufactured in England would form a neck-
lace round their own little town, or how many
ihousand miles th^ matches of their local factory

[Touid extend if laid in a straight line from the
;entre of their market-place. Let us try our hand
)n the same sort of picture, and endeavour to fill

:he eye with a prospect that would satisfy the
jppetite of the far-famed Dragon of Wantley
aimself.

If we fix upon Ilyde Park, as our exhibition

ground, and pile together all the barrels of beer
BODsuraed in London, they would form a thousand
'olurans not far short of a mile in pornendicular
iiei^ht. Let us imagine ourselves i ii fhe top of

the eastward Mile-end-road line, for 7 J miles,

street and causeway are thronged with calves, still

ten abreast; and in the great parallel thorough-

fares of Bayswater-road, Oxford-street, and IIol-

born, we see nothing for nine long miles but a

slowly-pacing, deeply-grunting herd of swino. As
we watch this moving mass approaching from all

points of the horizon, the air suddenly becomes

dark—a black pall seems drawn over the sky

—

it is the great flock of birds—game, poultry, and

wild-fowl, that, like Bond's ducks, are come

again, one-seventh perhaps finds its way abroad

—

a drop in comparison to that which must be con-

tributed by the 2482 smaller brewers of the town,

and the great contingent supplied by Guinness,
Ailsopp, and other pale-ale brewers. This simple

statement will suffice to make it evident that in

the foregoing picture we have giv. n anything but
'heaped measure.'

The railways having poured this enormous
amount of food into the metropolis, as the main
arteries feed the human body, it is distributed by

up to be killed : as they fly wing to wing and tuil the various dealers into every quarter of the town,

to beak they form a square whose superficies is fir.st into the wholesale markets, or great centres,

"then into the sub-centres, or retail tradesmen's
shops, and lastly into the moving centres, or bar-

rows of the hawkers, by which means nourishment
is poured into every corner of the town, and the

not much less than the whole enclosed portion of

St. James's Park, or 51 acres. No sooner does

this huge flight clear away than wo behold the

park at our feet inundated with hares and rabbits.

Feeding 2000 abreast, they extend from the mar-

ble arch to the round pond in Kensington Gardens

at least a mile. Let us now pile up all the half-

quartern loaves consumed in the metropolis in the

year, and we shall find they form a pyramid which

measures 200 square feet at its base, and extends

into the air a height of 1293 feet, or nearly three

times that of St. Paul's. Turning now towards

the .sound of rushing waters, wo find that the

seven companies are filling the mains for the day.

If they were allowed to flow into the area of the

adjacent St. James's Park, they would in the course

of the 24 hours flood its entire space with a depth

of 30 inches of water, and the whole annual sup-

ply would be quite snfiicient to submerge the city

(one mile square) 90 feet. Of the fish we confess

we are able to say nothing: when numbers amount
to billions, the calculations become too trying to

our patience. Wc have little doubt, however, that

they would be quite suflicient to make the Ser-

pentine one soliti mass. Of ham and bacon again.

community at large is supplied as effectually as

are the countless tissues of the human body by
the infinitely divided network of capillary vessels.

According to the census of 1851 these food dis-

tributors are classified in tlie following man-
ner :

—

Males.

Grocers 6,475
Cowkeepers and milksellers . . . 3,372
Cheesemongers ..... 2,156
Butchers 7,428
Poulterers ...... 551
Fishmongers ..... 2,238
Other dealers in animal food . . 1,376
Greengrocers ..... 3,325
Bakers 9,841
Confectioners 1,806
Other dealers in vegetable food . . 1,303
Brewers 2,499
Licensed victuallers and beer-shop-keepers.

&o.

preserved meats, and all the countless comestible

we have taken no account, and in truth they are

little more to the great mass than the ducks and
geese were to Sancho Panza's celebrated mess

—

'the skimmings of the pot.'

Such, then, is a slight sketch of the great Lon-

don larder. It may be imagined that many of

these stores come to the metropolis only as to

centre for redistribution, and are again scattered

over the len<rth and breadth of the land. Th;

Wine and spirit merchants

Other dealers in drinks

Saltmakers

Water providers .

Innkeepers

his tower, and we shall have a look-out worthy of I
however, is not the case. The only line that takes

feast we are about to summon to our feet.

lerefrom we might discover the Great Northern
oad stretching far away into the length and
ireadth of the land. Lo ! as we look, a mighty
lerd of oxen, with loud bellowing, are beheld ap-

roaching from the north. For miles and miles
le mass of horns is conspicuous winding along
he road, ten abreast, and even thus the last ani-

aal of the herd would bo 72 miles away, and the

food in any quantities out of London is the North
Western. This railway speeds into the midland
counties, but especially to Birmingham, 350 tons

of fish consigned to the country dealers, and to

the nobility and gentry. As we have before seen,

van-loads of fruit are often despatched in the same
direction. The South-Eastern conveys large quan-

tities of grain down the line, and the London and

Brighton and South Coast takes annually to

Irover goading his shrinking flank considerably
j

Brighton 26 tons of meat and 1100 cattle; and
leyond Peterborough. On the other side of the

|

here all the food carried out of London in bulk
lark, as the clouds of dust clear away, we see the

I

ends. A constant dribble of edibles, it is true, is

;reat Western road, as far as the eye can reach, I continually escaping by the passenger trains, of

hronged with a bleating mass of wool, and the
j

which the railways "take no notice in their goods-
hepherd at the end of the flock (ten abreast) and
'le dog that is worrying the last sheep are just

aving the environs of Bristol, 121 miles from
lur beer-built pillar. Along Piccadilly, Piegent-

[treet, the Strand, Fleet-street, Cheapside, and

I

department trafiic; but it must be remembered
that a much larger quantity is perpetually flowing

unheeded into the London commissariat through

the same channels. Of the stout and porter

brewed in the metropolis by the great houses,

Femal/'S.

Grocers

Innkeepers . . . .
•

.

Innkeepers' wives ....
Cowkeepers .....
Butchers ......
Butchers' wives .....
Fishmongers .....
Other dealers in animal food

Greengrocers .....
Bakers

Confectioners .....
Other dealers in vegetable food .

Licensed victuallers and beer-shop-keepers

Wives of ditto .....
Wine and spirit merchants .

Other dealers in drinks

6,843

1,915

3,805

37
428
433

56,601

676
93

217
1,158
205

8,086
151
283
941
480
542
939
970

4,440
15

457

14,653
If to this total of 71,254 we add the wandering

ribe of costermongers, hawkers, and stall-keepers,

estimated at 30,000 persons, we shall have an

army exceeding 100,000 persons; and, as in-
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directly there must be quadruple tbis number of

persons employed, tbe merest pauper amoug the

population has hundreds of invisible hands held

out to provide him the necessaries and comforts of

life. The smooth working of this great distribu-

tive machine is due to the principle of competition

—that spring which so nicely adjusts all the vary-

ing conditions of life, and which, in serving itself,

does the best possible service to the community

at large, and accomplishes more than the cleverest

system of centralization which any individual

mind could devise.

A WATCII-^VORD.

"I beseech you, friends and brethren, to suffer

the word of exhortation to prevail with you, unto

a thorough examination of your own hearts, with

the light of the gospel of Jesus, whether you have

kept to the truth, as declared and practised in the

beginning; or have you suffered loss in your in-

wa'rd man, and find decays of love to God, and

of zeal for his truth upon earth ? I know right

well, that a good condition may he easily lost, but

hardly recovered. Examine thyself, whether thou

delightest thyself now, as much as at first thou

didst, in communion with God and his people?

Are the assemblies of his people as dear to thee

as ever they were? If not, seek out tbe cause,

and let no pretence blind thy mind from a diligent

attending thereupon ; but keep to the Seed in

thyself, which thinketh no ill, much less doth any,

and in that tlwu wilt feel the henefit of communion
with God's 2^eople, and wilt be bound up together

with them, as in the bundle of life : and a bundle

is not easily broken and shattered, as particjdars

apart arc. Search whether thou hast kept thy

garments clean, from being defiled with the spirit

of tbis world, building again in thyself, that which

once thou destroyest in others. If riches increase,

set not thy heart on them; which they will easily

get, if thou be not watchful and diligent in keep-

ing thy heart close unto the Lord, and his truth

in tbe inward parts: for the love of money is the

root of all evil, as it is written.

" Take often a view of the truth as it was in the

beginning, and what effect and operation it had

upon thee, when thou wast first convinced; how
loic, how meel-, how poor in spirit, and humble in

heart and mind ; making thee to esteem every

one better than thyself; seeing and knowing more
evil in thyself, and in that nature by which thou

wast a child of wrath, than in all the world

beside, as in thy eyes at that day. And surely

experience showcth unto the watchful, tbut that

nature is the same, and will be bringing forth the

same fruits again, if it be not mastered, and ruled

over by the pure and divine Spirit : which made
the apostle say after his conversion, ' That in him,'

that is to say, in his flesh, ' was no good thing.'

Again, art thou as careful to keep the truth witb-

out blame, as at the beginning? and as ready to

restore the fallen, and to cover the nakedness of thy

brother, as at first? Is there no whispering, evil

speaking, and backbiting^ and watching with an

evil eye, and searching after weaknesses and bait-

ings in some, accounting them great and heinous
miscarriages, being glad of them, to defame those

whom thou hast a mind to defame; and taking

notice of miscarriages in others, whom thou

hpcetest, and wouldst have thought well of? Durst
thou do thus in the beginning, when thou w;i

first convinced, and the lively qui.kening spi;

ruled in thee, keeping thy spiritual senses always
exercised, to discern between good and evil ?

Thus let every one try themselves by the measure
of Truth, that they may see whether they have
kept to it, as it was in the beginning." 1G65.

Singular Couple—Compensalion.

Along with my brother, who was collecting

matter for a work "he was about to publish, I visited

the interesting town of Hexham—interesting at

least to him, for it was a fine field for historical

research; although, for my own part, I found

little besides its ancient church. The circum-

stance which, more than anything else, obtained

the dingy town a lasting place in my memory, was

our taking a lodging with an extraordinary pair,

an old man and woman—husband and wife—who

lived by themselves, without child or servant, sub-

sisting on the letting of their parlour and two bed-

rooms. They were tall, thin, and erect, though

each seventy years of age. When we knocked at

the door for admittance, they answered it together.

If we rang the bell, the husband and wife inva-

riably appeared side by side; all our requests and

demands were received by both, and executed

with the utmost nicety and exactness.

The first night, arriving late by the coach from

Newcastle, and merely requiring a good fire and our

tea, we were puzzled to understand the reason of

this double attendance; and I remember my bro^

ther irreverently, wondering whether we
were always to be waited upon by these Siamese bands, so that the eyes of many were opened to see

twins." On ringing the bell, to retire for the 'tl'eeraftysnaresby which they were entangled, and

ni^ht, both appeared'as usual; tbe wife carrying I

POwer was given them of God, to break through

the bod-room candlestick, the husband standing at
|

fn*^
testify against the crafty wiles of them that

the door. I gave her some directions about break- 1

h"d deceived them. And the Lord arose in his

fast for tbe following morning, when tbe husband S^^t and mighty power, in and among his people,

from the door quickly answered for her. \^^^ ^et an eternal judgment on the head of that

Depend upon it, she is dumb," whispered my ^^P'

brother. But this was not the case, though she

rarely made use of the faculty of speech

the minds of many were betrayed, and they were

exercised in contending about some outward signs

or tokens of their separation, till the weighty

matter they should have minded, viz., how to be

kept in the love of God, and in the heavenly

unity, was in many lest and forgotten; and in-

stead thereof, a secret root of bitterness grew up,

and a hatred against the prosperity of the church

of God, and the faithful servants and ministers of

it; insomuch that they lost the very sense of

God's blessed presence amongst us, and reckoned

he had forsaken us; and thereupon many also

forsook us, and were as another people, and were

puifed up with great expectations of our downfall,

and their own exaltation; and began to spread

their design of separation into other nations, to

tbe hurt of many who were deceived by them
; so

that the tender love of God, that had wrought in

the hearts of the faithful labourers and ministers

of the Gospel, to the gathering of them out of the

world, now wrought again effectually, to gather

many of them out of this self-separation, and with

great patience and long-sufi'ering, did we travail

and labour with many. And the Lord beheld our

sincerity and care, and blessed his work in our

and its work of dissension and separation

tiiat it had wrought; and it could then proceed

no further, but withered and came to nought; and

those who wilfully resisted the ofiers of the love

of God, and of his people, they grew more and

more corrupt, and perished wholly from the way
of the Lord, and the society of his people, and

turned back, some into the world's worship and

religions, and others into the gross pollutions that

are therein ; and the churches of Christ, who stood

firm and true to the leading of his Spirit, came to

have rest from that extreme labour and travail

They both attended me into my bed-room

;

when the old lady, seeing me look with some sur-

prise toward her husband, said

—

There's no offence meant, ma'am, by my hus-

band coming with me into the chamber—he's

stone blind."

Poor man 1" I exclaimed. "But why, then,

does he not sit still? "V\'hy does be accompany

you everywhere?"
i , . , , , i , i i i

It's no use, ma'am, your speaking to my old i

which they had lam under several years, by rea-

\d; "she can't hear you hf °^
'\'f '^'"fj -Z^-^ff, '""""I

""', ^Tphecies of divers ot his faithful servants, who by
woman," said the husband;

-she's quite deaf."

I was astonished. Here was compensation !

their faith had seen, and by the Spirit bad testi

Could a pair be better matched? Man and wife |fi<=d ^^ |H
beginning of that spirit's work, what

were, indeed, one flesh ; for he saw with her eyes, I

'^e end of it should be. For many there were

and she heard with his ears ! It was beautiful to
\

^^^
^'Z'

^'^^^ '^ ^^^/'^om the earth, and thither

me ever after to watch the old man and woman > would return, and there ,t was swallowed up

in their inseparablcness. Their sympathy with ""^ ^^^ "t^
'^^'^T'!' Z -f' "^f^ ITIu ,"

each other was as swift as electricity and made
'

"^.^ warned, perisned with it. Then did the souls

,!,„;. .1—;.„+;„^ no ^„„„i,f of the faithful give glory and honour to God, m
their deprivation as naught.

I have often thought of that old man and wo-

man, and cannot but hope, that, as in life they

were inseparable, and indispensable to each other,

so in death they might not be divided, but either

be spared the terrible calamity of being alone in

the world.— Chainbcr's Jonrncd.

Selected.

In describing the trials of his day, Stephen

Crisp says, "Yet did not the serpent leave

off attempting to betray the innocent, but

found out instruments fit for his purpose, whom
he raised up under pretence of some new disco-

veries, accompanied with a voluntary humility,

and a seeming self-denial, when indeed the design

was to exalt self and man's work, wit and reason,

above the eternal power of God, and through

feigned pretences, to obtain a dominion over the

heritage of God, and to impose and obtrude upon
them things which were not taught by the living

Spirit of Christ Jesus in themselves, nor had been

lory I

whose hand is power and dominion, and he reigns

on high in his strength, and is king of saints, and

the defence of his Sion, now, henceforth and for-

ever more."

The Fail of the leaf.

The fall of the leaf is a most curious circum-

stance, and has puzzled many a wise philosopher.

It cannot be merely because of the cold to which

the leaf is exposed, for when a frost in June
blackens our hedge-rows, and desolates our gar-

dens, the leaves do not fall off: they only wither

and die. It may be because of the arrival of old

age, but this is a phrase which explains nothing.

One would naturally ask, moreover, why some
leaves remain on the tree the whole winter, though

others fall so early. To understand these things,

we must first learn what the leaf is, and how it is

joined to the branch. A leaf is the thin part of

the outer layer of bark, pushed outwards and

stiffened by tough fibres, which pass into it from

received by doctrine or message from the true ! the wood, and form its veins. By these means, a

spiritual labourers in the gospel. By which means simple and very curious apparatus is constructed,
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the green or bark part of which, consisting of

small bladders, acts as a stomach to digest with

aud lungs to breath with, while the fibres convey

food and air from the branch into the stomach and

lungs. Now, when the leaf is first formed, its

bladders and fibres have very thin sides, aud what-

ever is introduced into them is readily returned

again; and if what they receive was quite pure,

it is not improbable that they would go on receiv-

ing aud returning for a long time. But the fluids

of plants are not water; on the contrary, they

contain a great deal of earth, and other matters,

which tliey deposit every time they pass over th(

surface. We know that when a kettle first comes

home from the ironmonger, its inside is bright

and clean, but as soon as we have boiled any w;

ter in it, the inside becomes a little furred, and

when it has been thus used a groat many times it

becomes very luuch encrusted, till at last it is quite

lined with a substance like hard earthenware

Something of this sort takes place in the inside of

the bladders and fibres of a leaf ; they are at first

quite clean, but by degrees they are furred till

their sides are rendered so thick that the fluid on

which the leaf feeds can no longer pass through

them readily. As soon as this happens the leaf

begins to be starved and to leave off growing;

want of food renders it weak, a sort of indigestion

takes place, and at last it altogether dies. In the

summer time leaves are always falling ofl' as they

die, those on the lowest part of the branches fall-

ing first; but we do not remark it, because the

falling leaves are hidden by the living ones.

Now, the reason why a leaf falls off when it is

dead, seems to be this : the bark to which it is

attached goes on growing and expands; the leaf-

Btalk, as it dies, shrivels and contracts; the con-

sequence of which is, that the one separates from

the other. It is, in fact, just what happens when
a piece of iron is heated, and then cooled ; the

outer part, which is an oxide, cools much quicker

than the inner part. The metal contracts, but as

the metal aud the surface cool at a difi'erent rate,

they also contract at a different rate, aud so separate.

Such is the case in the summer time ; and, when the

frost comes in the autumn, something of the sort

takes place. At that time the leaves are generally

in a dying state, for the reasons already explained

;

a partial separation has, in fact, taken place be-

tween them and their branches.

—

Lilerary Jour.

Samuel Routh, of Esthorpe, Doncaster, an El-

der, deceased. Tenth rao., 6th, 1853, aged 04 years.

Ho was the son of Robert and Mary Routh, of

Lancaster, and was born there, in 1789.

The Christian course of this beloved Friend

affords an instructive illustration of the eflicacy of

Divine grace, and of the truth of the Scripture

declaration—"The righteous shall hold on his

way, and he that hath clean hands shall be

Stronger and stronger."

Of the earlier portions of his life, we possess

but little information. There is, however, reason

to believe, that from a comparatively early period

the seed of the kingdom took root in his heart;

and although its growth might not be very rapid

or apparent, its developement was like the gradual

operation of the leaven " hid in three measures of

meal, until the whole was leavened;" and that

the solemn and important truth " Ye must be

born again," was at length applied with practical

efficacy to his heart and conscience, was satisfac-

torily evidenced by the matured fruit, by which
every branch of the True Vine is known.
He had very humble views of himself; his cha-

racter was retiring, and he was not much accus-

tomed to speak or write of his personal feelings

;

so that his spiritual progress has to bo traced ra-

ther by the observations of those around him,

than from any records of his own. As he was

favoured to grow in the truth, his love for the

principles and practices of Friends increased, and

his interest in the religious welfare of the society

deepened. He felt it to be of vital importance,

that we, as a people, should seek to live up to

what we profess,—even to be led and guided by

the spirit of truth,—by a constant reference, both

in little things and in greater ones, to that in-

ward monitor, which cannot be removed into a

corner. His attachment to our simple mode
of worship was sincere and strong, and his at-

tendance of all our meetings for the perform-

ance of this solemn duty, was very exemplary.

In a letter written to his wife from Ruxton, in

1851, he says, "Yesterday I sat alone for an hour

and a half, instead of going to Monyash ; and

felt it a privilege to feel that we are not depend-

ent on man's teachings, in endeavouring to draw
near to Him who seeketh such to worship him as

endeavour to do so in spirit and in truth, even

through feelings of weakness, discouragement, and

a deep sense of unworthiness."

In his own Monthly and Quarterly Meetings,

his services in the discipline were truly accept-

able, and the religious exercise of mind in which

he engaged in them was very instructive. As an

elder in the church it was evidently his earnest con-

cern to be found faithful ; and we doubt not, a bless-

ing rested on his watchful oversight, and judicious

counsel in this department of Christian labour.

In 18-tG, he addressed a few lines to a friend,

expressive of the "strong sympathy" he had for

many years felt for the members of our very small

meetings. A brief extract from this letter will

not not only exhibit an interesting trait of cha-

racter, but may afford instruction to some of those

on whose behalf it was penned. " Would it be

possible," he asks, " to lay simply, yet forcibly

and intelligibly before the class in question, with-

out discouraging them by taking too high grounds,

the very great importance of their position in a

Christian community, as bearing an open testi-

mony to the world of their faith in the reality of

the presence of the great Minister of the Sanctuary;

and also of the reality of the fulfilment of the promise

of our Saviour, to be with the two or three gathered

together in his name; not merely two or three indi-

viduals si'»i"»(/ down tor/ether in nucliiiff, but two or

three lovingly gathered together in and unto his

name and power. But, then, in order to this, tlieic

must be a daily living and walking in the same; a

real abiding in the True Vine. There is to me a

peculiarly deep virtue in thus preaching by life

and conversation. I would we had many such

preachers scattered in the little hamlets, among
our rural population. I want Friends to see and

feel more of the necessity of thus walking before

their neighbours in their lonely allotments; and

not to think that, because they are thus placed in

so discouraging a situation as to the society of

their friends, they have nothing to do."

He was largely imbued with that charity which

thinketh no evil." This led him to put the

most favourable construction on the conduct of

others, and to avoid everything bordering on de-

traction. He used to say, he felt " far too full ol

faults himself, to be inclined to dwell on the fail-

of his friends, or to sit in judgment upon

them ; but he desired rather to seek to mind his

own steppings." He was very solicitous to en-

courage every appearance of good in others, and

his kind and judicious counsel was often striking-
]

ly applicable, and gratefully received by those to

"lom it was given. I

His power of sympathy was great, and his mode

of manifesting it peculiarly his own. It was not

by the expression of many words, but by a ten-

derness of manner which those only can appreci-

ciato who have been piivileged to partake of it,

and by a self-sacrificing endeavour to alleviate the

j

sufferings, and soothe the sorrows which had ex-

I

cited his Christian feeling.

This sketch of the character of our dear Friend,

would be very incomplete, were it to leave unno-

ticed his long continued and unwearied labours on

behalf of Ackworth School. Grateful for the

benefit he had himself enjoyed as a scholar in that

institution, he felt it a privilege to devote his time

and abilities in promoting its welfare. Till within

a short time of his death, and when in a very

feeble state of bodily health, his cheerful visits to

the school were continued; and long will those

who were for many years associated with him on

the committee, as well as the officers of the insti-

tution, gratefully recur to the value of his coun-

sel and services. For several years before his

death, he was subject to frequent attacks of severe

and suffering illness. They wore regarded by him

as fatherly chastenings designed for his further

purification ; and, as he would pleasantly observe,

as renewed notiv's to prepare to quit the tene-

ment. Hi- ('liii-ii:!ii intieneo, meekness and un-

complaiiiini: r-uljini.-iuii. were deeply instructive;

and his hviul' but lull expressions aflbrded to those

who surrounded his sick bed, satisfactory evidence

that his hopes were placed on the true foundation,

and that his peace was made with God, through

Christ his Saviour.

When somewhat recovering from one of these

attacks, about two years before hi.s last illness,

he thus expresses his feelings in a letter to

his wife: "There are times (would we could

more continue under their influence,) when I

feel very much more solicitous to witness a tho-

i rough preparation of heart and soul to enter upon

I

an enduring inheritance, than I do for a restora-

tion to bodily strength; for of my infirm health,

[ I do not think I ought to complain. I have long

[been of the mind, that these attacks are, one and

jail, warnings of the breaking up of the earthly

tabernacle, aud mercifully sent to tell us plainly,

that this is'not our rest."

His last illness was short; though it had been

evident to himself and his friends, for a long time

'previously, that his constitution was giving way
under the ravages of his disorder. He had gone,

I'M- a liuli' rliiinge, on a visit to his daughter, at

K' ndal ; and wliilst there, he was observed to be

^iii a rciii.irkably heavenly frame of mind, full of

j

love and gratitude. The continual clothing of

his spirit seemed to be not of earth, but as if a

1 foretaste of the glories on wi:ich he was so soon to

enter was vouchsafed him, even here; and as if

he were waiting at the very gates of heaven, for

the summons to cuter within their portals.

Some of the occasions of sweet religious com-

munion with his wife during this visit, are re-

curred to by her with tender emotion and mourn-
ful pleasure. On one of these, being together

alone on the evening of the Select Quarterly

Meeting, at Leeds, he referred to the circum-

stance with much feeling; his mind appeared

bound to his friends in close religious fellowship,

and he remarked with emotion—" There are many
dearfriends assembled therewhom I tenderly love."

It was with difficulty he reached home; and

after a few days of increased illness, his spirit wa.s

gently released from its enfeebled tabernacle,

and permitted to enter, we undoubtingly believe,

through redeeming mercy, into his Saviour's rest.

The remembrance of the bright example of our

departed friend is precious to many; and to them,
" he being dead, yet speaketh."
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The Cliff Stcallow.—A beautiful story is going

ttie rounds, taken from an old number of the

Greenfield (Massacbusctts) Advertiser, of the Cliff

Swallow, which species has recently made its ap-

pearance, and begun to make settlenn nts under

the caves, in Delaware county, Pennsylvania, its

nest being in the shape of a retort with a long

neck. The story referred to is of one of these

swallows, which was seen to linger after the tribe

had taken its usual flight to the tropics, apparently

alone, through the autumn and winter. The fol-

lowing is the explanation

:

Spring came, and he was there. An ocour-

goods to the poor, and want charity, (in her other

and higher senses,) it would profit us nothing."

Nay, though we had all tongues, all knowledge,

and even gifts of prophecy, and were preachers to

others ; aye, and had zeal enough to give our

bodies to be burned; yet, if we wanted charity, it

would jiof avail us for salvation. It seems it was
his (and indeed ought to be our) " one thing need-

ful," which our Saviour attributed to Mary, in

preference to her sister Martha, who seems not to

have wanted the lesser parts of charity. Would
to God this divine virtue were more implanted

and diffused among mankind, the pretenders to

rence so singular, and contrary to the habits of
|

Christianity especiaUy ; and we should certainly

mind piety OTo;-e than controversy; and exercise

love and compassion, instead of censuring and

persecuting one[another in any manner whatsoever."

" True charity, a plant divinely nurs'd,

Fed by the love from wliicln it rose at first,

Tlirives against hope ; and, in the rudest scene,

Storms but enliven its unfading green;

Exub'rant is the shadow it supplies
;

Its fruit on earth, its growth above the skies.

To look at Him who form'd us and redeem'd;
So glorious now, tho' once so disesteem'd

;

To see a God stretch forth his human hand,

T' uphold the boundless scenes of his command
;

To recollect that, in a form like ours,

He bruised beneath his feet th' infernal pow'rs
;

Captivity led captive,—rose to claim

The wreath he won so dearly in our name

;

That thron'd above all height, he condescends
To call the/«c that trust in Him his friends

;

That, in the heav'n of heav'ns, that space He deems
Too scanty for the exertion of his beams,
And shines, as if impatient to bestow
Life and a kingdom upon worms below

;

That sight imparts a never-dying flame,

Tho' feeble in degree, in kind the same.
Like Him, the soul, thus kindled from above,

Spreads wide her arms of universal love :

And still enlarg'd as she receives the grace.

Includes creation in her close embrace."

the migrating tribes, caused his motions to be

watched with more attention. At length another

head was observed protruding from one of the

nests, which seemed to be the abode of the bird

which had been remarked with so much interest.

On examining the nest the mystery was beauti-

fully solved. Another swallow was found there a

prisoner.

One of its legs had become entangled by a

thread of hair, which had been used in tho lining

of the nest, and held it there a captive. Yet it

was not deserted by its faithful mate. Through
all the long and dreary winter, this patient self-

devoting love supplied her wants. He saw with-

out regret, but for his hapless consort, the deep-

ening gloom of the fading year; he felt without

feeling, but for her, the advancing rigour of win-

ter; and if he, at times, remembered the sunny

skies of the South, and the pleasures his tribe

were then enjoying, it was only to sigh that she

could not partake of them. By night and by day,

in sunshine and in cloud, in the calm and the

tempest, he was with her, ministering to her wants,

and cheering the hours of her hopeless captivity by

his caresses and untiring devotion.

—

Late Paper.

For "The Friend."

" Charity makes the hest construction of things

and persons ; and is so fiir from being an evil spy,

a backbiter, or a detractor, that it excuses weak-
nesses, extenuates miscarriages, makes the best of

everything, forgives everybody, serves all, and

hopes to the end. It moderates extremes, labours

to accommodate diff'ercnces, and had rather sufler

than revenge; and is so fitr from exacting the

uttermost farthing, that it had rather lose, than

seek its own violently. As it acts freely, so zeal-
j

ously too ; but it is always for good. An uni-

'

versal enemy against discord, and a holy cement
j

for mankind."
I

" All zeal for a reform, that gives offence

To peace and charity, is mere pretence
;

A bold remark ; but which, if well applied.

Would humble many a tow'ring [zealot's] pride.

Perhaps, enchanted for the love of fame,

Some seek the jewel in their neighbour's shame."

Muorish Coffee-llonses.

Among the places which I recommend every

tourist to visit at Algiers, I must especially men-
lion the Moorish coffee-houses, of which in the

upper part of the city alone there are above sixty.

I spent an hour there almost every evening, and I

seldom regretted my visit; for, whoever is inte-

rested in the people and their language, finds in-

struction here. No place is more favourable for

the acquirement of the Arabic language. Even
if not much talk is going on, still the Moors are

here less taciturn than anywhere else. The long

rows of different guests, sitting with crossed legs,

offer a most interesting opportunity for the study

of physiognomies. At the side of the immovable

calm Moor, or Kurugli in gaudy Turkish garb, we
behold a sable negro in the same style of attire, i

but mostly of dirty yellow material. Next to him
|

is a fine tall Arab with sunburnt face, his mighty
j

frame clad in white garments, and a rope of

camel's hair twisted round his head. Then again we
notice a short grown Kabyle, ragged, wild, aud with

a piercing glance, or a Mozabite of the Sahara, and

a Biskari from the Beladel-Jerid, and among them,

again, a Frenchman in regimentals, or clad accord

out a boojoo from their pocket. I never saw a
drunken Arab during all my stay in Africa. Only
milk and water are tasted in the encampments,
and yet this people are not inferior to any other,

either in bodily strength or mental energy. Satig.

fied with the kuskusu, unleavened bread, and a

few fruits for his food, the Arab is capable of yet

greater abstinence. The array of Abd-el-Kader,

before Ain Maadi, for months, lived on nothing

but boiled corn. Very few, if any, beasts of bur-

den follow the Arab army with provisions, for

every horseman carries a few loaves of bread and
a little bag of flour on his horse, which suffices, in

case of need, for weeks; and if his provender be-

gins to fail, a few roofs of the dwarf-palm, or some
cactus fig,9, keep him in good strength and spirits.

THEIR HABITS UNCHANGED.

The French have effected great improvements

in the state of tho country; they have constructed

roads between the principal towns, and stage

coaches run from Algiers in all directions, even

across the Atlas, and reach nearly to the desert.

Dr. Wagner, however, thinks it very doubtful

whether it is possible to induce the Arabs to give

up their roving shepherd life under the tent, and

I

to accustom them to fixed habitations, to industry,

and to property, according to our notions :

—

" Their intercourse with the French since 1830

has not brought about any change in their manner

of life. General Bugeaud tried to colonize the

tribes allied with France in fixed villages. He
gave them all the building material, and the sap-

pers and miners began to erect houses for them.

But the half built cottages wore soon deserted by

the Arabs; and had they not been forced by Gen-

eral Bugeaud to remain, the majority would have

rather gone over to Abd-el-Kader than have be-

come fixed to the soil. The love for an entirely

independent life is as firmly rooted in the Arab

as the belief in 3Iohammed. The comfortable life

of the citizens, their substantial houses, granting

shelter against sun and rain ; the furniture on

which they comfortably recline; the good fare

they relish, the good clothes they wear,—all this

the Arab has seen for many years; but to him it

has no peculiar attraction. He could live himself

in the same way if he chose; he is rich, he has

hoards of cash, and numerous herds, which he could

sell; he could with the money easily buy a Moorish

house, good furniture, and splendid clothing, iii

any of the cities; but he likes better to remain in

the wilderness, to live under the tent through

which the wind whistles, and to wear the dirty

burnus, a beggarly at! ire, but comfortable to him
from habit."

Circular of the Bible Association of Friends in

Amtrica.

In again calling the attention of Auxiliaries to

the Annual Queries to be answered previous to

the general meeting of tho Association in the

Fourth month, the Corresponding Committee
would press upon Friends who have been engaged

-- ^ . , , . , . ,. ,„ I in the distribution of the Holy Scriptures, the ira-
ing to Paris fashion, adapting himself to every

| p^.f^^^g ^f turuishing full and accurate answers

o all the Queries, and of forwarding their Reportssociety, and everywhere happy by his merry tone

of mind.

" Lastly, charity is love to God, and the breth-

ren, which raises the soul above all worldly con-

siderations; and as it gives a taste of heaven upon
earth, so it i's heaven in the fulness of it, to the

truly charitable here. This i's the noblest sense

charity has, after which all should press, as that
'' more excellent way." Nay, most excellent ; for

as faith, hope, and charity, were the more excel-

lent way that the great apostle discovered to the

Christians, (too apt to stick in outward gifts and frugality of the arabs.

church performances,) so, of that better way, he
j

When invited to the table of Christians, they

preferred charity as the best part, because it would
j
take with pleasure a glass of wine or brandy, in

outlast the rest, and abide forever. Wherefore, a
j

spite of the Koran; but they never become
man can never be a true and good Christian with-

1 drunkards; they never spend a penny for ine-

out charity, even in the lowest sense of it ; and briating drinks : they take them only when asked
j

in time, are liable to

yet he may have that part thereof, and still be to do it by their hosts. Spirits never become ition.

none of tho apostle's true Christians; since he necessities with them, and all the remembrance of
|

Specific directions should be given in every
tells us, "That though we should give all our the merriment caused by wine is not able to wrest

j

case, how boxes should be marked and forwardbd;

ably to the Depository.

It may be recollected that in making donations

to Auxiliaries, the board are guided in deciding

what number of Bibles and Testaments shall be

sent to each, by the information given in its Re-
port. Hence those Auxiliaries that do not report

left out in the distribu-
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ind (heir receipt should alwai/s he promptly ac-

moiflrdfjed.

Address John Richardson, No. 50 North Fourth

trect, Philadelphia.

Thomas Kimbeu,
Charles Yarnall,
Samuel Bettle, Jr.

Committee of Correspondence.

Pbilada., Second mo. 1855.

QUERIES.

1. Whivt number of families or individuals have been

[ratuitously furnished with the Holy Scriptures by the

Auxiliary during the past year ?

2. What number of Bibles and Testaments have been

old by the Auxiliary within the past year?

3. How many members, male and female, are there

)elon?ing to the Au.\iliary ?

4. What number of families of Friends reside within

ts limits?

5. Are there any /«mi7(>s of Friends within your limits

lot supplied with 'a copy of the Holy Scriptures in good

ilear type, and on fair paper ;
if so, how many?

6. How many members of our Society, capable of read-

DfT the Bible, do not own such a copy of the Holy Scrip-

ures?

7. How many Bibles and Testaments may probably

)e disposed of by sale within your limits.

8. Is the income of the Auxiliary sufficient to supply

hose within its limits who are not duly furnished with

be Holy Scriptures ?

9. What number of Bibles and Testaments would it

le necessary for the Bible Association to furnish gratn-

tously, to enable the Auxiliary to supply each family?

10. What number would be required in order to fur-

lish each member of our religious Society, capable of

eading, who is destitute of a copy, and unable to pur-

hase it?

11. How many Bibles and Testaments are now or

land?

THE LOVED AND LOST.

Time hath no power to bear away.

Thine image from the heart

;

No scenes that mark life's onward way
Can hid it hence depart:

Vet, while our hearts with anguish riven,

Mourn, loved and lost, for thee.

We raise our tearful eyes to heaven.

And joy that thou art free I

We miss thee from the band so dear.

That gathers round the hearth;

We listen still thy voice to hear,

Amid our household mirth
;

We gaze upon thy vacant chair.

Thy form "we seem to see.

We start to find thou art not there.

But joy that thou art free!

A thousand fond familiar things.

Within our childhood's home,
Speak of the cherished absent one.

Who never more will come;
They wake with mingled joy and pain.

Fond memories of thee.

We would not call thee back again,

We joy that thou art free 1

Amid earth's contiiets, toil and care.

When dark our path appears,

'Tis sweet to feel thou can'st not share

Our sorrows, or our tears.

That on thy head no more shall fall

The storms we may not flee;

Ohl safely sheltered from them all,

We joy that thou art free!

For thou hast gained a brighter land.

And death's dark stream is past.

Thine are the joys at God's right hand,
That shall forever last.

A crown is on thine angel brow.

Thine eyes thy King can see.

Thy home is with the blessed now.

We joy that thou art free

!

THE RAINBOW.
LS brightens the bow of thy promise, Lord

!

The hearts of tliy children in thankfulness bend
;

Hs the circle of glory that witness'd thy word.

And wears, in all ages, the smile of a friend.

We bless thee for mercy our forefathers knew.
As we hail the glad sign of the covenant day;

When thy love sealed the heirship of life to a few.

And the wreck of a world put thine anger away.

We bless thee, that still, as the terror-fraught storm
Seems to threaten anew that thy promise shall fail,

Thou giv'st to our vision this beauteous form.
As the dark clouds bear o9', on the wings of the gale.

'Tis the emblem, indeed, of our transient delight.

Which fades, ere the wish of the bosom it warms
;

'Twas the tempest before it, that gave it to sight;

And life owes its rainbow alone to its storms.

But, bless'd be the emblem that to us conveys,
A lesson of truth in a picture so fair:

As it glows, we will yield thee a tribute of praise,

And as fades its last tints, will tliy goodness declare.

Whom the Lurd lovcth he Chasteiiclh.

Many years ago, a minister entered the shop of

a pro.sperous London bookseller, with whom he

was on terms of intimate and christian friendship.

lie inquired for his friend, and when told that he

was at home, but particularly engaged, sent a

messenger to him to the eflFect, that he wanted an

interview with him, if but for a few minutes. This

message being delivered, the minister was invited

to walk up stairs, into the bookseller's sitting-

room. He entered the room, and found his friend

sitting by his child's cot-bed. The child was
dying, but with affection strong in death, it had

clasped its father's hand, and was holding it with

a convulsive grasp. "You are a father," said the

afflicted parent, "or I should not have allowed you

to witness such a scene."

"Thank God, fervently exclaimed the minister,

as he comprehended the situation of his friend

:

thank God, he has not forgotten you! I have

been much troubled on your account, my dear sir.

I have thought much about you lately. I have

been much afraid for you. Things have gone on

so prosperously with you for a long time; I began

to be almost afraid that God had forgotten you.

But I said to myself, surely he will not forsake

such a man as this; will not suffer him to go on

in prosperity without some check, some reverse

!

And I see he has not. No; he has not forgotten

you." "The Lord doeth all things well."

: Hour.'From " The Leisui

Drifts of the Ocean.

Concluded from pa^e 133.

If oceanic drifts did not lead directly to the first

passage of the Atlantic, and the revelation of the

western world, they contributed, in no slight de-

gree, to the enterprise and the discovery. Colum-
bus was strengthened in his belief that land might
be reached by sailing westerly from the ports of

Spain, by the arrival of objects from that quart.T,

borne on the billows, and which were evidently

not of European origin. Thus, pieces of carved

wood, not laboured with any iron instrument, had
been observed by mariners floating on the waves.

Reeds of immense size had arrived at the Madei-
ras. Huge pine-trees of novel species had been

cast ashore on the Azores; and two dead bodies

had been stranded on the island of Flores, whose
features proclaimed them to belong to an unknown
race. These significant circumstances were saga-

ciously interpreted by the great navigator, and

fortified him in the resolution to venture upon the

untracked waste of waters. The objects had been

conveyed from tran.satlantic coasts, by the warm
current from the gulf of Mexico, hence called the

gulf-stream, the efflux of the waters which accu-

mulate in its basin, where they are exposed to a

high temperature. The stream rushes with great

velocity through the strait of Florida, passes for

some distance in a narrow volume along the Uui-
ted States, turns to the eastward, gradually ex-

pands and slackens, crosses the North Atlantic,
and extends its influence to the whole of the shores
of western Europe. Its impetus conducted frag-
ments of the "Tilbury," an English vessel burnt
near Jamaica, to the coast of Scotland; and tor-
toises inhabiting the waters of the Antilles have
undergone a similar involuntary transport by its

While objects abandoned to the guidance of the
elements, without ship, sail, or steersman, have
thus accomplished the passage of the Atlantic from
west to cast, a similar voyage has been performed
in another part of its basin, but from east to west.
In the year 1770, a small vessel, laden with corn,
was driven out to sea from one of the Canary Is-
lands, while none of the crew were on board. It
was carried to the opposite continent, and went
ashore near the city of Caraceas, in Venezuela.
This was owing to the equatorial or tropical cur-
rent, so named from its position. It blows west-
ward from the shores of Africa, to the north ex-
tremity of Brazil, sweeps the northern coasts of
South America, and passes through the Caribbean
sea into the gulf of Mexico, where, its further pro-
gress westward being arrested by the continent,
the waters accumulate, owing to the peculiar con-
formation of the shores, and disengage themselves
by forming the returning gulf-stream. Thus the
two currents constitute a gigantic whirlpool per-
petually circulating in the same route. When
Humboldt was at Teneriffe, he was informed that,
a short time before his visit, the sea had left, in
the harbour of St. Croix, the trunk of a cedrela
odonifu, covered with the bark. This tree vege-
tates exclusively in the tropical regions of Ame-
rica. It had been torn from its native .soil, pro-
bably by some river in Honduras, and drifted
across the ocean by the gulf-stream. If, instead
of having been thrown on the strand at Tenerifl'e,

the cedrela had been carried further south, it
'

would have encountered the equatorial current,
and might have been conducted back to its original
neighbourhood, having made a complete tour of
the Atlantic.

Ignorance of the existence, direction, and force
of the great sea-streams formcriy led to many
maritime disasters; but owing to more accurate
acquaintance with them, and the better nautical
education of commanders, navigation is now more
facilitated than endangered by the currents of the
deep. While answering this purpose, they are of
higli service in equalizing teuijiciature and dis-

persing noxious elements, while, in the lapse of
ages, they have acted an influential part in the
distribution of vegetable, animal, and human life.

Seeds have floated from one region to another,
and have germinated on the shore which has fin-

ally received them, stocking it with a new race of
plants—for the seeds of several terrestrial species

are so defended as to preserve their vitality after

long exposure to the briny fluid. Thus the erio-

caidon septamjularc, or jointed pipewort, is found
in the islands of Skye, Coll, and a few of the other
Hebrides, with the district of Connemara in the
west of Ireland, but is not known elsewhere in

Europe. The plant is an inhabitant of North
America, and has, doubtless, established itself in

some of our western localities, in the manner de-

scribed,^ by means of the gulf-stream. Seeds of
the anicardium occidentalc, or cusbcw-nut, the

knticula maiiiia, or sargasso, and the r/uilandina

iniiduc, or uieker-tree, all transatlantic products,

have thus accomplished the passage of the ocean,

and survived to germinate. Animals, likewise,

as the polar bear, fox, and wolf, have been borne
on ice-fields to fresh localities; and the scattering

of the human race over the archipelagoes of the

Pacific has been promoted by currents drifting the
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crews of canoes to islets previously unknown and

uuiubabited.

Besides the great sea-streams, there are local

currents of great force, confined to the coasts, pro-

duced by the antagonism of narrow channels, or

projecting headlands, with tidal action. Such are

the Race of Portland, and the Roost of Sumburgli,

in connection with our own shores. But the most

striking examples are on the sea-board of the Uni-

ted States. In 1839, a vessel from New Orleans,

laden with a considerable amount of specie, was

wrecked at the south end of the island of Galves-

ton. Great efforts were, of course, made to reco-

ver the valuable cargo, but in a very short time

the vessel was reported to be nearly covered with

sand. A few weeks afterwards, at the other end

of the island, nearly thirty miles distant, some of

the doubloons were brought up by fishermen in their

nets. The men were arrested and imprisoned on
j

the charge of having robbed the wreck, and their
|

mode of "accounting for the possession of the trea-i

sure was not credited for a moment, till careful i

scientific inquiry convinced the authorities that i

the metal had actually been carried through the

intervening distance by the mere force of the cur-

rent. The following is still more curious. A ship

having been wrecked at one extremity of the

island of Nantucket, the keeper of the lighthouse

at the other supplied himself for some time with

fuel from the coal originally deposited with the

wrecked vessel. It had been brought entirely

round one side of the island by the action of the

tidal current. Near the same spot, bricks have

been similarly transported. At Siaconset, there

is now a chimney standing, built with bricks

which were thus conveyed to the neighbourhood.

It is not uncommon for mankind to act a part,

utterly unsuspected by their most intimate asso-

ciates, till sensible evidence of it is afforded. So

it seems does the ocean, as in the above instances,

where it circulated cash, turned coal-heaver, and

served for a bricklayer's assistant

!

For "The Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCUES,

Of Ministers and Elders, .and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CConlinued from page ]810

ESTHER CHAMPION.

Esther Champion was the daughter of Joseph

Palmer, of Flushing, Long Island. She was early

visited by the Lord's holy Spirit, and through

submission to its refining baptisms, she grew in

grace, and in spiritual experience. As she sought
|

the Lord in sincerity, she witnessed the promise '

fulfilled in her own experience, "Seek and ye shall

find." As her love for her dear Saviour increased,
j

his favour was manifested largely towards her,

causing the dew of Divine grace to descend upon

her, and her knowledge and faith to grow. Thus
was she fitted for the work and service he designed

her to perform, being prepared not only to receive,

but to exercise the gilt in the ministry of the gos-

pel in his authority. This gift was conferred upon
her in early life, and after a seasonof growth. He sent

her forth to visit his people in his love, " to preach

the gospel of peace and salvation by Christ ;" to

declare " his coming by his Divine light and spirit

in the hearts of all men, inwardly to teach them,"

and she laboured earnestly " to gather them to

him, in order to their coming to know salvation

by him."
In the year 1704, we find Esther Palmer en-

gaged in extensive travels throughout the Ameri-
can provinces, accompanied in part, by that faith-

ful labourer in the gospel, Susanna Freeborn. Of
their services on this visit, we find various traces.

They were with Thomas Story, towards the close

of the Fifth month, in the Island of Nantucket.

He says, ''Esther Palmer and Susanna Freeborn

being there, had good service. They were living

ministers, and their testimonies reaching and af-

fecting the people, all objections were removed
against women's preaching, without the labour of

dispute, or contention, or jar about it."

After visiting meetings and Friends in New
England, Esther Palmer and her companion came,

about the beginning of the Ninth month, into the

limits of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. Here they

remained busily engaged in their Master's work
until the following First month, when Mary Law-
son having a concern to visit Friends in Mary-
land and to the southward, Esther Palmer accom-

panied her, leaving Susanna Freeborn behind,

who, after filling up the measure of apprehended
duty, returned home about the beginning of the

Fourth month, bearing a certificate of the "good
unity" of Friends of Philadelphia with her gospel

services. Esther Palmer and Mary Lawson visited

Friends in Maryland, Virginia, and Carolina, and
brought testimonials to Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing in the Seventh month, that their gospel

labours had been acceptable to Friends. Esther

Palmer did not feel her mind quite relieved by
this southern journey, and the "good unity" of

her friends at Philadelphia being received, she

joined Mary Banister, a Friend, from England, in

a four or five weeks' visit to some parts of Virginia

and Maryland. In the Tenth month, she had re-

turned to Philadelphia, and having completed the

labour appointed her, was furnished with a re-

turning certificate of the cordial unity of Friends

there, with her conversation and religious services

among them. She had been from her own resi-

dence about eighteen months.

We find her again labouring in Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting, in 1707. Of her various jour-

neys on this continent, her friends say, "She had
meetings in several places among many people,

where there had been none before, and the Lord
was pleased to bless her labour, so that many were

gathered to the knowledge of his truth, and therein

to worship him in the Spirit of his Son, our

blessed Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ."

"After she had travelled many thousand miles

in the Lord's service, in the work of the ministry

of the gospel in those American parts, she found

for some years a concern, which so continued upon
her, that she could not with satisfaction omit it,

which was to visit some parts of Great Britain,

but more particularly the inhabitants of London."
She was in Philadelphia, in the latter end of

the Fourth, and the beginning of the Fifth mouths,

probably on her way to the Chesapeake Bay to

take passage for England. She reached London,
the 20th of the Eighth month, "and had good

service there, which many that were witnesses and
sharers, can testify."

Her religious duty performed in England, she

married Richard Champion, of Bristol, and settled

there. She continued zealously concerned to at-

tend to her Master's service, in her new station,

and visited various parts of Great Britain as a

minister of the gospel, although she had numerous
cares, her husband being a widower with two chil-

dren when she married him.

"She was a woman of a solid yet cheerful

spirit, much abounding in love and true zeal for

the Lord and his truth; and would express her

great grief when there was any disorder, or want
of true love in any church, meeting, or family,

where she travelled."

She vvas taken with a violent attack of disease,

on the 23d of the Eighth month, 17U, which
proved to be the small-pox. Whilst the distem-

per increased, "she retained a sound understand-

ing, and oftentimes spoke of the goodness of God
j

to her soul, and by the aboundiugs of his love, u

her heart was filled, and her cup made to overfiow,
[

to the comfort of those present. She was freely
j

resigned to the will of God, either to die or live, I

though she had inexpressible love to her husband

t

and children, and desired, if she lived, to be fur-i

ther serviceable to the church of Christ, yet said,

:

' the Lord's' will, and not mine, be done.'
"

i|

She often exhorted those who were present, to?

love, seek, and serve the eternal God with all
j

their hearts. To her physician she said, "Many!
good and precious opportunities thou hast in thy i

way of practice, if rightly applied, in seeing the 1

advantage, inexpressibly joy, and comfort, the

'

Lord is pleased oftentimes, on a dying bed to
j

give and aff"ord those who live in his fear; and on
i

the contrary, the cries, bemoanings, and bitter

'

bewailings of others, who have not improved and;

spent their time well in this world." "It is not'

a profession of religion only that will render men
acceptable to God; but serving him in and by

the assistance of Jesus, the Son of God, the only

Intercessor for man's salvation."

Her friends, fearing she was exerting herself

too much in speaking, reminded her of the weak-

ness of her body. On this she said, "The Spirit

of Christ in me raises my spirit and strength to

speak of his goodness, and praise his great and

good name." She added, "AH that man can do,

is but his duty; therefore, the Lord, through his

Son, our Saviour, the immaculate Lamb, ought to

have all the honour." She then expressed her

desire, that the Lord would be a shepherd to his

people, as he had been and still was to her soul,

for he had given her to enjoy sweet pastures, and

made her heart exceedingly to overflow. His rod

and his staff, she said, had been and still were

her inexpressible comfort.

As she had frequently laid in a sweet and hea-

venly frame of spirit, supplicating the Lord, so

she did at this time, praising him for his goodness

to her soul, saying that " she knew her Redeemer

to live and to be with her. It is an easy thing

to talk of death; but it is an inexpressible com-

fort to be prepared for a dying hour, and to meet

death, when it appears, cheerfully ; as I now do,

by the help of the same Jesus, my Saviour, who

suffered without the gates of Jerusalem."

After this she prayed earnestly for the return

and repentance of those that run into a loose and

libertine spirit ; and that the glory of God might

appear in a particular manner to the inhabitants

of Bristol, and that God's church might be pre-

served in perfect peace, as a light to the behold-

ers. She also was engaged fervently to crave that

the Lord would incline the hearts of the young

in the day of early visitations, to seek and serve

him, as he had done to her soul in her youthful

days. "For this," she said, "I have cause for

ever to admire his inexpressible love."

Throughout her illness, she bore the extreme

pain andsuffering with more than ordinary pa-

tience, resignation and cheerfulness. As her close

drew nigh, she said, her time in this world was

nearly spent, and "desired her husband to resign

her.up into the bosom of her blessed Saviour."

She then exhorted him to live in the fear of God,

and to serve him all his days. She expressed her

satisfaction that they had been joined together in

I

marriage, and declared that "the same power

which engaged and united their spirits, now called

her home to God."'

After this she was again engaged in supplica-

tion, and although weak in body, was fervent in

spirit, and earnestly besought her heavenly Father,

"that the brightness of his day might appear

abundantly in his people and churches, all the
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Torld over." She then embraced her husband,

jiddiug him "farewell in the Lord Jesus Christ.

Sending for her two step-children, -whom she

lad most affectionately loved and treated as ten-

Jerly as if they were her own, she embraced them,

ind desired them to seek, serve and love the eter-

nal God in the days of their youth. After show-

ng the advantage they would thereby receive, she

;ommended them to God, fervently desiring that

;hey might be the Lord's servants all their days.

3he further desired them to be dutiful to their

Father, and observe his advice, and to love their

ittlc brother and sister, her own children. Then

;aking her own children in her arms, in an affec-

tionate embrace, she desired the Lord would take

;hem, with the two elder ones to himself, when

their time Jiere should come to an end.

She then sent for some of her servants, and ex-

torted them to fear the Lord in the days of their

youth. After desiring that the servants not pre-

;ent might be informed of her counsel, she signilied

that her heart was filled with the love of God, and

in this love she desired the prosperity of his

jhurch and people. Her speech then failing

somewhat, she said, "I desire my dear love in the

Lord Jesus Christ may be remembered to all my
relations and friends that ask after me, even in

the same love, that now makes my heart to over-

ftow." She then spoke of her satisfaction at the

prospect of entering eternal rest, and after again

taking an affectionate leave of her husband, "she

3oon "departed this life, as quietly as one that

sleeps, with much sweetness," the bd of the Ninth

month, 1714. Her sickness had been of eleven

days' continuance.

Her labour in Bristol, "in the work of the

word of life," had been large for the time of her re-

sidence there, and had been "blessed of God, and

made successful to the good and comfort of many."

"She was a virtuous woman, of a sound judg-

ment, and very quick understanding, abounding

in true love and zeal for the Lord and his truth

solid and grave, yet of a cheerful disposition,

greatly desiring the good of all people, and thai

they might come to the knowledge of the Truth,

live therein, and enjoy peace and acceptance witli

the Lord. She was a faithful minister of the

gospel of peace, a good, virtuous, and affectionate

wife, a tender mother, a loving mistress, a true

friend, and of an cxamplary conversation in hoi

ness and true piety."

(To be cominued.)

that account of IMary Chapman, where she speaks

of "buying the Truth," and feeling it to be very

precious; and so much did she love the principles

she had been led to adopt, " that she should

be under the necessity to upljold them, even if no

one else were of the same sentiment." Pceply

as she pained when she saw among Friends those

ho manifested a conformity to the world and its

spirit, and did not support, what she believed to

be, the true standard of Christianity.

A similar remark of dear Mary Dudley's, at the

time of her early convincement, has often, parti-

cularly of latter times, dwelt much with me; when,
feeling the value of our precious principles and

testimonies, she says :
" Were there no Quaker

upon earth, I must be one in principle and prac-

tice."

There are, I believe, of the present day, not a

few who can adopt a similar language, and who
are prepared to stand by and uphold those prin-

ciples and testimonies.

" Be ye steadfast," my dear friends, " unmov-
ablo; ahvays abounding in the work of the Lord,

forasmuch as ye know that your labour is not in

vain in the Lord."

C. C. Second mo. IGth, 1S55.
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Northern Soup House.

Having received various donations from the

country, as well as city, we think it due to those

aiding us, to inform them, we have erected the

fourth kettle, and were able, on Seventh day, to

meet the demand, up to one p. >l., after which
hour, there are not many calls. Quantity of soup

given out on that day, 2,188 quarts; and eight

barrels of flour and meal, baked into bread, at a

cost of about ^30. Bread is given only three days

in the week.

The demand has continued to increase, but as

we may look for milder weather, and with it the

opening of trade and business, we hope soon to

see the crowd diminished, that daily awaits the

opening of our doors. Contributions of money,
as well as of articles of food, have been liberal,

enabling us thus far, to carry out the design of

the institution. Further contributions will be

acceptable.

Phila., Secoud mo. 20th, 1855.

For "The Friend."

In last week's number of " The Friend," my
attention was particularly arrested on reading

The present winter has been remarkable chiefly

on account of the pecuniary difiiculties that have

pervaded nearly all ranks in society, and the pri

vation and suffering inflicted on the labouring

class, by the want of employment, and the higl

price of the necessaries of life. As the change

from the pecuniary prosperity of the few preced

years, has made itself felt more or less, by all

has required nothing more; to convince those who
still have enough, and perhaps more than is de-

manded for their comfort or luxury, that large

numbers of the industrious poor must necessarily

be placed under circumstances that prevents them

from helping themselves, and leaves them exposed

to the inroads of hunger and nakedness. With
this conviction has come a feeling of commisera-

tion, and a recognition of the duty, on the part of

those having the means to spare, to impart to the

destitute and suffering, that which is required for

their relief; so that while there iias been no little

to bear, from the consciou.sness of wide-spread

want and wretchedness, there has been much to

counterbalance it in the evidence afforded of a

general disposition to give the funds necessary to

supply food to the hungry, and both fuel and

raiment to those who have not the means to pro-

tect themselves from the inclemencies of the sea-

It is impossible to arrive at an accurate estimate

of all the money which has been voluntarily con-

tributed during this winter for charitable uses among
the poor of our city; but from what we know of the

subscriptions to different benevolent societies, not

including mutual beneficial associations, the money

raised under authority of the town meeting, and

funds supplied to temporary organizations for afford-

ing relief, we think it may be safely stated that at

least eighty thousand dollars have been given for

the aid and relief of the destitute amongst us.

It is not to be supposed that all of this large

sum has been distributed in the most judicious

manner; and cases are occasionally brought to

light where gross imposition has been practised;

where the vicious and abandoned, taking advan-

tage of the feeling of commiseration and benevo-

lence so generally excited, have secured for their

own use, more of the public bounty than was re-

quired to relieve their wants, and in some instances

have sold what was thus unrighteously obtained,

to gratify their debased propensities, with the

money thus robbed from both the rich and the
poor; nevertheless, we believe all who have acted

as almoners of the charitable funds, have had, and
still have, abundant evidence, that but for the

relief afforded by them, misery and want must
have led to despair and crime, and perhaps in a

great many cases to death from starvation and
cold. Hundreds who were reduced to near the

last extremity, who had always been accustomed

to depend, under the blessing of Divine Provi-

dence, on their own labour, for the maintenance

of themselves and families, but who now found

themselves cut off from every kind of employ-

ment, have been sought out in their cheerless,

poverty-stricken dwellings, and with the food and
clothing necessary to relieve their immediate

wants, have received consolation and encourage-

ment from the conviction that they shared in the

sympathy of their fellow-men, and that their mer-
ciful Creator forgot them not in the hour of their

greatest need. 'Truly, it is more blessed to give

than to receive, and we hope that none will allow

the stories of imposition and improvidence which
are afloat, and which may be true, to shut up their

hearts against the cry of the poor, or induce them
to withhold from the needy that which they might
otherwise have been willing to bestow.

It is difficult, perhaps impossible, to dispense

alms throughout a suffering community, without

creating in the recipients more or less of a feeling

of dependence on such resources, and in some
instances it may have the bad efl'ect of weakening
or destroying self-respect and habits of thrift and
saving; but a great deal of sufibring during the

present winter, has been among a class much less

likely to be thus injured, than those who have
always ranked among the very poor; persons who
feel deeply mortified at being obliged to make
their destitute condition known, and who are anx-

iously seeking for any employment they may be

able to procure, in order to extricate themselves

from the necessity of depending on the liberality

of others.

There is reason to fear that the coming month
will be a time of sore trial to many; for although

business will probably revive, and some of the

manufactories may re-commence work, yet it will

be impossible for all now idle to find occupation,

and there are probably not a few, who have been
struggling to make the little they had saved, last

through the winter, who will by that time find it

all gone, while the meal that was in the barrel

has also disappeared, and they cannot see how it

is to be replenished.

We desire not to press anything beyond due
bounds, but yet are willing to bring these consi-

derations before our readers, with the hope that

the generosity which has been so generally mani-

fested, may be cherished; and that those who feel

able to contribute may not withhold, from a belief

that enough has been given, or from a fear that

some portion of what they bestow may find its way
into tlie hands of the unworthy.

SUiniARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England to the 2d inst.—

On the 30th ult., a resolution passed the House
of Commons by a vote of 305 to 148, for the appoint-

ment of a select committee to inquire into the condition

of the army before Sebastopol, and into the conduct of

the Departments of the Government, whose duty it has

been to provide for its wauts. Immediately after this

vote, tlie whole Aberdeen ministry resigned ; their re-

signations were accepted, and the members were to

retain office only until a new cabinet could be formed.
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The Enrl of Derby, the leader of the conservative party,

had been invited by the Queen to form a new cabinet,

but had failed in ijis attempts to do so. It was sup-

posed that Lord Landsdowne would be placed at the

head of the ministry. The Liverpool cotton market was
dull, with a slight decline in price. Flour was also dull

at from 42s. to 45s. Consols, 91 J.

I't-ace Negotiations. — The Turkish Ambassador at

Vienna has received Plenipotentiary powers to attend

the conference. Prussia regards the admission of a

Prussian representation to the conference, as indispen-

sable to her accession to the treaty.

THE CRIMEA.—The dates from Sebastopol are to

the 22d ult. There had been no fighting of importance,

and affairs remained without change. Supplies were
arriving, and the condition of the British array was
somewhat improved, but the troops continued sickly.

The English have ceded to the French a portion of their

lines, namely the works commanding the Malakoff town,

on which it was expected an attack would soon be made.

The French force consisted of eight divisions, and num-
bered 6S,000 men. Two divisions of the French army
were immediately to take up a new position, the object

of which was, in part, to prevent supplies from reach-

ing the city by a new road which the Russians have

made from lukermanu.
On the loth and 16th ult., there were heavy falls of

snow ; it lay from three to four feet deep.

It was reported that the Russian army in the field,

under General Liprandi, had been largely reinforced.

PRUSSIA.—The demand of France, that a portion of

the French army be allowed to pass through the Prus-

sian territory, has been refused. The Prussian army
was to be immediately placed on a war footing, and
the 4th and 61h corps ordered to occupy the provinces

of Sa.'cony and Silesia.

DEN.MARK, has appointed a military commission to

place all the Danish forts in a state of defence.

LOMBARDY.—A portion of the French army has

been detailed to aid Austria, and will march through

Lombardy, to prove to the Italians the reality of the

Austrian alliance with France.

SARDINIA.—By the treaty between England, France
and Sardinia, the latter engages to send in English

ships 15,000 men to the Crimea, under the command of

Sardinian Generals. England engages to lend Sar-

dinia one million pounds sterling, or two millions if

required, at three per cent., and France and England
jointly guarantee to protect Sardinia during the present

war.
RUSSIA.—The St. Petersburg Journal gives an offi-

cial account of the recent crossing of the Danube, and
describes it as a reconnoissance in force. Letters, how-
ever, say that it was really an advance of the whole
Russian army, which was stopped by orders from the

Russian Ambassador at Vienna, to prevent embarrass-
ment in the approaching negotiations.

ITALY.—Numerous arrests have been made at

Florence, on the pretext of a revolutionary conspiracy

having been discovered. Arrests have also been made
at Leghorn.
SPAIN.—Arrests have been made of parties supposed

to be engaged in a Carlist conspiracy.

HAVANA.—At the latest dates much anxiety and
alarm prevailed on account of another apprehended
lawless invasion from the United States. Generals

Quitman and Henderson were said to be the leaders of

the enterprise. In anticipation of the descent of the

expedition upon the island, the Governor General had
issued a proclamation directing that no quarter should

be given the invaders. Numerous arrests of suspected

persons had been made.
UNITED STATES.—The reply of the Secretary of

the Interior, to the House resolution of inquiry, respect-

ing settlements, illegally made in Kansas, on grounds
reserved for the Delaware and other Indians, exiiibits a

case of great injustice towards those Indians, and also

a complicity of government officers in the nefarious

transaction. The President has signed the resolution

directing vessels to be sent to the relief of Dr. Kane.
Steps are to be immediately taken for the departure of

the expedition.

Congrees.—Both Houses have passed the bill provid-
ing for the construction of a line of subterranean tele-

graph to the Pacific. The principal subjects before

Congress have been the Indian appropriation bill, bills

for the improvement of harbours, authorizing the con-
struction of more vessels of war, providing more effici-

ent discipline, and increasing the efficiency of the navy,
&c. The President has vetoed the French Spoliation

bill. A joint resolution of Congress conferring the

title and emoluments of Lieutenant General on General
Scott, has been approved by the President.

Texas.—The frontiers are said to be suffering greatly

from Indian depredations. Eleven men had been re-

cently killed by the Indians, and four captured and car-

ried off, beside much live stock. Five companies of

troops were organizing at Fort Chadbourne, to proceed
against the Southern Camanches, who are joining the

Northern Camanches. An Indian war was regarded as

inevitable.

California.—The Northern Light at N. York brought
200 passengers and $476,000 in gold. The California

papers contain accounts of trouble with the Indians,

and the usual record of affrays in which shooting and
stabbing are prominent features.

Oregon.—The news by way of California, is to 6th

nit. It was stated that an educated Indian, named
Garry, was endeavouring to stir np an insurrection

among the Nez Perces and Colville Indians of Washing-
ton Territory. The Portland Oregonian of Twelfth mo.
23d, says, Charles Hutchins, of that city, shipped by the

last steamer an invoice of leather, amounting to over

$2000. This, we believe, is the first shipment of Oregon
manufactured leather.

Cincinnati.—On the I7th inst., navigation was fully

resumed, and the ice fast disappearing. Provisions were
in good demand, with an upward tendency.

I'cnnsi/lrania.—The House of Representatives had
passed a bill to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors

on the first day of the week. There were but six nega-
tive votes. The late Governor, Bigler, has been chosen
President of the Sunbury and Erie Raiload.

New York.—The ship Glance, from Glasgow, recently

arrived, brings as part of her cargo twenty-nine tons

of turnijjs. The ship Levanter has cleared for Kam-
schalka, with a cargo of 7058 bbls. rye flour, and 495
bbls. wheat flour, for the Russian government. The
Belgian paupers and criminals, who for some weeks past

have been detained in prison, are to be sent back to

Antwerp. The deaths last week numbered 550.

Philadelphia.—The annual report of the Pennsylvania
Railroad states the net amount of revenue from the

business of last year to be §1,462,376. After paying
interest to stockholders, and for borrowed money the

surplus profits amount to §287,431. Mortality in this

city, last week, 198.

Iowa.—By a letter received from one of our corre-

spondent in Iowa, we learn that throughout the Twelfth
and the fore part of the First month, the weather was
mild for the winter season. Since the 20th (of First

month) there has been regular winter weather. On the

mornings of the 22d and 23d, the mercury stood 8°

below zero, which is the lowest point to which it has

fallen this winter. On the 26th, it was 2= below, and
again on the morning of the 3d of this month, it was
2° below. At noon the mercury has risen as high as

25°. Snow has fallen to the depth of four inches, but
it is said to he two feet deep, in some parts of the State.

The prices of grain, &c., at the present time are, wheat,
from 70 to 75 cts. per bushel; corn, 25 cts.; oats, 20 to

22 cts.
;
potatoes, 50 cts. ; onions, 50 cts. ; white beans,

70 cts. A large amount of pork has been sold at from
§2.50 to §3.00 per cwt. ; there are still a large number
of swine to be butchered, but not much prospect of a

rise in the price.

Miscellaneous.— The Navigation of the Amour.—Russia
has taken advantage of the Chinese rebellion to obtain

from the Imperial government a treaty, yielding to her

the navigation of the Amour. This permission, it is

supposed, will be construed to amount to absolute pos-

session of the whole course of the river, and an exten-

sive district of adjacent country.

Lunacy in Canada.—According to the census report,

there are 2802 lunatics in Canada. Of these, 1410 are

males and 1392 females. The whole population is

1,342,103. The proportion of the insane to the entire

population, will, therefore, be 1 to 657.

The Level of Lake Erie, at Cleveland, is 76 feet below
the surface of low water in the Ohio river, at Wellsville.

The level of the lake and the river at low water at Gal-
lipolis, is about equal. This sets at rest the idea of

feeding the river from the lake.

GrinnelVs Land.—The British Admiralty chart of the

Arctic sea, lately issued, gives to the land discovered

by the Grinnell's Expedition, the name of Grinnell's

Land. In a former chart it had been called Prince Al-

bert's Land.
Large Export of Lead.—Galena exported last year

27,285,000 pounds of lead.

/'/•encASto/i'sa'cs.-The population numbers 36,000,000.
In 1852 there were born in the whole of France 965,080
children, and the deaths were 810,695. The average of

life at present is 36 years and 7 months.
Effects of Cold.—Tba Springfield (Mass.) Republican

says, the action of the frost upon the earth, on the night

of the 6th inst., maintained a constant succession of
explosions, similar to those which occur in the Arctic

regions, varying in character and intensity from a ligh'

pistol shot, to a slight earthquake. Fissures in th(

earth were seen in various places, and by one of thesf
j

operations the file shop of the U. S. armory was cracked

from the roof to the ground.
Waste of Life in IFar.-The losses of the active Rus-

sian army, in the year 1854, are stated in official re-

turns to be 111,132 men, of whom 29,204 were killed;

16,156 died from disease; 55,304 wounded; 6460 de-

serted, prisoners or missing.

This statement takes no account of the losses sus-

tained by the Cossacks and irregular troops ; a number
of divisions of the regular forces also are not included.

The total loss was probably much greater than tha

numbers stated.

RECEIPTS.
Received from C. Bracken, agt., 0., for SI. Fisher,

§2, to 23, vol. 29; from Z. Hampton, agt., lo., for E.

Bundy, §2, to 42, vol. 28, for Jon. Bundy, S2, to 23, vol.

29; from H. Robinson, agt., N. Y., for R. J.Murray,

§2, vol. 27; from Lewis Forsythe, Del, §2, to 23, vol.

29; from Marshall Fell, 0., perN. K., §2, vol. 28; from

Z. Webster, N. J., per Joel Wilson, §3, to 26, vol. 28,

and Isaac Crafts, §2, vol. 27 ; from R. .Miller, Harrisville,

0., §5, a contribution from a few friends for the Northern

Soup Society.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
In order to avoid disappointment in case the school

should be full, members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

who intend to enter their children for the summer ses-

sion, will please make application to Joseph Snowdon,
Superintendent at the school, or Joseph Scaitergood,

Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, Philadelphia, by the first l|

of the Third month next, at which time the parents of tha

children now at the school, will be expected to inform

the Superintendent whether their children are to return

to the summer session.

West-Town, First mo. 30, 1855.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

The committee is desirous of engaging the services of
;

a well qualified Friend to teach the school at Tunes- '

sassah, &c. Friends, who may feel concerned to en- \

gage in that station, are requested to make early
;

application to Joseph Elkinton, No. 377 S. Second .|

street, or Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch street, Philadel- I

phia, or Ebenezer Worth, Marshalton, Chester county,

Pa., or Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase, Philadelphia co., Pa.
,

Philad., Ninth mo. 20, 1854. !

Married, on the 14th inst., in Orchard Street Meeting,,

New York city, Thoma.s H. Leggett, Jk., to Hasnah H.,,

daughter of Lindley Murray Ho.ag.

Died, on the I3th of First month, 1355, .at his re-

sidence, in Upper Providence, Delaware county, GideoU
Malin, in the 84th of his age ; a member of Chester

Monthly Meeting.

, at Valley Falls, a few miles from Providence,

R. I., on the 29th of First month, 1855, Rachel Thorn-
ton ; a minister, and member of the Monthly Meeting of

Friends of Philadelphia, aged nearly 68 years. This

dear Friend had removed from Philadelphia during the

past autumn ; and her health, which had for a long time

been impaired, gradually declined until the above date.

She bore her many afflictions with remarkable equa-

nimity and christian resignation, evincing that her trust

was on the unfailing support of the Shepherd of IsraeL

To some friends who visited her frequently, she express-

ed, a few days before her decease, the love and sym-
pathy whicli she had felt for the little flock in that

land, sincerely concerned to maintain the ancient faith

of Friends; and the hope she had at one time cherished,

of being spared a little longer to mingle with them, and
encourage them to faithfulness ; but intimated that she

was now endeavouring after patient resignation to the

result, desiring to acquiesce in the will of her heavenly

Father. She was preserved sensible to the last, and as

her close drew near, the calmness of her spirit bore evi-

dence to those around her, of the peaceful prospect that

awaited her; and iu this state she very quietly passed

away; we believe to join that blessed company which
John saw, who " came out of great tribulation, and have

washed their robes, and made them white in the blood

of the Lamb ; therefore, are they before the throne of

God, and serve him day and night in his temple."
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Progress of the Meclmnieal Arts.

The following is extracted from a lecture de-

livered before the Boston Mecbanics' Institution,

in 1828, by Daniel Webster:—
Human sagacity, stimulated by human wants,

seizes first on tbe nearest natural assistant. The

power of his own arm is an early lesson among
;he studies of primitive man. This is animal

strength ; and from this he rises to the conception

jf employing, for his own use, the strength of

jther animals. A stone, impelled by the power

jf his arm, he finds will produce a greater effect

;han the arm itself; this is a species of mechanical

sower. Tbe effect results from a combination of

;he moving force with the gravity of a heavy body.

Fhe limb of a tree is a rude but powerful instru-

ment ; it is a lever. And the mechanical powers

seing all discovered, like other natural qualities,

jy induction, (I use the word as Bacon used it,)

)r experience, and not by any reasoning d priori,

heir progress has kept pace with the general

livilization and education of nations. The his-

;ory of mechanical philosophy, while it strongly

llustrates, in its general results, the force of the

luman mind, exhibits, in its details, most inter-

isting pictures of ingenuity struggling with the

!onception of new combinations, and of deep, in-

,ense, and powerful thought, .stretched to its ut-

nost to find out, or deduce, the general principle

rora the indications of particular facts. We are

tow so far advanced beyond the age when the

)rincipal, leading, important mathematical dis-

•overies were made, and they have become so

nuch matter of common knowledge, th:it it is not

lasytofeel their importance, orto be justlysensible

vhat an epoch in the history of science each con-

itituted. The half frantic exultation of Archi-

[nedes, when he had solved the problem respect-

the crown of Hiero, was on an occasion and
, cause certainly well allowing very high joy.

ind so also was the duplication of the cube.

The altar of Apollo, at Athens, was a square

lock or cube, and to double it required the dupli-

;ation of the cube. This was a process involving

n unascertained mathematical principle. It was
|uite natural, therefore, that it should be a tradi-

ional story, that by way of atoning for some
ffront to that god, the oracle commanded the

Uhenians to double his altar ; an injunction, we
;now, which occupied the keen sagacity of the

rreek geometricians for more than half a century

lefore they were able to obey it. It is to the

reat honour, however, of this inimitable people,

lie Grreeks, a people whose genius seems to have

been equally fitted for the investigations of science

and the works of imagination, that the immortal

Euclid, centuries before our era, composed his

Elements of Geometry ; a work which, for two

thousand years, has been, and still continues to

be, a text-book for instruction in that science.

A history of mechanical philosophy, however,

would not begin with Greece. There is a wonder

beyond Greece. Higher up in the annals of man-

kind, nearer, far nearer, to the origin of our race,

out of all reach of letters, beyontl the sources of

tradition, beyond all history except what remains

in the monuments of her own art, stands Egypt,

the mother of nations! Egypt! Thebes! the Laby-

rinth ! the Pyramids! Who shall explain the

mysteries which these names suggest? The
Pyramids. Who can inform us whether it was

by mere numbers, and patience, and labour, aided

perhaps, by the simple lever; or if not, by what

forgotten combinations of power, by what now
unknown machines, mass was thus aggregated to

mass, and quarry piled on quarry, till solid granite

seemed to cover the earth and reach the skies?

The ancients discovered many things, but they

left many things also to be discovered ; and this,

as a general truth, is what our posterity, a thou-

sand years hence, will be able to say, doubtless,

when we and our generation shall be recorded

also among the ancients. For, indeed, God seems

to have proposed his material universe as a stand-

ing perpetual study to his intelligent creatures;

where, ever learning, they can yet never learn all;

and if that material universe shall last till man
shall have discovered all that is unknown, but

which, by the progressive improvement of his

faculties, he is capable of knowing, it will remain

through a duration beyond human measurement,

and beyond human comprehension.

The ancients knew nothing of our present sys-

tem of arithmetical notation ; nothing of algebra,

and, of course, nothing of the important applica-

tion of algebra to geometry. They had not learned

the use of logarithms, and were ignorant of flux-

ions. They had not attained to any just method
for the mensuration of the earth, a matter of groat

moment to astronomy, navigation, and other

branches of useful knowledge. It is scarcely

necessary to add, that they were ignorant of the

great results which followed the development of

the principle of gravitation.

In the useful and practical arts, many inven-

tions and contrivances, to the production of which

the degree of ancient knowledge would appear to

us to have been adequate, and which seem quite

,
are yet of late origin. The application

of water, for example, to turn a mill, is a thing

not known to have been accomplished at all in

Greece, and is not supposed to have been attempted

tt Rome till in or near the age of Augustus. The
production of the same effect by wind, is a still

later invention. It dates only in the seventh

century of our era. The propulsion of the .saw

by any other power than that of the arm is treated

novelty in England so late as in the middle

of the sixteenth century. The Bishop of Ely,

ambassador from the Queen of England to the

Pope, says he saw, "at Lyons, a saw-mill driven

with an upright wheel, and the water that makes

it go is gathered into a narrow trough, which
delivereth the same water to the wheels. This

wheel hath a piece of timber put to the axeltree

end, like the handle of a hroch (a hand organ),

and fastened to the end of the s.iw, which being

turned with the force of water, hoisteth up the

saw, that it continually eatcth in, and the handle

of the same is kept in a rigall of wood from sever-

ing. Also the timber lieth, as it were, upon a

latlder, which is brought by little and little to the

saw by another vice." From this description of

the primitive power-saw, it would seem that it was
probably fast only at one end, and that the broch

and rigall performed the part of the arm in the

common use of the hand-saw.

It must always have been a very considerable

object for men to possess, or obtain, the power of

raising water otherwise than by mere manual
labour. Yet nothing like the common suction-

pump has been found among rude nations. It

has arrived at its present state only by slow and
doubtful steps of improvement ; and, indeed, in

that present state, however obvious and unattrac-

tive, it is something of an abstruse and refined

invention. It was unknown in China until Euro-

peans visited the "Celestial Empire ;" and is still

unknown in other parts of Asia, beyond the pale

of European settlements, or the reach of European
communication. The Greeks and Romans are

supposed to have been ignorant of it, in the early

times of their history ; and it is usually said to

have come from Alexandria, where physical science

was much cultivated by the Greek school under
the patronage of the Ptolemies.

These few and scattered historical notices of

important inventions have been introduced only

for the purpose of suggesting that there is much
which is both curious and instructive in the his-

tory of mechanics ; and that many things, which
to us in our state of knowledge seem so obvious

that we should think they would at once force

themselves on men's adoption, have, nevertheless,

been accomplished slowly and by painful efforts.

But if the history of the progress of the mecha-

nical arts be interesting, still more so, doubtless,

would be the exhibition of their present state, and

a full display of the extent to which they are now
carried. The slightest glance must convince us

that mechanical power and mechanical skill, as

they are now exhibited in Europe and America,

mark an epoch in human history worthy of all

admiration. Machinery is made to perform what

as formerly been the toil of human hands, to an

extent that astonishes the most sanguine, with a

degree of power to which no number of human
arms is equal, and with such precision and exact-

ness as almost to suggest the notion of reason and

telligence in the machines themselves. Every

natural agent is put unrelentingly to the task.

The winds work, the waters work, the elasticity

of metals works; gravity is solicited into a thou-

sand new forms of action; levers are multiplied

upon levers ; wheels revolve on the peripheries of

other wheels. The saw and the plane are tortured

into an accommodation to new uses ; and, last of

all, with inimitable power, and "with whirlwind

sound," comes the potent agency of steam. In

comparison with the past, what centuries of im-
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provement has this single agent comprised in the of courage, as through esceps of reasoning, that

short compass of fifty years I Everywhere prac- falter and fall back from following closely the
ticable, everywhere efficient, it has an arm a thou- bridegroom of souls. Woe to those from whom
sand times stronger than that of Hercules, and to I He had reason to expect everything, and who
which human ingenuity is capable of fitting a thou
sand times as many hands as belonged to Briareus.

Steam is found in triumphant operation on the

seas; and under the

pulsion, the gallant s

" Against the wind, against tbe tide,

Still slcmlies witli an upright keel."

It is on the rivers, and the boatman may re-

pose on his oars; it is in highways, and exerts

itself along the courses of land conveyance ; it is

at the bottom of mines a thousand feet below the

earth's surface ; it is in the mill, and in the work-

shops of the trades. It rows, it pumps, it exca-

vates, it carries, it draws, it lifts, it hammers, it

spins, it weaves, it prints. It seems to say to

men, at least to the class of artisans, "Leave off

your manual labour, give over your bodily toil;

bestow but your skill and reason to the directing

of my power, and I will bear the toil—with no

muscle to grow weary, no nerve to relax, no breast

to feel faintness." What further improvements
may still be made in the use of this astonishing

power it is impo.ssible to know, and it were vain

to conjecture. What we do know is, that it has

most essentially altered the face of affairs, and
that no visible limit yet appears beyond which its

progress is seen to bo impossible. If its power
were now to be annihilated, if we were to miss it

on the water and in the mills, it would seem as if

we were going back to rude ages.

Selected.

BACKSLIDING.
"How much to be pitied is that soul, which is

just beginning to reject the secret invitations of

God, when He demands that it shall die to all !

At first it is but an atom; but the atom becomes
a mountain, and soon forms a sort of chaos between
it and God. We pretend to be deaf when He de-

mands a lowly simplicity; we are afraid to listen
;

we would be glad enough to be able to convince

ourselves that we had not heard; we may say so,

but are not persuaded. We get into a tumult;
we doubt all our past experience; and th-

do not accept, and continue in his grace 1 W
to him who resists the interior guidance I who
resists the Spirit, striving for his conversion,

of its strong pro- and complete redemption ! But happy those who
hesitate not; who fear only (hat they follow with
too little readiness ; who would rather do too much
against self, than too little. Oh, Lord! teach us,

and write in the depth of our souls, that the.clay

must suffer itself to be shaped at the will of the

potter."

Wintering Milch Cows.

The subject of wintering milch cows is one in

which a large majority of our readers are inter-

ested, for probably most of people who own but a

single domestic animal keep a cow, and those who
are not thus limited, generally include more or

less of these faithful creatures among their stock.

And the milch cow is worthy of this distinction.

She produces one of the most wholesome and nu-

tritious articles of food which we possess, one
always in demand, which there is no other means
of supplying. Good cows always command a high

price, for they pay a good profit. But this profit

depends largely on the .attention they receive from
their o\(ners, whether they are so fed and cared

for that they are thrifty, healthy, and yield largely

of milk at all seasons of the year.

It is poor economy to winter cows upon dry
food alone. They need something more succulent

and nutritious. A full flow of milk requires a

generous supply of the right kind of fodder. Car-

rots, beets, parsnips, or turnips, in addition to

hay, and an occasional feed of meal or shorts, a

judicious use of hay, roots, and meal, will keep
the animals healthy, and in good flow of milk even
in winter. In England milch cows are fed prin-

cipally on turnips and coarse fodder, and are sta-

bled through the winter. They have a slight feed

of straw or hay in the morning, and sliced turnips

morning, noon, and evening, with an occasional

supply of good straw to their mangers. Their sta-

bles are kept clean but well littered, and are also

well ventilated, avoiding as far as may be currents

of air, from which cattle will take cold as well asour past experience; ana tne grace

which bad served most effectually to make us
j

human beings. The proper ventilation of stables,

humble and simple before God begins to look like both for horses and cows, is too often neglected.
" "'1

.. .

r
,

.
,

But all have not and cannot procure the proper
supply of roots. The drought of the past season

njured materially or entirely cut off the root crop
d some piety, who have but in many parts of the country. In this case hay

""d the coarser grains must be used, and these

Illusion. We seek without for advisers who
may calm the trouble within; we readily find

them, for there are so many, gifted even with
much knowledge, ani'

little experience.

" In this condition the more we strive to reco-

ver, the sicker we get. We are like the wounded
deer, bearing in his side the fatal arrow; the more
he struggles through the woods to be delivered of
his enemy, the more deeply he buries it in his body.
'Alas! who hath hardened himself against God,
and hath prospered T Can God, who is himself
the true peace, leave that heart peaceful which
opposes itself to his designs? Such a person is

like one with an unknown disorder. Physicians
employ their art in vain to give him any solace.

You see him oft sad, depressed, languish'

properly prepared answer very well the desired

purpose. Good, well-cured hay is far from being
despised, even by the most aristocratic of the Fill

Pail breed, though if first passed through a good
cutting machine, it will be more readily'and more
economically consumed. Give cows what hay
they will fully dispose of, and a peck or so per
day of bran, shorts, or provender, wet to a proper
consistence, and seasoned with a little salt, and
they will continue in milk almost as long and give

nearly as much as when supplied with roots. Oats
and barley, or oats and corn, ground together,

form a good mixture or provender for this pur-
lay; wanacring irom tne true way, ne strays fur- 1 pose. If corn meal alone is used, it should be
therand further from the right course. A jealous mixed with cut straw or hay, and slightly moist-

food can avail to do him good; he dies day by
day ; wandering from the true way, he stravs fur-

'

God retires : the soul begins to shut its eyes, that

it may not see that it has no longer the courage
to act, and God leaves it to its weakness and cor-

ruption, because it will be so left. But think of

the magnitude of its error !

"False wisdom is generally the source of the
whole difficulty; it is not so much through defect

ened—but a large quantity of this grain h

tendency to dry oft" the milk. It is better adapted
to fattening than to milk-making purposes. Both
potatoes and apples arc excellent food for cows,

but do not produce as rich milk as either beets or

carrots. These roots are probably among the best

foods which can be provided—to be used in con-

nexion with other kinds of fodder. No single

food will succeed as well as a proper variety.

The thrift and health of all kinds of stock re-

quire a supply of water, either frequently and
statedly, or always within their reach. It should

be brought into the barn-yard, that cattle need not

be compelled to wander off to a distant stream, oi

pond, through the storm and cold. Such a jour-

ney they will not undertake unless quite thirsty,

when, were the water within their reach, they
would drink much more frequently, but less at a

time, not injuring them.selves by abstinence at

one time or an over supply at another. Their com-
fort in this respect, as well as in shelter and
cleanliness, is the best economy, as an animal
well-cared for and kept warm and clean, requires

less food to keep it in thrifty condition. The best

management is generally the cheapest in the end,

and is always the most satisfactory to the thorough-

going farmer. We shall be glad if these hints

call out from some such any improvement or mo-
dification of the course we have indicated, drawn
from a wider experience than our own.

—

Rural
Xew Yorker.

For "The Friend."

Will the Editor of "The Friend" please reprint

the following excellent hints, well befitting, the

present day and time ?

"How frequently as the lessening ranks of

surviving Friends have closed around the grave of

an early associate, has the melancholy question of

the great poet been involuntarily asked,

' Who next shall drop and disappear?'

These feelings of the shortness and uncertainty
of time, are well fitted to moderate our desires,

d to soften the animosities engendered in the

conflicts of life. As the sum of our past day?
increases, as the certainty of the final close draws
nearer, and the wish to lie down in peace with all

prevails, who is there but must derive consolation!

from the thought, that no act or word of his, has

wantonly inflicted pain on another; and that in

maintaining the right, and opposing the wrong, he
has scrupulously preserved the just balance of his

mind ?

There are few who have not, in reviewing theii

past lives, errors of this kind to regret, and who
would not gladly, if they could, recall the hasty

'

action, the unjust suspicion, and the unkind word,
which has escaped them in moments of uuwatch-
fulness.

And while feelings of this sort soften the heart.l

and inspire it with candour and forbearance to-'

ards others, they will also, if our minds arej

wisely governed, awaken us to other considera-'

tions. Within the few remaining years of life,,

whatever remains to be done towards the working
out the soul's salvation, must be compressed
left undone. The duties to which we have felt^

ourselves called, press upon us with increasing

weight, as the time that is left for their fulfilment

The times in which we have lived, have trulj

been times of shaking and unsettlement. Truths,

the most sacred and momentous, have been assailed

now on one side, and now on another; and the

fence has fallen in a peculiar manner upon the;

men of the past and present generation.

Let us then with feelings subdued and softeuec

by the contemplations we have suggested, hold oi

our course unfaltering. The cause of truth anc
righteousness, like that fire upon the altar whictl

was lighted from heaven, must be kept alive froir

generation to generation. ' Let it be our care, tba

while it is intrusted to us to watch and to feed it

it be not obscured, or rekindled with strange fire
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through any unfaithfulness of ours, but that it

may continue to shine with ever increasing; purity

and brightness through all coming time. R. S.

"We set our faces towards Edinburgh again,

and got as far as Stonehaven to lodge, and next

morning went to see Robert Barclay, of Ury ; he

had three sisters with hiui, one of whom had lately

married ; her husband and a young clergyman,

who had been tutor to some of their children, were

also present. They received us very kindly; we

breakfasted with theui, and after walking awhile

in the garden, which is beautifully situated on a

lively running stream of water, and cultivated in

great perfection, we returned to tlie house, which

is said to be the same that the Apologist lived in.

lit is a large stone building, in which still remains

the study in which the Apology was written,

which is now a library. After we had viewed

many parts of that ancient good man's relics, we
(proposed a religious opportunity with these young
'people, who had neither father nor mother living,

which they acceded to; it was much to the re-

llief of my mind, and 1 hope will be remembered

ito prolit by most, if not all of them. Robert and

his brother-in-law walked with us near a mile,

land seemed loth to part with us, taking their

ileave in a very afleetionate manner. Oh, may
|the lives and testimonies of those eminent instru-

iments and faithful servants of God, in their day,

ilike the blood of rigliteous Abel, though dead,

yet continue to speak to after generations, and to

their own posterity in particular, that they may
be stirred up to follow them as they followed

IChTUf'—lSOO.—RichaidJorthm.

ilgriculliire in New Mfxieo.

One of the chief productions of New Mexico is

Indian corn, for which the soil seems to be admi-

rably adapted : but the growing season is there so

dry, that without artificial irrigation there is gene-

rally no success in its cultivation. In preparing

ground for cultivation, a thorough irrigation is the

first necessary proceeding. The furrows are then

opened with tiae awkward Mexican plough, and

the corn is planted in rows. It usually receives

from two to four irrigations before arriving at

maturity. Lands in New Mexico without water

are of no value to the agriculturist.

There is one exception, however, to the above

rule of "no water, no crops." The Navajoes,

who occupy the western portion of the country,

produce abundant crops of corn without irrigating

their lands. The method which they adopt is

this : Holes are bored in the ground with sticks to

a depth of twelve or eighteen inches, and each of

these receives one or more grains of corn, each

grain being enveloped in a ball of mud about the

size of a man's fist. The seeds, thus protected and
dropped into the hole, are covered to a depth of

two or three inches with light earth, to prevent a

too early evaporation of the moisture, and left to

germinate. The sharp sticks and the hoe are the

only instruments used in the whole operation of

planting and cultivating the crop. Tbe great

depth of tbe hole serves to shield the root of the

future plant from heat, and enables it to grow by
the greater moisture of tbe subsoil. This fact in-

duces the belief that deep ploughing will greatly

increase the agricultural capacity of New Mexico,
and diminish the necessity for irrigation.

The New-Mexican plough is of the most primi-

tive construction, and reminds one of the ante-

diluvian times. It consists of a piece of timber,

about six feet long, which answers the purpose of

a beam, having a short-pointed branch projecting

at the end for the share. A straight piece of

wood is attached to the after part of the implement
for a handle.

The wheat of New Mexico has but little straw,

its average height not exceeding three feet. It is

cut with a clumsy sickle, and is threshed out upon

a circular earthen floor, generally by the feet of

goats—sometimes by horses, mules, oxen, and
donkeys. The farmer then awaits a suitable wind,

when the straw is blown from the wheat upon
being tossed high in the air with wooden forks

constructed for the purpose. The residue is then

repeatedly tossed into the air with a spade until

the chaff is blown away; and the sand, gravel, and
clay which remain arc imperfectly removed by
washing. The wheat is sifted through a perfo-

rated hide, to separate the small stones from it,

and then, being dried, is considered ready for the

market or the mill.

AV'ild potatoes, somewhat similar to the Irish

potatoes, abound in the mountainous regions of

New Mexico, but are too small to repay the 1

hour of gathering them.

—

Late Paper.

Exiiacied for " The Friend."

It would be some check to self-confidence, if

every one who diifers in opinion with another,

would calmly consider, that as two contraries

cannot be true, possihli/ he may be wrong, and his

opponent right.

As every degree of hatred, envy or contempt,

entertained in the mind, must unavoidably cut oft

its communication with Divine good : surely no

one in that state can be the instrument, or chan-

nel of conveying it to another.

True charity cannot only forbear a retaliation

of injuries, but discern the spirit that off'ers them;

which, if unresisted, commonly involves its own
punishment, and sometimes its own cure.

That which constitutes a good conscience, is a

willingness to conform to what we believe to be

truth, in all its appearances; those, therefore,

who act up to their best apprehensions of right,

will never incur condemnation for a want of such

knowledge, as is providentially withheld from

them.

That which constitutes guilt, and incurs con-

demnation, is a man's persisting in known error,

in contradiction to the degree of truth, of which
he is clearly convinced; this troubles his spirit,

darkens his understanding, and at last may totally

incapacitate him for a right perception of those

things which belong to his peace.

A real seeker after truth, disguises nothing

;

he is not, therefore, offended at a detection of

error, even in himself, because he knows that if

truth be gained, he shall partake of the benefit.

It is the nature of pride to expose what is likely

to increase its own reputation, and conceal its

defects; but true humility is willing to appear

what it is, and is more afraid of being over than

under-rated.

Florida Lemons. —• The Jacksonville (Fla.)

News has been shown a lemon grown upon the

banks of the St. John's river, which measured

eleven and a half inches in circumference. Among
quite a large lot there were few less than nine

inches in circumference.

Because true love to the brethren is such an

excellent grace and virtue, the primitive Chris-

tians counted it a sign of their regeneration, saying,

" We know we have passed from death unto life,

because we love the brethren;" but seeing there

is an hypocritical fawning that looks like love,

the apostle sharply reproves that, saying, "Let
your love be without dissimulation."

—

J. Crook.

Conversion of La Ilarpe.

The following confession, says the New York
Evangelist, is too remarkable to be lost. As wo
have never met with it in English, we translate it

from the French. La Harpe was a celebrated

infidel writer of the last century, of the school of
Voltaire. During the reigu of terror he was
seized, and narrowly escaped the guillotine. It

was while shut up in prison that ho became a be-

liever in the Christian religion. lie says, " I was
in my prison, alone, in a small room, and pro-

foundly dejected. For some days I had read the

Psalms, the Gospels, and some good books. Their

effect had been rapid, but gradual. Already I was

restored to faith ; I saw a new light; but it threw

me into terror and consternation, for it showed me
an abyss—that of forty years of wandering. I

saw the whole evil, and no remedy; nothing

around me offered the aid of religion. On one

side, my life was before my eyes, such as I saw it

iu the light of celestial truth ; on the other, death

—which I daily expected. The priest no longer

appeared on the scaffold to con.sole the condemned;
he ascended it only to die himself. Full of these

desolate thoughts, my heart was completely pro-

strate, and addressed itself but in a whisper to

God, whom I had just found, and whom, even

then, I scarcely knew. I said. What must I do?
What am I to become? I had upon the table the

Imitation of Christ, by Thomas a-Kempis, and I

had been told that in this excellent book I should

often find the an.swcr to my thoughts. I opened

it at random, and fell, on opening, upon these

words, ' Here am I, my son 1 I come to thee,

because thou hast called nie.' I read no more;

the sudden effect which I experienced is beyond

all expression. It is no more possible for me to

describe it than to forget it. I fell prostrate, with

my face to the earth, bathed in tears, stifled with

sobs, raising cries and broken words. 1 felt my
heart consoled and expanded, but at the same time

ready to break. Overwhelmed with a crowd of

ideas and of feelings, I wept a long time, without

retaining any remembrance of this situation, ex-

cept that it was without comparison an emotion

the most powerful, and the sweetest I have ever

known; and these words, 'Here am I, my son!'

have not yet ceased to echo in my spirit, and to

stir most deeply all its faculties."

For " The Friend."

Inslitntlon of Meetings for Discipline.

"Whoso breakelb an hedge, a serpent shall bite him."

The first Friends suffered persecution in the

propagation of their religious principles many
years; but we do not find that tho.se who lived in

the Truth, sacrificed any of those principles to

obtain relief from suffering, not even by the pay-

ment of a trifling fine, but they endured patiently

until the Lord made way for their release. After

preaching the truth several years, George Fox was

sent forth to call Friends to the necessity of an

organization of the Society, according to the

precepts and the order of the gospel, under regu-

lations for the government of meetings, and the

preservation of the members in consistency with

their religious profession. He, and other deeply

experienced men believed, that the same Divine

wisdom and power, which gathered them out of

the various sects in Christendom, and brought

them to sit down under the teaching of Christ,

who gave them gifts for the work of the ministry,

also led them into the establishment of this excel-

t Christian order, and to issue forth from time

to time, those rules and minutes of advice, which

constitute the discipline of the society. This dis-

cipline, which has been the admiration of others,

and a blessing to ourselves, has always been re-
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garded by Friends, -who were settled in the Truth,

as a hedge placed around us by the Great Head
of the church, for the help and defence of the

members ; and whatever may have been the oppo-

sition which they met with, they believed them-

sclres bound to support it, as they did the doc-

trines and testimonies which the Lord raised them

up to maintain.

In an epistle written by George Fox, from

Worcester prison, in 16V4, he says, "My dear

friends in England and all parts of the world, the

gospel, which is the power of God, which you

have received from the beginning, keep in it and

the fellowship of it, in which there is neither sect

nor schism, but an cverlastiiKj fcllou-sldp, and an

everlasting order; which gospel brings life and

immortality to light in every one of your hearts,

and lets you see over him that hath darkened you.

Now, every man and woman here will have a tes-

timony in their own hearts of this order and fel-

lowship, being heirs and inheritors of it ; by which

you will see over all the false orders that are or

may be set up or made." Referring to Cain,

Corah, and Balaam, he says, "Such opposed Abel,

Moses, and Christ, the leader and governor, and

his apostles, and set up the many orders and gov-

ernments in their churches, and broke all into

sects." "Christ bruises the serpent's head, who
is the head of all false teachers and false orders,

that are not in his power, and is the first and last;

therefore, keep in his power, and in the unity of

his Spirit, which is the bond of peace. Mark, the

pure, holy, eternal, invisible Spirit of God, is the

bond of peace. Therefore, forfeit not your bond

of the Prince of princes; forif youdo,yo)« lose your

life, and go into death, and into an evil spirit,

so that you lose your peace with him, Christ

Jesus."

Much opposition was encountered by those

Friends, who were engaged in the institution of

meetings for church government, from the plea

that every one had the light and spirit of Christ,

and he was to be left to its directions in himself.

He was not to be subject to the prescriptions of

men, and "if people did not find judgment in

themselves for what they did, they must not be

judged by others." " They would have had every

man independent," says William Penn, "that as'

he had the principle in himself, he should only

stand or fall to that and nobody else; not consid-

ering that the principle is one in all, and though

the measure of light or grace might differ, yet the

nature of it was the same ; and being so, they

struck at the .spiritual unity, which a peojile

ijuided liy the same principle, are naturally led

into." "But though some have stumbled and

fallen through mistakes, and an unreasonable

obstinacy, even to a prejudice, yet, blessed be

God I the generality have returned to their first

love, and seen the work of the enemy, that loses

no opportunity or advantage by which he may
check or hinder the work of God, and disquiet the

peace of the church, and chill the love of his peo-

ple to the truth, and one to another, and there is

hope of divers that are yet at a distance. In all

these occasions, though there was no person the

discontented struck so sharply at, as this good

man [G. F.] he bore all their weakness and pre-

judice, and returned not reflection for reflection;

but forgave them their weak and bitter speeches,

praying for them, that they might have a sense of

their hurt, and see the subtilty of the enemy to

rend, and divide, and return into their first love

that thought no ill." A noble example of follow-

ing Him, who said, "Father, forgive them, they

know not what they do." His "eflTectual, fervent

prayers" were doubtless blessed to himself and to

others. A happy thing it would be, if all who

profess the same faith, lived in the same Divine
charily and spirit of prayer I

The labours and religious exercises of George
Fox, are succinctly alluded to, in the conclusion

of the epistle we have quoted from. "You have
known the manner of my life, the best part of

thirty years, since I went forth and forsook all

things. I sotight not myself; I sought you and
his glory that sent me; and when I turned you
to him that is able to save you, I left you to him.

My travels have been great in hunger and cold,

when there were few for the first sis or seven

years. I often lay in woods and commons in the

night, that many times it was as a by-word, that

I would not come into houses, and lie in beds;

and the prisons have lieen my home a great part

of my time, in danger of my life, and in jeopardy

daily. Amongst you I have made myself of no
repiutation, to keep the Truth up in reputation, as

you all very well know it, that be in the fear of

God. With the low I made myself low; and with

the weak and feeble I was as one of them, and con-

descended to all conditions, for the Lord had fitted

me so before he sent me forth; and so I pas.sed

through great sufferings in my body, as you have
been sensible. Few, at the first took care for the

establishing men's and women's meetings, though
they were generally owned, when they understood

them. But the everlasting God, that sent me
forth by his everlasting power, first, to declare his

everlasting gospel, and then after people had re-

ceived the gospel, I was moved to go through the

nation, to advise them to set up the men's and
women's meetings, many of which were set up;
and I was moved to write to other places, for them
to do the like, that kept the power. " This was
the end, that all that had received the gospel,

might be possessors of it, and of the gospel order

which is heavenly—and that all who had received

Christ Jesus, might so walk in him, and possess

his government in the church, who are members of

him, the heavenly Head." " In the church of

Christ where he is head, there is his gospel and
his order, and his government. There is his

power felt in every one's heart; and there are the

offices of admonishing, rebuking, exhorting, re-

proving, amongst them that are convinced and
j

converted, by them that are in the power, for there
'

arc several states. So they, that would not have
people admonished that go under the name of

Truth, and yet go into sin and wickedness, these

are out of the gospel order and government cf

Christ Jesus, and of a loose mind themselves, and
would be up themselves, and lords : but that spirit

is for judgment, for it is out of the power, and out

of the Spirit, in which is the fellowship."

It is remarkable that most of the provisions of

the different disciplines containing the regulations

of church government, as adopted throughout the

society, are to be found in the epistles, which
George Fox wrote from time to time, advising

Friends on the institution of a proper care over

one another. The doctrines held by Friends, and
the discipline enforcing the support of those doc-

trines and testimonies, are the outward bond of

our church union and fellowship ; and in order to

derive the spiritual help which this christian sys-

tem and fellowship, when rightly maintained, does

afford, every one should be on his guard against

anything that would lay it waste, or impair it,

looking to the Head of the church for a qualifica-

tion to administer it in the love and authority of

Truth. The meetings for discipline, held as they

ought to be, are often schools of deep instruction,

and to the humble, waiting mind, present oppor-

tunities for mutual strengtii and encouragement,
in the exercise of gifts, which are dispensed for

,

the growth of the individual, and the edification of

the church of Christ. Without such a system,

everything would be in danger of mnning into

confusion, and bringing reproach upon our profes-

sion; but the apostle says, "God is not the author

of confusion, but of peace, as in all churches of

the saints ;" and we believe that every true Friend

will feel bound to maintain this order and peace,

as he keeps under the Divine government.

The following paragraph in another epistle

shows how highly George Fox valued this chris-

tian order, and how earnest he was that it should

be preserved and rightly carried into efl^ect. "My
desire is, that all the faithful men and fiuthful

women in the light, power, and Spirit of Christ,

may be kept in the possession of the Truth; and

that all such may make up the men's and women's
meetings, that you all may be in your possession

of the order of the gospel, and the government of

Christ the Seed, that bruises the head of the ser-

pent, the head of all ill government and disorders.

So that all may be in the possession of the joyful
AND GLORlors ORDER of the everlasting gospel,

that in the light. Spirit, and power, ye may cdl

have a care of God's glory, and his honour, and
his churches' 2ycace, keeping in the unity of his

everlasting Spirit, which is the bond of the hea-

venly and spiritual Prince of princes peace. All

that are in the possession of this may admonish
and exhort all such as walk not as becomes the

gospel, and glorify not the Lord in their bodies,

souls and spirits; and so see that as every one has

received Christ Jesus, they do icalk in him, in the

holiness that becomes the house of God, that God
may be glorified by his light, power, and Spirit in

all, who is over all, God blessed forever."

It is as this christian order is upheld in the

same Divine spirit and authority by which it was
established, that meetings for discipline will be

instrumental in strengthening the members to

abide in Christ, producing the fruits of holiness

in the discharge of their several duties, and to

labour availingly in the love of God, to convince

and reclaim the erring ones, and thus to show
forth the glory of the latter house. "Though I

be absent in the flesh," said the apostle, "yet am
I with you in the Spirit, Joying and beholding

your order, and the steadfastness of your faith in

Christ. As ye have, therefore, received Christ Jesus,

the Lord, so walk ye in him, rooted and built up in

him, and established in the faith, as ye have been

taught, abounding therein with thanksgiving."'

A .NUBLE BOY.

Rescue of a Passenger Train from Certain

Destruction.—We mentioned a few days since the

burning of the tunnel bridge on the Baltimore and
Susquehanna railroad, about five miles south of

York, and since learn that the conflagration came
very near being followed by one of the most terri-

ble disasters that has lately occurred in railroad

travel. It is supposed that the bridge took fire

from the freight trains, which passed about half-

past seven o'clock in the morning, and the struc-

ture was totally enveloped in flames before it was
discovered by the residents in the vicinity. At
about nine o'clock the frame-work of the bridge

fell through, and among the spectators, some
twenty in number, was a little boy, about twelve

years of age, named Eli Eheeni, who, remember-
ing that the express passenger train was then due
about from New York, started off at the top of his

speed to endeavour to stop the train, which he
knew must be close at hand. As soon as he reached

the curve, about two hundred yards from the

bridge, he observed the train coming at full speed,

and fearing that he would be unable to stop them
unless by the use of extraordinary means, the

noble little fellow took his position on the track.
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and running toward the approaching train with

his hands raised, caught the attention of the en-

gineer, who immediately reversed his engine, and
stopped within four hundred yards of impending
destruction, the piers being some twenty feet fr

the rocky bed below, and the gap some sixty feet

wide. Had the boy not placed himself on the

track, ho would doubtless have failed in his noble

effort, as the engineers are so often cheated by

mischievous boys on the route, that they seldom

pay any attention to them. Even when he stop-

ped, he thought that he had been cheated by a

youngster with more daring than his associates,

and was surprised to see the little flaxen-headed

fellow standing his ground, and 'endeavouring to

recover his lo.st breath to answer his question as

to the eau.se of his interruption. We learn that

the passengers, when they ascertained the cause

of the stoppage of the train, and viewed the preci

pice over which they were near being dashed

liberally rewarded the boy for his presence of

mind and daring, and that the board of directors,

at their meeting yesterday, appropriated SlOO as

an additional recompense. Eli liheem, a boy, but

twelve years of age, was the only one of twenty

persons present, most of them men, who had fore-

thought sufficient for the occasion.

—

Bait. Am.

Encouragement.—" As a tribulated path is our

lot : 1 would have us learn contentment therein,

as we have the comfortable assurance in ourselves

of having endeavoured to do our part. Let us

remember to put in practice the good advice of

our worthy friend, Samuel Emlen, which was,

'to commit ourselves and all we have into the

hand of Him who can turn the heart of man as a

man turns the water-course in his field.' We see

that by our over thoughtfulness we cannot add one
3ubit to our stature, nor make one hair white or

Dlack. I have a hope that things will appear
rather pleasanter in time; and if we faithfully

follow our holy Captain unto the end of this short

race, we then shall inhabit a glorious eternity.

Let not thy spirit sink too low, neither be over

much troubled, for certain it is, that in our
Father's house are many dwelling places. There-

."ore, be of good cheer; many have, and I hope
ive shall be enabled to overcome this wicked
jforld." 1770.

The First Whaleman.—The Boston Journal, in

ts antiquarian researches, has discovered that the

5rst person who killed a whale upon this coast, was
William Hamilton, a native of Scotland, who in

;ar!y life settled on Cape Cod, but being persecuted

)y the inhabitants, as one who dealt in evil spirits,

16 consequently removed to Rhode Island, and
inally to Connecticut, where he died in 17-46, at

he advanced age of 103. His six children died
it the following ages—Joseph, 86; David, 79;
Benjamin, upwards of 90; Eliza, 93; Thankful,
.02; Mercy, 52.

For " ThR Friend."

BIOGRAPlIICAl SKETCHES,
If Ministers and Elders, .and other concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.
(Conlinued from page 191.J

SARAH MILLNER.

About 1682, Henry Baker, a Frieud, from Lan-
•ashire, removed himself and family into the New
»Vorld, and settled near the Neshaminy in what
las since been Bucks county. A meeting of

friends was soon established there, which was
leld alternately at the houses of two or three of

he members, and among others at that of Henry
3aker. Sarah Baker was eight or nine years of
.ge, when she accompanied her parents, to settle

n the wilderness. She appears to have submitted

to the operations of Divine grace at an early

period in life, and received a gift of gospel

ministry. She had doubtless good instruction at

home, for her father was one who had obtained
the confidence of Friends of his meeting, and at

times represented them in the Quarterly and
Yearly Meetings. He also stood high in the esti

mation of his fellow-citizens generally, and was
their representative in the provincial assembly, at

diflFcrent times, from 1685 to 1698.
Sarah Baker married Millner, and con-

tinued her labours in the gospel of Christ Jesus
until the time of her decease, which took place

towards the close of Second month, 1715, she be-

ing about forty-two years of age. Her burial was
on the 29th. Her friends of Bucks Quarterly
Meeting, in a minute on her death, call her " our
well esteemed friend." They add, "She received

a gift of the ministry since she came into these

parts, in and through which she was very service

able amongst us, with whom we had true unity
and fellowship."

REMEMBRANCE GAKRETSON.

Remembrance Garretson was born at Gravesend,
Long Island, in the year 1670. We know very
little of the education which he received, or of the
incidents of his youth. Having removed to Cape
May, he was there convinced* of the Truth as

professed by Friends, and through faithfulness to

manifested duty, he became useful in the church of

Christ. A gift in the ministry being conferred
upon him, he exercised it "to the satisfaction and
comfort of his friends." "He was a diligent at-

tender of meetings, and exemplary in his life and
conversation." His decease took place in th

Third month, 1715, he being in the 45th year of
3 age.

GEORGE SMITH.

Of George Smith, of Evesham, West New Jer-
sey, who deceased about the year 1715, we have
little to record. He enjoyed the confidence and
love of his friends, whilst he lived, and they bore
this affectionate yet brief memorial concerning
him. "George Smith, a ministering Friend, of

an innocent and blameless life, being a sympathizer
with the afilicted, and of a benevolent mind to-

wards the poor."

WILLIAM DUXKAN.

William Dunkan was born at Mid-Marr, eight

miles from Aberdeen in Scotland, in the year

1643. At what time he was convinced of our
religious principles, no account is preserved, but
he was one of the early settlers in Pennsylvania,
and first appeared as a minister of the gospel in

Bucks county, in the year 1684. He appears to

have had the unity of his friends with his minis-

try, although no account of his being from home
on religious services have been found. In what
part of Bucks county his residence was, we know
not; the account forwarded to the Yearly Meet-

g, concerning him, states, he was "buried
Eleventh mo. 7, 1715, at Byberrv." He was in

the 72d year of his age.

In 1702 and 1703, there was a great convincement
at Cape May, and the converts, by the year 1704, were
anxious to have a Monthly Meeting established amongst

1. Timothy Brandwith, who sometimes appeared
le ministry in their meetings, applied to the Yearly

Meeting of Jlinisters for advice in the matter, but they
did not see the way open for the establishment of a
Monthly Meeting until the newly convinced were " tried

little further." They advised that the professors at

Cape May should for the present be joined to Glouces-
ter Monthly Meeting. The fear of the meeting, on behalf
of these converts, was not without a cause, as was
proved by the trouble some of them gave a few years
afterward, through falling into Ranterism.

(To bo continued.)

THE TRIDMPH OF TRUTH.
There is an eye that marks the wnvs of men.
With strict, impartial, analyzing ken

;

Our motley creeds, our crude opinions, lie
All, all unveiled to that Omniscient eye.
He sees the softest shades by error thrown
Marks where His truth is left to shine alone
Decides with most exact, unerring skill.

Wherein we differ from His word and will.
No specious names, nor reasoning, to His view,
The false can varnish, or deform the true

;

Nor vain excuses e'er avail, to plead
The riff/U of theory for the wrong of deed.

Before that unembarassed, just survey,
What heaps of refuse must be swept invay I

How must its search from every creed remove
All, but the golden grains of truth and love I

Yet, with compassion for our feeble powers,
For, Oh, His thoughts and ways are not as ours.
There is a day in flaming terrors bright,
When truth and error shall be brought to light,
Who then shall rise amid the shining throng.
To boast that he was right and others wrong:
When each rejoicing saint shall veil his face,
And none may triumph but in glorious grace.
No meaner praise shall heavenly tongues employ,
Yet they shall reap the more abundant joy,
Who sought His truth, with simple, humble aim.
To do His will, and magnify His name.

THE WHITE CLOVER.
There is a little perfumed flower.
That well might grace the lov'liest bower,
Y'et never poet deign'd to sing
Of such a humble rustic thing;
Nor is it strange that it can show
Scarcely one tint of Iris' bow:
Nature, perchance, in careless hour,
With pencil dry might paint the flower,
Yet instant blushed her fault to see,

So gave it double fragrancy.
Rich recompense of aught denied,
Who would not homely garb abide,
If gentlest soul were breathing there
Blessings through all its little sphere;
Sweet flower, the lesson thou hast taught
Shall check each proud, ambitious thought

;

Teach me internal worth to prize,

Though found in lowliest, modest guise.

Selected.
DEVOTION.

There is a bliss no charm bestows,
Nor earthly joys impart,

'Tis when—the passions all composed

—

Serenely smiles the heart.

Oft has my mental eye been turned
Its secret self to know,

Expanding love my bosom burned,
'Til tears began to flow.

Oh, then each vain, delusive notion,
Bow'd to thy charm, serene devotion.

Ye hearts untouched, who think that praise
Must be to noise confined,

Who think a silent tongue betrays.

An unaffected mind.
Ne'er on your ceremonies cold

Has turned the heavenly eye.

The warmest prayer that e'er was told,

Ascended on a sigh.

Form, but commands a feigned emotion,
The heart's the seat of true devotion.

From " Friends' Library," Vol, VI., page 476.

I am cheerfully confident that, if those to whom
we somewhat look, as watchers, as seers, as stan-

dard bearers, as counsellors, are removed, (and
they are removing,) to their rest,—or if any of
these that remain, should not keep their habita-

tions firm and undeviating, but turn aside in any
respect from the ancient testimony,—that he who
raised up such a people as we were at the first,

will never cease to raise up others, and put forth

e into the foreground—into the very seats of
the unfaithful. I have seen it wonderfully in my
hort day,—I have read it of those that have gone
before : and therefore, let none ever throw away
their shield, and weakly compromise the trust

devolving on them.

—

J. B.
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OF FRAUD.
"And fake double money in your hand; and the

money that was brought again in the mouth of your
sacks, carry it again in your hand; peradventure it was
an oversight."

—

Genesis sliii. 12.

A man of justice and integrity in his dealings

is a character very desirable; and most people are

apt to claim it as their right. On the other hand,

there are so many ways of forfeiting this charac-

ter, without a man's being exposed to the world

for his dishonesty, nay, very often without taking

notice of it himself, that one cannot be too earnest

with people to consider this matter a little more

seriously, if it were but to convince them how

often tliey claim a character which they are not

always careful to deserve.

But then, when it is considered that for every

act of injustice a man is accountable to God, and

that restitution, where it can be, must be made

as we hope for salvation, though it is a duty which

people are very hardly persuaded to submit to,

—

these things considered, it is everybody's concern

to know and to avoid a sin of so much deceit and

danger.

Now, there are several parts of injustice, or

ways of forfeiting the character of an honest man,

which 1 shall not now insist upon ; such are,

—

the taking what is another man's right by secret

or open force, that is, by theft or robbery ; by op-

pression, when he is not able to contend with us;

or by extortion, when his necessities force him to

submit to the hardest terms we think fit to impose

upon him : these are all crimes of so ill fame, that

all people pretend to abhor them ; the laws are

severe in punishing them : and such as are guilty

are, for the most part, couvinced they do ill.

But," then, there are acts of injustice which,

though they are not so barefaced, yet are as evil

in the sight of God, as ill becoming an honest

man and a Christian, and as hard to be repented

of as the former ; such are,—the taking advantage

of men's ignorance or mistakes; overreaching

them in bargains or in suits at law ;
imposing

upon their belief by a pretended sincerity, and

then making a hand of their simplicity : these,

and such as these, are the sins I would endeavour

to set in a true light, that all good men may avoid

them, and that all evil men may repent of tbem.

Now, the text I have chosen, is an instance of

great integrity. It is the direction and command

of Jacob to his sons, who, returning out of Egypt,

where they had been to buy corn, and fiiiding the

moneys which they had before taken with them

packed up and returned with the rest of their

goods, were greatly surprised, and at a loss what

to think of so uncommon an accident; in the

meantime their father orders them what to do

:

"Take double money in your hand; and the

money that was brought again in the mouth of

your sacks, carry it again in your hand
;
perad-

venture it was an oversight."

In these words there are two duties of great

importance expressly set down. " Peradventure

it was an overbight." Hero is a direction never

to take advantage of other people's mistakes,

negligence, or ignorance, &c. "Take double

mo^ney in your hands," &o. Here is restitution

expressly required.

To begin with the first of these duties. Now,

there being a world of practices very dishonest,

and yet people make a shift to live in them with-

out either public reproach or private regret, it will

therefore be proper to consider, how they will be

able to justify themselves before the Judge of all

the earth.

" Peradventure it was an oversight;" and there-

fore we must not take our advantage of it. This

was Jacob's rule. Let us see how far this rule

ought to oblige all honest men, and how well it

is observed. Now, people may not see their in-

terest, but overlook their rights several ways ; and

to take advantage of their circumstances would be

manifest injustice. Now, a good man, when he

sees this, would reason just as Jacob did :
' It was

an oversight, and you shall not suffer by it.'

But is this the practice of the world ?—Very
far from it. And, though the Apostle expressly

declares "that the Lord is the avenger of all such

go beyond or defraud another in any matter,"

(1 Thess. iv. 6,) yet people will not eatily quit a

good bargain, for any law of God, if the laws of

man will not force them to it.

To proceed. How easily may a poor man, who
has a righteous cause, mistake in defending it !

But will his oversight give me a right to that to

which, in truth, I had no just title before I made
this advantage of his weakness or poverty ? Or
can anybody think that, because the injustice is

done in the face of a court, it is a less crime than

f it had been done on the high road?

To feed a man with moneys, or to help to run

lim into debt, by encouraging him to borrow

when he has no occasion, that I may get a better

bargain of his estate when he shall be forced to

sell it—this should seem by the commonness of it

(o be no great crime. But pray, does the man
know what he is doing ? If he does not, I take

advantage of his weakness ; I help to ruin him,

and perhaps his family ; and, if he is really guilty

of a sin in squandering away the inheritance of

his forefathers, it is impossible I should be guilt-

"He that flattereth his neighbour," saith Solo-

mon, " spreadeth a net for his feet." (Prov.

xxix. 5.) It is impossible for a man, by fair

speeches, to make his neighbour overlook his own

interests; but then, to take any ill advantage of a

man, because he has an opinion of my judgment,

and integrity, is a wickedness which God will cer-

tainly avenge, though no law on earth can call a

man to an account for it. Because it is less haz-

ardous to wrong orphans than older people, is it

therefore less criminal ? No, surely : so far from

it, that God declares himself concerned in the

cause of the fatherless and widow; that he will

undertake and vindicate their cause against those

that oppress them. And why ? Why, because

they have none else to help them. For which

very reason a man should be very careful of tak-

ing advantage of the weaknesses or oversights of

such helpless people, because such people have a

right, and a promise, of redress from God : "Re-

move not the old landmark; and enter not into

the fields of the fatherless : for their Redeemer is

mighty; he shall plead their cause with thee."

(Prov. xxiii. 10, 11.) How often do wills, and'

other writings of moment, fall into the hands of
i

such as thereby have an opportunity of wronging

their neighbours ! And people that will make
use of such an opportunity do generally think that

this is a less offence than stealing. But for what

reason ? Why, only because for stealing (if a

man is caught) he will be in danger of being

hanged ; while at the worst he will only be called

a dishonest man, if the other be discovered. And
yet the crimes are equally forbidden, equally un-

just and dangerous in the sight of God, whose

judgment will be according to right, and not ac-

cording to the fiilse opinions of men.

A man who borrows moneys which he knows

he cannot repay, plainly takes an advantage of

his creditor's ignorance of his circumstances. It

is probable he may fancy himself less guilty than
|

if he had stolen so much or taken it by force ; but

he would not think so if the laws had made these

two crimes equally penal, as they are in fact

equally unjust in the sight of God and mai

There are too many who will make no scruple

imposing upon their neighbour's ignorance in

passing off bad moneys, who yet would startle at

the thoughts of counterfeiting the current coin :

I question whether such people have considered

how near akin these two crimes are to one another.

(To be continued.)

" From Friends Library," Vol. VI., page 466

To . Thy last called forth many a fer-
1:

vent aspiration for our mutual preservation, sup-
j

port, and advancement. Ah ! we must cleave to
j

our only sure refuge, our stronghold, our very
(|

present helper,—and then all will be well ; and S

we shall be conducted through all our exercisea
j

and strait places, receiving the end of our faith, i

It is sweet to be permitted in travelling along this

weary land,—to give and receive a greeting in
j

spirit,—to be refreshed together as before the
j

Lord, and to be made to feel that we are members
j

one of another; that we are not without compa-

nions in warfare and suffering; and cheered up by
(

the countenance of a friend, by even a few lines,

!

or by a hearty extension of the right hand of fel-

!

lowship. It reminds me of David, and of his
j

friend Jonathan, who "strengthened his hand in 1

God;" and we may instructively, and without;

presumption, refer to the circumstances of these
'

individuals, with some degree of application to i

our own case. 1 the trials and strait places, in
|

which some of us are placed in the present day :

j

and how clear does it appear, that if we flinch .

not, but are faithful to all that the Lord requires ;

of us, to be, to do, and to suffer for his cause and '

people, we shall be made instruments, in our mea-.:

sure, to carry forward his good work, to stand ini|

the breach, and to be (whatever we may think of

;

ourselves) as saviours on Mount Zion, to judge .

the mount of Esau, yea, to turn the battle to the
^

gate. The Lord will assuredly, in his own time
|

and way, send deliverance for his little ones, for
'

the Lamb and his followers must have dominion

and victory. Those who are engaged on the
;

Lord's side, and bound to stand by and uphold ;

his pure cause, cannot escape the peculiar notice '

of the all-seeing eye of the Captain of salvation;
'

who will not fail to promote, to honour, to make

use of, and to dignify, his true-hearted, firm handed
'

.soldiers. So look ye to it ; and ! my soul, look

thou to it,—that we lose not any portion of that

weight of glory, which the Lord designs for us

:

any portion of that line of usefulness, or of suffer- i

ing, which should devolve upon us. Let us not

'

plead any excuses, whether it be trade, family,
;

our own meanness or insignificance; nor yet like
j

one of old, say to the servant of the Lord, " If;

thou wilt go with me, then I will go," &c., lest it
j

be said, "the journey," or the proceeding, " shall]

not be for thine honour." O for an unreserved!

sacrifice, and a going on in the strength of the

Lord, which is made perfect in weakness ; and

also a standing still in the true faith, to see and

to wait for his salvation revealed, and his armi

made bare for our help. I may assure thee, my
dear friend, that thy exercises and self-humiliat-

1

ing baptisms, are only such as are common to us I

all, and no more than needful for the best of us,—

|

to drive us home to the preserving power, to lay usj

low and keep us there ; and are rather marks, how
tenderly and closely our holy Head and High
Priest, our keeper and shade upon the right hand, ,

hedges us about, as Satan said was Job's favoured
j

lot ; not leaving us to ourselves, as we are ready

to suppose ; but constantly interposing with his

fatherly ehastenings and stripes; because He loves

us, and hath a purpose of his own glory in our

close proving and refining, as his choice jewels and
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^old of Ophir. Dear , believe it is even

,30, in all thy overturnings and tossings. Would
He liavc received a burnt-offering at our hands,

and would lie have shown us all these things, if

He were displeased and ready to reject us ? as

pManoah's wife pleaded. Yea, though He slay

thee, trust in Him;—humble thyself low before

him, and in due season all will work together for

thy exceeding good, for thy great enlargement in

the things of God. Therefore, be patient unto

the coining, and through all the dispensations, of

thy wonderful Counsellor. I believe the little

ones have no cause unduly to fear, or to let in

kliscouragement and doubts. However, though we

pjay bo permitted to be trampled upon and broken

fo pieces, yet the blessed Truth will outlive it all.

r-J. B.

Third mo. 19th, 1S36.

Coloured Population of the United States.—
It is stated officially that the free coloured popu-

lation which, in 1800, had increased in New
England 31.63 per cent, in ten years, in 1850

iad increased but l.Tl per cent, in the same time,

rhe corresponding figures for the Southern States

tvere 57.33 and 12.07. In Maine, in ten years,

,he increase was but 0.07 per cent. Increase of

ihe whole coloured in the slaveholding States,

27.40 percent.; non-slavcholding, 14.38; 4090
Tee coloured were born in foreign countries; one-

ifth of the free coloured in New York were born

'n the present slave States. In New Orleans, one-

jleventh of the free coloured males were employed

n pursuits requiring education. The mulattoes

n the United States are one-eighth as numerous
is the blacks; the free mulattoes are more than

lalf of the free blacks; in the United States the

lumber of lifricans and their descendants is nearly

? or 10 to 1 of those that were imported; in the

British West Indies there are not 2 remaining for

3very 5 imported, and their descendants. About
10,000 imported Africans survive in the Southern

states. About 2,500,000 slaves are connected

irith the field work of agriculture, in every 100 of

whom 2 are employed upon hemp, 5 upon rice, 6

ipon sugar, 14 upon tobacco, and 73 on cotton

md other products. There are 347,525 families

lolding slaves, or 2,000,000 persons. One-fifth

)f the slave properties are in a single slave, and

learly one-half in less than than five slaves.

For " Ttie Friend."

"Let him that thinkcth he standeth, take heed lest

ae fall."

My mind has been brought under deep exercise,

iceording to my measure, on account of ray dear

Friends, as well as for myself, believing, as I do,

;hat the times loudly call for more circumspect

ivalking before God, in all humility, and thank-

fulness for the manifold mercies vouchsafed to us,

30or unworthy beings.

I feel drawn to warn you against .some of the

popular evils of the day, particularly that which

is termed " Spiritual Rappings." Sly dear young
arethrcn and sisters, let me entreat you to set

fonr faces against everything of the kind, for I

believe -they are the stratagems of the enemy of

Dur soul's peace, to draw away the unwatchful,

jnd thereby to undermine, if possible, the foun-

dation of our faith. Ob ! " put on the whole

armour of God, that ye may be able to stand

against the wiles of the devil." For " we wrestle

not against flesh and blood, but against principali-

ties and powers, against the rulers of the dark-

ness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in

high places." May you not give way to making
excuses, and reasoning that you will go only so

far into new notions, or dangerous habits, and

then return ; thus making work for repentance

and deep suffering of soul in time to come, should

time be granted.

Let me also entreat you not to settle down at

ease in Zion, contenting yourselves with the mere

name or profession of a Quaker, and getting along

merely as respectable men and women; for this

will not avail you in a time of trial and deep prov-

ing. Take heed to the light within you
;
put on

the Lord Jesus Christ, and endeavour to follow

his teachings, that so you may experience old

things done away, and all things to become new.

Thus you may be prepared to stand faithfully

for the testimony of Jesus, in accordance with our

high profession, in this day of trial. For the

clouds are gathering, and, if I am not mistaken,

the storm may carry away many that think they

stand, but who are looking too much to man, rest-

ing in their own strength, and not sufficiently

considering the rock from whence they were

hewn. Tlie Lord will sift until the chaff, and

that which is impure, will be taken away, but

those who stand faithful will be preserved as a

right seed ; and these will call on the aliens from

the north and from the south, from the east and

from the west, to come and sit in the kingdom

with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, to fill the places

of those who may have been cast out.

Oh ! that you and I may do the part of faithful

stewards over God's heritage, though it may be

his will to send some as sheep among wolves, to

proclaim the glad tidings of the gospel of peace.

It is with me likewise to warn my dear breth-

ren, to be very cautious bow they mingle and

what steps they take in the political affairs of the

day ; lest you be found spreading a net to entangle

j'our own feet, and thereby closing up the way for

bearing faithfully some of our important testi-

monies.

In conclusion, I would eshort all, to strive to

lay aside the sin that doth most easily beset, and

endeavour to run with patience the race that is

set before us, that in the end we may be granted

an inheritance in the mansions of everlasting rest

and peace.

In tender love, I am your brother and fellow-

labourer in the cause of Truth. J. W.
Morgan Co., Ohio, Second mo., 1855.

The Supply of Guano.—J. Caird, in a letter

to the "Times," says: " An immense deposit of

guano has been discovered in the Indian Ocean,

between Mauritius and Calcutta. I have seen

samples of it. It has been analyzed by Professor

Anderson, of Glasgow, and is now also in the

hands of Professor Way, of London, for analysis.

Four kinds of it have been brought home, two of

which are of superior quality, resembling the

guano of Saldanha Bay ; the other two are com-

paratively inferior. The discoverer relates, that

being becalmed off an island, he sent his boats

ashore for water. They returned without it, but

told what they had found. The captain of the

ship visited it, and, having made several voyages

for guano to Ichaboe, he at once pronounced the

substance with which the island was covered to be

guano. Having traversed the island in various

directions, he found guano everywhere ; in great-

est depth, however, in the caverns and crevices of

the rocks. He secured samples and brought them

home. The samples having been taken from near

the surface, the quality is supposed to be inferior

to what may be found beneath, as it is injured by

the action of the weather. The deposit is reported

to bo immense, the island being twenty miles long

by seven broad, and thus forty times the size of

Ichaboe. Tbere are no strong ocean currents near

the island, and it is said that convenient loading-

stages can be erected with great facility in the
creeks and bays along its coasts. Steps are now
being taken to make the guano available to the
British farmer. We may hope to have supplies
of it ere long. This discovery shows what may
be reasonably anticipated from a search in other
quarters, and especially off the rainless coast of
Peru. This is the true way to break down the

monopoly of Peru, and to secure for the agricul-

turist, abundant and cheap supplies of guano, and
thereby to the consumers of beef and mutton an
increasing quantity at a more moderate price."

What is the great interest of a nation ? What
is most advantageous and profitable to a people,

even with reference to the things of this life?

Godliness is their greatest gain, it having the pro-

mise of this life, as well as that to come. The
poets feign and fancifully tell us that their God
wooed in gold, and descended in a glistening

shower. Certain it is, and out of the reach of all

fiction, that with God and religion we shall bo

blessed, likewise, with such a portion of riches as

shall be serviceable to our best ends. God often-

times showers down wealth with a plentiful hand
on his friends and favourites. You see the trua

way and method of prospering in the world. If

you fear God, and keep his commandments, you
shall be recompensed with the good things of this

life. A per.son or a nation which .sincerely endea-

vours to purchase true wisdom, (which consists in

righteousness and holiness,) shall find that (Prov.

iii. IG) "in her loft hand are riches and honours."
—J. Edwards.

" Use moderation in your manner of living, and

in this way seek relief from the increasing expense

of the times in which we live, rather than by en-

gaging in more extensive, and often hazardous

schemes of trade. By these latter means the mind

becomes encumbered, and unfitted for religious

service, yea, often for religious thought, and for

breathing daily after the spiritual riches, which

are to be enjoyed in close communion with. God.

Consider how distant that state which would give

up all to Him, if required, is from that which in-

dvilges itself in ease to the full extent of its power,

or is endeavouring by multiplied adventures in

trade, to acquire that power which it covets for

the purpose of worldly enjoyment."

"It was said of the heathen Socrates, that it

was known when he was angry by his being

silent."
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The five dollars received by mail, "as a mite

towards the relief of the poor," has been handed

over to the Southern Soup Society.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from England to the 10th ult.—

The Neio Ministry.—A new Ministry has been formed, of

which Lord Palmerston is Premier. The other mem-
bers are Lord Panmure,Earl Clarendon, Sidney Herbert,

Sir George Grey, W. Gladstone, Sir James Graham,

Lord Cranworth", Earl Granville, Duke of Argyle, Sir

W. Molesworth, Sir Charles Wood, Lord Canning, and

Marquis Landsdowne. In her efforts to reconstruct the

British Ministry, the Queen had in turn sent for the

Earl of Derby, Lord Landsdowne, Sir John Russell, and

the Earl of Clarendon. All, however, failed to accom-

plish the object, when Lord Palmerston was sent for,

and succeeded. This is understood to be a war Minis-

try, and the expectation was, that the war in the Crimea

would be pushed to a crisis, with increased energy and

determination. Parliament adjourned for a week, at
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the request of the new Premier, and was to reassemble the Union.

on the 15th ult. Nearly i;3,000,000 had been voted for jority.

war purposes. The North American fisheries bill passed,
i

Keto Mex.

The steamship City of Manchester, of the Philadelphia

and Liverpool line, arrived on the 5th, and was taken

up by the Government, to convey troops to the Crimea.

The Liverpool cotton market was without material

change. Flour, from 40s. to 43s. 6rf. Consols, 91^.

The bullion in the Bank of England has increased

£445,000.
The irur.—Affairs before Sebastopol remain un-

changed. Supplies were reaching the British camp in

abundance, but the army continued sickly. A letter

from a French ofiBcer says, " The English army is no

longer an army. It only bears the name. Of the 56,000

men which the British Government sent to the East,

there remain .it this moment not more than from 10,000

to 11,000, and even these are not all able to carry arms.

I must add, that there are, moreover, about 10,000 in

the hospitals of Constantinople, and 1000 in the am-

bulances at Balaklava ; the remainder are gone to their

long home." This fearful waste of life the writer attri-

butes mainly to the inexperience of the officers in com-

mand, and the wretched administration of the depart-

ment for supplying the wants of the army. The whole

of the third division of the French army have taken the

place of the English in the trenches, and were continu-

ing their works. The weather had become milder ;
but

the melting of the snow occasioned inconvenience and

suffering to the men in the camp and trenches.

The Russian army is reported to be in want of sup-

plies. The Russian forces on the frontier of Austria,

have been ordered to retreat into the interior. The

feeling at Constantinople was said to be strongly in

favour of peace. At the latest accounts, the peace con-

ference at Vienna had not been opened.

FRANCE—Preparations on a very extensive scale,

were going on in every part of the military service. It

is said the Emperor will take command of the army of

operations on the Rhine.

HOLLAND.—Both Holland and Denmark are desirous

of joining the Western Alliance.

POLAND.—The English Missionaries in Poland have

been ordered to leave the Russian territory.

RUSSIA.—The Russian Government is making the

most vigorous exertions, and appears to be determined

to sustain the contest with obstinacy.

SPAIN.—The Minister of Finance has presented a

bill to the Cortes, authorizing the complete sale of the

church property. The Cortes have voted the first basis

of the Constitution—the national sovereignty. Soule

has left Madrid.

EGYPT.—The Viceroy of Egypt has solemnly inter-

dicted for the future the introduction of slaves into his

provinces. No change is proposed in the condition of

those now in bondage. Bread is now three ti

ordinary price in Egypt, owing to the European demand
for grain.

CANADA.—The term for naturalization in Canada
has been reduced from seven to three years' residence.

Any foreigner, having resided that time in the province

becomes a citizen, on taking the necessary oaths ot

affirmations.

UNITED STATES.—/mmii/raaon.-During the yeai

1854, 460,474 persons arrived in this country by sea—
27,765 in .M.issachusetts; 327,976 in New York; 15,032

in Pennsylvania ; 13,154 in Maryland ; 51,169 in Louisi-

ana; and 14,487 in California. Of the entire number
nearly 49,000 were born in England; 101,606 in Ire-

land; 13,317 in France; 206,054 in Germany; anc

13,100 in China. From Ninth mo. 30, 1843, to Twelfth

mo. 30, 1854, 3,174,395 persons arrived in this country,

by sea.

Congras.—Treaties have been formed with Holland,

and the King of the two Sicilies, on the principle that

free ships make free goods. In consequence of a dis-

agreement between the two Houses respecting the

i\monnt appropriated in the Te-icas Creditors bill, a com-
mittee of conference was appointed, who increased the

amount to $7,750,000, in which form it finally passed.

The Senate has passed a bill extending for three years

the credit for duties on railroad iron. A bill for the

establishment of an Insane Asylum in the District of

Columbia, has passed finally.

The Fugitive Slave ioic—Parties engaged in attempts

to enforce this law, have often met with great difficulty

and opposition, in consequence of the popular aversion

to its provisions. A bill having been introduced into

the Senate, on the 23d ult., to protect officers and other

persons, acting under the authority of the United States,

a general discussion of the slavery question and subjects

connected with it ensued. Much was said by some
Senators in derogation of slavery, and these in return

were charged with want of patriotism and devotion to

The bill referred to, passed by a large i

larty of Apacha and Utah Indians,

the 25th of Twelfth mo., attacked a party of whites

at Pueblo, and killed 14 men, taking three women and
two children prisoners, and leaving two women wound-
ed, supposing them to be dead. Great excitement pre-

vailed in Santa Fe, in consequence of an apprehended
general Indian war. Capt. Newall and a party of

dragoons killed twelve Indiaus in a hostile meeting, on
20th of First month ; four of the soldiers were

killed.

Kansas.—The Boston Courier says, there are now
nearly two thousand persons preparing to remove to

Kansas in the spring, under the guidance of the Emi-
grant Aid Society, the greater portion of whom belong

to bands or companies of neighbours or townsmen.
Kew York.—The city debt is §13,960,856 ; amount of

sinking fund applicable to the redemption of this debt,

§5,171,308. The corporation owns property, valued at

$37,203,250. The expenditures for the support of the

ity government last year, were $3,936,675. The ex-

port of specie, which had nearly ceased for about two

months, has recommenced. The Atlantic, last week,

took out the largest amount yet sent by a single steam-

er, viz., £1,326,167. The export of cotton for the week
heavy, amounting to 65,000 bales, valued at

§2,500,000.

Cincinnati.—The Pork Trade.—\jp to the 20th ult.,

335,000 hogs had been packed, which is 75,000 less

than last year.

Philadelphia.—'SloTtuhlj last week, 186.

California, dates to Second mo. 1 st, have been received,

by the George Law, from Aspinwall, which brought

304 passengers, and $1,113,000 in gold. A terrible

explosion had occurred on the steamer Pearl, when ap-

proaching her landing at Sacramento, by which about

seventy persons lost their lives.

Miscellaneous.—Prohibition.—On the 21st ult., a law

prohibiting the sale of intoxicating drinks passed the

New York House of Assembly, by a vote of 80 to 45.

A similar law which passed one branch of the New
Jersey Legislature, was lost in the Senate by a vote of

10 to 9.

A prohibitory law goes into effect in the State of

Michigan, in the Fifth mo. next.

A similar law recently passed by the Legislature of

Illinois, is to be submitted to a vote of the people, in

the Sixth mo. next.

On the 21st ult., a prohibitory law passed the House

at Dover, Delaware.

The bill before the Legislature of Pennsylvania to

prevent the sale of intoxicating drinks on the first day

of the week, has been passed by the Senate, with only

two negative votes, having passed the House previously.

Mormonism.—The Mormons have commenced, in New
York, the publication of a paper, called the Mormon,
devoted to the spread of their principles. It defends

polygamy as a Divine ordinance.

Guano.—i. D. F. Wallace, of Philadelphia, has, it is

said, succeeded in making a contract with the Venezue-

lian Government for a lease of fifteen j'ears, of forty-one

islands on the coast of Venezuela, which are supposed

to be among the richest deposits of guano in the world.

Many Languages in a Slate.—The Legislature of Wis-

consin directs the publication of State documents in

English, German, Danish, Dutch and Welsh.

Molasses.—The total consumption of molasses, foreign

and domestic, in the United States, for the year 1854,

is stated at 54,492,000 gallons.

Imprisonment for Debt.—Under the laws relating to

imprisonment for debt, as they now exist in Massachu-

setts, upwards of eight hundred persons were incar-

cerated in Cambridge street jail, Boston, during th(

year 1854. In a previous year, the number of cases

amounted to 1300.

The Great Temple.—The Mormon Temple begun at

Salt Lake City, will be much larger than the temple

built by the Mormons at Nauvoo. It will require ten

years to build it, and will cost several millions of dol-

lars.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.

A stated Annual Meeting of "The Contributors to the

Asylum for the Relief of Persons deprived of the use of

the'ir Reason," will be held on Fourth-day, the 14th of

Third month, 1855, at 3 o'clock, p.m., at Arch Street

.\Ieeting-house, Philadelphia.

William Bettle, Clerk.

FALLS MONTHLY MEETING SCHOOL.
The Committee of the above named School is desirous

to procure a well qualified female teacher to take charge

of the School as instructor, for the ensuing season.

Early application is requested, and can be made by ad-

drc-ising, Mahlon Moon, MorrisviUeP. 0., Bucks Co., Pa,

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Jloorestown,

N. J., on Fifth-day, the 22d ult., Henry R. Woodward,
of this city, to Anna K., daughter of Jos. Buzby, of the

former place.

in the of
I

her age ; a member of Centre Monthly Meeting and West
Branch Particular Meeting.

, on the 3Ist of First mo., 1855, aged 55 years,

at her residence atCockermouth, Cumberland, England,

Ltdia a. Barclay, a minister; younger daughter of the

late Robert and Ann Barclay, of Claspham, Surrey.
]j

Her death followed a second attack of paralysis, the
,

first having so prostrated her feeble powers, as to ren- ;

der her incapable of supporting a recurrence of the dis- i|

ease. In the decease of this dear Friend, the church ',

sustains a severe loss, for her life had been character- 1

ized by a simple, faithful dedication to the cause of J

Truth ; an upright maintenance of the doctrines and (lis-
;

cipline of the society, in their ancient purity. She was a J

steadfast example of simplicity in her personal attire, as
•]

well as in the furnishing of her house, seeming called upon

to appear as a sign, among a people too much departed
j

from the practice of true self-denial, and amalgamating
j

themselves with the world. In her calling as a gospel

minister, she travelled considerably in England, Scot- i

land, and Ireland ; her offerings, though sometimes in
j

few words, were weighty and powerful, striking at the
,

root of the evil nature in those who heard her, and
'

directing to a close waiting upon, and obedience unto '

the Divine Teacher manifested in the heart, whom she

declared to be none other than the Spirit of Christ, the

Saviour. During her last illness, her long tribulated

spirit was mercifully filled with peace and joy, and she

expressed in writing her feelings of thanksgiving and

praise for the mercy, which had been extended to her -

during her life, but more especially since her illness.

Thus, though deprived of the powers of speech, for the i

last few days other life, her friends have the consoling :

belief, that her end was peace, and that He who had

been pleased to be her Alpha, graciously condescended

to be her Omega, and to gather her into his everlasting ,

rest. Perhaps this brief notice of our beloved departed

friend could not be better concluded, than by the follow-

ing lines written by herself, some time since :
—

" Those

who have been, through wonderful and adorable grace,

enabled to set their feet in this path [the heavenly

path] iu measure, can testify, that they never could

one half conceive the excellency of the peace, nor the

preciousness of the Lord's goodness therein, neither

would they exchange it for ten thousand worlds ! And
oh 1 if the foretaste, even from season to season in this

vale of tears, and often in the midst of much tribula-

tion, be so strengthening and delightfully sweet, what

must the full fruition and consummation thereof be in

the never-ending period of eternity in the presence of

Him, who sittcth upon the throne, and the Lamb, that

hath loved and washed us in his blood !" " Let U3

then more and more ' strive to enter in at the strait gate,

and to walk in the narrow w.ay,' that we may not only

be the called, but the faithful and chosen I let us press

towards the mark for the rich prize of our high and

holy calling, let us so run that we may, through His

wonderful grace in Christ Jesus, be permitted to obtain

the prize, the crown of life that fadeth not away I"

, in Philadclphirt. on the 11th ult., Henrietta,

youngest daughter of O. and P. H. Mitchell, aged 19

years ; a member of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting.

During her indisposition, which lasted many months,

she was p.atient and cheerful, although seldom enter-

taining hopes of recovery. She seemed to be gradually

reconciled to the approaching event, of which she ma-
nifested no terror, remarking to her mother, that " al-

though it looks dark here, it is bright beyond." One
reminding her, when in much pain, of the words of the

Apostle, "For I reckon that the sufferings of this pre-

sent time are not worthy to be compared with the

glory, which shall be revealed in us," she replied,

" Yes, I have known that a long time." Her sufferings,

the day before her death, were very severe, during

which she frequently made use of the expression, "Oh J

preserve me," and once to her sister exphained, "I do

not mean preserve me in life, but in patience to the

end." A request which He who heareth prayer, was
graciously pleased to grant.
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Fo the Monthly Meetings and members within

our limits:

Dear Friends,—Since this body was last con-

rened, circumstances have occurred calculated to

;ry closely the faith and patience of the members
)f our Yearly Meeting, and wc have felt our
uinds drawn forth at this time in affectionate

lolicitude on your account, and a concern hai

)een rai-ed for the faithful support of the blessed

lause of Truth and righteousness, not only by and
imong you, but throughout the limits of our widely
ixtended Society. The three Yearly Meetings
vhich hiive occurred since the adjournment of Ohio
iTearly Meeting in the Ninth mo. last, to which
ts epistles were addressed, giving a correct state-

aent of the sorrowful secession that took place

rom it at that time, have declired their unity

rith those who separated themselves from their

egitimate Yearly Meeting, and refused to remain
ubordinate to it. The ostensible reasons put forth

>y those meetings for the course they have pur-

ued, have been widely circulated, and we cannot
put believe that all of you who are acquainted
?ith the concern and labour of our Yearly Meet-
Dg ever since our present diiEcultie.s commenced,
oust be fully convinced they are inapplicable to

hat concern and labour, and can in no wise jus-

ify the course pursued by them, or palliate the

ct of separation and insubordination which has
'reduced such mournful disorder and suffering

I'ithin our limits.

In addressing you, we feel it is not necessary

enter into any argument to prove, that the

Tcater portion of the difficulties into which our
eloved Society has been brought, has had its ori-

;in, mainly, in the dissemination of works, contain-

ag views on some of the important principles and
sstimonics, which wo, as a religious Society, were
aised up to support, that are incompatible with
he faith ever professed by Friends; and which,
fallowed to gain an ascendency among our mem-
bers, must, we believe, lead them away from the
pirituality and simplicity of our holy religion. As
onsistent Friends, we have felt ourselves consci-

ntiously bound, in common with many other bre-

hren, to bear a testimony against those views and
heir dissemination among the members of our
eligious Society, for no other reason than because
76 love the truths of the gospel, as revealed to our
arly Friends, and believed In by the f\iithful in

since its commencement, and because

it rests on us as a duty, to transmit them in their

purity to those who are to come after us.

In 1846 our Yearly Meeting, notwithstanding

that a contrariety of sentiment was manifested

among some of its members on other points, united

without a dissenting voice, in informing Friend
in England, that "the peace and harmony of this

Yearly Meeting in its several branches, as also in

its collective capacity, at the present season, have
been greatly disturbed on account of the doctrinal

writings of a member or members of [that] Yearly

Meeting in circulation among us, which are not

deemed by us to be in accordance with those on

the same subjects, of our ancient approved au-

thors." Here, then, is the original source of the

troubles into which, not only this Yearly Meeting,

but Friends everywhere in this land find them-

selves introduced. We are aware that many, who
have separated from this Yearly Meeting, and of

those who have united with them, declare they

have not adopted and do not approve of the un-

sound views contained in those works, and we hope
and trust that to a great extent it may be so; but

yet it must be admitted that strong opposition

has been manifested by them, to the church bear-

ing its testimony fully and faithfully against those

views, and warning its members not to imbibe or

promulgate them.

Our beloved Society everywhere, has been weak-
ened and crippled by the inroads of a worldly

spirit, and there is a strong disposition manifested

by many, to leave the simplicity which its princi-

ples enjoin, to copy the manners of the world, and
to go back into many things out of which our

worthy predecessors were redeemed, and which
faithful Friends in every generation, since thei:

rise, have seen in the light of the Lord, are con

trary to his will concerning us as a people. W(
believe the unsound views to which we have allud-

ed, adapt themselves to this weak and faltering

state in the Society, and lead into a superficial,

outside religion, that takes the place of that

thorough heart-changing work which can be effected

alone by the baptism of the Holy Ghost and of fire;

so that while there may be a show of creaturely

performances in will-worship, and in works of

philanthropy and benevolence, flowing from it,

there is lacking the stability in self-denial and
righteousness which is the fruit of the Spirit. Be-
lieving this, our Yearly Meeting felt bound to

testify against them. And, dear Friends, wo think

the signs of the times admonish us not to relax

in contending for the faith once delivered to the

saints, and in love and humility warning our bre-

thren and sisters everywhere to beware of every-

thing that may mar or weaken it.

The difficulties and division in New England,

wc have always believed, had their origin from the

dissemination of, and opposition to, the spread of

the unsound doctrines alluded to. Those who felt

themselves bound to bear public testimony against

them, were brought under the censure of the meet-

ngs to which they belonged—party feeling was,

we fear, allowed to usurp the place of true judg-

ment, and the unhappy division in that Yearly

Meeting was the result. AVith the views and feel-

ngs prevailing in this Yearly Meeting, and the

declarations it had repeatedly made, it could not

consistently exclude from a seat in the meeting,
those members in New England who, it believed,

were maintaining a testimony against error, similar

with that which it had itself been called on to

uphold, pending, as the claims for New England
Yearly Meetintc, were, before it. This is the po-
sition in which Ohio Yearly Meeting has been
placed in relation to their brethren in New Eng-
land, and here is where those who have now
separated themselves from it, have refused to sub-
mit to its decisions, or to acquiesce in the course
it has felt itself constrained to pursue. This in-

subordination on their part has been, we believe,

not a little promoted and increased by the unau-
thorized and uncalled for interference of some of
the other Yearly Meetings and their members,
who having exercised their right to come to a
judgment in relation to the New England diffi-

culty, should have felt themselves restrained from
attempting to influence or prejudice the judg-
ent of this co-equal Yearly Meeting, whereby

they have greatly contributed to the sorrowful

paration of so many of its members from it.

And when the separation took place, and those

who seceded from the Yearly Meeting were first

together by themselves, and it was proposed and
irgcd by some of their number not to persevere

n their undertaking, we have reliable testimony,

hat those with minutes from other Yearly Meet-
ings, who were with them, urged them not to aban-

lon the course they had commenced, and en-

couraged them to believe they would be coun-
tenanced in it by their respective Yearly Meetings

:

and after thus identifying themselves with and
promoting the separation in our Yearly Meeting,

two of those Friends were on the committee that

sat in judgment on the claims of Ohio Yearly
Meeting and the body they had encouraged in

seceding from it.

The appointment of Benjamin Hoyle as clerk of
Ohio Yearly Meeting, in the Ninth month last,

was in accordance with the deliberate conclusion

of that meeting, come to in former years and
acted on repeatedly; and in the observance of
which, those who have now separated from it,

insisted again and again; and moreover, it was
fully united with by much the larger portion of

those present at the time, as was manifested by
the expression, and by the number withdrawing

when the clerk read the minute of adjournment:
while the nomination and appointment of the

Friend who served the Separatists, was in all

respects a revolutionary measure; and we cannot

but foresee and lament that those meetings that

have sanctioned it, have established for themselves

a precedent that may, in a future day, afford a

plea for insubordination and disorganization within

their own borders.

In adverting to these painful circumstances at

this time, in order to place the action of Ohio
Yearly Meeting in its true light, and to repel the

unkind charges that have been pressed against it,

we sincerely desire to be preserved from making

any unjust or uncharitable reflections on any of

our brethren, or in any wise adding to the feel-

ings of disunity and division existing among the

members of our once peaceful and united Society.

We are persuaded that in the course pursued
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towarcls our Yearly Meeting by the three bodies

to which we have before alluded, a great wrong

has been done, not merely to it, but (o the blessed

cause of Truth, which we trust is dear to us, and

for and with which we desire patiently to sutler;

leaving the event to the Lord, who, we reverently

believe, will strengthen and comfort his humble

dedicated children, however set aside and con-

temned, and in his own time make a plain path for

them to walk in.

It is our earnest desire that all our members

may be brought to feel more and more deeply the

responsibility that rests upon them individually,

in making profession of those spiritual views of

the gospel, for which the Society of Friends has

been distinguished ; and be led to seek, with

earnest acdlincere hearts, to learn of Him who is

meek and lowly, that so they may be prepared to

walk unblamab'ly before men, and thus adorn the

doctrines which we profess to love and uphold.

This, dear Friends, will preserve you from in-

dulging in hard or uncharitable feelings towards

your brethren and sisters who differ from you;

and, while it strengthens you to maintain the

truth with firmness, will lead you to treat them

with Christian kindness, and earnestly to seek for

the restoration of the fellowship of the gospel

among all who profess our name. "The servant

of the Lord must not strive, but be gentle unto

all men, apt to teach, patient, in meekness in-

structing those that oppose themselves, if God
peradventure will give them repentance to the

acknowledging of the truth." Keep diligently to

the attendance of all your meetings both for wor-

ship and discipline, and when there, labour to

have your minds gathered to the gift of God in

yourselves, that so you may witness your assem-

bling together to be in the name of Christ, and

his blessed presence to be in the midst of you.

The discipline and organization of our religious

Society, had their origin from the same divine

source from which have emanated the doctrines

and testimonies given to us to uphold, and any-

thing which tends to lay waste or weaken them,

must have its origin out of the Truth, and tend

to disorder and confusion. We cannot, therefore,

view with approbation, or give countenance to any

measures which violate the provisions of the disci-

pline, or to proceedings subversive of the whole-

some order, established among us in the wisdom

of Truth. The design of meetings for discipline,

says our worthy elder George Fox, is to promote

charity and piety. These being the objects, in order

to attain to and promote them, it is needful for the

members to be clothed upon with Christian love

and humility, and in all their efforts to promote

the cause of Truth, to seek unto Him who has pro-

mised to be a spirit of judgment to those that sit

in judgment, and strength to them who turn the

battle to the gate. Beware, then, we beseech you,

lest you put forth the hand unbidden, from the

promptings of your own will and wisdom, and

carefully avoid everything like party spirit, which

must always produce heats and spiritual blight.

Finally, brethren, farewell. Be perfect, be of good

comfort, be of one mind; live in peace; and the

God of love and peace shall be with you.

Signed on behalf of the aforesaid meeting,

Joseph Edgerton, Clerk.

P. S. Feeling concerned for the preservation

and right settlement of all our members, we would

tenderly and afi'ectionately exhort them, not to

give way improperly to that unsettlement which

prevails so much in the community at large, in 1

relation to removing to the Western country; be-

lieving that the dissolving of old and the forming

of new associations in life, often have an injurious

effect, particularly upon the young and rising

generation : and when any may have their atten-

tion turned to so important a step—let the mo-

tive be ever so plausible—we would advise them

to try it by the unerring Spirit of Truth, which,

if in humility and reverence sought unto, will

not fail to direct us safely ; for agreeably to Scrip-

ture testimony, the steps of a good man are or-

dered by the Lord. By this prudent and judici-

ous course. Friends may be preserved from impro-

per removals, which at all times is very desirable,

and particularly at this juncture, wherein so much
affliction and trouble prevails in our Society.

Should, however, any of our dear Friend.?, on

such solid deliberation, fully believe that they have

liberty in the Truth to take such an important

step, we would propose to our Monthly Meetings,

that all certificates issued for such members, be

forwarded to Stillwater Monthly Meeting, a branch

of Stillwater Quarterly Meeting, with information

of their place of residence; which meetings shall

have the oversight of such members, until the

Yearly Meeting takes action on the subject; and

any application for the establishment of a meet-

ing for worship or discipline shall be made to those

meetings, which shall exercise the needful care

over them, according to discipline, either by writ-

ing or otherwise, and any expense so iueurred

shall be paid out of the treasury of the Yearly

Meeting. This is a measure arising from the

action of Indiana Yearly Meeting towards ours

;

and in order for the preservation of the rights

and privileges of our members, it seems incum-

bent upon us to make some provision to meet the

exigency of the case. Any meetings for wor-

ship or discipline so set up and established, are to

be considered as a branch of Ohio Yearly Meeting.

For "The Friend."

Persecution—Outward Ease.

When Friends were suffering from outward per-

secution, they were inwardly blessed with the

aboundings of the fruits of the Spirit, and having

love and sympathy one for another, the pressure

of suffering from without, tended only to strengthen

the bond of spiritual unity, for they were made to

believe in, and have resort to, the alone source of

availing help, comfort and support, under all

their grievous sufferings.

But as time passed on, the cruel hand of perse-

cution was withdrawn, and as the society increased

in worldly prosperity, and outward ease, and be-

came rich and full, the sense of dependancc on

Divine preservation and direction was lost, little by

little, until many became exalted in their imagina-

tions, and came to trust in uncertain riches, and

in fleshly wisdom and power, their hearts be-

coming estranged from the Great Head of the

church, in whom, and by whom, our worthy

forefathers were happily united, in the one body

of which we are now professing to be members.

The spirit of the world, which is at enmity with

the spirit of Truth, soon came to have dominion

in these, until there sprang up a division of feel-

ing, from the apprehension of a separate -interest.

Surely, we have no greater interest than in the

performance of our religious duties, and no true

interest, separate from this. But it is written of

man in the beginning, that he, "being tempted to

aspire ahoce his place, unhappily yielded, against

command and duty, as well as interest and felicity,
I

and so fell below it, lost the Divine image, the

wisdom, power and purity he was made in." And
is not a love for the display of worldly power,

riches or wisdom, causing many of us to become
|

exalted in our minds, to the forsaking of our only

hope of mercy ? " They that turn aside to lying

vanities, forsake their own mercies."

What suffering and confusion has self-reliance

and self-seeking led us into, begetting also a spirit

of vindictiveness, and resentment in the hearts of

those, whose profession should withhold them,

even from the least feeling of retaliation; by in-

dulgence in which party spirit has been begotten

and fostered, greatly to the detriment of our reli-

gious profession. For if there is not virtue

enough in the principles of Friends to hold them
together, what faith can those have in them, whc
judge them by their fruits?

If we set up our own judgment and will, in

our religious engagements, we may as well look

for the whole order of nature to be reversed, as

for any good fruits from our labours, however
specious they may appear in our own sight, and

in the view of others. A simjle eye to the wis-

dom, will, and honour of our Holy Head, is the

only condition upon which we can become children

of the light, and true worshippers and servants oi

Him whom we profess to follow.

As outward persecution tended to unite those

who suffered under it, in oneness of feeling and

purpose, so outward prosperity and ease through

the swelling of pride and passion, have reduced

the number of the truly faithful, apparenlli/ to a

mere handful. But, however, this may be, we
may gather encouragement from the assurance

made to the prophet, who formerly lamented in

this wise, "I have been very jealous for the Lord

God of Hosts, for the children of Israel have for-

saken thy covenant, thrown down thine altars, and

slain thy prophets with the sword, and I, even j

onli/, am left; and they seek my life to take it
i

away."—"Yet I have left me seven thousand ip:;

Israel, all the knees which have not bowed unto^

Baal, and every mouth which hath not kissed,

him."

As it has been declared of our worthy fore-

fathers, so may it yet be said of us, if we will onlj

turn away from the god of this world, which has

been blinding our eyes, to the Light in which^

they lived and walked. It is testified of them,;

that "they were an exercised people, whose very

countenances and deportment declared it. Thej,

were in travail for one another's preservation; not

seeking, but shunning, occasions of any coldness;

or misunderstanding, treating one another as thos£

that believed and/t7? God present. They did not

think themselves at their own disposal, to gc

where they list, or say or do what they list, oi

when they list. They held the truth in the

spirit of it, and not in their own spirits, or aftei

their own wills and affections; and in the spirit o I

Truth stood their liberty, and no pleasure, no pro

fit, no fear, no favour, could draw them from i

retired, strict, and watchful frame. They were ful

and practical believers in the doctrine, that "oli

ourselves we can do nothing as was testified by

one of their number, "We arc nothing, Christ is

all;" and finally, they were entire and united it,

their communion, as indeed became those thai'

profess One Head, even Jesus Christ, the Lord !'
i

Origin of Various Plants.—Every gentlemai

farmer ought to be somewhat acquainted with th(i

origin and history of all ordinary plants and trees!

so as to know their nature, country, and cond'

tion. Such knowledge, besides being a grea

source of pleasure, and very 3esirable, will ofter

enable him to explain phenomena in the habits i

many plants that otherwise would appear inexpli

cable.

Wheat, although considered by some as a nativt,

of Sicily, originally came from the central table

land of Thibet, where it yet exists as a grass, wit!

small, mealy seeds. Rye exists wild in Siberia

Barley exists wild in the mountains of Himiil

Oats were brought from North Africa. Jlillet
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ine species, is a native of India ; another, Egypt
Ind Aliyssinia. Maize, Indian corn, is of native

;rowth in America. Rice was brought from South
Africa, whence it. was taken to India, and thence

JD
Europe and America. Peas are of unknown

irigin. Vetches are natives of Germany. The
S-ardcQ Bean, from the East Indies. Buckwheat
arae originally from Siberia and Turkey. Cab-
jiage grows wild in Sicily and Naples. The Poppy

brought from the East. The Sunflower from
eru. Hops came to perfection as a wild flower

Germany. Saffron came from Egypt. The
nion is also a native of Egypt. Horse-radish

om South Europe. Tobacco is a native of Vir-

, Tobago, and California. Another species

as also been found wild in Asia. The Grasses

mostly native plants, and so are the Clovers,

jxcept Lucerne, which is a native of Sicily. The
jrourd is an Eastern plant. The Potato is a well-

j;nown native of Peru and Mexico. Koriander
trows wild near the Mediterranean. Anise was
brought from the Grecian Archipelago.

—

Dollar

yewsjmpcr.

For " The Frie

I
EDUCATION.

I

One of the designs and benefits of religious so-

•iety, is the concern which is felt for tlie consist-

'nt education of the children, the excellent counsel

t imparts, and the united efforts which it makes
;o aid their parents in preserving them from the

orruptions that abound in the world. In the

ear 1707, the London Yearly Meeting gave the

oUowing advice in its printed epistle :—" As next

our own souls, our offspring are the most imme-
tiate objects of our care and concern, it is ear-

lestly recommended to all pareuts and guardians

f children, that the most early opportunities may
e taken in their tender years, to impress upon
hem a sense of the Divine Being, his wisdom,

lower, and omnipresence, so as to beget a reverent

we and fear of him in their hearts; and as their

apacities enlarge, to acquaint them with the holy

Scriptures, by frequent and diligent reading

herein, instructing them in the great love of God
o mankind through Jesus Christ; the work of

alvation by him, and sanctifieation through his

ilessed Spirit. For, though virtue desoendeth not

ly lineal succession, nor piety by inheritance, yet

re trust the Almighty doth graciously regard the

incere endeavours of those parents, whose early

nd constant care is over their offspring for their

;ood, who labour to instruct them in the fear of

he Lord, and in a humble waiting for, and feei-

ng after, those secret and tender visitations of

)ivine love, which are aflJbrded for the help and

lirection of all. Be ye, therefore, excited to a

aithful discharge of your duty. Be examples to

hem in your meetings, your families, and your
mploymects, of a diligent, humble watchfulness,

nd steady regard to that holy principle in your-

elves, which you recommend to their observance.

3e careful not to indulge them in anything of an

vil tendency. Keep them, while young, out ofj

he vain fashions, the corrupt customs, and un-
j

)rofitable conversation of the world; training them
ip in that commendable simplicity, and plainness

if speech, habit, and manners, practised by our
Lord, and his faithful followers; and as they

ipen in age, guard them against the reading of

ilays, romances, and other licentious publications,

)f a nature prejudicial to the promotion of true

Christianity; likewise, against the public pastimes,

md pernicious diversions of the age : all which
ire the inventions of degenerate and corrupt

spirits, and strongly tend to draw the incautious

mind from a sense of religious duty, to bring it

into a state of alienation from the life of God, and

to deprive it of that inexpressible comfort and
delight, which attend the daily exercise of religion

and virtue."

The present means employed to give the youth

a circumspect course of training and school in-

struction, and the liberality manifested in obtain-

ing the advantages of these provisions, were per-

haps never surpassed in this country among
Friends. There can be no doubt that cs.=ential

benefits are constantly conferred, and that the

guards placed around the morals of the young
people, have tended to elevate the standard of

purity in their actions and language, so that

some habits once common, would not now be tole-

rated. This is a blessing derived from religious

society, and the warning Voice of the Good Spirit,

that should be highly prized, and we believe there

are hundreds who do hold it in proper estimation,

and would deeply regret its interruption by any

cause. But while parents should give to their

children the benefits of a guarded system of lite-

rary and scientific instruction, the importance of a

home education, which from childhood imparls

deep and lasting impression, by the example of a

life of righteousness and self-denial, should not be

lost sight of. A mind fixed on heaven, and pur-

suing heavenly things above all worldly conside-

rations, with proper culture and r strain t, will

have a beneficial influence on the tender minds
of the children, and may be the means of pre-

paring them to receive the good seed of the kingdom.

Neglecting the culture of our own hearts, and
being busied in matters which the Lord has not

allotted us, gives Satan the opportunity to steal

away the mind from abiding at Jesus' feet, and
thereby puts a stop to the work of grace. Many
have been caught in this snare,—lost their first

love, and become entangled in a wilderness, where
they have strayed from the path in which the

way-faring man, though a fool, cannot err, and are

wandering, they know not whither.

Atmoqyheric Phenomena in Greenland.—The
curious effects of the unequal refraction, produced
by the varying temperature and density of the

different strata of air, constitute one of the most
singular phenomena of Greenland. They usually

occur in the evening or night after a clear day,

and are most frequently on the approach or com-
mencement of easterly winds. Not only does this

state of the atmosphere elevate places above their

proper position, bringing objects sunk below the

horizon into view, but also changes and contorts

their appearance. It most usually produces an
increase in the vertical dimensions of the object

affected, elevating the coast and giving it a bolder

and more precipitous outline; making the fields of

ice rise like cliffs of prismatic spar, while the

higher and more irregular masses assume the

forms of castles, obelisks, spires, or, where the

pinnacles are numerous, a forest of naked pines.

In other places it displays the resemblance of a

naked city, crowded with public edifices, while

huge masses of rock seem suspended freely in the

air. Sometimes ships are seen with their rigging

curiously distorted, an additional sail, or an in-

verted image of the vessel, many times larger than

the real object, appearing above. Such are a few,

and but a few, of the changes praduced, "as from

the stroke of the enchanter's wand :" but many
others occur which it is impossible to describe,

their forms altering with inconceivable rapidity,

and one deceitful image disappearing only to be

replaced by another.

Nothing is more needed than love and obedience

to God, and hearty love to one another.

For " The Friend."

Wercy and Forgiveness,

Feelings of great destitution, and the fear of get-

ting wrong, and falling away, have been often ex-
perienced by devoted servants, especially after

seasons of Divine favour. These dispen.sations

are to humble and keep the creature in nothing-
ness of self before the Lord, and greatly contri-

bute to their preservation. The following account
is a striking instance given by Jane Pearson:

—

"Monthly Meeting, Pardshaw Hall, 23d of Se-

venth month, ISn. Being at Underwood, I at-

tended this meeting, and thought it a very favour-

ed time: the glory of the Lord, as it appeared to

me, filled the house; and sitting upon the mercy-
scat, each feemctl to have the (jnictous jtriiiilege of
pardon. It brought to my remembrance the

apostle Paul, when he was caught up into the third

heaven, and saw and heard what was not lawful

for a finite creature to hear; neither dared I to

utter, on the side of mercy, what I then felt. I
thought if I had continued thus under the imme-
iliate sense of God's presence, I should neither
have felt hunger nor pain; but it was not a state

to be continued in; for upon my return, the gra-

cious presence was withdrawn. I do not say a
messenger of Satan was sent to buffet; but I was
plunged into heart-rending doubts, respecting ray
own salvation ; thoroughly preventing my being
exalted above measure, for the abundant revelation,

vouchsafed to me at that precious season.

" I did not see that I had missed in my com-
munications to the Friends gathered ; I had not
kindled a fire, and warmed myself with the sparks
thereof, that I hud thus to lie down in sorrow.

How awful would be such another season of rising

in my spirit, out of the reach of sorrow, in which
there was no partition wall betweeu God and my
soul, lest such another fiery baptism should suc-

ceed ! Oh, Lord, I beseech thee, keep me in thy
patience; and let thy refining power leave nothing
that is wrong in me, unsubdued. Thou, Lord 1

knowest what I have gone through in my youth;
and all along thy hand has been heavy upon me.
Thou, Lord 1 hast often given me to see that

thou imputest no iniquity to me, but hast given
me a sense that I had full acceptance with thee.
' Why art thou cast down, 0, my soul ! and why
art thou disquieted within me ? Hope thou in

God, for I shall yet praise him !'

" In penning these remarks I find good to arise,

which rather binds up my broken heart; for

although I have heavy trials in the outward, they
have had no share in my present plunging. It

was, because my beloved had withdrawn himself,

and was gone. A dispensation of this nature would
not have dismayed me so much, provided I had
not been so long in the ministry. The Great
Master, I thought, had fully tried me as to exalt-

ation, and proved that I did not dare to say, 'The
Lord saith,' when he had not spoken, so that I

really hoped I had been established upon the im-
movablellock; but Ifind they that think they stand,

shoxdd take heed lest they fall. Neither are we
to recur to those sublime discoveries which the

Divine light has manifested ; but after great favour

in vision, to suffer all to return to the fountain

whence it sprung. Ah! then how empty and
stripped are we; for vessels used must be washed.

How unsafe for us to feed upon any good we have

been enabled to do! We experimentally find it

to be a truth, that it is not for works of righteous-

ness which we have done, but of his mercy we are

saved; and that it is by the washing of regenera-

tion, and the renewing of the Holy Ghost, for

which I pray."

Not only is there deep instruction conveyed in

the experience of this favoured handmaid of tha
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Lord, showing the repeated humiliations that must

be endured in the heavenly journe}-, to prepare
j

the soul for the presence of immaculate Purit}', and -

the company of glorified spirits, but the thought

is cheering, that evidence is granted that mercy

covers the judgment-seat, and that Pivine love

and forgiveness are extended, so that the gracious

privilege of pardon is held out to all. Surely

those who desire the forgiveness of their manifold

transgressions and deviations from the law of God,

have'necd to cherish the spirit of forbearance, and

compassion towards their fellow-servants. When
we are about to appear before the judgment-seat

of Christ, every one to give account of his ov:n

stewardship, nothing will be more needed than

the forgiveness and'blotting out of all past sin,

through the mercy of God in Christ Jesus, our

Lord and Saviour.

The FhilosopTii/ of Ram.—To understand the

philosophy of this beautiful and often sublime

phenomenon, so often witnessed since the creation

of the world, and so essential to the very existence

of plants and animals, a few facts derived from

observation and a long train of experiments, must

be remembered

:

1. Were the atmosphere everywhere, at all

times, of a uniform temperature, we should never

have rain, or hail, or snow. The water absorbed

by it in evaporation from the sea and the earth's

surface, would descend in an imperceptible vapor,

or cease to be absorbed by the air when it was

once fully saturated.

2. The absorbing power of the atmosphere, and

consequently its capacity to retain humidity, is

proportionately greater in warm than cold air.

3. The air near the surface of the earth is

warmer than it is in the region of the clouds. The

higher we ascend from the earth the colder do we

find the atmosphere. Hence the perpetual snow

on very high mountains in the hottest climate.

Now, when, from continued evaporation, the

air is highly saturated with vapour, though it be

invisible and the sky cloudless, if its temperature

is suddenly reduced by cold currents descending

from above, or rushing from a higher to a lower

latitude, or by the motion of saturated air to a

cooler latitude, its capacity to retain moisture is

diminished, clouds are formed, and the result is

rain. Air condenses as it cools, and, like a sponge

filled with water and compressed, pours out the

water which its diminished capacity cannot hold.

How singular, yet how simple, the philosophy of

rain ? What but Omniscience could have devised

such an admirable arrangement for watering the

earth ?

Who arc your Companions 2

: : but a" He that walketh with wise men shall be wi

companion of fools shall be destroyed.''

—

Solomon.

It is said to be a property of the tree frog, that

it acquires the colour of whatever it adheres to for

a short time. Thus, when found on growing corn,

it is commonly of a dark green. If found on the

white-oak, it has the colour peculiar to the tree.

Just so it is with men. Tell me whom you choose

and prefer as companions, and I certainly can tell

you who you are. Do you love the society of the

vulo-ar? Then you are already debused in your

sentiments. Do you seek to be with the profane ?

In your heart you are like them. Are jesters and

bufloons your choicest friends? He who loves to

laugh at folly is himself a fool. Do you love and

seek the society of the wise and good? Is this

your habit ? Would you rather take the lowest

.seat among such than the highest among others ?

Then you have already learned to be wise and

good. You may not have made much progress,

but even a good beginning is not to be despised.

Hold on your way, and seek to be a companion of

that fear God. So you shall be wise for your-

self and wise for eternity.

For " The Friend."

A desire hath been begotten in my heart, and

would it could be begotten in the hearts of all

—

that the camp of our Israel may be searched for

every offending and hurtful thing.

It may not be amiss for us seriously to examine

w far we are filling up the measure of duty

allotted to us in the world ; how faithfully as a

religious community we are answering the end of

our high and holy calling. If the writer of these

lines is not mistaken, there are many things within
j

our borders, that should cause great searching of

heart. A great deal, both on the right hand and

on the left, that cannot fail to clothe the spirit of

wrestling Jacob, with mourning and heaviness.

Notwithstanding such is the case, yet, if wc are

the people we profess to be, a remedy is at hand
for our every need. Balm is offered for our every

wound. A remedy that is ever flowing from the

"fountain that was opened to the house of David,

and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem for sin and

for unoleanness." And oh I saith my heart, that we
may wash and be clean; that we may "go up to

Gilead and take balm," for in "vain shall we use

many medicines." That we may apply to the alone

"Physician of value:" for assuredly it will not

avail anything, to have " the heart of the daugh-

ter" of the Lord's people healed slightly; crying

peace, peace, when there is no peace. In vain

shall we look to any other source for help, than

that from whence alone cometh all true help, even

to the outstretched arm of the Lord Most High

;

which hath ever been abundantly able to deliver

to the very uttermost all that put their trust in

Him. And weak, indeed, must be our faith, if

we cannot place entire confidence in the strong

and unfailing arm of the everlastingly unchange-

able Jehovah.

As a religious society, we have always professed

to depend upon this invincible arm of Divine

power, and it hath proved as a strong tower, into

which the "righteous have run and found safety."

It remains, and will continue to be a safe hiding

place for all such to flee to, not only in time of

trouble, but at all times, and the gates of hell shall

never prevail against it.

But woe betide the few or the many, who shall

turn their backs upon this sure defence, close their

eyes to the heavenly light, given to poor man as

a guide to his feet out of all error into all truth,

and refusing to hearken to its warning voice, for-

sake the " fountain of living waters, and hew out

to themselves cisterns, broken cisterns, that can

hold no water."

It behooves us to listen attentively to the voice

of the true Shepherd ; that we may know it, and
follow Him, not listening to the voice of the

stranger.

There can be no need for us to strike hands
with anything that is out of the blessed Truth,

nor become partakers, with any, of things that

are unclean. " Oh, my soul, come not thou into

their secrets; unto their assembly mine honour be

not thou united."

Look back and see what the Lord's people were

in days gone by, as recorded upon the page of his-

tory, and cited by that son of the morning,

William Penn, who, speaking of our religious So-

ciety in earlier days, says, "I cannot forget the

humility and chaste zeal of that day. Oh, how
constant at meetings, how retired in them, how
firm to Truth's life as well as Truth's principles,

and how entire and united in our communion,
|

as indeed became those that profess one head, i)

even Christ Jesus, the Lord." Oh, that we may i]

in time apply our hearts unto wisdom, seriou.«ly ji

ponder the path of our feet, and remember from li

what we have fallen. It is all-important that we |'

seek to get down deep in our spirits, and "cry |1

mightily unto God;" who can tell, if God will
,j

turn and repent, and turn away from his fierce
j'

anger, that we perish not? His eye is ever upon
,^

his poor dependant children. His ear is ever

open to their cry, and these waiting, wrestling 1

ones, are known unto and owned by the Lord, and
j

one of another. "And they shall be mine, saitU

the Lord of Hosts, in that day, when I make up
|

my jewels, and I will spare them as a man spareth

his own son that serveth him." "Then shall ye i

return and decern between the righteous and the ,1

wicked ; between him that serveth God, and him
J

that serveth Him not." Beware lest we lose our
j

crown, by partaking of any of the baits that Sataa '

is casting in our path ; for, knowing how much his \

kingdom hath suffered, because of the religious

Society of Friends, he is anxious to have it
\

shorna of its strength. May the Most High
disappoint his expectation, and with an increase

j

of holy zeal, let us "turn to the stronghold, as j

prisoners of hope;" and resting the cause with
i

the Lord whose cause it is, and in whom all our •

works must be wrought, seek to have our minds

so stayed upon Him, as not only to trust Him 1

with the cause, and with the issue, but with our- ',

selves, and our all. We should not be so much !

concerned to know what this yearly meeting or ;;

the other yearly meeting may do, or this or that
'

class of Friends, as to know what is the will of ',

the 3Iost High concerning us ; for if we are con- !

eerned above all, to know and do His will, we shall !

be supported and upheld by Him in every trial,

and if we keep the faith that was once delivered

to the saints, we shall be kept in the unity of the

Spirit, and bond of peace, and in unity one with

another, and with the faithful of all generations,

" and no weapon formed against these shall cvat

prosper."

Maryland, Second mo., 26, ISaS.

The Expected Great Comet.—The eminent as-

tronomer, M. Babinet, member of the Academy of .

Sciences, gives some very interesting details rela-

tive to the return of that great comet whose perio-

dical course is computed by the most celebrated

observer at three hundred years. Our cyclical

records show that it was observed in the years 10-1,

392, 682, 975—again in 12G4, and the next time

in 1556—always described as shining with the

most extraordinary brilliancy. 3Iost of the Eu- 1

ropean astronomers had agreed in announcing the i

return of this comet in 1818; but it has hitherto

failed to appear. In fact it is not so easy or sim- :

pie a matter to compute those vast cyclical periods

as some superficial persons—who do not look be-

yond the day of the year in which they live

—

may Imagine.

We are, however, assured by M. Babinet, that, 1

up to this moment, this beautiful star "is jiving
|

ou its brilliant reputation;" so that Sir John
Herschel himself was wrong when he despaired of

its re-appearance, and put crape on his telescope !
\

We are now informed that a celebrated and accu- '

rate computer—M. Bomme, of Middleburgh

—

with a patience and devotedness truly German,
has gone over all previous calculations, and made
a new estimate of the separate and combined
action of all the planets upon this comet, of 300
years; and he has discovered that it is not lost to

us, but only retai-ded in its motion. The result of

this severe labour gives the arrival of this rare
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,nd renowned visitor in August, 1858, with an un-

ertaiuty of two years, more or less; so that, be-

ween 1850 and 1800, those who are then living

oay hope to see the great luminary which, in

.556, caused Charles V. to abdicate.

—

Advocate

'.ndJournal.

One of the indications of a great mind, is an

.bhorrence of envy and detraction.

TO MY HERBARIUM.
Ye dry and dead remains 1

Poor, wrinkled remnants of a beauteous prime I

Wtij', from your final doom, should I take pains

To stay the hand of Time!

The world would pass you by
;

For beauty, grace, and fragrance all are gone

;

Your age is homeliness to every eye.

And prized by me alone.

Not beautiful, but dear,

Your wrecks recall to me the happy past

;

Wandlike, your stems can summon to appear

The days that could not last.

I breathe the summer air
;

I wander in the woodland paths once more;
Again the copse, the dell, the meadow, wear

The loveliness of yore.

Turned to the blaze of day,

Yonr little lips come prayerfully apart.

With the soft breeze your leaves, reviving, play

Sweet music to my heart.

The friend who in those years

Shared warmly in my rambles far and wide.

Back, with the same old fondness, re-appears,

And trudges at my side.

These are your charms to me
;

While such dear recollections ye awake.
Your ruins, blackened, crumbling though they be,

I treasure for their sake.

May I, like you, dry flowers,

When in young life I can no more engage,

A dear memento be of happy hours

To those who tend my age. C. J. Sprague.

THE LILY OF THE VALLEY.
Thou whose sad and darkling brow,
Seems to tell of care and woe.

Dost thou pace beneath the cloud

Which futurity doth shroud.

And thy trembling fancy, fill

With anticipated ill ?

Ask the lilies of the field

For the lessons they can yield,

—

Hark I to fancy's listening ear,

Thus they whisper soft and clear
;

Heaven appointed teachers, we,

Mortal, thus would counsel thee.

Gratefully enjoy to-day

If the sua vouchsafe his ray.

If the darkling tempest lower.

Meekly bow beneath the shower.

But oh I leave to-morrow's faro

To thy heavenly Father's care.

Does each day upon the wing
Its allotted burden bring ?

Load it not beside with sorrow
Which belongeth to the morrow.
Strength is promised,—strength is given,-
When the heart by God is riven,

But, foredate the hour of woe.
And alone thou bearest the blow.
One thing only claims thy care.

Seek thou first with faith and prayer.

That all glorious world above,

Scene of happiness and love,

And whate'er thou needst below
He thou trustest will bestow.

From the flame's refining power,

More pure the gold of Ophir flows
;

From affliction's fiery hour.

More bright the Christian's virtue flows.

For "The Friend."

BIOGRAPniCAl SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly .Meeting of Philadelphia.

tConlinued from page 197.)

GRIFFITU OWEN.

Either in the character of a useful citizen, a

wise statesman, a practical Christian, an effective

gospel minister, there were amongst the early set-

tlers of the colony of Pennsylvania, few, if any,

superior to Griffith Owen. He was a physician

in high reputation, and with an extensive practice,

but yet standing so loose to the demands of pecu-

niary interest, that he would not allow worldly

considerations to interfere with his religious duties,

or to prevent his meeting the demands of the

religious Society he belonged to, on his time and

He came over to Pennsylvania from Wales soon

after the first settlement of the province, and lo-

cated himself amongst his owa countrymen, at

Merion. Here he practised his profession, and

soon became eminently useful. We know not

when he first appeared in the ministry, but it is

probable it was before, or soon after leaving bis

native country. We first begin to trace his labours

in religious Society in 1084, and for a few years

thereafter his services of this kind appear to have

been much confined to his Monthly and Quarterly

Meetings.

In 1086 he was appointed to represent Phila-

delphia county in the Assembly, in which station

he appears to have acted with such wisdom as to

have secured the approbation of his constituents,

and of the proprietor. He was again elected in

1688, 1089, and 1700. In 1089 he removed

within the city of Philadelphia, and from soon

after this period be is connected with almost every

matter of importance transacted in his Monthly,

Quarterly, or Yearly Meeting, until his death, ex-

cepting such as occurred in 1095 and 1090, which

he spent in England.

In 1089, he, with others, was appointed by the

Yearly Meeting to draw up a paper earnestly to

incite the Quarterly Meetings to keep up a godly

discipline, and tender inspection over the youth,

and to give advice on whatever other matters they

may judge needful. The same Eriends wore de-

sired to prepare an epistle to London Yearly Meet-

ing, to give a salutation of love, and information

of the blessed presence of the Lord Jesus beir

with the meeting.

When Griffilli Owen and other Friends in Wal
found their minds drawn to come and settle in tbe

province, then about being granted by Charles II.

to William Penn, they were desirous of retaining

their language, laws and customs, in the New
World. They were desirous that the proprietor

should set apart a large tract of land, of which the

Welch should alone have the right of purchase,

and within the limits of which, the language of

ancient Britain should prevail, so that it should

be used in all courts, whether lower or higher.

They applied to William Penn to grant them the

privilege, and he consenting thereto, set apart

40,000 acres as the Welch Tract. The intended

settlers then agreed to purchase, and took up

smaller or larger lots as suited their ability. This

was consummated soon after the proprietor first

came to his colony.

In the Eighth mo., 1690, the " Commissioners"

found that a large portion of the Welch Tract was

still unseated, and they considered " the want of

seating and improving of which, has been of great

damage to the proprietary, and of exceeding loss

and hindrance to the well seating and strengthen-

ing the province ; several honest, able and sub-

stantial persons having either left it for want of

such convenient seats that are unsettled in that
tract, or hindered from seating such as have been
formerly laid out unto them in it." They there-
fore summoned David Powell, or some other of the
Welch purchasers, to appear before them, on the
19th of Eighth month, to show cause why they
should not bring tbe part of their tract not already
seated into the market for sale. Griffith Owen
was one of the commissioners at the time, but he
was not present with them when the above minute
was made, and the summons agreed to. He ap-

peared at the next meeting, and had the conside-

ration of tbe subject postponed until 13th of the
Tenth month, when he came before them, accom-
panied by divers of those concerned, and for him-
self and them presented the following statement,

which also is a protest and appeal :

—

" We, the inhabitants of the Welch Tract, in

the province of Pennsylvania, in America, being
descended of the ancient Britains, who always in

the land of our nativity, under the crown of Eng-
land, have enjoyed tbat liberty and privilege as to

bave our bounds and limits by ourselves, within
the which all causes, quarrels, crimes, and titles

were tried, and wbolly determined by officers,

magistrates, and jurors of our own language,
which were our equals. Having our faces towards
these countries, made the motion to our Governor
that we might enjoy the same here, which thing
was granted by him before he or we ever came to

these parts, and when he came over-, be gave forth

his warrant to lay out 40,000 acres of land to the

intent we might live together here, and enjoy our
liberty and devotion in our own language, as afore

in our country. The 40,000 acres were surveyed
out, and by his own warrant confirmed by several

orders from the commissioners of the proprietary,

and settled upon already with near four-score set-

tlements, and as we have good grounds to believe,

if the way had been clear from troubles, there

might have been so many settlers upon it by this

time as in reason it could contain, and besides, as

it is well known there were several scores of our
men servants who were very desirous to bave out

their head land, according to promise, but could

bave none with any conveniences that was worth
to settle upon, whereby many are like to desert

the province and to go to other countries. Also,

some of our Friends that have concerned them-
selves with the first that came to this country,

have lived awhile here and returned again for their

families, friends and relations, tbat had disposed

themselves to come over with all speed if Provi-

dence had permitted; and, as far as we are given

to understand, are still waiting for the opportunity,

to their great damage. Now, to deprive these of

their lands and liberties, which they depend upon
when coming here, and that in their absence, we
look upon it to be a very unkind dealing, like to

ruin many families,—as also a subtle undermining
to shut that door against our nation,—which the

Lord had opened for them to come to these coun-

tries. We can declare with an open face to God
and man, that we desired to be by ourselves for

no other end or purpose, but that we might live

together as a civil society, to endeavour to decide

all controversies amongst ourselves in a gospel

order, and not to entangle ourselves with laws in

an unknown tongue ; as also to preserve our lan-

guage, that we might ever keep correspondence

with our friends in the land of our nativity.

Therefore our request is, that you be tender, not

only of violating the Governor's promise to us, but

also of being instrumental of depriving us of the

things which were the chief motives and induce-

ments to bring us here, and that you would be

pleased, so far as in you lies, to preserve ils in

our properties, by removing all such encroach-
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ments as are made upon the lines and boundaries I the person I deal with knew the reasons why I What, then, is it which shnll tempt men to run
f

of our said tract, and by patent or otherwise in I insist upon such a price, and then, if I am con- ]
sueh hazards? Wl)y, an excessive love for the ',

due form of law, to establish and confirm the samel scious to myself that I need not be ashamed of I
world. People think they Lave still too little; i

unto us, so that we may not by any further pre- such gain, I have a good testimony of my honesty, !
that more would make them more happy: th'

tences be internipted in the peaceable enjoyment

thereof, according to the Governor's true intent,

and tbeu we shall report and submit to his con-

si deration. And if these, our reasonable desires

be not answered, but our antagonists gratified by

our being exposed to those uncertainties that may
attend,—we shall choose ratLier than contest, to

suffer, and appeal our cause to God, and to our

Friends in England."

This document did not find favour with the

commissioners. They were desirous of selling the

land and raising an income therefrom for William

Peun, and as no quit rent could be claimed on the

part of the 40,0U0 acres not seated, they deter-

mined, if the Welch settlers already there did not

take the whole tract and become responsible for I that we may avoid th

the purchase-money and rent, that they would sell

it to others. Thus the Welch colony and Welch
language were lost in Pennsylvania. Other set-

tlers came in, and no courts to try offences in

W^elch were held in the tract. Still, the language

in many places prevailed during the lifetime of

those who came from Wales ; and belonging to

their meetings were a number of valuable minis-

ters who were not acquainted with English, and

others who, though they were, yet still preached in

their native tongue when attending Haverford,

Radnor or Merion Meetings, because it was more
generally understood and acceptable there.

(To be continued )

and my conscience will nevci- reproach me for

justice. But if, instead of doing so, I take what

I can get, make a hand of the negligence, igno-

rance, or simplicity of those with whom I have to

do, I practise what is unjust, I have no regard to

the laws of the Gospel; and, if ever I do repent

of this sin, I make myself liable to one of the

most difficult duties of Christianity—that of resti-

tution and satisfaction, without which my repent-

ance will never deliver me from the sad conse-

quences of such injustice.

But to prevent, as much as may be, any occa-

sion for the exercise of the duty of restitution, I

would lay before you, 1st, the greatness of these

sins; 2ndly, the temptations which lead to them,

3rdly, such considera

makes them forget the account they must give,
|

and those rules which are prescribed by God for '

the peace and good government of the world : this !

makes them overlook their neighbour, as if he had
i

not a right to be fairly dealt with : this makes
J

them forget that death is not far from them, when
tliey shall part with all they have unfairly gotten,

and, if tLey know their danger, will wish a thou-
i

sand times they had starved sooner than have ',

done the least injustice. i

You see how much this sin is to be feared ; and
,

that it is possible for people, by increasing their

substance, to increase their damnation. Let me,
|

therefore, recommend to you a few considerations,
i

to make you abhor so base a vice. Let us seri- ',

ously think of it, that all things are naked and
i

tions as are most likely to keep us from running open unto the eyes of Him with whom we have to
'

into them. And, first, we are not to judge of the :
do; so that what may be an oversight to man can-

'

greatness of crimes by the opinion the world has not be so to God. Nay, a man may be shut out •

of them. At this rate, we should not only make; of heaven for that very thing which no law on ,

a jest of taking advantage of and cheating one {earth could take hold of him for; or, if he repents

another, as is too common; but even some other i
of it, it will cost him dear before he can be for- i

crimes which a Christian should not mention with- given. i

out horror, would be counted failings, rather than
j

Believe it. Christians, the Lord is nigh them i

sins that will shut us out of heaven. But we are i
that are wronged, to do them justice when they

;

to judge of the greatness of the crimes by the call upon Him in the bitterness of their soul; and

authorfty that forbids them; by the punishment 'it will be no advantage to a man to have doubled
j

threatened ; and by the mischiefs that attend them, his talents, when he has doubled his guilt and his

Now, all sins of this kind are plainly against the punishment. Even your posterity shall suffer for

great rule of justice given by our Saviour. " What- your fraud : and you are only laying up a treasure

soever ye would that men should do to you, do ye of judgments for those very children whom you

OF FRADD. i
even so to them." People are very sensible of are so passionately fond of. God will lay up the :

(Concluded from page 198.) I
any such injury done to themselves, and give very iniquities of sinners for their children, saith Job.

Now, gain being the end of trade, and every !
ill names to such as overreach them. This shows (Job xs. 10.) So that it were much better they .

man having a riglft to a reasonable advantage, of that men do not think these small fiiults when
[

were left to the wide world than with anything

which he himself must very often be the^ sole they themselves are the sufferers. And, then, it ' '

judge, he lieth under a great temptation of being is said expressly of these sins, " that the Lord is

favourable to his own interest, and of overlooking the avenger of all such," (1 Thess. iv. G), perhaps

that of others; to prevent which, these considera- because men are too apt to overlook them. And
tiousshouldalwaysbepresentwithmenofbusinoss: in another place St. Paul saith, "that the unjust

That "he that raaketh haste to be rich, can hardly shall not inherit the kingdom of heaven."

be innocent," (Prov. xxviii. 20); that every man Lastly, the mi.<chiefs of these sins are very ap-

has a right to be dealt with fairly; thatall depends parent; they harden the conscience; they provoke

upon God's blessing; that the fear of wanting! and encourage others to sin; and, what is worst

what is neces.'ary is the fear of infidels, who know !
of all, it is seldom that people think it necessary

not God; and that a man's life (and happiness) ^ to repent of them.

consisteth not in the abundance of the things! Christians are for the most part convinced that

which he possesseth. great and crying sins, sueh as are liable to infa-

When a man can consider such truths as these !mous punishments in this world—that thes

that is got by deceit.

Depend upon it, neither your care in settling .

what you will have, nor your advice to your heir,

nor lands, nor securities, nor bonds, nor locks, can

preserve what you shall get by fraud—no, not

repentance itself. 'That is hard,' j'ou will say;

'will not God pardon me upon my repentance?'

Why, you think, perhaps, that repentance consists

in confessing your faults, and asking God's par-

don without making restitution ; as if a thief, who
has got enough to live upon, should ask God's
pardon, and then think all is well and forgiven.

Who does not see the wickedness of such an
opinion?

seriously, he is then disposed for saving instruc-]to be particularly repented of, or no pardon is to To coiiclude. If we would follow the good

tion ; he will easily hearken to the rules of reli- 1 be expected ; but the sins of fraud are often com- patriarch's advice, and be innocent, it is necessary

gion; and a few rules will serve to direct him to luitted without remorse.

keep a good conscience in the way of business. I or easily forgotten

shall recommend one very plain rule, which will repented of; which

go a great way towards directing every conscien-

tious man how to act safely with respect to gain

;

and that is, to take such a gain, advantage, or

consideration, as the person with whom I deal

would be satisfied with if he knew my business as

well as I do, and the reasons which oblige me to

take such a profit. That this is a safe and good

rule in trade is pretty plain from matter of fact;

fur, whenever two persons deal together who both

understand their business well, a few words serve

their turn : he that sells asks a reasonable gain,

and he that buys sees it is fit he should have what

he asks, all things considered. Now, if men would

but make this their rule when they deal with sucl

and without

i therefore s

the end, m;

that people

ishraent, I that we have his faith and affections. How?
sldom truly

ike them as

seem to bedamnable s

more afraid of

Let us, in the second place, consider the tempt-

ations to this vice, and what it is that occasions

people to take advantage of their neighbour with

so little regret and fear of punishment. Is it

ignorance ? That cannot be : there is not the

most ignorant person but knows well enough

Why, the Apostle tells us, that "he looked for a

city, whose builder and maker is God," (Heb. xi.

10j; that is, he did not so much concern himself

with what he might get in this short life, but he

was for securing, by all means, an inheritance in

heaven. He kept his eye and his heart there:

and this made him despise all unjust advantages

that came in his way, knowing that this was not

the world that he was made for. And, in truth,

unless this consideration be always present with us,

the world has so many temptations to draw us outhen anybody wrongs him, that /hat man does ill.

Is it for want of faith, and that people do not be- 1
of the way, that it will be impossible for a

lieve that they are to give an account for their I resist them. Self-interest—a present advantage

injustice? Few people will own such a degree of!—the slight opinion the world has of such crimes

infidelity. Is it for want? No, surely; for it is —will all contribute to draw a man into a snare

too often that those that have the least need are !
who is not steadfastly purposed in his heart that

as are ignorant, it would prevent a great deal oflaptest to wrong and overreach their neighbour.
!
no worldly advantage shall prevail with him to

guilt, which the Wise Man saith is almost insepa- lis it an immoderate love for their children, and forfeit his inheritance in heaven : "For what shall

able from bnyiuK and selling. |

that people will venture at all rather than not jit profit a man, if he shall g;tin the whole world,

That cannot be the rea-

'

Tirine to rrovide for. or ^ _,

to be done where people have by design, or un-

Thcre are certainly secrets in dealings, which 'leave "them all they can? That cannot be the rea- and lose his own soul?" (Mark viii. 36.) We
everybody cannot be acquainted with; but, to pre- son, where people have none to provide for, or

|

have not now time to consicier particularly what is

vent my being partial to myself, I may suppose where they are undutiful, and take ill ways,
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fittingly, fallen into tbis error. The text directs

IS to restitution, as the only means to preserve

be character of honest men and of Christians;

ind justice and conscience say the same thing.

;t is a difficult and it is a necessary duty: these

,wo considerations should prevail with people to

jeware of a sin which requires so ungrateful a

remedy. Wilson.

Old Booh.—The oldest book in the United

States, it is said, is a manuscript Bible in the pos-

ession of Dr. Witherspoon of Alabama, written

)ver a tlwumnd years ago ! He describes it as

'ollows: " The book is strongly bound in boards

)f the old English oak, and with thongs, by which

;hc leaves are also well bound together.—The

to 3° above, and averaged 1° below, with a severe

snow storm throughout the day, and a pretty stiff

breeze, that made the ^i' I much more piercing.

Average temperature of the First month, about

32°, range of tlicrmometor, from 8° to 5«° ; amount

of rain and melted snow, 2.53 inches—of snnw, 5

inches. Much of the early part of this month
was warm and foggy ; but gradually became colder

towards the latter part. Average temperature of

the Second month was 24|°, being 7° colder than

Second month of last year, and nearly 10° colder

than Second month, 1853. llange of thermome-

ter from 5° below xero on the 7th, to 51° above

on the 22d. On the 11th, the thermometer was
2° below zero; on the Glh, 1° above, and on the

4th, 5th, 10th, 12th, 24th, 25th, 26th and 28th,

each about 7° above zero : and on every day ol

the month, except the 13th, the wind came from

leaves are entirely made of parchment, of a most

superior quality, of fineness and smoothness little

inferior to the best satin. The pages are all ruled
>^'"w. or N. E. 'during mo.st of the day.

with great accuracy, and written with great uni-

FormiTy and beauty in the old German text hand,

ind divided off into chapters and verses.

The first chapter of every book in the Bible is

ivritlcn with a large capital of inimitable beauty,

ind splendidly illuminated with red, blue and

black ink, still in vivid colours; and no two of the

capital letters in the book are precisely alike."

Tlllil CROSS.

" Search the scriptures, and ask the saints of

every age, and place, and they will unanimously

agree that the holy cross of our Lord Jesus Christ

is the safeguard, the peace and rest, the security

and happiness, the boast and glory, of Christians.

Not that wooden cross on which the Prince of

Life shed his blood and poured out his soul unto

death ; but the whole process of Christ in the

flesh, or rather our entering into and conforming

thereunto, particularly -his humih'ti/, his poverti/

of spirit, his contempt of the world. This is that

cross on which we die with him, that we may be

capable of a spiritual resurrection with him, and

of walking thenceforward in newness of life. Let

us then, with a firm and unshaken faith in his

infinite love and all-powerful intercession, enter

upon this path of total self-denial, or abnegation of

ourselves ; sacrificing all our own wisdom and
will; all our sen.ses, appetites, and passions; that

we may live and act only by his Spirit, directing

all our thoughts, desires and designs, in simplicity

to Him, that he may reach, guide, uphold, and

govern us, in all our ways. Then will the old

man shortly die in us, and we shall feel that daily

renewal in the spirit of our minds; that glorious

liberty and divine confidence toward God, which

f)ther souls who are ignorant of, or unfaithful to

that grace, cannot ever conceive, much less par-

itake of."

Silh Culture.—Attempts to introduce the silk'

worm, Bombyx Cynthia, from Assam into Malta

have proved eminently successful. They are ac

climated and thriving, and the Governor, Sii

William Reid, has sent specimens of the silk to

England. Already the eggs have multiplied so

to allow of distribution ; the Agricultural Society

of Grenada, West Indies, have asked for a supply,

and are going to try them ; and in Piedmont the

new worms have proved themselves as productive

and industrious as in their native country. Signer

Griseri, and some of the nobility, have met with

d lovely is it, to see brethren dwell together in

unity, to .see the true image of God raised in per-

sons, and thoy knowing and loving one another in

that image, and bearing with one another through
love, and helping one another under their templa-

ous and distresses of spirit, which every one must
expect to meet with." Page 323.

Uniformity is very lovely; and to be desired

and waited for, as the spirit of the Lord, which is

one, leads and draws into one. But for the fleshly

part, (the wise reasoning part in man,) by fleshly

ways and means to strive to bring about fleshly

uniformity, which ensnares and overbears the

tender conscience, this is not lovely, nor spiritual,

nor christian, and the apostle who exhorts Chris-

tians to one mind, yet doth not bid them force

one another into one mind, but walk together

sweetly so far as they had attained; and wherein

they were otherwise minded, God in his good

time would reveal more to them.—Philip, iii.

15, 16. 'He that hath, to him shall be given,' and

the intent and work of the ministry, (with the

several ministrations of it,) is to bring into the

unity—Ephes. iv. 13, as persons are able to fol-

low, and not to force all men into one practice or

way; that is the way to destroy the fliiih, and the

true unity, and at best can introduce but a fleshly

appearance of unity, in such a form of worship

and godliness as eats out the power. And for

being of one heart and one way, blessed be the

Lord, this is in measure known and witnessed. The
Christ, the truth of God; and he.^ ^. ^..^ ^^^....j, — .^ ^.~.~ ...v„

jy ,g Qjjg. ^^nrist, tne trutn oi uou; ana ne
such success with the Assamese worm, that they

jji^.^^ j^ j^ jj^^ j-^j^j,^ ^^j j„ jj^g obelience to that
are now experimenting on the native Italian grubs

j
u^i^ ^i,jg,j gjjj^gg (^.^^^ i^jg gpjrit, into the heart

which feed on the leaves of the willow and let-
1 ^f ^^^^^ believer, hath a taste of the one heart,

tuce,—" Where is the limit to be placed, ob-j.^^^,
^f jj^g j,„g ^^y. ^^j i-ng^gth that no variety

serves the Turin Gazette, " when the object is
; ^.f practices, which is of God, can make a breach

nothing less than to convert the vegetable matter
| ;„ ^j^g ^^^^ ^^^ rpj^jg

j^ ^j^g ^^g ^^^^ f^j. g^gry

The secret direction of Almighty God is prin-

pally seen in matters relating to the good of the

ul ;—yet it may also be found in the concerns

f this life; which a good man that fears God,
and bags his direction, shall very often if not at

all tiuics, find. I can call my own experience to

testify, that, even in the external actions of my
|own life, I was never disappointed of the best

[guidance and direction, when I have, in humility

jand sincerity, implored the secret direction and
Iguidance of divine wisdom."

—

Matthew Hale.

Mclcoroiiigical Notice.

of the most common leaves into the valuable sub-

stance of silk ?"

The great fact in relation to this new Bombyx
is, that its food is the castor-oil plant, Palma
ihristi, and not the mulberry, and that plant can

be produced in warm countries in any quantity.

The French are busying themselves with it ; they

have naturalized the worm at Algiers, and find it

to be one that keeps them fully employed, for the

eggs are hatched very soon after they are laid, and

the second generation of worms comes in to work

in about nine weeks, and so on all the year round.

Owing to the cocoons having a hole in the end by

which the grub escapes, the silk cannot be reeled

off in the usual way, but is stripped oft' and carded.

one to be subject to that light of Christ's Spirit

which he hath received from Christ; and every

one keeping here, there is also one heart kept in

the midst of all the variety, and diversity of prac-

tices. And the unity being thus kept, all will

come into one, outwardly also, at length—as the

light grows in every one, and as every one grows

into the light ; but this must be patiently waited

for, from the hand of God, who hath the right

way of effecting it, and who alone can do it, and

not har.shly and cruelly attempted by the rough

hand of man."
" Care must be had that nothing govern in the

church of Christ, but the spirit of Christ; that

i nothing else teach; nothing else exhort; nothic

A trial is to be made in Algiers as to whether an
jg[^g admonish and reprove ; nothing else cut off

mulberry or an acre of the caster-oil plant

is the more profitable : the latter produces leaves

in abundance. The Museum of Natural History

at Paris is distributing eggs of the new silk-worm to

any seri-culturists willing to give it a trial.

—

Atlas.

From J. Pennii

For "The Friend.'

"ton's Writings.

and cast out. Every minister in the cliurch is to

watch over his own spirit, that it intrude not into

the work of God, that it take not upon it to be

the teacher, the exhorter, the reprover, etc. And
every member is to wait in tlie measure of the

Spirit, which he hath received, to feel the goings

forth of the Spirit who teacheth and

West-toicn.—Average temperature of the three
|

practices; yea, and he that hath faith, and can

winter months, about 28°, or about the same as
j

see beyond another, yet can have it to himself,

that of the cold winter of 1851-2, and nearly 5° and not disturb his brother with it, but can

below the usual average. Amount of rain and descend and walk with him according to his mea-

"The great error of the ages of the apostacy governoth ; and so to subject not to man, but to

hath been, to set up an outward order and uni- the Lord; to receive from the Lord, to obey tlie

formity, and to make men's consciences bend
|

Lord, not to know any minister according io the

thereto, either by arguments of wisdo

force; but the property of the true chi

eminent is to leave the conscience to its full |or Apollos, or Cepha

liberty in the Lord, to preserve it single and en-|in thein. Paul may err, Apollos may err, Peter

tire for the Lord to exercise, and to seek unity in may err, (and did err, when he compelled the

the light, and in the spirit, walking sweetly and] Gentiles to live as the Jews,—Gal. ii. 14,) for

harmoniously together in the midst of different
]
which Paul withstood him to the fiice,

isdom, or by 'flesh, but to receive and submit to what comes

church gov- [from the Spirit, in the Spirit. Not to know Paul,

e to its full or Apollos, or Cephas, but the Spirit ministering

melted snow, 8.37 inches—of snow, 16 inches.

The coldest day was the 7th of Second month,
when the thermometer ranged from 5° below zero

sure ; and if his brother have any heavy burden

upon him, he can lend him his shoulder, and bear

part of his burthen with him, Oh I how sweet

and Barnabas also did err, ver. U But

Spirit cannot err. And he that keeps to the

measure of the Spirit in him.self, cannot let in any

of their errors, if they should err, but is preserved.

For the Icjst measure of the Spirit is true, and

gives true judgment; but he that receiveth ever

so great a measure of the Spirit, yet if he keep
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not low therein, but lifteth up himself because

thereof above bis brethren, may easily err himself,

and draw aside others into his error."—page 322.

See "The authority and government which

Christ excluded out of his church," Sec Page 314.

THE FRIEND
THIRD MONTH

An epistle from the Meeting for Sufferings of

Ohio Yearly Meeting, issued about the middle of

last month, will be found in the columns of the

present number of our journal.

We doubt not our brethren and sisters within

the limits of that Yearly Meeting, who have main-

tained their allegiance to the doctrines and dis-

cipline of the Society faithfully, feel keenly the

course that has been pursued towards them by

the Yearly Meetings which have given counte-

nance to those who seceded from that meeting

;

and which must necessarily introduce them into

many trials and difficulties; nevertheless, we be-

lieve as they cherish the Christian spirit which

breathes throughout this address, and labour to

walk consistently with our profession, they may
(to use their own words) "leave the event to the

Lord, who we reverently believe, will strengthen

and comfort his humble, dedicated children, how-

ever set aside and contemned, and iu his own time

make a plain path for them to walk in."

Ohio Yearly Meeting is large, notwithstanding

the separation that has taken place from it ; seve-

ral of its Monthly Meetings number as many in

usual attendance, as did Baltimore Yearly Meeting

prior to the separation in it. IIow sad is the re-

flection, that the individuals composing this large

body, cannot participate in the rights of member-

ship within the limits of the meetings that have

united with those who have separated from it. Owing
to the action of Indiana and North Carolina

Y'eariy Meetings, certificates of removal granted

by the Monthly Meetings of Ohio Yearly Meet-

ing, will not be accepted by their subordinate

meetings ; consequently, lot persons so removing

be situated where they may, within the limits of

those Yearly Meetings, they must remain mem-
bers of Ohio Y''early Meeting ; and be under its

care. We see by the postcript to the epistle, the

Meeting for Sufferings has endeavoured to make
provision to meet this difficulty, and we trust, the

members will see the propriety, of making the

burden resting on the meetings named in it, as

light as possible, by acting in accordance with the

advice given, and refrainmg from changing th(

places of abode.

SUiniARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from Eugland to the IVth ult.—

Parliament reassembled ou the 16th, when Lord Pal

merstoa e.>;plained the circumstances attending his

coming into power. Admiral Dundas has been appoint-

ed to the chief command of the Baltic fleet. The armj

estimates for the current year, amount to £13,500,000

Last year the expenses were £7,000,000. At Liverpool

there was great distress among the poor, in consequence

of the want of employment. Fifteen thousand men were

out of work. High easterly winds prevailed off the

English coast, which had prevented the arrival of Ame-
rican shipping. The cotton market was down ; the

range of price, from bd. to 5|(i. Flour was slightly

lower. The iron market dull ; rails, £& 10s. to XG las.

per ton ; Scotch pig iron, 51s. Consols, 905.

The Mar.—All the five powers have signified their in-

tention to participate in the conference, which was to

meet in Vienna on the 26th ult. Lord John Russell is

to represent Great Britain ; Riza Bey, Turkey ; Prince

Gortschakoff and M. Titoff will represent Russia, and
Count Buol, Austria. The Western Powers are seeking

to unite all the secondary States in a general European
league against Russia. Naples is said to have joined

the alliance, France having given a guarantee to pre-

vent a revolution in Italy.

THE CRI.ME.\.—There is nothing new of much mo-

ment from the seat of war. On the 1st ult., the Czar's

two sons entered Sebastopol, and made a reconnois-

sance of the allied front. The allies were in daily ex-

pectation of an attack from the Russians. The weather

had become mild. In a sortie, on the previous night,

300 French soldiers were killed or wounded, two regi-

ments of French having, in the obscurity of the night,

fired upon each other. The Russians had received con-

siderable reinforcements. On the 8th, Menschikoff re-

ported that the general position of affairs was un-

changed. The Sick and Wounded.—There were in the

Hospital at Scutari on the 1st, 78 officers and 4794 non-

commissioned officers and privates, beside which a large

number of invalids remained on ship-board, in the har-

bour. The interments from the hospital continued to

average about fifty a day. The number for the First

month was 1480.

RUSSIA.—On the 12th ult., the Emperor issued a

manifesto in which he calls upon the entire male popu-

lation to arm. An additional force of 300,000 men is

to be sent to the Crimea.

FRANCE.—A French company has offered to raise in

France a legion of from 16,000 to 25,000 men, for the

service of the English government, half of the number
to be ready in fifteen days. Forty bales of Algerian

cotton resembling the Sea Island, have been sold at

auction, at Havre, for from 2f. 37c. to 4f. 50c. per

pound.
SWITZERLAND.—The Swiss Federal Government

desires to remain neutral, and forbids the enlistmeut of

soldiers for foreign service.

AUSTRIA, continues her warlike preparations with

energy. Negotiations are on foot for an Austrian loan

of £15,000,000 in the English market.

PRUSSIA.—The entire Prussian army is to be imme-
diately made ready for the field. The opinion prevails

that no terms can be come to between Prussia and the

Western Powers, and that Prussia will be left to neu-

trality and its consequences.

TURKEY.—The Government is endeavouring to ob-

tain a loan of £2,000,000 at 10 per cent, interest.

EGYPT.—The railway between Alexandria and

Cairo, a distance of 130 miles, is now complete, with

the exception of the three bridges on the two branches

of the Nile, and the Delta canal.

INDIA.—Bombay dates to First mo. 16th had been

received. A formidable insurrection had broken out in

Cabool. A battle had been fought at Bundez Abbas,

between the Persians and Arabs ;
between five and six

thousand men were killed and wounded, on both sides.

The Persians took the place.

UNITED STATES.— Congress.—Both Houses have

passed the Bounty Land Bill, disposing of many mil-

lions of acres of the public domain. The bill provides

lands for persons of all grades serving by land and sea,

including the Indians, wagoners, kc, who have served

in the wars of the country, since 1790. It gives 160

acres in all to each person, who has served not less than

fourteen days. The widows and minor children of sol-

diers are to receive the benefit, in case of the death of

the persons so entitled.

The Collins' Line.—Both Houses have agreed to con-

tinue the present extravagant compensation to the line

for carrying the Atlantic mails, until 1860. The price

paid is $33,000 a trip, or $858,000 per annum. Respon-

sible parties offered to perform the service for less than

half the price paid. The President vetoed the bill. The

Tariff.—Near the close of the session, an attempt was

made to effect important modifications and reductions

in the taritt' of duties. In the House of Representatives,

a bill for that object was passed, in the form of an

amendment to the civil and diplomatic appropriation

bill. It, however, failed in the Senate, that body direct-

ing all that related to the tariff to be stricken from the

bifl.

The 33d Congress adjourned sine die at noon, on First-

day, the fourth instant.

The amount iu the Federal Treasury, on the 1st inst.,

was, §23,439,550.
Pennsylvania.—Our State Legislature seems disposed

to follow the example of Congress in talking a great

deal, and doing very little. Aft ]g m session i

onths, but oue bill had passed both branches, viz.,

that prohibiting the sale of intoxicating drinks on the

first day of the week, which has received the Governor's

sanction, and become a law. The attempt to elect a

United States Senator has failed, here as iu some other

States, where the members of the Legislature consist of

three or more political parties. After many fruitless

ballotings, the election has been postponed until the

Tenth month, when the Legislature will not be in session.

New I'ori.-The whole number of inmates receiTt
|

into the City Prisons, during the year 1854, was, 30,69 i

of whom 6,966 were natives, and 23,725 foreigners.;

There were 10,130 females and 20,561 males-5,32 i

were people of temperate habits, and 25,371, intempe:

rate. Real Estate.—At recent auction sales, good price
|

have been obtained ; rents of dwellings are lower tha
,

last year, but rents of stores keep near former rates;

Money has accumulated since new years, and lender^

now part with it freely on what they deem good secu
\

ritv. Mortality last week, 532. I

St. Louis.—The population of St. Louis, according t'

a census just taken, is 97,642, of whom 2,956 ar

coloured. Including the suburbs, the population i

nearly 120,000.

Philadelphia.—The receipts at the Custom-house las

month, were only $280,356 ; a falling off of one half, a

compared with the two previous years. The meai

temperature for the Second month, was 27J^, which i:

5^0 below the average of the preceding thirty years

The lowest of the thermometer was on the 7th, when i'

stood at 2° below zero. The snow storm of the 7th wai

remarkable for the low temperature, which prevailec

during its continuance, the thermometer ranging fron

2° befow, to 5° above zero, during the day. This is be-

lieved to be without precedent in this latitude. Morta-

lity last week, 226 ; 59 deaths were from consumption

and inflammation of the lungs and bronchi.

Miscellaneous.—Prohibition. — Both branches of th(

Delaware Legislature have passed the probibitorj

liquor bill. It will take effect on the 1st of Sixth month

next. I

Church <77i(/anfc—The Senate of Massachusetts has;|

passed, in concurrence with the House, an order direct-

ing the committee on constitutional amendments, to re- '.I

port an amendment prohibiting Roman Catholics from I

holding office in that State.
\

A Valuable Crop.—E. A. McKay, of Naples, Ontario 1

county, N. Y., raised, last year, from one acre of land,li

eleven thousand pounds of Isabella grapes. J

Bums, the Fugitive Slave, whose reclamation led to

such serious results at Boston, is now at liberty, theii|

Bostonians having paid $1300 for his freedom.
,,

Freedom in Pen/.—President Castilla has published af

decree, giving freedom to all the slaves, except those;

who had volunteered to serve in the army of Echeniqae.

;

The government promises to pay the owners for the loss

of their slaves in five years.

Cold Weather.—On' Ihe 26th ult., the thermometer,

at Chicago and Milwaukie fell to 20° below zero. At'

Cincinnati, it was 6° above ; the navigation was again

suspended on account of the ice. Another great snow

storm in the latter part of the month, rendered the

Illinois railroads impassable.

Low Stage of Water.—The Pilots on the Lower Missis-

sippi say, they never saw the river in such a bad state

as at present. It is almost impossible to run clear of

bars and snags.

Education in California.—The common school system

is being extended in this State. The number of schools

increased last year, from 51 to 168, and the expendi-

tures, from $54,231 to $272,829. The number of chil-

dren reported is 20,075, of whom nearly three-fourths

are growing up, without any instruction.
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FRIENDS' ASYLUM.

A stated Annual Meeting of " The Contributors to the

Asylum for the Relief of Persons deprived of the use of

their Reason," will be held on Fourth-day, the 14th of

Third month, 1855, at 3 o'clock, p.m., at Arch Street

Meeting-house, Philadelphia.

William Bettle, Clerk.

FALLS MONTHLY MEETING SCHOOL.

The Committee of the above named School is desirous

to procure a well qualified female teacher to take charge

of the School as instructor, for the ensuing season.

Early application is requested, and can be made by ad-

dressing, ilahlou Moon, Alorrisville P. 0., Bucks Co., Pa.
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From Tail's-jVlagazine.

[

The Jewish Subjrcts of Ihc Russian Czar.

Much interest was awakened, a short time ago,

jy an account in the daily papers of a visit paid

by Moses Montefiore to what were called his Jius-

iaii co-religionists among the prisoners of war
wrought home by our ships. The interest felt

,vould no doubt have been greater still, bad the
listory of the Jewish communities to which these

ndividuals belong been better known. This his-

;ory, in a consecutive form and in a philosophical

spirit, remains to be written; but in the mean-
.vhile a few jottings relative to the past and pre-

sent condition of the Jews among whom Russia
recruits her fleets and her armies, may prove ac-

ieptable.

The indiscriminate application of the name of
Russian to the various peoples under the dominion
jf the Tzar, is one among the many indications of

30W imperfect a knowledge we have hitherto had
3f the true constitution of the colossal empire with
ffhich we are at present engaged in so close a

struggle. In no case is the denomination more
napplicable than in that of the Israelites who live

inder the sceptre of the Tzars, but who have
lever been tolerated on Ilussian soil. From the

iarly times, this people was denied the right of
;stablishing themselves in the Russian dominions,
ind to this day they are not allowed to sojourn for

my length of time in Russia proper; and it was i

lot until Poland was brought under subjection to I

;he Russian Tzars, that the latter ever counted
my Jewish communities among their subjects.

Poland, on the contrary, may be considered the

lome of the Jews in Europe; for in that country
;heir numbers amount to that of a nation, and
;hoy hold a position which, however degraded it

De, gives them a certain weight in the Slate, and
jould under present circumstances be filled by no
)ther class. In every town throughout the coun-
iries which ooee constituted the independent king-
3om of Poland, all handicrafts, with the exception
)f that of the smith and the carpenter, all branches
)f trade, be it en gros or en detail, are in the
dands of the Jews; and no business, be it of the
most important or the most insignificant nature,

;an bo transacted without their aid. Through
the mediation of a Jew the nobleman sells the
3orn grown on his estate to the skipper who ex-

ports it; and through the mediation of a Jew the
serf sells his pigs and his fowls to the consumer
in the town. Through the mediation of a Jew the

upper classes engage their servants, and some-
times even the tutors and governesses for their

children; and through the mediation of a Jew the

i'0(V»/-icr settles his contract with the traveller who
requires his conveyance. Through the mcdiat

of the Jews landlords settle conditions with their

tenants, and housewives lay in their winter p
sions. In short, whether you would eat or drink,

rest or travel, change your lodging or renew your

toilet in Poland, you must have recourse to the

Jews, who divide among themselves houses, inns,

lands, and every description of property belonging

to the Christians; so that each Jew has his pre-

scribed field of activity, from which he may draw

as much profit as it will yield, while he is strictly

prohibited from trespassing upon the hunting-

grounds of his neighbours.* The Jews swarm in

the streets of the towns throughout all the Polish

provinces, and are met also in great numbers in

the villages and on the high-roads ; ever busy in

turning a penny, but almost invariably presenting

a picture of squalid misery, and mental and moral

degradation painful to behold, and in strange con-

trast with their importance as the monopolizers of

almost all the industrial activity in the society

amid which they live, and with their numbers,

which amounting to upwards of two millions and

a half, must give them a certain weight in the

State: and the stranger inquires, with startled

curiosity, how it is that a people has so multiplied

on a soil which seems to deny them every comfort

of life.

There are, perhaps, few instances in history in

which we can trace in such unmistakable evidences

the elevating influences of just laws, and the de-

basing effects of lawlessness and persecution, on

communities as well as on the individuals who
compose them, as in the case of the Jews of Poland.

At a very early period of Polish history, when in

other Christian countries the commonest rights of

humanity were denied to the Israelites, they en-

joyed in Poland the protection of the laws; and in

the 14th century, when the most atrocious perse-

cutions drove them from all the Western countries

of Europe, they flocked in thousands to the bunks

of the Vistula, where the Polish king, Casimir the

Great, aff'orded them an asylum, and extended to

them privileges commensurate with those of his

other subjects. Invested with the rights of citi-

zens, the Jews soon became such in the best sense

of the word, and Casimir reaped his reward in the

rapid development of the prosperity of his realm.

The people of Poland were divided into two

classes : the nobles and the peasants ; the first of

formed a part, and proved themselves as estimable
as patriots as they were useful as citizens.

The consideration which the Jews enjoyed in

Poland during this period is by popular tradition

attributed to the influence of the beautiful Esterka,
or Esther, a Jewish maiden, who for a time held
captive King Casimir's fickle heart. But although
Esther's influence may have been great, and may
have been exercised in favour of her race, Casi-

mir's extension of favour and protection to the

industrious and persecuted Jews was too much in

accordance with the general character of the sys-

tem of wise and beneficent policy which acquired
for him the surname of the "King of the Pea-
sants," whom also he protected from the oppres-
sion of the nobles, to need any such inspiration;

and as long as his spirit continued to animate the
Polish rulers, the country was prosperous and
powerful. Cardinal Commendoni, the Pope's
legate in Poland during the reign of the last of

the Jaghellons in the 16th century, expresses as

follows his surprise at finding the Jews in that

country enjoying the rights and well-being of

respected citizens, while in other parts of Europe
they were only able to purchase a contemptuous
toleration at the cost of immense sums of money :

" There are in these provinces a large number of

Jews, who are not despised as elsewhere. They
do not live on the vile profits of usury and service,

although they do not refuse such gains ; but they

ds, are engaged in commerce, and even

apply themselves to literature and science, parti-

cularly medicine and astrology. They are almost

everywhere entrusted with the levying of customs

d tolls on the import and transport of merchan-

dise. They possess considerable fortunes, and are

not only on a level with gentlemen, but sometimes

hold authority among them. They do not wear

any mark to distinguish them from Christians,

but are even allowed to wear a sword and to go

bout armed. In short, they enjoy all the rights

of other citizens."

But with the extinction of the Jaghellon

dynasty matters took another turn in Poland.

The monarchy, which had until then been elective

name only, now became so in fact, and the

gn of anarchy commenced. The kings, holding

the crown by the suff'rages of the nobles, ventured

not to restrain their unlawful proceedings; and,

anned by the Jesuits—whose disastrous influence

Poland also dates from this period—the super-

which considered the pursuit of commerce or of jstitious and fanatic hatred of the Jews, which the

he useful arts as beneath their dignity, while the

second occupied themselves exclusively with the

tillage of the soil. The Jews thus proved most

useful in filling up the gap between the two ; and

during Casimir's reign already seventy towns arose

on the banks of the Vistula, and commerce and

industry were developed and flourished, these

branches being entirely in the hands of the Jews;

who, enjoying the protection of the laws, and be-

ing free to follow their religious convictions un-

molested, soon ceased in all other matters to dis-

tinguish themselves from the people of which they

* This strange custom is called Chazak; and, though
now prohibited by law, coatiaues in a great measure to

prevail.

Polish Christians shai-ed in common with those of

Western Europe, though it had been held in

check, now burst forth with indescribable fury.

Forbidden thenceforward the privilege of bearing

arms or of serving the country in a civil capacity;

forced to take up their abode in the lowest and

dirtiest quarters of the town, apart from all the

other inhabitants, and to wear a distinguishing

badge of infamy on their vestments; fleeced by all

kinds of taxes and extortions, and impeded in

every way from gaining openly an honest liveli-

hood, the persecuted race soon sunk down, morally

and materially, to a level with their oppressed

brethren in other countries, and became deserving

of the repugnance they inspired; while the pro-

sperity of the towns, the centres of the industry,
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commerce and riches of the country, declined, and
with them the poTver and independence of Poland,

Tfhich, invaded and partitioned, fell a victim

partly to the anarchy of the nobles, partly to the

influence of the Jesuits.

The numerous laws concerning the Jews which

emanated after this period, having merely refer-

ence to their relations with the Christians, while

all transactions between themselves were left to

the jurisdiction of the rabbis, who even possessed

the right of pronouncing sentence of death or of

exile,"the Israelites of Poland were thrown back

upon the Books of Moses and of the Talmud for

their laws. Jewish customs in their most rigid

form became in consequence their rule of conduct;

and thus the chasm between them and their fel-

low-citizens grew wider and wider; and what was

at first merely a religious difference, became a

strong national antipathy, and Jew and Pole,

though remaining necessary to each other, became

animated by mutual hatred, disgust, and contempt.

The strong prejudices which have always charac-

terized the Hebrew race, being not only strength-

ened by the injustice and persecution of their an-

tagonists, but by the study of the works, which

were to them the sole fountains of law and justice,

they sunk deeper and deeper in the scale of civi-

lization, while their brethren in other lands were

slowly emerging from the bondage in which the

religious fanaticism of the people and the mistaken

policy of the Governments had held them; and

the great mass now represent, in a hideous pic-

ture, the degrading influences of popular fanaticism

and exclusive legislation.

(To be continued.)

For "TheFriond."

From I. Pennington's Writings.

"The apostle warns believers to take heed of

drawing one another on too fast, or of judging

one another in some things as some of them
might have light in, others not. He that eateth,

not to judge him that did not eat ; and he that did

not eat, not to judge him that did eat; yea, in mat-

ters of worship, he that observed a day, and kept a

sabbath, not to judge him that observed not a day,

and kept not a sabbath, for the Jews which were
truly converted, were yet hard to be drawn oft

from the observation of their sabbath, and could

hardly bear with the believing Gentiles, who were

never taught to keep their sabbath with them,

but were taught to esteem every day, and sanctify

it to the Lord.—Eom. xiv. 5. And those who
esteemed every day, and dedicated it to the Lord,

(ceasing from sin, and resting in him; for under
the gospel we are not to set up a new type, but to

enter by faith into the true rest, which is the sub-

stance of what the other signified,) could hardly

bear with them, who observed a day. Even in

the apostle's days. Christians were too apt to strive

after a icrcmg nnit)/ and xmiformity in outward

practices and observations, and to judge one an-

other unrighteously in these things. And, mark,
it is not the difierent practice from one another
that breaks the peace and unity, but the judging
of one another, because of different practices. He
that keeps not a day, may unite in the same spirit,

in the same life, in the same love with him that

keeps a day, and he who keeps a day, may
unite in heart and soul with the same spirit and
life in him who keeps not a day, but he that

judgeth the other, because of either of these, errs

from the spirit, from the love, from the life, and
so breaks the bond of unity, and he that draws
another to any practice, before the life in his own
particular lead him, doth as much as in him lies,

destroy the soul of that person, ver. 15 ; this was
the apostle's rule, for every one to perform singly

to the Lord, what he did, and not for one to

meddle with the light or conscience of another,

undervaluing his brother, or judging him, because

his light and practices difl'ered from his, chap. xiv.

10, but every one to keep close to their own mea-

sure of light, even to that proportion of faith and
knowledge which God of his mercy hath bestowed

on them. And here is the true unity in the spi-

rit, in the inward life, and not in an outward uni-

formity. That was not necessary in the apostle's

days, nor is it necessary now; and that eye which
so dotes upon it, overlooks the one thing which
is necessary. Men keeping close to God, the

Lord will lead them on fast enough, and give them
light fast enough ; for He taketh care of such, and
knoweth what light and what practices are most
proper for them ; but for men to walk on faster

than the Lord holds forth his light to them, this

overturns them, rai.sing up a wrong thing in them,

and the true birth hereby comes to suffer, to

shrink and be driven back. And oh! how sweet

and pleasant is it to the truly spiritual eye, to see

several sorts of believers, several forms of Chris-

tians in the school of Christ, every one learning

their own lesson, performing their own peculiar

service, and knowing, owning, and loving one an-

other, in their several places, and different per-

formances to their Master, to whom they are to

give an account, and not to quarrel with one an-

other about their different practices.—Rom. xiv. 4.

For this is the true ground of love and unity, not

that stu-h a man rralks, and does just as I do, but

because I feel the same spirit and life in him, and
in that he walks, in his rank, in his own order, in

his proper way and place of subjection to that.

And this is far more pleasing to me, than if he

walked just in that track wherein I walk; nay,

so far as I am spiritual, I cannot so much as

desire that he should do so, until he be particularly

led thereto, by the same spirit which led me, and
he that knows what it is to receive any truths

from the Spirit, and to be led into practices by
the Spirit, and how prone the fleshly part is to

make haste, and how dangerous that haste is, will

not be forward to press his knowledge or practices

upon others, but rather wait patiently till the

Lord fit them for the receiving thereof, for fear

lest they should receive and practise too soon, even
in that part which cannot serve the Lord. And
this I can truly say concerning myself, I never
found my spirit forward to draw any, either to

anything I believed to be true, or to any practice

or way of worship I observed or walked in, but

desired that the power and leadings of life might
go before them, and was afraid lest men should

receive things from my hand, and not from the

Lord." Page 322.

"It is not an easy matter in all cases, clearly

and understandingly to distinguish the voice of

the Shepherd, the motions of God's Sjiirit, and
certainly to distinguish the measure of life, from
all other voices, motions and appearances whatso-

ever. Through much growth in the truth, through
much icaiting on the Lord, through much fear

and trembling, through much sobriety and meek-
ness, through much exercise of the senses, this is

at length given and obtained. And yet there is

a preservation in the meantime to that which is

lowly and submissive, looking up to the Lord con-

tinually, and not trusting to its own understand-

ing, sense and judgment. But that which is hasty

and confident, and so ready to plead for its own sense

and judgment, according to the measure of life, as

it calls it ; that is commonly out ; entered into

the erring spirit, pleading and contending for, it

knows not what, and is very apt to judge and
condemn others in that very respect, wherein
itself is most justly and righteously judged and

condemned by the Lord, even by his pure life and
Spirit in His people.

Internal Slave Trade.—The ratio of increase!

of the whole slave population, from 1840 to 1850,!
is stated at 28.87. But this, be it recollected, is

the average ratio. Of course, the ratio is far

greater in Virginia, where the climate is mild, thai

labour light, and the treatment comparatively!

kind, than on the cotton, rice, and sugar planta-

tions of theSouth. It is a well-ascertained fact, that

slaves employed in the cultivation of sugar do not

increase. On the contrary, after the abolition of:

the African slave trade, there was a constant de-

crease in the number of slaves in the British sugar

islands; and now, in the State of Louisiana, there

is no increase of slaves except by importation.

i

Hence, if the average ratio is 28.87, it is a verj;

moderate estimate that the natural ratio in NortU;

Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, and Delaware, must|

be at least 30 per cent. Now, what are the facts?!

In the last ten years, the ratio of increase in

Virginia, is 5.21 per cent. Maryland, 0.07 per!

cent. Delaware, decrease, 12.09 per cent. North
Carolina, increase, 17.38 per cent.

Do we ask what has become of the slaves thus!

disappearing from these States? The answer is'

found in the ratio of increase in the importing'

States. Thus, in the last ten years, slaves have'

increased in Georgia, 35.85 per cent. Missouri,!

50.10 per cent. Florida, 52.85 per cent. Mis-|

sissippi, 58.74 per cent. Arkansas, 136.26 per]

cent.
!

In various other States, the increase is far abovfei

the average ratio. Hence we see that there is a<

prodigious transfer of slaves; or, in other words,!

a vast internal slave trade. The slaves of Vir-,

ginia, Maryland, and South Carolina, supposing]

them to increase in the ratio of 30 per cent, since i

1840, would,
j

In 1850, have amounted to 1,020,033
Whereas, they number only 851,444

Exported . . . 168,589 1

Should these slaves average 8500 a head, we;

have a receipt by these three Statss, of$84,294,500,'

or §8,429,450 yearly, for their staple article of

export.— Tribune.

Proverbs in "Niglit Tiionglits."

The "Night Thoughts," by Edward Young,,
contains many an apt line that has "passed into;

a proverb." Here is a budget gathered in the

North American T

That is a proverb; so is the pointed declara-

tion,

—

"All, all on earth is shadow, all beyond
Is substance;"

and still more unquestionably the following, for

it has long since passed into the common parlance;

of the world, in use among many people who know)
not the name of its author

:

)

"All men think all men mortal bat themselves."

What fitter apologue to the conscience than this

imaginative line?

" The spirit walks of every day deceased."

An aspiration is hardly proverbial, or we would
instance the appeal to Lorenzo

:

" for yesterdays to come !"

Of the following there is no question : it is de-

clarative, and fulfils every condition of a proverb.

"Love, and love only is the loan for love."
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Similar to this is the expression :

"Hearts are proprietors of all applause."

So, too, the oft-remarlied creative efforts of the

maginution in enhancing the terrors of death :

" Man makes a death which nature never made."

It is to Young, and not to Goldsmith, that we

hould assign the sentence—they both have it,

ut the liitter borrowed it

—

" Man wants but little; nor that little long."

A proverb should be in one line; but the pri-

ilege may be extended to so fine a saying as the

elebrated,

"Earth's highest station ends in 'Here he lies,'

And 'dust to dust' concludes her noblest song."

It would bo well if some of those loudest in

heir praises of Young, would bear in mind the

allowing :

—

" 'Tis impious in a good man to be sad."

The concluding line of the Fourth Night is

lemorable

:

" Men may live fools, but fools they cannot die."

What a world of trouble the following might

ave critics and fault-finders! It quite puts out

he lantern of Diogenes

:

" 'Tis vain to seek in men for more than man."

Solomon has been before Young with this

:

"The man of wisdom is the man of years."

How often has the experience of the world

pointed the following:

" Death loves a shining mark, a signal blow I"

There is a nobleness which cannot be too fami-

iar to us in this:

" Our hearts ne'er bow but to superior worth,"

rith its accompanying gloss:

"Pigmies are pigmies still, though perched on Alps."

A great hero who acquired a reputation some
'ears since by jumping off precipices into rivers,

immortalized himself by an advance beyond the

Iroposition

—

i
" And all may do what has by man been done."

The alliteration does justice to a noble senti-

bent in the following :

" 'Tis moral grandeur makes the mighty man."

I
There is also much virtue in the line

—

.
" The man that blushes is not quite a brute."

,

" Procrastination is the thief of time,"

|ou may hear anywhere, on 'change, in counting-

liouses, in the streets.

\
These examples might be multiplied at will,

phe most cursory perusal of the poem will suggest

ithers, which, if not exactly proverbs, bear a

trong family relationship to those tenacious-

Iwellers in our memories.

How few have faithfully followed that holy

jeader, w^ho prepares his people to labour for the

•Ksloration of true harmony among our fellow-

ireatures! In the pure gospel spirit, we walk by

aith, not by sight. In the obedience of faith, we
lie to the narrowness of self-love, and our life

Deing hid with Christ in God, our hearts are en-
' •ged towards mankind universally.— Woolnian.

not surprise us. Now, if we find anything that

woold trouble us on its approach, let us quit it

immediately. How exactly just would the trades-

man be in buying and selling, if he thought it the

ast bargain he should make. How innocently

would he converse, if he thought the present com-

pany the last he should keep."

"There is no method more certain to know
whether we walk uprightly before God, than to

sonsider whether we are in such a condition as to

be ready to die wlieuever he thinks fit; and the

best way to clear this, is to reflect whether, in the

bonstant course of our daily actions, death would

For " Tho Fricuil."

The Weliingtonia Gigantca.

This name has been given by English botanists

to the large coniferous tree recently discovered in

California. It inhabits a solitary district on the

elevati'd slopes of the Sierra Nevada, near the

bead-waters of the Stanislaus and San Antonio

rivers, in lat. 38° N.; long. 120° 10' W., at an

elevation of 5000 feet from the level of the sea.

From 80 to 90 trees exist, all within the circuit

of a mile, and these varying from 250 to 320 feet

in height, and from 10 to 20 feet in diameter. A
tree recently felled measured about 300 feet in

length, with a diameter including bark of 29 feet

2 inches at 5 feet from the ground ; at 18 feet

from the ground it was II feet G inches through

;

at 100 feet from the ground, 14 feet; and at 200

from the ground, 5 feet 5 inches. The bark is

of a pale cinnamon brown, and from 12 to 15

inches in thickness. The branchlets are round,

somewhat pendant, resembling a cypress or juni-

per. The cones are about 2J inches long and 2

inches across at the thickest part. The trunk of

the tree in question was perfectly solid from the

sap wood to the centre; and judging from the

number of concentric rings, its age has been esti-

mated at 3000 years. The wood is light, soft and

of a reddish colour, like redwood or Taxodiura

Sempervirens. Of this vegetable monster, 21 feet

of the bark from the lower part of the trunk, have

been put in the natural form in San Francisco,

for cxbibition; it there forms a spacious carpeted

room, and contains a piano, with seats for 40 per-

sons. On one occasion, 140 children were ad-

mitted without inconvenience.

A piece of the wood recently examined by Prof.

Gray, of Cambridge, was found to contain, on an

average, 48 annual layers to the inch. The semi-

diameter of the tree, at the point where the speci-

men examined was taken from, being 5 feet 2

inches, (viz. at 25 feet from the ground,) sup-

posing the tree increased in diameter at the same

rate during its whole life, there would be nearly

3000 annual layers; but Dr. Gray, in consid-

eration of the greater thickness of the layers of

young tree, and from comparison of sections of the

so-called cypress of the Southern States, Taxodium

Distichum, assigns about 2000 years as its highest

probable age.

Dr. C. F. Winslow, formerly of Boston, fur-

nishes to the California Farmer the following

description of a visit to the localities of these

gigantic trees. He says, " Tbe road was more or

less shaded all the way by pines so gigantic as to

awaken in me, who had never before seen the native

and lofty forest scenery of the north temperate

zone, the strongest feelings of wonder and admi

ration. I htid never before conceived of the capa

city of the various species of conifera to^ attain

such enormous dimensions. They were often six

feet through, and from 130 to 300 feet high, and

so symmetrical and perfect in form, as to impress

me with new and more commanding ideas respect-

ino- the force and operation of the vital principle,

presiding over the nourishment and growth of

organized bodies.

"The height of the locality is about 5000 feet

above the sea. So far as known, the vegetable

growth, to which the name of ' Big Tree' has been

attached, grows in no other region of the Sierra

Nevada, nor on any other mountain range of the

earth. It exists here only, and all the individuals

of its kind, so far as I can learn, arc localized to

this vicinity. They are embraced within a range

of 200 acres, and are enclosed in a basin of coarse

ieious material, surrounded by a sloping ridge of

sienitic rock, which in some places projects above

the soil. The basin is reeking with moisture, and

n the lowest places the water is standing, and

oine of the largest trees dip their roots into tho

pools or water luns. The trees of very large di-

mensions number ^considerably more than 100.

Mr. Blake measure'd one 94 feet in circumference

at the root, the side of which had been partly

burned by contact with another tree, the head of

which had fallen against it. The latter can be

measured 450 feet from its head to its root. A
large portion of this fallen monster is still to be

seen and examined; and by the measurement of

Mr. Lapham, the proprietor of the place, it is said

to be 10 feet ip diameter at 350 feet from its

uptorn root. In falling, it had prostrated another

large tree in its course, and pressed out the earth

beneath itself so as to be embedded a number of

feet in the ground. Its diameter across its root,

is 40 feet. A man is nothing in comparison of

dimensions, while walking on it or standing near

its side. This to me was the greatest wonder of

the forest. The tree which it prostrated in fall-

ing, has been burned hollo nd is so large, a

gentleman who accompanied us from Murphys,

informed us, that when he first visited the place

two years ago, he rode through it on horseback

200 feet, without stooping but at one spot, as he

entered, at the root.

" The wood of this tree, I am told by ^Ir. Lap-

ham, is remarkable for its slow decay. When first

cut down, its fibre is white, but it soon becomes

reddish, and long exposure makes it as dark as

mahogany ; it is soft, and resembles in some

respects pine and cedar. Its bark, however, is

much unlike these trees; nearest the ground it is

prodigiou.sly thick, fibrous, and, when pressed on,

has a peculiar feeling of elasticity.

"The cone of this tree is small and compact, and

nearly regularly oval; and although the tree itself

is the largest of the conifera, its fruit is as small

as that of the dwarfish pines of North Carolina

and Cape Cod."

—

From the Annual of Scientific

Discovery for 1855.

Eruption of the Volcano of Cotopaxi.—FoT

some time past, says the Panama Star, this stu-

pendous volcano has been in a state of eruption,

and the cause of much alarm to the inhabitants of

the surrounding country. After having given

frequent indications of activity for more tbaii a

year, it has at length thrown out over the plains

of Callo enormous masses of rock, torrents of

brackish water, and burning lava. The waters

have broken down the bridge of Cunchi, and car-

ried off in their course much property and many

cattle but the buildings in Lataounga and other

towns in the neighbourhood have not been injured.

By the last accounts the alarm still continued, as

the volcano is still in a state of activity and vomit-

ing out fire day and night.

Cotopaxi is the highest volcano in the world,

having an altitude of 18,895 feet. The town of

Lataeunga has been destroyed eight times already,

and fears are entertained that in tho present erup-

tion the city will again suffer, the inhabitajjts

havincr fled in consternation. The eruption of 1743

was auended by loud reports and noises, and im-

mense issue of burning lava, that flowed dow.i on

ill sides and made the mountain look like one

ma.ss of 'fire. In 1768 it threw out an imm^-nse

quantity of fine ashes, some of which fell a hun-
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dred leagues distant, producing a total obscurity

for some time. This evuption was accompanied
with earthquakes, which were felt as far as Guaya-
quil and Popayana.

It frequently happens that during the most vio-

lent explosions the earthquakes are not felt in the

vicinity of the mountains, though violent shocks

are experienced at some distance.— Compiledfrom
the Democratia of Quito.

RALPH DIXON,

An Elder. Aged 68. Deceased Third mo. 20, 1854.

From memoranda left behind, this dear Friend

seems to have been early visited by the convictions

of the Holy Spirit. His father had married out

of our Society, but his mother was a serious woman.

Speaking of her, he says,—" One day (it is amongst

the earliest of my recollections) she addressed me
very seriously; and, among other cautions, warned

me against using improper language. It imme-

diately occurred to me that I had once offended

in this respect, and conviction seized me so

strongly, that I was almost frantic with grief

Seeing my distress of mind, she kneeled down
and supplicated the throne of grace on my behalf;

after which, my feelings subsided. 1 was not

more than four years of age at this time, but my
infant years did not exempt me from the tempta-

tions of the enemy of souls. When six years of

age, I was accused of a fault which, though guilty,

I denied; but I had no sooner uttered the false-

hood than a dark cloud came over my mind, and

I felt awfully condemned. I relate these circum-

stances to show, that the Almighty does not leave

himself without a witness, even in the hearts of

children, condemning the evil and approving the

good."

He seems to have suffered much in his boyhood
from evil communications. His parents, from re-

verses in business, were much reduced in their

circumstances, and in order to lessen their ex-

penses, bound him apprentice to a shoemaker in

his native village of Staindrop, when he was only

twelve years of ago. He says, " the morals of njy

master's workmen were very loose indeed, and
although they were often changed, yet, with the

exception of one man, who only remained in the

shop a few days, I do not recollect, during the

whole of my apprenticeship, one serious person

being amongst them. I am sorry to say, I was
too ready a learner in this school of vice and im-
morality ; and though followed by an accusing
conscience, yet I turned a deaf ear to its admoni-
tions. I well remember, about this period of my
life, being brought into very great distress at my
awfully lost condition; I passed a sleepless night,

and resolved in future, to live more circumspecfly;

but these resolutions, being made in my own
strength, were soon forgotten, and I plunged
again into folly."

At the expiration of his apprenticehip, he visited

Leeds for improvement in his business; but trade

being greatly depressed in consequence of the war,
he found groat difficulty in obtaining regular em-
ployment. Speaking of this period of his life, he
says, "The war with France at this time was very
hot, and the government was forming an 'army of
reserve,' and to induce young men to join it, were
oflPering large bounties. My fellow-traveller and
myself, being under great discouragement, owing
to the diiiicuity of obtaining work, determined to

enlist. We had no sooner put our resolution into
effect, than I became very much distressed at the
rash act which I had committed; but finding 1

could not retrace my steps, I determined to make
the best of my new situation."

He afterwards volunteered into the olst refi-

ment of foot for regular service. He states in Oie

narrative, " It was very evident that this 'army
of reserve,' and 'army of defence,' as they were

called, were nothing more than decoys, into which,

under the expectation of not having to leave their

native country, young men were induced to enlist;

and afterwards either tempted by bounties, or

forced by ill usage, to volunteer into the regular

service."

The 31st regiment was sent into Ireland. Dur-
ing his sojourn in this island, he married the

daughter of a soldier—the dear friend who yet

survives him. They had not been long married

before they sailed from the Cove of Cork for ac-

tual service in Spain and Portugal, and landed at

Lisbon. The soldiers' wives being found a great

encumbrance, were all sent back to England. The
31st soon joined the army under Sir Arthur W^el-

Icsley, and met the French at Talavera. A most
sanguinary battle ensued, in which our dear friend

was severely wounded ; a bullet having passed

through his left shoulder, and one through the

middle finger of his right hand; his cap was either

shot from his head or lost off, and a bullet passed

through his haversack. Although he was able to

walk, yet, in consequence of the great loss of

blood, it was with difficulty he got from the battle-

field to the hospital at Lisbon. A few days after

his arrival, the wound in his shoulder mortified,

and the medical men considered his case hopeless;

but a gracious Providence had better things in

store for him. To the great surprise of all, the

mortified part sloughed out, bringing away with

it splinters of bone, after which, the wound so far

healed as to enable him to undertake the voyage

back to his native country. Twelve months after

his arrival, he was discharged an out-pensioner of

Chelsea Hospital, with one shilling per day ; and
returned, with his wife and infant son, to his

native village, to the great pleasure of his parents,

especially of his dear mother, who loved him most
tenderly, and whose petitions at a throne of grace

for his preservation had been many and fervent.

For the maintenance of himself and family, he

turned his attention again to shoe-making; but in

consequence of the weakness of his wounded
shoulder, the loss of a finger, and want of prac-

tice, ho only made poor wages, which compelled
him to work long hours to make up deficiencies.

Finding his health giving way under such close

application, he opened a little shop for the sale of

provisions and drugs, which he gradually extended,

and which soon required his undivided attention.

His sufferings in the army had so undermined his

constitution, that he seldom enjoyed good health,

and repeated attacks of hemorrhage from the lungs

rendered him an infirm man for the rest of his life.

But to return to his own simple narrative :

—

" Soon after I had settled down in my native vil-

lage, my mind took a serious turn, and I was
pretty punctual in attending a place of worship
of some kind. My youngest and surviving bro-

ther had joined the Methodists, and often preached

amongst them. He was a schoolmaster, and being

very intelligent, it was pleasant to me to have his

company. One day he gave me an outline of a

sermon he had just preached from the text, ' The
wicked shall be turned into hell, and all the na-

tions that forget God.' The words of the text

took great hold on my mind, and I saw that al-

though I was not outwardly wicked, I was among
those that were forgetting God. My convictions

gradually deepened, but I was not brought to that

state of distress which some experience, and I

often sorrowed because I thought I was not suffi-

ciently sorrowful. One First-day, feeling my
mind more than usually burdened, I retired to a

private place, and kneeling down, opened my

Bible, when this pas.sage caught my eye : ' What
|

God hath cleansed, that call not thou common on
unclean.' The cloud dispersed, and my contrite [

heart was favoured to feel a measure of peace. |

" About this time I joined the Methodists. My 1

wife, becoming serious, joined them a little after,
j

I attended class-meetings regularly, but with them
\

I was very much dissatisfied; finding that some,

gave evasive answers to the interrogations of their
1

leader, and others made an ostentatious display of,

their experience ; errors into which I was insen-

:

sibly falling myself. I was zealous in attending]

prayer-meetings, and prayed with my fiimily morn-'

ing and evening. About this time I had a little
|

book put into my hands, called ' A Guide to True!

Peace, or. How to Attain Inward and Spiritual!

Prayer:' from perusing which I was led to see,i

what I had often felt, that my lifeless perfor-|

mances only tended to poverty of spirit, and came;

under the condemnation of 'vain repetitions,']

against which the blessed Redeemer warned his
i

followers. My mind was now turned to the So-:

ciety of Friends. I read several of their books ji

and, a minister of their persuasion holding a pub-;

lie meeting at Staindrop, I attended it. The op-

portunity was a very favoured one ; and doctrinal

points were so far explained to my satisfaction,
|

that I said in my heart, ' This people shall be my I

people, and their God my God.'

I soon left the Methodist society, and became aj

regular attender of Friends' meetings, both First-I

days and week days. The more I examined their!

principles, the more congenial they appeared to!

my own mind and feelings, and in accordance!

with the Scriptures of Truth. I had nothing but'

love to the !Jlethodists. The greatest trial was

the displeasure of my brother. My wife continued

to attend the Methodists' meetings, and I did what
I could to promote her doing so; but getting un-'

easy with many of their ceremonies, without any

persuasion of mine, she left them, and attended'

the meetings of Friends. I found it required of!

me, if I wished to be faithful to what I felt in my
own mind to be in accordance with truth, to adopt

the address and dress of Friends; the latter cost'

me no sacrifice, but to use the plain language was
\

a great mortification. My views respecting war

were now changed, and my pension became a sub-

ject of serious consideration, as it stood in the way;

of my being received into membership. I could

not, however, see my way clear to give it up. I

had to appear before a magistrate half-yearly, and

swear before him that I was the person mentioned

in the instructions given me from Chelsea Hospital,

before I could obtain my pension. This brought

me into a very strait place, for I was fully coa-:

vinced that the taking of an oath was contrary toi

the command of our Saviour. I therefore deter-

1

mined, the next time I appeared before a magis-

trate, to offer him my affirmation. The magistrate;

who generally signed my affidavits was a clergy-'

man. On the road to his house, a distance of

four miles, I was much cast down, and earnest

were my cries to the Lord, that he would give me
strength to be faithful. On my arrival at his

house, I offered him my affirmation, which he ac-i

cepted, and took no oftenee, either at my hat or;

plain language. I returned home, thankful in

having thus far succeeded. My pension still bur-1

dened my mind; but in reading Sewel's history of'

Friends, I found William Penn had received from

James 11. a large tract of land, partly in lieu of

wages due to his father. Admiral Penn. I looked

;

upon this as a parallel case, and thought I had '

just as much right to my pension as William Penn
had to receive his father's wages for warfiire. But
the unflattering witness in my own breast showed
me, that if I would be faithful to this unerring'

I
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;uicle, I must make the sacrifice. Friends were

lery teuder over me, seldom mentioninf^^ the sub-

ect, believing, no doubt, that in time, faith would

jain the victory.

(To be concluded.)

j Selected.

j

HONOUR.
We ask for honour; and to us is given

To be the sons of God, the heirs of Heaven !

The "King of Kings" prepares above the sky,

At his riglit hand, a seat of royalty;

But we accept it not; earthly renown
Is all we ask—we spurn a heavenly crown.

We seek for n-call/i. The " pearl of price unknown,"

j
At once a bounteous God would make our own.
Freely would his munificence dispense

An "incorruptible inheritance."

I But no ; when perishable things are o'er,

I We seek enduring treasures—not before.

I
We pant for /amc In characters of gold,

i
The " Book of Life" is to our view unroU'd

;

I

And there Jehovah would record our name,
I Among the chosen friends of Christ the Lamb.
But our ambition soars not to the sky

—

!
Enough, an earthly immortality 1

j

We ask for bliss. God has for us in store

"Fulness of joy—pleasures forevermore."
I But here, too, we refuse the proffered good,
I Because 'tis given us in such plenitude.

I

We would for Time's few fleeting days be blest,

Heedless of an eternity of rest 1

Oh, how unworthy the immortal mind,
Its every wish to fleeting time confined !

If from this transitory scene we rise,

To a bright home of glory in the skies,

How like the vision of an infant's dream
Will such low thoughts, such mean conceptions seem I

SUBMISSION.

There is a secret in the ways of God,
With his own children, which none others know,
That sweetens all he does ; and if such peace,

While under his afflicting hand, we find.

What will it be to see Him as he is.

And past the reach of all that now disturbs

The tranquil soul's repose, to contemplate.

In retrospect unclouded, all the means
By which his wisdom has prepared his saints

For the vast weight of glory which remains ?

Come, then, affliction, if my Father bids,

And be my frowning friend : A friend that frowns.

Is better than a smiling enemy.

We welcome clouds which bring the former rain.

Though they the present prospect blacken round.

And shade the beauties of the opening year.

That, by their stores enriched, the earth may yield

A fruitful summer, and a plenteous crop.

Education in Scotland.—From a recent Parlia-

mentary report, it appears that there are in Scot-

and 4;{)84 schools, whereof lloS are burgh or

jarochial schools, 2104 endowed (other than

jurgh and parochial) schools, 1567 adventure

schools, and 175 charity schools. The burgh or

jarochial schools have 1342 teachers, and educate

i5,190 scholars, of whom 10,257 are educated

gratuitously; the endowed schools, with 3263
;eacher3, educate 175,031 scholars, (20,362 gra-

;uitously;) and the adventure schools, with 2150
;eachers, educate 87,660 scholars, of whom 2173
ire gratuitously educated; and the charity schools,

iritb 284 teachers, educate 16,000, all gratui-

tously, with the exception of about 300 children,

ivho make some slight payment. The total num-
ber of teachers is 7041; of scholars, 364,481; and
af gratuitouisly educated children, 49,100. The
total salaries and incomes of these schools amount
to £271,641 13s. 2d., of which the burgh or paro-

jhial schools have £78,382 3s. 6d. ; the endowed,

Dther than burgh and parochial schools, £117,844
I5s. 2d. ; the adventure schools, £64,621 Is. 6d.

;

ind the charity schools, £10,793 13s.

For "The Friend."

BIOGRAPniCAl SfiETCUES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

GRIFFITH OWEN.
(Continued from page 206.)

In the year 1689, certain priests of New England
of whom Cotton Mather was one, having published

an attack on some of the principles as held by

Friends, George Keith wrote an answer, whicb
was submitted to the Meeting of ministering

Friends, held Fourth mo. 9th, 1690. This paper

was too long to be read and examined by that

body, but it appointed Thomas Lloyd, George
Hutchinson, Samuel Jennings, Griffith Owen,
Paul Saunders, John Delaval, George Keith, Jacob
TiUnor, and John W illsford, of West Jersey, to

peruse it, and if it wore suitable to be printed,

send it to the press. They were also to examine
any other papers written by Friends for publica-

tion, except that no one of them was to sit in

judgment on anything he had himself written.

From this time a committee on the press was kept

up generally in the Yearly Meeting until the ap-

pointment of the Meeting for Suflerings, to which

all such matters were referred.

Griffith Owen was much interested in the

school which Friends in Philadelphia had estab-

lished, and was often appointed to raise funds for

its support and enlargement. In the year 1691,

he was appointed by the Yearly Meeting to make
arrangements respecting such printing as the

meeting should direct.

George Keith, soon after his removal from East

Jersey to Philadelphia in 1689, began to assume

airs of superiority among the Friends, and to

manifest dissatisfaction when his will and way
was not submitted to. He soon made violent

attacks on some of the aged and less educated of

the ministers, charging them with unsoundness,

because they held forth the sufficiency of the Light

of Christ for the salvation of man. George was

jealous, also, of the literary attainments of Thomas
Lloyd, and disposed to quarrel with him, because,

it was supposed, he was as great a scholar as him-

self. Friends found on examination, that those

ministers against whom George Keith principally

inveighed, were sound in the faith ; that whilst

they held the sufficiency of the Light of Christ for

the salvation of all those who walked in it, and

obeyed its leadings, they also held that it was the

gift of the Holy Spirit, purchased for the comfort

and guidance of his church and people by the one

oiFering of the Lord Jesus Christ. Therefore, all

who received and obeyed it, were of those who
were reconciled to God by the death of his Son,

having, through the one oflFering upon Calvary,

and the cleansing, sanctifying operations of the

Spirit, been accepted in the beloved and justified

before God.

Griffith Owen, although not one of those against

whom George Keith made at first any attacks,

was soon brought into collision with hiin, when
his turbulent behaviour and unfounded charges

began to disturb in various ways the peace of tlie

body. In the Third month, 1691, various letters

were sent to George Whitehead and others in

London, complaining of the disputes prevailiug

amongst some in Philadelphia, and the public

notoriety George Keith was giving to the disunity

he had with certain ministers of that place, and

the doctrines they held. Believing, or at least

strongly hoping, that the disputing parties were

all sound, and their differences merely verbal, the

London Friends, in an epistle, dated Seventh mo.

28th of the same year, contented themselves very

much with advising love and charity, and a giving

up of all disputes and contention. The epistle

contained much excellent advice, and set forth
sound doctrines enough, but it did not bear a tes-

timony against George Keith, his doctrinal de-
partures and unruly behaviour, and he took
strength therefrom to continue the course he was
pursuing, evidently believing that however Friends
in Philadelphia might believe and contend for the
ancieiit principles of Truth, he would be sustained
by Friends in England.

During the whole of the latter part of 1691,
George Keith was fomenting the difficulties he
had originated. At the General Meeting of Min-
isters held in Burlington, at the house of Thomas
Gardner, on the 5th day of the First month,
1692, many ministering Friends were met, and
George Keith was amongst them. Before the
meeting proceeded to business, various " living

testimonies" were borne "in and to the ancient
power of Truth," and Friends were exhorted to

persevere in the unity thereof. When the meet-
ing proceeded to business, the first thing that
claimed its attention, was various statements made
relative to the continued gross abuse and unchris-
tian reflections, which George Keith continued to
promulgate in public and private. George had,

'

that very morning in that solemn meeting, de-
clared, '• You come here to cloak error and heresy."
During the discussion which arose, he said, "There
is not more damnable heresies and doctrines of
devils amongst any Protestant professions than
among the Quakers." After various attempts to

convince him of his error, the meeting adjourned
until the next morning when John Simcock, Grif-
fith Owen, and Samuel Jennings were appointed
to admonish him for his evil conduct, and to ad-
vise him to forbear the like for the future.

Griffith Owen and Samuel Jennings visited

George, according to this appointment, but little

christian love or courtesy was manifested by him.
They told him of the concern of the Meeting of
Ministers on his behalf, and that the Friends con-
stituting it, did expect that he would condemn
the abusive and reviling expressions he had made
use of again.st them. George told them he denied
their authority and their judgment; that he did
not value it a pin, and would trample it under his

feet. He added that he would prove they main-
tained rank popery, and said there was not one
among them that did preach Christ rightly.

"You do not," said he, "preach the birth, death,
sufferings, and resurrection of Christ."

To this false and unfounded charge, Griffith

Owen said, "We have a reverend esteem, both for

the birth and death, suff'erings and resurrection of
Christ." George replied, " You do not preach
those things." Griffith, with earnest zeal, an-

swered, " We preach what God hath put into our
hearts, and into our mouths." George at this

charged Griffith with being in a passion, who re-

plied, "I speak in the fear and dread of the Lord,

and I can appeal unto him, how I am here before

him."
The testimony of Griffith on behalf of himself

and the sound and faithful ministers of that day,

"We preach what God hath put into our hearts,

and into our mouths," is interesting and instruc-

tive. They did not deem that if an exercise was
raised in them to bear testimouy to any funda-

mental truth, or against any error,—to offer con-

solation to the humble, or reproof to the luke-

warm and indiflFerent, that on every such occasion

they must give forth a code of doctrine to prove

the general soundness of their faith. They endea-

voured to speak that, and that only, which was
given them. If they kept to their guide, the

spirit that opened to them an exercise and concern

for the good of others, they would be sound in

that which they delivered, and though it might be
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a few brief sentences -would only be required at

their bands, it would be accompanied by a good

degree of life and spirit quickeuing virtue.

Griffith Owen was one of those who prepared

the testimony of the "Public Friends" against

George Keith, and also one appointed to answer

the epistle before referred to, of Friends in Lon-

don. In this last, after informing them of the

reception of their epistle, and of George Keith's

having set up a separate meeting, they go on to

Etate further particulars relative to his
_

false

charges against Friends. They say that in all

cases where he has brought a regular charge against

any one, the truth of the charge has been exam-

ined into, and Friends have endeavoured to give a

just decision between them. His general charge,

they say, is that they do not preach Christ rightly,

and that they have not a right faith in him, nor

in the resurrection, nor eternal judgment. Friends

had replied to him, that they believed respecting

these, according to the Scriptures, and that they

were willing to sign any of the declarations of

faith, which had been put forth by "ancient ap-

proved Friends." George, they say, was not

satisfied with this proposition, and they add, "We
told him that it was very hard that we that had

been so long a people, and had given forth so

many declarations of our faith, should now be put

upon doing it anew, and that by one that had

walked so long with us, and sometimes seemed

zealous to defend our fiiith and principles so long

since published and known to the world; and that

we thought it both safer and modester to own as

we had always done what was already public, than

to give forth any such thing by ourselves, which

carried with it too much the countenance of an

impeachment of all that had been done before.

This not satisfying him, a Friend asked him if he

believed that Friends had ever yet given forth a

sufficient declaration of their faith and principles ?

He replied, he did not know that they had. Upon
which Friends told him they despaired then of

giving him satisfaction, and so left that point. As
to his charge that we do not preach Christ aright,

but halve and divide him, preaching Him mostly

within, and seldom faith in him without, as he

suffered, died, and rose again, and ascended into

heaven, and there remains in the glorified nature

of man, our Advocate and Mediator, we shall not

say much, knowing that your experience hath long

since informed you, that no true minister can pr<"-

meditate or resolve what or when he shall preach;

and to this effect we have answered him, and that

all that preach Christ rightly, whether it be with-

in or without, which is but the same Christ, must

do it in Christ's own power. We have no great

reason to be much ofi^ended at this his charge

against us, since it is his opinion, and he hath

said he doth not know six men in the whole world

that preach Christ rightly. As to that of the

resurrection and general judgment, we have told

him we believe them as far as declared in Scrip-

ture, but this will not do except we will say fur-

ther, which we find not safe to do."

By this we may see that although George made
loud profession of being a " Christian Quaker" at

this time, and for a year or two after, that he had

found, according to his judgment, imperfections

in all the standard authors among Friends. N'
'

ther the writings of Fox, nor Penington, nor Bar-

clay could satisfy him. We have seen parallel

passages in modern time.

Sagacity of an Elephant.—We passed an ele-

phant working on the road, and it was most inte-

resting to watch the half-reasoning brute; he was

tearing out large roots from the ground by means

of a hook and chain, fastened round his neck with

a species of collar. He pulled like a man, or ra-

ther like a number of men, with a succession of

steady hauls, throwing his whole weight into it,

and almost going down on his knees, turning

round every now and then to see what progress he

was making. Really the instinct displayed by

the elephant in its domestic state is little short of

reason in its fullest sense. There is no doubt

they do think, and also act upon experience and
memory, and their capacity seems to increase in

an extraordinary degree from their intercourse

with man. The remarkable nicety and trouble

they take in squaring and arranging the blocks of

hewn stone when building a bridge, is incredible,

unless seen; they place them with as much skill

as any mason, and will return two or three times

to give the finishing touches when they think the

work is not quite perfect. They retire a few yards

and consider what they have effected, and you

almost fancy you can detect them turning their

sagacious old noddles on one side, and shutting

one eye in a knowing manner, to detect any irre-

gularities in the arrangement.— The Bumjalovj

and the Tent, by E. Sullivan.

For " The Friend."

In reading a sketch of the life of John Smith,

in a recent number of "The Friend," my atten-

tion was particularly arrested with this address,

made to his children when the hour of his de-

parture was at hand :
—" I was never covetous to

get a great deal of this world's riches, but I have

endeavoured to bring you up in the fear of the

Lord, and educated you in the way of his truth,

according to the best of my understanding."

How consoling to the heart of the dying parent

must this reflection have been—that he had faith-

fully discharged his duty towards the lambs com-

mitted to his charge—that he had endeavoured,

according to the best of his understanding, to

train them up in the way they should go. That

hia might be our experience would doubtless be

desirable to all. " Let me die the death of the

righteous, and let my last end be like his," is

doubtless often the aspiration of those, who are

yet unwilling to submit to the mortifying, crucify-

ing terms of living the life of the righteous.

Often, when I have observed with sorrow the in-

consistencies so prevalent amongst the youth of

our day, has the query arisen, have the parents of

these done all that they could to prevent them

from trampling upon those precious testimonies

for which our forefathers suffered, even unto

death 'i

I believe there may be cases in which the pious

exercise of parents, appears wholly disregarded

;

and admonition and reproof are alike unavailing.

Still, if all has been done that could be done—if,

before Him who searcheth the heart and the reins,

and in whose balance actions are weighed, we feel

that we stand acquitted, it is enough. " The soul

that sinneth it shall die." But that parent who,

as a "watchman" over his little flock, seeth the

sword coming, and neglecteth to give warning,

his flock shall be scattered, but their blood shall

be required at his hand.

We read, that though Eli reproved and admo-

nished his sons, yet, because he restrained them

not, a heavy judgment was denounced upon him.

" Train up a child in the way that he should go,

and when ho is old be will not depart from it,"

when this is wanting, every duty, if not neglected, I
was the saying of the wise man ; but where chil-

will be indifferently performed." dren are accustomed, even from infancy, to apparel

" When the oil of grace actuates the soul, the

vheels of obedience move with celerity ; but

inconsistent with the simplicity of our profession,

what may the parents reasonably expect, but to

see them go farther and farther a?tray, whilst

;

heir own hands are weakened, and their spiritual -l-

eye dimmed through unfaithfulness. |t

Morgan Co., 3d mo., 18.55. (''

From " The Leisure Hour."
J

CUT NAILS. ji

Passing through Lancaster atreet accidentally, \f

r ears are assailed by the din of machines at ;

work, and we step into Farmer's factory to witness
i

their performances. The owner politely accom-
\

panics us round, and explains the process, which,
|

:

tremendous as its effects have been upon the for-
i

'

tunes of the nail-makers, is one of exceeding sim- '
'

plicity. A nail-cutting machine is but a ponder- i

'

ous mechanical contrivance for causing the sharp
|

square edge of a massive cutting tool to rise and i

'

fall at regular intervals and with irresistible power i

some hundred times a minute. If the nail requires ':

a head—and they may be made to pattern by these

machines—additional mechanism is necessary. In

this case the nail is caught, the instant it is cut

off, in a kind of vice, which holds it fast while it

receives a heavy blow from a lateral punch, cut so

as to give the form of head desired.

The first step towards the making of cut nails

is the rolling out of iron in sheets about three feet

in width and six in length, and of various thick-
,

nesses for nails of various descriptions. This is
(

done at the rolling-mill ; and piles of these sheets :

are standing in the sheds ready for cutting. The

first operator to whom we are introduced, stands in ;,

front of a huge pair of shears, worked by steam, i

between the blades of which he lays the end of '

one of the sheets of iron, which is about the eighth :'

of an inch in thickness; the shears make no more •;

of it than a housewife's scissors of a strip of linen.
'

The whole sheet is in a very few minutes cut up r,

into ribbons of about two and a half inches wide,
|

the exact width being regulated by a gauge, which i!

insures that all shall be cut alike : the gauge can

be set to any measure, according with the length

of the nails to be cut. We now turn to the nail-

cutters : they are seated in rows, each in front of I

the ponderous machines, of which some half-score

are at work at once, creating an indescribable din,

amid which we strive in vain to catch the accents

of our guide. The work-people are of both sexes,

and each of them is incessantly twisting half round

and then back again a sort of mop-stick, which he

or she holds in the hand, while the nails are fall-

ing in a clinking shower into baskets placed on the

ground. It is the falling of the nails and not the

voice of our guide—of which we cannot hear a

syllable—which brings us to a comprehension of

the mystery. The fact is, that at the end of each

of these jumping mop-sticks protrudes one of the

aforesaid iron ribbons cut off by the shears, the

extremity of which ribbon each operator is poking

into the jaws of the iron-eating machine as fast as

wrist and elbows can manage it. Now the cutting

tool of the machine does not descend in an exactly

horizontal position (because if it did it would cut

the ribbon into small bars of iron and not into

nails), but in a slightly angular direction, which

causes it to cut off a wedge of the iron, having a

point at one end while it may be the sixth of an

inch wide at the other, or, in other words, a nail.

It is plain that if the iron to be cut were to be

presented to the knife twice following in the same

position, the second piece cut off would be a uni-

form bar and not a wedge or nail ; consequently

this is never done, the operator turning over the

ribbon by a semi-twist of the broom-stick, and

changing sides to the music every time. Consi-

dering that this goes on a hundred or more times
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Q a minute, and that the nail-machino haa no

iotion of occasional relaxation, we should imagine

jbe nail-cuttors enjoy but few idle moments, and,

lurthcr, the noise being incessant and rather louder

:han the rush of an express train through a tun-

jiel, they are not very favourably situated for

;ossip.

There is more variety in the nails cut by this

ingular machinery than one would be led to ex-

lect ; wo were shown nails of all sizes and shapes,

nd with every form of head in use ; and saw nails

-f a shape entirely new, making to order, to suit

ome whmi or useful purpose. One of the grcat-

,st advantages of machine nail-making is the eco-

jiomy of the material : when nails are forged,

iwenty to twenty-five per cent, of the iron is

Vasted ; when they are cut, there is positively no

yaste at all to speak of. Some of the machines

jrhich are used for cutting what are called brads,

jut the heads complete without striking ; and it

|?ould be possible to catch them as they fall from

|he machine, and to fit them together again into

;he form of the strip of iron from which they are

jut; and if they wore weighed before and after

utting, it is a question if any appreciable loss ot

Jaetal would be found to have ensued. In addi-

tion to the machines above described, which cut

i)Ut a single nail each at a blow, there are others

jrith broa'der blades, and of a more complex de-

cription, which cut as many as six nails at each

Bescent of the tool. These are chiefly used for

putting the smaller sorts of headless nails used by

Ihoemakers : the strips of iron from which they

Ire cut are laid in trenches side by side, and a

bhole row of them cut at once ; in this case there

's no turning round of the metal to be cut, the

potion which produces the wedge-like shape of

(he nails being eft'ected by a modification of the

nachinery. So rapidly do some of these machines

io their work, that several thousands of nails are

[reduced in a single minute. The fruits of their

fibours lie around, packed in bags of about fifty

founds each. From twenty to thirty tons of iron

Ire

thus cut up weekly in this factory, producing

robably not less than fifteen hundred millions ot

ails in a year. When we remember that nearly

ve hundred tons of iron are cut up into nails

svery week in Birmingham, and that each ton,

taking one sort with another, is calculated to pro-

|luee a million of nails, by far the major portion

if them being very small, we may form some idea

if the cut nail trade, and may well wonder what

iiiecomes of its tremendous product.

I
A New Blode of Building Ships.—^l. Lombo^

mliraval called the attention of the " Society for

'he Encouragement of National Industry," to

'node of building vessels, which is entirely orig

bal. The boats, in this system, are entirely built

if iron wire and hydraulic cement, and the author

.ttributes to them the following advantages :

—

}reat strength, absolute impermeability, quick

•epair in case of damage, perfect stability obtained

)y the ballast being at the bottom and making

lart of the hull ; finally, incomparable quickness

if building. A vessel built on this system six

rears ago, has been running ever since, without

equiriug any repairs, although it has gone through

Qugh trials. Nothing easier, says il. Miraval

.han to build in a few days, on board a fleet, as

nany gun boats, or rafts for disembarkation, ai

nay be wanted.— Cosmos, vol. v., p. 202.

Marriage and Cdilacy.—Marriage has in it

less of beauty but more of safety than the single

life; it hath not more ease but less danger; it is

more merry and more sad; it is fuller of sorrows

and fuller of joys; it lies under more burdens,

but is supported by all the strengths of love

and charity, and those burdens are delightful.

JIarriage is the mother of the world, and preserves

kingdoms, and fills cities and churches, and hea-

ven itself. Celibacy, like the fly in the heart of

an apple, dwells in perpetual sweetness, but sits

alone, and is confined and dies in singularity; but

rriage, like the useful bee, builds a house, and

gathers sweetness from every flower, and labours

and unites into societies and republics, and sends

out colonies, and feeds the world with delicacies,

and obeys their king, and keeps order, and exer-

cises many virtues, and promotes the interest of

mankind, and is that state of good to which God
hath designed the present constitution of the

world.

—

Jeremy Taylor.

events of life succeed one another. As the snow-

gathers together, so are our habits formed. No
le flake that is added to the pile, produces a sen-

sible change; no single action creates, however it

may exhibit a man's character; but as the tempest
hurls the avalanche down the mountains, and over-

whelms the inhabitant and his habitation, so

passion, acting upon the elements of mischief

which pernicious habits have brought together by
perceptible accumulations, may overthrow the

edifice of truth and virtue.

For " The Friend."

Sn^rdlnia and the Pope.

The contest, -n^ich for some time past has been

going on between the government of Sardinia and

the head of the Romish church, possesses interest

as a sign of the times, and as illustrating the cha-

racter of popery. Sardinia has a more liberal

government than most Catholic countries, and its

power is to some extent employed in promoting

the intelligence and welfare of the people. The
monastic and other religious communities of that

country are over six hundred in number, and they

hold a domain valued at nearly eighty millions of

dollars. In accordance with what appears to b(

the popvrlar wish, the government proposes to sup

press the convents and other communities, except

those whose vocation is to preach, to instruct, and

to attend the' sick, and to devote their revenues to

the establishment of public schools, asylums for

children, houses of public industry, and to amelio

rate the condition of the lower clergy. These and

other innovations upon what are called the rights

and dignity of the church, have aroused the indig-

nation of the Pope and his councillors, and he has

issued a monitorio, or warning, to the offending

parties. In this document he denounces the pro-

posed measures as contrary to natural and divine

right, and opposed in the highest degree to the

well being of human society ; and then goes on to

say : " The same bill also attributes to the lay

authority the power of prescribing the conditions

which such associations as are not destroyed are to

be subjected to. Words fail us to express our

grief at such criminal, and almost incredible acts,

against the church, and against the inviolable

supremacy of the holy see in that kingdom, where

there are so great a number of fervent Catholics,

and where, formerly, and in particular among the

sovereigns, such examples were to be found of

piety, religion, and respect for the chair of St.

Peter. We reprove and condemn, not only all

the decrees already issued by that government to

the detriment of the rights and authority of reli-

gion, the church, and of the holy see, but like-

wise the bill lately proposed ; and we declare all

these acts to be entirely worthless and invalid."

He concludes with a threat of the extreme penal-

ties and censures of the church if the obnoxious

measures are persisted in. It is not considered

probable that the king and government of Sardinia

will recede from the ground they have taken.

nydraulic Cemenls.

There are quite a number of natural hydraulic

limestones—experiment alone is the true test of

their quality, but artificial hydraulic cement can

be made, and is made, and used extensively in

many countries. Slacked lime, when mixed with

a certain proportion of clay, then burning this,

and reducing it afterwards to powder in a grind-

ing-mill, makes an excellent hydraulic mortar,

both portable aud convenient for use, by simply

mixing it with cold water until it acquires a pro-

per consistence, to be applied with the trowel like

common mortar. About twenty-four parts of dry
clay are mixed with about eighty parts of pure

rich lime, to make this cement. Another kind is

made by mixing one hundred and forty parts of

chalk with twenty parts, by measure, of clay, and
then reducing the whole to a paste, by grinding

them together in a pug-mill. This latter hydrau-

lic cement is manufactured in great quantities in

Paris. The chalk is divided into pieces about the

size of a man's hand, and mixed with clay in the

proportion of four of the former to two of the lat-

ter, and ground in a mill, with a plentiful supply

of water. The liquid mixture, as it is ground, is

allowed to flow over a lip of the mill, and run into

four or five troughs placed at successive differences

of level, where the matter held in suspension by
the water is deposited. The water is run off these

troughs alternately, and the sediment is moulded
into small blocks, and allowed to dry in the air on

platforms, until they have attained to the dryness

of freshly quarried limestone. They are then put

into a kiln and burnt like lime, then ground into

powder, in which state it is ready to be used as

has been described. The famous Portland Cement
of England is made in this manner, excepting that

the burning is conducted farther than in the case

of Paris cement, the contents of the kiln being

heated to vitrification. Great care must be exer-

cised in the burning and grinding of these mate-

rials.

Hydraulic cement can also be made in a more
simple manner (but it is not quite so good) by
mixing two parts of well burned lime, slacked and

in powder, with one of brick dust, and mixing
them well together into mortar with cold water.

The brick for this purpose should be pounded and
passed through a fine sieve.

Hydraulic cement can be made of a putty com-
posed of linseed oil mixed with fresh slacked lime,

into which is stirred some coarse cotton ; this is

simply a cheap substitute for white lead, and is

principally used for cementing the joints of pipes

laid under ground, but is also very excellent for

the outer coating of water cisterns.

—

Scientific

Our dependence must be upon the Lord ; we

ire strongest when we feel ourselves weak, and

qualified for service when most sensible that

without him we can do nothing."

HABITS.
Like flashes of snow that accumulate unper-

ceived upon the earth, the seemingly unimportant

THB FRIEND.
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In a letter received from a Friend, dated at

Oskaloosa, iu Mahaska Co., Iowa, after alluding
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to the efforts made in this city to relieve the poor,

the writer queries, " Could not Friends send some
poor, honest families, or labouring men and boys

into this, or some other part [of the country,]

where labourers are wanted, and provisions are

plenty, as is the casein many places in the western

States? It appears as though you wore over-

stocked with such, [poor but industrious people,]

and we are in want of help. Corn is now selling

at from twenty to thirty cents per bushel, wheat

flour from $2 50 to 83 00 per hundred, and pork

from $3 00 to U 00 per hundred."

AVe quote these remarks, not because we think

Friends could undertake to send labourers to the

west, but because we believe all who have been

engaged in visiting among those requiring help

during the winter, must have been struck with the

great numbers living in the city who are not arti-

zans, but whose occupation is labouring from day

to day, at any kind of employment they can ob-

tain, and who are liable at any time to be deprived

of their means of subsistence and thrown upon

public bounty for food for themselves and families.

How much better off, and more independent would

such be, if living in the country, where, though

they could not command as high wages as they

may procure here while their labour is in demand,
would find constant employment, with a remune-

ration suificient to enable them to obtain plenty

to eat, and to wear, throughout the whole year.

It would benefit both town and country if a por-

tion of the operatives and labourers who crowd
the courts and alleys of the former, would remove

to the latter; and engage in agriculture, thus be-

coming producers instead of consumers, and we
understand that a strong effort is making to pro-

mote this exchange through the agency of the

Emigrant's Aid Society, instituted for the pur-

pose, and having offices, we believe, both in New
York and this city. Persons residing in remote

parts of the country, furnishing the society with

information of the number of labourers required,

of the kind of work to be done, and the wages
commonly paid, are supplied by it with such ope-

ratives as are deemed suitable, the expense of

transportation being paid by those who may em-
ploy them, to be deducted from their wages.

There is also a register kept at the office of the

Union Benevolent Association, on the west side of

Seventh street, one door above Sansom, on which
tliere are now entered the names of several hun-
dred men, mechanics and labourers, anxious to

obtain employment in the country. A note ad-

dressed to the agent would, we have no doubt, re-

ceive prompt attention. We mention this for the

benefit of Friends at a distance.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—The steamship Pacific having failed to

arrive at the usual time, we are without later news
from abroad at the time of making up this summary.

The liar.—Although we hear much of the miseries of

war, we probably realize in a very faint degree the

atrocities attending that now raging in Europe. That
nations standing in the front rank of civilization and
intelligence, should have permitted themselves to be-

come involved in such a contest, evinces a lamentable
degree of imbecility or wickedness on the part of their

rulers. What a picture is presented in the following
extract :

" The allied soldiers in the Crimea have been
congratulating themselves on the termination of win-
ter, when their sufferings, they hope, will cease. But
from all accounts there will be only a change from one
form of suffering to another, for as soon as the warm
wfather and the spring rains commence, the animal de-

composition from the multitudes of dead bodies of men
and horses lying unburied, will spread pestilence

through the camp, which will depopulate it faster than
sicliness is now doing. A French officer of rank says,

since the first landing of the troops in Turkey, 80,000
men and 40,000 horses have perished. Vast numbers
of both now lie in masses, or scattered over the earth

as they fell, it being impossible to inter them in the

present state of the weather there, and they present

a spectacle that is disgustingly horrid."

MEXICO.—Advices from the city of Mexico, to the

19th ult., represent Santa Anna as daily losing, and
Alvarez gaining ground. It is said that Santa Anna
has steamers in readiness to receive him on the approach
of Alvarez, and that he has already sent large sums of
money and valuables out of the country.

UNITED STATES.— Con-7rf5S.—In consequence of

the veto, the bill continuing the appropriation to the

Collins' Line until 1860, wag amended and deprived of

its most objectionable features. The same compensa-
tion will continue for the present, but the Government
has the right to terminate or modify the contract after

six months' notice. In his veto message the President

says, "During the period of time from the commence-
ment of the service of these contractors, on the 27th of

April, 1850, to the end of the last fiscal year, June 30,

1854, the sum paid to them by the United States,

amounted to §2,620,906, without reckoning public mo-
ney advanced on loan to aid them in the construction of

the ships, while the whole amount of postages derived

to the department has been only $734,056."

Some apparently good laws were enacted by the late

Congress.

The Court of Claims Sill, establishes a tribunal for

the adjudication of private claims, which will not only

save Congress a great deal of time, but is expected to

secure greater promptitude and justice in the disposi-

tion of this kind of business. The Ship Passengers' Bill,

supplies important additional securities to the health

and comfort of the emigrants, who crowd to our shores
;

and the Shipivreck Bill, furnishes new and valuable faci-

lities for rescue in cases of shipwreck, or of serious dan-

ger upon our coasts.

The Appropriations.—An overflowing treasury leads

to a wasteful application of the public funds, the follow-

ing are only three items of the many large sums set

apart by Congress for the coming year, viz., for the ex-

penses of the Navy, $11,681,156; of the Army, $9,721,-

650 ;
for ocean mail service, $3,597,608.

California.—A late arrival at New York brought

$646,659 in gold. The passengers who left New York
on the 12th of First mo., in the Star of the West, reach-

ed San Francisco on the 4th of Second month ; this is

the shortest passage ever made. The gold hunters

were flocking by thousands to the Kern* river diggings,

which were reported to be very productive. The papers

furnish evidence of a rude and demoralized condition of

society. As many as twenty meu had been hung by

mobs, since the first of the year. The most recent in-

stances were the hanging of a man at Oakland, on a

charge of horse stealing; a young man at Red Bluffs,

suspected of stealing a mule, but afterwards found to

be innocent ; and James Moran, for murder, at Salmon
river. The San Francisco Chronicle, basing its calcu-

lation upon the number of homicides committed in

1854, comes to the conclusion, that one person of 600

in California, will be killed by his neighbour the pre-

sent year.

The Illinois, from Aspinwall, on the 2d, arrived at

New York on the 12th lust., bringing intelligence from

California to the 16th ult., 300 passengers, and
$1,165,000 on freight. The Legislature was still bal-

loting for United States Senator, with little prospect

of success. No news of importance. But little rain had
fallen ; business somewhat improved.

Utah.—The Deseret News to First mo. 4, had been

received at San Francisco. Adams' Express has been

extended from California to Utah. Up to the close of

the year, the weather was warm, and garden and field

work was going on. Governor Young, in his message,

at the opening of the Legislature, says that peace has

been kept with the Indians, though at considerable ex-

pense for presents, and assistance rendered them. The
need of a system of public education is urged, and
greater attention to domestic manufactures strongly re-

commended. A great snow storm occurred on New
Year's day.

Indiana.—The Legislature of Indiana has adjourned

sine die, without electing a U. S. Senator, or any of the

other State officers, and these cannot be filled by the

Governor.
The Ohio River.—On the 8th inst., at Wheeling, there

was about eight feet of water in the channel, large class

boats were running, and the freight business brisk. At
Cincinnati, on the same day, there were ten feet of

water in the channel, and a fair amount of business

doing.

Arkansas.—It is stated by the Helena (Ark.) Shield,

of Second mo. 10th, that no rain of consequence had
fallen in that section since the Ninth month, and no
snow.

New Tork.—On the 3d inst., the city banks ha; (

$16,531,279 in specie on hand, and their circulatioi
|

amounted to $7,106,710. The money market was easy j!

and rates low. The steamers of last week took ou '

$1,448,490 in specie. Official information having beet

received by the Mayor, that the immigrants by the Sar 1

1

dinian frigite Des Genys are not convicts, but person: J

banished :
. political offences; permission has beei

given them to land. Mortality last week, 491.

Philadelphia.—The coinage at the U. S. mint, in tin i

last month, consisted of 285,039 pieces, of the value o :i

$3,213,725. The spring trade opened later than usual

but a large business is now doing on Market street, ant

the season may yet close with nearly an average amoun
of sales. Mortality last week, 218.

Miscellaneous.—Tonnage of the Lakes.—There are en

rolled and licensed at the several American ports. 111

steamers, 97 propellers, 33 barks, 101 brigs, 639 schoo-

ners, and 216 sloops and scows, making an aggregati

of 237,830 tons, and valued at $10,185,000. In 1845

the total tonnage was only 76,000.

The Pork Trade.—The (Cincinnati Price Current pub

lishes nearly a complete statement of the number o

hogs, packed this season in Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana

and Tennessee, showing an aggregate of 1,3C6,0(H^

against 1,788,000 to the same time last year. The hog:

also weigh about 8 per cent, less than last year. I

High Price for Wheat.—In St. Louis (Mo.), on the 2o

inst., 600 bushels of prime white wheat was sold a :

$2.00 per bushel. This is said to be the highest prict ,

ever obtained in that market. 1

Fire at St. Mary's, Geo.—Oa the 3d inst., nearly tbiJ

whole of the business portion of St. Mary's, Georgia]

was destroyed by fire. ;

The Diplomatic and Consular Bffl.—Under the la«.|

recently enacted, consuls are to have fixed salaries, anc'

some of them are to be confined to consular business

alone. Others are to have small salaries, and be allow-
1]

ed to engage in commercial pursuits. Citizens of thtj.

United States alone to be appointed, and ministers dt]

not get any salary till they reach their respective po3ts;j

and enter upon their duties, outfits being entireljl

abolished.

Georgia Gold.—^he mine recently discovei-ed in Han'

county, Geo., promises to be very productive. At 8!

depth of 30 feet, the vein is about three feet wide, aadj

very rich.

Scarcitt/ of Provender for Cattle.—\n various section!

of the western country, there is great want of hay anc

other food for cattle. .Many had died from starvation!

in Clark co., Ky. There was much suffering from thi

same cause, in North Western Virginia; the Morgan I

town Mirror says, that if the cold weather continue;,!

much longer, great numbers of cattle must perish. J

RECEIPTS.

Received from Jer. Hadlev, Ind., $5, to 52, vol. 28 '

from M. Willits, agt., 0., for F. McGrew, $2, vol. 28
;
froB

C. Bracken, agt., 0., for S. Chandle and Saml. Russel

$2 each, vol. 28 ; from Sol. Hull, lo., $4, to 30, vol. 28

from Jehu Faucett, agt., 0., for Mary W. Woolman, $2

vol. 27, for David Satterthwaite, $2, vol. 29, for Robl.

Elison, Jon. Faucett, Ind., Saml. HoUingsworth, Joshui:

Stafford, Thos. Heald, Benj. Winder, W. R. French, $:

each, vol. 28.

FALLS MONTHLY MEETING SCHOOL.
The Committee of the above named School is desiron

to procure a well qualified female teacher to take charg

of the School as instructor, for the ensuing season

Early application is requested, and can he made by ad

dressing, Mahlon Moon, Morrisville P. 0., Buck

Co., Pa.

Died, on the 12th of First month last, at the resi

dence of M. J. Faucett, Salem, Ohio, Abigail, relic

of William Faucett, in the 68th year of her age; :

member of Upper Springfield Monthly Meeting.

, on the 27th ult., at his residence, in Monro
county. Pa., Jasper Cotaxt, in the 62d year of his age

a member of Stroudsburgh Preparative Meeting. It wa
the portion of this dear Friend to suffer much from

protracted sickness, by which the outward man wa
greatly wasted ; but being favoured to bear his affile

tion with jiatience and resignation to the Divine will

he was, we reverently believe, prepared for the solem .

close.

, at Lynn, Mass., on Second-day morning, tbi

5th inst., Hanxah, daughter of Isaac Bassett, in the 40U
year of her age.
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From Tail's Magazine.

I
The Jewish Subjects of the Russian Czar.

I
(Continued from page 2I0.J

I

Tlio rabbis—who have much to answer for in

(latiou to the degraded state of their co-rcligion-

ts—having held the threat of anathema over

iiose who learnt thj Polish language, or who
Jopted the dress or manners of their Christian

|)untrymen,—the greater number of the Polish

cws understand no other language than the cor-

ipt German, which has always been their spoken
lliom; and they are thus excluded from such
iilture even as they might pick up in their busi-

ness intercourse with the educated classes. Indeed,

1,1 studies, except that of the Talmud,—the Zoar,

M the Commentaries upon these are held in

;tter contempt among them ; and the Jew who,
juancipating himself from the trammels of strict

^thodoxy, attempts to raise himself to the level

If the age in which he lives, is scouted as a traitor

S Israel. He who would enjoy the esteem of his

b-religionists, on the contrary, must dress strictly

per the Jewish fashion; must let his beard and his

fi/si, or long side-locks, grow; must go at least

kice a day to the synagogue; must every morn-
|ig exhibit large thejjhilm* on his forehead and
h his hand; must remain a long time before

Vhemona Elhra ;-\ must pour water over his

ands, or rub them on the ground, every time he
(as touched anything, be it only his own hair; he
,iust shun even the neighbourhood of a Christian
;imple

;J take care that the zhesses, or tufts at-

iiched to the skirts of his caftan in memory of

lie commandments of God, be of the orthodox
'mgth ; and kiss the mcsures, or words of the law
Qgraven on his door-posts, each time he enters

'r goes out. He must, moreover, when rising in

je morning, wet his hands three times with wa-
ar, to drive away the evil spirits that settle upon
ae nails (the evil spirit of dirt being alone left

nmolested), taking care that the ewer containing
he water be of the prescribed form, and that he
egin with the right-hand; and if he would have
reputation for piety, he must three times a-day
epeat various prayers, and read passages from the
'almud, the Mishna, the Zoar, and other holy
lOoks, written in Hebrew or Chaldean, of which

* Words from the Scriptures, worn thus in literal

iccordance with the words in Deut. vi. 5.

f The fourteen benedictions of Esdraz.

X As late as 1834, some Jews who had followed the
uneral of a Polish nobleman, whose virtues had made
lim beloved by all classes of his countrymen, were
inathemized by their Rabbi, because of their having
iutered a Christian church.

languages ho most likely does not understand a

word; and he must pare his nails every Friday,

and carefully burn or conceal the parings, and then

make a notch in his table or his window-post, to

mark that it has been done, lest after death he

should be condemned to return to earth to fetch

the spoils.

Such, and many more, are the observances

which occupy the leisure time of the Jews in Po-

land, and which are considered necessary for

peace with God; and it is plain tliat the violence

done to the religious feelings of those who serve

in the armies and navy of llussia, must tenfold

aggravate all the other sufferings they have to en-

dure. Well may iMoses Montefiore have been

greeted as an angel of consolation, when he brought

to the poor prisoners the means of celebrating one

of their most important religious fe.stivals. To
how many of these poor Russian prisoners will not,

in every respect, captivity in England seem libe-

ration from the house of bondage!

The strict orthodoxy that prevails among the

Poli.sh Jews is farther evidenced by certain cords

or wires, called aireph, or Sabbath-cords, which
from roof to roof across the openings in the

streets in the quarters of the town inhabited by
the Jews, and which have so much puzzled tra-

vellers in Poland, and given rise to so many ab-

surd stories. The origin of these cords is derived

from the law which forbids the Jews to carry any-

thing in their hands or about their persons on the

Sabbath, and which being attended with great in-

convenience, mothers being even interdicted to

carry their babes in their arms, it became neces-

sary to invent some lawful means of evasion. The
aireph marks the boundary within which the law

may be transgressed without sin ; beyond these

precincts, however, the Jew must not even carry

his handkerchief in his pocket on the Sabbath;

but if he cannot do without such useful append-

age, mtist tie it round his arm or wrap it round

his hand, in which case it passes for part of his

vestments, so well has Jewish ingenuity known
how to evade the inconveniences of Jewish ortho-

doxy. Whoever destroys an aireph is severely

punished. The fact of the destruction or disseve-

rance of such a cord, in whatever manner it may
have occurred, is made known in the synagogue,

and until it be repaired, the encircled precincts

cease to enjoy the immunities it conferred. Hap-
pily, children under the age of thirteen do not

come within the ordinances of the aireph law;

and by their aid the inconvenience is in some
measure mitigated. The reknitting of the broken

cannot be performed by a lesser personage

than the rabbi of the place. If it be a rope, it

must not be mended by the application of a knot,

but an entirely new cord must be provided; if it

be a wire, the dissevered parts may be linked

together again by means of a hook and eye.

Among the things interdicted on the Sabbath are

also di-iving in a carriage, or walking to a greater

distance than 2000 ells from the house in which

they dwell,—which distance may, however, be

doubled, if, on the preceding Friday, a fresh

beaten loaf be deposited midway on the rope.

The customs here alluded to no doubt are, or,

at least, have been, common to the Jews all over

the world; but the distinction between the Polish
Jews and their co-religionists of the West, is that
the former adhere to them in the present day as
rigidly as in the middle ages, and mix them up
with as numerous superstitions. Scenes are of
daily occurrence in Poland, and attract no atten-
tion, which would excite the greatest wonder in
other parts of Europe, were they exhibited there.
At full-moon tide, for instance, you may, in any
I^olish town, come upon a crowd of Jews in the
street, performing what looks very much like

worship of the moon, some gazing at the luminary
with fixed glance and murmuring indistinct pray-
ers, while others make obeisances to it and cry out
in a loud voice: others again, in long, white,
flowing robes bordered with bluck, grouped
around small reading-desks on which their holy
books lie open, read in these by the light of lan-

terns, and from time to time lift up their voices
and smite their foreheads.

When observing the rigid orthodoxy of these
stagnant Israelites, one cannot help regretting that
among the religious observances so staunchly
adhered to, there are none that enforce cleanli-

ness; for the reverse of this virtue is so prominent
a quality in the Polish Jews, as to make them ob-
jects of almost unconquerable repugnance, and the
filth and discomfort in their dwellings is as great.

The dirt, the misery, the squalor, and the extreme
poverty of the great majority of the two millions

and a half of Israelites who inhabit the Polish

provinces, is the more surprising, as they are

addicted neither to drunkenness, gambling, nor
idleness; and it must, therefore, in a great mea-
sure, be attributed to their extreme ignorance, and
to the fanatic zeal with which their rabbis and
congregational superiors have resisted every re-

form and innovation proposed by the Government;
for however many sins the Poles, as all the Chris-

tian nations of Europo, may have to answer for as

regards the Jews, it cannot be denied that during
the present century at least, a great part of the

nation has sincerely desired to ameliorate their

position. Even the Emperor Nicholas, at one

period, made a pretence of wi.*hing to enforce en-

lightenment among them. He invited Dr. Li-

lienthal, a learned German Jew, to St. Petersburg,

to assist with his advice a commission instituted

for the purpose of devising moans for diflfusiug

light among his Jewish subjects. The advanced

minds among the Jewish population in the Em-
peror's dominions hailed these preparations as the

dawn of a new day; but the orthodox Jews fasted

and smote their breasts, and prayed, fearing that

a fatal blow would thus be levelled against Juda-

ism. Happily for them, according to their own
deas, Nicholas seems to share the views of the

great Catharine, who, writing to the governor of

Moscow once, on the subject of schools, said: "If

I institute schools, it is not for us but for Europe,

where we must maintain the rank we hold in pub-

lic opinion; but the day that our peasants evince

a desire to become enlightened, neither you nor I

remain in our places." Dr. Lilicnthal so-

journed in Russia many years, enjoying a high

salary, but the schools that he was to organize

were never established.

Even when not discriminated by their filth and
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rags, the Jews are distinguished from the rest of

the population by their dress, which is of a de-

cidedly Oriental character; but among themselves
the 'similarity is so great, that in travelling through
the Polish provinces from the Black Sea to the

Baltic, one might fancy oneself pursued by the

same individuals, the illusion being further en-

couraged by the similarity in the size and figure of

the men, who arc almost invariably tall and thin,

and distinguished by the pallor of their counten-

ances, which seems more a characteristic of the

race than the result of individual suffering. Their

complexion is clear and transparent, their eyes

dark, their features delicate and chiselled, and
their hair and beards dark, curly and glossy, their

hands being remarkable for great delicacy and

elegance of shape. The contrast between the

beauty and noble expression of the countenances

of these men, and the abjectness of their charac-

ter and meanness of their pursuits is a source of

constant wonder to the stranger. As some one

has strikingly remarked, it is as if you beheld

King Pavid or King Solomon engaged in the pur-

suits of hucksters and pedlers, or the patriarchs

committing petty roguery, if nature be not a

deceiver, how much nobler destinies might not

these men have worked out for themselves, had
not bigotry and persecution done their worst

against them ! In Lithuania, in particular, some
travellers aver that every Jew is a handsome man

;

and the meekness, mildness, and gentle melan-
choly expressed in the countenances of the younger
men especially, ia described as singularly touch-

ing.

As a general rule, the women are less handsome,
and are much inclined to a degree of enhonpoint

which oversteps the limits of the beautiful; how-
ever, their turban-like head-dresses, formed of

gaudy-coloured handkerchiefs, give them a certain

picturesqueness of appearance; and the rich coro-

nets of pearlsand precious stones with which the

wealthy Jewish ladies encircle their brows on
festive occasions, harmonize well with their dark
hair and brilliant eyes. Altogether, however, the

male attire, consisting of a long, dark caftan,

fastened round the waist with a broad, silk sash,

and a high, conical, fur cap, is more striking than
that of the women. But when, in summer, the
fur cap is exchanged for a low-crowned, broad-

brimmed hat, the dignified Oriental sinks down
into the common-place Jew. Says a traveller,

who visited the country lately :

—

"The hundreds of thousands of the poorest Jews
in Poland would afford an excellent study to any
one who should desire to ascertain the minimum
of nourishment on which the human body can be
sustained, or to what perfection the art of making
a whole garment out of innumerable rags can be
carried, or in how far the air inhaled by human
beings may be loaded with pestiferous smells

without becoming deadly, or how children may
be reared without clothes, without water, without
soap, without comb, without brush, without medi-
cine, without instruction, or without care of any
kind. . . The misery, the want, the sickness, the
hunger, the suffering of all kinds that reigns in

the damp, filthy, pestiferous dwellings of the poor
Jews in Warsaw, Cracow, Lemborg, Mittau, AVil-

na, and Odessa, where half a dozen families, all

richly blessed with children, live in one wretched
cellar, amid dirt and rags, with little light and
less heat—the squalid figures, the many coloured
tatters, worthy of being exhibited in an ethno-
graphical museum, which may be seen in the
Polish market-places, only tliose can picture to
themselves who have read descriptions of the
Esquimaux, of the New Hollanders, or of the in-

habitants of Terra del Fuc-o "

This is a distressing picture, and it is not viewed
with indifference in Poland; but the hands of the

nation are tied by the tyrannical despotism which
weighs upon Christian and Jew alike.

CTo be concludedO

For " The Friend."

Meeting for Divine Worship.

It seems to me a solemn thing, when rightly

considered, to meet together for the purpose of
worshipping the great I Am in spirit and in truth,

and assured I am, that this worship cannot be per-

formed in the will and wisdom of man, nor yet,

unless we are so gathered, that his presence is

known to be among ua. But when He deigns tc

favour us with his life-giving presence, it is i

privilege unknown to the world, a favour, th«

value of which, cannot be expressed. Why, then
do so many of our members absent themselves
from our meetings, perhaps on account of very
trifling hinderances, such as inclement weather,

bad roads, or perhaps slight indisposition? And
alas, too many, for the sake of the gain of a few
cents, have so disregarded this privilege, and
trampled on their duty, as of choice, to leave their

meetings, and go in search of gold—perishing gold.

Ah ! this will not do for a people professing as we
do : this ia not following the example which our
ancient worthies have left us. No, no. Hi
many instances have we on record of their assem-
bling together, when to all appearance they were
doing it at the risk of their lives, for the si

purpose that we profess to meet together for, that

of worshipping our merciful Creator.

But when met, this worship cannot be perform-
ed, whilst the mind is allowed to rove on the

perishing things of time, or whilst we are sunk
in a state of drowsiness or into sleep. Surely no
one could give way to sleep, if the mind was alive

to the solemn purpose for which they were met.
May each one of us then endeavour, when in our
meetings, to get into the passive state of a little

child, and earnestly strive to sit, as it were, at the

feet of our Divine Master, to receive a cmmb
from his hand : and should this crumb be with-
held from time to time, from meeting to meeting,

despair not, wrestle on, wrestle on; the blessing

will come if we fail not, but persevere in a right

manner; for, " hear, (said our Lord,) what the un
just judge sayeth: and shall not God avenge his

own elect, which cry day and night to him, though
he bear long with them '(" and we have very many
promises in the holy Scriptures, encouraging us to

hold on our way, and not despair. But should
we become impatient, and not wait for his coming,
what will it advantage us? to whom shall we go?
there is no other place of safety, nowhere that we
can find shelter save under his fatherly protection.

The world, although we may be entrusted with a

large share of its riches, cannot shield us in the

hour of trial, nor afford us one ray of comfort,

when Death, the undeniable messenger, shall ar-

rest us; a messenger that sooner or later will be
sent to our dwellings.

The blessing of the sensible presence of the
Almighty, must be sought not only when we are

in meeting, but must be striven for more often

than the morning ; must occupy the chief place in

the heart. Its enjoyment must not be a second-

ary desire, as I fear is too much the case with

many. It seems to me, that if it was more our
primary object and determination to seek the

Lord above every other consideration, we would
more often know what it was to receive a little

bread from his hand, which would be precious,

and the feeling would circulate, as it were, from
one to another, and wo should individually know
that we were filling up our rank in the Christian

warfare, not only when we were assembled in a mee
ing capacity, but in our every day walk amoi
men ; and then should we, indeed, be as a cii

i

set on a hill that could not be hid.
J

Our poor Society cannot shine in its anciei

brightness and purity, unless the members becon
more crucified to the world, and are more willir

to sell all that we have, and give to the poor, an

follow our Redeemer wheresoever he may lead u
Oh ! the beauty of our profession ; would that mo;

}

were in possession of the substance. May tl

;

reader of this join witli the writer, in making a
j

honest inquiry, Am I faithfully fulfilling my dul!

in advancing the Bedeemer's kingdom on til

earth ? If we are not, if we are living in an eas;

unconcerned condition, O let us be aroused to
,

sense of our awful situation, and be engaged tl

labour while it is day, for the night comet
wherein no man can work. The uncertainty c
time, the certainty of death, and the awfulness d
an endless eternity, ought to be enough to arousi

any of us to a strict obedience to the Divine Ma
i

ter's will.

Han-isoa Co., Ohio, Third mo., 1855.

From Uie Annual of Scientific Discovery, 1833.

1

On the Construction ofa Submarine TranmtlanU
Telegraph. \

The following communication, on the feasibiliti

of constructing a submarine telegraph across thj

Atlantic, has been addressed to the Secretary ('

the Navy by Lieutenant Maury

:

|

Sir,—The United States brig Dolphin, Lieu!
Commandant 0. H. Berryman, was employed lafs

summer apon especial service connected with th'l

researches that are carried on at this ofiSce cot!

corning the winds and currents of the sea. Hd!
observations were confined principally to that parj

of the ocean, which the merchantmen, as they pas-

te and fro, upon the business of trade betwee'
Europe and the United States, use as their grefi

thoroughfare. Lieutenant Berryman availed hin
self of this opportunity to carry along also a lin

of deep sea soundings from the shores of New
foundland to those of Ireland. The result is hichl

interesting, in so far as the bottom of the sea i

concerned, upon the question of a submarine tel(

graph across the Atlantic; and I therefore be
leave to make it the subject of a special report.

The line of deep sea soundings seems to be d(

cisive of the question as to the practicability of

submarine telegraph between the two continenti

in so fiir as the bottom of the deep sea is concernee
From Newfoundland to Ireland, the distance b(

tween the nearest points is about 1,600 miles;
and the bottom of the sea between the two place

is a plateau, which seems to have been placed ther

especially for the purpose of holding the wires c

a submarine telegraph, and of keeping them oo

of harm's way. It is neither too deep nor to

shallow
;
yet it is so deep, that the wires, be

once landed, will remain forever beyond the reac
of vessels' anchors, icebergs, and drifts of an
kind, and so shallow that the wires may be readil

lodged upon the bottom. The depth of this pU
teau ia quite regular, gradually increasing froi

the shores of Newfoundland to the depth of froi

1,500 to 2,000 fathoms as you approach the othe
side. The distance between Ireland and Cape Si

Charles, or Cape St. Lewis, in Labrador, is some
what less than the distance from any point c

Ireland to the nearest point of Newfoundland-
But whether it would be better to lead the wire^

* From Cape Freels, Newfoimdland, to Erris nea(
Ireland, the distance is l,6tl miles; from C.ipe Charles
or Cape St. Lewis, Labrador, to ditto, the distance
1,601 miles.
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I'om Newfoundland or Labrador is not now the

testion ; nor do I pretend to consider the ques-

n as to the possibility of finding a time calm
iQOUgh, the sea smooth enough, a wire long

bough, a ship big enough, to lay a coil of wire

|,600 miles in length ; though I have no fear but
ipat the enterprise and ingenuity of the age, when-
?er called on with these problems, will be ready

jith a satisfactory and practical solution of them.

I

I simply address myself at this time to the

uestion in so far as the bottom of the sea is con-

erned, and as far as that the greatest practical

ifficulties will, I apprehend, be found after reach-

jig soundings at either end of the line, and not in

16 open sea.

I A wire, laid across from either of the above-

amed places on this side, will pass to the north

f the Great Banks, and rest on that beautiful

lateau to which I have alluded, and where the

aters of the sea appear to be as quiet and as

Dmpletely at rest as it is at the bottom of a raill-

Dud. It is proper that the reasons should be
;.ated for the inference tliat there are no percept-

pie currents, and no abrading agents at work at

le bottom of the sea, upon this telegraphic pla-

Uu. I derive this inference from a study of a

Ihysical fact, which I little deemed, when I sought

I, had any such bearings.

I Lieut. Berryman brought up with Brooks's deep
pa sounding apparatus, specimens of the bottom

I'om this plateau. I sent them to Prof. Bailey,

If West Point, for examination under his mioro-

iiope. This he kindly gave; and that eminent
^ieroscopist was quite as much surprised to find,

|i I was to learn, that all these specimens of deep
pa soundings are filled with microscopic shells;

f
use his own words, "not a particle of sand or

ravel exists in them." These little shells, there-

pre, suggest the fact that there are no currents

p the bottom of the sea whence they came—that

Irooks's lead found them where they were depo-
ted in their burial place after having lived and
ied on the surface, and by gradual sinking were
idged on the bottom. Had there been currents at

ae bottom, there would have swept, and abraded
nd mingled up with these microscopic remains,
le debris of the bottom of the sea, such as ooze,

ind, gravel, and other matter; but not a particle

f sand or gravel was found among them. Hence
le inference that these depths of the sea are not
isturbed either by waves or currents. Conse-
uently, a telegraphic wire once laid there, there

would remain, as completely beyond the reach
f accident as it would be if buried in air-tight

ises. Therefore, so far as the bottom of the deep
!a between Newfoundland, or the North Cape, at

le mouth of the St. Lawrence, and Ireland, is

jncerned, the practicability of a submarine telc-

raph across the Atlantic is proved.
In this view of the subject, and for the purpose

f hastening tiie completion of such a line, I take
le liberty of suggesting for your consideration

le propriety of an offer, from the proper source,

f a prize to the company through whose tele-

raphic wire the first message shall be passed
3ross the Atlantic. I have' the honour to be,

2spectfully, &c., M. F. Maury,
Lieut. U. S. Navy.

Hon. J. C. Dobbin, Secretarj- of the Navy,
Washington, D. C.

A Toad Instdatcd.—One of the operators of the
louse Telegraph, states that while repairing the
jlegraph wires at Fairfield a few days since, a
ive full grown toad was found under the glass

asulutor, on the top of a pole, which was a ches-

ut, perfectly smooth, twenty-five feet high, and
ot near any tree or building.

RALPH DIXON.
(Conclmlcd from page 213)

" My appearing before the collector of excise,

dressed as a Friend, and with my hat on, to re

ceive my pension, appeared strange, no doubt, to

many. On one occasion, an exciseman came to-

wards me in a hasty manner, intending to take off

my hat; but another officer who knew me, said
' Let him alone, he is a Quaker.' He immediately
replied, 'If he is a Quaker, what business has he
with a pension?' I keenly felt this rebuke, and
it was indeed a word in season. I now saw more
clearly the inconsistency between my profession

and practice, besides depriving myself and family
of many religious privileges. I began to be more
in earnest in a matter of such great importance.
Taking a walk one day in the fields, with a heavy
burden upon my mind, I earnestly besought the
Lord to show me, in some particular way, his

will in respect to my pension, and I would obey
it. In great condescension to my weakness, he
answered my prayer ; for, a day or two afterwards,

Jonathan and Hannah Backhouse came to our
Week-day Meeting very unexpectedly, having
been with us only a few days before ; and what
they had to say, the one in testimony and the

other in supplication, was in such a remarkable
manner applicable to my case, that I could no

the following let-

longer doubt."

About this time he addr
ter to the Duke of Welling

To the Duke of Wellington.

"Respected friend.—I was formerly a soldier

the SLst regiment of foot ; but, in consequence
of wounds which I received at the battle of Tala-

vera, (namely, shot through the left shoulder and
wounded in the right hand,) was discharged with

a pension of one shilling per day, which I have
received ever since. But having been long con-

vinced that all war is anti-christian, I have felt at

times uneasy under a persuasion that the receiv-

ing of a pension was inconsistent with that belief;

besides, being a burden to the public in these

times of distress, I have often felt painfully. So
that, notwithstanding I have a large family to

maintain, and not in any great circumstances, I

have found it my duty to resign again into the

hands of government the pension which was kindly

given me, and for which I return thanks.

"Next to Divine Providence, my thanks are

due to thee, Duke ! for the great cars that was
taken of the sick and wounded in the Peninsula,

otherwise my life could not have been preserved
;

grateful romembranoe of which, with the fore-

going reason, is the cause of my taking the great

liberty of troubling thee with this letter. Desir-

ing thy present and everlasting welfare, I remain,
" Thy friend

—

Ralph Dixon.
" Staindrop, County of Durham,

"Sixth mo. 27, 1830."

To this letter he received the following reply

:

" Royal Hospital, Chelsea, 27th July, 1830.

"To Ralph Dixon.

I laid before the lords and other commission-

ers of this hospital, at their late meeting, your
letter of the 1st instant, addressed to the Duke of

Wellington, which has been referred to this de-

partment; when their lordships, upon considering

the same, directed me to acquaint you, that so

long as you may think proper to discontinue to

transmit the usual quarterly affidavits, no pension

can be issued on your account ; but in considera-

tion of your wife and family, their lordships have
desired that, in the event of your making applica-

tion for your pension at any future period, the
same is to be paid to you as heretofore.

" KlOHARD NeAVE,
"Secretary and Registrar.

" Staindrop, Durham."

He thus continues,—" I had no sooner given
up my pension, than the enemy of souls was per-
mitted to come in like a flood, and lead me to

query the correctness of Friends' principles. Thus
every inch of the ground was disputed. In this

tried state of mind, with desires for right direc-

tion, I took the Bible in one hand and Barclay's

Apology in the other; and after careful and
prayerful investigation, I was favoured again to

see and believe that the views of Friends were the

principles of Christianity, and in accordance with
the Scriptures of truth. After passing through
this fiery ordeal, I made application to Darlington
Monthly Meeting, for my wife, six children, and
myself, to be received into membership. We met
the committee appointed to visit us in the meet-
ing-house at Staindrop. The opportunity was to

me a highly favoured one. The Monthly Meeting
kindly acceded to our wishes.

"Fresh trials now awaited me. To purchase
the premises in which I was carrying on my busi-

ness, I had borrowed a sum of money, which I
was paying off by instalments. By repaying it

too rapidly, I had crippled myself for capital in

my business. I had lost my pension, and £20
being required for the admission of two of my
children at Ackworth School, besides their outfit

and travelling expenses, led me to fear I should
not be able to meet my pecuniary engagements.
In order to lessen the expenses of my journey to

Ackworth, I concluded to take my children by
wagon to York ; but on making inquiry at the

office of the owner, I was informed they did not

take passengers. It was intimated to me, by one
of the men, that if I walked a little way out of
the town, the wagoner would take us up on the

road. I did not feel satisfied to act in this under-
hand way. At our Week-day Meeting, the enemy
suggested to me that I was too particular, and
that there could be no great harm in my going
with the wagon. After a little struggle, truth

prevailed, and I determined to go by coach. A
holy calm spread over me, and my mind became
peaceful the remainder of the meeting. A few
minutes after, a kind friend called and put XIO
into my hands towards sending my children to

Ackworth. I could not look upon this in any
other light than the interposition of a kind Pro-

vidence."

The narrative, from which the above is chiefly

taken, was written a few years before his death,

at the request of one of his deare=t friends. It

is to be regretted that he did not bring it down to

a later period of his life. After he was received

into membership, those that knew him best can

testify that, as he grew in years, he grew in grace;

his feelings, once too sensitive, became remark-

ably calm and peaceful. The following lines

from his own pen were doubtless descriptive of

them :

" As deeper—deeper still—the river grows,

More calm, serene, and peacefully it Hows
;

But loudly, and more loudly still, it roars.

As shallower runs the stream upon the shores:

Thus man, as deepened in grace, doth grow,

More quiet and profound his peace doth flow."

His increasing bodily infirmities very much de-

prived him of the pleasure of assembling with his

Friends to transact the business of the church at

Quarterly and Monthly ^Meetings. When his

health permitted, he was very regular in attend-

ing those for worship, both on First and wjtk-
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days, and his serious deportment therein evinced

the deep exercise of his soul before the Lord. He
sometimes alluded to them, though generally held

in silence, as highly favoured seasons, and times

of spiritual refreshment to him.

He was not unfrequently called upon to explain

to others the principles and peculiarities of Friends

—a work for which he was peculiarly qualified;

and it was instructive to hear how clearly he

proved them in accordance with Scripture, and
generally satisfied the inquirer of their soundness.

He used to say, " it is easy to convince ; but the

cross,—the narrow, self-denying path, is the great

stumbling-stone."

He loved to peruse the sacred page, alluring

his children to the practice, by narrating to tliem

the most striking parts of Scripture history. Very
precious is the remembrance of some of the daily

Scripture readings. The heavenly wing of Ancient

Goodness was sometimes so remarkably spread

over the family that all were in tears.

He had, for some time, a depo.-itory for Friends'

tracts in his shop, and used to lend them out to

any of his customers who wished to be informed

of our views. From an account which he kept, it

appears that, for a long time, a large number were

put in circulation in this way. At one time, he

established a drapery business in connection with

his provision and drug trade ; but having to re-

commend to others articles of apparel which he
could not allow his own children to wear, was
such a burden to his tender conscience, that he

gave it up. After advising with his friends, and
obtaining their approval of his plans, he erected

a small steam corn mill, which gave additional

and profitable employment to his numerous family.

Lest he should fail in performing his pecuniary
engagements, he was very particular in inspecting

the state of his affairs. That his annual savings

should increase, notwithstanding the loss of h

pension, made his heart overflow with gratitude to

his heavenly Father. The assurance which had
been given him that he should be able to bring

up his family without it, was strikingly realized

;

for his youngest son finished his apprenticeship

about the time of his father's death.

The poor always found in him a kind and sym-
pathizing friend; and to the utmost of his ability

he administered to their wants. His skill in

medicine often enabled him, from his own little

stock of drugs, to alleviate their bodily sufferings.

His neighbours frequently sought his advice when
difficulties and perplexities overtook them, and on
the bed of sickness he often directed them to the

only source of help.

The following memorandum, written on the 41st

anniversary of the day on which he was wounded,
was found in his pocket-book :

" Seventh mo. 28th, 1850. Forty-one years

to-day since I was wounded at the battle of Tala-

Tera. What a mercy that I was not then cut off I

Although utterly unworthy, truly I may say, the

Lord was my salvation. He covered my head in

the day of battle. Notwithstanding the many
hardships and troubles I have since passed through,
goodness and mercy have followed me all the days
of my life. To-morrow, if all be well, my wife

and I intend setting out for Ayton, and it is not
without some degree of pleasure that I look for-

ward to our visit. Yet I am not without solici-

tude for those we leave behind. It will be forty-

two years to-morrow since we were married—one
year and a day from the time of our marriage to

the day on which I was wounded."
The lingering illness and death of several of his

children had a chastening effect upou his spirit.

He felt these bereavements keenly
;

yet it was
instructive to those around him, to witness the

Christian fortitude with which he bore them. He
believed that in inscrutable wisdom they had been

taken whilst in comparative innocence ; and firm

was his belief, that through the redeeming love

and mercy of God, in Christ Jesus, they were in

a better and happier world.

He had for many years been afflicted with a

cough; and in the spring of the present year, he

was seized with an influenza cold, which very

much prostrated his strength. His breathing be-

came laborious, and he felt the end rapidly ap-

proaching. The accuser of the brethren was again

permitted to come in like a flood ; but He who had

brought him through so many perils, enabled him
again to triumph.

He addressed his family individually as oppor-

tunities occurred, giving them suitable admonition,

and committing them to the Lord. To one of his

sons, who arrived a few hours before his death, be

said, "I have had to come down very low, but I

have not been forsaken ; my sufferings have been

great, but I have desired patience, audit has been

mercifully granted. Blessed be His holy name,
' He giveth to all men liberally and upbraideth

not,' " raising his voice, and looking at his son

with great earnestness, he reiterated, " No up-

braiding." All his family were now around him,

and it was evident to them that life was fast eb-

bing. He was perfectly sensible, and took leave

of an invalid daughter who addressed him very

sweetly. Her desire that he might have a short

and easy passage was remarkably granted. All

was now peace and serenity. His breathing be-

came gradually shorter, and in a few minutes,

without a sigh, or the least appearance of suffering,

his purified spirit took its flight, doubtless to join

the church triumphant in heaven, and swell the

ranks of those " who have come out of much tri-

bulation, and have washed their robes and made
them white in the blood of the Lamb."

For "The Friend.'

Epistle of George Fox.

The following Epistle from George Fox ai,

dressed to Friends in Ireland, possesses increase

interest from the circumstance of its being probi

bly the last production of his pen, bearing daii

only three days before his decease. In his vah

'

able Journal it is introduced by the followin'

remarks :

—

i

"When I had been near two weeks in town, th'

sense of the great hardships and sore suffering

that Friends had been, and were under, in Irelani •

coming with great weight upon me, 1 was move
to write the following epistle, as a word of const

|

lation unto them : .

" Dear Friends and Brethren in the Lord Jesi

Christ, whom the Lord, by his eternal arm an,

power, hath upheld through your great suffering

exercises, trials, and hardships, (more, 1 believi'

than can be uttered,) up and down that nation, whic i

I am very sensible of; and the rest of faithfi

Friends that have been partakers with you in yoc

sufferings; who cannot but suffer with the Lord''

people that suffer. My confidence hath bee

in the Lord that he would and will support yo

in all your sufferings, and that he would pn
serve all the faithful in his wisdom, that the

might give no just occasion to one nor othe

to make them suffer ; and if you do suffe

:

wrongfully or unjustly, that the righteous Go
would assist and uphold you: and reward ther'

according to their works, that oppressed or wrong

ed you. And now my desire is unto the Lord

that in the same holy and heavenly wisdom of God
ye may all be preserved to the end of your days

to the glory of God, minding his supporting ham
and power ; who is God all sufficient, to strengthen

help, and refresh in time of need. Let noue for

get the Lord's mercies and kindness, which en

dure forever; but always live in the sense o

them. And truly. Friends, when I consider th

thing, it is the great mercy of the Lord that j'

have not been all swallowed up, seeing with wha
spirits ye have been compassed about. But thi

Lord carrieth his lambs in his arms, and they an

as tender to him as the apple of his eye, and hi;

power is his hedge about his vineyard of heavenl;

plants. Therefore, it is good for all his ehildrer

Singular Optical Illusion.—The Paris corre-

spondent of the New York Times states that a

gentleman living in Brussels, somewhat troubled

by cobwebs and spots in his eyes, rubbed them
one night with a few drops of extract of belladonna.

In the morning the cobwebs had gone, but the

whole outer fac'e of the world had changed. Hisj
j^ ^e civen up to the Lord, with their minds am

newspaper, which had been placed by his bedside
souls, liearts and spirits, who is a faithful keeper

was composed of type so small that he could
j
jj^^t ^5^,^ gj^^bers nor sleeps; but is able to pre

hardly decypher it. He rang the bell, and his Lg.^g ^^^ ^ ^^^ .^ ,^,,g j„ ^,^3 ^^J^^^
stout serving woman had shrunk into a thin httle|^„^ ^^^^ ,^^ j^^^ so much as an hair of you:
girl of ten years He got up in a great fright,

, (j^^j ^ ^e suffer it, to try you; for h.
and looked after his clothing--they were the gar- ^^^,,^3 ^n ^^- j^ i^^^^^^ ^„^ ^^^^^ ^ j,,,

ments_ of a child; but as his own limbs had ^y^rd of his power: '

'

diminished in proportion, he easily got into them
He found his wife and children at the table, the

former a dwarf, and the latter a row of dolls. He
hurried off to his physician ; the horses he met
looked like dogs, and dogs like rats. Lotions were
applied to the victim's eyes, and the next day ordi-

nary vision returned, bringing back the cobwebs
pots. This phenomenon, called micropie, does

not seem to have occurred more than half a dozen
times, though it may be brought on at will by the

I

employment of certain substances

power: all things were made h}

Christ; and by him all things consist (mark con-

sist,) whether they be visibles or invisibles, &c
So he hath power over all ; for all power in hea

ven and earth is given to him: and to you, thai

have received him, he hath given power to be-

come the sons and daughters of God; so living

members of Christ, the living head, grafted into

him in whom ye have eternal life. Christ, th(

Seed, reigns, and his power is over all; whc

[

bruises the serpent's head, and destroys the devil

I

and his works, and was before he was. So all ol

;
j-ou live and walk in Christ Jesus ; that nothing may

the roofs of be between you and God, but Christ, in whom y«

have salvation, life, rest, and peace with God.
" As for the afiairs of truth in this land and

abroad, I hear that in Holland and Germany, and

d peace

;

An Excellent Cement for seams

houses, or for any similar defects, may be made
with white lead, dry white sand, and as much oil

will render it of the consistence of putty; it

becomes as hard as any stoue in the course of a i

there-away, Friends arc in love, unity,

few weeks. The lead forms a kind of flux with and in Jamaica, Barbadoes, Nevis, Antigua, Mary-
the sand, adapting it to the filling up of cracks in

j

land, and New England, I hear nothing, but

brick buildings, also for pointing up the bases of

chimneys, where they project through the roofs of
shingled houses.

Friends are in unity and peace. The Lord
serve them all out of the world, (in which there

is trouble,) in Christ Jesus, iu whom there i£
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eace, life, love, and unity. Amen. My love in

!he Lord Je.sus Christ to all friends everywhere

a your land, as thoufrh I named them.

G. F."
London, the 10th of

the Eleventh month, 1690.

YOUNG AGAIN.
An old man sits in a liigh-bncked chair

Before an open door,

While the sun of a summer's afternoon

Falls hot across the floor;

And the drowsy tick of an ancient clock

Has notched the hour of four.

A breeze blows in and a breeze blows out,

From the scented summer air;

And it flutters now on his wrinkled brow,

And now it lifts his hair;

And the leaden lid of his eye drops down,

And he sleeps in his high-backed chair.

The old man sleeps, and the old man dreams,

His head droops on his breast.

His hands relax their feeble hold,

And fall to his lap in rest

;

The old man sleeps, and in sleep he dreams.

And in dreams again is blest.

The years unroll their fearful scroll

;

He is a child again
;

A mother's tones are in his ear.

And drift across his brain;

He chases gaudy butterflies

Far down the rolling plain.

He plucks the wild rose in the woods,
And gathers eglantine.

And holds the golden buttercups

Beneath his sister's chin
;

And angles in the meadow brook
With a bent and naked pin.

He loiters down the grassy lane.

And by the brimming pool,

And a sigh escapes his parting lips.

As he hears the bell for school;

And he wishes it never were nine o'clock.

And the morning never full.

A mother's hand pressed on his head,

Her kiss is on his brow

—

A summer breeze blows in at the door,

With the toss of a leafy bough

;

And the boy is a white-haired man again,

And his eyes are tear-filled now.

Bulieve, that how low soever the church he

ilunged under the waters of adversity, it shall

ssuredly rise again. Fear not, for as sure as

Ihrist arose the third day, notwithstanding the

eal and watch that was upon him ; so sure the

hureh shall arise out of all her troubles, and lift

ip her victorious head above all her enemies

;

here is no fear of ruining that people that thrive

y their losses, and multiply by being diminished.

), be not too quick to bury the church before she

le dead ! stay till Christ hath tried his skill, be-

ore you give it up for lost : the bush may be all

a a flame, but shall never be consumed, and that

lecause of the goodwill of him that dwelleth in it.

Christ hath not suffered it to be devoured yet

:

or above these seventeen hundred years the Cbris-

iaa church hath lived in affliction, and yet it is

iOt consumed ; many a wave of persecution hath

;one over it, and yet it is not drowned : many de-

igns to ruin it, and hitherto none hath prospered

:

his is not the first time that Hamans and Ahito-

ihels have plotted its ruin ; still it hath been pre-

erved from, supported uuder, or delivered out of,

11 its troubles : and is it not as dear to God as

:ver ? Is he not as able to save it now as for-

aerly ? Though we know not whence deliverance

;hould arise, "yet the Lord knoweth bow to de-

iver the godly out of temptation."

—

Ftavel.

No man can safely rejoice, but he that has

he testimony of a good conscience.

For "The Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly iMeeting of Philadelphia.

GRIFFITH OWEN.
CConlinued from page 214.)

The epistle then states that George Keith had
endeavoured to induce Friends in Philadelphia to

adopt a new code of discipline prepared by him,

and which he called " Gospel Order improved."
This code made the signing the name to a pre-

pared creed the terms of admission into religious

communion, and was in various other respects

contrary to the order adopted by Friends as they

believed in the wisdom of Truth. The epistle fur-

ther shows that George was inclining to the

Baptists, and began to have so much sympathy
with other apostates, as to express the opinion that

Thomas Hicks had greater cause for his charges

against Friends than he had previously supposed.

The writers of the epistle then say, " Note, dear

friends, he would sometimes insinuate and deceit-

fully say that he had dear unity with honest

Friends in Enrjland, and that his dissatisfaction

was mainly with some Pennsyhania Quakers!
But we hope we are not siwjli/ chargeable with

these errors which, as he saith, gave occasion

to Thomas Hicks to do as he did." They con-

clude their long, interesting and important docu-

ment in these words,—'-Dear Friends, this is our

durable comfort, the Lord whose we are, and whom
we serve, is with us, gracing our meetings with

his holy and glorious presence, sufficiently reward-

ing his faithful witnesses, according to his wonted
kindness, who fails not to proportion our consola-

tion through Christ, suitable to the tribulation we
endure for his sake. Friends are here, and here-

away generally well, and the honest-hearted, pro-

fitted by these trials ; heinr/ driven nearer to the

Lord, undone another. In this blessed union and
fellowship may we be all kept, is our supplication

to the God of our help and safety."

As Friends in England seemed very desirous of

having George Keith and his company in mem-
bership, the iMeeting of ministering Friends of

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, in the Fourth mo.,

1693, at th^ request, and in condescension to the

wishes of the Second-day morning meeting at Lon-
don, once more invited George and his followers

to a conference, in order to a settlement of differ-

ences, and their reconciliation to the church. The
attempt, as was foreseen by Philadelphia Friends,

and might have been expected by any one who
knew George, ended in strife and confusion, en-

couraging the wrong-doers, and adding to the

trials of those, who had, for their honest support
of the Truth, long boon in suffering. At the

Meeting of Ministers, in the Seventh month fol-

lowing, two more communications were received

from the Second-day morning meeting urging
further efforts for coDiposing and reconciling the

differences with George. After weighing this

advice given in a mistaken supposition, that good
could result from restoring an outward connexion,

without inward unity, the meeting minuted its

unanimous conclusion not to meet any more with

the Separatists, until they should give satisfaction

for the injuries done by them to Friends and

Truth. Griffith Owen and a few other Friends

were appointed to reply to these two epistles, and

to ioform the Second-day morning meeting of the

judgment and conclusion of the meeting.

In the Eleventh month, 1603, Griffith was set

at liberty by his Monthly Meeting to pay a reli-

gious visit to Friends in Maryland and Virginia.

He appears to have been absent from Philadel-

phia, in fulfilling this concern, about two months.

The ministering Friends of Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting now deemed it proper to issue a docu-
ment setting forth their faith on the points, in

which it had been questioned by George Keith.
Friends in London had done so "in 1093, but the
document issued by them at that time, was not
deemed so suitable toreprcsent the views of Frienda
of Philadelphia as one prepared by themselves.

They accordingly appointed a committee to pre-

pare it. Of this document Griffith Owen was,

without doubt, the principal composer. As no
allusion is made to this document in Sewall, or in

the later history of Bowdeo, wc shall introduce it.

Its title is, "Our Ancient Testimony renewed,

concerning our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ,

the Holy Scriptures, and the Kesurrection. Oc-
casioned at this time by several unjust charges

published against us, and our truly christian pro-

fession, by some late adversaries, who have un-
fairly and untruly misrepresented us. Given forth

by a meeting of publick Friends and others at Phi-

ladelphia, in Pennsylvania." In the address to

the reader,* they say, " We faithfully and sin-

cerely own and confess Christ Jcsu.s, our Lord and
Saviour, according to the Divine testimonies of

the Holy Writ, and according to his spiritual

manifestations upon our souls; and it is for our
christian vindication herein, and not for contro-

versy; for a contest with contentious persons ia

endless, this following confession is writ, and sub-

mitted to thy perusal. Farewell."

"Our Scripture confession concerning our Lord
Jesus Christ.

I. Concerning his Divinity and his being from
the heginning.

We believe, that in the beginning was the Word,
and that the Word was with God, and the Word
was God; the same was in the beginning with

God; all things were made by him, and without
him was not anything made that was made:
whose goings forth have been from of old, from
everlasting: for God created all things by Jesua
Christ, who is the image of the invisible God;
the first-born of every creature, the brightness of
the Father's glory, and the express image of his

substance.

II. Concerning his ajypearance in the flesh.

We believe, that the Word was made flesh, for

he took not on him the nature of angels, but took

on him the seed of Abraham, being in all things

made like unto his brethren; touched with a feel-

ing of our infirmities, and in all things tempted
as we arc, yet without sin. He died for our sins

according to the Scriptures, and he was buried,

and rose again the third day, according to the

Scriptures.

III. Concerning the end and use of his appear-

ance.

We believe, that God sent hia own Son in the

likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin condemned sin

in the flesh. For this purpose the Son of God
was manifested, that he might destroy the works
of the devil. Being manifested to take away our
sins, for he gave himself for us, an offering and a

sacrifice to God for a sweet smelling savour, hav-

ing obtained eternal redemption for us, and through
the eternal Spirit offered himself without spot to

God, to purge our consciences from dead works to

serve the living God. He was the Lamb that was
slain from the foundation of the world : of whom

* In the original preface they gave a short sketch of

the kindness and liberality that had been shown to

George Keith in Philadelphia, first giving him £bO a
year, with rent of dwelling and school-house, and all

the pay of the scholars, in the second year, raising

the salary to £120, which allowed George to pay an
usher, which allowed him to travel about, without loss

to himself.
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the fothers did all drink; for they drank of that

spiritual Rock that followed them, and that Rock

was Christ; the same yesterday, to-day, and for-

ever. Who suifered for us, leaving us an example,

that we should follow his steps; that the life also

of Jesus may be made manifest in our mortal

flesh; that we may know Him, and the power of

his resurrection, and the fellowship of his suffer-

ings, being made conformable to his death.

IV. Concerning theinward manifestation of Christ.

We believe, that God dwelleth with the contrite

and humble in spirit; for he said, T will dwell

in them, and walk in them; and that Christ

standeth at the door and knocketh, if any man

hear his voice, and open the door, he will come

into him, and sup with him. And therefore ought

we to examine ourselves, and prove our own selves,

knowing how that Christ is in us, unless we be

reprobates. For this is the riches of the glory of

the mystery which God would make known among,

or rather in, the Gentiles, Christ within the hope

of glory.

V. Concerning his being our Mediator and- Ad-
vocate.

We believe, there is one God, and one Jledia-

tor between God and men, even the man Christ

Jesus, who gave himself a ransom for all to be

testified in due time. My little children, these

things write I unto you, that ye sin not ; and if any

man sin, we have an advocate with the Father,

Christ Jesus the Righteous. And he is the pro-

pitiation for our sins, and not for ours only, but

for the sins of the whole world. He sits on the

right hand of God the Father, and ever lives to

make intercession for us.

YI. Concerning his unity with the saints.

We believe, that he that sanctifieth, and they

who are sanctified, are all of one; for by the ex-

ceeding great and precious promises that are given

them, they are made partakers of the Divine na-

ture; because for this end prayed Christ, saying,

that they ' all may be one, as thou. Father, art in

me, and I in thee, that they also may be one in

us; and the glory which thou gavest me I have

given theui, that they may be one, even as we are.

I in them, and thou in me, that they may be made

perfect in one.'

VII. Concerning his coining to Judgment.

We believe, that we must all appear before the

judgment-seat of Christ; that every one may re-

ceive the things done in his body, according to

that he hath done, whether it be good or bad :

knowing therefore the terror of the Lord, we per-

suade men.

VIII. Concerning the resurrection.

We believe, there shall be a resurrection of the

dead, both of the just and unjust; they that have

done good to the resurrection of life, and they

that have done evil to the resurrection of damna-

tion. Flesh and blood cannot inherit the king-

dom of God, neither doth corruption inherit incor-

ruption. Nor is that body sown that s!i .11 be, but

God giveth it a body as it hath pleased him, and

to every seed his own body. It is sown iu dis-

honour, it is raised in glory; it is sown in corrup-

tion, it is raised in inconuption ; it is sown in

weakness, it is raised in power; it is sown a na-

tural body, it is raised a spiritual body.

IX. Concerning the Scriptures.

We believe, that whatsoever things were writ-

ten afore-time, were written for our learning, that

we, through patience and comfort of the Scrip-

tures, might have hope—which are able to make

wise unto salvation through faith, which is in

Christ Jesus. All Scripture given forth by inspi-

ration of God, as we believe the Holy Scriptures of

the Old and New Testament are, is profitable doc-

trine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in

righteousness, that the man of God may be perfect,

thoroughly furnished unto all good works. And
knowing also, that no prophecy of the Scriptures

is of any private interpretation ; for prophecy

came not in old time by the will of man, but holy

men of God spake as they were moved by the

Holy Ghost."
CTobeconlinued.)

The Straits of Magellan.

The passage of the straits is not often made by

navigators of late years, the longer route around

Cape Horn being generally preferred. The U. S.

steamer Massachusetts, and sloop of war Decatur,

passed through on their voyage to the Pacific,

which they entered on the fourth day of First

month last. The Decatur was eighty-three days

working through, and probably would not have

succeeded without the aid of the steamer, which

had twenty-two days experience of the difficulties

of the strait. B. Rush Mitchell, M. D., surgeon

of the Massachusetts, has furnished the press with

an interesting account of the incidents of the un-

dertaking, and a description of the wild and pecu-

liar regions which came under their view. The
voyagers were several times obliged to take refuge

from the strong oppo.sing winds, in Borja Bay, of

which place, and of some of the natives of the

adjacent country. Dr. M. gives the following ac-

count :

—

" ' Borja Bay' is surrounded by high moun-
tains, which ri.se precipitously from the water, the

peaks and sides being covered with snow. In

some instances, the snow descends almost to the

base, whilst from the sides leap forth in fantastic

cascades, numerous streams of water born of the

melting snow above. It is the most disagreeable

place I was ever in. Every day but one, it blew

in terrific gusts down the ravines. The natives

call these gusts " Williwaws." Every day it

rained, and that, too, without any marked effect

upon the snow, except the formation of glaciers.

" Borja Bay is on the north or Patagonian side

of the strait, and from the appearance of the island

of ' Terra del Fuego,' on the south shore, I feel

warranted in the inference, that bad as Borja is,

Terra del Fuego is far worse. Whilst at anchor

in Borja, we were visited by three canoes of the

natives of Terra del Fuego. They are short,

stupid, half naked, and at times, cannibals. They

look like anything but human beings. Their

language is a deep guttural ; of the words, from

very frequent repetition of them, we could make

out 'galita' or bread, and ' tabac,' which, from

similarity to a well-known English word, is easily

understood. They are by no means a timid peo-

ple, but on the contrary, courageous, for they

made for a fight with some of the Decatur's crew.

For weapons thoy have bows, arrows and spears,

of which I procured some specimens. Their dre.s3

is a sort of half cloak, made of the skin of the

' guauaco,' and a piece of ostrich skin tied round

the waist, falling nearly to the knees. Their food

is whatever they can get, whether it be putrid

whale's blubber, muscles, or the food of civilized

man. In all cases, when they do eat, it would

si'Mii as if they meant to lay up a week's supply.

TiH 3 oiten cross the straits and venture up some

of the small estuaries, to steal the cattle of the

Patagonians, and deadly combats not unfrequently

ensue. The Patagonians, though tall of stature,

are by no means so much so as the popular belief

would lead one to suppose. Few are over six feet

high, and many under that mark. Their custom

of wearing a long ' guanaco' skin reaching to th( 1

heels, as a cloak, gives them an appearance o
'

being taller than they really are. To this caus(!

may be attributed the ab.surd stories of theh;

gigantic size, which have obtained such general I

credence. Unlike the Fuegians, they are human i

in appearance, are good riders and fond of horses,'

of which they have large numbers." '

For " The Friend." '

" Train up a child in tlie way he should go, and when'
he is old, he will not depart from it."

Fathers and mothers, do you feel that you arej

training the precious offspring entrusted to yout

care, in the way they should go; and that both

by example and precept you are endeavouring to

bring them up in the nurture and admonition of

the Lord; being careful not to entangle their tot-

tering feet in the fashions and customs of the

world? Does the example of you, mothers, in

regard to the preparing of their clothing, or the

adorning of their bodies, declare to them that you
'

are conscientiously bearing a testimony against

the fashions and vain show of the world, however

plausible the excuses may be for adopting this or

that cut of their garments? Friends have a tes- i

timony to bear against all these things; and if I

the mothers take pleasure in, or suffer themselves'

to be persuaded to allow their children to follow

the mode, for the sake of adorning them, even !

though they may not go altogether into the fash-

ions, and suppose they can go so far and no fur-

ther, yet your children can plainly see that you
|:

are not standing faithful to the religion you pro-!

fess; and what can you expect from them in this .

respect, when they have attained to riper years? '

They may then think, as you now do, that they

are capable of judging how far they may go in the

indulgence of pride and vanity, and depart from •

what simplicity may remain about them, by little

and little, until they cannot be distinguished from,

the vain people of the world. How often is thisi

result to be attributed to the unfaithfulness of the
'

mother, who attires her innocent child in accord-

ance with the fashion of the hour. Oh, that

every mother would ponder deeply the responsi-

bility that rests upon her.

The upright walking of the fathers is of equal

importance in the right training of their precious

children. Do you, fathers, show to them, both

by precept and example, that you are not mainly

seeking the things of this world, either for your-

selves or for them, nor the praise of men; but

that you are seeking a better country, a more en-

during habitation, striving to lay up treasure in

heaven where neither moth nor rust can corrupt,

nor thieves break through and steal? Oh, that

Friends may be willing to enter into a strict ex-

amination how we are acting in these respects, and

how our account will stand when we are brought

before the impartial Judge of quick and dead;

that we may so act, that the blood of our children

will not then be required at our hands, but that

it may be said in substance of us, "let her aloae

she has done what she could."

Ohio, Third mo., 1855.

The religion of some, seems to consist in a re-

membrance of former experience, a rational un-

derstanding of our principles and the discipline of

the church, a personal communication with divers

of the foremost ranks, and some faculty for speak-

ing and writing on religious subjects ; when in

the meantime, for want of looking and living at

home, for want of watching unto prayer, and

waiting for renewed ability to offer the daily sacri-

fice on the fresh raised altar, insensibility and in-

capacity gather strength, and leanness enters our

souls.

—

Kendall.
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The Schoolmasler.

"The school master's occupation is laborious and
ngrateful ; its rewards are scanty and precarious,

jle may indeed be, and he ought to be, animated

jy the consciousness of doing good, that best of

jll consolations, that noblest of all motives. But
itiat, too, must be often clouded by doubt and
jncertainty. Obscure and inglorious as his daily

Iccupation may appear to learned pride or worldly

mbition, yet to be truly successful and happy, h-

iu>t lie animated by the spirit of the same great

riiiciiiles which inspired the most illustrious

cnclactors of mankind. If he bring to his task

jiigh talent and rich acquirements, he must be

jontent to look into distant years for the proof

jhat his labours have not been wasted—that the

;ood seed which he daily scatters abroad does not

all on stony ground and wither away, or among
ihorns to be choked by the cares, the delusions,

jir the vices of the world. He must solace h'

[oils with the same prophetic faith that enabled

;he greatest of modern philosophers, amidst th

jeglect or contempt of his own times, to regard

|iimself as sowing the seeds of truth for posterity

Ind the care of Heaven. He must arm himself

[gainst disappointment and mortification, with a

jjortion of that same noble confidence which
loothed the greatest of modern poets when
iveighed down by care and danger, by poverty,

^Id age, and blindness, still

I

' in propbetic dream he saw

I

The youth unljorn, with pious awe,
I

Imbibe each virtue from his sacred page.'

:

" He must know, and he must love to teach his

mpils, not the meagre elements of knowledge, but
he secret and the use of their own intellectual

strength, exciting and enabling them hereafter to

aise for themselves the veil which covers the ma-
jestic form of Truth, lie must feel deeply the

.evercnce due to the youthful mind fraught with
'nighty though undeveloped energies and afl^ec-

|ions, and mysterious and eternal destinies,

rhence he must have learnt to reverence himself
ind his profession, and to look upon its otherwise
U-requited toils as their own exceeding great re-

vard.

"If such are the difficulties and the discourage-
nents—such the duties, the motives, and the con-
;olations of teachers who are worthy of that name
ind trust, how imperious then the obligation upon
ivery enlightened citizen who knows and feels the
^alue of such men to aid them, to cheer them, and
,0 honour them !

" But let us not be content with barren honour
buried merit. Let us prove our gratitude to

he dead by faithfully endeavouring to elevate the
tation, to enlarge the usefulness, and to raise the
•haracter of the schoolmaster amongst us. Thus
hall we best testify our gratitude to the teachers
;nd guides of our own youth, thus best serve our
jountry, and thus, most effectually, diffuse over
lur land light, and truth, and virtue.— Verplank.

Eight in one thing becomes preliminary to-

vards right in everything; the transition is not
listant from the feeling which tells us that we
ihould do harm to no man, to that which tells us
bat we should do good to all men.

TH£3 FRIEND
THIRD MONTH 24, 1855.

Ihere can be no doubt that much improvement
las been made within the last twenty years in

ichools, not only as regards the branches taught,

>at in the manner of teaching. It seems to be

much more generally understood than it was for-

merly, that the great object to be kept in view by
the teacher, is tu store the mind of the pupil with
new and correct ideas of facts and principles,

rather than to overload the memory with words
which may or may not be understood. But most
of those who are acquainted with the ordinary
routine of even what are considered the best con-
ducted seminaries, will have to acknowledge there

is still room for improvement, and that sufficient

confidence is not yet felt by many of those having
children to be educated, in the proficiency and
experience of those whose business it is to teach
them, to restrain such from attempting to inter-

fere in the course marked out for the child to pur-

sue ; if that course differs from their preconceived
notions, or what they may chance to consider the

prevailing mode of the day. Hence those having
control of schools, are often obliged to conform to

the course of instruction which parents, who may
be very incompetent to judge rightly, wish to be
carried out in the tuition of their sons or daugh-
ters

;
perhaps for no better reason, than because

they hear the children of some of their friends or

neighbours are so taught, or such a course is

adopted at some fashionable school.

To this cause, in part, may be attributed the

general prevalence in the schools, of setting the

pupils to learn such a multiplicity of things at

once. Not satisfied with a child of from eight to

fourteen years of age, labouring to obtain a know-
ledge of the primary branches of an English edu-

cation, the little student is expected to attempt
learning chemistry, physiology, natural philosophy,

and probably anatomy, witti two or three other

divisions of science, or Belle Lettres. Incapable
as the immature mind is, to grasp such a variety

of objects, or to dismiss the impressions received

while striving to learn one lesson, so as to turn

with facility and force to the acquisition of ano-

ther, it necessarily follows that nearly all the

time of the child must be occupied in fatiguing

study, and the intellect be kept continually on the

stretch.

Having had some opportunity of observing very

injurious consequences resultingfrom this cause, we
wish to call the attention of our readers, who are

interested in schools or in children, to some well

established facts which should be kept in view
while training the youthful mind.

There are few, if any, in the present day, who
have given attention to the subject, that pretend

to doubt that the brain is the material organ
through which the mind acts, and by whicu it

manifests its faculties and its feelings. It is also

the great centre towards which the nerves over

which it may be said to preside, converge from all

parts of the system. It is then apparent tbat a

healthful condition of the brain is of the utmost
importance to the clear and efficient action of the

faculties of the mind, as well as to the proper and
sound evolution of the functions of the different

organs of the body; and also that it is highly

necessary carefully to guard against everything

likely to over-excite, or endanger its delicate

structure.

Another well known fiict is, that whatever ex-

cites the mind, stimulates the brain, by causing

an increased flow of blood into it ; and sad expe-

rience has conclusively proved that this stimula-

tion may be kept up so long, or carried to such

excess, as to destroy forever the integrity of the

organ, or to render it unfit to perform its functions

correctly; and thus give rise to insanity.

In childhood, when the different organs of the

body have not only to perform the duty assigned

them in the animal economy, but also to increase

in size, or grow j and when it is necessary, for the

perfection of the intellectual being, that the senses
should be very acute, the brain and the nervous
system are found to be much more largely deve-
loped in proportion, than the sanguineous, muscu-
lar, or other systems, and also to appropriate a
very large supply of blood to their nutriment and
support. Bearing then in mind, that a large por-
tion of the nervous system depends upon, and re-

acts on the brain, and that all mental excitement
causes an increased flow of blood to it; and like-

wise that the brain in childhood is more sensitive

and less firm than at mature age, we can readily

perceive how unwise it is to keep the cerebral
blood vessels habitually distended, and different

portions, or the whole mass of the delicate fabric,

labouring hour after hour, in the hard service re-

quired of it, while the mind of the young scholar
is struggling with its task. What would we think
of a parent who insisted on his child cramming
its stomach throughout the day with one kind of
food after another, without regard to the capacity

of the viscus to receive it, or the impossibility of
its digesting the mass forced into its cavity ? It

is true that by such a course, if the stomach did
not become so much diseased as to reject all nutri-
ment, it might be so distended that the child
would be able to swallow as much food as a full

grown man, but common sense would dictate that
the whole system must pay the penalty for the
continued engorgement.

The brain of a child is far more sensitive than
its stomach; it naturally has a large proportion of
the blood in the system sent to it, and the ordinary
curiosity and inquiry of the infantile mind keep
it stimulated to as great an extent as it can health-
fully bear ; it is therefore of great importance, that

the natural cerebral and nervous action, be not
unduly increased by long continued or exaggerated
mental effort, lest disease be induced, which, if

not fatal, may entail on the sufferer numerous
distressing nervous affections whitti will embitter
after life.

|

Precocious children almost always have ill-pro-

portioned or diseased brains, inviting too large a
supply of blood, and they demand the most care-

ful watchfulness on the part of their care-takers

and teachers, to restrain them from study re-

quiring much mental effort, or they will almost
inevitably die early, or grow up to be dull or

stupid men and women ; the over stimulation of

the brain finally destroying its capacity for acting

with promptness or vigor.

From these few hints it may be inferred, that

caution is necessary as to how far the mind of a
child should be tasked day after day for the ac-

quisition of knowledge, and that there is real dan-
ger, not merely to the physical health, but to the

intellectual development, by an over stimulation

of the brain from study.

Education should have reference to healthy,

physical as well as mental development. Body
and mind are so intimately connected, that a vio-

lation of the laws instituted by Divine Providence
for the government and perfection of the former,

cannot fail to react sooner or later with destruc-

tive force on the latter. It is a duty of those en-

trusted with the care of children, to see that they
have ample opportunity for exercise in the open
air, so that all parts of the corporeal organization

may be duly excited and strengthened; and in their

efforts to carry out a system of mental culture, to

bear in mind, that the brain is the material organ

by which all the mental faculties are manifested,

and that its over excitement, especially in child-

hood when it is immature, is always hazardous,

and may result in distressing nervous irritability

through after life, or in mental feebleness and

dulness.
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SUMIIART OF EVENTS.
EUEOPE.—News from England by the steamer Paci-

fic, to the 27th ult. The Pacific made a long voyage

out, and was, therefore, unable to leave Liverpool until

three days after the regular time. The return trip was

also longer than usual. There had been great destitu-

tion and suffering among the poor, arising from the de-

pression of trade, combined with the severity of the

winter and high prices of food. The unemployed work-

men at Liverpool and London, had been engaged in

riots ; the weather had, however, become milder, and

shipping having arrived in great numbers, famished

work for many of them. There had been some further

changes in the ministry, several of the more unpopular

members having resigned, and their places been filled

by others. Lord John Russell is to take the post of

Colonial Secretary, on his return from the Vienna Con-

ference. Lord Palmerston said in Parliament, that

compulsory measures must unquestionably be resorted

to, in order to fill up the ranks of the service. He con-

tended that the suflcriugs of the army in the Crimea

arose from physical causes in the power of no man to

control. The sufferings were not confined to the Bri-

tish army. The Russian sick and wounded, amounted

to 35,000 men. Joseph Hume, M. P., the veteran and

persevering advocate of reform, died recently at the age

of 7S years.

The War.—On the 17th ult., the Russian army, under

General Liprandi, attacked the Turkish positions at

Eupatoria. The Russians were repulsed with a reported

loss of 500 men, killed, and a large number, wounded.

The Turkish loss was about 350 men, killed and

wounded. The weather had moderated at Sebastopol,

and the snow had nearly disappeared. The health of

the British army was better, and its effective force had

been increased to 21,000 men. They were not all yet

provided with winter clothing. The state of compara-

tive inactivity on the part of besiegers and besieged,

continued. Orders had been received at Constantinople,

to prepare hospital beds for five thousand men, from

which it is inferred that an assault is to be made upon

Sebastopol.

FRANCE.—It is stated that the Emperor of France

will probably soon proceed to the Crimea. It is said

he has drawn up a plan of vast military strategy, which

he wishes to superintend in person.

Four days later.—The Africa sailed from Liverpool at

10 a. M., on the 3d inst. The most important intelli-

gence is, that of ihe death of Nicholas, Emperor of Rus-

sia, which is announced as having taken place on the

2d inst., at 1 a.m. In the House of Peers, the evening

of the same day. Lord Clarendon rose and said, " I

think it my duty to communicate to your Lordships the

contents of a telegraphic despatch, that I received half

an hour since from her .Majesty's minister at the Hague,

that the Emperor Nicholas died this morning, at 1

o'clock, of pulmonic apoplexy, after an attack of in-

fluenza. I have also received a despatch from her Ma-

jesty's minister at Berlin, that the Emperor of Russia

died at 12 o'clock this morning. An hour before this

despatch arrived, I had received an account from Lord

John Russell at Berlin, stating that the Emperor was at

the point of death, and had taken leave of his family.

Although this event occurred so short a time ago as

between 12 and 1 o'clock this morning, there can be no

doubt under the circumstances of its auihenticity."

The decease of the Czar probably occurred as stated,

but the fact cannot be considered as yet established

beyond doubt.

The Peace Conference.—AW the Plenipotentiaries, with

the exception of Lord John Russell, had arrived at

Vienna; the conference was to open on the 5th inst.

The expectations of peace were daily growing stronger.

The War.—No further events of importance were re-

ported from the Crimea. The condition of the French

troops is said to be excellent. The Russians had cap-

tured one of the strongest Circassian fortresses.

PRUSSIA.—On Lord John Russell's arrival at Ber

lin, he immediately obtained audience of the King and

Baron Manteuffel. There is said to be more disposition

to yield to the wishes of the Western Powers.

FRANCE.—The Emperor is at the camp at St. Omers.

Nothing further is known respecting his intended visit

to the Crimea. The French frigate Semilante, which

left Toulon for the East, with 400 troops, and a large

quantity of mortars, shells, ammunition, &c., was totally

lost in the Straits of Bonifairo. Nothing was saved, all

on board, numbering with crew and passengers 700

persons, perished.

ITALY.—The Sardinian Chambers have voted the

suppression of the Monasteries.

SICILY.—French papers mention that the city of

Catania has been almost entirely destroyed by an earth-

quake.

GREAT BRITAIN.—The 21st of this month has been

appointed a National Fast, for the success of the war.

Public meetings have been held throughout England,

deprecating the conduct of the war. Quiet had been

restored at Liverpool and London. The prices of bread-

stuffs and cotton were nearly unchanged
;
the latter

being, however, slightly lower, the range was from i'^d.

__ 5kd.

CHINA.—Hong Kong dates to First mo. 15, had been

received. The insurgents held Canton in siege, and

have command of the whole river. Their fleet had

gained several victories over the imperial fleet, and con-

sequently had cut ofl' the supplies of provisions. Rice

and other articles of food were rising rapidly in price.

The insurgents had met with reverses to the east of

Pekin.

CHILL—At last dates the country was tranquil and

prosperous. The mines continue to yield well, and the

products are increasing, in consequence of new disco-

veries which give employment to large numbers of per-

sons. The exports of bullion from Copiapo, during

1854, amounted to $7,371,610, being an increase of

$1,971,514 on the previous year.

PERU.—The revolution was at an end, and the coun-

try quiet. Castilla refuses the Presidency.

UNITED STATES.—rA« Patent Office.—In the gene-

ral appropriation bill, it is provided that there shall be,

in addition to the present force, four principal exam-

iners and four assistant examiners of Patents
;
and if

there should be a still further necessity, the commis-

sioner of Patents is authorized to employ two other

principal examiners and two assistants, until the close

of the next session of Congress. Island Annexation.—
The negotiations for the acquisition of the Sandwich

Islands have been discontinued, and the scheme aban-

doned for the present. Before the adjournment of Con-

gress, the Senate in executive session advised the Pre-

sident to give the notice to Denmark, required for ter-

minating the stipulation for the payment of Sound Dues,

and the notice has been already transmitted. Promo-

tion of Agriculture.—Congress appropriated over forty

thousand dollars to reimburse the Patent ofBce funds

for the amount heretofore paid out for seeds, and the

collection of agricultural statistics. These seeds, col-

sted in parts of the world, have been distri-

buted in all parts of the United States.

Cincinnati.—Oa the 17th, there was twenty feet of

water in the channel of the Ohio, and business generally

St. Louis.—Under the operation of a new liquor law,

every bar-room and beer-house in the city was closed

on First-day, the 1 1th inst. The day was consequently

unusually peaceful.

Georgia.—Extensive districts in this State, and also

portions of South Carolina, have been desolated by

most destructive conflagrations, kindled in the pine

forests, which swept over a vast surface, destroying

mills, houses, fencing, turpentine, cotton, &c. In some

instances, plantations with all the buildings had been

swept away.
Some of the railroads and telegraph lines were seri-

ously injured. The destruction was arrested by heavy

rains.

New York.—The first consignment of merchandise for

San Francisco direct, via the Panama Railroad, has

been despatched by the steamer Star of the South. The

cargo consisted principally of assorted goods.

The Canada, on the 17th, took out $1,267,000 in

specie. Mortality last week, 515,

Philadelphia.—nonnWiy last week, 194.

California.—The steamship Northern Light, from As-

pinwall, arrived off Sundy Hook on First-day evening,

and reached her dock a little after ten o'clock on Se-

cond-day morning, bringing dates from San Franciscc

to the ieth of Second month, brought down by the

steamship Uncle Sam. The Northern Light brings 202

passengers and $92,000 iu gold.

Business at San Francisco was entirely prostrated

caused by the suspension of five banking houses.

The news of Page, Bacon & Co.'s difficulty reached

San Francisco on the 17th ult., causing a great run

the house, which, however, was promptly met, and half

a million paid out. A meeting of merchants a

brokers was held, which declared the house sound, a

this apparently restored confidence. On the 22d, ho

ever. Page, Bacon & Co. suspended, followed on the 23d

by Adams & Co., Wells, Fargo & Co., Robinson & Co.,

and Wright's Miners' Deposit Bank. The excitement

which followed these failures was intense. Adams &
Co. closed all their branches without paying a doll

except in San Francisco, where, on the 22d, they stood

a run of $200,000. Wells, Fargo & Co. closed iu San
Francisco, but the country branches paid as long as

their coin lasted. There were rumors of heavy failures

among the merchants, but nothing authentic had beer

ascertained.

Owing to the continued scarcity of water, but littU

gold has been taken from the mines. Heavy rains com-

ced on the 25th, and still continued when th<

steamer left.

No election for United States Senator had taker!

place, and the joint convention had adjourned sine dii\

on the 16th, by a vote of 63 to 44, those voting against

an adjournment being principally the friends of Gwin.

The news from Kern river is of an exciting character,

The miners are said to be averaging from §10 to $20

per d.iy, and steamers are going down crowded with I

passengers. J

On the morning of the 18th, the St. Charles hotel and Ij

Hillman's hotel, in San Francisco, were destroyed bj
;|

fire. The loss is $50,000. In Nevada, on the 16th, six-j

teen houses were burned. A fire had occurred in Stock-
'|

ton on the 21st, which had destroyed twenty-five houses, i

The Indian troubles were on the increase. Further

outrages are recorded. Some ten white men and about

,

seventy Indians have been killed. Owing to the mone-

tary difficulties, several recently arrived ships had not;

discharged. The steamers Oregon, from Panama, and
i

Sierra Nevada, from San Juan, had arrived at San'

Francisco.

The Legislature of Oregon adjourned on the 18th ult.

The Legislature has fixed Olympia as the capital of

Washington territory.

We have Sandwich Island dates to the 3d of Second

month, but they contain no news.
Miscellaneous.—Loss of Property on the Lakes.—The

summary of disasters on the Lakes, from 1848 to 1854,

inclusive, shows an aggregate of one thousand five hun-

dred and fifty disasters, and the enormous loss of;

$6,054,225. Over two millions of the Isaoes occurred '

in 1854, a memorableyear of casualties and catastrophes

on land and water.

Direct Trade with Holland—The Chicago Press states .

that an agent of the Dutch East India Company, has I

visited Chicago on a tour of observation, with a view to.i

opening a direct trade through the St. Lawrence, andu

also through New Y'ork, with the North West, for its
;

productions of beef, pork, flour, &c., and with the South

West, also, for its cotton, sugar, and tobacco. Thei'

extensive operations of this wealthy company, are':

directed from Amsterdam.
|

The Louisiana Sugar Crop.—The prospects for the next))

crop are unpromising, and the unusual dryness of thoij

weather has prevented the planting of the canes. j

Shocking Disaster.—On the day of election, about 800 I

persons were assembled in the town-hall, at Meredith,

N. H., for the purpose of voting. Owing to defectivs

construction, the floor gave way under the multitude,

and a great number were seriously injured, over 100

persons having bones broken. Five men soon died of

their injuries, and many more were not expected to re-

cover.

The United States and .^am.—The Minister of Foreign

Affairs stated in the sitting of the Cortes on the 10th,

that orders had been given to submit to a new exami-

nation, all questions pending with the United States, Id

order to decide what is just, and expressed his hope of

arriving at a pacific solution.

TRACT ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS.

The Annual Meeting of the Tract Association of

Friends, will be held on Fourth-day evening, 28lh inst.,

at 8 o'clock, in the Committee-room, Arch Street Meet-

ing-house.
Friends interested in the object of the Association,

are invited to attend.

Third month, 1855. Nathan Kite, Clerk, i

Received from a Friend of Scotsville, New York, an

acceptable donation of ten dollars, for the relief of the

poor. THOMAS EVANS.

FALLS MONTHLY MEETING SCHOOL.

The Committee of the above named School is desiroua

to procure a well qualified female teacher to take charge

of the School as instructor, for the ensuing season.

Early application is requested, and can be made by ad-

dressing, Mahlon Moon, Morrisville P. 0., Bucks

Co., Pa.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-honse on Arch street,

on the 8th inst., William S. Kibk, of West Chester, to

An.na M. Kite, of this city.

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
No. 3 Ranstead Place, Fourth above Chestnut street.
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From Tail's Magazine.

The Jewish Subjects of the Russian Czar.

[

(Concluded from page 218.)

1

Towards the close of the last century, when the
,'olish nobles were in every way exerting them-
slves to retrieve the errors of the p.'ist^while
tieir weak king, the minion of the worst enemy
f his country, was unconsciously preparing its

i0wnfall, strenuous efforts were also made to ame-
,orato the condition of the Jews; and a "project
f reform" relating to this subject was drawn up
2 a most just and liberal spirit, by a member of
fie Diet, and would no doubt have passed into

^w, had not the partition of the country inter-

ened. According to this project of reform, the
ews were once more to be admitted to all the
ights of citizens, while their duties to the coun
•y were not made to interfere with their liberty
f conscience. It was enacted that as citizens of

le State they should learn the language of th.

Duntry, and should send their children to the
ational schools, but at the same time their rel

ious rights were secured, and all honorable careers
ere opened to them. But the vultures that were
) rend Poland asunder, were already hovering
ver the doomed land, and these noble efforts at

ilf-regeneration, which might have served as

sample to the freest and most enlightened nations
f the times, only hastened the action of its ene-
lies, lest the nation should grow too strong before
le blow that was to fell it to the ground was
ivelled. The Israelites, fully aware of the sin-

irity of the intentions of the Polish patriots in

leir favour, proved their gratitude in 1794, when
le people flew to arms in despair, by freely ming-
ng their blood with that of their Christian com-
itriots; and they fought with bravery for the
idependence of the country which promised once
ore to become a true home to them.
Those among the Polish Israelites who, in cou-
iqnence of the partition, were transferred to

russian rule, were the most fortunate. They
ive obtained many privileges they did not before
)ssess

;
and they have in consequence abandoned

leir distinctive garb, and have lost many of their
istinguishing features. Under Austrian rule, the
ifluenee of the Jesuits, who had contributed so
luch to their sufferings and degradation in Po-
nd, continued to be felt; and the Jews of Gal-
cia still maintain all their characteristic features.

;ut it was the Israelites transferred to Russian
sminion that were the most to be pitied. They
ere left entirely at the mercy or the caprice of
le governors of the provinces, and other ignorant,
irbarous, and rapacious officials, who all hoped

to make their fortunes by despoiling the Jews,
whose riches they conceived to be boundless. If

the victims refused to deliver up the gold which
in reality they did not possess, the tyrants put
them to the torture to wrest it from them. The
underlings imitated the example of their supe-

riors; even the Russian soldiers—poor miserable

slaves, ill-treated and trampled upon themselves

—

when they mot with a Jew, played the masters for

a while, and added their share to the misery that

weighed down this unhappy people. The Gov-
ernment also oppressed them in every way, by
advancing every pretext to squeeze money out of

them, by the creation of monopolies, by increased

taxation, and by illegal persecutiou.s, while at the

same time it denied them all rights. They were

not allowed to hold real property, or to frequent

the schools of the country; entrance into the

capital was entirely denied to them, as also the

right of lengthened sojourn in any of the populous

cities.

In 1807, when the Grand-duchy of Warsaw was
constituted, equality before the law was proclaimed

for all citizens, and the Jews among the rest ; but
this liberal constitution remained a dead letter

under the rule of the House of Saxony, and the

Jews continued to be burdened with exceptional

taxes; administrative decrees depriving them of

the rights which the organic law accorded to them.

All attempts to transform the Jews into Polish

citizens were abandoned, and except that the ad-

ditional hardship of performing military service

was added to their other burdens, they remained
what they had been for centuries. To relieve

themselves from this to them most hateful service,

they offered to pay an annual sum of 700,000
Polish florins to the Government, and under pre-

text of raising this sum, a tax called /cosher * was
imposed in 1810 on all meat consumed by the

Jews. This odious and vexatious tax, which
weighs most heavily on the poor, is farmed out

every year (for the Russian government most un-

justly continues the tax, though the exemption
from military service, for which it was a commu
tation, has been withdrawn) to the highest bidder:

and it is but too often Jewish speculators wh(

come forward to bid, in the hope of enriching

themselves by the oppression of their brethren.

However, the extraordinary tenacity and perseve-

rance of the Hebrew character has frequently been

exhibited in resistance to this tax, whole com-
munities having for six months together abstained

from eating meat, thus reducing to bankruptcy
the heartless farmer of the tax. At the same time

that this tax was imposed, the right of keeping

taverns or public-houses in the villages, was with-

drawn from the Jews, and a great number of

families thus reduced to a state of perfect desti-

tution.

The treaty of Vienna brought a new change in

the state of Poland. Again a charter was given

benevolent reforms ibr Poland, the Grand-Duke
Constantine, nominated commander-in-chief in the
kingdom, was grinding the people under his heel.

The burdensome taxes and restrictions weighing
on the Jews were not relieved, while the prohibi-
tive commercial system of Russia further injured
them in their trading relations. Some sought
relief in smuggling, in spite of the heavy penal-
ties attending detection. This led ti the estab-

lishment of a regular system of extortion, having
for its object to despoil the rich Jews for the bcnc-
lit of their denouncers, who sliared their gains
with General Rozniecki, the Cliief of the Secret
Police. The word of a single spy was sufiicient

to cause the incarceration of the most respectable
citizen, and whether innocent or guilty, there was
no escape from such captivity except through
means of a golden key. The poor Jews, against
whom no political plottings could possibly be in-

vented, were made to follow their Polish fellow-

citizens to Siberia, under pretext of being guilty

of smuggling. At this time also (1823) the'Jews
were again forced to separate from the other citi-

zens, and to take up their abode in distinct quar-
ters of the town; and, upon the whole, their con-
dition became mora intolerable than ever.

An incident, closely connected with an arbi-

trary measure, from which the Jews, in particular,

suffered very .severclj', will suffice to show how
constitutional government was understood by the

Russian masters of Poland. Monopoly in the dis-

tillation and sale of spirits and beer was suddenly
introduced by the iNIinister of Finance, Lubecki.

The monopoly being, however, restricted to the

towns, the price of the two commodities soon rose

enormously in Warsaw, and other populous cities,

compared with the price in the villages; and
many poor Jews, who had been deprived of every
honest means of subsistence, were induced to

smuggle spirits into the towns, though many lost

their lives in conflict with the custom-house

cers.

At length, the citizens of Warsaw finding them-
selves great sufferers by the enhanced price of the

two necessary articles, drew up a petition to the

Emperor, couched in the most respectful terms,

but representing that the introduction of this

monopoly was a violation of the rights guaranteed

to the Polish people by the charter. The day
after the petition had been sent in to the govern-

ment office at Warsaw, the six respectable citizens,

whose names stood first among the signatures,

were dragged from their homes, conducted to an

open square in the city, and there made to cart

irth in wheelbarrows, like common malefactors,

1 the presence of an immense concourse of people,

ho looked on in profound and melancholy silence.

One of the sufferers on this occasion, a venerable

old man with silver hair, was Czynski, who
had served as captain under Kosciuszko, and

son has distinguished himself among the

ensuring the rights of the citizens, Jewish as well ' Polish emigrants, in Paris, by his generous efforts

as others, and again the people were delivered
j
in behalf of the Polish Jews. Among the means

over to arbitrary

capricious and tyrai

Emperor Alexander

id this time to that of a

nical despot; for while the

at St. Petersburg planned

The word "kosher" signifies permitted food.

resorted to, at this period, for extorting money
from the Jews, were also threats of displacing

their cemeteries, and of pulling down their syna-

gogues; and the unhappy people, already reduced

to great privations, imposed long and severe fasts
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upon themselves in order to raise the sums re-

quired to bribe the authorities to desist from these

plans. So great was the terror inspired by the

Grand-Duke Constantine, that it has been ob-

served that not a single Israelite at that time ven-

tured to inform his co-religionists abroad of the

dreadful- oppression they were subjected to in

Poland.

One only of Alexander's benevolent and wise

measures in favour of Jewish reform was carried

out, at least partially. A commission was insti-

tuted at Warsaw to inquire into the condition of

the Jews and to propose ameliorations ; but the

only permanent fruits of its labours, was the esta-

blishment of a school in Warsaw for Jewish

rabbis, with a view to forming tolerant and en-

lightened teachers, capable of exercising a salutary

influence on their co-religionists; and the sup-

pression of the Jewish authoritative bodies called

cahaJ, who exercised a most despotic and tyranni-

cal rule over their fellows by means of the anathema

which they had the power of pronouncing. These

two measures have at least emancipated a great

number of the younger generation of Polish Jews

from the thraldom of ignorant orthodoxy in which

the rigorous Talmudists endeavour to keep their

people.

Por the Emperor Nicholas was reserved the d;

tinction of levelling against his Jewish subjects

the most cruel blow which has ever yet fallen upon

this much-oppressed people. Shortly after his

accession, being desirous of creating a powe

navy, and being advised that the Jews, hitherto

exempt from military service, possessed peculiar

aptitude for naval service—by tbe stroke of a pen

he caused 30,000 children to bo torn from the

arms of their parents and transported to the coasts

of the Black Sea during a most rigorous season

Many perished on the road, others succumbed to

the cruel discipline of the Russian navy; and, if

we are to believe the Jewish archives, a few years

afterwards there remained only 10,000 young men

alive of this first levy of Israelites. Prom one

point of view the military service imposed upon

his Jewish subjects by the Emperor Nicholas may

be considered a step in advance, as it places them

on an equal footing with the Christians, and as

such it is indeed represented; but we must not

forget that this equalization as to burdens has not

been accompanied by any equalization as to rights,

and that the Jews continue to be excluded from

serving the country in any other capacity, and to

be burdened with many exceptional imposts. But

should the Tzar ever sincerely desire to place the

Jews on a level with his Christian subjects of the

same rank, he would only be making them the

equals of serfs and slaves. However, the suffer-

ings the Jews are exposed to by being subject to

military conscription are also of an exceptional

character.

By far the greater number of the Jews born in

the Polish provinces do not understand the Polish

language, and much less the Russian ; the posi-

tion of the Russian soldier, as is now well known,

is one of indescribable hardship and privation.

He is badly fed, badly paid, badly housed, and ill-

treated by his superiors from the sergeant to the

commander-in-chief; but added to this the Jew-

ish soldier has to bear the hatred and contempt of

his comrades in arms, who look upon him with

abhorrence as belonging to the race who crucified

their God; and such being the case, it is no won-

der that these unhappy creatures resort to the

most desperate expedients to evade a service

which is also most repugnant to their unwarlike

tastes and habits. A few years ago, a sledge with

ten corpses was brought into Wilna one morning

:

they were the bodies of ten young Jews, who had

preferred death from cold and hunger in the forest,

to life among the barbarous Russian soldiers and

officers. Such tragedies are of daily occurrence

in Russia; but in 1843, a tragedy of a new char-

acter, and on a grander scale than had ever before

been witnessed, was got up by order of the Em-
peror. In that year an ukase was published

ordering all the Jews dwelling on the frontiers of

Prussia and Austria to remove fifty wersts further

into the interior; and thus a population of no less

than 200,000 souls were suddenly uprooted from

the soil on which their fathers had been estab-

lished for many centuries, and cut off from their

accustomed sources of livelihood.

The Jews exerted themselves to the utmost to

avert this dreadful calamity. They sent deputa-

tions to St. Petersburg to prove to the Govern-

ment that not one in a thousand of them had

been guilty of the smuggling which served as a

pretext of this tyrannical measure; they offered

to renounce entirely all participation in the frontier

trade, or, if any of their members took part in it,

to make all responsible for each; but the Empe-
ror, who no doubt had ulterior objects in view,

remained inflexible. Animated by the reforming

spirit of his great ancestor, Nicholas has also de-

clared war against the beards and caftans of the

Jews, as Peter did against those of his Boyars. It

is not, however, European civilization which

Nicholas wishes to introduce, but that perfect uni-

formity which would render the power of his

colossal empire more easy to wield. The idea of

a wholesale conversion of the Jews is not either

foreign to Nicholas, for he cannot renounce the

hope of embracing these two and a-half millions of

his subjects also within the arms of the orthodox

Russo-Greek Church, which are eventually, ac-

cording to his plan, to encircle all the nations that

dwell within the shadow of the Muscovite sceptre.

That the Russians are fully aware that hitherto

persecution and oppression have only strengthened

the faith of the Jews, is proved by the oath that

is administered to them on entering the army or

the navy : they are made to swear not to abandon

the Emperor's banners even when the Messiah

appears.

For " The Friend."

The Journal of George Fox, as well as othi

writings of our forefathers in the Truth, will well

repay an attentive perusal, oft repeated. His

epistles bear on them the stamp of having been

written, as many of them profess to be, under the

Divine anointing. The following in his hand-

writing, and sealed up with this superscription,

' Not to be opened before the time,' was opened

after his decease, and may be considered as a

dying legacy to the church :

"For the Yearly and Second-days Electing in

London, and to all the children of God in all

places in the world. By and from G. F.

This for all the children of God everywhere,

who are led by the Spirit, and walk in his light,

in which they have life, unity, and fellowship

with the Father and the Son, and one with an-

other.

Keep all your meetings in the name of the Lord

Jesus, that be gathered in his name, by his light,

grace, truth, power, and Spirit, by which you will

feel his blessed and refreshing presence among

you, and in you, to your comfort, and God's glory.

Aud now, Friends, all your meetings, both

men's and women's. Monthly, Quarterly, and

Yearly, &c., were set up by the power, Spirit, and

wisdom of God; and in them you know that you

have felt his power, aud Spirit, and wisdom, and

blessed, refreshing presence among you, and in

you, to his praise and glory, and your comfort

;

that you have been a city set on a hill, that
|

cannot be hid.
i

And although many loose and unruly spirits!

have risen betimes to oppose you and them va]

print and other ways, you have seen how thej 1

have come to nought. The Lord hath blasted]

them, brought their deeds to light, and made|

them manifest to be trees without fruit, wells,

without water, wandering stars from the firmament

'

of God's power, and raging waves of the sea, cast;

ing up their mire and dirt ; and many of then

are like the dog turned to his old vomit, and th(

sow that was washed, turned again to the mire.

This has been the condition of many, God know-

eth, and his people.
\

Therefore, all stand steadfast in Christ Jesus

your head, in whom you are all one, male and

female, and know his government, of the increase

of whose government and peace there shall be nc

end; but there will be an end of the devil's, anc

of all that are out of Christ, who oppose it and

him, whose judgment doth not linger, and then

damnation doth not slumber. Therefore, in God
and Christ's light, life. Spirit, and power, live anc

walk, that is over all (and the Seed of it) in love

in innoceney, and simplicity. In righteousness

and holiness dwell, and in his power and Holj

Ghost, in which God's kingdom doth stand. Al

children of new and heavenly Jerusalem, that is

from above, and is free, with all her holy spiritua

children, to her keep your eyes.

As for this spirit of rebellion and oppositioi

that hath risen formerly and lately, it is out of thi

kingdom of God and heavenly Jerusalem; and is

for judgment and condemnation, with all its bookgi

words and works. Therefore, Friends are to live

and walk in the power and Spirit of God, thatll

over it, and in the Seed that will bruise and breal

it to pieces. In which Seed you have joy am
peace with God, and power and authority to judgi

it ; and your unity is in the power and Spirit o

God, that doth judge it: all God's witnesses ii

his tabernacle go out against it, and always hav»

and will.

Let no man live to self, but to the Lord, as the^

will die in him; and seek the peace of the churci

of Christ, and the peace of all men in him ; fo

' blessed are the peace-makers.' Dwell in tb

pure, peaceable, heavenly wisdom of God, that i

gentle and easy to be entreated, that is full o

mercy; all striving to be of one mind, heart, soul

and judgment in Christ; having his mind am

spirit dwelling in you, building up one another ii

the love of God, which doth edify the body o

Christ, his church, who is the holy head thereof

Glory to God, the Christ, in this age and all othe

ages, who is the Rock and Foundation, the Emi
manuel, God with us. Amen, over all, the begin

ning and the ending. In him live and walk, ii

whom you have life eternal, in him you will fee;

me, and I in you. t

'

All children of New Jerusalem, that descend]

from above, the holy city, which the Lord and th'

Lamb is the light of, and is tbe temple ; in it the;

are born again of the Spirit; so Jerusalem that i

'

above, is the mother of them that are born of th i

Spirit. These that come and are come to hea

venly Jerusalem, receive Christ; and he givetl

them power to become the sons of God, and the;

are born again of the Spirit : so Jerusalem that i'

above, is their mother. Such come to heavenl

Mount Sion, and the innumerable company o

angels, to the spirits of just men made perfect

and to the church of the living God, written i-

heaven, and have the name of God written upo

them. So here is a new mother, that bringet

forth a heavenly and spiritual generation.

Tbere is no schism, no division, no contentiot

il
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!or strife, in heavenly Jerusalem, nor in the body
if Christ, which is made up of living stones, a

piritual house. Christ is nut divided, for in him
here is peace. Christ saith, 'In me you have

eace.' And he is from above, and not of this

rorld; but in the world below, in the spirit of it,

bere is trouble ; therefore, keep in Christ, and

•alk in him. Amen. G. F.

Jerusalem was the mother of all true Christians,

efore the apostacy; and since the outward Chris-

ans are broken into many sects, they have got

lany within : but all those that are come out of

le apostacy by the power and Spirit of Christ,

erusalem that is above, is their mother, (and

one below her,) who doth nourish all her spirit-

al children. G. F."
Read at the Yoarlv Meeting in London, 1691.

A Word about Chimneys,

The London Quarterly Review for January,

Dntains a capital article on the subject of open

re-places, discussing, among other things perti-

ent to the theme, the subject of smoking chim-

eys. As there doubtless are hundreds, if not

aousands, of our numerous readers, who are

Bicted with this household calamity, we shall be

oing the public a service by giving the pith of

le Quarterly's remarks on this subject.

Smoke does not, as is popularly supposed,

scend a chimney because it is lighter than air.

'r. Franklin demonstrated, a century ago, that

noke is really heavier than air. But the murky
oud of gases, acids and vapour, which is called

noke, rises in the chimney, because mixed with

le rarifiod air which is asending through the

ime channel. When there is no fire, the draught

the chimney is cither small, or wanting alto-

3ther. Hence it is that even good chimneys, if

ley have been long disused, often smoke for the

rst five or ten minutes after a fire has been kin-

led, because, until the air in the chimney be-

)mes rarified, there is nothing to draw the smoke
swards. It follows from this view of the origin

;'the draught in the chimney, that if there is an

;sufiicient supply of air, as happens when all the

5ors of a room are closed and the windows listed,

lat the chimney will smoke, because there being
1 insufficient supply of air to the fire, the coals

ily smoulder, there is no air to be rarified, the

Qoke cannot ascend, and so the occupants of the

iartment suffer.

It is as necessary, therefore, if we would not

ive smoke to annoy iis, to provide plenty of fresh

r for the fire, as it is to provide a chimney. Dr.

ranklin found, by experiment, that an open fire,

a room of ordinary size, required as much air as

>uld be admitted through a hole in the wall six

ches square. But such a hole, or even the leav-

g a door open, produces a draft, and such a draft

ves persons cold who sit in it. As far back as a

mtury and a half ago, a Frenchman, named
iauger, invented a fire place, in order to obviate

lis. He opened a hole in the hearth, communi-
iting with a channel which passed under the

DOr, and finally ended at an aperture in the wall

•'the house. Strange to say, this excellent plan

IS never yet been generally adopted. It is only

DW coming first into use in this country, as ap-

lied to supplying hot-air furnaces with air ; while
smparatively few grates are furnished with air in

lis way, as they should be, if those sitting around
lem wish to avoid cold currents on their feet,

ipen fires are now left to be fed by the air which
ley suck in, so to speak, under the doors and
Jrough the crevices of the windows ; and hence
ae complaint that a grate-fire roasts the front of
ae person, while the back is freezing. The hav-
ig sufficient air to feed a chimney, is indeed the

principal security against a smoky room. There

are few smoky chimneys which cannot be cured

by simply giving them plenty of air. And this

rule applies as well to stoves, furnaces, or other

apparatus for heating, as to fires. What we have

said about preventing smoke, also refers to prevent-

ing gas from anthracite fires.

It was an old notion that chimneys ought not

to be crooked, whereas a slight bend towards the

top is beneficial, for this prevents the sudden de-

scent of wind or rain. Nor is the form of the

chimney material; it may be tapering, or of equal

bore
;
pyramidal or square ; it is ouly necessary

that it be constructed so as to oflFer no consider-

able resistance to the ascending current, for other-

wise the hot air will bo delayed in its ascent, and
have time to cool. A high chimney always makes
the best draught, and hence well-built factories

invariably have such chimneys. Dwelling houses

do not require such enormously high chimneys,

but they must be high enough not to be over-top-

ped by contiguous buildings, else the wind, strik-

ing against the superincumbent wall, will be pre-

cipitated down the chimney, filling the room below

with smoke or gas.

Much of what we have said about smoky chim-

neys applies also to ventilation. The combustion

of a fire, or of gas-lights, as well as our own breath-

ing, vitiates the air, so that every apartment ought

to have an outlet for carrying off the carbonized

and deleterious atmosphere. A hole, opening into

the chimney, just below the ceiling, is the best

method of meeting this difficulty. Ilooms, heated

by properly constructed furnaces, which admit

fresh air raised to a temperature of sixty-five de-

grees, and supplied with such an opening, are the

healthiest that can be had, unless it is apartments

warmed by grates, and fitted with such a venti-

lator, the grates and room being fed with cold

air in such a way as to prevent draughts on the

pereon.

—

Lechjer.

For "The Friend."

Sarah L. Grubb.

I have lately been reading a letter of Sarah L.

Grubb, dated Sudbury, Sixth mo. 24th 1837, page

356, and have no doubt the " truly fearful meet-

ing'' she alludes to, was the one before which Jo-

seph John Gurney opended his prospect of coming

to America. I doubt not its insertion in "The
Friend," would beinteresting to many ofyour read-

ers —Bucks Co., Third Month, 1855.

Sudhitry, Sixth mo. 2ilh, 1837.

Mr DEAR Friend,— I was so ill, both

in London and since, as scarcely to be able to put

pen to paper; indeed it was under much weight

of indisposition that I left home, but my mind
being drawn to the Yearly Meeting, the attempt

was made. On second day morning I attended

the Select Jleeting, and communicated what was

on my mind ; aftsr which I was not able to stop,

and did not get to the afternoon sitting. Had an

interview that day with our friend , and

managed to sit pretty nearly throughout the truly

fearful meeting of third day, where I was the first

to express anything but unity with the concern

laid before friends. Many followed me in the

same strain. . . .

I was not at the adjournment, but understood

that more objected then. However, the prospect

was ultimately encouraged, and a very full certifi-

cate i.ssued. I may say that my place seemed to

be that ichich I stood in; in decidedly giving my
judgment, as an individual, that it would be be-st

to lay the concern aside at present. I fully concur

in the belief of some valuable Friends, that the

disaffection in this country arose out of the un-

sound writings, &c., of the Friend in question.

I confess that nothing short of an ac-

knowledgment of error, and deep sorrow for the
past (though done with good intentions) appears
sufficient to satisfy my tried mind, with respect to

one so influential, and whoso sentiments on things
of great importance to us as a body, are published
to the nations. . . . What occasions me the most
sorrow is, that in this day of sifting as from sieve

to sieve, we have, in a Society capacity, retarded

the great work, and owned much which the great

Lord of the heritage has appointed should be win-

nowed away. Oh ! the consideration hereof weighs
down my spirit; and because there appears at pre-

sent no remedy, my soul weeps in secret places,

and I go mourning all the day long; yet there is,

at times, a humble but sure hope, that there will

be a discerning more clearly between thing and
thing ; between the covering that is not of God's
Spirit, and that which He prepares and grants to

those who are truly watchful, and dependent upon
Him alone. I trust that, among our youth, some
see with an evidence indubitable, that nothing will

avail but a new heart; which cannot be efi'ected,

save by the inward operations of the hand of the
holy Redeemer, who sittcth " as a refiner with fire,

and as a fuller with soap."

I was particularly struck with thy allusion to

my not being without tribulation ; fur at the time
I received thy letter, I was pressed down with pain-

ful feelings, which increased until what I had to

suffer (particularly in the great city) became fully

equal to any capacity afforded to sustain it; but
my poor mind was mercifully favoured to witness,

that such a helpless worm was under the notice of
Him who " weighoth the mountains in scales, and
the hills in a balance;" so that not an atom too

much is permitted to come upon us. I shall be
glad of further information from thee of how thou
fares, and whether thy dear sister is still a sufferer

or not. I trust that if patience has already had
her perfect work, or still a little may remain to be
effected, as the service due to a Master richly re-

warding, the immortal spirit triumphs over all,

through Him who conquered, and still is known to

conquer, death, hell, and the grave. Believe me j
to be, very sincerely, thy affectionate friend, *

Sarah Grubb.

Extinguishing Fires hij Steam.—The Peoria
Press has the following account of the method by
which Fridley & Lincoln, furniture makers
of that place, extinguished a fire recently in their

factory:—"The main building of their establish-

ment is three stories high. The engine used in

running the machinery occupies a shed in the rear.

The fire was caused by the burning of some lumber
which had been placed on the boiler to dry for the

use of the workmen engaged in making chairs

and other furniture. When first discovered by
Fridley, tlie flames had burst through the roof of

the engine room, and were rapidly fastening upon
the main building. Seeing tlie imminence of the

danger, and believing the fire engines would not

arrive in time, he concluded, by way of experiment,

to try the efficacy of a rather novel 'annihilator.'

Finding there was a good ' head of steam,' after

' clearing the coast,' he opened the safety valve,

and let it 'rip.' And ' rip' it did. Knocking a

hole through the roof of the engine room, and fill-

ing the building with vapour, the steam literally

followed the rusbing flames to the roof of the main
edifice, and suddenly and completely subdued the

fiery foe. When our active firemen arrived on the

ground, they found the work had been efi"ectually

As rest to the weary traveller, so is true sil

to the deeply exercised mind.
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letter of Mary Capper.

The secret laoguage and aspiration of my spirit

is, I that our youth, entering the field of faith,

and of responsibility, 0! that they may be kept

from the strange disputations of this day. But
why think it strange ? Look at the history of

mankind from the fall of Adam; disobedience has

marked every succeeding generation ; subtle device

or open rebellion has drawn aside thousands, and

continues, in various ways, to allure and deceive

the children of men. The natural, uncontrolled,

active mind delights in doing something that shall

appear goodly; yea, can make sacrifices in its own
will and way, and is gratified in self-complacency,

and it may be applause; yea, in external acts of

religious worship. My long life and observation,

tossed and sifted as I have been, have given me a

measure of experience in the delusions of self.

01 how difi'erent, how widely different, from the

lowly, humble waiting at the feet of Jesus, the

highest Teacher, as with our mouths in the dust;

feeling our own impotency, our own blindness!

Here is subjugation, indeed, bearing the true

cross. Ah ! my dear, say not in thine heart,

"Who shall show us any good?" Who shall ascend,

or who shall descend, to bring our best Teacher?

Believe me, he is nigh thee ; the living Word

!

writing the new covenant on the tablet of thy

heart. Believe and obey this, and thou wilt be

led gently along, as thou canst bear it. When
we are faithful in the little, the way is made for

farther manifestations of the Divine will concern-

ing us. Avoid speculations, and vainly exercising

thyself in things too high for thee. If I know
anything of true peace, it is in simple, child-like

obedience to the still, small voice of the good
Shepherd, who instructs the lambs and sheep of

his fold; a stranger's voice they will not know nor

follow. This gracious, enduring mercy was the

guide of my youth, turning my steps into the

narrow way; and it is the stay and the stnfi" of

my old age; and never did I more fully appreciate

what I believe to be the genuine principles of the

society to which I am conscientiously united, than

at this day.

Sacrifices, not a few, have been called for, but
not one which is not doubly repaid by sweet peace.

Not one painful accusation is permitted to trouble

me; thankfulness and cheerfulness clothing my
spirit, in the midst of great reduction of bodily

strength.

Though I know not the heart of a parent, I feel

much for the rising generation ; if there was not
faith in an over-ruling Power, our poor thoughts
might trouble, if not overwhelm us; for what a

sifting day is this, among professors of religion !

our own little favoured band not exempt. There
seems a prevailing mania, a strife of words and of

strange voices I But the good Shepherd knoweth
his own sheep, and they follow Him.

—

Friends'

Library.

A Spot in Massachusetts u'hcre there is no
Crime.—The rum trafiio on Martha's Vineyard has
been outlawed for more than eighteen years. Bum-
selling is not known in that locality. What has
been the result? Crime has not only diminished,
but it seems to have almost entirely left the Vine-
yard. We are informed that no case of crime has
come before the Courts for something like sixteen

years. The Judges go down in one boat and back
in the next. While the traffic in liquor continued,
the Courts were in session for about two weeks
each term. Civil cases have been greatly dimin-
ished, and there are now very few that come up
for trial. Here is a fact of immense importance.

oui-s and offences against the law will instantly

cease. This fact furnishes an argument in favour

of prohibiting the rum traffic, against which no

man can say a word

—

Boston Tekgraph.

For "The Friend."

Are not pride and the love of popularity slay-

ing thousands in this day of outward ease, caus-

ing the people to walk in the broad road that leads

to destruction, as the sons of Eli did ? And will

not separations in the Society of Friends strengthen

these in their evil courses, and cause there to be

more infidels ? Are not too many boasting of their

numbers, and saying this or that is the larger

body ? Cannot the Lord cause one to chase a

thousand, and two to put ten thousand to flight ?

Did David gain anything by numbering the Lord's

people, and does not the Pope at Rome boast of

the number and the strength of his followers ?

I believe there are many true mourners at th'

time in our religious Society, who cannot boast of

numbers, but who would rejoice to hear of a gene-

ral uniting of all our members in worshipping and
serving the Lord in spirit and in truth. Why
should so many be striving to deceive themselves

and their neighbours, when they know they can-

not deceive God ?

Iowa, Third mo., 1855.

Saint Paul at Athens.

At Athens, the centre at once and capital of

the Greek philosophy and Heathen superstition,

takes place the first public and direct conflict be-

tween Christianity and Paganism. Up to this

time there is no account of any one of the apostles

taking his station in the public street or market-
place, and addressing the general multitude. Their
place of teaching had invariably been the syn-

agogue of their nation, or, as at Philippi, the

neighbourhood of their customary place of wor-
ship. Here, however, Paul does not confine him-
self to the synagogue, or to the society of his

countrymen and their proselytes. He takes his

stand in the public market-place (probably not

the Ceramicus, but the Eretriac Forum), which,
in the reign of Augustus, had begun to be more
frequented, and at the top of which the famous
portico from which the Stoics assumed their name.
In Athens, the appearance of a new public teacher,

instead of offending the popular feelings, was too

familiar to excite astonishment, and was rather

welcomed as promising some fresh intellectual ex-

citement. In Athens, hospitable to all religions

and all opinions, the foreign and Asiatic appear-

ance, and possibly the less polished tone and dia-

lect of Paul, would ouly awaken the stronger

curiosity. Though they afi"ect at first (probably
the philosophic part of his hearers) to treat him
as an idle " babbler," and others (the vulgar,

alarmed for the honour of their deities) supposed
that he was about to introduce some new religious

worship which might endanger the supremacy of

inimitable Attic dialect, when oratory had obtained i

its highest triumphs by "wielding at will the,

fierce democracy"—the walks of the philosophers,
\

who unquestionably, by elevating the human mind
;

to an appetite for new and nobler knowledge, had

,

prepared the way for a loftier and purer religion.

.

It was in the midst of these elevating associations, i

to which the student of Grecian literature in.

Tarsus, the reader of Menander and of the Greek

»

philosophical poets, could scarcely be entirely
j

dead or ignorant, that Paul stands forth to pro-

,

claim the lowly yet authoritative religion of Jesus
j

of Nazareth. His audience was chiefly formed
|

from the two prevailing sects, the Stoics and Epi-
^

cureans, with the populace, the worshippers of the '

established religion. In his discourse, the heads
\

of which are related by St. Luke, Paul, with sin-|

gular felicity, touches on the peculiar opinions of

each class among his hearers; he expands the,

popular religion into a higher philosophy, he im-l

hues philosophy with a profound sentiment of|

religion.

It is impossible not to examine with the utmost

interest the whole course of this (if we consider,

its remote consequences, and suppose it the first
i

full and public argument of Christianity against
j

the heathen religion and philosophy) perhaps the
j

most extensively and permanently effective ora-|

tion ever uttered by man. AYe may contemplate

,

Paul as the representative of Christianity, in the •:

presence, as it were, of the concentrated religiottj

of Greece, and of the spirits, if we may so speak,
j

of Socrates, and Plato and Zeno. The opening of
i

the apostle's speech is according to those most per-

fect rules of art which are but the expressions of,

the general sentiments of nature. It is calm, tem-i

perate, conciliatory. It is no fierce denuncialioa>i

of idolatry, no contemptuous disdain of the pre-,j

valent philosophic opinions; it has nothing of the.j

sternness of the ancient Jewish prophet, nor the <

taunting defiance of the later Christian polemic,
j

"Already the religious people of Athens had, un-;j

knowingly indeed, worshipped the universal deity,,!

for they had an altar to the unknown God. The

nature, the attributes of this sublimer being,.)

hitherto adored in ignorant and unintelligent
j

homage, he came to unfold. This God rose far;

above the popular notion ; he could not be con-

1

fined in altar or temple, or represented by any visi-

;

ble image. He was the universal father of mankind,

.

even of the earth-born Athenians, who boasted
(

that they were of an older race than the other
|

families of man, and coeval with the world itself.

,

He was the fountain of life, which pervaded and
j

sustained the universe ; he had assigned their i

separate dwellings to the separate families of man."
j

Up to a certain point in this higher view of thei

Supreme Being, the philosopher of the Garden as

well as of the Porch might listen with wonder and

admiration. It soared, indeed, high above thej

vulgar religion : but in the lofty and serene Deity,
j

who disdained to dwell in the earthly temple, and,
their own tutelar divinities, he is conveyed, not! needed nothing from the hand of man, the Epi-^

without respect, to a still more public and com- curean might almost suppose that he heard the

,

modious place, from whence he may explain his 1 language of his own teacher. But the next sen-(

doctrines to a numerous assembly without disturb- i tence, which asserted the providence of God as the i

anoe. On the Areopagus the Christian leader
j

active creative energy,—as the conservative, the

takes his stand, surrounded on every side with : ruling, the ordaining principle,—annihilated at

whatever was noble, beautiful, and intellectual in once the atomic theory and the government of

blind chance, to which Epicurus ascribed the

Crime and the grog- always go together.

rum-selling, and nearly all kinds of misdemean

the older world,—temples, of which the materials

were only surpassed by the architectural grace and
majcfty—statues, in which the ideal anthropo-

morphism of the Greeks had almost elevated the

popular notions of the Deity, by embodying it

origin and preservation of the universe. " This

high and impressive Deity, who dwelt aloof ia

serene and majestic superiority to all want, was

perceptible in some mysterious manner by
human forms of such exquisite perfection—public

j

his all-pervading providence comprehended the

edifices, where the civil interests of man had been
j

whole human race; man was in constant union
discussed with the acuteness and versatility of the, with the Deity, as an offspring with its parent.",
highest Grecian intellect, in all the purity of the

|
And still the Stoic might applaud with complacent
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itisfaction the ardent words of the apostle; he

light approve the lofty condemuation of idolatry.

We, thus of divine descent, ought to think more
obly of our Universal Father, than to suppose

lat the godhead is like unto gold, or silver, or

one, graven by ait or man's device." But this

Ivine providence was far different from the stern

|id all-controlling necessity, the inexorable fatal-

pi of the Stoic system. While the moral value

human action was recognized by the solemn

tributivo judgment to be passed on all mankind,

le dignity of Stoic virtue was lowered by the

;neral demand of repentance. The perfect man,

ie moral king, was deposed, as it were, and
i)ased to the general level; he had to learn new
psons in the school of Christ, lessons of humility

id conscious deficiency, the most dii-ectly opposed

I
the principles and the sentiments of his philo-

I
The great Christian doctrine of the resurrection

|osed the speech of Paul ; a doctrine received with

iockery perhaps by his Epicurean hearers, with

jspension of judgment probably by the Stoic,

Sth whose theory of the final destruction of the

brld by fire, and his tenet of future retribution,

might appear in some degree to harmonize.

j)me, however, became declared converts; among
jhom are particularly named Dionysius, a man of

fficient distinction to be a member of the famous
!urt of the Areopagus, and a woman named
Imaris, probably of considerable rank and in-

lence.

! At Athens, all this free discussion on topics re-

fcing to the religious and moral nature of man,
d involving the authority of the existing reli-

passed away without disturbance. The jea-

reverence for the established faith, which,
spiring with its perpetual ally political faction,

d in former times caused the death of Socrates,

exile of Stilpa, and the proscription of Diagoras

Melian, had long died away. With the loss

jindepcndence, political animosities had subsided,

jd the toleration of philosophical and religious

difference allowed the utmost latitude to specu-

iiive
inquiry, however ultimately dangerous to

k whole fabric of the national religion. Yet
lytheism still reigned in Athens in its utmost
endor; the temples were maintained with the

l^hest pomp; the Eleusinian mysteries, in which
iigion and philosophy had in some degree coal-

Sed, attracted the noblest and the wisest of the

hmans, who boasted of their initiation in these

ijblime secrets. Athens was thus, at once, the

;'ad-quarters of Paganism, and at the same time

,3 place where Paganism most clearly betrayed
I approaching dissolution.

—

Milman.

Geology at a Discount.—The geologist, if he be
ly in earnest, is far too tired, after his day's

rk, to trouble himself about the aristocratic air

his quarters, and besides, generally manages to

his outer man into so uncleanly a condition,

a grand hotel would have some scruples in

ing him in. Professor Sedgwick, after a bard
TDing's work, betook himself to a village inn for

unch of bread and cheese. When he asked
l|at ho had to pay, he was told, "fourpence!"

I
could not avoid remarking on the smallness of

;b charge. "Ah, sir," said the landlady, "I
ipuld ask eighteen pence of any one else, but I

jly ask fourpence from you, for I see you have
|!U better days." At another time a lady stopped

i the roadside, where he was working, made some
Ijuiries, and gave him a shilling, because his an-

ijers were so intelligent for his station. He met
te same lady at dinner nest day, to her great

iionishment. A well-known geologist, long sec-

tary to the Geological Society, was once taken

up while at his vocation, and dragged to the Bris-

tol Asylum for an escaped lunatic. On another
occasion, tired, and with his pockets full of the

day's treasures, he mounted a stage-coach, and fell

fast asleep. Waking at his journey's end, he was
horrified to find his pockets as empty as when he
set out. An old woman, who sat beside him, feel-

ing the pockets full of stones, took him for a mad-
man, who had loaded himself more effectually to

secure drowning; so she slily picked out the fos-

sils one by one, from the drowsy philosopher, and
tossed them on the roadside.

—

Musical World.

Selecled.

WHAT IS THY HOPE ?

What is tby hope? 0, if to the earth,

Like the grovelling viae it clings.

Nor shoots one aspiring tendril forth,

In search after higher things

—

In vain 'tis nurtur'd with ceaseless toil,

Confined to the world's ungenial soil.

Each prop that supports it must perish, and all

Its buds of fair promise unopened fall.

Alas for the hopes which are nourished here,

'Midst the storms of earth's changeful atmosphere.

Then what is thy hope? To what pitch of pride

Would thy restless ambition tower?
Wouldst thou over fallen empires stride,

To the summit of human power?
Couldst thou conquer realms, make thy will their law,

And hold the subject world in awe;
Should kings as vassals attend thy nod,

Thou must die, and thy spirit return to God;
And how worthless are sceptres and thrones of power,
To a monarch's soul in his dying hour.

Say, what is thy hope? Dost thou pursue
Of pleasure the giddy round ?

With the phantom of happiness ever in view,

Where true happiness never was found.

plunge not in search after bliss supreme,

'Midst the whirlpool of pleasure's polluted stream;
Amidst her mad orgies thou never canst find,

Joys worth the pursuit of a rational mind;
fly her seductions, resist her control

—

She poisons, debases, and ruins the soul I

But what is thy hope? Dost thou pant to find

Of riches a treasure untold?

Thou never canst purchase peace of mind,
Nor length of days with gold.

It procures no exemption from worldly woe,
Nor will Death for a bribe his prey forego

;

Though thou hoardest up wealth, layest field to field.

No advantage in death will thy treasure yield:

Thou must leave thy possessions to other men.
And where will thy hope and thy soul be then?

Yet what is thy hope ? Is it that which leads

The aspirants to glory forth^
To win for themselves heroic deeds.

The fleeting applause of earth?

Thou mayest couple thy name with high renown,
And send it to future ages down,
And men yet unborn may applaud the tale

;

But what will their plaudits to thee avail.

When thy form shall be mouldering amongst the dead,

And thy soul to the last great audit fled ?

Then what is thy hope? Consider how high
Is thy destiny ; think on the worth

Of a soul that is born for eternity,

Though it sojourn a while upon earth.

why are the views of immortals confin'd

To narrower limits than Heaven assign'd?

Why, when form'd to exist in a happier sphere.

Should we bury our expectations here
;

And vainly think for substantial good.

In a world of unceasing vicissitude?

What is thy hope? Will it stand the test

Of nature's expiring hour?
Like armour of proof, will it shield tby breast

Against the grim tyrant's power?
Will it gladden thy soul and dispel the gloom,

The horrors of darkness that veil the tomb,

When the damps of death to thy brow shall start.

And the life-blood ebbs from thy freezing heart?

Avpay with it else; it is worse than vain,

To cherish a hope that will fail thee then.

But hope thou in God, for a dying hour,

This hope a sweet assurance brings,

r of God,
•iS Christ,

I forth hy

When worldly preferments, wealth, and power,
Shall all be forgotten things.

Aye, hope thou in God, though a feeble worm

;

Thy soul shall be safe, and thy confidence firm,
Thou shalt traverse in safety tbe gloomy abyss,
Which divides the eternal world from this

;

And consigning in hope tby frail flesh to the sod,
Tby soul shall ascend to thy Saviour and God.

For "TheFrlonJ."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETUIIES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of tbe Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 222.)

GRIFFITH OWEN.

Our ancient Testimony

.

" Our solemn confession, in the holy fci

concerning our Lord and Saviour Jet

according to the several testimonies give

our faithful brethren.

We sincerely believe, own and confess no other
Lord and Saviour than oar Lord Jesus Christ, the
Son of the living God, to whom the prophets and
apostles give witness, and who, in the fulness of
time, took flesh of the seed of Abraham, and of
the stock of David. We confess to his miraculous
conception by the power of the Holy Spirit over-
shadowing of the virgin Mary; and to his being
born of her, according to the flesh, and that he
took upon him a real body, and that he was a real

man, and that in the days of his flesh he preached
righteousness, wrought miracles, was crucified,

being put to death by wicked hands; and that he
was buried, and rose again the third day, accord-

ing to the Scriptures ; and after he rose, ho really

appeared to many brethren, and afterwards he as-

cended into glory, according to the wisdom and
power of the heavenly Father, and is glorified

with the same glory which he had with the Fa-
ther before the world began, being ascended far

above all heavens that he might fill all things,

whose glory is incomprehensible. We also be-

lieve, that he is that one Mediator between God
and man, viz., that entire, perfect, heavenly, and
most glorious Man, Christ Jesus, who ever lives,

and endures in his soul, or spirit, and glorious

body. We further believe, that according to his

proiuise to his disciples before he left them, viz.,

that he would come unto them again, and that he
that was with them, should be in them; they ia

Christ, and Christ in them. That accordingly he
came ; and that he who appeared in that body
which was prepared for him, full of grace and
truth, and received the Spirit, not by measure,

appeared by a measure of his grace and spirit ia

his apostles and disciples, and doth since in all

his faithful followers. That he is their King,
Prophet, and High Priest, and intercedes and
mediates in their behalf, bringing in everlasting

righteousness, peace, and assurance for ever into

their hearts and consciences. To whom be ever-

lasting honour and dominion. Amen.

Concerning the soul's immortality, and the resur-

rection.

We believe our souls are immortal, and shall be

preserved in their distinct and proper beings, and
shall have spiritual, glorious bodies, such as shall

be proper for them, as it shall please God to give

them in the resurrection, that we may be capable

of our particular rewards, and different degrees of

glory after this life in the world to come.

Gripfith Owen,
John Wilsford,
George Maris,
John Adams,
NiCHOLA.s Walln,

and 34 others."

At Philadelphia Monthly Meeting held about
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the close of the Sixth month, 1694, Griffith Owen
informed his friends of a prospect, which had at-

tended his mind, of a temporary sojourn in Eng-
land, and of some religious service whilst there.

He ieft it with his friends, and they having unity

therewith, he made preparations for his journey,

and Thomas Janney having been liberated to per-

form a religious visit in England, they went to-

gether. Griffith says, "About the latter end of

the Third month, (1695,) in the unity of the bre-

thren in Pennsylvania, we took our leave of them,

and went to Maryland, to take our passage for

England. I may safely say. the presence of God
went along with us, and preserved us, through

exercises and some perils we met with. We came

safely to London, where wc visited our friends and

brethren."

After travelling for some months, they addressed

a letter to Friends of Philadelphia Quarterly

Meeting, which was read to the "satisfaction" of

that meeting, First mo. 2d, 1696. They soon,

after writing this epistle, parted company. Tho-

mas Janney's health failed, and he at different

times was obliged to lay by to rest and recruit.

About the beginning of the Eleventh month, tbey

were preparing to leave England, and Samuel
Waldenfield and John Field addressed an epistle

to Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, to send by

them. It bore date, Tenth mo. 31, 1696, and
informs the meeting they embrace the opportunity

of writing to them " by our dear and well beloved

friends, Thomas Janney and Griffith Owen, whose

labours of love in the gospel of Christ we truly

esteem. We have unity with them, and were

glad of their kind visit. Our prayers unto God
are, that they and you with all who are made par-

takers of life in Christ Jesus, and of the comfort-

able fellowship of the gospel of peace, may be

preserved in the love and obedience unto the

Truth to the end. It is in the Truth that our

peace and acceptance with God is known, and our

unity and fellowship witli God and one another,

is felt and increased. In this, although many
members, we are one body. Although at a great

distance outwardly, we are near and dear unto the

Lord and one another, knowing and witnessing to

our comfort that we are the Lord's heritage, and
people, and that our righteousness is of him. No
weapon formed against us, shall prosper, and every

tongue that rises in judgment against us, the Lord
will confound. This is our joy and comfort, in the

midst of our many exercises, and in the time when
many pens and tongues are employed against us."

Thomas Janney's health continuing to decline,

he never left England, dying in the Twelfth mo.

Griffith appears to have returned to Philadelphia,

in the following Third month.

Diligently labouring to fill up his religious, his

social, and professional duties, Griffith Owen was
for some years much about home. In the Sixth

month, 1698, William Ellis, then from England
on a religious visit, writes that he was about leav-

ing Philadelphia to attend a country Quarterly

Meeting, adding, "And hope to return and stay

some time with Griffith Owen, and take something
to help my body." Griffith had prcp.;ii d a me-
morial concerning his friend and late tiavelling

companion, Thomas Janney, which was read and
i

approved in the Meeting of ministering Friends,

.

held at Burlington, in the Seventh mouth.
i

Early in the year 1699, William Ellis being about
I

leaving America, Griffith Owen addressed him this

brief epiatlc.
i

" Pbiladelpbia, 3d of Second too., 1699.

My dear Friend,—I cannot forget thee, nor thy
service or labour of love amongst us, the remem-
brance of which draws my sincere love as a stream

unto thee, which I believe distance of place or

length of time cannot wear out nor stop. Mayst
thou feel my brotherly love to thee beyond what
my pen can express. I earnestly desire the Lord
to accompany thee with his power and presence
in all thy undertakings, and to make thee more
and more instrumental in his hands. Dear Friend,
remember us and the little flock in this wilderness,

when thou art far from us, in thy nearest ap-

proaches to the Lord; and I desire thee to mind
my love to all friends in England.

I remain thy friend and brother,

Griffith Owen."
Towards the close of the Third month, that

year, Griffith Owen attended the Yearly Meeting
for the Western Shore of Maryland. The meet-
ing commenced on the 27th of the month, and it

was in the language of one of the members of it,

"A very glorious Yearly Meeting; the Lord's
heavenly power was over all, and Friends were
greatly comforted and strengthened." When the

Yearly Meeting was over, Griffith with Aaron
Atkinson, and Thomas Story with his companion,
went over the Chesapeake Bay to the house of W.
Sharp, near which, on the 4th of the Fourth mo.,

they held "a large and good meeting." A few
days after this meeting, Griffith returned to the

city.

At the request of the General Meeting of Minis-

ters, he drew up this year an account of such of

the " Separates" as had gone "to the Priests."

He also prepared an epistle to Friends of the

Second-day Morning Meeting, which was read in

the Meeting of Ministers, and being approved by
them, it was adopted, and he was directed to for-

ward it to London. This year was one of great

mortality in Philadelphia, a highly malignant fever

prevailing during the Seventh and Eighth months,
which cut off a great number of people, among
whom were a number of valuable Frienas. Griffith

Owen appears to have been actively engaged in

ministering to the sick and sufiering in the city,

in the Seventh month; but, on the oOth, he left

it to attend the General I'early Meeting for Mary-
land. He returned from this service before the

end of the Eighth month, and found the health of

the city improved. On the 1st of the Tenth mouth,
he was at Chester to receive William Penu, and to-

ward the close of the month at a "small but com-
fortable" meeting at Haverford.

Friends of Philadelphia felt a concern for the

prosperity of Truth everywhere, and manifested it

in labours of love by them. At the Quarterly

Meeting held there. Tenth mo. 5th, 1698, Griffith

Owen was appointed to draw up an epistle " to

encourage Friends living near Elizabethtown, to

be faithful to the truth," and at the following

Monthly Meeting, he was desired with others to

prepare an epistle to Jamaica Friends, for a simi-

lar purpose. Jamaica Friends were under sufier-

ing at this time, and those near Elizabethtown
needed sympathy and counsel.

In the year 1700, we have little account of his

religious labours further than the many appoint-

ments in his Monthly, Quarterly, and Y'early

Meetings. Early in 1701, he spread before his

friends a concern he had felt to visit the meetings

of Friends in New England, in company with

John Salkeld. With the unity of his Monthly
Meeting and the Meeting of Ministers, he pro-

ceeded on this journey, which occupied him about

three months. He was at his own Yearly Meet-
iir: in the Seventh month, where an estvcis3

arcrDC in relation to members coming from Eng- i

land extravagantly dressed. Of this concern the

epistle to London informed Friends there, and
|

Griffith was one appointed to prepare it. During
the rest of this year, we find frequent traces of his i

religious labours. Soon after Y'early Meeting, we

'find him with his warm friend, John Salkeld, at

tending a "large, quiet, and orderly" meeting a

Darby. On the 19th of the Eighth month, h(

was at a good meeting at Merion, and we fine

him twice at the meeting held in Germantown
before the close of the year. On the 30th of the

First month, 1702, he attended a meeting at

I

Frankford. Going into the house, he found none

there, but soon after his friend, Nicholas Walln.

came with his family. Griffith says, that sifting

there he "felt great tenderness and comfort, bui

as the meeting gathered, a dark, drowsy spirit camt

over it, under which he and Nicholas laboured a

considerable time in secret." In the distress this

spirit occasioned "he was ready to wish himsell

at some other meeting. But at length the Lord's

power sprung up, and they then had power to re-

lieve themselves, and came away easy."

For " The Friend."

Loving and Forgiving.

" Oh, loving and forgiving

—

Ye angel words of earth,

Years were not wortli the living,

If ye two had not birth.

" Let liim, who has never in his life done wrong,

be allowed the privilege of remaining inexorable.

But let such as are conscious of frailties and

crimes, consider forgiveness as a debt which they

owe to others. Common failings are the strongest

lessons of mutual forbearance. Were this virtue

'

unknown among men, order and comfort, peace

and repose would be strangers to human life.

"Oh, loving and forbearing

—

How sweet your mission here.

The grief that ye are sharing,
,

Hath blessings in its tear.
^

" Of all the passions which invade the human i

breast, revenge is the most direful. When allowed

to reign with full dominion, it is more than suf-'i

ficient to poison the few pleasures which remain!

to man, in his present state. How much soever a'

person may sutler from injustice, he is always in

hazard of sufi'ering more from the prosecution oi

revenge. The violence of an enemy cannot inflict
i

what is equal to the torment he creates to him-

self, by means of the fierce and desperate passions,;

which he allows to rage in his soul.
i

" Oh, stern and unforgiving

—

'

Ye evil words of life,

That mock the means of living

With never ending strife.

"All that is great and good in the universe, i.

on the side of clemency and mercy. The Almightj

Kuler of the world, though for ages offended bj^

the unrighteousness, and insulted by the impietjj

of man, is '^ long-svffcring and slow td anger.'

\

His Son, when he appeared in our nature, exhil

bited both in his life, and his death, the mos I

illustrious example of forgiveness, which the work I

ever beheld. It we look into the history of mani

kind, we shall find that, in every age, they wb
have been respected as worthy, or admired a

great, have been distinguished for this virtue

j

Revenge dwells in little minds. A noble anc)

magnanimous spirit is always superior to it.

" Oh. harsh and unrepenting

—

How would ye meet the grave,

If heaven, as unrelenting,

Forbore not, nor forgave !

" To promote the virtue of gentleness, we ough
to review our character with an impartial eye ; ani

to learn from our oicn failings, to give that indu)

gence which in our turn we claim. It is prid
which fills the world with so much harsbnes.s an

severity. In the fulness of self-estimation, w
forget what we are. We claim attentions to whic'
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e are not entitled. We are rigorous to offences,

3 if we had never offended; unfeeling to distress,

3 if we knew not what it was to suffer. Have we
one of tbat forbearance which we all so earnestly
htrcat from heaven ? Can we look for clemency
rom our Judge, when we are so backward to show
to our brethren ?

For "The Friend,

si/ii'i for insertion in the Friend some remarks
taken from the Diary of Alexander Jaffray,
who died in Scotland, in the year 1673.

It was said of him by the Monthly Meeting of
riends at Aberdeen, that he was a sincere, up-
ght-hearted man all his time, and one that had
sen a seeker of the Lord from bis youth up, and
!ad much of the life of Jesus and spirit of holi-

ess attending his heart all along, as his eonversa-
jon witnessed; and died with blessed and living
ij'stimonies to the honour of Truth, before many
fofessors and profine who came to see him.
I During his last illness, which lasted twelve
lys, he gave forth, in the presence of many
fimi^k and others, very substantial attestations
tliiit most excellent dispensation of gospel light

id tnith, unto which he had of late years been
;oro perfectly and fully brought; in which also

3 had given up, with all readiness of mind, to
alk, ;ind in defence of which, resignedly to suffer.

mniig other e.xpressions, these following abun-
intlj prove the blessed condition of his spirit,

3 to the awful change.
' He remarked, " it was his great joy and comfort,
that trying hour, that ever'he had been counted

prtliy to bear a te.Himony to, and suffer for that
valuable principle of Christ's inward appear-
ice in the hearts of the children of men, visiting
d by Lis light, grace, and good spirit, which con-
^icelh of sin. And, further, that the greatjudg-
ment and condemnation of many in the nation,
hecially the religious professors, was and would

j,
their having so slighted and despised, yea, hated

Us Divine Light and the witness of it."—Third
fonth, 1855.

jflow needful is it for young men to look back
I on their young and tender years, how these
»re spent in vanity, and many times in much
pseness. How few are there that rightly con-

t'ler
how they are kept underlings in°grace all

lir days, and temptations many times for this

y cause, are let loose upon them ; that they
ive not considered, nor rightly been humbled for

|3 sins of their youth. It is said of the wicked
job xs. 11), « Their bones are full of the sins of
pir youth." So may it be many times, even
Ith the dear children of God, if they do not ad-
irt to and consider what they were in that time
!
their youth. David, in Psalm xxv. 7, prays
fvently for pardon of these sins. And how few
fc there that consider that the very remembering
[the sins then committed, without humiliation
!• them, and loathing of them, is, in the sight of
M, a multiplying of the same sin upon them,
e this clearly from Ezekiel, xsiiii. 19, 21.
How far are right thoughts of this matter from
3 consideration of many young fools, who excuse
jmselves from these things, as being but the
cks of their youth ! and thus notably play the
)1, not considering, as the wise man says, (Ecol.
9), that for these things God will briu"- them
judgment. Happy is the young man tliat be-
is early to seek after God, while his mother is

i teacher (Prov. xsxi. 1) ; that timely inquires
th the prophet (Ps. cxix. 9) wherewithal he
ly cleanse his way. And, for this purpose, he
3uld not faint nor be weary, nor mistake God's
ilings, if he be accustoming him to bear the
te- in his youth. ' It is good,' says Jeremiah

in Lamentations, iii. 27, 'for a man to bear the
yoke in his youth,' when, like a bullock, he is

unaccustomed to it. Jer. xxxi. 18. I may, if I
mistake not my case, speak something of this from
my experience, and exhort my dear children to
walk more warily and circumspectly in their youth
than T have done. It is not enough to be of a
mild and douce nature, and blameless as to public
ways before men. I thought in some measure I
could say it had been so with me ; that for many
years together, I had lived in a blameless way
before men, and had never thought all this while
of the sins of my youth ; or if there was, it was
but a very overly word of confession, until I was
near forty years old; and then, and ever since,
how have the sins of my youth been presented to
me ! How many times have I been laid in the
dust, upon the consideration of them ! Yet to
the eternal praise of the free grace of my God, 1
desire to speak it—his goodness was such to me,
pitying my poor and weak condition, that I was
not much troubled with thoughts of desperation

;

which might justly have been my case, consider-
ing how vile and loathsome a wretched creature I

ve been. But all this while, for some years
together, there was left for me good and solid
rounds to have hope in his mercy; only some

vile and violent temptations, as messengers of
Satan, were let loose to buffet me. And among
other ends, which I consider the Lord pointed out
by these unto me, was the bringing mc more

great celerity, but quickly tire. It is a well estab-
lished law that every contraction of muscular fibre,
which gives rise to action, depends on some un-
known influence, transmitted through the nerves
from some part of the cerebro-spinal system; and
that intervals of relaxation are indispensibly requi-
site, otherwise this influence, whatever it may be
will be exhausted, the muscular fibre become inert'
and cease to obey the will, howcverstrongly it may
demand exertion. This is what produces the sense
of fatigue, and invites to repose, in order to pre-
pare for renewed effort. No set of muscles should
then be kept so long in action, as to exhaust the
nervous centres from which they derive their stim-
ulus, but care should be taken so to change from
one set to another, that each will have their appro-
priate portion of exercise, so that none will be left
unused, and none paralysed by fatigue.

It is a fact which common observation has prob-
ably brought home to the experience of most of
our readers, that to whatever particular object the
energy of the brain or nervous system under con-
trol of the will, is kept ordinarly applied, whether
It be a mental effort, or the exercise of a certain
set of muscles, the extra demand made to carry out
that object, will be satisfied at the expense of other
parts Thus, if the mind makes constant use of
the brain for the acquisition of knowledo-e, the
muscular system will not be fully developed or it
will want power; the muscles will contract' with
feebleness

; and if the only exercise taken, is walk-solidly to remember and be humbfed "for the sins I ing, the muscles of the lower limbs wiUbe welfde'of my youth, than ever formerly I had been; and
|

veloped and strong, while those of the chlst andto make me in his strength seek and resolve more arms w
closely to walk with him, and to make use of that
Scripture (1 Thess. v. 22), 'Abstain from all ap
pearance of evil' ! what a mercy is it, whet
the creature is helped rightly and timely to con
sider the great advantage it will be to him, wher
the case seems doubtful, to incline to the safest
hand of abstaining; and not only then, but to
abridge himself in the extent of his liberty, not
coming near to the out-most bounds of what is

lawful. For, if he make use of taking liberty to
come this length, he cannot long escape falling
'nto the ditch; and how deeply he may be plunged
ere he recover again, the Lord knows.

Thrice happy is he that is helped of the Lord
timely and seriously to think of this, and to make
conscience of such abstinence and abridging, &c.

Educational Statistics.—In the United States
there is one child attending school to every five
persons. In Denmark there is one to every four.
In Sweden one to five. In Prussia one to six.
In Norway one to seven. In Belgium and Great
Britain one to eight. In France one to ten. In
Austria one to thirteen. In Holland and Ireland
one to fourteen. lu Greece one to eighteen. In
Kussia one to fifty. In Portugal one "to eighty.
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To the few hints offered in the last number, on
the effect of long continued study on the brain of
a child, we will add some remarks relative to the
efi'eot of continued confinement in School on the
muscular system, and the general health.

Boys are generally much less exposed to the ill

consequences of deficient exercise in the open air,

than girls; and girls attending day-schools, less
than those placed at boarding-schools.

The muscular fibre in children is comparatively
lax and deficient

lacks strength and adur

Children kept many hours in school, especially
if obliged to sit long at a desk, must neoesarily
greatly exhaust the nervous energy directed to the
muscles employed in holding the body erect-
they become weary, and the posture must be
changed, or the child suffer. This bears harder
on girls than boys, because the former are ex-
pected to maintain what is called a good car-
riage, whilst the latter are not so likely to be
reproved, if they lean to one side, or lounge on
their seats. In schools where no support is allow-
ed to the backs of young girls, and where they are
long confined, this often gives rise to serious evils
In their continued efibrt to comply with the demand
for an upright position, they exhaust the supply
of nervous energy required for the continued con-
traction of the muscles of the sides and hack; con-
sequently these give out, and refuse to obey the will
and the child is then too often said to have a weak
spine. To remedy this supposed defect, it is quite
probable, resort will be had to mechanical means
and stays or a laced bodice are called in, to give
their support in aid of the enfeebled members.

Nature does nothing in vain. If she finds that
we habitually neglect the use of certain parts of
the body, she ceases to make provision for their
maintainance or repair. Let the stoutest man
bandage his arm to his side so that it cannot be
used, and in a short time its muscles will shrink
and lose their power. Thus it is with the body
encased in stays or bodice. At first, the end de-
sired appears to be attained : the child can sit erect
for the required length of time, but the primary
injury instead of being repaired, is increased, and
unless circumstances change so as to free the suf-
ferer from the long continued confinement, and
allow her free exercise to reinvigorate the body and
call back the healthy power of the exhausted mus-

' !S, permanent disease must follow.

These things should teach us that children should
not be kept many hours in school, and that both boys
and girls should have ample time allowed them for

firmness, and consequently _ _
,.Ii^ „;*!,

-
.• ,

"'"^"
,

^'^'°g/roely sup-
1

unrestrained indulgence '^in thos"eTn"n'ocenrsport3
pl.ed with nervous stimulation the muscles act with which bring all the muscless of the body, in turn
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into active exercise, in order that their full growth

and vigor may be promoted, and general health of

body and mind be the result.

It is well known to the members of the medical

profession, that not a few of the cases of deficiency

in general strength, and disorder of the nervous

system among the comparatively young, for Tyhieh

they are called on to prescribe, have had their or-

igin in what are called the happy days of childhood

when so many of their sunny hours were passed

within the four walls of a school room.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

ECEOPE.—News from England to the 10th inst.

The Czar's death occurred shortly after noon on the 2d

inst., as reported by the last arrival. His disease was

atrophy of the lungs, and he suffered only a few days'

illness. His last words to the Empress were—" Tell

Frederick, King of Prussia, to continue attached to Rus-

sia, as he has hitherto been, and not to forget his father's

words." It is said that a few days before his death he

succeeded in effecting a complete reconciliation between

bis two eldest sons, Alexander and Constantine, who
were at variance. The news of the Emperor's death was

received in England with demonstrations of joy. In

several theatres the managers came before the curtain,

and announced the fact, which was received in most

instances with tumultuous cheering. On the reception

of the news at Berlin, the Court placed itself in mourn-

ing, and orders were issued for the whole Prussian

army to wear the symbols of mourning for four weeks.

At Vienna the news caused much agitation. The Em-
peror of Austria directs, " in acknowledgment of the

services rendered by Nicholas, the Nicholas regiment of

Cuirassiers shall always preserve that name as a sou-

venir in the Austrian army." At Paris the police ar-

rested several ballad singers for chaunting verses dis-

respectful to the dead Czar.

On the 2d inst., the Emperor Ale,xander the Second

ascended the throne, having peacefully succeeded his

father. He has issued a manifesto stating that he will

adhere to the policy of his father Nicholas. The Duke
Constantine and the other brothers and officers have

taken the oaths of allegiance to the new Emperor.

Alexander has confirmed the diplomatic instructions

issued by GortschakoH' for the negotiations of the Peace

Congress, and the first preliminary conference has been

held at Vienna. The Emperor Nicholas, prior to his

death, had recalled Menschikofif, and appointed General

Gortschakoff chief in command, Osten-Sacken the sec-

ond, and given to Gen. Luders the command in Bessa-

rabia. The Emperor Alexander has appointed General

Eudiger Minister of War.
SEBASTOPOL.—A despatch from Sebastopol, dated

March 5th, reached Paris on the 7th, stating that 50,000

Russians were threatening the English forces at Balak-

lava. General Bosquet was endeavouring to get his

crops in the rear of the enemy with the view of cutting

them off from reinforcements, and becoming in turn the

attacking party. The weather was very variable, but

at the latest dates was fine. A convoy of 200 w.agons

has succeeded in entering Sebastopol. The firing con-

tinued on both sides with more or less steadiness. Dur-

ing the night of the 21st ult., the Russians threw up an

armed redoubt on the flank of the fortifications of Sebas-

topol, and on the night of the 24th it was attacked and

stormed by the French. The accounts of the event are

directly contradictory. A despatch from Menschikolf

says that the French were repulsed wdth a loss of 600

men, while the French accounts claim the victory with

100 of their men killed. The French likewise destroyed

some of the Russian works around the Malakofl" tower,

but had met with great loss.

The town of Broussa has been nearly destroyed by

an earthquake. A large number of inhabitants lost their

lives. The despatch says, 2000 perished.

LIVERPOOL.—Breadstuffs had declined largely in

price. Western flour selling at 34«. to 35s., and Balti-

more, 35s. to 38s. Cotton had advanced from J to \d.,

and consols had risen to 93.

AUSTRALIA, dates to Twelfth mo. 20, speak of seri-

ous disturbances at the gold diggings, in consequence

of attempts on the part of the government agents to

force the license regulations. In a conflict between the

miners and soldiers, a number of lives were lost on both

Bides.

UNITED STATES.—The Black Warrior case is said

to be in train for amicable settlement, the Spanish

thorities admitting that the Cuban Government exceeded

its powers. In consequence, Spain is disposed to accorc'

a just indemnity. The Starch for Dr. i'a»e.—The Se-

cretary of the Navy has appointed Lieut. Henry J.

Hartstene, of the Navy, to command the expedition to

the Arctic Seas, in search of Dr. Kane.

California.—K late arrival atN. York, brings $317,800
gold, and dates to 1st. The money panic had some-
hat subsided in San Francisco. Wells, Fargo & Co.

had resumed payment, and other houses, it was expected,

soon would also. Adams & Co. declared themselves
solvent. Copious rains had fallen. Flour, $14 ; new

butter, 45 cents ;
hams, 18; lard, 13J. The last month's

coinage at the mint amounted to $1,250,000.
Virginia.— Terrific Colliery Explosion.—On the 19th, a

frightful explosion of inflammable gas occurred in the

Mid Lothian Coal Pits, near Chesterfield, Va. Thirty-

four persons were instantly killed, and seventeen others

so badly burned, that in most cases there was no hope
of recovery. The explosion shook the earth for miles

around. The greater number of the workmen were
providentially out of the pit at the time.

Pennsylvania.— New Banks.— The Legislature has

passed a great number of bills chartering new banks,

and increasing the capital of others. One of the bills,

that for the Pottstown Bank, has been vetoed by Gov.
Pollock. The reasons assigned for the veto, will apply

most of the others, and probably induce him to with-

hold his sanction from them.
The G-roiciny Wheat.—In the western counties, there

said to be an increased breadth of ground covered

th wheat this year, and the general appearance of the

young crop is highly promising.

Ohio.—The breadth of ground covered with wheat in

the principal wheat growing sections, is stated to be
from one-third to one-fourth less than an average.

New York.—A new city ordinance provides more
eS'ectual means to prevent the sale of intoxicating

drinks on the first day of the week. It imposes a fine

of $10 for every glass of liquor sold. At a late auction

sale of real estate, stores on South, Beaver, Murray, and
Carlisle streets, of the average size of 25 by 100 feet.

Id at from $25,000 to $35,000 each. The shipments

of specie last week, amounted to $775,805, and since

the first of the year, to $4,554,835. Mortality last week,

456; one hundred and five deaths were from consump-
tion and inflammation of the lungs.

Philadelphia.—There are now, in this city, 283 public

schools in which 876 teachers are employed. The
Is number 52,073. The annual average cost of in-

struction for each scholar, is $8.79. Mortality last

week, 234.

Recruiting for the British Service.—Recruiting stations

have been opened in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore

d Boston, for the "foreign legion" of the British

army. This impudent attempt to violate the laws of

the United States, has, it is said, met with considerable

success, especially in New York, from which city a

large number of men, principally Germans and Irish,

h.ive been forwarded to Halifax, whence they will be

sent to the Crimea. The miserable dupes each receive

a bounty of thirty dollars, and a promise of eight dol-

lars a month after enlistment.

The Indians.—The Chippewa Indians have recently

conveyed to the United States about 12,000,000 acres

of land, in addition to the 8,000,000 acres, conveyed in

ihe Ninth month last. The Winnebagoes have also

conveyed to the United States about 1,130,000 acres,

on the Mississippi and Blue Earth rivers, Minesota.

Miscellaneovs.— Consumption of Cotton in 1854.—It

seems that a larger consumption of cotton took place in

Europe last year, than in any previous year. The deli-

very to the trade in Great Britain, amounted to 780,-

000,000 pounds, being an increase of 6 2-5 per cent, since

the previous year. In France, Belgium, Holland, Ger-

many, and Russia, the consumption increased between
3 and 4 per cent. In the United States, there was a

falling otr of 8 per cent.

A Hard Winter.—The Cleveland (Ohio) Leader says

:

The farmers of Carroll county have lost a very large

number of sheep. One man's flock in that county has

suffered a diminution of 500 head, and almost every

sheep grower has sustained loss. The clip of the wool

region of Ohio will be considerably reduced from that

of last year.

A Lancaster County Hog.—Jacob Leaman, of Lancas-

ter, Pa., lately killed a hog, a little over three years

old, which weighed 861 pounds, when dressed.

Maple Sugar.—The sugar making is now in full ac-

tivity in Vermont. It is an important branch of busi-

ness in that State, about 6,000,000 pounds being an-

nually produced.
Niagara Suspension Bridge.— On the 17th inst., a

freight train, weighiug three hundred tons, and extend-

ing from town to town, passed over the suspension

bridge, at Niagara Falls, settling it less than three

inches. Thestructure just completed cost about $500,000.

The old suspension bridge was used as a platform

building the new one, and has been removed. The
are three tracks upon the bridge.

Prohibition.—The New Brunswick House of Assemb',

has passed a bill prohibiting the sale and importatio

of spirituous liquors. It is expected to pass the legi;

lative Council.

State of the Ohio.—Oa the 23d inst., there were sevc

feet of water in the channel at Pittsburg, and nine fei

nine inches at Wheeling, and falling at both place

Freight was arriving freely from the east.

Scarcity of Provender.—Many cattle have perished i

Russell county, Va., for want of sustenance. The Al

ingdon Democrat states that several persons in thi

county have each lost from 40 to 50 head. Others hav

preserved the lives of their stock, by felling certain tree

the twigs and branches of which the cattle feed on.
,

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The winter session of the School will close on Sixth

I

day, the 6th of Fourth month. Those pupils, who re

turn to Philadelphia, will take the morning cars .at We!|

Chester, and arrive at the depot, about half past nin

o'clock.

The summer session of the School will commence o

Second-day, the 7th of Fifth month next. The pupil

will be conveyed by railroad to West Chester, whet

conveyances will be in waiting to take then 3d the

baggage to the School, on the arrival of the mornin

and afternoon cars, on Second-day, the 7th, and Tbirt

day, the 8th of Fifth month. The cars leave the depo !

south side of Market street, above Eighteenth, (formerl

Schuylkill Fifth street,) at 7J o'clock, A. M., and

o'clock, P.M. The agent of the school will be at tl

railroad depot on Second and Third-day afternoon

and will furnish pupils with tickets, and accompan

them to West Chester. Those who go by the momiii

train will be furnished with tickets by a person in ai

tendance. To those who procure tickets as direotei-

the fare from Philadelphia to the School, including bag

gage, will be one dollar, which will be charged to th'

scholar at the School. All baggage should be distinct!

marked West-town, and with the name of the owne;

and should be sent directly to the railroad depot. A[.

plications for admission must be made to Joseph Saow.

don. Superintendent at the School, or Joseph Scattei

good, Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, Philadelphia.

The West-town office is at Friends' Bookstore, Ni

84 Arch street, where all small packages for the pupi>

left before 12 o'clock on Seventh-days, will be forwardet

All letters for the pupils and others at the School, shotJ

be sent by mail, directed to West-town Boarding-Schoc

West Chester P. O., Chester Co., Pa. Postage should t

pre-paid, and packages should be distinctly marked an

put up in a secure manner, so that their contents will m
be liable to be lost by handling. The stage will lea^

West Chester during the summer session, for the Schoo

on Second, Fourth, and Seventh-days, on the arrival i

the afternoon cars from the city, and from the School 1

West Chester on the same days, to meet the afternoo

cars to Philadelphia. The fare for each passenger t

and from West Chester by the stage, will be 25 cent

When special conveyances at other times are provide

at the School, an extra charge will be made.

West-town, Third mo., 1855.

For the accommodation of the Visiting Committee,

conveyance will be at West Chester on Second-day, tb

2d of next month, on the arrival of the afternoon car

which leave the city at 4 o'clock.

Died, at the residence of his father, near Lloydesvill'

Belmont co., Ohio, on the 19th of Third moiith, 185'

Robert Lixdlet, son of Barak and Lydia R. Michene

in the 17th year of his age; a member of Plainficl

.Monthly Meeting. During his illness, which continue

about nine weeks, he suffered extremely, but bore h

suffering with christian patience unto the last. He ri

marked to his mother, a few days before his close, thi

he should not get well, and that he was willing to gi

and to one of his brothers, that he was going to h

sweet home. His loss will be keenly felt by his famil

and friends, but they mourn not without hope, ful

believing his spirit has been gathered by Him who gav

it, to the fold of rest and peace.

, at his father's residence in this city, on tl

10th inst., after a short illness, Philip Garrett, son

William and Elizabeth C. Biddle; aged 15 years and

months.
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Skilclics from History.

I

Georgo Fox says, " When the Lord first sent

|ae Ibith in the year lG-13, I was sent as an inuo-

unt lamb, and young iu years, amongst men in

he nature of wolves, dogs, bears, lions and tigers

;

'ito the world which the devil had made like a

/Uderness."

)
In 1G43, G. Fox was but nineteen years of age.

fhe state of England was at that time unsettled

[nd portentous. The aggressions of Charles the

first had caused great dissatisfaetion among his

ubjects, giving rise to a party, hostile to the

isurpations of that monarch, and with courage and

telf-reliance sufficient to resist with menacing front

he court and its servile supporters. As neither

[action would recede from the position it assumed,

[nd it was impossible for any government to be

ixecuted, while it remained uncertain to which

Lwful authority belonged, each had determined to

'ubrait the issue to the arbitrament of the sword.

!)ivil war was raging throughout the land. Vice

nd iramoralilies of various kinds, which had been

ut feebly restrained under the absolute domina-

ion of a national episcopacy, relying more upon

jhe observance of showy but lifeless forms, than

In the spiritual energies of the gospel, that evince

heir divine origin by changing the heart of the

;>eliever, when the Archbishop had been obliged

[o stoop to the block, and the power of the hier-

|,rchy was broken, were released from the fear of

lixposure that had heretofore kept them somewhat

n check. Nor had the victories of the Round-

leads yet seated them so firmly iu power, as to

enable them to bring their unsparing zeal and

ierce enthusiasm, to bear on the habits and morals

>f the masses.

No wonder, then, that the stripling who, at

:leven years of age, "knew pureness and righte-

msness," when sent forth to preach the gospel in

ts purity, its simplicity, and its spirituality, should

lave felt as a lamb among wild beasts; nor is it to

)e marvelled at, that at a time when the bonds of

iociety were broken, and iniquity stalked over the

and uurebuked, ho and his fellow believers and
abourers should have met with little but contumely

ind persecution wherever they went. They not

jnly strove to bring the people home to Christ

within the hope of glory, but in their efforts to

turn them from darkness to light, they bore an

open testimony against sin in all its manifesta-

tions. They exhorted the judges upon the bench

to do justice, exposing their partiality and oppres-

sion iu open court; men everywhere, in their

jworkshops, and in the market-places, were warned

against dishonesty, and bid to deal justly and speak

the truth : the publican was warned not to allow

his customers to drink to excess, while an unyield-

ing testimony was borne against plays, games, and

shows; in short, against everything calculated to

destroy the fear of God in the heart, and lead into

vanity and crime. But their sharpest rebuke and

protest went forth against the priests, who were

preaching up for sin for term of life, and by their

own example showing they had no sincere desire

to be freed from it. The testimony of Friends, to

a free gospel ministry, struck at the root of these

men's power, while the purity of their lives was a

sharp rebuke of their hypocri.sy and deceit, and as

might have been expected from such men at such

a time, they used the influence they possessed, to

stir up and assist others in stifling the voice of

their reprovers, by burying them in dungeons, or

banishing them from the land.

During the time of the commonwealth, the per-

secution of Friends went on with but little inter-

mission, sometimes waning a little in one part of

the realm, to break out with more unrelenting

severity in another. Cromwell feared to do what

he knew to be right, in relation to them, and died

with the knowledge, that within the noisome jails

of England, which with a word ho could have un-

locked, were shut up hundreds of innocent, upright

men and women, whose only crime was keeping a

conscience void of offence towards God, and to-

wards man, and of whom he had himself borne

testimony, that they "could not be won either

with gifts, honours, offices, or places."

After Charles the Second had ascended the

throne, from which his father had been driven by

his exasperated subjects, and made to pay the

penalty of death for his assumption of unlawful

power, be seeiuod disposed partially to fulfil the

promise made by him at Breda, of "liberty of

conscience." Richard Hubberthorn, having ob-

tained an interview with him, Charles said to him,

"None should molest Friends, so long as they

lived peaceably," promising this on the word of a

king, and telling him Friends might make use of

his promise ; and upon the intercession of several

Friends, but more especially at the solicitation of

Margaret Fell, he set at liberty about seven hun-

dred Friends, who had long been suffering in pri-

son, under various frivolous charges, during the

Protectorship of Oliver Cromwell and his son

Kichard.

The Parliament, freed for a short time in some

measure from the malevolent instigations of the

clergy, also manifested a disposition to listen to

the voice of truth and justice, and admitted some

'

of the despised Quakers to appear in the House of

Lords, and set forth the reasons why they could

not frequent the places of the national worship, pay

tythes to the priests, nor take an oath. They

were heard with attention and moderation, and

the work of securing their rights advanced so far,

that an order was drawn up for permitting the

society the free exercise of their worship, and

only wanted the royal signature to make it a law.

This was in the year 16(i0, seventeen years after

G. Fox had been first sent forth, and there was a

reasonable groune to believe, that the cruel suffer-

inws to which Friends had been subjected since

he first began to promulgate their faith, would be

materially mitigated, if not altogether stopped.

King Charles, though a dissolute, was a kinl-

hearted man, and some of the royalists, knowing

that several of the predictions of the Quakers con-

cerning the downfall of the commonwealth, and

the miserable end of their persecutors under it,

had been strikingly fulfilleil, entertained so strong

a feeling of respect for their religious character,

as to have addressed to them several queries, as

to the king's right to tlie crown, and their sen.se

as to his reign and government being blessed, and

established. Those queries had been answered by

Edward Buroughs, who, among other things,

sought to impress the court and men in power
with a conviction, that the reign and government
would be blessed or not, according as it avoided

the evil courses that had brought the reign of

Charles' father to a bloody end, and destroyed the

commonwealth, especially persecuting fur con-

science' sake. This, with the unexceptionable

lives and patient endurance of Friends, had un-

doubtedly made not a little impression, and all

dissenters waited in expectation of an act securing

liberty of conscience.

During this interval of repose, the meetings of

Friends increased greatly, many resorting to them

in search of the truth, and some out of curiosity,

and groat convincemonts took place, so that the

number of members was largely inerea.sed. George

Fox says, " The everlasting power of the Lord was

over all, and his blessed truth, life, and light

shined over the nation, and great and glorious meet-

ings we had and very quiet; and many flocked

unto the truth."

But the time for a permanent release from per-

secution had not yet arrived, and a pretext was

soon found for commencing it with increased rigor

and cruelty. Among the many restless and dis-

satisfied people, who were then living in Great

Britain, were a few zealot-!, who professed to be-

lieve that the time had come to establish the reign

of Jesus on the earth, and who were, therefore,

opposed to the settlement of Charles on the throne

of his ancestors. The millennial kingdom they pro-

posed to set up, was styled by them a fifth mon-

archy, which was to be under the absolute control

of the Prince of Peace, but which, absurdly

enough, they declared themselves authorized to

inaugurate by force of arms. Accordingly, hav-

ing made preparation for an insurrection in Lon-

don, about sixty of them, completely armed, and

headed by a man, of the name of Venner, a wine

cooper, sallied forth into the streets, in the night

of a First-day, and proclaiming King Jesus, strove

to incite the people to rebellion, and to drive out

the king and his officers. The whole c'ly was

quickly in an uproar. The drums wore beaten,

and the cry, "arm, arm," resounded in every

quarter. Being attacked by the trained bands, the

deluded insurgents took possession of an house,

and defended themselves in it, until the greater

part of them were killed. The few survivors being

seized, were tried, condemned, and e.'iecuted.

Sewell, in his short allusion to the insurrection,

says, "'The trained bands appeared in arms, and

all was in an uproar, and both the mob and sol-

diers committed great insolencies for several days,
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so that the Quakers, though altogether innocent,

became the object of the fury of their enemies,

and many were huled to prison, out of their peace-

able meetings."

George Fox was at the time in London, and

being lodged in Pail-Mall, at night a company of

troopers came and knocked at the door of the

house -where he was, which beiug opened, they

rushed in and laid hold of hiiu. One of them

clapped his hand on George's pocket, and askccl

him whether ho had any pistol ? George told him

he knew he did not use to carry pistols; and asked

him why he put such a question to him who he

knew to be a peaceable man? Leaving him, tbey

proceeded to search the house, and in one of the

chambers, they found Esquire Marsh, one of the

king's bed chamber, who, having become ac-

quainted with G. Fos, and formed a strong attach-

ment to him, had, out of affection, come to lodge

where he was. On tbeir coming down stairs,

dispute arose among them, whether they should take

George a prisoner, or leave him where they found

him, one of them asserting that he was one of the

ring-leaders. Through the intercession of Marsh

with the commander of the party, and his

pledge that George should be forthcoming in the

morning, the troop went off without him.

G. Fox says, "In the morning before they could

fetch me, and before the meeting was gathered

there came a company of foot to the house, anc

one of them, drawing his sword, held it over my
he:id. 1 asked him, why he drew his sword at a

naked man ? At which his fellows being ashamed,

bid him put up his sword. These soldiers took

me away to Whitehall, before the troopers came

for me. As I was going out, several Friends were

coming in to the meeting, [held in Pali-Mall,]

whose boldness and cheerfulness I commended,

and encouraged them to persevere therein. When
I was brought to Wbitehall, the soldiers and peo-

ple were exceeding rude, yet I declared truth

to them ; but some great persons coming by, who

were very full of envy, ' VVhat ! said they, do you

let him preach? Put him into such a place,

where he may not stir.' So, into that place they

put me, and the soldiers watched over me. I told

them, though they could confine my body, and

shut that up, they could not stop up the word of

life. Some thereupon came and asked me, ' What

1 was.' I told them I was a preacher of righte-

ousness. After I had been kept there two or tliree

hours, Squire Marsh spoke to Lord Gerrard, who

came and bid them set me at liberty."

make the miseries and misfortunes of a fellovmake it tenacious, and also imparts a sweeti

taste.
j

mortal, the subject of unfeeling speculation bn
In baking all grains and roots which have much

|
of ridicule also, striving to turn the tide of opinioi

starch in them, a certain change takes place in! in others into the same channel with his own
chemical composition. By baking, flour becomes

nutritious, and more easily digested, because more
soluble.

Barley contains rather less starch than wheat,

also less sugar and gum. There is little gluten,

but a substance somewhat like it containing about

the same amount of nitrogen.

Oatmeal is little used as food in this country,

but it is equal, if not superior, in its nutritious

qualities, to flour from any of the other grains ; su-

perior, I have no doubt, to most of the fine wheaten

flour of the northern latitudes. It contains from

ten to eighteen per cent, of a body having about

the same amount of nitrogen or gluten. Besides

this, there is a considerable quantity of sugar and

gum, and from five to six per cent, of oil or fatty

matter, which may be obtained in the form of a

clear, fragrant liquid.

Buckwheat isless nutritious than the other grains

which we have mentioned. Its flour has from sis

to ten per cent, of nitrogenous compounds, about

fifty per cent, of starch, and from five to eight per

cent, of sugar and gum. In speaking of buckwheat

or of oats, we of course mean with the husks.

Rice was formerly supposed to contain little nit-

rogen, but recent examinations have shown that

there is a considerable portion, some six or eight

per cent, of a substance like gluten. The percent

age of fatty matter and of sugar is quite small, but

and sometimes succeeding in turning away fron

'

the sick and afiiicted, the widow and the father

'

less, that help and sympathy which their peculia
'

situations and trials, may especially call fori

Instances of this kind are sometimes seen, bnl

let me record it as a solemn warning, that ]'

have often, in the course of following event; i

observed, that retributive justice seems to havil

especial relation to those who seem to say by thei:
'

conduct, " I sit a queen, and am no widow, an(.

shall see no sorrow." These have been made t(l

ftel. They have been made to fathom thosi

.

distresses of body or mind which they once treatec'

with so much lightness and inattention, and beei,

stung too, by the harrowing recollection of their

behaviour towards others in like circumstances'

no matter if they may even have supposed with;,

Paul, that they were "doing God service." ]'

have seen, in the midst of religious society, per]

sons suffering from disease, until apparentlji

.standing almost on the verge of the grave, con-

tinually (and thei/ knew not why) passed by and]

neglected by those whom they had loved as deai

brethern and sisters in the Lord'sflock ; with whoir

they had often tuken sweet counsel, and gone t('

the house of God in company, and who occupiec

the foremost ranks in our Israel; and I havt

believed that had not these poor, stricken ones

felt a much more sure attachment to the Great

Shepherd of the sheep, than their fellow professon

sugar

that of starch is much larger than any grain yet

mentioned, being between eighty and ninety per [evinced for them, they must, here, have stum

3ent., usually about eighty-two per cent.
|

and fallen. I would say, dear Friends, let

Nutrition in various Grains.—Wheat is one of

the mo.st important of all crops. The grain con-

tains from fifty to seventy per cent, of starch, from

ten to twenty per cent, of gluten, and from 3 to 5

per cent, of fatty matter. The proportion of glu-

ten is said to bo the largest in the grain of quite

warm countries.

It is a singular fact, in all the seed of wheat

and other grains, the principal part of the oil lies

near or in the skin, as also does a large portion of

the glutten. The bran owes to this much of its

nutritive and fattening qualities. Thus, in refining

our flour to the utmost extent, we diminish some-

what its value for food. The phosphates of the ash

also lie, to a great degree, in the skin. The best

fine flour contains about seventy pounds of starch

to each hundred. The residue of the hundred

pounds consists of ten or twelve pounds of gluten,

six to eight pounds of sugar and gum, and

fourteen pounds of water and a little oil.

Rye flour more nearly resembles wheaten flour

in its composition, than any other ; it has, however

Indian corn is the last of the grains we shall

notice. This contains about sixty per cent, of

starch, nearly the same as in oats. The proportion

of oil and gum is large—about ten per cent. ; this

explains the fattening properties of Indian meal,

so well known to practical men. There is, besides,

a good portion of sugar. The nitrogenous substan-

ces are also considerable in quantity—some twelve

to sixteen per cent.

All these statements are from a prize essay

of J. H. Salisbury, published by the New York
State Agricultural Society. They show that the

result of European chemists have probably been

obtained by the examination of varieties inferior to

ours; they have not placed Indian corn much above

the level of buckwheat or rice, whereas, from the

above, it is to be seen that it is " in most respects

uperior to any other grain."

Sweet corn diff'ers from all other varieties, con

taining only about eighteen per cent, of starch

Amount of sugar is of course very large; the nit

rogenous substances amount to the very large pro-

portion of twenty per cent. : of gum, to thirteen or

fourteen, and of oil, to about eleven. This, from

the above results is one of the most nourishin

crops grown. If it can be made to yield as muc
per acre, as the hardier crops, it is well worth a

trial on a large scale,

—

Prof. Newton.

For "The Friend."

Sympathy wilh Sufferings.

There appears to be, even in the hearts of the

most feeling, a certain inability fully to appreciate

the miseries of others, unless we have in degree,

felt them ourselves. It is experience in the

schools of disease and distress, which most fully

unlocks the heart, and gives us availingly to know
how humanity can feel under

carefully and seriously weigh our conduct in thct

unerring balance of the sanctuary, and see whethei

we are, in this, clear of the blood of all men ; see

f we have never administered occasion of stum-

bling, althoughitmay have been only to the hinder-

most of the flock. I once knew one of these

reprimanded for habits of association with irreli

gious people : His reply was, '
' I was once very sick,

,

and in need of sympathy and help ; not one of mj

fellow professors came to see how I fared, yei]

these people, who are said to have no religion

came and did all they could for me." In the

course of time this individual thew off all pro-

fession of religion, and became emphatically i

wordling, and who can say that the stumbling

block thus thrown in his way, was not one induce

ment to do so. True he had long, perhaps

ahcays, been one of the weaklings of the fold

but this was no reason why others should de
|

wrong. Was it the way to win back to the fok^

a straying brother or sister? or to evince the

spirit of true kindness, and that charity whicl

thinketh no evil, without which all other virtue!

will not avail ? I would not accuse any of evi

intentions, but my feelings have been pained it

viewing our omissions and commissions in regarc

to these things. True, we may, hereby, gain i

little present ease to the flesh, to that part in ns

which would shrink from beholding, or participat

ing in aflliction, but it will bring bitterness in thi

end.

There are those (let me speak plainly,) who wil

say of a brother or sister, borne down, perhaps

by the most harassing description of illness, com
pared to which mere bodily pain, is a thing almost

to be coveted. " There is not much the matter

it is mostly imagination ; if they would bui

more of certain gummy and sugar substances which can

the pressure of I summon up a little resolution they would soon be

mental or bodily suffering. But did not daily well, and it would be much better to tell them sc

experience set the matter beyond doubt, it would than to show them any pity or sympatliy;" anc

be no easy task to comprehend how one individual carrying these remarks into their practice, thej:

n the pride of selfish ignorance, not only will even in this manner speak to the poor, suffer-
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|ig creatures themselves; forgetting that "with
jhat measure ye mete, it shall be measured

jnto you again." Alas? they feel not the

founds they thus inflict; They do not feel, as

ae poor invalid does, that it requires all his or

ier resolution to hear their affliction ; nay, that

Eless Divine Goodness should vouchsafe to help

3m, tliey must sink. But the time may come,

ihen the dealings of these thoughtless ones will

ie returned upon their own heads; when they

rill see too, that they might have escaped much
afiFering, many stings of conscience, and humiliat-

iig recollections, by simply minding their own
,usincss, and that while so doing, they might
lave been messengers of sympathy and comfort.

I

would, dear Friends, that we might narrowly

ijarch our own hearts, and according to our

[leasure, strive in the ability given, to imitate our

|lessed Master, that faultless pattern of humility

jad kindness. Surely, the consciousness of having

jndeavoured to sooth the affliction, or bind up the

Token heart of a wayworn fellow traveller, will

icld far more real satisfaction, than can possibly

,e derived from a contrary course of action.

B. H.
!
Ohio, Third mo. 19, 1855.

The Great Salt miiua in the 3lountains of Yir-

inia.—The state of Virginia is moving in the

reat work of internal improvement, and is making

I
railroad that will reach the great salt mines of

iheir mountains, and in a few years that salt will

e distributed over the whole of the Eastern States

,—its superior quality will insure for it a ready sale

Iverywhere, for it is better worth one dollar per

bushel for table use than any other salt that ever

pme to our market is worth twenty-five cents It

3 a pure chloride of sodium, and will remain as

.ry as flour in any latitude from the equator to the

jole.

'• This great salt mine is in a trough between two

JQOuntains, at an elevation of 1,882 feet above the

level of the sea, and near the waters of the north

ork of Holsten river, a tributary of the river Ten-
nessee, and is near the borders of the Statesof Ken-
lucky, Tennessee and North Carolina, where these

lorder on a southwestern point of the State of

Virginia.

I The fossil salt lies about 220 feet below the sur-

|ace of the ground, and is encased in a vast deposit

jif gypsum.

;.
About 10 years since, two boxes of geological

specimens were sent to me from these mines and
from the surrounding country. In repacking these

|nto other boxes, some pieces of the fossil were put

jn a box with specimens of iron ore from the great

jron ore beds of Northern New York, and remain-

[;d in that connection until the present year. Ou
jeing opened the specimens were all in good order,

salt not having in the least corroded the iron,

)r produced any rust.

1 have no doubt that deposit of salt resulted from
rolcanic action. New Kiver, the head of one of

he tributaries of the Great Kanhawha river, is

lear this salt mine, and is undoubtedly the source

Df the saline supplies of the deep wells of Kanha-

1

(vha, but in its course thither it undergoes a

hange, and when raised from the deep wells is
j

found to contain bromine in great abundance.
j

The Kanhawha Salines are among the wonders
jof the world ; the water comes to the surface from

|

la depth of two thousand feet, and is as cold as a

inorthern blast in winter—thus exploding the the-

ory that the heat increases in the earth evert/where
\

as progress is made downward.
The gas which issues from these deep wells is

in abundance sufficient to illuminate the entire

Northern Hemi.sphere, and rises with a force that

is sufficient to throw a cannon ball a considerable

distance.

In the excavations made in the neighborhood of

the Salt mines of Virginia, the bones of the Behe-
moth are found of a size indicating an animal as

large as the Jiull of a ship of the line.

1 have no doubt the table salt of our market
will, in three years, be supplied by the Virginia

Salt mines, and even now, our grocers cannot do
better than to send to the Salt mines of Virginia

for pure table salt for the supply of their customers
who want a good article. E. Meriam.

For "The Friend."

Charity—an Indisptnsiiblc Virlue.

" Though I speak with the tongues of men and of

angels, and have not charity, 1 am become as

sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal. Charity suf-

fereth long and is kind; charity envieth not;

charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed vp ; doth

not behave itself unseetnl^, seeketh not her own,

is not easily pjrovoked, thinketh no evil ; rejoieeth

not in iniquity, but rejoieeth in the truth; beareth

all things, believeth all things, hopeth all things,

enduretli all things. Charity never faileth." "And
now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three ; but

THE GREATEST OP THESE IS CHARITY." This is a

christian virtue of essential importance to the true

practical believer, let it be spoken of by some as

it may.
About two hours before his death, James Nay-

lor said, "There is a spirit which 1 feel, that de-

lights to do no evil, nor to revenge any wrong, but

delights to endure all things, in hope to enjoy its

own in the end." " Its crown is meekness, its life

is everlasting love unfeigned, and takes its king-

dom loith entreaty, and not with contention, and

keeps it by lowliness of mind." "It never re-

joieeth, but through sufi'erings, for with the world's

joy it is murdered." He lound this spirit in the

depth of humiliation, from a sight of his own

frailty and backsliding. And the early Friends

could never have borne the indignities and the

cruelties inflicted on them, in the unresisting man-

ner they did, as became the followers of a sufler-

ing and victorious. Lord, had they not been well

acquainted with the spirit of divine charity.

Stephen Crisp gives this excellent counsel to

his brethren. " Let the brotherly love that was

sown in your hearts, as a precious seed in your

first convincement, continue and increase daily,

that as ye are made partakers of one hope of sal-

vation in Christ Jesus, so ye may continue of one

mind and heart, according to the working of his

whispering and talebearing, and bring every one
to deal plainly and uprightly with every one, not

suS'ering sin to rest upon the soul of thy brother;

but to deal with him quickly, plainly and tenderly,

even as thou thyself wouldst he dealt withal. And
however this kind of dealing be taken, thou shalt

not miss of thy reward, but thy peace will remain
with thee. While Friends' eyes are fixed upon
the power of God, as their guide and leader in all

these things, and their design is simply God's
glory, the clearing their own consciences, and the

good of their brother, they will not be discouraged

in their undertakings; for they know the power

will certainly come over whatsoever opposetb it,

and this will keep your minds quiet and free from

disturbances, when you see men and thing.', and

piirties arise against the power, knowing that the

power is an everlasting Kock. As for these things

that appear against it, they arc but for a season,

in which season patience miist he exercised, and

the counsel of wisdom stood in, and then you will

be kept from staggering, ov from scatterimj by all

the fair shows the spirit of opposition can make.

They that do enjoy the life and substance, and
feed daily of the bread that comes down from hea-

ven, have a quick sense and discerning of things

that are presented to them, and do know them that

are of the earth, earthly, by their earthly savour,

—

from those that are of the heavenly, with their hea-

venly savour. They know what feeds the head and
the wit, and carnal reason, and what will nourish the

immortal soul, and so come to be fixed, and are not

ready to feed upon unsavory food, nor to be easily

tossed, nor to be troubled at evil tidings, nor can they

be drawn after one thing or man by an affection, nor

set against another man or thing by a prejudice.

The true balance of a sound judgment settled in

the divine knowledge, according to the measure

that the Father hath bestowed, keeps such steady

in their way, both in respect to their own testi-

mony and conversation, and also in respect to their

dealing with others. Oh, my dear friends, in such

doth the Truth shine, and such are the true fol-

lowers of Christ, and they are worthy to be fol-

lowed, because their way is as a shining light,

shining on towards the perfect day. And in this

sure and steady way, my soul's desire is, you and

I may walk, and continue walking, unto the end

of our days, in all sobriety, truth, justice, righte-

ousness and charity, as good examples in our day,

and comfortable precedents in our end to them that

shall remain, th;it so we may deliver over all the

testimonies of our Lord Jesus unto the succeeding

generations, as pure, as certain, and as innocent

as we received them in the beginuing; and in the

Spirit in you, having a tender respect one for an- end of all our labours, travels, trials and exercises'

may lay down our heads in that sabbath of rest

that remains always for the Lord's people."

One of the evils, consequent upon an unsettled

other, as children of one father, and as such as feed

at one table For Christ hath ordained and doth

ordain in all his churches, that we should love one

another, and that we should shun all occasions of\

offence and grief—that we should walk orderly,

aud as becomes his holy gospel—that we should

be an honour thereunto, and a strength and com-

fort to one another. This is our great ordinance,

our new commandment, which was also from the ' even by those who have never swerved from the

beginning, and will always abide the same through '

faith of their forefathers, but who, in word, and

all generations. Therefore, my friends and bre- , deed, and life, have shown an unflinching ad-

threu, let the fruits of sincere and brotherly love
I

herenoe to the doctrines held by them. Such

abound amongst you, both in word and deed ; and i errors iu judgment not only prove the want of

let none he wanting in fulfilling the law of charity, [divine love, the charity that thinketh no evil, but

state of society, is to produce feelings of coldne

towards each other, and thus to lay waste the influ-

ence of the law of charity. When the cultivation of

this virtue has been insisted on, some regard it as

evidence of design to compromise principle,

without which all profession will be hut like sound-

ing brafs, or a tinkling cymbal.

But if this law be kept to, the life of religion

will be felt, and each one will be thereby taught

their duty and charge concerning another, and

know how to comfort in charity—to admonish in

charily—to reprove in charity—and also to receive

all these in charity. This will exclude forever all

also the want of true discernment. Honestly dis-

posed people may make mistakes in .substituting

creaturely zeal for the dictates of Truth, when

they are not restrained by the controlling and re-

gulating power of charity. It is good to mind the

doctrine of our Saviour, " He that doeth truth,

Cometh to the light, that his deeds may be made

manifest that they are wrought in God." Fre-
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quent sclf-examiuation fs all-important, and the

beam must be taken out every one's 63-6, before

he can sec clearly to take the mote from his bro-

ther's eye. A clear view of his own stale Tvill

humble and temper the self-whole man, and pre-

pare him to exercise rightly the gift of charity, by

which he may be divested of all ill-will towards

his neighbour, and be led to pray for his welfare,

as well as his own. As he advances in this path,

all high thoughts of his own attainments and

purity will be "banished, and he will covet humi-

liation in any degree that his Saviour may dis-

pense, if it will bring him into his image, and

acceptance. Then, in the love of the gospel he

will be fitted to labour availingly for the restora-

tion of those who have missed their way, accord-

ing to the apostle's injunction: " Brethren, if a

man be overtaken in a fault, ye which are spirit-

ual restore such an one in the spirit of meekness;

considering thyself, lest thou also be tempted."

When this becomes the condition of the acting

members, religious Society will recover its strength

and brightness, divine love will fill the heart, and

all partition walls which obstruct the iiow of true

christian fellowship, will be taken down—a high-

way will be cast up to walk in, and our light will

invite others into this communion, which is with

the Father, and the Son, and one with another in

Ether Jhr Steain Enylnes.—A Paris paper con-

tains the following, from which it seems probable

that ether is about to play an important part in

driving steam engines.

Experiments with M. du Trembley's system of

employing ether in conjunction with steam on

board steam vessels, and thereby obtaining a great

increase of motive power at less expense than of

steam by the existing system, were made four days

ago at Toulon, on board a magnificent vessel called

the France, which has been supplied with the ne-

cessary engines. The experiments took place in

the presence of a special commission consisting of

four engineers and two captains of the navy, and

Keav Admiral Delassaux, and a number of civil

functionaries and naval officers. In ordinary ma-

chines, steam, after setting the cylinder in motion,

is condensed by means of injection of cold water,

and is then discharged with nearly the total loss

of its heat; but on M. Du Trembley's system,

after moving the cylinder it is put in communica-

tion with ether, which absorbs and condenses its

heat, and, instead of escaping, sets in motion the

piston ofa second cylinder, and so greatly increases

the power of the engines. At eleven o'clock the

experiments commenced, and were continued un-

til two o'clock. All the usual movements of a

steam vessel were executed with perfect success,

and with much more regularity than is usual with

new engines. The average speed obtained was

nearly nine knots per hour. The saving of fuel

which M. Du Trembley's system causes to be ef-

fected, compared with the existing system, is 50

per cent. The France is 74 metres long, 10 me-

tres 85 centimetres wide; she can receive 1,400

tons of merchandise, and 90 passengers; her en-

gines are nominally of 300 horse power, and the

diameter of her screw is nearly four metres. She

carries 300 tons of coal and 4000 killogrammes of

sulphuric ether, and due precautions are taken to

prevent any danger from the employment of the

latter.

For "The Friend."

Loving and Forgiving.

" Oh, loving and forgiving

—

Sweet sisters of the soul,

In whose celestial living,

The passions find control I

"In the rufiJed and angry hour, we view every

ippearance through a false medium. The most

It fulfils the law. It fulfils the gospel. It wraps
|

up all in one, and brings forth all in the onenesi.\

It excludes all evil out" of the heart; it perfectEj

all good in the heart. How takingly doth it be-
j

have itself, in every condition, upon every ocoa-j

sion, to every person, and about everything. How'

tenderly, how readily, doth it help and serve the

meanest. How patiently, how meekly, doth it

all thinsrs either from God or man ; how un-

nconsiderable point of interest or Iwnour, swells ip^^jg^jy
^^^^^^ (jj^y ^^^^^ qj. ^q^ hard soevei

nto a momentous object, and the slightest attack
,

^-^^^ ^^^^ , jj^^ ^^^,^ j^ believe! How doth it

;eems to threaten immediate ruin. But when
^^^^ , jj^^ ^^^j^ -^^ excuse, how doth it cover.

pas.-ion or pride has subsided, we look around in

vain for the mighty mischiefs we dreaded. But

though the cause of contention has dwindled away,

its consec[uenoes remain. Let us reflect how little

we have any prospect of gaining by fierce conten-

tion ; but how much of the true happiness of life

we are certain of throwing away. Easily, and

from the smallest chink, the hitter waters of strife

are let forth : but their course cannot be fore-

seen; and he seldom fails of suffering most from

their poisonous effect, who first allowed them to

flow.

" Religion should extinguish strife.

And make a calm of human life
;

But friends that chance to differ

On points, which God has left at large,

How freely will they meet and charge !

No combatants are stiffer.

Where there is Christian friendship, there K-i7Z

di

Divine Providence always places the remedy

near the evil. There is not any duty, to which

Providence has not annexed a blessing; nor any

aiBiotion, for which he has not provided a re-

medy.

How kind is it even in its interpretations and

charges concerning miscarriages! It never d
chargeth, it never grates upon the spirit

him whom it reprehends. It never hardens, it'j

never provokes; hut carricth a meltingness and]

power of conviction with it. This is the na-'

lure of God. This, in the vessels capacitated

to receive and bring it forth in its glory, the
j

I

power of enmity is "not able to stand against,')

I

but falls before, and is overcome by." And "thisi

is the message ye heard from the beginning, that,

we should love one another; not as Cain who wasj

of that wicked one, and slew his brother;" but as*

Christ who gave himself for us; the just for the 1

unjust; that he might redeem us from all iuiquity,
]

and finally present us faultless before the throne

of his Father in heaven. Now the faith which is,

in Him, works by love to the purifying of the i

heart, and all our works, without this faith, are

be mutual affection, oneness of interest, and reci-idead. In this precious faith, we are led to for-j

procal acts of kindness. So far as friendship is
j

give as we would be forgiven; for, if we forgive 1

purely christian, it rausi be permanent. That Lot men their trespasses, neither will our heavenly.

which assumes the name, partakes of so large a I Father forgive us our trespasses. The commandij

portion of earthly alloy, as to expose it to accident
j

and promise of Christ is, "Forgive and ye shall ^

' ' ••
' ' -i: :-- ^"-

'

ije forgiven. Be ye merciful, as your Father also is.

merciful. Judge not, and ye shall not be judged.

;

Condemn not, and ye shall 7wt be condemned.

With the same measure ye mete withal, it shall

be measured to you again," whether it be of

d decay ; but friendship which has religion for

its basis, is a perennial spring affected by neither

summer's heat nor winter's cold—ever full and

ever flowing. Religion constitutes a new bond of

union, and strengthens the ties of natural affec-

tion. Christianity is a system of love. Like its

Divine Founder, whenever she prosecutes her

journey of mercy, she breathes ' on earth peace,

ood-will toward men.' And in proportion as we

cherish her spirit, and are influenced by her pre-

cepts, our conduct will exemplify 'whatsoever

things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely,

whatsoever things are of good report.' All the

disciples shared in the affection of our Lord, and

he evinced the strength of his love, by patiently

instructing their ignorance, bearing with their

infirmities, and dying for their sins; but he en

condemnation or forgiveness, judgment or mercy.

This is the doctrine of Christ, and will be our ex-

perience, therefore let us look well to our doings,

before the unalterable sentence may be pronounced,

"Let him that is unjust, be unjust still, and him

that is righteous, be righteous still."

The Whole Business of L//e.—The amiable and

gifted Jane Taylor, the last time she took up her

pen (it was on the day preceding her death) wrote

j—^--- .
, i^s follows:—"Oh, my dear friends, if you knew

tertained a special regard for the apostle John.
! ^\^^^ thoughts I have now, you would see as I do,

His was the privilege to lean on the Master's
] ^\^^^ {{jg whole business of life is preparation for

death.'bosom, and to be favoured with the vision of the

future conflicts and triumphs of the church. He
was ' that disciple whom Jesus loved.' As a man,

the Redeemer felt the force of natural affection,

founded on a congeniality of disposition ; for none

of his little family exhibited more of the meekness

and gentleness of Christ, than John.

"How blest the sacred tie that binds.

In union sweet according minds !

How swift the heavenly race they run.

Whose hearts, whose faith, whose hopes are one.

For each, the soul of each how dear,

What jealous love, what holy fear!

How doth the generous flame within,

Refine from earth, and cleanse from sin I

Their streaming tears together flow.

For human guilt, for human woe;

Their ardent prayers together rise,

Like mingling flames in sacrifice.

"O, how sweet is love ! how pleasant its nature !

It is the sweet, tender, melting nature of God,

flowing up through his seed of life, into the crea-

ture ; and, of alUhings making the creature most

like unto himself, both in nature and operation.

How much time is spent in preparing to live I

How little in preparing to die !

One who had lived "more than fifty years said,

as the hand of death was upon him, " I have all

my days been getting ready to live, and now I must

die !"

Would men but spend as much time in preparing

to die, as they spend preparing to live, the physi-

cal agonies of death would not so frequently be

heightened by the agonies of despair.

" The whole business of life is to prepare for

death." Thousands of death-beds—death-beds of

rejoicing, and death-beds of despair—have borne

witness to this truth. The reader will bear wit-

ness to it—perhaps at an early day.

In view of this truth, this very day should be

spent in preparing to die. Our chief attention

should this day be given to those things which

shall prepare us for the closing day of life. In

the same manner should all our coming days be

'pent.

Such course would ender life a dreary
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iste. Far from it. That man best enjoys life

ho is best prepared to leave it.

It is a mournful tbougbt that, in all probability,

me reader of these lines will meet death without

iing prepared for its dread realities.

Selecled.

THE WINTER ROSE.

;he soft blossoms of summer are fair to the eye,

;here brigbtly the clear silver Medway glides by;

i rich are the colours which autuiua adorn

—

gold chequer'd leaves, and its billows of corn.

ut dearer to me is the pale, lonely rose,

hose blossoms in winter's dark season unclose
;

'hich smiles in the region of winter's stern blast,

nd smooths the rough present by signs of the past.

nd thus when around us affliction's dark power,

clipses the sunshiue of life's glowing hour;

fhile drooping, deserted, iu sorrow we bend,

h, sweet is the presence of one faithful frieud.

he crowds whom we smiled with when gladness was
ours,

re summer's bright blossoms, and autumn's gay
stores

;

ut the friend on whose breast we in sorrow repose,

lat friend is the winter's lone, beautiful rose.

For "The Friend."

CIOGRAPllICH SKEKIIES,

f Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Conlinued from page 230.)

GRIFFITH OWEN.

In the Quarterly Meeting held in Philadelphia,

b First month, 1702, Griffith Owen, Thomas
fetory, Nicholas Walln, William Southeby, John
kinsey, and Penticost Teague were " desired to

Iraw up some heads in order to prevent super-

mous furniture in houses, and superfluous apparel,

Vith other disorders that may happen within the

t'mits of tbis meeting." In the Quarterly Meot-

ig in the Fourth month, a committee of six wo-

iu7n Friends were added to them, and in the Se-

knth mouth they presented to the meeting the

lesult of their labours, which was approved, and

py minute was directed to be "sent to each Monthly
Meeting in this county, it being the sense and
arnest desire of this meeting, that Friends may
)e careful to put in practice the particulars

hereof"

The labours of tbis committee appear to have

)een adopted by the Yearly Meeting, who issued

t, and directed Griffith Owen to sign it on its

jehalf The document recommends and enjoins

m Friends not to place their children apprentice

,0 such as are not in religious profes.sion with

hem, and enforces the necessity of taking care

,hat wherever placed "they may have suitable

earning and education, according to Truth."

A.fter exhorting all who proceed in marriage to do

t with the consent and approbation of the Monthly
Meeting they belong to, and directing that all who
should do differently, should be dealt with, the

iocument treats upon dress, particularly that of

,vomen. It recommends that bonnets should not

36 lined with gaudy materials, and that their dress

ihould not be open on the breast, nor made with

jeedless rolls on the sleeves, according to the

•ashion of the world.

It also re-issues former advices as to plainness

3f apparel, and the making, buying, selling, or

wearing of gay stuff. Discouraging all superfluity

ind excess in building houses, and in furnishing

them, enumerating various kinds, and adding,

"and many such like needless things, which the

Truth manifestcth to the humble mind which
knows the teachings of the Lord, and the lead-

ings of his blessed Spirit. For these see that God
s leading his servants and handmaids out of all

the world's vain fashions and customs, both in

words and gestures, apparel and furniture."

The document also advises that none trade by
sea or land beyond their ability, and that all

Friends keep to a word in their dealings, paying

their debts in due time, that the Truth may not

be reproached. It recommends that those who do

not come to meeting, or misbehave or fall asleep

therein, be admonished. Mothers, dames, and
mistresses are exhorted to bring up their children

and servants in the use of the plain language, and
in plain attire. After recommending the calling

the days and months in the plain way, such as they

bore in the beginning, it thus concludes, " For we
are come unto him that is the beginning and end-

ing, the first and last, and he is arisen to put an

end to all that which hath been set up in the

night of apostacy, and is come to bring the church

to her ancient inuocency and glory."

During the year 1702, Griffith Owen's field of

gospel labour was principally in and about Phila-

delphia. He was frequently, on First-days, at

neighbouring country meetings, and his many ap-

pointments in religious society, his diligent atten-

tion, also, to his civil and professional duties, must
have closely filled up his time. This year he was
appointed to correct the testimonies, which should

be prepared for deceased Friends, and also one of

a committee to collect accounts of the dying say-

ings of ministers or others, which might be thought

worthy of preservation. In the First month, 1703,

we find him appointed to abridge two narratives,

one of Mary Masters, of York, and one of Jane
Hodges, of Philadelphia. These accounts were
directed to be forwarded to "John Wills, on
Northampton river, in West Jersey, to be sent by
him to John Tomkins in London." They do not

appear ever to have been printed, sharing a simi-

lar fate with numerous other accounts of valuable

men and women forwarded from this country, of

which no copies have been preserved here.

Friends, in Philadelphia, had from time to time

been brought into sympathy with, and concern for

their fellow members in Carolina and Virginia,

on account of the great deficiency apparent amongst
them as respected church discipline. In the Gen-
eral Yearly Meeting of Ministers, held First mo.
27th, the subject was opened, and it appearing

from the report of some who had recently visited

them that they wished for the assistance of Phila-

delphia Friends in the matter, the following min-
ute was made

:

" Friends in Virginia and Carolina, being sen-

sible of their shortness as to the necessary parts of

church discipline, and desiring to be helped therein

by Friends here, it is agreed that Griffith Owen,
Thomas Story, and Samuel Jennings do prepare

what they judge needful therein to be presented

to the next Yearly Meeting, and if there approved,

to be sent to them with an epistle from the same."
In the i'early Meeting of Ministers held in the

Seventh month, one or two Friends were added to

the committee, which prepared the following epis-

tle, to accompany the hints on discipline :

" Dear Friends,—In a living sense of the life-

giving presence and power of the Lord, and of his

universal love, shed abroad in our hearts, by the

spirit of his Son, our blessed Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ, in this our Yearly Meeting, a gene-

ral care and concern rests upon us, for the prospe-

rity of the blessed Truth, and the growth of the

churches the world over.

In a more especial manner, through the repre-

sentation of things among you, by divers brethren,

who have been lately travelling in those parts, we
are stirred up in the same love to communicate

unto you divers things we hope woithy of your

notice and observation, as well relating to the

necessity of good order and discipline in the church
in general, as also some short account of some
things, practised amongst us. That as we, hereaway,
have reapod and still do, the good and wholesome
fruits of our iMonthly, Quarterly, and Yearly
Meetings, both for worship and management of
other affairs of the church, so you, also, through
the goodness of God and your like diligence in the
same things, may reap the same advantages in

time to come. Even as the fruit of that blessed

Tree, that bearcth variety of fruit, and very often.

It is worthy of our remembrance and considera-

tion, that when Israel was first gathered out of
the land of Egypt, from under Pharaoh, and his

hard and cruel task-masters, and moved forward

under the conduct of Moses, their captain, they
had no outward law, either moral, ceremonial or

judicial, delivered to them. Yet they were the

chosen people of God, at that time, as well as

afterwards. But when they had passed the Ked
Sea, and were delivered from Pharaoh and his

numerous and mighty host, and had sung praises

on the banks of salvation, and were come into the
wilderness, from under the laws of the oppressor,

and were travelling towards the land, fore-pro-

mised unto Abraham and his seed after him, the
Great and Mighty Lord of Hosts, the dread of
nations, in his infinite wisdom, seeing the neces-
sity of laws, for the government of so mighty a
people, communed with his servant Jloscs, and
appointed him aj^ mediator of his laws, ordinances,

and statutes for the government of his people
Israel under him, in their duty towards God, and one
towards another, and for the preservation of their

lives, limbs and properties, and for their comfort
and good in all things. Which law of ceremonies
being ended, and that Great Prophet come of
whom Moses and the prophets testified aforehand,

to wit, our blessed Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ;
he became the Jlediator of a better covenant unto
so many of Israel as received him in the way of
his coming, according to the dispensation that
then was, the fruit whereof now also reniaineth.

From ihenceforth he was no more a Jew that was
only one outward,—circumcision was that of the
heart and spirit,—the law that is light, was writ-

ten within, by this Great Mediator of the new and
living covenant, which abideth with Israel forever.

To which law and covenant, we, the Gentiles, also

have a right by virtue of the promises of God.
This Mediator and Kedeemer, having finished the
word of his Testament, and become a propitiation

for the sins of the whole world, ascended into the .

heavens where he ever liveth, to make intercession

for us before the throne of the Majesty on High.
The Lord having written this law of light in our
hearts, by the secret finger of his power, hath
opened the Divine mystery of it by the operation

uf his Holy Spirit and grace, given us in his Son
Jesus Christ, according to the promise of the Fa-
ther. By this [law] we have been convinced of
the evil of our ways, every sinful thought hath
been reproved, and every evil action brought to

judgment. [By it] all the empty inventions and
talse worships, evil ways and customs of men,
which they have invented and imposed in the
night of apostacy and darkness, have been laid

open and discovered to us, that we might avoid
them. The Lord of life and glory, the captain of

our lledemptioQ, hath led us out ot spiritual Egypt,
from under the Pharaoh thereof, and from under
his task- masters, and all their hard impositions

and cruel ways.

Nevertheless, though the Lord hath wrought
mightily for our deliverance, and hath revealed Uis

law and covenant of life and light unto us, his

people, gathering us from among the nations, as a
peculiiu- people unto himself zealous of good works,
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yet there have been divers among us, and still are,

that walk not under the law of God, nor will they

be subject unto its reproofs in their own hearts,

and who, professing the Truth, walk in their own
ways. After it had pleased [the Lord] to bring

many of our elders and brethren to the knowledge
of the Truth, a holy care and great concern fell

upon them that all things might be kept in good

order amongst them. In the wisdom of God, and

by the openings and directions of his Holy Spirit,

they saw it meet and necessary to appoint and

establish Monthly, Quarterly, and Yearly Meet-

ings, and to settle in the church such order and

discipline, as there should be no place left, for the

head of the transgressor to hide or cover him. So

all such as profess themselves to be friends of God,

and of Christ Jesus, and of the blessed Truth, as

now revealed, and are not ; but would follow their

own ways, and bring reproach upon the way of

Truth by their disorderly walking, may be brought

to reproof and condemnation, and be testified

against as such, with whom we can have no com-

munion.
Though these methods, orders, and discipline,

in their first motion and progress, have met with

great contradiction and opposition in divers parts

of the world, (of which you also may possibly have

had a share in time past,) from men of perverse

minds, enemies to the government of Christ Jesus,

and of his Spirit and grace in the heart, who, un-

der pretence of being accountabltonly to the light

of Truth in themselves, have despLsed discipline,

and the order established by it, yet the Lord hath

prevailed by his wisdom and power in the hearts

of his faithful people, and order and government

is fully settled in most of his churches the world

over.

Now, dear Friends and Brethren, the Truth

speaks the same thing in all nations and countries,

and leads into all Truth, in faith, doctrine and

order, and though the churches in your parts have

been but small till of latter years, and not that

occasion, it may seem, for every branch of disci-

pline as in somt; other parts of the world, in more

numerous gatherings, yet being through the

mercy of God increasing, as well by the offspring

of Friends educated in the way of Truth, as by

the daily addition of the called and faithful out of

the world, we think it expedient, the love of

Truth constraining us, to communicate unto you
certain particulars herewith enclosed, relating to

discipline practised amongst us, that, if per-

adventure we may be thereby helpful to you in

the Lord, heartily desiring that the God of truth

and love may be pleased more and more to inspire

you with an holy zeal against every appearance of

evil, first in yourselves, and then in others, that

so all things may be kept sweet, pure and clean

amongst us as a people, worthy of the name of the

Lord, and of so many great and abounding bless-

ings, both spiritual and temporal. For all of which,

unto Him the God and Father of our Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ, through His Holy Spirit,

be all honour, glory and praise [given] now and
forever. So, dear Friend.s, in the luve of the blessed

Truth we dearly salute you, and therein lemain

your loving Friends and Brethren."

(.To be continued.)

Wonderful Exemptien from Accident.-—The
Plattsburgh (N. Y.) Kopublican, noticing the

statement of {junard, that his steamers have car-

ried over one hundred thousand passengers with-

out losing a man, says that Captain Anderson, oi'

the steamer United States, on Lake Champlain,

has, in the course of twenty-two years' service,

carried over half a million of passengers, and lost

but one man, and that without any fault of his or

his crew. The steam navigation of Lake Cham-
plain has ever been remarkably exempt from acci-

dents, and probably no equal amount of travel in

any part of the world has been attended with so

little disaster and loss of life as the travel which
has passed through that Lake.

For " The Friend."

Patience.

Perhaps there are very few who have not some-
times to deplore a want of more patience, either

in their domestic concerns or social intercourse.

In consequence of not having the mind sufficiently

strengthened by this inestimable virtue, there is

great danger of being drawn aside in an unguarded
moment, into some improper or untimely expres-

sion, which may sadly embitter many subsequent
hours, that otherwise might have proved both

peaceful and profitable. There is no situation in

life, neither is there any period of our existence,

when patience is not required.

It is well, however, to remember, that patience

is a virtue, and can only exist acceptably in the

sight of our Creator, and promote our increase in

godliness, when associated with the other virtues.

There is a liability of tolerating iniquity in some
way or other, unless a daily concern is maintained

to live lives of holiness, so that we may always be

enabled to see and to feel the exceeding sinfulness

of sin; also from repeated appeals to a spurious

patience and forbearance, by the transgressors of

the law of the Lord, as we yield to them, there is

danger of witnessing a decline of true patience,

Christian moderation, and real forbearance. In

this condition, patience may be said to lose its

genuine character, and to degenerate into a con-

federacy with evil. It may, in the view of some,

have the appearance of the intrinsic virtue in

numerous instances, but is uncertain, and apt to

make undue allowance for the unjust, while at

the same time it is prone to change its appearance

entirely, in reference to the righteous.

A continual exercise of patience is highly im-

portant for each individual : when this is neglected,

there is a probability of receding from the purity

of Christianity; for giving way little by little,

may become so habitual, as entirely to change the

character. During seasons of temptation of what-

ever kind, patience is needful to secure a firm re-

sistance, and to receive strength from above. In

times of trial, when our peace consists in taking

that course which the Truth requires, though it

lead us counter to the popular voice, and alienate

from us many of our former associates and friends,

how necessary it is patiently to continue in the

path of well-doing, remembering this promise to

the church of Philadelphia, "Because thou hast

kept the word of my patience, I also will keep
thee from the hour of temptation, which shall

come upon all the world, to try them that dwell

upon the earth."

The Water Buffalo.—The. water buffalo is an

animal much in use at Singapore for draught. It

is a dull, heavy looking animal—slow at work, and

I think, disgusting in appearance, but remarkable

for its sagacity and attachment to its native

keepers. It has, however, a particular antipathy

to a European, and will immediately detect him
in a crowd. Its dislike to, and its courage in at-

tacking the tiger, is well known all over India.

Nut I'liig ago, as a Malayan boy, who was employed

by li.s puicnts in herding some water buffaloes,

was driving his charge home by the border of the

jungle; a tiger made a sudden spring, and seizing

the lad by the thigh, was draggiog him off, when
two old buffaloes, hearing the shriek of distress

from the well known voice of their little attend-

ant, turned round and charged with the usua!

rapidity. The tiger, thus closely pressed, waj

obliged to drop his prey to defend himself. While!
one buffalo fought and successfully drove the i

tiger away, the other kept guard over the wounded ''

boy. Later in the evening, when the anxious

father, alarmed, came out with attendants to seek:

his child, he found that the whole herd, with the'

exception of the two old buffaloes, had dispersed

!

themselves to feed, but that they were still there'

—one standing over the bleeding body of their!

little friend, wliile the other kept watch on tbej

edge of the jungle for the return of the tiger. ,

Samael Fothergill to Hannaii Logan.

Neither time nor distance hath effaced thee out

of my remembrance and near regard, though per-,

haps, tUou mayest almost have thought so. Tliou

hast been the frequent companion of my mind, with'

desires for thy growth and stability in those things i

which are most excellent; and well assured I am,

'

thy morning light would be beautified with addi-'

tional degrees of splendour, if no unfaithfulness or

'

want of right care on thy part defeat the sacred

!

design of tuat merciful one, who is the Lord of

'

perfection, and would have his sons and daughters'

like himself; according to their age and growth.

'

That his blessed resemblance may be impressed!

upon thee, is my earnest prayer ; and in order
j

thereto, permit me to suggest a few such hints and

cautions as may arise in a mind anxious for thy'

good, and warmed with the best love. Study to'

be quiet, and mind thine own business, is one U3e-|

ful, necessary direction, to all who would thrive at:'

home. There is an active enemy, who seeks to?

draw out the mind after other people's business, tol

the neglect of our own; whereby hurt and loss-

attend, and the feet of the mind are gadding from!'

house to house, and abide not within our own doors.

The domestic affairs of the soul are neglected, the

house gets unclean and confused; and when the

holy Head of the family and Husband of the soul,

comes, he finds things unmeet for his reception,

and refuses to take up his residence. Here some

bemoan his absence, which is chiefly or wholly

owing to their want of care in having all things

clean and in order, and being at home to receive

him when he comes. It is a common consequence

of wandering much from home, to hear many re-

ports, whereby the mind feeds on wind; this is

al=o ruinous and destructive. It was not upon the

mountains, or far off', that maona descended for

Israel, but even about their tents ; and the celes-

tial bread, which hath been the staff of life to the

living of all generations, is in our own houses ; the

vein of fine hearts ; there let

dig, and patiently bear the refiner's hand. Blessed

is that servant wuo is found thus abiding and wait-

ing at home when his Master comes, Ue will ac-

cept him, and make him ruler in his stead. Here
stands the power and ability of being rightly use-

ful in the cause of truth, whether iu the church,

or iu our own families. In this authority, the

tender connexions of nature, improved by grace and
confirmed by prudence, become a threefold cord,

that, cannot easily be broken; and if we instantly

see not the desire of our souls, we shall not assume
the Divine prerogative in fixing judgment, or de-

cline our patient waiting until our Lord comes,

'

who can do all for us, yea, more abundantly thau'

we dare expector ask.

—

Friends' Library/, Vol. IX.

Warringtoa, 1753.

Motion of Insect's Wings.—The buzzing and
humming noises produced by winged insects are

not, as might be supposed, vocal sounds. They,

result from sonorous undulations imparted to the
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a by the flapping of their wings. This may be

tiidered evident by observing that the noise al-

vys ceases when the insect alights on any object.

],e sirene has been ingeniously applied for the

[rpose of ascertaining the rate at which the wings

c; such creatures flap. The instrument being

bught into unison with the sound produced by

ik insect, indicates, as in the case of any other

jpsical sound, the rate of vibration. In this way

fjhas been ascertained that the wings of a gnat

(jp at the rate of 15,000 times per .second. The
ch of the note produced by this insect in the

. of flying is, therefore, more than two octaves

ove the highest note of a seven-octave piano-

•te.

—

Lardner's Handbook.

For " The Friend."

The following views relative to our lapsed condi-

m as a people, expressed by a worthy minister

t long deceased, may be interesting to some of

e readers of " The Friend ;" as in measure set-

l|ig forth the cause and design of the shaking and

i'ting dispensation through which we are now
sing. " In the first place, we had become a

sperous People—much flattered and caressed

—

r leaven had become mixed as with the leaven

ij the Pharisees, (Oh how much have I seen of this

Ijixing of substances). I desire to keep personali-

i?8 out of view. It is the Truth I am pleading

k, and 7wl the persons of men.

I
" It seems to me, that if we do believe the proph-

|S of the days in which we live, as well as the an-

ient prophets, we must believe that this day of

ifting, and searching, and separation was not only

[resecn by them, but that it is permitted by Him
ihose prescience sees the end of all things from

le beginning, and has, by his own ways and
jeans, been calling to his Church, to 'Come out

lom among them and be separated.' What is it, I

puld query, that we are to come out of, as here

jluded to?

I

"Have we not been favoured to see, as in the

^sions of light, that the Blessed Head ofthe Church
.eans for us to come out of the forms of godliness

ihich have not the power, and to show forth by
leekness and humility the spirituality of the re-

gion of Jesus in all its simplicity and purity?
" Now briefly, it seems to me that here is the

Dntest, between that which is very beautiful

3d palatable to the creature, and that which has

no comeliness that we should desire' it ; but is

ross-bearing and powerful in its nature, leading

irough the 'straight gate into the narrow way.'"
" Pharaoh was a great man, and king of Egypt;

et this very man was an instrument in the hand
f the great 'I Am,' to chasten the backsliding

od rebellious children of Israel; and their land
as smitten with the Lord's wonders, ere they were
elivcred from Egyptian bondage. And He may
ow be making use of the wise men of this world
such as may be ' wiser than the Children of

light,') for effecting the very self-same purpose.
"Ah, yes! and how repeatedly was the true

!hurch reduced to but a mere handful. I know
bat in regard to party feeling, much may be said

n both sides of the important question which is

ow agitating the Society; and a great deal too

luch is said. If, therefore, we can only come at

he Truth, and keep in the Truth, the 'Truth will

eep us, and we shall be preserved from hurting it

1 any way."

These views will, I trust, correspond with those
if many of the readers of "The Friend," who are

ivingly and tenderly concerned for the welfare of
iociety; that it should be preserved from evil and
eproach, by the exclusion of every doctrine or

)ractiee that would tend to lay waste the principles

'f our profession, through the exaltation of self.

which is the enemy of the prosperity and peace of

the Church.

Is it not for want of self abasedness that we are

brought into the humiliating position of "a house

divided against itself?" And how can we expect

to prosper while the will and wisdom of man is

seeking to usurp the place and authority of the

Truth of our profession? While we are departing

from the humility and meekness of Christ, how can

we expect to be owned by him ?

The Truth will never prosper in our hands
whilever we are saying within ourselves—in respect

to Him upon whom the government of the Church
is to rest—" We will not have this man to rule

over us;" but we must come down in the spirit

of our minds, to a willingness to submit to the

turnings and overturning.s of His holy hand upon
us; to a desire to be led, directed, and governed

by Him in all things, respecting our own and the

Church's welfare. 'Then, and not until then, shall

we become the people we are professing to be, even
the called and chosen of the Lord, for the support
of his Truth.

Let us bear in mind the declaration of our
blessed Saviour, " Ye are my friends if ye do
whatsoever I command you." This is the condi-

tion, and the oidj/ condition upou which we can

justly assume the name we bear. If then, our own
fleshly wills are in dominion, we have no just title

to the name of Friends ; but we are rather ene-

mies to the cross of Christ, which brings into sub-

jection every high thought and lofty imagination,

and "every high thing that esalleth itself against

the knowledge of God, to the obedience of Christ."

Humilili/ and selfdenial, are what are want-
ing to bring us into a oneness of purpose and feel-

ing; and out of party spirit which would rend and
divide, and thereby lay waste the precious testi-

monies we were raised up to bear to the uniting

and preserving power of Truth. If we would only

seek to come into that teachable and humble state

of mind which would bring us to the feet of Jesus,

there to be instructed by Him, as to the way in

which we should go, all jarring and contention

would cease to be known ; for we then should know
of a truth, that " one is our Master, even Christ,

and all we are brethern."

Posta(je to he Prepaid.—The new Postage law,

which went into operation on 1st inst., requires

the Prepayment of Postage of all letters, or the

letters will not be sent.

THE FRIEND
FOURTH MONTH T, 1855.

When the authors of the legislation for the
repeal of the "Compromise Act," became fully

aware of the disisatisiaction and indignation pro-

duced by it among the people of the north and west,

to screen themselves from the odium likely to at-

tach to them for their conduct, they asserted that
slavery could not exist within the territory thrown
open to its inroads by their gratuitous eflbrts, and
that the tide of public opinion would be changed,
when it was found, as they believed it would be,

that the men who emigrated into that wide spread

domain, would secure freedom to all, by their own
legislative acts ; while the principle established

would aflord the opponents of slavery an oppor-

tunity of carrying out their wishes, within terri-

tory now considered doomed to receive the "pecu-
liar institution" of the South.

The slaveholders, confident of the result, were
well content to allow this fiction to go forth, and
allay the fears of whoever might be silly enough
to believe it; while they were maturing their

plans, to pour within the limits from which they
had heretofore been excluded, a horde of unprin-
cipled partizans, who would wrest the power con-
ferred on the territorial legislature, to the esta-
blishment of their darling project.

For a time, it was supposed that the emigration
from the north and west, would place the balance
of power in the hands of men pledged to freedom;
and great efi'orts were made in many places to aid
the transportation, and expedite the departure, of
those who were willing to encounter the difiicul-

ties of a settler's life, in the broad prairies of
Kansas or Nebraska.

The recent election in Kansas has proved, that
all hope of excluding slavery from its soil is vain.

From the accounts received, it appears that the
pro-slavery party has triumphed over all the ef-

forts of their opponents, and secured an over-
whelming majority, if they have not elected all

the members of the h-gislature. The particulars
of the election have not yet reached us, but it is

said to have been conducted without much tumult
or rioting, which was hardly to have been antici-

pated, considering the character of many who
crossed the line from Missouri. We think there
must be some mistake in the accounts received as
to the universal success of the slavery party there,
as one section of the country is said to be settled
almost exclusively by northern men.

To us, there is something peculiarly aflfecting in
this first demonstration of the successful opera-
tion of the schemes of the slaveholders, for appro-
priating to themselves, soil once dedicated to free-

dom
; and we cannot but feel greatly discouraged

at the evident progress made by them, in recon-
ciling the public mind to the encroachments of
their abominable system. Is there not something
more to be done by our religious Society towards
spreading and enforcing the testimony of Truth
against this complicated evil, which is threatening
to overrun the largest and fairest portion of our
favoured country, and to overwhelm every prin-
ciple of justice and equity on which its govern-
ment is founded?

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England to the 17th ult.—

The Peace Congress bad formally met at Vienna on the
15lh. There were preseut one French, two English, two
Austrian, and two Turkish representatives. The Rus-
sian Plenipotentiary was not preseut. The telegraphic
reports from thence, say that the discussion of the gen-
eral basis of negotiation terminated satisfactorily. There
were rumors current, that Austria and England would
be content without the demolition of Sebastopol ; but
the French Emperor absolutely insists upon that as one
condition.

The War.—The accounts from Sebastopol state that
the allies had resumed their firing uj)on the town. The
discrepancy between the French and Russian accounts
of the storming of the redoubt on the night of Second
month 23d, is explained. The French did storm and
capture two Russian redoubts ; but finding them unten-
able, on account of the murderous fire from the walled
batteries of the Russians, they blew up the redoubts, and
retired with the loss of 100 men killed, and 300 wounded.
The dead were buried during a truce of one hour.
A despatch fr()m Menschikofif, dated Third mo. 1, says,

" During last night we erected a second redoubt, in
front of that which is on the side of our fortifications.

It was impossible for the enemy to prevent us." The
weather was clear and frosty, and the sickness was de-
creasing. The Russians were fortifying the valley of
Inkermann in a formidable manner, and continued to
threaten Balaklava. Two more ships had been sunk in
the harbour of Sebastopol.

On the 7lh, information of the death of the Emperor
Nicholas reached Sebastopol. Gen. Osten Sacken now
commands at Sebastopol. -Menschikoff has departed for
Moscow. The Grand Dukes Constantine and Michael
were on their way to St. Petersburg, from the Giimea.
GREAT BRITAIN.—The committee of inquiry into

the state of the army in the Crimea, had been tea days
in session, and was still prosecuting its labours. The
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evidence confirms the worst reports as to mismanage-
ment. The ship Great Republic had arrived at London

;

there was no dock large enough to admit her. The
steamer Great Britain sailed from Corli on the 13th,
with 1 750 men, for the Crimea. Since the death of the
Czar, the general aspect of monetary and commercial
affairs has undergone a favourable change, and hopes of

a cessation of hostilities are more generally entertained.
The supply of gold was increasing, and discounts were
made by the Bank of England at from 4* to 4J per cent,

on first class short bills. Liverpool Market.-—Cotton was
considerably lower

; the range of prices was from bd. to

5|(f. Breadstuffs had advanced again ; the quotations
were. Old Western Canal flour, 41«. to 42«. ; Philad.

and Baltimore, from 43s. to AGs. 6d. Prices were un-
settled. Consols had risen to 93j.

FRANCE.—The Emperor's visit to the Crimea con-
tinues a matter of doubt. Warlike preparations are

going on with as much activity as ever. Orders have
been given to prepare to transport from Toulon 50,000
men and 8000 horses.

RUSSIA.—The accounts from St. Petersburg say, that

Nichoias passed his last hours in the consolations of

religion. All except the family having retired, he asked
the Empress to repeat the Lord's prayer. At the words
' Thy will he done on earth as in heaven," Nicholas
responded fervently, "always, always." He was par-
tially insensible for nearly two hours at noon, and said

something about a message to a dear friend, not named,
and something of Alexander and the garrison at Sebas-
topol. In a few minutes afterwards he expired. The
Emperor Alexander has iss-ued a manifesto to the army,
in which he quotes the last words of the deceased, as
an earnest appeal to the patriotism and devotion of the
soldiers of Russia.

AUSTRIA.—The Austrian Government has notified

France and England, that the mission of the Austrian
Archduke, William, to St. Petersburg, is an act of sym-
pathy merely.

PRUSSIA.—Prussia has issued circulars to her dip-
lomatic and consular agents, stating there is reason to

believe that the negotiations now in progress, will ter-

minate in the restoration of peace.

SPAIN AND CUBA.—The Spanish Government had
received confidential communications from Gen. Concha,
that the condition of Cuba inspires him with consider-
able uneasiness. He recommends that concessions be
made to the colony, and that a Cuban deputy be sent to
the Sparish Cortes, and begs the Government not to

emancipate the slaves, which, he says, would be a fatal

mistake, and cause Cuba to seek admission into the
United States. If the Cubans be not pacified by con-
cessions, he says that 20,000 troops cannot retain the
Island to Spain. On the Sth, the Ministry announced
to the Cortes, that tranquillity was restored in Cuba,
adding, that the government would do its utmost to

prevent further difliculty.

AUSTRALIA.—Dates from Melbourne to First mo. 9,

report all quiet again there.

NOVA SCOTIA.—The Legislative Council have re-

fused to pass the Prohibitory liquor bill, deferring its

consideration until the next session. The Halifax Jour-
nal contains the ofiScial orders providing rations for

five hundred recruits expected from the United States,
and it is stated that three thousand in all were ex-
pected.

UNITED STATES.—The initial point of the Mexican
boundary is fixed on the west bank of the Rio Grande,
in north latitude 31 deg. 47 min. This point was set-

tled with entire accord by the American and Mexican
Commissioners, and on the 31st of First month, the
ceremony of laying the foundation of the monument,
which is to mark the point, took place.

California.—The steamship Daniel Webster has ar-
rived at New Orleans, with dates from Califor

slavery party, by majorities ranging from two hundred I Maine, the snow was as deep at the last accounts a
to eight hundred. The elections were conducted with

! during any part of the winter.
tolerable quietness. The Editor of the " Kansas Free

I Enylish 3formons.— It has been computed that upward
river by a mob, in con-

!
of thirty thousand perso '

-
- -State" ducked : the Ke

sequence of an objectionable speech. There is prob
bly no anti-slavery man elected to the Legislature.

Tennessee.—The Tennessee Penitentiary at Nashville,
was destroyed by fire on the 29th ult. The loss is esti-
m_ated at 5100,000. Only one of the prisoners lost his
life, and none of them escaped.

Georgia.~\ large portion of the town of Sandersville,
Geo., was destroyed by fire on the 24th ult. Over forty
buildings were consumed, including the Court-house,
Post-ofiice, Public Halls, and every store in the town.
The total loss is estimated at $120,000.

Cincinnati.—At the municipal election which took
place on the 2d inst., a riot occurred in the eleventh
ward, owing to its being alleged that persons were pre-
vented voting the American ticket. Much fighting took I

place, a cannon being fired, and one American was
killed, and three Germans said to have been killed also.

The Ohio River.—On the 30th, there was four feet five

inches of water in the channel at Pittsburg, and falling.
Kew Jersey.—The Legislature has chartered a nuin-

bcr of banks, some of them have been vetoed by the
Governor, and the bills were afterwards passed by a
two-thirds vote, making them laws in spite of the veto.

Buffalo, A', y.—A despatch, dated Fourth mo. l,says
the Lake is covered with ice as far as the eye can reach

;

thought the navigation of the Lakes will not be
fully open before the 1st of next month.
Xcw York.—Information has been received from the

U. S. Consul at Zurich, Switzerland, that 320 Swiss
paupers of the lowest class were about being sent to
New York, by way of Havre, and that another cargo
would soon follow. The eS'orts of the present energetic

persons have already departed froi

Great Britain, for the Great Salt Lake.
Foreign Enlistment.—The U. S. authorities have deter

mined to prevent further enlistments for the Britisl

service, and the recruiting stations in New York am
Philadelphia have been broken up.
Eigh Price of Wheal.—Seven thousand bushels c

Genessee wheat was lately sold in New York at 52.7(
per bushel.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Jas. T. Frame, agt., lo., for Rache

James, §2, to 27, vol. 29, for Benj. Elyson, §2, to 29
vol. 29 ; from Russel Taber, lo., $2, vol. 28.

FRIENDS' HORSES.
The horses of Friends coming to this city to attend

Yearly Meeting, or at other times, on the service o

Society, who put up within the limits of the Monthlj
Meetiug of Friends of Philadelphia for the Northerc
District, will be accommodated at the stables of Willian
.\. Scheetz, (Montgomery Hotel,) North East corner ol

Sixth and Willo
Philad., Fourth 183

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The summer session of the School will commence on

Second-day, the 7th of Fifth month next. The pupils
will be conveyed by railroad to West Chester, where
conveyances will be in waiting to take them to tht

Mayor continue to be vigorously exerted in abating the
intemperance, gambling, and shameless vice and immo-
rality, which, for a long time, had attained a fearful
ascendency in this populous city. Mortality last week
493.

Philadelphia.—The cash duties received at the Cus-
tom-house in this city, for the first three months of this
year, amount to §958,711; for the corresponding period
of 1S54 the amount was $1,380,724. On the 1st inst.,
the State law prohibiting the sale of all intoxicating
drinks on the first day of the week, went into effect.

The .Mayor is determined that this salutary law shall be
strictly enforced in the city. Mortality last week, 246.

Miscellaneous.—Export of Coal to Canada.—Instead of
the new reciprocity treaty bringing in coal to compete
with our native coal to an injurious extent, it will ena-
ble us to export our anthracite more largely to the
Canadas. Even with the duty, the treasury returns
show that there was a total export to Canada, in 1854
of 30,276 tons.

'

The Telegraph in India.—The Magnetic Telegraph
between Bombay, Madras and Calcutta, was opened on
the 1st of Second month. The whole enterprise em-
braces a distance of over two thousand miles, and has
been completed in a little more than a year. On the
completion of the railroad across the desert to
and the telegraph from Alexandria to Trieste, com
cation from London lo Calcutta can be had in two weeks'

|

put'up in a secure manner, so that their contents will __"""
to be lost by handling. The stage will lean

School, on the arrival of the morning and afternoon

cars, on Second-day, the 7th, and Third-day, the Sth

of Fifth mouth. The children will get their baggage
the day after their arrival. The cars leave the depot
south side of Market street, above Eighteenth, (tbrmerlj

Schuylkill Fifth street,) at 7J o'clock, a. m., and <

o'clock, P.M. The agent of the school will be at tht

railroad depot on Second and Third-day afternoons
and will furnish pupils with tickets, and accompany
them to West Chester. Those who go by the morninj

train will be furnished with tickets by a person in aK
tendance. To those who procure tickets as directed,

the fare from Philadelphia to the School, including bag-

gage, will be one dollar, which will be charged to the

scholar at the School. All baggage should be distinctlj

marked West-town, and with the name of the owner
and should be sent directly to the railroad depot. Ap^
plications for admission must be made to Joseph Snow-
don, Superintendent at the School, or Joseph Scatter-

good, Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, Philadelphia.

The West-town office is at Friends' Bookstore, No
84 Arch street, where all small packages for the pupils

left before 12 o'clock on Seventh-days, will be forwarded
All tellers for the pupils and others at the School, shoulc

be sent by mail, directed to West-town Boarding-School
I West Chester P. O., Chester Co., Pa. Postage should bi

'pre-paid, and packages should be distinctly marked aw'

'lit.—John P. Freeman has bee
Court at Woodstock, Vt., on 115
ng, on 7G of which he was found
d costs, and sentenced to three

The banking excitement at San Francisco had mostly
subsided though the suspending banking houses had
not resumed, and probably none would resume, except
Page, Bacon k Co. Other firms had failed since the
last intelligence.

The Supreme Court of California has decided that
persons enclosingland in the mining region, cannot hold
against miners.

Public Lands.—An immense number of claims have
already been presented for land, under the recently en-
acted bounty laws for military services.

The Wheat Crop.—The Western papers, (Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Missouri,) all speak of the fair prospect of the
wheat crop in those States. In Illinois there are twenty
per cent, more acres in wheat, than in any previous
year.

Kansas.—The returns of the recent elections are said
to have resulted in the complete triumph of the pro-

The Late in Ten
tried by the Suprem
counts for liquor sel

guilty, fined $720 i

months' imprisonme
The Peach Culture in Ohio.—The Cincinnati Commer-

cial states that an immense number of peach trees are
being planted in the region, round about the city. One
cultivator had recently brought from the New Jersey

the
j

nurseries 18,000 peach trees.

More Snow m Illinois.—The Chicago Journal of Third
mo. 21, says, " We learn that the trains on the Aurora
railroad are again blockaded with snow, the cars that
left here on Monday morning, not having reached further
than Mandota yesterdaj' at noon, having ploughed their
way through /our /ee^ o/ snow.

Prohibition.—The Legislature of Wisconsin has passed
a new prohibitory law, omitting the features of the for-

mer bill objected to by the Governor in his veto mes-
sage. The vote on the passage of the bill was about a
two-thirds vote.

In New Jersey, the bill which passed the House, has
been postponed by the Senate until the next session.
Snow at the North and East.—There is an unusual

depth of snow, for the season of the year, on the high-
lands in New Hampshire, between the Connecticut and
Merrimac rivers. For some distance on the line of the
Northern Railroad, about Franklin, N. H., the snow was
recently three feet deep, and in the eastern part of

West Chester during the summer session, for the School
I

on Second, Fourth, and Seventh-days, on the arrival©,
the afternoon cars from the city, and' from the School tt

West Chester on the same days, to meet the afternooil

cars to Philadelphia. The fare for each passenger Ul

and from West Chester by the stage, will be 25 cents i

When special conveyances at other times are pro\

at the School, an extra charge will be made.
West-town, Third mo., 1855.

Died, at his residence in this citv, on the evening o
the 24th ult., Watson- Jexks, in the 61st year of his

age. Although his health had been impaired for somt
time, little apprehension of a fatal result was felt till i

few weeks before his death. When suddenly prostratec
on a bed of sickness, the composed frame of mind ir

which, without a murmur, he was enabled to av
approach of death, and the entire resignation wrongh
in him to leave all his strong earthly ties, afford
bereaved family a consoling hope, that he was washed
sanctified, and justified in the name of the Lord Jesus
and by the Spirit of our God. ''Not by works of right-

eousness which we have done, but according to hij,

mercy he saved us, by the washing of regeneration, and'
renewing of the Holy Ghost."

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
No. 3 Ranstcad Place, Fourth above Chestnut street.
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I

The wild attempt of tlic Fifth nionarcliy-rucn

Soduced great disturbance tbrougliout tiie nation

ording a pretext for the rude and cruel soldiery

\ conimit violence on the persons of whoever they

iose to assault, so that for some time it was dau-

trous for any, not connected with the court and

p
party, to go abroad. When the insurrectionists

lere about to be executed, they voluntarily cleared

tiends of any participation in their councils, leav-

^ it ;is their dying testimony, that they had no con-

jctiou with, or knowledge of their plot. Never-

leless, they foil under great sufl'ering on account of

[ being abused by the soldiers and populace, their

^uses forced open and ransacked, their meetings

^aken up, and they dragged out of them, as well

out of tbeir houses, and shut up in jails, until

veral thousands of them were crowded into

|ison.

Taking advantage of the alarm and tumult ex-

fed by the insurrection, those who hated Friends,

id those who cherished a desire to retaliate on

e Presbyterians and Independents for the vio-

nce and loss they had formerly suffered at their

inds, and who likewise were determined to put

)wn all dissent from the established church, pro-

ired the issuing of an order in council against

e meetings of [those deemed] sectaries, in great

imbers, or at unusual times; and subsequently

proclamation came forth, "forbidding Anna-
iptists, Quakers, and Fifth monarchy-men to

semble or meet together, under pretence of wor-

ipping God, except in some parochial church or

lapel, or in private houses by persons therein

habiting." All meetings in any other place, were

clared to bo unlawful and riotous.

In order to escape the charge of disregarding

e promise made by the king when at Breda, by
liich he bound himself and his government, that

no man should be disquieted, or called in ques-

m, for differences of opinion in matters of reli-

on," it was pretended that all non-conformists

3re dangerous, from their political opinions ; and
,e laws made in former reigns for the suppres-

on of Jesuits and of popery, were revived and
ade use of to harass and distress them. It was
so required that all persons should, at the option
' any magistrate or judge, be obliged to take the

ith of allegiance.

From the storm thus raised, most dissenters

irunk, discontinuing their meetings in most cases,

id resorting to various subterfuges to screen the

w they held, from the operation of the law.

Friends, however, could make no compromi.se,

nor shrink from the performance of a duty .so im-

perative as they considered the assembling for the

purpose of Divine worship to be. They knew
themselves to be innocent of any treasonable or

sinister designs, and felt that they were called on

by the King of kings, to show their allegiance to

him, by obeying his law written in the heart,

however the commandments of men might stand

in o|)position to them, or cruel men tax their

cunning and malice, to inflict suffering on the

therefor. As, therefore, they dared not withdra

from the attendance of their meetings, nor yet

take anj' oath, they thftught it right to put forth

declaration against all plots and insurrections,

clearing themselves of the charges brought agaiust

them, and setting forth the great persecution to

which they were subjected, on account of their

religion. George Fox and Richard Ilubberthorn,

having drawn up a document on behalf of their

fellow members, and sent it to the press, it was

there seized by some in power, who wished to de-

prive them of all opportunity for vindicating the

hated Quakers. They were not, however, to be

deterred from their purpose by this arbitrary act,

but quickly preparing another copy, they succeeded

in getting it printed; and having sent a copy to

the king, thoy speedily had it distributed over the

country. It was styled "A declaration from the

harmless, innocent people of God called Quakers,

against all sedition, plotters and fighters in the

world, for removing the ground of jealousy and

suspicion from both magistrates and people in the

kingdom, concerning wars and fightings."

But this availed little or nothing in staying the

rage of their enemies. Besse states, " Few or no

counties escaped this general persecution; but in

consequences of the proclamation, the Quakers (so

called) were everywhere taken up in crowds, vij-

Icntly haled by soldiers or peace officers before the

justices, who generally tendered them the oath of

allegiance, (which they knew they had a religious

scruple against takiug,) and, upon their conscien-

tious refusal, committed them to prison by fifty or

sixty at a time. In Bristol, near one hundred and

ninety were imprisoned. Soldiers kept guard at

the several prisons night and day, with orders to

admit nobody to them. Their servants were denied

access ; what they brought was narrowly searched,

and themselves rudely treated. In Lancaster were

two hundred and seventy prisoners; in Westmore-
land, one hundred and sixteen ; in West Riding of

Yorkshire, the number committed to prison was

no less than two hundred and twenty-nine, for

refusing to swear; being taken, many of them
from their religious meetings, some on the high-

ways, others from their houses and lawful employ-

ments, and some out of their beds." " Whence
it is apparent that this insurrection was made a

handle to effect a pre-concerted design; for their

fidelity appears not to have been called in question,

but most or all to have been committed for scru-

pling to take an oath. And their treatment in

prison was generally as inhuman as their commit-

ment was unjust." The cause and manner of

committing the innocent sufferers, is shown by the

following, taken from Besse.

Dear Friend,—By reason of some rash, unad-

vised enterprise of the Monarchy-men in London,
which we hear of late hath h;ip]iencd, which we
are altogether unacquainted with, and clear in our
consciences and practices toward God and men,
from the least knowledge of, or hand in, yet wo are

made as cipially guilty with tiansgressors, amongst
whom wo arc numbered and confined in prison,

where we patiently wait until the Lord clear our
innocency, and plead our cau.sc. We are in num-
ber already one hundred and forty, and expect
more to be daily added, and tlic cry of the innocent
babes, who are left as it were fatherless, and of the
mournful women, that are deprived of the help of
their husbands, by such a sudden surprisal, cannot
but reach into the most secret corner of the king's
palace, and pierce the hardest heart that hath any
affection to nature. The Lord plead our cause, and
clear our innocency, and reward thorn according to

their works, that have brought this distress upon
the nation. I hope the king knows, or will know,
that the persecuted people called Quakers, had no
hand in the trespass which occasioned such a pro-

clamation, whereby our meetings are all broken
up, and in many places both men and women much
abused, beaten, blooded, dragged out of their

houses, and some out of their beds, and others from
their ordinary employments, and haled before

magistrates, and so sent to prison, for not going to

parish churches, as they are called; and the oath
tendered to them, and for refusing to swear, com-
mitted; and on this account there are sent to the

jail, some days thirty, some more, and some less,

and daily we are in expectation to have friends

brought so long as there can be one found to go
under the denomination of a Quaker, unless there

be a stop put to that spirit, that takes this oppor-
tunity to strike at every appearance of truth. The
very worst of men in the prison, that suffer for

felony and murder, rejoicing to see us so perse-

cuted, and supposing themselves in better condi-

tion than men of tender consciences ; and the rude,

wild and ranting people in the country, take occa-

sion to rejoice that they have now the countenance

and authority to apprehend, persecute and impri-

the Quakers, and some not satisfied that we
confined in prison, for blood is thirsted after,

without which some may hardly escape out of this

place, except tho Lord restrain the wrath of

man.

" Ilchester, tlie 22 J of the

Eleventh mouth, IGGO."

Commitment to jail in those days, wa.s a very

liffcrent matter from what it i,s now. It would be

difficult to form a correct idea of the condition at

hat time of the public prisons in Great Britain.

Security was the main thing thought of. Filthy,
" ventilated, unwarmed, the apartments often

underground, with little light, a fetid atmosphere,

dripping walls, and mud floors, those thrust into

them were flivoured when thoy could obtain clean

straw to lie on, and were obliged to procure the

food necessary to sustain life, as they could. The
jailors corresponded with tho jails, being in many

i felons, who had served out their time amid

the debauched and wicked inmates of these sinks

of sin, or who had been pardoned, and inaugurated

into authority over their former companions, by

some unprincipled magistrate glad to secure a
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pitiful bribe. The habitual injustice and cruelty

(if these petty tyrants, were sharpened by their

being left to extort the greater part uf their com-

pensation, as best they could, from the poor pri-

soners subjected to their custody; and in many
instances, they scrupled not to resort to means for

obtaining money, that hazarded the lives, and not

unfrequently inflicted death on their tormcBted

victims.

The following, given by Besse in his collection

of sufferings, will aflord a faint idea of the cruelty

inflicted :

"A copy of a letter from Leicester Jail, dated

the -iOth of the Twelfth month, 1660.

"Friends,—It lieth upon us to give an account

of our sufferings, we being in number twenty-five,

which are imprisoned because we cannot swear, wc

expecting that more will be brought to prison

We be under the oppression of a cruel jailor, who

refuseth to let us have necessary provision brought

to us, and one who is a friend, which we have

employed for that purpose, when she hath mad

provit^ion ready for us, and brought it to the door,

the jailer hath several times turned it back with

cruel, threatening words, saying. He xvouhl break

Jirr neck if he took her coming in at the door.

And many of us, being very poor men in the out-

ward, scarce able to provide for our families when

at liberty, and some of us being fifteen or sixteen

miles from our outward beings, and so unable to

buy ourselves provisions at the jailer's excessive

rates. Some of us have been imprisoned five

weeks. One, his wife being near the time of her

delivery of a child, his friends desiring but a short

time for him to go and speak to his wife, his bro-

ther offering to stay in his room the time, was

denied. Another was brought to prison from his

wife, she being delivered of a child but two days

before. And some of our friends, being brought

to prison, had their coats taken off their backs by

the soldiers, and not restored again. Anoth'

friend's wife being very weak, and not likely to

continue long, she desiring much to see her hus-

band, who desired, upon security, so much Ifberty

of the jailer to go and see her, but he denied it

it lying much upon the friend to go and sec h

wife in that condition, he acquainted one of the

commissioners with it, who sent his warrant to

the jailer to set the friend at liberty, and that

should be his discharge; but the jailer kept the

warrant, and refused to let him go, except he would

pay him a mark fees. AVe are forced to hire rooms

at excessive rates, by reason that we cannot have

a free prison to hold us, so as that we might lie

down, there being so many debtors and felons in it.

Thrue of the friends imprisoned are Northampton-

shire men. One, whose name is William Vincent,

who had been imprisoned at Northampton, near

fourteen months, it being but two weeks after he was

put out, but he was brought to prison here, he

being a man in much bodily weakness, with many
running sores upon him, and by outward appear-

ance is not likely to continue long; his wife also

being in the town, and bringing him some warm
food, which she had provided for him, was turned

back, and not suffered to bring it to him. Like-

wise the jailer denies to let him have a candle at

his own charge, whereby he might dress his sores, it

being a dark place, where be is locked up by day

light; likewise not sufl'ering a few boards, which

were their own, to hold the straw up, but did tak

them from them."

This was signed by twenty-five Friends.

(To be continued.)

He is a true Christian, who, when injured, i

more grieved fur the sin of the offender, than fi

the wrong that is done to himself.

The Salt Mines of Cracow.—A correspondent

of the Providence Journal, who is a surgeon in the

Russian service, writes as follows :

Li order to visit the salt mines at Wieliczka, we
took an extra carriage, and started some six or

seven hours in advance of our diligence or post

express wagon. On the road from Cracow to Wie-
liczka, we were constantly meeting wagons loaded

with salt, which, for the most part, was in large

pieces or cakes, weighing perhaps one . hundred
pounds each. Most of the team horses were small,

miserably poor-looking creatures, and generally

blind. For the entire distance from Cracow to

Lemberg, the draught horses on the road were of

the same sort. The reason why so many of them
are blind, I suppose, is that they are worked very

young, before in fact they have got their growth,

and are actually made blind by the severity of their

labour.

Wieliczka itself is not much of a place above

ground, a small village merely, but if you take into

consideration the immense extent of excavated pas-

sages, which are everywhere beneath it, the whole

of Wieliczka exteriorly and interiorly, your con-

ception of the place is quite a diffrrent thing.

About 3 P. M., we were conducted to the reception

room for visitors to the mines, and together with

other strangers, making a party in all of six persons,

we enveloped ourselves each in a white linen wrap-

per, as a protection from anything that might soil

our clothes. Then, with an official guide, and
some half dozen lamp carriers, we began the de-

scent of a winding stair-case, which at the depth

of three hundred feet, brouglit us to a horizontal

passage, along which we travelled for a considerable

distance, before arriving at the first of a suit or series

of rooms, through which the visitors are conduct-

ed. It was a chapel forty feet long by about

twenty-five to thirty feet, and thirty to forty feet

from the ground to the ceiling. Back of the altar

was a figure of Christ on the Cross, of the size of

life, and in front of the altar-piece were figures in

a kneeling position ; also, a figure in the niche, on
the left side of the chapel, which was intended

doubtless for the Virgin Mary. All of these fig-

ures, as well as the pillars which seemed to support

the ceiling, the altar-piece, and everything about

the chapel, are of solid crystal salt, the interior of

the chapel being an excavation.

Just before leaving, a brilliant fire-piece was let

off, which beautifully illuminated the whole chapel.

I do not propose to give you anything like a full

description of what occupied us several hours in

seeing, so let me at once give you some particulars

bout these mines, which, apart from the little that I

saw, and the still less that I shall write about, will

sufliciently invest them with interest. They have
been worked for eight hundred years. Their great-

est depth is eight hundred feet, and the entire

length of the excavated passages, not less than
ninety German miles, equal to three hundred and
fifteen English miles. This labyrinth extends sev-

eral miles beyond the external precincts of Wie-
liczka. At Bochnia, our first post station east of

W., and distance from it about twenty miles, there

is an entrance. The number of workmen employed
is about fifteen hundred, and the working time is

eight hours a day, from 6 A. M. to 2 P. M.

After leaving the chapel, we went on some dis-

tance, along a passage, and then descended again

something like one hundred feet deeper. In one

excavated apartment through which we passed,

was to be seen a barrel which some illustrious prince

filled with salt of his own digging a hundred years

ago, on the occasian of a visit to the mines. 'When
speaking of our mining habiliments, I omitted to

observe, that in a case which contains the dresses

worn by royal personages, who have visited the

mines, is the one which was worn by Alexande
the First, Emperor of Russia, who made a dcscen

here in ISl-t. At the bottom of one immense ex

cavution, through which wc passed, was a lake

across which we were rowed in a boat. Whei
half way across, two small cannons were fired, pre

ducing the most tremendous reverberations; ai'l

illuminating torch was at the same time displayed'!

which brilliantly lighted up the vast cavernouij

space.
'

Another excavated apartment, particularly wort'

mentioning, which we visited, was the Grand Dane
ion, with an immense pendent chandelier in th

centre, cut out of the rock salt crystal. Balls hav I

been given here which have been graced by th^

presence of royalty.—We were at last conduetei

where the mining operations were going on, am
saw an immense block of salt, which had already

been cut around, payed off the side of the cavern

Its weight must have been at least four or five tons

Our mode of exit from the mines was not at al

fatiguing, though somewhat calculated to disturi

the equilibrium of weak nerves.^—Each person wa

placed in a seat of rope-chair, and then all haulei

up together by horse power. The depth of on

'

descent had not been more than half way down ti

the lower excavations but sufficiently far into th

bowels of the earth to satisfy my curiosity for th

time.

Epislle of George Fox.

" To all that profess the truth of God. M;

desires are, that you walk humbly in it; for whei;

the Lord first called me forth, he let me see tha'

young people grew up together in vanity, and tb'

fashions of the world, and old people went down]

wards into the earth, raking it together; andti

both these I was to be a stranger. And now;

Friends, I do see too many young people that pro

fess the truth, grow up into the fashions of the world
i

d too many parents indulge them ; and among8|

the elder some are declining downwards, and rakiuj

after the earth. Therefore, take heed that yo

not making your graves while you are aliv

outwardly, and loading yourselves with thick claj:

Ilab. ii. 6. For, if you have not power over th

earthly spirit, and that which leadeth into a vail

mind, and the fashions of the world, and into th

earth, though you have often had the rain fal

upon your fields, you will but bring forth thistles

briers, and thorns, which are for the fire. Suol

will become brittle, peevish, fretful spirits, tha

will not abide the heavenly doctrine, the admoni

tions, exhortations and reproofs of the Holy Ghost

or heavenly Spirit of God ; which would bring yo

to bo conformable to the death of Christ, and t

his image, that ye might have fellowship with hir

in his resurrection. Therefore, it is good for al

to bow to the name of Jesus, their Saviour, tha

all may confess him to the glory of God, tlie Fs

ther. For, I have had a concern upon me in

sense of the danger of young people's going int

the fashions of the world, and old people going int

the earth, and many going into a loose and fals

liberty, till at last they go quite into the spirit c

the world, as some have done. The house of sac

hath been built upon the sand on the sea-shor(

not upon Christ, the Kock, that are so soon i

the world again, under a pretence of liberty C

conscience. But it is not a pure conscience, no

in the Spirit of God, nor in Christ Jesus; for i

the liberty in the Spirit there is the unity, whic.

is the bond of peace; and all are one in Chrii

Jesus, in whom is the true liberty; and this is nc

of the world, for he is not of the world. There

fore, all are to stand fust in him, as they hav

received him; fur in him there is peace, who
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le ]'rince of Peace, but in the world there ii

•oublc. For the spirit of the world is a trouble-

)rae spirit, but the Spirit of Christ is a peaceable

pirit; iu which God Almighty preserve all the

lithful. Amen. G. F."

Gooses, the 1st of the Second month, 1690.

Immyration for 1854.—There arrived at the

jrt of New York during the year just closed,

37,6o9 emigrants, of whom 108,723 were Ger-

ans, and 80,200 Irish. Q'he immigration at the

me port last year was 284,945. The followiug

a comparative table of emigration from the year

?47 to 1854, inclusive. It will be seen that in

?52 and 1853 the German exceeded the Irish,

though in the aggregate for the eight years the

[tter is in the excess. In the year 1S54 the

ermau emigration has been double that of the

ish.

Table of German and Iriah Emiyratwn.
German. Irish.

1847 . . 5o,lS0 52,940
1848 . . 51,973 98,061
1849 . . 55,705 112,691
1850 . . 45,535 117,038
1851 . . 60,883 103,250
1852 . . 118,011 118,131
1853 . . 110,044 113,101
1854 . . 108,723 80,200

084,054 853,484

084,054

1,538,138

1 for " The FrienJ.'

" Man is the genuine offspring of revolt,

Stubborn and sturdy .... a wild ass's eolt."

" We may be convinced by what pa.sses in our
inds, if we will but closely and dispassionately

:aniine our motives to action, that mankind, in a

ate of nature, are universally governed by self-

ill. The perversity of the will is, indeed, the

imary cause of defection and degeneracy in all

oral agents; it is the strong man armed, that

eps the house ; and while he continues to pos-

js it, all our endeavours, even after natural, and
iuch more after supernatural excellence, are too

luch perverted by passion and prejudice, ever to

iach the object we aim at; for whatever our na-
\ral discoveries of religion, and moral truths may
i, it is the will that determines us to action. The
\sii/nation of the will is, therefore, the first step

i true devotion.

I "When God and man stand opposite in view,
Man's disappointment must of course ensue.
If led from earthly things to things Divine
His creature thwart not his august design,
Then praise is heard, instead of reas'ning pride,
And captions cavil and complaint subside.

"One objection to controversy is, that those

ho are most forward to engage in it, discover

Ich a propensity to usurp the seat of judgment,
ud pronounce sentence upon each other's motives
ad opinions. The impetuosity and teuaciousness

f disputants, seldom originate so much in a love

f truth, as a desire of victory ; they sometimes
vincc a rancour and ferocity like that of warriors

;

le difl'erence is, that the former fight with their

jngues, and the other with their swords; and that

a these wordy contest more charity is lost than
lood

" 'Tis hard, indeed, if nothing will defend
Manlsind from quarrels, but their fatal end.
Where men of judgment creep, and feel their way.
The positive pronounce without dismay.
Few competitions, but engender spite;

And those the most, where neither has the right.

"Censorious strictures on the foibles and inad-

vertencies of others, are often an insidious way of

the censor's insinuating that he is free from them
himself; but a little reflection may convince us,

that it is much easier to make pertinent remarks
on an impropriety in the conduct of anotiier, than

to avoid it in our own. As in passing along, we
see each other more plainly than we see ourselves,

it is very common for one man to be exposing the

faults of another, while his own conduct is (jHite

as much the subject of concern and disapproba-

tion ; so true is the saying of Solomon ;
' He that

is first in his own cause, seemeth jnst; but his

neighbour cometh and soarcheth him.' Were we
as vigilant against the approaches of evil in oiir-

sclres, as we usually are against the errors of

others, there would certainly bo much more har-

mony and peace in the world.

Trutli would be more popular with us, if it pro-

posed onlj/ to correct the faults of other-- ; for we
are apt to value ourselves more on exposing tiie

faults of others, than on correcting our own. Self-

conceit is mostly blind to the merits of others, as

well as to its own defects; and it is probable that

in proportion as we are envious and censorious, we
are selfconceited; and entertain so exalted an

opinion of ourselves, that we cannot bear to think

we are exceeded by others.

"Nothing shows our weakness more than to be

so sharp-sighted at spying other men's faults, and
so purblind about our own. When the auctions of

a neighbour are on the stage, we can have all our
wits about us, and are so quick and critical we can

split a hair, and find out every failure and infirm-

ity; but are without feeling, or have very little

sense of our own. Much of this comes from ill-

nature, as well as froiu an inordinate value of our-

selves; for we love rambling better than home,
and blaming the unhappy, rather than covering

and relieving them. They have a right to cen-

sure, that have a heart to help; the rest is cruelty,

not justice.

"Of all causes which conspire to blind
Man's erring judgment, and misguide the mind,
What the weak head with bias rules.

Is pride, the never-failing vice of fools.

Though various foes against the truth combine.
Pride above all opposes her design

;

Pride, of a growth superior to the rest.

The mhlhst serpent, with the loftiest crest,

Swells at the thought, and, kindling into rage.

Would hiss the cherub mercy from the stage.

" Whoever comes to the real knowledge of Di-

vine Truth, will find, that it is one thing to be
convinced of it, as the mark of our high "calling,

d another for the will to be brought into sub-

jection to its discoveries and requirings. Some
enlightened persons have approached this mark
so near in pro.speet and confession, as to do almost

everything, but really embrace it: yet for want of

i\\e, full surrender, which that attainment calls for,

the government has still remained on their own
shoulders, and they have vainly imagined that the

choice of the way, and ordering of their steps, were
left to tlieir own judgment.

"A servant, who endeavours to please his mas-

ter by acts of his own choice, may be favourably

regarded on the score of his sincerity and dili-

gence; but a trulj/ devoted servant waits for direc-

tion, and if he cheerfully perform the service

required, finds his reward in his faithfulness. The
first thinks too well of his own ability and skill,

to wait for orders; the latter is too conscious of

his liability to err, to suppose his master would
be pleased with his gues.s-work. If the one ap-

prehends be has succeeded, he naturally places his

success to the account of his own merit; or, if he

falls short, may find some relief, to his uneasiness,

by reflecting upon the uprightness of his inten-

tion; while the otlier, who has taken direction,

having peace in his obedience, can quietly leave

the event to his employer.

"One trait of zeal without knowledge is, that
those who are actuated by it, are for pressing a
conformity to truth upon others, before they have
submitted to its mortifying restraints in them-
selves; thus, acting without its direction, and in

the impatience of their own spirits, charity is

deserted."

A Sidjslitutc for Turpenliiir.—^l rdiiuzc, the

son of the distinguished chemist of that name,

proposes to use an oily fluid consisting of a mix-
ture of carho-hydrogeus, especially of benzoiue,

&c., as a substitute for oil of turpentine in paint-

ing, lie obtains this fluid, which boils from 100
to 108° Centigrade, by the distillation of canncl

coal, by means of sur-heated steam. This liquid

is colourless, very fluid, and completely volatile,

leaving no stain upon paper, and is not alteretl by
exposure to the light. It has a penetrating smell,

which reminds one of common coal gas; but this

entirely disappears when it has evaporated. A
number of comparative experiments have been
made with the object of comparing it witli the oil

of turpentine, by a committee of the Societe d' En-
couragement of Paris, all of which have resulted

in showing that walls, wood-work, &c., painted

with the essence of coal dried far more rapidly,

and the smell disappeared sooner, than where
essence of turpentine was employed. For exam-
ple, in one case where the coal essence and oil of

turpentine were respectively mixed with three

times their volume of oil, and employed under
exactly similar circumstances, the smell of the

essence of coal was completely dissipated at the

end of three days, while that part painted with the

turpentine mixture had still a strong smell, and
was not completely dry. The introduction of such
an oil would be of great importance, not only in a
commercial point of view, but in a hygienic one
also.

—

Bulletin de la Soeiete d' Encouragement.

For "The Friend."

Tenacity of Life in Sheep.

There have been numerous instances of sheep
living a long time without sustenance when buried
under the snow. The following is a remarkable
case of the kind. According to the Maine Farmer,
a sheep belonging to Eli Fisk, of Freedom, in the
county of Waldo, Me., was buried in the snow,
during a heavy snow storm on the 19th of First

month last. The poor animal was not discovered
until Second mo. 13th, a period of twenty-five days,

when Eli Fisk accidentally found the sufferer by
hearing the grating of its teeth. The sheep was
standing erect when found, the wool on its back
frozen to the snow above, which rendered it impos-
sible to lie down. The snow was drifted so hard,

that all the cattle of the farm travelled over the

sheep's back for many days without breaking
through. When this account was furnished the

animal was alive and doing well

Be silent when blamed and reproached unjustly,

and under such circumstances that the reproach-
ful and injurious person will bo likely, under the
influence of his own reflections, to discover his

error and wrong speedily. Instead of replying,

receive the injurious treatment with humility and
calmness; and He in whose name you suffer, will

reward you with inward consolation, while he
sends the sharp arrow of conviction into the heart

of your adversary.

The desire to be thought humble, is a sure evi-

dence of the want of humility.
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For "The Friend."

Socicly of Friends.

Surely it is very desirable that our Society should

come forth in newuess of life, shake herself from the

dust of the earth, and rise above the contaminating

spirit of the world ; doubling our diligence in ho-

liness to the Lord ; trimming our lamps with

greater zeal and integrity for the prosperity of Zion,

and the enlargement of her lorders, that it may be

said of us as it was of our worthy ancestors in the

Truth, fathers, ciders, young men, and children,

viz., " the glory of that day, and foundation of the

hope that has not made us ashamed since we were

a people, we know is that blessed principle of light

and Hfe of Christ which we profess, and direct all

people to, as the great instrument and agent of

man's conversion to God; it was by this we were

first touched, and effectually enlightened as to our

inward state, which put us upon the consideration

of our latter end, causing us to set the Lord before

our eyes, and to number our days, that we might

apply our hearts to wisdom."
" In that day, we judged not after the sightof the

eye, or after the hearing of the ear, but according

to the light and sense this blessed principle gave

us ; we judged and acted in reference to things and

persons, ourselves and others, yea, towards God

our Maker. For being quickened by it in our in

ward man, we could easily discern the difference

of things, and feel what was right and what was

wroniT, and what was fit, and was not, both in

ferenco to religion and civil concerns. That being

the ground of the fellowship of all Saints, it was

in that our fellowship stood. In this we desired

to have a sense one of another, acted toward

one another and all men in love, faithfulnes.s, and

fear.

" In the feeling of the motions of this principle

we drew near to the Lord, and waited to be pre

pared by it, that we might feel those drawings and

inovings before we approached the Lord in prayer,

or opened our mouths in ministry. And in

our beginning and ending with this, stood our

comfort, service, and edification. And as we

ran faster, or fell short, we made burthens for

ourselves to bear; our services finding in

selves a rebuke instead of an acceptance ; and in

lieu of " Well done," " Who hath requir.d this at

your hands ?" In that day we were an exercised

people; our countenances and deportment de

dared it.

" Care for others was then much upon us, as

well as for ourselves, especially the young convinced

Often had we the burden of the word of the Lord

to our neighbours, relations, accjuaintances, and

sometimes strangers also : we were in travail for

one another's preservation ; not seeking, but shun

ning occasions of any coldness or misunderstanding,

treating one another as those that believed and felt

God present ; which kept our conversation inno-

cent, serious and weighty, guarding ourselves

against the cares and friendships of the world,

We held the Truth in the spirit of it, and not in

our own spirits, or after our own will and affection.

We were bowed and brought into subjection, inso-

much that it was visible to them that know us,

we did not think ourselves at our own disposal, to

go where we list, or say or do what we list, or

when we list. Our liberty stood in the liberty of

the spirit of Truth, and no pleasure, no profit, no

fear, no favour, could draw us from this retired

strict, and watchful frame. We were so far from

seckingoccasions of company, that we avoided them
where we could, pursuing our own business with

moderation instead of meddling with other people's

unnecessarily.

" Our words were few and savoury, our looks com
posed and weighty, and our whole deportment very

observable. True it is that this retired and strict

sort of life from the liberty of the conversation of

the world, exposed us to the censures of many, as

humorists, conceited, and self righteous persons.

But it was our preservation from many snares, to

which others were continually exposed by the pre-

valency of the lust of the eye, the lust of the flesh,

and the pride of life, that wanted no occasions or

temptations to excite them abroad in the converse of

the world. I cannot forget the humility and

chaste zoal of that day. llow constant at meet-

ings, how retired in them, how firm to Truth's life,

as well as Truth's principles, and how entire and

united in our communion, as indeed became those

that profess one head, even Christ Jesus the Lordl

This being the testimony and example George Fox
and his cotemporaries were [sent to declare,] and

leave amongst us, and we having embraced the same

as the merciful visitation of God to us, that word of

exhortation at this time is, that we continue to be

found in the way of his testimony with all zeal and

integrity, and so much the more by how much the

day draweth near.

" And as to you, my beloved and much honour-

ed brethren in Christ, that are in the exercise of

the ministry; feel life in the ministry! Let

life be your commission, your well spring and trea-

sury in all such occasions ; else you well know
there can be no begetting to God, since nothing

can quicken or make people alive to God but the

life of God : and it must be a ministry in and from

life that enlivens any people to God. We have

seen the fruit of all other ministries by the few

that are turned from the evil of their ways. It is

not parts or memory, the repetition of former open-

ings in our own will and time, that will do God's

work. A dry, doctrinal ministry, however sound

in words, can reach but the ear, and is but a dream
at the best : there is another soundness that is

soundest of all, viz., Christ the power of God.

This is the key of David, that opens, and none

shuts; and shuts, and none can open ; as the oil to

the lamp, and the soul to the body, so is that to

the best of words. Which made Christ say, " My
words they are spirit and they are life ;" that is,

they are from life, and therefore they make you
alive that receive them. If the disciples that had

lived with Jesus, were to stay at Jerusalem till

they received it, so must we wait to receive before

we minister, if we will turn people from darkness

to light, and from Satan's power to God.

"I fervently bow my knees to the God and Father

of our Lord Jesus Christ, that we may always be

like minded ; that we may ever wait reverently for

the coming and opening of the word of life, and
attend upon it in our ministry and service, that

we may serve God in Ilis spirit. And be it little

or be it much, it is well ; fur much is not too much,
and the least is enough, if from the motion of God's

spirit; and without it, verily, never so little is too

much, because to no profit. For it is the spirit of

the Lord immediately, or through the ministry of

Uis servants, that teacheth the people to profit;

and to be sure so far as we take Him along with us
j

in our services, so far are we profitable, and no

further. F'or if it be the Lord that must work all

things in us, and for ourselves, much more is it

the Lord that must work in us for the conversion

of others. If, therefore, it was once a cross to us

to speak, though the Lord required it at our

hands, let it never be so to be silent, when he

does not.

"It is one of the most dreadful sayings in the

Revelations, " That he that adds to the words ol'

the prophecy of this book, God will add the plagues

written in this book." To keep back the counsel

of God, is as terrible ; for he that takes away from

the words of the prophecy of this book, God shall

take away his part out of the book of life. And
truly it has great caution in it to those that us«

the name of the Lord, to be well assured the Lord

speaks, that they may not be found of the number
of those that add to the words of the testimony o(

the prophecy which the Lord giveth them to bear;

nor yet to mince or diminish the same, both being

very offensive to God.

—

Penn.

Xew Jersey, 1855.
j

For "The Fri. ml."

The following narrative has been sent to us b}

a Friend in England; it is extracted from a work

by C. Lanman.

Hermit Woman of tlie Alleghanies.

" Delighted, however, and deeply impressed ai

I have been, by the scenery of this Alpine laud, ]

have been far more interested by an old woman,

whom I have had the pleasure of seeing. Hei

name is Elizabeth Golding, or Goldizen, and shei

resides in a iog cabin, entirely alone, directly a1

the foot of the gorge, which has taken her name
She is of German origin, and represents hersill' as

112 years of age. She was born, according tn hei

own words, within a two days' ride of PliiluJel

phia, in Penn.sylvania, and her father was a sol

dier in the Revolution, under Washington, ant

she herself was in the immediate vicinity of thi

American camp, at the defeat of Gen. Braddock
of which event she habitually recounts a greali

number of interesting and thrilling incident*!

closing each paragraph with the remark, that thci

battle field was wet, very wet, with blood. Shti

has been husbandless and childless for nearly hali

a century, and for many years has lived, as now\

in the solitude of the mountains, utterly aloneji

Indeed, everything about the old woman is pecrf'

liar and strange. She is small in stature, and he|

hair (which is white as snow) is very long; whe
engaged in conversation, her countenance tires

and she accompanies each sentence with the mo
animated gestures; her voice, though still stron

is altogether beyond her control, having an unn
tural tone; and the wrinkles running entirely ov

her face and neck, are as deep as we might
'

agine them to be after having been furrowed

the tears of even one heart for so long a time asl

century. She was clothed in the simplest manusw
having upon her head a cap made of comraoii

brown cotton, a frock of blue homespun cloth, an¥

upon her feet nothing but woollen socks. Durinf

the whole time that we were in her cabin, she wa
smoking some bitter weed in a corn-cob pipe, andl

though haggard and worn to a marvellous degree'i

she had a pleasant smile; and when cither of hei

guests happened to utter something that was novej

to her ear, she would exclaim, 'Oh, yes, that ij

wonderfiil !' Her only means of subsistence fo:l

years past, had been obtained by making hickori

brooms; but even this business she had been comi

polled to give up, for she could no longer climlj

the mountains to obtain the proper material; ant

though she seemed to be perfectly certain tha

she would be provided for, she expressed tb:

greatest dread of the county almshouse. We inj

quired as to her appetite, and she replied, ' C)b, '.]

eat very little ; I never eat much, sometimes no!

thing in a whole day, and never more than once
j

day, and I am well acquainted with hunger.' A
to her sleep we also questioned her, and slie .-aid

' That 's what troubles me most; I cannot .-lec|

now, I am so old ; and so I lie on my bed al

night, thinking of my great, good, and s'

Father in the heavens.' We asked her how sb
managed to obtain the necessaries of life, and ;

said she did not know, only that people who tra

veiled on the road, sometimes stepped in to giv
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er a little coffee or flour, her main stay being a

mall garden of vegetables, the bush fence around

'hich had been built by her own hands ; and this

arden was the neatest one that I ever beheld. As
) her sight, it was as good as ever, and she was

nacquainted with the use of spectacles. We
sked her how much money she would want to

upport her for a year, and she replied, that ten

ollars would take care of her a long time,—more

han a year. As a matter of course, my compa-

ions and I made up a little purse for her benefit

;

nd when we gave it to her, it seemed as if she

rould embrace us in spite of us. Indeed, we made
er a number of trifling presents, and she ex-

ressed her gratitude by weeping, and assuring us

hat her ' Father in the heavens' would bless us,

nd make us happy wherever we might go. And
can assure the reader that the tears shed by that

Id woman of five score years and ten, were not

he only ones that sprung into the eyes on that

ccasiun, albeit we were unused to weeping.
" But I have not yet given the reader an idea

(f the homo of this lonely being; in truth, it

Raffles description. Her nearest neighbour is some

bur miles off, and her only companions in her

olitude are a little dog and a cat. Her cabin

tands near the water's edge, and directly on the

(lill-side; it is without a window, but light in

abundance comes in from the gaping roof and

|ides of the black and mouldering log habita-

jion, the chimney to which is of mud and sticks,

ind in a dilapidated condition. Her bedstead is

padc of small pine sticks with the bark still on;

ler couch, consisting of hemlock boughs covered

ff'ith straw, upon which are two or three wretch-

edly worn bcd-quilts ; in one corner of the room

^re two or three shelves, where are displayed her

(ooking and eating utensils, the original cost of

^hich, (and they were very old and worn,) could

jot have been more than one dollar. An old stool

pswers the purpose of a chair, and a board nailed

|o the side of the cabin is her only table; hang-

ing from the logs at the side of her bed are two

}T three old gowns, which help to keep out the air

Lnd the rain ; she is also the owner of a spinning

ivheel ; and from the crevices of the loga around,

ibove, and everywhere, depend bunches of herbs

ind faded flowers which she has gathered in her

•ambles; but there was a taste and neatness dis-

jlayed in the arrangement of the miserable furni-

,ure of the room which gave it a really cheerful

ispect.

" We asked the old woman if she never ap-

)rehended any danger while thus living so utterly

ilone, and she replied, 'Of course, not; who
ivould harm a poor forsaken being like me ? I

lin't afraid even of the bears, for it's only last fall

,hat one came down here, and scratched up my
;arden, but I drove him off with a big stick.' Up
,0 this point, everything we saw and heard con-

serning this aged woman, was strange; but, when
ve rose to depart, we were still more astonished

)y her wild movements, and her address to the

ibllowing effect :

—

" ' Men, I thank you for your goodness ; Ican-

tot read, but my Great Father has told me, in my
\eart, all about it. There is a heaven, men, and

t's a very happy place; and there is a hell, men,
ind it's a very dreadful place; they both will

never have an end. Now, men, good bye ; we shall

meet once more, at the judgment, but for only

I short time. Live, men, so that you may get t«

deaven.' And so we left this strange, strange

being; and I am confident, that long after her

bones shall have mingled with the dust, one trio

of travellers, if still living, will remember with

ironder and pleasure, their interview with the

Bermit Woman of the Alleghanies."

A Lesson from the Camp.—A sprig of nobility,

who thought it a nice thing to "go a soldiering,"

purchased a commission in the allied army, and
went to the Crimea. Perhaps he had formed his

notions of war from the campaigning at Cobham
or Sartory, with their blank cartridge engagements,
and mock tights. Or he may have been afflicted

with nerves, which no real soldier is supposed to

possess. From whatever cause, when his division

was brought to the charge in tiio dreadful battle

of Inkermann, poor Lord Forth played the coward,
shaking in his shoos and bellowing like a very

calf. When the battle was over, his sword was
broken before the army; he was thrust out of the

camp on board a ship, and sent home in disgrace.

We would not form censorious judgments; but
really we cannot help thinking that if there were
the same exact discipline in the camp of Israel as

in that before Sebastopol, there would be a sad

number of broken swords, a great thinning of the

ranks, and a terrible crowding of the ships. In

many an engagement with the powers of darkness,

calling for the united energies of the " sacramen-

tal host," there is a cowardly shrinking on the

part of some on whom most reliance is placed.

Do nothing in some circumstances is doing wrong,

and neglect of duty becomes as palpable a misde-

meanor as positive rebellion.

—

Am. Messenger.

HY.M^f.

My God, I thank thee I may no tliought

E'er deem thy chastisements severe
;

But may this heart, by sorrow taught.

Calm each wild wish, each idle fear.

Thy mercy bids all nature bloom;
"The sun shines bright, and man is gay;

Thine equal mercy spreads the gloom
That darkens o'er his little day.

Full many a throb of grief and pain

Thy frail and erring child must know;
But not one prayer is breathed in vain,

Nor does one tear unheeded ilow.

Thy various messengers employ;
Thy purposes of love fulfil;

And, 'mid the wreck of human joy,

May kneeling faith adore thy will I

For " The Friend."

TRACT ASSOCIATION.

The following Friends were appointed to fill the

respective offices of the Association for the ensuing

Treasurer—Joseph Scattergood.

Managers—John C. Allen, Edward Richie,

Horatio C. Wood, Samuel Bettlc, Jr., William H.
Brown, Israel H. Johnson, Charles J. Allen,

Joseph Walton, Samuel Allen, Charles Jones,

John L. Kite, William Kinsey, Jr., James Kite,

Mark Balderston, Jesse Williams.

REPORT.

The managers of the Tract Association report,

that there was on hand Third month 1st, lS5-t,

Tracts, - - - 181,421

And there has been printed since, 121,201

302,682

66,520

Making an aggregate of -

There has been taken from the Def
tory at the same time, -

Leaving on hand on the 1st instant, 236,102

which is a much larger stock than we have ever

had at a similar period.

3,401: Tracts have been taken by three Auxili-

aries : 2,524 have been given to the inmates of

the Moyamensing Prison ; 3,550 were distributed

at the meetings of professed infidels ; 1,811 to the

applicants for soup at one of the soup houses ; 500
to First-day school pupils ; 400 to the students of
Jeffer.son Medical College ; 1,1.53 were placed on
board steamboats and ships ; 327 were distributed
among the inmates of the Eastern Penitentiary

;

200 to the Young Men's Lyceum; 260 were placed
in railroad cars and depots; 700 were given to the
pupils of coloured schools ; and 101 were for the in-
mates of the House of llefuge.

Besides these, 17,357 were taken for general
distribution, principally in this city and its vici-

nity.

4,808 were taken for distribution in various
parts of Pennsylvauia; 713 were for Massachu-
setts; 36 for Connecticut; 142 for llhode Island;

2,003 were for New York city and State ; 605 for

Maryland; 2,485 for New Jersey ; 1,425 forOhio;
G 13 for Illinois ; 606 for Indiana ; 3,475 for Iowa

;

707 for Virginia; 202 for Alabama; 291 for Del-
aware; 97 for Michigan; 404 for North Carolina;
101 for Kentucky ; 202 for District of Columbia;
101 for California; 1,000 for Nova Scotia; and
1,313 for Canada West; 13,204 were sold, a large
number of which were bound, being designed for

libraries in Liberia, Africa.

The demand for our Almanac last year was such
as to induce the Board to have 8,500 copies printed
of that for this year, being 1,000 more than the
edition of the one for the former year. A largo
proportion of these have been sold, although so
many thousand Almanacs are now distributed gra-
tuitously by vendors of medicine and others. The
inmates of the Moyamensing Prison, the men and
women attending the adult coloured school, and a
few others, have been supplied with copies of it.

The matter for an Almanac for 1856 has been pre-
pared, and will be printed in due season.

There were on hand Third mo. 1st, 1854, 16,098
Juvenile Books of 19 different kinds. New edi-

tions of several of these have been printed since,

amounting togetLer to 10,205, and making the
total number 26,303. 3,893 have been dispo.-ed

of during the year, leaving on hand on the 1st
inst., 22,410. A considerable number of those
disposed of have been sent to Liberia, Africa.

The stock of Select Headers, reported last year,
was 1,147, since then, an edition of 1,012 of No.
I has been printed, making 2,159. 776 have
been disposed of during the year, and the number
on hand on the 1st inst. was 1,383. These read-

ing books have been introduced into many schools,

under the care of Friends, as well as in some
others, and we believe give general satisfaction.

The balance in the hands of our Treasurer at

the settlement last year, was $96.37. He has re-

ceived since in donations and subscriptions from
members and interest, §519.20, and from sales of
books, tracts, &c., $374..34. He has also received

(besides the legacy of $500 reported last year,

though not included in his last year's account,)

$200.45, the bequest of our late friend, Ann Mif-
flin, making together 8700.45, which, with the
balance due him on the 1st instant, of $11.88,
amount to $1,702.24. He has paid for printing,

paper, binding, insurance, &c., &c., $1,068.99,
and for a certificate of §500 loan of Camden and
Amboy Railroad Co., $453.75, and for a certificate

of $200 six per cent, loan of the city of Philadel-

phia, $179.50, making together $1,702.24.
The sales of our publications have not been so

great in amount as last year by about $170, and
the gratuitous distribution is much less than it

has been for several years. Although this is the

case, our expenses have been much greater, owing
to the large number of our publications which
have been printed during the year. Besides the

balance which is due to our treasurer, there are

several bills which remain unpaid. We call espe-
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cial attention to the present state of our funds

the hope that Friends who have the ability, will

increase their annual subscriptions, and thus ren

der an extra appeal, such as we have been obliged

to make this 3'ear, unnecessary. The limited

means at our disposal has its effect in preventing

the issuing of new publications, most of our funds

being absorbed in keeping up the stock of th

already prepared. The large amount of pernicious

reading furnished at the present day, both in book,

pamphlet, and newspaper form, which is rendered

accessible by its cheapness to all classes, is, we fear,

vitiating the taste, unsettling the principles and

corrupting the morals of many in the community.

If the dissemination of the sound sentiments and

important religious truths which our tracts contain

should counteract even in a small degree the evil

influence of such publicatious, we should consider

ourselves fully repaid for the labour and expense

attending their distribution. In view of the pro-

bable effects they may have in this respect, and

the beneficial influence, which under the Divine

blessing, have in many instances attended their

perusal, the ready reception which they meet with

among almost all classes when offered to them, we
think Friends should be encouraged to persevere

in a work likely to be attended with such useful

results. We therefore hope, thai during the pre-

sent year, a much larger number of our tracts may
be placed in the hands of those to whom their

valuable contents are as yet unknown.

By direction and on behalf of the Managers,

Edwd. Richie, Clerk.

Philada., Third mo. 14th, 1855.

Reports from three of our Auxiliaries were read,

and some concern appears to be felt among them

to further the design of the Association. We de-

sire that a renewed lively interest therein, may
more and more animate the members of the Parent

Association, and all its Auxiliaries.

Speak not often of your own actions, nor even,

when it can be properly avoided, make allusion to

yourself, as an agent in transactions which are

calculated to attract notice. We do not suppose,

as some may be inclined to do, that frequent

speaking of our actions is necessarily a proof,

although it may furnish a presumption, of inordi-

nate self-love or vanity ; but it cannot be denied,

that, by such a course, we expose ourselves to

temptations and dangers in that direction. It is

safer, and is certainly much more profitable, to

speak of what has been done for us, and wrought

in us; to speak, for instance, of ourselves as the

recipients of the goodness of God, than to speak

of what ice have ourselves done. But even here,

also, although it may often be an imperative duty,

there is need of deliberation and caution.

The Introduction of Tea, Coffee, and Choeolatc.

It is said that the frozen Norwegians, on the

first sight of roses, dared not touch what they con-

ceived were trees budding with fire ; and the na-

tives of Virginia, the first time they seized on a

quantity of gunpowder which belonged U< the

English colony, sowed it for grain, expecting in

reap a plentiful crop of combustion by the next

harvest, to blow away the whole colony.

In our own recollection, strange imaginations

impeded the first period of vaccination ; when
some families, terrified by the warning of a physi-

cian, conceived tlieir race would end in a species of

Minotaurs.

We smile at the simplicity of the men of nature,

for their mistaken notions at the first introduction
among them of exotic novelties ; and yet, even in

civilized Europe, how long a time those whose pro

fession, or whose reputation, regulate public opin-

ion, are influenced by vulgar prejudices, often dis-

guised under the imposing form of science ! and

when their ludicrous absurdities and obstinate

prejudices enter into the matters of history, it is

then we discover that they were only imposing on

themselves and on others.

It is hardly credible, that on the first introduc-

tion of the Chinese leaf, which now aflbrds our

daily refreshment; or the American leaf, whose
sedative fumes made it so long a universal favour-

ite j or the Arabian berry, whose aroma exhila-

rates its European votaries ; that the use of these

harmless novelties should have spread consternation

in the nations of Europe, and have been anathema-
tized by the terrors and fictions of some of the

learned. Yet this seems to have happened. Patin,

who wrote so furiously against the introduction of

antimony, spread the same alarm at the use of tea,

which he calls " I'impertinente nouveaute du
siecle." In Germany, Hanneman considered tea-

dealers as immoral members of society, lying in

wait for men's purses and lives ; and Dr. Duncan,
in his treatise on hot liquors, suspected that the

virtues attributed to tea were merely to encourage

the importation.

Many virulent pamphlets were published against

the use of this shrub, from various motives. In

1670, a Dutch writer says it was ridiculed in Hol-

land under the name of hay-water. " The pro-

gress of this famous plant," says an ingenious

writer, "has been something like the progress of

truth ; suspected at first, though very palatable to

le who had courage to taste it ; resisted as it

encroached; abused as its popularity seemed to

spread ; and establishing its triumph at last in

cheering the whole land from the palace to the

cottage, only by the slow and resistless efforts of

time and its own virtues."—" Edinburgh Review,"
1816.

These now common beverages are all of recent

origin in Europe ; neither the ancients nor those

of the middle ages tasted of this luxury. The first

accounts we find of the use of this slirub are the

casual notices of travellers, who seem to have tasted

it, and sometimes not to have liked it. A Russian

Ambassador, in 1639, who resided at the Court of

the Mogul, declined accepting a large present of

tea for the Czar, " as it would only encumber
with a commodity for which he had no use."

The appearance of "a black water," and an acrid

taste, seems not to have recommended it to the

German Olearius, in 1633. Dr. Short has recorded

an anecdote of a stratagem of the Dutch in their

second voyage to China, by which they at first

obtained their tea without disbursing money ; they

carried with them great store of dried sage, and
bartered it with the Chinese for tea ; and received

three or four pounds of tea for one of sage ; but
at length the Dutch could not export suificient

juantity of sage to supply their demand. This
fact, however, proves how deeply the imagination

concerned with our palate, for the Chinese, af-

fected by the exotic novelty, considered our sage

to be more precious than their tea.

The first introduction of tea into Europe is not

ascertained; according to the common accounts,

it came into England from Holland, in 1666, when
Loid Arlington and Lord Ossory brought over a

ill quantity ; the custom of drinking tea became
fashionable, and a pound weight sold then for sixty

ihillinrs. This account, however, is by no means
satisiacitiiy. I have heard of Oliver Cromwell's
tea-pot in the pos,session of the collector, and this

will derange the chronology of those writers who
are perpetually copying the researches of others,

without confirming or correcting them.

Amidst the rival contests of the Dutch and the

English East India Companies, the honor of intro-

ducing its use into Europe may be claimed by both.

Dr. Short conjectures that tea might have been
known in England as far back as the reign o)

James I., for the first fleet set out in 1600; but
had the use of this shrub been known, the novelty

would have been chronicled among our dramatic
writers, whose works are the annals of our preva-

lent tastes and humors. It is rather extraordi-

nary that our East India Company should not have
discovered the use of this shrub in their early ad-

ventures
;
yet it certainly was not known in Eng-

land so late as in 1641, for in a scarce, "Treatise
on Warm Beer," where the title indicates the au-

thor's design to recommend hot in preference to

cold drinks, he refers to tea only by quoting the

Je.suit Maffei's account, that " they of China do
for the most part drink the strained liquor of an
herb called Vhia, hot." The word Cha is the

Portuguese term for tea, retained to this day, which
they borrowed from the Japanese ; while our inter-

course with the Chinese made us, no doubt, adopt
their term Theh, now prevalent throughout Europe,
with the exception of the Portuguese. The Chi-

nese origin is still preserved in the term Bohea,
tea which comes from the country of Voiihi ; and
that of Hyson was the name of the most consider-

able Chinese then concerned in the trade.

The best account of the early use, and the price*

of tea in England, appears in the handbill of one

who may be called our first Tea-maker. This cu^

rious handbill bears no date, but as Hanway ascer-i

tained that the price was sixty shillings in 1660,
this bill must have been dispersed about that pe-

riod.

Thomas Garway, in Exchange Alley, tobacco-

nist and coffee-man, was the first who sold and
retailed tea, recommending it for the cure of all

disorders. The following shop-bill is more curious,

than any historical account we have.
" Tea in England hath been sold in the leaf foF'

six pounds, and sometimes for ten pounds the

pound weight, and in respect of its former scarce-

ness and dearness it hath been only used as a re-

galia in high treatments and entertainments, and
presents made thereof to princes and grandees,

till the year 1657. The said Garway did purchase

a quantity thereof, and first publicly sold the said

tea in leaf ox drink, made according to the direc-

tions of the most knowing merchants into those

Eastern countries. On the knowledge of the said

Garway's continued care and industry in obtaining

the best tea, and making drink thereof, very manj
noblemen, physicians, merchants, &c., have ever

since sent to him for the said leaf, and daily resort tC'

his house to drink the drink thereof. He sells tea|

from 16s. to 50s. a pound." i

Probably tea was not in general use domesticalljl

late as in 1687 ; for in the diary of Henry, Ear!
of Carendon, he registers that " Pere Couplet sup

!

ped with me, and after supper we had tea, whicl:

he said was really as good as any he had drank it

China." Had his lordship been in the genera;

habit of drinking tea, he had not, probably, mad(j
it a subject for his diary.

j

(To be concluded.)
]

Be not disheartened, because the eye of th<

world is constantly and earnestly fixed upon you
to detect your errors, and to rejoice in your halt'

ing. But rather regard this state of things, try]

ing though it may lae, as one of the safeguard:!
which a kind father has placed around you ti|

keep alive, in your own bosom, an antagonist spiri

'

of watchfulness, and to prevent those very misi
takes and transgressions, which your cnemiei;

eagerly anticipate. !
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The Fuhery Season.—The period for the annu-

il visit of that delicate fish, the shad, has dow
irrived. It is a bountiful provision of Nature, and

me which is loss considered than it should be,

vhich thus brings to our doors shoals of fishes for

)ur food. The Eastern coasts of South Aiiicrica,

be coasts of Africa, and the southern shores of

\.sia, have no such fish as annually swarm to the

ihores of the United States and Kurope : for the

ish caught there are tropical bred, and inferior to

he shad, herring, salmon, mackerel and black-fish

jaught here, which are bred in colder waters.

The superiority of fish is attributable to the fact,

ipparently inconsiderable, that our inshore current

;cts southward along our shores, as it does along

hose of Western Europe, Eastern Asia, and wher-

ver good fish are to he had. This great wave,

hat flows continually from the Arctic regions,

ardens the flesh of the fish, enables them longer

resist decay, and renders them in every way
Qore edible. It brings with it also, vast schools

)f fish, which, if it ran in a difi'eront direction,

vould never visit our shores. If the Gulf Stream
an close along the coast, we should have a milder

ilimate, but no fish ; or, at least, none fit to eat.

n the same way, if a tropical current ran north-

ward past Ireland, Scotland and Norway, instead

f Arctic ones running southward, the common
)eoplc of Western Europe would have famished
md been extirpated long ago, and the civilization

i>f one of the best parts of the world crushed out

ely.

Let us illustrate this by a few stati.^tics. The
jmmber of persons, belonging to Scotland alone,

employed in the cod, herring and tunny fisheries, is

r 1,000. In addition, the number of sailors engaged
[n carrying salt, or exporting the fish after being
ured, was nearly sis thousand. Nearly half a

iiillion of people, in that single kingdom, earn a

ivelihood by the fisheries. In Norway, also, an
[xtensive trade is carried on in fish. The staple

Irticle of food, often the only one, among the poorer
»eople, in all the northern countries of Western
^urope, is fish, so that, without this edible, those

.terile regions would have been comparatively de-

populated. In America, the evil as yet, would
lOt be so extensive : but even here, the loss of

he fisheries would be a serious blow. The inhab-
^ants of Newfoundland depend almost entirely on
sh for their support, and own not less than 10,000
shing boats. The people of our own New England
mploy 85,64G tons in the cod fishery, and 58,112
n the mackerel; while thousands, along all our
oasts, obtain a temporary livelihood by the shad
nd herring fisheries.

The whole of this immense business depends on
he inshore current, that sets southward, along the
oasts of Northern Europe and America ; and it is

bis pregnant fact, the provision of a bountiful
fature, which is less considered than it should be.

—Ledi/er.

jiomple

sum of X20,C)00 has been laid apart as an accumu
lating fund, in order to rebuild Montague House
in a palatial manner, .'o as to make it the finest

mansion in London. This would make £480,000
but as it was profitably invested, it amounts now
to £2,000,000, all of which will be disbursed,

THE FRIEND
FOURTH .MO.NTH

The lleport nl

the Free Instiuc

will be inserted :

•'I he Association of Friends for

ju of Adult Coloured Persons,

our next number.

Mcmonj and fuiyct/ulucss are both in friendship
ecessary. Let me remember those kindnesses
ly friend hath done to me, that I may see his
)ve, and learn gratitude. Let me for/jei those
enofits I have performed to him, lest they shufiie

ut the cfl'ect of my love, and tell me he is re-

uited. Thus may we together increase our
riendship and comforts, otherwise a man may
ave many acquaintances but no friends.

All EncjUsh Ducal Residence.—A letter from
jondon states that the i)uke of Buccieugh's resi-

lence, (Montague House, White Hall Gardens,) is

bout being pulled down, and his grace has taken
he late Lord Brownlow's house, in Uelgrave
i luare. Every year, during the last 24 years, the

The approach of Yearly Meeting must bring
with it feelings of anxiety, even among these
whose faith is the strongest; and it is greatly to

be desired that all who expect to attend should so

feel the seriousness and importance of the occa
sion, as to have their minds brought under fervent
religious exercise, to be prepared to do what may
be required of them, and to be preserved from
everything that may in anywise retard the designs
of the Head of the church.

We commend the following, from one of our
valued correspondents, to the attention of our
readers :

—

" The warrior who rasldy exposes himself,

spreads confusion in the ranks, and often occa-

sions disorder through the whole army."
The Christian progress is termed a warfare ; and

the disciples of Christ are termed soldiers. Paul
says to his son Timothy, "Thou therefore endure
hardness, as a good soldier of Jesus Christ." How
beautiful,—how imposing to beholders,—how con-

vincing of a right training and subserviency to

an all-powerful Captain, is the circumstance of a

Christian army all keeping their ranks in right-

eousness, with their eye and expectation to their

heavenly Commander alone; not looking out, or

around them ; not moved by the sound of tire-

arms ; neither rushing into action because they
may apprehend a foe is approaching ; but who,
soldier-like, servant-like, wait for the signal of the
Captain, who sendeth not his soldiers " a war-
fare at their own charges," but who equips them
with armour, and supplies all their needs; and
whose right in return therefor is, the strictest

obedience to all his directions. The well-trained

Christian soldier knows that it is of the utmost
importance to keep his eye upon his Leader; and
not to move unbidden, neither lag behind the mo-
tion to proceed. Ilightly disciplined soldiers in

the Lamb's army, do not look for a loud command
from their Captain, but often receive an intimation

so gentle, that only the watchful, faithful warrior,

can understand it. This state of training is al-

luded to by the Psalmist, when (personating the
Supreme Kuler) he says, "I will instruct thee
and teach thee in the way thou shouldst go; 1
will cjuide thee with mine eye." Oh, what close

watchfulness does this require on the part of his

servants ! May the tribes who may be permitted to

come up to our approaching "Annual Assembly,"
manifest themselves to be of the number of the

well-trained soldiers of the Lamb, who are seeking
his honour, and the spreading and exaltation of

his kingdom ; is the sincere and fervent prayer of

the writer of this little hint. * * *

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England by the steamer Baltic

to tlie 24tli ult. The Vieima Conference.—The first of
tile " four points" has been agreed to unanimously. It

provides for the abolition of tbe exclusive Protectorate
of Russia in Moldavia and Wallachia

; a grant of tile

privileges accorded to ttiese provinces by tbe Sultan,
and placing them under the guaranty of the Five Pow-

ers. At the latest dates from the Congress, the second
point was under discussion. The probability of these
negotiations resulting in peace is increasing. The War.
—The storming of the Malakoff Tower by the French,
and their subsequent repulse by the Russians, appears
to have been a sanguinary aflair in which nearly a
thousand men were killed and wounded on both sides.
The French loss was the greatest. In Lord Raglau'a
latest despatch, ho admits that the fortifications of Se-
bnstopol were daily growing stronger. The Russians
were in no want of needful supplies. The despatch says,
"Vast convoys are daily observed arriving on the north
side of the town, and I learn from information entitled
to credit, that the road leading from Simferapol, ia

covered with wagons, laden with provisions and muni-
tions of war." The weather was pleasant, and the sick-
ness and c-iicessive mortality in the allied camps, had
in measure abated. In other respects the condition of
affairs was unchanged.
TURKEY.—Advices from Constantinople state, that

the Porte has determined to maintain an undiminished
sovereignty over the Dardanelles, and protests against
the christians of his Empire, being placed under any
foreign protection. The Porte also desires the partici-
pation of Prussia in the Conference. A French hospital
near Constantinople had been destroyed by fire, and
about one hundred of the sick and wounded perished in
the flames. Shocks of earthquake continued. The
sulphurous springs at Broussa had been dried up. Mount
Olympus vomits smoke like a volcano.
RUSSIA.—The funeral of the Emperor Nicholas took

place on the 11th, with imposing ceremonies. Alexan-
der declares his determination to tread in the steps of
his father, and to carry out his policy, but it is believed
he desires peace. A large bell fell at Moscow while the
oath of allegiance to the new: Emperor, was being ad-
ministered, by which one hundred persons were crushed.
AUSTRIA.—The government was making vigorous

preparations for war. It seems to be understood, that
if the pending negotiations do not result in peace, Aus-
tria is under obligations to declare war upon Russia,
without further delay.

PRUSSIA.—Persevering efforts continue on the part
of England and France to draw Prussia from the state
of neutrality she is desirous to maintain.
HOLLAND.—Much injury has been caused by inun-

dations in some parts of Holland. Houses, cattle and
horses have been carried off by the floods, and thou-
sands of families rendered destitute. About seventy
llages were submerged. In Vaenendal the water
ivered the tops of the houses, most of which, it was
ipposed, would be left undermined and in ruins. In a
llage near Dusseldorf, the inhabitants had not time to

escape before the waters dashed in, sweeping all before
them, and drowning many of the unhappy people. It is

stated to be 144 years since Holland has been visited
th so destructive a flood. This overflow was occa-

sioned by the ice of the Rhine and other rivers, having
formed itself at various points into dams or barricades.
ENGLAND.—There had been a small advance in cot-

ton
;
the sales of the week reached 87,500 bales. Bread-

stuffs and provisions were unchanged in price. The
money market was easy. Consols, 92J. Large orders
had been received for iron, and the price had slightly

advanced. Welsh rails are quoted at £6 15s., and bars,
at £1. Scotch pig, 57*. 6d.

CHINA.—Shanghai dates to First mo. 16th, had beea
received. On the 6th, in consequence of some dispute
with the insurgents, who now hold the city, the French
attempted to carry it by storm. The attempt failed

;

the French lost 15 men killed, and .'i7 wounded. At
Canton the river continued to be closely held by the
insurgents.

MEXICO.—The latest accounts state, that Alvarez,
had been defeated by the government forces. The coun-
try is distracted in every quarter by insurrections which
tbe government is unable to suppress.
BUENOS AYRBS.—Dates to First mo. 27th, have

been received. A treaty of commerce and amity had
been made between Buenos Ayres and the Argentine
confederation. Business was improving, and affairs

assuming a more healthy and settled aspect.
NOVA SCOTIA.— The Provincial Parliament has

been prorogued. A charter has been granted to Charles
Archibald and others, of London, to facilitate the con-
struction of a Transatlantic telegraph line connecting
Ireland and Nova Scotia. The capital has been sub-
scribed, and the parties are confident of completing the
line, and having it in operation by the fall of 1858.

NICAR.iGUA.—President Chamorro died at Grenada,
on the 12th ult., and was succeeded by General Es-
trada. The Chamorro party holds the entire stale with

exception of Leon, where the democratic party is

e three thousand strong, and the city well fortified.
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SANDWICH ISLANDS, dates to Secoud mo. 24th

have been received, by way of California. The Collec-

tor General of customs states the imports during the

year 1S5-4, at §1,265,022 ; the exports during the same

period, at §274,029. During the year there was tran-

shipped 1,683,922 gallons whale oil, 156,484 gallons

sperm oil, and 1,497,678 pounds of whalebone.

UNITED STATES.—^Vew I'ork.—The number of im-

migrants arrived at this port for the first quarter of the

year, was 15,677; in the Third mouth they numbered

only 2069. The imports of foreign merchandise for the

last month, were §10,173,057, and the cash duties re-

ceived were $2,363,085. In all these figures there is a

great falling off, compared with the last two years. The

Atlantic which sailed on the 4lh, took 170 passengers

and §1,276,000 in specie. Mortality last week, 441.

Philadelphia.—The record of the weather kept at the

Pennsylvania Hospital, furnishes the following statis-

tics for the Third month. The mean temperature of this

month, was 39 deg. The highest of the thermometer

was 67^ on the 31st, and the lowest, 17° on the 1st.

The average temperature is nearly 2^° below that of the

last 30 years. Only 1.68 inches of rain fell. At Paoli,

the mean temperature was 34i°, and the amount ot rain,

1 inch. iMortality lasi week, 182.

Massachusetts.—At Boston, on the 4th, the House

passed to third reading the bill prohibiting the exclu-
'
sion of coloured children from any of the Public Schools.

It will probably pass both branches with slight oppo-

sition.

Tennessee.—A iire occurred at Memphis, Tenn., on the

25th ult., which destroyed 43 houses. The loss of pro-

perty is estimated at §100,000.

Oregon.—Arrangements have been entered into for

the extinguishment of the Indian titles to all lands in

the Willimette valley.

California.—The steamship Illinois arrived at N. York

on the 7th inst., with about 300 passengers and $710,167

in gold. The California dates are to Third mo. 16.

None of the suspended banks have resumed. Robinson's

Savings Bank yielded no assets. Its deposits amounted

to $207,000, and the parties have been arrested for em
bezzlement. Abundant rains have fallen. Both branches

of the Legislature have passed a bill prohibiting bar-

barous and noisy amusements on the first day of the

week. Another bill prohibits lotteries, raffles, &c.

Miscellaneous.—Steamboat Disaster.— The Vicksburg

Whig gives an account of the destruction by fire of th

steamer Bulletin on the 24th ult. The boat and cargo

were totally lost, and twenty-three persons were miss-

ing, who were probably drowned. The disaster occur,

red on the Mississippi below Lake Providence.

Good Slock.—By the annual leport of the Delaware

and Hudson Canal Company, it appears that the ne

profits of the business for the last year amounted tc

§1,100,141, which is equal to 15} per cent, on the capi-

tal. This company is engaged in the mining and trans-

portation of coal, for the New York market.

A Valuable Capture.—The ship Adeline, of New Bed-

ford, when coming out of the Sea of Ochotsk the last

season, took a right whale which made 250 barrels of

oil, worth, at present prices, about §5000.

The Mississippi Biver.—Ihe water in the Mississippi is

13J feet below high water mark, whereas the average

of thirty years shows the usual height to have been at

this season only 2i feet below the point of high water

mark. The spring'rains are greatly needed.

A^ew Whaling Grounds.—The ship owners of New Bed-

ford are about to despatch two vessels to the waters

about Spitzbergen, to try the whale fishery there.

TioletU Wind.—The high N. W. wind of the 2d inst.

blew down several unfinished buildings in Philadelphia.

At the town of Progress, N. J., on the Delaware river,

about 12 miles from Camden, the glass house of Julius

Kelter, a substantial brick building, 125 feet by 42 feet,

with walls 18 inches thick, was prostrated by the force

of the wind. A number of persons were in the build-

ing at the time, seven of whom were killed, and thirteen

injured.

Twenti/ Tons of Bay per Acre.—ll was stated by Cird,

at an agricultural dinner given in England, recently,

that twenty tons of hay had been raised off a single

acre, in Scotland, the last season. It was Italian rye

grass, which grows to a great height in the humid cli-

mate of Scotland, and he cut from seven to ten times

from March to December. In the instance named, it

cut ten times, but after each cutting, an abundant

plication of liquid manure was made.
A Striking Change.—The news of the death of the

Russian Emperor Paul in 1801 was twenty-one days in

reaching London. That of the late Emperor Nicholas,
four hours and a quarter at the utmost.

Cold Weather at the North.—At Montreal, on the 2d
inst., snow had been falling heavily for fifteen hours

;

at Ogdenburg, N. Y., a severe snow storm was prevail-
" g at the same time, with a temperature of 10°. The

rs that left Binghampton for Syracuse, N. Y., were

detained more than 24 hours on the road, in conse-

quence of encountering snow drifts, some of which were

from twelve to fifteen feet deep.

J'rohibition.—Both branches of the Legislature of New
York have passed a Prohibitory Liquor Law by large

majorities, and it has received the Governor's sanction.

The law is to go into operation on the 4th of Seventh

mth ne.Kt. As this enactment operates upon several

llions of people, and includes the great commercial

mart of the country, it is one of no small importance.

No means will be left untried to evade or set the law

side.

BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS IN AMERICA.

The stated annual meeting of the Bible Association

of Friends in America, will be held at the Committee-

room, Arch street, on Fourth-day evening, Fourth mo.

14th, 1855, at 8 o'clock.

Friends generally of both sexes, are invited to attend.

JoHX Caetek, Secretary.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.

Assistant Teachers are wanted in the Boys' depart-

ment of this Institution. Application may be made to

either of the undersigned.
Henry Cope,

j p^;j^j_
Saml. Settle, Jr., J

Saml. HiLLES, Wilmington, Del.

WESTGROVE BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.

(Located at old Westgrove meeting-house, Chester county.

This School will be opened on the 7th of Fifth montl

next, and continue in session twenty weeks. It is de

signed to furnish an opportunity to young women for

acquiring economically a competent English education

Attention will be given to the preservation of health,

the general cultivation and discipline of mind, and a

concern exercised to inculcate principles and habits in

accordance with the views of the Society of Friends.

For circulars containing other necessary information,

apply to Thomas Conard, Principal.

be liable to be lost by handling. The stage will

West Chester during the summer session, for the S

on Second, Fourth, and Seventh-days, on the arri

the afternoon cars from the city, and from the Sch

West Chester on the same days, to meet the afti-

cars to Philadelphia. The fare for each passen

and from West Chester by the stage, will be 25

When special conveyances at other times are prt

at the School, an extra charge will be made.

West-town, Third mo., 1855.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house on Sixth ,

on the 10th inst., Richard B. Fawcett, of Salem,

to Rebecca B. Matlack, of this city.

th

P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Second rao.,

FRIENDS' HORSES.

The horses of Friends coming to this city to attend

Yearly Meeting, or at other times, on the service of

Society, who put up within the limits of the Monthly

Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for the Northern

District, will be accommodated at the stables of William

A. Scheetz, (Montgomery Hotel,) North East corner of

Sixth and Willow streets.

Philad., Fourth mo. 3, 1855.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The summer session of the School will commence on

Second-day, the 7th of Fifth month next. The pupils

will be conveyed by railroad to West Chester, where
veyances will be in waiting to take them to the

School, on the arrival of the morning and afternoon

cars, on Second-day, the 7th, and Third-day, the Stb

of Fifth month. The children will get their baggage

the day after their arrival. The cars leave the depot,

south side of Market street, above Eighteenth, (formerly

Schuylkill Fifth street,) at 7i o'clock, A. M., and 4

o'clock, p. M. The agent of the school will be at the

railroad depot on Secoud and Third-day afternoons,

and will furnish pupils with tickets, and accompany
them to West Chester. Those who go by the morning

train will be furnished with tickets by a person in at-

tendance. To those who procure tickets as directed

the fare from Philadelphia to the School, including bag-

gage, will be one dollar, which will be charged to th(

scholar at the School. All baggage should be distinctly

marked West-town, and with the name of the owner,

and should be sent directly to the railroad depot. Ap-
plications for admission must be made to Joseph Snow-
don, Superintendent at the School, or Joseph Scatter-

good, Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, Philadelphia.

The West-town office is at Friends' Bookstore, No.

84 Arch street, where all small packages for the pupils

left before 12 o'clock on Seventh-days, will be forwarded.

All letters for the pupils and others at the School, should

be sent by mail, directed to West-town Boarding-School,

We-U Chester 1'. 0., Chester Co., Pa. Postage should be

pre-paid, and packages should be distinctly marked and
put up in a secure manner, so that their contents will not

Died, at his residence in this city, on the 1(3

Second month last, George Dilks ; a member c

Northern District Monthly Meeting of Friends, i

51st year of his age.

, at his residence, in Pennsville, Morgan county,

Ohio, on the 24th of Third mo., 1855, Richard Ken'st,

a member of Pennsville Monthly Meeting, in the seventy
|

seventh year of his age. This dear Friend was not linr

a member of our religious Society, but in early life h(

came convinced of its doctrines and testimonie.-^, am
through the purifying operation of Divine grace, w.'

enabled to take up the cross, and walk consistent wit

his profession in his intercourse with his fellow met

'

maintaining a correct example of honesty, upriyhtnes

and punctuality in all his dealings. While health pe:

mitted, he was diligent and seasonable in the attcnt

ance of all our religious meetings, and while there, b

solid, weighty deportment gave evidence, that he wi

engaged in worshipping his Divine Master. In oi,

meetings for discipline, he was engaged to warn Frient^

to watch against drowsiness, believing it to be a teraii

tation of the evil one. Through all the overturninf|

that have been permitted to come upon our Society, h ;

faith remained unshaken in its ancient doctrine.^ arl

testimonies, gaining strength from beholding the depli

rable effects of a departure therefrom. He expressed h

belief that if Friends would keep near to the Iiivii

witness in their hearts, they would be preserveJ

purity and simplicity, and from following after tl

world's wisdom and notions, and from trampling nnd-:

foot the hedge thrown around tis by our Holy Heai

as the external bonds of gospel fellowship. Unassuri

ing in his manners, simple and plain in language ai^

attire, and economical in his domestic concerns, tbouf
j

his income was small, yet he was always ready to liai

forth liberally for the uses of the society, to .aid in nil i

benevolent concerns, and for the relief of the suit rii

poor of all classes and situations. Through obedience

his Divine Master, he was favoured to feel a blessed rewa

,

of peace, which he often expressed, and appeared to I

ready, waiting his time to be called hence. A few da!

before his death, he told his wife, (whose health wj

very feeble,) that he should be first taken, and that tj

time was near at hand. At that time he was able to ij

up and converse with Friends, who called to see thej

and no important change was perceptible in his heali.

On the evening of his death, he gave directions to!

friend to make certain preparations, as he would sOi

pass away. About twenty minutes before he died,
j

rose up in bed, took a little refreshment and a drink !

water, and before he laid down, asked the friend w

.

was with him, if he had observed a change in his speec,

who replied he had, and asked the cause ;
he answenl

the change is about to take place; and then, in a vi

solemn, impressive manner, said, "The prospect befi

me is very comfortable ;" he then laid down again, a

passed away so quietly, that those present thought )

was going to sleep. " .Mark the perfect man, and behi

,

the upright for the end of that man is peace."

, at her residence, in Stanfordville, N. Y., on I

3rd of Fourth month, Sarah G. Hull, widow of •

late Henry Hull, in the 77th year of her age. By
death of this much esteemed Friend, a great loss v

be sustained; not only as a mother and relative will i

be much missed, but as a neighbour and benefacti

for need or suffering attracted her especial care a

regard. As a valuable member and elder in our r(i

gious Society, the Monthly Meeting of Stanford '<]

have cause to mourn her loss. Although from the i

ture of her disease she could converse but little, yet 1

patience in suffering, and calm and peaceful clo^e, g

good ground for believing that her day's work wa> Jo

and that she is now at rest in that "city which h.

foundations whose maker and builder is God."

, on the 4th inst., in the 75th year of her a

Elizabeth White, widow of the late Josiah White;

esteemed member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends

Philadelphia.
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Skflelies from Ilislory.

(Continued from page 242.)

The most common mode of entrapping Fi-iends,
vas to require them to talce the oath of'ailegiance

the king, their persecutors well knowing they
iould not, tor conscience' sake, comply with their
leraands; and therefore were exposed to the pen
Itics imposed for refusal, llepeatedly they offered,
nstead of the oath, their solemn declaration ot
llegiance to their sovereign, and rejection of all

lots, and of all participation in the views or feel-

igs of the popish recusants ; appealing to the whole
enor of their lives to witness their loyal and
leaceful principles. The latter was hardly denied
ven by their bitterest enemies, but the desire of
omo, (especially the clergy, who could not bear
lie testimony of Friends to a free gospel ministry,)
root them out of the land, and 'the covetousness

f others, who expected to make a prey of their
states, combined to urge on the host of persecu-
^rs, ready to take advantage of every means, how-
tver unjust, to subject them to the crudest pun-
phments the law allowed to be inflicted, while
i.mg Charles, who was fairly and frequently in-
armed of the unjust and barbarous treatment of
bousands of his innocent subjects, under colour
f his authority, had not integrity or moral prin
iple sufficient to check or prevent it.

In London, directly under the ej-es of the court,
:ie most violent proceedings were countenanced
y its members, llichard Brown was at that timf
ird mayor, a man of fierce and unrestrained pas
ions, who was not asliamed to prostitute the au
lority conferred by the oflice he held, to carry out
is implacable hatred of the unoffending but
espised Quakers. He pursued them with the
tmost violence and rigour, seizing them when in
icir families, or engaged in their lawful avoea-
ons, sometimes dragging the sick out of their
sds to hale them to prison, and regularly resort-
ig to their religious meetings, where he and his
lyrmidons were sure to find those assembled, who
ad not yet been consigned to their loathsome
risons. In a short time, nearly four hundred
ere incarcerated, and Newgate became so full that
le sufferers " had not room to sit or lie down, nor
larcely to stand one by another."
Under pretence of detecting treasonable desin-ns

of religiou.s services, who failed not to transmit to
their brethren in London, accurate accounts of the
havoc made among the members in various neigii-

bourhoods, and the intelligence thus received was
not long in reaching the cars of the king and his
council. Knowing that all letters were intercepted,
it seemed incredible to them that the accounts
given could have been forwarded, or bo known to

be correct, inasmuch as they must have travelled
faster than the reports required by thetn from their
own officers, and they expressed much surprise

ibsequent intelligence confirmed their

'ting; but if on his return home, T. Ellwood
tinned to feel the matter resting on him, and
able to make the necessary arrangements, he

write to him at Oxford, and

when
truth.

Most of the officers under the Government, were
either members of what by that time was consid-
ered the established church, or anxious to ingra-
tiate themselves with its priests, who had now
acquired a large amount of power, and many of
them scrupled not to embrace every opportunity that
presented, by perverting the language of Friends or
their actions, to bring them into difficulty. It was,
therefore, not to be wondered at, that some of them'
should be brought under suffering, on account of
the letters they had written to their friends, and
entrusted to the public post for conveyance.

This was the case with Thomas Ellwood, who,
though he had been convinced of the truth as pro-
fessed by Friends, but a little more than a year,
had, through firmness and suffering, become fully

established therein.

Having gone up to London on some business,
he attended a little meeting of Friends, held in

the house of Humphrey Bache, a goldsmith. As
was usual at that time, a crowd of unruly men and
boys gathered around the door, ready to bestow
vituperation and blows upon the unoffending men
and women who should come forth. Thomas, see-
ng and hearing the abuse to which the Friends
were subjected as they left, expected to receive his

share also; but to his surprise, on his appearance,
the crowd said one to another, "let him alone-
don't meddle with him; he is no Quaker; I'll

warrant you." "This struck me, (says he,) and
was worse to me than if they had laid their fists

on me, as they did on others. I was troubled to
think what the matter was, or what these rude
people saw in me, that made them not take me for
a Quaker. And upon a close examination of my-
self, with respect to my habit and deportment, I
could not find anything to place it on, but that I
had then on my head a large mountier-cap of black
velvet, the skirt of which being turned up in folds,

looked, it seems, somewhat above the then common
garb of a Quaker, and this put me out of conceit

might, after doing i

h^ would then decide on the matter. This was a
short time prior to the insurrection of the fifth

monarchy-men. Accordingly, after his return
home, the letter was written and sent, as T. Ell-
wood supposed, by safe hands. But, instead of
being delivered to T. Loe, according to its direc-
tion, it was seized and carried to Lord Faulkland,
the lord lieutenant of the county of Oxford. Lord
Faulkland, iu consequence of the alarm produced
by the insurrection, had broken up Friends'
meeting at Oxford, and sent Thos. Loe with many
others to the castle as prisoners. When the letter
directed to T. Loe was brought to the lord lieu-
tenant, and found to contain a proposal for holding
a meeting, he chose to view it iu the light of a
plot, and to construe it into a treasonable act ; he,
therefore, despatched one of his officers with a
troop of hor.se, to seize the unsuspecting writer,
who was quietly waiting a reply at his father's
house, and to bring him to Oxford.

T. Ellwood tells his own story so graphically,
that we prefer giving it to using our own lan-
guage.

"It so fell out, that ray father was at that time
from home, I think iu London; whereupon he
that commanded the party alighted, and came in.

Jly eldest sister, hearing the noise of soldiers,
came hastily up into my chamber, and told me
there were soldiers below who incjuired for me. I
forthwith went down to them, and found the com-
mander was a barber of Thame, and one who had
always been my barber till I was a Quaker. Ilia
name was Whatley, a bold brisk fellow.

" I asked him what his business was with me.
He told me I must go with him. I demanded to
see his warrant. He laid his hand on his sword
and said that was his warrant. I told him, though
that was not a legal warrant, yet I would not d?s-
pute it—but was ready to bear injuries. He told
me he could not help it; he was commanded to
bring me forthwith before the deputy-lieutenants;
and therefore desired me to order a hor.se to be got
ready, because he was in haste. I let him know
I had no horse of my own, and would not meddle
with any of my father's horses, in his absence
especially; and that therefore, if he would have
me with him, he must carry me as ho could.

"He thercupou taking my sister aside, told her
he found I was resolute, and his orders were pe-
remptory; wherefore he desired that she would

a horse to be made ready for i

he should bo forced to mount i

give order for

for otherwis

behind a trooper, which would be very unsuitable
for me, and which he was very unwilling to do.
She thereupon ordered a horse to be got ready,

with my cap."

While in the city, T. Ellwood met with Thomas
Loe, a highly gifted minister, who had come up out
of Oxford in the performance of his religious duty.
Being very desirous that his neighbours should
have an opportunity of listening to the glad tidings ' upon which, when I had taken leave of my sisters,
of salvation as set forth in the powerful preaching I mounted and went off, not knowing whither he
of this eminent servant of Christ, T. Ellwood pro-

j

intended to carry me.
He had orders, it seems to take some others

ived, and he would undertake to invite
j

also in a neighbouring village, whose names he had,

tncrpthor =„cno. I I Ti ' 1 '
^'"^osM jiis neighbouis, and procure a suitable place for I but their houses he did not know. Wherefore,

ITZa mT i 1
' ^"''

^"''r''
""'' ''°''^'°g ^ '''"'^'"S- 'i'ho'- Loe told him he was at as we rode, he asked me, if I knew such and such

tors and other Friends moving about from one the Lord's command, and not his own master, so I men, whom he named, and where they lived; andut ot the country to another, in the performance that he could make no promise of holding the when he understood that I knew them, he desired

1 letters sent to the post-office were opened and
I posed to him, that he should come to the town I

;acl, so that epistolary intercourse was attended
I
where he

ith much danger, and was, the
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me to show liim their houses. No, said I, I scorn

to be an informer against my neighbours, to bring

them into trouble. He thereupon riJing to and

fro, found by inquiring most of their houses ; but,

as it happened, found none of them at home, at

which I was glad.

"At length he brought me to the house of one

called Esquire Clark, of Weston by Thame, who
being afterwards knighted, was called Sir John

Clark; a jolly man, too much addicted to drink-

ing in soberer times, but was now grown more

licentious that way, as the times did now more

favour debauchery. He and I had known one

another for some years, though not very intimately,

haviug met sometimes at the lord Wenman's
tabic.

"This Clark was one of the deputy-lieutenants,

whom I was to bo brought before. And he had

got another to join with him in tendering me the

oaths, whom I knew only by name and character;

he was called Esquire Knowls of Grays, by Hen-

ley, and reputed a man of better morals than the

other.

"I was brought into the hall, and kept there.

And as Quakers were not so common then, as they

now are, and indeed even yet, the more is the

pity, they are not common in that part of the

country—I was made a spectacle and gazing-stock

to the family, and by divers I was diversely set

upon. Some spake to me eourteou.sly, with ap-

pearance of compassion ; others ruggedly, with evi-

dent tokens of wrath and scorn. ]iut though I

gave them the hearing of what they said, which I

could not well avoid, yet I said little to them ; but

keeping my mind as well retired as I could, I

breathed to the Lord for help and strength from

him, to bear me up and carry me through this

trial, that I might not sink under it, or be pre-

vailed on by any means, fair or foul, to do any-

thing that might dishonour or displease my Grod."

(To be conlinued )

The Sin and Folly of Scolding.

Fret not thyself to do evil.—-Psalm xxxii. 2.

1. It is silt against God. It is evil and only

evil, and that continually. David understood both

human nature and the law of God. He says :

—

" Fret not thyself in any wise to do evil." If you

cannot speak without fretting or scolding, keep

silence.

2. It destroi/s affection. No one ever did, ever

can, or ever will love an habitual fretter, fault

finder, or scolder. Husbands, wives, children, re

lativo.s, or domestics, have no affection for peevish,

fretful, fault finders. Few tears are shed over the

graves of such. Persons of high moral principle

may tolerate them—may bear with them ; but they

cannot love them more than the sting of nettles or

noise of musquitoes. Blany a man has been driven

to the tavern, and to dissipation by a peevish, fret-

ful wife. Many a wife has been made miserable

by a peevish, fretful, husband.

3. It is the hane of domestic happiness. A fret-

ful, peevish, complaining, fault finder in a family,

is like the continual chafing of an inflamed sore.

"Woe to the man, woman, or child, who is exposed

to the influence of such a temper in another. Nine-

tenths of all domestic trials and unhappiness spring

from this source. M. D. is of this temperament.

She wonders her husband is not more fond of her

company—that her children give her so much
trouble—-that domestics do not like to work for her

—that she cannot secure the good-will of young
people. The truth is, she is so peevish and fretful.

Children fear her, and do not love her. She never
gained the affections of a young person, and never
will till she leaves off fretting.

4. It defeats the end of family government,

Good flimily government is the blending authority

with affection, so as to secure respect and love.

Indeed, it is the great secret of managing young
people. Now, your fretters may inspire fear, but

they always make two faults where they correct one.

Scolding at a child, fretting at a child, sneering at

I child, taunting a child, treating a child as though

t had no feelings, inspires a dread and dislike, and
fosters those very dispositions from which many
of the faults of childhood proceed. M. G. and
M. F. are of this class. Their children are made

I mind : but how? M. F. frets and scolds her

lildren. She is severe upon their faults. She
seems to watch them in order to find fault. She

?ers at them—treats them as though they had

feelings—seldom gives them a command without

threat, and a long-running, fault finding com-
mentary. When she chides, it is not done in a dig-

'fied manner ; she raises her voice, puts on a

cross look, threatens, strikes them, pinches their

cars, thumps their heads, &c. The children cry,

pout, sulk, and poor M. F. has to do her work
over pretty often. Then she will find fault with

husband because he does not fall in with her

ways, or chime with her as chorus.

b. Fretting and scolding make hypocrites. As
fretters never receive confidence and affection, so

no one likes to tell them anything disagreeable,

nd procure for themselves a fretting. Now, child-

ren will conceal as much as they can from such

persons. They cannot make up their minds to be

frank and open-hearted. So husbands conceal

from their wives, and wives from their husbands.

For a man may brave a lion, but he likes not to

come in contact with nettles and musquitoes.

6. It destroys one's peace of mind. The more
one frets, the more he may. A fretter will always

have enough to fret at, especially if he or she has

the bump of order and neatness largely developed.

Something will always be out of place. There
will always be dirt somewhere. Others will not

eat right, look right, talk right; he will not d
these things ' so as to please them. And fretters

are generally so selfish as to have no regard for any
one's comfort but their own.

7. It is a mark of a vidgar disposition.

persons have so much gall in their disposition, are

so selfish, that they have no regard for the feelings

of others. All things must be done to please them.

They make their husbands, wives, children, domes-
ties, the conductors by which their spleen and ill-

nature are discharged. Woe to the children who
are exposed to such influences. It makes them
callous and unfeeling, and when they grow up they

pursue the same course with their own children,

or those entrusted to their management, and thus

the race of fretters is perpetuated. Any person

who is in the habit of fretting or sneering, taunting

their husbands, wives, children, or domestics,

shows either a bad disposition, or else ill breeding

—X. E. Farmer.

Value of a Manuscript.—The original manu-
script of Gray's Elegy was lately sold at auction in

London. There was really a "scene" in the auc-

tion room. Imagine a stranger entering in the

midst of a sale of some rusty looking old books.

The auctioneer produces two .':mall half sheets of
paper, written over, torn and mulilated. He calls

it "a most interesting article," and apologizes for

its condition. Pickering bids £10 1 Kodds, Foss,

Thorpe, Bohn, Holway, and some few amateurs
quietly remark, twelve, twenty, twenty-five, thirty,

and so on, till there is a pause at sixty-three

pounds! The hammer strikes.

"Hold!" says Foss. "It is mine," says the

amateur. "No, I bid sixty -five in time." "Then
I bid seventy."

"Seventy-five," says Foss; and fives are re-

peated again, until the two bits of paper are

knocked down, amidst a general cheer, to Payen
and Foss, for one hundred pounds sterling! On
these bits of paper are written the first drafts of

the Elegy in a country church yard, by Thomas
Gray, including five verses which were omitted in

publication, and with the poet's interlinear correc-

tions and alterations—certainly an "interesting

article;" several persons supposed it would call

forth a ten pound note, perhaps even twenty.

Epistle of George Fox.

"Dear friends and brethren, ministers, exhort-.,

ers, and admonishers, that are gone into America '

and the Islands thereaway. Stir up the gift of
|

God in you, and the pure mind, and improve your

talents; that ye may be the light of the world, a
;

city set upon a hill, that cannot be hid. Let your
;

light shine among the Indians, the Blacks, and -

the Whites ; that ye may answer the truth in

them, and bring them to the standard and ensign

that God hath set up, Christ Jesus. For from the ',

rising of the sun to the going down of the same,

God's name shall be great among the Gentiles; >

and in every temple, or sanctified heart, 'incense
i

shall be offered up to God's name.' And have i

salt in yourselves, that ye may be the salt of the .

earth, that ye may salt it; that it may be pre-
'

served from corruption and putrefaction; so that i

all sacrifices offered up to the Lord may be sea-
\

soned, and be a good savour to God. All grow
!

in the faith and grace of Christ, that ye may not i

be like dwarfs; for a dwarf shall not come near to
'

offer upon God's altar; though he may eat of God's

bread, that he may grow by it. And friends, be

'

not negligent, but keep up your negroes' meetings.:

and your family meetings; and have meetings'

with the Indian kings, and their councils, and

subjects everywhere, and with others. Bring them

all to the baptizing and circumcising Spirit, by!

which they may know God, and serve and wor-

ship him. And all take heed of sitting down in

the earth, and having your minds in the earthly

things, coveting and striving for the earth ; for to

be carnally minded brings death, 'and covetous-

ness is idolatry. There is too much strife and

contention about that idol, which makes too many:

go out of the sense and fear of God; so that some

have lost morality, humanity, and true christian

charity. 0, therefore, be awakened to righteous-

ness, and keep awakened ; for the enemy soweth

his tares, while men and women sleep in careless-

ness and security. Therefore, so many slothfa'

ones go in their filthy rags, and have not the fine'

linen, the righteousness of Christ; but s.n\

straggling and plowing with their ox, and their

ass, in their woolen and linen garments, mixt stuff

feeding upon torn food, and that dieth of itself, anc

;

drinking of the dregs of their old bottle, and eat

ing the sour, leavened bread, which makes theii

hearts burn one against another. But all are t(

keep the feast of Christ our passover, with th(

unleavened bread of sincerity and truth. Thi;

unleavened bread of life from heaven, makes al

hearts and souls glad and joyful, lightsome anc

cheerful, to serve and love God, and to love anc

serve one another in the peaceable truth, and ti

keep in the unity of God's Spirit, which is thi

bond of (the Lord of lords, and the King of king's'

peace. In this love and peace, God Almighty

keep and preserve all his people, and make then

valiant for his truth upon the earth, to spread
'

abroad in doctrine, good life and conversation

Amen.
"All the members of Christ have need one o

another. For the foot hath need of the hand.
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ihe band hath need of the foot; the ear hath need
.3( the eye, and the eye of the ear. So that all the

members are serviceable in the body which Clirist

Is the head of; and the head sees their service.

iTherefore, let none despise the least member.
Have a care to keep down tbat greedy, earthly

miud, that ravencth and coveteth after the riches

and things of tbis world; lest ye fall into the low
Ircgiun, like tlie (ientiles or heathen, and .so lose

the kiii;j;doin of God, that is everlasting; but seek

ithat fruit, and God knows what ye have need of;

Who takes care for all both in heaven and in the

Surtli ; thanks be unto God for his unspeakable

iifts, both temporal and spiritual ! G-. F."

Tultrriliatn, thelUh of (lie

Tenth moiitb, lUUO.

For "The Friend."

To (he Association of Friends for the Free In
struction of Adult Coloured I'ersons, the Man
aijcrs re^jort:

That the schools for men and women were
ened in tbe house on Raspberry street, on the

2d of Tenth montb, lSu4, and continued open on
five evenings in eaob week, until the 2Slh of

Second mouth last,—thus completing the usual
iessiou of five months.

The schools were organized by the appointment
)f a principal and three assistant teachers in the

nen's, and in the women's a principal and four
issistants. The course of studies in both schools

been much the same as in former seasons.

iBesides the elementary branches, attention has been
feiven to exercises in Geography with charts, and a

number of the men and women have received
jinstruction in Arithmetic.

j
It is gratifying to the managers to notice the

beneral care and industry of the teachers, and the

application of the scholars to their studios, and
kheir general propriety of deportment.

j

Many instiinces of commendable progress in

[studies have occurred, and with a few scholars the

advancement of a single session has been particu-

rrly apparent.

In both schools the attendance has been satis-

factory, and shows an increase on some former
years. The whole number registered for the sea-

son in the men's school, was 138, and tbe average
evening attendance, nearly 4t>. In the women's
school, 255 were registered, and the average at-

iendauce was nearly (38 ; on one regular school

evening, 106 women were present.

Agreeably with former practice, there has been
distributed in both schools at various times, a

selection of Friends' Tracts ; the Moral Almanac
ilso was distributed with a view of supplying each
scholar with a copy.

Several dozens of the New Testament were
ikewise furnished for sale to the scholars at a

reduced price.

The origin of these schools was from a serious

!oncern on the minds of a few Friends to do what
,hey could by means so humble, to promote the

ureltare and advancement of the adult coloured

)eople living around them. They saw many of
heir fellow creatures oppressed by the burden of

jeculiar wrongs and disabilities, and groping their

»ay amidst the gloom of ignorance. To extend
,0 such as these a hand of help, and to be the
neans of cheering and brightening their humble,
ind oft degraded lot, was the motive and the en-
ieavour of the early labourers in this concern.

How far these pbilantbropic efl'orts, which we
;rust are with some degree of the same feelings

itill extended, have been and continue to be ap-

jreciated by the scholars, is no mere matter of

jonjecture; and the managers believe it to be due

to those friends whose interest has been lively in
the prosperity of the Association, and who have
kindly contributed to its funds, to state, that the
pupils of both schools have shown many marks of
sincere and heartfelt gratitude.
The regular attendance of many of the scholars

so far as this lay in their power; their entire
decorum and earnest, patient effort to learn under
peculiar difficulties, arc evidences of this ; to which
also we would add their hearty and touching expres-
sions of thankfulness, when taking leave of llieir

teachers and friends, at the dismissal of the
schools for the season.

In conclusion, the managers indulge a hope,
that if the unojjtrusiv© labours of the Associa-
tion should again be resumed on the recurrence of
another autumn, the encouragement and assistance
heretofore accorded, and without which the schools
could not long be sustained, will continue to be
extended by the friends of the concern.
On behalf and by direction of the Managers,

(Signed,) Samuel Woolman,' Clerk.

Philadelphia, Third month, 1855.

At a meeting of the Association, Fourth mo. 5,

1855, the following officers were appointed for the
ensuing year, viz.

Secretari/—Chas. J. Allen.

Treasurer—John C. Allen.

Managers—Nathaniel 11. Brown, "Wm. L. Ed-
wards, Wm. n. Burr, Anthony M. Kimber, Ed-
ward Sharpless, Samuel Woolman, Samuel Allen,
William L. Baily, and Joseph \\\ Stokes.

For "TlieFrieml."

Diligent Reading tlie Holy Scriptures.

While Friends have ever believed that the work
of sanctification is effected by the operation of the
Holy Spirit upon the heart, they have felt bound
to avail themselves of all the means of help,

strength, and Divine instruction, which the Lord
has provided, and appointed for their benefit.

Among these will be found, daily retirement in

spirit seeking unto Him, assembling together at

stated times for public worship, the ministry of

the gospel, and vocal prayer in our meetings under
his anointing, also the frequent reading of the

Holy Scriptures in their families, and individually

apart from others, with hearts turned to the Lord
that we may be favoured with the illumination of

the .same Spirit by which holy men were inspired

to write, so as to be truly profited by them. Is

there not reason to fear that this excellent prac-

tice is greatly neglected by many from suffering

worldly concerns, or indifference relating to the

work of salvation to induce them to put it by.

We know not when the Comforter may come, and
apply what we read to our condition, and quicken
and strengthen us by this means, to gird up our loins,

and run with alacrity the race he would set before us.

How often have portions of the Scriptures been
livingly brouglit to remembrance, and opened with
deep instruction, so that many have thanked God
with contrited hearts, and gone to their temporal
duties refreshed, and rejoicing in his condescen-

sion and Divine regard. We may often read them
without being favoured with such feelings—and
so we may retire to wait upon Him, and may go

to our religious meetings, and not at the time be

made sensible of immediate benefit,—and yet how
far his Divine blessing rests upon our faithful

ts to do our duty, we may not at the time bo

permitted to know. If the sap of life is preserved

n the root, it will, under congenial circumstances,

show itself in due time, by verdure and fruit. But
were we to neglect all the means provided for our

preservation and growth in the Divine life, dry-

ness and barrenness and ultimate spiritual death

would be the result. Divine grace is the imme-
diate agent to change our vile affections, and set
them on things above; and if we are obedient to
It, It will incite us to make a right use of all the
provisions of our heavenly Father, designed for
doctrine, for reproof, for correction and instruc-
tion in righteousness, that the man of God may bo
perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works.
Those who have not the Scriptures and ether out-
ward means with which we are favoured, will not
be accountable for Avhat they have not—for where
little is given, little is required; but where much
IS given, much will be required, and this, in an
especial manner, is our case. It is observable,
that the more spiritually minded, and the deeper
his religious experience, the greater is the Chris-
tian's love for reading the Holy Scriptures. He
loves to dwell on the precious promises which they
contain, and to have his faith strengthened by
them in the glories that.«hiill be hereafter reveakll
to the sanctified in Christ Jesus; and encouraged
to hold on his way in the path of duty, by the
experiences of holy men; that thus through pa-
tience and comfort of the Scriptures, by the Holy
Spirit, he may also have the same blessed hope.

In the year 1732, Friends, at their Yearly .eject-
ing in London, gave forth this counsel,—" We
tenderly and earnestly advise and exhort all pa-
rents and masters of families, that they exert them-
selves in the wisdom of God, and in the strength
of his love, to instruct their children and families
in the doctrines and precepts of the christian reli-

gion contained in the Holy Scriptures, and that
they incite them to the diligent reading of those
sacred writings, which plainly set forth the mira-
culous conception, birth, holy life, wonderful
works, blessed example, meritorious death, and
glorious resurrection, ascension, and mediation of
our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ; and to edu-
cate their children in the belief of those import-
ant truths, as well as in the belief of the inward
manifestation and operation of the Spirit of God on
their own minds; that they may reap the benefit

and advantage thereof, for their own peace and
everlasting happiness, which is infinitely prefera-

ble to all other considerations. We, therefore,

exhort in the most earnest manner, that all be
very careful in this respect; a neglect herein
being, in our judgment, very blame-worthy."

Again, in 1789, that meeting says, "We ear-

nestly recommend to all the frequent peru.sal of
the Holy Scriptures ; and also the writings of our
faithful predecessors, and the accounts that ate

published of their experiences, labours, travels,

nd sufferings in the cause of Christ. Those hours

of leisure would be profitably employed in this

which are often wasted in reading light

and trivial publications, calculated to gratify the

vain imagination, and to feed that disposition that

is always hankering after some new thing."

From " The Leisure Hour,"

What I Saw la.sl Summer at St. Petersburg.

A stranger sailing up the Neva for Petersburg

is greatly disappointed. On his right hand a
rather pretty bank rises, displaying here and there

a villa or a palace. On his left, a fringe of trees

is all that he can see, the land is so low. In the

way of shipping, a few barges, some small sea-going

craft, and a little steamer occasionallj-, are what
usually meets on liis tvro hours' passage from

Cronstadt to the city of the Tzar. By-the-by, this

appellation should be written as I have now writ-

ten it, and not with a C, as moat of us English pea

it , while of course it should be pronounced accord-

ingly. This parenthesis came in just as I was about

to say that, once round a corner of the river bank
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and you find yourself suddenly at the city, with its

golden domes and pinnacles, its splendid wharves,
its noble-looking palaces, its iron bridge, and its

bridges of boats.

Alongside one of these wharves I found myself
one hot afternoon last summer. The passport

officers detained us about an hour ere they would
allow us to land, and all that time we were broiling

beneath a burning sun, with ample leisure to look

about us, though I fear, in most cases, with very

little inclination. Many were far too excited to

care about the picturesque, seeing that they were

meeting old friends; others were too dull, seeing

that all the wide world lay somewhat blankish

before them ; and others were too hungry, seeing

that we had eaten nothing since we breakfasted

that morning on board the ship which brought us

from Britain. That this last was certainly the con-

dition of some was soon evident, from the fact that

a friend ashore, prevented, like all others, from

coming any nearer, threw them a bag of biscuits,

which disappeared with wonderful rapidity. But
an hour soon passed away, and we were then

marched, under the charge of three or four super-

annuated soldiers, from the landing-place to the

custom-house. Once fairly within this building,

we created and witnessed a scene of confusion

which such places only can present. There were
many passengers, some with babies at the breast,

some with babies at the knee, and some who,
though old enough to be called men and women,
were, in their then circumstances, as helpless as

the youngest among them. In the custom-house
nobody could speak English, and among the pas-

sengers only one or two could speak Kuss ; and
the latter, being experienced hands, were too bu.sy

with luggage mysteries of their own to pay any
heed to the sorrows of other people. However, as

we were all in a hurry—indeed, when are people
not in a hurry at the custom-house?—each felt

called on to speak, insinuate, beg, or insist, that

his or her goods and chattels should be examined
first. But the difficulty was, where to find them.
They had been carried in long before we went

;

and though nobody doubted that they were in the
room, yet as this was very large, and the number
of lady passengers considerable, it unavoidably
happened that there were a good many great trunks,
and a great many small parcels, scattered about,
and piled up in a very wonderful manner. You
made signs to an official, and darted off for your
" things," but before you got back somebody else

had secured him. Or it might be that you could

not find what you wanted, and were scrambling
about the room with a couple of porters at your
heels, looking intensely autlioritative, and making
some one else look very indignant by upsetting

his goods in search of your own. One gentleman

got fairly addled in the uproar, and wandered
about in the most helpless manner; while a few
ladies—unprotected, I believe—fairly out of breath

from speaking in an unknown tongue, and general

excitement, wisely retired to the wall, and resign-

ed themselves to their fate, waiting, apparently,

till chance, or the clearance of other people, might
leave some one at liberty to help them. It was
altogether a scene, once witnessed never to be

forgotten. Whore did all these people go to in

that mighty Russian empire ? And when or

where will they meet again ? One of them re-

turned with mo a few months afterwards, and told

me that since we parted, she had buried her hus-

band.

G-eorge the Fourth styled Edinburgh a city of

palaces ; had he gone to Petersburg, he might
have said the same of it, and with at least equal
reason. The streets are wide, and the houses tine.

Formerly, many of these were built of wood; but

the number of such is rapidly decreasing, as nc

person is allowed to erect a new one of other ma-

terials than stone or brick. That this law is just,

wise, and humane, cannot be questioned; for not

only are wooden houses comparatively unsightly

but they are intrinsically of little value, and, what
is more, the source sometimes of great mischief,

often causing most destructive fires. Through the

prevalence of wooden buildings nearly two-thirds

of Quebec have been burnt down within the last

ten years ; and I myself witnessed, in the city of

JMontreal, nearly two hundred houses destroyed

one night by fire between the hours of ten a

two. The shingles on the roofs of some, and the

wooden sides of others, made all this havoc. It

thus becomes an act of mercy to prohibit the erec-

tion or re-erection of such ; and, in doing so, the

autocrat has only followed the mode of free Amer-
ica, in whose greater cities and towns, as well as in

St. Petersburg, the construction of timber dweU-
ings is greatly discouraged, and in some cases and

places strictly prohibited.

As there is no stone near the Neva, save the ice

carried boulders which lie scattered about, most of

the houses are of brick; but the people call all

these stone houses. They are plastered carefully

over, and as the designs are usually excellent, they

look very well. As they get older they are colour-

ed, and so continue renewing their youth from year

to year. The result of this plastering system is,

however, that a constant repairing becomes neces-

sary, in order to efface the inroads which time and
frost conjointly make ; and into whatever quarter

you go, you find buildings, either in need of repairs,

or in the hands of workmen who are busy making
them.

The insides of these houses have but little air

of comfort about them. The stoves ofglazed bricks,

so well known to most readers, are found in every

direction ; and while they give out heat for thirty

hours after the fire goes down, they neither look

comfortable nor ornamental. The floors, moreover,

are usually of polished wood, uncarpeted, giving

to the entire room an appearance of coldness, new-

ness, and emptiness, which to us is anything but

inviting. They are awkward things, besides, over

which to lead a lady to dinner; for if your gait

too erect, or your heel be set down too sharply, you
are apt to lose your balance, and slide about

most ungraceful fashion. Some of them are very

costly, both because they are made of rare wi

and because great labour and skill are exerted in

inlaying them. The palace of Tzarsks Cels, from

which Nicholas dated his recent proclamation of

war contains floors which must have cost thou-

sands of pounds. The same may be said of the

winter palace in town. So particular are the better

class of Russians about their floors, that a 1;

number of men live by waxing them. The most
that can be said for them is, that they are cool in

summer, and always look clean. Indeed, they are,

I believe, the cleanest portion of a Russian house;

for the people of the land seem as fond of much
dirt as they are of much sleep, and no one who
knows them will question their partiality and ca-

pacity for the latter enjoyment. But their abodes

are just what they like—made for show. I am
told that their language contains no word equiva-

lent to our word home. They have no homes, but

live in excitement and publicity, neither possessing,

valuing, nor missing domestic comfort. I speak,

of course, of the mass.

In walking through Petersburg, one is impressed

by the emptiness of its streets. You cannot com-
pare them with those of London or any other bee-

hive in Britain. You go through many, filled

entirely or chiefly with hospitals, academies, bar-

racks and other public offices, many of which seem

as dull as if shut up and deserted. The city ap- i

pears too big for a population of half a million.
|

Every now and then, too, you come on some grand
|

palace belonging to prince or count Somebody ; I

but these piles look, in many cases as forlorn as
j

dirty windows and impoverished or absent owners
can make them. If the great gate should be open, i

and you look into the centre court, you will pro-
|

bably find it full of stone, wood, and confusion, and '

void of all living things except a lazy doornik or
'

two, who looK just like the place. Of course there '

are others in excellent keeping; but I was much
j

more struck with the pretensions than the consis- i

teney of most. What difference winter may make i

I cannot say, but I speak of what I saw in summer. '

As for the palace, it is built in the Louis Quatorze
|

style, and is capable of housing, some say 4000, i

some say 6000 souls. The public and private I

rooms of the imperial family are magnificent,— ,

some of the former almostbeyond conception grand. '

The collection of paintings is imperial, that of
I

jewels no less so, and the cameos and intaglios can
i

scarcely be counted for number, and cannot be
,

surpassed for value or beauty. But even withia

these princely walls tidiness has a battle for exist-
'

ence ; for although the apartments of the great
;

are all that can be desired, I am told that the i

kitchens should not be visited before dinner, if vis-
\

ited at all.
j

With only grand buildings ever before your eyes,
'

you are led to ask, Where do the poor live ? There
|

are immense numbers of men and women in the i

city, who are among the most abject of creatures,
j

Where then do such burrow, and hide their poverty
,;

and filth ? They do so out of sight somewhere, '

and yet are in the city. I believe many of these •'

«io;yV/.'slive behind the great mansions, in the spaces ii

which lie between one grand street and another,
j

But their dwellings must not be seen ; and Peters- m

burg is so contrived, that the stranger requires tc'

be bolder than I was if he seek them out. Thei|

city of the Tzar is indeed a city of palaces; but it
(

is meant only to be looked at from one side—the

front. Let no man go behind the ornate facade.

This was never intended, and will not do. In this

respect it is but a type of the whole empire, which
,

is no better than a rough and rotting plank, whose
ugliness and defects are hid by the thick varnish

with which it is smeared. Russia and its capital
;

put on as imposing an appearance, and hide as i

much weakness and miserj', as any country or city <

of the world.

Moscow and Kief are holy cities. In the former
;i

there are nobody knows how many churches ; and 'i

though Petersburg cannot vie in this respect with

the ancient metropolis, it can show quite as many
such buildings as there is any need for. With

,

few exceptions, they are built in the Byzantine
style, and are an odd but sometimes beautiful

compound of Greek pillars, irregular towers, and
gilt or painted domes. Inside, all is painting,

'

gilding, plating, and pictures. These pictures are

of course worshipped, although the dignitaries

prohibit images of every kind in sacred edifices,

and take great credit to themselves for so doing, i

But what matter? Doubtless the Greek church, I

like the Roman, prohibits in form the adoration

of anything or being but God only; and yet any
one knows that the deluded souls within her pale

do and must worship the pictures set before thcin.

Representations of her saints, the virgin mother,
and our Lord, are hung up in the sight of the

people, and the people bow before them, and lay

their foreheads in the dust, worshipping the crea-

ture of man rather than the Creator of all, because

wholly unable to understand why they should bow
to that which is not sacred, and why, if the thing

bowed to be sacred, it should not bo adored. Only
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lok at the pavement, covered with prostrate men
id women, and say, are these not worshipping

le things in presence of which they are abased ?

f they be not, what or whom are they thinking of

id worshipping ? Only look at the costly gems,

r votive ott'erings, with which these daubs are

iornod, and say, did not the giver adore the

gure on which ho hung them as much as any

ther man adores the idol which he decorates ?

ust rellect on the profound ignorance of the peo-

Ic, and say, is it possible that, in these circum-

tances, they can do anything else ? Every onlook-

r must see that they do worship them. The ques-

on lies beyond argument, and may be decided by

he evidence of the senses. Superstition occupies

be place of religion ; and I am sorry to add that

lorality, or the practice of it at any rate, forms no

art of the superstition of a Russian. Licentious

ess too often characterizes the higher classer, kna

ery the shopkeepers) and drunkenness the common

LIVE FOR ETERNITY.

L bright or dark eternity in view,

Fith all its fix'ii, muitterable things,

Vhat madness in the living to pursue,

i3 their chief portion, with the speed of wings,

'he joys that death-beds always turn to stings 1

nfatuated man, on earth's smooth waste

"o dance along the path that always brings

juick to an end, from which, with ten-fold haste

tack would he quickly Uy, till all should be re-traced 1

)nr life is like the hurrying on the eve

iefore we start, on some long journey bound,

Vhen lit preparing to the last we leave,

.'hen run to every room the dwelling round,

Lnd sigh that nothing needed can be found;

ret go wo must, and soon as d.iy shall break;

Ve snatch an hour's repose, when loud the sound

for our departure calls ; we rise and take

^ quick and sad farewell, and go ere well awake.

tear'd in the sunshine, blasted by the storms

Jf changing time, scarce asking why or whence,

lea come and go like vegetable forms,

though Heaven appoints for them a work immense,

demanding constant thought and zeal intense,

Iwakcd by hopes and fears that leave no room
for rest to mortals in the dread suspense,

iVhile yet they know not, if beyond the tomb
L long, long life of bliss or wo shall be their doom.

Vhat matter whether pain or pleasures fill

I'he swelling heart one little moment here,

I'rom both alike how vain is every thrill,

iVhile an untried eternity is near!

i'hink not of rest, fond man, in life's career;

|he joys and griefs that meet thee, dash aside

Like bubbles, and thy bark right onward steer

I'hrough calm and tempest, till it cross the tide.

fhoot i port in triumph, or serenely glide.

C. Wilcox.

Selected.

SPEAK THE TRUTH.
Oh, ne'er let falsehood stain thy tongue,

Nor let thy lips betray

Thy better reason into wrong,
But Truth's great law obey I

The way to fortune all inquire,

But Truth 's a nobler prize;

For Truth—immortal as its sire,

—

Still lives when fortune dies I

Then ne'er let falsehood stain thy tongue,

Nor let thy lips betray

Thy better reason into wrong.

But Truth's great law obeyl

'Tis truth that bids the bosom glow
With independent worth;

It is a joy that angels know.
And maketh heaven on earth :

Who keeps the truth—though poor—may look

The whole world in the face I

Then ne'er let falsehood stain thy tongue,

Nor let thy lips betray

Thy better reason into wrong,
But Truth's great law obey 1

For " The Ftiend."

BlOGRAPUICAl SKETCIIES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CConlinued from page 238.)

GRIFFITH OWEN.

Wo have many proofs, that during the year

1703, our beloved Friend was industriously en-

gaged in his Master's service. There arc records

of his attendance at many meetings, and he was

on various important appointments. In the Yearly

Meeting he drew the epistle to London, and he

was with others appointed to draft something on

Discipline, to be produced to the Yearly fleeting,

in 1704. lie was appointed in his Monthly Meet-

ing one to prepare a proper form for a marriage

certificate ; those previously used not having been

uniform. The form proposed by the committee,

was adopted by the meeting, and is the same now
in use.

In the Third month, 1704, he received the

unity of his friends in visiting the meetings at

West llivcr, in Maryland. In this little journey

which appears to have occupied the Fourth month,

he was accompanied by his friend, Samuel Jen-

nings. At the Y'early Meeting, in the Seventh

mouth, the committee appointed in 1703, pro-

duoed two essays, one on discipline and one on

practice, both of which were approved and sent

down to subordinate meetings for their govern

mcnt. Early in the Tenth month of this year,

(iriffith Owen was married to Sarah Saundi

Of the time of the decease of his first wife we have

no information.

The correspondence with New England Y'early

Meeting, having been long dropped, Friends were

informed at Philadelphia Yearly Meeting in 1705,

that Friends in New England wished to renew it,

It was agreed to appoint Samuel Jennings, Tho-

mas Story, Griffith Owen, Edward Shippen, and

Thomas Gardiner, "to write as necessity shall

suggest to the Y'early Bleetingsof Maryland, Vir-

ginia, Carolina, Long Island, and Rhode Island."

In 1706, a young and zealous man, who wished

to be doing something for the cause of Truth pre-

pared a book for publication on a variety of import-

ant points. Griffith Owen was one of the com-

mittee appointed to examine it. From the minute

made on the occasion, it appears that the Friends

alter examination reported their sense, with which

the meeting united, that it would not be well either

for the young man or Friends to have it in print,

the subject being already treated on by several

authors, "And he being but young in the Truth

it would be more profitable for him to forbear mucl

writing after such a manner, until he has come to

a greater growth and settlement in the Truth."

What a pity it is, that some of the modern writers

upon the principles of Friends, had not submitted

their works to such discriminating j udges and honest

advisers. Many unripe sentiments that have been

given though the press, as well as not a little un-

sound doctrine, would have been buried in obli-

vion, if the writing containing them had been sub-

mitted for revision and final judgment, to men
lovingly acquainted with the Truth fur and in

themselves, zealous for its support, and quick of

discernment as to the tendency of that they were

examining. The warm expressions of the indis-

creet zeal" of youth really loving the Truth, but

laying itself open to the attack of enemies by un-

guarded language,—the open support of error by

those who have not seen into the spirituality of

the gospel dispensation,—the sophistry of covert

design to make Quaker doctrines appear to con-

form with those principles of other professors,

from which our worthy forefathers were called,

and against which they bore a unanimous testi-

mony, all these would have been amended or sup-

pressed by such a tribunal.

From 1706 to 1709, Griffith Owen does not

appear to have travelled abroad, unless to attend

the Y'early or General Meetings for worship, of

which a number were then held at different places

within the limits of I'hiladelphia Y'early Meeting.

During those years we have, however, many traces

of hi.s labour in various ways for the best interest

of religious society, and for the everlasting good
of others. These being in many respects similar

to what we have recorded of former years, need no

especial comment. Patrick Henderson and Sam-
uel Wilkinson, two very valuable Friends in the

ministry, from Ireland, on a religious vi-^it, having

by some means, in the exercise of their ministerial

labours, given offence to some malicious persecu-

tors, they were arrested, imprisoned, and brought

to public trial. This occasioned, although tho

imprisonment was probably very brief, considerable

excitement, and the sufferers drew up a statement

of the whole affair for publication, but Griffith

Owen and a few other Friends, to whom it was
submitted, advised that it should not be printed

at that time. Patrick llenderson, who prepared

the document, yielded to their opinion, and no
copy being preserved among the records in Phila-

delphia, the particulars of this remarkable trans-

action cannot now be ascertained. During the

Yearly Meeting of 1708, a communication was
received from the Quarterly Meeting at Flushing,

requesting the advice of Philadelphia Meeting of

Ministers relative to some points of discipline;

the meeting appointed Griffith Owen, John Sal-

keld, Caleb Pusey, and some others, to prepare an

answer thereto. The answer prepared was to the

satisfaction of the meeting, and being approved by

it, was forwarded to Samuel Bowne.

In the Eleventh month, 1708, Griffith Owen
informed the Friends of his Monthly Meeting of

a concern, which he had long felt to visit Friends

nn Long Island, Rhode Island, and New England.

In the Twelfth month, the following certificate

was approved and signed in the Monthly Meeting.
" To Friends on Long Island, Rhode Island, and

New England, whom these may concern, the

Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia sends, greeting.

" Dear Friends and Brethren,—In a measure of

that Divine love, wherewithal God, in his great

mercy and universal grace, in this latter age of the

world, hath visited us, and also made us partakers

of, do we dearly salute you, desiring that this

heavenly love and peace with all other spiritual

blessings, may increase and be continued amongst

you to our mutual comfort in Jesus Christ our

Lord.

"Now we give you to understand that our dear,

well-beloved friend, Griffith Owen, laid before our

meeting that it had rested upon his mind for a

considerable time to visit Friends in the above-

mentioned parts, and places that way, and desired

a certificate of this meeting, which, according to

the good order of Truth practised amongst us, ap-

pointed some Friends to make inquiry concerning

him. This we have to certify you concerning our

friend, that he is a man of an innocent life, and

blameless conversation, and his service and labour

of love in the work of the gospel, as a minister of

Jesus Christ, is well esteemed and received amongst

us. As such we recommend him to our brethren,

where his lot may be cast, desiring that tho God
of all grace may enable, support and attend him

by the assistance of his Holy Spirit, in this his

undertaking, for the honour of His truth. That so

he may return with sheaves in his bosom, re-

ceiving the answer of well-done, good and faithful

servant. This is the one thing needful for us all
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in our particular gifts, statious and places in the

clmrch of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ;

unto whom we recommend this our friend and

brother, and subscribe ourselves your friends and

brethren therein."

id meeting,
170S."

He also laid his concern before the General

Meeting of Ministers, held First mo. 26th, 1709,

where it was also united with, and soon after in

company with his friend, John Salkeld, lie left

home to perform this visit. They were absent on

this journey about four mouths, attending the

Yearly Meeting on Khode Island, in the Fourth

month, from which meeting they brought back

testimonial of their gospel service. The account

they were enabled to render on their return, of

their labour of love, and the effect thereof, under

the Master's blessing, was satisfactory and com-

forting to their friends.

We shall not follow closely Griffith through

ffospel labours at home, and in its vicinity, during

the remaining years of his life. He continued

diligent in the attendance of meetings in Phila-

delphia, and was frequently at others, not far

remote. Being, in 1712, appointed by the Yearly

Meeting in conjunction with Thomas Story, to

prepare an epistle to London, they prepared one

of which a considerable part relative to slavery is

already in print. Passing by that important mea-

sure, we would present an extract from the epistle

setting forth the prosperous condition of the Truth

in these American parts.

"By the several accounts from our Quarterly

Meetings, we understand that the present state of

the church in these parts is peace. Our discipline

is advanced, advancing, and proceeding towards

perfection. Some young men of late have been

raised up in the ministry, and the visitation of the

Lord still continues and is held forth unto such as

are not yet reduced into perfect obedience; and

we also understand by such here amongst us as

have travelled of late in several other parts of this

continent of America, that there is great openness

still in divers countries, and in some places new
meeting-houses erected, where the sound of the

gospel hath not long been uttered. Such is the

goodness of our God ; such his love to man-

kind !"

The Bcginning.s of Evil.

Old Humphrey.

As a trickling stream becomes a mighty river,

so evils that appear harmless in their origin, often-

times become fearfully influential. There is not

an error, reader, that has not its evil consequences

nor a sin that is long separated from sorrow. A
breeze of anger becomes a blast, and ? blast

creases to a whirlwind. The thought of hatred is

followed by words of bitterness and deeds of vio-

lence. Some of the direst scourges which plague

the world were once other than they are. They
were hardly noticed, they are now notorious ; they

were weak, they are now powerful; they were
limited, and now they are extended in the earth
" Behold how great a matter a little fire kindleth

!'

James iii. 5.

On trifling errors keep your watcliful eyes,

For great events from little c.iuses rise.

War did not always exist clothed in scarlet

with a sword girt on his thigh, going forth with
tbe sound of the trumpet. Envy and anger were
his parents

; covetousness, ambition, and cruelty
were his companions. At first he was a dwarf,
but afterwards he bestrid the earth as a giant, in
venting his hellish instruments of destruction, re

taining his warriors ready armed for the battle, and

sending forth his legions on lawless errands of ra-

pine and death. War began with the first man
that was born of woman. When will men learn

to love one another ? When will they beat their

swords into ploughshares, and their spears into

pruning hooks, and practise war no more. " From
whence come wars and fightings among you ? Come
they not hence, even of your lusts ? James iv. 1.

War is the friend of sin—the cruel, blind.

Implacable oppressor of mankind.

Idolatry is the seed of error, and abundant is

the harvest of iniquity it has brought forth. Man
was not satisfied in looking to the Lord, he must
needs make himself a god and worship it ; he must
form for himself a graven image, and fall down to

t, and thus a flood of unrighteousness was let

loose on the earth. A dead image symbolized the

living God ; and idols of gold, silver, iron, wood,

and stone, were set up as representations of the

Lord of lords and King of kings. Dagon, Ashta-

roth, and Baal were followed by Jupiter, Apollo,

Mars, and Mercury, and the innumerable idols of

the Hindoo and Oriental world. Truly the name
of idolatry is " Legion," for there is no end of its

nge gods and its strange delusions; "Thou
shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any

likeness of anything that is in heaven above, or

that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water

under the earth : thou shall not bow down thyself

to them, nor serve them."

Bow lowly down at heaven's eternal throne,

And praise and magnify the Lord alone.

Popery was once a little child, harmless and
little known ; infantine and lisping in its language.

So feeble was it that it could not walk alone ; but

it was nourished at the breast of Error, dandled

on the knees of Pride, and brought up by Bigotry,

Selfishness, and Tyranny, till it became a man of

sin,amonster of iniquity, "afull blown antichrist."

Weak and harmless as antichrist was, he became
strong, and deceitful, and cruel : for there was
" given unto him a mouth speaking great things

and blasphemies ; and it was given unto him to

make war with the saints, and to overcome them.

And all that dwell upon the earth shall worship

him, whose names are not written in the book of

life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the

world." Kev. xiii. 5-8.

0, let us leave all priestly pomp and pride,

And trust alone in Jesus crucified!

Slavery, or rather the slave-trade, was as an

acorn set in the soil, springing up, striking its roots

deep, and throwing out its branches wide. Cov-

etousness and cruelty formed an unholy compact,

might overcame right, one act of oppression suc-

ceeded another, till man, instead of being a brother,

became a task-master and a tyrant, multiplying

the miseries of the earth, crowding the vessels of

the deep with cargoes of victims, and loading the

air with agonizing sighs and groans. Even now
the unrighteous traflic, the Cain-like cruelty is

continued, and the blood of ten thousand slaves is

crying unto Heaven from the ground : "I returned,

and considered all the oppressions that are done
under the sun : and behold the tears of such as

were oppressed, and they had no comforter; and

on the side of their oppressors there was power

;

but they had no comforter." Eccles. iv. 1.

Not always shall the captive weep and wail,

Not always shall the iron hand prevail.

Intemperance wius its way, at first, by slow de-

grees : as oue evil thought prepares the heart to

receive another, so intemperance smooths the path
for every evil. What the roll of the drum and
the blast of the brazen-mouthed trumpet are to the

soldiers on the field of battle, the sparkling glas|

is to the sinful passions of men—animating, em
couraging, and urging them onward in their maij

career. Truly has it been said, " War has slau-

its thousands, but intemperance its tens of thou,

sands." How harmless does intemperance appeaj

in a season of festivity ! but, gradually, tolly

;

temptation, and riotous living render it deadly,

It deceives the young and the old; it draws to'

gether the prodigal, the drunkard, the libertine,

and the gamester; it promises pleasure, but it al

terwards inflicts pain, and sows the seeds of ruin
\

remorse, and destruction. : "Look not thou upor
the wine when it is red, when it giveth his colou

i

in the cup, when it moveth itself aright. At tb'

last it biteth like a serpent, and stingeth like at'

adder." Prov. xxiii. 31, 32.
i

By different names we different sins may call,
(

But mad intemperance produces all.
|

Avoid, then, the beginnings of evil ; for whei'

sin is once set in motion it is no ea.sy thing t;

arrest its progress. Cruel war, sinful idolatry

soul-deceiving Popery, oppressive slavery, and de,'

structive intemperance, are but a few of the man'!

evils that cast their shadows on the world. Wouh
you walk safely, walk humbly; would you reaclj

the world of glory, keep in the narrow way, am'

call upon the name of the Lord ; for " the Lore

'

is nigh unto all them that call upon him ; he'ala'.

will hear their cry, and will save them." Psa. cilyj

18, 19.

For " The Friend."
'

The Wisdom of Jesus. !

Nothing which exalts itself against the eternal

and immutable wisdom of our Great High Pries

'

can prosper. A counterfeit of this wisdom, by th

artifice of the serpent, may for a time pass as th

genuine coin, but the skilful will detect its fraud!

ulent and worthless character, and be enabled t

discriminate between the true and the spurious

None, however, except those who have been taugb

in the school of Christ, and who still remain will

ing that He should continue to rule over and tcac'

them, will be qualified to realize and rightly valu

the things which belong to the house that wisdoi:

has builded, and that correspond to the " seven pil

lars which she has hewn out," and have judgmen

to detect and reject that which does not procee'

from her skilful and beautiful workmanship.

How necessary carefully to examine the diffei

ent influences which surround us, in the light c

Christ, before we sufter ourselves to be drawn upo

any decided and prominent ground of action ; an|

see if the cause which we are about to espouse, i|

consonant with the wisdom which cometh t'roi'

above: for we may rest assured that all the fruil;

of the wisdom which cometh from beneath, hoW'

ever artfully they may be decorated and conceale

for a season, will eventually be seen in their ow
hideous deformity. This wisdom may acknow

ledge all the virtues—descant much upon lovt

impartiality, and forbearance—lay a strong an;

loud claim to the mantle of charity, while it car

not possibly possess any of these in their genuin'

quality. The frame work of a fabric like thi;

which any may endeavour to raise and support b

their own strength, and strive to ornament wit

the heavenly virtues, is only a house of man'
building. If there is a neglect to do His heavenl

sayings, which can only be heard by the ear whic
He has mercifully unstopped, no matter how lai

the superstructure, it "shall be likened" to

house built upon the sand :
" and the rain descenc,

ed, and the floods came, and the winds blew, an*
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eat upon that house; and it fell, and great was

he fall of it."

The wisdom of man may for a time appear to

lOurish in religious affairs, but sooner or later it

aust wither and die, and all who endeavour to

luild under this influence, must work in vain, and

lave no other remuneration at the conclusion of

heir labours than disappointment and remorse:

lut on the other hand, if there is a bowing under

he eternal power of Jesus, and confession is made

ly the mouth to salvation ; if there is a subniis-

ion to his blessed yoke which is easy, and a will-

ngness to bear his holy burden which is light, we

hall then, and not till then, be followers in the

botsteps of our beloved ancient Friends, and wit-

less the principles and doctrines which they in-

ulcated, to brighten in our view, and become

nore and more precious in our sight, and shall be

irepared truly to deprecate as well as commiserate

hat misguided vision and perception, against

fhich the woe still goes forth, as it was formerly

)ronounced by the prophet Isaiah, after this man-

ler. "Woe unto them that call evil good, and

;ood evil; that put darkness for light, and light

or darkness ; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet

;or bitter! Woe unto them that arc wise in their

iwn eyes, and prudent in their own sight
!"

A life of caution, devotion and fasting is required,

hat we may be permitted to stand as in the gates

if that wisdom which comcth from above, and

ixperimentally know that all her paths are peace
;

)ut how seductive is a pleasure-loving spirit, and

uccessful in alluring many from the animating

)eams of the Sun of Righteousness, under whose

nvigorating rays wc can only breathe the vital air,

Vhich is essential for our spiritual health. This

londition is necessary, that with innocent boldness

Ive may progress in the work and heavenly war
fare, having an ardent concern to possess all the

fhristian virtues in their reality, showing forth

Ihe fruit of the spirit in our daily intercourse :

—

I' love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, good-

(less, faith, meekness, temperance : against such

Ihere is no law." (Gal. v. 22, 23.)

I

New York, Fourth mo., 1855.

, If at any time we are injured by others, and
md feelings of anger arising in ourselves,

—
ihould ever be careful, before attempting to

prove and amend them, to obtain a victory over

)ur own hearts. Otherwise our reproofs, though
"uUy deserved, and although it may be our duty

,0 give them, will be likely to be in vaiu."

Selected For " The Friend."

1
Useful Hints.

! As every one maintains a holy care and watch-

fulness over himself, it will greatly conduce to

jove and unity, and confirm and strengthen church

fellowship and communion, which is in Christ.

I
In this life. Christians must not only expect to

Bo God's will, but to suffer it: and the latter is

bften more diflicult than the former.

\ To be able to bear provocation is an argument of

^reat reason, and to forgive it, of a great mind :

evenge dwells in little minds.

j

A little serious reflection may convince a sin-

cere mind, that every degree of hatred we conceive,

proof that we have not yet fully attained the

we may value ourselves upon them so much, as to

forget that they can neither divest death of its sting,

nor quiet a guilty conscience.

Were men but convinced that the malevolence

they feel is altogether their own, and that if it

were once subdued in themselves, the malevolence

of others could not esseutially harm them ; they

might see the absurdity of expecting to overcome

evil by evil, and cease from worrying and destroy-

ing each other.

If He who suffered to save us, had been in the

smallest degree actuated by a vindictive spirit, it

is difficult to conceive how He could have wrung
out the dregs of the cup of trembling, which He
drank for our sakes ; or, in the hour of extremity,

have pleaded as He did, for the forgiviness of his

crucifiers.

Divine love is a criterion by which not only our

own actions, but all religious opinions and doc-

trines may be tried ; and wc may be assured that

such as are not consistent therewith, however spe-

cious, are defective, and unfit to be entertained.

As sincere repentance ever precedes true con-

version, our having undergone this everlastingly

important change, ought ever to be doubted, wbile

any degree of rancour, envy, or contempt remains

in our minds ; because such malignant tempers

manifest that those who are subject to them, have

not yet yielded themselves to the merciful govern-

ment of the Prince of Peace, who, while universal

mankind were yet in the bondage of corruption,

regarded them with a pitying eye, and clothed

himself with human nature for their deliverance.

"God," saith the Apostle, "commendeth His

love unto us, in that, while we were yet sinners,

Christ died for the ungodly." Here is the pat-

tern by which every one who professes to be a

follower of the suffering Lamb of God, should try

himself; and by which, if he is honest to his own
heart, he may discover his advancement in the

work of redemption ; for it is not difficult for

sincere believer to conceive, that if the Almighty
had regarded mankind in their lapsed condition

with such aversion as they often feel towards each

other, the work of our salvation could never have

taken place, or be ever effected in the soul of any

one of all the sons and daughters of men.

A true convert to saving mercy, is he alone,

who fleeing for refuge from his own evil tempers

and propensities, to the arms of Divine love, expe-

riences that holy, seamless garment, which death

itself could not divide ; to screen him, not only

from the punishment due to his own demerits, and

from the unkindness of those by whom ofience.s

come ; but also and particularly, from the inva-

sions of that vindictive and implacable spirit, which,

so long as it has any room in our hearts, incessant-

ly accuses the "brethern before God, day and

night;" and of which, every injurious suspicion

we entertain, every unkind expression and slander-

ous insinuation we are betrayed into, one against

another, is an ample and unequivocal proof

Gunpowder.—The Liverpool (England) Stan-

dard says :
—" Some of the effects of ignited gun-

powder are wonderful. When gunpowder is heaped

up in the open air and inflamed, there is no report,

and but little effect is produced. A small quan-

tity open and ignited in a room forces the air out-

wards, so as to blow out the windows; but the

its enormous weight. In another experiment,
Count Kumford confined twenty-eight grains of
powder in a cylindrical space which it fust filled,

and being fired, it tore asunder a piece of iron

hich would have resisted a strain of four huu-
drcd thousand pounds."

The fountain of content must spring up in the

mind, and he who has so little knowledge of hu-
man nature, as to seek happiness by changing any-

thing but his own disposition, will waste his life

in fruitless efforts, and multiply the griefs which
he purposes to remove.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 21, 1855

I'hiladelphia Yearly Meeting is still in session,

when our paper is going to press. AVe shall defer
entering into any notice of its transactions, up to

the present time, except to say that the Epistle
from the original and regular Yearly Meeting of
Ohio, of which Benjamin Iloyle is clerk, was read
on Secoud-day morning, and a committee was
subsequently appointed to prepare, as way may
open a reply to that, aud to each of the other
epistles received.

The business of the meeting has continued to

be transacted in usual course.

Jjenefit intended for us, by the sufferings and death ' same quantity confined within a bomb, within the

of Christ. same room, and ignited, tears in pieces and sets on

1 A professor of Christianity, and a follower of fire the whole house. Count Rumford loaded a

bhrist, may bo very different characters. The
|

mortar with one-twentieth of an ounce of powd

Christian's life is in Christ, on Christ, by Christ,

Ito Christ, for Christ, with Christ.

i

Though sound principles are highly important

lin guarding the mind against the invasion of error.

and placed upon it a twenty-four pound cannon:

he then closed up every opening as completely as

possible, and fired the charge, which burst the

mortar with a tremendous explosion, and lifted up

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England to 31.St ult. Tlic Vmina

Conference.—The two first of the four bases of peace had
been accepted by the representatives of Kussift, but Be-
rious difficulties had occurred in relation to the third,
which proposes to put an end to the preponderance of
Russia in the Black Sea. The demolition of Sebastopol
was not demanded by the allies, but the means proposed
Ijy them to elTect the reduction of the Russian power
in that quarter, were such as the Russian I'lenipoten-
tiaries were not authorized to accede to. The Plenipo-
tentiaries have all sent to their respective Governments
for instructions. The fourth point yet remained for dis-
cussion. This relates to the protectorate over the chris-
tian subjects of the Porte, which Russia claims a right
to exercise, by virtue of certain treaties. This claim
the allies wish renounced. The War.—There had bceu
several attacks and repulses on the lines of the con-
tending armies, both at Sebastopol and Eupatoria, ia
which on the whole the losses were nearly balanced on
both sides. The condition of the allied army is said to
be much improved, and both they and the Russians
continued their works of assault and defence. A formi-
dable Russian force is assembled around Eupatoria,
and virtually besieges the place. The Russian forces la

the Crimea appear to be fully equal in strength to those
of the invaders. A manifesto from the "Holy Synod"
of the Russian church has appeared, inciting the natioD
to war, in defence of the faith.

FRANCE.—The Minister of Foreign Affairs has gone
to London to hold a consultation with the British Oov-
ernment, and will afterwards proceed to the Confereueo
at Vienna. It was officially announced in the .Moniteur,

that the Emperor and Empress would visit Queen
Victoria at London, in the middle of this month.
SPAIN.—A despatch from Madrid, dated Third mo.

29, states that Espartero had resisted the demand for a
democratic modification of the Ministry, made by the
leaders of the militia. These attempts at disorder failed,

and Madrid was tranquil. The cholera was raging in

the provinces of Arragon, Zamora, Valencia, and Lo-
grono.

PRUSSIA.—The difficulty between Austria and Prns-
sia is increasing. The Prussian Cabinet has retorted oa
Austria's circular of March 8th, by sending a circular

to the Prussian representatives at the German Courts,
respecting the Austrian intrigues with the Germanic
Diet. The language of the document is said to be quite

hostile to Austria, which is charged with dissimulation,

i in threatening Prussia with military dangers, while to

I

the rest of Europe it talks confidently of peace.

SWEDEN.—Notwithstanding the declarations of nen-

trality by Sweden, the Government is fitting out a fleet

provisioned for three months.

GREAT BRITAIN.—Parliament had agreed to the
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request of Sardinia for a loan of £2,000,000 sterling

—

one million to be immediately advanced from the pub-
lic treasury, and tbe other million one year heuce, if

necessary* It is proposed to borrow this money at 5

per cent., and loan it to Sardinia at 4 per cent. Nine
ships of the British squadron sailed from Deal, on the
28th, for the Baltic. It was intended to establish a
strict blockade of tbe ports in the Baltic and White
Seas. In the House of Commons, the second reading of

the bill to abolish newspaper stamps had passed by a
large majority. Tbe disclosures made before the com
miitee of inquiry into the conduct of tbe war, are stated
to be of an appalling nature

Liverpool.—The cotton market was active, the sales

of the week amounting to 82,000 bales, nearly one
third of which was taken by speculators ; the range of

prices was from hd. to b^d. The market for breadstuffs

was dull, with a downward tendency. Philadelphia
and Baltimore flour, new, 36s. to ids. ; old, 42.?. to 435.

Provisions were dull, and prices had slightly declined.

London.—The money market was easier. Consols, 93|.
The bullion in the Bank of England had increased

£700,000.
CHINA.—Shanghai dates to Second mo. 6, state that

the French had again attacked the city, and had been
"repulsed with loss, by the insurgents. The insurgents

still hold the country around Canton.
AUSTRALIA.—Sidney dates to First mo. 12, have

been received. It was intended to abolish the system
of granting licenses to the gold hunters. For a consi-
derable period, there had been a steady decrease in the
production of gold. The following is an estimate of
the total product of the Australian mines. Previous to

the year 1853, 3,538,422 ounces ; during 1853, 5,193,057
oz. ; during 1854, 3,022,596 oz., making a total of

9,754,077 oz., worth about §195,000,000. An expedi-
tion -was about to be undertaken by Dr. Catherwood,
an American, to explore the interior of Australia.

CUBA.—Havana dates to the 10th, have been re-

ceived. The papers furnish little news of interest. A
general feeling of discontent is said to prevail among
the Creoles. A number of assassinations had been
perpetrated during Holy Week
UNITED STATES.—The Government hasdeterrained

to despatch a squadron to Cuba, under command of
Commodore McCauley. It is reported that tbe squadron
is sent to demand redress for alleged outrages. The
Administration have detached Col. Delafield of the Ei

gineers, and two other military officers, on special duty,
to proceed to Sebastopol to inspect tbe works there
view the operations of the war. They are ordered to
depart as soon as possible.

Utah.— Salt Lake dates to Second mo. 7th, have
been received. The appointment of Col. Steptoe as
Governor of tbe Territory, in place of Brigbam Young,
and other changes, took the Mormons by surprise. There
had been a serious collision between the U. S. soldiers

and the citizens, but the occasion of it was merely a
tavern broil. In order to prevent further difficulty, the
civil authorities have forbidden the sale of ardent spirits

in the city. The Territorial Legislature have passed an
act called the " Gift Law," by which the faithful are to

vest all their real and personal estate of every kind in

Brigham Young. The Mormons were said to enjoy
peace, plenty and prosperity. They were busily en-
gaged in fortifying their towns with mud walls, about
8 feet in height.

Louisiana.—There is a very general complaint in this

State, of the prospects of the sugar crop. Heavy frosts,

cold weather, and want of rain, have seriously injured
the cane.

New Uampshire.—The snow was three feet deep at
Gorham, N. H., last week. It has been five and six feet

deep during tbe whole winter.

California.—On the 13th, the steamship Prometheus
arrived at New Orleans, from San Juan, bringing dates
from San Francisco to Third mo. 24. Business at San
Francisco was very dull, and sales were being made at

greatly reduced prices. The rains had improved the
prospects of tbe miners, and the growing crops promised
well.

Pennsylvania.—A law has passed the Legislature,
which repeals the existing License Laws of the State.
The provisions of this bill in connection with previous
enactments, imposes onerous restrictions on the traffic

in intoxicating drinks, and goes as near to Prohibition,
as the vote of the people on that question is supposed
to warrant. The law goes into operation on the 1st of
Tenth month next, and makes it unlawful to keep any
place, where may be sold and drank any kind of spiritu-
ous or malt liquors.

\ew rori.—The President of the Croton Water Board
jportance of more reservoir room. Tbe
furnish 30,(

gallons to each inhabitant. More than half of this im-
mense quantity is believed to be wasted. The steam-
ship Asia which sailed on the 1 Ith, took out $690,000
in specie. The specie in tbe N. Y. Banks, is rapidly
diminishing, and it is said that some of them have
commenced calling in their loans, payable on demand.
Mortality last week, 479.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 191.
Miscellaneous.—The Gardiner Fraud.—Corcoran and

Riggs have paid into the U. S. Treasury about 8100,000,
attached in their hands by Government, being about one-
fourth tbe amount fraudulently obtained by Gardiner,
under the award of the Mexican Commission.

Expedition against the Indians.—A St. Louis paper
contains the general orders issued by the Government,
for a military expedition against the Indians of th
Plains. The expedition is to be under the command of
Gen. Harney.
A Capital Crime.—Richard Winn and Alfred Wood

ley, two' of the crew of a vessel which loaded some
time ago in Roanoke river, were tried lately in Berti
county, N. C, on a charge of receiving and secreting a
slave on board the vessel, with a view to bis escape.
Winn was acquitted, but Woodley was found guilty,
and will have to suffer the penalty of death.

A Substitutefor Tobacco.—A patent has been obtained
for tbe preparation of maize leaf, as a substitute for to-
bacco. It is said to have a sweet and pungent flavour,
and tbe patentees claim that it is a pleasant tonic, and
promotive of good health!

Proscription. — The Senate of M.assachusetts have
adopted a resolve with only one dissenting vote, that no
foreigner shall be eligible to office in that State.

'

Southern Manufactures.—There are now in Georgia
fifty cotton factories in successful operation.

Cranberries on Uplands.—It is stated in the New Eng-
md Farmer, that a man named Needham, of Danvers,
lass., raised, the present i

berries on 100 rods of land,

pwards per bushel.
The Ton Weiyht.—The United States District Court

as decided that the legal weight of a ton of coal is

2,240 lbs., and that the coal dealers have no right to
give a smaller number of pounds.

Women's Eights.—By a law recently passed in Michi-
gan, a married woman may receive, buy, sell, devise,
mortgage, Ac, her real and personal property, without
the consent of her husband, and also sue and be sued,
without joining the husband in tbe suit in either case.

The Ihath Penalty.—The House of Representatives of
Wisconsin, by a vote of 44 to 27, have restored the
death penalty in that State. The Senate have yet to
act upon the matter.

State of the Ohio River.—Qa the 13th, there was seven
feet five inches water in the channel, and fallin;

ison, 83 bushels of cran-
hicb he sold at $3.00 and

will be conveyed by railroad to West Chester, whera
conveyances will be in waiting to take them to the
School, on the arrival of the morning and afternoon
cars, on Second-day, the 7th, and Third-day, the iith

of Fifth month. The children will get their baggage
the day after their arrival. The cars leave tbe depot,
south side of Market street, above Eighteenth, (formerly
Schuylkill Fifth street,) at 7J o'clock, a. m., and 4
o'clock, p. M. The ageut of the school will be at tbe
railroad depot on Second and Third-day afternoons,
and will furnish pupils with tickets, and accompany
them to West Chester. Those who go by the morning
train will be furnished with tickets by a person in at-

tendance. To those who procure tickets as directed,
the fare from Philadelphia to the School, including bag-
gage, will be one dollar, which will be charged to the
scholar at the School. AH baggage should be distinctly

marked West-town, and with the name of the owner,
and should be sent directly to the railroad depot. Ap-
plications for admission must be made to Joseph Snow-
don, Superintendent at the School, or Joseph Scatter-
good, Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, Philadelphia.
The West-town office is at Friends' Bookstore, No.

84 Arch street, where all small packages for the pupils
left before 12 o'clock on Seventh-days, will be forwarded.
All letters for the pupils and others at the School, should
be sent by mail, directed to West-town':Boardinq-School,
West Chester P. 0., Chester Co., Pa. Postage should be
pre-paid, and packages should be distinctly marked and
put up in a secure manner, so that their contents will not
be liable to be lost by handling. The stage will leave
West Chester during the summer session, for the School,
on Second, Fourth, and Seventh-days, on the arrival of
the afternoon cars from tbe city, and from the School to

West Chester on the same days, to meet the afternooa
cars to Philadelphia. Tbe fare for each passenger t(K

and from West Chester by the stage, will be 25 cents.

When special conveyances at other times are provided
at the School, an extra charge will be made.
West-town, Third mo., 1855.

Mahried, at Friends' Meeting-house, Haddonfield,
N. J., on Fifth-day, the 22d of Third mo., 1855, Jobs H.
Ballixger, of Cropwell, to Rachel, daughter of the lata

Simeon Eastlack, of the former place.

, at Friends' Meeting-house, Twelfth street,

Philadelphia, on Fourth-day, the 11th inst., Sami-ei,
Allinson, Jr., of Yardville, Mercer county, N. J., to

Ann, daughter of the late Josiah Tatum, of Philadelphia.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
Assistant Teachers are wanted in the Boys' depart

mcnt of this Institution. Application may lie made to
either of the undersigned.

Henry Cope, 1 ni.-i j
Saml. Bettle, Jr., |

P*"'*"^-

Saml. Hilles, Wilmington, Del,

WESTGROVE BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.
{Located at old Westgrove meeting-house, Chester county.)

This School will be opened on the '7th of Fifth month
next, and continue in session twenty weeks. It is de-
signed to furnish an opportunity to young women for
acquiring economically a competent English education.
Attention will be given to the preservation of health,
tbe general cultivation and discipline of mind, and a
concern exercised to inculcate principles and habits in
ccordance with the views of the Society of Friends.
For circulars containing other necessary information,

Thomas Co.nard, Principal.

Westgrove P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

apply to

Second mo., 1855.

RECEIPTS.
Received from J. Maule, agt., 0., for Daniel Atkinson,

S2, to 20, vol. 28 ; from J. T. Frame, agt., lo., for Ann
Raley, $2, vol. 28, Nath. Satterlhwaite, 82, vol. 28, and
Benj. Ball, $3, to 9, vol. 29; from Jacob Haines, agt..

Pa., $2, vol. 28, and for Jos. McCarty, Aaron McCarty,
d C. Ellwood, §2 each, vol. 28.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The snmmer session of the School will commence on

Died, at his residence, near Parkesburg, Chester r.
,

Penna., on the 20th of Third month, William B., - a

of William and Lydia F. Coale, aged 31 years ; a mem-
ber of Sadsbury Monthly Meeting. The deceased wns
one whose amiable manners and atfectionate dispo.-i-

tion bad gained the love of a large circle of friends. Ou
the commencement of his decline, he was brought into
deep conflict of mind, feeling that tbe all-important
work of his soul's salvation had not kept pace with the
day. The earnest query, "What shall I do to be save.

1"
was almost constantly the language of his heart; un,;

great distress and consciousness of utter inability to

anything for himself—this passage of Scripture was '.a

length clearly impressed. " Be still and know that I am
God''—attended with calmness and quietude of mind.
Committing all unto a faithful Creator, he was enabled
to feel the work of purification carried on, and many
things plainly unfolded to his mind. Tbe hurtful ten-
dency of reading works of romance, and departure from
simplicity in dress and language, was clearly manifest-
ed, and his indulgence in these things deeply regretted :

expressing willingness to sutler alf that his heavenly
Father should see fit to lay upon him. As his strength
declined, he often said he had been mercifully dealt
with, and that " he thought his weakness had been con-
sidered, and the power of tbe tempter stayed." And a
few days before bis departure, be was enabled to say,
" The sting of Death was taken away," and even the
pain of parting with those nearest and dearest, swal-
lowed up in tbe prospect of a happy eternity. His close
was calm and peaceful—taking leave of those around
him with a bright smile on his countenance. His last

audible words were Lord Jesus; uttered as his ran-
somed spirit departed, we humbly believe, to tbe man-
sions of eternal rest.

, at tbe residence of his parents, in this city, on
the 27lh ult., Hexry W. Stokes; a member of the
Northern District Monthly Meeting, in the 25th year of
his age.

of gaUons daily, or 46
j
Seeond-day, the Vth of Fifth month next. The pupils No.
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Skflehes from History.

(Continued from page 250.)

"At length came forth the justices themselves,

jr so they were, as well as lieutenants; and after

liey had saluted me, they discoursed with me
retly familiarly. And though Clark would some-

mes be a little jocuhir and waggish, which was
jmewhat natural to him, yet Knowls treated me
ery civilly, not seeming to take any offence at my
ot standing bare before him. And when a young
riest, who, as I understood, was chaplain in the

imily, took upon him pragmatically to reprove

16 for standing with my hat on before the magis-

•ates, and snatched my cap from oflF my head,

[nowls in a pleasant manner corrected him, tell-

ig him he mistook himself, in taking a cap for a

at, for mine was a mountier-cap, and bid him give

me again; which he, though unwillingly doing,

forthwith put it on my head again, and thence-

)rward none meddled with me about it.

" Then they began to examine me, putting divers

uestious to me relating to the present disturbances

1 the nation, occasioned by the late foolish insur-

lotion of those frantic fifth-monarchy-men. To
1 which I readily answered, according to the

mplicity of my heart and innocency of my hands;
ir I had neither done nor thought any evil against

te government.

"But they endeavoured to affright me with

ireats of danger; telling me that for all my pre-

mce of innocency, there was high matter against

le, which if I would stand out, would be brought
irth, and that from under my own hand. I knew
ot what they meant by this; but I knew my inno-

!ncy, and kept to it.

"At length when they saw I regarded not their

ireats in general, they asked me if I knew one
homas Loe, and had written of late to him. I

len remembered my letter, which till then I bad
ot thought of, and thereupon frankly told them,

lat I did both know Thomas Loe, and had lately

ritton to him ; but that as I knew I had written

hurt, so I did not fear any danger from that

itter. They shook their heads and said it was
mgerous to write letters to appoint meetings in

ich troublesome times.

"They added, that by appointing a meeting,

nd endeavouring to gather a concourse of people

)gether, in such a juncture especially as this was,

had rendered myself a dangerous person. And
aerefore, they could do no less than tender me
ae oaths of allegiance and supremacy; which

ierefore they required me to take.

" I told them, if I could take any oath at all, I

would take the oath of allegiance; for I owed
allegiance to the king. But I durst not take any
oath, because my Lord and master Jesus Christ had

commanded me not to swear at all ; and if I break

his command, I should thereby both dishonour

and displease him.

"Hereupon they undertook to reason with me,

and used many words to persuade me that that

command of Christ related only to common and

profane swearing—not to swearing before a magis-

trate.

" I heard them and saw the weakness of their

arguings, but did not return them any answer;

for I found my present business was not to dispute,

but to sufl'er; and that it was not safe for me, in

this my weak and childish state especially, to en-

ter into reasonings with sharp, quick, witty and

learned men, lest I might thereby hurt both the

cause of Truth, which I was to bear witness to, and

myself. Therefore I chose rather to be a fool, and

let them triumph over me, than by my weakness give

them advantage to triumph over the Truth. And
my spirit being closely exercised in a deep travail

towards the Lord, I earnestly begged of him, that

he would be pleased to keep me faithful to the

testimony he had committed to me, and not to be

taken in any of the snares which the enemy laid

for me. And, blessed be his holy name, ho heard

my cries, and preserved me out of them.
" When the justices saw they could not bow me

to their wills, they told me they must send me to

prison. I told them I was contented to suffer

whatsoever the Lord should permit them to inflict

upon me. Whereupon they withdrew into the

parlour, to consult together what to do with me;
leaving me meanwhile to be gazed on in tbe hall.

" After a pretty long stay, they came forth to

me again with a great show of kindness, telling

me they were very unwilling to send me to gaol,

but would be as favourable to me as possibly they

could; and that, if I would take the oaths, they

would pass by all the other matter which they had

against me. I told them, I knew they could not

justly have anything against me, for I had neither

done, nor intended anything against the govern-

ment, or against them. And as to the oaths, I

assured them, that my refusing them was merely

matter of conscience to me, and that I durst not

take any oath whatsoever, if it were to save my
life.

"When they heard this they left me again, and

went and signed a mittimus to send me to prison

at Oxford, and charged one of the troopers that

brought me thither, who was one of the newly-

raised militia troops, to convey me safely to Oxford.

But before we departed they called the trooper

aside and gave him private instructions what he

should do with mc; which I knew nothing of till

I came thither, but expected I should go directly

to the castle. .

It was almost dark when we took horse, and

we had about nine or ten miles to ride; the wea-

ther was thick and cold, for it was about the be-

ginning of the Twelfth month, and I had no boots,

being snatched away from home on a .sudden
;

which made me not care to ride very fast. My
guard, who was a tradesman in Thame, having

confidence in me, that I would not give him the

s'iP) jojtged on without heeding how I followed
him. AVhen I was gone about a mile on the way,
I overtook my father's man, who without my know-
ledge, had followed me at a distance to Weston,
and waited tliere abroad in the stables, till he un-
derstood by some of the servants, that I was to go
to Oxford; and then ran before, resolving not to

leave me till he saw what they would do with mc.
"I would have had him return home, but he

desired me not to send him back, but let him run
on till I came to Oxford. I considered that it was
a token of tlie fellow's affectionate kindness to me,
and that possibly I might send my horse home by
him; and thereupon slopping my horse, I bid him,
if he would go on, get up behind me. He modestly
refused, telling me he could run as fast as I rode.
But when I told him, if he would not ride he
should not go forward, rather than leave me, he
leaped up behind me, and on we went.

" He was not willing I should have gone at all.

He had a great cudgel in his hand, and a strong
arm to use it; and being a stout fellow, he had a
great mind to fight the trooper and rescue me.
Wherefore he desired me to turn my horse and
ride off. And if the trooper offered to pursue,

leave him to deal with him.
" I checked him sharply for that, and charged

him to be quiet, and not think hardly of the poor
trooper, who could do no other than he did; and
who, though he had an ill journey in going with
me, carried himself civilly to me. I told him also,

that I had no need to fly, for I had done nothing

that would bring guilt or fear upon me, neither

did I go with an ill-will; and this quieted the

:. So on we went ; but were so far cast behind
the trooper, that we had lost both sight and hear-

of him, and I was fain to mend my pace to get

up to him again.

We came pretty late into Oxford on the

seventh-day of the week, which was the market-

day; and contrary to my expectation, which was
to have been carried to the castle, my trooper stop-

ped in the High street, and calling at a shop,

isked for the master of the house ; who coming to

the door, he delivered to him the mittimus, and
with it a letter from the deputy-lieutenants, or

one of them, which when he had read, he asked

where the prisoner was. Whereupon the soldier

pointing to me, he desired me to alight and come
n; which when I did, he received me civilly.

" The trooper being discharged of his prisoner,

marched back, and my father's man seeing me
ttled in better quarters than he expected, mount-

ed my horse and went off with him.

I did not presently understand the quality of

my keeper; but I found him a genteel, courteous

man, by trade a linen-draper ; and, as I afterwards

understood, he was the city-marshal, and had a

command in the county troop, and was a person of

good repute in the place ; his name was

Galloway.

Whether I was committed to him out of regard

to my father, that I might not be thrust into a

common gaol; or out of a politic design, to keep

me from the conversation of my friends, in hopes

that I might be drawn to abandon this profession,

which I had but lately taken up, I do not know.

But this I know, that though I wanted no civil
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treatment or kind accommodations where I was,

yet after once I understood that many Friends

were prisoners in the castle, and among the rest

Thomas Loe, I had much rather have been among-

them there, with all the inconveniences they un-

derwent, than where I was with tlie best enter-

tainment. But this was my present lot; and

therefore with this I endeavoured to be content.

''It was quickly known in the city that a

Quaker was brought in prisoner and committed to

the marshal. Wbereupon, the men Friends gen-

erally being prisoners already in the castle, some

of the women Friends came to inquire after me
and to visit me; as Silas Norton's wife and Tho-

mas Loe's wife, who were sisters, and another wo-

man Friend who lived in the same street where I

was, whose husband was not a Quaker, but kindly

affected towards tbem, a baker by trade, and his

name as I remember was, llyland.

" By some of these an account was soon given

to the Friends in the castle, of my being taken up

and brought prisoner to the marshall's. Where-

upon it pleased the Lord to move the heart of my
dear friend Thomas Loe, to salute me with a very

tender and affectionate letter in the following

terms

:

" ' My beloved Friend,—In the Truth and love

of the Lord Jesus, by which life and salvation is

revealed in the saints, is my dear love to thee, and

in much tenderness do I salute thee. And dear

heart, a time of trial God hath permitted to comi

upon us, to try our faith and love to him ; and thi:

will work for the good of them who through pa

tience endure to the end. I believe God will be

glorified thrpugh our sufferings, and his name wi

be exalted in the patience and long-suffering of

his chosen. When I heard that thou wast called

into this trial, with the servants of the Most High,

to give thy testimony to the truth of what we have

believed, it came into my heart to write to thee,

and to greet thee with the embraces of the power

of an endless life ; where our faith stands, and

unity is felt with the saints forever. My dear

friend, let us live in the pure counsel of the Lord,

and dwell in his strength, which gives us power
and sufficiency to endure all things for his name's

sake ; and then our crown and reward will be with

the Lord forever, and the blessings of his heavenly

kingdom will be our portion. Oh, dear heart, 1

us give up all freely into the will of God, that God
may be glorified by us, and we comforted together

in the Lord Jesus; which is the desire of my
soul, who am thy dear and loving friend in the

eternal truth, Thomas Loe.
" ' P. S. We are more than forty here, who suf-

fer innocently for the testimony of a good consoi

ence; because we cannot swear, and break Christ's

commands. And we are all well, and' the blei

ing and presence of God is with us. Friends here

salute thee. Farewell.
" ' The power and the wisdom of the Lord God

be with thee, amen.'
" Greatly was my spirit refreshed, and my heart

gladdened, at the reading of this consolating letter

from my friend ; and my soul blessed the Lord for

his love and tender goodness to me, in moving his

servant to write thus to me.
" But I had cause soon after to double and re-

double my thankful acknowledgment to the Lord
my God, who put it into the heart of my dear

friend Isaac Pcnington also, to visit mo with some
encouraging lines from Aylesbury gaol, where he
was then a prisoner; from whence, having heard
that I was carried prisoner to Oxford, he thus sa-

luti d me

:

" ' Dour Thomas,—Great hath been the Lord's
goodness to thee, in calling thee out of that path
of vanity and death, wherein thou wast running

towards destruction, to give thee a living name
and an inheritance of life among his people; which
certainly will be the end of thy faith in him, and

obedience to him. And let it not be a light thing

in thine eyes, that he now accounteth thee worthy

to suffer among his choice lambs, that he might
muke thy crown weightier, and thy inheritance

the fuller. O that that eye and heart may be kept

open in thee, which know the value of these things

!

and that thou mayest be kept close to the feeling

of the life, that thou mayest be fresh in thy spirit

in the midst of thy sufferings, and mayest reap the

benefit of them; finding that pared oft' thereby,

which hindreth the bubblings of the everlasting

spring, and maketh unfit for the breaking forth

and enjoyment of the pure power ! This is the

brief salutation of my dear love to thee, which de-

sireth thy strength and settlement in the power,

and the utter weakening of thee as to self. My
dear love is to thee, with dear Thomas Goodyare,
and the rest of imprisoned Friends.

" ' I remain thine in truth, to which the Lord
my God preserve thee single and faithful.

"
' I. Penington.'

" Though these epistolary visits in the love of

God, were very comfortable and confirming to me,

and my heart was thankful to the Lord fur them
;

yet I honed after personal conversation with

Friends, and it was hard I thought, that there

should be so many faithful servants of God so near

me, yet I should not be permitted to come at them,

to enjoy their company, and reap both the pleasure

and benefit of their sweet society.

" For although my marshall-keeper was very

kind to me, and allowed me the liberty of his house,

yet he was not willing I should be seen abroad
;

the rather perhaps, because he understood I had

been pretty well known in that city. Yet once

the friendly baker got him to let me step over

his house ; and once, and but once, I prevailed with

him to let me visit my friends in the castle ; but

it was with these conditions, that I should not go

forth till it was dark ; that I would mufile myself

up in my cloak; and that I would not stay out

lale. All which I punctually observed.

" When I came thither, though there were

many Friends prisoners, I scarcely knew one of

them by face, except Thomas Loe, whom I had
once seen at Isaac Penington's. Nor did any of

them know me, though they had generally heard

that such a young man as I was convinced of the

Truth and come among Friends.
" Our salutation to each other was very grave

and solemn ; nor did we entertain one another

with much talk, or with common discourses ; but

most of the little time I had with them, was spent

in a silent retiredness of spirit, waiting upon the

Lord. Yet before we parted, we imparted one to

another some of the exercises we had gone through

;

and they seeming willing to understand the ground
and manner of my commitment, I gave them a

brief account thereof, letting Thomas Loe more
particularly know that I had directed a letter to

him, which having fallen into the hand of the lord-

lieutenant, was so far as I could learn, the imme-
diate cause of my being taken up.

" Having staid with them as long as my limited

time would permit, which I thought! was but very

short, that I might keep touch with my keeper

and come home in due time, I took my leave of my
friends there, and with mutual embraces parting,

returned to my, in some sense more easy, but in

others less easy prison, where after this I staid not

long before I was brought back to my father's

house.

" For after my father was come homo, who, as

I observed before, was from home when I was taken,

he applied himself to those justices that had com-
mitted me, and not having disobliged them when

I'l

he was in office, easily obtained to have me sent
Jj

home ; which between him and them was thus fc

contrived. L
" There was about this time a general muster

[j

and trainingofthemilitiaforccs at Oxford; whither,
'

,

on that occasion, came the lord-lieutenant and the k

deputy-lieutenants of the county, of which number
[(:

they who committed me were two. '",

" When they had been a while together, and
jn

the marshall with them, he stept suddenly in, and t

in haste told me I must get ready quickly to go
j,

out of town, and that a soldier would come by and
.[3

by to go with me. This said, he hastened to them £
again, not giving me any intimation how I was to (c

go, or whither. 1

" I needed not much time to get ready in ; but k

I was uneasy in thinking what the Friends of the Ij

town would think of this my sudden and private
,

removal; and I feared lest any report should be ,•

raised that I had purchased my liberty by an un-
;;

faithful compliance. Wherefore, I was in care 11

how to speak with some Friend about it : and that »

friendly baker, whose wife was a Friend, living ott
jj

the other side of the street at a little distance, I |
went out at aback door, intending to step over the

j

way to their house, and return immediately. i.

'' It so fell out, that some of the lieutenants, of S

whom Esquire Clark, who committed me, was one,
j;

were standing in a balcony at a great inn or tavern,
j;

just over the place where I was to go by; and he (

spying me, called out to the soldiers who stood I'

thick below in the street, to stop me. They, be- fc

ing generally gentlemen's servants, and many of !

them knowing me, civilly forbore to lay hold ofti*

me, but calling modestly after me, said, ' Stay sir,r|

stay; pray come back.' I heard, but was nQt|
willing to hear, therefore rather mended my pace, ji

that I might have got within the door. But he
'jl

calling earnestly after me, and charging them to \
stop me, some of them were fain to run, and lay ing

.i,

hold on me before I could open the door, brought \

me back to my place again.
'

" Being thus disappointed, I took a pen and ink m

and wrote a few lines, which I sealed up, and gave
,,

to the apprentice in the shop, who had carried him-

,

self handsomely to me, and desired him to deliver
);

it to that Friend who was their neighbour; which
'

he promised to do.

" By the time I had done this, came the soldier \

that was appointed to conduct me out of town. I i

knew the man, for he lived within a mile of me, ;-

beingthrough poverty reduced to keep an ale-house; •

but he had lived in better fashion, having kept an '.

inn at Thame, and by that means knew how to be-,

have himself civilly and did so to me.
" He told me he was ordered to wait on me to i

Whately, and to tarry there at such an inn till

!

Esquire Clark came thither, who would then take

me home with him in his coach. Accordingly to

Whately we walked, which is from Oxford some
four or five miles, and long we had not been there,

before Clark and a great company of rude men
came in.

" He alighted and staid a while to eat and drink,

though he came but from Oxford, and invited me
to eat with him ; but I, though I had need enough,

refused it, for indeed their conversation was a

burden to my life, and made me often think of and
pity good Lot.

" He seemed at that time to be in a sort of mixt
temper, between pleasantness and sourness. He
would sometimes joke, which was natural to hiiu,

and cast out a jesting flirt at me ; but he would
rail maliciously against the Quakers. 'If,' said

he to me, ' the king would authorize me to do it,
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j

would not leave a Quaker alive in Jlnpland,

jxcept you. I would make no more,' added he,

Ito set my pistol to their ears, and shoot them
trough the head, than I would to kill a dog.' I

bid him I was sorry he had so ill an opinion of the

jjuakers, but I was glad he had no cause for it, and
I hoped he would be of a better mind.

I

"I had in my band a little walking stick with

I

head on it, which he commended, and took out

if my hand to look on it, but I saw his intention

'as to search whether it had a luck in it, for he

ipied to draw the head; but wlien Uc found it was
I'lst he returned it to me.
"Ho told me I should ride with him to bis

rouse in his coach, which was nothing pleasant to

l|)e; for I had rather have gone on foot, as bad as

ae ways were, that I might have been out of his

jmpany. Wherefore I took no notice of any
|indness in the offer, but only answered, I was at

is disposal, not mine own.
" When we were ready to go, the marshall came

9 me and told me, if I pleased I should ride his

orse, and he would go in the coach with Mr.
Uark. I was glad of the offer, and only told him
|e should take out his pistols then, for I would
lot ride with them, lie took them out and laid

aem in the coach by him, and away we went.
" It was a very fine beast that I was set on, by

lueh the best in the company. But though she
*as very tall, yet the ways being very foul, I found
;. needful, as soon as 1 was out of town to alight

bd take up the stirrups. Meanwhile, they driving
n, I was so far behind, that being at length missed

|y
the company, a soldier was sent back to look

Fter me.
" As soon as I had fitted my stirrups and was

pmounted, I gave the rein to my mare, which be-

ig courageous and nimble, and impatient of delay,

bde great speed to recover the company. And
p
a naraow passage, the soldier, who was my bar-

jer that had fetched me from home, and I, met
ipon so brisk a gallop, that we had enough to do
b either side to take up our horses and avoid a
'rush.

1
" When we were come to Weston, where Esquire

lark lived, he took the marshall and some others

ith him into the parlour; but I was left in the
all to be exposed a second time for the family to

aze on.

" At length himself came out to me, leading in

is hand a beloved daughter of his, a young woman
ff about eighteen years of age, who wanted nothing
b have made her comely, but gravity. An airy

pece she was; and very merry .she made herself

lit me.
" When they had made themselves as much

|port with me as they would, the marshall
ook his leave of them, and mounting me on a

orse of Clark's, had me home to my father's that

ight.

(To be conliniied.)

For " The Friend

Friends' Books.

The dissemination and perusal of the approved

ritings of Friends, has of latter time been attract

fng a large sbare of attention, and among many
lot of our religious Society, there is an increasing

iesire to become acquainted with them. Few per-

sons who have not looked carefully at the subject

ire aware how much the efforts of even one Friend

(vho is zealous in the cause, may effect. A few

l^ears ago, a Friend in England published six thou-

[sand copies of George Fox's Journal ; a very large

portion of which he sold himself to persons not

Imembers, while passing about among the towns of

lEngland in his vocation of mercantile traveller.

lAfter the books became a little known among the

serious public, his arrival in the towns was looked

for with interest, and his books were quickly

bought up. An edition of 20,000 copies of Bar-

clay's Apology was recently printed and rapidly

sold at a low price by Friends in England : and

one who is deeply interested in the work, states in

a recent letter, that 12,000 copies of No Cross No
Crown, have recently been printed by the commit-

tee of the Meeting for Sufl'erings in London, and

that he has sold from time to time, 8,600 of that

work, many of them to students in different

colleges; to the teachers of schools, not Friends,

and to various persons of high and low degree in

life. He has also lately sold 2o,300 copies of

William Penn's Reflections and Maxims, and re-

marks that an edition of 25,000 copies has just

been issued by one publisher, and nearly 10,000

copies of Clarkson's Life of William I'enn by an-

other; nearly all of which have already been put

in circulation. In order to facilitate the dissemi-

nation of these various works, many Friends have

subscribed considerable sums to buy the books, and

they then sell them out at areduced price, especially

among the poor.

I mention these facts, in order to encourage our

Friends here to diligence in this good work; and

to show how much may be accomplished by the

persevering efforts of a single individual who is

earnest in this good cause. Our Book Store

furnishes the writings of the Society at so low a

rate, that a small sum of money will go far in pro-

curing valuable works, and there seems to be every

inducement for Friends everywhere to exert them-

selves in a cause which is calculated to be produc-

tive of such valuable benefits, not only to our

own members, but to those of other denominations.

I have no doubt that a person who would make
it his business to offer the books for sale to such

as are not Friends, could dispose of a large number.

Many persons would buy if the volume was placed

before them, who otherwise might never hear of

it. If in country places the stores were furnished

with some on sale, and efforts used to di,«pose of

them to the customers, much good might be done.

For "The Friend."

" Why should not my countenance be sad, when

the city, the place of my father's sepulchres lieth

waste, and the gates thereof are consumed with

fire?" When the prophet, in reply to the king's

query, gave utterance to this touching language,

there can be no doubt but his feelings were those

of extreme mournfulness ; and many there are in

this day, who participate in a measure thereof,

when they behold the present state of our society,

and contrast it with the period when we were first

called to be a people.

But mournful as are the signs of the times,

mournful as are the desolations in our Israel,

causing the burden-bearers to be weighed down

with "sorrow of heart," while so few "come up

to the help of the Lord ; to the help of the Lord

against the mighty," and mournful as it is, to

see the breaches in our walls growing wider and

wider; yet it is no time for those who have en-

listed under Zion's King to give back in the " day

of trouble, and of treading down" for " the work

is the Lord's, and if He prosper who can let it ?"

Press on then, ye valiant soldiers in the Lamb's

army, and be not east down below hope, because

of the thinness of your ranks; for if those who
" prefer Jerusalem above their chief joy," will but

individually fill up their places in the church with

faithfulness, eyeing none other, but our Holy Head

and High Priest, not being careful of the opinions

of those around them, only so far as they are in

accordance with the voice of the true Shepherd, and

unflinchingly bear their testimony to the truth as it

is in Jesus," testifying by their daily walk to the

purity of the principles promulgated by our early

Friends; then, indeed, may we hope that our
society will yet shine in her original beauty, not
doubting but that "He who led Joseph like a
flock anciently," will again gather to the standard,

and by the few faithful ones, comparable though
they be " to one of a family, and two of a tribe,"

cause His glory to shine forth to the converting of

many who arc now scattered upon the dark and
barren mountains.

The Lord will have a "peculiar people," and if

those who now call themselves by the name of

Christ, are not faithful to his teachings. He will,

by his eternal power, raise up of the stones of the

street, children unto Abraham to the rejection of

those who, but for their disobedience or unfaith-

fulness, might have been "heira with Him in his

kingdom."
'The present is not a time for any "to dwell at

case in Zion, for while we are in a lukewarm state

indifferent to her present welfare, what right have

we even to hope, that Jerusalem will become the

prai.se of the whole earth. Let us then be found

at our respective posts, ready at the Master's

bidding to do his will, lest the language which wa.s

addressed to the church of Laodicca, be spoken

unto us. "I would thou wert cold or hot, so then

because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor

hot I will spue thee out of my mouth."

Fourth montU 12, 1855.

General Diffusion of Gold.—Since the discov-

ery of gold in California and Australia, has turned

the attention of people in the direction of the noble

metal, its presence has been discovered in many
localities where people little dreamed of its exist-

ence. Dr. Percy, of the museum of practical ge-

ology, London, "has been, during the past year,

devoting himself to an examination of lead, lead

ores, and lead compounds, with the object of dis-

covering the presence in all these of gold. Uni-

versally, gold has been discovered in every speci-

men hitherto examined by Br. Percy. In fact,

he states that hitherto he has been unable to meet

with lead, or compounds of lead, altogether free

from gold. His experiments have been attended

with the result of extracting gold from all these

bodies in a visible form ; therefore its existence

is not a matter of chemical hypothesis. Perhaps

the most curious circumstance in connection with

Dr. Percy's discovery is this : even soluble lead

compounds are auriferous, though by what solvent

the gold is held in solution it would be impossible

to s.iy. Finally, Dr. Percy hazards the speculation,

that hereafter gold may possibly be discovered as

an universal constituent of sea water.

For " The Friend."

As the statement in "The Friend" of 7th inst.,

that " the Now Postage law, which went into ope-

ration on 1st instant, requires the prepayment of

postage of all letters," is not strictly correct, I

furnish the following more explicit information

received from a reliable source. The United

States postage on letters weighing less than half

an ounce, is three cents each, for less than 3000

miles, and ten cents beyond that distance, to be

prepaid.

To Canada, ten cents, and Great Britain and

Ireland, twenty-four cents including postages to

the places of delivery—may be prepaid or not at

the option of the one who forwards the letters.

W.

Permanent and unbroken rest is not to ba ex-

pected on the road, but at the end of the journey

of life.
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BE KIND.

Be kind, for kindness speaks
A language quite lier own,

The charms she hath, the good she seeks,

To all mankind are known.
The rudest savage feels her sway,

She rules the most refin'd,

And seems in pleading tone to say,

" Whoe'er thou art, Oe kind."

Be kind. If love should dwell

Wherever man is found,

It should in beauty most excel

Where Christians most abound.

Reciprocated kindness there,

With every grace combin'd,

Should set the world example fair,

And teach it to be kind.

Be kind. The gentle rain.

The bright and glorious sun.

And every source whence good we gain,

Are kept by God from none.

But "both the evil and the just,"

By Goodness undefiu'd,

Alike are blest. Then, if ye trust

In God, ye should be kind.

Be kind to ev'ry friend,

This Friendship's self demands;
Be kind to fues who sore offend.

For this your Lord commands.
Let not the Christian cause, through you.

Be weakened or malign'd
;

In all ye say, in all ye do,

Be courteous

—

be kind.

Be kind to erring ones

;

The best of men aver

That he who most pollution shuns

Feels most for those who err.

There is no human will so strong

That kindness cannot bind;

Justice must punish what is wrong.

Yet justice can be kind.

Be kind. If ye are WcA,

Ye need, indeed, take care;

For God hath given wealth, of which

The ^oor should have a share.

Te may be bountiful, but yet

To Charity be blind;

Ye may give freely, but forget

Ye also should be kind.

Be kind. If ye are poor,

Ye know how kindness smooths

The roughest fortunes ye endure.

And how it sorrow soothes;

Ye know ye may receive relief,

Y'et sympathy not find;

Then learn to sympathize with grief—

The poorest can be kind.

Be kind. If ye are old.

Love may not light your eye
;

The strongest passion may grow cold,

But virtue cannot die.

There is respect from youth to you.

By God and men assign'd;

Let your deportment claim it too:

Ye aged ones, be kind.

Be kind. If ye are young
And free, as yet, from cares.

Remember ye must walk among
Unnumbered ills and snares;

"The small sweet courtesies of life"

For mortals were design'd.

To nurture peace—to banish strife;

Employ them, and be kind.

Be kind. Why should you not?

If constant friendship cheers

And makes more bearable your lot

In this our "vale of tears."

Oh I think how different your fato

Had you neglected pin'd;

If kindness shown to you be great.

Oh ! should you not be kind?

Be kind. Why should you not?
If faithful friends are few.

And if you seem to be forgot
By those you once deem'd true,

Should you not sympathize with those
To cold neglect consign'd?

Can you not feel for other's woes?
Oh I should you not be kind?

Be kind. Forget—forgive

The wrongs which ye receive

;

Oh I strive in love with all to live,

This world ye soon must leave.

Then cultivate a gen'rous mind,

—

Live peaceably with all mankind,

—

And those, at death ye leave behind.
Will bless 3'our mem'r}', and

—

he kind.

For " The Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCUES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CConlinued from page 2540

GRIFFITH OWEN.

Griffith Owen was emphatically an industrious

man. Beside the labour his many religious ap-

pointments necessarily brought on him, his ful-

filling his duty as a minister of Christ in going

when and where his Master called him to preach

his everlasting gospel, and the cumber of a large

business in his very responsible profession, he was

in public life much of his time seeking, in seasons

of political excitement, to discharge his duty as a

citizen, impressed with the obligation all honest

men lay under of doing justice to the Proprietary,

whilst supporting the liberty of the colonists.

He was elected to the Assembly four times, and

served in the Provincial Council, from 1690 to

1G93, and again, from the commencement of 1700
to the time of his death. This last office was no

sinecure, as the Council met during the sitting of

the Assembly almost daily, and frequently twice

in one day. At other times, however, there was
often a month or two together when the Counci
held no meeting, and the sessions of the Assembly
were not often protracted, although generally com-
posed of men zealous for their rights, and jealously

watchful lest some enactment should be made in

any manner compromising civil or religious

liberty.

Griffith Owen enjoyed the confidence of Wil-

liam Penn, and, in 1701, was appointed by him,

in conjunction with Edward Shippen, Thomas
Story, and James Logan, commissioners of pro

perty. Their commission "Impowering them or

any three of them to grant lots and lands, and to

make titles." The duties of this appointment n

liave involved the expenditure of much time. Our
design in sketching the life of Griffith Owen
not to trace him particularly as a statesman, i

therefore wo shall not attempt to follow him
therein.

A trader, by the name of Le Tore and some with

him, having been slain by the Indians, and his

goods seized, there had been a mutual suspiciot

engendered thereby between the whites and In

dians. One party fearing a repetition of such

acts of violence, the other expecting retaliatory

movements for vengeance. Demands had pre

viously been made of the Indians for the perpe

trators of the murder, but nothing had been done,

except that after a long period they had reported

that all connected with it, were dead but one, who
had absconded. The Indians were very uneasy

until some public settlement in respect to the mur-

der, should be made, and to effect it, took the fol-

lowing method. At a meeting of the Council,

held Third mo. 28, 1711, Peter Bezalion atten

and acquainted the Board, " that the Queen and
some of the chiefs of the Conestoga Indians,

desired him to tell the Governor, that they would
bo glad to see him at Conestoga, to renew the

league formerly made between them and the Pro-

prietary, and that he would bring along with him
some of the old Counsellors, viz., Edward Shippen,

Samuel Carpenter, Griffith Owen, and Caleb Pusey.

The Indians desired some end may be made with

the Shawanon Indians about the death of Le Tore."

He added that the reason for wishing the inter-

r to take place at this time, was, there were

some of the chiefs of the Five Nations at Conestoga,

On the 18th of the Fourth month, the Lieute-

nant-Governor, Charles Gookin, with four of his I

Counsellors, of whom Griffith Owen and Caleb f

Pusey were two, met the Indians at Conestoga. jl

The interview was mutually satisfactory. Gookin m

made his presents, and informed the Indians of

the intention of Governor Penn to make a scttl.-

ment on some of the head waters of the Potmnar,

and requested the Indians to treat the settlers with

the same friendship, with which they had heretol'i to

treated the colonists of Pennsylvania. He also

desired their friendship on behalf of a body of

Palatines settled near Piquea. The Indians, in

reply, said that being at war with the Tuscaroraa

and other Indians, they did not think it would lie
,

safe for any Christians to be on the Potomac, it

being between them and those at war with tlu'in
;

as to Palatines they thought them safely seat.-l.

These Palatines appear to have been a portion nf

many thousands of these people, who fleeing ffiu

their own country, took refuge in England, and

were assisted by Friends there, who, when tli'y

came to Pennsylvania, earnestly recommended

them to the charity of their brethren here.

In respect to the uneasiness of the Indians

concerning " the lives of those men, our young p'o

ple unadvisedly slew," and for which they t x-

pressed a willingness if it were possible by ]ire-

sents to atone for; the Governor told them tliut

although by the laws of England, whosoever killed

a man "must share the same fate, yet considering

the circumstances previous to the murder, the

;

length of time that had elapsed since it took place

the fact that all engaged in it were dead, except t

one who had, as the Indians said, "gone to Mis-

sissippi," he would forbear all further inquiry oa t

this subject, but he added, "withal caution you

that if any such thing hereafter falls out, you may

be assured I shall as well know how to do justice

as I have now shown you mercy." The confer-

ence ended in peace, it having been as a renewal

of the ancient league of amity between the sons of

Onas and their red brethren.

In Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, previous to the

year 1711, whoever believed themselves under a

religious concern to preach in the assemblies of

the people, were members of the Meetings of

Ministers, unless their ministry was so burden-

some, as to occasion a minute to be made, advising

them to cease offering their gifts in public. But

the faithful and discerning watchmen in the church

of Christ, being brought under deep exercise in

finding some undertaking to preach in the Lord's

name in the assemblies of his people, who evidently

were speaking of their own cogitations, or of the

wild phantasies of Ranterism, rather than the

openings of the Holy Spirit in a fresh anointing

for service, were anxious to find a remedy for the
]

evil, which the easy admittance of unqualified per- |

sons into the Meeting of Ministers occasioned. In i

the General Jleeting of Ministers, the following
j

minute was made, on the 2d of the Fourth month, I

1711.
" Friends in this meeting are under a godly .

care and concern that all that do appear in these

meetings, and would be esteemed members of them,

should procure a certificate from the Monthly

Sleeting of business to the Meeting of Ministering

Friends in the county they live in. There to ba
,

recommended to our Yearly Meeting for business, \
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nd to the Yearly Meeting of Ministers for their

idvice and approbation."

This metliod of guarding the Meeting of Minis-

ers from iiuproper members, was soon superseded,

)ut we find at the Yearly Meeting in 1712, the

;eport from Shrewsbury Quarter states, " two

oungmen have appeared recently in the ministry,

alter Harbert and Thomas Phillips wbom, we
ope, will do well."

At the Yearly Meeting held at Burlington,

eventh mo. 20th to 23d, 1713, Griffith Owen and

ac Norris were appointed to prepare the epistle

London. The introductory portion of the epis-

scems worthy of insertion as a testimonial to

le goodness and mercy of the Lord towards his

hurch and people.

Our sincere love in the precious and un-

hangeable Truth is unto you, and in the simpli-

ity and innocency of it, we dearly salute you,

umbly acknowledging the great mercy and fa-

Ifour of our heavenly Father, in revealing it, bring-

jng us thereunto, and enabling us to walk therein

|o this day. We hope, through his help and as-

istance, which we are sensible we have daily need

f, that no insinuation or subtle device of the ene-

ny shall ever be able to draw us from our stead-

istness in it. As it hath been our immoveable

lock and foundation to this day, and the unity

nd fellowship that is in it, have been precious to

IS, and we have made strong thereby to withstand

Ind overcome tbe many trials and bosetments of

jiur great enemy; so we hope it will remain to the

ind of our days. Being sensible that it is the

ilelight of all the faithful to hear of the prosperity

jif Truth, and the welfare of their brethren every-

irbero, we are desirous to let you understand that

ihrough the great mercy and favour of God, we
iave had a very precious, large, and heavenly

(neeting; overshadowed with his tendering love,

»ower, and presence. So that the rain and dew of

leaven descended in a plentiful manner, and

p"riends in a general way were tendered and over-

jome by it, and brought to the valley of humility,

vhere we hope it will be long upon our branches,

ausing us to bring forth savoury and acceptable

fruits to our God, who was pleased to cast the

lords of his love, and the unity of his Spirit about

is. We hope and pray earnestly it may never be

)roken by any work or power of the enemy. This

lath been to us a season, not to be forgotten, but

o be kept as an humble memorial, and recorded

mongst the great mercies and favours of God."
Again feeling drawn, to visit Friends in Long

:sland, Rhode Island, and New England, Griffith

)wen obtained a certificate from his Monthly
ileeting, in the Twelfth month, 1716, and from

he Meeting of Ministers, held First mo. 16, 1717,
if their unity with himand his prospect. His friend

ind former companion in a like journey, John
lalkeld accompanied him. The service occupied

hem until early in the Fifth month. In the

(isth month he was appointed a representative

rora the Quarterly Meeting of Ministers to the

fearly Meeting of Ministers, and from the Quar-

erly Meeting of business to the Yearly Meeting
if business. We do not find any trace of his

abours after the middle of the Sixth month. The
bllowing minute of the Yearly Meeting of Minis-

ers closes our account of this pious, devoted,

aborious man.
Seventh mo. 11, 1717. "Our dear and well

isteemed friend, Griffith Owen, being deceased,

vho was clerk of this meeting, the meeting makes
jhoice of Thomas Chalkley in his stead."

(To be continued)

Never employ thyself to discern the faults of

(thera, bat be careful to mind and count thy own.

[As the act repealing tavern licenses is of gen-

eral interest, and makes an important step in a

good cause, we give its several sections a place in

our columns.]

A71 Act to Rcstram the Sale of Intoxicating

Liquors.—Section 1. Bo it enacted &c.. That from
and after the first day of October next, it shall be
unlawful to keep or maintain any house, room or

place where vinous, spirituous, malt, or brewed li-

quors, or any admixture thereof are sold and drank
except as hereinafter provided ; and all laws or parts

of laws inconsistent with the provisions of this act,

be and the same are hereby repealed.

Section 2. That if any person or persons within

this commonwealth shall keep for sale, and sell, or

in connexion with any other business or profitable

employment give, receiving therefor any price,

profit or advantage, by any measure whatever, and
at the same time voluntarily affijrd a place, or any
other convenience or inducement by which the

same may be used as a beverage, any vinous, spi-

rituous, malt or brewed li(iuor, or any admixture
thereof, he, she or they, or any one aiding, abet-

ting, or assisting therein, shall be deemed guilty of

a misdemeanor, and upon conviction, shall be sen-

tenced to pay a fine not exceeding fifty dollars,

and undergo an imprisonment not exceeding one

month, and for a second or any subsequent offence

shall pay a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars,

and undergo an imprisonment not exceeding three

months.

Section 3. That if any two or more persons con-

spire, or act together, by which one may sell, and
the other provide a place or other convenience for

drinking, with intent to evade the provisions of

this act, each one so offending, upon conviction,

shall be punished as provided in the second section

of this act.

Section 4. That it shall be unlawful for any per-

son to sell or keep for sale any vinous, spirituous,

malt or brewed liquors, or any admixtures thereof,

in cases not hereinbefore prohibited, in a less quan-

tity than one quart, nor without license granted

by the Court of Quarter Sessions of the proper

county, on petition presented for that purpose, to

be advertised according to the first section of the

act of the twenty-ninth of March, one thousand

eight hundred and forty-one, supplementary to the

various acts relating to tavern licenses ; but no such

license shall be granted to other than citizens of

the LTnited States, of temperate habits and good

repute for honesty : Provided, That no certificate

shall be required or published as mentioned in the

act herein referred to : Provided, That no license

for the sale of liquors as aforesaid, shall be granted

to the keeper of any hotel, inn, tavern, restaurant,

eating-house, oyster-house or cellar, theatre or

other places of entertainment, amusement, or re-

freshment.

Section 5. That the said court, by their rules,

shall fix a time at which applications for said li-

censes shall be heard, at which time all persons

making objections shall be heard.

Section 6. That it shall not be lawful for the

clerk of said court to issue any license as aforesaid,

until the applicant shall have filed the bond here-

inafter required, and the certificate of the City

Receiver, or County Treasurer, that the license fee

has been paid to him.

Section 7. That the appraisers of licenses under

this act shall be appointed as provided by existing

laws, except in the city of Philadelphia, where, on

the passage of this act, and thereafter at the begin-

ning of every year, three reputable and temperate

persons shall be appointed by the Court of Quarter

Sessions to appraise dealers in spirituous, vinous,

malt or brewed liquors aforesaid, and of distillers

and brewers, and to do and perform all duties now

enjoined by law not inconsistent herewith ; and
said appraisers shall be citizens of the United States,

in no manner connected with, or interested in the
liquor business, and shall be compensated as now
provided by law.

Section 8. That no license shall be granted with-
out the payment to the Receiver of Taxes of the
city of Philadelphia, or to the Treasurer of the
other counties of the State, for the use of the Com-
monwealth, three times the amount now fixed by
law, to be paid by venders of spirituous, vinous, or

malt liquors, or brewers, and distillers: Provided,
That no license shall be granted for a less sum than
thirty dollars.

Section 9. That the bond required to bo taken
of all persons who shall receive a license to sell

spirituous, vinous, malt or brewed liquors, or any
admixtures thereof, shall be in one thou,sand dol-

lars, conditioned for the faithful observance of all

the laws of thi.s Commonwealth relating to the
business of vending such liquors, with two suffi-

cient sureties, and warrant of attorney to confess

judgment: which bond shall be approved by one
of the Judges of the Courtof Quarter Sessions of the
peace of the proper county, and to be filed in said
court ; and whenever a judgment for any forfeit-

ure or fine shall have been recovered against the
principal therein, it shall be lawful for the district

attorney of the proper county, to enter judgment
against the obligors of the said bond, and proceed
to collect the same of the said principal or sureties.

Section 10. That every person licensed to sell

spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors as aforesaid,

shall frame his license under glass, and place the

same so that it may at all times be conspicuous in

his chief place of making sales; and no license

shall authorize sales by any person who shall ne-

glect this requirement, nor shall any license au-

thorize the sale of any spirituous, vinous, or malt
liquors on Sunday.

Section 11. Thatany sale made of any spirituou.s,

vinous, or malt liquor contrary to this act, shall

be taken to be a misdemeanor, and, upon convic-

tion of the offence in the Courtof Quarter Sessions

of the proper county, shall be punished in the

manner prescribed in the second section of this

act.

Section 12. That the provisions of this act, as to

appraisement and license, shall not extend to im-

porters who shall vend or dispose of said liciuors

in the original cases or packages as imported, nor

to duly commissioned auctioneers selling at public

vendue or outcry, nor to brewers or distillers sell-

ing in quantities not less than five gallons, nor

shall anything herein contained, prohibit the sale

by druggists of any admixtures of intoxicating

liquors as medicines.

Section 13. That it shall be the duty of every

constable of every town, borough, township or

ward within this commonwealth, at every term of

the Court of Quarter Sessions, of each respective

county, to make return on oath or affirmation whe-
ther, within his knowledge, there is any place

within his bailiwick kept and maintained in viola-

tion of this act, and it shall be the especial duty of

the Judges of the said Courts to see that this re-

turn is faithfully made, and if any person shall

make known to such constable the name or names
of any one who shall have violated this act, with

the names of witnesses who can prove the fact, it

shall be his duty to make return thereof, on oath

or affirmation to the Court, and upon his wilful

failure so to do, he shall be deemed guilty of a mis-

demeanor, and, upon indictment and conviction,

shall be sentenced to imprisonment in the jail of

the county for a period not less than one or more

than three months, and pay a fine not exceeding

fifty dollars.
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Section 14. That this act shall not interfere with

any persons holding a license heretofore granted,

until the time for which the same was granted

shall have expired, uor shall any license which may
be granted before the first day of July nest autho-

rize the sale of said liquors or admixture thereof

after the first day of October next, contrary to the

provisions of this act.

For "The Friend."

The following extract from the Epistle of the

Yearly Meeting of Women Friends, held in Lon-

don in 1827, to the Yearly Meeting of Women
Friends in Philadelphia, I think, contains the

savor of life, and feel like offering it for publica-

tion in " The Friend."

Sarah L. Grubb writes of that time, " This

morning the women's meeting-house has been well

filled, without much crowding; and I think there

is some cause to hope that the great Legislator, to

whom many of us look, even as the eye of the

servant to his master, has not turned away from us

as a people, but is still disposed to do us good. It

is indeed by a surrender of our all to the Lord,

that some of us can be prepared to attend this

annual solemnity with any degree of courage, such

as we ought to feel, if soldiers of Jesus Christ.

Great is the exercise of my poor mind, as in for-

mer times at Yearly Meeting; yet when I can see

things going on well, I am repaid for all. It seems

to me that the women's meeting has increased in

weight. We seem, at times, permitted to dwell

a little under a sense of that want of spirituality

which prevails in individuals, in too general a

way, and consequently in our lesser meetings scat-

tered over the counties ; but if I am favoured with

anything of true discerning, the Great Master is

pleased to bless the united exercise of those who
are engaged in a secret travail after the resurrec-

tion of the ancient and everlasting life of truth
;

so that this well springs up again and again, to the

watering of the flock. Oh I blessed be Jehovah I

"May we in the present day look to the ' Great

Master,' to bless ' the united exercise of those who
are engaged in a secret travail after the resurrec-

tion of the ancient and everlasting life of truth,'

and to strengthen 'that hope, which has pointed

to the dawning of a brighter day;' and though

'the wormwood and the gall may be humblingiy

partaken of,' may none ' relax in their vigilance,

but be strengthened and supported,' remembering
that ' our Iledeemer is strong ; the Lord of Hosts

is his name.'
"

" Beloved Friends,—During the reading of your

valuable communication, many minds have been

and supported, remembering that 'our Redeemer

is strong 1 the Lord of Hosts is his name.' Thus,

beloved sisters, will you be prepared to experience,

that those who are resigned to suffer with the

oppressed seed of the kingdom, will also be per-

mitted eventually to rejoice, having the consoling

evidence that they know Him, in whom they have

believed, and can in sincerity adopt the language

of a disciple formerly,— ' Lord, unto whom shall

we go? Thou hast the words of eternal life.'

" For our endeared young Friends, we believe

it right again to express our affectionate interest

and solicitude; and we would entreat you of this

class, who have been sensible of heavenly visita-

tion, to bow submissively to the yoke of Christ;

and so to abide under the refining operations of

his grace, as that you may bear a share of the

burden, which rests so heavily upon the faithful

in this day. And though many discouragements

may surround you, and those things, (which may
be compared to the earth and the heaven,) be

shaken, yet as you seek to dwell deep in spirit,

you will be enabled to discover, and flee unto, the

immutable llock, Jesus Christ, the same yester-

day, to-day, and forever."

It is not the part of a faithful friend to fish out

that which were better concealed ; many times by

too far urging, we may wring blood. How many
have screwed out secrets, that would have given

thousands to have returned them unknown.

Irresolution loosens all the joints; like an ague

it shakes not this limb or that, but all the body is

at once in a fit.

THE FRIEND
FOURTH MONTH 28, 1855.

PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING.

The Yearly Meeting convened at the usual place

at 10 o'clock. A.M., on the 16th instant. All the

representatives but three were present. There

were present, two Friends in the station of minis-

ters, trom Indiana, and one from North Carolina,

for whom certificates were read.

The epistles from London, Dublin, and New
York, having been read, the Clerk informed the

meeting there were two epistles on the table, each

purporting to come from Ohio Yearly Meeting,

and it would be necessary for it to decide which

should be read. After a short time of silence, a

very general expression in favour of reading tht

introduced into deep sympathy with the tribulatedj epistle signed by Benjamin Hoyle, took_ place

travellers among you; those who feel that they
'"'

have no help but in God :

mourn with those who mou
d whilst enabled to

the steadfastness of

these in faith and love hath refreshed our spirits,

evincing the continued fulfillment of the ancient

promise, ' I will also leave, in the midst of thee,

an afflicted and poor people, and they shall trust

There were several, numbering, as we are informed,

between twenty-sixand thirty, whoopposedthe read-

ing ofthat epistle; only one, liowever, expressing the

desire to have the one signed by Jonathan Binns

read, and five expressing the belief that the meet-

ing for which J. B. acted as clerk, was the trut

Yearly Meeting of Ohio. The main objection

in the name of the Lord.' And we thankfully urged by the greater part of those who opposed
,_ i_-__. .1.. _..i 1_ .1 _ .-1.

.' tiie reading of the epistle signed by B. Hoyle, was,

that a decision in favour of the meeting for which

he acted, would cut Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

neve that, although the enemy may still, at

times, be permitted to come in as a flood, yet, if

this trust be faithfully maintained, he who hath

counted you worthy to suffer, for his name's sake

continue to 'lift up a standard against

off from the great body of the Society, and the

fore the whole subject ought to be postponed.

! then may you be strengthened and encouraged the meeting defer coming to any conclusion on it

to a patient continuance in suffering; and whilst
|

Some of those who objected to the reading of this

bitterness, comparable to the wormwood and the

gall, may be humblingiy partaken of, recall to

mind that hope, which has pointed to the dawn-
ing of a brighter day; for we believe it is the de-

sign of Him, who is ever near to his dependent
children, that the watchers upon your walls should
not relax in their vigilance, but be strengthened

epistle, stated their belief, that the meeting of

which B. Hoyle was clerk, was the legitimate

Yearly Meeting, but they were in favour of a post-

ponement. Three times the judgment of tht

meeting was clearly manifested, that the epistle

signed by B. H. should be read, and each timi

the clerk rose to read it, when, as he began, he

was interrupted, and he patiently waited until all

had the opportunity of relieving their minds. It

was a trying circumstance that all the members
could not see alike on this important subject, but

the dissent from the judgment of the great body

of the meeting was by comparatively few, and there

appeared no probability of delay producing any

good effect, as the circumstances of the separation

in Ohio could not be changed by time, and it was

incumbent on the meeting, under right authority,

to come to a decision for itself, without reference

to the action of other co-ordinate bodies, to ac-

knowledge the true Yearly Meeting of Ohio, and

so far show its sympathy with it, in its peculiar

trials, and to express its disapprobation of the

course pursued by those who separated from it.

The clerk having stated it to bo the judgment of

the meeting to have the epistle signed by B. Hoyle

read at that time, after a sitting of near five

hours, it was read, and the representatives being-

desired to convene and consider of a Friend to

serve as clerk, and another to assist him, the meet--

ing adjourned.

Upon the opening of the afternoon sitting, a

Friend, on behalf of the representatives, reported,

that they had met, and after taking into conside-

ration the requests made in the morning by the

clerk and assistant clerk, to be released from

longer service, they had united in believing it

would be right to continue William Evans in the

former, and Samuel Hilles in the latter station,

which being united with by the meeting, they,

were accordingly appointed.

The meeting being informed there were two.

epistles, each purporting to come from Baltimore,

Yearly Meeting, one of which, coming from a

small number, contained a minute, suggesting the

consideration of their being united to I'hiladelphia

Yearly Meeting, the question arose which should

be read. Considerable contrariety of sentiment was

manifested, some expressing the conviction that, •

as Baltimore Yearly Meeting had acknowledged

unity with those who had separated from Ohio, it

was identified with them, and its epistle should be

in like manner as theirs rejected, especially as some

of its members had left it on that account; while

others were of the j udgment that the course pursued

by Baltimore did not invalidate its character as a

Yearly Electing; that the separation of a part of-

the members from a Yearly 31eeting ought not to,

be encouraged, and therefore the epistle ought to

be read. 'The latter course was finally adopted,

the epistle being read, and after reading that

from North Carolina, (none having come to hand

from Indiana,) the meeting adjourned.

Third-day morning, the 17th. The printed

general epistle from London was read. The sub-,

ject of preparing epistles to other Y'early Meet-

ings was brought before the meeting, and some

Friends expressed the belief, that under the try-

ing circumstances in which the Society was at

present involved, it would be right not to address

those Y'early Meetings that had come to a differ-

ent conclusion relative to the separation in Ohio,

from that of this Yearly Meeting. The meeting,

however, settled in tihe conclusion, to address as

usual the Y'early Meetings of London, Dublin, New
YorkandOhio; also, ifway should o^enfor it, those

of Baltimore, North Carolina, and Indiana; the lat-

ter epistles, if prepared, to contain an affectionate

remonstrance with those meetings respectively, for

the course pursued by them in relation to the sepa-

ration in Ohio. A committee to carry out thia

decision was then appointed. The sUite of the

Yearly Meeting, as exhibited by the answers to

the queries, was proceeded with; the lii-st query,

and the replies thereto, were read and considered,

after which the meeting adjourned.
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After reading the opening minute in the after-

oon, the meeting again entered on deliberate con-

deration of the remaining queries and answers,

hich being gone through with, and a minute

lade expressive of the feeling produced thereby,

16 meeting then adjourned.

Fourth-day morning, the 18th. The minutes

f the Meeting for (Sufferings, setting forth the

.bours and concern of that body during the past

sar, were read, and much satisfaction was ex-

ressed with the evidence thus afforded of its care

) be found in a faithful performance of the duties

evolving on it. It was encouraged steadily

) watch for and improve every suitable opportu-

ity for spreading a knowledge of our doctrines

od testimonies, and for advancing the cause of

•uth and justice.

The report of the Book Committee of the Meet-

ig for Sufferings, was highly interesting and satis-

ictory to the meeting, and an earnest desire was
lanifested that Friends should be more active in

preading the writings approved by the Society,

mong those of other religious professions, as well

s to encourage their being read by our own mem-
ers. The substance of the report was directed to

e printed, with the extracts, to go down to the

abordinate meetings.

A committee, to examine and settle the treasur-

r's account, and report wbat sum should be raised

Dr the use of the meeting during the next year,

'as appointed; the meeting then adjourned.

The meeting convened at the hour adjourned

3. A detailed and highly interesting report of

he transactions during the past year of the com
littee having charge of the boarding-school at

|V^est-town, aud exhibiting the present state of

hat seminary, was read, calling forth an expres

ion of lively interest in the welfare of the institu

ion, and of satisfaction with the care and labours

f the committee, of its officers, and of the teach

rs ; who were encouraged to continue their eifort

J carry out the concern of the Yearly Meeting,
pat this school should secure to the members the

ieans of conferring a liberal and religiously

uarded education on their children. The com
fiittee having proposed a new appointment, it

^as, on consideration, concluded to continue the

"riends under the appointment, for a longer time.

The whole report will be published in a future

umber of " The Friend."]

The report of the committee charged with the

versight of the Indian natives on the Alleghany,
rho have so long received the care and assistance

f Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, was read. It

ave an encouraging account of the board'

[chool established at Tunessassa, for the children

if the Indians, aud manifested that the care of the

lommittee to fulfil the duties devolved on them
lOntinued unabated. The committee was encou
iaged to persevere in their labours. It appears

ery desirable to obtain the services of a Friend

p assist in the management of the farm, &c., and

I

minute was made, encouraging any one who may
[eel a religious obligation to engage in this work
:f true benevolence, to bring the matter before th

|Ommittee for its judgment, as soon as

iThe report will be hereafter published.]

,
The committee charged with rendering advice

[nd assistance to Friends of the Quarterly Meet-
ing of Shrewsbury and Ilahway, produced a re-

|)ort, from which it appeared needful to continue
[he committee, which was accordingly done. Then
jidjourned to 4 o'clock to-morrow atlern(

I

Fifth-day afternoon, the 19th. The reports

I'rom the Quarterly Meetings, on the occasional

|ir habitual use of ardent spirits as a drink

vere read. One quarter reported itself entirely

jdear ; in the other nine, there were seventy-five

cases of members who had more or less indulged

in this dangerous practice in the course of the past

year, ten of whom had given it to others in their

ploy. From what was elicited in the course of

the discussion, it appeared that the apparent in-

crease in the number reported, was attributable to

the more searching inquiry made among the mem-
bers, and cases being brought forward where the

article had been used but once or twice in the
time specified.

It appeared that the Monthly Meetings had
generally bestowed labour in the cases claiming
their care respectively. Much concern was Iclt

and expressed that Friends should be more fully

aroused to the necessity of completely banishing
the use of ardent spirits as a drink from amongst
them, and the subordinate meetings were recom-
mended to bestow further affectionate labour on
such of their members as, in disregard of the con-

cern of the Yearly Meeting so often expressed,

shall continue to give countenance to the practice,

whether by occasional or more frequent participa-

tion in it ; reports to be sent up as heretofore of

the labour bestowed, and the number of deliu

quents.

From the reports received from the respective

Quarterly Meetings, it appears there are 1,882

children of a suitable age to go to school within

their limits, who, within the past year, have been

disposed of as follows:—At select .schools, 133;
at schools taught by members, but not select, 439

;

at Ilaverford School, 2* ; at West-town, 238
;

family schools, 187 ; at schools not taught by
members, 51; At district schools, 291. Twenty-
one have been temporarily absent, and twenty ap-

pear not to have been at school during the year.

The great importance of Friends providing for

the guarded and liberal education of their chil

dren, was pressed upon the meeting, and the mem
bers encouraged to place them in schools under
the care of qualified teachers, members of our re

ligious Society, and to guard them, as far as may
be in their power, from the corrupting conversa-

tion and habits which so abound in many of the

District and other mixed seminaries. Reports on

this subject were directed to be forwarded by the

Quarters next year.

The committee on the treasurer's account made
report, then adjourned.

Sixth-day morning, the 20th. Essays of

epistles to London, Dublin, New York, Ohio,

North Carolina, and Indiana, being produced from

ihe committee, they were read, adopted, and di

rected to be signed and transmitted to the meet-

ings to which they were respectively addressed

The committee reported that they were not united

in preparing an epistle to Baltimore Yearly Meet
ing at this time.

A few Friends, who had on Second-day objected

to the reception of the epistle signed by B. lloyle,

now objected to forwarding that prepared for Oh
Yearly Meeting ; and two or three expressed their

dissent from the purport of part of those epistlci

which were addressed to North Carolina and In
diana.

As the meeting was drawing to a quiet close, a

Friend, who had repeatedly expressed his opposi-

tion to the course pursued by it in respect to Ohio,

proposed that those who united with him in sen-

timent should stop at the rise of the meeting,

and sit down in silence to feel together.

His friends, however, did not unite with him in

the adoption of such a measure, and at the:

urgent solicitation, he withdrew his proposition.

* We are informed the number nt Ilaverford is

seventeen, lifteen being reported with those who attend
schools taught by members, but not select.

After which, a solemn quiet spread over the as-

sembly, and under a humbling sense of the un-
d goodness of the blessed Head of the

Church, in still extending his preserving power
over us, and with sincere desires that He might
yet bring us to be a more thoroughly united
people, the meeting adjourned to meet again at
the usual time next year.

SUMMARY OK EVENTS.
EUROPE.—The stcamshii) Nashville chartered by the

Collins Company, in place of the Pacific, arrived ut N.
York on the 22d inst., bringing dates from Liverpool
and London to the 7th inst.

The Peace Conference.—The Vienna Conference had
adjourned until the 9th, to await the Russian ultimatum,
and the arrival of the French and Turkish Ministers of
Foreign Affairs ot Vienna. The consideration of the
third point would be the first subject before the Confe-
rence. Public opinion was divided as to what would
be the final result, but the prospect of peace was thought
to be decreasing. Ali Pacha had arrived at Vienna,
and would take part in the future discussions.

The War.—The Russians, as well as the Allies, aro
strengthening their positions in the Crimea, preparatory
to the opening of the spring campaign. The former
had been largely reinforced. Omar Pasha had desired
assistance from the Allies, which could not be granted,
and the Turks are consequently only expected to hold
their position at Eupatoria.

Since the last advices, there had been a series of
fierce sorties and assaults between the Russians and
French, for possession of the riHc ambuscades in front
of the French. These rifle pits which have led to such
a sacrifice of life are placed in front, and to the right
and left of the tower, and about COO yards from the
allied works. The importance of this position to both
besiegers and besieged, is considered very great, and
the French have repeatedly driven the Russians from it,

but had found it impossible either to hold or destroy
the entrenchments.

On the 23d ult., the Russians made a formidable
sortie, which, according to their account, was success-
ful, their troops having destroyed the works executed
by the French in the previous fcw days. It was at-
tended with fearful loss of life ; according to the French
account, their loss was GOO, and that of the Russians,
2000 killed and wounded. Prince Jlenschikoff, it was
reported, had died on his way to Moscow.
PRUSSIA.—A despatch from Berlin, dated the Gth,

states that the Russian parly is predominant there, and
that Prussia will most likely throw herself into the arms
of the Czar, in case of an unfavourable result of the
Conference.
ENGLAND.—The British Parliament was to reassem-

ble on the 16th inst. A portion of the Baltic fleet sailed
on the afternoon of the 4th. The Russians have esta-
blished two fortified camps of 60,000 men each, for the
defence of the Baltic provinces, and have blocked up all

the ports by sunken vessels.

The British Board of Trade returns for the month,
ending Third mo. 5, show, compared with the corre-
sponding month of last year, the unprecedeuted de-
crease of nearly £2,500,000 sterling, furnishing strong
evidence of the rapid contraction of business, through-
out the country.

The returns of the last quarter's revenue show a net
increase of £4,384,308, and on the year of £6,312,624.
The bulk of this apparent increase arises from the
doubled income tax.

London.—The money market was easier; the Bank
of England had reduced its rates to 4i per cent. The
bullion in the Bank continued to increase. Consols
were quoted at 92J and 92j.

Liverpool.—There has been an active speculative
demand for cotton, and prices have slightly advanced,
say from 1-8 to l-16rf. The stock in port consisted of
615,000 bales, of which 387,500 were American. Bread-
stuffs and provisions generally were without change.
Iron.—Welsh rails are quoted at £6 7». 6</. Scotch
Pig Iron, 58s.

RUSSIA.—Count Nesselrode is e.\pected to attend the
Conference when the discussions are resumed. Pre-
vious to the adjournment of the Vienna Conference, the
Russian Plenipotentiaries refused to admit, that in ac-
cepting the third point, they have acknowledged the
principle of the diminution of the Russian power in the
Black Sea.

SPAIN.— It is announced by telegraph, that the
Spanish Government has demanded the recall of the
British Ambassador at Madrid, whom they accuse of
interference in religious matters.
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SARDINIA.—The bill to suppress the numerous

monastic institutions of the country passed the House of

Deputies at Turin, on the 4th, by the strong vote of 116

to"36, and was taken up the next day in the Senate

against an earnest opposition, by a vote of 63 to 27,

which indicates that it will speedily become a law.

MEXICO.—There is no improvement in the condi-

tion of this distracted country. Governor Jlaximo Ortez

while on his march from Itchmican to Tehuantepec, fell

into an ambuscade, and his whole force of six hundred

men were nearly annihilated.

The accounts" from the South are favourable to the

cause of the revolutionists. Alvarez is supreme in

Guerrera.
, t>7 •

UNITED STATES. — Ezpedition to the Flains.— A
number of the troops intended for this movement

against the Indians, have already left St. Louis for Fort

Leavenworth. Five thousand barrels of flour at $12

per bbl. had been purchased at St. Louis, for the ex-

pedition. Thomas H. Benton, in a letter, dated the I5th

inst., states that there is no Indian war on the Upper

Missouri and North Platte ; that he has received ample

proof to sustain this assertion, and that the increase ot

the array was made for another purpose.

LaJce t™.—The Buffalo, (N. Y.,) papers say that the

ice extends in an unbroken mass for more than one

hundred miles up the lake. The prospect was very

unfavourable for an early opening of the navigation.

^yheat Crop in the West.—Vfe continue to have the

best accounts of the coming wheat crop. From Iowa,

Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana and Michigan, all reports

ire cheerino-—the wheat fields never looked better.

The Drought m the IfeL-The Camden (Ark.) Herald

gives a sad picture of the long continued and desolating

drought in that section, which has never been eq

at least in the memory of the " oldest inhabitant,

Scarcity in Michigan.—Vi&-j and fodder are

entedly scarce in some parts of Mich

actually perishing for want of food.

Immense Emigration.—The western papers notice an

immense amount of travel on the lakes, railroads, and

iii.lced all the great thoroughfares.

The irkansas River, will, it is said, be no more fit for

navigation. The banks have fallen in to such an ex-

tent as to widen the bed of the river immeasurably, re-

Quiriuff a larger volume of water than usually comes

down in ordinary rises, to furnish its thirsty bars, and

to fill up the bed. The only dependence now is the

railroad. . „. , _,..

Thinqs in Kansas.—A. letter from Kickapoo City,

Kansas territory, under date of Third month 28th, 1855,

savs the streets are being lapidly graded, the labourers

receive $1.50 per diem, and that the following are the

usual prices of provisions ;-Pork, 6 cents per pound
;

beef 7 cents; venison, 9 cents ;
mutton, 7 cents

;
chick-

ens $2 per dozen; turkeys, 75 cents per pair; geese,

25 cents each; eggs, 12J cents per dozen; flour, $4.50

per one hundred pounds; wood, $2 per cord, delivered

Competent brickmakers are particularly wanted.

SauU St. Marie Canal.—J
.

'W . Brooks, Superintendent

of this Canal, says that vessels will be passed through

into Lake Superior, some time in the Fifth month

jr,u/i —The mail from Salt Lake reached Indepen-

dence, ilo., on the 19th inst. Brigham Young continued

the acting Governor of the Territory. The Indians on

the plains are reported to be peaceably disposed. They

have returned the stock formerly stolen by them, and

are anxious to make amends for the past.

Fhiladelphia.—The coal trade of the Schuylkill con-

tinues to be prosecuted with great energy and success.

The profits of the Reading Railroad Company for the

Third month, are stated at $195,123 78. The gross

receipts for the month were $360,384 33.

The coinage at the mint last month amounted to

$889 206. Its business has been lessened by the esta-

bli'shment of the U. S. Assay office at New York. Mor-

tality last week, 203, of which 55 were from diseases of

the lungs and bronchi.

Milivaukee.—Th\s town which is only twenty years

old has a population of 40,000. The manufactures last

year amounted in value to §4,600,000. The imports

were $11,000,000 ;
the exports, $7,709,000. The pork

packed last year, amounted in value to $313,000.

Chicago.—A serious riot occurred in this city on the

21st growing out of the Maine Law License question.

Force was employed to suppress it, and in the conflict

one man was killed, and five or six wounded.

.Vew J'ori.—During last week a large number of

foreigners arrived at this port, and it is said that many

emigrant from Liverpool, Bremen, Hamburg,

„ and other ports, may be soon expected.

Mayor Wood has addressed a circular to all American

Consuls, in Europe, inviting them to co-operate with

him in preventing foreign paupers coming to this port.

The Mayor asks them to forward him the earliest intel-

gence of all such shipments, in order that he may take

such steps as the case may demand.
The excitement in reference to the new Liquor Law,

has risen to a perfect panic among the venders of the

article. It is stated that fully two thousand shops,

where liquor is now sold, are ottered for rent. The coun -

sel to the corporation Inas, however, given his written

opinion that the penalties of the new law cannot be en-

forced against the sale of imported liquors, whether in

original packages or not. The exports of specie for the

week, amounted to $1,657,959.

Miscellaneous.—Guano.—The total quantity of guano

imported into Great Britain, in the year 1854, amounted

to 235,111 tons, of which 221,837 tons came from Peru.

Pauper Emigration.—The Mayor of New York has re-

ceived a letter from the U. S. Minister to Switzerland,

enclosing a circular by the Swiss Federal Council, con-

demning the sending of Swiss paupers to the U. States,

and prohibiting it in the future.

Polatocs.—ln Nova Scotia, there is a large surplus of

potatoes, and the high prices in our cities is causing

their free exportation. The receipts at Boston have

been large, and a number of vessels with potatoes are

on the way to the same port.

Vessel Sunk by a Whale.—English papers, just received,

state that the British schooner Waterloo, Capt. Jones,

while on her passage from an English port to Scheidam,

Holland, was struck by a whale and sunk in a few mi-

nutes, the crew with much difficulty escaping iu the

long boat. This disaster occurred in the North Sea,

about forty miles east of Lowestofi'e, in Norfolk, Eng-
land.

The Earthquake at Broussa.—A late English paper

contains some further particulars of the earthquake at

Broussa, Turkey. Among the buildings destroyed was
a Greek building, used as a Mosque, which was 1200

years old. Another mosque of great beauty, which was
600 years old, was irreparably injured. After the earth-

quake, a fire raged for six hours, destroying many
houses. The earthquake extended all through the pi

vince, completely destroying a number of villages, and

killing a great many of their inhabitants.

A Curious Fact.—In the United States, there were, in

1850, 2555 persons over 100 years of age; in France,

there were only 102, though their population was nearly

36,000,000.
The New York Church Tenure Law.—The bill in rela-

tion to church property, passed by the New Y'ork Legis-

lature, and which is now a law, declares void all future

conveyance to priests, bishops, and other ecclesiastics,

in their oHicial character, or as corporations sole.

Remarkable Exemption from Mortality.—It is stated as

a singular fact, that not a single death has occurred in

Orange county, Florida, for the last twelve months.

The population is about four hundred.

Steamboat Explosion.—Oa the 20th, the propeller Oregon

exploded her boiler on Detroit river, near Detroit. Ten

men were killed, and six others injured. The boat was

greatly shattered by the explosion, and sunk in a short

time.

Riot in Missouri.—Oa the 21st, the office of the "Lu-
minary," a newspaper published at Parkville, Platte

county, which was charged with Free Soilism, was at-

tacked by a mob of about 200 persons, who destroyed

the type and fixtures of the office, and threw the press

into the Missouri river. The absence of the editor saved

him from being tarred and feathered.
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HAVERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.

The stated annual meeting of the Haverford School

Association, will be held at the committee-room. Arch

street meeting-house, on Second-day, Fifth month, 14th,

1855, at 4 o'clock, p. M.

Charles Ellis, Secretary.

WEST-TOWN BOAROmG-SCHOOL.

Assistant Teachers are wanted in the Boys' depart-

ment of this Institution. Application may be made to

either of the undersigned.
Henry Cope, \pbilad.
Saml. Bettle, Jr., J

Saul. IIilles, Wilmington, Del.

WESTGROVE BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR GIRLS,
j

[Located at old Wesigrove meeting-house, Chester county
i

This School will be opened on the 7th of Fifth mont| .'

xt, and continue in session twenty weeks. It is del.

signed to furnish an opportunity to young women fc|

acquiring economically a competent English educatioti

Attention will be given to the preservation of healtl;

the general cultivation and discipline of mind, and
j

concern exercised to inculcate principles and habits i
i

accordance with the views of the Society of Friends.
\

For circulars containing other necessary informalior li

apply to Thomas Cosard, Principal. I i'

Westgrove P. 0., Chester Co., Pa. 1

^

Second mo., 1855.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL. 1

The summer session of the School will commence oil

Second-day, the 7th of Fifth month next. The pupil)

will be conveyed by railroad to West Chester, wherj

conveyances will be in waiting to take them to tb i

School, on the arrival of the morning and afternooil

cars, on Second-day, the 7th, and Third-day, the Stlj

of Fifth month. The children will get their baggag.

the day after their arrival. The cars leave the depop

south s'ide of Market street, above Eighteenth, (formerh

Schuylkill Fifth street,) at 7J o'clock, a. m., and

o'clock, P.M. The agent of the school will be at tli

railroad depot on Second and Third-day afternoons

and will furnish pupils with tickets, and accomi.an;

them to West Chester. Those who go by the morimt

train will be furnished with tickets by a person in at

tendance. To those who procure tickets as directed

the fare from Philadelphia to the School, including bag

gage, will be one dollar, which will be charged to thi

scholar at the School. All baggage should be distincti;

marked West-town, and with the name of the ownei:

and should be sent directly to the railroad depot. Ap

plications for admission must be made to Joseph Snow ,

don. Superintendent at the School, or Joseph Scatter

good. Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, Philadelphia.

The West-town office is at Friends' Bookstore, No

84 Arch street, where all small packages for the pupil,,

left before 12 o'clock on Seventh-days, will be forwarded

All letters for the pupils and others at the School, shouU

be sent by mail, directed to West-town'Boarding- School

West Chester P. 0., Chester Co., Pa. Postage should bi,

pre-paid, and packages should be distinctly marked ani;

put up in a secure manner, so that their contents will no

be liable to be lost by handling. The stage will leavi

West Chester during the summer session, for the School

on Second, Fourth, and Seventh-days, on the arrival o'

the afternoon cars from the city, and from the School t(

West Chester on the same days, to meet the afternooi

cars to Philadelphia. The fare for each passenger U

and from West Chester by the stage, will be 25 cents

When special conveyances at other times are providet

at the School, an extra charge will be made.

West-town, Third mo., 1855.

Died, at her residence, near Coatesville, Pa., on the

10th of Twelfth month last, Rebecca W. Lueens, in th.

62d year of her age ; a member of Fallowfield meeting

As tile disease advanced, she w.as brought under grea,

conflict of spirit; her daughter inquired of her at oni

time, if she would like to have a religious friend ti

converse with ; she replied, " I have a work lo do tha

none can do for me." After this, she was much en

gaged in supplication, and in having the Scripture-

read to her, until near the close of the second week;

when her hope of Divine mercy and regard, seemei

almost ready to end in despondence, which was a darl

season to her, and deeply felt by those who tenderh

loved her. But as the darkest hour sometimes precede.-l

the dawn of morning, so it was with her tribulated spi

rif her Saviour drew near and dispelled the clouds

with which she was surrounded, and granted her thi

evidence of hope in his mercy and forgiveness; when

with a countenance beaming with thankfulness, sh-

exclaimed, •' I think I see a ray of light." This greatlj,

consoled her, and the next day with rejoicing and praise!

she said, "I brought my sins, not in handfuUs, but it.

one load, and cast them at my Saviour's feet, and Hi.

has borne for me what I could not bear for myself.';

She now became so tranquil that her physician though

her recovery possible ; but on the morning of her death

after being prepared for sleep, she suddenly changed

and her spirit passed away, we may hope, to the man

sions of everlasting rest.
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' Sketches from llislnry,

j

(Cominiied from page 259.)

I
George Fox, wbo was ever ou the watcli to

jwarii, to guard, aud to confirm his fellow believers,

Ifelt deeply the sore trial to which they were now
subjected, and while labouring assiduously at Lon-

don to make manifest the innocence of Friends, of

the charges maliciously preferred against them,

and to exhibit in true colours the abominable us-

ige to which they were subjected; he yearned

towards them in that love, which the true disciples

of Christ alone feel and know, and as the first fury

|3f the storm abated, he was drawn to salute and

ancourage them as the chosen of the Lord. He
says, "In the deep sense I had of the grevious

sufferings Friends underwent, and of their inno-

;ency towards God and man, I was moved to send

the lollowing epistle to them as a word of conso-

lation, and to put them upou sending up their

iufl'erings.

"3Iy dear Friends,—In the immortal Seed of

God, which will plead its own innocency, who are

inheritors of an everlasting kingdom which is in-

corruptible, and of a world aiid riches that fade

not away, peace and mercy be multiplied amongst
you in all your sufterings; whose backs were not

unready, but your hair aud cheeks prepared; who
never feared sutferiugs, as knowing it is your por-

tion in the world, from the foundation of which
the Lamb was slain ; who reigns in his glory which
he had with his Father before the world began.

He is your rock in all floods and waves, upon which

you can stand safe, with a cheerful countenance,

beholding the Lord God of the whole earth on
your side. So, in the Seed of God, which was be-

fore the unrighteous world in which the sufferings

are, live and feed, wherein the bread of life is felt,

and no cause of complaint of hunger or cold.

" Friends, your sufferings all that are or have
been of late in prison, I would have you send up
an account of, and how things are amongst you,

that it may be delivered to the king and his coun-
cil; for things are pretty well here after the

storm."

Nor was George Fox alone in his concern for

the preservation and stability of his fellow pro-

fessors. The ministers in the society at that day,

were a body of extraordinary men and women,
many of whom being endowed with great natural

powers of mind, had been .sanctified by the bap-

tism of the Holy Ghost, and prepared for the re-

ception of eminent gifts, bestowed by Him who
had called and chosen them for the work and suf-

fering of the day. Practical believers in the one

true faith, they were kuit together, and to their

fellow-members in the unity of the Spirit, and

made more dear one unto another by the fellowship

of suffering. In this time of trial, many of them

were imprisoned, and several were moved to ad-

dress their suffering brethren, and exhort them to

patient faithfulness. Conspicuous among that illus-

trious band stood E. Burrough, of Westmoreland.

Convinced of the truth, as it is in Jesus, by George

Fox, while he was yet a mere boy, he yielded at

once to the rcquirings of his Divine Master, and

though turned out of his father's house, and re-

jected by his relations and former acquaintance

;

he gave up all, and meekly accepted "reviling,

slandering, buffeting and caning, watching and

fasting, imprisonments, and great jeopardy of life,

as his portion with the people of God, rather than

enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season, having an

eye to the recompense of reward. And that re-

ward was not long in coming, for, in the year

1(302, two years after the insurrection of the Fifth

Monarchy-men, having been cast into prison in

London, already crowded with Friends, after a

confinement of eight months, he was seized with a

prevailing distemper, and laid down his life for

the testimony of Jesus ; being enabled to say a

short time before his death, after having put up a

petition for his enemies, "though this body of

clay must turn to dust, yet I have a testimony

that I have served God in my generation ; and that

Spirit which hath lived and acted, and ruled in

me, shall yet break forth in thousands." Near the

close of the year in which the insurrection took

place, he addressed his fellow-labourers in the

ministry of the gospel, and we take from his epistle

the following short extracts, as exhibiting the

depth of the trial through which the society was

then passing, its innocence, and the blessed assu-

rance granted to its persecuted and despised mem-
bers, that the Lord did and would uphold them ; as

also the faith, that through their sufferings and

labour, his kingdom should be more fully estab-

lished and spread in the earth.

"It is true the gates of hell at this time seem

to be open against us, aud we are a people like to

be swallowed up of our enemies, and floods of wick-

edness seem to overflow, and the waves of the great

sea seem to be void of mercy, and the hope of our

adversaries is to extinguish us from being a people,

and to destroy us from the face of the earth; and

the hands of our persecutors are highly exalted at

this day, as though all that we have done for the

Lord, by our labours and travels should now be

made of none effect.

"Well, dear brethren, though it be thus, yet

our God can deliver us, and confound our adver-

saries; and we can appeal unto our God, and can

spread our cause before him : aud he knows that

our sufferings and our afflictions are altogether un-

just, and unequal, and unrighteous, and that our per-

secutors do afflict us out of their envy, and without

any just cause administered unto them by us; our

God knows it, angels and saints know it, that we

are at this day a persecuted people, for religion's

sake ; and this our present affliction is not any just

punishment, either from the justice of God, or the

justice of men.

And I know not anything that remains upon

our part at this day, but that wo commit ourselves

into the hand of the Lord, living in the Seed of

God, wherein our election is sure, before the world

was and forever: and let us remember one an-

other, and pray one for another; and let us stir

up all the children of our Father to faithfulness

and patience, while we have time; I say, let us

walk to the glory of the Lord, keeping faith and
a good conscience to our last end. Our testimony

shall never die, nor our memories over perish when
we have ceased to be; and though we suffer now
the loss of life, and all we luivc, yet the effects

thereof will be glorious in ages to come, and our

present sufferings will hasten the glory of God's

work throughout the world : receive this as my
salutation to you all."

We have mentioned that accounts of the im-

prisonment and other suffering inflicted on Friends

in the different parts of the country, were trans-

mitted to London, in order to furnish Friends

there, with facts to be used in the efforts making
to obtain relief. United as one large family of

brothers and sisters, when one member suffered, the

others suffered with it, and they were not satis-

fied until all proper means had been used, to ob-

tain relief for the oppressed.

A remarkable evidence of this brotherly love

and sympathy, springing from a sense of one an-

other's innocence and integrity, had been given a

short time before the increa.sed persecution, arising

from the insurrection of the Fifth monarchy-men.
Many Friends had been kept long in jail, and
there appeared to be no prospect of release, when
the following paper was presented to Parliament.

"Friends,—Who are called a Parliament of

these nations : we in love to our brethren that lie

in prisons, and kouses of correction and dungeons,

and many in fetters and irons, and have been

cruelly beat by the cruel jailors, and many have

been persecuted to death, and have died in prison,

and many lie sick and weak in prison and on straw.

So, we in love to our brethren do offer up our

bodies and selves to you, for to put us, as lambs,

into the same dungeons and houses of correction,

and their straw and nasty holes and prisons, and

do stand ready, a sacrifice to go into their places,

in love to our brethren, that they may go forth,

and that they may not die in prison, as many of

the brethren have already died. For we are will-

ing to lay down our lives for our brethren, and to

take the sufferings upon us that you would inflict

upon them. If our brethren suffer, we cannot but

feel it; and Christ saith, it is He that snffereth,

and icas not visited. This is our love towards God
and Christ, and our brethren, that we owe to them,

and to our enemies, being lovers of all your souls,

and of your eternal good. . . And if you will re-

ceive our bodies, which we freely tender to you
for our friends that are now in prison, for speak-

ing the truth in several places,—for not paying

tythes,—for meeting together in the fear of God,

—for not swearing,—for wearing their hats,—for

being accounted as vagrants,—for visiting Friends,

•—and for things of a like nature. . . We whose

names are hereunto subscribed, (being a sufficient

number to answer for the present sufferers,) are

waiting in Westminster Hall for an answer from

you to our tender, and to manifest our love to our
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friends, and to stop the wrath and judgment from
coming upon our enemies."

This was signed by one hundred and sixty-four

Friends.

From the impulse of the same sjmpathy and affec-

tion, Margaret Fell either came up to London for

the purpose, or"being there, resolved to wait upon
the king, and represent to him the cruel and de-

structive outrages which many of his innocent

and peaceable subjects were undergoing, and to

solicit his interference on their behalf. She was

a woman of no common character. Having bought
the truth at a cost of much that the world deems
of great value, she had steadily maintained her

integrity and standing in it, and was always ready

and willing to devote both time and means, for

the defence and relief of her suffering fellow-

believers. She knew her place in the church, and

kept it, and the church appears to have esteemed

her as a mother in Israel. With the accurate in-

formation of the cruelties inflicted on Friends in

all parts of the nation, obtained as we have before

stated, she waited on King Charles, and endea-

voured to impress on his mind the inju.stice of

subjecting a peaceable inoffensive people, who had

nothing justly laid to their charge, except wor
shipping God in the way they believed acceptable

to him; to punishments which would have been
severe, for being connected with the crime charged

upon the insurrectionists, and which were intended

to destroy the innocent sufferers. Her first visit

appears to have made little impression, but in her

second interview, having shown the king and
council the accounts received of several thousands

then lying in jail, and the illegal manner in which
they had been arrested and committed, she pre-

vailed on them to issue a proclamation " forbidding

soldiers to search any house, without a constable."

Not disheartened by the evident unwillingness

of the court to obey the dictates of justice and hu-

manity, after the execution of several of the un-

happy insurgents; and their dying testimony of
the innocence of the Quakers, M. Fell waited on
the king and council a third time, and once more
interceded for her imprisoned brethren and sisters.

The king at last, overcome by the accumulated
evidence that Friends were in nowise implicated

in the plots of the Fifth Monarchy-men, issued an
order, " that the Quakers be set at liberty without
paying fees." Thus ended the persecution, got up
and urged on by the enemies of Truth, undei- the

silly pretext of Friends being connected with the

memorable insurrection of 1660.

Thirst in the Arctic Regions.—The use of snow
when persons are thirsty, does not by any means
allay the insatiable desire for water; on the con-

trary, it appears to be increased in proportion to

the quantity used, and the frequency with which
it is put into the mouth. For example, a person
walking along feels intensely thirsty, and he looks

to the snow with coveting eyes; but his sense and
firm resolutions are not to be overcome so easily,

and he withdraws the open hand that was to grasp
the delicious morsel and convey it into his parch-
ing mouth. He has several miles of a journey to

accomplish, and his thirst is every moment in-

creasing; he is perspiring profusely, and feels quite
hot and oppressed. At length his good resolu-

tions stagger, and he partakes of the smallest par-

ticle, which produces a most exhilarating effect

;

in less than ten minutes he tastes again and again,

always increasing the quantity; and iu half an
hour ho has a gun-stick of condensed snow, which
he masticates with avidity, and replaces with as-

siduity the moment that it has melted away. But
his thirst is not allayed in the slightest degree

;

he is as hot as ever, and still perspires ; his mouth

is in flames, and he is driven to the necessity of
quenching them with snow, which adds fuel

the fire. The melting snow ceases to please the
palate, and it feels like red-hot coals, which, like

a fire-eater, he shifts about his tongue, and swal-
lows without the addition of saliva. He is in
despair; but habit has taken the place of his rea-
soning faculties, and he moves on with languid
steps, lamenting the severe fate which forces him
to persist in a practice which in an unguarded mo-
ment he allowed to begin. I believe the true
cause of such intense thirst is the extreme dryness
of the air when the temperature is low.

—

Suth
land's Journal.

Extracted for "The Friend."

Reflections on the leadings of Truth and Error,

_

'_' Christianity, as defined by its holy Author,
divine love evinced by an unfeigned love to each
other; and every deviation from this exalted pri

ciple, however specious the pretext or zealously
maintained, is mere delusion, as its fruits every
where manifest,

" Were love, in these, the world's last doting years,
As frequent as the want of it appears,
Each heart would quit its prison in the breast.
And flow in free communion with the rest.

"What can be more absurd, than to believe
that the Spirit of Christ leads his followers into
anything inconsistent with his example and pre
cepts ; that is, actions into which he could not
consistently have led his twelve disciples, when he
was personally on earth. ' No one loses his virtue
against his will.'

"Grace leads the right way; if you choose the wrong,
Take it and perish

; but restrain your tongue;
Charge not, with light sufficient, and left free.
Your wilful suicide on God's decree.

" No religion can be true that has not the well
being of mankind equally for its object. Reli-
gious creeds, which in the smallest degree con-
nive at malevolence, counteract the spirit of the
gospel, which breathes nothing on earth, but
' peace and good-will to men.' Religion and en-
mity are incompatible. Nothing inj uncus can be
truly religious. If he that is without bowels, is

not a man; how, then, can he be a Christian ?

"0, 'tis a godlike privilege to save,
And he that scorns it, is himself a slave.
'Beauty for ashes' is a gift indeed,
And slaves, by Truth enlarged, are doubly freed.

" Did we believe a final reckoning and judg-
ment, or did we think enough of what we do be-
lieve, we should allow more love in religion than
we do ; since religion itself is nothing else, but
love to God and man. 'He that lives in love,
lives in God,' says the beloved disciple. Love is

above all; and when it prevails in us all, we shall
all be lovely, and in love with God, and one with
another.

"No works shall find acceptance in that day.
When all disguises shall be rent away,
That square not with the Scripture p'lan,

Nor spring from love to God, or love to man.

"To sympathize with others, under those in-

firmities we have been helped to overcome in our-
selves, is not only a duty we owe to each other,

but a debt of gratitude due to our common Bene-
factor. Whatever pretexts men assume for an
unkind and injudicious treatment to others on
account of religious opinions, they are certainly

wrong themselves. Christianity admits of no such
thing—its spirit is not compulsive and intolerant,

but persuasive and forbearing. 'No one can wil-
fully injure another without hurting himself,' so

true is the Scripture doctrine, that ' with what

judgment we judge, we .shall be judged, and witl
what measure we mete, it shall be measured ti

us again.'
_
Those who do not .spare others, havij

no just claim to indulgence themselves, and whei 1

jthey fall, seldom excite much compassion. Itiilj
not likely that any one, while in a disposition U I

injure another, can sincerely believe himself at^"
object of Divine mercy. To implore forgiveness I

in an unforgiving spirit, is a violation of the Divim
command, and consequently forbids the hope of i\

blessing. To remit a wrong, leaves the offendei'
in debt. Forgive, and thou shalt be forgiven. '

.

'I We are apt to value ourselves more on ex:
posing the faults of others than on correcting our

'

oicn ; and self-conceit is mostly blind to the merits
of others, as well as to its own defects. The voice
of wisdom is seldom listened to by a self-confident
mind. Justice is the first of all moral virtues]:

it eyes not persons, but the cross. It is ont'

sign of a humble mind, if, when offences occur,

they incline us rather to fear we have administered'
the occasion, than to indulge ourselves in harsh'

reflections on the offenders. A real seeker aftei:

truth disguises nothing; he is, therefore, nol^

offended at a detection of error, even in him.self:!

because he knows that if truth be gained, he shall

partake of the benefit. Kiss the rod that corrects
the errors. Tenacity is more a sign of error than
truth. True humility is not apt either to give oi

take offence. They best can bear reproof, whc
merit praise, but self-confidence is apt to contemn'
or disregard those humbling attentions to the,
warning voice of wisdom, by which alone we are'

preserved from evil.
'

" That which characterizes the true church, ie;

'

unity. Being governed by one Head, and the

same Spirit, its members are everywhere preserved
in consistency with His precepts, and consequently
in harmony with each other, and 'peace with all

men.' The eflTect of attention to the grace and '

good spirit of God on the heart and mind, is to

illuminate the understanding, and to destroy those

evil propensities of corrupt nature, from which alli

contrariety, discord, and persecutions originate:

it is, therefore, the only way to unity and peace."

Cat Hospital at Aleppo.—Among the remarka-
j

ble things at Aleppo is the hospital for cats. This
was founded long ago by a rich, cat-loving Mussul-
man, and is one of the best endowed institutions

in the city. An old mosque is appropriated to the
i

purpose, under the charge of several directors

;

and here sick cats are nursed, homeless cats find

shelter, and decrepit cats gratefully purr away theii

declining years. The whole category embraces '

several huudreds, and it is quite a sight to behold
the court, the corridors and terraces of the mosque

'

swarming with them. Here, one with a bruised,

limb, is receiving a cataplasm ; there a cataleptic '

patient is tenderly cared for; and so on, through ,

the long concatenation of feline diseases. Aleppo,
moreover, rejoices in a greater number of cats than

(

even Jerusalem. At a rough guess, I should thus

state the popufation of the city :—Turks and Arabs, i

0,000; Christians of all denomonations, 15,000:
Jews, 10,000 ; Dogs, 12,000 ; Cats, 8,000.

(

Happy is the mind whose dependence is not
upon the fluctuating joys of this world, who can
contemplate all with the eye of a passenger that (

is seeking rest iu another.

Test of Friendship.—One of the surest evi-

dences of friendship that an individual can display (

to another, is telling him gently of a fault. If

any other can exceed it, it is listening to such a

disclosure with gratitude, and amending the

error. '
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For "The Friend.'

Cliristian Simplicity.

A proper training under conscientious religious

Loarents and friends, is of inestimable value to

/oung people. Sooner or later we may hope the

:truit will appear, according to the testimony of the

Scriptures :
" Train up a child in the way ho should

ijp, and when he is old, he will not depart from it."

Should children, who have had the best opportuni-

ities prove rebellious to the dictates of the Lloly Spi-

irit in their hearts, and by their evil ways, appear to

despise the counsel and tiie prayers of religious faith-

|ful parents or friends, these will be clear in the Di-

jpine sight, and a great weight will fall upon the un-

'gratoful transgressor. However discouraging their

prospects at times may be, those who have charge

!of youth, should not relax in their efforts to in-

iduce them to obey the will of their heavenly Fa-

ther. " In the morning sow thy seed, and in the

evening withhold not thine hand; for thou know-

cst not whether shall prosper, either this or that, or

whether they shall both be alike good." llemember

that example is the loudest preaching. A humble
reverent walking with God, accompanied with ju-

dicious restraints over the child, will often make
deep impression, and the Holy Spirit will enforce

the precepts and the course of life of such care-

takers, and visit the child with compunction for

departing from it. Good advice will effect little,

where parents do not live up to their own princi

pies. Thomas Chalkley says, " I was descended

of honest religious parents, who were very careful

of me, and brought mc up in the fear of the Lord,

md oftentimes counselled me to sobriety, and re-

proved me for wantonness. That light spirit which

is incident to youth, they were careful to nip
'

the bud, so that I have cause to bless God, through

Christ, on the behalf of my tender parents."

"When between eight and ten years of age

my father and mother sent me near two miles to

9chool, in the suburbs of London. I went mostly

by myself, and many were the exercises I went
through, by beatings and stonings along the streets,

being distinguished by the badge of plainness,

ivhich my parents put upon me, of what profes

iion I was; divers telling me, 'It was no more sir

to kill me than it was to kill a dog.' " This was
ibout the year 168-5; and people were incited

to cruelty against Friends, in order to arrest if pos-

jible the spread of vital Christianity, as it appeared
imong them in a life of self-denial and holiness.

N'ow Satan is striving to bring into contempt their

Tospel testimonies to a simple humble walk, un-

ler the cross of Christ, against the pride of life,

md the vain fashions of the world. Even, on the

)art of some who profess to hold to the principles

)f the society, our plain way of living, speaking

md dressing, appear to be held in light esteem.

foung people may be driven off from the straight

ind narrow way, which leads to life eternal, and be

ost to the cause of their Saviour by the defection

)f older ones. The more need there is for true

practical Quakers to maintain a strict watch against

.his spirit of deception, and labour to guard their

ihildren against its baneful influence.

The good effects of a pious discipline showed
tself at an early period. " About this time the

Lord began to work strongly in my mind by his

;race, insomuch that I could not forbear reproving

.hose lads, who would take the name of the Lord
jod in their mouths in vain, reminding them of

;he third commandment: 'Thou shalt not take

.he name of the Lord thy God in vain, for the

Lord will not hold him guiltless that taketh his

lame in vain;' and of Christ's saying, 'every idle

Tord, that men shall speak, they shall give an

iccount thereof, in the day ofjudgment;' for which

^ was mocked and derided by some, and others

would sometimes refrain from such bad word.s,

when I reproved them. One time I was amongst
some men, one of whom I had reproved, and he

told the rest of it, and turned to me and said, that

I was no Christian, asking mc when I had said

the Lord's prayer; I asked him if he said it. He
said, yes. I then a.sked him how he could call

God, father, and be so wicked as to swear, and
take God's name in vain, which I had heard him
often do. I told him what Christ said to the

Jews, ' Ye are of your father the devil, because

his works ye will do; and those who did the

devil's works could not truly call God, father, ac-

cording to Christ's doctrine.' So being convicted

in their consciences that what I had said was true,

they were all silent, and wondered that I bein-

so young, should speak in such a manner ; in whicl:

I had great peace; and henceforth these men let

me alone.

" When I read the Holy Scriptures, I desired

that God would open them to my understanding,

whicb ho did to my edification many times. I

also begged earnestly of the Lord, that he would

be pleased to be with me, and make me like to

those his children and servants, of whom I read

the Holy Scriptures, who faithfully served him
all their days. And when I read of the crucifix'

of our blessed Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, it

would break my soul into tenderness. I thought

t was enough to awaken and humble any soul that

was well meaning, and had any sense of the pow
er, love, and grace of Christ. Thus I went on for

several years, feeling that peace which pas.scth

understanding, which many times accompanied my
poor and needy soul. Being advanced to about

fourteen years of age, I used to shun the cross of

speaking in the plain language, which I always

read in the Holy Scripture, to those I conversed

with, except my father and mother, who would
not allow mo to speak otherwise. I was convicted

in my conscience that it was not right to play the

hypocrite after that manner; and on a certain

time I had occasion to speak with an officer, a

great man in our neighbourhood, and my heart

moved within me, for fear I should shun the cross

of Christ; for it was Christ's language to all, as

we may read in the New Testament. And the

Scriptures, from Genesis to the Revelations, speak

thee and thou to a single person in a general way.

So I took up the cross, and said thee to him, and
he was much affronted, and said ' Thee ! what
dost thou thee me for?' I soberly asked him if

he did not say thee to his Maker in his prayers

;

and whether he was too good, or too great, to be

spoken to in the same language in which he ad-

dressed the Almighty ? To which he made no
reply, but seemed to fall from his passion into

admiration, as one smitten in himself. He bore

me respect ever after, and I greatly rejoiced that

I was preserved faithful. Though it may look a

little thing to some, yet I found it good, as the

Scripture saith, not to despise the day of small

things."

Happy would it 'have been for many of our

young people since that day, had none despised,

and turned their backs upon the clear requisitions

of the Spirit of Truth, and the righteous concern

and example of consistent Friends, even in what a

vain world esteems little things; but which if kept

to steadfastly, are as stepping stones in the way
to life, and contribute to the growth and strength

of the faithful follower of Christ, in the work of

regeneration. Those simple duties have not only

the authority of the Holy Scriptures, and right

and sound reason, but in the Divine administra-

tion, are often a moans to humble and subdue the

pride and the strong will of fallen man, tend to

bring him into the state of a little child, and pre-

pare him to be taught in the my.steries of salva-

tion, and to learn that without Christ he can do
nothing; but as he gives all up into his hands, he
can do all things through Christ, who strengthen-
oth him.

Greenland Fishinff Boats..—The only thing in

which the Greenlanders manifest much skill is in

the structure and management of their boats, the
kayak, or boat for one man, and the ooniiak, or

woman's boat, both formed of a light frame-work
of wood, covered with seal-skin.

The latter is usually about twenty-four feet long,

and five or six feet wide, though some are built

nearly a half longer. The covering consists of
sixteen or twenty seal-skins, saturated with blub-

ber, and thoroughly dried. Neither nails nor
spikes are used in their construction, the whole
being fastened together by the sinews of the seal,

and their entire strength consists in their elasti-

city. They are flat-bottomed, and only fitted for

a calm sea, as a stiff breeze or heavy swell is sure
to capsize them. The ice is also apt to cut the

skin by which they are covered, when the natives

repair the damage by stuffing the hole with blub-
ber, or draw them upon the shore, and sew a patch
on the place; which is soon accomplished, as two
persons can easily carry one of them. They are

rowed by four or five women; and, with a full

cargo on board, can accomplish thirty miles or
more in a day ; though on long voyages, one can-

not reckon on more than twenty or twenty-four on
an average, as every fifth day the boat has to be
taken out of the sea, to allow the skin, now satu-

rated with water, to dry.

The former—the kayak, or man's boat—is from
twelve to fifteen feet long, about eighteen inches

wide, formed of wood and whalebone, covered
above and below with skins, and seldom weighs
over twenty or thirty pounds. In the middle is

an opening surrounded by a hoop, in which the

Esquimaux slips ; and drawing his seal-skin cloak

tight around it, renders the whole impervious to

water. There is only one oar, six feet long, with

a thin blade at each end, fenced with whalebone,

In this frail bark he fears no storm, floating like

a sea-bird on the top of the billows, or emerging
from beneath the white waves that dash over his

head. Even when upset, he rights himself by a

stroke of his oar under the water; but if this is

lost or broken, he is certain to perish. Few Eu-
ropeans ever learn to row the kayak, and many
even of the natives can never attain sufficient skill

to regain their equilibrium when overturned.

—

Edinburgh Cabinet Library.

For "The Friend."

The following extracts on the subject of the

ministry taken from the writings of that deeply

baptized minister of the gospel, John Griffith, I

here forward for insertion if there should appear

no objection, believing the revival of them will be

useful in some meetings even, if upon examina-

tion it should be found they have, or a part of

them, been published heretofore. W. Z.

"For though I preach the gospel, I have no-

thing to glory of; for a necessity is laid upon me,

yea, woe is unto mc if I preach not the gospel."

It is of the utmost consequence, towards promot-

ing truth and righteousness upon the earth, that the

'nistry be preserved according to its original in-

tution, viz., under the immediate direction of

the eternal Word of God, speaking as the oracles

of God. It is properly God speaking by his in-

struments to the children of men; such things, as

he, the Searcher of hearts, knows they stand in

need of; at the same time opening the hearts of

them [to whom it belongs, to receive the doctrine.
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Nothing but the unparalleled love and power of

Christ, can bring forth and support such a minis-

try. JMan should be so far from proceeding upon

corrupt motives, for outward gain or advantage

in this important work, that even the good will

to mankind flowing from the love of God shod

abroad in the heart in wliich strong desires may
arise to do good, and much beautiful gospel doc-

trine also may open very suitable, as the party

may think, for the help and edification of his or

her fellow mortals, yet all tliis is not sufficient to

proceed upon without the call and real gift in this

awful undertaking; it being no more at best

than the natural consequence of the operation of

that pure love in the saint's minds, even in such

as never had a call to the ministry : yet to some

these blessed operations, influences, and openings,

may be given in order to prepare them for that

work, which they should wait patiently under until

the full time comes : this will be clearly seen as the

eye is single. But there is great cause to believe

some have launched out upon this foundation only,

in jLhe beginning of their public appearances,

whereby they have in a sorrowful manner brought

darkness upon themselves, and sometimes on

others ; having proved only ministers of the letter,

though perhaps pretending much to have the im-

pulses of the spirit. These have been instruments

of much anxiety and distress to the true church,

who can savour nothing with delight, but that

which comes from the power of the word of life.

It may be difiicult to bring true judgment over

such, in the present low state of things; especially,

when there has been a fair outside, and nothing

to blame in their morals. But it sometimes bath

fallen out; that there has been something per-

mitted to manifest the unsoundness of such, and

thereby to relieve the painful suff'erers under the

blasting wind of such ministry.

Inconsiderate, weak persons, have intruded them-

selves into this great work, who, not duly waiting for

judgment to try the spirits, and what presents to

their minds, have been beguiled by transforma-

tions, to go out in a false heat, and for want of the

holy dread and fear upon their hearts, they have

catched hold of the gospel liberty again restored,

(which must bo preserved open lest the Holy Spi-

rit be quenched,) viz., that all who are called to

the work of the ministry, whether male or female,

may prophesy or preach one by one that all may
be edified. It has been a painful suffering case to

living members in some places, when they have

seen, that both the matter and manner of some

could have no other tendency than to expose them-

selves, and burden the religious society, who suf-

fered such to assume an ofiice for which they were

no ways qualified. Certainly the church hath pow-

er to order and regulate her own members, and

doubtless she may wholly refuse and reject a mi-

nistry, which upon trial she has in truth no unity

with; and even substantial members in their pri-

vate capacity, who have stood their ground well,

and have large experience of the Lord's dealings,

whether ministers or others ought, in reason and the

nature of things, to have great weight with such

who have not yet made full proof of their minis-

try, nor given satisfaction to their friends in gen-

eral, though they may to themselves, and perhaps

a few others of little judgment. Neither ought

any to go abroad to exercise their ministry, until

they know there is a general satisfaction at home
therewith; not even to adjacent meetings. Some
such have been very positive and resolute, hard

to be convinced of their mistakes, and censorious

upon those of deeper experience, but evincing

much of that sign of depravity set forth by Isa. iii.

5, "the child shall behave himself proudly against

the ancient, and the base against the honourable."

Good order and decency is to be preserved

in the church of God, especially among the

leading members, as way marks to all; the reason

and nature of the thing demands a proper regard

and preference to age, gifts, growth, and experi-

ence, which will be always strictly observed and
paid by those of right spirits. When it is other-

wise, it is a sure token of a false birth, and that

pernicious self is not slain : where that predo-

minates, it cannot fail of mixing with their religi-

ous services. That the hearers have a right to

judge, appears from 1 Cor. xiv. 29, " Let the pro-

phets speak two or three, and let the other judge."

Therefore, it is very presuming for any to take

upon them the sole right of speaking and judging,

too, or to impose that upon an auditory or church,

which they are not edified with, nor believe to

proceed from the right spring; for the word
preached doth not profit, unless it be mixed with

faith in those that hear it.

Rescue of a Captive Indian Girl.—The St. Paul

Pioneer gives an account of the capture and

inhuman treatment of a young Chippewa girl, by

Sioux, into whose possession she fell, and her res-

cue from a horrible death by a white man. Last

summer a hunting party of Chippewas encountered

a band of Sioux, who were out upnn the war path.

The former were defeated, and all except three

who made their escape, and this young girl, were

mas.sacred. The maiden endeavoured also to make
her escape, and jumping into a canoe, put out upon

Otter Tail lake. The pursuers followed and over-

took her, when she threw herself into the water,

and endeavoured, by diving and hiding in a cluster

of weeds, to elude them. The chief threw his

tomahawk and wounded her badly in the side, and

afterwards stunned her by a stroke upon the head

with a paddle. The " brave" resolved to retain

her as his wife, and brought her to his wigwam,
where he had already two wives. Their jealousy

was aroused, and the young Chippewa girl was con-

stantly maltreated, the squaws literally putting coals

of fire upon her head and cutting her with knives.

She resolved to commit suicide to end her trouble.

But this idea was not liked by her savage retainers,

they resolved to enjoy one of their ancient rites by

burning the captive at the stake. This fact be-

coming known to Joseph Campbell, the Sioux in-

terpreter, he determined to effect her rescue, and

going to the village, found and carried off the girl,

who was subsequently placed in the charge of the

commanding officer at Fort Ridgely, and after her

wounds were healed, conveyed to Fort Snelling,

and thence home to her band.

Nothing Neio binder the Sun.—In connection

with Pompeii, a glass has been discovered about

the size of a crown piece, with a convexity, which

leads one to suppose it to be a magnifying lens.

Now, it has been said that the ancients were not

aware of this power, and the invention is given to

Galileo by some, to a Dutchman in 1621 by others,

while the compound microscope is attributed to

one Fontana, in the seventeenth century. But
without a magnifying glass, how did the Greeks

and Romans work those fine gems which the hu-

man eye is unable to read without the assistance

of a glass'/ There is one in the Naples Royal

collection, for example, the legend of which it is

impossible to make out, unless by applying a

magnifying power. The remarkable fact is, that

the glass in question was found with a stone ready

cut and polished for engraving thereon, wliich

stone is now also to be seen in the Museum of

Naples. It would appear, therefore, that a worker

of gems used this instrument.

For " The Friend."

BIOGRAPDICAL SKETCllES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and otber concerned membe
of the yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 261.J |

JEDIDIAH ALLEN.
\

This Friend was one of the first settlers ij

Shrewsbury, and appears to have been an accepi

able minister of the gospel amongst them, at least

>

as early as 1685, when we find him a representi'

tive to the Yearly Meeting in Philadelphia, an
|

one of those appointed to write the epistle to Loiii

don. In 1687 he was not at the Yearly Meeting

,

but it was reported on behalf of the meeting si

Shrewsbury, that " Friends of East Jersey werj

generally sick."
j

At the time of the next Yearly Meeting, S(|

venth inc., 1688, we are informed that " Georg
Keith, Samuel Jennings, and Jedidiah Allen hav,

ing lately visited New England, Rhode Island, &c.

gave account of the great readiness and opennes!

they found in many people to receive Truth'

I

testimony,—especially several professors in Nei!

England. The blessing and presence of the Lon;

was with them in their travels to their great en'

couragement, comfort and reward. Therefore, the'i

recommend to travelling Friends, as they find th

Lord to incline them to it, to visit these parts '

believing and knowing it to be a seasonable time.'i

Jedidiah Allen was not influenced by the part;'

spirit, which George Keith's sophistries and falsij

statements had raised, and which threatened for i

time to destroy entirely the meetings in East Jer'

sey. He signed the testimony against Georgi.

Keith issued by the Yearly Meeting, held at Burj

lington, in the year 1692, as also the epistle pre:

pared at the same time to Friends in London, h.

explanation and justification of their proceedings,

against that contentious backslider from the spi;'

rituality of the gospel of life, light and salvation

;

Jedidiah was generally a representative to th{

Yearly Meeting, but of his religious labours we havi

small account. We know that he visited the meet|

ings in New England, in 1699, for Thomas Story:

under date of Fifth mo. 10th of that year, says

"On second-day we went to Lynn, where, hearins,

of a meeting appointed by our friend, Jedidiat

Allen, about two miles thence, we went to it." Ir;

the early part of 1703, he, with a valuable minis

.

tering friend named John Adams, bad extensivt.

service along the sea coast of Jersey, particularljj

about Egg-Harbour and Cape May. It was a time

of great religious revival throughout the hereto

fore loose and unsettled population, thinly scat

tered over those districts, where there was litth

law, and less moral and religious principle tc

restrain wrong-doers. Among those who had been

aroused to a sense of their lost and undone condi-

tion through the blessed awakening influence ol'

the Holy Spirit, attending the ministry of the

Friends who vasited them, Jedidiah reported

" that several grew in the Truth." Meetings foi.

worship were now hold, where it had been the

custom on the first day of the week for the inha-

bitants to meet together "to sport and game, and

spend their time in vanity." They afterwards

bore this testimony, " We were very wicked and

ungodly," " until the Quakers came among us." i

In the Yearly Meeting of 1703, Jedidiah was;

one of those appointed to prepare something on!

discipline for the use of the subordinate meetings^

and Friends generally. After this we find nothing

worthy of note concerning him, except the report

of his Quarterly Meeting to the Yearly j\Ieeting,|

giving account of his death. This event tookj

place in the winter, near the close of 1711.

GEORGE GRAY.

Of the time of the birth, convincemcnt of the
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rath, and entrance into the ministry of this

riend we have no account. Our first inibrniatiou

bnceruing him is in the year 1(565, when we find

:iin in the Island of Barbadoes, sufl'ering for his

Ijstimony against war. He appears to have kept

variety store, and was withal a barber by pro-

i3Ssion. On the 25th of the Tenth month, in the

iefore-mentioncd year, the outward tokens of his

jailing, consisting of a pole and basin, were taken

Iway by the soldiers. On the 11th of the Fourth

ijonth, 1006, for not appearing in arms, he was

Irrested by the marshal of the regiment, and kept

I

prisoner for ten days. On the 1st day of the

iJighth month, the same year he had goods seized

'rom his store, for money demanded, for the for-

tifications of the Island.

! In 1667, for not paying church dues, and in

i068, for not working on the fortifications, and

jr not bearing arms, he had twenty-eight pair of

;hoes taken from his shop. Walkup Daugerfield,

!be marshal to a regiment of foot soldiers, made in

1008 and 1669, distraints upon George. This

jaan continued his cruel oppressions on I'riends in

ikrbadoes, until the year 1672, when he sailed

ior England to look after some property, which

bd fallen to him there. On his voyage, he iu-

jlulged much in strong drink. On one occasion hav-

ing uttered many blasphemous speeches whilst

'inder the influence of the liquor, he was found

oon afterwards dead in his cabin.

From 1672 to 1692, George Gray suifcrcd much
u his estate from the distraints made on him, for

iiot appearing in arms, not working at the fortifi-

atious, not sending his servants to the troop, not

laying the claims of the priest, and for keeping

iiis shop open on the day called Christmas. In the

iear 1075, he was confined in person for giving

rhe court and some of the justices copies of a few

napers written by his friends.

i John Thurboruc, a captain in a regiment sta-

•ioned at Barbadoes, through debauchery and ex-

cess, spent a considerable estate. Sickness then

ame upon him, and being oppressed with want,

Is well as disease, he applied lor relief to some of

Ihe people called Quakers, who freely ministered

0 his need. His health after a time being re-

stored, he became marshal in the regiment where

pe had been a captain, and commenced a career of

persecution and oppression against the people to

rvhom he had lately been humbly applying for aid.

rhis course he carried on from 1086 to 1689. He
icoffingly called the "Quakers" his " milch cows,"

iilluding to the numerous distraints he made on

;,hem, and often said that " Gregory Gray was one

i)f his best cows, and gave a brave mess of milk

|;very exercising day."

j
It is stated that on one occasion he took from a

boor Friend, a fat hog, worth two or three times

the amount of his demand, although there was in

ijight a smaller one. In ten weeks he came again

;md took away a heifer and two hogs, " for an

lilarum." Notwithstanding the quantity of goods

!be thus seized and converted to his own use, he

3id not prosper in worldly things, and being soon

taken with a painful disease which admitted no

cure, he lay in great misery, cursing his body,

antil death closed his wicked career on earth. He
left no property to pay his debts.

One of the persecutors, under whom George
Grray and his friends in Barbadoes suffered, was
Alexander Ruddock, a colonel of a regiment of

foot. He was a judge, and one of the council.

This Scotchman was very bitter against the

Quakers. He caused a Friend to be rated 400 lbs.

of sugar toward the maintainanoo of the priest,

who was his own son-in-law, when but 10 lbs. was
due, and had a cow seized to satisfy the demand,
worth £10 sterling. It appearing to the magis-

trate, that the Friend had paid all the taxes laid

on him, but this for the priest, they would have

had the cow restored, but Ruddock vindicated his

course. To revenge himself on the Friend, for

complaining of the wrong done him, he had him
appointed constable, and then fined him for not

answering to perform the office. For this fine he

granted a warrant of distress, under which a negro

woman was seized, who was sold for £26, all of

which they kept. The colonel rejoiced in his acts

of oppression, and even seemed to glory in them,

and when the Friend pointed out how he had suf-

fered at his hand, he said, "it should be so every

year of his continuing in that office." This he

said in the presence of his daughter, the priest's

wife, but he did not live to see that year to its

end. His cruelty towards the Quakers descended

to very little things. On one occasion, observing

one of them purchase some fresh meat, he came
up, and taking possession of it, forced the butcher

to break his contract, saying, " the Quakers shall

not eat fresh meat." At another time he compel-

led a Friend to take back some meat he had pur-

chased of the butcher, declaring as before " the

Quakers shall not eat fresh meat."

Having been sitting in council with the other

magistrates, he tarried, after they had left, al-

though it was then late, on purpose to carry with

him a copy of an order then adopted to break up
the meetings of the Quakers. This he determined

rigorously to execute within his precinct. But
though man in his wickedness and presumption

may will and devise iniquity, God can overrule

in his own good pleasure his evil intentions, or

put a stop by one stroke to his life and wicked

devices. Going towards his own residence with

his order, he stopt to see one of the judges, and

whilst there was taken unwell. This hurried him
home, where, on arriving, he called for some cream

of tartar, on which arsenic was brought him through

mistake. He took it, and in misery unutterable,

ended his days. Notwithstanding his cruelty, his

injustice, so openly practised and even boasted of,

yet the hired priest in a funeral sermon spoke of

him as one who had fought the good fight, and

kept the faith, saying, " He had attained to the

prudence of a judge, the dignity of a colonel, and

the honour of a councillor; he had served his king

faithfully, and died a saint." Such a character

given to such a man, shows the unblushing effron-

tery of the hireling, who could dare in the pre-

sence of those who knew the actions of the deceased

to call him a saint. Beside his cruelty to the

Quakers, he had publicly advocated putting negroes

to death, not it would appear for any convicted

crime, but as " an example of terror." He said,

" What is it for Barbadoes to put twenty or thirty

negroes to death yearly for example's sake."

George Gray married on the Island, and after

his wife was deceased, he thought it right, in the

prosecution of his religious service, to remove tp

Pennsylvania. He brought a certificate from a

Quarterly Meeting, held First mo. 24, 1692, at

the house of Richard Sutten, Barbadoes, which was

received at the meeting in Philadelphia. The cer-

tificate states that he was "an ancient inhabitant

of the Island," that he was a widower, and "had
been faithful in supporting sufferings for his tes-

timony." He was married, soon after his arrival

in Pennsylvania, to Mary Beardsley, the daughter

of xVlexander and Margaret Beardsley, two valua-

ble Friends, who in 1683 removed from Worcester,

in England, to Philadelphia.

He participated in the exercises brought upon

sound Friends by the contentious course of George

Keith ; and after about two years' labour of love in

the gospel of Christ, he received a returning certifi-

cate to Barbadoes. I cannot find, however, that

he remained there with his wife more than a few
months, as pretty early in 1095, we trace him
engaged in religious services in Philadelphia,

hich for the next seventeen years was his resi-

dence.
tToba continued.)

THE BLIND liOY.

It was a blessed

Tlie flowers liloomed, the air was mild,

Tlie little birds poured forth their luy,

And everything ia nature smiled.

In pleasant thought I wandered on,

Beneath the deep wood's ample shade,

'Till suddenly I came upon
Two children who had thither strayed.

Just at an aged birch-tree's foot,

A little boy and girl reclined,

His hands in hers she kindly put,

And then I saw the boy was blind.

The children knew not I was near,

A tree concealed me from their view,

But all they said I well could hear,

And I could see all they might do.

" Dear Mary," said the poor blind boy,
" That little bird sings very long

;

Suy, do you sec him in his joy,

And is he pretty as his song 7"

" Yes, Edward, yes," replied the maid,
"I see the bird on yonder tree."

The poor boy sighed, and gently said,
" Sister, I wish that I could see 1

" The flowers, you say, are very fair.

And bright green leaves are on the trees,

And pretty birds are singing there

—

How beautiful for one who sees I

" Yet I the fragrant flowers can smell,

And I can feci the green leaf's shade.

And I can hear the notes that swell

From those dear birds that God has made.

" So, sister, God to me is kind.

Though sight, .alas I He has not given
;

But tell me, are there any blind

Among the children up in heaven?"

' No, dearest Edward, there all see

—

By why ask me a thing so odd?"
" Oh, Mary, He's so good to me,

I thought I'd like to look at God!"

Ere long, disease his hand had laid

On that dear boy, so meek and mild ;

-

His widowed mother wept and prayed.

That God would spare her sightless child.

He felt her warm tears on his face.

And said, " 0, never weep for me,
I'm going to a bright—bright place.

Where Mary says I God shall see.

" And you'll be there, dear Mary, too;

But, mother, when you get up there.

Tell Edward, mother, that 'tis you

—

You ' know ' I never saw you here 1"

He spoke no more but sweetly smiled
Until the final blow was given

—

When God took up the poor blind child.

And opened first his eyes in heaven 1

J'oiir Good Habits.—There were four good hab-

its a wise and good man earnestly recommended
in his counsel, and also by his own example, and
which he considered essentially necessary for man-
agement of temporal concerns. These are Punc-

tuality, Accuracy, Steadiness and Dispatch. W^ith-

out the first of these, time is wasted ; without the

second, mistakes the most hurtful to our own credit

and interest, and that of others, may be committed
;

without the third, nothing can be well done; and

without the fourth, opportunities ofgreat advantage

are lost which it is impossible to recall.
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The Birds of Spring.

By Wasbington Irving.

My quiet residence in the oountr3', aloof from

fashion, polities, and the money market, leaves me
rather at a loss for occupation, and drives me occa-

sionally to the study of nature, and other low pur-

suits. Having few neighbours, also, on whom to

keep a watch and exerci.se my habits of observation,

I am fain to amuse myself with prying into the

domestic concerns and peculiarities of the animals

around me; and, during the present season, have

derived considerable entertainment from certain

sociable little birds, almost the only visiters we have

during this early part of the year.

Those who have pa.ssed the winter in the country,

are sensible to the delightful influences that ac-

company the earliest indications of spring ; and of

these, none are more delightful than the first notes

of the birds. There is one modest little sad-colour-

ed bird, much resembling a wren, which came

about the house just on the skirts of winter, when

not a blade of grass was to be seen, and when a

few prematurely warm daj'S had given a flattering

foretaste of soft weather. He sang early in the

dawning, long before sunrise, and late in the even-

ing, just before the closing in of night, his matin

and his vesper hymns. It is true, he sang occa-

sionally throughout the day; but at these still

hours, his song was more remarked. He sat on a

leafless tree, just before the window, and warbled

forth his notes, few and simple, but singularly

sweet, with something of a plaintive tone, that

heightened their eft'ect.

The first morning that he was heard, was a joy-

ous one among the young folks of my household.

The long, death-like sleep of winter was at an end;

nature was once more awakening; they now pro-

mised themselves the immediate appearance of buds

and blossoms. I was reminded of the tempest-

tossed crew of Columbus, when, after their long

dubious voyage, the field-birds came singing round

the ship, though still far at sea, rejoicing them

with the belief of the immediate proximity of land.

A sharp return of winter almost silenced my
little songster, and dashed the hiliarity of the

household; yet still he poured forth, now and

then, a few plaintive notes, between the frosty pip-

ings of the breeze, like gleams of sunshine between

wintry clouds.

I have consulted my book of ornithology in vain,

to find out the name of this kindly little bird, who
certainly deserves honour and favour far beyond

his modest pretensions. He comes like the lowly

violet, the most unpretending, hut welcomest of

flowers, breathing the sweet promise of the early

year.

Another of our feathered visitors who follow

close upon the steps of winter, is the Pe-wit, or Pe-

wee, or Phoebe-bird ; for he is called by each of

these names, from a fancied resemblance to the

sound of his monotonous note. He is a sociable

little being, and seeks the habitation of man. A
pair of them have built beneath my porch, and

have reared several broods there, for two years past,

their nest never being disturbed. They arrive

early in the spring, just when the crocus and the

snow-drop begin to peep forth. Their first chirp

spreads gladness through the house. " The Phoebe

birds have come !" is heard on all sides; they are

welcomed back like members of the family ; and

speculations are made upon where they have been

and what countries they have seen, during their

long absence. Their arrival is the more cheering,

as it is pronounced by the old weather-wise people

of the country, the sure sign that the severe frosts

are at an end, and that the gardener may resume

his labours with confidence.

About this time too, arrives the blue-bird, so

poetically yet truly described by Wilson. His ap-

pearance gladdens the whole landscape. You hear

his soft warble in every field. He sociably approach-

your habitation, and takes up his residence in

your vicinity.

The happiest bird of our spring, however, and
e that rivals the European lark in my estimation,

is the boblincon, or boblink, as he is commonly
lied. He arrives at that choice portion of our

year, which, in this latitude, answers to the de-

'ption of the month of May, so often given by
the poets. With us, it begins about the middle

of M.ay, and lasts until nearly the middle of June.

Earlier than this, winter is apt to return on its

traces, and to blight the opening beauties of the

year; and later than this, begin the parching, and
panting, and dissolving heats of summer. But in

this genial interval, nature is in all her freshness

and fragrance: " the rains are over and gone, the

fl^owers appear upon the earth, the time of the sing-

ing of birds is come, and the voice of the turtle is

heard in the land." The trees are now in their

fullest foliage and brightest verdure ; the woods
gay with the clustered flowers of the laurel

;

the air is perfumed by the sweet-brier and the

wild rose ; the meadows are enamelled with clover-

blossoms ; while the young apple, the peach, and

the plumb, begin to swell, and the cherry to glow,

iimong the green leaves.

This is the chosen season of revelry of the Bob-
link. He comes amidst the pomp and fragrance

of the season ; his life seems all sensibility and
enjoyment, all song and sunshine. He is to be

found in the soft bosoms of the freshest and sweet-

est meadows; and is most in song when the clover

in blossom. He perches on the topmost twig

of a tree, or on some long flaunting weed, and as

he rises and sinks with the breeze, pours forth a

uccession of rich tinkling notes; crowding one

upon another, like the outpouring melody of the

skylark, and possessing the same rapturous char-

acter. Sometimes he pitches from the summit of

a tree, begins his song as soon as he gets upon the

wing, and flutters tremulously down to the earth,

as if overcome with ecstaoy at his own music.

Sometimes he is in pursuit of his paramour : always

in full song, as if he would win her by his melody

;

and always with the same appearance of intoxica-

tion and delight.

Of all the birds of our groves and meadows, the

Boblink was the envy of my boyhood. He crossed

my path in the sweetest weather, and the sweetest

season of the year, when all nature called to the

fields, and the rural feeling throbbed in every

bo.som ; but when I, luckless urchin ! was doomed
to be mewed up, during the livelong day, in that

purgatory of boyhood, a schoolroom, it seemed
if the little varlet mocked at me, as he flew by

full song, and sought to taunt me with his happier

lot. O, how I envied him ! No lessons, no task,

no hateful school ; nothing but holiday, frolic,

green fields, and fine weather. Had I then been more

versed in poetry, I might have addressed him in

the words of Logan to the cuckoo :

Sweet bird I thy bower is ever green,

Thy sky is ever clear
;

Thou bast no sorrow in tby note,

No winter in thy year.

0! could I fly, I'd fly with thee;

We'd make, on joyful wing,

Our annual visit round the globe,

Companions of the spring !

Further observation and experience have given

me a different idea of this little feathered voluptu-

ary, which I will venture to impart, for the benefit

of my school-boy readers, who may regard him
[with the same unqualified envy and admiration

which I once indulged. I have shown him on
j

as I saw him first, in what I may call the poetic
|

part of his career, when he in a manner devotfi

himself to elegant pursuits and enjoyments, an
j

as a bird of music, and song, and taste, and ser

bility, and refinement. While this lasted he w;;

sacred from injury ; the very school-boy would nd

fling a stone at him, and the merest rustic woulj

ause to listen to his strain. But mark the diffe^

ence. As the year advances, as the clover blossoffii

disappear, and the spring fades into summer, b^

gradually gives up his elegant tastes and habits

dog's his poetical suit of black, resumes a russcj

dusty garb, and sinks to the gross enjoyments c
common vulgar birds. His notes no longer vibrati

the ear; he is stufiing himself with the seed'

the tall weeds, on which ho lately swung an

chanted so melodiously. He has become ixbo'

vivaiit, a. "gourmand;" with him now there i'

nothing like the "joys of the table." In a littl

le he grows tired of plain homely fare, and i^

off" on a gastronomical tour in quest of foreign lus

uries. We next hear of him with myriads of hi;

kind, banqueting among the reeds of the Delaware,

d grown corpulent with good feeding. He ha'

changed his name in travelling. Boblincon n

more—he is the Recd-hird now, the much-sough,

for titbit of Pennsylvania epicures ; the rival iij

unlucky fame of the Ortolan ! Wherever he goef

;

pop! pop! pop! every rusty firelock in the countr,

is blazing away. He sees his companions fallin;'

by thousands around him.
|

Does he talje warning, and reform ? Alas, nO;

he ! Incorrigible epicure ! Again he wings hi|

flight. The rice swamps of the south invite him;

He gorges himself among them almost to bursting;

he can scarcely fly for corpulency. He has onci

more changed his name, and is now the famous

Rice-bird of the Carolinas.
:

Last stage of his career : behold him spitteoi

with dozens of his corpulent companions, am'

served up, a vaunted dish, on the table of somi,

Southern gastronome.
!

Such is the story of the Boblink; once spiritual

musical, admired, the joy of the meadows, and thi,

favourite bird of spring ; finally, a gross little sen

sualist, who expiates his sensuality in the larder:

His story contains a moral, worthy the attention o.

all little birds and little boys; warning them fc

keep to those refined and intellectual pureuits

which raise him to so high a pitch of popularit;

duringtheearlypart of his career; but to eschew al

tendency to that gross and dissipated indulgence

which brought this mistaken little bird to an un

timely end.

Epistle of George Fox.

"All Friends everywhere, that are alive to Go(

through Jesus Christ, and arc living members o

Christ, the holy Head ; be still and stand still ii

the Lord's camp of holiness and righteousness

and therein see the salvation of God, and you

eternal life, rest, and peace. In it you may fee

and see the Lord's power is over all ; and how thi

Lord is at work in his power, ruling the nation;

with his rod of iron, and breaking (in the nations

the old leaky vessels and cisterns to pieces, lik

the potter's vessels that will not hold his livin:

water of life, who are erred from the Spirit. Bu
blessed be the Lord God of heaven and earth, who

by his eternal arm and power, hath settled all hi

people upon the living, holy rock and foundatioi

that stands sure, whom he bath drawn by his Spi

rit to his Son, and gathered into the name of Jesu

Christ, his only begotten Son, full of grace am
truth ; who hath all power in heaven and eartl

given to him. Whose name is above every nam
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ider the whole heaven, and all his living meni-

:r3 know, there is no salvation given by any

Iher name under the whole heaven, but by the

ime of Jesus; and he, their salvation, and their

;/ing Head, is felt in the midst of them in his

'rht, life, spirit, grace, and truth, and his word

! patience, wisdom and power; who is his people's

|-ophet, that God hath raised up in his new tcs-

jment and covenant to open to them; and their

l?ing Shepherd that hath purchased, redeemed,

id bought them with iiis precious blood. Christ,

'le living One, feeds his living sheep in his living

istures of life, and his living sheep know their

Iving Shepherd's voice, with his living bread and

ater, and follow him ; and will not follow any of

lie world's hirelings, nor thieves, nor robbers,

lor climbers, that arc without Christ, the door,

rikewise Christ's living children know Christ, the

:ishop of their souls, to oversee them with his

leavcnly and spiritual eye, that they may be pre-

jjrved in his fold of life, and go no more forth,

[ilso they know Chri.st, their holy Priest, that by

llie grace of God tasted death for tliem, and for

very man, and is a propitiation for their sii

!ot for thoir's only, but for the sins of the whole

I'orld ; and by the one offering up of himself, he

jath perfected forever them that are sanctified

jiuch an high priest becomes Christ's sheep in his

ew covenant and testament, wbo is holy, harm
3SS, and separate from sinners, and is made higher

than the heavens; who is not made a priest after

he order of Aaron with his tithes, offerings, &c
iut he makes an end of all those things, bavin

bolished them, and is made an high priest after

he power of an endless life, who ever liveth to

jaake intercession for his people ; and is able to

lave to the uttermost, all that come to God
hrough him. He is the one holy Mediator be-

;wist God and man, who sanctifies his people, his

Ihurch, that he is head of, and presents them to

jjrod without spot, or wrinkle, or blemish, or any
iuch thing ; and makes them an holy, royal priest-

iiood, to offer up spiritual, holy sacrifices, accept-

Ible to God by Jesus Christ, who is King of all

tings, and Lord of all lords, in the earth. So at

loly, heavenly king, who hath all power in hea
•en and earth given to him; and rules in all the

learts of his sheep and lambs, by his holy, divine

irecious faith, that is held in all the pure con.sci

;nces of his people; which holy faith, Christ, the

loly One, is the Author and Finisher of By this

loly faith all the just live, in which holy, divine,

irecious faith all the just and holy ones have
inity; and by it quench all the fiery darts of

?atanj and have access to the pure God, in which
bey please him. Christ, *ho is set on the right

land of the throne of the Majesty in the heavens,

n his new testament and new covenant, is the

iiinister of the sanctuary, and true tabernacle,

rhich the Lord hath pitched, and not man.
.'herefore, all the lambs and sheep of Christ must
eel this holy minister in their temple and sanc-

uary, who ministers spiritual, holy, and heavenly
hings to them in their sanctuary and tabernacle,

''or all the tabernacles and sanctuaries, that are

luilt or pitched by man, men make ministers for

hem ; and such ministers are of men, and by men,
j'lth their worldly sanctuaries and tabernacles of
QenJs pitching, by men's hands.

"And now, dear friends and brethren, every-
where that are of the flock of Christ, Christ, our
lassover is sacrificed for us. Therefore, let us all

:eep this heavenly feast of our passover in his new
estament and covenant, not with old leaven, nei-

her of malice nor wickedness : but let all that
e purged out, with the sour, old, leavened bread,
liat all may become a new being, and .so keep this

cavenly feast of Christ, our heavenly Passover,

with the unleavened bread of sincerity and truth,

Amen. G. F."

Fiftli month 1, IGOO.

Directions fur A idinij Persons to Escape from
Premises on Fire.

1. Be careful to acquaint yourselves with the

best moans of exit from the house, both at top and
bottom.

2. On the first alarm, reflect before you act. If

in bed at the time, wrap yourself up in a blanket

or bedside carpet ; open no more doors or windows
than are absolutely necessary, and shut every door
after you.

3. There is always from eight to twelve inches

of pure air close to the ground ; if you cannot,

therefore, walk upright through the smoke, drop

on your hands and knees and thus progress. A
wetted silk handkerchief, or a piece of flannel, or

a worsted stocking drawn over the face, permits

breathing, and to a great extent excludes the

smoke.

4. If you can neither make your way upward
or downwards, get into a front room ; if there is a

family, see that they are all collected here, and

keep the door closed as much as possible, for re-

member, that smoke always follows a draught, and
fire rushes after the smoke.

5. On no account throw yourself, or allow others

to throw themselves from the window. If no as-

sistance is at hand, and you are in extremity, tic

the sheets together, and having fastened one end
to some heavy piece of furniture, let dowQ the

women and children one by one, by tying the end
of the line of sheets round the waist, and lowering

them through the window that is over the door,

rather than through one that is over an area. You
can easily let yourself down when the helpless are

saved.

6. If a woman's clothes should catch fire, let

her instantly roll herself over and over on the

ground ; if a man be present, let him throw her

down and do the like, and then wrap her in a rug,

coat, or the first woolen thing that is at hand.

7. Bystanders, the instant they see a fire, should

run for the fire-escape, or to the police station, if

that is nearer, where a "jumping sheet" is always

to be found.

The Manufacture of Teleseope Glasses.—The
manufacture of teleseope glasses is one of the most

intricate and nice undertakings in mechanism.

The risk of securing good glasses even after months

of labour, is very great, and consequently gives

great value to a perfect one.

The manufacturers first take about 300 lbs. of

flint glass and fuse it by a very hot fire. While

in a liquid state in the furnace, the vessel contain-

ing it is walled completely up and suffered to cool

very slowly—some glass occupying two months in

the process. When perfectly cool the mass is

fractured by a process which is retained a secret

among manufacturers. The fragments being of

various sizes, are of different power of reflection,

and are worked into glasses proportioned to their

powers. In working them into form, the edges

are first ground so that they can be looked through

in every direction, in order that it may be ascer-

tained if they contain any imperfections, such as

cracks, specks of dirt, or bubbles of air.

In case anything of this kind is discovered, they

are cut into smaller size, but if perfect, then they

ground into size and form to suit the design of

the manufacturer. When this labour is completed,

they are annealed or heated almost to fusing in

order to give tliem a perfect polish and shape, and

also to free them from brittleness. The process is

slow and tedious, and requires great skill to make
them perfect. An object glass which was found
in the streets of Munich, when cleaned up and
annealed, was sold for $oOOO, and was only lix
inches in diameter.

The glass which is being manufactured for the
Observatory at Ann Arbor, is to be seven inches
ill diameter, and the whole telescope will co.st only
about twice the above named sum, so that it will

be seen that nearly as much value is placed upon
the small object glass as upon the whole compli-
cated machinery of the telescope.

The Idler.—The idle man is an annoyance—

a

nuisance. He is of no benefit to anybody. He is

an intruder in the busy thoroughfare of every day
life. He stands in our path, and we push him
contemptuously aside ! Ho is of no advantage to

anybody. He annoys bu.sy men. He makes them
unhappy. He is a unit in .society. He may have
an income to support him in idleness, or he may
"sponge" on his good natured friends. But in

citlier case he is despised. Young men, do some-
thing in this busy, bustling, wide-awake world !

Move about for the benefit of mankind, if not for

yourself. Do not be idle. God's law is, that by
the sweat of our brow we shall earn our bread.

That law is a good one, and the bread we cam is

sweet. Di) not be idle. Minutes are too precious
to be squandered thoughtlessly. Every man and
every woman, however exalted or however humble,
can do good in this short life if so inclined ; there-

fore do not be idle.

—

Fireside Journal.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 5, 1855.

We would be obliged if our friends, who make
extracts for the columns of "The Friend," would
note from whence they are taken, and always
designate where anything is omitted in a paragraph,

or where extracts from two original separate para-

graphs are brought together to form one. It has

sometimes given us much trouble to look out the

original, and correct these deficiencies, and we are

not always able to do it.

We wish again to impress on tho.se who prepare

obituary notices for " The Friend," the propriety

of making them brief. We are desirous on all

occasions to show due deference to the feelings of

those who have lost a relative or friend by death,

but we have not space in our columns to spare for

the lengthened out effusions often sent to us, which
appear intended to soothe the sensitive feelings of

the mourners, rather than to convey instruction

to the general reader. In curtailing such notices,

as we have often to do, we intend no disrespect,

and hope we give no offence. The subject is now
alluded to, because, of late, there has been a more
than ordinary proportion of such notices received.

SUMMARY OF EVENT.S.

EUROPE.—News from England to the 14th. The
steamship North Carolina, from Philadelphia, for Liver-

pool, came in collision with the ship Roliert, olT Holy
Head. The steamer sunk in ten minutes alter the col-

lision. No lives were lost. The ship was dam.iged,

and compelled to put back to Liverpool. The ship Non-
pareil arrived at Liverpool on the 11th, in 14 days, from
Philadelphia.

I'ke Vienna Conference—The ninth Conference of the

Ambassadors assembled at Vienna, was held on the 8th

iust., and lasted but one hour, the Russian Plenipoten-

tiaries not having received their instructions. The
French and Turliish Ministers were present, but the

ug was w thout result.

The Crimea.—The advices from Sebastopol are to the
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8th ult. The position of both armies remained without
change, and night skirmishes on a small scale con-
tinued. The weather was fine and dry. The allies had
reinforced the army under Omar Pacha at Eiipatoria,

with 5000 men, and he now occupied two villages near

Eupatoria, and an enlarged circle of fortifications. Ten
thousand Egyptians had sailed for Eupatoria. The
French reinforcements, and those from Sardinia, were
e.\-pected to land there shortly. It is stated that the

allies are about to fortify and hold their already strong

position at Kamiesh, with 20,000 men, supported by the

fleet. General Oanrobert's desp.atch estimates the loss

of the Russians in the attack, on the night of the 22d,

to be 700 killed and 1500 wounded, and the loss of the

French, 200 killed and 400 wounded. The Russians

deny the truth of the report of Prince Menschikoffs

death, but admit that he is wounded. An armistice of

three hours was granted to bury the dead.

The Bailie—The advanced squadron of the Baltic

fleet reached Elsinore, on the 1st of Fourth mo. The
navigation of the Baltic would continue dangerous for

a week or two longer, on account of the heavy floating

ice. A Russian army of 120,000 men was being con-

centrated in the Baltic Provinces.

GREAT BRITAIN.—The Government advertises for

a new loan, but the amount and terms of it are un-

known. The sum is supposed to be fifteen millions

sterling. Almost immediately after the announcement,

the funds fell to 9U. Great preparations were being

made for the visit of Napoleon and Eugenie, of France,

to England. They were e.-ipected to reach London on

the l(Jth, and return on the 21st ult. The propriety of

raising the siege of Sebastopol is freely and favourably

talked of. The Liverpool market for cotton and flour

had undergone little or no change in the week.

FRANCE.—The great exhibition was to open on the

1st of Fifth mo. The Paris jMoniteur contained a re-

markable official document respecting the conduct of

the war. It caused much excitement, and is considered

as an apology for soon raising the siege of Sebastopol.

,sp.\IN.—The recall of Lord Howden, the British

Mini-stcr, is still urged. All was quiet at Madrid. The
Guvcriiment has effected a loan of forty millions of

reals.

GERMANY.—Great discontent prevails in Hanover

against the King's attempt to restore the privileges of

the nobility.

ITALY.—The Russian Count Potochi was visiting all

the Italian States, except Sardinia. He is said to have

obtained assurances of neutrality from Tuscany and

Naples.

RUSSIA.—The cholera has reappeared at St. Peters-

burg. On the 29th of Third mo., there were 200 deaths.

CEYLON.—A private letter from Ceylon mentions

the death from cholera of Daniel Poor, a missionary.

The cholera was raging with ranch fatality at Ceylon.

CUBA.—A decree has been published for raising six-

teen new companies of black soldiers, one hundred and

twenty-five each, in addition to those already under

arms. An English ship lately arrived at Havana, from

China, with 400 Chinese, many of whom were condemned
as pirates. The cargo was readily taken up and distributed

among the planters. Many more ships were expected

under a contract to bring 7000 to 8000 Chinese labourers.

The sugar market was firm with an upward tendency.

It was believed that the crop was short, and the plan-

ters had increased their demands, but the quotations

were unaltered. Commodore McCauley had arrived out,

but on the 23d ult., had not entered upon his duties as

commander of the U. S. squadron.

UNITED STATES.—The Patent office has furnished

seeds, and directed experiments to be made at Mount
Airy, Md., with more than one hundred varieties of

beans and pulse, with the view of determining their

qualities, productiveness and adaptation to the climate,

the results of which are to be given in a future report.

The seeds were selected from samples procured from

South America, China, Japan, various parts of Europe,

and the United States. Those kinds which prove suc-

cessful, and are not already to be found in abundance
in this country, will be multiplied from year to year,

for the purpose of procuring the seed for public distri-

Trade with the British Provinces, is springing up very

rapidly in the Eastern States since the restrictions im-

posed upon free trade with the U. States, have been re-

moved. A large commerce in the products of the forests,

mines, and agriculture of Nova Scotia, &c., is antici-

pated.

Native Wine.—It is supposed that the grape crop of

the west the present season will be sufficient to make
600,000 gallons of Catav?ba wine.

Treaties loith the Arffentine Confederation.—Two treaties

have been ratified between the United States and the

Argentine Confederation, official proclamation of which
has just been made. The first provides for the free na-

vigation of the rivers Parana and Uruguay to the mer-
chant vessels of all nations. The second is a treaty of

commerce with the usual provisions.

The Gross Iteccijjts into the U. S. Treasury, for the

quarter ending the 31st ult., were $14,766,000, and the

expenditures $15,572,000.
Boston.—On the 27th, a fire broke out on Battery

wharf, which soon communicated to the adjoining
wharves and vessels in their vicinity. A great quantity

of cotton and other merchandise was destroyed. The
ship Chancellor with a valuable cargo, was burnt to

the water's edge, and considerable damage was sus-

tained by other shipping and their cargoes. The total

loss is estimated at not less than §600,000.
California, dates to Third mo. 31, have been received

by the steamship George Law, which brought 372 pas-

sengers and $772,000 in gold. Fremont's Mariposa
land claim had been confirmed by the Supreme Court.

The miners generally were said to be doing well. The
excitement with regard to the Kern river mines, had
subsided, and many of the adventurers had returned

disappointed. On the whole, it appears probable the

supply of gold is diminishing, but there is steadily

rising into importance a greater and more lasting source

of wealth—the extended cultivation of the soil, with

large and increasing crops. The weather was fine with

the prospect of an abundant harvest. A prohibitory

liquor law had passed the assembly, but its provisions

are not very stringent. An anti-gambling law has passed

the Senate. The prices of goods generally at San Fran-
cisco, were falling, and the demand limited. Flour,

$14; hams, 21J c.; new butter, 43^ c. ;
lard in kegs,

13 c.

New Tori.-During the year 1854, the 262 public

schools in this city were attended by an average of

51,567 pupils, whose schooling cost $776,373 ; being an
average of more than fifteen dollars for each child in-

structed.

The Kinney Expedition was nearly ready to sail from
N. York a few days since, with 600 armed men to form,

as was alleged, a peaceable settlement in Central Ame-
rica, when Col. Kinney was arrested by the U. S. Mar-
shal, on the charge of being engaged in fitting out a

military expedition against the Republic of Nicaragua.

He was held to bail in the sum often thousand dollars.

Philadelphia.—The receipts of coal from the Schuyl-

kill region last week, reached nearly 90,000 tons, the

largest yet known. The Railroad brought over 55,000

tons, and the Canal, over 34,000. Mortality for the

week, 194.

Miscellaneous.—Camels for the United States.—The uti-

lity of camels in the western prairies has been a subject

of discussion for a number of years. It is now about to

be tested, for Major Wayne intends to go out in the

storeship Supply, destined for the Mediterranean, to

purchase some of these animals; Congress having au-

thorized them to be purchased for military purposes.

Nickel, in Lancaster Co.—The Gap Nickel mines, in

Lancaster county. Pa., are, it is stated, now worked
successfully, and" the mineral taken out in large quan-
tities. The supply is supposed to be inexhaustible.

Zante Currants.—The inhabitants of Zante are again

in a state of destitution, in consequence of the failure of

the currant crop, on which, most unwisely, they rely

almost exclusively.

The Cincinnati Paid Fire Department cost the city,

during the year ending Fourth mo. 1st, 1855, the sum of

$90,576 17. The department embraces 16 companies,

380 members, 493 pipemen, drivers, watchmen, and
officers, 28 engines, (including the two steam-engines,)

34 hose carriages, and 29,863 feet of hose.

Coolies for Cuba.—There is a project on foot for the

introduction of coolies from China into Cuba, as plan-

tation labourers, to supply the place of negroes, the

importation of whom from Africa is to be prohibited, if

possible. A vessel is now fitting out at N. York, for

China, under a contract for 1250 emigrants. They are

to be landed at Panama, cross the Isthmus upon the

railroad, and be reshipped at Aspinwall, for Cuba.

Burning Fluids.—In Detroit, Michigan, an ordinance

has been passed, prohibiting the use of camphine, and

burning fluids, spirit gas, or any similar substance by
whatever name known, to take effect in ninety days.

African Exploration.—Dr. Barth, the African traveller,

who was reported last summer to have died, appears by

a recent letter from the British consul at Tripoli, to be

still living.

Lumber.—A great number of rafts have passed down
the Susquehanna this spring. The Sunbury American
says, that lumber is more abundant than it was last

season, and the prices are lower.

Pauperism in Great Britain.—The total number of per-

sons receiving parish relief on the first of this year, w
I

in England- 839,146 ; in Scotland 78,929, and in Ir,

land 86,819. In 1849, the numbers were in Englat '

j

935,419, and in Ireland 620,747. In the latter countrl
j

the paupers have been decreasing in a large ratio a ij

Dually since 1849. J

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The summer session of the School will commence o

Second-day, the 7th of Fifth month next. The pupi

will be conveyed by railroad to West Chester, whei'

conveyances will be in waiting to take them to tl'

School, on the arrival of the morning and afternoc'

cars, on Second-day, the 7th, and Third-day, the 8l

of Fifth month. The children will get their baggaf'

the day after their arrival. The cars leave the depC'

south side of Market street, above Eighteenth, (former
j

Schuylkill Fifth street,) at 7 J o'clock, A. M., and (

o'clock, P.M. The agent of the school will be attli

railroad depot on Second and Third-day afternoon

and will furnish pupils with tickets, and accompan
them to West Chester. Those who go by the morai?.'

train will be furnished with tickets by a person in ai,

tendance. To those who procure tickets as directei|

the fare from Philadelphia to the School, including bafl

gage, will be one dollar, which will be charged to th'

scholar at the School. AH baggage should be distinctly

marked West-town, and with the name of the owne,

and should be sent directly to the railroad depot. Ap
plications for admission must be made to Joseph Snow:

don. Superintendent at the School, or Joseph Scatter .

good. Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, Philadelphia.

The West-town office is at Friends' Bookstore, N.;

84 Arch street, where all small packages for the pupi

left before 1 2 o'clock on Seventh-days, will be forwarde(

All letters for the pupils and others at the School, shoui;

be sent by mail, directed to West-town''Boardinfi-Schoc

West Chester P. 0., Chester Co., Pa. Postage should li

pre-paid, and packages should be distinctly marked ac]

put up in a secure manner, so that their contents will mi

be liable to be lost by handling. The stage will leav!.

West Chester during the summer session, for the Schoc;

on Second, Fourth, and Seventh-days, on the arrival i,

the afternoon cars from the city, and" from the School t,

West Chester on the same days, to meet the afternod

cars to Philadelphia. The fare for each passenger I,

and from West Chester by the stage, will be 25 cent;

When special conveyances at other times are provide

at the School, an extra charge will be made.
West-town, Third mo., 1855.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.

The stated annual meeting of the Haverford Schoi

Association, will be held at the committee-room. Arc'

street meeting-house, on Second-day, Fifth month, 14t)i

1855, at 4 o'clock, p.m.
CnARLES Ellis, Secretary.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.

Assistant Teachers are wanted in the Boys' depar

ment of this Institution. Application may be made 1

either of the undersigned.
He!,btCope, "Iphilad.
Saml. Bettle,Jr., j

Sajil. Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Married, on Fourth-day, the 25th of Fourth montl

1855, at Friends' Meeting-house, Oblong, Dutchess Co'

N. York, William P. Haviland, to Elizabeth D. Hoa^

all of Oblong Monthly Meeting.

DiEP, on the 15th of Second month last, Mary Cor

ARD ; a member of Radnor Monthly Meeting of Friend

aged 59 years.

, at his residence, in East Goshen, Chester Cc

Pa., on the 10th ult., Jairus Hutchinson, aged 87 yean

a member of Goshen Monthly Meeting.

, at his residence, Mine Hill, Morris Co., N. J., 0,

the 25th of Fourth month, 1855, Jobs Sammis, in tb:

34th year of his age ; a member of Rahway and Plait

field Monthly Meeting. Although he suffered muc
during his sickness, yet there was a clear prospei.

granted him of happiness in the world to come. Ou on-

occasion, taking his father by the hand, he said, "

have one comfort, I have got a Saviour," and at othi

times, he uttered short but consoling sentences. Short

before his death, after the power of speech began to fa'

he exclaimed " blessed Jesus, come."
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From " The Leisure Hour."

Why docs not England grow .all her own Cotton ?

A momentous question this, and well worth the
nost serious consideration and closest inquiry. If
here is any one branch of British skilled labour
vhich, imr excellence, finds a market for its pro-
lucts over nearly every portion of the habitable

;lobe, it is the cotton fabrics of Manchester. Prom
[celand to the Austral-land, from South America
;o Madagascar, they are in constant and steadily

ncreasing demand. All civilized peoples are our
;ustomers for them, and all savage tribes barter
heir barbarian wealth for the coveted prints from
he looms of Lancashire. The South Sea Islander
vould taboo anylhiog rather than them; the
^lanadian Indian proudly presents them to his

;rcasy squaw ; the dusky Hindoo loves their gaudy
bolours ; the sable African wraps them around
lim, and struts about with the pride and com-
placency of a peacock. It is calculated that at

jeast three millions of British people earn their

jread from day to day solely by cotton as an ele-

poent of industry, and yet we are at tbis moment
ilmost entirely dependent on the slave states of
America for our supply of the raw material, and
ts consumption is increasing yearly at a prodi-
;ious rate. Is England sincere in her loudly-
eiterated denunciations of slavery? Does she
eally wish to see it extinguished in America?
l''et more, does she wish to raise her own cotton

—

ivery pound of it—of equal or superior quality to

he American, in her own colonies ? That she can
lo this if she will we shall endeavour to show

;

)Ut first we will very briefly glance at the present
listory of cotton manufactures.
During the first five years of the eighteenth

ientury " the average consumption of cotton wool,"
ays Bazley, the president of the Manchester
Jhamber of Commerce, " was little more than one
uillion pounds weight per annum; and durino-
his period the workpeople employed would not
xceed, of all ages and classes, more than 25,000;
mt at the close of that century the con.sumption
lad increased to 52,000,000 of pounds, and the
rorkers, in every department of the trade, to

ipwards of 125,000 : a most important and varied
ndustry having thus arisen. Some specimens of
:otton are now before us, and among tliem will be
bund a sample of as good and fine cotton as pro-
)ably has ever been grown in any country; but
fhich owes its origin to no tropical climate, Kav-
n(j been produced within the walls of a Manches-
er spinning-factory !" The first small importa-
ion of cotton from the United States occurred so
ate as 1787, within the memory of many indivi-

duals. In the same year we received from the

West Indies six millions pounds weight, and four-

teen millions pounds from French, Spanish, Dutch,
and Portuguese colonics, and from Turkey and the

Levant, making twenty millions pounds in all. It

will give some idea of the marvellous increase of
the trade since then, to state that in 1851 the

consumption in the United Kingdom was above
760 millions of pounds weight ; and this consump-
tion is yearly increasing at such a rate as causes

anxious inquiries to be made as to where the fu-

ture supplies are to come from. As an example
and proof of the prosperity of the cotton manufac-
tories, and their natural extension, we quote the fol-

lowing from a recent report of Leonard Horner, fac-

tory inspector:—"That the profits of factories con-

tinue on the average of years, to be attractively re-

munerative, the following facts of the investment
of fresh capital in them abundantly prove. In the

year ending 31st of October, 1852, no less than

eighty-one new factories have been built or set to

work, having begun to be built in the preceding
year, in my district, with an aggregate power of

2240 horses. Of these, seventy-three, with 20G4
horse-power, are cotton-mills. In addition to these,

in thirty-one long-established cotton-mills, the pro-

prietors of which are men of thorough knowledge
and long experience in the trade, additional en
gine-power has been set up to the extent of 1471
horses. The 3717 horse-power will give employ
ment to probably no less than 14,000 additional

hands. To give an idea of the magnitude of some
of these new concerns, I may mention that one of

the cotton-mills is 410 feet long, 76 wide, h;

stories, a power of 150 horses, and will run 126,000
spindles." We mentioned that in 1851 our con
sumption of cotton wool was 760 millions of

pounds; and it may be interesting here to subjoi

from an eminent authority what the supplies were
in the same year. Of foreign supplies we received

from the United States 1,393,700 bags; from
Brazil 108,700 ditto; from Egypt 67,400 ditto;

making a total of 1,569,800 bags. Of colonial,

from the East Indies, 32S,800 bags; from the

West Indies 4900 ditto; the grand total thus be-

ing 1,903,500 bags. Bazley remarks on this sub-
ject: "Of these supplies, not less than sixteen
millions sterling were paid for foreign cottons. The
quantity consumed of colonial was only one fifth,

or 20 per cent, of the foreign ; but only two millions

were paid for the latter; these two millions having
no relative proportion to the value of the former,

the colonial, for one-fifth in quantity, yielded
only one-eighth, or 12 1 per cent, of the sum paid
for foreign; the value of the whole having been
eighteen millions sterling. Shall not such a sup-

ply of raw cotton be deemed limited and confined ?

Would not such a trade as cotton affords to this

country be on a safer basis if this material could
be obtained from a hundred sources rather than
from only one important field of cultivation ?"

Verily

!

The cotton-tree will flourish in every tropical

me, and in many climes not exactly tropical.

The West Indian Islands could produce it quite
bundantly, and of as good quality, as the south-

ern states of America; but owing to culpable in-

difference on the part of both planters and the

home government, the cultivation of cotton there
has retrograded from year to year. In Africa at
Port Natal, cotton has been produced of first 4te
quality, and it is said that its culture might be
promoted to a very great extent. In Au.s"tralia,
many competent authorities aflirm that cotton caii
be grown sufficient to supply all the demands of
the British manufacturers; but we apprehend that
for many years to come it would be impossible to
compete with other cotton-growing countrie.s, on
account of the immense cost of labour in that
colony. Still, the day may come, and probably
wdl come, when what is at present a theory will
be a magnificent fact. But, above all other places
let us learn to look to our mighty East Indian
colonies for the main supply. Here is no theory
nor guess-work in the case. For at least three
thousand years the cotton-plant has flourished in
its native Indian soil; and although its quality is
somewhat inferior to that of the American cotton,
yet it probably only requires cultivation to render
it equal. Kecent imports are of a quality ([uite
good enough for all general purposes, and to this
eff'ect we have the distinguished testimony of Dr.
lloyle, the botanist to the East India Company'
whosays that there are "sufficient proofs that In-

is capable, in many parts, of producing good
and serviceable cotton, and at a rate sufficiently
cheap to contend even against the large returns of
American farming," The cost of production must
always he taken into consideration, and the cost of
Hindoo labour would probably not amount to one-
fourth of that of American slave-labour. Mehemet
Ali commenced the cultivation of cotton in Egypt
in 1821, and from that time forward Egypt^has
steadily increased her annual productioli. We
read awhile ago in the papers, that a youn" En-
glishman had been sent out to Eg^-pt to superin-
tend the packing and cleaning of the Pasha's cot-
ton, and the secretary of the Manchester Chamber
of Commerce has already received twenty small
bags as a sample of the improved method, and the
cotton they contain is pronounced of very fine
quality—not finer, however, than our own West
Indian colonies could produce in unlimited abun-
dance. Agaiu, to say nothing of Natal, we have
many settlements and po,ssessions on the coast of
Africa, where we are assured that the soil and
climate are so peculiarly adapted for the growth of
cotton that it could be obtained as good in quality
and as plentiful as from the American plantations.
Why not employ the negroes on their own native
ground? Show them that it is more profitable
than kidnapping their fellow blacks, and they will
not long hesitate which calling to prefer. When
we consider that Great Britain possesses far more
soil particularly adapted for the growth of cotton
than all the rest of the world together, well may
we quote with feelings of amazement the startling

assertion and comments of Bazley, who tells us
that it is a fact that "a piece of ground, of only
the extent of our English county of York, would,
'f of suitable soil, and in a genial climate, yield
more cotton than the existing extensive consump-
tion of Great Britain requires 1 Yorkshire con-
tains about four millions of statute acres; and as
the best soils of the United States yield more thaa
one bag of cotton per acre, the production of that
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extent of land would be four millions of bags per

annum ; lience an ample margin has been left in

this estimate of productive capability, as the pre-

seut yearly consumption of the United Kingdom

is below two millions of bags. Do not the British

colonies contain a multitude of patches of most

excellent but uncultivated ground of the size of

Yorkshire, all adapted to tlie growth of good cot-

ton ? and why cannot the parent race of the

Anglo-Saxon achieve in colonial industry those

triu^mphs of energy and labour which honour them

at home in their manufactories, or in the cultiva-

tion of their native land, and which their descen-

dants display in the United States ?

The Great Exhibition of 1851 abundantly de-

monstrated that not only the continental countries

of Europe, but also the northern States of America,

are becoming most formidable rivals in the art of

cotton manufactures. England no longer can boast

exclusive skill in this great branch of human in-

dustry. The improvements in our machinery, and

the matured skill of our factory operatives, are

closely emulated by jealous and energetic rivals.

At present, however, we compel them, by our

enormous capital and sleepless enterprise, to keep

in our rear; but it is evident that the distance, so

to speak, between them and us is j-early lessening

Stationary we cannot remain. The hour when

improvements in our machinery, and the quality

and cost of production ceases to tend towards pe:

fection and economy combined, will ring the first

knell of the downfall of British manufacturing

supremacy. Unremitting invention and progress

alone can maintain us in our existing rank of

world-manufacturers ; and certainly it seems the

height of folly to permit ourselves (when it is in

our" power to obviate the necessity) to be depen-

dent on our most active and powerful rivals for

the raw material itself The Americans are keenly

alive to this anomalous and suicidal position of

ours, and their planters believe and know that we
" Britishers" cannot manage any way without

their crops of cotton, and they from time to time

make us pay smartly for our own wilful foolish-

ness in keeping ourselves in such a "fix." We
never have much more than a couple of months'

supply of cotton on hand, and frequently much

less. Occasionally a failure of the crop necessar-

ily puts us in jeopardy, and about as frequently it

happens that the shrewd speculators make a bold

and partially successful attempt to injure or ruin

our manufacturers by a monopoly of the prod

of the plantations. In one instance, according

Mr. Frederick Warren, of Manchester, a monopoly

of this sort compelled us to pay an extra price

which amounted to between £4,000,000 and

£5,000,000 in a single year!

1 for " The Friend.'Extrai

True and False Zeal.

"Many things must concur, before we can be

allowed to determine whether zeal be really a virtue

or a vice. It may be disputed whether fire be a good

or an evil. The man who feels himself cheered

by its kindly warmth, is assured that it is a bene-

fit; but he whose house it has just burned down,

will give another verdict.

"If the injustice, the intolerance, and persecu-

tion, with which a misguided zeal has so often

afflicted the church of Christ, in its more early

periods, be lamented as a deplorable evil, yet let

us admire the over-ruling wisdom of Providence,

which, educing good from evil, made the very

calamities, which false zeal occasioned, the instru-

ments of producing that true and lively zeal, to

which we owe many of the blessed privileges which

we now enjoy. This efi'ect, though a clear vindi-

cation of that Divine goodness which suffers evil,

is no apology for him, who perpetrates it.

" It is curious to observe the contrary operations

of true and false zeal, which, though apparently

only difi'erent modifications of the same quality,

are, when brought into contact, repugnant, and

even destructive to each other. There is no attri-

bute of the human mind where the different

effects of the same principle have such a total op-

position, for is it not obvious that the same prin-

ciple, under opposite direction, which actuates the

tyrant in dragging the martyr to the stake, ena-

bles the martyr to embrace it ? As a striking

f that the necessity for caution [in the exer-

cise of this principle] is not imaginary, it has been

observed that the Holy Scriptures record more

instances of a bad zeal, than of a good one. This

furnishes the most authoritative argument for re-

gulating this impetuous principle, and for govern-

ing it by all those restrictions, which a feeling so

calculated for good, and so capable of evil de

mands.
" True zeal will first exercise itself in earnest

de.sires, in increasing ardour to obtain higher de

grees of illumination in our own minds; in fer-

vent prayer that this growing light may operate

to the improvement of our practice, that the in-

fluences of Divine grace may become more out-

wardly perceptible by the increasing correctness of

our habits; that every holy affection may be fol-

lowed by its correspondent act, whether of obedi-

ence or resignation, of doing or suffering. True

christian zeal will always be known by its distin-

guishing and insrparahle properties. It will be

as discrete as it is fervent. It will be warm, in-

deed, not from temperament, but principle. It will

be humble, or it will not be christian zeal. It will

restrain its impetuosity, that it may the more ef-

fectually promote its object. It will be temperate,

softening what is strong in the act, by gentleness

in the manner. It will be toleratimj, willing to

grant what it would itself desire. It will be Jl

hearing, in the hope that the offence it censures

may be an occasional failing, and not a habit of

the mind. It will be candid, making a tend

allowance for those imperfections, which beings,

faUihle themselves, ought to expect from human
infirmity. It will be reasonable, employing fair

argument and affectionate remonstrance, instead

of irritating by the adoption of violence, or mor-

tifying by the assumption of superiority.

"If there be any quality which demands a

clearer sight, a tighter rein, a stricter watchfulness

than another, zeal is that quality. The heart where

it is wanting, has no elevation—where it is not

guarded, has uo security. Theprudence with which

it is exercised, is the surest evidence of its inte-

grity ; for if intemperate, it not only raises enemies

to ourselves, but to God. It augments the natural

enmity to religion, instead of increasing its friends.

But, if tempered by charily, if blended with

benevolence, if sweetened by kindnesss, if evinced

to be honest by its influences on our own conduct,

and gentle by its effect on our manners, it may
lead our irreligious acquaintance to inquire more
closely in what consists the distinction between

them and us. We will already by this mildness

have won their affections; our next step may
be to gain over their judgment. They may be led

to examine what solid grounds of dilierence sub-

.slst between us and them; what substantial rea-

son we have for not going their lengths; what

sound argument they can ofl'er for not going ours,"

and thus might the object of our religious associa-

tion and intercourse be gained, to tlie honour of

Truth, and the peace of our own minds; whereas

it will ever be frustrated by the exercise of self-

will which leads to the forsaking of true charity.

which is the bond of christian perfection, heinj

the end of the law, the fruit of faith and th(j

pov?er of the gospel, without which the apostle de'

clared he was nothing, though possessed of all

other qualifications and graces.
'

—

^

1

The Inlroduclion of Tea, Coffee, and Chocolate,
j

(L-oncluiied from page 246.)
'

While the honor of introducing tea maybe dis'

puted between the English and the Dutch, that o|

coffee remains between the English and the Frencl

Yet an Italian intended to have occupied the plae

of honor; that admirable traveller, Pietro dell'

Yalle, writing from Constantinople, 1615, to ,

Koman, his fellow-countryman, iuforming hinj

that he should teach Europe in what manner th.

Turks took what he calls " Cahue," or as the won

is written in an Arabic and English pamphlet,

printed at Oxford, 1659, on " the nature of th

drink Kauhi or coffee." As this celebrated trai

veller lived in 1652, it may excite surprise that thi

first cup of coffee was not drank at Rome : this n'.

mains for the discovery of some member of th

Arcadian Society." Our own Purchas, at th'

time that Yalle wrote, was also " a Pilgrim," au'

well knew what was " Ccffa," which they " dran!

as hot as they can endure it; it is as black a

soot, and tastes not much unlike it
;
good they sa

,

for digestion and mirth."

It appears, by Le Grand's " Yie privee des Frar

gois," that the celebrated Thevenot, in 1658, gav

coffee after dinner ; but it was considered as th

whim of a traveller; neither the thing itself, no

its appearance, wasinviting : it was probably attril

uted by the gay to the humor of a vain philosoph

cal traveller. But ten years afterwards a Turkis

ambassador at Paris made the beverage highl

fashionable. The elegance of the equipage recoit

mended it to the eye, and charmed the women
the brilliant porcelain cups, in which it was pourec

the napkins fringed with gold, and the Turkis

slaves on their knees presenting it to the ladie:

seated on the ground on cushions, turned the heac

of the Parisian dames. This elegant introductio

made the exotic beverage a subject of conversatio

and in 1672, an Armenian at Paris, at the fair-timi

opened a coffee-house. But the custom still pr

vailed to sell beer and wine, and to smoke and mi

with indifferent company in their first imperfei

coffee-houses. A Florentine, one Procope, eel

brated in his day as the arbiter of taste in this d

partment, instructed by the error of the Armenia;

invented a superior establishment and introduce

ices : he embellished his apartment, and those wl

had avoided the offensive coffee-houses, repaired

Procope's, where literary men, artists, and wits i

sorted, to inhale the fresh and fragrant steal

Le Grande says, that this establishment holds

distinguished place in the literary history

the times. It was at the coffee-heuse of Du La
rent that Saurin, La Motte, Danchet, Boindi

Rousseau, &c., met : but the mild steams of tl

aromatic berry could not mollify the acerbity of

many rivals, and the witty malignity of Rousse;

gave birth to those famous couplets on all ti

coffee-drinkers, which occasioned his misfortun

and his banishment.

Such is the history of the first use of coffee ai

its houses in Paris. We, however, had the u

before even the time of Thevenot; for an Engli

Turkish merchant broughta Greek servant in 165
who, knowing how to roast and make it, opened

house to sell it publicly. I have also discover

his hand-bill, in which he sets forth,

" The vertue of the coffee drink, first publiquc

made and sold in England, by Pasqua llosee,

St. Michael's Alley, Cornhill, at the sign of I

own head."
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For about twenty years after the introduction

feoffee in this kingdum, we find a continued se

ies of invectives against its adoption, both in med
|;inal and domestic views. The use of coffee, in

leed, seems to have excited more notice, and to

ave had a greater influence on the manners of the

eople, than that of tea. It soems at first to havi

eeu more universally used, as it still is on the

iJontinont ; and its use is connected with a resort

ior the idle and the curious : the history of coffee-

,ouses is often that of the manners, the morals,

nd the politics of a people. Even in its native

lountry the government discovered that extraordi-

lary fact, and the use of the Arabian berry was

aore than once forbidden whore it grows ; for

;<]llis, in his " History of Coffee," 1774, refers to

|n Arabian MS. in the King of France's library,

!/hioh shows that coffee-houses in Asia were some-

iraes suppressed. The same fate happened on its

introduction into England. ....
The frequenting of coffee-houses is a custom

Ifhich has declined within our recollection, since

Institutions of a higher character, and society itself,

las so much improved within late years. Tliese

pere, however, the common assemblies of all classes

|if society. The mercantile man, the man of letters,

|.nd the man of fashion, had their appropriate coffee-

liouses. The Tatler dates from either to convey a

'haracter of his subject. In the reign of Charles

I., 1G75, a proclamation for sometime shut them
ill up, having become the rendezvous of the poli-

icians of that day. Koger North has given, in his

[jlxamen, a full account of this bold stroke : it was
|iot done without some apparent respect to the

British Constitution, the court affecting not to act

Igainst law, for the judges were summoned to a

Consultation, when, it seems, tte five who met did

Ut agree in opinion. But a decision was contrived,

(hat " the retailing of coffee and tea might be an
Innocent trade ; but as it was said to nourish sedi-

ion, spread lies, and scandalize great men, it might
flso be a common nuisance." A general discon-

ent in consequence, as North acknowledges, took

^lace, and emboldened the merchants and retailers

')f coffee and tea to petition ; and permission was
loon granted to open the houses to a certain period,

inder a severe admonition that the masters should
jrevent all scandalous papers, books, and libels

'rom being read in them, and hinder every person
rom spreading scandalous reports against the gov-

irnment. It must be conl'essed, all this must have
requently puzzled the coffee-house master to de-

;ide what was scandalous, what book was fit to be
icensed to be read, and what political intelligence

night be allowed to be communicated. The object

)f the government was, probably, to intimidate,

ather than to persecute at that moment.
Chocolate the Spaniards brought from Mexico,

vhere it was denominated Uhocolatti; it was a

loarse mixture of ground cocoa and Indian corn,

vith rocou; but the Spaniards, liking its nourish-

nent, improved it into a richer compound, with
lugar, vanilla, and other aromatics.

We had chocolate-houses in London long after

loffee-houses ; they seemed to have asociated some-
hing more elegant and refined in their new term
Then the other had become common. Koger North
hus inveighs against them : " The use of coff'ee-

louses seems much improved by a new invention,

ialled chocolate-houses, tor the benefit of rooks and
iullies of quality, where gaming is added to all the

•est, and the summons of W seldom fails;

is if the devil had erected a new university, and
-hose were the colleges of its professors, as well as

lis schools of discipline." Roger North, a high
ory, and attorney-general to James II., observed,

lowever, that these rendezvous were often not

intirely composed of those " factious gentry he so

much dreaded ;" for ho says, " This way of passing

time might have been stopped at first, before people

had possessed themselves ofsome convenience from

them of meeting for short dispatches, and passing

evenings with small expenses." And old Aubrey,
the small Boswell of his day, attributes his general

acquaintance to "the modern advantage of coffee-

houses in this great city, before which men knew
not how to be acquainted, but with their own re

lations and societies :" a curious statement, whicli

proves the moral connexion with society of all sed-

entary recreations, which induce the herding spirit.

For "The Friend."

Regardless of Consequences.

The propriety of the sentiment that a man is

not to regard consequences, in the prosecution of
what he conceives to be his religious duty, depends
upon the ground on which his belief rests, and
what those consequences may be. Where they
affect himself only, without invading the peace
and the rights of another, or prejudicing the
cause of religion, he may act conformably with
what he believes to be his duty. John Woolman
differed from his friends, in wearing a hat and
cloth clothes, made of the natural colour of the

material. It subjected him to the remarks of

some who carried themselves shy of him, but we
suppose it did not disturb the harmony of society

nd he was left to bear the consequences of his

ingularity, explaining occasionally to his friends

the motives which led him to take the course L

did. We do not find that he insisted on h
friends adopting his scruples, or condemned them
for not following his example ; and while he

"aved it to be a divine requiring, in no way
involving the principles, or the chara&ter of

the Society, it might be his duty to comply,

thout looking at con.sequences. John Griffith,

when a young convert, fully believing in the

obligation to follow the leadings of the Holy
Spirit, proved the possibility of being deceived in

his apprehensions of duty, when he thought it

required of him to do with as little food and

leep, as would sustain nature. The enemy, tak-

ng advantage of the ardency of his mind to

walk in the way of self-denial, insinuated that

the work of sanctification would be more effectually

accomplished, by pursuing this rigidly abstemious

ourse, and even adduced Scripture, and passages

frou] other works, to enforce his false suggestions.

John Griflith says, " I then realli/ believed it was
the voice of Christ in my uiind, commanding
these things, and therefore endeavoured to be

faithful therein, till my natural strength abated,

and I found my body grew much weaker thereby."

From this delusion he was happily relieved, by
the wise counsel of an experienced friend, which
no doubt taught him the salutary lesson, to " count

the cost" of apprehended requirings; and that

under an ardent concern to do his duty, Satan

might mislead him, if he was not kept in humility,

upon the watch, jealous of himself, and waiting on

the Lord to receive from him sufficient evidence

vhether it was his duty.

This does not by any means imply, that there

s any uncertainty in the voice of Christ, when
it is really uttered in the soul, or that evil conse-

quences can follow obedience to the divine will

;

but it proves that zealous, self-confident people

may mistake the wily transformer, for the Shep-

herd they should follow, and that there is safety

in entertaining a humble, modest opinion of them-

selves, and proper charity for those who cannot

into everything they think is very clear to

them. The most devoted and experienced dis-

ples of Christ, have ever found, that he does not

require them to act under uncertainty, without

looking at consequences. Whatever they may
feel of the fire, the whirlwind or the earthquake,
those wlio are preserved upon the sure fouuilution,

must wait to hear the still small voice, and to

act under its calming influence, in the faith of
which Christ is the author, and which he gives to
them in his own time. Even then, "He that be-
lievcth shall not make haste " When our Lord
preached to the people the necessity of forsakin"

all, taking up the daily cross and following him,
if they would bo his disciples, he inculcated

the doctrine of deliberation and calm reflection,

that they might count the cost. " For which
of you, says he, intending to build a tower,

sittcth not down first and cuuhteth the cost, whether
he have sufficient to finish it ; lest, haply, after he
hath laid the foundation, and is not able to fini.sh

it, all that behold it begin to mock him, saying,

this man began to build, and was not able to

finish." If we are to count the cost of obedience,

when the Master gives a command, that we may
be made sensible of our insufficiency, and the need
we have to apply to and rely upon him, for wis-

dom and strength to carry us through, how neces-

sary is it to pause and wait for clearness of vision,

when it may be doubtful whether it is his com-
mand, before we plunge ourselves, and perhaps
others, into serious difficulties.

Some persons have set up for reformers of the
doctrines, and the established order of our religious

Society, who seemed to think they saw things in

a clearer light than our early Friends, and that

it was their province to instruct more perfectly

their partly enlightened brethren, the consequences

of which have been inconceivably deleterious to

many who once belonged to it. When Joseph
Whitall told Elias Hicks he would produce one of

the greatest schisms that had occurred amono'

Friends, if he persisted in preaching the false doc-

trine, " that Christ was no more than a man,"
contrary to the Scriptures and the faith of
the Society, Elias allowed it would produce a
schism, but that it would soon be over, fur he be-

lieved his doctrines must and wouldprevail . Very
few persons made higher pretensions to the guid-

ance of the divine light than Elias Hicks, while

his sentiments and actions proved he was under
the greatest deceptioa ; and few men were more
positive of being right, or more regardless of con-

sequences than he was, in his destructive career

in carrying out his plans through the Society. He
had no right to broach or propagate opinions, while

a member, which the Society always held in ab-

horrence, or to break in upon its peace and excel-

lent church government, spreading division and
distraction among the members. Had he concealed

his sentiments in his own mind, the fatal conse-

quences would have attached to himself; but to

involve the Society in a most disastrous schism,

was a violation of the peace and the rights of

others, and an act of irreparable injustice to the

members.

As they differed in opinion so widely, Joseph
Whitall proposed to him to have a few solid

Friends, ministers and elders convened, that a

discussion might be hud, but he would not consent

thereto, saying, that " he was so confirmed in his

sentiments, that he should persevere therein, let

the consequences be whcU tliey mir/ht." His opinions

were unsound, and he was greatly deceived in the

idea that the consequences of the schism would be

of short duration. Had ho taken the advice of

solid Friends, and listened to them with the dis-

position to be corrected of his errors, what an

uHt of fearful suffering, endangering, for aught

we know, the salvation of souls, would have been

pared the Society at large, and many deluded

individuals, who were swept off with the torrent
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of the separation. Thu downfall of many, who had
been favoured with preservation in tbeir beginning,
while they kept little and low in heart^ with a

single eye to their divine Master, but who left the

watch-tower, aiFords strong admonition to guard
against an independent, positive spirit, that pi

fesses great clearness and certainty of vision, and
being fearless of consequences, in doing things, of

which discerning and judicious advisers may
tertain serious doubts. "There is a way that

seemeth right unto a man, but the end thereof

are the ways of death."

Celebrated English Oaks.—An English publi-

cation gives the following account of the most
celebrated oaks in England : The oldest oak in

England is supposed to be the Parliament Oak,
(from the tradition of Edward I. holding a parlia-

ment under its branches,) in Climpstone Park, be-

longing to the Duke of Portland, the park being

also the most ancient on the island ; it was a park

before the Conquest, and was seized as such by
the conqueror. The tree is supposed to be 1,500
years old. The tallest oak in England was be-

lieved to be the property of the same nobleman
;

it was called the " Duke's walking-stick," was
higher than Westminster Abbey, and stood till of

late years. The largest oak in this country is

called Calthrop Oak, Yorkshire ; it measures 78
feet in circumference where the trunk meets the

ground. The Three Shire Oak, at Worksop, is so

called from its covering part of the counties of

York, Nottingham, and Derby. It had the great-

est expanse of any recorded in this island, dropping
over 767 square yards. The most productive oak

was that of Gelonos, in Monmouthshire, felled in

1810. Its bark brought £200, and its timber
£670. In the mansion of Tredegar Park, Mon-
mouthshire, there is said to be a room 42 feet

broad, and 227 feet long, the floor and wainscots

of which were the production of a single oak tree

grown on the estate.

Snow the Pour Jlau's Manure.—For indefinite

ages, snow has been regarded as imparting in-

creased fruitfulness to the soil. Many intelligent

men have doubted the correctness of this popular
notion ; but since Baron Liebig discovered ammo-
nia in recently fallen snow, the difficulty is fully

explained. Direct and numerous experiments

have shown that ammonia is by far the most
powerful element in common stable manure.
Guano is worth $50 a ton, and fifty times more
than a like weight of barn-yard manure, mainly
because it contains fifty times as much ammonia.
The decay of plants all over the continent dis-

charges into the atmosphere a vast amount of the

elements of crops, which are brought back to the

earth again in rains and snows, and constitute the
natural food of growing plants. Snow being much
colder than rain, naturally condenses more ammo-
nia than water ; and this is doubtless the reason

why a given weight of snow yields more of the

volatile alkali tiTan rain water.

—

Rochester Ame-

Where it should be—when a gentleman who had
been accustomed to give away some thousands, was
supposed to be at the point of death, his presump-
tive heir inquired where his fortune was to be
found. To whom he replied, " in the

of the indigent, where it should be."

It is among the evidences of the divine origin

of the Holy Scriptures, that Christians grow more
and more tbud of them, as they arrive nearer to

heaven.

For " The Friend."

Will the Editors of the Friend give a place in

its columns to the following extract, from the Jour-
nal of John Churchman.

" The next day being asked how he was, he said

nearly as follows ; " I have slept sweetly and seem
much refreshed, and though I feel myself very
weak in body, I am full of Divine consolation, hav-
ing never before had such prospects of heavenly
things. It seems even as though my soul was
united in chorus with glorified saints and angels,

both sleeping and waking. I now believe I shall

recover, and that this sickness did not happen to

me altogether on my own account. My only way
to recover is to be industrious and diligent in what
I believe is required of me; I have many messages
to deliver, both in public and privately to Friends,
who I see have missed their way, and have in a
great measure deprived themselves of the beauty
wherewith an humble abiding in the truth would
have dignified them ; and to some of my elder bre-

thren, for whom I feel an uncommon nearness of
|

affection, their lives never appeared to be more
near to me, and I dare not conceal counsel from
them, whether they will hear or forbear. I thought
last night, I had a clear prospect of the situations
of many within the verge of our quarterly meeting

;

it seemed as though the inward states of particulars
were opened to me in full view; the pure life in

the brightness of religion, never appeared to be
more precious. An uncommon earnestness attends
my mind, for the recovery of the rebellious, hypo-
critical, and backsliding professors of all ranks
amongst us. If I get to our quarterly meeting,
which I believe I shall, and can have time allowed
me when there, I have tidings, important tidings,

as from a dying man, to many. I have seen the
mystery of the prophet lying three days and three
nights in the belly of the fish. A wicked and
adulterous generation are now, as formerly, seek-
ing for a sign to things spoken closely, but no sign
shall be given them, save the sign of the prophet
Jonah. Our Saviour's sufferings for mankind, and
afterwards descending into the bowels of the earth,
prefigured that his followers must, after his pattern,
descend into spiritual baptism ; that they may rise

n, freed from the dregs of nature and from the
corruptions of the creaturely passions, before they
can be qualified to see and suitably to administer to

the states of others. I have likewise seen the
mystery of Ezekiel's sufi'erings, and bearing the
sins of the house of Israel for the space of three
hundred and ninety days, which being accom-
plished, he was commanded to turn on the other
side, and to bear the sins of Judah forty days, for

the corruptions of that princely tribe who should
have been as way-marks to others. My state has
been for several years past, my deep baptisms aud
painful sittings in our meetings, like bearing the
rod of the wicked; in which dispensation I have
been sometimes ready to conclude with Elijah, that
he altars were thrown down and the Lord's pro-
phets slain, and I, a mean, worthless servant, left

alone, and that my life was sought also. I have
now seen the use of those dispensations to me, with

use of my late sickness, whereby I am reduced
to great weakness of body; that I might be as a

gn to this generation, and as with the mouth of
dying man, utter tidings without fear of givmg

offence; tidings which I have heretofore concealed,
through a timorous disposition.

" I have seen at this season that the Lord hath
preserved a living number in Israel, who have not

bowed the knee to Baal, or the god of this world.
I have also seen the condition of many who have
worshipped strange gods; and the corruption even
of some who have assumed the station of ministers
in our Society, how they are deceived so far as to

believe a lie; have seen lying visions, and havn
caused the weak to stumble. They have beei

speaking peace to the people in the Lord's name I

when it was only a flash, or divination of their owi'

brain, which has tended to corruption and putre

;

faction in the churches. I have seen that mani
little ones have laid groaning as under the burdei'

and oppression of these things, whose day of re

'

demption draweth near, when they shall be mad(

by the Almighty, as bright stars in the firmameni;

of his power ; and those who are corrupt and set'

tied on their lees, shall be punished. In this dis'

pensation I have abundantly witnessed the incomes

of that peace and love which pass all understand
ing; neitlier my tongue nor capacity is able to set

forth the bowels of compassion which I livingly

feel to flow towards the whole bulk of mankind '

and especially to my brethren in profession. I(

seems as though no affliction would be too great tci

endure for their sakes, if it might be a means tc

have some of them, whose situation I have now
been led to behold as particulars, restored to theii'

former greenness and spiritual health, from whence
they have fallen, and dimm ss has overtaken them.

And though my outward man seems almost wasted.'

my spirit is strong in the Lord, and in the inex-

pressible strength of affection, I have found mj
spirit led from place to place over the country, tc

visit the souls in prison : Yea, I have beheld the

dawning of that precious morning, wherein corrup-

tion shall be swept away from the church, and^

righteousness and truth begin to flourish greatly.

The day seems to me to be at hand ; and what if'

I say, I have a degree of faith that some of the

children now born may live to see it. Through;

innocent boldness, my face seems to be as brass,

and in the openings of the vision of life, I think

I could utter gospel truths, and discover the mystery

of iniquity, which I have seen, without fearing any

mortal. I may be raised to live a while longer,

though to die now, would be a welcome release to

me. Yea, I could not desire to live, but for the

longings of soul, and pantings which I feel towardsi

the precious seed in many, whom I have now been

led in spirit to visit. I have beheld their situation

to be as lumps, taken out from the bowels of their

mother, the earth, though much hidden from the

view of mortals ; and are tempering and fashioning

by the Divine Potter, in different shapes, for divers

uses ; and I have seen that the Potter's power is

sufficient to pick out, and take away every little

pebble of nature. Many I have beheld in this sit-

uation, set by, as it were, out of sight to dry, until

all the dampness and natural moisture is removed

from them, not being yet fitted to undergo the ope-

ration of burning; but when properly prepared and

thoroughly dried, many will be brought to the fire,

burned and glazed, so that they may retain the-

liquor or wine of the kingdom, with a sweet taste,:

without any degree of taint or nauseous smell." I

(To 1

For " The Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,
Of Miaisters and Elders, and other concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

tConlinued from page 269.J

GEORGE GRAY.

George Gray appears to have been an honest,

simple-hearted man, much beloved for his work'
sake in the gift of gospel ministry committed to

him, and much used in religious society. Ilis

education was probably more limited than that of

some of his contemporaries, and the range of his

intellect was without doubt narrower, and yet he

appears to have occupied quite an extensive field

of usefulness.

In settling differences—in dealing with offend-
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-s—iu looking after the necessities of the poor

-in labouring, as his Master called him, in the

iiinistry of the gospel—in looking after the com-

i)rts of his beloved wife and a flock of ^oung chil-

;ren growing around him, he appears to have been

idustriously employed. The Friends, in that day,

•ere anxious to clear their hands of any partici-

ation in things they deemed wrong, and we find

leorge Gray labouring in 1G96 with a member of

Itie meeting in Philadelphia, who had sold and was

ijUing jewsharps. This, which the offender no

loubt considered a trifling violation of their testi-

mony against musical instruments, was so brought

jome to him, that he promised to sell no more.

In that time there were no overseers in the

hurch, but concerned Friends felt constrained to

iibour with those through whose evil conduct and

jonversation the truth suflered reproach, and to

liring the matter to the Monthly Meeting for its

iction in the case. In the first appointment of

I'riends to a general oversight of the church, such

;s overseers now exercise, it is not uncommon to

|rnd ministers of the gospel made use of. At a

lonthly Meeting iu Philadelphia, held Second

lonth 29, 1698, we find by minute it was
ihought needful, " that some Friends be appointed

|o look into the disorders of all that make profes-

!ion of Truth, who live within the limits of our

beating, and also to speak to those that neglect

heir duly in coming to Slonthly and Weekly
ileetings, and to those that are profuse in their

ousiug and clothing, according to the modes and
ashious." To perform this arduous duty, foui

ii'rieuds were appointed, of whom William Southe
ly and George Gray were approved ministers.

, In the Fourth month, George Gray informed
l.i'riends of his Monthly Meeting of a prospect he

liad of a visit to Barbadoes, "in some short time.'"

ivo certificate being applied for, it was left. Ie

ihe Fifth month, Griflith Owen was desired to pre-

nare a certificate for their ancient Friend, but
i'robably owing to the time of his departure being

uncertain, it was not issued until the Seventh
laonth. In the meantime, a dreadful pestilence

liroke out in Philadelphia. Late in the Sixth
aonth, and early iu the Seventh month, (old style,

fquivalent to the Eighti and Ninth months in the

iiew,) many, very many Friends, as well as multi-

judes of their fellow-citizens, were cut off from
'heir earthly existence some with a few days,

fthers with only a few hours' sickness. Death
tntered the family circle of George Gray. Ilis

ifife and his wife's mother were among the valua-
ile Friends, for whom the church, as well as their

amilies and intimate friends, were called to

nourn.

Sad must have been the feeling of our afflicted

riend, when leaving his motherless children to the

iare of their relatives in Philadelphia, he, in dedi-

:ation of heart to the pointings of duty, went to

ahour in gospel love among the Friends of his

founger years. He appears to have been absent
rom Philadelphia, more than half a year, in this

ervice.

In the Eleventh month Monthly Meeting,
l700, some Friends expressed a fear that the chil-

Iren of Friends had too much liberty granted them
wander about on the evenings of the First day

if the week. On considering the matter, it was
:onfluded that three or four meetings should be
leld in the houses of Friends in different parts of

he city, on the evenings of that day, and George
Jray with others were appointed to select suitable

ilaces. Such meetings were held for a time, but
)eing found inconvenient, were discontinued.

Friends in Philadelphia having reprinted " Gos-
)el Family Order, being a short discourse concern- ',,,.. . „
ng the ordering of Families, both of WhitoJpf^'^^T''"'^'"'''"'^'

Blacks, and Indians. By George Fox."''' George
Gray was appointed by the Preparative Meeting
in the Third month, 1701, to send a number of
copies to Friends of Barbadoes.

A concern having arisen in the Preparative

Jleeting in the Fifth month, 1701, that something
should be done to discourage such tailors as made
profession with Friends from " making such fash-

ionable clothing as tends to the corruption of
youth, and the breaking the good order of Truth,"
the subject was opened in the next Monthly Meet-
ing. After solidly considering the matter, the

meeting appointed a large committee, "and as

many more as are willing to meet together the

next Sixth-day, at the second hour in the after-

noon, at this place, and in the meantime Gcor^
Gray and Pentecoast Toague are desired to give

notice to all tailors belonging to this meeting to

meet the said Friends, according to time and
place, to have some conference with them about
the aforesaid matter." The women also appointed

a committee to meet at the said time with the men
The meeting was held on the 1st of the Sixth

month, according to appointment, and owing
the fact that the minute made at the close of the

conference, was placed on a paper which for other

reasons it was desirable to preserve, it is still iu

existence. It runs thus.

"A considerable number of Friends, both men
nd women, were met together according to the

ppointment of the last Monthly Meeting to have

some conference with the tailors about making
fashionable clothing. Several precious testimonies

were borne to the ancient Truth, and the power of

God was over the meeting. The advice of Friends

was to the tailors, both men and women, that they

should be very careful for the time to come, how
they did make or encourage any body in the wear
ing of any such clothing as the testimony of Truth
is against. For the most part they seemed to be

very condescending,—but it being the first time

of meeting on this subject, they hoped to take the

matter into further consideration, in order to keep
the truth clear of such reflections as hath been
thrown upon it on that account. Upon which the

meeting concluded."

The result was satisfactory, although the meet-

ing did not thereby preserve all its members in

the simplicity and plainness the truth called for.

The Society had performed its duty,—-the feelings

of many conscientious tailors had been awakened
to the responsibility of their position, and without

doubt good had been effected.

But few ministering Friends in Philadelphia

left the society with George Keith, and although

some of the fathers and mothers in the Truth soon

afterwards were removed by death, yet a consid-

erable increase in numbers took place before the

close of that century. Some approved ministers

removed to Philadelphia from other places ; others

were raised up to preach the gospel of life and
salvation whilst residing there. It is probable

among so many ministers, that it seldom happened
that a meeting was held throughout in silence, and
some of the valuable Friends began to fear lest a

ervent inward travail of spirit, and the worship

vhich is performed in solemn secret aspirations

unto God, and reverential waiting before him, was
too much lost sight of. Under a concern on this ac-

count, the matter was brought before the Monthly
Meeting on the Sixth month, 1698, and a propo-

sition was made that a meeting should be held

during the week, for solemn silent waiting, to be

called a " retired meeting." In such a meeting,

f held, all vocal ministry was to be discouraged.

Not that any positive prohibition was to be carried
into effect, but ministers, knowing the cause of the
establishment of the meeting, were expected to
bear in silence the exercises which came upon
them as much as possible. In the Monthly Meet-
ing, held the 30th day of the Seventh month,
1698, both men and women Friends united in be-
lieving that such a meeting was needed, and might
be attended with benefit. It was, therefore, agreed
to establish it, and it was concluded to hold it

"every Third-day," "to begin at the second hour
in the afternoon."

William Ellis, who was then on a religious visit
to Friends on this continent, being at the time of
the establishment of the meeting iu Philadelphia,
united with the concern, and his counsel and en-
couragement were doubtless of weight with the
Monthly Meeting. He had, it would appear, some
experience in " Weekly Meetings" of this kind.
Writing from this country, early in this year, he
says, "The strength that I have often gained in
these retired meetings, I do find stands in me
steadily in this my travel. Oh! my heart is

warmed within me, when I remember those good
.seasons, and how the Lord filled the hearts of the
faithful, that they could not forbear to meet to-
gether, that they m\ght jmrcli/ cixjoy the presence
oj God; and I have made some observations, that
those who have been indifferent in that work, I
have not seen grow to the stature of a strong man
in Christ Jesus, who is Lord of our assemblies."
The "retired meeting" on Third-day was thought

to be of essential service. But as the rightly
anointed ministers after labouring for the fulfilment
of their duty, by inward travail of spirit, under Di-
vine anthority, were as it were, sometimes compelled
to give vocal utterance briefly to their exercises, so
less experienced ones, not having learned so well
to bear spiritual burdens for others in secret, takin"
encouragement therefrom, also began to open their
mouths therein. The distinctive character of this
meeting was in great danger of being lost, when
in 1702, the Preparative Meeting in Philadelphia
took up the matter. It appointed John Kinsey,
George Gray, and Ralph Jackson, three minister-
ing Friends to open the matter in the Meeting of
Ministers, and "to advise or caution Friends con-
cerned," that Friends in Philadelphia desired the
"Third-day retired Meeting may be kept accord-
ing to the first institution thereof" The Friends
named performed their duty, and the Moetino- of
Ministers after noting that there was " some ex-
ercise on the minds of Friends, because the Third-
day Meeting in Philadelphia, which being ap-
pointed for a retired meeting, is sometime's too
much exercised under unnecessary testimonies,"
expresses its unity with the concern.

This meeting for silent waiting on Third-day
afternoon, continued to bo held until a regular
Third-day morning Meeting was established. It
was discontinued by minute of the Monthly Meet-

held Second mo. '11, 1716.
(To be continued.)

For account of thi:

Butter Making.—A valuable improvement in

the process of working butter has been effected

by Ezekiel Gore, of Vermont, consisting in the
employment of an endless revolving sack or bag
for containing and confining the butter, and con-
veying it to and between two fluted or working-
rollers, and through the water in the tub or box
as fast as the rollers operate upon it. The butter

is placed in the sack and the tub filled with water;
the fluted rollers are caused to revolve, and set the

sack in motion. The sack and butter are thus

caused to pass between the fluted rollers under
the salt hopper, and then through the water, until

thoroughly worked, cleansed, and seasoned.
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THE CORAL GROVE.
Deep in the wave is a coral grove,

Where ibe purple mullet and gold-fish rove
;

Where the sea-flower spreads its leaves of blue,

That never are wet with falling dew,
But in bright and changeful beauty shine.

Far down in the green and glassy brine.

The floor is of sand, like the mountain drift.

And the pearl-shells spangle the flinty snow,
From coral rocks the sea plants lift

Their boughs, where the tides and billows flow;

The water is calm and still below,

For the winds and waves are absent there,

And the sands are bright as the stars that glow
In the motionless fields of upper air

:

There, with its waving blade of green.

The sea-flag streams through the silent water.

And the crimson leaf of the dulse is seen

To blush, like a banner bathed in slaughter:

There, with a light and easy motion.

The fan-coral sweeps through the clear, deep sea,

And the yellow and scarlet tufts of ocean

Are bending like corn in the upland lea

;

And life, in rare and beautiful forms.

Is sporting amid those bowers of stone.

And is safe, when the wrathful spirit of storms

Has made the top of the wave his own:
And when the ship from his fury flies.

Where the myriad voices of ocean roar.

There, far below, in the peaceful sea.

The purple mullet and gold-fish rove,

Where the waters murmur tranquilly.

Through the bending twigs of the coral grove.

J. O. Percival.

" The cup which my Father has given me, shall I not

drink it?" "By the sorrow and the joy alike, we are

training for the skies."

Do ye not know, do ye not feel,

How much of earthly taint.

Lingers around the human heart.

And makes the spirit faint ?

How many a foolish, wrong desire,

Doth lead the mind astray,

In the wide search for happiness,

Far from the " narrow way."

And even when the light of joy.

Is beaming in the heart.

How few are guided by its rays

To choose the " better part."

No! we forget, when all around
Is smooth, and bright, and fair.

The Being who bestows the good.

And makes us all His care.

Aye ! oftentimes forget, until

He, who is wise, and just.

Sends down his messengers of grief.

To prove our hope and trust.

Then not for us—oh ! not for us

—

To say what should be given,

By Him who knows how much we need,

To turn our thoughts to heaven.

The Slieep of Australiii.

In 1786, the House of Commons declared in

favour of making New Holland a reeeptacle for

convicts; in 1787, the first expedition departed

and landed in Botany Bay, the 20th of January,

1788. On close inspection the locality was found

entirely unsuitable, and the colony pitched their

tents in the magnificent harbour of Port Jackson.

Tbe flag of England was raised, and the govern-

ment of New South Wales proekimed. The in-

habitants then numbered 1020 ; 565 male and 192
female convicts, 233 seamen, marines, and oflicers,

and 30 other women and children. Such, sixty-

seven years ago, were the insignificant beginnings

of a group of states, which now hold a million of

inhabitants, and carry on a greater trade with the

mother country than any other country of the

world. Reinforcements followed, speedily and
regularly. Under the penal regulations of 1790,

which are sfill in force, and by which the term of

punishment is either seven or fourteen years, or
i

the life of the culprit, the annual shipments were

about one thousand till 1813, two thousand from
1813 to 1830, three thousand five hundred from

1830 to 1810, and from that year to the present,

about four thousand ; so that about a hundred
thousand criminals, in the aggregate, have been
conveyed to this vast natural penitentiary.

The constitution of the new country was neces-

sarily adapted to the character of the population,

and never, in occidental Europe, was such an ar-

ray of powers vested in the hands of a single man,
as in those of the governor of New South Wales.
Of his own mere motion, he could inflict five hun-
dred lashes. All magazines and stores, titles of

honor, oflices, the trade and industry of the coun-
try, were at his entire disposal. The right of the

soil was subject to his good pleasure, as far as the

foot of the European penetrated. He alone com-
manded the labour of the country, granted mono-
polies, fixed the prices of the provisions, of labour,

or articles of trade. There was neither law nor
public opinion to restrain him. Nevertheless,

even in a population so habituated to robbery,

murder, execution, mismanagement, mutiny and
rebellion, in a population so depraved that for

twenty years rum took the place of coin as the

medium of exchange, even here a chosen few were
gradually found who were too debased for New
South Wales, in exact proportion as Botany Bay
itself was too debased for England. This forlorn

hope of infamy was expatriated, in 1803, to Van
Dieman's Land, there to found an intensified

Botany Bay, the first outlier of the sprig of Euro-
pean life transferred to the South Sea. In 1823,
this settlement rose to the dignity of another
colony.

It will always remain a matter of doubt whether
any other community than one of desperadoes,

would have survived the difiicujties interposed by
nature to human existence on these shores. A
narrow strip of coast was hemmed in by the al-

most inaccessible chain of the ' Blue Mountains."
Twenty years after the building of Sydney, it was
impossible to penetrate twenty miles inland. In

1810, however, under Governor MeQuary, a new
era opens. In 1<S13, the summit of the moun-
tains was scaled ; and the year 1814 witnessed the

completion of a road, which, in respect to the dis-

proportion of the means at command to the ends
accomplished, is said to bear comparison with the

greatest achievements of road building. This
avenue opened to immigration the immense undu-
lating meadows of Bathurst, which give rise to a

chain of rivers flowing westward into the flats of

the interior ; for in Australia, such is the forma-

tion of the country, that rivers empty not into the

sea, but into the land. This conquest of territory

was the more important, as the grazing industry

of the country had already become far too exten-

sive for the narrow belt of coast land. In 1793,
a few sheep had been saved from a wreck at Sid-

ney. They fell into the hands of a hard working
colonist, McArthur, who nursed the little tribe

with astonishing success. The entire attention

of the people was soon directed to these animals,

and they spread throughout the country with in-

conceivable rapidity. In 1810, New South Wales
had 26,000 sheep; eleven years after the crossing

of the Blue Mountains, in 1824, they had increased

to 170,000; in 1848 they numbered 536,000, and
in 1854 the Australian colonies together contained

sixteen millions ! Sir George Grey gives it as the

result of his personal observations, that a well-

managed flock of sheep in Australia must double

itself in two years.

The eS'ect of this new order of things on the

community of convicts, may be imagined. Shep
herds were greatly needed ; none but convict

.

were to be had. So the convicts were sent to thi'

interior in shoals; a strange modern Arcadia arose
'

in which Chloris and Phyllis, wandering over tht'

ungoverned meads, scoffed at the wisdom of the

English Solons who had sent them for punishment'
to this Paradise, where the mere watching of tht'

beast which, according to the Spanish proverb

'

" turns to gold, with its feet, the ground on which;

it treads," promised them speedy comfort, and'

even wealth. A people of criminals thus became'

a people of shepherds. This made it necessary tc

alter the despotic features of the constitution; at

executive council was introduced in 1822; courts

of law and juries were formally instituted.

—

Bui,
letin.

From G. Fox's Journal.

" Soon after this the Yearly Meeting began al

York; which because of the largeness of that'

county, and for the conveniency of Frienrls in the'

northern parts, had for some years been held there.'

And inasmuch as there had been some hurt done
in that place, by some that were gone out of the!

unity of Friends, it was upon me to write a fe;s

lines to that meeting, to exhort them to keep in

the pure, heavenly love, which brings into, and
keeps in the true unity, which was thus:

"Dear Friends and Brethren in Christ Jesus,

whom the Lord, by his eternal arm and powef.

hath preserved to this day, all walk in the power
and spirit of God, that is over all, in love and'

unity; for love overcomes, builds up, and unites

all the members of Christ to him, the Head. Love:

keeps out of all strife, and is of God. Love, or

charity, never fails, but keeps the mind above all

outward things, and strife about outward things.

It overcomes evil, and casts out all false fears. It

is of God, and unites all the hearts of his people

together in the heavenly joy, concord and unity.

The God of love preserve you all, and establish

you in Christ Jesus, your life and salvation, ioi

whom ye have all peace with God. So walk ic

him, that ye may be ordered in his peaceable,

heavenly wisdom, to the glory of God, and the:

comfort one of another. Amen. G. F."

London, Third mo. 27, 1689.

General Aspect of the Jews in Palestine.

We remarked, as other travellers have done

the almost total absence in Palestine of anj

manifestations of that love of music, and of that

mirthfulness and joy, for which the Israelites it

ancient times were particularly distinguished ; foi

Judea was truly the land of song; its sacred

melodies must ever stand unrivalled, and the

music of the Temple was more glorious, elaborate.,

and costly, than was ever provided by any heather

forms of worship. But the harp, the tabret, the

loud trumpet, and cymbal, have disappeared from

the land; the only sound of music oecasionallj

beard being that of an Arab shepherd playing or

a pipe of reeds. The prophecies have been ful

filled which declared, " I will cause to cease tlie

voice of mirth from Judah and Jerusalem." " Al
joy is darkened, the mirth of the land is gone

and all the merry-hearted do sigh, the mirth o!

tabrets ceaseth, the mirth of those that rejoice

endeth, the joy of the harp ceaseth." (Isaiali

xxiv. 7, 8, 11.) The general aspect of the un
happy Jew is that of a settled, habitual, and

intense sorrow. " They eat their bread will

carefulness, and drink their water with astonish-

ment," (Ezekiel xii. 19;) and, though the soil be

most favourable to the growth of the vine, the)

scarcely ever indulge in the use of wine, verityinc

thus the prophecy, " They shall not clrink wine
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th a soDg" (Isaiah xxiv. 9.) It was predicted

Moses, that, in consequence of their disobe-

encc, they should live as slaves, wherever they

•re scattered.—"The Lord shall give them a

ambling heart, and failing of eyes, and sorrow

mind" (Deuteronomy xsviii. 65.) They may

uly be said to have drunk " the cap of the wine

the fierceness of his wrath" to the very dregs;

r they have always been objects of deep hatred

id contempt to their Moslem rulers, who have

ten cruelly oppressed them, and they have found

the native Christians still more bitter enemies

.an the Turks.

—

London Jetcish Intel.

slract from Proposilion X. Cuncerning the Minislry.

BY ROBERT B.\RCLAY.

For it is by this inward and immediate opera-

on of the Spirit, whieh Christ hath promised to

ad his children with into all truth, and to teach

lom all things, that Christians are to be led in

1 steps, as well last as first, which relate to

od's glory and their own salvation, as we h

eretofore sufficiently proved, and need not now

>peat it. And truly this device of Satan, where-

y he has got people to put the immediate guid

igs and leadings of God's spirit, as an extraor

inary thing afar off, which their forefathers had,

ut which they now are neither to wait for or

xpect, is a great cause of the growing apostacy

pon the many gathered churches, and is one

reat reason why a dry, dead, barren, lifeless,

piritless ministry, which leaves the people in

tie same death, doth so much abound, and is

5 much overspreading even the Protestant na-

ions, that their preaching and worships, as Well

s their whole conversation, is not to be discerned

:om Popish by any fresh living zeal, or lively

ower of the Spirit accompany it, but merely by

le dilFerence of some notions and opinions.

The noblest part of a friend," says old Fcl-

tham, "is an honest boldness, in the notifying of

errors. He that tells me of my fault, aimhuj at

my good, I munt think him wise and faithtul;

wise in spying that which I see not; faithful in

a plain admonishment, not tainted with flattery."

Fruits of War—Although the Russian com-

merce with foreign countries is by no means exten-

sive, and exposure to the cruisers of the allied fleets

during the present war has bcon particularly avoid-

ed, yet the British have captured no less than

ninety-two Russian prize vessels.

Set bounds to your zeal by discretion. Zeal

often lessens charity, and, when untempered, does

more harm than good.

THE FRIEND,
FIFTH MONTH 12, 1855.

Largest Library in the World.—The largest

brary in the world is believed to be the Biblio-

heque Nationale, in the Rue Richelieu, Paris, con-

lining 1,400,000 volumes, mostly in handsome
inding, of coloured leather, enriched with gilt,

nd placed in solid walls, from floor to ceiling,

7ith a front net-work for protection, as high as the

and can reach from a standing position upon the

oor.

The import of the intelligence from Europe re-

ceived by the last two steamers, is calculated to

bring feelings of sorrow, and forebodings of widely

extended commotion and distress into the mind of

every one, who properly estimates the dreadful

realities of war, and has even a slight acquaint-

ance with the hostile interests and feelings that

exist beneath the deceitful surface of European

society, awaiting an opportunity to enforce their

respective claims. Never was there a more strik

ing illustration of the apostle's description of the

origin of war, than the contest that is now being

earned on between England and France of the

one part, and Russia of the other. Covetousness

and the lust of power induced the latter Govern-

ment, under pretence of certain privileges being

unconfirmed, to claim from the Turk concessions

altogether incompatible with justice and equity;

jealousy and pride betrayed the other parties into

an adverse interference ; hasty or unguarded ex-

pressions awakened other evil passions on both

sides, and without either having received or given

a material cause of quarrel to the other, solely at

the instigation of " the lusts that war in our mem-

bers," they rushed into a deadly conflict that has

already cost the lives of hundreds of thousands of

their unaggrieved subjects.

hich the war originatedThe folly in

Cheerful Vieus.—Try to take cheerful views of palpable, and the results of the absurd contention

ivine things. Dwell on your mercies. Look at so heart-sickening, that a general expectation has
'

" ~ ...
^^^^ entertained, of terras of peace being speedily

t as well as the dark side. Do not cherish

:loomy thoughts. Melancholy is no friend to de-

•otion. It greatly hinders the usefulness of many,

t falls upon a contented life like a drop of ink on

phite paper, which is not the less a stain because

t carries no meaning with it. Let your soul rove

hrough the truths of Scripture as the happy herds

hrough the green pastures.

Singular Article of Trade.—We see it stated

n our exchanges, that in October and November
ast, no less than 900 barrels of snails were exported

rem Switzerland for foreign consumption. Snails

re esteemed quite good eating in Paris and Vienna,

o which cities this large quantity was probably

ent.

Lot the time of temptation be the time of

Lllence. Words react upon feelings; and if Satan,

n the time of our trials, can induce us to utter a

plasty or unadvised word, he will add, by so doing,

,0 the power of his previous assaults, and increase

'ho probability of his getting the victory.

adjusted and agreed on by the men who composed

the Conference at Vienna; but that expectation is

now blighted, and there is great reason to fear,

that as Austria more openly manifests a willing-

ness to side with Russia, the seat of war will be

changed, and its carnage and demoralization be

spread over other and more densely peopled coun-

tries. Should France and England, disappointed

in their anticipated success, adopt the policy ot

lighting the flame of revolution and revolt in Hun-

gary and Italy, it is impossible to foresee when and

where the awful struggle will be brought to a

close.

The Scriptures declare the wisdom that is from

beneath to be earthly, sensual, devilish ; and we

can hardly imagine a more glowing specimen of

its ripened fruit, than for the men who control the

afi'airs of these great nations, while confessing that

the causes of ofl'ence, whether real or imaginary,

can be removed, and the terms of peace settled,

only by a friendly conference of their respective

plenipotentiaries, under the plea of guarding the

national honour, or protecting the national inte-

rest, to be doing all in their power to stir up in

their countrymen those passions which delight in

bloodshed and robbery, and to array them in the

battle field, to see which can the more efl'ectually

serve the author of evil and grand enemy of man,
by effecting the greatest amount of misery and

th. The resources of the governments are being

exnausted, hundreds of thousands of the most

hardy and eificient of their subjects, are being cut

oflF on the bloody field, or in the more fatal hospi-

tals; suff'eringand dismayare being introduced into

thousands of families that look to them for pro-

tection and relief, and all of these are to con-

tinue until human endurance is worn out by the

complicated horrors of war, when at last they must

resort to a conference, and negotiate for terms oa

which each will be content to rest from ruining

themselves, and injuring their neighbours. Truly
" the wages of sin isdeath," in more senses than one.

It can hardly be otherwise than that the shock

produced by collision between the most powerful

nations of Europe, will be felt more or less,

throughout the whole world; affecting the interest

of all, and complicating the tangled web of nation-

al polities; and there is reason te fear that the

want of sterling principle in the rulers of this

country, and their desire to rob Spain of Cuba,

may expose it to being drawn into the contest, and

finally introduce us into contention and suffering

at home. Should such a chastisement be permit-

ted to come upon us, it will be no more than our

crying national sins have provoked, and nothing

but the unmerited mercy of the Almighty Dis-

poser of events will spare us from this or some

similar infliction. Would that all those who are

profes.sing to believe in the benign precepts of the

gospel of peace and salvation, as held by Friends,

were willing to seek for and make use of that

strength and wisdom which the Prince of Peace

is willing to bestow liberally on all who ask him

aright, that so those lusts which originate and

keep alive the contentions among them, might be

subdued and cast out, and we, as a united people,

once more hold up a convincing testimony to

those around us, of the love and good will which

are inseparable from the religion of Christ.

Our brethren in Great Britain must necessarily

be subjected to many trials, and if they maintain

faithfully the testimony ever borne by the Society

against all military demands or contributions, will

have to suffer loss in many ways. They have

strong claims upon our sympathy, and we ear-

nestly desire they may be strengthened to act

with firmness and consistency, not giving heed to

the sophistry that on a recent occasion has been

put forth, to justify some in membership, who

consented to supply a certain fabric of wool for

the soldiers in the Crimea; because it was deemed

particularly adapted to their comfort, and could

not be procured elsewhere.

The signs of the times, both at home and abroad,

are portentious ; and all who are sincerely desirous

for their own preservation in the truth, and for

the promotion of the Redeemer's kingdom, have

need to look closely to their individual standing,

striving to be kept humble, blameless and harmless,^

"the sons of God without rebuke in the midst of

a crooked and perverse nation," that so whatever

overturnings may be permitted to come upon us,

they may have a certain abiding place, "delivered

from the noise of archers in the places of drawing

water." There is comfort in believing that how-

ever dark and discouraging all things may appear,

truth is gradually, but certainly, gaining upon

error ; the little stone cut out of the mountain

without hands, is still increasing, and must finally,

in the ordering of Divine Providence, fill the

whole earth.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England by the steamship

Atlantic, to the 21st ult. The Peace Conference.—The
latest accounts from Vienna represent the negotiations

as having terminated, without any good result. Russia
declines acceding to the demand of England and France,

that there shall be a limitation imposed upon her power
in the Black Sea, but proposes that the Sea should be

closed to all fleets, excepting those of Russia and Tur-
key, those powers to maintain armaments of equal

strength upon its waters. Austria, it is stated, refused

to second the allies in their " humiliating demands" on

the Czar. All hopes of an early termination of this

foolish and wicked war, are at an end.

The War.—The latest news from the Crimea is con

tained in a despatch from Gen. Canrobert, under date

of the 17th ult. The English and French batteries

opened their fire on Sebastopol on the 9th, and the

bombardment had continued with little intermiss

The allies claim to have inflicted serious injury on the

defences of the town, but this is denied by the Russians.

Prince GortschakofT states the loss of the Russians on

the 9th and lOlh, at 833 men, killed and wounded. On
the 15th, he reported, "The bombardment of the city

has continued without interruption since April 9tb.

Damages are repaired during the night. Sebastopol is

to-day in almost the same state of defence, as on the

9tb. The loss sustained by the garrison, considering

the tremendous fire of the enemy, is but small."

Another report says, that the loss of life on both sides

has been very great. During the night of the 13th, the

Russians were dislodged from a strongly fortified posi-

tion, which remained in the hands of the French. The
possession of this position enables the allies to fortify

the summits of the ravines, which is thought to be of

importance.

AUSTRIA.—There is said to be no probability of

Austria engaging in hostilities with Russia at present

;

the utmost to be expected from her by the allies, is the

maintenance of a strict neutrality. The Austrians in the

I'rincipalUies.—A serious quarrel had arisen between the

Au.-nian troops quartered at Krajova, and the town's

jnuplc, growing out of the outrageous conduct of an

Austrian oflBcer. After a fierce tight, the Austrians

were driven out of the town. Official statements return

247 killed on both sides.

GREAT BRITAIN.—Parliament met on the IGth.

On the 20th, the Chancellor of the Exchequer submit-

ted his financial statement. The expenditures for the

year are estimated at £86,339,000, about half of which

is required for military and naval purposes. The total

revenue is stated at i;63,339,000, leaving a deficiency of

X'23,000,000, which it is proposed to meet by additional

taxation on sugar, tea, coffee, rum, British spirits,

stamps, and incomes. The new loan of £16,000,000

has all been taken by the Rothschilds, at 3 per cent, an

additional consideration in the shape of an annuity for

thirty years, to be paid by tlie British Government.

The Visit of Napoleon and Eugenie.—On the 16th, the

Emperor and Empress of France arrived at Dover. They
were the guests of the British Sovereign five days ; they

were treated with the greatest possible respect and at-

tention during their visit, by both court and people, and
returned to France amidst the enthusiastic acclamations

of the multitude.

London Money Market.—Consols had fallen to 89|.

Liverpool.—Cotton was steady, and prices unchanged.

Philadelphia and Baltimore flour, new, 39«. to 4U. Ohio,

42s.

UNITED STATES.—The U. S. Treasurer's statement

shows the amount in the Treasury subject to draft, was
§20,263,387, on the 23d ult.

Horticultural Novelty.—The Agricultural branch of

the Patent Office has taken steps to procure seeds of the

Bunya-bunya, a tree of the fir genus, which grows in

Australia, and bears a cone, nearly two feet in diame-

ter, filled with seed of the size of an olive, and of fla-

vour more rich and delicate than that of the pine apple.

Cuttings of the Prune.—There have recently been im-

ported from France, the cuttings of several varieties of

the prune, which have been distributed by the Depart-

ment at Washington, in Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-

mont, Northern New York, Michigan, Wisconsin, Min-

nesota, and several points on the Alleghany Mountains,

to be engrafted on the common plum tree.

Florida.—At the latest dates from Fort Myers, two
military expeditions were about entering the Indian

country, with orders to explore it thoroughly, and ascer-

tain the exact location of all the Indian villages. Most
of the natives had retired to the Big Cypress. The In-

dians continued peaceable; they have been forbidden

to traffic with the whites.

California.—The steamship Star of the West brought
$302,591 in gold, and San Francisco dates to 9th ult.

There were heavy complaints of the scarcity of coin,

creating much difficulty in all branches of trade.

Utah.—Advices from Utah to Third mo. 1, state that

Col. Steptoe's appointment as Governor, had caused
great discontent, and petitions were in circulation, pray-
ing for the re-appointment of Brigham Young.
Lake Navigation.—The propeller Forest City arrived

at Jlilwaukie on the 3d inst., being the first boat from
the Lower Lakes. The first vessels left Buffalo for

Cleveland on the same day, the ice having been driven
up Lake Erie, sufficiently to induce the attempt to get
through.

Indiana.—The Louisville Courier gathers from th

Indiana papers that the wheat crop throughout that

State generally promises to be, this year, unusually
heavy.

Emigrants from Ohio, for Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa and
Illinois, are passing through St. Louis in crowds. About
500 arrived there last week, and it is expected that the
number during the season will reach 15,000 souls.

Kansas.—The recent election in this Territory did not

represent truly the sentiments of the residents and ac-

tual settlers in relation to the great question of free-

dom or slavery. Gov. Reeder in a speech delivered by
him at Easton, Pa., fully confirms the worst reports of

fraud and outrage on the part of the supporters of sla-

very. He said that the conduct of the people of the
border counties of the North Missouri, had astounded
and amazed him by their reckless disregard of all laws,
compacts and constitutions; that the territory of Kan-
sas, at the late election, had been invaded by a regu-
larly organized body of armed men, who took posses-

sion of the ballot boxes, and made a Legislature to suit

the purposes of the pro-slavery party. Kansas was
subdued and conquered by armed men from Missouri,

but her citizens would not give up the contest for their

freedom and independence from foreign control or in-

terference.

New York.—On the 1st inst., the principal Broadway
hotels raised the price of board from §2.50 to §3 per

day, on account of the high price of provisions and a pro-

spective curtailment of profits, when their bar-rooms shall

be closed by the Prohibitory Law. All licenses expired
"le 1st inst., and there is no power to renew them,

nor has the mayor any power to prevent the sale of in-

toxicating drinks on the first day of the week. The
State Law does not take effect until Seventh month 4

;

there will consequently be a period of two months, in

hich there will be no restraint upon the sale of these

pernicious beverages. The steamship Pacific which
d on the 2d inst., took out $1,313,000 in specie.

A. C. Dodge, U. S. Minister to Spain, was one of the

passengers.

New Mexico.—Various petty conflicts have occurred
since the first of theyear, between the U.S. Dragoons and
parties of the Indians of the Territory, resulting mostly
n loss to the latter. In a recent aflair, " In all eleven

ndians were killed, two men and a woman and child

taken prisoners, and fifty horses captured." Some of

the Apaches have sent in a deputation asking for peace,

d other tribes were said to be peaceably disposed.

The Genesee Valley, N. Y.—In this fine wheat dis-

trict, the young crop is promising; a large increase of

has been planted. Stock has been wintered well,

a large business in the dairy department is antici-

pated the coming season.

Philadelphia.—A company has been chartered by the

Legislature, the object of which is to convert League
Island, and the vicinity of the mouth of the Schuylkill,

into a depot for coal and produce, that may in time

rival Port Richmond. The coinage at the mint last

month, amounted to §628,889, of which §165,000 was
n silver. Mortality last week, 219.

Miscellaneous.—An Extensive Farmer.—Michael L. Sul-

ivan, an Illinois farmer, it is said, plants 10,000 acres

if land in coru. He was formerly one of the largest

farmers in the State of Ohio lor many years, and, ac-

cording to a contemporary, he could ride in a direct

course fifteen miles through his own corn fields.

Vying Cattle.—In Missouri, Illinois and Kentucky, it

is stated, cattle, sheep, and hogs have been dying, dur-

ng the past four weeks, by hundreds, from sheer star-

ration and diseases produced by scanty food, and the

severe and protracted cold of the past winter.
" Great Uaul of Fish.—The Norfolk (Va.) Beacon

says, that 150,000 herring and shad were taken on the

24th ult., in Albemarle Sound, Va. The weight was so

great that four hauls with a small seine had to be made
before the large seine could be hauled ashore.

The Skipping of the World.— The Maritime Population.

The Loudon News has an elaborate article on the

Shipping of the World, which shows that the floating

tonnage of the civilized world, excluding only China
and the East, consists of 136,000 vessels, of 15,600,000

tons. The number of seamen it sets down at 800-0

and including the Eastern and other States, of the n

,

ritime population of which we have no accounts, th.l

must be at the least a million of persons engaged at s^ I

and generally on the ocean. I

Another Asteroid.—Le Verier, in a communication '

Lieut. Maury, dated Paris, April 7, announces the dj

covery of another Asteroid, the thirty-fourth of t|

system of small planets between Mars and Jupiter. |

The North- Western Part of Missouri, is rapidly fiUi i

up with settlers. The land officer's receipts for land i

that quarter, are unprecedented.
Numbering Ships.—After the 1st inst., every Briti

'

ship is to have a distinct number assigned to it,

which the vessel may be known and recognized irrespe,

live of name or other description. A number once a;'

propriated will never be applied to any other Briti!

ship.
j

Roman Catholicism in China.—By the latest ofBci'

estimates, it is said, there are 326 places of worshil

under 84 European and 135 nativePriests, with 315,01.

native professing Christians.
j

Very Extensive Inundations, have recently taken pla^i

in the vicinity of the Vistula, and caused immense dij

mage in the provinces of Posen and of Western Prussi,

J^ffff^ from France.—Some produce dealers in Ne|

York have now for sale eggs, which they have ir'

ported from France.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
The stated annual meeting of the Haverford Scho

Association, will be held at the committee-room, Arc'l

street meeting-house, on Second-dav, Fifth month, 14tl

1855, at 4 o'clock, P.M.
'

]

Charles Ellis, Secretary.

:

WEST-TOWN BOARDLNG-SCHOOL. ;

Assistant Teachers are wanted in the Boys' dopar

ment of this Institution. Application may be made i

either of the undersigned.

He.-shy Cope, "I p. , ,

Saml. Settle, Jr., /
^""^'^

Saml. Hilles, Wilmington, DlI.

Married, on the 2d inst., at Friends' Meeting-hoasij

Twelfth street, Philadelphia, William H. Nicholson, iI

Haddonfield, N. J., to Sarah, daughter of John 1'

Whitall, of this city.
|

Died, on the 16th of Twelfth mo., 1854, at Wilming'

ton, Del., Mart Fothe'rgill, aged 23 years; a membi.

of Wilmington Monthly Meeting.
;

, at her residence iu the city of New York, on il^

3d of Fourth mo., Sarah C. Hawxhurst, widow of tt;

late Nathaniel Hawxhurst, in the 81st year of her ag

a minister in the religious Society of Friends. Fro

her youth she had been devoted to the promotio

of truth and righteousness, and the welfare of sufferin-

humanity, irrespective of color, country or creei

Distrustful of herself, yet firm in adhering to what sl:|

believed to be her duty, she desired to follow peat'

with all men, and with remarkable simplicity of charac

lied up her appointed sphere of labour, diligent i|

business, fervent in spirit, serving the Lord. She do

h time and personal service to the variot;

charitable institutions in New York, in which she fe'

lively interest; but her chief object was the circalsi

wOn and promoting the reading of the Holy Scripturej

and religious tracts. She was ever watching for suits!

ble opportunities to distribute them, and probably cli|

culated hundreds of thousands of pages during herlifij

It may truly be said of her that she loved mercy, di

justly, and walked humbly with her God, and ht;

friends have the consoling assurance that, through r(

deeming mercy, she has entered into the joy of hs

Lord.

— , on the evening of the 23d ult., Anna Mar'
of Caleb Taylor, of London Grove, Chester Co., Pa,

in the 29lh year of her age. Previous to the alarminl

ymptoms of disease appearing, she expressed to hi'

husband her full conviction, that she would not recovr

from this sickness, and hard as it naturally was I

reak the endearing ties of earth, all had been luac

asy for her—that her concern was not for herself, lu

for the dear ones she would leave behind, and her eai

prayer was, that they might so live that when tim

should be to them no more, they might be prepared ll

join her in the mansions of eternal happiness.
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The Leisure Hour.'

Bread from Afar.

j

We breakfasted this morning from a home-

|)akcd loaf, manufactured with flour from foreign

'vbeat—wbeat grown, as our friend the factor in-

'brmcd us, in Podolia, a district of Russian I'o-

and. As bread has of late become a very inte-

resting subject to a large section of our readers,

ind is likely, from various causes, to claim their

iittention for some time to come, it may amuse
ihem to trace very briefly the history and the

ravels of the aforesaid loaf, ere it arrived at our

preakfast-table. Let us, then, transport ourselves

n imagination to one of the vast undulating tracts

'if Russo-Poland, lying some hundreds of miles

;iorth-west of the Black Sea, and look around us.

[
We are in an immense plain, stretching far be-

fond the limits of vision, the soil of which pos-

|icsses astonishing aptitude for the growth of grain

l)f all kinds. The land is a stranger to manure,
which is never used for the purpose of fertilizing

't—the only restorative process consisting of the

•est which it receives every third year, during
|,vhich it lies fallow. It is cultivated by serfs, who
pave no pecuniary interest in the crop, no inalien-

lible property beyond the tools they work with,

ind no wages either in money or rations ; but who
have each three acres of land upon which to sup-

!)ort themselves, and three days iu each week
lUowed for its cultivation. They dwell in wretched
luts, where large families, consisting sometimes
5f three generations, are crowded in the only room,
n which, during the winter nights, all sleep

lauddled together for warmth around the stove.

Ijrroups of these huts constitute the villages, which
lit irregular intervals dot the illimitable plain.

[Each village may contain the serfs belonging to

II single estate, and they are the property of its

Iswner as much as is the land they live on. The
jDWner, however, they never see : he lives far away
—in Moscow, in St. Petersburg, or in Novgorod,
Its the case may be—and leases bis land, with the

werfs upon it, to a middleman, whose sole object in

jlife it is to get as great a profit from the produce
»B he possibly can. The land is left without
.drainage as well as without manure—not a penny
being ever spent in either of these processes; but
as the surface is covered with a series of natural
jdykes and ditches, the want of drainage is not
Imueh felt by these primitive husbandmen.

]

The return for the labour and skill of the culti-

jvator is not of course so great, upon such a system
[as the above, as with English farmers who are

lobliged to make the most of their land: it is

jreckoned a good crop if seven bushels of grain are

reaped for one bushel sown. The land only bears

wheat (which the serfs never eat) once in three

years

—

9. crop of oats or rye following the wheat

—and the third year nothing. The agricultural

labours are divided between the serfs and the

bullocks, and without the services of the latter

nothing could be done. The crop is rarely known
to fail; audit is from these interminable plains

that the capacious granaries of Odessa are princi-

pally supplied.

But Odessa is perhaps several hundred miles

off; and to the mind of the modern Englishman it

would seem a hopeless task to carry grain thither

through a country which has no railways, roads, or

canals. Let us see how it is accomplished. Sup-

pose the harvest over early in the summer, and

the corn lazily threshed out and measured into

sacks. Now comes the business of transport. Upon
rriage of the rudest construction, entirely made

of wood, often nothing more than the trunk of a

tree (the lateral branches hewn into axle-trees)

mounted on four lumbering wheels, eight of these

sacks, containing something less than four English

[uarters, are deposited. This is the corn-wagon

;

to it a couple of oxen are yoked, and then it is

given in charge to a driver, a serf, who, for a very

moderate consideration, undertakes to deliver the

grain at the granary in Odessa. The driver, clad

n sheep-skins, and wearing a mass of unkempt
beard, and being armed with a ponderous thong,

mounts in front ; he carries a big pot of mal-odor-

ous grease, dangling between his legs, of which

grease he is compelled to make continual use to

save his clumsy machine from taking fire in four

places at once. There is no road, but there is a

broad track, which has been travelled for genera-

tions by such equipages in thousands. They set

forth in bands, and when one, as continually hap-

pens, sticks fast in rut, quag, or slough, the cattle

of his neighbour are at hand to help him out. Ten
English miles is a good day's journey; and for

many days, perhaps weeks, the grass at the way-

side supplies the food of the oxen. But, unhap-

pily, there lies between the cultivated land and

the coast a broad belt of arid desert soil, called

the Steppe, which produces nothing to support

life of any .sort. To cross this, even in the nar-

rowest part, occupies several days, and fodder

must be carried to keep the bullocks in good work-

ing order, as the ground is rough, and there are

hills to be surmounted. This is the dilBcult and

dangerous part of the expedition, and when vio-

lent rains convert the sand and earth of the Steppe

into mud, it becomes impossible to traverse it in

time, and numbers of the oxen perish from hun-

ger.

During the months of exportation, lasting from

the close of summer till towards the end of autumn,

these corn-wagons come pouring into Odessa at

the rate of many hundreds a day. To prevent

confusion, they are compelled to follow a pre-

scribed route through the city—entering by one

road and passing out at another, dropping their

burdens at the granaries of their consignees as

they proceed. The granaries at Odessa are mas-

sive and gorgeous erections, rivalling in vastness

and architectural magnificence the club-houses at

the west end of London.

From Odessa, the wheat which supplied our
breakfast crossed_the Black Sea in a British ship
passed through the sea of Marmora, skirted the
hundred isles of the Archipelago, and traversed
the whole length of the Mediterranean to Gibral-
tar, and thence home to London, after a prosper-
ous voyage. It was ground by stcam-mills on the
banks of the Thames, was sold by sample in Mark-
lane, and delivered to order. Betty baked it yes-
terday in a square tin mould, and it consummated
its eventful career this morning at half-past eight,
in company with a rasher of bacon from Wiltshire,
which was born in Ireland—an infusion of congou
from Canton, sweetened with sugar from Jamaica,
and cooled to the swallowing point with milk from
a cow with horns warranted to have no connexion

ith her of the iron tail.

Here we had finished with our account of the
breakfast-bread; but our housekeeper has just

red us that, together with the new flour from
Odessa, which formed the major part of the morn-
ing's loaf, was a little left from the last American
barrel, which of course could not be wasted ; so
that we have been devouring, at the same moment
of time, the produce of the east of Europe and the
far west of America. There is no reason, however,
that wo should cross the Atlantic, even in imagina-
tion, to speculate on the agriculture and commerce
of the back settlements; the reader can do that
for himself, if he choose, without our assistance.

For " The Friend."

The Difficulties in Sociely.

The primary cause of the trouble and sorrow in

which we, as a people, are involved, is too evident

to admit of a question in any unbiassed mind, and
the secondary causes are equally evident. In the

first place, there has been an undeniable eff'ort to in-

troduce religious views inconsistent with the doc-

trines, which have ever been held by sound Friends,

from the rise of the society to the present day;

and in the second place, there has been the exer-

cise of a zeal, on the part of some in opposing the

introduction and spread of these views, and a deter-

mination in others to resist the testimony of Truth
against them, which has led into disorder and dis-

unity, to the trampling under foot in some places

of that wholesome discipline, which Truth has pre-

scribed for our government and support. Thus
party spirit has been begotten, and blinded the

eyesof many, turning theirattention from the centre

of all true hope, wisdom, and power, to a creaturely

dependence on mere human streugth, which has

introduced perplexity and confusion.

It was never designed by the Head of the church,

that the unsanctifiod wisdom and will of man should

be the means of promulgating the truths of the

gospel, or assume the direction of the disciplinary

afiairs of the church, and it is sorrowful at any

time to behold a reliance on them as the weapons

of our warfare and defence in any cause, however

good, for confusion is the never failing result ; as

was exemplified in our late Yearly Meeting, where

its harmonious proceeding was interrupted by the

exercise of party beat, and zeal.

There were many denials of the existence of

party feeling, in relation to points at issue before

the meeting, but unmistakable evidence wis af-
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forded of prejudice and party zeal, even in those

who claimed exemption from their influence. |' It

is highly probable that many who declaim against

the prevalence of a party spirit and its uiischievous

consequences, are more tinctured with it them-

selves than they are willing to acknowledge, or

perhaps to believe." Says William Penn, " He
that espouses parties, can hardly divorce himself

from their fate ; and more fall with their party,

than rise with it. A neuter only has room to be

a peace-maker; for being of neither side, he has

the means of mediating a reconciliation of both.

AVhore it is lawful, it is^best to be neutral.* Par-

tiality corrupts our judgment of persons and things,

of ourselves and others, and too common it is, for

some people not to know their own maxims and

principles in the mouths of other men, when they

give occasion to use them. It contributes more

than anything to factions and feuds, and is a pro-

digal passion that seldom returns till it is hunger-

bi?, and disappointment brings it within bounds."

But, notwithstanding all that has been permit-

ted to come upon us, have we not occasion for

thankfulness in the evidence which was afforded

during our late annual assembly, that the Lord

was pleased at times to be near us, manifesting his

presence amongst us, by unmistakable tokens of

his goodness and mercy towards us as a people, as

well as by a sense of his regard and power, vouch-

safed unto his humble and devoted servants, who

are preferring Jerusalem to their chief joy.

Oh, it was his doings, and it is marvellous in

our eyes, that we were enabled to arrive at a set-

tlement, amidst the contending elements,^ which

manifested themselves amongst us; and it is cause

of humble thankfulness that we, as a religious

body, have been strengthened to stand upon the

ground of truth, in support of our religious testi-

monies. How comforting and confirming has been

the evidence, that notwithstanding all our short-

comings and baokslidings, we are not yet a forsaken

people, hut the same l)ivine hand of power by

which we were raised up in the beginning, is still

extended for our preservation and belp, so that no

divination or enchantment of the enemy has been

able entirely to prevail against us. Now, in view

of what has been done for us, by the great Head

of the church, let us, as with the heart of one

man, unite in ofl'ering up to him the acceptable

sacrifice of thanksgiving and praise, bearing in

mind our entire dependence upon him.

The Sliile of Alpnacli.

The following interesting account of a remark

aMe work of art was originally published in Gil

bert's "Annalen" in 1819; and a translation

appeared in " Brewster's Journal."

For many centuries, the rugged flanks and thi

deep gorges of Mount Pilatus were covered with

impenetrable forests. Lofty precipices encircled

them on all sides. Even the daring hunters were

scarcely able to reach them ; and the inhabitants

of the valley had never conceived the idea of dis

turbing them with the axe. These immense forests

were therefore permitted to grow and to perish,

without being of tbe least utility to man, till a

foreigner, conducted into their wild recesses in

the pursuit of the chamois, was struck with won
der at the sight, and directed the attention of

several Swiss gentlemen to the extent and supe

riority of the timber. The most intelligent and

skilful individuals, however, considered it quite

impracticable to avail themselves of such inacces

sible stores. It was not till November, 1816, that

•< William Penn says, u-ltcrc principles (ire concerned

x\ ncutial is either .a hyjioerite or a coward.

—

Ed.

M. Rupp, and three Swiss gentlemen, entertaining

more sanguine hopes, drew up a plan of a slide,

founded on trigonometrical measurements. Hav-

^,
purchased a certain extent of the forests from

the commune of Alpnach, for 6000 crowns, they

began the construction of the slide, and completed

it in the spring of 1818.

The Slide of Alpnach is formed entirely of

about 25,000 large pine trees, deprived of their

bark, and united together in a very ingenious

manner, without the aid of iron. It occupied

about 160 workmen during eighteen months, and

cost nearly 100,000 francs, or £-1,250. It is about

three leagues, or 4-1,000 English feet long, and

terminates in the Lake of Lucerne. It has the

form of a trough, about six feet broad, and from

three to six feet deep. Its bottom is formed of

three trees, the middle one of which has a groove

cut out in the direction of its length, for receiving

small rills of water, which are conducted into it

from various places, for the purpose of diminish-

ing tbe friction. The whole of the slide is sus-

tained by about 2,000 supports; and in many
places it is attached, in a very ingenious manner,

to the rugged precipices of granite.

The direction of the slide is sometimes straight,

and sometimes zig-zag, with an inclination of from

10° to 18°. It is often carried along the sides of

hills and the flanks of precipitous rocks, and some-

times passes over their summits. Occasionally it

goes under ground, and at other times it is con-

ducted over the deep gorges by scaflbldings 120

feet in height.

The boldness which characterizes this work, the

sagacity displayed in all its arrangements, and the

kill of the engineer, have excited the wonder of

every person who has seen it. Before any step

could be taken in its erection, it was necessary to

cut several thousand trees to obtain a passage

through the impenetrable thickets; and, as the

workmen advanced, men were posted at certain

distances, to point out the road for their return,

and to discover, in the gorges, the places where

the piles of wood had been established. M. Rupp
was himself obliged, more than once, to be sus-

pended by cords, in order to descend precipices

many hundred feet high; and in the first months

of the undertaking he was attacked with a violent

fever, which deprived him of the power of super-

intending his workmen. NotLing, however, could

diminish his invincible perseverance. He was

carried every day to the mountain in a barrow, to

direct the labours of the workmen, which was ab-

solutely necessary, as he had scarcely two good

carpenters among them all ; the rest having been

hired by accident, without any of the knowledge

which such an undertaking required. M. Rupp
had also to contend against the prejudices of the

peasantry. He was supposed to have communion
with the devil. He was charged with heresy, and

every obstacle was thrown in the way of an enter-

prise which they regarded as absurd and imprac-

ticable. All these diflaoulties, however, were sur-

mounted, and he had at last the satisfaction of

observing the trees descend from the mountain
with the rapidity of lightning. The larger pines,

which were about a hundred feet long, and ten

inches thick at their smaller extremity, ran through

the space of three leaijues, or nearly nine miles, in

tivo minutes and a half, and during their descent

they appeared to be only a few feet in length. The
arrangements for this part of the operation were

extremely simple. From the lower end of the

slide to the upper end, where the trees were in-

troduced, workmen were posted at regular dis-

tances, and as soon as everything was ready, the

workman at the lower end of the slide cried out to

the one above him, "Lachez," (Let go.) The cry

was repeated from one to another, and reached tli

top of the slide in three minutes. The workma,
at the top of the slide then cried out to the oi

'

below him, "llvient," (It comes,) and the trcj

was immediately launched down the slide, precede
i

by the cry, which was repeated from post to pes;

As soon as the tree had reached the bottom, an!

plunged into the lake, the cry of "Lachez" wasrj

peated as before, and a new tree was launched i'

a similar manner. By these means a tree descemici

every five or six minutes, provided no accideil

happened to the slide, which sometimes took plac

'

but which was instantly repaired when it did. ,

In order to show the enormous force which tl,

trees acquired from the great velocity of the:

descent, M. Rupp made arrangements for causin.

some of the trees to spring from the slide. Thfi

penetrated, by their thickest extremities, no les,

than from eighteen to twenty-four feet into tb

earth; and one of the trees having by accidei|

struck against the other, it instantly cleft it throug;

its whole length, as if it had been struck by ligh'

ning.

After the trees had descended the slide, the

were collected into rafts upon the lake, and co:

ducted to Lucerne. From thence they desceudc,

the Reuss, then the Aar to near Brugg, afterwarc:

to Waldshut by the Rhine, then to_ Basle, and '\

the sea, when it was necessary.
!

In order that none of the small wood might I;

lost, M. Rupp established in the forest large m.i

nufactories of charcoal. He erected magazinij

for preserving it when manufactured, and hsj

made arrangements for the construction of barrel

for the purpose of carrying it to the market. ],

winter, when the slide was covered with snow, th;

barrels were made to descend on a kind of sledgl

The wood which was not fit for being carbonize;

was heaped up and burnt, and the ashes packe

up and carried away during the winter.

A few days before the author of the precodin

account visited the slide, an inspector of the nav

had come for the purpose of examining the qu|

lity of the timber. He declared that he had nev('

seen any timber that was so strong, so fine, ai:

of such a size ; and he concluded an advantageoi

bargain for one thousand trees.

The Slide no longer exists.

—

Ed.

For " The Friend.'

I am led into a renewed desire for the suppo'

of those testimonies of Truth, which we, as a pe

pie, are called to maintain. I am well satisfit

that these testimonies have their foundation :

righteousness. The gospel teaches us to have li

fellowship with the unfruitful works of darknes'

but rather reprove them. This injunction ci

only be obeyed, as we maintain, both by examp'

and precept, that simplicity of attire, languaj;

and behaviour, which so adorned our worthy prl

decessors, and marked them as self-denying fci

lowers of a meek and crucified Redeemer. The'

moderation was known unto all men. The love

the world, and the things of the world, gave pk'

in them to the love of God.

I do, indeed, greatly desire that we might mo
and more imitate them, being willing to obey tl

Witness for Truth in our hearts, remembering, f I

our encouragement and our warning, the declari

tion of Christ, "He that confesseth me befo,

men, him also will I confess before my Father ai'

the holy angels; but he that deuieth me hefoi

men, him also will I deny before my Father ai

the holy augels." Be content with such thin-

as yo have, seek no more of temporal possessioil

than you can acquire and enjoy with the appr

hation of the Lord. " For what is a man prctitt

if he gain the whole world, and lose his own sou
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r what would a man give in exchange for his

Dul."

I

Oh! that our light might so shine before men
lat others seeing our good works, would glorify

lur Father who is in heaven ; then, indeed, would

be be as a city set on a hill, which could not be

lid. Make clean the inside of the cup and the

lilattor, and the outside will be cleansed also. If

ihe heart is right before God, there will not be

jimong us so many sorrowful departures from an

jiient Quakerism. The tree is known by its fruit

I
Ohio, Fourth mo., 1855.

I
Utiliti/ of Ups and Downs.—One of the most

wonderful laws of Political Economy is that by
fhich the rich and the poor continually keep chang-
ing places in a state of society where everything is

bft free. Few consider cither the causes, or the

Important results of this arrangement on the world

It large. By industry, intelligence and good
Morals, a man soon rises from poverty to wealth

nd social standing, just as certain as the heated
itratum of water at the bottom of a tea-kettle rises

lo the top. And just as the water, when thus at

ihe greatest distance from the lire, cools and sinks,

jo wealth too often begots habits of expenditure
,nd case; families soon come to a point wbero they
;onsume more than they produce; and then, by
llegrees, have to give place to others, more fresh

jind warm, from the regions of industry. Of
jiourse, this subsidence into comparative poverty is

tiainful to the individual, but is all a part of that

^reat law of circulation which belongs as truly to

f,he moral as to the physical world.

I

The obstruction of this law brings down upon
ociety stagnation and decay, but its natural opera-
ion produces gradual elevation of all classes of so-

liety, and a progressive civilization, geniality, and
ifarmlh, benefiting each in turn. Every farmer
pows the advantages of the rotation of crops, and
jiaturc herself has arranged for the migration of
|eeds, providing even for the downy thistle, in the
corner of the fence, an apparatus by which its seeds
Inay fly upon the wings of the wind, and emigrate
in quest of a fresh soil.

:
The same great law of circul.ition belongs to the

Intellectual and social world quite as certainly as

the physical. He who has ordered even the
light of the thistle seeds, has also arranged that
•iches shall make to themselves wings and fly

way—that men of strong bone and sinew shall
•eap gold the fastest in California, and that men
)fmanly, bdependent, bold, clear minds, and fresh

insophisticated hearts, shall be continually repla-
:ing in society the wastes produced by luxury,
effeminacy and idleness. This is a great natural
aw.

Riches give leisure, and leisure expansion and
lelicacy to all the finer instincts and feelings of
)ur nature. They give opportunity for abstract
nvestigations and curious inventions. While a

nan is struggling for daily bread he will not push
)ut mathematical discoveries, or measure the dis-

ance of the stars. But men of leisure seldom ap-
'ly the abstract knowledge they acquire to purpo-
les of utility as well as the industrious classes, and
he rough sailor best appropriates the most abstract
fnowledgo of astronomy to daily use in navigating
;he Atlantic. Thus necessity teaches men to apply
Jnowledge to purposes of practical usefulness, ac-

jaired in times of ease and wealth. A family rises

;o wealth through industry and intelligence , their
ninds expand, their views enlarge ; then poverty
:omes, and they turn all their knowledge to useful
3urposes. Or they emigrate to the far West, and
;arry with them their habits, tastes and thoughts,
vhich, combined with the energy acquired through
urdship, raised thorn to a much higher level than

before. Refinement and education are taken wit)

them into every walk of life they enter, and thus

the whole are elevated.

In the early settlement of this country, men of

learning and refinement were thrown, compara

tively poor, on a new country. They had been

accustomed to the expensive colleges of Europe

—

they formed cheap ones for their children here

All knowledge, all comforts, all refinements arc

in this way popularized, cheapened and brought
within the compass of the masses in this country

as in no other—education, newspapers, books, lec-

tures, railroads, telegraphs. Thus refinement is

imparted to the classes that have most strength of

character, while the men of strength re-invigorate

with new life and health the drawing-rooms of the

refined.

In Europe, every artificial arrangement is made
to check this natural circulation of society. By
entails and laws of primogeniture, an hereditary

aristocracy is supported at the top of society, and
not allowed to fall to its natural level, nor can

merit rise. Hence it is that, while the aristocracy

all over Europe gives every symptom of stagnation

and decay from an extreme and effeminate refine-

ment, the poorer classes are proportionally degra-

ded and brutalized, so as to be very far in point

of intelligence, below any class of freemen in this

country. In England, tbey attempt to heat soci-

ety with the warmth of civilization downwards
from the aristocracy, instead of upwards from

the industrious classes, which is as if you should

put a fire on the top of the boiler, instead of

underneath. Dr. Franklin started the true Amer-
ican and common sense policy, and by simply

letting the industrious and hardworking man be

well paid, educated and virtuous, he saw that all

the rest might be left to the working out of natu-

ral laws. He put the fire underneath, to make the

water boil. /

Thus also will the vast multitudes of foreigners

that land on our shores, naturally and of themselves

best become Americanized; not by persecution or

forcing them into separate clans and classes, which

will only produce riots, as in Cincinnati, and retard

the great work of civilization, but by the natural

operation of this great principle, the elevation of

the working classes.

—

Ledger.

For " The Frienil."

The position of the members composing a large

meeting, particularly those who are viewed in the

light of leaders, counsellors, or watchmen, not a

little reminds me of a large team of hor.scs.

These when harnessed together, each one in his

proper place, and all of them obedient to him who
has the command or charge over them, move on

in comely order. But who has not witnessed the

disorder and confusion occasioned by an ungover-

nable leader, or by the stubborn and unyielding

disposition of one, on whom the two-fold responsi-

bility rests, of at times pulling and at times hold-

ing back. How apparent, even to a superficial

observer, is the necessity of each member keep-

ing his proper place, thereby equally dividing

the labour, promoting the efficiency of the whole,

and the credit of the master.

Is not the foregoing emblematic in some sort,

of a meeting in which are ministers, elders, over-

seers, and other concerned members? Should

all of these be found in the occupancy of their

several gifts, co-working one with another in the

ability and measure received, how comely will be

the order, how equally the burden will be distri-

buted amongst them ; but the work may be re-

tarded through some one's unfaithfulness, and

thus cause an increase of burden to rest on the

faithful. I have desired that wc all should be

kept lowly, humble, and teachable, divested of
everything in which the creature could exult. It

is not enough that we be found literally sound in

the faith. It will not do for us to conclude that
bccau.^e we are I he same in profession with the peo-
ple whom the Lord did raise up and own in the days
of George Fox, that we have nothing to fear. Like
them we must deny our.selves, take up our daily

cross, and follow him. These were the terms of

disoipleship in the days of our predecessors, and
they remain unchangeably the same in our day.

Many have sought an easier way ; they have been
willing to do good, but the good has been of their

own devising; they have been willing to make an
offering unto God, but not the sacrifice that he
has called for at their hands. Now, although the

leaders of the people may be pulling in different

directions, and the query may sometimes arise in

the hearts of some of the little ones, who are de-

sirous above everything else, to be found in their

proper allotment, " Who shall show us any good ?"

I would say, be not over much discouraged. "The
foundation of God standcth sure, having this seal,

the Lord knowolh them that arc his," and if we
are indeed his, these shaking and sifting times

will not be permitted to move us off tlie sure

foundation, or pluck us out of our heavenly Fa-
ther's hand.

Ohio, Fourth rao. 29, 1855.

The Horrors of War—A Fearful Tragedy.—
The London Times lays before its readers the

particulars of a horrible affair, which recently oc-

curred near the Dutch settlement of Transvaal, at

the Cape of Good Hope, and which can only be

paralleled in atrocity among the achievements of

modern times by the exploit of Marshal St. Ar-

naud in Algiers, when he smoked and burned to

death thousands of his barbarian opponents who
had sought refuge in a deep and spacious cave :

—

In the case at the Cape of Good Hope, the

Caffre Indians had murdered, in the Tenth mo.

last, under circumstances of great barbarity, ten

or twelve men and women of the Dutch settlement.

Immediately, General Pretorious raised an army of

five hundred men, and, accompanied by Com-
mander General Potgietter, proceeded on an ex-

pedition to revenge the blood of the victims.

After an absence of several weeks, they reached

some remarkable subterranean caverns, half a

mile in length, and from three to five hundred

feet in width, where the Caffres had entrenched

themselves. Upon his arrival at this spot. Gene-

ral Pretorious attempted to blast the rocks above

the caverns, and thus crush the savages beneath

the ruins. The peculiar character of the stone,

however, rendered this scheme impracticable, and

he then stationed his men around the mouths of

the caves, and built up walls in front of them.

After a few days, many of the women and child-

ren were driven by hunger and thirst from their

hiding places, and were allowed to escape; but

every man who came forth was shot dead by their

rifles. On the 17th of Eleventh month, at the

close of a siege of three weeks, the besiegers, see-

ing no signs of life, entered the caverns, and the

silence within, together with the horrible odour

arising from the bodies of the dead, told how ef-

fectually their object had been accomplished.

3Iore than nine hundred Caffres had been shot

down at the mouths of the caverns, and a much

greater number had perished by slow degrees,

suffering all the horrors of starvation in the gloomy

recesses within.

—

Late Paper.

Lofsons of self-denial, wisely and kindly, en-

forced, though the heart be pained for the time,

are sources of future satisfaction.
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For " The Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of tlie Yearlj- Meeting of Pbiladeljibia.

GEORGE GRAY.
(Continued from page 270.3

Tlie traces of the labour of our friend, George

Gray, continue very abundant, but as they prin-

cipally relate to Monthly Meeting appointments

and visits to neighbouring meetings, they need

claim no particular mention. In the year 1706,

he married a valuable niiuisleriug Friend, Naomi

Berry, of whose life we have already given account.

In 1709, the year after her decease, he visited

New England, taking with him a certificate ad-

dressed "to Friends of East Jersey, Long Island,

Khode Island and there away." It testifies con

cerning him that he is " a man of a good conver

sation," " having been many years concerned it

public testimony," and after desiring that he may
be accepted and received by the brethren, it con-

cludes thus :
—" So desiring his welfare and the

presence of God to attend him, with our tender

salutation of love in the holy Truth of our blessed

Lord Jesus Christ, which hath united his people,

and gathered them into his own eternal spirit, so

that his church is become one the whole world

over, praying the increase thereof, we conclude."

He was now grown very aged, and on several

occasions we find him requesting the Monthly

Meeting to assist him in regulating his affairs, he

being executor of the will of his mother-in-law,

Margaret Beardsley, the provisions of which, his

children being still under age, could not yet be

carried out. In the year 1712, he removed to a

plantation belonging to him in right of his wife,

Mary Beardslejs near Germantown, and took a

certificate to Abicgton Monthly Meeting. His

friends bear an affectionate testimony to their

" ancient friend," as " a man of a humble innocent

life and conversation becoming the Truth." He
returned to Philadelphia in a year or two, and in

1715, at his request, he representing himself as

through age unfit for business, two Friends were

appointed to assist him in what was needful, who
probably took the whole charge of his temporal

concerns. Although very infirm and drawing nigh

to the gates of death, he was not released from a

spiritual travail for the good of others. In 1716,

feeling drawn to visit Friends in Barbadoes,

he requested a certificate thereto. It is evident,

that he did not expect to return from this visit,

for he took a certificate of removal. The final

parting with his children, even though, at his groat

age, he could not expect long to endure the earthly

separation, must have been no little trial.

Of his labours in Barbadoes, for which place he

sailed near the middle of 1716, we have no ac-

count. His death took place about the first of the

year 1718, whilst Thomas Chalkley was in that

island. Thomas says, in his journal, " While I

was here, our ancient friend, George Gray, died.

I was at his funeral, at which there were many
people."

Not endowed with brilliant qualities, but an

honest industrious labourer in his Lord's service,

his course for more than half a century through

which we can trace it, seems to testify he was
"doing what he could."

ELLIS PUGH.

This Friend, who is often called Ellis Ap Pugh,

in the early records of this province, was born at

Dolgelly in Merionethshire, Wales, in the Sixth

month, 1656. His parents were religious charac-

ters, but his father dying before his birth, and his

mother a few days after, he was left to grow up
without the guarding care and oversight, which

piously concerned parents can extend over their Philadelphia, and in 1699 they began to mai:

offspring. But the God of his father and his mo- '
improvements thereon. A priest, by the name (

'

ther did not forsake him. When running in the
]

Evans, residing in Philadelphia, thought that asbi
|

heedless haste of youth, in the paths of folly, h-

was visited in mercy, by the Lord's awakening
judgments, which caused him earnestly to ponder
his ways, and to consider the things which belon

to the soul's everlasting peace. The restraining

influence of these judgments rested upon him, and
in the eighteenth year of his age, he was more
eminently visited by the Holy Spirit, which
awakened in him a living concern, that he might
serve the Lord his Creator, more faithfully and
diligently than he had ever done. One of the

means employed by the Lord Jesus, that blessed

Shepherd of the sheep, in gathering this lamb,
into his fold, was a testimony borne by his ser-

vant, John Ap John, that eminent labourer in his

gospel.

Having submitted to the call of the Saviour,

and being zealously concerned to obey him
grew in religious experience. God, who has
mised to be a " father to the fatherless," was with
him, and as he grew in obedience, opened still

further the mysteries of his will, until in or about
the year 16S0 he gave him a part in the ministry

of the gospel. He had not much human learning,

neither was he accounted one of the wise, accord

ing to the wisdom of this world, yet, through
faithfulness to his gift, he was mstde in the Lord's

hand an instrument of good to many. Divers

were reached through his mini.stry, and were
turned through submission to the Holy Spirit,

from the paths of vanity, into the path of life.

In the year 1686, having believed it would
right for him to remove to Pennsylvania with his

family, he prepared therefor, and a number of his

acquaintance and neighbours made ready to

company him. Whilst waiting until the ship

should be ready to sail, great trouble and exercise

of mind fell upon him, insomuch that through th

effect thereof, he was sick for some days. In this

season of conflict the Lord made it manifest to

him, that trouble and exercise should attend them,
in the- voyage. He also showed him, that there

was a further service for him in W'ales, and that

he must return thither at a future time.

They sailed, and on their passage met with many
storms. After battling with tempests and contrary

winds all winter, they reached the island of Bar-

badoes in the First month, 1687. Here they re-

mained several months, being joyfully and lovingly

received, and hospitably entertained by their bre-

thren in religious communion with them. Dur-
ing the ensuing summer, they reached Pennsyl-

vania.

He first settled west of the Schuylkill, near

Haverford, where he was a faithful and zealous

labourer of the gospel, preaching fervently in his

native tongue. In the year 1698, a considerable

number of people being mostly relations or

near neighbours in Merionethshire, Wales, came
over to Pennsylvania with Hugh Roberts, who
was returning from a religious visit to their native

country. But few of these new settlers were mem-
bers of the Society of Friends. Their descendants

say, " they arrived at Philadelphia, on the 7th day
of the Fifth month, where they met with kind recep-

tion not only from relations and old acquaintances,

that were in the country before, but from strangers,

though they understood not their language. It

appeared to them, as we have often heard them
say, that in these early times, christian love in a

great degree presided amongst most, though of

different speech and profession." A tract of

land, amounting to 10,000 acres, was purchased

by the new comers during the year, on the east

side of the Schuylkill, about twenty miles from

few of the settlers were Quakers, there might 1

opening there for him. He came several times ti

offer his preaching for sale, but although not yt!

thoroughly convinced of the doctrines of trutl]

they doubtless had been instructed that undei

the gospel dispensation, all ministry was to bi

without money and without price, and so he quickl

,

found that there was no market there for the prc|

duct of his tongue. The people, however, ofte,

met together in silence at the houses of Job
Hugh and John Humphreys, where at times mir

istering Friends were drawn to set with them!

Among others, Ellis Pugh, although his residence

was at a distance, and he had the Schuylkill t]

ford, was often with them. Narrating the visit

of ministers to these new comers. Friends of Gwyij
nedd say, "Particularly that faithful servant ann

minister of Christ, Ellis Pugh, who in these earl;

times was instrumental to the convincing and es,

tablishing of many in the blessed Truth. Frc
quent were his visits, and his labour of love inces-

sant, though he then lived at a distance froui

them."

Ellis Pugh had been one of the second set o'

purchasers of the land about Plymouth, but a'

what time he went to Gwynnedd or Plymouth wj

know not, but his mind was so with the new set'

tiers, that he felt it right to remove there. The

.

say of him, "In process of time he came to liv

within the verge of this Monthly Meeting, ami

laboured faithfully amongst them to his dyinji

day; and many have had cause to be thankful foi

so great a blessing conferred on them." i

At Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, held Tentlj

month 4th, 1699, Rowland Ellis, on behalf ol

Haverford Monthly Meeting, reported that severa'

Welch people. Friends and others, lately settled

on the east side of Schuylkill, in this county, abou

twenty miles off, have had for some time a First'

day's Meeting and a Third-day Weekly Meeting'

by consent of Haverford Monthly Meeting. Th..

information was given for the judgment of thi

Quarterly Meeting, which approved of the coursi,

pursued. It also approved of a proposition to joh

the meeting to Haverford, for the sufiicient reasoi]

that the settlers "understood not the Englisli

tongue." In 1700 a meeting-house was buili

there.

Of the nature of the ministry of Ellis Pugh, wi

have this account from the Gwynnedd Friends
" This our Friend was a serviceable instrument ii

the Lord's hand, to cherish and instruct us, ii

meekness and tenderness, to obey that which Go(

made known unto us of his will, and to follow am
understand the operation of his Spirit, discoverinj

to us the snares of the enemy of our souls. Hii

pious labours, among others that were fitted for tb!

same service, have been profitable in directing ant,

edifying us in the way of truth; for by the tenj

derness and influence which came as dew upon ou

s whilst we sat under his ministry, we believec'

his doctrine was of God."
(To be conlinued.J

The Trans-Atlantic Submarine Tclajrapii

Compani/, composed of English and French capi

talists, have entered into a contract with the Nev
York, Newfoundland and London Telegraph Com^
pany, whereby the former are bound to construe

d lay down at their own expense and risk, a sub

marine cable extending from Ireland to St. Johns
Newfoundland, and to have the same complete<

nd in operation, on or before the22d day of Firs

10. 1858. We have already mentioned that th«

New York, Newfoundland and London Company
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id contracted for a cable to connect Newfound
ndwitb Cape Breton or Prince Edward's Island

om whence lines are already in operation to New
ork. This work will be accomplished in the

iiurse of the present summer. "We have seen a

!)ecimcn of the cable to be made for this Com-
my, which is to weigh five tons and two hundred

ijunds to the mile, and presents a much more fin-

:hed and compact appearance than the cable now
li use between England and the Continent, a short

;!otion of which has also been exhibited to us

his English line has already been worked four

jsars without alteration or repair, and seems

Iholly unaffected by time or wear, or chemical

btion. The two Companies, European and Ame-
can, each will own the line by it constructed

;

ut their contract obliges them to operate in con-

BctioD with each other, to the exclusion of all

ther lines, for the period of fifty years, which is

Qe limit of the American Company's charter.

—

'f. Y. Jour. Com.

I Selected For " The Friend."

UNSEEN PURPOSES.

" For our light afflictions are but for a moment, and
jerk for us a far more e-xcccding and eternal weight of

lory."

Ihe world is full of suffering—along the mournful air,

:be notes of sad complaining are ringing everywhere,

.ove shieldeth not our idols from death's unsparing
darts,

nd the whole wide earth is teeming with crushed and
;

broken hearts,

let were no clouds of sorrow around our pathway
i

driven,

his world would be a paradise—we would not dream
, of heaven I

he erring heart to purify, is sent the chastening rod,

b discipline the spirit, and draw it nigh to God.

[e are bid to bow in meekness to the loss of those we
love,

nd are pointed to the mercy of a Providence above.
raise the heart to heaven with a meek and holy

trust,

md silence its repinings that have bowed It to the dust.

fe may not see the purpose why our hearts are pierced
and riven,

et, with a faith undoubting, let us still look up to

heaven !

his life is full of trial, yet we know that One above
ooks ever down upon us with a sympathizing love,

nd pitieth our infirmities, though others may deride,

or the heart hath not a sorrow by which he was not
tried.

h, let us then be patient I be meek, and murmur not,

hough clouds, and gloom, and shadow, surround our
earthly lot;

nd wheu the heart repineth, think of that Holy One,
'ho meekly bore and suffered, to win for us a crown I

'e know that life hath mysteries ; for God hath not
designed

a shed his great omniscience on the lowly finite mind

;

ad when the soul is ransomed, and the fount of life

unsealed,

be mind shall grasp infinity, and all will be revealed,
ben let us place the anchor of our confidence and

trust

n the might of the Creator, the Omnipotent and Just 1

'hose will we may not question, nor the hidden motive
tell,

et rest in the assurance that " He doeth all things
well."

Selected.

MARKS OF A TRUE MINISTER.

"How ready is the man to go.

Whom God hath never sent;

How timorous, diffident and slow.

His chosen instrument.

Lord! if from thee this mark /have
Of a true messenger

;

By whom thou wi/l, the people save
And let me always fear."

From " The Leisure Hour."

An Astronomical Year,

The duration of the astronomical year, as now
determined with great precision, consists of 365
days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, and 51 seconds. The
real length of the year is thus six hours greater

than it was according to the estimate of the old

astronomers; so that, if we reckoned by their

calculation, on every fourth year a day would be

lost. Such a circumstance must, in a compara-

tively short period, produce the most awkward re-

sults: a man born in spring would, before gray

hairs covered his head, have to celebrate his birth-

day at the end of winter; harvest would, after the

lapse of a few years, have its festival in mid-sum-
mer; and the time would come when summer and
winter would change names. It became there-

fore necessary, in all countries where the astrono-

mical year was used, to correct the calendar at

intervals, to prevent the increase of an evil for

which no provision was made.

Julius Csesar was probably the first man in au-

thority who attempted a permanent correction of

the calendar, assisted by Sosigines, an Egyptian
astronomer. Their device was, to add a day, every

fourth year, to February, and the principle adopt-

ed was so excellent that it has been both retained

and extended. This correction of time was or-

dered to be made in all countries where the Ro-
man authority was acknowledged, and to secure a

uniformity of dates, the sixth day before the

kalends of March was to be reckoned twice, for

which reason, the fourth year, now called leap

year, was by the Romans designated bissextile.

liut this clever contrivance did not perfectly cor-

rect the calendar, or cause the civil and astrono-

mical years to remain long in permanent agree-

ment. The addition thus made every fourth year

was eleven minutes more than was required for

the correction, and although this may seem a

trifling error, yet spread over so long a period, it

soon became a very marked quantity, and in the

course of centuries threatened to interfere with

some social and many ecclesiastical arrangements.

The Julian year, therefore, though an approxima-

tion to the correct measurement of time, possess-

ing thus an element of error, could not perma-

nently remain in use, unless a means of absorbing the

miscalculation it perpetuated could be discovered.

The necessities of the Roman church ultimately

led to the requisite improvement. The Council

of Nice, which assembled in the year 325 a. d.,

ordered, among other matters, that Easter should

be celebrated on the first Sunday after the full

moon following the vernal equinox. This was a

guide to many other of the church festivals, so

that any alteration in it caused a much greater

confusion than at first sight appears. Now it was
well known that in 325, when the council met,

the 21st of March was the time of the vernal

equinox ; but in the fifteenth century it fell on the

twelfth day of that month, a difl^erence sufiieiently

important to force upon the attention of the pope

and the conclave the necessity of correcting the

calendar.

This enterprise was meditated many years be-

fore it was accomplished ; but it would probably

bave been effected in the pontificate of Sextus IV.,

instead of Gregory XIII., if the preliminary cal-

culations had not been interrupted by the sudden I

death of John Muller, the astronomer selected to

advise the pontifi", and prepare for the contem-

plated change. This rare genius, so well known
as the founder of the printing-house at Nuremberg,
though it is as an astronomer that he is most de-

serving honour, was summoned from his useful

labours to assist the pope in correcting the calen-

dar. He unwillingly obeyed the command, and

repaired to Rome, where he had at an early period
of life exhibited his great talents, to undertake
the task; but the year after his arrival, in the
fortieth of his age, he died, or, as some say, was
murdered by the sons of an eminent Greek scholar,
whom he had mortified by some severe criticisms.

Sextus being thus deprived of the assistance of
the man best able to accomplish his object, lost

the honour of effecting his useful design.

Pope Gregory XIII. was a man of science, and
we have little cause to regret that the task of re-

forming the calendar fell into his hands. To re-

store the civil year to a correspondence with the
astronomical, he ordered that the 5th of October,

1582, should be called ^he 15th, for at (hat time
ten days had been lost, and the vernal equinox fell

on the 11th of March instead of the 21st. To
prevent the intrusion of the same errors in the
measurement of time in future ages, and to secure

the recurrence of the festivals at the same period
of the year, he further decreed that " every year
whose number is not divisible by four, without a
remainder, consists of three hundred and sixty-five

days; every year which is so divisible, but is not
divisible by one hundred, of three hundred and
sixty-six; every year divisible by one hundred,
but not by four hundred, of three hundred and
sixty-five ; and every year divisible by four hun-
dred consists of three hundred and sixty-six. A
more perfect correspondence of the civil and astro-

nomical years will probably never be obtained than
by the use of the rules enforced in this decree

;

for after the lapse of four thousand two hundred
and thirty-seven years, the error will be less than
a day. In their preparation every source of dis-

agreement was duly estimated, and as far as pos-
sible corrected. The allowance of an extra day
every fourth year is, as already explained, an ex-
cess ; but this is not allowed to accumulate, for,

at the commencement of every century, when it

amounts to about three-fourths of a day, a deduc-
tion of one day is made. An error of about six

hours is thus left as the accumulation of one hun-
dred years, but this is not passed without correc-

tion; for every year divisible by four hundred,
which ought to be a common year by the ordinary

rule, is made to consist of three hundred and
sixty-six days.

Little opposition would probably have been
made to the introduction of these changes in any
European state, so generally was the necessity of
a correction admitted, had they not been enforced

by the pope, under an authoritative command for

the immediate and universal adoption of the re-

formed calendar. The princes who acknowledged
the sway of the bishop of Rome gave an uncom-
plaining and apparently willing compliance, but
in the protestant states the introduction of a very
useful and important correction in the measure-
ment of time was long delayed, from a recollec-

tion of the source from which it came, and the

impudent as.sumption of a command with which
it was announced. At last the Gregorian calen-

dar was universally adopted by the European
states, but by protestant communities always with

a protest against the interference of the pope, and
an entire rejection of his authority. The new
style was established in Great Britain by act of

Parliament, as might be expected in a country so

justly jealous of its civil and religious privileges,

in the year 1752.

So long as thou livest in the cross, thou livest in

the power, and thy obeying is easy, and all things

are possible to thee through it; and as long as

thou art '/ai'/y dying to that which is corruptible,

thou feelest the more life, and joy, and pleasure in

that which is everlasting.
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-Whereabouts is the North.'

A week or two ago, we called attention to the

many recent disasters at sea, some of which, as it

was observed, might be traced less or more to devi-

ations of the compass. It will probably be new
to many that the whole doctrine respecting the

pointing of the needle is now held as liable to very

considerable modification ; that, in short, the com-
pass, as usually understood, is very far from being

a faithful guide across the ocean ; and that those

mariners who depend too exclusively ou its aid,

are likely to lead their ships into extreme danger.

But how, it will be asked, can this be, seeing that

the needle points to the north? It is not strictly

true that the needle points to the north ; it points

to a spot several degrees aside from the north, and

this spot is not always exactly the same. Admit-
ting, however, tliat the compass, in proper circum-

stances, does pretty steadily point to one spot in a

northerly direction, it still remains true that it is

difficult to keep it in these circumstances, and, as

the case usually stands, the circumstances produce

great and various divergences.

These tendencies of the compass to give a mis-

leading direction are no new tbing, but have long

been under the attention of mariners. Dampier
mentions them; Sturmy's " Mariner's Magazine"
for 1684, as may be seen in the Library of the

British " Museum, has something about them
;

more than once were they observed during Cook's

voyages, and repeatedly since. So often, indeed,

that one is surprised those most concerned in ex-

plaining or preventing the error should not have
taken instant pains to inquire into it. But why
should any one trouble himself ? It was nobody's

business in particular; and so nobody meddled
with it. Your genuine " old Salt" snapped his

fingers at science; he could take his ship out to

sea, and bring her into port again, by rules well

known to navigators. Why should he bother him-
self with that new stuff about compass errors ?

" Lead, log, and look-out," had served- his turn

for years past, and should be his trust for the future.

Sometimes, however, it happened that neither ship

nor captain ever came home again. Who would
have thought it! Accidents will happen—that

was all; and still the old routine prevailed. Now
and then the lesson was repeated in a more impres-

sive form. In 1S03, the Apollo frigate, and forty

of her convo,y, went on shore in the night on the

coast of Portugal. The war-ship, trusting to her

compass, signalled the course to be steered, making
no allowance for the disturbing effect of her guns
upon the needle. Some of the merchant-captains,

remarking the error, steered the course as shown
by their own compasses, and escaped the fate of

their less observant brethren. And how often did

it happen, during the long French war, that the

commander in charge of a convoy directed by sig-

nal the course to be steered through the night;
and that in the morning the merchant ships would
be seen dispersed all round the horizon, one or

two of the most distant perhaps being carried off

by the enemy's cruisers. Who was to blame?
Each captain had steered the course prescribed

by his own compass ; and as no two compasses
agreed, the consequence was a general straggling,

and a loss of time while the ships beat up into po-
sition, like ducklings to their parent.

Such being the risk and difficulty with wooden
ships, how much greater when the vessel is built

of iron ; the liability to error is increased to an
alarming extent. Indeed, the most anxious trial

that could befall a pilot or sailing master, when
iron steamers first came into use, was to have
charge of one from Plymouth to London. The
vessels would go in any direction but the right;

and he was a brave man who could venture to carry

on in a fog. It was not at all unusual at sunrise
to see the English or French shore right ahead
and the ship running direct for it when she was
thought to be making her fair course up channel
The compass was worse than useless ; it was
treacherous. We have heard some men declare,

they could have navigated with less hazard had
there been no compass on board at all.

The liability to error is in some cases practically

recognized by the captains of steamers plying regu
larly from port to port. Hull to Rotterdam, for

instance ; they know that to steer south-south-east,

or whatever the course may be, will not take them
true to their destination ; and, taught by long
experience, they take a course a point or two more
to the north or south, and fetch their port as ac-

curately as a ferry-boat its landing-place. They
have learned, moreover, that to steer precisely the
opposite course in returning, will not take them
where they wish to go ; and here, also, they allow
for deviation. The out and home voyages are thus
seen to require different expedients. After this,

"1 we wonder that the wrecks round the British
coast alone, taking the year through, amount, as

has been said, to a ship and a half per day ? In
some years, it is more than double this number.
The Admiralty at length took up the subject,

d appointed a "Compass Committee;" compre-
hensive inquiries were made, and the causes of
error carefully investigated. These were more
easily discoverable than the remedy ; but scienee
was brought to bear on the question, and, as we
shall see, with beneficial results.

Many remarkable particulars came to light du-
ring the progress of the inquiry ; and instances of
neglect or indifference almost incredible. The
rough-and-ready rule, " Keep all iron seven feet

from the binnacle," which most mariners were
supposed to recognize, was proved to be as little

acted on by the navy, as " Early to bed and early

to rise," etc., among people on shore. Iron tillers

and capstans were not at all uncommon ; and the
Jisturbing effect of such a mass of metal, approach-
ing to within two or three feet of the compass, had
never been thought of. If the vessel had iron

davits for the quarter-boats, the swinging of them
inboard would make a difference of four or five

points in the direction of the needle. The iron

nails with which the binnacle-boxes were put toge-

ther, would cause a similar error; and more than
once the lower part of the box was found to be
used as a closet where iron bolts, and other sun-
dries of the same metal, were conveniently stowed
away. Surely, wilful stupidity must have been
the presiding genius over the makers of binnacles

;

how else can the use of any other than wood or
copper fastenings be explained ? In Queen's ships,

the binnacles are now made without doors, to pre-

vent the possibility of any idle sailor depositing in

them his odds and ends of iron. An iron cistern,

carried between decks near the stern, would pro-

duce as much disturbing effect on the compass as

solid cube of the same dimensions. The Cour-
agcux was lost on the rocks off Anholt, owing to

the needle having been diverted two points by a

stand of arms, placed on the half-deck below the
compass. The .addition of a large gun to a vessel's

battery would make a difference. Compasses, too,

were found to disturb each other when placed too

together; and the placing them too near was
the common fault of merchant-ships. In vessels

of the royal navy, the binnacles, where two com-
passes are carried, are now never fixed within four

nd a half feet of each other. When both are so

liable to be wrong from causes above mentioned,
they should at least be prevented from making one
another worse.

Again : the error of a compass is not constail

especially in iron ships; it varies with the indue!
magnetism of the vessel, or with the changes
the permiinent magnetism. As tbe ship proceei
on her voyage, so does the change take place!
greatest in amount in the highest latitudes, a

i

diminishing towards the equator. It is notti
same in corresponding latitudes of the two hem

I

pheres, and it differs according as the course
'

east or west. Nor is it the same in different pail

of the same vessel; let a compass be placed nel

the stern, another amidships, another near t]'

bow, and a fourth down below, each will tell .

different tale. The question thus appears to i

one of insurmountable difficulty—thecomplicatiil
of error too intricate for unravelment. Howdoshii
ever find their way across the trackless waters ? 1

The answer to this question will be to narrat,

in few words, the principal means discovered aii

employed for correcting the multiplied errors i\

ready enumerated.

(To be concluded.^

For "The Frit nd.'

The Indians.

The annual reports to our Government of tl

Commissioner of Indian affairs, with the accon
panying documents, afford much interesting i;j

formation in relation to the aborigines, with maii|

sorrowful evidences of the unmerited injuries, i!'

which they have been, and still are, subjected. ;,

Among the more agreeable items of the ki
report is a statement, relative to a portion of tlj

Sioux—that wild, and, by reputation, incorrigib'

race of savages, so thoroughly averse to all tl'

methodical and industrious usages, and solf-restiai'

ing virtues of Christian civilization, as to render [he

redemption altogether hopeless. Even intelligei

men, are sometimes far too hasty in the formatic

of opinions, and we have repeatedly had traveller

tales of nations, devoid of conscience, of a sen:

of religious oWigation, and even of the notion (

deity, which, on closer observation, and a moi(

intimate acquaintance with the subjects of such v
presentations, have been found to be erroneoui

Among the documents attached to this report, ai;

instances of the same hasty and ill-founded kind i:

j udgment. With regard to the Sioux, we have bee'

often assured, by those who have seen, and sureJ

ought to know, that they were fierce and incapab
of control, as the wild winds of their own prairie,'

that the belief that such was really the fact, he,

become pretty general : Yet we now have froi

the Sioux agency in Minnesota, the foUowin-
account of several tribes of that nation, from It:

Prescott, the farming superintendent. '

" There was placed under contract, in the sun.

mer of 1853, StiO acres of land. Last spring th

fields were ail fenced with post and rails, whic'
fence, if it had been in a straight line, would b'

between 5 and 6 miles in length. The land hs:

been, most of it, cross-ploughed, and part of i

harrowed. I ran the fields oft' into square acr

lot-s, and allotted to small families one acre each

and to large families 2 and 3 acres each; bi

there were not families or Indians enough to plat:

half the land that was ploughed, the larger half c

the Indians preferring to roam about and starvi

The Indians at first objected to the new sj^stem c

fanning, wishing to plant in irregular patches a

over the fields, and some of them pulled up th

stakes that I had stuck for corners, and said the

would plant where they pleased. I told them tha

I was carrying out the orders of the governor an.

the agent, when they stopped their opposition, an'

went to work. Those that planted have laid u
for winter use, from 20 to 30 bushels of goo
sound corn per family. The com was planted i
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e month of June. Some of the fields would
'crDge 30 bushels to the acre, and some not more
i.an 16 bushels to the acre, the drought having

Ijured some of the crops one half.

I "The Indians have planted corn, potatoes, pump-
ilns, squashes, melons, cucumbers, onions, and

|;ans ; but the thievish children stole all, except

jie corn, before the crops were half grown.
~y order of the governor, 160 acres of land

ive been broken this summer, making in all 520
now in readiness for the lower Sioux. The

ills are split, and posts in readiness to fence the

st ploughed fields. The laud in this country is

ell adapted to the raising of corn. All kinds

•e raised here except southern Dei.t. The red-

pb early Dent ripens and brings good crops. The

til
is a black sandy loam, and all kinds of north-

n vegetables come to the greatest perfection
;

ind the Sioux could raise an abundance of food,

I'
they would employ half their time at farming

Little Crow's band, most of them, have planted

t the agency. Black-dog, Little Six, and the Star,

ii part, have planted at the agency. Four bauds

ave not made their appearance this summer, and
ire roving about. One Indian bought with his

n money a one-horse wagon for ^75, and a

)vel-plough—the first instance of the kind I

ave noticed among the Sioux

I
"The following is a condensed list of the work

lone since 4th May, 1853—one year and five

jionths, viz.—520 acres of land broken. 360
teres fenced with posts and rails. 25,400 rails

jiade. 300 acres cross-ploughed and part harrow-

d. 6060 posts made. 70 acres sowed in turnips

nd rutabagas. 12 acres planted in potatoes. 150
)Ds of hay last fall. 300 tons of hay this sum-
ler."

How much of this was the result of Indian la-

our does not appear ; but it is a great matter

b get a Sioux to work at all.

i Last summer an expedition was sent by the
lovernment up the Missouri and Yellow Stone to

isit the various tribes of Indians inhabiting

hose regions. They are mostly in a suflFering

ondition, game having very much diminished
nd agriculture being but little known among
hem. " Although," says the report of the agent,

for, many years buffalo have been tolerably nu-
aerous through the country of the Crees and Assin-
boines, yet they are rapidly diminishing, and
ther nations have but few; besides their range
i gradually becomiug more limited ; and the ex-
ensive plains between the Voteau de Prairie and
•aschawaine, formerly covered with these animals,
re now entirely deserted by both Indians and
ame. The Cree and Chippewa tribes, unable to

ud game on their own lands, are obliged to hunt
n the tributaries of the Missouri. The enormous
estruction of buffalo for their hides, meat, &c., by
ccidents in crossing rivers on the ice, where thou-
mds sink by becoming embedded in the mud and
ttow, by storms and wolves killing the small
lives, must, before many years, end in their eu-
ire extinction, or at least render them so scarce
s to be iuaduquate for the subsistence of the nu-
lerous tribes of Indians who now live by hunting.
In the winter of 1846, the buffalo disappeared
om the country of the A.ssinaboines ; they sub-
isted fur a time on elk, deer and wolves. liut
dey are no deer-hunters ; and even if they were,
ach game is not found in sufficient numbers to

upport them. The snow was deep, the ground
rozeu to the depth of four feet; consequently
oots, herbs and berries, their usual resort in times
f great scarcity, were not to be found. After
atiug up their reserves of dried berries and roots,
hey subsisted on the flesh of their dugs and
orses ; these failing, actual famine came upon

them. Many died of disease and hunger; old

persons were left to perish, and in several instan-

ces they ate their owu children.

These Indians have strictly observed the stipu-

lations of the Laramie treaty, and it is gratifying

to know that not a single instance of murder, rob-

bery or other depredation has been committed by
them, cither on the neighboring tribes, parties to

the treaty, or on the whites.

On the IStii of the Seventh Month, we com-
nieneed our long and perilous trip up the Yellow-
Stotje. Our boat was 75 feet long, loaded almost
to the water's edge with goods. This boat was to

be taken a distance of 300 miles, through a most
dangerous country, and against a powerful current,

by human strenglli, with the corde/lc. We en-

cou\itered many diificulties, and although we over-

came them all, the anxiety and almost hourly ex-

pectation of having the boat sunk or dashed to

pieces on the rocks, was the source of the great-

est annoyance, and marred entirely the pleasure of

our journey.

The fall of the Yellow-Stone is probably greater

than any other river in this country, rolling over

a rooky bed, with a current of six miles an hour,

filled with sand-bars, islands and other obstruc-

tions. But the most serious difficulty we met
with was the rapids and ripples, as they are called

in this country, where the current seems dammed
up with ledges of rock, over which the impetuous
current flows with great velocity. Often the men
would pull for hours in water up to their waists,

with a current against them which would carry

them off their feet at the sligbest mis-step, mak-
ing not more than 6 miles in 12 hours.

Of the country bordering on the Y'ellow-Stone

I would say that there can be none more barren in

the world; none of it could be made subservient

to agriculture, or even grazing purposes. The
timber is very scarce and of diminutivegrowth, oc-

curring only along the streams and bottom prairies,

which yield nothing else but wild sage, Treniontia

Verniicularis, and the annoying prickly pear.

The hills produce no vegetation but a few bushes

and stunted cedars. The mineral productions

possess no economical value. Large beds of lignite

are frequent, from 1 to 6 feet thick, intermixed

with indurated clay; in which are immense quan-
tities of fossil shells and the most beautiful im-

pression of leaves. In no country is there a finer

exhibition of the ancient flora. Chalk occurs in

locality, where, for the distance of 10 miles,

shells where found in the greatest abundance and
of the most beautiful forms and hues. Vast
quantities of petrified wood, called by the traders

petrified forests, are scattered over the country.

The grain is distinct, and on the stumps layers

of growth as though just cut. Another thing

which excited my wonder was the quantities ot

pebbles scattered along the rivers ; acres are cov-

ered with them to the depth of several feet, and the

river is paved with them. But the most remarkable

feature was the appearance of volcanic action every

where presented along the river from the mouth to

the source. The distant bluffs present a burnt and
reddened appearance, covered with fragments

of rock of every size, which appears to have

n in a melted or semi-melted state, which

many places gives the appearance of ruins

of ancient cities. I find that this is occasioned

by the burning out of the lignite beds, some
of which are even now on fire. In speaking

uf the physical features of this country, that re-

markable region called by the traders, the " Mau-
vais Torres," or " bad lands," should not be omit-

ted. It extends from the forks of the Platte

westwardly to the Black Hills, covering an area

uf 90 miles in length, and 50 in width, present-

ing some of the grandest and most wonderful
scenery in the world. Here are to be found scat-
tered over the surface, in great profusion, the
petrified bones of extinct species of animals ; in-
cluding fossil terrapins in great numbers, some of
them weighing from 1500 to 2000 pounds.

Another Great Tree in California.—At a late
meeting of the Boston Natural History Society,
Dr. Ayres furnished the following items derived
from Dr. Bigelow, of San Francisco, relative to
another huge tree in that region. The tree lies

on the ground, having fallen many years since,

From the base to the point where it is broken off,

it is found to be three hundred and ten feet; all

beyond this was burned, probably by the Indians,
but fragments lie scattered along to the distance
of a hundred and fifty feet, and from the size of
these fragments, Dr. Bigelow feels confident that
the tree must have been five hundred feet high.
At the base it is by computation, one hundred
and ten feet in circumference, and at the end of
the three hundred and ten feet, it is, by measure-
ment, forty feet in circumference. This is almost
as mucii beyond, in size, the great tree which ha.s

attracted so much notice as that is beyond trees of
common size. Dr. Abbott remarked that Dr.
Pickering had seen trees in California remark-
able for their slenderness as well as height. He
had seen one three hundred and ten feet high,
measuring only nine feet in diameter at the base,
and at the broken extremity only nine inches.

That Remarlcahle Phenomenon, the coal moun-
tain in Pennsylvania, which has been on fire since
1837, will probably soon be extinguished, as the
fire is approaching a point which can be submer-
ged in water. A mass of coal has le;n consumed
three eighths of a mile long, 60 feet wide, 300
deep, and equal to 1,420,000 tons of coal.

THE FRIEND,
FIFTH iMONTH 19, 1855.

The last Congress of the United States pas.sed

an act, near the close of its session, providing for

the registration of letters containing money or
other valuables, at the post-offices where they may
be deposited, in order to secure the person send-
ing such letters from loss, in case of miscarriage.

For the information of our readers, we take the
following from the instructions issued by the
Postmaster-General, for carrying into effect the
provisions of that act. Much relating to the duties

of clerks in the post-offices, is omitted.

Letters alleged to be valuable, posted at one Post-
oiJice in the Uuited States, and deliverable at another
such office, shall, from and after the first day of July,

1855, be registered at the office of mailing, on the ap-
plication of the person posting the same, and the pay-
ment of a registration fee of Jive cents.

Postmasters are instructed to enter all such letters in
a book to be prepared and kept for the purpose, to be
called the Receipt Booh:, containing bhank receipts with
a wide margin for a brief duplicate of each, as in Bank
Check books. The Postmaster will enter in this margin
the number of the receipt, the date of filing it, the name
of the person to whotn the letter is addressed, and the
place to which it is to be mailed. He will then fill up
the receipt to correspond with this marginal entry, sepa-
rate it from the margin, and deliver it to the person
who deposited the letter.

Registered letters will not be entered in the ordinary
accounts of mails received and sent, but separate ac-

counts of such letters will be kept at each Post-office.

When a letter has been received, registered, and re-

ceipted for, as directed in section 2, the Postmaster will

enter its number, the d:ite of miiiling, the rate of post-

age, the name of the person to whom it is addressed,

and of the office, (whether of distribution or delivery,)
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to which it is to be sent, in his account of registered let-

ters sent. He will then mail each such letter or parcel
of letters, in a separate package from his unregistered letters,

and will seal each package, after tying it in the usual
manner.
On the receipt at a distributing ofBce of registered

letters for distribution, the clerk who opens and dis-

tributes the mail, will apply to the Postmaster, or to

such one of his assistants as may be authorized to open
official letters, addressed to him, for the corresponding
letter bill. Having compared the letters with the bill,

he will indorse it "correct" if he find it so, or will note

the error, if there be one, and will pass it with the let-

ters to the clerk who keeps the account o{ registered let-

ters received for distribution, who will enter its contents

in his account and indorse upon it his signature or ini-

tials.

When the duplicate letter bill of any registered letter

or letters is returned from the office of distribution or

delivery to the office where it was originally mailed,

that fact shall in each case be noted by a check mark
on the margin of the account of registered letters sent

opposite the original entry ; and if it be not duly re^

turned, the failure shall in like manner be noted by i

different check mark, and such failure shall in all large

offices, be immediately reported by the clerk who ki

the account of registered letters sent, to the Postmaster or

his principal assistant, and each Postmaster will give

immediate notice to the chief clerk of this department
of every such failure noted in his office.

If upon the receipt of any duplicate or return letter

bill, it be found on examination that a letter originally

mailed with it is missing, or that any important error

or discrepancy is indorsed on it, the fact will be duly

noted on the account of registered letters sent, and im-
mediately reported to the chief clerk of this department,
and if the discrepancy implies a robbery of the mail, or

if a money letter or package of considerable value is

found to be missing, such report will be made by telegraph,

ifpossible.

On the delivery of a registered letter at the office of

its destination, a receipt therefor will be taken from the

jierson authorized to receive it, and such receipt will be
curuluUy filed and preserved at that office.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to 28th nit—The

War.—Vp to the 22d.ult., the bombardment of Sebas-
topol had continued, but without important results. The
Russian commander, in his despatch of that day, states

that after twelve days' bombardment, the fire of the

allies had become weak, and caused little damage. The
French had taken the Russian ambuscades in front of

the Malakoff tower, and added them to the French lines.

According to their account, the siege was advancing,

and the situation of affairs was considered satisfactory.

It would seem that an immense quantity of shot and
shells had been showered upon the town and its de-

fences, and some injury inflicted upon them; but the

correspondent of the London Times, who is a spectator

of the attack, says in his last letter, " we are jiot one
inch nearer the town than we were last October'^" The
loss of life on both sides, though considerable, has not

been as great as might be supposed from the magnitude
and long duration of the cannonade. Cholera has re-

commenced its ravages in the French camp.
Failure of Negotiations.—Another meeting of the re-

presentatives of the Four Powers was held on the 25th

ult., at the request of Prince Gortschakoff, when some
further propositions were made by the Russian Plenipo-

tentiaries, and rejected on the part of France, England
and Turkey. Lord John Russell had left Vienna on his

return to England. The French Minister remained at

Vienna for a few days, to discuss matters with the Aus-
trian Government.
RUSSIA.—The cholera continues its ravages at St.

Petersburg. A serious overflow of the Neva has caused
great distress, and much loss of property along its

banks. The Emperor's brothers, Michael and Nicholas,

have again set out for the Crimea. Prince Menschikoff
is not dead. The St. Petersburg Journal publishes an
imperial rescript expressing the Emperor's satisfaction

with his conduct, with the hope that he would be soon
restored to health.

TURKEY.—The city of Broussa was visited by an-
other earthquake on the 11th of Fourth month, which
destroyed most of the stone buildings, and the wooden
ones were burned. The Jews' quarter of the city was
buried under huge masses of earth and rock. The vil-

lage of Tikendji, about a league from Broussa, was
totally destroyed by the shock. The loss of life was not

F1{."\NCE.—It has been officially announced that the

Emperor's departure for the Crimea is postponed for a
short time. The opening of the French exhibition was
postponed until the 10th or 15th inst. The American
ship Great Republic had been chartered by the French
government for the conveyance of troops. She could
carry two thousand men with ease.

E.VGLAND.—In Parliament notices were given of a
motion for a decimal coinage, and to invite the estab-
lishment of a uniform decimal system throughout the
world. The Money Market.—The rates for money are
very easy, mostly arising from the contracting of busi-

ness. Money on call could be obtained at 2|- to 3 per
cent. Best bills, 3J and 4. Consols had further de-
clined, closing at 88| to SSJ. Liverpool.—The cotton
market was active with an "advance of |- to 1-16<^. Bread-
stuffs had also advanced. Baltimore and Philadelphia
flour was held at 42^. to 44s.

INDIA AND CHINA.—The Overland Mail had been
telegraphed. Shanghai dates. Third mo. 9. Bombay.
Fourth mo. 3. The Chinese insurgents have evacuated
Shanghai. Persia openly avows her adhesion to Rus-
sia.

SPAIN.—An important law has been enacted by the

Cortes, ordering all the lands and dwellings belonging
to the clergy, to religious fraternities, and to pious and
sacred works, to be sold and turned into money ; break-

ing up all accumulations of ecclesiastical property, and
stripping the church of its immense possessions. Thi

law was earnestly opposed by the Pope as the greater

part of the lands, upon which it will operate, belong to

the church.

The Pope, in return for the splendid tiara, of the

value of about two million reals—recently presented to

him by the Queen of Spain, has sent her the body of St.

Felix the Martyr.

UNITED STATES.—Xansf/s.— Complete returns of

the census in Kansas show the whole number of inha-

bitants to be 8500—males, 5227 ; females, 3373. Voters,

2878; natives, 7161; foreigners, 408; slaves, 192. The
returns justify the opinion that of the 2878 legal voters

in Kansas, at least 2200 voted at the late election, in

favour of candidates for the Legislature, opposed to

slavery. The vote of the residents was nullified by that

of men from Missouri, who entered the Territory, for the
purpose of controlling the election.

The Western Lakes.—It has hitherto been asserted

that Lake Huron was 860 feet deep ; but it has been
ascertained by the Coast Survey, that it is only 420 feet.

Lake Erie is from 60 to 70 feet deep ; Lake Ontario 452
feet—as low as most parts of the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
All the Lakes cover an area of 43,040,000 acres.

Consequences of the Drought.—It is stated that the

river St. Lawrence is twenty-two inches lower than in

the spring of 1854, and two feet lower than in the spring

of 1852. The greatest variation in the surface of the

St. Lawrence for four years past, has been five feet ten

inches. This, however, was caused by violent winds.

Immigration.—In the Fourth month, 10,195 emigrants

from Europe arrived at New York. The immigration
for the corresponding month last year was 31,148.

Lateness of the Spring.—Early in this month, the snow
still lay three feet deep, near Franconi'a, N. H. On the

7th, considerable snow fell at Detroit. A despatch,

dated Quebec, May 7, says, " our port is at last free from
the embargo caused by the ice. Three vessels arrived

yesterday."

Rain in the South.—After a long protracted drought,

copious rains have fallen throughout Georgia, South
Carolina and Alabama.

Emigration to Minnesota.—Within the first ten days of

navigation this season to the port of St. Paul, Minnesota,

the number of emigrants to the territory for permanent
residence, was over 8000.

The Sault St. Marie Canal, connecting Lakes Superior

and Huron, was completed on the 10th uU., and the

waters of Lake Superior admitted into the canal. Ves-

sels may now pass from one lake into the other.

A'ew I'ork.—Owing to the continued dullness of trade,

and the high prices of all descriptions of provision,

there is still a great deal of suffering among the poorer

classes. Thousands of mechanics and labourers are out

of employment, and with but little prospect of obtaining

work any time soon. Many of them are leaving the

city.

Texas.—The complaint of the want of rain is general

this State, and great injury to the crops is antici-

pated.

State of the Ohio.—At Pittsburg, on the 11th inst., the

rer was at a stand with six feet water in the channel.

Railroad Disaster.—On the llth inst., the locomotive

the freight train on the Jeffersonville Railroad ex-

ploded near Seymona, Indiana. The engineer and four

other men were instantly killed, and the locomotive
n to atoms.

Pennsylvania.—the Legislature adjourned on the f

inst. Among the most important measures passed
this session, are the acts to restrain the sale of i

toxicating drinks on the first day of the week, that

'

relation to the sale of liquors ge'nerally, and the av
law authorizing the sale of the main line of the pub

'

improvements. A number of new bank charters ha;
been granted, and the capitals of others increased. T i

state of parties in the Legislature prevented the choi'
of a U. S. Senator. The whole number of bills passi'

and signed, was six hundred and eighty-four. A gre-
portion of these enactments were of a trivial charactcj
such as that "To permit Joseph Longrier to peddle

|

Lebanon Co.;" that "Relative to huckstering in Yo:'

Co.;" "To change the time for the meeting of tli

Township Auditors in Bradford Co.," &c.
;

Schuylkill Co., Pa.—The mineral riches of this coun

'

are in the course of rapid development. In 1854 the i

were 145 collieries worked, of which 76 were above tl'

water level, and 69 below it. Two hundred and eigh-j

steam engines were used in mining. There were im«jj
in the county, 496 miles of railroad. The coal pn^fl
last year was about three millions of tons ; it is

mated for this year at three and a half millions, tt
coal area, to which these operations are confineii

covers only 162 square miles.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 165.
California.—By an arrival at New Orleans from 1

vana, information has been received that the steamshi'.

Golden Age which left San Francisco on the 17th i

with 750 passengers and $1,300,000 in gold, had bee
wrecked on the night of the 28th, when about five i

from Panama. The steamer was going at full s

when she struck a sunken rock, and immediately com
menced filling. Information of the disaster was conveyer
to Panama, from which the steamer John L. Stevens i

sent to render assistance, and rescue the passenger!
These were all safely landed at Panama. It is presume;]
the mails and treasures were also saved. The raini

continued in California. J

Miscellaneous.—The cost of war.—The cost of a year'lj

conflict with Russia has been more than $200,000,00-^
to England alone, and probably not less than $600,000.']

000 to the four principal powers concerned. The cos-j

to other European nations, Austria, Prussia, &c., ij

putting their military establishments on a war footing'!

has amounted to hundreds of millions more. There if-!

however, a far greater cost which cannot be representei'

by figures—the misery, moral deterioration, and inteiu',

tciekedness, which follow in its train.
j

Telegraph across the Black Sea.—The telegraphic com{
munication between London and the Crimea has beei*

completed. The Telegraph is in the hands of the Bri-!

tish Government.
|

The Thirty-fifth Asteriod.—Yet another Asteriod w<tj

discovered by Dr. Luther at Bilk, in Prussia, on thij

19th ult., but 13 days after the 34th was first seen ai

Paris.
1

Large Timber.—A "stick" of white oak measurinji
fifty-one feet eleven inches in length, and squaring forty-i

one by forty inches, was recently sawed up at Wallace-i
burg, C. W.

Cholera, has been very fatal on some of the steam-|

boats on the Mississippi, which are generally over-'

crowded with emigrants.
i

'ew Gold Washings.—Missouri papers state that golc!

been discovered on a stream, called the Red Fort'

of the Arkansas river, at the foot of the Ouacbitf:
Mountains. A rush of gold seekers from the frontierii

of Arkansas and Missouri, was setting towards the'

place. Some men had returned, it was said, with a

considerable quantity of the metal.
Georgia Gold. — 'Twenty-six hands lately procnrec

from a gold mine in Columbiana Co., in nine working
days, $1650 worth of gold, from surface ore.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
Assistant Teachers are wanted in the Boys' depart-

lent of this Institution. Application may be made tc

ither of the undersigned.

Henry Cope,
"lpi,ii«d

Saml. Bettle, Jr., |
^i^»laa-

Saml. Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Married, on Fourth-day, the 9th inst., at Friendt
Meeting-house in Greenwich, Cumberland Co., N. J.,

TiLLiAM Thorp, of Frankford, Pa., to Letitia M.
laughter of Benj. Sheppard, of the former place.

PRINTED BY KITE k WALTON,
No. 3 Ranstead Place, Fourth above Chestnut street
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Remarkable Balloon Ascension.

The New Orleans papers mention the safe arri-

fal at Vieksburg, Missi,ssippi, of the tcronaut

Sodard, after a flight of a few hours from New
Orleans; a distance of two hundred miles. The
ascension was wade on the evening of First day

the 30 ult., and the jerial party consisted of

Godard, his assistant Manduit, and three passen-

, of whom one was the editor of the New
Orleans Crescent. The latter has furnished an

animated account of the journey, and its incidents,

'some portions of which we extract. "We five

Len, the ballast, provisions, wines and other

pirticles in the car, made up a dead weight of about

^fifteen hundred pounds, to be whirled up to the

letherial regions, by the beautiful ' America.'

'It was astonishing, upon climbing the enclosure,

jo behold the dense crowds of people outside

—

IPoydras and ]3arnum streets, seemed to be paved

|with human faces rather than round stones—not

to say flattering, to be so generally looked up to

by all classes of society. We felt some nervous-

jness in ascending, but this feeling was soon

absorbed by the sense of sublimity, the exaltation,

inspired by the unequalled scene." " We will

undertake to explain what is the greatest wonder

of being up in a balloon. We were much puzzled

by it at firet, but explained it by recollecting what

we have been taught of the atmo.sphore. It was

the difl'erence between looking perpendicularly

through the air, and horizontally through it

—

a difference altogether astonishing. At one mile

from the earth, houses looked much smaller than

at a horizontal distance of two miles. Horizon-

tally distant, a house may look as large as your

hand; yet you will not be able to distinguish it

by its minor details from any other house. Per-

pendicularly, a house may look no larger than a

sixpence
;
yet you will be able to count its win-

dows, chimneys, pillars and other small details, as

ifyou held its daguerreotype in your hand. Horses

on the shell road, seemed to us like ants creeping

along on a chalk line
;
yet we were able to distin-

guish their legs quite as plainly as we could those

of^an ant on our forefinger. Charity Hospital

square looked as if we might grasp it all with one

hand
;
yet we could discern the minutiai of that

establishment, with a clearness and certainty that

seemed absolutely miraculous." "The Carrolton

and Lake train of cars over which we passed,

resembled a snail creeping slowly along, but send-

ing up a noise prodigious for an object so small.

Over the Ridge Cemeteries, the barometer indicated

an altitude of ten thousand faet ; an expansion of

the gas, and escape of a quantity down through

the neck of the balloon, caused us to descend.

Nearing the lake, we came down to two thousand

feet. Finding everything favourable for a splendid

trip, Godard announced his intention of crossing

the lake, and offered to land any of us who might

not wish to go further. The party was of course

unanimously in favour of the biggest kind of a

ride. So out went .some ballest and away we

sailed. Crossing the lake we hailed fishermen in

pigmy smacks; played with echo till he made us

hoarse ; admired the balloon over our heads, the

setting sun and the rising moon ; held our breath

to listen to the roar of the million, white-crested

waves beneath us—wide-sounding and solemn,

like a song of eternity ; and ate our supper of

roast turkey, bread, cake, pate and wine at an

elevation of ten thousand feet." "We left Lake

Pontchartrain to the west of Pass Manchaa, and

crossing the latter, passed to the east of Lake

Maurepas, in a northwestwardly direction. We
crossed an immense wilderness, intersected by

bayous gleaming in the moonlight, and musical

with the song of the whippoorwills, owls, katydids

and frogs, which we were able to hear plainly at an

indefinite height. At length we neared symptoms

of civilization. We passed over fires in the woods

;

at length farms came in sight—dull, grey patches

on the sombre green of the rolling panorama
;

could hear the shouts and excitement of the

people, and the dogs barking as though they

would bark their heads off. At some distance to

the left, a cluster of twinkling lights indicated a

town. Descending we could discern handsome

mansions embosomed in groves, on the margins

of the farms, with the gardens, hedges, roads and

fences. In due time, a large cluster of lights to

the right indicated another town, and one of consi-

derable size. We had chart and compass, and

knew our course ; but having no idea of our rate

of progression, were unable to hazard a guess at

our Tfhereabouts. We descended repeatedly

within hailing distance, but our shouts were

answered by words which we could not understand,

mingled with the baying of the dogs. Between

nine and ten o'clock we descended for infor-

mation, and wore told by a man that we were

in Jefferson County, Mississippi. This was a

great astonishment, none of us believing that we

were yet past the State line. The first town we

passed to the left, must have been Clinton, Lousi-

ana, and the other to the right. Liberty, Missis-

sippi. Our course had veered round to the north,

and Godard made calculations to land at or near

Vieksburg. We were now passing over a magni-

ficient cotton country ; at one turn of the head

we were able to count from twenty to fifty planta-

tions." Having discharged more ballast, they

mounted through the clouds to an elevation of

sixteen thousand feet. "This is the grand

event of the journey. We know we shall never

be able to describe it justly. No poetic enthu-

siast, no opium eating or mesmeric dreamer, could

ever conceive of anything half so beautiful, so

exquisitely grand, so ovcrpoweringly sublime.

The deep blue of the etherial vault, studded with

stars and illumined by the moon, twinkling and

beaming in their pristine glory, canopied us, and

rested all round us, on a horizon of snow-white

clouds. Though these clouds were separate, they

appeared to us as one undivided mass, their jagged
shapes and shady outlines, being plainly marked
upon each other. They shut out all view of the

earth, and seemed to form a vast basin or bowl

beneath us—a valley of vapory snow-banks. The
moonlight was so clear, and so strongly reflected

by the vapors beneath, that the watches, compass

and map of the party were as intelligible almost, as

by day ; and we, having a newspaper in our pocket,

drew it forth, and were enabled to read the smallest

print in it with ease, and did read some of it

aloud for the gratification of the party. All this

time, although we breathed as freely as ever, our
blood was humming in our ears, and the cool air,

acting upon our cloud-moistened garments, dif-

fused quite a chilliness over us. At one time,

IJessommes laid down in the bottom of the basket

for warmth. In this grand situation we remained
nearly a half hour. At length a fissure opened
in the clouds directly beneath us, and all below

looked black as death—we could distinguish

nothing. When the opening became tolerably

wide, we were enabled to see the cotton fields

gliding by—little gray spots, not as large as our

hand." "Our gallant little captain, now con-

cluding that we ought to be in the neighbourhood

of Vieksburg, kept prospecting for the view with

his glasses. At last it seemingly appeared. Wc
all hailed it with delight, but upon nearing we
found it to be only a chain of cotton fields, of

which we could sec neither end. Godard then

determined to land at the first opportunity, to

discover our whereabouts before going further ; he

was fearful of getting too far from the river.

Sloping down to a cotton field, we found it brist-

ling with dead timber, resembling black and white

needles standing on end. Several other fields

offered a similar impediment, but at last we came

to a field destitute of tree or stump, and down we

bounded right in the middle of it, at precisely

one o'clock, having been on the wing six hours

and fifty minutes, and traversed a geographical dis-

tance from thecity, which wc have since ascertained

to be one hundred and sixty miles,—an average of

twenty three miles an hour. The cotton field in

which we landed belongs to Mr. Stephen 0.

Smith, and is located thirty-five miles from Vieks-

burg, and fifteen from Port Gibson, in a northeast

direction. A negro who saw us land came run-

ning to us, crazy with delight, for had seen a bal-

loon before. He told us all we wanted to know,

and was sure that his master would let us have

carriage and horses to take us to Vieksburg, which

he, like a genuine African, told us was only fifteen

miles off. The balloon having refused positively

to continue its journey with more than two per-

sons, it was necessary that three of us should stay

behind. The only one of the party that could

speak French and English was Dossommes, and

Godard therefore selected him for his companion

and interpreter. The balloon, all shrunken in

its lower part, mounted slowly and sailed lazily

away, just above the tree tops. It looked very

tired, and doubtless did not go far. Petar, the

negro, seeing that it did not steer directly for

Vieksburg, shouted at the top of his voice,

" Hillo ! Massa ! you's gwine too fur to de left 1
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Say ! too fur to de left :" The daring aeronaut
finally landed in safety near Vicksburg. Only
one of the three men who first landed, was able

to procure a conveyance. Our Editor and his

friend, being unsuccessful in obtaining cither that,

or a lodging for the remainder of the night, had

no alternative but to set off on foot, wading,

silently till day-light through dust ankle deep,

concealing roots and stumps, to the great damage
of their toes. Their dreary, unsentimental tramp,

and subsequent brisk ride in a wagon, of the

friendly aid of which they thankfully availed

themselves, formed a striking and appropriate set

off, to their experiences of the previous sis hours.

From the Joiiriiiil of George Fox.

" To all Friends in Barbadoes, that are convinced

of God's truth.

" My desires are, that ye may live and walk in

his peaceable truth, and show forth that ye are

children of the light, and of the truth, for the

heavenly, gentle, and peaceable wisdom is justified

of her children. But debate, strife, wilfulness,

and laying open one another's nakedness and

weakness, is not the practice of heavenly wisdom's

children, (but of Ham's,) nor from the Spirit of

Christ ; neither such as bite and tear one another

;

that is from a devouring spirit, not from the Spirit

of Jesus, which covers that which is uncomely,

and can forgive. Now, my Friends, you profess

that truth, which is beyond all the world's ways
;

therefore see that you excel them in the heavenly,

gentle wisdom that is easy to be entreated ; for the

wisdom of the world is not easy to be entreated, and

sometimes will not be entreated at all. Pray; see

you excel the world in wisdom, in virtue, in kind-

ness, in love that is over hatred, in meekness and

humility, in sobriety, civility, and modesty; in

temperance and patience, and in all morality and

humanity, which will not set anything below men
or unmanly. Show forth true Christianity, and

that ye are the converted and translated believers

in Christ, dwelling in the love of God, that beareth

all things, endureth all things, is not puffed up,

and envies not. For they that are out of this

love of God and christian charity, are nothing,

but as a tinkling cymbal, and as sounding brass,

and are discontented, murmurers and complainers,

full of doubts, cjucstions, and false jealousies.

Keep that spirit out of the camp of God ; for do

you not read in the Scriptures, both of the New
and Old Testament, that the end of such was

misery. Therefore, in the love of God, build up
one another; for love edifies the body of Christ,

and he commands his believers to love enemies,

and to love one another; by this they are known
to be the disciples of Christ. But to live in envy,

strife, and hatred, is a mark they are no disciples

of Christ. ' For he that loveth not his brother

abides in death; and whosoever hates his brother,

is a murderer: and ye know that no murderer

hath eternal life abiding in him. But they that

love the brethren, are passed from death to life,'

1 John iii. 14, 15. And, ' If a man say, I love

God, and hateth his brother, he is a liar : for he

that loveth not his brother whom he hath seen,

how can he love God whom he hath not seen ?

And this commandment have we fsom God, that

he who loveth God, lovest his brother also,' chap,

iv. 20, 21. Therefore, ' love one another, for love

is of God, and hatred is of the devil ; and every

one that loveth is horn of God, and knows God.
All are children of God by creation ; therefore, in

that state they are to love their neighbours as

themselves, and to do unto all men as they would
have thom do unto them. Secondly, God pouretii

his Spirit upon all flesh, (or all men and women;)
all that arc led by the Spirit of God, arc the sons

of God, heirs of God, and joint heirs with Christ

;

and are in fellowship in the everlasting gospel

;

and in unity in the Spirit, the bond of peace. They
that go out of this unity, out of the bond of peace,

and do not keep it, break the King of kings'

peace ; but they that keep in the unity and fel-

low.ship in the Spirit, and walk in the light, have
fellowship one with another, and with the Father
and the Son. It is not every one that talks of

the light, of the word, of righteousness, of Christ,

and of God, but he that doeth the will of God.
Therefore, my Friends, strive to excel one another

in love, in virtue, in good life and conversation,

and strive all to be of one mind, heart and judg-

ment in the Spirit of God ; for in Christ all are

one, and are in peace with him. The Lord God
Almighty preserve you in him, your rock and
foundation, that is heavenly, and stands sure; that

ye may be valiant for the truth upon earth,' for

the Lord and his glorious name ; that ye may all

serve him in your generation, and in his new
creation in Christ Jesus. Amen.
"And now, that you are come into so much

favour with the magistrates, and powers, that they

let you serve the ofiice of constable, &c., without

swearing or taking any oaths, hereby Christ's

doctrine, and command, and his apostles, is set up.

Therefore, I desire, that you may double your

diligence in your offices, in doing that which is

just, and true, and righteous ; so that ye may excel

and exceed all, that are tied, or bound by oaths to

perform their offices; and you can do it upon your

yea and nay ; so say, and so do, according to

Christ's doctrine and command. For Adam and
Eve, by disobeying the command of God, fell un-

der condemnation ; and they that disobey the

command of Christ, in taking oaths and swearing,

go into evil, and fall into condemnation. Matt, v.,

•James v. My love in the Lord is to you all.

G. F."
Kingston npon Thames,

the 10th of the Fifth mo., 1689.

Onl^ one Brklc on Another.—Edwin was one

day looking at a large building which they were
putting up, just opposite to his father's house. He
watched the workmen from day to day, as they

carried up the bricks and mortar, and then placed

them in their proper order.

His father said to him, "Edwin, you seem to

be very much taken up with the bricklayers

;

pray, what may you be thinking about ? Have
you any notion of learning the trade ?"

"No,'.' said Edwin, smiling; "but I was just

thinking what a little thing a brick is, and yet that

great house is built by laying one brick on an

other."

"Very true, my boy. Never forget it. Just

so it is in all great works. All your learning is

only one little lesson added to another. If a man
could walk all around the world, it would be by
putting one foot before the other. Your whole

life will be made up of one little moment after

another. Drop added to drop makes the ocean.

" Leirn from this not to despise little things.

Learn also not to be discouraged by great labours.

The greatest labour becomes easy, if divided into

parts. You could not jump over a mountain, but

step by step takes you to the other side. Do not

fear, therefore, to attempt great things. Always
remember that the whole of that great building is

only one brick upon another."

A True Remark.—I hold it to be a fact, says

Pascal, that if all persons knew what they said of

each other, there would not be four friends in the

world. This is manifest from the disputes to which
indiscreet reports from one to another give rise

For " The Friena."
I

Dcpcmiance upon Proviilcnce.

And Elijah, the Tishbite, who was of the in-;

habitants of Gilead, said unto Ahab, As the Lore'

God of Israel liveth, before whom I stand, there!

shall not be dew nor rain these years, but accord-

1

ing to my word." The length of time in which

i

the great drought should continue in the land ol'

Israel, is not here stated ; but the Apostle James,,

speaking on the efficiency of the prayer of a right-1

eous man, says, " Elias was a man subject to like,

passions as we are, and he prayed earnestly that

it might not rain ; and it rained not on the earth;

by the space of three years and six months. And!
he prayed again, and the heavens gave rain, and

the earth brought forth her fruit." In the prospect!

of the vegetation, and the fruits of the earth be-

coming dried up, and of course great famine,,

Elijah v?as sent to hide himself by the brook

Cherith, of which he was to drink, and his food,;

bread and flesh in the morning, and in the even-,

ing, was to be brought to him by ravens. When'
the brook dried up, he was directed to go to'

Zarephath in Zidon, where the Lord had com-'

manded a widow woman to feed him. But even'

here the drought had extended so that he was

sustained by another miracle. He met the wo-

man at the gate of the city, gathering sticks to'

bake the last of the meal, whom he requested to

bring him a little water to drink, probably finding,

it scarce in his journey. As she was going for

it, he added, "Bring me, I pray thee, a morsel oft

bread in thine hand." But she replied, "As the!

Lord thy God liveth, I have not a cake, but ai

handful of meal in a barrel, and a little oil in a

cruse ;" and such was her reduced condition, that

she told the prophet, "Behold, I am gathering

two sticks, that I may go in and dress it for me
and my son, that we may eat it, and die." The

sadness of such an extremity none can imagine,

without being brought in some measure into it.

But "Elijah said unto her. Fear not; go and do

as thou hast said ; but make me thereof a little

cake first, and bring it unto me, and after make

for thee and thy son. For thus saith the Lord

God of Israel, The barrel of meal shall not waste,

neither shall the cruse of oil fail, until the day

that the Lord sendeth rain upon the earth." This

was fulfilled, and she and her house cat of it many
days.

When the time was at hand that the Lord would

send rain upon the earth, Elijah was commanded
to show himself unto Ahab ; and when he went,

" there was a sore famine in Samaria." Obadiah,

the governor of the king's house, had been sent to

search for grass at the brooks and fountains of

water, to save if possible the horses and mules

alive, that all the beasts might not perish. It

would appear that groat distress prevailed, as

Ahab had made inquiry of all the neighbouring

nations for the prophet, but could not find him.

They must have been sensible that the distress

brought on them was not in the mere course of

natural events; as the king asked Elijah when
they met, "Art thou he that troubleth Israel

?"

But " he answered, I have not troubled Israel;

but thou and thy father's house, in that ye have

forsaken the commandments of the Lord, and thon

hast followed Baalim." This shows that the Lord's

judgments are kindled at times against a sinful

people, for their ingratitude, and disregard of his

laws, and of his honour.

Drought and the failure of pasture have been

partial in this country, and though we are not to

conclude that the immediate sufferers are objects

of Divine displeasure, yet as the consequences are

felt also by others in the reduced supply of provi-

sions, it ought to excite serious reflection in all,
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low far a disregard of our duties to Almighty

jod, and the want of gratitude for Lis countless

jiessings, may have drawn down his displeasure,

Lnd he niay withhold the former and the latter

lain, to remind us of our entire dcpendanoe upon

liim, and tlie obligations we owe to him, as the

,;reatures of his Divine hand.

i
Accounts from some parts of Ohio represent, that

jhousands of cattle and sheep have died from dis-

hase and the want of food, within the late fall and

ivinter—an event of rare occurrence in tbat State.

la some parts of Pennsylvania, and of the South-

;rn States, the scarcity of water has given rise to

ierious apprehensions, which with the present high

Drices of provisions create fears of increasing diffi-

,;ulty for person.'^ of little means to supply them-

selves and their children with sufficiency of suit-

[ible food for a healtby subsistence. A favourable

season may remove in degree the suiTering of

ihose whose bread is obtained by their daily

bfForts, but so great change in the supplies of this

bountry should"lead us all to examine our habits

\)t living, and whether the honour due to the

Preserver of men, for his spiritual and temporal

jlessings, and a daily walk in his fear, and in his

jervioe, have been the clothing of our spirits,

bvinced by a consistent practice.

The dreadful war in which professing Christians

ire engaged in Europe, deliberately butchering

me another, as though tbe awful result of rushing

:hou?and3 into eternity, was a matter of cool in-

iifferenee, contributes to the general derangement

jf the happiness, and the comforts of the human
'^amily. Not only is a vast amount of articles of

ood, and clothing, and other property destroyed

md wasted, but the business of husbandry, by

sfhich the means of subsistence are supplied to

Multitudes, must be greatly suspended in those

iountries, where thousands are drafted for the

,var, and where, in time of peace, a large produce

)f grain and other articles was brought into the

general market, and which added to the general

itock, or abstracted from it, must influence the

Drice of food in other parts of Christendom. While

ihese nations are beating " their plough-shares into

Jwords, and their pruning hooks into spears," and

ind letting loose the spirit of blood-thirsty war

ind destruction of their fellow-men, those who
;ould not, on any ground, nor from any motive,

,ake the life of a candidate for immortality, should

.ay this state of Christendom closely to heart,

sympathize with those who are in deep sufi"ering,

md as they may feel ability, put up their prayers to

;he great arbiter of nations that he may be pleased to

restrain the pride and the wrath of men, and bring

ihem to feel as brethren ; to sheath the sword,

ind come to see the horrors of war, and the hap-

piness of the government of the Prince of Peace.

forest leaves and rubbish to the depth of some
inches, or probably several feet. Boats in low water

un through this bed of vegetable matter, their

wheels stirring it up thorouglily. An inflaiiimable

gas i.s thus permitted to escape, which, on commu-
nication with a flame, at once takes fire, and burns

with a blue blaze. At such time the boat is stop-

ped and the flame ceases. When out, the boat

goes on again, taking the precaution mentioned

above. Unless allowed to continue some little

time, this burning gas is not apt to communicate
its flame to the wood—but it is quite sufficient to

eriously alarm those not acquainted with its cause.—Evansoillc Journal.

A Singular Phenomenon.—We have never seen

in print a notice of the following strange fact, al-

though every steamboat man acquainted with

Green Piiver navigation, can verify its truth. Just

ibove the locks, when the river is in a certain stage,

very low, for several miles, steamboats shut down
their furnace doors and allow no torches to be

lighted, for fear of what the deck hands call " set-

ting the river on fire !" Frequently boats using

torches or keeping their furnace doors open at this

particular place, have found themselves engulphed

in blue flames, greatly to the alarm of the passen-

gers, and in several instances setting the steamers

on fire. In some instances the passengers have

only been prevented "by the strenuous exertions of

the officers from leaping overboard in their alarm.

The cause of the singular phenomenon is simply

this :

—

The bottom of the river becomes covered with

Extract from the Journal of John Churchman.
(Concluded from pngc 276.)

On the 12th of the Eleventh month, early in

the morning, ho spoke to this purpose ;
" I believe

I must endeavour to go to our Quarterly Meeting,"

which began on the 14th, " although as to bodily

strength I am very weak: there my mind is rc-

arkably, sleeping and waking; there I hope to

be relieved of some things which seem to remain

ke a fire in my bones. I dare not forbear, I know
it is the way to recover ray strength outwardly,

and to bo eased of that which is a heavy burden

nwardly. I see I mu.st go, and believe I shall

recruit, and <.ain strength every day;" which was

the case accordingly. He further said, " 3Iy mind
has for several days been attended with an uncom-

mon sweetness, the like I never knew for so long

together, with a succession of soul-melting pros-

pects. I have freedom to relate what I had a

sight of this morning before day, as I lay in a

sweet slumber;" which was nearly in these words,
" I thought I saw Noah's ark floating on the

deluge, or flood, with Noah and his family in it

;

and looking earnestly at it, I beheld the window
of the ark, and saw Noah put out the dove; and

I beheld her flying to and fro, for some time ; but

finding no rest for the sole of her foot; I thought

she returned, and I saw Noah's hand put forth to

take her in again. After some time I thought I

beheld her put forth a second time, and a raven

with her; the dove fled as before for some time,

and then I saw her return with a green olive leaf

in her mouth, as a welcome token of the flood's

being abated. I thought I saw also the raven fly

to and fro, but he did not return ; and it came

into my mind, this is a ravenous bird, and seeks

only for prey to satisfy his own stomach, otherwise

he might have returned to the ark with good tid-

ings, or some pleasant token, as well as the dove.

After a short space, I thought I beheld the moun-
tain tops, and some of the tree tops, beginning to

appear above the waters, and I could perceive the

flood abate very fast. As the waters fell away, I

saw the trees began to bud and the greenness of

new leaves came upon them, and I heard the voice

of the turtle and saw many symptoms of a plea-

sant and happy season approaching, more than I

can now relate ; and the prospect thereof ravished

my soul. I beheld the trees blossoming, the

fragrant valleys adorned with grass, herbs and

pretty flowers, and the pleasant streams gushing

down towards the ocean ; indeed, all nature ap-

peared to have a new dress; the birds were hop-

ping on the boughs of the trees, and chirping;

each in their own notes, warbled forth the praise

of their Creator. And whilst I beheld these things,

a saying of the prophet was brought fresh in my
memory, and applicable as I thought to the view

before me, viz: 'The mountains and the h""

shall break forth before you into singing, and all

the trees of the field shall clap their hands ; in-

stead of the thorn shall come up the fir-tree, and

instead of the brier shall come up the myrtle-tree

;

d it shall be to the Lord for a name, for an
everlasting sign that shall not be cut off.'

' When I awoke, the prospect remained clear

my mind, and had a sweet relish, which now
continues with me ; and the application of the vi-

sion sceras to me in this manner : The flood which
ppeared to cover the face of the earth, is the cor-

uption and darkness which is so prevalent over
he hearts of mankind ; the ark represents a place

of safe, though solitary, refuge, wherein the Al-
mighty preserves his humble attentive people, who,
like Noah, arc aiming at perfection in their gene-

ration. The dove sets forth the innocent, harm-
less, and loving disposition, which attends the

followers of the Lamb who are always willing to

bring good tidings, when such are to be had: tho

raven represents a contrary disposition, which
reigns in the hearts of the children of disobedi-

ence, who chiefly aim at gratifying their own sen-

sual appetites; the wafers gradually abating, tho

trees appearing, and afterwards budding, the voice

of the turtle, and the pleasant notes of the bird.",

all seem clear to me, to presage the approach of

that glorious morning, wherein corruption and
iniquity shall begin to abate, and be swept away

;

and then everything shall appear to have a new-

dress. I am fully confirmed in tho belief, that

that season will approach, which was foretold by
the prophet, wherein the glory of the Lord shall

cover the earth, as the waters cover the sea; and
in a sense of those things my soul is overcome.' I
feel the loving kindness of the Lord Almighty, yet

waiting for the return of backsliders with un-

speakable mercy; and my soul in a sense of it,

seems hound more strongly than ever, in the bonds
of gospel travail; which travail I hope will in-

crease and spread amongst the faithful, for the

enlargement of the church ; that the nations may
flock unto Sion ; which shall become an eternal

excellency, even the joy of the whole earth."

He again expressed his having a prospect of

the dawn of this blessed morning ; and said, "The
day-star is risen, which presages the approach of

the morning; I have seen it in its lustre, and
have a lively sense of that saying being again ful-

filled in the new creation, ' The morning stars

sang together, and the sons of God shouted for

joy.' 1 have heard their sound intelligibly, and
my heart is comforted therein. The potsherds of

the earth may clash together for a season, but the

Lord in due time will bring about the reformation.

The predictions of Archbishop Usher, mentioned

in the preface to Sewel's History, have come frc^h

into my memory, and nearly correspond with the

sense 1 have, that a sharp and trying dispensation

is to come upon the professors of Christianity;

wherein the honest and upright hearted shall be

hid as under the hollow of the Lord's hand; when
rents, divisions and commotions shall increase

amongst the earthly-minded, and one branch of a

family be at strife with another, like the daugh-

ter-in-law against the mother-in-law ; and happy
will it be for those who endeavour to stand ready

for the approach of such a dispensation."

A New Potato.—Professor Blapcs has received

a new California potato, brought thence by C. V.

Mundy, of New Brunswick, weighing three

pounds seven ounces. Its appearance gives

indication of being a good keeper and of excellent

quality. The eyes protrude like those of the Ber-

muda potato. The gentleman who brought it from

California remarked at the Farmers' Club, New
York, that those potatoes were grown at the rate

of 700 bushels to the acre ; also, that the mam-
moth tuber referred to will be planted on the farm

of Professor Mapcs, who will report on its merits

or demerits, as the case may be, hereafter.
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From Ihe National Era.

Barclay of Dry.

Among the earliest converts to the doctrines of

Friends in Scotland, was Barclay of Ury, a distin-

guished soldier, who had foutrht under Guslavus

Adolphus, in Germany. As a Quaker, he became

the object of persecution and abuse at the hands

of the magistrates and the populace. IXone bore

the indignities of the mob, with greater patience

and nobfeness of soul than this once proud gentle-

man and soldier. One of bis friends, on an occa-

sion of uncommon rudeness, lamented that he

should bo treated so harshly in his old ago, who

had been so honoured before. "I find more satis-

faction," said Barclay, "as well as honour, in be-

ing thus insulted for my religions principles, than

when a few years ago it wasu:;ual for the magistrates,

as I passed" the city of Aberdeen, to meet me on

the road, and conduct me to a public entertain-

ment in their hall, and then escort me out again,

to gain my favour."

Up the streets of Aberdeen,

By Ibe kirk and college green,

Rode the laird of Ury;
Close behind bim, close beside,

Foul of month and evil-eyed,

Pressed the mob in fury.

Flonted him the drunken char],

Jeered at bim the serving girl,

Prompt to please her master;

And the begging carlin, late

Fed and clothed at Ury's gate,

Cursed him as he passed her.

Yet, with calm and stately mien,

Up the streets of Aberdeen
Came he slowly riding;

And to all be saw and heard

Answering not with bitter word,

Turning not with chiding.

Came a troop with broad swords swinging,

Bits and bridles sharply ringing,

Loose, and free, and froward
;

Quoth the foremost, "Kide him down !

Push him I prick him ! thro' the town
Drive the Quaker coward 1"

But, from out the thick'ning crowd
Cried a sadden voice and loud :

" Barclay I Ho ! a Barcl.iy I"

And the old man at his side

Saw a comrade, battle tried,

Scarr'd and sunburnt darkly.

Who with ready weapon bare,

Fronting to the troopers there,

Cried aloud :
" God save us I

Call ye coward him who stood

Ankle deep in Lutzin's blood.

With the brave Gustavus?"

" Nay, I do not need thy sword,

Comrade mine," said Ury's lord,

"Put it up, I pray thee;

Passive to His holy will,

Trust I in my Master still.

Even though he slay me.

"Pledges of thy love and faith.

Proved o'er many a field of death.

Not by me are needed."

Marvelled much that henchman, bold,

That his laird, so stout of old,

Now so meekly pleaded.

" Wo's the day" he sadly said,

With a slowly shaking head,

And a look of pity
;

" Ury's honest lord reviled,

Mock of knave and sport of child,

In his own good city I

" Speak the word, and, Master mine,

As we charged on Tilly's line,

And his Walloon lancers
;

Smiting through their midst, we 'II teach
Civil look and decent speech.

To these boyish prancers 1

"

" Marvel not, mine ancient friend.

Like beginning like the end."

Quoth the laird of Ury,
" Is the sinful servant more
Than his gracious Lord, who bore
Bonds and stripes in Jewry?

" Give me joy, that in his name
I can bear, with patient frame.

All these vain ones oiTer :

While for them He suffereth long.

Shall I answer wrong with wrong.
Scoffing with the scotl'er?

" Happier I, with loss of all.

Hunted, outlawed, held in thrall.

With few friends to greet me.
Than when reeve and squire were seen.

Riding out from Aberdeen,
With bared heads to meet me.

" When each good wife, o'er and o'er,

Blessed me as I pass'd her door
;

And the snooded daughter.
Through her casement glancing down,
Smiled on him who bore renown
From red fields of slaughter.

" Hard to feel the stranger's scoff,

Hard the old friends falling off.

Hard to learn forgiving:

But the Lord his own rewards.

And his love with theirs accords,

Warm, and fresh and living.

"Through this dark and stormy night,

Faith beholds a feeble light,

Up the blackness streaking;

Knowing God's own time is best,

In a patient hope I rest,

For the full day-breaking."

So the laird of Ury said.

Turning slow his horse's head
Towards the Tollbooth prison.

Where, through iron gates, he heard,

Poor disciples of the Word,
Preach of Christ arisen I

Not in vain, confessor old.

Unto us the tale is told

Of thy day of trial

;

Every age on him who strays

From its broad and beaten ways
Pours its seven-fold vial.

Happy he whose inu-ard ear

Angel comfortings can hear.

O'er the rabble's laughter
;

And while Hatred's faggots burn,

Glimpses thro' the smoke discern

Of the good hereafter.

Knowing this, that never yet

Share of Truth was vainly set

In the world's wide fallow
;

After hands shall sow the seed,

After hands from hill and mead
Reap the harvests yellow.

Thus, with somewhat of the Seer,

Must the moral pioneer

From the future borrow
;

Clothe the waste with dreams of grain.

And, on midnight's sky of rain,

Paint the golden morrow 1 J. G.

A nint to the Yovmj.—If you would enjoy a

green and happy old age, begin life in the love and
service of God. " Remember now thy Creator in

the days of thy youth, while the evil days come
not, nor the years draw nigh when thou shalt say,

I have no pleasure in them." Not only is early

piety the surest protection against the temptations

of youth, and the best preparation for usefulness

in middle life, but it gathers and lays up the most
precious solaces for old age. Religion is the one
thing needful, to sustain us under all the trials

which are incident to every stage of human life.

How much more, in the last stage, when all other

supports give way. Can you conceive of a more
melancholy spectacle than that of an old man, or

woman, who having outlived all worldly pleasures

and satisfactions, has no "joy and peace in bi

lieving," no interest or hope in Christ—one wh
rather " sighs and groans than lives?" Oh, t

think of the earthly tabernacle shattered and falle

down, and no "building of God, eternal in th

heavens," to receive the immortal spirit! Ho
wretched to linger without God and without hop

upon the extreme verge of life ! How distressin

to see an old person going down into the valle

and shadow of death, with no rod and no staif t

comfort him ! But in this glass, dear youth, yo

may see yourselves, should you live to be old, an

and when half dead, drag what is left of \\

mortal body down to the grave, without the ooi

solations of religion.

—

American Paper.

For "The Friend."

BIOGRAPUICdL SKETCUES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned membe
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

ELLIS PUGH.
(Continued from page 284.3

The time drawing near when Ellis Pugh h

lieved it would be right for him to pay a religioi

visit to his native country, according to the opei

ing the Lord had given him nineteen years befor

he spread the concern before Friends of Haverfoi

Slonthly Meeting, about the close of 1705. C

the 16tb of the First month, 1706, the Quarter

Meeting of Ministers in Philadelphia united ther

with, and on the 30th of the same month, tl

General Meeting of Ministers. Having certificat

of the unity of his friends, he prepared for his d

parture for Wales. Samuel Bownas having near

finished his gospel labours in this country, ai

being about returning homeward, Ellis and 1

agreed to make the voyage in company. Ell

joined him in Philadelphia, in the spring of 170

and after visiting meetings in Chester county, thi

passed into 3Iaryland. Here they found a se

captain, named Daniel Maud, a member of the

own religious Society, and felt easy to take passaj'

with him. He would not, however, be ready

sail under two months, and so the two frieU'

parted company, Ellis once more returning to coi

fort his family for a few weeks, and Samuel pr

ceeding to fulfil some opening for service, in V
ginia and Carolina. Samuel says, he found <

returning to Maryland near the time appointed f;

the sailing of the ship, " jNIy dear friend. El'

Pugh, labouring among Friends in iNIaryland.
'.'

a little time the ship fell down the bay, where tl

fleet made up, waiting for convoy, and in a ft

weeks the fleet came together, being very larg|

but many ships had taken so great damage I

staying so long in the country, that they could D'

bear the sea, and several foundered, and some pi

back to unload, and have their ships repairej

We had a long passage, and arrived safe, landii'

at Portsmouth, in the Tenth month, 1706, visits

a small meeting at Portsmouth, and took coach f

London."
Ellis Pugh laboured in Great Britain, print

pally, it is believed, in Wales, for nearly t^

years, in the language of his friends, "to t'

benefit and acceptance of many." On his returt

ing his minute to the Quarterly Meeting of Mini

ters, held Twelfth mo. 5th, 1708, they say, " 0'

friend, Ellis Pugh, gave some account of his ti|

vails in the service of Truth in his native count

of Wales, and produced a certificate from t

Quarterly and Yearly Meeting of that countr

'ch was much to the comfort and satisfactit^

of this meeting."

After his return, the Lord, in his infinite w
dom, removed three of his children in the flow

their age, all within the short space of o.
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inth. They were such as had, from their youth-

I days, walked oideily, and were accounted by

le lovers of the Truth as hopeful. He could not

it mourn under the dispensation, but he did not

ipine, and his mourning was not without hope,

renn-lh was given him from above, to bear the

iials dispensed ; and in a public testimony ho was

l.abled to declare that " if he could bear his afflic-

im acceptably in the sight of (iod, it would be

I
marrow to his bones." This, his tcstinlony, was

the comfort and edification of the hearers.

i
His Gwyunedd Friends say of him, after his

I

turn from Wales, "His residence was then

liarer to us than before, which rendered his life

id conversation more conspicuous, and his fellow-

nip more known to us. He was of a meek and

jiiet spirit, considerate and solid in judgment, of

Iw words, and of inclination to support love and

nity amongst all, more especially in the house-

jold of faith. He was honest and careful in his

Idling, lest ho should give just cau.se to make

iny uneasy. This has induced several to speak

if the good they received by his chaste conversa-

|on, and his loving and comforting expressions

;hile he was among them, in their families. His

lemory will not .soon wear out."

"At the time we had notice of the departure,

jut of this life, of our friend, Griffith Owen, a

lan worthy of being remembered in the church

nd country; whose name is of good savour in the

ublic place where he lived, because of his reli-

lious behaviour in his calling among the people

if every rank,—at that time, [Istof Seventh month,

[717,] Ellis was taken sick. This sickness con-

jnued about a year and three months, so that he

1-as not well able to follow his calling. In the

[lean time, his natural life grew weaker, but his

Jandle, to wit, the light of his soul, shined

Irighter." He manifested his love and good will

bwards the natives of Wales by "a salutation to

Jie Britons," a treatise written by him in his na-

ive language during the time of his long sickness.

Jis soul, in the expansive energy of gospel love,

cached over sea and land, willing to encourage

nd instruct such as " were seeking the way to

jion, the New Jerusalem, the city of the Great

iing, whose walls and bulwarks are salvation."

Many of the professors of Christianity speak

nd write concerning her glory, by study and pre-

neditation, seeking through the strength of hu-

iian learning and wisdom, to show forth the

leauty and excellency of the Lamb's wife; but he

rrote what he had tasted and felt of the good word
if Life, and of the way that leads to the Father.

His friends say, "In the time of his sickness,

fhile he could walk about, yet near his end, he

'isited us. The last meeting he was weak in

lody, but fervent in spirit. With a great deal of

ove and tenderness as of one taking his last leave,

le said, that the Lord had granted him his desire

if visiting us once more. He put us in mind to

:eep in love and unity, to keep out from among
is, as much as we could, all strife and discord

;

nd when anything appeared which had a ten-

ency thereunto, that hands should be laid with-

ut delay, to end it." And he desired " that none

hould depend upon his own hand, eye, or balance

a judgment."
" He was fitted to counsel others, because his

ife and conversation was answerable to his testi-

Qony, being in his family tender and careful to

ounsel them to live in the fear of God."

"We looked upon him, and our thoughts con-

:crning him, wore, that he was as one who had
inishod his work, and that the time of his disso-

ution drew nigh ; that he might say in the words
f Paul, according to his measure, " I have fought

. good fight
J
I have finished my course j I have

kept the faith. Henceforth there is laid up for

me a crown of Righteousness, which the Lord, the

righteous Judge, shall give me at that day ;
and

nut to mo only, but unto all them also that love

his appearance."

Another account states, "His conduct in his

family, in his neighbourhood, and in the church,

was meek, loving, peaceable, and to edification.

His conversation innocent, chaste, coupled with

the fear of God,—honourable amongst his friends,

and of good report among all people generally.

Being patient in his tedious sickness, contented to

wait the Lord's time, he slept with his fathers on

the 3d day of the Tenth month, 1718, in favour

with God, giving him the glory."

WILLIAM SOUTHEBY.

Whilst it is especially desirable that an account

of the lives of those whose course has grown

brighter and brighter to the end, should be pre-

served to animate and comfort survivors, it is also

sometimes useful by way of caution or warning, to

give examples of others, who have, through the

prevalence of some weakness,—the falling behind

the true guide through lukewarmness, or running

before him, in an ill-regulated zeal, been cause of

sorrow to the rightly exercised in their day.

In this lattorclass may be numbered William

Southeby, a man, very useful in religious society,

and who was far before the generality, even of

pious persons in his day, in an appreciation of the

evils of slavery, and its total incongruity with the

gospel of the Lord Jesus, the Prince of Peace,

through whose life of mercy, death of suffer-

ing, doctrines and precepts of purity and tender-

ness, runs a golden thread of love to all the chil-

dren of men.

William Southeby was educated a Papist,—

brought up in all the outwardness of that profes-

sion, in which external rites and ceremonies are sub-

stituted for the inward work of purification in spirit,

without which justification before God cannot be,

His residence was on Sassafras river in Maryland,

where, under the name of William Southersby, we

find him in 1G75 entertaining William Edmund
son. He had probably been convinced of the

Truth through the labours of some of the Friends,

who in 1671-72 had visited those parts.

He removed to Pennsylvania early after William

Penn became Proprietor of the Province, and in

1G8-1 was elected a member of the Council, in

which he served for a long period. He was soon,

and very extensively employed in religious society,

and it appears that he received and exercised a

gift in the ministry of the gospel, although we find

no trace of his travelling on religious service.

Throughout his life he often employed his pen,

in promoting the best interests of his fellow mem-
bers, and in unfolding his exercises for the good

of others. In 1688 we find him presenting a pape:

to the Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia, against

one Friend going to law with another, when the

requisitions of gospel order had not previously

been fulfilled. The paper was deemed of sufficient

weight by Friends of the Monthly Meeting, to en-

courage them to send it to the Quarterly Meeting,

where it was read and "well approved." In the

year 1090, a concern was expressed in the Monthly

Meeting, respecting giving ardent spirits at fune-

rals, and William Southeby with others were ap-

pointed to stop the practice, as much as might be,

amongst Friends. At the same time, various Friends

intimated their dislike to the extravagance mani-

fested at wedding dinners, and the excessive "pro-

vidings" for them, and it was the desire of the

meeting, that all such things might be discouraged

amongst its members.
(To be cominued.J

From Chamber's Journal.

Wiicreaboiits is tlie Norlli!

tConcluiIeil from page 2SG.)

Thirty years ago. Barlow, professor of mathe-

matics at Woolwich, recommended the placing of

an iron plate on board ship near the compass

—the object being to counteract the atlractioa

of the vessel, by the attraction of the phitc,

and thus keep the needle pretty nearly in

its true magnetic direction. This, which was
never supposed to be other than an imperfect re-

medy, was fairly tried and kept in use until, in

1828, Airy, the astronomer-royal, after careful

experiment, showed a magnet to be a much more
effectual and reliable compensation than the iron

plate. The method he proposed, was to place a

bar-magnet in conjunction with a sheet of soft

iron rolled as a scroll, at such a distance below the

compass as would produce a deviation of the needle

corresponding to that cau.scd by the ship, and so

neutralize one by the other. Afterwards, instead

of the scroll, he introduced an iron chain in a bos,

as being more uniform in its magnetism. In
plates, it is often found that one part is weaker or

stronger in its magnetism than the rest, by which
its action is rendered irregular. Airy showed fur-

ther, that a ship acts as a permanent magnet on
the compasses, and expressed himself confident in

his proposed method.

On this point there has been, at times, much
discussion : one party contends, that the only safe

place for the compass is the top of the mast, far

above all metallic influence; another, that as there

is in all vessels, generally below the deck, a neu-

tral point where the needle is not disturbed, the

compass should be established on that point.

Without entering into the merits of these and
other questions which have been raised, let us see

what are the measures adopted to know where-

about is the north on board vessels of the royal

navy.

It was by authority of the Compa.ss Committee
that the investigations of Airy and others were
made. In 1836, they sent the late Captain John-

son to make trials and experiments on board the

iron steamer Garri/owen, at the moulh of the

Shannon, during which it was ascertained that the

ordinary place for the compass was an " improper

position" on board iron vessels; that the compass

of the steamer in question could not bo depended
on ; and that only by raising it to a considerable

height above the deck, could it be made to work
with anything like accuracy. In concluding his

report, the captain suggested that in all cases a

record should be kept of the position in which a

ship lies with respect to the magnetic meridian

while being built, as the permanent magnetism of

the hull depends in great measure^on that position.

The result of all this and other skilful re-

searches is, that the compass is now treated by

the navy as an instrument requiring as delicate

handling as a chronometer; it had too long been

treated with little more ceremony than the men's

beef-barrel. The needles are made of the best

clock-spring steel, well-hammered, put together in

compound plates or laminaj, and prepared with the

greatest care for their important function. The
compass-cards, instead of being imperfect rounds,

roughly executed by the engraver, are true circles,

printed after having been fixed to the mica plate

by a chemical preparation not liable to be affected

by damp or heat. The bowl in which the card

swings is made of copper, as this metal has the

property of steadying the needle, of checking its

numerous oscillations, without disturbing its direc-

tive power. The margin of the bowl is graduated

by an engine, and not by hand ; and an azimuth

circle is fitted to each, so that at any time the
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compass can be checked by an astronomical obser-
vation," 01- it may be used for surveying purposes.
The pivots ou which the needle rests are of metal
harder than steel ; and a supply of spare ones,
the points gilded by the galvanic process, is deli-

vered to each ship. And, lastly, all the compasses
and binnacles are made of one size and pattern.

So constructed, the compass becomes a stand-
ard : but it is not yet ready for use. It is sent
to Woolwich, where a building has been erected
and fitted up exclusively for the testing of com-
passes, and every portion of the instrument is

most rigorously examined and compared : nothing
is allowed to pass in the least degree doubtful.

Then, at each of the royal dockyards, a compass-
room is built—all on the same plan—the shelves

fixed in the line of the magnetic meridian; and
on these the compass-cards are ranged two feet

apart, with the opposite poles of the needles to-

wards each other. Should any needle be found
to alter, it is not remagnetised, but is at once re-

jected and replaced by a good one; and a deflect-

ing apparatus is kept for the testing of all needles
before use, the particulars of each being entered
in a book. A closet is also fitted up on board
ship in which the compasses and nothing else are

to be stored : it has shelves and cases so contrived,
that the instruments can never be put away with
the same poles towards each other, and the master
keeps the key.

Suppose, now, that a ship has taken in all her
guns, shot, shell, and iron of every kind, ready
for sea; the compasses are then put on board, and
the operation is performed by which the deviations
of the standard are ascertained. We see repeat-

edly in the newspapers, announcements that a ves
sel has "gone up," or " dropped down," to Green
hithe to have her compasses corrected; and with-

out this, all the means taken to secure exactitude
would be ineflfectual. A basin is best for the pro-
cess; but it may be effected in a tide-way at

slack-water. The ship is placed so that by means
of warps her head can be turned in succession to

each of the thirty-two points of the compass; as

each is arrived at, she is kept steady for a few
minutes, while the bearing of some object a few
miles distant on shore is taken with the standard-
compass. When all are noted, the standard is

carried on shore, and the bearings are again taken
out of reach of the attraction of the vessel ; and
in this way the deviations of the ship's compass
ou each point are ascertained, the amount of de-
viation being exactly the difference between the
two sets of bearings. All the facts are recorded
in a book, and thus the captain knows what allow-
ance he has to make for compass-error, whatever
be the course of the vessel. Yet after all this,

precautions are necessary : the Admiralty instruc-
tions require that no iron shall come within seven
feet of the compasses; the standard is to bo the
only authority on board; and the binnacle-com-
passes are to be frequently compared with it; ob-
servations with the azimuth circle are to be taken
repeatedly during a voyage, especially should the
ship enter the southern hemisphere, for then the
deviation which was to the east in the northern,
will be to the west. In this case, new steering-
tables must be prepared, by "swinging" the ship
to the thirty-two points, as at first. The needle
is to be lifted from the pivot whenever the com-
pass is carried about or the guns are fired, to
guard against injury to the delicate suspension :

and all the compasses on board are to be compared
with one another every day at noon.

In all cases where the standard-compasses have
been used, the result is satisfactory. The steamer
Urgent once ran in a fog from Milford Islands to

the Mersey "to a fraction," as her commander
reported. Captain Tidal surveyed by the
system the Azores in the Sly.r without accident.
The master of the royal yacht Victoria and Albert,
after two years' experience, describes the standard
as perfectly trustworthy; and says that, making
the " necessary allowance," he could steer a true
course on any point of the compass.

Here, then, is demonstration of the possibility
of avoiding the fatal errors mentioned at the com-
mencement of the present article; and if good for
the navy, it must be good for the merchant-service.
If the owners of vessels will but provide them-
selves with proper standard-compasses, and require
that they shall be used as prescribed by the Ad-
miralty, we shall seldom hear of shipwreck from
the compass indicating a felse course. Iron has
of late years been so much introduced into the
construction even of wooden vessels, as greatly to

increase the liability to error, and explains how it

is we hear more of casualty from that cause than
in former years, when more wood and less iron
was used. A heavy responsibility rests on those
who send ships to sea, neglecting the important
precautions we have here pointed out. At the
same time, it is proper to keep in remembrance,
that the best compasses may be temporarily de-
ranged by aurora borealis, or other atmospheric
phenomena; and that, consecjuently, all the com-
mon aids in good seamanship need to be resorted
to by the commanders of vessels.

Liverpool, and hit the Bell Buoy at the mouth of take place which is necessary in order that the

Coil's Hand in the Sea a.nd Air.

The following admirable passage we take from
Mr. Maury's late noble work on the Physical
Geography of the sea

:

" In
_
contemplating the system of terrestrial

adaptations, these researches teach one to regard
the mountain ranges and the great deserts of the
earth as the astronomer does the counterpoises to
his telescope—though they be mere dead weights,
they are, nevertheless, necessary to make the
balance complete, the adjustments of this machine
perfect. These counterpoises give ease to the
motions, stability to the performance, and accuracy
to the workings of the instrument. They are
compensations.

'\Vhenever I turn to contemplate the works of
nature, I am struck with the admirable system
of compensation, with the beauty and nicety with
which every department is poised by the others
things and principles are meted out in directions
the most opposite, but in proportions so exactly
balanced and nicely adjusted, that results the
harmonious are produced.

It is by the action of opposite and compensating
forces that the earth is kept in its orbit, and the
stars are held suspended in the azure vault of
heaven

; and these forces are so exquisitely adjust
ed, that, at the end of a thousand years, the earth,
the sun, and moon, and every star in the firmament,
is found to come to its proper place at the proper
moment.

Nay, philosophy teaches us, when the little snow
drop, which in our garden walks we see raising its

beautiful head to remind us that spring is at hand,
was created, that the whole mass of the earth,
from pole to pole, and from circumference to cen-
tre, must have been taken into account and weigh-
d, in order that the proper degree of strength
night be given to the fibres of even this little

plant.

Botanists tell us that the constitution of this

plant is such as to require, that at a certain stage
of its growth, the stalk should bend, and the
flower should bow its head, that an operation may

herb should produce seed after its kind; and th'

after this, its vegetable health requires that,
should lift its head again and stand erect. N('
if the mass of the earth had been greater or It'

the force of gravity would have been different;
\

that case the strength of fibre in the snow-dr;
as it is, would have been too much or too litt

f

the plant could not bow or raise its head at l[

right time, fecundation could not take place, a'

its family would have become extinct with the fi;

individual that was planted, because its 'seed' woif
not have been 'in itself,' and therefore it could i'

reproduce itself

Now, if we see such perfect adaptation, such (i

quisite adjustment, in the case of one of the sma'
est flowers of the field, how much more may we r!

expect 'compensation' in the atmosphere and t'

ocean, upon the right adjustment and the due pi!

formance of which depends not only the life of tb'

plant, but the well-being of every individual th'

is found in the entire vegetable and animal kinj

doms of the world ? I

Therefore in considering the general laws whi.j

govern the physical agents of the universe, ai'

regulate them in the due performance of th('

offices, I have felt myself constrained to set o"

with the assumption, that if the atmosphere h..'

had a greater or less capacity for moisture, or
|

the proportion of land and water had been differe*—if the earth, air, and water had not been
\

exact counterpoise—the whole arrangement of til

animal and vegetable kingdoms would have variij

from flieir present state. But God chose to mal)

those kingdoms what they are; for this purpose '.

was necessary in his judgment, to establish tl!

proportions between the land and the water, at;

the desert, just as they are, and to make the ci

pacity of the air to circulate heat and moisture ju!

what it is, and to have it to do all its work in ob'i

dience to law and in subservience to order. If \

were not so, why was power given to the winds :i

lift up and transport moisture, or the propert
given to the sea by which its waters may becomi
first vapour, and then fruitful showers or gent'

dews ? If the proportion and properties of lam
sea and air were not adjusted according to the r

ciproeal capacities of all to perform the functioi

required by each, why should we be told that I
' measured the waters in the hollow of his ham'
and comprehended the dust in a measure, ar
weighed the mountains in scales, and the hills i'

a balance?' AVhy did he span the heavens, bi

that he might mete out the atmosphere in exai

proportion to all the rest, and impart to it thof

properties and powers which it was necessary fi

it to have, in order that it might perform all thoj

oflices and duties for which he designed it ?

Harmonious in their action, the air and sea ai

obedient to law and subject to order in all the

movements ; when we consult them in the perfo

mance of their offices, they teach us Icssous cor

cerning the wonders of the deep, the mysteries (

the sky, the greatness, and the wisdom, and gooi

ness of the Creator. The investigations into tt

broad-spreading circle of phenomena connecte
with the winds of heaven and the waves of th

sea are second to none for the good which they d

and the lessons which they teach. The astronomt
is said to see the hand of God in the sky ; hi

does not the right-minded mariner, who looks alol

as he ponders over these things, hear his voice i

every wave of the sea that ' claps its hands,' aHi

feel his presence in every breeze that blows ?"

Harsh Words are like hailstones in summei
which, if melted, would fertilize the tender plant

they batter down.
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• Selected.

Failh.

he strongest arc not always free from doubt,

rygrtat truth is come at through difficulty and

ggle. God will not lift liim up who wilfully

s himself down ;
put out thy hand for strength

bou wouldst uncover the cistern in a shower,

srwisc the divine efflux is turned aside. In

lortion as we live a righteous and simple life,

we have faith in righteousness and simplicity,

anguish, no matter how bitter, man has but

question to ask ; not " Whence has this come V
, "How shall it be blessed and sanctified?"

at ever comes of folded hands ? nothing. Have
10 faith because the fields are not already white,

'irncr who wcepest in weakness, man is never

alouc than in his grief. Rise up then and

i those who sufl'er like thyself; strive to impart

Bolation, thou who necdst it, though it be but

itbe pressure of thine hand. Speak true words

Ihou wilt, and find peace for thy need. I'romises

i; faltered on thy tongue shall possess unfalter-

ly thy heart.

Iji Antidote to the Potato-Rot.—Professor Boll-

1, of the Russian Agricultural Institute, has

llished a pamphlet on the potato-rot, and he

ounces to the world that mere drying, if con-

tcd at a sufficiently high temperature, arid con-

led long enough, is a complete antidote to the

jase. This result was ascertained by repeated

eriments conducted for a series of years. The
iperature required to produce the desired result

lot very clearly made out. Bellman's room,

vhich his first potatoes were dried, was heated

.bout 72 degrees, and much higher. By way
;xpcrimeQt, he placed others in the chamber of

stove itself, where the thermometer stood at

' degrees, and more. He also ascertained that

vitality of the potato is not affiicted even if

rind is charred. This hint may be useful, and
b similar experiments, carefully conducted, the

i may be established.

riic Force of the Niagara River.—The force of

)dy of water like the Niagara river, at the Falls,

shown in a remarkable manner, lately, in

attempt by Rojbling, the Civil Engineer, to

nd the river. He let fall from a height of two
idred and twenty-five feet, a forty pound weight

pointed iron. The iron sank for a second of

e, then made its appearance again on the sur-

;, about one hundred feet down the stream, and
sped along like a chip, until it was cheeked by
wire. The velocity of the weight when striking,

i equal to one hundred and twenty-four feet

second, and its momentum five thousand
nds. This will give some idea of the force of

current.
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[he remarks in The Friend of the 5th instant

pecting obituary notices, were grateful to ray

ings. I have been fearful that the writers of

obituary notices of those who have not lived

ler the power of the Cross of Christ, have not

ays gone deep enough to realize the conflicts

I baptisms the dear sufferer must have undergone
vious to experiencing sanctification. The leav-

out this essential part may have a tendency to

mote procrastination respecting the all-import-

work of the soul's salvation whilst in health.

J.

kVith t'.ie sentiments expressed by our corres-

pondent we fully unite, and trust our readers will

give them the consideration they merit.

The proper coutemplation of death, the termi-

nation of our probation, and end of all our

schemes and acquisitions, according to the high-

est authority, is an evidence of wisdom. " that

(my people) were wise that they understood this,

that they would consider their latter end." That
the consideration of the end of life, may be indi-

cative of wisdom, it must prevail in a mind firmly

impressed with the belief, that if the soul shall be

permitted to enter into the rest beyond the grave,

prepared for the people of God, it must necessa-

rily experience the work of sanctification and per-

fect redemption to be effected ere it leaves its ten-

ement of clay. Together, these bring home the

conviction that the great purpose of life is prepa-

ration for its clo.sc, and under the blessing of the

Holy Spirit may stimulate to the improvement of

time, and the use of those means which a merci-

ful Creator has bestowed on his fallen, lost crea-

ture, for the government of his conduct, and re-

conciliation unto himself. Thus the serious con-

sideration of our "latter end" tends to rectify

the estimate which the mind naturally places on

the things of this world, shows the intrinsic

worthlessness of its glittering wealth ; strips its

boasted honors and its deceitful pleasures of their

allurements, and teaches that nothing is so im-

portant to beings born to die, as that their lives

may close with a loell ijrounJcd hope of a happy
immortality.

The Holy Scriptures teach us, that the prepara-

tion by which death is deprived of its sting, com-
prehends a radical change from our original and
natural condition, a complete regeneration of our

spiritual being; a new birth and growth after the

first nature has yielded up its life. " Except a

man be born again he cannot see the Kingdom of

God." " Blessed and holy is he that hath part

in the first resurrection : on such the second death

hath no power." This change can only be effect-

ed by the same almighty creative Power that

brought us into existence, and when it takes place,

and a godly sorrow worketh repentance to salva-

tion not to be repented of, " being justified by
faith," the soul " has peace with God through our

Lord Jesus Christ."

The expressions of the dying, though uttered

in broken sentences, are more likely to arrest the

attention and affect the feelings, than the testimo-

ny of the living, however forcibly delivered. The
closing scenes of life will therefore be instructive

to those who witness them, or to those who give

heed to the lessons they inculcate, in proportion

as they impress the necessity and the blessedness

of experiencing the new birth, and stimulate to

fervent labour for its attainment. In contemplat-

ing the firm faith, and glorious anticipations of

those who can say with the Apostle " I have
fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I

have kept the faith ; henceforth there is laid up
for me a crown of righteousness, which the Lord
the righteous judge shall give me at that day,"

the sincere but struggling christian will be cheered

on his journey, animated by the evidence of the suf-

ficiency of that grace which brings salvation, and

consoled for the trials of the way, by the glorious

termination of the race ; while even the heart of

the worldling, must be hard and insensible indeed,

if the secret aspiration does not arise " let me
die the death of the righteous, and let my last end

be like his;" and in the mercy of Ilim who seeks

to save that which is lost, the lesson may be

brought home so as to raise a fervent and effect-

ual inquiry, what shall / do to be saved ?

No less instructive are the doubts and fears, the

mental conflicts, which sometimes are permitted

to assail, even in the last hours of existence,

tho.se who have lung given indubitable evidence

of being redeemed from the world, and having
their afiections fixed on heaven and heavenly things.
" Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death

of his saints," and in inscrutable wisdom He may
sometimes so order the closing scenes of their

lives, as to impress on the minds of others the

awfulness of passing from time into eteruity, the

heart searching character of the work that pre-

pares the soul to stand in the presence of infinite

purity, and bring home the solemn consideration

" if the righteous scarcely be saved, where shall

the ungodly and the sinner appear."

Nor is it less to the praise of that grace which

comes by Jesus Christ, when its cleansing, trans-

forming power is made manifest on the death-bods

of those, who, having rested content in a profession

of Christianity without living in its power, are met
with at the eleventh hour, and amid the inroads

and struggles of approaching dissolution in the

long suffering of their compassionate Redeemer,
are awakened to a sense of their lost condition,

and enabled, while abhorring themselves in dust

and ashes, to look on Him whom they have

pierced, experiencing their sins to be blotted out

in his most precious blood, and their souls to be

cleansed through the washing of regeneration and
the renewing of the Holy Ghost. Such instances

are forcible illustrations of the goodness of our

Heavenly Father, the efficacy of the means he has

provided for sanctification and the unalterable

terms on which He bestows salvation ; and their

tendency we should suppose must be, to soften the

heart of survivors, and lead them to a close iu-

spection into the course of their own lives and the

manner in which they are improving the taleuts

conferred on them.

In a community where the life of religion is

low, where freethinkiug abounds, or a disposition

prevails to substitute a fair moral life, and reliance

on what Christ has done for us without us, in

place of submitting to his crucifying power in

the heart, a fashion may easily obtain of re-

presenting nearly all who die and have escaped

any open, flagrant violation of the moral law, as

passiug out of life, with the assurance of entering

into the joys of heaven. If we may give credence

to the obituary notices published in our daily

newspapers, there are few of their subjects, who,

in the contemplation of the approach of death,

found anything iu their way; any cause for doubt;

any need for further preparation to enter into the

company of the spirits of just men made perfect.

It is a eousolation to know that not a few who are

taken from our midst, have so lived that this may
be truly said respecting them, and many more,

whose life gave little or no evidence of their being

.self-denying followers of a crucified Lord, may be

washed and made clean, even on a dying bed, and

it is not for us to sit in judgment on the final

destiny of any; but the terms aud means of salva-

tion are the same for all, and when they are sub-

mitted to, an indubitable evidence will be afforded

of their heart-changing operation — repentance

towards God, and faith in our Lord Jesus Christ;

aud it is but justice to the holy religion in which

we profess to believe, and honesty towards the dead

and the living, where such cases arc publicly no-

ticed at all, to allude, however briefly, to the change

effected, before the assurance of rest was granted.

There is a strong disposition in the human mind

to turn away from the unalterable standard of the

gospel, to estimate ourselves by the uncertain

opinions of right and wrong, common among those

with whom we mingle, and to seek to assuage the

reproofs of conscience, by drawing comparisons

between our conduct, and that of those, who we
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bear spoken of with approbation, though wc be-

lieve them to be as bad, if not worse than our-

selves. If then the practice obtains of recording

in undoubting terras the death of individuals whom
the world could justly claim to have lived as its

votaries, as taking place with the same calmness

and assurance as that of the humble cross-bearing

Christian, and no hint is given of the necessary

Work of sanetification being experienced, should it

have really taken place, is it not to be feared many
will draw the conclusion, that holiness and purity

are not really required ; that sin, so natural to the

human heart, is not so hateful in the Divine sight,

but that it maybe indulged in to the last, and finally,

in the unbounded placability of the Almighty, be

overlooked and forgiven, without heart-felt repent-

ance, and the baptism of the Holy Ghost and fire.

It is a fearful but incontrovertible truth, that

where such delusion is doterminately cherish-

ed and acted on, all sense of its falseness and its

awful consequences may be withdrawn. "And
for this cause, God shall send them strong delu-

sion, that they should believe a lie." So that the

absence of anxiety or doubt on the approach of

death may arise from the torpor of the spiritual fa-

culties, entirely the reverse of the calm trust and con-

fidence of the quickened and redeemed soul. " Not

by works of righteousness which we have done, but

of his mercy he saveth us, hy the washiwj of re-

l/imeralioif, and the renewing of the Uoly Ghost."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from London and Liverpool to the

6lh, by tlie steamship Baltic—JVielFur.—The telegrajih

from the Crimea to England being completed, brief ac-

counts from the former, up to the 4th inst., have been

received. The position of affairs had undergone but

little change. The bombardment of Sebastopol was

almost -wholly suspended, in consequence of the e-^ihaus-

tion of men and material. It had produced but little

apparent effect on the defences of the place. The allies

have had some success in their attacks of certain out-

works of the Russians ; and several war steamers have

entered the bay at night, and discharged broadsides

into the south side of the town. It is supposed they

must have inflicted some damage by their heavy guns.

The Invalide Russe contains an account of the losses of

the Russians by the bombardment of Sebastopol, from

the 9th to the 15th of Fourth mo. The number of killed

was 1 1 officers and 687 rank and file, and the wounded,

55 officers and 2572 rank and file. The allies furnish

no statement of the loss sustained by them, during the

same period. The greater portion of a reinforcement

of 50,000 Russians had arrived in the vicinity of Sebas-

topol. The allies were also constantly receiviug fresh

supplies of men.
RUSSIA.—The pressure of the war is stated to be

severely felt at Petersburg, where every article of con-

sumption is at famine prices. In the Ukraine, the pea-

santry have been driven to insurrection, in consequence

of the exhaustion of their means in providing supplies

for the southern army, for whom they have to provide

food and transport supplies, without remuneration.

The Emperor devoted his whole attention to the prepa-

rations for defence in the Baltic, which were on an ex-

tensive scale.

FRANCE.—On the 28th, an attempt was made by an

Italian, named Pianori, to assassinate the Emperor Na-

poleon while he was riding, at a slow pace, up the

grand avenue of the Champs Elysi5es. Two pistol shots

were discharged at the Emperor, one of which, it is said,

passed through his hat. The assassin was instantly

seized and secured. The French Emperor manifested

great coolness and courage on the occasion. This

attempt had increased the popularity of Napoleon, and

tended to establish him more firmly in the affections of

the French, who are well aware that his death at this

time would be followed by a scene of dire anarchy and

CO'ifusion.

PRUSSIA.—At the latest dates from Berlin, the King

was suffering from a severe attack of fever. His illness

was considered serious.

GREAT BRITAIN.—Lord John Russell had returned

from Vienna, and resumed his seat in Parliament, where

he has stated that the substance of the protocols of the

late Conference would be submitted to Parliament. The

ministry was growing unpopular, and indignation raeet-

igs on the conduct of the war were being held in va-

ous parts of the country. " Administrative Reform"

the cry everywhere. The weather was r.ither unfa-

jurable" for the growing crops. It was dry but unsea-

sonably cold. On the night of the 3d, there was frost,

id ice was formed in exposed situations.

London Money Market.—Money on loan was abundant,

and freely offered on government securities at 2 per cent.

nsols remained at 88| to 88|-.

Livn-pool Market.— Cotton.—The tenor of the Ameri-
can advices, and the reduction in the bank rate of in-

it, have kept the market in a state of excitement,

although the demand has been freely supplied,

prices generally have advanced a full Jrf. per lb. within

the week. The sales for the week, 106,790 bales, of

which 90,230 were American. Philadelphia and B.al-

timore flour was quoted at 42s. to 45«. without buyers.

In Indian corn, a good business had been done at 48«.

to 40«. per 480 lbs. Sales had been made of floating

argoes of Egyptian and Baltic wheat, at somewhat ad-

anced prices.

UNITED StK1ES.—Emigration to the West.—\ Wis-
consin paper slates tJaat the Upper Mississippi is now
alive with steamboats conveying crowds of persons to

nesota. Northern Iowa, and Western Wisconsin.

The Galena Gazette says that a thousand persons pass

through that town daily, on their way northward. Min-

nesota absorbs the greater portion of this immigration.

Cholera, has appeared on the Upper Mississippi river,

not only among the steamboats, but also in the river

towns ; it seems to be gradually spreading along the

most travelled routes of the far west.

Drought.—Portions of the south-west are still suffer-

ing severely from want of rain. At Little Rock, Ark-
ansas, the people can scarcely obtain the necessaries of

life, and the Arkansas river is nearly dried np. Part of

the Stale of Louisiana is in a similar condition.

Crops in Illinois.—A very heavy yield of wheat is ex-

pected, and an unusually large extent of ground has

been jilanted with corn.

Wheal in Ohio.—The report is, that from all parts of

Ohio, the coming crops, if not injured in filling, will be

larger than in any preceding year.

Southern Railroad.— The Memphis and Charleston

Railroad, which is two hundred and eighty-six miles in

length, is expected to be ready for business throughout

the whole route, by next Eleventh mo. The entire cost

of the road is estimated at §4,940,263.

Military Bounty Lands.—Up to the 17th inst., 137,200

applications for land warrants had been received. At
rate of 160 acres each, these will require 21,952,000

acres of the public domain.
Utah.—Advices from this territory to Third mo. 31,

state that Steptoe has declined filling the office of Go-
vernor of Utah, and that the appointment has been

offered to Judge Kinney, Chief Justice of the Territory,

who, it is believed, will accept it.

New York.—The N. Y. Sun atlributes the decline in

various branches of industry in that city, to the very

high rents, and cost of living generally, rendering ne-

cessary high wages, and increasing the cost of produc-

tion of all manufactured articles. Of late years, luxu-

rious hotels, splendid stores, and palace-like residences

have been built in great numbers, and but few dwell-

ings suited to the circumstances of the great mass of

the people. There is especially a great want of cheap

and comfortable houses for labourers and mechanics.

Dullness of Trade.—Many packages of dry goods, im-

ported last fall, have recently been re-shippcd to Liver-

pool by the consignees in New York, there being no

market for them. Movement of Specie.—The Atlantic

last week took out $1,894,000 in gold. The receipts

from California by the two steamers, were about

$1,500,000. The agents of the British Government
continue to enlist men for service in the Crimea. The
practice is carried on covertly, and the men are ship

ped to Halifax in small parties. Mortality last week,

457.

I'ennsylvania.—The General Appropriation bill in

eludes the following items. Interest on funded debt,

$2,000,000. Motive power on Columbia and Portage

Railroads, $586,358. Completion of Portage Railroad,

$277,730. Relaying south track Columbia Railroad,

$230,000. Ordinary repairs of Improvements, $48 1 ,4G I

.

Collectors, Weighmasters, &c., $106,021. Support of

Common Schools, $230,000. Expenses of Legislature,

$125,000. The total amount appropriated for all pur-

poses, is $4,600,094.

California.—Dates to Fourth mo. 17th. There had

been frequent and heavy rains, and it was supposed

that more than an average quantity of rain had ft"

the past season. The mountain streams were full, and

there were no more complaints of want of water at the

mines. The San Francisco market was overstocked

with all descriptions of merchandise. During the

vious week, seventeen heavily loaded ships had ante
from Boston, New York, and Philadelphia. A nmei
of failures had occurred ; some of them among per

fii

who have heretofore ranked with the wealthiest itji

State. A stringent law against gambling hadpa;(
the Legislature, which, it was hoped, would effectifj

close all the g.ambling-houses. A large number of ji.

cides are recorded in the papers. The sailing da;jj

the steamers have been changed, so that hereafter t •(

will be only two mails from California, in a month.|i

clipper ship was being loaded at San Francisco, %
wheat and flour for New York. i

Philadelphia.—Mayor Conrad, in his message tci(

City Councils, states that during the seven moilj

ending Fourth mo. 30 last, the police force hadn!.(

16,772 arrests. Of the persons arrested, 3947 werel;

toxicated ; 3224 charged with disorderly conduct ; 1
]j

with assault and battery; 262, riot; 613, vagrai.'

970, larceny; violations of the liquor law, 290 ; kcejlj

disorderly houses, 130 ; arson, 38; burglary, 42; gi,.

bling, 87 ; murder, 13, &c. Mortality last week, I'l

Miscellaneous.—Odd Fellows in the 'U. S.—This o.^

consisted, in 1854, of 3129 lodges, having 199,197 Ui

tributing members. The revenue was $1,334,935,
jj

the amount paid out for relief to members, $408,52ii

Tlie Sardinians for the Crimea.—The contract of
|(

Sardinian Government to send fifteen thousand me (

be wasted and destroyed in the Crimea, proves to I'l

most unpopular measure. Many of the troops to i

sent off, refused to go, some of the officers andu
shooting themselves to avoid this disgraceful ji

destructive service.
]

The Fall of a Large rw.—Five children were kill

near Empire City, in Oregon, on Third mo. 26th li

by the falling of a spruce tree, two hundred and
J

feet in height, which was standing at a distance of
j

hundred feet from the house in which the children v[

sleeping. The branches crushed the house, instait

killing five of the eight persons it contained.
\

Wheat and Cora.—The Chicago (111.) Democrat i\

that Gibbs and Griffin, of that city, have at preseni

their warehouse over 400,000 bushels of these valuij

articles.

Prohibition in Canada.—The Governor General can,

give his consent to the Prohibitory Liquor bill.
|

instructions are " to reserve for the signification of I

Queen's pleasure, every bill of an extraordinary or
;

usual nature."

A Man Executed for Negro Stealing.—\tl Chatlj

county, N. C, Willis Hester was executed recently!

stealing a negro. He denied his guilt, alleging that'

purchased the negro for the sum of eight hundred c

RECEIPTS.
Received from Henry Lupton, 0., per C. E., $2,

'

28 ; from Pelatiah Hussey, Me., per Wm. Hill, $2, ',

28; from Moses Child, N. Y., $2, vol. 28; from S
Michener, 0., $1, to 41, vol. 28.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee charged with the oversight of

Institution, will meet at West-Town on Fourth-day,

6th of next month, at 10 o'clock, a. u.

The Committae on Instruction meet on the preced

evening, at 7^ o'clock, and the Visiting Committee

semble at the School on Seventh-day afternoon, th«

of Sixth month. Thomas Kimbei

Philad., Fifth mo. 26, 1855. CI

The Annual Meeting of the Institute for Colon

Youth, will be held on Third-day, the 29th inst, i

o'clock, p. M., at the Committee-room, on Arch strec

Fifth mo., 1855. M. C. CorE, Sec'j

Married, at Friends' Meeting, in Smyrna, Chcna

Co., N. Y., the 10th of Fifth month, 1855, Daniel Pe

HAM, of Westmoreland, Oneida Co., N. Y., to Mari

Hunt, of the former place.

Died, at Muncy, Lycoming county. Pa., on the I

inst., Martha Parker, relict of the "late Henry Pari

in the 94th year of her age. This dear Friend was

example of christian meekness, was diligent in atte

ing our religious meetings while strength of body
l

milled, and for many years filled acceptably the stai

of elder in Muncy Monthly Meeting.
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The Indians.

Prom the supcrintentleDt of Indian affairs, at

nta Fe, Now Mexico, we have a report from

lich the following statements are taken.

"I entered upon the discharge of the duties of

is office on the 8th day of August, 1853, and

on found that my predecessor had made a com-

et with several bands of the Apaches, which

used much difficulty ; he had engaged to supply

em with corn, beef, and salt to the close of 1854,

d with a reasonable amount of food for three

ars thereafter.

" Finding that this compact had been disap-

oved by the government, I caused these Indians

be informed thereof, and ceased to supply them
,th food. This resulted in their resorting to

bbery for a subsistence. These depredations have

suited in a loss to our citizens of property to the

,lue of §50,000 to $100,00^1, as estimated, and
iny lives." To stop this, the Indians were at-

3ked by a military force, and a number of thein

are killed. For a time they refrained from far-

er depredations, but having obtained reinforce-

onts, they again began a system of plunder,

ley were then attacked by a party of dragoons,

whom, in a severe conflict, 24 were killed and
> wounded.

The governor then issued a declaration of war;

e militia was called out, and succeeded in so

stressing the Indians, by killing many of them,
at they sued for peace. The superintendent

|ys, " It is due to these Indians that I should say,

'at the want of ability on my part to carry into

I'ect the stipulations contained in the compact
fretofore alluded to, left them in a destitute con-

tion ; they were reduced to the necessity of either

Irving or stealing. Had the stipulations of this

ntraot been faithfully carried out on the part of

e United States, I feel confident that no hostili-

3 would have occurred."

"I have found it difficult, if not impossible,"

ds the Superintendent, " to make the Indians

mprehend how it is that previous to my arrival

this country, this compact was being executed
our part, and that their rations should be stop-

id so soon thereafter."

He then proceeds to notice the other Indians
ider his Superintendency. " The Utahs of New
exioo, are a portion of the tribe of the same
ime, inhabiting the territory of Utah ; they speak
e same language, and have frequent intercoursi

ith each other. From the best information, they

imbor between 5000 and 6000 ; and they inhabit

d claim all that region, embracing the sources

of the north-western tributaries of the Arkansas,

up to the southern boundary of Utah, and all the

northern tributaries of the Rio Grande, within

New Mexico north of the 37th parallel of latitude.

This country is estimated to cover a, space equal

to 20,000 square miles, which would give about

5 square miles to each soul. They are highly

warlike, and do not cultivate the soil, but depend

upon the chase and robbery for a subsistence.

They have quite a number of good horses and

mules, and frequently, when hard pressed, kill

them for food ; but they have no other description

of stock.

The various bands of Apaches amount to eight

thousand. Each band occupies its own section

of territory, and acts separately or in concert

with others, as it may deem fit. The Zicarilla

Apaches claim a region of indefinite space, west

of the Rio Grande, and on the head of the Chama

and Pucreo rivers. They are supposed to number

bout 150 warriors, and probably 500 people.

They rely upon the chase, and when this fails,

resort to depredation. The Mescalero Apaches

roam over portions of Texas, Chihuahua and New
Mexico, though their residence is about the White

Mountains of the latter. The country claimed as

peculiarly their own, covers a space'of about 15,000

square miles, which affords 20 square miles to each

individual, their population being 750. They have

committed many depredations during the last and

present years, notwithstanding the energetic ope-

rations of the military. Although part of their

country is the most desirable in New Mexico for

agriculture, they cultivate the soil to a very limited

extent. Game is comparatively scarce ; hence they

subsist in great measure by plunder. A brisk

trade is carried on in stolen property between them

and the Zicarillas. The Gila Apaches derive their

name from the river, in the valley of which they

mostly reside. The country claimed by them,

will probably measure 25,000 square miles, and

their population amounts to 3,500 or 4000 ; which

will give 6 to 7 square miles to each Indian

They make forays upon the Jlexican provinces of

Sonora and Chihuahua. The facility with whicl

these two provinces are robbed, has measurably

saved^our people from like visitations.

" The Navajoes are another powerful tribe,

residing on the tributaries of the San Juan.

They probably number 8000 people, and claim an

extent of 28000 square miles—a country repre-

sented to be one of the finest agricultural regions

in New Mexico. With very rude and primitive

iiuplements of their own construction, the Nava-

joes manage to raise an abundance of corn and

wheat for their own subsistence. They have

numerous herds of horses and sheep, and some

horned cattle and mules, and on the whole, live

in a degree of comfort and plenty, superior to the

other wild Indians of this section of the Union.

They manufacture their own clothes, principally

from the wool of their sheep, and it is a rare

thing to see a Navajo uncomfortably clothed. In

the manufacturing of blankets, they are believed

to surpass any other Indians on this continent, and

these blankets will compare favourably, with any

other manufactured by a civilized people. Those

made for ordinary use are warm, strong and dura-

ble ; but occasionally fine ones are made with

brilliant and durable colours, handsomely blended,

which will readily command from ^25, to $50,

. When it is recollected that these articles

arc manufactured, and their farms cultivated, by
the hands of Indians, with implements of their

own construction, this people can but challenge

our adiuiration.

The Pueblos arc a very interesting portion of

the Indian population of this territory. They
hold their lands under special grants, from the

governments of Spain and 3Iexico, many of which
arc of very ancient date—one that I examined
being dated in 160 1—and they usually cover one
league, or 9 square miles. In no grant that has

come under tny notice, is the fee-simple convoyed
to the Indians. They are merely invested with

possession, use and benefit of the land, so long as it

may be occupied by them. There arc 20 com-
munities of Pueblos scattered over the Territory,

and intermixed with the white settlements, and
their aggregate population numbers from 8000 to

10,000": some do not number over 100 or 200,
whilst others reach 1200 or 1500. Many of

these grants cover some of the best land in New
Mexico, and some of the occupants are in a

flourishing condition, but many appear to be shar-

ing the fate of most other Indians, when brought
into contact with the whites. Many of those

people are superstitious in the extreme. The
Pueblo of Nainbe, in March last, executed several

of their own people, on the charge of witchcraft.

These Indians cultivate the soil, mostly with

rude implements of their own construction, and
enough produce is raised to sustain themselves in

comfort and plenty. They will compare favoura-

bly, in agriculture, with the citizens generally of

this Territory; and they have horses, mules,

cattle, asses, sheep and goats, sufficient for ordi-

nary purposes. They are a sober, industrious and
frugal people, a few can read and write in the

Castilian language, but the remainder are destitute

of education, though most of them speak that

language. A school has been established at

Laguna, and the advancement of the pupils,

affords ample evidence of their capacity to receive

instruction ; as a general rule, they live in great

peace and h irmony with their neighbours. Each
I'ueblo elects annually a governor and other

officers, and the people appear to submit quietly

to the government of those chosen by themselves

to rule over them. These Indians claim descent

from the ancient Aztecs. The Pueblo of Taos, is

about 3 miles from the town of San P'ernandes de

Taos, on a small stream which supplies water for

irrigation and for other purposes, and the number

of inhabitants may be set down at something over

1200. This town contains but two dwelling

houses, situated upon opposite sides of the creek.

They are built of adobes or sun dried bricks ; each

covers an area of about 2 acres at the foundation

and is 5 stories high, with but one entrance

through the external walls, and but one window,

and both of these open into the Governor's rooin.

After ascending one story, there is an off-set in

the walls, and the size of the house is lessened

around its entire circumference about 15 feet, and

this is the case at the top of each story. The
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top of the house is flat, and the oflF-sets afford a

series of terraces or walls, about 15 feet wide,

quite around the building. The entrance is from

the top, which is reached by portable ladders.

The quarters of each family are within walls of

EufEeient strength to sustain the weight above,

through whiah there arc communicating doors.

The o^nly ventilation is through small trap-doors

in the roof. The interior is a perfect labyrinth,

and quite dark, and swarming with children. The

inmates appear to be healthy. Close without are

circular pits about 10 feet in depth and diameter,

in which the sacred fire is kept burning,—unex-

tinguished they say since the days of Montezuma,

and only to be extinguished on his return. The

people profess Koman Catholicism : they are

loyal and deserving, but buried in ignorance and

superstition. The suiierintendeut earnestly re-

commends the establishment of schools among

them, and that they be supplied with agricultural

implements."

For "The Friend."

Disagreement iu Spiritual Tilings.

The devotedness of the early Friends was re-

markable, not only for their extensive travels, and

frequent preaching in fields, and in the different

meeting-houses, but also in the amount which

some of them wrote, to enlighten other professors

on the subject of religion. Edward Burrough was

engaged in various labours, but about ten years,

yet he travelled, and preached and wrote much in

that short period. From one of his essays, called

"A discovery of divine 3Iysteries," we shall fur-

nish a few selections. In the preface, alluding,

we may suppose, to the Friends gathered at that

time, he says, " The light of the day of God Al-

mighty is arisen upon us in our day, and the

t^hining forth thereof is with great clearness and

force, even as the sun at noon-day ; and many are

come to the glorious appearance thereof, and to

walk in its light K-ith great joyfulncss ; for as the

wise man said, ' The light is sweet, and a pleasant

thing it is for the eye to behold the sun.' And so

fully has our morning sun now appeared, that the

upright in heart may walk and not stumble, and

the poor in spirit may run in the path of life, and

not fall. For indeed we may say, the night is

spent, and the day is come ; therefore let us walk

iu the day, and put on the armour of light,

many as are made the children thereof. Where
the light of this sun is arisen, and in whose hearts

it shineth, it cannot but give some testimony,

through such a one, of its own glory, virtues, and
excellency, to them that sit in darkness, and in the

bondage of corruption, that they also may see the

same light and glory, arise in their tabernacles.

For it is the property of this spiritual heavenly

light, to shine forth out of darkness, and to give

light to such as have long sat in darkness, that

their souls may live and be refreshed with the

light of the living And for this cause do wo la-

bour and spend, and are spent, accounting nothing

too dear for us, that the light of truth may shine

abroad, and guide the upright in the perfect way,

till the elect be gathered into the pasture of eter-

nal life, and the sun so elevated in the firmament

of joy and praises, never to go dozen ; but the say-

ing fulfilled, "There shall be no night, but the

ligiit of the sun shall be as the light of seven

days."

This was the great object of their life, and the

deep exercises which they pa.ssed through ; and
did all who profess to venerate those men, and to

contend for the doctrines they preached, walk in

the light, they would have the same fellowship

one with another, and show forth the fruits of the

same Holy Spirit that governed them, by which

he name of the Lord Jesus would be honoured,

and others invited into his sheep-fold.

In one of the chapters of the Essay, he addresses

the professors, on the diversity of opinions con-

cerning spiritual things, which prevails among
them, and gives what he conceives to be the

causes. He says, it is " because you want the

Spirit of God to guide you, and it is not the rule

of your knowledge and judgment ; and the want-

ing the Spirit of God in which is unity among
saints, therefore is it you are divided, and diverse,

and contrary one to another in these things. It

is because ye want the Spirit of God, which only

teaches the true knowledge of God, and gives an

understanding in all his ways and matters; that

teacheth true faith, true doctrine and true wor-

ship, and all things about the church, ministry,

and religion " "If you all had the Spirit of God
that gave forth the Scriptures, and by which Spi-

rit the saints of God were guided in days past, it

would lead you into unity, and to be of one mind,

one heart and one soul, in all the matters pertain-

ing to God's kingdom. Then you would have

unity with God, and one with another in all his

ways, and there would have been no division, nor

contention among you about spiritual matters ; but

because you want that, therefore you have strife

and division amongst you, even throughout all

Christendom. And this is a shame to Christen-

dom, that all should profess Christ Jesus, and
faith in him, and salvation by him, and his doc-

trine and worship, and yet be in strife and divi-

sion, and in great contentions concerning the same
—and this shows that ye are all fallen from the

life of Christianity, as it was held in the apostl

days amongst the true Christians ; for they were
of one heart, mind, soul and spirit, as it is written

They were of one faith, of one worship, of one
doctrine, and had one way of church government

;

and this continued amongst the churches of Christ,

till there were some that had erred from the Spirit of

God in their own consciences; and then they also

erred in faith, in doctrine, and in all things re-

lating to God; and these were the apostate Chris

tians."

Have we kept to the Spirit of God in this day,

so as consistently to bear such a testimony to the

oneness of faith and fellowship, which it produces

among those who are governed by it, and to re-

prove others for their disagreement in doctrine

and practice ? Has not the light among us be-

come greatly eclipsed by the love of the world,

and the spirit of division and jealousy, produced

by attempts to introduce doctrines which wo do
not own I

Concerning the bad effects of these doctrines in

matters of faith and worship, E. Burroughs says,

it " has begotten and brought forth very much
evil throughout the world; much heart-burning,

envy, hard-heartedness, strife and contention be-

tween kings and rulers, between nations, cities,

neighbours, and between brothers. This division

hath bad effects among all these ; so that it hath

brought forth much war and bloodshed between

kings, great persecutions between rulers and their

people, and great debate and strife amongst neigh-

Lours and friends ; so that murders and the loss

of many lives have been produced upon this quar-

rel, about difference in matters of faith and reli-

gion. Antichrist hath not only divided people in

judgment, but hath also provoked people into rage

and envy, to the killing and destroying one an-

other; and even that division about spiritual

ihings, liath been turned into personal enmity, and
brought forth in the end, killing the bodies of

thousands, when the original debate hath arisen

about church government or points of religion

;

and this is the woful effect that division of rel

gion hath brought forth in all Christendom."
Here are portrayed some of the sad consequencs'

of men setting forth opinions on points of doctrin.;

which the Holy Spirit never dictated, and by whic
debates, contentions and divisions have been iij

troduced among peaceable Christians, and the ha]'

piness of families, and of the brotherhood, whic'

had before prevailed among them, has been broke'

up. What a lamentable condition for religiou!

society to be involved in, and how watchful ove'

himself, and scrupulous should every one be (

doing anything to produce such a state of things;

"'The means and way to be reconciled, he says

and to come out of all division and strife, and t!

come into peace with God and one with anothei'

about faith and church government, is by the Sp
rit of God. Every one of you in particular muti

receive the Spirit of Christ, that it may work i

everyone of your heaits, true faith; and teac

every one the true worship of God, and the way c

doctrine and true church government. It is th

Spirit of Christ in every one, both male an
female, that must reconcile and bring into unit'

with God, and one with another in all spiritut

things; for it is that which is the loud of pecu
and love among true Christians, and it is thf^

which reconciles people's hearts into oneness. ]'

you receive the Spirit which gave forth the Scrip

tures, it will work in you the same faith, and lea',

you in the same way of worship which the Serif

tures speak of, and then you will cease taking u'

conceits, and making imitations of church govert;

ments from the letter, but the same Spirit 'wii'

work in your hearts faith and knowledge in th.

fulfilling of the Scriptures ; and this is true Chris

tianity. There is a great deal of difference betwee:

making a conformity in the imitation of a worshi'

and church government, from the Scriptures witl

out the Spirit ; and between the Spirit's teachiuj

and leading into the same truth and same worship

and church government which the Scripture,

speak of; the one is of Christ, and is in unitj

peace and everlasting fellowship ; the other is o

antichrist, and is in division, strife, and conten

tion."

If it may be said to us, "Physician, heal thj

self,"—" first cast the beam out of thine own eye

then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mot
out of thy brother's eye," let us be willing to com
in all humility to the Spirit of truth in our ow
hearts, which alone can enlighten every one to se

his own condition, raise fervent prayer to hav

every obstruction to a clear vision removed, an^

enable us to return to the unity of the Spirit, an

confirm the truth of our doctrines, by a christia;

spirit and practice.

At the conclusion of a general epistle to Friend

under the same date of the above, Edward Bm
rough says, "And last of all I do advise and ex

hort, that ye have love and unity in the Spirit o

the Lord and one with another, that oneness o

heart, and soul, and spirit may be amongst us

being bound up in the holy covenant of the Fa

ther, even willing to do, or to suffer one for an

otlier. In this spirit of unity, the Lord will bles

us, and make us strong and able to go throng

joyfully all our .afflictions. But if any strife o

division be in the body, it iceaJxcns the whole. ]

one member vex another through discord, this i

not of the Father, but contrary to Him. This i

not for the safety of the body, but bruises an

wounds it, and may more afflict the soul of th

righteous, than all outward enemies; and strij

and contention arising out of our own bowels, ma
sooner work our overthrow than all the oppositiM

that can come from men.
" Oh, therelbre, as a brother, as a father t
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lany, and as a servant to all, let me entreat and

>eseech, that ye follow those things that make for

igace—that ye love one another as Christ has

DVed you, and that ye be like-minded in all things,

'ven one, as the Father and the Sou are one ; and

q shall the blessing of the Lord never depart from

i'ou. For, dear Friends, the Lord hath never heen

{willing unto «s, but always near at hand to fill

IS with his riches and treasure ; and are not we

'essels of honour ? Is not his name in our fore-

'leads ? are not we the flock of his fold ? There-

ore, let us honour him by the works of truth, of

ove, of mercy, and all the works of righteousness,

jet us bring forth fruits unto the Father, thereby

troving that tee arc tnic branches in Christ the

Wine; and let us give up to suffer all things

[latiently for the testimony of his Truth written in

)ur hearts. If we live, /H it be to him only, and

f we die, let it be for him, having the seal of his

good Spirit in us, that whether we live or die,

We are the Lord's."

Hundreds at this day, we believe, are secretly

oreathing to the Father of mercies that he will

rebuke the destroyer, and not permit him to scat-

ter and lay us waste, but renewedly gather the

aaembers of our Society under the banner of the

Prince of Peace, to spread and exalt his kingdom

Dy the power and the fruits of His Holy Spirit,

md again become one another's joy in the Lord.

Anliquilics.

We have now in our possession, for safekeeping,

md as a nucleus of a collection of curiosities, some

yery curious and singular articles made of copper,

rhey were found near the west shore of the river,

ibout a mile above the mouth, at a place where

now is a brick-yard, and these were disinterred by

those digging in search of good brick-clay. After

aking off from the surface of the ground about

bwo feet of sand, the clay was exposed, and the

?tump of a tree was discovered. Digging still

lower about six or eight inches into the clay, and

jverturning the stump, these articles were brought

to light.

First, a copper spear, about Tourteen inches in

length, and at its base a groove or dovetail is made
in which to insert a wooden shaft or handle ; two

Dther spears, each about twelve inches in length,

md similar to the first. Third, two pieces of cop-

per which had evidently been very nicely forged,

but for what purpose they could ever have boon

ipplled, is by no means plain, and it is quite dif-

ficult to give in writing a clear description of them.

As good an idea of their shape, however, can be

^ot by supposing them to be the matrix in whic"

was cast one of the .spears. This is not, however,

the purpose to which they were applied. It is far

more likely they were used as cutting tools, but

then there is no means apparent by which the

implement can be held—no place to fasten it to a

handle. These are about fourteen inches long and

two inches wide; upon one end there is the ap

pearance of an attempt to make a cutting edge

They weigh about three pounds each, and are spe

cimens of good workmanship.

The question naturally arises, who made these

things ? Did the earliest French discoverers

make them ; or are they the work of a race long ago

extinct, the same who first opened these mines?
It seems to us—for wo can only indulge in spec

ulation on the subject—that these tools could not

have beeu the work of the Europeans who c

here ; for they would not have made a tool

the last two, about the use of which we should be

ignorant. They are made of copper, a material

not nearly so good as iron or steel for cuttin

purposes, the manufacture of which they were

familiar with, and would most likely bring with

them.

Our Indians do not, nor have they the skill or

mplements to work so well any metal, and they all

irc ignorant of the use of such tools. They have

among them traditions of the existence of a race

of men to whom they ascribe all the skill necessary

to accomplish these workings we find at the mines,

d make the tools we now find.

That these tools were the work of those who
lived here years ago seems the more likely from

the place and position in which they were found,

being in the strata of clay lying under the roots of

a stump, and about forty feet above the present

"evel of the river and lake. The tree had grown

up since these articles had been put there, and the

deposit of sand made above the clay to the depth

of two feet. To do that, the river and lake must
have been forty feet higher than its present level.-

This, of course, was years ago, before the memory
of the present races now inhabiting this country.—Lake iSujKrIor Mining A'ews.

For " The FrionJ."

Convictions of Truth.

The greatest blessing bestowed upon a rational,

accountable being, is the convicting and preserving

power of the Holy Spirit. This is often felt at an

early period of life, and when none is privy to it,

but the soul to which it is extended. It is an un-

flattering witness for God, and against evil, how-

ever secretly it is committed, or however fiiir the

outside may appear to men. The natural mind is

opposed to its dictates and its restraints, because

it prefers the indulgence of the carnal appetites to

the cross of Christ, which is the strait gate and

the narrow way to life, and few there be who go

in thereat. Thomas Chalkley says, " One time

I was at play at a neighbour's house with the chil-

dren, and in the midst of my sport, I was reached

with strong conviction, insomuch that I could not

forbear weeping. The children's mother observing

that I wept, said, 'Why do you Weep, Tommy?'
I told her I could not tell, except it was because

I was a naughty boy. 'O,' said she, 'don't be-

lieve him, f(jr that's the devil tells you so; for

you are the best boy in all our street.' But I knew
I was told the truth by conviction, and that she

was mistaken : for I plainly understood by clear

conviction, and by the Holy Scriptures, which 1

had been trained up in the reading of, that I was

too vain and wanton. I loved music, dancing and

playing at cards, and was followed with the judg-

ments of God therefor in the secret of my soul.

What I did in those sports and games, I always

took care to do out of the sight, and without the

knowledge of my tender parents; for I was afraid

of their reproofs and corrections, the which I was

sure to have, if they had any intelligence of it."

Music and dancing are thought by many to bi

necessary accomplishments, and there may be some
among Friends, who violate their religious profes-

sion in encouraging their children to learn and

practise them. Friends have always disapproved

of both, as it is evident his parents would have

reprimanded him, had they known he indulged

in either. He had the reproofs of Divine instruc

tion in his own heart, condemning him for clan

destinely resorting to tliese vain and prejudicial

amusements, as well as the conscientious disapp

bation of religious parents. It was a blessing to

have such care-takers, which draws down the fa-

vour of heaven upon them for their faithfulness,

as well as it is an inexpressible advantage to their

children. He gives a further instance of the

mercy and watchful care of his heavenly Father

in warning him of the sinfulness and danger
card-playing, which might have led him to the

gambling-table, and prove his ruin. "Unknown
to my parents, I bought a pack of cards to make
use of, when I went to my relations in the coun-
try; and at the time called Christmas, five miles
on my way, I went to a meeting at Wanstead, at
which a minister of Christ declared against the
evil of gaming, and particularly of cards ; and that
he time which people pretend to keep holy for

Christ's sake, many spend mostly in wickedness,
sports and games; even some pretending to be
religious; ami generally speaking, more sin and
evil is committed in this time, than in the like

space in all the year; so that the devil is served

instead of honouiing Christ. From this meeting
I went to the house of my relations, where the
parson of the next parish lodged that night, who
played cards with them sometimes. The time
drawing near that we were to go to our games,

y uncle called to the doctor, as he called him, to

me and to my cousin to come and take a game of
cards; at which I had strong convictions upon mo
not to do it, as being evil. I secretly cried to the
Lord to keep me faithful to him; and seeing a
Bible in the window, I was glad, took it down and
read to myself, greatly rejoicing that I was pre-
served out of the snare. My uncle called again,

Come, doctor, you and I, my wife and daughter
will have a game at cards, for I see my cousin is

better disposed. Then he looked upon me, and
said, he was better disposed also. So their sport

for that time was spoiled, and mine in that prac-

tice forever; for I never, as I remember, played
with them more, but as soon as I came home,
off'cred my untouched pack of cards to the fire. Of
this I am certain, the use of them is of evil conse-

quence, and draws away the mind from heaven
and heavenly things; for which reason all Chris-

tians ought to shun them as engines of Satan;
and music and dancing, having generally the same
tendency, ought therefore to be refrained from.

The sentiments of the AValdenses are worthy tho
consideration of all Christians—that as many paces

or steps as a man or woman takes in a dance, so

many paces or steps they take towards hell."

We would hope that none of the members of our
religious Society allow themselves to resort to card-

playing. When a fondness for gaming of any
description is contracted, it would appear to ua

from the accounts we road of the powerful hold
it takes upon gamblers, that deep degradation and
inextricable ruin must await them. How fear-

fully the reverse of that of the true Christian,

whose treasure and whose heart are in heaven,

must be the desperate and sunk condition of

the gambler! What effect the testimony of tho

minister had upon Thomas Chalkley, he does not
directly say; but we may believe it contributed to

raise and fasten on his susceptible mind, convic-

tion of the evil of gaming—and it shows the im-
portance of ministers keeping faithfully to the dis-

charge of their religious duty in the exercise of
their gifts, not knowing when or where seed may
be sown and prosper—and also the advantage of

the members steadily attending our religious

meetings, that we may be in the way of receiving

the good, which the Lord has in store for us.

Cayuga Lake.—The Ithaca Journal says that a

phenomenon similar to the one noticed in the

waters of the Seneca Lake has been observed in

those of the Cayuga. The water suddenly rose

about three feet five inches, and remained at that

height six or seven minutes, then subsided, and
after a brief interval, again rose two feet, and then

fell to its original level. It is stated that while

rising like a huge wave, the water turned up two

old wrecks of boats near the pier, which were com-

pletely imbedded in mud. In the reflux an old
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boat turned up near the pier, which no one ever

remembered having seen. An old fisherman said

he had lived beside the Cayuc;a fifty years, and he
never knew it to cut such tantiums before.

For " The Friend."

The following unpretending lines, if deemed
suitable for " The Friend," are at the service of

the Editor. Now is the season for wild flowers

in the richest profusion, and many are the light

tripping feet, in pursuit of them over field and

wood, or climbing the rugged rock : while of all

the wealth of loveliest form and hue which is

gathered, none is more beautiful than that grace-

ful gem of crimson and gold, which adorns its

hoary front,

THE WILD COLUMBIXE.

How daintily thy crimson gems
Hang trembling on thy fragile stems

Child of the rock, bright columbine I

With fairy leaves of emerald green.

No nursling of the wild I ween
Displays more elegance than thine.

Thou mindst me of my childhood's hours,

When rambling 'mid the wild wood bowers ;

—

Oh, what a joy it was to find

Thy jewels on the rock's dark face.

With pinii Azaleas, and sprays

Of snowy dogwood flowers, to bind.

Not on the verdant valley's breast,

The streamlet's brink, soft hillock's crest,

Or nourished in the meadow loam.
Where blooms of every scent and hue
Eevel in sunshine and in dew,

Findst thou a blest and bounteous home.

But in thy clift, all bare and rude
Amid the shadowy solitude

—

E'en as a youthful cloistered nun,
Or sorrowing exile's beauteous child.

Blooming in native freedom wild.

To cheer with smiles bis cavern lone.

Thy clinging roots their crevic^e hold
Where the wind drifts a little mould,
Of the silvery beach's fallen leaves

;

Through whose green crown a quivering ray
Of sunlight, falls on thy flowrets g.ay.

All that to thee the forest gives.

For these, and the all-blessing dews,
Thou yieldst thy meed of richest hues,
Thy grace of leaves, and stem and flowers.

Emblem of patient faith, thou art.

That springeth in the joyless heart.

And gilds with hope life's darkest hours.

THE HOURS.

The hours are viewless angels,

That still go gliding by.

And bear each minute's record up
To Him who sits on high.

And we, who walk among them.
As one by one departs,

See not that they are hovering
Forever round our hearts.

Like summer-bees, that hover
Around the idle flowers.

They gather every act and thought,
Those viewless angel hours.

The poison or the nectar

The heart's deep flower-cups yield,

A sample still they gather swift,

And leave us in the field.

And some flit by on pinions

Of joyous gold and blue,

And some flag on with drooping win;
Of sorrow's darker hue.

But still they steal the record,

And bear it far away

;

Their mission-flight by day or night
No magic power can stay.

And as we spend each minute
That God to us hath given.

The deeds are known before His throne.

The tale is told in heaven.

These bee-like hours we see not,

Nor hear their noiseless wings;
We only feel, too oft, when flown,

That they have left their stings.

So, teach me, heavenly Father,

To meet each flying hour,

That as they go, they may not show
My heart a poison flower I

Expedition for the Relief of Dr. Eunc.

The third e.xpedition from New York to the

Arctic region is now nearly in readiness to sail on

its benevolent mission. The two vessels purchased

for the purpose have not yet been named, but have

been strengthened and otherwise prepared for

Northern service. The largest is known as the

bark " Eringo," registering 327 tons, and was

purchased for $17,000. Her consort is a propeller

of 250 tons, which cost $30,000, and will arrive

here from Philadelphia in a day or two. The
former is now receiving her provisions and stores,

and will be complete this week. Both are expect-

ed to sail by the 1st proximo, steering direct for

the coast of Greenland, and continuing Northward
to Smith's Sound.

The original expedition from this city under Dr.

Kane, fitted out under the auspices of our gene-

rous townsman, Henry Grinnell, Esq., consisted

of the " Advance" and " Kcscue," sailed on its

Northern voyage in the year 1850, and returned

the year following, Not despairing of ultimate

success, the Advance was again despatched, under
the command of Dr. Kane, in 1853, and it is for

her relief that the present expedition is fitting

out. The "Advance" is theproperty of H. Grinnell,

and her crew and officers, numbering sixteen

men, are still under his pay. In the expedition

now noticed, the entire expense is borne by the

Government. •

The protracted absence of Dr. Kane, affords no
conclusive evidence of danger or misfortune , but
being left entirely alone in his icy solitude, by the

return, within the last few months, of the numerous
expeditions sent in search of Sir John Franklin,

any needed assistance, to be of avail, must be des-

patched at once. Congress therefore appropriated

§150,000 (which will probably exceed the amount
required) and authorized the Secretary of the Navy
" to despatch a suitable naval or other steamer,

and if necessary, a tender, to the Arctic seas, for

the purpose of rescuing or affording relief to " the

intrepid American navigator." The Congressional

resolutions conferring this authority, provide
" that such steamer and tender shall be officered

and manned by volunteers from the Navy, and
others who may declare their willingness to be so

engaged."

We yesterday visited the naval station at Brook-
lyn, and were pleased to learn that the Secretary

of the Navy and officers of the yard are disposed

to fit out the expedition in the best possible man-
ner, and take a deep interest in its progress and
success. The orders are that it shall be amply
provided with two years' rations, and which, with

the extras, will suffice for a cruise of fully three

years. The provisions in preparation consist chief-

ly of "pemmican," or concentrated meat, besides

soups, Borden's patent meat biscuit, lime-juice,

(anti-scorbutic,) pickles, &e. The supplies will

include something like 20,600 pounds of dried

meats and soups, and 15,000 pounds of preserved

vegetables. The provisions for officers and sailors

will be of the same quality. The " pemmican" is

the same article with which the Kane Expedition

was provided, and a sample reserved for examin '•

tion, after being kept for two years in this war
|

climate, was recently examined and found to be;i

sweet and nutricious as when put up. i

The quantity of beef recjuired for this expeditio

:

was 4,000 lbs. (rump pieces) which, upon beioj

divested of fatty portions, were cut into thin steak
i

taken to a malt kiln and thoroughly dried. Bl
this process its weight was reduced to 1,300 lb.

It was then chopped fine by the apparatus employe]

by sausage makers, kneaded up with 1,000 W,

good lard, with a small addition of sugar and cu:

rants. Then being hermetically sealed in tin can;

;

it is in shipping order. The vessel will also taki

out a large supply of clothing, adapted to a nortli

ern climate. Among other things, 500 pair c'

stockings have been provided. In travelling o

foot it is customary to wear three pair at a tim

and cover the whole with canvas boots. The tw

vessels will carry 300 tons of anthracite coal, fc;

the use of the propellers and for ordinary consumj,

tion. Should more be needed, abundant supplie

can be obtained at Disco, on the coast of Greenland;

where Inglefield, the English navigator, found j.

to exist in abundance, it being only necessary t:

dig it out from the shore.

We were shown at the shops at the Navy Yardi

70 ice anchors, of different sizes, to be used iij

anchoring the vessels, or warping up through th.

lanes of ice. They are little else than angula.

hooks, to be sunk in holes drilled in the ice

Some weigh as much as 70 or 80 pounds, but th^i

majority are of about 15 pounds weight. In addi

tion, there are ten sledges, four of which are aboul

eleven feet in length, to be drawn by dogs or witb

ropes. They are sharp at each end, after thi:

pattern adopted by the British Admiralty, and an
shod with iron. In excursions over the ice, the]*

will be manned by an officer and six men.
;

The bark, as fitted for sea, is worthy of examinai

tion. Without, the hull is covered with 2 A incl

planking, and armed with iron from the bows t(i

the mainehains Forward she is completely sheath

!

ed, from the bulwarks to the keel. Within, tim

bers, knees and kelsons have been introduced, t(

effectually protecTher from collision with icebergs,

or from lateral pressure. The bows especially, are;

filled with timbers, and divided off into a watei

tight compartment. The rudder is so arranged

that it can be instantly unshipped, and triced uf

;

under the stern. The vessel is also furnished with

four pumps, so that every possible precaution seems

to have been taken to ensure her safety. The

officers quarters are completely lined with cork.

I

to absorb moisture, and the seamen are well pro-

vided for, in a house on deck : or should they

prefer, they have snug quarters below. The bark

is a fine new vessel, having made only two trips toi

Rio, and is a fast sailer.

The number of men going out on this expedi-

tion, will be forty-seven, including four officers to

each vessel. Contrary to anticipations, not the

least difficulty is experienced in procuring men,
and of the best quality. Many good seamen are

out of employ, from the return of recent govern-

ment vessels and the inactive state of the shipping

business, and the expedition will be supplied with

a personnel of rare excellence. Only two have
been accepted from those who went out on former

expeditions, though several have offered. As fast

as accepted, they are put on board the receiving

ship North Carolina. Only one officer and the

physicians remain to be selected though none have
as yet been formally appointed.

Lieut. H. J. Hartstene, is to command the expe-

dition.

Lieut. Chas. C. Simras, to command the tender.

One of the surgeons is a younger son of Judge
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ane, of Philadelphia, Dr. John K. Kane, who
jins in the search for his brother. Lovell was

|ie of the officers in the expedition under Lieut.

|e Haven.

. This truly humane and philanthropic endeavour

:i relicTe those who nobly volunteered for the res-

ile of the lost (Sir John Franklin, deserves and

(ill receive the warm sympathies and best wishes

[ all whose esteem is worth

For "The Friend."

BIOGRAPniCAL SKETCUES,

"Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

I

WILLIAM SOUTHEBY.

(Coniinued from page 293.)

; George Keith, after he had run awhile in his

JDDtentious course, was disposed to quarrel with

ipery one who retained their integrity in the

ruth, and upheld the spirituality of ancient

l|uakerism. William Southeby affronted him, by

listifying that he heard him say, that " the light"

jas not sufficient to salvation. This perhaps

juickened his desire of a quarrel, and he declared

]iat William denied any general day of judgment,

lad the resurrection of the dead, only what every

ne witnessed within him here on earth. William,

1 reply, solemnly stated it as his belief, that the

Wtrine he was charged with holding, was damua-

le and atheistical, and declared that he believed

iie resurrection, according to the Scriptures, and

ae ancient doctrine of Friends. He acknowledged

'lat he did not hold it, as he held it when a papist,

|)r then his views were very carnal and outward
;

le then held, he says, " that the great judgment

tiould be in an outward valley, called the valley of

lehoshaphat, in the land of Israel, and that we
'lould see with these outward eyes; but I believe

;ow, it will be more spiritual." Thomas Ellwood,

ji defending William, says, " this did not please

i. K., who catching hold of his words, that when

I

papist, he owned it very carnally and outwardly,

e would slily suggest from thence, as if his be-

|ef of it was worse now than when he was a papist.

I'erhaps, indeed, his belief of it, when a papist,

jiight best fit G. K.'s notion of it, who, I have

'eard, did jump in with the papists, in pitching

Ipon the valley of Jehoshaphat for the place, till a

jraveller telling him that place was too streight,

e took wing into the air."

' The tempest awakened by George Keith in the

ilociety of Friends in Philadelphia, soon subsided,

;nd the church was busily engaged in endeavour-

pg to remove all trace of its devastations. William

(ioutheby was much employed in looking after

|he spiritual and moral welfare of its members as

|n overseer, and as one appointed to labour for

he restoration of oifendera. Desirous that the

fociety of Friends might clear its hands of sla-

!ery, and perform its duty towards the negroes in

jondage among them, he, in the beginning of

696, laid before the Monthly Meeting a paper on

jhe subject, and a copy of a work of George Fox
n Gospel Order, which set forth clearly his

jiews relative to the treatment of slaves, and the

jiropriety of giving them their freedom after a

ervice of years, and enjoining when they were
uade free that they should not be let "go away
impty-handed." The Monthly Meeting, although

t made no minute on the subject, directed that

he matter should be laid before the Quarterly

VIeeting, held on the l'2th of the Fourth month,

j.hat year, which, after consideration, sent Wil-

liam's paper and the little book of George Fox's

|o the Yearly Meeting. The matter being thus

brought before that body, a minute of advice

was made against bringing in any more negroes

into the country, and to encourage those who held

any to bring them to religious meetings, and to

restrain them from evil courses. Being also con-

cerned on account of the manner in which trading

with the Indians was conducted, William Southeby

drew up a paper on the subject which he present-

ed to the 31onthly Meeting, in the Fifth month,

1C98. On hearing it read, the concern seemed to

take hold of the feelings of the Friends assembled.

They all knew that wrong was often done to these

poor children of the forest in bargaining with

them, the traders first making them drunk. Such
a practice might not be indulged in by any mem-
ber of the Society of Friends, but could not

Friends do something to warn the Indians against

allowing themselves to be enticed into drunken-

ness, which, disqualifying them for business,

made cheating them easy. After consultation, the

meeting directed Griffith Owen to request John
Stephens, of Radnor, who understood the language

of the Delaware Indians, the Lenni Lenape, to

visit them, and get them to appoint a place for

Friends to have a conference with them. It was
proposed that it should be had in one of the Indian

towns. What effect this effort to break up the

iniquitous system of robbing the Indians produced,

we have no means of ascertaining.

Many of the labours of William Southeby, of

which we catch a glimpse, are connected with the

relief of the poor and suffering. lu the Sixth

month, 1C99, we find him appointed by the

jMonthly Bleeting " to assist sick and weak pas-

sengers arrived from Liverpool, with money and

conveniences for their present relief." We have

said that William Southeby had a clear testimony

against slavery, and his desire for the spiritual

well being of all the children of his heavenly Fa-

ther, must have led him to rejoice on hearing

William Penn open in the Monthly Meeting, in

the First month, 1700, a concern on behalf of

negroes and Indians. According to the account

preserved, the Governor informed the meeting that

a concern had long been on his mind, that Friends

ought to be very careful in discharging a good

conscience towards the negroes and Indians in all

respects, but more especially for the good of their

souls. He desired that they might be brought as

frequently as might be to the First-day meetings.

The remarks of the Governor seemed to awaken

a concern in the meeting, and after a time of con-

sideration respecting what would be best to be

done, it was concluded to appoint a meeting for

the negroes to be held once a month on the fourth

Third-day, at 9 o'clock, in the morning. William

Southeby was desired to give public notice at meet-

ing the next First-day, and to request the masters

to carry the word home to their femilies, and to

come when possible with their negroes to meet-

ing. As respects the Indians, efforts were directed

to be made towards obtaining a meeting with

them.

In the Sixth month, 1700, William Southeby

laid before the Monthly Meeting a paper against

profaneness, which, on being read, was satisfactory

to the meeting, which appointed Griffith Owen
and Nicholas Wain to make some small altera-

tions in it, to fit it for the press.

The subject of negro slavery pressed upon Wil-

liam's mind, and when, in 1711, the faithful

lovers of liberty and justice in Chester sent up to

the Yearly Meeting the information, that they

were "dissatisfied with Friends buying and en-

couraging the bringing in of negroes," he was dis-

posed to rejoice, and desired to see some efficient

blow given to this iniquitous traffic in all its

branches. Friends were not prepared, in the

unity, to do more than reiterate the advice of the

meeting given in 1696, to discourage the bringing

in of more negroes.

In 1712, the subject of slavery was again be-

fore the Yearly Meeting, and strenuous efforts

were made to induce that body to take measures
to discourage importing and holding slaves for

life. The meeting was not prepared to take a step

which neither Loudon Yearly Meeting nor any
other in the world had taken, and yet the concern

was so weightily before it, that it seemed right to

act in some way in it. It was propo-sed that aa

London Yearly Meeting corresponded with all the

Yearly Meetings in the world, that if they could

get that body to move in the matter, and bring it

before the rest, that a harmonious action might be

had on the subject. This plan was adopted. It

was, however, stiffly opposed by William Southeby

and some others, who thought Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting ought to do its own duty, and leave other

bodies to perform their own. 'The Yearly Meet-

ing Epistle of this year laid the subject weightily

before London Y'early Meeting.

William Southeby appears to have been some-

what soured against Friends by the action of the

Yearly Meeting. He so clearly saw the right in

the matter himself, that he had not sufficient cha-

rity for those whoso eyes were as yet only anointed

to see men as trees walking. And he doubtlessly

very wrongfully judged many, who were earnestly

desirous that the Truth should prevail, and tho

unity and good feeling in the church be preserved.

As he did not unite with what the body had done,

he undertook to act for himself, and petitioned

the Assembly of Pennsylvania to declare all

negroes in that province free. This measure arose

probably more out of creaturely impatience than

any supposed sense of divine leading to such a

measure, and it occasioned a prompt resolve of the

Legislature, "It is neither just nor convenient

to set them at liberty."

When, in 1714, the answer from London Y'early

Meeting was received, which manifested that they

were not disposed to take any further step, than

to say the importing negroes from their own coun-

try was not a "commendable nor allowed prac-

tice," and to hold up tho dangers which might re-

sult from the increase of negro slaves. William

Southeby seeing that things had fallen out as he

had foreseen, wrote a paper on the subject to the

Y'carly Meeting, which was not put upon the mi-

nutes. In this paper, he say.s, " More and better

fruits may reasonably be expected from us than

from other places; being so many ministers and

other ancient Friends that came out of England,

to live here, therefore we ought to be exemplary

to other places, and not take liberty to do things,

because others do them." He ends thus, " You
strive to discourage me for being so plain with

you, but seeing it ia really and truely for the pro-

motion of Tru'th and Righteousness in the earth,

and having the countenance and unity of some of

the best of men in it, I am not much concerned

for the frowns or displeasure of any that may op-

pose it."

William Southeby had hitherto, with all hia

zeal on this subject, lived in unity with his

friends, however many of them were not prepared

to go so far as he did in this matter. That unity

was now somewhat shaken,—not so much because

his views differed from theirs, as because he had

not learned the lesson of submission to the judg-

ment of the body, when it did not accord witti

what he thought right. There were many of the

valuable members of the Yearly Meeting, who held

with him entirely on the subject of slavery; but

they felt that the unity of the church depended

on its moving along in this concern as fast, and

no faster than the way, through the blessing of
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-F
obtained, is a great additional security in case if

fire. I

For the accommodation of the boys' baths i

brick building, 64 by 20 feet, has been erec )

on the site of the former play-shed. It is divic',

info 20 apartments, each furnished with an ill

bathing tub, supplied with hot and cold wati

and the -whole buildina; is warmed and light

'

The arrangement is complete and commodio'
and it is believed will prove valuable in promoti^

cleanliness and health. i

In order to furnish the boys with ample sp; \

for recreation during inclement weather, the si'

has been extended eastward, so as to cover neaii

as much ground as before the bath-house y\

erected. Various other improvements have be

|

m^de, contributing essentially to the convenient

and welfare of the family; and the cost of l|

whole has been nearly defrayed by the voluntj'

contributions of Friends interested in the welfii

of the Institution.
|

A sum of money has also been contributed
'

fitting up, and increasing the Library. Some p

'

gress has been made in purchasing books, and

'

soon as the new cases are provided, it is intend';

to have the whole arranged and put in good ord(

The disbursements for family expenses haj

been 011,813 60; forsalaries and wages §8267 7

'

incidental expenses $i]i 13; and for repairs a'

improvements §764 22—making a total of S2
;

259 72. There have been charged for board a)

tuition $18,186 62; for rents of tenements ai'

saw and grist mills, and profits on merchaj

dise sold 8918 23; amounting to 819,104 e\

and leaving a deficiency of 82,154 87 on C
School account. The income of the fund for ge.

eral purposes was 8960 69 ; and the net balan

to the credit of the farm is 81678 90; which m
the appropriation of the Yearly Meeting, gives

credit on the general balance of 81284 72. B

side the above charges, at the time the accou

was made up, there had been paid on account
j

the buildings for the accommodation of the dai*

and of the family having charge of it, 81185 8;

and there is stiU a considerable balance due Cj

this account.

The present mode of conducting the farm coj

tinues to give satisfaction. The fertility of tl'

soil is increasing, the fencing is in an^improved eo

dition, the meadow is being drained, and oth('

improvements, calculated to increase its produ

tiveness have been made, the benefits of whii

the Committee believe will soon be felt. Tl

gross profits of the concern for the year, we,

82794 44 ; out of which 8317 06 were expend)

for guano and plaster; and 8798 48, for ditehir

the meadow, fencing, i.tc. ; leaving a net pro£

after defraying these expenses, of 81078 90. '

One of the old tenant hou.ses being very mm
out of repair, and the farmer deeming it necessai

that additional accommodatio'ns should be pr;

vided for working-men with families, the Commi
tee after deliberate consideration, has consentc

to the erection of two small tenements ; the co.

of which will probably be about 81000. Th

outlay, and the cosb of necessary repairs to tl'

Infirmary, School-house, and other building'

which cannot with propriety be delayed mm.
longer, will require considerable funds, and mal

the appropriation of the Yearly 3Ieeting sti]

necessary.
'

It has long been the desire of the Committet'

that as far as they can conveniently do so, paren

'

and others should avoid visiting at the School c

the First-day of the week. Such visits interru]

the quiet and order of the family, and are som'

times burdensome to the Friends who have tl

care of the farm-house, as well as to their dome

the Most High on the faithfulness of dedicated

brethren, was made for it. They were constrained

to bear testimony to the Truth, with honest sim-

plicity and meekness, and then acquiesced in the

steps taken year by year, although these steps fell

far short of what they desired. Thus, these "pa-

tient, hopeful, consistent pleaders for the cause of

humanity and justice, saw the light gradually

grow brighter and brighter, and some lingered to

see the faithfulness with which they had laboured

and waited, rewarded by hnppy results. But our

dear friend, William Southeby, as faithful in his

testimony as any of them, grew impatient at the di-

litoriness of his companions, undertook to labour

in the cause, separate from the action of the body,

stirred up unnecessarily unkind feelings, which

did not increase his own comfort, nor advance the

testimony he wished to promote.

[Owing to the accumulation of other matter, the

interesting Reports presented to our lata Yearly

meeting from the committee charged with the care

of West-Town Boarding School ; and from that

having the civilization of the Indians on the Alle-

ghany under its charge, have not before found a

place in our columns. We present the former to

our readers in this number, and expect to publish

tiie latter in the next succeeding.]

The following Report of the Committee having

charge of the Boarding School at West-Town, was

read ; and the labours and care of the Friends

under the appointment, and of those employed in

its immediate management, and of the teachers,

were satisfactory to the meeting. They were en-

couraged to prosecute the concern according to the

origiTial object, of a religious guarded education,

looking for the Divine blessing upon their efi'orts

-^viz :

To the Yearly Meeting.—In presenting their

usual annual statement of the condition of the

Boarding School at West-Town, the Committee

entrusted with its management, feel that they have

cause to acknowledge, with gratitude to the Pre-

server of men, the general good health with which

the family has been favoured ; very few eases of

serious disease having occurred during the past

year.

The School has been unusually large, averaging

during the year ending Tenth month 16th, 1854,

227 pupils, of whom 115 were boys, and 112

girls; and the admissions were 67 boys and 75 girls.

Owing to the large number of applications for

admission, and the late period at which many of

them were made, the children of some of the mem-
bers of our own Yearly meeting could not be re-

ceived ; which the Committee regretted. To ob-

viate this in future, it is requested that parents

and others intending to send children to West-

Town, or to continue them in the School, may , __

enter their names with the Treasurer or Superinten- to procure

dent, at least as early as the 1st of Third month,

and 1st of Ninth month, in each year; which will

probably ensure their admission, and give time for

filling any vacancies which may remain, with pu-

pils from more distant parts, it being desirable that

the School should be kept full.

Inconvenience and loss having arisen, from the

want of due observance by parents of children

living out of the limits of our Yearly meeting, of

the rule which requires the quarterly pre-payment

of the price of Board and Tuition, and also from

the necessity of making advances for their clothing

and other expenses, the Committee have agreed

that hereafter, the whole price of Board and Tui-

tion of such pupils, for each session, must be paid

in advance ; and an additional sum of not less than

$10 be deposited with the Superintendent, to meet
contingent expenses.

Probably at no former period has this valuable

Seminary offered greater advantages for obtaining

a guarded literary and religious education. The
ruction is thorough and accurate, having es-

pecial reference to the most useful and practical

branches of knowledge ; and care is taken that the

children shall not slightly pass over their studies,

without clearly understanding what they learn.

The lectures on Chemistry and Natural Philosophy

luable and instructive. A powerful and

complete Electrical Machine has been added to the

Apparatus, and the experiments by which the dif-

ferent subjects are illustrated, are highly interesting

to the pupils.

The course of Studies embraces all the branches

of a good English education ; including Surveying,

Astronomy and other branches of Mathematics

;

and careful instruction in the Latin and Greek

Languages is given to such as wish it.

A knowledge of the principles of our religious

Society is imparted, by lessons in the Holy Scrip-

tures, and in the approved writings of Friends,

adapted to this object; and there is also frequent

vocal reading of religious works, calculated to illus-

trate and enforce them, and to promote piety and

virtue.

Where there is so large a number of Scholars,

and such variety in their talents and application,

the advancement made must also vary. But the

examinations held at the close of each session

evince, on the part of the students generally, a

commendable degree of industry and proficiency,

and bear testimony to the assiduity and efiiciency

of the Teachers.

Meetings for Divine Worship have been regu-

larly held on First and Fifth-days, in Which the

deportment of the children has been generally

satisfactory.

In the course of the past year, several import-

ant improvements have been made in and about

the School premises. The apparatus for making

gas from rosin has been completed, and is found

to answer well ; and the necessary pipes and fix-

tures for burning it, have been introduced through-

out the School building, the galleries, and the

nurseries, &c. The increased amount, and the

safely of the light thus obtained, add greatly to

the comfort and convenience of the family, as well

as tend to promote good order. Its use, thus far,

has been very satisfactory, and will not, it is be-

lieved, increase the annual cost of lighting the

premises.

The irregularity with which the forcing-pump,

for throwing up a supply of water, was worked, in

consequence of its connexion with the saw and

grist mill, occasioned it to be frequently out of

order ; and the small size of the supply pipe still

further diminished, by the rust and the deposit

which collected on the inside, rendered it difficult

lar and adequate supply of water.

As a new supply pipe was deemed necessary, it

was concluded to erect a house and water-wheel,

in a position, about four hundred feet nearer to

the School-house, where the pump could be worked

entirely separate from the mill. This has been

done, and about fourteen hundred feet of three

inch iron pipe laid, in nearly a straight line to the

reservoir. In digging for the foundation of the

wheel-house, a copious spring of excellent water

was found, from which an abundant supply is now
thrown up to the School, with much less difficulty

and interruption than upon the former plan. The

large iron reservoir has been raised ; so that water

can now be conveyed from it to parts of the build-

ing which before could not be supplied. The
ease and rapidity with which water can now be
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tiJ; obliging them to provide for the entertain-

ni| t of visitors, when it seems only reasonable

till' should have the privilege of quietude and

re' from the labours of the week. Such visits

hiin" been not unfrequent of latter time, the

Ciimittee is induced to call the attention of

p'^?nd.s again to the subject, in the hope that they

Tpj. kindly co-operate in maintaining the regula-

ti!i of the Institution in this respect.

mpressed with the importance and responsibi-

li;- of the trust devolving upon them, in the care

a|[ management of this Seminary, it is the con-

cin of the Committee to conduct it with a steady

rerence to the objects which it was established

tmromote, and which can only be obtained by a

cjistant recurrence to that religious concern in

vlich the Institution had its origin. We believe

t^! Divine blessing has rested upon it, and made

t'i watchful Christian care exercised over the

vith educated tbcre, a lasting benefit to many;

ajl we fervently desire, that by a humble depon-

dice upon the guidance of heavenly wisdom, and

r'-Jent persevering endeavours, by example and

j;cept, to imbue the youthful mind with Chris-

tin principles, and train it to virtuous habits, as

\)11 as to store it with useful knowledge, this In-

sjtution may continue to prove of permanent ad

\ntage to our beloved youth, and claim the

l/our and regard of Him who only can bless the

bours bestowed.

It being the usual time for making a new ap-

jlintment, the subject is mentioned for the con-

('leralion of the Yearly Meeting.

.Signed on behalf and by direction of the Com
Mtee, Joseph Scattergood,

Clerk for the time.

For " The Friend."

{ Useful Calculations.

jThe following appropriations were made by the

]i\, Congress

:

.jrmy, fortifications, Military Aca-
'demy,&c $12,571,496
javal service, . . , 15,012,091

taking for war purposes, . . 827,583,587

I
A bill was also passed granting 100 acres of

nd to every person, who bad served in any capa-

ty in former wars. At a recent period, 137,200
)plications had been entered, and they were still

)ming in. If we suppose them to amount to

|40,000, the warrants to be issued will take

2,400,000 acres, or an extent equal probably to

1 the farm laud, in the State of Pennsylvania
he land thus granted for military services, if

xlued at §1.25 per acre, would amount to

28,000,000.

1 Now let our young readers apply their arithme-

c in finding out how many bushels of corn,

heat, oats, or potatoes must be raised, at the rates

irrent in their respective localities, in order to

eet this vast outlay. How many days' work it

ould pay for. How many children it would
hool. llow many miles of railroad it would
ake at a cost of §20,000 a mile, and such other

seful applications of the money, as their own
^flection may suggest. The revenue of the United
tates being derived mainly from duties on im-
orts, the people scarcely notice the fact that it

eally comes out of their own pockets. Nor is it

emembercd as it should be, that the j^'^oductive

dustrt/ of those who labour, creates all the na-

ions' wealth. If the vast sums thus wasted and
nisapplied, were raised by a direct tax on persons
d property, the people would more readily

lerstand how much the maintenance of a barbarous
nd unchristian system costs them.

Friends' School in Tennessee.

The recent action of Friends in Tennessee on the

subject of education presenting some features of

interest, a short account of it may not be inappro-

priate for the columns of " The Friend."
It appears from their statement that the Friends

who originally settled in Tennessee were mostly of

the poorer class, but generally enabled to become
proprietors of small portions of land, which at that

time was sold at a very low rate. Being shut up
by high and rugged mountains on every side, and
the rivers having a rapid descent, with no safe

navigation, the facilities for communication with

other parts were very limited. Nearly all the value

of their products was consumed in the transport to

a market, while the cost of imported articles was
greatly increa.sed.

From these causes, their numbers soon diminish-

ed by emigration. A few, however, remained, who
believed tbey were called to a work in that almost

isolated region, which was yet to be acomplished,

if they were faithful. As the minds of Friends

thus became settled, and the feeling gathered

strength that the Society would not be lost in Ten-
nessee, their numbers began to increase. Many
valuable members were brought in by convincement,

and at the present time, Newberry Monthly Meet
ing held at Friendsville, in Blount county, Ten
uessee, is nearly, if not quite, twice as large as it

was fifteen years ago. There is also an increasing

desire on the part of others to become more iuti

mately acquainted with the doctrines of Friends.

These encouraging prospects, together with the

sense of the great disadvantages the Society has

sustained from the want of schools in which a good
and religiously guarded education could be ob-

tained, have led to the present movement.
In the 12th mo. 1854, Newberry Monthly Meet-

g apppointed a committtee to endeavour to raise

school fund. In the following month, report

was made that twenty-seven of the members had
subscribed the sum of S2G50, of which $2000 was
recommended to be set aside as a permanent fund,

the interest to be used in reducing the price of

tuition for the children of Friends, and the remain-

$650 to be applied towards the erection of

school buildings.

This sum will be entirely inadequate to the erec-

tion and fitting up of the proposed buildings, and
they appeal to their friends more favourably circum-

stanced, for aid, having done all or nearly all they

were able to do.

Those Friends in and near Philadelphia who
may desire to contribute to the fund for building

and fitting up the Friendsville Institute and New-
berry Female School, may leave their subscriptions

with Dr. T. E. Beesly, N. W. corner of lOih and

Arch street. Those who desire to send them di-

rect to the Trustees, may address them to the care

of David Morgan, Friendsville, Tennessee.

The Art of heing Happy.—It is not great wealth

nor high station which makes a man happy. Many
of the most wretched beings on earth have both.

But it is a radiant, sunny spirit, which knows how
to bear little trials and to enjoy little comforts,

and which thus extracts happiness from every in-

cident of life.

Never employ thyself to discern the fliults of

others, but be careful to mind, and count thy

own.

ithin the past year or eighteen months, than for

long time before. Within that period, a large

city was nearly destroyed in Persia, another in South
America, and recently in Turkey ; the city of

Broussa has been twice visited, and almost level-

led with the ground. There has been of course

great destruction of property, and in some in-

stances many lives have been destroyed. By the

following extract from a letter, written by an of-

ficer of the U. S. steamer Powhattan, and pub-

lished in the North China Herald, it appears that

the subterranean fires have been manifesling their

tremendous and fearful energy in Japan.

" The Island of Niphon, in which SimoJa is situated,

was visited on the 23d of December by a severe earth-

ijutike, wbicl] was most disastrous in its effects. The
city of Uhosaca, one of the largest in the empire, was
completely laid waste. Jeddo itself suflered consider-

ably, but has since suffered more seriously from the

effects of an extensive conflagialion. The town of Si-

moda, on our arrival, presented a complete scene of

desolation and ruin. Alter the shock of the earth(iuake,

the sea commenced bubbling up, as it were, along the

shore, and then receded with great rapidity, and as soon
returned with such increased volume as to flood the

whole town to the depth of six or seven feet, sweeping
away houses, bridges and temples, and piling them up
in a muss of ruin.

" Five times during the day did the sea advance and
recede in this manner, spreading desolation far and
wide. The largest junks in the harbour were driven

from one to two miles above high water mark, where
we saw them lying high and dry. About 200 of the

poor inhabitants lost their lives by the ovefflow, the

mainder saving themselves by fleeing to the mouu-
ins, with which the town is surrounded.
" The Russian frigate Diana, having Vice Admiral

Pontiatine on board, was lying in the harbour at the

ae, engaged in finishing up the treaty tbey had made
th the Japanese. Immediately after the shock was

felt, the water in the harbour became convulsed to such

egree in eddies and whirlpools, that in the space of

thirty minutes, she swung entirely round forty-three

wisting her chains up into knots ; so rapid was
the motion tbai the people on board could not keep their

feet, and all were made giddy. When the sea receded,

It left the frigate in eight feet water on her side, when
her usual draft was over twenty-one feet. On its re-

turn, it is stated, the water rose five fathoms above its

ordinary level.

" On its again receding, four feet only of water re-

mained, so that they saw the stocks of their anchor
above the water. The heaving of the bottom of the bay
was then so violent that the frigate—although, as 1 said,

in only four feel of water—was moved bodily 1)ast. her

anchor. The officers momentarily expected that the bay
would become the outlet of the subterranean fires, and
that they would be engulped in it. When the frigate

again floated, tlioy saw ber keel and rudder, which h.id

been wrenched off", floating alongside, and the ship fill-

ing with water. By getting sails under ber, they

managed to get her afloat, and the next day, things

having kept quiet once more, they hauled her into deep-

er water. Occasional sliocks of earthquake still con-

tinued to be felt, but none were attended with serious

consequences.
"After repairing damages as well as they could, and

having rigged a temporary rudder, and the weatber be-

coming fine, they attempted to take the ship round to

another bay, where she would be less exposed, and they

could complete repairs (Simoda being badly adapted

for such a purpose;) but when within seven miles of

their harbour a gale sprung up—the hundred Japanese

boats that were towing them abandoned them, (not,

however, till they had got out all the officers and crew,)

and shortly after the gallant ship sunk in deep water, .

the ofiScers and men saving only the clothes they stood

in. Notwithstanding all their misfortunes, and the dan-

gers throngh which they had passed, tbey only lost one

man, and he was accidentally killed by being jammed
by one of the guns which had gone adrift."

THE FRIEND
SIXTH MONTH 2, 1855.

There has certainly been an unusual number of

earthquakes, and they have been more destructive

SUMMART OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from England to Fifth mo. 12th.

Tlie War.—No events of importance had occurred be-

fore Sebastopol during the week, and affairs continued

much in the same position. The French Minister,

Drouyn de I'Huys, had resigned, from an unwillingness

to protract the war, and Count Walewski, the Ambas-
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sador of France to London, had been appointed his suc-

cessor. The English press admit that no assistance can
be expected from Austria ia the prosecution of the war,

and but little from the rest of Europe. General Man-
nora had arrived in the Crimea, with 4000 Sardinian
troops.

FRAXCE.—A new loan of seven hundred millions of

francs is under consideration by the Council of State.

The police have discovered a plot, having its ramifica-

tions throughout Europe, to promote an insurrection,

and hence the execution of Pianori has been postponed,

"with a view to trace his connection therewith. On the

day the attempt was made, it was freely stated in vari-

ous cities in Italy, Spain, and Germany, that Louis Na-
poleon was dead, and Paris in a state of iusurrection.

RUSSIA.—The advices from Russia confirm the re-

port of an insurrection w the Ulvraine. It is also stated,

that Poland is very restless. An American frigate built

ship, it is said, recently arrived at a Russian port in the

Baltic, with 50,000 rifles and 5000 revolvers, ia addition

to her reported cargo of 800 bales of cotton.

GREAT BRITAIN.—The bill for removing newspa-
per stamps h.as passed. The Roebuck Committee was
still in session. The movement tending to administra-

tive reform, was gaining ground. The Palmerston

ministry was becoming unpopular. All the documents
with regard to the Vienna Conference, had been laid

before Parliament. The emigrant ship John, from Ply-

mouth, Eng., for Quebec, has been wrecked, and a num-
ber of lives lost. Lord Palmerston has evaded answer-

ing the question, whether the Peace Conferences are

finally broken off. Liverpool Murkef.—Breadstuffs were
unchanged and dull of sale. Cotton had advanced Id.

;

the sales of the week amounted to 103,500 bales.

AUSTRIA.—The grain growing district on the bank
of the river Theiss, covering 1200 square miles, has

been inundated in consequence of a rise in the river. It

was supposed the crops would be destroyed. It is said

that Austria is on the point of declaring her complete

neutrality, as well as that of the whole of Germany.
ITALY.—Mount Vesuvius was in an active state of

eruption.

VEXEZUELA AND NEW GRANADA.—At the latest

dates, political affairs in these republics were as usual,

much troubled, and a dispute between them respecting

a boundary line, was about resulting in open war. The
Venezuelan Congress had authorized President Mona-
gas, if necessary, to raise an army of fifty thousand

men, and four millions of dollars, for the threatened

CniXA.—The latest intelligence is unfavourable /to

the insurgent cause. The rebels have been driven from

Canton. By a combined movement of the imperial

troops and tlie people, Canton and the forts in its neigh-

bourhood have been freed from the presence of the in-

surgents, and the blockade broken up. The imperial-

ists made a shocking use of their triumph. The place

of execution is stated to be a vast carnage field, in

which hundreds were daily put to death, in order to

strike terror into the minds of the population. At
Shanghai, also, the success of the imperialists in recap-

turing the ciiy had been followed by frightful atrocities,

in revenge for opposing the imperial rule. Not content

with putting their prisoners to death, the Mandarins had
caused many of the wretched beings to be previously

subjected to the most cruel tortures.

UNITED STATES.—The excessive revenue has en-

couraged lavish expenditures of the public funds ; wit-

ness the following appropriations, made during the last

session of Congress. The expenditures are classed as

follows :—
Civil, diplomatic and miscellaneous, . $17,205,929

Army, fortifications, military academy, &c., 12,571,496

Indian department, naval, revolutionary

and other pensions 4,453,539

Naval service, 15,012,091

Post-ofiice department, .... 10,946,844

Ocean steam mail service, . . . 3,574,458

Texas debt, 7,750,000

§71,574,357

This vast sum of $71,574,357 is only the amount of

specified appropriations. The contingent objects of ex-

penditure of which the sums were unascertained, and
could not be specified, may swell the total of the ex-

penses of the year to perhaps seventy-fivemillions of dol-

State of Trade.—The sales of general merchandise this

spring in all the Atlantic cities, have been much below the

usual amount. The lessened business is attributed in

part to the shortened credit given to purchasers.

Massachusetts.—The Legislature of this State, which
adjourned last week, was composed in great measure of

men of extreme views, and some of their proceedings

were of an extraordinary character, the Personal Liberty

Bill, passed near the close of the session over the Gov-
ernor's veto, clashes directly with the Fugitive Slavf
Law, and is calculated to bring on a hostile collisior

between the U. States and the authorities of the State
The Governor informed the Legislature in his veto mes-
sage, that the Attorney General and all the Judges o:

the Supreme Court considered the Personal Liberty bill

unconstitutional.

Nebraska.—At latest dates, the tide of emigration
beginning to pour into the Territory. Omaha City and
other towns were rapidly growing into importance.

Philadelphia.—The supply of water for the entire city

is furnished, viz.

Gallons.
The Fairmount Works, with nine wheels
and pumps, capable of raising per day, . 13,S01,184

Schuylkill Works, four steam engiues, . 10,196,236
Delaware Works, two steam engines, . 4,026,240
West Philad. Works, two steam engines, . P,780,272

Together, 29,903,932
The capacity for storage in the Fairmount, Delaware,
and Schuylkill reservoirs, equals 66,362,180 gallons
In the distribution of the water, 242 and 3-16 miles of

iron pipe are laid, and there are 2025 fire plugs. The ex-
pense of raising a million of gallons at the Fairmount
Works, is stated to be §1.50; at the Schuylkill Works,
§13.36 ;

and at the Delaware Works, §18.16. Morta-
lity last week, 199.

California, dates to Fifth mo. 1, have been received
by the George Law, which arrived at New York on the
4th- ult., with §1,324,000 in gold and 817 passengers.
An act to levy a capitation tax of §50 on every China-

arriving in the State, has passed the Legislature.

Trade at San Francisco had improved in the amount of

goods sold, but prices continued very low. Large ex-
ports of flour and grain were being made for Au3tr.alia,

d the clipper ship Charmer was taking in a cargo of
California wheat, purchased at 75 cents per bushel, for

New York. The Steamer Golden Age, the wreck of

h was reported by the last arrival, had been got off,

and towed to Tobago, where she was beached. A bill

passed the Assembly, prohibiting the Chinese from
holding or working claims in the mines.
New Orleans.—The times are said to be very hard in

New Orleans this season. Beside participating in the

general depression of trade, communication with a large
at of country has been cut off by the low state of

the rivers, so that goods packed mouths ago, still re-

1 in store, and vast quantities of cotton are kept
back from the same cause. Real estate has rapidly

depreciated in value, under heavy taxation, the conse-
quence of municipal extravagance.

Texas.—The extraordinary drought in this State, is

an end. Copious showers have fallen in every sec-

tion, reviving the hopes of agriculturists.

Mormon Imy^ration.—The ship Curling, from Liver-

pool, arrived at New York last week, with 578 .Mor-

mons, and the ship Chimborazo landed 408 of the same
ople at Philadelphia,,—all bound for Salt Lake City.

Miscellaneous.—The Slave Trade and Liberia:—The in-

fluence and action of the Liberian Republic upon the

slave trade has been decided, extensive and effectual.

Not a slave mart or baracoon now exists from the Bri-

tish Colony of Sierra Leone to Cape Palmas—a distance

of six hundred miles. From this part of the West Coast,

before these settlements were made, eighty thousand
Africans were annually taken for slaves.

An Ancient Fruit Tree.—The " old Stuyvesant pear

;e," in Fourth avenue, near Thirtieth street. New York,
although 213 ye.ars old, is now in full bloom, covered
thickly with buds and blossoms.

Broom Corn.—This plant is a native of India, and
was introduced into this country by Dr. Benjamin
Franklin, who found a seed in an imported whisk, and
planted it; and from this small beginning arose this

aluable product of industry.

True Generosity.—The Marietta (Ohio) Advocate says

that many farmers in that section have refused to sell

their corn to speculators at §1.40, and have chosen to

fide it among their poorer neighbours at one dollar

r bushel.

An Enormous Cargo.—The ship Ellen Austin lately

cleared at Savannah, Geo., for Liverpool, with 2,397,817

unds of cotton on board, valued at §223,279.
Tornado in Illinois.—On the 23d ult., a terrible tornado

ssed over Jefferson and Cork counties. 111., and other

places to the north and west, causing immense damage.
.A. house, about a mile from the Illinois and Wisconsin
Railroad, was taken completely up by the wind, and

ered in different directions. Nine persons were in

the building, four of whom were instantly killed, and
the others are supposed to be fatally injured.

Chinese in New York.—Within a few years past, tnf •

Chinese have settled in New York, so that they n
jnumber from 1000 to 1500 persons, only two of wh.|

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee charged with the oversight of tlj

Institution, will meet at West-Town on Fourth-day, t'

6th of next month, at 10 o'clock, a. m.
'

The Committee on Instruction meet on the precedi 1

evening, at 7^ o'clock, and the Visiting Committee f\

semble at the School on Seventh-d.ay afternoon, the i

of Sixth month. Thomas Kmber
Philad., Fifth mo. 26, 1855. Cle:l

There will be a conveyance at West Chester, on t|

arrival of the cars, on the morning and afternoon i

Third-day, the 5th of the Sixth month, for the accoi'

modation of the members of the Committee, who m]
go that way. The cars will leave the depot on t

\

south side of Market street, above Eighteenth street, i

half past 7 o'clock, a. m,, and 5 o'clock, p. m.

-
i

Died, on the 31st of Seventh month, 1854, at his r!

sidence in New Hartford, Oneida Co,, N, Y,, NathJ
Bishop; a member and elder of New Hartford Month'
.Meeting, aged 80 years and 6 months. The sudden r'

moval of this dear Friend causeth the query to aris'

from whence shall we look for one to fill the vacancy.

, on the 22d of Third month last, at the same plac

Lucy, widow of the above, and member of the sanl
meeting, aged 81 years and 8 mouths. I

, on the 23d of Fourth month, 1855, in Weai
moreland, Elizabeth N,, wife of Nathan L, Hakes, (an.

daughter of Joshua Xaramore,) in the 24th year of hi^

age ; a member of New Hartford Monthly Meeting.-j

While disease was making inroads upon the tabernac!.

of this dear Friend, just preparing for usefulness, it ws'
observed that the reading of the Holy Scriptures ani

other religious books increased with her spiritmi

strength, and a composed frame of mind was picture.!

on her countenance. The last advice to her friends wa;!

often to retire for Divine meditation. This, with taan'

other expressions which fell from her lips, gives th'

consoling evidence that her end was peace.
\

, on the 23d of Fourth month, 1855, at his resii

dence in New Hartford, Ferris Kellogg; a membe!
and elder of New Hartford Monthly Meeting, in the 66t

,

year of his age. This highly esteemed Friend manij
tested a tiue christian spirit in affording relief to th'

needy. Many can truly say, he has been as a fathe

unto them. He was for many years an overseer, ani

is much missed by a large circle of relative and friends

, on the 16th of Fifth month, 1855, in London
Britain Township, Chester Co,, Pa., Ha?,'xah, wife o

Isaac Philips, and daughter of the late Benjamin am
Ann Maule, in the 68th year of her age; a member o

Radnor Monthly Meeting. This dear Friend, from he

youth, was religiously inclined, and very exemplary
She manifested much concern to be favoured with pa
tience to -'wait all the days of her appointed time," an(

was enabled to adopt the language, "Not my will, bu
thine, oh ! Lord, be done," A few days before the

solemn close, being in much distress of body, she said
" Oh I if I had now to suffer the pangs of a guilty con-

science, how dreadful would my situation be," Thougl
the enemy was permitted to disturb, yet she experiencec

consoling relief, often saying, her mind was very quiel

and comfortable, feeling nothing in her way. Thus sh(

calmly ended her pilgrimage. In relation to home du-

ties, the language will apply to her—" She lookelh «Wi

to the ways of her household, and eateth not the breac

of idleness,"—Prov. xxxi, 27.

, at Mount Laurel, X, J,, Fifth month-19tb, 1855

Jane, wife of Job Garwood, in the 51st yei\r of her age

a member of Evesham .Monthly Meeting of Friends, Sh(

was enabled to bear up under much bodily afllictiov

for several years, (except short intervals of apparen*

health,) with becoming resignation. She felt the ne-

cessity of witnessing that complete redemption, whict
is alone to be obtained through the merits of a cruciSec

Redeemer ; and was enabled, in the hour of extremity

to kiss the rod of affliction, and resign her soul to hei

Maker, having a full assurance of being admitted int(

the mansions of never-ending felicity; affording anothei

festation of the Lord's eveilasting love and mercy
and a sure evidence that he has not forsaken hit

people.
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I

The Indians.

iFrom Gov. Stevens, of Washington Territory,

I; have a narrative, which occupies nearly seventy

iges, of a tour of exploration performed by him,

:oin the head of navigation of the Mississippi

j/er to the Pacific Ocean, in the course of which
|i visited or had intercourse with sixty-six diifer-

i.t tribes of Indians. The first of whom he speaks

{ire Assinaboines, who range west of the Sioux,

trough thevalley of the Yellow Stone. An express

impany was despatched, on 25th of Seventh mo.

jst, to open intercourse and procure supplies,

bat night they reached a camp of one hundred

id fifty lodges, containing some twelve hundred
Irsons. The Indians received them with great

bspitality, and built them a lodge in the centre of

;e camp. On the 27th, the Governor came up
jd encamped. The Indians rode out to meet and

iilcome him. One in advance gave the signal of

jjlcome, by uplifting his right hand, the back

rned out, and by shaking hands with each mem-
iT of the party. The chiefs in command were
i|ue Thunder and Little Thunder. The approach
1 the visitors was loudly noticed by the dogs, of

Ihich these Indians keep great numbers for

aught. They had also a good supply of horses,

[any of which were of good quality and condition,

ae Assinaboines nevertheless appeared from their

anty and worn clothing to be very poor.

The lodge erected for the reception of the stran-

irs, was fifty feet in diameter. The chiefs, braves,

irriors and men were found assembled within it.

pposite to the entrance was a long seat for the

hite men, made of skins, which were afterwards

esented to the Governor. An old man, one of

e dignitaries of the tribe, prepared the pipe of

:ception, which is only smoked on great occasions,

he stem was decked with ribbons and feathers of

irious colours, fantastically arranged ; some sweet-

•ass plaited was then set on fire, and the smoke
' the pipe was perfumed, which seemed to be re-

irded as a sort of incense. The brave then shook
mds with each of the guests; after which the

ipe was handed to him. When this was over, a

owl of water was handed round by a second In-

ian, which ceremony was also preceded by the

laking of hands. The party was then regaled

ith a soup made of buffalo and typsiiia, or turnip,

hich was very rich and greasy.

The ceremony of reception being concluded, one
f the chiefs, an old and venerable man, advanced
> the Governor, and shook him by the hand. He
id the same to each one of the party. His whole
ppearance and manner were highly prepossessing.

and marked with much dignity. He poured forth

a tale of sorrow with great fluency.

" 3Iy Father, you see us now in our real condi-

tion ; we are poor ; we have but few blankets and

little clothing. The Great Father of life, who
made us and gave us these lands to live upon,

made alf^o the bufi"alo ; his Tneat is our food ; with

his skin we clothe ourselves ; he is our only means
of food, fuel and raiment. But I fear we shall

soon be deprived of the buffalo, and then starva-

tion and cold will diminish our numbers, and wc
shall all be swept away. My Father, I hear that

a great road is to be made through our lands. Wc
do not know what the object of this is—we cannot

understand it; but I think it will drive away the

buffalo. We are pleased to see our white brethren

—we are glad to give them the hand of friendship

;

but we know that when they come, our game goes

away."
The reply of the Governor was courteous, and

full of the most agreeable assurances, and elicited

the frequent ejaculation of " Hou ! Hou !" the

customary token of approbation. He closed some
further observations, by an invitation to them to

come to his camp for some presents from the Pre-

sident, of which he was the bearer. At the dis-

tribution the Indians formed three sides of a hol-

low square, and the whites a fourth. At each

corner was posted a brave or chief. These men
never received a gift. It is considered a degra-

dation for them to accept anything, but what their

own prowess or superior qualities of manhood may
acquire for them. " Their hearts," they say, "are

so good and strong that they scorn to take a gift,"

and they boast of their self-denial and power of

resisting temptations of luxury. The duty of

making the distribution was assigned to two old

men. During the ceremony the Iijdians sat in

perfect silence, and not a murmur escaped one of

them in regard to the disposition of the gifts.

Gov. Stevens gives us next some account of

the Red River Hunters—a mongrel people—partly

half-breeds, some Indians, discharged servants of

the Hudson's Bay and Fur Companies, Canadians,

Scotch, English, Irish, and representatives from

every nation of Europe They speak a jargon of

the languages of all, Chippewa, Sioux and French

patois prevailing.

The first troop encountered by the Governor,

consisted of about 1300 men, women and children,

some 1200 animals and 824 carts. Their camp
presented a striking spectacle. They form an en-

closure with the carts placed hub to hub, impas-

sable for man or horse, within which they pitch

their lodges, which, in this case, were 104 in num-
ber; each, in general, occupied by two families or

ten persons. Skins were spread over the carts,

and underneath many found lodging. During the

day, the animals pasture at large, and at dark they

are driven within the enclosure or corral. Thirty-

six sentinels watch throughout the night. This

party is under the direction of Gov. Wilkie—

a

man of pleasing appearance and manners, sixty-odd

years of age. They reside on the Pembina river,

and in the Pembina Mountain. Whilst at home,

they cultivate their farms, and raise wheat (25
bushels per acre), corn, potatoes and barley. They
are reputed to be industrious, frugal and virtuous,

and are mostly of the Romish persuasion. Their

priests travel with them, and even in the field they

strictly adhere to their devotions, and never march
or hunt on the First-day of the week. Their
municipal government is parochial. The presiding

officer in each parish is styled captain. On de-

parting for their hunts, these captains select one
of their number for governor, who takes charge of

the party, regulates its movements, arbitrates all

differences between members, and takes command
in case of difficulty with Indians. At the close of
the first fortnight of summer, they start for the

buffalo, taking their families with them. At the

close of summer, they return homo. This is their first

hunt, to procure pemmican, dried meat, tongues,

etc. At this time, skins are useless for robes, and
they dress them for lodge-skins, moccasins, &c.
In the Tenth month, the period of the second an-
nual hunt, the meat is better, and the skins in

good order. Of the meat, they reserve sufficient

for a year's supply, and dispose of about half the

remainder to the Hudson's Bay Co. ; the other

half finds its way to St. Paul's, where it is traded
for goods at the rate of 15 cents per lb. for pemmi-
can and dried meat. The summer skins are mostly
retained by them, but the robes are a staple of
trade. These people, whose settlements com-
menced some twenty-five years ago, now number
some four thousand in the vicinity of Pembina
Mountain. The men, in general, are much finer-

looking than the women, and on the latter depend
all the drudgery and camp duties, such as pitch-

ing tents, attending to animals, cooking, &c.

Many children are born during their expeditions,

and they consider that those born upon our soil,

possess the heritage of American citizens. With
but little care, our government could obtain tho

whole of these people as American citizens. Their
virtue, industry and frugality, and their adapta-

tion to a frontier life, make them, in the opinion

of Gov. Stevens, eminently deserving the atten-

tion of our government.

The Blackfeet were next visited. They consist

of four tribes—Bloods, Blackfeet, Piegans and
Gros Ventres, and number from 9000 to 14,000,

the estimates differing. They reside or hunt south

of 50th parallel, from the Rocky Mountains to the

106th meridian, west of that meridian to Milk
river, and throughout the region included between
that river, the Missouri, the Judith and the Rocky
Mountains. Fearing the temper of these Indians,

the Governor took with him Culbertson, of the

American Fur Company, who had married a Black-

foot. He informs the Government that the wife,

" who had fully adopted the manners, costume,

and deportment of the whites, and who, by her

refinement, presents the most striking illustration

of the high civilization which these tribes of the

interior are capable of attaining, rendered the

highest service to the expedition." Both she and

her husband were anxious as to the reception of

the party by the Blackfeet. She said, " My peo-

ple are a good people, but they are jealous and

vindictive. I am afraid that they and the whites

will not understand each other ; but if I go, I may
be able to explain things to them, and soothe them

if they should be irritated. I know there is great

danger; but, my husband, where you go, will I
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go, and wliore you die, will I die." Accordingly

she accompanied the expedition. Gov. Stevens

had difficulty in procuring a kind and friendly

deportment from the members of his party to-

wards the Indians, so that the risk of conflict was

great. On one occasion, he observed a young

man grumbling, because he was ordered to pre-

pare a meal for an Indian. He said to him, " Do

you not remember that these Indians, a few days

ago, brought game into our camp, of which we all

partook? Do you not remember that when we

have visited their encampments, they have made

feasts for us, and spread before us the best that

they could provide? Are you willing that we

should be outdone in hospitality by these wild In-

dians ?" The young man acknowledged the force

of this reasoning, and promised more courteous

demeanor towards them.

For "The Friend."

" One thing have I desired of the Lord, that

•will I seek after ; that I may dwell in the house

of the Lord all the days of my life, to behold the

beauty of the Lord, and to inquire in his temple.

For in the time of trouble he shall hide me in his

pavilion ; in the secret of his tabernacle shall he

hide me ; he shall set me up upon a rock."

" Oh how great is thy goodness, which thou hast

laid up for them that fear thee ; which thou hfi

wrought for them that trust in thee before the

sons of men ! Thou shalt hide them in the secret

of thy presence from the pride of man ; thou shalt

keep them secretly in a pavilion from the strife of

tongues."
" Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace, whose

mind is stayed on thee, because he trusteth

thee."

How desirable it is in times of commotion and

trial to have a place to flee to ; to know our heavenly

Parent to hide us, yea, to keep us secretly in his

pavilion from the strife of tongues. Let it th

be our earnest endeavour to be found among t

number of those to whom these precious promises

are made. It is to those who fear Him, and tnist

in Him before the sons of men, who feel and are

not ashamed to acknowledge that of themscl

they can do no good thing, and that their iiope and

confidence is in Him alone, who has all power in

Heaven and on earth.

Perhaps there never was a period when the

members of our Religious Society had more need

to turn inward and " be still," than in the present

day. Many are the voices now abroad, and per

plexing indeed are they to the young and inexpe

rienced. But let these remember that the " stil

small voice," still continues its teachings, and

those who follow its leadings and no other, will be

led safely along. They may have to pass through

many seasons of stripping, and endure many trials

from within and from without, yet there will be

a secret, sustaining power, experienced by these,

which will preserve through all, accompanied at

times by a portion of that peace which passeth all

understanding.

Is there not reason to doubt, whether so much
writing upon the subjects which now agitate our

religious Society, is fraught with good to those

engaged in it. Does it not sometimes engender

feelings of strife and bitterness towards individuals,

—feelings which should not find place in the heart

of the Christian. Is there not also a danger of a

life in such discussions being created thereby,

while that precious life, which is hid with Christ

in God, may be injured, and the all-important

work of regeneration neglected. These remarks

have no personal allusions, the writer being igno-

rant as to the authors of the various productions

which have been sent abroad of latter time, but as

one pamphlet after another has met the eye, these

fears have again and again arisen. While it may
be right at times to expose error and defend the

truth, are there not also periods when it is safest

to leave all to the great Head of the Church?
When Sennacherib came up against Israel, and,

through his servant Rabshakeh, uttered many
hard things against Hezekiah and the people of

Israel, we are told "The people held their peace,

and answered him not a word ; for the king's com-
mandment was, saying , answer him not." But
what lUd the king do ? He committed his cause

unto the Lord, and prayed unto Him for deliver-

ance, and He did not fail to hear his petition and
to grant his request. Let our confidence then be

placed in the same Almighty arm, then shall we
experience Him in seasons of trouble to hide us,

as in the secret of his tabernacle, and even to set

us as upon a rock, even that rock, against which
storms have beat in vain.

From " The Leisure Hour.'

Is the Toad Tenomou.s?

Toads and frogs belong to a class of animals

denominated the amphibias, from the fact of the

animals composing it possessing the power of

living on land or in water; and they were for-

merly classed with serpents and crocodiles

—

simply as reptiles. They differ from frogs by
having no teeth in either jaw nor on the palate,

in having shorter hind feet, and being covered

over with dark suspicious-looking warts. Many
are the conflicting opinions upon the question

which we have placed at the head of this article.

That the toad spits out, as is popularly supposed,

a venomous saliva is, to say the least of it, highly

doubtful. The pustules of the skin, however,

contain a semi-fluid matter which has generally

been allowed to be irritating. Dr. Jeremiah

Kirby, for instance, says that, " when provoked,

toads emit from their warty skin a frothy fluid,

which was formerly supposed to be venomous, but

which is merely sufficiently irritating to affect the

delicate skin of some animals on which it falls.

It is chiefly the ugly form and lurid appearance

of these animals which has cast on them the i

proach of being venomous—a reproach which

now ascertained to be unjust. Indeed, the flesh

of several kinds of toads affords as wholesome nu-

triment as that of frogs, and they are eaten with

impunity by snakes and several large birds." And
again he adds :—" The irritating nature of the

fluid emitted by toads, when frightened or dis

turbed, appears from the circumstance that dogs

on seizing them arc aflected with a slight swelling

of the mouth, accompanied by an increased secre-

tion of saliva."

Much as I would like to clear up the character

of my old friend, I am bound, in justice to him
and to public safety, to admit that he is not the

completely harmless creature kind-hearted natura-

lists represent him. Undoubtedly I would pity the

man or woman who would faint at the sight of one,

or even at its touch, but I would caution fool-

hardy young gentlemen from everything like

bravado exploits with him. It is certainly safe to

lay one on the hand provided it bears no wound
;

but let the angered creature inject a little of the

matter from its rough skin into the slightest

scratch or abrasion, and MM. Gratiolet and S.

Cloeg will speak for the result.

" Popular tradition," says an English journal,

recording the results of the experiments of these

gentlemen, " has from time immemorial attaihed

a poisonous influence to the toad, but enlightened

opinion presumed that the idea was an ignorant

prejudice. All doubt, however, as to the poison-

ous nature of the contents of the skin pustules has

been set at rest by the recent experiments of tij

French philosophers, MJI. Gratiolet and S. Clo(
who, by inoculating various animals with the !•

taneous poison of toads and salamanders, hil

demonstrated that the substance in question
j

endowed with well-marked and exceedingly d i

gerous qualities. The first experiment of th i:

gentlemen was performed on a little African \<.

toise, which was inoculated with some of the to >.

poison In one of its hinder feet; paralysis of tj

limb supervened, and still existed at the expirat<.

of eight months, thus demonstrating the possij.

lity of local poisoning by the agent. In order li

determine whether the poisonous material spoi {

by keeping, two gentlemen procured about tweni.

nine grains of the poison on the 25th of Ap|,

1851, and havingplaced it aside until the 16th';

IMarch, 1852, they inoculated a goldfinch witli,

little of this material. The bird almost imr,

diately died. Subsequently, the investigators s j-

eeeded in eliminating the poisonous principle fr i

the inert matters with which it is associated in i^

skin pustules, and they found that when thus ]>.

rifled, its effects were much more intense tli

before. Like most of the known very strc'f

organic poisons, the active principle of the tc;

venom is alkaline in its character, almost insoi

ble in water, slightly soluble in ether, and vn

soluble in alcohol. MM. Gratiolet and S. Clc^

are at this time occupied in collecting a lai;

amount of the toad venom, and will shortly ma)

known the result of their further investigatioi

which are calculated, in the opinion of the invl

tigators, to throw considerable light upon tl

nature and action of the poisons of hydrophob!

of serpents, of contagious diseases, and anini

poisons generally." No doubt can, therefore, at

be reasonably harboured of the toad's poisond

propensities, though it is hard to suppress an :;

voluntary smile at the sanguine hopes of the v

perimenters. The toad is evidently, howev

quite harmless if let alone, so that there is no
p|

for its wholesale destruction, as if it were a coIi

capella. All that is necessary, is to avoid inca

tiously handling it.
;

Repulsive and unintelligent as the appearaU;

of our subject undoubtedly is, he is not withoi

strong instincts, whose workings would seem to

very nearly akin to the feats of reason. An ami

ing instance of this kind is related in the "^

turalist," for November of last year, by Willis

Whytehead, of Risley, in Suffolk. A toad had
f

planted comfortably in a radish bed, where slu

were, of course, in plenty, to satisfy his appetit

he was frequently disturbed by members of t

family and others, who removed him to other pai

of the garden ; but he as certainly returned to 1

own post, even through the barrier of a gard

net, the meshes of which were but half the size

his body. That he actually did get through tl

difficulty was proved by observation ; nicely ilk

trating how toads and men can overcome alm(

impossibilities by reducing the body. In order

test the extent of the toad's attachment to 1

chosen situation, Whytehead had it removed to

field some distance from the garden; but we w
let him relate the incident in his own languag

"The garden, which was large, was entirely wall

round, excepting a small gate leading into anoth

garden : this garden was also walled round, b

there was a single hole under the outer door lea

ing into a field. Behind the inner- garden w:

was a shrubbery, and into this we took the toa

little expecting to see it again. To our surprif

however, it was seated nest day beneath the m
To reach this place, it must have gone throuj

the fence of the shrubbery into a field, th.

through another fence into a second field, ne
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irough the hole under the outer garden, and,

iStly, through the gate into the inner garden."

i
Public attention has from time to time been

I'.lled to marvellous accounts of toads found in the

iarts of trees, and inclosed in solid rocks, where

ley were supposed to have existed in a dormant

ate for centuries. Such marvels, however, are

f no means so well authenticated as scientific ob-

jirvers would wish, and therefore are to be re-

liivcd with very great caution. Dr. Buckland
(jrformed experiments in order to determine the

ingth of time which the toad would subsist with-

lit air or food, and found that death invariably

:;curred within twelve months, but that with an

ijcasional supply of atmospheric air, life continued

iir a period of two years. The remarks of that

lifted geologist on the subject are so much to the

arpose, that we shall conclude this sketch with

iiem. " The evidence," says he, " is never pcr-

i:ct to show that the reptiles were inclosed in a

lilid rook ; no examination is ever made until the

jaimal is first discovered by the breaking of the

iiass in which it was contained; and then it is too

i.te to ascertain, without carefully replacing every

I'agment, (and in no case that I have seen re-

jsrted, has this ever been done,) whether or not

|iere was any hole or cavity by which the animal

pay have entered the place from which it was ex-

acted. Without previous examination, it is al-

jost impossible to prove that there was no such

jjmmunication. In the case of rocks near the

iirface of the earth, and in stone quarries, reptiles

pd ready admission to holes and fissures." And
i^ain, he adds: "An individual which, when

fung;
may have entered a cavity by some very

rrow aperture, would find abundance of food by
(itching insects, which, like itself, seek shelter

(ithiu such cavities, and may soon have increased

|) much in bulk as to render it impossible to get

jit again through the narrow aperture at which it

litered. A small hole of this kind is very likely

!> be overlooked by common workmen, who are

|ie only people whose operations on wood and
fone disclose cavities in the interior of such sub-

I Selected for " The Friend."

EARTHLY TniSGS.

I
Earthly things, when we have them, we are not

lire of them ; like birds they hop up and down,
low on this hedge, and anon upon that; none can
ill them his own : rich to-day, and poor to-mor-
)w; in health when we lie down, and arrested

ith pangs of death before midnight: joyful pa-

ints, one while solacing ourselves with the hopes
;' our budding posterity, and may be, ere long,

nocks one of Job's messengers at our door to tell

3 they are all dead : now in honovir, but who
nows whether we shall not live to see that burial

1 scorn and reproach ? The Scripture compares
le multitude of people to waters ; the great ones
f this world sit upon these waters ; as the ship
oats upon the waves, so do their honours upon
le breath and favour of the multitude ; and how
ing is ho like to sit that is carried upon a wave ?

>ne while they are mounted up to heaven, (as

)avid speaks of the ship,) and then down again
ley fail into the deep. Unhappy man he that
ath no surer portion than what this variable
orld will offer him ! The time of mourning for

le departure of all earthly enjoyments, is at hand;
•e shall see them, as Eglon's servants did their
)rd, fallen down dead before us, and weep, be-
luse they are not. What folly then is it to

andle this world in our affections, (whose joy,

ke the child's laughter on the mother's knee, is

ire to ead in a cry at last,) and neglect heaven
ad hea venly things, which endure forever ? I

remember Dives stirring up his pillow, and com
posing himself to rest, how he was called up with
the tidings of death before he was warm in hi

bed of ease, and laid with sorrow on another,

which God had made for him in flames, from
whence we hear him roaring in the anguish of his

conscience. 0, soul ! couldst thou but get an

interest in the heavenly things we are speaking of,

these would not thus slip from under thee ; hea-

ven is a kingdom that cannot bo shaken ; Christ
an abiding portion, his graces and comforts sure
waters that fail not, but spring up into eternal life,

Earthly things are empty and unsatisfying,

We may have too nuich, but never enough of
them ; they oft breed loathing, but never content

;

and indeed how should they, being so dispropor-

tionate to the vast desires of these immortal spirits

that dwell in our bosoms ? A spirit hath not flesh

and bones, neither can it be fed with such ; and
what hath the world, but a few bones covered over
with fleshly delights to give it? The less is

blessed of the greater, not the greater of the less.

These things, therefore, being so far inferior to the

nature of man, he must look higher if he will be

blessed, even to God himself, who is the Father
of Spirits. God intended these things for our
use, not enjoyment. We lose what they have, by
expecting to find what they have not : none find

less sweetness, and' more dissatisfaction in these

things, than those who strive most to please them-
selves with them. The cream of the creature

floats atop ; and he that is not content to fleet it,

but thinks by drinking a deeper draught to find

yet more, goes further to speed worse, being sure

by the disappointment he shall meet, to pierce

himself through with many sorrows.

But all these fears might happily be escaped, if

thou wouldst turn thy back on the creature, and
face about for heaven ; labour to get Christ, and
through him hopes of heaven, and thou takest the

right road to content; thou shalt see it before

thee, and enjoy the prospect of it as thou goest,

yea, find that every step thou drawest nearer and
nearer to it.

Earthly things are like some trash, which do
not only not nourish, but take away the appetite

from that which would : heaven and heavenly
things are not relished by a soul vitiated with

e. Manna, though for deliciousness called

angel's food, was yet but light bread to an Egyp-
palate. But these spiritual things depend"not

on thy opinion, man ! whoever thou art, (as

earthly things in a great measure do,) that the

e of them should rise or fall as the world's

exchange doth, and as vain man is pleased to rate

them : think gold dirt, and it is so, for all the

royal stamp on it; count the swelling titles of

worldly honour, (that proud dust so brags in,)

vanity, and they are such ; but have base
thoughts of Christ, and he is not the worse

:

slight heaven as much as you will, it will be hea-

ven still; and wben thou comest so far to thy wits

with the prodigal, as to know which is best fare,

husks or bread ; where's best living, among hogs
in the field, or in thy father's house ; then thou
wilt know how to judge of these heavenly things
better : till then go and make the best market
thou canst of the world, but look not to find this

pearl of price, true satisfaction to thy soul, in any
of the creature shops ; and were it not better to

take it when thou mayst have it, than after thou
hast wearied thyself in vain in following the crea-

ture, to come back with shame, and may be miss
of it here also, because thou wouldst not have it

when it was offered ? Gurnall.

Keep far from a false matter; and the innocent
and righteous slay thou not.

For " The Friend."

Sparc Ihe Birds.

One of our daily papers, in connection with
some remarks, condemnatory of the cruel and
unmanly practice of wantonly shooting the smaller
birds, which is so shamefully common in the vi-

cinity of all our towns and villages, says: "In
Japan the birds are regarded as sacred, and never
under any pretence are they permitted to be de-
stroyed. During the stay of the expedition at

Japan, a number of ofiicers started on a gunning
excursion. No sooner did the people observe the
cruel slaughtering of their favourites, than a num-
ber of them waited upon the Commodore, and re-

monstrated against the conduct of the ofiieers.

There was no more bird shooting in Japan by
American oflScers after that ; and when the treaty

between the two countries was concluded, one ex-

press condition of it was, that the birds should
always be protected. What a commentary upon
the inhuman practice of our shooting gentry, who
are as eager in the pursuit of a tomtit as of an
eagle, and indiscriminately shoot everything in the
form of a bird, which has the misfortune to como
within reach of their murderous weapons.
"On the top of the tombstones in Japan, a

small cavity or trough is chiselled, which the
priests every morning fill with fresh water for the
use of the birds. Enlightened America should
imitate those beautiful customs of the barbarous
Japanese, if not by providing fresh water for the

feathered warblers, at least by protecting them
from the worthless louts, who so ruthlessly de-

stroy them."
The importance of protecting the birds, viewed

merely as a question of utility, has been so fully

demonstrated that it is needless to say a word
more upon the subject. Unhappily, the savage
instincts of those who find amusement in their

destruction, are as little controlled by prudential

considerations, as they are by the finer feelings of

humanity.

Persecution for rcadiiirj the Bible.—D'Aubigne
tells an affecting history of persecution for reading
the Bible :—" There lived at Coventry a little

band of serious Christian.s—four shoe-makers, a
glover, a hosier, and a widow named Smith—who
gave their children a pious education. The Fran-
ciscans were annoyed, that laymen, and even a
woman should dare meddle with religious instruc-

tion. On Ash-Wednesday, 1519, Simon Morton,
the Bishop's gunner, apprehended them all, men,
women, and children. On the following Friday,

the parents were taken to the Abbey of Mackstock,
about six miles from Coventry, and the children to

the Grayfriar's Convent. ' Let us see what here-

sies you have been taught ?' said Friar Stafford

to the intimidated little ones. The poor children

confessed they had been taught in English the

Lord's Prayer, the Apostles' Creed, and the Ten
Commandments. On hearing this, Stafford told

hem angrily, ' I forbid you, unless you wish to be
burnt, as your parents will be, to have any thing

to do with the Pater, the Credo, or the Ten Com-
mandments in English.' Five weeks after this,

the men were condemned to be burnt alive; but
the judges had compassion on the widow, because

of her young family, for she was their only support,

d they let her go. It was night ; Morton offered

to see Dame Smith home. She took his arm, and
they threaded the dark and narrow streets of Cov-

entry. ' Eh, eh !' said theapparitor, on a sudden,

What have we here ?' He heard, in fact, the

oise of paper rubbing against something. ' What
have you got there ?' he continued, dropping her

arm, and putting his hand up her sleeve, from

which he drew out a parchment. Approaching a
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window, whence issued the faint rays of a lamp,

he examined the mysterious scroll, and found it to

contain the Lord's Prayer, the Apostles' Creed,

and the Ten Commandments in English. ' O, 0,
sirrah,' said he, ' come alona;. As good now as

another time.' Then seizing the poor widow by

the arm, he dragged her before the Bishop. Sen-

tence of death was immediately pronounced on her;

and on the 4th of April, Dame Smith, Robert Hol-

chetts Archer and Hawkins, Thomas Bond
Wrysham and Langsdale, were burnt alive at Cov-

entry, in the little park, for the crime of teaching

their children the Lord's Prayer, the Apostles'

Creed, and the Ten Commandments of God."

Report of the Indiaa Committee.

To the Yiarli/ Mcctimj.—The committee ap-

pointed to promote the gradual civilization and

improvement of the Indian natives, report :

—

That the Boarding-school established for the

Indian children at Tunessassah has been kept up,

and continues to give satisfaction. There have

been as many as seventeen boarders, whose general

deportment and progress in learning have been

encouraging. Some of them render assistance in

the business of the family, and are also employed

in sewing, knitting, &c. ; and they all seem to be

as happy and as readily controlled as the children

of whites are, when separated from their parents.

A portion of the Holy Scriptures is read to them
daily, and meetings for Divine Worship are held

on First and Fifth days; on which occasions the

conduct of the pupils is orderly and becoming.

One of the Committee, who spent several weeks at

the Settlement during the past winter and spring,

remarks in a letter: "I have been comforted and

encouraged in believing, that our small, silen

meetings have been owned by the Great Head of

the Church, and that the countenances of the little

children, at times, give evidence that they are

favoured to feel something of it."

The school has averaged about 22 pupils, and

sometimes as large a number as 28 or 30 has at-

tended ; but the day-scholars are, as usual, very

irregular in coming. When it is considered that

none of the children, on entering the school are

familiar with the English language, and many of

them scarcely understand it at all—while the

teacher is equally unacquainted with the Indian

tongue—it will be perceived that the difficulties to

be surmounted in teaching them are not light.

Notwithstanding these, however, considerable pro-

gress has been made in tbeir studies ; and under

the tuition of a competent teacher, they seem as

susceptible of learning as any other children.

Eleven of the scholars read in the New Testament,

and two in the first class Reader, two read in the

Spelling-book, and the others are learning to spell-

Twelve of them write, and have made different

degrees of progress in Arithmetic. The order

observed by the children in the family is commend-
able. They are assembled in the Collecting-room

a short time previous to meals, and, on liberty be-

ing given, walk one by one to the table and take

their seats quietly^—-sitting in silence until all are

helped, when they partake of their food with but

little conversation. In the evening . they are

brought together in the Collecting-room, and say

a short lesson ; after which, a portion of the Holy
Scriptures is read, and they then retire for the

night in the same quiet and orderly manner. A
Committee who visited them last autumn, say in

their report :
" It was gratifying to us to witness

the lively interest which most of the children ev

ed in the pursuit of knowledge, and some of them
have made considerable advancement, and apply

themselves with diligence to their lessons. The

order and quiet observed by them in the School,

and their cheerful submission to the regulations

adopted for the government of the family, were
causes of much satisfaction to us."

From the opportunity afforded for judging of

the effects of the Boarding-school, we are" of the

judgment, that if it can be properly supported,
under suitable care-takers and teachers, it pro-

mises to be of more permanent benefit to the Native
children, than any other plan which has been tried.

It is chiefly upon the youthful mind that we can
hope to make a profitable and lasting impression

;

and this is much more likely to be accomplished
when the children are withdrawn from the impro-
per and hurtful influences to which they are ex-

posed among their own people. Many of the
Indians seem to appreciate the advantages their

children enjoy under the care of Friends, and are

anxious to have them placed at the school ; so that,

if we had the means and sufficient help, the number
of pupils might be much increased.

During the past year the Indians have not done
much at clearing and fencing new land. Gene-
rally, they have raised an adequate supply of pro-

visions for their families; but the unhappy divi-

sions existing among them respecting their form of

government have had a paralysing effect, as re-

spects their agricultural and domestic improvement.
The Committee are desirous of engaging the

services of a man Friend, to assist in the manage-
ment of the farm and other concerns, and will be
glad to receive early application from any one who
may feel drawn to engage in this work of benevo
lence.

Our friend, John Wood, feeling himself released

from the concern, he was succeeded, in the Tenth
month last, by our friends Samuel and Rachel
Whitson, who now have charge of the establish

mcnt at Tunessassah.

We are aware that the work of civilization has
advanced slowly ; but it must be remembered, that

a long course of years is required to change habits

and customs which have existed for ages, which
have become deeply rooted, and to which the In-

dians are strongly attached. When we consider

this, and the peculiar hardships and discourage
ments which the natives have had to encounter
from the whites, we think the melioration already

effected in their condition and manners, is quite as

great as could reasonably have been anticipated.

Contrasting their situation now, with what it was
half a century ago, the improvement in comfort, in

domestic economy, and in the arts of civilized life,

is striking and encouraging. Many of the greatest

difficulties have been in good measure overcome
and we think there is cause to persevere in th(

endeavour to promote the welfare of this interest-

ing people, and to prosecute with energy the work
of benevolence in which our forefathers felt them-
selves religiously drawn to engage, in order to dis

charge a debt of gratitude, which they believed

due from the whites to these untutored, but
.'

pitable children of the forest.

From an examination of the accounts of our
Treasurer it appears, that he had in his hands, on
the 19th ult., $285.84 in cash, and securities

amounting to §12,938.00.
Signed on behalf and by direction of the Com

mittce.

Thojias Evans, Clerk.

For " The Friend."

Tropical Scenery on tbe Amazon.

Wallace, a recent traveller in South America
gives us the following highly instructive and well

stated estimate of tropical vegetation. He says

:

" There is grandeur and solemnity in the tropi

cal forest, but little of beauty or brilliancy of color

The huge buttress trees, the fissured trunks, t

extraordinary air-roots, the twisted and wrinkl
j

climbers, and the elegant palms, are what stril

the attention and fill the mind with admiratii
j

ind surprise, and awe. But all is gloomy a
\

lolemn, and one feels relief on again seeing t,

blue sky, and feeling the scorching rays of t|

sun.
I

It is on the road-side, and on the river's ban,

that we see all the beauty of the tropical vegetaticj

There we find a mass of bushes, and shrubs, a
|

trees of every height, rising over one another,

exposed to the bright light and the fresh air, a;

putting forth within reach, their flowers and fr;

which, in the forest, only grow far up on the tc

most branches. Bright flowers and green folia'

combine their charms, and climbers with th^

flowery festoons cover over the bare and decayi

stems. Yet, pick out the loveliest spot, where t'

most gorgeous flowers of the tropics expand th

;

glowing petals, and for every scene of this kind',

may find another at home of equal beauty, a •

with an equal amount of brilliant colors.

" Look at a field of butter-cups and daisies.,

hill-side covered with gorse and broom, a mounts'

rich with purple heather, or a forest glade, azu

with a carpet of wild hyacinths, and they w
bear a comparison with any scene the tropics c

produce. I have never seen anything more glo

ous than an old crab-tree in full blossom; and t.

horse-chestnut, lilac, and laburnum, will vie wi'

the choicest tropical trees and shrubs. In ti

tropical waters are no more beautiful plants th;

our white and yellow water-lilies, our irises, a
!

flowering rush ; for I cannot consider the flower i

the Victoria regia more beautiful than that oft

Nymphffia alba, though it may be larger; nor

it so abundant an ornament of the tropical watc

as the latter is of ours.

"But the question is not to be decided by'

comparison of individual plants, or the effects th>

may produce in the landscape, but in the freque

cy with which they occur, and the proportion t:!

brilliantly colored bear to the inconspicuous plani

3Iy friend R. Spruce, now investigating the botai

of the Amazon and Rio Negro, assures me that 1

far the greater proportion of plants gathered 1

him have inconspicuous green or white flowei

and with regard to the frequency of their occu

rence, it was not an uncommon thing for me
pass days travelling up the rivers without seeii

any striking flowering tree or shrub. This is part

owing to the flowers of most tropical trees ben

so deciduous; they no sooner open than they I

gin to fall ; the Malastomasin particular, general

burst into flower in the morning, and the next d;

are withered, and for twelve months that tree bea

no more flowers. This will serve to explain wl

the tropical flowering trees and shrubs do not ma]

so much show as might be expected."

Strange Case of Gluttony.—English pape

mention the suicide of an individual named Roj

stone, who, ten years ago, possessed a fortune

one hundred and fifty thousand pounds sterlin

which he has since squandered in the gratificatic

of his appetite. He had agents in China, Mexic
Canada and other places to supply him with tl

rarest delicacies, and a single dish, sometime

cost him fifty pounds. At length, on the 15th

last month, nothing was left him but a solita;

guinea. He bought a woodcock with the guine

which he had served up in the highest style of tl

culinary art. Two hours afterwards, the meal

of gratifying his depraved appetite being now i

exhausted, he ended his wretched and despicab

life by jumping into the Thames, from Westmi
ster bridge.
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For " The Friend."

The editorial of the 26th ult., has so nearly

limed out the concern of the individual, who sent

je scrap, signed J., that she feels encouraged to

jmplete it by adding the following.

; We may not all be granted a sick bed at the

iOse of time, even if our omissions and commis-

jns have not hid the things that " belong to our

jace" from us, therefore let us every one take the

lostle's advice,—" Brethren, give diligence to

lake your calling and election sure, for if ye do

things, ye shall never fall." J.

A SUMMER SHOWER.
The rain is o'er.—How dense and brigUt
You pearly clouds reposing lie 1

Cloud aboTc cloud, a glorious sight,

Contrasting with the deep-blue sky I

I In grateful silence earth receives

The general blessing; fresh and fair,

Each flower expands its little leaves,

I As glad the common joy to share.

, The softened sunbeams pour around
A fairy light uncertain, pale

;

I The wind flows cool, the scented ground

I

Is breathing odours on the gale.

Mid yon rich cloud's voluptuous pile,

I Methinks some spirit of the air

Might rest to gaze below a while.

Then turn to bathe and revel there.

The sun breaks forth—from off the scene.
Its floating veil of mist is flung;

And all the wilderness of green
With trembling drops of light is hung.

Now gaze on nature—yet the same-
Glowing with life, by breezes fann'd,

Luxuriant, lovely as she came.
Fresh in her youth, from God's own hand.

Hear the rich music of that voice.

Which sounds from all below, above;
She calls her children to rejoice.

And round them throws her arms of love.

Drink in her influence—low born care.

And all the train of mean desire,

Refuse to breathe this holy air

And mid this living light expire.

Andrews Norton,

Selecied.

LAKE ERIE.

These lovely shores I how lone and still

A hundred years .ago.

The unbroken forest stood above,

The waters dash'd below :

The waters of a lonely sea.

Where never sail was furl'd,

Embosom'd in a wilderness,

Which was itself a world.

A hundred years I go back; and lol

Where, closing in the view.

Juts out the shore, with rapid oar
Darts round a frail canoe.

'Tis a white voyager, and see,

His prow is westward set

O'er the calm wave : hail to thy bold.

World-seeking bark, Marquette 1

The lonely bird, that picks his food
Where rise the waves, and sink.

At their strange coming, with shrill scream,
Starts from the sandy brink

;

The fish-hawk, hanging in mid sky.
Floats o'er on level wing,

And the savage from his covert looks.

With arrow on the string.

A hundred years are past and gone.
And all the rocky coast

Is turreted with shining towns.
An empire's noble boast.

And the old wilderness is changed
To cultured vale and hill;

And the circuit of its mountains
An empire's numbers fill. E. Pcabody.

For " The Friend

BIOGRAPniCU SKETCUES,
Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

WILLIAM SOUTHEBY.
(Continued from pngo .1020

Notwithstanding William 8outheby's object ions,

the Yearly Meeting again laid the subject before

Friends at London, in their Epistle of 1714.

The valuable Friends of Chester Quarterly Meet-
ing, who saw the full evil of slavery, knew that

the only way in which the practice could be re-

moved from the Society of Friends, would be, by
every member, in his or her place, waiting for

Divine qualification to bear testimony against it.

The following minute was made in that " Quar-

terly Meeting held at Providence Mceting-houso,

the first day of the Sixth month, 1715." "A
weighty concern coming before the meeting con-

cerning some Friends being yet in the practice of

importing, buying and selling negroe slaves; after

some time spent in a solid and serious considera-

tion thereof, it is the unanimous sense and judg-

ment of this meeting, that Friends be not con-

cerned in the importing, buying or selling of any
negro slaves that shall be imported in future ; and
that the same be laid before the next Yearly Meet-
ing desiring their concurrence therein.

" Signed by order and on behalf of the Meet-
ing, Caleb Pusey,

Jno. Wright,
Nicno. Fairlamb,
Jno. iiLUNSTEN."

This minute bringing the subject before the

Yearly Meeting, it was concluded that all who im-

ported slaves, should be dealt with ; that Friends

should treat their negroes in a christian spirit, and
that all should " forbear judging or reflecting on

one another, either in public or private, concern-

ing the detaining or keeping their servants."

William Southeby was much concerned that the

Yearly Sleeting went no further, and he now put
his pen to work in the cause, and cnme forth with

a pamphlet, in which it is probable he did not

spare those who hold slaves, nor those who were

not prepared for the church taking active measure
in purging her borders of those who held them.

This publication being contrary to the practice and
discipline of that day brought him under the no-

tice of his Monthly Meeting, which by minute
says, " having seen a paper in print, signed by
William Southeby, that he has published without

the approbation of Friends, which being contrary

to our established discipline, this meeting orders

that William Southeby stop the publication of his

papers, and condemn his disorderly practice

therein." Being now brought seriously to consi-

der the condition in which he had involved him-
self, William Southeby condemned his action, and,

we may suppose, tried to fulfil the advice of the

Monthly Meeting of the Third month, effectually

to stop the spreading of his papers, and " condemn
the manner of his printing, and censuring Friends

contrary to the minutes of our Yearly Meeting."

After this, William seemed to subside into

quietness for a short time, and we find him once

more in his appropriate sphere of usefulness in

the Monthly Meeting, laying before it the
" wants of an aged poor man."
But the case of the poor blacks still pressed

upon his mind, and finding that the Yearly Meet-
ing of 1716 did little more than reiterate its ad-

vice of 1715, he grew restive and impatient of the

control which he was under, being anxious again

to wield his pen, and see what he could effect

thereby towards changing the views of his bre-

thren.

One natural efi'ect of being almost alone in de-

fending a cause, is, if the advocate is really and
heartily convinced of its truth, a tendency to cause
him to over-estimate his own clearness of spiritual

vision, and to underrate the religious principles,

as well as religious judgment of opposers. This
tendency may be counteracted by Divine grace to

the watchful and humble in spirit. If the advo-
cate meet with rcbufl's and caustic rebukes for his
zeal, it is very diflBcult for him to preserve a lov-

ing, forgiving, and just temper towards the re-

buker, and a fair estimate of his motives and
character.

Here William Southeby failed. The meeting
could not go as fast as he thought right, and he
was disposed to blame its tardiness, and censure
its members. He was called on to condemn his

printing contrary to discipline, and for publicly

censuring his Friends who had not seen so far as

he had, and he complied, but the root of bitter-

ness was not eradicated. In the year 1717, he
was again at work with his pen, and, in print, was,

whilst advocating a sound christian testimony,
manifesting a spirit out of unity with the body,
and calculated to spread disunity and contention.

Friends of his meeting informed him that if he
did not condemn his disorderly proceedings in this

matter they would be obliged to disown him. No-
thing further was then done. In the Tenth mo.,
171i^, he being again at work with his pen, the
meeting directed that " at the next meeting the
minute made concerning him in 1717, should be
read." He probably about this time ceased his

public opposition to the slow movement of the

body, and no record of his after course can be
found. He had, through allowing this one con-

cern very much to swallow up all other religious

concerns, long lost his usefulness in his meeting,
and we cannot tell at what time he closed his eyes
on the troubles of this world of sorrow and suffer-

ing. He must have been far advanced in life, whea
we catch the last trace of him, and it is most
likely his course was soon after ended. I cannot
but hope, that through the quickening influence

of the Sun of Righteousness, he found, when with-

drawn from active opposition to his brethren, the

fruits of the Spirit to perfect within him, so that

love had a large increase, and long-sufl'ering,

gentleness, and meekness sprang up and abounded.
But here we must leave it. We know that he
once was a faithful, useful servant of the Lord
Jesus, living in his love, and sustained and com-
forted by the unity of the brethren, and we only
know, that through his impatient zeal, he gradually

lost the fellowship of his former fellow-labourers;

let in jealousy respecting them, and awakened
jealousy in them towards himself. His case may
find a parallel in that of some other advocates of

the African race, who have, since his time, failed

in patience and long-suffering.

The humble, watchful Christian, moves on in
his proper path of duty, under the fresh openings
of his divine Master. He scrutinizes his actions

lest self should in any degree prompt them; but
when duty is clearly made manifest, he performs
it, leaving the result. He feels that obedience is

his safety ; consequences are in the hands of the

Great Controller of events. In this he is justified

by his God, and moves in the unity of those who
have attained to an establishment in the Truth.
If, whilst in the meekness of wi.sdom, and the

earnestness of fervent faith, he is endeavouring to

perform his duty, his Friends should labour to dis-

suade him, by pointing out the painful conse-

quences which they think must ensue, he could

answer in the spirit of the words of the apostle, in

'oiilar occasion, "What mean ye to weep and
to break mine heart'/ for I am ready not to be

bound only, but also to die at Jerusalem for the
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name of the Lord Jesus." Had the churc

collective capacity laid a restraining hand on the

apostle, he had without doubt, with dutiful cheer-

fulness, submitted thereto. But the fears, the tears,

the entreaties of those whose only opposition to his

proposed course was the consequences which would

follow, moved him not from the obedience of fiiith.

When they could not turn him from his duty,

they exclaimed, " The will of the Lord be done."

The conduct of the apostle is a pattern for the

true Christian disciple. He should feel the de-

sires, the request of his ffllow-believers, as of so

much consequence, that to go counter thereto, is

even as it were to " break his heart," and yet if

the judgment of the church accompany not their

entreaties, he should pass on, fultiUing all known

duties, though the consequences should be suffer-

ing, privation and death.

Where the church is assembled, waiting on its

Holy Head, and seeking to know his will, if the

concern and exercise of a baptized member, is not

at once felt and owned by the body, he is bound

to wait in the patience, as well as in the faith of

the saints, until the Lord Jesus Christ makes a

way for it. This he will undoubtedly do, if the

concern is of his own begetting, and his children

with meekness and faithfulness, as he qualifies

them, continue to bear testimony to the Truth.

There is a gradual advance in the spiritual life of

faithful, devoted Christians, and there has been an

advance witnessed in the church militant relative

to some of the testimonies of Truth. Not that

the Truth changes, but through the blessing of

God on the faithful labour of the more clear-

sighted members of the church, there has arisen

a general appreciation of the evil of some practices

once tolerated, and a more consistent testimony is

borne again.st them. Whilst the church is in the

progressive state, it is especially incumbent on

those who see the Truth, to conduct themselves

with patient meekness, in all their efforts to advo-

cate it. Our impatience will not hurry on the

time for the general reception of the Truth ;
but,

if it is allowed to sour our tempers, we may find,

whilst we have deemed ourselves contending for thi

right, we have lost .spiritual greenness, and are far

from exhibiting, in our own lives and conversa-

tion, the beauty and excellency of the gospel of

Him, who is not only the Truth, but the Lif

the Light also.

[Much inquiry and research has been made to

find a copy of any one of the printed papers issued

by William Southeby, but without success. They

were probably mere pamphlets which no one

deemed of sufficient consequence to preserve.]

(To be continued )

America—Us Age and its Antiquities.

The only knowledge which the present can ob-

tain of the past, anterior to written history, must

be gathered from the lessons taught by the monu-

ments that have survived the devastating wars of

ignorant and infuriated man, the crash of the ele-

ments, and the slow corroding power of uutold

time. The two continents of this Western hemis-

phere abound with these mute, enduring records.

The labours of the antiquarians in Asia, Africa,

and Europe have disclosed monuments of art now

in ruins that were reared by a people whose his-

tory has passed down to us in written records.

With the general history of the Assyrians, the

Israelites, the Egyptians, the Carthagenians, the

Greeks, and the llomans we are already acquainted,

and all the discoveries made by antiquarians in

their researches in those countries, among the ruins

of ancient palaces, temples, and cities, serve but

to illumine some portions of written history that

are now dark, or illustrate others that are imper-

in its fectly detailed. But such is not the case in Ame-
rica. The antiquities of America extend from the

shores of the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean, and

from the great lakes and British Provinces to Peru

d Brazil, in South America. These ruins are

not illustrated or even alluded to by any written

history. Their origin is lost to view behind the

impenetrable veil imposed by unnumbered cycles of

hronicled centuries. Immense forests growing

r the ruins of large cities, and the gigantic size

of trees, with indications that other generations of

trees sprung up and grew and decayed before them,

prove that these ruins preceded the Christian era.

Neither history nor tradition indicates the origin

or the rise of those vast mounds that are found

scattered over the North American continent.

They stand in silent grandeur, monuments of a

race of people that have long since passed away,

leaving no other trace of their existence. It is

fashionable to speak of the eastern continent as the

Old World, yet it is not known to be entitled to

this appellation. Who can say that the Andes
and the Sierra Nevada are not the seigniors of

the Alps and the Himalaya ? Who is prepared to

prove that the ruins of Uxmal and Palenque, and

the pyramids of Cholula, in Mexico, do not take

precedence in age of the sphinxes and pyramids

of Egypt, or the winged lions of Assyria ? His-

tory traces the rise and fall of Ninevah, of Baby-

lon, and of Thebes, but we have no record of the

rise, progress, or fall of those great cities in Cen-

tral America which the laborious researches of

Stevens and Catherwood brought to light. There

the human-faced bulls and the winged lions of

Nineveh find their equivalents in the grotesque

carving in stone of hideous forms of men and ani-

mals. Who can say that these rude sepultures of

America did not precede those of Asia '!

But we will not speculate on a subject that offers

no basis on which even a plausible argument can

be erected. The existence of numerous and im-

mense ruins in America of what were once large

cities is a fixed fact, and we must be content to

remain in utter ignorance of the epoch in whic

they flourished. The most extensive of these ruins

are to be found at Uxmal and Pelenque, in the

south-eastern part of Mexico. At Uxmal are im

mense pyramids, coated with stone, and quadran

gular stone edifices and terraces. The highest of

these pyramids is loO feet, and on the summit it

supports a temple. On one of the facades of the

temple are four human figures, cut in stone with

great exactness and elegance. The hands

crossed upon the breast, the head is covered with

something like a helmet, about the neck is a gar-

ment of the skin of an alligator, and over each

body is a figure of death's-head and bones.

At Pelenque are immense ruins, a city of great

extent, with the remains of a royal palace. One
temple, tbat of Copan, was 520 feet by G50, and

is supposed to have been as large as St. Peter's at

Borne. Another temple of great dimensions is

here, having an entrance by a portico 100 feet

long and 10 feet broad ; it stands on an elevation

of (30 feet. The pillars of the portico are adorned

with hieroglyphics and other devices. Different

objects of worship have been found, representations

of the gods who were worshipped in this country.

These temples, with fourteen large buildings and

many other objects of curiosity, stand here as

monuments of ancient greatness, to remind us of

the remote origin of a mighty empire. This city

has been described as the Thebes of America, and

travellers have supposed that it must have been

sixty miles in circumference, and contained a pop-

ulation of 3,000,000 of souls.

It is in Mexico that we must seek the largest

pyramid in the world. The tourists, the histo-

rians, and the geographers have made us fami! r

with the pyramids of Egypt, among which, t |t

f Cheops looms up, a wonder among wondsi.

But Cheops is a pigmy compared with that if

Cholula, in Mexico.
\

The pyramid of Cholula is described as cover (

forty-four acres of ground. On its summit wai
temple, and in the interior has been discovers

;.

vault, roofed with beams of wood, containing skt,.

tons and idols. Several smaller pyramids surroiij.

this large one. It appears to have been formed .•

cutting a hill into an artificial shape. Its dim .

sions are immense, being nearly three miles \

circumference and about four hundred feet hi;
|

It is divided into terraces and slopes, covered w (-

platforms, stages, and bastions, elevated one ab('i

the other, and all formed with large stones skilfu'

cut, and joined without any cement. In some
|.

pects the style of architecture resembles the Go-
ic, being massive and durable, in other respe-

it resembles the Egyptian; yet the general ccj

struction, manner, and style of architecture i]

different from anything hitherto described in t^

world. I

The wave of emigration which has planted li

Anglo-Saxon race on the shores of the Pacific ce!

not fail to be favourable to the advancement \

knowledge among men. The well-known aotivii

enterprise, and inquisitive character of the rsi

will naturally prompt them to explore the rui.

which are so profusely scattered over Mexico a

'

South America, and it yet may be the destiny i

some restless Yankee to trace in the ruined tempi

and cities of this strange land a history which ki

hitherto lain hidden under the rubbish of countl(i

centuries.

—

Louisville Journal.
\

Extracted for " TUe Friend..i

Stillness and Quietness.

" Stillest streams

Oft water fairest meadows, and the bird

That flutters least, is longest on the wing."
j

" The benevolence of an humble mind may i;

compared to a rivulet in a meadow, which, thoug'

it glides along unseen and without noise, refresh'

and fertilizes the soil, leaving it to display t

benefit received, by its increased verdure ai

fruitfulness."

"The man whose virtues are more felt than seen,

Must drop indeed the hope oipublic praise

;

But he may boast what few tbat win it can,

That, if his country stand not by his skill.

At least his follies have not wrought its fall."

pend upon the comme
t and fallible creatur

" Let not thy peace

dation or censure of :

like thyself, for they can make no alteration

thy real character. Be not impatient when mi

think evil of thee. Thy own opinion of thys(

should be much lower than others can form, 1

cause thou art conscious of imperfections whi

they cannat know. If thy attention and care we

confined to the life of the internal man, th'

wouldst not feel the influence of fleeting wor

that dissolve in air. In times of ignorance ai

wickedness, it is most wise to bear reproach

silence, and in full conversion of thy heart

Christ, not to regard the judgment of men.
" If some professing religion have been unquii

their unquietness hath given the lie to their pi

fession. Quietness is our badge; it will be o

strength, our rejoicing in the day of evil : it

pleasing to God, it may work good upon othei

X good means of keeping our minds quiet is,

have them filled with the knowledge and belief

these two things: First, that the kingdom

Christ is not of this world, (many have thoug

otherwise, and it hath made them unquiet.) t:
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ndly, that the wrath of man worketh not the

j^hteousness of God. We must, therefore, mor-

jy unquietness in the causes of it. We must

I

ware of the company, and converse of those that

e unquiet ; though deceitful matters bo devised,

3 must be quiet still."

j

" In true silence, strength is renewed ; the mind
orein is weaned from all things, but as they may
|i enjoyed in the Divine will. Where the fruits

i"
that spirit which is of the world, are brought

jrth by many who profess to bo led by the Spirit
' Truth, and cloudiness is felt to be gathering

'cr the visibly gathered church, the sincere in

bart who abide in true stillness, and are exercised

erein, before the Lord for his name's sake, have
jknowledge of Christ in the fellowship of his suf-

|rings; and inward thankfulness is felt at times,

[lat through Divine love, our own wisdom is cast

it, and i\i!xt forward active part in us subjected,

ihich would rise and do something in the visible

lithcred church, without the pure leadings of the
birit of Christ.

' " Whilst aught remains in us different from
I'rfect resignation of our wills, it is like a seal to

)book, wherein is written that good, and accept-

l)le, and perfect will of God concerning us ; but
jhen our minds entirely yield to Christ, that

ilcnce is known, which followeth the opening of

lie last of the seals. In this silence we learn

l)iding in the Divine will, and there feel that we
We no cause to promote, but that only in which
|c light of life directs us in our proceedings;
jid that the alone way to be useful in the church
i" Christ, is to abide faithfully under the leadings

I'

his holy Spirit, in all cases : and being thereby
•eserved in purity of heart, and holiness of con-
[irsation, a testimony to the purity of his govern-
,'CDt may be held forth to others.

I

" This would lead us out of all pride, than
!hich there is no single obstacle which stands
lore in the way of people in the search after

!uth. They have once declared themselves of a

irticular opinion, and they cannot bring them-
ilves to think they could possibly be in the
rong; consequently they cannot persuade them-
Ives of the necessity of re-examining the foun
ition of their opinions. To acknowledge and
ve up tLeir error, would be a still severer tria

ut the truth is, there is more greatness of mind
,1 candidly giving up a mistake, than would have
hpcared in escaping it at first, if not a very
iameful one. The surest way of avoiding error,

careful examination. The best way of leaving
•om for a change of opinion, which should always
i provided for, is to be modest in delivering our
ntiments. A man may, without confusion, give
3 an opinion which he has declared without
rogance."

"He that hath no rule over his own spirit, is

re a city (hat is broken down, and without walls;
it the humble man who has no points of his own
gain, and whose exercises are In secret before
e Lord, is preserved from the disquietude occa-
)ned by the contention and strife of party zeal,
e will not be found railing against those of an
posite view to himself; but as his trust is in
e justice and mercy of God, he will leave them
be judged and rewarded by Him, according to
eir faith and deeds."

And plenteous harvest to tbe praj-'r be makes,
When, Isaac like, the solitary saint
Walks forth to meditate at even tide."

His warfare is within. There unfatigu'd
His fervent spirit labours. There he fights,
And there obtains fresh triumphs o'er himself,
And never with'ring wreaths, compared with which
rhe laurels that a Ctesar reaps, are weeds.
Perhaps the self-approving haughty world,
I'hat deems him a cypher in the works of God,
ileceives advantage from his noiseless hours,
3f which she little dreams. Perhaps she owes

her blooming spring

For " The Friend."

Meteorological Notice

West-town—Third Month.—The average tem-
perature of this month was 36f°, which is 3i°
lower than for the same month last year. The
amount of rain was l.G-t inches; no snow except-
ing a few snow squalls near the close of the month.
This month was very dry and high winds prevail-
ed. All the rain which fell during the month
was on the loth, 15th, and 17th; previous to this
none had fallen for twenty-five day.s. At the close
of the month, scarcely a sign of vegetation appear-
ed, though the frost was apparently all out, and
the earth settled and roads good.

Fourth month.—The average temperature of
this month was 50|°, which is 2^° higher than
for the same month last year. The amount of raiu
was 2.28 inches; for the same month last year it

was 5.G2 inches. It is believed that the tempera-
ture of the 19th and 25th of this month was al-

most without precedent in this latitude, and at this
season of the year ; on the former of these days
the mercury rose to 90° in the shade, and on the
latter to 89i°

; the average temperature of the
19th was 75°. This would be considered very hot
weather in mid-summer, llange of thermometer
for this month was from 19° on the 4th to 90° on
the 19th, or seventy-one decrees—a chamje from
mid-winter's cold to mid-summer's heat in fifteen
days I At the close of the month the earth was
still very dry and vegetation backward.

Fifth month.—The average temperature of this
month was 58a°

; for the same month last year it

was 61i°. The amount of rain was 4.08 inches,
ttle less than the usual average for this month.

A good deal of pretty cool weather during the
mouth with frost on the morning of the 11th.
Range of the thermometer from 38° on the 10th

d 11th, to 88° on the 15th, or 55°. Frequent
showers during the month, and a copious ram on
the 19th, have had a beneficial effect on vegetation,
which, though still backward, is nevertheless pro-
gressing finely.

The average temperature of the three spring
months was 48 1°, which is 1'° lower than last

year. The range of the thermometer from 11° on
the 21st of Third month, to 90° on 19th of Fourth
month, or 79°. The amount of rain for the thi

spring months was 7.95 inches ; last year it v

11.15 inches—a marked diflerenee, the effects of
which are very seriously apparent in the scanty
supply of water, and lowness of the springs through-
out the whole country.

w^atch the suffering seamen clinging to the rigging
of the wreck.

oo o

Just at nightfall the captain called to the mate,
who was on the other side of the rigging, that they
would all perish if they had to remain in the rig-
ging another night, and that he was going to at-
tempt to swim ashore ; If he sueceoded, the rest
could tollow him

; if he drowned, they could clin<'
to the rigging and rup their chance. He leaped
overboard and struck out. As he reached the
undertow and backwater, his strength failini', and
chilled and benumbed with cold, he would certain-
ly have been drowned, had not the woman gone
to his rescue. She waded in through the surf up
to her neck, grasping him and dragging him out
safely. The balance of the crew then followed
him one by one, with the same result, this noble
woman breasting the sea, and meeting and dragging
them out singly as they came ashore; being, in the
main, in.strumental in saving the whole crew.
Such noble conduct deserves more than a passing
notice._ She is a woman of the most humble po-
sition in life, but showed herself on this occasion
a true heroine, and possessed of the noblest quali-
ties of heart and m\A.—Buffalo Commercial Ad-
vertiser.

For "The Friend."

Show me thy faith without thy works, and I
will show thee my faith by my works, James,
ii. 18. It is an easy thing to talk and to write of
love, and patience, forbearance, forgiveness and
charity

; but is it not quite another matter to hear
this kind of fruit ? and by example not only defend
and commend, but "adorn the doctrine of God
our Saviour ;" in all ages, those who have borne
most of this precious fruit, have been far less care-
ful to set it forth by the lip and pen, than to mani-
fest by the weighiiness of their spirits that they
have ke2)l with Jesus who changeth not.

ier sunshine and

A Noble Deed—During the night ofEleventh mo.
26th last, in a thick snow storm, the wind blowing
heavy gale down the lake, the water chilled and

making ice fast, the Canadian schooner Conductor,
Captain Hacket, struck on the bar outside of Long
Point cut, on the island side, beat over and filled

with water immediately, some distance from the

shore, the sea making a complete breach over her,

driving the crew to the rigging for their lives. In
the morning at daylight they were discovered
clinging to the wreck, by Margaret Becker, a trap-

per's wife, the sole inhabitant of that end of the
island, her husband being over on the main land.

She immediately went down abreast of the vessel

on the beach, and built a large fire of logs, made
some hot tea, and prepared some food for them in

case they reached the shore, and to refresh and
encourage their drooping spirits by showing them
succour was at hand. All that long day, with the
tempest raving around her, did that heroic woman

The New 3fetal.—The Paris Academy of Sci-
ences has been experimenting on the new metal
recently announced as being contained in abun-
dance in common potters' clay. A report has just
been presented to that body by M. Delville, which
says it can be manufactured cheaply fioin that
article, and is appearently destined at no distant
day to supplant copper, iron, brass and tin in many
f not all manufactures. The qualities of this
metal, producible from so cheap and accessible a
raw material, arc stated to be the lightness of
glass, the whiteness and brilliancy of silver, mal-
leability and ductility nearly equal to tliose of the
precious metals, the tenacity of iron, and the fusi-

bility of copper; so that it may be rolled, drawn,
hammered, and filed into every variety of form.

An Educator.—A writer in the London Exam-
iner states that he lately saw a man led by a dog
as if blind, and looking with much apparent inte-
rest at the prints in Colnaghi's window. " Why,
my friend," said l^e, " it seems you are not blind."
"Blind! no, thank God, your honour," replied
the man, "I have my blessed sight as well as an-
other." " Then why do you go about led by a dog
with a string?" asked he. "Why? because I

hedicates dogs for blind men."

THE FRIEND
SIXTH MONTH 9, 1855.

NEW YORK YEARLY MEETING.

By a letter received from a Friend in New York,
we have received the following information of the

proceedings of New York Yearly Meeting, up to
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the close of the session on Seventh-day, the 2d

instant

:

The Yearly jMeeting of New York convened

on the 1st of the Sixth month; the number in

attendance being about the same as it has been for

several years past.

After the opening of the meeting, epistles

from London, Dublin and N. England were read
;

and then the meeting proceeded to dispose of an

Appeal from the judgment of Farmington Quar-

terly Meeting, after which the meeting adjourned

to 4 o'clock, p. M. Several members from Ohio,

Indiana and New England, were present with

minutes.

Afternoon.—Proceeded with reading the epis-

tles : those from Indiana and Baltimore referred

to minutes, explanatory of their proceedings in

receiving the epistle from one of the meetings in

Ohio. The Clerk then informed the meeting that

he had on the table two documents purporting to

be epistles from Ohio Yearly Meeting, and he

proposed that he should now read the minutes

referred to in the epistles from Indiana and Bal-

timore Yearly Meetings, in relation to and expla-

natory of their proceedings thereon, which was

done ; when a pretty large expression of senti-

ment took place, that those meetings had taken

the right course,—the only course that this [N.

York] meeting could take to be consistent with

itself After considerable expression of dissent,

upon the ground that that course would not only

connect New York Yearly Meeting with another

that had sprung into existence through disorder,

but also that it would fasten on it, a connection

with the departure from sound doctrine, out of

which all these troubles had grown, &o., &c. ; the

Clerk read the epistle from the Separatists in

Ohio, signed by Jonathan Binns.

On Seventh-day morning, a committee was

appointed to prepare essays of epistles to all the

Yearly Meetings usually corresponded with, ex-

cept that of Philadelphia ; after which the Clerk

informed the meeting that he purposely omitted

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting in that minute, and

he proposed the adoption of a minute which he

had formed, appointing a special committee to pre-

pare a communication to Philadelphia, and in-

structing that committee to remonstrate with that

Yearly Meeting, in relation to its decision in thi

case of Ohio Yearly Meeting, and admonishing i

to resume its correspondence with New England
and to conform, in respect to Ohio, with the deci-

sion of the other Yearly Meetings, as the only

terms upon which New York Yearly Meeting could

consent to continue correspondence with it. The
last clause it was concluded to erase.

The meeting then proceeded with hearing the

Queries and Answers.

Afternoon.—The reading of the Queries and

Answers was continued, after which a memorial

for Reuben Ilaincs was read.

Then adjoui'ned.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—The steamship PaciQc arrived at N. York

on the 30th ult., with Liverpool dates to Fifth mo. 10.

The War. — The telegraphic despatches from the
' Crimea represent the condition of affairs as very little

changed. It would seem the allies despaired of taking

Sebastopol at present, and were preparing for opera-

tions in the field. Fresh troops were arriving daily.

There would soon be 200,000 of the allied forces in the

Crimea, a force large enough it was thought to pursue
the siege, and also operate against the Russians in the

field. The Russians were watching their enemies
closely, and appeared to be aware of all their designs.

The cholera had disappeared. The Russian loss, daily,

is stated by GortschakolT at from 100 to 175 men, killed

and wounded. Lord Raglan's despatch of the 5th says,

that the Russians have constructed new batteries to the

left of the Mamelon tower, and there is every appear-

ance of the establishment of a very large camp on the

plateau above the Belbak on the north side. The Rus-

sians made a sortie on the night of the 11th, which was
repulsed with considerable loss. A short truce was

ted to allow the Russians to bury their dead in

t of the allies' advances. Canrobert's latest des-

patch states that the French were throwing caiiwnjlels

stink-pots into the city as a means of annoyance to

defenders. At General Canrobert's request, the chief

command has been given to Gen. Pelissier, and Can-
robert has been transferred to the command of Pelis-

sier's division of the army. Canrobert asked to be re-

lieved from the chief command on account of ill health.

Fifteen thousand Turks, French, and English had been

hastily embarked on board of all the available ships

near Sebastopol, and sailed in the direction of the sea

of Azoff. The expedition returned in a day or two,

and the troops were as hastily disembarked.

The Baltic.—The French fleet had arrived in this sea,

d the allied fleets were pushing forward.

FR.iNCE.—The Universal Exposition at Paris opened

on the 15th ult. The Emperor and Empress were pre-

sent, and the former delivered an appropriate speech.

Pianori was decapitated on the 14th. He refused to

the last to make any disclosures. The Paris papers

have assumed the tone of outspoken hostility to Aus-

tria. France and England have presented an ultima-

tum to Sweden, which the latter seems inclined to

reject.

RUSSIA.—The Czar has ordered another levy of

twelve men for every thousand in the seventeen western

provinces of the Empire, to be completed by the end of

Seventh mo. The disturbances in the Ukraine

subsided. They were not of such magaitude as at first

reported.

ENGLAND.—In Parliament, Lord Panmure stated the

details of certain proposed reforms in the army. There

are said to be dissensions in the British Cabinet, and

the Times proclaims that there is great danger of peace

being made with Russia on dishonorable terms. Lord
John Russell is censured on account of his dispositio

towards peace, and his willingness " to renounce the

career in which we have entered, to throw away the

task we have undertaken," and to abandon Turkey to

the discretion of Russia. The bill to abolish Church
Rates was carried on second reading in the House of

Commons, against the Government by 28 majority.

Roebucks Committee of Inquiry has submitted a report,

Layard's motion of a want of confidence in Ministers,

would come up in the House of Commons on the 24th

and Milner Gibson's on the 21st. The King of Sardinia

is said to be negotiating for the marriage of Queen Vic-

toria's eldest daughter. London Market.—The mone;
market was easy. Consols had advanced to 89^. Liver'

pool Markel.—The speculative demand for cotton con

tinned, and prices had further advanced from 1-8 t(

3-ied. The sales of the week reached 117,000 bales

4900 of which were on speculation. Breadstuffs were

unchanged and dull of sale. The prospects for the

coming crops were favourable.

HAVANA, d.ates to Fifth mo. 25.—There were no
apprehensions of further hostile movements from the

United States. The state of siege prevailing in Cuba,

ceased on the 23d. Yellow fever and small-pox were

prevailing to a considerable extent.

MEXICO, dates from the city of Mexico, to Fifth mo.
19th.—The insurgents had concentrated at Zamora, and
Santa Anna was on his march thither with a large

army. A decisive engagement was expected. A de-

structive hurricane occurred in Mexico on the 9th.

THE ISTHMUS OF SUEZ.—The State Department
at Washington has, it is stated, received information

that the Viceroy of Egypt has adopted the project to

cut through the Isthmus, and to form a universal com-
pany for the performance of the work, in which capi-

talists of all nations may take part.

UNITED STATES.— r^e Gold Coinage.—The total

coinage of gold at the U. S. mint and branches, up to

the first of 1855, was §344,338,987, of which $256,208,-

971 were from California, received principally within

the previous five years. The total production of gold

in California since 1849, is doubtless considerably over

three hundred millions.

New York.—More Mormon immigrants have arrived

from England. The Kinney Nicaragua Expedition,

which was ready to sail from this port, has, it is said,

been finally abandoned, in consequence of Government
interference. The Kane Relief Expedition sailed on the

2d inst. for the Ariitic Seas. The steamship Baltic

takes out 251 passengers and SI, 727,600 in gold. A
formidable opposition to the enforcement of the Prohi-

bitory Liquor Law has been organized. About 14,000

individuals are enrolled ,as members, who are to be

legally defended at the expense of the general fund.

The ship Living Age, bound to New York with a cat
i

of teas valued at $800,000, has been lost in the Chil
Seas.

]

Philadelphia.—The hotel-keepers of this city hsi

held a meeting, and raised their prices of board. T
proprietors of the New York hotels had previously

f
i

anced their rates. Mortality last week, 149.
j

Califurnia, dates to Fifth mo. 9, received by thestea '

ship Star of the West, which brought 300 passeng.i

and $413,791 in gold. The banking house of Paj'

Bacon & Co. had again suspended. An armed party
j

fifty-six men, under the command of the notorioi

Walker, had sailed for Nicaragua. Indian affairs
,

the Tejon reservation, are said to be iu a flourishi

condition. The Indians were busily eugaged in t;

various duties assigned them by the Superintende '.

and a favourable influence was exerted over the nativ '

who as yet refrain from coming into the reserve. Thi'

are no further complaints of horse stealing or Indi'

depredations, and this improvement in the Indian hab

was attributed to the exertions of the officers at the i

servation. The Legislature adjourned on the 7th, hai

ing previously passed laws to incorporate the city

San Francisco ; to provide for funding its debts, and i

submit the prohibitory liquor law to the people at tj

next election. The ruling of the U. S. Supreme Coi.

in the Fremont case, to the effect that a precise defit;

tion of boundary is not necessary to the validity

Mexican and Spanish grants, is likely to create consi'

erable excitement in California.

Miscellaneous.—Turkey in Europe.—Of the 15,500,0

1

European subjects of the Sultan of Turkey, 11,370,0'i

are of the Greek Church, and 260,000 are Catholiil

while only 3,800,000 are Mohammedans.
j

Spain and Church Property.—The Queen of Spain h;

sanctioned the law by the Cortes, confiscating the pr;

perty of the Church. The property confiscated is esl

mated as high as $300,000,000, but probably the Tre|

sury of Spain may not realize an actual benefit of mo I

than $150,000,000 to $200,000,000. The Queen gavebl

signature with great reluctance, and only yielded hj

opposition when assured that revolution would be tli

consequence of her refusal. '.

The Norwalk Catastrophe.—By this disaster, the N('

York and New Haven Railroad Company incurr

,

heavy liabilities to parties injured. The cost so far hj

been $280,000 to the company, and there are still u;

settled claims against them.

Popery.—The " Golden Rose" which the Pope blesa'

every year, and presents to some female sovereign, )

this year to be given to the Empress of Austria. (

A Benighted Region.—The citizens, in the vicinity '

Tuscumbia, Alabama, have for some time past resolute,

persisted in pulling down the telegraph wires, on a,

count of their supposed effect in preventing the fall
'

rain.

The French Crystal Palaces. — The two buildin'

erected for the great exhibition in Paris, cover an ar

of more than twenty-two acres. The great hall is 39:

feet long, and is the largest in the world.

Watchmaking in Texas.—The Houston (Texas) Tel

graph says, .that twelve hundred Swiss watchmake
form a portion of the new colony, about to be estal

lished near Dallas.

The Cholera, which has been prevailing on the Mi

souri and Upper Mississippi rivers, is said to have ei

tirely disappeared.

RECEIPTS.

Received from J. P. Smith, Pa., $i, vols. 27 and 21

from A. Rogers, agt., C. W., for John Webb and Ja3. (

Edwards, $2 each, vol. 28 ; from H. Robinson, agt.,]

Y., for Wm. Wright and A. Boone, C. W., §2.53 eacl

for vol. 23.

Maukied, at Friends' Meeting, Salem, Columbi.ana C'

Ohio, on Fourth-day, the 2d of the Fifth mo., Chabl

J. Hayes, to Deborah, daughter of Jehu Fawcett, all

that place.

Died, at his late residence, Leeds Point, N. J., on tl

6th of the Fourth month, 1855, Japheth Leeds, in tl

71st year of his age ; amember of Haddonfield .Month

Meeting. He bore his sufferings, during his last illnes

with christian fortitude; expressing his resignation

the Divine will, and his belief that his afliictions h,

been sanctified to him ; affording to his family ai

friends the consoling hope, that his end was peace.
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The Shepherds of Monte Rotonda.

In 1853, a work on Corsica was published at

] me in the German language. The author ac-

(npanies an account of his summer tour in this

eresting and peculiar island, with a variety of

\'luable information respecting its history, natural

^Dductions, and the manners, superstitions, and

Saracter of the Corsicans. The book, which is

(jasidcred one of much literary merit, has been

daslated by E. Joy Morris, and recently pub-

ijhed under the title of " Wanderings in Corsica."

^0 extract portions of a chapter presenting a view

cjlife in the mountains.

i" I had proposed to ascend Monte Rotondo, the

fehest mountain of Corsica, which lies a half

^y's journey to the south-west of Corte, and may
I considered the central point of the island,

ithough it was represented to me as a difficult

Idertaking, I yet hoped to be indemnified by the

|e view afforded in clear weather. At least, I

Ipeeted to obtain an insight into the primitive

iepherd life.

I"
Having provided myself with a guide and a

tale, a little bread and some pumpkin flasks of

ne, early on the morning of the 28th of July, I

Mted for the mountain. The way, a shepherd

jth, passes through the same valley of the wild

pstonica, from its junction with the Tavignano
lar the town, to the summit of Monte Rotondo,

)m which descended its head waters. The bed
' this mountain stream is this deep and gloomy
vine. Near to Corte the valley expands to a tolera-

3 breadth, and there flourish chestnut and walnut

ees by the water. Further up it grows narrower

id narrower, and it is hemmed in by towering pre-

pices, overshadowed by ancient pine and larch

ees.

" The mule clambered with a sure foot along the

irrowest ledges on the verge of the precipice; and

e view down into the abyss, through which the

33tonica roared with its milk white waters, was
irfully beautiful, and often rendered the brain

zzy. As the sun rose higher, I entered a mag-
fioent forest of pines and lurches. These gigan-

: trees,—the pines with their broad green crowns,

-the larches, as gnarled and tough as the cedars of

ibanon, are very imposing and picturesque ob-

ets. The monstrous trunks were buried in an

idergrowth of white blossoming myrth, and of

e tall erect boxwood and erika. Refreshing and
Imy was the perfume from the medicinal plants,

which the mountains of Corsica are so rich.

" My guide walked on with quick steps. Oc-
sionally I shuddered with secret apprehension

in finding myself alone with him in this dark

wilderness of rock and forest, and when he cast a

glance back at me. He was an ugly fellow, and
his eyes did not bode much good. I afterwards

learned that his hands were stained with blood,

and that he was a murderer ; for a year before, he

had stabbed a man at the market of Corte.
" In this romantic mountain wilderness, nothing

was to be heard, as for hours we rode along, but

the monotonous rushing of the water, the scream-

ing of falcons, and sometimes the shrill whistle of

a goat-herd calling his goats. The goat-herds lie

scattered about in caves or huts, on the sides of

Monte Rotondo, up to whose very summit their

flocks browse. The pasture ranges and haunts of

some of them lie at a height of more than five

thousand feet above the level of the sea. Thei

strange stations have their peculiar names. After

three hours' ride, I came to the first shepherd

station, the Rotii del Dragnnc. On riding from

the edge of the ravine to the stream, I beheld be-

fore me a black, smoke-begrimed cavern, buried

deep in the mountain, with a ceiling of huge

blocks of granite, A few steps before its entrance,

the Restonica thundered by ; between splintered

crags around, rocks lay piled on rocks, and the

woods were of an impenetrable density. A fire

burned within the depths of the cave, around

which cowered the family of the shepherd. A
wretched looking woman sat there, mending a

garment, and alongside of her was a fever stricken

boy, wrapped up in a brown covering of goats'

wool, peering inquiringly about with his pale face

and flaring eyes. The goatherd came out of the

cave, and kindly invited me to dismount, and to

partake of some fresh milk and cheese. I accepted

his invitation with thanks, and examined the in-

terior of this dismal subterranean habitation. The
grotto ran deep into the mountain, affording room
for two hundred sheep and goats, which were

driven within it every evening to be milked. It

was so truly a cave of Polyphemus, that it seemed

to be the original of that described by Homer;
for I found all literally exact here, even the rows

of vessels full of milk, and more than a hundred

pieces of smooth round cheese, laid on fresh leaves.

Polyphemus himself was wanting ; for my host,

ruflian-like and wild as he looked in his shaggy

attire, was hospitality itself

" ' Do the bandits sometimes come down to you
from the mountain V I asked the Troglodyte.

" ' Certainly they do," he replied, ' when they

are in want of food. Look on this stone, on which
I am sitting—two years ago two bandit hunters

concealed themselves in my cave to lay in wait for

Serafino. But he stole in upon them in the night,

d with two stabs he struck them dead on this

stone, and then went back to the mountain.'

The guide called me to depart. I returned

thanks to the shepherd for his entertainment, and

resumed the journey, not without a shudder, how-

ever. The path which now led through the

Restonica to the other shore, continually grew
steeper and more diflScult. At length, after two
' ours' march, and being thoroughly drenched by

a storm, I reached the last shepherd station on

the lower Rotondo, where I was to pass the night.

It is called Co di Mezzo. Some storm beaten

larch trees stood on the sharpest edge of a naked
ravine, over whose precipitous bed the Restonica
leaped from rock to rock. Nothing was to be
seen around, but perfectly naked pinnacles of rock,

and far below lay the overclouded valley from
which I had just ascended. I looked for a long
time after the cajMtni.e, which my guide indi-

cated. At length I saw among the rocks four

habitations, of the most original style of architec-

ture in the world, and probably built with less art

than the termites or beavers employ on their con-

structions. Every capanna consists of four walls,

the stones of which are simply laid on each other.

They are about three feet high, covered with a
gable roof of blackened trunks of trees and boards
loaded with great stones. An opening in the
front wall serves as door, through which the
smoke escapes, or by the roof and walls, which are

full of rents. There is a small space before the
hut surrounded by stones, in which the milk ves-

sels are kept, and here also is the pa/o or pole,

with some cross bars, to which are suspended
kettles, pieces of clothing and slices of goat meat.

A couple of shaggy dogs bounded towards me, as

I advanced to the capanna, and the shepherd's

family, with the tattered children, crawled out of

the hut, and curiously regarded the stranger.

They looked picturesque enough among the wild

rocks, their brown cloaks, thrown over the shoul-

der, the red berelto on their heads, and with their

bronzed, dark-bearded faces."

(To be continued.)

Epistle of George Fox,

WRITTEN IN THE YEAR 1686.

" Dear Friends and Brethren in the Lord Jesus
Christ,—In whom ye have all peace and life, and
in whom there is no division, schism, rent, strife,

nor separation ; for Christ is not divided
; there

can be no separation in the truth, nor in the light,

grace, faith, and Holy Ghost, but unity, fellow-

ship, and communion. For the devil was the first

that went out of the truth, separated from it, and
tempted man and woman to disobey God, and to

go from the truth into a false liberty, to do that

which God forbade. So it is the serpent now that

leads men and women into a false liberty, even the

God of the world, from which man and woman
must be separated by the truth ; that Christ the

Truth may make them free, and then they are

free, indeed. Then they are to stand fast in that

liberty, in which Christ hath made them free, and
in Him there is no division, schism, rent or sepa-

ration; but peace, life, and reconciliation to God,
and to one another. So in Christ, male and
female are all one ; for whether they be male or

female, Jew or Gentile, bond or free, they are all

one in Christ. And there can be no schism, rent

or division in Him; nor in the worship of God
in his Holy Spirit and truth, nor in the pure and
undefiled religion, that keeps from the spots of

the world ; nor in the love of God that beareth

and endureth all things ; nor in the Word of God's

grace, for it is pure and endureth forever. Many,
you see, have lost the Word of patience, and the

Word of wisdom, that is pure, and peaceable, and

gentle, and easy to be entreated; they run into

the wisdom that is below, that is earthly, sensual,
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and devilish, and very uneasy to be entreated.
They go from the love of God that beareth all

things, endureth all things, thinketh no evil, and
doth not behave itself unseemly; then they can-
not bear, but grow brittle, and are easily provoked,
run into unseemly things, and are iu that that

vaunteth itself, are puffed up, rash, heady, high-
minded, and fierce, and become as soundiug brass,

or a tinkling cymbal ; but this is contrary to the
nature of the love of God. Therefore, dear
Friends and Brethren, dwell in the love of God;
for they who dwell in love, dwell in God, and Gou
in them. Keep in the Word of wisdom, that is

gentle, pure, and peaceable, and in the Word of
patience, that endureth and beareth all things

;

•which Word of patience the devil, and the world,
and all his instruments can never wear out; it

will wear them all out; for it was before they
were, and will he when they are gone, the pure,
holy Word of God, by which all God's children
are born again, feed on the milk thereof, and live

and grow by it. My desires are, that ye may all

be of one heart, mind, soul and spirit in Clirist

Jesus. Amen. G. F."

From " The Leisure Hour."

A Chapter on Corks and Bnngs.

_

So numerous, diver.'^ified, and magnificently
gigantic on the one hand, and so wondrously deli-

cate and minute on the other, are the mechanical
operations which are efi"ected by means of steam
machinery, that we can hardly hope to excite sur-
prise by anything which may now be related of it.

We shall attempt, nevertheless, to interest the
reader for a few minutes by describing the scenes
we saw, and the facts w* gathered, during ;

lately paid to a factory where corks and bungs are
cut by means of an ingenious and recently-patented
steam machine.

We entered the factory at the hour appointed,
and, accompanied by the managing director, pro-
ceeded through a warehouse stacked with huge
piles of cork, tied up in bales as imported into this
country, to a little yard in the rear of the build-
ing. Here we found one of the workmen busily
engaged before a blazing fire of cork shavings, on
which was placed a huge gridiron. He was
"charring" the cork, as the operation is called;
that is to say, he was literally broiling and black-
ening it on this gridiron. It is this process that
gives the bungs that dark exterior which they
always possess ; it also closes the pores, without
at all diminishing the size or lessening the weight
of the cork. Many sheets of cork, which, by rea-
son of their porosity, would be almost valueless,
are by this means rendered fit for port wine and
other fine corks. A number of sooty little urchins,
who might easily be mistaken for diminutive spe-
cimens of the sons of Ham, were assisting in this
department.

Returning to the warehouse, we were enabled
to inspect the curious and interesting machinery
by which the manufacture is accomplished. There
was cork of every kind : the black, coarse, and
dirty, from Portugal—the white, fine, and clean,
from Spain—cork of a somewhat yellowish hue,
fi'om Sines—eork in large sheets, and cork in small
pieces—the size of a finger nail for phials and the
smaller vessels. The foreman told at a glance the
value of the various sheets, and was sorting them
according to their respective qualities.

To those of our readers who may be engaged in
manufactures of various kinds, which catl "in the
aid of steam machinery, it may not be uninterest-
ing to present a brief descriptive sketch of the
mode in which the.se slices or sheets of the cork-
bark were turned into bottle-corks and bungs. A
sheet of cork is placed on an iron table, in'which

revolves a circular knife, by which all "knobs
and excrescences" are pared oif. Parallel with the
knife, and at a distance from it, regulated by the
size of the eork required, is a little gauge, or edo-e.
Pushing the cork against the edge of the knifej
and passing it between the knife and the gauge'
the sheet is speedily cut up into long strips. One
boy can cut up in this way half a ton of cork in a
day. By a similar process these slips are cut into
htlle parallelograms, the length of the cork re-

quired. A lad, at Is. per day, turns out 80 gross,
or 11, .500 per diem, while the most experienced
workman, by hand-labour, could hardly do half
as much within the same period, althouo-h he
would charge five or six times the money for his
labour.

These parallelograms are then taken to another
machine. The boy places one on a lever, holds it

there with his hand; the lever, hand, and cork are
carried up to an iron table; two "holders" now
seize the square piece of cork exactly in its centre,
and it begins to revolve; the hand and lever re-
turn. Now there comes along, horizontally, a fear-
fully large kuife—a yard in length—which catches
the parallelogram of cork on the side as it is turn-
ing round to its edge. It will easily be seen that
the square is thus cut into an ordinary bottle cork

;

and we may remark, also, as a curious fact, that
out of 10,000 of these parallelograms, a round cork
would, in every individual case, be cut of tht
largest dimensions mathematically possible; and
not only so, but the entire 10,000 would be, in the
strictest mathematical sense of the word, of pre-
cisely the same size and circumference. Moreover,
all are perfectly circular, which cannot possibly
be the case with corks cut by hand. As the knife
recedes, the holders drop the perfect cork into one
basket, and the shavings into another, and the
knife, by an ingenious process, is made to sharpen
itself. This is a great advantage ; for the hand-
cutters lose much time in sharpening their knives
it being a fact that hardly any substance so soon
takes ofi" the edge as cork. From sixteen to twenty-
five corks can be, and are, cut in a minute; and
there are children of from 12 to 14 years of age,
who make at the rate of seventy gross a-day. By
a similar machine, though somewhat more com-
plicated, bungs are cut, both round and taperins,
at one operation.

"'

One of the patents held by this company
which, the managing director facetiously remarked,
were sufiicieutly numerous to paper his counting'
house—was for the manufacture of ordnance corks
and we were shown some of these " wads" for
ein;hteen-iuch howitzers.

Further on, an ingenious piece of mechanism
was branding the corks with the names of the
large brewing and bottling firms for whose use they
were intended. This liule machine acted very
rapidly, and the process was very simple. AVe
also had an opportunity of witnessing cork-cutting
by hand, both by English and by French opcra'^
tives

; but their mode is too well known to need
any descriptive details here.

It appears that the superior kinds of eork are
not permitted to be exported from Spain in an un-
manufactured state, Spaniards on the spot beino-
so fur protected in their cutting. The Spaniards^
we may observe, who export cork, often place all

the best sheets outside, so that those who go down
to the docks to purchase are sometimes taken in
by this deceptive process, to a very serious extent.

(To be continued.)

TrQ.U in Ihe Lord.
'

BY OLD HUMPHREY.
j

If you want anything worth having, the wa [
obtainit is to trust in the Lord. If you carji
get it in this way, you will not get it in any otl*
God denies to those who trust in him nothing lii

is for their good. Make yourself easy, then,
j

if you only trust in him all will be well. TV')
he gives you will be in love, and what he w '.

holds will be in wisdom.
\Do you want heaUh ? Trust in the Lord, j

none but he has it in his power to give it. ^j
freshest breeze, the sunniest sky, the milci
clime, and the medicine of the most skilful pi.

sician, will all be in vain to bestow or presel
health without God's blessing. Trust and "ff
the Lord, and depart from evil. It shall be hea

'

to thy navel, and marrow to thy bones." Prl
iii. 7, 8.

I

Trust in the Lord ; his power alone bestows '

On pallid cheeks the colour of the rose. i

Do you want riches ? You must go where thi

are to be had. Now "the earth is the Lord'
and the fulne.ss thereof." The gold and the sib!

are his, and the cattle on a thousand hills.
'

then, you must apply. Trust in the Loi,
and if riches will add to your happiness on eart!

without hindering you on your way to heave
rich you shall be.

Trust in the Lord, his righteous ways uphold,
And he will give thee better gifts than gold.

Never compare thy condition with those above
thee ; but to secure thy content, look upon those
thousands with whom thou wouldst not, for any
interest, change thy fortune and condition.

Do you want reputation ? Trust in the Lor
and ask him to enable you to deserve it. Pvepi
tation is very hard to get, and very easy to losi

Envy, hatred, malice, and slander's tongue ma.j

in an unlooked-for moment, deprive you of it, u,
less God be your protector. If he is your frien.i

you are secure.
j

Trust in the Lord, and he will guard thy fame,
'

And in the book of life inscribe thy name.

Do you want wisdom ? Trust in the Lord, ar
put up your petition to him. Some travel to g.,

wisdom, some read books to get wisdom, and son.

listen to the learned to get wisdom; but"tl'
fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.j
Fear him, then, love him, obey him, trust hit,

and praise him. " If any of you lack wisdom, 1

him ask of God, that giveth to all men liberal!
i

and upbraideth not ; and it shall be given to him.

;

James i. 5.

Trust in the Lord, for he can make us wise
As augels, and prepare us for the skies.

i

Do you want peace ? Trust in the Lord, ft;

unless he bestows it, you will never have it. Itij

not to be had for love nor money, and no one ca
beg, borrow, or steal it. "There si no peace t'

the wicked." God is its only giver, and from hii'

it must come, if it comes at all. " Let your r<;

quests be made known unto God : and the peac'
of God, which passeth all understanding, shal

keep your hearts and minds through Christ Jesus.'
Phil. iv. 6, 7.

Trust in the Lord, and care
But thou Shalt be at peace '

shall ne'er confound thee,'

rith trouble all around thee.

Do you want a guide through the world ? Trus
the Lord, for none other can you safely trus

,

Others, when you least expect it, will fail or d<'

ceive you. Some are ignorant, some ungodly
some unjust, and some false in all things"; be
God is wise, and holy, and just, and true ; trus

then in him, and " the Lord shall guide thee cod'

tinually." Isa. Iviii. 11.

Trust in the Lord, and he in truth and Iotg
Shall guide thee to the golden gales above.
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Do you want a bright prospect of eternity—

a

(ince of the mansions of the blest? Trust in

h Lord, and he will unfold to you things won-

Dus to behold—things hidden from the eyes of

|.3se who fear not God. He can give you a faith

lilt shall sharpen your eyesight and increase your

(re.
'* Faith is the substance of things hoped

(:, the evidence of things not seen." Heb. xi. 1.

! Trust in the Lord, and thou by faith ghalt see

' The heaven of glory that's prepared for thee.

i

Whether you want health, wealth, reputation,

sdom, or peace, a guide through this world and

lOright prospect of a better, trust in the Lord,

id, if for your good, you shall have them all.

For "The Friend."

I
Submarine Telegraph to Europe.

;In the New York Tribune of the 1st instant,

iere is an article on the proposed telegraph line

itween America and England, from which we

jke the following extract

:

'" We are now, however, about to witness some-

(ing which our old-fashioned historians would

jspatch in a line or a note, though worth a

jlume or library or many libraries. We mean

je telegraphic communication between America

id Europe, precedent to its extension round the

jobe. This is too large a theme for any single

!;ro. It is an idea. And yet the parties engaged

j its realization regard it as already certain to be

(rried out. The experience of the Black Sea

negraph for instance, is thought to be conclusive,

I
shorter lines previously established were not.

i-om Balaklava to Varna the wires stretch under

liter more than 350 miles, and not the slightest

JBioulty is experienced in using them. There

in then be no difficulty in sending electricity

iross the Atlantic by the same means. The

pgth of the wires from Ireland to Newfoundland

jU be some 1750 miles; they will lie on the

Judy plain, which the soundings of our Govern-

pnt have shown to stretch from land to land for

|e whole distance, with the exception of about

to hundred miles next to the Irish coast, where

|e bottom becomes irregular and the water deeper.

lie actual distance is some 1600 miles only, but it

II be necessary to make a detour with the wires in

jder to carry them around the Banks where ice-

jrgs often ground, and where the cable might be

joken by their weight and friction.

The line from Ireland to Newfoundland is to be

instructed by a European Company of which

jrett, who has laid down most of the submarine

ilegraphs of Europe, is a prominent member,
be capital of this Company is two millions ster-

'jg, and the contracts—already perfected—for

je completion of the work require that it shall

|!
ready for operation by First month 22, 1858

—

|S3 than three years hence. The cable of this part

I'

the line is to contain six telegraphic wires—like

ke great 3Iediterranean cable now being laid

pwn—and is to weigh eight tons to the mile. In

lying it down of course several steamers will be

iquired, as no single vessel could contain the

iiormous weight of the entire mass ; but the in

enious manufacturers, W. Kaper & Co., of liOn

pn, have contrived means of so splicing it as to

[inder the joints quite as strong and quite as ser-

j.ceable as any other part of the line. Thus,

hen one steamer has paid out her portion of the

ible, the end will be spliced upon the coil on

Dard of the next steamer, and so on till all is down,

[hould a storm arise during the process, the ex-

lieding strength of the cable, formed as it is of a

jiass of heavy iron wires wound spirally around
lie thick tarred envelope and gutta percha cords

jhich contain the electric conductors, will be suf-

ficient to hold the steamer as if she were at anchor,

until the gale is over. Of course the work will

be done in summer months when there is little

danger of interruption from tempests. The cable,

when once sunk upon the bottom, will remain

there forever, below the range of marine animals,

and safe from all disturbance. It would be diffi-

cult to fix a limit to its duration after it is once

successfully bedded.

Of the Company which has undertaken the cis-

Atlantic portion of the work we have often had

occasion to speak. It is composed of some eight

or more wealthy gentlemen, who propose to build

the entire line from St. Johns, Newfoundland, to

New York with their own resources. Peter Cooper

is the President, and Moses Taylor the Treasurer

of this Company, and Cyrus Field, one of its

members, has just returned from Europe, where

he went to consummate the arrangement with the

European Company. The American part of the

line will be 1200 miles in length, 71 miles of

which will be under the Gulf of St. Lawrence,

and the cost of the whole is estimated at a million

and a half of dollars. The wires across Newfound-

land will make 400 miles of the line, running

through a country hitherto unoccupied and un-

known. In the cutting of the path and other pre-

paratory labours, the Company have had 400 men
employed during the past year in that island

alone. They have been liberally aided with

grants of land from that colony, and have obtained

advantageous charters and grants elsewhere.

From our last English journals we learn that the

cable, to go under the Gulf of St. Lawrence, was

about to be shipped, and we may accordingly soon

expect to be able to receive despatches from St.

Johns as easily and regularly as we now do from

New Orleans. This cable contains three electric

wires only, it being contemplated to lay down an-

other of the same size when the European wires

have been brought across and the business be-

tween Now York and London requires it.

Meanwhile, as soon as communication is opened

with St. Johns, it is expected that the Collins

steamers will regularly call there to take in coal:

and deliver the news. This alone will bring us

two days nearer to Europe in point of intelligence

St. Johns being two days's sail beyond Halifax

The advantage of taking a smaller stock of coal,

and carrying more freight, will suffice to render

this arrangement a most profitable one for the

steamers. Finally in three years, the communi

cation from Europe to America will become instan

taneous, and then the steamers will no longer be

of any value as bearers of news. When we find

in The Tribune every morning a column or two of

telegraphic despatches, narrating every interesting

event of the previous day in F]urope and Asia

for the magical wires arc being extended thither

also—we shall care but little for files of journals

and correspondence that reach us ten days old.

These can then possess only that curious interest

which belongs to old letters and old newspapers;

we shall read them with pleasure perhaps, but

their freshness will be gone.

The gigantic triumphs of modern science and

industry are matters so trite and threadbare that

they are now rarely referred to except in some

dinner speech or anniversary oration, but still it

is impossible to contemplate the probability of

such an achievement as we have described without

a glow and a thrill at its sublime audacity and its

magnificent uses. When events, discoveries, pro-

jections, business speculation, love and war, may
all be flashed unerringly from hemisphere to

hemisphere ten thousand feet beneath the surface

of the sea, stolidity itself must expand into won-

der and delight. Where then will be time and

space, the ancient limitations of humanity ? An-
nihilated by that industrious hand and that scien-

tific genius with which Jlan was endowed when
he was set to subdue and to rule the earth 1"

Report of tlic Book I'ummittcc.

The Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia directed an
bstract from the report made to the Meeting for

Sufferings by its committee having charge of the

publication and circulation of the writings approved

by the Society, to be published in the extracts, in

order to spread it before the members generally.

It is as follows :

" The operations of the Book Store have been

carefully attended to during the past year, and con-

tinue to furnish satisfactory and encouraging evi-

dence of the usefulness of the establishment, in

preading a knowledge of the principles and testi-

monies of our religious Society.

Twenty-one hundred and fifty-three books and
pamphlets have been sold, and G28 bound volumes,

and 406 pamphlets gratuitously distributed, con-

siderable part of which has been given to the Pre-

parative meetings of our own Yearly meeting. The
following Libraries have been gratuitously sup-

plied with 194 volumes :—West Philadelphia In-

stitute ;—Pottstown ;—Young Men's Lyceum at

Nicetown ;—Norristown ;—Ephrata, I'ennsylva-

nia ;—for Coloured people in Indiana ;—First-day

School at Radnor, Pennsylvania ;—Boarding School

in Michigan;—Eastern Penitentiary;—Dickenson

College, Carlisle, Pennsylvania, on application of

one of the Professors;—the Government Libraries

at Cape Palmas and Monrovia, Africa;—and to

the New York State Library.

Books have also been gratuitously furnished to

persons in Nova Scotia; Iowa; Ohio; Clareficld,

Penn'a; North Carolina; Baltimore; Muncy,
Penn'a; Atlantic City, New Jersey; St. Paul,

Minesota; Port au Paix ; Haiti, and Alabama.

Through the liberality of individuals interested

in the dissemination of the approved writings of

Friends, a valuable edition of Sewel's History has

been stereotyped during the year, at a cost of up-

wards of 81,100. Tfie text has been carefully

collated with the inostperfect editions, and the typo-

graphical errors corrected ; the matter has been

divided into chapters, with copious headings, em-

bracing the principal subjects treated on ; and a

new and ample Index has been prepared, with

much labour and care, and appended to the work;

so that it forms the most complete and desirable

edition of this interesting history which has ever

been published.

The stereotype plates being gratuitou.sly sup-

plied, the work can be sold low ; and is now offered

at the small price of $1.25 per copy, containing

920 pages
;
printed on good paper, in a clear type,

and well bound in leather.

As the object of the contributors to this under-

taking is to promote the reading of the history

;

and as it is very desirable that our members gene-

rally, and especially the youth, should be made ac-

quainted witli the rise of the Society, and the suf-

ferings which the primitive Friends patiently en-

dured for a long course of years, in the faithful

maintenance of their christian doctrines and testi-

monies, we hope that parents and others will be

careful to supply themselves and families with the

book, and encourage the perusal of it.

If the members of our Society were concerned

to make themselves more thoroughly acquainted

with the pious lives of our honourable predeces-

sors in the Truth ; with the principles for which

they so nobly and steadfastly contended and suf-

fered ; and with their unwearied aud disinterested

labours to promulgate them, and to spread the
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kingdom of the Redeemer of men ; we believe it

would not only tend to increase their love for the

religion of their forefathers, and their conviction

of its unspeakable value and importance ; but also

counteract the influence of the light and superficial

reading, ostensibly of a religious character, which

60 much abounds in our day : the tendency of

which is to create a false rest, in an easy outside

religion, that soothes self and saves it alive;

while the heart-changing work of the Holy Spirit,

which crucifies to the world and its attractions, is

overlooked or shunned.
The committee wish again to call the attention

of Friends, to the importance of endeavouring to

promote the circulation of the approved writings

of the Society. It is not sufficient to place the

Books in the Preparative Meetings' Libraries, and

allow them to lie there unused. Means should be

taken to give proper notice that they are there,

and may be freely obtained ; and also to promote

the reading of them by our own members and by

others.

It is also desirable that Friends should distrib-

ute in their neighbourhoods, among those of other

religious deuominations, suitable treatises calculat-

ed to prevent or remove the misconceptions of our

Christian principles, which sometimes arise from

ignorance or design. Books are silent testimony-

bearers to the Truth, often taken up and read when
the mind is in a favourable state to receive profit-

able impressions; and instances are not unfrequent,

where, through the Divine blessing, they have

been made instrumental in convincing persons of

the Truth as it is in Jesus ; and of removing those

doubts and difficulties, with which they had long

been tossed and perplexed."
Philadelphia, Fourth mo. 12th, 1855.

The Sjjccd of Railroad C'a)-s.—Many of the

accidents which happen to persons attempting to

cross railroads, are the result of ignorance of the

velocity of the iron horse when fairly under way.

A writer in the Hartford Courant gives some inter-

esting facts, which it may be well to bear in mind :

"It seems almost incredible, that as we glide

smoothly along, the elegantly furnished car moves
nearly twice its own length in a second of time

—

about seventy-four feet. At this velocity we find

that the locomotive driving-wheels, six feet in di-

ameter, make four revolutions per second. It is no
idle piston-rod that traverses the cylinder thus eight

times per second.

" If a man with a horse and carriage upon an

unimportant public road in a country town,

.should approach and cross the track at a speed of

six miles per hour, which would be crossing rapid-

ly, an express train approaching at the moment,
would move towards him two hundred and fifty-

seven feet while he was in the act of crossing a

distance barely sufficient to clear the horse and ve-

hicle. If the horse was moving at a rate no faster

than a walk, as the track is usually crossed, the

train would move toward him, while in the act of

crossing more than five hundred feet. This fact

accounts for many accidents at such points. The
person driving thinks he may cross because the
train is a few rods distant.

" How compares the highest speed of the train

with the velocity of sound ? When the whistle is

opened at the eighty rod 'whistle post' the train

will advance near one hundred feet before the sound
of the whistle traverses the distance to and is heard
at the crossing. The velocity exceeds the flight

of many of our birds."

In keeping faithful to the pure Counsellor, and
under trying circumstances suffering adversity for

righteousness' sake, there is a reward.

For " The Friend."

BIOGRAPniCil SKETCHES,

Of Jlinisters and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 310.J

JOHN FAKMER.

In connection with the account of William
Southeby, it may be proper to give a short sketch

of the difficulties the Society of Friends in Ame-
rica were involved in, by the indiscreet zeal of John
Farmer. His actions might have been sufi"ered

to have slept in oblivion, if it were not that Friends

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting have been several

times charged in print with silencing him, because

of his testimony against slavery. This charge was
first published several years ago on the credit of a

statement made by an old man, that in his youth

a Friend of New Jersey had told him that John
Farmer, a minister, from England, had a powerful

testimony against slavery; but that being rebuked
therefor by Friends of Philadelphia, he was dis-

couraged,—ceased the exercise of his gift, and
never returned home. The account also stated

that on his death-bed, he was sorry that he bad
given way to discouragement, and had ceased to

bear testimony for the Truth. This statement

which was first published many years ago, has

since been occasionally quoted in certain papers, to

bring odium on Friends here. The truth of the

case, as far as we can now unravel it, we pur-

pose to lay before the readers of " The Friend."

John Farmer, whose residence was at Stanstead,

in Esses, Great Britain, was in good repute

amongst his Friends there, for his labours of love

in the ministry of the gospel, and for his orderly

and upright walking in his daily intercourse in the

world. Having laid before his Friends, in 1711
or 1712, a concern to pay a religious visit to Ame-
rica, he was set at liberty, and had testimonies of

unity from a meeting at Colchester, and several

other meetings.

He came to Philadelphia, about the close of the

Sixth month, 1712, where his gospel service was
acceptable. During the next year he appears to

have visited the meetings on this continent gene-

rally. He was in Philadelphia, in the First month,
1713, and again about the time of the Yearly
Meeting, in the Seventh month of that year. At
this time he produced certificates from Friends of

various parts which he had visited, bearing testi-

mony to their unity with him, and also to the ex-

cellent service he had had amongst them.

During the time of the Yearly Meeting, he in-

formed that body that he had drawings towards
some labour among the Indians, and also to visit

Friends in Barbadocs and other islands. For this

latter service, a certificate was granted him. This
certificate addressed to Friends in Barbadocs, states

" that our well esteemed friend, John Farmer,
having been travelling in the service of Truth, in

the several provinces of these parts of America,
of whose service and labour of love in the gospel

we have had divers good accounts which have been
read in our meeting to our satisfaction ;" " now
laying before us a concern that rests upon him to

visit Friends in yours and other islands, desired a

certificate." " We, therefore, certify you that,

after due consideration, we are well satisfied with

his undertaking, hoping it may be for the benefit

of souls. He hath been a faithful labourer in the

work of the ministry amongst us, and we have
good unity with his testimony, his conversation

being answerable to his doctrine. We desire the

Lord may preserve him, and attend him with his

power and good presence, that so he may be en-

abled to perform the service which God hath re-

quired of him. To the guidance and protection

of the Lord's good Spirit we recommend him, h
;.

ing no better thing to recommend unto the churcl I

of Christ, the whole world over, and to such 1

desire the welfare of Zion, and the prosperity^

Jerusalem." •

Of the visit to the Indians we know nothii I

but it probably was paid before the middle of t)

Ninth month, when he was again in Philadelphi

After finishing his religious service in the W
j

Indies, he returned to England. About the 1|

ginning of 1715, with a fresh certificate from '!

Monthly Meeting at Stanstead, and one from t;

Second-day Morning Meeting at London, he agij

sailed for America. He gave account to Friett

in Philadelphia towards the close of the Fouij

month, of his travels in the service of Truth sii|

he left there, which account was to their " comf^

and satisfaction." After attending the Yea;i

Meeting in the Seventh month, he proceeded ^

visit the meetings in Maryland, having for a coi

panion that valuable minister, Richard Townseri

The epistle to Maryland of that year, states,

" Our dear friends, Gabriel Newby, Matthew Pi;

chard, and John Farmer, with divers other faithi!

ministers and brethren, were with us, and we W€;

greatly comforted, strengthened and edified in tl

Lord, and one in another."
j

Of John Farmer's labours during the year 17'!

we have little information, except that he was i

New England, where he became involved in co;

troversy with Friends of Rhode Island. It appea,

that John felt strong sympathy on behalf of t!

negroes,—that oppressed portion of his fello'

men, and that he thought himself constrained
\

open his mouth for them, as for the dumb, aii

those who had none to help them. He, withol

doubt, lost his patience, on finding that his tesu

mony in this respect had not a ready entranc'

amongst his Friends there. What steps he wish*'

them to take we cannot now tell, but it probab

was the same which William Southeby was at th

very time urging so vehemently in Philadelphij

the absolute and unconditional freedom of the slav i

held by Friends.

How much might have been efi^ected, even •

Newport, that stronghold of the African sla'

trade, by a calm, christian, constant testimony

the great truth that liberty is the undoubted rigl

of all, who have not by some act of their own d

prived themselves of it, we cannot tell. Hums-

nature prompts to strong, sudden exertion on b

half of what it deems truth and justice, but it r

quires Divine grace to enable any one to bear

faithful, consistent testimony in the meekness

wisdom against error, when his pleadings and re

souings are addressed to those, who. through tl

efiects of habit, education, or the deadening infl-

ence of interest, have no ears to bear. Jot

Farmer may have rightly, as well as forcibly plea

the cause of the slave. If, after doing this, 1

had left the matter to the great Head of tl

Church, and whilst proclaiming his truth, he

endeavoured to cultivate in himself love and goc

will to all those who difi'ered from him, he wou.

not only have promoted his own peace, but wou'.

have done more towards advancing the cause de;

to his heart, than could have been effected by an

amount of denunciation, or irritating languag

Wc know not whether any other matter enterc

into John Farmer's dispute with his Rhode Islac

Friends, but that of slavery, but we know th:

losing his patience in the controversy, he, in add

tion to the biting remarks of his tongue, resorte

to his pen to maintain his views, and without tl

sanction or revision of the Society of Friends, pul

lished what his excited zeal prompted. " Mu(
patient labour," we are assured, was bestowt

upon him, not to alter his judgment in the matb
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1 controversy, but to induce Lim to recall his

ijiiphlets which tended to division, and to con-

riiiu his violation of the directions of the body,

tja all writings should be submitted to the in-

e:otioa and revision of Friends, previous to pub-

l.ition. By this time, John, deeming himself a

Eiferer for the Truth, was so securely covered by

tj3 armour self furnished, that the entreaties of

l|; Friends found little entrance. For the mom
lirs of the committee of the Yearly Meeting of

Jj.uistering Friends, who endeavoured to ind

ijii to condemn the spirit in which he had acted,

fJd to recall the writings clearly issued without the

dsrsight and care that the discipline required, he

pbably had individually, respect and esteem

iit pride was now in arms to sustain self from

limiliation, and, it appears, he maintained a spirit

I subdued by tender appeals—by kind reasonin_

-;by plain statements of what the end must be, if

i submitted not to his Friends. Satisfied that

l|e view he had taken was right, he would not

Ijnd his dignity suflBcieutly to admit that the

itirit in which he had maintained it, was wron:

^3 advocated and urged a right measure before

1|e time had come for the church to take the step

)|
unity, and judging and condemning all who

fiiv not as clearly as he did, he lost ground in a

fiigious sense. After a time, the Yearly Bleet-

Jg of Ministers at Newport issued a testimony,

(sowning him, until he should call in his papers,

id condemn his printing them contrary to dis-

ipline, to the satisfaction of that meeting.

iln the year 1717, John Farmer came within

e limits of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, bring-

jg his papers and pamphlets with him. The con-

Eversy he had been engaged in, seems to have
;red his spirit, and wherever he went, disturb-

iice and confusion followed. His habit was to

|ad his pamphlets in meetings, as well as out of

jeetings, and as Friends generally, even those who
jndemned slavery, felt convinced that his conduct
lid been undoubtedly wrong,he was often interrupt-

jl in his disorderly actions. To quiet the disturb-

'ice, if possible, the ministering Friends of Phi-

delphia found it absolutely necessary for them to

ft in the matter. They remembered the services

I
John, when, in the meekness of a spirit depend-

|igon his Master for daily guidance, he was enabled
ji promote vital Christianity by word and doctrine,

f conduct and conversation. They had loved
|im for his work' sake, and now, "having a care
iir his good, and the peace of the church," they
•2sired Thomas Chalkley and Anthony Morris to

it him know that his brethren were dissatisfied

ith his proceedings, and wished to have an op-

prtunity of personally labouring with him. He
iadily complied. Strong in his belief, that in

is case the end had justified the means, he was
isposed to explain and dispute, and glad of the

pportunity thus afforded. Much labour was be-

owed upon him, as the account says, " in the
ive of Grod to bring him to a sense of his outgo-
ig and acting, contrary to the established disci-

line." He was firm in defence of his conduct,
ideavouring to shield his actions, by holding up
le greatness of the cause. The meeting, after

earing him, and the testimony of lihode Island

riends against him, informed him that they
nited with the testimony unanimously. They
len earnestly advised him to " use all justifiable

leans," to be reconciled to the Friends, who had
isowned him. They desired him to deliver up
le papers he had been reading, to the disturb-

Qce of Friends, and to cease ofl'ering his gift in

leetings, until that reconciliation should be ef-

icted. The Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia,
enth mo. 27, 1717, having come to the same
inclusion as the ministering Friends, he appealed

to the Quarterly Meeting against its decision. This
was a novel proceeding as that Monthly Meeting had
not disowned him, yet Friends, anxious to save him,
if possible, consented to his prosecuting the appeal.
The Quarterly Meeting, after a patient hearing

and bestowing much kind advice, united in the
judgment of the Monthly Meeting, and he then
appealed to the Yearly ^Meeting.

When the Yearly Meeting, commencing Seventh
mo. 20, 1718, came on, John Farmer addressed
to the Friends assembled, this communication.

"Loving Friends of Pennsylvania and Jer-
sey Yearly Meeting held this day for discipline.

I desire you to give me the hearing of what 1 have
to say to you upon the following matters. First,

a brief relation of a difference between Friends of
Rhode Island Yearly Meeting of Ministers, Phi-
ladelphia Electing of Ministers and their Monthly
and Quarterly Meeting for discipline on the one
part, aud 1, on the other part. Secondly, my ap-
peal from Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting to you.
Thirdly, an offer to you about my papers, and some
Friends' printed books. Fourthly, a short account
of a war between the Spirit of the Lord and the
flesh, and a call to you to come up to the help of
the Spirit. Fifthly, if you will not do it, but join

with Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting in disowning
me, then I declare my appeal from you to our
London Yearly Meeting. Sixthly, I have to charge
you with a fault. Seventhly, some questions show-
ing what I think, hath been in the minds of some
of my antagonists, and after it some of what was
in my mind about it is expressed. Eighthly, a

question concerning Philadelphia Monthly and
Quarterly Meetings, and an answer to their paper
disowning me. All which things, of which this

being the contents, will, I think, take about half

an hour's time to declare to you. But if you will

not hear me on the whole of it, then I desire you
to hear me declare some part of it; which part you
please to hear. But if you will hear none of it,

then I desire you to let me know your minds in it,

as soon as you conveniently can do it. And let

me and London Yearly Meeting have your rea-

sons why you will not hear me, for I intend to

complain to them of your doings, if you will not
hear me, who am your friend, John Farmer."
On considering this paper, the Yearly Meeting

did not see that any good would result from list-

ening to John's complaints and papers, as he had
not been disowned by any of its subordinate meet-
ings, but it united in the judgment of the Quar-
terly Meeting, that he could not be received as in

unity, until by condemning his unsanctioned print-

ing, he should be reconciled with the Yearly Meet-
ing of Ministers which had disowned him.

I cannot find that John ever prosecuted his ap-

peal to London. Two years after this, he was still

n the neighbourhood of Philadelphia holding
meetings, which some few, in membership with
Friends, attended. It is a singular fact, that in

none of the papers or minutes on this subject,

which have been preserved here, is there any allu-

:ion whatever to the original cause of the trouble

n England. The judgment of the meetings is

based on the palpable violation of discipline in

printing without the required revision, and they

sustain the Meeting of Ministers in Ithode Island

n their disownment, solely on that ground. We
know, however, from other sources, that one cau.se,

f not the only one of the dissension, was this of

slavery. His life furnishes another evidence of

the necessity of seeking to the Lord for patience

to enable us to wait his time for the fruit of our

labours. Y'ea, to leave all to him, contented with

his will, mainly anxious that grace, mercy, and
peace may be upon the Israel of God, and that all

the members of the church below may come

through faith and faithfulness into blessed fellow-
ship aud oneness, so that seeing eye to eye, and
loving one another with a pure heart fervently,
joy and peace in the Holy Ghost, may more and
more spread and abound.

Bimjing Bees for the IJuifcr.—Enoch E. Kalb,
of Lovettsville, Va., states that, having a swarm
of bees, last fall, which had no honey, and not
knowing if they would live over the winter, he
buried them, air-tight, on the warm side of a hill,

in a case sufficient to keep all dampness out, and
as soon as he uncovered them, this spring, they
were full of life and vigor, and instantly went to

work and are still working finely.

Selecled.

'THE SON OF MAN n.VTH NOT WUERE TO LAT
HIS HEAD."

Birds have their quiet nest,

Foxes their holes, and man his peaceful bed

;

All creatures have their rest,—
But Jesus had not where to lay His head.

Winds have their hour of calm,
And waves, to slumber on the voiceless deep

;

Eve hath its breath of balm,
To hush all senses and all sounds to sleep.

The wild deer hath his lair,

The homeward flocks the shelter of their shed
;

All have their rest from care,

—

But Jesus had not where to lay His head.

And yet He came to give
The weary and the heavy-laden rest;

- To bid the sinner live,

And soothe our griefs to slumber on His breast.

What then am I, ray God,
Permitted thus the paths of peace to tread?

Peace, purchased by the blood
Of Him who had not where to lay His head I

I, who once made Him grieve
;

I, who once bid His gentle spirit mourn
|

Whose hand essayed to weave
For His meek brow the cruel crown of thorn:

—

why should I have peace?
Why ? but for that unchanged, undying love,

Which would not, could not cease.
Until it made me heir of joys above.

Yes ! but for pardoning grace,
I feel I never should in glory see

The brightness of that face,

That once was pale and agonized for me I

Let the birds seek their nest,

Foxes their holes, and man his peaceful bed
;

Come, Saviour, in my breast

Deign to repose Thine oft rejected head 1

Come! give me rest, and take
The only rest on earth Thou lovest,—within

A heart, that for thy sake
Lies bleeding, broken, penitent for sin.

THE SEARCH AFTER REST.

When first the Dove, afar and wide.

Skimmed the dark waters o'er,

To seek beyond the heaving tide,

A green and peaceful shore.

No leafy bough, nor life-like thing,

Rose 'mid the swelling main

—

The lone bird sought, with faltering wing.

The hallowed Ark again.

And ever thus Han's heart hath traced

A lone and weary round;
But never yet, 'mid Earth's dark waste,

A resting place has found.

The peace for which his spirit yearns

Is ever sought in vain,

'Till like the Dove it homeward turns.

And finds its God again.

N. Y. Ev. roat.
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For " The Friend."

Tbe Indians.

Governor Stevens' Report.

The first Blackfeet they met, were a party of
about a hundred. The first intimatiou of their
approach, vpas the sudden springing forth from
the bushes, of the painted warriors, arrayed in

their richest war dresses. They accompanied the
Governor for three days. The benefit of the pre-

sence of their civilized countrywoman was soon
apparent. She was in constant intercourse with
the Indians, and inspired them with confidence.

It is a great mistake, to suppose them the silent,

unsociable people they are commonly represented

to be. The Governor found them to be, on ordi-

nary occasions, the most talkative, gossiping people
he had ever seen. The men and women, together,

were fond of gathering around the dusky lady to

hear stories of the whites. One evening he heard
loud shouts of merry laughter from one of these
groups; upon inquiring the source of the merri-
ment, he learned that she was telling stories to

her simple Indian friends, of what she saw at St.

Louis. As she described a fat woman whom she
had seen exhibited, and sketched with great hu-
mour the ladies of St. Louis, it was pleasant to

see the delight which beamed from the swarthy
faces around her.

On reaching Milk Eiver, the party was met by
a deputation of Gros Ventres, consisting of seven
chiefs, five of them with their wives; among the
latter a very pretty woman, called the White
Antelope. Their conduct was marked by the
strictest propriety. Their manners were dignified,

and their tender of hospitalities most cordial. A
feud had lately broken out between them and the
Blackfeet. A Gros Ventre was married to a
Blackfoot woman. While travelling with his

wife, he was attacked by a Blackfoot, killed, and
a fleet horse of his stolen. The assas.sin imme-
diately proposed to the wife, that she should marry
him, and go northward, and that the Gros Ventres
would never hear of them. She seemingly as-

sented, and he gave her the slow animal upon
which he had ridden, himself mounting the swift
horse. They soon arrived at water; she went off'

to get some, and coming back, urged the Black-
foot to go to the water,—" it was so good." He
did so, leaving his horse. After he had gone a
few hundred yards, the woman mounted the swift
horse, and fled in a direction opposite to their
former course, reached the tribe of her deceased
husband, and stirred them up to revenge. They
were, accordingly, preparing for war.

Proceeding forward, the Governor came to the
camp of the Gros Ventres. There were 300
lodges, some 2,000 people, and about 1,000 horses.
The principal men soon appeared, dressed in their
finest costume; among them were The Cloudy
Robe, The Ball in the Horse, The Man who goes
on Horseback, The AVolf Taker, The Bear's Boat,
The only Pipe-stem Carrier, The Old Horse, The
Sitting Squaw, and The Little White Calf. They
received their visitors with the greatest hospitality,
in a large lodge prepared for the occasion, some
twenty-five feet in diameter, where they smoked,
drank, and talked. They appeared to be a simple-
minded race, easily influenced, and very kindly
disposed towards the whites. In their habits
they are filthy, and improvident, like most Indians,
it is with them a feast or a famine. They offered
their guests a mess of buflfalo-manou berries, and
the scrapings of buffalo-lodge skins. The Governor
felt bound to partake of the proffered repast, though
some of the party were more fastidious. Next
day he made, in his own camp, a feast, in which
hard bread, coffee, sugar, and rice figured conspi-
cuously. Two hundred Indians came, and seated

themselves in squads of twenty or thirty. Before
the feast they seemed to be in high glee, singin"-,

with an accompaniment of rattles made of the
hoofs of antelopes, strung very fancifully upon a
piece of wood about a foot long.

The Governor pursuaded them to desist from
war ; he urged upon them a treaty of peace, and
of boundaries, with the Blackfeet, Piegans, and
others, and explained the advantages that would
accrue to them from such a treaty ; and he pro-
posed a plan for the settlement of the difficulty

with the Blackfeet. After an hour's consultation
together, they assented to his propositions. While
around the Governor's camp, they behaved with
the utmost propriety, and although they had
access to every part, nothing was missed. They
expressed the greatest friendship towards the
whites, and received with gratitude a present of
clothing, ammunition, tobacco, and hard bread.

Stanley, the artist of the expedition, was sent
to the Cypress Mountain in search of the Piegans.
He found them in a camp of about 100 lodges,

160 miles north 20° west ot Fort Benton. In his

report he says : "The day was spent in feasting
with the several chiefs, all seeming anxious to

extend their hospitality ; and while feasting with
one chief, another had his messenger at the door
of the lodge, to conduct me to another. One of
the favourite dishes was composed of boiled buffalo
blood and dried berries, used as dessert, after the
more solid food. I being a guest whom they
wished to honour, had this delicacy in profuse
quantities.

" At an early hour, a town-crier announced the
intention of the chief to move camp. The horses
were immediately brought in, and secured around
their respective lodges, and in less than one hour,
the whole encampment was drawn out in two
parallel lines on the plains, forming one of the
most picturesque scenes I have ever witnessed.

" Preparation for their transportation is made
in the following manner : the poles of the lodge,

which are from 20 to .30 feet in length, are di-

vided, the small ends being lashed together, and
secured to the shoulders of the horse, allowing
the butt ends to drag upon the ground on either

side. Just behind the horse are secured two
cross pieces, to keep the poles in their respective

places, upon which are placed the lodge and do-

mestic furniture. This also serves for the safe

transportation of the children and infirm^unable
to ride on horseback, the lodge being folded so as

to allow two or more to ride securel3f.

" The horses dragging this burden, often of 300
pounds, are also ridden by the squaws, with a
child astride, behind, and one in her arms, em-
bracing sometimes a favourite pup. Their dogs,
of which they have a largo number, are also used
in transporting their effects in the same manner
as the horses, making with ease 20 miles a day,
dragging 40 pounds.

" In this way this heterogeneous caravan, com-
prised of 1000 souls, with twice that number of
horses, and at least 300 dogs, fell into line, and
trotted gaily until night ; "while the chiefs and
braves rode in front, flank, or rear, ever ready for

the chase, or defence against the foe."

On the 21st of Ninth mo.. Governor Stevens
held a council with the Piegans, Bloods, and
Blackfeet. On this occasion, the chiefs and war-
riors were all richly caparisoned. Their dresses,

of softly prepared skins of deer, elk, or antelope,

were elegantly ornamented with bead-work. These
are made by their women ; and some must have
occupied many months in making. The other
articles of their costume were leggins, made of
buffalo-skins, and moccasins, also embroidered, and
a breech-cloth of blue cloth. " On all solemn

occasions," says the Governor, " where I met i

Indians, they were arrayed with the utmost c; I

My duties in the field did not allow the sM
attention on my part; and the Indians sometiil
complained of this, saying, < We dress up to

!

ceive you, and why do you not wear the dresij

a chief?' When the Indians were assemblec]
addressed the Piegans [in these terms] : I h i

come a great distance, and have passed throi,

many tribes on my way to the great ocean of I

West. I shall pass through many tribes mci
with whom you have waged war for many ye;
I wish to carry a message of peace from youi
them. Your Great Father has sent me to bea!
message to you and all his other children. It
that he wishes you to live at peace with e:!

other and the whites. He desires that you shoi
be under his protection, and partake equally w
the Crows and Assinaboines of his bounty. L
in peace with all the neighbouring Indians, p
tect all the whites passing through your count;
and the Great Father wiU be your fast friend.

"I then said to them : Why is it that you ha
two or three women to one man ? Is it not 1

cause your young men go out on war parties, a
hus the flower of your tribe is cut down ? A
you will go on diminishing every year. Wo;
your women prefer husbands to scalps and horse
The Gros Ventres desire to meet you in counc
and have the difficulties- between you arrange
Will you meet them in council ? They answers
We will. I continued : What words shall I ta

to the Flat Heads, the Nez Perces, and otb
tribes, with whom you have difficulties on t

ffalo plains ? They answered, that they won
meet them in council, and desired to live on ten
of peace with them.

"Before the breaking up of the council, I d
tributed presents of the value of about §600, wii

which they were greatly pleased.
" While in the council. Low Horn, the prim

pal chief and speaker, made all his replies witho
rising from his seat, and in a quiet, conversation
tone. After the council, he assembled his brave

and resumed the lofty bearing of a chi'jf I
addressed them with great fervour and eloqueno.

commanded them to cease sending out war parti

henceforth, and threatened them with seve
punishment if they disobeyed.

" I have since learned that these chiefs we
faithful to their promises. One of the bravest
them, who was actually attacked and wounded 1

the Assinaboines, would not retaliate, in cons

quence of his promise in council to abstain fro

SLANDER.
" Of all characters in society, the slanderer

the most odious, and the most likely to produc

mischief. ' His tongue,' says the great MassiUoi

'is a devouring fire, which tarnishes whatever
touches; which exercises its fury on the goc

grain equally as on the chaff; on the profane :

on the sacred, which, whenever it passes, leave

only desolation and ruin ; blackens what it eanni

consume, and sometimes sparkles and deligh

before it destroys. It is a secret pride, which di

covers to us the mote in our brother's eye, bi

hides the beam which is in our own eye ; a mec
envy, which, hurt at the talents or prosperity i

others, makes them the subject of its censure

and studies to dim the splendour of whatever on
shines itself; a disguised hatred, which sheds i

its speeches the hidden venom of the heart; 8

unworthy duplicity, which praises to the face, ar

tears in pieces behind the back ; a shanief

levity, which has no command over itself or word
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often sacrifices both fortune and comfort to

impudence of an amusing conversation ; a

j.berate barbarity, which sioes to pierce an ab-

t brother; an injustice where we ravish from

brother what is dearest to him. It is a restless

i, which disturbs society ; spreads dissension

imgh

cities and countries; disunites the strict-

fri^endships ; is the source of hatred and re-

ge; fills wherever it enters with disturbances

confusion ; and everywhere is an enemy to

jce, comfort, and christian good breeding. Lastly,

3 an evil, full of deadly poison ; even its praises

impoisoned ; its applauses malicious ; its ges-

jes, motions, and looks, have all their venom,

il spread it each in their way. Still more dread-

jis this evil when it is found amongst those

1) are the professed disciples of Jesus Christ.

[ church formerly held in horror the exhibi-

jis of gladiators, and denied that believers,

jught up in the tenderness and benignity of

us Christ, could innocently feast their eyes

h the blood and death of these unfortunate

,'68; but these entertain the spectators with

jnds which they inflict on persons, who have

oted themselves to God; who are their bre-

en, and members of Jesus Christ 1'
"

rhe Eruption of Vesuvius.—The Naples corres-

ident of the London Daily News gives an ac-

nt of the eruption of Mount Vesuvius, now in

. operation. The lava, by the latest accounts,

advanced ten miles from its source and is do-

much damage :

have before me the report of Cozzolino as to

I

latest changes which have taken place about

I

cone. Just at the base of it a lake of fire has

In formed which looks like a red sea in an undu-

Wy state. In the very centre of this has opened

iither crater, which is throwing out red hot

ijes. The whole of the summit of the crater is

I! a sponge, and must inevitably fall in. The

II crust trembles under your feet. You may see

I

stones dance with the tremulous movement;

part immediately round the crater looks like

sides of a heated copper boiler. There are re-

jta of an opening towards Pompeii, which is not

likely, and of another towards Kesina. Last

Iht I went to the scene of most stirring interest,

!;r an interval of two days. As we approached

. menaced neighbourhood, the inhabitants were

jioving their goods; and on a bridge, in the mid-

1 of the little township ef Cercole, were sappers,

sing mounds on either side, to divert the ruin

,m some private grounds, and keep the lava in

; straight course. Since the morning it had

vcd a mile. It was like a vast river of glowing

i;e. As it moved on, the tens of thousands of

iips rolled and tumbled one over the other,

Ickling, and grinding, and grating ; and when,

tn the very face of it, a large lump fell ofl', the

iearance was that of an iron furnace when the

1 is being drawn. "What struck me at first, and

[I strikes me as the most majestic feature in the

[ole scene, is the slow, silent, irresistible motion

that fiery flood. Sweeping everything before it,

ircoming every obstacle, growing up against

erveuiug walls or houses, and devouring them

lily, and then marching on in the same silent

relenting, irresistible manner as before. There

3 a spot beneath my feet where a wall of mason

rk had been built to break the winter floods ; to

8 spot all eyes were directed. The fiery river

uld fall over it in an hour ; as yet it was distant

m it seventy yards, perhaps. Gradually it rose

height, and swelled out its vast proportions, and

in vast masses fell off and rolled forward ; then

swelled again as fresh matter came pressing down
hindj and so it broke, and on it rolled, again and

again, till it had arrived at the very edge. There

was a general buzz and murmur of voices. The

royal family stood opposite to me, intermingled

with the crowd, looking on with intense anxiety.

At last it broke, not hurriedly, still with a certain

show of majesty. At first a few small lumps fell

down ; then poured over a pure liquid of metal

like thick treacle, clinging sometimes mass to

mass, from its glutinous character, and last of all

tumbled over gigantic lumps of scoriaj. The ex-

pectation is that the lava, should the eruption con-

tinue, will flow down to the Ponte Maddaloni, and

into the sea. So grand and so destructive an erup-

tion has not been known for many years.

misrepresentation.

Misrepresentation is theact of wilfully represent-

ing a thing otherwise than it is. It is one of the

greatest mishiefs of conversation. Self love is

continually at work to give to all we say, a bias in

our own favour. How often in society otherwise

respectable, are we pained with narrations in which

prejudice warps, and self-love blinds ? How often

do we see that withholding part of a truth, answers

the worst ends of falsehood ? How often regret

the unfair turn given to a cause, by placing a sen-

timent in one point of view, which the speaker had

used in another—the letter of truth preserved where

its spirit is violated—a superstitious exactness

scrupulously maintained in the under parts of a de-

tail, in order to impress the idea of integrity as

shall gain credit for the misrepresenter, while he is

designedly mistaking the leading principle. How
may we observe a new character given to a fact by

a different look, tone, or emphasis, which alters it

as much as words could have done—the care to

avoid literal untruths, while the mischief is better

efl'ected by the unfair quotation of a passage, di-

vested of its context—the false impression of a ser-

mon conveyed, when we do not like the preacher

—the bringing together detached portions of a

subject, and making those parts ludicrous when
connected, which were serious in their distinct po-

sition—the insiduous use made of a sentiment, by

representing it as the opinion of him who had only

brought it forward in order to expose it—the relat-

ing opinions, which had merely been put hypo-

thetically, as if they were the avowed principles

of him we would discredit—that subtle falsehood

which is so made to incorporate with a certain

quantity of truth, that the most skilful moral che-

mist cannot analyze or separate them—for a good

misrepresenter knows that a successful lie must

have a certain infusion of truth, or it will not go

down. And this amalgamation is the test of his

skill ; as too much truth would defeat the end of

his mischief, and too little would destroy the belief

of his hearer. All that indefinable ambiguity and

equivocation ; all that prudent deceit which is

rather implied than expressed; those more delicate

artifices which allow us when we dare not deny a

truth, yet so to disguise and discolour it, that the

truth we relate shall not resemble the truth we

heard; these and all the thousand shades of sim-

ulation and dissimulation, will be care/ally guard-

ed against in the conversation of the vigilant chris-

tian.

Selected.

Advice lo Christian Ministers.

" Be diligent ; never be unemployed ;
never be

triflingly employed ; never while away time, nor

spend more time at any place than is strictly ne-

cessary. Be serious ; let your motto be holiness

unto the Lord ; avoid all lightness, jesting, and

foolish talking. Converse sparingly and cautiously.

Believe evil of no one ; unless fully proved, take

heed how you credit it
;
put the best construction

ou can on everything
;
you know the judge is

Iways supposed to be on the prisoner's side.

Speak evil of no one, else your word especially

would eat as doth a canker ; keep your thoughts

within your own breast, till you come to the per-

son concerned. Tell every one what you think

wrong in him, lovingly and plainly, and as soon

as may be, else it will fester in your own breast;

make all haste to cast the fire out of your bosom.

Vo not att'ect the gentleman ; a preacher of the

gospel is the servant of all. Be ashamed of no-

thing but sin; no, not of cleaning your own shoes

when necessary. Be punctual ; do everything

exactly at the time; and do not mind our rules,

but L-eep them, and that for conscience' sake.

Go always, not only to those who want you, but

to those who want or need you most. Act in all

things, not according to your own will, but as a

son in the gospel, and in union with your bre-

thren."

THE FRIZSND,
SIXTH MONTH 16, 185E

No information of the further proceedings ofNew
York Yeiwly Meeting has reached us. On the re-

ceipt of the printed minutes, we shall make such

extracts as are of general interest.

" A manual of Ancient History from the remo-

test times, to the overthrow of the Western Empire,

A. D. 476, by Dr. Lconnard Sohmitz, F. K. S. E.,

with copious Chronological tables. Philadelphia,

Blanehard & Lee, 1855."

We have received from the publishers a copy

,

of the above work, and given it a cursory exami-

nation. As its title indicates, it gives a con-

cise but clear exposition of the historical facts

connected with the great nations of antiquity;

exhibiting in striking colours, a picture of the

ancient world ; and appears to be valuable, not

only as a manual for the student, but especially

for reviving in the memory of those, who, in for-

mer years, have made themselves acquainted with

ancient history; the leading circumstances which

marked the promotion or retarding of the work of

civilization and refinement among diff'erent people,

and connected the interests of the various nations

with each other. It rejects the theory so strenous-

ly urged by some modern sceptics, of the different

origin of the several races (as they are termed) of

mankind, and adheres to the truth, revealed in the

Holy Scriptures, that the whole human family is

descended from Adam.

The scene described in the following extract

from the Marion rMiss.) Republican of Fifth mo.

28th, is so horrible, that we almost shrink from

exposing it to our readers ; but it is proper that

the hardening, depraving effect of the slavery ex-

isting in our country, on the moral feelings of the

whites, familiar with its every day enormities; as

well as the cruel sufferings and necessary degra-

dation of the poor slaves themselves, should be

kept before us ; in order to stimulate to unrelaxed

concern and exertion to have the system over-

thrown, and our country freed from the awful

responsibility and deep disgrace, that it has fast-

ened upon it.

It is not needful to make comments, and we

will only add, that the remarks of the writer of

the extract, afford strong evidence of the preval-

ent perversion of correct moral feeling and prin-

ciple, not to say anything of pure Christianity.
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HORRIBLE ATROCITY—BnRNINa A NEGRO AT
THE STAKE IN MISSISSIPPI.

The Scene Witnessed bi/ Three Thousand Citizens, and
Tu-o Thousand Slaves.

Some time since we published an account of the m
der of Thornton, an interesting young girl, resid:

near Gaston, Ahibama. Immediately after the murder
and detection of the negro, his immediate punishment
was seriously contemplated by the people of Sumpte
county, but after mature deliberation, the law-abidini

citizens delivered him into the custody of the prope

officers, and he was committed to prison.

At the late terra of the Circuit Court of Sumpter

county, the attorney appointed by the Court, in the dis-

charge of his duty, moved for a change of venue to

Green county. The Judge, as the motion was sustained

by the proper affidavit, sustained the application.

On Wednesday last, the citizens of South Sumpter

assembled en masse at William McElroy's, and unani-

mously passed a series of resolutions, reflecting seriously

upon the conduct of the Judge, and after having pledged

themselves to sustain each other, a portion of them pro-

ceedcd to Livingston, and took the miserable criminal

by force from the jail where he was confined. On Fri-

day last, after due preparation, they carried him to the

spot where he so cruelly murdered his innocent victim,

and burnt him alive at the stalse.

About three thousand persons were present, who wit-

nessed, with various emotions, the dreadful spectacle.

We were present, but hope that we will never again

'witness a scene like it. The pyre was composed of

several cords of light wood, in the centre of which was
a green willow stake, selected in consequence of its

indestructability by fire. On the top of the pile of light

wood the criminal was placed, and securely chained to

the stake. While in this situation he confessed his

guilt, stating that he had no accomplice.

After this confession was made, the match was ap-

plied, and in a few moments the devouring flames were
enveloping the doomed negro; his fearful cries resound-

ed through the air, while the surrounding negroes who
witnessed his dreadful agony and horrible contortions

Bent up an involuntary howl of horror. His suff'erings,

though excruciating, were short ; in a few minutes the

flames had enveloped him entirely, revealing now and

then, as they fitly swayed, hither and thither, his black

and burning carcass, like a demon of the fire, grinning

as if in hellish triumph at his tormentors. Soon all was
over, nothing was left but the burning flesh and char-

red skeleton of this human devil, who could thus deli-

berately perpetrate so foul a crime. The horrid out-

rage was fearfully avenged, and though the heavens

were reeking with the stench of burning flesh, yet jus-

tice was satisfied ; the law of retaliation w.as inflicted

as nearly as it could be, while the example made of this

wretch had, no doubt, a salutary effect upon the two
thousand slaves who witnessed his execution.

We are far from approving of the infliction of mob
law, yet, in aggravated cases like this, popular ebulli-

tion will manifest itself, and in view of the enormity of

the wretch's offence, we, as a public journalist, cannot

approve, yet we have neither time nor inclination to

censure the conduct of the people of South Sumpter.

Justice was inflicted by them, and a thousand deaths of

the kind were too good for the devil like negro Dave

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from England to Fifth i ith ;

The Peace Conference.—Negotiations were about to be

reopened at Vienna. The Berlin papers report that the

Austrian mediatory proposals are, for Russia and Tur-

key to settle between themselves the number of ships

each shall keep in the Black Sea—that England and

France sh.all each keep two ships therein, aud Turkey
not to enter into any treaty with Russia, unless first

submitted to France and England. The War.—Gene-
ral Pelissier's appointment to the chief command of

the French army, is said to be highly popular. The
recent arrival of three French divisions makes the allied

forces about 200,000—say French, 120,000; English,

30,000; Turks, 40,000 ;
Sardinians, 11,000. Some fever

and cholera still prevailed
;
the troops were well sup-

plied with necessaries. On the 19th, and on the 23d

ult., severe partial engagements took place before the

walls of Sebastopol. In the latter, the French attacked

the Russian entrenched camp near the Quarantine Bas-

tion. Pelissier telegraphs on the 24th, that a very lively

combat had occurred in front of this important position,

which lasted all the previous night. He says, " We
obtained complete success. The Russian loss is enor-

mous, and ours has been considerable."

AUSTRIA.—The mortality in the Austrian army in

Silesia, continues to be very great; fifteen thousand
men had died, and twenty-three thousand were in

hospitals.

RUSSIA —Russia has just annexed four districts of

country belonging to the Mogul tribes on the frontiers

of China. An imperial Ukase has authorized the Polish
Treasury to effect a loan for the current expenses of the

army in Poland. All the Russian ships of war at Cron-
stadt are to be sunk, except eight ships of the line.

GREAT BRITAIN.—A great debate had occurred in

the House of Commons on the motion of D'Israeli, ex-

pressing a want of confidence and dissatisfaction with
the government. The ministry was sustained by a strong
vote. On division, the House stood 219 for D'Israeli's

motion, and 319 against. On the 24th, Lord Palmerston
had a private meeting with the members of Parliament
at his house. There were over 200 present. The Pre-
mier asserted the entire unanimity of the government,
and declared his intention to prosecute the war. The
Bill abolishing newspaper stamps, has been read a se-

cond time in the House of Lords. Parliament had ad-
journed to the 4th inst. It was expected that by the

20th, every available man in Great Britain belonging to

the infantry regiments, will have embarked for the

Liverpool.—The speculative demand for cotton con-
tinued, and prices had further advanced ; the sales of

the week had reached 153,000 bales, half of which was
taken on speculation. The market for breadstuffs was
dull, and price without change.

London Money Market.—Consols have advanced to

91|. United States securities were in good demand.
The bullion in the Bank of England has increased
£600,000.

The Coming Harvest.—In consequence of the cool

weather and the want of timely rains, the wheat in

England is backward. In Ireland it is two or three

weeks more forward than in the eastern half of Eng-
land. The London News notices the shipment of car-

goes of wheat and maize from Liverpool to New York,
and says, " In all probability the course of trade will

be inverted ere the sun has tinged with the golden hue
of ripeness our tardy fields."

UNITED STATES.—TOe Growing Crops.—The New
York Journal of Commerce publishes statements from
all the principal grain growing districts in the United
States, from which it may be inferred, that the coming
wheat crop is likely to prove an abundant one as re-

gards the whole country, notwithstanding partial ex-

ceptions, provided the wheat escapes the injuries, to

which it is yet liable before harvesting.

The Cuban Difficulties.—The Spanish Government is

reported to have made an entirely satisfactory settle-

ment of the matters in dispute with the United States.

Such instructions have been issued as will prevent in

future the recurrence of any difficulty from the conduct
of the Spanish cruisers.

New Orleans.—Cholera has become epidemic, and the

mortality heavy. In the week ending Fifth mo. 23,385
deaths occurred, of which 204 were from cholera. In

that ending 4th inst., the deaths numbered 500, includ-

ing 275 from cholera ; among the victims was Godard,
the celebrated seeronaut. Owing to the drought, the

stock of cotton was very light, consisting of only 54,000

bales, which is less than one-fourth the quantity on
hand at the same time last year. During the week
ending 26th ult., five men were convicted of murder,
three of them to be hanged, and two imprisoned for life.

Thirteen others, charged with murder, are still to be

tried. At the latest dates, copious rains had fallen.

California.—The steamship Northern Light arrived at

New York on the 6th, with 415 passengers and $524,000
in gold on freight. The passengers had also a large

amount of gold iu their possession. On the 8th, the

mship Illinois arrived with 450 passengers and
$495,000 in gold. The ship Charmer had sailed from
San Francisco for New York, with 704 tons of wheat,
204 tons of barley, and 172 tons of flour. The ship

Flying Snow would follow with 1000 tons of wheat and
flour. Chili and California flour was selling at §6. The
mines were said to be yielding abundantly, and the

growing crops looked well. Much satisfaction is felt at

the confirmation of Capt. Sutter's claim. It included

the city of Sacramento, and a vast number of titles

depended upon it. The veteran pioneer will, it is said,

be greatly benefited, having long since disposed of

most of the tract.

Small-pox amo7)g the Indians.—The South-west Demo-
crat states, that small-pox is making sad ravages among
the Osage Indians. During the short space of two
eeks, near two hundred died.

Prohibition in Illinois.—The returns from GG counties
ive a small majority against the Prohibitory Law. It

believed that the law has been defeated.

Philadelphia.—The mean temperature for the I r

month was 61 J°, which is one degree below the avei '_

for the last thirty years. The highest temperature
ja

85° on the 15th and 16th, and the lowest 40° on «
1 0th. The amount of rain, 2.9G inches. At Paoli 'p

amount of rain was 4 inches ; at Trenton, N. J., :a
inches. Mortality last week, 150.

Arkansas.—This portion of the country which ^
suffered so severely from long protracted drought, 'a

been relieved by abundant rains. The rains were ij)

most welcome in Louisiana, in the interior of which j

planters were recently obliged to send their cattle
li

and even twenty miles, to procure water for them I)

drink.

Iowa.—The emigration to Iowa this season is sai<

)

be without precedent. The settlers were making clai I,

250 miles west of the Mississippi, and opening roil,

building mills, fencing farms, &c., throughout the St!
{.

New I'ork.—The whole number of foreign imj.

grants arriving at this port in the Fifth month, '|j

22,482; in the same period last year, 54,078. On i

4th inst., according to the weekly statement of i

banks, the specie in their vaults amounted to $15,3!'.

500; their circulation, to $9,605,600; deposits, $ll

343,250. Mortality last week, 356. i

Minnesota.—A salt lake has been discovered, abii

150 miles west of St. Cloud, in Minnesota. Aroci

the edges of the lake, salt of good quality can be gath;

ed in baskets. It is also stated, that near the Is^

there are large beds of excellent coal.

Boston.—In the public schools of this city, 22,!

scholars received instruction last year, at a cost
'

$300,500. The system of instruction is a liberal o :

and some of the schools are of a high order. The stea
[

ship America which sailed on the 6th, took i;

$1,012,500 in specie.
!

Miscellaneous.—Russia.—A census taken by order
1

the Czar in 1851, gives the population of the Empire
j

65,213,589, not including the regular army nor I

Kirgish hordes.

Nunneries in Spain.—The Spanish Government I

issued a circular to the ecclesiastical authorities, dire'

ing them to suspend the admission of novices into cc!

vents, until the number and occupation of all the nti

in Spain shall have been ascertained.
j

Old School Presbi/terians.—The General Assembly,

this body has, under its jurisdiction, 28 Synods and i;

Presbyteries. In its connection are 2976 congregatioi!

2203 ministers, and 225,000 communing members. '

Turkey.—At the urgent request of France and En

land, the harady or Christian poll tax has been abi

lished. i

Iron Ships.—Of wooden vessels there are but thi

now building on the Clyde, while of iron ships there t

no fewer than thirty-five.

German Paupers.—The Nuremberg (Germany) Couri

states, that the corporation of Baisingen, in the provin

f Horb, have sold their poor-house to the Jews, a

sent their poor to America.

Curious Course of Trade.—A vessel was loaded recent

at Sodus Bay, Lake Ontario, with wood at S--38 p

, to be sold in Chicago, 111., where it brings $5

§6.
Idols in England.—At Birmingham, Hindoo idols a

made for exportation to India.

Melancholy Shipwreck.—Melbourne dates to Third m
Sth, mention the arrival there of the captain and five

the crew of the Peruvian ship Grimerva, which h:

been wrecked on the passage from China to Callao. Tl

ship had 640 Chinese emigrants on board, who near

all perished.

The Golden Age.—This steamship has been float(

off from the beach nearTobaga, and was being repairt

for an immediate trip to San Francisco.

WANTED.
A middle-aged Friend, as housekeeper in a sms

family, in a country village. Apply at this office.

Married, on the 23d of Fifth mo. last, at Friend

Meeting-house, on Twelfth street, Philadelphia, Charli

.M. Allen, of Fairfield, Maine, to Elizabeth H., daugl

of Dr. William Pettit, late of this city, deceased.

Died, on the 25th ult., in the sixteenth year of h

age, Henry, son of William A. and Anne Gibbons,

Salem, X. J. His last illness was short, but he seemi

n a patient and affectionate disposition, and nearly h

last words were, "-peace"—" heaven," showing what wi

be bent of his mind at that solemn season.
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For "The Friend."

The Shepherds of Monte Rolondo.

(Continued from page 313.)

'Icallod to the shepherd, ' Friends, a friend

has crossed the sea to visit tlie shepherds of

di Mozzo, begs your hospitality.' They friendly

ponded: 'Ev viral' aud ' Benevcyinlo!' 'Come
10 the capanna,' said one, ' and dry your.self by
'! fire; it is warm within.' I immediately

jieezed through the door, eager to see the in-

[ior of the habitation. I found a dark space,

)ut fourteen feet in length, and ten feet in

;adth—there was no furniture, seat, or table,

|,hing but naked black stone walls, and the

toke of the pine wood fire, which seemed intole-

ile to me. Against the wall, on the earthen

*r, burned a great trunk of a tree, with a kettle

aging over it. Augelo, my host, spread the

rer, which I had brought with me, on the

land, and as the post of honour, gave me the

'irest place by the fire, round which crouched

[ wife, who, with three little girls and a boy, the

it, I and my guide, filled up the hut. In the

laawhile, Angelo cast some strips of goat's meat

'o the kettle, and Santa, his wife, brought

;;ese and milk. The table was a three foot in

!gth board, laid on the earth, upon which the

stess placed a wooden bowl full of milk, a flat

bese, and a loaf of bread. 'Eat,' said she, 'and

nember you are among poor shepherds;' 'we
1 give you some trout for supper, as my son has

le to catch some.'
' Thus, hovering over the fire, in the narrow,

oke-filled, capanna, surrounded by a group of

d and strange looking figures, and a wooden
)on in hand, I fell into a good humour, and

;an to praise the life of the mountain shepherds,

content themselves with what their herds

)rd them, and are unacquainted with the mise-

3 of ' mine and thine,' and the golden cares of the

ace. But the honest paMoro shook his head,

1 said: 'Vila jwvera, vita miserabile !' And
•h, it is, in truth. These people lead a miserable

stence. For the four months of May, June,
ly, and August, they house themselves in these

)anna, deprived of everything which makes life

man. In their world, there is no other change
in that of tiie elements ; the storm, clouds, rain,

il, and the warm sun ; in the evening a sad

ig, a lamento on the pipe of reed, a bandit story,

a hunting adventure with the mouiBon or fox,

d by the fire, and high above and around them
; giant pyramids of the primitive mountain, and
! starry glory of the heavens, bearing in their

:asts, perhaps, in spite of the vita povera, mo-

destly contented, cheerful, God-fearing and honest

human hearts. With the earliest dawn, these

poor people rise from the hard earth, on which

they have slept in their clothes, without any cov-

ering, and drive their herds to the pasture grounds.

There they consume their scanty meal of chee.sc,

bread, and milk. The old ones who remain at

home, lie in the capanna by the fire, or busy them-

selves with necessary household labours. In the

evening, the herd returns, and is milked, and

then the night falls, and it is time to lay down to

sleep.

" The snow and rain storms of September drive

the shepherds from their mountain huts; then

they go down to the country along the coast.

There they generally have more comfortable

cajiannn, in which the wife often passes the sum-

mer with the children. My hostess, Santa, was

the only woman in the shepherd colony of Co di

Mozzo, which consisted of six families.

" ' Why,' said I, ' did you come up here to this

gloomy hut V ' Look you !' interrupted Angelo,

' she came hither to refresh herself I almost

laughed aloud, as he said this, for the smoke

forced tears from my eyes, and the atmosphere

was intolerable. I was thus to look upon this

heap of stones, as a summer villa, where a family

might come for recreation. ' Yes,' said Angelo,

as he observed my doubting face, ' below it is

warm, but here above blows the mountain breeze,

and fresh water comes tumbling down as cold as

ice. Thus we live under the favour of God.' I

observed alongside of the huts, some smaller cov-

ered ones, which served as storehouses. Angelo

opened a little door in his own, and beckoned me
to follow him, which I did. The flat cheeses lay

there on green branches, and balls of whitish goat

butter in little baskets.

" I now sat down on a stone, and made a sketch

of the capanna. The whole community gathered

around me, and expressed the highest pleasure.

Every one wished to be drawn, in order to be

afterwards printed in Paris, as they said. They

persisted in the opinion, that I was from Paris,

and I could not make them comprehend there was

another country, besides Paris, called Germany.
' So Germany is the name of your country,' said

my host, ' and it has kings, and belongs to Paris.'

Let it be so then.
" Evening thus came on, in the vast, still wil-

derness. Tired with the day's fatigue, I sat down
before the capanna, and observed the shifting

spectacle of the cloud formation. The mist rose

out the ravines, and attracted and repelled by the

mountains, it massed together in the valleys, or

dispersed into the clouds which slowly rolled over

mountain summits from above. The herds

came home. I regarded with pleasure the long

procession of black, delicate goats, and black sheep,

on which the poor shepherds depended for support.

Every shepherd drove or allured them by a clear

cry into the enclosure, by the capanna, where they

were milked. This labour is performed with as-

tonishing quickness. The shepherd sits among
the herd, and seizes one goat after the other, by

the hind legs. He calls the animals by their

names, for he knows them all, and they all bear a

mark on the ear, indicating their owner. Forty

of my host's gnats only gave a moderate pailful

of milk. The herds passed the night in the en-

closure. The shaggy dogs protected them, not

from the wolves, because there are none in Corsica,

but from the foxes, which in the mountains are

exceedingly strong and courageous, and fall upon

the lambs like wolves. My host's were a noble

pair of dogs.

"The eldest son soon arrived with his booty of

fine trout, and Angelo prepared the supper. I

was surprised to see the husband cooking, and not

the wife. Was it, probably, in honour of his

guest? For the wife, in Corsica, generally per-

forms all the menial duties. This reminded me,

that in Homer, also, the men themselves prepared

everything, put the meat on the spit, cooked, and
served it up. Here had I the men of the epic

and early civilized epochs visibly before me. There
are in Corsica men of Homer and Plutarch. We
had bread, soup, cheese and milk, and in especial

honour of the guest, roasted goat's meat. I could

see, from the eyes of the children, that this was
an uncommon meal, and I should have relished

it more, if they had partaken of it with me.

"The night was now to be passed in the hut.

I was curious to know how we could all be accom-
modated in such a limited space. But the arrange-

ments were soon made. The cover was .spread for

me on the ground, and I stretched myself out at

full length on it, against the innermost wall. The
others, wife and children, by and by laid down
also, with their heads propped up against the wall.

Angelo, however, laid himself by the threshold,

alongside of his smallest child. Thus lay we all

quietly together ; our feet turned to the fire. They
soon sunk to sleep, and I regarded with pleasure

this happy, slumbering Gymnosophist family, and
thought of the profound philosophy of Sancho
touching sleep. 'A cloak,' says he, 'is sleep,

which covers all human cares ; the food which ap-

peases hunger, a drink that allays thirst, a fire

which expels cold, which mitigates heat, and, in

short, the universal coin for which all things could

be purchased, the scale and weight which makes
the shepherd and king equal.'

"

(To be continufid.)

The Largest Mill in the IforA/.—The Lowell
(Mass.) Journal .says :—The largest and most
comprehensive mill in the world is the Pacific,

at Lawrence. It makes none but the finest kinds

of goods, and the success of its operations is

looked to with great interest by manufacturers.

The floor surface of this immense structure is six-

teen acres—the largest mill in England is eleven

and a half acres. There is now in operation 40,000
cotton spindles, and 10,000 worsted spindles; and
these are to be increased to 80,000 and 20,000
respectively. There are 1200 looms in operation,

to be increased to 2400. These, with two thou-

sand hands, produce 300,000 pieces of cloth per

annum, one-half de laines. The weekly consump-

tion of cotton is 20,000 pounds, say 1,.500,000

per annum, and 500,000 pounds of wool. Once
a mouth the two thousand hands assemble at the

cashier's office, where Clapp pays out to them

$500,000 for wages, appropriating to each one the

exact amount she has earned.
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For " The Friend."

In looking lately through an old volume of

"Ecclesiastical Literature," I was forcibly struck

with the following remarks of Etherius, Bishop of

Tyana, A. d. 431.

In speaking against those who judge of Truth
from numhers alone, he says, " Christ at one time

cries, ' I am the Truth ;' at another he exhorts,

' Be of good comfort, I have overcome the world
:'

how, therefore, are they to be pitied who attri-

bute strength to doctrine in proportion to the

numbers of its advocates ! They do not consider

that our Lord Jesus Christ gave to twelve plain,

unlearned, poor, unskilful disciples courage to

oppose the whole world ; instructing them, not for

the twelve to follow the multitude, but that the

multitude should agree with the twelve; thus

Truth is alw.iys victorious, sooner or later, though

it he found only among few. He, who dares not

give a reason for a proposition, nor is well fur-

nished by experience therefor, but has recourse

to numbers, owns his cause to be weak, as having

no other source of confidence.

"Numbers, arrogating to themselves authority

without reason, may inspire fear, but by no means
conviction. What numhers could persuade me
that day was night ? or induce me to believe and
receive as gold a coin of brass '! or evident poison

as wholesome food ? In earthly things do we not

know the multitude to be erroneous? And in

heavenly doctrines shall I follow it with an assent

unreasoned upon, setting aside what has been

transmitted from very ancient times with full con-

sent, and testimony of Scripture ? One individual

of just judgment is of far more estimation, than a

multitude whose claim to regard rests upon bold

assertion. You, may honour the drowned multi-

tude rather than the preserved Noah ; but allow

me to take refuge in the ark with the few. You,
may choose to range yourself with the mob in

Sodom, but I will be fellow-traveller with Lot,

allhough for preservation he should depart from
the multitude alone. Yet, I also have a reverence-

for the multitude, not when it avoids inquiry, but

ichen it affords proof; not when it Utterly con-

tend!, hut when it paternally corrects; not when it

rejoices in innovation, hut when it r/uards its ancient

inha-itance. But, from their fruits ye shall know
them ; and the fruits of these present active

labourers are, to scatter, not to assemble and settle;

to persecute, not to bring back; to cast down, not

to raise up; to wound, not to heal; to hate the

poor wanderers, not to seek them. And this

tragedy is acted by many professed ministers of

the gospel ! the commencement of whose public

worship and teaching often is, ' Peace be with you
all.' (O ! impious daring) the lamentations of

Jeremiah are too weak for the amount and magni-
tude of these evils ! These possessing the power
imperiously demand

;
prescribe laws; force opin-

ions ; demand obedience ; revile some, and bani.sh

others; involve one in accusations, and despoil an-

other of his credit ; brow-beat this, and by vaunting,

persuade that one. (0, intolerable judgment.")
Thus does Etherius describe the methods of

christian persuasion in those days. And these

will ever be the effects of innovations upon long

and well-established doctrines, and principles, and
usages.

There is nothing new under the sun.

All the peace and favour of the worLl cannot

quiet a troubled heart ; but where the peace is

which Christ gives, all the trouble and disquiet

in the world cannot disturb it. All outward dis-

tress to such a mind, is but as the rattling of the

hail upon the tiles to him, who sits within the

bouse at a sumptuous banquet.

From *' The Leisure Hour."

A Chapter on Corks and Bungs.

{Concluded from page 314.)

To US there appeared considerable beauty in the

perfect accuracy and precision with which these

corks were turned out by the machines before

alluded to ; but this satisfactory result has only

been attained after the purchase, trial, and rejec-

tion of several patents—after expensive experi-

mentation, and the sacrifice of a large quantity of

valuable machinery. But patience has had its

triumph ; and the existing machinery has at length
" eon brought to a point which leaves apparently

nothing further to be desired. One of the impor-

tant results which has thereby been attained, is,

hat these iron-handed, fire-eating, water-drinking,

steam-breathing cork-cutters can neither strike

nor starve. They can neither " pocket" the corks,

delay the execution of orders by "making
saint Monday," as the phrase goes, that is, by
taking a holiday on the second day of the week.

Cork is the bark of the evergreen oak known as

Quercus Suher. As it is a species of dead bark,

it may be removed without detriment to the health

of the tree, at intervals of from eight to ten years

after the tree has reached about its fifteenth year.

It is curious, also, that the more frequently this

bark is stripped oflF from its parent stem, the finer

in quality and the greater in quantity is each

succeeding layer. The commoner purposes to

which this substance is applied, in every-day life,

need not be detailed here. The ancient Egyptians

would appear to have been acquainted with its

properties and uses; for, amongst other things,

we are told that they were accustomed to construct

their coffins of it, lining them with a resinous

composition, the better to preserve the bodies.

Cork parings are made productive, being manufac-

tured into Spanish black. We have cork soles for

shoes, cork foundations for hats, and, amongst the

wonders of the Exhibition of 1851, we had some
beautiful specimens of printing on cork about the

thickness of paper. The odds and ends and shav-

ings in this factory are disposed of by contract to

a company who grind them to powder, mix them
with a solution of India-rubber, and thus con-

struct a " noiseless floor-cloth I" Cork is pro-

duced throughout the south of Europe; the best

is found, however, in Andalusia, although, for the

reason before mentioned, we only get it in limited

quantities and in a manufactured state. We re-

ceive our best unmanufactured cork from Sines,

in Portugal. A very beautiful description of cork,

too, is grown at and near Palermo; but little or

none of it arrives in this country. The different

consignments vary in value remarkably; the ordi-

nary price ranges from 20/. to 101. per ton ; but

as much and more than 100?. has at times been

given for a very superior article. Some two or

three years ago a cargo of 200 tons of cork was
imported from Morocco ; but we can learn of none
coming thence either before or since. There are

large forests of cork in the French colony of

Algeria, particularly on an estate granted some
time back by the Emperor Napoleon III. to M. le

due de Montebello. This immense forest must
give rise to a great trade when the old coarse

bark at present appearing shall have been strip-

ped off, and replaced by that which is finer and
fit for use.

In connection with this coarse cork, we have

heard a curious circumstance ; there is now, it is

said, a very large pile of it in the docks, which is

owned by no one, because the charges upon it are

really more than it is worth. There are periodi-

cally what are known as "clearance sales," but
none ever cleared out this doomed cargo ; and the

longer it rests there, the heavier are the charges.

and therefore the more improbable is its remov.
It is so coarse as barely to be fit for fi-hing-tacl

[

To meet the protective duties on the very I
j;

qualities, as far as possible, a band of EngU
cork-cutters has been organized near Barcelo

almost under the very trees which produce
t

" raw material." A considerable impetus is j r,

now being given to the cork trade by the vir

heavy orders which are constantly coming in fn
Australia.

|

The store-room was suggestive of some int).

esting reflections. There were packages of fir

or one hundred gross, or more, labelled and ret)

to" depart, some to various quarters of the Uni

;

Kingdom, and others for different parts of 1

1

world. In fact, you may now find the productiij

of the machines in the little back street of c
metropolis in the bottles of your soda-water, winj

stout, ginger-beer, or lemonade, not only tlirou;^

out the United Kingdom, but in the interior
'

our Indian possessions; under the canvas tentsj'

the Australian gold-digger, or in the comfortali

homes of other parts of that country; in t^

miserable huts of the gold regions of Californi

or in the gorgeous salons of the New York or B',

ton hotels. Indeed, the very next "uncorkin!

you witness, whatever your station in life, wii

ther it be wine, spirits, malt liquors, or vinegar!

whetheryou think of the liberation of a champagi

cork, or of the simple bung of a beer-barrel.,

blacking-bottle, or a pickle-pot, or even of tl'

disagreeable necessity, the doctor's draught—!

whatever use your next cork may have been il

propriated, and in whatever part of the globe yj

may chance to be when you read these lines, at

use it—the probability is that it was cut into
|

present shape in the quiet little street before
,

ferred to, which thousands of our readers m(

have passed, and perhaps hundreds of times v?|

pass again, without its ever having for a momel

attracted their attention.

From the Journal of George Fox. I

"And because most people would confess, tl

God's people should be thus, but few know hi.

to come to this state ; therefore, in the openin

of the Spirit of truth, I wrote another short papi.

directing to ' the right way and means, where

people might come unto Christ, and so be ma:

like unto God.' Thus :

—

'

"Christ saith, 'I am the way, the truth, a

the life ; no man cometh unto the Father but

me.' John xiv. 6. And again, ' No man can coi

to me, except the Father which hath sent n

draw him.' John vi. 44. Now, what is t

means by which God doth draw people to his S(

but by his Holy Spirit, who poureth out of 1;

Spirit upon all flesh ! By this Holy Spirit, t'

holy and righteous God doth draw people frd

their unrighteousness and unholiness, to Chri;

the righteous and holy One, the great Prophet;

his New Covenant and New Testament, wh(

Moses in the Old Covenant and Testament sa-

God would raise up, like unto him, and wh(

people should hear in all things ; and they tl

would not hear him should be cut off I They tl'

do not hear the Son of God, the great Proph I

do not mind the drawings of the Father by 1

Holy Spirit to his Son; but to them that mi

the drawings of the good Spirit of the Father:

his Son, the Spirit giveth understanding to km'

God and Jesus Christ, which is eternal life. Th

they know that Jesus Christ is the way, the trul

and the life, and that none can come unto Gc

but by and,through his Son, who is their She

herd, to feed them in bis pastures and springs

life ; and His sheep know His holy voice, in wh<

there was no sin, and in whose mouth there «
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. guile; and a hireling they will not hear,

jr he careth not for the sbeep; for they are not

|e hirelings, but Christ's, who hath laid down
js life for his sheep. He that robs and steals

IS neighbour's words, that climbcth up another

;iy, and entercth not by the door, is a thief and

jrobber; but Christ is the door into his shecp-

jld, for his sheep to enter in by. They know
jat Christ is the Bishop of their souls, to see that

,ey do not go astray from God, nor out of his

istures of life ; they know that Christ is their

ediator, and makes their peace with God ; and

ey know that Christ is their High Priest, made
gher than the heavens, and hath died for their

las, doth cleanse them with his blood, is risen for

|eir justification ; and is able to the utmost to

vc nil that come to God by Him. G. F."

tlouses, the Sixth month, 1G87.

I CoUcrjes hi the Viiited States.—Statistics of

liblic schools are to, be had without difficulty,

jbey are brought forward prominently in the an-

jial messages of Governors, are condensed contin-

(illy for newspapers, and are scattered broadcast

icr the nation in essays on education. But the

atistics of American Colleges are less common,
'^e shall endeavour, therefore, partially to supply

le deficiency.

; The number of Colleges in the United States is

lie hundred and eighteen, an average of nearly

;ur for every State. Of those, fourteen are in

jew England, thirty-eight in the Middle States,

^irty-six in the South and South-western States,

id thirty in the West. The oldest is Harvard,
..Cambridge, Mass., A. D. 1636; the next, Wil-
im and Mary, at Williamsburg, Va., which dates

om A. D. 1692 ; and the third, Yale, at New
[aven, Ct., which was established A. D, 1700.
f the principal Colleges in the Middle States, that

\ Princeton, N. J., originated A. D. 1745 ; the

jniversity of Pennsylvania, A. D. 1755; Jefferson

lollege, at Canonsburg, Pa., A. D. 1802 ; Mount
It. Mary's, at Emmetsburg, Md., A. D. 1830 ; and
jie University of Virginia, a. d. 1819. In the

/est, the most flourishing College is the Universi-

V of St. Louis, founded a. d. 1832.
The number of students in these one hundred
id eighteen Colleges is about twelve thousand,

he largest number on the roll of any one College
L 1854 was 466, the number attending the Uni-
ersity of Virginia. The number at Yale, however,
as nearly as great, being 443. Harvard had 339,
rinceton 225, the University of North Carolina

J70,
and Brown University, at Providence, R. I.

52. The largest library belongs to Harvard, which
joUege has 98,000 volumes; Yale has the next
Lrgest, containing 54,000 ; and Brown Univer.sity

be next, 32,000. Bowdoin, at Brunswick, Me.,
[as 28,000 ; Dartmouth, at Hanover, N. H. 31,000

;

Georgetown College, at Georgetown, D. C. 24,000;
nd the South Carolina College, at Columbia, S.

. 22,000. Several of the Western Colleges, con-

Idering their youth, have splendid libraries. Thus
[larietta College, in Ohio, has 14,000 volumes,
ind the University of St. Louis, 15,000, in these

Btimates, the volumes in the students' libraries,

iS well as those in the college library proper, are

Deluded.

The cost ofeducation varies at different Colleges.

U Harvard, the total expenses of room rent and
uition are ninety dollars annually; and the cost
if board is from seventy to ninety dollars in addi-

lon ; making an average, with washing, wood and
ights, of two hundred dollars. The expenses at

iTale, averaged in a similar manner, may be esti-

nated at about the same sum, as may also those

t Princeton. Bowdoin, Dartmouth, Brown Uni-
ersity, Amherst and Williams, are cheaper, rang-

ingfrom one hundred and twenty-five to one hundred
and fifty dollars. The University of Virginia costs

each student about one hundred and twenty-five

dollars; while that of the western Reserve costs

less than half, or only about one hundred. In these

estimates, clothing, books and pocket money are

not included.

Besides these one huudred and eighteen colleges

proper, there are forty-four theological schools in

the United State.s, about seventeen law schools,

and about forty medical ones.

—

Lcthjer.

For " The Friend."

JEALOUSY.
It is much to be regretted in this day of sifting,

and separations, in our Society, that some of our
members suffer a spirit of jealousy to creep in

towards their brethren, to the injury of the growth
of the good seed in their own hearts, as well as

destroying that peace and harmony in our small
meetings, which has formerly and ever will cha-
racterize the disciples of Christ. "By this shall

all men know that ye are my disciples if ye have
love one towards another;" and again, " If ye
walk in the light as he is in the light, ye shall

have fellowship one with another, and the blnod

of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin."

For want of abiding under the influence of this

light, which lighteneth every man that cometh
into the world, it is to be feared, some of our
members, even of those who see eye to eye in the

support of our precious principles and testimonies,

are suffering the enemy to enter their habitations,

and raise a jealous spirit in their hearts toward
some of their friends ; it may be from various

causes, which, if we are sufficiently on the watch,

we may be enabled to check in its infancy. And
when we find any matter growing between our
brother and ourselves, that will cause unkind feel-

ings if suffered to remain, lot us seek for counsel

from Him, who is very truly represented as Won-
derful Counsellor, so that if we have erred, we
may be favoured to*ee it, and not only see, but
also to acknowledge our error though it may be
hard to the natural feelings. We may not only
injure ourselves if we suffer these things to re-

main, but in such case our neighbours may be
drawn into the difiioulty, and these feelings may
be carried into our meetings for discipline, thus

disturbing that harmony which, it is so desirable,

should prevail, in which if one member suffer, all

shall suffer therewith, and if one be exalted, all

shall rejoice; and we be willing to bear one an-

other's burdens, thus fulfilling the law of Christ.

J.
Ohio, Sixth mo., 1855.

Fruit Trade of Boston.—The amount of the

fruit business of Boston probably surpasses that of

any other city in the Union, save New York, and
the sales of some particular kinds of fruit in Bos-

ton even greatly exceeds that city. About seven-

teen thousand boxes of oranges have arrived at this

port since seventh day. Since last ninth mouth
70,000 boxes Oranges, 30,000 do. Lemons, and
nearly 300,000 drums Figs. From this port as

the great centre, fruit is distributed not only to

every village and town in New England, but to a

certain extent all over the country, even to New
York and Philadelphia, and is exported in groat

quantities to foreign countries. The New England
consumption of Oranges, Lemons, Figs, Raisins,

&e., is immense, probably much more in proportion

than in any other district of country. To supply

the population of Boston alone we should need
quite a fleet annually from the Mediterranean, with

large cargoes.— Traveller.

Rcmarkiible Proscrvntinn.

During the storm on the night of the 6th inst.,

the house on Linden St., Germantown, occupied
as a Boarding School, was struck by lightning;
the discharge being so great as to rend from the
building a well constructed conductor, which was
thrown into a tree, where the platina on its sum-
mit was seen to melt with coruscations. The
house sustained some damage, but no person was
injured.

So providential an escape is a striking manifes-
tation of the tender mercy and restraining power
of the unslumberiiig Shepherd who watches over
His heritage in darkest storms.

On viewing the injury the premi.ses sustained,

and yielding due credit to the lightning conductor
as instrumental in warding oft' the thunderbolt, it

is obvious that nothing short of Omnipotence could
thus have used the means to prevent entire demo-
lition.

Had the consequence be n destruction, the ap-
palling intelligence would have sounded far and
wide that " more th-an twenty human beings were
at an unexpected moment launched into eternity;"
how worthy then of commemoration is the mercy,
that 110 one wan injured! The effect produced
on the inmates—even some of the younger children—it appears, has been profitable ; may it remain
deeply impressed ; and may it incite others to feel

our many obligations to a Father of love, who thus
watches over us—rescuing us from danger, seen
and unseen ; and on whom we are dependent for

life moment by moment; also, may it animate us
all to consider—seriously consider, on lying down
to sleep, whether or not we have experienced that

renovation of heart and conformity to the Divine
image, which will ensure a glorious reward, a per-

petuity of unmixed happiness, should we awake
in eternity.

Pbilad., Sixth mo., 1855.

National Dehts of the World.—Ki a time like

the present, when the contracting of national debts
is becoming general, the following statement of
the debts by the principal States in the world, cor-

rected up to a late period, is of some interest. It

is contained in Ayre's edition of " Fenn on the
English and Foreign Funds," very recently issued :

—Austria, amount of debt, £211,000,000; Baden,
£7,000,000; Bavaria, £14,117,000; Belgium,
£26,000,000; Bolivia, £521,000; Brazil, £12,-
392,000 ; Buenos Ayres, £2,500,000 ; Chili, £1,-

784,000; Columbia, £6,625,950; Cuba, £311,230;
Denmark, £13,069,000; Ecuador, £3,817,000;
England, £773,923,000, France, £233,000,000;
Granada, (New,) £7,500,000; Greece, £8,250,-
000; Guatemala, £594,500; Hamburg, £4,000,-
000; Hanover, £5,174,000; Holland, £102,451,-
000; India, (British,) £48,000,000; Mexico, £10,-
000,000; Peru, £9,953,800; Portugal, £19,122,-
000; Prussia, £33,500,000; Roman' States, £17,-
152,000; Russia, £68,000,000; Sardinia, £23,-

000,000; Saxony, £6,223,000; Spain, £70,000,-
000; Sweden, £450,000; Switzerland, £160,000;
Turkey, £5,000,000 ; United States of America,
(Federal,) £10,000,000; Venezuela, £3,789,000;
Wurtemberg, £4,850,000. Total, £1,736,229,-
5.50.

Avoid the company of drunkards and busy-

bodies, and all such as are apt to talk much to

little purpose; for no man can be provident of his

time that is not prudent in the choice of his com-
pany; and if one of the speakers be vain, tedious,

and trifling, he that hears, and he that answers,

in the discourse, are equal losers of their time.
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For "The Friend."

The Fellowship of Suffering.

The tendency of common calamities, sbould be

to drive the suffering to their hDavcnly Protector,

and to unite them more nearly and firmly in love

to one another. Reproach, and the persecution

inflicted upon the early Friends, no doubt, had

the effect to bind them together in sympathy, and

in prayer to Almighty God, that he would arm
them on the right band, and on the left, enabling

them to endure, as Christians, the unrighteous

oppression and the cruelties they were subjected

to, for maintaining the testimony which he gave

them to bear, against the errors of that day, and

for spreading a knowledge of the spiritual nature

of the gospel dispensation. The self-denying dis-

ciple of the Lord Jesus has always been lightly

esteemed by the men of this world; but he feels

bound by principle, to keep to the cause of his

divine Master, whatever contempt the world may
cast upon him. The more he endures for his

name's sake, and for the salvation of his own soul

;

the more will the pure peaceful streams of that

river, which makes glad the city of God, flow into

his heart. Eventually there will be an end to the

sufferings of the righteous. He who is touched

with a feeling of all our infirmities, said to his

followers, "Blessed are ye that weep now, for ye

shall laugh. Blessed are ye when men shall hate

you, and when they shall separate you from their

company, and shall reproach you, and cast out

your name as evil, for the Son of man's sake. Re-

joice ye in that day, and leap for joy; for, behold

your reward is great in heaven ; for in the like

manner did their fathers unto the prophets."

Though these may be subjected to reproach and

great trial, man cannot dispossess them of their

place in the church of Christ, nor of their charac-

ter as true Friends, nor of their final reward, the

crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the right-

eous Judge, has in store for all them, who fight a

good fight, and keep the faith unto the end.

Anything designed to serve party purposes, and
to sustain unsound opinions, can never support

the cause of Christ, which is for the salvation

of souls. Instead of promoting peace and har-

mony, it must feed and encourage division and
animosity, and wound the feelings of innocent

sufferers.

But may none of the afflictions of the present

time be permitted to discourage Friends from pur-

suing faithfully the pathof religious duty, labouring

in the ability which the Lord gives, to comfort and
strengthen one another, to walk uprightly by the

same rule, and to mind the same things, which
their forefathers in the truth followed after, and
preferred above their chief earthly joy. It is not

affliction, or reproach, or rejection by former

Friends merely, that will preserve from tempta-

tion, and qualify to do good ; watching unto pray-

er continually for ourselves and for one another,

seeking to know the Divine will inwardly revealed,

and a.sking the saving help of the Shepherd of

Israel, are essential to our growth and preserva-

tion in the blcs.sed Truth. This, we believe,

will be granted and renewed from time to time,

as we keep the faith, and the patience of the

saints.

Though meetings in some places may be small,

and the labourers few, yet He who declared that

he is in the midst where two or three are met in

his name, will graciously regard our low estate,

and in due time comfort the sincere travailers

with the wine of his kingdom, as they look to

Him, and hold fast their confidence firm to the

end. It is also said, " Greater is he that is in you
than he that is in the world ;" and if our trials

humble us and turn us to the Lord with fervency

of soul, he will bless us, and make way for his Seed

to rise into dominion. He can cause the Truth more

eminently to prosper through our sufferings, and

continue to prepare a people, that shall hold forth

in life and doctrine, the same blessed principles of

the gospel, which our fathers lived in. He can give

gifts to the children, and raise up as from the stones

of the street, living witne.sses who shall tell of his

wondrous works, and invite their neighbours to

come, taste, and see, that the Lord is good, and that

his mercy endures forever. David, a servant of

God, was a man of signal affliction. On one occasion

he said, " Though an host should encamp against

me, my heart shall not fear ; though war should

rise against mo, in this will I be confident ; one

thing have I desired of the Lord, that will I seek

after; that I may dwell in the house of the Lord
all the days of my life, to behold the beauty of

the Lord, and to inquire in his temple. For in

the time of trouble he shall hide me in his pavi

lion : in the secret of his tabernacle will he hid(

me ; he shall set me up upon a rock." " Wher
my father and my mother forsake me, the Lord
will take me up. Teach me thy way, Lord, and

lead me in a plain path, because of mine enemies

Deliver me not over unto the will of mine ene

mies ; for false witnesses are risen up against me
and such as breathe out cruelty. I had fainted,

unless I had believed to see the goodness of the

Lord in the land of the living. Wait on the

Lord ; he ofgood courage, and he shall strengthen

thine heart: wait, I say, on the Lord." Psal.

Russian Losses.—Lord Lansdowne stated in the

House of Peers last week that the Russian loss

since the commencement of the war, including all

the battles on the Danube with the Turks^ had

been 2-1:7,000 men. The following are further de-

tails. In First month last a report was presented

to the Emperor Nicholas, stating the loss of the

army at 187,000 men, including those who died

under the severity of the long marches and of sick-

ness. A new report was presented to the Emperor
Alexander in Fourth month, fixing the total los

of the army to Third mo., 31st, at 250,000. I

this report especial stress was laid on the effect of

the marches, and some disastrous incidents were
particularized. It was stated that an entire com-
pany had perished under the snows betwsn Odessa

and Perekop, and another between St. Petersburg

and the South. An entire battery had been lost

in the same manner, with the men and horses. The
guns were found after the thaw, and are again used

It is calculated that the addition to the Russian

army to be made under the last ukase will consist

of about 250,000 men. Twelve in a thousand is

the ratio, and the area includes the most populous

governments of the empire.

—

English Paper.

Singular Enterprise.—A company of Nor-
wegians are engaged at San Francisco in collecting

c^ist-off boots and shoes. The manner of conduct-

ng the business is as follows:—Agents are em-

ployed to take into custody all discarded subjects

of the genus boot. The physical condition of the

article is comparatively of little consequence

;

neither is it considered important to take into ac-

count its relations of fellowship, and the sole receives

consideration, whatever may be the state of its

hopelessness.

The next operation consists in cutting the thread

of the boot's existence, which being accomplished,

and a little greasing, the valuable remains are made
into packages to be shipped to Europe. It is stated

that the value of boot-legs gathered and prepared

by this establishment during the period of six

months, amounts to upwards of 83,000. In mai

parts of Europe, old boot-legs may be readily sc I

at fifty cents per pair.
[

How true it is that one-half the world does n
|

know how the other half lives.

Sulecled. I

TRANSITORY THINGS. 1

If ever thou hast felt that all on earth '

Is transient and unstable ;
that the hopes

|

Which man reposes on his brother man,
Are oft but broken reeds ; if thou hast seen
That life itself is " but a vapour," springing

From Time's upheaving ocean, decked perhaps
AVith here and there a rainbow, but full soon
To be dissolved and mingled in the vast

And fathomless expanse, that rolls its waves,
On every side around thee ; if thy heart

Has deeply felt all this, and thus has learned
That earth has no security ; then go
And place thy trust in God. The bliss of earth

Is transient as the coloured light that beams
In morning dew-drops. Yet a little while
And all that earth can show of majesty.
Of strength or loveliness, shall fade away
Like vernal blossoms. From the conqueror's hand •

The sceptre and the sword shall pass away, t

The mighty ones of earth shall lay them down '

In their low beds, and death shall set his seal

On beauty's marble brow, and cold and pale,

Bloomless and voiceless, shall the lovely ones,

Go to the " congregation of the dead."

Yea, more than this
;
the mighty rocks that lift I

Their solemn forms upon the mountain heights,
,

Like Time's proud citadels, to bear the storms
'

And wreck of ages ; these too shall decay.

And Desolation's ivy hand shall wave i

O'er all that thou canst see,—blot out the suns
That shed their glory o'er uncounted worlds, i

And clothe the heavens in darkness. But the powej

Of God, his goodness and his grace, shall be
j

Unchanged, when all the worlds that He has made f

Have ceased their revolutions. When the suns !

That burn in yonder sky, have poured their last,

Their dying glory o'er the realms of space,
j

Still God shall be the same,—the same in love,
]

In majesty, in mercy ; then rely
]

In faith on Him, and thou shalt never find
j

Hope disappointed, or reliance vain.
(

Selected.

CITY STREET.

I love the fields, the woods, the streams,

The wild flowers fresh and sweet.

And yet I love no less than these.

The crowded city street

;

For haunts of men, where'er they be
Awake my deepest sympathy.

I see within the city street.

Life's most extreme estates,

The gorgeous domes of palaces.

The prison's doleful gates
;

The hearths by household virtues blest;

The dens that are the serpents' rest.

I see the rich man proudly fed

And richly clothed, pass by

;

I see the shivering, homeless wretch
With hunger in his eye

;

For life's severest contrasts meet
Forever, in the city street.

And lofty, princely palaces

—

What dreary deeds of woe,
What untold mortal agonies

Their arras chambers know I

Yet is without all smooth and fair

As Heaven's blue dome of summer air.

And even the portliest citizen,

Within his doors doth hide.

Some household grief, some secret care,

From all the world beside;

It ever was, it must be so.

For human heritage is woe 1

Hence is it that a city street

Can deepest thoughts impart,

For all its people, high .ind low.

Are kindred to my heart,

And with a yearning love I share

In all their joys, their pain, their care.
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For " The Friend,

, BIOGRAPEICAl SKETCHES,

OJiinisters and Elders, and other concerned members
] of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CCoDlinued from page 3170

WILLIAM AND MARY HAIO.

:f the birth-place or early history of William ETaig

llnd no account. After he had come to man"
c;itc, he became acquainted with Mary Masters,

a ligiiiusly inclined young woman, and a mutua'

;ii chiiicut springing up in them, they were married

ii,:'riuuds' Meeting at Flushing, on the 1st of the

g.enth month, 1700. Thomas Story says, "We
Ije at the marriage of William Ilaig and Mary
^.|Ste^s at Flushing ; on which occasion we were

ftiaurcd of tLie Lord with his good presence, and
Dopen satisfactory meeting."

;.'hc young married couple soon went to Antigua,
;(!settle, where they kept open house for such
Ifieuds as visited that Island, and were diligent

if:iidors of meeting. She s3ou came forth in the

I
il-tiy, as he did also after a number of years.

I y appear to have prospered on the Island, in

ly siiise; but as they began to have a flock of

li'idrcn growing up around them, they felt uneasy
(lemain where tliere were no suitable companions
(ithem. This induced them, about 1710, or a

r{r or two later, to sell their property in Antigua,

,il to remove to Pasquotank county, North Uaro-

i!i, where at that time there were many more
fiends.

lie is described to have been of a " loving and
Viet spirit." Of his labours or travels in thi

p|-k of the ministry we have no account. He was
kn sick in the latter part of 1718, and was
I'rkably sustained in faith and patience, under
II sufferings, being at times even tilled as it were
ih heavenly joy. On one occasion some Friends

i'ing by his bedside, he exclaimed with holy

jmatiou, "Friends, I am glad of your company,
liel so much of the blessed Truth, as I hope will

;ry me into that joy where I shall praise the

|rd amongst the redeemed. I hoar that Truth
I'spers mightily in England, Blessed be the

[.-d for it."

in parting with his children, he exhorted them
iith many heavenly expressions," taking a

;mn leave of them " in a living sense of Truth,"

I praying that the blessing of the Lord might
t upon them. He charged them, " Love and

y your mother; learn your books, and keep to

Truth." Addressing his faithful helpmeet,

said, " My dear, thou hast been a true wife to

, When my mind was drawn to love thee, I

not inquire what thou hadst, nor thou what
ad. We came together in love, and have lived

love." " The Lord bless thee and my children

;

1 Almighty protect you."
Po a young woman who came to see him, he said

ear God; keep to the Truth. Never turn thy
k upon it, lest the days come in which thou shalt

I
I have no pleasure in them. i\.s for me, I am

ig to my place, and I hope it will be in ever-

ing rest." To another one who had recovered
r having had a very severe illness, he said, " It

been better for thee to have died in thy sick-

i, than to live to forget God."
ifter praying that God would remember all his

pie, and make his dwelling with them, he
ed, " But what shall I say ? There are too

ly that tread the testimony of Truth under foot,

gather them into thy fold of rest ; I pray thee,

lOrd
!"

a friend, he said, " Thou art of the ministry,

hast been a great while, and I am but young,
1 would advise thee to be careful in thy testi-

y—not to enlarge beyond thy gift or concern.

Have a care that thou do not stand in the way of

others, or speak anything to hurt them that may
be but small and tender. Wait until thou art

filled ; and then be humble ; not puffed up with
pride, for pride goeth before a fall."

After praying to the Lord, that ho might be
settled on the sure foundation and rock which can
not be removed, he quietly departed this life,

Eleventh mo. 6, 1718, and, his friends add, " now
rests in joy."

His beloved wife, who was a woman of
exemplary life and conversation, tarried not long
behind him. Whether sick at the time of his

death, doth not appeal-; but in a day or two after

wards she was looking forward to a speedy ter

mination of her sorrowful widowhood, and gave
some direction to a Friend, concerning her out-

ward affairs. Afterwards she said, "According to

my small gift [in the ministry], I have discharged

myself, so that nothing lieth at my door. O, that

the people would remember the words that I have
spoken among them, and that this young generation

would come up in the Truth. As for me, I had never

left the island of Antigua, if it were not that I

might have my poor children amongst faithful

Friends. I have seen the wonders of the Lord in

the deep ocean, and witnessed his delivering arm
n many exercises, and he hath kept me sweet

and clean since I knew the Truth. Oh ! that my
children may remember the advice they have re-

ceived of their father and me. I am clear; having

done my duty."

After this, she praised God, and uttered many
sweet and comforting expressions. On another

occasion she said, " When I was but nine years

old, the Lord made himself known to me ; but I

lived then where there were no Friends. After

some time I went to Pennsylvania, and there met
with Friends. Some of them were loose and light;

others were solid and weighty. With these I

joined, and received much benefit from the family

of the Lloyds.* After I was married, we went to

Antigua, and there in the first meeting, the power
of the Lord was greatly with me, insomuch that

the people's expectations were on me for words.

Soon after it pleased the Lord to send two of his

servants, Jonah Langdale and Thomas Thompson,
to visit the island, when the power of the Lord
did break in upon me like thunder."

She signified that having then been brought into

the ministry, she had been faithful ever since in

her measure. On the day of her death, she said,

" Friends, be loving one to another, that the Lord
may bless you. The love I feel in my heart, is

"nexpressiblc." After a time she desired that her

love might be remembered to Lydia Lancaster and
Elizabeth Rawlinson, two English Friends then in

America, adding, and Friends generally :
" Tell

them, I die in unity with all faithful Friends."
" My husband is gone, but I shall not be long a

sorrowful widow, yet not my will but thine be

done ! My speech fails apace ; sweet Lord Jesus,

thou hast loved me from a child, and I have loved

thee, ever since I knew thee ! 3Iy case is no
doubtful case ! I come, I come ; hasten thou my
journey." Her death took place, the 13th of

Eleventh month, 1718, seven days after her hus-

band had been taken to his reward. She was
about thirt^nine years old.

* The daughters of Thomas Lloyd,

rally valuable Friends.

(To be continued.)

1 gene-

In real silent worship the soul feeds on that

hich is Divine ; but we cannot partake of the

table of the Lord, and that table which is prepared
by the god of this world.

For " The Friend."

The Indians.

Manners and Cuslnms of the Blaeltfeet.

The dresses of the Blackfeet on state occasions
are a short hunting-shirt made of finely dressed
deer, elk, or buffalo skin, richly ornamented with
beads of a blue and white colour. A breech-cloth
of coarse blue cloth, moccasins and leggins of buf-
falo skin ornamented with beads, and on grand oc-

casions a head-dress of feathers, complete the cos-

tume of the men. The head-dress is a circlet worn
around the head, in which are placed feathers taken
from birds of the falcon tribe, standing perpendicu-
larly ; a band of deer-skin, ornamented with project-

ing feathers, falls down the back. The feathers most
prized are tho.se ofan eagle, (/alcochei/scotas), called

by the Indians the war-eagle. The feathers are the
wing primaries, and are regarded as of great value;
the Indians will often give a horse for a single feather.

No warrior is allowed to wear the feathers of the
war-eagle unless he has performed some great ex-
ploit. This eagle is so wild as to be out of reach
of the Indian's arrows. When the Indian discovers
that the war-eagle frequents a certain district, he
repairs to it with provisions for several days ; he
digs a hole in the ground large enough to receive
himself and provisions for several days. Placing
himself in the hole, he covers it and himself with
boughs and sticks, the covering having several
openings large enough to admit his hand. Upon
this covering ho places the body of an antelope,

and patiently waits. After a time, the eagle, at-

tracted by the game, alights upon the ambush
;

the Indian seizes the bird by the legs and secures
it.

The dress of the women is a buckskin shirt,

close fitting around the neck, and falling nearly to

the ancles ; it fits snugly to the shape, leaving

barely room enough for the movement of the lower
limbs ; a wide sleeve, fringed on the border, falls

just below the elbow; abroad belt of beadwork
passes from the shoulders to the waist ; leggins and
moccasins, worked with beads, adorn the legs and
feet. No underdress is worn. The Indian women
wear no head-dress; theirhairis worn flowing, reach-

ing barely to the shoulders; it is parted in the

middle, and bears no trace of any curls. When
travelling, they place their children in sacks of skin
on the tent-poles. They do not appear to use a
cradle of any kind.

Their lodges are from 14 to 30 feet in diameter,

and will usually accommodate as many as 22 per-

sons. They are often neatly and quite tastefully

arranged. The cooking utensils are simply a shal-

low vessel of tinned iron, purchased from the tra-

ad a rude tripod for hanging this vessel overders,

the fire.

The food of these Indians consists principally

of buffalo meat, varied, or rather relished only by
the typsina root and dried berries. When a feast

is prepared, the rump, ribs, and marrow bones of

the buffalo are reserved for roasting before the fire

in the centre of the lodge. Fifteen or twenty pounds
of meat, with the tripe, of which they are very
fond, with the addition of the typsina root, are

boiled in the kettle before mentioned. The liver

is eaten raw, and often while still warm. The
blood is boiled with berries and eaten as soup.

Although salt is found abundantly in their country,

they rarely use it. The berries are several species

of whortleberry. Any vegetable food is highly

Hard bread is eaten with avidity, and
no more palatable feast can be provided for these

Indians of the plains, than a dish of boiled rice,

sprinkled with sugar. Most of them only know
of whiskey by report.

Their manners towards each other are kindly

and cheerful. The men treat their wives with
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great kindness and familiarity, and are very fond
of their children ; a constant laughing and gossip-

ing is going on in their lodges. Their principal

amusements are their dances, and games of skill

and chance, upon which they bet heavily. Two
of these games were characteristic. The first is

called the game of the arrow and the ring. Fifteen

or twenty persons arrange themselves on a side.

Two embankments of earth, about 10 feet long and
6 inches high, are made parallel to each other,

about 40 feet apart. Two Indians play at a time,

nearly divested of clothing. A man holds in his

hand a ring made of willows, about 12 inches in

diameter, across which are stretched strings form-

ing four radii of a circle. He starts to run, throw-

ing with his hand, first the ring, towards the oppo-

site embankment, and then the arrow. The object

is to make the arrow strike within the ring, and
near the centre. If the arrow does not fall within

the ring, and if it strikes at a certain distance from

it, it counts something. A tally is carefully kept

by those looking on, by placing sticks in the ground.

When the first man has thrown, the man on the

opposite side does the same, and they go round
until all have played. Horses, dresses, and arms
are staked on the result of this game. Another
amusement is the game of the bullet. It is played

by men standing up in a circle, with arms extend-

ed above their heads. The bullet is passed from
hand to hand, and the point is, to guess in whose
hand the bullet is. In this game there is much
action and gesture. It is always accompanied by
a beating of drums. Few scenes in Indian life are

more picturesque than a party playing this game at

night, and illuminated by firelight, which brings

into full relief the excited faces and wild gestures of

the players.

Their principal weapons, besides the bow and
arrow, are the north-west trading guns, an inferior

kind of shot-gun. They commonly tile oif a piece

of the barrel, leaving it but little longer than a

horse pistol. The bow and arrow are much more
efiicient in their hands. The bow is of spruce,

about o feet long, and strengthened by sinews on

the back. The arrows have steel heads, and are

feathered. When an Indian attacks a buifalo, if

he fails with his gun, he instantly brings his bow
and arrows from his back, and discharges his arrows

with great rapidity, firing from 12 to 15 in a min-
ute. At 50 yards he is as certain in his aim as

with the rifle. But it js remarkable that he never

sights the arrow, and never elevates it to the eye,

but always shoots from the breast.

Gov. Stevens recommends the Government to

take measures for the instruction of these people

in agriculture. He says :
" I regard the project

of establishing a farm for these Indians, as entirely

practicable. First, because farms have succeeded

among all our Indian tribes where the experiment

has been thoroughly tested ; Second, because in

my recent journey through the Piegan, Blackfuot,

and Blood Indians, the establishment of an agency
and farm was fully explained to all the principal

chiefs; and not only were they unanimously in

favour of the project, but promised that in case a

farm should be started, they and their people would
work upon it and give it a fair trial."

" I think, from the observations I have been
able to make, that a treaty with these Indians, and
the establishment of an agency and farm in their

country, will do much towards changing them
from a warlike and nomadic, to a peaceable and
agricultural nation."

The iselisli proper, or Flatheads, inhabit St.

Mary's or Flathead valley, and the neighbourhood
of the lake of the same name. The origin of their

name is not known, but the flattening of the heads

of their children does not prevail among them. I

The tribe was once very powerful, but has been
much diminished by the Blackfeet. They are said

to number 350. Their country is admirable for

grazing, and they possess about 1000 head of cattle.

They have many small patches of wheat and vege-

j

tables, and though not rich in horses, have many
good ones. A Blackfoot brave, significantly called

the White man's horse, boasted that he alway
stole the first Flathead horse he came across, " It

was sure to be a good one."

Although so few in number, they are very brave.

It is said that five Blackfeet will run from one
Flathead. They get no salmon, but live princ

pally by the chase. Their own territory still fui

nishes elk, moose, black and white tailed deer, the

big-horn, and bears. Beaver and otter are abucd
ant. Their custom is to make two hunts annually
across the mountains. In these excursions they
are accompanied by several other tribes. They
have no canoes, but cross streams in their lodge

skins, which are drawn up into an oval form by-

cords, and stretched on a few sticks. These they

tow with horses, riding themselves, three abreast.

The men are rather small, but well built, mus-
cular, and good looking. Although professedly

Roman Catholics, they still preserve their abori

nal dress, and many of the old customs. They
are profuse in the use of paint, and eager for bi

and trinkets. Their women are kept in the same
state of subjection as among the heathen Indians

They, in fact, do every thing but hunt and fight

They deserve to be furnished with agricultural

implements, and say they are always glad to

the white man, whose blood they rejoice never to

have shed. Lieut. Mullan relates the following
" September 20th. We had to night a great luxury
in a string of mountain trout, brought by a Flat-

head. His people were without any thing to eat.

We had nothing but a little flour. These being

the first fish caught, they insisted on our taking

them. This, at first, we refused, but they insisted

until we were compelled to accept them." He
adds, " I cannot say too much of the three noble

men of this tribe who were with us. They were
firm, upright, and reliable, and entertained a reli

gious belief which they never violated."

For "The Friend."

The Insurrection in China.

The insurrection, which for several years past

has kept in turmoil andconfusion, thislong tranquil

portion of the world, possesses interest, not only

on account of the great number of the human
family whose civil and political institutions may
be afiected by it, but also on account of the semi-

religious character of the movement; its chiefs

and leaders aiming at nothing short of the intro-

duction of a new code in religion and morals. The
rebellion has appeared to be making a gradual,

but steady progress until a recent period. Whe-
ther the reverses which have latterly befallen the

irgents, are to be regarded as merely casual

and incidental to a state of revolution, or whether
they indicate the approaching triumph of the im-

perial cause in this long protracted struggle, it is

vain to conjecture. The French missionary. Hue,
author of the interesting book, entitled " Travels

in Thibet," in a recent work containing an account

of his journey through the Chines(^mpire, has

e observations touching the apprehended re-

sults of the present condition of things, a portion

of which is furnished in the following extract.

It should be premised that the Koman Catholic

Christians are quite a numerous body in China,

amounting in number to some hundreds of thou-

sands ; and for a long series of years eiforts, not

wholly unsuccessful, have been made by Protestant

missionaries to introduce a knowledge of christian

truth among the people, by circulating the si i

writings and religious tracts. Hue, observes
[

"And now, what is to be the result olf
Chinese insurrection ? Are the innovators to li

their ends, that is to say, found a new dyn I

and a new faith in accordance with their n [

creed ? Or, has ' the son of heaven' (the tit

«

the Emperor of China) strength sufficient to j

solidate his tottering power ? It is not yet p4
ble to say what is to be the probable issue of a

struggle.
j

"JVotwithstanding the impossibility of sei

clearly into the future, the editors of Europe
[

given publicity to the opinion, that if the Tii
dynasty is overthrown, the Chinese system wit
reconstituted, and the nation fall back int(I|

traditional ways. This strikes us as erroneoi ^

there is no such thing, properly speaking, '

Chinese system; for this expression, in thesf
in which we have ju.«t used it, can only be uc;

stood as being opposed to the Tartar sy.^tem. ;,'

there is not, nor has there ever been a Tartar
i

tern. The Mantohou race has, it is true, beii

its yoke all China; but its influence has been i

on the Chinese mind. The utmost it has 1)

able to effect, has been to introduce a few trill

modifications in the national costume, and tof
i

the conquered people to shave their heads
i

wear plaited tails. This is the only Tartar sysi—since the conquest, as much as before, I

Chinese nation has been governed by the same
stitutions, and has remained invariably faithfr]

the traditions of its ancestors. Moreover it
j

so to speak, absorbed in itself the Tartar race!

imposing upon it its own civilization and ha !

and even in great part extinguishing the Tartar

'

guage and .substituting its own. Lastly, the \
tar influence has been annulled throughout '

empire by their rarely getting possession ofi

offices, which bring about a direct relation bet«:

the rulers and the people. Almost all these,

cept military dignities and high state offices, Ij

fallen to the share of the Chinese, who were n!

generally competent to till them than the Tart

These latter, dispersed and lost in the immi,

extent of the empire, have retained the privi

of watching over the tranquillity of the frontij

itianning the forts, and mounting guard before-

palaces.
i

" There is nothing surprising in the fact of i

Chinese system having held good against

Mantchou invasion, and remained unchanged
the advent of a foreign dynasty. China is ^

different from Europe. The innumerable polit

convulsions and revolutions, which have ta

place in the country, have destroyed nuthiug,

the reason is simply this. A distinctive trai

Chinese idiosyncrasy is a profound veneration i

religious respect for old things and ancient ii

tutions. After each revolution, this extraordit

people has set itself to bring back the past and

establish former traditions, so as in no wise

deviate from the rites established by their an

tors. Therefore the Chinese system has aln

remained what it is ; and here also we have on

the causes, explaining why a people who hac

rapidly reached a remarkable degree of civil

tion, should' have remained stationary and witl

progress for centuries. Are we to hope, then, i

this new insurrection is to modify the Chii;

ystem ? It is but reasonable to doubt it. I

even highly probable that the want of sympf
n China towards the nations of the West will

main just as striking as heretofore. China is

10 manner of means thrown open, and notw^

tanding what has been said, wo believe then

little to be hoped for from missions. We must-

lose sight of the fact that Christianity is not invo.
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u le present crisis ; the Christians, too prudent

an wise to range themselves under a political

baiier, and besides, too few in number to exercise

a jrect influence on the afl'airs of the country,

hrii remained neutral. As such, they have be-

otfc obnoxious alike to both parlies; and we are

Ipfto fear that the victor, whichever it be, may
1 ilay take vengeance upon them as a conquered

If the Tartar government puts down the

iuirrcctiou which has so often displayed the

ens on its standard, it will be without mercy for

tbChrisliaus, and the length of the struggle will

oil? redouble its suspicions and its resentment;

if.iii the contrary, Tien-Te is successful and ex-

l„
tlir former conquerors of China, as he lays

ilui tu be the founder not only of a new dynasty

bil of a new creed, he will in the first flush of

Tfory sweep away all obstacles to his projects.

rli end of the civil war may perhaps, therefore,

blithe beginning of great persecution. These

fd'ful trials ought not, however, make us despair

ifj.o the future chri.stianizing of China; we know
tljt God leads all nations according to His own

y, and knows how to educe good out of evil, so

Ht oftentimes when men think all is lost, then

jl3 that all is saved."

]
ipt Comparison.—An English writer has ra-

il rked that he who teaches wliat he does not per-

f/tn, may be compared to a sun-dial on the front

[)[ a house, which instructs the pas.senger, but

QJ, the tenant.

J

THi: FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 23, 18

Information has been received in this city, thai

[Indon Yearly Meeting referred the two epistles

jm Ohio, to a large committee, and an invitation

ling extended to all the members who chose to

ilae, its sittings were attended by much the

^ger part of the men's meeting. After hearing

! various documents put forth by the two bodies,

i the minutes on the subject of the three Yearly
;etings in this country which have united with

separatists, the committee on their third sit-

, concluded to recommend to the Yearly Meet-

; to unite with the body of which Jona'n Binns
clerk : a recommendation which there is reason

believe the meeting would adopt.

iThis result of the controversy that has been
[ing on in the Society for many years, is indeed

jlculated to fill the mind with sadness, and to

ise those who feel bound to maintain the testi-

!my of Truth against the innovations on the

ctrines and discipline of Friends, w hieh have been
ought in of late years, to feel more deeply

3irown insufficiency for the work, and the neces-

y of depending solely on their Divine Master
• wisdom and strength to perform it aright.

The principles that are at stake are of vital im-
rtance, and if deserted or betrayed, we firmly

lieve, one innovation after another will inevita-

? be made on our doctrines and testimonies, un-
Quakerism will have little left to distinguish

from the form;il religion of other professors.

The testimony against the unsound sentiments
omulgated by some in membership in England,
s not sprung up in a day, nor has it been con-
icd to those living on this side of the Atlantic.

The Beaconite separation was the product of

ose views, carried to their legitimate sequence;
id the history of the Society tor the last twenty
ars will show, that among its members in Great
ritain, many of the most experienced and devoted

servants of the Most High, have felt constrained

openly to declare their disunity with them, and

to warn Friends there and elsewhere, in the most

solemn manner, of the disastrous consequences

that must continue to result to the Society, unless

it testified against those unsound views, and thus

cleared itself of all responsibility for them.

Among these, we may mention Thomas Shiliito,

George and Ann Jones, Sarah Lines Grubb, John
Barclay, George Withy, Daniel Wheeler, and

I. N. liichardson ; and there were many others

whose names we do not now recall. All these

have been gathered to their everlasting rest,

but in the discernment and authority of that

Divine Anointing which made them what they

were, they bore a clear and decided testimony

against the unsound views contained in many of

the works of J. J. Gurney and of E. Ash ; some
of them predicting that the Society would in time

testify against them ; and also, that it never would
witness a return to its original brightness and

power until that duty was performed. The same
testimony was borne by a large number of the wor-

thies in this country, who, within the same period,

have been removed from works to rewards, especi-

ally among those in Philadelphia and Ohio Yearly

Meetings, who were conspicuous for their upright-

ness and clearness of vision, and who, in view of

the conflict which they saw approaching, ceased

not to warn and incite their fellow believers, to

stand fast in the faith, earnestly contending fur it

as revealed to primitive Friends, and firmly resist-

ing the innovations attempted to be made upon
it.

These all saw that the Spirit of the world had
made wide inroads among those professing with

Friends, and prepared the way for the adoption of

the unsound views contained in the works alluded

to, which however sincerely held by their authors

would, wherever adopted, lead away from the spirit-

uality of our religion.

So fully and generally did this feeling prevail

among the more active and experienced members
of those meetings, that both bodies, affectionately,

but earnestly invoked the attention of their breth-

ren in England to the subject, besought them to

give it that consideration which its importance

demanded, warned them of the feelings of dis-

unity which the sanction directly and indirectly

given to the unsound views complained of, was

producing, and pointed out the divisions that it

was feared would finally result therefrom, unless

the cause was removed. To all this. Friends in

England gave little heed, satisfying themselves

with the plea of the individual responsibility of

the authors of the works containing the unsound
sentiments, to their respective meetings, which
took no notice of them.

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, feeling religiously

bound to do what it could to prevent the inroad of

error among its members, and to defend the faith of

the Society in its original purity, prepared and
issued the " Appeal from the Ancient Doctrines

of the Society," in which many of the unsound
views contained in the works of J. J. Gurney and

E. Ash, are quoted, and shown to be contrary to

the faith of the Society. This appeal was adopted

by Ohio Y'early Meeting. However some may
affect to believe, that the discrepancies between the

sentiments of the authors above named, commented
on in the " Appeal," and the faith ever professed

by the Society, are not of material importance

;

yet those sentiments have not been and cannot be

reconciled with the acknowledged doctrines of

Friends; and as we have before said, they have
been declared inimical to those doctrines and their

practical fruits, and as such, been testified against

by many of the most experienced and devoted of the

Lord's servants in the Society for the last twenty-

five years ; and we have no doubt a succeeding
generation will rejoice, that amid the declension

and general lukewarmness of the present time,

there were two Yearly Meetings enabled to hold
up a clear testimony to the faith for which our
forefathers suffered so deeply, and against the

errors, that in specious guise, threatened its purely
or overthrow.

The introduction or defence of these unsound
views, is now producing the convulsions predicted,

and rending the society to pieces; and no misrepre-

sentation or sophistry can disguise the fact. It

was this that gave birth to the division in N. Eng-
land, where the discipline and usages of the soci-

ety were violated, in order to secure the disown-

ment of an individual for faithfully testifying

against those views; and it is this that lies at the

bottom of the separation in Ohio. Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting has shown the violation of the

discipline, and of the fundamental principles of

our church government committed in JN'. England,

and given irrcfragible reasons why it should not

sanction them, by mauifesting unity with the body
committing them ; and it has striven to maintain

the rights of members, and the organiz;itiou of the

society, by urging the annulling of the arbitrary

acts, tliat led to the separation in that meeting.

Ohio Yearly Meeting has also steadily refused to

sanction those acts, because they strike at the

right and the duty of all faithful Friends to defend

the society from the inroads of error ; and the

separation from it that took place in the Ninth
month last, was of those who do not unite with

it, in its testimony against the unsound views

alluded to, and against the violation of the disci-

pline in New England, resulting from thein.

The setting up of the meeting of which J. Binna
is clerk, has been clearly shown to have been in

violation of the discipline and usages of the soci-

ety ; several of those composing it, at the time,

declared their measures to be a separation and no
action of other Yearly Meetings can alter the facts

which establish its being so, nor deprive the

Yearly Meeting of which B. Hoyle is clerk, of its

legitimate standing and authority as a Yearly

Meeting of the Society of Friends. Other Yearly

Meetings may decide to unite with those who
separated, because they agree with them in senti-

ment and feeling; but that does not change their

character as a separating body, nor give tliem the

standing of a rightly constituted meeting of

Friends, while it breaks asunder the outward bond
that kept the society together as one body.

There is a strong disposition manifested to do
away with many of the testimonies given to the

Society to uphold, and we believe that where mo-
dified Quakerism is not firmly and openly con-

demned, those testimonies cannot be long sup-

ported. We see that in some meetings, the testi-

mony against grave-stones has been discarded, and
that against marrying with those not in member-
ship, is reduced to a mere form; while a depar-

ture from the plain language and plain garb,

which have always characterized the true Friend;
the introduction of formal doctrinal teaching into

meetings ; and the propriety of the members
being released from responsibility, " for all that

has been said and written by our early pre-

decessors," are openly advocated, as a means
for preventing so many from leaving the society.

Such remedies will only aggravate the disease.

One distinctive characteristic will be swept away
after another; the children of those who approve

of or connive at these departures, will continue to

leave the society, and where the meetings of such

may be able to preserve their form, there will bo

but little else remaining.
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The rendings and divisions in the society should

humble us into the very dust. They show the empti-

ness of a mere formal profession, and the insuffici-

ency, by themselves, of that good name, and divinely

authorized organization handed down from our fore-

fathers, to keep the society from degeneration and
decay. We believe they are permitted to come
upon it, in order to bring the members back,

through suffering, to a more practical experience

of the principles we profess. A mere avowal or

advocacy of the doctrines of the society, will do

but little to extricate it from its present condi-

tion, unless the members come more generally to

be that spiritually minded people, wholly depend-

ent on the Lord for wisdom and strength to do his

work, which the primitive Friends were, and which

He designed their successors to be ; and we ap-

prehend that peace and harmony will not be re-

stored, until this is in good measure brought about,

and the members far more generally experience

that work begun and carried on in themselves.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE—News from England to 2d inst.

The Peace Conferences, at Vienna, have not been re-

sumed, England and France declining further negotia-

tions at present. The T) ar.—The despatches from the

Crimea show increased activity in warlike operations,

in which the allies have obtained some important ad-

vantages. An expedition of 20,000 men, under the com-
mand of Sir George Brown and Admiral Lj-on, which
was despatched secretly against Kertch, a Russian for-

tified town, near the entrance of the sea of Azoff, had
succeeded in taking the place, without difficulty. The
Russians retired on the approach of the allies, having

previously blown up the forts, and burned four steam-

ers, thirty transports and immense quantities of wheat
and other breadstuffs, which had been collected for the

supply of the Russian army. The allies took a large

number of transports, five vessels laden with wheat, and
more than one hundred guns. It is also stated, that

they destroyed about one hundred merchant vessels.

The allies will now be enabled to cut off the supplies

from the sea of Azoff, on which the Russian forces at

Sebastopol chiefly depended. Their forces are now
numerically superior to those of the Russians, and the

attempt will probably be made to invest Sebastopol on

all sides. On the 24th ult., the day that Kertch was
taken, a detachment of 35,000 men advanced on the

valley of the Tchernaya, the Russians retiring on their

approach. The French attack on the Russian entrench-

ments, on the nights of the 22d and 23d ult, appears to

have been a most sanguinary affair. It is said that uot

fewer than 8000 men were killed or wounded on both

sides, mostly by the bayonet. The French obtained

possession of the entrenchment, and were thus enabled

to complete their fourth parallel. Reinforcements were
daily arriving at Constantinople. Cholera had appeared

in both the English and French armies, but did not

prevail extensively. The weather was very warm.
RUSSIA.—The Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs

has issued a circular respecting the blockade of the

ports of Finland, which says that England has departed

from the principle that the flag covers the cargo, and
warns neutral vessels of the circumstance. Menschikoff

had arrived at St. Petersburg, and was well received by
the Emperor. Advices from St. Petersburg state that

there is now a strong party in favour of peace. It is

stated that the garrison of Sebastopol numbers about
50,000 men, and that they are provisioned for eight

FRANCE.—The Exposition is beginning to attract

more attention, but is still far short of the general an-

ticipations. The King of Portugal is in Paris. The
dearness of provisions has become a matter of serious

import in France. Strikes among the workmen in many
parts of the country, were becoming common.
SPAIN.—Letters from Rome say that the news of the

Queen having sanctioned the law confiscating the estates

of the church, had caused a great sensation. The Pope
is said to be profoundly afflicted, and the general opi-

nion was, that diplomatic relations between Spain and
Rome would speedily cease. The Cortes have decided
that they will hold themselves en permanence until they
shall have voted the extraordinary powers asked for by
the Government.
SWEDEN.—It is stated that great preparations are

making for war, and that recruits are being enlisted

and exercised as fast as they can be procured.

SARDINIA.—The Convents Suppression Bill with the

amendments of the Senate, has been adopted by the

Chamber of Deputies, by a vote of 95 to 23.

GREAT BRITAIN.—The shipping returns for the

Fourth mo. last, show a considerable decrease in the

employment of tonnage. Parliament was not in session.

London Money Market.—Consols have advanced to
92i. Money was abundant.

Liverpool.—The cotton market still exhibits an active

speculative demand with a considerable advance in

price, reaching on some grades \d. per lb. Sales of the

week, 152,500 bales, 81,500 of which was bought on
speculation. Breadstuffs unchanged, and the mark
dull. The weather for the previous week had been ui

favourable for the growing crops. Iron was in acti\

demand, and prices slightly advanced.
INDIA.—Letters from Bombay, dated Fourth mo. 3

state that an expedition, consisting of 15,000 men, and
an extensive fleet, was in readiness to proceed to the

Persian Gulf, to commence offensive operations against

the Shah of Persia.

CHINA.—Dates from Canton to Fourth mo. 13. The
city with a circuit of from ten to twenty miles, was in

the hands of the Imperialists. Beyond this, the rebels

are supposed to be as numerous and powerful as ever.

Between Third mo. 18th and Fourth mo. 5th, about 3000
persons had been beheaded in Canton. There was much
suffering on account of the dearness of provisions, owing
to the unsettled state of affairs ; the cultivation of the

rice fields had been much interfered with.

MEXICO.—Dates from the city of Mexico to 2d inst.

Santa Anna had taken possession of Zamora, which the

insurgents left on his approach. The fugitives were
pursued and completely routed, not less than two thou-

sand prisoners having been captured. Santa Anna re-

turned to Morelia on the 21st ult., and left again on the

23d for Aris, where another party of insurgents, num-
bering 2500 men, were posted. Several smaller bands
of revolutionists have been routed by the Government
troops. In the north, the revolutionists have been more
successful. On the 27th ult., the city of Monterey was
captured by them, and Gen. Cardova and 67 officers

taken prisoners. A large quantity of munitions of war
and 26 pieces of cannon were also taken.

LIBERIA.—News from Monrovia to Fourth mo. 13th.

Considerable progress appears to be making by the

people of Liberia in agriculture, trade and the mechanic

arts. A new settlement was about to be commenced
at Grand Cape Mount. A company of seventy-five men,

accompanied by President Roberts, had left Monrovia,

to commence the colony.

JAMAICA.—Advices from Kingston to the 2Sth ult.,

state that great damage has been done by floods

throughout the whole island. A number of persons had
been drowned, and the town of Rio Bueno, at the mouth
of the river of that name, was very much damaged. It

was feared that next year's crop of cane will be seriously

affected by the overflow.

UNITED STATES. — The Mackerel Fisheries off the

coast of New England, are said to be quite successful

•his season, and that the " catch" will be greater than

for many years past.

The Wool Crop of Ohio.—Eetrly in this mouth, the

wool growers throughout Richland, Crawford and Ma-
rion counties, were engaged in clipping their wool, and
taking it to market. It was selling at the following

prices :—Common, 20, 22J ; blood, 23, 25k; do. 26 a

28|, 30 a 33 ; full blood, 34 a 35.

A'ew Or/ffi«;<—Tliere were 381 deaths in New Orleans,

during the week ending list inst. ; of these, 200 were

from cholera. Cholera prevails at Baton Rouge, and

other points on the river. Information had been re-

ceived at N. Orleans, of a rise in the Red river, in con-

sequence of heavy rains in that part of the country.

The Soulh-wesl.—Tbe Mobile Register reports the

rivers as once more in navigable condition, and esti-

mates that with the force of boats now at command, the

cotton awaiting shipment can be brought down in three

weeks. The rivers in Georgia are navigable. The Savan-

nah Georgian of Sixth mo. 8, says : Corn is backward
;

it bas only just begun to tassel. Wheat harvest is over,

and the crop is a good one.

The Cherokee Indians, are said to be in great distress

from a scarcity of breadstuffs and other necessaries of

life. A recent account mentions the death of three of

them by starvation.

The North-wesl.—The Indianapolis Journal of 11th

inst. states, tliat the wheat crop, in some sections of

Indiana and Illinois, has suffered severely from frost.

The regions indicated are the valley of the Wabash and
the northern portions of Indiana and Illinois. Some
fields are said to be almost entirely ruined

;
others es-

caped uninjured.

Pluladelj>hia.—Mortality last week, 170. The receipts

on the Pennsylvaflia Railroad for the month ci

Fifth mo. 31, were §325,711 ; for the same montl
jjt

year, $297,137. The inmates of the almshouse
[jt

week consisted of 1321 persons of foreign birth Kg

white Americans, and 124 coloured ; total, 1948. ,' ^<l

time last year, 1731. The Reading and Pottsville ; i^

road is this year doing a very large and profitable 1 1$
ness. The receipts of the road for the Fifth month w
were S449,694. Charges of all kinds, §184,425 ifcj

profits for one month, §265,269.
'

,

New J'ori.—Mortality last week, 353.
,

State of the Ohio.—On the 16th, there was six feiijf

water in the channel at Pittsburg, and falling. I

Miscellaneous.—Fugitive Slaves.—A suit to recovei 'e

value of fugitive slaves, has been instituted against 4
Xorthern Central Railway Company, Pa., by a si ',.

holder, near Frederick, Md. The slaves applied 'r

passage to York, Pa., which was granted by the \.

ductor of the train, although it is alleged he knew t n
to be fugitives. The case excites much interea 'n

Maryland.
The Catholic Council on Temperance.—The past

1

letter signed by the Archbishop of Cincinnati, and .

eral Catholic bishops, recently issued, contains ad 3
to the membersof the Romish church to discountene 3
and discontinue altogether the practice of retailing

C

toxicating drinks. Intemperance is called a horr^
vice, and the traffic in intoxicatingliquors is pronouDj
dangerous to the morals of those engaged in it, dis ,.

ditable in public estimation, and unnecessary a,i

means of obtaining a livelihood.

Ballooning.—William D. Banmistle, of Adrian C
,

Mich., recently ascended from that place, in a balloi

at lo| in the morning, and descended in Clarion ecu
|,

Pa., at 2J in the afternoon, making the computed
'i-

tance of three hundred and fifty miles in about fr

hours. The daring adventurer suffered severely fii

the cold to which he was exposed at the high elevat

.

reached. I

A Volcano in Nova Scotia.—Granville mountain, d|

Digby, N. S., is now in an eruptive condition, ejecte

smoke and stones, one of which was recently thro!

into a house in ihe vicinity.
j

Emancipation in Peru.—In the late revolution in P(
^

the slaves were all set free. Great complaints in C/

sequence are made by the planters, who say they hii

now no means of cultivating their estates.
j

French Losses in the Crimea.—The Paris correspond'!

of the London Times states from official sources, ti^

the number of the French troops sent out to the Crinj

since the commencement of the war, is 182,000, of whi]

number 120,000 were recently effective. This show!
loss from all causes of 62,000 men.

RECEIPTS.

Received from David Hall, 0., $4, vols. 28 and 2.

Thos. Hall, 0., S2, vol. 29 ; D. Binns, jr., 0., S3, vol. i

from Isaac Hoge, 0., §1, to 41, vol. 28 ; from A. Han-

ton, Ind., $2, to 32, vol. 29; from Jehu Fawcett, at;

0., for H. W. Harris, C. C. More, D. Painter, J. B. Bn
T. Wickersham, SI. Shaw, and Jos. Reader, Sr., $2 eat

vol. 28, and for Wm. Fisher, $2, to 26, vol. 28; J. Pi

S2, to 31, vol. 29, Sarah Allison, §2, vol. 29, SI. Barbi

S2, to 40, vol. 29.

A Short Memoir, by William Hodgson, Jr., of Lyi

Ann Barclay, a minister, late of Aberdeen, Scotlan

who deceased the 31st of First month last, at Cocke

mouth, Eng., a pamphlet of 24 pages, has recently be

published, and is for sale at Friends' Bookstore, 84 An
street, and at the office of " The Friend."

WANTED.
A middle-aged Friend, as housekeeper in a si

family, in a country village. Apply at this office.

Died, on the 14th inst., at her residence in the city

New York, Haxxah H., widow of the late Robert

Walker. This dear Friend witnessed " patience to ha
her perfect work." Sweetly relying on the mercy ai

goodness of her heavenly Father, she was enabled

bear a protracted illness, with remarkable cheerfulne

and submission to His will, leaving to her friends tl

consoling assurance, that her emancipated spirit hi

been permitted an entrance into one of those blesst

mansions, which our Saviour said, " I go to prepare f

you, that where I am, there ye may be also."
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A Few Words about llie Wind.

The reader need uot be told tlint the earth is

:nQpletcly surrounded b}- air. Although we can-

(t see it, we see the things it supports—the straw

viich dances before our path, or the broad-pini-

i;ed bird niounting from his solitary and rocky

ircli ill full gaze of the sun. We neither appre-

liud it by taste or smell ; but it is the carrier of

•lugs which aifcct both these organs. If we are

jj-aagers to the odoriferous orange and spice

S)vcs of warmer climes, we have strolled through

3rtbern gardens wbeu the air has been scented

il the briar, the wall-flower, or the gentle mig-

ihnette. All the senses give evidence, in some

i|y or other, of the existence of the atmosphere

4«vidence so indisputable that we never ask the

jjilosopher for a proof of it, though pleased to see

fa experiments and hear his demonstrations.

It is equally unnecessary to ask the man of

Bcnce to demonstrate that wind is air in motion.

1

breathes softly upon the heated brow as we sit

der the shelter of the overhanging cliff by the

i-side; and its keen, cutting blasts, when it

eeps along from the cold north, pierce our thick

«)oIlea clothing in winter. The motion of air in

te production of winds is recognised as the cause

J the draughts which annoy us by our fire-sides,

i well as of the storms which toss the strong ship,

I;e a very little thing, from the mountainous top

t the dark valleys of the black surging waves.

jke the great ocean of water which it majesti-

Uy controls, the atmosphere has its times of

1 and tempest, sometimes sleeping so motion-

upon the bosom of the earth that it cannot

1 the tiny sail of a toy, and sometimes sweeping

er it in billows, whose length can only be mea-

red by countries or continents.

Heat is the prime cause of the ceaseless changes

the condition of the atmosphere ; and this also,

an isolated fact, is generally known, even if the

rcumstances under which it acts, and the origin

its direction and velocity, be not understood,

jld air, as everybody knows, always rushes into

space filled with an atmosphere warmer than

;olf.

We may obtain, indeed, a familiar illustration

the origin and direction of the wind, by sup

)Bing a fire to be burning in the centre of s

rge room, and then tracing the effect it would
ive upon the air. Immediately around the burn

g body, the air will be heated by contact and s(

:pand, and bulk for bulk become lighter. The
IJer, deuser, and therefore heavier air will pres:

ion this lighter fluid and force it upwards, as i

stream of wirter flowing into a vcssid containing

oil would displace it and cause it to float on the

top.

A balloon rises in the air till it comes into an

mopphere no heavier than itself; the same prin-

ple determines the height to which a body of

heated air ascends. Having reached this eleva-

ion, it receives a progressive motinn towards the

paces which the colder air is vacating; but as it

is each instant losing a portion of its heat, it must

gain drop to the surface and pass through a simi-

lar series of changes. There are, then, two cur-

nts in the atmosphere—one below, from colder

gions towards the warmer, which we call winds
;

id another above, from the hotter towards the

colder, of which we are insensible on account of

their height above the surface of the earth. The

existence of these two currents may be proved in

y room where a fire is burning ; for if a lighted

candle be held before the crevice at the top of the

door, the flame will be blown outward, proving

that the heated air within the apartment is moving

towards the colder atmosphere without; but near

the bottom of the door it will be blown inward by

cold wind entering to occupy the space of that

which has been displaced.

So frequent are the changes in the direction

and intensity of the wind in Great Britain, that it

has, in our daily phraseology, become the emblem

of uncertainty. "As fickle as the wind" is the

description of a man who is unstable in all his

ways. But these changes in the state of the

atmosphere are not the results of a separation from

the influence of physical causes ; they are the

consequences of an obedience to the law of its con-

stitution. Within a short period of time it shifts

from one point of the compass to another, and

may often be literally said to have traversed the

heavens. These silent and secret changes of the

wind our Saviour alludes to when enforcing on

Nicodemus the necessity of regeneration by the

Holy Spirit :
" Marvel not that I say unto thee.

Ye must be born again. The wind bloweth where

it listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, bu

canst not tell whence it cometh nor whether it

goeth. So is every one that is born of the Spirit."

The velocity and force of the wind also increase

and diminish, for it travels over the earth at all

speeds, from one mile to a hundred miles an hour;

having in the former case a motion of which we

are hardly conscious, and in the latter a force suf-

ficient to uproot the sturdiest trees of the forest,

and to level with the ground the most durable

works of man. But with all this irregularity,

there is in every country a prevalence of wind in

one direction more than others. In western Eu-

rope the south-west wind is most frequent, but

still not so constant as to give any certainty in

predicting either its period or velocity.

But, although winds are so irregular and un-

certain in temperate climes, they have in many

tropical regions a constancy scarcely less remark-

able than the succession of the seasons, or the

daily rising and setting of the sun. This is the

case over a large area (28 degrees) on each side of

the equator. To the north of the equator, that is,

in the northern hemisphere, the direction is in

some point between the north and the east ; and

in the southern hemi.'iphere between the south and

east. Tliat narrow belt of the earth, about the

equator, where the two winds would come in con-

tact, is distinguished by the prevalence of calms.

These atmospheric currents are called the trade-

winds, because by a knowledge of their precise

direction in every part of the ocean, where they

re more regular than on the land, the mariner is

ble to calculate upnn a portion of his voyage with

certainty, and the transit of merchandise over the

3an is consequently greatly facilitated.

The origin of these "winds may be satisfactorily

explained. The atmosphere upon the equatorial

regions of the east where the sun is directly over

head at noon-day, being intensely heated, expands

and rises. Streams of cold air from both the north

d south rush in to occupy the space it vacates,

d the winds would be direct north and south, if

the earth had no revolution on its axis. But the

earth has a diurnal rotation from east to west, and

the velocit3' must constantly increase from the

poles upon which it is supposed to revolve, to that

portion of the surface where, if a great circle were

drawn round the globe, it would divide it into two

equal parts, or, in other words, to the equator.

Now, as the atmosphere attends the earth in its

daily journey, a current of air in advancing from

a region where the velocity is small, towards one

where it is greater, must be bent out of its course

—turned eastward in fact, in the direction of the

earth's rotation. This is the reason why the

trade-winds flow from the north and south-east.

But there is another class of winds—those

which are periodical. All persons residing near

the sea-coast speak of the land and sea-breezes

which alternate with day and night During the

summer season they are agreeably refreshing on

our shores ; but in the West India islands and

other tropical coasts, where the heat of the day is

excessive, and mind and body flag under its ex-

hausting influence, they seem to be almost neces-

sary for healthful, not to say comfortable, exist-

ence. During the day, the earth being more

heated than the sea, the air is rarefied, and a cool

breeze blows on to the land ; but after sunset the

earth is more rapidly cooled by radiation than the

ocean, and a stream of cold air then flows'seaward.

The same cause acting for a longer time, and over

a larger .space, produces the monsoons or season

winds, which derive their name from a Malay

,word, signifying a sea,son. In those countries

subject to their influence, and situated to the

north of the equator, they blow for five months

from the north-east, and for another five months

from the south-west. In countries situated south

of the equator, they blow alternately for the same

periods from the north-west and .south-east. In

India, the north-east monsoon begins about the

end of October, making its approach known by

heavy squalls, and continues to the close of March.

This is the rainy season of the Coromandel coast.

The southwest monsoon commences about the

middle of April, and continues till September:

this is the rainy season of the Malabar coast.

When we inquire for what purpose this inces-

,sant commotion of the atmosphere was established

by the Creator of all things, many of the benefi-

eial purposes it serves are at once discovered. The
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mariner bravely ventures his bark over the turbu-

lent and uncertain seas of the northern and south-

ern oceans, and directs his course into the trade-

winds ; he has hope, courage, and skill to help

him wben he is tempest-tossed, but he dreads the

place of calm. By the motion of the atmosphere

God has not only provided for the free intercom-

munication of tlie human race, but also for the

purity of tlie great rerial ocean, which would

otherwise be a prolific source of disease, suffering,

and death to his creatures. The condition of the

most unhealthy part of the earth would be incom-

parably worse if the deleterious atmosphere were

not constantly driven into the great ocean, to be

there partly purged of its noxious t|ualities by

dilution, and then gradually withdrawn by chemi-

cal unions with other substances—thus couvcrliiig

an apparent evil iuto a blessing.

Epi\tle o( George Fox.

" Dear Friends,—My love is to you all in the

holy Seed, Christ Jesus, that bruises the serpent's

head, and destroys the devil and his works; and who
hath all power in heaven and in earth given to him.

Let every one's faith stand in Him, and in his

power, who is the author and finisher of your

faith. And now for you, who have been partakers

of his power, and are sensible of it in this day of

his power, that is over darkness and its power;

by whose power the hearts of the king and rulers

have been opened, and your outward prison doors

set open for your liberty, my desires are that all

may be preserved in humility and thankfulness,

in the sense of the mercies of the Lord ; and live

in the peaceable truth, that is over all ; that ye

may answer God's grace, and his light and Spirit

in all, in a righteous, godly life and conversation.

Let none be lifted up by their outward liberty,

neither let any be cast down by suffering for

Christ's sake ; but all live in the Seed, (which is

as wheat,) which is not shaken, nor blown away
by the winds and storms, as the chaff is. Which
Seed of life, none below can make higher or low-

er ; for the children of the Seed are the children

of the everlasting, unchangeable kingdom of

Christ and God. In Christ Jesus, whom God
hath given you for a sanctuary, God Almighty
keep you; in whom ye have life everlasting, and

wisdom from above, which is pure, peaceable,

gentle, and easy to be entreated, full of mercy and

good fruits ; that all now may be exercised in,

and may practise this wisdom in holy lives and

conversations; so that this wisdom may be justi-

fied of all her children, and they exercised and
preserved in it in this day of the power of Christ,

in which all his people are made a willing people,

to serve and worship God in righteousness and

holiness, in Spirit and in truth.

" Let none abuse the power of the Lord, nor

grieve his Spirit, by which you are sealed, and

kept to the day of salvation and redemption ; but

always exercise yourselves to have a good con-

science, void of offence towards God and towards all

men, being exercised in holiness, godliness, and
righteousness; and in the truth, and in the love

of it. All study to be approved unto God in in-

nocency, virtue, simplicity and faithfulness; la-

bouring and studying to be quiet in the will of

God. And whatsoever ye do in word or deed, do

all in the name of the Lord Jesus
;
giving thanks

to God the Father by him; that he who is over

all, may have the praise for all his mercies and

blessings ; with which he hath refreshed his peo-

ple, and by his eternal arm and power hath kept

and preserved them to this day
;
glory to his

name over all forever. Amen. Christ hath called

you by his grace into one body, to him the Holy
iiead ; therefore live in charity, and in the love

of God, which is the bond of perfectness in his

body. This love edifies the body of Christ

;

which body and all his members are knit together,

and increased with the increase of God, from
whom they receive nourishment. For by one
Spirit we are all baptized into one body, and have
been made all to drink into one Spirit; in which
Spirit the body and all its members have fellow-

ship with Christ, the Head, and one with another
The unity of this Holy Spirit is the bond of

peace of all the living members of Ghrist Jesus, of

which he is the spiritual Head, Kock, and Foun-
dation. In the midst of his church of living

members, Christ exercises his spiritual prophetical

office, to open to them the mysteries of his king-

dom. He is a spiritual Bishop to oversee them,
that they do not go astray from the living God
tljat made them ; a Shepherd that feeds them with
bread and water of life from heaven ; and none is

able to pluck his sheep out of his hands. He is a

Priest that died for them, sanctifies them, and
presents them to God; who ruleth in their hearts

l.y the Divine faith, which he is the author and
finisher of. His living members praise God
through Jesus Christ, in whom they have life and
salvation, who reconciles them to God, that they

can say they have peace with God through Jesus

Christ, and so praise God through him that was
dead, and is alive again, who reigns over all; and
liveth forevermore, blessed forever; Hallelujah.

Amen.
" Greet one another with a holy kiss of charity.

Love or charity beareth all things, believeth all

things, hopeth all things, endureth all things.

It envieth not, vaunteth not itself, is not pufl'ed

up, nor doth it behave itself unseemly. It rejoices

not in iniquity, but rejoices in the truth. Charity

is not easily provoked, and thinks no evil, but
suffereth long, and is kind. Charity never faileth.

I say, greet one another with this holy kiss of

charity, and peace be with you all, that are in

Christ Jesus, your life and salvation. G. F."

The 30tb of the Third month, 1686.

The life of the Earth.

A rush of waters take place from the poles to-

ward the equator. The two lobes close, cut off the

equatorial ilow between them, and crowd the In-

dian Ocean with polar waters. They press out

the overheated waters; hence the great equatorial

flow encountered by Captain Grant.

Thus this opening between the cold water lobes

appears to hold to the chambers of the Indian

Ocean, with their heated waters, the relations

which the valves and the ventricles of the human
heart hold to the circulation of the blood. The
closing of these lobes at certain times prevents

regurgitations of the warm waters, and compels
them to pass thiough their appointed channels.

From this point of view, how many new beau-

ties do not now begin to present themselves in

the machinery of the ocean ! its great heart not

only beating time to the seasons, but palpitating

also to the winds and the rains, to the clouds and
the sunshine, to day and night. Few persons have
ever taken the trouble to compute how much the

fall of a single inch of rain over an extensive

region in the sea, or how much the change even

of two or throe degrees of temperature over a few

thousand .square miles of its surface, tends to dis-

turb its equilibrium, and consequently to cause an

aqueous palpitation that is felt from the equator to

the poles. Let us illustrate by an example : The
surface of the Atlantic Ocean covers an area of

about twenty-five millions of square miles. Now,
let us take one-fifth of this area, and suppose a

fall of rain one inch deep to take place over it.

This rain would weigh three hundred and sixty

thousand millions of tons ; and the salt whicl og

water, it held in solution in the sea, and wl h

when that water was taken up as vapour, was
jft

behind to disturb equilibrium, weighed six in

millions more of tons, or nearly twice as muc •»

all the ships in the world could carry at a c »o

each. It might fall in an hour, or it might jn

in a day; but occupy what time it might in \.

ing, this rain is calculated to exert so much fie

—which is inconceivably great—in disturbing 'e

equilibrium of the ocean. If all the water s.

charged by the Mississippi river during the
; ir

were taken up in one mighty measure, and s{

into the ocean at one effort, it would not mal|a

greater disturbance in the equilibrium of the 'a

than would the fall of rain supposed. Now js

is for but one-fifth of the Atlantic, and the ia

of the Atlantic is about one-fifth of the sea-;ja

of the world ; and the estimated fall of rain .g

but one inch, whereas the average for the yealg

sixty inches, but we will assume it for the sei'o

be no more than thirty inches. In the aggreg
,,

and on an average, then, such a distuibanceji

the equilibrium of the whole ocean as is here fi.

posed occurs seven hundred and fifty times a y r^

or at the rate of once in twelve hours. Moreo:,

when it is recollected that these rains take pie

now here, now there; that the vapour of wb'i

they were formed was taken up at still ot r

places, we shall be enabled to appreciate the beit

the force and the effect of these pulsations in
p

sea. I

Between the hottest hour of the day and
p

coldest hour of the night there is frequentl 51

change of four degrees in the temperature of i>

sea. Let us, therefore, to appreciate the thr>

bings of the sea-heart, which take place in coBr

quence of the diurnal changes in its temperate^

call in the sunshine, the cloud without rain, w»

day and night, and their heating and radiati;

processes. And to make the case as strong, asf

be true to Nature we may, let us again sell

one-fifth of the Atlantic Ocean for the scene
''

operation. The day over it is clear, and the 5

.

pours down his rays with their greatest intensi

and raises the temperature two degrees. At nij>

the clouds interpose and prevent radiation fr

this fifth, whereas the remaining four-fifths, whi

are supposed to have been screened by clouds,

as to cut off the heat from the sun during the di

are now looking up to the stars in a cloudless si

and serve to lower the temperature of the surff

waters, by radiation, two degrees. Here, then,

a difference of four degrees, which we will si

pose extends only ten feet below the surface. T
total and absolute change made in such a mass

;

sea water by altering its temperature four degn;

is equivalent to a change in its volumes of thi;

hundred and ninety thousand millions of cut

feet.

Do not the clouds, night and day, now prese

themselves to us in a new light ? They are cof

and rachets,aud wheels in that grand andexquisi

machinery which governs the sea, and whic

amid all the jarrings of the elements, preserves

harmony the exquisite adaptations of the ocean.

Lieut. Maury.

0/ fill mi/!/>/.—lie that is proud of his birt

is proud of the blessings of others, not of himsel

for if his parents were more eminent in any ci

cumstances than their neighbours, he is to thai

God, and to rejoice in them: but still he may !

a fool, or unfortunate, or deformed; and wh(

himself was born, it was indifferent to him wh
tber bis father were a king or a peasant, for 1

knew not anything, nor chose anything ; and mc
commonly it is true, that ho who boasts of h
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ti2cstnrs, who were the founders and raisers of a

tjble family, doth confess that he hath in himself

Jess virtue and a less honour, and therefore that

lijis Jegouerated.

—

Jer. Taylor.

The Influence of the Parental Cliarncicr.

By Richard Cecil.

Tlic influence of the paternal character on child-

II is not to be calculated. Every thing around

)s an influence on us. Indeed, the influence of

jliugs is so great, that, by familiarity with them,

fcy insensiby urge on us principles and feelings

i|iich we before abhorred. I knew a man who

tjik in a deniocratital paper, only to laugh at it.

)it, at length, he had read the same things again

ijd again, so often, that he began to think there

Hist be some truth in them ; and that men and

)(;asurcs were really such as they were so often

fi.d to be. A drop of water seems to have no in-

ence on the stone; but it will, in the end, wear

way through. If there be, therefore, such

lighty influence in everything around us, the

rental influence must be great indeed.

Consistency is the great character, in good

rents, which impresses children. They may
;aess much temper : but if they see their father

eep the even tenor of his way," his imperfec-

is will be understood and allowed for as reason

fens. The child will see and reflect on his

jrent's intention : and this will have great influ-

ice on his mind. This influence may, indeed,

} afterwards counteracted : but that only proves

jat contrary currents may arise, and carry the

tiild another way. Old Adam may be too strong

|r young Malancthon.

[The implantation of principles is of unspeakable

jiportance, especially when culled from time to

out of the Bible. The child feels his parent's

ilhority supported by the Bible, and the authority

the Bible supported by his parent's weight and
fluence. Here are data—fixed data. A man
n very seldom get rid of these principles. They
ind in his way. He wishes to forget them, per-

ps; but it is impossible.

j
Where parental influence does not convert, it

|tmpers. It hangs on the wheels of evil. I had
(pious mother who dropped things in my way.

[could never rid myself of them. I was a pro-

Ibsed infidel : but then I liked to be an infidel in

bmpauy, rather than when alone. 1 was wretched
jhen by myself.

) Those principles, and maxims, and data spoiled

|y jollity. With my companions I could sometimes
lifle them : like embers, we kept one another
jarm. Besides, I was here a sort of hei o. I had
Dguiled several of my associates into my own
pinions, and I had to maintain a character before

liem. But I could not divest myself of my better

jrinciplcs. I went with one of my companions to

te the 'Minor.' He could laugh heartily at Mother
pie—I could not. He saw in her the picture of

1 who talked about religion—I knew better,

me ridicule on regeneration was high sport to

lim—to me, it was none : it could not move my
[iatures. He knew no difterence between regene-
ition and trausubstantiation—I did. I knew
|iere was such a thing. I was afraid and ashamed
1) laugh at it. Parental influence thus cleaves to

!

man : it harasses him—it throws itself continu-
lly in his way.

I find in myself another evidence of the great-

ess of parental influence. I detect myself to this

ay iu laying down maxims in my family, which
took up at three or four years of age, before 1

ould possibly know the reason of the thing.

It is of incalculable importance to obtain a hold
n the conscience. Children have a conscience;
nd it is not scared, though it is evil. Bringing

the eternal world into their view—planning and
acting with that world before us—this gains, at

length, such a hold on them, that, with all the

infidel poison which they may afterwards imbibe,
there are few children, who at night—in theii

chamber—in the dark—in a storm "of thunder

—

will not feel. They cannot cheat like other men.
They recollect that eternity which stands in their
way. It goads them : it thunders in their cars.
After all they are obliged to compound the matter
with conscience, if they cannot be prevailed on to
return to God without delay :—I mu.st be religious
one time or other. That is clear, I cannot get rid
of this thing. Well ! I will begin at such a time.
I will finish such a scheme, and then !

The opinions—the spirit—the conversation

—

the manners of the parent, influence the child.
Whatever sort of man he is, such, in a "-reat

degree will be the child; unless constitution or
accident give him another turn. If the parent
is a fantastic man—if he is a genealogist, knows
nothing but who married such an one, and who
married such an one—if he is a sensualist, a

low wretch—his children will usually catch these
tastes. If he is a literary man—his very girls

will talk learnedly. If he is a griping, hard,
miserly man—such will be his children. This
I speak of as generally the case. It may hap-
pen, that the parent's disposition may have no
ground to work on in that of the child. It may
happen that the child may be driven into disgust;

the miser, for instance, often implants disgust, and
his son becomes a spendthrift.

After all, in some cases, perhaps, every thing
seems to have been done and exhibited by the pious
parent in vain. Yet he casts his bread iqwii tlm

icaters. And, perhaps, after he has been in his

grave twenty years, his son remembers what his

father told him.

Besides, parental influence must be great, be-

cause God has said that it shall be so. The parent

is not to stand reasoning and calculating, God has
said that his character shall have influence.

And this appointment of Providence becomes
often the punishment of a wicked man. Such a

man is a complete selfist. I am weary of hear-

ing such men talk about their "family,"—and
their " family"—they " must provide for their

family." Their family has no place in their real
REGARD. They push for themselves. But God
says—" No ! i'ou think your children shall be so

and so. But they shall be rods for your own backs.

They shall be your curse. They shall rise up
against you." The most common of all human
complaints is—parents groaning under the vices

of their children ! This is all the efl'ect of parental

influence.

In the exercise of this influence there arc two
leading dangers to be avoided.

Excess of SEVERITY is one danger. My Mother,
on the contrary, would talk to me, and weep as she

talked. I flung out of the house with an oath

—

but wept too when I got into the street. Sympa-
thy is the powerful engine of a mother. I was
desperate : I would go on board a privateer. But
there are soft moments to such desperadoes. God
does not, at once, abandon them to tbcmsclves.

There are times when the man says—" I should

be glad to return : but I should not like to meet
that face !" if he has been treated with seve-

rity.

Yet excess of laxity is another danger. The
case of Eli afibrds a serious warning on this subject.

Instead of his mild expostulation on the flagrant

wickedness of his sons

—

nay, my sons, it is no good
'port that I hear—he ought to have exercised his

ithority as a parent and magistrate in punishing
and restraining their crimes.

Red Fogs and Sea Dust.—Lieutenant Maury,
in his Physical Geography of the Sea, explains an
ingenious theory which he has formed respecting
the character and origin of the red fogs which
seamen sometimes encounter in the Cape Verde
Islands, and of the showers of red dust which in
the vicinity of Northern Africa, often descend in
such quantities as to cover the sails and riggino-,

though the vessel may be hundreds of miles from
the land. In the Mediterranean this dust, which
is of a brick red or cinnamon colour, is called So-
rocco dust, and in other places African dust, from
the belief that the winds bring them from some
parched section of the continent of Africa. But
this assumption is far from correct, for it has been
discovered by the microscope of Professor I]hren-

berg, one of the most distinguished scientific men
of modern times, that the dust consists of infuso-

ria and organisms which could only have como
from the south-east trade wind region of South
America.

Lieutenant Maury thinks that this establishes the
fact that there is a perpetual upper current of air

from South America to North Africa, and he says
there can bo no doubt that this volume of air is

nearly equal to the volume which flows to the
southward, with the north-east trade winds. The
"rain dust" has been observed to fall most fre-

quently in the spring and autumn seasons of the
year, from thirty to sixty days after the equinoxes.
The reason for these periodical visitations is sup-
posed to bo the fact that these are the dry seasons
of certain portions of the South American conti-

nent. At the time of the vernal equinox, for ex-
ample, the valley of the Lower Orinoco is parched
with drought, the pools are dry, and marshes and
plains are arid wastes; vegetation ceases, and
light scorching breezes bear away dense clouds of
dust from the dried up lakes. W'hirlwinds and
tornadoes sweep over the earth with terrific force,

so impregnating the air with dust that it assumes
a straw-coloured hue. At the period of the autum-
nal equinox another portion of the Amazonian ba-

sin is parched with drought, and aft'ected in a like

manner by the winds. Lieut. Blaury thinks that

these are the countries from which the rain dust
comes. He thinks that it is caught up from the

valleys of the Amazon, and Orinoco by these" whirl-

winds, and borne away, far away, by the rapid

currents of upper air, to the region of Northern
Africa.

—

Baltimore American. ••

Amount of Gold Consumed fur Manufacturing
Purposes.—The Banker's Magazine has a valuable

article on the "Uses of Gold and Silver in the

Arts." It is computed that the amount of the pre-

cious metals consumed in various ways is from
forty to titty millions of dollars' value per annum.
the quantity used in the manufacture of watch
cases, pencil cases, plate, household materials, and
in the arts, is enormous. It is stated that for gild-

ing metals by the electrotype and the water-gilding

processes, and in the Stafibrdshire patterns, no less

than 18,000 to 20,000 ouncesareannually required.

In Paris 18,000,000 francs are used for manufac-
turing purposes yearly ; and in the Uuitcd States,

$10,000,000 is the estimated amount converted

into ornamental jewelry.

For " The Friend."

BIOGRAPUlcn SKETCHES,

nd Elders, .and otlicr concerned members
ly Jleetin

Ut Ministe;

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 3-J5.J

JOSEPH GLAISTEU.

Joseph Glaister was born in the year 1673, it

is believed, in the county of Cumberland, in Great

Britain, which was for some time his residence.
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Submitting to the visitations of the Holy Spirit

in early life, be grew in religious experience, and
about the time be reached manhood, came forth in

the ministry. lu the exercise of his gift, he tra-

velled extensively. In 1695 he visited Ireland in

company with another person of the same name,

both from Cumberland. In tbe year 1703, tben

being thirty years of age, he spread before his

Friends a concern to visit the provinces in Ame-
rica, on religious service ; and having the unity of

the meetings, in the same year he came hither.

He attended the General Meeting of Ministers

in Philadelphia, in the First month, 1704, where

his company was acceptable, and his certificate

read to satisfaction. He was in and about tbe

city, during the second month, and Thomas Chalk-

ley being liberated to visit the meetings of

Friends on Long Island, Rhode Island, and New
England, they joined company early in the Tbird
month, and went towards New York. They held

meetings at Burlington and Crosswioks, and pass-

ing to Long Island, attended many there ; from
thence they proceeded to Rhode Island Yearly
Meeting, which was held in the Fourth month.
It was a time of great trial to Friends in New
England. An Indian war was raging, and many
of the settlors, men, women and children, were
barbarously murdered, and scalped by the cruel

and exasperated children of the forest. Many of

the inhaloitants were bitter against Friends, be-

cause they could not take up arms to slay the In
dians.

Thomas Chalkley says, " We travelled the

country, and had large meetings, and tbe good
presence of God was with us abundantly, and we
had great inward joy in the Holy Ghost in our

outward jeopardy and travels. The people gene-

rally rode, and went to their meetings armed ; but
Friends went to their meetings without either

sword or gun, having their trust and confidence

in God."
Joseph Glaister must have thought of escaping

a visit to Friends in the south, for after spending
the latter part of the Ninth month, attending

meetings round Philadelphia, he, early in the

Tenth month, applied for a return certificate, ex-

pecting as he said in a few days to sail for Europe.

So much for his intention,—but his Master turned

him another way. The next place we meet with

him is, in Virginia, where, on the 21st of the

Fourth month, 1705, he joined company with

Thomas Story at a large, good meeting held at

Pagan's Creek.

Andrew Monro, a priest, had had a controversy

with Joseph Glai.ster a short time before, and be-

ing disposed to have another meeting, Joseph
agreed to it, although Monro would not tell him
the subject he intended to treat on. Thomas
Story, after telling what a great auditory were
assembled, says, " My friend, Joseph Glaister,

and I, were very low, inward, and humble in our

minds, the multitude being generally against us,

and the honour of Truth concerned in the manage-
ment and issue of this engagement on our part

;

yet the Lord was on our side." Although Joseph
Glaister was under some seeming disadvantage in

not knowing the points before hand that Monro
intended to urge, yet he readily entered into them
when stated. The first was on water baptism.

Tbe second was on the po.--sibility of being made
free from sin in this life. The third was, whether
Christ ever gave power to his apostles and minis-

ters to force a maintenance. In treating the first

and second questions, Joseph was so enabled to

uphold the Truth, that Monro was foiled, and not

willing to enter on tbe third. He said, " Mr.
Glaister, you are a much younger man than I am,
and stronger, and can hold an argument longer.

I confess you have a close way of reasoning, though

I think 1 have the truth on my side, but can bold

out no longer." Thomas Story says, " Being hot

weather, and he, an elderly man, grew so weary,

weak and faint, that he could scarcely be beard;

but called for a pipe of tobacco and a tankard of

ale, for bis refreshment; and so it ended on his

part in drink and smoke."

In a dispute which Thomas Story had with an-

other priest a few days after, the priest commenced
with asserting, that the Quakers never used the

Lord's prayi-r in their meetings, although Christ

had commanded bis disciples that they should

thus pray ; and finished by saying, the Quakers
are no Christians. Thomas, in reply, stated that

although tbe words of that prayer were not often

repeated entire in our meetings, yet they were fre-

quently referred to, and explained, and that they

were sometimes repeated verbatim. The priest

said, " I never heard you, and who else here ever

did." Several of the audience said, " I have,"
" I have," and a lawyer said, "I have heard Jo-

seph Glaister now present, in particular, use it,

and others also." I'he priest then dropped the

charge.

It appears from hints in Thomas Story's Jour-

nal, that Joseph Glaister had had more than one

encounter, in Viiginia, with contentious priests.

For this service he appears to have been admira-

bly fitted, having a clear head, a watchful depend-

ence on his inward guide, an accurate acquaint-

ance with the Holy Scriptures, and a quick

memory as to the place where the passages used

were to be found. He appears to have returned

shortly after this to England. Samuel Jennings,

writing in the Sixth month, 1706, to William Ellis,

requests him to convey his love to various Friends,

who had visited America, ending with the one
who had left last, Joseph Glaister. Adding,
"They will be all glad to hear of the Truth's

prosperity, and Friends' welfare."

I have not been able to ascertain at what time

Joseph Glaister returned to America to settle,

bringing his family with him. He took up his

abode in North Carolina, where he was very ser-

viceable, having a good judgment in discipline,

and a deep concern to maintain it.

In the year 1717, be was engaged in extensive

religious travels on this continent. In Maryland
he attended the Yearly Meeting, held in Fourth
month, from the 8th to the 12th, where his gos-

pel labours were serviceable and acceptable.

We can find some traces of his visit about Phila-

delphia, in the Fifth month, and from the General

Meeting of Ministers, in the Seventh mouth, ho

received a returning certificate of unity, having
finished his labours within the limits of this Yearly

Meeting.

In the year 1718, he was taken ill, but the

threatened approach of death did not terrify him.

He had endeavoured to perform his duty, with

fervency of spirit, and he felt the approving pre-

sence of his Master with him. To some Friends

who called to visit him, he said, " I am very ill I

but am out of all doubt of my salvation, being

well assured of it." Other Friends coming in, he

seemed to rejoice, saying, "Now I think I have most

of the chief Friends about me that I desired. Dear
Friends ! give me up freely, that I may not

be longer in misery. I can say with one of old.

Lord, I have waited for thy salvation ! Now I

have an assurance of it, and although the pains

are great, yet the comfort and pleasure I see be-

fore me, do outbalance them all." He said after-

wards to this eflPeot, " I hope Friends may keep

their places in being faithful. Not shrink from
one another, when troubles or diflerences arise in

the church, or amongst neighbours, by any evil

i

spirit that may get into any, for want of a

true and faithful watch. If any such thin

happen, I hope that such as now are, or

then be, will stand firm together, and give
j

mcnt in or by a living, fresh and Divine aji

Keep constant in mind. Thereby the transglr__

or transgressors may be judged down and {o|

able to resist. But if you see in them anyt ig

tender, tben, dear Friends! turn to them jh

bowels of love. Perhaps in so doing, you 17

gain such as in time past may have gone ;isn /'

He continued speaking of the great love and i ty

be felt with bis Friends there, and the many ^
times he bad bad among them, when his sfit

was borne up by the arm of Divine power, ,^t

had been from time to time his great support!

As his close drew nigh, he was much eng:>i

in prayer; but bis voice was so feeble, that nny

words were lost. Thus, with a sense of the rat

love of the Lord his God to his soul, and fetiig

the presence' of the blessed Saviour with hitrlie

in humble confidence trod the valley of tbe ;».

dow of death, fearing no evil. His close 4
place on the olst of tbe Eleventh month, 1 ^.

He was about 45 years old, and had been a m is-

ter of the gospel twenty-four years.

THIS FRIEND
SIXTH MONTH 30, 1855.

We transfer from the "British Frieml'

following account of London Yearly jMecting-

That the meeting in Ohio, of which J. Binnis

clerk, was set up contrary to the discipline 'd

usages of our religious Society, appears to l:e

been fully admitted ; but the majority of Lor n

Yearly Meeting united with it on the grounil, t

those composing it, are one with them in st .-

ment. It is evident that the decision was 1
-

trary to the judgment of a large portion of e

meeting. We are glad to find, that the un-im .

ness in doctrine, which is the cause of our u -

sions and difficulties, was opened by some of e

members.

The decision of Philadelphia I'early Meetin o

continue its correspondence with the long est •

lished Yearly Meeting of Ohio, was errnneoi
(

said by some who objected to it, to violate a 1
•

damental principle of our religious Society,

cause a number of the members, though cuinp: •

tively few, were opposed to it; but it may bo ti
j

said, tiiat fundamental principles of tbe snci
j

have been violated in this case, where the ili cis 1

was not only contrary to the judgment of a la ;

portion of the members, but was to coinme ;

a correspondence with a meeting, set up, euof

edly, in violation of the discipline.

'Time will develope the consequences result:

j

from this course.
'

LONDON YEARLY MEETING.

Friends assembled as usual at ten on Fourth-c
I

morning, the 23d of Fifth Mouth. The nurail

present appeared to be smaller at the opening til

we have observed on some former occasions. !

There was a comfortable feeling of solemn i

permitted, and one Friend was engaged in sup];

cation; three or four others followed in bi^

ministerial communication, and a second Frie

in prayer. These offerings, particularly that

a Friend from Ireland, who made a touching al

sion to the absence of dear brethren who have gc^

to their everlasting rest, and no longer occupi

s amongst us, and tenderly encouraged t

younger Friends present to be willing to yield

their hearts to the Lord's service, tended furtl
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1, he solid comfort of the meeting. The clerk,

pitty soou afterwarcls read the opening minute.

> representative.?, on being called, mostly answei'-

Jlo their names. A few were absent, for whom
fjjonable excuses were given ; some joined the

mating before the sitting closed, and most others

Ij-e expected to be in early attendance.

jThe meeting being informed that two Friend

fiu the south of France were on the premises

ijo desired permission to attend the sittings of

Ih meeting, a ready acquiescence with this re-

list was given, and the Friends were conducted

Uby RoBKKT Alsop. The meeting was informed

tft these individuals were members of the body

ijjfessing with Friends in France, and with

vjich this meeting regularly corresponds. Their

tjoies were Jules Paradou and Christophe Jlajo-

Ijr.

Ilhe further ordinary routine business being

ijnsacted, the reading of epistles from other

larly Meetings was proceeded with, beginning

ijlh Ireland, and concluding with that from Indi-

ii. These documents all contained references

tcauses of mourning and trial on account of re-

i|i-ted deficiency in various branches of our Chris-

tn testimony, yet acknowledged they had been

froured with the owning of the Great Head of the

(lurch in coming together at their different meet-

ing.
Pertinent caution, counsel, and exhortation,

Id been given in reference to these deficiencies;

ti remedy for them all—individual faithfulness

tthe Divine will—was clearly and forcibly incul-

(lied, and a comforting hope was attendant, that

tare were among the youth (who had been present

a some of the Yearly Jleetings in unusually large

imbers) those who, if they abode under the form

ig hand of Divine power, would be raised up to

L the places of fathers and mothers in the church

lio had been removed.

(After the reading of the New England epistle

SFriend said—I have a very short testimony to

larou behalf of the smaller body in New England
ijree or four verses of Scripture, very little more
J has appeared to me, that they might adopt the

iiguage which the prophet Isaiah addressed to

le Almighty on behalf of the church in his day,

lying, "Doubtless Thou art our Father, though

Jbraham be ignorant of us, and Israel acknowledge

I

not: Thou Lord, art our Father, our redeem-

!;
thy name is from everlasting." And that

lineut servant, Moses, together with his brother

]aron, " fell upon their faces, and said, God, the

[od of the spirits of all flesh, shall one man sin,

(id wilt Thou be wroth with all the congregation?"

orah only, and his company, however, were con-

med. " But on the morrow all the congregation

'the children of Israel murmured against Moses
id against Aaron, saying. Ye have killed the

ople of the Lord." And again the anger of the

ord was kindled against them. " But Aaron
ok a censer, and put fire therein from off the

ar, and put incense thereon, and ran into the

dst of the congregation, and stood between the

ad and the living, and made an atonement for

lem, and the plague was stayed." So now, let

ayer ascend as incense unto Him who sitteth up-

the throne, and unto the Lamb, the Great Head
: the church, that He would be pleased to make up

breach, and all other breaches ; to stay this

lague, and to restore health unto His people, that

ley may again dwell together in unity. For this

jnall body of Friends to whom I have referred,

rofess the same principles that we do, and they

ire as sound in the faith which was once delivered

into the saints, as we are. Let not, therefore,

lules of discipline be preferred to Christian charity.

j

The epistles contained, besides, much excellent

pntiment on a variety of topics, and sympathized

with Friends in this country on the subject of the

in which our government is at present engaged

;

several of them denounced slavery in terms of just

reprobation, and detailed the steps they had adopt-

ed in regard to the extension of the area of slave

territory, &c.

Tho.sc from Indiana, Baltimore', and North Caro-

lina, adverted to the separation that had taken

place in Ohio, and the action they had deemed it

right to pursue thereon; for which they directed

attention to printed copies of minutes which they

had forwarded. The epistles from Ohio were the

last which were brought under notice. One had
come from each of the two bodies in. that state

claiming to be Ohio I'early Meeting, and the meet-

ing, after some deliberation, concluded that the

bust way of dealing with this matter was to refer

both documents to the Committee on Epistles, to-

gether with the minutes above alluded to. It was
also agreed to refer to the same committee two

communications which had been laid on the table,

having come to band otherways than through the

ordinary channel of the correspondents. Three
Friends were named to take these out of meeting,

and report whether they were suitable to be read.

On returning, it appeared that one, addressed to

the clerk, was a private communication, regarding

a member who had belonged to one of our Quar-

terly Meetings, which was placed in the hands of

a Friend of said meeting. The other contained

an epistle to the 1' early Meeting of men ami wo-

men Friends now assembled, from a body purport-

ing to be Baltimore Yearly Meeting. These were

also referred to the Committee on Epistles, which,

it was thought, as the subject was one likely to

occupy some time, should sit down at four in the

afternoon, and the Yearly Meeting adjourn till

ten to-morrow morning. It was very satisfactory

to find how general was the desire manifested to

afford Friends the opportunity of obtaining the

fullest information regarding this painfully inter-

esting question; and it was agreed that the Com-
mittee should be open to aiii/ Friend who desired

to attend, and in order to afford ample convenience,

that the committee should sit down in the Y'early

meeting-house.

The representatives met as usual immediately

on the rising of the meeting, to consider of no-

minating a clerk and assistants. Joseph Pease

acted as clerk to the meeting, when, after si

deliberation, it was concluded again to nominate

the Friends at present in office, viz., Joseph Thorp

for clerk, and Robert Forster and Edward Back-

house, Jun., assistants.

Fourth-dai/ A/lcrnoon.— The Committee on

Epistles—or in other words, the large committee

—met as appointed, the attendance being about as

large as the morning sitting of the Yearly fleet-

ing. John Hodgkin was requested to act as clerk,

having for assistants, Joseph Thorp and Joseph

Pease.

Some weighty and valuable remarks were made

by sundry Friends, on the blessedness of unity,

harmony, and love prevailing throughout our bor-

ders, and on the desolating effects of separation

and division. The business began by the reading

of the minute of the Yearly Meeting appointing

this committee. The epistle from the smaller body

in Ohio, of which Jonathan Biuns is clerk, with

the minutes of the same body detailing the causes

that had led to the separation were first read ; the

like documents from the larger body followed.

This was the order in which the names of the cor-

respondents who had forwarded the two epistles,

&e., stood in the correspondent book, Isaac Par-

ker being the Friend on that appointment who had

sent the epistle from the body of which Jonathan

Binns is clerk, in Ohio, and Benjaniin Hoyle that

of the meeting for which he acted as clerk. Ex-
tracts from the printed minutes of both bodies

were also read, with communications from their

Meetings for Sufferings, together with a subse-

quent statement of the case of the larger body,

which we gave in our last number, and finishing

with a pamphlet of sixteen pages, put forth on
behalf of the smaller body. These, with observa-

tions, chiefly explanatory, which fell from differ-

ent Friends, engaged the attention of the meeting

nearly four hours. Some were prepared at once

to receive the cpisitle signed by Jonathan Binns

;

wiiile another proposition was, to receive neither

of the epistles, but to send an address to both di-

visions in Ohio, as comprising one Yearly Meet-

ing, exhorting to harmony among themselves, &c.

Divers suggestions were offered as to further pro-

ceeding with the case, but it was ultimately con-

cluded to adjourn to such time as the Yearly Meet-

ing might name; and Friends having now had all

the information on the subject which could be

obtained, they were recommended to dwell in deep

retirement of mind, that so they might be in a

state prepared, through the help of Divine wisdom,

to come to a sound and enlightened conclusion, to

the honour of the Great Head of the church, and
the promotion of His blessed cause. Adjourned
after eight o'clock.

Flflhday Morninrj, Fifth Month 24?^.—Y'early
Meeting met at ten. Before the opening minute

was read, a Friend expressed a few words in the

line of the ministry. Report was made that the

Committee on Epistles had, last evening, given its

attention to the subject referred to them, but that

it would require further time for that object, and
the meeting, therefore, came to the conclu.sion to

adjourn to four this afternoon. Whereupon the

clerks left the table, and those of the Committee
immediately occupied their places.

Expression of sentiment then followed, on the

evidence which had been laid before us yesterday

afternoon, regarding the two Yearly Meetings ia

Ohio, and an entire sitting of four and a half

hours was occupied with the business. The dis-

cussion was conducted with remarkable patience,

calmness, condescension, and forbearance. One
^

Friend went at great length into a historical sur-

vey of the whole ground of the different separa-

tions in America, from the time of Jo.seph John
Gurney's going on a religious visit to that coun-

try in 1837. He adverted to his early education

not having been among Friends, and that hence

his mind had received a bias which, perhaps, was

not altogether easily got over; it could not, then,

be considered wonderful, though in some respects

he made use of terms differing a little from some

others who had not been so circumstanced. He
alluded to some of his writings as having been

objected to by many Friends in this country, oa

the ground of a want of harmony in them with the

doctrine originally promulgated by our early

Friends, though, in his own opinion, there was no

substantial ground for this objection. He, on the

contrary, considered the Society under a debt of

gratitude to Joseph John Gurney, for setting forth,

in a clearer and more satisfactory light, many sub-

jects relating to the great doctrines of the gospel,

than any writer who had gone before him. He
believed him to have been a consistent aiid

thoroughly conscientious Friend, exemplifying ia

his own practice that which he preached to others
;

faithfully upholding all our testimonies, and in

none was he more conspicuous than in relation to

plainness of speech, beliaviour, and apparel. He
acknowledged it to be a fact, that there was not a

lull unity with him as a minister, nor with his

liberation for religious service in America, chiefly

on the ground of its being deemed not the right
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time. He was, however, as Friends knew, liho-

rated for religious labour in that land. Dissatis

fiiclion with his writings at least, if not also with

his ministry, then, and for some time prcviou.sly,

existed in America; and before he departed on

his mission, letters, he stated, were written by

Friends in this country to correspondents in t\\-j

United States, calculated to foster the prejudice

against our friend, whereby his course was ren-

dered both embarrassing and painful. John Wil-

bur he described as the most prominent of those

who were opposed to Joseph John Gurney, and

wbom, he alleged, had injured him by a course of

detraction, &c. He related next the various dis-

ciplinary proceedings exercised towards John Wil-

bur, and these being ineffectual to restrain him

from the course he had pursued, his disnwnment

was the ultimate result. The separation in New
J^ngland soon after took place, and had been the

original source of other divisions that had occurred,

to which he briefly adverted ; and he wound up

his remarks by avowing his belief, that the sec-

tion of Ohio Yearly Meeting represented by Jona-

than Binns as clerk, was that which this Yeaily

Meeting should acknowledge, by receiving the

epistle which had been forwarded. While he said

this, he saw no objection to the proposal made last

evening, to address an epistle to the other section,

represented by Benjamin Hoyle.

Another Friend followed, who also made consi-

derable reference to Joseph John Gurncy's visit,

and read a returning certificate from Ohio Yearly

Meeting, on his behalf, which very fully expressed

unity with the said Friend. Both of these indi-

viduals, however, seemed to us to diverge conside-

rably from the real question before the meeting

;

and although there wanted neither ability nor

inclination, we believe, to have pointed out this,

yet tenderness for occupying the time of the meet-

ing, occasioned its being withheld.

Several Friends, who had been in America, con-

veyed to the meeting their views in relation to the

course which it should adopt, coufirming;, from

their own observation, the statements contained in

the epistle and other documents transmitted by the

meeting of which Jonathan Binns was clerk;

approving of the cour,se proposed in relation to

receiving that epistle, &c. On the . other hand,

there were many who strongly advocated the oppo-

site course. At one time it seemed this would be

the prevailing conclusion; at another, the first

view was favoured, and when the hour of adjourn-

ment came, this was rather the uppermost feeling

in the meeting ; though, at the same time, there

were some admirable illustrations given of the

superior advantages likely to accrue from adopting

the proposition for delay, &c.

Adjourned at half-past two, to such time as the

Yearly Meeting shall direct.

Yearly Mectiwj, four Afternoon.—The meeting

being apprised that the Committee on Epistles yet

desired further time for the business committed to

them, it was agreed to adjourn to the close of the

sitting of the committee.

The business of the Committee on Epistles was

therefore immediately resumed. Expression con-

tinued for some time to be given iu favour of

receiving the epistle signed by Jonathan Binns;

after which the clerk went into an interesting

historical account of the establishment of Ohio
Yearly Meeting forty years ago, and intimated that

this was the first instance of any cause of interrup-

tion to our correspondence with it. It had been

instructive to him to look back to that period, even

though the days of his boyhood, and to remember
the proposition of dear Stephen Grellet, that Lon-

don Yearly Meeting should greet that new meet-

ing (a branch from the Yearly Meeting of Vir-

ginia) with an epistle, from which he read the

concluding passage : " Finally, brethren, farewell.

Be perfect, be of good comfort, be of one mind
;

live in peace, and the G«d of love and peace shall

be with you." He further stated, that from the

same meeting there had sprung up, a few j'cars

thereafter, a healthy offshoot, Indiana Yearly
Meeting, the largest by far of any Y''carly Sleeting

of Friends in the world. Looking nest at mat-

ters in a disciplinary point of view, and regarding

our discipline as springing from the same source

—in its measure—as that from which the Chris-

tian doctrines we held emanated, it might, he
thought, be stated as a general rule, that the

right order of the discipline had been with those

who were sound in doctrine. One exception to

this, and only one, he believed had occurred, viz.,

in 1828, when a small number came out from
Baltimore Yearly Meeting, on the ground of un-

sound doctrine prevailing in that body.

Referring to our corre-pondenco with America,

he turned to the epistle with which this Yearly

Meeting saluted that small secession from the fol-

lowers of Elias Hicks, and quoted from it a pas-

sage, setting forth in clear and explicit terms the

groat and blessed doctrine of the propitiatory

sacrifice of Christ for the sins of the whole world,

as the same had ever been held by Friends.

Coming next to the case before the meeting, he

showed that the section of Ohio Meeting of which
Benjamin Hoyle was clerk, was constilutionaUy

the legitimate Yearly Meeting of Ohio; and that

the other body, however they might have, as they

had asserted, suffered under the condition of things

in that meeting, had yet established themselves

out of ihc r(jgular order of the discipline. Another
point worthy to be noted, and not hitherto alluded

to, was tiie fact, that the Yearly Meeting of women
Friends in Ohio had continued, while the men's
meeting had declined, to receive the epistle from

the larger body in New. England; and that now,

these women Friends, with the same clerk, were

associated with the meeting of which Jonathan
Binns was the representative : and the women
Friends dissenting from said meeting were now
connected with the section which was represented

by Benjamin Hoyle; and moreover, that the latter

amounted to two-thirds of the whole Yearly Meet-

ing of Ohio, while if London Yearly Meeting
should make its election, to receive the epistle

from the body of which Jonathan Binns was clerk,

they would out off from all intercourse with us

—

in other words, practically disown—a body of

Friends, one with us in doctrine, numbering four
thousand piersons. This seemed to him a most

fearful alternative; and therefore he would feel

most comfortable if the meeting could agree, in

the meantime, to receive neither epistle, but leave

a decision in the case to another year, and send

an epistle, as already proposed, to both sections in

Ohio, regarding them as still one Yearly Meeting,

and exhorting them, in the spirit of brotherly

love, to endeavour after a reconciliation one with

another.

These observations of the clerk made a deep

impression on the meeting, and many expressed

their cordial approbation of them. Still there was

considerable difference of sentiment manifest, and

when some individuals insisted pretty strongly

that doctrine had much more to do with the Ohio
separation than many were aware of, or others

were willing to admit; particularly when some
Friends insinuated and others broadly expressed,

that Wilburism was nothing less than an approach

to Hicksism, and that, when in this country, John
Wilbur had manifested this tendency, as also in

some publications he had lately issued, a sort of

panic almost seemed to seize the minds of a num-

ber, who saw, as they apprehended, nothing U
danger in delaying to recognise the Joaatl,
Binns section in Ohio, while they could not dou
that by so doing, they should at the same ti»i.^

keep open the door for friendly remonstrance af i

entreaty with those represented by Benjamin Hoj 1

Many deprecations of this mode of settling l|

question, continued to be given by Friends \

weight and experience ; but the clerk at lent'

expressing it as his opinion that the opposite vie'i

though contrary to his own feeling and judgme
was the prevailing sentiment, a minute was the

,

fore made, and directed to be carried forward
\

the Yearly Meeting, to the effect that the episj

aforesaid be received, and an answer to the sai

prepared, and transmitted to the body from whi'

it had come ; that the epistle from Ohio, signed

Jane M. Plumer, as clerk, should be the o

received by our women's Yearly Meeting; a

also that the two epistles from Baltimore, siixn

by William Waring and Elizabeth E. Baldcr.^t-

respectively, be returned to the parties from whc
they had been received.

The committee then adjourned, and the Year
Meeting resumed.

A proposal was made that some part of t

regular business ahould be proceeded with, sui

as reading the Accounts of Sufferings, but it w
deemed best on the whole to adjourn till four t

morrow afternoon.

Sixth-day Morning, bth Month, 2btli.—Met
ings for divine worship took place, accordiug

usual order, at all the London meeting-hnusc

Devonshire House was filled, and we under^tai

the attendance was also large at the other placu.-

Yearly Meeting, four Afternoon.—A few wun
from a Friend, to the effect that we shouM ii

trust in our own wisdom, but in that which c iind

from above, in order to be preserved in that ?ta

in which we should be enabled to act according

the Divine will, and for the good of His cluuxi

preceded the reading of the opening minute.

The report or minute of the Committee c

Epistles, regarding the epistles from Ohio, ;

agreed upon last evening, was then read— upi.

which it was intimated, that a Friend who lia

not entirely relieved his mind in the couiuiiite

was now desirous t-o do so. A valued Frieud, i

the station of a minister, then informed the mcc
iug, that reluctance to occupy the time had induce

him to refrain from going at much length into lli

expression of his views and feelings on this siil

ject. But, since last evening, the conclusion i

the committee in regard to it had been increa;

ingly burdensome to his mind; and that, havini

been given the opportunity, he felt he must, in a'

honesty, now state, that he would yield to no on;

in this meeting in sincere regard for the meojorj

of our beloved and honoured friend. Joseph Job:

Gurney. He said beloved and honoured, becaus,

he really did love and honour him. But he musij

at the same time, acknowledge his regret that hi

should have written so much as he had doniJ

with which he, as an individual, had not unitj;

On the contrary, so pernicious had been the effec

produced on his mind from perusing some of hi

works, that he had very narrowly escaped froi,

being turned out of the right way by it. Lookin'

at the influence, then, of these writings, in pre;

ducing (as we understood the Friend to say) thi

present painful condition of affairs in Amcricil

did it not behove this Yearly Meeting to be ver|

careful of its action? For himself he could trui;

say, that from the time—now ten years ago—
when this subject had first claimed the attontioi

of Friends, he felt thankful that he had been prt

served from taking any part in it. He had beei

then offered a pamphlet to read, which he declined
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had ever since refrained from reading s

tligs. He had never heard John Wilbur, nor

h| over sent to, or received from America, any

3rs. At the time he referred to, there was

ided in his inward ear—" Preach the gogpel

;

his tliou art called;" and he felt thankful, as

had already intimated, that to this, his own
of service, he had been favoured to adher

h being the ease, he had only further to add,

the conclusion to which the report pointed

very uncomfortable to him ; and lie earnestly

ired that Friends might pause before coming
uch a decision, and allow feelings of charity

forbearance to prevail amongst us.

t this stage a Friend expressed how he had
1 pained with the statements that had been

forth yesterday, regarding John Wilbur'

ffs being the same as those of Elias Hicks. H
icved the charge to be without foundation ; and

was, in his opinion, very improper to make
inst any individual declarations of such a cli

tor in that meeting. He did not pin his faith

John Wilbur's sleeve, but he had never heard

say anything open to such a charge, nor had

seen anything that he had published that could

warrant such assertions as had been uttered

lese remarks were made in a very calm and
ided tone, and no attempt was made to invali

them in the least.

Then ensued a discussion, which did not ter

mate till near nine o'clock. Some of those who
!i advocated the recommendation contained in the

tport of the committee, seemed prepared to urge

fit the meeting had no course open but simply

|d at once to accept it ; on the ground, princi-

ttly, that that oommitt'ee having been a large

p, and, to a very great extent, substantially the

me persons, though now met in a Yearly Sleet-

b capacity, there could be no necessity for fur-

er deliberation in the case. Such a conclusion,

jwever, as this, was clearly and ably demon-
rated to be altogether out of the question. A
mmittee, however large, or however unanimous
!e conclusion to which it might arrive, could

ivcr by possibility deprive the meeting itself of

e right to exercise its deliberative character,

hereupon a number of Friends who had, the

ening before, agreed in the conclusion of the com-
ittee, and also others opposed to that conclusion,

w statedthat,afier very much of a.slteplessnight,

2y did not feel able to acquiesce in a judgment
yarding this matter, which, if it accorded with

e recommendation of the committee, would cut

from all further intercourse with us a body of

lends in Ohio, nuinbering 4000 persons.

In reply to this, it was stated that the parties

ferred to would not be cut off by us, but had cut

Bmselves off ; and some even went so far as to

olare their conviction, they did not wish to be
inected with us. However, so strong did the

irning of many valuable Friends towards this

jtion of Ohio Yearly Meeting, for some time
inifest itself, that we were ready to conclude the

leting would have decided the matter in opposi-

n to the committee's report.

At this point, a proposition. was again made by
) Friend who acted as clerk to the committee on
is business, by way of amendment, or as a

ddle course, to receive and record the commit-
i's report, to take no action upon it at this time,

send a friendly and affectionate epistle to the

rties, stating the feeling evinced in this meeting
vards them, and leave the final decision till an-

ler year.

This met with considerable approbation
;
yet

t satisfying those by whose influence the conclu-

n of the committee was mainly brought about,

elicited from the same (juarter so much expres-

,sion against the proposal, that it was not further

pressed. The parties alluded to stated, that if

adopted, it would render nugatory all the labour

that had been spent on the case, and tiiey urged

that the wording of the conclusion should be, to

receive and adopt the report; and in other re-

spects, to act in accordance with the judgment
given by the committee.

Here a number of aged Friends declared, that

having attended the Yearly Meeting for upwards
of half a century, they did not remember any in-

stance in which the meeting had decided a ques-

tion in the face of so much evident want of con-

currence, but had forborne until greater unanimity

of feeling and judgment should be arrived at.

.

Some of those who advocated the adoption of

the course proposed by the committee, adduced
in support of their views, the acknowledgment
already by three Yearly Meetings of the smaller

body in Ohio, viz., Indiana, Baltimore, and North
Carolina; and they anticipated, iu the case of

those meetings yet to be held in the course of the

summer—New York and New P]ngland—that

they also would come to a similar decision ; hence,

there would thus be five I'early Meetings on the

American continent in unity with the aforesaid

section of Ohio Yearly Meeting, leaving only the

single exception of Philadelphia supporting the

body of Friends represented by Benjamin Hoyle.

The conclusion, however, to which the meeting

at length arrived, was to receive the epistle of a

body of separatists as that to which we should

send a reply ; and regard the said body as Ohio

Yearly Meeting, with which, we are hereafter to

correspond. A venerable Friend near the table,

well versed in the state of American affairs, and

not long since returned from a mission to that

country, stated that in this conclusion he did not

feel that he could acquiesce ; considering that the

body referred to had established themselves as a

Yearly Meeting, not in the order of the discipline,

as we understood him, and therefore, in his view,

not in the wisdom of truth; a conclusion, more-

over, which, in the judgment of many, is not cal-

culated to promote unity or harmony, either in

this country or among our American brethren,

but is likely to involve us in difficulties, the end

of which it is impossible to foresee.

This matter now disposed of, the epistle signed

by Benjamin Hoyle was then agreed to be refer-

red to a committee, to consider how it should be

dealt with, and to have liberty to prepare and sub-

mit to a future sitting any communication from

this meeting to the body from whence said epistle

Lssucd. * * * *

The foregoing committee were appointed to meet
at nine to-morrow morning, and the meeting at

large adjourned to ten.

Sevenlh-doy morning, Fifth Mo. 26</i.—Read
the accounts of distraints for ecclesiastical pur-

poses, which did not give rise to much remark.

The amount was upwards of £8000, more than

£3000 of which sum had been sustained by Friends

of the Quarterly Meeting of Es.sex. It was men-
tioned as desirable, that in addition to the gros.s

amount being, as usual, stated iu the General

Epistle, an abstract of the amounts reported from

the several Quarterly Meetings should be sent

down to said meetings at the time of transmitting

the epistle and other papers; and, after some de-

liberation, this was agreed to.

The report from the Special General Meeting of

Ackworth School was then read, some particulars

of which are given in another page, and need not

be here repeated. It was cause for gratulation,

that the institution was now free of debt, and,

considering the very luuch improved education

now afforded at this .seminary, it was deemed very

desirable that Friends who could afford it, should

be encouraged to pay a higher amount annually
than the present scale admitted (say £25), in or-

der that the institution might rather have a sur-

plus, and not be so liable to be burdened, as of

late years it has been, by debt. Much satisfac-

tion was expressed on learning the extent to which
the contributions of Friends who had been edu-

cated at the school had assisted in the discharge

of the debt. It was recommended to have a young
Friend in each Monthly, or in each Particular

Meeting, who had been a scholar, to collect annu-

ally in behalf of the funds of the institution, and
in order to give opportunity, as far as possible, to

all to contribute, that small subscriptions should

not be refused.

The reading of the other school reports did not

lead to very much comment, and, bciug in print,

will be circulated among our readers. The point

which seemed to us to be pressed with most
emphasis, was the great advantage which was
found to result from the conjunction of manual
labour with education ; and one feature in the

expenditure at the Brookfield Agricultural School,

in Ireland, was, that the labour of the children

yielded, we understood, more than one-third of

the cost of their maintenance and education.

Reference was made, by a venerable Friend, to

a discussion that took place last year, in regard to

the importance of the Society continuing its over-

sight of the youth during the period between their

leaving school and acquiring a settled engagement
in business, that being the time wherein the charac-

ter for life was very much formed ; and he called

attention to the twelfth clause in the " Rules of

Discipline," uuder the head of " Oversight,"

which having been read, there ensued a lengthy

and interesting deliberation, in the course of

which many very valuable observations were made
on various branches of the subject. * * * *

There was another point adverted to by some

—

the hours of labour—which seemed to take hold

of the .sympathies of a number of Friends ; and
those having apprentices were encouraged closely

to look at the matter, and not unduly to work
those in their employ. * * * *

There was another branch of the question as to

the oversight of our more advanced youth, which
also engaged considerable attention—that of reli-

gious instruction—to which it was deemed desira-

ble to direct the attention of any committee which
might be appointed, with the view to bringing in

a minute relating to the matter now before the

meeting, viz., to consider what other means, in

addition to those at present brought into exercise,

it might be proper to adopt; it being the opinion

of some, that the Society does not possess adequate
" machinery" for this purpose.

Some very excellent remarks followed at this

time particularly on the duty of parents; and the

whole subject was, thereafter, remitted to the con-

sideration of a few Friends, who were desired to

bring into a future sitting, a minute which should

go down to the different Quarterly Meetings.*

* Yearly Mceling, 1855.—The following minute on tliia

subject was subsequently brought in and adopted:

—

This meeting has been introduced into a tender feeling

of religious solicitude for the Christian interests of the

younger members of our Society, as well as of the chil-

dren of those who, though not in membershii), are in

religious profession with us.

Under a renewed sense of the importance of the sub-

ject, this meeting concludes to invite the attention of

Quarterly ileetings to the twelfth paragraph, under the

head "Oversight," in our Rules of Discipline, with

special reference to the circumstances of such young
persons in the period between the time of their leaving

school and their settlement in life.

The several Quarterly Meetings are encouniged to re-

port the result to the next Yearly Meeting.
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The business nest claiming attention was the

report from the committee to examine the accounts

of the National Stock; from which it appeared,

that the revenue for the year, including last year's

balance, £100 from Friends of New England to-

wards defraying travelling expenses of ministers

in tliis country, &c., and a legacy of £100 from

our late dear fri( nd, Lydia Ann Barclay, amounted

to upwards of £3100. The cspendituie was over

£'2200, leaving a balance in hand of something

more than £800. This sum, though appearing

large, would not, the report stated, render less

needful a liberal subscription this year, as the

liabilities of the trustees were to a considerable

amount. After some consideration, therefore, and

explanation regarding sundry items in the repoit,

a collection in each Quarterly Meeting, equal in

amount to last year, was ordered to be made, and

forwarded to the treasurer in the usual manner.

Adjourned about two, till ten on Second-day. The
special committee on the epistle from Ohio signed

by Benjamin Hoyle, was directed to meet at four

this afternoon, and the meeting of the Tract As-
sociation at five; there appearing no time so suit-

able for it.

(To be conlinued.J

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from England to 9tb inst.

The War.—Jusl before the sailing of the steamer, a

despatch was received from Lord Raglan, dated on the

8lh at C p. M., announcing that, after a fierce bombard-
ment, the French attacked and carried the JIaraelon

and White Tower at Sebastopol. The loss of life has

been very great, but no figures are given. The squa-

dron, under the command of Admiral Lyons, had bom-
barded Genitchi, on the sea of Azoff; destroyed a quan-
tity of stores and a large number of transports. The
Russians had thus lost in four days an immense quan-

tity of provisions, four war steamers, and 240 vessels

employed in provisioning the troops in the Crimea. The
French army has been largely reinforced, making its

number nearly 200,000 men. The allies propose to

fortify Yenikali, and garrison it by the Turks, but they

will not hold Kertch. Prince Gortschakoff telegraphs,

under date of 3d inst., that the allies have left Genitchi,

and that part of the burned stores will be saved. The
allied steamers visited Arabat, and burned a number of

merchant ships. The allies had made no movement to-

wards the interior of the Peninsula of Kertch.

The Bailie Fleets.—The British and French fleets, on
the 4th inst., were in the immediate vicinity of Cronstadt.

Admiral Dundas bad made a reconnoissance, and found
that new fortifications had been erected since last year.

Several vessels laden with timber, had been captured

by the allies.

RUSSIA —A supplementary ukase has been pub-
lished for the purpose of " facilitating the levy" of

twelve men in every thousand, which was recently or-

dered. It directs that, when there is a deficiency of men
of the prescribed age, those of more mature years shall

be taken to make up the number. Letters from Cracow
report that the insurrection in the Ukrain is not yet

suppressed.

AUSTRIA.—The Prussian Correspondence says:

—

Austria considers herself released from all engagements
to the Western Powers, the latter having refused to

conclude a peace on reasonable terms. Austria, how-
ever still, professes herself the ally of Fr.ince and Eng-
land, under the treaty of Dec. 2d. The Vienna papers
state that, although the conferences have closed, the

Russian Plenipotentiaries have the Austrian proposi-

tions under consideration, and Austria is still desirous

of mediation. The Commissioners of France and Eng-
land have left Vienna.
FRANCE.—A decree has been issued, extending the

free importation of breadstuffs to England, during the
present year. The King of Sardinia will probably meet
Queen Victoria in Paris, the present summer. The
French Exhibition was more flourishing.

SPAIN.—The government represents the recent Carl-
ist insurrection as entirely suppressed, but the province
of Catalonia is placed in a state of siege. Troops con-
tinue to leave iMadrid, leading to the inference that
trouble still exists.

ITALY.—Numerous political arrests have been re-

cently made in the Roman States and Piedmont.

GREAT BRITAIN.—Parliament has adjourned. The
debate on the war had ended after a protracted discus-

sion, in Sir Francis Baring's motion being permitted to

pass mm. con., viz.: That the House having seen with

regret that the conferences at Vienna had not led to a

termination of hostilities, feels it a duly to declare that

it will continue to give ev-ery support to her Alajesty in

the prosecution of the war, until she shall, in conjunc-
tion with her allies, obtain for the country a safe and
honourable peace.

Comnui-ciiil.—Liverpool Market.—The sales of cotton

for the week amounted to 107,000 bales, of which 63,000

were taken by speculators. In the early part of the

week, a small advance in price took place ; this was
afterwards lost, and the market closed steady at former
quotations. The rates were Orleans fair, 1\d. ; do.

middlings, 6, \\-\Gd. Uplands fair, Id.; middlings,
0|rf. Hreadstvffs, unchanged except for corn which has
advanced \s. Flour is quoted at 40s. to 455. per bbl.

according to quality. London.—The bullion in the

Bank of England had increased £700,000. Money was
jilenty at Z\. Consols, 92. The weather is said to have
been favourable for the crops. Slate of Trade—At Man-
chester the market was dull, and prices unchanged.
BUENOS AYKES, dates lo Fourth mo. 25lh, have

been received. During the last days of the Third
month, a large body of Indians, said to number 2500
warriors, made an incursion into one of the cattle

raising districts of the province of Buenos Ayres, and
drove off about 80,000 head of cattle and a large num-
ber of horses. They also carried away five entire fam-
ilies as captives. The loss of property was estimated as

high as a million of dollars.

PARAGUAY.—Recent letters from the U. S. squa-
dron on the coasts of Brazil, mention that Paraguay
has yielded to Brazil the right to navigate the Paraguay
river. It had not transpired whether the right had been
conceded to other nations.

UNITED STATES.— r<;j;a«.—Many foreign immigrants
are arriving in this State. They consist ofPrussians, Poles,

Bohemians and Swiss. In Galveston, fine brick houses,
wharves and other valuable improvements, have been
recently constructed. Cattle raising is said to be a
large and profitable branch of business in Texas. Large
herds are driven to the New Orleans market, and the

late high prices have even brought some as far as New
York. The people of the Upper Trinity despairing of a

rise in the river, were hauling their produce to market.
A trader had arrived at Galveston, from Navarro coun-
ty, who had in wagons on the way a quantity of hides,

peltries and cotton ; they have to be hauled, 300 miles.

Kansas.—Governor Reeder, the District Attorney, and
the Associate Justices of the Territory, having been en-

gaged in certain purchases and speculations in Indian

lands of questionable propriety, the President has called

upon them to explain, informing them that they cannot
be retained in office, unless his present impressions re-

garding their conduct, shall be removed by satisfactory

explanations.

New Wheal.—On the 20th, South Carolina red wheat
was sold in New York, being the first of the season

;

the price was $2.50 per bushel.

New Orleans.—The cholera in this city has abated

;

in the week ending 18th inst., there were only 76 deaths
from that disease. Sales of flour, on the 21st, at 58.25
per bbl. ; Western white corn, 98 cts. per bushel.

Illinois.—Returns from all the counties show a ma-
jority of 14,066 against a Prohibitory Law. The total

vote was 167,336, being the largest ever polled in the

State.

Burlington, N. J".—A late census of this city gives it

a population of 4974. In 1850 the number was 4536.
J'hiladelphia.^Since the completion of the northern

chain of railroads to Niagara Falls, a large quantity of

flour has been sent to Philadelphia, from Western New
York. Mortality last week, 182.

Netu York.—The brig Joseph Howe was last week
" caught in the act'' of carrying off about fifty German
recruits for the English army in the Crimea. A consi-

derable number of men are still clandestinely obtained
from New York, for the work of human butchery.
Mortality in this city last week, 322.

The riains.—The conductor of the Salt Lake mail
recently arrived at Independence, Missouri, informs that

cholera was thinning out the trains belongiug to the

Mormon emigrants. These trains are composed of fam-
ilies lately arrived from Europe. The Indians had been
very troublesome of late, having stolen nearly all ghe
stock belonging to the mail contractors, and have
driven away the cattle from the foremost emigrants.

Catifornia.-The steamship Star of the West arrived

at New York on the 24th, with 500 passengers and
$625,000 in gold. She brings San Francisco dates to

the 1st. inst. The mining news from all parts of the

State was encouraging, and it is thought that a b
previous time has the yield of gold been greater t

|j

at present. The deposits of gold at the Branch Minn '

San Francisco, amounted to 40,000 ounces in c jt

days. A law had been passed by the Legislat i,

granting a large quantity of tule lands, for the usi;f

the Chinese, in which they may plant their own gr^ja

and vegetables. The lands granted are fitted for je

cultivation of rice, and the Tung Nagi Sanduc Ite

Chinese paper) speaks favourably of it.

ilisccUuneoiis.— Useless Expenses.—While in all col.

tries, there are many thousands of people, who can bait

obtain the necessaries of life, immense sums are ne\i.

theless expended for useless, or worse than usel;,

purposes. In England alone, about two hundred ii

fifty millions of dollars are annually paid for intoxi.!.

ing drinks. The yearly consumption of tobacco
^

world over, is computed at 4,000,000,000 pounds, wlji

at only two cents a pound makes a yearly sum was
;,

of four hundred millions of dollars. In the Uti I

Slates, the amount spent every year for tobacco, dr
,

and other thiugs as useless, is probably not less t H

two hundred millicns of dollars.

Turkish Flint Wheat.—One hundred bushels of s

hardy and productive grain have been received ;u •

Patent office, Washington. It was grown at tlie lui 1'

Mount Olympus, in Thessalj'.

Prohibitory Laws.—The framcrs of these laws, in t r

anxiety to make them effectual, are in danger of faiV

in their object entirely, by disregarding eonstitulic 1

limitations. The Supreme Court of Massachusetts s

decided that part of the law of that State is uncon,

tutional. It is generally believed that the recent liqf

law of New York, for a similar reason, will have.)

practical value.
'

Immigration from Scotland.—A large emigratiory

now going on, from the north of Scotland to Cane..

In two months, 5000 persons have left Aberdeen
p

other northern ports. I

The Oldest Paper in America.—The Newport (R.J

Mercury closed its ninety-seventh year of publicatif,

on the 12th inst. !

Killed ly Lightning. — As David Bennett and
^

nephew, Joseph Bennett, were engaged plough*

(breaking prairie) with three yoke of oxen on the
,

inst., at Quebec, Iowa, the .two men and four of
<f

oxen were instantly killed by lightning.
j

Cotton at Market.— It is computed that the late frcl-

ets in the Southern rivers will liberate about 200,'^

bales of cotton, which have hitherto been kept backr

low water. This quantity will furnish ten milliomf

foreign exchange, saving the shipment of that mu
specie to Europe.
Large Sales of Land.—The land sales of the Illinj

Central Railroad last month, amounted to §580,0)

and for five days of this month, to $125,ot)0. ;

Southern Methodists.—From the tenth annual rep',

of the "Methodist Church South," it appears thatt'

organization has, under its care, 128 congregations fl

79,050 church members. i

DcHtruetive Fire.—On the 16th, the town of Baj»

Sara, Louisiana, was nearly destroyed by fire. Lc

supposed to reach half a million.

A Stated Meeting of the " Philadelphia Associatiorf

Friends for the Instruction of Poor Children," will s

held at the usual place, on Second-day evening, Seveii

month 2d, at 8 o'clock.
|

Edward Richie, Clerk,

CORRECTION. I

A typographical error occurs in the 16th line fff

the bottom of the second column of the editorial in (||

last number, where the word " from" shonld be for. i

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Chesnut stre

West Chester, S. Towxsf.nd Brown, of Norristo

Mary S. Parker, of West Chester, daughter of the li

Wistar Parker, of Pennsbury, Chester Co., Pa.

Died, in this city, on the 21st of Fifth month, in ;

72d year of her age, Ann, wife of George Mall.ack

member of the Northern District Monthly Meeting. I

illness was of short duration, which she bore w
much patience and resignation ; and we doubt not!'

end was peace.
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The Inilians.

"It is diflBoult," says Gov. Stevens, "to con

Bive that those noble Indians [The Flat-heads]

belong to the same race as the wretched Root

()iggcr Indians, who are occasionally found ic

j'andcring families west of the mountains. Lieut

luUan says of this degraded race, a party of

j-hom he met with on the Snake River :
—" about

12 miles from our camps we espied a smoke on the

[iver bank ; when approaching it we found among
ihe Artemisia of the prairies three or four families

f the Root Digger Indians. They were astonish-

td to sec us, the children running and scampering

hrough the bushes as if their lives were in dan-

;er Tbey had with them no lodges and no food,

ave a large pile of white roots which they had

ust dug from the side of the river, and which

hey Seemed to feast on with as much contented-

less as if they were surrounded by all the luxu-

jies of life. The men were absent fishing. Fish

,nd roots are their only subsitute, and still these

oeople are fat and in good condition. They seem-

|;d to be living in small enclosures, formed of the

krtemisia, in which they had a few glowing etu-

bers. A few horses and a mule stood near by.

Apparently the sole pursuit of this people was

the keeping of soul and body together. They
appeared probably more near to the brute creation

than any other portion of the human race ; we
bad visited their abodes with the expectation of

procuring meat ; but disgust getting the better of

[IS, we put spurs to our horses and soon left the

presence of the Digger tribe."

The Upper Fend d'Oreilles have been formed
it a comparatively recent period under Ambros,
their chief, and are known as the Kalespel or

Kalispelines. They consist of a number of wan-
iering families, composed of Spokanes, Kalispe-

lusses proper and Flat-heads, who having inter-

married, have formed a habit of sojourning in the

ricinity of the Hor.se and Camash plains, or

Dlark's Forks, during their annual migrations.

rhey have about 40 lodges, with some 280 inhab-

itants. A Roman Catholic mission was establish-

ed among them nine years ago. Their food, at

5rst, consisted mainly of Camash roots and ber-

"ies, which contain very little nourishment. Af-
;erwards, they slowly improved. They obtained
pigs, poultry, cattle, horses, agricultural imple-

ments and tools. Many of their supplies came
Prom Europe. There are two lay brethren attach-

ed to the mission. One of them, brother Fran-
ks, is a perfect jack-of-all-trades—by turns, car-

penter, gunsmith, blacksmith, and tinman, and

good at all. The other, BI'Gean, superintends the

farming. They have both worked hard, build-

ing a wind-mill, blacksmith, and carpenter shops,

barns, cow-sheds, &c., besides a chapel and a

large dwelling house of hewn timber. The chapel

is iiighly decorated, and contains a carved and

gilded altar, a statue of the Virgin Mary, brazen

crosses and richly bronzed fonts; work so well

executed, as at lirst to lead one to suppose it of

foreign origin. They have also made a grindstone

of native rock, modeled by the hand that formed

the chisel which wrought it; tinware, a smith's

bellojvs, plough-shares, besides their chimneys and

their own tobacco-pipes of wood lined with tin.

In household economy they are not excelled.

They make their own soap, candles, vinegar, ttc,

and it is interesting and amusing to listen to the

account of their plans, shifts and turns, in over-

coming obstacles; their repeated failures and final

triumphs. Besides the buildings already mention-

ed, they have erected several others fur lodging

cattle and for keeping roots. The farm con-

tains about 160 acres cleared, producing spring-

wheat, barley, onions, cabbages, parsnips, peas,

beets, potatoes and carrots. Father Hoeken says

the children will eat his carrots, when they see

them growing, but he shuts his eyes to the theft,

as ' any thing else than carrots the little creatures

respect.' The Indians are very fond of peas and
cabbages, but beets and onions particularly, they

dislike. The other productions of the farm are

cattle, hogs, poultry, butter and cheese. The
houses of the natives are 16 in number, built of

logs and hewn timber. There are also quite a

number of mat and skin lodges. Formerly these

Indians were a poor, half-starved race, and nearly

naked ; living upon fish and roots, and in extrem-

ity upon the pine-tree moss. They considered

themselves to be nearly allied to the beaver, but

greater than the beaver, because, they said, " the

beaver builds houses like us, and he is very cun-

ning ; but we can catch the beaver, and he cannot

catch us, therefore we are greater than he." It was

not uncommon for them to put the very old and the

very young to death, because, they said, "these

cannot take care of themselves and we cannot take

care of them."

The name they give the Creator in their own
nguage is

—" The One who made Himself."

They formerly believed that evil and bad luck

emanated from a fabulous old woman or sorceress.

Every man had his particular medicine or charm.

With some, it would be the mouse, with others the

deer, bufi^alo, elk, salmon, bear, &c, ; and which-

ever it was, the savage would carry a portion of it

constantly with him. The tail of a mouse or the

fur, hoof, claw, feather, fin, or scale, of whatever

it might be, became the amulet. When a young
man grew up, he was not yet considered a man
until he had discovered his medicine. His father

would send him to the top of a high mountain, in

the neighborhood, where he was obliged to remain

without food until he had dreamed of an animal

;

he first one so dreamed about becoming his me-
licine for life.

During winter, all large game is distributed

among all. One is chosen distributor for the

seasou; to him the animal is brought; he cuts it

into a number of pieces corresponding to the va-
rious families. He then cries: " Come and fetch."

Immediately a delegate from each lodge appears
and carries off the piece assigned him. No dissat-

isfaction is ever manifested at the division. This
custom was first established by their late chief

Loyola, lie appears to have been a remarkable
man ; although of a very (juiet and taciturn dis-

position, he was a good disciplinarian. He was
beloved, and had great influence over his people.

Before his death, which occurred two years ago,

he named the present chief (Victor) as the best
man to be his successor. Victor was accordingly
elected by the almost unanimous vote of his peo-
ple. He is small, young and of a good counten-
ance, but so amiable as scarcely to maintain hi.s

authority. One of his punishments is, to whip
the offender; but this he never does unless with
the consent of the culprit, who, after the inflic-

tion, will frequently laugh or run races, or play a
game, or do something else in the way of fun, to

show how little he cares.
''

The Indians grind their own wheat by a hand-
mill, at the rate of three bushels a day. They are

said to be comparatively industrious. Each one,

who wishes it, is allowed a certain amount of land
for his own use. The soil consists of a rich, but
very thin mould, beneath which is a tenacious,

bluish clay, very barren. It soon wears out.

There is good meadow land, unfit however for

agriculture, because annually flooded and untill-

able before the middle of summer. The mission-

aries wish the natives to remove to the camash
plains, where the land is better, but they say,
" This is our country ; here are the graves of our
forefathers; here we were born; here we wish to die;

we do not want to leave our country, poor as it is."

Until farms arc properly cultivated by these
Indians, their wandering habits must continue.

Their migrations now extend over a tract more
than lOO miles square. They take fish from
Clark's River, by means of a weir, which they
annually construct. To Lake Rothman, long cele-

brated for the quality and nuiuber of its beaver,

they go to catch the latter animal, and to hunt
deer; to others to cut flag and rushes for mats, and
still again to others to hunt boar.

The old method of cooking fish in bowls of

wicker work, heating the water by hot stoves, is

still practised; although it is not very cleanly, it

is very rapid, and the fish thus cooked have an ex-

cellent flavour. They also collect roots and a

berry, called the sugar berry and moss, for win-

ter use. They likewise dry meat and fish. Dur-
ing heavy snows, they kill many deer, notwith-

standing their poor condition. Last winter they

killed 800, and they were barely sufficient for their

wants. In old times, they say, there were very

few deer; latterly they became much more plen-

tiful. The camash, forms an important article of

food when other supplies fail. "It is," says De
Smet, " a small, white, vapid onion when removed
from the earth, hut becomes black and sweet when
prepared for food. The women arm themselves,

with long crooked sticks to go in search of the

camash. After having procured a certain quan-

tity of these roots by dint of long and painful

labour, they make an excavation in the earth from
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12 to 15 inclies deep, and of proportional diame-
ter, to contain the root. They cover the bottom
with a closely cemented pavement, which tlicj
make red-hot. After having carefully withdrawn
all the coals, they cover the stones with grass or
wet hay; then place a layer of camash, another
of grass, a third of bark overlaid with mould,
whereon is kept a glowing fire for 50, 60, and
sometimes 70 hours." The camash thus acquires
a consistency equal to that of the jujube. It is

sometimes made into loaves. It is excellent, espe-
cially when boiled with meat. If kept dry, it can
be preserved a long time."

The good faith of tiie Pend d'Oreilles was re-
cently signally exhibited. Two of their young
men stole some horses, and took them home, "where
they were recognised as belonging to white men.
A council was held, in which it was determined,
that it was wrong to rob a friendly people, and
that the property should be restored. That other-
wise they would be called liars. They had always
borne a good name, and were a.shamed to have
mean things said of them now. Accordingly their
chief and five principal men travelled five days and
TiJn-litt, fk,.„„„K ' i _ -i , ,,nights thr aeray s country, came boldly
to the fort, and delivered up the horses with many
expressions of sorrow and shame. Thus proving'
themselves both brave and honest.

Every man hath in his own life sins enough,
in his own mind trouble enough, in his own fortune
evils enough, and in performance of his offices,
failings more than enough, to entertain his own
inquiry

; so that curiosity after the affairs of others
cannotbewithoutenvy andan evil mind. What is
it to me, if my neighbour's wife were a Syrian, or
that another is indebted five thousand pounds, or
whether his wife be expensive ? But commonly
curious persons, or (as the apostle's phrase is)

"busy bodies," are not solicitous or inquisitive
into the beauty and order of a well governed family,
or after the virtues of an excellent person

; but if
there be anything for which men keep locks and
bars, and porters, things that blush to see the
light, and either are shameful in manners, or private
in nature, these things are their care and their
business. But if great things will satisfy our in-
quiry, the course of the sun and moon, the spots
in their faces, the firmament of heaven, and the
supposed orbs, the ebbing and flowing of the sea,
are work enough for us; or if this be not, let him'
tell me whether the number of the stars be even
or odd, and when they began to be so ; since some
ages have discovered new stars which the former
knew not, but might have seen if they had been
where now they are fixed. If these be too trouble-
some, search lower, and tell me why this turf this
year brings forth a daisy, and the next year a plan-
tain, why the apple bears his seed in his heart, and
wheat bears it in his head; let him tell why a
graft, taking nourishment from a crabstock, shall
have a fruit more noble than its nurse and parent

;

let him say why the best of oil is at the ton, the
best of wine in the middle, and the best of honey
at the bottom, otherwise than it is in some liquors
that are thinner, and in some that are thicker
But these things are not such as please busv
bodies.—Jer. T-'- '

Xcccssi'ti/ of a Due Allowance of /S/ffp.—Habit
influences, in some degree, the amount of sleep
that IS required. It should be said, however, that
It is never well to withhold any of the reven
that IS justly due to sleep. A man may accus-
tom himself to take so little sleep, as to be
greatly the loser thereby in his waking moments
It may be commonly observed, that those persons
who spend less time in sleep than is usually found
needful by others of the same age, and strength,
ajid occupation, consume a much larger portion of
their days than others do, in a kind of dreamy
vacancy, a virtual inactivity of mind and body,
ihe hours expended in sleep are not the only
hours that might be justifiably deducted from
the sum total of life, as having been lost to it;
numbers of moments are daily spent in an abso-
ute inaction of mind and body, and sleep cannot
be robbed of its dues without adding largely, and
in greater proportion than the time habitually
stolen from the sleep, to that which is wasted in
such waking reveries. In order that the mind
may have the power of undergoing trying and ex-
hausting labour, that it may continue in' the full
possession of its capabilities, that it may continue
to be undulled and unblunted by such wear and
such use, an amount of sleep must be allowed,
which IS proportionate to the severity of such
work, to the engrossing and expending nature of
the mind's employment. The nights may be rob-
bed of the hours of sleep, and the time so stolen
may be devoted to toil of mind or of body, but the
endurance by the system of undue waste and im-
perfectly restored balance of the vital force, even
if somewhat protracted by the strength of the con-
stitution, or if prolonged somewhat by the enero-y
of a determined will, or by the spur of a great
necessity, or by the goal of a great ambition or
darling hope, must be short-lived. The system
cannot be robbed of its sleep without a correspond-
ing disturbance and derangement of the functions-
the power and the equilibrium of the vital forces
will become so far afi'ected as to involve disordered
action, and thus indirectly, by forming part of the
common organism, and directly by the diminished
tension of the vital forces which supply the sen-
sorium Itself, the mind will become unable to con-
tinue its exertions. Many an ardent and hopeful
a.spirant for collegiate distinctions—many an
anxious labourer for professional eminence has
thrown away his hopes in thus vainly strugglino-
to cheat the system of this great requireme'nt.—
Vr. Robertson on Diet and Rc(jimen.

retain the name of Quakers, or be the friend
Truth ? I

_

It was testified by George Fox, relative to or
mgs made to his mind in the early part of
religious experience, that they were made ir
pendent of the Scriptures, but that he afterwE
tnund them conformable thereto. Now, how c
this compare with the sentiment that the
tures are the only source from which we l..
derive a knowledge of the truths contained there
And how can we reconcile the view that the Se:
tures apply to all circumstances, comprehend
conditions, regulate all motives, and control i

direct all overt acts, with an acknowledged ne
sity for any superior direction? Or that
bcriptures are the appointed source from whi
ministers are to derive a knowledge of the tru
they are to communicate, with the belief that ti

ministers must wait upon God to be endued \)

wisdom to qualify and direct in the work of
ministry? Do not views like those alluded
open the way for the entertainment of a
literal faith, and for the introduction of a studi
and superficial ministry ? If so, should not evt
right means be used, to prevent their curret
amongst us, lest we be carried back to that sti
of apostacy from which our worthy forefathi
were mercifully delivered ?

These considerations are worthy of our serio
attention, and the entertaining and recommenc,
tion of such queries, have, it 'is believed, beem
some measure a means of arresting the sprea
and preventing the currency of the innovatio
alluded to, for which we have cause of thankfi
ness to Him, who has opened our eyes to see, i

prepared our hearts to feel that the Truth w
being made to suffer thereby.

For " The Friend."

CONSISTENCY.
It will doubtless be conceded, that our worthy

ircdecessors were raised up to bear testimony to
he spiritual nature of the Christian relir^ion in
opposition to those outward view.s, which were
and continue to be, maintained by mere worldW
professors. Christ Jesus was the foundation upon
which they were concerned to build, believin.r
Him to be the immutable Eock upon which the
prophets and apostles were built as a spiritual
house, of which he is at once the Head and the
great Master-builder, They preached the doctrine
of an immediate revelation of the will of God to
the soul of man, and can we now forsake this
ground, and yet maintain the standing which we,
as a people, have taken, even that of its being our
privilege to be led and guided by the unerrino-
Spirit of Truth ? Can we exalt the letter of Scrip'^
ture above the Spirit, and yet profess to be the

ust, but may refresh "their f,intinc,'"n7 .k;"'^^

followers of Christ as our early Friends were?
bodies.-J.r. r^X ^ °' '^^'^g Can we depreciate this doctrine of the immediate

Give no alms to vicious persons, if such alms
will support their sin

; as if they will continue in
idleness

;
" if they will not work neither let them

eat; or if they will spend it in drunkenness
or wantonness: such persons, when they are
reduced to very great want, must be relieved in
such proportions as may not relieve their dyino-

teachings and leadings of the Spirit, and yet^

Decimal Measnres.—V^^a find the following
the foreign news

:

_

Notices have been given in Parliament of a m
tion for a decimal coinage, and to unite in a Co:
gross to establish a uniform decimal system throusi
out the world.

°

We suppose the design embraces a uniform sy
tem of weights and measures, based upon decinis
division. If so, the agitation of the question,
a view to action in our next Congress, become
doubly important. We shall secure, by proper]
urging the niea.sure, not only the best system fc
ourselves, but acting in conceit with the Europea
Congress, we shall help to establish the deeima
system over the whole civilized and mercantil
world, and get rid of the trouble and ineonvenienc
of systems of weights, and measures of length,
pacity and value, as various and as diffcrenras'th-
customs of the world are one from another. Ther
IS nothing which would tend more to unit)
the trading and commercial world in a commoi
brotherhood of feeling, or which would more
tenally facilitate their operations, than a uniforir
system of weights, measures and of coinao-e.-
Ledger. "^

Selected.

it has been observed, that in a violent gale, those
trees which occupied the centre of the forest, and
seemed most secure, have been torn from their roots,
while others that stood on the margin, and from'
theirunsheltercd position, most exposed, bad struck
their fibres so deep into the soil, as to defy the
power of the whirlwind and the storm; which
should teach us, that i,o length of standin.,
favourable situation in life, much less any iuV'ard
strength, can secure us from falling; for it is not

ly to the young, but to the aged, the warning
voice must be directed ;

" What I say unto vc
I say unto all, watch."
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For " The Friend."

BIOGRAPfllCilL SKETCHES,

Ministers and Elders, and otlier concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CConUnued from page 3320

WALTER FAWCETT.

Walter Fawcett was one of tbe early settlers of

hester, and was at that time a mavrled man witb

family, and the Montlily Meeting and the

aarterly Bleeting of Chester, were both at times

Id in hia house. We find it recorded that at

B " Quarterly Meeting held at Walter Fawcett' s,

it of Sixth mo., 1687, it was agreed that there

a Monthly Sleeting kept up in the woods, for

e service of Friends and Truth, viz. at Newtown,
iarple, Springfield, Upper Providence, Middle-

wn, and Edgmond." Again, at a Quarterly

[eeting held at the same place, Sixth mo., 1690,

It was ordered that there be four General Meet-

of Worship settled in this county for the ser-

of Truth ; that is to say, at Chester, the sec-

id weekly Third-day in the Ninth month ; at

by, the second weekly Third-day in the Twelfth

lonth ; at Concord, the second weekly Third-day

the Third month ; at Chester, the second week-

Third-day in the Sixth month."
Walter Fawcett was at this time an approved

linister, but of his gospel services we have small

Bcount. In the Fourth month, 1692, he was at

le General Meeting of Ministers in Philadelphia,

ad signed their testimony against George Keith,

nd also their epistle to Friends in England, in

istification of this proceeding. Walter appears

) have travelled with William Ellis, who, in writ-

ig to his wife, under date, Philadelphia, Sixth

lonth 8th, 1698, says, "Here are many tender-

earted Friends, who are preserved lowly in mind
ad loving, and who keep much out of superfluity

apparel. Walter Fawcett is with me, and is

ell."

At the Meeting of Blinisters at the time of the

early Meeting, in the Seventh month, 1698, he

dd before his Friends a concern he felt to pay a

eligious visit to England. It is probable that he

iad not first obtained the concurrence of his

llonthly Meeting, for whilst granting permission

p
go, they directed him to procure a certificate of

[nity, before he went. At the Meeting of Minis-

era held in the First month, 1699, he opened his

^ncern again, and having probably all necessary

;.nity of subordinate meetings, his prospect was
gain united with, and a certificate granted. To-
(ards the close of that month, he sailed for Eu-
ope in company with his Friend, V/illiam Ellis.

Ve find from letters written by Samuel Carpenter,

hat ho had " very dear love" for William Fawcett,

nd we may infer that the feeling was general

mongst his Friends in America.
He laboured in England, about two years. In

he Seventh month, 1701, we find him in Phila-

lelphia, attending meetings. In the General
leeting of Ministers held that month, he was
me appointed to prepare a returning certificate on
lehalf of William Penn, then about leaving his

irovince. By the minutes of the Yearly Meeting
or business, wo are informed that " Joseph Kirk-
tride and William Fawcett having been lately on
I religious visit in England, subscribed for 100
lopies of Barclay's Apology, on behalf of tht

iTearly Meeting."

In the Seventh month, 1703, we find him deal
ng with a member of the Meeting of Ministers,

iho, for want of taking heed to his ways,
irred from the path of true rectitude, and given
;oncern and exercise to his Friends. Much good
idvice was bestowed ; some benefit seemed to ro-

iUlt at the time, and although no permanent good

was effected for the transgressor, yet we doubt not

but those who laboured in this exercising work,

were themselves improved thereby.

How long his last illness lasted, we do not know.

But, on the '29th day of the First month, 1701:,

his day's work being ended, he was released from

the troubles of time.

HANNAH KINSMAN.

Hannah Kinsman or Kingsman, wife of John
Kinsman, of Chichester, was the daughter of those

valuable Friends, John and Elizabeth Simcock.

She was born in the year 1660, and having given

up early in life to serve the Lord, she was pre-

pared for usefulness in his church. She received

a gift in the ministry, and was serviceable therein.

In a short memorial concerning her, which was

presented " to the Meeting of ministering Friends

held at Providence," it is said, " she was of a

modest, plain, and blameless conversation ; exem-
plary as an elder in the church of Christ, and

desiring peace and unity amongst Friends. Her
testimony, though short, according to the portion

of spirit God had given her, was sound and suit-

able. She often admonished Friends to diligence

d carefulness in waiting upon the Lord." " This

our Friend, after some time of weakness of body,

departed this life, very quietly and innocently,

like a little child, the 25th day of Eighth month,

1718 ; aged about fifty-eight years."

ESTHER HAINES,

Was the wife of John Haines, of Evesham,
West Jersey. She deceased, about 1719. Her
friends testify that sho " was a zealous woman."

VINCENT CALDWELL.

Vincent Caldwell was born in the year 1673, at

Brason in Derbyshire, Great Britain, of parents,

not professing with Friends. His amount of

school learning was not great, yet sufficient to

qualify him for all the common duties of life. In

1691, he was convinced of the Truth, under the

ministry of John Gratton. Being faithful to the

openings of the Lord's Holy Spirit, he grew in

religious experience, and, in 1693, a dispensation

in the ministry of the gospel of our Lord Jesus

Christ was committed to him. Believing it right

to remove to Pennsylvania, he applied to his

Monthly Meeting at Monyash, which granted him
a certificate on the 24th of First month, 1699,
addressed to the Jlonthly Meeting of Philadel

phia. This certificate he presented to that

Monthly Meeting, held Sixth mo. 25, 1699 ; but

he appears to have almost immediately removed to

Darby, where he resided for a few years.

In the fall ofl701, with the unity of his Friends,

he paid a religious visit in Maryland, being ac-

companied most of the time by his fellow-labourer

in the gospel, Abraham Marshall. Of this jou:

ney Vincent, with thankfulness, acknowledged
that the Lord was with him, helping and encour-

aging him in the service. He and his companion
had many good, quiet and peaceable meetings.

After his return from this southern journey, a

concern rested with Vincent Caldwell, to visit

Friends in Virginia and Carolina, and some of

those he had recently been with. He bore it in

silence, until coming to Philadelphia to the Yearly
Meeting in the Seventh month, 1702, he found

that valuable minister from New England, John
Rodman, on his way south, without a companion.

It opened on Vincent's mind, that it would be in

the ordering of Truth for him to accompany John,
but his Monthly Meeting was over, and he could

have no opportunity of obtaining the concurrence
of the Friends of that body. He brought the

subject before the General Electing of Ministers

for their judgment. The mjoting, feeling full

unity with him and his prospect, gave him a cer-

tificate for the journey, making this proviso, "that
it shall not be taken for a precedent, except upon
the like emergence, and where Friends have the
like satisfaction of the conversation and ministry
of the person requesting it."

The visit was accomplished, and Vincent was at
his homo about the close of the year, and the ac-

count ho was enabled to ujake, was one "with
hieh Friends were well satisfied." In 1704,
ion after his return from this visit, he married
etty Pierce, a daughter of George Pierce, of

Thornbury, Chester county. After his marriage
he removed to East Marlborough, Chester county,

i being one of tho first settlers there, he was
with his wife " serviceable in divers respects."

The Friends who settled at Marlborough, held
their meetings in private houses, and were mem-
bers of Brandywine Monthly Meeting, sometimes
ailed Newark.

(To be continued.J

Omaha City.—Judging by the amount of tho
present emigration to Nebraska, there will soon
spring up within its borders a number of thicklj
populated towns, which will a few years hence,
become commercial marts, wherein all the trade of
that fertile territory will concentrate. Omaha
city on the Missouri, bids fair at the present time
to become the chief of those commercial towns. It

is situated on the western bank of the Missouri,
directly opposite the town of Council Bluflfs, with
which place it is connected by a ferry. The town
as at present laid out, is about a mile and a half
in length and a mile in width, and is divided into

some fifteen hundred lots. The streets are laid

out one hundred and one hundred and twenty feet

wide, and the houses, which are yet to be built,

are to be erected in blocks that will be separated

by wide alleys. In tho highest part of the town
a large square is laid out for the erection of the
capitol, and a large building is to be immediately
built as a temporary State House. A number of

clear streams fiow through the town site. Imme-
diately below the city there stretches for some dis-

tance a heavy body of timber, and behind it extend
open prairies, suitable for farms. Few houses have
yet been built in Omaha, but it is thought that

hundreds will be erected before the coming of cold

weather.

Tellow Fev.r Prevented ly Inoculatirm.—Wo
notice in La Cronica, that W. L. Humboldt has
discovered a means to prevent yellow fever by
inoculation. The government of Cuba, as La
Cronica is informed, has directed the inoculation

of the major part, amounting to one thousand, of

the newly arrived troops, which has resulted in the

greatest success, since none have been attacked by
tliis terrible disease, which generally decimatSs the

foreign population shortly after their arrival.

The operation is similar to vaccination, by insert-

ing the virus discovered by Dr. Humboldt, gene-

rally in both arms ; a few hours after this trifling

operation, the symptoms of a minature yellow

fever commence, and all the pathological conse-

quences follow rapidly and slightly, rarely exceed-

ing forty-eight hours in duration, and with uothing

more than a slight feverish action.

Humility consists not in railing against thyself,

or wearing mean clothes, or going softly or sub-

missively ; but in hearty and real evil or mean
opinion of thyself. Believe thyself an unworthy
person heartily, as thou believest thyself to be

hungry, or poor, or sick, whsn thou art so.
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. I know it maybe said that tbe same argumii

could be raised against -this, that, and the otjr

superfluity, which might be done without. B |i

am not writing about this, that, and the otir

superfluity; I am writing about tobacco-smok(

i

To turn to another thought : I am not qin

sure that smoking is a healthy practice. I kif
it is not necessary to health, for I see my fries

who do not smoke are not troubled with discs j

from which those of us who do are exempt. 1;

wife does not smoke, and, so far as I can see, ;t

does not suffer from the privation. I might g»
step further, and say, I have a strong suspic

li

that sometimes smoking disagrees with some'f

us, and is rather detrimental to health tlj

otherwise. Certainly, excessive smoking is in',

rious ; but who shall draw the line of demarcat \

between moderation and excess? As for mysci,

I do not know that smoking has ever hurt il^

It is true, when I have a bilious head-ache.'

nauseate the smell of tobacco-smoke, but so dit

nauseate also the smell of roast-beef. Still, a;',

firmly believe that I am none the better forsnii

ing, I think, if young again, I would not Icani

smoke.

Then again, I cannot help the conviction tl

smoking is rather the reverse of a sweet a

cleanly practice. To be sure, my friends pra

me for not betraying my habits ; neverthele:;

there are times when I am glad to rinse my mout;

and purify my garments, and fear that, after all

carry about with me, unmistakable tokens of wh|

I have been doing. And I am quite sure thi

some of my smoking friends, who are less particj

lar than I am, and especially those who cultivai

dirty German pipes, are never free from the pec'

liar perfumery of stale tobacco. And as this
'

far from being pleasant to me, who am a smoke!

I am sure it cannot be plcas^xnt to those who a:,

not smokers. Moreover the expectoration whici

smoking provokes, is far from a pleasant or cleai-

ly habit. On these accounts, then, had I to pas]

through life again, I think I would determine W

pass through it without learning to smoke.

Again, I think that smoking does not add to

man's respectability. I am not sure that it hi

not, sometimes, a contrary tendency. This ma'

depend on circumstances. Certainly, some me
of the highest respectability do not think it an

derogation to be seen at times inhaling the vapot)

of a cigar or a pipe ; but no one will say that the

would not be equally respectable were they know
to avoid smoking as an evil thing. Whereas, o)

the other hand, some have notoriously lost cast

by being numbered among the smokers : and, ir

fact, I am reluctantly compelled to admit, if

smoker be reckoned a respectable man, it is ill

spite of his habit, and not because of it.
]

Once more, it is not to be denied that a gooi;

many people in the world are so fastidious ami

weak, some smokers say, as to think smoking i'

disagreeable habit. They do not willingly admi'

a smoker into their houses, because they disliki

accompaniments. "Well, say that is fastidi

ousness and affectation, and "all nonsense"—
though, friend and fellow-smoker, we have m

ht to say that—but suppose it be, the effect isj

the same ; our practice makes us disagreeable^

causes us to be shunned, and sometimes, if vie'

don't take care, to be shut out from good society.!

True, so far as I am concerned, 1 avoid this'

evil—the chance of being disagreeable, or of being

thrust out from good society—by never smoking

except where smoke is welcome. But it is not

pleasant at times, to be debarred a favourite

resource for passing time. There is a little bit of

self-denial required, I think, when a man would,

but dare not, put a pipe to his mouth. And as,

THE NIGHT-STORII AT SEA.

'Tis a dreary thing to be
Tossing on the wide, wide sea,

When the sun has set in clouds.

And the wind sighs through the shrouds.
With a voice and with a tone
Like a living creature's moan 1

Look ! how wildly swells the surge

Round the black horizon's verge 1

See the giant billows rise

From the ocean'to the skies !

While the sea-bird wheels his aight

O'er their streaming crests of white.

List! tbe wind is wakening fasti

All the sky is overcast I

Lurid vapours, hurrying, trail

In the pathway of the gale,

As it strikes us with a shock
That might rend the deep-set rock I

Falls the strain'd and shivered mast!
Spars are scattered by tbe blast I

And the sails are split asunder.

As a cloud is rent by thunder

;

And the struggling vessel shakes,

As the wild sea o'er her breaks.

Ah ! what sudden light is this.

Blazing o'er the dark abyss ?

Lo ! the full moon rears her form
Mid the cloud-rifts of the storm.

And, athwart the troubled air,

Shines, like hope upon despair I

Every leaping billow gleams
With the lustre of her beams,
And lifts high its fiery plume
Through the midnight's parting gloom :

While its scatter'd flakes of gold

O'er the sinking deck are rolled.

Father I low on bended knee.

Humbled, weak, we turn to thee!

Spare us, mid the fearful fight

Of the raging winds to night I

Guide us o'er the threatening wave :

Save us! thou alone canst

s

JE. Sargent.

A WATER SOXG.
Each flower holds up a dainty cup
To catch the rain and dew

;

The drink of flowers that comes in showers
Is just the drink for you.

The stars so bright that gem the night

In the round heaven of blue,

Fling down their beams upon the streams
Which flow with drink for you.

That nightingale which charms the vale,

From yonder fountain flew
;

The song-bird's drink should be, I think.

The drink for birds like you.

George }V. Bungay.

Liability to Collision at Sea.—Lieutenant

Maury has published a pamphlet, entitled " Letter

Concerning Lanes for the Steamers Crossing the

Atlantic," in which he states that the part of the

ocean used by the European steamers in their voy-

ages to and fro, between the meridians of 15 deg.

and 65 deg. west, is, for the American steamers

300 miles broad, and for the English 150 miles

broad. The American roadway overlaps and in-

cludes the English. Consequently there is abreadth
of ocean 300 miles wide, in any part of which
sailing vessel, by uight or in a fog, is liable to be

brought iuto collision with the steamers. Lieut.

Maury, therefore, proposes new lanes for steamers

across the Atlantic, which will " lessen the liabili-

ties by diminishing the chajcccs of collision." He
gives in his pamphlet full charts of these lanes,

which will engage the attention of the nautical

world, and answer, no doubt, as valuable sugges-

tions to avoid danger.

From " Tlie Leisure Hour."

Tliouglits of- an Old Smoker.

A Quarter of a century ago, I began to master
two difficult attainments : I learned to shave, and
I learned to smoke. Of these two attainments,

smoking was incomparable the hardest ; but I

managed it. What has it cost me? I have
smoked almost all sorts of tobacco, and, as I sup-

pose, in almost all forms. I began with cigar-

ettes, advanced onwards to cigars, then to Mary-
land tobacco, then to returns, thence to birds-eye,

and thence to the strongest shag. I have bought
and smoked segars at all prices, and of all manufac-
tures, from the suspicious articles, seven of which
may be bought for sixpence, and which probably

are innocent of any connexion with nicotiana,

save a slight tinge with its juice, to the Havana
at thirty shillings a pound. I have been fanciful

in cigar-tubes, and also in pipes, though to no

alarming extent, having never paid more than

seven shillings for a tube, and five shillings for a

meerschaum ; and, after all attempts to be fine,

preferring the naked cigar, or the half yard of

clay. I have spent money, too, on instantaneous

lights of many sorts. When phosphorus-boxes,

containing a small bottle of fiery mixture, and
about a score of matches, cost three shillings and
sixpence each, I gave three and sixpence for one.

When lucifer matches were invented, and sold for

sixpence a box—less in quantity than may now be

bought for a halfpenny—I patronized the manu-
facture. I have used German tinder, fuzees, and
a dozen other kindred inventions; and all these,

costing money, have served me only for the light-

ing of my pipes or cigars.

Looking at it, then, altogether, and taking into

account cigars, cigar-cases, cigar-tubes, tobacco,

pipes, and matches ; considering, too, that I have

been a constant and persevering, though not an

enormous smoker, I may safely and fairly con-

clude—and keep within compass too—that, take

one time with another, smoking has co.st me—

a

shilling a week, for twenty-five years.

A shilling a week : that is to say, two pound
twelve shillings a year : making for the whole

period, and without reckoning interest, either com-

pound or simple, the sum of sixty-five pounds.

Now this, I repeat, is keeping within compass;

and a friend at my side tells me that two shil-

lings a week would be nearer the mark. I fear it

would; but as, during ten years past, I have not

exceeded tbe more moderate computation, I shall

let the shilling a week remain.

Sixty-five pounds—setting aside the considera-

tion of interest—is a large sum. If, twenty-five

years ago, instead of a tobacco-box I had set up a

money-box, and dropped into it a weekly shilling,

I cannot avoid the conclusion that I should be

now sixty-five pounds richer than I am : and there

are many things I could do with sixty-five

pounds. It might serve me for half a year's

housekeeping, for my establishment is on a humble
scale ; or it might turn to account as an appren-

ticeship premium for my eldest boy; or it might
re-furnish my house. Or, if the shilling a week
had been devoted to a life assurance, and I were
to die to-morrow, my family would be the better

for my self-denial, by a hundred and fifty pounds.

Or if I had spent a shilling a week on literature,

my library would now be, and much to my ad-

vantage, larger than it is. Or if, laying aside

selfish considerations, I had set apart a shilling a

week to works of charity and mercy, the world

might have been the better for it. Many a heart-

ache might have been relieved by the sixty-five

pounds which I have puffed away. I think, then,

that if I had to begin life again, I would not

learn to smoke.
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re or less often, such sacrifices must be made

I
the smoker who has consideratiou for others as

JU as for himself, or who has indeed due cousid-

Itiou for himself, 1 would, 1 think, if my youth

(lild be renewed, avoid the need for this aelf-

tuial by not learning to smoke.

I think moreover, that smoking is not one of

1
3 things which help to push a man onward in

3 world; and I am mistaken if, sometimes, the

bit is not like a clog to keep him back. 1 am
ry sure that a young man, for instance, is not

pre likely to obtain a situation of responsibility

id trust, because he knows how to handle a cigar

: an elegant manner, or is refined in his appre-

,ntion of the best oroonoko : I have a strong

jipression, on the contrary, that such an one

)Uld prefer keeping this acquirement in the

ck-grouud. In other words, I cannot but be

irsuaded that—all things else being equal—the

in who does not smoke has a better chance of

s in the world thau the man who does : and

, if I were young again, I should wish to succeed,

possible, 1 think 1 would not learn to smoke.

And I do not wonder that men of business, aud

aployers generally, look with suspicion upon

bacco-smokers ; for though a youth or a man,

spite of this practice, may be a valuable servant;

is not to be denied that the smoker at times

jys himself open to temptations, strongly tugging

1 him, to draw him aside from integrity and

onour. It is not every smoker that can putt away

L a dry inpe ; and the youth who to be manly,

iuts himself to the discomfort of learning to

!uoke, is likely also, with the same object in

fCW, to learn to tipple. In short, I fear it

jould be found if curiously and strictly sought

ito, that smoking often leads to sottishness. I

tar also that, as with every other needless ex-

tense, it leads sometimes to dishonesty. It is

fit always that a youth or a man can afford to

issipate a shilling a week, nor sixpence either, in

Inoke. But five shillings a week would not suf-

toe for the vespertine or nocturnal cigar and glass

jf many a "fast" youth of the present Jay.

Inhere do they get their shillings 't

i Well, I never spent more than I thought I could

[onestly afford on smoke (perhaps they do not,

ither,) and I never needed to wet my pipe ; but

^cause of the temptations which beset the smoker,

think, could I go back again to the morning of

[fe, I would not learn to smoke.

Again, I do not think that smoking is gene-

ally necessary as an aid to mental exertion, or an

acentive to profound study. I cannot subscribe

3 the motto, "Ex fumo dare lucem ;" that is to

ly, so far as tobacco smoke is concerned. There
ave been philosophers, poets, statesmen, and
ivines, among the smokers ; so have there been
mong the non-smokers. And lam compelled to

onclude that wisdom does not coyly clothe itself

a vapour. On the contrary, I am bound to ao-

nowledge my reluctant belief that if the tobacco-

ipe is sometimes a help-meet to the pen, it quite

3 often happens that the pen is the bond-servant

i the pipe. Therefore, were I to begin the world

gain, 1 think I would not learn to smoke.

I think, lastly, that it is very disgusting to see

eardless youths, and boys just entering their

iens, puffing and spitting in the public streets.

t was but an evening or two ago, that I met a lit-

le manikin, about four feet in height, and pro-

ably twelve years of age, with a face as smooth as

- girl's, sucking furiously at a dirty meerschaum
learly as long as his arm, till the ashes in the

owl glowed with a burning heat. And the most
haritable wish I could frame for the poor mis-

uided lad was, that before he got to the bottom
f his pipe, he might be desperately sick.

Seriously, I have observed so many mischiefs

connected with smoking—have known so many
shipwrecks made by it, ay, even of faith and a

good conscience—have seen so much time wasted,

so much money too, and so much health—and
have witnessed so much deterioration of character

in some who have given themselves up to the

practice, to be led captive by it at its will—that

though I may have escaped, by God's help, its

worst evils, yet if I had to begin life again, I

would not—I think I would not—learn to smoke.

Selected for " The Friend."

Stephen Crisp on Meetings for Ulscipline.

"And all you, dear Friends, upon whom the

Lord hath laid a care for his honour, and for the

prosperity of the Truth, and gathered you into

the good order of the gospel, to meet together to

manage the affairs thereof, to take heed that ye

have a single eye to the Lord, to do the Lord's

business in the leadings of his Spirit, which is but

one, and brings all that are given up to be go-

verned by it, to be of one mind and heart, at least

in the general purpose and service of those meet-

ings.

"Although, through the diversity of exercises

and the several degrees of growth among the bre-

thren, every one may not see or understand alike

in every matter, at the first propounding of it, yet

this makes no breach of the unity, nor hinders

brotherly kindness, but puts you often upon an

exercise and an inward travailing to feel the pure

peaceable wisdom, that is from above, among you

;

and every one's ear is open to it, in whomsoever
it speaks, and thereby a sense of life is given in

the meeting, to which all that are of a simple and
tender mind join and agree.

" But if any among you should be contrary-

minded in the management of some outward affair,

relating to the Truth, this doth not break the

unity that ye have in Christ, nor should it weaken
brotherly love. So long as he keeps waiting for

an understanding from God, to be gathered into

the same sense with you, and walks with you.

According to the law of charity, such an one ought

to be borne with and cherished ; and the suppli

cations of your souls will go up to God for him
that God may reveal it to him, if it be his will

that so no difference may be in understanding, s(

far as is necessary for the good of the church, no

more than there is in matters of faith and obedi-

ence to God.
" For, my friends, it is not of absolute necessity

that every member of the church should have the

same measure of understanding in all things ; for

then, where were the duty of the strong bearing

with the weak ? Where were the brother of low

degree 'i Where would be any submitting to them
that are set over others in the Lord ? which all

tend to preserving unity in the church, notwith-

standing the different measure, and different

growths of the members thereof.

"For, as the spirits of the prophets are subject

to the prophets, so are the spirits of all that are

kept in a true subjection to the spirit of life in

themselves, kept in the same subjection to the

sense of life given by the same spirit in the

church. By this means we come to know one

Master, even Christ, and have no room for other

masters in the matter of our obedience to God.
" While every one keeps in this true subjection,

the sweet concord iS known, aud the oil is not

only upon Aaron's head, but it reacheth the skirts

of his garment also ; and things are kept sweet

and savoury, and ye love one another from the

greatest to the least in sincerity, and without

dissimulation.

This love excludes all whispering of evil

things ; all backbiting, talebearing, grudging and
murmuring, and keeps Friends' minds clean one
toward another, waiting for every opportunity to

do each other good, and to preserve each other's

reputation, and their hearts are comforted at the

sight of one another. In all their affairs, both re-

lating to the church and to the world, they will

keep watchful over their own spirits, and keep in

the Lord's power over that nature in themselves

that would be apt to take offence or construe any
word or action to a worse sense than the simplicity

thereof, or the intention of the other concerned,

will allow of.

" And whereas it may often fall out that among
a great many, some may have a different appre-

hension from the rest of their bretliren, especially

in outward or temporal thing.s, there ought to be

a christian liberty maintained for such to express

their sense with a freedom of mind, or else they

will go away burdened. If they speak their minds
freely, and a friendly and christian conference be
admitted thereupon, they may be eased, and often-

times the different apprehension of such an one
comes to be wholly removed, and his understand-

ing opened to see as the rest see.

" For the danger in society doth not lie so much
in this, that some few may have a differing appre-

hension in some things from the general sense
;

as it doth in this, viz., when such that so differ,

suffer themselves to be led out of the bond of

charity, and labour to impose their private sense

upon the rest of their brethren, and are offended

and angry if it be not received ; this is the seed of

sedition and strife that hath grown up in too

many to their own hurt.

" Therefore, my dear friends, beware of it, and
seek not to drive a matter on in fierceness, or ia

anger, nor take offence into your minds at any
time, because what seems toba clear to you, is not

presently received ; but let all things in the

church be propounded with an awful reverence of

Him, who is the head and life of it; who hath

said, * When two or three are met in my name, I

will be in the midst of them.' Aud so ho is, and

may be felt by all who keep in his Spirit. But
he that follovfeth his own spirit, sees nothing as

he ouirht to see it." S. Crisp.

Colour of the Eyes.—That the colour of the eyes

should affect their strength m;iy seem strange

;

yet that such is the case needs not at this time of

day to be proved ; and those whose eyes are brown
or dark coloured should be informed that they are

weaker and more susceptible of injury, from vari-

ous causes, than gray or blue eyes. Light blue

eyes are caeteris paribus, generally the most power-

ful, and next to those are gray. The lighter the

pupil the greater and longer-continued is the de-

gree of tension the eye can sustain.—Z/a/^s Jour-

nal. ^
Sincerity is a pure aud upright principle, and

those who are truly sincere, can bear the test of

li'jht, and are not afraid of having their principles

and practices examined by it.

Object of Salt in the Sea.—Professor Chapman,

of University College, Toronto, has published an

interesting paper on the object of sea water being

salt, and after giving his objections to the usually

received opinions, he urges the theory that the

object is to regulate evaporation. If any tempo-

rary cause renders the amount of saline matter in

the sea above its numeral value, evaporation goes

on more and more slowly. If this value be depre-

ciated by the addition of fresh water in undue ex-

cess, the evaporating power is the more and more
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increased. He gives the results of various experi-
ments in reference to evaporation on weighed quan-
tities of ordinary rain water, and water holding in
solution 2.6 per cent of salt. The excess of loss
of the rain water compared with the salt solution
was, for the first twenty-four hours, 0.54 per cent
at the close of forty-eight hours, 1.04 per cent
after seventy-two hours, 1.4(3 per cent, and so or

in increasing ratio.

How many hours to work.—The limit of men-
tal work varies not only in various individuals, but
according to the nature of the work itself. John-
son assigns eight hours a day as suiEcient for study

;

Sir Walter Scott worked four or five; mathemati-
cians and those who do not tax the imagination
much, may and do safely study 10 or 12 hours
daily. As a general proposition, it may be stated
that those studies which excite the feelings are

those which can be least borne. On the other hand
the tranquil labours of the mind have a marked
tendency to prolong life. " On meurt de Betise"
is perfectly true ; the unemployed brain, like the
unused muscle, decays and perishes quite as soon
as the overwrought organ. JBernard in his " Trea-
tise on the Influence of Civilization on Longevity,"
shows the effect of brain labor of an unexciting
kind in those who are protected by an assured in-

come from the inroads of care. He took at ran-
dom the ages of 1.52 individuals, one-half of whom
were members of the Academy of Sciences the
other half of the Academy of Inscriptions and found
that the average longevity of these mathematicians
and antiquarians was 69 years. Sir Humphrey
Davy seems to have had in view those only who
have " battled" with life, when he states " that
there are few instances in this country of very
eminent men reaching to old age. They usually
fail, droop, and die before they attain the period
naturally marked for the end of human existence;
the lives of our Statesmen, warriors, poets, and
even philosophers, offer abundant proofs of the
truth of this opinion,—whatever burns, consumes—ashes remain !"—Consolations in Travel, p. 171.
No one who had the happiness of knowing the ex,-

traordinary man will doubt an instant whence
these suggestions sprang, and to whom they most
eminently applied. Scott always asserted that
Davy would have been a great poet had he not
chosen to be a great philosopher. The excitement
and its consequent eflect on the frame must have
been excessive in one of such impassioned imagi-
nation as Davy, at the moment when the truths
which have laid the foundation of modern Chemis-
try were dawning on him. Even the calm and
tranquil intellect of Newton, could not bear the
blaze of light of his own approaching discoveries

;

as, prostrated by its effulgence, he gave over his cal-
culation to a friendly hand to finish.

—

London
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We continue our account of the proceedings of
London Yearly Meeting, abridging from the
" British Friend."

LONDON YEARLY MEETING.
CConlinued from page 336.

J

Second-day Morning, Fifth month 28^^.—The
attendance this morning was large, and the feeling
truly solemn. Several Friends were engac;ed in
brief religious communication, mostly in Scripture
language, and one in supplication. The reading
of the answers to the queries then proceeded \n
the order of the Quarterly Meetings, a few sli-'ht

deviations from ordinary practice being made to
economize time. When the meeting adjourned
about half past one, up to Kent inclusive was at-
tained. * * * *

A testimony from the Blonthly Meeting of New-
castle, in behalf of Rachel Priestman. and a min-
ute from the Monthly Meeting of Shaftesbury and
Sherborne, for Hannah Hatcher, widow of Ed-
mund Hatcher, of Marnhull, and formerly of Bris-
tol, were read. * * * *

A minute from Cumberland and Northumber-
land, relating to the late Lydia Ann Barclay, was
produced, but the reading of it was deferred until
another document for the same should come on
in regular order.

Afternoon.—Met at four, and after going on
with the answers as far as Norfolk, Cambridge, and
Huntingdon inclusive, adjourned at seven, until
ten to-morrow.

At this sitting there was considerably more of
explanation and remark made |relative to the an-
swers ; and the reading of a minute from Kino-ston
Monthly Meeting, respecting Charles Fryer^ for-
merly of Eastrick, in Yorkshire, and late superin-
tendent of Croydon School, with a testimony from
Norwich Monthly Meeting, in behalf of our much-
loved and honoured friend, William Forster, and
also a minute of Newberry Monthly Meetino- in
America, respecting him, together with the obser-
vations which followed, occupied a large portion of
the time. * * "* *

Adjourned about seven.

Third-day, Fifth month, 29th.—A few words
the line of the ministry were uttered by a

Friend before the opening minute was read.
Bead the answers from Suffolk, and overtook the
remainder at this sitting. After the answers from
Scotland had been read, a minute from Pardshaw
Monthly meeting, and a testimony from Aberdeen
Monthly Meeting, respecting Ltdia Ann Bar-
clay, were produced. The reading of this testi-
mony excited a feeling of tenderness in many
minds, and a number of Friends expressed their
concurrence in what was stated respecting the
deceased, as well as their own individual estimate
of her character, and of her self-denying and
consistent example.
The report from the Meeting of Ministers and

Elders stated that, with one exception as to love
and unity, and another case in which the words
" a good degreeof unity " were used, this body
was " preserved in love and unity one with another,
endeavouring in harmony to promote the advance-
ment and spreading of the truth." * * *

Third-day J/CtrHOon.—The state of Society,
as represented in the reports from the Quarterly
Meetings, occupied the whole of the sitting, which
extended ever three hours. * * #

Intimation as to the holding of meetings for
Divine worship to-morrow morning was then
given

; the large committee was instructed to meet
on the rising of the meeting, and an adjournment
to four to-morrow afternoon agreed to.

Fourth-day Afternoon.—The Yearly Meeting
assembled at four, when a Friend uttered somi
brief and weighty counsel before the commence
ment of the business.

It being understood that at this sitting further
opportunity for remark on the state of the Society
would be given, a good many friends relieved
themselves of that which had pressed upon their
minds. *******

:\. proposition was brough in from Durham
Quarterly Electing, and another from Yorkshire,
relative to a change in the mode of presentations
for marriage, that the personal appearance of
women Friends should be dispensed with, and a
duly attested certificate of her consent be held

.sufficient evidence on the part of a man Prierto
the regularity of his proceedings

; his appears Iq

personally, at his own meeting, to be continud-i^
heretofore; and where the parties are of diffe[,t
Monthly Meetings, a certificate of the man's

:v
ing presented his intention, and the ordii!-,
course adopted in such cases havim; been att,|i.
ed to, was, in like manner, to be held suffic'it
for him; the alterations in the marriage acljis
regards due publicity, being now considerecls
answering every purpose in that^ respect. 'Ig

parties are still, however, to appear at the cele a-
tion of the marriage, at a meeting for worship's
at present.

'

These propositions, it appeared, had ori-rinoil
almost simultaneously

; and had Durham Frie (9
known of the intention on the part of Yorksh
they would have withheld any proposition fiii

that Quarterly Meeting. The leading reasons L
signed for the change were—the unnecessary 1,

pnsure and trial of female modesty consequentii
the present practice of presenting marriages \
well as the inconvenience and expense to n'\
Friends of travelling more than once a great cj.

tance where the parties were of different meetin!.
The propositions were received with great appro

'.

tion; and, to save time, it was pretty soon e .

eluded to refer them to the large committee.
The minute of last year relative to lay imp^

priate tithe rent-charge having been read, thd
came from the Meeting for Sufferings a repct
detailing the conclusion to which the conferetf
that had been held on the subject had come,
lately given in our columns, that there should b(i

relaxation of the rules on this head in the Bo^,

of Discipline, of date 1703, 1706, and 1796, a:i

that where lay impropriate tithe, or impropriji
tithe rent-charge, was not applicable to ecclesi:!
ticul purposes, Friends so paying these demani
were not to be held as infringing the disciplir.
nor liable to dealing in consequence. A consi
erable time was spent on this subject, and a goij

deal of diversity of sentiment was manifested, bi
it was ultimately concluded to receive and ado:
the report, to afford time for the committee c'

the epistle from the larger body in Ohio to meeii

Fifth-tiay Morning:, Fifth month, 31s<.—TI*
minute of last year, on the geographical bound'
lies of the Quarterly Meetings, was that whic
first claimed attention. * * # .

A minute was brought in from the Meetinc fi

Sufferings, relative to Friends from Ameriea°tr
veiling on religious service in this country, pn
posing that on their arrival at Liverpool the
should, as early as convenient, repair to Londor
have their certificates verified by the Meeting f(.

Sufferings, have the opportunity of attending thi .

Morning Meeting, and put themselves under th! i

care of that body for advice and guidance in n'
ference to their movements in the "prosecution o
their service. Some provision of this kind ha!
been felt necessary, as, owing to Friends froi

America being veiy much unacquainted wit
the geography of the country, and there being a

Liverpool no organized body to whom they coiil

apply for advice as to suitable companions, &c
from which cause, it was believed, travellin!
Friends had not only themselves suffered, but th.
cause of truth also.

This subject occupied a large share of the atten'
tion of the meeting, and at first there secmet^
ither repugnance to entertain the proposition
There was a feeling of jealousy in many luinds
lest this placing of American ministers undir ih'

care of the Morning Meeting, was like setting uj

ecclesiastical body, whose rule might lead to ;
'

very undesirable state of things in the Society.
and was taking the business hitherto managed bj
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eii Meeting for Sufferings, out of their hands

ilflout good and sutEcient reasons. By explana-

^ji, however, which were given, it appeared that

tbiproposal had rather been prompted by Friends

in:ie country, than introduced by the Meeting

fo ^ufTerings. The proposition was therefore at

lerth agreed to.

Kdjournod at one to five. * * *

It Five o'chck.—Selected minutes of the

J^'ting for Sufferings were read. First that re-

lajig to church-rates, on which it did not appear

tli the meeting, in its representative capacity,

cc|id do more at present. # # * *

'he attention of the meeting was next turned

tche subject of burial-grounds; and a consider-

»lj! expression of opinion was given upon it.

Tfre was rather, at first, a disposition apparent

t(jcall in question the wisdom of the Meeting

ffjSufferings, in sending down to the country the

Is): cautionary minute on this matter. It was

hid to be illiberal in spirit, inasmuch as there were

l)|p public cemeteries, in which Friends might

biinterred along with others, without any viola-

tiii of our testimony regarding the burial of the

did ; It was even more calculated to promote an

iiproved practice in the public herein, tlian was

ajjl likely to be the case where Friends buried

iilseparate places by themselves ; it savoured of

ejtarian narrowness, &c., and instances were ad-

d;ed, where Friends having had interments in

pblic cemeteries, our simple mode of burial had

bjin much commouded, and a salutary impression

Un made on the minds of spectators.

On the other hand, there were instances advert-

cj to of deviation from the simple practice of

Bends, which had been very painful to many.
Glere was, besides, the danger of temptation to

ijitate the modes commonly in use, by resorting

tpuch places for burial where monuments, &c.,

we so common, so that, on the whole, it was
dbmed the best, and safest, and most consistent

cjirse, for Friends to keep to their own burial-

d)unds. The subject was interesting, and it was
tps solidly disposed of.

jThe minute of the Meeting for Sufferings, de-

"ng its proceedings in the preparation of the

ppeal" to our fellow-countrymen on tlie war,

;aged considerable attention. * * * *

\Sixth-(hiy Morning, Sixth Month l$l.—The
qrk, having read the opening minute, offered a

IJT weighty observations on the sense he had

q the value of our privileges as a religious

Ijdy. * * * " *

[Then came the report from the committee on

l|e subject of the divisions in Ohio, with a state-

ibnt which they submitted for the consideration

|d adoption of tlie meeting. This document was

f
considerable length, narrating the manner in

jiich the meeting had dealt with the various eom-
janications which had been received from Ohio,

[already related in previous columns, adverting

the course formerly adopted by this Yearly
ieting in regard to previous separations among
lends on the American continent, particularly

Ith respect to that of New England; and allud-

g to the recent visit of an individual from that

'ate to this country, (John Wilbur,) though not
iming him, which had been reported to the meet-

g last year ; expressed the deep sorrow which
riends here had been affected with on hearing of

le troubled state of Friends in Ohio in former
jars, but particularly since the recent separation

lere; declared our anxious solicitude that they
ight be led to a harmonious union ; asserted our

ipreciation of, and our adherence to, the doc-

incs of Christianity in all their fulness, as un-
Ided in Holy Scripture, and also as the same
ere held by Friends from the rise of the Society,

and by the faithful among us, unto our own time

;

concluding in terms of deep fervour and so-

lemnity.

The reading and consideration of the above
statement occupied upwards of four hours. There
was manifested the most anxious care on all hands
to have the wording of it such as, while it should

convey the exercise of the meeting, should yet

avoid the possibility of giving offence to our Ame-
rican Friends.f Great condescension marked the

discussion throughout; and while there were a

number who were still unchanged in sentiment,

that the safer course for the meeting to have
adopted -would have been to stand still, and re-

ceive neither epistle from Ohio at present, there

were others who, after having heard the document,
testified their unity with it, though formerly op-

posed to the conclusion of the meeting. It is to

be accompanied by the declaration of Christian

doctrine, put forth by this Yearly Meeting in the

General Epistles of 1829 and 1830; to be sent

down to the Quarterly and Monthly Meetings in

Great Britain ; to Friends in Ireland ; to Ben-
jamin Iloyle, clerk to the larger body of Friends

in Ohio; and to all the Yearly Meetings on the

American continent with which we are in corre-

spondence. * * * *

Afternoon.—A proposal being made to continue

the committee of twenty-five or more Friends, who
prepared the document relating to the troubles in

Ohio, the subject occupied some attention. There

were a number of Friends in favour of it, but some

others spoke against it, and some of them somewhat
severely, as an unnecessary multiplying of com-

mittees, and because it would be like taking the

business of the Society out of the hands of the

Meeting for Sufferings. Disapprobation, however,

was expressed of the use of everything like hard

language in the matter, the proposal being quite a

reasonable one. It was ultimately concluded best

to discontinue the committee.

Read minute from the large committee, on the

marriage propositions from Durham and York-

shire. Notwithstanding that this subject had

obtained pretty close attention on the part of the

committee, a large amount of expression followed

the bringing in of the minute. It recommended
the adoption of the alteration in regard to presen-

tations, viz., that an attested certificate of the

woman's consent should be accepted in all cases,

&c. The meeting agreed to receive the minute,

thereby admitting the principle; but as it will

require some alteration in the existing regulations

on marriages, it was concluded to remit the sub-

ject to the Meeting for Sufferings, to prepare the

necessary changes in the rules, and submit them

to next Yearly Meeting; in the meantime, it be-

ing clearly understood that the existing rules are

to be followed in every case. * * *

Read selected minutes of the Bleetings for Suf-

ferings. First came the report of the Continental

Committee, which, while it contained but little

evidence of any change in the circumstances of

Friends in those parts, yet related some interest-

ing particulars. Property to some amount had

been distrained for refusing to comply with mili-

tary demands; and a young man in Prussia, who
had originally been brought up a Roman Catholic,

had been removed from his home, and consigned

to a prison at some distance, where he was exposed

to exceedingly harsh treatment, for refusing to

bear arms. Friends of Minden, &c., had memo-
rialized the government on his behalf, but with-

out success. In France, five persons had been re-

ceived into membership, by the Two Months'

Meeting of Congenies. Their school was still

f This document will be gi' , our next number.

kept up, but they had sustained a severe loss in
the removal of Christine Paradon, who had so
satisfactorily been engaged in promoting its suc-
cess.

Respecting Friends in Norway, there appeared
to be some increase of their number, nine persons
having been received into membership with them.
It was also stated, that at their Two Months' Meet-
ing, held since the foregoing account had been
received, eight individuals had applied for admis-
sion. The epistle from the Meeting for Suffer-

ings, with the reply from Friends in Norway, were
also read. 5|t * * *

In reply to a question, it was stated that there

were Meetings for Discipline established at Hobart
Town, Sydney, Adelaide, and Melbourne; the

number [of members] amounted in all to about420,
mostly from this country, one-third of the whole
being from Ireland. * * * *

Read letter from the Meeting for Sufferings to

that of Philadelphia, with their reply; also a sub-
sequent epistle, received within a few days, all of
which were interesting.

The proceedings of the Meeting for Sufferings

relative to lay impropriate tithe rent charge, occu-
pied a large portion of the sitting. It was agreed,
in terms of the conclusion of the Conference, to

relax the regulations of 1703, 17i'6, and 1796, in

the Rules of Discipline, on this subject; and a
minute therein is to go down to our Quarterly and
Monthly Meetings. * * * *

Year/i/ 3Icitiiuj, at twelve.—Reference was made
by a Friend, in a few words, to a statement thr\t

had gone forth, that there was no sympathy felt

for the smaller body of Friends in New England,
and the document on the Ohio troubles contained
something of the same kind ; now he could not
doubt there were many in that assembly who did
sympathize with those Friends, and he trusted

they would continue to do so; and he would re-

mind us all that we had sympathized with some
who had gone much farther wrong, than could be
said of those in New England. Read and passed
the Epistles to Ireland, Philadelphia, New York,
New England, North Carolina, and Indiana. A
brief but weighty communication from a minister-

ing Friend, " What I say unto you, I say unto all,

watch," &c., closed the sitting. Adjourned after

two.

Yearly Meeting had been adjourned to six, but
so long were the Committee on Epistles over their

business, that nearly half an hour elapsed before

the meeting gathered. Heard first the minute
prepared by the clerks to accompany the state-

ment respecting Ohio, &c., to go down to the

Quarterly and Monthly Meetings, and approved
the same. * * * *

Next came the Epistles for Baltimore and Ohio,

also a postscript to that for New York regarding

the late Mahlon Day. * * * *

The reading of the General Epistle, as usual,

closed the business of the meeting. It is a re- Jk
markably able embodiment of the exercise of the ^
meeting for the welfare of the church. * * *

SUMMARy OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England to the 16th iilt.

The War.—Since the capture of some of the Russian
outworks on the Tth, as stated in last week's arrival,

no further operations of moment are mentioned in the

despatches from Sebastopol. In the sanguinary con-

flict of that day, about 5000 men were killed and
wounded on both sides. In Prince Gortschakoff's des-

patch to St. Petersburg, dated on the 8th, he acknow-
ledges the loss of the redoubts alluded to, after a
desperate resistance. He says, " Our soldiers fought

admirably, in proof of which I may state that the ene-

my's loss exceeds ours, and we have taken 275 men and
seven officers prisoners, as well as two French cannon."

On the 9th, the Russian General writes, "The cannon-
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ade continues against the bastions, KormilofiF and No. 3.
The enemy has asked for an armistice, in order that he
may bury his dead. His loss on the 7th exceeded 4000
men." Pelissier's latest despatches state that " the
combat of the 7th was more advantageous to us than I

at first announced. It placed in our hands 502 prison-
ers, of whom 20 are officers, and 73 pieces of cannon."
On the 11th he says, " \Ve are consolidating ourselves
in the new works. We have been able to fire with the
Russian mortars on their ships, which have gone still

further up. We are preparing new batteries." Simul-
taneously, witli the French attack on the Mamelon, the
English stormed and took the Russian rifle works in
the quarries. In getting possession of them, the Eng-
lish suffered a loss of 161 men, including 11 oIBcers,

killed; 510, wounded, and 15, missing—total, 686. The
English accounts state that a great number of inter-

ments are daily made in the burial fields, north of
Sebaslopol, whence it is inferred, that there must be
much sickness among the garrison. The London Times
thinks that this obstinately defended place cannot pos-
sibly bold out much longer. A land expedition was
fitting out against I'erekop. The allied fleet in the sea
of Azoif continued to inflict serious injury on the Rns-
Bians. On the 3d, 5th, and 6th ult., it efl'ected the
destruction of the public buildings, and magazines of
provisions at Taganrok, Marioupol and Gheisk.
RUSSIA.—An Imperial manifesto issued on the 2d

ult., ordains that in case of the decease of the present
Emperor, the Grand Duke Gonstantine shall be regent
during the minority of the Crown Prince. An ukase of
the Emperor annuls all exceptions, which have been
made in the recruiting in towns and villages. Persons,
up to the age of 37, are liable to serve, and even the
only son of a family. A Russian Envoy with a numer-
ous suite, had arrived at Tabriz, to notify to the Shah
of Persia the accession of Alexander II., and to per-
suade the Shah to keep steady to his neutral policy.
On the 8th, the allied fleet consisting of sixteen line of
battle ships, was anchored close to Cronstadt, and
formed a line across the bay, from shore to shore.
Twelve merchant vessels have been taken by the squa-
dron, and sent to England.
GREAT BRITAIN.— In Parliament, on the 15th, the

House adopted a resolution to the eS'ect, that a Con-
gress of Nations be invited to settle a universal cur-
rency. The decimal system is proposed. The question
of administrative reform was under discussion. The
weather for ten days had been very fine, and the re-
ports of the growing crops were favourable.

Liverpool Market.—White Wheat, 12^. per 70 lb.
;

flour, from 40s. to 45s. a bbi. The cotton market had
been quiet during the week, at former quotations.
London Money Market.—The Bank had reduced its

rate of discount from 4 to 3J per cent., and discount
houses have reduced their rates on call from 3 to 2^.

The bullion in the Bank shows a small decrease. Con-
sols, 91|.

SOUTH AMERICA.— r/ie Chilian Republie, continues
prosperous and advancing in the arts of peace and
terial civilization. Wood is very scarce in the northern
parts of Chili, but there are mines of excellent coal,
whichof late have been worked profitably. During the Se-
cond month last, 15,000 tons of coal were exported from
the Bay of Aranco

;
it cost $5.50 per ton. The British

mail steamers now obtain their supply there.
Argentine Confederation.—The dates from Rosario are

to Fourth mo. 3. Perfect tranquillity prevailed through-
out the country. General Caceres and his party, who
invaded the State of Corienies, had surrendered and
been sent to Parana.
BOLIVIA.—Two important decrees have been issued

by the Government. The first ordering the purchase of
Cinchona bark, by the bank established for that pur-
pose, at the rate of 500 quintals per month. Eighteen
thousand quintals are said to exist in deposit. Some
of the holders will, therefore, have to wait three years
before their bark can be purchased. The other decree
orders the confiscation of the property of all political
ofl'enders.

PERU.—The Minister from Ecuador has taken his
p.assports, in consequence of the Peruvian Government
refusing to deny General Flores an asylum in that
country, so that the friendly relations between the two
countries are at present interrupted.
NEW GRANADA.—The law on religious liberty re-

ceived the executive sanction on the 14th of Fifth mo.
Itjdecrees that there is no state religion, and that all
public authority shall refrain from interfering in things
concerning the faith and worship of the people, pro-

public peace or morals be not disregarded.
Churches and communions of any denomination may
be incorporated by law, i

'
.

. . _

tholics may be instituted

MEXICO.—Mexican dates to Sixth mo. 19th, have
been received. The city of Mexico papers announce
that the government troops had defeated several small
bands of the Revolutionists, and also that Santa Anna
had returned to the capital. Alvarez had defeated the
government troops near the Mescalto, with a loss of 500
in killed and wounded. He had also taken Sonora, and
was investing Morelia. All communication between
San Luis Potosi and Monterey had been prohibited, and
all the troops that could be spared, had been ordered
into Neuva Leon for the recapture of Monterey from the
insurgents. The Mexican Boundary Commission, on
the 25th of Fourth mo., was in camp, twenty miles below
Fort Yuma, and on that day the initial point, on the
Colorado, of the boundary line between the United
States and Mexico as agreed upon by the two Commis-
sioners, was marked. Its position is 32 deg., 29 min., 44
sec, north latitude, and long. 114 deg., 48 min., 44 sec,
west from Greenwich.
UNITED STATES.— 7mmt>ra?!on.— During eleven

years ending Twelfth mo. 31, 1854, there arrived in the
United States by sea, from foreign countries, 3,174,395
persons, of whom about 60 per cent, were males. In
the year 1854, the immigration consisted of 284,887
males and 175,587 females

; total, 460,474.
California.—On tlie 25th ult., the steamship George

Law arrived at New York, with California dates to the
2d inst. and $1,052,287 in gold. On the 17th of Fifth
month, the " Gambling Law" went into operation. It

very stringent in its provisions, and is expected to
break up completely those iniquitous establishments,
which have hitherto thriven on the vices of the com
munity. In San Francisco, 2075 children were attend
ingthe public schools. The markets were filled with
delicious fruit the product of the gardens around the
city. The great nugget of gold which has been on ex
hibition at the bank of James King, has been melted
down, and nets the owner §8829. At Sacramento,
the 1st ult., the thermometer stood at 96= at noon.
New Orleans.—The Board of Health reports only 48

deaths from Cholera, during the week ending Sixth
25th. Many negroes have died with cholera at some of
the plantations in Louisiana.

yeros.—Galveston dates to the 19th, report a general
rise in the rivers of Texas. Cotton was coming forward
rapidly.

An 'Earthquake.—In the city of Baltimore and vicinity,
much alarm was occasioned by a tremulous motion of
the earth, early in the morning of the 28th ult. At
York, Pa., it is said, the shock was truly startling,
rousing the whole population, and creating such an ex-
citement that few were willing to retire again for the
night. It occurred about eighteen minutes after 12
o'clock.

Philadelphia.—NoTtaVitj last week, 187. The aver-
age temperature of the Sixth month, at 1 2 o'clock, noon,
from 1824 to 1855, inclusive, was as follows, all the
calculations being registered from the same thermome-
ter by McAllister & Brother.

Intemperance in the Crimea.—Letters from the si •

war give frightful accounts of the prevailing drntln
ness, which co-operates with the Russian arms in in
ning the ranks of the British army. •

'

Gold.—The production of California gold the pr.L
year is likely to reach §70,000,000. That of Austral foi
the same period is estimated at §20,000,000. The \U
of California yields about §400,000 of silver per an Im
in assay.

i

A Ken' Comet.—Le Verrier, the French astrono'-r,
has announced the discovery, at Paris on the 4th ii'
of a new comet.

1824
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The Indians,

Coeur D'Alenes.

These Indians are about .500 in number. They

e on the Ca-ur d'Alene river, near 30 miles from

.le mountains and some 10 miles above the lake,

hey have a fine building for public worship,

lilt, in part, by their own labour, a large barn, a

irse-mill for flour, &c., and good arrangements

jr live stock. They have made considerable pro-

|,-es8 in agriculture, have learned the rudiments
[' christian doctrine, have abandoned polygamy,

bd, in general, are greatly improved in morals.

I
One of these buildings is supported by timber

it from larch trees 5 feet in diameter. They
live under tillage 200 acres, and 2000 to 3000
eres of prairie. They own 100 pigs, 8 yokes of

[sen, 20 cows, and a fair proportion of horses and

lules. They do the work of the farm, are expert

!ooJ cutters, and it is mentioned as something

nusual for Indians, that they milk their cows

'ith both hands. They have a beautiful rolling

buntry, interspersed with small prairies. They
Ire in a region of 3000 to 4000 square miles, all

t
which is believed to be adapted to grazing and

Iture. When the Governor visited them, they

ere busy harvesting. On their return from the

jeld, he said to them : " I am glad to see you,

nd to find that you are under such good direction,

have come four times as far as you go to hunt
ufiFalo, and have come with directions from the

Ireat Father to see you, to talk with you, and to

all I can for your welfare. I see cultivated

elds, a church, horses, cattle, and the fruits of

lie soil—the works of your own hands. The
Jreat Father will be delighted to hear this, and
rill certainly assist you; go on, and every family

,'ill have a house and a patch of ground, and every,

ne will be well clothed. I have had talks with

he Blackfeet, who promise to make peace with

II the Indian tribes. Listen to the good Father
nd to the good brothers who labour for your good."
.'his is a Roman Catholic station.

The Xez Perces, Cayuse, and Pelouse.

The Nez Perces or La-ap-tine, are on both sides

f the Kooskooskie and north fork of Snake river,

n Oregon and Washington territories. There are

880 of them. Some of them were seen on the
Id of 12th mo., by Lieut. Mullan, in the valley
if the Bitter Root river. They had many beasts,

nostly laden with meat and furs. The Lieut, says
if this company :

" I must say, that I have never
een a more miserable looking set of creatures

some were blind, some decrepit, some had seen

four score and some five score years. Dried up

and withered creatures formed the top pack of

animals already loaded with two bales of dried

meat. The exultations of meeting with the white

man were loud and frequent. From every small

band we met, would be heard 'tinctons,' 'tinctons,'

' friends,' friends.'

On the same day he met another company.

He says " they were anxious and curious to know
our business. During the night we were visited

by numbers, who sat up talking till near midnight
"

They were returning from the buffalo hunt, and

had with them several hundred horses.

The Cayuse are south of, and between the Nez
Perces and Wallah-wallahs, almost entirely in Ore-

gon. Though dreaded for their warlike spirit, they

e only 120 in number. Of this people and the

Pelouse, the Gov. speaks by report. He says :

Lieut. Saxton, who proceeded with a party from

the Pacific coast to Fort Owen, gives me some in-

teresting notices of the Nez Perces, Cayuse, and

Pelouse Indians. He says :
' We were met by a

delegation of Cayuse braves, sent by the chief of

the Nez Perces to ascertain our object.' They
had been told it was warlike. We answered, ' that

we had been sent on a mission of peace to all the

Indian tribes on both sides of the mountains, and

asked them to invite their chief to come to our

camp, and smoke the pipe of peace with us.' In

evening the old chief came, smoked the pipe,

promised perpetual friendship, and said he was

glad our hearts were good. Afterwards, we were

visited by a delegation of 50 Pelouse and Nez Per-

ces warriors, who came in full costume, to hold a

grand war talk. They seated themselves in a cir-

cle, the head chief in the centre, and the braves

and warriors, according to rank, on either side.

A few paces in the rear of the circle stood G Indi-

ans, dressed in very fantastic style, supposed to be

medicine men.
After completing their arrangements, they sent

me word that they wished to talk. I answered

that we were all then too much tired, but that

after we had eaten and slept, we should be in a

better condition to hold a council. They waited

patiently until we were ready ; then, after shaking

hands all round, the chief lighted his medicine

pipe, and, smoking a few whiff's himself, passed it

to each member of the council, in the direction of

the sun. The medicine pipe is a sacred pledge of

friendship among all the north-westeru tribes.

The chief then enquired what the whites wanted,

and where they were going. The usual reply was

made, and they were requested to be ready with

men and canoes, to help in crossing the river, to

bring in the stray horses, and to be ready to give

(jOV. Stevens aid should he require any. A fine

young Indian made an eloquent speech, in which

he tuld that long ago, his father was chief, and

owned all this country. This tribe were then far

more rich, numerous, and powerful than now. His

father extended the hand of friendship to the first

white man who was seen in that country, and they

must follow his example.

A consultation was then held by them ; and

when it was over, the old chief informed me that

my talk was good. I gave them a few presents of

tobacco, beads, &c. A specimen of our skill in

rapid firing, created additional respect for us.

Lieut. Saxton did not take the good Onas for his

model. The rc.«pect and love with which Jie^ in-

spired the Indians, are things with which these

fair-spoken gentlemen of the sword and revolver,

have no experience. He proceeds :
' As our guide,

Antoiue, gave the war-whoop at day light, 14 ca-

noes, nuinned by as many stout Indians, left the

opposite shore, and came across for our baggage.

By 10 o'cl'ick they had transported men and ma-
terial over the swift and rocky stream.'

The Spo-kih-nish, or Spokane?, are upon the

river of that name, and are estimated to bo 600 in

number. " The men," it is said, " are generally

spare, and soon become withered. Their principal

chief is Spokane Garry, about 42 years old, very-

intelligent, and speaks English fluently. He bears

an excellent character. His lodge was neat and
comfortable, and his family were dressed in the

costume of the whites, which in fact now prevails.

He ofi'ered us the hospitality of his house with

much cordiality, a cup of tea or coffee and bread.

There was formerly at his village a Hudson's Bay
Fort. The Spokanes being Protestants, and the

Coeur d'Alenes, Catholics, the latter taunt them as

heretics, whose faith is worthless. Garry narrated

the evils arising from this state of feeling, with a

forbearance and christian spirit of toleration, which
would have honoured any one. The high plain

which extends from the Spokane river to Lewis's

fork of the Columbia, and which belongs chiefly

to them and the Nez Perces, though bleak and
exposed to violent winds, affords grazing and an
abundance of the roots used by them for food,

while the river supplies saluion.

" Of large game there is but little. The buffalo,

it would seem, in former times penetrated, at least

occasionally, thus far to the westward, though now
they never come through the northern passes. The
last bull they say, was killed some 25 years ago in

the Grand Cordee.
" Spokane Garry mentioned a singular supersti-

tion of these Indians respecting lake Chesh-chesh-

she-lux-um, between Snake and Spokane rivers.

It never freezes, and is surrounded by high precipi-

tous rocks, so that it is impossible to descend to

the water. They believe that it is inhabited by
all sorts of game—elk, deer, and particularly the

buffalo. They pretend to have distinctly seen

them beneath the waters. The origin of this super-

stition may be accounted for :—There is a certain

spot on the lake which the Indians never pass,

fearing that the Great Spirit would raise a commo-
tion in the waters, and cause them to be swallowed

up. Two Indian hunters had killed a deer near

this spot, and in dragging it home, were compelled

to pass this dreaded point, or make a long circuit.

One Indian, in spite of the entreaties of the other,

declared his intention of passing it. Approaching

it, he found a precipitous cliff, and beneath it, he

thought he beheld in the open water, figures of

men "and animals. Looking up, he saw similar

figures on the face of the rocks. These were re-

fleeted from below. These figures were in bright

colours, and had been painted by an unknown
people." The Pelouse are about 500 in number.
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For "The Friend."

The following epistle placed as a preface to

the collection of G eorge Fox's doctrinal essays, con-

tains a strong testimony to his extraordinary cha-

racter as a sound Christian, a father and pillar in

the church of Christ, given by his intimate friends

and co-labourers in the gospel. It says, " The
books and treatises in the following colk'ction be-

ing perused, we find the doctrine of our blessed

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, and those matters

essential to salvation, and true Christianity, so

plainly asserted, and fully demonstrated, accord-

ing to Holy Scripture testimony, as may suffi-

ciently obviate our former and present adversaries'

objections, and refute their calumnies and asper-

sions to the contrary. And though the most
eminent reformers and martyrs have been most

envied and misrepresented by their adversaries in

all ages, as this true servant and minister of Christ

was in his day; and since renewed, his name and
memory most unjustly defamed by envious spirits;

yet the good report and fame, which he, through
fuith, and blessed effects of his faithful labours,

great travels and suiferings, obtained, will outlive

the great envy of his and Truth's adversaries. And
as he was a true minister and witness for Christ

and his kingdom, both in life and doctrine, so he

was a plain and true witness against antichrist

and his kingdom ; and although he gave prefer-

ence to the Uoly Spirit, as all true sj^iritual

Christians do, yet his true love to, and sin-

cere esteem of the Holy Scriptures, being given

by Pivine inspiration, was clearly manifest.
" 1st. In his frequent advice to Friends to keep

to Scripture language, terms, words, and doctrines,

as taught by the Holy Ghost, in matters of faith,

religion, controversy and conversation, and not to

be imposed upon, and drawn into unscriptural

terms, invented by men in their human wisdom.
" 2dly. In bis great industry in searching the

Holy Scriptures, and frequently quoting, reciting,

aptly applying and opening the same in his writ-

ings. He truly testified, both in his ministry and
writings, for Christ Jesus, his power and coming
in the flesh and in the Spirit. He was both for

the sacred history and mystery of Christ, revealed

according to the Holy Scripture testimonies of

him, respecting his sufferings without, the work
of his power within, and his kingdom and glory, un-

der whose conduct this his minister faithfully warred
against the spirit of antichrist, and persecution,

and against the mystery of iniquity, mystery
Babylon, the false church, the power of darkness,

the corruptions of the world, and its deceit and
hypocrisy under all professions; and in the Lord's

hand and power, was instrumental in turning
many to righteousness, and from darkness to light,

and from the power of Satan unto God, that they
might receive remission of sin, through failh in

his dear Son Christ Jesus.
" He gave a thorough stroke in his ministry

and writings against the son of perdition, anti-

christ Babylon, the beast and false prophet, and
therefore was the more hated by those, in whom
the spirit of enmity and persecution ruled. And
we question not but he has his lot and portion

with the holy prophets and apostles in heaven
;

and a share in their rejoicing at the downfiill of

mystery Babylon, the mother of harlots, and the

kingdom of antichrist and Satan. Therefore,

rejoice ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them;
rejoice over her, thou heaven, and ye holy apostles

and prophets, for God hath avenged you upon her;
which certainly will be fulfilled at her final down-
fall. Bev. xii. and xviii.

And this faithful minister and witness of Christ
was a man, fearing God, hating covetousness, and
egphewing evil, and was a deep sufferer for his

testimony to the Truth, when on earth. He died

in the favour of God, and rests with him in hea-

ven, with his church triumphant over his persecu-

tors, and the persecuting spirit, which blasphemes
against God and his tabernacle, and them that

dwell in heaven. Glory to our God, and to the

Lamb on the throne forever. Hallelujah. Signed
by George Whitehead, and thirteen other Friends,

at the Second-day Morning Meeting, 24th of Tenth
month, 1705."

An Elephant's Fraternal Feeling and Affection.

While a wagon drawn by several elephants was
passing our office recently, the following story

was told, which we vouch for as true :

Last season, a menagerie visited the village of

Johnstown, Herkimer county. When the caval-

cade left town, it passed over a bridge which the

road crossed, leaving two elephants to bring up
the rear. These were driven to the bridge, laut.

with the known sagacity of the race, they refused

to cross. The water of the creek, which flows

through a gorge in the slate formation, presenting

at that point banks of precipitous character, and
thirty feet in height, was low, and by taking a

course across a corn-field a ford could be reached.

But the proprietor of the corn-field refused to al-

low his property to be so used, except on the pay-

ment of an exorbitant sum, and this the agent of

the menagerie refused to submit to. Accordingly

the elephants were again driven to the bridge,

and again they refused to attempt the crossing.

They would try the structure with their great feet,

feel cautiously along the plank with their proboscal

fingers, but each time would recoil from making
the dangerous experiment.

At last, however, goaded by the sharp iron in-

strument of the keeper, and accustomed to obedi-

ence, they rushed on with a scream half of agony,

half of anger. The result showed the prudent
prescience of the poor animals to have been cor-

rect ; the bridge broke and went crashing to

the bottom of the gorge, carrying with it both

the monstrous beasts. One of them struck upon
its tusk and shoulder, breaking the former, and
very badly injuring the latter; the other was,

strangely enough, unhurt. Now was shown the

most singular and remarkable conduct on the part

of the brute which had escaped. Its comrade lay

there, an extempore bed being provided for its

comfort, while no temptation, no stratagem, was
sufficient to induce the other to leave, and proceed

with the main portion of the caravan, which finally

went on, leaving the wounded beast and its com-
panion under the charge of their keeper.

Day after day the suffering creature lay there,

rapidly failing, and unable to move. At the end
of three weeks, the water in the creek commenced
rising, and there was danger it would overflow

and drown the disabled elephant. The keeper
desired, therefore, to get it up and make it walk
as far as a barn near by, where it would be out of

danger, and could be better cared for. But it

would not stir. He coaxed, wheedled, and scold-

ed, but all to no purpose. At last, enraged, he
seized a pitchfork, and was about plunging it into

the poor thing's flesh, when the companion
wrenched the fork from his hand, broke it in frag-

ments, and flung the pieces from it; then, with

eyes glaring, and every evidence of rage in its

manner, it stood over its defenceless and wounded
friend, as if daring the keeper to approach, which
the man was not so green as to do again with

cruel purpose.

Thus the injured animal lay there until it

died. When satisfied that it could no longer be
of service, the other quietly followed the keeper

away from the spot, and showed no desire

turn. If this was not reasoning, mingled withQ
affection some men might pattern after, we shoi
like to know what to call it.

—

Buffalo Dem. \

The lord's Supper.
{

"And Christ said to the church of Laodicj,

'Behold, I stand at the door and knock; if;,;

man hear my voice, and open the door, I \'l

come in to him, and will sup with him, and >

with me.' This was the supper that Cht
preached to John, and to the church, after he 'ij

ascended. John had taken the supper of ')

elements of bread and wine in the same night 1 1

Christ was betrayed, before Christ was crucifie'-

but now John writes to his church, and tells th'I

of another supper, the marriage supper of j

Lamb, which is a nearer and more inward supp',

than taking the elements of bread and wine,t

remembrance of Chiist's death, which Christ g;»

to his disciples before he was crucified; and ea^

As often as ye eat this bread, and drink this ci;

do it in remembrance of me, and to show fo,!

his death till he come. But after Christ was risj

and ascended, he saith, ' Behold, I stand at i

door and knock ; if any man hear my voice, ai

open the door,' to wit, of his heart, mind and so^

by joining to the light, grace and truth of Jes,

'I will come in to him and sup with him, and
;

with me.' Is not this the marriage supper ':

the Lamb ? Is not this supper beyond, ami a f j.

ther supper, than taking the elements of brd
and wine in remembrance of his death, to wit,

f

sup with Christ in his resurrection and ascensioi

He with them, in their hearts, and they wi
him? They hear his voice, and so Christ is

'

them ; then they are no reprobates. He that hsi

the Son of God, hath life ; for may not reprobah

take bread and wine in remembrance of Chrisj

death, and not hear his voice, after his resurrt-

tion and ascension ? And can any that do tj

hear the voice of Christ, nor open the door
j

their hearts to let Christ in, sup with him, a

he with them, at the heavenly marriage supper

the Lamb, which is the last supper that Chr
calls people to, after his resurrection and asc(:

sion ? Blessed are they that come to them;

riage supper of the Lamb, and sup with him, a

he with them."

—

Fox's Doctrines.

For '• The Friend.

Benevolence and Courage.

A few days since, as a freight train on t,

Reading Railroad was passing the Darkwood poD

near Fairmouut, the conductor, Harrison Pete

observed a party of boys in great tribulation, i!

account of one of their number having got beyoi'

his depth, and was in the act of drowning. Wit:

out stopping an instant to consider the risk inct

red, the conductor leaped into the pond from tl:

train, which was going at the rate of twenty mil

an hour, and effected the rescue of the drownii

boy.

Let us look more at our Saviour, and less at fl

instruments : Elijah was as well nourished, whi'

the bread from heaven was brought by a rave

as Ishraael, when the spring of water was reveal

,

to him by an angel. AVhether, then, we are fed ii'

mediately from God as the Israelites with mam
in the wilderness—or by the glorious instrume

tality of those who may seem to us as angels

—

by the base one of those who may seem to us co

temptible, let us be content and thankful, if th-

are but appointed of God, and if it be the brc;

and water of life they bring.
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Braving Dangers for the Sake of Freedom.

!Our readers will remember the case of Davis,

ie coloured man, who attempted to escape slavery

Savannah, by concealing himself beneath the

.ards of the steamer Keystone State, but who

jis detected while the vessel was in the Delaware,

(d returned to his master. The sufferings endured,

Id perils braved by the poor fellow on that occa-

Jjn, should have excited the sympathy and com-

jiseration of every generous heart. A late paper

ktes he recently made another attempt to escape

bm bondage, by fastening himself under one of

e railroad cars at Macon, Geo., where he was

scovcred by the man who examines the machi-

|;ry of the cars previous to starting. Davis was

loured and sent to the individual who claims him

,
his property.

! Archaiological Discoveries in tiie Siiion.

I
A correspondent of the New York Journal of

bmmerce writes an interesting letter from Beirut,

I
Syria, descriptive of some important archaolo-

[cal discoveries which have recently been made

I
the ancient city of Sidon ; and it is believed

[at further investigations will reveal to the eyes

i the searchers monuments and other relics of the

St, which, although perhaps not equal in magni-

ence to those of Nineveh, will possess greater

i.lue in the history of letters and the disposal of

;rtain questions of arohasology. Sidon is thirty

jilcs south from Beirut, and contains a popula-

bn of about ten thousand persons. In the win-

ir of 1853-4, some Mussulmen who were digging

|r treasures in the old grave-yards of the city,

licovered three copper pots, each containing eight

'indred pieces of gold. The whole value of the

leasure was about $12,000. After this discovery,

tcavations were commenced upon a larger scale,

id as it has turned out, with more important re-

fits. The correspondent of the Journal of Com-
,orce says

:

1 " On the 19th of January last, some were dig-

ng for more hid treasure in an ancient cemetery
1 the plain of Sidon, called Mughorat Tnhloon,

ben at the depth of about twelve feet below the

rface, and near the walls of an ancient edifice,

ey uncovered a sarcophagus, upon the lid of

hich there is a long Phoenician inscription. The
1 is of a blue black marble, intensely hard, and
king a very fine polish. The lid is about eight

et long, by four feet wide. The upper end is

rought into the figure of a female head and
oulders, of almost a giant size. The features

e Egyptian, with large, full, almond shaped
'es, the nose flattened, and lips remarkably thick,

id somewhat after the negro mould. The whole
luntenance is smiling, agreeable, and expressive,

;yond anything I have ever seen in the disinter-

d monuments of Egypt or Nineveh. The head
ess resembles that which appears in Egyptian
!;ures, while on each shoulder there is the head
some bird—a dove or pigeon—and the bosom
covered by what appears to be a sort of cape,

ith a deep fringe, as of lace.

" On the lid below the figure head, is the in-

ription, consisting of twenty-two long lines,

osely written. The letters are in perfect pre-

rvation, and can be read with the utmost ease

id accuracy, and the whole forms by far the
ngest and most perfect inscription yet discovered

1 this most ancient language and character. It

ipears to be mainly a genealogical history of the

;raon buried in the sarcophagus, who, it appears,

as a king of Sidon. The names of Baal and
shtoreth, the well-known gods of the Sidonians,
;cur repeatedly in these inscriptions. Some of

the words are Hebrew, as Melek, king ; while the

forms of some letters are so much like those of

the ancient Greek as at once to indicate the rela-

tionship. Letters were invented by the Phoeni-

cians. Here we seem to see them dropping from

their hands in the first casting. I have a copy of

the inscription before me, with the figure head

taken with great accuracy by the pen of the young
Arab, which could hardly be exceeded by photo-

graphy or lithography. I wish I could forward it

to you to be used in your paper. It was sent to

mc by a friend in Sidon, and is the more valuable

from the fact that, at present, additional copies

cannot be taken."

The inscription was not perfectly deciphered at

last accounts. Thompson, an American mission-

ary at Sidon, and Dr. Smith, of Beirut, had,

however, translated a large part of it with little

difficulty, and expected soon to complete their

work. In the meantime a controversy had arisen

between the English and French Consuls at Beirut

respecting the ownership of the sarcophaj us. One
had made a contract with the owner of the land,

by which he was entitled to whatever he should

discover in it; and the workmen of the other had

discovered the relic within the claim of the first

Both were extremely anxious to obtain it at any

cost, with the intention of sending it to London
or Paris; and for the purpose of preventing any

serious trouble, the Turkish Governor of Sidon

had closed up the ground, and surrounded it by a

guard of soldiers, while the question of ownership

was being decided by the Courts.

Thompson informs me that in the process of

the diggings, the men opened large and elegant

rooms cut out of solid rock, one of which he had

entered and examined, and which could be hardly

less than thirty feet square by fifteen in height,

the ornamental work of which was of the highest

finish. As soon as the lawsuit is ended, and the

ground opened again, I intend at once to go to

Sidon, and obtain by personal examination all the

particulars relating to this and other recent disco-

veries in the place. When a perfect translation

of the inscription is made, you may expect to re-

ceive it.

From the Journal of George Fox.

" I had not been long in London, before a great

weight came upon me, and a sight the Lord gave

me of the great bustles and troubles, revolution

and change, which soon after came to pass. In

the sense whereof, and in the movings of the

Spirit of the Lord, I wrote ' A general epistle to

Friends, to forewarn them of the approaching

storm, that they might all retire to the Lord, in

whom safety is;' as follows:
" My dear Friends and Brethren everywhere,

who have received the Lord .Jesus Christ, and to

whom he has given power to become his sons and

daughters ; in Him ye have life and peace, and in

his everlasting kingdom, that is established and

cannot be shaken, but is over all the world, and

stands in his power, and in righteousness, and

joy in the Holy Ghost, into which no unrighteous-

ness, nor the foul, unclean spirit of the devil in

his instruments can enter. Therefore, dear Friends

and Brethren, every one in the faith of Jesus,

stand in His power, who has all power in heaven

and in earth, given to him, and will rule the na-

tions with his rod of iron, and dash them to pieces

like a potter's vessel, that are not subject and

obedient to his power; whose voice will shake

the heavens and tiie earth, that that which may be

shaken, may be removed, and that which cannot

be shaken, may appear. Stand in Him ; and all

things shall work together for good to them that

love him.

" And now, dear Friends and Brethren, though
these waves, and storms and tempests be in the

world, yet you may all appear the harmless and
innccent lamb of Christ, walking in his peaceable

truth, keeping in the Word of power, wisdom and
patience ; and this Word will keep you in the

day of trials and temptations, that will come upon
the whole world, to try them that dwell upon the

earth. For the Word of God was before the

world, and all things were made by it; it is a

tried Word, which gave all God's people in all

ages, wisdom, power and patience. Therefore, let

your dwelling and walking be in Christ Jesus,

who is called the Word of God; and in his power,

which is over all. Set your afl'ections on things

that are above, where Christ sits at the right hand
of God, (mark,) on these things which arc above,

where Christ sits; not on these things that aro

below, which will change and pass away. Blessed

be the Lord God, who, by his eternal arm and
power, hath gathered a jpeople to himself; and
hath preserved faithful to himself through many
troubles, trials, and temptations ; his power and
Seed, Christ, is over all, and in Him ye have life

and peace with God. Therefore, in Iliin all

stand, and see your salvation, who is the First

and Last, the Amen. God Almighty preserve

and keep you, all in Him, your ark and sanctuary

;

in Him you are safe over all floods, storms, and
tempests; for He was before they were, and will

be when they are all gone. G. F."

London, the Hth of the Eighth mo., 1C88.

Culture of England.—
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BlOGRAPniCiil SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and otlier concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelpbia.

VINCENT CALDWELL.

(Continued from page 339.J

In the year 1707, Vincent paid a religious visit

to Friends and others in Maryland and Virginia.

In 1709 to Friends in the three lower counties,

and in 1711 to Maryland, Virginia and Carolina.

In all these visits having certificates of Brandy-
wine Monthly Meeting, as well as of the General

Meeting of Ministers.

In 1715, with the unity of his Friends, he

visited Barbadoes, Antigua and Nevis, in all which

places he "was well received," and his labours

in the gospel were "serviceable." After his re-

turn in 1716, the mettiug at Barbadoes sent to

his Friends at home a minute testifying their

cordial appreciation of his service for Truth in

that island, and of his exemplary conversation

whilst amongst them. He was instrumental to

the convincement of many whilst in the West
Indies.

This visit seemed to open the way for more,

and in 1718 he obtained the unity of his Friends

for a visit to the Caribbean Islands. Of the per-

formance of this religious visit I have found no
account.

His Friends testify concerning him, "that his

ministry was sound and edifying, being attended

with the power of Truth, and adorned with

exemplary conversation." " His service was
ceptable, even to the convincement of many, for

though he had but little school learning, yet being

as the good scribe, well instructed to tbe kingdom
he did at times bring forth out of the treasury

things new and old."

He was taken sick about the 4 th of the First

month, 1720, and was preserved during the few
days of sickness allotted him, " in a sweet, sensi

ble, and tender frame of spirit." His intimate

friend, Doctor Swayne, calling to see him, he spoke

cheerfully to him, although suffering much bodily

affliction,—saying, " I would have thee speak thy

mind freely concerning me, for I am not afraid to

die." The doctor, after a pause, signified that he
feltdoubts of his recovery. An awful silence seemed
then to cover the mind of the suffering invalid,

and he soon broke forth in an earnest supplication

to the Lord for the welfare of Zion. He then

exhorted Friends to love and unify, and to beware
of that spirit which would lead into a separation.

He spoke very clearly and pertinently to the states

of some present, exhorting them in gospel love to

fear the Lord, and walk humbly before him.
Then he assured them, "they would be made par-

takers of his Divine and heavenly blessing." Again,
his heart rose in supplication to the Lord, that he

would "prosper his work." After which he added,
" the Lord will cau.se his glorious Truth, to break
forth in the north country, and among the Ethio-

pians." He rejoiced in the sight and sense given

him of this.

On one occasion, looking earnestly at his wife

who was sitting by his bedside, he said, " My
dear. Don't be surprised ; in time thou wilt come
into that rest I am going into." His wife said,

" Dost thou think so V He replied, " I have no
doubt of it." He then took leave of her, saying,
" Thou hast been a loving wife, a tender mother,

a good neighbour." He took leave of his children

separately, charging them to be loving and obedi-

ent to their mother, and not to go out in their

marriages.

He prayed to the Lord that he would make his

passage easy, and receive him graciously into bis

arms of rest and peace forever. After this he
desired his love to be remembered to Friends in

general, at their Monthly, Quarterly, and Yearly
Meetings, and at the Meeting of Ministers. Be-
ing then sensible that his end drew near, he said,

" Give me a little water, and I think I shall not

want any more, until I drink at that fountain,

which springs up into eternal life." His friends

add, " Thus, in a resigned frame of mind, he

finished his course here, the 10th day of the First

month, 1720, in the 46th year of his age, and, we
believe, is entered into the mansions of glory,

where the wicked cease from troubling, and the

weary are at rest."

HENRY WOOD.

Of this Friend but little is recorded. He can

be found occasionally noted as attending meetings
in Philadelphia, and as representative to the Yearly
Meeting. He resided near Woodbury Creek, West
Jersey. A short memorial of him says, he " had
a public testimony to bear amongst Friends," and
that he " was concerned therein for the good of

the church in general." He " departed this life

in the year 1720."

WILLIA.M BALDWIN.

William Baldwin was born at Gisboum in York-
shire, England, of parents professing the truth,

and was early in life, through submission to the

Holy Spirit, led to receive it in love, and to give

up his heart to serve the Lord. Having received

a gift in the ministry of the gospel, in the twen-

tieth year of his age, he was faithful thereto, and
growing in grace, his gift was deepened until he

became an able instrument in the Lord's hand.

In the exercise of his gift, he visited, as his Mas-
ter led him, the churches throughout England,
Scotland and Ireland.

At what time he married and settled in Lan-
cashire we know not ; but in the year 1708, when
he was liberated to pay a religious visit to Ame
rica, we find him a member of the Monthly Meet
ing at Marsden in that county.

Sailing for Virginia, he landed there in the

Third month, 1700, and proceeding directly to

Philadelphia, he attended the General Meeting of

Ministers, held there the 4th of the Fourth month
Hugh Durborough, a Friend in the ministry, of

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, had laid before that

meeting in the Twelfth month, 1708, a concern
which pressed upon his mind of paying a religious

visit to " Long Island, Rhode Island and New Eng-
land," " if a suitable companion presents." A
certificate was prepared for him, and he was quietly

waiting for his companion when William Baldwin
came, whose prospect was to proceed at once to

the places he felt drawn to. The way opening in

both their minds to travel together, the Jleetiug

of Ministers encouraged them in it. William's
gospel labours in Philadelphia, were much to the

satisfaction of Friends there. In respect to the

opening of the Meeting of Ministers above refer-

to, we have an account preserved, of which the

substance is this, " Friends being met together,

the power of the Lord was felt among them in an
eminent manner, and several living testimonies

were delivered in the ancient divine spring of life,

tending much to the edification and comfort of

concerned in the work of the ministry.

Solemn prayer, thanksgiving, and supplication

were put up to God for his mercies received, and
for the continuation thereof."

The visit to New England was performed in

ree months to the relief of the visitors, and to

the satisfaction of the visited. William 13aldwin

gave an account of the service to the comfort It

the Meeting of Ministers at the time of the Ye: fo

Meeting, in the Seventh month, which was co i.

berated by certificates from the Friends, wlje
they had travelled. William Baldwin after ig

had for companion William Wilkinson, and, in b
First month, 1710, he gave satisfactory informat i
to the Meeting of Ministers in Philadelphia

;f

their visit in Maryland, Virginia and Caroli
.

He said, they had had large and peaceable ukL
ings, but there was great need of faithful laboniji

among Friends in the south. He then requesi
a returning certificate, having been but little olr

nine months in the country. Friends of Amei'i
testified some years after, that his visit amcjr

them was "performed with great diligence, to fj

glory of God, and the sweet satisfaction f
Friends."

\

He did not reach home in time for the Yce]^

Meeting at London in 1710 ; but at that in 17
.,

he gave an account of his labours in Amerii.

He appears to have been as favourably impresj
by his fellow-professors on the western contine-,

as they had been with him, reporting, " he for;!

Friends a people of a generous spirit, and an op'.

ness in their hearts and houses."

He soon felt a drawing in his mind, to renm
with his family to Pennsylvania to settle, andii

due time laid the .subject before the members;'
his own Monthly Meeting for their unity and
probation. In the meantime he did not negl-,

to attend to the openings of duty at home, andj,

1713 travelled again to Ireland. Some time bef

«

the close of the last mentioned year, the Friein

of his Monthly Meeting being brought to belieji

that William's prospect of removal was rigi

granted him and family a certificate of unity,i

well as of member.ship.
j

He settled in Bucks county, but soon foui

drawings to leave his home comforts and hoii

duties, to travel in his Master's service. He p.

bably arrived there in the spring of 1714, and
the Seventh month of that year, he had been lill

rated to attend the Yeariy Meeting on the Easte

Shore of Maryland, which visit he performed
company with Thomas Chalkley. In the begi

ning of 1715, he visited Long Island, and was
the Yearly Meeting there in the Third mont
which certified in its epistle to Philadelphia

that year, that he "had been of good servic

among them.

In the beginning of 1716, he left home
a general vi.'-it to the Eastward, and attended t

Yearly Meeting of Khode Island in the Four
montlj, which in its epistle acknowledges his co)i

pany among that of other Friends from Pennsy
vania. They state the meeting to have be''

favoured with " the joyful power of God, in whii^

several testimonies were borne, to the honour
the same, and the comfort of his church ai:

people." I

William Baldwin had evidently grown to tlj

tature of a father in the Truth, and the iucreasit

estimation of his brethren may be traced in vario'

ways. But although he seemed becoming mo
and more qualified for usefulness in the churc

hrough his discernment, his dedication, his di

gence, yet his Master seeing that his day's woi!

accomplished, removed him after an illness

two weeks' duration, from his field of labour,
,

eternal rest. He was taken sick on the 15il

day of Sixth month, 1720, and died on the 29('

of the same month.
Samuel Smith says of him, " He had an eminen

deep and reaching ministry. He was in gre

esteem in the Society of Friends, and well belovf

by his neighbours."

(To be continued.)
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1 Roman's Epitaph.—Some workmen, in mak-

i an excavation at Conslantia, in Algeria, a

Jirt time back, came to an ancient tomb, whicb

toed out to be tbat of a Eoman citizen. It

Jired no peculiarity in construction, but the in-

B;iption, which is in well written hexameters and
pitameters, appears so curious, that a translation

CI it appears worth giving. It runs thus :
—" I,

Jocilius, whose remains repose here, state the

itict truth in these verses. I have spent a life,

\ithout annoyance, exercising the calling of a

{Iversmith in my house at Cirte. I have always

ten of the strictest probity, and of the most

(luplele frankness towards every man. I have

jthing to complain of, for I was always gay and

srays happy, until the death of my chaste

"lileria. I have celebrated with honour and in

wsperity one hundred anniversaries of my birth-

ty; and, at last, my final day arrived when my
il'eebled frame rendered it welcome. The lines

pich you are now reading I composed myself

^ring my lifetime, being permitted so to do by

|e kind goddess Fortune, who never forsook me.

bilow the path which I have taken ! I await you
tre below ! Come !"

I Statement of the proceedings of the Yearly

I

Meeting, held in London, 1855, in reference to

I

the division in Ohio Yearly Meeting.

!

STATEMENT.

i In the course of the usual business of this meet-

ig, at its first sitting [on Fourth-day, morning,
,e 23rd of Fifth month] two Epistles were pre-

|nted to it, each purporting to come from Oh'
jearly Sleeting of Friends, one of them signed

'f Jonathan liinns, as clerk, and authenticated

^ Isaac Parker, one of our correspondents in

jhio; and the other signed by Benjamin Hoyle
clerk, and authenticated by him, he being out

ily other correspondent in Ohio; and both

pistles being regularly transmitted to our corre-

)ondents in London for Ohio Yearly Meeting.
Two Epistles addressed to our Women's Yearly

jteeting, each purporting to come from Oh
(early Meeting of Women Friends, one signed
w Jane M. Plummer, as clerk, and the other by
|,achel E. Patterson, as clerk, and similarly trans
litted, were also presented to us.

The four Epistles were, without being read, re^

^rred to the Committee on Epistles for investiga-

on. This committee, when appointed to answer
le Foreign Epistles, usually consists of the re-

resentatives and other members of the Yearly
[eeting, agreeably to the limited definition of that
;rm, contained in our Rules of Discipline, [name-
', acknowledged ministers, appointed elders and
irrespondents :] but from the interest which the
rcumstances of the case have awakened amongst
riends, it was concluded that the committee
lould be open to the attendance of all Friends
ho inclined to be present.

The committee met in the afternoon of the
•me day, and read the two Epistles addressed to

lis meeting by the two bodies purporting to be
hio Yearly Meeting, and the printed minutes of
lose bodies, so far as they referred to the separa-
Dn which has taken place in Ohio, together with
le documents in relation thereto, issued by their
ispective Meetings for Sufi"ering3. They also
ad the printed minutes of Indiana, Baltimore,
id North Carolina Yearly Meetings, describing
leir deliberations and conclusions thereon. At
lat silting of the committee, and at two long sit-

igs thereof, held on the following day, [Fifth-
ly, the 24th,] the subject was very deliberately
id patiently considered : and the result was, the

conclusion to recommend to the Yearly Meeting
that it should accept the Epistle signed by Jona-
than Binns, as clerk, and transmit to our ^^'unlen'8

Yearly Meeting the Epistle signed by Jane M.
Plummer, as clerk.

This meeting again assembled on the following
afternoon, [Sixth-day, the 25th—the morning occu-
pied with the Meetings for Worship :] and notwith-
standing so much time had been devoted to the
subject in the committee, it was deliberated upon
in the meeting at large, not without a serious sense
of the very painful duty thus imposed upon it.

Al'ter a sitting of about four hours, the recommen-
dation of the committee was adopted as the judg-
ment of the Yearly Meeting, and the Epistle
signed by Jonathan Binns was read and referred

to the Committee on Epistles to prepare an answer
to it; and the Epistle signed by Jane M. Plum-
mer was directed to be sent to our Women's
Yearly Meeting.

On a question of such importance to our Society

at large, it is proper to record that much brotherly

confidence and condescension have marked the

deliberations both in the committee and in this

meeting ; and whilst, amongst the very large num-
ber of Friends who took part therein, considerable

diiTerence of view existed, mainly as to the course

of procedure, it may be stated (without assuming
therefrom that no such opinion was entertained),

that no proposal was made for accepting as the

Epistle of Ohio Yearly Meeting, the Epistle signed

by Benjamin Iloyle.

We, moreover, think it right that our proceed-

ings in the present case, should be accompanied
by a statement of our past conduct and present

views, in reference to the afflictive divisions

amongst our dear Friends in America, as well as

of our concern for the restoration of harmony and
true unity in that land; believing that such a

statement may be of importance as a record for

time to come, and may be not without its use for

our own members, as well as for our friends in

America, including those with whom we have at

present no epistolary intercourse.

It is a principle with this Yearly Meeting,
that the several American Yearly Meetings with
which it is in correspondence are independent
bodies, whose deliberations and decisions in the

exercise of the discipline towards their own mem-
bers and subordinate meetings are to be regarded
as final, and not to be interfered with. In 1846,
this meeting accordingly decided that it could not
hold any correspondence with those individuals

who, in 1845, had separated themselves from New
England Yearly Meeting, and who, together with
several of the disowned members of that Yearly
Meeting, had attempted to form themselves into a

Yearly Meeting. The course of action of this

meeting, of our Meeting for Sufferings, and of our
subordinate Quarterly and Monthly Meetings, has
ever since been uniform and consistent with that

decision. Our epistolary correspondence with the

Yearly Meeting of New England has continued
unbroken ; the certificates of ministers from that

meeting travelling in this land have been uni-

formly authenticated by our Meeting for Suffer-

ings, and recorded by this meeting and its subor-

dinate meetings, and these gospel messengers have
been received v?ith brotherly openness, and sped

on their way. Proper guards have at the same
time been placed on the intrusion of any who
were connected with the body that had separated

from that Yearly Meeting, as appears by the cor-

respondence between our Meeting for Sufferings

and that of New England, and by the minutes of

our Meeting for Sufferings, read at our last Yearly
Meeting, in reference to the visit of an individual

so circumstanced, to this land.

Our Friends of Ohio Yearly Meeting, under the
influence, we cannot but fear, of views and feelings
which have now resulted in the division which has
taken place within their limits, pursued a very
different course. They declined to correspond
with New England Yearly Meeting, and in vari-

ous ways manifested that their sympathies were
in a greater or less degree with the body who have
separated from it. In 1851, we not only addressed
a General Epistle to all our brethren on the Ame-
rican continent, sympathizing with them in their

difficulties, and counselling them to avoid all that

could tend to separate one Yearly Meeting from
another; but in our Epistle of that year to Ohio,
we commended to our dear friends there, the

maintenance of a correspondence with all the other

Yearly Meetings on their side of the water, and
expressed our sense of the value of guarding
against a spirit of jealousy and distrust. And
our beloved Friends of other Yearly Meetings
have laboured earnestly in the same cause.

Painful are the proofs which have now been
brought before us of the countenance given, year
after year, in the Y'early Meeting of Ohio, to the
attendance of persons disowned by Friends of New
England I'^early Meeting, or connected with the
body who have separated therefrom, and whom,
upon the principles above referred to, wo cannot
consider as any longer forming part of our religious

Society. Such proceedings are, in our view, a
serious infraction of our wholesome Christian
order, and a breach of the bond by which one
I'early Meeting is connected with another. The
sad effects of this state of things, in the conduct-
ing of the affairs of Ohio Yearly Meeting, is but
too manifest from the printed minutes of that
meeting in 1853, and the concurrent testimony of
the printed minutes of both bodies in 1854. And
in the Epistle signed by Jonathan Binns, there
is equally sorrowful evidence, that the like, and
even greater evils, had ensued in many of the
subordinate meetings.

The desire consistently to carry out the princi-

ples of Christian order which have regulated our
own course of action, and to counteract, as far as our
example and influence may extend, the disorgan-
izing tendencies that have so painfully manifested
themselves, not only in Ohio, but also in several

other of the American Yearly Meetings, has led

us to accept the Epistle signed by Jonathan Binns,
uuder the conviction that the Friends whom he
represents have been, and are, acting most in ac-

cordance with the course which this meeting adopt-
ed in 1846, and which it has ever since pursued.
Yet, in so doing, we would not be understood as

implying that the proceedings of that body (though
we speak it with tenderness, and with sympathy
for the peculiar diflSoulties of their position) have
been, in all respects, such as we could approve,
were it our place to pronounce an opinion thereon.

The grounds on which our conclusion to accept

the Epistle signed by Johathan Biuns is based,

are at least as fully applicable in favour of accept-

ing the Epistle of the Yearly Meeting of Women
Friends, signed by Jane M. Plummer.

In a question of so much delicacy and difficulty

as the decision which of two bodies to recognize,

(where the separation does not profess to rest on
a difference on fundamental doctrines,) it is a sat-

isfaction to us to know that the step which we
have taken is in harmony with the judgment of a
very large proportion of our dear Friends on the

American continent, comprising three out of the

four other Y'^early Meetings who have already had
the subject brought before them.

Though we have thus felt ourselves called upon
to act with decision and without delay in deter-

g the course which we ourselves should take,
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by at once corresponding with Friends nf the

Yearly Meeting of which Jonathan Binns acted as

Clerk, and endeavouring to uphold their hands in

the trying and arduous circumstances in which
they are placed, it would indeed be to our com-
fort and joy to see a re-union effected between the

two portions of that body in Ohio with whom we
have corresponded ever since its establishment as

as a Yearly Meeting in 1813, and to be able once

more to salute them as a whole in the language of

the apostle, with which we eh'sed our first address

to them, to which we have at this time recurred,

not without feelings of tender interest and emo-

tion :
—"Be perfect, be of good comfort, be of one

mind, live in peace, and the God of love and peace

shall be with you."

Our hope that such a consummation may yet be

effected is not entirely extinguished. Oh that

we could so effectually plead with those of our

Friends in Ohio, with whom we do not now cor-

respond, as to induce them in love for the truth;

and for the unity of the brethren, to lay aside all

that may have tended to separate them from full

Christian intercourse with the body of Friends in

New England and in this country. Then, we
believe, they would be brought to feci that there

is no substantial obstruction to their being again

associated with those Friends within the limits of

Ohio Yearly Meeting, from whom they are now
separated.

Nor do we deem it inconsistent with the prin-

ciple which we have so fully recognised, of the

mutual independence of one Yearly Meeting upon

another in all matters connected with its internal

discipline to express, in the liberty which there is

in the Truth, yet with brotherly deference, the

trust which we entertain, that our dear Friends of

Ohio, whom we have recognised in a Yearly Meet-

ing capacity, will be enabled to exercise much
forbearance towards those who are at present

separated from them, and especially that in their

Jlonthly Meetings they will not be hasty to put

in force the discipline towards those who, with a

little patience and love, might be induced to re-

unite with them in their meetings for worship,

and to return to full Christian fellowship and
unity in all respects.

As motives for re-union, and as a watchword

both to ourselves and to our dear American
Friends, we deem it not unsuitable at this time to

give expression to some of our views iu reference

to Christian unity in the church, and to the evils

of separation and division.

" One is j'our Master, even Christ, and all ye

are brethren." How comprehensive is this bles-

sed truth in its application to all of every name,

who, loving the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity,

are living members of his church upon earth.

Whilst not presuming authoritatively to determine

who are truly the living members of this church,

it is obvious that those who are bound together by

one common faith, and by one system of Christ-

ian discipline not of mere human arrangement, and

who emphatically recognize the supreme authority

of Christ as the only Head of his Church, should

be earnest in spirit that they may be really brethren

in Him, subject one to another in love, honouring

Christ with a single heart as their only rightfu'

Lord, and ready to honour one in another that

which is of Him.
When we turn, on the other hand, to the pres-

ent division in Ohio, and to some of those which

have taken place in America of later years, sorrow

fills our hearts at the severance one from
another of brethren and sisters, who in years that

are long since past have faithfully and unitedly

laboured in the service of the Gospel, and the

maintenance of our various religious testimonies.

We afresh feel that such divisions are desolating

and withering in their effects. They tend to ob-

struct the right exercise of the different gifts,

natural and spiritual, bestowed on the several

members for the good of the whole ; to divert the

mind from that individual exercise, both for its

own welfare and that of the brethren, which ought

to be maintained in humility and the fear of the

Lord ; and to occupy it with matters of contro-

versj', and even with questions of a merely per-

sonal or party character, evils against which the

Apostle Paul so emphatically warned his Corin-

thian converts.

What difficulties, too, have already been pro-

duced by these mutual jealousies and divisions,

in the transfer of membership, and in reference

to proceedings in marriage; difficulties which will

probably be greatly increased, especially in dis-

tricts where migration is so frequent as it is in

some of the Western Stales.

How does this contrast with that harmonious

and brotherly interchange of membership, and of

every privilege incident to it, which was so beau-

tifully established amongst us as one great family

in the Truth, under the harmonizing influence of

the love of Christ, and which was for so many
generations maintained without interruption !

Nor can we be unmindful of the injurious effect

of these things upon the young and inexperienc-

ed ; of the awful danger lest divisions among
those who should be shepherds of the flock may
cause some of the precious lambs for whom Christ

died to be scattered, and not only their attach-

ment to our own religious Society impaired, but

their trust in the guidance of the blessed Spirit

of Truth shaken, and their faith in the Gospel of

Christ endangered.

Never before, if we except the great doctrinal

secession of 1827 and 1828, have we had present-

ed to us, as a Yearly Meeting, such distressing

evidence of the want of harmony and mutual

confidence, and of the wide-spread tendency to

separation and disorganization, on a smaller or

larger scale, in different parts of the Society of

Friends in America.

We desire not to shrink from bearing our part,

as Christian brethren, both in the sorrow and in

the humiliation of the day. We are ready to say.

Let us " come with weeping and with supplica-

tion " before the Lord :
" the family of the house

of David apart, and their wives apart; the family

of the house of Levi apart, and their wives apart
;"

" all the families that remain, every family apart,

and their wives apart;" to the " fountain opened

to the house of David and to the inhabitants of

Jerusalem," let us all come with abasedncss of

of heart, yet in faith and hope. If these feelings

of tenderness and prostration of spirit had their

proper place, we have faith to believe, that a way
would be opened, not only for those in Ohio, but

for all elsewhere within the limits of the several

American Yearly Meetings who are now separated

one from another in worship and discipline,

though professing the same Christian principles,

to be re-united in outward fellowship and brought

harmoniously to labour together for the advance-

ment and spreading of the Truth.

Thus might the whole body of Friends in North

America yet take a place in the western world,

which their present circumstances prevent their

occupying, but which, in the condescending

goodness of the Lord Almighty, we believe He
would both prepare for them and abundantly

qualify them to fill, to his glory and to the pro-

motion of the temporal and spiritual welfare of

their fellow-countrymen at large.

Before we conclude we think it right to observe

that, in adverting to the separation in Ohio and

the other divisions which have taken place am i^

Friends in America subsequently to the seccsih

of 1828, we have not spoken of them as connect
with any differences in matters of faith, and

|b

desire not in anywise to be found judging t

brethren herein
;
yet we deem it not unsuitab "^

on such an occasion as the present, to declare t 1

ourselves our own unshaken attachment to all L ^
great and glorious truths of the Gospel of c
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ as set forth l ^

Holy Scripture. '

In the year 1829, in sympathy with faith^ '

brethren in the United States and with the vi[ ;•'

of strengthening their hands, when our Society!
"

that land was exposed to grievous inroads from
j

unbelieving spirit, we thought it right to putfoi'

a Declaration of our Christian doctrines : and

'

our printed General Epistle of the following yci

a further testimony was inserted to the same bless'

truths.

Those great and immutable truths were precio! ,

to our faithful predecessors from the rise of o(

Society down to our own time ; and to their Chr;

tian faith, doctrines, and testimonies we adhei'

We honour their memory and we desire to imita! .

their faithfulness. 1

After having thus stood by our brethren '

America in the breach when they were assailed, 1
-

has grieved us that imputations of holding unsouc! '

doctrines, and of departing from the faith of oV

forefathers, should have been so often made again''

Friends in this country by some under our nan'

in that land. For the sake of our own Society i]

England, for the sake of all under the name (]

Friends throughout the United States of Americi!

for the sake of those blessed doctrines and prii'; <

eiples which under the power of the Lord's Spir

we were raised up to support, but, above all, fc'

the love of Christ our Saviour—we entreat tha

henceforward all may desist from these insinusj i

tions, which tend to weaken, to divide, and t!

scatter.
'

We, moreover, think it right in this place, ti

express our conviction, that under present circnm

stances few things are more likely to interfer

with the restoration of unity and with the riglr

exercise of a calm and sound judgment in the af

fairs of the Church under the guidance of it'

Holy Head, than the circulation of pamphlets ant

writings advocating in a party spirit the view:

taken on the one side or the other, of the question;

now agitating the body.

On the other hand, in the conviction that tli(

dissensions which are at present so widely sprea(

in some of the American Yearly Meetings, hav(

been greatly promoted by the painful suspensiot

for several years past, on the part of some of them

of that epistolary intercourse which formerly sub

sisted between them, we are persuaded that the'

renewal and maintenance of this correspondence'

in brotherly confidence, would be one of the surest

evidences of a return to a sounder condition in thf

body at large, and would be a powerful means,

under the Divine blessing, of assisting to reraedj

the existing divisions and guarding against the

recurrence of these evils.

In conclusion, may we ever bear in mind, that

" except the Lord, build the House, they labour

in vain that build it ; except the Lord keep the

city the watchman waketh but in vain." May
He who hath loved the Church and given himself

for it, condescend to own the travail of our

spirits for the prosperity of our beloved Religious

Society as a part of this his heritage, and grant

that we may, as a united body, though outwardly

far separated one from another on his earth, be

found walking together in the fear of the ]>ord

and in the comfort of the Holy Ghost, maintain-
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tlirougU his gracious assistance the unity of

jpirit in the bond of peace.

ttracled from the Minutes of the Yearly

James Bowdkn,
Recording Clerk.

iiuj
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1 the present number will be found " A sfate-

t of the proceedings of the Yearly Meeting,

in London, 1855, in reference to the division

le Ohio Yearly Meeting." As the subject is

of general interest, and deeply affecting the

are and integrity of our Religious Society,

readers will not, we trust, complain of the

;e devoted to it.

{^ think that the perusal of it, will impress

y unprejudiced mind with the conviction, that

document is singularly inconsistent in its

iral parts, and makes a sad exhibit of the rea-

ng by which that Yearly Meeting was led into

ing with a body of separatists, who, as men-

ed in the " British Friend " "a venerable

nd, well versed in the state of American

irs, and not long since returned from amission

that country," stated in the Meeting, had, in

opinion, " established themselves as a Yearly

;ting, not in the order of the discipline," and

refore, "not in the wisdom of Truth," and

t the course pursued by the Meeting was

kely to involve [it, and wc may add the whole

iety] in difficulties, the end of which it is im-

sible to foresee.

V.S will have been observed by the extracts we

e heretofore given from the " British Friend,"

ras admitted that the body of which J. Binns

lerk, according to the discipline of the Society,

seceders. The London " Friend " which

ours that party, when reciting the ground on

jch those opposed to the acknowledgment of

psted their opposition, states as their fourth

fiction "that the question as regards Ohio

jirly Meeting, was, principally, if not entirely,

p of discipline, iu which it was clear* that tht

ly represented by J. Binns were in fact the se-

krs." This appears to have been at no time

|lcd in question ; but, (the same journal says)

p these views it was replied, that the question

ier consideration could not be narrowed down

'a mere question of discipline, that something

ire than mere discipline was involved; that

jnciples were involved, in which that section of

lio Yearly Meeting which was represented by J.

ins, were in unity with Friends in this country
;

t in fact the question of principle was settled

le years ago, in the case of the New England

ision, thepresent being a similar case, and as to

nciple, bearing close analogy with thatdivisiun."

This violation of discipline, and secession from

;ir long established Yearly Meeting, by those re-

isented by J. Binns, is spoken of in the " State-

nt" itself, "with tenderness and sympathy

the pieculiar difficulties of their situation,"

not having been " in all respects such as we

ondon Yearly Meeting] could approve, ivere it

\r place to pronounce an opinion thereon :" but

len speaking in the same document, of " those

lividuals, who, in 1815 had separated them-

ves from N. England Yearly Meeting " there

no hesitation in pronouncing an opinion, that

• that act, viz., "separating" and " attemptiuj

form themselves into a Yearly Meeting," the

me London Yearly Meeting cannot consider

* The italicizing is our own.

—

Ed. Friend.

them " naany " longer forming a part of onr reli-

gious Society."

The object proposed to be obtained by uniting

ith and " endeavouring to uphold the hands " of

those who thus confessedly separated from Ohio

Yearly Meeting, refusing to remain subordinate

to it, and spreading disorganization, wherever

throughout its limits, they had the power, is de-

clared to be " the desire consistently to carry out

the principles of christian order," and " to coun-

teract as fur as our example and influence may

extend, the disorganizing tendencies that have so

painfully manifested themselves, not only in Ohio,

but also in several other of the American Yearly

Meetings." To us, this seems a most extraordinary

way of aiming at producing such effects.

The charge brought against Ohio Yearly Meet-

ing, and for which London Yearly Meeting ceases

to hold correspondence with it, is; that "they de-

clined to correspond with N. England Yearly

Meeting, and, in various ways, manifested that

their sympathies were in a greater or less degree

with the body who have separated from it;" and

yet, London Yearly Meeting at the same time,

states that it is " led to accept the epistle signed by

J. Binns [coming from a body acknowledged by

it to be seceders] under the conviction tliat the

Friends whom he represents have been, and are,

acting most in accordance with the course which

this meeting adopted in 1816, and which it has

ever since pursued." This is not merely manifest-

ing " that their sympathies are in a greater or less

degree with the body who have separated," a

course exhibited as a grave charge against Ohio

Yearly Meeting, in a case where it believed the

faith of the Society was involved ; but it is going

a great step further; disowning the legitimate

Yearly Meeting, and disregarding the discipline

and order of the Society for the purpose of giving

countenance to, and " to uphold the hands," of

those composing a spurious meeting, in a case

where London Yearly Meeting declares doctrines

are not involved, but the " principle " that every

Yearly Meeting is an independent body, whose

decisions are " final, and not to be interfered with."

This " principle " is thus laid down. " It is a

principle with this Yearly Meeting, that the sey

eral American Y'early Meetings with which it is

in correspondence, are independent bodies, whose

deliberations and decisions in the exercise of the

discipline towards their own members and subor-

dinate meetings, are to be regarded as final, and

not to be interfered with." Acting on this prin-

ple they say, London Y'early Meeting, " decided

that it could not hold any correspondence with

those individuals, who, in 1815, had separated

themselves from N. England Yearly Meeting, and

who together with several of the disowned mem-

bers of that Yearly Meeting, had attempted to

form themselves into a Yearly Meeting."

Why was not this " principle " which led to

such prompt action in 1846, carried out in 1855

in the case of Ohio Yearly Meeting and " those in-

dividuals who had separated " from it ? Ohio

Yearly Meeting is equally an " independi nt

body " as any other Yearly Bleeting ;
having th

same right to legislate for the government of its

own members ; and the body of which J. Biun

is clerk had confessedly separated from it. There

is a mistake in the " Statement," that those who

withdrew from the " larger body " in N. England,

were associated with "several of the di.sowned

members" of N. England Yearly Meeting in

"attempting to form themselves into a Yearly

Meeting." "^There was, we believe but one Friend

present'with them, against whom disciplinary pro-

ceedings had been instituted, and he, by general

conseut, was present at the Yearly Meeting, before

the division took place. The only reasons then

why London Yearly Meeting refused to take no-

tice of the " smaller body " in N. England, when

it and the " larger body " presented their state-

ments to it, were this " independence" of Yearly

Meetings, and that [the smaller body] " had sep-

arated themselves from N. England Yearly Meet-

ing " and " attempted to form themselves into a

Yearly Sleeting." It did not in 1816, feel itself

required to inquire into the causes that led to the

separation, or give heed to the antecedent facts

throwing light on the case ; but, simply on the

"principle" announced, acknowledged what it

considered the long established Yearly Meeting,

and refused to receive any exposition of the case,

put forth by the Friends who thought themselves

aggrieved, summarily dismissing them as "no

longer forming part of our religious Society."

How completely is the course reversed wlicn

the Yearly Meeting comes to decide in the ease of

the separation in Ohio! The "principle" that

Yearly Meetings are independent bodies, and their

" deliberations and decisions in the exercise of the

discipline towards their members and subordinate

meetings," " final and not to be interfered with," is

abandoned ; the act of separating and attempting

to form a Yearly Meeting, so far from being consid-

ered as so affecting those engaged iu it, that they

onger form part of our religious Society," is

spoken of " with tenderness and sympathy for the

peculiar difficulties of their position," as not such

as they could approve ; statements and claims put

forth by those engaged in it, are placed before

those of the regular Yearly Meeting, whose au-

thority they are disregarding; the difficulties cre-

ated by their own insubordination, are received as

charges against the regular Y'early Meeting; and

finally, those separating are united with, because

they are one in sentiment with the majority of the

London Yearly Meeting.

We cannot but believe that had the true cause

for the opposite courses pursued by London Yearly

Meeting in 1816 and 1855, been frankly avowed,

all this inconsistency might have been spared.

The truth is, those Friends, who in 1815 loft the

" larger body" in N. England, were known to be

opposed to the unsound sentiments contained in

the writings of J. J. Gurney, who, contrary to the

solid judgment of many of the most experienced

ministers and elders of London Yearly Meeting,

had been liberated, to visit this country; hence

it was that no notice was taken of their statements,

and though not disowned, they were pronounced

to be no part of our religious Society. Ohio Y'early

Meeting had also borne its testimony against

these same unsound sentiments, while those who

separated from it, do not unite with that testimony
;

and therefore the latter were received as a body with

which London Yearly Meeting could correspond.

Here is the cause producing the difference of ac-

tion in the two cases ; and thus we are brought

to the origin of the difficulties rending the society

to pieces, and whioh sprung up within the \''early

Meeting, that has thus confirmed the separation

in Ohio.

We have not republished the appendix to the

" Statement," because we believe there has been no

" insinuation" of a departure " from the faith of

our forefathers," in relation to the divinity and

offices of our blessed Redeemer, as set forth in it.

The unsound sentiments against which so many

thousands of Friends have felt bound to bear tes-

timony, are not vaguely spoken of, but have been

clearly set forth and condemned by two Yearly

xMeetings of equal standing with that of London.

The exposition of this unsoundness cannot_ be

refuted, and while the sentiments, incompatible

with those inculcated by Fox, Penn and Barclay,
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and held by the society, from the beginning, are

palliated or defended, and a large portion of the

society misrepresented as disorderly, and con-

demned, for bearing testimony against tlieni, it

cannot be otherwise, but that divisions, and the

" severance one from another of brethren and sis-

ters," mentioned in the " Statement/' will con-

tinue to be the result.

There is one other part of this document to

which we would refer the attention of our readers

before concluding. After the great disunity ma-

nifested in their own meeting, with the acknow-

ledgment of the small body in Ohio; its admitted

peccssion ; and the professed recognition of the

independence of one Yearly Meeting on another.

Low strikingly inconsistent is it to proffer instruc-

tion to the seceders, as though they could disown

from the Society of Friends the members of a

Yearly Meeting that has maintained its doctrines

and di.<cipline. What charge could be justly

brought against them ? or under what pretence

could the party represented by J. Binns undertake

to treat with Friends from whom they voluntarily

separated, in violation of the discipline, and whose

character and standing as consistent members, re-

main unimpaired, notwithstanding that the sece-

ders and their supporters have used great efforts

to lay them waste. Must not London Y'early

Meeting have lost sight of its own advice to

its members against fostering " a party spirit,"

and " to cherish that candour and charity, which

so highly become the Christian," when speaking

in a manner so offensive, and so calculated to

wound the feelings of upright brethren and sis-

ters in the Truth; as though they had forfeited

their claims as members of the church of Christ,

and could be regarded as outcasts from our reli-

gious Society. But it will be vain to attempt

to reconcile the minds of Friends to the idea, that

such a course could be pursued by seceders towards

upright, consistent members of our religious So-

ciety, and while we deeply regret the course pur-

sued by Loudon I'eaily Sleeting, it is a satisfac-

tion to know, that in it, as in all the others, there

is a large number who unite with the true Ohio
Yearly Meeting, and tenderly sympathize with them
in the suffering unjustly inflicted upon them. This,

we believe, will in time be made more manifest.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—The ste.imer America brings one week

later news from Liverpool.

The War.—At day-break on the morning of the 18lh

ult., the English troops attacked the Redan, and the

French, the Malakoff Tower. The attack failed signally,

and was attended with terrible slanghter of the assail-

ants. No details of the event had been received in

England, nor any official statement of the losses of the

allies. Private accounts published in the London papers

state the loss of the British alone in the attack on the

Redan, to be very little short of 4000, in killed and
wounded. General Campbell was killed, and about
seventy British otficers were killed or wounded. The
greatest portion of the loss was experienced in a ravine,

where a powerful and unexpected battery was opened
on the troops. This result of the first attempt to storm
the regular defences of Sebastopol, does not augur
favourably for a speedy capture of the place. Accord-
ing to the Russian accounts, horrible atrocities were
perpetrated by the French and Turks at the capture of

Kertch. Gortschakoff confirms the successes of the

allies in the sea of Azofif ; he states that the grain stores

burned hy them, were mostly private property, and do
not materially affect the supply of the army, which is

mostly obtained by land. All the camps in the Crimea
are said to he healthy, except that at Balaklava where
cholera prevails. The Sardinians are suffering from it,

and General Marmora, the younger, has died.

AUSTRIA.—The Austrian army is being disbanded.
The reduction is great and rapid. The Austrian com-
mander in Moldavia has declared martial law, but the
Moldavian authorities refuse to promulgate the order,

unless authorized by the Sultan. Considerable sensa-

tion had been caused in the Principalities, in conse-

quence of the son of the reigning Prince of Moldavia
having been killed in a duel by an Austrian officer.

FRANCE.—The Senate and Legislature had been
convoked for the 2nd inst., to authorize a new loan for

one hundred and fifty millions of francs. Louis Napo-
leon had been ill for two days, but had recovered. The
French funds fell two per cent, on the announcement of

his illness.

SPAIN.—The disturbances at Santiago have been
suppressed. There was no reliable statement respect-

ing the Carlist insurrection. Russia is suspected as the

instigator.

The Mallic.—'The allied fleet still lay near Cronstadt,

and continued their reconnoissance of the coast and
defences. The fortifications are found to have been
greatly extended and strengthened since last year. At
Hango, the cutter of the English ship Cossack was fired

upon, when approaching the shore under a flag of truce,

for the purpose of landing a few prisoners, and most of

the persons in it killed. It is probable the Russians
considered that the boat was taking soundings, as was
recently done at Kertch.

GREAT BRITAIN.—The House of Commons had
ended the debate on administrative reform, by passing
unanimously a resolution, recommending to the earliest

attention of Jlinisters the necessity of a careful revision

of the various official establishments, with a view to

simplify and facilitate the transaction of public busi-

ness, and by instituting judicious tests of merit, as well

as by removing obstructions to its fair promotion, and
by legitimate rewards, to secure to the service of the

Slate, the largest available proportion of the energy and
intelligence of the nation. Sir John Paul, William
Strachan and Robert M. Bates, partners of the banking
house of Strachan, Paul & Co., London, had been ar-

rested on the ch.irge of disposing of the securities en-

trusted to their care. The bullion in the Bank of Eng-
land had increased £295,000. Consols had fallen to

90|. Liverpool Market.—Cotton dull, and prices lower.

The sales of the week were only 24,400 bales. The
decline is equal to J and 3-16rf. for middling and lower
qualities. Flour, Western Canal, 40s. to i\s. 6rf. Ohio,
44.'!. The weather was favourable for the crops.

MEXICO.—Rio Grande dates to the 23d ult., confirm

the previously reported successes of the Revolutionists,

and the whole of the .Mexican frontier, with the excep-
tion of two or three towns, was said to be in their pos-

session. Many Americans were in the ranks of the

UNITED STATES.—The U. S. Treasury statement
for the Sixth month, shows the amount remaining at

the close of the month, subject to draft, to be 518,438,-
712.

The Coinage, at the Philadelphia Mint last month,
consisted of gold, $792,650; silver, $208,170; copper,

$5,134—total, $1,065,954. At the Assay Office in New
York, in the same period, gold bars were stamped to the

value of $1,992,933.

The Far Weft.—Leavenworth City, Kansas, has be-

come the starting point of the Salt Lake traders. At
the last dates, a train of six hundred wagons, laden with
government stores, was about to start for the Salt Lake,
the draughtcattleofwhich train would number four thou-
sand oxen, beside several hundred horses and mules.
Several of the Salt Lake trading firms have sent off

twelve hundred wagons, a like number of teamsters,

and over ten thousand draught cattle.

Fires of half a Year.—The N. York Journal of Com-
merce publishes a statement of the fires occurring in

the United States, during the first six months of the

present year, where the loss by each was equal to

$10,000 or more. The aggregate of losses sums up
$7,639,000.

Free of Debt.—Five States of the Union are now free

of debt, viz., Connecticut, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Delaware and Florida.

Steamboat Disaster.—The steamer Lexington, on her
passage from St. Louis to Louisville, burst her boilers,

about three o'clock in the morning of the 30th ult,,

when in the Ohio river, near the town of Rome. There
were about eighty persons on board, about one half of

whom escaped injury. Four men were killed; eight

are missing, and twenty-five were wounded
; many very

seriously. The boat took fire, and was destroyed.

California.—The steamship Northern Light, at New
York, brings dates to the 16th ult. She had 457 pas-

sengers and $829,000 iu gold on freight. Affairs in

Central America were more disturbed, owing to the

landing and successes of Walker's expedition. Walker
received reinforcements at Realejo, and landed at Prieto

on the 27th ult., with 375 men. He is reported to have
taken the town of Rivas, and then entering San Juan
del Sud, he carried off the arms and ammunition col-

lected there, without opposition. The Golden •>,

left San Francisco on the 16th ult., with $1,063,0. !;„

gold. The U. S. Laud Commissioners have confi gj
the claim of Bolton k Barrow, for 13,500 acres of hd
mostly within the corporate limits of San Fran( 'o
and of the estimated value of forty millions of doll i.'

Indian Hostilities. — Advices from Santa Fe, Hf
Mexico, to Fifth mo. 30th, state that on the 29th olL
previous month, Col. Fauntleroy attacked acampcibe
Utahs, north of Brencha Pass; killed forty of tl'i;

took six prisoners, together with their horses, sheep 'id

provisions. A few days after they attacked a can (of

35 Indians, two of whom they killed; wounded l.j-

took their provisions, horses, &c., and made their ef

prisoner.
\

Boston.—The revenue collected at this port fo.Jn

fiscal year ending Sixth month 30th, amounte »o

$7,616,568, being $725,720 less than in the pre'bs
year. The mortality of Boston this year, up to S';h

month 30lh, has been 1859, or 356 less than the'st

six months of last year. The brig Porpoise, recijy

seized as a slaver, was, on the 2nd inst., declared fclit

in the U. S. Circuit Court. Although not actually !r.

rying slaves, she was found guilty of aiding withitje

A'fw York.—The imports of foreign merchandis ,)j

the year ending Sixth month 30th, amount to $154,E;,.

526. The exports in the same period have consistc')!

specie, $38,008,503; foreign merchandise, $9,721,'-;

domestic produce, $52,602,406—total, $10O,332,'3.

There has been a great falling oflF in the receipts Jt

tolls on the New York canals this year. Mortality st

week, 547, being an increase of 206 over the prevjs

week. The prohibitory liquor law which should l^e

gone into effect on the 4th, is generally diregardot
evaded.

Philadelphia.—An unusual quantity of rain fe 'n

this vicinity, during the Sixth month. According ja

record kept at Germantown, there was 8.07 incheil

rain. The mean temperature for the month was SB,

which is below the average. Mortality last week, 8,

of which 122 were children under one year of age. I

Miscellaneous.— Olive Cuttings for the South.—A cvi.

derable quantity of choice olive cuttings have la'y

been distributed by the Patent Office, among the so'..

em States bordering on the Atlantic and the Gulil

Mexico. They were selected in France some mo
jj

ago, by the agent of the ofBce, from the best and h:|.

iest varieties in that country.
;

Church Building in England.—According to a re.1

lately returned by Sir Wm. Clay, more places of wor:|p

have been erected in England during the last fifty yes,

than had previously been built for five centuries.

The Site of a City.—In the year 1788, eight huncj

acres of land, the present site of Cincinnati, werej-
chased for five hundred dollars.

Return of the Jeu-s.—Sir Moses Montefiore, of Lon(i,

has gone to Palestine, to purchase a large districa

that country, and settle upon it the poor Jews of Ji-

salem. Eventually his purpose is to settle there (

all those Jews, who feel inclined to return to the CC;

try of their ancestors.

Destructive Storm.—On the 1st of Sixth month, a g I

storm visited the harbour of Mazatlan, on the Mexi 1

Pacific coast, causing the destruction of six vessels t<

cargoes, valued at $1,000,000. Twenty-three persj

belonging to the vessels, were drowned.

RECEIPTS.
^

Received from Thos. M. Harvey, per N. K., $2, 1

28 ; from Jas. T. Frame, agt., lo., for E. A. Sleph*

$14.36, to No. 9, vol. 25; from SI. M. Briggs, 0.,

!

vol. 28 ; from Jesse Hall, agt., 0., for Joshua Ellis, j

vol. 28, J. C. Hill, $2. vol. 28, Peter Thomas Sen'r, I

to 44, vol. 29
;
from Reb. Conard, Pa., $2, to 33, vol.

(

A FRIEND
Wants an Apprentice to the Bricklaying business, i

member of the Society of Friends preferred.

Apply, 286 Cherry street, above Thirteenth.
!

Married, on Fourth-day, the 4th inst., at Oraj

Street, Larkin Pe.xnell and Rebecca A. Barton, bl

of Philadelphia.
'

Died, Sixth month 11th, 1855, at her residence

Burlington, N. J., Rachel Woolman, relict of B,

Woolman, in the 66th year of her age.
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Tlic Indians.

Walla- Wallas, Klik-a-tats and Ya-ka-mas.

These nations adjoin the Territory of Oregon.

I head chief of the first is Pussuuiuxmux or

t Yellow Serpent, an old man. His tribe have

r been considered by the whites as thieves,

wealth i^ in horses, of which they own
herds. They have no timber, and burn

jft wood. Their fisheries are the finest on the

llumbia river. The he<td chief owns it is said

i)0 horses and cattle, and several thousand dol-

! in gold.

|rhe mission of Dr. Whitman was on the Walla-

ila river. The Cayuse were suffering from small-

It.
The Indians, regarding the Dr. as the cause,

'troyed him. They urged Pussumuxmux to

,1 them, but he indignantly refused. The
lyuse reproached him, and said he was afraid of

I whites. No 1 says Pussumuxmux, I am not

laid of the whites, nor am I afraid of the Cay-

;3. Determined to make good his assertion,

chief went with three lodges only, to the

ge of his domain near the Cayuse, pitched his

up and remained for one month. The Cayuse
I not venture to attack him.

[n 1841, his eldest sou quarrelled with and
3 struck by one of the clerks of the Hudson's

y Company. The chief's dignity, was insulted,

1 the son's honor lost, unless Commander
Kinley should have the clerk punished. The
man at the head of one hundred warriors de-

ndel this. The oflicer decliued, and some of

! warriors proceeded to seize the clerk. Ho
isted—the war-cry was sounded, and the Io-

ns had raised their weapons to spill the white

n's blood. WcKinley seized a keg of powder,
1 placing it in the centre of the room, stood

ir it with a flint and steel, and exclaimed, that

!y were all brave luen and would die together,

e result was the immediate flight of all the In-

ns save the old chief and his son. As soon as

! warriors had gained the outer walls of the

t, the gates were closed against them ; while

!y, halting at a respectful distance, were in

mentary expectation of seeing the fort blown
McKinley then quietly seated himself with

! old chief and his son, and amicably arranged
! diiEculty.

The Wallawallas are estimated by Gov. Stevens

300 ; in 1807, they were estimated at 2,G00
Lewis and Clarke.

The nomadic habits of the Klik-a-tats and Ya-
mas, render a census diflioult. They are rapidly

ninishing however, and do not much exceed

300 in number. They manifest a peculiar apti-

tude for trading, purchasing from the whites

feathers, beads, cloth, &o., and exchanging them
for horses, which in turn they sell in tlie settle-

ments. Their country supplies abundant food

—

the prairies, camash; and the mountains, berries,

in great variety. Part they store, and part they

exchange for fish, smoked clams, and the roots

which their own territory docs not furnish. Deer

and elk are almost exterminated. The mountain

goat, bighorn, or sheep, are both said to have

formerly existed here ; but fire-arms have driven

them into the recesses of the cascades. The black

bear alone is still found, though but rarely. The
salmon furnishes to these, as to most other tribes

of the Pacific, their greatest Staple of food. Their

neighborhood to the fisheries of the cascades and

the Dalles, provides them for the summer, while,

after the subsidence of the Columbia, the small

rivers contain fish, and in autumn, even the

brooks and shallow pools of the prairies.

Very few of these people attempt agriculture;

it is said some intend to plant potatoes.

Gov. Stevens found them at the beginning of

the eighth month, at Chequoss. They were

feasting on strawberries and the mountain

whortleberry, which covered the hills around,

though, during the night, ice formed on the

ponds to the thickness of half an inch. Towards

the cud of the month, they desend to the Yakotl,

Chalaeha and Tahk prairies, for the purpose oi'

gathering later berries, and of racing horses. The
racing season is their grand annual occasion. A
horse of proved reputation is a source of wealth

or of ruin to his owner. On his speed, he stakes

his whole stud, his household goods, clothes, and

finally his wives ; and a single heat doubles his

fortunes, or sends him forth an improvident ad-

venturer. The interest, however, is not confined

to the individual directly concerned ; the tribes

share it with him, and a common pile of goods,

of motley description, apportioned according to

their ideas of value, is put up by eitlier party, to

be divided among the backers of the winner. The
Klik-a-tats themselves are not as rich in horses as

those living on the plains, their country generally

affording but little pasturage, and the snows com-

pelling them to winter their stock at a distance

trom their u.'ual abodes. The hor.se is to them,

what the canoe is to the Indians of the river and

coast. They ride with skill, reckless of all obsta-

cles, and with little mercy to tlieir beasts, the

right hand swinging the whip at every bound.

Some of the horses are of fine form and action,

but they are generally injured by too early use,

and sore backs are universal. In their capacity

for endurance they are overrated. A good Ame-
rican horse is as much superior to them in this as

in speed, but they are hardy, and capable of shift-

ing with but little food. Their price varies from

S-iO to SlOO, but they have some which they will

not dispose of at much higher rates. The Indians

ride with a hair rope knotted round the under

jaw fur a bridle. The men use a stuffed pad, with

wooden stirrups. The women sit astride in a

saddle made with a very high pommel and cantle,

and in travelling, carry their infants either dang-

ling by the cradle-strap to the former, or slung in

a blanket over their shoulders, while children of

a little larger growth, sit perched upon the pack-

animals, and hold on as best they may. The
horses are trained to stand for hours, with merely
a lariat tiirown loosely around their necks, the

end trailing upon the ground. With the whites

they are at first as shy, as are American horses or

mules with Indians, but they suffer handling from
the squaws and children with perfect content-

ment, and hang around the huts like dogs. In
breaking horses the Indians usually blind them
before mounting, often tying down their ears in

addition ; a strap or cord is then passed around the

body of the animal, loose enough to admit the

knees of the rider. Much time is spent in sooth"~-

ing and quieting the beast, as the Indian has
plenty of it upon his hands. When everything
is ready he vaults to his back, always from the
off-side, slips his knees under the girth and tight-

ens it, and withdraws the muffle. If the horse

throws himself—for throw his rider, he cannot

—

the quick straightening of the leg releases the

knee, and he is prepared for the emergency.

But the dogs of the Indian must not be for-

gotten. They vary considerably in form with the

different tribes, but always preserve the same
general character. Quarrelsome and cowardly,

inveterate thieves, suspicious and inquisitive, they

are constantly engaged in fights among themselves,

or in prowling around the lodge for food. The
pproach of a stranger is heralded by short, sharp

yelps, succeeded by a general scamper. They
all bear the same mysterious resemblance to the

cayote—the sharp muzzle, the erect ears, and
stiffly circling tail. Notwithstanding their worth-

lessness, they seem to have a strong attachment
to their owners, and an Indian camp would be a

novelty without its pack of curs. Very few cha-

racteristic features remain among these people.

Their long intercourse with the Hud.son's Bay
Company, and of late years, with the Americans,

has obliterated what peculiarities they may have

had ; nor is there any essential difference in their

habits or manners, from those of the Indians ad-

joining them. They use fur the most part, the

arras and utensils of the whites, and the gun has

superseded the bow. The pails and baskets con-

structed from the bark of the cedar ; saddles, and
fishing apparatus, are the principal articles of do-

mestic manufacture ; and even of such things, it ig

almost as common to find the imported substitutes.

In regard to morality, they are much superior

to the river Indians. Their mode of disposing of

their dead, like that of their kindred tribes, is in

the ground, but without any attempt at coffins,

the body merely wrapped in its clothing. Just

before Captain M'Clellan's arrival, a man had

died of the small pox, and those who had buried

were purifying themselves. During the three

days occupied in this, they absented them.selves

from camp, alternately using the sweat-house and

plunging into cold water. The house, which was

a small oven-shaped affair, was heated with stones.

The mourning is performed by the women, who
live apart for a few days, and afterwards bathe

and purify themselves. They have a common
objection to mentioning the names of the dead, as

well as their own. The practice of medicine, a.>j
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discolored shreds of last year's leaves wither aw!
upon the lowly herbs in a blessing of fertilill

But it is the great trees, stretchiug their ari'

above us in a thousand forms of grace aj ,

strength, it is more especially the trees which ji

'

the mind with wonder and praise. I

Of the infinite variety of fruits which spriii

from the bosom of the earth, the trees of the woii

are the greatest in dignity. Of all the works '

the Creator which know the changes of life ai|

death, the trees of the forest have the huge
existence. Of all the objects which crown the gr

earth, the woods preserve unchanged, throughoi

the greatest reach of time, their native charactel

the works of man arc ever varying their aspec'

his towns and his fields alike reflect the unstal;

opinions, the fickle wills and fancies of each pt'

Slug generation ; but the forests on his borde!

reaiaiu to-day the same tiiey wore ages of yea

since. Old as the everlasting hills, during tho;

sands of seasons they have put forth, and la]

down their verdure in calm obedience to the d'

cree which first bade them cover the ruins of tl'

Deluge.
!

But, although the forests are great and old, y]

the ancient trees within their bounds must eai'

bend individually beneath the doom of evei

earthly existence; they have their allotted perid

when the mosses of Time gather upon the!

branches ; when touched by decay, they bre;.

and crumble to dust. Like man, they are decki'

in living beauty, like man they fall a prey to deatll

and while we admire their duration, so far beyoi:

our own brief years, we also acknowledge th!

especial interest which can only belong to tl'

graces of life and to the desolation of death. \{'

raise our eyes, and we see collected in one compai

vigorous trunks ; the oak, the ash, the pine, fir

in the strength of maturity; by their side stai:

a young group, elm, and birch, and maple, the'

supple branches play in the breezes, gay and fres

as youth itself; and yonder, rising in unheedf

gloom, we behold a skeleton trunk, an old spruel

every branch broken, every leaf fallen, fallen,-

duU, still, sad, like the finger of Death.
It is the peculiar nature of the forest, that li:

and death may ever be found within its bound
in immediate pre-sence of each other ; both wit

ceaseless, noiseless, advances, aiming at the ma
tery

; and if the influences of the first be the mo
general, those of the last are the most strikinj

Spring, with all her wealth of life and joy, fini

within the forest many a tree unconscious of h(

approach ; a thousand young plants springing u

about the fallen trunk, the shaggy roots, seek t

soften the gloomy wreck with a semblance of tl

verdure it bore of old : but ere they have throw

their fresh and graceful wreaths over the mouldci

ing wood, half their own tribe wither and die wit

the year. We owe to this perpetual presence <

death an impression calm, solemn, almost religiou

in character, a chastening influence, beyond wh:

we find in the open fields. But this subdue

spirit is far from gloomy or oppressive, since

never fails to be relieved by the cheerful anitnatio

of living beauty. Sweet flowers grow beside th

fallen trees, among the shattered branches, th

season through ; and the freedom of the woods

the unchecked growth, tho careless position c

every tree, are favourable to a thousand wild beat

ties, and fantastic forms, opening to the mind
play of fancy which is in itself cheering and en

livening, like the bright sunbeams which cheque

with golden light the shadowy groves. Tha
character of rich variiti/ also, stamped on all th

works of the creation, is developed in the fores

in clear and noble forms.—We are told that iu th

field we shall not find two blades of grass exactl

elsewhere, consists in incantations, and is attended

with the usual hazards—the life of the practitioner

answering for want of success, or a refusal to

attend, where properly feed. Besides these mum-
meries, however, they use certain plants as medi-
cines, among which are both emetics and ca-

thartics.

hlavery and polygamy are yet retained among
them; the number of wives being limited only

by the wealth of the husband. A curious custom
exists, exhibiting their savage ideas of equity. If a

wife dies within a short period after marriage,

the bereaved husband may reclaim the conside

ration from the father; so, also with slaves and

horses.

"While I was at Mansfield Woodhouse, I was

moved to go to the steeple house and declaie th<

truth to the piiest and people. But the peopl

tell upon me iu great rage, struck me down, am
almost stifled me. I was cruelly beaten and

bruised by them, with their hands, hibli-s and
sticks, 'iheu they haled me out. though I wa?

hardly able to stand, and put me iuto the stocks

where I sat some hours ; and they brought dog-

whips and horse-whips, threatening to whip me.

After some time, they had me before the magis-

trate at a knight's house, where were many great

persons; who seeing how evilly I had been usei"

after much threatening, set me at liberty ; but

the rude people stoned me out of the town, fo:

preaching the word of life to them. I was scarce

able to go, or well to stand, by reason of the i^

usage I had received; yet, with much ado, I got

a mile from the town, and then I met with some
people that gave me something to comfort me,

because I was inwardly bruised ; but the Lord';

power soon healed me again. That day some peo

pie were convinced of the Lord's truth, and turned

to his teaching, at which I rejoiced."

—

G. Fox
A singular religion, to beat a righteous man out

of their meeting houses with their bibles, especially

for declaring the doctrines of the bible unto th.

We never read of George Fox and his brethren

driving or beating with their bibles, which they

often carried with them, any people out of their

meeting places. But it was through suffering

they most efieotually spread their doctrines, and
in submitting to which, many were convinced of the

reality of their religion and joined in the same faith

"Then," he says, "I went out of Nottingham
shire iuto Leicestershire, several Friends acconi

panying me. There were some Baptists in the

country, whom I desired to speak with, because
they were separated from the public worship.

Some of their teachers, and others of the heads of

them, with several of their company, came to meet
us at Barrow, where we discoursed with them
One of them said, what was not of faith was sin

I asked him what faith was, and how it was wrought
in man. But they turned off from that, and spak
of their baptism in water. Then I asked them
whether their mountain of sin was brought down
and laid low in them, and their rough and crooked
ways made smooth and straight in them.? They
looked upon the Scriptures as meaning outward
mountains and ways; but I told them, they must
find them in their own hearts; which they seemed
to wonder at. We asked them who baptized John
the Baptist, Peter and John, and the rest of the

apostles ? and put them to prove by Scripture, that

these were baptized in water; but they were .silent.

Then I asked them, seeing Judas who betrayed

Christ, and was called the son of perdition, had
hanged himself, what son of perdition was that

which Paul spake of, that sat iu the temple of God
exalted above all that is called God? and what
temple of God was that in which this son of

dition sat? and whether he that betrays Christ

within himself, be not one in nature with that

Judas that betrayed Christ without ? But they

could not tell what to make of this, nor what
to say to it. So after some discourse we parted

;

aud some of them were loving to us."

Their water baptism had produced little efi'ect

to clear their vision or to enlighten their under-

standing in relation to spiritual things. He only

who baptizeth with the Holy Ghost and fire, who
gathereth the wheat into his garner and burns the

chaft' with unquenchable fire, can open the mys
teries of salvation and give faith to believe, and

divine light to understand and to profit by them.

John said, " He must increase and I must de-

crease." That which is constantly decreasing will

come to an end ; and the baptism and ministration

of the Spirit of Christ which increases, must
finally overspread all. The apostle Paul thanked

God that he had baptized none of the Corinthians,

that is, with the element of water, except two or

tliree whom he mentions. For Christ sent h

not to baptize but to preach the gospel, not with

wisdom of words, lest the cross of Christ should

be made of none efi'ect. And he told the Corin-

thians, " By one Spirit are we all baptized intt

one body, whether we be Jews or Gentiles, bond

or free, and have been all made to drink iuto one

Spirit." It was by the Holy Spirit they were

baptized, and made to drink into one Spirit, not

by the application of water upon the surface of the

body. Peter wrote to the believers that the bap

tism which now saves is not the putting away of

the filth of the flesh, but the answer of a good

conscience towards God, by the resurrection of

Jesus Christ; who is gone into heaven and is on

the right hand of God, angels and authorities and

powers being made subject unto Hifli. This doei

not prevent him from appearing in men as a re

finer's fire, and as fuller's soap to purge their

conscience of dead works and purify them as gold

and silver, that they may offer offerings in righte

ousness. It is out of hearts sanctified by the

washing of regeneration and the renewing of the

Holy Ghost, which God hath shed on us abun
dantly through Jesus Christ, the Mediator of the

new covenant, that oflForings acceptable as in days

of old, are offered unto the Lord.

From Rural He

The Furests.

What a noble gift to man are the forests ! What
a debt of gratitude and admiration we owe for their

utility and their beauty ! How pleasantly the

shadows of the wood full upon our heads, when we
turn from the glitter and turmoil of the world of

man ! The winds of heaven seem to linger amid
these balmy branches, and the sunshine falls

a blessing upon the green leaves ; the wild breath

of the forest, fragrant with bark and berry, fans

the brow with grateful freshness; and the beautiful

wood-light, neither garish nor gloomy, full of ca

and peaceful infiuences, sheds repose over the

spirit. The view is limited, and the objects about

us are uniform in character; yet within the bo;

of the woods the mind readily lays aside its daily

littleness, and opens to higher thoughts, in silent

consciousness that it stands alone with the works
of God. The humble moss beneath our feet, the

sweet flowers, the varied shrubs, the great trees.

and the sky gleaming above in sacred blue, are

each the handiwork of God. They were all called

into being by the will of the Creator, as we now
behold them, full of wisdom and goodness. Every
object here has a deeper merit than our wond*
can fathom ; each has a beauty beyond our full

perception ; the dullest insect crawling about these

roots lives by the power of the Almighty; and the
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ke; that io tbe garden we shall not gather two

wars precisely similar ; but in those cases the

ea are minute, and we do not seize the truth at

Ice ; in the woods, however, the same fact stands

Urded in bolder lines : we cannot fail to mark

js great variety of detail among the trees ; we

;3,it in their trunks, their branches, their foliage
;

' the rude knots, tbe gnarled roots; in the mosses

id lichens which feed upon their bark, in their

Irms, their colouring, their shadows. And within
'

this luxuriance of varied beauty, there dwells

sweet quiet, a noble harmony, a calm repose,

jiich we seek in vain elsewhere, in so full a

jsasure.

Those hills, and the valleys at their feet, lay

ir untold centuries one vast forest—unnumbered

jasons, ages of unrecorded time passed away while

'ey made part of the boundless wilderness of

3ods. The trees waved over the valleys, they

se upon the swelling knolls, they filled the hol-

ffs, they crowded the narrow glens, they shaded

e brooks and springs, they washed their roots in

'e lakes and rivers, they stood upon the islands,

ey swept over the broad hills, they crowned the

;ads of all the mountains. The whole land lay

umbering in the twilight of the forest. Wild

reams made up its half-conscious existence. The

ingry cry of the beast of prey, or the fiercer deed

savage man, whoop and dance, triumph and

rture, broke in fitful bursts upon the deep silence,

id then died away, leaving the breath of life to

36 and fall with the passing wind. * *

Sixty years have worked a wonderful change

—

le forest has fallen upon the low-lands, and there

not a valley about us which has not been opened,

nother half century may find the country bleak

id bare ; but as yet the woods have not ail been

lied. He who takes pleasure in the foreet, by

eking his way, and following a winding, may
3t travel many a long mile over a shady path,

ich as the red man loved.

Our forest lands of America preserve to the

.•esent hour something that is characteristic of

leir wild condition, undisturbed for ages. They

jound in ruins of their own.

actual operation, crowded with business through

the entire distance.

For "The Friend

Nothing is of so much moment as the salvation

: the soul. Anything that absorbs the attention.

) as to interfere with the constant progress of this

reat work, must be in opposition to the divine

ill, and our true happiness. We may mistake

}her matters for religious duty and service, by
hich a wrung spirit may take possession of the

eart, and deceive us. The longer a false guide

followed, the more the mind becomes clouded

nd the greater is the danger of losing a good

jndition.

Good gifts, designed to qualify men and women
)r usefulness in the church, may be misapplied

ad finally lost. Those who had possessed them
aving come under a cloud, will be among the

ist to discover the incalculable loss that has been

istained, and the extent to which others may be

ijured by an improper example. " Watch and

ray, lest ye enter into temptation." " The
pirit may be ready" and active, " but the flesh

I weak."

If we begin at New York, and pass over the

Hudson lliver llailroad to Albany, and thence

follow the line above described, we shall find a

distance of nine hundred and seventy-eight miles

of complete railroads ; or if from New York, we

follow the New York and Erie Railroad to Dun-

irk, and there intercept the above described line,

we shall find a distance of nine hundred and fifty-

five miles of railroads in daily operation.

If we start from Philadelphia, and pass by the

Pennsylvania Central llailroad to Pittsburg, and

thence by the Ohio and Pennsylania llailroad to

its intersection at Crestline with the line from

Cleveland to Indianapolis, we shall find a line of

oad eight hundred and eighteen miles in length

to Torre Haute, in actual operation.

If we start from Baltimore, and go by the Bal-

timore and Ohio Railroad to Wheeling, and thence

by the Central Ohio Railroad to Columbus, thence

by the line to Xenia and the Indiana Central

Railroad to Indianapolis, and thence to Terre

Haute, we have a line of seven hundred and

seventy miles now in actual operation.

If we start from Cincinnati, and proceed by the

railroad via Lawrenceburg to Indianapolis, and

thence to Terre Haute, we have a line of one

hundred and eighty-two miles of railroad in opera-

tion.

Combining these different lines, and omitting

such portions of them as are common to two or

more of the lines above named, we shall find an

aggregate of (wo thousand nine huhdred and

ninety-one mites oi railroad now completed, and

in daily and constant operation between Terre

Haute and the cities of the East.

Of the lines not completed, but now under con^

struction, the Wabash Valley Railroad will unite

with our line at Paris, in Edgar County, one bun

dred and fifty miles from Alton, and passing to

the valley of the Wabash, will proceed by Lafay-

ette, Logansport, and Fort Wayne, to Toledo,

where it will unite with the navigation of Lake

Erie, and form the shortest connection between

St. Louis and the lake that is practicable. It

be about two hundred and seventy miles in length,

from Paris to Toledo, and will pass through the

most important section of the State of Indiana.

At Toledo, it will unite with the Cleveland and

Toledo Railroad, and secure, in the direction of

Cleveland and thence to the East, the connections

that will entitle it to be considered one of the

'Treat thoroughfares of the business between the

East and West. Nearly five millions of dollars

have already been expended upon this line, and

nearly one-half of the whole will be in operation

by July of the present year.

It will be remembered that the junction of the

Missouri and Mississippi Rivers takes place op-

posite the city of Alton, and, consequently, the

navigation of the Missouri is flivorably carried on

from this point.

Estrada for " The Friend."

To Ihc Chnrches of Jesus Ihrougliont the World.

Friends, let it never pass out of our remem-

naked and he clothed us not; or have we been

sick, and he came not to see us ? When were the

jails so close, that he could not come in ; and the

dungeons so dark,. that he caused not his light to

shine upon us. nay ; he hath never left us,

nor forsaken us; yea, he hath provided richly for

He hath brought us into the wilderness, not

to starve us, but to try us, yet not above our

measure. He fed us with manna from on high,

nlh pure honey and water out of the rock, and
ave his good Spirit to sustain us. By night he

was a pillar of tire to us, to comfort us, and by
day a pillar of cloud to hide and shelter us. He
was a shadow of a mighty rock that followed us;

and we never wanted a brook by the way to refresh

Was God good to Israel outward ? Much
more hath he abounded to his spiritual Israel, the

proper seed and oiTspring of himself. O, the noble

deeds and valiant acts, that he hath wrought in

day for our deliverance ! He hath caused one

to chase ten, and ton an hundred, and an hundred

a thousand, many a time. None have been able

to snatch us out of his bands, who abode in his

Truth. For though the winds have blown, and
the sea hath raged, yet hath he reboked the winds
and the sea for his seed's sake. He hath said to

the winds, be still, and to the sea, thus far shalt

thou come and no further. He hath cast up an

highway for his ransomed to walk in, so plain,

that though a fool, he shall not err therein. This

is the light in which the nations of them that are

saved must walk forever."

"0 my dear friends and brethren, in the sense

of that life and power, that God from heaven hath

so gloriously dispensed amongst us, and by which

he hath given us multiplied assurances of his

loving kindness unto us, and crowned us together

with heavenly dominion, and in which my spirit

is at this time broken before the Lord, do I most

earnestly eutreat you to watch continually, lest

any of you that have tasted of the good Word
of God, and the powers of the world to come, fall

by temptation ; and by carelessess and neglect,

tempt the living God to withdraw his fatherly

visitation from you, and finally to desert such
;

for tbe Lord our God is a jealous God, and he will

not give his glory unto another. He hath given

to man all but man himself; and him he hath

reserved for his own peculiar service, to build him

up a glorious temple to himself; so that we are

bought with a price and we are not our own.

"Therefore let us continually watch, and stand

in awe, that we grieve not his Holy Spirit, nor

turn his grace into wantonness. But all of us, let

us wait, and that in a holy travail of spirit, to

prove ourselves sealed by the spirit of adoption,

unto the day of our complete redemption; when

not only all our sins, but all our sorrows, sighings

and tears shall be wiped away fiom our eyes ; and

everlasting songs of joy and tbanksgiviiig, shall

melodiously fill our hearts to God, that sits upon

the throne, and to his blessed immaculate Lamb,

who by his most precious blood, shall have com-

pletely redeemed us from the earth, and written

our names in the book of life."

—

W. Peini.

Let all the sincere followers of the Lamb, keep

close to their heavenly guide, denying themselves

and bearing the cross constantly, and he will not

Lines of Railroad connecting the East with the

West.—Commencing at Boston, and following the

ne of the Western Railroad of Massachusetts to

dbany, thence by the New York Central Road
3 Buti'alo, thence by the Lake Shore Railroad to

Jleveland, thence by the lines of railway passing

y Bellefontaine to Indianapolis, and thence to

'erre Haute, we shall have an aggregate of one
housand and thirty-four miles of railroad in

brance what our God hath done for us since He
|

permit the powers of darkness, let theui operate

' through whom they may, to overcome and deprive

them of his peace and loving kindness. Men may

vaunt over them and think to trample them under

foot, but strong is the Lord God, their Redeemer,

who will keep them as the apple of his eye, if

they arc f^iitbful to Him, and disappoint tbe de-

signs of misguided men respecting them.

hath made us a people. Hath any weapon formed

against us prospered ? Hath he called us and not

protected us ? Hath he not sheltered us in many

a storm ? Did he ever leave us under tbe re-

proaches and contradictions of men ? Nay, hath

he not spoken peace to us ? Were we ever cast

out by men and he forsook us ? No, the Lord

hath taken us up. Were we ever in prison and

he visited us not; hungry and he fed us not; The just man will flourish in spite of envy.
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The Adulteration of Food.

An article recently published in the London
Quarterly Reviao on " Food and its Adulterations/
has justly excited unusual notice among the news
paper press of this country. No question can be
of more importance to the journalist than thi

preservation of public health, and the astounding
facts there set forth, are well calculated to attract

the serious consideration of the community. While
we legislate with zealous care against the introduc-

tion and spread of infectious sickness, there has

been hitherto too little thought and care given to

the origin and causes of our dome.-^tic diseases. It

is palpable to the observation of every one, that of

late years there has been great increase among our

people, of diseases of the stomach and alimentary

canal. Dyspepsia and its kindred diseases exist

among us to an incredible degree, and while they

are partially due to our peculiar habits as a people,

the result of recent scientific inquiry would go to

show that many of them are attributable to the

constant and fraudulent adulteration of the common
articles of our food.

The origin of the article in question is curious

The London Lancet, the leading medical journa'

of England, confided, a few years since to severa!

physicians, an investigation by chemical tests, and
the microscope into the ordinary articles of food

used in the Metropolis. This examination extend

ed from the year 1851 to 1854, and its results

have now been given to the world by Dr. Hassel

Chief of the Commission.

For the purpose of this investigation, numerous
specimens of each article were purchased in a

parts of London, from the West End to St. Gilei

Each one of which was carefully labelled with the

name and address of the vender. With an honest

boldness, which puts to shame our law of libel, the

results of each examination, with the name of

seller, have been unhesitatingly published in the

results of the Commission.

The revelations of this inquiry have indeed been

most startling, and go to show that in London it

is almost impossible to procure in a pure form the

common articles of food; and that the manner it

which they are adulterated is not only one of de

gree, but of a kind ranging from the mixture of

inferior qualities of the same substance, down to

the introduction of materials prejudicial to health,

and, even to the admixture of the most deadly

poisons. From the table castor to the bread, all

were found in a very large percentage of cases to

be fraudulently altered. Out of forty-two samples

of mustard, all were more or less adulterated with

flour and turmeric—the basis of the vinegar was
sulphuric acid—the black pepper was admixed
with linseed, meal and the sweepings of the spice

warehouse—while the cayenne, in 2-4 out of 28
cases was found to be mixed with brick dust, saw
dust and red lead. Of fifty-two samples of green

tea analysed by Dr. Hassel, all wore adulterated,

and one particular kind—gunpowder, both black

and green—was found to be almost entirely a manu-
factured article. Both had a large admixture of

a compound of sand, dirt, tea dust and broken

down portions of other leaves, worked together

with gum. The colouring matter was given with

black lead, Prussian blue, turmeric or French
chalk, according to its kind. But worse than this,

it was found that much of the tea sold, was made
in London, under the most disgusting circumstan-

ces. For this purpose, the spent or used up leaves

were purchased from the hotels and cofi"ee houses

and after being admixed with leaves from the thorn

bushes and sloe trees around the Metropolis, and
dried, roasted with a solution of gum and copperas,

and put up in fancy packages, and thus extensively

The Crffee was worse than the Tea. Analyses
of upwards of one hundred difi'trent samples proved,
that in a great number of cases, articles sold

the "Finest Mocha, &c.," contained, in some cas

very little coffee at all; in others, only a third or

a fifth, the lest being made up of Chicory, roasted
carrots, red earth, or baked horses' and bullock's

livers. The milk was admixed with water, annetto,
treacle or flour, and the bread was adulterated with
potatoes, or a mixture called by the trade, " hards,"
or "stuff," consisting of alum and salt, prepared
and sold in large quantities by the Druggists, for

that purpose.^ To destroy the sour taste which
belongs to flour made from inferior or damaged
wheat, and to bring it up to the required colour,

this mixture is found to be most applicable, while
the alum absorbs a large quantity of water, and
thus adds much to the weight; of twenty-eight
loaves of bread purchased in every quarter of the
city, not one was found to be free from this adult

ration.

In all the various preparations of pickles and
sweet-meats, poisons were found in perceptible, and
in some instances dangerous quantities, and th

bonbons and confectionery were discovered to be

universally coloured by the chromates of lead, ar-

senite of copper or other similar deadly poisons.

No improvement was found when the commission
passed from the solid to the liquid articles of food

From the water filled with organic matter, vege
table and animal, to the beer and porter of the pot

house, or the vile compounds vended in the git

palace, all alike contained substances injurious to

health or prolonged life. The very drugs adminis-

tered to the sick were vilely altered, and shorn at

least, of their virtues, if not made positively worse
in their results than the diseases they were design-

ed to cure. Snuff was found to be largely adulte-

rated, and some kinds poisonously so. Many per-

sons have been deprived of the use of their limbs

through a persistence in using this article, in which
had been introduced preparations of lead, or bi-

chromate of potash, a still more deadly poison.

In a word, fraud by deception was found to exist

in all the departments of business connected with

the support of life. The baker takes in the grocer,

the grocer defrauds the publican, the publican

"does" the pickle manufacturer, and the pickle

maker fleeces and poisons all the rest.

The article in the review is fraught with a

solemn lesson to the people of our large cities,

where, it is to be feared, the same sort of rascality

is largely practised. It remains to be seen whether,

when their attention is called to it, any steps will

be taken to relieve us from what has already grown
to be a monstrous evil, and prevent the unlawful

practices which demoralize a large portion of the

community, and defraud, deceive, and vitally injure

the remainder.

—

D. News.

Paving Streets with Iron.—Some time ago the

experiment of paving the streets with iron blocks

was tried on a limited scale in New York, and the

experiment has succeeded so well, that a Commit-
tee of the Board of Councilmen of that city have

reported in favour of paving Maiden lane and Cort-

land street with the iron pavement, and there is a

prospect of their recommendation being adopted.

The iron pavement, it is said, gives the street the

finish of an elegantly tiled floor, and there is no

mud or dust from it. In Boston, the experiment

of iron pavements was tried two years ago, and it

is said to have been successful, though we have

er heard of its having been adopted very exten-

sively in that city. Any kind of pavement is pre-

ferable to the cobble stone pavement, which is al-

ways rough and uncomfortable to man and horse

THE WORSHIP OF KATCRE.
The ocean looketh up to heaven.

As 'twere a living thing

;

The homage of its waves is given
In ceaseless worshipping.

They kneel upon the sloping sand,
As bends the human knee,

A beautiful and tireless band,
The priesthood of the sea 1

They pour the glittering treasures out,

Which in the deep have birth,

And chant their awful hymns about
The watching hills of earth.

The green earth sends its incense up
From every mountain-shrine.

From every flower and dewy cup
That greeteth the sunshine.

The mists are lifted from the rills,

Like the white wing of prayer
;

They lean upon the ancient hills.

As doing homage there.

The forest-tops are lowly cast

O'er breezy hill and glen,

As if a prayerful spirit pass'd

On nature as on men.

The clouds, weep o'er the fallen world.

E'en as repentant love;
Ere, to the blessed breeze unfurled.

They fade in light above.

The sky is as a temple's arch.

The blue and wavy air

Is glorious with the spirit-march
Of messengers at prayer.

The gentle moon, the kindling sun.
The many stars are given.

As shrines to burn eart'

The altar-fires of heaven ! tur. J

Seleciei

'COULD YE NOT WATCH WITH ME ONE HOUR
'

We gird us bravely to rebuke
Our erring brother in the wrong

;

And in the ear of pride and power,
,

Our warning voice is strong.

Easier to smite with Peter's sword,
Than "watch one hour" in humbling prayer,

Life's " great things," like the Syrian lord,

Our souls can do and dare.

shrink from Jordan's side,

save,

But, 0,
From waters which alo

And murmur for Abana's
And Pharpar's brighter wave.

I Thou who in the garden's shade
Didst wake thy' weary ones again.

Who slumber'd in that fearful hour,

Forgetful of thy pain
;

Bend o'er us now, as over them.
And set our sleep-bound spirits free,

Nor leave us slumbering in the watch
Our souls should keep with thee !

BiOGRAPlllCiL SKETCUES,

isters and Elders, and other concerned membe
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 339.J

ANTHONY MORRIS.

the birth place of this Friend we find U;

He was born in 1(354, and came to Americ
in 1680, probably about its close, and took up hi

abode in Burlington, where he resided for severa

years. He was either a married man when h^

came to America, or married very shortly after

wards, his son Anthony being born in the yea

1682. About the commencement of the yea
,

1686, he removed to Philadelphia, where hr

entered into some kind of business which entitlei

him to be called a merchant.

In the 7th month, 1686, he was appointed t

Of Mil

Of
trace.
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, oess in the Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia,

,rt was bet'oie long its clerk, wliich offii'C he tilled

oJjoiue time. Anthony was cue of the willing

iBurers for the good of his fellow men, and a

'J large amount of service of this kind devolved

[jli him. Being loft a widower, he in the year

,ti9 married Agnes Boom, a widow of Cornelius

J^m, a German friend, who a few years before

id a bakehouse located in the wilderness, South

SJt from Third and Chestnut streets, and not far

ra the Creek.

jVe can trace Anthony Morris almost month hy

nith by his various appointments in religious

fjety, and perhaps may see something of his

^gious growth. At lirst his services for the

lirch lay principally in collections for the poor,

i for schools, in inquiring info clearness as re-

Jets marriage, in settling diflerenees, and in

^iing after the interests of fatherless children,

pse mothers were about marrying again. Soon,

ijfevcr, appointnients'of greater weight were put

ijin him, and for the last twenty-five years of his

i, few subjects of deep importance to the welfare

iLhelleliginus Society of Friends in Philadelphia

|ntbly. Quarterly and Yearly Meetings, wire

iimitted to the care and judgment of a com-

|,too, of which he was not a member.
kbout the middle of the year 1693, having

(lincss to transact in New England, he went
ither. Prom the certificates asked for, it is

)dent that he was again.a widower, and it would

m he must have married in his absence. He
hs not appear to have returned until the begin-

[ig of Hi'Ji. From this time to 1700, his ap-

intments are multifarious, embracing almost all

l! services which Monthly iMcetings require of

bir members. He had much unity with the

'igious labours of William Ellis, and had pur-

tsed when the time drew near for that worthy

lend to leave this country, to have joined him
her at Chester or at New Castle to have taken

last solemn parting. But William left a little

fore the time expected, in the First month, 1699,

d Anthony missed seeing him. On the l'2th of

3 following Fourth month he addressed a letter

him.

" Deae William Ellis :—I have often been

lubled in my mind when the thoughts of thy

ing from us have come into my remembrance,

jause that I had not the opportunity of taking

! leave of thee in a solemn manner, considering

w nearly my spirit was united to thee, so that

can truly say, I loved and do love thee in the

rd; and through the operation of his Spirit,

3u wert made serviceable to me. So, dear Wil-

m, excuse my neglect, for I came but a few

nutes after thou wast gone. Now, I desire thee

pray for me, that I may be kept and preserved

thful to the Lord ; for, according to my weak
ilities, I have often done the same for thee

ice thy departure from us. I send this by my
ry good friend Joseph Kirkbride, whom I hope

3 Lord will attend with his presence, and keep
n near to himself, and within his own protec-

n ; and, if it be his good pleasure, return him
'e to his family, as 1 hope thee hast gotten to

ine. With the salutation of mine and my wife's

ir love to thee and thy dear wife, I rest, and
bscribe myself, in the Truth that changes not,

Thy real friend,

ANTHONY MORPJS."

Soon after writing this, he was once more left

ifidower, but was married again before the close

the next year, to Elizabeth Watson. She was
Q only one of his wives much used in religious

siety, and we may believe that he derived no
all benefit from her sympathy and fellow feeling

in the various exercises and deep baptism that

were now meted out to him, as a preparation for

the ministry of the Gospel, to which service his

Master had called him. In the year 1701 he first

opened his mouth in this way, and his growth
appears to have been solid rather than rapid.

Without doubt he felt often east down under the

sense of tlic important work assigned him in the

Church Militant, but being humble and watchful

he at last attained to the stature of a father in the

Truth.

In the year 1701 a young fashionable Friend

applied for a certificate to London, and Anthony
Morris and George Gray were appointed to enquire

into his orderly behaviour, and his clearness in

respect to maniage. They found the young man
dressed in the height of the then fashion, with a

huge periwig, " extraordinarily powdered." They
reported with honest, straight-forward simplicity

characteristic of the time, "we cannot find but

that he is clear in relation to marriage, and debts,

but as to his orderly walking amongst Friends we
cannot say much." The young man being present

and being spoken to on the subject, made some
acknowledgment relative to his extravagant ap-

pearance, and expressing a hope that he would be

more careful for the future, the meeting gave him
a certificate. It is probable this plain dealing

had its use. The young Friend returned from

London, married in the order of Society, and ap-

pears to have been an orderly respectable Friend

to his death.

Evening Meetings on the First day of the week
had been established in Philadelphia, in order to

prevent the young members of the Society of

Friends from rambling about the streets on that

evening. They were held at the houses of several

valuable Friends, and, among others, at that of

xVnthony Morris. There appears to have been

fears relative to them in the minds of some, and

they were at last discontinued. Previously to this

we find this minute of Third mo. 29, 1702. " Seve-

ral of the evening meetings having been let fall

through the late visitation of the small pox, it is

the sense of this meeting that Friends may be left

to their liberty. Such as are so minded may
keep them, provided they be ended in due season.

Friends to beware of thinking or speaking hard

one of another, either for staying from, or going

to said meetings."

In regard to his labour in the ministry for a

number of years, it does not appear that Anthony
Morris travelled abroad, yet he was a very frequent

attender of the meetings in the neighborhood of

Philadelphia, as well as some of the Yearly Meet-

ings for worship. The traces of his service of

this kind are so abundant as to show the truth of

the testimony of his friends. They say, " he was

advanced to his forty-seventh year when he en-

gaged in this service, and having a prospect of a

great work before him, requiring close application,

he drew his worldly business into narrow compass

and devoted his time principally to the service of

Truth."

On the 5th day of the First month, 1706, he

addressed the following letter to his friend Wm.
Ellis.

" Dear Friend :—In that love which abides

and is unchangeable do I salute thee, not forget-

ting thy labour of love, and thy care over me, for

the Truth's sake and my soul's welfare. I musi.

confess now, as I have often done to that which I

received through thee as an instrument, although

the work was the Lord's, and he it is who gives

the increase. Notwithstanding I knew the Lord

in some degree, and loved the Truth and the

prosperity thereof, for many years before tliy

coming amongst us, yet many things stood in my

way that wanted to he removed ; and thou wast
made serviceable to me therein ; and now, that
thou mayst reap something of thy labours, which
may add a little to thy satisfaction, I may inform
thee that the bread thou cast upon the waters
many days since, is, in part, found again. The
Lord, if it be his will, continue to bless thy labour,

and keep thee faithful in his service to the end of
thy days; the same I earnestly desire for myself,

with all the Lord's servants and labourers that he
hath employed to run to and fro on his errands,

to call others and invite them to come to the

marriage of our Heavenly King's Son, wKo tells

us, that in his Father's house are many mansions,

and we faithfully believe the report. I shall not

need to enlarge much on this subject, to thee

especially, because thou knowest more than I can
tell thee ; but I know by experience that fathers

love to hear their children talk a little in their

minority and innocency, and if the children do
not speak together as they should, the fathers will

delight to teach them. Since I have remembered
thee, and given thee an opportunity for some
fatherly instructions, I hope thou wilt not forget

mo, for I am in want. Now I think it is time to

break off from this subject, and acquaint thcc,

that these come by our friend Samuel Bownas,
who is a brave fellow, a good workman, and hath
done great and good service here, and we are loth

to part with him; but if you have any more such,
let thy prayers with mine be put up to our Master,
that he may send them forth amongst us ; for here
is abundance of work to be done, and a great want
of workmen. Now for a conclusion : in the sense
of that Ancient Power, which uniting in love

makes us one, all the world over, when truly

gathered into it, do I again with sincere affection

salute thee, and subscribe myself thy friend and
younger brother, in the fellowship of the Gospel
of Peace, according to my measure.

ANTHONY MORRIS."

The first time he obtained a minute to travel,

was in 1708, when his concern was only to attend

the Yearly Meeting at Chester, Maryland, and
some service on the Eastern Shore. In 1710 he
visited the same places, and towards the close of

that year, he informed his Friends of a concern to

visit New England. He was diligently engaged
for about three months, early in 1711, in this

service.

In the year 1715 he received the unity and
certificates of his Monthly Meeting and the Gen-
eral Meetings of Ministers, for a visit in gospel

love to some parts of Great Britain. This visit

was principally confined to London, and the south

part of England, and was prosecuted diligently.

He was again labouring amongst his Friends in

Philadelphia, in eleven months, from the time of
his leaving them. He brought with him return-

ing certificates of the unity of those he had visited

abroad. After this, he continued much about
Philadelphia and its neighbourhood, yet he visited

Maryland once more.

His Friends testify of his ministry, that it was
" edifying" and " sound in word and doctrine."

He was " zealous and serviceable in the discipline

;

a diligent attender of all our religious meetings;

careful in observing the time appointed, and often

concerned to exhort such to amendment, as were

remiss herein."

He was favoured with general good health, un-

til after the Yearly Meeting in the Seventh month,

1721, when he was seized with apoplexy. He
recovered from its eifects, but had slight returns,

until in the Eighth month, when he was visited

by a second severe attack. From the effect of this,

his understanding seemed entirely to recover,
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although his power of speech continued much im-
paired. He at times, under the sensible influence
of Divine love, spoke to those who came to see
him, very suitably to their conditions, and which,
being well understood by his constant attendants,
were repeated by them. He said, that if, consis-
tent with the Divine will, the time of his dissolu-

tion was at hand, it would be more joyous for h
to depart now than to continue longer in the

body. Yet he expressed his free resignation to

the will of God in the matter. In a humble ten-

der frame of spirit, he mentioned the testimony

our Saviour gave concerning the woman, who
poured on his head the precious ointment,—"She
hath done what she could." He added, he was
favoured with the evidence in himself; that he
had done what he could, and felt peace. But he
added, " My hope for eternal salvation is alone in

the mercy of God, through his Son Jesus Christ
;

the only Saviour and Mediator."

Some Friends about going to an adjacent Yearly
Meeting called to see him, he took leave of them
with afl'ection, and said, "liemember my dear
love to Friends in general ; tell them I am going,

and all is well."

He departed this life on the twenty-third day
of the Eighth month, 1721, aged 67 years. On
the 25th after a meeting held in the Great Meet-
ing house, attended by many Friends from the city

and country, his body was taken to the grave-yi

and interred.

Eijypt.—The railway between Alexandria and
Cairo, a distance of 130 miles, is now complete,
with the exception of the three bridges ou the

two branches of the Nile and the Delta Canal.

The communication between the two towns may
be kept up by the line of railroad by crossing the
river in boats, but it will not be available for

traffic and passengers until after the bridges are

completed—five or six months hence. The most
important bridge is the tubular one which crosses

the Damietta branch of the Nile at Benha, and
which is well advanced toward completion.

The native workmen, on the Egyptian Railway,
are very grossly ill-treated and neglected. They
are taken away by force from their villages, con-

veyed to a distance to work, and not only are they
not paid, but it happens often that not even bread
is provided for them, so that they are frequently

seen eating the thistles by the roadside, or clover

from the fields to appease their hunger. To be
prevented from running away, they are kept un-
der the strictest vigilance, their chiefs are respon-
sible for their number, and at night they are
closely penned together, or huddled into barges
moored in the middle of the river.

At Benha, in Lower Egypt, is to be seen the
large new palace, the favourite residence of the
late Abbas Pasha, where he breathed his last.

The day after the death of Abbas, a general pil-

fering of the furniture took place, and this went
on until not a single article was left in the whole
building; tapestry was torn out of the walls,

chandeliers and candelabra wrenched from their

fixings, and not one tirture has been left; so that,

although the palace is new, it presents an air of
striking desolation. The gardens, laid out at an
immense cost, are quite neglctled, and the large

collections of birds and dogs, of every imaginable
species, collected from all parts of the world at

immense prices, were allowed to die from neglect
and starvation ; and now there is but one door-
keeper to be seen where formerly thousands kept
the place in great animation.

For •The Friend."

" That which has let, will let, until it be taken
out of the way." My mind has been frequently
drawn of late, to warn my beloved fellow-travellers
in the cause of Trutli, to beware of the letting
things that are thrown in the way of our looking
to the only sure fountain of light and life, Jesus
Christ the righteous, in his spiritual appearing in
the heart. I was comforted to see in "The
Friend," (p. 306,) some tender breathings, calcu-
lated to warn us of the danger of one of the hinder-
ing things, that has often arrested my attention,
with desires that there might be faithful watch-
men on the walls of Sion, to'sound the alarm when
danger appears. Some, at first sight, may think
it small, but it may, perhaps, in some sort be com-
parable to the mole in the earth, which, though
apparently a harmless little thing, may yet do great
injury if let alone, to the tender plants, by its secret
work, undermining and depriving them of the
nourishment which the great Author of all good
designed for them. It has seemed to me that the
many anonymous publications (on the subject of
our difficulties,) that are afloat among us at the
present time, are more or less calculated to produce
injurious efiects, though these may not be imme-
diately apparent ; and thus much harm may be done
to many choice plants to whom we are looking for
good fruits, by these secret invasions of the enemy.
There may be many good sentiments in the publi-
cations alluded to, but from what source did they
come ? If I am not mistaken, our Great Master does
not

I was a witness of events of a less peaceful char-
actor. One day when 1 went out to my wood-pile,
3r rather to my pile of stumps, I observed two
arge ants, the one red, the other much larger,
nearly half an inch long, and black, fiercely con-
tending with one another. Having once got hold

-r ,,
-, "

„
, r- •

, ,

^"^^^ "'^^'^'' '*^' SO; but struggled and wrestled aud
In the pure gospel spirit we walk by faith and rdUed on the chips incessantly. Looking further,

not by sight. I ^^s surprised to find that the chips wer^ covered

Master does
require any of us to bear a testimony in this way.

It is not the intention of the writer to bear hard
on any, but in tender love to call our attention to
this danger, which seems to me to await us if these
things are encouraged. For " that which letteth,

will let, until it be taken out of the way." Un-
sound views and sentiments may, (anonymously)
be scattered amongst us, dressed in a specious
garb, and calculated to spread discord aud disu-
nity, and yet we cannot or could not make such
secret offenders accountable to the body ; and thus
gospel order is set at nought.

A remark made by a Friend, I think worth re-

peating : " That he had made up his mind to read
more anonymous letters," for "if any one has

not enough of religious concern to venture his
name, he may as well withhold his writings."
With feelings of love, I have endeavoured to

bring these things to view, in the hope that it may
have been through a want of proper consideration,
that any have indulged in such a course, and that
more serious reflections may induce them to aban
don it. Oh, that we might in this day of conflict

and trial, remember the advice or command of
Moses to Israel of old, "Stand still and see the
salvation of the Lord," and again, " The Lord
shall fight for you and ye shall hold your peace."
Slay we not give way to mourning, and distrust
his power, and go to work in our owu wills to fight

the Lord's battles, or cuter into improper discus-
sions, and may it be our individual experience
that " the preparation of the heart in man, and the
answer of the tongue, is from the Lord." J. W.

Morgan Co., Ohio.

The Battle of llie ints.

with such combatants, that it w*as not a dud\,
but a hdluvi—a war between two races of id
the red always pitted against the black, and e
quently two red ones to one black. The legu'a
of these Myrmidons covered all the hills and v^s
in my wood-yard, and the ground was alrt v
strewn with the dead and dying, both red 'd
black. It was the only battle-field which I t'g
ever witnes.sed, the only battle-field I ever I'j
while the battle was raging; internecine war • \
red republicans on the one hand, and the bl'k
imperialists on the other. On every side t'y
were engaged in deadly combat, yet without \
noise that I could hear, and human soldiers mir
fought so resolutely. I watched a couple that w^e
fast locked in each other's embraces, in a li'e

sunny valley amid the chips, now at noon day ]'.

pared to fight till the sun went down, or life w

i

out. The smaller red champion had fastened V.
If like a vice to his adversary's front, and throia
1
the tumblings on that field never for an insti

ceased to gnaw at one of his feelers near the n'
having already caused the other to go by the boa :•'

hile the stronger black one dashed him from si
to side, and, as 1 saw on looking nearer, had aire;/

divested him of several of his members. Tl-
fought with more pertinacity than bull-do
Neither manifested the least disposition toretrtl
It was evident that their battle-cry was conqii

or die. In the meanwhile there came alon^l

single red ant on the hill side of this valley, e'.

dently full of excitement, who either had dispatil

ed his foe, or had not yet taken part in the batti

probably the latter, for he had lost none of :;

limbs. He saw this unequal combat from afar—'
the blacks were nearly twice the size of the red!

he drew near with rapid pace till he stood on li

guard within half an inch of the combatants; th«'

watching his opportunity, he sprang upon the bla'

warrior, and commenced his operations near t

root of his right fore leg, leaving the foe to sale

among his own members; and so there were thr^

united for life, as if a new kind of attraction bi

been invented which put all other locks and ('

ments to shame.

I should not have wondered by this time to fill

that they had their respective musical bands st'

tioned on some eminent chip, and playing their d'

tional airs the while, to excite the slow and che
the dying combatants. I was myself excited som
what, even as if they had been men. I have i'

doubt that it was a principle they fought for,

much as our ancestors, and not to avoid a thre^

penny tax on their tea ; and the results of th

battle will be as important and memorable to thoii

whom it concerns as those of the battle of Bunki'

Hill, at least.

I took up the chip on which the three I Lav

particularly described were struggling, carried
'

into ray house, and placed it under a tumbler
(i

my window-sill, in order to see the issue. Holdit
a microscope to the first mentioned red ant, Isai

that, though he was assiduously gnawing at tl
,

near fore-leg of his enemy, having severed his r'

maining feeler, his own breast was all torn awa^

exposing what vitiils he had there to the jaws i;

the black warrior, whose breastplate was apparenti '

too thick for him to pierce; and the dark oa!

buncles of the sufferer's eyes shone with ferocit!

such as war only could excite. They struggle,

half an hour longer under the tumbler, and whe''
I looked again the black soldier had severed tb

heads of his foes from their bodies, and their sti

living heads were hanging on cither side of hii

like ghastly trophies at his saddle bow, still app;
'

rently as firmly fastened as ever, and he was ei

deavouring with feeble struggles, being withoi
feelers and with only the remnant of a leg, aud
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, not how many other wounds, to divest him-

iif

them ; which at length, after half an hour

,
he accomplished. I raised the glass, and

3nl off over the window-sill in that crippled

Whether he finally survived that combat,

(jipent the remainder of his days in some Hotel

nvalides, 1 do not know; but I thought that

industry would not be worth much thereafter,

ver learned which party was victorious, nor

lause of the war ; but I felt for the rest of

day as if I had my feelings excited and har-

d by witnessing the struggle, the ferocity and

age, of a human battle before my door.— Tho-

'sLi/e in the Woods.

ome Words spring up in a very curious way
loh .says that the word " to chouse," is s

kish one, signifying " interpreter." Such at

rpreter or " chianus"—(written "chaus" ir

kluyt, "chiaus" in Mussenger)—being attach

lothe Turki.-^h Embassy in England, committed

le year 1(309, an enormous fraud on the Turk-

d Persian merchants resident in London
succeeded in cheating them of a sum amount-

to four thousand pounds sterling—a sum very

h greater at that day than at the present,

n the vast dimensions of the fraud, and the

)riety which attended it, any one who cheated

lefraudcd was said to " chiaouse," " ohause"

chouse,"—to do, that is, as this "chiaouse"

done. ^^^^^
I For "The Friend."

Human Prudence.

It has ever been the view of consistent profes-

I

of the Truth, that mere human prudence and

cy should not govern in the transactions of

affairs of the church, as the opposite course

iable to lead to discord and confusion, and

^

n effect, a denial of the faith. The following

jtiments of one not in profession with Friends

|iich are quoted in substance) as they seem to

bur of justice and truth, will, it is hoped, be

lad instructive, as in measure confirming the

W above alluded to. " When the end is most
|[uestionably good, we should ever then take

^t heed that the means are suitable and ju.stifi

p, because the better the end the more easily

I

we cozened into the use of ill means to effect

we are apt, while witb great earnestne.ss of

id we gaze upon the end, to be careless what
'rse we take, so as we attain it; and to think

t God will overlook the mi.«carriage in our at-

if the good. Many times, if not

and- honour do more su:pt time.s, his

attempting a good end, by bad means, than by
bmpting both a bad end, and also by bad means
I the blemish that is cast upon that which i

id, is in measure cast upon (iod, the author of

and the evil and scandal that is in the means,
last upon the end and doth disparage and blemish

I

I have, says he " known some men (and if

!ian well observes his own heart, he will find it

jre akso, unless it be strictly denied) that will

e God the glory of good enterprizes, but yet

;.h a kind of secret invitation of somewhat of

fise for themselves, their prudence, conduct, and
idom ; and will be glad to hear of it, and se-

|tly offended and discontented if they miss it;

J many times give God the glory, with a kind
ostentation and vain glory in doing so." But,
ra he, " I do know that it is his providential

lering of occurj-ences, that makes providential

liberations successful, and more is due unto his

iering, disposing, fitting, timing, directing of all

seeming casualties, than there is to that human
iDsel by which it seems to be acted : the least

lereof, if not marshalled by his hand would have

battered and broken the counsel to a thousand

lieees."

This same wise and good man testified, that " he

that sincerely desires and seeks the direction of

best wisdom, even in things temporal, does as evi-

dently receive it, as we do the outward direction

of our earthly parents. And if, according to our

belief, this is so, we are left without excuse if we
depart therefrom, by leaning to our own under-

standing, whereby we shall be led into a wilder-

ness of confusion and sorrow, and become as sheep

without a shepherd, exposed to the greatest danger

;

for the enemy of the precious life in our souls is

never more sure of his prize, than when he can

exalt the wisdom of the flesh to the producing of

a spirit of insubordination and rebellion, by which

he has ever wrought to overthrow and destroy the

kingdom of righteousness. It was no doubt from a

sense of this that the apostle was led to exhort his

brethren to bo strong in the Lord and in the power

of his might ; to put on the whole armour of God
that they might be able to stand against the wiles

of the devil ; for, said he, ' we wrestle not against

flesh and blood, but against principalities, against

powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this

in Prussia.. Dr. Ritter toolc with him to Berlin a si;

world, againstspiritual wickedness in high places.'
"

How many and painful were the sufferings of

this fiiithful apostle and minister of Christ, among
which, were perils among false brethren, of whom
he testified, that it was no marvel that they were

false apostles, " transforming themselves into the

apostles of Christ ;" for, said he " Satan himself is

transformed iuto an angel of light; therefore it is

uo great thing if his ministers also be transformed,

as the ministers of righteousness; whose end shall

be according to their works." Now, that this same

unwearied enemy, and subtle transformer, is still

seeking to exalt us in the spirit of our minds, and

to alienate us ft-om our God, and one from another,

let us be aroused to a sense of our danger of be-

coming apostates not having the Spirit of Christ,

by which comcth charity, patience, long suffering,

humility, meekness and forbearance, against all of

which, and the exercises thereof, the wisdom and

spirit of this world stand opposed, however much
they may seek to shelter theuLselves from exposure,

under the covering of professed friendship.

Ob, the deccitfulness of the enemy of our souls,

and the deceivablene.-^s of our hearts cannot in lan-

guage be described, and nothing short of wisdom

from above can enable us to distinguish between

the Truth and the semblances of it—between the

genuine coin and its counterfeit, which so nearly

resemble each other to the inexperienced observer,

as often to turn the scale of judgment in

favour of the latter. Ah, how liable are we to

mistake the false birth for the true—fleshly wisdom

for Divine inspiration, enthusiasm for zeal, false

doctrine for true, literal belief for living faith,

retaliation, scandal and revenge for a love of Truth,

pride and presumption for meekness and humility,

and finally the voice of the stranger for that of the

true Shepherd, which is the sum of all deception

Therefore do we find this language of our blessed

Saviour, " What I say unto one I say unto all.

Watch, watch and pray that ye enter not intc

temptation."

Slamjicd Envelopes—Mode of Manii/actnre.—
An account is given in the Times, at considerable
length, of the various stages of the manufacture
of this article. We have condensed portions of it

below, as a subject of great general interest

:

The paper from which the envelopes are manu-
factured is made expressly for this purpose, and
bears the water mark, " P. 0. D. : U. S." These
initials of the Post-Ofiice Department, United
States, are so arranged that they appear on each
envelope after the paper is cut. The paper is

brought in large sheets from the mills, packed in

cases, and carefully counted and marked in divisions

of fifty sheets each. This is the first counting.

When it arrives at the factory, it is examined and
reckoned again to ascertain that the number of

.sheets agrees with the invoice. This is the second

counting. It is then taken to the cutting room in

the basement of No. 1G7 Pearl street. In this room
is situated the ingenious cutting-machine, driven

by steam power. The knife, which is made of the

exact size and shape of the envelope before it is

folded, is placed upon a pile of four hundred shoots,

and being set under the lever of the press, is made
to pass easily through the whole thickness of paper,

producing, in about three seconds of time, four
hundred envelopes, cleanly and perfectly cut, ready
to receive the stamp preparatory to being folded.

The sheets thus cut are counted a third time, and
conveyed to the stamping or embossing room on
the fir?t floor. Here are ten or twelve ingeniously

constructed embossing presses, superintended by
as many intelligent and expert young women.
Each press stamps with a perfect and beautiful

impression, as near as we could judge, about sixty

envelopes per minute, after which, having been
counted a fourth time, and the imperfect impres-

sions, if any, removed, they are handed to another

class of young women, whose business it is to place

the adhesive self-sealing preparation on the outer

flap of the envelopes So skilful are the hands
in this department, that one person is able to pre-

pare and dry about six thousand self-sealing en-

velopes per hour ! After this, they are counted
the fifth time, and passed to the folding department.

The machines employed for this purpose are among
the most ingenious and perfect that wo have ever

witnessed. Ten or twelve of these are employed,
and, like the stamping presses, each is managed
by a young woipan. The press moves with the

most perfect regularity. The sheets, now cut into

proper shape, stamped, and made self-sealing, are

brought to this instrument, which completes the

process, and, in an instant of time, prepares each

envelope for use. A feeding-band is employed, on
which the flat envelope is laid ; it is thus carried

forward to an apparatus which places the adhesive

gum on the side flaps, folds the envelope, fastens

it, and drops it into a tin box which quickly counts

off its eontents into layers of twenty-five each, and
hands them over to be counted again, bandaged
and packed, subject to the order of the Postmaster

General. About fifty hands are constantly employed
in this department alone; and we understand it is

Nesbitt's intention to manufacture, in addition

to those made for Government, a supply of his

beautiful article, unstamped, for the trade.

The Tamarind.-—The Tamarind has grown in

Virginia from seeds, and is highly spoken of as

promising to be a valuable acquisition to our

fruit trees, especially on the prairie lands of the

West. Its growth is rapid, its appearance very

ornamental, and it is perfectly free from blight

and from the depredations of insects. Last sea-

son the trees in Virginia produced fruit as good

as the imported.

TJie Use of Coal in England in the thirteenth

century, met with great opposition. A lecturer

upon the subject, in Boston, says its use was

prohibited by parliamentary law, under the im-

pression that it produced disease. All milder

punishments failing to stop its use, a law was

passed making it a capital offence to burn coal.

In the reign of Edward the First, a man was ac-

tually put to death for using it.
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Application of Essence of Coal as a snbsliliite

for oil of Turpentine.—M. Pelouzc, the son of the

distinguislied chemist of that name, proposes to

use an oily fluid consisting of a mixture of carbo-

hydrogens, especially of benzoiue, &,o., as a substi-

tute for oil of turpentine in painting. He obtains

this fluid, which boils from 100 to 108 deg., Centi-

grade, by the distillation of canuel coal, by means
of sur-heated steam. This liquid is colourless

very fluid, and completely volatile, lea-^ing no

stain upon paper, and is not altered by exposure

to the light. It has a penetrating smell, which

reminds one of common coal gas; but this entirely

disappears when it has evaporated. A number of

comparative experiments have been made with the

object of comparing it with oil of turpentine, by a

committeeof the Societc d'Encouragement of Paris,

all of which have resulted in showing that walls,

wood-work, &c., painted with the essence of coal,

dried far more rapidly, and the smell disappeared

sooner, than where essence of turpentine was em-
ployed. For example, in one case where the coal

essence and oil of turpentine were respectively

mixed with three times their volume of oil, and
employed under exactly similar circumstances, the

smell of the essence of coal was completely dissi-

pated at the end of three days, while that part

painted with the turpentine mixture had still a

strong smell, and was not completely dry. The
iulroduction of such an oil would be of great import-

ance, not only in a commercial point of view, but in

a hygienic one also.—Bulletin cle la Socicte d'En-
courajcment.

Wrecks at Key West, Florida.~T\iQ whole

number of vessels that have been upon the Florida

Keef daring 1854, and also those that have come
into Key West, in distress, amount to 59, of

which 10 have been totally lost, 15 have been got

off and proceeded on their voyages, without dis-

charging, and 3 have been so much injured that

they have been discharged. Value of vessels and

cargoes, S2,-469,600 ; value of vessels, $897,500;
amountof salvage andexpenses, $211,808 ; amount
of salvage, $82,402; court expense.?, $13,352.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—Liverpool dates to 6lli mo. 30tb, Have

Liecn received bv the steamship Pacific.

The ITu;-.—The total loss of the allied army, in the

attack of the 18th, was probably over five thousand
men, killed, wounded, and missing. The Russians took

600 prisoners. The English and French reciprocally

blame each other for the disastrous result of the assault.

The French troops suffered most; their chief loss was sus-

tained not in the storming of the Malakoff batteries, but in

the attempt to stay there under a storm of grape and can-
nister from the contiguous defences. On the 21st, Pe-
lissier telegraphs, "We are actively making approaches
towards the Malakoff Tower. The enemy appears to be

exclusively occupied in repairing and strengthening his

works. A little cholera still prevails, but it does not spread.

The general health is good." The Russian government
publishes a dispatch from Gortschakoff, dated the even-
ing of the 19th, praising his troops, and announcing
that the fire of the allies had nearly ceased. A small
Russian reinforcement of infantry was moving down to

Sebastopol. The ditficulty of keeping large bodies of

men supplied with provisions, since the operations of

the allies in the Black Sea, prevents the Russians from
more largely augmenting their forces in the Crimea.
The French commander in chief calls for further rein-

forcements, and complains of the want of combination
or of energetic support on the part of his English col-

league. Lord Raglan had been sick, but was recovering.

A despatch from the Baltic, states that Sweaborg had
been bombarded by the allied fleet, and all the stores

there destroyed. Hango has also been bombarded. All

the ports in the White Sea are under blockade. The
Russian Emperor Alexander is said to be seriously ill.

The King of Prussia has also for some time been ill ; it

is supposed his reign is drawing towards a close.

GREAT BRITAIN.—The Reform agitation continues.

Layard, the Nineveh explorer, is regarded as the leader

6 9-16th3; Upland fa

were slightly down, i

mand. Welsh bars on shipboard, £7
Scotch pig iron, 73s. ~

of the movement. A great social revolution is gradually Ni
progressing in England, which alarms the privileged

I Law
classes, since it threatens to break down the barriers of

rank, and destroy the controlling influence of th

tocracy.

Commercial.—The week's sales of cotton at Liverpool,
amounted to 43,000 bales. Towards the close the mar-
ket was more active. New Orleans fair, 7^; middling

r, (if ; middling, 6|. Breadstuil's

nd dull of sale. Iron was in de-
Rails, £7 10s.

The bullion in the Bank of Eng-
land continued to increase. The money market was
easy. Consols, 91 J.

AUSTRIA.—The reduction of the army lately resolved
upon, appears to be a consequence of deficiency in the
finances of the empire. The expenditures of the year
1854 amounted to 386,046,646 florins. The revenue,
notwithstanding " extraordinary contributions" to the
amount of 197,437,348 florins, were received, still falls

short about 140 millions of florins.

NORWAY.^The city of Bergen suffered from a terri-

ble conflagration, on the 1st ult. Upwards of 350
houses were destroyed, including some of the finest

portions of the town.
AUSTRALIA.—Dates to 4th mo. 28th, have been

received. Trade at Melbourne was active, and prices

of many articles rising. In the mining districts im-
proved machinery had been introduced, and old claims
were being worked over again with profit. The increas-
ing Chinese immigration was becoming a cause of un-
easiness. The feeling was general, that some means
should be adopted to check and control it. The culture
of the grape promises to be successful. Belperrond's
vineyard bad this season produced twelve tons of grapes,
and 5,000 gallons of wine.

XUVA SCOTIA.—Halifax papers-state that immense
quantities of mackerel have been caught, and the
prospects of the fishing business were never better.

The foreign legion on Melville Island had revolted.

They complain strongly of the deception practised, both
by the parties who enlisted them, and also by the go-
vernment. A strong force had been sent to quell the
mutiny, and bring the ringleaders to the citadel.

CHILI.—Dates to 5th mo. 31st have been received.

A long continued drought was prevailing, and cattle

were dying for want of pasturage.

UNITED STATES.— r/ic Joint Fishing Commission,

appointed under the Reciprocity Treaty with Great
Britain, are now in Washington, adjusting their course
of proceeding for the present season.

The Reciprocily Treaty. The President has issued his

proclamation, prescribing a number of frontier ports,

rough which bonded merchandize may be exported
to Canada, in addition to those now designated by law.

Foreign Ministers.—Wm. L. Lee, minister from the

Sandwich Islands, and Baron Winspear, the new Nea-
politan Charge d'Affaires, presented their credentials or

the 10th inst. The former is clothed with power to

negotiate a commercial treaty with the United States.

Tlie Crops.—The wheat crop in Kentucky is said to

be the best raised for ten years past. The crop of Ohio
is also said, in the aggregate, to be a good one, and the
grain mostly of superior quality. The accounts of the

harvest in Maryland are also favourable. It is supposed
the Wheat crop of Illinois will this year amount to at

least 25,000,000 bushels, by far the largest product ever

reached in that State. The crop of Pennsylvania will,

it is believed, be at least a fair, if not large one.

The Fisheries.—The fisheries this season on the coast
of Newfoundland have been very successful. More fish

have been taken than in any season for thirty years
past.

Utah.—At the latest dates, the grasshoppers were
doing great injury to the crops of the Mormons in Salt

Lake valley. The country was suffering severely from
drought, and many of the Mormons were fearful of a
famine. Three thousand emigrants from Liverpool were
expected during the present year. The Bcseret 2\'ews

speaks in glowing language of the prospects and purity

of manners and morals ot the Mormons. Several par-

ties of missionaries had been sent out to various parts

of the world.

A'ew Orleans.—On the 8th, the steamer Magnolia, with
a cargo of 1000 bales of cotton, was burned below Baton
Rouge, and eight lives lost. The deaths in the city for

the previous week, were 160, including 32 from yellow
fever, and 19 from cholera.

Staleofthe Ohio.—On the 12th inst., there was ISfcet

of water in the chanuel at Wheeling, and the river still

rising.

Boston.—An effort has been commenced at Boston to

organize a steamship company, to run four

between that port and Liverpool.

imense coal trade of the Schul
ess to the transporters. In i

i ori-.—The execution of the Prohibitory Lin-t
the State is very unequal. In New York c i

there has been scarcely a show of enforcement
Brooklyn, it is rigorously carried out, the taverns

*

closed, liquors seized, &c. This irregularity will c T

tinue until the Courts pronounce definitely unon ',

constitutionality. ^ '

Fhilailelphia.~The immens
kill gives a large bu
Sixth month, the receipts on the Philadelphia a,
Reading railroad amounted to §382,339; expenses a

i

charges of all kinds, to $170,133, leaving a net pr.!
for the month, of $212,206. Mortality last week S''

Miscellaneou,.-Church Reforms in South Amlriea
The Archbishop ot Valparaiso has received author 1

from the Pope to reform the cloister system in his d
'

cese, and bring it back to more rigid austerity and d

'

cipline. The ecclesiastical powers have given assent I

what the press has so long and so much laboured for'
the substitution of a direct tax on property, in place I

tithes.

Scarcity of Cattle \ Canada.—The Canadian pap€|
say that there is a great want of cattle in Canada

; thi
farmers are beginning to find out that wheat growir'
to the neglect of stock, is not profitable, and that it hi
become necessary to import bullocks from the States.l

The Law of Libel, in Connecticut, was materially mi
dified by an act of the recent Legislature, by which tl'

defendant may show the intention with which he man
the publication, and the plaintiff must prove malice b'
fore he can recover damages. '

Marine Losses.—The New York Insurance Monitor h/l

complete tables, which show that the enormous sum
j

§18,972,092 72 was absorbed in the marine losses su
laiued by insurance olBces in New York and Massachil
setts during the year 1854. ;

Virginia Gold.—A lump of pure gold, of great fimi
ness, was recently taken from the State Hill mine,
Louisa county, Va., and forwarded to the U. S. Mint i'

Philadelphia. It is said to be worth 81000. 1

Large Cargo of Sugar.—The ship J. H. Gliddoi
which arrived at Boston, Mass., a few days ago, froi|

Havana, Cuba, brought with her five thousand onehafl
dred boxes of sugar, the aggregate weight of which wi)|

over two and a quarter millions of pounds. ,

Low Stage of Water in La];e Ontario.—The water ('

Lake Ontario has risen eight inches during the Silt!
month, but the lake is still five feet lower than it wai
on the Seventh month 1st, 1854.

Large Sirauberry Pa/cA.—Hammond, of Anne Arundi
juty, Md., has a field of strawberries, comprisiii

,

e hundred acres, from which he has gathered in on
day over four hundred bushels of berries. The sea

n's crop is estimated at 5000 bushels.
Monkish Orders Suppressed.—The Ministry of Sardinii
,ve suppressed 63 of the 70 Monkish orders in th.

kingdom, under the law recently enacted by the Parliai

ment, and their revenues are appropriated to the suppor
of their infirm members, and the poor benefices am
schools of the country.

,

Bank Failure.—The oldest bank in the city of London
known originally under the name of Snow,"and recentl;

as Paul, Bates & Co., has failed. Their liabilities ar'

nearly §3,000,000. From what has transpired it appear

'

the bankers lived and traded on the deposits of thei

customers, all of which is lost. I

Slavery in Prussia.—A slave case was recently decidec;

in Prussia. Dr. Ritter took with him to Berlin a slavi,

whom he had purchased in Brazil. The slave was a

'

first declared free, but after full investigation it wat
decided that the case had to be adjudged"^ according tc,

the lex loci, and the application of the slave was refused]

and he remanded to his owner.
Area of Canada.—Canada extends in length abou.

1000 miles, it has an average breadth of 230 miles, ant

contains an area of about 324,000,000 acres.
|

Embezzlement. — Tuckerman, late Treasurer of thi

Eastern Railroad Company, Boston, has confessed ti

the embezzlement of the Company's funds to thi

amount of §287,000. The defalcations have beet

going on for several years. He is not amenable to thr

criminal laws of the State, his offence being simply a

breach of trust for which he is responsible only to his^

immediate employers.
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rigiii and Ilistory of Ihc Catafombs of Rumc.

Extracted from Kip's Catacombs of Some.

It lias been conjectured by some writers, that

tise excavations were commenced long before the

udina; of the Eternal city by that race, who
,de it famous, under the name of Rome.
There are traces everywhere of a former mighty
(pie inhabiting those sites, long anterior to the

[
assigned to Romulus and Remus, when the

psire Etruscan tombs were reared, and those

liples built in Pocstum, which, two thousand

jrs ago, the Romans were accustomed to visit

'intiquities. But they were a people, all know-
|;e of whose language and records has perished.

j
Rosetta stone* has yet been found to furnish

ey to the literature of this mysterious race, and
|ir existence is only known by the inscriptions,

f
sculptures, and vases, dug out of the earth

1 filling the museums of Italy, or by their rifled

lbs presenting objects of curious study to thf

iquarian. We speak of them as the Etruscans^

i

beyond this, everything with regard to them is

lank.

t is supposed that by them these quarries may
e been first opened, for there is a massiveuess

;he character of their architecture, which ena-

3 us at once to distinguish it, even from the

iier Roman. These ancient quarries abound,

,
not only at Rome, but at Naples, and through
the south of Italy. They are traced, too, in

ily, in Greece, in nearly all the Greek isles,

in Asia Minor. But they are never found,

ept in the vicinity of some considerable and
lent city, or near the spot where some such
• once stood.

Brande, in his Dictionary of Science and Art,
3 the following account of this celebrated stone,
ch has played so distinguished a part in modern
oglyphical researches. It was brought from Rosetta,
illage of Egypt, where it was discovered by the
ich, and is now in the British Museum,
.is a piece of black basalt, three feet in length, and
lit two feet and a half in breadth, and contains parts of
:e different sculptured inscriptions

;
one in sacred

racters, or as they are termed hieroglyphics; the
ind in enchorial characters, (i. e. in those of the
atry, or in modified conventional hieroglyphics

;)
the third in Greeli. As the discovery of this stone
lented to the learned the first opportunity of viewing
Greek in juxtaposition to the Egyptian language,
It hopes were entertained that a key would thereby
ibtained to the decyphering of the numerous monu-
its of ancient Egypt. These hopes, however, have
been realized, as further investigations show that
Greek does not faithfully represent the enchorial
,
but gives merely its substance.

The Romans inherited the domains of this

mysterious race, and we find^ allusions to the Cata-

combs in their writers long before the Christian

era. The great increase of the city in the latter

days of the republic, led again to the working of

quarries in the immediate neighbourhood, to pro-

cure the materials necessary for building. The
soil of the Campagna rests on a volcanic, sandy
rock, easily quarried, and from its texture well

adapted to the excavation of long galleries, while
the Esquiline hill was undermined to obtain sand
for making cement. In this way it was, that these

crypts or galleries were first formed, until the

whole subsoil on one side of Rome, was, in the

course of time, perforated by a network of exca-

vations, which ultimately extended to a distance

of fifteen, or, as some say, twenty miles. But
when these quarries were exhausted of their ori-

ginal stores, they stood vacant, ready to be appro-

priated to any other use. And none, of course,

would know their intricate windings, but those

whose hands had formed them, and by whose
labour these excavations had been made.
Then came the advent of the Christian faith.

The arenarii, or sand diggers, and the workmen in

the quarries, were persons of the lowest grade,

and, cut off by their occupation from the crowds
in the busy city, probably formed a separate and
distinct community. There is reason to believe,

that Christianity found among them its earliest

proselytes; these " hereditary bondsmen," indeed,

scarcely calling their lives their own in this world,

would most naturally gladly welcome tte hopes
which dawned upon them from the world to come.
One of the most common figures found portrayed
in nearly all these quarries, and which can easily

be distinguished from the Christian order of the

fossors, is that of a man carrying some implement
of labour, often for the purpose of excavation, and
wearing the short tunic and scanty dress of the

slave. In times of persecution, therefore, the

converts employed in the subterranean passages

had already provided for them a secure retreat,

which also they opened to their brethren in the

faith, until it became the place of refuge of the

Roman church. In addition to this, we learn from
a number of testimonies, that the early Christians

themselves, as a punishment for abandoning the

ancient faith, were often sentenced to labour in

these sand-pits. In the " Acts of the Martyrs,"
we are told that the Emperor Maximian condemn-
ed all the Roman soldiers, who were Christians,

to hard labour; and in various places set them to

work, some to dig stones, others sand. lie also

ordered Ciriacus and Sisinnus to be strictly guard-

ed, condemning them to dig sand, and to carry it

on their shoulders." Thus it was, that the mem-
bers of the early church became familiar with
these winding recesses. We can easily imagine
how concealment in these gloomy labyrinths be-

come practicable. The earliest victims selected in

a persecution would, of course, be those most pro-

inent in the church—its bishop, or ministers, or

Seers. These, therefore, would at once take

fuge in the Catacombs, where the humbler
members of the church, whose obscurity for a

time gave them safety, could easily supply them
th all the necessaries of life. Springs, too,

which still exist in various corridors, and wells

—

some of which are supposed to have been dug for

the purpose of draining parts of the Catacombs

—

show some of the moans by which life was pre-

served.

That the Catacombs were throughout, well
known to the early Christians, is evident; for all

parts bear trace of their occupancy. AVe meet on
every side with tombs and ehapcls, paintings and
inscriptions, and for three hundred years the en-
tire Christian population of Rome found sepulture
in these recesses.

The "Acts of the Martyrs" relate many attempts
made by the persecutors of the early Christians,
to trace them in these retreats. But the entrances
were so nuiuerous, scattered for miles over the
Campagna, and the labyrinths below so compli-
cated, and blocked up in various places, that pur-
suit was generally useless. Occasionally, however,
these efforts were successful, and the Catacombs
became not only the burial-pluce of the martyrs,
but also the scene of their last sufferings In the
time of Cyprian, Xystus, bishop of Rome, together
with Quarius, one of his clergy, poured out their

blood on this spot; and Stephen, another bishop
of Rome, was traced by the heathen soldiers to his

subterranean chapel. They allowed him to con-
clude the service in which he was engaged, when
he was thrust back into his episcopal chair, and
thus beheaded.

The edicts of the Roman emperors, indeed, often

referred to the cemeteries as places of worship.

Such was the case when .iEiiiiliauus, prjefect of
Egypt, during the persecution under Valerian,

issued an edict, one sentence of which was

—

" Moreover, it shall no longer be lawful for you
or for others to hold a.ssemblies, nor to enter the

cemeteries as they are called." Orders to the

same import were sent forth by Maximian, on the

renewal of the Diocletian persecution, forbidding

the Christians to meet in the Catacombs. The
attempt, however, proved futile, and the followers

of Christ still found a refuge in their accustomed
places of meeting, until the adherents of the old

religion, under the government of Ililario, were
so exasperated that they demanded the destruc-

tion of the Catacombs. No effort was made, how-
ever, to carry this into effect; peace came once

more at the close of the Valerian persecution, and
when (he Emperor Gallienus sent forth an edict,

declaring that the ministers of the faith might
perform the customary duties of their office with
freedom, particular reference is made to the Cata-

combs, which had been seized by his ofiBcers.

He grants permission to the bishops " to recover

what are called the cemeteries." So well known
at this time had become these caves as places of

Christian worship. Even after the general estab-

lishment of Christianity, as late as the year 352,
during a temporary persecution by the Arians,

Liborius, bishop of Rome, took up his abode in

the cemetery of St. Agnes.
(To be concluded.;

If Christ is our shepherd and feedeth us, and
we are faithful in following him, our lives will

have an inviting language, and the table of the

Lord will not be polluted.
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For " The Friend."

A Friend ia Need.

The benefit of having a true friend with whom
we can take counsel in affliction, and enjny the

strenjith there is in the unity of the Spirit, is

hejond price. Margaret Lucas found such a one

in John Toft. She says, " The Beloved of my
soul, who, in my tender state, had so graciously

replenished my heart, now hid his face from me

;

and I was not indulged in those times of solace,

which I before had so plenteously enjoy ed._ I

waited and waited the return of the dearest object

of my soul, often querying, Why stayeth my Be-

loved so long ? or what have I done since his last

visitations, to occasion his thus hiding himself

from me ? Impatient, I sought him in my cham-

ber, in meetings, and in the fields—places where

I had used to receive his favour ; but these seem-

ed now to have lost their lustre, as well as, my
Beloved, his benevolence towards me. I sought

him, but I found him not. Like the spouse in

the Canticles, I was ready to ask, Have you seen

my Beloved ? I was disconsolate days and nights,

and I may say, I mourned as one wanting his

mate. Still, I thought my tears moved not his

pity, and his ear seemed deaf to all my cries

;

whilst the imperious watchmen wounded me, and

the cruel enemy upbraided me with all I had gone

through for my Beloved's sake, telling me I had

better have staid in Egypt, than thus to languish in

the wilderness. Great were the conflicts I have

met with, not knowing why it should be thus;

and fearing I was dying to all that was spiritual,

I at length resolved to make application to my
friend.

"I went to his house; and while I waited a

suitable opportunity to speak to him, the teaps

trickled down my cheeks; yet when I had un-

bosomed my complaint, I received great satisfac-

tion ; for, from his kind inquiry of my past con-

duct, I found my opinion of his friendship con-

firmed. From his tender advice, my soul was

encouraged to hope a little longer; and to my
inexpressible joy, in some days after, I felt the

influence of Divine love suggesting to my mind.

Follow on to know the Lord ; Joseph, the spiri-

tual Joseph, is yet alive. Oh ! surely here I

found again that inestimable jewel, the pearl of

my best aff'ection, and the life of my hope, with

such revivings as Jacob experienced, when he saw

the assurance of the welfare of his son ; and my
soul bowed under a humble sense of gratitude,

saying, it is enougli, I will go down, and see him
ere I die."

Notwiihstanding the peculiar trials of the pre-

sent day, there are preserved those who feel deeply

with one another, and are enabled at times to

commend the tribulated children of our heavenly

Father to him, and not to man, and to the inga-

thering voice of his Holy Spirit, which will draw
from the strife of tongues, to seek after commu-
nion with God, and to do the work he would have

them to be engaged in.

M. Lucas tlien gives an account of visiting her

uncle and aunt, who had persecuted her for unit-

ing with Friends; and who, on being restored to

feelings of respect, showed a very difi'erent regard

for her. It is a proof of what faithfulness to the

intimations of the Spirit of Christ will do, in

sol'tening the hard heart, opening the blind eye,

and removing the partition wall that had kept

individuals asunder. Alluding to the change in

her condition, she says, "It was a tiuie of true

humility, tenderness and love. My covenant was
renewed ; and it remained for some time as a

summer season, or as the time when the voice of

the turtle is heard. Yet at intervals I could not

but reflect on former days, and conclude, that the

smallest degree of my uncle's and aunt's reconci-

liation, would add to my happiness. As these

thoughts increased, so did my desire of making a

trial; and one evening I went to their house, and
knocked at the door stranger-like, as indeed I was,

not having been there for above two years. Their
maid let me in ; and I suppose I much surprised

them. They were sitting alone by the fire. I

just said, ' How do you do?' and stood within the
house, a little distant from the door. My uncle
looked very sorrowful, and if he spoke at that

time, he only said, ' I have no pleasure in seeing
thee.' My aunt said enough, and called me many
inipudencies for coming. I stood about half an
hour, and then bidding them fiirewell, my aunt
came with me a part of the way back, scolding me
as we went. I thought this was but poor en-

couragement, yet I was truly glad I had seen

them.
" In about six weeks I had a desire to go again.

I went in the former manner, knocked and stood

as before, and after a little while my uncle said,

' Thou mayst sit down.' My aunt then fetched

some books, and read several absurd passages ; to

which I only said, ' I hope you do not think that

any sect can be so ridiculous as to believe and
practise those things.' During this interval my
uncle sat at a distance; I stood a little longer

than before, and my aunt let me come home
quietly. Thus I went several times to see them,
watching for permission ; believing that to go
without it, might expose me to danger. But in

my fourth or fifth visit, my uncle said to the maid,
' Set her something to eat.' I could truly have

said that his love was sufficient ; for I was so

satisfied with this little return of it, and with my
aunt's increased quietness, that my heart was
ready to overflow. I went to the table, and before

I ate, a contrite thanksgiving arose in my soul to

God." " They continued toreturn my visits, and
behaved kindly to me ever after."

It is pleasant to contemplate the powerful in-

fluences of Divine love, both on the heart in which
it is shed abroad by the Holy Spirit, and also in

reclaiming those in whom a bitter, vindictive spirit,

has had sway. This Friend had suflered deeply

in being turned out into the world for the sake of

her Lord and Master; and no doubt her afflictions

had a humbling efi"ect, and prepared her to give

up all her heart, to the sanctifying power of the

Spirit of Christ. As she .sought forgiveness for

her past deviations, it taught her to cherish the

spirit of forgiveness towards her persecutors, and
finally to seek their restoration to a christian dis-

position towards her. Divine love, that is stronger

than all, gave her the victory, and the reward of

heavenly peace, as well as the great satisfaction of

having her bitter opponents changed into kind
and afl'ectionate friends.

Were all the professors of the gospel to yield to

the pure government of his Spirit, who came to

save that which was lost, there would be a harmo-

nious walking together in the Truth. Division,

and contention, and enmity would cease. Every
one would strive to promote his brother's good,

and to shut out all evil designs. In sincerity all

could then say. Come, brother ; come, sister, " Let

us go up to the mountain of the Lord, to the

house of the God of Jacob ; and he will teach us

of his ways, and we will walk in his paths."

"Oh, house of Jacob, come ye, and let us walk

in the light of the Lord." A blessed condition, in

lieu of the spirit of alienation.

Population, Wealth, Industry.—These, the

three sources of national power, and the rules which
govern their increase, are what the census were
instituted to ascertain. It is a little singular that

in the comprehensive and compendious volnB!
issued by the United States Government last ye I i

there is no statement showing the comparative ', '

pidity with which each is advancing, in each f

the several States. 1

From the figures therein contained, however,!
is not difficult to frame such a statemtjnt. \1

observe a correspondent of the National Intel!

gcncer has undertaken the task. In a longtal'

of figures taken from the census report, he arri^l

at the following results, which, although they sf

as precise and certain as any other sum in arit,

metic, a large part of the people of the Unii
steadfastly deny, or purposely ignore.

{

A traveller who should set out at the Texj
frontier, or anywhere else on the south-western si

(

of the national domain, and journeying toward t'

North and East, would meet on his road the f
j

lowing facts, one after another, in as regular m\
cession as the steps of a ladder : [

1. Farms regularly diminish in size, and increai

in number, as we proceeed from South to Nor]
and East.

i

2. The proportion of improved land steadily ii

creases, and that of unimproved land steadily tl

minishes, irrespective of the density of the pop'

lation, as we proceed from South to North and Eas

3. The cash value in farms, both in the aggrl

gate, and in the price per acre, regularly increai

es, as we proceed from South to North and Eas;

4. The production of corn and wheat regular;

and steadily increases, without an exception, as v'

proceed from South to North and East. !

5. The productive industry of the people, boil

in the aggregate and as individuals, regularly ii!

creases as we proceed from South to North ail

East.

6. The density of population regularly inereas<!

as we proceed from South to North and East.

7. The rate of increase of population regular!

increases as we proceed from South to North an

East.
j

8. The number of manufactories regularly in

creases as we proceed from South to North an
,

East.

9. The amount of shipping regularly increast

as we proceed from South to North and East,
i

10. The amount of capital regularly increases !

we proceed from South to North and East.

IL The number of railroads regularly increase

as we proceed from South to North and East. -

12. The number of canals and post roads regt

larly increases as we proceed from South to NorL

and East.

13. The number of telegraphs and telegraph sti!

tions regularly increases as we proceed from Sout:

to North and East.

1-lr. The number of persons who cannot read an'

write, steadily diminishes, and that of schools an

scholars regularly increases as we proceed froi

South to North and East.
,

15. The number of churches and of those wh
worship therein, steadily increases as we proceed

from South to North and East.

These are facts shown by the unerring figure

of the census. Tbey do not depend upon the con:

parative age, nor upon tbe fertility of the Statesi

for whether we proceed from the older to th

newer, or from the newer to the older—from th

fertile to the sterile, or the sterile to the fertik.

the result is just the same. This constant orde

of succession would seem to indicate some fixC'

law, or constantly operating cause. But what tha

law or cause may be, the census does not statt

Neither does the Intelligencer. Neither do w(

But we think it is written plainly enough, ani

that "in black and white" all over (he face of tbi

broad continent.

—

Albany Journal.
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Keto Hotel Ar^minciator.—Annunciators, for

Ijiels, are now very generally used instead of the

=lt of bells which formerly nearly filled the bar-

tlims of most of our large public-houses. Aside

( m the improvement in appearance, they answer

much better purpose than the bells. After a

i:ll-wire has been pulled by the occupant of the

1)11) the bell will ring for a moment, when it will

,!ise to sound, and will itself become still, so

t^it it cannot be answered unless an attendant is

psent at the time to witness it.

'N^ot so with an annunciator. The wire being

rilled by the crank or bell-pull in the room, the

jDunciator records the number, or brings it to

viW in such a manner, that it may remain per-

Jinent till it is observed, and replaced by the

pendant at the bar. A bell is, of course, rung

xienevor a number is operated. One boll, how-

.cr, in the annunciator, serves for all the rooms.

iThose annunciators heretofore used, have the

limbers painted or printed upon small number-

jites or drops, which are arranged on a face-plate,

;d concealed by a screen until operated.

A new annunciator has been invented by gen-

rmen in Buffalo, New York, which indicates the

limber of the room to be answered, by priot-

jg it on telegraph paper, and handing it out to

ie attendant, so that it may be taken by the

srvant to remind him, in case he should forget,

< have several rooms to answer at once. This

inunciator is only wound up daily, like a clock,

•;d requires little or no other attention. The

•jres which indicate the position of the type are

fleeted by machinery ; and yet it is quite simple

, its construction, aud very easily operated. J.

tile, of the above named place, is the manufac-

'rer. Measures have been taken to secure a

[.tent for these improvements.

—

Life Illustrated.

I

i The Coimtri/ of the Navajoes—Ruins of Towns

'-The Deseret News contains an account of ar

tpedition by the Mormons, to the Southern part

J the Territory, among the Navajoes. They de

:ribe the ruins of the towns and villages disco-

fered on the St. John, about five hundred miles

[lutheast of Salt Lake City :

The walls of many buildings are still standin

litire, some of them three or four stories high,

ith the ends of the red cedar joists yet in the

lill, some projecting eight or ten inches, but worn

}
a point at their extremities. Every building

ias a fortification built in the strongest manner

iiaginable, and in a style that the present age

liow nothing of; many of them still plainly

jiow the whole manner of structure, and even the

iarks of the workmen's tools.

From here wc travelled ten miles, with occa-

pnal ruins by the way, and entered a deep canon

lith projecting shelves of rock, and under these

jiclves were numerous houses or fortifications.

lie one we examined was divided into twenty-

ur rooms, each nearly square and enclosing an

ca of about one hundred and forty-four square

et. The front wall was built up to the o

inging clifl', which formed the roof, and was

irvcd and full of port-holes. The stones were

1 squared and faced, were of an equal thickness,

id laid up with joints broken in a workmanlike

lanner. The only entrance we could find was a

ole about two feel square and eighteen inches

the ground, which is the usual size of all

le doors.

From here to St. John's river, a distance of ten

liles, there were scattering ruins ; and from there,

1 twelve miles north-east, we came to the head of

canon.

All around the head of this canon, and down on

either side, as far as we could see, were houses of

every conceivable form and size ; and in places

where the soil was sufiicient, they were overgrown

with sage and cedars, in every respect like that

on the mountains around. In the centre of this

eanon, and near the head, was a building sixteen

or twenty feet square, four stories high, and built

upon a flat rock about four feet higher than the

level of the bed of the canon, and but little broad-

han the building ; to this we could not find an

entrance, and, unlike all the rest, it had no port-

holes. One large building, which we entered,

stood on the edge of the precipice, with its front

wall circular and flush with the bank, which

formed the back part, making the ground plan of

the building like a half-moon. There were no

windows in the lower story of any building, and

every entrance was made as diflicult and hidden

as possible. The door, or hole, into the one last

mentioned was guarded by two or throe walls of

different angles ; thus making a crooked, narrow

passage to the door, and every part of this pas-

sage was in full view from the port-holes of the

building, the front wall being full of them, like

pigeon-holes, pointing in every possible direction;

they were not more than two inches in diameter

on the outside, and were plastered smooth on the

inside with a kind of cement, with which the

stones are laid, and the rooms plastered, and is as

hard as stone.

The inside arrangement of all the houses was

much alike, all having port-holes in the partition

walls, and very small and obscure passage-ways

from one room to another, and from one or two

houses, into the mountain. Some on the cliffs

above were connected with those below.

We noticed there was no water about there, and

inquired of the Indians how the former inhabit-

ants could have managed? They told us that

they had heard that a long time ago there was

water running there. We asked then; who built

those houses ? They smilingly shook their heads

and said that they had never heard, but that

surely somebody must have built them a very long

time back.

For "The Friend."

War.

We find in a late number of the Philadelphia

Ledger, the subjoined just and forcible observa-

tions on the effects of war. While its horrors and

brutalizing tendencies are so well depicted, it is

however intimated that wars in self-defence may
sometimes be necessary and even justifiable. Can

the benificcnt and all-wise Parent of the human
family, hold his rational creatures justified under

any possible circumstances of provocation or dan-

ger, in thus giving the reins to their evil passions

and rushing iuto a course of unbridled wickedness,

indulging all that is vile and hateful in their fallen

natures ? Surely, when the nations of the world

become christians in reality, as well as in name,

views of this matter will prevail very different from

those now current in what are called enlightened

lands, and this scourge of mankind, with all its un-

utterable abominations, will be no more.
" The Russian War.—Previous to the last re-

verses there was a certain confident tone assumed

by the Times, and other leading English journals,

showing that they fully believed it "impossible

that Sebastopol could hold out much longer."

How far these reverses may modify this hope, we

shall probably soon learn. The successes thus far

recorded would not seem to us to warrant any such

conclusion, because it is impossible to tell what

stores and resources Sebastopol may have within

itself. All the hopes of England seem grounded

on the destruction of the enemy's rations, the cut-

ting off their supplies, and the supposed prevalence
of disease in the city.

It is not the bloody battle—not the cool and
deadly aim at the life of his fellow, that is taken
by the rifleman—not the shot and shell hurled
recklessly to produce indiscriminate destruction,
which shows fully the horrors of war, but it is the
demoralizing tone in which a whole nation is

brought to exult in the disasters and miseries of
others, even those not caused by their valour direct-

ly, if at all.

We had been taught to believe that Christianity,

if it had not put an end to war, had rendered it

much more humane, and instances were held up
after naval engagements, of the whole force of the

conqueror being turned to rescuing the drowning
enemy, and binding up their wouuds. But now
that the light of the press is let in upon the details

of its scenes, the gilding of these glowing and gene-

rous pictures is sadly rubbed off by the touches of
truth.

We arc all rejoicing at this moment, because of
a plentiful harvest, and the increasing demands for

our ships. But what was recently the joy and
glory of England ? In what was the whole nation
exulting as one of the most effective exploits of the
war, so far ? In the destruction of two hundred
and forty-one ships, four steamers, and immense
stores of the finest wheat, six millions of rations !

That which gives happiness and life to every man,
woman and child, not even carried away, but coolly

burnt, without even the excitement of a man killed

in its defence, or of a blow struck on either side,

beyond "shelling the towns at long range." And
a whole nation is crammed for a fortnight with all

the details of this, as a most glorious achievement
and source of joy. If it were a stern necessity

of war, it might have been silently done, in anger
or in sorrow, but why with gloating exultation?

Because such is the nature of war. p]ngland and
Franco are not worse in this than we should be.

Three grave-fidds, for the term grave-yards, is

hardly appropriate, with seven cart loads of dead
at one time, and the whole process of sepulture

may be observed with a good glass ; and these are

not soldiers who have fallen in battle. It is noticed

with satisfaction that they are the victims of dis-

ease, and perhaps of famine. These things are not

only watched eagerly by the besiegers, but care-

fully and exultingjy recorded in the Times, and
spread all over England as the hope and the joy of

this glorious thing the Allies call their war.

The Emperor of Russia takes cold and dies. It

is telegraphed to London in four hours. Stage ma-
nagers come before the curtain and announce it to

the audience in all the theatres, as if it were a se-

cond battle of Waterloo won. And yet, he is not

slain in war, he bears no wound, but the hand of

God in death is upon him in his own bed, as it

must be soon in turn on each one of those to whom
all this is announced, and, without a thought, the

heart leaps to the mouth, and the multitudes clap

their hands and shout and hurrah. And even the

papers and reviews revile the dead lion, and actu-

ally exult. A more brutal or humiliating thing

has seldom been witnessed. It is all the effect of

war.

Let us not deceive ourselves. These men who
exult in misery are decorous men, educated and

refined, many of them, but they are under the spell

of the demon of war. The newspaper press lays

it all bare, and we can see the system as it is, and

all its tendencies ; see its great heart throb and

beat through skeleton ribs. Thus far its savage

feelings are not half aroused in England ; its exas-

perations have not begun to be awakened. What
are the full horrors which it can produce God only

knows. But this is clear that all which gives joy
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and gladness to tlic heart in peace, awakens anti-

pathy and hatred in war ; while all that produces
commiseration, such as destruction of food, pesti-

lence, famine, death, in all their most horrid
forms, these are the sources of its exultation and
glory.

A great war always must and does tend to bru
talize the spirit of a people immeasurably, incon

ceivably. Both Napoleon and "Wellington left the

most explicit testimony on this subject. It may
be necessary and justifiable in self-defence. But
may a kind Providence long avert from us the

stern necessities and lessons of this great scourge.

It is not that we need fear the final results as to an

honourable peace. The cost of treasure, though
immense, would be nothing to us; the blood, though
more dear, would be cheerfully spilled in defence

of our country, and the green grass would cover

the field of battle. But the demoralization of the

survivors, the effect on the moral character of all,

on the civilization of all, both friends and foes,

the loss of industrious habits among the masses,

and of social, generous Christian virtues among
the whole people—these, despite all Allison may
say to the contrary, are more and worse tban all;

these are the great horrors and curses of war."

For "The Friend."

BIOCRAPniCll SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elderg, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 338.)

NICHOLAS TVALLN.

Thi.s Friend, previously to his removal to Penn-
sylvania, resided within the limits of Settle

Monthly Meeting, in Yorkshire, England. He
was probably a son of Kichard Walln, of the same
county, who being early convinced of the truth as

preached by George Fox, suffered iu the support
of his Christian testimony.

When information of William Penn's intended
colony in the Western world reached the Friends
of Settle Monthly Jleeting, divers of them came
under exercise, in the belief, that it would be
right for them to remove with their families to

this distant wilderness. The matter was laid be-

fore the Monthly Meeting for its consideration,

and in due time, as the meeting believed the step

was right, it issued the following joint certificate.

" From Settle Monthly Meeting,
the 7th of the Fourth month, 1682.

" These are to certify all whom it may concern,
that it is manifested to us that a necessity is laid

upon several Friends belonging to this 31onthly
Meeting, to remove into Penn.sylvania, and parti-

cularly our dear Friend, Cuthbert Hayhurst, (bis

wife and family,) who has been, and is a labourer
in the Truth, for whose welfare and prosperity we
are unanimously concerned; and also for our
Friends, Thomas Wrightsworth and also his wife;
Thomas Walmesly, Elizabeth his wife and six child-

ren ; Thomas Croasdale, Agnes his wife and six

children; Thomas Stackhouso, and Mary his wife
;

Nicholas Walln, his wife, and three children;
Ellen Cowgill and her family; who, we believe,

are faithful Friends in their mea.sures, and single
in their intentions to remove into the aforesaid
Pennsylvania in America, there to inhabit if the
Lord permit. We do certify unity with their said
intentions, and desire their prosperity in the Lord,
and hope what is done by them will lead to the
advancement of the Truth, in which we are
unanimously concerned with them."

Some time in the year 1G82, Nicholas Walln,
Jane his wife and their children, reached Pennsyl-
vania, and settled in Bucks county, near the Ne-

shamony. They probably were located by midsum- they are building,
mer, for before the end of that year, he was elected

|

upon the foundatu
one of the inembers of Assembly, which met in the
First month, 1C83. At this time, although noted
among the " faithful Friends," it does not appear
that he had received a gift in the ministry. It
was not long, however, before he was called to
labour by word and doctrine for the everlasting
good of his fellow men. In this service he was
much employed by his divine Master at home and
abroad, and he endeavoured to acquit himself of
the duties that devolved upon him, as respected
his own self, the claims of his family, and of the
public. This last was no light task, being four-
teen times elected as a legislator of the New Co-
lony. The first Monthly Meeting of Middletown,
was held at his house. First mo. 1st, 1683, and
it was held there, and at the house of Robert Hall,
alternately, for nearly five years, at which time
a meeting-house was built. The Quarterly Meet-
ing for Bucks, Ninth mo. 4, 16S4, met at his
house, and afterwards alternated between his re-

sidence and that of William Biles for a time. It
continued to be held with him, at least once a

year, until the year 1G95, after which it convened
at the Falls, and Middletown meeting-houses.

Early in the year 1689, with the approbation
and unity of his Friends, Nicholas Walln paid a
religious visit in Maryland. He was accompanied
by James RatclifF. On returning from this visit,

he could gratefully acknowledge the comforting
presence of their divine Master in the journey,
and that they had had " many good meetings."

Nicholas Walln had a share of the labour with
George Keith, being one of the committee of the
fleeting of Ministers to advise with and admonish
him. He bore his testimony against the spirit

under which George was acting, and signed vari-
ous of the documents issued by the Yearly Meet-
ing of Ministers and the Yearly Meeting of busi-
ness, relative to that opposing and contentious
one. About 1696, he removed to the neighbour-
hood of Philadelphia, and became a member of

what they are build ^

hether it be that wh i

wm aDide the fire, yea or nay; for of a truth,
J

Lord is trying his people, and it is a day of bul!
bling. But may we not honestly say as Job sa;
' Shall we receive good at the hand of God, a'
shall we not receive evil?' for as it is writti'
' When the judgments of the Lord are in the ear'
the inhabitants of the world will learn righteo;'

ness.' So, my dear Friend, I am willing to givetbi
a short hint of things, and who they are that ha'
laid down their bodies. Of those persons we h'
great love for,- our dear Friends, Esther Hoskii:
Thomas Duckett, James Fox, Margaret Beardsh-
her daughter Mary Gray, George Fox, Thoa,
Smyth and his wife, and son, and son-in-law, ^''

liam Harwocd, William Alaway, and several othr
that I name not. My dear brother-in-law, Janii

Dilworth, is dead, and was buried the first d
'

before our Yearly Meeting; Charles Sanders ai,

Stephen Coleman, and a great number of tj'

world's people also. '

" Now, my Friend, as touching our Year;
Meeting, it was but small, by reason of the sici

ness; but we may truly say, the Lord our Gi'

made up our want; for his living power and swe
refreshing presence was with us, to the comfo
of his,—whose hearts are true to him. He is tl

same that ever he was, and as he was good to h

Israel in days past, so we may say, he is good i^

his Israel in this very day; blessed be his hob
name forever and forevermore. Our dear Friend

,

Aaron Atkinson, Thomas Story and Roger Gi
were with us, who were of good service ther.

Our dear Friend, Aaron, being very weak by rei;

son of his sickness, was but little with us. H'
was with us the Fifth-day following our Yearl

Meeting, and I do believe he cleared" himself ver,

well, to the satisfaction of several, if not all, tha,

were then present. Now, dear William, I, seein ,

a letter that came from thee from London, ca;

truly say I was right glad when I heard it read

in which thou rememberest thy love to me, whicll

I kindly accept. My dear love is unto thee am
thy wife once more. I desire thee to remenibe

my love to all Friends that may inquire of me, o

to whom thou thinkest fit. My dear wife desire;

that Monthly Meeting. He was soon much
ployed by the meeting in transacting its business,
and, like his Friend, Griflath Owen, was a member
of almost all committees on important subjects. ,„

In the Eighth month, 1698, William Ellis I to have her love remembered' to thy wife
writes, " Nicholas Walln is well, and hath many we were right glad when we heard thy wife w:
fine children." His labour of love for their ever-

1 well. 3Iy dear love to my sister Ann Dilworth,
lasting good had been blessed, and some of them if thou seest her, and let her know that her deal
were valuable soldiers in the church militant, be- "

'"

'

- --

fore their father was called home to his everlast-

ing rest.

In the First month, 1699, he informed his
Friends of the Select Meeting, that he had a con-
cern to visit "New England and thereaway,"

children are well. My son Richard desires to hav(

his kind love to thee and to thy wife, though un-

known, and to his aunt Ann Dilworth ; and 1

desire thee to remember my love to all our rela-

tions and friends in Bolland. Sixty persons died

. .. out of that ship which came from Liverpool. Some
...igious service. This visit appears to have oc- of them were Thomas 3Iusgrave, Thomas Wilson,,
cupied him several months. Soon after his return, ' Henry 3iichel, Robert Driver, and Grace Driver,
the yellow fever broke out in Philadelphia,

occasioned a great mortality among the inhabit
ants of that city. Of this pestilence some account
is given in the following letter of Nicholas Walln
to William Ellis:—

"Philadelphia, the 22d of the Seventh mo., 1699.

" Dear Friend, Wm. Ellis,—My dear love in

the unchangeable Truth is unto thee, and thy
dear wife: for in that doth my soul salute you,
hoping you are in good health, as, blessed be the
Lord ! I, my wife and family are at this present
time. This is a great mercy from the hand of the
Lord; for since thou left these parts, we have met
with great exercises, and a great mortality hath
happened in the town of Philadelphia, and some
in the country. We may truly say it is an exer-
cising time,^—a time to drive many home to con-
sider their standing, and upon what foundation

but Grace died after she came here.

This, from thy Friend and Brother,

Nicholas Walln.'

* In England, on a religious visit.

(To be continued.}

The Power of an Elephant's Trunk.—One has
'

been apt to consider Nasmyth's steam hammer,
which can with one blow exert a force of two tons,

and with another break a nut without injuring the ,

kernel, as a triumph of human ingenuity, and so it

is ; but how insignificant when placed in compari-
son with the trunk of an elephant ; for not only can

the latter strike a blow of a ton or so, and break an
(

egg or a nut, but it can pick a pin from the floor, or

down a tree
;

project water with the force of a ,

twenty-man power forcing pump, or uncork and i

drink a bottle of soda-water without spilling a drop !
•

'
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GOD IS LOVE.

When spring with lavish bounty
Clothes earth with living green,

O'ermantling with beauty
Each quiet homestead scene;

When birds awake, and busy bees

Make music all day long
;

When purple violets ope tbt-ir eyes

And cowslips join the throng;

Then, children, sing with gratitude

To Him who reigns above,

Who gives the circling seasons—
The God whose name is Love.

When summer suns are shining

And gentle zephyrs blow
;

When flowers in beauty beaming
Around sweet fragrance throw

;

When rivulets are singing

Adown the mountain's side;

When the blithe lark upspringing

Hails morn and eventide;

Shall children then be silent.

Nor lift their hearts above,

To Him who made this earth so fair

—

The God whose name is Love

!

When autumn, in her russet gown,
Sweeps o'er the bending grain

;

When hill and valley echo back
The shout of the harvest strain

;

When earth is yielding golden store

And plenty crowns the board
;

,
Think of the toiling poor, and spare

A little from your hoard
;

That they, with us, in gratitude

May lift their songs above
;

And praise the God of harvest.

The God whose name is Love.

When wintry storms are raging,

And bitter tempests blow.

When, bound in icy fetters,

'The streams forget to flow
;

When desolatiorf spreads her pall

O'er nature, late so smiling;

When gathered round the cheerful hearth
. With tales the time beguiling

;

Then, children, look with joyousness
And gratitude above,

To Ilim who rules the raging storm

—

The God whose name is Love.

Martha L. Hammond.

Selected.

THE HEART'S SONG.
In the silent midnight watches,

List—thy bosom-door!
How it knocketh, knocketb, knocketh,

Knocketh evermore |-

Say not 'tis thy pulse's beating;

'Tis thy heart of sin:

'Tis thy Saviour knocks, and crieth.

Rise, and let me in I

Death comes down with reckless footstep

To the hall and hut

:

Think you Death will stand a-knocking
Where the door is shut?

Jesus waiteth—waiteth—waiteth
;

But thy door is fast I

Grieved, away thy Saviour goeth :

Death breaks in at last.

Then 'tis thine to stand—entreating
Christ to let thee in :

At the gate of heaven beating.
Wailing for thy sin.

Nay, alas ! thou foolish virgin,

Hast thou then forgot,

Jesus waited long to know thee,

But he knows thee not

!

i
From Rural Ho'ira.

THE FORESTS.
(Conlinued from page 355.)

[Old trees, dead and dying, are left standing for

[irs, until at length they are shivered and broken
the winds, or they crumble slowly away to a

ipeless stump. There was no forester at hand
cut them down when the first signs of decay

appeared; they had no uses then, now they have
no value. Broken limbs and dead bodies of great

trees lie scattered through the forests ; there are

spots where the winds seem to have battled with

the woods ; at every step one treads on fallen

trunks, stretched in giant length upon the earth
;

this still clad in its armor of bark, that bare and
mouldering, stained by green mildew, one a crumb,
ling mass of fragments, while others, again, lie

shrouded in beautiful mosses, long green hillocks,

marking the grave of trees slowly turning to dust.

Young trees are frequently found growing upon
these forest ruins; if a giant pine or oak has been

levelled by some storm, the mass of matted roots

and earth will stand upright for years in tlic .same

position into which it was raised by the falling

trunk ; and occasionally a good sized hemlock, or

pine, or beech, is seen growing from the summit
of the mass, which in itself, is perhaps ten or

twelve feet high. We have found a stout tree,

of perhaps twenty years' growth, wiiieh has sprung
from a chance seed, sown by the winds on th(

prostrate trunk of a fallen pine or chestnut, grow
ing until its roots have stretched down the side of

the mouldering log, and reached the earth on both

sides, thus holding the crumbling skeleton firmly

in its young embrace. The decay of these dead

trees is strangely slow; prostrate pines have been

known to last fifty years, undecayed, still preserv-

ing their sap; and upright gray shafts often re-

main standing for years, until one comes to know
them as familiarly as the living trees. Instances

are on record where they have remained erect in

death for a space of forty years. The trees de-

stroyed on the Mississippi by the earthquake of

1811, are standing to day, when nearly forty years

have elapsed, (Dec. 1849.) * * The finest

trees about the banks of our lake are remarkable
rather for their height than their girth. Belong-
ing to the old forest race, they have been closely

pressed on all sides by their fellows, and the trunks

rise in a branchless shaft to a comnuinding height;

their foliage crowns the summit in full masses,

and if not devoid of the native graces of each

species, still it has not all the beauty developed

by the free growth of the open fields. * * It

is to be feared that few among the younger gene-

ration, now springing up, will even attain to the

dignity of old forest trees. Large portions of these

)ods are already of a second growth, and trees

of the greatest size are becoming every year more
rare.

As regards the ages of the larger trees, one fre-

quently finds stumps about two hundred years old

;

those of three hundred are not rare, and occasion-

ally we have seen one which we believed to claim

upwards of four hundred rings. But as a rule,

the largest are singled out very early in the his-

tory of a settlement, and many of these olden

stumps of the largest size have now become so

worn and ragged, that it is seldom one can count

the circles accurately.

The first colonists looked upon a, tree as an ene-

my, and to judge from appearances, one would
think that something of the same spirit prevails

among their descendants at the present hour. It

is not surprising, perhaps, that a man whose chief

object in life is to make money, should turn his

timber into bank notes with all possible speed
;

but it is remarkable that any one at all aware of

the value of wood, should act so wastefuUy as most
men do in this part of the world. * * But
'ndependently of the market price in dollars and

cents, trees have other values; they are connected

many ways with the civilization of a country;

they have their importance in an intellectual and

moral sense. After the first rude stages of

progress is past in a new country—when shelter

and food have been provided—people begin to col-

lect the conveniences and pleasures of a perma-
nent homo about their dwellings, and then the
farmer sets out a few trees before his door. But
it frequently happens that the same man who
yesterday planted some half dozen branchless sap-
lings before his door, will to-day cut down a noble
elm, or oak, only a few rods from his house; an
object which was in itself a hundred-fold more
beautiful than any other in his possession. In very
truth, a fine tree near a house is a much greater

embellishment than the thickest coat of paint that

could be put on its walls, or a whole row of wooden
columns to adorn its front: nay, a large shady
tree in a door-yard is much more desirable than
the most expensive mahogany and velvet sofa in the
parlour. Unhappily, our people generally, do not
see things in this light. 13ut time is a very essen-
tial element, absolutely indispensable, in true
civilization ; and in the course of years we shall,

it is to be hoped, learn further lessons of this

kind. Close observation will reveal to us the
beauty and excellence of simplicity, a quality as

yet too little valued or understood in this country.
And when we have made this farther progress,
then we shall take better care of our trees. AVe
shall not bo satisfied with sotting out a dozen
naked saplings before our door, because our
neighbour on the left d^d so last year, nor cut down
a whole wood, within a stone's throw of our dwel-
ling, to pay for a Brussels carpet from the same
place as our neighbour's on the right : no, we shall

not care a stiver for mere show and parade, in any
shape whatever, but we shall look to the general
proprieties and fitness of things, whether our
neighbours to the right or the left do so or not. *

There is also another view of the subject. A
careless indiflcrence to any good gift of our
gracious Maker, shows a want of thankfulness,
as any abuse or waste, betrays a reckless spirit of
evil. It is strange, that one claiming to be a ra-

tional creature, should not be thoroughly ashamed
ot the spirit of destructiveuess, since the principle

itself is clearly an evil one. Let us remember,
that it is the Supreme Being who is the Creator,
and in how many ways do we see his gracious pro-

vidence, his Almighty economy, desiring to work
progressive renovation in the humblest objects,

when their old forms have become exhausted by
Time ! There is also something in the care of
trees which rises above the common labours of hu.s-

bandry, and speaks of a generous mind. We
expect to wear the fleece from our flocks, to drink

the milk of our herds, to feed upon the fruits of

our fields ; but in planting a young wood, in pre-

serving a fine grove, a noble tree, we look beyond

ourselves to the band of household friends, to our

neighbours—ay, to the passing way-farer and
stranger who will share with us the pleasures they

give, and it becomes a grateful reflection that long

after we are gone, those trees will continue a good

to our fellow-creatures for more years, perhaps,

than we can tell.

Use Copperas.—The papers are everywhere
rging the free use of copperas as a disinfecting

gent. It is a cheap article, costing only three

cents per pound, and can be found at the druggists'

nd many of the larger grocery stores. A couple

of pounds may be dissolved in ten quarts of water,

and the solution poured into sinks, gutters, cess-

pools, and all other filthy places, with good effect.

We advise all housekeepers to purchase five, ten, or

fifteen pounds, and make a free use of it as above

recommended. Cholera or no cholera, their dwell-

ings and out buildings will contain a purer atmos-

phere after the use of copperas.

—

Exchawjc.
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every moment that, with a powerful blow of Lr
of his paws, he would break in some part of t ;

palanquin, and drag me out for his devouriT •

But another butting of his head against the palt
quin rolled it over on its convex top, and theit
rocked to and fro like a cradle. All this whil|[

was obliged, of course, to turn my body with ^
'

evolutions of the palanquin itself; and every ti^ -

I moved I dreaded lest it should provoke so|)

fresh aggression. The beast, however, want^
sagacity, did not use his powerful paw as I expt}.

ed, and, giving it up in despair, set up a hide(»

howl of disappointment, and slinked off in the
j

rection from whence he came.
;

" I rejoiced, as may be well imagined, at i[-

cessation of all sound and smell to indicate
|

presence ; but it was a full quarter of an hour 1) .

fore I had courage to open a side door, and ji j

my head out to see whether he was gone or nl i

Happily, he had entirely disappeared, and I Vi\

instantly relieved. The next course to be cd (

sidered was whether I was to got out and walk I

Bombay, a distance of four miles, now near m\ •

night, or whether I should again close my doc]

and remain where I was. I deemed this the safi|

plan, and remained accordingly; when, about k!

an hour after midnight, all my bearers returnej

with several peons, or foot soldiers, and musket I

pistols, lances, and sabres enough to kill a dozi' '

tigers; but these were too late to be of any usel

From the Journal of George Fox.

" The beginning of the Third month, [1687,] 1

returned to London, and continued there till after

the Yearly Meeting, which began on the 16ih of

the same, and was very large, Friends having

more freedom to come up out of the counties to

it, by reason of the general toleration and liberty

now granted. The meeting lasted several days;

and at the close thereof it was upoa me to write

the following linos, to be dispensed amongst

Friends everywhere as— ' A word of counsel and

caution to them to walk circumspectly in this

time of liberty :'

—

" Dear Friends and Brethren in the Lord Jesus

Christ,—The Lord by his eternal arm and power,

having supported you in all your sufferings, and

great spoiling of goods, and tedious imprisonment,

only for serving and worshiping the living God

that made you; who gave up wife and children,

and goods, and suffered the spoil of them, and im-

prisonment for his truth and name's sake;—the

Lord by bis infinite power and mercy, having been

pleased to open the king's heart towards you, by

which you are set at liberty from jails, and the

spoilers of your goods are stopped, whereby ye

may follow your callings, confess Christ Jesus,

and call him Lord by "the Holy Ghost, in your

assemblies and meetings, without being cast into

jails, or having your goods spoiled; a great con-

cern lies upon me from the Lord, to write unto

you, dear Brethren, that none may abuse this

liberty, nor the mercies of the Lord, but prize

them ; for there is groat danger, in time of liberty,

of getting up into ease, looseness and false liberty.

And now, seeing that ye have not the outward

persecutions to war with in sufferings, with the

spiritual weapons, keep down that which would

not be subject to Christ; that He, the Holy One,

may roiga in your hearts; that your lives, con-

versations, and words, may preach righteousness

and truth ; that ye may all show forth good ensam-

ples of true believers in Christ, in virtue and ho-

liness, answering that which may bo known of

God in all people, that ye are the sons and daugh-

ters of God; standing fast in that righteous, holy

liberty in Clirist, the just and Holy One, that has

made you free over the loose or false; shunning

vain disputes, and foolish questions of men of

corrupt minds ; for the serpent was the first ques-

tioner of Eve, who drew her and Adam out of the

truth. Therefore, as ye have received Christ, live

and walk in Him, who bruises the serpent's head,

who is your safe sanctuary, in whom ye have

election, reconciliation and peace with God. There-

fore, live in the peace which ye have from Christ,

which is not of this world ; be at peace one with

another, and seek the peace of all men in Christ

Jesus ; for blessed are the peace-makers. Labour

to exercise a good conscience towards God, in obe-

dience to him, in what he requires ;
and in doing

to all men the thing that is just and honest; in

your conversations and words giving no offence to

Jew or Gentile, nor to the church of God. So ye

may be as a city set on God's Sion, a hill, which

cannot be hid; and may be lights to the dark

world, that they may see your good fruits, and

glorify your Father, which is in heaven ; for he

is glorified in your bringing forth good fruits, as

ye abide in Christ the vine, in this his day of life,

power and light, that shines over all. Therefore,

all you that believe in the light, walk in the

light, as children of the light, and of Christ's

everlasting day ; that in the light ye may have

fellowship with the Father and the Son, and one

with another; keeping in the unity of his Holy

Spirit, in the bond of iiis holy peace, in his church

that he is head of. My desire is, that God's wis-

dom everywhere may be justified of her children,

and that it may be shown forth in meekness, and

in the fear of the Lord in this his day. Amen.
G. F."

Pirilous Adventure with a Tiger.

J. S. Buckingham, in his "Autobiography,"

relates an extraordinary adventure he once had

with a tiger in India. He had gone to dine some
seven or eight miles from Bombay; and having

an appointment at home in the morning, and the

night being remarkably fine, and with a brilliant

moonlight, he declined the invitation of his host

and hostess to remain with them over night, but

set out at ten o'clock, in his palanquin, on his re-

turn to Bombay.
" A great portion of the way," he says, " lay

over a level plain of some extent; and while we
were in the midst of this, the bearers, of whom
there were eight ; four to carry, and four for a

relay, with two niussaidjees, or lantern-bearers,

who carry their lights in the moonlight as well as

in the dark, as a matter of eti([uette, which it is

thought disrespectful to omit; in short, the whole

party of ten in an instant disappeared, scattering

in all directions, and each running at his utmost

speed. I was perfectly astonished at this sudden

halt, and wholly unable to conjecture its cause,

and all my calling and remonstrance was in vain.

In casting my eyes behind the palanquin, however,

I saw, to my horror and dismay, a huge tiger in

full career toward me, with his tail almost perpen-

dicular, and with' a growl that indicated too dis-

tinctly the intense satisfaction with which he an-

ticipated a savoury morsel for his hunger. There

was not a moment to loose, or to deliberate. To
get out of the palanquin and try to escape, would

be running into the jaws of certain death. To re-

main within was the only alternative.

" The palanquin is an oblong box or chest, about

six feet long, two feet broad, and two feet high.

It has four short legs for resting it on the ground,

three or four inches above the soil. Its bottom

and sides are flat, and its top is gently convex to

carry off the rain. By a pole projecting from the

centre of each end the bearers carry it on their

shoulders, and the occupant lies stretched on a

thin mattrass on an open cane bottom, like a couch

or bed, with a pillow beneath his head. The mode
of entering and leaving the palanquin is througb

a square opening on each side, which, when the

sun or rain requires it, may be closed by a sliding

door. This is usually composed of Venetian

blinds, to allow light and air, in a wooden frame,

and may be fastened if needed, by a small brass

hook and eye. Every thing about the palanquin,

however, is made as light as pos.sible to lessen the

labour of the bearers; and tliere is no part of the

pannelling or sides more than half an inch thick,

if so much. All I could do, therefore, was in the

shortest possible space of time to close the two

sliding doors, and lie along on my back. I had

often heard that if you suspend your breath, and

put on the semblance of being dead, the most fe-

rocious of wild boasts will leave you. I attempted

this, by holding my breath as long as possible, and

remaining as still as a recumbent statue. But I

found it of no avail.

" The doors were hardly closed before the tiger

was alongside, and his smelling and snorting were

horrible. He first butted one of the sides with his

head, and, as there was no resistance on the other,

the palanquin went over on its beam ends, and lay

perfectly Hat, with the cane bottom presented to

the tiger's view. Through this and the mattress,

heated, no doubt, by my lying on it, the odour of

the living flesh came out stronger than through the

wood, and the snuffing and smelling were repeated

with increased strength. I certainly expected

Selected. '

Little Troubles.
j

" Many sensitive and fastidious natures are wo>j

away by the constant friction of what are calkJ

little troubles without any great affliction, thti i

feel that all the flower and sweetness of their li

'

is fiided, their eye grows dim, their cheek carj

worn, and their spirit loses hope and elasticity, at!

becomes bowed with premature age, and in tlj
<

midst of tangible and physical comfort, they aij

restless and unhappy. The constant uudercurrct|

of little cares and vexations, which is slowly wearinl

out the finer springs of life is seen by no one
'

scarcely ever do they speak of these things to the;;

nearest friends. Yet were there a friend, of ,

spirit so discerning as to feel and sympathise H

all these things, how much repressed electric rest

lessness would pass off through such a sympathisinj

mind.

Yet among human friends this is rarely mc
,

with, for minds are so diverse that what is a tri:

and a care to one, is a matter of spoi't and amusi

ment to another, and all the inner world breathe]

into a human ear, only excites a surprised or cor (

temptuous pity. To whom then shall the soi

turn—who will fiel that to be affliction, whic

each spirit knows to be so ? If the soul shut i<'

self within itself, it becomes morbid; the fine chordj

of the mind and nerves, by constant wear, beconii

jarring and discordant; hence fretfulness, discoijl

tent, and habitual irritability, steal over thesincerlj

Christian.

But to the Christian who really believes in th

agency of God in the smallest events of life, ami

confides in his love and makes his sympathy hi
,

refuge, the thousand minute cares and perplexitiel

of lile become each one a fine afliliating bond be!

tween the soul and its God. Christ is known noj

by abstract definition, and by high-raised conoepii

tions of the soul's aspiring hours, but known as

;

man knoweth his friend; he is known by th(

hourly wants he supplies—known by every can

with which he momentarily sympathises, every ap'

prehension which he relieves, every tcmptatioi

which he enables us to surmount. We learn U.

know Christ our Saviour, as the infant child learni

to know its mother and father, by all the helpless
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se(a
•

nc| and all the dependence which are incident to

hiiife; and aa we go on thus year by year, and

fid in every changing situation, in every reverse,

iolpery trouble, from the lightest sorrow to those

wbh wring our soul from its depths, that He is

e(|illy present, and that his gracious aid is equally

adi|uatc, our faith seems gradually almost to

"

ht, and His sympathy, love, and care,

to us more real than any other source of ro-

liiice ; and thus multiplied cares and trials bc-

coje new avenues of acquaintance between us and

Hjven." ___^„^^__
' The Practical Science of Candle-making;.

'he Belmont candle factory—in that curious

I,.jdoa district, Vaushall—presents a famous

ejimple of applied chemical science. llather

Biie than forty years ago, Chcvreul, the French

cl;iuist, announced to the Academy of Sciences

tl ini]rorlant fact, that fatty bodies are of a coni-

]M 11(1 kind. He it was who first pointed out that

tills ]iot a simple organic substance, but a salt

foiled of animal acid (margaric acid), combined

W|l) an animal base, in such a state as to be se

V(|ible, the acid then being obtained separately

TIs discovery—the essential base of the modern

aijof candle-making, tjie fatty acid set free from

tH le?s inflammable base, being wonderfully

ptved as regards its burning properties—led to

tl' vast extension, in this country, of the stearic

Oldie manufacture, so ably represented by what

isjo well known as " Price's Patent Candle Com-

psy
;" and it is to the obtainmeut of this acid in

ibure hard state, and at the cheapest possible

mmfacturing cost, that the candlemaker's chemist

b; since given his almost undivided attention.

I'his point gained, Chevreul, still pursuing his

iijject, came upon another fatty acid—oleic acid

-Originally developed in lard. Putting these

)(ely scientific researches into the workman's
bids, as in all such transitions, was a task of

;iit difficulty, and it was not until a very few

nirs ago that these discoveries, in fact, assumed
t [really practical and commercially valuable

Acting upon Chevreul's suggestion, M. de

t ly, a Parisian candle-maker, set to work to

ngage the acids from their base, "glycerine,"

boiling the raw material, tallow, with thin

m of lime, on the principle of what is now
(ined "lime saponification." The glycerine

l|3olved in the water, the fatty acids combining
ph the lime. Sulphuric acid is then used for

ijtroying this combination ; the acid seizing on
t lime, and setting free the fatty acids, pressure

ipg finally employed to obtain the solid mass,

thus far the French led the way in this curious

i|uufacture ; but, in 1829, our countrymen
Ipped in. At that date, Mr. James Soames
anted a plan for separating the solid and liquid

ts of cocoa-nut oil, and this process subse-

!ntly became the property of Messrs. Price,

were induced to establish large cocoa-nut

•nel crushing mills in Ceylon, to keep up their

iply of the now necessary cocoa-nut oil. Large
ntations of cocoa-nut trees were made in Ceylon;

1 of these, now coming into bearing, Messrs.

ice possess above 1,000 acres. The oil is ob-

ned from the fruit by drying the kernel, and
in crushing it under edge-stones—the reduced
iss being subjected to cold pressure, for obtain-

; the best portion of the valuable oil, and after-

irds to hot pressure for getting out the whole
ainable oleaginous matter.

The Solid matter resulting from this pressure,

the cocoa-nut stearine, was, in itself, a step in

Vance of the tallow product; but the candles

w known as " composite," so independent of

snuffers, were yet undiscovered. In 1840, Mr. J,

P. Wilson, anxious to produce economical self

snuffing candles, for the particular purpose of the

illuminations on her majesty's marriage, found
that cocoa-nut stearine, mixed with the newly-dis-

covered stearic acid, produced candles burnino

with a good light, with the great advantage of

requiring nosnuffing attendance. They are the can-

dles made on this general principle that we now
find in every grocer's shop, and in every dwelling-

house, whose darkness is as yet undispelled by the

brilliancy of gas.

Later chemical discovery—for it must be re-

membered that the whole routine has been the

result of a continued chain of the elegancies of

chemical research—led to the distillation of fats,

previously acted upon by sulphuric acid, or by
nitrous gases. The raw material now used is

palm oil, and in the existing refinement of the

process, six tons of palm oil are subjected to the

action of 6f cwts. of concentrated sulphuric acid,

at a temperature of 350° Fahr. Under this treat-

ment the glycerine is decomposed, sulphurous acid

gas is evolved to a considerable extent, and the

fat is changed into a mixture of fat acids, dark in

colour, and possessing an elevated melting point.

The product is washed, and it is then deposited

in a still, from which the air is excluded by the

agency of stearine.

In its original condition, palm oil is of a bright

orange red tint, as thick as butter. After the

acidulous treatment and the washing, it is changed

to a hard black mass. The distillation separates

this into the pure acids, brought over in the form

of vapour, and the charred refuse matter left

behind in the still. The distilled mass may be

used for making cheaper classes of candles ; or by
being subjected to severe pressure, cold and then

hot, it is brought into the condition necessary for

making the Belmont sperm candles.

The cotton used as the wick is plaited, and then

dipped in a solution of borax. It is this plaiting

which gives the wick the slight curvature at the

flame, and the preparation with borax renders the

cotton somewhat less combustible, except at the

point which we find is always bent over to the edge

of the flame, where it is in contact with the air,

and is consumed. The moulding of the fatty

matter, or the disposition of the combustible mass

round the wick, is effected in a frame, which has

attached to it a box, with a wick bobbin for each

mould, the movement being so contrived, that the

action which expels one set of moulded candles,

draws off enough wick for the succeeding opera-

tion. Of course, each candle is moulded upon the

free end of the wick length, and the severance is

effected by the agency of a traversing knife. For-

ceps are employed to hold each wick over the

centre of its mould, the axis of the two being

made to coincide with accuracy. In this condi-

tion, the mould is run through a steam-heated

chamber to warm it, the required temperature

being reached by the time the mould arrives at

the tiller. The filled mould then passes onwards,

and, when cool enough to admit of the withdrawal

of the forceps without injury to the moulded mass,

the superfluous fat is removed, prior to the mould
being emptied. All these motions are performed

by means of guide railways—-a clockwork precision

being observed throughout the operation. Each
apparatus contains 200 moulds, each mould having

18 inch bobbins, which, when full, bold 60 yards

of wick.

Chemistry has done more for the candle manu-
facture than mechanics. 3Iuch yet remains to be

done in the manipulatory processes, for at present,

some wicks will get out of the candle's centre,

whilst the bottoms occasionally turn ouk to be

hollow. Hence, the very best candles are yet
made by the old band system.

During the early part of the present year, Mr.
G. F. AVilson, the managing director of the works,
introduced castor oil as a new and economical
material for this manufacture. Castor oil, when
treated with hypo-nitric, nitrous, or sulphurous
acid, solidifies, and furnishes what is called " pal-

mine." This palmine, when used after being
pressed, is well suited for hardening tallow, as
well as for mixing with wax. In making compo-
site candles with it, it is mixed with an equal
amount of hard fat acid.

In 1852, the Belmont works employed some-
whore about 1,000 hands, turning out upwards of
100 tons of caudles a week, of a value of £7,000
or £8,000. Since that lime, the works have been
surprisingly increased, the number of the em-
ployed being 2,000, working upon a capital of

£700,000. They cover two acres of ground, be-

sides further space at the Battersea offshoots.

But this extension was not e(jual to the neces-
sities of demand, and an enormous branch from
the parent undertaking has been just now got to

work near Liverpool. The new works are named
from Bromboiough Pool, at which point on the
Mersey they are placed. Here the vast area of

of acres is actually roofed in with corrugated iron;

fourteen steam boilers being fitted up to supply
the great steam-heating power required in works
of this kind.

These works, like their progenitors in London,
are perfect models of good arrangement and ma-
nagement, and they approach about as near to the
perfection of combined industrial operation as any
existing example of the great factory system of
modern times.

—

Fract. jVcch. Journal, Glasgow.

South American Indian Dogs.—A recent tra-

veller in South America, who accompanied a
number of Jumna Indians on a tapir hunt, says

that besides the hunters, their party was composed
of most of the women and boys of the village,

together with a score or two of dogs. Of the lat-

ter, he adds :
—"These dogs were curious creatures

to look at. A stranger, ignorant of the customs
of the Jumnas, would have been at some loss to

account for the peculiarity of their colour. Such
dogs I have never seen before. Some were of a
bright scarlet, others were yellow, others blue,

and some mottled with a variety of tints. What
could it mean ? But I knew well enough. The
dogs were dyed. Yes, it is the custom among
many tribes of South American Indians to dye not
only their own bodies, but the hairy coat of their

dogs, with brilliant colours obtained from vegeta-

ble juices, such as the red huitoc, the yellov?

)coa, and the blue of tiie white indigo. The
ght gray, often white, hair of these animals

favours the staining process; and the eft'eet pro-

duced pleases the eye of their savage masters.

On my eye the effect was strange and fantastical.

I could not restrain my laughter when I first

scanned these curs in their fanciful coats. Pic-

ture to yourself a pack of scarlet, and orange, and
purple dogs

!"

Gumming Saws.—A. G. Drake, of Sturgis,

Mich., informs us that a piece of sheet iron. No.
1(5 in size, and made into a circular plate 16 inches

in diameter, and placed in a wooden collar, which
comes within 2 J inches of its edge, to support it,

d then made to receive a high velocity, will cut

the teeth of a buzz saw in a superior manner and
in one-half the time required by common gum-
mers. The edge of the sheet-iron disk must be

smooth, and the saw must be moved cautiously

and steadily towards it.

—

Scienlijic American.
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A Magnetic Telegraph Witlwut Wires.—An
Italian gentleman at Turin has just discovered and
shown, by numerous successful experiments, as is

reported, that the railway track makes an excellent

substitute for the telegraph wires, and that any
train carrying along with it a small battery and
apparatus, can communicate to and fro with the

stations before and behind while going at full speed.

This application of tlie telegraph will probably be
immediate, universal and of immense value. One
train meeting another can communicate directly

with it, and though both approaching each other

at the rate of sixty to a hundred miles an hour,

they can herald their coming to each other at an

infinitely greater speed, converse backward and
forward, and make arrangements for passing or

Slopping as they draw near. If anything detains

a train, it can telegraph its whereabouts, if an ac-

cident or obstruction occurs, it can send for assist-

ance, and warn trains approaching or overtaking.

Properly managed, this would make collisions

almost impossible, and the probabilities of accident

inhnitely less; since the moving train could then

be communicated with at any moment, and from
any part of the track. There would then only re

quire the discovery of some combination of sub
stances suiEciently simple and universal by which
a magnetic current can at any moment be commu-
nicated along the railroad track from any point, so

as to excite the attention of the operator in the cars.

A premium ofl'ercd would without doubt soon se-

cure the best method of eft'ecting this.

Since writing the above, we learn that the me-
thod in which the Italian gentleman transmits his

messages is not yet made public. This, however,
is of small matter, if the above facts are true. If
the magnetic fluid can be transmitted along an or-

dinary railroad, instead of p:issing down into the
earth, our operators will find no difficulty in making
it talk. The rails being laid on wooden sleepers,

so long as they and the surrounding earth are dry,

we have little doubt that communication may be
cifected. Where, however, the iron touches ground
naturally damp, or wet by a shower of rain, we
doubt, the success of the experiment. When the
lines are out of order on the arrival of a steamer,
it may prove possible sometimes to transmit the

news along the railroad tracks past the break.

SUMJIARV OF EVEiVTS.
EUROPE.—News from England to the 7th inst. There

is uothing of importance from the se.it of war in the
Crimea. No new movements had taken place on the
part of the allies. The details of the recent repulse
show that the English and French were greatly deceived
as to the state of the defences which they attempted to
carry. It is stated as a singular incident, that during
the contest, Gen. Eyre, with 2000 British troops, pene-
trated into the suburbs of Scbastopol itself, and held
possession of the houses in one street for seventeen
hours; but being unsupported, he retired at night-
fall. Lord Raglan, who was believed to be recovering
from his indisposition, sunk finally under his disease,
and e.\-pired on the 2ath ult. He was 67 years of age,
and in early life had seen much active service, and been
a prominent actor in many scenes of deadly strife. Sir
George Simpson has succeeded to the chief command of
the British forces. Russian prisoners state that there
were 15,000 wounded men in Sebastopol, who cannot
be sent away at present, on account of the investment
of the place. Cholera was al.so making sad ravages
among the garrison. Careful estimates show that the
war has already caused the sacrifice of about half a
million of men, and yet no general or decisive engage-
ments have taken place.

FRANCE.—An extraordinary session of the French
Legislature convened on the 2d inst. The Emperor
demanded a new loan of 750 million francs to cany on
the war, which was voted by the Legislature. No ex-
traordinary levy for the army was required, but 140,000
men of the class 1855 were called under arms. In-
creased taxation on spirits, railway passengers and
goods, &c., is proposed so as to produce about seventy

SPAIN.—Disturbances continue. A rising had taken
place in Catalonia. The insurgents still held Barcelona.

The outbreak at present seems more like a riot than an
insurrection. The French Emperor is stated to have
expressed a determination to prevent any attempt to

depose Queen Isabella.

ITALY.—In Sardinia, much depression of feeling

exists on account of the mortality that has befallen the
Sardinian troops in the Crimea.
PRUSSIA.—The King was reported to be recovering.
TURKEY.—A most disastrous conflagration had oc-

curred at Constantinople. Some hundreds of houses
were burned.

GREAT BRITAIN.—The introduction of a bill into

Parliament by Lord Grosvenor, which proposed to re-

strict the working people in some of their usual pur-
suits and enjoyments on the first day of the week, had
produced very formidable manifestations of popular in-

dignation in London. The bill had to be withdrawn
by its author, in order to appease the popular tumult
created by it. Commercial.—CoUon.—Sales of the week
amount to 45,000 bales at a slight decline in price.

.Brearfs(i/#«.—Generally dull of sale. Corn had declined
25. per quarter. Wheat and flour but little changed in

price. The accounts of the growing crops were still

favourable. The iron market was active, and prices
unchanged.
London Money Marlcet.—Consols, 91J. Considerable

gold was going to France. The bullion in the Bank
was not, however, sensibly diminished.
CHINA.—Political affairs at Canton were but little

changed
; but at Covvkong, where the rebels had assem-

bled in large numbers, the Imperialists have obtained
some advantages, and have retaken the iKJwn of Shan-
tuck. Piracy prevails to a great extent, and prevents
native vessels trading to Canton from other points on
the coast. The poorer classes are suffering great pri-

vations, and many have perished from want in and about
Canton.
SIERRA LEONE.—An arrival at New York brings

dates to the 3d ult. The British expedition against
the native chief on the Mallaghea river, had met with a
disastrous defeat, many of the troops having been killed

or captured. A number of British subjects had also

been seized by the natives oa the Rio Nunez. The
sloop of war Ferret had been despatched after them.
UNITED STATES.—Treaty WiM the Sandiokh Islands.

—The Washington Union says, " We understand that
the Secretary of State and the Hon. W. L. Lee, his

Hawaiian iMajesty's minister to this government, yester-
day signed a treaty of commercial reciprocity between
the United States and the Sandwich Islands."

The Wheat Crop.—There is a general concurrence in

the opinion, that the crop of the present year is a good
one, but when figures are resorted to in order to repre-
sent the quantity raised, the vague character of these
estimates is soon apparent. Some estimate the total

crop of the United States as high as 155 millions of
bushels; others as low as 115 millions.

State of the Ohio.—On the 20th, there was four feet

two inches water in the channel at Pittsburg, and falling.

Manchester, X. II.—Oa the 15th, the Slanchester Cor-
poration Hill, No. 1, was nearly destroyed by fire, to-

gether with its contents. The loss is estimated at

§250,000. Five hundred persons are thrown out of em-
ployment. The same day twenty-two stores and dwell-
ings were also destroyed by fiVe, including Tatney's
block. Loss, $100,000.

Slavery in the Indian Territory.—Daring the recent
session of the U. S. District Coiirt for the Western Dis-
trict of Arkansas, it was decided, that slaves were not
known and considered by the United States laws as

property. Two negroes had been convicted of larceny
in forcibly rescuing and taking away a slave woman
from persons, in the Creek nation. It being the judg-
ment of the Court, that slaves are not known to the
U. S. laws as property, the accused were set at liberty.

i?a;7roa(/«.—Unthe 18th, the Illinois Central Railroad
was opened to Dubuque. The western division of the
Ohio and Mississippi Railroad has been completed,
making a connected line from Philadelphia to St. Louis,
the aggregate length of which is 1029 miles. The time
between these two cities has been reduced to forty-five

ours, and the fare through is but twenty-six dollars.

Kew Orleans.—The deaths for the week ending 16th
inst., numbered 187, including 44 by yellow fever. The
Verandah Hotel has been burnt. Loss, §100,000.

I'hiladelphia.—Mortality last week, 294, of which 137
were children under one "year, and only 92 adults. The
temperature, from the 16lh to the 20th, was unusually
high, ranging during the middle of the day, from 90 to

degrees. On the latter day there was a violent
thunder storm accompanied with a deluge of rain. In
hose portions of the city where the ground is low,

cellars were filled with water, and much property ii

various kinds was destroyed. The storm was heav k
i

in the northern wards, and in that section some of b

culverts gave way under the severe trial they were s j.

jected to. f
New Hampshire.—The New Hampshire Legislati

adjourned «!ne </!c on the 14th inst. The prominental <
of the session are the remodeling of the Judiciary \
a consequent change of all the Judges; the re-dialrit ''

ing of the State for the election of State Senators- ,

passage of the Prohibitory Liquor Law, and the gene' '

removal by address of the democratic incumbents I"

all offices filled by Executive appointment. The strci

anti-slavery resolutions offered last week, werepasi'
by the House previous to the adjournment, after au d
citing debate.

Miscellaneous.—Revolution in the Whaling Business.

There are indications that the seat of the whaling
|

terest is about to be transferred from the Atlantic
,

the Pacific coast. Arrangements are already in pi

gress with several houses to transfer their busimi
from New Bedford and other places to some point on t' •

Pacific coast. San Francisco, Benicia, Oakland a'
Monterey are spoken of. Orders have been given i

captains of vessels now employed in the whale fisherij i

in the North Pacific to recruit at the ports of Californ
(

Kertch.—The details of the expedition to the sea
;

AzoCf show that frightful excesses and outrages we
committed by the captors at the town of Kertch.

|

valuable museum containing many curious remai <

taken from tumuli in the neighbourhood, was wanton
destroyed, and private buildings were sacked and burc-

The remaining portion of the ill-fated town was destro-'

ed by fire on the 14th ult. "{

A Family destroyed by Fire.—On the night of the Ut i

the dwelling of James Thompson, in the village of Brai'

near Buffalo, N. Y., was fired by incendiaries, ar

Thompson, his three daughters ami two grand-daugl|

ters all perished in the flames. i

A Bloody Record.—By a summary in a Californll

paper, the following is exhibited as the result: KiUeil

from the First month to the Fifth month, inclusive, i!

street fights and others, 199; hung by the sheriff, 2*

hung by the mob, 24 ; convicted of murder, 9.
'

New Seed-Sowing Machine.—Brown, of Lawnridg]
Illinois, has invented a machine for sowing seed broacj

cast. A series of oblique cups are placed upon a rotal|

ing cylinder underneath the hopper, in combinatio

with distributing plates, which convey the seed from th

hopper in such a manner that it is sprinkled with per'

feet regularity and evenness over the whole ground tral

versed by the machine.
An Old Vessel.—The oldest merchant vessel known ii

France, the Samaritane, which was built in 1716, and

launched in 1718, has just been purchased by a timbe

'

merchant at Nantes, who is about to break her up. He
having lasted so long is attributed to her having beet'

built of teak.

Burning of the John Stevens.—This fine steamboat;

which for a number of years past has plied betweei-

Philadelphia and Bordentown, was destroyed by fire

about 1 o'clock, on the morning of the 17th inst., wbik'

moored at the wharf, near the latter place. Three

coloured women employed as cooks, kc, lost their lives

Trees on the Illinois Railroad.—Dr. Egan, of ChicagO;

has made a contract with the Illinois Central Railroad,

to plant three rows of locust trees on each side of th(

road for the distance of 120 miles south of Chicagol

The rows are to be set five feet apart, and the trees

about three feet from each other.

RECEIPTS. 1

Received from Dr. P. Griffith, agt.. Pa., for Jer. Ro-;

gers, $2, to 44, vol. 29
;
from Levi Chase, R. I., S2, vol.

28 ; from B. Hoyle, 0., per C. E., $2.75, to 20, voh 29;

from H. G. Cooper, Pa., per N. K., §2, voL 27.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher in the Classical Department in thisi

Institution.
j

Application may be made to either of the undersigned,.

members of the Committee.
\

S.\MUEL HiLLES, Wilmington, Del.

TUO.MAS Ev.iXS, It..., .

SA.MCEL Settle, Jr.} P^''''"^*-

Died, on the 11th inst., at Rahway, N. J., Eliza P.

Marsh, at the residence of her father, Joel Wilson, in

the 22d vear of her age, after a long and painful illness,

id resignation, leavi

las entered

borne with mucwiLU uiueii paiieiice uuu le&iguuiiuu, leaviug luo

ng evidence, that through redeeming love she

tered.into the joy of her Lord.
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j-igin and History of the Catacombs of Rome
Extracted from Kip's Catacombs of Rome.

(Concluded from page 361.)

To our classic associations, indeed. Koine was
illl, under Trajan and the Antonines, the city of

DCesars, the metropolis of pagan idolatry—

i

jjj
pages of her poets and historians we sti

ii.er among the triumphs of the Capitol, the

ilws of the Coliseum—or if we read of a Chris-

ili being dragged before the tribunal or exposed
ohe beasts, we think of him as one of a scatter-

(pommunity, few in number, spiritless in action

i[ politically insignificant. But all this while

he was living beneath the visible, an invisible

J|iie—a population unheeded, unreckoned

—

ijught of vaguely, vaguely spoken of, and with

I* familiarity and indifference, that men feel who
iji on a volcano

;
yet a population strong-hearted,

tjuick impulses, nerved alike to suffer or to die,

ii in numbers, resolution and physical force,

ilicient to have hurled their oppressors from the

lone of the world, had they not deemed it their

|y to kiss the rod, to love their enemies, to bless

jSe that cursed them, and to submit for their

jieemer's sake to the ' powers that be.' Here,
;:hese ' dens and caves of the earth' they lived

;

le they died—a spectacle in their life-time to

In and angels, and on their death a triumph to

inkind—a triumph of which the echoes still

it around the walls of Rome, and over the
olate Campagna, while those that once thrilled

Capitol are silenced, and the walls that re-

ncd them have long since crumbled into dust."

rhus three centuries passed by, and Christian-

emerging from these recesses, walked boldly
the soil beneath which she had so long sought
icealment. Then, for a time the Catacombs
re places which the Christians, now living in

urity, visited with reverence, as the scene of
ir brethren's sufferings. St. Jerome thus
aks of them in the middle of the fourth cen-

y :
" When I was at Home, still a youth, and

ployed in literary pursuits, I was accustomed
Company with others of my own age, to visit

I sepulchres of the apostles and martyrs, and
en to go down into the crypts dug in the heart
the earth, where the walls on either side are

ed with the dead." But these crypts became
re than places to be visited by the curious with
lancholy interest. When " the calamities were
irpast," and the true-hearted needed no longer
safety to " wander in dens and caves of the

th," reverence for these dark abodes which had
:n the scenes of the sufferings and constancy of

those from whom they had inherited their faith,

was witnessed in their still continuing to be
selected as places of scpulluro. Compelled, no
longer, by the rage of the adversary, to spend
their lives in these gloomy retreats, they turned
to them in the hour of death, and enjoined that

their last resting-place should be with the martyrs
in this terra-sancta. Popes and prelates, kings
and queens, emperors and empresses, the highest

in rank, and the most devout in life, or most peni-

tent in death, were for some centuries interred in

these crypts, in the neighbourhood of the tombs of

Roman slaves and criminals. Christian labourers

and hewers of stone, and the early martyrs. Even
from the remote parts of Europe, the bodies of

illustrious persons were cai-ricd thither for sepul-

ture, as, a few centuries later, princes and nobles

commanded in their wills, that their bodies, or,

at least, their hearts should be carried to Pal

tine, and buried in the Holy Land. But it was
not long after the firm establishment of Christian

ity as the religion of the state, that the flood of

barbarian invasion rolled over Italy, when neither

works of art, or holy places, or consecrated churches,

were respected by their rude northern conquerors.

When the army of the Huns under Attila, and
then that of the Goths under Totila, were gathered
about the walls of Rome, pressing its siege, they
ransacked the Catacombs, and tore open the graves,

in the hope of finding buried treasures. And
these were followed by the Lombards and Saracens
and uilur devastators. Each added to the desecra-

tions, until the Catacombs were necessarily deserted

by the Christian population of Rome. Burials

ceased in the crypts, and services in the chapels,

until the neglected caverns were left to bats and
obscene birds and beasts, or became the hiding-

places of runaway debtors, thieves and banditti.

The Roman peasants avoided them in dread, or

when, on their way to and from the market-places

of the city, they were obliged to pass the mouths
of the caverns under the Jisquiline mount, they

did so in companies, hurrying by with trembling

steps, as they muttered a prayer, or chanted a

psalm or hymn.
Then came the tumultuous times of the Middle

Ages, when the country was surrendered up to the

warfare of factious nobles and an unruly populace,

when often, for long seasons, all was utter anarchy,

d in the language of Dante

—

" Never was Romagna without war
In her proud tyrants' bosoms."

Every tomb and monument was turned into a

fortress, and the visitor to Rome can still see

bout them the remains of these mcdiajval battle-

ments. It was not to be expected, therefore, that

the Catacombs should escape the same desecra-

tion. The contests of the feudal retainers of these

warlike nobles penetrated e\en to these secluded

caverns, conspiracies were arranged in their dark
recesses, and armed insurgents assembled there, to

wait for reinforcements from the neighboring towns
and villages, and for the fierce banditti from the

mountains. Nor was the case different when in

the nest age the papal court was removed to

Avignon, during the seventy years, which Petrarch

calls " the Babylonian captivity." Then a darker

ruin gathered about the Imperial city. The coun-
try around was inundated, and the stagnant wa-
ters, mixed with decomposed vegetable matter,

evaporated under the intense summer sun, until

the whole neighbourhood of the city, where the

openings of the Catacombs were situated, became
a prey to the most deadly malaria. At certain

seasons these passages were occupied by shepherds
and their flocks, while spending the winter months
in grazing on the wide-spread Campagna, but or-

dinarily they seem to have been the resorts of
robbers and felons.

It is evident that during these ages, these sanctu-
aries of the ancient church were gradually forgotten.

The mouths of most of the Catacombs were block-
ed up by the accumulation of rubbish, by the
falling in of the tufa and earth over the arches, or
by the rapid growth of gigantic weeds, dense
bushes, and trees. It required constant use to

preserve a knowledge of their intricate windings,
and therefore a few only of the principal entrances

were kept open. Even these gradually became
neglected, until the church scarcely remembered
her ancient home. It was not until the sixteenth

century that, through the labours of Bosio, the

entire range of the Catacombs was reopened, after

being untouched for more than a thousand years.

They were found to be a vast treasury, rich in

memorials of saints and martyrs—an enduring
testimony, every page of which bore witness to the

truth of Christian history, and recorded in letters

"graven in the rock," the trials and persecutions
of the early church.

Epistle of George Fox.

" Dear Friends,—Who are called, chosen, and
faithful, in this day of trial, temptation, and suf-

fering, whom the Lord by his right hand hath
upholden in all your sufferings, (and some to

death,) for the Lord and his truth's sake. Christ

saith, ' Be of good cheer, I have overcome the

world ; in me ye have peace ; but in the world ye
have trouble.' The children of the Seed, who
are heirs of the kingdom, know this is true. And
though ye have trials by false brethren, Judases
and sons of perdition that are got into the temple

of God, and exalted above all that is called God,
whom the Lord will destroy with the breath of

his mouth, and the brightness of his coming; and
though ye be tried by powers or principalities, yet

there is nothing able to separate you from the

love of God which ye have in Christ Jesus. In
that love dwell which bears all things, and fulfils

the law ; in which edify one another, and be

courteous, kind, and humble; for to such God
giveth his grace plentifully, and such he teacheth.

And pray in the Holy Ghost, which proceeds from

the Father and the Son ; in it keep your holy

communion, and unity in the Spirit, the bond of

peace, which is the King of king's heavenly

peace. In that you are all bound to good beha-

viour; to keep peace among yourselves; to seek

the peace of all men ; a.id to show forth the hea-

venly, gentle, and peaceable wi.sdom to all, in

hteousuess and truth, answering the good in all

people, in your lives and conversations, (for the

Lord is glorified in your bringing forth spiritual

fruit,) that ye may eye and behold the Lord in all
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your actions ; that his blessings ye may all feel to

rest upon you. Whether ye be the Lord's pri-
soners for his name and truth's sake, or at liberty
in all things, labour to be content, for that is a
continual feast ; and let no trouble move you,
then ye will be as Mount Sion, that cannot be re-

moved. In all things exercise the word of pa-
tience, which word will sanctify all things to you.
Study to be quiet, and do the Lord's business,
that he requires of you, and your own, in truth
and righteousness ; and whatsoever yc do, let it

be done to the praise and glory of God, in the
name of Jesus Christ. All they that make God's
people suffer, make the Seed suffer, in their own
particulars, and imprison the Just there. Such
will not visit the Seed in themselves, but cast it

into prison in others, and not visit it in prison.

You may read that Christ saith, such must go
into everlasting punishment. That is a sad pun-
ishment and prison. All such as become apostates

and backsliders, that crucify to themselves Christ
afresh, put him to open shame, and trample under
foot the blood of the Son of God, by which they
were cleansed, and come to be unclean ; such
grieve, vex, quench and rebel against, the Spirit

of God in themselves ; and then rebel against them
that walk in it. Such are unfaithful to God, and
man, and are enemies to every good work and ser-

vice of God : but their end will be according to

their works; who are like unto the earth that liath

often received rain, but brings forth briars and
thorns, which are to be rejected, and are for the
fire. Therefore, dear Friends, in all your suffer-

ings feel the Lord's eternal arm and power, which
hath supported you to this day, and will to the
end, as your faith stands in it, and as you are
settled upon the Kock and foundation, Christ
Jesus, that cannot be removed ; in whom ye have
life and peace with God. The Lord God Almighty
in Him give you dominion, and preserve you all to

his glory ; that in all your sufferings, ye may feel

his presence; and that, when ye have finished
your testimony, ye may receive the crown of glory,
which God hath laid up for them that fear and
serve him. Amen. G. ¥."
The 15th of the Seventh month, 1685.

IlDgh Miller on Monumental Egypt.

THE BONDAGE.

Strange that we should know Egypt better than
those who lived so much nearer to it ! Many
things respecting that ancient kingdom which were
obscure to the Greek writers of two thousand j-ears

ago are clear to us. Though we stand twice the
distance from it which they did, we could write a

fuller and more truthful history of the age of the
Pharaohs than any which the Greeks have left us.
It is common to say, that as the ages pass, the
darkness increases, and doubts multiply. Time
removes contemporary witnesses from the stage,
effaces the memorials of past transactions, and
slowly converts history into myth and fable. Such
is its effect in ordinary cases, but such has not
been its effect in this. As if it had strangely
changed its functions, the touch of Time's finger
on the Coptic tables has vivified, not effaced, The
writing inscribed upon them ; and now, across a
gulph of forty centuries that writing can be read,
and the truth of the inspired records tested thereby.
It is sufficiently remarkable, and indicates striking-
ly enough the prescience that presided over
the creation of these stone-written records, that the
monumental evidence of Egypt begins about the
time that that land oomes first into contact with
the chosen race, and ends when the Israelites take
their departure from it. There are few monuments
of any importaace belonging to times prior to the

first visit of Abraham to Egypt, and there are few
relating to the times subsequent to the exodus.
The calamities of the latter epoch appear to have
weakened the power of the kingdom to an extra-
ordinary degree, and led to a discontinuance of
those expensive and magnificent monuments in
which the former monarchs of Egypt had indulged.
We owe it to a singular peculiarity of the customs
and religion of that land, that we possess such mi-
nute and numerous memorials of its early history.
Its royal tombs were just so many historical volumes.
Each king was obliged to become the historiogra-
pher of his reign. It was a point of their religion
that the monarch .should prepare his own tomb.
The work began on the day of his accession, and
ended on the day of his death. If the reign was
long, the tomb was proportionally large and'sump-
tuous. Every year new corridors were opened,
new chambers were hewn out and decorated. If
the king was devoted to the arts of peace, or gave
himself to the internal improvement of his kingdom,
the hieroglyphics on its walls were of a correspond-
ingly pacific import. If his reign had been passed
in war, the representations on his tomb were all of
battles, and of the subjugation of foreign provinces,
depicted by long trains of the natives of these prov-
inces led as captives into the royal presence. So
sacred was the duty of superintending the prepa-
ration of the royal tomb, that even Pharaoh could
not perform it in proxy. He must direct the ex-
cavation of the chambers, and their adornment with
pictures and hieroglyphics, otherwise the work
stood still. At the instant of his death it ceased
altogether

; no stroke of chisel, no trace of pencil,
was permitted to supply what might be lacking
when the monarch had breathed his last. Finished
or unfinished, the mummy of Pharaoh was laid in
it, and the vault was closed. In the.se circumstan-
ces the monarch would take care to have his tomb
in a forward state, and to record year by year those
actions of his which he wished posterity to know,
well knowing that if not written now, they would
remain forever unrecorded. To these considerations
were added the sanctions of religion, which made
it an impiety to neglect this duty. In these ar-
rangements the hand of Providence is seen pro-
viding abundant materials, destined, in the first

place, to a long entombment in the sands of Egypt,
and, as soon as the world was able to decfpher
them, to come forth, and to remain to all time the
irrefragable witnesses of the historic truth of the
Bible.

Two facts of considerable moment appear to be
placed beyond a doubt by the more recent monu-
mental discoveries. The first is the name of the
Pharaoh to whom Joseph acted as Prime Minister
the second is that of the "king who knew no
Joseph." It is the character and transactions of
the latter, so far as the monuments have revealed
them, that we are now to bring under notice.
Phiops, or Aphophis, the patron of Joseph, was a
most munificent sovereign, the patron of the arts,
the ruler of a prosperous kingdom ; and he was
succeeded in the throne by a P"haraoh equally mu-
nificent and prosperous. So much the monuments
declare, and the evidence of these facts is likely to
be vastly strengthened so soon as the ruins of
Heliopolis and Memphis, the residence of these
powerful and prosperous Pharaohs, shall have been
exhumed from the sands which have so long covered

But by and by, symptoms begin to appearthe

on the monuments, of the decline of their kingd
We find Memphis, their southern capital, captured
by Amosis, one of the kings of Upper Egypt,
though the event appears to" have been attended
with no adverse influence to Israel. They still wore

of much consideration, enjoyed all the
immunities of native Egyptians, and were rapidly

growing into a numerous and powerful nati

,

Matters continued much in this state for sevt l

reigns. The kings of the line of Phiops seeiBi,
have resumed the policy of that great soverei i

which was to encourage intercourse and alhan
')

with the Cananite tribes on the east of Egypt, a i

even to give them settlements in the Delta, 'ij
tribes, those of Heth and Arvad, immigrated h[
Egypt, and became located in its cities, yet livi;

apart from each other, and maintaining their il

tioual peculiarities and distinctions. War brcl
out betwixt them; the tribe of Heth was worst.;
and expelled from Egypt. They crossed the dese

{

and the story of their wrongs roused the vindictij
feelings of their brethren in Canaan, who not ot|

attacked the Canaanite possessions of their Ar'
dite enemies, but invaded Lower Egypt, where ti

Arvadites held possessions in suzereignty. In til

emergency the king of the Delta, where the Isra,
ites were located, besought the aid of the Theb'
Pharaoh, Sethos I. The Pharaoh of the Del'
according to the monuments, purchased the assi!

ance of his Theban brother at a costly price, evj
that of the cession of six cities or strongholds

,

Lower Egypt, and among these was Heliopolis,
j

On, the city in which Joseph had lived—a fa.;

which is unequivocally attested by the obelisk
,

the Piazza del Popolo at Home, which bears
|

have been erected at Heliopolis by this very Phj
raoh, even Sethos I. Now comes the " king wl;

knew not Joseph." The reign of Sethos, whi.;'

appears to have been long and prosperous, dnj
to a close, and he associated with himself in t!|

government, his son, who was for five years ci

regent with his father. This king is named by tli

Greeks Sesostris, and in the lists on the mon|
ments he is styled Ramses. In the first year

'

his sole reign, war broke out on the north-ea.steti

frontier of Egypt, the details of which are ampj
chronicled on three of the greatest temples noi

remaining in Egypt. A new invasion of Low
Egypt by the Hittites and their confederate C l

naanite tribes took place; the aid of Ramses Wi|

again invoked, and by his help the invaders wei

driven back. But the victory was short-lived

for only four years afterwards we find a new an

more successful invasion executed ; and whe.
Ramses arrived for the third time to rescue tl

throne of his brother of Lower Egypt, he fouii

the Delta in possession of the Moabites. The;
facts are recorded on a papyrus (the Salier papyrus
in the British Museum. It is probable that tl;

Israelites, now powerful in Egypt, took no part i

the war against their kindred the children of Lot
hence the success of the invasion. There can 1:

no doubt that we see in this that condition of ma
ters which dictated the policy of reducing th

numbers of the Israelites. They " increased abui(

dantly," we are told, "and multiplied, and waxe
exceeding mighty; and the land was filled wit

them." They had only to combine with the Moal;
ites to overthrow the throne of Lower Egypt, an:

seize on the Delta as their own. Ramses I., o
'

his arrival, saw, doubtless, the extent of the dangei
His first care was to meditate betwixt the Egy(
tians and their Moabite invaders, and bring abou
peace by a compromise. This got rid of one of th;

'

dangerous parties, and left him at liberty to de;

with the other, even the Israelites. The treat

by which all this was accomplished was ratifieO-

,

as we learn from the monuments, in the twentji
first year of Ramses ; and the price which Si Phth
paid for it was, that he married Thouoris, th

daughter of Ramses, and consented to govern Lowe
(

Egypt as the viceroy of his father-in-law, on th

understanding that, on the death of the latter, Si

Phtha should succeed him as king of all Egypt
Thus the kingdom of Phiops was finally merged v >
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,1: of Upper Egypt, and the whole of Egypt came

iijer the sway of the Theban dynasty. This, be-

j(\i doubt, is the rise of the "king who know not

r-ph."

I'his, then, was the date of the captivity—the

ivnty-first year of the reign of Ramses. When
Jii monarch annexed the Delta to his kingdom,

itfound the Hebrew race rapidly extinguishing

iJEgyptian, and the Delta in danger of being

3 altogether, from the frequent invasions of the

iaanite
tribes on its eastern border, with whom

Israelites must have been strongly tempted to

bine. Nothing was so likely, then, in these

umstances, as the very policy which llamses

upted. " He said unto his people. Behold, the

[)iple of the children of Israel are more and

iij;htier than we : come on, let us deal wisely

fiih them; lest they multiply, and it come to

pla that, when there falleth out any war, they

|(|i also unto our enemies, and fight against us,

III so get them up out of the land. Therefore

tjy did set over them task-masters to aiBict

t'oi with their burdens. And they built for

laraoh treasure-cities, Pithom and Raamses."

lilt is, they were deprived of all the immunities

(ijich Phiops had granted them in consideration

D|thc services of Joseph—they were reduced to

tf!
position of strangers, and liable to the forced

sivices which the practice of the ancient world

MCted of persons so situated. They were com-

Hled to build fortified camps for Pharaoh, which,

pen completed, would be manned with a strong

ijlitary force, and employed as the means of per-

[Juating the slavery of those by whose labour

Ky had been raised. The great works of Egypt

ijthat age were chiefly of a monumental charac-

t|, and on the,se would the Israelites be employed

J.e quarries whence the stones were obtained

lire in the Sinaitic wilderness. Thither would

tfe Israelites be marched in gangs, and the blocks

cgranite which were hewn in these quarries they

(luld afterwards have to transport across the

ifeert. Others of the oppressed race were em
||)yed, doubtless, in making bricks of Nile mud
'extensively employed in the walls of the huge

liadrangular precincts of the temples, and the

misters and cells attached to them. And as at

liat epoch the mechanical arts were extremely

sinple, the amount of work done depended mainly

ion the amount of human force which the Sove

lign of Egypt could bring to bear in the construe

lU of his works. If, then, there be truth in thi

: ble narrative, and if Ramses be the " king who
liew not Joseph," we should expect to find that

le monuments erected during his reign surpassed

lose of any other of the Pharaohs, seeing none

ii them had such an amount of forced labour at

leir command. Now, we do not shrink from the

:'3t. There is a Pharaoh who is distinguished

()m all his predecessors, and from all who came

Iter him, by the enormous number of the mont

iental memorials of his reign. There is a Ph;

oh whose name is stamped on every crumbling

ound in Egypt and Nubia, and on almost every

)ptic monument in the museums of Europe,

aere is a Pharaoh whose existing monuments
tually surpass those of all the other sovereigns

I

-^gyp' P'i' together. That Pharaoh is Ramses,

[very crumbling heap that dots the valley of the

|ile—every ruined temple, almost every statue

lid sphinx in that land of wonders, proclaims

Ut there was an epoch of fearful bondage in

gypt—an epoch when millions of slaves were

rged by the lash to their daily tasks—and that

liere was a king in that land who reduced the

ill half of his subjects into slavery, and set them

[' work in the construction of cities, and strong-

iDlds, and gigantic monuments, which, after four

thousand years, excite the spectator's astonishment.

Over and over the soil is written, in ineradicable

characters, the great fact of the oppression. The

whole land cries aloud that once it was a "house

of bondage." What a convincing and over-

whelming proof of the truth of the Bible !

—

Edinburgh Wiiness.

Selected.

John Newton says, ' Many Christians, who
bear the loss of a child, or the destruction of all

their property with the most heroic christian for-

titude, are entirely vanquished and overcome by

the breaking of a dish, or the blunders of a ser-

vant, and show so unchristian a spirit, that we

cannot but wonder at them.'

So, when the breath of slander, or the pressure

of human injustice, comes so heavily on a man as

lly to threaten loss of character and destruction

of his temporal interests, he seems forced to recog-

nise the hand and voice of God through the veil

of human agencies, and in time-honoured words

to say

—

When 1

They a

The smaller injustice and fault-finding, which

meets every one more or less in the daily inter-

course of life—the over-heard remark—the im-

plied censure—too petty perhaps to be even

spoken of—those daily recurring sources of dis-

quietude and unhappiness—those thousand vexa-

tions which come upon us through the unreason-

ableness of others, form a large item of the dis-

quietudes of life ; and yet how few look beyond

the human agent, and feel that these are trials

coming from God. Yet it is true, in many cases,

that these so-called minor troubles form the great-

er part, and in some cases the only discipline of

life ; and to those who do not view them as order-

ed, or permitted by God, their affliction really

cometh of the dust, and their trouble springs out

of the ground, and is not sanctified or relieved by

Divine presence and aid, but borne in a mere

human spirit ; and thus loses the intended effect,

and is a hindrance instead of a heavenly discipline.

Not a sparrow falleth to^the ground without our

heavenly Father's notice ; not one of them is for-

gotten by Him ; and we are of more value than

many sparrows—yea, even the hairs of our head

are all numbered ! Not till belief in these decla-

rations becomes the calm and settled habit of the

soul, is life redeemed from drudgery and dreary

emptiness; and made full of interest, meaning,

and Divine significance."

to the extinction of a bee community, they were,

perhaps, not far wrong. Dr. Bevan, the gentle-

man whom we have just quoted, and who conducted
a series of experiments, is of opinion, however,
that the life of the working bee, so far from extend-

ing over a period of seven or ten years, does not
exceed six, or at most seven months ; that a drone's

existence terminates in about four months ; while

the queen bee sees many generations pass away,

and may enjoy a protracted life of four or even five

years. A good family of bees, he observes, being

known to consist of from 12,000 to 20,000, and a

fertile queen to breed that number at least every

year, which under favourable circumstances is

usually thrown off' by swarming, it appeared to me
to follow as a matter of course, that if swarming

were prevented by affording hive-room to the bees,

the number during the breeding .season would bo

often more than doubled, and that if their lives were

extended even to the shortest period hitherto

assigned them, they would remain in a crowded

state till the following spring. But repeated ex-

perience has clearly shown that the population of

families which have been accommodated with room,

if examined the following winter, does not consist

of more than 2000 or 3000. After receiving a

great increase in the ensuing spring, they again

suflFer a similar reduction before the succeeding

winter; and this regular alternation of increase

and decrease will go on for years, keeping a family

that has been duly supplied with hive-room at about

the same average amount at each respective period

of the year. This reduction to the smaller number
above stated, every successive winter, can only be

produced by the old bees dying and leaving the

business of the family to be conducted by the young
ones, and it affords, I think, conclusive evidence

that the working bee's life is regularly cut off in

less than a year.

This probability was converted by experiments

into certainty, and the following risxim.i, though

not minutely precise, is a close approximation to

the truth :

—

Bees constituting a family in February . . 3,000

Spring-bred bees 17,000

aummer and autumn ditto .... 6,000

26,000

Removed by death bet'n February and December 23,000

Thus bringing the family down to the February
number

From " The Leisure Hour."

The Life-time of a Bee.

Familiar as man has been with the hive-bee from

the earliest ages, it is somewhat strange that its

duration of existence should have so long remained

a vague and unsettled point, or rather, perhaps,

that the results of recent observation should differ

so widely from those which the ancients deduced

from their observations. For example : Virgil

states that the working bees do not protract their

existence beyond the seventh year ; but in general,

as it would appear, the length of life allotted by

the ancients to the working bees extended from

seven to ten years. On the contrary, in later

times, writers on bees have regarded it as not much

exceeding a year. But then the notions both of

ancients and moderns upon this subject have been

either purely conjectural, or founded on interme-

diate premises. Indeed, as Dr. Bevan observes,

with respect to the ancients, we are not sure as to

whether their estimate applies to an individual bee

or to a community of these insects. If it applies

Great indeed is the annual mortality in a hive of

bees, but yet sufficient provision for the perpetua-

tion of the colony is made.

" The race and realm from age to age remain,

Time still renewing with his links the chain."

The ancients had many fabulous notions about

bees. Tliey supposed that they were not produced

in the ordinary mode, but by an extraordinary

process. Aristotle and Pliny were both of this

opinion, and Virgil, who was, we suspect, more of

a theorist than a practical man, inculcates the

same ideas. The queen bee he calls a king, and

says that they, the bees, do not bring forth young,

but with their mouth cull their progeny from leaves

and fragrant herbs, and thus raise up a new king

and little subjects, building for them new palaces

and waxen realms. This is sufficiently fanciful

;

but, in addition, Virgil teaches us a marvellous

mode of managing the generation of bees, which,

as he asserts, will spring spontaneously from the

tainted gore of a young bullock, half strangled and

beaten to death, and then laid upon a bed of aro-

matic herbs; and with this receipt, and a history

of its discovery, he closes his Georgics !

We have heard much of the powers of music,_

and the hum of bees has figured in the pages of
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poetry ; but bees, if they have ears at all, must
have them attuned for anything but the concord of

sweet sounds; that is, if the popular prejudice of

their being delighted with an uproar of horrid

noises has any foundation. The practice of making
a noise, by beating iron or sounding intruments,

while bees are swarming, in order to induce the

swarm to settle, is of great antiquity.

That the hive-bee is a social insect, and neces-

sarily so, is a point on which we need not insist.

In a state of nature, the hive-bee is not an inhabi-

tant of dense forests or woods, but gives preference

to the open country, to hills covered with thyme

and fragrant shrubs, to meadows and pasture lands;

the colony tenant the hollow of a tree, or the holes

of rocks and caverns ; and at the present day,

the caves of Salsette and Elephanta are as much
frequented by bees as were formerly the clefts of

rocks in Palestine. In Europe generally the hive-

bee can scarcely be said to exist in a truly wild

state ; for although swarms often escape, and oc-

cupy cavaties in buildings, vacant spaces under

roofs, and the like, they are still partial to the

precincts of the garden, and never extend their

offsets into remote and solitary places among the

recesses and fissures of rocks. On the other hand,

the hive-bee cannot be called a domesticated

animal ; it is happily, however, a manageable in-

sect, and ever has been so, which is a wise ar-

rangement when we consider the utility of its pro-

ductions.

It is not generally known that the bee is held in

a certain degree of veneration by the Moslems. A
strange superstition, too, was once prevalent in our

island respecting bees, which is not yet quite ex-

tinct, namely, that if the master of the family is

taken seriously ill, or dies, and the bees are not

duly informed of the fact, they will be greatly

oflFended and desert the hive.

For "The Friend,

BIOGRAPniCaL SHETCUES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

NICHOLAS WALLN.

(Continued from page 364.)

Afterthe Yearly Meeting, in the Seventh month,

1702, Nicholas Walln, in company with John
Lea, visited Friends in East and West Jersey and

Long Island. Their visit was satisfactory, " espe-

cially in Long Island where they met with great

openness, large meetings, and some lately con-

vinced." We find no further traces of Nicholas

Walln's travelling with certificates, but his la-

bours for the good of others near home, both in

the ministry, and in the most important appoint-

ments of religious society, were abundant.

In the Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia, held

Twelfth month 2'2d, 1705, the subject of burials

being brought before the meeting, various con-

clusions were come to. The minute made on the

occasion, ends with this direction, "That Friends

forbear for the future putting any monuments or

palings in the burying-ground, for the keeping

up the memory of the dead, believing that the

righteous shall be had in everlasting remembrance

with the Lord."

At the Quarterly Meeting, held Seventh month
2d, 1706, the representatives from Philadelphia

Monthly Meeting, brought the subject before the

consideration of those assembled, stating that

Friends in the city were " generally against mak-
ing any monuments or grave stones over graves

in Friends' burying-ground." The subject being

thus before the Quarterly Meeting, it recorded its

sense, that it was " very needless, and of evil ten-

dency." It moreover recommended the matter to

the Yearly Meeting, that a rule of discipline might

be made on the subject. Nicholas Walln was one

of the representatives to the Yearly Meeting, who
had charge of bringing this before that body.

The Friends at the Yearly Meeting made a

minute on the subject in which they say, they

"give it as their sense and judgment that it is

altogether wrong, and of evil tendency to have
any grave stones or any other sort of monuments
over or about the graves, in any of Friends'

burying-grounds ; and further that those monu-
ments that are already in the burying-grounds,

either of wood or stone, shall be taken away, and
no new put up ; but to be as sparing as well as

Friends can for those who were not Friends, and
put up before the burying-ground was solely

confirmed to Friends." This advice was sent

down for the observance of the subordinate meet-

ings. The next year the same advice was given,

with the additional direction to Monthly Meetings

to take care that the stones or monuments should be

removed, and that if any one should oppose the car-

rying out the direction of the Yearly Meeting, he

should be dealt with as a disorderly person. The
reports of the Quarterly Bleetings to the Yearly

Meeting, in 1708, show that the concern of the

Yearly Meeting in this matter had been in good
measure, carried out.

At the aforesaid Yearly Meeting, in 1706,

Nicholas Walln was one of a committee appointed

to prepare an epistle to send down to the mem
bers and subordinate meetings.

" For the respective Quarterly and Monthly
Meetings within the Provinces of Pennsylvania

and the Jerseys.

" Dear Friends and Brethren,—It having pleased

the Lord to bless this meeting with a renewed
sense of his holy and comfortable presence, to our

great and mutual consolation, we are engaged ir

his love, so largely extended, to desire the wel-

fare of all, and do embrace you therein as partakers

of the same virtue of life, and members of th

same body, of which the one Lord and Saviour

Christ Jesus is the Holy Head. And as the Lord
hath been bountiful unto us, in his inward com
forts and refreshments, it hath engaged us in a

renewed concern and zeal for the honour of his

great name, the prosperity of his blessed Truth,

and the welfare of his people, that in all

we may be complete, and grow up into that blessed

testimony we have received in this present dis-

pensation of God unto the generation that now is.

That as we have believed in the light of his Son
Christ Jesus our Lord, we may walk as children

of light and of the day of God which hath dawned
upon us, in all virtue and holiness. Avoiding

every appearance of evil or work of darkness in

our whole conversation; that so our lives and
ways in all things may evidence to the world that

we are of, and upheld and preserved by him. And
therefore, dear Friends, as conducing to that

blessed end, we hereby remind you in a few words

of those many and wholesome particulars compre-

hended in those papers entitled 'A General Tes-

timony, &c.,' recommended from this meeting in

the year 1704, which we again recommend unto

you and exhort to the strict observation of them,

and in especial manner these few things follow-

ing :

—

" First, That Friends keep constantly both to

First-day and week-day Meetings, and therein

diligently wait upon the Lord, with fervent desires

and cries in spirit after the enjoyment of his

blessed presence. That so all heaviness of soul

may vanish, and drowsiness be done away, which
is a growing evil in some, greatly to the dishonour

of God, and the hurt of their own souls, that can

so far play the hypocrite before the Lord and his

sensible people, as while pretending to wors
p

God in the quickening spirit of his Son Ch t
Jesus, give way to unnatural sleep, which is so c

contrary, as light and darkness.
|

" Secondly, That Friends be careful not to t

their children apprentices to such as are It

Friends, whereby they are often led astray thro; j

evil example. But, as much as in them lies, br V

up their children, and all that are under tlj:

care in the fear and nurture of the Lord. T t

none may be blameworthy in a thing so greif

necessary.
|

" Fourthly, That none accustom themselves

)

vain and idle company, sipping and tipphng F

drams and strong drink in inns or elsewhere, •

though such as use that evil practice may not s .

denly be so far prevailed upon as to be drunk i

the greatest degree, yet they often inflame thei

selves thereby so as to become like ground fiti

for the seeds of the greatest transgressions. So

that have had the example of virtuous paref

have, from such beginnings in corners, arrived!

a shameless excess, to the ruin of themselv'

their wives and families, and the scandal of tl'

holy name by which they have been called. '

"And for the more effectual putting in pract

these things now, and formerly recommended ui

you, we think it may be expedient, that the ov

seers, both men and women in each meeting, ta^

care to report the state of the meeting to t;

Monthly Meeting, and each Monthly Meeting t

state of affairs to the Quarterly Meeting, and th'

to this meeting, that so where any defect or she

ness is found in particular or general, a time'

and apt remedy may be applied as in the wisdc

and counsel of God shall be found needful. Th

so honour and glory may be given unto the gre

name of the Lord our God in all things, who

worthy forever

!

"And now, dear Friends, as we write to you

pure love, we recommend unto you fervent ai

inward charity one towards another, and to i^

men. Beside the commendations given un

'

charity by the apostle in his day, we also say I,

experience, that charity preventeth many evil

It keeps the peace, preserves unity, and as it wer

teacheth all duty. Where charity is, there

love to God, and love to man ; but where it

wanting, zeal towards God fails, and neighbou

and friends are also disregarded, and instead r

acts and expressions of love and good will to a.

the contrary is brought forth. It is for want

charity, men speak evil of dignities, detract ar

lessen the name of their neighbours, and evill

entreat in secret the reputations of those th;

think them no harm. This is a crying evil, froi

which the God of Truth purge and preserve h

people everywhere, we heartily desire.
'

" This meeting as it was large and edifying!;

some of you may well remember, so our satisfa'

tion was heightened by the mention of sever

travelling Friends, of the increase and prosperit

of Truth in divers places, which we know will b

matter of comfort to you. So, in the love of ov

heavenly Father, we recommend you to his pov

erful protection and counsel in all things, and ai

your loving Friends and Brethren,

From our Yearly Meeting, held at Burlinj

ton, for the Provinces of East and West Jerse

and Pennsylvania, begun on the 15th day of th'

Seventh month ; and held by adjournment till th

I8th of the same Anno, 1706.

"Sam. Jennings, Antho. Morris,

Nicholas Walln, Sam. Carpenter,
Tno. Story, Caleb Pusey."

Nicholas Walln continued to be much employe

in visiting neighbouring meetings, and in fulfillin

the various appointments laid in him by h;
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liiends. Kespected for his devotion to the Truth

;

b| cured for his faithfulness in the discharge of

h duty as a minister of the gospel, he passed

apg comfortably to a green old age. He was

uful in the cburch, and in the world, almost to

tl very end of his days, taking an active share

iiithe business of his Monthly Meeting, only nine

S;s
before his death. He died on the 4th day

the Twelfth month, 1721. His friends thus

b'efly characterize him. " He was a zealous

Binister of the gospel, sound in word and doctrine,

uiful in the maintenance of the discipline of the

t iitli, and his labours were acceptable."

(To be coniinued.J

I THE BEST ESTATE.
'

I The heart, it hath its own estate,

'
j The mind it hath its wealth untold

;

*
j

It needs not fortune to be great,

,
I

While there's a coin surpassing gold.

No matter which way fortune leans,

I
Wealth makes not happiness secure

;

•
i A little mind hath little means,

.( A narrow heart is always poor.

I

Stern fate the greatest still inthrals.

And misery hath its high compeers

;

I

For sorrow enters palace halls,

j
And queens are not exempt from tears.

I The princely robe and beggar's coat,

The scythe and sword, the plume and plow
I Are in the grave of equal note,

j

Men live but in the eternal " Now I"

f
Still disappointment tracks the proud,

i The bravest 'neath defeat may fall

;

I

The high, the rich, the courtly crowd
Find there's calamity for all.

I 'Tis not the house that honour makes,

—

1 True honour is a thing divine

;

I It is the mind precedence takes,

—

j
It is the spirit makes the shrine 1

j
So keep thon yet a generous heart,

A steadfast and contented mind.

And not till death consent to part,

With that, which friend to friend doth bind.

' What's uttered from the life within.

Is heard not by the life without

;

I

There's always something to begin

'Twixt life'in faith and life in doubt

!

But grasp the truth,—though bleak appears

The rugged paths her steps have trod :

She'll be thy friend in other spheres,

—

Companion in the world of God.

Thus dwelling with the wise and good,

—

The rich in thought, the great in soul,

—

; Man's mission may be understood.

And part prove equal to the whole I

j

We know not half we may possess,

I

Nor what awaits, nor what attends,

—

I

We're richer far than we may guess,

' Rich as eternity extends I

The heart it hath its own estate.

The mind it hath its wealth untold
;

It needs not fortune to be great,

While there's a coin surpassing gold I

Charles Swaii

I Selected.

STANZAS.
The following stanzas contain a volume of that sense
hich is often wanting in home education

:

" He who checks a child with terror,

Stops its play and stills its song,

Not alone commits an error,

But a grievous moral wrong.

Give it play and never fear it,

Active life is no defect

;

Never, never break its spirit,

Curb it—only to direct.

Would you stop the flowing river.

Thinking it would cease to flow?
Onward must it flow for ever:

Better teach it where to go."

For "The Friend."

The Indians.
Walla- Wallas.

No systematic attempt has, it is believed, been
made to convert the Klikatats to Christianity,

although many individuals have come into contact

with missionaries.

The old chief, Towetoks, preserved a paper on

which some one had made a sort of calendar, or

record of the days of the week. He expressed

great anxiety, lest, as it was nearly worn out, he

should be unable to distinguish "the Sundays."
He added that he was in great fear of death, and
constantly " talked to Chief above."

As will readily be imagined, the remarkable fea-

tures of this mountain scenery, and the neighbour-

hood of the Great Snow Peaks, Mount St. Helens,

and Mount Adams, give a colour to the legends of

the Klikatats. They, in common, with other Oregon
tribes, seem to have had no distinct religious ideas

previous to those introduced by the whites. Their

mythology consists of vague and incoherent tales,

in most of which Talapus, or the prairie-wolf,

figures as a supernatural power. Besides him,

there are other agents, among whom, a race deno-

minated the " Eliss Tilicum," from two jargon

words signifying "First People," or, "People be-

fore," figure prominently. Though trifling in

themselves, yet, as a specimen of what may be

considered the unwritten literature of the Indians,

they may not be uninteresting, the more especially

as the belief in the existence of those giants seems

to be of universal currency throughout Oregon.

In descending the valley from Chequoss, there

occurs beneath a field of lava a vaulted passage,

.some miles in length, through which a stream

flows in the rainy season, and the roof of which

has fallen in here and there. Concerning this,

they relate, that a very long time ago, before there

were any Indians, there lived in this country a

man and wife of gigantic stature. The man be-

came tired of his partner, and took to himself a

mouse, which thereupon became a woman. They
hid themselves. The first woman, suspecting they

were hidden under ground, commenced digging,

and tore up this passage. At last she came be-

neath them, and succeeded finally in killing them,

since when she had lived alone in another moun-
tain.

This story seems to be interwoven with their

nomenclature; for, besides the name of this place,

Hool-hool-ilse, (from hool-hool, a mouse,) one of

the names of their country, is Hoolhoolpam, or

the mouse-land.

Concerning the Talapus, this story is related by

the Klikatats in connexion with a favourite valley

—the Tahk prairie. This was formerly the bed

of a lake, the remains of which now appear in a

marshy pond of some extent. The Wolf, when
the prairie was made, promised that it should be

rich in their favourite roots—the Kamaas and the

Wappatoo—and likewise that the salmon should

come there in abundance. But the Indians, for-

getful of their obligations to him, showed no gra-

titude, and when they came there, spent their time

in horse-racing and gambling, instead of fishing

and the business of life. Wherefore the Wolf
took away the salmon, and placed two stones upon

the prairie, beyond which they should not pass.

There is also a story of a race of diminutive

size, but a span high, near the foot of St. Helens.

Since the eruption of 1842, it may be mentioned,

the Indians have not ventured to ascend Mount
St. Helens. They have also tales connected with

certain of the constellations, many of which are

named.

Most of what has been said of the Klikatats is

applicable also to the Yakamas, though, from the

nature of their country, some difi'erence in their

modes of life is of course observable. They live

in rude huts covered with mats, the distance of

their winter habitations from timber, rendering
the construction of houses inconvenient. They
raise potatoes, a few melons and squa.shes, together

with a little barley and Indian corn. The ears of

what was seen of the latter were not over five

inches long. The potatoes were generally very

fine, and of several varieties, of which were no-

ticed the lady-finger, mercer and bluenose.

Their gardens were for the most part situated

in the little valleys running up towards the moun-
tains, and near enough to the streams to receive

moisture during the early summer. They were

rudely fenced around to exclude animals. This

invaluable addition to their means of subsistence,

they, in common with many other tribes, owe to

the Hudson's Bay Company. They obtain from

the streams salmon, red and black spotted trout

and the unio or muscle, of which there are several

varieties. Deer are very scarce ; sage-fowl and
sharp-tailed grouse, abundant. The chiefs pos-

sess a considerable number of cattle, which in the

summer find good bunch-grass on the hills. In
winter they are driven to great straits, for they

are compelled, when the snow lies in the valleys,

to browse upon the tops of the wild sage or arte-

misia. In horses they are well off. Some join

the Flat-heads in hunting bufi'alo. With the

tribes on Puget's Sound, they communicate con-

tinually during the summer, taking horses for sale

to Nesqually, and purchasing " hai-qua"—dried

clams, and other savage merchandise.

The small-pox has destroyed great numbers of

these tribes, and their population is much dimin-

ished. The whole course of the Yakama is lined

with the vestiges of former villages. On the

Lower Yakama there exist the remains of a struc-

ture consisting of two concentric circles of earth,

within which, are about 20 cellars, placed without

apparent design, except economy of room. They
are some thirty feet across and three feet deep. The
guide, who was a great authority on such matters,

declared that it was made very long ago. It is

well posted for defence, being on the edge of a

terrace, 15 feet high, a short distance from the

river, and flanked on either side by a gulley.

Outside of the circle, quite near it, are other cel-

lars, in no way differing from the remains of vil-

lages frequently met with there.

Proceeding farther west, beyond the cascades,

and to the shores of the Pacific, Governor Stevens

notices briefly a considerable number of tribes not

diff'ering greatly in habits and condition from

those just noticed, with the exception of the nau-

tical skill displayed by some of the residents upon
the sea-board. The canoes of the Clallams are of

diff'erent models, the common ones being that

known as the Chimoole, the most graceful of all

;

some are of large size and great beauty. They
have, besides, one called the Queen Charlotte's

Island canoe, which in a heavy sea is preferable

to the first, as less liable to be boarded astern.

The canoe used for duck-shooting is very pretty,

and exceedingly well adapted to the purpose. It

sits low on the water, and an Indian seated in it,

and gliding noiselessly along beneath the sha-

dows of the trees, or lying beside some projecting

rock, would need sharp eyes to detect him. An-
other and very large cmoo of ruder shape and

workmanship, being wide and shovel-nosed, is in

use among all these tribes for the transportation of

their property and baggage.

Among their characteristic manufactures are

blankets or robes made of dog's hair. They have

a kind of cur with soft and long white hair, which

they shear and mix with a little wool, or tha
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ravellings of old blankets. This is twisted by
rolling ou the knees into a cord of coarse yarn,
and is then woven on a frame. They use the
down of water-fowl in the same way, mixing it

with hair, and forming a very thick and warm
fabric.

The Governor gives a very unfavourable account
of the moral and physical condition of the various
tribes of the sea-board. They are all wasting
away under the destructive influences brought to

bear upon them by the proximity and encroach-
ments of evil-disposed white men. But to argue,
that because they are perishing under the hand of

injustice, that such is the will of Divine Provid-
ence, and to suffer such a consideration to recon-
cile us to, and even to acquiesce in, if not to pro-

mote the extinction of these people, is not chris-

tian
; it is in no wise conformable to the great rule

of doing to others as we would be done by.

For " The Friend."

I think there is much instruction to be derived
from the following letter from Lydia Lancaster to

Samuel Fothergill, both of whom were deeply ex-
perienced ministers in our religious Societv.

How beautiful is the manner and spirit in which
the handmaiden of the Lord speaks to her beloved
fellow servant, whom she had reason to think had
admitted into his heart, some doubts respecting
the stability and integrity of herself and some
others, because they " could not all see and think
alike about some new proposals." If the Editor
thinks well of it, I would be glad to see it pub-
lished in "The Friend," and would hope that
some among us, who have attained to but very little

religious experience, might take a hint from it,

how we undertake to judge of, or pass sentence
upon others, perhaps far more advanced in the chris-

tian journey than ourselves, because they may not
see things precisely as they appear to our immature
eyesight; but let us strive as did L. Lancaster, to

make " a narrow search and close examination of
(our) inward condition, with as much singleness and
impartiality as (we) are capable of," and then I
believe we will be enabled to show forth in greater
clearness the meek, patient, and long-sufferingspirit

of our Holy Kedeemer. H.

LYDIA LANCASTER TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
" Lancaster, First mo., 23d, 1757.

" That pure love which I often feel bub-
bling up towards thee in the spring of Divine life,

engages me to send a few lines beseeching thy ac-

ceptance, as I know we have an endeared afFection

for each other, grounded in and upon that ancient
Root, which hath hitherto borne up and been the
.support of us and of all the faithful, through the
various tribulations of our march. And lest our
grand adversary, under any disguise, should get
one step in upon any of us, to deprive us of that
free partaking of the sap, and virtue, and nourish-
ment which this heavenly rootaifords, I have made
a narrow search and close examination of myself
and inward condition, with as much singleness
and impartiality as I was capable of. For I was
ready to think thou had not such full unity with
me, nor indeed with few of us, as used to be ; and
I could tell no reason for it, except that we could
not all see and think alike about some new propo-
sals, and in this we did not play the hypocrite, but
.spoke freely, and I believe in much love and friend-
ship. I am sure I did, for it is the way Truth
leads me, whether I may be the better or worse
thought of for so doing; and after I have spoken
my mind, do think myself clear, not bearing any
grudge, or harbouring any ill opinion respecting
those who may not at that time see as I do. But
I .search my belief over again, whether they or I

was in the right; for we none of us plead infalli-

bility, or desire any should pin their faitb upon us,

but desire all may see for themselves, and see right

:

so leave such things as cannot at that time be ac-

complished by love, nor strive too much, nor ovei
drive any of the flock, lest thereupon they should
sicken and die ; for all are not of one strength, and
yet with care, time, and patience, may so run a:

to accomplish their journey. We read, the Aposth
Paul was not only strong, but skilful also, in spread
ing the Gospel net, becoming weak with the weak,
taking their pace in a gentle manner, whereby he
caught many.

" I hope it is far remote from my heart's inten-
tion to daub any stone in God's Zion with untem-
pered mortar, or to heal any wound of sin deceit-
full}'; but I find as it was love ever raised and
made any of us instruments of service in the house,
so it is by our abiding under the same influence
that the body comes to be edified, and to grow from
one degree of strength to another, to be changed
from one measure of clearness in understanding,
brightness and glory, to another ; and though thou
may think our meeting worse than it was a few
years since, I own myself to be of another judgment,
both respecting aged and young; but I inay be
mistaken, so shall leave it for time and truth to

determine, and with a heart fruitful in love to thoe,
my beloved and valuable friend, and thy dear wife,
I now conclude, and remain thy real, true, and
constant friend, Lydia Lancaster."

For "The Friend."

We think there is an honest simplicity and
naivete about the following extract, which con-
firms the truthfulness of the narrative. The doubt
of the Governor implied by his tolerating Quakers
and Baptists, is characteristic of the old Puritan,
while the " carefulness and solemnity " with which
poor Pomp Shorter was reproved, evinces the zeal
with which outside decorum was enforced in those
days. The manner in which " the council and
other dignitaries " concluded to silence their

meat and Venison, ye last of which was a ,6
buck, shot in the woods near by. Ye bear L
killed in Lynn Woods, near Reading. Aftei L
blessing was craved by Mr. Garrish, of Wrentt a
word came that the buck was shot on Lord's • /
by Pequot, an Indian, who came to Mr. Epes^lh
a lie in his mouth, like Annanias of old

; yecci.
cil thereupon refused to eat ye Venison, but it 'g

afterwards agreed that Pequot should recle
forty stripes save one, for lying and profaninsle
Lord's day, restore BIr. Epes ye cost of ye dt'-
and considering this a just and righteous sentei ('

ye sinful heathen, and that a blessing had b i
craved on ye meat, ye council all partook o jt

but Mr.^ Shepherd, whose conscience was ten?
on ye point of ye Venison."

i

To Prevent Metals Busting.—Melt togetV
three parts of lard and one of rosin. Art
thin coating will preserve Russia iron stoves i\

grates from rusting during the summer, evenj
damp situations. The eflfect is equally good 1

brass, copper, steel, &c. The same compou,.
forms an excellent water-proof paste for leat-hi

Boots, when treated with it, will soon after ti

'

the usual polish when blacked, and the soles nf
be saturated with it. i

Tr% there is »<o Rain in Peru.—In Pe
j

South America, rain is unknown. The coast'

Peru is within the region of perpetual southel
trade winds. Though the Peruvian shores are '

the verge of the great South Sea boiler, yet
j

never rains there. The reason is plain. T]
southeast trade winds, in the Atlantic ocean, fi;'

strike the water on the coast of Africa. Trav'
to the northwest, they blow obliquely acrd

the ocean until they reach the coast of Braz';

this time they are heavily ladened with vapoi:

ch they continue to bear along across the cc'

tinent, depositing it as they go, and supplyiii

with it the sources of the Rio de la Plata, andt|

scruples and gratify their taste for good venison,
1^°'''^"°'"!''^**™^ °^ ^^^ Amazon. Finall

at the expense of the " sinful heathen " who kill

ed it, is very suggestive.

Eelic o/ Olden Times.—The Springfield Ga
zette, publishes a copy of a letter, written one
hundred and thirty-four years ago, by Lawrence
Conant, giving an account of the ordination of the
first minister ever settled over the Old South Parish,
n Danvers. We extract the following section :

" Ye Governor was in ye house and her Majesty's
commissioner of ye customs, and they set together
'n a high seat by the pulpit stair*. Ye Governor
appears very devout and attentive, although he
favours Episcopacy, and tolerates ye Quakers and
Baptists, but is a strong opposer of ye Papists.
He was dressed in a black Velvet coat, bordered
ith gold lace; and bufi' breeches, with gold

buckles at ye knees, and white silk stockinn-s.

There was a disturbance in ye galleries, where it

filled with divers negroes, mulattoes, and In-
dians, and a negro called Pomp Shorter, belong-
ing to Mr. Gardener, was called forth and put in

ye broad aisle, where he was reproved with great
carefulness and solemnity. He was then put in

ye Deacon's seat, between two Deacons, in view of
ye whole congregation, but ye sexton was ordered
by Mr. Prescott to take him out, because of his

levity and strange contortion of countenance,
(giving grave scandal to ye Deacons,) and put him
in ye lobby under ye stairs ; some children and a
mulatto woman were reprimanded for laughing at

Pomp Shorter. When ye services at ye house
were ended, ye council and other dignitaries were
entertained at ye house of Mr. Epes, on the hill

near by, and we had a bountiful table, with bear's

they reach the snow-capped Andes, and here

wrung from them the last particle of moisto'

that the very low temperature can extract. Reac

:

ing the summit of that range, they now tumb'
down as cool and dry winds on the Pacific slop

beyond. Meeting with no evaporating surfac

and with no temperature colder than that to whi(

they were subjected to on the mountain tops, th(

reach the ocean before they become charged wii

fresh vapour, and before, therefore, they ha'

any which the Peruvian climate can extrac'

Thus we see how the top of the Andes become

the reservoir from which are supplied the rive

'

of Chili and Peru.

—

Maury's Geography of il\

Sea.

Selected.
;

"Study to be quiet, and mind thine own busi

ness, is one useful, necessary direction, to a

who would thrive at home. There is an activ

enemy, who seeks to draw out the mind after othc

people's business, to the neglect of our owa
whereby hurt and loss attend, and the feet of th

mind are gadding from house to house, and abidi

not within our own doors. The domestic afi'aii

of the soul are neglected, the house gets unclea
and confused ; and when the holy Head of tt

family and Husband of the soul, comes, he find

things unmeet for his reception, and refuses to tak

his residence. Here some bemoan his absence

which is chiefly or wholly owing to their want o'

care in having all things clean and in order, an'

being at home to receive him when he comes.
It is a common consequence of wandering muci

from home, to hear many reports, whereby th.'
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niil feeds on wind; this is also ruinous and de-

strl-'tive. It was not upon the mountains, or far

oflihat manna descended for Israel, but even about

tbi: tents; and the celestial bread, whioh hath

bei the staff of life to tbe living of all genera-

tic;, is in our own houses ; the vein of fine gold

ruii in our hearts, there let us dig, and patiently

bef the refiner's hand. Blessed is that servant

wll is found thus abiding and waiting at home
;

win his Master comes he will accept him and

iu:!C him ruler in his stead. Here stands the

poier and ability of being rightly useful in the

cajie of truth, whether in the cburch, or in our

OV' families. In this authority, the tender con-

mions of nature, improved by grace and con-

fired by prudence, become a threefold cord, that

cajiot easily be broken ; and if we instantly see

DC; the desire of our souls, we shall not assume

th; Divine prerogative in fixing judgment, or de-

cide our patient waiting until the Lord comes,

w'fl can do all for us, yea, more abundantly than

wjlare expect or ask."— *S'. Fothercjill.

igricuUural Division of Patent Office.— The

dob Tree, or St. John's Bread.—Of all the

gjls imported by this office for the purpose of dis-

ti'ution, there is not one more interesting or

Bdre valuable than those of the Carob Tree. The
pis, when matured, contain a few drops of a sub-

stjice resembling honey. The tree is unques-

ti(Lably of Eastern origin, and it is supposed to

boideutioal with that upon which St. John fed,

w le in the wilderness. The seeds were procured

fi the office from Alicante, in Spain. In Mur-

ci| Valentia, Catalonia, and other provinces in

tilt country, it abounds and frequently forms,

w'li the Olive and other valuable trees, large

fcpsts. It was without doubt, introduced there

bjthe Moors, who knew its nutritive qualities as

a'lod for their horses, mules, and cattle. They
pjbably brought it from Palestine and Egypt,

wisnce it appears to have originated. In these

Slmish provinces it now grows naturally in every

kid of ground, not excepting the driest and
aat barren spots, where the underlying rock

sjws itself more frequently than earth. Its

r<|ts, twisting in every direction, accommodate
tlmselves to the lightness or depth of the soil

;

vdle the trunk, remarkable for its smooth and

lilat coloured bark, attains in sheltered positions a

cpssal size. The branches, furnished with grey-

is coloured leaves, spread majestically around the

t|nk, and when loaded with fruit, hang down
qtte to the ground in the form of a tent. The
fjit ripens rapidly, and such is its abundance and
vjight, that it is necessary at once to gather it.

Die pods are sweet and rich in sugar, and animals

fid on them with avidit}', and become quite fat

a:l in good condition for work. There are several

vieties of the tree. The produce is necessarily

i proportion to the attention given. It blooms
tee a year— about the first of February and the

iddle of September—and when well watered,

d'ives at a considerable height, and sometimes
c!,-ers a space of one hundred feet in diameter,

llaring upwards of a ton of pods. It will doubt-

Is succeed in the Southern and perhaps

Iddle States.

the
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There are few things that make a more vivid

ipression on us, than extremes of heat or

Id, or sudden variations in the temperature of

le atmosphere ; and yet the impression is suffi-

ciently evanescent to allow of our soon forgetting

the precise facts of the case. Hence it is not an un-

usual thing, to hear persons express an opinion, that

they do not remember its having ever been so hot,

or so cold for the same length of time before ; that

the season is a very unusual one for its tempera-

ture, &c., &c. ; and were it not for the registers

kept of the thermometrical indications, we should

often be led into error on this subject. Various

causes are, no doubt, operating to produce percept-

ible changes in the climate of our country, but

they act so slowly, that but little continuous alter-

ation is effected during the life-time of " the old-

est inhabitant ;" the statistics of the weather,

showing nearly the same number of very cold or

very hot seasons in the eighteenth, as have occur-

red, so far, in the nineteenth century.

But, certainly, those who have been confined

within the densely built parts of our city during

the past month, have felt, that whether exceeded

by former years or not, the heat has been quite as

great as could be borne with any comfort ; and that,

with the moist atmosphere, that has frequently

accompanied it, there has been a great diminution

in the strength and energy required for the ordi-

nary duties of life. And yet the general health

of the inhabitants has not suffered materially
;

there being no epidemic present, and the ordinary

affections of the season, being mild in their type,

and easily managed. The increase in the bills of

mortality, is chiefly attributable to the diseases

among young children, brought on, or rendered

fatal, in very many cases, by the impure air with

which they are surrounded, and the improper diet

on which they are fed.

The continued heat has induced a larger portion

of our citizens than is usual, to leave the city, in

the hope of renewing health, and obtaining

the benefits of relaxation from business, and the

stimulus of recreation. This is a natural, and,

where we are careful to indulge only in that which

is innocent, a justifiable course for those whose

circumstances will allow them to pursue it.

Large cities are, on many accounts, very unde-

sirable places for constant residence during the

prevalence of the heat that attends our summer
months. The crowding together, within extended

piles of brick and mortar, of so many thousands of

human beings, shut out from a sight of the green

fields, the waving forests, and the purling streams,

that diversify and make glad the face of nature,

is, altogether, an artificial arrangement, and but

little calculated, one would suppose, to promote

either physical comfort or mental ability.

" God made the country, and man made the town.

What wonder then that health and virtue, gifts

That can alone make sweet the bitter draught

That life holds out to all, should most abound
And least be threatened in the fields and groves?"

Such was Cowper"s opinion ; but much might

be said relative to the advantages and disadvant

ages of both country and city life, none of which,

however, need be introduced here, as it cannot

interfere with the propriety of gratifying the de-

sire, amounting almost to an instinct, in the citi-

zen to escape from heated pavements and noisy

streets, into the shade and quiet of the country.

The going and coming of so many, of course

produces more or less unsettlement, disturbing

for the time being, the accustomed social inter-

course among home friends, but from this very

cause, rendering the return to domestic comforts

and old associations the more welcome. It

right for us all, whether we go abroad for a shorter

or longer time, to bear in mind that the obi'

tions of religion are not removed or lessened by

change of situation, and Friends should be espe

lly on their guard that their conduct and con-

versation should adorn the doctrines and princi-

ples they are known to profess. There is no time

when a more scrutinizing, and perhaps we may say,

more censorious watch is kept upon Friends by
those who surround them, than at places of public

resort, in the country or on the sea-side, and there

is a corresponding need for watchfulness.

As Friends of the city adopt the custom, which
becoming more general every year, of removing

with their families into the country during the

summer season, not only are our religious meetings

n the city greatly reduced in numbers, and a

greater responsibility thus thrown on those who
are left to support them, but there is also cause

for watchfulness and care on the part of those re-

ing, lest they become loosened from where

they have been rightly planted, and taken root,

and allow their interest in the right conduct of

their proper meetings to dwindle or die out.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England to Seventh mo. 14th.

Lord John Russell had resigned his seat in the British

Cabinet. His attempted explanation in Parliament of

;onduct at Vienna, was unsatisfactory, and Sir Ed-
ward Bulwer Lytton was about to move that a ministry
containing Lord John Ruasell, was unworthy of confi-

dence. It now appears that both he and the French
pjnvoy were willing to accede to the mediatory proposi-

tions made by Austria ; but after his return, Lord John
h.ad resorted to shuffling and evasion, instead of a tan-
did statement of the ground taken by him. Parliament

was to be prorogued on the 10th. The bullion in the

Bank of England had decreased £439,000. Consols

were 91. The parliamentary returns show that the

national e-xpenditures for the year ending Si.tth month
30th, amounted to £73,055,000, and the income toXGl,-

153,000, leaving a deficiency of nearly twelve millions

of pounds. The balance in the exchequer was £3,882,-

000. About half the expenditure was for warlike pur-

poses. The Liverpool cotton market was ^d. lower.

Wheat and flour were firm, owing to the small stock oa
hand ; but Indian corn was 4s. to 5s. per quarter lower.

The War.—There was nothing new from the Crimea.

Sebastopol had been again subjected to two days' heavy
fire, without effect. The besiegers were erecting im-
mense works against the Malakoff and Redan towers,

and the besieged were erecting equally formidable

earthworks behind the defences. The allies had about
30,000 men employed on their new fortifications. There
is a report of the death of the celebrated Circassian

chief, Schamyl. A Russian army of 30,000 men was
belbre Kars, but it was reported that Colonels Schwaz-
enler and Colman had repulsed the Russian advanced
guard on the 16th of Sixth mo. The Russians were
manojuvring to cut off the communication betweea
Kars and Erzeround. Notwithstanding the lateness of

the season, there are indications of the war being re-

newed on the Danube. Lalande, a French engineer, had
been sent to inspect the roads in Eastern Moldavia, and
make a new one from Galatz to Jassy. Orders had
been forwarded tO' the local authorities to place the

roads in their respective districts, in the best possible

condition, and French agents were making purchases

along the Danube for the supply of an army.

ITALY.—The Austrian Marshal, Radetskay, has de-

manded large and immediate reinforcements to the gar-

risons of Milan, Verona and Venice, and 40,000 men are

to be distributed among the Italian garrisons.

NICARAGUA.—The adventurer. Walker, who in-

vaded this country with an armed force from California,

has met with a disastrous defeat. He fled with the

survivors of the party towards Costa Rica. Col. Kin-

ney, who was to co-operate with him, has been ship-

wrecked on his voyage, from New York.
CHILI.—The Congress of Chili met on the 1st of

Sixth month, when the President congratulated mem-
bers on the silent but sure material advancement of

their country, in the path of civilization and commerce,

the building of railroads and telegraph lines and the

promotion of popular education.

AUSTRALIA dates to Fifth mo. 10th have been re-

ceived. The excessive importations of breadstuffs and
olher food into the colony, is commented on by the

newspapers. It was deemed impolitic in view of the

immense agricultural resources of the country.

SANDWICH ISLAND dates to Sixth mo. 5th. The
new wine bill had passed the Legislature. A Maine
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law bill was advocated. The last whale ship had left

Lahaina.
BRITISH PROVINCES.—The St. John papers state

that Admiral Fanshaw has advertised for tenders for

the conveyance of 500 troops, from Halifax to England.
The crops throughout Nova Scotia and New Brunswick,
were highly promising.
UNITED STATES.—fc^ort of (Jrain.—The N. York

Tribune says, " The export movement in new wheat has
commenced, several freight engagements hav'
made within a day or two. As the receipts increase, the
outward movement will be large. We learn from th

parties connected with the foreign trade, that very large

preparations have been made by means of credits upoi
European banking houses for the purchase of bread-

stuffs and provisions during the coming season. If our
markets do not maintain too high a figure, England and
the continent will take all our surplus of breadstuffs

fair prices. The arrangements made for purchnsii

we are told, are larger than ever before. The shipments
of flour and wheat to Great Britain and Ireland thus far

this season, (since Ninth mo. 1, 1854,) are very inconsi-

derable, compared with the previous year, having been
only 140,000 bbls. flour against 1,800,000, and 303,000
bush, wheat against 5,846,000. -Corn shows an increase

of about 300,000 bush, during the same period."

Utah.—IX. is stated that E. J. Steptoe did not abso-
lutely decline the oflice of Governor of Utah. He in-

formed the Administration at Washington, that he will

act as Governor, provided that when his term is out, or

he is displaced, he shall be reinstated in the army. He
had not yet received the President's answer to his com-
munication.

Kansas.—Gov. Reeder, it is said, will not be removed
unless other charges are brought against him than
those contained in Secretary Marcy's letter. The afl"airs

of the Territory appear to be in great confusion. The
Legislature having organized and excluded all the free

State members chosen at the supplementary election,

adjourned to the Shawnee Mission, where they have
passed a variety of laws which Governor Reeder refuses

to sanction on the ground that he does not consider the

Legislature in legal session. Woodson, Secretary of

the Territory, is reported to have said be would assume
the reins of government, in case Gov. Reeder refuses to

recognize the Legislature.

Ntw Mexico.—Advices from Santa Fe state that Col.

Fontleroy returned on the 28th of Sixth mo., from the

pursuit of the Utah Indians. His force overtook a party
of them on the head waters of the Kansas ; they killed

forty of the Indians, and took five prisoners.

Pennsylvania.—On the 24th ult., an eflbrt was made
to sell the main line of the Public Works at the Phila-

delphia Exchange, in pursuance of the Act of Assembly
The act provided that no bid less than $7,500,000,
should be received. There being no bidders, after

short delay the sale was adjourned sine die, and the act
for the sale of the line has again proved futile.

/Ai/ai/f/pAia.—Mortality last week, 313.

New York.-—The assessed value of real estate

city of New York, the present year, is $336,075,866 ; of

personal property, $150,022,412— total, $486,998,2
The amount of taxes to be raised during the present
year, is $5,843,822.

California.—The steamship Star of the West from
San Juan brought California dates to Seventh mo. 1st,

and $955,000 in gold. A number of families had ar-

rived in Sacramento Valley, from Salt Lake. They re-

port extensive preparations among the Mormons to emi-
grate to California. The grain crop throughout the
State has been considerably injured by the smut and
rust. In some districts the wheat is almost destroyed;
in others it is quite good. It is yet doubtful whether
the supply will be equal to the demand. Grasshoppers
have been destructive in the Sacramento Valley. Great
flights of them have consumed the grass and green
leaves over extensive tracts. The damage on Sutter's

farm alone is estimated at $10,000. The fine new
steamer America had been destroyed by fire in Crescent
City bay. No lives were lost, and the cargo was saved.
The vessel was valued at $140,000. The shipment of

gold from San Francisco, for the Sixth month, was
$3,891,945.

New Orleans.—At last dates the yellow fever appeared
to be on the increase, but was considered to be of a
mild type. The deaths at the hospital in one week
numbered 63.

Miscellaneous.—Children in Boston.—By the census just
completed under the laws of the State, it appears that
the whole number of children in Boston, between the
ages of four and fifteen years, is 28,523. Last year the
number returned by the census was 24,289, showing an
increase in one year of 4289 children between the ages

A Large Yield.—George B. Dickson, of Dover, Del
has threshed a crop of wheat raised upon a five acre
lot, near the town. This crop averaged forty bushels
per acre, or two hundred bushels in the lot. The stock
was white Mediterranean.
The Sound Dues.—A letter, dated Copenhagen, June

30, published in the late English papers, states that the
demand which the United States Government has made
on that of Denmark, to abolish the Sound Dues, as far
as concerns ships sailing under the American flag, will
not be conceded. The same letter states that, of 2009
vessels which passed the Sound during the last month,
only seven belonged to the United States.
A Great Sale.—The Illinois Central Railroad Com-

pany sold the other day a piece of land fronting on the
line of their railroad, near the foot of Lake street, for
$600 per foot front, or $24,000 for forty feet.

Decision against a Steamboat Cotnpani/.—In the Louis-
ville (Ky.) Chancery Court, Wm. B.' Bracked, of Ma-
dison, Mo., has obtained $1000 damages from the own-
ers of the steamer Gulnare, for carrying his slave beyond
the jurisdiction of the State of Missouri. It was proven
on the trial that the officers of the boiit were not aware
of the presence of the slave on the boat. The jury also
gave the plaintiff the damages incurred in attempting to
reclaim the slave, amounting to $100.

Vermont Slate.—The Rutland county slate quarries
in this State give employment to four hundred men;
and slate enough is quarried and finished every day to
cover 20,000 square feet of roof. The slate sells, on an
average, at $3.75 for each one hundred square feet;
and the Herald says that county can furnish all the
roofing slate wanted in the United States for fifty years.

_
An Incident ofSlavery.—A late number of the St. Fran-

cisville. La., Chronicle, says, " Two or three days since, a
gentleman of the parish, in hunting runaway negroes,
came upon a camp of them in the swamp on Cat Island.
He succeeded in arresting two of them, bat the third
made fight, and upon being shot in the shoulders, fled to a
sluice, where the dogs succeeded in drowning him be-
fore assistance could arrive."

Enormous Land Sales.—Th» sales of public lands at
the Fort des Moines (Iowa) land district this season,

been very large. Exclusive of the lands taken
there with bounty land warrants, they amounted, in th
Fifth month, to $300,723, and in the Sixth month, to
$244,703.

The Great Storm.—The Germantown Telegraph says,
the rain which fell on Sixth-day afternoou, the 2o"th
ult., at that place, exceeded in amount any rain pre-
viously marked in the same space of time for the last
twenty j-ears. The guage showed two inches and forty
hundredths of an inch, or nearly two inches and ahalf,
in one hour and a quarter.

Migration from Britain.—The number of persons who
migrated in 1854 were as follows:

To United States .... 192,993
Australia 83,162

. Canada, &c. .... 43,621
Other places .... 3,336

Total .... 332,112
The number who have emigrated since 1840, is

3,133,414 persons. The figures to Australia are very
large, and rank next to those sent to the United States.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
AVanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in this

Institution.

Ajiplication may be made to either of the undersigned,
members of the Committee.

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

. Thomas Evans, I

SAMtiEL Bettle, Jr. J
ilada.

Evening Schools for Adult Coloured Persons.

anted, A Principal and three Assistant Teachers
for the Men's School, and a Principal and four Assist-
nts for the Women's School.
Application may be made to either of the under-
gned.

John C. Allen, No. 1V9 S. Fifth St.

Samuel Allen, No. 134 S. Front St.

William L. Edwards, No. 37 Arch St.

Died, on the 22d of the Tenth month last, in the 79th
year of his age, Aabon Roberts ; a member of Plain-
field Monthly and Particular Meeting, in Belmont Co.,
Ohio. This dear Friend was much attached to the
doctrines and testimonies of our religious Society as
held and maintained by our worthy predecessors j be-

ing concerned himself to walk answerably thereto. -.

was exemplary in seeking opportunities for retireir \
in spirit before the Lord, that he might witness

\
strength renewed, and know the work of sanctifical

\
to go on in his heart. He was favoured to bear a pi \
ful illness with becoming patience and resignation,

:
\

gave evidence that through redeeming mercy he \ \

prepared for his change, and, we humbly trust, he (

been permitted to enter into one of the many mansi.

'

prepared for the righteous.
'

, at his residence, Westfield, Burlington couc,
N. J., on the 1st of the Seventh month last, in the ''

year of his ag.e, Samoel Leeds; a minister and me'
ber of Westfield Particular and Chester Monthly Mc'
ings. He was born at Leeds Point, where he resi(

,

the greater part of his life. In early life he gave up

'

the visitations and requirings of Divine grace, s;

thereby experienced the work of regeneration
; and Ij

ing prepared by the sanctifying power of the Spirit

'

Christ, he received a gift in the ministry of the gos[i

and was recommended a minister by Great Egg Harb(
Monthly Meeting, about the 23d year of his age; ai!

with the unity of his brethren, performed several joi,

neys in the exercise of this gift. For several years, •

wards the latter part of his life, owing to physical dl
ease, his mind lost its original energy, and he sunk ii'

great depression; during which ho was mostly ctl

fined at home, and his service in the work of the min

'

try was suspended. In an account which he wrote
1847, after coming out of this depressed condition,
says, " In the latter part of the past year, my mind 1

came increasingly concerned for my future happint
and eternal felicity. I kept mostly pretty much in t

'

quiet, and enjoyed, at times, a comfortable composui
of mind

;
but when I looked towards an endless etci

nity, it did not look as clear as desirable. I was favot,

ed to feel a strong desire raised in my mind, that'

might witness a preparation of heart for such a chanf,
and that when the time did come that I must lay dov'

my natural life, there might be an evidence that it w!
well with my soul. I applied to the reading oft!
Scriptures, and the religious writings of Friends,

i

hich commendable practice, I, at times, felt a lilt,

glow of heavenly love, to warm my heart, and tend,

my spirit, which afforded some encouragement to m
poor soul. As I continued daily in the reading, I fd'

an increase of love and of faith to persevere on in th'

good way, by which I felt an increase of unity in spui

with the holy penmen of the Holy Scriptures, and n
newedly to believe that holy men of old were enable

to write the Scriptures of Truth, by the aid of the Hoi
Spirit, and that they had been preserved by the powi'

and goodness of God, and through his adorable gooi

ness and mercy handed down to us for our instructic

and improvement. I also saw, that it was by this D
vine power, love and goodness, that our Society w
gathered to be a people; hence, I had near and dei

unity with the writings of our Friends, who were calh

upon to bear testimony to the glorious cause of Trul

and righteousness in the earth, and of the gracioi

dealings of the Almighty with them. Having been thi

brought into the unity of the one Spirit, and renewed
to feel and know that as the Apostle says, 'There isoi

Lord, one faith and one baptism,' I endeavoured to leai

those things that are behind, and to press forward ti

ward the mark of the prize of the high calling of Gc

in Christ Jesus ; constantly attending meetings with n
Friends

;
in which I believe we are favoured at times

feel Him, the Holy Head of the Church, to be near, a(

cording to his gracious promise, 'where two or thru

are gathered together in my name, there ami in tl

midst of them,' having a consoling evidence as tt

Psalmist says, that ' in his presence there is fulness

joy and at his right hand there are pleasures forevc:

more.' " Thus it pleased his Divine Master to raise hi

up again, and to restore him to the work of the mini

try, which to him was as the opening of a new day,

which a new song was put into his mouth ;
and ti

baptizing power of Truth, attending his labours,

times reached and tendered the hearts of his hearer

Having laboured diligently, whilst in health, in tl

work to which he was called by the Great Head of tl

Church, he was permitted to enjoy great peace ai'

serenity of mind, and when laid upon a bed of sicknes;

here appeared but little left for him to do ; and as

hock of corn fullj ripe, he was gathered, we trust,

an inheritance, incorruptible, among those who ha'

come out of great tribulation, into the mansions of eve

lasting rest, prepared for them by their blessed B
deemer. '
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! REFLECTIONS ON WAtt.

ROBERT HALL.

W^ar may be considered in two views, as it af-

f ts tbe happiness, and as it affects the virtue of

t nkind ; as a source of misery, and as a source

Oierimes.

Thowjh we must all die, as the woman of Tekoa

sld, and are as tcater spilt tipon the ground ichich

o^not he gathered vp, yet it is impossible for a

tiniane mind to contemplate the rapid extinction

^innumerable lives witlioui concern. To perish

iia moment, to be hurried instantaneously with-

k preparation and without warning, into the pre-

inc of the Supreme Judge, has something in it

ilixpressibly awful and affecting. Since the com-

[ineeraent of these hostilities, it may be reason-

aly conjectured, that not less than half a million

?our fellow-creatures have fallen a sacrifice,

ijilf a million of beings, sharers of the same

r'ture, warmed with the same hopes, and as fundly

ulached to life as ourselves, have been prema-

trely swept into the grave ; each of whose deaths

hs pierced the heart of a wife, a parent, a brother,

[ a sister. How many of these scenes of com-

I

cated distress have occurred since the com-

ijincement of hostilities is known only to Om-
ibcience : that they are innumerable eannot-admit

[I a doubt. In some parts of Europe, perhaps,

jere is scarcely a family exempt.

[Though the whole race of man is doomed to

Ksolution, and we are all hastening to our long

Ime
;

yet, at each successive moment, life and

ijath seem to divide betwixt them the dominion

I mankind, and life to have the largest share.

J is otherwise in war : death reigns there with-

it a rival, and without control. War is the work,

ie element, or rather the sport and triumph, of

:ath, who glories not only in the extent of his

nquest, but in the richness of his spoil. In the

her methods of attack, in the other forms which

:ath assumes, the feeble and the aged, who at

e best can live but a short time, are usually the

otims ; here it is the vigorous and the strong,

is remarked by an ancient historian, that in

lace children bury their parents, in war parents

iry their children : nor is the difference small.

hildren lament their parents, sincerely indeed.

It with that moderate and tranquil sorrow, which

is natural for those to feel who are conscious of

taining many tender ties, many animating pros-

icts. Parents mourn for their children with the

tterness of despair; the aged parent, the widow-
'1 mother, loses, -when she is deprived of her

[lildren, every thing but the capacity of sufferin

|ie heart, withered and desolate, admits no other

object, cherishes no other hope. It is Rachel

iL-r.eping for her children, and refusing to he com-

forted, because they are not.

But to confine our attention to the number of

the slain would give us a very inadequate idea of

the ravages of the sword. The lot of those who
perish instantaneously, may be considered, apart

from religious prospects, comparatively happy,

since they are exempt from those lingering diseases

and slow torments to which others are liable.

We cannot see an individual expire, though a

stranger or an enemy, without being sensibly

moved, and prompted by compassion to lend him

every assistance in our power. Every trace of

resentment vanishes in a moment : every other

emotion gives way to pity and terror. In these

last extremities, we remember nothing but the

respect and tenderness due to our common nature.

What a scene, then, must a field of battle present,

where thousands are left without assistance,

and without pity, with their wounds exposed to

the piercing air, while the blood freezing as it

flows, binds them to the earth, amidst the tramp-

ling of horses, and the insults of an enraged foe!

If they are spared by the humanity of the enemy,

and carried from the field, it is but a prolongation

of the torment. Conveyed in uneasy vehicles,

often to a remote distance, through roads almost

impassable, they are lodged in ill-prepared recept-

acles for the wounded "and the sick, where the

variety of the distress baiBes all the efforts of

humanity and skill, and renders it impossible to

give to each the attention he demands. Far from

their native home, no tender assiduities of friend-

ship, no well-known voice, no wife, or mother, or

sister, is near, to sooth their sorrows, relieve their

thirst, or close their eyes in death. Unhappy

men ! and must you be swept into the grave un-

noticed and unnumbered, and no friendly tear be

shed for your sufferings, or mingled with your

dust?

We must remember, however, that as a very

small proportion of a military life is spent in ac-

tual combat, so it is a very small part of its mis-

eries which must be ascribed to this source.

More are consumed by the rust of inactivity than

by the edge of the sword ; confined to a scanty or

unwholesome diet, exposed in sickly climates,

harassed with tiresome marches and perpetual

alarms, their life is a continual scene of hardships

and dangers. They grow familiar with hunger,

cold, and watchfulness. Crowded into hospitals

and prisons, contagion spreads among their ranks,

till the ravages of disease exceed those of the

enemy.

We have hitherto only adverted to the suffer-

ings of those who are engaged in the profession of

arms, without taking into our account the situa-

ation of the countries which are the scene of hos-

tilities. How dreadful to hold every thing at the

mercy of an enemy, and to receive life itself as a

boon dependent on the sword. How boundless

the fears which such a situation must inspire,

where the issues of life and death are determined

by no known laws, principles, or customs, and no

conception can be formed of our destiny except

as far as it is dimly deciphered in characters of

blood, in the dictates of revenge, and the

prices of power. Conceive, but for a moment, the

consternation which the approach of an invading

army would impress on the peaceful villages in

this neighborhood. When you have placed your-

self for an instant in that situation, you will learn

to sympathize with those unhappy countries which

have sustained the ravages of arms. But how is

it possible to give you an idea of these horrors ?

Here you behold rich harvests, the bounty of

heaven and the reward of industry, consumed in

a moment, or trampled under foot, while famine

and pestilence follow the steps of desolation.

There the cottages of peasants given up to the

flames, mothers expiring througli fear, not for

themselves but their infants ; the inhabitants fly-

ing with their helpless babes in all directions,

miserable fugitives on their native soil. la

another part you witness opulent cities taken by
storm ; the streets where no sounds were heard

but those of peaceful industry, filled on a sudden

with slaughter and blood, resounding with the

cries of the pursuing and the pursued; the palaces

of nobles demolished, the houses of the rich pil-

laged, the chastity of virgins and of matrons vio-

lated, and every age, sex, and rank, mingled ia

promiscuous massacre and ruin.

If we consider the maxims of war which pre-

vailed in the ancient world, and which still pre-

vail in many barbarous nations, we perceive that

those who survive the fury of battle and the inso-

lence of victory, were only reserved for more du-

rable calamities; swept into hopeless captivity,

exposed in markets, or plunged in mines, with the

melancholy distinction bestowed on princes and

warriors, after appearing in the triumphal proces-

sion of the conquerer, of being conducted to instant

death. The contemplation of such scenes as these

forces on us this awful reflection, that neither the

fury of wild beasts, the concussions of the earth,

nor the violence of tempests, are to be compared

to the ravages of arms ; and that nature in her

utmost extent, or, more properly, divine justice in

its utmost severity, has supplied no enemy to man
so terrible as man.

Still, however, it would be happy for mankind
if the effects of national hostility terminated here

j

but the fact is, that they who are farthest remov-

ed from its immediate desolations share largely in

the calamity. Thej' are drained of the most pre-

cious part of their population, their youth, to re-

pair the waste made by the sword. They are

drained of their wealth, by the prodigious expense

incurred in the equipment of fleets, and the sub-

sistence of armies in remote parts. The accumu-

lation of debt and taxes diminishes the public

strength, and depresses private industry. An
augmentation in the price of the necessaries of

life, inconvenient to all classes, falls with peculiar

weight on the labouring poor, who must carry tbeir

industry to market every day, and therefore can-

not wait for that advance of price which gradually

attaches to every other article. Of all people, the

poor are, on this account, the greatest sufferers by

war, and have the most reason to rejoice in the

restoration of peace.

(To be concluded.)

A great trust requiroth great care.
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The leper in the Middle Ages.

There are but few of the passages in our Lord's
ministry which present, in a more strikinp; light,

the compassionate spirit with which he laboured

for the alleviation of man's bodily and spiritual

aliments, than his cure of the leper, as recorded
in the eighth chapter of Blatthew's Gospel. When
he descended from the mount, on which he had
been delivering the longest, and perhaps the most
important of all the discourses addressed to his

followers, a multitude, we are informed, followed

him. Amidst the gathering throng, one form, of

more than usual gbastliness, is seen approaching.

His face is covered with scales, his body is wasted

and decayed. As he advances, we may almost

imagine that we see the crowding spectators retire,

afraid of contagion. The Saviour, however, does

not withdraw. Scarcely has the unhappy sufferer

cast himself on the ground in supplication, and
the words, " Lord, if thou wilt, thou canst make
me clean," escaped his lips, than the gracious re-

ply goes forth—" I will; be thou clean," and im-

mediately health blooms on the cheek and mantles

in the veins of the leper.

In England, and indeed throughout Europe, the

associations connected with the above and other

displays of Christ's power in cleansing leprosy, are

of a vague and general character, the disease being
one with which we have now no familiar acquaint-

ance. In the pages of a French periodical, how-
ever, which lies before us, we are reminded that

this was not always the case. During the middle
ages, and more particularly at the time of the cru-

sades, this fearful disorder was imported from the

cast, and proved in France a fertile source of ter-

ror to the inhabitants. Selecting its victims from
all classes of the population, it spared neither peer
nor peasant :—monarchs themselves even fell vic-

tims to it. Establishments had to be opened for

the reception of leprous members of royal fami-

lies; and one existed in Dauphiny expressly for

the use of persons of noble birth. An institu-

tion of somewhat the same kind was erected at one
time in London, on the site, it is believed, or near-

ly so, of the modern palace of St. James.
According to Matthew Paris, a chronicler of

the middle ages, there existed in Europe, during
the thirteenth century, nearly twenty thousand
leper-houses and lazarettos, for the reception of

those who were afflicted with this dreadful disorder.

In France alone, according to a statement in the
will of King Louis the Young, the number of these

receptacles reached at one time to two thousand.
On the dominions of a feudal lord at Aisne, there
were ton establi.shmenls of this nature, supported
by the contributions of families, each of whom had
some members immured within their walls. These
calculations give us an affecting picture of the
desolations which this dire malady must have in-

flicted on many a household.

The superstition of the period, added by its

gloomy ceremonies, to the terror which the ap-
proach of this dreaded disorder inspired. When
an individual had been pronounced in a state of
contagion, he was led to a neighbouring church,
where the service for the dead was performed over
him. He was than conducted to the leper-house,
to be consigned to a living tomb. Arrived at the
gates of this gloomy mansion, he was stripped of
the dress which he had hithei'to worn, and arrayed
in a funeral garb. He was warned to bid farewell
to the world, and exhorted to look beyond its

chequered scones, to the bliss which awaited the
faithful in heaven, wbore no leprosy, no impurity,
no tears, no pain, no separation could find access.
The exhortation ended by a staff being placed in

his hands, with which he was to ward off any from
cming in contact with his person. The gates

then received their inmate, and another victim was
consigned to a living sepulchre.

Sometimes it happened that natural affection

gained the mastery over the fear of contagion,
and the sweets of social life. Dreadful as was the
prospect of perpetual immurement within the pre-
cincts of a lazaretto, surrounded by all that was
loathsome, such a fate was occasionally preferred
by a fond wife to separation from a beloved hus-
band. An instance of this kind is recorded as
having once occurred at the town of Tours. In
the month of May 1329, a young man, afflicted

by the leprosy, had had the ceremonies we have
referred to performed over him. The priest had
recited the accustomed formulary, prohibiting him
from walking about, unless attired in the lazar's

garment—forbidding him to place his naked foot
on the ground, to mix in the assembly of men, to
enter crowded streets or churches, or to wash him-
self in the waters of any fountain or river. In
another moment the gates of the lazar-house were
about to close upon an exile from the sweets of
social life. At that instant, however, the wife of
the leper stepped forward, and refused to leave her
husband. "If I quit him," she said, "who will

love him ? who will help to console him ? Do
you say I will myself become a leper ? God, if it

be his will, can preserve me. Did he not cure
Job and Naaman ?—and may he not, in answer to

my prayers, restore my husband to health ? Be
the issue what it may, however, I will not abandon
him, without whom the world would be to me a

desert." Many such scenes, doubtless, occurred,
'fhey will bring, perhaps, to the reader's recollec-
tion the touching incident of the self-denying Mo-
ravian missionaries, who, under circumstances of
a somewhat analogous character, entered the lazar-

houses in Africa, and devoted themselves, out of
love to the souls of its unhappy inmates, to a per-
petual estrangement from all the comforts of social
existence.

The lepers in France, however, did not always
inspire sympathy. It is a characteristic of the
natural heart, that while unsoftened by the gospel,
it is apt, in seasons of wide-spread calamity, to be-
come steeled to the miseries of others from selfish

anxiety for its own safety. The alarming spread
of leprosy in France awoke at one time the super-
stitious fears of the multitude, and led to excesses
of a deplorable character. In the reign of Philip
v., a rumor spread among the lower orders, that
the lepers had entered into a conspiracy to infect
others with their dreaded disorder, by polluting
the public wells and fountains. These reports
were greedily believed ; and the credulous monarch
countenanced them, by issuing an ordinance to the
judges to exercise summary vengeance on all lepers
whom they suspected of such practices. Several
of these unhappy objects, although persons of dis-

tinction, were put to the torture, and burned over
a slow fire at Parthenay. In other parts of the
country a large multitude perished in the flames,
kindled by the groundless alarms of an ignorant
populace.

After the fourteenth century the number of
lepers in France grrdually diminished. The mas-
sacres to which we have adverted greatly thinned
their ranks. As the intercourse with the East,
occasioned by the crusades, ceased, fresh sources
of contagion were avoided. The advancing civi-

lization of the times also, greater attention to food,

and above all, the more extended use of linen as
an article of clothing, arrested, and under the good
providence of God, finally extirpated the disorder.
The gloomy remains of old lazar-houses, in several
parts of the country, still, however, recall to memo-
ry the existence of this once formidable disease,
and serve as a tide-post to mark the advances in

social comfort with which our own age has In
favoured, and the corresponding obligations L
posed upon us, of gratitude to God for his dig i

guishing and undeserved merciea: "Bless g
Lord, my soul; and all that is within me, ba
his holy name. Bless the Lord, O my soul, J
forget not all his benefits." Psalm ciii. 1,

2'.

Epiktie of George Fox.

" Dear Friends and Brethren,—Whom i

Lord hath called and chosen in Christ Jesus, y f
life and salvation, in whom ye have all rest i

peace with God; the Lord God by his migl,
power, which is over all, hath preserved and sj.

ported you to this day, to be a peculiar, hi
people to himself, so that by his eternal spirit:

I

power, ye might be all kept out of the world;
,.

in the world is trouble. And now, in this gifc

day of the Lord God Almighty, he is shaking
I

heavens and the earth of outward professioi

their elements are in a heat, their sun and tl'-

moon are darkened, the stars falling, and J

mountains and bills shaking and tottering, a;s

was among the Jews in the day of Christ's appej.

ing. Therefore, dear Friends and brethren, dvii

in the Seed, Christ Jesus, the Rock and foun
j

tion that cannot be shaken ; that ye may see w
j

the light and Spirit of Christ, that ye are as fix

stars in the firmament of God's power ; and
i

this his power and light, you will see over all u
wandering stars, the clouds without water, ai

trees without fruit. That which may be shakij

will be .shaken ; as will all they that are wandeij
from the firmament of God's power.

'

"Dear Friends and Brethren, you that ij

redeemed from the death and fall of Adam, '\

Christ the second Adam, in Him ye have life, r'

and peace ; for Christ saith, ' In me ye shall ha|

peace; but in the world troiible.' And t|

apostle saith, 'They that believe, are entered it;

their rest,' namely Christ, who hath overcome t'

world, who bruiseth the serpent's head, destroj

the devil and his works, and fulfils the type'

figures and shadows of the Old Testament and t

prophets; in whom the promises are yea ai!

amen ; who is the first and the last, the beginnii:

and the ending—the Eternal Rest. So keep ai'

walk in Christ, your rest, every one that have 1

ceived him.

"And now, dear Friends and Brethren, whf

ever bustlings and trouble, tumults and outragf

quarrels and strife, arise in the world, keep
of them all ; concern uot yourselves with then

but keep in the Lord's power and peaceable trutli

that is over all such things; in which power y
seek the peace and good of all men. Live in tl

love which God hath shed abroad in your hear

through Christ Jesus; in which nothing is ab'

to separate you from God and Christ, neither ou

ward sufferings, persecution.?, nor any outwai

thing, that is below and without; nor to hindi'

or break your heavenly fellowship in the ligh

gospel, and Spirit of Christ, nor your holy cod

munion in the Holy Ghost, that proceeds fro

the Father and the Son, and which leads you im
all truth. In this Holy Ghost, in which is yoi

holy communion, that proceeds from the Fatht;

and the Son, you have fellowship with the Fathf

and the Son, and one with another. This is

which links and joins Christ's church or bod

together, to Him the heavenly and spiritual heai

d in unity in his Spirit, which is the bond (

peace, to all his church, and living members, i

whom they have eternal rest and peace in Chris

and with God everlasting, who is to be blesse

and praised forever. Amen.
Dear Friends, forsake not the assembling 1

yourselves together, who are gathered in the nam
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ofresus, who is your Propliet, whom God hath

ralsd up in the New Teatament, to be heard in

al things ; who opens to you, and no man can

sb't; and shuts, and no man can open; who is

yfr Priest, made higher than the heavens by the

pder of an endless life, by whom you are made a

roil priesthood to offer up to God spiritual sacri-

ficj; who is the Bishop of your souls to oversee

yd, that ye do not go astray fi'om God ; who is

tb'good Shepherd, that hath laid down his life

fojhis sheep ; and they hear his voice, and fol-

io! him, and he gives them eternal life.

I'And now, dear Friends and Brethren, abide

ir^hrist, the vine, that ye may bring forth fruit

t( lio glory of God. And as every one hath re-

cced Christ, walk in Him, who is not of the

W"ld, that lies in wickedness; so that ye may
bipreserved out of the vain fashions and customs

ofhe world, which satisfy the lust of the eye, the

lit of the flesh, and the pride of life, which are

n: of the Father, but of the world that passes away.

Viioever joins to that, which is not of the Father,

encourages it, draws the mind from God the

Bher, and the Lord Jesus Christ. Therefore,

1(1 Christ rule in your hearts that your minds.

Sills and spirits may be kept out of the vanities

o'the world, in their words, ways, and actions,

t'.t ye may be a peculiar people, zealous of good
vrks, serving the Lord through Jesus Christ, to

tJ! praise and glory of God ; that by the Word of

b grace, your words may be gracious, and in

j|jr lives and conversations ye may show forth

ifhteousncss, holiness, and godliness ; that so,

()d Almighty may be glorified in you all, and
though you all, who is above all, blessed and
jjiised forever. Amen. G. F."

'.ondon, the 11th of the Fourth month, 1685.

jFrenc/i Gelatine.—How to get a pennyworth

J
beauty out of old bones and bits of skin,

s Dickens, in his Household Words, is a problem
\jiich the French gelatine makers have solved

Yy prettily. Does the reader remember some
{'rgeous sheets of coloured gelatine in the French
tjpartmeut of the great exhibition ? We owe
^em to the slaughter-houses of Paris. Those
(|,ablishments, are so well organized and conduct-

<l, that all the refuse is carefully preserved, to be
jplied to any purpose for which it may be deemed
Iting. Very pure gelatine is made from the

Viste fragments of skin, bone, tendon, ligament,

^d gelatine tissue of the animals slaughtered iu

^6 Parisian abattoirs ; and thin sheets of this

ilatine are made to receive very rich and beau-

ful colours. As a gelatinous liquid, when melt-

iL it is used in the dressing of woven stuff's and

j
the clarification of wine, and as a solid it is cut

|to threads for the ornamental uses of the con-

jOtioner, or made into thin, white, and transpa-

|nt sheets of papier glace for copying drawings,

1
applied in the making of artificial flowers, or

led as a substitute for paper on which gold print-

g maybe executed. In good sooth, when an ox
lis given us our beef, and our leather, and our
iUow, his career of usefulness is by no means
|ided ; we can get a penny out of him as long as

ere is a scrap of his substance above ground.

Sclecled for « The Friend."

" Religion, it is acknowledged, brings its pains

;

ist because it comes from heaven to maintain a

3adly conflict in the soul, with principles and
lispositions which are rebellious against heaven,
pd destructive to the soul itself. Nothing can

b more thoughtless or unknowing than the strain

!i which some have indulged in the recommenda-
[on of it, as if it were all felicity and enjoyment.
"It is better that you should see the whole

truth, and clearly understand that the agent which,
in a capacity like that of a tutelary priest, takes in

charge a perverted, sinful, tempted being, to be
humbled and reclaimed, taught many mortifying

lessons, disciplined through a series of many cor-

rections, reproved, restrained, and incited, and
thus conducted onward, in advancing preparation

for the happiness of another world, must be the

inflicter of many pains during the progress of this

beneficent guardianship."

—

Foster's Address to

the Youni/.

From " Tlie Leisure Hour "

The Wonders of the Deep.

Very few persons, even amongst those who de-

light in studying other branches of natural lii.story,

are at all acquainted with the wonders of the deep;

and yet the various phenomena and the inhabi-

tants of the watery world are not only quite as

well worthy our investigation as those of the dry

land, but being less familiar, from coming under
our personal observation less frequently, they pre-

sent far greater novelty, and their variety is inex-

haustible.

A sea voyage affords an excellent opportunity

for the prosecution of this interesting but neglected

study ; we need not be afraid of exhausting it.

More than three-fifths of the surface of our globe

are covered by the ocean, and day after day we
may turn over a fresh page of nature's open volume,

and find our interest in the subject " never-ending,

still beginning."

Fishes, or, as they have been fancifully called,

" the birds of the sea," occupy an important place

in the animal kingdom. Their classification is

simple ; they are distinguished from other vertc-

brated animals by their mode of respiration
; they

have gills insteadof lungs, and they arc distinguish-

ed from the Crustacea by having no back-bone.

I have heard a story of a person, who, studying

the natural history of fishes, wrote to a friend,

asking him to collect specimens for him. " I shall

be delighted to do so," was the reply, " and will

send you all I can catch, from a whale to a shrimp."

A very slight acquaintance with the subject would
have shown him that neither of these are fish ; and
a little knowledge would not, in this case, have
been so " dangerous a thing" as it is sometimes sup-

posed by the idle and ignorant.

The contrast and analogy between fishes and the

aerial tribes are very curious and interesting.

Both are fitted to move iu a fluid medium, in an
ocean of their own ; the bird swims in the air, as

the fish may be said to fly in the water, by the

aid of similar, though not the same means. The
feathers of one are analogous to the scales of the

other ; the wings to the pectoral fins, and the tail

of both acts the part of a rudder. Many persons

have thought that the movements of the aquatic

animal are more graceful and elegant than those

of the aerial, in consequence of the greater flexi-

bility of its form and the number of its motive

organs. Perhaps our own predilections may bo in

favour of the feathered race, because we almost

regard them as the friends of our childhood; but

undoubtedly there is considerable grace and beauty
in the agile movements of fishes, especially in their

own pure element, which they rarely, though occa-

sionally forsake. The proverbial expression, " a

fish out of water," gives a lively idea of a " false

position." The instances in which it actually

occurs are well worth our notice. Let us select

some of the most remarkable.

Dr. Hancock mentions a fish (the loricari) which
creeps upon all-fours in the beds of rivers. This
little finny quadruped has a very singular appear-

ance, moving upon its four stilts, which are pro-

duced by a bony ray in front of its pectoral fins

and of the next pair to them. The calliothys, a
Brazilian fish, walks, in this way, for miles, in

.search of water, when, as often happens, the pool
in which it lives is dried up. The climbing perch
(perea scaiidens) not only creeps along the shore,
but ascends trees, in search of the Crustacea upon
which it feeds. It is found in Tranquebar. It

must have some difiiculty in ascending the fan-

palms, if it were not provided with numerous little

spines or thorns upon its fins, by means of which
it suspends itself while climbing, using them like

hands. In addition to those peculiarities, it has
the power of folding up both dorsal and anal fins

when not using them, and thus it literally puts
its hands in its pockets ; for it deposits them in a
cavity in its body, provided by nature, on purpose
to receive them when they are not needed for pro-

gression. Nor arc these pockets, or troughs, pe-

culiar to the climbing perch : the land crabs also

possess them. With respect to the latter, anato-

mists were formerly puzzled to account for the fact

of animals whose mode of respiration is by gills,

being able to exist so long as they do out of the

water without injury to those organs; but a
French naturalist first, and afterwards Milne
Edwards, discovered a cavity, or trough, in which
a small quantity of water is kept in order to moisten
their gills occasionally. The gecarcinus uca, one
species of this tribe, has more than one pocket or

vesicle for that purpose ; another species the ory-

pode, has a different, but equally curious apparatus,

a small spongy substance, by means of which the

animal is supplied with the moisture required. The
reason of this remarkable adaptation is fraught

with interest and instruction ; and it is a beautiful

example of the unbroken order and exquisite har-

mony which pervade all the works of the divine

Author of the universe. Kirby remarks that God,
when he created these tribes, "would not separate

them from their kind by giving them a different

mode of respiration, but provided this compensating
contrivance to fit them for the circumstances in

which he decreed to place them."

The perca scandens is not the only kind of fish

which ascends trees in search of food. Several

species are found in the Polynesian Islands, climb-

ing the cocoa-palms ; the most remarkable of them
is a kind of lobster of gigantic size, and of strength

sufficient to open the cocoa nuts, upon which it

chiefly subsists.

Nor are these the only instances of the inhabit--

ants of the waters forsaking their native element.

Several varieties of fish in the Indian Ocean, and
in the Mediterranean, are adapted for a short flight,

and these peculiarities of habit and movement are

highly interesting, even were they devoid of grace-

fulness ; for they are examples of a contrivance

which displays the goodness of the Creator, in fur-

nishing them with the means of providing for

themselves amid the accidents and difficulties that

may fall to their lot.

It has been asserted that fish are quite deaf;

but though they have no external organ of hear-

ing, they are by no means deficient in this .sense

;

and their faculty of snielline) is so wonderful, that

they are guided by it through storm and darkness
and directed to their prey, or warned to escape

from their enemies, at an immense distance. La-

cepede considers this so much the most acute of

their senses, that he calls it their " most valuable

eye." The olfactory membrane, in the shark,

occupies several square feet.

I''ishe3 have the character of being remarkably

stupid, and yet they are not wholly incapable of

instruction. In many parts of Germany, the trout,

carp, and tench, are summoned to their food by
the sound of a bell ; and in the gardens of tha

Tuileries some fish were kept for more thau a cen-
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tury, which would come when they were called

by their names. Neither are they as wholly de-

ficient in parental instinct as has generally been
supposed. Two .species of fish in Brazil, one the
callictLys before mentioned, the other called doras,

construct actual nests, the former of grass, the

latter of leaves, in which they deposit their eggs,

covering thera very carefully. They live in pairs,

and, like birds, watch and defend their nests by
turns, till their young are hatched and able to take

care of themselves.

A similar instinct is exhibited by a fish resem-

bling the turbot, osphromenus olfax, which is kept

for food in ponds in the Mauritius. After making
their nest, and laying their eggs, the male and
female hatch and watch their infant offspring by
turns.

The quiet and seclusion of a pond, or some such

retreat, arc indispensable to the development of

this parental instinct, and accordingly the inhabi-

tants of the great world of waters exhibit no traces

of it.

The longevity of fish is another remarkable cir-

cumstance, considered with regard to their con
stant exposure to injury, and the soft, defenceless

nature of their conformation.

In the year 1754, an old pike was taken in a

pond belonging to the castle of Kaiserslantern,

which had a ring in its gill, with an inscription

stating that it had been put there in 1487, 267
years before, by order of the emperor Frederick II.

It weighed 350lb3. Knowing the predaceous and
remorseless habits of this fresh-water shark, we may
feel assured it was a monster of rapacity, and no
doubt the scourge and terror of the pond in which
it reigned as tyrant. The existence of such re-

lentless destroyers is, however, of absolute neces-

sity, to check the redundant increase of the finny

tribes; for the cod alone produces more than nine
millions of eggs in the year; and if neither man
nor shark made it their food, the sea would in a

short time contain nothing but cod-fish. It has,

therefore, been wisely ordained that the larger spe-

cies should swallow the small fry by hundreds at

a time ; they, in turn, feed upon their minuter bre-

thren, and even the herbivorous ones usually break-
fast upon the eggs of fishes.

The adaptation of fishes to the circumstances in

which they are placed, affords a most interesting

subject of inquiry ; their varieties of form appear
inexhaustible, and it is thought that the sea con-
tains the analogues of almost every aerial or ter-

restrial race. The monsters of the deep are un-
doubtedly more gigantic and grotesque than any
of their representatives on tlio land. Amongst
the former, the whale, though not a fish, claims
pre-eminence as regards magnitude. Its value
and usefulness, in a commercial point of view, are

so well known, that we are apt to forget how won-
derful it is, that even the huge leviathan should be
subservient to man, ministering in various ways to

his comfort and luxury.

Amongst marine giants, we must not overlook
the sun-fish, or mola, with its enormous phospho-
rescent carcass, shining with a brightness like the
reflection of the moon in the water, and mea.suring
twenty-five feet in leangth. Imagine a party of
them (they generally travel five or six together) on
a dark, moonless night, frightening the rest of the
fish, scaring tbe superstitious sailor, and astonish-

ing even the veteran naturalist who has left off

being surprised at anything,

Next in bulk comes the " requin," which is

thought to be identical with the carcharias of the
Greeks, mistranslated the " whale" in the history
of Jonah. It is stated to exceed thirty feet in

length
; and Cuvier thinks, from its configuration,

it would have no difiiculty in gulping down a

man, without subjecting him to the process of

mastication.

The next in size is the "sqnalus maximus,"
sometimes more than forty feet in length, to say

nothing of the enormous ray-fisli, one of which,
taken at Barbadoes, required seven pairs of oxen
to draw it on shore.

The sailors call it the sea-devil, and naturalists

describe it as frightful. But all these are "gentle
monsters," compared with the horrible and terrific

octopods, the hideousness of which far surpasses

anything that imagination could have pictured,

and which one would be sorry to meet by moon-
light, or in a dark night, in the Mediterranean.

But if we are tired of considering mere bulk
and deformity, let us turn for variety to the " trea-

sures of the deep," to the beautiful tribe of shells,

to the pearl oysters, the corallines, the sea-flowers,

and the ocean-beds of weeds on which the grega-
rious fishes graze like land animals in their pas-

tures. Let us contemplate the connecting links

between animal and vegetable life ; let us consider
the electric fishes, from the torpedo and gymnotus
down to the aquatic stars which beautify the nights
of tropical climates ; let us admire the migratory
instinct, which, at their appointed seasons, collects

such vast numbers of edible fish, and brings them
within the reach of man, for his food or conveni-
ence

; we shall then begin to have some idea how
inexhaustible is the interest of the subject; and,
when we consider how wonderful are the works of
the Almighty Creator, shall be constrained to ex-

claim, "In wisdom hast thou made them all : the
earth is full of thy riches;" to which we well may
add, "So is the great and wide sea also !"

nocent and exemplary, her labour therein
[^

approved." '

CHRISTOrHER BLACKBtlRN.

This Friend appears to have been a nativ if

the North Riding of Yorkshire, and was ba
about the year l(j63. The family suffered m it

for support of the testimony of Truth, and e «.

cially Anne Blackburn, who was fined for allf.

ing meetings in her house in the nine mon :

from the Sixth month, 1670, to the Third mo:
\

1671, one hundred pounds. Her residence
g

at Ellington, in the parish of Massara. In g
year 1701, Christopher Blackburn being aljt

removing to Pennsylvania, obtained a certifiift

leij
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ELIZABETH DURBOUOUGII.

Of the native place of Elizabeth Taylor, after-

wards Durborough, we have no particular account,
but we have reason to believe it to have been
somewhere in Somersetshire, England. Her birth

took place about 1660; it may be a year or two
afterwards. She came to Pennsylvania with some
members of her family, and, in 1685, resided at

Tinicum in Chester county, being a member of
Chester Monthly Meeting, which was then held at

the dwellings of various Friends.

On the 11th day of the First month, 1686,
Elizabeth Taylor was married to Hugh Durborough,
aclolhier, who resided at Thornby, in the said coun-
ty of Chester. He was a religious young man, who
had suffered persecution in support of the Truth,
in his native county of Somersetshire, from whence
in the year 1684 he had removed to Pennsylvania.
The meeting at which the marriage was solemnized,
was held at the house of John Simcock at Ridly,
in Providence township, Chester county.

About the time of the difficulties with George
Keith or soon after, Hugh Durborough, who was
at that time an approved minister, removed with
his wife and family to Philadelphia to reside.

Elizabeth herself, a few years afterward, received
a gift in the ministry, and appears to have been
faithful to her calling in her allotted sphere of

usefulness, which was much confined to the meet-
ings of her own Yearly Meeting. She was a use-

ful woman in meetings for discipline, and her la-

bour in the gospel appears to have been well
esteemed. She died on the 1st day of the Fourth
month, 1722 ; aged about sixty years. Her
Friends say, she "was endued with a gift in the
ministry, and her life and conversation being in-

same county, dated Twelfth mo. 13th. ne
]

bably had resided part of his time, previousht)

his removal to America, in Northumberland," t
he had also a certificate of unity fmm a meetin,it

North Shields, in that county. He was a ta f

by profession, and followed this business in ';

city of Philadelphia, where he settled.

In the Sixth month, 1702, he was marriet >

Piachel Cumberlidge, a Friend, from London. >

seems to have been a solid, sedate man, and k

soon engaged in exhorting others to seek first {

kingdom of heaven and the righteousness ther({

His public appearances in the ministry were i

in many words, and he was probably not blessed wl
great talents. Yet he appears to have been fail

ful and useful in his day. He first appears I

attendance at the Meetings of Ministers in 17^
and although frequently found at neighbonri'

meetings, yet he does not appear to have asked
^

liberty of his Friends to visit any meeting abroi

until in 1709, when he was permitted by the Ma
ing of Ministers to accompany Vincent Caldwl

into the three lower counties, now the State;

Delaware. '

In tbe Third month of the year 1712, bet
liberty of his 5Ionthly Meeting to visit Frierl

in Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina,
!

company with Thomas Chalkley. He was absd

from home on this journey about three mont'

In the Twelfth month, 1715, he received a ceil

ficate of unity of his Friends to visit " Long 1

land, Rhode Island and New England." Tli

appears to have been the longest journey he e''

took in religious service, occupying some montit

On his return he brought to the Monthly Me!
ing and to the General Meeting of Ministers, c'

|

tificates of the unity of Friends where he had t
]

veiled with his ministry amongst them. Til

account was read in the Monthly Meeting "]

satisfaction," and in both meetings was "wi
received." '

After this, except attending Shrewsbury Yeail

Meeting, his labours seem to have been abo-

home, but he was gradually growing in usefii

ness, judging from the appointments put up
him. Yet it is evident from the language of 1

Friends, that his labours in the minist;ry were n

frequent.

He attended the Monthly Meeting of Philadi

phia, held Sixth month 31, 1722, partook in :|

concerns, and was appointed on its business. I|

returned home therefrom, and, in one short wee'

had passed through sickness, suffering, and deat'

yielding up his spirit on the 7th of the Seven

month, into the hands of him, whom he had e

deavoured in godly simplicity to serve and obi

on earth. He was 59 years old.

DANIEL WALTON.

Among the stout, honest, hard-working yeom<

of England, who were led in hope of betterii

their condition to remove to the colony just foun
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ioiby William PenD, were four brothers, of the

nale of Walton. They came over from the mother

coiitry in 1G81 or 1682, being all members of the

re:;ious Society of Friends. At that time Wil-

Jia;, the youngest brother, had just reached ma-

tujty, and Nathaniel, the eldest, was probably

ndfar from thirty. We suppose that the bro-

tb]-s had sufficient to transport them to this coun-

trj except the boy William, for whose passage

N haniel paid five pounds.

he place of their nativity was in the parish of

erry, which is in the south-east corner of

ucestershire. On arriving in Pennsylvania,

tly selected land, Sftecn miles north of the sct-

tljient at Shackn^iiaxou, and in memory of home

ai| their early associations, they called the place

goerry. Hard work, frugal habits, and sound

regious principle made them prosperous.

jjaniel, of whom we propose now to give a brief

awunt, was married, in 1688, to Mary Lamb.

J what time he came forth in the ministry, we

1j')W not, but have cause to believe it was shortly

a!r the defection of George Keith. Nathaniel,

til eldest of the family, through want of faithful

Aching in the light of Christ, became entangled

i|he sophistries of Keith, lost his spiritual per-

ci'tion, and slid back again into outward nbser-

Viices, from whence his parents and himself had

b'n led ; but the younger brothers stood firm, and

a'threc signed the testimony of the Yearly Meeting

aiinst Keith. The Keithites kept possession of

tjj meeting-house, where the Friends of Byberry

Ijd Deen wont to assemble, yet they found their

ij;eting small, and decreasing, whilst those who
ijpt to the faith and practice of their forefathers

i| the Truth, increased in numbers, and felt the

psenee of their Divine Master with them. in their

ijw place of worship. Nathaniel Walton was too

ijtle at ease in himself to be willing to let his

Ipthers alone in the firm and consistent course

fey maintained. It is narrated that on a certain

(icasion he came to Friends' meeting, and one of

fe brothers being led to labour iu the gospel of

tirist Jesus,—the spiritual views proclaimed by

]m, so difi"erent from the changeable and outward

fadency of the Keithite profession, stirred up

1 gry feelings in the man, who, probably feeling

jmself wrong, took every defence of the Truth as

.personal attack, so in the heat of the moment
; interrupted the speaker,' with the coarse Ian-

page, " Brother, thou lyest."

1 Of the ministerial labours of Daniel Walton, we
|ive little account. He was often a representa-

ive to the Quarterly Meeting of Blinisters, and

las appointed to various services, both in the

gneral meetings for business, and in those of

inisters. We can frequently trace him attend-

g the meetings for worship in Philadelphia, and

some neighbouring places, and in the year

711, he, with his brother William, had liberty

om their Friends to visit in gospel love " the

iwer parts of this province and territories, and

;tendiug the general meeting."

His services in the various meetings of minis-

;ra continued unabated until the year 1714, after

hich, probably from hi,s bodily infirmities, we
|nd little trace of him. In 1719 he finished his

ourse, being about'sisty years of age.

(To be conlinued.)

Agricultural Division of the Patent Office.—
The Cataurissa Raspberry.—The Catawissa rasp-

berry originated in the grave-yard of a meeting-

louse, in the village of Catawissa, Columbia

•ounty, Pennsylvania, situated near the confluence

)f the Catawissa and Susquehanna rivers. The
ruit is of medium size, inferior to many of the

lew popular varieties, but is sufiiciently large for

all economical purposes. Its colour is dark red-

dish purple when ripe, and is of a very high

flavour. It bears most abundantly after the young

wood, on which it produces its best fruit, attains

a height of four or five feet, usually begins to

ripen early in the Eighth month, and even sooner.

The fruit is produced on branches continually

pushing out from all parts, successively appearing

in the various stages of growth, from the blossom

to perfect maturity ; and often there may be

counted more than fifty berries on a branch. As
the fruit of each branch successively ripens, the

later ones gradually diminish in size ; but there

is no suspension of blooming or fruiting before the

plant is checked by frost. If protected in-doors,

it undoubtedly would produce fruit during the

winter months. One great advantage of this over

other varieties of the raspberry is, that if the

stocks should be accidentally broken or cut off, or

should be killed by winter frost, it is all the bet-

ter for the crop.

Extensive Cyphering.—An English mathema-

tician, named Bailey, has calculated the weight of

the earth to be 1,256,195,675,600,000,000,000,-

000, or, in words, one quadrillion, two hundred

and fifty-six thousand one hundred and ninety-five

trillions, six hundred and seventy-five billions of

tons avoirdupois.

ON THE DEATH OF A YOUNG FRIEND.

0, stay thy tears ! for they are blest.

Whose days are past; whose toil is done.

Here midnight care disturbs our rest

;

Here sorrow dims the noonday sun.

For labouring Virtue's anxious toil,

For patient Sorrow's stifled sigh.

For Faith that marks the conqueror's spoil,

Heaven grants the recompense, to die.

How blest are they whose transient years

Pass like an evening meteor's flight

;

Not dark with guilt, nor dim with tears
;

Whose course is short, unclouded, bright.

How cheerless were our lengthened way,
Did heaven's own light not break the gloom

;

Stream downward from eternal day.

And cast a glory round the tomb I

Then stay thy tears ; the blest above
Have hailed a spirit's heavenly birth

;

Sung a new song of joy and love,

And why should anguish reign on earth?

Selected.

MIDNIGHT HYMN.

MS. found in a chest, in a poor looman's cottage.

In the mid silence of the voiceless night,

When, chased by airy dreams, the slumbers flee.

Whom in the darkness doth my spirit seek,

God, but Thee?

And if there be a weight upon my breast,

Some vague impression of the day foregone
;

Scarce knowing what it is, I fly to Thee,

And lay it down.

Or if it be the heaviness that comes
In token of anticipated ill

—

My bosom takes no heed of what it is,

Since 'tis Thy will.

For 0, in spite of past or present care.

Or anything beside—how joyfully

Passes that silent solitary hour,

My God, with Thee 1

More tranquil than the stillness of the night.

More peaceful than the silence of that hour,

More blest than anything,—my bosom lies

Beneath thy power.

For what is there on earth that I desire,

Of all tliat it can give, or take from me?
Or whom in heaven doth my spirit seek,

God, but Thee ?

The writer of the following communication saya,

in a note accompanying it, it was sent in the hope
that " it may be the means of stirring up some on
the important subject alluded to therein, even of

loving the Lord with all the heart, and mind and
strength : a situation wherein we cannot fail to

worship Him in spirit and in truth. And while

we dwell under the precious cementing influence

thereof, will it not lead us to love our neighbour

as ourselves?"—Eu.

For "The Friend."

Having been made in years that are past, by the

merciful kindness of a long suffering God, to

feel his terror on account of the state of luke-

warmness in which I had been in the habit of at-

tending religious meetings, and the language that

was uttered against the Laodiceans being then

brought home to the view of my mind in an in-

structive manner, "Because thou art lukewarm,

and neither cold nor hot, I will .spue thee out of

my mouth," I have felt, and of latter time in an

especial manner, longings of soul, that every mem-
ber of our religious Society may strive to know for

themselves what precious enjoyment there is, in

worshipping the Father in spirit and in truth, con-

fiding in the blessed assurance that the Father
seeketh such to worship Him.

I know of no way to impress my own views

more forcibly on the minds of any of the readers

of " The Friend," who may be remiss in this very

important duty, than by the following extract

from pages 106 and 107 of the life of Thomas
Shillitoe.

"A company of poor persons at West Hough-
ton, about ten miles from Warrington, were in the

practice of meeting together for religious worship

after the manner of Friends, towards whom my
attention was turned, with an apprehension of

duty to sit with them on First-day in their usual

meeting. I had not heard that Friends had yet

taken so much cognizance of them as this, and

how this would be approved of by Friends of the

Quarterly Meeting, was a subject that tried me
not a little, lest it should be considered like lay-

ing hands suddenly upon them.
" I came down to breakfast next morning in a

very poor plight to walk to Macclesfield, as I had

given my kind Friend to expect I intended. On
my informing him how it had fared with me
through the night, and that looking towards home,

my way was slaut up, he encouraged me to pursue

my prospect, offering to procure a conveyance, and

bear me company. I believed it best to proceed

on foot, and as he would not be equal to such a

task, another Friend offered to accompany me.

On Seventh-day we walked to Wigan, where some

of those who met at West Houghton, we under-

stood, resided, to obtain information where their

place of meeting was, and one whom we met with,

engaged to conduct us to it next morning. I

cautioned them against informing any, of our in-

tention of sitting with them, except those who
were their usual attenders. From the feelings

which accompanied our minds in this family, we
thought it might be said, peace was within their

walls. The next morning the man conducted us

to their meeting-place, in a very secluded spot,

remote from the public road. At the hour ap-

pointed, the meeting gathered very punctually, in

all about thirty-four, many of whom, to my feel-

ings, seemed to bring good along with them into

the house. In a short time, a profound silence

spread over us, and not a few of our company,

under the influence thereof were humbled and

bathed in tears. Such were my feelings on the

occasion, I could but secretly acknowledge, these

are worshipping God in spirit, and have no con-
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Jidence in the flesh. This silence was of long con
tinuance, and feelings of tenderness towards this

contrite companj' were so excited in my breast,
that it was difficult for me to express amongst
them what was on my mind, without manifesti^ug
such a degree of abasement as rendered my words,
1 feared at times, unintelligible. Tbe Friend,
who accompanied me, after speaking a very few
words, sat down, telling me, alter the meeting, his

mind was so wrought upon through the contrition

generally apparent in the meeting, that after utter-

ing a few words he was obliged to desist. When
the meeting broke up, the lioor in every direction

was strewed with their tears. As there was a

cottage adjoining their meeting-place occupied by
one of the families, we concluded to ourselves to

dine with them, in order to have more of the

company of such as inclined to give it to us. We
found those who lived remote from the meetiug-

place, had brought their dinners with them to eat

in the cottage, which was both clean and com-
fortable : hearing of our intention to come and sit

with them, they had made provision for us at the

cottage. Although our fare was homely, our
minds having been previously refreshed, and still

continuing to feel the precious effects of it, we
were abundantly satisfied with our repast, uniting
in the acknowledgment we never enjoyed a meal
more.

"On inquiry, they informed us this was the
first visit they had received from Friends : at times
some of them attended Friends' meeting, which
they would prefer, rather than meeting as they
now do, but the nearest Friends' meeting some of

them would be able to get to, was eight miles dis-

tant. We were as much refreshed by some of the
remarks made by our company, as by the com-
fortable meal we made. 1 felt the need of cau-
tioning them to be on the watch, lest they should
be weary of sitting in silence, and that should set

some of them to preaching. Desirous of informa-
tion respecting their rise and progress so far re-

moved as they are from any meeting of Friends,
the following relation was given us. 'An old
man, who lived at West Houghton, much attached
to the principles of Friends, on Seventh-day even-
ing went to a barber's shop to be shaved, at which
shop some of those who now meet at West Hough-
ton, attended also. The old man at times intro-

duced conversation on religious subjects, and es-

pecially on the principles professed by Friends,
whereby a desire was excited in them to become
further acquainted with our religious principles,

in which he took great pains to satisfy them, fur-

nishing them with such Friends' books as were
in his possession. He died before they mot as
they now do, and his removal was like the loss of
a father, from the veneration they still manifest
for his memory. It was evident he had been an
instrument in the Divine hand of great good to

them. Since the visit we made them, several of
this company have been received into membership
with the society, and a meeting of Friends is now
settled there.'

"

We cannot doubt that these poor people were
true worshippers ; such as were desirous to cease
from man, and to be gathered to the gift of grace
within themselves, as testified of by the Apostle
Paul, " For God who commanded the light to
shine out of darkness, hath shined in our hearts,
to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of
Crod, in the face of Jesus Christ. But we have
this treasure in earthen vessels, that the excel-
lency of the power may be of God, and not of us."
Was it not by waiting for, and giving heed to the
inward manifestations of grace and truth, that our
worthy predecessors were raised up to be a people,
fearing and serving the Lord ? If we will be their

faithful followers, " Let us walk by the same
let us mind the same thing."

New Jersey, Seventh mo., 1855.

The Sulphxu- Mines in Iceland.—Some sharp
climbing up the mountain, nearly a thousand feet,

brought me to the sulphur mines, a scene I shall

never forget—a literal pool of fire and brimstone.
Had Milton ever visited the sulphur mountains of
Iceland, I could have forgiven him his description
of the infernal regions. Here was a little hollow
scooped out of the side of the mountain ; and all

over and through it yellow sulphur, burning hil-

locks of stone and clay, and stifling sulphurous
smoke. The surface, too, was semi-liquid—in fact,

as nearly a literal lake of tire and brimstone as
this world probably shows. The earth itself here
was principally a tine pink or flesh-coloured clay

;

and all over this I could see holes communicating
with the mighty laboratory of nature below ; and
as the steam and smoke came out of these holes,

the fine particles of sulphur seemed to be brought
up to the surface. The clayey ground where the
sulphur lay was in most places soft, and could not

walked over without the greatest danger of
iing down through it, perhaps into the very

depths in the bowels of the mountain. Indeed, it

po.ssesses a kind of horrible and fascinating inte-

rest. Around the edges and in certain places the
soil is hard, and some stones are seen where one
can walk in safety. Dy having a couple of boards,
a man might walk all over the ground. In some
places the sulphur was a foot thick, and as it

gathered it seemed to consolidate, and I found I
could break up large pieces beautifully crystal-

lized. This sulphur appeared about as pure as

the sulphur sold in the shops, but not so dense.
It had not half that strong odour that sulphur
and brimstone have in a prepared state. These
mines showed signs that they have been worked,
as some bits of boards and planks lay about, and
there were some paths to be seen. The sulphur
is taken off the surface, and then the ground i;

left for two or three years for it to collect again
Sulphur is so cheap, and these mines are so far

from a seaport, (Havncfiord, some twenty mili

north, being the nearest,) and roads and means of
transport are so scanty, that gathering it is not
very profitable, nor carried on to any groat extent.
There are sulphur mines in the north ; some pro-
ductive ones near Kravla mountain, on the shores
of Mount Lake Myvatn.

—

Rambles in Iceland.

into a premature decision upon the partic W
part which they will take in relation to it. f
with a sincere desire to do nothing but what

Jl

redound to the honour of truth, we go up to ij

solemn assembly, humbly relying upon the ble.'ii

Head of the Church for wisdom and strength, a
remembering that as the work is the Lord':i{

must be done in his fear, we need not doubt lit

He, who is for a crown of glory and diadentf

beauty to the residue of his people, will pour [t

the spirit of judgment to them who sit in ji .-.

ment, and give strength to them who turn
;e

battle to the gate." If we sbpuld be favours b
convene in the spirit here recommended, we wcii

no doubt be enabled to labour effectually for ^

promotion of that cause we p.'^rfcss to serve, J
our labours would tend to gather all jvho desiri)

abide by first principles and walk by the same ijs

and mind the same thing, into a feeling of H
mony and love towards each other: all jealov

and alienation of feeling would be done away, i|

we enabled to labour harmoniously, for the bu j.

ing up the waste places of our Zion.
)

" The present is a day of deep trial and siftiV

within our borders. The enemy of Truth, andf
the soul's salvation has succeeded, by variii

stratagems, in marring the beauty and peace P

Zion, and it behooves all who are desirous of si

ing the waste places built up, and the forni

paths restored, to put shoulder to shoulder, a;

walking by the same rule, and minding the.sa'

thing, rally to first principles, and labour harni

niously in the great work of our day." I

Ohio, Seventh month, 31st, 1855. I

For " Tlie Friend."

Hearing much said in reference to our appwach-
ing Yearly Meeting—planning and advising what
should be done or left undone in it ; and believini'
this activity to be out of the Truth, and opposed to

the profession we make, of deciding the important
concerns that come before our Yearly Meetinsjs,
according to the dictates, and in the authority
of the Spirit of Truth as manifested therein, I

have felt very desirous the members might cease
from these things, and endeavour to have their
minds gathered into quietness, and trust in the
strength and power of the great Head of the
Church—the only true source of hope and help
for his people. Surely we have abundantly proved
that vain is the help of man. The following
extract, from a pamphlet, published in Philadel-
phia, in 1846, 1 think is applicable to our state at
the present time.

" We would that it was in our power efl"ectually

to impress upon the minds of all our fellow-
members, the great safety there is in not
attempting to anticipate the course which the
meeting may feel itself called upon to pursue,
and in not allowing themselves to be betrayed

For "The Friend.

i

Some writers, of late years, have been end<i

vouring to make it appear, that as the christii

church is divided into sections, it matters little'!

it is a thing of small moment—to which of tht'

sections any are united, if they are only sincei

This doctrine, the enemy of the Truth has be
j

active in disseminating, both by preachingandwr'
ing. If this be true, then the labours, cruel st

ferings and martyrdom of our early valiants f;

the Truth, and their testimony therefor, is la

waste. Were not the churches and ministers I

that day denounced by those worthies as "mii

made '(" Did not their very presence troub'

such ? Was not their chief object to turn fro'

men, systems, or ordinances, to Christ, as "V
Light within ?"

|

In pages 7"2-74 of George Fox's Journal, is t)

following :
" Moreover, the Lord God let me s|

when I was brought up into His image, in righ:

eousness and holiness, and into the paradise

God, the state, how Adam was made a living sou

and also, the stature of Christ, the mystery tb'

had been hid from ages and generations ; whic'

things are hard to be borne by many. For of all tl

sects of Christendom (so called) that I discoursi;

withal, I found none who could bear to be tol

that any should come to Adam's perfection, in

that image of God, that righteousness and ho!

ness that Adam was in before he fell to be clei

and pure without sin as he was. Therefore, ho

should they be able to bear being told, that aij

should grow up to the measure of the stature ]

the fulness of Christ, when they cannot bear

hear that any shall come, whilst upon earth, in'

the same power and spirit that the apostles an'

prophets were in ? Though it be a certain trati'

that none can understand their writings arigh

without the same spirit by which they were wril

ten."

" When the Lord God and his Son, Jesi

Christ, sent me forth into the world, to preach h

everlasting gospel and kingdom, I was glad that
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commanded to turn people to that inward

Kit, spirit, and grace by which all might know
Wr salvation and their way to God ; even that

)|ne SpiritwLiich would lead tliem into all trutl;

rB;h I infallibly knew would never deceive any.

U with, and by the Divine power and spirit of

||, and the light of Jesus, I was to bring people

fl'rom all their own ways, to Christ the new and

ivS ^^y ^^''^ their churches which men had

lie and gathered, to the church in God, the

serai assembly written in heaven, which Christ

le head of; and off from the world's teachers

e by man, to learn of Christ the way, the

r h, and the life—of whom the Father said,

ihisJs my beloved fSon, hear ye him," and ofl

rjii all the world's worships, to know the Spirit

fl'ruth in the iuward parts, and to be led there-

tthat in it they might worship the Father of

Ijrits, who seeks such to worship him, which

Ijrit, they that worshipped not in, knew not what

It worshipped. I was to bring people oil iVom

Mhe world's religions, which are in vain, that

Vff
might know the pure religion, might visit

B fatherless, the widows and the strangers, and

ip t.hem.«clves from the sports of the world : then

±e would not be so many beggars ; the sight of

'|)m often grieved my heart, as it denoted so

ifeh hard-heartedness among those that professed

iname of Christ. I was to bring them off from
li.he world's yi/ZoM's/n^s, prayings, and singings,

!ch stood in form without power; that their

towship might be in the Holy Ghost, the eter-

\f

spirit of God : that they might pray in the

lly Ghost, sing in the Spirit, and with the grace

i|; comes by Jesus ; making melody in their

|rts to the Lord." Alas ! how is it? hath not

( God of this world blinded the eyes of the

llerstanding of many; nevertheless, the foun-

jion of God standcth sure, and if Esau sold his

jh-right, did not Jacob obtain the blessing.

—

ioso hath an car to hear, let him hear,

lanada, Seventh montb, 1855.

I For " The Friend."

^

Christian Unity and Strcnglh.

'"he unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace,
I its foundation in the love of God, by which
'are led in the path of self-denial, having fel-

ship with Christ, and one with another, and
]g called to fill up our measure of sufiFering, to

glory of God the Father, and our own un-
akable peace. No outward profession or scni-

jce of this heavenly bond, can be availingly

stituted for the real enjoyment of it, whereby
church is knit together and nourished from
•ist as by joints and bands.

?his secret union and communion of spirit, can-

be comprehended or enjoyed by the wisdom
)ower of the flesh, but must be known by un-
irved obedience to the revelation of the Spirit

jfarist, who is our only safe Teacher and Guide,
ur only Advocate and Intercessor, through
)m we have access to the throne of grace, and
whom we obtain redemption and remission of
1. The exercise of humble, fervent, efl'ectual

jrer, through the help of the Spirit, graciously

chsafed to the righteous, is more availing
li God—though it be but in secret before Him
ban all the high sounding words and works of
e human wisdom, however specious they may
ear.

<^o outward combination, however numerous or

Dg, will ever be able to prevail against the
iteous, for the invincible Captain of their sal-

on was never foiled in battle, and his secret

covenant are with those that fear and follow

a, through evil as well as good report, bearing

the cross, and despising the shame. The Lamb
and his followers shall have the victory, however

much to the outward eye the wicked may at times

seem to prevail, in perverting the right way,

wherein we are called to walk. "Who ever trusted

in the Lord, and was confounded ?"

The hidden path of the humble, wrestling soul

—of the poor in spirit, who has a sense of the

need in which he stands of the continual aid

Divine help—has ever been despised and shunned
by those whose attention is turned outward, trust-

ing to the help of man, so that they do not know
a being built upon that foundation which cannot

be moved, even that spiritual Hock on which the

prophets and apostles were built, whose union was
with Christ, and one with another in Him, and
who maintained an unfeigned love of the Truth,

and of those who dwelt therein, fearing God, keep-

ing his commandments, and waiting upon Him
for counsel and direction, in all their engage-

ments.

Now, how is it with us of the present day?
Have not very many among us forsaken this sim-

ple, humble way, wherein all dependence for direc-

tion and support is on the great Head of the

church ? whose voice' is heard, and his mighty

arm of power felt to guide and strengthen his true

disciples in the work of reformation, unto which

we are called. Have we walked worthy of our

high vocation, forsaking all human dependence,

and placing our confidence solely in the secret,

but mighty power of the everlasting arm of Truth '!

Or, have we, as a people, through the subtilty ot

the serpent, been beguiled into a fleshly coufi

dence, trusting in an empty profession—in a name
to live while we were yet dead ?

Is there not danger of our resting upon a mere

confession of faith, without its living experience ?

while many are saying, I am of Paul, and I am ot

Apollos, the unity of the Spirit in the bond of

peace not being known, but instead thereof

mere outward show of love, and a profession of

the Truth, while the practice is very far from its

leadings ? Ob.servation has confirmed this view

and it is believed that the Truth is made to sufl'er

by its professed friends, more than by its open

enemies, making good the declaration, as it respects

our Society, that our greatest enemies are those of

our own household.

Since the withholding of outward persecution,

the enemies of our prosperity and peace have

risen up in our midst, so that the perplexity and suf-

fering of the present day are causing many to faint,

their first love waxing cold, and they forsaking

their allegiance to God, to follow the leadings of

men, whose snare is hid from their eyes; in which

being taken unawares, they are without the desire

for deliverance, and so are kept in bondage to the

pirit of this world, even while professing faith in

Christ, and unity with ffim and his church.

The sorrowful evidence of our degeneracy as a

people, is too plainly manifested by separation and

indulgence in the spirit of party, by which the

general good of society is sacrificed to selfish ends,

producing discord and confusion, and blinding the

yes to the simple, sure, and harmonious leadings

of the unerring Spirit of Truth, by the light and

direction of which our worthy forefathers were

enabled to see eye to eye, to walk by the same rule,

and to mind the same thing. By keeping their

eye single to the secret discoveries of the true light,

which lighteth every man that cometh into the

world, the clouds of darkness were dispelled, the

path of true wisdom made plain before them, and

they, through patient endurance, and the exercise

uf humble prayer, were enabled to walk therein

without jarring or discord, being united by the

one Spirit and the one true baptism in the one

and only saving faith, on which they sought to

build each other up.

For " The Friend."

" We are, perhaps, too prone to consider life as a
dull round of care, and secretly to complain that
it yields so little unalloyed happiness. Now it

seems to me, that this happens in a great measure,
from a neglect, which is far too frequent, of the pro-
per cultivation of the social and benevolent atlec-

tions. How delightful are those little efibrts to

add to the enjoyment of those around us, which
have the double efl'ect of soothing the spirits, and
cheering the heart of him who bestows, and of
him who receives the kindness. They are the
genuine ofi'spring of a tender heart and a philoso-

phic mind, and should be largely conspicuous in

the refinements of the present day. The oppor-
tunity ought not to be given to posterity to say,
on reverting to the advances which our age is

making in real and important knowledge, that we
have neglected the cultivation and exercise of the
benevolent affections; and that no corresponding
progress has been made in those studies which teach
the art of happiness. An old writer says, " There
are two things which add much to the merit of
courtesies, viz., cheerfulness and sj)ced ; and the
contraries of these lessen the value of them ;

—

that which is done with difficulty and a sullen

look, makes the obligation of the receivers not so

strong, nor the memory of the kindness half so

grateful. A clear unclouded countenance makes
a cottage appear like a castle in point of hospital-

ity ; but a beetle-browed, sullen face, makes a
palace as smoky as an Irish hut. There is a
mode in entertaining our friends, and doing any
kindness else, which trebly binds the receiver to

an acknowledgement, and makes the remembrance
of it far more acceptable."

Now no one will deny the truth of the forego-

ing, and 3'et how often do we see men act as if

they believed not a word of it. But there is a
mode, a proper mode in doing almost every thing

which has reference to our intercourse with our
fellow creatures.

Advice, instruction, persuasion, and even argu-

ment itself, depend very much for their force and
value upon the grace and humour with which
they are administered. I have seen men argue
for hours, without approaching at all to a conclu-

sion, or becoming a jot the wiser; who, I make
no question, were lovers of the truth more than the

argument, and in whom there was little disposi-

tion to strive for the mastery. An apparent dis-

regard of one another's feelings and prejudices,

and a blunt and unceremonious way of asserting

our opinions arc apt to produce the idea of an
afli'ront, though none was intended ; and thus tho

time was spent in repelling supposed indignities,

when probably by the adoption of a different course,

one party or the other would speedily have found
himself in possession of his object. So much, too,

depends upon the very tone of our voice, as well

as the style of our discourse, that some persons

may say almost any thing without the danger of

offending; and by carefully preparing the auditor

to listen calmly and examine with candor, hardly

ever fail to produce conviction in an unprejudiced

mind, if reason and truth be on their side. The
due regulation and control of the temper is of

course a necessary part of the system of action of

which I have been speaking : and as our happi-

ness in life likewise very materially depends upon
it, I would cull the attention to some remarks of

Dugold Stewart, who says, " Another expedient

of very powerful effect, is to suppress as far as

possible, the external signs of peevishness or of

violence. So intimate is the connection between
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mind and body, that the mere imitation of any
strong expression has a tendency to excite the
corresponding passion which it indicates. It is

said of Socrates, that whenever he felt the passion
of resentment rising in his mind, he became in-
stantly silent, and I have no doubt, that, by ob-
serving this rule, he not only avoided many an
occasion of giving offence to others, but added
much to the comfort of his own life, by killing

the seeds of those malignant affections which are
the great bane of human happiness."

Novel Kind of Fabric.—In Bocalen, a town of
Silesia, there is an establishment for manufacturing
fabrics from the leaves of the fir and pine. The resi-

nous matter is first dissolved by a chemical process,

and the fibres are then spun and woven into fabrics.

Blankets of this material find a ready market in

Germany.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from Eaglaad to the 21st ult.

Roebuck's resolutions of censure had been defeated,
and the Talmerston Ministry sustained by a majority of
more than one hundred in the House of Commons. Sir
William Molesworth was to succeed Lord John Russell.
The London money market continued easy, and consols
were without change from the previous week. The
Liverpool cotton market had undergone no change of
consequence

; the sales of the week amounted to 4C,000
bales. Wheat and flour were steady at former quota-
tions. In Indian corn, a further decline of 3«. per
quarter had taken place. The TFar.—No events of mo-
ment are reported during the week. The Russians have
received reinforcements at Sebastopol. Some small
sorties made by them, were repulsed by the French.
The body of Lord Raglan had been sent to England.
The embarkation of it was made an occasion of muci
pomp and ceremony. Gen. Eyre has had a leg ampu
tated. General Sir John Campbell died within Sebas.
topol. Another sea expedition was fitting out, thi
destination of which was unknown. It was surmised
that Odessa might be the point attacked. In Asia, the
Russian army had invested Kars. The Turks in that
quarter were hard pressed, and the situation of their
forces under Vasset Pacha and General Williams, was
considered critical. The Russians held the roads to
Erzeroum.

.
The Ila/lic.~7he achievements of the allied fleet con-

tinue to be limited to the destruction of private pro-
perty. On the nights of the 23d and 24th of Sixth mo.,
the British ship Harrier destroyed 47 Russian ships,
comprising the whole of the Trystad shipping, probablv
amounting to upwards of 2o',000 tons. The vessels
were scuttled or burnt, by means of the Harrier's boats.
SPAIN.—Don Escalanle has been appointed Minister

to Washington, in room of M. Cueto. The Roman
Charge demanded his passport on the 16th ult., on ac-
count of the passage of the Church Property bill. The
dispute with the United St-ites on account of the Black
Warrior, has been finally settled by the indemnity of a
million of reals.

ITALY.—The Turin papers speak of an attempted
insurrection in the Duchy of Modeua, and arrests had
been made at Spezzia, Carrara and other places. Owing
to the troubled state of Italy, the French garrison at
Rome had been reinforced by a thousand more men.
FRANCE.—The sum set apart for the e-xpense of the

fete Napoleon on the 18th inst., is to be distributed
among the widows and orphans of the war. Five hun-
dred Russians, now at Toulon, are to be exchanged at
Odessa for French prisoners taken in the battle of Sixth
month 18th.

_

RUSSIA.—Accounts from St. Petersburg say, there
IS no truth iu the reports circulated by foreign papers,
that the Czar is in a decline, and not likely to live long.
HAVANA.—Dates to the 2Dth ult. The cholera was

raging, and numerous deaths had occurred among the
military. Several citizens had also died, and great
alarm prevailed. Offarel, an extensive planter, is re-
ported to have failed for near two millions. Another
cargo of Chinese had arrived at the Island
MEXICO.—The Pacific coast of Mexico was visited

by a most destructive gale on the 1st of Sixth mo. At
San Bias and Mazatlan, six ships were driven ashore,
and totally lost. About thirty lives were lost at Mazat-
lan, and property to the amount of a million and a half
of dollars, was destroyed. Copious rains had fallen in
many parts of Mexico. In the north the revolution was
progreSEing. A force of 2000 men under Gen. Vidalez,

had marched from Monterey against Metamoras, where
Gen. WoU and the Government troops had made a
stand. Santa Anna, as a measure of compromise or
conciliation has proposed to grant a constitution or
organic law to the people.

UNITED STATES.—Kansas—The explanations fur-
nished by Gov. Reeder, respecting his purchases of In-
dian lands, not being satisfactory to the President, he
has been removed, and John L. Dawson, of Peunsyl
vania, appointed to succeed him.

rutilic Lands. — The sales of public lands for th^
last fiscal year were 13,825,730 acres, for which there
was received, in cash and scrip, the sum of $10,570
386 86. This is exclusive of the land located with
military bounty land warrants in the same period. The
aggregate of public lands, the title in which has th
been transferred from the Government to individuals,
was never before so large in a single year.
The Coinage.—In the last month, the coinage at the

U. S. Mint in Philadelphia, amounted to only §436,380.
At the Assay OfHce in New York, gold bars were stamp-
ed to the value of $1,736,512.
Immigration.—"Lasi week 4169 immigrants landed at

N. York, making a tot.al this year of 82,000 against
169,998, for the corresponding portion of 1854.

Yellow Fever in the Souih.—This fatal disease con-
tmues to spread at New Orleans. In the week ending
the 30th ult., there were 275 deaths, including 173 from
the epidemic. Great numbers of the inhabitants have
left the city, and business was nearly at a stand. The
authorities of Natchez and Ticksburg have adopted
quarantine restrictions upon all ascending and descend-
ing boats. The yellow fever has also appeared at Nor-
folk, Portsmouth and Gosport, Va. A considerable
number of deaths have occurred in all these towns.
The Public Funds.—The amount, subject to draft in

the United States Treasury on the 23d ult., was eighteen
illion six hundred thousand dollars.
Anthracite.—The coal brought to tide water last week,

from the Schuylkill and Lehigh regions, amounted to
130,563 tons

; the largest quantity yet sent down in one
week.

Pliiladelphia.—llonaMiy last week, 352, of which 85
were from cholera infantum. Of the whole number
199 were under two years of age.
New loci.—Mortality of the week, 570, being 93 less

than in the previous week.
California.—The steamship Northern Light arrived at

N. York on the 5th, with 413 passengers and $940,08

court was in session. One man, a lawyer
stantly killed, and about fifty persons we
some of whom were seriously injured.

The Artesian Well, in Charleston, (S. C __
a depth of 1250 feet, and yields 64,800 gallons in twe D^
fourhours. From seventeen to twenty wells duo-, viel

'"

from 50,000 to 64,000 gallons, would be ample foi .?
supply of Charleston, which requires 1,000,000 of '.

Ions for every twenty-four hours. f'

Buffalo in Kansas.—The Kansas Herald, of Sev
j^' '

g'lg
It

mo. 14, says that buffalo in numbers are rano-i
the prairies, only fifteen miles west of Fort Riley. "^

a spyglass, from a hill, they 'can be seen grazing a.-.r
as the eye can reach. Settlers who had located in «
vicinity with herds of cattle, have been compelled

|o
remove, for want of grass, which has been consume. V
those animals.

''

Loans for the ITor.—The extraordinarv loans alreV
made by France, England and Turkey, 'since the c ].

mencement of the war, amount to aba'.>t S400,000,i[
This immense sum has been required iu addition

ij

that obtained by increased taxation.
(A Pension of £50 a year has just been granted by i

British Government, from the civil list, to the v»ji

known and popular author of many works of Chrislk.
philosophy and literature, Dr. Dick. f

SnoiD still remains on the north-eastern slopes of *

White Mountains. On Mount Jefferson there is a si'-

bank, four feet deep.
Powder dlill Erplosion.—The drying-house at •.

resche's powder works near Wilmington, Del., blew,
about 8 o'clock, on the morning of the 3d inst. It c .

tained about one and a half tons of powder. Foar]!
sons were killed by the explosion. The explosiorf
the drying-house caused a mill, situated about 300 ysi
distant, to explode. In this mill there were four],
sons, none of whom were killed, but all were iniur'
two probably fatally,

pounds of pov
Thi; mill .ined abou

n gold. The San Francisco dates were to Seventh
16th. The passage from San Francisco to N. York
made in 19 days and 20 hours. The news from the
mines reports a better yield of gold than for several
years. Gold is said to have been discovered in large
quantities near Paget Sound. The weather had been
unusually wet. A. A. Cohen, late Receiver of Adams
& Co.'s assets, and J. C. Woods, a member of that fi

are charged with frauds to the amount of §400,000 by
Judge Chambers, late of the firm of Page, Bacon & Co.
The Judge charges that Adams & Co. have been en-
gaged for four years in palming ofl' inferior dust upon
Page, Bacon k Co., and that a regularly organized band
of disguised accomplices has been maintained in the
various mining districts.

MiscellaneoKs.—Crops in France.—Accounts from the
French departments state that the corn crops promise
well, and also the beet root, potatoes and colza. The

abundant, and has been got in well. The vines
bloom, with a most favourable appearance. The

olive trees and mulberry trees, for silk-worms, also pro-
mise well.

A Fearful Accident, occurred recently at Fair Haven,
while laiinching the ship Siconset. The underpinning
on one side gave way, causing the vessel to keel over,
throwing the visitors on board to the ground. Six wen
killed, and from twenty to thirty wounded, some pro-
bably fatally.

Cuban Trade in Coolies.-Tbe Havana correspondent
of the New York Herald states that 762 Chinese labour-
ers have been landed there in two days, and sold at a
rate of §170 for each full grown healthy one. The
Asiatics were downcast, many sick, and all half naked.
A great many Yucatan women and children were also
in the market, sent by Sauta Anna's agents.

Ocean Steamers.—A line of monthly steamers, from
Canada to Europe, has been in operation about two
years, and is said to be well supported. A new com-
pany has been organized at Montreal, to ply between
there and England. The line to consist of five vessels
of 1700 tons each. The Canadian Government is to
d the enterprise by a yearly bonus of $84,900 for five

years.

Liyhtninff.—Oa the 23d ult., the Court-house in Tay-
lor county, Va., was struck by lightning, while the
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29
;
from Robt. Hall, 0., $4, vols. 27 and 28; from Al

P. Rudolph, N. J., $4, vols. 28 and 29.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

Application may be made to either of the unde
members of the Committee.

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Evaxs,
Samuel Bettle, Jr-.}

Philada

Evening Schools for Adult Coloured Persons. \

Wanted, A Principal and three Assistant Teachi
for the Men's School, and a Principal and four Assi]
ants for the Women's School.

Appli.

signed.

may be made to either of the nnd{

John C. Allen, No. 179 S. Fifth St.
]

Samuel Allen, No. 134 S. Front St. i

William L. Edwards, No. 37 Arch St

Died, on the 6th of Fifth month last, Hannah I

'

widow of the late Thomas Lee, of Maiden Creek, in
,

year of her age. Her residence was at Fallowfif,
Chester county, but being at Exeter on a visit am((
her relatives whose company she seemed to enjoy mc;

was usual for her, she was taken with paralysj
and died there. She bore her suHerings during the sh
period allotted her after the attack, with patience a

resignation, and her friends have the consoling beh
that her end was peace.

suddenly, in this city, on the morning of I,

18th ult., in the 59lh year of his age, George Smedli
of Jliddletown, Delaware county. Pa. ; a much estecn:,

overseer and elder of Chester Monthly Meeting. ?
sessing strong natural abilities, by early submission
the power of Divine grace, he became qualified for S(

vice iu the militant church. Affable, tender, and sy
palbizing in his disposition, and of discriminating jui

;

ment, his advice and counsel were frequently sought '

seasons of trial and perplexity; and while his un«
pected removal is a great loss to his family .lud neig

bourhood, we thankfully believe the language appli I

' For to me to live is Christ, and to die is gain."
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REFLECTlOJiS ON WAR.
I (Concluded from page 377.)

jn commercial states, (of which Europe princi-

K'y consists,) whatever interrupts their iiiter-

KTSC is a fatal blow to national prosperity.

5(h states having a mutual dependence on each

itsr, the effects of their hostility e.xtend far

Kond the parties engaged in the contest. If

tre be a country highly commercial which has

, (ecided superiority in wealth and industry,

0!ther with a fleet which enables it to protect its

rJe, the commerce of such a country may survive

ilshock, but it is at the expense of the commerce

fill other nations ; a painful reflection to a gene-

03 mind. Even there, the usual channels of trade

liig closed, it is some time before it can force a

«' passage for itself: previous to which an almost

oil stagnation takes place, by which multitudes

i; impoverished, and thousands of the industri-

i| poor, being thrown out of employment, are

lloged into wretchedness and beggary. Who
D calculate the number of industrious families

^different parts of the world, to say nothing of

I own country, who have been reduced to poverty

rn this cause since the peace of Europe was

prrupted ?

i?he plague of a widely extended war possesses,

I'act, a sort of omnipresence, by which it makes
;!lf everywhere felt ; for, while it gives up
triads to slaughter in one part of the globe, it

ousily employed in scattering over countries

:mpt from its immediate desolations the seeds

I'amine, pestilence, and death.

tf statesmen, if Christian statesmen at least, had

[roper feeling on this subject, and would open
|ir hearts to the reflections which such scenes

jst inspire, instead of rushing eagerly to arms
iln the thirst of conquest or the thirst of gain,

aid they not hesitate long, would they not try

ry expedient, every lenient art consistent with

lional honour, before they ventured on this

Iperate remedy, or rather before they plunged
b this gulf of horror ?

It is time to proceed to another view of the

jiject, which is the influence of national warfare

ithe morals of mankind.
The contests of nations are both the oSspring

II the parent of injustice. The word of God as-

ibes the existence of war to the disorderly passions

imen. Whence come wars and fightings among
\if saith the Apostle James; come they nothence,

n of your lusts that war in your members?
is certain two nations cannot engage in hostili-

s but one party must be guilty of injustice ; and
:he magnitude of crimes is to be estimated by a

regard to their consequences, it is difficult to con-

ceive an action of equal guilt with the wanton

violation of peace. Though something must gen-

erally be allowed for the complexness and intri-

cacy of national claims, and the consequent liabi-

lity to deception, yet where the guilt of an unjust

war is clear and manifest, it sinks every other

crime into insignificance. If the existence of war

always implies injustice in one at least of the

parties concerned, it is also the fruitful parent of

crimes. It reverses, with respect to its objects,

all the rules of morality. It is nothing less than

a temporary repeal of the principles of virtue. It

is a system out of which almo.st all the virtues are

excluded, and in which nearly all the vices are

incorporated. Whatever renders human nature

amiable or respectable, whatever engages love or

confidence, is sacrificed at its shrine. In instruct-

ing us to consider a portion of our fellow-creatures

as the proper objects of enmity, it removes, as far

as they are concerned, the basis of all society, of

all civilization and virtue; for the basis of these

is the good will due to every individual of the

species, as being a part of ourselves. From this

principle all the rules of social virtue emanate.

Justice and humanity in their utmost extent are

nothing more than the practical application of this

great law. The sword, and that alone, cuts

asunder the bond of consanguinity which unites

man to man. As it immediately aims at the ex-

tinction of life, it is next to impossible, upon the

principle that everything may be lawfully done to

him whom we have a right to kill, to set limits

to military license ; for when men pass from the

dominion of reason to that of force, whatever re-

straints are attempted to be laid on the passions

11 be feeble and fluctuating. Though we must

applaud, therefore, the attempts of the humane
Grotius to blend maxims of humanity with mili-

tary operations, it is to be feared they will never

coalesce, since the former imply the subsistence of

those ties which the latter supposed to be dis-

solved. Hence the morality of peaceful times is

directly opposite to the maxims of war. The fun-

damental rule of the first is to do good; of the

latter to inflict injuries. The former commands
to succour the oppressed ; the latter to over-

whelm the defenceless. The former teaches men
to love their enemies ; the latter to make them-

ves terrible even to strangers. The rules of

morality will not suffer us to promote the dearest

interest by falsehood ; the maxims of war applaud

it when employed in the destruction of others.

That a familiarity with such maxims must tend to

harden the heart as well as to pervert the moral

sentiments, is too obvious to need illustration.

The natural consequence of their prevalence is an

unfeeling and unprincipled ambition, with an

idolatry of talents and a contempt of virtue;

whence the esteem of mankind is turned from the

humble, the beneficent, and the good, to men who
are qualified by a genius fertile in expedients, a

courage that is never appalled, and a heart that

never pities, to become the destroyers of the earth.

While the philanthropist is devising means to mi-

tigate the evils and augment the happiness of the

world, a fellow-worker together with God, in ex-

ploring and giving effect to the benevolent ten-

dencies of nature, the warrior is revolving, in the

gloomy recesses of his capacious mind, plans of

future devastation and ruin. Prisons crowded
with captives, cities emptied of tlieir inhabitants,

fields desolate and waste, are among his proudest

trophies. The fabric of his fame is cemented with

tears and blood ; and if his name is wafted to the

ends of the earth, it is in the shrill cry of suffer-

ing humanity ; in the curses and imprecations of

those whom his sword has reduced to despair.

Detesting war, considered as a trade or profes-

sion, and conceiving conquerors to be the enemies

of their species, it appears to me that nothing is

more suitable to the office of a Christian minister

than an attempt, however feeble, to take off the

colours from false greatness, and to show the de-

formity which its delusive splendor too often con-

ceals. This is perhaps one of the best services

religion can do to society. Nor is there any more
necessary. For, dominion affording a plain and
palpable distinction, and every man feeling the

effects of power, however incompetent ho may be

to judge of wisdom and goodness, the character of

a hero there is reason to fear will always be too

dazzling. The sense of his injustice will be too

often lost in the admiration of his succes.?.

In contemplating the influence of war on pub-

lic morals, it would be unpardonable not to re-

mark the effects it never fails to produce in those

parts of the world which are its immediate seat.

The injury which the morals of a people sustain

from an invading enemy is prodigious. The agi-

tation and suspense universally prevalent, are in-

compatible with everything which requires calm

thought or serious reflection. In such a situation

is it any wonder the duties of piety fall into

neglect, the sanctuary of God is forsaken, and the

gates of Zion mourn and are desolate ? Familiar-

ized to the sight of rapine and slaughter, the peo-

ple must acquire a hard and unfeeling character.

The precarious tenure by which everything is held

during the absence of laws must impair confi-

dence ; the sudden revolutions of fortune must be

infinitely favourable to fraud and injustice. He
who reflects on these consequences will not think

it too much to affirm, that the injury the virtue of

a people sustains from invasion, is greater than

that which affects their property or their lives.

He will perceive that by such a calamity the seeds

of order, virtue, and piety, which it is the first

care of education to implant and mature, are

swept away aa by a hurricane.

—

Robert Hall.

A heart right before God, thinks how it may
ise the world, and not abu.se it; enjoy it, and

lot rest in it; how it may turn all its business

nto religion, by making it obedient to God, and

all its pleasures into religion, hy enjoying them in.

His fear ; how it may best improve its acquire-

ments, whether of wealth or knowledge, to Hia

glory, and gain for itself the fullest opportunities

to worship at His feet, and prepare for His kingdom.

How deeply soever men are involved in difficul-

ties, sincerity of heart, and upright walking before

God, freely submitting to his providence, is the

most sure remedy. He only is able to relieve, not

ly persons but nations in their greatest calamities.
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The Isthmus of Suez.—The question o cutting
a canal through the Isthmus of Suez, to connect
the Red Sea with the Mediterranean, orms, at

this moment, a subject of agitation in Constan-
tinople. The project has always been looked upon
by France as one of incalculable importance. She
exerted her power successfully to gain the Porte

over to her views, which, under the influence of

England, had hitherto resisted the scheme. Lord
Stratford de Eedcliti'e made strong opposition, in

which he was supported by Reshid Pasha. A
Vienna despatch from Constantinople, says that

the position which the latter took in this matter,

contributed mainly to his deposition, wbich is

looked upon as the signal of the fall of English

influence in Constantinople, and of the ascendancy

and triumph of that of France

A glance at the map shows at once the immense
advantages which would accrue to France fron

the completion of this important canal. Formerly
the trade between Europe and East India was
carried on, partly overland, by way of Suez. At
that time the ports of the Mediterranean formed
the staple places for the oriental commerce, from
whence the whole of Europe was provided with

the luxuries of the East. Since the route mund
the Cape of Good Hope was found more profitable,

the Mediterranean has gradually lost its commer-
cial supremacy. And England, in consequence

of the advantages which accrue to her from the

possession of Hindostan, and the occupation of the

most important commercial and strategical points

in the Indian Archipelago, acquired a kind of

monopoly of the oriental commerce. She forms

now the great centre from whose warehouses and
ports Europe and America are supplied. Goods
are carried to England, a profit charged upon
them, and they are then distributed through the

various channels of trade to the world, which thus

has become tributary, as it were, to her fortunate

geographical situation. A simple cut with the

spade through the narrow strip of level land be-

tween Suez and Alexandria, would, if not wholly,

at least to a great, and as yet incalculable extent,

obliterate these immense advantages.

A canal between the Red Sea and the Mediter-

ranean would restore to the latter its glorious

commercial eminence of times gone by. From its

ports the locomotive would take the merchandise,
arrived in ships, that left the East simultaneously

with those of England, to the interior and north

of Europe, before the latter could reach

moorings. At all events, the advantages which
the Mediterranean ports would acquire by such a

slight change of the surface of the globe, are so

important, and the portentous question is so cor-

rectly understood, too, by Great Britain, that she

has ever watched with the most anxious vigilance

its minutest movements and signs of life. The
value of this canal to France was fully appreciated

by Napoleon I. While he contemplated, in 1799,
the colonization of Egypt, he conceived, also, the
great plan of mingling, at Suez, the waters of the
two hemispheres. A corps of engineers was des-

patched to examine the ground, and ascertain the
relative level of the two seas. The difference was
stated to be 9 metres, or about 30 feet. This re-

sult, however, was afterwards found to be erro-

neous. In 1847, a corps of engineers was again
commissioned to examine this subject. They
were headed on the part of France by Tala-

lot, on the part of Austria, by M. Nugrelli, and
on that of England by Stephenson. The
diiference of level was then ascertained to be only
0.80 metres, or about three feet. Stephcu-
son raised various objections against the practiea

Louis Napoleon, in selecting the present moment,
while his ascendancy over England is established,

for the prosecution of this subject, has again
evinced the boldness and correctness of his calcu-

lations. Whenever he aims at England, he is

sure to strike at the right time and at the right
spot. His blows fall upon his victim as unex-
pectedly as a lightning-flash from a serene sky, but
with deadly precision.

Talabot, the same who investigated the
Isthmus in 1847, has published, in a late number
of the " Revue des Deux Mondes," a memorial,
in which he proves, in a scientific way, that all

the plans to cut in a direct line through the Isth-
mus, would fail of the success which ought to be
expected in consideration of the magnitude of the
work; and that the canal must be carried from
Suez, over Cairo to Alexandria. According to his
plans, the canal is to have a depth of 8 metres.
The estimate of cost amounts to 300 millions of
francs, or about 60 millions of dollars. T.
estimates the commerce between Europe and India
at two millions of tons annually, and considers
that it is constantly increasing, and that the en-
terprise would pay a good interest.

We find in the Cologne Gazette that M. Les-
seps. Consul General at Alexandria, has obtained
from Said Pasha the right to form a joint stock
company for the construction of the canal; and
that the Pasha is highly favourable to the project,
and is fully convinced of the immense commercial
advantages which Egypt would derive from it. A
programme, composed by L., will be pub-
lished in Paris, inviting all European countries to
participate in the undertaking, which he expects
will be completed in six years.

The idea of a water communication between the
Red Sea and the Mediterranean is, however, by
no means new. The ancients made efforts to ac- c
complish the object. A canal was commenced i

under Neeho, 615 before Christ, and partly com- ously damage or endanger "one's"earthlV
pleted under Darius H.staspis. Under the Ptole- and welfare ; and meanwhile to £ro not a
mies, however, it was first sunk deep enough to
carry large vessels. The Emperor Trajan repaired
and improved the work, as also the Khalif Omar,
040 after Christ. It is supposed to have been in
use till the 14th century. Traces of it still exist.
England has carried the East Indian overland mail

over Suez since 1834. Though much opposed to
the canal, she has been in favour of a railroad
since 1844. In 1851 the work was commenced.

heir It runs from Alexandria over Cairo to Suez, and
" in 1854 some portions of it were completed.

'

The canal of Suez will be undoubtedly the
greatest work of the century, and its con.sequences
must be momentous and incalculable; they can-
not but produce an enormous revolution in the
commercial relations of the world. Not only would
England lose the monopoly of the trade with the
East, and the Mediterranean ports become—to say
the least—most powerful competitors; but also in
a strategical point of view the change would jeo-
pardise the English rule in India. The greater
proximity of the steamers of the French navy to
the coasts of Hindostan would be a portentous
danger. Moreover, the ascendancy gained by
France at present over Great Britain will result in
her preponderance before long in the Mediter-
ranean at the expense and danger of England.
Even the failure of the Russian campaign would
hardly avert this event.

The possibility of such an occurrence has been

shorten the route between London and Bon U
to about one-third of the distance round the (« -

of Good Hope. The distance from the Medk
ranean ports of France, however, would be ne-y -

one-half shorter than round the Cape; fromX '

York to Bombay would be one-fifth shorter, n -

the question with France is not one of distai

it is one of commercial rivalry and of a strife r

power

—

Late Paper.

Of the Yanilies of Trying to Please Every Bod;

ABRIDGED FROM SAMPSON.

Thers is a happy medium betwixt the heart a

disposition to please nobody, and the absurd «
to please everybody; and fortunate are they \ |)

find this middle line, and keep to it so steadiha •

Seldom to run into the extreme on either side'j -.

It is no good sign to be indifferent with resfjt

to what the world thinks or says of us, sine \

would argue either a fulness of pride, or a ti
|

lack of sensibility.

Social qualities and feelings are among thei.
mitive ingredients of our nature, and to divi

'

ourselves of them would be to divest ourselveif -:

humanity itself They are rather to be cberisi b:

and cultivated, by all lawful means. It is : ,

'.

only right, but laudable, to wish to be generj,' -;

esteemed and beloved—to cultivate friendship ,ii

avoid giving unnecessary offence—andtoconfoi '

to the feelings and habits of those about us, so fail

may be done with a good conscience, and consij ;

ently with one's personal circumstances. It
-

not only right, but laudable, to make it a parti :.

our pleasure to please others; and, when we j;

compelled to differ from them, to do it, if possil

thout rancour or bitterness.

There is such a thing as a union of condesci

sion and firmness, and a happy thing it is. ; t

[descend in things indifferent, in things trivii! •';

things that touch not the conscience, nor sej -n

twij ::

step fi^' -

ther for any persuasion whatever—no, not to plet

j

one's nearest friends

—

that is the golden mes<

As some pretend to care for none, there are tho*

who, on the other hand, try to please all by !

coming—not in the best sense—" all things to
;

men." Some do it from selfish designs altogethe:

and others from a too great persuadableness of teij

per and yieldingness of heart. The last cai

bear, in any case, to be opposed or to oppose; ai

so they readily fall in with the sentiments ai

views of their present company, and side wi
every man they meet. Often this pliability

mind or temper is owing to a sort of amiable wea.
ness, but it is destructive of all respectability <

character.
!

I know not how to illustrate this point bettj

than by the following story, whii;h as to substann
and pith, may be regarded as undoubtedly true i

Some very long time since, Parson M
,

Massachusetts, (then a British colony,) happe
ing at Boston, bought him a wig there, and retur

ing home, wore it to his place of worship. As
wig of such size and shape was quite a novel
in that obscure place, it gave offence to almost tl

whole congregation, who, both male and fenial

repaired the next day to their minister's hoiis,

and stated their complaiut, the burden of whic"

was, that the wig was one of the Boston notion

and had the look of fashion and pride. The gooi

natured minister, thereuptju, brought it forth, ati

foreseen and guarded against by Great Britain.
|

bade them fashion it to their own liking. Th
bhe has secured the narrow strait between the task they set about in good earnest, and with tl
Red Sea and the Indian Sea, by seizing Aden on ' help of
one shore and Tadjurrah on the other, and by

'

bility of the plan, and the government of Great i occupying tho Island of Sohotra, ricrht in front of
Britain oppcsed it firmly. It failed in consequence, the Gulf of Aden. The caiThe canal of Suez would

Topped off lock after lock, till,

:

last, they all declared themselves satisfied, sai

one—who alleged, that wearing any wig at all wa
in his opinion, a breach of the commandmeo
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w'ch saith, " Thou shalt not make unto thee any

g: van image, or any likeness of any thing that is

iriieaven above, or that is in the earth beneath."

T'a last objector the parson silenced, by oonvinc-

it him that the wig, in the condition in which

ithen was, did not resemble any thing either above

obolow.

5ven so fares it with the characters that make

il'tbeir aim to please every body. Slashed on

th side and on that, and twisted into every shape

all out of all shape, they finally come to the con-

dion of the parson's wig.

The Bene Plant.—We make the following ex-

tiot of a letter from a correspondent of the Patent

(lice, dated Monroe, Washita Parish, Louisiana,

vlich is held for publication in the forthcoming

aricultural report. It speaks of the " bene"

jint, from which oil of a pure quality is pro-

dced in great abundance.— Wash. Union.

i" In 1813 I sent sixteen bushels of seeds of the

Jie plant (sesamum orientate') to a mill in Cin-

cinati, to be manufactured into oil. It yielded

t rty-nine gallons of clear oil, and about five

(;arts of refuse oil, or about two and a half gal-

lli3 to the bushel.

'"In consequence of the mill imparting the fla-

\|ar of flaxseed, I could not use it as a salad oil,

f which purpose I am confident it would be su-

jrior, when pure, to the adulterated imported

<ve oil. I used it, however, as a substitute for

(stor oil, and gave a considerable quantity of it

cay for that purpose. All who used it praised it

Ighly, both for its gently purgative effect and

fim being free from the nauseous taste peculiar

(i castor oil.

" I cannot state with certainty how much seed

i,'is plant will produce to the acre, but believe

'iat twenty bushels is a moderate estimate.

"The leaf of the plant is an excellent remedy
l|r bowel complaints in children, and also in adults,

br this purpose, two or three leaves are put in a

Imbler of water, which they immediately render

;'ucilaginous, but impart no disagreeable taste,

ibe negroes cultivate it for food, using the parched

I'eds with their meats.

[

" I consider it so useful that a few stalks at least

liould be raised in every garden. And I believe

will soon be extensively cultivated for manu-
Icturing oil, yielding, as it does, about a gallon

! a bushel more than flaxseed oil.

I "I doubt whether it will mature well north of

titude 36 degrees. It should be planted as soon

!; the frost is out of the ground. Poor land is

';st suited to its production, as it branches too

luch in rich soil, because the pods are more
ikely to shatter from the branches than from a

ingle upright stem. The seeds should be planted

I drills three feet apart and six inches distance

llong the drills."

I'

Selected.

Self-denial.

Religious self-denial is no hard and painful

|Uty, as is generally thought. The happiest men
1 the world, are the self-denying, and they are

jappy in proportion to their self-denial, and be-

jiMse of it. The purest, most unmingled happi-

(ess tasted on earth, is by those who most nearly

pproach (rhe example of Him, who though He
I'as rich became poor, that we through His poverty
iaight be rich.

There never was a more obvious, practical mis-

lake, than to attempt to find happiness in avoiding.

It going round the path of self-denial. They are

ihe e«act antipodes of truth, who suppose happi-
tiess depends upon shunning the cro.ss.—It de-

pends upon taking it up and bearing it.—True
iilessedness is in self-denial, not avoiding it.

He who shuns an obvious call to deny himself

for Christ's sake, shuns an opportunity of tasting

the most exquisite joy permitted to man this side

of Heaven. Oh ! the infinite number of turn-out.':

and by-paths, from the path of self-denial resorted

to, in the belief that they are pain-saving paths,

when in truth, they only turn the traveller off

from the highways of joys unspeakable and full

of glory.

Tea.

A correspondent of the Rochester Union, writing

from Macao, under date of Fourth mo. 15th, 1855,

gives the following account of the growth and
manufacture of this article :

" I have been astonished at the enormous quan-

ities of tea drank in those parts of China I have

visited. The Chinaman drinks his tea incessantly

;

but as the Persians, Arabs, and Turks take their

36, without any admixture whatever. When
you enter a Chinaman's house, he offers you a cup
of tea which is always brewed on the spot before

your eyes. The tea is placed in the cup, and pure

boiling water poured upon it, when it is covered

for a minute or two, end then drank from the lees.

In this way the very essence of the herb is drawn

out, and you get none of the bitter flavour produced

by long steeping. Sugar and milk are never used,

and although it is a somewhat extravagant method
of making tea, I much prefer it to our home pro-

cess. As everything relating to

" The cup that cheers but not inebriates,"

may prove interesting, I give you such items as I

have gathered. The best teas are grown on the

high moist lands, with moderately rich soils, espe-

cially in those looalities where the soil is well mixed

with debris of rooks. The plant when growing is

very pretty and fragrant, resembling somewhat,

the myrtle, with a white flower, not unlike the

hedge rose.

The difference in quality depends partly on the

district where grown, and partly on the season

when they are gathered, as the young leaves of

spring are of much finer flavour than the full grown

'eaves of summer, or the coarser ones of autumn.

The teagrowers are small proprietors, and their

lands are divided by footpaths, as I have hereto-

fore de.scribed the divisions of wheat districts.

After the farmer has gathered his crop he par-

tially dries it in the sun, when it is sold to the

agent of the Hong merchants. The teas thus pur-

chased are taken to the merchant's house, in one of

the large towns in the vicinity of the tea district,

and mixed together; care, however, being taken to

eep the various qualities separate as much as pos-

sible, and this forms a " chop" of perhaps six hun-

dred chests.

Leaves from which green tea is to be made are

brought from the plantations, and spread out thinly

on bamboo trays, in order to get rid of their mois-

ture. In two or three hours the leaves dry, and
they are then thrown into the roasting pans, and
rapidly moved about and shaken up. They make
a crackling noise, become moist and flaccid, and

give off considerable vapour. In this state they

remain a very short time, when they are drawn
quickly from over the fire, and placed on rolling

tables. The quantity is divided among the work-

men at the rolling table—each takes as much as

he can manage to press with his hands into the

form of a ball. The ball is rolled on the table and

compressed to force out the remaining moisture,

and give the leaves the necessary twist. The leaves

are then shaken out upon flat trays, and carrried

once more to the roasting pan, where they are kept

in rapid motion by the hands of the workmen, and
in an hour and a half the leaves are well dried, and

their colour is fixed. The difference in the colour

between black and green tea (when not artificially

coloured) depends wholly upon the process of ma-
nipulation.

After the tea is dry, it is passed through sieves

of various sizes, in order to get rid of impurities,

and divide it into the well known kinds of hyson,

hyson skin, and young hyson. Black tea under-

goes a similar treatment, but the method of mani-

pulation is not the same, and colouring matter is

never added. Some kinds of black tea are very

expensive, and never exported, being used by the

Emperor and some of the high mandarins. The
kinds denominated " coral dew," " white dew,"

and "rivulet garden tea," are said to be worth

thirty dollars a pound in China. Some idea of the

great number of persons employed in the tea cul-

ture may be formed, when it is esiiraated that fifty-

five millions of pounds are annually exported, and

that it is the universal beverage of three hundred

millions of people at home.

Were we acquainted with the way of intermix-

ing holy thoughts, ejaculatory eyeings of God, in

our ordinary ways, it would keep the heart in a

sweeter temper all the day long, and have an ex-

cellent influence, in all our ordinary actions and
performances. This were to "walk with God "

indeed, to go all the day long in our Heavenly
father's hand ; whereas, without this, all our pray-

ing morning and evening, is but as a formal visit,

not delighting in that constant converse, which

yet is our happiness and honour, and makes
all estates sweet. This would refresh us in

the hardest labour; as they who carry spices

from Arabia, are refreshed with the smell of them
in their journey; and as some observe, that it

keeps their strength, and frees them from faint-

Yankee Silk.—The great silk factory at South

Manchester, Connecticut, which, with its branch

in Hartford, gives employment to about 500 opera-

tors, and brings into use the best machinery which

French or Yankee genius can supply. Italy pro-

duces no silk of finer texture or greater strength

than that of the Manchester mill; while in point

of elegant finish, beauty of colour, and brightness

of lustre, the Connecticut establishment bears off

the palm in a comparison with any or all the silk

which can be met with.

Selected.

Wishes.

Christians are too little aware what religion

requires from them, with regard to their wishes.

When we wish things to be otherwise than they

are, we lose sight of the great practical parts of

the life of godliness. We wish, and wi.sh—when
if we have done all that lies on us, we should fall

quietly into the hands of God.

Such wishing cuts the very sinews of our pri-

vileges and consolations.

The Importation of Guano into Great Britain.

—The imports into Great Britain of guano, as far

as known, since the commencement of the trade,

are as follows :
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RICHARD LIPPINCOTT.

Richard Lippincott, originally of Devonshire,

England, was one of the early settlers in Massa-

chusetts, and we find him in the Second month,

1640, residing in Dorchester, near Boston. He
was then a Puritan, and in full communion, with

that harsh, freedom-loving, toleration-hating peo-

ple,—a race earue.st for their personal rights, in-

dustrious in worldly business, frugal and tempe-

rate in their habits,—matter of fact in perception,

with whom the world was in a great degree stript

of its poetry, and life of its kindly sensibilities.

Keligion was in their eyes, and in their living

exemplification of its power, a compound of stern

duties; wherein meekness, gentleness, forgiveness

of injuries, however in word acknowledged, could

not be found.

In 1644, Richard Lippincott removed to Bos-

ton, where, about the beginning of the year 1651,
he fell under censure from his fellow professors,

because he desisted from partaking with them of

the " communion," or the bread and wine, which
they called the Lord's supper. It appears that

his mind had been enlightened to see the empti-

ness of forms and ceremonies, and the inability of

any earthly priest or elder to grant to any one a

real participation of the body and blood of Christ.

To the admonitions of his brethren, it appears

that he returned little answer, alleging that he
felt no commission to speak on the subject; so in

the Fifth month, 1651, he was publicly excom-
municated. Soon after this, Nicholas Upshall,

who had been a fellow-member with him, in the

congregation at Dorchester, and afterwards in

Boston, was excommunicated on the same charge.

These two men, and probably there were many
others similarly circumstanced in the Bay Colony
at that time, were gradually growing in the know-
ledge and understanding of Divine things. They
saw the futility of many of the forms with which
the church had been encumbered, during its long
night of apostacy, and they were enabled to be-

hold something of the pure spirituality of the

Christian religion. They were too enlightened

for the narrow-minded bigotry of the community
around them, and of course they became the ob-

jects, first, of vexatious suspicion, and afterwards

of persecuting zeal.

Nicholas Upshall was a man of good standing

in the community, and was, in 1638 and 1642,
one of the select men in Dorchester. In the Fifth

month, 1644, having removed to Boston, he was,

with bis wife Dorothy, admitted into connection

with what was called the " First Church" in that

place. In a few years, as he did not feel easy to

commune any longer with the body, by partaking

of outward bread and wine with it, he was ad-

monished, and excommunicated.
In 1656, when Mary Fisher and Anne Austin,

having been led in the love of the everlasting

gospel to visit Boston, were taken from on board

the ship on which they came and committed to

prison, he compassionated the strangers, and fur-

nished them with food at his own cost.

His kindness to these harmless women, increased

the indignation of the rulers against Nicholas
Upshall, and he soon felt the further extension

of bigotry towards his own person and effects. A
law was made against the people called Quakers,
which prohibited masters of vessels from bringing
them into the colony, and making every one com-
ing among them, subject to the penalty of imprison-

ment. Nicholas Upshall could not be easy with-

out protesting against this law, which was an
infringement of the constitutional rights of free-

born Englishmen. He had been imprisoned for

not attending the meetings of these persecutors of

the Truth, and now for his boldness in condemn-
ing the new made law, and those who enforced it,

he was fined £20, and banished from Massachu-
setts. One month was allowed him to settle up
his concerns, and remove, which was all the in-

dulgence he could obtain, being obliged to take

his departure in the winter. Having made what
arrangement he could in the brief time allowed,

he removed to Rhode Island, where he became
more intimately acquainted with Friends and their

principles, and soon made profession with them.
An Indian prince, hearing of the persecution he
had endured from his white brethren at Boston,

because of his religious opinions, and of the kind-

ness he had manifested to such as they deemed
heretics, exclaimed, " What a God have the Eng-
lish who deal so with one another about their

God." Another chief, understanding that he had
been driven from his possessions, was touched with
compassion, and ofl^ered him a home, saying, " If
he would come and live with him, he would make
him a good warm house."

Nicholas Upshall returning to Boston, was im-
prisoned there, where he was to remain until he
should give satisfaction for having spoken against

the law, as stated. The design of those who im-

prisoned him, was not answered. He was not

daunted; his brethren visited him, and the sym-
pathy of the people being aroused in his behalf,

it was soon evident that he was doing far more
towards making Quakers by his patient endurance
of suff'erings, than by his open advocacy. The
records of the court, held Third month, 1661,
inform us, as they understand, that Nicholas L^p-

shall " is an occasion of drawing many Quakers
and others afi'ected to that sect thither, for pre-

vention thereof it is ordered that the said Nicholas
Upshall be forthwith sent to the Castle Island
there to remain upon his own charge, and that

none be suffered to come unto him to speak or

confer with him, except such of his own family,

which may come to bring his necessary sup-

plies."

The next month, on receiving a petition from
his wife, the court ordered that he be taken
from the prison at Castle Rock, and conveyed
to the house of John Capen in Dorchester, and
there be confined a prisoner until the latter end of
the Eighth month next, "provided the said Upshall
do not corrupt any with his pernicious opinions,

or admit Quakers or other heretical persons to

have communion with him, or recourse to him, in

which case any magistrate may by his warrant
commit him to imprisonment in the Castle Island,

according to former order."

Nicholas was released ; but as he could neither

give up his religious views at the will of the
magistrates, nor withhold the rites of hospitality

from his brethren in religious communion, he soon
gave occasion for a new minute on the records of

the court. The minute directs his imprisonment
at the house of John Capen, and authorizes any
magistrate, if he does not voluntarily go thither,

to assist his recollection by a warrant. Nicholas
withdrew to Plymouth, where he resided until the

year 1666, when he returned to Boston, and im-
mediately prepared a room in his house there for

the use of Friends. He made his will, which!
bears date Ninth mo. 6th of that year, in which he
says, " I do give for the use of such servants of
the Lord as are commonly called Quakers, my
new feather bed," &c., &c., "in that little room
within my house," &c. "If my daughter see

meet to set up a house in any part of my land jr

the use of Quakers, it shall be built, four fj

twenty feet in length, and eighteen feet wide i fa

a chimney, and the said bed, bed.stead and t e

in it shall be for their company." This was al t

the last act of kindness he was able to manifee o
bis Friends, being before the close of the yeai;.

leased by the kind hand of death, from any fea|f

further imprisonment at Castle Rock, or with
|s

old friend, John Capen.
To return to Richard Lippincott. Early in e

year 1653, he went back to England to res

taking with him his wife, whose name was Abij
and two children. Their first child he had nan i'

after the practice of the Puritans, Remenibrai'.

in the recollection of the liberty he bad enjo'l

on his first arrival in the western world. His .

cond son was John, which means the "gift'''r

"grace of the Lord." His third son, born si
|

after his arrival in England, he called Rest', '

being once more restored to the land of his f ',!

fathers. He settled near Plymouth, and was S;i

convinced of the truth of the doctrines, wb,i

George Fox was sent forth to proclaim afresh ij

formal, priest-ridden people.

In the year 1655, he was imprisoned fort)
'

faithfulness to the testimony of Truth, and be^

soon released, he named his fourth son, born af

,

Freedom. His next child was a daughter, ancj

token of the enlargement of his family, he call

her Increase. His sixth child was born in 16t

and was named Jacob. Towards the close of tt

year, he was imprisoned in Exeter, for havingj. I

tended a meeting of Friends in that city. ;

A year or two after this, he returned to Ar-
I

rica with his family, and settled in Rhode Isla
, \

where, in 1663, another daughter being addecj

the family circle, he, in commemoration of j

saving protecting mercy which had watched ot
'

him in his varied trials and persecutions, call i

her Preserved.

The English having taken possession of "Is^

Amsterdam" and the territories thereunto belo •

,

ing, Charles the Second granted by charter all I

lands from the Delaware river to the Connectici

to his brother, the Duke of York. In 166f.

number of Friends of Long Island, having f.

bought of the Indian Sachems a large portion'

land in what is now called New Jersey, lying
;

tween the Raritan river and the ocean, applied ;,

and obtained a patent therefor, of Nichols, • (

vernor under the Duke. When a settlem ; i

began to be made on this tract, Richard Lipf •

cott was induced to remove thither, where hesi*

became one of the largest proprietors."

Here Richard Lippincott lived an active, V
ful life, surrounded by a family of children, TJ)

bid fair to follow his example, performing tl:

religious, as well as social duties with alacr.

He was a useful member of the religious Soci'

of Friends, and so were several of his children, l

we shall have occasion hereafter to show.

His death took place on the 25th of the Nin
month, 1683.

(To be continued.^

A Curiovs Penny.—We find the following 1

an English paper : — A person belonging i

Grangemouth, in getting change for a shilli

,

was struck with something uncommon in one f

the pence. On examination, it was found 1

1

the obverse and reverse were divided, but uni 1

with a fine screw. Being opened, a half per

'

was enclosed, which was divided ; being open

,

a farthing was enclosed, and also dividAi : il

this being opened, a half farthing was enclos •

This elaborate penny is the same as the old he'

penny of George III., dated 1799.
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Selected.

MORNING HYMN.

I'
Let there be light 1" The Eternal spoke,

And from the abyss where darkness rode

The earliest dawn of nature broke,

And light around creation fiow'd.

The glad earth smiled to see the day.

The first born day, come blushing in
;

The young day smiled to shed its ray

Upon a world untouch'd by sin.

"Let there be light I" O'er heaven and earth,

The God who first the day-beam pour'd,

Uttered again his fiat forth.

And shed the gospel's light abroad
;

And, like the dawn, its cheering rays

On rich and poor were meant to fall,

Inspiring their Redeemer's praise,

In lowly cot and lordly hall.

Then come, when in the orient first

Flashes the signal light for prayer;

Come with the earliest beams that burst

From God's bright throne of glory there.

I Come, wait on Him who through the night

I
Hath watch'd above thy sleeping soul,

I To Him whose mercies, like his light,

I
Are shed abroad from pole to pole.

I

C. F. Iloffmar.

Selected for " The Friend,

J, do not mourn o'er failing health,—'tis in decaying

I
trees,

*;e richly laden honey-comb is stored by labouring

bees,

jid those whose outward energy and earthly bloom is

o'er,

e oft of inward comforting, a richly growing store.

Seleclo.

The wayward prodigal in search of pleasure

Abroad may roam
;

There, heartfelt happiness in fullest measure
Can never come.

It flies from costly halls, and rich rare dresses

From wasteful feasts, and riotous excesses
;

The truest sweets of life, pure love's caresses,

Are found at home 1

preat power that Virginia possessed was abused, or at least improved in theory, by nearly all our

The soil and climate of Virginia are among the
1
planters, so far as circumstances would allow; and

( For " The Friend."

I We are always glad to find any evidence of the

'read of correct views among the people of our

puthern States, upon the subject of slavery, and

Dubt not the readers of "The Friend" have simi-

jr feelings ; we therefore present them with the

mowing extracts, the first of which not only

vinces a correct appreciating of the evils result-

lig from the " peculiar institution," but a proper

liirit in avowing them :

—

As one Increases, the other Decreases.

'• Wise says truly that our hills are full of

)wer in coal, and that the water from our moun-

j.in ranges runs waste to the ocean. No busy

|um of mills are heard ; no men, women, and

'lildren, are engaged in product. Our valleys

iid ravines are not the arenas of busy life, but

ilonce and death pervade all except where here

{id there the power of nature has compelled, and

j

compelling, a predominance over the institution,

bd bringing in men from the North to manufac-

ire. Compare the census of 1840 with that of

|850, and you find the decrease of slavery in cer-

jiin counties bears just a proportion to the in-

rease of the products of agriculture, manufac-

ares, mining, commerce, churches, schools, intel-

Igence, and happiness. It is as plain as that the

ibsence of the sun produces night. Manufactures,

iiining, and commerce, rise as slavery sinks. It

is necessarily so, for the negroes have little capa-

|ity; and the fact that their existence as a class

lakes from labour its dignity and honour, instils

Idleness for want of practical application on the

jiart of whites who have them, and prevents those

loming in who have them not.

I
In agriculture, Wise justly declared the

best and finest in the world ; and is there any

other reason why it should not be the most pro-

ductive, than that it is mainly farmed by slaves

who have no interest in the soil, and wear it out

without remunerative product ? Hancock, Brooke,

and Ohio counties are not of better soil than other

counties in the State, nor have they any other

advantages over them, except in having compara-

tively no slaves ; and yet they produce on the

same amount of land more than any other coun-

ties in the State, as will be seen by an examina-

tion of the census. They are better farmed, for

they are farmed with white labour. They would

be still better farmed, could they have an entire

population who regarded labour as honourable,

healthy, and wise.

Take the four counties of Brooke, Hancock,

Ohio, and Marshall, and if the State would allow

them to purchase and pay from the county trea-

sury a fair price for every slave in them, and en-

act that no more should be brought in, in five

years the actual wealth of these counties would be

increased $50,000,000, or SI,340 for every pre-

sent white inhabitant in 1850. Besides doing this,

it would produce a republicanism and universal

education that can never exist iu a sparse popula-

tion, and where one portion are slaveholders and

another not.

Not one of these facts can be gainsayed
;
yet

shall the mouths of men be sealed, who view the

subject thus, candidly, honestly, and practically,

by the senseless cry of " abolitionism," the most

puerile of all folly, and the most contemptible of

all tinkling cymbals and baubles that ever idiots

played with? We have never approached with

the idea of violating or opposing a law of Virginia,

we have never discussed and never expect to dis-

cuss slavery in its moral sense. We leave that to

the owners of them. It is a matter for them to

settle between themselves and their God. We do

not interfere with their opinions upon the effect

to themselves. We discuss only its bearing upon

those sections of the State and those people in the

State who have none, and the progress and deve-

lopment of the State and its capacities for im-

provement ; and yet that public slanderer, the

Richmond Enquirer, accuses us of abolitionism, or

a more bitter hatred of slavery than that mani-

fested by the New York Tribune. We leave the

reader to judge from the facts who are the truest

citizens of Virginia—they who see its glory

crumbling day by day under the pressure of an

becile misnamed Democracy, complaining of its

degeneracy, but giving no reason for it, and fur-

nishing no prescription—or they who, like our-

selves, frankly state the reason for decay that is

manifest to all, and propose the practical mode of

colonization on State account, or the provision for

prospective emancipation.— Wheelinij ( Va.) Gaz.

we cannot but think the modification is well worth

the serious consideration of every Southern man.

Should the Southern people think proper, after

due investigation, to adopt the regulation in each

of the slave States, slavery will then be regarded

in an entire new light, and the enemies of the

,stituti<>n will be robbed of their most fruitful

and phiusible excuse for agitation and complaint.

There may be, however, evils to contend with and

objections to be answered in the adoption of such

a modification. We therefore leave the subject

open for future consideration, and, in the mean

time, invite a free examination of the subject by

our readers."

Amelioration of Slavery.

The Port Gibson (Mississippi) Reveille says :

—

" The project now being agitated by the people

of North Carolina, and soon to be carried before

the Legislature of that State, is one which, we

think, to say the least of it, will create a sensa-

tion. It is, 1st, to render legal the institution of

marriage among slaves ; '2d, to preserve sacred the

relations between parents and their young child-

ren ; and, 3d, to repeal the laws prohibiting the

education of slaves. If this modification in the

laws is made in North Carolina, as we are informed

it probably will, other States will no doubt take

the matter into consideration. The main features

of the movement have been adopted in practice,

For "The Friend."

Want of Standard Bearers.

The removal of faithful labourers and bright

examples in the church of Christ, has always

brought feelings of sadness over survivors who
loved the cause of Truth, and desired the preser-

vation of the flock. In a preface to the works of

Charles Marshall, William Ponn says, "It is

with some sadness that I remember the departure

of so many of the Lord's worthies, as a little time

hath deprived us of; but I have sometimes com-

forted myself in this, that the Lord intends to

take his church more immediately under the care

and mini.stry of his own blessed Spirit, whereby

that loss would be more than repaired. And also

to raise up more servants, and bestow upon them

such measures of the Holy Ghost, and power from

on high, as to be thereby amply qualified to

gather home the residue of the dispersed of Judah

and scattered of Israel, to the hill and city of

God ; and though they should not attain to the

first rank of tte Lord's worthies, yet that they

may deservedly be reckoned among those who
served God and their king valiantly."

We have great occasion at this day to look at

the stripped state of our Society, in having re-

moved from it within the last half century, a large

number of men and women who had been taught

in the school of Christ, and were made quick of

understanding and spiritual discernment in the

fear of the Lord, by the light and power of the

Holy Spirit revealed in their hearts. They did

not get their religion by mere human effort or

study, but by submitting to the will of God in-

wardly revealed, and acting in obedience thereto

under the humbling power of the cross of Christ.

When prepared lor it, gifts of various kinds were

given them by their Lord and Master, and they exer-

cised them as they were bidden by him, and re-

ceived the anointing from Him ; and then the

divine life from the Holy Head flowed, and cir-

culated from member to member, and the church

edified itself in love. But a very active spirit,

whose time seems always ready, has taken posses-

sion of many, who appear to be little acquainted

with dying daily, that Christ only may live and

rule in them ; and in the midst of much doing

and saying, the life that is more than meat, we

may fear, is greatly wanting. Should the trials

which the Society is now enduring, lead us back

universally to the teachings of the Holy Spirit,

and humble us under a lively sense of our inabi-

lity to conduct the affairs of the church, and to

keep ourselves from falling away, the Lord in

mercy, we might hope, would hear our prayers

put up in sincerity to Him, and in bis ancient

goodness, put it into the hearts of many to arise

and anoint the shield, and stand firm for the de-

fence of his precious cause, as our forefathers stood

for it, in the integrity of their hearts.

W. Penn concludes with saying, " His works
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will demonstrate from what fountain they sprang,

even heavenly love and zeal, for the stirring up of

those that read them, to the fear, love and service

of tbe everlasting God, and that truth, unity,

peace and concord may increase and be multiplied

among the Lord's penple, where they come. And
I would add what I earnestly desire, viz., that the

friends of God would be diligent in stirring up

their children and family frequently to read the

Holy Scriptures, and the writings of our ancient

departed Friends, which are an eminent vindica-

tion of the Divine authority of that blessed book,

upon the experience of those faithful ministers

and servants of Christ. And that all who make

profession of the holy and blessed Truth in the

inward parts, would make the lives and labours of

those worthies of the Lord, their lively and con-

stant examples in their known seriousness, retire-

ment, silence, self-denial, temperance, humility,

meekness, tenderness, brotherly kindness, and sin-

cerity to God and his people ; that so there may
be a .succession in sobriety, righteousness and god-

liness, which is the very sum and substance of re-

ligion ; and that one generation may beeomo heirs

in holiness to another, till days be no more, and

time be swallowed up in eternity."

The Suhmarine Telegraph.—At a late meeting

of the British Association, at Liverpool, J. W.
Brett read a paper on " The Origin of the Subma-

rine Telegraph, and its Extension to India and

America." The author gave an account of the

difficulties encountered in establishing the first

marine telegraph, which has now been successfully

working for three years between Franco and Eng-

land ; and stated that he had established the sub-

marine telegraph between Enghnd and Belgium

with equal success, which had been in operation

since the first of May, 1853. He then explained

some of the difficulties he had encountered in lay-

ing down the two submarine lines in the Mediter-

ranean in July last—especially in passing a depth

exceeding, by 100 fathoms, what had previously

been ascertained to exist on the route between

Piedmont and Corsica. The depths encountered

between England and France, and England and

Belgium, did not exceed at their maximum 30

fathoms ; whereas, the submarine cable was laid

down in the Mediterranean at a depth of 350 fath-

oms, exceeding about eight times that of the Eng-

lish Channel. It was the general impression that

the submarine cable would part by the great strain

it would encounter in passing these great depths

;

for which reason he was strongly advised, and

more particularly by one of the most able and ex-

perienced officers of the Sardinian Government,

who accompanied, and aided the undertaking, to

make a detour of about eight miles by the islands

of Gorgona and Caprija, where the soundings were

known not to exceed 100 fathoms ; but the gi-eat

point to be considered was, whether he would not

incur the risk of the total loss of the cable by not

doing so. The prudence of these arrangements,

— Brett said he fully admitted ; but that it was a

question he was determined to solve at once—for as

this telegraph was not a telegraph to Corsica, but

part of a line to India, to be shortly completed to

Africa, where still greater depths must be encoun-

tered, it was necessary to test the fact. He then

explained the difficulties they encountered in

paying it out, when, after the lines had been paid

out, as he believes, along the top of a submarine
mountain for some miles, at a depth varying from

180 to 200 fathoms, it suddenly, as he believes,

came to the edge of a precipice, making a total of

350 fathoms (exceeding by about 100 fathoms any
depth marked in the various charts on this route,)

where it ran out with frightful velocity ; and had

the cable been less strong, the whole must of neces-

sity, have been lost ; and they were compelled,

nevertheless, to anchor by the electric cable all

uight, to restore the injury that had occurred; but
he felicitated himself upon the experience thus

gained from his determination in taking the deepest

route, as it had led to many valuable suggestions

necessary to successful operations in great depths
;

and the able Commander, the Marquis Ricci, who
up to this time had been in doubt of its success,

then admitted that this kind of cable contained such
remarkable elements of strength in its form and
combination, that he believed only certain improve-
ments to be necessary (on which we had been con-

sulting.) to successfully lay it down even in the

greater depths of the Atlantic. — Brett, in con-

elusion, explained his reasons for selecting this line

to India via Egypt, in preference to the line by the

Italian peninsula, which would ever be impeded by
the jealousies and restrictions of the petty States;

whereas, to the shores of Africa, the Mediterranean
telegraph passed through only the States of France
and Sardinia, who had encouraged it by liberal

guarantees, and admitted that all communications,
in whatever language, should pass unrestricted

through their States. From Africa he stated he
had two plans in contemplation for its extension to

Egypt—one, a line dropped in the Mediterranean
in the shallow line near the coast, and another
buried in the sand along the shore—-both of which
he was satisfied might be laid secure from derange-

ment of any kind. He then referred to the pro-

posed telegraph to America, and of the depth on

the proposed line, as recently ascertained by Lieut.

Maury, of the United States, with some estimates

of the weight and cost ; and stated that a return

of £100 to j£150 per day would give a fair inter-

est on the necessary capital ; that his plan com-
prised several lines of communication ; and that

he entirely deprecated the idea of a single line of

communication, which he believed could not be
done.— The Plough the Loom and the Anvil.

Of Independence.

ABRmCED FROM SAMPSON.

Independence in regard to worldly condition, is

an object of rational desire and laudable pursuit.

But tlie word, Independence, mu^t here be under-

stood in a qualified and very limited sense.

Strctly speaking, no man is independent. For
not to mention, that all depend alike on Him in

whom we live and have our being ; there is amongst
mankind a mutual dependence, from the lowest

even up to the highest point in the scale of soci-

ety : so that the rich man needs his poor but in-

dustrious neighbours well nigh as much as they

need him. Should they refuse to sell him their

labour, he would bo fain to drudge for himself,

notwithstanding the vastness of his wealth. This

mutual dependence is a salutary restraint both

upon the rich and the poor; it curbs the pride of

the one, and the envy of the other; and even
tends to link them together in mutual amity.

Moreover, that independence of circumstances,

which should be made the object of general desire

and pursuit, does in no wise imply large posses-

sions. So far otherwise, one possessed of but barely

competent means of support, provided he lives

within his means, is hardly less independent than

if he were in the enjoyment of a fortune. Does
the possessor of an ample fortune enjoy personal

independence ? So also does the possessor of a

small farm, which furnishes him with only the

necessaries of life : and so also does the useful

labourer, whose labour affords a supply to his real

wants. But if the small farmer must needs be a

man of fashion or pleasure, he loses his farm, and
withal bis independence. Or if the labourer neg-

lects his calling, or spends faster than he eai'.

his independence is quickly gone. Nay, e
^

though the labourer should support himself ir i.

pendently throughout all the days of his heil
and vigour, yet, assuredly, he must fall into a cL
dition of dependence at last, unless he have i

foresight and prudence to lay up some part of
[

earnings against the seasons of sickness and old s |.

" Our views in life," says the celebrated],,

tish Junius, "should be directed to a solid, hi.

ever moderate independence ; for without it b
man can be happy, nor even honest."

:

This sentiment has in it, however, as I conce;!

some mixture of error. Virtuousness of disp*.

tion depends not upon exterior circumstances,
ii

the deepest shades of poverty, and even in sit',

tions of abject dependence, there are persons
't

only very honest but very pious, and who \

happy in the daily enjoyment of the banquet!
contentment. i

Nevertheless, our views in life should hediri
ed to a solid, however moderate independence. \

is as much our duty as our interest, to empT
diligent and prudent endeavours to escape poveir

and want; to provide " thiugs honest" fore'.

selves and our families ; to lay up against seasi i

of sickness and the decay of age ; and even .

strive hard to put ourselves in a condition,
\

which we can be rather the dispensers than';

receivers of charity. Utter negligence in thj

matters, so far from evincing nobleness of spi
',

is, for the most part, dishonourable and mean, ij

commonly terminates in abjectness both of circt|.

stances and of mind. The loss or destitution of
\ \-

sonal independence or the condition of begga-

want, has no little aptness and likelihood to oC-

sion the loss of integrity and of all moral prit'-

pie. It was when Esau came from the field,;!,

the point to die of famishment, that he sold i

birthright.
j

It would be impossible to tell what prec^

quantity of worldly estate is just sufficient, andj

more than sufficient; since it would depend u{|

a variety of circumstances growing out of the p

ficular state of society, and on a number of otl

items which could not be calculated with pre'

sion. The best rule is, to rest satisfied with i:

appointment which Providence makes, and, hav'

food and raiment, therewith to be content.

Salt Manufacture at Syracuse, N. Y.—l
manufacture of salt at the salt springs in Ononda
county, is carried on but seven months in the ye'

The average annual product of solar and fine s

is about five and a half millions of bushels, thou

the Syracuse Journal thinks the amount manuf
tured the present year will reach six million bushf

Any one who owns a "block" or "vats," as If

works are called, can get the salt water from ti

State for one cent a bushel of salt made, whi.

includes cost of inspection. Certain rules are ir

served among those engaged in manufacture of ssl

so as to prevent competition, dull prices, &c. .'

manufacturer is allowed to make more than 20,0

'

bushels per annum, and the minimum price is fis

at 81.25 per barrel of five bushels. The presi;

price is SI.39 per barrel. A committee, chosen '

the manufacturers, act as selling agents; esi

party's salt is sold by turn, and the whole detti

are equitably and eminently for self-interest. Tb.)

is more salt manufactured at these springs than n

aggregate manufacture of all other parts of t'

country. Some of the salt wells are sunk direo
'

through the fresh waters of Onondaga Lake, 1;>

most of the springs are on its borders. The e ;

is of a superior quality, and generally finds a g. 1

market; if, however, sales are small, the p-3

never falls below $1.25 per barrel.

—

Ledger.
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Borse-shotin?.

f to write anything wnitVi reading, requires that

)| should be practically acquainted with the sub-

Jt, and understand what the conditions of the

:«' demand, then, what we write under this title

iiy be passed over as worthless. We do not know

^t is the proper treatment of the case under our

ilice; and, what is still worse,is, wedonot know of

,| who are much above us in this respect. Never-

lless, what we do know, we are inclined to state.

!tVe know that horse-shoeing is a very important

ijvice, on which net only the value of the horse

fjiften dependent, but even the life of hia rider.

h know, also, that skill in all the arts does not

;ine by nature; that apprenticeship in all its es-

ilitials is indispensable in them. We also know

it our town and village blacksmiths, to a very con-

ilerable extent, are practitioners in this depart-

TUt, without any especial training for it. They

ijrncd what. they know of some io.ss, who was

fy popular in his own community, perhaps, for

J general proficiency in the art which he prac-

,;d, but who acquired his theories, if nothing

lire, from some master, who, perhaps, commenced

is work when he was ignorant of it as his ap-

intice ; because he foiled in some other employ-

(nt, and had a natural tact for it; and so the

\, goes on—" an unbroken succession"—from

;; who never spent an hour in the proper investi-

i,:ion of the subject. Hence, we are not surprised

:.read that "American horses fail in the feet

lener than those of other countries."

!ln some of our cities, our pavements are dis-

ijiceful in the eyes of all sensible horses. Broad-

ly might very accurately be defined, " a street

anged so as to require of all horses the greatest

ssible effort to preserve their standing." We
jdom walk to our place of business, less than a

;le and a half, without seeing one or more instan-

,i of slipping ; and often, when a complete fall

lavoidcd, we notice many horses whose cramped

jtions resemble those of a smoothly-shod boy, who
jtaking his first lessons in walking on ice.

But as we pretend to no especial skill here, we

•e place to a writer in the N. Y. dourier, who
j;n)s to understand at least something on this

pject

:

[" Of winter or summer states of roadways, and
'3 slipping, stumbling, and falling of horses, the

liter cannot here more than observe that it is

jjse which dictate how the hoofs should be pre-

red and the shoes adapted. The business uf the

rier, as well of the hostler, should all be managed
direct reference to them. An animal requires,

all states of the streets and roads, foot-freedom

id foothold ; and, in slippery states, extra care

Jst be taken that a good foothold is secured.

1 shoes and shoeing, however—and this fun-

mental rule should never be lost sight of—
Jst be subject to the natural and elastic con-

lions of the foot, so as not in any manner
impede or injure these. In states of nature,

d when galluping at liberty over all kinds

ground, soft and hard, rough and smooth, the

irse has three sources of good and sufficient foot-

ild. The first is the concave form of the under

rface of the hoof; the second is the expansibility

the hoof, which opens at the heels and quart

d spreads at the base, under the super-weight

id momentum of motion; and the third is the

Dsequent and very effective stay derived from

e action of the wedge-like frog on the surface or

ound.

Let any mechinic examine the structure of the

)rse's foot, and he would at once discover a:

onounce it to be an organ wiiose construction

d processes were admirable, and well adapted it

be at once an expansive as well as a protective

covering for the motive and sensitive joints and

tissues contained within. He would further see

d add that, if in circumstances of an altered or

domesticated state, an additional or artificial pro-

tection against tear or wear should be required, that

his—whether of iron or aught else—must be so

ipplied and adjusted as not to interfere with, or

imit, the expansive properties of the hoof, on the

penalty of fatal mischief.

Let us now inquire into facts. How are the

shoes of horses—this additional protection—ap-

plied ? Are their forms and adjustments well and

rightly suited to their end and purpose? No;
for, first, the hoofs grow deep, dry, hard, and ine-

lastic ; second, the shoes promote this state, and

further bind and debar expansion; third, instead

of being concave to the ground, so as to correspond

to the concave form of the under surface of the

hoof, the form of the shoes are the reverse, and

may be therefnre, likened to a skate, nailed on in

a manner to fix the parts; fourth, the frog is

squeezed and diminished, and is altogether disabled

from usefully exercising its truly valuable functions.

In order to remedy one part of the evil,—slip-

ping and falling—arising from such shoes and shoe-

ing, recourse is had to toe-pieces and caulkings.

These aggravate the general mischief; for already

U-adjusted bearings of the hoofs and shoes are

straining the joints and ligaments, and this cflTect

of high caulking greatly tends to increase, as will

be visible, if we observe the manner in which one

caulking first takes the ground, and then bow the

animal's weight twists toward one on the other.

Concussions and injuries to the foot, pasterns, and

fetlocks, and wrenches of the hocks, arc continual

results. One kind of evil, substituted as the

remedy for another, does not abate the first. It is

only a superadded evil. From all these causes flow

the almost universal prevalence of contracted, im-

paired, and unsound conditions of the feet of horses

;

the fore-feet in particular, which are more under

the centre of weight and motion.

Toe-pieces should never be used. Properly

formed shoes never require them. As a general

rule, caulkings on the fore-shoes should seldom be

resorted to. When icy states of the streets or roads

seem to exact them, a low caulk on the outer heel

of each shoe, only, should be used, and the web of

the inner heel should be drawn narrow and thick,

in proportion to the height of the caulk, so as to

give an even and true bearing under the centre of

the animal's weight. The same rule should apply

to the under heel of the hind-shoes; but a low

caulk on the outer heel of each shoe, behind, is

always recommendable. The main and true defence,

however, against toeing, tripping, and stumbling,

is ever to be sought in shoes and shoeing, me-

chanically and physiologically adapted to preserve

natural and healthy forms and conditions of the

hoofs and feet."

Selected.

The Greatest Deceivers.

Sewel, writes of G. Fox. " He saw that the

greatest deceivers, were such who as Cain, had

heard the voice of God, and as Corah, Datlian, and

Abiram, and their company, were come out of

Egypt, and through the Red Sea, and bad praised

God on the banks of the sea-shore; and who be-

ing come as far as Balaam, could speak the word

of the Lord, as having heard His voice, and

known His Spirit, so that they could see the Star

of Jacob, and the goodliness of Israel's tents,

which no enchantment could prevail against:

these thiit could speak so much of their divine

experience, and yet turned from the Spirit of God,

and went into the gainsaying, there he saw

would be the great deceivers—far beyond the

priests."

—

Sewel's Hist., p. 46, v. 1.

The Freservatwn of I'otutOfs fur Settl—J. N.
Chandler, a correspondent of the Patent Office,

speaking of the preservation of potatoes for seed, says

tlie potato, when first obtained from its native moun-
tains, was a small, watery , and even bitter tuber, but

by cultivation it has been brought into so high and re-

tjiad a state, that ujost of the countries of the civi-

lized globe look at it as one of the most important

articles of food. In answer to the question by what

ns has it been made a chief article of food, he

says ty violating/ the laics of Nature.

Every one who has ever noticed the difference

between the flavour of a potato in the fall, when
first dug, and one in spring which has been kept

in a large dry cellar, has ob.-^erved that the flavour

becomes much impaired—much more so than those

which are buried in holes in the earth, where they

retain nearly all of their freshness and vitality. It

has also beeu observed that farmers who have small

and inconvenient cellars keep their potatoes in

better condition than those who keep them in large,

cool ones. Hence, by storing them in the latter,

and letting them wilt before planting, they become

weakened in their nature, and are subject to de-

generacy, and finally to disease.

" In order to obtain good potatoes for seed, make
choice of a small spot of arable land on which wa-

ter will not stand—an eastern slope and new ground

are the best—ploughed early in the spring, and

furrowed 4 or 5 inches deep, 2i feet apart. Select

middling-sized potatoes which have touched the

ground during the winter previous, but do not cut

them. Drop one every 8 inches along the furrows,

and cover them by filling the furrows with earth.

Then cover them with a top dressing of forest leaves

or straw 2 inches deep. As soon as the tops of

the young plants are 'J. inches high, pass between

them with a shovei-plough, follow with a hoe, de-

stroying the weeds and levelling the ground ; do

not hill. This is all you have to do until fall.

When tlie ground begins to freeze, cover with

straw, chaff, or forest leaves, 6 inches deep, to

keep them from frost. Your potatoes will now
have a chance to ripen and rest during the winter.

In this way, you will have the greatest yield and

best quality. Continue this course from year to

year and the rot will not only disappear, but your

crop will increase from 25 to 100 per cent. The

third year you may increase your field crop by

ploughing in fine manure. You will now have had

nature's course."

—

Agricultural IHcisiuii of the

Patent Office.

A Curiositr/.—At the corner of Calaboose alley

and Chesnut street, by the Republican office, may
be seen a solid mass of iron, weighing 1700 pounds

taken from Pilot-knob mountain, and which was

intended to be forwarded to the World's Fair, held

in London in 1852. It is of the purest ore, and

although it has remained exposed to the elements

for three years past it exhibits not a spot of rust

upon its surface. It has, we suppose, been for-

gotten by its owners, and yesterday we saw it

pointed out as a large rock ! It is a curiosity to

all who would know something of the mineral re-

sources of Missouri, and tells a tale of what may bo

aceumplished in iron by our enterprising men when

the iron mountain Railroad shall be completed.

—

St Louis Democrat.

Time table for the United 6Va<fs.—Table exhi-

biting the time of day at different places in the

United States, when it is 12 at noon at Eastport,

Maine:—Eastport, 12; Boston, 11.39; Washing-

ton, 11.20; Buftalo, 11.12; Ciucinaati, 10.58;

Chicago, 10.39; St. Louis, 10.27; Charleston,

10.09"; New Orleans, 10.29; St. Paul's, 10.11;

Salt Lake, 8; San Francisco, 8.17; A-toria, 8.08.
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For " The Frioiid

Work while il is Day.

" He that planted the ear, shall he not hear ?

He that formed the cje, shall he not see ? He
that teacheth man knowledge, shall he not know?"
Yes, truly, every thought and every motive is

known to the Omniscieijt One, who is of purer
eyes than to behold iniquity with any degree of
approbation. Let us bring all our deeds to the
light that it may be manifest whether they are
wrought in Christ, yea or nay; for if they are iwt,

the day is approaching to all of us, when we shall

have to take up this lamentation ;
" The harvest

is past, the summer is ended, and I am not
saved."

How needful then that we work while the day
of merciful visitation is lengthened out to us, whilt

we continue to hear a voice behind us, saying,
" This is the way, walk thou in it."

" Therefore, whatsoever thy hand findcth tc

do," in order to make thy calling and election

sure, in order to give thee an inheritance among
all them that are sanctified, " do it with all thy
might, for there is no work, nor device, nor know-
ledge, nor wisdom in the grave, whither thou and
I goest."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to tbe 28tli ult.—

The intelligence from tbe Crimea does not report any
events of much moment. On the night of the 13th, the
Russian fire demolished the new French battery between
tbe Mamelon and Malakolf towers. The allies are said
to be preparing for another assault, in which both the
land and naval forces will participate. The approaches
are now so near, that the firing tells on both sides with
terrible efifect. The dispatches speak of the immense
efforts of the Russians in strengthening their defences,
and erecting stronger fortifications. Cholera had nearly
disappeared from the French camp. During the Si.vth
month, 3000 French soldiers died from that disease.
The attitude of Austria caused much disquietude in the
cabinets of the Western Powers. The Dutch authori-
ties at the Hague have forbidden enlistments for the
British service, and some of the recruits have been ar-
rested. Accounts from Warsaw state that the prohibi-
tion to export grain had been rescinded by Russia. A
part of the Turkish troops at Constantinople had mu-
tinied and committed great excesses. A formidable in-
surrection of the Arabs had broken out near Tripoli,
occasioned by an attempt to levy increased ta.xes. The
Turkish army sent against them, had been defeated with
a loss of 1700 to 2000 men.
FRANCE.—The French loan has been all taken. The

visit of the Queen of England is fixed for the 18th inst.
The municipal elections were going on in France, but
excited little interest, and few votes were polled.
SPAIN.—Cholera prevailed extensively in some of

the Provinces. Further disturbances from the Carlists
were apprehended in Catalonia.
AUSTRIA.— Provisions were advancing in price,

although the harvest promised to be an average one.
The effective force of the Austrian army had been re-
duced to about 400,000 men. There was unusual mor-
tality among tbe troops, from cholera and other dis-
eases.

RUSSIA.—In the apprehension of an attack from the
vessels in the Sea of Azoff, the Russians were actively
fortifying Roston, at the mouth of the Don. The chan-
nel has been obstructed by large stones thrown in to
prevent the river from being navigable. An Imperial
Ukase forbids the Jews to settle as agriculturists, or
purchase lands in the governments of Tchernigeff and
Poltawa. The loss of the garrison of Sebastopol in re-
pelling the assault of the allies, Sixth mo. nth and
18th, is officially stated at 5775 men.
ITALY.—The cholera was extremely severe at An-

cona, and most of the coast towns on the Adriatic, as
well as throughout the provinces of Bologna, Romagna
and La Marca, with the exception of the loftiest situa-
tions. The Austrian garrisons especially were suffer-
ing severely.

GREAT BRITAIN.— Sir William Molesworth has
been appointed Colonial Secretary, in place of Lord
John Russell. In the House of Parliament, on the 27th
ult., Lord Palmerston said, " that Omar Pacha had re-

government on military affairs. It was not true that he
had any intention of resigning." It was rumored that
General Simpson had resigned his command. The
bark Annamorka arrived in the Birkenhead docks after
a long voyage, having rescued 96 persons from the large
ship Polar Star, which was destroyed by fire on the 4th
of Tenth month last, in the South Seas. The iron trade
was recovering from the late depression, though it is

not yet by any means brisk. The late reduction of tet

per cent, in the wage? of the workmen, was still iu force
Welsh rails command £7 15«. and £8 on shipboard, it

Wales. Scotch pig iron is quoted at 73i. (id. on the
Clyde. The cotton market was dull, and prices slightly
declining, the range was from 6 l-16rf. to Id. Bread-
stuffs were nearly unchanged. Flour was quoted from
405. to 43s. per bbl. Consols remained at 91.
UNITED STATES. — The Western Rivers. — The

Chicago Times states that the St. Croix, Chippewa, and
Black rivers are very high, and are pouring a flood into

Mississippi, that is rising all the way from St. Paul
to Galena. It is reported to have risen six feet at La
Crosse. The Wisconsin is very high—booms breaking,
and logs escaping down stream with a rush. Immense
quantities of lumber which were awaiting this rise,

will now come down, and be obtainable in large quan-
tities, and at reasonable prices.

Kansas.—Late advices state that great excitement pre-
vailed concerning the appointment of the new Governor.
The Legislature distrusts his soundness on the slaverj
question, and the members were about sending an ap-
plication to the President, asking the appointment ol

Woodson, the present Acting Secretary, in case J. L,
Dawson declines. A stilUater dispatch states that Dawson
has declined the post, and that it has been offered to W
son Shannon, of Ohio. There seems to be no doubt, that
a majority of the actual settlers are opposed to slavery,
but it has been determined by the Missourians that
Kansas shall not be a free State. Cholera has broken
out at Leavenworth City, Kansas, and Major Armstead,

wife, and forty-eight others have died of it. It is

also at Fort Riley, where it has caused the death of
Capt. Ogden, the wife of Major Woods, and four of her
children. The garrison had deserted, and the chaplain
was the only ofKcer left in the fort.

New York.—The census returns of 18 wards show an
ggregate population of 551,998. The four wards re-

maining to be heard from in 1850, had 77,332 inhabit-
ants. The specie in the various city banks, on the 14th
inst., is reported at §15,298,358.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 305.
Louisville.—The election in the city, on the 6th inst.,

was accompanied by a savage and disgraceful riot in
which from 15 to 20 persons lost their lives, and many
more were wounded. The contending parties were the
" Know Nothings," and the Germans and Irish. The
parties reciprocally blame each other for the outrages.
A number of buildings were burned by the mob, and
some men perished in the flames.
An Indian Battle.—The Omaha Indians attacked the

combined forces of the Sioux, Chanos and Apache In-
on the 16th of Seventh month, and defeated them,

after a serious conflict, in which many on both sides
were killed and wounded. Among the killed was Logan,
the chief of the Omahas. Advices received from Fort
Union state that the Indians show signs of hostility to
the government. The reinforcements for the U. S.
Iroops had reached Fort Pierre.

Texas.—Galveston papers to the 28th ult., state that
heavy rains have prevailed in Western Texas, and the
hole of that part of the State has been literally flooded.

The continued storms have occasioned serious appre-
hensions for the cotton crop, which is very backward
this season.

New Orleans.—The deaths in this city, for the week
ending the 6lh inst., numbered 336, including 222 from
yellow fever.

Wisconsin.—Emigrants continue to pour into this
State, and among them are said to be many persons of
wealth and enterprise, from Ohio and Kentucky. The
Kentucky emigrants go to Wisconsin to engage in the
business of stock raising.

The Yellow Fever, is increasing at Portsmouth, Ta.
Seven thousand of the iuhabitants have fled from the

Cmcinna^i.—During the week ending the 7th instant,
were 224 deaths, eight of tbe number being from

150; local, 4359; white members, 428,511; coloni!
164,584; Indians, 3757; grand total. 603,303. The ',

crease during the year was 23,992. '

I

American Iron.—A recent statement, emanating ft.

the Iron Dealers' Association, gives a cheering accoi
of the flourishing condition of the iron trade in t
country. American pig and bloom iron have advant
in price, under the stimulus of reviving trade, wb'

'

the manufacturers of domestic hardware, and of I
and railway iron, are largely extending their opei
tions.

Successful Navigation.—The steamship Iberia, of t

Peninsular and Oriental Company's line, left Sout'
ampton last month, on her 100th trip. It is a thi'
weeks' voyage, and upwards of 2000 miles in lengl,
The Iberia has taken ten years to perform thesel
voyages, and has done so without an accident wort
of note, and traversed a distance of nearly 250
miles.

'

New York Canal Tolls.—The statement of tolls t

ceived on the New York canals, from the commenc
ent of navigation up to the Eighth month 1st, she;

a falling off, in comparison with the receipts of last ye
for the same period, of $156,041, and in compar'isc
with those of 1847, amounting to $684,781.
Dead Letters in Great Britain.—The British Post-offi

Department, it is stated, has adopted the regulation
returning unopened all letters which miscarry on whit
the writer's address has been written or printed.
Great Britain there is only one dead letter out of 20'

in the United States the pVoportion is 1 in 36 of all tl

letters mailed.
nice in Connecticut.—George W. Payne, of Farmint

ton, Conn., has a lot of Minnesota rice growing upc
his farm " full eight feet high and promising an abai
dant yield." He thinks it equal to the Southern rici
and is confident that it can be profitably raised in thr
meridian. It is sown on swampy land unfit for otht.
cultivation.

Population of Canada.—The new census of Upper an
Lower Canada shows a large increase in populatio
since 1851. At that time the population of Upper Ca
nada was 952,000; that of Lower Canada 890,261

; c

in round numbers, 60,000 less than the numbers of th
Upper Province. The population of Upper Canada i

now, in round numbers, 1,332,000 ; the Lower Provinc
has 1,050,000, showing a numerical majority in favou
of the Upper Province of 282,000. The ratio of increas
for the last four years has been 10.54 per cent.
The Mormons.—The emigration of this singular peo

pie from Great Britain to Utah, has' been very large th,
present year. Between Eleventh mo. 27th, 1854, am
Fourth mo. 26th, 1855, according to tbe published state
ments, 3626 emigrants left England in eleven ships.
these, 874 were landed in New York

; 1450 in Phila'
elphia, and 1302 in New Orleans, from which place^

they were forwarded to Salt Lake City. The latest ac:
counts from their settlement in Salt Lake Valley speal
of the devastations of the grasshoppers and crickets a
being so serious as to cause fears that a large propor'

of the crops of all kinds would be ~
- '

th

cholera,

Pomsylvania Railroad.—The receipts of this road for

3 Seventh month, were $307,516, being $98,216 more
than in the corresponding month of last year.

Miscellaneous.—Methodist Episcopal Church, South.
From the general minutes of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South, we gather the following facts: The

enough left for the support of the inhabitants.
Postage with France.—The French Government ha:

submitted a proposition to that of the U. States, tha
the postage on letters between the two countries sbal
be greatly reduced, and the direct communication mort
frequent.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in thi;

Institution.

Application may be made to either of the undersigned
members of the Committee.

turned to Constantinople to hold consultation with his
|
number of travailing preachers is 1912

; superannuated,

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Evans, 1 -di -. j
Samuel Bettle, Jr. j

P'"'"'^*-

Evening Schools for Adult Coloured Persons.

Wanted, A Principal and three Assistant Teacher;
for the Men's School, and a Principal and four Assist-

(

ants for the Women's School. \ i

Application may be made to either of the under-) I

signed.

John C. Allen, No. 179 S. Fifth St.

Samuel Allen, No. 134 S. Front St.

William L. Edwakds, No. 37 Arch St.

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
Ranstead Place, Fourth above Chestnut street.
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The Land of Silence,

3n the 18th of November, 1852, the day when

! great Captain, (Wellington,) was laid in solemn

up beneath the dome of St. Paul's, a train which

ched London at four in the morning brought

|> passenger who during the journoy h,id attracted

ilittle attention. He had entered the carriage

itbe Blenkinsop Station some ninety miles from

\rn, and spent upwards of three hours with his

low-passengers in profound silence. He was a

ll-dressed, handsome fellow, bright-eyed, and

lelligent in look; but throughout the entire

itance not even once did he open his mouth but

igive his front teeth a tap with a paper-knife.

Six o'clock found our traveller one of the vast

Altitude who on that memorable morning eagerly

'Wded every damp inlet to the thronged and

iddy Strand. After some three hours' wander-

^ through this densely-packed thoroughfare, he

(ast paused at the corner of Bridge Street, Black-

er.', and there became firmly wedged into a com-

;t mass of spectators near the obelisk. From
Is post of observation he never stirred again until

'! whole pageant, with all ' its boast of heraldry

:1 pomp of power,' had with solemn tramp swept

him and was gone. Then the huge living wave

led back and onward through the mighty

)roughfare, spreading silently away through the

Intless veins and arteries of the City. But of

the thousand mourners near him, probably not

e shares in such feelings as now fill the heart of

r traveller. He has been present with them

oughout the whole spectacle, but of many of

grandest features has been utterly unconscious,

iny a time throughout the day solemn silence

iwly rippled over the waves of that vast and ex-

Dtant multitude ; the silence awoke up again into

busy hum—anon died away, and yet again

ivned into souud. Then far away in the distance

:re rises on the wind to ten thousand listening

•s the shrill cry of trumpets, and the low moan
distant and mutllod drums ; the solemn wail of

; dead march, and the heavy tread of armed
)n : but to this one spectator the gale brings no

impet-cry, no sound of the military pageant,

—

word of wonder, delight, surprise, or sorrow

im speaking lips on every side. To him the

lole scene is one of deep unbroken silence—he

ither hears nor utters word or sound of even the

ist emotion. He is deaf and dumb. His neigh-

urs on either side are half inclined to suspect

ai to be crazy, and now and then hint their be-

f ; but the unconscious object of their charity,

ither hears nor answers their sarcasm. So con-

centrated, keen, and fixed is his gaze, that with

his eyes he seems to hear and speak as well as see,

as if the one organ embraced the life and power

of three. The face of the blind man—mention-

ed by Coleridge—was all one eye, while in the

face of the deaf and dumb the very absent senses

seem most present.

We have called our readers' attention to this

sketch of life, because it aptly enough introduces

us to one important feature in the isolation of the

deaf and dumb when compared with their fellow-

sufl'orers the blind, or with the rest of mankind.

That point is, the eternal, unchanging, desolate

aiknc'e of their whole existence. An hour's silence

may be at times a very pleasant thing ; but a whole

existence, unbroken by even the faintest sound or

murmur, is a totally different question,—so differ-

ent, indeed, that it is doubtful if hearing men can

at all form a true idea of it. What would the busy

Strand be like without the din of carriages ? a

stroll into the country without the song of birds,

' the cock's shrill clarion, oi- the echoing horn ?'

—streams babbling by without murmur, the ocean

without a voice, the whirlwind without its crash?

—lightning without even the faintest echo of thun-

der ?—the thousand melodies of earth, air, sea,

and sky, unheard and unknown ! The full con-

ception of existence in such a world as this is, wo

repeat, to hearing men most difficult, if at all possi-

ble. And as it is thus difficult for us to imagine what

the full loss of the deaf-mute is, so conversely is it

a thousand-fold more difficult for him to imagine

even remotely the nature of our gain. The blind

man by dint of practice at last realises by to!(c/ithe

visible form and substance of many objects, and

among them, perhaps, some of the least plainly

visible ; but no kindred agency can convey to the

ear of the deaf-mute the remotest conception even of

viha.tsound is. His eye may beam with intelligence,

his touch vie with that of the keenest of blind read-

ers, his store of information be already great, and

every faculty of mind be vigorous ; but not the

wisest discipline of the most skilful teacher will

ever impart to him an idea of any given sound.

For, be it remembered, the deaf-mute is in most

cases unconscious even of the sound of his own
attempts at speech; and hence, as we shall here-

after see, the dreary and forlorn moanings in which

these attempts so often result.

Deafness at birth, or the loss of hearing at an

early age, before the habit of speaking is so con-

firmed, or the stock of articulate language so copi-

ous, as very powerfully to impress the memory, is

invariably followed by dumbness; though not,

certainly, on account of any sympathy between the

organs of hearing and of speech, by which disease

or defect of the former might be transferred to

the latter. Were this the case dumb people could

not be taught to speak. Total dumbness seldom

proceeds from any other cause than want of hear-

ing or want of intellect. Want of hearing from

birth, or from an early age, is followed by dumb-
ness (if the intellect is perfect) merely because it

precludes the opportunity of learning or being con-

firmed in the use of speech in the ordinary way.

Dumbness, where the hearing is perfect and the

intellect defective (no uneommon case) proceeds

from want of ideas, and of judgment to direct the

of in the formation of articula-organ

tion.

Of the causes of birth-deafness, whether arising

from actual defect in the organ of hearing or not,

we know liltle ; and even in cases of total deafness,

to all appearance the car is wanting neither in ex-

ternal or internal apparatus, presenting in this re-

spect a striking contrast to blindness, the mediate

or immediate cause of which—as well as the dis-

eased part of the organ—may be generally discover-

ed without much difficulty. In comparing the

organs of sight and hearing, and judging of their

respective degrees of structural complication, ex-

posure to accident, and liability to injury, we
should bo apt to consider the eye as more frequent-

ly the seat of disease than the car, and the deci-

sion is on the whole just. ' Yet the ear is no loss

artificially and mechanically adapted to its office

than the eye, though we do not so well understand

the action, the use, or the mutual dependency of

its internal parts.' While, on the other hand, of

the wisdom and beauty of all the several parts of

the aural structure the investigations of modern

science have given us abundant proof;—a point

not only of interest in itself, but immediately con-

nected with our subject, and demanding a few

words of description.

(To be continued.}

For " The Friend."

Alton, 15th of Twelfth month, I82i.

To : Be assured thou hast my very ten-

der sympathy under the important circumstances

thy letter unfolds: and that my best, though

feeble, desires arc, and will bo, for thy best wel-

fare. I cannot doubt but preservation and suffi-

cient help will be extended, while a simple,

upright, unreserved surrender of the will is sought

after and abode in. I have thought, in a case of

this kind, there is always abundant condescen-

sion, gentleness, forbearance and long-sufi"ering,

manifested towards us, poor fallible creatures. Ho
that putteth forth and goeth before us, knoweth

our frame, and himself took our infirmities ; when
we take a step a little awkwardly, or with too

much forwardness, or mistakingly, mercy is near

to hold us up and restore us ; so long as we are

not wilful, but singly desire to be right in our

movements. We may be, and some of us know
we have been, long borne with, in much that

borders on, and indeed proves to be, little better

than thorough unbelief and disobedience.

We read that " rebellion is as the sin of witch-

craft ;" we may have held back on difierent

grounds, very reasonably as we have thought ; but

we have been chastised for this,—leanness and

I'eebleness have come over us, so that when we
would afterwards have given up, the Divine sense,

strength, and blessing has receded ; neither have

we enjoyed the answer of, "Well done." Our

situation perhaps has somewhat resembled that of

the Israelites, who, after refusing, attempted to

enter the promised land; there is, nevertheless,

forgiveness with Him, that he may be rightly

feared, and also plenteous redemption. I believe

we are safe in resting under a holy, simple fear

and caution, as to so awful a proceeding as the

first exercise of the ministry; but how far this
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should be carried, cannot well be defined for an-

other; vessels are variously moulded, and vari-

ously dealt with or used ; there may be too much
of this as well as too little, for our suares and our
tendencies differ. Even though we wait for what
we may suppose only adequate strength and clear-

ness for the occasion, this may stand in the way
of our having that degree of it, which was in-

tended for us, had we used more self-renunciation,

or been more disinterested in our service. It is

plain, we are not to expect to have just what evi-

dence would please or satisfy our own feelings,

which may have become somewhat morbid, by
dwelling on things too much.
Ah ! the simplicity of a true babe in Christ is

what we want most, far more than that kind of

assurance we covet thus greatly ; a little of this

goes a great way; it is the faith which pleases

God, and removes the mountains; and by which
we are to walk, rather than by sight; it leads to

look not at self with anxiety, liow we shall be pro-

vided either with discernment, courage, or what
else is needed ; but to rest in the Lord, and cast our

burden on him, knowing he is ready to sustain

such, so that they shall lack nothing; nor are

they much moved by what arises to perplex, dis-

courage or prove them,—trusting over all in

never-failing goodness.

I hope if what is now handed, should feel to

thee to be as a word in season, and in anywise
coming from the right source, thou wilt not hesi-

tate to accept it through the fear of leaning on
man. I consider that when instruments are

rightly engaged for the help of others, they act

not in their own name ; such are ordained and
needful in the church; and if our eye be single

to the great Head, the giver of every good and
perfect gift, and to his inward appearing and
sense as to what comes through others, we shall

not be in danger of hurt,—bearing always in mind
his injunction, " Take heed how ye hear."

J. Barclay.

maggots appear. It is properly a small two-winged
gnat, which lays its eggs in winter or fall, when
the grain has sprouted and begins to show leaves.

They make way down the blades with considerable
activity, until hidden between them and the stems
of the plant. The number on a single leaf is often

twenty or thirty, and sometimes greater. The
eggs are extremely minute, and of a pale-red colour;

and, if the weather prove favourable, they will

hatch in four d;iys. The maggots, when they first

come out of their shells, are also of a pale-red
colour. Forthwith they crawl down the leaves and
work their way between them and the main stalk,

passing downwards till they come to a joint, just
above which they remain, a little below the sur-

face of the ground, with the head towards the root
of the plant. Having thus fixed themselves upon
the stalk, they become stationary, and never move
from the place before their transformations are
completed. They do not eat the stalk, nor do they
penetrate within it, but lie lengthwise on its sur-

face, and are wholly nourished by the sap. As
they increase in size, and grow plump and firm,

they become imbedded in the side of the stem by
the pressure of their bodies upon the growing plant.
One maggot thus placed seldom destroys the plant;
but when two or three are fixed in this manner
around the stem, they weaken and impoverish it,

and cause it to fall down or wither and die. They
usually come to their full size in five or six weeks,
and then measure about three twentieths of an inch
in length. After escaping from the pupa state,

the body of the Hessian fly measures about the
tenth of an inch in length, the head, antennae and
thorax are black, the hind body tawny, more or

less widely marked with black on each wing, and
clothed with fine grayish hairs. The legs are pale-

red or brownish, and the feet black. The maggots
are generally transformed to flies in autumn. The
Hessian fly is subject to the attacks of several pa-

rasitic insects, which serve more or less to lessen

their numbers, the chief of which is the ceraphron
dcslructor, of (say) a shining black four-winged fly,

about one-tenth of an inch in length. — Herrick
recommends that the stouter varieties of wheat
should be chosen, and the ground kept in good
condition. If fall wheat is sown late^ some of the

eggs will be avoided ; but the risk of winter killing

will be incurred. Burning the stubble immedi-
ately after harvest, and then ploughing and harrow-
ing the land is also highly recommended. Steep-
ing the grain, and rolling it in air slaked lime or

plaster, as promoting a rapid and vigorous growth,
would also be beneficial.

—

Agricultural Division

of the Patent office.

Tlie Hessian fy.—According to the account of

Edward Tilghman, of Queen Ann County, Mary-
land, says — Glover, the eggs of the Hessian fly,

{cecidomyia destructor,) very destructive to wheat,
are deposited in October, in the longitudinal cav-

ities between the little ridges of the blade, from
hich, in about fifteen days, very small worms or at first, which,' if they are'extravagant in spending,

The Spider.—Why hate and shudder at spiders ?

Because they entangle flies and kill them ? That
should entitle them to our gratitude, for flies, being
troublesome and injurious to man, any other insect

that destroys them ought to be considered our ally,

and taken into friendship. Are they not beautiful ?

The other day we observed one in the field. He
was larger than a double-eagle &nd as bright and
yellow, having colours more striking, indeed, be-

cause harmoniously- variegated.

Now, as he had been at immense expense in

building his capacious house, like the Crystal Palace
proprietors of New York, and out of his own bowels

.

too, which they did not—for speculators and bro-

kers are not supposed to have any, purses being a

complete substitute—having been at so much cost

he did not like to go away and leave his domicil
behind him. For his stock of materials for such
tructures is limited, as well as the funds of the
operators in the Fancies. Nature, it is said, only

pplies the spider family with a certain quantity

whole habitation was invisible. What had be.

of it ? We kept a sharp look-out at this junc j-e,

for it was evidently the crisis of the enterprise At
last we saw the spider hoist a pack upon his ick

in the shape of a ball, and commence his jouilj.
It was his house, which he was thus transpo m
to erect in a more favourable locality. Li|»
snail, he was thus carrying it upon his back, thojb,

unlike that animal, he had the "rough stock of (o.

ther in his belly, should this tenement of hi 'be

dissolved by the hurricane, flood, or fire, je

beautiful, industrious, and provident creature m
along as niujble as ^neas, with his father, Ai li.

ses, on his shoulders, though under the burdi of

all his worldly goods. He made for a large e,

where, notwithstanding all our vigilance, he ..

appeared. We sent after him a sincere --

that he might obtain an eligible lot ui'

whither he was going, on easy terms.—J^

Advertiser.

they will have afterwards to make up by knittiny,

Schuylerizing or stealing—the difference between
which methods, we can not tarry to record, and
might not be able to do so, was ever so much time
allowed us. In short, our spider resolved, as the
palace proprietors, who may have taken the hint
from him, are said to have determined on—he re-

solved to take his splendid dwelling down.
So one morning he began in earnest to pull down,

and, as far as we could judge, at the point where
he had ended in putting it up ; that is, the last

timbers he had placed in the building wore the
first to be removed. Patiently and carefully he
worked, taking off filament by filament of those long
beams and braces, which seemed single to the
naked eye, but yet were doubled and trebled and
quadrupled to afford sufficient strength for so large

a work. For this creature, it must be observed,
has discovered no iron or other new material to

weave into his productions, but is obliged to labour

with just the same raw material as when he spun
his web upon the grape vines of Eve. So if he
wants augmented strength in any portion of his

work, he can only attain it by putting several

timbers together.

By degrees, we could see, as he wrought, the
main pillars and string-pieces lessening in size, and
at length disappearing one by one, till finally, the

A Good Conscience.—That conscience aloi is

good which is much busied in self-examiuatn,

which speaks much with itself, and much h

God. This is both the sign that it is gond, ij

the means to make it better. That soul ||

doubtless be very wary in its walk, which t s

daily account of iti^elf, and renders up th:it o-

count unto God. It will not live by guess, u
naturally examine each step beforehand, bec::<e

it is resolved to examine all after; will cons ;r

well what it should do, because it means to Jit

over again what it hath done. •

On Fretting.

"Fret not thyself," says the Psalmist. 5 i-

kind have a great proneness to fret themselg.

Their business does not prosper according to t jr

pectations; customers do not pay prompt,;

competition is sharp; those in whom they \m
confided prove treacherous; malice and envy Ijri

their envenomed shafts ; domestic affairs go conL
riwise ; the wicked seem to prosper, while le

righteous are abased. In every lot there is an o

material to make a goad of, which may pierce d

if we are only so disposedrankle in our soul

Fretting is of the nature of certain d

suming various types. Disease is sometimes aca

—coming on suddenly in the midst of health, A
with but little premonition, raging violently thro h
the system, causing fever and racking pains ; sn

reaching its crisis and rapidly running its cou3,

either to kill or to be cured. So with frett».

At times it overtakes the constitutionally and i-

bitually patient and gentle. Strong provoca n

assails them unawares, throws them off their gu;l,

upsets their equanimity, and causes an overflowg

of spleen that they did not know was in thenio

that degree. Even the gentle may thus have v
casion for taking heed to the injunction, " Ijt

not."

Diseases, however, often assume a chronic tyj,

becoming embedded in the system, derangings
organs, interfering with the performance of e

natural and healthful functions, and lingering j j

after year, like a vampire, to extract the vital jui ?.

In like manner, fretting becomes chronic. Pc-
ishness, irritability, censoriousness, complaini;,

indulged in, assume a habit; gaining therj

strength and power, until the prevailing tempe a

fretfulness. It argues a sadly diseased condilo

of the soul, when this distemper becomes oncf

ts fixtures. To such an one every thing gs

wrong. The whole mechanism of society is thrd
out of gear; instead of moving smoothly, as wU
ubrieated by the oil of kinduess and charity, •

cogs clash, and its pivots all grate harshly.
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For "The Friend."

Providential and Maternal Care.

iThe protecting power of the great Creator is

,1.11 manifest towards those who are cast out on

I

: \vi aid, without anyone to guard them from

iiptation, and lead them in the paths of righte-

isuisj. However destitute such may feel, they

:oul(l not despair of his divine regard and no-

e, and abandon themselves to evil habits and

il ciiuipany, as though the salvation of their

uls was of little moment, and none cared for

cm. Eminently good men and women have

miiip; from what the world esteems a low origin,

il by the power of Divine grace, have been made
^tiuimutal in turning many sinners from the

,il oT their way.

]!i niamin Bangs was born in the county of

.iildlk, in the year 1652, of reputable parents.

bo death of his father occurred in his infancy,

ihen of suitable age, he was placed from home to

arn a trade, in which he was subjected to serious

jfficulties and dangers. His mother was a sor-

jiwful widow, with nine children at home, and a

insiderable farm to manage, which the unsettled

ite of the government rendered it perplexing to

it along with. She was the daughter of a clergy-

an, of good repute among his parishioners, of

jhom, when Benjamin Bangs visited the place of

s residence many years after, the ancient inha-

itants said to him, he was a very pious man, and

jver extorted anything from his hearers, but

jjcepled what they would freely give him. His

other was a religious woman, well educated, and

iiculcated the principles of her profession in her

liildren, as well as teaching them to read and

Irite.

)
About his twelfth year he was much given to

jyish sports, diverting himself in running,

restling, and foot-ball playing, which was much
ractised in that part of the country, and his com-

iny was sought by those who were fond of such

istime. His good mother, who felt a godly care

iir her children, would often impart counsel that

irew their minds to a more serious way of life,

hich tended to preserve them from profanity,

nd the evil courses that many fell into, to the

reat dishonour of God, and true religion. " Be-

ig one day," he says, "by myself, not far from

ur habitation, I met with such a visitation, as I

ad been altogether ignorant of before, in which a

iveet calmness came over my mind, and it arose

1 my heart, that if I could but keep to this, what
light I grow up to-in time. It affected me much,
nd resting with me some time, I acquainted my
lother therewith. She greatly rejoiced, and en-

ouraged me to retire to it, and then I had a full

itention so to do. When my companions got

bout me, pressing me to do as I used to do,

Ithougb I had some inclination to answer their

esire, I found something in me that laid a rc-

traint upon me, and prevented me from comply-

3g with their solicitations. But through con-

nued importunities, and a natural inclination to

spirit of liberty, I came by degrees to lose much
f the sense of that visitation, which now and
den, upon serious reflection, caused me greatly

5 mourn for the lo.?s I had sustained. Through
ftcn gratifying my youthful desires, and going
rem the instruction of my inward guide, I found
gradual decay as to religion to attend, even un-

il at length I came to be left to myself." How
ften have young persons, through disobedience,

)st sight of the pearl of great price, and being
eprived of all sense of heavenly good, they have
sen left to temptation, and found themselves
tterly unable to recover those sensations of peace
od delight which the Truth gives.

Between twelve and thirteen years old, he in-

clined to learn some trade, and his mother's means

not permitting her to furnish him with a capital

when he should be of age, it was concluded to

place him with a shoemaker, which would require

but a small stock to begin with, should he live to

need it, and he was accordingly apprenticed to one

in the neighbourhood, fur five years. It turned

out that they were mistaken in his master's cir-

cumstances, for in less than a year, he informed

Benjamin Bangs that he was unable to pay his

debts, and fearing imprisonment, he thought he

had no other way to escape but to leave the place
;

and desiring him to keep secret his situation, told

him if he would go with him, he would take as much
care of him as of himself; and if ho inclined to go,

he advised him to take leave of his mother, but

not to disclose the master's situation to her. This

proved a severe trial to him ; but considering that

the fee given at his apprenticeship would bo lost,

he concluded it was better to embrace the offer;

and the man having a brother, they concluded to

go together. Taking leave of his mother under

such a prospect, and not being more than four-

teen years old, the parting was with great reluc-

tance, and she said to him, doubtless yearning

over her son, "Child, it will not be long before I

shall see thee again," and with a heart very full,

he returned to his master.

About twelve o'clock the next night, they set

out, and got within a mile of Edmundsbury in

Suffolk, the night following. Next day they went

into the town, and having little money, they sat

down there to work. Here they staid but a short

time, before they left for London, which they

reached in three days. The city lay as a heap of

rubbish, it being soon after the great fire in the

year 1666. Labourers being wanted there, they

flocked in from all parts of the country, and his

master and brother joined in the work, but he was

able to do but little, and to live in idleness he

could not be satisfied. They lived together under

the character of brothers. His master fearing he

should discover him, though he had no disposi-

tion to do it, it appeared to Benjamin Bangs ne-

cessary they should separate, and proposing if

they could find a good workman of his own trade

that he should work with him, it was not long

before one was found, and he staid with him three

years, and in the time became pretty well ac-

quainted with shoemaking. After leaving this

person, ho took up with a company of the best

workmen, which caused him to spend what he got

among them, though he earned considerable.

Wiiile he lived in Stepney parish, not far from

Ratcliff meeting-house belonging to Friends, a hot

persecution began against dis.senters. Sir John

Robinson, lieutenant of the tower, who was mali-

ciously bent against Friends, sent one day a com-

pany of his sofdiers, with orders to break into the

meeting-house, take out what seats they found,

and burn them. Soon after this, he and another

justice concluded to break up their meeting on a

First-day. On this occasion the militia was raised,

and some companies of foot also came from the

tower, and many wardsmen were ordered to appear

armed with halberts, amongst whom Benjamin was

one, not from inclination but by order of his mas-

ter, although he says, " I had a secret desire to

see what would be done." Besides those forces,

there came a multitude of spectators. Some came

in good will, to see if they could in any way be

serviceable to the sufferers, and others were evilly

inclined to get what they could from them. The

armed men had orders to let all the Quakers come

into the meeting-house that would, but to suffer

none to go out until the justices came. They

treated Friends with very rough language, calling

them rogues and rebels, for meeting there con-

trary to law, and began to take their names. Then
they were suffered to go out ; but not pulling off

their hats to the justices; the rude people plucked
them off, and threw them over the wall. Those
who were friends to them, secured what they could,

and returned them to the owners ; others who
wanted prey, took a good hat, and left a worthless

one in its place.

Sir John, taking a particular dislike to three of

the Friends, who bad probably spoken to him by
way of rebuke, ordered a mittimus to be made to

send them to prison. The warrants and prisoners

being committed to the care of the constable to

convey thither, he ran about to find wardsmen to

assist him, when all had gone, but Benjamin

Bangs and one more. In their way, the prisoners

with the constable's leave, stopped in White-

chapel to get some refreshment, and take a copy

of the mittimus. While there, one of the Friends

wont to B. Bangs, and said, " Thou hast an inno-

cent countenance, and dost not look like a perse-

cutor." "No," he replied, "it is much contrary

to my inclination." They answered, "Wo be-

lieve thee, and freely forgive thee." This had an

effect upon him, and produced tenderness in hi.s

heart towards them. It was late before they do- '

livered their prisoners to the keeper, and as they

"returned through Ilateliff highway, the watchmeu
seized them, and threatened to put them in the

round-house, for being out at that time of the

night, but let them pass, on being told the cause.

A few days after this, soldiers were sent from tho

tower to pull down the meeting-house, of which
they made a ruin.

liespecting himself, B. Bangs Says, " Although

I was now in a loose way of living, yet I had some
secret touches of that which was good, which

raised a desire in me to go to some religious meet-

ings, but cannot say that I got much benefit

thereby, for liberty was still most grateful to me.

But the good examj)le Iliad in my childhood, did

all aluiuj rest with me, by which I was preserved

from the profane way of life, that was too much
practised in those times as well as now." The
blessing of a godly mother, who not only set be-

fore him a proper example, but pleaded with and

counselled him to shun evil, and walk in the way
of righteousness, was signally manifest, brought

into remembrance as it was by the Holy Spirit,

when Satan and evil advisers were striving to en-

tice him into the broad way of destruction. The
responsibility of older persons is great. Their

character, their principles, and their actions may
lead young people, either into the way of holiness,

or down to the chambers of spiritual death. It is

also important for young people to remember, that

their accountability is great. Christ died for

them, and has furnished them with a measure of

his Holy Spirit, which shows them what it is

wrong for tliem to do, and offers them strength to

forsake every evil thing, and to enable them to

work righteousness in his fear. He is merciful

and kind, and all-powerful to save them under

whatever circumstances they may be placed in this

life if they obey Him ; but where they are blessed

with religious parents, their obligations to their

Almighty Creator are increased. Where much
has been given, much will be required.

(To be conlinucil.)

Slarj and Scorrie.—The production of iron by

the smelting furnaces of Great Britain has reached

3,000,000 tons annually ; and by a moderate cal-

culation, it may be assumed, that for every ton of

iron two tons of slag are formed, making an ag-

o-re^ate of at least 6,000,000 tons of this hitherto

useFess material ; at the present time it costs the

smelters no less than £150,000 to cart it away.
.ery-
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Cehlrated EmjUsh Oalcs.—An English publi
cation gives the following account of the most
celebrated oaks in England :—The oldest oak in

England is supposed to bo the Parliament Oak
(from the tradition of Edward I. holding a parlia-

ment under its branches) in Climpstone Park, be-

longing to the Duke of Portland, the park being
also the most ancient on the island; it was a park
before the Conquest, and was seized as such by
the conqueror. The tree is supposed to be 1500
years old. The tallest oak in England was be-

lieved to be the property of the same nobleman;
it was called the " Duke's walking stick," was
higher than Westminster Abbey, and stood till of

late years. The largest oak in England is called

Calthrop Oak, Yorkshire; it measures 78 feet in

circumference where the trunk meets the ground.
The Three Shire Oak, at Worksop, is so called

from its covering part of the counties of York,
Nottingham, and Derby. It had the greatest ex-

panse of any recorded in this island, droping over
767 square yards. The most productive oak was
thatof Gclonos, in Monmouthshire, felled in 1810.
Its bark brought §1000, and its timber §8350.
In the mansion of Tredegar Park, Monmouth-
shire, there is said to be a room 42 feet broad
and 227 feet long, the floor and wainscots of which
were the production of a single oak tree grown on
the estate.

_
Mines and Miners.—The following enumera-

tion shows the number of men employed in Bri-
tish mines and their annual average produce :

Coal miners, 216,366 52,000,000 tons of ore.

Iron miners,
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Selpcled for " The Friend."

I

He who in wisdom planned this beauteous earth,

Who called from chaos all creation forth,

Through the void waste, who bade vast system's run
I Kindling in varying brightness one by one,

• Yet taketh note with his All-seeing eye.

Of every human soul beneath the sky,

, And taketh thought in his All-knowing mind
, Of uU the joys and cares which each may find.

I

'Twas love for each that brought his Son below,

! To have our temptings, and to bear our woe,

! His life was mercy wheresoever he went,

I
His death was pardon to the penitent.

And now in glory by the throne above

He stands our advocate supreme in love

;

j
And in our hearts descending by his grace,

' He seeks to fit us for a heavenly place.

I

His spirit points us duties to fulfil,

J
And as we seek his aid, to work his will.

We shall on earth oft taste his perfect peace.

And rest at last where joys shall never cease.

Selected.

THE WATERS OF MARAH.
"And Moses cried unto the Lord, and the Lord show-

id him a tree, which, when he had cast into the wa-

ers, the waters were made sweet."

By Marah's stream of bitterness

When Moses stood and cried,

Jehovah heard his fervent prayer.

And instant help supplied :

The prophet sought the precious tree

With prompt, obedient feet;

'Twas cast into the fount, and made
The bitter waters sweet.

Whene'er affliction o'er thee sheds
Its influence malign.

Then, sufferer, be the prophet's prayer
And prompt obedience, thine:

'Tis but a Marah's fount, ordain'd

Thy faith in God to prove.

And prayer and resignation shall

Its bitterness remove.

" ABIDE WITH US."

Tarry with me, my Saviour I

For the day is passing by

;

See I the shades of evening gather,

And the night is drawing nigh
;

Tarry with me I tarry with me I

Pass me not unheeded by.

Many friends were gathered round me,
In the bright days of the past;

But the grave has closed above them,
And I linger here the last

;

I am lonely ; tarry with me.
Till the dreary night is past.

Dimmed for me is earthly beauty.

And the spirit's eye would fain

Rest upon Thy lovely features :

Shall 1 seek, dear Lord, in vain 7

Tarry with me, my Saviour I

Let me see thy smile again.

Dull my ear to earth-born music.

Speak Thou, Lord, in words of cheer:

Feeble, tottering my footstep.

Sinks my heart with sudden fear
;

Cast Thine arms, dear Lord I around me,
Let me feel Thy presence near.

Faithful memory paints before me
Every deed and thought of sin

;

Open thou the blood filled fountain,

Cleanse my guilty soul within :

Tarry, thou forgiving Saviour,

Wash me wholly from my sin.

Deeper, deeper grow the shadows.
Paler now the glowing west;

Swift the night of death advances

—

Shall it be the night of rest?

Tarry with me, my Saviour I

Lay my head upon Thy breast.

Feeble, trembling, fainting, dying.

Lord, I cast myself on Thee
;

Tarry with me through the darkness.

While I sleep ; still watch by me
Till the morning, then awake me.

Dearest Lord, to dwell with Thee I

Knickerbocker.

From the Edinburgh Reviev^.

nil tlic Fibrons Plains of India.

Though the fibres imported from India include

neither any real hemp uor any true flax, jet they
include materials which may be u.sefully substi-

tuted for both, while for many of the purposes to

which hemp and flax are severally applied they
are superior to either. It will be sufficient for

our present purpose if we briefly describe the most
important of the fibres wc already receive from
India, and of the other fibrous materials which
ludia might send us, and state the circumstances
which render a large importation of all of them
either possible or desirable.

But first it may interest the reader to be in-

formed why hemp fibre should be comparatively
little grown, and should not be at all imported
from India, although the true hemp plant is de-

scribed as a native of that country. There appear
to be two reasons for this apparent anomaly. The
first is, that the low country of India is so rich in

other fibres which are either more rapid in their

growth, more easily prepared, more beautifid to

the eye, or more durable, that the natives for home
use prefer them to hemp. The second is, that

hemp is cultivated largely and widely for the

sake of the churrus and hhanr/ which it yields.

The churrus is the well-known resin of hemp, or

the inspissated juice of the leaves obtained from
the plant by rubbing between the hands, and
bhang is the name usually given to the dried

leaves and twigs. Both of these are extensively

used as soothing and exhilarating narcotics. The
former is swallowed in the form of pills or boluses,

the latter is smoked either alone or mixed with a

certain proportion of tobacco. It will give an

idea of the extent to which the hemp plant is

cultivated for this luxurious purpose if we add
from another authority that the use of it, as a

narcotic, prevails in Asia and Africa among not

less than two or three hundred millions of men !

But what becomes of the fibre, it will naturally

be asked ? The resin and the leaves and twigs

being removed, why should the hemp fibre not be

made use of also ? The reason of this is, that the

mode of culture best suited for the production of

bhang, and usually followed in Lower India, is

not adapted to the growth of a valuable fibre. All

plants when grown thickly together, shoot up in

height, branch little, and if the soil be rich and
moist, are of a looser and more spongy texture.

If fibrous plants be so raised, they yield finer,

softer, stronger, and more flexible threads. Hence,
both hemp and flax when cultivated for their

fibres are sown more or less thickly, and are pulled

up about the season of flowering, and usually be-

fore the seeds are permitted to ripen. But in

India, when cultivated as a narcotic, the seed of

of the hemp plant is not sown thick as it ought

to be when intended for cordage. The natives

first sow it thin, and afterwards transplant the

young plants, placing them at distances of nine

or ten feet from each other.

" The effect of this is to expose them more
freely to the light, heat, and air, by the agency of

which the plant is enabled to perfect its secretions

in a more complete manner, and the bhang will

consequently be of a more intoxicating nature.

The fibrous and woody parts at the same time at-

tain a greater degree of &tifl"ness and solidity, as is

found to be the case with timber trees similarly

exposed. The hemp plant, thus grown, will branch

much. It may be small in dry situations, and

large in rich and moist ones, but in either case its

fibres are found, both in Europe and India, to be

rougher, stiffer, and more difficult to separate from
the woody part than is desirable, but seed is pro-

duced in larger quantity and of better quality."

The consequence of this is, that other plants are

cultivated specially for their fibres, while the seeds,

leaves, twigs, and resin being removed, the hemp-
stalk and fibre are burned. But if the mode of

growth be the main reason why the hemp fibre

is usually neglected in Lower India, a change in

the system of culture seems the only thing neces-

sary to produce an article which will work more
kindly and be fitted for the European market.

This is the opinion of Dr. Eoyle, and of other

persons, both naturalists and civil servants of the

company, who have resided long in the East.

Sown thick, they believe the hemp plant will yield

a long and flexible fibre more valuable for cordage

than the fibres usually cultivated in India, and
that a demand for the article from this country

would encourage and promote this mode of cul-

ture.

Past experience seems )o render it doubtful

whether hemp thu.s grown in Lower India would
equal in strength the Kussian, Polish, and Italian

hemps, which bring the highest price in the Eu-
ropean markets. But towards the foot, and on the

lower slopes of the Himalayas, where the climate

is colder, there is reason to believe that hemp of

the strongest and most valuable kind might be
extensively cultivated.

" In the Himalayas the hemp grows wild, and
is, moreover, carefully cultivated, both on account

of its exhilarating secretions and its strong and
flexible fibre. With the properties of this the

Hillmen are well acquainted, as they make with

it both twine and rope, and a coarse cloth (hhan-

gela), with which they clothe themselves, as well

as make sacks and bags. Their hempen wrappers
they wear much as a Highlander does his plaid,

fixing it in front with a wooden skewer, instead of

a brooch. A traveller in the Himalayas, some
years since, described the natives as applying

hemp ' extensively to purposes of a domestic na-

ture, such as hanging their supernumerary female

children, administering ropes'-cnd to their wives,

penning up cattle, and making a sort of netted, or

knitted, or knotted shoes, to which a sole of un-

tanned leather is sometimes, but by no means
generally, affixed.'

"

They prepare from it, also, a coarse kind of

cloth, which they send into the plains for making
very durable grain sacks, and they twine it into

very strong ropes, which they employ for crossing

their rivers. Grown among the hills, at a height

of three to seven thousand feet, it ig described as

remarkable for strength, and for the divisibility,

fineness, and softness of its fibres. It is not im-

possible, therefore, that Himalayan hemp may by-

and-by occupy an important place in our European
markets, and it is to be hoped that besides encour-

aging the growth of the plant in these localities as

an imfiortant article of export, our Indian Gov-
ernment may be able also, by means of railroads

and otherwise, to provide those easy and econo-

mical means of transit without which it cannot be

conveyed with a profit to the British islands.

To flax-fibre as an Indian product the same
remarks apply as to the growth of hemp. That
the flax-plant is extensively cultivated in India is

shown by the fact that linseed forms an important

article of Indian export. We import at present

annually about 600,000 cwts. of this seed, two-

thirds of which come from Ilussia, while our In-

dian possessions export annually about an equal

quantity, one-half of which goes to North Ame-
rica. If to this large export of seed we add the

vast quantity which is used in India itself for the

manufacture of linseed oil and oil-cake for the

feeding of cattle, we shall form an idea of the

comparative extent to which the flax-plant is cul-

tivated in India for its seed. Yet, almost every-
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where the stalks and husks are burned as a use-
less refuse. In a few places only—and those, as
with the hemp-plant, towards the north, where
the cotton and other common fibres cease to be
produced,—is the fibre of the flax-plant separated
and used for the manufacture of twines and coarser
cloths.

(To be continue,!.)

Railwnys in Russia.—Tlie carriage allotted for

my special use was about ten feet square ; it was
furnished with two sofiis and chairs, a small card

table, and two side tables. On the sofas I could

have reclined at full length—a convenience very

desirable, and generally denied us on English rail

ways—both sofas and chairs had air cushions, and
were very comfortable. I looked into several first

and second class carriages, and they all appeared

nicely fitted up, although not like the one assigned

to me; the second class carriages had cushions su-

perior to those of the first class on English railways,

and afibrded plenty of room to each individualral-

lowing of his sitting without cramping his knees
upon those of the person opposite to him. We left

Moscow at eleven o'clock precisely—M. Sherman,
my servant, and myself, occupying this little room
to ourselves ; our baggage was stowed away in

another carriage. I was pleased to perceive that

there was no unnecessary hurry in the railway move-
ments such as those which annoy the English tra-

veller; plenty of time was allowed at every station

to the passengers to take their meals, and in each

there was all that could be required in the way of

refreshments. The time allowed for the train to

pass from one station to another is carefully fixed

for the driver, who dare not arrive a minute sooner

or later ; so that, in some cases, we had to go very
slowly, in order not to arrive before the time. This,

however, is not unpleasant, as people on the conti-

nent do not give way to that nervous hui-ry which
fidgets us and shortens our lives. Who in England
has time to look around him ? llich and poor
seem to be urged along by an impetus which pre-

vents their thinking of anything except their next
appointment, and as soon as that is kept, th

thoughts fly to the next.

—

Eiiglish Prisoners

Russia.

of God within, is to be their rule, which they can
not wrest nor bend. 4. They love well to hear,

tbat they may use the fashions and customs of this

world, bow and cringe, and give and receive the
honour of this world. 5. They love to hear they
may use sports, and games, and plays. 6. To
wear laces, and ribbons, and gold rings, and other
superfluity. 7. They love well to hear, that men
must not expect to hear God immediately, being
such as those who said, let not God speak unto
8. They love well to hear, that water-baptism and
giving of bread and wine, are the ordinances of
God, and the true baptism and supper; for then
they think they are Christians, if they partake of
these outward things ; and they are mad against
us, who call them shadows. And as for their ob-
servation of that called the Sabbath, we find none
more plead for it, than profiine light men and wo-
men ; for they can easily dispense to hear a man
talk for an hour or two, and then have all the rest
of the day to spend in idleness, vain communication,
and frequenting the ale-house, and decking them-
selves with vain apparel. 10. They love to hear,
that they may be members of the church, though
they have no infallible evidence of holiness. 11.

They love to hear of your doctrine of election and
reprobation. VI. And of your doctrine, once in

grace, and ever in grace, whereby they feed them-
selves in presumption and carelessness. Many
other particulars could be mentioned, but these
may serve enough to show, that your principles
are pleasing to the wicked and hypocrites, and ours
displeasing."

Barclay's Brief Contrast.

" Your religion (sayest thou) will be welcome to

the worst and wickedest of men ; for you will

please them exceedingly, in crying down of ordinan-
ces, the observation of the sabbath, and private and
family prayers, &c. Answ. We cry down no or-

dinance of God, but your hypocritical ways ; and
we know no worse men, than those hypocrites,

whom we are so far from pleasing, in crying down
their hypocritical prayers and performances, that
they fret and gnash at us with their teeth : and if

they could get their will, would tear us in pieces,

for witnessing against those things. And they are

very blind who see not, that the denying of those
things in shadow and bare formality, and establish-

ing them in the power and substance, can no ways
be acceptable to the wicked, but most unpleasing
to hypocrites, who can perform the one, but not
the other. But now let us examine, whether your
principles, or oui's, be most acceptable to the wick-
ed and hypocrites. 1. Wicked men and hypocrites
love well to hear that they can never be free from
their sins in this life, and that they must always
sin. 2. They love well to hear, to be justified by
Christ without them, and his righteousness with-
out, but not by him and his righteousness within
them. 3. They love well to hear, that the words
without thera are the only rule, which they can
wrest according to their own corrupt inclinations

;

but they love not to hear, that the word and light

Sagacity of the Northern Bears.—On one oc-

carion, a bear was seen to swim cautiously to a

rough piece of ice, on which two female walruses
were lying asleeep with their cubs. The wily ani-

mal crept up some hummocks behind the party,

nd with its fore-feet loosened a large block of ice

;

this, with the help of his nose and paws, he rolled

nd carried until immediately over the heads of
the sleepers, when he let it fall on one of the old

animals, which was instantly killed. The other
walrus, with its cubs, rolled into the water; but
the younger one of the stricken female remained
by its dam ; upon this helpless creature the beai

now leaped down, and thus completed the destruc
tion of two animals which it would not have ven
tured to attack openly. * * * The stratagems
practised in taking large seals are not much less

to be admired. These creatures are remarkably
timid, and for that reason always lie to bask or

sleep on the very edge of the pieces of floating ice,

•SO that on the slightest alarm they can by one roll

tumble themselves into their favourite element.
They are exceedingly restless, constantly moving
their head from side to side, and sleeping by very
short naps. As with all wild creatures, they turn
their attention to the direction of the wind, as if

expecting danger from that quarter. The bear,

on seeing his intended prey, gets quietly into the
water, and swims until he is leeward of him, from
whence, by frequent short dives, he silently makes
his approaches, and so arranges his distance that
at the last dive he comes up to the spot where the
seal is lying. If the poor animal attempts to es-

cape by rolling into the water, he falls into the
bear's clutches ; if, on the contrary, he lies still,

his destroyer makes a powerful spring, kills him
on the ice, and devours him at his leisure.

—

King's
Narratioe.

Vermont woman, who has surprised us by makin
old potatoes as good as new, dry, mealy, and fresli

has disclosed to us the process she puts them throug

'

toeff'ectso desirable a result. The potatoes ail

pared and put to soak in cold water from four t!

six hours; then dropped into water which is alreadi
boiling—an essential point ; and a little salt added 1

1

the water improves them. Take them from the fir I

the moment they are done
;
pour oft' all the watc.

and let them stand uncovered in the kettle ovej
the fire till the water evaporates from the surface,
and they are ready for the table. The result wi
astonish those who try it for the first time, and the

'

will never return to the old method of boiling them
with the skins on.

—

Springfield Republican.

Hoic to Cook Potatoes.—Potatoes at this season
are very poor eating, unless rightly cooked, and not

in a hundred knows how to do that. Treated
as in the fall and winter, they come upon the table
watery, solid, and every way disagreeable. A

For "The Friend."

"The ear trieth words, as the mouth tastetl]

meat," Job xxxiv. 3. On reading in the preseni
number of "The Friend," "Wm. Penn's words ill

a preface to the works of Charles Marshall," alsi,

the accompanying remarks :—I can say my spiri

did rejoice, and, a little prayer something simila
to this was raised :

—" Lord, evermore give us thir

bread."

"This is the bread that cometh down fron
heaven and giveth life unto the world." "This
is my beloved Son, hear ye him." Surely every
true born child can say, " it is good for us to hv
here." Well, as we keep here, I verily believe;
"our bread will be given us," either immediately

instrumentally, and "our water will be sure.'i

It is our heavenly Father's good pleasure to givti

to all his humble, depending children, the king'
dom ; therefore, may our eye and expectation be od'

the Lord, and him alone. He " is able to do exceed '.

g abundantly above all that we can ask or think,"
and make a way where no way can be seen : Ah ! me'
thinks there are those who if faithful in their alle-

giance to their dear Lord and master, will yef
have to praise him as on the banks of deliverance.
V new song will be put into their mouths : even
' the song of Moses the servant of God, and the'

song of the Lamb, saying : Great and marvellous
ai-e thy works, Lord God Almighty, just and true

are all thy ways, thou King of Saints." Eev.
XV. 3.

Eighth mo. 18th, 1855.

A Western Prairie in Summer.—I shall never
forget the sensations with which I looked abroad
lor the first time upon one of these wide-extended
champaigns. The morning was one of the brightest
and most beautiful of midsummer. The prairie

was then decked in its richest attire of wild ver-

dure and bright flowers. As I entered upon it,

descending from a gently sloping bluft', there was
spread out before me one vast^ unbroken, level'

plain ; to which my eye could discover no boun-
dary, except in the distance on the north. I was
struck with the novelty and grandeur of the scene:—the prairie resembling a vast sea of living green,
its tall grass waving majestically in the breeze, as
the waters of old ocean roll and undulate before
the winds. As I rode out upon this prairie, the
blufis behind me and the distant skirting woods on
the north gradually faded from view, until theyi

entirely disappeared, and I was, as the dwellers on
these plains say, out of sight of land.

The New Metal Alumniuin is now said to be
an unquestioned conquest of science, and ma/ be
produced in any quantity for $3 a pound. Further

provements are expected to reduce its cost to

fifty cents, when it will naturally replace inm in
many household and familiar utensils. Tiiis dis-

covery is one of the positive scientific achievements
of the day.
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\. Testimony from Thirsk Monthly meeting in

Yorkshire, concerning BIabel Barker.

"About the year 1741, it pleased the Lord, in

he riches of his love, to raise up our well-beloved

I'riend Mabel Barker to bear testimony to his bles-

ied Truth; in which service she manifested her

oveand zeal for the prosperity thereof, by her fre-

!]uent exercise and labour amongst us. Her con-

hern was great for tlie welfare of our immortal

\wuls, and that we might demean ourselves so as to

five no Just occasion for the Truth to he evil spoken

of; advising us to be very careful in all our de-

portment among men ; sometimes expressing the

r^reat need there was for her to be careful, upon

her own account, lest she should offend in thought,

\word, or deed ; and that she believed all had the

'jike need, hut was afraid all did not see their need

to be so great as it really was ; and so would ten-

;derly advise, to the comfort and consolation of her

jfrieuds; for the Lord blessed her in her labour,

,and often eminently attended her in her ministry

[with his divine power, whereby the hearts of many
!were reached, and the heritage of God watered by

the divine showers, that, tiirough her, as an instru-

ment in the hand of the Lord, fell upon them.

jOh ! the bedewing seasons and comfortable oppor-

Ituuities, which wc have had with this our Friend,

ithe impressions whereof at times still revive upon

iour spirits, and makes us sensible our loss of her is

great; but as we are well satisfied it is her eternal

igain, we dare not murmur, but say, as one of old,

The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away,
[blessed be the name of tlie Lord : desiring that

others may be raised up, and made willing to

labour faithfully in the Lord's vineyard, as we be-

ilieve this our friend hath done; for it was her

'great concern, that his work might be done to his

.own praise : and she was willing to lend a helping

|hand to the weak, that so all might be encouraged

' " She laboured much, and was very serviceable to

lour women Friends, for the promoting of good

|order amongst them, that the church might be kept

I

clean from the defilements of the world, and that

it might be so, she spared no pains or advice, which

I

she thought would tend to the glory of God, or the

I good of her Friends, being willing to spend and be

I

spent, according to her ability, for his cause, as

|she sometimes would declare. She travelled not

Imuch abroad in the service of Truth, save in our

I

own county and the county of Durham, or meet-

iings adjacent, for her labour was much about home.
" She visited the families of Friends in our own

Monthly Meeting, in which service we have cause

to believe, she was an instrument of good to those

whom she so visited, being one who, we doubt not,

was rightly qualified for such a work, and did ad-

vise from her own experience.

"She was exemplary in the course and conduct

of her life, meek, gentle and courteous to all, a

great lover of peace, concord and unity, which she

laboured much to promote amongst us, being an

example of good to those she was conversant with
;

a loving wife, an affectionate mother, a good neigh-

bour and kind friend : and as she lived, so she died,

a pattern of meekness and innocency, and no doubt

is at rest from her labours, and her works follow

her. And that it may be so with us and all the

Lord's people, is the fervent desire and breathing

of our souls to the Lord ; that we, like her, may
be concerned to work the work of our day, fight

the good fight of faith, and hold out to the end,

as she has done ; that we may be entitled to that

immortal crown that will never fade away.

"She departed this life the 14th of the Third

month, 1751, aged fifty-four years, a minister up-

wards of nine years. Her corpse was interred in

Friends' burying-ground at Thirsk the 16th of said

month, being accompanied by a great many Friends

and others."

A Puzded Pig.—One of our western farmers,

being very much annoyed last summer by his best

sow breaking into the corn-field, search was insti-

tuted in vain for a hole in the rail fence. Failing

to find any, an attempt was next made to drive out

the animal by the same way of her entrance; but

of course without success. The owner then re-

solved to watch her proceedings ; and posting him-

self at night in a fence-corner, he saw her enter at

one end of a hollow log, outside the field, and

emerge at the other end, within the enclosure.

" Eureka," cried he, "I have you now, old lady !"

Accordingly, he proceeded, after turning her out

once more, to so arrange the log (it being very

crooked) that both ends opened on the outside of

the field. The next day the animal was observed

to enter at her accustomed place, and shortly

emerge again. "Her astonishment," says our in-

formant, "at finding herself in the same field

whence she had started, is too ludicrous to be de-

scribed ! She looked this way and then that,

grunted her dissatisfaction, and finally returned to

the original starting place ; and, after a deliberate

survey of matters, to satisfy herself that it was all

right, she again entered the log. On emerging

once more on the wrong side, she evinced even

more surprise than before, and, turning about, re-

traced the log in an opposite direction. Finding

this efi"ort likewise in vain, after looking long and

attentively at the position of things, with a short,

angry grunt of disappointment, and perhaps fear,

she turned short round, and started off on a brisk

run ; nor could either coaxing or driving ever after

induce her to visit that part of the field." She
seemed to have a " superstition" concerning the

spot.

—

Knickerbocker.

From " The Leisure Hour."

WONDERS OP VISION.

One of the wonders of vision has been well pre-

sented to the mind by Dr. Dick. " Let us," he

says, " suppose ourselves stationed on Arthur's

seat, or on the top of Salisbury Crags, in the vi-

cinity of Edinburgh. Turning our face to the

north-west, the city, with its castles, spires, and

stately edifices, presents itself to our view. Be-

yond it, on the north and west, a beautiful coun-

try, adorned with villas, plantations, and fertile

fields, stretches as far as the eye can reach, till

the view is bounded by the castle of Stirling, at

the distance of more than thirty miles. On the

right hand we behold the port of Leith, the ship-

ping in the roads, the coast of Fife, the isles of

Inelikeith and of May, and the Frith of Forth,

gradually losing itself in the German Ocean. If

we suppose the length of this landscape to be forty

miles, and its breadth twenty-five, it will, of

course, comprehend an area of a thousand square

miles." After adverting to the immense multi-

tude of rays of reflecting light which flow in all

directions from the myriads of objects which com-

pose the surrounding scene, Dr. Dick continues :—" Let me now attend to another circumstance,

no less admirable than the preceding, and that is

the distinct impression which I have of the shape,

colours, and motion of the multiplicity of objects

I am now contemplating, and the small space

within which their images are depicted at the

bottom of my eye. Could a painter, after a long

series of ingenious efforts, delineate the extensive

landscape now before me on a piece of paper not

exceeding the size of a silver sixpence, so that

every object might be as distinctly seen, in its

proper state and colour, as it now appears when I

survey the scene around me, he would be incom-

parably superior to all the masters of his art that

ever went before him. This effect, which far

transcends the utmost efforts of human genius, is

accomplished in a moment, in millions of instances,

by the hand of nature, or, in other words, by ' the

finger of God.'
" All the objects I am now surveying, compre-

hending an extent of a thousand square miles, are

accurately delineated at the bottom of my eye, on

a space less than half an inch in diameter. How
delicate then must be the strokes of that Divine

pencil which has formed such a picture ! I turn

my eyes to the castle of Edinburgh, which appears

one of the most conspicuous objects in my field of

view. Supposing that portion of it which strikes

my eye to be 500 feet long, and 90 feet in height,

I find, by calculation, that it occupies only tho

six hundred thousandth part of an inch. 1 next

direct my eye towards the Frith of Forth, and
perceive a steamboat sailing between Queensferry

and Newhaven. 1 distinct[y trace its motion for

the space of forty minutes, at the end of which it

reaches the chain-pier at Newhaven, having passed

over a space of five miles in length, which is but

the eighth part of lineal extent of the landscape

in that direction ; and consequently occupies in

the picture formed on my retina, a lineal space of

only one-sixteenth of an inch in extent. And, if

the boat be reckoned about 88 feet in length, its

image is only the three hundredth part of this ex-

tent, and fills a space in the eye of only the four

thousand eight-hundredth part of a lineal inch."

Discovery of the body of Balmat, the Swiss

Guide.—Jaques Balmat, the celebrated guide of

Chamouni, who was lost in the ascent of Mont
Blanc, about twenty-one years ago, while acting

as guide to some travellers, was found a few days

ago, according to the Gazette de Lausanne, in the

broken up ice which forms thearch(i'o?/^c)of Avey-
ron. To the astonishment of persons passing that

way, the body of a man was discovered, the upper

portion being still buried in its frozen tomb. A
number of persons were promptly summoned to the

spot, and after cautious eftbrts with pickaxes and

other instruments, they succeeded in disengaging

the remains of the old and popular guide, Jaques

Balmat, in a state of the most perfect preservation.

The body was immediately conveyed to Chamouni
where it received every mark of honour and respect.

Jaques Balmat acquired some celebrity by being

one of the guides to M. Saussure, the naturalist,

in the year 1786.

The Horizontal Posture in Fainting.—The
Medical Times gives an analysis of llichardson's

theory, of the manner in which the recumbent or

horizontal posture produces recovery from fainting.

It is well known that the arterial blood sent from

the heart first ascends and the venous blood descends

from the upper and ascends from the lower parts.

When the blood is withdrawn from the upper part

of the erect body, the heart loses its power of send-

ing the blood along the aorta ; hence the blood,

losing the vis atcrgo, gravitates in the veins of the

lower half of the body. The heart ceases to pulsate

and the blood coagulates in the veins, and death

would ensue, but the body falls, oris laid down, and

then the blood contained in the veins of the lower

part of the body is poured into the heart, exciting it

to contraction, and thus the circulation is restored.

SUMMAKY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from England to the 4th inst.—

The ^¥ar.—^. French despatch from Sebastopol says,

" Our approaches on the side of the Malakoff advance

considerably. We now touch the place. Everything is

prepared for a general action in about fifteen days."

General Simpson telegraphs, " Cholera haa nearly dis-
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appeared. The Russians continue to hold their strong
positiou on the Mackenzie, and the strong range of
heights overhanging Urlsusta and the valley of Baidar.
The French have pushed forward the whole of their

cavalry into the valley of Baidar." The Times corre-

spondent writes :
" Stagnation seems to reign in the

camp and trenches; even the heavy firing h.is died
away, yet the approaches advance, and every day sees

the allies nearer the crest of the Malakoff, which it will

now require all the tenacity of the Russians to hold."

In the Baltic no alteration had taken place in the posi-

tion of the squadrons. The inactivity in that quarter,

as well as in the Crimea, appears to be caused by the

Russians acting wholly on the defensive, and being s(

well prepared, at all important points, that their ene

mies cannot venture an attack with much prospect of

success. Where there are no Russian soldiers, thi

fenceless towns and villages in Finland are plundered

and burnt by the allied marine, and according to the

Russian statements, the English have in places pene-

trated to the retreats of the peasantry, and carried off

all their property, even to the smallest articles of cloth-

ing, acting with less humanity than might have been
expected from a band of pirates.

FRANCE.—Great preparations were making in Paris

for the reception of Queen Victoria. The shipment of

troops to the Crimea continued from the ports of Mar-
seilles and Toulon. The provincial journal speak mo-
derately well of the approaching harvest.

SPAIX,—A government messenger had been des-

patched to Rome with a document adopted by the

cabinet council, the object of which is to justify the

conduct of Spain in regard to the sequestration of the

church property and other matters in which offence has

been given to the Holy See. Continued respect and sub-

mission to the Catholic religion is professed in the

paper. The official Gazette announces that the Gov-
ernment would receive tenders for the construction of

electric telegraph lines all over Spain.

RUSSIA.—The movements of the Russian forces in

Asiatic Turkey appear to have perplexed the allies.

After having partially invested Kars for a week, the

Russian general broke up his encampment, and by a

flank march advanced past that town on the road to

Erzeroum. Whilst the main body of the Russian army
is advancing towards Erzeroum, a strong division block-

ades the Turkish force in Kars, with the view of cutting

off reinforcements and supplies.

SWITZERLAND.—An earthquake has destroyed the

Tillage of Viege.

ITALY.—An outbreak was apprehended throughout
the Peninsula. The rumour was current, that France
had notified its readiness to suppress insurrectionary

movements.
ENGLAND.—The Queen had sent a message to Par-

liament asking for additional provisions for the prose-

cution of the war, which resulted in the Chancellor of

the Exchequer proposing the issue of seven millions of

Exchequer Bills. Lord Palmerston, in reply to a qi

tion in Parliament touching the British enlistments in

the United States, states that in order to prevent all

possibility of a difficulty with the American Govern-
ment, the British Government had stopped enlisting

men at Halifax.

Liverpool Cotton Market.—Sales of the week, 35,000
bales at slightly declining prices. Jjreadsluffs, nearly

unchanged, and market very heavy. The accounts from
the crops were favourable, though some rain had fallen.

London Money Market.—The bullion in the Bank of

England has decreased £250,000. Consols, 91^.

PORTUGAL.—The corn crop of Portugal is abun-
dant. The cholera is prevailing in Oporto.

CUBA.—Advices from Havana to the 8lh inst. All

the Creoles in Cuba, who have become citizens of the

United States, have been ordered to leave the island

forthwith. The yellow fever was raging among the

troops at Porto Rico, and fifteen hundred had died.

MEXICO.—Letters of late date from the city of
Mexico contain a sorrowful account of the condition of
affairs at the capital. The police are said to have dis-

covered a great conspiracy, and were making arrests of
suspected persons. Zapatlan el Grande is reported to

have fallen into the hands of the insurgents, and the
garrison of 400 men deserted arid joined Alvarez. It

was rumored that Guanjuato had been taken by the

rebels ; also, that the conducta which left the city of

Mexico on the 18th ult., with §1,500,000, had been
captured by the insurgents. Forty of the troops escort-

ing it, were killed, and 300 others joined the rebels.

CHILI.—Valparaiso dates to Sixth mo. 30lh. The
Chilian Congress was in session. Among the bills be-
fore it. were the following :—To establish a Bank of
Deposits and Discounts at Valparaiso ; to form a Loan
Office, to facilitate the raising of money on lauds in or-

der to their improvement; to reform judicial proceed-
ings and military pensions. About one million dollars
private subscriptions had been made for the construc-
tion of a railroad from Santiago to Talca. Govern-
ment was expected to subscribe as much more. Its

whole cost was estimated at three millions.

UNITED STATES.—reias.-The corn crop of the
State is said to be secure and unusually large. Cotto
was opening finely, and sugar promised well. Large
numbers of slaves continued to escape into Mexico
Cholera was raging in Austin county.

Kansas.—Wilson Shannon accepted the appointment
of Governor of Kansas.

Utah.—Abundant supplies of excellent coal have been
discovered in the mountain range between Sanpeta and
Jueb counties. Mining was to commence immediately
so as to have fuel for the coming winter.

The yellow Fever in the South.—The deaths in New
Orleans for the week ending the 13th inst.. n

419, including 291 from the fever. A despatch, dated
the 18th, says, "The number of deaths in the Charity
Hospital for the last week, was 138, and 132 persons
were discharged cured. The ravages of this fell disease
were unabated at Norfolk, Portsmouth and Gosport,
Collections for the relief of the sufferers have been madt
in New York, Philadelphia, and other places.

New York.—Mortality last week, 633, of which a large
portion was young children. There were 289 deaths of
children under one year of age.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 280 ; under one
year of age, 109.

Cincinnati.— In the week ending the Eighth mo. 7th,
there were 224 deaths, 80 of which were by cholera.
In that ending the 14th lust., there were 185 deaths, of
which 45 were by cholera.

Chicuffo.—The census of Chicago has just been taken.
The present population is 87,900. The number of new
buildings erected during the last year is 2000, many of
them of the first class. There are now 138 vessels be-
longing to that port.

Boston Ice Trade.—The whole amount of ice shipped
from Boston, Mass., last year, was 156,540 tons. The
railroads received $90,000 annually for transporting
ice, and those who bear it over the sea received from
four to five hundred thousand dollars. Last season 520
vessels were employed.

State of the Ohio.—At Pittsburg, on the 18th instant,

there was eight feet of water in the channel, 55 steam-
boats were lying at the wharves, freights were low, and
goods arriving from the eastward in large quantities.

Miscellaneous.—Slavery in Kansas.—Among the bills

id to have passed the Kansas Legislature, is one aCBx-
ing the penalty of death to all attempts to interfere

with or eiitice away slaves. Also, the importing or in-

troduction into the Territory of any abolition document
tending to incite slaves to rebellion against authority
is made punishable with death.

Telegraphic Extension.—The Boston Traveller states,

that from its office, telegraphic lines extend in various
directions, connecting with 1300 stations, in all parts of
the United States and British Provinces, from Halifax
in the east to Kansas City in the west, and from Que-
bec to Nevv Orleans.

Wealth of Brooklyn, N. Y.—According to the returns
of the assessors, the aggregate amount of real estate in

the city of Brooklyn this year is §85,545,693, and of
personal estate $l"7,702,839, making a total of §103,-
248,537.

Ice on the Isthmus.—The Aspinwall and Panama Ice

Company have made arrangements by which these two
ports are to be constantly furnished with New England
ice. Their ice-house in Panama has heretofore been
supplied by shipments via Cape Horn, the average pas-
sages being four to five months. Recently they have
shipped a cargo to Aspinwall, a part of which is to be
sent over the railroad, and thence to Panama, where it

is expected to arrive in 25 or 30 days from Boston.
The Decrease of the Brandy Trade, is strikingly illus-

trated in the absence of all American vessels from the

port of La Rochelle for the last six months, a fact which
it is said never occurred before. The French papers
ascribe it to the failure of the grape crops, and the tem-
perance movements in the United States.

A Liberal Policy.—It is said that Paraguay has not
only opened her internal rivers to the Brazilian flag,

but to the flags of all foreign nations.

" ntage in Italy.—The vine, it is said, will fail again
in Italy this year. The leaves are curling up and be-

coming crisp, and the grapes are covered with white
mould. All sanitary experiments have hitherto failed

such as dipping the clusters in a solution of glue-
blowing sulphur over the vines, laying them in the
ground, <Stc.

Accident at Niagara Falls.—Ou the afternoon of the

12th inst., a small boat containing five men, was sweji
over the falls. The men were all drowned. i

Maritime Disasters.—A list has been prepared of disl

asters in the water during 1854, which shows that th i
|

number of vessels lost or injured is 5382, which, wit I

the steamers and boats on our lakes and rivers, will

probably make fully 6000 in all. The loss of life wil:

exceed 9000, and that of property may be set down aj
forty millions of dollars.

|

'

The Crops in the Sandwich Islands.—The Sandwich Is ' ..

lands this year will raise wheat enough to supply thi' 1

Islands, and of a very superior kind. They have go] ',

an agricultural society there.
|

A Just Award.—The Arctic Committee, appointed b;! -

the House of Commons to investigate the claims of thi; J

commanders of the recent Arctic Expedition for a re I 1

ward for the discovery of a north-west passage, hav.i
|

come to a determination to recommend that £dOOV J
should be given to Capt. McClure.

| j

Shipwreck and Loss of life.—The ship Griminesia, 0( a
Callao, Capt. Penney, was wrecked on the Seventh mo^ J
3d, 1854, on a reef to the westward of New Caledonia I ]
in lat. 19° 45' S., Ion. 161° 45' E., not laid down on thi'

\
charts. The captain, with the mate, doctor and foui| 4
seamen, left her in a boat. She had on board 65(i

coolies from China, and a crew of 50 men, and all musli i

have perished, with the exception of the seven in the
boat.

'

A Long Drive.—A paper in Indiana county, Pa.

chronicles the passage through the town of Indiana, o

a drove of several hundred head of cattle for the easterc

markets, which had been bought in Texas, and driven

overland, a distance of fifteen hundred miles. Thej
looked remarkably well, considering they had been more
than four months on the road.

Appropriate Name.—Gloversville, Fulton Co., N. Y..

is well named. There were made there last year 1,800,-:

000 pairs of gloves, worth about §1,000,000.
The Jesuits.—A return, ju^t published at Rome, shows(

that the Order of Jesuits at present consist of 551Ci ;

members, 1515 of whom are in Italy, 1697 in France,]
i

463 in Belgium, 364 in Spain, 177 in Germany, and, .

1294 in England, America and other countries. !

'1
RECEIPTS. I I

Received from SI. Pritchard, Ind., §5, to 52, vol. 29,' "

from J. Fawcett, agt., 0., for L. Cobb, John Crew, 81.!

Enloes, Wm. Thomas, and John Allman, §2 each, vol.! i

28, Jos. Taylor, Stacy Cook, and Jos. Whinery, §2 each,

vol. 29, F. Mearkt, §2, to 44, vol. 28, John Lipsey, $4,,

Is. 26 and 27 ; from Thos. Bowerman, N. Y., §4, vols.|

27 and 28; from Geo. F. Wood, N. Y., §2, vol. 28;' ;

from H. D. Medcalf, Md., §2, vol. 27. '

The Moral Almanac for 1856 is received, and for sale

at Friends' Bookstore, 84 Arch street.

Philad., Eighth mo. 20, 1855.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in this

Institution.

Application may be made to either of the undersigned,

members of the Committee.
Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

TH0M..S Evans, Iphn.da.
Samuel Bettle, Jr. j

Evening Schools for Adult Coloured Persons. i

Wanted, A Principal and three Assistant Teachers

!

for the Men's School, and a Principal and four Assist- :

ants for the Women's School.

Applic

signed.

may be made to either of the under-
|

John C. Allen, No. 179 S. Fifth St.

Samuel Allen, No. 134 S. Front St.

William L. Edwaeds, No. 37 Arch St.

Married, on the 15th inst., in Friends' Meeting, Ran-
cocas, N. J., John Borton, to Sarah A. Warner.

ED, ou the 13th inst., at her residence in this city, i

Sarah Richardson, in the 08th year of her .ige ; a mem- '

of the Western District Meeting of Friends. We
eve it may be said of this dear Friend, that she was

of a meek and quiet spirit, and was concerned to be
found doing her day's work in the day-time, and it is

consoling to believe, that her end was peace.

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
No. 3 Ranstead Place, Fourth above Chestnut street.
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I

Sotind may be said to consist of pulsations of

b air. The office of the ear i.s to receive, and
;
assist in conveying to the brain impressions

cm these pulses or waves of air which are col-

'cted by the com-ha, or external shell. Thence
ley are transmitted intoa narrow winding passage,

losed at its furthest extremity by a thin membrane
ke the pelt of a drum, stretched obliquely across

le passage on a bony rim. This membrane is

mi-transparent, and vibrates at every breath of
r. Beyond the membrane or drum is a hollow
lamber of air, curiously fitted with a chain of
oveable bones, which are put in motion by the
bration of the external air, and serve to convey
unds to the internal car, and to the interior

lannels and recesses of the skull. These recesses
cavities have been likened to wind instruments

' music, on account of their spiral or circular

rm, and they contain lodged in them the nerves
immunicating with the brain. That the air may
iss freely into and out of the barrel of the ear,

the covering vibrates or the temperature chances
be altered, there is a passage called the Eustachian
be, which leads from the throat to the cavity of
e tympanum, answering the purpose of the aper-
re in the side of an ordinary drum. The whole
byrinth with its perfect apparatus is as it were
wn out of a rock ; that is, wrought into the sub-
ince of the hardest bone in the body.
The small bones behind the membrane are three
number ; so arranged and, as it were, hinged

)on one another, that when the drum of the ear
brates, all the three are put in motion together,
le last bone of the three plays upon an aperture,
lich it closes, and which opens into the winding
aals leading to the brain. It bears the name of
<pes, and its especial office is to repeat the vibra-
ins of the aural membrane, like a repeating frigate
5ored within the line. But this sensation of
and may be excited without any affection of the
um of the ear, by any thing which communi-
tes motion to this stapes; as when a solid body
a state of vibration is applied to the bones of
e skull, e. g , when a metal bar held at one end
tween the teeth touches a tremulous body at

3 other. Of this, also, a common tuning fork
pplies at once a ready and complete proof, by be-
; held between thfi teeth whilst the fork is vi-
sing in the usual wa}-.

Fine and delicate as every part of the aural
ucture is, and exquisitely adapted to discharge
peculiar functions, cvcu a slight disarrangement

of so elaborate a machine at once interferes with

its working power. But though slight or occa-

sional deafness is easily inducedj total deafness

rarely supervenes. The drum membrane of the

Car may possibly become slightly thickened,

—

inflammation or cold may attack any one of tl

terior parts ; sore throat may partially close the

Eustachian tube, and so deaden and destroy all

Sound in the air chamber; the organs of secretion

which line the auditory passage may diminish or

suppress the necessary supply of wax, or, on the

other hand, unduly increase or thicken it ; and
thus deafness to a greater or less degree may super-

vene. But deafness of a severe kind is on the

whole rare ; and the proportion of mutes in the

whole population of Great Britain is about one in

sixteen hundred, making a total of seventeen thou-

sand three hundred ; being considerably less in

number than the blind. If we take the population

of Great Britain to be in round numbers 27 mil-

lions, the proportion of deaf-mutes will amount to

about one-sixleeu-thousandth part of the whole
population ; whereas the number of blind persons

in the United Kingdom is estimated at about one

in every thousand.

Let us now proceed to inquire what has been
really done by the different systems for the intel-

'ectual education of the deaf and dumb. We shall

not attempt to give our readers a detailed account
of all past labourers in the cause,—their toils or

successes,—but be content with a glance at the

most notable and successful since the time of Eo-
dolphus Agricola (ob. 1485,) whom the Abbe de

L'Epee mentions in his chapter entitled L'origi

de I'Art d'instnnre Jes Sourds-mucts, as one of the

earliest believers in the capacity of the deaf and
dumb to receive an intelligent education. The

ht of a deaf-mute who had learned to understand
writing, and to write down his own thoughts, he

egarded ' comme un temoignage du pouvoir im-

mense et presque incroyable de rintclligence hu-
maine.' Even he is a reluctant witness, and evi-

dently inclines towards a miraculous cause for the

wonder which his own eyes beheld. Of him who
taught that deaf-mute we have no record; and
perhaps many another solitary labourer besides

himself,—in other countries besides his own,

—

toiled on with greater or less success. But we
hear of no systematic attempt to educate the deaf
and dumb until the middle of the IGth century,

when Petrus Pontius the Benedictine instructed

the sister of the high and mighty the Constable of

Castile. Anaccount of his method was published
at Madrid in the year 1620, about thirty-five years

after the death of Petrus ; from which it is clear

that the education of deaf-mutes was no longer re-

garded as impracticable or fruitless, but was attraot-

at least European attention. In the register

of the Benedictine monastery recording his death

we read, ' in the month of August, 1585, died

Pedro Ponce, distinguished for bis eminent virtues,

but chiefly excelling in the art of instructing deaf

and dumb, for which he has obtained a world-wide
fame {daiist out runicers).'

In the year 1623, Sir Kenelm Digby returned
from Spain, with Charles, then Prince of Wales

;

and in a work entitled ' Treatise of Bodies,' gives

a full accouat of the younger brother of the Con-

stable of Castile, who had been taught ' to hears
the sounds of words with his ci/es.' This doubtless

attracted attention in England, and we are there-

fore not surprised to find that in the year 1G48,
' J. B. (John Bulwer,) sitrnamed the Chirosopher,'

published a curious treatise, entitled ' Philocophus,

or the Deafe and Dumbe Man's Friend.' He
seems, also, to have been the first Englishman who
recomnjcnded the institution of a college for deaf-

mutes, and mentions their capacity of enjoying
music by means of their teeth. But within thirty

years of this date, George Dalgarno, the Scot
(whose name was some years since most justly res-

cued from oblivion by Dugald Stewart,) published
a still more valuable treatise, entitled ' Ars Signo-
rum,' not only introducing a Jiiir/er alphabet, but
containing at least the germ of many future pre-
tended discoveries from the time of Bishop Wilkins,
1661, to the, 'immortal Abbe de L'Epee,' of the
18th century. ' He first attempted the education of
deaf-mutes in the general principles of grammar,
and in the association of thought with written in-

stead of spoken language.' And this alone consti-

tutes sufficient ground for claiming Dalgarno not
only as one of the earliest educators of the deaf and
dumb in England, but as having achieved for them
more than had been individually achieved by any
one before him.

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

The following resolutions written in 1722, in the
diary of a young man, in the nineteenth year of
his age, and which he appears to have adhered
strictly to, until his death, which occurred in

1758, I have thought, might have a useful effect

upon some of the youthful readers of " The
Friend."

" Resolved, not to waste one minute of time

;

but improve it the most profitable way I can.

Not to do anything that I should be afraid to

do, if it were the last moment of my life.

To think much on all occasions of my own
dying, and of the common circumstances that at-

tend death.

To be endeavouring to find out fit objects for

charity and liberality.

Never to do anything out of revenge.

Never to suffer the least emotions of anger to

irrational beings.

To live at all times as I think is best in my
devout frames, and when I have the clearest views
of the gospel, and another world.

Never to speak anything in narration but sim-
ple truth.

To inquire every night as I am retiring to bed
lerein I have been negligent; what sin I have

committed, and wherein I have denied myself;

also at the end of every week, month, and year.

To maintain the strictest temperance in diet.

Never to speak anything that is ridiculous.

Not to allow the least measure of fretting un-
easiness at my father or mother. Resolved, to

suffer no effects of it, so much as in the least

alteration of speech, or motion of the eye; and to

be especially careful, with respect to any of the

family.

To endeavour to my utmost to depy whatever
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is not agreeable to a good and universally sweet,

and benevolent, quiet, peaceable, contented, coin-

passionate, generous, humble, meek, modest, sub-

missive, obliging, diligent, industrious, charitable,

patient, moderate, forgiving, sincere temper; and

to examine frequently and strictly whether I have

done so.

And, all my life long, with the greatest open-

ness of which I am capable, to acknowledge my
ways to God, and lay open my soul to him ; all

my sins, temptations, difficulties, sorrows, fears,

hopes, desires, everything and every circum

stance."

His biographer says of him, " He did not en-

tangle himself with the affairs of this life, and

had" no desire to lay up for himself or his children

perishable riches. He observed the strictest in

tegrity in all his dealings, and manifested the

most sacred regard to truth, not only in promises,

but in the simplest narration ; was cautious

the choice of his acquaintance, and faithful

friendship. His conversation was profitable and

insti-uctive. In promiscuous company, unless s

important subject of discourse was agitated, he

spoke little, for he was not ambitious of being

idly entertaining. He died from home, in the

5Gth year of his age. When he perceived his dis-

ease would prove mortal, he said to his daughter,

who attended him, ' 3Iy dear daughter, it seems

to me to be the will of God, that I should shortly

leave you, therefore give my love to my dear wife,

and tell her that the uncommon union that has so

long subsisted between us, has been of such a nature

as I trust is spiritual, and therefore will continue

forever, and I hope she will be supported under

so gi-eat a trial, and submit cheerfully to the

of God. And as to my children, you are now
likely to be left fatherless, which I hope will be

another inducement to you all to seek a Father,

who will never fail you. As to my funeral, I

would have it without ostentation ; and any addi-

tional sum of money that might be expected to be

laid out that way, I would have disposed of in

charitable uses.' His last words were, ' Trust in

God, and ye need not fear.'
"

^hy are Apples Scaree?—It is notorious that

the apples grown in the vicinity of Philadelphia

fall short of those produced in the same vicinity

formerly, both in character and in quantity. Our
farmers generally explain this decline by assert-

ing that the climate has changed, or that the soil

has lost those peculiar qualities which it had ori-

ginally, and which were favourable to the cultiva-

tion of this popular fruit. And with this eluci-

dation they dismiss the subject, and suffer the

orchards to decay, without an eifort to replace

them.

We are satisfied that the first objection is with-

out foundation, and that the force of the second

is greatly overrated. First, as to the climate. If

we disregard, as we should, the unassisted recol-

lections of old persons, for it is their error to look

back on their youth as a golden age in everything,

we shall find that the climate differs but little, if

at all, from what it was fifty years ago. The loose

notions that the weather, on the whole, is warmer
than it used to be, is a delusion. The meteoro-

logical observations which have been preserved,

both privately and publicly, fully establish this.

We have cycles of cold winters and hot summers,

followed by cycles of mild winters and temperate

summers, just as our ancestors had in the days of

Franklin. If sometimes now it is warm for a few

days, early in spring, we must not forget that

when the battle of Lexington was fought, on the

15th of Fourth month, 1775, the fruit trees were

in blossom even so far north as New England, and
it is rarely they blossom so soon now.

Except in the slight degree in which the cli-

mate has been modified by cutting off the forests,

it remains, therefore, substantially what it was at

the beginning of the century. The apple had the

same difficulty to contend with, in this neighbour-

hood, then as now, in reference to the late spring

frosts. But there is doubtless some truth in the

notion that the soil has changed. It is well known
that wheat, maize, or even potatoes, if planted

continually in the same field, will exhaust the

ground. It is fair to infer, therefore, that fruit

produces similar results. We think the heav^
crop of apples this year a striking proof of the ne-

cessity of recuperating the soil, if cultivators would
have the trees to bear vigorously ; for the drought

of last summer, by bringing to the surface the ingre-

dients that had been accumulating below the usual

depth of even the roots of trees, fertilized the soil

incalculably, producing the same effect as if it had

been richly manured. The hint should not be lost

upon agriculturists. If proper attention was to

be paid to the subject, so that the proper kinds of

economical compost for apples, peaches and pears

could be discovered, and this compost judiciously

applied, there is no question but that the orchards

of this vicinity would rival, and even excel, what
they were in their palmiest days.

Most of our best apples come from New Eng-
land, a fact by no means creditable to Pennsyl-

vania agriculturists, for there are few things to

which a farmer, who lives within range of the

market of a great city, can devote his attention so

profitably as the cultivation of fruit. It is vastly

more remunerative than raising staples, while it is

for less troublesome than trucking. Yet almost

the only persons, who really cultivate fruit, near

Philadelphia, are the peach-growers in the vicinity

of Delaware city ; for the rest of those who send

fruit to our market, practically leave its growth to

Nature entirely. Thousands of dollars have been

lost, this season, by neglecting the simple expe-

dient of early stripping the fruit trees of half their

burdens, so that the fruit which remained might

mature of better quality and command a higher

price. Tens of thousands of dollars are sacrificed

annually by the omission to plough orchards at

least every other year ; while an almost incalcula-

ble sum is wasted in the aggregate, by cultivators

remaining content with worn-out varieties, instead

of seeking to introduce improved ones.

We throw out these few hints rather to stimu-

.late to action than to point out the remedy. The
subject properly belongs to the agricultural jour-

nals. But there are many rural cultivators, we
are sorry to say, who take no paper of that de-

scription. Yet as numbers o^ such farmers, espe-

cially those in -the vicinity of Philadelphia, take

the Ledger, they may be stimulated by what is

said here, to a further inquiry, perhaps. For
their benefit, as well as to correct a popular error,

we have penned this article.

—

Ledc/vr.

For "The Friend."

Providential and Uaternal Care.

(Continued from page 395.)

Benjamin Bangs' mother did not join Friends

ntil some years after her husband's death. He
says, " My worthy mother, who now resided in

Norwich, had conversation with the people called

Quakers, of whom she entertained so good an opi-

nion before ; and being tiioroughly satisfied that

they were got to what she wanted, she readily

embraced the principles they professed, and sat

down with great satisfaction in their meetings.

Three of her children, who lived with her, were

also convinced of the Truth, and they lived in a

great deal of love and unity one with another. Beii
\

fully satisfied that she was come to the ground ai|

foundation of true religion, she became very muci
concerned for the rest of her children, and behi
ready with her pen, wrote to acquaint them that si

I

had met with what she had long wanted. Amongj
the rest she remembered me, and wrote to acquai

]

me with what people she had joined herself; ai]

there being so many good opportunities in the w,
of London, she said she should be glad to heil

that I frequented their assemblies. I quartert,

then in Pall-mall, not far from the court. K
companion was a pretty sober young man, wl]

professed himself to be a Presbyterian, with who

;

I was sometimes a little too jocular in a banterirj

way. He was with me when the letter came
'

my hands, which I read to myself; but comir

to the words that advised me to go to the Quaker
meetings, the evil nature got up in me, and pi

me into such a passion that I could read no fu;

ther, but put the letter into my pocket. This w;j

on the Sixth-day of the week, and I think, in tli

year 1671. The First-day following after I hsi

dined, I went to take a walk under the arches ii

Covent-garden, and in a little time a solid coi|

cern came over my mind, and this arose in m,

thoughts, ' What is the matter that thou canst ii(

read thy mother's letter V With that I went an,

sat down on a large stone, and read the letter witj

pleasure, and it arose in my mind to go to a mee.

ing. The enemy of all righteousness suggestei'

' Thou knowest not where a meeting is ;' but i

very intelligibly opened on my understanding!

'Go down to Charing-cross, and there thou shal

see some of that people ; follow them.' Upon thj

I arose and went down the Hay-market to Charinj|

cross, and there I saw five or six of the said pei,

pie, which was a confirmation to me that the open

ing was right. So I followed them at some di,:

tanoe, and their habits with their solid behaviou),

affected me. They were going to the meeting i'

Westminster, and when they came there, the

went in, but I stood at the door for a while. Hei!

the enemy was at work again, and would hav

persuaded me to go away, intimating that if som

of my old acquaintances came, they would laugh ;

me ; but the better part prevailed."

He went into the meeting-house, and place

himself behind a post in the back part, so as t

be as much out of sight as he could. Here L

had much reasoning in his mind, respecting th

possibility of being deceived by the speakers, whc

ther they were Friends or not. " It was not long,

he says, " before one stood up, and I thought 1

take good notice of what he said ; but so man
wandering thoughts prevailed, that I got no ben^

fit thereby. He sat down, and in a little tim;

another stood up, and I said to myself. Well, i

resolve I will mind what this man says; but ;

was only a few minutes before my wanderin

thoughts got into Holland, and thence I though

of going to France. Meeting with a secret chee

in myself for these vain imaginations, I gave .

stamp upon the floor with my foot, which cause

the eyes of those in the meeting to be upon mf

So in fervency of spirit, I said in myself, ' Wh;
is the matter that I cannot be master over ui

own mind ?' I .saw I was altogether wrong, an

wanted inward strength to help me to get to

stayedness of mind upon God. I was made sei.

sible that there wtis a spiritual warfare to b

passed through, and that no stayedness of min

could be attained to, till the inward enemies (

the soul came to be destroyed. I now saw m
business was to get into an inward retiremen

hoping thereby I might get to be somewhat niai

ter over my mind. Being thus closely engagec

before the meeting broke up, I got to a sight c
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be possibility of obtaining what I was then deeply

ngaged for, and this answered the end of my

JDining to the mooting; and I could then have

ished that it would hold longer."

"AVhen I came into Westminstor-abbey-yard,

met with some of my old acquaintance, who

irould have had me go with them, but I denied

heir invitation, finding I had another work to do,

|nd went to my quarters, where I had not been

bn<», before the young man, my companion, also

jame in. I was sitting in a solid frame of mind,

uch aa he never observed me in before ; and he

aid, ' Where have you been to-day ? you seem to

\o so serious.' I proceeded to give him an ac-

ount of what I had met with, and reminded him

If the temper I was in at the reading of my mo-

jher's letter. 'Aye,' said he, 'I saw you were

indprsome dissatisfaction, but I knew notfor what.'

I

Why,' said I, 'it was for my mother's desiring

ine to go to the Quakers' meetings, which begot such

linger in me, that I had not patience to read it

ihrough. But this day, walking in Covent-

»arden, a sweet visitation from the love of God

brought such a calmness over my mind, with this

iittending it, ' What is the matter that thou canst

liot read thy mother's letter ?' I then plucked it

!iut of my pocket, and read it with pleasure,

'jiving him the whole relation of what had passed,

ie was struck with admiration, saying to me, he

lad never heard anything like it; that it must be

lomething supernatural, or it never could have

lad such an effect upon you. And he was so far

•cached and convinced, that he soon after forsook

lis former profession, and joined himself to the

!}uakers. My country master's brother, who came

n company with us to London, had been con-

>inced sometime before this, and came to pay me
I visit. Finding me grave and serious, he gave

ne an invitation to come to his quarters, at the

lOuse of two good honest Friends; the invitation

vas very pleasing to me, as was my company to

lim, and them to whom I came."
" The next meeting I went to was, I think, the

feel, where I met with our ancient Friend, James

Park. I thought his doctrine reached home to

iiy condition. I had some superfluity on my ap-

)arel, which became such a load to me, that I

bought I groaned under the weight of it ; and

inding I could wear it no longer, after the mect-

ng I stripped it off, and that gave me some ease."

[t appears to have been universally the case, that

persons who have felt their minds drawn from

•eligious duty to join Friends, have been convinced

)f the same faith and doctrine, and been bound to

3onform to the plainness and simplicity in dress

md language, which the Lord led them into from

;he beginning. Had they not have complied with

ffhat he required, they could have made no pro-

gress, but would have been cripples, baking all

their days, and probably have finally fallen away.

^.Ithough this young man had attained to but

little religious growth, yet being obedient to what

Yas made known to him, his deportment and ex-

imple had a good effect upon others, so that seve-

ral came thereby to embrace the Truth. He fol-

lowed his business closely, and kept to his religious

meetings, where he partook of spiritual refresh-

ment, and found himself improved by those good

3pportunities. He says, "'The love of God was
greatly towards me, and I felt a growth in it; and
the overflowings of it were such at times, that I

was ready to think the work was done, and the

inward warfare nearly come to an end. But alas

I found myself mistaken. Going one day to a

meeting at Grace-church street, where were Wil
liam Dewsbury and Charles Harris; the latter

stood up, exhorting Friends to faithfulness, anc

to resolve to do nothing, but what was agrceabli

to the Truth. I took such notice of it, that I said

in myself. Well, I resolve to do nothing disagree-

ble to the Truth. No sooner had the resolution

passed my thoughts, than I felt a check in mysdf,

and a sensible decay to my inward enjoyment,

which increased gradually upon me, so that in a

short time I came to a considerable loss. This I

took as a permission of the Almighty to bring me
more to the knowledge of myself."

In this state I continued some time, and my
inward life decaying, I was brought very low as

to my inward enjoyments, which I had been for-

merly so plentifully supplied with, so that I began

to i/iow a little careless ; and the enemy stepped

in with it, saying. Thou art but young, and this is

the only time for thee to take the pleasures of this

world, and when thou art old, thou knowest now

how to get to what thou hast been so earnestly

engaged to come to the knowledge of. I continued

; time in an unconcernedncss of mind, by

which I sustained so great a loss, that if I saw the

faces of any of my friends in the street, I endea-

voured to avoid them ; for shame covered me, be-

ieving they knew what a loss I was come to. But

ifter a time my merciful Lord remembered me,

and as I sat at work, the word of the Lord came to

This is thy day, harden not thy heart ; which

so struck me that I trembled. Upon this I soon

removed and got to my old friends, George and

Dorcas Lowe's, who dwelt not far from Alders-

ate. Now my concern came to be so great,

through losing by my transgression what I had

formerly enjoyed, and I so lay under the judg-

ment of God, that if I did but let out my
thoughts towards any liberty, nay, if I did but

smile, I was inwardly reproved; so that I saw I

had no way to take, but to lie under the hand of

God."
Resolutions formed in the will and strength of

man, are often blown away by the first temptation
;

proving that however confident he may feel, like

Peter, nothing can sustain and defend the soul,

but the merciful interposition of the Lord's Holy

Spirit. Seasons of mental desertion are as neces-

sary for the humiliation of man's spirit, and to

prepare him to bring forth fruit to the praise of

the great husbandman, as the cold and wintry

ons, to fit the plants in the outward creation,

to yield their appointed products for the susten-

ance of the body. Under divine visitation, many
may be willing to submit to the introductory dis-

pensation of love and tenderness; but when those

sensations are withdrawn, and the soul is left as

in a wilderness state, seemingly liable to perish

for want of the sensible feeling of the presence of

the Captain of salvation, there is a strong tempta

tion to go back, and follow no more with him

The unsubjected spirit of man is opposed to the

baptisms that are needful to destroy the chaffy

nature, and to prepare the soul, like wheat to be

gathered into the garner, under the heavenly Fa-

ther's protecting power. But many have need to

be brought more fully under the Lord's refining

hand, that they may show forth his praise, and

witness the universal prevalence of the love and

fellowship, which is enjoyed by the children of God.

In passing through this humiliating dispensa-

tion, B. Bangs says, " In this state my exercise

was very groat; my tongue is too short to express

it, and my pen to describe it ; and the way to get

to what I once enjoyed, I found by experience to

be very narrow. For if I took a wrong stop either

by word or a vain thought, my inward instructor

made it manifest that it did not belong to me ; I

had something else to do. Thus I continued for

some time, being inwardly very poor and barren,

and often beseeching the Almighty that he would

be pleased to favour me with a small ray from the

Sun of rdghteousncss, to cnmfort a little my
afilicted spirit. In this state of afiliction the ene-

my WHS not wanting with his temiitatioiis, to draw

into a belief, that the day of my visitation was

over; but having had a knowledge of the manner

of his dealings with me before, I now kept a strict

watch against him in all those attempts. In the

midst of these afflictions and hard bcsetments, I

now and then met with some encouragement, be-

ing made sensible of some springs of life that

helped mo to believe that the Lord would not for-

sake me. And in this mournful and retired way

of life, I had some divine openings by which it

was manifested to me, that by being brought

through these exercises, I should be the better

prepared in time to be helpful to others.
^
From

this time I began to grow and increase in that

which,was good. Feeling the clouds to disperse,

that had been over my mind, the weight of my
oppression began to bo gradually removed, and I

felt my spirits grow more easy. Then my hunger

and thirst after righteousness increased, which

gave me encouragement to hope that in time all

would be well; and I was so revived through it,

that I said in myself. It is good for mc that 1 hate

been thus afflicted, for now 1 know something of
what it is to hiy the Truth : for it had cost me
hut little before this."

An aged preacher used to say, " That Society

which does not often recur to first principles, will

surely come to decay." To be preserved in the

life and power of the blessed Truth, by which our

religious Society was originally dignified and beau-

tified, we must keep to first principles, both as

regards doctrine, and the living experience of the

Lord's chastening and humbling hand, to be laid

upon us, by which Satan's kingdom is thrown

down and cast out, and the heart made a temple

for the Lord by his Spirit to dwell in.

B. Bangs proceeds : " Some time after, a Friend

who had been banished for his religion, who dwelt

near the BuU-and-mouth meeting-house, desired

me to come to be the foreman in his shop, which

1 complied with, upon a certain salary for four

years, which term I continued with him; and the

Lord was with me, and gave me an understanding

to do everything honestli/, belonging to my place

and station, and all things prospered under my
hand. But being, through multiplicity of busi-

ness, kept very close, I had many times longing

desires to get to a meeting, and there with my
Friends to sit down in a retired manner, out of

the hurry and cares of the things of this world;

for these opportunities were often greatly refresh-

ing. Whilst in this service, I went with .some

public Friends to country meetings on First-days,

which I took more than a little pleasure in, not

only for the benefit I received of the meeting, but

of a little country air, being still glad of embracing

those opportunities. Lucretia Cook, an ancient

woman Friend, who had a public testimony, came

to desire me to ride before her to Hendon meet-

ing, which was then pretty large. I did so, and

in the meeting I was under no small concern, and

a trembling laid hold of me; and as soon as the

Friend had concluded in prayer, I was concerned

to kneel down to supplicate the Lord, which had

such an effect, that many present were broken

into tenderness j it was indeed a comfortable op-

portunity.

nichory Xul Oil, considered equal to the best

lard or sperm oil for burning and machinery, ia

now manufactured in Dayton, Ohio. The oil re-

mains in a fluid state at a very low temperature,

audit does not "gum" like the ordinary oils. It

is used in very delicate machinery.
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From the Edinburgh Review.

On the Fibrous Plants of India.

(Continued from page 395.)

The Indian Government has not been wanting

in its efforts to establish the p:rowth of flax-fibre

as a profitable industrial occupation for the natives

of those districts which seem most fitted to produce

it of good quality. They have caused nuiuerous

experiments to be made in various parts of India,

and Dr. Jameson, to whom the superintendence of

some of these experiments has been entrusted,

States, as the result of his experience up to Eleventh

mo. last (1854) :

" For some years I have been cultivating flax on

a small scale, from seed procured from Russia, and

its fibre has been pronounced by parties in Cal-

cutta to be of a very superior description. I have

already made arrangements to grow it more ex-

tensively this season, in two or three different

situations. There is nothing to prevent this coun-

try supplying both flax and hemp on a vast scale.

It possesses immense advantages in abundance of

land and cheap labour. In the Punjab, thousands

of acres are available; and from the means of

producing hemp and flax cbeap, this part of India

will always be able to compete with other coun-

tries."

This opinion from so competent an authority is

both satisfactory and valuable, and will, doubtless,

aid in so stimulating the growth of these raw ma-
terials in India as finally to render Great Britain

independent of every European country for supplies

of hemp and flax even of the strongest and finest

qualities.

But with all the efforts and influence we can

bring to bear on Indian agriculture several years

must elapse before we can hope for such a change
in the methods of growing and preparing hemp
and flax in India as to realise oven our reasonable

expectations. That wide country, however, seems
already prepared to supply us with almost un-

bounded quantities of other fibres which are fully

capable of taking the place of hemp and flax in

every kind of manufacture to which fibrous mate-
rials are usually applied. Of such comparatively

new materials Dr. Iloyle enumerates, and methodi-

cally describes, a great variety. In plants, be-

longing to about twenty different natural families,

he finds valuable fibres which may more or less

easily and abundantly be grown in our eastern pos-

sessions for the supply of our home wants.—Thus,
beginning with the grasses, he states that several

species of the genus saccharum are employed for

making ropes, and especially for making tow ropes,

on the river Indus and on the Ganges. For this

purpose their fibres are well fitted, being light, te-

nacious, and capable of bearing without injury al-

ternate exposure to wet and dry. Of the .sedges

he also mentions a kind of cotton grass, Erlopho-
rum cannabinum, which grows abundantly in all

the ravines of the Himalayas, and which is platted

into the ropes of which the jhoolas, or rope bridges

cvsr the large rivers, are almost universally made.
It is not durable, however, requiring to be renewed
every year. Then the fibre of the pine apple, a

liliaceous plant, which covers whole islands near
Singapore, is extracted for exportation to China,
where it is used ' in the manufacture of linens.'

This fact is the more worthy of attention because
the pine apple (^Ananassa saliva.) grows also in

enormous quantities on the Khasia hills, and is so

abundant ' in the Tenasserim provinces as to be
sold in Amherst Town in Sixth and Seventh nio.'s

at two shillings for a. boat load,' and because a

patent has already been taken out in this country
by M. Zincke for the manufacture of thread from
its fibre. It seems that during the process of
bleaching, the fibres of this material are separated

from each other more completely, and the staple

rendered so much finer and softer, that it can be

spun in the same way as flax. From its beautiful

silky lustre also, and its great strength, the pa-

tentee considers it well adapted to form a substitute

for flax, and M. Dickson, of Deptford, 'for spinning
yarn for the fine cambric manufacture of Ireland.'

Should future trials prove these statements to be
correct, the province of Tenasserim may hereafter

become the seat of an extensive manufacture of

this pine apple fibre.

Another liliaceous plant, the pita, agava, or

American aloe, yields a fibre which is used for

making the cordage employed in the mines of
Mexico, by the shipping of Guayaquil, and for the

bridge ropes of Quito. This plant has become
naturalized and abundant in widely separated parts

of India, and ropes made from its fibre have been
tested in comparison with those of European hemp
and found to be nearly equal to them in strength,

so that, in the opinion of Dr. Royle, this fibre is

sufficiently good to form an ' exportable article of

considerable value, especially as the prejudice

against white cordage will by degrees be removed,
and the tow will be invaluable for the manufacture
of paper.' This, like the growth of hemp and flax,

is to be classed among the possible productions of

India, however, and can scarcely be expected ma-
terially to supply any actually pressing wants.

A third liliaceous plant, the Moorva or San-
seviera Zci/lanica, yields also a very fine fibre. The
succulent leaves of this plant abound in beautiful

silky threads, which may be obtained three or four

feet long, are as fine as human hair, and yet possess

extraordinary strength and tenacity. From remote
times the natives of the Circars have made their

best bowstrings of this fibre, and hence Dr. Rox-
bury proposed for it the name of bow-string hemp.
The plant grows wild on the jungly salt soils, along
the coast, is abundant in Ceylon, on the Bay of

Bengal, and elsewhere. It is easily cultivated also,

and the fibre easily separated from the leaf. Spe-
cimens of the fibre were sent to the Great Exhibi-
tion from Assam and Cuttock, from Madras, Coim-
batoor, and the Malabar coast; and Dr. Royle is

of opinion ' that it could be produced as cheaply
as any of the other fibres.' And as the fibre is

fitted not only for making string and cordage, but
also for weaving and for paper making, we may
regard it as the possible substitute for our common
flux as well as for our ordinary hemp.

The plantain or banana tribe deserve a distin-

guished place among the yielders of fibre. Some-
times improperly spoken of as trees, they are only
large herbaceous plants, of which the stem is

formed by the foot-stalks of the leaves, which suc-

cessively ensheath or wrap round each other.

These sheathing footstalks—and therefore the en-

tire stem of the plant, except the white and sprout-

ing core—abound in fibre. From some varieties

of plantain, and in some parts of the world, this

fibre is already largely extracted as an article of

commerce. The Manilla hemp, already well known
as a substitute for the true hemp, is the produce
of a banana, the Musa textilis. This variety of fibre

has attracted much attention, from the beauty of
its appearance, its durability, its power of resisting

great strains, and also because it is lighter and
cheaper than Russian hemp. The rigging of many
vessels, especially of American build, has been
made of Manilla hemp, and the cordage of this

material, when worn out, has the advantage of
being convertible into an excellent kind of paper.

The banana which yields the Manilla fibre is a

native of the Phillippine Islands, where it grows
wild in natural groves which are considered as

private property, and is also extensively cultivated.

The outer layers of fibres contained in the stem

are coarser in quality. The inner layers are ci

various degrees of fineness and are woven into clotl]
{

which forms the universal wearing apparel of thi

country. Some of the cloth is so fine that a gar

ment made of it ' may be inclosed in the hollow c

the hand.' Nearly all the other known species c

plantain or banana also abound in fibre. In Indi!

the fibre of the common plantain (Musa sapier,^ i

htm) is separated and prepared by the natives ci '

Dacca, and numerous experiments have been mad|

both in the East and in the West Indies, with th

view of preparing it of good quality and at a chea
i (

rate. Various samples from different localitic'
1

were sent to the Great Exhibition, and it was state,
i

that, besides yielding the usual crop of fruit, tb'

banana stems, hitherto allowed to rot on the grounc' '

would yield upwards of six hundred pounds of fibr

per imperial acre. It was added on the part (

the exhibitors from Demarara, that if a ' remune: .

ative price—some nine or ten pounds a ton—coul! i

be obtained for this fibre, a new branch of industr', 1

would bo opened up to the colonists.' With
; |

view both to our home wants, therefore, and t

our colonial prosperity, it is desirable that the pn

paration and use of these plantain fibres should 1:

encouraged. In 1854, average qualities of Manill

hemp brought from 44Z. to 50/. a ton ; and i

1855, as much as 70/. to 76/. And although froi

other localities, and from other species or varietit

of the plant, fibres of equal strength and value ma
not be obtained, yet there is a wide enough margi

to allow of a considerable reduction in the price ( '

that which may be made in our own colonies, an

yet leave a remunerative return to the coloui;

grower.

Of fibrous substances obtained from the pah

tribe, the split canes (Calaymts) of China antl th,
|

Eastern islands are famous for their use in tb I

manufacture of cables, which, besides being stron
^

and durable, are remarkable for their lightness-

swimming like cork upon the sea. The Ejoo (

Gomuto fibre, from the Saffucrus Bumphii, onl

occasionally heard of in the West under the nam
,

of ' vegetable bristles,' is well known to Easter

commerce and to Eastern shipping. ' The nativ

shipping of all kinds are entirely equipped wit

the cordage of the Gomuto, and the largest Eur(

pean shipping in the Indies use cables of it. The-

cables are described by all as remarkable for ten;

city and durability, and for undergoing no cliau^

when exposed to wet or even when stowed a\v;i

in a wet state.' The Cocoa-nut fibre, or Coir, tl

produce of another palm, is more familiar to ^\^-^

ern manufacturers, and is already so extensivcl

used in this country, that from Cochin and Ceylo

we import yearly about seven thousand tons. ' II

character has long been established in the Eas',

and it is now well known in Europe as one of th

best materials for cables, on account of its ligh

ness, elasticity, and strength. It is durable, alst

and little affected when wetted with salt wate

Numerous instances have been related of .shif

furnished with cables of this light, buoyant, an

elastic material riding out a storm in securit;

while the stronger made, though less elastic rope

of other vessels have snapped in two, and eve

chain cables have given way. Indeed, until chai

cables were so largely introduced, most of the ship

navigating the Indian seas were furnished wit

Coir cables.
(To be continued.)

To Keep Croics from Corn.—Take]a quart i

train oil, and as much turpentine and bruised gui

powder; boil them together, and when hot di

pieces of rag in the mixture, and fix them on sticl

in the field. About four are sufficient for an ac:

of corn.
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Selected.

FORTITUDE.

Faint not, poor traveller, though thy way
Be rough, like that thy Saviour trod

;

Though cold and stormy lower the day,

The path of suffering leads to God.

Nay, sink not, though from every limb

Are starting drops of toil and pain
;

Thou dost but share the lot of Him
With whom his followers are to reign.

Thy friends are gone, and thou, alone,

Must bear the sorrows that assail
;

Look upward to the eternal throne,

And know a friend who cannot fail.

Bear firmly
;
yet a few more days,

And thy hard trial will be past

;

Then, wrapped in glory's opening blaze,

Thy feet will rest on heaven at last.

Christian ! Thy Friend, thy Master pray'd,

When dread and anguish shook his frame;

Then met his sufferings undismay'd
;

Wilt thou not strive to do the same ?

01 think'st thou that his Father's love

Shone round him then with fainter rays

Than now, when, throned all height above.

Unceasing voices hymn his praise?

Go, sufferer I calmly meet the woes
Which God's own mercy bids thee bear

;

Then, rising as thy Saviour rose.

Go I his eternal victory share.

Andrews Norton.

Selected.

TO THE DAUGHTER OF A FRIEND.

I pray thee, by thy mother's face.

And by her look, and by her eye,

By every decent matron grace

That hover'd round the resting-place

Where thy young head did lie
;

And by the voice that soothed thine ear,

The loving smile, the sigh, the tear.

That watch'd thy changeful mood,

By every holy word she taught.

By every blessing that she sought,

I pray thee to be good.

Is not the nestling, when it wakes.

Its eye upon the wood around,

And on its new-fledged pinions takes

Its taste of leaves, and boughs, and brakes

—

Of motion, sight, and sound,—
Is it not like the parent ? Then
Be like thy mother, child, and when
Thy wing is bold and strong,

—

As pure and steady be thy sight.

As high and heavenly be thy flight.

As holy be thy song.
J. G. Brainard.

Lost Baggage.—Among the curiosities which

Tie visitor may see for the asking in P^ngland, is

he Lost Baggage Department of the Great West
irn Kailrcfad, in Euston Square. In this depoi

nay be found always every variety of articles,

imbracing the range of three kingdoms, animal,

nineral and vegetable
;
poodle dogs, bedding, um

)rellas, monkeys, French sole leather, trunks,

ianes, market-baskets, metallic cases, smuggled

;oods, green vegetables, despatches, kc, to the

ind of the catalogue. At stated times, whatever

las laid unclaimed a cortain number of months is

lold at auction and the proceeds credited to lost

Jaggage account, with full details. On the rail-

•oads in this country a similar department is be-

joming quite a distinguishing feature. Some of

;he larger companies are applying to their Legis-

atures for the right to dispose of these accumula-

tions of stray baggage after the system pursued in

Europe.

The New York and Erie Railroad have a depot

i'or lost baggage at the foot of Duano street, New
i^ork city, "to which all stray articles from their

line are sent. The New York Central Railroad

have their stray baggage depot at Rochester. To
those who are not fiimiliar with the incidents of

travel, the amount of baggage and articles lost

from the passenger trains by the occupants will

seem almost incredible. This lost baggage depot

at Rochester is two hundred feet long by seventy-

five feet wide. The articles in it are so arranged

that the marks upon them can be readily seen, and

each style of article is placed together ; the trunks

in rows, each of similar colour and size, six or

eight tiers in height, are arrayed around the sides

of the hall and in parallel lines across. An officer

of the company is constantly in attendance whose

sole business it is to see to this charge. The
average number of pieces of stray baggage always

in this depot is about two thousand. People are

continually applying for lost articles. Some ten

thousand different pieces of passengers' baggage

are restored to their owners every year from this

road alone. Besides this general depot at Roches-

ter, the local stations all along the line have more

or less baggage in them awaiting claimants, which,

after a certain number of days, if an owner is not

found, such articles are forwarded to the general

depot. Before stray baggage is put into position

it is examined, and a full description of contents

carefully recorded in books kept for the purpose

a copy of which is furnished to the company's tra

veiling agent. This is a person who is constantly

travelling on the railroad and steamboat routes

everywhere in search of and to restore lost bag-

gage. A convention of lost baggage agents from

all parts of the United States is to meet at Roches-

ter on the '20th, for the purpose of comparing their

books, and facilitating the business of their depart-

ments.

—

Boston Courier.

For "The Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued frojii page 396.)

JOHN HOMER.

Among the valuable ministering Friends be-

longing to Chesterfield Monthly Meeting, in the

first settlement of that part of West Jersey, was

John Homer. But no record has been preserved

of his death.

SARAH DAVENPORT.

Sarah Davenport was also a minister of Chester-

field Monthly Meeting. She and her husband,

Francis Davenport, had resided at Whittington,

in Derbyshire, before' coming to America, and had

suffered much pecuniary loss from having meet-

ings at their house. He was frequently employed

in public business after their removal to West
Jersey, and appears to have been a solid consistent

Friend. Of Sarah and her labour in the ministry,

there is but little account left on record. Her
death took place, Fourth mo. 16, 1691.

JOHN WILFORD.

John Wilford, or, (as it is often printed in old

documents,) John Wilsford, of Nether Broughton,

in the vale of Belvoir, Leicestershire, was con-

vinced of the Truth, soon after George Fox was

commissioned to go forth and proclaim it through-

out his native country. His marriage probably

took place as early as 1660, and a few years after-

wards we find him labouring in the ministry of

the gospel.

What his occupation was we do not know, but

we find that he soon had a flock of children growing

around him, and that he was able to earn but a

scant supply for their wants. In the year 1670,

he was fined £20 for preaching, and when the

officers of the law came to seize his goods to satisfy

the fine, they found little upon his premises. His
poor children, struck with sorrow at the sight, and
fearing that the bread which was to satisfy their

hunger, would be taken, began to cry out, "Fa-
ther, will they take the loaf?" The scone proved

too much for the officers ; they were struck with

compassion, trembled and wept, and after a time

without taking anything, departed. This, how-
ever, would not pay the claim, and they returned,

taking the cow, by which the poor children lost

their supply of milk. All the goods they could

find being insufficient to satisfy the claim, they

made return of the warrant, declaring on oath,

" that thy had not left him worth anything .'"

In the year 1673, he came out first as an au-

thor. His book bore for a title " The lying spirit,

and false aspersions turned home again." The
book was an Answer to a man, named Clement
Needham, who had written two letters vindicating

tithes.

John argues in reply to his Presbyterian oppo-

nent, that all tithes were done away in Christ;

that the spirit which brought up tithes among
those called Christians, was not a right spirit;

and that the impropriator had less right to tithes

than the poor had, or even the priest. He then

adds a few words of warning to those who send

their sons to universities to be made ministers of.

He concludes with the following letter to his

antagonist :

—

" C. Needham,—I find drawings in the bowels

of love to write unto thee, and desire thee to em-
ploy thy wisdom, strength and precious time in

and for the use and service of thy Creator, and
against oppression that the poor groan under even

as the children of Israel did under Pharaoh's task-

masters. Do not spend thein in and for the use

and service of the proud priests and impropriators,

the beast and false prophet, except thou art able

to prove they are of God, and their wages right

according to His law, lest thou prove a servant to

the devil ; for he is the root from whence all evil

springs. Thou canst not serve two masters.

If thou wilt persist in opposing the Truth, and
the requirings of God's Spirit in the hearts of his

people, be it known unto thee, that New Jerusa-

lem which is coming down from God out of hea-

ven, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband,

(which thou writest against, and spende.st thy

precious time to oppose,) will prove a burdensome

stone too heavy for thee to overturn.

Now it is in my heart to put thee in mind of

thy unhandsome and unchristian-like dealings to-

wards us. First, the time thou didst send thy

letter to us, was when Friends of Clausen, where

thou didst direct thy letter, were under suffering

and grievous threatenings by John Reay, proprie-

tor of the same town, whose envy was, and is, be-

yond the bounds of Christianity. Here thou

seemest to add affliction to the afflicted, and to

strengthen the hands of evil doers. Again, after

thou hadst sent thy first letter, I sent one in love

to thee ; for the end that thy understanding might

be opened to see the rise and ground of tithes,

and what spirit brought them up, hoping a word

to the wise might have been sufficient. Instead

of accepting my love, thou vilified me with re-

viling words, as one that seemed to have neither

common sense nor reason, and said, ' Thou wast

unwilling that the nakedness of our pretence to

Truth, should be exposed to censure through the

ignorance, folly, and confidence of so weak a de-

fendant.' Here thou didst manifest thy pride, as

if thou scorned to meddle with me ; much like

Goliath, the Philistine, who defied Israel, and dis-

dained David. Then (Thou) brought forth an-

other monster more odious than the first,—and
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we, being silent awhile, thou didst put them all

in print ; and for no other end, as I can see, but
to render us odious to the whole nation, and to

open a gap for further persecution.

After thy many arguments, and pleading papist
laws, thou drawest thy conclusions,— ' If igi

ranee will not, nothing else can excuse us before
God, or man, from being more criminal than com-
mon notorious thieves.' Further, thou sayest,

'Malefactors do or may suffer death by law for

stealing things of small account ; but your rob-

bery is of great value ; and consequently the laws
are very favourable towards you !' a sad conse-

quence ! AVere ever such conclusions drawn
against an innocent people ? Truly, when I read
them, I could but say, there is a snare laid for our
lives. It brought to my remembrance the cruelty

of New England persecutors. How just thy
charge is, I hope, is or will in due time be mani-
fest. From thy true friend,

John Wilford,
Who could be glad to see a persecuting Saul,

become a preaching Paul."

Broughton, Eighth mo. 3, 1673.

He adds a postscript relative to the manner of

treating his antagonist, and desires the reader to

"consider C. N.'s wicked charge and unhandsome
dealings towards me, and the rest of my Friends.
Weigh them in the balance of equity, and then
see if I Cduld do any less than I have done; or,

whether I have done any more than lay the load

on the right horse. Further, consider, that not-

withstanding Christ Jesus so loved the world as

that he laid down his life for it, yet when the
Jews rose up in envy against him, he told them
how they had killed the prophets, and stoned
them that were sent unto them. Mat. xxiii. Like-
wise, when the Jews rose up in envy against Peter,
he told them how they crucified and sfew the Lord
of life. Acts ii. 3, 4. And Kev. sviii. 6, 7. ' Re-
ward her, even as she rewarded you, double to her
double, according to her works.' Some may say,

'Art thou pleading for a carnal weapon ?' I an-
swer, nay. The saints' weapons are not carnal,

but spiritual. The Lamb's sword proceedeth out
of his mouth. If any have an ear to hear, let

him hear. Here is the wisdom and patience of
saints. He that killeth with the sword, must
with the sword be killed. So I leave, desiring
every one to mind the light of Christ Jesus, which
gives a true understanding of the mysteries of the
kingdom."

In the year 1675, John Wilford with others,

were concerned in preparing a book published
with this title, " The continued cry of the op-
pressed for justice ; being a further account of the
late unjust and cruel proceedings of unreasonable
men against the persons and estates of many of

the people called Quakers, only for their peaceable
meeting to worship God." In this work there is

this certificate relative to the sufferings in Leices-
tershire.

" For a meeting at Long-Claxton or Clawson,
four persons were sent to prison, and sn much
goods at divers times taken from some of the said
meeting, that they had not a cow left to give the
young children milk. Their very bed-clothes,
working tools, and wearing clothes, escaped not
the violence or avarice of the persecutors, who
cmelly dragged some women in the streets by their
necks, till they were near stifled, tearing the
clothes off their heads and backs. One woman
that gave suck was so beaten and bruised on her
breast, that it festered and broke, with which she
hath endured many weeks' misery and torture.

Another woman, of seventy-five years of age, was
violently thrown down upon the ground by one

W. Guy, a constable. The men were sorely beat-

en, drawn and dragged out of the meeting, some
by the heels, some by the hair of the head, and
some so bruised, that they were not able to foil

their day labour. Others they whipt on the face
till the blood ran down. There was one they fu

riously trod upon, till the blood gushed out of his

mouth and nose. To complete the matter, the
informers took away from one of the prisoners h
purse and money, as if he had not been a quiet
neighbour, but a prisoner of war. Nor was this

accidental, but design. No short fit of cruelty
upon an extraordinary provocation, for at this bit-

ter rate have they treated them for months."
This certificate is signed by John Wilford and

four of his neighbours, and we can easily trace

some of his own sufferings in the account, although
names are not given. In the year 1676, John
Wilford again came forth into print. His mind
had been exercised for the well being of his

Friends in religious communion, and he addressed
them in " an epistle to the whole flock of God."
Of this I have been unable to find a copy.

(To be continued.)

Agriculture in South Carolina.—According to

the address issued by the Agricultural Convention,
recently held at Columbia, S. C, agriculture is

n a very backward condition in that State. We
quote :

Your Committee would earnestly bring to the

attention of this Convention the mournful fact,

that the interest heretofore taken by our citizens

in agricultural improvement has become station-

ary ; that our old fields are enlarging, our home-
steads have been decreasing fearfully" in numbers,
and our energetic sons arc annually seeking the

rich and fertile lands of the Southwest, upon
which they imagine that treble the amount of pro-

fits can be made upon capital than upon our own
soils. Nor is this all. We are not only losing

some of our most energetic and useful citizens to

supply the bone and sinew of other States, but we
are losing our skjve population, which is the true

wealth of the State. Our stocks of hogs, horses,

mules, and cattle are diminishing in size and de-

creasing in number, and our purses are being strain-

ed for the last cent to supply their places from the

Northwestern States."

[We may safely consider the above unexception-
able testimony in regard to the condition of agri-

culture, the leading industrial pursuit of South
Carolina, and the one on which its prosperity mainly
depends. The picture drawn is no doubt a truth-

ful one, and the inquiry involuntarily arises, how
far is this declining state of things owing to " the
peculiar institution" to which our brethren of that

State cling with such an infatuated grasp.]

For " The Friend."

Instruction in Nnturc.

Extractedfrom an Address reeently delivered

BY M. r. MAURY.

When the spirit of God first moved on the face

of the waters, the physical forces that produce the
works of nature were brought into play. The
wonders, the harmonies, and the beauties of crea-

tion, are but the display of these forces. As ex-

hibited in the aspects of nature, they are never-

ceasingly instructive. In the silent hours of night
you may learn excellent lessons from them by
watching the " hosts of heaven." I sometimes do sands, is no more the work of chance, than it wa
this through the telescope; and of all the wonders

j

by chance that the ravens carried bread and flcsl

and beauties that are revealed by this instrument, in the morning, and bread and flesh in the evening
the simple passage of a star across the meridian is to the prophet at the brook,
to me the most grand and imposing. At the dead , ,

of night, when the noise of the city is hushed in True meekness is not easily offended, but i

leep, and all is still, I sometimes go over alone to easily jri<:ved.

the Observatory, to revel in this glorious spectacl'

The assistants, wearied with watchinw, have retinl

to rest, and there is not a sound to be heard I

the building, save the dead beat escapement of tlj

clock, telling the footsteps of time in his ceaselej

round. I take up the Ephemeris, and find, ij

calculation made years ago", that a star which i

have never seen, will, when the hand of that clo<'

points to a certain instant of time, enter the fie^

of the telescope, flit across the meridian, and di|

appear. The instrument is set, and as the momei'
draws near, the stillness becomes more and mo:;

impressive. At last, I look—it is glorious

!

pure, bright star, is marching through the field

the music of the spheres; and at the very instai

predicted, even to the fraction of a second, it stall

across the wire, and is gone. The song that w;

sung by the morning stars has been felt, and tl

heart, swelling with emotions too deep for tl

organs of speech, almost bursts with the unutte
able anthem.

The machinery by which the forces of the un
verse are regulated and controlled is exquisiti

And if it be instructive to study the mechanisi'

of a watch, or profitable to understand the princ'

pies of the steam engine, the contrivances of man
puny intellect, how much more profitable and it

structive must it be to look out upon the broad fac

of nature, and study that machinery which w;

planned and arranged in the perfection of wisdon
If you be at first a little skeptical as to this orde

and arrangement, taking the harmonies of natur'

for discord, you will soon feel satisfied that th'

machinery of the universe—that mechanism whic

'

gives nature her powers to act—is in all its parts

the expression of one thought, as much so as th.

works of a watch are of one design ; that the sam
hand which weighed the earth and gave gravitatio'

its force, adjusted the fibres of the little snow-dro
and proportioned their strength. The forces dif

played in the blade of grass, in the wing of th

bird, and in the flaming path of the comet, as i

whirls around the sun, are all adjusted with equ:

nicety and care.

Chance has nothing to do with the works c

nature
;
yet there are many of her operations whicl

upon partial investigation only, do look like th

results of accident. Botanists tell us of soiiu

They say that certain plants have not the p'Wi
of scattering their pollen ; it is glutinous, and wi

not fly with the wind ; but as the insects come t

suck the flower, it adheres to them. These light

ing on other blossoms, deposit it there in the righ

place for germination. Nay, students of thes

things go so far as to say, that the fig crop c

Smyrna, which alone supports thousands of huma
beings, could not be brought forth if a certain littl

insect were to fail regularly, and at the right time'

to perform certain offices for this plant. But ar

not insects as well as plants, agents and instru

ments of the Creator? Have they not thei

appointed offices to perform in the economy of th

universe? And has the insect any more abilit.

to resist the power of instinct than a good seed ii

good ground has to resist the forces of germina
tion ? On studying the works of nature, therefore

discard the idea that they are the result of chanc
or accident. In the mind of the truth-loving

knowledge-seeking student, the coming of the gal

fly in due season, to minister to the fig tree o

Smyrna, and make it bear fruit for hungry thou
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lelter of John Barclay.

I
To : Way the blessing of heaven above,

nd of the earth beneath attend you and yours,

|he blessing which makes most truly rich, and adds

ihereto no sting of sorrow ! This has been my
,ecret petition in some of my best moments, when

jhinking of you, and surely I shall be excused for

jelling you so. There is that which crowns all

ither blessings, as you well know :—there is that,

ilet the thoughtless, the unfeeling heart say what

It may,) without which our very blessings are of

|io bonclit to us, and every gift of Divine Provi-

jlence and grace is liable to be perverted and

iibused, instead of being faithfully held in trust,

;ind duly appreciated, and applied to the enduring

i,'Ood of ourselves, and of all with whom we have

1,0 do. This is nothing less than a sense of the

orcscnce, counsel, and aid of Him who giveth us

lill things richly to enjoy, and will graciously con-

ilescend to show us how we may use these things as

!]0t abusing them,—how we may no longer live to

|)urselves; but whether we eat or drink, or what-

ever wc do, may do all to His glory. May this,

,ny dear , be the first object in our eye, the

i;ery business of our lives, in all we undertake, in

lill we have to pass through. Then shall we not

fail of that inheritance, which our dear Lord and

Saviour purchased for us by his coming and by

his death; then we shall be Christians indeed ; and

ivhen our little moment of probation is over, then

be eternal weight of unminglod joy and glory

jiball follow

!

I 8th of Second mo. 1835.

Poisoning Ijy Flavouring Extracts.—Wo would

[lirect attention to the liability which exists—and

jtphich has several times proved a certainty—that

jthe artificial extracts so extensively used in flavour-

ang ice cream, custards and other confectionary,

joiay occasion severe illness.

I A case was reported to the Boston Society for

bledical Improvement, in Fourth mo., 18.54, (see

American Journal of the Medical Sciences, Seventh

Imo., 1854,) by Dr. A. A. Hayes, the celebrated

chemist, in which ice cream, flavoured with butyric

paid ether, caused excessive sickness in several

Jjersons, and this, occur; ing just previous to the

intended sending of the same confection to a festi-

ival, very properly led to the suppression of the ar-

ticle, and thus doubtless a vast deal oi discomfort to

ithe guests was avoided, to say nothing of probable

danger. Chemical examination detected the above

ether as the flavouring material, and the taste and

odour of pine-apple was communicated to the

cream. Dr. Hayes closed his remarks by the state-

ment, " that a number offlavouring extracts, equally

objectionable, are largely consumed by confection-

ers, as substitutes for the volatile oils, and cases of

severe sickness and alarm are multiplied every

season from the practice."

After the above report was read, another distin-

guished chemist of this city, Dr. John Bacon, re-

marked, that "the production of poisonous efl'ects

by the artificial flavouring extracts, which are now
coming into general use, is a subject of practical

importance, even if no more serious results should

follow their use than sickness and vomiting, as

occurred in the case reported by Dr. Hayes."
Dr. J. M. Warren said he had been called to a

family in which seven persons bad been more or

less poisoned by custards largely flavoured with
extract of vanilla, so termed—on analysis, nothing
of a poisonous nature could be detected, yet, un-

doubtedly, the symptoms were referable to the said

extract, which a cook, new to the family, had libe-

rally used.

Dr. E. W. Townsend knew of instances in this

city, of " illness caused, to all appearance, solely

by the eating of what are termed 'acidulated

drops,' and, particularly, of tho.se known as ' ba-

nana drops;'" "he believed that one death, at

least, in this city, during the last summer (1853)
was to be ascribed to their use; and certainly se-

veral instances of apparent poisoning, declared by

.severe sickness at the stomach, &c." We believe

that the " acidulated drops" have been dropped,

pretty much ; at least they are very rarely seen

—

but the artificial flavouring extracts are still in

favour. Ought this to be so, when we every now
and then hear, on good authority, of deleterious

effects observed from their employment ? If it be

ever so convenient and profitable a method for fla-

vouring the widely-consumed confections referred

to, should it, fur a moment, be tolerated, if once

there is proof of a risk so incurred ? In the report

above alluded to, as made to the Society for Medi-

cal Improvement, Dr. Bacon stated that " the ar-

tificial extracts were first prominently brought for-

ward at the London Exhibition, and were reported

upon favourably by the chemists upon the jury (Dr.

Hofi'man and do la Kue,) as entirely safe substi-

tutes for the volatile oils prepared from plants. It

appears to have been assumed that the artificial

products were identical in chemical composition,

and in properties with the natural ones which they

resemble in flavour, in which case there could be

no objection to substituting less expensive modes

of preparation. In some cases they are certainly not

identical ; and where any doubt exists, they should

be used with great caution, until positively ascer-

tained to be harmless in their action on the system.

May it not often happen that wilful poisoning may
be suspected, and even prosecutions instituted

against persons entirely innocent, in cases where

these questionable " extracts" have been used
"

Boston Medical Journal.

Whatsoever divides man's heart from God, sepa

rates it from his neighbour ; and he that loves self

more than God, can never love his neighbour as

himself. For, as the apostle said. If we do not

love him whom we have seen, how can we love

God whom we have not seen ? Oh that we could

see some men as eager to turn people to God,
they are to set them one against another. But
indeed, those only have that pure and pious zeal,

who are themselves turned to God, and have tasted

the sweetness of that conversion which is to power,

not form ; to godliness, not gain. Such as these

do bend their thoughts and pains, to appease, not

increase, heats and animosities, to exhort people to

look at home, sweep their oicn houses, and weed

their oicn gardens. And in no age or time wai

there more need to set men at work in their own
hearts, than this we live in, when so busy,

wandering, envious a spirit prevails. For what
ever some men may think, the disease of this king-

dom is sin, impiety against God, and want of char-

ity to men; and while this guilt is at our door,

judgment can not be far ofi'.— W. Pcnn.

Cause of Fires.—In an interesting paper on

fires and fire insurance, published in the January

number of the London Quarterly Review, it is as

sorted on the authority of Braidwood, as hi

belief, that by long exposure to heat, not much
exceeding that of boiling water, or 212 degrees,

timber is brought into such a condition that it wi"

tire without the application of light. The time

during which this dessication goes on, until il

ends in spontaneous combustion, is, he thinks,

from eight to ten years ; so that a fire may bt

hatching on a man's premises during the whole of

his lease, without making any sign. The small

circulating pipes which convey hot water through

a building, have been known to set fire to wood.

even when the temperature of the water is not
er 300 deg. Builders should inform themselves

of these facts, and never place pipes conveying
heated air or hot water near to the woodwork of
the building.

1. By revelation we understand the discovery
and illumination of the light and spirit of God re-

lating to those things that properly and immediately
concern the daily information and satisfaction of

our souls, in the way of our duty to Him and our
neighbour.

2. Wc renounce all fantastical and whimsical
intoxications, or any pretence to the revelation of

new matter in opposition to the ancient gospel de-

clared by Christ Jesus and his Apostles: and
therefore not the revelation of new things, but
the renewed revelation of the eternal way of Truth.

3. This revelation is the life, virtue, condition

and very soul of the gospel and second covenant.

4. None oppose this, but such as the god of

this world hath blinded ; and that through their

ignorance of the spirituality of the evangelical dis-

pensation, are whilst they pretend to be under it,

sticklers for a more embondagcd state than that

of the ancient Jews.

—

Perm.

Length of a Mile in Different Countries.

Enirland and America, . 1,760 Yards.
Italy, . . . 1,470 «
Scotland and Ireland, . 2,200 "
Poland, . . . 4,400 "
Spain, . . . 5,020 «
Ck'rmany, . . . 4,880 "
Sweden and Denmark, . 7,220 "

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to Eigblh montli

Ulh. Since the i>revious weeli, no warlike operiitions
of moment had tMlven place. Omar Pacha had been ap-
pointed to the command of the Turlfish army in Asia.
The siege of Kars continued. Cholera has reappeared
among the allied troops. The allies were demolishing
the fortifications of Anapa, against the wishes of the
Circassians. Gortschakoff's latest despatch from Sebas-
topol says, "The allies are pushing on their works un-
der great difEculties, that the garrison is animated with
the best spirit; there is nothing new in its situation."

It is said that Spain and Portugal were about to join
the alliance against Russia. It is confidently stated

from Madrid, that on the 4lh ult., the Spanish govern-
ment decided to give formal adhesion to the Western
Powers, and to send to the Crimea 25,000 men, to be
paid and outfitted by England. The official Gazette
denies this statement, while the Epoca and other jour-
nals as firmly maintain its truth, and add that the pro-
ject will encounter great opposition in the Cortes. In

return for this accession, Napoleon promises to put
down all attempts against the throne of Isabella.

ITALY.—The Austrian army in Italy h.as been con-
siderably increased. There are 44,000 men in Lom-
bardy, and more than that number in the Venitian i)ro-

vinces. A seizure of arms was effected on the 28th of
Seventh mo. at Rocco, by the police of Genoa, it hav-
ing been ascertained that a fresh invasion of refugees
was contemplated. The French government had made
an energetic demand, that the Pope shall reform and
secularize his government, with the view of remedying
the present state of disorganization in the territories of
the church. The Pope has e.Ncommunicated the King and
.Ministers of Sardinia, on account of the recent confis-

cation of church property, and has had a sharp corre-

spondence with Zavala, the Spanish Minister of Foreign
Atfairs, upon the same subject. An awful explosion at

Naples, occurred in the Castle of Nuovo, where percus-

sion caps are made, on the 20th of Seventh rao. The
entire building was blown up, and it is said that at least

two hundred persons have been liuried in the debrin.

Fearing that another revolution had broken out, the

soldiers rushed to arms, whilst the inhabitants, imagin-

ing that an earthquake had happened, ran about in a

frantic condition.

HANOVER.—The King has abolished the constitu-

tion granted in 1848, and the ministers have been
directed by royal proclamation to reinstate the aristo-

cracy ift their former rigbta.
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RUSSIA.—Tbe war and consequent blockade of tbe
Russian ports have had a serious etTect upon the com-
merce and manufactures of the Empire. Various mea-
sures have been proposed in order to mitigate the evil.

Treaties of commerce with Prussia and Austria are said
to be in contemplation, in order to favour importation into
Russia from Germany, together with changes in the cus-
tom's system, now in force, on the western frontier. There
are now nq large bodies of Russian troops in Poland.
The cholera was in St. Petersburg, but did not prevail
extensively. There were 283 cases on the 24th of Se-
venth mo. Mercantile letters from St. Petersburg state
that business goes on quietly on a reduced scale, and
that the exchanges are steady, and the funds well sup-
ported. Nothing c.in be gained from these letters as to

the state of opinion on the war.
FRANCE.—On the 14th, the correctional tribunals

condemned tifty-tive persons to imprisonment for periods
of five years, and under, for their participation in the
proceedings of secret republican societies. Tbe elec-

tions in France are almost everywhere characterized by
the profound indifference which the electors have
evinced ever since the re-establishment of the empire.
Gen. Canrobert is expected in France. He is said to be
suffering from the etfects of an old wound. The Em-
peror ordered him to resign, and he has given up his
division to Gen. McMahon. An Imperial decree in the
Moniteur applies to the army before Sebastopol the law
which permits the troops out of Europe to count their
services as two years for one.

GREAT BRITAIN.—The business of Parliament for

the week had been of a hurried and miscellaneous cha-
racter. Lord John Russell had made a speech on the
prospects of the war and other topics, indicating his

desire for an early peace. When the subject of Indian
affairs was before the boose, John Bright denounced
with just indignation the practice of torture in India,
which, it appears, is still practised by the native ad-
ministrators of the law. Commercial.—The cotton mar-
ket was steady, and prices unchanged. Sales of the
week, 38,000 bales. Breadstuff's, with the exception of
corn, were declining in price. Iron was in active de-
mand, and prices advancing. Consols remained at 91.
PERSIA.— Statements had reached England to the

effect that the Persian government has suppressed the
public schools for Protestants formed in that country,
and that Russian influence had instigated the suppres-
sion.

MEXICO.—A despatch from New Orleans, dated
|

Eighth mo. ^Sth, states the arrival of the steamer Oriz-

1

iba, with dates from Vera Cruz to the 22d. The im-

'

portant announcement is given that Santa Anna ha
abdicated, and left the country. He embarked on th
17th of Eighth mo., at Vera Cruz, for Havana. The
Alvarez platform has been adopted. General Carre i

provisional President of Mexico, and La Vega com
mander-in-chief of the army. All the state prisoners
had been liberated.

UNITED STATES.— T-Ae Crops.—In Alabama, the
crops of corn and wheat are said to be unusually large

;

cotton good. Georgia, the largest wheat and corn crop
ever known

; cotton promising. Louisiana, an average
yield, drought having somewhat affected the crops.
Texas, coru and wheat abundant. Mississippi, corn and
cotton very promising ; wheat abundant. Florida, a
heavy yield of all kinds. Tennessee, 20 per cent, over
an.averagein all the grain crops. Kentucky, largely
over an average of all kinds of crops. Indiana, grain
better than ever before known. Missouri, the same re-

port. Ohio, only an average yield. In North Carolina,
Iowa and Wisconsin, the prospects of an abundant har-
vest were never known to be so good. In Illinois and
Michigan, an abundant yield of every description of pro-
duce. In Maryland, nearly all parts of the State have
produced well, including tobacco, fruit and hay. Vir-
ginia, an average crop of wheat; potatoes and fruit in

great abundance. The New York Courier and Enquirer
has an elaborate article on the wheat crop of 1855. The
total product is estimated by this paper at 175 millions
of bushels, which, it is thought, will leave a large sur-
plus for exportation. The yield of the three States of
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, is computed at 48,000,000
bushels.

Exports of Breadstuffs and Provisions, from the United
States to foreign countri<is, for each fiscal year, from
1846 to 1854, viz:

organized in that State, with the design of aiding in the
establishment in Northern Mexico of a governm
favourable to the interests of Texas. The frequent
escapes of slaves from Texas into Mexico, has been long
complained of by the Texan settlers.

Yellow Fever.—At the last accounts, there did not
seem to be any abatement of this disease in New Or-
leans, and Norfolk and its vicinity. The number of
deaths from fever in the Charity Hospital, New Orleans,
during the last week, was 128.

NeiD I'ork.—According to the census recently taken,
this city has 624,179 inhabitants. In 1850, the number
was 515,545; increase in five years, 108,634. Morta-
lity last week, 585, only 111 of whom were adults.

Philadelphia.—UoTtality last week, 291.
California.—The steamship George Law arrived at

New York on the 25th ult., with the California mails of
Eighth mo. 1st, 442 passengers, and §1,285,616 in gold.
A line of telegraph has been constructed between Aspin-

d Panama, and is now in successful operation.wall ;

Y'ears.

1846
1847

Value.

§27,701,121

1849 . 38|l55,'507
1850 . 26,051,373
Lawless Invasion of Mexii

Years. Value.
1851 . §21,948,651
1852 . 25,857,027
1853 . 32,985,322
1854 . 65,901,240

-Late advices from Texas
Becm to leave no doubt, that a military force has :

The health of the Isthmus is good. There has b
little rain, and the railroad is in excellent condition.
In San Francisco, the affairs of the broken bankers, and
the settlement of their affairs, were still prominent sub-
jects of attention. There were charges of fraud on all

sides, quarrels, and seemingly interminable difficulties.

Oregon.—OvQgou papers to Seventh mo, 21st, had
been received at San Francisco. They contain glorious
accounts of gold and lead mines, the editor of the
Standard remarks, that " farmers act unwisely in sell-

ing out their fields of grain at great sacrifice, and going
to the mines." Several hundred persons had crossed
the Cascades, within a few days, on their way to the
mines. At the Colville gold mines, extensive veins of
lead had been found, which produced 85 per cent, pure
metal. Coal, in great abundance, had been found near
the line dividing the British possessions from the old
boundary line of Oregon. A Catholic missionary re-

ports that this coal is far superior to any he had seen
on the coast.

Miscellaneous.—Reduction of Freight on Grain.—The
Pennsylvania Central Railroad now delivers grain in

sacks from Pittsburg, in Philadelphia and Baltimore, at
thirty-three and a third cents per one hundred pounds
—sacks returned free of charge.

Flements of Mormonism.—Of 3626 Mormon emigrants
for the Salt Lake, shipped from Liverpool, from the
27th of Eleventh month, 1854, to the 20th of Fourth
month, 1855, there were 2231 English, 409 Danes, 401
Scotch, 287 Welsh, 75 French, 71 Swedes, 53 Norwe-
gians, 28 Irish, 15 Swiss, 15 Piedmontese, 13 Germans,
and I Prussian.

Second Growth of Wheat.—On some lots near this
town (says the Winchester Virginian) may be seen the „. , ,

unusual spectacle of a second growth of wheat, from '^'g""'

the stubble of the gathered crop. Some stalks shown
to us were between one and two feet high, and exhibit-
ed imperfectly formed heads of about half the common

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of the School will commence o

Second-day, the 5th of Eleventh month next. In ordi
to avoid disappointment in case the School should l'

full, members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting intern'
ing to send children, will please make immediate appl

;

cation for their admission to Joseph Snowdon, Supeil
intendent at the School, or Joseph Scattergood, Tres'
surer, No. 84 Arch street, Philadelphia. Those livinl

out of the limits of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, wb!
have or may apply for the admission of children, wi'
be informed after the I5th of this month, whether tbel
can be admitted.

Ninth mo. 1, 1855.

The Moral Almanac for 1856 is received, and for sal!

at Friends' Bookstore, 84 Arch street.

Philad., Eighth mo. 20, 1855. '

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in thi

(

Institution.

Application may be made to either of the undersignet
members of the Committee.

Samdel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Evans, 1 t., -, j

Samuel Bettle, Jr.
j^'^'^^'^*-

Evening Schools for Adult Coloured Persons.

Wanted, A Principal and three Assistant Teacher
for the Men's School, and a Principal and four Assist
ants for the Women's School.

Application may be made to either of the nnder
signed.

John C. Allen, No. 179 S. Fifth St.

Samuel Allen, No. 134 S. Front St.

William L. Edwards, No. 37 Arch St. '

Died, at Ledyard, Cayuga county, N. Y., on the 16th|

of Sixth month last, Joseph M. Chase ; aged 55 years-
He was very patient during his illness, which was of'

several weeks' duration, and was earnestly concerned
to know an entire preparation for tbe change which;
awaited him ; often praising tbe Lord for His goodness,
and supplicating for the continuance of Divine regard
and merciful help. His close was in great sweetness
and quietness of mind, under a full belief that his peace
was made, and that it would be well with him. He left

an excellent savour amongst his Friends and neigh-l

hours.
'

,
at his residence in Hockessin, on the 11th o;.

month, in the 81st year of his age, Isaac Ptlr;.
an overseer and elder of Kennett Monthly Meeting. He
bore his last illness with patience and resignation, feeling'

it to be, as be said, " a great comfort" to have an an-'

chor to the soul at that solemn time. Hockessin Meet-

dertaking has been started, '"S ^.'"^ "^^7. \'^^ J*' '".^ dwelling for many months,-

uspices, called the British Slag P"""',""^ *", l^'^ 'J^'''''' ".°<1 ,=^» t''^ ',"^' P''^P"»'"'« ^'^^'"^

^
rrying out a method patentt ;°f

' }'^ ^P°ke encouragmgly on the Queries, acknow-
ledging that he felt among them an increase of love and
unity. On one occasion, being tried with feelings of

apparent desertion, the decl.iration of the Most High by
the prophet was quoted,— • For a small moment have I

forsaken thee, but with great mercy will I gather thee,"

and he was reminded that the faithful servant was not
to look for his reward until the work was accomplished.
The next morning he gratefully acknowledged, "All is,

quiell What a favour I -Nothing wanted, only to go
home." And again, "All is right I -411 is right! The
clouds have passed away, and all is serene." The d.ay

before his death, expecting that his close was near, he
took an affectionate farewell of his family. A Friend
coming in afterwards, he said, "'The spirit and the

bride say, Come, and let him that heareth say, Come, i

and let him that is athirst come, and whosoever will,

let him take of the water of life freely.' What a favour I

what a favour I" He continued evidently favoured with

the Divine presence, until he passed away. " Blessed
are the dead who die in the Lord."

, on the 20th ult., after a short illness, Kezia,
wife of William P. Bedell ; a member of Linn Prepara-
tive and Red Cedar Monthly Meeting. Iowa. She was
of a meek and forgiving spirit, and was concerned for

the support of our principles and testimonies in their

ancient purity. We believe her lamp was trimmed, and
her light burning, and she prepared for that abode where
the wicked cease from troubling, and the weary are at

rest.

Something A'etv.-

under respectable

Companv, with a view of
ed by Dr. W. H. Smith, of Philadelphia, for converting
tbe slag, or refuse of iron works, into an indestructibh
material capable of being applied to the various com-
mon uses for which stone or marble is at present em-
ployed. The capital of the company is fixed at £120,-
000, in £5 shares.

- Algerian Tobacco.—The culture of tobacco is extend-
ing in Algiers. The portion of last season's crop pur-
chased by the French government, amounted to 9,036,000
pounds, at a cost of 3,923,000 francs. The extent of
ground under cultivation is about 9270 acres, and the
tot.al production about 10,000,000 pounds.

Corn in Kentucky.—The corn is said to be superabun-
dant in Scott county, Ky., and contracts are being made
at fifteen cents per bushel.

Reaping Machines.—At the Industrial Fair in Paris, a
trial has taken place in which the American- machines
carried off the palm from the English and French ma-
chines. Much interest had been excited in them, and
their general introduction in Fiance was anticipated.

Quick Work.—A late paper says, J. Hall, of Piqua,
Ohio, purchased at Woodstock, forty miles east of that
place, on Fourth-day morning, 132 bushels of wheat,
in the sheaf It was threshed, cleaned and sent that
afternoon to the mills, manufactured into flour, (A. No.

1,) that night, and shipped to the cars by 5 o'clock on
Fifth-day morning, and at 10 o'clock was at Columbus,
and sold from the platform on delivery.

The Rice Crop.—The Southern journals represent that
the rice crops are unusually flourishing, and that the
indications promise more than an average yield for this

season.
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The land of Silence.
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fContinued from page 401.)

I It is bej-ond doubt that ' the ingenious Dr.

ti'allis,' who corresponded with Robert Boyle, and

fas Frofessor of Mathematics at Oxford in the year

|353,—who also published a ' Treatise on Words

r of the Formation of Sounds,' most disingenu-

jisly plundered his predecessor Dalgarno of much

hat afterwards brought fame to himself. .

J/allis was also in communication with Sir Kenelm

jiigby, and from him most probably, if not cer-

linly, obtained much of that information concern-

iig Bonet's success in Spain, which Bulwer had

jicorporated in the 16th chapter of ' Philocophus.'

lo that we are inclined to regard the learned Doc-

\)T simply as having taken some pains to systema-

Ise what had already been achieved by his prede-

lessors. His two objects, he saj-s in his letter to

[loyle, are 'to teach a person who cannot hear to

Ironounce the sound of words, and to understand

[ language, and know the signiiiiation of those

i-ords spoken or wrilten, whereby he may express

[is own sense and understand the thoughts of

[thers.' His pupil, Daniel Whalley, was exhib-

led before the lloyal Society in 1602, and proved

]iat at least in one instance the Doctor's plan had

lartly succeeded. However successful a teacher,

.is public works on the subject are marked by dull-

iCsa of expression and penury of original thought,

'"ranee, who has since that period laboured so de-

votedly and successfully in this art, was the last

[mong the enlightened nations to commence its

|ludy, about the middle of the 18th century. JI.

I'ereire, the firt-t whose system was deemed worthy

if Parisian discussion, kept his plans so profoundly

;ecret, that even at the present time little is clear-

'/ known concerning them. But of their apparent

esults no doubt appears to have existed. His

lupils are said (in a Keport of a Committee of the

Lcademy of Sciences) to have been capable of un-

erstanding what was said to them, whether by

lignsor by writing: they could read and pronounce

istinctly all sorts of French expressions; they

;ave very sensible replies to all questions proposed

them ; they understood grammar and its appli-

cations; they knew the rules of arithmetic, and
ould perform exercises in geography : and it ap-

•eared that M. Pereire had given them, with speech,

he faculty of acquiring abstract ideas. In short,

f this account be true, M. Pereire's pupils, though

eaf-mutes, were, on the whole, possessed of a

letter educ-atiou and higher intellectual power than

jany persons in their own station of life, in pos-

esaion of the full complement of senses ! And

yet, since those days, the nations of Europe have

not retrograded either in physical or intellectual

development. The modes of instruction for artic-

ulate-speaking men remain more or less the same
;

or if changed, are changed for the better. For

one person in the lower or even middle class of

life, who could in that day think, utter his own
thoughts, and act for hiuiseif, we have at least ten

in this busy, spirit-rapping, biological 19tli century.

And we have good ground for believing that the

deaf and dumb, the blind, and every other isolated

section of humanity, have shared—at least to some

extent—in the increase of knowledge and enlarge-

ment of the domain of intellect. However zealous

the labours of M. Pereire; however unwearied his

industry, or great his talents, no ' laudator tempo-

ris acti' need now search in vain among our teach-

ers of deaf and dumb, for equal industry, talents

as great and brilliant, labours as unwearied. They

are to be found in the Old Kent Koad, London, and

in Yorkshire; from Liverpool to Edinburgh, from

Exeter to the mouth of the Clyde. We believe,

therefore, that whatever M. Pereire achieved for

his pupils, far more has since been done for pupils

of like powers and capabilities in sure intellectual

cultivation and progress. The general principles

of his method were articulation, reading from the

lips, and the manual alphabet, and Syllahic Dac-

tylology, i. c, digital signs not representing sin(jlc

letters, as in the ordinary deaf and dumb alphabet,

but each one an entire syllable. By this last means

a rapid communication may perhaps be maintained

between teacher and disciple, and an acquaintance

with the words of a language be more readily ac-

quired, so far at least as their appearance to the

eye is concerned. But it must not be forgotten

that to be of real value the acqusition of mere

words in this way is but the last link in the chain,

and presupposes the first and most difficult steps

in intellectual education to have been already

achieved; for of what use is it to enable a deaf-

mute to utter words of the meaning of which he

is but remotely and vaguely sensible ? But how
to make the deaf mute thus conscious or thus sen-

sible of the power of language, or of the manner

in which he achieved this, Pereire tells us nothing.

A great writer remarks that although it may be

possible for the deaf mute to imitate sounds by

imitating organic modifications on which it de-

pends, ' there still in reality exists no sound for

the deaf; that the signs to which they attach ideas

are only perceptions of sight and ferlinr/ ; that

these on the one band are minute, ambiguous, and

fugitive, and on the other difficult; and that it

would be far better to associate thought with a

system of signs more easy to produce, and less

liable to be mistaken.' Upon the important question

involved in the latter part of this assertion—whe-

ther the deaf-mute shall be chiefly taught by a

system of articulation and reading on the lips, or

of arbitrary signs as adopted by the ' immortal

Abbe, the highest authorities are still divided. The

distinction between the two plans, in fact, forms

the line on either side of which all the systems

naturally group themselves. At the head of the

one clearly stand Dalgarno the Scot, and the Abbe;

at the head of the other is Petrus Pontius, the

Benedictine.

'Of late years,' says M. Baker, 'artificial artic-

ulation, with or without the exercise of rcadinji

from the lips of a speaker, has come into almost

general favour in the institutions for the deaf. At
the Loiidoil Asylum, it has always occupied a prom-

inent place, and at the Royal Parisian Institution
;

it is also employed at Groningen, Gudensberg,

Qucdlingbourgh, Breslau, Gmiind, Zurich, Sles-

wig, Leipsic, and Munich ;' but in most of the pro-

vincial establishments in England speech has not

been made (wisely we think) an object of exclusive

importance. By artificial articul/ition we suppose

is meant the power of reading from the lips of

another inaudible words, and of replying to them
by such gestures of the vocal organs as would in

an ordinary case produce audible speech, and in

the deaf-mute's case, do actually produce what we
must call a good imitation of it. The possession

of this faculty of course includes in it such a

knowledge of words as admits of the pupil's writing

down his answer instead of merely pantomiming its

utterance.

If this definition be correct, we can conceive

nothing in the whole education of the deaf-mule

of more vital importance, not so much as an end,

as a means. We are, therefore, surprised to find

that in most of the English Institutions its import-

ance is not more fully acknowledged and acted on.

We are told that the great objection is its demand-

ing more than a due share of time. We can imag-

ine no time to be so well or so fruitfully spent on

any other subject; not only as the test of know-

ledge already acquired, but as the surest means of

acquiring new information. Without a doubt a

system of signs, whether purely arbitrary, natural,

or conventional, posses.^es some advantages over

the slower mode of articulation in ordinary lan-

guage. But it must never be forgotten that ia

the education of the deafmute every substitution

of a gesture or sign for vocal utterance of that lan-

guage by which the rest of the world communicate

with each other, is a step in the wrong direction.

Every such step tends to render the isolation of the

deaf and dumb more complete, and to remove them

still further from the common sympathies of men;

to render them more and more a peculiar people,

and to make tbem forget that they still live in a

world of speaking, hearitg men, and are still

sharers iu all tbeir privileges, rights, and feelings.

Every step in this direction tends to lower them

to the rank of mere animals, with whom rational

beings gifted with speech are wont to communicate

by signs and gesticulations. As in the case of the

blind, we strongly urge the necessity of binding

them by every available link to their fellow men,

as far as may he, by subjects of instruction coin-

mon to all learners, in the very language and in

the very words in use for other purposes. If the

blind or the deaf-mutes of England are to become

an educated class, in however restricted a sense of

the word, it will not be achieved by cutting them

ofi' as utterly distinct and difli'erent from the rest

of humanity; but rather by infusing fresh life

and strength into every tie and every connexion

which yet^emains between us and them.

' After any pupil,' says M. Watson, ' with ordi-

nary intellect has acquired the use of written and

spoken langaage, he should have frequent inter-
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course with those who can only communicate with
him in the language which he lias recently, and
as yet, imperfectly''acfiuired. This language will

then be daily increased and improved by such in-

tercourse; whereas should he unfortunately be
again thrown among his own class (deaf and dumb,)
he will naturally revert to his rude gestures and
mimie forms, perfectly incomprehensible to the un-
initiated, and wholly useless as a general means of
communication.' If, indeed, the deaf and dumb
are to be considered as a degraded class, not fitted

for intercourse with their more fortunate fellow

creatures, then their complete isolation by every
possible means, and entire exclusion from general
society, might be considered an act of mercy. But
in common justice, and common charity, they can-

not be thus considered. It is true, without doubt,

that by the total want of hearing, AiV/^ intellectual

cultureWm almost all cases seriously if not entirely

impeded. But every deaf-mute who leaves the

school, after average training, and average acquaint-
ance with written and .spoken language, has at least

eyes, hands, and sagacity; he can learn a trade by
being shown what to do, as other apprentices are.

Why, then, should he bo condemned to talk to his

master by signs like a monkey, or merely to ges-
ticulate as an Indian savage? Will not such a

course infallibly drive him back from that position

in the social scale which it was one chief object of
his education to enable him to attain, into bis for-

mer state of ignorance and degradation ? His
stock of words may be comparatively small, but
still sufficient for the ordinary purpose of every-
day life and conversation. If he has few words at

command, and knows well how to use them, the
chances are that by constant intercourse ho will

add to their number, and every word thus gained
will become a germ of new tboughts and ideas, a

seed and centre of renewed life.

For "The FrienJ."

Not Saycrs, but Doers.

The following epistle of George Fos written in

1652, early after he began to travel in tbe work
of the_ ministry, and had been instrumental in

gathering others to the Truth, shows the clearness
of his views on the spiritual practical nature of
true religion, and the preserving power of the
Spirit of Christ out of all extremes, and the liber-

ties which are croaturely, wbicli, if given way to,

unsettle those who may have once known the
bltssed Truth. " To all my dear brethren, whom
the God of power hath enlightened with Lis eter-
nal light, and discovered "unto you his way of
Truth, and brought you out of the dark ways,
wherein ye have walked ; which dark ways all the
world walks in ; but where the pure light of God
is witnessed, it guides to himself. The light is

but one, which leads out of darkness, and the'dark
world, intothe world which is without end. There-
fore, all Friends and brethren in the eternal Truth
of God, walk in it up to God, and be not sayers
only, nor backsliders ; for the backslider is a say-
cr and not a doer, and there ariseth ambition,
pride, and presumption out of that nature. But
dwell in tbe pure light, which God hath made
manifest to you in your understanding, and turn
your minds to him, and walk as children of the
light, and of the day, and be not drunken in any-
thing, nor run to extremes in anything, but be
moderate and patient. Wait for tbe presence of
the great God, and our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ; and be not so childish, as to be tossed
with men's words without life. Run not out after
others' liberties, which they have got into their
notions

; for thou that dost so will not abide in
the Trutl), and so thou

and to shake others who look at words. Wait
every one in particular, in the measure that God
haih given you, upon God, in the fear of God;
then your hearts will be kept clean; and this is

the sure way. All wait to have the Son made
manifest in you, and the Son alone to make you
free in yourselves ; and all that are made free by
the Son, are one. But the first nature that would
have liberty, must go into captivity, which they
that live in tbcir carnal reasoning, seek freedom
for ; but here is man deceived inhis first birth.

"But ye all in whom the immortal seed is

brought to light, who are raised up to sit in hea-
venly places in Christ Jesus, and are become chil-

dren of the day, walk as children of the day and
of the light, and let your light so shine before
men, that they may glorify your Father which is

in heaven. All loving the light, ye love the one
thing which gathers your hearts together to the
Fountain of light and life; and walking in it, ye
have unity one with another, and tbe blood ol

Jesus Christ cleanseth you from all sin. The
knowledge of the letter, which you formerly got
into your notions and comprehensions, the dark
mind gave dark meanings to it, and so kept you
in the broad way. But now, all wait to have the

same Spirit manifested in your understandings,
which was in them that gave forth the Scriptures,
who were come out of the broad way—holy men
of God, who had escaped the pollutions of the
world. If every particular of you know not a

principle within, which is of God, to guide you to

wait upon God, ye are still in your own know-
ledge, which is brutish and sensual; but waiting
upon God in that which is of God, ye are kepi
open to receive the teachings of God. The pure
wisdom and knowledge is that which comes from
above, which is to know God, and Jesus Christ
the way which is hid from the world ; and to walk
out of your own ways and your own thoughts
Dwelling in that which is pure up to God, it com
mands your own reason to keep silent, and to cast

your own thoughts out, and dwelling in that which
pure, it discovereth all this. So dwelling in

the Spirit, it keeps all your hearts to God;
whom be all praise, honour and glory forever."-

G. F.

Ei-vpllonsi of Vesuvius.—The late eruptions of
Vesuvius have recalled attention to the somewh:
curious history of that volcano. To the ancients

up to the first century of the Christian era, it was
not known in its peculiar character. Apart from
a few close observers, among whom Strabo, the

geographer, who was one, and who recognized an
analogy between its structure and other volcanoes,

it was not supposed to differ from ordinary moun-
tains. Luxuriant fields stretched almost to its

summit, villages were scattered about its flanks,

and two populous cities, Ilerculaneum and Pompeii,
reposed at its base. But in the year A. D. 63, an
earthquake visited the region, and for the next
sixteen years slight shocks were frequent. At last,

A. D. 79, the mountain opened, and a violent erup-
tion took place. Herculaneum and Pompeii were
both buried, not by lava, as is popularly supposed,
nor even of showers of ashes alone, but by volcanic

mud, which flowed into the cellars and beneath
roofs, where ashes alone could never have pene-

trated. In the case of Herculaneum, which is the
more exposed of the two cities, lava was subse-

quently added from other eruptions, till the town
was buried more than a hundred feet below the

surface.

From this time, up to A. D. 1036, history re-

cords seven eruptions. Thirteen years subse-
quently another eruption occurred, and A D. 1X38

hundred and sixty-eight years. Between this a 1

A. D. 1631, there was but one eruption. All f

these had been comparatively slight. At h\
after having been harmless again for nearly fi

hundred years, Vesuvius, a.d. 1631, belched foi[

such streams of fire, mud and lava, that the si.

rounding region was almost reduced to a dese:'

and from that time to the present, the mount;
has been in nearly constant activity, an eruptii

taking place every ten years on an average. TJ
most destructive agent in these eruptions has t

variably been the volcanic mud. Immense qu:

.

titles of vapour, or strictly speaking, steam, ri

from the vents of a volcano during an eruptii!

and being rapidly condensed, bring on tremendc!.

rains, which, mixing with the ashes, descends
j

torrents of mud, overwhelming vineyards, villagi

and even cities. It was in this material that tl

cast of a woman, bearing an infant, was ovii

whelmed in Pompeii ; the tuff, as it is scientifica

'

called, having hardened, and retained the imprl-

sion of her form.
j

Persons unaccustomed to volcanic regions fij

quently express astonishment at what they call t{

foolhardiness of those who inhabit such localiti

'

But tbe risk is less than is supposed. Such d,

trictsenjoy a remarkable immunity from epidemi'l

and even from the ordinary diseases which short;

human life, so that it is doubtful whether, on tj

average, the chances of a protracted existence a;

not greater there than in most other places, ij

sides, tbe peril of living near a volcano is remol)

not certain ; and each generation, as well as inij

vidual, indulg(S the hope of exemption from tl

threatened danger. To put an every-day Ulustij

tion, there is as much ri.sk in railroad-travellii*

as in cultivating fields on the flank of a volcani

yet there are but few who decline a journey frcj

fear of the cars. The soil around volcanoes
j

always eminently rich. Sir Charles Lyell sa'

that the sloping sides of Vesuvius, and even ti

hills and plains within reach of its ejected mattfj

sustain twenty times the population that cou!

have found sustenance on the same area, if tl

original limestone of the district had remained u
covered by volcanic soil.

Vesuvius is tbe safety-valve of Italy. Withe
^

it, earthquakes would be far more frequent, ai:

loss of life, besides changes in the structure of tlj

country, would be vastly increased. Tbe volcar

gives vent to the pent-up internal fires, and th-

secures, at little risk, the fertility and safety

Italy^

—

Lechjer.

For " The Friend.'

Providenlial and Maternal Care.
;

CConlinued from page -im.)
\

" This opened my way," B. Bangs says, "lo faj

ther service ; I began to be concerned to appear :'

public, and there was a tender care iu the elders ovq

me, who would often be dropping some seasonab

cautions to me, by which I was greatly benefitei

After my four years' service was accomplished,

quitted myself thereof, and a Friend being incline

to set up in the like business in the same stree

he requested me to be an assistant to him, whiei

I complied with, but it continued not long; for

felt drawings in my mind to visit some meetings i

Hertfordshire." From thence B. Bangs went
;

Somersetshire and Dorsetshire, and to liingwooi

in Hampshire, where he had several meetings, an

four or five young people were convinced of tl

Truth. Passing to Southampton, and to the Is'

of Wight, he found it his place to return to Rinj

wood, where Friends and the newly convince

young people, very gladly received him. He.

he had another meeting, when it opened upon b
mayest come to be shaken another, after which the mountain was quiet for a mind to go to Leaminglon, where there were l\
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frienda; but a meeting being appointed, several

rent with Liui, and a considerable companj' of the

own's people came, some of whom were baptists.

''After a pretty time of silence," he states, "I
^tood up and bepan to spciik, and the priest of the

lown came in with two young men. lie sat down

lust before me, staid the meeting till I had done,

ind then said to me, ' What you have said are

tood and wholesome words, and good for edifica-

ion. But you talk of the teachings of the Spirit

)f God ; how shall we come by the Spirit of God J"

said, ' What art thou V He answered, 'lam a

uiniftter of the gospel.' ' What,' said I, 'a minis-

ter of the gospel, and ask, how we shall come by

jhe Spirit of God? Ho that hath not the Spirit

M Christ, is none of his ; and as many as are led

jjy the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God.'

! Why, that is Scripture,' said he. ' Well, you

|iiiy that you may live here without sin.' ' Didst

|-;hou hear mo say so,' said I. ' No,' replied he,

I
but I have a little book in my study that does

say, That men may attain to a sinless state on this

side the grave.' 1 queried of him, who wrote that

[bonk? 'Why,' said he, 'one of your Quakeis; I

[hink his name is Whitehead.' ' What doctrine,'

^aid I, ' dost thou preach to the people ? Is it to

Continue in, or to come out of sin.' He answered,

fTo come out of sin; but to attain to a state of

jsiDless perfection is impossible, for all our righto-

busness is as filthy rags.' ' But I hope,' said I,

[that thou wilt not say, that the righteousness of

pod is as filthy rags.' ' No,' says he, ' God for-

Ibid I should say so; but in many things we all

'sin.' ' That,' replied I, ' is for want of coming to

[the one thing needful.' 'People,' says h

^ever read of the one thing needful in all our

lives.' 'Didst thou never read,' said I, 'that

t'hrist told Martha, she was cumbered in much
Serving, but Mary had chosen that good part, the

one thing needful, that should not be taken from

iber ?' ' Why,' said he, ' that is Scripture too ; 1

had forgotten it.' ' Well, but/ said he, ' Paul

cried out, Oh, wretched man that I am ; are you

better than Paul?' 'Dost thou believe,' said I,

'that Paul was a sinner, and a wretched one too,

when he wrote that evangelical epittle to the llo-

mans ? Or that he could be so in his writing the

24th verse of the seventh chapter, when in the

next verse, but one, he says. There is, therefore,

now no condemnation to them wliich are in Christ

Jesus, who walk not after the flesh, but after the

Spirit ? For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ

Jesus hath made me free from the law of sin and

death V ' That is Scripture,' said he.

"After he had sat a little while, 'Now,' says

he, 'I have something come into my mind; I

think God has brought it to me,—Ue that saith

he hath no sin, deceiveth himself, and the truth

is not in him.' He then made a flourish, saying,

'I have you fast now; I care not for you, nor all

the Quakers in England.' I replied, ' Thou art

an old man ; I am very sorry to find that thou

takes upon thee to plead so much for the devil's

kingdom.' ' I tell you,' said he, ' I don't plead

for the devil's kingdom.' 'Why,' said I, 'thou

pleads for nothing but sin ; and all sin being of

the devil, and thou pleading for nothing but sin,

must consequently be a pleader for the devil.'

'This,' said he, 'is only a digression from the

matter; I have you fast; you can never answer
me.' ' Didst thou ever read the verse before

that ?' said I. ' Yes,' said he, ' I believe I have,

but I have forgot it. "What is it?' ' Why, it is

this; If we walk in the light as He is in the light,

we have fellowship one with another, and the blood

of Jesus Christ his Son cleanscth us from all sin.

But if we walk not in the light, we lose the bene-

it of the blood of Christ. If any should then say

he hath no sin, ho deceiveth himself, and the truth

is not in him. The nest verse is. If we confess

our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our

sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.

If after this any should say, We have not sinned,

we make him a liar, and his word is not in us.

Be not deceived, he that doth righteousness is

righteous, even as he is righteous. He that is

born of God sinueth not, neither indeed can he,

for his Seed rcmaiiieth in him, and he cannot sin,

because he is born of God. But he that commit-

teth sin is of the devil' I said to the priest,

'Art not thou now ashamed to plead so much for

sin, which is of the devil's kingdom ?' I further

([ucried of him, 'Dost thou take money for preach-

ing such doctrine as this, preaching up the neces-

sity of sinning to the people, when they do that

too much without thy encouraging them ?' Upon
which he got up and said, ' Well, I will bo gone,'

but I desired him to stay, and I would prove him

to be a deceiver before the people present. He
answered, 'I will not stay upon your demand.'

So, away be went, after which the people settled,

and we had a good opportunity, and parted in

peace."

Here is a specimen of some of the teachers of

that day, and the doctrine which they taught. In

the first place, he appeared to question the Spirit

of God being given to every man to profit withal,

in working out his salvation ; and in the second,

denies the possibility of man's being made free

from sin, and consequently pleads for his being a

sinner to the end of life. Are there not many
professors of religion, who practically hold the

same sentiments in this day? Do they believe

in and submit to the immediate teaching of the

Holy Spirit in their hearts ? Do they take up

their cross daily, deny themselves, and the temp-

tations of Satan, and follow Christ as he appears

in them ? If they do, they will be led by him out

of all sin, into perfect victory over the devil and

all his temptations, and thus be made complete in

Christ, who is the Head of all principality and

power.

Benjamin Bangs returned to Bingwood that

night; from whence after a short stay, he pro-

ceeded towards London, having comfortable meet-

ings at Portsmouth, and on his way to this city.

In" the course of a few days, he and William

Bingley went into Kent, and were at the Quarterly

Meeting in that county, which was pretty large,

and the business managed with much calmness

and wisdom. They had appointed meetings on

their way to Worminghurst in Sussex, the seat of

William Penn, where they staid a night or two,

and then parted, Benjamin returning to London.

Finding his health much impaired, and being

drawn to visit Norwich, he set out, held some meet-

ings on the way, and reached it in a better state

of health than on leaving London. Here he was

received by his dear mother with a great deal of

joy, not having seen each other for several years.

He says, "The first meeting I was at there, was

indeed a very tendering opportunity, the hearts of

many being greatly affected. I found it now to

be my place to take my abode there ; and in a short

time, a great many of the younger people fre-

quented the meeting, and several were convinced

;

several Friends also had their mouths opened in

testimony, who grew to be very serviceable in their

generation." In the year 1G77, he left home on a

religious visit to the north, took meetings in Lin-

colnshire until he came to Brigg, where he was

taken ill with a fever, so that his lite was despaired

of. George Whitehead being in the country, and

hearing of his sickooss, went to see him, which he

took very kindly. His fever was not then at its

height, yet he says, " through the goodness of God,

I recovered sooner than could have been expected."

He travelled again until he reached his home at

Norwich, having many favoured meetings. The
ague continued several mouths, and he grew so

weak many despaired of his recovery. In the^fol-

lowing spring he recruited so as to be able to visit

some neighbouring meetings. " When at home,"
he says, "I was not idle, but worked at my trade

very diligently, and was also a constant frequenter

of our First-day and week-day meetings."

"Although things had been at a low ebb for

several years, in the city of Norwich, as to the

growth and prosperity of Truth, yet now the

hearts of many were opened to receive the testi-

mony of it, and they joined with and sat down
amongst us, and their gravity and sobriety gained

them a good report amongst the people; by which
several who were strangers to us, came also to be

convinced, and received the Truth, joining them-

selves to our society. AVe were now straitened fur

room where the meeting was kept ; and there be-

ing a piece of ground that Friends had formerly

purchased, we began to talk of building a meet-

ing-house there, which the younger Friends were
zealously concerned for; but there not being many
wealthy men among us, although they were sensible

such a place was wanting, they began to consult

how money could be raised to answer the occasion."

After those of the best abilities had made their sub-

scriptions, those of small means, being mostly jour-

neymen combers, weavers, shoemakers, &c., con-

sidered what they could spare out of their weekly

wages, upon which it was found a handsome sum
could be raised, and tlie workmen were contracted

with to erect such a building as was proposed.

After the foundation was laid, several Friends be-

lieved it would not be large enough to accommo-
date the meeting, and the subscribers agreed to

add to the suras before put down ; the labouring

men " found the Lord had so blessed their endea-

vours, that they could contribute more than they

thought they could when they subscribed before,

and so advanced above their first proposal ; and

even the young women servants, raised several

pounds among them." Here we have an instance

of what a sincere love to the blessed Truth, and a

willing heart to part with their substance, will do

in a good cause, though their means may be very

limited. It is probable they loved one another,

and their dear Lord and Siiviour, above all worldly

attractions. " When everything was finished, we
had our first meeting there on a Fourth-day, in

the year 1680, which was large and comfortable,

for the Lord's blessed presence was among us, and

we parted peaceably. The First-day following we
met again in the morning, which meeting also

ended in peace, to our great satisfaction. In the

afternoon the meeting was much larger, but to-

wards the conclusion came the recorder, with the

priest of the parish, and several ofiicers, soldiers

and others. I was at prayer when they came in,

and the recorder and the priest stepped up on a

seat, and there stood till I had almost done ; then

the recorder cried out, ' Silence there.' When I

arose from my knees, he asked me my name, and

what trade I was of, and ordered the constables to

take me out into the passage that goes to the

street, and went on, taking the names of Friends

present; but the priest was quickly weary of stay-

ing, for several told him it ill became him to ap-

pear there, to encourage a spirit of psrsecutioa

against his peaceable neighbours. The recorder

replied, ' You meet in contempt of the law.' He
was answered, that we looked upon it as our in-

dispensable duty to meet together, to perform that

worship which we owe to Almighty God, and that

we were no disturbance to the government, being

peaceably met together, of which they themselves
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were witnesses." "I expec'ed to be committed,
being kept under a guard in tbe passage ; but when
the recorder came out, he looked upon me yet said
nothing, but passed away, which the guard ob-
Berving, they also passed away, and lelt me at

liberty."

CTo be conlinueJO

From Ihe Edinburgh Review.

On the Fibrous Plants of India.

(Continued from page 404.)

In this country it is employed in the manufac-
ture of cordage, yarns, sheep netting, floor mat-

tings, door mats, stair carpets, instead of hair for

stuffing mattresses, and instead of bristles for

making brushes. It will gradually supersede,

therefore, for many purposes, the coarser kinds of

hemp, and it has so far the advantage over many
of the libres already mentioned, that the supply is

not only equal to the actual demand, but appears

ready to augment itself as rapidly as the demand
can increase. The cocoa-nut and Gormuto fibres

possess also this singular and interesting quality,

that for a great many pui-poses they are capable of

supplying the place of Russian bristles—another
article of import which the present hostilities may
keep back from our markets. JJrushes of every

kind are made of these fibres; and, 'so far as it is

possible to form an opinion from mere observation,

they appear quite as well adapted for all ordinary

purposes as the best bristle brush, while the differ-

ence in price is considerable.'

The lime, or linden tree, (^Tilia Europea) is

known to us chiefly for its elegant appearance and
its sweet-scented flowers, and is planted for orna-

mental purposes. In the north of Europe—in

Sweden, and especially in Kussia, where it abounds
in the natural forests, it is esteemed for its fibrous

bark, and yields the raw material for an important
manufacture.

" When steeped in water this bark separates into

thin layers, which are employed for making a coarse

kind of rope, for making matted shoes, much worn
by the Russian peasantry, and also for making the

mats which are so largely exported from Russia,
and which are so extensively used in this country
for packing furniture, as well as for gardening
purposes, and for covering the floor. To every
pair of shoes, from two to four young linden stems,

at least three years old, are requisite. The con-

sumption, therefore, is enormous, and the destruc-

tion of the linden tree in consequence immense.
For the better and larger kind of mats, trees of from
eight to sixteen years are cut down when full of

sap, and the bark is immediately separated both
from the tree and the branches. 'W^hen removed,
it is stretched on the ground to dry, two or three
strips being laid one over the other and kept
straight by being tied down to long poles. They
are employed for making ropes in some parts of
England, and for well-ropes in France. When
required for use they are steeped in water, which
causes the cortical layers readily to separate from
each other. The best of those layers are those
which are in the interior, while the coarser layers
are on the outside.

"The maufacture of mats is nearly confined to

Russia and some parts of Sweden. Trees of from
six inches to one foot in diameter are selected in

the woods, and in tbe beginning of summer the
bark is stripped from the trees in lengths of from
six feet to eight feet. These, after being steeped
in water, are separated into ribands or strands,
which are hung up in the shade, and in the course
of the summer are manufactured into mats. The
fishermen of Sweden make fishing nets out of the
fibres of the inner bark."

The production of mats alone in Russia is esti-

mated at fourteen millions of pieces ; of which, in

1853, about six hundred and sixty thousand were
imported into England. At a shilling each, these

mats were worth about thirty thousand pounds.
It will not be difficult to find a substitute for this

matting among the cheap products of India should
the bu-ply from Russia to any extent be stopped.
But we mention this home linden tree and its

fibrous bark chiefly as an illustration of the close

connection in economical qualities which exists

between diff'erent plants even when they grow in

far separate countries, provided they belong to the
same natural family. The linden tree (Tilia) is

the type of a large natural family, the Tiliaccce, in

every species belonging to which family the eco-

nomical botanist would expect to find more or less

prominently developed some one or other of the
distinctive products of the lime tree of northern
Europe. Accordingly, in the hotter countries of

Asia, the coarse matting fibre of the Russian lime
tree changes into the soft and silky fibre of the
corcJwnis, called by the Malays Chinese hemp,
but known in India and England by the name of
Jute.

In the neighbourhood of Aleppo, the traveller

sees growing in the fields, and occasionally served
upon his table, a species of this genus Corchorus,
commonly known as the Jew's mallow, or Ohts
Judaicum. It is the Corchorus oUtorius of bot-

anists, and is eaten as a pot-herb in Syria,'in Arabia,
and in Palestine. It is the plant mentioned by
Job (xxx. 4,) as eaten in his time by the poor and
outcast, such as the Jews are now even in their

own land :
' Who eat up mallows by the bushes and

juniper roots for their meat.'

Small and herbaceous in the dry soil of Syria,

it grows to a height of four or five feet in the north
of India ; while in the hot moist climate of Bengal
it attains to twelve or even fifteen feet. In India,

the leaves and tender shoots arc partially cultivated

as an article of food, and eaten' both by Mussul-
mans and by Hindoos. But for its fibre also it is

extensively cultivated in the delta of Bengal, and
is spun almost universally by the native Hindoos.
It is an annual plant sown in the Fourth or Fifth
mo., and cut down when in flower from the end of

Seventh mo. to the middlo^of Ninth mo. It is then
steeped, as we do with flax, for eight or ten days,
when the fibre is stripped oflF and washed. The
produce of marketable fibre varies from 100 to 700
lbs. an acre. The best qualities are worth in this

country from 16A to 17/. a'ton.

The culture of this plant in the delta of Bengal
is fsir more extensive than that of any other from
which a useful fibre is obtained. Its easy culture,

rapid growth, and comparatively large produce,
present advantages not to be overlooked by the
economical and eminently practical natives of Ben-
gal.

" The great trade and principal employment of
Jute is for the manufacture of gunnychuts or

chuttes—that is, lengths suitable for making cot-

ton or sugar bags. This industry forms the grand
domestic manufacture of all the populous eastern
districts of Lower Bengal. It pervades all classes,

and penetrates into every household. Jlcn, women,
and children find occupation therein. Boatmen in

their spare moments, husbandmen, palankeen-car-
rier.'!, and domestic servants—every body, in fact,

being Hindoos—for Mussulmans spin cotton only
—pass their leisure moments, distaff in hand, spin-

ning gunny twist. Its preparation, together with
the weaving into lengths, forms the never-failing

resource of that most humble, patient, and despised
of created beings, the Hindoo widow, saved by
law from the pile, but condemned by opinion and
custom for the remainder of her days literally to

sackcloth and ashes, and the lowest domestic

drudgery in the very household where once, pejl i^'

haps, her will was law. This manufacture aparel
'''.

her from being a charge on her family—she caj i"^'

always earn her bread. Amongst these caneei
''

will be discerned the very low prices at whicJ
'''

Gunny manufactures are produced in Bengali
*'

and which have attracted the demand of tlv
•"

whole commercial world. There is, perhaps, n' '

other article so universally diffused over the globt •

as the Indian gunny bag. All the finer air

long-stapled Jute is reserved for the export tracl(i

in which it bears a comparatively high pricii

The short staple serves for the local manufactureij '>'

and it may be remarked that a given weight cj
*

gunny bags may be purchased at about the sani( ••

price as a similar weight of the raw material, leai

ingno apparent margin for spinning and weaving.;

Jute is a remarkably beautiful fibre—soft/silkj

and easily spun; and if to its other advantage

were added those of strength and durability, it wouli <

probably supersede all other fibrous materials. Bui '

it is as rapid in its decay as in its growth, and i;'

in reality, the most perishable of fibres. From th'

period of its first production in the clean state, i
'

slowly, and of its own accord, changes in coloui -

losing the beautiful pearly white which at first difj
^'

tinguishes it, and assuming successive shades *'

fawn colour and brown. At the same time, itj i^

strength proportionately diminishes. Circumstai* i--

ces hasten or retard this decay, and moisture i|
«•

particularly injurious to it. High pressure steai|.'*-

almost melts it away, so that when sail-cloth adul'
'•'

terated with jute is submitted to high-pressnr -

steam (of only 30 lb. pressure) for four hours, mer; 1^-

washing afterwards, removes the jute. It is b« (--'

lieved that an improvement in the process of set \'-,

ting would increase both its strength and durabi'

ity ; but it is very doubtful if it can ever be rer

dered equal in these respects to either hemp o
'

flax.

The extent of the foreign traffic which has al,

readybeen established in this fibre, not withstandin

its imperfections, may be judged of from the fac

that in the years 1850 and 1851 the quantity c

jute exported from Calcutta alone was valued at tw

millions of rupees, or 200,000/., and the jute o
,

gunny cloth at an equal sum. And that it ha

already obtained a considerable place amongthe rai

materials employed in our British manufactorie

may be inferred from the fact, that fifteen thousan

tons a year are worked up in the town of Dundc
alone.

The common mallow of Europe {Malva Si/hei

tris) and our common marsh mallow (Althiea o/..

'

ciiialis) abound in mucilaginous matter, for whicl,

we esteem and sometimes use these plants; bul

their bark is also rich in fibre. Other mallows sui'

pass those we have mentioned in this latter respec^j

so that in Syria the fibre is separated for use fret

the 3Iaha criqm, and in southern Europe fret;

the Althxa cannohina. But in India many plant

belonging to the same family (the Malvacia?) ar|.

extensively cultivated and highly esteemed fo '

their fibre. Among these, according to Dr. Rox
burgh, the Ambarree (^Hibiscus caiinobiiivs) i

much cultivated by the natives of Coromandej
Its leaves taste like sorrel, and are commonly usel

as an esculent vegetable. Its bark abounds i'; i

strong and tolerably soft fibres, which are employei'l

as a substitute for hemp, and are made into a coart'

sackcloth. ' Dr. Buchanan states, as the result C

his experience in the lower provinces, that it i

cultivated everywhere in India on account of it

leaves, which are eaten as a vegetable, and for it

bark, which is most useful for making corda_

In the north-western provinces it is very general!

cultivated, chiefly for cordage for domestic and fi

agricultura purposes.'
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The Ambarree fibre is imported into this coun-

W though to what extent is not known. It is

,t as yt't recognized as a distinct article of com-

'erce ; but under the general designation of hevip

,3 hitherto been classed along with most of the

iher fibrous materials exported from India. It is

•'ore remarkable for fineness than for strength^

lit no doubt finds an appropriate use in our nian.

ifactorics, probably for making mixed fabrics, i he

.bre of another raalvaeenus plant—the Sida tilue-

.i;a—\s described by Dr. Roxburgh as strong

liable, and very silky in its nature. The plant

'.self is of very rapid and luxuriant growth, so that

hree crops are obtained in a year. He adds, that

it may be brought into this country at the esti-

mated price of 8/. a ton, which, at the tune he

ifrote, was about one-fifth of the price of hemp of

be best quality. It is cultivated in China Proper,

ind is there preferred for cordage; but we have

1,0 distinct information as to whetlicr it has yet

iiecn imported into England as an article of com-

laerce, or to what extent.

' We pass over the natural order, to which belong

I
be Bomhax, or silk-cotton tree, yielding a downy

hotton too short to spin, and the Ahroma awjusta,

Uich, according to Dr. Roxburgh, deserves more

ithan common attention as a substitute for hemp,

:on account of the beauty, fineness, and strength

.3f its fibres. The produce of neither of these trees

ippear at present to bo brought into the Indian

imarkets. The family of Leguminous plants, how-

iever, is rich in marketable fibres ;
and from one

-of these is derived the bulk of what is brought to

Entfland under the names of Sunn Sunn hemp,

JMadras hemp, Conkanee hemp, Salsctte or Bombay

Ihemp, and Indian brown hemp.

\ (To be concluded.;)

For "The Friend."

BIOGRAPniCAl SKETCHES,

listers and Elders, and other concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

JOHN WILFORD.

CConllnued from page 406.)

year 1G77, John Wilford published "A

ONE BY ONE.

One by one the sands arc flowing.

One by one the moments fall

;

Same are coming, some are going.

Do not strive to grasp them all.

One by one thy duties wait thee,

Let thy whole strength go to each,

Let no future dreams elate tbee,

Learn thou first what these can teach.

One by one (bright gifts from heaven,)

Joys are sent thee here below;

Take them readily when given.

Ready too to let them go.

One by one thy griefs shall meet thee,

Do not fear an armed band
;

One will fade as others greet thee

Shadows passing through the land.

Do not look at life's long sorrow;

See how small each moment's pain,

God will help thee, for to-morrow.

Every day begins again.

Every hour that fleets so slowly.

Has its task to do or bear;

Luminous the crown, and holy,

If thou set the gem with care.

Do not linger with regretting,

Or for passing hours despond

;

Nor the daily toil forgetting,

Look to loyalty beyond.

Hours are golden links, God's tokens

Reaching heaven ; but one by one

Take them, lest the chain be broken

Ere the pilgrimage be done.
Household VTords.

"From the flame's refining power.

More pure the gold of Ophir flows
;

From afiliction's fiery hour,

More bright the Christian's virtue flows.

In th. ^ -

General Testimony to the Everlasting Truth of

God
;
partly intended for the inhabitants of Nether

Broughton, in the county of Leicester." In 1G80,

he was again in print, this time, with "A few

words in love to all those bishops, priests, magis

trates and others,' who have a hand in persecut

ing the innocent." This last publication was

doubtless written in prison, as we find that John

Wilford was, in that year, in the gaol of Leices-

ter where ho had boon for a considerable time.

Soon after, the year I have not discovered, John

and his family removed to West Jersey, and settled

near Chesterfield. When about 1684, a meeting

was established for discipline at Chesterfield, John

and two of his Friends prepared the following in-

troductory remarks to be placed in the first book

of minutes.
« It hath pleased the Mighty God and great

Jehovah, in this last age, after the great night of

darkness and apostacy, which hath spread over

nations, kindreds, tongues, and people, since tlie

glorious days in which the apostles lived, by h

outstretched arm, and by the word of his etern

power, to gather a people who were weary of all

dead forms, and outside professions, into a waiting

frame of Spirit ; where we durst not think our

own thoughts, nor speak our own words, relating

to his kingdom and way of worship.

" Being thus brought down by the mighty pow-

er of God, we were the more capable to receive

counsel and instruction from him, who, through and

by his Son, Christ Jesus, the true light that lightcth

every one that cometh into the world, appeared in

us, and tauaht us his way and worship, which is

in 'spirit and in Truth. This he taught us while

we were in Old England, our native land, which,

through the great mercy of the Lord, was in this

latter age the first of nations where the Lord ap-

peared ?n so mighty a power and bright shining

glory, to the gathering of thousands into his fold.

Whereby his people became a body, of which Christ

is the Head.
" Then the Lord our God, as he did unto Paul

and the elders of the churches in the apostle's

days, begot a godly care in the hearts of some of

his people, whom he had gathered and brought

into a living sense of his work in this day; and

also of the mysterious working of the enemy of all

good, who, in all ages, as the Scriptures of Truth

fully testify, laboured by his subtlety and trans-

forming, to draw the Lord's people into looseness

and disorder, that so the precious truth and pure

way of the Lord might be dishonoured, and his

worthy name blasphemed ; we say, the Lord hath

set some as watchmen upon the walls of Jerusalem,

and hath laid a godly care and necessity upon

some of his people, that in all things the churches

of Christ may be kept sweet and clean ;
and that

marriages and all other things relating to the

church aS'airs may be performed in the good order

of the gospel of peace. Therefore, in the wisdom

and counsel of God, it was seen meet that First-

day and weekly Meetings might be appointed and

diiin-ently kept unto for edification, and the worship-

ping of God, and that Monthly, Quarterly, and

Ye°rly Meetings, might be appointed and dili-

u'ently kept unto by all such who are of an honest

conversation, as becomes Truth, and hath the

weight of the Lord's work in these days, and the

care of the churches upon them, for the settling

d ordering the affairs thereof; and to admonish

d give advice unto such as stand in need. And
the Lord, by his providence and mighty power,

bath brought some of his people out of their native

country, over the great deep, into this vfilderness,

and remote part of the world, as West Jersey, and

places adjacent; where he hath laid the same

weight and care upon some of us, as he did in our

native land,—that all things may be well among

us to the honour of his great and worthy name,

which is the ground and end of the following

book.
John Wilford,
Francis Devenport,
WiLMAM Watson."

John afterwards added the following :

—

"All dear Friends, both men and women,—When

you come to meet about business, as well as at

other meetings, wait to feel the power of God, so

what you do in things relating to church aflairs

may be done in that power which is over deceit

and disorder. Then, if any should be so stubborn or

wilful as to oppose what you do, or resist your

counsel or advice, they will oppose and resist the

power of God, which is the higher power, to which

all should be subject, both in themselves and in

others in whom it appears ; which power will stand

over all that is unruly and rebellious.

" And as to women's meetings, I certainly know

they have a service for God and his church, and

the Lord's power doth often attend their assem-

blies in a wonderful manner ; and he hath made

them, and will make such who keep in the power

of God, to answer the end for which they were

created, viz., to be help-meets, as the woman was

in the beginning, while she stood in God's counsel

;

but when she lost that, and took counsel of tho

serpent, she became hurtful to the man. So all

should keep in the power of God, that so they

may receive counsel from Ilim. So will they be

co-workers and fellow-labourers, and help on in

the work of the Lord ; the older instructing the

younger, as tho holy women did in the days of old.

Dear Friends, in the love of God, are these few

lines written, and in the same I desire they may

be received. John Wilford."

"1st of Tenth month, ICST."

To the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia, in 1688,

John was a representative, and was appointed one

„. them to draft the Epistle to Loudon. Early

in 1G89, with the unify of his Friends, John paid

ous visit in New England. Returning

about'the middle of the year, he gave a very satis-

factory account to his Friends of the service be

had been enabled to perform, and of the openness

he had met with. At the Yearly Meeting, Se-

venth mo. 4th, that year, he was appointed one of a

committee to draw up a paper, " earnestly to in-

cite the Quarterly Jleetings to the keeping up a

godly discipline, and a tender inspection over the

youth ; and whatever other particulars they shall

find needful. They are also desired to draw an

Epistle to London, giving a salutation of love, and

informing them of the blessed presence of the Lord

being with this meeting."

At the Meeting of Ministers, held First mo. 1st,

1690, John presented an Epistle for its conside-

ration, which he had prepared for general service.

It was read, approved and directed to be printed.

A copy I have not been able to find. At the next

Meeting of Ministers, held in the Fourth month,

John was appointed one of the committee to ex-

amine all writings of Friends proposed to be

In the following year, he published the follow-

" A brief exhortation to all who profess the
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Truth, to come clear out of Babylon, and not join
with any hurtful or unseemly practice, nor make
marriages with unbelievers, but be a separate peo-
ple from every unclean thing, that God may re-
ceive you.

"My dear and well-beloved Friends,—There is

or hath been a long time, a great travail and exer-
cise upon me for the prosperity of Siun, and the
tranquillity of new and heavenly Jerusalem, that
she may be the praise of the whole earth, and that
her spiritual government may spread over nations,

kindreds, tongues and people, whore the Spirit
hath sat, which hath led people from God into
Babylon, which is confusion and disorder. What
shall I say ! My soul is grieved and pained within
me, when I take a view of the numberless hurtful
things that this Spirit hath led people into. That,
which on the other hand is comfort uuto me, is,

that the Lord our God, in his unutterable lovino-

kindness, hath made bare his holy arm, and caused
his glorious light to shine in the hearts of many
thousands, discovering mystery Jiabylon, the mo-
ther of harlots and all abominations, in a great
measure. Praise be to his great name, forever.
Amen.
"Dear Friends, that which ought to be the

concern of all, to whom the Lord hath so largely
appeared, making us a kind of first fruits to him-
self in this latter age, is, to see that we come clear

out of Babylon ; that we be not partakers with her
in any of her hurtful things, which have been
brought in, in the midnight of darkness and popery.
The cry is now, (the same as,) John heard many
years ago, ' Come out of her, my people,—partake
not of her sins, lest ye also partake of her phigues.
For strong is the Lord that judgeth her.'

"Now, dear Friends, her worship, in all her
finest dresses and names, under what profession
soever, ye that are come in the least measure al-

most to believe in the blessed light, I doubt not,
see over it, and cannot join with it. Yet bear with
me a little. There may be things that some may
slick in, or not so clearly see, as they should or
might do, if they well minded the light. We
read of some of old who had much good in them,
yet were short in some things. Sotiie, in all ages,
have seen before others, for a time. Those who
were truly faithful to what they did know, not
regarding the friendship of the world, nor yet its

frown, had their understandings more and more
opened, and were made instrumental to convince,
to strengthen, and to confirm others.

" So, all dear Friends, dwell in the light, that
you may clearly see every little thing that is to
be denied, and the tendency of every spirit, prac-
tice or custom, that may be hurtful, either in our
day, or to succeeding generations. Christ told
his disciples, ' they were as a city set upon a hill,

which could not be hid, and the salt of the earth.'
The salt is to season that which otherwise would
be unsavoury. Oh ! the Lord help all his people
well and truly to consider this weighty thing, that
in our comiuerce with all sorts of people,°God's
pure witness may be reached in them, and every
appearance of evil, borne testimony against. The
Lord is about to make a clean separation; he will
not bear much longer, as he hath dune in the time
of ignorance. Therefore, let us all see that we do
not uphold or countenance any vain custom or
practice that hath been brought up in the dark
night of apostacy, or that may be of an evil ten-
dency. Rather let us dwell alone in those things.
What if we be not reckoned among the nations, as
was prophesied of old. The prophet Isaiah, speak-
ing of gospel times, said, ' Depart ye, depart ye,
go ye out, touch no unclean thing, bo ye clean that
bear the vessels of the Lord.' The apostle saith,
'Be ye separated, saith the Lord, and touch not

the unclean thing, and I will receive you, and I
will be a Father unto you, and ye shall 'be my
sous and daughters, suith the Lord Almighty.'
This is a precious promise. What if we be slighted
by the world, because we cannot join with them
in any excess of riot or evil custom ? The apostle
said,^' The friendship of this world is enmity with
God.' Hath not God put enmity between the two
seeds?—how then can they have affinity together,
though there may be commerce in things civ
Let this be well minded in all our marriages. The
apostle said, ' Be nut unequally yoked wi'th unbe-
lievers. For what fellowship hath righteousness with
unrighteousness? and what concord hath Christ
with Beliel, or what part hath he that belicveth
with an infidel V Joshua said to Israel of old,
'If ye do in anywise go back and cleave unto the
remnant of these nations, and shall make marriages
with them, they shall be snares and traps unto
you, and scourges in your sides, and thorns in
your eyes, until you perish from oflF the ^ood land.'
Did not this come to pass ? and had not we need
to take great care in this matter ? Truly, I see
ther more need (in this country) than we had

in our native land. Many come to our meetings
and will get a Friend by the hand, that kno\i
little of Truth in their hearts. Therefore, it con
cerns our Monthly Meetings to inspect well into
this matter, that we may not become a mixed peo-
ple, and the Lord be angry and spue us out.
Abraham commanded his servant ' not to take a
wife for his son Isaac of the daughters of the
Cananites, but of his kindred, and the like charge
Isaac gave Jacob.' When marriages with outward
kindred were forbidden, they were to marry with
such as kept the ordinances of God. Doth not
our Society stand in that which is heavenly and
spiritual, which may be called a spiritual kindred,
with whom we may, in the fear of God, join in
marriage ? If any hasty marriage happen, when
a man or woman doth not stay a convenient time
after the decease of the husband or wife, Friends
should show their dislike, and not countenance
them at all, that we may be witness against all
unrighteousness of flesh and spirit. 'Know ye
not that the saints shall judge the world?' but if
we^join with any uncomely action, it will judge

Russia in a Commercial Point of View,

Russia possesses, in her population of seventy
millions of inhabitants, and in her vast tracts of
fertile soil, the labouring power and the material
for the production of national wealth, and conse-
quently, the first and most important elements for
the development of great commercial strength.
For centuries, however, she has been exclu'ded
from the seas, and these natural advantages have
been comparatively useless to her. Debarred from
intercourse with foreign nations, her progress was
retarded and her social condition for ages^retained
the characteristics of its rude infancy. Peter the
Great was the first who conceived the daring plan
of tearing to pieces the traditions and records of a
narrow-minded policy, founded upon the principle
of decentralization. Russia, as he found it, was
nothing but an immense number of distinct patri-
archial estates, each ruled by petty tyrants, with-
out any union of material or moral interests to
warrant the appellation of a State. The master
mind of this great ruler instantly perceived the
root of the evil. The isolation of estates, the se-
paration of individuals and interests was an inevi-
table consequence of the isolation of the nation.
He therefore conceived tlie idea of forsrimr with
his own hands the first connecting link between
his Russians and the civilized world. Commerce,

he thought, was the grand lever—the only o '

with whose aid the herculean task could be a'
comphshed. But Russia had no coast ; and l'

became a conqueror, not from sordid motives n

'

lor the sham glory of feats of arms, not for' tl'

possession of territory or population, but to can^
with the sword his way to the sea-to the civilizj
tion of Europe. Russia had no ships, no shipbuili'-
era, no knowledge of the first rudiments even d
navigation. The great man laid aside the purpl(l
divested himself df all the pomp and glory sui
rounding an imperial throne, and became a wandei
er in foreign lands. The hand that had weighel
the golden sceptre, swung the hammer of the mil
chanic

; the head, pregnant with the grandest an^
noblest plans, which had rested on silk and velvei'
slept cheerfully for years on a pillow of straw, i'

the wooden huts of the dock yards of Holland an'
Lngland. This was more than one hundred an;
thirty years ago, and ever siuce Russia has fol!

lowed the course pointed out by the hero, whl
first, with one mighty stroke of his genius, shati
tered the fetters which kept her in the thraldorf
of barbarism.

]

The sea is for Russia the light, the load star, tW
only hope of progress, national wealth and refine^
ment. She wishes to breath free, and towards thj
sea she pushes with a panting breast. France anc
England grasp her throat, to crush the first signs!
of life out of her young maritime power, les't i^

should form, one day, a counterpoise against theiil
supremacy. Their endeavours are directed againsd
the strength of her coasts and naval establishments!
France and England can blockade, at any momenti
the only two outlets into the ocean which Russi?
possesses, and they mean to preserve this ascen-'
daney, cost what it may. The danger of Russian!
preponderance in the Black Sea vanishes before
the rule of France and England in the Meditcrra-

n, in the Gulf of Mexico, on the coasts of Af-
,
China, and South America. At Vienna, Rus-

proposed the entire freedom of the Black Seal
to ail nations. France and England rejected posi-'
tively this proposition. They'hold, actually, the
key of the Dardanelles, and mean to keep it. Thej
have succeeded in utterly subvertiug the OttomanI
power. Under the pretext of saving the pseudo-'
nationality of a few millious of Asiafic marauders,
they continue to drench the Crimea with human
blood, and reject a liberal proposition which would'
have opened the Dardanelles to all maritime na-
tions, and removed forever, in the simplest and most
effectual way, every cause of conflict. The West-
ern powers want to control this important passa-e
exclusively, and with it the commercial relatiuLis
of Russia, as they control those of Syria, Egypt,
Turkey, Italy, Greece, etc. They seek the destVue-
tion of Sebastopol and of the fleet, because these
protect the commercial interests of Russia. In the
freedom of commerce lies the germ of the future
greatness of the empire : the blows of the Allies
are directed against it.

Peter the Great laid the foundation of the com-
merce of Russia. His successors continued the
work with great perseverance, and not without
ability. Treaties were concluded, banks establish-
ed, and markets opened. The Russian confines
himself to the trade of the interior. The import-
ing business is almost exclusively in the hands of
foreigners. The Baltic, the White sea, the Black
sea, and the Caspian sea are connected by canals.
Rivers lead to the mines and gold diggings of the
Ural. Water communications form at present the
principal means of transport, but being frozen and
useless for the greatest part of the year, the neces-
sity has been felt by the government of superseding
the present system by a complete net of railroads.
Only a few roads are as yet finished, namely, those
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OHIO YEARLY MEETING.

By a letter received just as our paper was going

to press, we are iui'ormed that Ohio i'early Sleet-

ing assembled at Mount Pleasant on Second-day,

tbe 3d inst., the Meeting of Ministers and Elders

having been held on Seventh-day, the 1st, which

is spoken of as having been " a comfortable time."

On Second-day, both bodies met together, and

after preaching and prayer, Bonj. Hoyle opened

the meeting. All the representatives answered to

their names. ' The reports from the Quarterly

Meetings were then read ; a committee on the

Treasurer's account appointed, and the represen-

tatives being requested to meet for the considera-

tion of a suitable Friend to serve the Meeting as

Clerk, the Meeting adjourned to 10 o'clock on

Third-day morning; leaving those who have scpi

rated in the house. It was understood that the

tter adjourned to meet at 9 o'clock the next

morning.

m St. Petersburg to Pawlowsk, from St. Peters- whole is comprised in a cube of about 16 inches

r<r to Moscow, and from Warsaw to St. Peters-] The cost of fuel burnt is at the rate of one penny

i-S. These liave been built very recently. The

,ure of Kussia, her progress and civilization, de-

ad upon the construction of railroads, the

«ength of her harbours, the protection of her flag,

d the freedom of her outlets into the ocean. Her

ih'oads have been built by American engineers.'

ost of her locomotives are the product of Amer-

m workshops. The steamers of her navy and

.-ers and their engines have been constructed in

iglaud. The manufacturing efficiency of llussia

very limited. This business is also in the hands

foreigners, who either have contracts with the

iverunient or act on their own account.

I

The importation of various goods into Russia

jnouiited, in 1851, to nearly one hundred and

|iur millions of silver roubles, (which was about

•n millions more than in 1850.) Of this total there

ere imported over the Russian frontier seventy

ght millions into llussia proper ; nine million;

ito Poland; one million into Finland; and over thi

usialic frontiers about sixteen millions. The im

ortations into Rus>ia consist chiefly of raw and

lanufactured cotton, tobacco, engines, cutlery, and

ardware, machinery and instruments of various

escriptions, diflTereut metals, coals, silk, oil, dye

tuft's, eofl'eo, tea, wine, and furs. The exportation

rem llussia to diiferent countries amounted, in

851, to the sum total of ninety-seven millions of

ilver roubles (in round numbers) which was about

ne million less than in 1850. Of the above sum

rere exported over the European frontiers from

iussia proper seventy-nine millions; from Poland

ive millions; from Finland two millions ; over the

Asiatic frontiers into Asia about eleven millions.

Che piincipal articles of exportation are hemp, flax,

lemp and flax seed, grain, tallow, copper, wool,

eathcr, cordage and coarse linen goods. The ports

if the Baltic were entered in 1851 by 3790 vessels,

j.hose of the White Sea by 721, those of the Black

Bea by 2585, and those of the Caspian Sea by 227.

[t will be seen that the amount of shipping business

!)f the Black Sea is as yet inferior to that of the

Baltic, but there is no doubt that the ports of the

[:ormer will exceed in importance, at a future day,

':hose of the north, as they generally remain acces-

sible throughout the whole year.

The commerce of the interior is carried on in a

singular way. Fairs are held every year in the

principal towns and cities of the empire, where the

people and the retail dealers purchase their stock

The merchandize is sent thither from all parts

of the country, and exhibited in temporary tents

erected of boards. The principal is that of Nishny

Novgorod which takes place every year, in the Sev

enthor Eighth mo. The value of the goods for sale

at this place amounted, in 1840, to 55,000,000, and

in 1849 to 60,000,000 silver roubles. The Ri

Chinese trade has its principal seat at Kiachta,

where the government has established a school for

the study of the Chinese language, in order to give

the greatest facilities to the commercial intercourse

with the Celestial Empire.

The commerce of the Russian Empire is as yet

in its infancy. It is struggling, at present, to

Bhake off the fetters which retard and cripple its

growth.

A Portahfe Stove.—A new portable stove is de-

scribed in London Mining Journal. It is made
of wrought iron, without any flue, and may bo

used upon any table or in any room. The fuel em-

ployed is cocoa nut stearine in cakes, burnt by

means of six wicks introduced into each cake, the

cake fitting into a tin dish, made exactly to con-

tain it. No smoke is produced and the stove is

capable of boiling, baking, and broiling, and the

o'clock. It then stopped, waiting for ttie arrival of the
o'clock New York trnin, from Jersey City, which

passes at this place. Afier wailing for from five to ten

minutes, and the New Yorli tr.iin not appearing, the
Philadel|diia train went forward slowly, watching for

the approach of the downward train. It had gone for-

ward about a mile and a quarter, when the New York
train came in sight. The whistle for the breaks and to

reverse the engine, was blown, and the Philadelphia

train commenced backing, and soon got under rapid

headway for Burlington again. In this reverse move-
ment, the passenger cars, usually placed behind and
coming after tlie locomotive, were now in front, and
pushed forward t)y the locomotive. The engineer being

with the locomotive, of conrse had not the advantage

of seeing what was ahead of the backw.ard going train.

He had run but a quarter of a mile, and a mile from

Burlington, when the first passenger car came in colli-

sion with a light pleasure wagon, driven by Dr. Hinni-

ken, of Columbus, N. J., who attempted to cross the

track in front of the cars.

'The vagon ined Dr. Hinnike ife, and

The dreadful railroad accident which happened

on the Camden and Amboy Railroad, on the 30th

ult., about a mile and a half north-east of Burling-

ton, N. J., has cast a general gloom over the com-

munity, and awakened for the time being, earnest

expression of the necessity for some more efiicient

precautions being taken, to remove as much as

possible, the dangers that attend this mode of con-

veyance, as now conducted. That there is often

on the part of railroad companies and their work-

men, culpable disregard of risk, and a disposition

to provide more for reaping large pecuniary gain,

than for securing safety of life and limb to the

passengers, so far as human foresight and care can

do so, is too evident to be denied ; and yet we think

they should not bear all the blame of many of the

accidents recorded almost daily, while the public

demands to be carried at a rate so fearfully rapid,

at a price insufficient to pay for all that is neces-

sary to provide against accident, and at the same

time to yield a reasonable profit. When we con-

sider the value of a single human life, and the

awfulness of suddenly sending men, women, and

children into eternity, prepared or unprepared

;

there is no one we suppose, but who would think

that whatever might be the outlay of money re-

quired to guard railroad travelling effectually

against such a contingency, everything tending to

that end should be done, before a company was

justified in undertaking the transportation of pas-

sengers from one point to another. With this

view, we cannot but think that the Camden and

Vmboy Railroad Company is greatly to be blamed

for risking the lives of so many thousands as pass

over their road, by having but a single track laid

down. On a thoroughfare so thronged with pas-

sengers, there can be no sufficient excuse for such

a hazard being daily and hourly run, and the pub-

lic voice should be heard demanding its removal,

in tones that may not be disregarded, until it is

effected.

There have been twenty-two deaths, and several

are maimed for life.

The following we believe, is a correct account

of the accident

:

"The train of cars which left Philadelphia, at ten

o'clock, consisting of live passenger cars, baggage car

and locomotive, had reached Burlington just before 11

two children. The doctor had seen the cars pass as he

was driving down the road, and supposing all safe,

neglected to keep a proper lookout. The first passen-

ger car struck the two horses in the wagon, just as they

were crossing the track, killed them instantly, and threw

one thirty feet on one side of the track, and the other

forty yards on the other side. The wagon was turned

ronnd and upset, none of its inmates being injured, ex-

cept in slight bruises. The front car, A, after striking

the horses, ran forward, and off the track, about one

hundred yards, and over a small embankment. The
second car, B, was thrown directly across the track.

The third car (C) went through car B and stopped dia-

gonally across the road, the fourth car (D) followed and
ran into C. The fifth passenger car and the baggage

car stopped without leaving the track. The two latter

were not injured, but three of the other passenger cars

were knocked to pieces, and many of their occupants

were killed, wounded, and maimed.
" It is impossible to describe the horrible scene that

ensued. The cars were piled upon each other, and
numbers of human beings were lying among the ruins

—some dead, some dying, some shrieking from pain.

Those saved in the train, and the passengers on the

down train, aided by citizens of Burlington, who were

quickly informed of the terrible accident, went to work
to rescue the wounded and dying from the ruins. As
soon as taken out, they were conveyed to Burlington,

where many private houses, as well as Agnew's and

Kelly's taverns, were thrown open to the admission of

the wounded, while the Lyceum was appropriated for

the reception of the dead. Some had been crushed to

death instantly, leaving scarcely a trace to recognize

them by; some had been torn limb from limb by the

splinters, benches and floors, and their remains scatter-

ed in every direction. Many were suffering from crush-

ed limbs, broken backs, and injured and lacerated

bodies. The scene was a heart-sickening one ; but,

amid all its terrors, there were noble instances of resig-

nation, a self-sacrificing spirit from the sufferers, which

honoured human nature."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from England to Eighth rao. 18tb.

The War.—Despatches from the Crimea state, that on

the morning of tbe 16th, the Russian forces under Geo.

Liprandi had attacked the lines of the allies at Tcher-

naya, and afler a battle which lasted three hours, were

repulsed by the French and Sardinians, with a reported

loss of several thousand men, in killed and wounded,

and four hundred prisoners. The loss of tbe allies was
unascertained, but was said to be less than that of the

Russians. General Simpson telegraphed on the 16tb,

" General Pelissier and I have decided to open fire from

the English and French batteries to-morrow morning at

daybreak." Omar Pacha bad received orders to return

to the Crimea instead of Asia. A despatt-h from St.

Petersburg says, GortschakofT has orders to sink the

Russian fleet if Sebastopol falls. Tbe London Morning

Post, a Ministerial paper, says it has reason to expect

stirring and hitherto unexpected news from, the Crimea.

It is supposed to refer to some secret expedition. The

latest accounts from Asia Minor state that Kars is com-

pletely invested. The first parallel has been opened.

All communication with Erzeroum has been stopped.

Turkey is sending reinforcements to Kars. Advices

from the Baltic state that Sweaborg, a town in Russian

Finland containing about three thousand inhabitants,

was bombarded by the allied fleet, from the 9th to the

llth ult. Tlie Russian despatch simply states the fact

of the bombardment. Those of the allies add that the
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town had sustained immense damage, the bombardment
having caused a conflagration which continued 45 liours,
and destroyed nearly all the store-bouses, magazines,
Ac. Sweaborg was a strongly fortified place, and it is

supposed the attack inflicted ao serious injury upon its

defences.

ITALY.—A Turin letter of the 0th announces that
the Papal Court has authorized the clergy of Sardinia
to accept from the government the stipends to which
they are entitled under the recent convents' suppression
law. Yet, the Pope only recently solemnly denounced
that law as infamous, and declared that the government
and all persons concerned in counselling it, or carrying
it out, had incurred the penalties of excommunication 1

DENMARK.—It is reported that the Danish Admiral,
Nouvier, has gone to Paris, to ask the advice and as-
sistance of France touching their differences with Ame-
rica concerning the Sound duties. Denmark fears that
the United States will commence hostilities by taking
possession of the Danish West India Islands.

RUSSIA.—It is reported that the Commissariat of
Southern Russia has declared it impossible to provision
more men than are now in the Crimea, consequently no
further reinforcements will be sent.

GREAT BRITAIN.—The British Parliament was pro-
rogued on the 14th, the Queen's speech having been
delivered by pro.\y. The speech congratulates the
country on the increasing strength of the union between
France and England, and the accession of Sardinia to

the Alliance. Regrets are e.xpressed that the Vienna
Conference failed to accomplish the result so desired.
These endeavours having failed, no other course is left

but to prosecute the war with all possible rigour. Ne-
gotiations are still going on between London, Paris and
Vienna, respecting Austria's continued occupation of
the Principalities. The London papers say the nego-
tiations have arrived at a point for a triple treaty bind-
ing France, England and Austria not to conclude any
arrangement separately with Russia. Queen Victoria,
escorted by six ships of war, crossed the channel to

Boulogne on the 17th. Great preparations for her re-
ception had been made in France. The Emperor was
to meet her at Boulogne.

Liverpool Mar/eel.—The sales of cotton for the week
reached 80,000 bales, including 24,000 on speculation

;

fair Orleans, lid.; middling, 6 7-16rf. ; Uplands, fair,

e^d. ; middling, 6J-i Flour and breadstuffs were dull
at a small decline in price. The weather has been fa-

vourable for the crops, and there was a prospect of a
good yield.

MADEIRA.—The vintage in this island had again
failed, this being the fourth consecutive year. There
is consequently much destitution among the inhabit-
ants.

KAMSCHATKA.—By the last arrival from California,
an account was received of the abandonment by the
Russians of the town of Petropaulouski, which last year
was attacked without success by the allied fleet. On
the 15th of Fifth month, about four weeks after the de-
parture of the Russian garrison, the place was visited
by a large fleet of English and French ships of war,
which before their departure razed the forts, and de-
stroyed the public buildings. The Russians carried
away the guns and valuable property of all kinds. They
are supposed to have removed to the strong fortifica-
tions near the mouth of the river Amour.
UNITED STATES. — Foreign Immigration. — Since

Castle Garden, New York city, has been used as an
emigrant depot, a period of about four weeks, 6853 im-
migrants have arrived there from foreign ports, who
have brought with them money to the amount of
$520,323.

Imports and Exports.—During the quarter ending the
Sixth month 30lh last, the total imports into the United
States amounted to §62,397,603. The exports consisted
of foreign merchandise, $7,668,572 ; domestic produce,
$41,286,039; specie, $19,947,803. Total exports, $68,-
902,414. The Pacific ports are included in the state-
ment.

Utah.—Advices from the Great Salt Lake, to Seventh
mo. 1st, state that the prospects of famine were immi-
nent. The grasshoppers, or locusts as they are there
called, bad devoured almost every green thing, includ-
ing the young third crop of wheat, as soon as it showed
above ground. Not only grass and vegetables were
devoured, but thousands of fruit trees had been barked
and killed by thera.

Yellow Fever.—The deaths in New Orleans, for the
week ending the 27lh ult., were 471, including 357 from
yellow fever. The disease is unabated at Norfolk and
Portsmouth, Va.
New York.—Last week the ship Charmer arrived at

this port with a valuable cargo of flour and wheat, from

California, whence she sailed on the 18th of Fifth mo.
Seven other vessels are on their way with like cargoes.
Many houses iu New York are unoccupied ; the Real
Estate Journal s.ays there is more vacant property to
let now than there has been since the great p.anic in

1837. Rents, however, continue very high. Mortality
last week, 543; adults, 138; children, 410.

State of the Ohio.—On the 31st ult., there was four
feet seven inches water in the channel at Pittsburg,
Freights to St. Louis, 40 cents per cwt.

Fxplosion of a Steamer.—On the 24th of Eighth month,
the Coast Survey steamer Hetzel burst her boiler near
the Capes of the Chesapeake. The vessel was nearly
destroyed; five persons weie killed, and several others
injured.

The German Colony in Texas.—Fmeen thousand Ger-
mans have left Hamburg, Germany, for Texas, and are
expected to arrive at Indianola, within a month or two.

Philadelphia.—The interments last week numbered
228, viz., 85 adults and 143 children.

Miscellaneous.—Thti submarine cable recently received
at the north for a part of the Newfoundland and St.
John telegraph, has been lost in the sea by mismanage-
ment. It was insured for $70,000.

Census of Providence.—The census of the city of Pro-
vidence, Rhode Island, has just been completed, from
which, it appears that the whole number of inhabitants,
at the present time is 46,687, being an increase of 5,176
since 1850, whilst in 1845, the population was only
34,753.

f i J

The Great Russian Bell.—After three months' inces-
sant labour, the Russians have replaced the great bell
in the tower of San Juan, on the Kremlin, which, on
being tolled for the late Czar, fell and broke through
no less than three separate stories of vaults, killing five
persons on the spot. The bell is said to be the largest
in the world, weighing no less than 80,000 pounds.

Great Yield of Hay.—The St. Louis (Mo.) Republican
states that on one acre of ground on the farm of Judge
Inge, in Franklin county. State of Missouri, there was
raised and cut eleven thousand five hundred and nine-
teen pounds of bay.
The Census of Nncark, N. J., is at length complete,

and shows an aggregate population of 50,711, of whom
20,579 are of foreign birth, and 28,902 native.

Our Western H'a/er«.—There are, on the rivers of the
West, 523 steamers, besides 600 freight, tow and ferry
boats. The engineers of these steamers have an or-
ganized association, numbering 1593 members.

Escape ofSlaves.—Tha Richmond Despatch speaks of
a pamphlet just published in that vicinitv, which esti-
mates that, within the last forty years, 61,664 slaves
have escaped from the South, or fifteen hundred annu-
ally, and that the total loss is $27,740,800.

To Keep Crows from Corn.—A short article with this
heading, appeared in the last number of" The Friend."
It was most likely a newspaper scrap that found its
way into the printer's hands through iuadvertence, and
will probably do no mischief, as it cannot be presumed
any one would undertake the silly exploit of attempting
to boil equal quantities of gunpowder, turpentine, and
train oil together.

Correction.—Id last week's summary, under the head
of Oregon, for " glorious," read " glowing."

WANTED.
A competent (male or female) Teacher for the schot

'

nder the care of Nottingham Preparative Meeting
'

Address, Lloyd Balderston, Port Deposit, Cecil Co M '

Ninth Mo. 4th. 1855.
''

j

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL. 1

The Winter Session of the School will commence c
Second-day, the 5th of Eleventh month next. In ordt'
to avoid disappointment in case the School should t'
full, members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting intenc'
ing to send children, will please make immediate appl I

cation for their admission to Joseph Snowdon, Supe
|

intendent at the School, or Joseph Scattergood, Tres'
surer, No. 84 Arch street, Philadelphia. Those' livini
out of the limits of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, wh'
have or may apply for the admission of children', wi i

be informed after the 15th of this month, whether the!
can be admitted. !

Ninth mo. 1, 1855.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL. i

Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in thi

;

Institution.

Application may be made to either of the undersigned'
members of the Committee.

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.
Thomas Eva:

ii'EL Bettle, Jr.
Philada.

Evening Schools for Adult Coloured Persons.
i

Wanted, A Principal and three Assistant Teacher,
for the Men's School, and a Principal and four Assist]
ants for the Women's School.

,

Application may be made to either of the under]
signed. I

John- C. Allen, No. 179 S. Fifth St. '

Samuel Allen, No. 134 S. Front St.

William L. Edwards, No. 37 Arch St. '

KECE1PT.S.

Received from Jesse Cope, Pa., $2, vol. 29 ; from S.
Hobson, agt., 0., $2, vol. 29, and for J. Mershall, Har-
mon Rhoads, $2 each, vol. 28 ; from Jesse Hall, agt., 0.,
for Nathan Smith and Jos. Walton, $2 each, vol. 29

;

from J. Shotwell, Wis., $2, vol. 28 ; from A. Battey,
agt., Vt., for D. Hallock and Benj. Macomber, $2 each,
vol. 28, for Dl. Nichols, $4, vols. 23 and 29.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.

These Seminaries were re-opened for the Winter Ses-
sion, on the 1st instant. That for Boys in the house on
Cherry street, below Ninth ; and that for Girls in the
house on James' street, above Sixth. Friends intending
to enter their children in these Schools, are desired to
do so as early in the session as practicable, in order
that the proper classification may be made early. The
elementary schools in the Northern and Western Dis-
tricts, have also been re-opened.

WANTED.
A young man, aged from 18 to 20, to learn the retail

dry goods business. A Friend from the country prefer-
red, to board in the family. Apply at Friends' Book-
store, 84 Arch street.

Died, at his residence near New Garden, in Guilford!
county, N. C, on the 23d of Eighth month, 1855, Dou-j
GAN Clark, Senior; an esteemed minister and a mem-'
ber of New Garden Monthly meeting, in the 72d year ol
his age. He had been for several years afflicted with aj
painful disease, which he bore with truly Christian pa-1
tience and resignation. During his last confinement, 6e
experienced frequent and very distressing paroxysms of
pain, in the internals of which he lay quiet and appa-
rently easy, but seemed but little inclined to converse.
On the 29th of the Seventh month, being apparently!
under great exercise of mind, after expressing to his
wife a very humiliating view of his past life; he con-:
tinued, nearly as follows :

—" I do not want to say much,
1

for I think there is a great deal too much said; buti!
wish no one to be uneasy about me, for I had a clear
evidence last night, that all would be well with me."
He then expressed his grief on account of the difficul-

ties in our religious Society, and said he believed there
had been errors on both sides

; that with regard to him- :

self, he had turned the thing in every way, and had
'

been willing at any moment to change his "views if he
could be convinced that he was wrong, but he could see
no peace nor comfort, except in the stand which he had '

taken, and he felt perfectly satisfied. He also said he
had nothing to trust to but the mercy of God in Christ
Je.^us. After this he said but little, only at times a few
words, expressive of the quietude of his mind. His
close was eminently calm and peaceful, and we think
there is full ground for believing, that he has entered
into his rest. <

, at the same place, on the 16th of Sixth month,
1855, Mary E., only daughter of Nathan H. and Semira
H. Clark, in the 5th year of her age.

, on the 25th of the Eighth month, at her resi- [

dence in this city, Rebecca Savert; a member of Phila-
delphia Monthly Meeting, in the 86th year of her age.
This dear Friend, during the last few years of her life,

;

was confined to her house by indisposition, attended at
,

times with intense bodily suflering which she was en-
abled to endure with much patience and resignation.
She always evinced great care and consideration for the

ness and well being of those around her, which,
added to her benevolent and Chr ion, gain-
ed for her the affection and esteem of those who kn
her. Near the close of her long and useful life, she was
very desirous of being taken home to those mansions of
peace and rest, prepared for all who love the appearing
of their Divine Lord and Master.
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The Land of Silence.

(Continued from page 410.)

I Of the importance of the study of words, and Ihc

litterance of thought in spoken or written language,

t is scarcely necessary to speak. If we believe

hat language was given to man by Him who also

.^ave reason, 'and just because lie gave reason

Tor what is man's word but his reason coming
forth so tliat it may behold itself,) that it was
>iven because he could not be man—that is a so-

ial being—without it,' we need no arguments to

jjonvince us of the infinite value of this acquire-

iment to the deaf-mute. He cannot he a social

'being without it; and failing of this—one great

;ind most manifestobject of his education—he must
i3ither sink down to the level of those in a like

;ondition with himself—herding with them as a

jmere animal among animals—or pass the rest of

his days as a silent, moping, solitary, helpless,

jhopeless unit of mortality, in a world which he was
'meant to enjoy, amid thousands with whom he was
intended to hold .'•onie, however restricted, converse.

Accident, sudden disea.se, innate malformation, or

other causes,

' May seal the ear of man
'Gainst every message of sweet vocal air ;'

and thus indirectly or directly check, and at last

totally destroy the power of utterance
;
yet it must

not be forgotten that ' the power of naming things

and expressing their relations, has been laid up in

the depths of man's being—a divine capacity with

which he was created;' which cannot remain dor-

mant in him, since man can only be man through

its exercise. Regarding this power as thus innate,

we may induce it ' to bud and blossom out from
within him at every solicitation from the world

without, and from his fellow,' and this we conceive

to be one object of education in its highest sense.

M. Trench states, in the remarkable volume to

(vhich we refer, that as a tribe or nation or people

'loses one habit of civilization after another, the

words also which those habits demanded have drop-

ped, first out of use, then out of memory ; and thus

after a while have been wholly lost.' Thus the

South African traveller, Moffat, tells us of one
savage race of Caffres, among whom the word
' Morimo,' once used to designate Him that is above,

or in heaven, had actually disappeared from the

language, carrying with it also its corresponding

spiritual idea. Here and there an old man might
be met with—scarcely one or two in a thousand

—

tvho remembered, in his youth, to have heard speak

ii ' Moi-imo ;' but this word, once so deeply sig-

nificant, now only survived in the spells and charms

of the so-called rainmakers and sorcerers. ' And
as there is no such witness to the degradation of

the savage as the brutal poverty of his language,

so there is nothing that so eficctually tends to keep
him in the depths to which he has fallen. You
cannot impart to any man more than the tcorJs

u'hich he understands either now contain, or can

he made, intelllyihly to him to contain. Language
is as truly on one side the limit and restraint of

thought, as on the other side that which feeds and
unfolds it.'

We believe this to be true not only of the

savage properly so called of New Zealand and
South Africa, but of the savage of England—the

deaf-mute; who, if left alone, neglected, and

untaught, or taught only by a system of signs and

gestures, will sink down to a state of semi-barba-

rism, equal in degradation and in darkness to the

more open grossness of the South Sea islander.

If it be true (and we have ample evidence that it

is so) that a savage nation, or tribe, or individual,

as it sinks to a lower status, gradually loses the

words expressive of its highest and noblest duties,

belief, and practice,—so in a measure the converse

of this, as of every great truth, is unanswerably

true. As words, themselves the outward signs

and symbols of inner thought and impression, die

out of use when their corresponding ideas perish

'n the mind, so impression and knowledge, and
dea in the mind will at best remain but a

cloudy and indistinct vision till they find being

and utterance in the living word of the deaf-mute.

We trace the same law in the growth and struc-

ture of languages, as in the formation and utter-

ance of single words. Wherever men are learn-

more 'accurately to define and distinguish,

more truly to know;' 'wherever new thoughts are

rising up over the horizon of a nation's mind, new
feelings stirring at a nation's heart, and new facts

coming within the sphere of its knowledge, there

language is growing and advancing. It cannot
lag behind ; for man feels that nothing is properly
his own, that ho has not secured any new thought,
or entered upon any new spiritual inheritance, till

he has fixed it in language, till he can contemplate
it as his own Word.'

It may be all very well, as a matter of amusement
or speculation, for Dr. Orpen to talk about a

theory of signs for the deaf and dumb, and of a

tribe of North American Indians, who use a lan-

guage of signs, though not deaf and dumb ; but
as a matter of practical value we count it of little

worth. The North American Indian, it is true,

has recourse to occasional signs to express his

meaning ; he uses them to eke out the meagreness
of his language ; and between the two, by dint of

gesture and imagery, and by force of expression,

he succeeds in saying vaguely what the white man
says succinctly and clearly, without sign.s, in half

the number of words. If the deaf-mute is taught

to speak by signs only, he will use them not to

eke out his imperfect knowledge or command of

anguage, but gradually as a snhstiiute for spoken

•cords ; and herein lies the peril of adopting signs

but as a subordinate and secondary means of com-
munication. Dr. Orpen tells us that ' the language

mediately on meeting understand each other
Our great object, however, should be not so much
that the deaf and dumb may communicate with
each other, as with the rest of the world. If
they, as a body, were in after life to live together,
and mingle not with hearing and speaking men,
the question of signs might bo viewed under
another aspect. But as, after they leave school,

they will very rarely, if ever, associate with even
a single deaf-mute, the Doctor's argument, if it

can be so called, is without value. But he in-

stantly adds, that their language (of signs) is

limited to the expression of their immediate wants,
and to the few ideas which they have acquired by
their silent intercourse with their fellow-beings,

—

a result far below what may be, and has since been,
done for this unfortunate class of persons.

A deaf-mute's words on this subject will servo
to show our readers in what light signs are re-

garded by the deaf and dumb themselves and in
a measure, also, their power of expression and
knowledge of words :

—

' The language of signs is the action of some
members of the body with the arms, and the ex-
pression of the face, or the counterfeit of the feel-

ings. The expressions of the soul, or counter-
feited feelings, are indispensable to the language
of signs. If the expression of a real or false feel-

ing were not used with the sign of feeling, the
sign would be unique. Signs would be advanta-
geous to persons. A person who can speak his

own language cannot speak another language of

another.' {Report of American Asylum, Hart-
ford, 1823.)

We do not print this fragment because of its

intrinsic merit; certainly not because of any
cleverness of composition or of thought, but as a
fair average specimen of what an educated deaf-

mute can do towards uttering his thoughts, after

being trained for the usual time in one of our
Deaf and Dumb Schools. Some pupils would be
found to surpass—the average number certainly

to equal—this specimen of composition, both in

style and in originality of thought. How far

such letters as those to be found in Dr. Orpen's

book are to be relied on as genuine, our readers

must judge for themselves. The testimony of

Mr. Watson, one of the ablest instructors of the

deaf and dumb in Europe, inclines us to doubt
their value. But as the subject is vitally con-

nected with the state of education among the deaf

and dumb, we shall cull a few specimens from the

works before us.

It is first of all to bo borne in mind that written

composition is to all deaf-mutes an act of conside-

rable mental exertion, and to many of extremo
difficulty. Their letters (speaking of those we
know to be authentic) for the most part bear

traces of the broken and disjointed condition of

their vocabulary ; many of the words at command
being stored up in their minds as solitary, lifeless

fragments, rather than living germs of thought,

connected by association with past ideas, and ready

for new life. They resemble, in some respects,

the letters of a foreigner attempting, after a few

months' study, to master the English idiom. Ad-
of signs is so true to nature that the deaf and jectives, nouns, and verbs are dashed into a sen

dumb, from different parts of the globe, will im- fence, just managing to stand upright, and
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to a certain extent, tell tlicir own story with

truth.

^4 deaf-mute s account of her former ideas, as

to death and its effects.

'I thought formerly a person died, and he was
deceitful to die. I tallied with njy sister Sally

(also deaf and dumb) about hiin. We true

thought he buried alive, and also cried the people

did not hear him, and also did not eat the meat,

and drink the water, the people did not come
there and also did not dig the ground. lie was

very hungry and angry to rise from the grave in

the midnight. I wondered at him who did not

rise from the grave for a few days.' [Eliza

M , aged 19.)

This extract appears genuine, and the more so

because it corresponds in roughness of dicti

and want of rhythm, with what we have ourselves

seen written by the pupils of a deaf and dumb
school. It may possibly be surpassed in originality

as well as correctness and ease of expression

;

though, on the whole, we consider it as a fair

average specimen in its native state.

CTo be coniinued.J

Over-rnling Providence.

Accident, and chance, and fortune, are word
which we often hear mentioned, and much i

ascribed to them in the life of man. But they an
words without meaning; for it is certain in God's
universe, nothing comes to pass causelessly or in

vain. The whole series of external causes are

arranged according to His pleasure, and the hearts

of all men are in His hands, to turn them where-
soever He will, as rivers of water. From the im-

perfection of our knowledge to ascertain what is

good for us, and from the defect of our power to

bring about the good when known, arise all those

disappointments,' which continually tcstifj-, that

"the way of man is not in himself;" that he is

not the master of his own lot; that though he may
devise, it is God who directs; God who can make
the smallest incident an effectual instrument of
His providence for overturning the most laboured
plans of men. The uniform doctrine of the sacred
writings is, that throughout the universe nothing
happens without God; that His hand is ever
active, and His decree or permission intervenes
in all ; nothing is too great or unwieldy for His
management, and nothing so minute or inconside-

rable as to be below His inspection and care.

While He is guiding the sun and the moon in

their course through the heavens ; while in this

inferior world he is ruling among empires, stilling

the ragings of the waters, and the tumults of the
people. He is at the same time watching over the

humble good man, who, in the obscurity of his

cottage, is serving and worshipping Him.
We cannot, indeed, conceive God acting as the

governor of the universe at all, unless His govern-
ment were to extend to all the events that happen
upon it. It is upon the belief of a particular

providence that our worship and prayer to Him
are founded. All His perfections would be utterly

insignificant to us, if they were not exercised, on
every occasion, according as the circumstances of

His creatures required. "The Lord sitteth upon
the flood. The Lord maketh the wrath of man to

praise Him, as He maketh the hail and rain obey
His word. He has prepared His throne in the
heavens; and His kingdom ruleth over all. A
man's heart deviseth his way, but the Lord di-

recteth his steps."

Do nothing upon which thou durst not ask the
Lord's blessing.

From the Edinburgh Review.

On the Fibrons Plants of India.

(Cunlinued from page 413.)

If we turn to our native plants, we find in the

common broom, which adorns so many of our
waste places, a familiar type of the leguminous
class, to which the Sunn plant of India belongs.

"The Sjiarlimn junceznn, or Spanish broom,
common in the sterile parts of the south of Eu-
rope, aff'ords a fibrous thread which used to be
made into cloth in Turkey, in Italy, and in the

south of France. Near Lucca the twigs were
formerly steeped in the thermal waters of Bagno
a Acqua. After this process the bark is easily

stripped off", and it is then combed and otherwise
treated like flax. In the vicinity of Pisa, also,

the twigs were soaked in the thermal waters. In
the south of France the broom is grown in dry and
unproductive parts, and also carefully prepared.

The coarser thread is used to make bags for hold-

ing legumes, corn, etc. ; the finer for making
sheets, napkins, and shirts. A white-flowered

plant has also been long used for the same purpo-

ses. This, there is little doubt, is the Spai-tium

monosjyermum, or the white single-seed broom

;

and probably also S. multifloruvi, which is the

Portugal white broom. As these plants are natu

ralised in our gardens, it is easy to ascertain the

toughness of their fibres by endeavouring to break

one of their twigs.

" In the subdivision of leguminous plants to

which these brooms belong, we find the Svnn
plant of India ( Croialaria juncea), which has so

close a general resemblance to the Spanish broom,
that Mr. Yates has figured them together in the

same plate, with the object of showing their

affinity.

" The Sunn is probably the earliest of the dis-

tinctly named fibres, inasmuch as we find in the

Hindoo 'Institutes of Blenu,' that the sacrificial

thread of the Cshatriya or Rajpoot is directed to be
made of Sana; cotton being reserved for the

Brahmins. Towards the close of the last, and the

beginning of this century it attracted much atten-

tiou both in India and in England; and much in-

formation respecting it is contained in the works
of Dr. Roxburgh and !Mr. Wisset. It is an an-

nual plant, very generally cultivated in the south-

ern parts of Asia, and everywhere in India, for

the fibres of its bark, so well known as Sunn and
Sunn hemp."
The fibre is very strong; but it is remarkable of

the Sunn, as it is of common hemp, that the pro-

duce of one part of India is fuund stronger than

that of another. Grown in the west of India, it

stronger than when grown in Bengal ; and this

recognised in the higher price which western

Sunn commands in the European market. It is

possible that a difference in the mode of steeping

and preparing the plant may have some influence

in causing this difference of strength; but Dr.

Roxburgh considers it "probable that the climate

of the west of India may be more favourable than

hat of Bengal for the production of a strong

fibre." Hope made of western Sunn has recently

been tested at the arsenal and government dock-

yards in Calcutta, and has "proved perfectly equal

to any and all the purposes which cordage made
of Russian hemp has hitherto been used for."

Tried against Petersburgh hemp, a cord of
lbs.

New Sunn broke with ... 150
Old Sunn no
Petersburgh hemp - . - - 160

Jubbulpore hemp - - - - 190

For cordage, therefore, good western Sunn,
carefully manufactured, may be considered equal
to the best Russian hemp ; while it is stated also,

by Mr. Dickson to be letter than any Russian flax

for spinning. To bring this fibre to a state (
perfection—the only thing he considers necessarjl

is "European superintendence in the growth an!
manufacture of the material."

Of this Sunn, there was already imported int

this country in 1S63 a quantity which, at peac|
prices, was valued at 22,000?. The culture, it ;|

said, may be indefinitely extended towards tl'

western Ghauts, from which it can also be easil|

exported by sea. Considering its many goo I

qualities, therefore, we may hope that present ci:'

curastances will so encourage and extend the cul

tivation and improve the modes of preparing i
j

that no future European war shall endanger tb.'

supplies of raw material which our manufacture)!

and our navy alike require. I

Another species of Crotalaria (C. tcnmfolia
produces a fibre which has been named Jubbul
pore hemp, and which, according to the exper|

ment above-mentioned, is stronger even than th'

best Russian hemp. It grows best on the sides ('

the hills; that which is produced in the plains, j;

is the case with common hemp, being less strong'

It is much approved of by home buyers, and,
:J

properly prepared, would meet with a ready hom!
market at a fair price.

Dhunchee is the name given by the natives (|

Bengal to the fibre of another leguminous plant-!

the Seshania aeideata, which they value highlv

and familiarly employ. The fibres of its bar'

form a substitute for hemp.
j

" This plant, generally cultivated about Calcul,

ta during the rains, grows to the height of frorj

six to ten feet, the fibres are six to seven feet lonf

!

but coarser and more harsh than those of hemj,

unless cut at a very early period. From its grea':

strength it is well calculated for the manufacture

of cordage and cables. In Bengal the fisherme,

make drag-ropes to their nets of this substance]

on account of its strength and durability in watei!

Indeed, by the Bengalese it is considered mor
durable in water than either sunn or paut. It ha|

surprised persons well acquainted with this fibr'

in India that the Dhunchee has remained s

much neglected iu this country, as it is really ;

very excellent fibre for common cord and twinej

and certainly very much superior in strength an'

durability to Jute. It is also a much bardie

plant than Jute; the latter, indeed, being rathe:

an uncertain crop for the production of the fine'

long, silky fibre so much called for in this coun:

try. Though rather wiry it is strong, and i,

chiefly remarkable for its amount of contractio:

when wetted. This is so great that it would eve;

carry away the mainmast of a ship by mere cob

traction."

It is described by Dr. Royle as very suitablj

for ropes, and as worth, at peace prices, ool. a ton;

He adds, that like all the fibres from the East, i!

would be much more valuable if properly scutched;

and that if scutching mills were sent out, theS'i

fibres could be brought in a greatly improved stat,

to market.

Passing several other natural families, repre

nted in India by fibre-yielding plants which an

but little cultivated, we merely mention two As
clepiads as affording fibres which may be found ii;

the list of future Indian exports. The Marsdenic
tenacissima grows on dry and barren places amonj,

he Rajmahl hills, and of the fibres of its bark th',

mountaineers of that district make their bow
strings. Nets also are formed of it on the rivers

where it is found to be stronger and more durabh

than hemp, being less liable to rot when kept lonj!

in water. It is further remarkable, from the cir

cumstance that Dr. Roxburgh has described thi

fibre to be "not only beautiful in appearance an'

durable, but the slrongesi of any he had met uith.'
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The Mudar or Yercum (Calotropis gigantca),

another Asclopaid, grows over all India, and
thrives on soils which either reject or destroy

leverything else. It yields a filjre which Dr.

[Wight considered as the strongest on the Madras
side of India. It is by present processes somewhat
^tedious and costly to separate ; but, on the other

hand, it possesses the double value of being caleu

jlated froni its fineness to answer many of tlie pur

poses of flax, while, from its strength, it is alsc

well suited to supply the place of hemp. A plant

so valuable and so easily cultivated deserves and

Iwill repay some outlay of time and thought in im-

Iproving the old methods of preparing it for mar-

ket.
' We notice, in passing, two facts about fibres

iwhich, though not rigorously belonging to our im-

mediate subject, will, we believe, be interesting to

our readers.

I

The Daphne cannahina, or Nepal paper plant

—

,allicd to the Daphne Mc-ercum now common in

jour gardens—contains in its inner bark a species

of fibre which is remarkably adapted for the manu-
facture of paper. For this purpose, the inner

bark is boiled in a ley of wood ashes for half an
[hour, by which the slips of bark are softened.

|They are then beaten in a stone mortar with a

iwoodcn mallet till they are reduced to a pulp;
after which, they are diflused through water and
made into paper upon sieves or frames in the ordi-

nary manner.
'• Dr. Campbell described the paper, as made

!by the Bhoteahs, ' as strong and durable as leather

'almost, and quite smooth enough to write on, and
for office records incomparably better than any
llndia paper. It is occasionally poisoned by being
Iwashcd with preparations of arsenic, in order to

prevent the destruction caused by insects. Many
'of the books in Nepal, written on this paper, are

Isaid to be of considerable age, and that the art of

making paper seems to have been introduced
(about 500 years ago from China, and not from
India.' He states that this paper may easily be
(procured at Patna, Purneah, and other places in

the plains of both Southern and Northwestern
;India."

Again : allied to the mulberry is a stately forest

tree called Chandul [Lepurandra saccadora),
which is indigenous to the west side of India, as

in the raviues at Kandalla, and in the jungles near
Coorg, and from which the natives manufacture
bark sacks in a very ingenious manner.
"A branch is cut corresponding to the length

and diameter of the sack wanted. It is soaked a

little and then beaten with clubs until the inner
bark separates from the wood. This done, the
sack formed of the bark is turned inside out and
pulled down until the wood is sawed oS, witb the
exception of a small piece left to form the bottom
of the sack, and which is carefully left untouched.
These sacks are in general use among the villagers
for carrying rice, and are sold for about six annas
each."

CTo be cnncludedO

ChristiaD Cliarily.

My brethren, we are now, upon earth, masters
of our own conduct, and accountable to no one
here for the tempers which we cherish, or the
dispositions we show. We may hate our enemies,
and refuse to forgive an injury

; we may pass by
on the other side, while our neighbor is in grievous
want ; we may spend our substance in selfish

gratifications, or lay it up for our children, and
refuse meanwhile to bestow any portion of it upon
the bodies or the souls of our poorer brethren ; and,
at the same time, none have a right to call us to

account, except by a friendly warning : God leaves

us to follow our own bent : no fire comes down
from heaven to consume the churlish or the mali-

cious ; the sun shines alike on the merciful and

on the uncharitable ; and the rain fertilizes alike

those fields whicli spread their bounty upon God's

needy creatures, and those which enrich no one

but their covetous owner. We are free to use as

we like the gifts of Providence ; and this freedom

affords the opportunity by which our characters

are formed and displayed.

But it will not be always so. There will bo a

time when we must render an account ; when all

superiority of strength, or talent, or influence, or

place, or fortune, will be levelled ; when the

strongest, and the cleverest, and the greatest, and
the richest, must yield up and return their several

gifts to Him who lent them ; and with their gifts

must return an account of the way in which they

have used them. The question will be, have you
used your strength to injure, your wit to insult,

your power to oppress ? Have you, like the rich

man in the parable, kept to yourselves your good
things, and taken no care to laj/ up for yourselves a
good foundation against the time to come ? Have
you never thought of spreading around you, as far

as your opportunities allowed, temporal comfort

and religious knowledge 1 Have you suffered the

fatherless and widows to lie unfriended in their

affliction, when you might have supported or con-

soled them ? Has the ignorant man, as far as

concerned you, continued in his ignorance, and

the wicked died in his sin ? Then you have shown
yourself wanting in that quality which most cer-

tainly distinguishes the followers of Jesus : you
have borne the name, but you have not possessed

the spirit of a Christian : you have not been mer-

ciful in your generation ; and now you have no

claim to mercy, when nothing else can snatch you
from the wrath to come.

No doubt the scrutiny of the great day will ex-

tend much farther, and relate to other qualities,

besides the grace of charity. Those on the right

hand, which shall hear the summons, Vome ye
blessed children of my Father, must be humble,

d penitent, and meek, and pure in heart, as well

as merciful. But the very prominent place which
our Lord has assigned to charity in this awful de-

scription of the tribunal, where he will himself

appear in his glory as Judge, and, before him
hall be gathered all nations, shows thus much, at

east, that this virtue is indispensable; is one by
which the Christian must often examine himself,

ind prove his own soul; inasmuch as, without it,

lis Saviour will not acknowledge him : he shall

not obtain mercy. Not that charity, or any other

irtue, can redeem us from the punishment of sin,

or entitle lis to the reward of heaven; eternal life

is the gift of God through Jesus Christ. It would
a miserable error for a man to suppose that by

giving an alms he could attone for a crime, or by

excusing his debtor here, clear his own account

with God. Forgiveness and pity are necessary

parts of that character which Christ will save, but

cannot alone save us, or be placed in the stead of

Christ. But, as I observed, they are necessary

features of that character which Christ will save.

Without these it will be in vain for a man to cry

unto him in that day. Lord, Lord, have we not

been called by thy name? He may still answer,

you could not have a proper sense of the mercy
which I showed, in bearing your sins in my own
body on the tree, when you showed no mercy
towards your own brethren, who had not offended

you, by ten thousand times, as heavily as you have

offended against your Almighty Father. Neither

could you love your brethren, as I commanded
you to love them, when you refused to do unto

them as ye would they should do unto you : there-

fore, yours is not the character which shall obtain

mercy, nor the character for which my heavenly
kingdom is prepared.

My brethren, if any of you are conscious that

you have not forgiven a neighbor when he tres-

passed against you; if any of you are conscious

that you have taken a malicious pleasure in making
a brother's offences known, and injuring bis

credit; if any have pushed your rights to an ex-

treme, and insisted on a severity of justice when
you might rather have shown mercy and pity ; if

any have no feeling for their fellow-creatures'

wants, and are contented to enjoy themselves,

without bestowing a thought on those who have

in this life evil things; you plainly perceive that

the blessing bestowed on the merciful is not ad-

dressed to you : you must expect judgment with-

out mercy, if you have shown no mercy. Pray

therefore to the Lord Jesus Christ, that He who
first set the most beautiful example of charity, and

displayed his almighty power, not by removing

mountains or destroying cities, but went about

doing good, reforming the sinner, and curing the

diseased, and relieving the distressed, and bless-

those who persecuted him, may ' pour into

your hearts that most excellent gift of charity,

without which all other qualities are nothing

worth." Whenever you are tempted to resent an

injury, reflect with yourselves, has God no account

against you ? When you are inclined to speak,

or to think hardly of your neighbor, who may
have fallen into sin, reflect. Am I so without siu

that I can venture to cast the first stone against

another? When you are unwilling to take some
ble, or to spare some little of your substance

elieve another's wants, remember the sentence

of your Lord and Judge, Inasmuch as ye did it

not unto one of the least of these, ye did it not unto

;.

—

J. B. Sumner.

Birds and Insects.—Wilson Flagg, in a lato

number of Hovey's Blagazine, makes five classes

of insects, and as many birds, acting as natural

checks upon the increase of insects.

The swallows are the natural enemies of the

swarming insects, living almost entirely upon them
taking their food upon the wing. The common
martin devours great quantities of wasps, beetles, and

goldsmiths. A single bird will devour five thous-

and butterflies in a week. The moral of this is, that

the husbandman should cultivate the society of

swallows and martins about his laud and out build-

ings.

The sparrows and wrens feed upon the falling in-

sects that lurk within the buds, foliage and flowers

f plants. The wrens are pugnaciou.s, and a little

box in a cherry tree will soon be appropriated by

hem, and they will drive away otber birds that

feed upon the fruit—a hint that cherry-growers

should remember in the spring, and act upon.

The thrushes, blue-birds, jays, and crows, prey

upon butterflies, grasshoppers, crickets, locusts,

and the larger beetles. A single family of jays

will consume 20,000 cf these in a season of three

months.

The woodpeckers are armed with a stout, long

bill, to penetrate the wood of trees, where the borers

deposit their larvae. They live almost entirely

upon these worms.

Advice Id parents.

I have taken notice, that divers parents, who as

to their outward appearance, seem to have learned,

in degree, the lesson of humility and self-deniaJ,

however as far as could be discovered by their

dress and address, yet seem to have no aversion to

their children making a different appearance; nay,

some will even introduce them into it themselves
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whilst very young ; by which it is plain they have
a pride in it themselves, in seeing them so, and
cannot help (notwithstanding their outward show)
discovering great unsoundness, and that they them-
selves arc not ivhat thn/ icoulJ liass for.

I sincerely wish that parents, who are apt to in-

dulge wrong liberties in their children, by suffer-

ing them to deviate from that pure simplicity and

self-denial, Truth led our ancestors, and still leads

those who follow it into, wo\ild consider in the first

place, the injury their children sustain thereby, by

being placed in a difficult and dangerous situation

with respect to temptations which may be presented

to them by the children of the land or of the world
;

for doubtless the more like them they appear, the

more free and intimate will such make themselves

with them, that they may be drawn out into undue
liberties; whereas, did they make an appearance

quite consistent with their self-denying profession,

that sort would be more backward to attempt an

access to them.

—

John Griffith's Journal.

For " The Friend."

Meteorological Notice.

West Town. The average temperature of the

Sixth month was 6G|°, which was about ^ of a

degree cooler than for the same month last year.

Range of the thermometer from 4'2° on the 5th,

to 96° on the 30th. The latter part of the month
was very warm and oppressive. Amount of rain

for the month was 7.80 inches, which was 4|
inches more than for the same month last year,

and considerably above the usual average ; at the

close of the month the earth was more completely

soaked than it had been for more than a year pre-

vious.

The average temperature for the Seventh month
was 75i° which was

-J-°
higher than for the

Seventh month last year. Eange of the ther-

mometer from 51° on the 9th to 97° on the 19th.

On eleven days the thermometer was at or above
90° at mid-day : and there were but five days

during the month that it did not reach 80° or

above. Amount of rain was 3.38 inches. On
the 20th of the month a tremendous rain fell at

Philadelphia, but not any here.

The average temperature of the Eighth month
was 70f °, about one degree cooler than that for

the same month last year. Range of thermome-
ter from 50°, on the 19th to 86° on the 4th and
16th. Some pretty cool weather during the month.
The amount of rain was 3.58 inches.

The mean temperature of the three summer
months was 70|-°, which was i° below that of the

previous summer, and the same as the summer of

1853. The amount of rain was 14.76 : in 1854
it was 10.44 inches.

Selecteil.

The practice of employing immoral or irreligi-

ous persons in families where there are young
children, is often attended with very injurious

consequences to their tender minds. Parents who
are desirous of training up their offspring in the

fear of the Lord, should exercise great care as re-

gards those they employ. I well remember the

corrupting conversation and conduct of some who
were engaged in my father's business, when he
was altogether ignorant of what was passing.

The sons of farmers, who are left to labour

with the workmen, without the presence of

their parents, are in a particular manner exposed

_^to contamination, many of that class being of the

lowest grade, and hardened in wickedness. It is

no less important in the education of children, that

suitable teachers should be sought for. Greatly

have the children, in many parts of the country,

suffered from the want of this care ; too many

being more anxious to obtain a teacher at a low

rate, than to get one of good character, whose ser-

vices may cost a little more ; and hence some per-

sons who would rank among the dregs of mankind,
have been trusted with the oversight and tuition of

tender children. One of this description who had
been a soldier in the British army (during the

American Revolution), was employed in the neigh-

bourhood where I lived, and from him I derived

much of my small share of school learning. He
would often leave his pupils under the care of one

of the elder boys, while he spent his time at a

tippling-house with his drunken companions, and
returning to the school intoxicated, would beat

the boys unmercifully, while his own face bore the

marks of the blows he had received from his quar-

relsome and inebriated associates. This, however,
is a strong case, and I believe Friends are now
more careful ; and the concern to have suitable

teachers, appears to be generally gaining ground.—Henri/ Hall.

It is not very probable that children would now
be entrusted to the education of an intemperate

person; but we may easily conceive that men and
women of fair reputation, but secretly holding

wrong principles, may be unwittingly employed
as teachers, and infuse very dangerous opinions

into the minds of their pupils, especially in public

seminaries managed by persons of loose sentiments

on the subject of religion. The character and
faith of a teacher are of unspeakable moment to

the scholar, either for jrood or evil.

TO THE AUTUMN LEAF.

Thou faded leaf I It seems to be
But as of }'esterday,

When thou didst flourish on the tree

In all the pride of May

:

Then 'twas the merry hour of spring.

Of nature's fairest blossoming,

On field, on flower, and spray:

It promised fair; how changed the scene

To what is now, from what hath been I

So fares it with life's early spring;

Hope gilds each coming day,

And sweetly doth the syren sing

Her fond, delusive lay :

Then the young fervent heart beats high,

While passion kindles in the eye.

With bright, unceasing play
;

Fair are thy tints, thou genial hour,

Yet transient as the autumn flower.

Thou faded leaf I how like to thee

Is beauty in her morning pride,

When life is but a summer sea,

And hope illumes its placid tide :

Alas I for beauty's autumn hour,

Alas ! for beauty's blighted flower,

When hope and bliss have died I

Her pallid brow, her cheek of grief.

Have thy sad hue, thou faded leaf 1

Autumnal leaf! there is a stern

And warning tone in thy decay

;

Like thee must man to death return

With his frail tenement of clay:

Thy warning is of death and doom,
Of genius blighted in its bloom,

Of joy's beclouded ray
;

Life, rapture, hope, ye are as brief

And fleeting as the autumn leaf 1

How beautiful on all the hilla

The crimson light is shed 1

'Tis like the peace the Christian gives

To mourners round his bed.

How mildly on the wandering cloud
The sunset beam is cast 1

'Tis like the memory left behind
When loved ones breathe their last.

Aud now, above the dews of night,

The golden star appears
;

So faith springs in the heart of those

Whose eyes are bathed in tears.

But soon the morning's happier light

Its glory shall restore;

And eyelids that are sealed in death

Shall wake, to close no more.

AUTUMN EVENING.

Behold the western evening light

!

It melts in deepening gloom
;

So calmly Christians sink away,
Descending to the tomb.

The wind breathes low; the withering leaf

Scarce whispers from the tree
;

So gently flows the parting breath,

When good men cease to be.

For "The Friend.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,
'

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned membji
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

|

JOHN WILFOKD. i

(Continued from page 414.)
)

" Take heed of too much observing the custt!

of making great feasts at weddings, or of joini'

the world therein. Let all wait to be guided !

God's wisdom, that so all things may be done
}

His honour; for marriage is a weighty thing, a!

ought to be solemnly performed in the fear
]

God,—not in revelling and lightness, as many?
the world have done. Let no unseemly word \

action be once mentioned amongst any that pi-

fess the truth of God. Let all Friends take het

of making, or joining with them that do maji

appointed feasts some small time after a child

p

born. I, with many of the Lord's people, W;.

seen much evil therein, and have been constrair|l

to bear our testimony against it. Yet let all ;-

ware of covetousness in that and other thinf^;

providing things honest in the sight of men. Ij)

Apostle Paul said, 'Whatsoever things are tr',

just, honest, pure, lovely, and of good report |f

there be any virtue, think on these things.' Ttr

should be minded in our marriages, births, a|l

burials, that all may be in a comely, solid ord',

out of all extremes : so we shall overcome el

with good, and leave a good pattern to poster!;:

" There is one thing more, which, for the sijj

of our youth and a few others, I cannot well on!,

the observing the time called Christmas. T^

the false Christians set up, as they did many otT

days, called saints' days. These, the Lord h'l

laid a holy constraint upon His people to bt

their testimony against, though some have t

been so clear as they should have been then .

Now Friends, this is that which God by his Hit

and spirit opened in my heart many years ai.

When they had in a great measure lost the saiu'

life and Christ's day within them, then in ie

darkness they set up saints' day and Christ's c'l',

as they call it, without them,—at which times m(e

wickedness is acted than at other times. I cod

say much about that and other things set ujn

the night of darkness, but these things werof

weight upon me. This is the sense which (d

hath given me,—that none who profess Tr h

should make any show of observing these tin),

either in apparel or provision, or going visiti;,

or neglecting their usual business. Some I'j

object that they have known Friends appcit

meetings on that day, or about that time.,

I

answer^True, but for what end ? Has it been to>

serve the time ? No such matter,—but to ca h

people when they were idle,—and to labour ;o

bring them from the observation of daj'S with it

in vanity, to the day of Christ within. That t y

may walk in the light of it, and be saved f:n

their sins.

"Written the 25th of the 1st month, 1691 J

your travailing brother, "John Wilfobi
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'Postscript. There is another thing comes

; esh upon me, which I cannot well omit. It

SiUieth an uncomely thinc;^ and shcwcth too little

lie to the former wife or husband, for cither man
c' woman to be concerned or to keep company
ich any in the way of marriage, too soon after the

vfe or husband be dead, although they may stay

i/ear before they marry, yet if they keep compa-
|l, or be too soon concerned on account of mar-

;;ige, it is not of good savour. All who profess

(|8 Truth should be good examples to them that

i|3
without, that they, seeing our sober, solid, godly

.JDversation, coupled with fear, may have cause
J glorify God in our behalf, in the day of their

sitation."

J

In the same pamphlet containing the "Brief
jxhortation," the following production of John
iilford's pen is inserted :

—

"A short testimony for the good order of Truth,

i it is established and preached amongst the people

lied Quakers;" showing how by degrees the

lord in His love led us into it. Written partly

s the opening the understanding of the weak
,id honest hearted, and for convincing opposers

lid gainsayers.

I

"l)ear Friends and People.—When first the

jord Almighty cast his eye of pity towards us,

|e were a poor people, scattered upon the barren

jountains and parched heaths, where some of us
jandered from mountain to hill,—from one pro-

jission to another. We sought the living amongst
|ie dead, but found him not there; for he was
•sen. Out rest, some in one profession and some
1 another, was polluted, and we were troubled,

—

^eiDg as sheep without a shepherd. Then we
jried unto the Lord, and sought secret places to

|our out our souls before Him, as well as we
^ould, crying for the holy guidings of His pure
Ipirit; for we were at a loss, and knew no bottom

p stand on. In this day of distress, which was
jiore than tongue can declare, the Lord in his un-
[tterable loving kindness opened his way unto us,

ind showed us, that we should wait in his light

ind spirit within us, for that which was to be
nown of God was manifest within. Then we
.urst not give our own meanings to the Scriptures,

r other writings of holy men, but came to know
.
time of true silence, for which my soul hath

;reat cause to praise the Lord. He showed me,
nd many more, that we must wait upon him out
if our own thoughts, imaginations, or conceivings.
Chen was judgment laid to the line, and right-

ousness to the plummet. Our sins were set in

•rder before us, and there was no help nor strength
eft in us. Of ourselves we could do nothing but
ie down under the judgments of the Lord, and
bide the day of his coming, until judgment was
irought forth unto victory, and he was pleased to

eveal his own righteousness, and overshadow us
?ith his loving kindness, and cause us to drink of
he still waters of Shilo, making our hearts to be
;lad, being overcome with his love. Then we
aid, Lord ! show us more and more what thou
rouldst have us to do,—for thou hast won our
learts, and overcome our souls, and we are given
ip to do thy will, whatever it cost us. As we
ontinued waiting upon Him in His lightand spirit,

ur understanding was more and more opened,
nd our numbers increased, the net was cast
Qto the sea, and gathered of every kind, for the
jord made us fishers of men. Then he shewed
s that there was need of discipline and order
mongst us touching marriage, and many other
tings. If any offended they should be dealt with
s Christ taught in the 18th Chapter of Matthew,
nd as Paul said, ' warn them that are unruly,'

—

Qd further, 'We command you brethren, withdraw
ourselves from eyery brother that walketh disor-

derly.' Yet it was the mind of Christ, and also

of the apostle, that if a man was overtaken with

a fault, those that were spiritual should labour to

restore him in the spirit of meekness ; and that

those who opposed themselves should be instructed,

that if God, peradventure, would give them re-

pentance, to the acknowledging the truth. As
we continued waiting upon the Lord, ho led us by
degrees, according to our measures, into this way
and method, and we have laboured to instruct,

advise, and council one another. Though there

be diversities of gifts and operations, yet it is by
the same spirit that worketh all in all,—to the

edifying of the body of which Christ is the head

;

to the end that there be no schism, but true unity

and harmony amongst all the members. Indeed
one member cannot suffer alone. It is the nature

of the body, if one member be out of joint, to en-

deavour to bring it in again. If it cannot be

gotten in, but becomes putrified, and in danger
of hurting or spoiling the whole body, the skilful

chirurgeon will advise to cut it off, rather than

the whole body should perish. This is not de-

lightful to the body, but sorrow and pain to lose

a member. It is seldom done until all the Friends

of a Monthly or Quarterly meeting, whereunto
such an offender belongs, are clear of him. It is

the labour, care, and desire of Friends, that if any
profes.sing Truth, should be overtaken with a fault

by which Truth may suffer, that they may see it,

and repent and clear Truth themselves. Let not

any think it to be a light thing to be so stubborn

and rebellious as to cause the body or church of

Christ to disown them. Although the Papists

have assumed to themselves, for filthy lucre's

sake, that power which God never gave them, yet

there is much in Christ's words, who never spake

unadvisedly, when he saith of offenders, 'If he

neglect to hear the church, let him be unto thee

as a heathen man or a publican. Verily I say

unto you, whatsoever ye shall bind on earth, shall

be bound in heaven ; and whatsoever ye shall loose

on earth, shall be loosed in heaven. Again, I say

unto you, that if two of you shall agree on earth

touching any thing that they shall ask, it shall be

done for them of my Father which is in heaven.

For where two or three are gathered together in

my name, there am I in the midst of them.'

These are weighty sayings of our Lord, and ought

to be well considered on all hands. Was it ever

known that any member prospered, being separated

from the living body whereunto it did belong."

After some directions about marriage, he thus

concludes :

—

"All, dear Friends, who have the concerns of

Truth and the care of the church upon you, wait

to feel the living power of God in all your gather-

ings, and the mind of the Spirit, that all things

may be done in the wisdom of God, which is from

above,—pure, peaceable, and easy to be entreated,

to every good thing. All, both male and female,

wait to know your several services in the church.

The body is not one member, but many. The eye

cannot say to the hand, I have no need of thee,

—

nor the head to the foot, I have no need of thee

;

but every member has its proper service. Though
the man is not without the woman, nor the woman
without the man in the Lord, yet they have their

particular service in the outward family, and in

the spiritual family, or church of Christ. Let

them that read, understand. Does not the good

woman take care that nothing be lacking in the

family ? and are not good men one with them in

it ! Oh ! dearly beloved Friends ! my soul loves

you, and I desire that all may feel the unity of

the spirit, which is the bond of true and lasting

peace. The Devil is labouring to make divisions

all the world over, and can we expect to be free

from his temptations? Therefore we had need
watch and pray, that we may be delivered from
evil, that we all may be as lively stones built up!
a spiritual house to offer spiritual sacrifices accept-

able to God by Jesus Christ, that we may show
forth the praises of Him who hath called us out

of darkness into his marvellous light. This is

the earnest desire and prayer of your friend, who
at the close of this epistle is filled with the love

of God to all the flock.

"Written 4th of Second mo. 1G91.

"John Wilford."
It appears that John Wilford saw the outward

tendency of some Friends before the full outbreak

of George Keith, and he was constrained to lift

up his voice against the spirit which was depart-

ing from and condemning Friends' ancient testi-

monies. His faithfulness may have been blessed

to the saving of some from being carried away by
Keith, and he doubtless had peace in his labours,

although much spoken against and reviled. Caleb
Wheatley, who had been ,so far carried off as to

feel an obligation resting on him to make a public

acknowledgment, says :
—" Long before George

Keith set up his separate meeting, my mind was
at times gone out of the pure fear of God into my
own reason and conceivings, and in that I took in

hand to judge of Friend's testimonies, and therein

speak evil of that which through God's goodness,

I now see I understood not—and particularly

against John Wilford, who often gave us warning
of what is now come to pass, telling us in the

power and demonstration of God's pure spirit, that

if we went from the guidance of God's spirit unto
our own imaginations and huntings, to study God's
secrets, it would gender to strife and contention,

and we .should be like heads and horns, pushing
and rushing one at another; which is too appa-

rent."

There is just such a spirit prevalent at the pre-

sent day ! It commenced with great apparent

searching and investigating into religious things.

Human art with all its arguments has been at

work, with the aid of biblical commentators, in

making buildings of knowledge, reaching, it may
presume, heavenward. Pleased with their Babel-

like structure, which, as they have framed it all,

they think they understand, the architects begin

to scoff at the more spiritual testimony of their

fathers. One can see no use of enforcing the

doctrine of the Light of Christ and obedience

thereto, as of necessary consequence to salvation;

another finds no necessity in keeping to sim-

plicity in marriages, burials, and in graveyards with-

out monuments; and others again, are prepared

for laying aside the plain garb and plain language,

regarding them as "stumbling blocks." Caleb

Wheatley says of his connection with the Keith-

ites, "I had no true peace with them. I often

cried for life, when I could not feel it amongst

them, but instead thereof, sorrow and anguish of

soul. If I had kept to the guidance of God's pure

spirit, and the light of Christ in my own heart,

—

which some of them in my hearing have under-

valued, saying, they thought I had known better

things, when I said I ought to believe in the light

within which reproveth for sin. I say, if I had

kept to this I had never joined with them."

John Wilford was one of the Committee of tho

Meeting of Ministers which prepared the testimony

against Keith. He lived to see the party which

that apostate carried with him, broken to pieces

and scattered in fragments into various societies.

He was a diligent attender of Yearly Meetings,

and in the year 1698 paid a religious visit

throughout New England. This is the last

notice we find of him. John Whiting, in his

Catalogue of Friends' books printed in 1708, after
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enumerating sundry publications ofJohn Wilford's,

says, " He went to New Jersey, there died, and
was buried at Burlington." He does not mention
the time of his decease, but it was near the com-
mencement of the last century.

(To be conlinueJ.)

TVheeler Slave Case.

As all our readers, in common with every citi-

zen of Pennsylvania, are interested in the facts

and the result of the case of P. Williamson, in-

volving as tLoy do, principles of law and of right

which should be clearly understood, we give place

to the following extract from a statement pub-

lished in several of the daily papers, which we
believe to be in accordance with the evidence pro-

duced in the case.

" John H. Wheeler of North Carolina, the

accredited Minister of the United States to Nica-

ragua, after spending several months at his post,

returned suddenly to this country early in July
last. A few days later he left Washington for

Nicaragua, taking with him Jane Johnson, a slave

woman whom he had purchased some two years

before at Richmond, Virginia, and her two chil-

dren, both sons, one between G and 7, and the other

between 10 and 11 years of age. His professed

design was to hold them as slaves, not only in the

free States of Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New
York, but also in the free country of Nicaragua.

Lawyer by profession, and Diplomatist by occu-

pation, he was fully aware that none of the States

named tolerated the existence of Slavery for a mo-
ment within their limits, excepting in the case of

slaves escaping from other States. He seems to

have relied for immunity upon the respect inspired

by his representative character and upon his per-

sonal vigilance in guarding Jane and her children.
" Upon his arrival at the Baltimore Railroad

Depot, corner of Broad and Prime streets, in this

city, he took a close carriage, got into it with

them, and drove to Bloodgood's Hotel, stopping on
the way at the house of a relative. During thi

two hours and a half of their stay at Bloodgood'i

he lost sight but once of his companions. Most
of this time was spent upon the second story balco-

ny, which overlooks the river, J. H. Wheeler sit-

ting between Jane and the entrance to the balcony.

In this situation the unusual group attracted much
attention upon the wharves. Jane's intention to

assert her freedom at the earliest opportunity had
been fully formed before starting from the South.
She is a remarkably intelligent woman for one
wholly without education. SVhen J. H. Wheeler
was called to dinner, she feared to move, thinking

his eye was upon her. It was well she did so, for

in a few minutes he left the dining hall to see

whether she was still there; and being satisfied on
that point, returned to finish a hasty repast. It

was at this time she spoke to a coloured woman
who was passing, and told her that she wanted to

be free; and to a coloured man she said the same
thing a moment afterwards. The thing was soon
noised about through the house, and an hour after-

wards Wm. Still, a clerk at the Anti-Slavery Of-
fice, received, by an errand boy, a note asking him
to come down to Bloodgood's hotel as soon as pos-

sible, as there were three slaves there who wanted
liberty, and that their master was with them, on
his way to New York.

With this note in his hand, Wm. Still called upon
the Secretary of the x\cting Committee of " The
Pennsylvania Society for Promoting the Abolition

of Slavery, and for the Relief of Free Keyroes
nnlaufiiUj/ held in Bondage, and for improving
the condition of the African Race." This Society,

whose objects are sufficiently indicated by its name,
was incorporated by Legislative Act in 1789 ; Ben-

jamin Franklin was its first President, and it has
ever since been an efficient aid to freedom in
Pennsylvania. P. Williamson, the present Se-
cretary, is every way worthy to fill his post. A
conveyancer of good standing, well educated,
intelligent, a thorough business man, of active
habits and sound judgment, he has long enjoyed
the respect and unlimited confidence of a lar^e
circle of acquaintances and friends. At the time
Wm. Still asked him to perform the official duty
imposed upon him by the practice and regulations
of the Society, and do something for the relief of
Jane and her children, unlawfully held in bondage,
P. Williamson was busily engaged making pre-
parations to leave for Harrisburg that evening,
for the purpose of attending an election of the At-
lantic and Ohio Telegraph Company. He excused
himself, therefore, and told Still to go down and
get the names and telegraph to New York, so that
habeas corpus might be taken out there; but,

on second thought he went down himself, getting
there before Still. Upon inquiring at the hotel.
he learned that the parlies had gone on board the
ferry boat then at the wharf, designing to take the
five o'clock Camden and Amboy train for New
York. A coloured boy accompanied him on the
boat as guide. After an examination of the lower
deck, P. Williamson proceeded to the upper one,
and found Jane and her children sitting upon
the bench running round the edge on the
outside and nearly opposite the stairway. He
went up to her and said, " You are the person I
am looking for, I presume." J. H. Wheeler, who
was sitting on the same bench, three or four feet
from her, asked what P. Williamson wanted
with him. The answer was, "Nothing, my busi-
ness is entirely with this woman." Amid repeated
interruptions from J. H. Wheeler, P. Williamson
calmly explained to Jane that she was free under
the laws of Pennsylvania, and could cither go with
J. H. Wheeler, or enjoy her freedom by going on
shore. The conversation between Williamson,
Wheeler, Still, and a by-stander, was kept up for
several minutes, the same ideas being frequently
repeated. A few persons gathered about them to
hear. At last the bell rang, and P. Williamson,
supposing the boat was about to start, turned to
Jane and said, " The time has come when you
must act ; if you wish to exercise your right of
freedom, you will have to come ashore imme-
diately." She looked round at her two children,
grasped the hand or arm of the one next her!

and attempted to rise from her seat. Wheeler
pushed her back, saying, " Now, don't go, Jane."
She renewed her efl'or't to get up, and did so,

with the aid of P. Williamson. At the same
time two coloured men, whose business as por-
ters had brought them on the boat, prompted by
sympathy, took hold of the children, and the move-
ment toward the stairway commenced, Wheeler
opposing their progress. The youngest child
was frightened, and cried. Wheeler's'first move-
ment had been to push Jane back, but he soon
clasped her tightly round the body, and begged her,
in the most hurried and earnest manner, to say she
wanted to go with him to her friends in Virginia.
She made answer that she wanted to see her friends,

but would rather be free, and moved steadily for-

ward towards the stairway leading to the lower
deck. When near it, P. Williamson detained
J. H. Wheeler until Jane and her friends passed
down, and afterwards descended in company with
him, and left the boat. It was at the head of the
stairway, if we may believe J. H. Wheeler, that he
was seized by two coloured men and threatened by
one of them ; but the most careful and repeated
examination of witnesses has failed to elicit any
testimony except toa threat made on the lower deck.

"The persons who aided Jane Johnson to de:

'

the stairs, pass the gangway and walk to thfL.
ner of Front and Dock streets, were porter; Vi
labourers about the wharves and ferry boat, vL
sympathies had led them to join the crowd vicj
gathered around Williamson and Wheele'at
the beginning of their conversation. They ;'e4
her quietly and effectively. There was no tui Ilk

noise or uncalled for display of resolution.
'j,o

police officers were present and declined iljj

fering because of the absence of any violi(e,'

noise or tumult to justify them in doing so. '

"About the same time, and while followinip
the wharf the little group around Jane, jij,

Wheeler demanded of P. Williamson his n 'e.'

This was promptly given, with the assurance !at

P. Williamson would meet the responsibilit- or

any injury sustained by the legal rights of .j I.

Wheeler. At the corner of Front and Dock str 's

Jane got into a carriage with her children. ,A
coloured man took his seat by her side. J. H.Wllil.
er begged the driver to stop, threatened him, \i
ran after him nearly to Spruce street. The :r.

riage drove off and the Minister returned aloDjto
the boat. Jane and her children were ho.spity
received by friends, remained here a few days, J
then left for New York city."

J. H. Wheeler applied to Judge Kanof
the District Court of the United States in le

Eastern District of Pennsylvania, who grant(^r
writ of Habeas Corpus directed to P. William i

commanding him to bring the said J. Johra!
and her two sous before him, holding the Id

Court. On the 20th of Seventh month, P. ^\.

liamson appeared before the Court, and by Js

attorney made return to the writ, in which he's.

dared that the said Jane, Daniel and Isaiah Jci.
" are not now, nor was at the time of i?su"
said writ, or at any other time in the ciisti

',

power or possession of, nor confined norrestrai .1

their liberty by him," and that therefore he coi
not bring them before the Court as directed.

;

Exception was taken by the District Attorne'if
the United States to this return, who offered to pre
by testimony, that the respondent had then, or \\

had, the three persons named, in his possession ; A
the judge intimated, before hearing any eviden',
that he might find it his duty to bind the respond.':
over for perjury. Evidence was then heard as to 3

facts of the case, J. H. Wheeler and others (^
ing their version of the transaction above ul
rated

;
after which, P. Williamson took the sta

',

and stated how, and in what manner he had actij

and why he made the return then before 3

Court. The Judge in order to give a written |-

cision adjourned the case, requiring bail to li

amount of 85,000. On the 27th Judge Kane '>-

livered his decision, the amount of'which v^
j

that by the introduction of the words "or at ai
other time," in the return to the writ of Habeas C'-

pus, P. Williamson was guilty of " contempt'
for which he was sentenced to imprisonment wi-
out bail or mainprize during the pleasure of U
Court. On the olst, application was made >

Judge Lewis of the Supreme CourtofPennsylvan,
for a writ of Habeas Corpus to bring P. Willia-
son before him, but the application was refus.,.

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania sitting 1

banc at Bedford, application for a writ of Uab(i
Corpus was made to it on the loth ult., and arj' |

ment enforcing the application heard : the Coii
adjourned without giving a decision. On .''

euth day the 8th inst., the Court gave its dc
sion in Philadelphia, disallowing the applicati'

on the ground that they have no jurisdiction
'

the case. Judge Knox dissented and deliver'

an opinion that the Court was bound to grant ti

writ.
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I p. Williamson stands committed, his liber-

, as bis imprisonment, is altogether at the

etion of Judge Kane, who it appears may

him inearecratcd ibr life, unless he produces

hree persons named or amends his return, by

itting that he at one time had possession of

aid Jane Johnson and her two sons.

may be proper to state, that several of the

ired men who were engaged in assisting J.

ison and her sons in cffcctiDg their escape

detention by their former master, having

I indicted for riot and assatilt, and battery,

were tried before the Court of Quarter Ses-

in Philadelphia, and all but two acquitted.

Wo being found guilty of "assault" only, and

|enced severally to a fine of $10 and one week's

risonment.

THE FRIEND
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i'he beginning of another volume of the Friend

'ibly reminds us of the rapid flight of time.

Iv short the interval appears since our last vol-

'; was commenced, and yet that interval com-

es a year—one-seventieth of the period allotted

he life of man—truly " our days on the earth

as a shadow, and there is none abiding."

s consideration should not only stimulate to

!wed exertion in the performance of duty, but

iipt to a close inspection of our motives to

on ; for to those on whom the greatest weight

/ears may be permitted to rest, the hour must

i arrive, when they must render an account of

r stewardship, and receive a righteous reward

their deeds.

'he objects for which this Journal was estab-

ed have been repeatedly set forth in its col-

is, and it may not be necessary to dwell on

n at the present time. They have, however,

none of their importance or interest, nor is the

f to strive for their attainment felt to be di-

.'he present condition of our religious Society

5t awaken feelings of humiliation and deep con-

1 in every member of it who is really alive to

)est interest. Distracted and divided, one part

iwning the other, its faith is in danger of be-

ling vitiated, and its divinely authorized form

;overnment weakened or set at naught. How-
r, the plea may bo put forth, that the charge

never been brought home to any particular in-

iduals, of promulgating the errors contained in

works of J. J. Gurney and E. Ash, yet it is

1 known that the works of the former are

ily circulated, and strenuous efforts made to se-

e their reception, as worthy of all confidence,

to prove their author sound in the faith, be-

se, it is alleged, many sound views are to be

nd in these works, and that the passages ob-

;ed to, may be attributed to the bias of educa-

1, or peculiarity of expression : very much the

le plea as was made by the followers of E.

;ks on behalf of his sermons. The sad effect

duoed by the promulgation of those errors

hin the Society, is amply demonstrated by its

sent convulsed condition, and the fact that that

t of the Society which has conscientiously per-

med its duty in testifying against these errors,

1 consistently maintaining that testimony, has

reby brought upon itself censure, and oft-re-

tcd charges of acting from unworthy motives,

ile some portions of it have been rejected and

3wned by their fellow professors, and those who

•e separated from them, countenanced, in their

disorder and disregard of the discipline of the So-

ciety. The position occupied by those Yearly

Meetings which have testified against the modern
innovations attempted on the principles of Friends,

and the divisions arising out of that attempt ; and

the peculiarly trying situation of those members
of other Yearly Meetings, who feel themselves

bound to maintain a similar testimony, and can-

not, therefore, unite with the course pursued by
their Meetings towards the Separatists, are subjects

of absorbing import, involving as they do, the fu-

ture integrity of the Society.

The Friend, as its readers are aware, has steadily

opposed the reception of the modified Quakerism

of the day, and sought, as suitable opportunity

presented, to uphold and strengthen the hands of

those who are maintaining a consistent testimony

against it. How far it has succeeded in satisfying

the expectations of its readers, it is not for us to

say, as we know it is easy to indulge more favoura-

ble conceptions of our own course than it is to im-

press its correctness on others. Our aim has

been, and continues to be, to support the Truth

for its own sake and for no party purposes ; and

our main desire is, that all the members of our re-

ligious Society should be individually brought into

a practical exemplification of the purity and ful

ness of our holy profession ; for it is easy to con

found the praise and defence of sound principles,

with the supposition that we availingly hold them
;

and to judge of ourselves merely by our opinions

instead of by our actions, the consistency of our

lives and the lamb-like spirit with which we may
be clothed. As this practical exemplification

comes to be more generally witnessed, we believe

divine strength and wisdom will also be more

bundantly dispensed, for the right ordering of the

ffairs of the Church, and for the comforting and

edifying of the "afflicted and poor people" left in

our midst, and whom the Lord delighteth to pre-

serve and defend. Although we cannot divest

the mind of solicitude respecting the present con-

dition and the future prospects of the Society, nor

should we wish to do so; yet it is wise not to al-

ow ourselves to be harassed by undue anxiety

about anticipated difficulties and trials which may
never occur, and to endeavour to repose with con-

fidence on Him, who is omniscient, and the Al-

migty disposer of events, and who, in the counsels

of his wisdom, will secure the final triumph of

his truth and people.

Nor should any permit the present unhappy

condition of our religious Society, to betray them

into the delusion, that because "the love of many

has waxed cold" they are liberated from the obli-

gation to maintain a life and conversation consis-

tent with the self-denying religion the Society has

ever professed to the world. The value of this

religion can be known and enjoyed only so far as

it is permitted to cleanse the heart and extend its

croverument over each one individually. Its au-

thority is affected by no change of circumstances,

nor can the unfaithfulness of one liberate another

from obedience to its demands. So, likewise, its

blessed rewards cannot be turned away from the

upright in heart, by the defection or disobedience

of the multitude, for amid all the commotion and

strife of tongues, the foundation of God standeth

sure ;. having this seal, the Lord knoweth them

that are his.

A practical faith in this religion on the part of

each of the members of our Society, would soon

extricate it from all its present difficulties, and

bring us as a united band, to labour harmoniously

to cleanse the camp of its defilements, and uphold

inviolate the doctrines, testimonies and discipline

entrusted to us, to the honour of our Divine Mas-

ter and tho spread of his kingdom. If, amid its

other aims, the Friend may be instrumental in

promoting this good work, it will fulfil tlie fervent

wishes of those who conduct it. We shall not re-

lax in our efforts to make it interesting and in-

structive in the other and different departments,

and we trust our friends will, as heretofore, en-

courage us by their countenance and support.

OHIO YEARLY MEETING.

Further accounts received from members of

Ohio Y'^early Bleeting inform us that, when
Friends assembled on Third-day morning, at the

hour adjourned to, they found the house occupied

by the Separatists (who had met at 9 o'clock), and

were con.se(]uent]y obliged, notwithstanding rain

was falling, to hold their meeting in the yard.

After receiving the report from the representa-

tives, and appointing clerks and assistants, the

meeting adjourned until 2 o'clock, P. M., and con-

tinued to hold its sittings in the afternoon of each

day until the conclusion, which was late on Fifth-

day. We are in possession of but few particulars

relating to tho business transacted ; but understand

that epistles wore addressed to Dublin and Phila-

delphia Yearly Meetings. Both communications
from Baltimore were read, and that signed by K.
II. Thomas, together with a similar communica-
tion from Indiana, was referred to the Meeting for

Sufferings. After deliberate consideration, a mi-

nute was adopted by the Meeting, expressing its

sympathy with the Friends composing the meeting

of which W. Waring was clerk, but that no way
now opened to take further action in the case.

The Meeting is represented to have been

large, and the business transacted in condescen-

sion and harmony, to the mutual comfort and

strengthening of the members under their peculiar

trials. It was concluded that the time of holding

the Yearly Meeting next year should be ono

month later than it has heretofore assembled.

When the minutes are received, further particu-

lars will be given.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—The steamship Atlantic arrived at New
Yorii on the 6th inst. with Liverpool dates to Eighth

mo. 25th. The Russian attack of the Allied lines near

the Tchcrnaya on the 16th ult. was a sanguinary affair,

but the despatches do not show with clearness the loss

sustained by the respective parties. Prince Gorlscha-

koff telegraphs—"Evening, August 16th.—Part of our

troops crossed the Tchernaya and attacked the heights

of Tediouchine. Having encountered very considerable

forces, we, after an obstinate fight, thought proper to

retire to the right bank, where we awaited the advance

of the enemy for four hours. As they did not move for-

ward, we returned to our position. The loss is heavy

on both sides." A French despatch dated the 19th,

says:—"It was necessary to continue the armistice de-

manded yesterday by the Russians, from 5 A. M. to 2 P.

M. to-day, for them to carry away their dead. The

nearest enumeration we could make gives the following

results:—Russians buried by the French, 2129; by the

Russians, 1200; total, 3329." Another account says:

—

"The Russians left at least 2500 dead on the field; 38 of

their officers and 1620 men are in our ambulances.

Three Russian Generals are said to have been killed.

We moreover made 400 prisoners. Our loss is 180

killed and 810 wounded. The loss of the Sardinian

troops is stated at 600 killed and wounded." Gonscha-

koff's latest despatch from Sebastopol, on the 21st, says

:

" The fire of the Allies was sensibly diminished, and

does but little damage."
THE WAR IN ASIA.—A Russian division, betweeu

Kars and Erzeroum, having been reinforced, had marched

upon Kenpri-Kerri, and drove the Turkish troops from

their position, and finally encamped three leagues from

Erzeroum.
. , , . ,,

THE BALTIC.—According to the Russian Admira. 3

account of the bombardment of Sweaborg, the Allies

appear to have done but little damage beside burnmg

the public stores. He says, no damage whatever has

been done to the fortifications, batteries or guns of the

forts, and cleses his despateh on the evening of the 12th,
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at their old anchorage, andthus: "The enemy reniii

do not renew the attack.

The attack on Riga was commenced at four o'clock

on the morning of the 10th, by two English steamers.
One two-decker and one frigate. The bombardment
continued till 7 o'clock in the evening, doing apparently

no damage. About 40 Russians were killed and 60
wounded in the attack of Sweaborg.
SPAIN.—The sale by public auction of the national

property commenced at the Town Hall of Madrid oi

10th. The sale was well attended, and the competition

between the bidders spirited. Energetic measures were
being taken to get possession of the proprfty of thi

church, and yet the Government endeavours to avoid a

direct rupture with Rome.
FRANCE.—On the 17th ult. the Queen of England

crossed the channel toBoulogne, where she was received

by the French Emperor with great distinction. The
royal party proceeded to Paris by railway. At all the

stations on the road from Boulogne to Paris, troops

were drawn up, arches erected, and ceremonies of

homage performed.

PRUSSIA.—Count Labinsky, the Governor of the

Bank of Poland, had arrived in Berlin for the purpose
of negotiating a loan for the Russiau Government.
GREAT BRITAIN.—The accounts respecting the

crops were conflicting, but on the whole rather un-
favourable. It was thought that considerable importa-
tions of grains would be needed. At Liverpool flour

had advanced about 2s. a bbl. Cotton was unchanged
in price, sales of the week 45,000 bales. The stock of
American cotton in port was 372,500 bales. Iron was
in good demand. Consols, 91|.

NICARAGUA.—On the 18th ult. a bloody battle was
fought between the Government troops, under Guardiola,
and the Democratic or Revolutionary army, under
Munos, assisted by Alvares, with forces from Honduras,
which resulted in the complete defeat of Guardiola, and
the death of Jlunos.

On the 29th, Col. Walker landed at San Juan del Sud,
with 5G men of his command and 170 of the Democratic
army, under Mendez. He was endeavouring to recruit

from the California passengers, with but little success.
Col. Kinney's party is still at San Juan del Norte.

CHINA.—By way of California, Hong Kong dates to

Sixth mo. 26th, have been received. The Pekin Gazette
records further successes against the insurgents in the
North, and mentions that the capital of Hupeh, and the
district around it, continue to be infested by rebel bands.
From Nanking there is nothing additional. The trade
of Shanghai proceeds without interruption, and Canton
was rapidly recovering its commercial activity. There
had been on an average more than two hundred persons
executed in Canton daily for the fortnight previous to

the 16th of June, and the prisons were not then cleared
The two leaders who took the city of Shun-teh in Au-
gust one year ago, were cut in pieces on the 1st of June
UNITED STATES.—A"(7nsas.—The (mob) Legislature

of Kansas adjourned on the 30th ult., after having
adopted such portions of the Missouri code of laws as
are not locally inapplicable or inconsistent with the
laws of Kansas already passed. The pro-slavery con-
vention has nominated General Whitefield as delegate to

Congress.

New Orleans.—The fever appears to be abating. The
deaths for the week ending 3rd inst. were 400, including
294 from yellow fever.

Commerce of the Port.—According to the annual state-

ment published on the 7th inst., the receipts of cotton
for the year had been 1,278,500 bales, being a decrease
of 155,000 bales against the previous year. The exports
of the year had been 1,475,000 bales, being a decrease
of 151,700 bales. The whole crop has been about
2,000,000 bales. The receipts of sugar have been
189,000 hhds., being a decrease of 82,500 hhds. The
crop of Louisiana is estimated at 314,000 hhds. The
receipts of molasses have been 311,000 hhds. The crop
of Louisiana is estimated at 23,000,000 gallons. There
had been an increase in the receipts of flour and pork,
and a large decrease in the receipts of corn. The total
value of the exports for the year was 883,669,000. The
receipts of duties at the custom-house for the year, had
been $2,128,000, being a decrease of $430,000 compared
with the previous year.

Norfolk and Portsmouth, Va.—These cities have been
desolated by the yellow fever. At the last accounts the
mortality was very heavy, notwithstanding the greater
portion of the inhabitants had fled from the pestilence.
Recently there were about 1000 persons sick of the dis-
ease in Norfolk, and about 450 in Portsmouth. The
remaining inhabitants were said to be suffering from
famine as well as fever. The .sympathy of the people
of more favoured cities has been manifested by contri-

butions in aid of the suS'ering poor, and a number of
physicians and nurses from various quarters have gene,

rously devoted themselves to the relief of their afllicted

fellow creatures.

Boston.—The new law, allowing coloured children to

attend all the public schools, has gone into effect, and
many of them now attend with the white children. Of
the first attendance, the Boston Transcript says: "They
created quite a ' sensation' among the boys and girls,

but no violent manifestations of dislike were seen."
California.—On the 8th inst. the Northern Light

arrived at New York, bringing 447 passengers, §1,065,-
597 in gold, and seventeen days later news from San
Francisco. Trade was dull, and merchandize generally
had declined in price. The miners continued to do
well. The California wheat crop was estimated at
about 2,000,000 bushels. Indian wars were raging in

Northern California and Southern Oregon. Woods, late
one of the partners in Adams & Co.'s banking-house,
absconded on the ship Andreda, bound for Australia.
He is said to have retained §100,000 of the assets of
the firm.

Oregon.—Th^ dates are to the Eighth mo. 5th. The
annual conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church
was then in session in Oregon City. An express mes-
senger from Governor Stevens had arrived at Portland,
bringing intelligence that treaties had been concluded
with the Kootanic, Kackispiec and Flathead Indians,
upon terms very advantageous to the United States.
New York.—There has been some revival in the export

trade, and considerable quantities of flour and grain
are being sent to Europe. Interments last week, 541.

Philadelphia.—Interments last week, 252.

3Iiscellaneoits.—Gratifying Result.—The Tejon Indian
Reservation in California has proved a very successful
experiment. The last mail brought accounts that every
thing was quiet and prosperous there, and that the In-

dians had gathered their crops, and were pursuing their

civilized avocations industriously, and without giving
trouble to their white neighbours.
Alabama vs. Turkey.—The Mobile (Ala.) Advertiser

states that figs can be grown and dried in Alabama,
which, in two years' time, will equal, if not surpass the
best imported qualities.

Great Steamboat speed.—The steamer Commonwealth,
running between New York and Allyn's Point, on the
Worcester and Norwich line from Boston to New York,
recently made the whole distance, 133 miles, in six hours
and twelve minutes, inclusive of a stop at New London.
The average rate of speed was 22 miles per hour. This
is the fastest time on record.

White Deer.—The Cincinnati (Ohio) Gazette says :

—

"Two white deer arrived in this city, on Tuesday, from
St. Louis. They were caught in the Rocky Mountains.
They are perfectly white ; not a coloured hair is to be
seen on the body of either. One is a roe and the othe
a buck. The deer were purchased for §2000."

Ilogs in Kentucky.—According to returns to the An
ditor of Kentucky, there are in that State this year
1,440,266 hogs over six months old, against 1,682,244
last year. This decrease in number is attributed to th

short crop of corn last year.

Census of Essex Co., N. J.—The population of Essex
county, N. J., according to the late census, is 96,923,
being an increase of 22,979 in the five years since the
last census.

Four hundred years ago.—The first book ever printed
with a date appeared in 1455, just four centuries ago.
An old vessel.—It is said that the barque William and

Ann, built in London in the year 1759, which vessel
conveyed General Wolfe at the time of the siege of
Quebec, is still in existence, and is classed in Lloyd's
register book, as A, No. 1.

New kind of paper.—A company has been formed in

England for the manufacture of paper from the stem of
the plantain, and is about going into operation. It is

expected to furnish a good printing and wrapping paper.
Yellow Fever in the West Indies.—By a late arrival from

Bermuda, Demerara papers to the Uth ult. have been
received. They state that the yellow fever had broken
out with great violence at the island of Barbadoes, and
at the Dutch Colony of Surinam. The number of deaths
at Barbadoes had reached thirty a day. Demerara was
unusually healthy.

Frost Down £««.-The Providence (R. I.) Journal
states that the frost of last week was very destructive
in many parts of Rhode Island. In some places, beans,
cucumbers, squashes, melons, and other tender vegeta-
bles, were entirely ruined.

Cholera in Nicaragua.—Late intelligence from Nica-
ragua states that the cholera had abated. It had swept
away nearly all the Government forces. The epidemic
had also visited Leon, and the revolutionary army suf-
fered much from the disease.

Preparing for Slave Trading.—It is stated that
|

tracts have been made for the introduction this Jn
into the Island of Cuba of large numbers of Al 'aa
slaves. One party alone has contracted for the s ply
o{ 7000. Portugese agents, it is said, are now in l^
York making arrangements. ^

Received from C. Bracken, agent, 0., forAbnlflj
Packer, §2, vol. 28 ; from S. Hobson, agt., 0., for Jv*
Bowman, §2, vol. 29

;
from Samuel Marriott, N. Y.i^

vol. 29; from James Austin, agt., Nant., for Sally EajaT
$2, vol. 29; from P. Vickers, §2, vol. 28. :

MARY HODGSON, Jb., No. 94 N. TENTH STR t
is prepared to accommodate with board, a limited inl
berof such pupils as are educated in her school; K're
they would receive instruction in the usual En isb

branches, including French and Drawing, and enjo ]»
comforts and privileges of a home. Particular a|n-
tion is paid to the morals, habits, and studies of Use
who compose her family.

History of the Life of THOMAS ELLWOOD, wi'en
by himself—new edition. For sale at Friends' ,»fc
Store, No. 84 Arch street, and at the oface of JB
FRIEND, No. 50 North Fourth street.

A few Friends can be accommodated with board i»
Friend's family. Apply at this office, or at FriiiB"

Book Store, No. 84 Arch street.

WANTED.
A Female Teacher in the family of a Friend.

Coatesville. One who can teach the Latin hu .

preferred.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.

The!
sion,

Cherry
house

Seminaries were re-opened for the Winter
the 1st instant. That for Boys in the hous
treet, below Ninth ; and that for Girls in

on James' street, above Sixth. Friends inten

;r their children in these Schools, are desire

as early in the session as practicable, in o

that the proper classification may be made earlv.

'ementary schools in the Northern and Western
tricts, have also been re-opened.

WANTED.
A young man, in Germantown, aged from IS tt ).

to learn the retail dry goods business. A Friend I n
the country preferred, to board in the family. Appl it

Friends' Bookstore, 84 Arch street.

WANTED.
A competent (male or female) Teacher for the sch 1,

under the care of Nottingham Preparative Meetin jf

Friends.

Address, Lloyd Balderston, Port Deposit, Cecil Co., 1.

Ninth Mo. 4th. 1855.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department

Institution.

Application may be made to either of the under-
members of the Committee.

S.iMi-EL HiLLES, Wilmington, De
Thomas Evans, 1 ti, , j

Samuel Bettle, Jr.} P'^''"'^^-

Died, in Trenton, N. Jersey, on the 29th of Eigh
month, 1855, James Kaighn, formerly of Kaighn's Poi,

aged 73 years. Although from early life shut out f n

the world with much bodily suffering, yet at times •

deuce was afforded, that through the mercy of his IJ'

venly Father in Christ Jesus, he was made meet for ,(

kingdom of heaven. Blessed are the dead who di n
the Lord from henceforth.

.

, in this city, on Fifth-day evening, the i

Elizabeth, widow of the late John Brooks, in the 7 i

year of her age, a member of the Western Dist t

Monthly Meeting.
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From the Edinburgh Review.

j

The land of Silence.

(Continued from page 2.)

|at we now have to speak of another branch
'iur subject, in the sayings and doings of jNIas-

6, one of the few famous deaf-mutes. The
Fiif Massieu presents a bright picture of one who,
I'pite of very formidable disadvantages,

jid by resoluteness of purpose and intensity of

i) to achieve fame as an original thinker and
:us. It was more than an ordinary task to

ibve this ; and the possession of great perse-

ijoce, considerable originality, and a memory
'jir more than common power we freely accord

;m. But whether the records on which his

1^ rests are altogether trustworthy is a ques-
)l which after some further remark, we must
ij! to our readers' own consideration.

f was anxious," says the author of 'La Cor-
h de Fleurs,' " to have some details of the

ifhood of Massieu ; he brought to me soon af-

r he following sketch, which is entirely com-
.'ll by himself." In giving our readers a short

:fint of Massieu's life, we shall chiefly rely on
ejwords of this reputed autobiography, com-
i'iag as we proceed in the narrative. " I was
I, in a hovel at Semens, in the department of
jironde; my father died in January, 1791,
Jjaother still lives. In my country we were
;leaf mutes of the same paternal family, three
jfand three girls.* Until the age of thirteen

V and nine months I remained in the country,
lie I never received any instruction."
1' due time he escapes from this bondage of
ijance, and was informed that he should go to

leaux, " where," he says, " we visited the
I! Sieard." His after progress was most rapid,

iegan by forming letters; "in many days" he
il write some words. In three months he
il write many words; in six months phrases,

year he wrote well. In a year and nine
\hs he wrote better, and answered well to

lions proposed to him. After being for three
ij and a half with the Abbe, he set out for

ij, where a six months' residence made him
j)De of the " entendans-parlans."

fithin a few years from being a savage youth

}i 1833, the London Deaf and Dumb School pub-

j
a most valuable statistical document, from which

jears that in 20 families containing 159 children

j
were 90 deaf-mutes; being an average of more

|l to each family. Such cases as these are found
yl insiancet to be the result of the intermarriar/e of
\usiiu and other near relaUves. A plain and direct
il law is transgressed, and is instantly followed
]own peculiar punishment.

keeping his flocks in the pastures of the Gironde,
"Ac excelled most hearitii/ persons in the readi-

ness, precision, and wisdom of his anwers." Of
these answers we select a few certainly most strik-

ing ones, but which yet to us appear to bear
marks of preparation. Answers were given, it

is said, on almost all .subjects with equal read
ncss; and almost equal brilliancy to any chance
questioner. But to this assertion is added a singu-
lar proviso ; if the question did not present ' uu
interet piquant,' it produced an answer more com-
mon than that of a man without any cultivation;
and that whoever wished to find him such as fame
reported, must interrogate him on subjects of
some depth." {^Orpen, p. 194.)

It is diflicult to understand how Massieu, hav-
ing not long escaped from savage ignorance, and
being still incapable of speech and hearing, was
so peculiarly gifted as to answer some questions
with a skill beyond that of ordinary educated
mortals,—while to other queries his answers were
those of a man utterly void of cultivation. It

appears more than probable, that between the
Abbe Sieard and his two pupils such philosophic
questions as elicited the most striking answers
wei-e made topics of private discussion, and when
propounded in public, drew forth replies apparent-
ly impromptu, but, in reality, well-considered,
ready cut and dry; while ordinary common ques-
tions were left to take their chance—and very
badly they fared. From accounts still in exist-

ence we select a few of these extraordinary an-
swers.

' What is gratitude?" "Gratitude is the me-
mory of the heart."—" What is hope?" "Hope

the blossom of happiness."—" What is the dif-

ference between hope and desire ?" " Desire is a
tree in leaf; hope is a tree in flower; and enjoy-
ment is a tree in fruit."—"What is eternity

""

" A day without yesterday or to-morrow,—a li

that has no ends.'—"What is time?" "Aline
that has two ends; a path which begins in the cra-
dle, and ends in the tomb."—" What is God ?"

"The neces.sary being, the sun of eternity, the
mechanist of nature, the eye of justice, the
watchmaker of the universe, the soul of world."
Dr. Orpen tell us that the deceptive and acute
question '^ Does God reason V vim then put to

him by Sir Jas. Macintosh, and that without hesi-

tation Massieu gave this admirable and lucid re-

ply : 3Ian reasons because he doubts; he deliber-

ates, he decides; God is omniscient ; he knows all

thinys; he never doubts; he therefore never reasons.

Jean Massieu and Laurent Oleic beyond all

doubt possessed more than ordinary powers of
mind; and these powers were skilfully awakened,
and successfully trained into sharp and vivid life.

But at the best, when compared with other edu-

cated men, their mental training must have been
incomplete ; and many a nook and corner in the

mind of each must have remained to the very last

in utter darkness. For one in this state of par-

tial obscurity to be constantly giving utterance,

at a minute's notice, to aphoristic morsels of con-

centrated wisdom, even on abstract and metaphy-
sical subjects, exceeds, we imagine, the capacity

of poor deaf and dumb humanity.

For " The Friend."

During the troubles which wore multiplied in
our laud for several years picceding the Kevolu-
tionary war, the Society of Friends was subjected
to close trials, from many of the members allowing
themselves to be influenced by the spirit which
was then rife, and failing to maintain the testimo-
nies committed to it to uphold. Many turned
(heir backs on their former friends and associates,

joining with the multitude in the popular move-
ments of the day, thereby greatly reducing the
numbers of members, and bringing discourage
mcnt and suff'ering on those who remained faith
ful at their posts. The following extract is from
a letter written in the year 1705, by S. F()tlier"-i!l

to his beloved friend Israel remberton, of PhTla-
delpnia, and contains much from which we may
draw instruction at the present day. Please let
it appear in the Friend. * * *

"Dear friend, we are not strangers to the com-
motions of your land, the repoit whereof hath
reached our ears, yea, and many of our hearts,

whereby deep inward sympathy, as becomes breth-
ren, has been raised, and a secret strong travail

before the Lord of the whole earth, for the preser-
vation of his family in this dispensation of the
hour and power of darkness, which has come upon
many amongst you, and is endeavouring to intro-

duce ruin, and desolation, and every evil work.
In such a season as this, it is next to impossible
to stand neuter ; the conflicting powers of li'dit

and darkness, according to their prevalence, enli.st

the spirits of the people under their respective

banners; some to endeavour to build up and re-

pair the breaches, and to be bound in heart to the
holy testimony, and earnestly contend for the faith

once delivered to the saints. Now, saith my soul,
' Peace be to thee, Zion, and peace to thine
helpers; and may these evermore remember, it is

the Lamb and his followers which shall have the
victory.' Though this expression may have be-

come trite by frequent repetition, yet it is a great,

instructive and important truth. Neither the most
ardent zeal of the cherub or the seraph, nor the sa-

gacity of the living creature, though full of eyes

before and behind, nor the strength of the lion can

overcome, unless the meekness, gentleness, and
patience of the Lamb, sufl'ering, yea slain, from
the foundation of the world, have the ascendancy,

and be diifused through all our labour. A vivacity

of mind which is natui'al, and a solicitude of mind
for the cause of Truth which is from a higher
source, are, I believe, distinguishcdly possessed by
us both, and I feel, for myself, the absolute neces-

sity of deep attention to llis direction who has

engaged mo in his service, in order to experience

him to put forth, having reduced the creaturely

part into a humble dependence upon Him, whose
is the power and the wisdom. We are now, my
friend, arrived at a date of life when the fierte

which attends youth may, by the laws of nature,

be supposed to abate, and cool, and deliberative

wisdom, confirmed by experience and long obser-

vation, take its place ; and I hope we have not so

lived and laboured, as to be destitute of a portion

of Divine wisdom, to correct the mistakes and in-

advertencies into which we may have been hurried

in past time, which I acknowledge with regard to
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myself have been various. Oh that our minds

may suflBeiently cleave unto that Hand of powtr,

which will efi'octually convert us from every error

in judgment and practice, and then properly ena-

ble us to strengthen our brethren. Dear friend,

I beseech thee, by the mercies of God, whereof

thou hast largely partaken, abide in the quiet habi-

tation, whose safety and beauty thou hast often

beheld, and desired thy portion in it. Let neither

the commotions without, nor defection within,

carry thee away from the cjuiet rest ; a greater de-

gree of fitness and wisdom to act rightly, when ne-

cessary in both, will be hereby attained. I feel

inexpressibly a sympathy of spirit with Friends in

your parts; the faithful and unfaithful are the

companions of my mind almost incessantly ; to

the former, I wish that wisdom and knowledge

may become the stability of their times; for the

latter, that through the prudence, patience, tender

compassion, and steadiness of the faithful, they

may be restored upon the proper foundation, and

the holy testimony preserved inviolate."

From the Edinburgh Review.

On the Fibrons Plants of India.

(Concluded froni page 3.)

Of valuable Indian fibres suitable for cordage

and for spinning, we have still to notice those

which are obtained from plants belonging to the

natural family of the nettles ( Urticeae). To this

family the common hemp plant belongs ; and

some of the most valuable substitutes for our

European hemp and flax are yielded by eastern

plants belonging to the same family. Among
these, the fibre known by the name of China

grass, and in India as the Fiheea and the Caloee

or Eamee fibre, is the most valuable in the mar-

ket, the most widely and extensively cultivated,

and the most easy to be obtained in large sup-

plies. It is the produce of the snowy nettle

(^Boehmeria nivea) called by the Chinese Chum-
ma. It seems to grow naturally over a large part

of the East, and to be very generally cultivated

or collected for its fibre.

" Dr. M'Gowan writes from Ningpo, that the
' Chu Ma is found at the base of hills from Co-
chin China to the Yellow River, and from Chusan
to the farthest west that researches can for the

present extend.' We find that it is known in

Celebes and Borneo, cultivated in Java and Su-

matra, and many other of the islands of tiie East,

where it seems to be known chiefly by the names
Rami and Calocc. It is known in Siam and at

Singapore ; the string made of it is called tali

rami, and the fishing-nets manufactured with it

are conspicuous for their elegance and strength.

Colonel Burney, in 1836, obtained it from I'ivcla

and Youkyauk, in the Shan province of Ava,
where it is called Pan, and where Mr. Landers
afterwards found it. It has long been cultivated

by fishermen in the Bengal districts of Rungporc
and of Dinagepore, where it is called KunkJwora.
Colonel Jenkins first sent it from Cochin in 1836;
and it is found in difierent parts of Assam, where
it is called Rheea."

It is unnecessary for us to enter into the details

regarding this plant and its fibre, which are con-
tained in the work before us. By numerous tes-

timonies, Indian and British, the author has

shown in substance

—

1st. That the Rheea fibre is stronger and more
durable than hemp, while in fineness and beauty
it is fitted to take the place of the highest-priced

flax.

2nd. That it could, by easy and inexpensive
means of encouragement, be produced in India
and exported to this country in any required
quantity.

3rd. That if brought to England at a moderate
price it would find a large and ready demand.

4th. That the introducticn of cheaper modes
of extracting the fibre, such as we are now fami-

liar with at home, would reduce the first cost in

the Indian market at least one-half, while better

roads would in an equal degree cheapen the cost

of transit.

Our own impression is, that this Rheea fibre,

like flax and cotton, might soon create for itself

in this country an entirely distinct, highly valued,

and nationally important branch of manufacture;
that it might supersede not only pure hemp, but
cotton and flax also, for many purposes and fabrics,

thus establishing a new home-industry, providing
a new variety of employment for our people, giv-

ing us greater independence as regards raw ma-
terials, and producing for us at the same time
new articles of commercial interchange with the

world at large. The economical history of the
long-famed Chinese grass cloth, which is made
from this fibre alone, goes far to justify these an-

ticipations.

To supersede the coarser hemp which Russia
sends us for the manufacture of ropes, India
ofi'ers us what is called Bon Rheea, or Jungle
Rheea, which Dr. Royle considers to be only a

wild form of the snowy nettle, though possibly it

may be another species. This plant grows wild

and common in many places among the hills and
forests, and is also cultivated largely by some of
the hill tribes. Its fibre has been proved, in

ropes, to be stronger than that of the best Peters-

burgh hemp, or than that of any other fibrous

plant grown in India, with the exception of the
common hemp grown at Kote Kangra, on the
Himalayas, to which allusion has already been
made. It would not be difiicult either for the
East India Company or for private mercantile
agents, travelling among the people, to induce the

natives of the provinces in which this wild plant

most abounds to prepare it in any quantity for

the market.

Dr. Royle mentions at least half a dozen other
Indian nettles, some of them possessed of most
formidable stinging properties, which are more or

less extensively employed for the production of

strong and durable fibres. But for an account of

these we must refer the reader to the work itself

Of immediately available fibres, the growth of

our Indian possessions, wo have shown that there
exists a great abundance, and that of others
which in a few years may become important in

Indian and British markets and manufactures, a

still greater number is placed within our easy
reach. There is no reason to despond, therefore,

as to the final result of even prolonged hostilities

with Northern Europe, in so far as the supply of

raw fibrous materials for our looms and rope-yards

is concerned. There is hope rather, that if suffi-

ciently prolonged, they may in this sense be pro-

ductive of great and permanent good, both to

India and to ourselves. Emergencies like the
present by awakening inquiry, discover dormant
riches—by prompting to exertion, develope ne-

glected resources and give new employment to

idle and impoverished populations—by rousing

governments they stimulate to the improvement
of old, and the creation of new facilities for transit

—by calling forth ingenuity and thoughtfulness

on every hand, they overcome what had been re-

garded as great difficulties, and thus in the end
not only replace scarcity by abundance, but per-

manently cheapen what before had always been
comparatively dear, and render future scarcities

impossible.

For pecuniary and other cfibrts to be made
in the way of encouragement in India, piesent

circumstances are peculiarly favourable,

prices of fibrous materials are unusually th,

and if the war be continued they are likely \^
main so for an indefinite period. And fes
should peace favour us by its happy return till

the withdrawal of money advances on the p j
of

British merchants will prevent the return of jm.
sian produce to its usual prices for gome;ju.
According to the united testimony of num,)ui
Indian authorities similar advances of Etijsji

capital, judiciously made, would, in the intcfal,

fill our markets with the numerous raw mat ab
of Eastern growth. The political consequljej

of such a change would be most important ind

even more durable that its immediate coram a^
efi"ect. The present war has interrupted tt^pe.

culiar commercial relations which had existefw
three centuries between Great Britain and Vii\»,

and its result will probably be to bring intjJu

market of Europe an abundant and econo^al
substitute for the natural produce of Eussii^the

growth of our own dominions, stimulated by'.e*

dom of trade and by the progress of India ;i|,

cilities of communication and the producti, of

wealth.

From "Letters, &c., of John Barclay," of ip.

ham, En(jland.— The following written ,tht

2-lth year of his age.

"I have had from one season to another, ;(|

the present time, many teaching intimationi'nl

timely warnings, from within and from witjn^

that there is no trust to be had in length of ijj,

nor dependence to be placed on health orstrejth,

or youth ; no, nor yet on any services or suffefla

for Truth's sake; but only upon the Rock, ('-ig

Jesus, the Lamb slain from the foundation o'.lie

world. To know ?Aa< renewed in us, which ri.tlj

gives an interest in His blood, and in the saKioB

He purchased for us,—to feel the spring of in of-

tal, immaculate life and goodness, bubbling u nd

breaking forth in and over us, — to be as;'ed

by hearing, knowing, and following the She]feri

of Israel, that we are His sheep,—to have aire

and satisfactory evidence, that we are more nd

more coming out of the world's spirit, into tl ol

the weaned child,—becoming more and more pr

rated from sin and self, more and more sea led

with and leavened into the nature of a ch oi

God ; this is sweet, and a safe spot, saith myul,

for any poor mortal to be found in, when the m-

mens may be sounded forth.

"The time is short," said the apostle; a it

remains for us all, whatever bo our situation ii hk

life, or our station in the church, or our staling

in a religious sense, to remember, that "the fas 3M

of this world passeth away." These thingshll

are mutable must pass away, and shall be as tl*

they had not been
;
yet shall the righteous

and be established when the earth is remove <

of its place, and the firmament swept away s

a flood. Greatly do I desire to be found i

those who stay themselves upon the living, ct(jal

Almighty Father and Saviour; and to be in^

ingly concerned to pass the remainder of my.i

in true filial fear and faithfulness."

First mo. 19, 1820.

:ss on x^

Extract 'from Jaquiline PascaFs
tionsfor Children."—We try to impress i

minds, that a mere wish to do right is nothi il

the sight of God, unless it be carried into ac

tiee at every opportunity, and that when we M
to die, a life spent in good intentions will 4
no avail unless we have striven to execute i!B(

since far from being rewarded for those ien^

tions, we shall be punished for leaving thoi jn^

done. ;
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Tbe Lakelets in Michigan.

he lakelets which abound in this State are

fJthy the attention of the naturalist. One day

ij week, a man by the name of Briggs, while

ribing sheep in one of a series of three, in the

oiaship of Scio in this county, was drowned.

3!had swam across it some forty rods, and upon
grning was probably seized with cramps, and

ale near the middle. All efforts to recover the

i(|y being fruitless, — Harrington and I'liil-

iwcre
sent for to search with their submarine

or.

.ccordingly, on Thursday last, they made
lerous descents, at various depths, discovering

|!t singular irregularities of bottom, and curious

illations. In some places the plummet will

;jje bottom in a short distance. A few feet off,

(jn it goes to an almost unfathomable depth,

(jietimes upon arriving at what seemed to be

]|
bottom, the diver's feet rest upon nothing,

B down he goes into impenetrable darkness and
]ft mass of mingled water and sediment, until

llience warns him against further progress.

.|»own sixty-five feet from the surface went —
[jrington, in the vain search for solid bottom,

I still his lead sank through "deep obscure."
lone time the plummet will show a current
|;h carries the line rapidly away from the per-

jlieular, again it swings around, indicating a

tling eddy.

bis lake, or rather pond, is little known, many
residents not even knowing of its existence,

lan present among the spectators of the div-

operations, said that upon his first discovery

1;, a short time since, it abounded with the fish

jomnion to our streams, of a large size, and so

b alarmed at the sight of man that they were
je caught by the simplest means, when within
|h, almost by hand. As there is no inlet

Ivhich they could have entere;^ the lake, how
te they there ?

i.t the last accounts, the body of — Briggs

i

not yet been discovered.

from the JoneaviUe (Michigan) Independent, June 20.]

he above mention of our lakelets, reminds us
ome strange things we have observed about
e of the lakes in this county,

'ne on — Delevan's farm, is entirely stocked
I leeches. No fish ever live there. Others
ind in fish, yet having no outlet or inlet. A
age occurrence happened at Baubicsc lake,

Hillsdale, a few years since.

'ae morning the shore for miles was found
ivn with dead white-fish, and those fish were
rved during the day to come up to the shore
die. None were seen alive after that day,
strangest of all, no white-fish were ever
^n to be in that lake or any other lakelet near
or has any appeared there since ! How these
ever came there, and what caused their death,
puzzling question. Could they come by some
erranean current from the great lake ? Do
currents undermine all 31ichigan ? The

ect would be an interesting study for some
3gist.— Ypsiland Sentinel.

For "The Friend."

Providential and Maternal Care.

tConlinued from page 4I2.J

Their meeting at Norwich began to be attended
by informers, and the sufferings of Friends in-

creased. While B. Bangs was at prayer on another
occasion, the constables and informers came in,

and took him before the mayor. When he re-

turned from his worship, the sheriff and several
aldermen came with him. "At his first appear-
ance the mayor seemed rough ; I said little to

him, but he presently went up into his council
chamber with his attendants, and sent for mo, the
constable and informers, to come up. He ini(uircd
of the constable where he found mo, who told him
at the Quaker's meeting. He inquired what I was
doing, and the informers answered, 'Sir, he was
speaking to the people.' Upon which the mayor
asked me my name, which I told him ; he then
asked what trade I was of; I told him I was a
shoemaker. 'Ah !' said he, ' these are brave times.

be fatal waste of fortune often is by small
nses, by the profusion of sums too trifling

ly to alarm our caution, and which we never
r ourselves to consider together ; of the same
is the prodigality of life : he who hopes to

back hereafter with satisfaction upon past

3, must learn to know the present value of
le minutes, and endeavor to let no particle of

, fall useless to the ground.

—

Dr. Johnson.

cheerful expecter of good hath a fountain of

within him.

when shoemakers, weavers and combers, set up to

be preachers !' I told him I thought a shoemaker
was not much inferior to a fisherman or a tent-
maker, yet we find Christ called such, and made
them able ministers, which I hoped he would not
deny. ' Oh !' said he, ' they were moved to it by
the spirit of God.' Yes, said I, and the same
God yet is. ' Aye, but,' said he, ' that extraordi
nary way is not now to be expected.' I answered
that he now that hath not the spirit of Christ it

none of his ; and so many as are led by the Spirit
of God, they are the sous of God. 'JPhere was a
Divine dread attended me upon this occasion, and
I was sensible that the power of Truth was over
all, through which I took the freedom to advise
them, to take heed what they did, lest haply they
should be found fighting against God. He, and
those that were present, knew us to be an indus-
trious and peaceable people, and to persecute us
for our meeting together to worship God, which
we looked upon to be our indispensable duty, and
to impoverish us to gratify a parcel of indigent in-

formers, I thought would not tend much to their

honour. 'Why,' says the mayor, 'you can call

them indigent informers, but you refuse to give
persons their due titles.' I told him I thought
he was mistaken, for we never refused to give
persons their due titles, as mayor, alderman, she-
riff, <.tc. ' Well,' said he, 'I am glad to hear it

;'

and then called to his servant to bring up a bottle

of wine, which was done, and a glass being filled,

he said to me, ' Here is to you, but you shall not
drink,' and so gave it to the sheriff'; and whi
the rest had drank, he said, 'However, I will gi

him a glass,' which I refused ; he again desired
me to take it, and I still refusing it, caused him
to look a little blank. Upon this they all went
down, and taking leave of the mayor, left me
with him." The mayor made some apology for

treating him as he had done, and sent with him
several of his officers to defend him from any dis-

turbance from the multitude in the street ; and
when they reached the Friend's door where he
wished to go, they took leave of him in a friendly
manner.

Having had a concern to hold a meeting at a

little seaport called Cloy, not far from Wells,
where but one Friend resided, he gave up to it,

and a pretty large company convened, both of the

town and country, and it was satisfactory, "for the
Lord's blessed presence was amongst us, blessed be
his name fur it ; when I had concluded in prayer,

the old clerk said Amen, heartily." Two priests

came to dispute with him, who were foiled in the

conversation, and left him without gaining any
advantage. The younger of the two, on parting,
said, " I have observed that if oDce any come to

be joined to your Society, they may as well wash
a blackmoor white, or cleanse a leopard from his
spots, as turn any of you from your persuasion."
" I answered, we could get nothing that did us any
good when amongst you, and having met with the
Word of eternal life, whither should we go?
There are many of you, continued I, that are men
of learning, and good education, and did you wait
to receive power from God, you might be servicea-
ble and do good to the people. A young man
sometime after told me, that my service at Cloy
had such an effect, that some who had the oppor-
tunity of the meeting, and of hearing what passed
with the clergy in the evening, were so thoroughly
convinced, that they joined themselves to our So-
ciety ; and the clerk, his father, not living long
after, confessed to the Truth upon his dying bed."

In the year 1681 he performed a religious visit

in some of the western parts of England, in the
course of which, in a public meeting at the Isle of
Purbcck, to which many people resorted, he had
a serviceable opportunity to declare the Truth, and
many things were convincingly opened, suitable to
the states of several present. Our primitive
Friends not only explained and enforced the doc-
trines of the gospel, but were qualified to speak to
the conditions of the hearers, often to their aston-
ishment, and convincement that their ministry
was not of man, but by the revelation of Jesus
Christ. "In this journey, I can truly say, a
spring of Divine goodness did attend me, and the
meetings through which I passed, were sensible
partakers thereof, and comforted thereby." A
baptising and heart-searching ministry will
quicken the souls of people, and turn them to
Christ within them, their Shepherd and Bishop.

After spending some time in following his busi-
ness closely, and not feeling clear without giving
up to a prospect of service in the north, which
fell heavily upon him, he made preparation and
set forward upon it. When at Northampton, he
felt drawings in his mind to visit William Dews-
bury, who was then a prisoner at Warwick, whom
he was glad to see, and he took the visit very
kindly. He went into Radnorshire, had a meet-

at Welsh Pool and one at Rmmore, to which
many substantial Friends belonged, but many of
them moving into Pennsylvania, it was greatly
essened. "That night," he says, "I lodged
with our ancient Friend, Thomas Briggs, often
mentioned in George Fox's Journal,—and the
;ood old man told me in the morning, he had
been much concerned that night in praying to the
Lord for the whole society of his people." The
Apostle Peter, says, " The effectual, fervent prayer
of a righteous man availeth much ;" and Paul
exhorts " that supplications, praj'ers, interces-

sions and giving of thanks be made for all men

—

that we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all

godliness and honesty; for this is ijoott and ac-
ceptahle in the sight of God our Saviour; who
will have all men to be saved, and to come unto
the knowledge of the Truth." The more the
church is engaged in prayer, the more effectually

will love and good will and gospel fellowship be
promoted among the members.

In the year 1^82 ho visited Ireland, of which
he says : "In this nation I travelled up and down
in the work of the gospel, and had good .service,

many being convincei by means of my ministry.

.\t Antrim, a place of great profession, I had a
meeting in the evening, to which many came, and
some with design to oppose me. The place was
not large enough to hold the people, which occa-

sioned those without to be very noi.sy and turbu-

lent, some of the ruder sort pelting them with
bits of dirt and turf, whilst I was preaching. I
made a full stop, which occasioned a general
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silence
;
and after a little time I said, I under- each other, before Frandle}' Monthly Jleet-

stand diis is a place of great profession of reli-iing, and on his arrival at Norwich, he laid his in-
sorry to see so much irreligion as ap- teutions before this 3Ionthly Meeting, probably

gion ; I

pears amongst you at this time, through your rude
behaviour. It is not long since I came out of my
native country, and I think it will not be long ere
I return again, and then what shall I say of you,
to your poor suffering brethren in England ? I

advised them, if they had any regard to the repu-
tation of religion, to inquire after those that were
the occasion of these disorders, for that such be-
haviour was base and scandalous. And I was
moved to say, that the time draws nigh, that you
will be blown away like the chaff from the sum-
mer threshing floor, and the place of your meeting
will not be found. At this meeting a young man,
a papist, was convinced, as were many more else-

where in the north and other parts." He contin-

ued his travels several months, in the course of
which, he says, "As I was going from Antrim to

for the purpose of obtaining their certificate to

Frandley. After this he travelled into Suffolk, and
had meetings at Beccles and Aldborough, where,
he says, "1 formerly met with rough entertain-
ment from a man, whose wife was sometime before
convinced by me, and who had threatened to kill

me if I came there again. Hearing I was to bo
at the meeting, he came in, greatly enraged, ti

revenge himself upon me. I was speaking whei
he came in, and making his way up to me, h^

pulled me down, and gave me several ill blows
about my head and face, which raised swellings.
In executing his fury upon me he fell down, but
recovering himself, and attempting to pursue hi;

revenge further upon mo, a friend who had ac
companied my honourable friend, Giles Barnardis
ton and me to the meeting, observing it, laid hold

4
neil-

the Grange, I saw ten or twelve men upon the I of him to prevent his doing any more mischief,
road, walking in a solitary manner, and it arose in and being a very strong man, held him so fast that
iny heart, these are sheep having no shepherd, he could'not disengage himself; but desiring to
A\ hen I came up to thorn I slackened my pace, I be set at liberty, and promisinfr to go away peacea
and queried of them, what news ? The men were

|

bly, the Friend let him go. In the meantime his
Btjirtled at the question, and answered, 'we know wife went out of the meeting undiscovered by

continuing to go soflly, I said, are ye him, and not finding her, he came in again. I

ur min

of none
going to a meeting?" They an.swered, 'Oi
ister is silenced

; for orders are come down, com
manding all dissenters not to assemble; so now
we have no teacher.' This brought to my remem
brance what I had been concerned to deliver a;

above at Antrim, where I met with so much rude
ness. I said, the hireling fleeth because he is ar

hireling, and careth not for the sheep, referring
them to the text; further showing it is happy for
those who are come to the knowledge of that
Teacher who cannot be removed into a corner

—

God said bo would teach his children himself

—

and the children of the Lord are taught of the
Lord. You may read in the first epistle of John,
'The anointing which ye have received of him
abideth in you, and ye need not that any man
teach you, but as the same anointing teacheth you
of all things.' And in Titus, ' The Grace of God
which bringeth salvation, hath appeared unto all

men, teaching us,' &c. Here I directed them to
the great heavenly School-master, who said, ' Learn
of me, for I am meek and lowly in heart; follow
me and ye shall find rest unto your souls.' Thus
I laboured to bring them from their hireling
teachers, to the teaching of God and Christ in
themselves, by which they might come to the
knowledge of God, and walk in the ways of his
salvation

;
' for a manifestation of the spirit is given

to every man to profit withal.' I advised them to
turn their minds inward, and mind the secret ope-
ralion of it, which checks and reproves for bad
words and actions ; and as they turned to it, they
would find it would lead them into all truth, with
many words to this effect. They were well pleased,
declaring at parting, that they had never heard
things so opened to them in their lives.

" Having cleared myself of what service lay up-
on me in this kingdom, I took leave of Friends in
a very large and solemn meeting at Dublin, where
the Lord's blessed presence and power crowned
the assembly, to our mutual joy and satisfaction;
It was indeed a very tendering opportunity, and in

was then concerned in my testimony as before, but
seeing the Friend standing up before me, he did
not venture to come up to me, but after venting a

volley of revengeful oaths against me, he with-
drew ; after which we had a peaceable, good meet-
ing. The good woman lived not long after,

through the horrid abuses he committed upon her;
she kept steady to her testimony to the end, and
was beloved by Friends and others who were ac-

quainted with her."

At this day it would be thought a great outrage
upon a religious assembly, for a person to assault

a minister, or any other one in the meeting, with
such violence and abusive language. Like the
primitive Christians, Friends at that time main-
tained their religious principles, and their testi-

mony to the duty of publicly offering worship to

Almighty God. at the hazard of their lives, and
the loss of their property. They counted nothing
too dear to sacrifice in the discharge of their duty
to Him, so "that they might finish their course
with joy, and the ministry which they had re-

ceived of the Lord Jesus, to testify the gospel of
the Grace of God." They were blessed in their
faithfulness by a growth and firm establishment in

the eternal Truth, and they were made a blessing
to thousands then, and to generations since

He accomplished his marriag
the 11th month, 1(383. He and his wife went to

a general meeting at Newtown; it being a suffer-

ing time for Friends in that county, Sir Philip
Egerton and Captain Necdham, two of the Just icrs

of the peace, came to break up the meeting. He
says, " I was at prayer when they came in, and
they stood awhile silent ; then Necdham stepped
up to me and commanded silence, which I not
observing, he finst took my hat and threw it away,
then got hold of my cravat and pulled it in

pieces. I still continuing my address to Almighty
God, for his divine presence was amongst us, he then
struck me over my head with his cane, with such
violence as to raise several great swellings on my

ceedings were so noised about in that and
bouring counties, that they were ashamed of th

I-

conduct, and came no more to break up our mcl
ings.'' In this way and at this price, have
liberties we enjoy been purchased for us.

what ground, can it be supposed, that the varii

religious scruples and testimonies, which tl,

maintained before the world, under cruel sufl^

ings, are now to lose their importance, and tha;.

society built up by a Divine hand for a glorit.

purpose, has lost its use, and will become extinef

If they were to be brought from the east and fn'

the west, to sit down with Abraham, Isaac at
Jacob, though children of the kingdom should
cast out, because of their rejection of the Son 'i

God, he that enlightened our forefathers, aji

broke the bands by which they were held in boij

age to forms and ceremonies, will, we belie',

visit others from generation to generation, by 1'

same Divine light, and those who yield to l'

power will be gathered into the same sheep-fo;

to proclaim the same unchangeable doctrines '

,

the gospel, and be made instrumental to bring • ;

other sheep to the same Shepherd and B'shop ;'|

souls—although many birthright members, (.
I

spising the simplicity of their fathers' religic

may be cut off and lose the name and character

Friends.

"In the spring of 1683 I found it upon r:

mind to visit Friends in Lancashire, &c., a;

coming to Penrith, I heard that our friend Thoni, i

Wilson lay dangerously ill ; so I left my horse
'

Penrith, and walked to pay him a visit, and fouij

him in a very weak condition. After a short st'

'

I was moved in spirit to supplicate the Lord •!

his behalf, and I received a gracious answer th

he would be restored again to health ; upon whii

I desired him not to be discouraged, for he shou
do well ; and I told him I believed in a short tici

I should see him again in Cheshire; and it w
not long before it came to pass." <

(To be continued.)

great unity we parted." Their fellowship stood in
i
head, and after that he kicked me down" with his

the Holy Spirit, their ministry was from the fresh
| foot from off my knees. After this, Friends rising

openings ot this spirit, and their doctrine was in ac-
'-" -' - ' ' • '

. • . .&
cordance with the Holy Scriptures, confirmed by the
Spirit which gave them forth, and by their expe-
rience of its regenerating power in their own
hearts.

Soon after his return to England, he and Mary
Lowe declared their intentions of marriage with

from their knees and putting on their bats, h<

broke several of their heads, so that the blood ran
down. Then Sir Philip cried, 'Brother, brother,
let us prosecute the law upon them, and not abuse
them ;' and my wife stood up and said, with a
raised voice, "'Turks, Heathens, and Infidels,

would scorn such practice.' Their rigorous pro-

Selectca.

CURE FOR REPINING.
Wouldst thou from sorrow find a sweet relief?

Or is thy heart oppressed with woes untold ?

Balm wouldst thou gather for corroding grief?
Pour blessings round thee like a shower of gold :

'Tis when the rose is wrapp'd in many a fold
Close to its heart, the worm is wasting there
Its life and beauty ; not when all unroUd,
Leaf after leaf, its bosom, rich and fair,

Breathes freely its perfumes throughout the ambient ai

Wake ! thou that sleepest in enchanted bowers,
Lest these lost years should haunt thee on the night
When death is waiting for thy number'd hours,

he 3d of
i

To take their swift and everlasting flight;

Wake, ere the earthborn charm unnerve thee quite,

And be thy thoughts to work divine address'd

;

Do something—do it soon—with all thy might;
An angel's wing would droop if long at rest.

Some high or humble enterprise of good
Contemplate till it shall possess thy mind,
Become thy study, pastime, rest and food,

.\nd kindle in thy heart a flame refined

;

Pray Heaven with firmness thy whole soul to bind
To this thy purpose—to begin, pursue.
With thoughts all fixed and feelings purely kind,
Strength to complete, and with delight review,
And grace to give the praise where all is ever due.

So good of worth sublime will Heaven permit
To light on man as from the passing air;

The lamp of genius, tho' by nature lit.

If not protected, pruned and fed with care.
Soon dies, or runs to waste with fitful glare

;

And learning is a plant that spreads and towers
Slow as Columbia's aloe proudly rare,

That, mid g.ay thousands, with the sun and showers
Of half a century, grows alone before it flowers.

Has immortality of name been given
To them that idly worship hills and groves,
And burn sweet incense to the queen of heaven ?

Did Newton arn from f.iacy, as it roves,
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measure ivorlds, and follow where each moves?
1 Howard gain renown that shall not cease,

wanderings wild that nature's pilgrim loves 7

did Paul gain heaven's glory and its peace,

musing o'er the bright and tranquil isles of Greece?

(fare lest those, /roms/o^A that would appear

t lowliness o/mind, icith Jot/ proclaim

/ wan! of worth ; a change thou couldst not hear

)m other lips, without a Ijlush of shame,

pride indignant; then be thine the blame,

d make thyself of worth ; and thus enlist

e smiles of all the good, the dear to fame
;

3 infamy to die and not be miss'd,

let all soon forget that thou didst e'er exist.

use to some work of high and holy love,

d thou an angel's happiness shall know,

—

lit bless the earth while in the world above
;

B good begun by thee shall onward flow

many a branching stream, and wider grow
;

B seed that, in these few and fleeting hours,

y hands unsparing and unwearied sow,

all deck thy grave with amaranthine flowers,

d yield their fruit divirre in heaven's immortal bowers.

What matters whether pain or pleasures fill

The swelling heart one little moment here?

From both alike bow vain is every thrill,

While an untried eternity is near I

Think not of rest, fond man, in life's career,

The joys and grief that meet thee, dash aside

Like bubbles, and thy bark right onward steer

Through calm and tempest, 'till it cross the tide

;

Shoot into port in triumph, or serenely glide.

For "Ttie Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,

Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

WILLIAM WATSO>f.

(Conlinued from page G.)

This Friend was another of the valuable minis-

•s of Chesterfield Monthly Meeting, of whose

lours we have but little account, and of whose

th and burial no records have been preserved.

5 signed the remarks prefixed to the First

)nthly Meeting book of Chesterfield in 1683
d was one of the ministers who testified against

«rge Keith. He attended the General Meeting

ministers, First month, in 1702, which is the

t trace I find of him.

MAHLON STACY.

Edward Byllinge purchased of Lord Berkeley,

e riuht held by him under a deed of sale from

e Duke of York of the western half of the pro-

ice of New Jersey. The deed was made by
rkeley to John Fenwick, who was to hold the

d half province on behalf of Edward Byll

d his assigns. A difficulty afterwards arose

tween Fenwick and Byllinge which was com
omised, and the one-tenth of the land being di

icd off and apportioned to the said Fenwick, the

lance was due to Byllinge. By this time Byl
ige was much in debt, and he conveyed to his

editors or the principal part of them, the resi

e of the province, as in lieu of their claims

moDg those who thus as it were without their

11, became large landholders, was Mahlon Sta-

, a member of the Society of Friends. He
is a tanner by trade, and resided at Handsworth
the county of York. He and four of his fel-

y members, all principal creditors of Byllinge,

d one-tenth of West Jer.sey assigned them in

yment of debts due them, amouuting to £3,500.
In the concessions and agreements of the pro-

ietors, freeholders, and inhabitants of the pro-

Qce of West New Jersey, signed " the third day
the month, commonly called March, in the

ar of our Lord one thousand six hundred seven-

six," it is said that when the land is divided

to tenths or shares, that the said Friends of

irkshire, shall have free liberty to make choice

of any one they please. The concessions also

provide for the fulfilment of a contract made by

Wm. Penn, &c., as trustee for Byllinge, to the

same Yorkshire Friends, "wherein they grant unto

the said persons, certain privileges for a town to

be built, whereby they have liberty to choose their

own magistrates, and officers for executing the

laws according to the concessions within the said

town !"

The land chosen by the commissioners, appoint-

ed by the Yorkshire Friends, was from the Falls

of the Delaware, downward. The town of Bur-

lington was laid out by agreement, in which

one-half belonged to the Yorkshire tenth and

one-half to a tenth purchased by Friends of Lon-

don. The country in 1077 began to draw many
settlers, and in the Eighth month 1G78, Jlahlun

Stacy, with " his wife, children, and several ser-

vant men and women," took passage at Hull in

the good ship " the Shield," Daniel Towes com-

mander, for the Delaware River. They were ac-

companied by many other intended settlers, and had

a prosperous voyage. As the vessel sailed up the

Delaware, the shore was so bold at Coaquanock,

where Philadelphia now stands, that the ship

safely moored wherepart of her rigging brushed the

overhanging trees. One of the passengers re-

marked, it was a fine spot for a town. With a

fresh favourable gale, "the Shield" was borne on-

ward to the little village of Burlington, which

was peeping out from the ancient forest. This

was the first ship that had reached so high a point

on the Delaware. It was sometime in the Tenth

month old style, corresponding to the Twelfth

month of the new, that "the Shield" "dropped
anchor," and " moored to a tree." The next

morning the river was frozen,—and so intense

was the cold, that the people from the shore

came to the ship on the ice.

Mahlon Stacy settled near the Falls of the

Delaware, now called Trenton, where in a year or

two he built a mill. He was a man of much en-

terprise, and in 1679 with some others, purchased

a vessel which was put into the Barbadoes trade,

and proved a profitable investment. Many
strange and injurious reports were fabricated and

circulated in England concerning the new colony,

and some of those who had endeavoured to per-

suade their friends not to remove thither, were

not slow in sending such reports to the new
settlers. Mahlon Stacy's brother, Revell having

forwarded him such accounts, he thus wrote in re

ply :—Fourth month 26th, 1680.

"But now, a word or two of those strange re-

ports you have of us and of our country. I

affirm they are not true, and fear they were

spoken from a spirit of envy. It is a country

that produces all things for the support and sus-

tenance of man, in a plentiful manner. If it

were not so, I should be ashamed of what I have

before written. But I can stand, having truth

on my side, against and before the face of all

gainsayers and evil spies. I have travelled

through most of the places that are settled, and

some that are not, and in every place I find the

country very apt to answer the expectation of the

diligent : 1 have seen orchards laden with fruit to

admiration,—their very limbs torn to pieces with

the weight, and most delicious to the taste, and

lovely to behold. I have seen an apple-tree from

a pippin kernel, yield a barrel of curious cider;

—

and peaches in such plenty, that some people took

! their carts a peach gathering. I could not but
I smile at the conceit of it. They are a very deli-

cate fruit, and hang almost like our onions that

are tied on ropes. I have seen and known this sum-

mer, forty bushels of bold wheat of one bushel

sown. Many more instances I could bring,

which would be too tedious here to mention.

We have from the time called May to Michaelmas,
great store of very good wild fruits, as strawber-

ries, cranberries, and huckleberries, which are

like our bilberries in England, but far sweeter.

They are very wholesome fruits. The cranber-

ries much like cherries for colour and bigness,

which m.ay be kept till fruit come in again. Au
excellent sauce is made of them for venison,

turkeys and great fowl, and they are better to

make tarts than either gooseberries or cherries.

We have them brought to our houses by the In-

dians in great plenty. My brother llobert* had
as many cherries this year as would have loaded

several carls. It is my judgment by what I have

observed, that fruit trees in this country destroy

themselves by the very weight of their fruit. As
for venison and fowls, we have great plenty. We
have brought home to our houses by the Indians,

seven or eight fat bucks of a day: and sometimes
put by as many, having no occasion for them

;

and fish in their season very plenteous. My
cousin Ilevellf and I, with some of my men,
went last Third month, [Fifth month new style]

into the river to catch herrings, for at that time
they came in great shoals into the shallows. Wo
had neither rod nor net; but after the Indian
fashion made a round pinfold, about two yards over,

and a foot high, but left a gap for the fish to go
in at, and made a bush to lay in the gap to keep
the fish in. When that was done, we took two
long birches and tied their tops together, and
wont about a stone's cast above our said pinfold.

Then hauling those birch boughs down the

stream, we drove thousands before us, and so

many got into our trap as it would hold. Thea
we began to haul them on shore as fast as three

or four of us could, by two gr three at a time.

After this manner in half an hour we could have
filled a three bushel sack of as good and large

herring as ever I saw. As to beef and pork,

there is a great plenty of it, and cheap ;—and also

good sheep. The common grass of this country

feeds beef very fat. I have killed two this year,

and therefore 1 have reason to know it. Beside,

I have seen this [last] fall, in Burlington killed,

eight or nine fat oxen and cows on a market day,

and all very fut. Though I speak of herrings

only, lest any should think we have little other

sorts, we have great plenty of most sorts of

fish that ever I saw in England;—beside several

other sorts that are not known there, as rock, cat-

fish, shad, sheops-head, sturgeon ; and fowls as

plenty—ducks, geese, turkeys, pheasants, par-

tridges, and many other sorts. Indeed, the coun-

try, take it as a wilderness, is a brave country,

—

though no place will please all. Some will ba

ready to say, he writes of conveniences, but %ot of

inconveniences. In answer to these, I honestly

declare, there is some barren land, as, I suppose,

there is in most places of the world, and more

wood than some would have upon their land; nei-

ther will the country produce corn without labour,

—nor is cattle to be got without something to

buy them;—nor bread with idleness;—else it

would bo a brave country indeed. I question not,

but all then would give it a good word. For my
part, I like it so well, 1 never had the least

thought of returning to England, except on ac-

count of trade. Mahlon Stacy."

On the same date Mahlon wrote to William

Cook of Sheffield, and others.

"This is a most brave place. Whatever envy

or evil spies may speak of it, I could wish you

* Robert Stacey came to West-Jersey in 1611.

f Thomas Revell who came over with Mahlon Stacy

in the "Shield."
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all here. Burlington will be a place of trade
quickly, for here is way for trade. I, with eight
more, last winter, bought a good ketch of fifty

tons, freighted her out at our own charge, and
sent her to Barbadoes, and so to sail to Saltertugas,
to take in part of her lading in salt, and the rest
in Barbadoes goods as she came back. Which
said voyage she hath accomplished very well, and
now rides before Burlington, discharging her lad-

ing, and so to go to the West Indies again. We
intend to freight her out with our own corn. We
have wanted nothing since we came hither, bu
the company of our good friends and acquaint
ances. All our people are very well, and in j

hopeful way to live much better than ever they
did; and not only so, but to provide well for their

posterity. They improve their lands and have
good crops. If our fi lends and countrymen come,
they will find better reception by far, than we
had at first, before the country was settled as

now it is. I know not one among the people
that desires to be in England again; I mean
since settled. I wonder at our Yorkshire people,
that they had rather live in servitude, and work
hard all the year, and not be three pence the bet-
ter at the year's end, than to stir out of the chim-
ney-corner and transport themselves to a place
where, with the like pains, in two or three years
they might know better things.

" I never repented my coming hither.—I live

as well to my content, and in as great plenty as

ever I did, and in a far more likely way to get an
estate. Mahlon Stacy."

" From the Falls of Delaware, in West-New Jersey, the
6th of the Fourth month, 1G80."

The Red Sea.

This large body of water, which separates the

shores of Asia from those of Africa, is about four-

teen hundred miles in length and nearly two hun-
dred in average breadth. It derives its name from
quantities of slimy, red, colouring matter, which at

certain seasons of the year colour its waters and
washed up along its beaches, and which have been
pronounced by Dr. Ehrenberg to be composed of
an infinite number of very delicate vegetables.
This discolouration of the waters is by no means
peculiar to the Red Sea. The warm waters of the
Pacific Ocean swarm with nascent organisms,
sometimes animal and sometimes vegetable, which
colour its surface crimson, brown, black, or white,
according to their own hues. These patches of
coloured water often extend, especially in the In-
dian Ocean, as far as the eye can reach. Along the
coast of China, yellowish spots are not uncom-
mon, and the Yellow Sea derives its name from
the frequency of the yellowish patches in that lo-

cality. The average depth of the Red Sea is

about five hundred feet. Sudden changes of wind
and violent gales render its navigation difficult.

Nevertheless, in past years, before the discovery
of the passage around the Cape of Good Hope, it

was the principal route of trafiic between Europe
and the East, and even now it is important as a

part of the direct route between Europe and

ing winds that blow over it carry away, are re
turned to it in other forms. When we consider
how dry and hot the winds are, which blow upon
the sea, we may suppose the daily evaporation to
be immense—probably not less than an inch. Call-
ing it, however, half an inch only, if we suppose
the velocity of the current to average twenty miles
a day, it would take the water fifty days to arrive
at a distance of one thousand miles from the mouth,
and by that time it would have lost by evapora-
tion fifty half inches, or one inch more than two
feet. It would be twenty-five inches lower than
the waves which are just entering the straits, and
which have lost nothing by evaporation.
The salt, of course, cannot evaporate, and there-

fore the water becomes salter in proportion, and
heavier, as its freshness is evaporated. One would
think, at first glance, that the eventual result
would bo either that this heavier and Salter water
would deposit its surplus in the shape of crystals,
and thus gradually make the bottom of the Red
Sea a salt bed, or that it would extract all the salt
from the ocean to make the Red Sea brine—neither
of which processes is in reality going on. The
truth is that there is a constant under or outer
current as there is from the Mediterranean through
the Straits of Gibralter, and that this heavy water,
or brine, is continually flowing out of the Straits
ofBabelmandel, beneath the current of fresher and
lighter water from the sea, which is as continually
flowing in. If there were no waters constantly
rushing out of the Red Sea, and if the evapora-
tion was suiEcient to carry away all the surplus
water, leaving the salt behind, in one hundred
years the Red Sea would become a mass of solid
ock salt.

—

Boston Journal.

dropping some seasonable caution to such, b
which tbeymight be greatly benefited. 1 thata i

would be willing to receive counsel and submit tj
the reproofs of the righteous, and especially w I

who are young in religious experience ; let us ncl
behave ourselves proudly against the ancienti'
The Psalmist says, chap, cxli, ver. 5, <'Let th!
righteous smite; it shall be a kindness : and hi
him reprove me; it .shall be an excellent oi;'

which shall not break my head." We see whal
condescension was here manifested by one whoc'
the Most-High had raised up to be King over hil
people Israel; and it does behoove us, dearyoumi
Friends everywhere, to put away all self-righi!

cousness, which is as filthy rags, and to walk iij

all lowliness and humility. Let us not suff'er ou'
hearts to be lifted up, neither let us be cast dowil
below hope, for "Greater is He that is in us thaii
he that is in the world." The Captain of ou;'

salvation was never foiled in battle, and if we!
keep near to him he will keep near to us. Anc!
those who are thus concerned will, I believe, witj
ness the fulfilment of the promise, "Lo, I an:i

with you always, even unto the end of the world.'
Chester Co., Ninth month 8th, 1855.

\

For " The Friend

I was particularly struck with the remarks of
B. Bangs in the last number of the Friend, under
the head of "Providential and 3Iaternal care."
He says, " I began to be concerned to appear in
public, and there was a tender care in the Elders
over me, who would often be dropping some sea-
sonable caution to me, by which I was greatly
benefited." I thought what a favour it was to
have rightly concerned elders, who knew how to
feed the flock

; but is it not to be feared that there
is a great lack of such at this day ? It seems to
me that in many places the Church mourns for
the want of th

For " The Friend."

Why are Apples Scarce. i

Judging from the reasons given in the Friend,!
I should hardly suppose the author of it to be a'

practical fiirmer, for what little experience I have'
had, and what I have noticed in experimental

ide by others, the knowledge the author has ob-l

tained on the subject of Fruit can hardly be prac-i

tical. I have known an orchard for eight years,'
in my neighbourhood, in quite a poor gravelly'
loam, which has each year yielded a tolerable crop!
of apples, without scarcely any manuring; while'
mine own which has had pretty good at tenfion, and'
the land well manured, yields not half so much ; and
there are many instances of the kind in different
parts of the country. Therefore it cannot be at-

'

tributed to the neglect of the farmer in improving
his land. If this is the cause of the scarcity of
fruit, how is it that some kind, which formerly

;

flourished so well, are now almost extinct ? You
'

may get thrifty looking trees of some kinds, from
i

the nurseries, which some years ago flourished as
well as any, and plant them in the best of land, and :

' these; and the query arises, whv is
^estowevery attention upon them, and yet you can- i

it through an unwillingness on the'r' ^"°S "^e fruit to perfection. Why is this?it so? Is It, inrougn an unwillingness kiu me m, "
i_ i

-

part of those who might be as fathers and mothers
!

,^^^^ •^'' j- "^"^,
_ .

tarmers, as I would_ call

in the church, to go down into baptism and unto
*

" ^ "^
' '" ^

^'^

death, that they may be rightly qualified to lay
judgment to the line and justice to the plummet ?

India.

Lieutenant Maury, in an account of the currents
of the ocean, says that there is a perpetual current
rushing from the Indian Ocean into the Red Sea.
This current is peculiar, inasmuch as while the
bottom of it is probably a water level, the surface
isan inclined ]i\anc, rtinnini/ down hdl. Thecauses
which render the surface of the sea lower as it be-

comes more distant from the straits, are these:

And why is it that in some places thei'e is such a
backwardness on the part of those who are placed
as watchmen and watchwomen, either to advise or
admonish ? are they not sufficiently acquainted
with the right way themselves to discern when a
brother or sister is off the right ground, or going
beyond their gift ? Oh ! that the Lord would
anoint the eyes of such afresh with the eye-salve
of the kingdom, that there might be a discerning
between thing and thing. And Oh! that that
love did more abound in our hearts, towards one
another, that would make us willing, if we saw a
brother or sister that was getting out of their pro-
per place, to impart counsel in the ability given,
and, if need be, admonish them in the fear of the
Lord. If our hearts were rightly imbued with
this love, which is of the Father, we would have
no disposition to make unkind remarks one of
another, but we would be

them, in different parts of the country, who think
they must find out the cause of the failure of any
crop, so to work they go—in the first place to find

out what the different kinds of vegetables and
fruits are composed of; secondly, to analyze the
soil, and see what properties it lacks of growing
such and such things; and then they can cause
the earth to bring forth to their hand whatsoever
they will, and I give them credit for their labours
herein. But for all this, we may certainly see
the great decrease of fruits and vegetables of diffe-

rent kinds, both in quality and quantity, in pro-
portion to the number of acres tilled. Years
back, say twenty-five or thirty, whoever had a
fruit tree, of almost any kind, looked yearly for
fruit thereon, and found it, without one-half the
labour now bestowed. An Observer.

True gospel ministry may not inaptly be repre-
sented as a coin of pure gold from the heavenly
treasury, of great value, having on one side the

m, ^ ^^ . . . , , . , J. . • . .
I , ,'

,„ - -- concerned for one I memorable words of our blessed Lord, ^YilhoutThe sea is in a rainless and riverless district; its | another's welfare as for our own. The Elders »ie ye can do nothing; and on the other, Jonah's
shores are burning sands; the evaporation is i would have a tender care over those who were commission, Preach the
ceaseless,andnoneof the vapours which the scorch- young in the ministry, and they would often h&\—John Stickland

iching that Ibid thee.
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George the third, (who, whatever his faults

ivere, bad the merit of being the first moral man

phat had sat on the British throne for more than

ji century) said when Bishop Watson published

iais " Apology for the Bible," " Apology ! I did

aot know that the Bible needed an apology."

THE FRIEND
NINTH MONTH 22,

I Inquiry having been made by some of our

ireaders respecting the proceedings of Dublin

Yearly Meeting, in reference to the separation

from Ohio Yearly Meeting, we deem it better,

I

though it may seem out of season, to publish the

Iprincipal part of the account given in the British

I Friend of the transactions of that meeting at its

'last session : the omission to publish it at the time

Ithe number containing the account was received,

! arose from the space occupied in our columns by

I the narrative of the proceedings of London
Yearly Meeting, and the document connected

therewith ; afterward it was overlooked.

i;:ccvnd-dn>/ Mommy, 30//t of Fourth Mo7ith.

—The Meeting for Discipline met as usual at ten

o'clock. Thomas W. Jacob, the clerk of last

year, read the opening minute. Report was then

made by Joshua Wm. Strangman, that the Meet-

ing of Elders and that of Ministers and Elders,

were held us usual on the previous Seventh-day,

and adjourned to such time as the Yearly Meet-

ing should direct. Certificates of ministers from

England were then read. . . . Epistles from all

the American Y'early Meetings were then read,

except Ohio, from which two epistles were re-

ceived, both purporting to be from the l^early

Meeting of that State ; the.se, together with sun-

dry documents of explanation, were referred to a

committee then appointed, for consideration, to

be reported on at a future sitting.

Afternoon.—The representatives reported that

they had agreed to recommend Thomas White
Jacob as clerk, and Benjamin Grubb and Henry
Russell as assistants. Some documents sent from

the Meeting for Sufferings were then read, and
the meeting shortly afterwards adjourned, in or-

der that the committee to prepare answers to

American epistles might meet.

Third-dai/ Morning.—After a few words in

the line of the ministry from William Green, the

first query was read, when many Friends express-

ed their concern that so many who attended

meetings on First-day morning, should absent

themselves from those held in the middle of the

week, and from meetings for discipline.

A Friend said, that during a very considerable

portion of his life-, the attendance of mid-week
meetings was effected with very considerable pe-

cuniary sacrifice; but that if Friends would make
arrangements to devote from two to three, or even

four hours of the best part of the day to the ser-

vice of their Lord, they would find a blessing to

rest on this performance of their reasonable duty.

Several I'riends said that they thought their

younger Friends would take more interest in meet-

ings for discipline, if they were put on such ap-

pointments as many of them are very suitable for.

Several Friends thought that in some Monthly
Meetings, there is too much of a disposition to

have the business done by only a very few of their

members.

The second query drew forth many remarks, re

specting an over engrossment with trade, which
prevented a growth in the Truth. Friends were
reminded that the children of many who had
been careful to lay up store of this world's trea-

sure, did not follow in the footsteps of their pa-

rents, but that their riches had proved a snare to

them.

On the reading of the fourth query, many re-

marks were made respecting the grammatical use

of the plain language. Fears were expressed that

the question respecting the reading of the Scrip-

tures was not generally understood ; it referred

particularly to private, and not family read-

ing ; and advice was given that family reading

should be conducted in a reverent solid manner,

nd should not degenerate into a mere form.

The question of religious instruction then occu-

pied a good deal of time in discussion, but did not

result in anything definite.

Afternoon.—Tiie remaining queries were read.

There was an exception to that respecting bearing

arms and the militia, as a friend in Ulster had, in

his capacity of magistrate, administered a military

oath to a recruit. The answers to the queries

from Leinster had appended to them a reque.st

from one of its Monthly Meetings, for permission

to erect grave-stones in the burial grounds belong-

ing to them. The Quarterly Meeting referred it

to the Y'carly Meeting, which, after a good deal

of discussion, came to no decision, and the mat-

ter stands over till next year. There was consi-

derable difference of opinion on the subject, but

the discussion was very interesting.

At the subsequent sittings of the Yearly Moet-

; the school reports were read as usual ; that

from Mountmellick was particularly encouraging,

although the boys are about to be transferred to

the school at Newtown. Read also replies to

epistles from America, &c., excepting Ohio, which

was deferred till next year, and the meeting con

eluded, after a lengthened sitting, on Seventh day

morning.

In our last number we gave a narrative of the

" Wheeler Slave Case" and the process by which

P. Williamson was adjudged to be guilty of con-

structive " contempt" of Court, and committed

to prison therefor by Judge Kane. The whole

evidence adduced, must leave, we think, no doubt

on the mind of any unprejudiced person, that what
ever technical defect there may be in the return to

the writ of " habeas corpus," it was the intention of

the respondent to give a truthful statement of the

facts, so far as he was concerned. When it was

found that Judge Kane had taken umbrage at

the introduction of the words " or at any other

time," the attorney for P. Williamson oflered to

amend the return. This, however, was refused by

the Judge, on the ground of the oflFer being too

late, and that the relator must pay the penalty. The
writ issued is therefore, in the eye of the law,

still unanswered ; and as the reply made, cannot

be amended, nor is it in the power of P. William-

son to produce in Court the three persons named
in the writ, were he so inclined, it is difficult to

see how Judge Kane expects him to meet the

point at issue.

In the mean time he is kept close prisoner, and

has been so for two months, without trial, with-

out any means of redress, and solely on the judg-

ment or will of the person towards whom the

" contempt" is suppposed to have been offered.

We apprehend, a more arbitrary proceeding

has never occurred in the annals of our State.

Judge Knox gives a decided opinion that the

whole course of Judge Kane has been illegal,

and that in the attempt to bring the case within

the jurisdiction of the District Court of the

United States, the Judge has usurped powers

which are nowhere delegated to hiiu ; and the

facts and reasoning, upon which this opinion is

founded, appears to us to be conclusive. The

whole proceeding goes to show, what has been ex-

hibited on more than one occasion before this,

that there is a strong disposition in the District

Court of the United States for the Eastern Dis-

trict of Pennsylvania, to do what it can to grati-

fy the arrogant and vindictive spirit of the slave-

holders, to set itself against the efforts made
to rescue the people of colour from the grasp of

the slave hunters, and to multiply difiBculties in

the way of those who interest themselves in their

defence. This case is one which interests every

citizen of Pennsylvania, as it would seem to show
that any one of them, by want of a strict conform-

ity to the legal technicalities so rigorously ex-

acted by the Judges of the United States Courts,

may be subjected to heavy punishment, without

the power of obtaining trial, and beyond the reach

of the Courts of the State to afford protection or

redress.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from England to the Ist inst.

Tlie War in the CWni«a.—Since the battle of the

Tchernaya the opposing armies have relapsed into a
state of comparative inaction. There is, however, a
horrible waste of human life and health constantly go-
ing on in both camps. In the absence of any great

battles, the Russian shells and night sorties, exposure,

and the pernicious life of the camp, sweep away multi-
tudes of unhappy creatures. The Allied army is sup-
posed to sustain, from these causes, a daily average loss

of six hundred men in killed, wounded, and sick. Gene-
ral Pelissier states the loss of the French troops in the

battle of the Tchernaya to be 1552 men. That of the

Russians was much greater, but the estimate of 3000
killed and 5000 wounded, is probably an exaggeration.

The Russians were daily expecting the arrival of Gene-
ral Parmitine, with 9000 cavalry, 3000 infantry, and
160 guns. On the 27th ult., GortschakofF telegraphed,

"Affairs are unchanged, but the fire of the Allies is oc-

casionally very strong."

Omar Pacha definitely takes command in Asia, and
would leave on the 21st for Trebizond. Osman Pacha
has command of the second division, and troops will be
conveyed in English steamers to Trebizond.

We have no reliable intelligence from Kara or Eze-
roum.
The Russians have re-established communications

between Genitchi and Arabat.

THE BALTIC—The Allied fleet had retired from be-

fore Cronstadt and taken up another position. The
London Times complains with much severity of its

non-effectiveness.

FRANCE.—Queen Victoria had returned to England.
The Kings of Sardinia, Wurtemberg,'and Bavaria, were
expected in Paris. The crops throughout France were
said to be satisfactory. The harvest in Algeria had been
excellent.

GREAT BRITAIN.—It is supposed that the grain

crops will fully equal the average of former years. In

Ireland, especially, there was a prospect of an excellent

yield. The export of iron north of Dunkirk had been
prohibited, and a bond is required whenever exported.

Liverpool Market.—The week's sales of cotton were
5I,0U0 bales, at former prices. Breadstuffs.—Wheat
dull, prices unchanged. There was a speculative de-

mand for corn, and a slight advance in price. Iron.—
Welsh Rails on board are quoted at £S 5s. to jES 10s.

Pig 80s. London Money Market.—The bullion in the

Bank of England had decreased £570,000. Consols 91.

Diplomacy.—The Prussian Cabinet has recently re-

plied to Count Buol's circular, to the effect that Prussia

is disinclined to make any change in her policy in re-

gard to the Eastern question, because she is unable to

see what practical guarantee the often-mentioned four

points can afford for its settlement; further, that Prus-

sia cannot consent to bind herself to these four points

while the parties principally concerned reserve to them-

selves the right of going beyond them.

Count Nesselrode had addressed another letter to the

Russian Ambassador in Berlin, in which he says thj

Czar is willing to make honourable terms of peace.

AUSTRALIA.—Sidney dates to Sixth mo. 9th. The

yield of gold continued steady. Flour had largely ad-

vanced, and was now selling at £48 and £50 per ton.

There had been serious collisions at the mines between

the Irish and people of other nations. The military had

been called in to restore order. The speech of the Go-
vernor-General at the opening of the Legislative Coun-
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cil urged tbe attention of that bodj- to the subjects of Peppcrminl in Mlchigan—'The Detroit rjlich ) Demo

TmJ T T- 1 •
'^'\"™'"'Si *=• Union. It is tbe staple product of one town The nilCHILI._\ alparaiso dates to Seventh mo. 30. Trade is extracted and sold at §4.50 per poundwas active at this port, and flour in great demand for yield from fifteen to twenty pound^"

An acre will

Australia, at $11.50 and $12 per bbl
establishing banks of issues in the Republic, was under
consideration in the Chilian Congress.
PARAGCAY.—The quarrel with Brazil has been

settled, and a treaty of commerce and navigation con-
cluded. The difficulty with the United States would
probably be settled amicably. It is supposed that Ura-
guay would soon be annexed to Brazil
UNITED STATES.— Cc-«o« Crop.—The Charleston

Courier contains the yearly statement of the crop of the
United States. The total is estimated at 2,855,729 bales,
showing a decrease, as compared with last year, of 73

-'

410 bales. The exports to foreign ports for the year is

stated at 2,241,924 bales. And the quantity consumed
by and in the hands of manufacturers in tbe States
north of Virginia, 538,292 bales. The southern ports
divide the receipts as follows : New Orleans, 1 231 844
Charleston, 498,557 ;

Mobile, 453,347; Savannah 375-
353. The ports of P^orida 136,597, Texas 80,737.' The
stock on hand Ninth mo. 1, in southern ports, 76 814
bales

; in northern ports, 65,976 bales.
'

The Behring Straits Survetjing Expedition.—The Navy
Department has received despatches from Lieut. John
Rodgers, commanding this expedition. His ship (the
Vincennes) arrived at Petropaulowski on the 8th of
Seventh mo. last, from Hakodadi, Japan

; and the Fen-
uimore Cooper, Acting Lieut. Commander Wm. Gib-
son, (one of the ships of the expedition,) on the 9th,
All was well with the expedition and those enea^ed
on it. ^ ^

Jmmigraiion.—The number of foreigners landed in the
United States during two quarters of the present year,
is 106,515. In the corresponding period last year the
number was 199,299.

The Indians.—The latest news from Omaha, Nebraska,
represents the Sioux on their borders as all quiet and
peaceably disposed. One of their most warlike bands
recently sent in a delegation of their chiefs to Col
Montgomery, to assure him of their friendship and of
their desire to cultivate amicable relations with the

A Mo:

whites.

New Orleatis.—'The health of the city continues to
prove. Sales of flour on the 11th inst. at S7. Wheat
$1.30, corn 68 and 70.

_
Safts on the Mississippi.—The Davenport (Iowa) Cou-

rier says, that timber and lumber rafts of great size
daily pass that city on their way to a southern market
from the Upper Mississippi. They come from the tribu-
taries of the Mississippi, especially from the St. Croix
the Wisconsin, and the St. Peter or Minnesota rivers.'
Some of these rafts are worth about $10,000 each

Pennsylvania Coal Trade—The Lehigh and Schuylkill
regions bad last week sent to market the present sea-
son, 3,300,099 tons, being 351,350 tons more than
in the same time last year. The net profits of the
Reading Railroad, for the last nine months, are stated at
§1,745,200.

Richmond, Fa.—The exports of flour from Richmond
to Rio Janeiro and Rio Grande, have latterly been very
large. The trade with Brazil appears to be an increas-
ing one.

Boston.—The population, as ascertained by a recent
census, is 163,000. It is however estimated that Boston
business men, with their families, numbering 50 000
reside in tbe neighbouring towns. '

'

Norfolk, la.—The mortality from yellow fever is still
heavy, but the new cases are decreasing. Since the
disease broke out, fully 1200 persons have died. At
Portsmouth the disease is believed to be abating.

PA(/a*/;;/i!a.—Interments last week 192, of whom 65
were adults.

Miscellaneous.—Empty Honours Refused.—Ex-Vresident
I'lllmore, it is said, has declined the honour of a Doc-
torate of Laws from the University of Oxford which
Lord Palmerston and others were desirous to have con-
ferred upon him.

Dr. Cone.—This distinguished Baptist minister, who
recently died in New York, was formerly a theatre
actor, and his last appearance on the stage was on the
terrible night of the destruction of tbe Richmond thea-
tre in 1811, when the Governor of Virginia and a great
many other prominent citizens perished in the flames
_

Coal in Michigan.—A Coal Company has been orsjan-
ized in Michigan, and thirteen hundred acres of land
comprising the beds, have been purchased. One of the
beds IS upon the Central Railroad, another on the De-
troit and Milwaukie Raihv.ay, and the third on the De-
troit and Lancaster Plank Road.

I „ .,,
'^'"'•""'"'—There is now growing, says the

Lowell (Mass.) Journal, in tbe garden of Mr. Pindar, in
this city, a cucumber measuring 48 inches in leuath,
and over 12 inches in circumference at the largest part I

Extra Corn.—A few days since, John Hawkins, of
Upper Darby, exhibited on 'Change two stalks of white
corn, grown upon his farm, one of which had si-
the other three ears. It attracted much attention'
important Fact Ascertained.—W . Garbu tt, a well known

farmer and miller of Monroe county, N. Y., has proved.
By careful experiments, that "grown" wheat retains all

' ty, and is as good as the best for seed. This
was doubted, and farmers in western New York were
going to heavy expenses to procure wheat, entirely free
from the "sprout" for seed.

Tennessee Wheat.—The yield of the late harvest is said
to have been unusually fine, and large shipments of
gram have been made to points below. During the
Eighth month, about 150,000 bushels were sent forward
by railroad from Chattanooga alone

Zante^ Currants.—This staple of the Island of Zante
has again failed, the crop of this season being very poor.
It IS stated that the olive crop was promising, and that
there would probably be 50,000 bushels procured for
exportation, which would be a great relief to the fam-

population of the Island.

WANTED.
!

A Fe^l.^le Teacher in the family of a Friend, neil
Ooatesville. One who can teach the Latin languae'
preferred. "^""6,

A cotnpetent (male or female) Teacher for the school I

nder the care of Nottingham Preparative Meeting o

'

Address Lloyd Balderston, Port Deposit, Cecil Co., Md
Ninth Mo. 4tb, 1855. '

'

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
'

Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in thi=
Institution.

^

Application may be made to either of the undersigned '

members of the Committee. '

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, DeL
i

Thomas Evans, 1 „, ., ^ i

Samcel BettlL, Jr. j
Pl^'^x^a.

\

RECEIPTS.

Received from Asa Garrettson, agent, «;' to 26
vol. 29, for Milton Patterson, $2, vol. 28, for Jos Gib-
bons, $2, vol. 29; from Jehu Fawcett, agent, 0. for
Robt. Miller, N. H. Armstrong, Jas. H. Dean R Boon
Z. French, J. H. Stanley, W. Atkinson, Wm. F. Fawcett'
S2 each, vol. 28, for Reb. Woolman, Joshua Stafl-ord'
Barton Dean, Amos Fawcett, R. McBride, David Pain-
ter, C. J. Hayes, $2 each, vol. 29, for Thos. Y. French
$4, vol. 28 and 29, Dan'l Stratton, $4, vol. 28 and 29*
for Abm. Bonsall, $2, to 26, vol. 29, for D. Whinery'
$2, to 21, vol. 28, for Jacob Barber, 25 cts., to 40 vol
28

;
from G. Mitchener, agent, 0., for Jos. Doudna S'''

vol. 28; from J. Thistlewaite, N. Y., $2, to 17 vol '29"'

from Ann Sheppard, per N. K., $2, vol. 28 ; from S b'
Smith, agent, 0., for Saml. Smith, R.HoUoway Jos 'Wil
son, $2 each, vol. 28, for Geo. Walker, $5, to 52' vol
27

;
from Israel Hall, Ind., §2, vol. 28

; from J F Hall
N. Y., S2, vol. 29, for Richard Marriott, %2, vol. 29

'

from Geo. F. Read, agent, Mass., for Nath. Pao-e S' vol'
28, for Josh. Buxton, N. Thayer, each §2, vol. '29 -'fromWm. Foulke, agent, 0., for Marvin GiObrd, §2, vol. 27
for Edwin (Saml.) HoUingsworth, §2, vol 29 for t'
Llewelyn §2, vol. 29.

'

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee to superintend the Boardinf-Schonl

.. West-Town, will meet in Philadelphia on Sixth-dav
tbe 5th of next month, at 7 o'clock p. M
tee on Ii

Died on the 4th of the Seventh mo., at his residence

'

Harford Co., Maryland, Thomas Woiithisgton, M. D
'

member of Deer-Creek Monthly Meeting, in the 69th'
year of his age. He bore the sufi-erings of a protracted '

Illness with resignation to the Divine will, saying that
he did not desire to be released uniil the appointed
time. A short time previous to tbe

"

queried with as to the state of his fee
'th emphasis, " When I

•to,
,

The Commit
ruction, and that on Admission, meet on the
the former at 4 o'clock, and the latter at 5

same day
o'clock, p

Tbe Visiting Committee attend the semi-annual ex-
amination of the schools, commencing on Third-dav
morning, and closing on Fifth-day afternoon of the same

Philadelphia, Ninth 1

Thomas Eimber, Clerk.

MARY HODGSON, Jr., No. 94 N. TENTH STREET
is prepared to accommodate with board, a limited nu '

ber of such pupils as .are educated in her school ; wh.
they would receive instruction in the usual Engl
ranches, including French and Drawing, and enjoy the

.omforts and privileges of a home. Particular atten-
tion is paid to the mor.als, habits, and studies of those
who compose ber family.

History of the Life of THO.MAS ELLWOOD, written
by himself—new edition. For sale at Friends' Book
Store, No. 84 Arch street, and at the oflice of THE
FRIEND, No. 50 North Fourth street.

A few Friends can be accommodated with board in £
tricnd's family. Apply at this office, or at Friends
Book Store, No. 84 Arch street.

ose, on being
|

igs, he replied

,. ,„ . „,
weak, then am I strong;" i

2 Cor. xii. 10. The abiding sweetness of his spirit, the 1many happy e.\-pressions which be uttered, his unwaver- '

ing trust in the power and mercy of his Redeemer, and
Ithe unclouded serenity that marked the closincr scene

all leave to his surviving relatives and friends,°a com- ^

tortable assurance that he has been permitted to enter i

into eternal rest.
;

D ^"7;°'^ ""^ ^•^"' ""' Amelia, daughter of 0. and i

dLm •?,";; "Sf^d 21 years. She was a member of
1Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, and from her earliest 1

years much attached to the principles of Friends She
was a constant reader of the Holy Scriptures

; striving !

that her daily life should exemplify the spirit of their
Iteaching. Her acts of kindness, and the unassuming- 1

manner in which they were performed, endeared ber to,
the hearts of all who knew her. During an illness of
several months, she bore her sufferings with that cheer-
ful serenity, which, more unmistakably than words
gives assurance of inward peace. She spoke often of
her sister's illness, saying, " I felt, more anxiety for her
recovery than I have for my own."

icT^f'c""^'^'!''''''^'."''''""*"'"''^'''' <^°-' P«-. on the
16th of Seventh mo., in the 72d year of her age, Debo-
rah, wife of Samuel M'Grew. She was a member of
Sewickly Preparative and Providence Monthly .Meeting";
bhe bore a protracted illness with becomincr patience
and we humbly hope that our loss is her eternal gain'

, at the residence of her son, near Woodburv N
J., on the 14th inst., in tbe 65th year of her age, Rebecca
Pike, widow of Stephen Pike, formerly of Burlington,
and daughter of the late Thomas Scattergood of this
City. She was a valuable member and overseer of
\\ oodbury Monthly Meeting, and was concerned faith-
fully to support the doctrines and testimonies of our
Religious Society. Tbe ornament of a meek and quiet
spirit may be truly said to have been hers, for she was
a striking example through life, of cheerfulness, gentle-
ness, and christian forbearance. During her last illness
she was unable to express much, but the entire resio-na-

to the will of her Heavenly Father which marked her
actions, whilst the frail tabernacle was wearing out, gave
to her family and friends a consoling evidence, that
through tbe mercy of him whom she^bad lon.r loved
"her robes had been washed and made white in the
blood of tbe Lamb."—— ,

at Muncy, Lycoming, Co. Pa., the 25th of Eighth
mo. last, Martha H. Ecroyd, daughter of Henry and
Catharine W. Ecroyd, aged 26 years. Her illne^^s
was long and very severe, but borne with much
patience and resignation; and her friends have the
consoling belief, that through the mercies of God
in Christ Jesus, her purified spirit is united to that com-
pany, who came out of great tribulation and have
ashed their robes and made them white

of tbe Lamb.
the blood
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(Conlinued from page 9.)

jet ltd now turn to a soboyl of deaf aud dumb
Idren in full work, and judge froiu exi.sting evi-

,ice with what success the deaf-mute is trained

Ithink, to utter liis thougiits; to understand, if

|. hear, vocal utterance of others and reply to it,

n short, to hear and to speak. We will, there-

fe, visit the school in the Old Kent Road, pro-

!)ly the largest in the world ; containing accom-
dation for three hundred poor children of both

jes. All the pupils who are capable of reoeiv

I

such instruction, are taught to speak artifici'

V, and thus enabled, in many instances, to be
jlerstood by those in constant intercourse with

iui. They receive daily instruction in the Scrip-

^es and the Catechism, aud by degrees learn to

Id the Bible and Prayer-book with sufificient

!e to take part in the church service. The or-

[ary routine of the school includes reading,

;hmctic (which the deaf and dumb readily mas-
), writing, the outlines of British history and
igrapby; while such pupils as show taste for

art, are taught drawing.

ffe begin by observing that the deaf and dumb
I class are generally counted inferior in moral
1^
intellectual perceptions to those who " cajteris

ibus" do not labour under the same defect,

ildishness and credulity characterise the deaf-

te far into youth, if not to mature age. Nei-
r his love nor hatred, though passionate, ap-

rs to be very lasting, his gratitude deep, or his

.^ntment bitter; but on the other hand, his

ctions are easily moved, and his mental pow-
,
when once fairly at work, quickly interested

any new thought rightly brought before him.
he cannot receive from his teacher the fullest

iplcineut of knowledge, he will readily receive
It he can.

.iCt us walk into the schoolroom, and judge for

selves what is going on. Some two hundred
Idren are at work ; the boys and girls (in op-
ite divisions of the same room) being seated in

ges of parallel desks, as in an ordinary national
ool. Some are at work with slate and pencil,
le with reading and spelling-books, and others
h slips of paper, on which apparently syllables

short words are written. So far, all appears
isual, and there is even the same buzzing noise
rork as in ordinary schools. But it is not the
1-known hum of whisper in the class, of sly

lark in corners, or of suppressed laughter. Tht;

nds, whatever they be, arc not clearly articu-

This cloud of subdued, vague voices is not

only the usual concomitant of the pupils at work.

At a signal Irom one of the teacliers the whole
two hundred woke up into a sudden Babel of be-

wildering, moaning sounds, each repeating his

modicum of words, syllables, or letters. But all

are at work. There is a look of intelligence in

most of the faces, a degree of smartness and sub-

dued sharpness aud cunning, for which it is diffi-

cult to account. Above all, a ray not so much of

sadness as of frozen-up, statuc-likc life, that looks

as if waiting to be thawed by some enchanter's

rod into full and conscious vitality. At first, it

is difficult to decide wherein or to what exact de-

gree the deficiency exists ; but that ' out of the

golden harmouy^jOf nature's powers' some vital

third or fifth has been taken, is at once apparent

;

the very vagueness and uncertainty adding keen-

ness to the sense of the loss.

Let us take up the slate of this quiet, placid-

looking, white-haired boy, and glance at what he

has been writing. It is an account of a visit to

his mother. " I went to my mother's," he writes,

" on Tuesday, and she was very glad to see me

;

and she told me to help her to wash the dishes;

and after she poured some hot water on the dishes,

I washed the dishes for my mother; and after I

had washed the dishes," &c., &e., and so on for

some twenty lines. Not much of the model skil-

fulness and cold propriety of the letters before cited

from printed Reports, but simple direct proof that

the child's mind (retat. 14) was at work, and that

after three years and a half training, he was bo-

ginning to obtain command over words, and learn-

ing to express his own not very profound but na-

tural thoughts. The writing is good for a boy of

his age—clear, even, and distinct; the spelling

moderately, not too perfectly, correct. It has

been rather a slow and difficult half-hour's task

but has served to exercise the memory, the power

of expression, and of writing down his own
thoughts.

One of the teachers is a deaf-mute ; formerly a

pupil of the school. The superintendent beckons

to him, and with his lips utters, in duinh show,

the question, " How long have you been a inmate

of the school ?" Mark how intently the deaf-mute

watches the speaker's lips, and how instantane-

ously comes the reply in dumb show, indistinctly

audible, " Seventeen years." He is then asked

what he has been teaching his class, and at once

answers, "Writing from dictation." Even loc

could catch the words of this reply. The whole

matter seeins a marvel ; but clear proof of its rea-

lity and truth is before us. There stands the man
himself: deaf, yet able to understand what is said

(0 him; dumb, and yet able to give intelligible

answers to what is asked. What can be more

convincing?

How such an amount of education is ever at-

tained, it is difficult to describe within our present

limits. We will, however, endeavour most briefly

to sketch the process. When a deaf and dumb
boy enters the school, he is rarely able to commu-
nicate with others but by a few of the commonest

and simplest manual signs. He is unconscious of

all sound uttered by others, as well as by himself.

Nothinsr but an inarticulate moaning
'

not always possessed. He, however, soon begins
to communicate with and to understand his com-
panions by signs, and ere long, by watching them,
or perhaps by their individuaf leaching, also learns

in some measure to understand and to communi-
cate with his teacher. The power soonest awakened
in him—aa in the child possessed of all his senses
—is that of imitation. He cannot, indeed, hear
the words which his companions utter, but he is

conscious, he feels, that their lips, mouths, and
tongues have some definite object in moving; that
that object is understood not only by the scholars

themselves, but the teacher, in whom they seem
to produce corresponding motions for a similar ob-
ject, in turn understood by those about him. At
this crisis—eagerly watched for by the teacher—
instruction really begins. The learner has set

before him a card having on it the printed or writ-

ten forms of the vowels A E I O U ; " and at

these he is made to look for a minute or two

;

when, if of acute intellect, he will look up, as if

asking what to do next." Then the sound—say
of A—is slowly, fully, and sharply pronounced,
and the learner made to observe with his eye, and
fed vjith his hand, the exact position and motion
of the external organs of speech, and to feel the
astriotion of the muscles of the throat, carefully

noting the difference to he felt there between sound
and silence. After having thus mastered, one by
one, the vowel sounds of Ah, Ee, li, Oo, Uu, &c.,

the pupil soon passes on to the simplest forms of

combination with " the powers of the consonants,"

as Ba, Be, Bo, &c., &c. The succeeding steps of

progress can be easily imagined. Almost every
deaf-mute is found at first capable of uttering some
moaning noise ; and this faculty is by degrees

turned to account, until it results in the actual

power of uttering intelligible sounds and words.

It is true that this power of utterance differs

widely in extent and quality. In some cases it is

harsh, noisy, and jarring to the very end; in

others soft, and though without modulation, not

unpleasant to the ear; but in all cases, we believe

wholly inaudible to the utterer. When once this

power of seeing sounds, by reading them on the

lips of those gifted with speech, is acquired, the

art of writing, which has hitherto been quietly

practised as mere copying, is readily and effect-

ively turned to account. Deafness offers no im-

pediment to this operation, and the pupil, there-

fore, wisely employs all his leisure while learning

to pronounce letters and words in writing them on
slate or paper. So that speaking and writing go
hand in hand. Of arithmetic we need but remark
that it is taught in almost the usual manner,

—

w lien once the powers of the mind ate awake, and
the pupil has mastered the common signs of intel-

ligent communication.

(To be concluded.)

Escapefrom Dtalh.—Almost every person can

recollect narrow escapes from death, or severe bodi-

ly injuries, in one form or another; and probably

)ur escapes from unseen dangers arc more than

those we have seen.

At a meeting of ministers, one cf the fathers

everlspoke with deep emotion of a narrow escape on his

escapes his lips; and at first, even this power is way. "Just as I came to the ofak
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steep bill," said he, " wbich I had often descended
without any fear or accident, the hold-back of the

harness broke, vfhioh brouubt the carriage down
upon the horse, and frightened him so that be

started to run with full speed, and I expected no-

thing but to be dashed to pieces. But it was sc

ordered that I kept him in the road, and checked
him before"^ coming to another hill, without being

thrown out or upset; and here I am, in the midst

of you, without having experienced any barm."

He was listened to with afiFectionate interest.

Every one felt that it was a narrow, providential

escape, and all were ready to unite with him in

thanksgivings to God for the deliverance.

But what was their sunrise, when another of

their body rose and remarked,that it certainly was

a striking example of divine protection, which

should be devoutly acknowledged in prayer : but be

had one to mention, which he thought bad still

higher claims to their gratitude. Every one ea

ly listened. What could it be ?" I came," said

he, " on the same road as my brother, and when T

got to the top of the same hill, I began to descend,

and my harness did not break, and my horse did

not run, and I felt no alarm, and came on all the

way in perfect safety, and without a moment's fear.

And now, brethren, I appeal to you, which of us

has the most reason to be thankful for divine p:

lection, our highly esteemed father and brother

who so narrowly escaped, or myself who saw and
felt no danger ? We are both here, we are all here

to-day alike living and well. He alone has suffered

any alarm ; and while he may well feel that it be-

comes him to call upon his soul and all that is

within him to bless God for his sparing mercies,

have not we additional reasons for thanksgiving?"
While God's hand forces itself visibly, as it

were upon our attention in all our deliverances

from imminent danger, how apt wo are to forget

that there are a thousand dangers unseen as well

as seen, and that without divine protection we could
not be safe a moment, at home or abroad, going
out or coming in. If when some great danger has
been escaped, we are bound fervently to acknowl-
edge that Providence which watched over and de-

livered us, how much more do we owe to our di-

vine Protector, for his hourly, daily, weekly, and
monthly care over us, by day and by night, when
no ambush springs up in our path, and no plague
comes nigh our dwellings.

Epistle of George Fox.

Friends and brethren,—Who have received the
peaceable Truth, let the fruits of its peaceableness
and of your quiet spirit appear in all your meet-
ings and in all your words and actions ; for He
that inhabits eternity dwells with a humble heart,

he gives grace to the humble, and resisteth the
proud. Heaven is his throne, and the earth ye
walk upon is his footstool ; happy are ye that see
and know Him, that is invisible. And now. Friends,
let all things be done in your meetings and other-
wise, in love, without strife or vain glory. For
love fulfills the law, love overcomes and edifies

the body of Christ. There is neither self nor
envy in love, neither is it pufl'ed up ; but abides
and bears all things. See that this love of God
have the sway in you all and over you all. Christ
saith " blessed are the poor in spirit ; for their's

is the kingdom of Heaven. Blessed are they
that mourn; for they shall be comforted. Blessed
are the meek; for they shall inherit the Earth.
Blessed are they that do hunger and thirst after
righteousness ; for they shall be filled. Blessed
are the merciful for they shall obtain mercy.
Blessed are the pure in heart; for they shall see
God. Blessed are the peace-makers, for they

shall be called the children of God. Blessed are

they that are persecuted for righteousness' sake;
for theirs is the kingdom of Heaven. Blessed
are ye when men shall revile you, and persecute

you, and shall say all manner of evil against you,
falsely for my sake. Rejoice and beexceeding
glad ; for great is your reward in Heaven ; for so

persecuted they the prophets which were before
you."

Now Friends here is a great deal in these
words; and all must be in these estates and con-
ditions, if they have these blessings. The child-

ren of God are peace-makers, and" strive to make
peace in the Truth ; and to live in peace with all

men, if it be possible. So live in peace and good
will to all men ; which good will is both for their

sanctification and salvation. And Friends, consider
the wisdom of God, which is from above, is pure,

peaceable, gentle and easy to be entreated, full of

mercy and good fruits, without partiality and
without hypooricy. Dear Friends, let this pure,
peaceable, gentle, wisdom, that is from above,
that is easy to be entreated, and is full of many
and good fruits, be exercised and practised in all

the true Churches of Christ, so that wisdom may
be justified of her children. For the works of

the flesh or fleshly spirit, are hatred, variance,

wrath, strife, envyings, drunkenness, revellings,

adultery, fornication, lasciviousness, uncleanness.

&c., and they which do such things, shall not in-

herit the kingdom of God. But the fruits of the
Spirit of God, are love, joy, peace, long sufier-

ing, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, tem-
perance, &c. So, Dear Friends and Brethren,
strive to exceed one another, and all people upon
the earth, in humility, meekness, gentleness, tem-
perance, love, patience, pureness, and in mercy

;

then ye will show forth the fruits of the Spirit of
God, and of his heavenly wisdom that is from
above. In this, Wisdom will be justified of her
children

; ye will be the salt of the earth, the
ght of the world set upon a hill, that cannot be

hid; and your moderation will appear to ail men.
Bo ye just and righteous, faithful and true in all

your words, dealings, and conversations, so that
ye may answer the Truth in all people ; for Christ
saith, his Father is glorified by such as bring
forth fruits, where many do see their good works;
for he that doeth righteousness is accepted with
God. And he that dwells in love, dwells in God

;

for love is his habitation. Let that be the habi-
tation of every one that hath received the Truth

;

for if it be not, such do not dwell in God, let

them profess what they will. Therefore my de
sire is, that all you who have received Christ, the
Seed, which bruises the serpent's head, may walk
in Him, your sanctuary, life, and salvation, your
rest and peace. Amen. G. F.

London, the Fourteenth of the 6th month, 1683.

From " The Leisure Hour."

GALTANOPIASTY.

_

Every one knows the eastern tale of a certain
king and his court, who strove to exhaust the
power of a complaisant fairy by requiring her to

perform feats continually increasing in difficulty.

The same may be said to pass now between human
industry and electricity. This mysterious agent,
this genius of the thunderbolt, whom the orien-
tals, why, I know not, represent as a being of ex-
tremely diminutive size, seems to have overpassed
the limits of the wildest human requirements, and
given far more than the most exacting spirit ever
dreamed of demanding. In the Milesian school
of Thales, six centuries before our era, it was re-

marked that a bit of yellow amber, called electron,

being rubbed, drew light bodies towards it, as the
loadstone attracts iron; and from the time of

Thales to that of Descartes, numerous theo:l
were promulgated to explain the phenomenon,

i

Towards the middle of the seventeenth centuL
Otto of Guerieke, the inventor of the pneumsp
machine, constructed an electrical apparatus

jr

means of a globe of sulphur, as large as a chili
head, mounted on an axis. This globe, in revtt
ing, rubbed against an elastic cushion, and

jj.
duced electric sparks. From that epoch, phik

.

phers began to question nature through experieni.
Laying aside the sterile theories which, durl
more than two thousand years, had enchained i'i

enervated the human mind, they renounced
;|

guessing at the causes of phenomena, and c .

tented themselves with determining what the p .

nomena really were.

What then were the answers of the electrij

agent to the questions of experimental scienci"

Is lightning electricity ? Yes, for with artifiti

electric batteries the same efi'ects on animal h
are produced, as by the action of thunder-cloui
Yes, for electricity may be drawn from the s][

the air, and the earth, and employed as an an -

cial battery. These facts led Franklin to the i],

ful invention of the lightning conductor.

"Eripuit ca'lo fulmen, sceptrum que tyrannis."

" He wrested from the skies Heaven's forked brand,;
And tore the sceptre from the tyrant's hand."

I

Or, to give a burlesque paraphrase :

—

"He with a kite brought lightning from the sky,
And like a kite he peek'd king George's eye."' '

The physical philosopher, Charles, has f|

quently appeased storms by sending to the cloii

a kite attached to a metallic thread, which ci| i

ducts silently downwards the fluid lightning. 1
,

the Conservatory of Arts, in Paris, may be se|

the varnished stool which supports the metalj

string : the wood is scorched by the lightnitj i

which fell over it like a cascade of fire. The pi;

siological effects of electricity are very remarkabi
Without speaking of the shock of the Leyden jij

and the sensation caused by sparks, it is certs '

that all animal organization, as to sensibility, n
tion, the digestive functions, nutrition, the deii

lopment of the organs, etc., is under the empire
i

the electricity of the living being.
i

'

When Volta had invented the apparatus wlii|

bears the name of the voltaic pile, Aldini, t|

nephew of Galvani, who was the first to obser

he facts which led Volta to his great discover

tried its action on animals which had been kille

and on criminals who had been executed. T
head of a bull, detached from the body and placs i

on a table, when excited by the electrical currei

opened its eyes, rolled them furiously, inflated :

nostrils and shook its ears, as if the animal wei

alive and prepared for combat. On another tab;

the plunges of a dead horse were near hurting t

spectators, and did break the apparatus placed ne;

the animal. ,

Afterwards, in England, some physiologists pii

chased from a criminal condemned to death I

own body (strange bargain!) in order to test tl

animal electric theories, and also with the charh
ble intention of (if possible) recalling the hangi|

man to life. The result was terrific." The corp

did not return to life, but a violent and convulsi

respiration was produced, the eyes opened, the h[

wore convulsed, and the face of the assassin, n

r obeying any directing instiact, present',

such strange contortions of physiognomy, that oi'

f the spectators fainted with horror, and remaim
for several days in a species of bewildermet
Fuseli, Reau, Talma, in their mimicry of crimin

passions, fell far short of this fearful reality.

Lightning and electricity sometimes set on i.
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3ces and combustible substances which come in

;i ir way ; it was, therefore, sought to produce

jlt by the electric agent. The following was one

) the many experiments tried. Solder metallic

ijes to both extremities of a pile, then bring the

)ler ends of those wires into contact, so that an

lj;trical current may pass from one to the other

;

lln place any, even the most insoluble body, in

i midst of the flame surrounding the meeting

lis of the wires, and it will speedily become

yd. Refractive metals, minerals otherwise in-

Jjble, earths, flints, nothing can resist the action

liuch a furnace.

Prom the brilliant fugitive light of lightning,

i|l of electric sparks, philosophers were led to

ik in electricity a constant and useful light. The
iceding arrangement, slightly modified, succeed-

Jto admiration in producing the desired efl'oct.

Bo pieces of charcoal placed at the point of con-

^t of the soldered wires, become ignited, and

fee with a light fully as dazzling as that of the

l. It was attempted to substitute this light for

!t of gas in shops, public rooms, etc., but it was

ijnd unsuitable on account of its overwhelming
ijlliancy hurting the eyes. It is, however, con-

jatly employed in the service of the huge mi-

Ecopes usually called solar.

With the voltaic pile a strong motive power has

.n obtained, able to impel vessels on the water,

1 to work machinery on land. Voltaic electri-

); also acts on the magnetic needle. Under its

.uence the loadstone accomplishes so many won-
s that it well deserves its ancient name, " the

jae of Hercules."

We may imagine that one day it was said to the

itric current, "Don't you think you could tra-

as a courier from Paris to Marseilles on me-
lic wires?" Before the word " Marseilles" could

1 be uttered, the answer had already reached
extremity of France. Ariel, who boasted that

could " put a girdle round the earth in forty

lUtes," was a laggard when compared with the

letric telegraph. How true were the memorable
|i'ds of Napoleon I. :

" The sovereigns who pre-

yed me never understood that in modern times

f
power of science makes part of the science of

iver."

.Modern physics have established the fact that
! globe is one grand electric machine, whose
•rents direct the magnetic needle, which in its

in serves as a guide to navigators. Chemistry
es to electricity so many compositions and de-

opositions, so many various molecular actions,

many metals produced for the first time, that,

a word, the most comprehensive chemical theory
hat of the electrical properties of the primitive
ments of simple or compound bodies. Light-
ig and electricity draw with them a small quan-

f of matter, divided into excessively minute
tions. With these they coat, so to speak, the
lies with which they come in contact. I have
a specimens of coarse marble or compact lime-
ne, forming the pointed summits of some pro-

ntories in the bay of Cannes, in Provence, and
ich, struck repeatedly by lightning, are covered
;h a layer of silver equal in thickness to a five

nc piece. The art of electro-plating in gold and
?er, coming every day into more general use,

es its origin to the enlightened observations of
de Larive, of Geneva.
Galvanoplasty is the latest adaptation of this

)cess. Th« idea occurred to M. Jacobi, of St.

tersburg, that electricity might be made to bear
ng the metals, such as copper, silver, or gold,

itained in a chemical bath, and to deposit them
great thickness on a sculptured plate, in order
take off a faithful impression, a regular metallic

>uld. By this process an engraved plate, a me-

dal, a cup of Benvenuto Cellini can be repro-

duced without any other agent than electricity

and time. The great merit of the antique bronzes

is the lightness and extreme tenuity of the sculp-

tured metal. These are much more eminently the

characteristics of 51. Jacobi's metallico-elcctrie

sculptures, produced simply by electricity taking
up the metal in a chemical bath, and then deposit-

ing it in an even layer on the exterior or interior

of any mould whatever. It is, in a word, the art

of carving, modelling, and moulding by electri-

city.

CTo bo concluded.J

For "The FrieaJ."

RETIREMENT.

The advantage, and even necessity, of often

abstracting the mind from worldly thoughts, pur-

suits, and pleasures, h.ave ever been acknowledged,
and the practice thereof observed, by the humble
seeking soul, with whom the desire for true peace

and tranquillity has prevailed over every inferior

consideration; and to this interesting subject, the

following remarks seem peculiarly pertinent.
" The wisdom that teaches us to avoid the

snares of the world, is not to be acquired by the

incessant pursuit of entertainments. An uninter-

rupted course of dissipation stifles every virtuous

sentiment.

" Solitude, when it has ripened and preserved

the tender and humane feelings of the heart, and
created in the mind a salutary distrust of our vain

reason, and boasted abilities, may be considered to

have brought us nearer to God. Humility is the

first lesson we learn from reflection, and sr{/" dis-

trust the first proof wo give of having obtained a

knowledge of ourselves. The wise man, in the

midst of the most tumultuous pleasures, frequently

retires within himself, and silently compares what
he mir/lit do with what he is doing. The word
solitude does not necessarily import a total retreat

from the world and its concerns; but is that state

in which the mind voluntarily surrenders itself

to its own reflections, and a person may be fre-

cjuently solitary without being alone.

" Mental pleasures are within the reach of all

who, free, tranquil, and affectionate, are contented

within themselves, and at peace with their fellow-

creatures. Happy are they who know the advan-
tages of a religious retirement, of a holy rest in

which the virtues rivet themselves more closely to

the soul, and in which every man, when he is

on the bed of death, devoutly wishes he had
lived.

" The self-examination which retirement im-

poses, teaches us, by exhibiting to our view, our
own defects, to do justice to the superior merit of

others."

It is a serious reflection, that no sooner do
those, who have attained to the love and advan-
tage of frequent rellijious retirement, in which
they have been secretly and eminently qualified

for usefulness in the church, and in the world,

begin to relax from the performance of this

important and indispensable duty, seeking the

favour, and notice of their fellows, and allow-

ing their minds to be betrayed into a love for

a reciprocity of flattering attentions, than they be-

gin to dwindle and fall from that holy fervour of

spirit, from that clearness of vision and judgment
—unto which, through humble attention to the

leadings of the Holy Spirit, they had been exalted,

to the rejoicing of those whose hearts were bound
with them in " the unity of the Spirit, and the bond
of peace," to the law and the testimony of Truth,

to follow and uphold, according to the ability

vouchsafed. " They that wait upon the Lord
shall renew their strength," while "they that

turn aside to lying vanities, foreake their own
mercies."

Sheep-Shear in;; in Spain.—We make the fol-

lowing extract from the forthcoming agricultural

report on the sheep husbandry of Spain:
" The season for sheep-shearing in Spain like

the harvest and the vintage in corn and wine coun-
tries, is a time ofgreat festivity and rejoicing, both
to the proprietor and the workmen. A multitude
of shearers, washers, and other attendants, are fed

upon the flesh of the culled sheep, and it would
.seem that the slaughter occasioned by this season

of feasting would be sufiicicnt to consume tho

whole flock.

"The operation of shearing commences on the

first of Fifth month, provided the weather be fair;

for if the wool be not quite dry, the fleeces, which
arc closely piled upon one another as soon as taken
off, would fernicut and rot. It is for this reason
that the business is performed in large spacious

buildings called ' esquileos,' which are usually so
arranged as to receive entire flocks of twenty, forty,

and even sixty thousand sheep; and, beside, the
constitutions of the ewes are such that, if they
were exposed immediately after shearing, to the
air of a bleak, stormy night, they would all perish.

"A certain number of sheep are led into tho great
shelter-house, built in the form of a parallelogram,

four or five hundred feet long and one hundred
wide, where they remain during the day. As many
sheep as it is judged can be dispatched by the

shearmen the next day, are driven into a long,

narrow passage, called ' sudadero,' orsweating place,

whore they remain all night, crowded as closely as

possible together, in order that they may profusely

sweat, which is to soften the wool for the shears,

and as the shepherd says, ' to oil their edges.'
" By degrees, the next morning, the sheep are

led into the spacious shearing room which joins

the sweating pLice, As fast as they are sheared the
shepherd carries them oS' to be marked with tar,

which usually consists of the first letter of the
name of the proprietor, and each sub-division i,s

denoted by the part of the sheep on which this

letter is placed; and as this operation is necessarily

performed upon one at a time, it gives a fair op-
portunity to cull out for the butchery all the sheep
of the flock which have lost their teeth.

" The sheep that have been shorn are allowed

to go to the fields if the weather be fine, in order
to feed during the day, and in the evening they
return to the yard in front of the shearing house to

pass the night, and, if the weather be cold or cloudy,

they are sheltered within. Thus they are brought
by degrees to endure the open air, and their first

day's journey from the esquileos to the mountains
b short."

—

Late Paper.

A Monster Raihcay along the whole course of

the Mississippi river from New Orleans to the

Falls of St Anthony, is spoken of by the Dubuque
Tribune as being in process of construction. From
New Orleans to Memphis the road lies east of the

river, and is in the hands of three distinct compa-
nies, having been in progress three years, and be-

ing now nearly finished. The distance is 390 miles.

At Memphis it crosses to the Arkansas side of the

river, and traverses that State seventy miles, a com-
pany being organized for the constructiou of that

link. From the Arkansas boundaryto the city of St.

Louis it is called the St. Louis and Iron Mountain
Railroad, and is in charge of a company which has

purchased 9000 tons of rails, and is making prepa-

rations to ran an engine on it this year. From
St. Louis to St. Charles, Mo., it is called the North
Missouri Railroad, twenty miles of which are fin-

ished. From thence to Keokuk, Iowa, it is called
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I Friencthe Mississippi Valley Railroad North, and a com-
pany has been organized to build the lino one hun-
dred and forty miles. From thence to St. Anthony,
Minnesota, companies are already chartered to build

the road. When finished, as all these vj.rious di-

visions will be at no distant day, the road will be
the longest in the world. Our country is fast mul-
tip!}nug such immense chains of iron roads, aoiong

which we may mention those from New York to

Rock Island, from Philadelphia to St. Louis, from
Charleston to Memphis, from Boston to Buifalo,

from Mobile to Chicago, and from Boston, hy way
of N. York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,
Petersburs;, Richmond, etc., to Wilmiuirton,

N. C. "

Ifller of Eicliard Sliackleton,

Thou knowest, my dear friend, that religious

growth does not consist in writing and speaking

on religious subjects : it consists in the Divine
life prevailing in our minds. Poverty of spirit is

the plain, decent, every-day clothing which pro-

perly belongs to, and becomes the Christian man.
This clothing makes us appear comely in the sight

of the Master and of spiritual men. When His
followers patiently wear this garment, and keep it

unspotted from the world, in his own time (which
they will find to be the best) be will array them
with the robes of righteousness, and garments of

praise. But then they must be stripped again of
these, which are the Lord's ornaments, and pos-

sessing their souls in patience, must contentedly
put on their old raiments, the ordinary livery of

the Master's servants. Hence is seen the pro-

priety of that expression of his to his disciples ;

—

" The poor ye have always with you, but me ye
have not always." Had there not been a word on
this solemn subject in thy letter, it would have
been very welcome to me, because I know thy
time to mention that subject is not always ready.
What I was desirous of was, that, whether absent
or present, there might still be kept open a door
of free communication of sentiments on these mat-
ters between us, by which some good might, and
I think no evil could, enter. I can say of a truth
that fervent and renewed have been my desires

and petitions on thy behalf, siuce I wrote last,

and I trust thy conflicts and besetments, thy
sense of thy own weakness, and of thy lack of
best wisdom, thy indisposition of body, thy feeble-

ness of mind, will all work together for good.
Ccrtaiuly the good will of the Almighty Benefac-
tor is towards thee, and good and gracious are his
designs upon thee. Else, why should my poor
spirit be so often dipped into .sympathy with thee,
and such petitions be formed in travail in the
deeps, on thy account ? Oh ! be faithful to the
discoveries of the light which maketh manifest,
and to the requirings of duty in the day of small
things, and great will be thy peace, and glorious
thy reward ; such as " Eye hath not seen, nor ear
heard, nor hath it entered, or can enter, into the
heart of the natural man to conceive." Do not
be restless, uneasy and impatient, to quit thy place
of probation and present trial ; but rather use the
more diligence (in proportion to the dangers and
difficulties of tiiy situation) in seeking for inward
strength and wisdom to be enabled to acquit thy-
self acceptably in the sight of heaven. Remem-
ber wherever we are, it is by the appointment, or
permission of All-wise Providouce, who sees both
us and our engagements. It is not the way to
gather strength of mind, to endeavour to fly in
our own wills, from the field of labour and battle.
Let us stand our ground, keep close to the standard
of Truth

; if we cannot put an enemy to flight, lot
us however not flinch ourselves, but openly declare
and show on what side we aro; on the side of Him

who was never foiled in battle. Thus, dear friend,

thou wilt grow stronger and stronger, and feel

"The peace which passeth all (rational) under-
standing," to flow as a mighty stream in thy soul,

bearing down before it all the little, trifling, hin-

dering things, and thou wilt be able (as thou art

faitLful and obedient) to encounter things of

greater moment and difficulty, with honour and
success. So in the love of our Holy Head, I

affectionately salute thee, and commit thee, with
my own soul, to his divine protection.

Wiisie of Life in this War.—"The prodigious

loss of life, says a cotemporary journal, which
hostilities have occasioned during the sixteen

months since the war was declared, begins to call

forth remark from the European press. The pro-

gress of enlightenment and of science does not
seem, from the calculations made, to have rendered
war less bloody than of yore, nor to have dimin-

ished the aggregate of losses by exposure and dis-

ease.

"Since the declaration of war by Turkey, in the

autumn of 1853, the loss to that empire is esti-

mated at 130,000 men. The French have, since

their arrival in the Crimea, lost 70,000, dead or

invalided; while the British have suffered to the

extent of 30,000. The loss of the Russians is

variously estimated from 250,000 to 300,000.
Austria, too, though not at war, has suffered im-
mensely by diminution of force in the unhealthy
localities where she has been obliged to place her
armies. Taking also into account the mortality

on board the ships, and of labourers of different

kinds attached to the armies, of whom there are

thousands in the Crimea, it may be asserted that

from 600,000 to 700,000 men have perished, or

become invalided, since the commencement of the
war. What the amount of mortality will be when
the operations shall be conducted on a larger

scale,—when bloody battles shall be fought in the

open field, and gigantic contests shall decide the
issue ofcampaigns,—remains hidden in the future.

The wars of the French republic and empire cost

Europe 6,000,000 of men ; but, if we may judge
from the past eighteen months, the present strug-

gle is destined to exceed all that has gone before
in the wide-spread destruction which it will

cause."

It is impossible, during the progress of any
war, to get a reliable approximation to the full

loss of life
J
but we doubt whether the foregoing

conjectures will not be found to be within the
truth. Russia does not let the world know what
she suffers ; but we now and then get a passing
glimpse behind a curtain. A high Russian officer

not long since from Sebastopol, reported to Pas-
kiewitch at Warsaw, a sad account of its condi-
tion, General Gortschakoff complaining that pro-

mised reinforcements of troops, and supplies of
provisions were delayed. "These reinforcements,
in crossing the Ared stepps, were decimated by
disease on their march ; and the remainder, on
arriving at Sebastopol, only served to fill the hos-
pitals. Simpheropol and Bakshiserai are so full

of sick, that it has been found necessary to estab-

lish ambulances under tents. The mortality,

owing to the extreme heat, is described as fright-

ful. The town of Sebastopol is said to be in a

desperate state—not a house but has suffered from
the shot and shell of the allies. The Russian
army at Sebastopol has been weakened by 10,000
men in the affairs of the 7th and ISth of June,
without reckoning those who have died of cholera
and other diseases. It is supposed that the garri-

son will blow up all the public buildings, and
leave to the assailants only a heap of ruins."

—

Advocate of Peace.

BIOGRAPniCAL SKETCHES,
Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned mem: 1|

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia. i

MAHLON STACY. j-

(Continued from page 14.)
j

Mahlon Stacy being a man of large property
|p

enterprise and good abilities, was much reganj
in the community, and of course had a large shi)

of public business to attend to. As one of k

commissioners for settling and regulating lands j

a member of the Assembly, as a councillor, an \

justice of the peace, he had a heavy weight if

responsibility resting upon him. Although tllj

occupied with the business of others, he was
fe

unmindful of his own, and particularly of
j>

necessity of making his own calling and elect
'i

sure, by faith in, and obedience to," the Lord .j.

sus Christ. We shall not follow him in his pj.
lie life", only saying that he devoted much of \

time in the faithful performance of the vari(|i i

duties devolving upon him. i

We find him in the Yearly Meeting, in IGSi,

appointed with some other Friends of extensi)
i

influence, to see if arrangements could be mi'<

for the establishment of a Yearly Meeting of :

the Friends on the American continent. He -si

one who signed the testimony against Geoil

Keith. At what time Mahlon Stacy was called*

the work of the ministry, we know not, but he w?J,

member of the Meeting of Ministers, early in IBS-

We find little mention of his gospel labours, 11 ,

we have evidence that in his own family, his r(|.

gious travail and exercise was effectual for ti

preservation of his children. We have alrea;-

given a sketch of the life of his daughter, Sai{ I

Kirkbride, who, through fiuthful obedience to \\

God and her father's God, was enabled to diei

holy resignation, yea, rather in christian joy. j

He was employed in the Yearly Meeting i
'

business, and in the General Meeting of Ministe'

and appears to have been earnest and active in
,j

path of duty until near his close. His death U\

place, say his Friends of Chesterfield Monti
'

Jleeting, on the "3d of Second month, 1704."

SAMUEL ANDREWS.

Samuel Andrews, of whom a short biographiii

sketch has been given, was a minister of Chest'

field, and deceased Seventh mo. 19th, 1693. 1

AXTHONT MORRIS.

Anthony Jlorris, of whom we have given a li

resided during his minority in London, as appe;|

by the following brief letter, dated Sixth mo. ll
'

1707, and addressed to Henry Goldney :
;

" I am glad to hear thou art a serviceable mj

in the church of Christ, having had some knc'

ledge of thee, when thou wast a 'Prentice. H'
many of the young men that were then in Londt

near about our age, and seemed hopeful, the gra;

enemy hath been too strong for, causing some
on the right hand, some on the left, some

run too fast, and others to fall short, over whou
have often lamented. The Lord, if it be his w
protect us, and preserve us to the end of our da;

is the humble petition of thy friend and brotlj

in the unchangeable Truth, A. Morris.";

GEORGE DEACON.
j

This Friend was born in England, in the yt'

1643. He was one of the early purchasers o1

portion of AYest Jersey, signing the " Cone
sions" in 1676. He sailed from London, in ti

ship called the Williiij Minrf, which reach

Elsinbury, at the mouth of Salem Creek, in t

Ninth month, 1677. In that neighbourhood,

settled with his fitmily. He was chosen a me'
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r of Assembly in 1682, and one of the justices

the peace for Salem. He was one of the coun-

ii of the proprictois for uuiny years.

I

He was a representative to the Yearly Meeting

'}m Gloucester and Salem in 1691, and was at

\e Yearly Meeting in 1692, signing the testimony

;ain,st George Keith. In 1693 he was again a

presentative for Gloucester and Salem, and must

ive removed to Burlington either towards the

ose of 1093, or beginning of 1694, as he repre-

ntcd that meeting in the Yearly Meeting the

tter year.

The proprietors of "West Jersey were not cou-

nted with the right to the land derived through

le Duke of York; they made compensation lor

I'ery portion to the Indians. We find that about

|e year 1703 they made a new purchase of lands

[cated above the Palls of Delaware. It would

i)pear from the record of the council, that George

encon was a diligent attender of its meetings,

is consistent, christian conduct won the esteem

all, and Governor Hunter characterized him in

'19, " the good old man, George Deacon."

I We lind no account of the public or private

hours of George Deacon after the year 1719. He
Ins growing in years, and his labours in the minis-

y were probably much confined to the city of

urlington. The Monthly Meeting of Burling-

'n, in preparing a list of ministers who had de-

based subsequent to the year 1720, say, " George

leacon, of Burlington, departed this life in the

ifth month, 1725, in the 82d year of his age."

I

JOHN ROUTLEDGE.

i Of this Friend I find no trace until the year

f07,

when he was a representative to the Yearly

eeting, from Bucks Quarterly Meeting. From
^eyeur 1709, until the time of his death, he is

['ten mentioned, being generally a representative

I
the Meeting of Ministers and the Yearly Meet-

jig. The following short memorial from Wrights-

!'Wn meeting concerning him, gives but little ac-

punt of this religious services:—"John Routledge

bis a lively minister of the gospel, and travelled

')road in the service of Truth. Divers Friends yet

iving have a lively remembrance of his services in

'le church of Christ." His death took place about

te close of the Fourth month, 1725.

I

Thomas Chalkley, under date of the Fourth

ontli, 1725, says, " In this month I was at Mid-

letown, in Bucks county, at the burial of my
'jar and intimate Friend, John Routledge, who
.ed very suddenly, at which were above one thou-

ind people. lie was well beloved among his

pighbours, and was a serviceable man, where he

ivcd. I admired to see such a number of people

>llected upon so short a notice, he dying one day

ii the afternoon, and being buried the day follow-

ig. Divers testimonies were borne concerning

le wonderful works and ways of God. It was a

^lid bowing time, wherein many hearts were

^oken and melted into tenderness."

JANE BREINTNALL.

I Jane Blanchard was born in Old England, as

ppears, in Hampshire, in the year 1656. She was

tinvincud of Friends' principles in early life, and

1 the year 1682, feeling a desire to settle in Penn-

/Ivania, she applied to a Monthly Meeting at Ring-

ood, in Hampshire, for a certificate of removal,

-fter considering the matter, the Monthly Meet-
ig gave her one bearing date the 11th of the

ileventh month, 16S2. It was no light matter

!ir a religious young woman, scarce 26 years of

je, to leave the land of her birth-place to settle

1 a new country. We know not whether any

lation or connection accompanied her, but the

eserving'presence of her heavenly Father was a

light to her path, and strength to her not only in

her V'Oyage, but afterwards in the varied trials of

her day.

On the 6th day of the Tenth month, 1083, she

was married, in Philadelphia, to David Brcintnall,

a Friend, who had removed thither from Breach
Meeting, iu Derbyshire. Jane Breintnall was
soon much employed in meetings for discipline,

and was an improving woman. Her husband also

was considered a substantial Friend. At what
time Jane first opened her mouth in the ministry,

we have no information, but we have abundant
evidence after 1700, that her Divine Master led

her to many of the surrounding meetings to labour

in his service.

She visited, with the sanction and unity of her

Friends, the meetings of her own Yearly Meeting,

but does not appear to have travelled out of its

limits. In the year 1702, she, with two of her

sisters in the ministry, informed the Seventh-day

Meeting of Ministers of her prospect of visiting

Friends in Chester county, New Castle county, and
then over the river to those about Salem. The
meeting expresses unity, and " desires the Lord
may be with them." In the year 1704, she

visited meetings " in the upper side of the pro-

vince of New Jersey."

It is needless to point out the various meetings

she attended, of which we have a record left ; it

is enough to say, she appears to have been dili-

gently occupied, when her own health, and her

husband's health permitted her, in visiting the

churches, as her heavenly Guide led her.

She had many domestic trials to fit her for use-

fulness. Some of her children did not walk in

the footsteps of their parents, finding the cross of

Christ too mortifying to the worldly mind. Her
husband too became very feeble of body, probably

through paralysis, and, iu his weakness, was bent

on taking a voyage to his native country, iu ex-

pectation of restoring his health. It did not seem
to be in the way of her duty to accompany him,

and she was without doubt much tried about it.

Her family, in Philadelphia, demanded her care,

and she kuew that for ministers of the gospel to

travel where they would bo thrown much in the

way of attending meetings, without a special reli-

gious concern, was rather hazardous.

In the Fourth month, 1708, David Breintnall

being once more able to get to his Monthly Meet-
ing, informed his Friends of his intention "of
taking a voyage to England, for the recovery of

his health," and requested a certificate. A com-

mittee was appointed to make inquiry concerning

him, and particularly how his family were satis-

fied with his proposed voyage. At the next

Monthly Meeting, held Fifth mo. 30, 1708, a cer-

tificate was brought by the committee, "and after

a great deal of good advice and counsel given him,

and the danger of the voyage, and tlie exorcise he

might meet withal therein, considering his inca-

pacity to help himself, yet, nevertheless, as he

seems to be inclined to undertake the said voyage,

his certificate was signed in coudescensioh."

Notwithstanding the fears of his Friends, the

voyage to Europe appears at least to have been

attended with no ill consequence. His health gra-

dually improved, and he lived for nearly a quarter

of a century, useful in religious Society, and in

the family circle. His faithful wife continued her

labours for the good of others, until about the

close of the Fourth month, 1725, when an attack

of paralysis released her from public service. Tho-

mas Chalkley, after mentioning that he, on the

9th of Fifth month, was at the General Meeting

at Germantown, which was large and good, adds,

"Next day I went to visit Jane Breintnall, who
was seized with the palsy, and the Lord was

pleased to comfort us together, as she expressed,
to our mutual satisfaction."

She did not long survive the attack ; her
Friends say, she " departed this life the 25th of

the Sixth month, 1725 ; aged 69 years. She was
endued with a gift iu the ministry, in the exercise

whereof her service was acceptable, and to edifica-

tion."
(To be conlinucd.)

I thank thee that I live I that in these limbs.

Nothing is wanting to make life a joy
;

That I can heiir sweet sounds ; that nothing dima
These eyes from witnessing thy hand iu all

Around, from mighty suns to insects small.

Jly food is relished by my hands employ
;

Soft sleep refreshment brings, and I can give

Utterance to all I feel, tear, hope, conceive.

Friends dear are mine, and one who with me shares

Sorrow and bliss, and offers for me prayers.

lie wandering in the world, with voice, small, sweet,

And still, thou warned'st, and led'st me along
By gentle steps ; and thou didst set my feet

Upon a rock, and iu my mouth a song
Putest of praise to Thee, for all thou dost,

But for thy glorious good presence most.

Soleeted.

THE LAND WHICH XO MORTAL MAY KNOW.
Though earth has full many a beautiful spot.

As the poet or painter may show,
Yet more lovely and beautiful, holy and bright

To the hopes of the heart, and the spiritls glad sight,

Is the Land which no mortal may know.

There, the pale orb of night, or the fountain of day.

No beauty nor splendor bestow.

But the presence of Him, the unchanging I Am,
And the holy, the pure, the immaculate Lamb,
Light the Land which no mortal may know.

There the crystalline streams, bursting forth from that

throne.

Flow on, and forever will flow,

Its waves as they roll, are with melody rife.

And its waters are sparkling in beauty and life.

In the Land which no mortal may know.

And there on its margin, with leaves ever green,

With leaves healing sickness and woe,
The fair tree of life, in its glory and pride,

Is fed by the deep, inexhaustible tide,

Of the Land which no mortal may know.

There, too, are the loveJ, whom we mourned on this

earth,

With whose mem'ries our bosoms yet glow,

Their relics we gave to the place of the dead,

But their glorified spirits before us are fled,

To the Land which no mortal may know.

Oh I who but must pine, in this dark vale of tears,

From its clouds and its shadows to go.

To walk in the light of the mansions above,

And to share in the peace, and the joy, and the love,

Of the Land which no mortal may know.
Bernard Barton.

Selected.

THE CHRISTIAN'S DEATH.

Lift not thou the wailing voice,

Weep not, 'tis a Christian dieth,

—

Up, where blessed saints rejoice,

Ransom'd now, the spirit flieth
;

High, in heaven's own light, she dwelleth.

Full the song of triumph swelleth
;

Freed from earth, and earthy fulling,

Lift for her no voice of wailing 1

Pour not thou the bitter tear
;

Heaven its book of comfort opeth
;

Bids thee sorrow not, nor fear.

But, as one who always hopeth,

Humbly here in faith relying,

Peacefully in Jesus dying.

Heavenly joy her eye is flushing,—

Why should thine with tears be gushing?

They who die in Christ are blessed,

—

Ours be, then, no thought of grieving I
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Sweetly with their God they rest,

All their toils and (troubles leavrng;
So be ours the faith that saveth,,

Hope that every trial bravetb,

Love that to the end endureth,
And, through Christ, the crown secureth.

For "The Friend."

Ecstoration through Obedienfc to the Truth.

However valuable the principles and the consti-

tutional regulations of a religious society may be,

or the amount of respect which the members may
profess for them, they will be of little benefit to

them without a practical support. To eulogise

the acknowledged tenets, while they are not lived

up to, and their efficacy proved in regulating the

passions and the aifections, under the power of

Divine grace, can do little in advancing the cause

of Christ. In civil and religious society, strength

and encouragement to do right are greatly pro-

moted by the example and the spirit of devoted

men, harmoniously drawing together. This unity

depends much upon the love and respect men feel

and show for one another, as well as for the cause

they advocate. Where disunion takes place, the

support of right principles and the right object, is

very likely to be defeated ; we see this in civil

government as well as in the visible church. The

political divisions in our own country have created

great distraction, so that many upright men are

thrown into difficulty to decide of whom they shall

make choice to entrust the government with, by

which the happiness and the prosperity of the in-

habitants are endangered. We also perceive that

discord has crept into the various religious denomi-

nations, splitting them into parties, and creating

bitterness of feeling, and, perhaps, enmity towards

each other, of which our own Society, at this day,

is not clear. Is not this disagreement attributable

to the want of the life of religion, and the conse-

quent desire of men to accomplish their own pur-

poses, in their own unsubdued wills, without re-

gard to the government of the Lord Jesus Christ

as the Head of his church, or the religious con-

cern of conscientious members?

At the rise of the Society, cot only the pure

principles of the gospel, as set forth in the Holy

Scriptures, were clearly held forth and preached

to the world by Friends, but they also lived and

walked in the Spirit. It was the Holy Spirit

which gave them an understanding of those un-

changeable doctrines, and true faith in our Lord

Jesus Christ. They had the same living experi-

ence in themselves, according to their measures,

of which the Apostle John bore testimony :
" We

know that the Son of God is come, and hath given

us an understanding, that we may know him that

is true ; and we are in Him that is true, even in

his Son Jesus Ciirist. This is the true God and

eternal life." 'L'hey were regenerated men and

women
;

grafted into Christ, the true and living

Vine, by the baptism of his Holy Spirit. Hereby

they were made partakers of that life which is hid

with Christ in God, and of that saving knowledge

of which he spoke in his prayer to the Almighty

Father : "And this is life eternal, that they might

know thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ

whom thou hast sent." They were not mere pro-

fessionalists of the Christian religion, but were

living witnesses of the mercy and goodness of the

Lord Jesus, in saving them from their sins by his

power inwardly revealed in their hearts. This

enabled them to bear a true testimony to the purity

and the holiness, and the victory over sin, which

the original believers in Christ bore—"We know
that whosoever is born of God sinneth not ; but

he that is begotten of God, keepeth himself, and

that -wicked one toucheth him not." In constant

watchfulness and prayer, relying on the Holy

Spirit to keep them from temptation, "could they

only know this preservation from evil. The
fruits of the Spirit were manifest in their daily de-

portment, their gravity, their adherence to all the

Christian testimonies laid down in the New Testa-

ment, or growing out of the requisitions of the

Spirit of Christ, in conformity therewith.

This made them a spiritually-minded, humble-

hearted, and plain people, in manners, language,

and dress. The love of God shed abroad in their

hearts, led them to love Him above all, and their

neighbour as themselves. In this pure love they

were united to one another ; and when one mem-
ber suffered, others suffered with it ; or when one

was honoured, the rest rejoiced with it. Thus

they were made a strength and encouragement to

each other, in the performance of their respective

duties, ministering, as members of the body of

Christ, life and comfort to each other. There was

no jar or contention, or division, among the

Friends who thus kept their places in the Truth

;

but peace and love, and a harmonious walking in

it ; and they were lights in the world, a city set

on a hill, that could not be hid ; others beholding

their good works, were often drawn to follow the

same Divine guide, and adopt the principles of

Truth as opened by it to them. These results

were not only experienced by the first Friends,

though perhaps under the fiery edge of persecu-

tion in a greater degree, but they have been the

fruits brought forth by the faithful followers of

Christ among us, in every generation since ; and

had all kept under his divine government, no

schism could have befallen us, but we should have

been as a united "army with banners," going on

conquering and to conquer in the Lamb's war;

and the glory and the influence of the militant

church -would have been felt and spread, far more

extensively and effectually than it now is.

What a weight of responsibility attaches to every

member of a society, so highly favoured with the

inshinings of the Divine light, and the knowledge

of the precious doctrines of the gospel, and the

church government and organization pertaining

thereto, as we have been favoured with ! But in

our present state, may not a language similar to

that addressed to a church formerly, be in mea-

sure applicable to us ? "0 foolish Galatians,

who hath bewitched you, that ye should not obey

the Truth, before whose eyes Jesus Christ has

been evidently set forth, crucified among you?
Are ye so foolish ; having begun in the Spirit, are

ye now made perfect by the flesh ?" Has not the

love of the world, the love of ease, and the pride

of life, bewitched many, and enticed them away

from following the Saviour in the path of self de-

nial and the daily cross, by which their vision has

become clouded, their discernment dimmed, and

the -way opened for the evil seedsman to sow seeds

of false doctrine, and thereby persuade them, that an

easier path to the everlasting kingdom is now to

be found, than that of dying daily, bearing the

yoke of Christ, and learning of him.

When suffering has been withdrawn, some,

finding a burthen removed, have taken their flight

as on the Sabbath day, and let go that spiritual

exercise and obedience to the Truth, which is es-

sential to the life of a Christian, and have indulged

in temporal enjoyments and the pursuit of wealth.

And when new doctrines are presented, congenial

with their desires, being off the watch, they find

it easier to accept and plead for them and their

authors, than to stand their ground against their

baleful influence. Preservation in the path which

the redeemed walk in, must be fervently sought

after individually; and under whatever trials or

temptations we may be placed, as we labour to

keep our habitation in the Truth, the declaration

rtiade to the apostle, -when he besought the Lc|
thrice, that the thorn in the flesh, the measenj

|

of Satan, might depart from him, will be appli
[

ble to every sincere, obedient soul : "My gracej

sufficient for thee, for my strength is made p[
feet in weakness." It does not appear that If

thorn in the flesh was removed, and yet the ap
tie, who fought the good fight and kept the fai

j

was preserved unto the end; and Divine grij

will now as effectually guard us against the maa
nations of the -wicked one, as the Lord is soug'

unto. But if we put our trust in any thing tj

the Lord alone, for our defence against error,
j

for the restoration of the Society to its primiti|

brightness, we shall assuredly be disappoint(j

Satan will continue to assail us powerfully a}

effectually, if we leave the watch-tower, and sej

to scatter us, and defeat, if possible, the object (

our being raised up as a people for the Lorq
glory, in advancing the kingdom of the KedeetDj

in the earth. Nothing less than an individual i}

turn to the Lord, humbled under a sense of O!

baekslidings, and the conviction that we canii

save ourselves, nor by our strength, or wisdo
i

recover the blessed fellowship and harmony whici

in times past, have been our rejoicing, will yA

pare us to know Him to arise and deliver us frcj

the bondage which the Society is now so generaij

held in. If our prayers are put up in this hu;|

bled state, as the children of Israel many timi

applied to Him for deliverance from their cl

pressors, we have strong ground to believe, tl(

He who is a God of mercy, hearing prayer, -wj

turn away our captivity as he did for them, a I

once more unite us together in upholding the d(i

trines and testimonies of Truth, and reward
={

with the incomes of true peace. On one oocasi|

the prophet addressed them with this languagil

" Israel, return unto the Lord thy God ; for th.!

hast fallen by thine iniquity. Take with jj

words and turn to the Lord : say unto him, Tail

away all iniquity, and receive us graciously;
j

will we render the calves of our lips." And
.\

answers, "I will heal their baekslidings, I «.;

love them freely; for mine anger is turned aw.'H

from him. I will be as the dew unto Israel ; '.\

shall grow as the lily, and cast forth his roots
j

Lebanon. His branches shall spread, and Ij

beauty shall be as the olive tree, and his smell i

Lebanon." What a happy change for us woti

this be ! and if all were given up to His will, a'

really desirous it should take place, he wot

bring it about by his wonder-working power.

Ultimate Benefits of Droughts.
;

And the modes in %vhich they act to improve land.

It may be a consolation to those who have felt t'.)

influence of the late long and protracted dry wfi-

ther, to know that droughts are one of the natal

causes to restore the constituents of crops, and '.

novate cultivated soils. The diminution of ti

mineral matter of cultivated soils takes place fr(.

two causes:

—

1. The quantity of mineral matter carried off i

crops, and not returned to the soil in manure.

2. The mineral matter carried off by rain-wa •

to the sea, by means of fresh water streams.

These two causes, always in operation, a

.

counteracted by nothing, would in time render ti

earth a barren waste, in which no verdure wotl

quicken, and no solitary plant take root. A '

tional system of agriculture would obviate the fi<

cause of sterility, by always restoring to the si

an equivalent for that which is taken off by t>

crops; but as this is not done in all cases, P--

vidence has provided a way of its own to counter;

;

the thriftlcssness of man by instituting droughts!

proper periods, to bring up from the deep parts ofH
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rtli food, on which plants might feed when raihs

ould again fall. The manner in which droughts

-.ercise their beneficial influence is as follows :

—

During dry weather a continual evaporation of

ater takes place from the surface of (he earth,

(bich is not supplied by any from the clouds.

i
The evaporation from the surface creates vacuum

jo far as water is concerned) which i.s at once filled

(the water rising up from the subsoil of the land
;

e water from the subsoil is replaced from the

fxt strata below, and in this manner the circula-

bn of water in the earth is the reverse to that

pich takes place in wet weather. This progress

I
the surface of the water in the earth manifests

iielf strikingly in the drying up of springs, and

I' rivers and streams which are supported by

[rings. It is not however, only the water which

brought to the surface of the earth, but also all

i^at which the water holds in solution. These sub-

lances are salts of lime and magnesia of potash

{id soda, and indeed whatever the subsoil or deep

|rata of the earth may contain.

I
The water on reaching the surface of the soil is

i

operated, and leaves behind the mineral salts,

lieh I will here enumerate, viz. : Lime, as air-

icked lime ;
magnesia, as air-slacked magnesia;

osphate of lime, or bone earth ; sulphate of lime,

I plaster of Paris; carbonate of potash, and soda,

]ith silicate of potash and soda, and also chloride

f
sodium or common salt : all indispensable to

lie growth and production of plants which are

Led for food. Pure rain-water as it falls, would

hssolve but a veri/ small proportion of some of

liese substances, but when it becomes soaked into

jie earth, it there becomes stongly imbued with car-

jmic acid from the decomposition of vegetable

atter in the soil, and thus acquires the property

! readily dissolving minerals on which before it

tiuld have very little influence.

I I was first led to the consideration of the above

iibjects by finding on re-examination of a soil

jhich I analyzed three or four years ago, a larger

jiantity of a particular mineral substance than I

first found. As none had been applied in the

eantime, the thing was difficult of explanation,

itil I remembered the late long and protracted

ght. I then also remembered that in Zaca-

eas, and several other provinces of South America,

da was obtained from the bottom of ponds, which
ere dried in the dry, and again filled up in the

iny season. As the above explanation depended
1 the principles of natural philosophy, I at once

stituted several experiments to prove its truth.

Into a glass cylinder was placed a small quantity

'chloride of barium, in solution; this was then fill-

;l with a dry soil, and for a long time exposed to

j.e direct rays of the sun on the surface. The
il on the surface of the cylinder was now treated

th sulphuric acid, and gave a copious precipitate

sulphate of baryta.

The experiment was varied by substituting

loride of lime, sulphate of soda, and carbonate

potash, for the chloride of barium, and on the

oper re-agents being applied in every instance, the

esence of those substance was detected in larije

lantities on the surface of the soil in the cylinder.

Here, then, was proof positive and direct, by

jain experiments in chemistry and natural philo-

|phy, of the agency, the ultimate, beneficial

jency, of droughts.

We see. therefore, in this, that even those things

hioh we look upon as evils, by 1 'rovidence are made
essings in disguise, and that we should not mur-
ur even when dry seasons afflict us, for they too

e for our good. The early and the later rain may
oduce at once abundant crops, but dry weather

also a beneficial dispen.sation of Providence in

inging to the surface food for future crops, whicb

otherwise would be forever useless. Seasonable

weather is good for the present, but droughts renew

the store-houses of plants in the soil, and furnish

an abundant supply of nutriment for future crops.

J.\MES HiGGINS,
State Agricultural Chemist.

The Northwest Passaije.—In the midst of the all-

engrossing topics which have occupied the time of

the British House of Commons lately, the justice

of rewarding Capt. McClure for his discovery of a

Northwest passage, formed the subject of a short

discussion. The readers of the Globe will readily

call to mind the facts connected with this case

Capt. McClure, in command of the Investigator,

left England in company with Capt. Collinson, of

the Enterprise, in January, 1850, with the special

design of searching for Sir John Franklin. When
off Cape Horn, the two ships parted company, the

Investigator pursuing her course, and in due time

entering Behring's Straits. After encountering

many difficulties, heat length passed up Prince of

Wales strait, and finally, by means of a sledge,

reached Banks' Land, a short distance south of

Melville Island, discovered long before by Parry,

and visited by many worthy successors, from the east.

He was thus the first to pass the entire length of the

continent, although, it is to be regretted that the In-

vestigator had to be left behind in Mercy Bay,

where she still lies, if not long ago ground to po'

der by the "icy fingers" of the North. Although

failing in the special object he had in view, and

even although, for all practical purposes, the North-

west passage might as well be amongst the things

yet hid from man, still Capt. McClure is well en-

titled to reward. Had he performed the same gal-

lant exploit between 1745 and 1828, he might

have claimed the Parliamentary reward of £20,-

000 for the solution of the Northwest problem, as it

was called. Sir Edward Parry received knight-

hood and £5,000 for making 110° west longitude

in 1819 ; and a long list of names might be men-

tioned, each having acquired the appendage of a

Sir, for Arctic and Antarctic expeditions. There

was perfect unanimity in the House as to the pro-

priety of appointing a committee to examine into

Capt. McClure's claim, and, we doubt not, the re-

ward bestowed will be commensurate with his

achievement.

In connection with this subject, we may notice

that on the 21st of Sixth month last, the Arctic

veteran, Capt. Penny, left Aberdeen, Scotland, on

board the Lady Franklin, along with the Sophia,

Martin, and a crew of 45 men, bound for Hogarth's

Sound, Arctic Regions, where, if necessary, they

will winter. The gallant commander, it is stated

in a local paper, appeared in excellent health and

spirits, and was accompanied out of the bay by a

party of the Directors of the Aberdeen Arctic

Company, who gave their enterprising official a

most hearty farewell.— Toronto Globe.

Seeing the Lions.—Formerly there was a mena-

"erie in the Tower of London, in which lions were

kept; it was discontinued about forty years ago.

During those times of comparative simplicity, when

a stranger visited the metropolis for the first tinie,

it was usual to take him to the Tower and show him

the lions as one of the chief sights ;
and on the

stranger's return to the country, it was usual to ask

him whether he had seen the lions. Now-a-days,

when a Londoner visits the country for the first

time, he is taken by his friends to see the most re-

markable objects of the place, which by analogy are

called " the lions." One constantly hears the

expression, " we have been lionizing," or, " seeing

the lions ;" but thousands who make use of it are

ignorant of its origin. It originated as above.
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Slavery, its encroachments and its aggressions,

arc more seriously affecting the public mind than

at any former period of our history. It has be-

come the absorbing subject in almost every politi-

al organization ; and however much some may
,ffect to thrust it aside, or ignore its importance,

, fearful contest has begun, and is gradually draw-

ng to an issue, that shall determine whether this

dreadful system is to be put down, and the power

of the government lodged in the hands of the vast

majority in the free States, or continue as it has

so long done, to monopolize and to prostitute that

power, for its own support and extension. The

two principles of freedom and slavery are each

year being brought more and more directly in op-

position to each other, and the supporters of each

are continually labouring to bring their respective

forces into the field, and so array them, that the

battle shall be fought on the one great question,

irrespective of all minor issues. While we fervently

desire that when such a crisis may arrive, it may
result in the triumph of truth and justice, and the

overthrow of the monster evil that is now preying

on the vitals of our country, we nevertheless can-

not but see that the introduction of this exciting

subject into the political arena, has awakened

passions, and is embittering feelings, the most

fearful, in the unregenerate heart of man. Well

will it be for all those who profess to believe that

the servants of Christ may not fight—and well will

it be for our beloved country too—should they be

found watching against the assaults or the leaven-

ing of the evil spirit which stimulates some who
are ostensibly marshalled on the side of right and

freedom, and which is altogether at variance with

the meekness and gentleness required by the gos-

pel. Shrewd, but unprincipled politicians, are

glad to avail themselves of any feeling that may
extensively prevail, in order to secure their own

selfish ends, and it requires no little care in times

of general excitement, or we may be betrayed by

our eagerness to secure a desired end, into giving

our strength to support bad men, or carry out

measures that are radically wrong, and will lead

to strife and bloodshed.

From information given in some of the public

papers in Southern States, it is evident that many

of their inhabitants seriously feel the position they

occupy, and that the evils of slavery are becoming

more and more hard to bear, as the voice of the

free States and of the whole christian world, is

more loudly raised against it. In two of those

States, propositions for ameliorating the condition

of slaves, by legislative enactment, have been

made and are entertained ;
while in Kentucky, a

convention has been called of those favourable to

adopting means for effecting gradual emancipation.

In the mean time, instances are frequently occur-

ring, of individuals voluntarily liberating their

.slaves and making provision for their commencing

to live as free meu and women. We have noticed

several accounts of such cases, and we take the

following from one of our exchange papers :

It gives us pleasure to state that many Southern men
are manumitting their slaves. Many of them seem dis-

posed, also, to give this degraded race a start in the

world, by means of which they may secure a comforta-

ble livelihood for themselves and their families. We
note the following as among the encouraging signs of

the times. The last number of the Ironton Spirit of the

"Dr. P. C. Holt, of Union county, Ky., about 150

miles below Louisville, has emancipated his slaves,

twenty-two in number. Last week he brought eleven

of them to this place. Employment has been furnished

them at Olive Furnace, by Peters. The remaining
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ones are expected here soon. Of those that came, there

are five married men, whose wives are slaves, held by
different masters. Dr. Holt, we are informed, offered a

full price for the purchase of those wretched persons, to

enable them to go with their husbands and fathers to a

land of freedom, but their humane masters refused to sell

them for even a full equivalent. In the preparation for

csodus, one case of peculiar cruelty occurred. Some
days before they left, the wife of one of the men that

came, was purposely sent off some forty miles, to pre-

vent her husband from t.aking a last farewell ; and when
he inquired for her, he was informed that she would
soon be sold, to go south. The other four took leave

of their wives and children, with the expectation nevei

to see them again. Dr. Holt has voluntarily relinquish-

ed his title to more than $15,000 worth of available pro-

perty in Kentucky. Not only that, but he is devoting

his tim= and money to their wants."

May the blessing of heaven attend him, and may
others, similarly situated, imitate his self-denying ex-

ample. The Cincinnati Herald of Freedom of the SOth

ult. says :

" Mamimilted.—The persons of whom we spoke last

week, under this head, are from Natchez, Mississippi.

Their names are John Pickering, Charles Courtlouth,

and William I'oobs. They are all relations. J. Picker-

ing has nine children, who, with his wife, will all be

free. The name of their owner is Young. They are

about to purchase land in Obio, to settle on.

"Another Still.—An elderly coloured lady arrived here

on First-day afternoon, from Xew Orleans. She was
sent here to obtain free papers by her owner, a coloured

man. He has, we are informed, set several persons,

whom he has purchased, at liberty."

The same paper has also the following paragraph:
"Emandpated.—We have a letter from a friend in

Chillicothe, informing us that a large party of emanci-

pated slaves from North Carolina psissed through that

town recently, on their way to Logan county, where
they design settling."

Let the good work go on, uutil slavery shall be an
unknown institution—an obsolete idea.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to the 8th inst.—

The cotton market was dull, and prices from 1-16 to \d.

lower. Sales of the week, 56,000 bales. The stock of

American in port, was 345,000 bales. Flour was steady

at from 40s. to 42s. Gd. In relation to the harvest in

Great Britain, it is said, on the whole there can be no

question of its generally satisfactory character. It was,

however, believed that a part of the supply of bread-

stuffs must come from America. The London money
market was more stringent. The Bank had advanced
its rate of interest, from 3J to 4 per cent. Consols, 90j.

The iron market was buoyant, and the demand active.

There was nothing new from Sebastopol. Preparations

for winterwerebeing made by the allied armies. Stores

and sheds were being erected .is rapidlj' as possible, and
two new lines of railway were to be constructed, iu or-

der to facilitate the transport of supplies to all parts of

their extended lines. The difficulty of maintaining such
great numbers of men during another winter, was ac-

knowledged in England, and a great deal of suffering

was expected ; but it was believed th.at the prospect for

the Russians was much more gloomy, as everything re-

quired for their support had to be sent a vast distance

over land. The Russians were threatening another at-

tack on the Tchernaya; hence the allied army was kept

continually on the alert, and parties remained constantly

under arms. Nearly every night there were skirmishes

between the advanced posts of the hostile armies.

The War in ^siVi.—The news from Asia Minor is re-

ported to be more favourable for the Turks. The Rus-
sians had withdrawn from the vicinity of Erzeroum, and
luad failed in a partial attack on the Turkish entrench-

ments at Kars. The Ottoman army in the Crimea was
to embark for Asia Minor, except one division now be-

fore Sebastopol. Letters say that Omar Pacha will not
go to Kars, but will move on to Teflis with the two-fold

object of menacing the communication of the Russians
with Georgia, and cutting off their retreat, and also of

presenting an opportunity to the Circassians and other
mountain tribes to join him.

ITALY.—The Pope is founding a College at Rome
for the education of English clergy. Cholera still rages
in Central Italy. In Northern Italy it prevails, though
somewhat abated in violence. The deaths in Florence
numbered about eighty a day. The governuieut had
made an effort to prevent the fatiguing street proces-

sions, but without success, as the priests persisted in

maintaining their efficacy.

AUSTRIA.—The harvest is reported to be barely an

whi: any parts of Germany itaverage one
fallen short.

MEXICO.—Dates from the city of Mexico to the 1st.

inst. Carrera, the provisional President, had intro-

duced some important reforms. He has re-established
commercial communication

;
granted unlimited freedom

to the press
;
abolished the title of serene highness ; re-

called all exiles ; deprived the commanding generals of

authority over the revenues
;
has prohibited the deten-

tion of correspondence, and re-established mails. He
has convoked the Constituent Congress conformably to

the law of 1841, and invited the revolutionary chiefs to

meet on the 16th of Ninth month, in the town of Dolores,

to deliberate in relation to the new organisation of the
government. He, however, has many enemies, and it

is doubted whether the leaders of the revolution can
agree on any plan that will ensure public tranquillity.

The Federative form of government seems to be that
favoured by the mass of the people. At the last ac-

counts. Gen. Santa Anna and family were waiting at

Puerto Principe, for the means of continuing their jour-

ney to Carthagena.
UNITED STATES.— re^Zoif Fever at the South.—The

deaths at New Orleans during the week ending the 16th

inst., numbered 282, including 150 from fever. The
mortality in that city, from yellow fever, since the com-
mencement of its ravages the present year, had been
2355. At last dates, the disease was increasing at

Vicksburg, Natchez, Canton, and nearly all points on
the Mississippi, Washita, and Black Rivers. In Canton,
with a population of 388 persons, there had been 107

new cases and 29 deaths in one day. The accounts

from Norfolk and Portsmouth, Va., continue of a gloomy
character, there being but little diminution in the mor-
tality.

The Indians.—Recent accounts from Nebraska state,

that a party of government surveyors under Col. Man-
ners, had been attacked and dispersed by a band of

Pawnee Loups. There had also been difliculties with

some of the Sioux, and a Captain Gibson had been kill-

ed by them. General Harney left Fort Kearney on the

4th ult., with 1300 men, making forced marches, to ac-

complish some purpose against the Indians as yet un-

known.
Kansas.—The free State party in Kansas have nomi-

n.ated Ex-Governor Reeder for delegate to Congress

Governor Shannon is acceptable to the pro-slavery men
they believe he will employ his influence to promote
their objects. The free State party declare that the

people of Kansas owe no allegiance or obedience to the

enactments of the late spurious legislature, and that its

acts have no validity or abiding force.

Boston.—The assessor's report gives the valuation of

property in this wealthy city, at §242,349,200, showing
an increase over the valuation of last year of §15,336,000.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 76 adults and 129

ohildren ; total, 205.

New York.—The official report of the Comptroller

shows that the valuation of real and personal estate in

the city of New York, is §486,998,278.

Miscellaneous.—The Cod Fisheries.—The Newburyport

(Mass.) Herald states that all the vessels of the Labra-

dor fleet have arrived home. The catch has been rather

more than an average. Not a man has been lost in the

fleet, and no vessel has sustained any material damage.
Escape of Slaves.—The Louisville (Ky.) Courier says,

that at least one slave per day effects his escape on the

cars of the New Albany and Salem (Indiana) Railroad.

Advance of Liberality.—David Salomons, a Jew, being

senior Alderman below the chair, will be Lord Mayor of

London for the next year. No opposition is expected.

He will be the first Jew who has filled that ofiice.

Reported Indian Battle.—The St. Paul's (.Minnesota)

Democrat of the 6th instant, states, th.at there has been

a bloody battle between the Sioux and Half-breed Chip-

pewas, in which nineteen Sioux were killed, and about

sixty wounded, and several of the Chippewas also killed

and wounded.
A Legal Murder.—A correspondent of the New Orleans

(La.) Delta states, that on Sixth-day, Eighth mo. 24th,

the boy Frank was hanged for the murder of J. J.

Weems, at Alexandria, La. The day before the execu-

tion, some gentlemen went to his cell to tell him he

would be hanged on the morrow, and found him play-

ing marbles in his cell. He is said to have been only ten

vears old.

Increased Tobacco Crop.—The Virginia tobacco crop

will, this season, it is said, much exceed the crop of last

year. The inspections thus far show an excess of 9000

hhds. over the corresponding period of last year.

Salt Making in Texas.—A very superior quality of salt

now manufactured by solar evaporation, near Corpus

Christi, Texas.
Railroads and Peaches.—An extensive fruit-dealer of

Alton, Illinois, recently received an order from ] [
York for twenty-four boxes of the best peaches U b
procured in the market. They were accordingly gj [
ped, and came through uninjured. I

Emancipation in Kentucky.—The Newport (Ky.) Ne L

at the suggestion of a number of prominent slaveht I

ers in Kentucky, proposes that a Convention be heUj
Frankfort, to adopt a plan for the gradual abolitioij
slavery in that State. f

Corn in Indiana.—The Lafayette (la.) Courier si[
that contracts have already been made for la

.

amounts of corn, to be delivered during the winter, if

!

previou the canals spring,
\

to the ope
twenty cents a bushel.

Pennsylvania Iron.—It is said that Pennsylvania if
produces as much iron as was manufactured in all Grl
Britain thirty years ago. ',_

'

British Steamships.—The total number, at the beg I

ning of the present year, was 1480. They averaj,
about 200 tons each, exclusive of engine space.

(

The Farmers' High School of Pennsylvania.-^'he Tr ',

tees of this Institution met at Harrisburg on th^.l;[
inst., and decided to accept the offer of James Irv|n,(

Centre, who presented to the Board two hundred aci
of most fertile and highly improved land, leases also t

j

hundred more, and the county has raised and ofFI

more than ten thousand dollars in money. Very libe
|

offers were made from some other counties. This
'

teresting Institution seems likely to commence its 0]i

rations under auspicious circumstances.
Ice from Lake Michigan.—The Chicago (111.) Tribe-

learns that a Boston company have made arrangeme:
to go largely into the ice trade in that city—doing th

packing at Lake Zurich, in Lake county, Illinois, ij

ice will be of the greatest possible purity.
;

Violent Storm.—On the 18th inst.. Lake Michigan nl
visited by a gale of unusual violence. The steambc'
Sebastopol was wrecked near Milwaukie, and tolaj

lost with a cargo, valued at §100,000. Six persons Wi
lost in the boat. The steamboat Baltimore was su
near Sheboygan

;
passengers alf saved. The propel

Oriental, a schooner, and probably other vessels W(
also wrecked. !

RECEIPTS. I

Received from C. Br.acken, agt., 0., for R. Conroj

§2, vol. 28 ; from T. C. Hopkins, Md., §2, vol. 28 ; frcj

Joel Evans, agt.. Pa., for E. Sowers, E. Harrison, T. '\

Palmer, and S. H. Pratt, §2 each, vol. 28
; from H.

'

Post, N. Y., $2, vol. 29 ; from Augustus Smith, N. '|

§2, vol. 28; from Josh. Maule, agt., 0., for Jesse E'
berts, §4, vols. 27 and 28, for Israel Steer and Jam'
Steer, §2 each, vol. 29, for Danl. Atkinson, §2, to 'A

vol. 29, for Benj. Bundy, §2, vol. 28 ; from Aaron Chai
man, 0., §2, vol. 28 ; from G. Michener, agt., for Jj

Doudnee, §2, vol. 28 ; for Isaac Walker, §3, to 52, vii

29; from S. Hobson, agt., 0., for E. Dean and Cal-'

Fonler, §2 each, vol. 29.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee to superintend the Boarding-Schoi

at West-Town, will meet in Philadelphia on Sixth-dd
the 5th of next month, at 7 o'clock p. m. The Commi'
tee on Instruction, and that on Admission, meet on tl(

same day; the former at 4 o'clock, and the latter at|

o'clock, p. M.

The Visiting Committee attend the semi-annual Kj

amination of the schools, commencing on Third-di
morning, and closing on Fifth-day afternoon of the san
week.

Tho-vas Kimber, Clerk. |

Philadelphia, Ninth mo. 22, 1855.
j

History of the Life of THOMAS ELLWOOD, writtJ

by himself—new edition. For sale at Friends' Bo<

Store, No. 84 Arch street, and at the office of TB
FRIEND, No. 50 North Fourth strtet.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
j

Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in th <

Institution. '-•

Application maybe made to either of theundersignc
members of the Committee.

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Evans, 1 r>i •. j
Samuel Bettle, Jr.

jP'^''^''''-

,

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON.

No. 3 Ranstead Place, Fourth above Chestuut street.
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From the Edinburgh Iteview.

The Land of Silence.

I

(Concluded from page 17.)

iGrreat use is made of pictures, when the pupil

ionce able to write down the name of an object,

pressed to him in the usual way by vowel sounds

d consonant powers, which make up the words.
' course, when he has made sufficient progress

give utterance to his own thoughts, to receive

! uttered or written expression of his teachers,

3 step from the simple picture of some common
.niliar object to that of a more remote or diffi-

It one is soon taken. Thus to a limited degree,

I
acquaintance is opened with very many sub-

i;ts, the nature, properties, or qualities of which

in be represented by visible outline ; and even

I some which cannot be thus represented. But

b acquisition of every new word must, until after

ig training, still involve a separate and com-

Lte act of the mind ; and, therefore, be a task

jdiffioulty. Few words can be caught up, as by

le ordinary child, by imitation ; still fewer form-

1 by analogy or comparison, but at the seasons of

[•ect instruction. And if it be so with the ac-

isition of single, individual words, how vast

list be the labour and arduous the task of ac-

liring but a fair knowledge of an ordinary mo-

rn language, is at once apparent. The whole

[ocess of educating the deaf-mute is a slow and

;igthy one. The teacher who succeeds in it, at-

iins success only after years of diligent and pa-

i;nt toil. The blind boy mat/ learn his letters in

jweek, and be a basket-maker in a mouth ; but

th the deaf-mule no such immediate fruit can

I
expected. The harvest is not reaped until per-

ips more than one cold and barren winter has

lagged its slow length away. Spring comes with

Ule sign of life ; and summer with but scanty

ossom. Yet, autumn comes at last, and the

iiit is worth waitiug for.

But a class before us is about to have a lesson

dictation, and we are asked to choose a sentence

JDm an ordinary reading book. We SL'lcct this

'ort one,

—

"I niel a lad icith a hawk," for a les-

,n in signs to be tran-slated into words written

\ the slate. A hand held up by the teacher at

[ice commands silence and attention. Every eye is

stantly fixed on him lo set what he will say. The

I'st word I, is at once understood, as the teacher

'ucbes his own breast with bis fore-finger. Met is

Impressed by the two fists being extended, held for

moment apart, and then suddenly brought to-

:ther. The first finger of the right hand held up^

^presents a, while laJ is symbolized by the teach-

's pointing to himself with outstretched retro-

verted finger, and then suddenly bringing the hand

to a dead stop below the chin, showing that a hu-

man being is meant, not exceeding that certain

definite height. (At this sign several of the boys

wrote down boy, or youth, but by far the greater

number vocnlised and wrote down tad.') Tlie pre-

position with is simply expressed by two fingers of

I he right hand, close (oyether, extended horizon-

tally in the air, and then moved to and fro, as if

being used in some operation of cutting or scraping,

and was instantly written down. A is despatched

as before. Ilau-lc is now the sole remaining word,

and clearly the most difficult. We watch, there-

fore, with some interest to see how it will be ex-

pressed and understood. The teacher's first step

is to give an idea of the curved beak of a bird of

prey by placing the fore-finger in a bent position

by the side of his own nose. This appears to be

realised at once. He then raises both his hands,

extended horizontally with open palms downwards,

in front of him, to about his own height, and after

moving them in a tremulous way, as a hawk would

her wings in moving over her prey, suddenly

brings them swiftly down on the desk before him,

as if clutching at some small object beneath.

Many at once exclaim, " more suo," the word eai/le,

which is rejected ; then a solitary voice whispers

kite, and at last several conclude it must be haiek.

Thus ended the lesson, and our readers can now

in a measure judge for themselves of one chief

mode in which instruction of all kinds may be

conveyed even to deaf-mutes. The writing was

good, and the spelling in most eases sufficiently

accurate ; affording plain proof that the lesson was

received and fairly understood.

From a general consideration of the whole ques-

tion we have good ground for believing that the

scheme of education marked out in this institution

is completely fulfilled. We believe also that this

education is not surpassed throughout Great Bri-

tain, in similar schools ; and that the attainments

of deaf-mutes cannot be expected, under the ordi

nary time training, to exceed this standard. In

dividual eases of higher cultivation no doubt ar(

to be found. AVe are ourselves aware of more that

one,—a barrister who at this very time is in ac

live practice as a chamber counsel ; a merchant

who conducts a large business with skill and effi

ciency; and a gentleman who has rendered im

portant services in the department of the Admi

i-alty. But we regard these as exceptional cases

of real genius in men, who, in spite of all difficul-

ties, and in almost any station of life, would, by

sheer industry and power of mind, have made

themselves a name.

So far, therefore, the educational state of the

deaf and dumb may be regarded as satisfactory.

But there still remains one point to bo noticed

in this and other similar institutions, which we

cannot understand,

—

the entire absence of aetiue

industrial work. In spite of all existing differ

eiices of opinion among the teachers of deaf-mutes

as to the precise period for beginning to learn a

trade,—whether before or after leaving the school,

—it is iucontrovertibly true that where the body

and the mind are together exercised and refreshed

by due change of employment, both mental and

bodily toil are crowned with more frequent and

sure success. The healthy tone and activity of

mind is clo.»ely and vitally connected with tone

and vigour of body. We would not for a moment

depreciate the value of the " mens sana," but we

would desire it for all practical purposes, " in cor-

pore sano." To this it may be replied, " how

would such sedentary occupations as shoemaking,

basket-making, &c., furnish the requisite degree

of stimulus and activity V But change of work

from eternal slates, pencils, spelling books and

grammar lessens, if but to the tapping of a shoe,

the weaving of a door-mat, or the elaboration of a

withy basket, must act healthily and beneficially

on the tone and vigour of the body. It may in-

volve no great amount of exercise to comb three

square feet of oakum, but the change of room, the

changes of faces about the worker, and of sub-

stance before his eyes, will at least bring change

of thought. And at any rate, fingers, hands, arms,

and legs must be more or less in motion ; and

mere motion must tend somewhat to life and

briskness of blood and spirits. The deaf-mute

who works eight hours per diem at the school-room

desk, would work with double spirit and equal

success if he devoted three out of the eight to

mending his Sunday shoes, or the fabrication of

an osier basket. We can see no just reason why

his education as a craftsman should not at least

begin ere he leave the school ; why he should be

too' clumsy to use a saw, or too awkward to ham-

mer on a lapstoue. In the list of pupils sent out

from the Doncaster schools there are many who

have practised trades and occupations of various

kinds with success ; such as shoemakers, gardeners,

bookbinders, labourers, printers, joiners, and

tailors. We urge it on four grounds,—health of

body, vigour of mind, profit to the Institution, and

pleasure to the pupil. The deaf-mute has few

means of actual amusement. Monotony pervades

most of his daily tasks. Industrial work, if well

managed, will afford him both entertainment and

instruction.
, , . .

In conclusion, we have but to remark that much

yet remains to be accomplished for the deaf and

dumb in Great Britain ; not so much in the extent

to which their education is to be carried, as in the

means of instruction actually placed within their

reach Of the few schools which now exist, many

need enlargement, increase of funds, and more

perfect operation. New schools are greatly needed

in several parts of the country. It is supposed

that upwards of 17,000 deaf-mutes are now to be

found in Great Britain and Ireland; a large pro-

portion of whom are still uneducated. Our pre-

sent schools will accommodate at most but 1400,

not much more than one-twelfth part of a class ot

unfortunate beings whose need of education is

most urgent, and whose claims upon our pity are

strong and just. That this necessity may be re-

lieved, and the claims allowed and satished there

must bo not only larger contributions on the part

of the public, but fuller co-operation among the

founders and mana-ersof existing schools. Great

and broad principles of method must be laid down,

fairly and heartily adhered lo by all, and so by

common experience and judgment moulded and

expanded into a scheme as catholic in Us nature

::S its success.
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For "The Friend."

The Madeira Exiles.

It will bo recollected, that several years since

a large number of persons arrived in tliis country,

•who had been banished from their native Island of

Madeira by the Roman Catholic authorities, on ac-

count of their refusing to conform to some of the

superstitious practices of the Komish church. The

firm adherence of these poor people to their reli-

gious principles, under persecution and severe

trial, occasioned much sympathy to be felt for

them at the time, and it is truly gratifying to learn

that they have at last found comfortable homes,

and are generally prosperous in theircircumstances.

A correspondent of the St. Louis Republican,

writing from Springfield, 111., gives the following

account:
" In a short ramble on the outskirts of this city

last evening, I was struck with the large nuoiber of

small, nea't and comfortably appearing cottage-

houses, in several clusters. They were the dwell-

ings of the Portuguese emigrants. You will re-

collect that, five years since, some three hundred

and fifty Portuguese emigrants—originally from

Madeira, later from Trinidad—reached this city,

under the care of the Presbyterian Mission Society

of New York.
" Many of thorn had been rich, and were exiles

from Madeira on account of their religious (Pro-

testant) opinions. They had been reduced to p
verty—were compelled to emigrate to the British

Island of Trinidad—there, in suffering, applied to

their Christian friends in New York—were brought

thither, and afterwards sent to this city. A great

portion of them remained here, some went to Jack-

sonville and others to Waverly. They were with-

out means, and were sustained for some time by

the kindly as.'^istance of our citizens, until they

had, to some extent, learned our habits, and were

enabled to support themselves by their indu.«try;

and they never refused honorable and laborious

employments.
" These Portuguese are essentially a different

race from Germans, Irish, Scotch or Americans.

They are very industrious, very prudent, making
a five cent piece go as far as possible in the procure-

ment of the necessaries of life. We never see them
at the police court. Crime is not charged upon
them. They are unobtrusive in their manners,

strict in their attendance at church, where they

appear dressed with scrupulous neatness. They
are willing and desirous at all times to labour, but
at the largest prices they can obtain. The result

of all is, that, in their unpretending condition,

they are a highly prosperous people.

" Most of those with families now own lots and
houses. They have built, also, a very respectable

The Victories of love.

Love is represented as the fulfilling of the law

—

a creature's perfection. All_ other graces, all di-

vine dispensations contribute to this, and are lost

in it as in a heaven. It expels the dross of our
nature ; it overcomes sorrow ; it is the full joy of

our Lord.

Let us contemplate its capacities and resources
as applied to the experience of life. Property and
business may fail, and still the eye of hope may
fix itself on other objects, and confidence may
strengthen itself in other schemes ; but when death
enters into our family, and loved ones are missing
from our sight, though God may have made their
bed in sickness, and established their hope in
death, nothing can relieve us but trust and love.

Philosophy and pleasure do but intrude upon and
aggravate our grief. But love, the light of God,
may chase away the gloom of this hour, and start

up in the soul trusts, which give the victory over
ourselves. The harp of the spirit, though its cords
be torn, never yields such sweet notes, such
swelling harmony, as when the world can draw no
music from it.

How often do we see strokes fall on the heart,

which it would be but mockery for man to attempt
to relieve, and which yet served to unlock the
treasures of that heart, and reveal a sweetness to

it which it had not known before. See that
mother. She loves and mourns as none but a

mother can. Behold the greatness and the sweet-
ness of her grief! Her child is dead, and she
says, "It is well with me, and it is well with my
child. It is well because God has taken him ;

'

has said, 'Of such is the kingdom of heaven,'-

that he doth not willingly afliict; and I know it

must be well." Can there be any greatnes
greater than this? Did ever any prince at the
head of invincible armies win a victory like it

'.

Her heart is in heaviness and her home is deso
lated; but she has been to her heavenly Father,
and unbosomed her griefs before him. There is

peace on her saddened countenance, peace in her
gentle words ; the peace of God has come down,
and is filling her trusting soul. How sweet and
soft is her sorrow, and how it softens and awes
without agitating others

!

It is related that on a small, and rocky, and al-

n)ost inaccessible island, is the residence of a poor
widow. The passage oi^ the place is exceedingly
dangerous to vessels, and her cottage is called the
"Light-house," from the fact that she uniformly
keeps a lamp burning in her little window at night.
Early and late she may be seen trimming her
lamp with oil, lest some misguided bark may perish
through her neglect. For this she asks no re-

ard. But her kindness stops not here. When

down. We cannot think she was unhappy, th ..h
there was a remembered grief in her heart [a
grieved lieart may be a richly stored one. '^

>re
charity abounds misery cannot. f

' Such are the tender woes of lore,
Foat'ring the heart ihey bend."

church. They occasionally make remittances to
j

any vessel is wrecked, she rests not till the chilled
their distressed friends yet remaining upon the mariners come ashore to share her little board,

and be warmed by her glowing fire.Island of Madeira. Indeed, they are a prosperous

people, and show what can be done here by a vir-

tuous class of labourers, who are willing to labour,

indulge in no idleness, are prudent, and use all

the savings that they can possibly make to secure

them the comforts of 'homesteads.'

"The Portuguese yet remain a distinct people.

The older ones, unable to speak our language, will

keep up this distinction while they live. Gradual-
ly, and at a distant day, they will be mixed among
us—absorbed in our population."

Flacourt, in his history of Madagascar, gives the
following sublime prayer of one of the people we
call savages :

—" 0, Eternal have mercy upon me,
because I am passing away. O, Infinite, because
I am weak. 0, Sovereign of life, because I am
in darkness. Oh, All Bjuntcous, because I am
poor. 0, All Sufficient, because I am nothing."

This poor
woman in her younger, perhaps not happier days,
though happy they must have been, for sorrow
cannot lodge in such a heart, witnessed her hus-
band struggling with the waves and swallowed up
by the remorseless billows—

" lu sight of home and friends who thronged to save."

This directed her benevolence towards those who
brave the dangers of the deep ; this prompted her
present devoted and .solitary life, in which her
only, her sufficient enjoyment is in doing good.
Sweet and blessed fruit of bereavement 1 NVhat
beauty is here ! a loveliness I would little speak
of, but more revere ! a flower crushed indeed, yet
^ending forth its fragrance to all around I Truly,
as the sun seems greatest in its lowest estate, so
did sorrow enlarge her heart, and make her ap-
|pcar the more noble the lower it brought her

The sorrow that deepens not love, and run'ot
off with it, must ever flood the spirit and be (it
down. Our best and sweetest life, that whic Ve
live in the good of others, is richly stocked 'th

charities. The life which we live in ourseis
that which depends on our stores, is master !ly

of chaff and smoke, when they are taken a
|yand destitute of that last relieving accommodai'n'

a resigned spirit. The young man whom jijj
told to sell all his goods, and give to the poor, jj
he .should have treasure in heaven, should betW
enriched—"was sad at that saying." He unir-
stood not the riches of love, which never feel't-

self so wealthy as when it has expended al'.n

obedience to the commands it honours; nevtijo
well furnished against want and sorrow, as M'-a
best assured of the approbation of its object, 'n
that we are creatures, we see how poor we iBt
be, having nothing laid up in the Creator. Seli j.

ness is poverty; it is the most utter destitutiohf
a human being. It can bring nothing to hisf}.

lief; it adds .soreness to his sorrows; it shaT]«
his pains; it aggravates all the losses he is li'.e

to endure, and when goaded to extremes, o jn

turns destroyer and strikes its last blows on I'l-

self. It gives us nothing to rest in or fly ttln

trouble; it turns our affections on ourselves, jlf

on self, as the sap of a tree descending out of v
son from its heavenward branches, and malV
not only its life useless, but its growth dof-
ward.

;

If there is any thing about us which gii

hearts will reverence, it is our grief on the losf
those we love. It is a condition in which we S(i

to be smitten by a Divine hand, and thus mk
sacred. It is a grief, too, which greatly enric's

the heart, when rightly borne. There may be)
rebellion of the will, the sweetest sentiments '-

wards God and our fellow-beings may be deepen

,

and still the desolation caused in the treasal

sympathies and hopes of the heart gives a if
colour to the entire scene of life. The dear af

-

tions which grow out of the consanguinities ii

connections of life, next to those we'owe to G,
are the most sacred of our being ; and if the ho i

' revelations of a future state did not come

)

our aid, our grief would be immoderate andinc
solable, when these relations are broken '

death.

But we are not left to sorrow in darkni,.

Death is as the foreshadowing in life. We i

that we may die no more. So short too is I't

life here, a mortal life at best, and so endlesf)

the life on which we enter at death, an immoil
life, that the consideration may well moderate c
orrow at parting All who live must be se-

ated by the great appointment, and if the chai i

3 their gain, we poorly commend our love )

them, more poorly uur love to Christ, who ca i

to redeem them and us, for the end of taking?

to his rest, if we refuse to be comforted. Yess
j selfish to dwell on our griefs, as though soj

trange thing had happened to us, as though tt'

were too important to bo relieved, or it were a^•

tue to sink under them. 1 would revere all gr'

of this kind; yet I would say there is suctt

thing as a will of therishing it, which makes';

rather killing than improving in its eft'ect. T i

may be done under a conceit of duty or gratiti

'

to the dead. It may be done as a sacrifice )

what we deem is expected of us, or as a thing •

|
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c ling in the eyes of others. But that

Hint seems rather sanctified which saddens not

tj heart over-niuch, and softens without wither-

ix it ; which refuses no comfort or improvement

VI can profitably receive, and imposes no restraints

the rising hopes of the heart ; which, in short,

gies way and is lost in an overgrowth of kind

.ai grateful afl'ections.

—

Ilernian llookcr.

* From " The Leisure Hour."

CALVAPiOPLASTY

(Concluded from pnge I'J.)

Let US enter the workshop of M. Coblentz, in

t; Rue Chariot in Paris. It is a miserable-look-

ij; den, in which a series of dirty buckets, filled

4h a metallic fluid, subjected to the action of

liltaic piles, work silently at their artistic labour,

Jose
elements are borrowed from the science of

ctricity. The labour consists in filling the

tickets with fluid, and in keeping together the

jiites of copper and zinc which constitute the

il-ive part of the process. You turn your eyes

(im the operations of these unconscious artisans,

ai in a neighbouring hall, filled with thousands

dthe objects produced, you will find much to ex-

cje your admiration. There are bronzes of asto-

ijihing lightness, and in beautiful relief There

ii the great state seals for the reign of Napoleon

I., reproduced in silver, with all that fineness of

J:istic engraving which renders the medals and

lie coins of the present day almost impossible to

\ counterfeited. There are ornaments carved in

I'o-relievo with a grace and beauty which would

I've seemed fabulous to those who lived before

350. One has only to bring to M. Coblentz a

iiSdel in was, plaster, earthen-ware, armorial

tarings, the impress of a seal, or any other object,

^tural or artificial, and he will return you an ex-

^'isite metallic fac-simile. By this same process,

Jwers, fruits, even anatomical specimens, and
Jjects of natural history, have been (if I may coin

kerb) /(tc-similued in metal. At tbe war-office

fere has lately been established a workshop for the

ilvanoplastic
reproduction of the copper-plates

the map of France, in order both to reduce the

ice, and to render additions and corrections pos-

)\e; for if a defective portion in a galvanoplastic

|ate be removed, it can easily be produced anew

t-

the metallic bath.

Galvanoplasty is to sculpture and engraving

lat photography is to painting. To equal pho-

graphic proof with the hand would require years

industry, and a consummate knowledge of art.

1 the saiue way, to reproduce, otherwise than by
dvanoplasty, a statuette or a bas-relief, with the

•ecision and fidelity of the electric agent, would
quire more than the talent of a first-rate artist.

Let us now turn to the galvanoplasty of nature.

his entire globe, with its magnetized atmosphere,

s solid continents, its internal nucleus in a state

gneous fusion, and the electrical reactions

hich are its consequences, is, in fact, a regular

eotrical machine or pile, having its currents di-

eted from east to west, as indicated by its action

the needle of the mariner's compass, which it

irects north and south. These currents circu-

;.te incessantly beneath the soil, and traverse all

lie materials of which the crust of the earth is

imposed, opening for themselves a path whose
irection, and especially the quantity of the fluid,

epend on the state and composition of the soil,

hese electric currents, however weak they may
e, draw ofl' at length the metallic portions of the

)il, and bear them along as far as the first obstacle

ley meet, or diminution of strength which they

sperience. Then they leave them, and there is

irmed a deposit or vein of metal. This princi-

pally takes place in the great fissures or crevices

of the soil, filled by heaped-up fragments which
has fallen from above, or by lava which has bub-
bled up from the interior nucleus. These are the

veins which the miner explores by means of sub-

terranean galleries, cut through that portion of the

soil which has been impregnated with metallic

substances, either in their pure and native state,

as gold and mercury, or in an oxydized or earthy

condition, as iron, copper, zinc, etc.

A beautiful experiment, first tried, T believe,

by Mr. Cross, shows this process clearly. You
place on a platform a large mass of moist potter's

clay, blended with any species of metallic parti-

cles of extreme minuteness, and under the earthy

form of a metallic oxide. You divide the mass of
clay in two, by means of some cutting instrument,

such as the blade of a large knife or of a sabre :

you then bring together, until they touch, the two
portions momentarily separated. Then, by sending
an electrical current through the whole mass, there

becomes formed in the cleft a metallic deposit, a

vein in miniature, revealing to us the secret of na-

ture's treasures laid up in the vast fissures of the

primitive and secondary strata.

M. Becquerel has tried with electricity the

argentiferous soils of France and of other coun-

tries, and the question of the electrical extraction

of the precious metals by a voltaic current, which
bears it along, is completely solved in a scientific

point of view. It remains to be considered under
an economical aspect. I remember perfectly to

have seen enormous ingots, formed of silver,

drawn thus from metalliferous soils. This silver

was of extreme purity. Nature has then her in-

terior galvanoplasty, as she has, according to an

an ancient crystallographer, her subterraneous geo-

metry : " Natura geometriam exercet in visceribus

terra."

It is not easy to conceive how so impalpable an

agent as the electrical current can carry along

with it metallic particles, in order to abandon
them whenever any obstacle impedes their pro-

gress. It is thus that a torrent rolls stones and
sand along its channel, in order to deposit them
in the plain. In physical experiments may be re-

marked numerous instances of matter transported

by the electric current. Thus, take two vessels

half filled with water, and establish a communica-
tion between them by a simple wetted electrical

wire ; one of tlie vessels will empty its contents

into the other by a mysterious process. The salt-

ness of water even can thus be sent from one vase

into another; and you can even cause to pass in-

nocuously through a substance a body which, if

not conducted by electricity, would act violently

upon it. All the admirable mechanism of nutri-

tion, secretion, digeston in living beings, is

founded on electrical movements ; and this is so

certain, that in animals whose nerves communi-
cating with the stomach have been severed, diges-

tion has been re-established by replacing the

missing portions of nerve by a metallic plate or

wire, which restores the electrical communication.
It has been frequently remarked that the power
of the great Creator is most vividly displayed in

the smallest objects of nature. For those who
know how to observe, what can be a more striking

evidence of the might of a Divine directing hand

than these grand silent operations, fulfilling their

end without efTort, without resistance, without

shock—producing, developing, nourishing, and

preserving the living being ? while when man
wishes to command the elements by opposing

them one against the other, fire, water, wind,

steam, hammers and levers—a host of natural and
of artificial powers—hiss, growl and roar with a

thousand inharmonious voice.s, ever ready to

escape from the empire and the sway of mere
human intelligence.

If you plant in the ground, at a certain distance
apart, two large metallic plates united by a long
metallic wire stretched in the air, this wire is

passed through by an almost continuous current.
As the currents of tbe terrestrial globe go from
east to west, we might expect that the metallic

deposits of nature would principally occur along
the chains of mountains or the fissures in the soil

running from north to south, and which would
naturally impede the passage of the electric cur-

rents moving from cast to west. Suchj^is in eSect
the auriferous chain of the Ural, which separates

Europe from Asia. It appears very probable that

the same holds good with the mountains of Cali-

fornia and Australia; but sufficient observations

liave not yet been made to establish its cer-

tainty.

In the galvanoplasty of nature, we ask whence
come these metals—that native gold which the
earth contains in considerable masses. Nuggeta
have been found worth more than four thousand
pounds. Physically speaking, nothing is produced,
and nothing is destroyed. All the groat forces of
nature, mechanical, physical, chemical, vegetable,
and animal, which pervade the entire globe, can
neither produce nor annihilate a single particle of
matter; but these forces can move, unite, and con-
dense the metallic particles disseminated through
the soil, and galvanoplastize them into a piece of
pure gold, or nugget.

_BI. Sage, professor of chemistry at the French
mint, has discovered the existence of gold in the
soil surrounding Paris. Trees, shrubs, and espe-
cially the vine, take up from the soil nutritive
juices which become incorporated with their stems
and bark. In burning vine branches, all the car-
bonic particles disappear, and nothing remains but
a trifling residuum of ashes. By collecting a
sufficient quantity of these ashes, and subjecting
them to chemical processes, a small quantity of
gold appears. By this process, M. Sage collected
sufficient to coin four or five twenty franc pieces.
\yo may remark that, in an utilitarian point of
view, this beautiful experiment was by no means
successful. The price of fabrication, including
everything, amounted to upwards of one hundred
francs for each piece. Thus, the expense was five
times as great as the value. This recalls a saying
current in Spanish America; "The first man who
discovers a silver mine loses his fortune; if it be
a gold mine, he dies in the poor-house."
-Galvanoplasty, born as it were yesterday,

amongst the electric sciences, every day augments
its theoretical and practical domain. The science
considered complete to-day, ceases to be so to-mor-
row. What would the artists who lived before
1840 have said, if they had been shown a bronze
statue obtained without fusion and marked with
incredible fineness of detail ?

In the above explanation of some of the effects
of electricity, we have not even mentioned the
aurora borealis and the electric currents of the
sun and moon, which have a sensible effect on the
magnetic needle. Other phenomena of electricity
have also been observed in the planets. Thus our
picture is very incomplete, and yet, two centuries
ago, the name even of this vast science had no
existence ! Why is the domain of electricity so
vast ? Because, through its mechanical, physical,
chemical and physiological properties, the electri-

cal agent reigns in reality over all nature.

To Drive away Rats.—-A few drops of creosote

on brown paper, put in the holes of rats, will drive

them away.
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Selected.

I lore (and I have cause to love) the Earth
;

She is my Maker's creatare ; therefore pood
;

She is my mother, for she gave me birth :

She is my tender nurse
;
she gives me food

;

But what 's a creature, Lord, compared -n-ilh Thee,

Or what 's my mother or my nurse to me ?

I love the Air; her dainty sweets refresh

My drooping soul, and to new sweets invite me
;

Her shrill-mouthed choir sustain me with their flesh,

And with their Polyphonian notes delight me;
But what's the air, or the sweets that she

Can bless my soul withal, compared with Thee 9

I love the Sea ;
she is my fellow-creature,

My careful purveyor ;
she provides me store :

She walls me round ; she makes my diet greater

;

She wafts my treasures from a foreign shore

:

But, Lord "of oceans when compared with Thee,

What is the ocean or her wealth to me ?

To Heaven's high city I direct my journey,

Whose spangled suburbs entertain mine eye
;

Mine eye, by contemplations great attorney.

Transcends the crystal pavement of the sky :

But, what is Heaven, Great God, compared with Thee
Without Thy presence, heaven's no heaven to me.

The highest honors that the world can boast.

Are subjects far too low for my desire

;

The highest beams of glory are, at most.

But dying sparkles of thy living fire

:

The brightest flames that earth can kindle, be

But nightly glow-worms if compared with Thee.

Without Thy presence, wealth is bags of cares;

Wisdom but folly
;
joy disquiet—sadness

;

Friendship is treason, and delights are snares

;

Pleasures but pain, and mirth but pleasing madness
;

Without Thee, Lord, things be not what they be,

Nor have they being when compared with Thee.

In having all things, and not Thee, what have I ?

Not having Thee, what have my labours got?

Let me enjoy but Thee, what farther crave I?

And having Thee alone, what have I not ?

I wish not sea nor land ; nor would I be
Possessed of heaven—heaven unpossessed of Thee.

=+
I him to have been exemplary in life, and judicious charge for them, if they would only promise ht

in judsrment. His memorial says, "he conducted to come again, nor hold any meeting in only
faithfully, and was approved of; in good esteem Longford. They declined liberty on such tei^

Selected.

THE STORMY PETREL.

This is the bird that sweeps o'er the sea

—

Fearless and rapid and strong is he

;

He never forsakes the billowy roar.

To dwell in calm on the tranquil shore.

Save when his mate from the tempest's shocks

Protects her young in the splinter'd rocks.

Birds of the sea, they rejoice in storms
;

On the top of the wave you may see their forms

They run and dive, and they whirl and fly.

When the glittering foam-spray breaks on high
;

And against the force of the strongest gale,

Like phantom ships they soar and sail.

All over the ocean, far from land.

When the storm-king rises dark and grand.

The mariner sees the petrel meet
The fathomless waves with steady feet,

And a tireless wing and a dauntless breast.

Without a home or a hope of rest.

So, mid the contest and toil of life,

My soul ! when the billows of rage and strife

Are tossing high, and the heavenly blue

Is shrouded by vapours of sombre hue

—

Like the petrel wheeling o'er foam and spray.

Onward and upward pursue thy way.
Park Benjamin.

For "The Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, a

of the Yearly Mee
(Continue

id other concerned members
ing of Philadelphia,

frum page 21.)

DAVID JONES.

One of the first Friends appointed to the sta-

tion of elder in Haverford Monthly Jloeting, was

David Jones. We know little of his history, ex-

cept as it may be read in the appointments which

he received in religious Society. These indicate

saying, " No true minister of Christ was his in

Master, but must answer the requirings of j
that had called him to his work and servi.j"

Being locked up in their room for the night, t|y

lay on the hard boards, having no bed. The \\x

day a friendly merchant sent them a bed. ,g

they had been committed without a mittimus, It

and beloved by Friends in general to his dying

day, which was the 27th of the Sixth month,

1725, and was buried at Friends' burying ground,

at Merion."

THOMAS LIGHTFOOT.

Thomas Lightfoot was born in or about the ^„^ „„„^^., ^„^,„,^,^„ „.^„^,„^^ ^„^,^,^^ ^,_

year 1644. There were at least two families of|jaiiiin Parvin told the gaoler they could nct'lei
the name of Lightfoot convinced of the Truth

! ly be detained more than twenty-four hours, ie

promulgated by George Fox, very early after he gaoler at this went to the justice, who drew o ia

was sent forth to preach the spirituality of the
| mittimus. The prisoners, on obtaining a sight cit

gospel of Christ Jesus, in primitive purity and
J found it charged them with coming '""'in conte it

power. John Lightfoot, of Skipwith in Yorkshire,
| of the Queen's authority, by force and arms, [i

and Thomas Lightfoot, of Cambridgeshire, were the I in a hostile manner, to the terrifying of the Que s

peaceable subjects, to hold a Quaker's meetinjQ

the borough of Longford." The prisoners, a r

reading it, told the gaoler it was false. They [i

brought no arms, but what they had there in j.

son, and moreover told him that it was not tiy

but the priest, who had contemned the Queiis

authority. That when they had plead the Qubms
toleration, he had, in the open street, befora

crowd of people, denied that either man or woia
in England or Ireland could grant a toleration r

liberty of conscience. They added, they hojj,

if they came before an indifferent judge, it wc|l

bo found to be the priest, who did contemn «

Queen's authority. " But," said the gaoler, " Si<,

you will not tell that before the judge." "Yd'
they replied, "and hope to prove it by many \\.

nesses that were by when he said it many tils

over." The gaoler immediately went to the prii-

justice, and told him what the prisoners had b:|.
|

" I wish 1 had never seem them," was the prieiis

answer.
;

Thomas Lightfoot and Jacob Fuller, that eat-

ing after visiting the prisoners, called on the prii,

who was much subdued, and treated them civi'.

He, however, spoke abusively of the two Fries

he had treated so wrongfully, yet he soon s't

an order for their release. In a few months af -
'

wards, early in the year 1713. Thomas Lightlt

and Benjamin Holme went over into England, i

their way to London Yearly Meeting. We 11

no trace of Thomas Lightfoot alter this u 1

Ninth mo. 10th, 1715, when we find him atte-

ing the Half-year's Meeting at Dublin, and sii-

address to the Duke of Grafton and II

heads of these two families, and both of them
were called to suffer persecution. Thomas Light-

foot, of Cambridgeshire, received a gift in the

ministry, travelled with George Whitehead in the

Ninth month, 1654, and in 1655 suffered impri-

sonment for denying the Scripture to be rightly

called " the Word of God." This title, he be-

lieved properly belonged to the Lord Jesus Christ,

and to him only. For declaring this sound scrip-

ture doctrine, some of the high professors at Cam-
bridge, whom he had rebuked for hypocrisy, not

only had him put into bonds, but used endeavours

to have him tried for blasphemy to the hazard of

his life. But, in the language of Besse, " God
preserved him."

Thomas Lightfoot, the subject of this memoir,

removed to Ireland, where we find him, and his

wife, Mary, living at Benown, near Moate, Leins-

ter Province, in 1680. We have little trace of Tho-

mas Lightfoot until the Eleventh mo., 1712, when
we find him in company with Jacob Fuller, visiting

Benjamin Holme and Benjamin Parvin, who were

imprisoned at Longford, in Longford county, Ire-

land. He was then an aged and experienced

minister of the gospel.

Benjamin Holme had been committed to prison

by Benjamin Span, a justice of the peace, and

priest of Longford, because he came with an in-

tent of holding a meeting at that place, and be-

cause the priest could not answer his arguments

in favour of toleration. The priest, in his case,

acted as constable, assisting the gaoler, who, being
j

accidentally at hand, he ordered to take Benjamin

Holme into custody. Benjamin Parvin, Jacob

Fuller, and Thomas Lightfoot, after their friend
j
(Jal way. Lord Justices and Chief Governorsf

was impri-soucd, walked towards the inn, where
j
Jj-eland.

they had put up their horses, and the priest throw-
; His children were now grown up, and some f

in? himself in their way, addressed them in very
! them married. Michael, in the year 1712, 11 ,

removed with his wife and children to Penni-busive language, bidding them get out of the

town, and calling them " runagate dogs." He con-

tinued repeating these epithets until Benjamin

Parvin told him he gave his tongue too much
liberty in calling them dogs; they were not dogs,

but men. And again he told him they were not

dogs, but men and Christians. " Show your bap-

tism," then said the priest. "I hope," rejoined

Benjamin, "we shall show a Christian spirit in

the town of Longford, and I desire all this com-

pany to observe that thou art baptized with a foul
j

build a meeting-house, ""not to exceed a mile

spirit; for 'tis a foul spirit that calls men and
! Michael Lightfoot's." At the Quarterly -Meeti

,,

Christians, dogs." The priest at this called forlm the Twelfth month, a youth's meeting is

the constable; but he, not being within hearing, [granted to Friends at New Garden, to be hi I

he himself seized Benjamin Parvin, and, taking
|
twice a year. From these indications, it is pl,t

;

the unresisting Frieud to the gaoler, bade him
|

that our 'Irish Friends, who settled New Gard.,
j

" put him to the other rogue in the dungeon."
j
^ere a meeting-loving people. They were also i

j

The prisoner's account says, " We sat together in
. increasin:

vania, and purchased land in Chester county, ii

district which was soon called New Garden, alir

the meeting they had left in Ireland. They -

tended Kennett meeting, until the Third montlf

the following year when Chester Quarterly Mi,-

ing allowed them a meeting at New Garden i

First and Fifth days, to be held at the house f

John Miller. At the Quarterly Meeting, in 3

Sixth month, the same year, they had liberty:

peace and sweetness for about six hours, and
peoj

Thomas Lightfoot, now grown aged, felt dn-
'

hen the gaoler took us into a room above stairs, i ings in his mind to remo'i^e with his unmarrl
j

where several friendly people came to see us." The
|

family to America. In the year 1716, he left I

priest, knowing that his actions that day had been old residence at Benown, and took passage .'

not only contrary to justice but to law, sent a dis- Philadelphia. He reached the Delaware in tii i
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attend the Yearly Meeting for Pennsylvania and

,ew Jersey, held that year at Burlington. On
iirst-day, the 16th of the Seventh month, he, with

Is old Friend, Benjamin Holme, attended at the

'new meeting-house" there. Of this meeting, and

,eir services therein, we have this record,—" The
inderiug power, and bowing presence of the Lord

las over the meeting, and living testimonies were

)rne to the comfort and satisfaction of the faith-

ll, which we hope will not be forgotten." Of the

early Meeting, Benjamin Holme writes, " There

as a great appearance of Friends ; the meeting

•Id part of five days, in which that Divine pow-

, which is the crown and glory of our meetings,

as largely manifested."

(To be continued.)

'

Epistle of George Fox.

1 My dear friends in the Lord Jesus Christ :

—

in you that are gathered in His holy name know,

liat your meetings for worship, your Quarterly

iid other meetings, are set up by the power and

i'pirit of the Lord God, and witnessed by his

ipirit and power in your hearts ; and by the Spirit

fid

power of the Lord God, they are established

you, and in the power and Spirit of the Lord

od you are established in them. The Lord God
lath with his Spirit sealed to you, that your

iieetiiigs are of his ordering and gathering, and

le hath owned them by honouring you with his

llessed presence in them ; and you have had great

[sperience of his furnishing you with his wisdom,

|fe, and power, and heavenly riches, from his

l-easure and fountain, by which many thanks and

(raises have been returned in your meetings to

is holy, glorious name. He hath sealed your

jieetings by his Spirit to you, and that your

.athering together hath been by the Lord, to

fhrist his Son, and in his name ; and not by me.

!o the Lord hath the glory and praise of them

jnd in them, who hath upheld you and them by

tie arm of his power, against all opposers and

iacksliders, and their slanderous books and

pnguos. For the Lord's power and seed doth

'3ign over them all, in which he doth preserve

lis sons and daughters to his glory, by his eternal

Irm and power, in his work and service, as a will-

iig people in the day of his power, without being

i'eary or fainting, but strong in the Lord, and

:aliant for his glorious name and precious truth,

[nd his pure religion ; that ye may serve the

iord in Christ Jesus, your Rock and Foundation,

n your age and generation. Amen.
G. F.

London, the 3d of Eleventh month, 1686-7.

Apples as an Article of Food.—Besides con-

aining a large amount of sugar, mucilage, and

ther nutriment matter, apples contain vegetable

cids, aromatic qualities, i!fcc., which act powerfully

a the capacity of refrigerants, tonics, and anti-

eptics ; and when freely used at the season of

aellow ripeness, they prevent debility, indiges-

ion, and avert, without doubt, many of the "ills

rhich flesh are heir to." The operatives of Corn-

rail, England, consider ripe apples nearly as

lourishing as bread, and far more so than pota-

oes. In the year 1801—which was a year of

uuch scarcity—apples, instead of being converted

nto cider, were sold to the poor; and the labour-

rs asserted that they could "stand their work"
in baked apples, without meat ; whereas a potatoe

liet required either meat or some other substan-

,ial nutriment. The French and Germans use

ipples extensively, as do the inhabitants of all

liuropean nations. The labourers depend upon
;hem as an article of food, and frequently make a

linner of sliced apples and bread. There is no

fruit cooked in as many different ways in our
country as apples; nor is there any fruit whose
value, as an article of nutriment, is as great, and
so little appreciated.

—

Aliavi/ Journal.

Winged Tortoixe—A letter from Paris states

that the existence of that curious phenomenon, the

winged tortoise, has at length been fully establish-

ed. Two of these curious creatures have been re-

ceived from Surinam and are at present in the pos-

session of M. De Caillard. They evidently belong
to some hitherto undescribed species ofcoleoptera,

the shell being divided by an apparent or false su-

ture, and the sides presenting projections which
resemble feet.

THE FRIEND
TENTH MONTH

" Some account of a communication by Caleb

Pennock," was received two or three weeks ago
;

but as the "communication" appeared in our

columns on a previous occasion, we have thought

it not necessary to republish it.

The minutes of the Yearly Meeting of Friends,

recently held at INIount Pleasant, Ohio, have been

received, and will be found in our columns. We have

been particularly gratified in reading them, indicat-

ing as we think they do, that the Son of peace was

present with our F'riends, clothing their spirit with

a solid concern for each other's welfare, and for the

encouragement of the members in the subordinate

branches, in upholding faithfully in life and con-

versation, all our christian principles and testi-

monies. The general prevalence of love and unity

referred to in the minutes, is cause of comfort to

every true-hearted Friend, who will also fervently

desire that it may continue to increase, binding

all together in the bond of true peace.

The Yearly Meeting in Ohio has been greatly

misrepresented, and their opponents have spoken

of the Friends composing it in a disparaging man-

ner, as being an insignificant and divided body,

unworthy of respect and regard ; but their delibe-

rations and conclusions bear the marks of the

direction of Divine wisdom and of freedom from

party spirit, manifesting that their main object is

the right support of the blessed cause of Truth

and righteousness, for which Friends were origin-

ally gathered by the Lord, to be a people. We
think the manner in which they submitted to the

injustice of being deprived of the use of their

meeting-house at such times as the Yearly Meet-

ing has usually occupied it, and making changes

in the times of holding their meetings rather than

come into collision with those who have separated

from them, shows the spirit of true Quakerism;

and we have unshaken faith, that as they continue

to suffer with patience and meekness the trials to

which they are now subjected, earnestly seeking

for Divine wisdom and strength to walk consistent

with our high profession, and to conduct the

affairs of the church, in time it will be indisputa-

bly evident, which is the rightful claimant to whom
the living child belongs.

The Yearly Meeting appears to embrace as

members about double the number of the seccders,

having sis Quarterly Meetings, in two of which

—

the laVge Quarters of Stillwater and Pennsville

—

no separation has taken place, though a committee

of the meeting of which J. Binns is clerk, strove

hard to effect it in the Monthly Meetings of the

latter. Wo arc informed that the number which

has gone with the Separatists in Salem Quarter, is

quite small, while in Springfield Quarter the
larger body has joined with them ; but the num-
ber of Friends in the latter meeting, who main-
tain their allegiance to the Yearly Meeting, is

greater than that of the seceders in Salem ; so
that taking the two Quarterly Meetings together,

we suppose, from the statement we have received,

that Friends and the seceders are about equal in

numbers. In Short Creek Quarter, we understand,

about one half have left Friends, and in Red Stone
rather more than one half remain with them.

Another evidence of the comparative numbers
of the two bodies, is furnished by the number of

children of a suitable age to go to school, reported

to each. To the meeting of the Separatists there

were 049 children reported, while to the regular

Yearly Meeting there are 1283 reported, which
number, they say, does not embrace any of the

children of those who have left them : whether
the 649 includes any of the children of those who
have not gone with the Separatists, we have no
means of knowing. The number reported to Ohio
Yearly Meeting, is but about one hundred less

than was reported from the subordinate meeting
to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, last year.

The number of schools under the care of Friends,

is perhaps as great as the scattered condition of

the Society there will at present admit; but we
should be glad could they make provision for

placing all their children in schools, taught by
consistent members. The guarded, religious edu-

cation of the children of Friends at home, as well

as at school, is always a subject of deep interest;

but, when as now efforts are making by the diffu-

sion of books and papers, containing representa-

tions calculated to mislead, and while captivating

the young and inexperienced to vitiate their reli-

gious belief. Friends have need to set a double

watch around their tender offspring to defend them
from the injurious consequences of these efforts to

disseminate error. They should be careful to dis-

countenance the perusal of all those pernicious

publications, and living under daily watchfulness

in the Divine fear, conscientiously striving to act

up to their profession on all occasions, their ex-

ample and religious exercise will have a preserving

influence on their children.

The day calls for renewed vigilance in the per-

formance of our religious duties, a constant recur-

rence in practice to the great doctrine of our pro-

fession, the immediate guidance and help of the

Holy Spirit, in order that we may walk worthy of

our high calling, and that the precious cause of

Truth may not be permitted to fall from our hands

;

and wc fully unite in the desire, that the afflic-

tions the Society is now enduring, may bring the

members nearer to the adorable Head of the

Church, and unite in love all those who are sin-

cerely engaged to uphold the doctrines of the gos-

pel as set forth by George Fox, Robert Barclay,

and others of our early Friends, in whatever cir-

cumstances they may be placed.

MINUTES.
At Ohio Yearly Meeting of Friends, held at Mount

Pleasant on the 'id, and hy adjournments there

to the 6th of the Ninth month inchisive, 1855.

Reports were received from all the Quarterly

Meetings, by which it appears that the following

Friends have been appointed their Representatives

to this Meeting : viz.f * * * *

They were all present and answered to the call

of their names except one, his absence being on

account of indisposition.

The following Friends are appointed to examine

f We have omitted the names on committees, &c.^
£d. Friend.
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the treasurer's^account,°report the state thereof to

a future sitting, what' sum may be needful to

raise, the present j'ear, and the name of a Friend
to be appointed Treasurer, viz. ; * * *

The Representatives from the Quarterly Meet-
ings are desired to confer together, and if way
opens, propose the name of a Friend to serve the

Meeting as Clerk, and one to assist him, the pre-

sent year ; and also the names of two Friends to

serve as Messengers to the Women's Meeting.

Then adjourned to the 10th hour to-morrow

morning.

Third-day Morning, 10 o'clock.—The Meeting

assembled in the meeting-house yard, finding the

house occupied by those who seceded from this

meeting last year.

Nathan Hall, on behalf of the Representatives,

reported that having conferred together, they had
agreed to propose that Benjamin Hoyle serve the

Meeting as Clerk the present year, and Robert H.
Smith, as Assistant, which was satisfactory to the

Meeting, and they were appointed to those stations.

Nathan P. Hall and Samuel Hollingsworth,

were proposed to serve as Messengers to the Wo-
men's Meeting, which being approved, they were
appointed to the service.

Then adjourned to 2 o'clock this afternoon.

At the hour adjourned to, the Meeting again

convened.

An Epistle from the Yearly Meeting of Phi-

ladelphia was read, to our edification and comfort.***** yterc, appointed to prepare essays

of Epistles, as way opens, to other Yearly Meet-

ings, and produce them to a future sitting.

The consideration of the State of Society was
now taken up, by reading the Queries, and the an-

swers thereto from the Quarterly i\leetings. Suit-

able counsel was administered, and Friends were
encouraged to greater faithfulness in their respec-

tive allotments in the church and in their own
families. Parents were impressively reminded of

the obligations resting on them in the right train-

ing of their beloved offspring, in life and conver-

sation, consistent with our Christian profession.

And it is the fervent concern of this Meeting, that

those placed in the very responsible stations above
alluded to, may be diligent and constant in the

daily collecting of their families for the reading

a portion of the Holy Scriptures, with their minds
reverently turned unto the Lord. In these oppor-

tunities, brief as they might be, we believe the

aspirations of parents would often be unto Hini
that His gracious promise might be realized. "I
will pour my spirit upon thy seed, and my bless-

ing upon thine ofl"spring."

It has been refreshing and comforting to be in-

formed by the several Quarterly Meetings, that

love so generally prevails among our members, as

becomes our Christian profession.

We desire to feel thankful for this evidence of

the continued regard of the Head of the Church,
and to encourage our dear friends to cherish this

feeling towards their brethren and sisters. We en-

tertain the hope that the trials which have been
permitted to come upon us, will, as they are pa-

tiently endured, prove the means of uniting the

members of the militant Church more closely to

her glorified Head, and be numbered among the
" all things that work together for good."******

Esther Richards, an elder and member of Elk-
Run Particular, and Middleton Slonthly Meeting,
departed this life on the '22d of the Fifth month
last, in the 89th year of her age.

Ruth Grave, a Minister and member of West-
land Monthly and Particular meeting, departed
this life the 2I:th of the Fourth month last, aged
89 years.

The following Friends were appointed to confer

with a committee of women Friends, in taking into

consideration the propriety of making a more con
venient arrangement in the times of holding oui

Quarterly Meetings ; and also, on account of the
interruptions experienced in our meeting together

the present year, occasioned by the occupancy of
the house by those who seceded last year, they
are desired to consider whether a more suitable

time can be proposed for the assembling of th

meeting in future ; and report to another sitting
;

yiz :
* * * * *

Then adjourned to 2 o'clock to-morrow.
Fourth-day Afternoon—Met agreeably to ad-

journment.

The Clerk of this Meeting informed that a few
lines had been received by him from Joseph Thorp,
the Clerk of London Yearly Meeting, making refer-

ence to an accompanying document of that Meet-
ing, but which was neither under cover of the

envelope, nor accompanying it; should it come to

hand, it is to be given in charge of the Meeting
for Sufferings.

He also informed that the Epistle addressed to

New York Yearly Meeting last year, had been
returned.

Two communications were received, purportin^

to be from Baltimore Yearly Meeting—one signed

by Richard H. Thomas, declining further corre

spondenoe with this Meeting, the other from
those Friends who remained after the separation,

accompanied by a minute, inviting this Meeti
if way should open for it, to appoint a committee

to sit with them, and advise them in their stripped

condition. And although this Meeting feels much
sympathy with them in their tried situation, yet

no way opens now to take further action in the

case.

In thus reading both these communications, and
making the members of this Meeting acquainted

with all the circumstances of the case, it may be

observed, that it has been in accordance with th

usage of this Meeting since 1829, when, at that

time, two communications were received, claim

the character of Baltimore Yearly Meeting. Tlie

one now received signed R. H. Thomas, together

with a communication of like import from India

Yearly Meeting, was directed to be placed with

the j\leeting for Sufferings.

The minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings were
read and its proceedings approved.

The following minute was received from the

Meeting for Sufferings—it is referred for conside-

ration to next year.

'Several of the members of this Meeting have
for some time past failed to attend it. The Clerk

is directed to furnish the Yearly Meeting with the

information.

"Ninth month, 1st.

The Committee to settle with the Treasurer

made the following report, which was adopted :

We, the Committee to settle with tbe Trea-

surer and make out an apportionment amongst the

Quarters, report, we have attended to the service,

and find a ballance in his hands of §273,38, and
propose to raise S200 for the use of the Yearly
Meeting the present year; and that Nathan P.

Hall be continued Treasurer. * * *

The following report was received from the

committee appointed yesterday to the service, which
being satisfactory to the meeting, it is adopted.

The regular sessions of the Meeting for Sufferings

appointed to be held at Mount Pleasant, at 3
o'clock on the day preceding Short-creek Quar-
erly Meeting in the Fifth month, and at the same
lour on the seventh-day preceding the sitting of

this Yearly Meeting.

Report. " The Joiat-Committee of men and

women Friends, appointed to consider the p

.

priety of changing the time of holding the Qui
terly Meetings, &o., nearly all met, and :!

united in proposing that the" time of holding
\\

Yearly Meeting be changed, to meet in futi;

on the first First-day in the Tenth month, 1

Mount Pleasant. The meetings for worship
begin at the tenth hour in the morning, and \

three in the afternoon. The Meeting of Min'
ters and Elders on the day preceding, at the terj

hour. The Meeting for Discipline on Second-dii
at the tenth hour. !

"That Redstone Quarterly Meeting be held'
the Eighth month at Westland, and at Providen'

in the Second, Fifth, and Eleventh months,
\

sixth-day preceding the first seventh-day in ti

month, at the 11th hour; the Meeting of Min
ters and Elders at 9 o'clock in the morning oft,

same day. That Springfield Quarterly Meeting
held on Fourth-day preceding the second Sevenii

day in the Second, Fifth, Eighth and Elevcnli

months, at the eleventh hour; the Meeting V.

Ministers and Elders at 3 o'clock the d'

preceding. And that Short-creek Quarterly Me/
mg be held on Fifth-day preceding the thi'j

Seventh-day in the Second, Fifth, Eighth a!

Eleventh months; the Meeting of 3Iinisters a

Elders the day preceding—both at the eleven'

hour.*
;

The Friends appointed to attend the openi:j

of Pennsville Quarterly Meeting, reported tbj

some of their number attended, and that it wl

held as directed by this meeting.

The Quarterly Meetings alfreport, that fan!

have been raised as directed last year for the bet'

fit of Indian civilization ; but the channel bei:.

now closed for applying it, by the late action ^

Indiana Yearly Meeting, the Friends having char,'

of it are desired to place it in the hands of Nathi;

Hall, who shall hold the same, subject to tl|

meeting's direction, until it shall be duly appris,

by the Quarterly Meetings of the manner th(

may wish it disposed of. I

The Boarding School Committee made i,

following report, which was adopted, and t

Friend proposed was added to the committee; ai,

the following were released from the comm'
tee, viz. * * * *

" From the Minutes of the Acting Committee,

'

find that the amount received for board and ti-

tion far session commencing the 2nd of Ten
month, 1854, for an average of about 71 pupi!

was . ' 82975 ;

Articles sold, . . . . 163 (,

Stock and provisions on hand, . 185 (;

Making,

Provisions and contingent

expenses, . .

"
. S1952 13

$3321

Wages on farm,

Wages in house,

Washinsr,

71 64
134 39
196 12

964 37 3318 f

Balance in favour of Institution, of . $5 1

Amount received for board and tuition for se

on commencing 2nd of Fourth month, 1855, fi,

an average of about 29 pupils, . S755 S^

Articles sold, . . . . 116 £•

Stock and provisions on hand, . 155 C

Produce of f\irm, . . . . 300

Making,

Tbe time for holding tbe Qnarterly Meetings

Salem, Stillwater, and Pennsville, appears to remain !

heretofore.

—

Ed. Friend.
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,
revisions and contingent

j

expenses, .

rages on farm, .
' .

(''ages in house,

i^'ashing',

ilaries,

S720 50
136 85
89 25
70 00

558 31 $1574 91

eaving a deficiency for the session, of $247 64

nd a deficiency for the year ending

!
17th of Eighth month, . . .242 54

jor iuiproveinents and repairs, includ-

I

ing the expenses for digging well and
• putting in pump, to the amount of
: one hundred and one dollars and

I

sixty-eight cents, (after deducting vo-

! luntajy contributions to the amount
i of ninety-one dollars and fifty cents,) 303 03

I

$605 57
Which it is concluded to defray out of the ori-

inal fund designed for such purposes.

[Prom a settlement with the Treasurer, it ap-
'^ars that there are notes in his hands
jcluding interest, to the amount of . $662 95
Cash on hand, . . . . 35 78

'

Making, $698 73
The interest arising from the fund for the edu-

jtion of Friends' children in limited
rcumstances, amounts to . . . $47 31

' Meetings for worship have been regularly held
• the Institution to a good degree of satisfaction.

The committee taking into consideration the
iiange made last year, by the addition of two
feeks to the vacation at the close of the sum
'er session, are united in proposing to the Yearly
feeting, that the winter session in future shall

{mmence after an interval of four weeks from
!e close of the summer session, and consist of

|)
weeks, agreeably to the former arrangement.

i The committee unite in proposing to the Yearly
leeting the appointment of Robert H. Smith as
'member of the committee."
Nathan Hall and Robert H. Smith are appointed
have 300 copies of the minutes of this meet-

g printed fur the use of subordinate meetings,
d divide them among the Quarters, and defray
e expen.se by a draft on the Treasurer,
lit is concluded that this meeting shall assem-
fe in Short-creek meeting-house at the tenth hour
f-morrow, in the capacity of a meeting for divine
brship.

Then adjourned to 2 o'clock to-morrow after-
lon.

]^Fi/th r,f/he iccek and sixth of the month. At
]o time adjourned to, the meetingagain assembled.
'The committee appointed last year to visit and
;5ist subordinate meetings, made the following
port. It is continued to the service another year,
d desired to extend their visit to our subordinate
actings generally, in order to encourage them as
ility may be given, in the support of our religi-

s testimonies, and in the wholesome exercise of
r Christian discipline. And such adjournments
those meetings as may be deemed needful by

e committee to suit their convenience, is re-

mmeuded to be made. And John Patton, Elisha
ollingsworth, Ellwood Dean and William Foulke,
3 added to the committee.
''We, the committee appointed to visit and
sist subordinate meetings. Report, that most of
itr nutuber attended four of the Quarterly Meet-
Igs, being those within the limits of which sepa-
tioQ occurred ; and a part of our number attended
liarly all the Monthly Meetings constituting
om. The following meetings have been discon-
uued on account ofit, to wit:

Meetings for Worship.

Cross Creek,
Mount Pleasant,
West Grove,
Lexingto.v,
AircusTA,

Salinville.

Monthly Meetings.

Marlborodgh and Redstone,
Preparative Meetings.

Mount Pleasant,
Cross Creek,
West Grove,
Free Port,
Marlborougii,
Augusta,
Lexington.
Within the limits of two of the Quarterly Meet-

ings and eight of the Monthly Meetings, no sepa-

ration has taken place."

Ry reports received from the Quarterly Meet
ings, it appears that there have been thirty-two
schools conducted under the care of Friends.

There are 1283 children of suitable age to go
to school.

512 have been attending Friends' schools.

476 have been attending District schools.

200 have been attending other schools, and re-

ceiving education at home.
85 not receiving education the past year.

The above account docs not include those who
have seceded from this meeting. One of the Quar-
terly Meetings does not distinctly describe the cha-

racter of the schools attended.

Our Quarterly and Monthly Meetings are again
affectionately desired not to relax in their concern
and labours in promoting the guarded education
of the youth of our Society, as heretofore advised
by this meeting; and make report next year.

Taking into consideration that John Street and
Jacob Holloway, two of the trustees appointed to

hold, for the use of this meeting, the title and
deeds for the Yearly Bleeting house, and premises
and lots of ground appertaining ; and also for the

Boarding-school house and lands and other appur-
tenances, purchased for its use, being removed by
death—this meeting now instructs and directs

Benjamin Hoyle and Henry Crew, the survivors

of them, to make and execute good and sufficient

deeds, according to law, to George Gilbert, Is^athan

Hall, Jehu Fawcctt, Asa Garrettson, Robert El
lyson, and John Patton, to hold in trust for the

use of the religious "Society of Friends of this

Yearly Meeting; and to bo subject to the future

direction of this meeting. Joshua Maule, Robert
H. Smith, and James W. McGrew, are appointed
to see that these directions are complied with. Any
further attention that may be needful in carry-

ing out these instructions is intrusted with our
Meeting for Sufferings, which is authorised to

perform any other act necessary in the premises

for the full and complete execution of the trust.

In consequence of the assembling of this meet-

ing next year one month later than heretofore, it

may be ntedful to make some little change in the

summer and winter sessions of the Boarding-school
next year ; the care of arranging it is left with the

committee having charge of that concern.

James H. Dean is appointed correspondent for

New Garden Monthly Meeting : address Salem,
Columbia Co., Ohio.

Robert Ellyson, for Upper Springfield Monthly
Meeting : address East Westville, Mahoning Co., 0.

Nathan P. Hall, for Short-creek Monthly Meet-
ing : address Mount Pleasant, Jefferson Co., Ohio.

Amos Cope, for Providence Monthly Meeting,
in place of Jesse Couldron, released: address Red-
stone, Fayette Co., Pennsylvania.

Essays of Epistles were produced to Dublin and
Philadelphia Yearly Meetings, which were ap-

proved, directed to be signed by the clerk, and
placed with the correspondents for forwarding.

Having finished the bu.siness that has been be-

fore us the present year in love and brotherly con-

descension, and under the solemnizing influence

of the Spirit of Truth, now again at the close
mercifully spread over us; under feelings of desire
for each other's preservation in it, the meeting
concludes to meet again, if the Lord permit, at
the time agreed on next year.

Benja.min Hoyle, Clerk.

SUM.MARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England to the 15th ult.—

There was great rejoicing throughout Great Britain and
France, on account of the destruction of the souih part
of Sebastopol, leading to the expectation that the Rus-
sians would be soon compelled to abandon totally this
famous strong hold which they have defended with such
remarkable courage and obstinacy for the past year.
From the despatches of the allied commanders, it ap-
pears that on the 8th of Ninth month, being about
twelve months since the landing in Ibe Crimea, and
three hundred and sixteen days since the opening of the
siege batteries, a final and victorious assault was made
on the Jlalakoff. The assault was preceded by a terrific

bombardment of three days' continuance, and a des-
patch from Gortschakoflf saying, " Our works suffer,"
prepared the public for the result. On the 8th, at noon
the whole disposable force of the besieging armies
moved forward in a four fold attack. The extreme
right of the French attack was directed against the little
Iledau, which they carried, but which they had to aban-
don in consequence of the fierce charge made by the
Russians. The second and principal assault of the
French was against the Malakoff, which, after six re-
pulses, they carried by storm, and decided the fate of
the day. A third attack made by the British against
the great Redan completely failed, for, although they
succeeded in gaining temporary possession of the salient

gle of the work, they were speedily driven back.
The fourth portion of the assault was made by the
French, under De Salles, against the central battery, but
also failed. The slaughter was terrific, and is estimated
at 2,000 English, 15,000 French, and as many Russians,
making the aggregate upward* of thirty thousand men.
These numbers are, however, conjectural, the loss ac-
tually sustained by the respective armies, not being
known. The French were the greatest sufferers, several
of their Generals and a host of ofiBcers being among the
lain. During the night succeeding the assault, the
Russians evacuated the entire south side, first blowing
p the defences, sinking all the ships, firing the town,
nd leaving nothing but smouldering ruins. Gortscha,-

says,koff, in a despatch, dated the night of the 9th,
" Our brave troops, who resisted to the last extremity,
are now crossing over to the northern side of Sebasto-
pol. The enemy found nothing in the southern part,
but blood stained ruins. On the 9th of September, the
passage to the northern part was accomplished, with the
loss of 100 men. We left, I regret to say, 500 men
grievously wounded on the southern side." The Rus-
sians had long since made preparations by mining, for
making the destruction as complete as possible, when-
ever the position became no longer tenable. They had
also constructed a bridge across the harbour, to facili-

tate the transfer of their troops and stores. The bridge
was destroyed as soon as the garrison effected its pas-
sage. The allies had not yet ventured to occupy the
ground abandoned by the Russians. Pelissiersays, "The
explosion of mines successively, and on different points,

makes it our duty to defer an entrance into the place,
which presents the spectacle of an immense furnace.
Prince Gortschakoff being closely pressed by our fire,

has demanded an armistice to carry off his wounded."
The defences to which the Russians have retreated, are
said to be strong, but not equal to those they have been
compelled to abandon. It was uncertain whether they
would attempt to hold them longer than was required
to enable the Russian forces to effect a safe withdrawal
from the Crimea. The utmost efforts of the allied Gen-
erals, it was supposed, would be put forth to cut off the
anticipated retreat, and effect the capture or destruc-

of the Russian army. It is reported that instruc-

i have been sent to the allied Generals, in the erent
of Gortschakoff seeking to capitulate, to demand that
'lussia shall surrender at discretion all the troops, stores

and fortified places, including Odessa. More troops have
been ordered to proceed immediately, from France to

the Crimea. Pelissier has been created a Marshal of
France, and Paris completely illuminated on account of
the victory. A grand national te l)eum was celebrated

at the church of Notre Dame, the Emperor attending in

person. Queen Victoria has sent an address of thanks
her army, and directs General Simpson to congratu-

late Marshal Pelissier on his brilliant victory. The
Times suggests the celebration of a day of national
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thanksgiving, ou account of the fall of Sebastopol. A
despatch from the sea of AzofiF states, that the allies
were doing immense damage to the Russian vessels and
merchandize along the coast. Forty-three fishing esta-
blishments, 127 boats, several thousand nets, tar, salt
and barrels without number, had been destroyed. Only
four fisheries escaped in consequence of (he shallowness
of the water, preventing the approach of the ships of
war. These proceedings seem to be viewed as matter
of exultation rather than shame, and the destruction of
the business of the poor fishermen in the distant sea of
Azoff, affords satisfaction to the citizens of London and
Paris. The spirit of war is truly as base and mean, as
it is savage and unchristian.

FRANCE.—On the evening of the 'Tth, an attempt was
made to assassinate the Emperor, as he was about pro-
ceeding to the Italian opera. It was made by firing two
pistols into the carriage, in which the Emperor was sup-
posed to be. Xo one n-as hurt. The attempt was made
by a young man, named Bellemare, a native of Rouen.
He is of notoriously bad character, and is said to be
partially insane. He was instantly taken into custody
A lamentable accident occurred on the 11th, on the
Versailles Railroad, in consequence of a passenger train

coming in collision with a luggage train. About 1;

persons were killed, and thirty wounded.
GREAT BRITAIN.—The weather has been favoura-

ble, and the crop accounts satisfactory. The Bank of
England had advanced its minimum rate of dis

4J per cent, and a further advance to 5 per cent, was
expected. The Liverpool cotton market, in consequence
of the stringency of the money market, and another ad-
vance in the bank rate of discount, had been rather inac-
tive, and prices were barely maintained. The sales of the
week reached 4C,000 bales, of which speculators took
about 6,000 bales. BreadstufFs generally were dull, but
prices had undergone no material change. Wheat was
quoted Id. higher. Consols closed at 90 5-16 a 90J.
MEXICO.—Dates from the city of .Mexico to the 19th

ult. General Carrera had abdicated, and a Council had
been appointed, in which the garrison was represented.
Generals Alvarez and Comonfort were shortly expected
to reach Mexico. A statue of anarchy was feared.

UNITED STATES.—rAc rndians.—Oa the 3d of last

month, the U. S. troops, under General Harney's com-
mand, surprised an encampment of Brule Sioux Indians,
near the North Fork of the Platte river. The fight and
chase lasted for two or three hours, at the end of which
time there were no Indians to be seen, except the pri-

soners, and the dead bodies scattered around. About
85 Indians were killed, including their chief, and be-
tween 60 and 70, mostly women and children, taken
prisoners. A large number of horses and mules were
taken from the Indians, with wagon loads of new lodges
and other property. Six soldiers were killed, and six

wounded.
New Mexico.—Santa Fe dates to Ninth mo. 1st have

been received. The Indian relations in New Mexico are
more favourable, and the mail party met with but few
Indians, and these manifested a friendly disposition.

Col. Sumner had left Fort Leavenworth on the 20th for

the Plains, with seven companies of U. S. troops.
Neiv Jersey.—The recent census of this State shows a

population of 569,499, being an increase of 80,166 over
that of the year 1850. The increase has been chiefly in

the northern counties. There are 151,522 children,"be-
tween the ages of 5 and 1 6 years, 77,364 ofwhom are boys
and )4,158 girls. The entire population consists of 282,-
702 males and 286,797 females. The colonred residents
number 24,053, and 103,202 are persons of foreign birth.

Among the documents relating to early colonial history
published by the State of New York, is a census of the
province of New Jersey taken in the year 1726. At that
time, New Jersey contained a total of 32,442 persons, of
whom 15,737 were white males, 14,124 white females,
and 2581 negroes.

The Yelluw Fever.—A great improvement has taken
place in the health of Norfolk and Portsmouth. But
few persons are now attacked with the disease. At New
Orleans, the deaths for the week ending Ninth mo. 23d,
•were 214, including 89 from fever. It is no longer con-
sidered epidemic there. JIany towns and settlements
along the Mississippi and some of its southern branches,
are suffering severely from the pestilence.

The Public Schools of Boston.—The Boston Transcript
gives the following information respecting the public
schools of that city. "We learn that during the last

financial year, the payments on account of the public
schools, amounted to 22.50 per cent, of the whole ordi-
nary expenditures of the city. The cost of carrying on
the public schools, viz. One High, one Latin, one Nor-
mal, 18 Grammar, and 196 Primary, including the re-
pairs of the houses, salaries, furniture, fuel, and all in-
cidental sxpenses of the same, amounted to $389, 135 64.

The number of pupils was 23,739; and the total ex-
pense for each scholar was $12.25. Of this sum S9.39
was required for the salary of the teachers, and §2.86
for incidental expenses.

A'ew York:—Six members of the city government,
three of whom are aldermen and three councilmen,
have been indicted by the Grand Jury on charges of
malfeasance in office, or official corruption. They are
charged with taking or demanding bribes on various
occasions. Interments last week, 355.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 169.
California.—On the 30th, the steamship Star of the

West arrived at New York, with California dates to the
5th ult., 650 passengers and 81,150,000 in gold. The
wheat crop is said to be short in quantity, and inferior
in quality. The shock of an earthquake was felt along
the California coast, on the 2 1st of Eighth mo. At San
Francisco, it was very severe. Difficulties had occur-
red on the Rogue river, between the Indians and the
U. S. troops that accompanied General Palmer, Super-
intendent of Indian afl'airs in Oregon. Three whites and
two Indians were killed. Great excitement prevailed,
and troops were ordered from Fort Oxford.
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WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
j

The winter session of the School will commence I

Second-day, the 5th of Eleventh month next. The pup'

will be conveyed from the city, by railroad, to W.
Chester, where convej'ances will be in waiting to ta'

them to the School, on the arrival of the morning a^

afternoon cars, on Second-day, the 5th, and Third-d:j

the 6th of Eleventh month. The children will get th
,

baggage the day'after their arrival. The cars leave t|

depot, south side of Market street, above Eighteen

(formerly Schuylkill Fifth street,) at half past 7 o'cio

A. M., and at half past 3 o'clock, p. M. The agent oft'

school will be at the railroad depot on Second &\

Third-day a/VfrnooM, and will furnish pupils with ticke|

and accompany them to West Chester. Those who
I

by the morning train will be furnished with tickets
\

a person in attendance. To those who procure tick

!

as directed, the fare from Philadelphia to the Scho,

including baggage, will be one dollar, which will
,

charged at the School. All baggage should be distinc
;

marked West-town, and with the name of the own:
and should be sent directly to the depot. i

The West-town office is at Friends' Bookstore, I

84 Arch street, where all small packages for the pap|

left before 12 o'clock on Sixth-days, will be forward!

'

All letters for the pupils and others at the School, shot!

be sent bv mail, directed to West-town Boarding-Schc

West Chester P 0., Chester Co., Pa. Packages shoil

be distinctly marked and put up in a secure manner,
j

that their coutents will not be liable to be lost by hat

ling. The stage will leave West Chester for the Schoi

during the winler session, on Second, Fourth, and SevenI;

days, on the arrival of the morning cars from the ci|

and from the School to West Chester on the same da

,

I meet the morning cars for Philadelphia. The fi;

r each passenger to and from West Chester by tl

stage, will be 25 cents. When special conveyances'!

ther times are provided at the School, an extra char:

ill be made.
West-town, Tenth mo., 2d, 1855.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

A man Friend is wanted to assist on the farm
'

Tunessassah, and to aid in carrying out the concei

for the improvement of the Indians. i

Application may be made to Joseph Elkistok,!
37'

Philad., Tenth mo., 1855.

S. Second stre.

Thomas Evaxs,,

180 Arch stre

'

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in tl

Institution.

Application may be made to either of the undersigni

members of the Committee.
Saml'el Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Evans,
"I t,, •, j

SAMfEL BETTLE.Jr.jP'^'l'''^''-

Married, at Friends' Meeting at Leeds' Point, N.
|

on Fifth-day, the 20th ult., Jarvis H. Bartlktt, :

ckerton, N. J., to .Martha Leeds, of the former plaij

Died, on the 10th of Eighth month last, in the 89

year of her age, Elizabeth W. Miller; a valued a

beloved member and elder of Salem Monthly Meetir,

New Jersey.
|

, at her residence in Abington, on the 25th uli

in the 3oth year of her age, Maky, daughter of the IS;

Thomas Rudolph, of Delaware county. Pa. She had I;

very protracted period laboured under much wen
ss and bodily suffering, to which she submitted wi

Christian patience and resignation. Through her li

gering illness, she was supported by a humble relian

on the Redeemer of men, and was graciously favour^

near her close, with a clear evidence of her acceptan

th him.
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On the NalDre of Consumiilion.

The pulmonary organs have been divided by
iatomists into three distinct textures, which may
t individually or collectively the seat of disease.

(I the first place, branches of the windpipe perfo-

:te the lungs in every direction, and these as

ijU as the windpipe are lined throughout by a

(licate membrane similar to the lining of the

jouth and nostrils; inflammation of this membrane
institutes catarrh or common cold. Secondly,

»e outside of each lung is covered by a still more
ilicate membrane, thin and transparent like

Isilver" paper, called the pleura ; inflammation

I

this membrane constitutes jjleurisy. Thirdly,

iere is a texture contained between the internal

td external membranes just described, which
jnsists of the vessels and other proper substance
I the lungs; inflammation of this intervening

jxture is what is known in technical language by
le name of inflammation of the lungs. Con-
Mption is a disease of a nature quite apart from
jat of ordinary inflammation.

tNo
class of diseases have aff'nrded, under certain

cumstances, more difiiculty in their discrimina-

)n than those of the chest. The various iuflam-

latory attacks when they existed in a severe de-

|ee, have been at times confounded with each
her; and the protracted eff"ects of inflammation

^

the living body, are still frequently mistaken
' the public for the presence of consumption. A
iitient may have violent cough, frequent expecto-

'tion of purulent matter, shortness of breath,

nse of pain or oppression in the chest, wasting
;' the flesh, hectic fever, and yet all these symp-
ms may be the consequence of an extensive and
ng continued attack of catarrh ;. or this (and it

ss rarely occurs) with the efi'ects of a dangerous
enrisy, or of inflammation of the proper sub-
ance of the lungs. The difiiculty experienced
: attempting to discriminate these diseases is ex-
ained in the fact that they have many symp-
ims in common. Every severe derangement of

le lungs and their connexions is sure to be ac-

bmpanied with cough, shortness of breath, and
be or more of the other symptoms enumerated
bove. The difiiculty of discrimination is further

pcounted for in the peculiar ^osiV/ore of the lungs.

j.s the lungs are contained within a bony case

Drmed by the ribs, we are unable, when any por-

on of their structure is changed by disease, to

i5certain either by our sight or our touch the ex-

bt character and seat of the morbid change, and,

we have no other means of forming an opinion,

e are obliged to depend on the external symp-

toms, which may, as has been previously observed,

occasionally deceive us.

Until the year 1816, indeed, no better way had
been discovered of discriminating pulmonary dis-

eases ; but at this period. Dr. Locnnee, an eminent
physician of Paris, hit upon a new method. It

consisted in applying the car to the purposes of

discrimination, and the originality and strangeness

of the discovery excited great surprise and no little

incredulity amongst the profession of the day.

Dr. Lccnnec was led to enter on this new path by
a very simple circumstance. By bringing his ear

near to the chest of a patient, he observed that

certain sounds were emitted from the chest during

the act of breathing. Following up the hint, he

constructed an instrument on the principle of an

ear-trumpet, that the sounds might be heard the

more distinctly, and with this instrument, called

a stethoscope, he commenced a series of observa-

tions. These observations, after having been pro-

secuted with astonishing assiduity for several

years, ended in Loennec's giving publicity to the

fruits of his labours. Their general result showed
that the lungs when in a healthy state always emit

during respiration sounds of a peculiar character;

and in the progress of their diseases that I hey
emit sounds of a difi"erent description, each dis-

ease, singular to say, having its own variety of

sounds. This, the acoustic mode of discrimina-

tion, has since had an extended trial, and its

claims to utility are now recognized by professional

men in various parts of the world.

The inflammatory diseases of the chest are as

curable as inflammation in other parts of the body;

but the consumptive disease is one of the most in-

tractable with which we are acquainted. Con-

scientious medical men at once admit that patients

in whoiu consumption has been established rarely

recover
;
yet there are quacks who pretend to be

able to cure every instance, and, what is still more

to be regretted, such persons have often succeeded

iu bringing over a portion of the public to believe

in their pretensions. It is not difiicult, however,

to account for this apparent success. An affec-

tionate mother for instance, who has delicate fe-

male children, is exceedingly apt, should any of

them become subject to cough, to take alarm, and

to immediately conclude that the cough is a sign

of the commencement of consumption. If, while

under this impression, the mother obtains the

opinion of a quack, she is certain to have her sus-

picions corroborated. The child is then submitted

to his treatment, and though the complaint be a

common cold or any other complaint equally cura-

ble, ho will publish the case, as soon as recovery

comes about, as a cure of consumption, and the

mother who was at first deceived by her own aflfec-

tionate solicitude, and afterwards duped by the

cunning of the impostor, will voluntarily attest

his certificate of skill. This is a fair sample of

the manner in which quackery secures its advo-

cates and its victims. On the list of the honoura-

ble practitioner we never find these " surprising

cures." No, when he is consulted in such cases,

he assures the mother that her impressions are

groundless, prescribes for the patient, and, when
the afiection is removed, the only credit ho claims

or receives is the credit of having subdued a

catarrh, or other result of common infiammatory

action.

Although the nicest judgment of the scientific

physician be occasionally required to discriminate

consumption in the living body, from the chronic

cflFects of pectoral inflammation, there is no diffi-

culty in their discrimination when wo come to ex-

amine the contents of the chest after death. In

an examination of a consumptive patient after

death, the lungs are found in a state which cannot

be produced by any other known disea.sc. Were
the public in possession of any rational conception

of this state, it would eft'cctually shield them from
the designs of those unprincipled persons who pre-

tend to have a specific for its removal. In the

language of medicine the lungs of consumptive

patients are said to contain Inhirclcs or amall tu-

mors, and we shall presently lay before the reader

a sketch of the progress of these extraordinary and
destructive bodies.

The seeds of the disease, which will eventually

establish consumption, may be deposited in his

lungs a considerable time before the patient is

aware of any^alteration in his general health. He
may be engaged for weeks iu the routine of busi-

ness or of pleasure, previous to his receiving any
warning of the pulmonary danger, unless, perhaps,

in a trifling irritation about the top of the wind-

pipe, accompanied by a dry tickling cough. ' A
sight of the lungs, during this early stage, can be

obtained only in case the patient be destroyed by
the inroad of some other disease, or by an accident.

Then, on opening the chest, the following appear-

ances present themselves.

In the upper half of both lungs, great numbers
of roundish bodies, somewhat resembling small

pearls, are seen scattered. They are of a pale

grey colour, and vary in size from that of a millet

to that of a hempseed. They feel hard, and ad-

here to the substance of the lungs, in which they

are set after the manner of currants in the surface

of a pudding. These are the remarkable bodies

called tubercles. Their structure is altogether

foreign to the healthy structure of the lungs; but

the functional or organic change of the latter,

which must necessarily precede their formation,
,

is not as yet clearly explained. In the obscurity

of their origin, they resemble certain plants that

suddenly spring up in places where their species

were previously unknown. It is certain, however,

that the elements of tubercles are not derived from

the atmosphere, for they are often found in parts

of the human frame, such as the bones, to which

the atmospheric air cannot gain admission.

This early stage, we have remarked, may or may
not be attended with slight external symptoms.

The tubercles are too small and too slow in their

growth, to disturb as yet, in any marked degree,

the vital functions of the surrounding parts. The
substance of the lungs quietly yields to their

pressure, and the respiration is not sensibly affected

by their morbid encroachment. But, once created,

tubercles will, in a longer or shorter time, proceed

through their accustomed course. Their progress

may be conveniently divided into three stages, of

which two stages remain to be described.

In the first stage, the tubercles had attained the

size of millet and of hempseeds. In the second
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staee, they continue to increase in size, and,

drawing nearer to each other, they appear arranged

into irregular s^roups. A yellow speck soon be-

comes developed in the centre of each tubercle,

and, extending itself slowly, encroaches on thc[grey

structure, of which the tubercle seemed originally

composed, until the grey colour completely disap-

pears in the yellow. Individually the size of the

tumors may now be included between that of a

pea and a filbert. Their structure is still firm,

and several may be seen either coalescing or united

into one mass.

The third stage is at hand. The groups of tu-

bercles are united into homogenous masses, gene-

rally equal in size, or rather larger than a walnut.

The structure of each mass becomes gradually

softer and moister, and if pressed between the

fingers at this time, it feels greasy like new cheese.

Continuing to soften, it gradually passes from

the solid to the fluid state. The fluid first forms

in the centre of the mass, and its quantity steadily

augments until the solid portions of the tubercles

are completely broken down. In a short time,

these fluid tubercles burst into the air tubes, and

are expectorated in a violent fit of coughing, leav-

ing hollow ulcers in the substance of the lungs.

This is the history of genuine consumption, or

the tubercular disease of which more than a fourth

of the inhabitants of Great Britain are said to

perish. Commencing, as we have seen, in small

hard grains, the tubercles gradually increase in

size, and change their colour from grey to yellow.

They then unite into irregular masses. The
centres of these masses becomes soft, and after-

wards fluid. The fluidity eventually involves the

whole mass, and this is the final transformation

which tubercles undergo before they burst into

the air tubes and are expectorated. The consti-

tution of the patient generally begins to sufi"er in

the second stage. In the third stage the symp-
toms are still more severe. Harassing cough has

then set in, and fever, with copious night-sweats,

&c. A temporary relief may succeed to the ex-

pectoration of the first fluid tubercles ; but new
crops will continue to form and go through the

same process, until the lungs of the patient are

no longer capable of sustaining life, and his body
is reduced to almost the figure of a skeleton.

Cost of JBonihardment.—Every shell thrown by
the Allies upon Sebastopol, is said to cost §125.
We know not how near this estimate is to the

truth ; but, assuming it as. the basis of calculation,

we reach some startling conclusions. In thirteen

days, no less than 7>\0,000 shells and balls were
thrown, and at S135 each, if they were all shells,

that cost would be a little more .than §115,000,-
000 ! This seems hardly possible ; but the ex-

pense at the lowest estimate, must be enormous.
The balls thrown in thirteen days are supposed to

have weighed more than 35,000,000 pounds, which
would cost, at the rate of pig iron even in Eng-
land, nearly half a million dollars; while the ex-

pense for powder alone—about five million

pounds—would be three quarters of a million.

The cannon .balls, if rolled into rail bars weighing
sixty pounds to the yard, would make a single

track railway from New York to Albany, 100
miles.

—

Advocate of Fence.

Mosquitoes.—At a late meeting of the Boston
Natural History Society, Dr. Durkee made some
lemarks upon the mosquito. Among other things,

he stated that ho had satisfied himself, from
repeated examination with the microscope, that
the n ale mosquito has no sting, and cannot draw
blood, the female alone being endowed with that
organ.

From the Journal of George Fox.

Another paper I wrote there concerning the
Stone spoken of by Daniel, chap, ii., which became
a great mountain, and filled the whole earth;
showing " that thereby was set forth the kingdom
and power of Christ."

When Christ, the Stone that became a great
mountain, and filled the whole earth, bad broken
to pieces the head of gold, and the breast of silver,

and the belly of brass, and the legs of iron, and
the feet part iron, part clay, (which were the four
monarchies, to wit, the Babylonian and Mode, the
Peisian, the Grecian, and the Roman,) and had
ended the outward Jews' typical kingdom ; I)uniel

saith, " In the days of these kings, shall the Crod

of heaven set up a kingdom, which shall never be
destroyed." Dan. ii, 44. Christ said, "All pow-
er is given unto me in heaven and in earth."

Matt, xxviii. 18. And, "My kingdom is not of

this world." John xviii. 36. "Christ is the im-
age of the invisible God, the first-born of every
creature. For by him were all things created, that

are in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and
invisible, whether they be thrones, or dominions,
or principalities, or powers, : all things were
created by him, and for him; and he is before all

things, and by him all things consist." Col. i. 15—17. Here ye may see, all things consist by
Jesus Christ, and all things were created by Christ,

and for him, whether they be things in heaven,
or things in earth, visible or invisible, they were
created by- him, and for him

; yea, thrones, do-

minions, principalities and powers, these were all

created by him, and for him. So, Christ is " King
of kings, and Lord of lords." Rev. xix. 16. And
the " Prince of the kings of the earth." Chap. i. 5.

Out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword, with which
he ^hall smite the nations, and he shall rule them
with a rod of iron ; as the vessel of a potter, shall

they be dashed in pieces, who do not obey Him,
the King of kings, and Lord of lords. This is

Christ, who said, "I am Alpha and Omega, the

beginning and the ending, the first and the last
;"

so he is over all nations, and above them all. We
must nnderstand this rod of iron, by which Christ

rules the nations, is a figurative speech of Christ,

who is ascended into heaven, and is at the right

hand of God. All power in heaven and in earth,

is given unto him, and all things were created by
him, and for him; so then they are Christ's, and
he hath power over all things, for all are his. So,

as the Scripture saith, " By me kings reign, and
princes decree justice." Prov. viii 15. But if

they ahuse his power, and do not do justice, as is

decreed by Christ, the King of kings, and Lord
of lords, the first and the last, they must feel and
know the weight of his rod of iron, by which he
will ruJe such as abuse his power. That is de-

creed by Him, who hath all power in heaven and
in earth given to him, and rules in the kingdoms
of men. G. F.

Kingston, the Eleventh month, 1687.

The Camel.

Over the arid and thirsty deserts of Asia and
Africa, the camel afl'ords to man the only means
of intcojourse between one country and another.

The camel has been created with an especial adap-
tation to the regions wherein it has contributed to

the comfort, and even to the very existence of
man, from the earliest ages. It is constituted to

endure the severest hardships with little physical

inconvenience. Its feet are formed to tread

lightly upon a dry and shifting soil ; its nostrils

have the capacity of closing, so as to shut out the
driving sand, when the whirlwind scatters it over
the desert ; it is provided with a peculiar appara-

tus for retaining water in its stomach, so that i

canmarch from well to well without great inco|
venience, although they be several hundred mill
apart. And thus, when a company of eaate i

merchants cress from Aleppo to Bus.sora, over
;

plain of sand which offers no refreshment to tlj

exhausted senses, the whole journey being abo
|

eight hundred miles, the camel of the heavy car!
van moves cheerfully along, with a burden of s

,

or seven hundred weight, at the rate of twen
]

miles a day; while those of greater speed, thi
carry a man, without much other load, go forwa
at double that pace and daily distance. Patie

j

under his duties, he kneels down at the comniai!
of his driver, and rises up cheerfully with ii

load
;
he requires no whip or spur during his m',

notonous march ; but, like many other animals, II

feels an evident pleasure in musical sounds; ail

therefore, when fati,gue comes upon him, the driv|
sings some cheering snatch of his Arabian mel

;

dies, and the delighted creature toils forward wilj

a brisker step, till the hour of rest arrives, whei
he again kneels down, to have his load remove;
for a little while; and if the stock of food be m.
exhausted, he is further rewarded with a fe:

mouthfuls of the cake of barley, which he carri.-

for the sustenance of his master and himseli

Under a burning sun, upon an arid soil, endurirj

great fatigue, sometimes entirely without food fi;

days, and seldom completely slaking his thir.

more than once during a progress of several hn;'

dred miles, the camel is patient, and apparentil

happy. He ordinarily lives to a great age, and
]

seldom visited by any disease.
|

Camels are of two species. That with orl

hump is the Arabian camel, and is usually calk'

the dromedary. The species with two humps
the Bactrian camel. The Asiatics and Africai'

distinguish as dromedaries those camels which ai:

used for riding. There is no essential dififerenci

in the species, but only in the breed. The cam.'

of the heavy caravan, the baggage camel, may li

compared to the dray-horse; the dromedary to tl!

hunter, and, in some instances, to the race-hor,si

Messengers on dromedaries, according to Burcl

hardt, have gone from Daraou to Berber in eigl

days, while he was twenty-two days with the car:

van on the same journey. Mr. Jackson, in h

account of the Empire of Morocco, tells a romanti

story of a swift dromedary, whose natural pac,

was accelerated in an extraordinary manner by tfa

enthusiasm of his rider : "Talking with an Ara
of Suse, on the subject of these fleet camels, an

the desert horse, he assured me that he knew
young man who was passionately fond of a level

girl, whom nothing would satisfy but some oranges

these wore not to be procured at Mogadore, an(

as the lady wanted the best fruit, nothing lesi

than Marocco oranges would satisfy her. Tb;

Arab mounted his heirie at dawn of day, went 1

Marocco (about one hundred miles from Mogi;

dore), purchased the oranges, and returned thi

night after the gates were shut, but sent th

oranges to the lady by a guard of one of tb,

batteries."

The training of the camels to bear burthens, ii

the countries of the East, has not been miuutel,

described by any traveller. M. Brue, who, at th

latter part of the seventeenth century, had th

management of the affairs of a French commercii:

company at Senegal, says, " soon after a camel :

born, the Moors tie his feet under his belly, an

having thrown a large cloth over his back, pi

heavy stones at each corner of the cloth, whic

rests on the ground. They in this manner accu

tom him to receive the heaviest loads." Bot

ancient and modern authors agree tolerably we
in their accounts of the load which a camel oa
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irry. Sandys, in his Travels in the Holy Land

iiys, "six hundred weight is the ordinary load,

jet will he carry a thousand." The caravans are

istinguished as light or heavy, according to th

|iad which the camels bear. The average load of

lie heavy, or slow-going camel, as stated by Major

tenncU, who investigated their rate of travelling

rith great accuraoy, is from 500 to GOOIbs

iurckhardt says, that his luggage and provisions

sighing only "2 cwt., and his camel being capable

f carrying G cwt., he sold him, contracting for

le transport of his luggage across the desert,

be camel sometimes carries large panniers, filled

ith heavy goods ; sometimes bales are strapped

n his back, fastened either with cordage made of

iie palm-tree, or leathern thongs ; and sometimes

Wo, or more, will bear a sort of litter, in whicli

and childr ith considerable

j
The expense of maintaining the.se valuable

features is remarkably little : a cake of barley, a

j;w dates, a handful of beans, will suffice, in add:

Ion to the hard and prickly shrubs which they

,nd in every district but the very wildest of the

icsert. They are particularly fond of those vegi

fble
productions which other animals would never

uch, such as plants which are like spears and
jaggers, in comparison with the needles of the

pistlo, and which often pierce the incautious

^aveller's boot. He migbt wish such thorns

Iradicated from the earth, if he did not behold

•jc camel contentedly browsing upon them ; for

jo thus learns that Providence has made nothing

1 vain. Their teeth are peculiarly adapted for

ach diet. Dilfering from all other ruminating

I'ibes, they have two strong cutting teeth in the

Ipper jaw ; and of the six grinding teeth, one on

ach side, in the same jaw, has a crooked form :

jjeir canine teeth, of which they have two in each
liw, are very strong; and in the lower jaw the

jiTO external cutting teeth have a pointed form,

Ind the foremost of the grinders is also pointed

,nd crooked. They are thus provided with a

jiost formidable apparatus for cutting and tearing

lie hardest vegetable substance. But the camel

j),
at the same time, organized so as to graze upon

ue finest herbage, and browse upon the most deli-

Ete
leaves; for his upper lip being divided, he is

abled to nip off the tender shoots, and turn
iiem into his mouth with the greatest facility.

f'hether the sustenance, therefore, which he
jds, be of the coarsest or the softest kind, he is

Iqually prepared to be satisfied with and to en-

iiy it.

i .4 Rcmarlmhle Man. — Iha Boston (Mass.)
fimes says, " There is a man residing in this city,

I'ho came here twenty-years ago from England,
nd brought with him some three hundred guineas
;f his own hard earning, with which he commenced
|usiness as a grocer on a small scale. Little by

increased his trade, and at the presentttle

jme he is probably worth more than any other
pan in Massachusetts in the same line of business.

)uring the period of twenty-three years, he never
ave a note of hand or took one ; he never sued a

lan, and never was sued himself, nor ever called

5 the witness stand in any court during the whole
eriod. He never was naturalized, and of course
ever voted, although he has paid thousands of

ollars for State and county taxes. He has been
Down to buy a cargo of West India goods amount-
ig to 890,000, for which he paid cash on delivery.
le never deals in or drinks intoxicating liquors;
ever gives a dollar for a charitable purpose where
e thinks his name will appear in the newspapers,
Ithough he has distributed thousands to the dis-

ess of his fellow-men.

Tlic Beps of llic Bible.

1. They are very numerous. Kefcrence is made
to them in almost every part of the sacred volume.

Sometimes something of a swarm is found to-

gether. But generally they are referred to singly,

and one after another.

2. They differ from all other kind of Bees, in

that not one of them ever stings. Most bees arc

armed and wax valiant in fight, and can do great

harm to people, even to cause the death of those

they sting. But the liible Bees never harmed a

mortal. Indeed, they have prevented an incredi-

ble amount of harm to their owners. In f;iet, if

if they were properly cultivated, so that they should

every where abound, and were to be in possession

of every individual, it is believed that the greatest

part of the wrong, and harm, and violence, and false-

hood, and misery in the world would immediately

cease. That is very strange. But the Bees are

certainly most wonderful peacemakers, and most

wonderful agents in putting an end to all kinds of

human woe. It is not doubted by thoso best ac-

quainted with them, that if a family possessed a

whole swarm, that is as many as the Bible recom-

mends, that family would be one of the happiest

on earth, even though they had not a dollar in the

world, and knew not where they should get their

next meal.

So that these Bees are a marvel in that they not

only do not sting people themselves, but destroy

all other kind of stings. They have been known
to destroy completely the sting of remorse, the sting

of anger, the sting of malice, the sting of slander,

the sting of discontent, the sting of despair, &c.

3. These Bees produce a vast amount of honey.

Even a .solitary one of them has been known to

produce sweetness enough to last a family a twelve-

month and more. And the sweetness was a thou-

sand times sweeter than that of honey or the honey-

comb of other bees, and was more to be desired

than gold yea, than much fine gold. Indeed, we
have known a whole neighborhood sweetened

throughout and in the happiest manner, by only a

few of these Bees. There was honey in every heart

there and honey on every lip. And
4. Which leads me to say the honey of these

Bees never cloys the appetite or causes toathing,

even by the most abundant use, as other honey

does. In fact, the more people eat of it, the more

they can, and the more they do ; and though vast

numbers have used this honey in the freest manner,

yet thoso who have used the most of it have been

the farthest from being sick. Indeed, these per-

sons have enjoyed the very best of health. And this

kind of honey can be recommended to any mortal

that is sick, as of va.st value, and with just as much
propriety to all the well, in the certainty that even

they shall be better.

My readers, by this time, may like to get a sight

of these Bible bees. We take great pleasure in

giving them the opportunity. There is such a

swarm of them that we have not time to exhibit

them all, and give only a few specimens :

—

Be ye kindly affectioned one towards another.

Be sober and watch unto prayer.

Be content with such things as ye have.

Be strong in the Lord.

Be courteous.

Be not wise in your own conceits.

Be not unmindful to entertain strangers.

Be not children in understanding.

Be followers of God, as dear children.

It should abso be said that these Bees are very

fond of each other's company, so that if a man
gets possession of one of them, that one is very sure

to call the whole swarm—the one putting many
more in his possession. That is, let a man Be a

follower of God, or Be sober and watch uflto prayer,

and he very soon will be the owner of those beauti-

ful and valuable creatures. And it is just as true

that if he should ill-use one of them, "say the first

of the two last named, so that it should sicken or

die, the whole swarm would sicken or die too.

So that owners must be very careful of the life

and health of each one of them.

It certainly cannot but interest myreadcrs that

any man can make this valuable acquisition without

it costing him a penny in money. Indeed, they
cannot be bought at any price in silver or gold;

yet any man may have a whole swarm if he will

set his heart—-his whole heart—earnestly upon the

matter. For it is gratifying for us to say, that

news has been received, and in which the fullest

confidence may be placed, to this amount, " Ask,
and ye shall receive." " Ho! everyone thatthirst-

eth, and he that hath no money, come !"

—

Pascal.

MeiUtf.rrancan Electric Telegraph Compani/.—
The Mediterranean Electric Telegraph (Company

is on the point of despatching their cable, which
is shortly to complete the telegraph communica-
tion between London and Algiers. It will be re-

membered that last year 110 miles of cable were
sent out from England, and laid down between
Spezzia and the most northern point of Corsica.

For this section of the line 90 miles of cable,

weighing eight tons to the mile, and containing

six insulated wires were required ; the remainder

was taken to the straits between Corsica and Sar-

dinia, and twelve miles were laid down there, the

communication having meantime been completed

along the Island of Corsica by land. The remain-

der, which had been sent out to secure a sufficient

quantity, was then brought home (in length about

eight miles) and spliced to the cable just about to

be sent out. The communication being now com-
plete from London to Cagliari in the south of Sar-

dinia, and the line from Algiers to Cape Bonan,
on the African coast, having been opened last

January, nothing is now wanted to complete the

work and come under the guarantee mentioned

above than a submarine cable from Cape Sparti-

veuto, adjoining Cagliari to Bonan. This is the

cable now lying coiled in the hold of the ship

Result, 1700 tons register, belonging to

Green, of Blackwall, and commanded by

Knoll, the same gentleman who conducted the

previous operation so successfully.

This cable is the largest and the heaviest, be-

sides being the longest, ever laid down. It is 150
miles long, each mile weighing 8 tons, and the

whole cable weighing 1200 tons. This is exclu-

sive of 12 miles of lighter cable, sent with it to

avoid all chance of deficiency. Its stowage de-

mands the greatest care, owing to the enormous

weight, and the circumstance that it is all in one

piece. Seventy-one miles of it have been put in

the lower hold, forty-two miles on the orlop deck,

thirty miles in 'tween decks, seven miles in the

after hold, and the twelve spare miles of what is

called small cable, although it weighs five tons to

the niilCj is also on 'tween decks, and every one

of these portions has to be shored at very short

intervals, to prevent the movement of the cable.

Altogether, the weight which will be sent in this

vessel will be 1960 tons—a weight which Captain

Kell informed us with pride, only made her draw

22 feet 5 inches of water. In laying down the

last portion of the cable, that between Spezzia and

Corsica, it took five days, including the stoppage

that had to take place in cutting the cable, and

going round to lay the short lengths between

Corsica and Sardinia. It is expected that the

present cable will be laid down in four days.

The Mediterranean Telegraph Company antici-

pate that in two years and a half they will have a
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direct communication with Bombay, and thence

by telegraphs already at work in the presidencies

of Calcutta; and they coLsider this line they are

just about to complete as only the preliminary

step to this result. Their proposed line, joining

the one at present open to Cagliari at Cape Spar-

tivento, will first be taken to jMalta, and thence

direct under the Mediterranean to Alexandria.

This will be an immense distance; 98i miles of

submarine cable, without a station ; from Alexan-

dria to Suez, by land, 248 miles; another sub-

marine cable under the Eed Sea to Aden, with

two stations, Cosiri and Liddah, 1552 miles, and

from Aden to Bombay, with stations at the Kooria

Moorta Islands and Easal-had, 1000 miles.

When this undertaking is completed, the com-

munication with Calcutta, which now takes an

average of thirty-six days, will be reduced to a

few minutes. Professor Faraday, about two years

ago, called the attention of telegraph companies to

the fact that there was great difficulty in sending

any communication through a greater length of

wire than 300 miles; but some time since

Brett has been experimenting, with a view to

overcome this difficulty, and has perfectly succeed-

ed in doing so. By connecting each individual

wire in this coil of six, and also those belonging

to another cable intended for an American com-
pany, he was enabled to experiment on a length

of 1250 miles with perfect success, and he has

prepared a new instrument for use with wires of

great length.

—

London Daily Xkws.

For "The Friend,

BIOGRiPniCAl SKETCHES,
Of Ministers and Elders, and otbcr concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

IHOMAS LIGHTFOOT.
(Continued from page 21).)

Thomas Lightfoot took up his abode at New
Garden, and presented his certificate to Newark
Monthly Meeting, of which New Garden and
Konnet were then branches. The minute made
on the occasion, narrates that he produced a cer-

tificate from Moate Monthly Meeting, West Meath
county, Ireland, which certificate informs " that

he is in unity with them, and hath ajconcern for the

promotion of Truth, and that he hath been helpful

amongst them in the discipline of the church."
It also certifies that he had a " public testimony
for the Truth," and was diligent in keeping to

meetings when at home, attending provincial and
national meetings." The certificate also mentions
that his son-in-law Joseph Wiley, who, with his

family, had accompanied Thomas to America, was
also in unity with Moate Monthly Meeting. Of
Abigail Wiley, the wife of this Joseph, we shall

have occasion to speak hereafter.

Thomas Lightfoot was soon employed in religi-

ous service, and in the business of the meetings
for discipline he belonged to. In 1717, he was
a represesentative to the Yearly Meeting, and was
one appointed to draft an epistle to London Yearly
Bleeting. The epistle from the latter meeting for

1716, had been received and read, together with
several minutes on the concerns, which had en-
gaged its attention. These had been very satis-

factory to honest Friends in Philadelphia, to hear,
and a portion of them will doubtless prove edify-

ing now. From the epistle we extract the follow-

ing: _

" It is our hearty desire that you may be pre-
eerved a zealous people for the honour of God, and
the promotion of his Truth, being more and more
instrumental in his hand for the carrying on the
great work of reformation he has begun on the
earth. May you bo exemplary in all manner of

godly conversation both before the heathen and
others among whom you dwell,—that many may
have cause to bless the Lord on your behalf. We
have herewith sent you our printed epistle and
several minutes in writing, by which you may see

we have had a good and comfortable Yearly
Meeting the afl^airs of which were carried on in

much love and unity, and there was a great
concern in the minds of Friends, for the pro-

motion of Truth, and that the testimony thereof
may be kept up in all its branches, that our off-

spring may be preserved out of the many evils

that abound in the world, and may be kept out of
pride, and from running into the vain and foolish

fashions and customs that too many amongst us
are ready to follow, which often lead to greater
evils. It is our tender advice that parents be
good examples to their children, training them up
in the way of Truth, and endeavouring early to

implant good principles on their young and tender
minds,-—as much as may be restraining them from
running into such things that tend to their hurt,

and to the reproach of our holy profession. It

ought to be the particular care of all those who
take upon them the management of the affairs of
Truth in all the churches of Christ, to rule well in

their own houses, having their children in subjec-

tion with all gravity ;
' for if a man knows not how

to rule his own house, how shall he take care of
the church of God V Dear Friends, the good edu-

cation of our children, and their succeeding us in

bearing a noble testimony for God and his Truth
from one generation to another, following the foot-

steps of our worthy ancient Friends, who are gone
to rest, is of so great a moment that we ouijht

prefer it before all outward concerns. Our hearty
desires are, that the God of all our mercies may
endue you with wisdom and understanding
direct you therein, and in all other things to tend
to his honour, and the welfare of yourselves and
posterity

"

This epistle was signed by George Whitehead
and many more of the valuable Friends, who were
at the time in London. The minutes adopted by
the Y'early Meeting, and sent down as rules for

subordinate meetings, were these th

First. "This meeting being informed that

Friends in some places have gone into the vain
and empty customs of erecting monuments over the
dead bodies of Friends, by stones,insoriptions, tomb-
stones, &c., and being very desirous Friends should
keep to a commendable plainness and simplicity
in this, as well as other respect, it is therefore the
advice of this meeting, that all such monuments
are already in being over the dead bodies of
Friends, should be removed as much as may be
with discretion and conveniency, and that none be
anywhere made or set up by or over the dead
bodies of Friends or others in Friends' burying
places for time to come."

Second. "According to the primitive innocency
and simplicity of Friends, it is the advice of this

meeting, that no Friends imitate the world in any
distinction of habit or otherwise, as marks or
tokens of mourning for the dead."

Third. " That care be taken by Friends in the
education of their youth, and otherwise ; that they
avoid all unbecoming gestures, cringings, bowings,
and ceremonies in salutation, contrary to our an-
cient plainness and simplicity."

The first minute is interesting at this time,

when many bodies of professing Friends are mak-
ing discipline to sanction and encourage the erect-

ing tombstones over the remains of the dead. The
records of different Yearly Meetings show, that

some professing our name, had caused tombstones
to be erected in our grounds in early times, but
that it

'

stantial body of Society, which was grieved at t \

tendency to what they deemed in some sort idc|

try, and endeavoured to counteract it by kind il

vices and pointed directions. We find some p i

fessing advocates of Quakerism in the presi;

day, defending the ground from which this p j

pable departure from primitive principle sprin
,

and holding up the practice of such, as would li

submit to the judgment of the body in anci(i

times, as a sanctioning precedent for modern it|

tation. Among those who were gathered unc,

the ministry of George Fox, and his spiritua

illuminated fellow-labourers in the gospel of Chri

;

there were soon found some, who abode not fai

;

ful to that, of which they had been convincil

The actions of such backslideis from the Tru
j

whether they were the hat-wearing in time ;

prayer of the followers of Perrot, the discipliij

opposing of the disciples of Wilkinson and Stoii

the ranting-howlings of the Pearsons, the sup;

stition, pride, or loving-idolatry of the erectors {'

tombstones in grave-yards, the ease-loving, or ;|

difi'erency of the neglectors of family disciplh'

and parental restraint, form no example for t'

imitation of those who are genuine Quakers. T,

legitimate spiritual descendants of the worthiii

who testified alike against all these backslide

i

will find themselves united with their ancesto!|

in all their testimonies against error, and in suj

port of the Truth. .

The foregoing minutes of London Yearly Me«.

ing were grateful to the faithful members in Pll

ladelphia, who had succeeded, as appears by il

ports from the Quarterly Meetings, in cleariil

their grave-yards almost entirely of those marks i

degeneracy, and of what they well call "vani|

and superstition." They recorded the substani,

of the minutes, and add, they were " kindly r

ceived."
|

The epistle in reply states, that the minnt;l

were "read in much love, greatly to our coi

fort." After an earnest expression of unity in tl'

concerns set forth in the epistle received, the^

remarks are added, " For the increase of our coi

fort, and confirming our hope, that Sion wi,

yet shine, we may say we find by the accoun

brought in that the endeavours of honest Frienti

are not slack to preserve discipline, and encouraj

godliness, sobriety and virtue. As we find the

is some convincement in many places, and a gre;i

increase of young people, so there seems to 1

occasion for increasing and enlarging our meetin

houses in several places, and although some, 1;

their disobedience and wrong liberty, give troub
;

and raise our concern, yet there are many vei

hopeful among them, and a general concern is i

the minds of Friends, for the encouragement i

the one, and reclaiming the other." '

We cannot follow Thomas Lightfoot in all hi

religious services, but find that amongst his othi

labours he was engaged in visiting the membei

of his own Monthly Meeting. In the Yearl

Meeting of 1718, he, with a number of Friend;

were appointed to revise the discipline. The

commenced their labour at the time of the Gener;

Spring Meeting, held in Philadelphia, in the Firs

month, 1719. The work was completed before th|

Yearly Meeting of that year, wherein the disc:|

pline as revised was read and approved.

In the year 1721, Thomas Lightfoot, in eon::

pany with Thomas Chalkley and William Browr
visited some meetings within Maryland Yearl

Meeting. Their principal concern was to atten

meeting at Bush River, of which Thomas Chalk

ley writes, "A good meeting it was."

In the Y'early Meeting, Thomas Lightfoot wa

appointed with two other Friends, to prepai

was contrary to the sense of the solid sub- an epistlo " to the Quarterly and Monthly Mce
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'S of Friends in Pennsylvania, and East and

hst Jersey." The epistle, with the exception

[| two or three paragraphs added after its first

Jding in the Yearly Meeting, ^^as probably pre-

rlred by him. The following are the opening

[ssages

:

I" Dearly beloved Frienda, Brethren and Sisters,

Jin the love of our heavenly Father that has

|kn plentifully shed abroad in our hearts, and in

[living sense of the weighty power, and .spring of

vine life in Jesus Christ our Lord, this meeting

irly salutes you ; fervently desiring that grace,

•roy and peace in our blessed Head, may be

dtiplied in his churches everywhere.

:<< 13y these we signify that we have had a large,

iect and satisfactory meeting ; the Lord, in his

liQite love and goodness, having been pleased to

[ his clouds with rain, and to let it fall upon his

ilritage. We have received comfortable accounts

jm the several Quarterly Meetings, that love

d unity is on the main preserved and maintained

iong Friends, and that the discipline of the

lurch is put in practice.

." Dear Friends, the Lord hath been pleased in

|i infinite love to raise many up as testimony

iirers against the corrupt and vicious customs,

pctices and vain fashions of this wicked world.

It us be very watchful and careful of the right

iining and educating our children, in the nur-

i-e and admonition of the Lord, and iu all plain-

fes, both of speech and apparel, as hath been

neatedly advised ever since we were a people.

)iat so our children may in sincerity walk in the

pps of the righteous, who are gone before them,

•d follow them as they have followed Christ, and

b Lord may have faithful .servants amongst us

^m generation to generation."

The epistle then gives excellent advice rcspect-

|l
marriages, and the avoiding strong drink. It

jpecially warns Friends from taking drams, the

cqueney of taking which insensibly steals upon

K unwary. After showing how the man is de-

iided by intoxication, becoming noisy and im-

ludent, reference is made to the different car-

ige of the true Christian. " The awful, prudent

|d watchful conduct of our Friends in early days,

d, and such always will, preach loudly, and ex-

bd silently to the notice of many."
lAdvice is then given to " induce a religious

iservance of contracts, bargains and promises,

liich we earnestly desire may not be unadvisedly

ide nor unjustly broken or avoided by fraud or

ceit," Friends are then advised to make their

lis whilst in health, to continue the ancient use

certificates, to keep the authority of all meet-

gs in the wisdom of God, and unity of his blessed

)irit, that poor Friends be helped and not al-

ived to look for relief to people of other profes-

)ns, and that no Friend "suffer romances, play-

oks, or other vain and idle pamphlets in their

luses or families, which tend to corrupt the

inds of youth, but instead thereof that they ex-

;e them to the reading of the Holy Scriptures,

d other good and religious books."

The Ship Canal, uniting the Atlantic and Fa-
de.—The cost of uniting the Atlantic and Pacific

eans, by a ship canal, through the Atrato route,

cently surveyed, is estimated at $150,000,000.
ais route enters the Atrato river on the Atlantic

ie, about 150 miles below Aspinwall
;

passes up
e river 62 miles, to its junction with the Truando,
Hows the Truando 38 miles, after which it makes
direct cut to the Pacific, a further distance of 25
iles, making the whole canal 125 miles in length.

be river Atrato is 300 miles in length, a very large,

oad stream, with sufficient water to float a navy.

It discharges its waters by nine separate channels

into the Atlantic at the Bay of Caudelaria, which
would form a fine harbour on the Atlantic side.

It is proposed to block up seven of these mouths,

so as to force the waters of the river into two
principal channels. The remainder of the 62
miles, averages about 75 feet in depth, the deepest

soundings being 120 feet, and the shallowest 58
feet. It, ranges iu width from one quarter of a

mile to two miles, averaging nearly one mile. The
Truando is to be dredged in a deepening channel,

as it is ascended, so as to make its waters flow

back, carrying with them an additional volume
from the main river, which is to form the supply
for the cutting to the Pacific. On leaving the

Truando, there is a straight cut of 25 miles to the

Pacific, through solid rock, three miles of which
will have to be tunnelled. On reaching the Paci-

fic, a natural basin called Kelley's Inlet, can be
deepened into a very good harbour, while all along

the Pacific coast there are fine anchorage grounds.

The western termination of the route is in latitude

6 dcg., 57 min., 30 see. North. The canal is to

be 300 feet wide and 30 feet deep. The parties

engaged in the enterprise, gentlemen of New
York, intend to ask our government to authorize

an official survey to confirm the results of the pri-

vate survey.

—

Ledijer.

For " Tho Friend."

The following graphic description of a scene

which many of the readers of " The Friend" will

recognize, is offered for publication, if the editor

thinks it suitable for that paper. The responsi-

bility of making it public is assumed, without the

knowledgc_^of the author.

A ROAPSODY ABOUT A WATERFALL.

Wild mountain river ! rushing down
Thy rocky bed from steep to steep,

And lifting up thy amber crown
Of triumph, at thy.grandest leap

;

Showers of glittering diamonds on
Thy falling robes of snowy foam,

—

What pen or pencil can express

Thy ever varying loveliness 1

Or of thy wondrous pathway tell,

Through mountain gorge, and wooded dell !

—

Now race thy floods in tumult down.
And now meandering, they roam
The widening channel o'er,

The limpid waves revealing,

A levelled rocky floor
;

Into quiet bays then stealing.

With a weedy margin dallying ;—
To another shelving verge.

Then all thy forces rallying,

Down with rebounding surge
They plunge into the abysm.

With sullen hollow boom,
Resounds the echoing chasm

Like a wail for thy fearful doom

—

Yet throwing up thy wreaths of spray.

To catch a glancing sunlight ray,

That a rainbow arch may glow
Like smiles of hope upon thy brow.—
Here, a refluent billow.

With graceful, easy swell,

As the lithe serpent's motion.
Or lulling heave of ocean,

Makes a rolling crystal pillow

Where the Halcyon might dwell :

—

There an eddying whirl

Plays mad pranks with drift-wood
;

With plunge and toss and twirl.

As suits the varying mood
Of the ever restless flood.

Then urging on its downward course

The torrent gains a mightier force :

Now the hurrying waters press

Between their adamantine walls,

Inky black, and fathomless

—

Like death's cold current deep and drear.

Yet as the living waters clear:

—

Here, laughing in their sunlit sheen,

There, darkling down the dim ravine.

Thus thy linked waterfalls

Each to each resounding calls
;

With various tones, yet all sublime.
And mingling in one glorious chime.

la strange accord the scene around
Makes all things seem enchanted ground ;

Such as in the olden time

Would ring in some old poet's rhyme,

As sporting Naiads choseu haunts.

Or scene of wood-elve's moonlight dance.

This bold majestic masonry
Of rocks, thy floods have bliudly wrought

In forms of wondrous symmetry :

A theatre—where wanteth not

The rounded tower or column.

Or arches grand and solemn
;

The graded stair, and corridor,

Or yet the even paved floor
;

(As of some citadel o'erthrown

—

The hoary ruins widely strown.)

And hanging from their frowning browa
A fringe-like tracery of boughs

;
^

Trees, from the upright strained and torn,

The lofty cornice to adorn
;

Long plumes of fern and hair-bells blue
Inwoven with the velvet moss,

Have lent their grace of form and hue
The mural chasm to emboss

—

A brooklet's silver thread is seen
Here spilling o'er the dizzy steep

Scattering rain-drops in its leap,

Like crystals on the living green.

Climb we o'er the steep to rove I

—

Amid a stately hemlock grove,

Colossal shafts that wave on high
Their dark green crests right gallantly

;

Trees haply with the hills coeval,

And patriarchs of these woods primeval.

From the brink a downward glance

—

There the golden waterfalls

Are leaping down their shadowy halls,

In their grand and brilliant dance !

A narrow arch of bluest sky

Is smiling o'er their revelry

Between the opening chasm walla.

Oh beauty, rare and magical.

How does thy spell each sense enthrall

!

Then speed thee on enchanting river I

Rushing down thy steeps forever :

Ever ringing to the sky,

Thy notes of heaven-taught minstrelsy.

For "The Friend."

Providential and Maternal Care.

(Concluded from page 12.)

In 1688, our Friend removed to Stockport, and

in this and the next year, he remained pretty

much at home. In the latter part of 1690, he

set out with a concern to visit Friends at London,

where he staid some time ; and, proceeding thence

for the west, was occupied till the following spring

in religious services in many places, when he re-

turned to his residence in Stockport. His me-

morandums appear to have been closed with tho

preceding account, after which his travels were

much limited to the Circular Meetings, and to the

Quarterly and Monthly Meetings of which he was

a member. His Friends testify that " he was an

elder worthy of double honour, having obtained a

good report, not seeking glory of men, nor lord-

ing it over God's heritage, but as an ensample to

the flock, not forward to appear in public service
;

in doctrine sound, clear, instructive and uneor-

rupted ; his openings were fresh and lively, and

his manner of expression excellent. He delighted

much to wait in silence for the pure openings of

the Word of life, whereby he became strong in the

Lord, and in the power of his might, sounding

forth the word of reconciliation by Christ our Lord,

and salvation through his eternal Spirit ; and was

often fervent in prayer and supplication, and drawn

forth in a sweet and heavenly manner, to the joy

of the sincere in heart. He was signally qualified

in our Monthly and Quarterly Meetings to speak

a word in season for the promotion of peace, good

order and discipline in the church. In his private
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capacity his countenance was solid, his deportment
grave, but intermixed with a familiar manner of

expression, that rendered his company pleasant to

all with whom he conversed. Even when old age
and infirmities attended, his understanding was
clear, and many sweet and heavenly expressions

dropped from him, concerning the largeness of the

love of God to his soul. He often said to this pur-

pose, that his work was finished, and he was freely

resigned, feeling nothing but peace from the Lord
upon his spirit. As he lived, so he died, a servant

of the Lord and his people, on the Gth day of the

Twelfth month, and was buried on the 9th of the

same, in Friends' burying ground at Stockport, in

the year 1741, in the ninetieth year of his ago,

and was a minister about sixty-five years."

What a dignified character did the Truth make
this Friend, cast out upon the world, almost in

childhood, and for several years having none to

extend immediate care for his everlasting welfare

;

and what a glorious end did he come to, after having

filled up the mea.sure of affliction and suffering, in

faithfully following the Lamb of God whitherso-

ever he led him. No worldly fame, or honour, or

wealth , is worth being put in competition with

such an inheritance. May the Lord in mercy
look down with compassion on the destitute, and
on those who are surrounded with abundance of

outward means, and by his everlasting power, and
mercy and love compel them to come into his king-

dom, and employ them in spreading the govern-

ment and cause of the Son of God.

Religious Destitution in South America.—G. D.
Carrow, Methodist minister at Buenos Ayres, says,

"After passing the town of San Jose de Flores,

there is not, with the single exception of the little

Scotch chapel lately completed, one building do-

voted to the public worship of God, on thelong
line of country stretching from a point within two
leagues of the gates of this city to the base of the

Andes, a distance of at least six hundred miles.

You may easily judge what must be the moral
character of a population utterly destitute of reli-

gious privileges. The natives retain a few of the

Eoman Catholic rites, but are in a state of the

most deplorable ignorance ; and without check of
any kind upon their inclinations, they are living

in a state of nature. Excepting the confused no-

tions they have of the existence of one God, there

is not, I verily believe, on all the African contin-

ent, a tribe or nation in a more abject state of

heathenism than are the mixed race of men inha-

biting these old grounds of the Spanish conquer-
ors."

—

Presbyterian.

Pumpkins and Squashes of American Origin.—Dr Harris, of Harvard University, says : " Acci-
dent led me, some four years ago, to undertake the

investigation of the history ofsquashes and pump-
kins, which has led to quite interesting results.

Most of the older and well-known species and va-

rieties were by modern botanists supposed to have
come originally from Asia, and particularly from
India. This I have proved to be an error, and
have shown that these fruits were wholly unknown
to the ancients, no mention being made of them
in the Scriptures, nor by Greek and Latin authors

;

the writers of the middle ages, while they describe or

take note of other cucurbitaceous plants, entirely

omit pumpkins and squashes ; and these did not

begin to be known and noticed in Europe till after

the discovery of America. Early voyagers found
them in the West Indies, Peru, Florida, and even
on the coast of New England, where they were
cultivated by our Indians before any settlements

were made here by the Europeans. The old bot-

anists who flourished during the first century after

the discovery of the New World, or the West In-

dies, began to describe them for the first time, and
give to them specific names, indicating the Indian
(American) origin. Here arose the mistake of

modern botanists in referring these plants to the

East Indies and to Asia. From a study of the
history of the plant, I went next to a study of the
species with particular reference to their botanical

characters, and to this end have been cultivating

and examining, every year, all the kinds accessible

to me. I think I have established the facts that

all the fruits known by the names of pui
and ' squashes ' are of American origin ; that there
are three distinct groups of them—the first inclu

ding summer squashes and pumpkins, with deep,

five-furrowed fruit stems ; and the third, the winter
pumpkins and squashes, with short, cylindrical and
longitudinally wrinkled (but not five furrowed)
fruit stems. The last group was, probaly, origin

ally confined to tropical and sub-tropical parts of

the western side of this continent, from California

to Chili. The most esteemed varieties now culti-

vated in New England belong to this group, and
the best of them are the ' autumnal marrow' and
' acorn squashes.'

"

For "The Friend."

Guidance of llie Spirit in Support of Cliurch Oriler.

The support and right administration of the

discipline and order which Christ has ordained in

and for his church, has been regarded by substan-

tial Friends, as indispensable to the health of the

members, and a duty which they have felt incum-
bent on them. Some have been peculiarly quali-

fied by the spirit of Truth, for maintaining church
government, and their clear understanding and
firmness in the meekness of wisdom, for the sup-

port of the discipline, has been a blessing to the

members of the meeting to which they belonged.

Young persons have been instructed by their ex-

ample and counsel, and have been enlisted in the

same cause, so that they have become " helps in

government," a strength to their older friends

on whom the weight of the ark rested ; and when
these have been removed by death, it has be
placed on the shoulders of a succession prepared
in the school of Christ, and thus the light and
glory of the militant church under its blessed

Head, has been shed on one generation after

another. True Quakerism has been sustained, its

principles and testimonies upheld, by the men and
women who have thus conscientiously adhered to

the order and the discipline of our religious society.

After making a visit to the Friends on Long
Island in 1725, Thomas Chalkley wrote an epistle

to the Quarterly Meeting of Flushing, in which
he says :

" Now that which is on my mind to

your Quarterly Meeting, is after this manner,
concerning the government of the church of

Christ, of which church he is the Holy Head and
law giver; therefore we are to seek and wait for

counsel and wisdom from him, in all our Monthly
and Quarterly Meetings, for the well ordering of our
little society, which is growing and increasing in

the earth, and also in your island, notwithstand-
ing the invidious attempts of some men of corrupt
minds; and it will grow and increase more and
more, as we keep our places, our heavenly places

in Christ Jesus. Dear Friends, the good order
of Truth, and government of Christ in his church,
is a great help to us and our children, luhen car-

1 on in Christ's Spirit; pray observe or mind
that. For if our order and church government be
arried on in the spirit of man, as he is mere
man, though he is ever so crafty, or cunning, it

will do more hurt than good in the church of

Christ. Christ's spirit must govern Christ's

church; and when and where that is over all,

then and there Christ's church and kinsdom I
exalted, of whose kingdom and peace there wil Ig

no end ; and happy will all those be, whose ij

is in it.
I

Moses, the man of God, governed in the Jev j
church in the spirit of God; and when he foa
the work too heavy for him, the Lord put «
spirit on seventy more, who were help-meets i
the government; so that it was God's spirit "t.t

governed
; while that ruled, all was well ; but w «

they went from that, they fell into error and h,

obedience. At length the Messiah came; and.
governed his own little flock himself ; and wil
he ascended up on high, he promised his spit
should be with and in his church forever, and S
their holy guide into all truth, in which he wo J

also comfort them. Christ fulfilled this his r.
mise; for when his disciples waited at Jeruaal'i
to bo endued with power from on high, accord I

to the advice of their Lord, they were filled ^i
the gift and grace of the Holy spirit; and wll
the brethren and elders met together about i

afi'airs and government of the church, theyg;'^
forth rules and orders from that general meet '-

to the particular ones; and the Holy Ghost fl!

sided amongst them, which they signified to i--

other meetings, saying, 'It seemed good to ij

Holy Ghost and to us, to put you in inind of sii

a.nd such things.' And while this Holy Ghost,!
Spirit, governed in the primitive Christian churi''

all was well; God and Christ were glorified, a'

'is church and people edified; but by going ft I

that the apostacy (

Wherefore dear friends, keep close to the Spui
power, light, and divine life of Christ Jesus,

'

your Monthly, and Quarterly Meetings, for t!

government of the church, as well as in yc!
meetings for the worship of Almighty God; for'

we go from that, he will go from" us. The tes'

mony of Jesus, in the spirit of prophecy, opens

'

me after this manner : that ;/ our society ket
and lives up to the spirit and truth of C!hr,\

which hath been manifested to our forefaihe^
and to us also in this age, the great Lord of ,

will prosper his work in our hands, and hi.

both us and our children, as we and they kt'

therein. And as we have kept close to this o'

heavenly guide, how hath the Lord sweetly mai
tested his love and power to us in our meetin
for the well-ordering of our society ; which mai
times hath filled our hearts with pure praises, ai

holy thanksgiving, to the high and lofty One w
'

inhabits eternity, and dwells in the highe
heavens, and is light forever; to whom, with tl

Lamb of God, who takes away the sins of tl'

world, I recommend you, my dear and wclU
loved friends, brethren and sisters in Christ, wi''

my own soul. T. Chalklet." I

The fundamental cause of the degeneraci
which, it is to be feared, has overspread hundrec'
in our once greatly favoured society, is the reje!

tion of the immediate government of the Ho'
Spirit, first, in their individual capacity, takit

the direction of themselves into their own hand
"and hewing out to themselves cisterns, broke

cisterns, that can hold no water ;" in the secor

place, managing the affairs of the society accor I

ing to their own policy, not waiting upon the Lor
for the leadings and putting forth of his spirit, at'

thereby " changed their glory for that which dol^

not profit." It was not so in the primitive churc
Speaking of the diversities of gifts dispensed

different members, the apostle says, " all the

worketh that one and the self-same spirit, dividir

to every man severally as he will." "For I

one spirit are we all baptized into one bod,

whether Jews or Gentiles, bond or free, and ha
been all made to drink unto one spirit." Aftr
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! bribing the members constituting tlie body,

It showing the harmony that is to subsist among
dm, he says, "God hath tempered the body to-

l|her, having given more abundant linnour to

tljt part which lacked, that there should bo no

«ism in the body ; but that the members should

hre the same care one for another. And whether

3V member suffer, all the members suffer

HJh it; or one member be honoured, all the

ambers rejoice with it." This was the heavenly

lifmony and fellow-ihip, which the apostle labour-

jjto bring the Corinthians into. Now no Chris-

es profess more fully than we do, that the ful-

ikent of these scriptures is to be constantly

light after, and may be obtained—that Christ is

;i head, and if we are his disciples we are bap-

Ad by his spirit, and made members of the one

jjly, in which there is to be no schism. And if

iijare thus baptized, and do drink into this one

ijrit, we shall yield to its divine government,
i|l be constrained to labour to keep one another

ijlhe unity and communion of the Holy Ghost
to draw others into it. In a steadfast ad-

bj-ence to the discipline of the church, under the

EJidance of this divine Spirit, we shall feel bound
iestify against error, and to maintain the pre-

;us doctrines and testimonies of the gospel as

,.|y have been committed to our forefathers and
;,the faithful members of the society from its

p. Our deportment before the world, and our
•;ard to the reputation and rights of each other,

ist be consistent with our faith, if we support

I
principles as they ought to be. The apostle

)jnted out to the Philippians, the importance of

,[S consistency : "Only let your conversation be
lit beoometh the gospel of Christ; that whether
Come and see you or else be absent, I may hoar
your affairs, that ye stand fast in one spirit,

'|;h one mind, striving together for the faith of

'f
gospel ; and in nothing terrified by your ad-

f-saries ; which is to them an evident token of
j-dition, but to you of salvation, and that of God.
u- unto you it is given in the behalf of Christ,

i|; only to believe on Him, but also to suffer for

;'S sake." This is as essential for us as it was

j

the church in that day.

THE FRIEND
TEXTH MONTH 13,

lit is now fully ascertained, that the yield of
[lins of different kinds throughout the United
ites, is fully up to the average crop, and as a
|tch larger breadth of land was sown than ordi-

ry, the amount of cereals in the country is much
fater than will be required for the sustenance of

1; inhabitants. The long-suffering mercy of our
iivenly Father in so bountifully providing for

|! wants of his dependent but forgetful creatures,

jls for a grateful return, in a closer observance
his will, and a renewed endeavour to live con-
jmable thereto. Last year the withholding of

n, until the earth was parched, and its fruits

therod and died, forced upon all, some eonside-
ion of the helplessness of man, and the suffer-

;
to which we would soon be reduced, notwith-

nding all our boasted power and ingenuity,
3uld He see fit for the chastisement of our sins

shut up his tender mercy, and no lontrer com-
ind the earth to yield her increase. The shadow
want fell upon some parts of the land, and the
;rease of price in the necessaries of life, brought
nt and distress into the abodes of the poor, while
my who could not be classed with them, were
rdly pressed to make the means at their com-
md, supply the food and clothing indispensable

for themselves and their families. ]5ut it is to be

feared, that this gentle warning is too much un-

heeded, and that, with the return of an abundant
harvest, there is no more disposition than before in

the multitude, to remember and honour the boun-
tiful Giver, or to walk in the ways of his requiring.

Is there not therefore reason to apprehend, that

other and severer punishment may yet bo meted
out to us, in order that the people may learn

righteousness while the judgments of the Lord are

in the land?

There is a deficiency of near twenty million of

bushels of grain in France, and the harvest has

been hardly an average one in many parts of Ger-
many, so that all that can be spared from the

United States, will be wanted to feed the multi-

tudes in Europe. This deficiency of breadstuffs,

together with the dreadful losses and misery at-

tendant on the war, must needs bring sorrow and
suffering into thousands of families, and, we should

hope, would incline the hearts of all connected with

the governments of the belligerent courts, to seek

reconciliation, in order to put a stop as speedily as

possible to the manifold evils of their present i

tional contest.

In the meantime the demand from abroad, must
keep up the prices of flour, corn, &c., in this

country, and there is reason to fear the coming
winter will give rise to scenes of distress, simi"

to those which were witnessed in our large cities

last year. There will certainly be sufiieient want
to call forth the sympathy and the benevolence of

all who have the means and the hearts to give

Notwithstanding the wealthy harvest that has

been housed, the price of flour has fallen compara-

tively but little, and the tendency is rather upwards.

From one of our exchanges we take the follow-

ing extracts, showing the range of prices of flour

in this country, for the last sixty years.

"In 179G, flour sold in our m.arket at $15. Higb
figures ruled, with occasional fluctuations, up to 1801,

wlien sales were made a* $11.25. From this period

until 1805, the range was from $6.50 to $7.50. In 1805

sales were making for a short time at $15, and from this

period until 1810, flour was selling at $6 to $8.25, ex-

cepting 1810, when $11 to $12 were obtained. From
1812, and during the war, sales were made at $7.75 to

$10.50: and $11 was the highest figures obtainable in

1813. In 1817; $14.25 was the highest price obtained,

and in 1818, $10.75. From that period up to 1836,

prices ruled comparatively low, not rising .above $9, and
falling as low, in 1826, as $4.50.

" For a short period, during the years of 1846 and
1847, while the great famine prevailed in Ireland, prices

readied as high as $9.87}.
"In 1835, s.iles were making at $11 to $11.75 per

barrel. In 1838 prices fell to $8 and $8.75, and from
that on to 1853, they again ruled low, with generally

an abundant supply. The lowest figures, in 1840, were
$4.25, and in 1843, $3.75. From this on for several

years, prices were not much above $6.12}, nor below
$4. In 1854, or since the war in Europe, there has

been generally a good demand, with occasional fluctua-

tions. In the spring of 1855, sales were making at $8.50

to $9. Since then, there has been a general advance,

and active demand, until it reached $10.87, which is

the highest price obtained since 1837."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from England to Ninth month 22d.

No intelligence of moment had been received from the

Crimea, since that announcing the destruction of the

south side of Sebastopol. So far as appears, there had
been entire inaction in the camp of the allies, for ten

days succeeding that event, and the Russians had not

been molested in their occupation of the north side. No
statements had been received in England of the actual

losses sustained by the assailants, in the late great

struggle. A Russian account says, that the garrison

lost 2500 men on the last day of the bombardment, and
that the loss on the day of the final assault did not ex-

ceed that number. Gen. Pelissier telegraphs that he

found in Sebastopol 4000 cannon, 50,000 cannon b.alls,

and, notwithstanding the explosions, large stores of gun-

powder. It is also stated that some of the forts were
left uninjured, and that part of these have been since
destroyed by the allies. It was reported that the Em-
peror of Russia accompanied by the three Grand Dukes,
had left St. Petersburg, for Moscow and the Crimea.
Troops are being hurried to the Crimea, from France.
The numerous transports assembled at Marseilles and
Toulon, had been ordered to proceed direct to their

destination, without stopping at Constantinople.

Western Europe begins to feel symptoms of pressure
in its monetary and commercial relations.

Tlie deficiency in the wheat harvest of France, is es-

timated at about 18 millions of bushels; or one-twelfth

of the whole. The wheat crop in England, is said to be
rather beyond an average.

AUSTRIA.-—So soon as the Emperor received the

tidings of tlie capture of Sebastopol, he ordered his re-

presentatives at tlie English and French courts to pre-

sent his warmest congratulations to Queen Victoria and
the Emperor .N'apoleon. The cholera prevails in Vienna,
and other parts of the Empire.
RUSSIA.—The Emperor states that he is firmly re-

solved to accept no conditions of peace whatever, which
should be derogatory to Russia as a great power. In
St. Petersburg, salt and other foreign commodities had
reached enormous prices. For the staple products of
flax, hemp, linseed and other raw materials, there were
no purchasers. Many more troops had been ordered to

the Crimea. There is said to be great difficulty in pro-
viding the forces in that quarter with provisions and
supplies, on account of the great distance overland, by
which they must be sent. The German papers, however,
assert that the Russian army is still abundantly sup-
plied with food. The harvest has been plentiful in

Russia.

Liverpool Market.—The cotton market has been dull, and
prices have given way from J to \d. The stock in port wag
547,000 bales, of which 340,000 were American. The
flour market w.is firm, with an upward tendency.

Western flour was quoted at 38«. to 395. Southern, 38
to 405. Consols, 90J.
SPAIN.—Prosperity appears to be reviving in Spain

despite, the late troubles. The good effects attending

the recent energetic action respecting the church pro-
perty, have already manifested themselves. The sales

of the real estate, &c., belonging to the church, had been
well attended, and much larger prices had been obtained
than was anticipated.

HOLLAND.—The opening of the Dutch Chambers
took place at the Hague on the 17th. The King, who
was accompanied by Prince Frederick of the Nether-

lands, read a speech, in which he announced that the

relations of Holland with other powers were distinguish-

ed by sentiments of friendship and good will, and that

a strict neutrality would be continued during the pre-

sent war.
IT.ALY.—The cholera has been committing terrible

ravages in Florence. No less than 11,000 persons, it is

stated, were carried off by it, in the course of the Eighth
month. The usual population of the city is 100,000,

but it had been reduced to 60,000 by death and remo-
val.

SOUTH AFRICA.—Capetown dates to Eighth month
15th have been received. The papers state that the

efforts for the cultivation of sugar at Natel have met
with the most complete success. Commercial aflfairs

are more promising than for years past. The country

is now perfectly quiet.

BRITISH INDIA.—A formidable insurrection had
broken out in Northern India, among the Santhalls.

The insurgents had about 30,000 men in the field, which,

divided into bands, were ravaging the country to the

southeastward. There was no doubt of their defeat and
dispersion, as soon as the regular forces could be brought

to bear upon them. No adequate motive for the out-

break is known, beyond the usual hatred of an oppress-

ed people to their oppressors.

UNITED STATES.—The amount in the U. S. Trea-

sury, on the 30th ult., suljject to draft, was $21,769,000.
Massachusetts.—By the late census, it appears that the

cities and towns have increased largely since 1850. The
population of Lowell 1337,533, an increase of 4170; that

of Charlestown 21,742, an increase of 4526 ;
Cambridge

has 20,473, an increase in five years of about 33 per

cent. ; Taunton 13,750, an increase of 3307; Fall River

has 12,680 inhabitants, including 50 coloured persons

and 7 Indians.

Philadelphia.—T)ie law of the state for restraining the

sale of intoxicating drinks, went into operation on the

1st instant, but as yet has been little regarded by the

thousands of venders and tavern-keepers on whom it

was intended to operate. They have formed what is

called a liquor league, in order to sustain each other in

opposition to the law. Some arrests of offenders have
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been made, and the parties held to appear at the pre-
sent term of the Court. It -n-ill probably soon be de-
cided whether the law can be enforced. Some eflfectiial

remedy for the evils of intemperance, is greatly needed
in this city. Weather Slatislics.—The average tempe-
rature of the Ninth month was 67 J degrees, which is 2°

below the Ninth month of last year, and 2" higher than
the average of the last thirty years. The highest was
91° on the 12th, and the lowest 41° on the 20th. The
amount of rain, 4 inches. At Paoli, the average tem-
perature was 65i°, and the amount of rain 2.87 inches.

Mortality last week, 174.

Utah.—Accounts have been received from Salt Lake
City, to Eighth mo. 15th. The injuries inflicted by the

grasshoppers, do not appear to be so serious or general

as was feared. The wheat and oats are deficient, but
the corn and potatoes promised well. Salt is now ga-

thered in immense quantities from large lakes, which,

during high water, form part of Great Salt Lake. After

the water recedes, the salt remains on the ground from
three to six inches deep, at a distance of two miles from
the lake. The salt is clean, white and coarse.

Indian Battle.—A letter in the St. Peter's Minnesota

Courier, dated Northern West Port, Redwood states that

a desperate battle was fought on the 21st ult., between
the Chippewa and Sioux Indians, in which 77 Sioux
were killed and 17 wounded. Only 4 Chippewas were
killed.

Selmylhill County.—A fire damp explosion occurred
in one of the mines on the 5th inst., by which two per-

sona were killed, and another much injured. Our an-
thracite mines have hitherto suffered but little from fire

damp.
Miscellaneous.—Tunnelling Chicago River.—Thu Chicago

(111.) Tunnel Company have employed Edwin II. Tracey,

of New York, to superintend the prosecution of their

work, and intend to commence operating forthwith.

A New Shot Toicer—Tvro hundred feet in height, and
constructed entirely of iron, is about being built on
Centre street. New York. It is to be suflBciently strong

to bear a weight of five tons at the extreme top.

A Waterspout of a destructive character occurred near
Massling, in Germany, on the 5th of Ninth rao. Bridges,

mills and houses were destroyed. There were from 70

to 80 persons missing, and 40 persons had already been
found drowned.
A Scientific Veteran.—The venerable Alexander Hum-

boldt celebrated his eighty-sixth birthday on the 14th,

ultimo, in the full enjoyment of all his intellectual

powers.
A Record of Horrors.—From Lloyd's forthcoming

Steamboat Directory, says the Cincinnati Gazette, we
learn that since the application of steam on the Western
waters, there have been 39,672 lives lost by steamboat
disasters, 381 boats and cargoes lost, and seventy boats
seriously injured, amounting in the aggregate to thi

enormous sum of §67,000,000.
Curious Discovery.—BerthoUct, a young French chem

ist, has made the discovery, that alcohol can be pro
cured directly from olefiant gas, which can be extracted

in large quantities from coal.

Rapid Growth of Chicago.—Two thousand seven hun-
dred new buildings have been or are being erected ir

Chieago, Illinois, during the present season.

The Crimea.—Previous to the present desol.ating in-

vasion, this peninsula had a population of about 200,000
It contains upwards of nine thousand square miles, be-

ing larger than the State of Massachusetts. The climate
is mild, and the soil mostly fertile.

A Relic of the Past.—A man, who was recently dig
ging a cellar at Portage Lake, Michigan, found a mass
of copper, weighing 1276 pounds, which bears evident
traces of having been beaten and worked, until the rock
was entirely separated, leaving the pure mass of copper.
There are no indications of copper in the vicinity where
this mass was found.
Pure Native Iron, the existence of which the scientific

world has been disposed to doubt, has recently been
found in Liberia.

An Ancient Grape Vine.—One of the curiosities of
Paris, is the enormous vine which ornaments the court
of a house in the Rue des Malais St. Germaine. It is

said to have been planted by Racine, and supposing that
he did it in the last year of his life, the vine must be
now about 156 years of age, as that celebrated writer
died in 1GC9. It is this year in a flourishing condition,
and covered with fruit.

ProviMons and Ammunition.—li is said that the belli-

gerents have been and still are drawing very large sup-
plies of provisions and ammunition from the United
States. The thing has been managed very quietly, but
every powder mill in the United States has been for

months constantly and most fully employed, and that
article has been sent by whole cargoes to Europe. Salt-

petre has become very scarce, in consequence of the ex-
cessive consumption for making gunpowder.
A Remunerative Railroad.—The receipts of the Galena

and Chicago (111.) railroad have been over §1,200,000
for the past six months—enough, after allowing 50 per
cent, running expenses, to pay a half-yearly dividend of
11 per cent, on the cost of the road, $500,000. The
length of the road is 221 miles.

The Pope is suffering from an incurable disease, and
it is said Louis Napoleon has his eye upon the Papal
chair for his cousin, Lucien Bonaparte, son of Charles
Louis Bonaparte, who is to be made a Cardinal.

Great Sale of Wool.—Five hundred thousand pounds
of wool were recently sold in Troy, N. Y., by Hebring-
ton & Warren, to an Eastern merchant, for §200,000.

RECEIPTS.
Received from W. B. Oliver, agt., Mass., for N. Breed,

§2, vol. 28, for V. Meaden, $2, vol. 29, for A. Keene,
§2.12, to 3, vol. 29 ; from John Embree, per G. B. Allen,
§2, vol. 29 ; from Sarah Rhoads, §2, vol. 29 ; from A.
Dirkin, Eng., 10s., and for Jonathan Harris, Jonathan
Harris, jr., Jos. Harris, 10s. each, vol. 29, Wm. Wilson,
10s. to 42, vol. 29 ; from G. M. Eddy, agt., §2, M. Eddy,
T. K. Wilbur, Benj. Tucker, §2 each, vol. 29, for Gideon
Wilbur, S. and J. Tucker, §2 each, vol. 28

;
per J. Pen-

rose, 0., from Thos. Plumraer, M. Gifford, Richard Pen-
rose, §2 each, vol. 28 ; from John Burgess. §2, vol. 29

;

from Dr. J. Huestis, agt., 0., §2, vol. 29, for Elijah Hiatt,

$2, vol. 29 ; from Geo. Harrison, agt., Manchester, Eng.,
£12 13s.

An adjourned Meeting of " The Association of Friends
for the Free Instruction of Adult Coloured Persons,''
will be held on Sixth-d.iy evening. Tenth month 19th,
1855, at 8 o'clock, in the third story room of Friends'
Bookstore, No. 84 Arch street.

A general attendance of the members, is particularly
requested, and other Friends, who feel an interest in the
object of the Association, are also invited.

Charles J. Allen, Sec'ry.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The winter session of the School will commence on

Second-day, the 5th of Eleventh month next. The pupils
will be conveyed from the city, by railroad, to West
Chester, where conveyances will be in waiting to take

to the School, on the arrival of the morning and
afternoon cars, on Second-day, the 5th, and Third-day,
the Cth of Eleventh month. The children will get their
baggage the diiy after their arrival. The cars leave the
depot, south side of Market street, above Eighteenth,
(formerly Schuylkill Fifth street,) at half past 7 o'clock,
A. M., and at half past 3 o'clock, p. m. The agent of the
school will be at the railroad depot on Second and
Third-day afternoons, and will furnish pupils with tickets,
and accompany them to West Chester. Those who go
by the morning train will be furnished with tickets by
a person in attendance. To those who procure tickets
as directed, the fare from Philadelphia to the School,
including baggage, will be one dollar, which will be
charged at the School. All baggage should be distinctly
marked West-town, and with the name of the owner,
and should be sent directly to the depot.
The West-town oflSce is at Friends' Bookstore, No.

84 Arch street, where all small packages for the pupils
left before 12 o'clock on Sixth-days, will be forwarded.
All letters for the pupils and others at the School, should
be sent by mail, directed to West-town Boarding-School,
West Chester P. 0., Chester Co., Pa. Packages should
be distinctly marked and put up in a secure manner, so
that their contents will not be liable to be lost by hand-
ling. The stage will leave West Chester for the School,
during the !(.7n?<T session, on Second, Fourth, and Seventh-
days, on the arrival of the morning cars from the city,

and from the School to West Chester on the same days,
to meet the morning cars for Philadelphia. The fare
for each passenger to and from West Chester by the
stage, will be 25 cents. When special conveyances at

times are provided at the School, an extra charge

., 2d, 1855.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.
A man Friend is wanted to assist on the farm at

Tuuessassah, and to aid in carrying ont the concern
for the improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkinton,
377 S. Second street.

Thomas Etaxs,
Philad., Tenth mo., 1855. 180 Arch street.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in ij

Institution.

Application may be made to either of the undersigi
|

members of the Committee. I'

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del. ;

Thomas Evaxs, 1 di , j I

Samuel Bettle, Jr.
jP'"''"^^-

,

Married, at Friends' Meeting, Frankford, on Fi i.

day, the 4th inst., William Birdsall, of New Yorki)
-Martha S. Newbold, of the former place.

f

Died, on the 11th of the Ninth month, 1855, Saiji
HiLLMAx; a member and minister of the Northern li.

trict Monthly Meeting, Philadelphia, aged 61 yei:
Having been brought under religious exercise in i,

early years of her life, and yielding obedience to the '.

speaking voice of the Shepherd of Israel, she was I

abled to make many sacrifices, and became an exam-i
to her young friends, of simplicity and consistent wal-
ing. Endued with a good understanding, sanctified -

the power of Divine grace, in process of time she i-

came qualified to exercise a sound judgment in i

affairs of the church, to the strengthening and comil
of the burden bearers, and in the right administrati
of the discipline. Believing it to be the design of t

blessed Master, if she continued faithfully to follow
'

leadings to call her into the ministry, slie was gres!
humbled under a sense of the awfulness of the wc
and passed through many deep baptisms, preparat,
to entering thereon. She first appeared as a minis i

in the year 1830, while accompanying our late Frien
George and Ann Jones, of England, in visiting some'
the meetings in New Jersey. The gift committed to U
was occupied with godly fear, and to the edification!'
the sincere-hearted, her communications being sot
and clear in the doctrines of the gospel, as held by i

religious Society of Friends. She was unmoved by f

of the errors attempted to be brought into the Socle'
for having experienced the work of sanctification, i!

knew the voice of her Saviour in whom she fully li

lieved, and was enabled by Him to detect the fallacji.'

the pretended increase of light, that leads awayfrj
the faith of our forefathers in the Truth. In the trij

of the present day, she faithfully bore her part, a!

though suffering from weakness and disease, she of!
endeavoured to cheer her friends to hold on their w
without faltering, believing that the Lamb and his f

j

lowers would finally have the victory. She travel I

but seldom abroad in religious service, beyond the lim'

of her own Yearly Meeting, but frequently attenc

meetings in the neighbourhood of the city, to the sati

ind encouragement of Friends. In the lastt

months of her life, feeling that there were some del|

of this kind undischarged, she was drawn, in the opf|

ngs of Truth, to attend several meetings, and tovi;

some individuals under affliction, which yielded 1'

much peace, and in which there was an enlargement!
the work of the gospel, which showed that her lai;

was trimmed, and her vessel kept supplied with t,

heavenly oil. Her last sickness was short, being of l

three days' continuance. She had long suffered frt

disease in the chest, which, with the weight of religio!

exercise she passed through, had undermined her heah
and greatly reduced her strength, so that her frail 1

bernacle soon sunk under the attack of fever of whi,
she died

;
yet her mind remained unclouded to the la:

and being sustained by her divine Master, under mu
bodily suffering, she gave evidence that she was settl

on the Rock of ages, the foundation of the righteous
every generation. She had at different times express:

her belief, that her release was not far distant, and
few hours before the close, on its being remarked to h

that she was about to enter into her heavenly rest, s

replied, " Yes, I have loved my Saviour, and He dc

not desert me now." She thus laid down her life

peace, and, we believe, has her portion among the ch

dren of the first resurrection, the ransomed and redeei -

ed out of every nation, who are forever praising a

magnifying the Lord God, and the Lamb who has wash

,

them, and made their garments white in his own pi

cious blood.
I

•, on the 11th of Ninth month, after a few da'i

illness, at the residence of his mother Tacy Hall, Robe.
Hall, an esteemed member of Somerset Monthly Mei

ing, Belmont Co., Ohio, in the 45th year of his as

This sudden removal from comparative health, hi

caused many of his friends deeply to mourn his lo-

yet not without a comfortable belief that He who doei

all things well, hath in wisdom done this, and frrant|

an entrance into that kingdom of light, which :

so earnestly concerned to obtain.
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The Gulf Stream.

'he chapters on the Gulf Stream in Maury's
^sical Geography of the Sea, are replete with

iirest, but as a whole, probably too much ex-

iled for the limited columns of "The Friend."
[is difficult to do justice to the author or his sub-

',, by any extracts, but it is believed the portion.s

;|cted will be found to have sufficient value and
irest to warrant tbeir insertion.

(
There is a river in the ocean. In the severest

ijights it never fails, and in the mightiest floods

[over overflows. Its banks and its bottom are

^old water, while its current is of warm. The
|f of Mexico is its fountain, and its mouth is in

(Arctic Seas. It is the Gulf Stream. Tbere
the world no other such majestic flow of wa-
its current is more rapid than the Missis-

i or the Amazon.
Its waters, as far out from the Gulf as the

wlina coasts, are of an indigo blue. They are

distinctly marked, tbat their line of junction

i[i the common sea-water may be traced by the

I

Often one half of the vessel may be per-

jed floating in Gulf Stream water, while the

,'r half is in common water of the sea ; so sharp

le line, and such the want of affinity between
'e waters, and the reluctance, on the part of

e of the Gulf Stream to mingle with the com-
|. water of the sea.

(What is the cause of the Gulf Stream has
iiys puzzled philosophers. Modern investiga-

is and examinations are beginning to throw
[e light on the subject, though all is not yet

f-
I Early writers maintained that the Mississippi

r was the father of the Gulf Stream. Its

Is, they said, produce it; for its velocity, it

held, could be computed by the rate of the

ent of the river. Captain Livingston over-

ed this hypothesis, by showing that the volume
rater which the Mississippi river empties into

Gulf of Mexico, is not equal to the one thou-
jlth part of that which escapes from it through

I

Gulf Stream. Moreover, the water of the
*f Stream is salt—of the Mississippi, fresh; and
e philosophers forgot that just as much salt as

pes from the Gulf of Mexico through this

i|im, must enter the Gulf through some other
|mel from the main ocean ; for, if it did not,

IGulf of Mexico, in process of time, unless it

ija salt bed at the bottom, or was fed with salt

ngs below—neither of which is probable

—

lid become a fresh water basin. The above
|;ed argument of Captain Livingston, however,

was held to be conclusive ; and upon the remains
of the hypothesis which he had so completely over-

turned, he set up another, which, in turn, has been
upset. In it he ascribed the velocity of the Gulf
Stream as depending ' on the motion of the sun
in the ecliptic, and the influence he has on the

waters of the Atlantic' But the opinion that

came to be the most generally received and deep-

rooted in the mind of sea-fiiring people, was the

one repeated by Dr. Franklin, and which held tliat

the Gulf Stream is the escaping of the waters that

have been forced into the Caribbean Sea by the

trade-winds, and that it is the pressure of those

winds upon the water which forces up into that

sea a head, as it were, for this stream. Wo know
of instances in which waters have been accumu-
lated on one side of a lake, or in one end of a

canal, at the expense of the other. But they are

rare, sudden, and partial, and for the most part

confined to sheets of shoal water, where the ripples

are proportionably great. As far as they go, the

pressure of the trade-winds may assist to give the

Gulf Stream its initial velocity, but is it of itself

adequate to such an eifect? To my mind the

laws of Hydrostatics, as at present expounded, ap-

pear by no means to warrant the conclusion that

it is, unless the aid of other agents also be brought
to bear."

The author here enters into a careful examina-
tion of the phenomena and facts involved in the

investigation, in order to demonstrate that the

trade-winds are quite inadequate to the eft'ect as-

cribed, and that winds have little to do with the

general system of aqueous circulation in the ocean.

He then proceeds to give his own views on the

subject, only a portion of which are presented in

these extracts. " When facts are wanting, it often

happens that hypothesis will serve, in their stead,

all the purposes of illustration. Let us, therefore,

suppose a globe of the earth's size, having a solid

nucleus, and covered all over with water two hun-
dred fathoms deep ; and that every source of heat
and cause of radiation be removed, so that its

fluid temperature becomes constant and uniform
throughout. On such a globe, the equilibrium
remaining undisturbed, there would be neither

wind nor current.

" Let us DOW suppose that all the waters within
the tropics, to the depth of one hundred fathoms,

suddenly becomes oil. The aqueous equilibrium of

the planet is thereby disturbed, and a general system
of currents and counter-currents is immediately
commenced—the oil, in an unbroken sheet on the

surface, running toward the poles, and the water, in

under-current, towards the equator. The oil

IS supposed, as it reaches the polar basin, to bo

reconverted into water, and the water to become
oil as it crosses Cancer and Capricorn, rising to

the surface, and returning as before.

" Thus, without wind, we should have a per-

petual and uniform systems of tropical and polar

currents. In consequence of diurnal rotation of

the planet on its axis, each particle of oil, were

esistanoe small, would approach the poles on a

spiral turning to the east, with a relative velocity

greater and greater, until, finally, it would reach

the pole and whirl about it at the rate of nearly

a thousand miles the hour. Becoming water and

losing its velocity, it would approach the tropics

by a similar, but inverted spiral, turning toward

the west. Owing to the principle here alluded to,

all currents from the equator to the poles should
have an eastward tendency, and all from the poles

toward the equator a westward.
" Let us now .suppose the solid nucleus of this

hypothetical globe to assume the exact form and
shape of the bottom of our seas, and in all respects,

as to figure and size, to represent the shoals and
islands of the sea, as well as the continents and
coast linos of the earth. The uniform system of
currents just described would now be interrupted

by obstructions and local causes of various kinds,

such as unusual depth of water, contour of shore
lines, &c., and we should have at certain places

currents greater in volume and velocity than at

others. But still there would be a system of cur-

rents and counter currents to and from either pole

and the equator. Now, do not the cold waters of

the north, and the warm waters of the Gulf, made
ipeeifioally ligiiter by tropical heat, which we see

ictually preserving such a system of counter cnr-

ents, hold, at least in some degree, the relation of

he supposed water and oil ? In obedience to the

laws here hinted at, there is a constant tendency
of polar waters towards the tropics, and of tropical

waters toward the poles. Captain Wilkes, of the

United States Exploring Expedition, crossed one

of these hyperborean under-currents two hundred
miles in breadth at the equator.

"Assuming the maximum velocity of the Guli"

Stream at five knots, and its depth and breadth in

the Narrows of Bemini as before stated, (viz. 75
miles in width, and 200 fathoms in depth,) the

vertical section across would present an area of

two hundred millions of square feet moving at the

rate of seven feet three inches per second. The
difference of specific gravity between the volume
of Gulf water that crosses this sectional line in

one second, and an equal volume of water at the

ocean temperature of the latitude, is fifteen mil-

lions of pounds. If these estimated dimensions

(assumed merely for the purposes of illustration)

be within limits, then the force per second ope-

rating here to propel the waters of the Gulf toward

the pole, is the equilibrating tendency due to fif-

teen millions of pounds of water in the latitude of

Bemini.
" In investigating the currents of the seas, such

agencies should be taken into account. As a

cause, I doubt whether this one is sufficient o.

tself to produce a stream of such great velocity,

s that of the Gulf; for, assuming its estimated

discharge to be correct, the proposition is almost

susceptible of mathematical demonstration, that to

overcome the resistance opposed in consequence

of its velocity, would require a force at least suffi-

cient to drive, at the rate of three miles the hour,

ninety thousand millions of tons up an inclined

plane, having an ascent of three inches to the mile,

supposing there to be no resistance from fric-

tion. Yet the very principle from which this

agent is derived, is admitted to be one of the chief

causes of those winds, which are said to be the

sole cause of this current."

The reluctance of the Gulf Stream to minglo its

waters with those of the ocean, is considered by
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Maury to be probably due to its galvanic proper-

ties, higher temperature, and greater degree of

saltness, all combined.
" Now, a greater density, itaplying of course a

greater specific gravity, would serve, as well as a

higher level, to impart an initial velocity, but with

this difference : the heavier waters would, by rea-

son of their greater pressure, be ejected through

the most convenient aperture out into the ocean

of lighter waters by a sort of squirti>t(/ force. But

what, it may be asked, should make the waters of

the Mexican Gulf and Caribbean Sea Salter than

the waters of like temperature in those parts of

the ocean through which the Gulf Stream flows '{

There are physical agents that are known to be at

work in difi'erent parts of the ocean, the tendency

of which is to make the waters in one part of the

ocean Salter and heavier, and in another part lighter

and less salt than the average of sea-water. These

agents are those employed by sea-shells in secret-

ing solid matter for their structures, also of heat

and radiation, evaporation and precipitation. In

the trade-wind regions at sea, evaporation is gene-

rally in excess of precipitation, while in the extra-

tropical regions the reverse is the case; that is,

the clouds let down more water than the winds

take up again ; and these are the regions in which

the Gulf Stream enters the Atlantic."

(To be conlinued.)

Epistle of George Fox.

To all the elect, faithful, called, and chosen o/

God, tlie flock and herita(je of God, who ha

been acquainted with the dealings of the Lord, and

.have kept your habitations in his life, power, and

truth, being built upon the holy, heavenly rock and

foundation Christ Jesus, who was the Joundatiou

of the prophets and apostles, which foundation

stands sure.

Many foundations have been laid since the

apostles' days, by such as have gone from Christ,

the true and sure foundation ; but their founda-

tions have proved rotten, and come to naught ; and

they themselves have come to loss. Many, since the

day of Christ and the Truth hath appeared in this

nation, have had some openings and sights, and

come among us for a time ; and then gone out

from us again ; these have been the comers and

goers, like those in the apostles' days. Such had

an outward profession of the Truth, and have gone

from the true foundation, Christ Jesus, and so

from the heavenly society, and unity of the saints

in light. Then they set' up foundations of their

own, and having a form of godliness, hut out of

the power thereof, out of the order thereof, such

have turned to janglings and vain disputings

This sort of spirit you have been acquainted with,

who have kept your habitations in Christ Jesus,

the first and the last. And you are not insensible

of the scurrilous and filthy books of lies and di

famations, which have been spread abroad in this

nation, and beyond the seas, against the faithful

It is very well that the Lord hath suflered them

to publish their own shame in print, that Truth's

enemies may be discovered ; that their fruits and

spirits have appeared and manifested themselves

both in print and otherwise. And I do believe,

that the Lord will yet suii'er this spirit so to pub-

lish its fruits, its shame and nakedness, to pro-

fessor and profane, and to all sober, moderate, and
innocent people, that its shame and nakedi

shall more fully appear. Though for a time it

hath been hid and covered with the fig-leaves of

au outward profession, and sometimes with fawn-

ing and flutteriug words, as at other times it hath

discovered itself by rough, lying, and defamin

words
;
yet the Lord God will blast all such vaiu

talkers, that do not walk in the order of life, truth

and the gospel. Therefore, ye that are faithful,

stand fast in the liberty wherewith Christ hath

made you free in his government. It is upon his

boulders ; he bears it up ; of the increase of it,

nd of its peace, there is no end. For all quar-

elers against his order and government are not in

him, nor in his heavenly, spiritual government

and peace. Therefore, ye faithful ones, who have

stood the trial through many persecutions, impri-

nents, spoilings of goods
;
you know that there

crown of glory laid up for you, You that suf-

fer with Christ shall reign with him in his king-

dom of glory
;
ye that die with Christ, shall live

with him in eternal life, in the world that hath no

end, who have gone through the sufferings with-

out, and within, by false brethren, by comers and

goers, that have caused the way of Truth to be

evil spoken of, and have been the persecutors of

the faithful, with their tongues ; and by printing

and publishing their lying and defaming books,

against the faithful, these have stirred up the

magistrates and priests, who were willing to get

any occasion to speak evil of the right way, and

precious Truth of Christ, by which his people are

made free ; it would have been better for such

had they never been born. But God hath brought

them to light, and their fruits and ravenous spirit

are seen, savoured, and known ; who are become

Judases, and sons of perdition, to betray Christ,

now within, (where he is made manifest,) to the

priests and magistrates, and profane, as Judas be-

trayed Christ without to the priests and Pilate

;

though some of the magistrates and sober people

see their envy and folly, and that they have more

malice than matter against the faithful. But the

Lord will consume this Judas, or son of perdition.

The Lord will consume him with the Spirit of his

mouth, and destroy him with the brightness of his

coming. So let all the faithful look unto the

Lord. And let that wicked son of perdition know,

though he may be got as highly as Judas without,

(who was partaker of the ministry with the apos-

tles,) " the Lord will consume him with the Spirit

of his mouth, and destroy him with the brightness

of his coming." That is his portion. The bright-

ness of the Lord will destroy him, and the Spirit

of his mouth will consume him. And when he is

destroyed and consumed, there will not be a son of

perdition to betray Christ in his people, and his

people that live and walk in Christ, who hath all

power in heaven, (mark in heaven,) and in earth

given to him ; and with his holy and glorious

power he limits and orders, so that nothing shall

be done against his people, but what is sufi'ered

for their trial and their good, neither by apostates,

persecutors with the tongues, Judases, sons ot

perdition to betray, or the outward powers to im-

prison, or spoil goods; all these are limited by

Christ's power, who hath all power in heaven and

in earth, given to him. Every one's faith is to

stand in him and his power, and rejoice in his

power, and see the increase of his righteous, holy,

heavenly, spiritual, peaceable government, in

which the glorious, holy order of life, is lived and

walked in, by all his sons and daughters. In his

Spirit is the holy unity and bond of peace; though

ye be absent in body, one from another, yet all

joying and rejoicing, being present in his Spirit,

and beholding in the same Spirit, your spiritual

order, unity and fellowship, and the steadtastness

of your faith in Christ Jesus, who is steadfast for

ever, the first and the last, whose presence i:

among his people, and who is their Head. Here
is heavenly Sion known, and heavenly Jerusalem,

and the innumerable company of angels, (which

are spirits,) and thelspirits of the just men made
perfect. Here is the geueral assembly, and a

general, heavenly, holy, unJ spiritual joy and re-

joicing, lauding and praising the Lord God
1

mighty and the Lamb, that lives forevenn y

Amen. G. ] i

London, the 14th of tho
;

Eighth month, 1683. '

Read this in your assemblies amongst the fa
|<,

ful.

Liberia.

Eecent events in Liberia have tended toi
tract more than ordinary attention to that j.

public. Among these, perhaps, the most im '[.

tant is the election of a new President. Soniji

responsibility rests upon the chief executive of ji

of a young country, that the character of the i ii.

vidual is always looked to with great interest, j

is not required that he should be a man of 'j

great genius, or remarkable qualities. In the Is

of a colony like that of Liberia, what is cbi
j

desirable is that the President should posji

patriotism, integrity of purpose, prudence, anii

practical knowledge of his duties. With freci

stitutions, a fertile soil, the incentive of acl
need, and a clear field for action, added to i(

absence of powerful neighbours, the people tfcji

selves will take care of their own interests, 'c

furnish that material basi-s of prosperity n'm

which may be built an enduring empire.
[

Liberia has every thing in her favour, and tho J

her progress may appear slow, yet from such si .J

and insignificant beginnings often spring mif \

States. Founded by the United States, and t

fostered by our capital and entei-prise, she has l(

received substantial aid and encouragement fii

some of the most powerful nations of Europe, j

has furnished her with a regular mail steamij]

communication. By several her independiji

has been formally recognized. Not one pea

wishes to interfere with her progress. All si

anxious to assist the republic, and to promote \

prosperity.

Liberia had the good fortune to make choici

an excellent man for her first President. !

Roberts proved himself a statesman of supeii

administrative ability. He was every way fi,(

to supervise the organization of a new governml
and put the machinery in working order. Ui>i

his direction everything went on harmonic i

and prosperously. The people of Liberia evitc

their confidence by re-electing him for sevi

successive terms. Most probably he would I

have been continued in his position had he not;

clined being again a candidate. During Lis I

ministration, Liberia, besides becoming a setj

and growing power, acquired for herself a n i

abroad, and marked out a distinct policy, w'l

was pursued with vigour and effect. Commeia
treaties were made with foreign states; educali

was fostered; a substantial basis of a natiii

commerce was laid, and an equally sound basii

agriculture formed, calculated eventually to r€;l

in the production of large quantities of valul

exports. Trade was established with the vast i

prolific interior, which must increase those exf t

and at the same time extend the influence of i

republic. All the native tribes within the t i

tories of the government were rigorously kepil

subjecticn. Many thousands of them abandca

savage life, and became the pupils of eivilizata

According to reliable representations they are I

of the protection and peace thus afforded tlfi

and make promising citizens. It is, perhaps, a

generally known that at this time Liberia i

more inhabitants than both Paraguay and Uru'ji;

combined. Such is the case, and from that «

the. reader may infer the rapidly growing iir i

tance of tho republic. Tho territory has also '.

much increased by purchase, and by acquisitii i
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>r ways, and at this time covers about five hun-

i miles of sea coast.

jitepheu A. Benson, the successor of— Roberts

^-'resident, is said to be a native of the country,

;;ugh born of parents who emigrated from the

I'ited States. — Roberts was a native of the

ier, and the fact of his successor in the high

l;e of President being African by birth, is sig-

Icant of the progress of the country. S. Ben-

! has several times been Vice President, and a

nber of the legislature, so that he has all the

uisite experience and knowledge of political

irs. In fact, he has been bred in the Liberian

ool of politics, and therefore, if there is any-

3g original there, we shall see it. He is spoken

lis having capacity sufficient to make a good exe-

|ive officer. No doubt he will feel some ambi-

'i to distinguish his administration by acts

!ich may be hereafter pointed to as evidence of

'success, such as the extension of the area of

republic, and the founding of cities in the in-

or. As yet the revenues of Liberia are per-

is inadequate to the support of any considera-

maritime force, but if Benson has any esecu-

! ability, he will devote it to the task of pro-

ing increased means. This will be a work of

at difficulty, as the people are poor and their

[imerce limited.

i3appiiy for the new President, if he has any

[irations to make his administration distingnish-

I

events are throwing opportunities in his way.

;the very outset a project has been started by
lie of the American friends of Liberia to consoli-

'e with it the British colony of Sierra Leone,

lich immediately joins it on the north, and the

Iryland colony at the south, which, though com-

thended under the general name of Liberia, yet

iintains a separate existence with an organized

[ernment of its own. When the proposition

1) at first broached, the friends of the Maryland

bny appeared indisposed to favour it, but a better

iling has since been manifested ; some difference

ms to prevail as to whether the two American
bnies ought to have but one unitary consoli-

ed government, or form a federal union with

rra Leone, each maintaining its own local

.ereignty. Either would answer well enough,

1 the discussion of these details seems to augur

success of some scheme of union, so far as the

jierican colonies are concerned. But it is more
'ibtful whether Great Britain will consent to

t with Sierra Leone ; for though it is of no

at value to her intrinsically, and has only been

ful as a naval depot in her operations against

slave trade, yet there are on the same section

|:he African coast, Senegambia, colonies owned
France and Portugal. The British have also

'ther colony at the mouth of the Gambia river,

led Bathurst, and they may have ulterior views

that region inconsistent with the severance of

.rra Leone. Still, the importance of the project

ders it worth an effort, as the British govern-

nt has manifested much interest in the pros-

ity of Liberia, and appeared willing to afford

the aid in its power. Should Sierra Leone be

ed to Liberia, the territory of the republic will

der upon the Portugese colony, which lies on

Rio Grande. Its neighbours then will be im-

•tant, necessitating diplomatic intercourse with

: courts of Portugal, France, and England,
e French colony of St. Louis occupies the most
imising position of any of the European settle-

nts. It is at the mouth of the river Senegal, a

ch larger and longer stream than any other on
! coast of Senegambia or Liberia, which the

3nch have recently navigated far into the inte-

r by means of large steamboats. The efi'orts

de in that quarter by the French, show that

they have hopes of building up an important

colony there. But the acquisition of more terri-

tory on the coast is a matter of minor interest com-

pared with the enterprise which necessity has just

started for the formation of settlements in the in-

terior. Liberia has coast enough at present, but

no back country of her own. The territory is only

forty miles wide, and the colonists are all clustered

upon or near the coast. It is believed that much
of the sickness hitherto suffered by the emigrants

has arisen from this cause, and that if there were

places in the interior to which they could be sent,

it would be a sanitary improvement. Already

this idea has been acted upon, and vigorous efforts

have been made to collect funds for the purpose.

It is easy to see that from such a policy important

consequences must ensue to the republic, resulting

in the acquisition of territory in the interior and a

rapid increase of the consequence and dignity of

the nation.—iV". American.

John Barclay, in the address with which he

prefaces the Life of William Dewsbury by Ed-

ward Smith, has the following remarks; which

may bring some encouragement to those who,

though under much discouragement, are honestly

striving to maintain the struggle for upholding

and promoting primitive doctrine and primitive

practice in our degenerate Society. A willingness

to suffer fur the Truth, under whatever disadvan-

tageous circumstances we may appear to be placed,

with a steady reliance on the immediate guidance

of the Holy Spirit, and humble obedience to its

requirements as made known in the heart; will

undoubtedly in time extricate us from the difficul-

ties and disorder, brought in by a departure from

the faith and footsteps of our honorable predeces-

sors. Please, if approved, insert the extract in

"The Friend."
" I would fain express some of the warmth of

desire, which has often pervaded my heart while

engaged in revising these sheets, that the profess-

ing members of a church, so distinguished as ours

has been by the protection and nurture of her

Head and Husband, may be encouraged by ob-

serving how memorably He hath stood by her, and

by all her simply obedient children whose souls

have been true to Him :—He hath indeed borne

them as on eagles' wings. He hath cherished

them in his bosom. This small volume is but a

single evidence, among very many that might be

consulted by the inquiring mind, all proving that

Divine support and strength which uniformly at-

tended the uncompromising faithfulness of those,

who have gone before us in this Christian path

and warfare. And is not the same power ever

near, to counsel and to help his dependent little

ones in every age, to guide even into all truth,

yea, to preserve them from the most specious de-

vices of our soul's enemy ? It is true, this cruel

enemy and his instruments, would persuade us of

this day, that such immediate guidance is dubious

and uncertain, and that the way of the cross is too

difficult and offensive to be trodden. But how

shall any of us, who have tasted the loving-kind-

ness and good presence of the Lord Jesus Christ

revealed in us, for a moment listen to these sug-

gestions ? How shall we turn aside from follow-

ing on to know Him in these his heavenly visita-

tious ? By these, he called and awakened'us at

the first, touching and drawing our hearts after

himself; in this manner he brought us 'out of

darkness into his marvellous light,' which we have

indeed found to be the very ' light of life,' cheer-

ing and sustaining our drooping minds under

every discouraging circumstance. Hitherto he

hath helped us ; we have found grace to help, suf-

ficient grace, according to all our times of need

;

he hath strengthened with the might of his Spirit

our inner man,—and just in proportion as we have
patiently waited on him for the lifting up of his

countenance upon us. Shall we then as individ-

uals or as a people forego our privileges, shall we
ever shift our ground, suffer our feet to be beguiled

to backsliding, by in anywise accommodating our-

selves to the low views and false faith which so

evidently abound ? Should we not rather be afresh

incited by all that we read and hear, observe and

undoubtedly feel, of the operation of the grace of

Jesus Christ,—should we not be animated to a

grateful surrender of soul unto Him, who hath

wrought, and is still willing to work in and for

us great deliverances, plenteous redemption !

Should we not be hereby engaged to cleave the

more closely unto Him, whose hand is not at all

shortened, whose faithfulness hath not failed, and

whoso forbearances have been lengthened out, his

mercies multiplied upon us !"

From " The Leisure Hour."

The Bcavcr in Caiiadn.

To see the beaver to advantage, we must study

his habits as he exists in North America, where

his skin forms so important an article of commerce,

and where he appears to be so much respected,

that in Canada he figures in the national shield, as

an emblem of industry and sagacity. The follow-

ing notice, indeed, from the columns of a Canadian

journal, would represent him as a sort of model

lumberer or backswoodman, whose provident and

temperate habits might with advantage be imi-

tated by those settling on the banks of the St.

Lawrence.
" One cannot fail to be struck with admiration

and astonishment on visiting the haunts of the

beaver, nor can we wonder that the red men
should place him at the head of animal creaton,

or make a Manitou of him, when Egypt, the mo-

ther of the arts, worshipped such stupid and dis-

gusting deities. Whether you call it instinct, or

whether it is to be called reason, one thing is cer-

tain, that if half of humanity were as intelligent,

as provident, as laborious, and as harmless as the

beaver, ours would be a very different world from

what it is.

" The beaver is the original lumberman and the

first of hydraulic engineers. Simple and unosten-

tatious, his food is the bark of trees, and his dwell-

ing—a mud cabin, the door of which is always

open, but under water—conditions which secure

retirement, and are favourable to cool contempla-

tion. The single object of his existence being to

secure bark enough for himself and family, one

would suppose there would not be much difficulty

in that; but as neither beaver nor any other ani-

mals, except man, are addicted to works of super-

erogation, we may be sure that the former in aW

his laborious arrangements—and those too which

alter the face of nature to such an important de-

gree—does no more than is absolutely necessary

for him to do. Cast in an inhospitable climate,

nearly the whole of his labour is for the purpose

of laying in his necessary winter supplies, and

water is the only medium by which he can pro-

cure and preserve these. Too highly civilized for

a noiuadic life, he builds permanently, and does

not quit his habitation until driven from it, like

other respectable emigrants, by stern necessity.

We cannot better illustrate the habits of this in-

teresting animal than by accompanying a beaver

family, on some fine evening in May, in search of

a new home. The papa beaver, with his sons and

sons-in-law, wife, daughters and daughters-in-law,

and it may be grandchildren, sallies forth ' pros-

pecting' the country for a good location—that is,

a stream of easy navigation, and having an abun-
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dant supply of their favourite food, the silver birch
and poplar, growing as near the river as possibl
Having selected these ' limits,' the next step is to

place their dwelling so as to command the greatest

amount of food. For this purpose they go as ft

below the supplies as the character of the stream
will permit. A pond of deep still water being an
indispensable adjunct to their dwelling, this is ob
tained by the con.struction of a dam, and few en
gineers could select a site to produce the required

result so efficiently and economically. The dam
and dwelling are forthwith commenced, the ma
terials employed in both being sticks, roots, mud
and stones, the two former being dragged by the

teeth, the latter carried between the fore paws and
the chin. If the dam is extensive, whole trees

are gnawed down, the largest of which are of the

diameter of an ordinary stove pipe, the stump
being left standing about eighteen inches above
the ground, and pointed like a crayon. Those
trees which stand upon the bank of the stream
they contrive to drop into the water as cleverly as

the most experienced woodman : those which arc

more distant, are cut up by their teeth into pieces,

which can be dragged to the water. These trees

and branches are floated down to the site of the

dam, where they are dragged ashore and placed so

that the tops shall be borne down by the current,

and thus arrest the descending detritus and form

a strong and tight dam. Critical parts are built

up ' by hand,' the sticks and mud when placed re-

ceiving a smart blow from the beaver's tail, just

as a bricklayer settles his work with the handle of

his trowel. The habitation or hut of the beaver
is almost bomb-proof; rising like a dome from the
ground on the margin of the pond, and someti

six or eight feet in thickness in the crown. The
only entrance is from a level of three or four feet

under the water of the pond. These precautions
are necessary, because, like all enterprising an
mals, the beaver is not without enemies. The
wolverine, who is as fond of beaver tail as an old
nor'wester, would walk into his hut if he could
only get there; but having the same distaste for
water as the cat, he must forego the luxury. It

is not, however, for safety that the beaver adopts
the submarine communication with his dwelling,
although it is for that he restricts himself to it'

The same necessity which compels him to build s

dam, and thus create a pond of water, obliges him
to maintain communication with that pond when
the ice is three feet thick upon its surface. Living
upon the bark of trees, he is obliged to provide a
comparatively great bulk for his winter's consump-
tion ; and he must secure it at the season when
the new bark is formed, and before it commences
to dry; he must also store it up where it will not
become frozen or dried up. He could not reason-
ably be expected to build a frost-proof house large
enough to contain his family supply ; but if he
did, it would wither and lose its nutriment : there-
fore he preserves it in water. But the most re-
markable evidence of his instinct, sagacity, or rea-
son, is one which I have not seen mentioned by
naturalists. His pond we have seen must be deep,
so that it will not freeze to the bottom, and so that
he can communicate with his food and his dam,
in case of any accidents to the latter requiring re-

pairs : but how does he keep his food—which has
been floated down to his pond—from floating,

when in it, and thus becoming frozen in with the
ice ? I said, that in gnawing down a tree the top
of the stump was left pointed like a crayon : the
fallen tree has the same form, for the beaver cuts
like the woodman, wide at the surface, and meet-
ing in an angle in the centre, with this distinction—the four-legged animal does his work more uni-
formly, cutting equally all around the log : while

the two-legged one cuts only from two opposite

sides. Thus every stick of provender cut by the
animal is pointed at both ends, and when brought
opposite his dwelling he thrusts the pointed ends
into the mud bottom of his pond sufficiently firm

to prevent their being floated out, at the same
time placing them in a position in which the water
has the least lift upon them; while he carefully

apportions his diff'erent lengths of timber to the
different depths of water in his pond, so that the
upper point of none of them shall approach near
enough to the surface to be caught by the winter
ice.

"When the family are in comfortable circum-
stances, the winter supply nicely cut and stored

away, the dam tight, and no indications of a wol-
verine in the neighbourhood, the patriarch of the

hut takes out the youthful greenhorns to give
them lessons in topographical engineering; anc'

in order to try the strength of their tails encour
ages them to indulge in amateur damming. The
beaver works always by night ; and to ' work like

a beaver,' is a significant term for a man who not
only works earnestly and understandingly, but
one who works late and early.

" From what has been said it will be readily

seen that the maintenance of the dam is a matter
of vital importance to the beaver. Some say that

the pilot beaver sleeps with his tail in the water
in order to bo warned of the first mishap to th^

dam ; but as there is no foundation for such a cool

assertion, it may be set down as a very improbable
tale. The Indians avail themselves of this well

known solicitude to catch them : having broken
the dam, the risk is immediately perceived by the
lowering of the water in the hut, and the beaver,
sallying forth to repair the breach, is slaughtered
in the trenches.

"As the supply of food in the vicinity of the
dam becomes diminished the beaver is obliged to

go higher up the stream, and more distant from
its banks, to procure his winter stores; and this

necessity gives rise to fresh displays of his lum-
bering and engineering resources. In consequence
of the distance, and the limited duration of the
high water period favourable to tran.sport, the wood
is collected into a sort of raft, which, a lumberman
asserts, is manned by the beaver and steered by
its tail, in the same manner as Norway rats are

known to cross streams of water. When the raft

grounds, forthwith a temporary dam is thrown
across the stream below the 'jam,' by which the
waters are raised, and the raft floated off, and
brought dawn to the dam, which is then torn sud-
denly away, and the small raft thereby flushed

over the adjoining shallows."

THE VISION OF GOD.

God 1 when I think upon thy name
No doubts before m}- spirits rise

;

I hear all nature's voice proclaim
That thou art great, and good, and wise.

Yet would I, if it were thy will,

See thy bright image, brighter still.

The wandering eyes, the wandering ears,

The ill " sutflcient to the day,"
(Thing of temptation and of tears

;

Thine old inheritance of clay !)

On man's \:ee.k spirit fix their chain,

And drag him down to earth again.

Give me the strong realities

(I know not how to form the prayer)
Of angel's thoughts and angel's eyes I

Or if that be too high to dare,

mould me to thy mighty will,

' To commune with thee, and be still."

If Israel longed to see thy face,

While roared the thunders of the law ;

Shall we, who know thee, God of grace I

Shrink from thy countenance in awe?
"While saints below and thrones above
Proclaim thy mightiest title, love 1

Impress thy image on my mind,
Let rae but see thee as thou art;

If mortal eyes at best are blind,

Let me behold thee with my heart.

In mercy and in love be nigh,
visit thou my mental eye 1

But rest, thou ever-restless soul!

Thy feverish hours are flying fast

;

The clouds before thee shall unroll.

The glorious vision shine at last

;

And thou, without a shade between,
J

Shall see as thou thyself art seen. !

Dr. CTolil

Selected.

'

PETITION.
I

Oh, Thou I by whose Almighty nod the scale |

Of empire rises, or alternate falls.

Send forth the saving virtues round the land,
]

In bright patrol ; white peace and social love, '

The tender looking charity, intent ;

On gentle deeds, and shedding tears through smil

'

Undaunted Truth, and dignity of mind ;
j

Courage composed and keen: sound temperancj
Healthful in heart and look, clear chastity,

With blushes reddening as she moves along,
Disordered at the deep regard she draws; '

Rough industry; activity untired, i

With copious life informed, and all awake

;

While in the radiant front superior shines
That first parental virtue, public zeal;

Who throws o'er all an equal wide survey.

And, ever musing on the common weal, '

Still labours glorious with some great design. I

ThomtviA

The Colour and Luminosity of the Mediler.l

nean.—" The usual tint of the Mediterrane

Sea," says Rear-Admiral Smyth, "when und'

turbed by accidental or local causes, is a brie;

and deep blue; but in the Adriatic a green tii:

is prevalent; in the Levant basin it borders

purple; while the Euxine often has the da.

aspect from which it derives its modern appel!

tion. The clear ultramarine tint is the mi

general, and has been immemorially noticed,

though the diaphanous translucence of the wai'

almost justifies those who assert that it has i

colour at all. But notwithstanding the fluid, wh
undefiled by impurities, seems in small quantit:

to be perfectly colourless, yet in large masses

assuredly exhibits tints of different intensiti

That the sea has actually a fine blue colour at

distance from the land cannot well be contradicte

nor can such colour—however influential the s

is known to be in shifting tints—be considered

wholly due to reflection from the heavens, since

is often of a deeper hue than that of the sky, be

from the interception of solar light by the clonii

and the hues which they themselves take. Tl

is difficult to account for satisfactorily, as no at

lysis has yet detected a sufficient quantity i

colouring matter to tinge so immense a body

'

water
" The peculiar occasional luminosity of this s

was particularly noticed by Pliny and many a

cients, and, in common with that of other watei

it has long been a subject of scientific inquii

rational conjecture, and ignorant wondermen
and it is really as difficult of a full solution as

is superbly beautiful in effect. Every assignal:

cause has been advanced
;
putrescent fish, ek

tricity, atomic friction, cosmical vortices, absor

tion and emission of solar beams, and what ni

have all and severally been brought forward, ai

after various tilts of discussion, laid aside agai

But most naturalists now impute this phosphort

cent appearance partly to the decomposition

animal substances, and partly to the countli
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riads of mollusca, Crustacea, infusoria, and

::er animalcules which can voluntarily emit a

Ininous brilliance, the chemical nature of which

liitill unknown."

For "The Friend."

j

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,

iMinisters and Elders, and other concerned metubers

f of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

' THOMAS LIGIITFOOT.

t

CCominued from page 37.)

!rn the year 17'22, Thomas Lightfoot again en-

Jired in religious service, in Maryland. He was

liompanied by Daniel Worsley, who appears to

fve been a fellow-labourer in the gospel. In the

iarly Meeting that year, he was again appointed

rdraw up, with others, an epistle to Subordinate

;>etings. A printed copy of this is before me.

|\.n epistle from our Yearly Meeting in Burling-

:ji, for the Jerseys and Pennsylvania," and held

ij adjournments, &c.

]"To the Quarterly and Monthly Meetings of

liends, belonging to the said Yearly Meeting,

i-eeting:

" Dear and Well-beloved Friends,—In an hum-
! sense of the loving kindness and manifold

Brcies of our heavenly Father, do we tenderly

•lute you, finding ourselves engaged to let you
iiderstand, that bis pure love overshadowed this

(r annual and solemn assembly, and was plenti-

lly extended, not only for the encouragement of

!e faithful, the support and comfort of the afflict-

,
; but also for gathering in those that are not of

is fold, and for bringing back again such as are

rayed and straying from the flock of Christ.

I" By accounts received from our respective

aarterly Meetings, we are informed, that love

Id unity is preserved amongst Friends, meetings

(nerally attended, and the discipline in good mea-

;re practised. Also, by epistles from Long Island

id Ehode Island, we have comfortable accounts

I the prosperity of Truth there. We understand

\ our Friends, who have of late travelled these

merican parts, in the work of the ministry, that

j-uth prevails, and the glory of this gospel day

lines over many hearts, in divers places : which
matter of joy to us. We are sensible, that

berever the Lord is thus at work, the great ene-

Y of souls will oppose and strive to hinder it, by
tawing some into an undue liberty, to gratify a

rnal mind in sinful pleasures and vanities, others

to an indifference or unooncerncdness ; which
lates their care and diligence in the service and
jrship of God, and weakens endeavours to main-

in good order and discipline in the church of

irist. Where he cannot so prevail, he will try

her ways to leaven people into the spirit of this

3rld, exalting self above that of God in them,
aking a fair show in the flesh, and resting in a

lendid profession and form of religion, short of

e life, power and virtue of it.

" To avoid, therefore, the prevalence of these

id all other evils, it is incumbent on those oon-

rned, that with great contrition of spirit and
)dly sorrow for their ofi'ences, they most humbly
id penitently prostrate themselves before God,
ho, by the secret influence of his Holy Spirit,

ill beget and raise in their souls earnest cries and
ipplieations to him, for deliverance from sin and
le guilt of it, and will also discover the most
ibtile workings and snares of Satan, and give

rength to withstand them. So a victory will be
lown by faith in our Lord Jesus Christ, who will

3t suffer any to be tempted above what they are

lie; but will, with the temptation also, make a

ly to escape, that they may be able to bear it.

" Where any arc fallen into au indifferoncy con-

cerning the service of God, we advise them speed-

ily and strictly to examine the cause thereof, and

see, whether in this day and place of ease and
plenty, they do not take too much delight in the

lawful enjoyments of this life; or, what is worse,

the unlawful pleasures and gross evils which are

too common in the world. If it appear so, we
earnestly exhort all such to turn to the Lord
whilst his love and merciful visitation is continued

to them, otherwise their portion will be mise-

rable.

" If any professing the Truth with us are ele-

vated in their minds, or affect the friendship, gay-

ety, grandure and glory of this world, we tenderly

advise such to repent and humble themselves be-

fore the Lord, bearing in mind that complete pat-

tern of humility and self-denial which our blessed

Saviour hath left for our imitation, whose conti-

nual testimony was against the vain spirit of this

world in all its appearances.

"As to such as assume a profession of the bless-

ed Truth for worldly ends, or hold it in a formal

outside manner, or deceive themselves by resting

barely in the notion, hearing or tradition of it;

we desire .such to consider seriously. That God
is not mocked, and that He has always declared

an abhorrence of the hypocrite, and such as hold

the Truth in unrighteousness; and that without

a real change, they can never experience the life

and virtue of religion, nor that new birth, without

which none can see the kingdom of God; kIw,

accordiny (o his mtrcy, savelh us, hi/ the washing

of regeneration and renewing of the Iloly Ghost."

The substance of last year's epistle being given;

it then goes on.

" It is the sense and direction of this meeting,

that if any, who profess themselves of our com-

munity, do join in marriage with one of another

persuasion, or out of the approved way of Friends,

having been first precautioued against it, such may
and should be testified against, without farther

dealing; unless they themselves condemn their

proceedings, to the satisfaction of the Monthly

Meeting to which they belong.

" Where any, so professing with us, do marry

with those of different profession, having not had

such precaution, they ought to be speedily dealt

with, as in other cases of disorder ; because we

are sensible, that such mixed marriages are dis-

pleasing to God, and frequently introduce great

confusion, by destroying the proper and joint au-

thority of the heads of families, and abating of

love between themselves, and duty from their

children.

" And it is further advised by this meeting,

that none of our religious per.suasion should pro-

mote or assist any person towards their joining in

marriage (either by virtue of the governor's

license, or otherwise) before they are well satisfied

of the parties' clearness, and that the consent of

parents or guardians be first obtained; whereby

divers abuses of that nature (which, for want of

due care, too frequently happen) may be prevent-

ed, and a good conscience discharged towards God
and our neighbour.

"And whereas there is an increase of people in

these provinces and divers of our young men in-

cline to trade abroad ; we advise all such, first to

apply to the Monthly Meetings for certificates, and

to be careful and just in their dealings, and punc-

tual in performing their promises ; and, as much
as may be, avoid bad company, knoicing (as saith

the Apostle) that evil commnnication corrupts

good manners. And let a care be taken, when
business calls into company, that the witness of

Truth and a good conscience be minded and an-

swered in all, that others seeing our good works,

words and sober conversation, coupled with the

fear of God, may glorify our Father which is in

heaven.

"And whereas, when way was made for our
worthy Friends the proprietors and owners of

lands in these provinces, to make their first settle-

ments, it pleased Almighty God by his overruling

Providence, to influence the native Indians so as

to make them helpful and serviceable to those

early settlers, before they could raise stocks or

provisions to sustain themselves and families : and
it being soon observed, that those people, when they

got rum or other strong liquors, sot no bounds to

themselves ; but were apt to be abusive and some-

times destroyed one another, there came a religi-

ous care and concern upon Friends, both in their

meetings and legislature, to prevent those abuses.

Nevertheless some people, preferring their filthy

lucre before the common good, continued in this

evil practice, so that our Yearly Meeting, held in

Philadelphia, in the year 1687, testified, that the

practice of selling rum, or other strong liquors, to

the Indians, directly or indirectly, or exchanging

the same for any goods or merchandizes with them,

(considering the abuse they make of it,) is a thing

displeasing to the Lord, a dishonour to Truth, aiul

a grief to all good people.

"And although this testimony hath been since

renewed by several Yearly Meetings, it is yet too

notorious, that the same huth not been duly ob-

served by some persons : and therefore, it is be-

come the weighty concern of this meeting, earnest-

ly to recommend the said testimony to the strict

observance of all Friends; and where any, under

our profession, shall act contrary thereunto, let

them be speedily dealt with and censured for such
their evil practice.

"And now. Dear Friends, in the weighty sense

and thankful acknowledgment of the Divine good-

ness extended to us, through our heavenly Head,
Christ Jesus, whose power and refreshing presence

hath influenced and overshadowed this our solemn
assembly, we bid you farewell in the Lord."

Thomas Lightfoot was now appointed one of the

committee to superintend the press, and his la-

bours evince that although advancing in years, his

faculties were bright, and that, in the view of his

friends, his qualification for religious usefulness

continued unabated.

Being appointed, in the Yearly Meeting of 1723,
one of a committee to write an epistle to London, as

also one to Subordinate Meetings, both were pre-

pared. In that tp Loudon, they say,

" We find a concern for the promotion of love,

unity and godly living, continues, and, we hope,

increases, and that care is taken to maintain that

good order and wholesome discipline, which the

Lord hath led his people into, notwithstanding the

difficulties which arise from perverse and libertine

spirits, and the unrighteousness of such, who, in

these times, find it easy, or perhaps of interest to

assume our profession and those outward distinc-

tions, which formerly and in other places were

matter of strict self-denial. However, in this we
have comfort that the Lord is pleased to work

upon and raise up many to bear a faithful testi-

mony against all sin, and unrighteousness however

disguised, and to keep down that spirit which

would plead for liberty."

The Bell-Boat off Absccom Shoals. — It is

stated by several fishermen of Absecom, that one

of the four clappers which are intended to strike

the bell moored off the shoals, is still inoperative,

and that the sound of the bell cannot be heard to

windward, over fifty yards. A few days only have

elapsed since the bell-boat was placed in her pre-

sent position.
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Sewage and Improved Agriculture.—Kingsley
the author of " Alton Locke," has remarked, in

a beautiful article on marine life, that Nature is

the best of scavengers, and the eldest philanthro-
pist in the cause of sanatary reform. It is, in fact,

a universal rule of her economy to make even evil

useful in working out the good, for the pestiferous

marsh yields the most luxuriant crops, and the foul

carbonic acid which men exhale is the sustenance
of plants.

We have been led to this reflection by the applica-

tion which has been made, in Great Britain, of the

refuse of sewers to the purposes of agriculture
;

and the wholesome imitation of Nature which it

displays. Half a century ago, the idea suggested

itself to a practical farmer, at Ashburton, England,
that the sewage of towns might be beneficially em-
ployed to fertilize exhausted soils. The results

even exceeded his expectations. Lands, which
let at two pounds an acre, have been made so val-

uable by this process, that twelve pounds an acre

are now obtained for them. In Scotland, similar

experiments have led to equally surprising results.

Poor, sandy soils, which once would have sold for

half a crown an acre, yield, since they have been
fertilized by sewage, an annual rent of from fifteen

to twenty pounds an acre.

In view of these facts, a Mr Stothert proposes
to construct works at London, by which the sewer
drainage of that city, instead of being wasted as

now, may be made available for agricultural pur-

poses. He estimates the annual expense of col-

lecting, mixing and distributing the sewage of that

vast metropolis at about a million of dollars, while
the annual receipts from farmers would be nearly

twenty millions. Extravagant as this estimate ap-

pears at first sight, the flicts warrant the conclusion
that it is not excessive. The total amount of liquid

sewage discharged from London daily is 150,000
000 gallons, equal to 500,000 tons, yielding five

thousand tons of solid matter. This quantity is

sufficient to fertilize ten millions of acres yearly.

A company is already in existence, though work-
ing on a small scale, to furnish agriculturists with
sewage matter; and as this company receives twenty
dollars an acre, it is certainly within bounds to cal-

culate on receiving half that sum. Even at this

price, the manuring of lands by sewage would be
cheaper than by guano, which is so extensively
employed by British agriculturists. Mr Stothert's

scheme, therefore, if Parliament can be induced to

undertake it, will yield the most suprising results,

even as a mere financial speculation.

We have no doubt, that, whether this reform is

undertaken now, or postponed, the time will even-
tually come, when not only London, but every
great city, will employ its sewage to fertilize the
soil. The very principle, in fact, which teaches
the scientific farmer to save the drainage of his

stables and barn-yard, in order to enrich his fields

with it, should lead great cities to economize their

.sewage matter, for it is but doing the same thing
on a larger scale. At present, this refuse from
towns taints the air, and pollutes the rivers into

which it flows. But when the progress of civili-

zation shall have worked this desirable reform this

sewage matter will assist to cheapen bread by im-
proving soils. It is strange, indeed, that this econ-
omical employment of the refuse of cities has not
sooner been thought of, especially by nations boast-
ing such progress in material civilization as do
England and the United States.

In a word, and to return to the original thought,
if we would advance, we should imitate nature
more. Naturenevcr wastes anything. She trans-
mutes, but does not destroy, economizes, but does
not squander. Great cities, when they come to

as much as they take from it, instead of being,

now, constant drains upon its fertility.

—

Ledger

If we would walk perfectly before God, we
must endeavour to do common things, such as are

of every day's occurrence and of small account in

the eyes of the world, in a perfect manner. Some
persons are so mentally constituted, that they
could more easily undergo the sufi'erings of mar-
tyrdom, than properly regulate and control their

feelings in their families during twenty-four
hours. But the grace of God, if attended to, will

regulate all things. Happy is he who strives to

do the will of the Lord in little things as well as

in great ones; and who can win the crown with-
out going to the stake.

For "The Friend."

The following statistics, showing the enervating
and deleterious effects of the use of tobacco on the

human system, it is hoped, may have an effect to

awaken in the minds of its friends, an inquiry

into the propriety of giving their influence by ex-

ample, in favour of the daily use of an article so

destructive to the mental and bodily powers of

man. We now, with some good reason, hope soon

to see the good results of temperance in the com-
munity, in the disuse of that greatest destroyer of

human happiness (in time of peace), ardent spirits,

from the restraint upon it by the wholesome law
of the land ; and may we not hope, that the true
friends of temperance (and those are they that are

willing to deny themselves the use of every need-
less thing) will be not only willing, but desirous
to disenthrall tlietnselves from a practice next i

power to that of ardent spirits in producing effects

letriraental to health and happiness, for the sake
of others, as well as the great benefit they may
derive from it themselves ?

Should the editor deem the notice worthy of
insertion in "The Friend," he will thereby oblige
a constant reader.

TOBACCO.

"In the United States, intelligent physicians
have estimated that 26,000 die every year from
the use of tobacco ; and in Germany, where the
streets, as well as the houses, are literally befogged
with tobacco-smoke, the physicians have calculated
that of all the deaths that occur between the ages
of eighteen and thirty-five, one-half originate in

the waste of the constitution by smoking.
"Tobacco exhausts and deranges the nervous

powers, and produces a long train of nervous dis-

eases. It is peculiarly calculated to produce dis-

eases to which this age is liable ; aud especially

those forms that go under the name of dispepsia,

with all their kindred train of evils. It also ex-
erts a diisastrous influence upon the mind, and
frequently produces an enfeebling of the memory,
a confusion of ideas, irritability of temper, want
of energy, an unsteadiness of purpose, melancholy,
and sometimes insanity. These are the ultimate
efi'eots of the use of tobacco, and though one may
not perceive them in his own case, we are assured
that the tendency of the drug is always towards
disease.

—

The Advocate and Guardian.

be properly managed, will give back to the country speak fi

It is a great matter in the Christian life to

know how to keep silence. Under oppositions,

rebukes, injuries, it is better to say nothing
than to say it in au excited or angry manner, even
if the occasion should seem to justify a degree of
anger. By remaining silent, the mind is enabled
to collect itself, and to call upon God in secret as-

pirations of prayer. And thus we shall speak to

the honour of our holy profession, as well as to

the good of those who have injured us, when we

The Tears of Oysters. Glancing round this e l

tomical workshop, (the oyster) we find, amot \
other things, some preparations showing the nat

\
of pearls. Examine them, and we find that th i

are dark and dingy pearls, just as there are ha
\

some and ugly men; the dark pearl being foil
on the dark shell of the fish, the white brilliant d.

upon the smooth inside shell. Going further
"i

the search, we find that the smooth, glitter i-

lining upon which the fish moves, is known as \

nacre, and that it is produced by a portion of {

animal called the mantle, and, for explanatioii

sake, we may add that gourmands practically kn I-

the mantle as the beard of the oyster. When 1
\

ing in its glossy house, should any foreign s '.

stance find its way through the shell to disturb [
smoothness so essential to its ease, the fish co;;

the off'ending substance with nacre, and a pearl*
thus formed. The pearl is, in fact, a little glc!

of the smooth, glossy substance j-ielded by t'

oyster's beard; yielded ordinarily to smooth tl

narrow home to which his nature binds him, tl

yielded in round drops, real pearly tears, if he

,

hurt. When a beauty glides among a throng

.

her admirers, her hair^elustering with pearls, S'

little thinks that her ornaments are products •.

pain and diseased action, endured by the most u|

poetical of shell-fish.

—

Leisure Hours.
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God.

The evident determination on the pirt of tl

United States Government and its officials, to U;i

their power for the support and extension t;

slavery, in whatever way and section of the cou:i

try it can be enforced or covertly brought in,
;'

too apparent to be reasonably denied or doubte'i

The most recent manifestation of this dctermin
!

tion, is found in the decision given a few days ago 1:

Judge Kane of the United States District Cour
on an application made thereto by Jane Johnso'

(one of the three persons claimed as slaves by ii

Wheeler, and for obtaining possession of whom,
writ of Habeas Corpus was served upon Passmoi
Williamson), praying "that the said Passmoi
Williamson maybe discharged from his imprisoi;

ment."

Our readers will doubtless recollect the circun'

stances of the case under which P. Williaraso

was induced to act for the liberation of the thre'

individuals voluntarily brought by their-alledge

owner into the State of Pennsylvania, and als

that for a constructive contempt of court, \\

making a return to the writ, he was sent to prij

son, where he has been closely kept ever since

now nearly three months. J. Johnson, in behali

of herself and her two children, petitioned th

court that the writ of Habeas Corpus directed t

P. Williamson, be quashed, for the reasons, 1st

that J. H. Wheeler "had no control over or righ

to the possession" of herself or children at th'

time of issuing the writ; 2d, because the writwa,
issued without her knowledge or consent ; od, be

cause that ever since they left J. H. Wheeler
' e and her children have not been detained o

restrained of their liberty by P. Williamson, o

any other person, and 4thly, because the writ o

Habeas Corpus, wbich is intended solely to reston

liberty to those who are unjustly deprived of it

was in this case intended to reduce free persons tc

slavery.

Judge Kane, after afiirming the power of th'

court to issue the writ, and reciting his version o

the facts of the case, together with the construe
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tns of law in different cases, which he says sup-

iirt his views of its application in the present

%e, finally refuses to allow the petition to be filed

i the court, on the ground that the petitioner has

X'
Stains in Pennsylvania, is a person of whom

(e court knows nothing, one who is volunteering

{
point out to the court, errors she supposes it

|S committed.

But it is to the doctrine avowed in the foUow-

Jg axtractfrom the printed decision of the Judge,

[at we allude, as manifesting a determination on

part of the General Government and its offi-

i, to defend and extend the system of slavery.

ferring to certain portions of his own decision,

•len the case was previously adjudicated by him,

I

says

:

!"Tbi9 is all that I conceive it necessary to say of the

kctly judicial action in that case. The opinions an-

lunccd hy the Judge upon other points, may perhaps

! regarded as merely dicla. But it had appeared from

le defendant's declarations when upon the stand, that

i
supposed Wheeler's slaves to have become free,

Id that this consideration justified bis acting towards

lem as he had done. It seemed due to him that the

i)urt, believing, as it did, those views to be incorrect,

iould not withhold an expression of its dissent from

lem." Several succinct positions were accordingly as-

jrted by the Judge, two of which may invite a few ad-

itional remarks at this time.

'"I know of no statutes of Pennsylvania,' the Judge

id, 'which affects to divest the rights of property of a

'izen of North Carolina, acquired and asserted under

^e laws of that State, because he has found it needful

I convenient to pass through the territory of Pennsyl-

.nia; audi am not aware that any such statute, if

ch a one were shown, could be recognized as valid in

Court of the United States.'

." The first of these propositions may be vindicated

sily. By the common law, as it came to Pennsylvania,

ivvery was a familiar institution. Only six days after

'e first legislative assembly met in Philadelphia, and

iirtecn days before the Great Charter was signed, the

puncil was engaged in discussing a law ' to prevent

le escape of runaways ;' and four days later it set ju-

jcially, William Penn himself presiding, to enforce a

jntract for the sale of a slave. (1 vol. Colonial Record,

^66.) The counties of Newcastle, Kent and Sussex,

ihich were at that time, and for many years after, an-

'xed to Pennsylvania, and governed by the same law,

.ntinue to recognize slavery up to the present hour,

[survived in our own Commonwealth, as a legally pro-

Wed institution, until some time after ths census of

Il40: so cautiously did the act of 1780, for its gradual
jiolition among us, operate upon the vested interests

: our own slave owners.

i"That act excepted from the operation of its provi-

bns the domestic slaves of delegates in Congress, of

'reign Ministers, of persons passing through, or sojourn-

; in the State, and not becoming rfsirfcn(« therein, provided

ich slaves were not detained in the State longer than

\x mouths. The act of 1847 repealed so much of the

tt of 1780 as authorized masters and owners of slaves

j
bring and retain their slaves within the Common-

jealth for the period of six months, or for any period

time whatever. But it did not affect to vary or re-

iind the rights of slave owners passing through our ter-

[lory. It applied to persons resident and persons so-

uming, who brought and sought to retain their slaves

B I for over such persons and their rights of property

State had lawful dominion : but it left the right of

ansit for properly and person, over which it bad no
rlsdiction, just as it was before, and as it stood un-
r the Constitution of the United States and the Law
Nations.
" This brings me to the second part of the position

firmed in the court's opinion, namely, the right of a

itizen of one State to pass freely with his slaves

jirough the territory of another State, in which the in-

Htution of slavery is not recognized.
' I need not say, that before the compact of union
s formed between the States, each of them was an
iolutely sovereign and independent community: and
it, except so far as their relations to each other and

ii

foreign nations have been qualified by the Federal

onstitution, each of them remains so. As such, it is

oimd by that great moral code, which, because of its

niversal obligation, is called the Law of Nations. What
could not do if freed from federative restrictions, it

mnot do now: every restraint upon its policy, which
|ity to other States would in that case involve, binds it

still, just as if the Union had deen dissolved or had
never been formed.

" All the statists unite in regarding the right of tran-

sit for person and property through the territory of a
friendly State, as among those which cannot, under or-

dinary circumstances, be denied. Vattel, B. 2, ch. 10,

? 132, 3, 4; Puftendorf, B. 3, ch. 3, § 5, 67; Rutherf.

Inst. B. 2, ch. 9 ; 1 Kent Com. 33, 35. It is true that

the right is not an unqualified one. The Stale may im-

pose reasonable conditions upon its exercise, and exact
guaranties against its abuse. But subject to these limi-

tations, it is the right of every citizen of a friendly State.

"The right is the same, and admits just the same
qualifications, as to person and to property. The same
argument that denies the right of peacefully transmit-
ting one's property through the territories of a State,

refuses the right of passage to its owner. And the ques-
tion, what is to be deemed property in such a case, re-

fers itself necessarily to the law of the State from which
the citizen brings it; a different test would sanction the

confiscation of property at the will of the sovereign

through whose territory it seeks to pass. If one State

may decree that there shall be no property, no right of

ownership in human beings, another, in a spirit of prac-

tical philanthropy only a little more energetic, may deny
the protection of law to the products of slave labour

;

and a third may denounce a similar outlawry against

all intoxicating liquids. And if the laws of a State can
control the rights of property of strangers passing

through its territory, then the sugar of New Orleans, the

cotton of Carolina, the wines of Ohio, and the rum of

New England may have their markets bounded by the

States in which they are produced; and without any
change of reasoning. New Jersey may refuse to citizens

of Pennsylvania the right of passing along her railroads

to New York. The doctrine is one that was exploded
in Europe more than four hundred and fifty years ago,

and finds now, or found very lately, its parting illustra-

tion in the politics of Japan.
"It was because, and only because, this right was

acknowledged by all civilized nations, and had never

been doubted among the American colonies—because
each colony had at all times tendered its hospitalities

freely to the rest, cherishing that liberal commerce
which makes a brotherhood of interest even among alien

States ; it was because of this, that no man in the con-

vention or country thought of making the right to tran-

sit a subject of Constitutional guaranty. Everything in

and about the Constitution implies it. It is found in

the object, 'to establish a more perfect union,' in the

denial to the States of the power to lay duties on im-

ports, and in the reservation to Congress of the exclu-

sive right to regulate commerce among the States.

" This last power of the general government accord-

ing to the repeated and well considered decisions of

the Supreme Court of the U. S., from Gihhons vs. Ogden,

9 Rep., to the passenger cases, 7 Howard, applies to in-

tercourse as well as navigation, to the transportation of

men as well as goods, of men who pass from State to

State involuntarily, as men who pass voluntarily ; and
it excludes the right of any State to pass laws regulating,

controlling, or a fortiori, prohibiting such intercourse

or transportation. I do not quote the words of the

eminent judges who have affirmed this exposition of the

Constitution; but it is impossible to read their elabo-

rate opinions, as they are found in the Reports without

recognizing this as the fixed law of the United States.

" It needs no reference to disputable annals to show
that when the Constitution was formed in 1787, slaves

were recognized as property throughout the United

States. The Constitntion made them a distinct element

in the distribution of the representative power, and in

the assessment of direct taxes. They were known and

returned by the census three years afterwards, in six-

teen out ol" the seventeen States then embraced in the

Union ; and as late as the year 1850 they were found in

every State of the original thirteen. How is it possi-

ble, then, while we assert the binding force of the Con-

stitution by claiming rights under it, to regard slave

property as less effectively secured by the provisions of

that instrument than any other property which is re-

cognized as such by the law of the owner's domicil?

How can it be, that a State may single out this one sort

of property from among all the rest, and deny to it the

right of passing over its soil—passing with its owner,

parcel of his travelling equipment, as much so as the

horse he rides on, his great coat, or his carpet bag.

" We revolt in Pennsylvania, and honestly, no doubt,

at this association of men with things as the subject of

property; for we have accustomed ourselves for some

years, now nearly fifteen, to regard men as men, and

things as things sub modo. however
;
for we distinguish

against the negro as much as our forefathers did ; and

not, perhaps, with quite as much reason. They denied

him civil rights, as a slave
; we exclude him from po-

litical rights, though a freeman."

This we believe is the first time that the mon-
strous position has been assumed by any Judge of
any of the United States Courts in any of the
nominally free States, that human beings made
slaves by the laws of one State, must be consid-

ered as property and nothing more, when brought
into any other State for transportation ; the latter

being prevented by "the law of nations" from re-

cognizing them as men entitled to any rights, and
from forbidding their passage like any other chat-

tels through its territories. For the first time it

is declared that the free States have no more
power to prevent slaveholders from driving their

cofflcs of shackled men, women and children,

through their midst, than they have to exclude

cotton, sugar or rum ; and that the opinion here-

tofore so generally and so warmly cherished, that

the iree States could at least free themselves from
the crime and ignominy of having their soil pollu-

ted by the presence of the abominable system, is a

delusion ; their hands are tied by the " law of na-

tions" so that they cannot loose themselves from
" the peculiar institution," but must quietly sub-

mit, notwitlistanding any laws they may pass or

have passed to the contrary, to see their railroads,

their canals and other highways, occupied, at the

option of the slave-dealer, with his miserable vic-

tims, as he seeks a market for his human flesh; or

by the master with his train of groaning slaves,

as he travels back and forward in search of health

or pleasure.

We would ask whether it is probable the United

States Government would claim this right under
" the law of nations" for the slaveholder travelling

in Great Britain, France, or any of the great

powers of Europe, and if it should, would not the

demand be considered as an insult and promptly

rejected ? Will the free States submit to it?

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to the 29th ult.—

The War.—Active operations have been resumed in the

Crimea. Prince Gortschakoff telegraphs under date of

the 23d, that the allies had landed 20,000 men at Eu-
patoria, and had 30,000 on the Russian flank. On the 22d
the allies attacked the Russian infantry, and the latter

retreated to the Heights over Rusta. Another despatch
from Gortschakoff, dated the 26th, states that on the

previous day, 33,000 of the allies had debouched from
Eupatoria, and occupied the neighbouring villages on
the left bank. Despatches from Sebastopol of the 16th

announce that the Russians were fortifying themselves

in the north part, and were constructing new batteries
;

and that the French were advancing cavalry and a

column of infantry towards Backshi-serai, by the Baidar

road. Sebastopol is to be razed, and the basins filled

up. A fearful tempest had occurred at Sebastopol, with

very heavy rains. Gortschakoff reported on the l7th,

that the allies had attempted nothing up to that dale

on the north side, but were concentrating their forces

between Balaklava and the Tchernaya, and constantly

reconnoitering the left wing of the Russians from the

Baider Valley. Letters from the camp mention that the

allies were actively preparing for a campaign. The
Russians continue "to fire shells into Sebastopol from

the north shore. Some of the guns send the shot en-

tirely over the town, doing much damage to the ad-

vanced siege-works of the allies. From three to four

hundred deserters, most of them Poles, had arrived at

the allied camp. They reported that the Russian army
was in a demoralized condition, and that such was the

confusion in Sebastopol, from the first moment of the

attack on the 8th, that the soldiers, already exhausted

with fatigue, remained for 24 hours without provisions.

A letter from Berlin, dated 23d, says. Various circum-

sances at St. Petersburg seem to indicate that Prince

Gortschakoff will soon evacuate the forts to the north

of Sebastopol, those forts being only stragetic points,

but great preparations are making by the Russians for

a winter campaign. The Russian treasury has received

large sums of money through Berlin. English war ma-

terial is constantly passing through Prussia for the

army. The Grand Duke Constantiae arrived at Nico-
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Iae£F on the 20th, and it was said the Czar himself would
shortly visit that place to superintend the winter Ci

mean campaign. A despatch from Vienna says, The Cz
has arrived at Odessa, and held a council of war. Great
uncertainty prevailed respecting the probable move
ments of the Russian army in the Crimea, and also as

to its actual resources and condition, it is however sur-

mised that its position is a highly critical one. It would
seem that the allies were winding a net around Sebas-
topol, from which the Russians could only escape by a

violent and desperate struggle. The losses sustained

by the Russians during the final assault, and the three

days' terrible bombardment which preceded it, are sup-

posed by the allies to have reached 18,000 men. Pelis-

sier reports the loss of the French on the 8th ult., at

T551 men, killed, wounded, and missing. Five French
generals were killed, and ten wounded

;
140 other officers

were killed, 244 wounded, and 10 were missing.

The War in Asia. — The Russians have abandoned
Erzeroum, but Kars is still invested, and the garrison

are said to be reduced to extremities for want of provi-

sions. Omar Pasha has left for Asia Minor, but with-

out the troops he was to have taken with him. The
Anglo-Turkish Contingent remains at Constantinople,

and the Ottoman army remains in the Crimea.
AUSTRIA. — The Austrian government organ, at

Vienna, states, referring to Russia and the allies, that

the new state of things may give occasion for a diplo-

matic contest or a sanguinary strife between Russia
and the Western Powers, but will in no way affect the

mediatory attitude of Austria.

DENMARK.—The Representatives in session at Co-
penhagen, have definitely approved, by ten majority, all

the proposed constitutional changes.

GREAT BRITAIN.—A part of the Baltic fleet had
left for England. Most of the fleet is to winter at Kiel.

The Bank of England had further advanced its minimum
rate of interest to 5 per cent. English securities were
depressed on account of the high rate of interest, and
the scarcity of money on loan. Consols had fallen to

88J. Liverpool Mar/eel.—The sales of cotton for the week
were 36,000 bales

;
there had been a further decline of

i<!. on nearly all kinds of American. The following are

the quotations :—Fair Orleans, 6fd. ; Middling Orleans,

6K ; Fair Uplands, 6|rf. ; Middling Uplands, 5|rf. ; Mid-
dling Mobile, 6d. No material change had taken place

in breadstufFs
;
the prices of flour were. Western Canal,

39s. to 42s. ; Philadelphia and Baltimore, 40s. to 42s.

;

Genessee and Ohio, 425. to 44s. There was less demand
for iron, and prices were slightly giving away.
INDIA AND CHINA.—Dates from Hong Kong to

Ninth mo. 10th, and from Calcutta to Eighth mo. 24th,

had been received in England. The rebellion continued
in Bengal, but the insurgents were beginning to give

way. A force of 50,000 men had been assembled in the

Hill district. Money was scarce in Bengal, and the

bank had raised its rate of discount to 12 per cent. At
Shanghai there was no prospect of new tea coming for-

ward. Most of what has been received was old Congou,
in bad condition. Silks are scarce and excessively

dear. The pirates about Canton hold control of the

coast for two thousand miles. In the tea districts of

Hooman Aspacka the rebels were in great strength, and
the trade of Canton was very much restricted.

SANDWICH ISLANDS.—Honolula papers to Eighth
mo. 25th, had been received in San Francisco. There
had been unusual volcanic activity, in Mauna Loa and
its vicinity. On the night of Eighth mo. 11th, a new
eruption or a new volcano made its appearance, near
the summit of Mauna Loa, and on the 15th of Eighth
mo., another eruption was witnessed on the plain, about
equi distant from Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea, and at a
point where one was never before known. The Hawaian
Legislature had recently been in session. The chief

business was the discussion and passage of the annual
Appropriation bill. The total amount appropriated was
$447,933, for the usual expenses of the several depart-
ments of the government, and for public works and
payment of certain claims.

UNITED STATES.—Return of the Kane Expedition.—
On the 11th inst., the propeller Arctic and barque Re-
lease arrived at New York, having on board Dr. Kane
and his party. These vessels left New York on the 30th
of Fifth mo. last, under the command of Lieut. Hartstein,

fort he special purpose of affording succour to the expe-
dition. They went as far north as the ice would per-
mit, and were twenty-eight days forcing through the
ice back to Melville Bay. On the 13th of Ninth month,
at Disco, on the coast of Greenland, they fell in with
Dr. Kane and his associates. Dr. Kane had been com-
pelled to abandon his vessel in the ice, and had made
his way with his men through appalling difBculties and
hardships over land, ice and water, for a distance of
1300 miles. In this journey they had to endure eighty-

one days of constant exposure. Three men died ; the
remaining sixteen arrived at Greenland in vigorous
health, except that some of them were badly frost-bit-

ten. No trace was found of Sir John Franklin's party.
Shipwreck and Loss of Life.—On the 30th ult., the ship

William Penn, of New Bedford, from the Chincha Is-

lands, with a cargo of guano, was totally wrecked off

the Hatteras Shoals. The captain's wife, seven seamen,
and Dr. Bowline, who left the ship in the light boat,
were picked up by a vessel, and brought to Savannah.
The captain was rescued from the wreck on the 1st inst.

Some of the crew who attempted to escape on a raft,

are believed to have perished ; if they have, the loss of
life will amount to about fifteen persons in all.

New York.—The report of the City Inspector shows
that the total number of deaths in the city of N. York,
in 1854, was 28,568. Of these, 3243 were congenital,
or the result of old age or casualties ; 2509 were caused
by cholera; 4156 by other diseases of the bowels ; dis-

eases of the respiratory organs, (exclusive of conges-
tion,) 5436; fevers of all kinds, 1533; apoplexy and
congestion, and inflammation of the brain, 1278

;
dropsy

ater in the brain, 1365; small-pox, 611; maras-
mus, 1711; convulsions, mostly infantile, 2183. Of the
whole number, 15,265 were males and 13,303 females.
It is stated that the very large orders in the New York
market for flour and grain, last week, were on British
government account. The quantity required by the

h, was 500,000 barrels. The corn and wheat were
ased principally for the French government. The

sales of these articles, in three days, reached nearly
three and a half millions of dollars. Interments last

week, 386.

Kew Orleans.—The weather has become cool, and the
city comparatively healthy ; the mortality for the week
ending the 29th ult., was 152, including 46 from yellow
fever. The fever in the interior was abating.

yorfoH and Portsmouth.—The fever has nearly disap-
peared from both places.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 164.

California.—Dates from San Francisco to Ninth mo.
20th. The Nicaragua steamer Uncle Sam arrived at

San Francisco on the 14th. The cholera broke out in

vessel on her passage, and before she reached San
Francisco, had carried off 106 passengers. Several
others had subsequently died in the hospital, and 14

'ned under treatment. The State election in Cali-

fornia had resulted in favour of (he Know Nothings,
accounts from the mines were favourable. The

town of Grass Valley was totally destro.ved by fire

the 14th ult., and a very destructive firehad occurred
at Weaversville, Trinity county. There had been
further Indian disturbances. Trade was active in S
Francisco. In consequence of large orders from Ch
domestic flour had advanced to $9 per barrel.

Miscellaneous.—African Exploration.—Dr. Barth, the
African explorer, has returned to Europe, after an ab
sence of five years, in the interior of Africa. During
his absence he has made discoveries which have greatly
increased our knowledge of Central Africa, and of the
countries east and south-east of Lake Tsad, as far as
the basin of the Nile. In his unparalleled journey to

Timbuctoo, he discovered two large empires, Gando and
Hamd-Allaki, of which not even the names were known
previously, and gained a complete insight into the his-
tory and present state of Timbuctoo, its people and all

the surrounding countries.

The Crimean War.—It appears from official returns
that up to the 15th of Ninth month, there were shipped
from Marseilles and Toulon, for the East, since the com-
mencement of the war, 226,000 men, besides 45,000
from Algeria, Corsica and- Italy.

Decrease in Population.—The Xoyin of Nantucket, Mass.,
which in the year 1840 had 9021 inhabitants, has now
but 8074, according to the census just taken, being a
decrease in fifteen years of 947.

A Suggestion.—A correspondent of the Builder sug-
gests that the London houses should be roofed with
thick glass, instead of slates, so that the top part of the
houses might be formed into conservatories, smoking-
rooms and observatories, instead of lumber rooms.

Longevity.—Elizabeth Randolph, believed to be the
oldest inhabitant of Western Carolina, died in Yancey
county on the 21st ult. The Asheville News says, she

IS born in 1747, and was at the time of her death in

r one hundred and ninth year.

Emancipated.—Sixteen negroes were recently emanci-
pated by Arthur Allen, of North Carolina. They have
gone to Ohio.
Xew Sealing Ground.—A Nantucket (Mass.) whaler

recently discovered an island in the South Pacific Ocean,
about 250 miles south of Desolation Island, and took
from it, in less than a week's time, four hundred barrels
of sea elephants' oil. Two other ships are now pre-.

paring to return there, for the purpose of profiting =•

this valuable discovery.
'

A Polar Coal Region.—E. Meriam, the Brooklyn
t.

teorologist, states that the Arctic Zone is not a bai i

waste. It will in time be found one of the richest .

neral districts of the globe. Coal is most abundj
there, as far north as beyond latitude 75. This fact ',

ing established, we presume an Arctic Zone Coal Cd.
pany will soon be one of the Wall street fancies.

i

Coal of Recent Formation.—At Haroe Island the Ar.
.;

Expedition found coal apparently of recent formitii
The grain of the wood was still perceptible, and it ^ i

interspersed with small masses of a very pure re'.

The supply was limited in depth only by the frost, n
was so loose that it could be shovelled up without d i

culty. It was found to burn well.
'

Received from Chas. P. Dilworth, Pa., S2, vol.
;

from Sarah Ashton, Pa.. §2, vol. 29; from Joshua''
Evans, N. Y., $2, vol. 28.'

[

Agent Appointed.—Lloyd Balderston, Port Deposit, li

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The winter session of the School will commence

Second-day, the 5th of Eleventh month next. Thepup'
will be conveyed from the city, by railroad, to Wi
Chester, where conveyances will be in waiting to ta

them to the School, on the arrival of the morning a

afternoon cars, on Second-day, the 5th, and Third-d:l

the 6th of Eleventh month. The children will get th
,

baggage the day after their arrival. The cars leave t;

depot, south side of Market street, above Eighteen
(formerly Schuylkill Fifth street.) at half past 7 o'clo.i

A. M., and at half past 3 o'clock, p. m. The agent of t|

school will be at the railroad depot on Second ai

Third-day ff/lffr«oons, and will furnish pupils with tickej

and accompany them to WestgChester. Those who
;

by the morning train will be furnished with tickets '

a person in attendance. To those who procure tick'!

as directed, the fare from Philadelphia to the Scboi

including baggage, will be one dollar, which will
'

charged at the School. All baggage should be distinc
.|

marked West-town, and with the name of the own-j

and should be sent directly to the depot.

The West-town oSice is at Friends' Bookstore,?
84 Arch street, where all small packages for the pupj

left before 12 o'clock on Sizth-dags, will be forwardt]

All letters for the pupils and others at the School, shou

be sent by mail, directed to West-town Boarding-Scho

West Chester P. 0., Chester Co., Pa. Packages shou

be distinctly marked and put up in a secure manner,
that their contents will not be liable to be lost by ban '

ling. The stage will leave West Chester for the Scho
during the winter session, on Second, Fourth, and Sevent

days, on the arrival of the morning cars from the cii

and from the School to West Chester on the same da.i

to meet the morning cars for Philadelphia. The fa

for each passenger to and from West Chester by t

stage, will be 25 cents. When special conveyances
other times are provided at the School, an extra char

will be made.
West-town, Tenth mo., 2d, 1855.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

A man Friend is wanted to assist on the farm

Tunessassah, and to aid in carrying out the conce

for the improvement of the
"

Application may be raad(

Philad., Tenth mo., 1855.

Joseph Elkixton, !

377 S. Second stret

Thomas Evans,

180 Arch strei

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in thi

Institution.
'

Application may be m.ade to either of the undersignci

members of the Committee.
;

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, DeL i

Samuel Bettle, Jr. }
^'''•^'^*-

Married, on the 2d inst., at Friends' Meeting-hons

Sixth street. Jabez Jexkixs, Jr., and Margaret, dangl'

ter of Charles Williams, all of this city.

Died, on the 5th of the Tenth month, 1855, in ti

eighty-fifth year of his age, Israel Cope ; a member
the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.
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The Cnlf Stream.

(Continued from page 42.3

"Along the shores of India, where the experi-

nts have been carefully made, the evaporation

jiounts to three-fourth.? of an inch daily. Sup-

ise it in the trade-wind region of the Atlantic to

lount to only half an inch, that would give an

jnual evaporation of say fifteen feet. In the

bcess of evaporation from the sea, fresh water

*y is taken up ; the salts are left behind. Now
jayer of sea-water, fifteen feet deep, and as broad

the trade-wind belts of the Atlantic, and reach-

^ across the ocean, contains an immense amount

I
salts. The great equatorial current which

jeeps from the shores of Africa, across the At-

tic, into the Caribbean Sea, is a surface cur-

lit; and may it not bear into that sea a large por-

In of those waters that have satisfied the thirsty

ide-winds with saltless vapour? If so, and it

jibably does—have we not detected here the foot-

nts of an agent that does tend to make the wa-

Is of the Caribbean Sea Salter, and therefore

ivier than the average of sea-water?" "Now
It we may form some idea as to the influence,

'ich the salts left by the vapour that the trade-

ads, north-east and south-ea.st, take up from sea-

[ter, is calculated to exert in creating currents,

, us make a partial calculation to show how much
t this vapour held in solution before it was
en up, and, of course, while yet in the state of

-water. The north-east trade-wind regions of

;i Atlantic embrace an area of at least three

llion square miles; and the yearly evaporation

,m it is, we will suppose, fifteen feet. The salt

,t is contained in a mass of sea-water, covering to

; depth of fifteen feet an area of three million

tare miles in superficial extent, would be suffi-

int to cover the IJritish Islands to the depth of

irteen feet. As this water supplies the trade-

ids with vapour, it therefore becomes Salter,

i as it becomes suiter, the forces of aggregation

ong its particles are increased, as we may infer

m the fact that the waters of the Gulf Stream
reluctant to mix with those of the ocean."

'' la the present state of our knowledge con-

ning this wonderful phenomenon—for the Gulf
earn is one of the most marvellous things in the

an—we can do little more than conjecture.

t we have two causes in operation which, we
y safely assume, are among those concerned in

iducing the Gulf Stream. One of these is in

! increased saltness of its water after the trade-

ids have been supplied with vapour from it;

1 the other is in the diminished quantum of

salt which the Baltic and the North Sea contain.

The waters of the IJaltic contain only about half

as much salt as sea-water does generall3'.

" Now here we have, on one side, the Caribbean

Sea and Gulf of Mexico, nith their waters of brine;

on the other, the Baltic and North Sea, with wa-

tere that are but little more than brackish. In

one of these sea-basins the water is heavy ; in the

other, it is light. Between them the ocean inter-

venes ; but water is bound to seek and to main-

tain its level ; and here, therefore, we unmask
one of the agents concerned in causing the Gulf

Stream. What is the influence of this agent

—

that is, how great is it, and to what extent doi

it go—we cannot say ; only it is at least one of

the agents concerned."

"As to the temperature of the Gulf Stream,

there is, in a winter's day, ofi' Hatteras, and even as

high up as the Grand Banks in mid ocean, a difl'er-

ence between its watersand those of the ocean, nearly

of 20° and even 30°. Water, we know, expands by

heat, and here the difference of temperature may
more than compensate fur the difference of salt-

ness, and leave, therefore, the waters of the Gulf

lighter, by reason of their warmth. Being lighter

and adhesive, they should therefore occupy a

higher level than those through which they flow.

Assuming the depth off Hatteras to be one hun-

dred and fourteen fathoms, and allowing the usual

rates of expansion for sea-water, figures show that

the middle or axis of the Gulf Stream there should

be nearly two feet higher than the contiguous wa-

ters of the Atlantic. Hence, the surface of the

stream should present a double inclined plane,

from which the water would be running down on

either side, as from the roof of a house. As this

runs off at the top, the same weight of colder wa-

ter runs in at the bottom, and so raises up the

cold water bed of the Gulf Stream, and causes it

to become shallower and shallower as it goes north.

That the Gulf Stream is roof-shaped, causing the

ters in its surface to flow off to either side from

the middle, we have not only circumstantial evi-

dence to show, but observations to prove." " In

ts course to the north, the Gulf Stream gradually

trends more and more to the eastward, until it

rrives off the Banks of Newfoundland, when its

course becomes due east. These banks, it has

been thought, deflect it from its proper course, and

cause it to take this turn. Examination will prove,

I think, that they are an effect, certainly not the

cause. It is here that the frigid current already

poken of, with its icebergs from the north, are

net and melted by the warm waters of the Gulf
Of course the loads of earth, stones, and gravel

brought down by them, are here deposited. Cap-

tain Scorseby, far away in the north, counted five

undred icebergs setting out from the same vici-

nity, upon this cold current, for the south. Many
of them, loaded with earth, have been seen aground

on the Banks. This process of transferring de-

posits for these shoals, has been going on for ages;

nd with time, seems altogether adequate to the

effect described.

The deep sea soundings that have been made

by vessels of the navy, tend to confirm this view

as to the formation of these Banks. The greatest

contrast in the bottom of the Atlantic is just to

the south of these Banks. Nowhere in the open
sea has the water been found to deepen so sud-

denly as here. Coming from the north, the bot-

tom of the sea is shelving ; but suddenly alter

passing these Banks, its depth increases by almost

a precipitous descent for many thousand feet, tlius

indicating that the debris which forms the Grand
Banks, comes from the north."

" Many philosophers have expressed the opin-

ion—indeed, the belief is common among mariners

—that tlic coasts of the United Slates and the

shoals of Nantucket turn the Gulf Stream toward

the cast ; but if the view I have been endeavour-

ing to make clear be correct, and I think it is

—

it appears that the cour.se of the Gulf Stream is

fixed and prescribed by exactly the same laws that

require the planets to revolve in orbits, the planes

of which shall pass through the centre of the sun
;

and that, were the Nantucket Shoals not in exist-

ence, the course of the Gulf Stream irr the main
would be exactly as it is, and where it is. The
Gulf Stream is bound over to the North Sea and
Bay of Biscay partly for the reason, perhaps, that

the waters there are lighter than those of the

Mexican Gulf, and if the Shoals of Nantucket were
not in existence, it could not pursue a more direct

route. The Grand Banks, however, arc encroach-

ing ; and cold currents from the north come down
upon it : they may, and probably do, a.ssist now
and then to turn it aside." " But there are other

forces operating upon the Gulf Stream. They are

derived from the effect of changes in the waters of

the whole ocean, as produced by changes in their

temperature, from time to time. As the Gulf
Stream leaves the coasts of the United States, it

begins to vary its position according to the sea-

sons ; the limit of its northern edge, as it passes

the meridian of Cape Race, being in winter about

latitudes 40° to 41°, and in September, when the

sea is hottest, about latitude 45° to 46°. The
trough of the Gulf Stream, therefore, may be sup-

posed to waver about in the ocean, not unlike a

pennon in the breeze. Its head is confined be-

tween the shoals of the Bahamas and the Caro-

linas, but that part of it which stretches over to-

ward the Grand Banks of Newfoundland, is, as

the temperature of the waters of the ocean changes,

first pressed down toward the south, and then

again up toward the north, according to the sea-

son of the year."
" In winter, the volume of cold water on the

American or left side of the stream, is greatly in-

creased. It must have room, and gains it by

pressing the warmer waters of the stream farther

to the south or right. In September, the tempe-

rature of these cold waters is modified; there is

not such an extent of them, and then the warmer

waters, in turn, press them back, and so the pen-

dulum-like motion is preserved."

"As a rule, the hottest water of the Gulf Stream

is at or near the surface ; and as the deep sea

thermometer is sent down, it shows that these wa-

ters, though still far warmer than the water on

either side at corresponding depths, gradually be-

comes less and less warm until the bottom of the

current is reached. There is reason to believe

that the warm waters of the Gulf Stream are no-

where permitted, in the oceanic economy, to touch
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the bottom of the sea. There is everywhere a

cushion of cool water between them and the solid

parts of the earth's crust. This arrangemet

suggestive, and strikingly beautiful. One of the

benign offices of the Gulf Stream is to convey

heat from the Gulf of Mexico, where otherwise it

would become excessive, and to disperse it ir

gions beyond the Atlantic for the amelioration of

the climates of the British Islands, and of all

Western Europe. Now, cold water is one of the

best non-conductors of heat, and if the warmer

water of the Gulf Stream was sent across the At
lantic in contact with the solid crust of the earth

—comparatively a good conductor of heat—instead

of being sent across, as it is, in contact with

cold, non-conducting cushion of cool water to fend

it from the bottom, all its heat would be lost

the first part of the way, and the soft climates of

both France and England would be as that of La

brador, severe in the extreme, and ice bound."

CTo be conliQuedO

Epistle of George Fox (IGSi.)

Having spent about a week in the country, I

returned to London, where I continued about two

months, visiting meetings, and labouring to get

relief for Friends from their sufferings, which yet

lay heavy upon them in many parts of the nation.

Several papers also I wrote relating to the service

of Truth, one of which was concerning order in

the church of God, which some that were gone

out of the unity of Friends much opposed. It was

as follows :

—

Among all societies, families or nations of peo-

ple in the world, there exists some sort of order.

There was the order of Aaron in the Old Testa-

ment, and the order of Melchizedek before that,

after whose order Christ Jesus came, and he did

not despise that order. God is a God of order in

his whole creation, and in his church ; and all be-

lievers in the light, the life in Christ, that pass

from death to life, are in the order of the Holy

Spirit, power, light, life, and government of

Christ Jesus, of the increase whereof there is no

end. This is a mystery to all those disorderly

people, who have written and printed so much
against the order which the Lord's power and

Spirit hath brought forth among his people. And
you that cry so much against order, is it not ma-

nifest that you are gone into a land of darkness,

and of the shadow of death, into disorder, and

where the light is as darkness ? Is not this, your

condition, seen by all them that live and walk in

the Truth, whoso conversations are according to

the gospel of life and salvation ?

The devil, Satan, dragon, the first and second

beast, the whore and false prophets, and their

worshippers and followers, are all out of the Truth,

abode not in it, nor in the order of it ; and the

Truth is over them all. In Salem is God's taber-

nacle ; and his tabernacle is in Shiloh ; these are

beyond the tabernacles of Ham. (Ps. Ixxvi. and
Ixxviii.)

All the figures and shadows were and are com-
prehended in time ; but Christ the substance is

the beginning and the ending. And all trials,

troubles, persecutions, and temptations, came up
in time; but the Lord's power which is everlast-

ing, is over all such things ; in which is safety.

The black world of darkness lieth in wicked-

ness ; and by its wisdom knoweth not God, that

made the world and all things therein ; for the

god of the world and prince of the air ruleth in

tlie hearts of all that disobey the living God that

made them. So the god of this wicked world hath

blinded the eyes of the infidels or heathen ; so that

by their wisdom they know not the living God.
In the Old Testament, the Lord said, " With

all thy offerii

And Christ

;s thou shalt ofi'er salt." Lev. xi. 13.

ith in his new convenant, " Every
one shall be salted with fire, and every sacrifice

shall be salted with salt. Salt is good ; but if

the salt have lost its saltness, wherewith will you
season it ? Have salt in yourselves ; and have
peace one with another." Mark ix. 49, 50.

We have received the earnest of the Spirit,

which is the earnest of the inheritance that fadeth
not away. For God poureth out of his Spirit,

upon all flesh. It is God's Spirit which is above
our natural spirit, by which alone we do not know
God ; for it is by the Spirit of God that we know
the things of God. And the Spirit of God doth
witness to our souls and spirits that this Spirit of

God is theearnest of an eternal inheritance. "God
opens his people's ears to discipline, and com-
mands that they turn from iniquity. If they obey
and serve him, they shall spend their days in pro-

sperity, and their years in pleasure ; but if they
obey him not, they shall perish by the sword, and
they shall die without knowledge." Job xxxvi.
10—12. So the disobedient that do not turn from

their iniquity, have not this prosperity and plea-

sure, but die without the knowledge of God ; and
their ears are shut to this discipline, which God
opens to his people. G. F.

From the Etlinburgh Review.

The Chemistry of Commoa Life,

Turn now to the water we drink. In this ad-

mirable fluid, so clear, so bright, so grateful to the

.system, so healthful to the temperate, so necessary

to all,—the delight of Grecian song,—the charm
of the Eastern paradise,—of this fluid, lauded with

justice by the physiologist, and worshipped, not

unduly, by the total abstainer,—chemistry tells

us that three-fourths of our apparently solid bodies

consist, and that it forms nearly as large a pro-

portion of all living vegetables during the height

nd vigour of their growth. In this fluid, looked

pon as elementary till nearly our own times,

modern research has taught us to see the result of

a subtle union between the oxygen we have spoken
of, and another gas, to which the name of hy-

drogen (water-former) has been given. Kindle
this latter gas in the air, and it burns with a pah
flame. Hold a cold bell glass over the flame, anc

its under surface will become bedewed with mois
ture, and drops of water will trickle down its sides

Collect this water and submit it to a current of

electricity; the liquid will disappear, and in its

stead the two gases oxygen and hydrogen will re-

main. These experiments prove, first, that while

burning in tlie air, the hydrogen unites with the

oxygen of the atmosphere and forms water; and,

second, that the water thus formed consists of these

two gaseous constituents only, compressed and
bound together by some incomprehensible con-

nexion, which it makes us no wiser to call chemi-
cal comhinatian.

It is, indeed, incomprehensible how water, the

enemy of fire, should itself consist of two gases,

the one of which burns most readily, while the

other is the great natural supporter of living fire.

And it is equally strange that oxygen, so indis-

pensable to animal life, should form eight-ninths

by weight of a liquid in which few terrestrial ani-

mals can live for more than two or three seconds

of time. By no known theory of physical or me-
hanical union can we satisfactorily explain how

properties so new should be the result of such
hemical combinations.

The chemical study of this water in its relations

to animal and vegetable life presents new points

of interest. The most important of its chemical
properties are so familiar to us that we rarely

think of them, and certainly do not sufficiently

prize them. Pure water has neither taste,
jj

smell, nor pungency. It is neither sour like \
fe.

gar, nor sweet like sugar, nor alkaline like s ij.

It irritates no nerve of sensation, even the i ij

delicate, nor is the tenderest part of the an J
frame disturbed by contact with this univifl
fluid. It is thus fitted to penetrate unfelt into ,9

subtlest tissues, and without causing the sliest
jar to flow along the finest, most sensitive,

,(J

most hair-like vessels. It soothes and assuilj

wherever it comes, lessening inflammation, lul,»

pain, diluting unhealthy fluids within the bi/"

and washing morbid humors and waste mateiia
from the sickly and changing frame.

\

Again, as a cooling agent water is equalljL
valuable. In a dry and thirsty land we feel 4
acknowledge the pleasure of bathing our he; d
bodies in the sea or the running stream. But'e
are less sensible how it watches over us, as it w (

every passing moment, dispelling each rising hi',

and removing from the body every excesfjf

warmth which might disturb the equable worle
of its many parts. Do we eat inflammatory f(j^

or drink over-stimulating fluids, the excessif

bodily warmth produced converts a portion of {.

ter into vapour, and the lungs throw it off ij

the air. IJo we by hard labour, or other uiil

exertion, exalt th« temperature of the body, b

same water again takes up the superfluous hi
and bathing in perspiration both skin and lu 4

restrains within due bounds the growing inflam J.

tion.
I

But more widely useful still in relation to ve|-

table and animal life is the property which w:t

possesses of dissolving and rendering fluid a It

of usually solid bodies. Put sugar or salt ip

water, it disappears and becomes fluid and pe^

trative like water itself. The salt sea conta:s

within its bosom many substances so dissolve
J

the fluids that circulate through our veins \

chiefly water, holding various compound boci

in solution ; the moisture which the plant-rp

drinks in, carries with it into root, stem, and ij:

many substances it has taken up from the s(

;

and the purest waters we consume for domes;

use are not free from foreign matters of min£i

and organic origin. In all this there is a purpci

and good flows to all living things from thisir

vent power of water.
;

It must suffice at present to mention one ge 1

ral benefit. Into the composition of the plan'-

variety of solid mineral substances enter, whid
is the duty of the plant root to draw from the S'

In their solid form these substances could neitl

move freely through the soil nor find their ti

into the fine pores of the little rootlets. But c-

solved in water they move as freely as the liqi

itself, and penetrate with it into the most delicii

tissues of plant or animal. Thus along the fin 1

vessels they ascend through stem and twig a

.saf, and distribute themselves wherever their p:

sence is required.

It is so also with the animal. Into all its par'

solid, saline, and mineral matters enter as a nee

sary portion of their substance. These we int

'uce into the stomach along with our other foi

but water must dissolve them there and make th(i

fluid before they can find their way into the bio

d be afterwards conveyed to the parts of t

body where their several services are requin!

L^nd hero comes into view a glimpse of wise bei'

ticeuce in what at first sight appears only a foi

of material evil. The impurities, as we call the

of natural waters are often of real advantage

those who drink them, supplying siline and mil

ral matter.^ in which the food is deficient, or whi

the peculiar nature of the staple form of diet ii

giveu region renders grateful to the enfeebi-
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I ne. The purest waters, therefore, are by no

iiins to be considered as everywhere and in all

iJ;s the most wholesome. The natural waters of

i^ry locality are more or less medicated, so to

J\k, and the constitutions of the inhabitants by

Sckuse
become adapted to their peculiar quality,

J'even their food is adjusted to it; so that to

nge their wonted beverage even for one more

e may sensibly affect the health, for years to

(be, of large masses of people.

Look nest at the food we eat. This is either

ijlegetable or of animal origin, and what modern

Imistry tells us regarding it is not only full of

il uses and of deep personal interest to every

it of us, but is in itself truly marvellous. For,

ij;, it abolishes the artificial distinction which

Jre sense has long established between animal

h and vegetable food. The bread we simply

lie is no longer quite different in use and qua-

!from the flesh meats on which learned cooks

aust their culinary skill. In bread we actually

the substance of beef, and in bread and butter

ther form of that marbled flesh on which the

\ of the epicure so placidly rests. In every

iiety
of eatable plant there exists a portion of

it chemists call gluten, which is nearly identi-

with the muscular part of animal flesh, and a

ijportion also of fat, which is absolutely iden-

ijl with the fat of animals. How unphilosophi-

s and vain, therefore, the discipline which en-

(lis and makes a merit of abstaining from a sub-

iice when obtained from the body of an animal,

|l yet allows the use of the same substance

Rn obtained from a vegetable !

|\.gain, it shows us how curiously and by what

Table contrivances this food is prepared for

Of carbon and nitrogen, such as float in

air, combined with the oxygen and hydrogen

already spoken of, the flesh and tissues of

lals, and the solid portions of vegetables in

;|at part consist. But of these only one, the

pgen, serves directly as food either to animal

jto plant. The plant, as we have seen, sucks

ikt times oxygen by its leaves, and some of this

ffgen, no doubt, contributes to the formation of

i growing substance. The animal, also, draws

foxygen from the air by its lungs, and uses it

jcctly to build up the tissues of its body. Thus
i|h animals and plants, to a certain small extent,

lid upon raw and unchanged oxygen. But nei-

Ir plant nor animal can so consume or work up
[mentary or uncombined hydrogen, nitrogen, or

.bon.

ItVnd here', in pursuing further our inquiries in

(;ard to the way in which they are respectively

j,
a great difference at once presents it.self be-

;en the plant and the animal; while, at the

le time, a close and predetermined relation is

n evidently to exist between them.

CTo be conlinued.J

Selected.

The height and sum of religion is to bear the

ige of Christ. But can those flatter themselves

it they bear the Saviour's image, who are over-

neand rendered impatient by every trifling inci-

t of an adverse nature ? 0, remember that

(! life of Christ was from beginning to end a life

|trouble. He was often misunderstood and ill-

jated by all classes ; he was persecuted by the

jarisees ; sold by the traitor whom he had
bsen as one of his disciples; reviled by the thief

I

the cross
;
put to death. But he was far

ire desirous of tlie salvation and good of his ene-

|es, than he was of personal exemption from
L'ir persecutions. " Father, forgive them; for

py know not what they do," was his dying

O'er.

The Clouds Drop Down (he i)eio.—The follow-

ing quotation from Dr. Wells on dew is highly

instructive :
—" I had often smiled in the pride of

half-knowledge at the means frequently employed
by gardeners to protect tender plants from cold,

as it appeared to mc impossible that a thin mat, or

any such flimsy substance, could prevent them
from attaining the temperature of the atmosphere,
by which alone I thought them liable to be injured.

But when I had learned that bodies on the sur-

face of the earth become, during a still and serene

night, colder than the atmosphere, by radiating

their heat to the heavens, I perceived immediately
a just reason for the practice which I had before

deemed useless. Being desirous, however, of ac-

quiring some precise information on this subject, I

fixed perpendicularly in the earth of a grass-plot

four small sticks, and over their upper extremities,

which were six inches above the grass, and formed
the corners of a square, whose sides were two feet

long, I drew tightly a very thin cambric handker-

chief. In this disposition of things, therefore,

nothing existed to prevent the free passage of air

from the exposed grass to that which was sheltered

except the four small sticks, and there was no sub-

stance to radiate downwards to the latter grass ex-

cept the cambric handkerchief The sheltered

grass, however, was found nearly of the sqme tem-

perature as the air, while the unsheltered was five

degrees or more colder. One night the fully ex-

posed grass was eleven degrees colder than the air,

but the sheltered was only three degrees colder.

Hence we see the powerof a very slight awning
to avert or lessen the injurious coldness of the

ground."

—

Hunt's Ekmcntary Physics—Bohii's

Scientific Library.

Many are the visited and called of the Lord,

but few are his chosen. The reason, I believe, is,

because all those who are visited are not faithful

to the little discoveries which are made to them :

some are too stubborn or cowardly to boar the

cross, and others are too wise ; and by their rea-

soning and comparing, instead of obedience to the

convictions of grace, cause the eye which has in

measure been opened to be closed again by the

god of this world, and of the wisdom which is in

it. If thou be determined, dear Friend, in good

earnest to press forward, and endeavour to per-

severe to the end, (for running well /or a time

will stand us in little stead,) keep nothing alive

which should be slain, give up cheerfully to the

fire that chaffy combustible nature which is for

the fire ; and let the sword of the Spirit pierce

and divide that which is for the sword ; and as

thou art faithful herein, thou wilt know by de-

grees judgment to be brought forth into victory,

and thou shalt in due season feel that peace which

passoth the understanding.

—

Richard Shackle/on.

For " The Friend."

Perhaps, no discovery in mechanics, or combi-

nation of mechanical power, except that of Ark-

wright has done more for the manufacturing inte-

rests of this country, than those by which the finer

kinds of carpeting, and other similar textures, are

so beautifully wrought by power looms. The in-

vention is purely American, (though it has been

seized on by manufacturers in England, without

acknowledgment or compensation to the originator,)

and is the result of the remarkable powers of a

comparatively young man, with but little school

education, or opportunity of acquiring a knowledge

of mechanics from books, and under other pecu-

liarly unfavourable circumstances.

From an article under the heading of " Bio-

graphy of Eminent Men," published in No. 9 of

the 7th volume of "The Plough, Loom, and An-

vil," we have made the following selections which
we think will be found interesting to the readers

of " The Friend," and introduce them to this great

American inventor.

Era.<itus Brigliam Uigelow.

The subject of this notice was born Fourth mo.
•2d, IHU, in West Boylston, a small town of Mas-
sachusett.s, seven miles north of Worcester. His

father had a little farm, to the toils of which he

added, with Yankee versatility, the business of a

wheelwright and that of a chair-maker. The boy

was sent,"of course, to the district school. At tho

age of eight he asked his master to put him into

arithmetic and writing, but he was pronounced too

young for these high branches. He was not, how-

ever, to be headed off so. He took up Pike's Arith-

metic at home, performed, unassisted, every ques-

tion as far as the Rule of Three, and made a fair

record of the whole. Who docs not see in this a

promising outset '/******
John Temple, a neighbour of Bigelow, was

a substantial farmer. He had noticed the lad's

capacity, and sometimes jokingly asked him to

come and live with him, and learn his occupation.

Erastus regarded this proposition as a business

matter. With him, an offer was an offer. Ac-
cordingly, one Second-day morning in early spring,

this boy of ten years presented himself at John
Temple's door and demanded employment. It was

given him, with no expectation that he would con-

tinue through the day. He worked on, however,

and at the end of the week suggested to J. T. that

it would be proper to come to some understanding

in regard to wages. On being asked his terms, he

offered to work six months on condition of receiv-

ing at the close, a cosset lamb called " Dolly,"

to which he had taken a strong liking. The mo-

derate demand was of course acceeded to. But
scarcely had a month elapsed ere a difficulty arose.

Dolly could not live without eating, and how was

he to provide for her ? His fellow labourers di.s-

covered the cause of bis anxiety, and teasingly

aggravated it. At length he proposed and effected

an alteration in the contract. He relinquished his

claim to Dolly, and J. T. agreed to furnish, in-

stead, a pair of cow-hide boots, and sheep's gray

cloth sufficient for a suit of clothes. The agree-

ment was fully carried out on both sides. At the

close of the period, an offer of four dollars a month

for the ensuing summer was made and accepted.

The kind-hearted man, at parting, gave the young

farmer a silver dollar.

During the next two years he continued to work

for J. Temple in the summer, and to attend school

in winter. The farmer urged hiui to stay till he

should be of age, and he offered to do so if, at the

close of the term, he should receive in compensa-

tion a small outlying farm belonging to his em-

ployer. Fortunately, this offer was declined. It

was an escape not unlike that of Daniel Webster

from the clerkship of the county court.

In 1827, Bigelow removed to another part

of the town, and engaged in the manufacture of

cotton yarn. Erastus was set to work in the mill.

So long as he found anything to study in the ma-

chinery and its working, he was interested; the

occupation then became distasteful. While em-

ployed in this drudgery of tending spindles, he

was bu.sy in framing plans for the future. His

grand desire was to obtain a liberal education. As
his parents, from their limited circumstances, could

not encourage him in this, he began to consider

in what way he miubt accomplish the object him-

self. He already knew how to earn and to save.

He had not only clothed himself by his toil, but to

his first silver dollar had added several more. * * *
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About this time he made his first invention. It

was a hand-loom for weaving suspender webbing.
It accomplished the object ; but as the business
would not justify the employment of an operative,
he abandoned it, after realizing from it a few dol-

lars. His next invention was of more importance.
A ball of cotton cord, known in the market by the

name of " piping cord," had been brought into

the house for domestic use. On examination, he
found it to be of yarn like that which he was
spinning every day. On inquiry, he learned that

it was made by hand, in the ordinary rope-walk.

He was sure that it could be formed more expedi-

tiously and cheaply by automatic machinery. In
a few weeks he had matured the plan of a ma-
chine, and within two months he had it in success-

ful operation. It worked well—earning for the

youthful inventor in the course of a year about
one hundred dollars. At length the article fell

greatly in price, and the working of the machinery
was abandoned.

These first developments of a peculiar genius
were evidently called forth by his burning desire

for an education. They were temporary expedi-

ents to enable him to pay his way. It should not
be forgotten that they were the achievements of £

lad only fourteen years of age. Having now bj

his industry and ingenuity acquired a small fund,

he obtained parental consent to attend a neigh-

bouring academy, at his own expense. This was
in 1880. Here he entered on the study of Latin,

His teacher was pleased, and wrote to the father,

recommending a collegiate course for the boy!

But to the cautious parent, a trade seemed safer

and better. As the son preferred not to engage
again in the dull employment of the spinning miTl,

the matter was compromised, and he was told that

he might go to Boston and become a commission
merchant, if he could.

To Boston accordingly he went. He carried no
letters—knew no one. After a few inquiries from
door to door, he found employment in the whole-
sale and retail dry-goods establishment of S. F.
3Iorse & Co. * * * *

About this time a teacher of stenography came
to Boston and gave lessons in the art. He drew
much attention and formed large classes. Our
young clerk shared in the general interest, but the
cost of a course, (ten dollars,) was beyond his
means. So he got some books and taught himself.

He was surprised to fiud the art so simple. In a
few days he could write with ease in short-hand.
A new thought struck him. If he could learn
stenography in this way so quickly and easily,

why should not others—why should not many
avail themselves of the useful, labour-saving pro-
cess?^ The rareness of the acquirement must
be owing to the expense. He would obviate that.

He would write a book on short-hand, illustrated

by plates, and filled with rules and examples.
Energetic and industrious—to resolve, with him,
was to act. In a short time bis work—" The self-

taught Stenographer"—was ready for the press.
To prosecute this new enterprise, he relinquished
his post behind the counter, much to the regret of
his parents, who naturally questioned the expedi-
ency of the step, and to that of bis employers, too,
whom he had fully satisfied.******

[Having published his work, he entered into
partnership with a young doctor, and they travel-
led over the country, trying to sell it, but the
scheme failed.]

Behold him now at the age of eighteen. His
little educational fund has vanished, all his
schemes have failed, and he is four hundred dol-
lars in debt. His father, in the meantime, had
been extending and diversifying his business. He

had formed a partnership with the celehrated

"John Smith," and a new mill had been erected

for their operations. As the old mill now stood
idle, Erastus thought that he might turh it to

some account. In this project he found a person
willing to join him. John JMunroe was the name
of his second associate. Their business was the

manufacture of twine. It was beginning to be
moderately successful, when a disagreement be
tween Smith and his partner put a stop to the
operations of the younger firm.*****
[He now took up the employment of itinerant

writing-master, but was not content to remain at

it. He returned home.]
His parents received him kindly, but could

not suppress their anxiety concerning his future
In that humble family council many plans were
started and rejected. At length, with unanimous
approval, the youth resolves to become a physician.

After a winter passed in classical studies at Lei
cester Academy, he entered his name as a student
in medicine. This study he prosecuted with
gence for more than a year, being much interested

in the science, but constantly annoyed by a sense
of his imperfect literary preparation. J]ven then,

could he but find the means, he would go back, to

start anew and aright. Again the stimulus of this

early and strong desire put him on the look-out

for some source of pecuniary gain. With his

mind in this state, be happened, while on a visit,

to sleep under a knotted or Marseilles quilt.

Years before he had seen similar fabrics woven by
the slow and costly process of the hand-loom.
Why—he now asked himself—could not a power-
loom be made to weave them ? It was not until

a year afterwards that he set himself in earnest to

solve this problem. Having suspended, for a time,
his medical studies, he matured the plan of a loom
With some pecuniary aid be was enabled to con
struct the machine, which worked to the satisfac-

tion of all.

But to prosecute the enterprise, capital must be
had. In quest of this he went to Boston. A
sample of the fabric was shown to Freeman, Cobb
k Co., who were large importers of the article.

Satisfied that it must succeed, they entered at once
into an agreement, contracting to pay all expenses
thus far incurred, to be at the cost of patents for

this country and for England, and to erect and
furnish a inill that should meet all probable de-
mands of the market. In consideration of this

contribution, the inventor was to receive, free of
expense to himself, one-quarter of the profits. A
brighter day had at length dawned on the strug-
gling youth. He had reached the position so
long sought. He could now secure a thorough
education. Accordingly he renewed his studies
under the care of a clergyman, who was in the
habit of fitting young men for college. Must we
state that even this fair prospect was soon clouded ?

Freeman, Cobb & Co. failed in business. The
period was one of commercial depression, and was,
therefore, no time to raise capital for new enter-

prise. To increase his embarrassments, his father
had been unsuccessful in his afl^'airs, and was now
in declining health. His own position and his

sense of filial duty, left him no alternative. The
sternly-exacting present must be provided for.

Postponing to an indefinite future his half-realized

schemes and hopes, he once more relinquished his

classical studies.

Prom age to age, throughout all ages, Divine
love is that alone, in which dominiou has been,
is, and will be rightly conducted.

LET THERE BE LIGHT.
Night, stern, eternal, and alone,

Girded with solemn silence round,
Majestic on his starless throne,

tjat brooding o'er the vast profound

—

And there unbroken darkness lay,

Deeper than that which veils the tomb,
While circling ages wheel'd away

Cnnoted mid the voiceless gloom.

Then moved upon the waveless deep
The rjuickening Spirit of the Lord,

And broken was its pulseless sleep

Before the Everlasting Word !

"Let there be light" and listening earth.

With tree, and plant, and flowery sod,

"In the beginning" sprang to birth,

Obedient to the Toice'of God.

Then, in his burning track, the sun
Trod onward to his joyous noon,

And in the heavens, one by one,

Clustered the stars around the moon

—

In glory bathed, the radiant day
Wore like a king his crown of light—

•

And, girdled by the " Milky Way,"
How queenly look'd the star gemm'd night!

Bursting from choirs celestial rang,
Triumphantly the notes of song

;

The morning-stars together sang
In concert with the heavenly throng.

And earth, enraptured, caught the strain

That thrill'd along her fields of air.

Till every mountain-top and plain

Flung back an answering echo there I

Creator! let thy Spirit shine
The darkness of our souls within,

And lead us by thy grace divine

From the forbidden paths of sin
;

And may that voice which bade the earth
From Chaos and the realms of Night,

From doubt and darkness call us forth,

To God's own liberty and light!

Thus, made partakers of Thy love,

The baptism of the Spirit ours,

Our grateful hearts shall rise above,
Renew'd in purposes and powers;

And songs of joy again shall ring

Triumphant through the arch of heaven—
The glorious songs which angels sing.

Exulting over souls forgiven.

HOPE.
There is a thonght, can lift the soal

Above the narrow sphere that bounds it,

A star, that sheds its mild control

Brightest when griefs dark cloud surrounds it,

And pours a soft, pervading ray.

Life's ills can never chase away.

When earthly joys have left the breast;

As even the last fond hope it cherished
Of mortal bliss—too like the rest-

Beneath woes wilting touch has perished.

With fadeless lustre streams that light

—

A halo on the brow of night.

And bitter were our sojourn here.

In this dark wilderness of sorrow,
Did not thtit rainbow beam appear

—

The herald of a brighter morrow, ,

A friendly beacon from on high, '

To guldens to Eternity,

To dwell forever with the blest.

In realms of everlasting rest. \

For "The Friend."!

I approve much of the occasional insertion il

' The Priend" of George Fox's instructive epistle

and hope they are read by the subscribers to th

paper. Very little is doing by the Society t'

,

pport its doctrines and testimonies, but muc
by some to lay them waste. The tendency nov

is to go back to the outside formal .systems, and t

rid professing Quakers of the restraints of tb >

cross, and an unvarying adherence to the sin

plicity which inward heart-changing christianit

leads into. Silent meetings are irksome to tb >

worldly professor and the lover of a round «'

i
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as( onablc amusements, and the gaieties of a

Jt(«i' life- There will be no need of separation to

edn the society, if the late modifioationsin princi

(Wind practice proposed for the adoption of Friend;

ir^acceplod; we should soon be remodelled : as

toil Barclay remarks, " the devil is striving to

ilifc us upon a new foundation so gently, that we

B(j hardly know it." In the interesting epistle

njrted last week, George Fox says, "Many
b^dations have been laid since the apostles'

laf, by such as have gone from Christ, the true

in| sure foundation, and their foundations have

»r|ed rotten, and come to naught, and themselves

la; come to loss." The "comers and goers" he

pks of, have gone "from the heavenly society

ini unity of the saints iu light," "having a form

ifj;odliness, but out of the power thereof, out of

hiorder thereof; such have turned to janglings

ujvain disputings." ' So early in the society as

.t'lat period, he says, "And you are not insensi-

ilif the scurrilous and filthy books of lies and

Umation.s, which have been spread abroad in

hi nation, and beyond sea, against the faith-

ui' "Though for a time this spirit hath been

liland covered with the fig-leaves of an outward

irj'ession, and sometimes with fawning and flat-

ejig words, yet the Lord God will blast all such

'a'l talkers, that do not walk in the order of life,

rih, and the gospel." He encourages his faith-

u brethren, that " live and walk in Christ," to

iceve, that "with his holy and glorious power

K.iniits and orders ; so that nothing shall be done

i<linst his people, but what is sufl'ered for their

ri and their good, neither by apostates, nor perse-

lurs with the tongue; all these are limited by

/list, who hath all power in heaven and earth

lil^n to him. Il]very one's faith is to stand in

lii and his power." The permitted aiBicttons of

fc'; day, will be converted into blessings, if we
lure them in a true christian spirit, equally so

r|h those of former days. The great matter is to

KJr them, so as to experience them to drive us

I'jrer to Christ, to put our trust in him, being

jjle sensible of our impotence, and the need we
se to pray for faith and patience, and that the

Jd Almighty will undertake for us, defend his

u cause, and keep us from making shipwreck of

i|.h and a good conscience.

, For "TheFrienil."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,
Kinisters and Elders, and other concerned members
I of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

f
THOMAS LIGUTFOOT.

[ CContinued from page 45.)

iChe epistle from our Yearly Meeting held in Phil-

ilphia, for Pennsylvania and the Jerseys, &c.,

In the 14th to the 18th day of the Seventh
(Oth, 1723.

j'To the Quarterly and Monthly Meetings of

lends, belonging to the said Yearly Meeting.

'Dear and Well-beloved Friends,—-We ten-

ly salute you in the Lord, with love unfeigned,

|.rtily desiring the prosperity of Zion, and of

I whole Israel of God, and church of Christ

[ry where ; and that you and all the assemblies

'God's people may be truly comforted and re-

shed in the living sense of his presence and
speakable goodness, as we have been in a very

inent manner, at this our solemn assembly, for

ich we are deeply obliged to bless and praise

: God of all our mercies, and be humbly thank-

to him for the same.
' By accounts received from our respective

arterly Meetings, we are given to understaud,

.t love and unity is in a good degree preserved

jngst Friends, our meetings kept up and disoi-

le put in practice. And by epistles from Long

Island, Maryland, Virginia and South Carolina,

we have comfortable accounts of the prosperity of

Truth in those parts.

" Our last year's epistle being very weighty and
more large than usual, it is earnestly desired that

the contents of it may be again recommended by
your Quarterly and Monthly Meetings, in order

to a faithful observance thereof; and that the said

several meetings do commit those, with the other

epistles of this meeting, to the custody of some
honest Friend to whom recourse may be had, as

occasion requires, and be read in the meetings at

suitable times where they may be a service.

"Whereas by the last year's epistle from Lon-
don ; it is advised ' that parents who have children

to give in marriage may not make it their chief

care to obtain for them large portions and settle-

ments of marriage, but rather be careful that their

children be joined in marriage with persons of re-

ligious inclinations, suitable disposition, temper,
sobriety of manners and diligent in their business,

which are things essentially necessary to a com-
fortable life in a married state, and carefully to

guard against all mist marriages and unequal
yoking of their children therein.'

"And by the same epistle it is recommended,
' that such Friends as are concerned in the affairs

of the church, at Quarterly, Monthly, or particu-

lar Meetings, be careful to act therein in the wis-

dom of God whereby they may be exemplary to

the young, who may be esteemed members there-

of and attend the same : and as such young per-

sons are found to be qualified with a real sense of

Truth on their spirits, and subjection thereunto,

and thereby made capable to come up to a service

in their respective meetings ; Friends are desired

to encourage and bring them forward therein,

whereby they may be helpful to the ancients.'

"By the foregoing it may be ob.served how
young people ouglit to be qualified to act in our
meetings for discipline. Now that all our youth
may be fitted for that service ; it is the advice of

this meeting, that parents and guardians watch
over their children, and train them up in the fear

of God, and bring them to meetings of worship,

causing them to behave themselves orderly there-

in ; and when they arrive to a capacity of acting

in the affairs of Truth, let them be encouraged to

come up in their respective services.

"And as to such young people as have been
educated in the way of Truth, or make profession

with us, if they do not continue in well doing,

but frequent scandalous or tippling houses, and
delight in vain and evil company and communica-
tion, or shall use gaming, or drink to excess or

behave rudely, or such like enormities ; or shall

decline our plain manner of speech or imitate the

vain antic modes and customs of the times, the

men with their extravagant wigs, and hats set up
in three corners, and the women in their immod-
est dresses and other indecencies mentioned in the

epistle of Caution against Pride, &c. It is our
advice and earnest desire, that parents and guar-

dians, whilst such youth are under their tuition,

do restrain them, and not indulge, nor maintain

them in such prideand extravagancy. But if they

will not be reformed; then the overseers or other

Friends shall use their endeavours to r.'claiai

them ; and if they cannot prevail, let the offenders

(after dealing and admonition) have notice to be

at the next succeeding Monthly Meeting in order

to be further dealt withal, in the wisdom of Truth,

according to our discipline.

"It is also to be observed, that the God and
fountain of all our mercies has opened, and is

opening in divers of our young people, a Divine

spring of living ministry, therefore our earnest de-

sire is, that both ministers and elders may be as

nursing-fathers and mothers to those that are

young in the ministry ; and with all care and dili-

gence advise and admonish them ; and if they see

occasion, reprove them in a tender and christian

spirit ; observing the rules of our discipline and
counsel of Friends in that respect ; as also exhort
them frequently to read the Holy Scriptures, and
earnestly seek the mind of the Spirit of Truth to

open the mysteries of those Holy Writings; and
as they keep in true patience and submission to

the will of God, and stand faithful and abide in

the simplicity of the gospel, and be exercised in

their proper gifts, keeping down to the openings
of divine love and life in themselves, they will

witness a gradual growth, and be contented to

wait for it in the will of God, and not strive to

extend their declarations further than they find

the life and power of God to bear them up.

"And our further advice is to all our ministers,

that they be conversant in reading the scriptures

of Truth ; and if any in the course of their minis-
try shall mis-quote, misapply, or draw unsound
inferences, or wrong conclusions from the text, or
otherwise misbehave themselves in point of con-
duct or conversation, let them be dealt with in
love and tenderness by the overseers or elders
where they live ; and if they refuse to acknow-
ledge and give satisfaction for their offences, lot

them be further dealt with in the wisdom of
Truth, as the case may require.

"And it is our sense and judgment, that our
directions here, as well as the advices formerly
given to our ministers, ought not to be taken as if

we designed to limit or quench the Spirit of Truth
in them, no more than the holy apostles' counsel
and cautions did in Timothy and Titus, when he
directed them what they should teach, exhort and
rebuke, and what they should not.

"And we further advise in tender love, that all

Friends when they come to their religious worship
may know a travail and right exercise of spirit,

which will drive away all drowsiness and indispo-
sition of mind ; so will God have the worship of
his own establishing, which is performed in spirit

and truth, the rewards of which are life and peace

:

but those that give way to a heavy, sleepy spirit,

are as spots and blemishes in our feasts of charity.

ad hindrances to the weak, as well as great
weights and burthens to the faithful, and are giving
renewed evidence against themselves, of their dis-

regard to the worship of God, by doing his work
negligently.

"And it is the sense and direction of this meet-
ing, that all certificates for women Friends (after

the usual inquiry made by the women) shall be
drawn and approved by the men's meeting, on
whose behalf their clerk shall sign such certifi-

oate.s, and then send the same to the women for
their signing.

"Also we direct that every particular meeting,
with the approbation of their Monthly Meeting,
may appoint a Friend to draw all the marriage
certificates that are to be made use of there, which
certificates shall be written according to the form
pr. .^c.ibed in our book of discipline, with the addi-
uou only of the words [with the Lord's assistance]

m the promis.^ory part thereof.

" For as much as wo have accounts from divers

places, that visiting families has proved beneficial,

both to the visitors and visited, where Friends are

in the practice of it ; therefore we can do no less

than earnestly recommend the said service to the

general practice of Friends, both men and women,
as the respective Monthly Meetings shall direct

and appoint : and we desire, that none be dis-

couraged, but seek the Lord for assistance, and
they will feel love to flow towards God's people

and children, and as they abide in that love, they
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ad"igivewill witness a providential hand to direct
them acceptance where they come.
"And it is our sense and judgment, that if any

professing Truth shall apply to such person or per-
sons, as by colour of any art or skill whatsoever,
do, or shall pretend knowledge to discover things
hiddenly transacted, or to telfwhere things lost or
stolen may be found : or if any under our profes-
sion do or shall use or pretend to such art or skill,

we do hereby, in a just abhorrence of such doings,
direct that the offenders be speedily dealt with and
brought under censure.

"And lastly we earnestly desire, that our disci-

pline be strictly put in practice against tale-bearers
and spreaders of false reports, and that care be
taken speedily to end all differences among Friends.
And that each Monthly Meeting, as often as there

For " The Friend."

For the Children.

One of the most interesting objects to the ex-
perienced Christian, is the young convert, who has
been enlightened to see the exceeding sinfulness of
sin, and, through the extendings of Divine love,
has yielded to deep and fervent desires to be
brought out of it, into the purity of a child of God.
Next to his own acceptance with the Lord, no-
thing animates him, like a tender child, in whose
view the impure delights of the world have lost
their attractions, and the absorbing wish is to re-

ceive power to forsake them, and to follow the
Redeemer in the way of the cross. The sympa-
thies of those who have contended with the mor-
tifications of self-denial in openly confessing the

, .
. ^. Saviour before their companions, are powerfully

may be occasion, appoint at least two overseers for I awakened for such, and knowing the happiness of
every particular meeting, who are to be d
in putting our discipline and directions by epistles

in practice, and make report of their proceedings
when the meeting requires the same.
"And so dear Friends, we tenderly recommend

you to God, desiring that his divine power and ..^

peaceable wisdom may rule and reign over all, and ' •''

that therein all your affairs may be ordered to his
glory and your comfort and peace in Christ Jesus.
The God of peace be with you all. Amen."

About the close of the year 1723, Thomas
Lightfoot was liberated by New Garden* Monthly
Meeting, to visit Friends in New England.
Having the unity, and a certificate from theGene-
ral Meeting of ministers held on the 14th of the
First month, 1724, he joined Benjamin Kidd, a
Friend from England, then on a religious visit in
America. They first attended the meetings
throughout New Jersey. Toward the close of the
Second month, Thomas Chalkley met them at Co-
hansie, at or near which place a fair was at that
time of year held. Thomas says, "We had a
meeting together at Cohansie, in which the people

the victory and the peace that was their reward,
their prayers are put up to their heavenly Father,
that he would mightily defend these from the arch
enemy, and bring them through their conflicts to

his glory, and their establishment on the Eock of
ges. When the older ones see that the plant of
enown has taken root in the children, and is pro-
ducing fruits of firmness and stability in confess-
ing the Lord under all circumstances, and before
every description of society they necessarily
mingle with, it is a crown of rejoicing, and like
the renewal of their life and vigour. They regard
it as an evidence, that the Lord has not forgotten
his heritage, but that as he visited them in their
youth, he is continuing to lay his hand upon sons
and daughters, to make them " lively stones" for
his spiritual building, "an holy priesthood, to offer

up spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to God bv Jesus
Christ."

Immortal souls are as precious as ever in his
sight; and amid the commotions and divisions in

religious Society, the Lord is drawing many, as
'nto the wilderness, to come away from the follies

were exhorted to sobriety and just dealing. The
|

of a vain and wicked world, and to brin- them
contraryot both is too obvious at such times as into communion with him,self, that he may not
tairs. There being divers people there from the [only give them a clear sight of those thin"-« which

it''iu?i!l .l°^^'''^'i'!''
."'''"'''

°^^^"**'^.^°''''
I ''^''®*'°™'^'^ ^ partition wall between Him and

poken to, but it was them, and forgive and blot out their transcres-
on the heart was somewhat
not so open a meeting as some others, the people
thereaway being too slack and dull as to religion.
Next day we had a meeting at Alloway's Creek,
where we all three had some pretty close work.
From thence we went to the General Meeting at
Salem, which was larger than common

forgive

sions
; but also through his refining power,"pre

pare them to be taken up as on Mount Zion, where
he reveals in part even to children in religious
experience, the beauty and the glory of his nTysti-

cal body—the bride, the Lamb's wife. It is the
account highest honour and happiness conferred

ot the said Friend, Benjamin Kidd, being there; to be thus noticed by the Lord of life and -lory
who ui the love of Christ came from England to washed by him in the laver of regeneration and
visit the churches in this part of the world." made a member of his militant church, by the re-
Having finished the meetings in New Jersey, I newing of the Holy Ghost, shed on obedient souls

ihouias Light oot and Benjamin Kidd passed on ' abundamly through their Lord and Saviour,—the
into New Engand, where they were for two or Mediator of the New Covenant. Whatever may
three months busily occupied in their Master's be the obstacles which Satan may strive to place

lief of their own minds and the in their way, or however their faith may be proved
service, to the

comfort of the Friends they visited. Having con-
cluded that service, they returned to Burli'ngton
in time to attend the Yearly Meeting iu°the
Seventh month.
The Meeting of Ministers held Seventh mo. 14,

made this minute : "Our antient Friend Thomas
Lightfoot produced sundry certificates from Friends
in New England, Long Island, &c., showing their
unity with his visit and service, which were read
to the satisfaction of this meeting. Our said
friendgave al.so some verbal account, tending to en-
courage his brethren in their service, adding some
agreeable account of the service of his then com-
panion, Benjamin Kidd."

*In the year 171 S Xew Garden and Nottingham had
been allowed to liold a Monthly Meeting.

and reduced, ami they be brought to fear at times
that he will one day overpower them, their merci-
ful Shepherd who trode the wine press alone, and
is touched with a feeling of their infirmities, will

guard them by night and by day, and will give them
victory over all the cruel devices of the enemy,
as they keep a single eye to Him, their Omnipo-
tent defence. They may be tempted to think
there are few who are faithfully serving God in

this generation, and that they have not'the same
helps which many others have had, but let them
remember, the work is to be accomplished in every

I light of Christ in me, which convinced and re

one for himself, between the Lord and ^his soul, [proved me for the sins of my youth. The ligb

shined in darkness, as in a dark place, and wa

on their dear Saviour, and he will keep and c h
them through every conflict, and finally n i,

them helpers to others. The church has nee If
such helpers; especially when many are disp.^
to shun the cross, turn their backs upon the p
fession of their fathers, and indulge themselve In

worldly ease, and pride, and sensual gratificati;

But what a contrast there is in the happines^f
those who love and serve their Saviour, and

'e

emptiness of the votary to the world, who hato
settlement on the true foundation, no substac4
peace, nor any ground for the hope of salvaij
through Christ. The evidence which the lift if

his followers conveys that their hearts are in iL
ven,—that the main object of their pursuit i^
daily preparation for those blessed abodes, ancj
spread the Redeemer's kingdom by drawing otl^
into the same holy living,—carries conviction e J
into the heart of the worldling, of the superioiV
of the true christian character, at the same tiii

it visits with condemnation the course of the I.

bellious, and his recklessness of his own sal',

tion. But when these are brought to the verg('«

time and the false delights which they have°pi

sued, fade away, and they have nothing to sati''

the wants of the soul, we can hardly conceive o

more pitiable object, than the man or woman tl'

bereft of those gifts and graces, which dignifjl

candidate for immortality, and give him the ctj

soling hope of a glorious eternily through a cij

'fied Saviour.
j

Every rational creature owes his time and !'

talents to the service of his Maker, in the emplt!

ment of which, under the help and direction '

the grace of God, he will be enabled to work ci

his salvation with fear and trembling before hii

and thus to produce the fruits of the Spirit to ti

glory of the great Husbandman. To these «!

be given gifts to occupy in the church, both t\

their own benefit, and for the edification or bui

'

ing up of the body, by the effectual working
the measure of Grace communicated to him a I

to her. It is in this way the members are fitt<!

by the Holy Head for the different offices in I

church, at, ministers, elders, overseers, watchmi.
and watchwomen upon the walls of Zion, to i'

struct and to warn one another of the devices !

Satan, to comfort and strengthen the weak, aii

to promote peace and love, and the unity of tl'

Spirit, which is to subsist in the church of Chris'

Many who filled these stations, have been gatheri-

from their labours to their heavenly reward with

a few years, and those who are still in a militai

state, are secretly longing to see an increasitj

succession prepared by the Lord, to take til

places vacated by the removal of those faithf

:

servants of Christ.
!

Describing his condition in a flillen state, ar'

the working of the grace of Christ Jesus to brin'

him out of it, George Whitehead says, " Thoug
the Lord had raised good desires in me towarc!

himself, that I might know true repenfcince unt

life, yet these desires were often quenched, an
my mind led away through an airy, light dispos

tion, affecting music, vain mirth and other van
ties. Howbeit the Lord was graciously please

secretly to follow me with judgment and reprncj

my very young years, and renewed desires i

;

me after the right way. But I wanted to have
stay to my mind, while a hearer of the priests an •

other professors, not knowing or following tha'

d that he who loved them and died for them,
will not begin the work of salvation, to leave it

unfinished if they do not desert him, but under
every exigency, will supply all their needs. We
would encourage these to keep the watch, relying

often clouded before it shone out of darkness. Th
Spirit of the Lord moved upon the waters, evei

when darkness was upon the face of the great deep

before his works of old were wrought. And ii

i
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r to bring forth his works in the new creation,

jnake us new creatures in Christ Jesus, his

Ht moves upon people's hearts, even when

liable as waters, and his light shines in them,

Ire they know God or Jesus Christ, in order

igive them the knowledge of the glory and

(far of God, and of his dear Son Jesus Christ.

fAfter religious discourses with some young

Ji soberly inclined, and when we had newly

^d of a few people called Quakers, I was, after

!own seeking and wandering, desirous to go to

eeting of theirs, which was at Captain Ward's,

place called Sunny-bank, near Grayig-Chapel.

my first going to the said meeting, what was

Hit observable to me was, when I came into the said

i'ting, and sat down seriously among them, after

Title space of silence, a Friend spake a little

ijle of the spiritual deliverances, travels, and

.(gress of the Lord's people in his way and work,

Jidlng to Israel's deliverance out of Egypt, from

ijler Pharaoh and his task-masters. All which

[lought I easily understood allcgorically or mys-

Jously as spiritualized ; but there appeared to

ia great work of the power of the Lord in the

Iiting,

breaking the hearts of divers into great

•ow, weeping, and contrition of spirit, which I

eved was a godly sorrow for sin, in order to

eigned repentance. I was the more confirmed

iiein, seeing a young maid go mourning out of

I meeting, whom I seriously followed to observe

] sorrowful condition ; and beholding her, being

idown on the ground, with her face towards the

ih, as if she regarded nobody present, she,

ijurning bitterly, crying out, ' Lord, make me
!\n; 6 Lord, make me clean.' This did far

6 tenderly and deeply affect my heart tha

it I had heard spoken, and more than all th

ilaching that ever I had heard from man or men
fwas 3. certain testimony to me, the Spirit of

l| Lord evidencing to my spirit, that it was a

111 work of his power upon her heart, which also

jrated upon the hearts of others, causing both

[jnbling, sorrow, and contrition, in order to bring

lim to true repentance, and amendment of life
;

u so truly to experience the work of regenera-

i| and sanctification from sin and uncleanness
;

I

accordingly it proved so to many.—Glory to

God forever. These things making deep im-

,
sion upon my mind, I was the more confirmed

:j;he belief I had before, that the Lord was at

|k among that small despised people, and that

jwas about to gather and raise up a people unto

ttself, to worship in the Spirit and in the Truth,

isuch he seeks to worship him acceptably; and

Ijt this his worship, is not in the dead, and empty

ms set up in the will of man."

Se who gathered this " small despised people,"

jthe searching, humbling power of his Divine

ice,

is as able now to contrite the spirits of his

dren's children, as in the beginning. And it

been testified by many servants and hand-

.dens, who foresaw the degeneracy and the scat-

ng which have overtaken many in this day, that

ed would be preserved that should be accounted

:i a generation, who should spread and flourish

ithe Lord's time. Through mercy, there is not

ly a body of true Friends preserved, who are

|king to their Maker, the Holy One of Israel,

;|
help, but the Lord we believe is at work in

I hearts of many young people to add them to

1 church, and make of them a band of valiant

lliers for his army.—May thoy give up all that

requires, become partakers of the joys of his

[ly Spirit, and cheer the hearts of the fathers

jl mothers in the view of their dedication to

b3st of causes. They, like the apostle, hav

greater joy than to see the children walk in the

ith.

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH

There are few problems more difficult to solve

than that of administering to the wants of the

needy, without creating undue dependence, de-

stroying the feeling of self-respect, or encouraging

idleness and improvidence among those, who have
j
warmed and filfed,~notwithstanding"give them not

not virtue enough to stimulate them to struggle

with the difficulties and privations of poverty.

The subject has claimed the close attention of the

tended without producing such effect. But grant-

ing this to have been the case, though it is to be
deplored, and. as we have before said, ought to be
guarded against, so far as human wisdom and
foresight can do so, yet it should not be allowed

to dry up the sources of charity, or induce any to

satisfy themselves when they know that " a

brother or sister is naked or destitute of daily

food" with saying, "depart in peace, be ye

political economist, and called into active experi-

ment various plans suggested#)y the benevolent,

or devised by those who have been mainly anxious to

meet the indispensible demands at the least possi-

ble cost. But of the various schemes yet tried,

none has been found so perfect, as to shut off all

avenues to imposition and abuse, nor can we rea-

sonably expect that such will be the case, while

human nature remains what it is, and society is

divided into the rich and the poor. It is right,

however, to establish what guards we can, agains-t

encouraging vice or bestowing a bounty on indo-

lence, while we are seeking to relieve the dis-

tresses of the poor and distributing the alms ne-

cessary for snatching the sick or helpless from

threatened destruction. But it is necessary at

the same time to be on the alert, lest we be be-

trayed into indifl'erence relative to the wants and

privations of the poor, by the frequent detection

of imposition, or the reiterated importunities of

the thriftless and prodigal, and our hearts become

gradually shut against the feeling of commisera-

tion and sympathy which we owe to our suffering

fellow-creatures. "The poor ye have always with

you" said our compassionate Saviour, and witii

their presence in the community, is the indissolu-

ble obligation resting on all who are blessed with

the means, to open their hearts to feel with and

for them, and to make them partakers of a portion

of the abundance of this worlds' goods, with which

we may have been entrusted. If we fulfil this ob-

ligation according to our ability, and with a pro-

per spirit, it will secure us an ample reward,

whether we may have been always successful in

guarding against imposture or not.

During the last winter there was extraordinary

destitution, and conseqiient distress among the

poorer classes in Philadelphia, as well as in most

those things which are needful for the body." If

the worthy, the deserving, and the grateful only,

were the recipients of the bounty of Divine Pro-

vidence, how many of us would be in the enjoy-

ment of the blessings which render life comforta-

ble and joyous?

We think the indications are, that the coming

winter must bring with it a repetition of the same
kind of difficulty and distress among the poorer

classes as was witnessed in that of 1854-5, though

perhaps not to the same extent. Though there

are now more sources of profitable employment,

the wages paid are not so high, and the prices of

provisions of all kinds, keep much above what was
the average rate a few years ago. Owing to the

bad management of the financial affairs of our

city, the funds usually appropriated for the use of

the destitute poor appear to be nearly exhausted,

at least are not available; and if no more certain

or liberal provision should be made than is at pre-

sent promised, a great proportion of the means
necessary for the relief of the poor must be drawn

from private charity. This will undoubtedly be

felt, and will act very unequally ; but we trust

that the case, whatever may be its exigencies, will

be met in the spirit of christian benevolence, and

that each one will be found willing to do their

part and contribute their share towards assisting

their needy fellow citizens.

The plan and organization of the Union Benevo-

lent Association, offer a means, which, we think,

very effective for becoming acquainted with the

wants of the poor, and the characters and habits of

the applicants for assistance, and we know of no

more trustworthy agent to which the application

of funds derived from public beneficence, can be

entrusted. We hope their appeal for help will be

generally and liberally responded to.

We are aware that this is a subject that con-

cerns our city readers more especially, but the

general principles advanced are applicable to all,

of the other large cities in our country. The! and we trust our distant subscribers will not be

high price of provisions, the absence of renume-

rating employment, and the crowding together of

foreign immigrants in our courts and alleys, com-

bined to increase largely the numbers of those

who either chose, or were obliged to resort to the

public bounty for support; and imposed a heavy

tax on those who were able and willing to contri-

bute for their relief. The demand was liberally

responded to by the open-heartei in both town and

country, and large sums of money were distributed

or disbursed for the mitigation or removal of the

apparent want or more concealed destitution which

abounded on every side. There cannot be a doubt,

that in the absence of systematic inspection into

the real condition of the numerous applicants, and

the impossibility, in consequence of the want of a

proper concert among those who acted as almoners
|

Trade iu

for the public, of detecting those who were inde-'*""

fiitigablc in urging their appeals at each source

of supply, that a portion, perhaps not inconsidera-

ble, of that which was intended for the help of

the deserving poor alone, was worse than wasted

on sturdy and clamorous beggars; and it may be

that in some instances, the feeling of self-reliance

and independence was impaired, where by more

judicious management, help might have been ex-

indifferent to the more circumscribed and local

interests.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—One week later from Liverpool. The chief

item in tbe Englisli news, is tlie .idvance in the rate of

interest from 5 to ol per cent., made by the Bank on

the 4th inst. The bullion in the Bank of England had

been decreasing at an alarming rate for several weekg

past—the Bank of France buying up all tbe specie it

can. A large portion of the gold withdrawn was going

to Russia. The Royal family and other wealthy Rus-

sians have had large investments in the British funds,

which, since the war broke out, they have been from

time to time disposing of and causing the proceeds to

be sent them in gold. A good deal of commercial un-

easiness h.as resulted, and consols had fallen to 87J.

Manchester and tbe manufacturing districts,

had been nearly suspended by the stringency of the

money market. Deslisle, Janvrin and Deslisle, mer-

chants and bankers of London, had failed ;
liabilities,

£400,000. The revenue returns of the United Kingdom

show an increase in tbe year of nearly eight and a half

millions sterling, chiefly' caused by the additional in-

come tax. The 30tb of Ninth month was observed

throughout tbe kingdom as a day of thanksgiving for

the successes ofthe allied arms. Liverpool Market. Cot-

ton had further declined, and the market was dull ;
the

quality of the new wheat did not promise well, and tbe
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demand for old was active at full prices. American
flour ranged from 405. to 43i. 6d. per bbl.

FRANCE.—La Presse says that corn has at length

reached its maximum price, and that the high quota-

tions have brought offers of supply from all quarters.

Large arrivals of foreign flour were shortly expected.

The price of butchers' meat is to be fixed by the autho-

rities, (by decree of the Prefect,) every fortnight. Mea-
sures are being taken by the authorities of the various

departments for the relief of the poorer classes. A num-
ber of deaths from cholera had occurred at Paris, but

the disease had not caused e.\citement or alarm.

SPAIN.—The Spanish patriotic party is said to be

strongly opposed to the recent alliance with France

and England. It is believed that on the vote for send-

ing a Spanish contingent to the Crimea, the Cortes will

decide adversely to the alliance, and that a coup d'etat

will be attempted by the Anglo-French party. A crisis

seems to be impending.

ft T/ie War.—Telegraphic accounts from Vienna state

that the allied fleets had left Sebastopol on some secret

expedition. It was supposed that Nicolaieff or Odessa

would be assailed by them. A letter from St. Peters-

burg states that the evening before the Emperor's de-

parture for the South a grand council was held, at

which it was decided to carry on the war with the ut-

most energy. The Emperor went from Moscow to Nico-

laieff, the great Russian naval depot, on the Euxine,

ivhere, on the 23d ult., accompanied by the Grand
Dukes, Constantine, Nicholas and Michael, he made an

inspection of the troops, fortifications and dock-yards.

The fortifications, it is stated, are to be greatly strength-

ened and extended. By telegraph we learn that the

Czar has left Nicolaieff for the Crimea, his object in pro-

ceeding thither being doubtless to inspirit his forces by

his presence. A''arious Russian and Prussian accounts

state that the war is to be carried on with the greatest

determination, and that the Crimea is to be defended

to the last extremity. Gen. Mouravieff, now in Asia,

will, it is intimated, take the place of Prince Gortscha-

koff, who is to become Minister of War. Moscow ad-

vices state that 193,000 men have been added to the

military force of Russia. The Times' correspondent is

not at all sanguine that the Russians will be forced to

abandon their strong positions near Sebastopol, on the

approach of winter. The last ofRcial despatches report

the South side of Sebastopol to be occupied by detach-

ments of French and English troops, who have had dis-

tinct quarters of the town assigned to them. Prince

Gortschakoff, on the 23d ult., reported that 26,000 men
bad been landed at Eupatoria, and that on the 26th

this force was increased to 33,000 men. He has since re-

ported that " imposing masses" of the allied troops

continue to threaten the left wing of the Russian army
from the valley of Baidar, whilst a force amounting to

between 30,000 and 40,000 men threaten the right wing
of the Russians from Eupatoria. In a cavalry skirmish

between the French and Russians near Eupatoria, the

latter had 50 men killed, and lost 160 prisoners. In an

order which Gortschakoff has addressed to his soldiers,

he admits a loss of from 500 to 1000 men per day, dur-

ing the last thirty days of the siege. To continue to

defend the south side, he says, would have been to ex-

pose the troops to be uselessly murdered. The latest

intelligence from Kars represented the garrison as bard

pressed by the Russians, who had captured a convoy

with provisions intended for the relief of the place

;

they had also devastated the surrounding country. It

was, however, still hoped the garrison would be ena-

bled to hold out until the snow should oblige the Rus-
sians to retreat. A brief telegraphic despatch from
Hamburg states, that on the 27th ult., six English ves-

sels appeared before Riga, and bombarded two of the

batteries by which the city is defended.

UNITED STATES.—T/iC Revenue.—The duties re-

ceived at seven of the principal ports of the United

States during the first quarter of the present fiscal year,

amounted to §14,600,000; this is about four millions

less than were received at the same ports in the corre-

sponding quarter of 1854.

The Mexican Boundary.—Under the Gadsden treaty,

the U. States have secured both the passes to the Paci-

fic, and both are said to be practicable for railroads.

The Treaty with Japan.—This much talked of treaty

does not appear after all to have secured any commer-
cial advantages of much moment to this country. The
Japanese deny the right of Americans to a residence for

the purposes of trade, and sent away some merchants
from San Francisco, who attempted to establish them-
selves at Hakodadi, with the object of provisioning

whaling vessels. The U. S. government considers that

the Japanese have construed the treaty correctly.

The Steamboat Laic, though deemed at first very strict

and burthensome, has proved to be a valuable safe-

guard to the public. The Inspectors of the St. Louis
district state, that within their district no explosion has
yet taken place in boilers constructed in conformity to

the law, nor do they believe that any have occurred in

the whole country. The number of casualties has in

consequence greatly decreased. The passengers car-
ried on steamboats during the past year, numbered
1,046,249; of these 13 lost their lives by fire; by sink-
ing, 3 ; other modes, 12

; by explosion, none—total, 28.

Wisconsin, by her new census, has a population of
552,109, against 305,391 in 1850. Gain in five years,
246,708, or about eighty per cent.

Texas.—Late Galveston dates mention an engagement
between the Texan Rangers commanded by Capt. Calla-
han and a large body of Indians and Mexicans. Forty
Indians and Mexicans were killed, and four of the
Texans. -
New York.—The" ssay office in this city had been

one year in operation on the 10th inst. During that
period, the gold bullion received, amounted to §27,952,-
778. Silver, do., §278,403. On the 14tb, the clipper
ship Adelaide arrived from California, with 2000 tons
of freight, consisting mainly of wheat, barley and flour.

Mortality last week, 341.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 153, viz., 59 adults
and 99 children.

Miscellaneous.—The Submarine Cable.—The attempt to

lay the submarine cable from Cape Breton to New
Foundland, has not been .abandoned. The parties inte-

rested are sanguine of success, and intend to repeat
deavours the coming summer. It is expected

that the lost cable can be recovered as one end remains
fast to the New Foundland shore, and with the aid of
proper mechanical means, it is said, can be drawn in.

The land portion of the line, extending from Cape Ray
to St. Johns, a distance of 400 miles, is very near com-
pletion.

Telegraphic Progress.—Canada has now 3400 miles of
telegraph wire in operation. The last link of the
ending on Lake Huron, at Gooderich, was finished this

week, and business commenced.
Iron Ore in Keic York.—Professor Emmons, the State

Geologist of New York, has traced in the valley of the
Adirondac, for a distance of two and a half miles, a bed
of rich iron ore. He says there might be procured within
two feet of the surface seven million tons of ore, which
would make three million tons of superior iron.

Hotv Marbles are made.—The common mode of grind-
ing children's marbles is a curious instance of simpli-

city in machinery. A number of stone chips, broken
to a suitable size, are put together in a tin box, and
fastened to the rim of a water-wheel, and there left to

grind themselves into shape.

Extraordinary Yield. — Alvah Hurlbut, of Ulysses,

Tompkins county. New York, is said to have a single

stalk of buckwheat, that produced 6618 full and perfect

grains. The weight of this enormous yield was five

and a half ounces.
The .Missing .Eronaui.—Winchester, who ascended in

a balloon from Norwalk, Ohio, on the 2d instant, had
not been heard of up to the 17th, at that place.

Railroad Travelin Illinois.—On the 10th, two trains

on the Chicago and Galena road brought in four thou-
sand passengers. An immense business is done on this

road.

African Discovery.—k great inner sea is said to have
been discovered in equatorial Africa by Dr. Rebmaun.
It is stated to occupy the space between the equator and
10 deg. south latitude, and between 23 deg. and nearly
30 deg. east longitude.

The Kinney Expedition.—Kinney's newspaper at Grey-
town says, that he and his associates have quiet pos-
ssion of thirty millions of acres of land, in the Mos-
lito territory, and are ready to dispose of it to actual
ttlers. According to the same authority, 900 men
3m Alabama and Mississippi would soon leave the U.

States, to join the expedition.

RECEIPTS.

Received from J. H. Painter, lo., §2, vol. 29
; from

II. Drinker, Pa., per N. K., §5, to 26, vol. 30 ; from W.
' Cope, Pa., §2, vol. 28

;
from Lewis Bedell, N. Y., §4,

3. 28 and 29, for T. Bedell, §2.25, to 6, vol. 29 ; from
Wm. Mickle, agt., W. N. J., §2, vol. 29, for R. R. Clark,

§2, vol. 28, for R. Jones, S. C. Paul, and Dl. Packer, $2
1, vol. 29; from Jas. Austin, agt., Nant., 28 dollars,

for M. Gardner, F. Arthur, J. Paddock, E. A. Easton,

Jos. B. Swaine, D. Ray, A. Barney, Ed. Mitchell, Fras.

B. House, Benj. Gardner, Jemima Austin, C. C. Hussey,
G. Hussey, Eu. B. Paddock, §2 each, vol. 29 ; from Geo.
Jlitchener, agt., 0., for Thos. Penrose, §2, vol. 28, for

Ann Hobson, §4, vols. 23 and 29 ; from Josiah .M. Reeve,
N. J., §2, vol. 28.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL. !

The winter session of the School will comraenc k
Second-day, the 5th ofEleventh month next. Thep

J,

will be conveyed from the city, by railroad, to'ji
Chester, where conveyances will be in waiting to [(

them to the School, on the arrival of the morning .^

afternoon cars, on Second-day, the 5th, and Third-

»

the 6th of Eleventh month. The children will get it

baggage the day after their arrival. The cars leavf ij

depot, south side of .Market street, above Eightest
(formerly Schuylkill Fifth street,) at half past 7 o'cijj

A. M., and at half past 3 o'clock, p. it. The agent o
\{

school will be at the railroad depot on Second
,i

Third-day afternoons, and will furnish pupils with tie
3

and accompany them to West Chester. Those whh
by the morning train will be furnished with ticket \\

a person in attendance. To those who procure ticij

as directed, the fare from Philadelphia to the Scljl

including baggage, will be one dollar, which wil,(

charged at the School. All baggage should be distir'j

marked West-town, and with the name of the on
f,

and should be sent directly to the depot. I

The West-town office is at Friends' Bookstore,!),

84 Arch street, where all small packages for the puis

left before 12 o'clock on Sixth-days, will be forwari,

All letters for the pupils and others at the School, 3h(ji

be sent by mail, directed to West-town Jioarding-Sciif.

West Chester P. 0., Chester Co., Pa. Packages shi ij

be distinctly marked and put up in a secure niannei|j

that their contents will not be liable to be lost by ht '.

ling. The stage will leave West Chester for the Sch
,

during the winter session, on Second, Fourth, and Seveij.

days, on the arrival of the morning cars from the (
I,

and from the School to West Chester on the same d
],

to meet the morning cars for Philadelphia. The i

for each passenger to and from West Chester byj
stage, will be 25 cents. When special conveyance,!

other times are provided at the School, an extra chfL

will be made. [
West-town, Tenth mo., 2d, 1855.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.
\

A man Friend is wanted to assist on the farir|l

Tunessassah, and to aid in carr}'ing out the conti

for the improvement of the Indians.
j

Appli, may be made to

Philad., Tenth 1

Joseph Elkisto;

377 S. Second strl

Thomas Evas!
180 Arch sir;.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL. I

Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in n
Institution. 1

Application may be made to either of the undersigt
j,

members of the Committee.
j

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del. ,

Thomas Evaxs, "I t>i,-i„o„

Samuel Bettle, Jr.
jP'^'l'"^''-

j

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Plymouth, Mci

gomery county. Pa., on Fifth-day, the 11th instant,
'

MUEL Benixgtos, of Delaware county, to .Mary, dau

ter of Jacob Albertson, of the former place.

Died, on the 5th of Fifth month, 1855, in the towit

New Baltimore, Green Co., N. York, Hollet Titus, at
nearly 88 years ; a member of Coeymans Monthly Mi>

ing. I

, on the 3d of Sixth month, 1855, at his reside^

in the town of New Baltimore, Green Co., N. Y., So-
MON Carman, in the 77th year of his age; a membeij
Coeymans Monthly Meeting. He bore a protracted !•

with Christian fortitude, manifesting entire resi:-

ation to the Divine will. He was much attached to 6

principles of the gospel as held by ancient Friends, :i

we trust his end was peace.

, on the 24th of Seventh month, 1855, in >?
Baltimore, Green Co., N. Y., Hexry Halsted ; a mt^
ber and much esteemed minister in Coeymans Montj(

Meeting.
1

, on the 10th inst., after a short illness, in N'

Baltimore, Green Co., N. Y., Thomas Bedell, aged t

years ; a much esteemed member and elder in Coeymj
Monthly Meeting. He w.as much concerned for >

support of our Christian doctrines and testimonies I

held by ancient Friends, and his labours and exara!

will be greatly missed in his meeting. .

, on the 9th of Sixth month, 1855, at the ri-

deuce of her husband, the above named Thomas Bed,

Esther Bedell; a much esteemed member and el

r

in Coeymans Monthly Meeting, in the 81st year of f

age.
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istage to any part of Pennsylvania, for three montbs,

lid in advance, three and a quarter cents; to any
of the United States, for three mouths, if paid in
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Tlic Gulf Stream.

(Continued from page 30.J

ijiucnce of the Gulf Stream upon Climates.

dern ingenuity has FUggested a beautiful

le of warming bouses in winter. It is doac by

ins of hot water. The furnace and the caldron

sometimes placed at a distance from the apart-

its to be warmed. It is .=o at the Observatory.

his case, pipes are used to conduct the heated

er from the caldron under the superintendent's

lling over into one of the basement rooms of

Observatory, a distance of one hundred feet.

se pipes are then flared out so as to present a

e cooling surface ; after which they are united

one again, through which the water, being

I' cooled, returns of its own accord to the cal-

jn. Thus cool water is returning all the time,

I

flowing in at the bottom of the caldron, while

1 water is eontiiiually flowing out at the top.

I

The ventilation of the Observatory is so ar-

ged that the circulation of the atmosphere

bugh it is led from this basement-room, whore
.pipes are, to all other parts of the building;

I

in the process of this circulation, the warmth
veyed by the water to the basement is taken

jce by the air, and distributed over all the

Ins. Now, to compare small things with great,

have, in the warm waters which are confined

he Gulf of Mexico, just such a heating appa-

(s for Great Britain, the North Atlantic, and

stern Europe. The furnace is the torrid zone

;

Mexican Gulf and Caribbean Sea are the cal-

QS ; the Gulf Stream is the conducting pipe.

m the Grand Banks of Newfoundland to the

res of Europe, is the basement—the hot-air

mber—in which this pipe is flared out so as to

sent a large cooling surface. Here the circu-

in of the atmosphere is arranged by nature;

it is such that the warmth thus conveyed into

warm air chamber of mid-ocean is taken up
the genial west winds, and dispensed, in the

;t benign manner, throughout Great Britain

the west of Europe. The ma.ximum tempe-

ire of the water-heated air-chamber of the Ob-
r'atory is about 90°. The maximum tempera-

irc of the Gulf Stream is 86°, or about 9°

ve the ocean temperature due the latitude,

reasing its latitude 10°, it loses but 2° of tem-

iture ; and, after having run three thousand

es to the north, it still preserves, even in win-

the heat of summer. With this temperature,

rosses the 40th degree of north latitude, and
e, overflowing its liquid banks, it spreads itself

for thousands of square leagues over the cold

waters around, and covers the ocean with a mantle

of warmth that serves so much to mitigate in Eu
rope the rigours of winter. Moving now more

slowly, but dispensing its genial influences more

freely, it finally meets the British Islands. By
these it is divided, one part going into the polar

basin of Spitzbergcn, the other entering the Bay
of Biscay, but each with a warmth considerably

above the ocean temperature. Such an immense

volume of heated water cannot fail to carry with

it beyond the seas a mild and moist atmosphere.

And this it is which so much softens climate there.

We know not, except approximately in one or two

places, what the depth, or the under temperature

of the Gulf Stream may be ; but asmmiiig the

temperature and velocity at the depth of two hun-

dred fathoms to be those of the surface, and taking

the well-known difference between the capacity of

air and of water for specific heat as the argument;

a simple calculation will show that the quantity of

heat discharged over the Atlantic, from the waters

of the Gulf Stream in a winter's day, would be

sufiicient to raise tiie whole column of atmosphere

that rests upon France and the British Islands,

from the freezing point to summer heat. Every

west wind that blows crosses the stream on its way
to Europe, and carries with it a portion of this

heat to temper there the northern winds of winter.

It is the influence of this stream upon climate

that makes Erin the 'Emerald Isle of the Sea,'

and that clothes the shores of Albion in evergreen

robes; while in the same latitude on this side, the

coasts of Labrador are fast-bound in fetters of

" Nor do the beneficial influences of this stream

upon climate end here. The West Indian Archi-

pelago is encompassed on one side by its chain of

islands, and on the other by the Cordilleras of

the Andes contracting with the Isthmus of Darien,

and stretching themselves out over the plains of

Central America and Mexico. Beginning on the

summit of this range, we leave the regions of per-

petual snow, and descend first into the tierra tem-

plada, and then into the tierra. ealiente, or burn-

ing land. Descending still lower, we reach both

the level and the surface of the Mexican seas,

where, were it not for this beautiful and benign

system of aqueous circulation, the peculiar fea-

tures of the surrounding country assure us we
should have the hottest, if not the most pestilen-

tial climate in the world. As the waters in these

two caldrons become heated, they are borne oflF by

the Gulf Stream, and are replaced by cooler cur-

rents through the Caribbean Sea; the surface wa-

ter, as it enters here, being 3° or 4°, and that in

depth 40° cooler than when it escapes from the

Gulf Taking only this difTerence in surface tem-

perature as an index of the heat accumulated

there, a simple calculation will show that the

quantity of specific heat daily carried oflF by the

Gulf Stream from those regions, and discharged

over the Atlantic, is sufiicient to raise mountains

of iron from zero to the melting point, and to keep

in flow from them a molten stream of metal greater

in volume than the waters daily discharged from

the Mississippi river. Who, therefore, can cal-

culate the benign influence of this wonderful cur-

rent upon the climate of the South ? In the pur-

suit of this subject, the mind is led from nature

up to the Great Architect of nature ; and what
mind will not the study of this subject fill with

profitable emotions ? Unchanged and unchanging

alone, of all created things, the ocean is the great

emblem of its everlasting Creator. ' He treadcth

upon the waves of the sea,' and is seen in the won-

ders of the deep. Yea, ' He calleth for its waters,

and poureth thein out upon the face of the earth.'

"In obedience to this call, the aqueous portion

of our planet preserves its beautiful .system of cir-

culation. By it, heat and warmth are dispensed

to the extra-tropical regions ; clouds and rain are

sent to refresh the dry land; and by it cooling

streams are brought from Polar seas to temper the

heat of the torrid zone. At the depth of two hun-
dred and forty fathoms, the temperature of the

currents setting into the Caribbean Sea, has been
found as low as 48°, while that of the surface was
85°. Another east with three hundred and eighty-

six fathoms, gave 43° below against 83° at the

.s^urface. The hurricanes of the.«c regions agitate

the sea to great depths ; they, therefore, cannot

fail to bring to the surface portions of the cooler

water below.

"At the very bottom of the Gulf Stream, when
its surface temperature was 80°, the deep sea

thermometer of the Coast Survey has recorded

temperatures as low as 38°. These cold waters

doubtless come down from the north to replace

the warm water sent through the Gulf Stream, to

moderate the cold of Spitzbergen ; or within the

Arctic Circle, the temperature at corresponding

depths off the shores of that island, is only one

degree colder than in the Caribbean Sea, while on

the coasts of Labrador the temperature in depth

is said to be 25°, or 7° below the freezing point of

fresh water. Capt. Scoresby relates that on the

coast of Greenland, in latitude 72°, the tempera-

lure of the air was 42°; of the water, 34°; and
29° at the depth of one hundred and eighteen

fathoms. He there found a current setting to the

south, and bearing with it this extremely cold

water, with vast numbers of icebergs, whose cen-

tres, perhaps, were far below zero. It would be

curious to ascertain the routes of these under-

currents on their way to the tropical regions, which

they are intended to cool. One has been found

at the equator two hundred miles broad, and 23°

colder than the surface water. Unless the land

or shoals intervene, it no doubt comes down in a

spiral curve, approaching the great circle." " It

may well be questioned if our Atlantic cities and

towns do not owe their excellent fish-markets, as

well hs our watering-places their refreshing sea-

bathing in summer, to this stream of cold water.

The temperature of the Mediterranean is 4° or 5°

above the ocean temperature of the same latitude,

and the fish there are very indiflFerent. On the

other hand, the temperature along our coast is

several degrees below that of the ocean, and from

Maine to Florida our tables are supplied with the

most excellent of fish. The .sheepshead, so much

esteemed in Virginia and the Carolinas, when

taken on the warm coral banks of the Bahamas,

loses its flavour, and is held in no esteem. The

same is the case with other fish : when taken in

the cold water of that coast, they have a delicious
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flavour, and are highly esteemed ; but when taken

in the -warm water on the other edge of the Gulf
Stream, though but a few miles distant, their fle^h

and said he owned what I had spoken, and thanked

God, that he could understand it ; and said he had

heard that we denied the Scriptures, and denied

is soft and unfit for the table. The temperature ,
(.'hrist who died for us; which was the cause of

of the water at the Balize reaches 90°. The fish
|

the great difl'erence betwixt their ministers and us.

taken there are not to be compared with those of the

same latitude in this cold stream. New Orleans,

therefore, resorts to the cool waters on the Florida

coasts for her choicest fish. The same is the ca.^e

in the Pacilio. A current of cold water from the

south sweeps the shores of Chili, Peru, and Colum
bia, and reaches the Gallipagos Islands under the

line. Throughout this whole distance, the world

does not afford a more excellent or abundant sup

ply of fish. Yet out in the Pacific, at the Society

Islands, where coral abounds, and the water pre

serves a higher ten]perature, the fish, though they

vie in gorgeousness of colouring with the birds

and plants, and insects of the tropics, are held ii

no esteem as an article of food. I have known
sailors, even after long voyages, still to prefer their

salt beef and pork to a mess of fish taken there

The few facts which we have, bearing upon tlii;

subject, seem to suggest it as a point of the in

quiry to be made, whether the habitat of certain

fish does not indicate the temperature of the wa-

ter ; and whether these cold and warm currents

of the ocean do not constitute the great highways
through which migratory fishes travel from one

region to another.

(To be concluded.^

For "The Friend."'

M Satisfied willi a Taiii of Christ.

When William Edmondson was in New Eng-
land in 1675, the people were greatly distressed

by the Indians, waylaying and killing many of

the inhabitants. He says, "I travelled in many
places as with my life in my hand, leaving all to

the Lord that rules in heaven and in earth. I

heard of a tender people at a place called Reading,

and with five or six Friends I went there to an

ancient man's house, which was a garrison ; for at

that time most people, except Friends, were in

garrisons for fear of the Indians. The gates being

locked, we called, and the old man opened the

gate ; one of the elders was at prayer ; so we stop-

ped until he bad done, and then went into the

room where several were met to exercise religion,

but they seemed to be disturbed at our coming in.

I stood still and told them, ' We came not to dis-

turb them, for I loved religion, and was seeking

religious people ;' the old man of the house bid us

sit down, and he sat by me. As I sat, my heart

being full of the power and Spirit of the Lord, the

love of God ran through me to the people. I told

them I had something in my heart to declare

among them, if they would give me leave. The
master of the house bid me speak, and my heart

being full of the word of life, I spoke of the mys-
teries of God's kingdom ; and as I was speaking,

I touched a little upon the priests. The old man
clapped me on the shoulder, and said, he must
stop me, for I had spoken against their ministers.

So I stopped, for I was tender of them, and^ felt

they were a tender people, yet my heart was full

of heavenly matter. After a little pause I told

them, I had many things to declare unto them of

the things of God, but being in that house, must
have leave of the master of it. He bid me speak

on, which I did in the demonstration of the Spirit

and power of the Lord; so that their consciences

were awakened, and the witness of God in them
answered to the truth of the testimony. They
were broken into many tears, and when I was
char in declaration, I concluded the meeting with

fervent prayer to the Lord.
' The old man rising up, got me in his arms,

But he understood this day that we owned both

Christ and the Scriptures ; therefore would know
the diifercnce betwixt their ministers and us. I

told him their ministers were satisfied with the

talk of Christ and the Scriptures ; and we could

not be satisfied without the sure inward, divine

knowledge of God and Christ, and the enjoyment

of those comforts the Scriptures declared of, which

true believers enjoyed in the primitive times. The
old man replied with tears, those were the things

he wanted. He would not let us go until we had
eaten some victuals with them, though at that time

provisions were scarce, because of the great destruc-

tion by the wars. Thus, leaving them loving and

tender, when we parted the old man wept, got me
in his arms, and said, he doubted he should ever

see me again."

The power that accompanied the ministry of

Friends at that day, showed that it came from the

Living .spring, and it carried conviction into the

hearts of many. Is there no danger in the midst

of much high profession, of a ministry spreading

among us consisting of many words without Divin

authority, gratifying itching ears, but leaving the

heart insensible of any baptizing power attending

it ? If the sure inward, divine knowledge of God
and Christ is not known, the ministry and the re-

ligion of professors among us, may consist in a

mere talk of the things testified of in the Holy

Scriptures, stored in the memory, and recited un-

der the name of gospel ministry. But let those

who are bowed down under a true sense of the

falling away from the life and virtue, which once

distinguished the true Friends, keep to their

respective gifts, and the guidance of the Lord's

Spirit, and he will anoint them for his work, and
clothe their services with a measure of his bap-

tizing power, to the cjuickening and comfort of

sincere hearts.

From " Old Humphreys Portfolio."

What are your Points!

It has been said that every man has a "strong
corner," the meaning of which expression is, that

every man has a particular point or quality which
^ degree distinguishes him from others; or

that he has a hidden strength which circumstances

alone make manifest. Whether this be true or

not generally, it certainly is occasionally so in indi-

'dual cases.

The diflferent points or prominent qualities

among mankind are well worthy of our best atten-

tion, that we may emulate the good and avoid the

3vil. The humble and teachable pick up many a

esson, that the proud and opinionated pass by, or

despise.

One man has faith, so that be looks up to his

heavenly Father with such unbroken and unshaken
trust, that come what will, he is never stricken

down. Others are stopped in their course by mole-
hills, but he removes mountains of difiiculty, and
never so much as doubts the attainment of his ob-

ject. He seems to take as his motto the text,

"The Lord God will help me; therefore shall I

not be confounded : therefore have I set my face

like a flint, and I know that I shall not be ashamed."
Isa. 1, 7. Faith is the gift of God, and a precious

gift it is ; wort !i praying for, watching for, and
striving for. Po you possess it ? Is it one of

your points ? If so, happy are you.

Another has hope, in a very unusual degree,
both in temporal and eternal things. He looks on
the bright side of every event, ^nd sees an oasis

in every desert, and a glittering star in the hi ;.

est sky. Not only is he hopeful himself, bn Ig

makes others so. When he appears, his eye i •{

up with animation ; and when he speaks, his w ig

are full of encouragement. " The darkest n Ij

has a day;" "Many a broken ship gets safcj,

land ;" " Give it up ? no, never ?" " Hope o Ig

the end," are words that are continually on his],.^

He reminds his desponding Christian friend if

the unchangeableness of the Saviour's love,
|4

exhorts them not to fear the threatening stc,,.

" Te fearful saints, fresh courage take
; i

The clouds je so much dread
'

Arc big with mercy, and shall break
'

In blessings on your head.' I

In this way he encourages other hearts A

stengthens his own. While his desponding ne '.

bors deplore the winter, he anticipates the sumn [

and when they look mournfully on the west, wl!^

the sun is setting to-night, he points cheerfull a
the east, where it will rise to-morrow. If hoplj

not among your points, seek it with all your s!.

A third possesses charity or Christian love, t
'

mingling with his thoughts, his words, and s

deeds, " hopeth all things," and "endureth
J

things." This is an excellent point indeed,
J

as rare as it is excellent and ine.-timable. "I J

afraid that he is a faulty one," said a clcrsytl

of a notorious offender ; " but as I have soijie I

qualities which you have never seen, so hei;
have some good ones, that you have never disc

.

ered." Well is it said of faith, hope, and char'

or love, that "the greatest of these is charit''

To know our points and to turn them to adil

tageis true wisdom ; to mistake them, and to urn'..

take what we are not equal to perform, isgreatfo^

But if " every man has a strong corner," i^

it not be said with equal truth, that every one i

his weak side?" The illustrations which mil
be advanced to prove the latter remark wo)
greatly outnumber those that support the forir

observation. There are bad points as well as g jl

ones. '

One man is proud and vain, not considering 1

1

"a man's pride shall bring him low." This pci

of his character he shows in his mien and his m-
ner, his look and his language. He wfi
haiightily, speaks in a dictatorial way and gi i

himself all manner of airs in his silly cone ,

Pride and vanity puff up many a heart. A pnl

man, like a fish, is easily caught, if the bail

suited to his taste. " If," said an old fisherm,
" I wanted to catch one simpleton, I would hi;

him with a bribe ; if I wished to catch twenty, jt

them with promises; but if I desired to catci

hundred, I would poison them with flattery." I

pride is one ofyour points, the sooner you get 1

of it the better. '

Another is deceitful, so that you are never s 3

with him. He plays different parts at differ't

times ; to-day he is a friend, and to-morrow ji

enemy. His language before your face and beh 1

your back, never agree ; the one is all fur, and )

other all talon ;
" the words of his mouth 3

smoother than butter, but war is in his heart; i

words are softer than oil, yet they are drai

swords." There is something so mean andpitill

n deceit, that it deserves to be shot at as a tarfi,

and exposed to general ridicule.

A third is selfish. He is a perfect "I, by its
',

I," all the centre of his own circle. SelfisLni

is as a blot on his brow, palpably visible to ,

though unseen by liimself. The apparent kit-

ne.ss uf a s.lfish man is interested and his seeniii

generf sily is only " throwing a crab to catch

»

apple." Of all human failings, selfishness is (!

of the most common, and, when carried to extrci,

one of the most hateful. The poor may sufl,
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It the selfish man heeds it not ; the houseless

d|,'
shiver, but he wraps himself up in bis own

ijiketand is at ease ; the hungry may perish, but

fit matters that ? he has enouj;h and to spare.

;'liis is cue form of selfishness ; but it has others

It cannot be counted. Are you selfish ?

Unnumber'd grateful tongues shall bless

That heart, where'er it goes,

That kindles at another's joy,

And weeps for others' woes.

reviewing your qualities, remember that one

'(d and useful point is worth more than a hun-

that are neither good nor useful. We read

ohat instructive fable, " The Fox and the Cat,"

lit though the cat had but one point, it enabled

1 on approach of the hounds, to run up a tree,

j to get out of danger, while the fox, with all

ilcunning, and his thousand points, was over-

jen by the dogs and torn to pieces. Bear in

id that a little Christian principle is better than

3eh worldly shrewdness; and that faith, hope,

I
charity, will impart a thousand times more

)!ce and joy, than pride, deceit, and selfishness.

)nce more, what are your points ? If they are

encourage them ; call them out, and bring

into full practice, that they may be as mar-

to your bones; but if they are evil, pray

Jinst them, strive against them and abandon

m, lest they soil your garments, dim your hope,

jress your heart, and bring you to dishounor.

!Froni the Edinburgh Review.

., The Cliemislry of Common Life.

(Continued from page 51.)

t would be out of place here minutely to dis-

3 the way in which plants and animals are

iirished and sustained. It is sufficient to ob-

ijve, that throughout what may be called dead

mineral nature there exist numerous, more or

k simple, compounds of hydrogen carbon and

irogen, which the plant is able to appropriate

jl employ in building up its growing substance,

the air, for example, there floats, as we have

'n, an unfailing supply of carbonic acid. The
ixe gas exists also in nearly all natural waters,

I in the soil it is formed abundantly along with

er comparatively simple combinations of car-

1. All these the plant takes in by its leaves or

its roots, and from them, by a still obscure

f;mistry, extracts and makes its own the carbon

y coutain. So from water and ammonia it

les hydrogen—from nitric acid, ammonia, and

ler compounds, it takes nitrogen—and from the

,'id earthy matter of rocks and soils it selects

li takes up the so-called incombustible, inor-

lic, or mineral ingredients which are necessary

(the production of its perfect substance.

Of raw and simple materials like these, the ani-

jl can make nothing. Among them all, water

;he only one it can with safety introduce into

stomach, and upon this it cannot live or be

tained. It is upon the results of the plant's

ours—upon the substances of the plant's body,

i new and usually more complex combinations

ich the living plant has manufactured from the

iple compounds which nature presents to it

—

'It the herbivorous animal can alone support

-df. Out of these, by wonderful methods, which

1
cannot explain, the plant forms starch, sugar,

I, and gluten, in all their varieties. So formed
' the plant, the animal eats them ; digests and

anges them anew by a further mysterious che-

istry which we are only now beginning faintly

follow; and finally fits them into appropriate

ices in its own body. Thus dead nature daily

)ours for the food of plants; the living plant

ly labours for the food of animals. In the order

lature, the plantmust precede, and accompany.

and unceasingly work for the animal. Alone, in

the midst of physical nature, man and all other

animals would bo helpless, forlorn, and short-

lived.

Thus far, then, our science teaches us how dif-

ferent in relation to external things the life of

plants is from the life of animals, and yet how

closely and inseparably they are connected ;—how

selected first from earth and air to form the plant,

the same matter next builds up the more curious

animal frame ; and when that is worn out, or dies,

returns again to earth and air, to run the same

course anew. It thus shows one .simple though

grand idea pervading all life, embodied in the ex-

isting course of animated nature, yet by its mani-

fold and complex details, leading us perpetually

to admire the surpassing Workman from whose

beneficent intellect it sprung.

And in this plant, so essential to the life of all,

what a miracle of chemical contrivance and chemi-

cal endowment it is! This little sporule, which

the unassisted eye can scarcely discern,—in which

even by the aid of the microscope only an obscure

structure can be observed—in this little germ how

much discernment and concealed intention really

rests! Placed in one condition, it remains unal-

terably the same for an indefinite period of time.

If life is there, it is life in a state of quiescent

torpor; quiescent yet watchful; a life of most

profound repose. Placed in another condition, it

seems at once to perceive the change. It swells

and moves ; the inner being bursts its shell, and

comes forth ; slowly and cautiously expands its

growing length; feels, as it were, and examines

every substance it touches; selects and rejects as

suits its purpose; transforms each chemical body

it takes up, and fits it for the place it is intended

to occupy in the building about to be erected;

and with materials so collected and prepared, it

builds unceasingly—without wearying, and after a

predetermined plan—green leaf, graceful twig,

towering stem, blooming flower, luscious fruit,

nourishing seed ; till through the wonderful work-

ing, mechanical and chemical, of that hidden speck

of life which so long slept in the microscopic germ,

beauty and grace adorn the landscape, and inert

useless matter has been abundantly converted into

food for man. How slow and limited is our most

advanced chemical knowledge, compared with that

easy skill so richly given to this tiny seedlet

!

Let us now leave those substances which are

naturally necessary to human life, and consider

for a little those things which by habit have be-

come to modern nations a kind of second nature.

In looking to modern life in this point of view, it

appears widely distinguished not only from that of

classic times, but even from that of the middle

ages. Sugar, tea, coffee, cocoa, brandy, and to-

bacco have all become familiar to Christian Eu-

rope and America within the last 300 years. By
the end of the 14th century, the cultivation of

sugar had already become important in Western

Asia and Northern Africa. Brought into Spain

by the Moors, and cultivated in Andalusia, it was

planted in the Madeiras by the Portuguese, who

in 1520 possessed already sixty sugar manufac-

tories in the island of St. Thomas alone. Thence

it penetrated to America with the Spaniards, and

became a staple article of Spanish American

growth. Now, about 4500 millions of pounds of

cane sugar, produced chiefly in America, pass

yearly through the hands of European and Ame-
rican merchants, while in addition nearly 500 mil-

lions of the same kind of sugar arc extracted

from the beet-root in Northern Europe, and con-

sumed in the different countries of our more east-

ern continent. It was not till the year 1659 that

sugar refining began to be practised in England

;

and in 1700, the consumption of all England was
only 20 millions of pounds. Now, we are not

only the great refiners of Europe, but by far the

greatest consumers of sugar of every variety. In

the year 1858, the consumption of the United King-

dom amounted to 818 millions of pounds of sugar,

being at the rate of 28 lbs. a year—upwards of half-

a pound a week—for each of our population. What
a change in the habits and modes of living of the

people does this imply !

The introduction and rapid spread of the habit

of using tea is still more recent and remarkable.

The leaf was not brought to Europe till about the

ebginning of the 17th century, Sugar refineries

were already in operation in England, when in

1604 the East India Company thought a couple of

pounds of tea a not unroyal gift to present to the

Queen of England. Now we consume at the rate

of two pounds a head as the yearly allowance of

every individual in the three kingdoms, and the 'i

total annual consumption of the United Kingdom I

is about 25,000 tons, or sixty millions of pounds! '

The use of this leaf is specially great in China and

Thibet, in Russia, Holland, and England, and in

the States and provinces of North America. The
entire (juantity consumed over this wide area,

among about 500 millions of men, is roughly esti-

mated at upwards of two thousand millions of

pounds.

Cofi'ee, though less a favourite among us than

tea, is preferred to it by several of our continental

neighbours. On the whole, perhaps the spread of

cofi'ee drinking the last 300 years has been more

wonderful even than that of tea. It was not till

the beginning of the 15th century that it was in-

troduced into Arabia from Abyssinia. About the

middle of the lOth, it began to be used in Con-

stantinople, and in spite of the opposition of priests

and Turkish doctors, it may now be considered as

the staple minor luxury of Mahometan life. In

the middle of the 17th century (1652), the first

coff'ce-house was open in London; and now, two

hundred years after, the yearly consumption of

cofi'ee in the United Kingdom has reached the

large amount of 35 millions of pounds. The

quantity of the cofi'ee bean actually bought and

sold is about 600 millions of pounds every year,

and it is in daily use among perhaps 120 millions

of men !

We may pass briefly over cocoa, the ancient

beverage and nutriment of the Mexican Incas, and

still the favourite in modern times of Central

America, of Italy, and of Spain. It is consumed

to the extent of about 100 millions of pounds a

year, and among 50 millions of men.

But what is the chemistry of all this new food

and drink, unknown to that ancient life, the

manners and features of which form so great a part

of our study at school ? What new craving in our

common nature have they awakened, what old

craving more agreeably satisfied ? What is their

physiological action, in short, and upon what che-

mical constituents does it depend? Why have

entire nations so readily fallen iuto the nesv habits,

and why do they so pertinaciou.sly cling to them ?

By her fireside, in her humble cottage, the

lonely widow sits; the kettler simmers over the

ruddy embers, and the blackened teapot on the

hot brick prepares her evening drink. Her crust

of bread is scanty
;
yet as she sips the warm bever-

age—little sweetened, it may be, with the produce

of the sugar cane,—genial thoughts awaken in her

mind; her cottage grows less dark and lonely,

and comfort seems to enliven the ill-furnished

cabin. When our suflFering and wounded soldiers

were brought down frozen aud bleeding from the

trenches before Sebastopol to the port of Balak-

lava, the most welome relief to their sufi'erings
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was a pint of hot tea, which was happily provided
for them. Wlienoe this great sohice to the weary
and worn. Why out of scanty earnings does the
ill-fed and loue one ehcerfully pay for the seem-
ingly unnoLirishiiig weekly ouneo of tea? From
what ever-open fountain does the daily comfort
flow which the teacup gently brings to the care-

worn and the weak?
The answer we are enabled to give to these

questions is still very imperfect. Kecent chemical

and chemico-pbysiological researches have indeed

thrown much interesting light on the nature, com-
position, and mode of action of the warm infusions

we delight to drink, and we can so far satisfacto-

rily account for many of their eifects. We may
expect our present views, however, to be materi

ally modified by the results of future research.

(To be continued.)
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BIOGRAPniCAl SKETCHES,
Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned me

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

THOMAS LIGHTFOOT.
CContinued from page 54.)

In the Yearly Meeting of that year, 1724, a

concern arose for the well being of the members,
and a committee was appointed, consisting of Tho-
mas Lightfoot and a few other Friends, to prepare
an epistle of advice and counsel. The epistle was
drawn up, approved by the Yearly Meeting, and
printed for distribution among the members. A
portion of it we insert.

" Dear and Well-beloved Friends,—In the fen-

der love of our heavenly Father, wherewith he
hath loved us in his dear Son Christ Jesus, do we
salute you, earnestly praying that he who is the
fountain of all our mercies and blessings, may
thoroughly sanctify the hearts of all his people
and children everywhere. Since it hath pleased

Divine Providence to favour the churches in these

parts with rest and quiet, our sincere desire is,

that all may make right use thereof, coming up
in the one living faith, and dwelling in pure love,

in like manner as the primitive churches, when
they had rest, 'were edified, and walking in the
fear of the Lord, and in the comfort of the Holy
Ghost, were multiplied.' Where any abuse that

rest, and fall into wantonness, janglings, envy or

emulation, they grieve God's Holy Spirit, and be-

come reproachful in his sight.

"Dear Friends, as the Lord has been very good
and gracious to us, in this our solemn meeting, by
favouring us with his Divine power and presence,
to the opening of our hearts in love to him, and
one to another; so he is pleased to bring a holy
concern upon us, for the exaltation of his name
and Truth, to recommend to your notice what is

herein expressed.

" By accounts received fi-om our respective
Quarterly Meetings, we are given to understand,
that love and unity is in a good degree continued
among Friends, our meetings are kept up, and
discipline put in practice; and by epistles from
Rhode Island, Long Island, and Maryland, as also

by Friends that have visited these Islands and
parts adjacent, we are informed, that Truth pre-
vails, and the testimony thereof is well received,
and embraced in many places ; divers being con-
vinced, and some people come forth in the minis-
try to the comfort of faithful Friends."

"Dear Friends, We are touched with a godly
jealousy, that the love and friendship of this world
and spirit of it, with covetousness, pride, self-

interest and the inordinate pursuit after lawful
things here below, not only obstruct the growth of
truth in some hearts, but hinder many from com-
ing forward, as otherwise they might do, to carry

on the good work of discipline, and perform other
ofiices of love and service in the churches of Christ.

Let us earnestly seek to the Searcher of all hearts
fxT his Divine aid to empty us of these and all

other hindering things, beseeching the Lord to

cause many more worthy labourers to be fitted

and made willing to come forward in this part of
this great harvest.

" For this end, we earnestly recommend faith-

ful Friends, especially ministers and elders, to

walch over the flock of Christ, in their respective

places and stations, always approving themselves
by their holy examples, in conversation and con-
duct, to be such as faithfully and diligently walk
up to the testimony of the blessed Truth, where-
unto the Lord hath gathered us in this his gospel
day.

" It is our advice, where any are found short,

weak or faulty they may, without partiality, be
admonished and sought in the spirit of love and
Divine charity, so that it may be seen by all, that

the restoring spirit of meekness and christian love

abounds, before church censure comes; and that
a gospel spirit is the spring and motive to all our
performances, as well in discipline as worship.
But if any decline or let fall any branch of their

testimony, they are to be speedily dealt with and
censured according to the good order and dis-

dipline established amongst us."

The epistle refers to former advices, and quotes
some paragraphs from the last London epistle, and
thus concludes.

"And now. Dear Friends, having thus recom-
mended these things to your consideration and
practice, we commit you to God, who is able and
eady to assist us in His work and service, to the
praise of his name, who is worthy forever."

" Signed on behalf .md by order of the Yearly
Meeting, held at Burlington, in the Seventh mo.,
1724, Thomas Lightfoot,

David Lloyd,
Isaac Norris."

In the Eleventh month, 1724, Thomas Light-
foot was married to Margaret Blunston, the widow
of that valuable minister, John Blunston, and re-

moved to her residence near Darby. He was then
80 years of age,—yet as respects his labours in the
ministry, he was fervent and dedicated, and his
faculties were not impaired, nor his judgment
weakened.

|

In the First month, 1725, he brought h

saints and holy angels, hallelujah to God and \
Lamb."

|

" In the Ninth month, 1725, I was at the hU
ral of our worthy ancient Friend, Thomas LiiL
foot. He was buried at Darby; the meeting ^
the largest that I have ever seen at that pi;

j.

Our dear Friend was greatly beloved for his pi'»

and virtue, his sweet disposition and lively mi I.

try. The Lord was with him in his life and desi

and with us at his burial." l'

Thomas Lightfoot was about 81 years of a.

at the time of his death.

(To be conlinued.J
J
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ErastDS BrighamBigeiow.
(Cominued from page 52.) I

While, to meet the exigency, he was earnes''

considering the question of "ways and meanf
an incident of travel recurred to his memory. 1

his stenographic journeying he had accidentaf

witnessed the process of weaving coach-lace, t

the time, he had felt no interest in the matteii-

had taken no note of the details. He only '<

membered that hand-looms were employed. W '.

this recollection, the idea of a power-loom imi)

diately presented itself. Two days' study ci

vinced him that the thing could be done. I|

another point must also be settled : would it pai

He was wholly unacquainted with the charac
and extent of the coach-lace business. Hiring'

a neighbouring farmer his work-horse and old yl

low-bodied chaise, he starts, with characterisi

promptness, on a tour of inquiry. The carrial

makers of Worcester, Grafton, Framingham, Mij

way, and Dedham, were successively visited a|

interrogated. The result was a general refereri

to Fairbanks, Loring & Co., of Boston, venders'

the article, with whom these mechanics all deal

Into Boston accordingly went the yellow chaiii

Fairbanks & Go. settled every doubt. A coac

lace power-loom, they said, would certainly
j

well; but the thing had been often considered
!

the principal lace-makers, and pronounced an v

possibility. They expressed a wish to join wi

him in case of his succeeding—though, as th

afterwards confessed, without the slightest fail

in the project.

E. B. Bigelow went home, and with no oth!

guide or help than a piece of coach-lace set hiinsd

to the accomplishment of a task, which, up to th'

tificate of membership to Darby meeting, and there
: time had been deemed impos.sible. Spurred on

the brief remainder of his religious labour was I necessity, and encouraged by a confident hope
mostly exercised. Towards the middle of the year, ! success, his mind became intensely active.

'

his health failed, and it was soon apparent that
! others, indeed, he seemed to have grown sudden

the end of his race drew nigh. Thomas Chalkley stupid. When spoken to, he appeared to liste

says in his Journal,

—

" In the Eighth month, 1725, I went to Darby
to visit our worthy aged Friend, Thomas Light-
foot, who lay very weak in body, none expecting
his recovery. I called as I went from home, and
then he was very ill, and told me ' he thought that
illness would conclude his time in this world, but
said that all was well, and likewise that he had a
great concern upon his mind for the growth and
prosperity of Truth in the earth, and desired with
tenderness of spirit, that I would give his dear
love to all friends;' and he now said, 'I never
thought to see thee more, but am glad to see thee.'

I stayed there all night, and in "the morning we
had a comfortable heart-melting time together, in

which was revived the remembrance of 'the many
favourable seasons of God's love we had enjoyed
in our travels, in the work of the ministry of the
gospel of Christ, and we tenderly prayed if we
never met more in this world, we might meet in
that which is to come, where we might never part
more, but might forever live to sing with all the

and yet showed by his silence or inapposite repl

that he had not understood a word. One eveniii

he was asked to show a visitor the way out. ':•

the surprise of the latter, he took an unlight(

candle, marched silently before him through '

long, dark entry, and gravely bowed him from tl

door. During this period of mental abstractio

he took no note of time. He sat in the fami

circle with as little share in the conversation as

he had been deaf and dumb. All hints about be

time were thrown away upon him, and the unmovt

candle-stick, whose taper had expired in its socke

usually showed in the morning that he must ha-

gone ofl' to his rest, at some late hour, in the dar!

The fruits of this extraordinary application sot

appeared. Within six weeks from the time of i

first conception, he had a power-loom in successf

operation. Let any one examine this beautif'

and complicate piece of mechanism, in which ire

seems to act like an intelligence, and exhibits

dexterity which human fingers scarcely surpas

Let him consider that this machine involved a
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essential principles of a far more iniportaDt

i,_the Brussels carpet loom ; that the inventor

!'

a young man not tweoty-thvce years old, who

never even looked into a treatise on meclianics

;

finally, that all this was accomplished in the

j.'f space of forty days; and he will, at least,

w that the history of useful art exhibits few

fli instances of mental and executive efficiency.

Phus far we have traced, with some particula-

f, the ardent aspirings, the varied efforts, the

cessive struggles and disappointments of a poor

persevering youth. It shows what may be

oinplished by high aims, a fixed purpose, and

)lutc industry. It will appeal to the warm

iipathies of those who love to contemplate the

lelopment of mind and character under a disci-

jie of hardship. * * * *

'[he complete success of the coach-lace loom

lught the inventor at once into notice. Fair-

jks, Loring & Co., of Boston, John Wright, of

prcester, Israel Langley, of Shirley, together

jh the inventor and his brother Horatio, united

'the purpose of building and running the looms.

jis association afterwards became the " Clinton

Inany." E- B. B. was now in a condition to

iry out his early and long-cherished, thougl:

J3n frustrated wish in regard to education. But

time for that scheme had, he felt, gone by

t
had become better acquainted with the nature

I'l
measure of his own capacities. He saw open

i; before him a career of activity, success, and

jifulness. To this, accordingly, he resolved to

};ote his future life.

doon after the Clinton Company began its ope-

fions in Lancaster, the affairs of Freeman, Cobb

po., had become so far adjusted as to liberate

ui its legal embarrassment the counterpane

,ra. One of the firm immediately contracted

ih the inventor on terms highly favourable to

fe latter, for a number of the looms. But E. B
jgelow happening soon after to be in New York,

[y there a new and different species of counter-

he then just introduced from England. An
jimination of this fabric convinced him not only

\t it would be more marketable than the knot-

j counterpane, but that it could be made at less

lit. With a disinterestedness hardly less rare

tin his ingenuity, he advised lloberts to

i.-e up the contract, and thus lay aside entirely

p very curious and perfectly successful loom al-

[idy made. He at the time agreed to invent a

wer loom for weaving this new fabric. Within

iL months from that time he had such a loom in

ccessful operation. A small mill in Lancaster

fS filled with the machinery, and the business,

i'adily prosperous, has remunerated the inventor,

'd enriched others.

After starting the coach-lace and counterpane

iablishments, E. B. Bigclow took up the ques-

•m of weaving the ingrain or Kidderminster car-

t by means of power-looms. It was no easy mat-

r to produce a fabric in which the figures should

itch, which should have a smooth, even face and

[rfect selvedge, and do this with a rapidity so much

lyond that of the hand-loom as to make it an ob-

ct. The hand-loom weaver can, to some extent,

eet these conditions by the exercise of his judg-

ent. If the shuttle has not fully done its work,

! can give the weft-thread a pull with his fingers.

', on measuring, he finds that the figure is get-

ng to be too long, or too short, he remedies the

ult by putting either more or less force to the

the, as he beats up. If he perceives that the

irl'ace of the cloth is becoming rough, he regu-

tes the tension of the warps. By the exercise

constant vigilance, skill, and judgment, he can

pproximale to the production of a complete and

igular fabric. But how shall these properties be

imparted to inert matter? How shall iron I

taught to observe, to judge, and to vary its action

with such modifications as the case may require ?

To the achievement of this seeming impractica-

bility our inventor now addressed his extraordina-

ry powers of analysis and concentration. A short

study assured him that the idea was feasible. On
the strength of this conviction—before he had

made a model or even complete drawings of the

machine—he entered into a written contract with

a company in Lowell, to furnish them with power-

looms for making ingrain carpets. His first loom

for two-ply carpets was set up within a year. In

the matching of its figures, in evenness of surface,

and in the regularity of its selvedges, its product

far surpassed that of any hand-loom. Its average

daily work was from ten to twelve yards ; that of

the hand-loom is about eight yards.

He mtist, he cojild, do better than that. A se-

cond loom, with various modifications and improve-

ments was ere long produced. By this the daily

product was raised to eighteen yards. Still he was

not satisfied. A third machine, with essential

variations, at length appeared. This loom mad

with perfect ease, from twenty-five to twenty-seven

yards a day. The others, of course, like his first

counterpane loom, were thrown aside. This loom

was started in the summer of 1841. In the au-

tumn he went to England. During this short

visit the manufactures of that country naturally

drew his special regard. He at once saw that, in

some important particulars, the English manufac-

tures were in advance of ours. His opinion to this

effect, frankly expressed on his return to Lowell,

was received at first with murmurs of surprise and

incredulity. It was not long, however, before the

practical adoption of his suggestions showed that

they had taken full effect. In 1842 the_ several

manufacturing corporations of Lowell paid a de-

served tribute to E. B. Bigelow's knowledge and

skill, by creating a new office, with a liberal salary,

and appointing him to fill it. His duties were to

make improvements and suggestions, and, gene-

rally, to advi.so and consult with the agents of the

respective companies. In this capacity he brought

forward some important improvements, which

were adopted by all the cotton mills of Lowell.

Finding his new office too general in its character

and duties to give results satisfactory to himself,

he resigned at" the end of eighteen months, and

with his retirement the office itself expired. Dur-

ing this period he built, for the Lowell Company,

a mill to receive his power-looms ; and thus started

the first successful power-loom carpet factory re-

corded in the annals of manufacture.

(To be continued.)

would give to Britain a race capable and worthy of

maintaining her indepeudance and honour.—The

ttle denizens of a warm nursery must not be sub-

jected, without a carefully assorted covering, to the

piercing and relentless east or north-cast winds

;

they must not be permitted to imbibe the seeds of

that dreadful scourge of this climate—consump-

tion—in their walks for exercise and health ; they

must bo tended, as the future lords of the earth,

with zealous care and judicious zeal. One-sixth of

the deaths of young children, it must be remem-

bered, result from cold.

JACOB'S WELL.

Here, after Jacob parted from his brother.

His daughters lingered round this well, new-made
;

Here, seventeen centuries after, came another,

And talked with Jesus, wondering and afraid.

Here, other centuries past, the emperor's mother

Sheltered its waters with a temple's shade.

Here, mid the fallen fragments, as of old,

The girl her pitcher dips within its waters cold.

And Jacob's race grew strong for many an hour,

Then torn beneath the Roman eagle lay

;

The Roman's vast and earth-controlling power

Has crumbled like these shafts and stones away;

But still the waters, fed by dew and showers,

Corae up as ever, to the light of day,

And still the maid bends downward with her urn,

Well pleased to see its glass her lovely face return.

And those few words of truth, first uttered here,

Have sunk into the human soul and heart;

A spiritual faith dawns bright and clear.

Dark creeds and ancient mysteries depart;

The hour for God's true worshippers draws near;

Then mourn not o'er the wrecks of earthly art:

Kingdoms may fall, and human works decay,

A'ature moves on unchanged—Truths never pass away.
J. F. Clarke.

* Suggested by a sketch of Jacob's Well, and Mount

Gerizine.

'The riend.'

Chthing for (hn rowny.—Erastus Wilson says :

Are the little highlandcrs whom we meet during

three out of the four quarters of the year, under

the guardianship of their nursery-maids, wadling

about the streets in our public walks and squares,

properly protected from the cold ? Are the faptas-

tically -attired children whom we see tiiking an airing

in carriages in our parks, sufficiently and properly

clad ? If these questions can be truly answered in

the affirmative, then, and then only, my remarks

are needless. There can enter into the parent

mind no more baneful idea than that of rendering

children hardy by exposing them unnecessarily to

cold, and by clothing them inefficiently. I have

known instances wherein parents acting on this

principle have failed entirely in rearing their off-

spring. Does nature treat her progeny thus ? Does

she not, first of all, insure the birth of her young

only at a kindly season, and then provides them

with downy coverings, warm nests, and assiduous

protectors ''. And we must imitate nature, if we

Adherence lo the Truth, the Ground of Spiritual

Unity.

The ground upon which our worthy forefathers

stood, in the support and defence of Truth, was

attained to and maintained by simple obedience

to the teachings of the Holy Spirit in the secret

of their hearts, whereby they were led to forsake

their carnal reasonings, and to cleave unto God

;

with the exercise of humble, fervent and continual

l^rayer, that He might redeem them from the

world and its spirit, and preserve them in that in-

ward state of waiting and watching before Him,

wherein alone they could be kept faithful to the

pointings of his holy finger. By simple attention

to " the still small voice," they wore kept alive in

the Truth, and in unity one with another, in their

open and secret exercises before the Lord—.""peak-

ing the same language, and minding the same

things—with a single eye to his honour, who had

called and qualified them to serve him.

But we read of one anciently who "was mar-

vellously helped till he was strong; but when he

was strong, his heart was lifted up to his destruc-

tion, for he transgressed against the Lord his God,

and went into the temple of the Lord to burn in-

cense upon the altar of incense ;" and that for this

unauthorized act he was called to an account ^by

the priests of the Lord, who said unto him, "It

appertaineth not unto thee, Uzziah, to burn incense

unto the Lord, but to the priests, the sons of

Aaron, that are consecrated to burn incense." And

we may read or remember what happened unto

bim when he was wroth at the saying of t°e

priests, and persisted in doing the thing which he

had been advised against ; how that he became

and continued a leper, even unto the day of his
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death, and was thrust out of the sanctuary by th(

priests unto whom his offerings were unsavoury.

_
How different was the case of this unfidthfu

king, who was smitten by tbe Lord for his di.^obe

dience and frowardness, from that of the prophet
Elijah, who was enabled by cleaving unto God, his
holy helper, to confound all tbe prophets of Baal I

and -what a lesson of humility should these, with
the host of other testimonies, to th-i necessity aud
sufficiency of Divine wisdom and strength, teach
us, who are professing to seek their direction and
support, and to acknowledge obedieuce to the Holy
Spirit as the ground of our unity and strength,

lest the wall of our defence be broken down, and
walls of partition continue to be raised up be-

tween those professing the same Divine guidance,
by which our worthy predecessors wei'e united to-

gether into the one body by the one Head ; whom,
while they accounted themselves as nothing, they
acknowledged as all in all, and therefore did not

stop short, or seek to go beyond his teachings,

for a knowledge of those things which concern the
salvation of the soul.

Being thus content with the simple discoveries
of Truth to their minds, and obedient thereto,

they were enabled to see eye to eye, and to walk
by the same rule, seeking that honour only which
Cometh from God, rather than the praise of men,
which has so often proved a snare to the unwatoh-
ful, exalting them in the spirit of their minds
above the little pure witness for Truth in the secret

of the heart ; whereby their salt hath lost its savour,

and has come to be trampled under foot ; for, said

our blessed Redeemer, " How can ye believe who
receive honour one of another?"—and again it is

queried, "What unity hath he that believeth with
an infidel ?" Is not obedience to the Truth both
the ground of belief and of spiritual unity, and
the evidence of our favour and acceptance with
God ? If so, how can we lay claim to these, while
we are serving our own wills, and following our
own wisdom, instead of adhering unto the simple
leadings of the Spirit of grace, a measure of which
is given to us all ? Is it not possible for us to be
deceiving ourselves in this matter, by regarding
the wisdom of the flesh as Divine knowledge ; and
being led thereby into self-confidence and self-com-

placency, to become exalted above the iinftattering

witness of the everlasting and unchangeable Truth ?

For " The Frieni

We have received some extracts from John Bar-
clay's Memorandums sent by a Friend in Iowa,
who has occasionally furuished us vrith informa-
tion concerning the country, climate, soil, produc-
tions, &c., of that improving Slate. He says, in
an accompanying note, "Immigration continues so
strong into this State, it is impossible to erect
houses sufficient for each to contain one family
only. We have been favoured in the past season
with plentiful crops generally, and with little ex-
ception, with good health. Stuck and produce are
high for them to be in this State : wheat selling
for §1.30 per bushel."

EXTRACTS.
" Fifth month 21st.— I resume these notes, and

it is under a sense, greater if possible than ever,
of my incompetency to set forth my many feelings
and exercises, either in reference to my own con-
dition, or that of the gathered church with whom
I associate. I cannot recur in this place to what
has transpired, since I last wrote in this little book

il
and apparently solid also. O ! for more humiL
tion, fasting, waiting! O! for !e<s activity,

\
self-conceit, less taking of the name of Christ a
vain! 3Iay such a view of things conduce

ij

drive and keep me yet nearer to the Source of
jsafety and of all succour; that I may abide

u

Him, and grow up in Him in all things who is \
Head

!

f

A Mammoth Cave in

pondent of the Detroit
Mack

Mackinaic.—A cor:'.

Tribune, writing fi'j

;kinaw, mentions the discovery at that plac.jf

markable cave, the entrance to which was t

An Adventurous Craft.—Moored to our wharf
is a little craft, which looks more like an oyster

boat than any thing else—which, perhaps, has
made the most adventurous voyage on record since

the days of Ptolomy. She is called the St. Louis,

and is only 26 tons burthen. Her master's name
is Depeuy, and he belong.s to Matamoros, Mexico.
Finding himself in Leghorn, on the Jlediterranean,

Mr Depeuy determined, actuated by a love of ad-

veture, to purchase this small sloop, which only
draws four feet of water, and to return home in

her. He manned her with three sailors, and load-

ed her with fruit, and after a stormy passage of
eighty days during which he was baffled about by
contrary winds, he finally arrived safely at New
Orleans, after paying the sum of fifteen dollars fees

at the Quarantine Station. We visited this little

craft yesterday, and were astonished at her exploits
when we surveyed her diminutive proportions.
The Captain must be an excellent sailor. He in-

tends going to Matamoros in her, and as a tribute
to his sailor genius, we think the Quarantine
Board should refund him the fees paid, and the city

should not exact any wharfage. The venturous
little bark lies at the foot of St. Peter street, in the
Second District, and as she is a real curiosity,

our citizens should not fail to visit her.

—

N'. 0.
Delta.

d a few days since by a rush of water dur /

a storm, which washed away the surrounding eat
and rubbish. The opening was about four it

and ten feet in width." A party of ladies il
gentleman, well provided with lights and eoi*

entered it, and after ascending gradually throij
a long and narrow alley, surrounded upon evi'

side with stalactites and crystals of calcareous sp
',

,, which glittered like diamonds in the torchligf

L/!„t^-^J "'^.'""t f '^'^'^':''''®'?^H'H'"'^'*«°'y
'^^''""'^ themselves in an immense do'

"
' or amphitheatrthe great name of the Lord, my Saviour, for the

very thought and hope now presented before me—chat because He lives, I live also. To be pre
served alive in the Truth unto this day, and once
more to meet with and recognize my friends in thi

Truth, in the life of it; this is indeed a favour
And to be given to know, in any measure, what
has aimed at the life, and is yet seeking to devour,
leads to some hope of a complete deliverance from
the snares of death. Ever since I have attended
this Yearly Meeting, my mind has been deeply
exercised according to my capacity for the welfare
of this people. As I proceed in my pilgrimage, T

trust my confidence is increasing, that the "reat ' I
AM,' the King of Zion, still reigns and will reign
to the overthrow of all his enemies; and that He
alone is equal to take care of his church, and to over-
rule all things for the good of his little dependent
ones. Yet, ! how awful do the times appear in

which we live; and how awfully critical is our stand-
ing among the various professions around us. Doubt-
less, it always has been so, perhaps more so, than
those of any particular age may have thought.
Every period has had its dangers, its temptations,
its responsibilities. Yet surely ours are, if not
new, very specious snares; and when I look
around, I am ready to think, who, even among the
highest in knowledge, in faith, or in gifts, is not
fearfully liable to fall into some of these snares.

! I have this day seen, as I think, in the light
of the Lord, the enemy endeavouring to deceive,
f it be possible, the very elect. There are baits
already laid, golden baits, which, if they are not
seen and shunned, will even devour those who de-
vour them. I see not how some, who now take
the lead amongst us, will or can escape being car-
ried away, as with a sweeping flood, by that which
they are now swimming in ; unless the Lord pre-
vent, I see not how this Society can escape beino-
landed, yea stranded, on a rock. Every day, eve-
ry fresh occasion of witnessing tbe spirit and pro-
ceedings of these times, convinces me beyond all

hesitation, that we are fast verging to a crisis,

arming crisis, and a shaking, sifting crisis,

when every foundation will be discovered, every
covering removed. And though many will say,

I

Lo here is Christ, and lo there !' is he not with
us, and do we not own him aud follow him ? Yet
a clean separation will take place between the chaS'
and the wheat, and nothing will be able to endure
the refining heat of that day, beside the beaten
gold. ! how loose, how crude, how mixed are
the views of many : how accjmmodating, how
shifting is the ground they stand upon ; how lofty
and superficial is their edifice, though beautiful,

wo hundred and fifty feet ,

length by two hundred and forty in width, and {;

hundred and eighty in height. Leaving this be:

tiful place, they then passed through a long seri

of alleys and magnificent chambers, and fina'

discovered a dim light through a crevice ofl!
wall in front. Excavating a place of sufficii'

size for passage, they passed through and foul

themselves in a small cave, near " Dousman'sfar!
house." They had travelled a distance of nea 1

three miles beneath the surface of the groui;

Epistle of George Fox. i

Friends and brethren in the Lord Je.sus Chri.|

in whom you have all life, peace and salvatio^

walk in Him, who is your heavenly Eock a;

foundation, that stands sure, who hath all pow
in heaven and earth given unto him. So Ij

power is over all ! Le't your faith stand in ti

power, which is over all, from everlasting to ev('

lasting, over the devil and his power, that in t

holy, heavenly wisdom of God, you may be pi'

served and kept to God's glory, out of all snai;

and temptations
; so that God's wisdom may '

justified of all his children, in this day of 1'

power, and they all may be faithful, serving ai

worshipping God in his spirit and truth, and v'

liant for it upon the earth. For, as the apost
saith, "They that believe are entered into the

rest, and have ceased from their own works,
God did from his." Now this rest is an etern'

rest in Christ, the eternal Son of God, in who'
every true believer hath everlasting life in Chri;
Jesus, their rest and everlasting day. For Chri;,

the Best, bruiseth the serpent's head, and throuf
death destroyeth death and the devil, the pow
of death and his works; he is the Eternal Ees
hat giveth eternal life to his sheep. Christ fu'

filleth the prophets, and all the figures, shadow
:ind ceremonies, as in the Old Testament, and a

the promises are yea aud amen in Christ, who w;

he eternal Best to all true believers in the ape
lies' days, and ever since, and is so now. Chri
is the beginning and the ending, the first and tl

last, who is ascended above all principalitie

powers, thrones, and dominions, that he migl
fill all things. For by Jesus Christ all thin.;

were made and created, whether they bo thinj

in heaven, or things in the earth; and he is tl

eternal Rest. They that believe are entered in

Christ, their eternal Rest, in whom they haV
eternal life and peace with God. Wherefore,
say again, in Ilim who is your Rest, live ar

abide ; for in Him ye are happy, and his blessin;

will rest upon you. God Almighty keep and pr

i
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e you all, his true believers, in Christ your

t and Peace this day, Amen. G. F.

ondon, the ISth of the Twelfth montli, 16S4-5.

1 Child Resetted h\j a Dog.—Ks one of the

York city cars was passing down Fulton

!et, a few days since, a lady, with a little girl,

'inpted to pass in front, the child being ahead,

'ore the driver could hold up, the child was

rly under the horses' feet, when a large New-

ndland dog, seeing it, bounded to her, and

ing her in his mouth, rescued her from imrai-

it danger of being trampled to death, brought

to the almost distracted mother, and laid her

*n. He looked up and wagged his tail, and

re a short bark, expressive of his delight, and

by he went.

—

Ledger.

THB FHIEiND
ELEVENTH MONTH 3, 1855.

Friends who intend sending children to West-

Boarding-School by the West Chester cars,

! requested to observe that the time for leaving

1 Depot in the afternoon, has been changed

m half past 3 to ha!/ jnisl 2 o'clock.

We are sometimes fearful lest

j- who have a testimony to bear, ;

this coun-

nst war in

1 its relations, its origin, its acoompanyments,

d its consequences, should not be sufficiently on

r guard against the feeling of interest, and the

jiteraont, that are naturally awakened by tidings

battles and victories. There is some danger,

lile eagerly perusing the high-wrought descrip-

ins of an engagement, or the flourishing state-

;nt3 of a despatch, that we may have our feel-

^s so far leavened into sympathy with the com-

tants, on one side or the other, as to allow cur-

ves to overlook, or at least but partially admit

;o consideration, the intensity of human misery,

d the enormous aggregate of wickedness which

ery battle must inevitably exhibit. It is well

,r all to bear in mind, that such is the constitu-

m of human nature, that even the recital of

itions and scenes which was at first heard with a

rill of horror, if frequently repeated, grows less

'd less repulsive, and the sensibility may be thus

jadually aud almost unconsciously blunted, until

|e heart becomes callous to the record of the de-

ruction of human life, especially when acoompa-

ed with glowing pictures of what are styled bril-

:mt feats of arms, and we can read of the heaps

I

mangled victims that have fallen in the field, or

|!on slaughtered in the trenches, with almost

jigid indifference, at least without those feelings

i sorrow and repugnance, with which they should

,1 the breast of the true and sensitive disciple of

|ie Prince of Peace.

Certain it is that the sinful feelings in which

ar originates and is carried on are contagious

;

|id will gradually insinuate their poison into

^e heart that is not preserved by Divine Grace,

) as not only to demoralize the nations engaged

1 it, but by its false assumption of glory, of

ravery, and of its necessity for the support or

efence of a good cause, will tend to deprave the

one of moral feeling in others who are lookers

n; and thus stealthily prepare them to regard

:enes of bloodshed and rapine, the sufferings of

oncoiiibatants who are invaded, and the desola-

ion of the widows and orphans whose natural

upporters and guardians have been ruthlessly

lain, as at most but evils that are inevitable, aud

,'hich ought not to stand in the way of gratifying

heir thirst for conquest or of seeking to revenge

heir real or supposed wrongs. In this way, public

sentiment in our own country, may be deteriorated

by the iniquitous war now going on in Europe.

We think that for some time past there has been

no little evidence of an improved state of feeling

among professing Christians of nearly all denomi-

nations upon the subject of war. The tone of the

religious periodicals, indeed wc may say of a large

part of the public press, has been very different

from what it was during, and for several years

after the European wars which terminated with

the downfall of Napoleon 1st. It has been more

generally denounced as an almost unmitigated

evil, and more willingly admitted to be, in every

aspect, contrary to the benign precepts of the gos-

pel of Christ. This is attributable, without doubt,

to the increase, or more general diffusion of the

light of Truth, which has brought these convictions

home to the minds of men of serious reflection;

and as the bloody scenes and false theories, which

blunt the sense of right and rouse the passions

from which war springs, have had but little play

during the long peace which the greater part of

the civilized woild has so long enjoyed, the con-

viction of the sinfulness and inexpediency of war

has been more boldly and more freely avowed.

But now that the public eye is once more directed

to the manoeuvring and deadly encounter of hos-

tile armies, and a systematic effort is making to

enlist the feelings of the belligerents in their na-

tional quarrel, we must anticipate a check to this,

and that the voice of Truth will be disregarded

amid the excitement and the false eclat of the de-

structive contest.

After all that has been admitted by many of the

prominent teachers in different professions of the

Christian religion, it is amazing how they can be

satisfied to inculcate the idea that Christians may

take any part in the horrible scenes of war; and

that they do not feel the duty which is incumbent

upon them, to bear a full and unwavering testimony

against it under every oircumstanoe. It is but of

small moment to speak, in terms however strong,

of the dreadful realities of war, and to desire the

time to come when it shall be learned no more,

while the voice is not raised against war itself, _ as

being directly opposed to the religion of Christ,

and therefore that it must be unlawful for a christian

to engage in it. We take the following from the

Presbyterian, and we might suppose, with the

views expressed in the extract, that highly re-

spectable paper, the exponent of the principles and

feelings of a large body of professing christians,

would be found freely and firmly opposing war and

every thing connected with it ; but such does not

appear to be the ease.

We think he must indeed have been a "re-

markable Christian" who could continue "actively

engaged" in an occupation the "essence" of which

was to render him " defiant of God and lost to all

moral purity."

"In the memoirs of that remarkable Christian, Colo-

nel BlackaJcr, we notice the frequent lamentations he

uttered at the exceedingly depraved character of the

soldiery under his command. Their profanity and lib-

ertinism shocked his sensibilities, and during a inarch,

he was sometimes constrained to ride far enough in ad-

vance of them to escape the sound of their fearful im-

pieties. On several occasions, after battle, he walked

over the field of blood to pl.ice himself within reach of

the emphatic preaching of the dead who were strewn

over it ; and this preaching was not the less impressive

as it came from the silent corpses of those who a few

hours before were giving utterance to their inwrought

depravity in foul and odious blasphemies. Of such

materials armies are generally composed, and it seems

to be of the essence of war that those actively engaged

defiant of God and lost

When thii

ippalling is ;

^questionable fact is remembered, how
intelligence as that recently received

sand slain I All are eager to learn the particulars, and
each one coolly calculates the political results of such a
victory. How few, alas I consider it in its moral rela-

tions, and reflect that, in all human probability, from
the previous character of the fallen, the great majority
of them have been hurried into the presence of an
angry God, and all the terrors of an endless perdition.

Few, comparatively few, fall on the battle-field with
the hope of heaven in their heart. On the contrary,

amidst the smoke and noise of deadly and fiendish

strife, not only is temporal life in many a one ex-

tinguished, but disembodied spirits are driven forth

into incurable despair and anguish. Hell is peopled

from the battle-field, and hence the news of such a

contest as that which has just taken place in the

Crimea, should be received, not with exultation and
shoutings, but with tearful eyes, that so many have

perished for time and eternity. This is no sickly senti-

mentality, as some would style it, but sober reason
;

for one soul, in its endless destinies, is worth more
than a kingdom, and a lost soul is beyond any price of

redemption. Let Christians guard themselves against

the hardening influence which even the rumors of war
may produce, and pray for the time when 'war shall be

learned no more.' "

This is strong language, but in an article im-

mediately following the above, after quoting from

an account furnished by one of the participants io

an engagement with the Indians on our frontiers,

in which a most flippant, heartless description is

given of the slaughter of the poor creatures, many
of them women and children. The editor says

—

" While if man ^^ neeessar;/ to punish the Indians for

the massacres committed by them, it is certainly to be

deplored that any human heart can witness their de-

struction with feelings so utterly unfeeling."

Is it not "to be deplored" that the murder of

men, women, and children, should be spoken of as

a thing " necessary" among a people professing to

be the disciples of Him who came into the world

to save men's lives, to redeem them from all

iniquity, and translate them into bis blessed king-

dom where nothing can hurt or destroy ?

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to Tenth mo. 13th.

T/,e irur.—The allied fleet, which, according to the

last news, had sailed from Sebastopol on a secret ex-

pedition, anchored off Odessa on the 8th ult. The force

consisted of 8 ships of the line, 27 steamers and one

other vessel. An immediate bombardment was expected.

Since the destruction of the corn ports in the Sea of

Azoff, the Russian army in the Crimea has received its

supplies, principally from Odessa. The Emperor of Rus-

sia arrived at Odessa on the 22d of Ninth mo., and left

the next day for Nicolaieff to attend a council of war.

French troops were being concentrated on the Danube.

A despatch from Gortschakoif states, that the allies had

advanced from Eupatoria, threatening Perekop, but had

retired on meeting the advance posts of the Russian left

flank. The Invalide Russe gives a detailed account of

the losses of the garrison of Sebastopol in the final

struggle, as follows. Killed 2684, wounded 6058, con-

tusions 1205, missing 1754; total 11,701. The same

journal states that the Russians lost 1500 men on the

10th of Eighth mo., and from 500 to COO men a da.y, from

that time up to Ninth mo. 5th, making a loss of between

25,000 and 30,000 men in the last month of the defence.

The garrison at Kars still holds out, though reduced to

great extremes. Part of Omar Pacha's force was ad-

vancing from Batoum, to attempt to raise the blockade.

The Turkish force now at Kars numbers 10,000. In a

cavalry engagement near Kars, the Turks were defeated

bv the Russians. The Turks had about 400 men killed.

In the Baltic, the allies had destroyed a number of small

vessels in the Gulf of Bothnia. The bombardment at

Riga is stated to have injured one of the batteries con-

siderably. The Russians were actively engaged in re-

pairing Sweaborg, and increasing its defences.

FRANCE.—Great exertions were being made to rein-

force the army in the Crimea. Large numbers of sick

and wounded men were constantly returning to France.

The hospital accommodations for the wounded at Con-

stantinople, had been vastly increased, but were still

quite inadequate for the reception of the tliousands sent

there. About 70 per cent, of the wounded die.

DENMARK—-The Danish government has invited all

ding the United States, to meet
itime powers,

of -thirty- thousand men killed in a single bittle 1 Se-lia Congress at Copenhagen next month, to settle the

bastopol has fallen I is the announcement ; thirty thou.] question of the Sound Dues.
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ENGLAND.—The Bank of England returns state the
amount of notes in circulation at £20,292,555, being an
increase of £120,870

; and the stock of bullion in both
departments, £12,399,281, showing a decrease of £449,-
647, when compared with the previous return. A meet-
ing of the creditors of DeLisle k Janvrim had been held,
and the statement of their affairs was very satisfactory.

The British ships Rodney, Albion, London, Leander and
"Wasp, have received orders to proceed, under the com-
mand of Admiral Stopford, to the coast of Italy. They
will begin their mission, it is said, in the Bay of Naples.
There had been no further advances in the rate of inte-

rest, and consols remained at 87J. The Liverpool cot-

ton market was much depressed, and prices had further

receded. Some sales had been made at a decline of
nearly J(f. Sales of the week, 31,000 bales. Flour had
advanced Is. per bbl.

MEXICO.—The latest accounts from Mexico state that

Alvarez has resigned the Presidency, owing to his ad-
vanced years and feeble health, and General Comonfort
has been elected to fill the vacancy.

BRAZIL.—Dates from Para state, that the cholera

had prevailed in that city and province with great vio-

lence and fatality. Above 8000 persons had died in the

province. The disease had also reached the cities of

Babia and Rio Janeiro.

UNITED STATES.—The commercial marine of the

United States now e.'jceeds that of any other nation. It

consisted, in the year 1854, of 40,500 vessels with a ton-

nage of 5,661,416. Great Britain and Colonies have
30,960 vessels and a tonnage of 5,043,270. The com-
mercial marine of all the rest of Europe is not equal to

that of either Great Britain or the United States.

Foreign JinmigTulion.—During the week past, 6555
foreign immigrants arrived at the port of New York, on
board vessels from British and German ports, bringing
with them in cash, money to the amount of §245,075, or

an average of thirty-eight dollars for every man, woman
and child. The real amount of cash means is thought
to be much larger, as it is said to be a well ascertained

fact that the German immigrants do not report all they
bring with them. It is estimated that the immigrants
of the last year have brought about thirteen millions

of dollars in ready money into the country.

Yellow Fever.—According to the weekly record, 2584
persons died of yellow fever in New Orleans, during the
recent prevalence of the epidemic. The New Orleans
Delta says that the new discovery of inoculation as a

protection against yellow fever has been tried in three

thousand cases in that city, this season, with entire

success. There appears to be no doubt of the local

origin of the fever, and that it originated the present
year in New Orleans.

Banks.—The Secretary of the Treasury has published
a statement of the condition of the Banks of the United
States, according to returns, nearest to First month 1st,

1855. It appears that the number of banks and branches
was 1300, having a capital of $332,000,000. Their cir-

culation amounted to §186,952,000 ;
the specie in their

vaults to §53,944,545; real estate held by them, §24,
073,801. In 1837, the banking capital in the United
States, was $290,000,000 ; the circulation §140,000,000
and the specie held by the banks, §37,915,000.

Kansas.—The contest respecting the institutions of
this territory continue to be carried on with earnest-
ness, and the Free State and the Pro-slavery party seem
alike sanguine of ultimate success. In Georgia and
Alabama there have been movements to raise funds,
" for the purpose of equipping and sending to Kansas
sound and reliable southern emigrants and slaves, with
a view to sustain there a preponderating influence." So
far, the Free State men appear to have a majority of the
actual residents on their side, notwithstanding their

elections are controlled by the people of Missouri.
The Western Plains.—Accounts from Fort Laramie

have been received to Ninth mo. 29th. General Harney
was about to leave that post to establish a fort at 'White
Earth River, to overawe the Winnebagoes. The Brule
Indians had agreed to deliver up the murderers of the
mail party. The Chief, Little Thunder, was not killed

at the battle of Blue AVater. Winter had set in with
unusual severity. Col. Sumner, with seven companies
of cavalry, was en mute for Fort Laramie.

Ship Building.—The prospects of an improved freight-

ing business from the United States to Europe, in con-
nection with the probability, that the numerous vessels
now in the war service, will be required for an inde-
finite period, has given an impulse to ship building in

the United States, and the ship carpenters of Boston,
New York, &c., are said to have full orders for the next
six months, at advanced prices.

Philadelphia.—li^inmauXs last week, 178.
Miscellaneous.—March of Improvement.—Six years ago

not a steamer plied on the rivers in Oregon. Now there

are eleven. Two run on the Columbia from Astoria,
one from Fort Vancouver, and one from the Cascades to
Portland, two to Oregon City. Three ply on the Upper
Willamette to Carrelles, (head of steamboat navigation,)
and two between Cascade City and the Dalles.

^^'orlh- Western Emigration.—The great North-Western
stream of emigrants crosses the Mississippi at Daven-
port, (Iowa.) Its magnitude the past season may be
inferred from the income of the ferry at that place, which
has amounted, it is said, to upwards of ninety thousand
dollars.

Judicial Decision.

says, that recently,
_ ^

Manly decided that a person profess'ing the doctrines of

Third-day o/Vfraoons, and will furnish pupils with tick
and accompany them to West Chester. Those who \

by the morning train will be furnished with tickets t

a person in attendance. To those who procure tic! i

as directed, the fare from Philadelphia to the Schi i

including baggage, will be one dollar, which will ;

Universalis:

-The AsheviUe (N. C.) Spectator
kson Superior Court, Judge

was an incompetent witness in the Courts
of that State, and, in consequence, two or th
nesses of that persuasion were ruled out.
Kewly Discovered Island.—A Nantucket whaling vessel

has discovered a new island in the South Pacific Ocean.
It is situated about two hundred and fifty miles south
of Desolation Island, and the ship which encountered it,

ok from it in less than a week's time, four hundred
rrels of sea elephant oi:

Dreadful Hurricane.—Late advices from St. Domingo
state that a tremendous hurricane was experienced

hich blew down nearly one-third of the houses
of the city, tore up an immense number of cocoa-nut
and other trees, and almost entirely destroyed the grow-
ing crops. Several merchant vessels were injured, and
two men-of-war ships wrecked.

The Cork Tree in the United States.—The cork tree,
which flourishes naturally in the south of Europe, is an
evergreen, about twenty or thirty feet in height. The
substance denominated cork is the outer bark, which
sometimes grows two or three inches in thickness. From
the Patent-Office the seed has been distributed to a num-
ber of States to test its adaptation to our climate.

Difference in the Set of «*«.-Professor Bache notes
the following singular difference in the motion of the
tides in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. On our own
coast, in the Atlantic, they flow from east to west; on
the coast of Great Britain, from west to east; and on
the Pacific their motion is circular, they sweep round by
Asia, turn and flow back.

Great Fire.—On the night of the 16th, a desolating
fire occurred at Bloomington, 111. Two persons lost
their lives, and others were injured. The destruction of
property is estimated at §150,000.

Deaths by Violence, in California.—From First
to Eighth mo. 1st, 1855, 320 persons were put to death
by lynching and murder, and two persons were
cuted according to law.
Large Casting.—A few days since, an iron girder
tst at Oram's foundry in Philadelphia, the length of
hich was 70 feet with a spring of 10 feet, and th
eight nearly eight tons. This is said to be the largest

casting ever made in this country

: the School. All baggage should be distinct
marked West-town, and with the name of theowt'
and should be sent directly to the depot.

j

The West-town office is at Friends' Bookstore,;
84 Arch street, where all small packages for the pafl
left before 12 o'clock on Sixth-days, will be forward I

All letters for the pupils and others at the School, shoi'

be sent by mail, directed to West-town Boarding-Sch,
I

West Chester P. 0., Chester Co., Pa. Packages sho
;

be distinctly marked and put up in a secure manner,

!

that their contents will not be liable to be lost by hac'
ling. The stage will leave West Chester for the'Scho!
during the winter session, on Second, Fourth, and Severn i

days, on the arrival of the morning cars from the ci

and from the School to West Chester on the same da
to meet the morning cars for Philadelphia. The fd'

for each passenger to and from West Chester bytj
stage, will be 25 cents. When special conveyances

j

other times are provided at the School, an extra chari.

-town. Tenth mo., 2d 1855.

INDIAN CIVILIZATION.

A man Friend i.s wanted to assist on the farm
Tuuessassah, and to aid in carrying ont the conce '

for the improvement of the Indians.
|

Application may be made to Joseph Elkixtox,
377 S. Second strei;

TB0M.1S EvAXS, '

Philad., Tenth mo., 1S55. 180 Arch strec

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL. '

Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in tb

Institution. '

Application may be made to either of the undersie:ne

members of the Committee.
S.iMCEL HiLLES, Wilmington, Del.

Thom.is Evans, "Id.-, j

SAMt:EL Bettle, Jr.r '''''"^^

RECEIPTS.
Received from Z. Hampton, agt., lo., $2, to 10, vol,

28, and for Rd. Mott, §2, to 35, vol. 28, E. Bundy, §2,
to 42, vol. 29, Jos. Embree, §2, to 14, vol. 29, Thos. D.
Langstafl', §2, vol. 25

; from Jas. Bell, Pa., §2, vol. 28
;

from Jehu Fawcett, agt., 0., §44, for Jos. Painter, Theo.
Mourland, Jos. Lynch, J. Carr, J. R. Carr, Ind., M. How-
ell, A. Street, J. Heald, Saml. Carr, David French, §2
each, vol. 29, Saml. Street, Anna Macy, C. Allen, §2
each, vol. 28, Lewis B. Walker, §4, vols. 20 and Tf,
Danl. Test, §4, vols. 26 and 27, M. W. Woolman, §4,
vols. 28 and 29, Mary Brown, §2, to 30, vol. 29, Wm.
Fisher, §2, to 27, vol. 29, Ruth Stanley, §2, to 19, vol.

29; from Jos. W. Satterthwaite, per j". Elliott, 0., §2
to 12, vol. 29.

A stated meeting of the "Female Society of Phila-
delphia for the Relief and Emplovmeut of the Poor,"
will be held at the House of Industry, No. 70 N. Seventh
street, on Seventh-day, 3d inst., at 3 J oclock, p.m.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The winter session of the School will commence on

Second-day, the 5th of Eleventh month next. The pupils
'11 be conveyed from the cit)-, by railroad, to West

Chester, where conveyances will be in waiting to take
them to the School, on the arrival of the morning and
fternoon cars, on Second-day, the 5th, and Third-day,

the 6th of Eleventh month. The children will get their
baggage the day after their arrival. The cars leave the

pot, south side of Market street, above Eighteenth,
(formerly Schuylkill Fifth street,) at half past 7 o'clock,
A. M., and at half past 2 o'clock, p. m. The agent of the
school will be at the railroad depot on Second and

Died, on the 4th of Tenth month, at the residence (

Calvin Cooper, in Columbiana county, Ohio, Ax.\ Mill

LER
; a member and elder of Sandy Spring Monthly an)

Particular Meeting, in the 81st year of her age. Shi
endured a painful illness of several weeks, with mac
Christian patience, and appeared to make apeacefij
close.

, on the 20th ult., at Bedford, Pa., Elizabet!
R., wife of Abram M. Taylor, of Cincinnati, in the 47t'l

year of her age. This dear Friend was in early lif

favoured with a precious visitation of redeeming lov(|

and yielding obedience to the impressions then madi
on her mind, she was strengthened to turn her back o

J

the fashions and vanities of the world, and to follow

her Redeemer in the path of self-denial. Continuin.'

under the restraining influence of the cross ofChrisn
she became exemplary in life and conversation, an.!

possessing a sound judgment, though of a gentle spirit

her counsel was highly valued by her friends, who hav
the consoling belief, that having submitted to the purify,

ing operations of Divine grace, she has been admittei'

into that " city that hath no need of the sun, neither o|

the moon, to shine in it, for the glory of God doth light

i

en it, and the Lamb is the light thereof." i

, at his residence near Burlington, N. J., on th\

22d of Tenth month, Paul Jexnevs, (formerly o

Sandwich, New Hampshire,) in the 66th year o'

his age
; a member of Burlington Monthly Meeting

Our dear Friend, having in early life, from religiou.

conviction, joined the Society of "Friends, he was firOj

d consistent in maintaining its principles. At variou!

times prior to his last sickness, he evinced his beliel'

at his continuance would be short, and that hi;'

ivork was done." During his illness, he was patien
'

d trustful, and enabled to make the Lord his refuge]

He spoke instructively to those about him, and althougl,

humble in applying to himself the comforting text;

which he recited, his friends rejoice in the consoling

persuasion, that he has realized his hope, (which was|

based upon his Saviour's merit and mercy,) of admiti
tance through the gates of praise within the walls o I

salvatiou.
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Tlic Gulf Stream.

{Concluded from page 5?.)

[Navigators have often met with vast numbers
iouna; sea-nettles, (medusas,) driftiaj^ along

the (_!ulf Stream. Tbey are known to con-

to the principal food for the whale; but whi-

[ bound by this route has caused much curious

liulation, for it is well known that the habits of

fight whale are averse to the warm water of

i stream. An intelligent sea-captain informs
jthat, two or three years ago, in the Gulf
liin, on the coast of Florida, he fell in with

, a ' scliool of young sea-nettles as had never

re been beard of.' The sea was covered with

ji for many leagues. He likened them, in ap-

jince on the water, to acorns floating on a

Im ; but tbey were so thick as completely to

ir the sea. He was bound to England, and
jfive or six days in sailing through them. In
;t sixty days av'terwards, on his return, he fell

jith the same school off the Western Islands,

jhere he was tliree or four days in passing

1 again. He recognized them as the same, for

lad never before seen any like them ; and on

I

occasions he frequently drew up buckets full,

bsamined them.

[Now the Western Islands is the great place

isort for whales ; and at first there is some-

1; curious to us in the idea, that the Gulf of

ico is the harvest field, and the Gulf Stream
|];leaner which collects the fruitage planted
li, and conveys it thousands of miles off to the

i;ry wbale at sea. But how perfectly in uni-

s it with the kind and providential care of
great and good Being, which feeds the young
la when they cry, and provides for the spar-

The sea has its climates as well as the land.

I

both change with the latitude ; but one
s with the elevation above, the other with the

ission below the sea-level. Each is regulated

roulation ; but the regulators are, on one hand
s ; on the other currents,

rhe inhabitants of the ocean are as much the
ures of climate as are those of the dry land

;

he same Almighty hand which decked the

ind cares for the sparrow, fashioned also the

, and feeds the great whale. Whether of the
or the sea, they are all bis creatures, subjects

s laws, and agents in his economy. The sea,

fore, we infer, has its offices and duties to

rm ; so may we infer, have its currents, and

dertakes to study its phenomena, must cease to

regard it as a waste of waters. He must look upon
it as a part of the exquisite machinery by which
the harmonics of nature arc preserved, and then
he will begin to perceive the developments of
order, and the evidences of design, which make it

a most beautiful and interesting subject for con-
templation. To one who has never studied the
mechanism of a watch, its main-spring or the bal-

ance-wheel is a mere piece of metal. He may
have looked at the face of the watch, and, while
be admires the motion of its hands, and the time
it keeps, or the tune it plays, he may have won-
dered in idle amazement as to the character of the
machinery, which is concealed within. Take it

to pieces, and show him each part separately ; he
will recognize neither design, nor adaptation, nor
relation between them; but put tbcm together,

set them to work, point out the offices of each
.spring, wheel, and cog, explain their movements,
and then show him the result; now he perceives
hat it is all one design; that, notwithstanding
the number of parts, their diverse forms and vari-

ous offices, and the agents concerned, the whole
piece is of one thought, the expression of one idea.

He now perceives that when the main-spring was
fashioned and tempered, its relation to all the
other parts must have been considered ; that the
cogs on this wheel are cut and regulated

—

adapted
to the ratchets on that, etc. ; and his conclusion
will be, that such a piece of mechanism could not
have been produced by chance ; the adaptation of
the parts is such as to show it to be accordincr to

design, and obedient to the will of one intelligence.

So, too, when one looks out upon the face of this

beautiful world, he may admire the lovely scene,
but his admiration can never grow into adoration

unless he will take the trouble to look behind and
study, in some of its details at least, the exquisite

system of machinery by which such beautiful re-

sults are accomplished. To him who does this,

the sea, with its physical geography, becomes as

theTuain-spring of a watch; its waters, and its

currents, and its salts, and its inhabitants, with
their adaptations, as balance-wheels, cogs and
pinions, and jewels. Thus he perceives that they,

too, are according to design; that they are the
expression of One Thought, a unity with harmo-
nics which One Intelligence, and One Intelligence

alone could utter. And when be has arrived at

this point, then he feels that the study of the sea,

in its physical aspect, is truly sublime. It ele-

vates the mind, and ennobles the man. The Gulf
Stream is now no longer, therefore, to be regarded
by such an one merely as an immense current of

warm water running across the ocean, but as a

balance-wheel—a part of that grand machinery by
which air and water are adapted to each other,

and by which this earth itself is adapted to the

well being of its inhabitants—of the flora which
deck, and the fauna which enliven its surface."

" Great need I find to be watchful lest by con-

formity to some things which have crept in among
this people, strength should be given to that part

which stands opposed to the plain selfdenying
path into which our worthy predecessors were

its inhabitants; consequently, he who an- divinely drawn, and enabled to walk in."

Exploriition of Ihe Tscliaddu.

The laws which regulate the spread of civiliza-

tion over the globe are singular. A continent
undreamed of by I'lolemy and Pliny is now con-
tending for the hegemony of civilization, not with
Rome itself, but with Rome's remotest province

;

while countries hardly more that a day's journey
by railroad from Africa and Numidia, once the
most populous portions of the cnipirc, are still

dreaded as the abodes of certain death to all civi-

lized intruders. If a very probable account is to
be believed, the continent of Africa was circum-
navigated before Rome was built

;
yet the interior

of Africa promises to remain a wilderness long
after the locomotive shall have travelled from Fond
du Lac to the Falls of St. Anthony, and furnaces
and forges have reflected the image of their tull

chimneys from the bosom of the Salt Lake.
Yet the undertow which is to take these forgot-

ten lands into the sphere of action has at last set in,

and is now gaining greatly in velocity. In 1805
Mungo Park left the Gambia, with thirty-eight
Europeans, to verify the conjectured identity of
the Joliba, as seen at Timbuctoo, with the Quarra.
Only seven men of the expedition reached the
Niger at Lazo, and this remnant, with their gal-
lant commander, succumbed to the prevailing dis-
eases or perished on the river. In 1816 Capt.
Tuckey undertook an expedition to the Congo,
then supposed to be the mouth of the Niger ; of
this party but one man returned alive. In 1832
and '33 the Liverpool expedition, conducted by
the brothers Lander, lost forty Europeans out of
forty nine; and Buxton's expedition in 18-12

started with one hundred and forty-two whites,
and returned with forty-two.

Since that time the fruits of manifold eff'orts of
civilization came to maturity. It is indeed aston-
ishing to reflect upon the discoveries and improve-
ments in naval architecture, in physiological and
chemical studies necessary to enable Europeans to

explore these portions of the world. South Ame-
rica, and especially I'eru, had to be thoroughly
known and its natural resources laid bare; for the
quinine there gathered appears to be an indispen-
sable necessary to sustain Caucasian life in these
climates. Steam navigation had not only to be dis-

covered, but iron substituted for wood as a mate-
rial and the screw propeller for the paddle wheel.
The occasion which led to the starting of the

last expedition was given by Dr. Barth, perhap.s

the leading name among the geographical explor-
ers of the day. Before entering upon his perilous

journey to Timbuctoo, this intrepid traveller un-
dertook a trip to the southern shore of Lake Tschad,
in the course of which he crossed a large river

flowing westward, which he rightly conjectured to

be the Tsohadda, an eastern tributary of the Niger.

When this information reached the Foreign De-
partment, Lord Clarendon proposed to the admi-
ralty to send a steamer up the Tschadda from its

mouth, in order to settle this question, and if pos-

sible to efi'ect a communication with Dr. Barth
and Vogel, the explorers by land. It happened
that in 18.52, M'Gregnr Laird had offered to

furnish a steamer for the exploration of one of

the African rivers. His plan was now accepted.

The government agreed to contribute five thousand
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pounds, and — Laird undertook to construct a

screw steamer of two hundred and fifty-five tons,

which was to make fifteen knots an hour, and to

bear all the expenses of the trip, besides coDvey-

ing a number of government officers as passengers.

As the natives could not be expected to appreciate

or understand the objects of a purely scientific ex-

pedition, the incitement of traffic was adopted as

a means of facilitating intercourse with the chiefs.

Captain Berroft was the first choice of the gov-

ernment, or directing head of the expedition.

During a residence of twenty-two years at Fer-

nando Po, he had done more, perhaps, than any

other European for the civilization of these re-

gions. Unfortunately death removed him_ from

the scene of action in the midst of the most indus-

trious preparations. The two other appointees

were Dr. Barkie of the royal navy, and Dr. Bltek,

a German philologist. They went on board of

Laird's steamer, the " Pleiad," in Fifth mo. of last

year and sailed from Liverpool to Sierra Le:

Where the greatest part of their European crew

were exchanged for Kroomcn, who were employed

as sailors, and for such interpreters as could be

obtained of the various dialects. On the Sth of

Seventh mo. they set sail for Fernando Po, with

sixty-six men, twelve of them Europeans. Dr.

Bleek, who had fallen ill, was left behind, and his

place supplied by — May, a volunteer from the

British ship the " Crane."

After an absence of four months the Pleiad re-

turned to Fernando Po, without the loss of a single

man; and on the 12th of Second mo. last. Dr. Bar-

kie, in good health, submitted his report to the Geo-

graphical Society of London. The geographical re-

sults are not reported by the English journals ; but

the Tschadda was explored and surveyed for two

hundred and fifty miles beyond the highest point

reached by Allen and Oldfield in 1832.

What has created the greatest sensation is, the

unprecedented good fortune by which every Euro-

pean who joined the expedition returned in safety.

It is ascribed in a great measure to the construc-

tion of the vessel, the first screw steamer ever ap-

plied to purposes of exploration. She is built on

the model of the famous yacht America, compara-

tively broad and short, measuring one hundred

feet in length, and twenty four in breadth, which

facilitates her movements in the short turns of a

river channel. By taking out her screw she may
be converted into a fast-sailing schooner. Her

great extent of stowage enables her to carry fuel for

the whole voyage, and dispense with the taking in

green wood on the banks, in obtaining which di-

sease is generally contracted. Of still greater im-

portance were the plentiful use of quinine, both as

a preventive and as a cure; the regular applica-

tion of Burnett's "disinfecting fluid;" the pre-

cautions taken against a gathering of bilge water;

the cleaning of the deck by scraping instead of

scouring ; and the practice of boiling water befor

sufi'ering it to be drank. Fortunately, also, the

river was entered at the moment its waters were

rising, and wlien the generation of miasmata was

comparatively inconsiderable.

It is thus clearly shown that an expedition di

erectly and ably conducted may safely trace the

great arteries of the African continent. The veil

which his so long rested upon the interior of that

vast region mny now be raised, and the judicious

expenditure of a few thousands may reduce the

unknown portions to the void between tbe heads

of the Niger and Indian Ocean.

The expedition did not meet with Dr. Barth

but Dr. Bartb has since retraced his footsteps to

the Tschadda and heard news of them from th

reached the home country. The most remarkable

feature in Dr. Barth's narrations is the great pop-

ulousness of the country and the high state of

barbaric cultivation everywhere displayed. lie

uses the word fleets in speaking of the trading

vessels he met with on the river. It is strange

how uniform are all the productions of human
efi'ort. The civilization we receive by tradition

would be, in innumerable respects, the same if

that tradition had never been. In these secluded

wilds, having not a thread of communication with

the European world from Lesostin downward, we

find human afi'airs arranged on substantially the

same plan as among ourselves. War and peace

government and subjection, trade and trafiic, tilth

and handicraft, all communicate by the same

hinges as if the seven wise men of Greece had

in council over them.

—

Philadelphia Bulletin.

th.

Epistle of George Fox.

Before Heft Kingston, something further opened

to me, which I was moved to write, and send

amongst Friends ; as follows :

—

Dear Friends,—My love is to you all in

Holy Seed, that reigns over all. And my d

is, that every one, both male and female, may feel

the Seed Christ in you, which is heir of the pro-

mise of life eternal, that ye may all grow up
'

Christ Jesus, your Head, and be built upon Him,

the rock and foundation that God hath laid, which

stands sure over all rocks and foundations in the

world ; that ye may eat and drink of this spiritual

rock, the spiritual water and food ; so that ye may
truly and inwardly say, that your rock and foun-

dation, your bread and water of life, is from hea-

ven, and your bread and water is sure ; and that

ye know his voice that feeds you, and leads you

into the pastures of life which are always fresh and

green. In this, your affections are set on things

that are above, seeking that which comes down

from above, where Christ sits at the right hand of

God, making intercession for you; who is your

Mediator, making peace between God and you

;

who is your heavenly Bishop to oversee you, that

and conversations ; that the blessings of the I ^

ay rest upon you, as you all live in the seec If

the gospel, the seed of the kingdom of God'i

which all nations are blessed. In that ye wif ll

have a care of God's glory. There is the hil j

mountain, where the light shines to the answeib

the witness of God in all; and the salt, that ij

good savour to the witness of God in the hel;

of all ; and that savour being kept in, the saltci]

not come under the feet of men. So, my lovjc

you all in Christ Jesus, whom God hath givei^

be a sanctuary for all his people, who is fj

above, and not of this world, in whom you li(

life, peace, and salvation. In Him, God Almif
^

keep and preserve you all to his glory. Aoi

As you live in the peaceable truth of God 41

keeps you under, and within his protection; \i

they that make a profession of the Scripture
J|

Truth, and yet live out of the Truth, in the si

of strife, unquietness and discontent ; in a Ji

triving, plotting, ravenous, destroying spirit, w il

is of the devil, and not of God, that spirit is jm't

out of the Truth, and to be of him in whom t 'i

is no truth, whose portion is in the lake, an

4

the fire that burns. G. 1'

Kingston, the 27th of the Fifth mo., 1683.
'

ieep 1 ^ht, life and power, and do not

go astray from his heavenly fold and pasture, that

He, your Shepherd, may feed you therein ; who
is your Prophet to open to you the fulfilling of the

promises and prophecies, himself being the sub-

stance ; that ye may live in him, and he in you,

yea and reign in your hearts there to exerci^ his

offices, his prophetical, priestly and kingly office,

who is heavenly and spiritual ; that ye may know
the three, that bear witness in tlie earth, the Spirit,

the water and the blood, which is the life of

Christ, which cleanseth from all sin ; the water

that washes and refreshes you; and the Spirit

that baptizes and circumcises you, and leads yi

into all truth ; that ye may come all to drink into

one Spirit, and keep the unity of the Spirit, which

is the bond of the heavenly peace. So being led

by the Spirit of God, ye are his sons and daugh-

ters, and by his Spirit will come to know the three

that bear witness in heaven, the Father, the Word
and the Holy Ghost. These are the three wit-

nesses that are in heaven, that bear record of all

things; for he is God in heaven, and God in the

earth. Therefore, I desire, that ye may all feel

his love shed in your hearts, and in it live, (abov

the love of the world which is enmity,) and i

that you will keep in the excellent way. For love

edifies the body of Christ, builds his church up,

and keeps out of the enmity, for it is above it, ani'

brings and keeps all in true humility, and in the

true'divinity ; to be courteous, kind, and tender

one towards another, and to show forth the naturen itives, and the information communicated by him
was the first intelligenoo of the expedition which I of Christ, and true Christianity in all your lives

For "The Frier
I

Erastns Brigham Bigelow.
;

(Continued from page 61.) J

Before quitting his post at Lowell, E. B. l\

low had projected a new manufacturing estabi

ment at Lancaster for the weaving of ginghjf

A company was formed ; the required capital!)

promptly subscribed, and the projector was cha'd

with the execution of the design. At the i\

time the Lowell Company resolved to build a I'j

mill for the reception of their carpet power-lo'i

and E. B. Bigelow was commissioned to d£|

and erect it. Both of these mills are of vast «

and in character perfectly unique. The onei

named, with its two hundred iron looms, is, io ((

a grand carpet machine—the mill and its furn J

being so combined, adjusted, and adapted,!!

produce the most harmonious action and the lb

est results. The Lancaster mill is even mor (

markable. Its connected structures, covering if

than four acres of ground, are filled with macl (

ry and apparatus of the most perfect chara'i

much of which was invented or adapted, anil

of which was arranged and adjusted by E. B. ]i

low. Of this mill, the editor of the ;\Ierch i

Magazine says: "It is deservedly rated asli

most perfect establishment in the United Sta .'

Of the dye-house connected with it, he speal i

" probably the mo.-t perfect in the world ;" ad.
|

" that the entire arrangement is of the most!

feet description, and in its vast completeness sde

a splendid monument to the genius and mas 'I

power of the mind of its projector." Thesit

mense structures, with their numerous and vat

and complicated machines, many of which s

new and nearly all of which were newly moi f

or adjusted, were carried on simultaneously-

1

working plans for the buildings and the mach !i

being furnished as fast as the work adva ^

These plans, once matured and put into the lii

of the workmen, were scarcely in a single ins ii

changed ; and the loss in this way was exceed ;

small—a striking proof of E. B. Bigelow's «

ness talent, his constructive abilities, and far-ra

ing mental vi^^ion. Contemporaneously with e

labours, he superintended important enlargei n

of the Counterpane Works, and of those bdl

ing to the Coach-lace Company. Nor was th ll

During tbe three years thus occupied, he «

nine distinct, important, and patented inven «

It would h.ive been strange if, under a it'l
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ssure so constant and intense, his health had

given way. Justly alarmed, at lengtli, he fled

in

the toil and care which would soon have

.ed all. A voyage to Europe, with hia family,

i a continental journey, completely restored

bn his return in 1848, he proceeded to develop

j.
complete the Brussels Carpet Loom. The

lis of this machine was indeed contained in th

|u for coach-lace. But farther invention was

;ded to adapt it to the weavinp; of wider fabrics,

the making of figures that match, and to the

nation of velvet-pile. This was fully accom

[hed. His power-looms weave rapidly and per-

;.ly the Brussels and the Wilton, the tapestry

i velvet tapestry carpets. They are competent,

Ifact, to every kind of looped and velvet-pile

He known in the market.

|n Ninth month, 1851, E. B. Bigelow took with

ji to England specimens of his Brussels carpet,

fir appearance at the Exhibition, though late,

m much attention, and largely increased the

bur with which the British public had already

un to look on the so long despised American
)artment. The juries having then closed their

purs, no prize could be awarded to these fabrics.

1, in a supplement to the Report on Class XIX,
find the following :

The specimens of Brussels carpeting exhibited

iE. B. Bigelow are woven by a power-loom, in-

jtcd and patented by him, and are better and
1-0 perfectly woven than any hand-loom goods

i have come under the notice of the jury. This,

fever, is a very small part of their merit, or

jier of that of E. B. Bigelow, who has com-

lely triumphed over the numerous obstacles that

Rented themselves, and succeeded in substitut-

steam-power for manual labour in the manu-
}ure of five-frame Brussels carpets. Several

jjata have been taken out by different inventors

his country for effecting the same object; but

jet none of them have been brought into succes.s-

|or extensive operation, and the honour of this

nevement—one of great practical difficulty, as

i as of great commercial value, must be awarded

j.

native of the United States."

fhe shrewd and practical manufacturers of Eng-

^ were quick to .see and prompt to acknowledge

j

value of the new machinery. An arrangement
immediately made with Cro.ssly & Sous, for

|mg the looms in their immense carpet manu-
,ory at Halifax. Subsequently these gentlemen
ohased, and now hold, the patent-right for the

ted Kingdom.
'reviously to the introduction of E. B. Bige-

's inventions, power-looms had scarcely been
il for any but the plainest and simplest fabrics.

,:se improvements cover the whole higher range

extile art. If we except such regal luxuries

he pictured tapestries of the Gobelins, there is

complex, or useful, or beautiful texture pro-

ed by skill and patience in the hand-loom, to

ch his machinery has not been, or may not be,

pted. As compared with the plainer and more
iaic processes, this almost magical mechanism,
its results of endless and beautiful variety,

' be called, not unaptly, the poetry of the
Q^ *****

appreciate the difilculties of this achieve-

it, and the greatness of the success, one must
p in view the nature and demands of the

ving'art. Each different fibre which it uses
its own peculiar properties, and whether it be
on, or wool, or flax, or silk, the machinery
it be adapted to those peculiarities. The num-
of fabrics which differ essentially in their

ure is almost countless. To these considera-

5 must be added the constantly recurring

changes in figure and colour required to meet a

fickle taste and ever-varying demand. He must
be a good arithmetician who can calculate the

combinations required to produce by automatic
machinery the numerous dissimilar fabrics which
fill up the long interval between plain cloth and a

Wilton carpet. More than all, perhaps, it deserves

to be considered, that a power-loom for weaving
tissues of the higher class, must have not only

many and complex mechanical movements, but, to

a certain extent, also the capacity of self-adapta-

tion—an ability, in fact, to meet exigencies as they
arise.

The extent of E. B. Bigelow's contributions to

inventive art has often been misapprehended
Many think of him as the inventor of a single

machine—the carpet power-loom—and suppose
this to be all. It is a great mistake. The nu
mcrous and complex requirements of the textile

art were not to be met by a single invention. Ac-
cordingly, E. B. Bigelow has, in this connection,

twenty-two United States patents. Each of these

is a distinct but necessary part in a closely-con-

nected series of improvements, by means of which,
under appropriate modifications, every variety of

fabric may be wrought by power-looms.

It is difficult, by mere description, to impart a

clear idea of mechanical movements. All that we
shall here attempt will, we trust, be intelligible to

any one who has ever seen a loom in action. The
figure on coach-lace is formed by raising on the

surface of the ground-cloth, a pile similar to that

of the Brussels carpet. It is made by looping the

warps over fine wires, which are inserted under
such of them as have been selected by the Jacquard
to form the figure. These warps are then woven
into the body of the cloth. The wires are now
withdrawn, to be reinserted. In the Bigelow loom
this finger-work is executed by automatic pincers.

There is something wonderfully cunning in the

movement of these nippers. Seizing the end of

the wire, they draw it out from the loops, carry it

back towards the lathe, thrust it into what is call-

ed the open shed, and there drop it. The warp-

threads, which had been drawn apart, are now
closed, and immediately reopened for the passage

of the shuttle, which carries the woof to tie and
bind the loops. The pincers having dropped their

wire, return to take another. As it is necessary

to have a number of these wires, and as they lie

close together, a diflSculty arose. It was clearly

impossible to make the pincers so narrow, and so

exact in their discrimination, as to seize the pro-

per wire, and not molest its neighbours. This

was avoided by a mechanical contrivance on the

other side of the loom, which, just at the right

moment, gives a little push to just the right wire,

and thus puts it in just the right place for the

waiting pincers. The curious mechanism by which

these little rods are withdrawn and replaced, must
work, it is evident, in perfect harmony with that

which forms the figure.

The loom for Brussels and tapestry carpeting is

the coach-lace loom full grown. Nothing short of

actual inspection can give any just idea of its won-

derful capacities and life-like action. Wires three

feet or more in length are here inserted and with-

drawn with a precision and quickne.=s which no

manual dexterity ever attained. Let us watch the

jperation. First, mark that intruding knife or

wedge, which, as it rises, separates from its com-

panion the wire next to be taken, and guides the

pusher, which shoves it along towards the pincers.

The pincers now walk up, grasp the wire, and

draw it entirely out. While this is doing, another

set of nippers, hanging down like two human hands,

come forward, descend, and catch the wire at the

moment when the drawing pincers drop their prey.

No sooner have they seized the wire than they re-

treat to their original position, beneath which a
small, angular trough has just arrived. The fin-

gers relax, and the wire drops into the trough,
which immediately returns. Last of all, a trian-
gular pusher rushing through the trough sends
the rod into the open shed. Note, also, the dou-
ble action of the withdrawing pincers, which, while
they attend to their own special mi.ssion, perform,
also, sergeant's duty, by constantly bringing into
line the straggling wires. Those bird-like, three-

fingered claws, which dart back and forth with
such rapidity, are busy in plaiting the selvedge,
and their work is perfect. These, too, are " con-
trived a double debt to pay," for, whenever their

thread breaks, they instantly stop the loom. In
this loom, and that for coach-lace, the mechanical
contrivance for weighting the warp-thrcads is the
same, being one of the most ingenious, as well as

most important, of E. B. Bigelow's improvements.
(Tobecnncliided.J

The sorrows and heaviness which the Lord
brings over his people immediately, for his own
wise purposes, or which are permitted to befall
them by adverse accidents, or sometimes by means
of the wicked, which, (as the Psalmist says,) are his
sword ; these are, or maybe, for the preparing of the
heart for his service, or for weaning from this
transitory world and the love of it; and the Lord
is pleased often to sweeten such bitter cups ; the
troubles which we bring on ourselves, through our
own unwatchfulness, I know by experience, lie

with a dead weight upon us ; and from such I

heartily pray that both I and those whom I love,

may be delivered.

—

li. ShacJdcton.

Wonders of llie iHmosphfre.

The atmosphere forms a spherical shell sur-

rounding the earth to a depth which is unknown
to us by reason of its growing tenuity, as it is re-

leased from the pressure of its own superincum-
bent* mass. Its upper surface cannot be nearer to

us than fifty, and can scarcely be more than five

hundred miles. It surrounds us on all sides, yet

we see it not ; it presses on us with a load of
fifteen pounds on every square inch or surface of
our bodies, or from seventy to one hundred tons

on us all, yet we do not so much as feel its weight.

Softer than the finest down^more impalpable than
the finest gossamer— it leaves the cobweb undis-

turbed, and scarcely stirs the slightest flower that

feeds on the dew it supplies
;
yet it bears the fleets

of nations on its wings around the world, and
crushes the most refractory substances with its

weight. When in motion its force is sufiicicnt to

level the most stately forests and stable buildings

with the earth—to raise the waters of the ocean

into ridges like mountains, and dash the stronge.st

ships to pieces like toys. It warms and cools by
turns the earth and the living creatures that in-

habit it. It draws up vapours from the sea and
land, retains them dissulved in itself or suspended

in cisterns of clouds, and throws them down again

as rain or dew when they are required. It bends

the rays of the sun from their path to give us the

twilight of evening and of dawu—it disperses and
refracts their various tints to beautify the approach

and the retreat of the orb of day. But for the

atmosphere, sunshine would burst upon us and fail

us at once—and at once remove us from midnight

darkness to the blaze of noon. We should have

no twilight to soften and beautify the landscape

—

no clouds to shade us from the scorching heat

—

but the bald earth, as it revolved on its axis, would

turn its tanned and weathered front to the full and

unmitigated rays of the lord of day. It affords

.
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tte gas which viyifies and warms our frames, and
receives inio itself that which has been polluted

by use, and is thrown oflF as noxious. It feeds the

flame of life exactly as it does that of the fire—it

is in both cases consumed, and aifords the food of

consumption ; in both eases it becomes combined
with charcoal, which requires it for combustion,

and is removed by it when this is over.

"It is only the girdling, encircling air," says a

writer in the North British Review, " that flows

above and around ns, that makes the whole world

akin. The carbonic acid with which to-day our

breathing fills the air, to-morrow seeks its ways

round the world. The date trees that grow round

the falls of the Nile will drink it in by their leaves;

the cedars of Lebanon will take of it to add to

their stature; the cocoa nuts of Tahiti will grow
rapidly upon it; and the palms and bananas of

Japan will change it into flowers. The oxygen

we are breathing was distilled for us some short

time ago by the magnolias of Susquehanna, and

the great trees that skirt the Orinoco and the

Amazon—the giant rhododendrons of the Hima-
lays contributed to it, and the roses and myrtles

of Cashmere, the einnamon-tree of Ceylon, and

the forests older than the flood, buried deep in the

heart of Africa far behind the Mountains of the

Moon. The rain we see descending was thawed
for us out of the icebergs which have watched the

Polar star for ages ; and the lotus-lilies have soak-

ed up from the Nile, and exhaled as vapour snows

that rested on the summits of the Alps."

"The atmosphere," says Mann, "which forms

the outer surface of the habitable worlil, is a vast

reservoir, into which the supply of food designed

for living creatures is thrown—or, in one word, it

is itself the food in its simple form of all living

creatures. The animal grinds down the fibre and
the tissue of the plant, or the nutritious store that

has been laid up within its cells, and converts

these into the substance of which its own organs

are composed. The plant acquires the organs and
nutritious store thus yielded up as food to the

animal, from the invulnerable air surrounding it.

But animals are furnished with the means of loco-

motion and of seizure—they can approach their

food, and lay hold of and swallow it; plants must
await till their food comes to them. No solid par-

ticles find access to their frames; the restless, am-
bient air, which rushes past them loaded with the

carbon, the hydrogen, the oxygen, the water

—

everything they need in the shape of supplies, is

constantly at hand to minister to their wants, not

only to aff'ord them food in duo season, but in the

shape and fashion in which it alone can avail

them."

For "The Friend."

BIOGRAPniCai SKETCHES,
Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 60.J

AARON COPPOCK.

This Friend was born in Cheshire, Great Bri-

tain, Tenth mo. 25th, 1662. He was convinced
of the Truth when quite young, and removed to

Pennsylvania soon after. He is supposed to have
been a son of Bartholomew Coppock, who in 1682
settled with his family near Chester. Bartholo-
mew was a man of good standing in civil and re-

ligious Society, being often used in religious ap-

pointments, and representing, on numerous occa-

sions, the county of Chester in the Assembly of
Pennsylvania. About the year 1714, Aaron Cop-
pock removed to reside at Nottingham, still in the
county of Chester, with his family.

Being a friend of a sound judgment, and exem-

plary in his walking, he was, soon after his remo-

val, chosen an elder, in which station he did not

long continue, his heavenly Father having called

him to the work of the ministry. During the

short period during which it was allotted him to

labour in this service, he was "concerned to ex-

hort Friends to a life of self-denial, watchfulness

and prayer." This, his Friends say, " he did in

great sincerity, zeal and innocence." He was di-

ligent in the attendance of meetings, and, we doubt

not, was often admitted to participate therein of

that blessed communion which the humble wor
shippers of Christ Jesus do at seasons witness with

him.

On the 1st day of the Tenth month, 1725,
was taken ill, and suffered greatly. During the

early part of his sickness, poverty of spirit was his

portion, and a consequent depression of mind
This dispensation, which was no doubt in infinite

wisdom administered, soon passed away, leaving

a blessed prospect of eternal happiness before him
with a sure hope that he should, through adorable

mercy, partake thereof. In this assurance, know
ing in whom he had believed, he departed thii

life, after a sickness of nine days. He was

aged 63 years, and had been engaged in the minis-

try of the gospel about seven.

RALPH JACKSON.

Ealph Jackson was a useful member of Phila-

delphia Meeting, and had received a gift in the

ministry in which at times he was engaged to

hour for the good of others. At what period of

time he left his native country, and came to Ame
rica, we have not been able to learn. His first

abode was in Maryland, where he remained for

some time, removing to Philadelphia early in 1692.

He produced to the Monthly Meeting of Phila-

delphia, held Fifth mo. 29th of that year, a certi-

ficate of membership, from West River Monthly
Meeting in Maryland. Ho was soon engaged in

various ways by his brethren in religious profes-

sion, and it was not long before he appeared in

the ministry. His gift, it is understood, was not

in many words, but he was generally esteemed,
and that which he had to ofier was received in

love, and was to edification.

In the year 1695, he married, in Philadelphia,

Elizabeth Ricketts, a widow, whose maiden name
had been Palmer. She was a valuable helpmate,

in her earthly pilgrimage, and was soon a fellow

labourer in the gospel of Christ. This beloved

companion, of whom we have already given a

sketch, was removed from him by death, in the

year 1704. In 1707 he married again. His
choice this time was Sarah Dymock, the widow of

Tobias Dymock. She was also a valuable woman,
much used in religious Society.

We have evidence of his faithfulness to the re-

quiringsof duty, in the abundant record preserved

of bis visits to neighbouring meetings, but he does

not appear ever to have travelled in the service of

Truth, out of the limits of his own Yearly Meet-
ing. He departed this life on the 27th of the

Tenth month, 1726, being in "an advanced age."

His Friends say, " His life and conversation being

exemplary, merited esteem."

SARAH PHIPPS.

Sarah ,* was born at Reading, in Berkshire,

England, in the Ninth month, 1643. She was

convinced of the Truth in her childhood, and about

the time she reached maturity, suffered imprison-

ment on several occasions for her faithfulness in

attending religious meetings. She married Joseph
Phipps, who had been a great sufferer in the same

er ma aen was probably Binfield.

place, for his testimony in support of his Chris

principles.

They came to Pennsylvania, in the year 1(

and appear at first to have located themse

about Chester, Joseph being appointed to ;

sent the county of Chester in the Assembly, wl

was held at the beginning of 1683. They i

removed into Philadelphia county, in the ne

bourhood of Abington, he being in 1687 an ac.

member of Dublin Monthly Meeting. In

winter of 1694, they met with a serious loss in

destruction of their house and out-buildings

fire. The immediate destitution was so comj

that the Quarterly Meeting of Philadelphia, wl

occurred a few weeks afterwards, directed its t

surer to furnish them funds for present need,

recommended the Monthly Meetings to fun

further aid. It appears that no lives were

and the pecuniary embarrassment was sooi

moved through the kindness of their Friends,

the renovating effects of industry.

Soon after the year 1700, she appeared :

ministry, in which for the last twenty years

more of her life, she was, her Friends te8^

" serviceable" in the church. In 1716 she

left a widow, and survived her valuable hush

about eight years. She died on the 27th of j

Eleventh month, 1725, aged 81 years an i

months. ii

ROBERT FLETCHER.

There were two valuable Friends of this m
in Pennsylvania, in the early part of the last t

tury. Robert Fletcher, of Abington, who deces

about the 1st of the Sixth month, 1726, was

of these. He was one of the early settlers, and 1

filled some important public offices with great cr

to himself, and benefit to his neighbours. W
drawing near the close of his earthly pilgrimage

felt the sustaining presence of the Lord with

soul, and in thankful commemoration of h

serving mercy he was enabled to feel, and to dec

to those about his dying bed, that " he had lived

cording to the measure of grace given him."

this consoling assurance, he was enabled to ei

the valley of the shadow of death, fearing no e

having, through faith in the Lord Jesus,

a living obedience to the word of his grace,

nesscd a preparation for an admittance amoi I

the saints in light.

Thomas Chalkley says, "I was at the buriaf

Robert Fletcher, a worthy man, and one uni-

sally beloved by all sorts of people, as far as e

I heard. There was a large meeting at his fi

ral, wherein several testimonies suitable to the

casion, were borne : some of his last words v

mentioned, which were that he had lived

cording to the measure of grace given hii

" The death of this Friend was a loss to the co

try, to our Society, and to his neighbours, as v'

as to his family and friends."

JERVIS STOCKDALE.

Jervis Stockdale was, in the language put fd
by Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting concerning h

,

"a lively minister, and exemplary in his dep>i-

ment." He resided at Evesham, was a usi 1

citizen and Friend, but except the attendance t

his superior meetings as a representative, we h*

little trace of his labours in the Society. He n •

ried Mary, the daughter of Hugh Sharp, a Fri^ 1

of high standing in public an^ private life, and t

a considerable time an elder.
j

Jervis Stockdale was not long permitted to •

joy his domestic happiness, nor to labour ia «

Lord's harvest field. He was taken sick in J

spring of 1726, made his will on the 26th of *
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ti'dh month that year, and, about tho 15th of the

Sfenth month, was released from his sufl'erings.

33
field of labour had probably not been very

ensive, but in it he was much missed. His

fiieral took place on First-day, the 18th, being

Ijthe week of Yearly Meeting, that year, held at

rlington.

homas Chalkley, says, " First-day morning I

t to Evesham, to the burial of our serviceable

end, Jervis Stockdale; he being in good es-

im,

there was much people. The meeting was

a good, tender frame, and continued several

irs, in which divers testimonies werQ delivered,

Horder to stir up people to Truth, and righteous-

jfs, and godly living, that they might die well.

Bidged the night bei'ore at Peter Fearon's, and

i^he morning I was awakened out of my sleep

ijit were by a voice, expressing these words:

i[e that liveth and believeth in me, shall never

1|.' This I took to be the voice of Christ ; I do

Sknow that it was vocal, but it was as plain

t were. From these expressions I had to t

^e to tiie people, the happy state and privilege

ilthose who live and believe in Christ, and that

h must not live in sin."

(To be continued.)

Selected.

F.\MILY H.VRMONY.

Oh, sweet as vernal dews that fill

The closing buds on Zion's hill,

When evening clouds draw Ihither,

—

So sweet, so heavenly 'tis to see

The members of one family

Live peaceably together.

The children, like the lily flowers,

On which descends the sun and sliowers,

Their hues of beauty blending;

—

The parents, like the willow boughs,

On which the lovely foliage grows,
Their friendly shade extending.

But leaves the greenest will decay,

—

And flowers the brightest fade away.
When autumn winds are sweeping.

And be the household e'er so fair,

The hand of death will soon be there.

And turn the scene to weeping.

Yet leaves again will clothe the trees.

And lilies wave beneath the breeze,

When spring conies smiling hither;

And friends who parted at the tomb,
May yet renew their loveliest bloom.
And dwell in heaven together.

Selected.

THE RAINY DAY.
The day is cold, and d.irk, and dreary;

It rains, and the wind is never weary
;

The vine still clings to the mouldering wall,

But at every gust the dead leaves fall,

And the day is dark and dreary.

My life is cold, and dark, and dreary
;

It rains, and the wind is never weary
;

My thoughts still cling to the mouldering past,

But the hopes of youth fall thick in the blast.

And the d.ays are dark and dreary.

Be still, sad heart, . cease repining;

I

Behind the clouds is the sun still shii

;
Thy fate is the common fate of all

:

Into each life some rain must fall,

' Some days must be dark and dreary.

Longfellow.

From the Edinburgh Review.

The Chemistry of Common Life.

(Coniinued from page GO.)

[n the first place, past experiment has shown
that there is a remarkable chemical analogy
ong the four substances, Chinese tea, Paraguay
, coffee, and cocoa, which are chiefly employed
the preparation of infused beverages. All of

m in the roasted state in which they are used,

contain aromatic oils in minute proportion, to which
the peculiar aroma of each is due. All contain
also a proportion of an astringent substance re-

sembling the tannin of gall-nuts or oak bark. In
three of them, Chinese tea, Paraguay tea, and
coffee, is found a variable quantity of a peculiar
white crystalline body, to which the name of
theine or caffeine has been given; while iu cocoa
a different but similar body exists, which is known
by the name of theobromine. Of these three con-
stituents, which are all extracted by hot water,

two—the volatile oil and tho theine—are known
to exercise a peculiar action upon the system.
The oil possesses narcotic properties, intoxicates,

occasions headaches and giddiness, and sometimes
paralysis in those who as tea-tasters are muoh ex
posed to its influence. New tea contains this oi

in larger quantity than old tea does, and for this

reason it is said that the Chinese rarely use their

tea till it has been kept over a year. The Small
proportion of it which exists in tea as we get it in

Europe, is not only harmless, but is probably one
source of the soothing exhilaration which tea and
coffee produce.

The theine, again, is a bitter substance possess-

ing tonic or strengthening qualities, but distin-

guished particularly by tho property of retarding

the natural waste of the animal body. Most peo-

ple are now aware that the chief necessity for food

to a full grown animal, arises from the gradual

and constant wearing away of the tissues and solid

parts of its body. To repair and restore the worn
and wasted parts, food must be constantly eaten

and digested. And the faster the waste, the

larger the quantity of food which must daily be
consumed, to make up for the loss which this

waste occasions. Now the introduction of a cer-

tain quantity of theine into the stomach lessens

the amount of waste which in similar circuiustan-

ces would otherwise naturally take place. It

makes the ordinary food consumed along with it,

go further, therefore,—or more correctly, lessens

the quantity of food necessary to be eaten in a

given time. A similar effect in a somewhat less

degree, is produced by the volatile oil, and there-

fore, the infusion of tea, in which both these in-

gredients of the leaf are contained, affects the

rapidity of the natural waste in the tea-drinker in

a very marked manner.

As age creeps on, the powers of digestion di-

minish with the failing of the general vigor, till

the stomach is no longer able to digest and appro-

priate new food as fast as the body wears away.
When such is the case, to lessen the waste is to

aid the digestive powers in maintaining the

strength and bulk of the weakening frame. "It
is no longer wonderful therefore," says our author,
" that tea and coffee should be favourites on the

one hand with the poor whose supplies of sub-

stantial food are scanty, and on the other, with
the aged and infirm, especially of the feebler sex,

whose powers of digestion and whose bodily sub-

st;mce have together begun to fail. Nor is it sur-

prising that the aged female whose earnings are

barely sufficient to buy what are called the com-
mon necessaries of life, should yet spare a portion

of her small gains in procuring this grateful in-

dulgence. She can sustain her strength as well

with less common food when she takes her tea

along with it : while she feels lighter at the same
time in spirits, more cheerful, and fitter for the

dull work of life, because of this little indul-

gence."

The wide prevalence of the taste for infused

beverages, illustrates in a marked manner the ex-

istence of common instinctive cravings among a

large proportion of the human race. In tropical

as well as arctic regions, the practice of UjiPg

warm drinks equally prevails. Dr. Johnson fol-

lows the topography of these harmless stimulants
in the following terms :

—

"In Central America the Indian of native
blood and the Creole of mixed European race
indulge alike in their ancient chocolate. In
South America tho tea of Paraguay is an almost
uiiiversal beverage. The native North American
tribes have their Appalachian tea, their Oswego
tea, their Labrador tea, and. many others. From
Florida to Georgia in the United States, and over
all the West India Islands, the naturalised Euro-
pean races sip their favourite coffee; while over
the Northern States of the Union, and in the
British Provinces, the tea of China is in constant
and daily use.

(To be cominuedO

For " Tho Friend."

Salutary Hints.

A call to the work of tho ministry is one of the
most important gifts among the diversity, commu-
nicated to the members of the church of Christ.
Those who receive it are as a medium through
which the Lord condescends to speak to the peo-
ple; they can no more command his use of them,
than the trumpet can command his voice who
speaks through it. He selects and prepares his
own ministers, furnishes them with what he do-
signs to bo delivered, and gives the authority, and
the power, when and where he puts forth his ser-

vants to preach his everlasting gospel. This min-
istry is not of man nor by man, but by the reve-

lation of Jesus Christ through his Holy Spirit,

operating on the hearts of his chosen instruments.

It requires the will and the active spirit of man to

be brought into great subjection; to effect which
many humbling dispensations are administered.
When the Lord conveys a gentle intimation to

speak what he opens at the time, and it is yielded
to, he gives a reward of heavenly peace ; and there
is a present release from those fears which have
enveloped the mind, in the work of preparation.

But there are many dangers to which those who
have received the gift are exposed. Satan may
tempt them to value themselves above their breth-

ren, particularly when injudicious persons speak
indiscreetly of their performances, and by their

imprudent attentions lead them to feel that they
are regarded as being peculiarly gifted, and of
superior usefulness in the church. They may be
induced to use their stations to gratify personal

opposition to others, and to support party designs,

under the profession of preaching the gospel, alto-

gether out of the spirit of redeeming love and the

authority of Christ; by which the ministry is

brought into disrepute. Some persons, for want
of close attention and subjection to the Lord's
will, have mistaken the place he designed for

them in the body; all which may be escaped
through huiuble watchfulness and prayer.

Thomas Chalkley has some pertinent remarks,
founded on his own experience, which may be ad-

vantageously revived, lie says, "As in the work
of conversion or regeneration, there is a growth

d increase from the state of a child to that of a
man in Christ, so in the work of the ministry or

preaching the gospel, there is also a growth from
a babe to an able minister, in all which the power

and grace of the Holy Spirit must bo our guide,

our belp and support ; keeping close to which, wo
shall increase in divine wisdom and sound judg-

ment, and our hearts and understandings will be

more and more opened and enlarged. The apostle

Paul said, ' when I was a child I spake as a child,

understood as a child, and thought as a child ;' and

yet he was an excellent child of God, and minister

of Christ ; and as he grew in his gift, and Christ's
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grace, he became a wonderful serviceable instru-

ment in the hand of God. Now a child's state in

the ministry is too much overlooked by many,

some thinking to be men as soon as they are brought

forth into the ministry; and according to my ob-

servation, divers have been at a loss, and some

quite lost, for want of a patient continuing in well

doing. Not waiting to feel a growth and increa.se

from above, they have gone on in their own strength

and will, perhaps againlt the advice and instruction

of a sound and honest Aquila and Priscilla, and

have been hurt ; and some who had received a

gift, have had the same gift taken from them, even

by the Lord who gave it them."

"As I take it, a true minister of Christ is to

take no thought what to say, but it will be given

him in the same hour that which he should speak

to the people; and if it is not given from above, I

believe he or she ought to be silent; for they re-

ceive freely, if they do receive anything from

Christ, and so they ought freely to administer
;

and where little is given, little is required ; all

which is plain from Christ's own words in the

New Testament; and Christ's cross is to be taken

up by his ministers in their preaching, as well as

in their conversation.

"When I first felt a necessity on me to preach

the gospel, I had but a few sentences to deliver,

in great fear and tenderness, with some trembling,

with which my brethren were generally satisfied

and edified. * * * * Through a continual

labour and spiritual travail, I witnessed a growth

in experience, and an enlargement in expression

and heavenly doctrine ; and my heart was mightily

enlarged to run the ways of God's commandment

;

divers were convinced, and some I hope thorough-

ly converted, and many comforted, and God
through the ministry of his dear Son, glorified,

who is thereof only worthy for ever. In all which

I have nothing to boast of or glory in, saving in

the cross of Christ. Christ is all in all. He is

the great teacher of teachers, and the highest

school-master of all; and he says, 'he that will be

my disciple, mu?t first deny himself, and take up

his cross, and follow me.' * * * * And I

find to this day, that it is safe for me when I am
miniistering to the people, when the spring of di-

vine life and power, from which sound truths and

edifying matter springs and flows into the heart or

understanding, abates or stops, to stop with it, and

sit down ; and not to arise, or speak publicly to the

people, without some spiritual impulse or moving,

and openings."

As early as 1658 George Fox delivered this

counsel tothe ministers respecting the exercise of

their gifts :
" Take heed of many words ; what

reaeheth to the life settles in the life." "There

is no one strikes his fellow servant, but first he is

gone from the pure in his own particular ; when

he goeth from the light he is enlightened withal,

then he strikes ; and then he hath his reward.

The light which he is gone from, Christ, comes

and gives him his reward. This is the state of

the evil servants. The boisterous, the hasty, and

the rash, beget nothing to God. When all are

settled in the life, they are in that which remains

forever ; and what is received there, is received

from the Lord ; and what one receiveth from the

Lord, he kecpeth ; so he sitteth still, cool, and

quiet in his own spirit, and giveth it forth as he is

moved."
"Though they that travel may have openings

when they are abroad, to minister to others, yet

for their own particular growth, they must dwell

in the life which doth open ; and that will keep

down that which would boast. For the minister

comes into the death, to that which is in the death

and in prison ; and so returns up again into the

life, into the power, and into the wisdom, to pre-

serve him clean." " Friends, come into that which
is over all the spirits of the world, fiithoms all the

spirits of the world, and stands in the patience.

With that ye may see where others stand, and

reach that which is of God in every one. Here
is no strife, no contention, out of transgression.

For he that goeth into strife, and into contention,

he is gone from the pure spirit. When any goeth

into contention, if any thing hath been begotten

by him before, that contentious nature doth get

atop, spoileth that which was begotten, and
quenches his own prophesyings. So if that be not

subjected by the power in the particular which

would arise into strife, that is dangerous."
" Let every one mind that which feels through

and commands his spirit, whereby every one may
know what spirit he is of; for he should first try

his own spirit, and then he may try others ; he

should ^rs< know his oicn spirit, and then he may
know others. Therefore that which doth command
all these spirits, where the heats and burnings

come in and get up, in that wait, which chains

them down and cools; that is the elect, the heir of

the promise of God. For no hasty, rash, or brittle

spirits, though they have prophecies, have held

out, and gone through, they not being subjected in

the prophesy."

"It is a weighty thing to be in the work of the

ministry of the Lord God, and to go forth in that.

It is not as a customary preaching ; it is to bring

people to the end of all outward preaching. For

when ye have declared the truth to the people and

they have received it, and are come into that which

ye spake of; the uttering of many words and long

declarations out of the life, may beget them into

a form. And if any run on rashly into words

again without the savour of life, those that are

come into the thing he spake of, will judge him,

whereby he may hurt again that which he had

raised up before. So Friends, ye must all come
into the thing that is spoken in the openings of

the heavenly life among you, and walk in the love

of God, that they may answer the thing spoken

to; and take heed all of running into inordinate

affections ; for when people come to own you,

there is danger of the wrong part getting up."

These contain good hints for other classes, besides

ministers.

For " The Friend."

A Noble Indian.

The Detroit Advertizer contains an obituary

notice of the Buffalo Chief, who died nn the 7th

of Ninth mo., aged about one hundred years. He
was the head of the Chippewas, and the most

able and distinguished chief of that nation. The
Advertizer says of him that he was noted for his

rare integrity and magnanimity, his wisdom in

council, and his power as an orator. The Buffalo

Chief, though a man of great personal courage,

was always a friend of peace, and averse to deeds

of cruelly and bloodshed. "At a war council of

the bands, during the treaty of 1812, many war-

riors and braves related their exploits, their deeds

in war, and the number of scalps each had taken

from the enemy. Lastly, the stalwart Buflfiilo

Chief arose, and said that unlike his red brethren

who had spoken, he never took a scalp in his life,

though he had taken prisoners, whom he fed and

treated well—advised them to come no more to

the lands of the Chippewas—and set his captives

free." In 1849 his influence saved the life of a

Sioux prisoner. He kept him unharmed from the

Chippewas for several months, and finally took

means to have him safely returned to his home
beyond the Mississippi. He is described as being

a person of medium stature, with a remarkably

grave and dignified countenance, expressivt/

great thoughtfulness. Toward the close of

life he made a profession of the christian religi

A short time before his death he presented

Indian Commissioner with his pipe and tobf

pouch, desiring him to take them with hin

Washington, saying, "I have smoked my
pipe, and have no more use for them."

Waj/s of Committing Suicide.—Wearing '

shoes on damp nights in rainy weather.

Leading a life of enfeebling, stupid laziness,

keeping the mind in a round of unnatual exii

ment by reading trashy novels.

Going to balls in all sorts of weather in the t

nest possible dress. Dancing till in a comp
perspiration, and then going home through

(

damp air.
\

Sleeping on feather beds in seven by nine ll.

rooms.

Surfeiting on hot and very highly stimula
:

dinners.

Beginning in childhood on tea, and going
i

from one step to another, through coffee, chew:
,

smoking, and drinking.

Keeping children quiet by teaching thetr a

suck candy.

Eating without time to masticate the f
,

Allowing love of gain to so absorb our mii
,

as to leave no time to attend to our health. ;

Following an unhealthy occupation bee: e

money can be made by it.

Tempting the appetite with niceties when o

stomach says no.

Contriving to keep in a continual worry al t

something or nothing.

Retiring at midnight and rising at noon.

Gormandizing between meals.

Giving way to fits of anger.

Neglecting to take proper care of ourselves w i

a simple disease first appears.

For "The Friend

The following letter written by Mary Cap|

,

and found in her life published in Friends' Lii -

ry, vol. xii., page 134, seemed so appropriate)

the present tried state of our Society, I tboug!]

would offer it for insertion in " The Friend." ,

"Birmingham, Ninth mo. 21, 133i

"To C. B. C—My Kind and Dear Frienc-

Thy affectionate communication was, as ever, \y

cordially accepted. That thy precious mother '1

witness the best of comforters through all t

bereavements and trials, I doubt not. Myll
love is to her. The foundation stands sure tt

unites the humble followers of the Redeenl

This is my hope and my anchor. My soul lo if

and breathes, in the spirit of prayer, for prese (

tion in this day of sifting. Sometimes I thk

in my solitude, that perhaps I enter, in proportfi

to what I can bear, into what some dear fell'-

probationers have to sustain in th? present sl^

of our religious Society. My heart mourns; t

I know not what to do belter than to leave I

unto that Wisdom that rulcth over all. In J

deep humiliation we may be dumb with silen,;

but Oh ! if we can trace the hand of the Lorcn

it, we may take courage, and hold on our lo y

way, as disciples of a crucified Saviour, bear;g

his cross from day to day, until we put off the

corruptible bodies, and rise triumphant over il

opposition, through the power that conquers den,

hell, and the grave. That I may really be a hii-

ble waiter in patience, at my Saviour's feet s

daily the petition of my soul, and that I may ii-

derly feel for, and with my conflicting Friends

M. C.
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Sindiiess to Servants.—Accustom yourself to

1U your servants with kindness and humanity,

e of the ancients said, rcc should look upon them

unfortunate friends. Consider that you owe

y to Providence the great difference that exists

ijween you and them ; do not make them feel their

ijiditioD, and do not aggravate their trouble,

thing is so low as to be haughty to one who is

you. Use no harsh expressions ; that mode

peaking should be unknown to a person of a

lished and delicate mind. As service is estab-

jied contrary to the natural equality of mankind,

|g our duty to sweeten it. Ilave we any right

jwith our servants to be without faults, when we

|ly show them that we are not faultless ?

I

*"*
For " The Friend."

(a. few lines of encouragement to all such as are

'.od faithful, and are desirous for the mainte-

iice of the " law and the testimon}'," as held by

[i fathers and mothers in Israel,

bear and tender Friends,—5Iy spirit salutes you

Ithe love of the gospel, and I feel a tender sym-

jhy with you, wherever your lot may be cast in

Is day of proving and sifting, as passing through

\ sieve which separates the chaff from the wheat,

jhas ever been the lot of the chosen and faithful

|be tried and proved : our blessed Lord told his

loipies, that " it must needs be that offences

()uld come," and the apostle Paul said to the

jrinthians, " there must also be heresies among

|i, that they which are approved, may be made
jnifest," and very many have arisen, " speaking

/•verse things," thereby drawing aside many
10 were not settled and grounded in the Truth,

lid now as formerly, when so many are in a

sed state, we may be declared by such, as out

lunity with them, because we cannot unite with

|',h proceedings as are oontrary to Truth, and to

I! good order and discipline established by the

|rd in our religious Society, yet I do verily be-

jce if we posse.s.s our souls in patience, and are

ihtly concerned for the honour of Truth, (al-

Imgh for a time we may have to suffer,) yet in

b time, as we cling closer and closer to our

kad and Ruler, "we shall have the victory," and

Igment certainly will be on the head of the

usgressor. S. C.

Niagara District, C. \V., Eleventh mo., 1855.

Whitewash for Outhouses and Fences.—Take

lean barrel that will hold water. Put into it

fa bushel of quick-lime, and slack it by pouring

ir it boiling water sufficient to cover it four or

; iuches deep, and stir it until slacked. When
ite slacked dissolve in wafer, and add two

inds cf sulphate of zinc, which may be had at

J of the druggists, and one ofcommon salt, which

a few days will cause the whitewash to harden

the wood-work. Add sufficient water to bring

.0 the consistency of whitewash. To make the

)ve wash of a pleasant cream colour, add three

inds yellow ochre. For fawn colour, add four

inds umber, one pound Indian red, and one

ind lampblack. For gray or stone colour, add

|ir pounds raw umber, and two pounds lampblack,

[e colour may be put on with a common white-

!sh brush, and will be found much more durable

:m common whitewash.

—

Scientific American.

iFossil Foot Prints.—A human foot print, said

[be too perfect in shape and proportions to be

jubteJ, was taken from the Middlesex Freestone

[larry, at Portland, Connecticut, recently. It is

iparently the footstep of one of the Aborigines,

d doubtless one of the primitive tribes, as it

bibits unmistakable evidences of the original

liecasin. This specimen was taken at a depth of

tty feet in the rock.

THE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MUNTH 10,

We give below a report taken from one of our

city papers, of the proceedings in the United

States District Court in reference to the alleged

contempt thereof by P. Williamson.* Wo think

it will strike our readers as a singular feature in

the final adjudication of this singular case, that the

assertion made in the original return to the

Habeas Corpus, and which at the time was stated

by the Judge to constitute the evidence of con-

tempt, viz., that the parties named in the writ

were not at anj/ time in the possession of P. Wil-

liamson, is not even alluded to in the interrogato-

ries, by answering which the "contempt" is said

to have been purged.

On Saturday, Passmore Williamson appeared in the

United States District Court, accompanied by Messrs.

.Mereditii, Giljjin and Hopper, his counsel, and offered

tlie following petition;

retition.—0. S. A. vs. Williamson, District Court U.

S., Eastern District of Penna.
To the Hon. the Judge of the District Court of

the United States for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.

The petition of Passmore Williamson respectfully

showcth :

That he desires to purge himself of the contempt be-

cause of which he is now attached, and to that end is

willing to make true answers to such interrogatories as

may be addressed to him by the Court touching the

matter heretofore enquired of by the writ of Habeas
Corpus to him directed at the relation of John H.

Wheeler.
Wherefore he prays that he may be permitted to

purge himself of said contempt by making true answers

to such interrogatories as may be addressed to him by

the Hon. Court touching the premises.

P. Williamson.

Affirmed and subscribed before me, Nov. 2d, 1855.

Chas. F. Heazlitt, U. S. Com.
Judge Kane, after consideration, replied to the peti-

tioner as follows

:

" Passmore Williamson—The Court has received your

petition, and, upon consideration thereof, have thought

right to grant the prayer thereof. You will therefore

make here, in open Court, your solemn affirmation, that

in the return heretofore made by you to the writ of

habeas corpus which issued from this Court at the rela-

tion of John H. Wheeler, and in the proceedings conse-

quent thereupon, you have not intended a contempt of

this Court or of its process: Moreover, that you are

now willing to make true answers to such interrogato-

ries as may be addressed to you by the Court, touch-

ing the premises inquired of in the said writ of habeas

corpus."

The required affirmation was then made in the form

dictated by the Judge.

Mr. Van Dyke, the District Attorney, then submitted

an interrogatory in writing, which was not read aloud

at that time.

Mr. Gilpin said Mr. Williamson was perfectly willing

to answer the interrog.atory submitted by the District

Attorney, but as he did not know what other interroga-

tories might follow this he thought it best that it and

its answer should be filed.

Mr. Vandyke said he was willing either to file the

interrogatory or to submit it for an immediate reply.

Mr. Gilpin and Judge Kane both remarked that they

had understood the District Attorney to intimate that if

the question propounded was answered in the affirma-

tive, he would be satisfied. The Court further said

that it was for the petitioner to make his election

whether or not the interrogatories and the replies should

be filed.

After consultation with his counsel, the petitioner

preferred that the questions and answers should be filed.

The Court directed that the interrogatories should be

filed. This was done and the parties retired for a time.

Mr. Gilpin then read the interrogatory that had been

propounded, and the reply of Jlr. Williamson.

The defendant and his counsel then retired and after

some time returned.

The interrogatory was as follows :

United States vs. Passmore Williamson. Nov. 2d,

1855, and now John C. Vandyke, Attorney for the

United States, by leave granted, files the following in-

terrogatory :

Interrogatory.—Did you, at the time of the service of

the writ of Habeas Corpus at the relation of John H.

Wheeler, or at any time during the period intervening
between the service of said writ and the making of
your return thereto, seek to obey the mandate of said
writ, by bringing before this Honourable Court the
persons of the slaves therein mentioned?

If to this interrogatory you answer in the affirmative,

state fully and particularly the mode in which you
sought so to obey said writ, and all that you did tend-
ing to that end.

And therefore, it is ordered that the defendant. Pass-
more Williamson, do make true answers to said inter-

rogatories.

The reply made was as follows. The reader will,

however, understand that this reiily was amended at

the suggestion of the Court, to conform better to the

views of the District Attorney. The following is the

reply as amended

:

Answer of Defendant.—I did not seek to obey the writ

by producing the persons therein mentioned before the

Court, because I had not, at the time of the service of

the writ, the power over, the custody or control of
them, and therefore it was impossible for me to do so.

I first heard of the writ of habeas corpus on Friday,

July 20, between one and two o'clock, A. M., on my re-

turn from Harrisburg. After breakfast, about 9 o'clock,

I went from my house to Mr. Hopper's office, when and
where the return was prepared.

At 10 o'clock I came into Court as commanded by
the writ. I sought to obey the writ by answering it

truly ; the parlies not being in my possession or con-
trol, it was impossible for me to obey the writ by pro-
ducing them. Since the service of the writ I have not
had the custody, possession or power over them; nor
have I known where they were except from commoQ
rumor or newspaper reports in regard to their public
appearance in the city or elsewhere.

Some discussion arose between the District Attorney
and the counsel of Mr. Williamson. Mr. Vandyke con-
tended that the reply of the defendant was evasive and
contradictory. The Judge said the difficulty, he thought,
coufd be easily overcome by amending the answer, and
to the suggestion of the Court it was amended in the

following manner:
I did not seek to obey the writ by producing the per-

sons in the writ mentioned before this Court.

I did not so seek because I verily believed that it was
entirely impossible for me to produce the said persona

agreeably to the command of the Court. A
This answer was then accepted by the Court and

ordered filed.

Mr. Vandyke then submitted another interrogatory,

the substance of which was whether or not .Mr. Wil-
liamson had been guilty of mental reservations in his

reply to the first interrogatory ?

The Court overruled this interrogatory as superfluous

and improper.

Mr. Vandyke withdrew this interrogatory and offered

another, which was also overruled by the Court on the

ground that it led to such replies as had already been
objected to by the District Attorney.

Mr. Vandyke also withdrew this question.

Judge Kane then remarked that the District Attorney

had been invited to aid the Court in this case, but that

he would bear in mind that his relation to .Mr. Wheeler
is now suspended. This was only an inquiry as to

what injury had been done the process of the Court.

Mr. Vandyke said he was aware of the position he

occupied.

Judge Kane then said—"The contempt is now re-

garded as purged, and the party is released from cus-

tody. He is now reinstated to the position he occupied

before the contempt was committed. Mr. Williamson

is now before me on the return to the writ."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—One week later from Liverpool.

Tke irar.-The anticipated attack of Odessa had not

commenced at the last dates from that quarter. The
fleet numbering eighty vessels, still lay off the harbour.

The Russian army made an attack on Kars on the 29th

of Ninth month, but was repulsed. The loss of the

Turks is stated at 700 men ; that of the Russians is

reported to amount to several thous.ands. The allied

forces in the Crimea had commenced a concentric ad-

vance from Eupatoria towards Baidar, Kertch and Kin-

burn, in order to surround and cut off the Russian

army. The advanced posts of the allies were within

five leagues of Bakschiserai, and the Russians were re-

treating. The north portion of Sebastopol has been

surrounded by the Russians with new fortifications, and

placed in a state to sustain a siege. Taman and Phan-

goria, in the straits of Kertch, had been destroyed by

the allies. In a despatch from St, Petersburg, dated
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the 17th, it is intimated that the appearance of the

allied fleet before Odessa was a feint intended to draw
ofiF the Russian troops from Oczakoff.
GREAT BRITAIN. — Parliament has been further

prorogued to the 11th of next month. The Bank of

England had further advanced the rate of interest to

six per cent, on sixty days paper, and under, and seven

per cent, on that maturing at longer dates. The Bank
of France had also raised its rate to six per cent. Both
Banks continued to lose their gold. The falling off in

the bullion of the Bank of England for the week had
been £526,000. Consols had fallen to 87.

Liverpool Market.—Cotton had undergone a decline of

about l-16rf. Brcadstulfs were in active demand, and
flour had advanced from Vs. to 2s.

CENTRAL AMERICA.— Accounts from Nicaragua

represent the Kinney Colony in a flourishing condition.

A party had returned from an exploring trip to the

mining regions on Indian River, and make a very satis-

factory report of their gold discoveries. The adven-

turer. Walker, had surprised and taken the town of

Granada.
SOUTH AMERICA.—From Chili and Peru, there are

great complaints of the scarcity of food. The Valpa-

raiso papers even anticipate a famine. In Lima, the

Convention, then in session, were considering the pro-

priety of suspending the import duties on breadstuffs.

In Ecuador, and in fact along the whole South Pacific

Coast, there is a deficiency of provisions. Advices from
Rio Janeiro to Ninth mo. 21st, state that the cholera

was raging there with increasing severity. About 800

deaths had already occurred.

UNITED STATES.—The amount in the U. S. Trea-
sury on the 22d ult., subject to draft, was $22,013,000.

Nothing has been heard from the British Government,
respecting the representations of our Government to it,

concerning the violation of the United States' neutrality

laws by English oSicials in recruiting troops for the

Crimea. Quite recently, a company of 45 men was
clandestinely organized, and taken from St. Louis for

the British service. Joseph Wagner, one of the parties

convicted in New York of enlisting troops for the Crimea,

has been sentenced to two years in the State Prison.

Bounty Lands.—The applications for bounty land war-
rants at the Pension Otfice under the late act, are 222,-

800, and they are still coming in ; 5500 were received

during the Tenth month.
Dreadful Railroad Disaster.—On the 2d inst., a terri-

ble catastrophe occurred on the Pacific Railroad at the

crossing of the Gasconade river, about 100 miles west

of St. Louis, Missouri. The opening of the railroad to

Jefferson City was to be celebrated on that day, and an

excursion train with between 600 and 700 passengers,

left St. Louis in the morning, with persons who desired

to be present on the occasion. The bridge across the

Gasconade river gave way, and fell with a tremendous
crash, carrying ten of the cars with it, a distance of

from 25 to 30 feet. More than twenty persons were
killed, and a muchJarger number had limbs broken, or

sustained other serious injury. Out of the hundreds,
who were in the cars, but few escaped entirely unhurt.

Among the sufferers are some of the most prominent
citizens of St. Louis.

Nebraska.—A census of this Territory has been re-

cently taken, from which it appears that its population

is still quite small. The total, (exclusive of one county
from which there was no return,) is 4565. Of this

number, 1517 were white males over 21 years of age.

Utah.—Deseret papers to Ninth mo. 19th, have been
received. Near the close of Eighth month, grasshop-
pers in countless numbers descended on the settlements,

north of Utah county, destroying everything green in

their way. The county of Tocele had suffered a simi-

lar visitation. The chiefs of the Snake and Utah tribes

of Indians met at Salt Lake City on the 2d and Uth of

Ninth month, and negotiated a treaty of peace and
amity. A Horticultural Society has been organized in

the Territory. A number of missionaries left Salt Lake
on the 10th and 11th of Ninth month, for the United
States and England. The Pacific Express Company has
established a regular express between Salt Lake City

and California.

California and Oreffon.—S&n Francisco dates to the
5th ult. About 96,000 votes were polled at the late

election in California. The Legislature is composed of

72 Americans, 39 democrats, and 2 whigs. There
was a majority against a prohibitory liquor law. The
mines continued to produce largely. The steamship
George Law brought §1,670,000 in gold at her last trip

;

she connected at the Isthmus with the John L. Stevens,
which brought down nearly $lj900,000. The cholera
broke out on board the steamer Sierra Nevada during
her passage from San Juan to San Francisco, with the
passengers that left New York, Ninth mo. 5th. The

disease committed frightful ravages, and 71 deaths are

reported as having occurred during the voyage, and 24

in addition after the vessel put into Acapulco. The
authorities refused to grant permission for the dead to

be brought on shore. The steamship Cortes of the same
line arrived at Acapulco the following week, but had
no sickness on board. It was reported that many volun-

teers had leifcand were about leaving San Francisco to

join Walker's band in Nicaragua. Oregon dates to

Ninth mo. 27th, had been received. The Oregon gold

mines have not produced largely. The metal is found
in many places, but few persons have yet obtained

much of it. Some, however, think it will soon be found
iu greater abundance. The grasshoppers have been
making sad havoc with the wheat in the southern part

of the Territory.

Texas.—The late attack on the Indians by a company
of Texan Rangers, under Captain Callahan, was made,
it appears, within the Mexican territory, and is regarded
in Mexico as a great outrage. It is denounced by Gen.
Smith, the commander of the U. S. troops ; but late ad-

vices state that Governor Pease sanctions Callahan's

course, and that more rangers have gone to the frontier

to join his command. The north-western part of Texas
is peopled, principally by emigrants from Germany,
France, Switzerland and Hungary, who are said to be

unanimously opposed to slavery. The settlers in that

part of Texas, now desire to form a new State with free

institutions. By the act annexing Texas, it is provided
that it may be divided into two or more States, and it

is probable that such a division will ere long be de-

manded.
Niw. Tori-.—The value of exports from this port dur-

ing the Tenth month, amounted to $8,035,699. Ton-
nage has become scarce, and freights are higher. There
is also a great scarcity of sailors. It was stated a few
days since as a remarkable fact, that there was at that

time but one unengaged vessel in port, and that one a

small brig. The number of inmates in the care of the

city almshouse at present, is nearly six thousand. The
" Governors" have officially notified the Common Coun-
cil that the actual expenses for the current quarter have
outrun their previous estimates §75,000, and call upon
them to make up the deficiency. The dearness of pro-

visions, they say, has compelled them to exceed the

usual appropriation. Mortality last week, 363.

Philadelphia.—IVm mortality in this city for the Se-

venth, Eighth and Ninth months, numbered 3387, which
is 1144 less than that of the corresponding quarter of

1854. Much of this mortality was among children, of

whom 1895 died under five years of age. Interments
last week, 194.

Miscellaneous.—A New State.— The Legislature of

Michigan has passed an act providing for the formation

of a new State or Territory of Superior. Michigan gives

part, and Wisconsin another part, to form the new Com-
monwealth.
A Panther Killed.—On the night of Tenth mo. 20th, a

cougar, measuring seven and a half feet, was killed on
Sycamore creek, Tennessee, by a party of men with
dogs. In the conflict he killed three dogs, and crippled

several others.

The Missing .-Eronaut-U is now believed that Win-
chester, who went up from Norwalk, Ohio, on the 2nd
ult., was drowned in Lake Erie.

Large Sale of Pork.—A Louisville dealer lately sold

an English packer 20,000 hogs, at $6 per hundred. The
aggregate amount of the transaction would be about
$240,000.

Extensive Flour Mills.—There are sixteen flouring

mills, with eighty-four run of stone, capable of manu-
facturing about ten thousand barrels of flour per day,

at Oswego, N. Y. The facilities for handling grain are

extensive, the elevating capacity being about thirty-six

thousand barrels per hour, and the storing room equal

to about two millions two hundred thousand bushels.

The Term of Naturalization, in Canada, has been re-

duced from seven years to three years' residence.

Two more Asteroids.— On the 5th ult., two more
small planets were discovered between Mars and Jupi-

ter. One by Luther, in Prussia, and the other by Gold-
smith, of Paris. Both pi. .nets were again observed on
the 7th, at Altona or Paris.

Lake Superior Copper.—The yield of the various mines
in this region, is computed by" the Lake Superior Jour-

nal, at 4990 tons for the present year. It is expected

that a much larger quantity will be mined the coming
year.

RECEIPTS.
Received from J. King, agt., N. Y., for M. Peasley, J.

Otis, F. Armistead, C. Gifford, Wm. King, $2 each, vol.

29, for N. D. Tripp, $2, vol. 28 ; from Stp. Hobson, agt..

0., for Jos. Penrose, Joet Gilbert, $2 each, vol. 28,

Thos. Bowman, $2, vol. 29 ; from A. Garretson, agt.,

for David Lupton, $4, vols. 28 and 29 ; from U. D. Medc

$2, vol. 28
; from Wm. A. Robinson, R. I., $4, vols,

and 29 ; from Nathan Hall, 0., S3, to 52, vol. 28
; ft

Jesse Hall, agt., 0., for Wm. Hall, Parker Hall, Je

Hall, Mt. P. B. School, Jos. Lupton, $2 each, vol. 29,

Brad. Thomas, $2, to 36, vol. 29, for Rachel Miller,

to 27, vol. 29 ; from Caleb Bracken, agt., 0., $2, voL.

for J. Holloway, Jacob Branson, F. Davis, $2 each, t

29, Levi Hoge, $2, vol. 28 ; from H. Harrison, 111.;'

vol. 29 ; from F. Mills, agt., N. Y., $2, vol. 29, for Til

Townsend, M. Dingman, $2, vol. 29
;
from M. Bat

Pa., $4, vol. 27 and 28 ;
from T. Mendenhall, $2, '

28; from Benj. Evans, $2, to 11, vol. 29; from Sa

Chadbourne, C. W., $2, to 9, vol. 30, SI. Birdsall, $2
9, vol. 30; from M. Atwater, agt., N. Y., $2, to 13,

29, for L. H. Atwater, Joshua Haight, Jacob Haight,

H. Deul, S2 each, vol. 29, for Wm. Brownell, $4, yi

28 and 29.

Two women Friends are wanted at this Institutio^^

assist in the family.

Also, a man Friend to aid in carrying out the

cern for the improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkintos

377 S. Second stn

Thomas Evans
Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st., 1855. 180 Arch

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department int

Institution.

Application may be made to either of the undersign

members of the Committee.
Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Evans, 1 „, ., .

Samuel Bettle, Jr. / ^
""^'*^-

Died, at Summerset, Niagara Co., N. Y., on t

of Sixth month, 1855, Jacob Haight, aged seventy-

years and nine days. He was one of the first settJ

in the town, where he had resided about 35 years, d

ing which time he was a useful and consistent i

of Hartland Monthly Meeting of Friends ;
firmly atta

ed to the doctrines and testimonies of the Society

held from the beginning. He died in the faith of

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

, on the 1st of the Eighth month last, at he:

sidence in Cincinnati, 0., Elizabeth C, wife of Jai

Taylor, aged 39 years.—— , on the 7th of Ninth month, 1855, Prisoii

wife of William Fisher ; an esteemed elder and overs

of Salem Monthly and Particular Meeting, Ohi

sixty years. She bore the severe pain and sufferini

a protracted illness with becoming resignation to

Divine will, trusting in the mercy of her Redeemer,

was favoured with an assurance of acceptance into

mansions of peace.

, on the 30th of Ninth month last, Merrick 1

BRtE, aged 81 years ; an elder and member of BradI

Particular and"Monthly Meeting. This dear Friend

an example of upright walking, and of patience and

noeence. He acceptably filled the station of overs

for more than twenty years successively, wherein

was careful to watch over the flock, and to discht

his duty in the important trust. During his illness,

articulation was much impaired by paralysis
;
yet

few words which could be understood, evinced

prayer and praise were much the clothing of his sp

On the morning of his decease, he inquired for his B

and niece, to whom he said, "All is well ;'' and i

minutes expired. Thus, having endeavoured to be w
he should be, by the grace of God, he quietly

sweetly closed a well-spent life.

, at Hartland, Niagara Co., N. Y., on the 2Bt

Tenth month, 1855, William Davis ; a consistent i

ber and overseer of H.artland P. M. of Friends, in

seventy-first year of his age. He bore the sutferin,

an acute disease, with Christian patience and resig>-

tion.

, on the 15th ult., at her residence in Burling i,

N. J., Makqaeet M. Smith, in the 65th year of lur s
;

a valued member and overseer of Burlington Moii .'

Meeting.

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
No. 3 Ranstead Place, Fourth abov« Chestnut stre
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Addressed

its Members.

t the rise of the religious Society of Friends,

I) took place at a period of great cotmuotion,

I professors of religion were seeking the Lord,

not seeking him where alone he was to be

1, in their own hearts, failed to obtain that

antial comfort and .settlement in the Truth

k they longed for. Not sufficiently regarding

onvictions and strivings of the Holy Spirit,

ting at times upon their hearts, in order to

them out of all sin, and to teach them to wait

the Lord, that they might worship him in

, and in tiuth, their attention was directed to

urely activity, in outward and ceremonial

rmanccs.

ing taught that the Scriptures were the word
)d, and the primary rule of faith and practice,

searched them in their own will and wisdom,

brmed conclusions respecting their own con-

j, and the doctrines of the gospel, which not

: founded on the testimony and light of the

t in themselves, were often very erroneous.

' made a high profession of faith in our Lord

Christ, and in what he did and suffered for

without them, thinking that by his righte-

ss imputed to them they were delivered from

"It and penalty of sin, although they had

selves justified by fiiith in our Lord Jesus Christ, endeavours, while I was yet but eighteen years of

In this state of things, it pleased the Lord Al-!agc; and made inc seriously to consider, which I
mighty, in his infinite love and goodness, to visit! wish also may Lefal others, that without holiness

the kingdom of Great Britain with his glorious and regeneration no man can see God, and tiiat

day-spring from on high, and to prepare and

;

chosen messengers to go through the land, to pro-

claim anew the everlasting gospel of life and sal-

ibmitted to Him in his spiritual appearance -r
3 heart, ani did not see that it was therelermen of old; many, yea, most of wli

vatiou, as it was preached by the primitive niini.s-

ters and believers in Christ. These were changed
men themselves, before they went about to instruct

others. Their religion was not acquired in the

schools of the learned, nor by any effort of their

own intellectual faculties, whether cultivated or

lot; but it was learned in the school of Christ,

mder the humbling discipline of his cross, and by
he immediate teachings of his Holy Spirit in their

hearls. Thus they were made living witnesses of

his power, and of his second coming without sin

unto salvation ; and as tiiey grew in grace they

were established on Christ Jesus, the rock and

foundation upon which he builds his church. As
they were prepared for it, the mysteries of the king-

dom were opened to them, and their minds enabled

to understand and receive the doctrines of the Holy
Scriptures, which they highly esteemed, and be-

lieved were to be rightly understood and the pre-

cious promises they contain availingiy applied,

only by the same Spirit which gave them forth.

It was early opened to them, that however pre-

valent was the opinion, that learning and study

and great research were necessary to acquire a

knowledge of the "School Divinity," by whicii it

was supposed a man was made a minister of the

gospel, all this knowledge gathered by the wisdom

and labour of man, was but "as a painted sepul-

chre, a dead carcase, without the power, life and

spirit of Christianity, which is tiie marrow and

substance of a Christian ministry." After speak-

ing of the high estimation in which this "School

Divinity" was held, Robert Barclay further says,

"And if in any age since the apostles' days God
hath purposed to show his power by weak instru-

ments, for the battering down of that carnal and

heathenish wisdom, and restoring again the antient

plicity of truh, this is it. For in our day, God
hath raised up witnesses for himself as he did fisl

were to come to the saving knowledge of

and of Christ, and experience deliverance

sin, and the introduction of everlasting right-

ess in the room thereof. Whilst they exalted

criptures in the place of the Spirit, and by
ling to the truths recorded in them, supposed

ielves to be sound Christian believers, they

in alliance with the spirit of the world, its

ms and customs. Many wore enemies to the

of Christ, notwithstanding in words, they

him their Redeemer and Saviour, and were
in the observance of what they called religi-

ities, but which being performed in the un-

ited will of man, and without the putting

of the Shepherd of the sheep, were lifeless

uitless, as regards perfecting holiness in the

f the Lord. Accordingly, under a high pro-

a of religion, but in an intolerant spirit to-

those who differed from them, they denied

}Ssibility of being made free from sin in this

t the same time that they considered them-

bouring and mechanic men ; who altogether with-

out that learning, have by the power and spirit of

God, struck at the very root and ground of Baby-

lon; and in the strength and might of his power,

have gathered thousands, by reaching their con-

sciences, into the same power and life, who as to

the outward part have been far more knowing than

they, yet not able to resist the virtue that proceeded

from them. Of which I myself am a true witness

and can declare from a certain experience, because

my heart hath been often greatly broken and ten-

dered by that virtue and life, that proceeded from

the powerful ministry of those illiterate men. So

that by their very countenances as well as words,

I have felt the evil in me often chained down and

the good reached to and raised. What shall I say

then, to you who are lovers of learning and ad-

mirers of knowledge ? Was not, I also, a lover and

admirer of it, who also soujrht after it, according

to my age and capacity? But it pleased God, in

his unutterable love, early to withstand my vain

fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdo

and to depart from iniquity a good understanding;

and how much knowledge putfeth up, and leadeth

away from that inward quietness, stillness and
humility of mind, where tlie Lord appears and his

heavenly wisdom is revealed."

Our early Friends were true believers in all the

doctrines of the gospel—in the Three that bear re-

cord in heaven, the Father, the Word, and the Holy
Ghost, which three arc one;—iu the Godhead and
manhood of our Lord Jesus Christ ;—in the propi-

tiatory sacrifice which he offered without the gates of
Jerusalem for the sins of the whole world ;—in his

resurrection and glorification at the right hand of

God the Fatiicr, our Mediator and Advocate, and
who will be our Judge ;—and in the Holy Spirit

which proccedeth from the Father and the Son ;

—

and also that the Holy Scriptures were written by
Divine inspiration, and contain a declaration of all

the fundamental doctrines and principles relating

to eternal life and salvation ; and that whatsoever

doctrine or practice is contrary to them is to be

rejected as false and erroneous;—that they are a

declaration of the mind and will of God in and to

he several ages iu which they were written, and
are obligatory on us, and are to be read, believed

and fulfilled, through the assistance of Divine

grace. These continue to be the doctrines of

Friends, and have been maintained by the faithful

in every generation since the rise of the Society.

The fundamental doctrines of Christianity were

generally hold by other Christian professors; but

the spiritual and regenerating nature of the gospel

dispensation, being very much lost sight of. Friends

were sent to turn the people to the light of Christ

in the heart, by which they might see their fallen

condition, the exceeding sinfulness of sin, and that

many were resting in a mere belief in a system of

religion of man's framing, which they imagined

was founded on holy scripture, but which in many
respects was defective, and incompatible with the

gospel dispensation. It was the labour of these

evangelical preachers, not only to publish the doc-

trines of Christ and his apostles, in their original

simplicity and truth, but also to bring their hear-

ers to the life and substance, imparted by the illu-

minating and quickening and baptizing power of

his spirit and grace in their hearts.

George Fox in describing his commission says:—"I was sent to turn people from darkness to

light, that they might receive Christ Jesus; for

to as many as should receive him in his light, I

.saw, he would give power to become the sons of

God ; which I had obtained by receiving Christ.

[ was to direct people to the Spirit, that gave

forth the Scriptures, by which they might be led

into all truth, and up to Christ and God, as those

had been who gave them forth. I was to turn

them to the grace of God and to the truth in the

heart which came by Jesus ; that by this grace

they might be taught, which would bring them

salvation; that their hearts might be established

by it, their words might be seasoned, and all might

come to know their salvation iiigh. I saw Christ
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died for all men, was a propitiation for all, and en-

lightened all men and women with his divine and

saving light, and that none could be true believers

but those who believed therein. I saw that the

grace of God, which bringeth salvation, had ap-

peared to all men, and that the manifestation of

the Spirit of God was given to every man to profit

withal. These things I did not see by the help of

man ; nor by the letter, though they are written

in the letter; but I saw them in the light of the

Lord Jesus Christ and by his immediate spirit and

power, as did the holy men of God by whom the

Holy Scriptures were written. Yet I had no slight

esteem of the Holy Scriptures; they were very

precious to me; for I was in that spirit by whicli

they were given forth ; and what the Lord opened

in me, I afterwards found was agreeable to tlieni."

Friends have always regarded the Holy Scrip-

tures as secondary and subordinate to the Spirit;

and while to this they direct people for a know-

ledge of the Divine will concerning themselves,

they believe it will lead all who have the Scrip-

tures, to obey the doctrines and precepts of the

gospel which are contained therein. It has always

been and continues to be the concern of our reli-

gious Society " to encourage all our members to

practise the frequent perusal of them, with their

hearts turned to the Lord, that so he may be

pleased to open their understandings to receive

that spiritual benefit which he designs they should

convey, whether it be in doctrine, correction, re-

proof, or instruction in righteousness, that the man
of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto

all good works." Ancient Testimony revived, &c.,

p. 42.

Notwithstanding the degeneracy which has ap-

peared in the Society at difi'erent periods, the bless-

ed Head of the church in his unmerited mercy and

goodness, has continued to extend the visitations

of his love and power to sons and daughters, many
of whom have yielded to his requirings. To these,

the same doctrints and testimonies have been pre-

cious; and many have been clothed with a holy

zeal and courage, to watch over the flock against

the inroads of the enemy, and to maintain these

principles as a sacred trust, in support of which,

many in the beginning offered up their lives. We
believe these doctrines and testimonies will not be

permitted to fall to the ground, but will continue

to spread, until they finally prevail over all oppo-

sition.

The present is a day of peculiar trial, arising

from the influence of the spirit of the world, the

luxury and ease which the abundance of the things

of this life brings in upon our Society, and from
the divided feelings produced by the circulation of

some writings, put forth by members, containing

sentiments which do not accord with our doctrines

And under a religious concern for the restoration

of that precious unity which once characterised us,

and in discharge of what we apprehend to be a

duty devolving upon us, we have believed it right

to point out some passages in the writings alluded

to, which do not convey the views of Friends; in

order that our members may bo on their guard
against adopting forms of expression, and modes
of defining and explaining doctrines, which differ

from the simple and scriptural methods used by
the Society. By the frequent repetition of such
opinions and modes of expression, the mind may
be gradually led to look upon the difl'erences we
have referred to, as matters of little moment ; and
thus by degrees, imperceptible perhaps to its

clouded vision, the way may be prepared for a

departure from a full belief and acknowledgment
of the truth, as it is in Jesus, and ag it has always
been held by our religious Society.

'lobecoi.linuod.)

From the Edinburgh Review.

The Cliemislry of Common life.

tConiioued from page 69.)

"In Europe we have no means of knowing how
long such tastes and practices have prevailed.

The Romans, at their banquets, used cups and
saucers made of silver and richly embo.ssed.

They were nearly of the same shape as those now
in use, and were employed for drinking hot water

out of. Whether it was customary to infuse herbs

in this water on any occasion we do not read.

But in Holland and England sage tea was in use

till a very late period : and its antiquity is shown
by the statement that the Dutch, in their early

intercourse with China, carried out dried sage

leaves as an article of traffic, and exchanged them
against those of the Chinese tea-tree. Now, how-
ever, every country iu Euiope has chosen for

itself one or other of the familiar foreign beve-

rages. Spain and Italy delight in cocoa : France,

Germany, Sweden, and Turkey in coflee; Russia,

Holland, and England in tea; while poor Ireland

makes a warm drink for itself, out of the husks of

the cocoa, the refuse of the chocolate mills of Italy

and Spain.
" So all Asia feels the same want, and in diffe-

rent ways has long gratified it. Coffee, indigenous

in Abyssinia or the adjoining countries, has at-

tached itself to the banner of the Arabian prophet,

and has followed it wherever in Asia or Africa

his false faith has triumphed. Tea, a native of

China, has spread spontaneously over the hill

country of the Himalayas, the table land of Tar-

tary aud Thibet, and the plains of Siberia, has

climbed the Altais, overspread Russia, and is

equally despotic in Moscow as in St. Peter.sburg.

In Sumatra the coff'ee-leaf yields the favourite tea

of the dark-skinned population, while Central

Afiica boasts of the Abyssinian cliaat, as the indi-

genous warm drink of the Ethiopian people.

Everywhere, unintoxicating and non-narcotic beve-

rages are in general use—among tribes of every

colour, beneath every sun, and in every condition

of life. The custom, therefore, must meet some
universal want in our common human nature."

This wide use of simple medicated drinks is

simple enough. But it is still more remarkable
that in so many difi'erent countries, and from so

many difi'erent plants, different races of men

—

ignorant alike of chemistry and physiology

—

should have been led by a common instinct to se-

lect, for the purpose of preparing these drinks,

vegetable substance which contains the same pe-

culiar acting ingredient. Thus, the theine which
characterizes the Chinese leaf, is present not only
in the coffee bean brought into use in Abyssinia
and Arabia, in the coffee leaf employed as yet only
in Sumatra, in the Mate or Paraguay tea which
has been long collected among the forests of Pa-

raguay, but also in the Guarana or Brazillian

cocoa, in use among the natives of Brazil ; while
the true cocoa of Central America contains the

very similar substance theobromine. This fact,

which has been established beyond doubt by recent

chemical research, is one of the most curious iu

the whole history of human instincts. Through
how many successive trials,—-after how wide and
long an experience of bodily comfort and discom-

fort,—must half-civilized men in each of these

countries have come to settle down into the gene-

ral custom of using the several indigenous plants

which modern times have found commonly em-
ployed among them. How very curious that the

chemistry of our day should discover that in so

many cases the plants thus selected should be ca-

pable of yielding to water the same chemiciJ and
physiological ingredient

!

The passion for fermented drinks is akin to the

love of infused beverages, but it stands up
somewhat difi'erent ground. It is not instic

in the same sense as the desire for warm infni'

It has not everywhere led the difi'erent rae
men through long trial and research to the n
of gratifying it. These means have rather sp
up of themselves before mankind in certain i

of the world, and have thus awakened the pas
which, if it existed in human nature at all, t

otherwise have remained dormant.
Thus, in tropical climates, where palm

flourish, an accidental wound to the topmost i

causes a copious flow of sweet sap, which, c

own accord, speedily ferments and product
agreeable intoxicating drink. How early in ea
climes must this grateful liquor have becom
miliar to the primeval races? How natur
was in them to make use of it

!

So also in Mexico the American aloe poui
copious juice into its own central cup, and)
in a brief space produces the Mexican pulqu
pleasing to the native palate. And where
grape vine bears its luscious bunches the exprj

juice soon begins to move and sparkle with bni

of living gas, and the crude heavy liquor cha

spontaneously into the cheerful and exh.laR
wine. Indeed the juices of nearly all fruits,

of our more northern ones,—the apple, the

the plum, the gooseberry, and a hundred othe

naturally produce their own peculiar varieti<

intoxicating drink. Fermented liquors, there

are natural beverages, which man could not a

becoming acquainted with, and of which in i

countries it required little ingenuity to obts

continued and abundant supply. It was prol
some fortunate accident which led to the disco

of the mode of preparing sweet liquids

sprouted grain (malt), and of converting
into an exhilarating drink by mixing them
other liquids already in fermentation. A
accident no doubt, led to the custom of che'

grains and roots, still practised in Pern, for

preparation of fermented chica, and in the S
Sea Island for the manufacture of the favoi

ava. And a yet rarer accident, at a more i

period, taught some sleepless Arabian alchemis
torturing substance after substance in his e:

ble's alembics,—how to extract the fierce

from these agreeable drinks, and brought up,

were, from the bottom of Pandora's box, that

chohol which has since inflicted so many evils i

the world.

Deodorising Properties of Coffee.—The Lotti

Medical Gazette gives the result of nuineroui's-

perinients with roasted coffee, proving that is

the most powerful means, not only of nnJe :

animal and vegetable effluvia innocuous, bu jI

actually destroying them. A room in which rill

in an advanced degree of decomposition had Hi

kept for some time, was instantly deprived olll

smell, on an open coffee-roaster being cand

through it containing a pound of coffee ndj

roasted. The best mode of using the coffee i

disinfectant, is to dry the raw bean, pound it ia

mortar, and then roast the powder on a moderalj

heated iron plate, until it assumes a dark br'o

tint, when it is fit for use. Then sprinkle iln

sinks and cesspools, or lay it on a plate in le

room which you wish to have purificJ.

As our understandings are opened by the ]«

ligiit, we experience that through an inward >

proaching to God, the mind is strengthened in >»

dience ; and that by gratifying tho.^e desires w! k

are not of his begetting, these approaches to himn
obstructed, and the deccivable spirit gains s tren i.
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For " The Friend."

j

SLAVERY ITEMS.

le detevmination of slaves to obtain their free-

J by purchase, or by flight, shows they have

(Jsanie inherent love of liberty that their mas-

Jhave. If the following can be relied on, the

fJaration for a general rush of the slaves at

ttandsville into the free States, threw their

Sers into great consternation, and cost them a

(Ire flogging, substituted for the decision of the

rtcil to hang them. Very few persons at the

Jh would live under such fear, for "all the

^th that sinews bought and sold have ever

I ed." The work of emancipation is on the

tel, and it would be wisdom in the slaveholder

I
repare himself and his slaves for the benefits

•leedom.

\Negro Conspi'raci/ in Mississippi.—The Ma-

(j
(Miss.) Republican gives an account of the

ilvery of a negw) conspiracy at Garlandsville,

lier county. It says :

—

1a trustworthy negro on a neighbouring plan-

m, after having received pledges of secrecy,

aled the existence of the conspiracy to an over-

and requested him to repair to a certain place,

e midst of a dark, unfrequented swamp, and

)r himself. The overseer did not go, but the

morning ho took with him some friends, and

It to the spot designated by the faithful negro,

they saw every indication of a large crowd

Dg been assembled ; horses had been tied up,

kindled, and, from appearances, they calcu-

1 that upwards of one hundred negroes had

e as.=enibled on the preceding night. They

the spot, and the neighbourhood was quickly

Bied. Several negroes were taken up, and

ng them the leader. The greatest excitement

prevailing in the country ; a council was held,

it was decided that the negroes should be hung

lediately; ropes were procured, and the sen-

e of the council was about to be executed,

n the crowd relented, fearing lest the innocent

lid perish with the guilty.

The negroes were then severely whipped, and

f confessed that the conspiracy extended

ughout a largo section of country, that there

ted several other organizations, which they

ed ' schools,' in the neighbourhood, and that

r object was to organize in sufficient force, and

•ch, increasing their force as they went, to a

State. No arms or ammunition of any kind

Id be discovered ; but the negroes confessed

it they were to meet at Garlandsville next Sa-

{iay night to make a start. When asked why

y selected that place as a rendezvous, they

Id give no reason, and the presumption is that

y intended to sack the place, and murder the

abitants. Two white men, they say, have been

jngst them, but their names were not known
he negroes, nor was anything developed which

Id identify them. Arms and ammunition are

bably concealed somewhere, as such a scheme

lid never have been attempted without them."

Ledyer.

rhe terror of the slaveholder, at the sound of

menials' rising to secure their rights, reminds

of the proverb, " The wicked fleeth when no

n pursueth." All their arguments to prove

[•ipture authority for slavery, are overturned by

j:
agitation they are at once thrown into by the

•ad of the vengeance of the poor black, for be

; unjustly and often cruelly treated, by withhold

];
his freedom and the fruits of his labour, and

turing him with the lash at their pleasure, to

itify their passion tor tyranny and revenge. The
lowing is from another of the divisions of the

id of Egyptian darkness.

"Rumor of a Slave Insurreclion.—On the

night of the 16th, the citizens of Baton Rouge,

La., were under arms and in great excitement, on

account of a rumor that the slaves intended to rise

and attack the U. S. Arsenal and the Bank. No-

thing of the kind, however, took place. On the

next morning, Joe Craig, a coloured barber and a

suspiiious character, was compelled to leave the

place."

—

Ledger.

The number of slaves who have obtained their

liberty by flight, appears to us to be small—61,664

in the last forty years. Until a man hasforfeited his

freedom by crime, and that adjudged by a jury of

his peers, he has, according to the law of nature,

the control of his own limbs, and his time, and

pleasure, to enjoy life, liberty and happiness where

he pleases, so long as he does not trespass on the

rights and peace of others. No human power is

endowed by the Creator with authority to deprive

him of these enjoyments. God is no respecter of

persons. Had the slave the power, he would have

the same right to hold his master in bondage as

the master to hold him.
" Escape of Slaves.—The Richmond Despatch

speaks of a pamphlet just published in that vici-

nity, which estimates that, within the last forty

years, 61,664 slaves have escaped from the South,

or fifteen hundred annually, and that the total loss

is $27,740,800."

According to the above unrighteous estimate of

men and women as goods and chattels, the heirs

of A. W. Talliafero have suffered the loss of seve-

ral thousand dollars, by the justice of the testatrix

in liberating twenty-three human beings, and pro-

viding for the expense of removing them to a free

Stated All such acts indicate the conviction, that

slavery is a violation of the natural claim of man

to unshackled liberty ; and that the pretensions of

the trafiicker in human flesh to any warrant for the

abominable system, have no other foundation than

the cupidity of the slave dealer. We rejoice in

the growing light on this dark subject.

" Slaves Emancipated.—Twenty-three negroes

emancipated from slavery by the last will of th

late Ann W. Talliafero, of King William county,

Va., passed through Wheeling on jMonday on their

way to Mt. Pleasant, Ohio. The Wheeling Intel-

ligencer says that each one, by the will of A. W
T., is entitled to a legacy of 6150, to be applied in

defraying the expenses of their removal and loca-

tion in the State of Ohio."—X*. News of Tenth

mo. \^th.

The intelligence that public sentiment on the

slave institution has undei'gone a change in latter

years, in Kentucky, Virginia, and Maryland

iiopeful. We believe that efforts were made many
years ago to prepare for a gradual extinction of i

in two of those States, and have often heard it sai

that it would in all probability have tikcn place

had not the indiscreet and violent actions of .some

pretended abolitionists driven them back from the

purposes. When men have arrived at a point, at

which they have, of their own motion, determined

to take this subject up, to see whether they can

unite in preparatory steps to relieve themselves, of

what they feel to be a burden, they should not be

interfered with, especially by rude, injudicious

strangers. It is wiser and better to leave them to

the gradual developments of light on their own

understandings Men will relinquish their preju-

dices under the influence of mental conviction,

when attempts to hasten their abandonment, or to

drive them froiu their present position, would only

lead them to adhere more pertinaciously to it. We
take the following from one of our papers.

" Emancipation in Kenfucki/ —The Newport

(Ky.) News, at the suggestion of a number of

prominent slaveholders in Kentucky, proposes that

a Convention be held in Frankfort, to adopt ai

plan for the gradual abolition of .slavery in that

State. Public sentiment in Kentucky, and also in

Maryland and Virginia, has been undergoing a

change for some years in respect to maintaining

the slave institution. M'^liether the citizens of

those States are prepared yet for gradual abolition,

the only way in which slavery can ever be extin-

guished in a State, will depend a great deal upon
he discretion of the opponents of slavery in the

free States. The fact that a proposition for free-

dom comes from slaveholders themselves, is one

of great significance, and shows that the moral and

political bearings of the question are as well un-

derstood among intelligent men in the South as

they are in the North."

—

Ledger.

The following story is taken from a late paper,

d had the baby been the child of a southern

white man and one of his slaves, the father would

have had no difiBculty in confirming the sale of the

child to raise money for a debt. We would ask

what distinction should be made between an

African and Asiatic child, when both have a

tinged skin ; it only wanted the authority of slave

law, and the bargain would have been considered

valid according to the " institution."

"Trade in Chinese Babies.—A Chinaman in

Columbia hired a horse, for which he could not

pay, and having with him a fine Chinese baby,

offered to sell it for four dollars, in order that he

might raise the necessary funds. A Dutchman
present, says the Sonora Herald, who was keen for

a trade, paid the money, and took the baby. He
was, however, doomed not to remain long in pos-

session of his bargain. The mother of the child,

learning of the transaction, applied to a magistrate

to recover her darling The Dutchman showed a

fair bill of sale, but was informed that such trans-

actions were not entirely legal, and that he must

deliver up the article in dispute. He then filed a

complaint to recover his four dollars, besides nine

dollars for nursing the little one. But here again

he was at fault, and the poor Dutchman was finally

convinced that, for once, he had made a decidedly

unprofitable investment."

—

D. News.

The decision against the sale of a fellow crea-

ture was just; and a blessing it is to any state to

be exempt from the odious system of human sla-

very. 3Iay the day not be distant when it shall be

abolished the world over !

For " Tlio Friend."

Russia now occupies so large a space in the

public eye, that it is desirable to have a fiimiliar

recollection of the principal facts of its history.

The following brief account, taken from " The

Leisure Hour," will therefore bj likely to be in-

teresting to the readers of " The Friend."

The^

Russia—Before Pcler the Groat.

nmense empire of Russia, which embraces

in its area more than half the territory of Europe,

and about one-third of that of Asia, has no ancient

history. Rome had risen and fallen, and the na-

tions once tributary to her sway had grown up to

political greatness, while Rus-<ia was yet a blank,

a vast untravelled waste, but sparsely inhabited

by its aboriginal barbarians, and the refuge, from

time to time, of predatory hordes of Scythians,

Huns and Slavonians, which latter race predo-

minated in the end, and, with the Goths, who

occupied the southern portion of the territory, may

be regarded as the ancestors of the Russians of our

day. They were idolaters, observant of the most

cruel, senseless, and degrading superstitions, and

they sternly resisted the progress of Christianity

among them, sprinkling their altars with the blood

of Christians as a peace-offering to their gods.

Various other tribes amalgamated with those above
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mentioned, but it cannot even be guessed in what
proportions; and so little of ascertained fact is to

be found in the records, such as thej are, of the
time, that no reliance can be phiccd on tbeni. It

is reported that tlie Varangians, from the coast of

the Black Sea, conquered the Slavonians, and gave
theSrst sovereign to Russia in the person of prince
Rurik. The nest sovereign of whom mention is

made was Oleg, wlio built Novogorod, or the new
city, which was the centre of government in the

j'ear 830. He was suceeided by three brothers,

Rurik, Seniaf, and Trouver, the first of whom,
upon the death of the other two, became prince of

the empire in 852, and gave it the name of Rus-
sia. He died in 879, leaving the kingdom to his

Fon Igor, then but five years old, and the regency
to the boy's uncle Oleg, who governed the people

with intolerable des^potism for thirty years. He
died in 913, when Igor ascended the throne at the

age of forty. This prince led the first Russian
armament against Constantinople; after commit-
ting unheard-of barbarities, he was defeated by the
Greeks, but he returned next year to the assault,

and succeeded in levying a tribute upon Constan-
tine. In 94.5, after a reign of thirty-two years,

Igor, marching against the Drovelins, a warlike
people, fell into an ambuscade, and was massacred
with all his guard. He was succeeded by Olga,
his widow, who, acting as regent for twenty years,

abdicated in favour of her son. During her reign
she became a convert to the Christian" faith, was
canonized at her death, and is now the saint Helen
of the Russo-Greek church, and a worker of
miracles ! Her son, Sviatoslof I., became sove
reign in 965. He fell in battle at the end of
seven years, leaving the empire divided between
his three sons, Valdimir, Oleg, and Yarapolk. The
first of these three, having got rid of the other two
assumed the entire sovereignty in 980. He was
as yet the most ferocious of Russian rulers, but being
a man of comprehensive intellect, was able to win
the respect of surrounding nations, and to intro-

duce the first elements of civilization among his
people. He also embraced the Christian faith, and
erected churches, palaces, and public institutions.

To deter his subjects from apostatizing, he 'de-
graded the pagan gods, and put their priests to a

bloody death. He is said to have died of grief in

1015, at the rebellion of his son Yaroslaf.
The death of Valdimir the Great left the empire

a prey to the factions of his four sons, Sviastopolk,
Boris, Gleb, and Yaroslaf Sviastopolk murdered
Boris and Gleb, but was defeated by Y^aroslaf, and
soon after died. Yaroslaf ascended the throne in

1019, and took the title of grand duke. He go-
verned well for the space of thirty-five years, ex-
tended the Christian faith, and did much for the
improvement of his subjects, being the first prince
who established a code of Russian laws. His chil-

dren married into most of the royal families of
Europe. At his death, in 1054, he divided his
dominions amongst his five sons; and the unfor-
tunate country reaped again the inevitable anarchy
resulting from such a division. Foreign troops
were called in to fight the battles of the brothers

;

and Pn| s, Tartars, and Hungarians devastated
the lai"l. Isiaslof, who succeedtd to the principal
provinces, died in 1078, leaving two sons; but
was .succeeded by his brother Vsevolod, in whose
reign a terrible plague dtvastated the country.
He died in 1093, and was followed by Sviastopolk
LI., as the eldest branch of the house of Rurik.
During his reign Russia was invaded by the Tar-
tars under Genghis Khan, who in the progr
levelled cities and destroyed everything. Sviasto-
polk was driven from his throne, and took refuge

The Tartars set up Uselas, his brother.

was dethroned, and the rightful prince restored.

Sviastopolk II. died in 1113, and Vladimir II.,

his cousin, ascended the throne. He restored

peace to the distracted country, and at his death
in 1126 left it at peace both at home and abroad.
At his decease the throne was seized and vacated
by eleven princes consecutively. Meteslof, son of
Vladimir, at length established himself During
his reign of six years Russia again suffered from
an awful famine and pestilence. Dying in 1132,
he was succeeded by his brother Yarapolk, who
reigned seven years. Vsevolod II. ascended the
throne in 1139, and died in 1145. He was suc-

ceeded by Igor, whose detestable tyranny endured
only six weeks, when the hatred of his people
hurled him from the throne. He made way for

Isiaslof II., who in his turn was deposed by louri
L, in 1154. It was in his reign that Genghis
Khan again advanced into Russia, committing
atrocities unparalleled in history. His army, num"
Bering 100,000 men, slaughtered all who fell into

their hands, and razed cities, towns, and villages

to the ground. louri collected his troops and
marched against them ; but in the fight he fell

covered with wounds, and his followers were
destroyed to a man. Russia did not recover for

centuries from this terrible invasion.

Civil war ensued upon the death of louri, who
as usual had divided the succession among his

sons. In 1174, Mikhail I. assumed the sovereign
power, dying at the end of two years, when Vsevo-
lod III. ascended the throne; his reign was long
and stormy, and his country a prey to the inva-

sions of the Mongols and Tartars. He died in

1212, and again five pretenders to the supreme
power, his sons, began a barbarous strife for do-
minion. A civil conflict of six years ended in

establishing louri, the eldest son, on the throne
in 1218, whose reign was signalized by a new
famine and mortality, and a new Tartar invasion.

He was succeeded in 1238 by Y'aroslaf II., in

whose reign the Swedes invaded Russia, but were
repulsed by the young prince Alexander of Novo-
gorod. The whole of the Russian provinces were
at this period virtually subject to the Tartars and
Jlongols, who had on the banks of the Volga a

camp of 600,000 men ; and many of the succeed-
ing princes had to profess fealty to the khan in

order to retain even a semblance of power.
We pass over a period of tsvo hundred years,

during which the successive sovereigns of Russia
were practically under Tartar dominion, and pro-

j

ceed to the reign of Ivan the Great, who came to

the throne in 1462. At this time the Tartar
power in Russia was beginning to decay. Ivan
made vigorous war against it, defeated Achmet in

a pitched battle, penetrated to his camp, and giv-

ing it to the flames, finally blotted out the Golden
Horde which had held Russia in thrall for more

j

than two centuries. He also made conquest it

Poland, and at the end of the war gave his daugh
ter in marriage to one of the Polish princes. Hf
consolidated tie sovereign power in his own per

d, more than any of his predecessors, de-
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I\ TI.ME.S LIKE OURS. jl

ke ours, 'twere wise if people would fll

inize their zeal fur doing good. '¥'

; might suffice, to prove >i

y—what from Christ'

—

There is an eye that marks the ways of maa
With strict, impartial, analyzing ken

;

Our motley creeds, our crude opinions, lie

All, all unveiled to that Omniscient eye.

He sees the softest shades by error thrown,
JIarks where His truth is left to shine alone

j

Decides with most exact, unerring skill

Wherein we differ from His word and will.

^''o specious names nor reasonings to His view
The false can varnish, or deform the true;

No vain excuses e'er avail to plead,

The right of theory for the wrong of deed.

Before that unembarrassed, just survey.

What heaps of refuse must be swept away!
How must its search from every creed remove
All but the golden grains of truth and love I

Selected

CHEER EACH OTHER.
Tes, cheer one another along.

In paths which ye ought to pursue

—

A word to dishearten is wrong
To those who are striving to do.

Speak cheeringly unto the sad,

The wounded in heart, and the poor,

A word of affection makes glad.

And helpelh the wrong to endure,

Deal gently with others that err

—

Tis mercy that saveth the lost—
And all that thy love may confer

Can never God's bounty e.xhaust.

Oh, cheer one another along
And joy and afl'ection impart

—

I'nkindness of spirit is wrong,
But bless'd are the cheerful of heart.

For "TheFriem

BIOGRAPniCAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned mem ^

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 69.)

MARY JONES.

Mary Jones, the wife of Edward Jones, on([

the fiist settlers of Pennsylvania, was a worn

gaged for the promotion of Truth tl

son, and, more
served the title of sovereign. He was the first to ! earnestly encaged for t

adopt the title of czar, and in his reign relations [rightousness'in the earth." She had in her h
were first established between Russia and Great

]

band a valuable assistant in her religious exeicL
Britain. According to the Russian historians, he 'and one not only a good example in his lam
was " the saviour of Ru.-isia, the author of domes-, but in the world and in the church. She rocoi'
tic unity, of the imperial power, and of the na-ia gift in the ministry, which her friends of IU\
tional liberty;" but he was notwithstanding a

j

ford Monthly Meeting say, was " sound, edifyi
cruel despot, and had criminals burned to death and well received." "They add, " she was zeal
for heresy. The knout was introduced in his day.

j
for the promotion of Truth."

(To be concluded.)
| She Was probably advanced in years when i

This life is the field of battle, and our
ingerous enemies are those of our own house;„ j,;„ „,„ J . . ., V,, :', '*' ^....pv.n^uo i^uciuic;, aio Luusc ui uui uivu nouses, ner own leariy lueeting. Jtier own age is .

in nis stead. A civil war followed, the usurper May the lamp of God in the temple of our hearts, noted, but her beloved husband was more tl

received a gift in the ministry, and her labo

>t appear to have been confined within the limits'

her own Y'early Meeting. Her own age
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score years old when she was called from

3 to rewnrJ. She died Seventh mo. 29,

I'/fi, and was buried at Marion.

JOSEPH WORTH.

i|' .Joseph Worth, of Stonybrook, we find this

(,, iniiiiiy: " He was favoured with an innocent

tniiiiiny though not large,—was a man of an

i.j.uplary life, and brouglit up his children in

plnness, although most of his neighbours were

oftilher societies. He had a meeting held at his

hjse, until a meeting-house was built in the

ni^'iibourhood." His death took place Seventh

ni'aO, 1726.

ELIZABETH WEBB.

|)f Elizabeth Webb, wife and widow of Richard

\^bb,* of Concord, then Chester county, ample

rtords exist to show that she was a woman of

afreat gift in the ministry, and endowed with

nJiy qualifications for usefulness in the church

J in the world.

lihe was born, according fo the best informa-

tiji now to be obtained, in Gloucester.'hire, Eng-

yi, in or about the year 1663. Of her early

rJgious feelings and growth in divine knowledge

tlire are two accounts; one in the letter to An-

tiny William Boehm, which has already ap-

prcd in the Friend, the other a narrative pre-

pjed for her children, which has never been pub-

liied. We shall principally use the latter in

oi sketch. It is entitled:

''A short memorial of the dealings of my God

^ih me in the days of my youth, which I leave

bjiind me for young people to consider of,—and

aj'ise all to take the counsel of Solomon, Eccle-

BJitcs, xii. 1,
—

' Remember thy Creator in the

d|'s of thy youth, while the evil days come not,

ri- the years diaw nigh when thou shalt say I

Ure no pleasure in them.' No pleasure indeed

i|vanity when a dying hour draws nigh ! Then

a| below the sun will appear to be but vanity.

I

'I bc-lieve your tender Father will grant to

p a visitalion of his divine love, as he did to

li' soul ; for ho is no respecter of persons. Th

b[ of ignorance he winks at, but he calls peopl

3;imes to repentance, and draws souls to Jesus

rist by the cords of Divine Love. 'There

r'ae can come to me,' saith Jesus, ' except the

Ijthcr, which hath sent me, draw him, and

^11 raise him up at the last day.' ' It is written

ilthe Prophet?, and they shall be all taught of

(id. Every man, therefore, that hath heard and

1 rued of the Father, cometh to me.' See John

Gh., 44, 45, &c.

1" In my childhood I had my education under

tj3 Episcopal ministry, which then was called the

fiurch of England. I went to school to a r

er of that church, and to hear him preach on

tie first day of the week. I well remember, that

'lien I was about ten years of age, some divine

llition began to be in my mind, according to my

iildish capacity, which the evil spirit warred

ainst. When I would say ray forms of prayer,

pich I was taught, then I would grow drowsy,

lit if I would give up my mind to think of

[.ildish vanities, then I could keep awake well

jiough. This was doubtless because my mind

(gan to be devoted to God. I began to think

my latter end, and thought if I had been in

ays when Christ was on the earth, I would

ive been one of his followers. I began to love

read the scriptures, and to go to the place of

*It 13 a singular fact that most writers referring to

lis Friend call her the wife of John Webb. The
inutes of the meetings in Philadelphia, show that she

as the wife of Richard. John's wife was Ann, and

3th were ministers.

worship with my Bible, and when the minister

did pray, I well remember my heart would be

given up and duvotud to the Lord, especially when

he did say the Lord's prayer, as it is called."

When she was about twelve years old, she accom-

panied her mother to a few meetings of Friends,

d the doctrine she heard preached therein by

one of their ministers, took deep hold of her mind,

and was remembered long after.

In the letter to Boehm, she says, "I was bap-

tized and educated in the way of the Church of

England ; I went to school to a minister thereof,

and loved and honoured him greatly, and he

siiowed me great tenderness and respect. In

those days I looked on the ministers to be like

angels, that brought the glad tidings of salvation

he children of men; but when I was about

fourteen years old, I went to live in a knight's

house who kept a chaplain. He used to pray in

the house with the family twice a day. I observed

his conversation ; I saw it was vain, and thought

it ought not so to be."

What kind of service Elizabeth performed at

the house of this knight she has given us no in-

sight, although it is evident she continued to re-

side there several years. In her narrative for her

children she adds: "I continued in the faith

which I had received by education until I came

to be about fourteen or fifteen years of age, about

which time a brighter light shined on my childish

understanding. I took notice that Christ Jesus

said to his ministers, 'Freely ye have received

freely give;' as also that the Lord promised t(

teach his people himself. Many such testimonies

are left on record, and by them I was convinced

that the ministry of the church I did belong to,

was not the true ministry. My forms of prayer

did not suit with my condition, unless it were the

Lord's prayer, so called, which I always had a

great esteem for. I went to the church, so called,

still, until a dread fell on me when I was in th

worship house, and I thought it were just if it

did fall upon my head. So I, after that, walked

alone for some time. A sweet spirit was in my
bosom, and a divine light shined in my under-

standing, which gave me to see my vanities

Then I remembered the baptismal vows that were

made for me in my infancy,—that I should re-

nounce the devil and all his works, the pomps and

vanities of this wicked world, and all the sinful

lusts of the flesh, and should keep God's holy will

and commandments. I thought this in

be the way to be a member of Christ, a child of

God, and an inheritor of the kingdom of heaven.

But oh '. I wanted power to enable me to forsake

all these things, and to keep God's holy will and

commandments. [Then] it was made known to

me by the true light, that I must walk humbly

with or before my 'Maker, and take up the daily

cross. This would crucify the vain delights of

the world to me, and me to them; for the cross of

Christ is the power of God to salvation, to all

them that believe. Although this was hard to

my natural temper, which was very airy and vain,

I was made willing, and did bear the daily

for why should I be as one that turns aside from

the flocks of thy companions?'
" the drawing cords of Divine love I how did

it draw my soul with longings for fuller enjoy-

ment of the Divine knowledge of the true and

right way, not seeing my inability to walk therein,

feeling no condemnation for the sins of my igno-

rance. So I thought myself strong, even able to

give up my life for Jesus, my love to him was so

strong, at least I thought so. While my soul

abode in this retired frame, bearing the daily

cross, and walking humbly with my God, I had

great peace, and Divine comfort, insomuch that

the enjoyment of the Divine love was mere to me
than my natural food or any outward enjoyment.

In those times of the singleness of my heart, and

inward retirement with the good spirit, I had

manifestations of things that were to come, which

I have since seen come to pap.«!. Oh ! it is a great

privilege to have the eye of the mind single, look-

ing unto Jesus, who is the true light and true in-

terpreter of the testimonies left on record in the

scriptures of Truth, and also the revealcr of the

mystery of godliness and the mystery of iniquity.

So it was that while I walked alone, praying to

God the Almighty, day and night, for the know-

ledge of his will, and that he would be pleased to

make known to me the right way that leadeth to

eternal life, for that it was which my soul alone

wanted,—I was convinced that the principles

which the Quakers held were the truth, and their

ministry was the true ministry."

cross, and walk alone for some considerable time.

The Spirit of Christ the true Light, which God

the Father had sent into my heart, was then in

me, a spirit of grace and supplication, which made

intercession in me, and for me, with earnest long-

ings and groanings which many times could not

be uttered. One expression used to run through

my mind very often, ' Lord, preserve me in thy

fear and in thy truth.' I much desired to know

the people that were true to God, thinking Jesus

Christ was become the beloved of my soul. I

often cried, ' Lord, where dost thou feed thy

flocks ? where dost thou cause them to rest at noon ?

For •' The Friend."

Erastns BrighamBigclow.

(Concluded from page 67.)

What is this remarkable process which wc call

invention? How does the brain act while de-

vising its wonders of mechanic skill ? These are

questions of interest to inquiring minds, and may

well puzzle those to whom even the witnessed ac-

tion of coiuplicate mechanism is a mystery im-

penetrable. ^

E. B. Bigelow, in reply to an inquiry put to

him, says,
—" I am not sure that I can convey to

your mind a satisfactory idea of the inventive pro-

cess in my own case. One thing is certain, it is

not chance. Neither does it depend, to any great

s uoiv win extent, on suggestive circumstances. These may

deed would ' prt'sunt- the objects, but they are no guide to the

invention itself. The falling apple only suggested

to Newton a subject of inquiry. All that we know

of the law of gravitation had to be reasoned out

afterward.

My first step toward an invention has always

been to get a clear idea of the object aimed at. I

learn its requirements as a whole, and also as com-

posed of separate parts. If, for example, that ob-

ject be the weaving of coach-lace, I ascertain the

character of the several motions required, and the

relations which these must sustain to each other

in order to efi'ect a combined result. Secondly, I

devise means to produce these motions; and,

thirdly, I combine these means, and reduce them

to a state of harmonious co-operation.

To carry an invention through its first and se-

cond stages is comparatively easy. The first 13

simply an investigation of facts; the second, as

far as I can trace the operations of my own mind,

comes through the exercise of the imagination. I

am never at a loss for means, in the sense above

explained. On the contrary, my chief difficulty

is to select from the variety always at command

those which are most appropriate. To make this

choice of the elementary means, and to combine

them in unity and harmony—to conduct, that is,
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an invention though its last or practical stage

constitutes the chief labour.

In making this choice of the elementary parts,

one must reason t'rora what is known to what is not

so—keeping in mind, at the same time, the neces-

sary combinations, examining each element, not

only in reference to its peculiar function, but to

its fitness, also, for becoming a part of the whole.

Each portion must be thus examined and re-exam-

ined, modified and re-modified, until harmony and
unity are fully established. From the severity of

this labour many inventors shrink, and this is the

main reason why some very ingenious men fiiil to

obtain satisfactory results. In my own case, the

labour has not ended with the perfection of my
looms; other machines, preparatory and auxiliar,

were necessary to give full effect to the inventions.

It is a well-known fact, complex inventions have
not, as a general thing, come at once into use. In

many cases this has been because they were not

immediately brought into harmony with other

things. In a state of natural progress, things

move on together, and become mutually adjusted.

An important invention often disturbs these ad-

justments, and cannot be made to work efficiently

until other inventions and new arrangements have
brought all the related processes in accordance

with it. This arduous duty I have endeavoured
to perform for all my looms. Lee's band stocking-

loom was invented several years before it was re-

duced to practice, and even this was not efi'ected

by (he inventor. The comparatively simple power-
loom for weaving plain cloth was of very slow

growth. A long time elapsed before its organiza-

tion was so far harmonized as to work at all, and, for

several years afterward, successive improvements
only gave to it a moderate speed. Its capacity,

in this respect, has actually been doubled within

the last fifteen years. If my own more complex
machines, for the production of figured fabrics,

have attained at once to a high state of perfection,

I attribute it, in part, to the fact that my atten-

tion has a'so been given to those processes which
are subordinate, preparatory, and collateral, and
that these have been made to accord with the main
invention. That this claim of success is not ex-

travagant will appear, I think, when it is consid-

ered that the cost of weaving coach-lace was, at

one stride, reduced from twenty-two cents to three

cents a yard, and that of Brussels carpet from
thirty cents to four cents. Of the fabiic last

named, my power-loom, under the easy tending of

a single girl, produces from twenty to twenty-five

yards daily, and this of the best quality. That
mechanical possibilities do not reach much farther

in this direction, will be conceded, probably, by all

who are acquainted with the peculiar character of

the process.

I find no difficulty in effecting that concentra-
tion of thought which is so necessary in pursuits
like mine. Indeed, it is not easy for me to with-
draw my mind from Tniy subject in which it has
once become interested, until its general bearings
at least, are fully ascertained. I always mature in

my mind the general plan of an invention before
attempting to execute it, resorting occasionally to

sketches on paper for the more intricate parts. A
draughtsman prepares the working drawings from
sketches fiirnished by me, which indicate in figures

the proportion of the parts. I never make anything
with my own hands. I do not like even drawing
to a scale."******

In the ingrain-carpet power-looms of the great
mills at Lowell, about thirteen hundred thousand
yards are made annually. The same fabric is

woven in large quantities by companies at Tariff-
Ville and Thompsonville, Ct., whose power-looms

are worked under license from the Lowell Company.
Higgins & Co. are using the Bigelow looms for

tapestry and velvet-tapestry carpets, in their esta-

blishment in New York. Another Company, in

Troy, N. Y., is weaving the same article under
license from E. B. Bigelow. At Humphreysville,

Ct., several looms are now employed in the manu-
facture of silk brocatelle. E. B. B. adapted and

constructed the machinery for this beautiful fabric

in 1851. Goods for which the hand-loom artisans

of Lyons get three francs a yard, are made here at

a cost for labour of fifteen cents a yard. The agent,

Huniaston, is entitled to much praise for the

skill and perseverance with which he has brought
these works into successful operation.

In 1849, Clinton was made a township by legis-

lative act. In 1837, when the brothers Bigelow

went to this spot, that they might use one of its

brooks in operating the coach-lace loom, it was the

least cultivated and least valued part of the old

and beautiful town of Lancaster. At that time it

contained some two hundred inhabitants; it has

now about four thousand. There may be seen the

great gingham mill, already named, producing an-

nually nearly five millions of yards ; the counter-

pane mill, which turns out yearly one hundred and

fifty thousand dollars' worth of goods; the esta-

blishment of the Clinton Company, where two mil-

lion yards of coach-lace, tweeds, &e., are woven;
and that of the Bigelow Carpet Company, belong-

ing to the two Bigelows, and H. P. Fairbanks, of

Boston, the daily results of which are a thousand

yards of Brussels and Wilton carpeting. The
amount made by this single establishment, now
only three years old, is equal to the entire impor-

tation of Brussels carpet from England, at the time

when the works were started. Though these looms

run night and day, they are inadequate to the con-

stant demand.
We have seen, with admiration, on both sides

of the ocean, many a village and city which owed
their prosperity, if not their existence, to the genius

of modern manufacture. But, to us, there is a

charm in Clinton, which belongs to no other place

of the kind. As, from those gentle, woody heights,

we have surveyed its monuments of ingenuity,

wealth, and enterprise—its numerous evidences

of industry and thrift—its pleasant homes of com-

petence and content—its institutions for learning

and social improvement, and its neat temples reared

for the worship of God—all of it the magical creation

of a few short years—the spectacle certainly lost none

of its interest, because we could trace it directly to

the efforts of a single mind. Clinton, with all its ac-

tual and its prospective importance, was assuredly

predestinated in that abode of honorable poverty,

those hours of toil and vigil, and that filial love,

which gave birth to the coach-lace loom Happy
he who may thus behold around him the good

which he has done ! While scattering '• plenty

o'er a smilingland," he plants, also, in good ground,

the blessed seeds of individual and domestic hap-

piness, of social progress, of education, and morals,

and religion.

The individual, whose well-directed labours have

not only gained for himself reputation and fortune,

but furnish employment and support to many thou-

sand persons, while they save annually for his
[

native laud millions of dollars, is still under forty

years of age. With such power of intellectual

analysis and combination, such energy and per-

1

sistency of purpose, he cannot yet have discharged

ihe debt which he owes to his country and to man-
kind. That he still intends to devote himself to

the advancement of industrial art, in all its inte-

rests, moral and material, we have the best reason

to believe.

For " The Frier

A correspondent, who dates from "Cincin.|j

Ohio, Nov. 7th," requests the insertion of al
reetion of an article extracted from one of K
exchanges. He says, "Allow me to correc jn

error occurring in ' The Friend' of 3d inst

extracted from the Detroit Tribune. I refe

the article headed 'A Mammoth Cave in M
inaw.' There is not one word of truth in ^e

whole article, as I can aifirra. The commui^.
tion was written by some one, perhaps, connejd

with that paper, and who was desirous of ha lo

an original article of his published. I have vis id

that far-north Island twice ; the summer, one M
ago, and the one just gone. I was there when|j

article appeared, and although I had beentfe
more than two weeks, had never seen the "i.

trance. It afforded all the visitors much am^
ment to read the article ; and we wondered In

many papers would copy it, believing it to be \.

rect. I hope that a denial of i\\e truth of ie

extract, will be published in 'The Friend,' IJ

thus let it be known, that though errors may 0(\t

in it, they will be corrected at the earliest op jr.

tunity." C. >;

For " Tlie Frien

First Annual Report of the Managers of 'r

iloviefur the Moral Reform ofdestitute C'hn 4

children.

In coming before the public with a report f

the proceedings of this association for the ]tt

year, we feel that we have but little to interes i.

As a home, it is yet in its infancy. ;

But a short sketch of the manner in whicl t

originated, and the good it is designed to ext d

to the degraded and neglected class of clukin

for whom it was instituted, may perhaps awan
in the minds of the benevolent, a desire to auk

the promotion of this work of charity. i

Several years since, a kind hearted coloud

woman, whose sympathies were excited by Ie

situation of the children found amid the scene il

vice in the neighbourhood of Bedford and JJv

streets, (which may justly be called sinks f

iniquity), having obtained a small room t'm- o

purpose, gathered around her a group ot li

ones, and devoted several hours of each day to e

task of instructing them to the best of her ahil ,

and reclaiming them from the influences that ;•

rounded them. A few individuals extendeia

helping hand to her, enabling her to give je

meal a day to the poor, half-starved children, i)l

to keep a warm room to shelter them from ja

winter's cold.
]

Among them she found a few who were ho i-

less. These she took into her own room, enc|-

vouring to find places for them as soon as x

could. A few individuals, members of the Sociy

of Friends, becoming acquainted with thi^se f i •,

united into an association, and established a IL c

where these and other destitute children cult, i

received and provided for, and entrusted «

charge of the little family thus collected, to I'.

This change of her position obliged her to disc)'

tinue her connection with the day school she id

assembled ; but the concern was not suffered))

fall to the ground. An active and energetic k

man, whose attention had been directed to til

field of usefulness, at once devoted herself toPi

and for some time laboured in it without any ot I

compensation than that arising from the conti

plation of the good effected by her exerti i

among these outcasts of society. At length atV

tional efforts were made by some of those who •

predated her praiseworthy undertaking, and J

voluntary subscription a small salary was raise

enable her to sustain and carry put more fully a
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jvolent plan. Without other aid than that

3rded by the Soup Society, and the liberality of

];w individuals, she warmed, fed, and taught

|ie little objects of her solicitude.

iifter a trial of some months, circumstances de-

id the Association of Friends to close the Home,

such of the children as had not been placed

3rvioe, were boarded out, until finally it was

luded to unite the two concerns into one.

he scliool was removed to its present location,

218 Lombard street, formerly known as the

ouse of moral reform for destitute coloured

" This change was effected in the Ninth

ntii, 1854, and thus accommodations were pro-

|ed for boarding and lodging those among the

Idren who were homeless or destitute of any

|per guardianship. What little money or furni-

ie, that remained at the disposid of the managers

the Home, and the " Moral Reform Society,"

c appropriated tn the support of the present

titution, of which Saraii Luciani is now the

tron. The day school is continued as formerly,

h the exception of employing a young woman

assist in teaching, a change rendered necessary

the increase of labour which devolved on the

tron under the new arrangement. The number

scholars is at this time fifty-eight, including the

who are at present boarded in the family.

day scholars are fed and clothed, and with

i exception of the lodging, receive nearly the

care as those who reside in the house. As a

proportion of these are from the most neg-

ted and degraded class, the beneficial results of

|s plan can be readily perceived. They are in-

jucted in reading, writing, arithmetic, plain sew-

k and household labours. Places, chiefly in the

fntry, have been procured for many, both boys

n girls, who have been the recipients of this

krily, during the past year a.s well as severa

feceding ones. From most of these favourable

•ounts have been received.

iThe Abolition Society continues to pay half the

ft
of the house, and the Western Soup Society

1 supply soup and bread through the winter

Ison, and the latter important article during the

nmer. We have had several donations from

tievoleut individuals, but we find our limited

bns inader|uate to the support of the establish-

'nt. We should be glad to increase our funds

I

the help of such as are willing to aid us, either

f donations or subscriptions, which may be left

'th either of our trustees, viz :

[Thomas Williamson, S. W. corner Seventh

I

and Arch streets.

IMarmaduke C. Cope, 280 Filbert street.

iJosHUA L. Bailey, 153 Filbert street.

[Articles of clothing, shoes or groceries, would

acceptable, and might be left at the Home, 218

imbard street, above Seventh. If our country

[ends at this season of the year are disposed to

i-ui.sh us with vegetables, etc., they would be

Ltefully received at the same place.

canal. A liberal grant has been made by the go-

vernment of New Granada to the persons engaged

in this grand undertaking; and the whole route,

from one ocean to the other, has been accurately

surveyed, and the facts developed are beyond doubt

or question, so far as the feasibility of the work is

concerned.

\liifer- Oceanic Ship Cannl.—The Washington
jar learns from a reliable source that some enter-

[ising citizens of the United States and New Gra-

da have discovered and e.xplored the long sought

[• route for connecting the Atlantic and Pacific

[:cans by means of a ship canal. This great de-

jleratum to the commercial world is certainly the

ist grand and important enterprise of this age,

[d worthy the attention and consideration of every

kilized people and government. The plan, as

'e Star understands, is to go to the Atrato river,

me fifiy miles from its mouth, with a depth of

)iu six to ten fathoms, and from thence to the

icific, a distance of some sixty miles more, with-

't a single lock or obsti-uvtion in the contemplated

For "Tlie Friend."

Whose Government are we under!

In a season of retirement of mind, the above

query arose, and was the forerunner of serious re-

flection, wherein it appeared that if we have

chosen Christ for our portion, and his people for

our people, then had we been made willing to lay

the government on his shoulders, and to be di-

rected in all our goings and doings by his unerring

spirit.

But if we find within us that our motive to ac-

tion is to obtain the honour of men, more than

the honour that comes from God, we may rest as-

sured we shall receive our reward; as our dear

Lord hath said of such as perform what they may

esteem a good act, to be seen of men, "verily they

have their reward ;" but it will not compare with,

nor endure like that soul-sustaining peace which

can only be purchased by the "obedience of faith,"

—that faith which "works by love to the purifying

of the heart," by overcoming in us " the lust of

the eye, and the pride of life." It seems to mo
these are two great and almost insurmountable

barriers in this day, to the Truth taking full pos-

session of many a heart that would otherwise be

prepared to receive it, in the very love of it. But

having loved themselves, and those things which

gratify self, they do not submit themselves in jjcr-

fect obedience to Christ, and place the government

of their whole conduct and conversation on his

shoulders whose right it is to govern, and whose

pleasure and will it is to see his people blessed.

They that will be partakers witli Christ (and all

may that will) of his kingdom of peace and joy,

must also be partakers with him in his self-denial

and suffering. If we sufi'er not for him and with

him, how shall wc expect to reign with him? If

we know not a baptism into death, even the death

of the cross, how can wo become witnesses of the

power and the resurrection of Jesus Christ? who

is indeed the "resurrection and the life" of every

true believer in Him ; and they have this assurance

" that the foundation of God standeth sure, having

this seal, the Lordknoweth them that are his." If

any should stumble or fall through the manifold in-

firmities of the flesh, or the ensnaring, subtle temp-

tations of an unwearied adversary, who is some-

times permitted to "transform himself into the ap-

pearance of an angel of light," even after they have

walked well for a season, and attained, as they

may think, to some little eminence in the spiritual

edifice, "the church of Christ," "let those that

are spiritual restore such a one in the spirit of

meekness," and in fear; "lest they also be

tempted," seeing that every one of us "hold our

treasure in an earthern vessel."

After reading the article published in No. 8,

page 61 of "The Friend," I was instructed in the

belief that Uzziah was comparable to man in his

unregenerate nature, wherein those who have at-

tempted to "burn incense" have like him, had to

be " thrust out of the sanctuary ;" and though " he

became a leper, and continued so to the day of his

death," it does not appear to me to establish the

belief that there is no means of restoration for

these; being firm in the faith that what was

done by our dear Redeemer when he walked per-

sonally among men, he is still able to perform by

his Holy Spirit in our hearts. May every one who

has known too great activity of the creature, going
forward in their own will and strength, to do those

things, which it appertaineth only to our High
Priest and holy Head, to annoint and qualify ser-

vants to do, be willing to acknowledge their error,

and cry with the same faith that one did formerly,
" Lord if thou wilt thou canst make me clean,"

that they may receive for themselves the same
gracious answer, "I will, be thou clean." And I

would that each one of these be found in the foot-

steps of him by whose faithfulness this query was
elicited, " but where are the nine ; hath none re-

turned to give glory to God, save this stranger?"

G—t—n.

Eleventh month 5, 1855.

Congress Spring.—Doubtless of the thousands

who resort to Congress Spring, Saratoga, during

the " heated term," and quaff its water, few know
anything of its history. Congress Spring was dis-

covered in 1792 by John Taylor Gilman, of Exe-

ter, N. H , then member of Congress, and sub.se-

quently Governor of New Hampshire. While gun-

ning, he came upon a stream issuing from a fissure

in a rock. The singularity of its appearance at-

tracted his attention; the water was drank, the

mineral qualities discovered, and being a member
of Congress, he gave it the name of Congress

Spring.

—

Albany Argus.

Our duty and interest are inseparably united,

and when we neglect or misuse our talents, we
necessarily depart from the heavenly fellowship,

and
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and surrounded with everything calculated to lead

them into crime and misery.

TVe have received a sheet written pretty closely

on all sides, and then across on each page. The
hand- writing looks familiar to us, but the difficulty

of decyphering it is too great to be imposed on the

compositor. "We would be obliged to tliose who
favour us with communications, if they would be

careful to have tbem clearly written out.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—Xews from Liverpool to the 27th ult.

Tlie Vfar.—The appearance of the allied fleet before

Odessa was a feint, in order to take Oczakolf and Kin-

burn by surprise. On the loth, the fleet anchored near

Kinburn, troops were landed, and the place was cap-

tured after a combined attack by sea and land. The

garrison consisted of 1500 men, about 200 of whom were

killed and wounded, and the remainder surrendered

themselves prisoners. On the morning of the 18th, the

Russians blew up the fortiflcations on Oczakoff' Point,

\Nhich were assailable by the mortar vessels of the al-

lies. By this movement, the allies command the mouths

of the Bug and Dnieper, and have opened a patl

an importa -district of Southern Russia. They may
probably make an attack upon either Cherson or Nico-

laieJF. The English gun boats had reconnoitred th(

river, almost up to the last named place. Gen. Todtle

ben, so celebrated for his defence of Sebastopol, had

been summoned to Xicolaieff. The Russian Emperor

had left the city, and returned northward. The advices

from Sebastopol show that the allies are advancing

strong force, and the Russians falling back, in good

order, upon their fortified positions. The allies were

close upon the Russian frontier at Albat, where it is

thought they must make a stand, in which case a battle

is inevitable. The Russians on the north side, keep up

a constant fire upon Sebastopol, under cover of which

they were withdrawing their troops, and concentrating

them upon Perekop. A Russian despatch, dated the

22d, says the allies had marched 40,000 troops from

Eupatoria toward Toulat, but afterwards fell back, on

observing the Russian lancers on their left. The allied

forces in the Crimea are officially reported to number
2 10,000 effective men ; 30,000 French troops had arrived

during the Ninth month.
RUSSIA.—The successive drafts for the army have,

it is said, drained Poland of all its population fit for

military service, and the heavy agricultural labour now
devolves principally upon the women and children.

Finland has also been severely drained. Measures of

great severity have been ordered by the Czar against

ihose Russian nobles who continue to reside abroad.

The confiscation of their estates is threatened if they do

not return within one year.

FRANCE.—On the 22d ult., a collision occurred on

the Lyons Railway, by which a number of persons lost

their lives. The total of duties upon imports paid during

the first nine months of this year, amounted to 151,139,-

275 francs. The Bank of France has arranged a loan

of several millions of silver from the Bank of Amster-
dam.
SPAIN.—The cholera still prevailed in Madrid. The

eases averaged over 100 daily.

GREAT BRITAIN.—The money market was some-
what relieved. Consols had advanced to 88. About
£900,000 in gold had arrived from Australia, but the

greater portion of it was immediately withdrawn for the

continental demand. The bullion in the Bank of Eng-
land had further decreased £532,214. The British Con-
sul at Cologne had been sentenced to imprisonment for

enlisting recruits in Prussia for the British service. The
Liverpool Chamber of Commerce has adopted a resolu-

tion that the Government should anticipate any break-

down in j)i)blic confidence, by suspending the operation

of the Bank Act of 1844. Liverpool Market.—Cotton

dull, and prices declining ; sales of the week, 39,000

bales at from bid. to 6|rf. The stock of American in

port, 250,000 bales. Wheat is dull, and 3rf. lower,

ffour had declined Xa. a bbl.

PERU.—Much excitement exists in Peru, relative to

the bill establishing religious liberty. The Catholic

priests denounce it violently. Many of the friends of

the exiled President Echenique, have been permitted to

returu. The recently emancipated negro slaves are

abandoning the large estates generally, and flocking to

the cities and large towns.
VENEZUELA.—At the latest dates, cholera w.is mak-

ing sad ravages among the inhabitants of Puerto Ca-
bello, Caraccas, Valencia, and in the valleys generally.

NICARAGUA.—The latest accounts from Nicaragua,
represent the country as quiet. Walker having com-
pletely obtained the ascendency. He had made peace
with the opposing party. General Rivas had been ap-

pointed President, and Walker commander in chief of

the Nicaragua forces. It is said that the people of Ni-

caragua appear to be pleased with the new state of

afi"airs, and no more trouble was apprehended. Col.

Kinney remained at Greytown, and Walker is reported
to be disposed to drive him out of the countrv.

UNIThD STATES.—The receipts of the U. S. Gov-
ernment for the quarter ending Ninth mo. 30th, were,

—

From customs, §17,085,238; sales of public lands, §2,-

355,725; miscellaneous sources, $333,495—total, $19,-
774,469. The expenditures were $10,594,116. Accord-
ing to despatches from the U. S. Minister at London, the

negotiations with the British Government in relation to

the Clayton and Bulwer Treaty, have closed, the ulti-

matum of our Government respecting Central American
affairs, having been rejected. It is now understood
that both Governments are released from the obliga-

posed by the Treaty. Buchanan is about to re-

turn to the United States. Assurances of peaceful views
are exchanged, but it is evident that the discussion of

this question, and that of the British violation of our
neutrality laws, has given rise to some unpleasant feel-

ings.

Vermont.—The management of the finances of this

State contrasts strikingly with that of most others. The
total disbursements of the State revenue for the year
ending Eighth mo. 3d last, were only $153,127, or

twenty-seven times less than the actual expenses of the

city of New York. The expenses of the Legislature were
$24,130; the State printing cost $7,421; Executive
salaries and expenses $2461 ; Judiciary and prosecuting

crimes $62,469, (nearly one-half of the State expenses.)

For the relief of the Poor, $5000. Paid for Paupers in

Asylum, $733. For Deaf and Dumb, $3240. To Agri-

cultural Societies, $1855. Vermont is not one of the

most wealthy States in the Union, but probably excels

them all in its freedom from intemperance and crime,

and in the health and longevity of its inhabitants.

New York.—The number of immigrants arriving at

this port from foreign countries, during the ten months
ending 30th ult., is stated to have been 119,420, against

290,000 for the corresponding season last year. Ger
mans, 94,684 ; Irish, 8677. The shipments of specii

from this port since the first of the year, have amounted
to $26,450,488. Mortality last week, 291.

Philadelphia.—The mean temperature for the Tenth
month was 54 degrees, which is J degree lower than the

average for Tenth month for the last 30 years, and is

nearly 5 degrees lower than in the Tenth month of last

year. The highest of the thermometer was 75 degrees,

and the lowest 33 degrees. Rain fell upon 14 days to

the depth of 4.11 inches. At Paoli, the mean tempera-
ture was 52°, and the amount of rain 8.61 inches, nearly

half of which fell in one night. Mortality last week,
139.

Filtshurg.—On the 9th inst., there was nine feet of

water in the channel, and the larger class of packets

were loading for Cincinnati, St. Louis, &c. The liquor

venders recently tried in this city, for violating the Re-
straining Law, have been sentenced to five days' im-
prisonment, and to pay a fine of $50 each. Their cases,

it is supposed, will be carried to the Supreme Court, in

order to obtain a decision as to the constitutionality of

e law.

California.—Dates to the 20th ult. The mail steam-
ship that left San Francisco on that day, had two mil-

gold on board. The steamship Sierra Nevada,
on her last trip from San Juan to San Francisco, lost

45 passengers from cholera. The U. S. steamship John
Hancock arrived at San Francisco, from Petropaulouski,

bringing news that the Russians were at Amoor, in

great force, both on sea and land. The allied fleet was
in the Gulf of Tartary. Five hundred men, under Capt.

Foy, of Sacramento, had gone to Nicaragua, to join

Walker. Seven clippers from the Atlantic ports, had
arrived at San Francisco, and their cargoes were sold

readily. Business had improved, and most articles of

Eastern merchandize were paying fair profits. Domes-
tic flour was selling at $9.50 to $10,00. Large num-
bers of Chinese had left California. Accounts had been

received from Oregon of Indian hostilities of a serious

character.

Miscellaneous.—A Valuable Article.—A single pound of

flaxen thread, intended fur the finest specimen of French
lace, is valued at §600, and the length of the thread is

about 226 miles. One pound of this thread is more
valuable than two pounds of gold.

The Guano Trade.—A decree, issued by the govern-

ment of Peru, opening the port of Pisco, in Peru, to all

the vessels employed in the guano trade, has been com-

municated to the State Department at Washingto
j,.

the United States Consul at Callao.
I

Cheap Labour.—An instance of the cheapness o^
bour in the Island of Tahiti, is given in the fact,

^|

when the steamer Golden Age touched there to 'j

fifteen hundred tons were put on board at an expen jj

only 4s. 2rf.—less than a dollar.

Large Yield of Wheat.—}. A. Chandler, of Care
'e,

Va., raised the past season eight hundred and tl y

bushels of prime wheat, on eighteen and a half acr ,'[

accurately measured land, being nearly forty-si.x bu;
(j

The Death Punishment, having been abolished in '5.

cousin, an agitation for its restoration has been ( j.

menced, and a large majority of the newpapers sasla

and advocate such a restoration.
;

Railroad Earnings.—lu the last month, the receipbl

the Galena Railroad amounted to 3318,000, beinfin

excess of $133,000 over the receipts for the corresp(t.

ing month of last year.

Post-ufiice Robberies.—In the last five months, no \i

than eleven postmasters in Ohio have been arrestee r

depredations on the mails.

The Pacific Railroad Accident

.

—By this terrible trig -,

thirty persons lost their lives, and seventy wcru h. f

wounded.

RECEIPTS.
Omitted Tenth mo 27th.—Received from Asi Gar .

son, agt., 0., for J. Thomasson, $3, to 52, vol. 29
,

Edgerton, Eli Kennard, $2 each, vol. 28.

Received from J. Cockill, Pa., $2, vol. 28 ; from 1

Garretson, agt., 0., for John Gibbons, $2, vol. 20 ; f 1

Ed. Prichard, per J. Churchill, $2, vol. 28 ; from \i

.

Hill, Mass., per C. H., §2, and for Wra. Wilber, 1'. Me •

er, P. Husspy, $2 each, vol. 29, and for T. Varr
,

$2.36, to 10,' vol. 29; from Wm. Foulke, agt ,
(i,,

,,-

John Patten, $2, to 27, vol. 29, Jos. King, SJ. vol.

Aaron Deweese, $2, to 14, vol. 30, Jesse Dewci-e,
.

vol. 29, Wm. Harmer, $3, to 52, vol. 29.

Friends^ Boarding-School for Indian Children^ at

Tunessassah.

Two women Friends are wanted at this Institution ^

assist in the family.

Also, a man Friend to aid in carrying out the c

cern for the improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkinto
377 S. Secoiul sir,.

Thomas Ev.i.ns,

Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st., 1855. 180 Arch str.

.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in t

Institution.

Application may be made to either of the undersign

members of the Committee.
Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Evans, 1 „, ., ,

Samuel Bettle, Jr.
j^'"'*'^''-

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Moorestov

Burlington Co., New Jersey, on Fifth-day, the 25th u '

Joxathax G. Williams and Susan.na, daughter of Da-'

Roberts, all of that place.

Died, on the 28th of Third month last, Mekcy, wife(

Aaron Steward, in the 63rd year of her age. Havij

acceptably filled the station of overseer many years, 11

loss is deeply felt by her friends. She was a true I'

liever in the ancient doctrines of our religious Sociei

and of a meek and humble spirit. Her life was a pi

tern of that even tenor, which distinguishes the devot

and unobtrusive Christian. While her friends lame

her removal, they have the consolation of believing th

their loss is her eternal gain, and that she has enter

into everlasting rest.

, at bis residence, Mahoning Co., Ohio, .\ab

Steward, on the 27lh of Tenth month, 1855, in the 77

year of his age; a member of Goshen Particular a

Upper Springfield Monthly Meeting of Friends. 1

passed through much bodily suffering which he bo

with Christian patience. It was frequently observe

during his illness, that he was engaged in fervent su

plication to the Father of mercies, thiit he might ha

patience to the end. His friends have the consoli

hope that he has changed the state of triiil and afBi

tion, for a happy eternity, having passed from deat

unto life.

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
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Appeal for the Ancient Doctrines of the Re-
li(/ions Socictj/ of Fricm/s.

(Continued from page 740

rom the works to which wo have alluded,

rith the exception of the one to be last

;cd from in this appeal, are the production of

same author, the following passages are selected,

hich the Holy Scriptures are spoken of, in a

ner different from that which our religious

ety has always thought to be safe, and consist-

jwitli the Scriptures themselves.

1 the concluding remarks, page 383, of a

jtisc entitled Essays on the Evidences, Doc-
feg, and Practical Operation of Christianity,

American, from the 3rd London edition,) after

Iniing up the argument for the authenticity,

idivine origin of the Scriptures, it is said—

fn the fulfilment of the written prophecy; in the wis-
|ii of the wriltm doctrine

; in the purity of the written

V; in the harmony of the contents of the Bible amidst
aost endless variety—and in its efficacy as the princi-

^

means employed by Divine Providence, for the illu-

fation, conversion, and spiritual edificaiion of men—the
uirer cannot fail to perceive unquestionable indica-
as of the Divine origin of Holy Writ."

n p. 85 of the same work, one of the proofs

;ned for the Divine inspiration of the Bible is

;en of as

—

ts practical efifect as the divinely appointed means of
version, and religious edification."

nother passage of the same tenor is found in

ok entitled "Hints on the Portable P]videncc
hristianity," London, 1832, wbere tbe follow-

language is used in p. 33.

—

fhe moral law as revealed in Scripture, partakes of
: character of its author, first because it prescribes
! practice of eveiy virtue, and is therefore ' holy, and
St, and good,' and secondly, because it is ' spiritual,'

nsinuating itself into the heart, reaching the spirit,

J convincing the understanding. It applies to all

umstances, comprehends all conditions, regulates all

fives, directs and controls all overt acts."

' the Holy Scriptures are thus to be designated
the principal means," of our "illumination and
•ersion," and as revealing a moral law, "apply-
to all circumstances, comprehending all eondi-

3, regulating all motives, directing and control-

all overt acts," we must then acknowledge them
e "the primary rule of faith and manners."
many persons have been converted from the
of their ways, by other instrumental means

1
the Bible; and neither the precious truths of I

f Writ, nor any other means, unless imme-
sly applied by the Saviour, in the work of re-

iration, can convert any man unto holiness.

While it is our duty to maintain the authority of
the Holy Scriptures, it is necessary to avoid as

signing to them a place, which He who inspired

boly men to write them, never intended they
should occupy, and which they do not themselves
claim. Being given forth by the Holy Spirit, they
are necessarily subordinate thereto, and are only
availing for our instruction in righteousness, as

the mind is enlightened and opened by the same
Holy Spirit, to understand and profit by them.

In a work entitled An Essay on the Habitual
Exorcise of Love to God, considered as a prepara-

tion for heaven, it is said, p. 84.

—

"Communion is in its nature reciprocal. Not only
" are we to pour out our souls in prayer to the Lord

;

' but we are to receive his mind or counsel in return. It

' is on this ground, as I conceive, that the reading of the
' Holy Scriptures forms an essential part of our private
'and family dtvotional duties; for in that sacred volume
' God condescends to speak to us, to develope his mind for
' our instruction, guidance and consolation."

The language here made use of, tends to en-

courage the belief that we may receive the mind
and counsel of the Almighty respecting us, by
merely reading the Scriptures, as the channel
through which He "condescends to .speak to us."

In like manner, in the following passages, the

knowledge of sin is made to depend on an acquain
tance with Holy Scripture.

In page 105, of the Portable Evidence, it is

said

—

"The Bible, which alone fully reveals the nature and cha-
"racter of sin, expressly declares that all men hi

" ned and are guilty in the sight of God. Although it

" is chiefly from the light of Scripture, that we obtain a
" knowledge of this doctrine, we are quite sure now that

"we have obtained it, that the doctrine is true."

And in page 114, of the same work

—

" The sentiments which men entertain on the subject
" of repentance, are ever found to be deep and extensive,
" exactly in proportion to the depth and extent of their
' views of sin

;
just as our estimate of recovery from a

"disease is commensurate with our notion of the viru-
'' lence and danger of the disease itself. Certain it is,

' however, that as tbe Scriptures alone reveal the true

'•'•character of sin, and the universal sinfulness of man-
' kind, .so it is onlt/ in the Bible, that we find an adequate
" account of the nature and use of repentance and a call
' to repent extended without exception to the whole hu-

edit., vol. i., p. 187. ) " I directed them," said he,

"to the divine /i:/hl of Christ, and his Spirit in

their hearts, vliir'h ,r,,',il,l lit ihnn .v-.: all their evil

thoWjhtS, Wonh„„.l,,ri;.„lf, tli:lt tll'V ha.l thought,

spoken and acir,l ; /,// irhlrl, n./hi )li, i/ m!;i]u see

their sin, and also their Saviour, (Jhrist Jesus, to

save them from their sins. This, 1 told them, was
the firtil step to peace, even to stand still in the

li;/ht that shown/ them their sins and transgres-

sions; by which they might come to see how they
were in the fall of old Adam, in darkness and
death, strangers to the covenant of promi.se, and
without God in the world ; and by the same light

they might see Christ that died for them, to be
their Redeemer and Saviour and their way to

God."

The same erroneous view as is above alluded to,

is expressed on page 386, of the Essays on Chris-
tianity, in the following language.

"Norc«« the searcher after truth do otherwise than
" tremble under the weight of his own responsibility,
" tt'/icn he reads the plain declarations of our Saviour,
"couched in terms too clear to be misunderstood, and
" too strong to admit of any palliated interpretation,
" that both the rewards of the righteous, and the puu-

hments of the wicked, arc of eternal duration."

Although it is undeniable that the minds of men
are often arrested in the perusal of the Bible, and
conviction scaled upon their understanding by
that Spirit which indited, and which can alone

savingly apply the precious truths therein contain-

ed, yet there is a manifest impropriety in thus

ascribing these effects as the necessary result of

reading the Scriptures, even in the case of the

searcher after truth. How often are the blessed

declarations therein set forth, read and reiterated

without producing such sensations. Nothing can

effectually bring a man to feel the weight of his

responsibility and make him tremble under a true

sense of it, but the power of the Holy Spirit awak-

ening him to the reality of what awaits the im-

mortal soul, and the fearful retribution which will

overtake the impenitent wicked.

In a treatise " on the Distinguishing Views and
Practices of the Society of Friends," 7th edition,

London, 1834, is the following passage, p. 285.

in page 101 of the same

—

"Now, it is in the Scriptures only, that the attributes

of our heavenly Father are fully made known to us.

" And therefore it is only through the religion of the

"Bible, that we can obtain an adequate notion of sin. But
the cardinal point revealed to us in Scripture and only

in Scripture, without a knowledge of which it is impossible

for any man to form a full estimate of sin, is this, that

God so loved us as to send his only begotten Son into

the world to be a sacrifice for our sins."

If it is in " the Scriptures only," that we can

obtain "an adequate notion of sin," how did Enoch,
Noah, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and many others

who lived before the Scriptures were written, learn

to walk in obedience, and forsake their sins ?

And are we now under the gospel dispensation

placed in a worse condition, and further removed
j

dency of the foregoing passages is to produce an

from communion with the Almighty, than they i undue reliance on the reading and study of the

were who lived in that early age ? How different] Holy Scriptures, in the work of salvation. To
is the language of George Fox ! (Journal, Leeds I say that nothing is so desirable to those who

" I am well aware that for loant of that hiowledge of
" Scripture, which they ought to have obtained before
" they settled in life, there are many parents amongst
" us, who feel themselves incompetent to the work of
'' instruction—who long to be enabled to feed their ten-

"der charge with the sincere milk of the word, but know
" not how to do it, and are therefore afraid even to make
" the attempt."

And on page 87 of the Essays on Christianity,

similar terras are made use of; viz.

" If then we would participate in the benefits of Divine
" Truth, nothing is so desirable as to approach the volume of
"inspiration with a humble and teachable mind, and
" with earnest prayer that its contents may be blessed
" to the work of our soul's salvation ;

nothing so reason-
" able as a conformity with the apostolic injunction, ' as
"

' new born babes, desire the sincere 7nitk of the word
" ' that ye may grow thereby.'

"

Now it cannot fairly be denied, that the ten-
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" would participate in the benefits of Divine Truth,

as to approach the Bible with earnest prayer that

its contents may be blessed to the work of their

soul's salvation," is placing the Bible instead of

the blessed incomes and operations of the Spirit of

the Saviour of men, and holding out the idea that

the divine nourishment by which the believer

grows from a child to a young man in Christ, is

derived therefrom ; that the Bible is the converter

and sustainer of the soul ; that in short " the sin-

cere milk of the word" is to be derived from the

Scriptures. But the Apostle, in the passage

where he speaks of the converts as being born

again, " not of corruptible seed, but of incorrupti-

ble, by the Word of God which liveth and abidcth

forever," and in that other passage in which he

exhorts them "as new born babes [to] desire the

sincere milk of the word, that ye may grow there-

by," does not mean the Bible; neither does he

turn them to it as " the means of conversion," or

as "the sincere milk of the word;" but to "the
Word of the Lord which liveth and abideth for-

ever," and " this," says he, " is the word, which

by the gospel is preached unto you."

Our early Friends held views entirely diflFerent

from those inculcated in the passages quoted above.

Robert Barclay in his Apology, p. 72, says, "If
Ity the Spirit we can only come to the true know-
ledge of God ; if hy the Spirit we are to be led

into all truth, and so be taught of all things; then

the Spirit, and not the Scriptures, is the founda-

tion and ground of all truth and knowledge, and
the primary rule of faith and manners." And
again in p. 83, " If it be then asked me, whether

I think hereby to render the Scriptures altogether

uncertain, or useless; I answer, not at all. The
proposition itself declares, how much I esteem

them ; and provided that to the Spirit from which
they came, be but granted that place the Scrip-

tures themselves give it, I do freely concede to

the Scriptures the second place, even whatsoever

they say of themselves ; which the apostle Paul

chiefly mentions in two places, Rom. xv. 4 : " For
whatsoever things were written aforetime were
written for our learning, that we through patience

and comfort of the Scriptures might have hope."

And in 2 Tim. iii. 15—17: "And that from a

child thou hast known the holy Scriptures, which
are able to make thee wise unto salvation through

faith which is in Christ Jesus. All Scripture is

given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for

doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruc-

tion in righteousness : that the man of God may
be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good

works." And further on, p. 84, he adds : "As
then teachers are not to go before the teaching of

God himself under the now covenant, but to follow

after it, neither are they to rob us of that great

privilege which Christ hath purchased unto us by
his blood ; so neither is the Scripture to go before

the teaching of the Spirit, or to rob us of it.

Secondly, God hath seen meet that herein we
should as in a looking-glass, see the conditions and
experiences of the saints of old ; that finding our
experience answer to theirs, we might thereby be the

more confirmed and comforted, and our hope of ob-

taining the same end strengthened ; that observing
the providences attending them, seeing the snares

they were liable to, and beholding their deliver-

ances, we may thereby be made wise unto salva-

tion and seasonably reproved and instructed in

righteousness. This is tho great work of the

Scriptures and their service to us, that we may
witness them fulfilled in us, and so discern the
stamp of God's Spirit and ways upon them, by the
inward acquaintaueo we have with the same Spirit

and work in our hearts. The prophecies of the
Scriptures are also very comfortable and profitable

unto us, as the same Spirit enlightens us to ob-

serve them fulfilled and to be fulfilled ; for in all

this it is to be observed that it is only the spirit-

ual man that can make a right use of them."
And in another place (Apol. Prop. II. p. 66,)

he says : "As the description of the light of the

sun, or of curious colours, to a blind man, who,
though of the largest capacity, cannot so well un-

derstand it by the most acute and lively descrip-

tion as a child can by seeing them; so neither

can the natural man of the largest capacity, by the

best words, even Scripture words, so well under-

stand the mysteries of God's kingdom, as the least

and weakest child who tasteth them, by having
them revealed inioardly and objectively by th

Spirit."

(To be continued.)

Report of Dr. Kane.

The following is a copy of the ofiGcial report of

Dr. Kane, commanding the second Grinnell expedi-

tion in search of Sir John Franklin, to the Secretray

of the Navy :

—

" Our little party has returned in health and
safety.

" We reached the Danish settlements of Uper-
nivik on the 6th of Eighth mo., after an exposing

travel of thirteen hundred miles. During this jour-

ney, which embraced alternate zones of ice and
water, we transported our boats by sledges, and
sustained ourselves on animal food exclusively by
our guns. We entered port after eighty-four days

exposure in the open air.

" I have the honour to subjoin a hurried out
line of our operations and results in advance of
more detailed communications.

"My previous despatches make the department
acquainted with our arrival at the northern settle-

ment of Greenland. Thence I crossed Mellville

Bay without accident, and reached Smith's Sound
on the 5th of August, 1853. Finding Cape
Hatherton, the seat of my intended beacon, shut

out from the sound by the more prominent head-

land of Littleton island, I selected this latter spot

for my Cairo, erecting a flag-staff, and depositing

despatches.

" To the north the ice presented a drifting pack
of the heaviest description, the actions of hummock-
ing having in some in.«tances reared barricades of
sixty feet in height. In my efibrts to penetrate

this drift, being driven back and nearly beset in

the pack, I determined (as the only means of con-

tinuing the search) to attempt a passage along the

land where the rapid tides (here of twelve to six-

teen feet rise and fall) had worn a precarious open-
ing. Previous to this responsible step, a depot
of provisions, with a metallic life-boat, (Francis)

was carefully concealed in a large inlet in latitude

78deg. 2Gmin.
" The extreme strength of the Advance enabled

her to sustain this trying navigation. Although
aground at the fall of the tides, and twice upon
her beam-ends from the pressure of external ice,

she escaped any serious disaster. After a month
of incessant labour, cheered, however, by a small

daily progress, the new ice so closed around us as

to make a further penetration impossible. With
difiiculty we found a winter asylum at the bottom
of a bay which opened from the coast in latitude

78 deg. 41 min. Into it we thankfully hauled
our battered little brig on the 10th of September,
1853. From this point, as a centre, issued the
explorations of my party.

" The winter was of heretofore unrecorded severi-

ty. Whiskey froze as early as November, and
mercury remained solid for nearly four months.
The range of eleven spirit thermometers, selected as

standards, gave temperatures (not yet reduce(
|d

sixty to seventy-five degrees below zero, anoii(

mean annual temperature was 5 deg. 2 min. \,
heit, the lowest ever registered. i

'This extreme cold, combined with one k,

dred and twenty days of absence of sun, gavefej

to an obscure, but fatal form of tetanus (lockj |.'

The exertions of Dr. Hayes, the surgeon of thtj

pedition, had readily subdued the scurvy, but tjj,

fearful tendencies to tonic spasm defied our uiji

eflForts. This disorder extended to our dogs, iv

seven of which perished, thus completely bi^
ing up my sledge organization.

" The operation of search was carried on n
circumstances of peculiar hardship. We wo
at our sledges as late as the 24th of Noven
and renewed our labours in March. Mucio
this travel was in darkness, and some at temjla

tures as low as—50 deg. The earlier winter ti ;(

was undertaken by myself in person, but bjji

aid of a single team of dogs, and the zealou %

operation of my oflScers, we were enabled to rej'o

the parties as they became exhausted, and in

continue the search until the 12th of c\

It is believed that no previous parties have
j:

so long in the field. Brooks, McGeary, Boi|

Hayes, and Morton successively contributed tp

general result. The men worked with fidelity^

endurance. ;

"I briefly detail the exploration of our plj

" Smith's Sound has been followed and suili

ed throughout its entire extent. It terminal
||

the northeast in a gulf 110 miles in its Ion (i

ameter. i

" Greenland has been traced to its northern ji

the coast tending nearly due east and west, (11

deg. N.) Its further penetration towards^

Atlantic was arrested by a glacier, which offei

impassible barrier to future exploration, ji

stupendous mass of ice issues in 60 degreeS'i

longitude. It is coincident with the axis oil

peninsula, and is probably the only obstacle til

insularity of Greenland. It rises 300 feet inb

pendicular face, and has been followed aloDii

base for eighty miles in one unbroken escarpii ji

This glacier runs nearly due north, and cen^

together, by an icy union, the continental mfi

of Greenland and America.
" It explains the broken and permanently fije

character of Upper Smith's Sound ; its abunJ

icebergs, and to a certain extent, its rignroui]

mate. As a spectacle, it was one of the hifS

sublimity.
j

" The northern land into which this gll

merges has been named Washington, and th(!i

which interposes between it and Greenland I li

named after Peabody.
i

" Peabody bay gives exit at its western (r

(latitude 80 deg. 12 min.) to a large chal(

which forms the most interesting geograpt

feature of our travel. This channel expann

the northward into an open and iceless s

abounding in animal life, and presenting iJ

feature of an open Polar sea. A surface of (

square miles was seen at various elevationsb

from ice, with a northern horizon equally |e

A north wind, fifty-two hours in duration, ili

to bring any drift into this area.

" It is with pain that I mention to the de]i

ment my inability to navigate these waters, fi

hundred and twenty five miles of solid ice, so r

;

as to be impassable to boats, separated them a

the nearest southern lead. My personal e i

in x\pril and May, failed to convey one o :i

smallest India-rubber boats to within 90 mil

the channel.
" My party, including myself, were comp «

broken; four of them had undergone ampuli
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I toes for frost bite; nearly all were suffering

!m scurvy, and the season had so far advanced

to render another passan;e impossible. To the

th of latitude 81 deg. 17 min. the shores of the

limnel became precipitous and destitute even of
Ksa(je to ihe sledi/e. William Morton, who with

!• Esquimaux and a small team of dogs, had

jched this spot, pushed forward on foot until a

Aral cape, lashed by a heavy surf, absolutely

Iioked
his progress.

' It was on the western coasts of this sea that I

1 hoped to find traces of the gallant martyrs

ose search instigated this expedition. The
iended efforts of Dr. Hay—now first known to

(—would have given such a travel a merely geo-

iphical value. Reviewing conscientiously the

Jidition of my party, it is perhaps providential

|it we failed in the embarkation.

The land washed by this sea to the northward
westward has been charted as high as latitude

deg. 30 min. and longitude 76 deg. This forms

nearest land to the pole yet discovered. It

rs the honored name of Griunell.

As the season advanced it became evident

t our brig would not be liberated. Our imrae-

te harbour gave few signs of breaking up, and
I3 unbroken ice surface extended to the sound.

[was now too late to attempt an escape by boats;

{r fuel was deficient, and our provisions, although

bndant, were in no wise calculated to resist

jirvy. At this juncture I started with five vo-

iteers on an attempt to reach the mouth of Lan-
i!ter Sound, where I hoped to meet the English
ipeditions, and afibrd relief to my associates.

Iiring this journey we crossed the northernmost
[ck of William Baffin, in

, but finding a

'id pack extending from Jones' Sound to Hak-
|,-t island, with difiiculty regained the brig.

1" The second winter was one of extreme trial.

;e were obliged, as a measure of policy, to live

p lives of the Esquimaux, enveloped in walls of

^ss, burning lamps, and eating the raw meats of
^walrus and bear. At one time every member
lour party, with the exception of Bonsall and
^self, was prostrate with scurvy and unable to

Lve his bunk. Nothing saved us but a rigorous

^anized hunt, and the aid of clogs, in procuring
Irusfrom the Esquimaux, the nearest settlement
which people was 70 miles distant from our
rbour.

" With these Esquimaux—a race of the highest

terest—we formed a valuable alliance, sharing
r resources, and mutually depending upon each
ler. They were never thoroughly to be trusted,

t by a mixed course of intimidation and kind-
ss, became of essential service.

"I have to report the loss of three of my eom-
les—brave men, who perished in the discharge
their duty. Two of these—acting carpenter

iristian Ohlsen and Jefferson Baker—died of
:kjaw; the third, Peter Shubert, of abscess fol-

ving amputation of the foot. Ohlsen was a

luable adviser and personal friend. He acted
command of the brig during my absence upon
B sledge journeys.
" Knowing that a third winter would be fatal,

d that we were too much invested by ice for an
pedition from the Sound to liberate us in time
r the present season, I abandoned the Advance
the 17th of May, and commenced a travel
the south. The sick, four in number, were con-
yed by our dog sledge. I had to sacrifice my
llection of natural history, but saved the docu-
;nts of the expedition.

"The organization of this journey was carefully
itured to meet the alternating contingencies of
' and water. It consisted of boats cradled upon
oden runners, with lesser sledges for the occa-

sional relief of cargo. With the exception of re-

duced allowances of' powdered breadstuff and tallow,

we depended upon our guns for food, but a small

reserve of Borden's meat biscuit was kept unused
for emergencies. Onr clothimg was rigorously

limited to our furs. We walked in carpet moeas-

" Our greatest difiiculty was the passage of an

extensive zone of ice which intervened between
the brig and the nearest southern water. Although
this belt was but eighty-one miles in linear extent,

such was the heavy nature of the ice and our diffi-

culties of transportation, that its transit cost us

thirty-one days of labour, and an actual travel of

three hundred and sixteen miles.

"From Capo Alexander we advanced by boats

with only occasional ice passages at the base of

glaciers. At Cape York I erected a cairn and pen-

nant, with despatches for the information of vessels

crossing Mellville bay; and then, after cutting up
my spare boat for fuel, embarked for the North
Greenland settlements.

" We arrived at Upernivik (as before stated) on

the 6th of August, without disaster, and in

excellent health and spirits. Throughout this long

journey my companions behaved with admirable for-

titude. I should do them an injustice if I omitted

to acknowledge their fidelity to myself, and gallant

bearing in times of privation and danger.
" From Upernivik I took passage for England,

in the Danish brig Marianne ; but most fortu-

nately touching at Goodhavn, (Disco,) we were met
by our gallant countrymen under Capt. Hartstene.

They had found the ice of Smith's Sound still

unbroken, but having met the Esquimaux near

Cape Alexander, had heard of our departure, and

retraced their steps. They arrived at Disco but

twenty-four hours before our intended departure

for England. Under these circumstances, I con-

sidered it obligatory upon me to withdraw my con-

tract for passage in the Marianne, and return with

the Release and Arctic.

"The present season is regarded as nearly equal

in severity to its predeces.sors. The ice to the

north is fearfully extended, and the escape of the

searching squadron from besetment is most pro-

vidential. The rapid advance of winter had al-

ready closed around them the young ice, and but

for the power of the steamer, and the extraordi-

nary exertions of Captain Hartstene, an imprison-

ment would have been inevitable. Not only Smith,

but Jones and Lancaster -Sounds, were closed with

an impenetrable pack ; but, in spite of these diffi-

culties, they achieved the entire circumnavigation

of Baffin's bay, and reached the Danish settle-

ments by forcing the middle ice."

For "The Friend."

A Word of Encouragcnunt.

Affliction has been the lot of the righteous of

every generation, but the Lord has been their

stay and their staff', and by his secret invincible

power has worked their deliverance in his own
time and way, to their humiliation and astonish-

ment, and to the praise and glory of his own great

and ever excellent name
;
giving indubitable evi-

dence that his ever watchful eye is open to see all

their troubles, and in his mercy he manifests him-

self as described by the inspired penman,—" In

all their afflictions He was afflicted, and the angel

of his presence saved them ; in his love and in his

pity He redeemed them, and bare them, and car-

ried them all the days of old." As their depend-

ance has been placed solely in him, they have wit-

nessed his delivering arm to work wonders for

them ; under a sense of which they could say,

" What ailed thee, thou sea that thou fledest,

thou Jordan that thou wast driven back, ye moun-

tains that ye skipped like rams, and ye little hills

like lambs."

In the gathering of our religious Society, the

enemy of all good was not wanting to raise un-

founded charges and insinuations against the way
of Truth, knowing that the blessed principle of

light and grace professed by Friends, struck at the

seat of his kingdom in the heart of man. But
among all the opposers that the faithful members
have met with, from that day to this, none have

been more fierce, or done more against the cause

of Truth, than false brethren, who, having known
something of the heavenly anointing, for want of

abiding under the daily cross, have become weary

of the plain way which the blessed Head of the

church has led and still leads into, and have turned

therefrom.

Divers unfounded charges and unjust insinua-

tions have been put forth by those who seceded

from Ohio Yearly Meeting in the Ninth month,

1854, against those who have continued faithful

in their allegiance to it, which it may not be my
present business much to animadvert upon ; but I

may just remark, that the insinuation that Ohio
Yearly Meeting as now composed, is but a small

part of the Society that belonged to it previous to

that time, to say the least of it, is very incorrect

;

it being clearly evident, that not more than one-third

of the original number have gone off in the seces-

sion. My present business, however, is to encour-

age all my dear Friends to faithfulness, and not to

be afraid with any amazement, either from the in-

correct statements which have been put forth, or

the great mistake that most of the Yearly Meet-

ings have made, in disowning the true Yearly

Meeting of Ohio, and owning that of the Separa-

tists. AH these circumstances combined, but go

more fully to show that the whole proceeding was

mainly the fruit of party feeling, and the incorrect

representations made by those who left us, and by

others interested in misleading.

But our blessed Lord and Saviour has laid it

as an incumbent duty upon us, to uphold the an-

cient faith and testimonies of the Society in their

purity, as also to maintain that Christian disci-

pline and order which He has established in his

church, for her comfort and edification. We can

but mourn over those who have seceded from us,

and thereby broken down the long established

order of Ohio Yearly Meeting; believing that if

they had been faithful to the gift of God in them,

they would have continued with us, and we should

still have had the comfort of going to the house of

God in company.

The earnest solicitude of my spirit is, that the

honest-hearted, upright testimony bearers among

us, may be encmraged. Let not smallncss of

numbers, nor any other obstacles, prevent us from

duly keeping up our religious meetings, and let us

keep near to one another in spirit, in honour pre-

ferring one another; and then I believe our ever-

merciful and good Shepherd will more and more

lind us together in the unity of the faith, and of

the knowledge of the Son of God, and give

ability for every service that he may require ; for

he can carry on his work by few or by many.

'Then will the offering of Judah and Jerusa-

em be pleasant unto the Lord, as in the days of

old, and as in former years;" and the great and

orious work, so nobly begun and carried on by

our primitive worthies, and for which we were

gathered to be a people, will still be promoted, to

his praise who is Head over all things to his

church.

The Lord hath preserved unto us a remnant ia

most or all of the Yearly Meetings, although in

e of them it may be but a very small one, who

I trust will no more bow to the image of separa-
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tion which has been set up, than Daniel did to the
image in his day. May these keep in the faith,

and in the everlasting patience, and ciui- blessed
Lord and Saviour who has laid upon them a ne-

cessity to uphold the faith, testimonies and disci-

pline of our religious Society, will make a way for

them in his own time to become united together, to

their mutual comfort and growth in the Truth, and
to the advancement of his kingdom in the earth.

May these, wherever situated, be preserved as in

the cave, all the due and appointed time, where
the faithful Obadiahs may visit them in spirit, and
administer to their help so far as true Christian

sympathy can do it, to their comfort and streLgth.

For the Lord will work, and who shall let it, he
will make way fur his blessed cause of truth and
righteousness over the heads of all its opposers,

and the pure principle of light and grace professed

by us, must and will prevail over sea and land
;

and children yet unborn will have to praise and
magnify the name of our God, for his mercies in

unfolding the mysteries of the gospel of life and
salvation to this people, and for raising up and
preserving a remnant from generation to genera-
tian, maintaining the same precious faith once de-

delivered to the saints. J. E.

Ohio, Eleventh mo. 11th, 1855.

From the Edinburgh Review.

The Chemistry of Common Life.

(Conlinued from page 74.)

In the chemical history of these fermented

drinks there arc many things which will repay the

careful student who is desirous of thoroughly un-
der.standing this important chapter of the " che-

mistry of common life." In all cases, for exam-
ple, and whatever may be the source of the liquid

we employ, the same chemical .substance under-

goes the same chemical change during the process

of fermentation. In every instance we start with

grape sugar—that is, the kind of sugar which ex-

ists ready formed in the grape and other fruits.

If we wish to employ grain we make it sprout,

and thus produce within it a peculiar substance

called diastase, which, when the grain is crushed

and steeped in warm water, converts the starch of

the grain into grape sugar, and dissolves it, form-

ing the sweet wort. To this solution of grape

sugar we add a ferment, usually yeast, if it does

not naturally contain one, as grape and palm tree

juices do. Through the action of the ferment the

grape sugar is changed, always in the same chemi-

cal way, so that sparkling carbonic acid gas and
intoxicating alcohol are in every case produced.

At the same time a peculiar ethereal oil in small

proportion, is formed. This is difierent in the

juice or sap of each different fruit or tree, and
hence each variety of fermented drink derives its

own peculiar boquet.

Then how singular and worthy of study are the

effects they produce upon the system, corporeal

and spiritual, when introduced into the stomach.
They exhilarate, they enliven, they excite to

laughter, they awaken merriment, they stimulate

and exalt the mental powers. Some they stupify,

some t ley convert into irritable savages, some
into dr. veiling idiots, and some into mere pugna-
cious iiuimals. All, if long and largely used,

they finally brutalize, prostrate, and, in the end,

carry to an untimely grave.

But more wonderful than these poisonous and
destructive effects is the passion for indulging in

them, which these fermented liquors awaken
in a large portion of our fellow men—the

love with which these unfortunates are smitten
by them—the fascinating influence by which they
are charmed. The will becomes absolutely spell-

bound through the action of alcohol on the

bodies of some, and reason is dethroned, even
where it formerly exercised a clear and undisputed
sway.

We cannot here discuss the causes of all this.

They lie, in fact, as yet, a great way beyond the
limits of our actual knowledge.
Eut there are certain beneficial, though less

marked, effects produced by alcoholic drinks, which
recent chemico-physiological research, to a certain

extent, explains. Taken in moderate quantities

they act like tea in lessening the bodily waste, and
thus are of real value to persons whose power of
digestion are impaired, either by disease or by the
advances of age. They seem also to defend the
body, to a certain extent, against wear and tear

which a constant exercise and agitation of the
mind is apt to occasion.* Yet the degree and form
in which these effects are produced vary with the
kind and composition of the fermented drinks we
make use of. The proportion of water with which
the alcohol is diluted, the peculiar ethereal oil with
which it is mixed or contaminated, the kind of

acid naturally formed and contained in the liquor

(such as the acetic acid of beer, the lactic acid of

cider, and the tartaric acid of grape wine), the
kind and quantity of the salts which occur in it,

the hops or other narcotics which, in the case of

beer, have been infused in it—all these ingredients
of the drink modify its action upon the^ system,
and give rise to those diversities in the effects

which different fermented liquors are found to

produce upon the same individual.

The melancholy influences which the passion
for alcoholic drink exercises upon the comfort and
well being of society is a social rather than a che-

mico-physiological question. To what extent, on
the grounds of moral expediency, it is proper, by
fiscal or other regulations, to punish the moderate
and self-restraining for the purpose of tying v

the hands of the immoderate and those who wi

make no effort to restrain themselves,—whethi
it is better to bind men of lax principles and little

education by vows which are so likely to be broken,
or to instruct and educate them in a better und<
standing of what is for their own present and
future good,—whether it is better to withhold
spirit licences and shut up beer-houses, or to make
the poor man's home as comfortable as the fireside

of the village inn, and to teach young females of
the humbler classes, as their first and most
sponsible duty, how to keep them so,—whether
any one of all these methods is the best for sup
pressing a wide-spread evil,—or whether, for

the moral regeneration of the most helpless of
our people, a good man would not cheerfully
aid in employing and furthering them all,

—

these are questions in social economies in rcaard
to which, in this free country, we must be content
to differ.

We have spoken of the passion for intoxicating
liquors which continued use awakens, as the most
remarkable circumstance in the scientific history

of fermented drinks. It is from this fascinating

power that the danger of using them principally

arises. And from this we derive our strongest
arguments in favour of the more extended use of
tea and other infused beverages, which, however,
indulged in, lead at least to no moral delinquencies
or violations of public law. But this fascinating

power alcoholic liquids share with another class of

indulgences, also introduced into Europe in modern

* The general application of the opinions contained
in the two last paragraphs, would be exceedingly dan-
gerous. There may be cases where the use of alcoholic

'is have the good effect here attributed to them;
but thej- are rare ; most generally their use is positively
injurious to both the physical and mental economy.—
Ed. of Friend.

times, and already most extensively consumeci
every European race. These are the narcoticj
stances we indulge in. [
Of such substances it is remarkable how 1. -j

a number are in use in different parts of the w(
j

over how wide an area the habit of cousun'i»

them prevails, among how many different tr|J

of men, and from how remote a period. The ^
rigines of Central America rolled up the tobaV
leaf and dreamed away their lives in smoky r j.

ries, ages before Columbus was born, or the c i.

nists of Sir Walter Raleigh brought it within
|e

precincts of the Elizabethan Court. The ci'a

leaf, which is still the comfort and strength of io

Peruvian muleteer, was chewed as he does it t:

in far remote times, and among the same m('i.

tains, by his Indian forefathers. The use if

opium, hemp, and the betelnut, of which onlyje

first has yet been transplanted into Europe,
-s

prevailed among Eastern Asiatics from time.' if

the most fabulous antiquity. The saihe is prd,

bly true of the pepper plants, indulged in by «

South Sea islanders and the natives of the Inci
Archipelago; of the thorn apples, the use of wli
still lingers among the natives of the Andes i

on the slopes of the remote Himalayas ; of j

ledum of Northern Europe; of what, from
^

abundant growth and use among ourselves, i'^

be called the English hop; and of the singif

fungus of Siberia, which, passionately loved by j

natives of that forbidding region now, has beer|i

use among them from time immemorial. []»

narcotic appetite appears, indeed, to have a ni|.

ral and deep root in the human constitution.
It

is of the nature of an instinctive craving, whi'

like that for the kind of comfort which tea
:J

coffee bring, has led to the discovery and usei

countries far remote from each other of differ!

substances, capable of producing the same gene I

effects upon the system.

(To be concluded.)

For " The Friend

A MIDSUMMER'S NIGHT SCEXE.
The village bell tolls forth the midnight hour,
In deep and measured tones, that fall upon
The listening ear with solemn strength, and seem
Like parting knells, to warn us of the death
Of buried hours, and years, and with them fears

And hopes and joys, that agitated once
The atmosphere of life, as now the notes
Of this resonant bell, which lightly float.

And tremble on the ambient air a few
Short moments, then in the distance growing
Faint and dreamy, merge themselves at last in

Blank infinity.—Dian's meek orb looks down L

Upon the earth with such benignant beams, I

She seems an angel watcher, gazing on 1

This sublunary sphere with love Divine r

To erring man, and holy sympathy •

For frailties once her own.—This midnight hour j

Has lulled the animated throng to rest.

—

I

The deep and heavy respirations of
j

Yon kine, that lay outstretched upon the soft

Green sward ; the bay of distant watch-dog borne
_

Upon the zephyr's light and airy wing,
'

The marsh-frog hoarsely croaking to his mate.
Or owlet's plaint from out her lonely cave,

Make silence felt, and tell of deep repose.

The balmy air comes wafted from the south,
And softly sweeping though the feathery pine,

Breathes forth in plaintive music:—or, perchance
It rocks the lithe and pendant willow bough,
Where cradled in their nest of moss and down,
The linnet's callow brood securely sleep.

—

Anon, a faint and distant lightning flash.

Illumes the misty margin of the west,

Though yet the searching eye can trace no cloud
To blot the gemmed and starry vault of heaven.
But soon the swift and ruddy shafts of flame
Reveal a mass of dark portentous clouds,

That shape themselves like rugged mountains : or

Assume the form of huge impending crags.

With ruined towers and lofty battlements,

That seem too'erhang uafatfaomable gulfs,
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.here cliaos, and eternal night supreme

ave revelled, and defied the forked shafts

ectric, that incessant play amid

lis grand and solemn scenery.—But list!

le muttering thunder strikes the startled ear

s distant cannon booming o'er the sea.

—

le breeze that scarcely stirred the trembling leaf,

gently played upon the fervid cheek,

rows lusty in its strength ; whilst darkling o'er

lie heavens, onward comes the gathering

mpest.—The black and thunder freighted cloud

prolls its shadowy pall high o'er the arch

mpyrean, and shrouds the pallid moon
sable cerements, that in darkness steep

le universe. Now on the sulphurous

itile-ground of heaven, fiercely grows

[be elemental conflict;—flaming through

ae air, the lightening pours its fiery shafts,

nd fast and far the bellowing thunder,

des upon the rushing blast that threatens

esolation in its mad career.

—

'Tis past-
warring elements have sunk to rest,

slowly drifting to the shadowy east,

clouds in silent majesty retire ;

—

nd on their piled and snowy pinnacles,

silvery moonbeams glitter, like the arrows

fthe morn, which glancing earthward crown

le Alpine glacier's summit;—and amid

lis gorgeous drapery of heaven, methinks

shining seraph stooping from the skies,

13 folded her celestial wings, and sits

ithroned, the herald of returning peace,

he welcome draught, the parched and thirsty earth

as quaffed, and from her bosom gratefully

shales a fragrant tribute to the Source

generous Fountain of all good.—And when
he orient sun shall ope the gilded portals

fthe east, ten thousand diamond drops

hat gem each trembling leaf, and flow'ret cup,

hall sparkle for a moment in his rays

lien with unfettered pinions gently waft

heir dewy incense to the brightening skies.

For " The Friend."

Early Anti-Slavery Advocates.

WILLIAM BURLING.

n preparing the materials for the Biographical

tches of the early Friends of Pennsylvania and

V Jersey, I found some matter relative to Wil-

Burling, Ealph Sandiford, and Benjamin

, the early opposers of slavery. Having made
3 of most points of interest relative to them, I

pose giving sketches aside from the general

prove and testify against it. Nor have I been al-

together silent, although much discouraged by

reason of its being practised by so many Friend.s,

yea, elders too. Though I have formerly thought

it strange that the church did not exclude it by
her discipline, and fix the judgment of Truth upon

it, yet now I am sensible such a thing is not

easily done or accomplished. There being so

strong opposition in many, it cannot be brought

to the test, and judgment brought forth into

victory in the cause at present, without danger of

much strife and disorder in the church, which is

generally hurtful wherever it prevaileth, therefore

to be generally avoided. However, I hope we
are all unanimous in our judgment, that whatever

Friend hath anything from the Spirit of Truth to

communicate to his brethren, either by word or

writing, concerning this or any other matter, he

ought to be allowed, and received in his testimony,

and borne with by his brethren, so long as he

keeps to the counsel and direction of the Holy
Spirit, and therefore delivers nothing but what is

according to Truth, although it happens to be

never so contrary to the interest or inclination of

the readers or hearers.

"Now I would such Friends as practise or plead

for the aforesaid sin, evil or liberty, should con-

sider solidly what hardship they impose on such

as are concerned to bear testimony against it; for

while so many Friends continue in said practice,

no one can reprove it, and give it that deserved

character which is agreeable to its nature, without

implicitly condemning many of his brethren,

elder brethren, as transgressors in this thing, which

is very hard to do. Yet, if the Lord require such

a thing or testimony of any Friend, he is necessi-

tated so to judge his brethren, or quench the spirit

in its motions in his own heart. The case admits

of no medium. Again I entreat those who slight

and disregard the testimony of any whom the Lord

concerns to appear against this fleshly liberty, to

consider whom they oppose and withstand. The

inspired apostle speaking concerning the Lord's

instruments whom he was pleased to make use of,

saith, 1 Thess. iv. 8, 'He therefore that despiseth,

despiseth not men but God, who hath also given

unto us his Holy Spirit.' ! that I could prevail

so far with all my dear brethren, that none would

any more plead for or endeavour to defend the

aforesaid unjust practice; neither endeavour to

shield it frotii the judgment of Truth. We may
do well to remember, the devil is the author of all

sin, and sin is the transgression of the law."

How, or in what manner, this pamphlet or small

book of W. Burling, was circulated we know not.

It appears from the time in which it came forth,

that it was caused by the agitation felt through

the society by the unwise anti-slavery movements

of William Southby and John Farmer. William

Burling seems to have been preserved out of the

spirit of bifterness, and he lived long after the

publication of his sentiments against slavery, in

apparent unity with his Friends. We have evi-

dence that he was much employed in meetings for

discipline on Long Island, and his manly hand-

writing, clear and easily read, indicates tlie firm-

ness of an intelligent man of moderate school edu-

cation, rather than the neatness of a clerk.

We can trace William Burling by his signing

certificates of membership from Flushing, and re-

turning certificates of ministers who had been at-

tending the Yearly Meeting on Long Island, until

the year 1740. After that period we have no in-

formation concerning him. He probably died

soon after, and with him seemed to perish for a

time the public testimony against slavery on Long

Island.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Russia—Before Peter the Great.

(Continued from page 70.)

Ivan was succeeded by Vassill Ivanovitch in

1505. He completed the subjugation of the Tar-

tars, and took the city of Smolensko from the Poles.

He reigned twenty-nine years, and was succeeded

by Ivan IV., who was but four years old at the

death of his father. His mother, the princess

Helen, was to be regent during his minority ; but

for five years she exhibited such abominable pro-

fligacy and blood-thirstiness, that she was poisoned

by the connivance of her family, to deliver the

land from her intolerable yoke. The young prince,

a true son of such a mother, grew up to merit the

appellation which history accords him—that of

Ivan the Terrible. His boyish amusement was to

ride down old men and women, and to worry them

with dogs. His subjects called his minority "a
_

minority of blood." He was partially brought to

reason, however, by the inhabitants of Moscow,

who, made desperate by his ferocious rule, fired

the city in several places in one night, and nearly

burnt him in his bed. He first established a Kus-

sian militia, the well-known "strelitz," by which

means he doubled the military force at his com-

mand, lie cotnpellod the khan to be baptized,

and overthrew the Turks with their whole army
of 80,000 men. Siberia, with its mines of gold

and silver, was added to Russia in his reign, a

territory extending across the north of Asia, from

the frozen ocean to the frontiers of China. Dur-

ing the life of bis wife Anastasia, who had great

influence over him, Ivan had restrained his pas-

sions within tolerable bounds; but after her death

he became a perfect monster of ferocity. His first

act was to exile his prudent advisers, and per-

secute their friends ; one of them he stabbed with

his own hands, while the victim was devoutly

praying in church. His chief delight was to wit-

ness the agonies of the torture which he causelessly

inflicted. He constantly carried an iron rod, with

which he chastised those who brought him un-

welcome intelligence, and would coolly read the

letters while the blood was streaming from their

persons. The inhabitants of Novogorod offended

him, and he revenged himself by a massacre which

endured five weeks, from 500 to 1000 being

slaughtered every day, hundreds of them by his

own hand. A volume might be filled with a bare

recapitulation of the details of his bloody and dis-

gusting tyranny. He yet thought himself a fit

subject for an English alliance, and sent to Queen

Elizabeth, demanding the hand of the lady Mary

Hastings in marriage. The crowning atrocity of

this miscreant was the murder of his favourite son,

whom in a moment of suspicion he accused of con-

spiring against him, and felled to the ground with

his iron rod. The prince perished from the blow,

and Ivan the Terrible never smiled after. He
died in the agonies of remorse on the 17th March,

1584, leaving behind him a character for cool,

gratuitous ferocity and cruelty unparalled in hu-

man history.

Ivan was succeeded by his son Feodoro I., a

weak prince, who left the affairs of government

solely to his chancellor, Boris Goudonoff, the bro-

ther of his wife. TLis man aspired to the sove-

reign power. To remove one of the obstacles to

his ambition, he assassinated Feodore's younger

brother, Dimitri, and spread the report that he had

committed suicide. Feodore died after a reign of

thirteen years ; and it was strongly suspected that

he too perished through the instrumentality of his

minister.

The throne being now vacant—the race of

Piurik having terminated—the grandees of the

empire assembled to elect a sovereign. The choice
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fell on Boris, who with pretended reluctance ac-

cepted the proffered dignity. By this time Rus-

sia had obtained a rank among the niitions of the

earth, and numbered nearly twelve millions of

inhabitants, spread over a territory of 125,000

square miles. The new sovereign was crowned

with great magnificence, and made great profes-

sions of clemency, which won him the regard of

the people. In his reign Russia was again visited

with a most grievous famine of three years' dura-

tion, for which time every aggravation of misery

was endured. The granaries were exhausted, and

horrors are related of the sufferings of the people

which remind us of the siege of Samaria. More

than a hundred and twenty thousand people died

at Moscow only; and the famine prevailed through-

out the whole empire. The czar did his utmost

to assuage the general suffering ; but notwithstand

ing that ample funds were distributed for their

relief, it is supposed that not less than half a i

lion of people perished in Russia by the famine of

1601. The close of the reign of Boris, however,

contrasted miserably with its commencement.

Fearful of his security, he established a reign of

terror almost equal to that of Ivan himself, and

became so hateful to his subjects that they gladly

listened to the pretensions of a youth named Gre-

gory OlreSef, who claimed to be the czaroviteh

Dimitri, and consequently the heir to the throne.

The king of Poland declared for the impostor, and

furnished him with troops. The czar was defeated

in a pitched battle, and died shortly after on the

5th April, 1605. His son Feodore was by the

nobles declared his successor, but was dethroned

by the successful pretender, and, with his mother,

strangled in prison. The false Dimitri entered

Moscow at the head of a large army on the 21st

of June, 1605, and was proclaimed czar; and, to

his own astonishment, was acknowledged by the

mother of the real Dimitri, who had been assas-

sinated, as her son ; a declaration which she was

induced to make through fear. He now became
a favourite with the people, and the brightest an-

ticipations were formed of his reign ; but becom-

ing intoxicated with success, he gave himself up
to extravagances of all sorts, and confiding in a false

security was slain by the conspirator, Chouiski, at

the head of some insurgent strelitz, terminating his

career in less than one short year.

(Tobecnncluded.)

For "The Friend."

A Serious Call.

When the children of Israel could not stand

before their enemies, the Lord God said, "There
is an accursed thing in the midst of thee, Israel

;

thou canst not stand before thine enemies, until

ye take away the accursed thing from among you."

Josh. vii. 13.

Is there not abundant evidence in this day, that

the Society of Friends has the accursed thing

among them ? And will it not be wise for each

one of us to search himself, querying, as every

one of the disciples did when told by their Lord
that one of them should betray him, "Lord, is it

I?" For we may well remember, that he who
had coveted and taken the goodly Babylonish gar-

ment, and the silver, and the gold, and concealed

them until the tribes were assembled, and he was
found out by the lot, was put to death, and all

that he had was burned with fire.

Tlie Society of Friends was raised up to bear

witness to the world of the power of the Son of

God to change the hearts of men, and of the reve-

lation of the righteousness of God unto all men,
so that they who continue in sin are without

excuse, " because that which may be known of

God is manifest in them, for God hath showed it

unto them." Bom. i. 19.

In a tract written by W. Caton, "on behalf of

(he brethren," and which appears by Sewell's

history to have been widely circulated by the early

Friends, he says: " They are a people that fear

God above all the families of the earth, and that

worship him in his own way, viz. in spirit and in

truth ; they do also love God above all, and their

neighbour as themselves." "They were raised

up for this very end and purpose, to praise and
magnify his name in the earth, who is God over

all, blessed forever, and to publish his living truth

abroad, that his salvation might be known unto
the ends of the earth, and therefore hath he mani
fested his eternal power in them, by which the

world shall be overturned."

"The heart of the unregenerate man is deceitful

above all things, and desperately wicked : who can

know it?" Jer. xvii. 9. "We were all by nature

children of wrath, even as others, foolish, disobe

dient, deceived, serving divers lusts and pleasures,

living in malice and envy, hateful, and hating

one another." Eph. ii. 3; Tit. iii. 3.

But God, who is rich in mercy and compassi

being unwilling that man, whom he created in

own image, should be destroyed through the

ceit of the evil one, has provided a means, not

only for his escape out of the state of death and
darkness, into which he has by his unfaithfulness

brought himself, and for his renewal up again

into the innocency and joy of his first estate, but
also for his translation into the everlasting king-

dom of the rest, and peace, and joy of his own son,

Je?us Christ having condescended to take upon
him the seed of Abraham and come into the world

and having been tempted in all things like unto

us, yet without sin, he hath condemned sin in the

flesh : and having tasted death for every man, he

ascended up on high, leading captivity captive

and received gifts for men ; and he is now come
again the second time, by his spirit, into the hearts

of all men. Heisthe Word who was in the beginning

with God, and was God—the true Light whic
lighteth every man that cometh into the world,

and to as many as receive him he giveth power to

become the sons of God.

George Fox, after long seasons of great distress,

and sore conflict with the powers of darkness in

his own heart, had to declare—" Now was I come
up in spirit through the flaming sword, into the

paradise of God. All things were new; and all

the creation gave another smell unto me than be-

fore, beyond what words can utter. I knew
nothing but pureness, and innocency, and right-

eousness, being renewed into the image of God by
Christ Jesus, to the state of Adam, which he was
in before he fell."

William Penn, said, that " The eternal, wise,

and good God was pleased, in his infinite love, to

honour and visit tiiis benighted and bewildered

nation [England] with his glorious day-spring

from on high
;

yea, with a most sure and certain

sound of the Word of Light and Life, through
the testimony of a chosen vessel [G. F.], to an
effectual and blessed purpose, can many thousands

say, ' Glory be to the name of the Lord forever.'
"

" For they were directed to thelight of Jesus Christ

within them, as the seed and leaven of the king-

dom of God : near all, because in all, and God's
talent to all; a faithful and true witness and just

monitor in every bosom ; the gift and grace of

God to life and salvation, that appears to all,

though few regard it."

"And as their [the early Friends] testimony
was to the principle of God in man, the precious

pearl and leaven of the kingdom, as the only

blessed means appointed of God to quicken, con-

vince, and sanctify man, so they opened to t h;

what it was in itself, and what it was give
[o

them for ; how they might know it from their
(d

spirit, and that of the subtle appearance of^j

evil one, and what it would do for all those, w u
minds are turned off from the vanity of the w U
and its lifeless ways and teachers, and adher'c
this blessed light in themselves, which disco

'-s

and condemns sin in all its appearances, and sti-s

how to overcome it, if minded and obeyec!|]

its holy manifestations and convictions; gi'io

power to such to avoid and resist those things i\

do not please God, and to grow strong in 1 g

faith, and good works ; that so man, whom
jii

hath made as a wilderness, overrun with bi't

and thorns, might become as the garden of (J,
cultivated by his divine power, and replenisid

with the most virtuous and beautiful plant;')!

God's own right hand planting, to his eteill

praise."
"

',

"They were changed men themselves be'e

they went about to change others. Their he is

were rent as well as their garments; and t,y

knew the power and work of God upon tb..

And this was seen by the great alteration it m:;,

and their stricter course of life, and more gcj

conversation, that immediately followed upon I'

"They recommended silence by their exam;,
having very few words upon all occasions; t j
were at a word in dealing; nor could their cu).

mors with many words tempt them from it; 1(.

ing more regard to truth than custom, to exatrje

than gain." i

They sought not to lay up for themselves t ;

sures upon earth. J. Gough, says: "At theE:,

indeed, people were shy of dealing with themb
that many of this people were reduced to difficily

in procuring a living by their callings for a seasjj

but afterwards, when they became better knol,

manifesting the excellency of that internal reliiD

which they professed by the regularity of tlji

moral conduct, and their conscientious regardi|o

fidelity in their commerce, void of all fraud, )

ceit and circumvention ; careful in manufacture
or choosing such goods as might be substanij

and answer the expectations of the purchasj,

moderate in their profits, sparing in their coma;-

dations, and punctual in their payments; notii-

ing more for their ware than the precise sum t y

were determined to accept, taking no advantagif

ignorance, the unskilful customer being sure tea

treated with as much justice as the most judicio.;

their tried integrity begat general confidence, j
that confidence brought them a great resort $

customers, so that they prospered greatly in tli

outward affairs, and verified the proverb tJ

honesty is the best policy."
j

They proved the truth of the declarationi

Jesus, "My doctrine is not mine but his that sit

me. If any man will do his will, he shall krS

of the doctrine, whether it be of God." I

Isaac Pennington, declared, "We are gatbed

into that, and abide in that, in which no truth ii

be denied ; and are in Him who leadeth into 1

truth, and teacheth to deny no truth that evers
held forth by the spirit of the Lord. Some ofp

may not yet be grown up in understanding ib

the mysteries of the kingdom, which God hJ

revealed and made manifest to others, but yet ie

do not deny but own one another in our sevdl

measures of knowledge, and sense of things, il

in our several growths. And we own and acknc

ledge in God's sight, the several dispensations

e

hath brought forth, both before the law, and un*!

the law and prophets, and in the time of Chri s

appearance in the flesh, and after when lie sent 3

Spirit, and all the time the church was in e

wilderness, and now she is coming forth again a
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1
brightness and glory of the Father, looking

it as the morning, fair as the moon, clear as

3 sun, terrible as an army with banners. Nor

Iwe disown anything that is of God in the

ifessors of this age ; but only that which we

iw and are required by him to testify against,

eing not of him."

And as for denying redemption by the blood

hrist, none upon the earth, as the Lord God
weth, are so taught, and do so truly, rightly,

fully own redemption by the blood of Christ,

he Lord hath taught us to do. For we own

blood of the Lord Jesus Christ, both outwardly

il inwardly, both as it was shed on the cross,

i as it is sprinkled in our consciences, and know
cleansing virtue thereof in the everlasting

enant, and in the Light which is eternal ; out

which Light men have but a notion thereof, but

not truly know nor own it."

iVm. Caton, said, "By the same spirit, by

ich they were guided that spoke forth the

ptures, do these people understand it, every one

ording to their measures, and the Liglit in

Ich they walk doth give them the same under-

iding in the holy scripture, which they had

t spoke forth the scripture, although many
ong them are short of so large a measure as the

hors of the holy scripture had. So that they

ar from striving and contending about the

aning thereof among themselves, for that which

Light opens to one is not contradicted by

1 that are in the light, and therefore they are

peace among themselves, and in unity one with

pther."

JBut alas ! how changed is our state at this day

!

V'hile one saithlam of Paul, and another I am
kpollos, are ye not carnal ?'' As envying, and

jife, and division, are the fruits, so are they the

iofs, of the carnal mind, which is enmity against

|d—for the tree is known by its fruits. But the

lit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long suffer-

f,
gentleness, goodness. Unless the tree be first

^Dged, they who go about to change the fruit

'1 but beat the air.

May it not be said of us, "Even from the days

lyour fathers, ye are gone away from mine ordi-

nces and have not kept them, Return unto me
i I will return unto you, saith the Lord of

its." Mai. iii. 7. IIow long halt ye between

opmions ? If the Lord be God, follow hii

t us remember that obedience is better than

rifice. Let each one of us be willing to take

rist's yoke upon us, and to learn of him. Will-

; to sit alone and keep silence because we have

•ne it upon us, willing to bear the indignation

the Lord, because we have sinned against him,

til we shall feel our mouths touched with a live

1 from off the altar, and hear with our spiritual

• the language, "Lo, this hath touched thy lips,

1 thine iniquity is taken away and thy sin

rged." That so being made the sheep of Christ,

may know his voice and follow him, who goeth

th conquering and to conquer, and again expe-

noe, as did those who first assumed the honoura-

name we claim, the fulfilment of the ancient

)phecy, " Thy watchmen shall lift up the voice,

;h the voice together shall they sing ; for they

dl see eye to eye when the Lord shall bring

lin Ziou." For how much soever the Oranipo-
it shall see fit to chasten and to prove his peo-j

!, if ever "the earth shall be full of the know-;

ge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea,"

!re will be but one vital spiritual religion, and
Q religious society of Friends in the world ; and i

less our fathers were deceived, that religioui

)iefy must uphold all the doctrines and the tes

ionics of the gospel as maintained by them ir

! beginning.

The Catacombs of Paris.

The Revieu Francaise gives the following ac-

count of a recent visit to the Catacombs of Paris.

As it bas been of late years almost impossible to

obtain permission to descend into these subterra-

nean excavations, we conceive the account will

possess a certain interest for our readers :—The
party consisted in all of about one hundred persons,

and amongst them was M. Haussmann, the pre-

fect of the Seine, the Ottoman Ambassador, an

Armenian bishop. Dr. PaulGaimard, the traveller,

a number of savans, authors, and artists, and some
females. The party entered by a door in the

inner court of the Octroi office, at the Barriere

d'Enfer. Each gentleman carried a long wax
candle and a box of matches. After descending

a long narrow spiral staircase to a depth of more
than one hundred feet, the party placed themselves

under the direction of the engineers specially at-

tached to the Catacombs. They proceeded along

a narrow gallery five or six feet high, neatly cut

in the stone. From this gallery others branch off

in different directions. The names of the different

quarters of Paris and the different suburbs, be-

neath which the main gallery runs, arc inscribed

on the walls ; on the roof is a black line to indi-

cate the road to be taken ; but as this line is inter-

rupted in several places by the branches, any

visitor that should trust to it alone, and attempt

to proceed unaccompanied by a guide, would be

very likely to lose himself. Here and there wa-

ter penetrates through the roof and the side of the

gallery, but not in sufficient quantities to render

it impassable.

After about half an hour's walk the visitors ar-

rived at a sort of a large edifice in the stone, the

entrance to which is by a door, kept constantly

locked. Above the door are inscribed in large

letters the words Memoriae Mctjorum, and on both

sides of it are funeral inscriptions in Latin and

French. The door being opened, the visitors en-

tered the Catacombs, properly so called. The
galleries there are wider, and the roof higher.

The air is sharper, but impregnated with the

odour of the dead, and this odour soon becomes

fixed on the clothes, and even the hands and faces

of visitors. It is known that all the remains of

the dead in the different cemeteries of Paris were

at one time conveyed to the Catacombs. These

remains, which are more or less intact, more or

less dark or brown, damp or mouldy, are arranged

somewhat like books in a library. The arrange-

ment is effected with a deal of symmetry. The
bones, according to their dimensions, are placed

one on the other in the form of a cross or lozenge,

of two or three feet high, and each cross or

lozenge is surmounted by a row of skulls, which

serves as a basis for a new structure. Here and

there a large cross has been formed of skulls which

present any singularity of form. At intervals

there are stones which divide the bones into cate-

gories ; and on these stones arc inscribed the

cemetery from which, and the date at which, the

bones were removed. Some categories consist of

the remains of entire communities of monks and

nuns. In the corner are those of the prisoners

massacred in September, 1792, but these bones

have not yet become so worn by time as to enable

them to be classified. On a table are exposed

such skeletons or bones as present any peculiarity

either in conformation, or from the effect which

time has had on them, some having become hard-

ened, others mouldy. In some places are heaps

of bones which have not yet been arranged. At in-

tervals also are wells five or six feet deep, filled

with water so clear and pure that the vi.sitors

would be tempted to drink it, wore it not that he

saes at the bottom some human remains which

have fallen in. Inscribed everywhere on the

walls are sentences from the Bible, from the an-

cient Greek and Latin authors, or from the prin-

cipal writers of France, Italy, and other countries.

It is calculated that the Catacombs altogether con-

tain the remains of not fewer than from eight to

ten millions of human beings ; and they are so di-

vided into streets and squares as to form a com-
plete subterranean town. The streets or galleries

run, in the whole, to the length of several leagues.

The whole visit occupied about an hour and a half.

The effect produced upon the visitors by the spec-

tacle of the multitude of skulls and bones is solemn

in the extreme ; it makes him, if not a wiser, at

least a sadder man.

For " The Friend."

One of our correspondents writing from Wal-

worth county, Wisconsin, says : "AH kinds of

produce fetch a good price, and are easily conveyed

to market. Kailroads are in every direction : one

from Jonesville to Milwaukie, thence to Chicago,

thence to Bcloit, within fourteen miles of the for-

mer place. Another is in progress from Racine

direct to Beloit, which is finished and in use from

the Lake to Burlington, a distance of twenty-five

miles; besides many others that are in progress,

one from Milwaukie to Lacross, and another from

Chicago, via McHenry, Richmond, 111., Gevena,

Elkhorn, and so on north to the Pinery, Wiscon-

sin. The soil we find to be fertile, and adapted

to most kinds of produce, together with nearly all

kinds of fruit. The trees arc remarkably thrifty

and productive, with the exception of the apricot

and peach, and of these we have a reasonable sup-

ply, annually. Our fruit is of the fairest and

choicest qualities I ever met with in any part of

the world. Our villages, &c., are building up

very fast; but not many Friends amongst the

emigrants. There is one First-day meeting held

alternately at D. Lyon's, in Hudson, and John
Crego's, in Honey Creek, in Wal. Co. The farm-

ers, many of them, are complaining some concern-

ing their potato crop this season, on account of

the disease that prevails to some extent, especially

on the prairie land. The fall is quite pleasant,

with plenty of rain for the season. Our winters

are generally rather pleasant, with the exception

of about two or three weeks of severe weather,

though but little snow."

Grafting Fruit Trees.—An interesting discovery

has been made in France with regard to engrafting

fruit trees. Instead of making use of a graft, a

slip is taken from an apple tree, for example, and

planted in a potato, so that a couple of inches of

the slip remain visible. It soon takes root, deve-

lopes itself, and finally becomes a handsome tree

bearing fine fruit. This method is due to a Bo-

hemian gardener.

THE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH 24, 1855.

Notwithstanding the boasted advantages of sla-

very, according to the representations of those

interested individuals who profess to believe that

it is a " peculiar institution" sanctioned by Divine

Providence ; who, they say, created one portion of

mankind to be under the control of the other, and

to administer to their support and enjoyment,

without regard to the loss and suffering which the

servile class must endure, its effects upon that

portion of our country where it flourishes, are to

impoverish and deteriorate it; and through the

slow accumulation of its blighting, it cannot re-
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quire many years to bring it to an end in those

States where it has continued the longest.

The following, taken from the N. Y. Tribune,

has been prepared from the census returns, from

1800 to 1850, as "being conclusive evidence of

the relative growth of diiferent sections of the

Union."
1800.

Total population of tbe Free States . . 2,684,609

Total population of the Slave States . 2,621,316

Excess in Free States in 1800
ISIO.

Total population of the Free States

Total population of the Slave States

Excess in Free States in 1810
1820.

Total population of the Free States

Total population of the Slave States

Excess in Free States in 1820
1830.

Total population of the Free States

Total population of the Slave States

Excess in Free States in 1830
1840.

Total population of the Free States

Total population of the Slave States

Excess in Free States in 1840
1850.

Total population of the Free States

Total population of the Slave States

6,99.5,627

5,871,293

9,658,232

Excess in Free States in 1850 . . 3,929,837

When the slave population of 1850, amounting to

3,198,298, is deducted from the aggregate population of

the Slave States, it shows the following results :

Total number of freemen in the Free States 13,588,069

Total number of freemen in the Slave States 6,459,934

Excess of freemen in non-slaveholding States 7,128,135

According to the same ratio of increase, there will be

in the United States in 1860:

Total population of the Free States . .18,539,834

Total population of the Slave States . 12,555,701

Excess in Free States in 1860 . . 5,984,133

of which 12,555,701 in the Southern States, 4,157,787

will be slaves; leaving only 8,397,914 freemen in the

slaveholding States, against 18,539,834 in the non-

slaveholding or Northern States.

The above estimate of proportionate increase in

non-slaveholding States, if carried forward to 1

shows the following startling results:

Total population of the Free States . . 62,815,476

Total population of the Slave States . 36,080,030

The slave population, at the same ratio of increase as

heretofore, will then amount to 11,875,052, making
grand total of 98,595,512 inhabitants.

SUiMlIARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to the 3d inst.

Tlie War.—The capture of Kinburn had not been suc-

ceeded by any events of importance. The Russians ap-

pear to consider that Perekop is the point principally

aimed at, and that Cherson and Nicolaieff are in less

danger of an attack. When the allied fleets withdrew from
Odessa, the most of the Russian troops there were sent to

Nicolaieff, and the fugitive inhabitants returned. The
fort and town of Kinburn were occupied by 15,000 allied

troops. General Codrington had been appointed to the

chief command of the British forces in the Crimea. The
advance of the allied troops had been countermanded,

and the forces recalled to their former positions, in con-

sequence of a belief that tbe Russians meditated an at-

tack upon the positions of the allies at and near Sebas-

topol. An article in the London Times says, that the

main body of the allied army will at once go into win-

ter quarters, and that the attempts to expel the Rus-
sians from the Crimea will be abandoned for the present

season. Prince Gortschakoff has, it is stated, been au-

thcrized by tbe Emperor to defend or abandon the

Crimea, according to circumstances, without incurring

any responsibility for the determination he may adopt.

In a recent order of the day, he declared that he would
remain and defend it to the last. The allies were re-

pairing and arming the south side of Sebastopol, and
keep up a desultory fire against the north side of the

harbour. The Russians have constructed a road across

the Putrid Sea, communicating with Simpheropol, and
by this road Supplies and reinforcements may reach
their camp.
GREAT BRITAIN.—An excitement prevailed through

out England amounting almost to a panic, on the sub
ject of a war with the United States. This absun
alarm seems to have been caused chiefly by a series of
ill timed, if not malicious, editorials in the Lond
Times, exaggerating the difficulties between the two
countries in regard to British enlistments in the United
States, and the Nicaragua question. The Queen has
appointed a commission to consider how far it

practicable and advisable to introduce the principle of
decimal division into the coinage of the United King-
dom. The Government has prohibited the exportation
to all foreign countries of saltpetre, nitrate of soda,
sulphate of potash, and chlorate of potash. The bullion
in the Bank of England had increased £85,000. Con-
sols, 88. Liverpool Market.—Cotton was in better
demand with a sm.all rise in the lower and middling
qualities. The advices from Manchester were more
favourable. Flour and wheat were a trifle lower. Phi-
ladelphia and Baltimore flour was quoted at 435. The
members of the insolvent banking house of Paul, Stra-
chan k Bates, London, had been tried and severally
found guilty. They were each sentenced to transpor-
tation for fourteen years. They were convicted of ap-
propriating to their own use the securities entrusted to

their care by their customers. They are to be sent to

Gibraltar to work with the ordinary convict gangs at

that station.

UNITED STKTES.—Xicaraguan Affairs.—li is stated
from Washington, that official intelligence has been re-

ceived from England assuring our Government, that the
despatch of the British squadron to the West India sta-

no reference to Central American matters, nor
any object hostile to the United States.

The Cotton Crop.—The export value of the cotton
crop for the year ending Sixth mo. 30th, 1855, is stated

be $88,143,844. In the year previous, it was valued
at $93,593,220. The average export price for the last

rear was 8.74 cents a pound.
A'ew Orleans.—The business of this great export mart

s diminishing, in consequence of the construction of
railroads, -which have drawn to the Atlantic ports,

much of the produce which heretofore found its outlet
at New Orleans. In 1853 the exports amounted
early $99,000,000; in the year ending Sixth mo. 30th

last, only §82,000,000.
Commerce and Navigatio7i.—The United States Trea

sury Department has prepared its annual statement of
commerce and navigation. The aggregate amount o

ports for the year was $261,382,960; while the do-

!Slic Exports amounted to §246,705,553. Of the lat-

ter, the amount in gold and silver coin was $19,842,423
and in gold and silver bullion, $34,114,995.
New York.—The shipments of breadstuSs from this

port for the week ending the 17th inst., were of floui

124,078 bbls. ; wheat 267,894 bush.
; corn 69,139 bush

On that day, sales of white Canadian wheat were made
at $2.25; red wheat $2.12.

Pennsylvania Coo/.—The product this year will amount
to not less than six millions of tons, worth at the mines
twelve millions of dollars.

Fhiladelphia.—Jlortality last week, 151.

Miscellaneous.—Thepoicer of the Rothschilds.—Since the

commencement of the present war, the loans negotiated
by this house amount to. the enormous aggregate of

$515,000,000, viz. : to England $80,000,000 ; to Turkey
§40,000,000; to Austria §120,000,000 ; to Russia $130,-
000,000; to Sardinia $10,000,000; to England, in ex-
chequer bills, $35,000,000, and a second loan just being
perfected $100,000,000. Most of these loans, it is to be
presumed, have been sold out before this, the Roths-
childs merely acting, in such cases, as agents between
the public and the governments that borrow. Never-
theless, the house that can even temporarily assume
such a burden, within little more than a twelvemonth,
must be one of gigantic influence, credit and power.
The Rothschilds are said to be inimical to the present
French Emperor, as they were to Napoleon 1st, and also

disposed to exert their influence for the restoration of
peace in Europe, fearing that a long continuance of tbe

insane contest now raging, will seriously impair the

value of all government securities.

Great Canal Project.—-A project has been started in

Louisiana to connect the Mississippi river with Lake
Borgne by a canal, cut from a point, eleven miles below
New Orleans, to an intersection with Bayou Philipon.

The First Railroad in /owa.—The Mississippi and Mis-
souri Railroad was to be opened to the city of Musca-
'le, Iowa, on the 20th inst. It is an extension, under
ffercnt owners, of the Chicago and Rock Island Rail-

road.

Coal in Texas.~X large body of bituminous coal
posed to be inexhaustible in quantity; has been di
vered in Lavaca county.
A New Kind of Potato.—D. Boll, a florist ofNew T [

has succeeded in raising n number of the plants of 'i
Dioscorea Japonica, in the open air this year. They v,
planted out when warm weather commenced, and \
dug up in the Tenth month, at which time many of ij

roots had attained the size of two feet in length. Ii

form the root resembles the sweet potato, bnt \a \\\

white potato in flavour,
"

make on excellent substitute for the latte;

Salt.~U is said that the quantity of salt manu!.
tared, this season, at the Onondaga Salt-works

[t

Syracuse, N. Y., will reach 6,000,000 bushels—an L
cess over the average of 500,000 bushels, which wil %
very opportune, as there is a partial failure of the it

crop in the West Indies. The price will be about $ 5
per barrel, making the whole crop worth about $1,6 L
000.

'

Winter Wheat.—Tbe Sheboygan (Wisconsin) Jouijl
says that wheat, in many localities, is so large thap
is necessary to turn in the cattle and feed it down, i

have a good report (says the Mihvaukie Sentinel) fi|,

the winter wheat from "all quarters of the State. 'I

season has been propitious, and the grain stands tb;
and green. \

The Erie Railroad.—The whole number of cars :{

locomotives on this road is 3168, which, if coupled i.

gether in one train, would reach a distance of twet-.
one miles, and be able to carry 150,000 persons in(,
day from New York to Lake Erie. The company |i

in its employ not less than 5000 persons, whose pay j,

month is $125,000 or §1,500,000 per ye.ar. I

A Census of the city of Hartford, Conn., just cc-
pleted, shows a total population of 26,317 against \i

851 in the year 1850, being an increase of 8466 in 11

years. I

A Water Spout.—On the 20th of last month, I

French ship of the line Le Tage encountered off Caj
a water spout, which in a few moments swept away

;

three masts. Two men were killed, and seveati
slightly wounded by the catastrophe.

RECEIPTS.
Received of Joel Evans, agt., Pa., for J. F. Harris
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Friends' Boarding-School for Indian Children, at

Tunessassah.

Two women Friends are wanted at this Institution
*

assist in the family.

Also, a man Friend to aid in carrying out the cc

cern for the improvement of the Indians.
Application may be made to Joseph Elkiston,

377 S. Second stre

Thomas Evaxs, I

Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st., 1855. 180 Arch stre

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in tl

Institution.

Application may be made to either of the undersignc

members of the Committee.
Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Evans,
Samuel Bettle, Jr

Philada.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house on Orange sire

n Fourth-diiy, the 3d ult., William D. Meyers, to Ma
R. Warxer, all of this city.
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In tlie " Esi^ay oi

to God," it is said

sencration

—

tlic habitual Exercise of Love
II page 5, in ruference to re-

Appcal fur the Ancient Doctrines of the Jie-

h'yious Society of Friends.

CConliDued from page 620

II the " Essays on Christianity," p. 84, the fol-

iug sentiment is expressed with respect to the
ie:

It is divine truth ns applied to the heart of man by
e Spirit of God, which converts, sanctifies and edi-
i; and of this divine truth, the only authorized
ord, a record at once original and complete, is the
ble."

kow we freely admit, and have often plainly

ared, that the Holy Scriptures contain a de-

lation of all the fundamental doctrines and
ciples relating to salvation, and that whatso-

I- doctrine is contrary to them may, on that very
'mnt, be justly rejected as false : nor have we
f placed our own, or any other writings, on an
blity with them. Buttosay that the Bible is "the
'r authorized record of divine truth," implies

1 nothing since the Scriptures were i.ssued, has
1 written by Divine authority ; whereas it is evi-

f that there have been many written pi'edictions

bh have since been fulfilled ; many epistles of
istian counsel and advice; many treatises on
J and religious experience, which have been
led under a measure of the same divine influ

! and authority which led holy men of old to

e the Scriptures. Did we deny these thin£«,
might naturally be supposed to believe that
ae immediate revelation has ceased and been
rely withdrawn from the church.

; is the immediate power of the Holy Spirit
.h "converts, sanctifies and edifies;" and this

3ne by showing unto man his separation from
,
and what it is that does separate ; which in

2 instances maybe that of which the Scriptures
him no information; some secret sin, which
Holy Spirit alone, that searcheth the heart,
is a discerner of its thoughts and intents,
gs before him in that light which does not
ead, and calls upon him to relimiuish. This
ten done without the use of Holy Scripture,
ell as in the application in other cases of its

icd doctrines.

I the following passages, the term Gospel ap-
s to be limited to the Holy Scriptures. In
'Portable Evidence," page 104, it is said, in
king of persons who have received outward
uction :

'heir case is not to be confounded with that of the
nstructed heathen, who have neuer heard the truth.
these the Gospel has been preached : it is icritten in
book of God for their instruction, and if they reject
hey do so at their peril."

"In elTecling this blessed change in the affections of
fallen man, the Holy Spirit makes use of the gospel of

•• our Lord Jesus Christ, as his grand appointedinsimmmt.
" That gospel written in (he Hoty Scriptures, and preached
"by the Lord's messengers, is a spiritual weapon of
" heavenly mould, and when wielded by a divine hand,
" it penetrates the heart, and becomes the power of God
" unto salvation."

Joseph Phipps in his treatise on " The Original
and Present State of Man," chap, iv., p. 25, says,
" The gospel taken in its full extent, is the revela-

tion of the love and mercy, and the offer and ope-

ration of the grace of God thromjh Ulirist, to fallen

man, in his natural and corruptible state, in order
to his restoration and salvation. It is not wholly
contracted into the mere tidings, but including
these, goes deeper, and essentially consists in the
thing declared by them, the power of God admi-
nisteredto the salvation of the soul. By this, the
outward coming of Christ is rendered truly and
fully eflFectual to each individual. Those who be-
lieve in and obey him, in his inward and spiritual

manifestations, by which the gospel is preached in
every rational creature under heaven, may come
to be partakers of his life, and be saved by him
from the second death of eternal misery, though
providentially incapacitated to know the exterior
history of his incarnation," &c.

Such likewise is the uniform language of our
early Friends. George Fox constantly speaks of
the gospel as the power of God. Isaac Penington
calls it " the power of God unto salvation." \et
n a work entitled " Brief Remarks on Impartial
ty in the Interpretation of Scripture,"* these an.

lent worthies, as well as Robert Barclay and
others, must be included in the designation of

persons under our name," who have " wrest-
ed from its obvious meaning" the declaration of the
apostle Paul, "I am not ashamed of (he gospel of
Christ; for it is the power of God unto salvation
to every one that believeth."

" My ne.^it example," it is there said, " forms a part of
"that noble declaration of the apostle Paul: 'I am
" ' debtor both to the Greeks and to the Uarbarians, both
" ' to the wise and to the unwise ; so, as much as in me
" ' is, I am ready to preach the gospel to you that are at
"'Rome also. For I am not ashamed of the gospel of
"'Christ; for it is the power of God unto salvation to
"

'
every one that believeth, to the Jew first and also to

"
'
the Greek, for therein is the righteousness of God

" ' revealed from faith to faith, (that is, I presume, from
" ' the faith of the preacher to the faith of the hearer,]'as it

" ' is written, the just shall live by faith.' Rom. i. 14—
"17.

" The word gospel properly signifies glad tidings : and
"every one knows that the glad tidings which the
" apostle was appointed to preach, were those of life and
"salvation through the incarnation, crucifi,xion and re-
surrection of Christ. * * * Now the gospel thus
preached by the apostle, under a divine call and qua-
lification, was the powerful appointed instrument for

|

the conversion of those to whom he was sent. It

imcntality as ]

" 2C.) Christ loved the church, ' that he mighty sanc-
"

'
tify and cleanse it with the washing of water by the

" ' word.' Hence to those who believed his message, and
" accepted the Lord Jesus Christ as their only Saviour,
" Ihese glad tidings were found to he the power of God unto
" salvation. {Comp. I Cor. i. 18.) ' For the preaching of
" ' the cross is to them that perish foolishness, but unto
"

'
us that are saved it is the power of God.' (See also

" Eph. V. 26.) It is surely much to be regretted that by
" some persons under our name, the passage on which
^1
these remarks are offered, has been misunderstood,

'and (without the smallest intention as I believe to de-
"viate from accurate truth) trrested from its obvious
' meaning. The declaration that the gospel of Christ
' is the power of God unto salvation, has been regarded,

II

not as a description of the efficacy of that gospel for
" the salvation of sinners, but as a definition of the gos-
" pel itself, as if the gospel of Christ and the power of
"God, were convertible terms. Hence it is concluded
" that the gospel is not the good news of salvation
" through a crucified Saviour ; but the power of God, or
'j
m other words, the influence of the Holy Spirit in the

" heart. The tendency of this mistake to dismiss from
"our view a most important and fundamental part of
" Christian truth, that very part on which all the rest is
" built, is too obvious to require notice."

It is further added

—

" In the epistle to the Colossians we find another pas-
" sage in which the gospel has been by some persons
" supposed to signify the power of God manifested in the
"heart; (see chap. i. 21—2,3.)- 'And you that were
'"sometime alienated,' &c., ' If ye continue in the faith
"'grounded and settled, and be not moved away from

I

'the hope of the gospel, which ye have heard, and
'

'
which was preached to every creature which is under

I

'heaven, whereof I, Paul, am made a minister.' The
'circumstance which has induced some persons to sup-
'pose that the gospel here signifies an internal principle, is
" that in the original text, for ' to every creature,' we read

'

"t», which must as they presume, mean m or within
" every creature. This circumstance is, however, of no
" importance, for it is certain that the Greek particle
" may be rightly rendered to or among as well as icithin,
" as is evinced by numerous passages in the New Testa-
" ment itself. Thus we read in Luke i. 17, ' to the wis-
" ' dom of the just,' &c., &c. That the apostle here uses
"the word 'gospel' in its usual sense, of the glad tidings
" of salvation, through Jesus Christ, may be concluded
" from his speaking of it as that which had been preach-
"ed; that whereof he was made 'a minister;' that
"which the Colossians themselves had heard, and so
" heard as to believe in Christ crucified." * * * " The
" apostle's meaning seems to be, that whereas, under
" the legal dispensation, the knowledge of revealed truth
" was confined to a single nation, the glad tidings of sal-
" vation had now been proclaimed to men of cverg coun-
" try, or to the world at large. That the gospel, when the
" apostle wrote these words, had actually reached every
''province of the knoivn inhabited world, or Roman Em-
" pire, is indeed, by no means improbable."

It is we think obvious, that in these remarks,
the gospel is, contrary to the clear testimony above
cited from Joseph Phipps. restricted to the mere

'I

glad tidings of salvation through the incarna-
tion, etc., of Christ," and the idea held out that
it is erroneous to consider it as " the power of God
manifested in the heart;" and that when the
apostle spoke of its being '' preached in every
creature under heaven," he merely meant that the
account of Christ's death, &c., had reached every

them into the name of the Father and of the
of the Holy Ghost, (Matt, x.wiii. 10: comp. Eph,

e, that he baptized
i

province of the Roman empire.

A few copies of this work were first printed and
privately circulated by the author, and coming into the
hands of some jf those who had separated from our reli-
gious Society, it was reprinted and e.f-tensivelj circulated.

The doctrine of those designated as "some per-

sons under our name," will appear from the fol-

lowing extracts from the writings of Robert Bar-
clay, George Fox, and Isaac Penington.

In the Apology [Prop. V. and VI., sect. 23]
Robert Barclay says : " This saving spiritual light
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is the gospel, which the apostle saith expressly is

preached in every creature under heaven ; even

that very gospel whereof Paul was made a minis-

ter. (Col. i. 23.) For the ijosj^rl is not a mere

declaration of good things, being the power of God
unto salvation to all those that believe, Kom. i. 16.

Though the outward declaration of the gospel be

taken sometimes for the gospel, yet it is but tigura-

tively, and by a metonymy. For, to speak jiro-

perl^, the gospel is this inward power and life

which preaeheth glad tidings in the hearts of all

I, offering salvation unto them, and seeking to

redeem them from thei jnd therefore

it is said to be preached ' in every creature under

heaven ;' whereas there are many thousands of

men and women to whom the outward gospel was

never preached. Therefore the apostle Paul, (ll"m.

i.) where he saith ' the gospel is the power of God

unto salvation,' adds, that ' therein is revealed the

righteousness of God from faith to faith ;
and also

the wrath of God against sucli as hold the truth of

God in unrighteousness;' for this reason saith he,

' because that which may be known of God is ma
niftst in them, for God hath showed it unto them.'

Now that which may be known of God is known

by the go.-^pel which was manifest in them. For

those of whom the apostle speaks had no outward

gospel preached unto them ; so that it was by the

inward manifestation of the knowledge of God ih

them, which is indeed the gospel preached in man
' that the righteousness of God is revealed from

faith to faith ;' that is, it reveals to the soul that

which is just, good and righteous ; and that as the

soul receiveth it and believes, righteousness comes

more and more to be revealed from one degree of

faith to another."

Our honourable elder, George Fox, says on one

occasion, (Journ., vol. i., p. 160,) "I was speak-

ing in the meeting, that the gospel was the pou-er

of God, and how it brought life and immortality

to light in men." And in another place, (vol. ii.,

p. 25,) he says he told the people of Truro, that

" the gospel vas the power of God, which was

preached before Matthew, Mark, Luke and John

or any of them, were printed or written ; and il

was preached in every creature; of which a great

part might never see nor hear of those four books."

Isaac Penington, (Works, vol. iv., p. 63,) hold

the following language :
'^ The gospel is the powe,

of God unto salvation. Oh! blessed is he who meets

with that which powerfully saves ! Most men's

religion is but a talk and profession of that which

they have not; and what will such a kind of re-

ligion avail, when it comes to be tried by the

piercing fire of the spirit of burning and pure im-

partial judgment?"
An attempt is made in the same work, (the Brief

Keraarks on Interpretation of Scripture,) to make

it appear that our ancient Friends were mistaken

in their understanding of the text, (2 Peter, i. 19

—21,) " We have also a more sure word of pro-

phecy; whereunto ye do well that ye take heed,

as unto a light that shineth in a dark place, until

the day dawn and the day-star arise in your

hearts."

" The idea," it is said, " was at one time rather preva-
" lent among the members of our Society, that whoa ttie

" apostle used the term ' a more sure word of prophecy,'
" he was alluding, not to anything written, but to that
" divine, illuminating influence by which the prophets
" were inspired, and which guides the Christian believer

'I into all truth. Such a view of the passage, is indeed

"but seldom insisted on at the present dny; Ijutas it is

"still sometimes adv.inced, I think it right to aiknow-
" ledge my own sentiment, that it is at variance witli lltat

^^ simplicity which we ought always to maintain in the
" perusal and interpretation of the saered writings.

" Th;tt the very sure word of prophecy, which had been

" uttered and ica-s ivritten, is herp ipe^nt, is evident from

"the immediate context, ju whiol) the apostle distin-

" guishes this word from the day-star which arises in

''the heart, and at the same time identifies it, (as I con-

'ceive,) with prophecy of the Scriptures. It ought,

'however, to he observed, that we need not confine

'these expressions to that part of Scripture which con-
" tains predictions of future events, for the term pro-
'' phecy is applicable to every Itind of inspired speech or

•'writing; and the Jews were accustomed to call the
" whole of the Old Testament, ' the prophecy.' "

"The Holy Scriptures are a light, to which at all

" times, and under all circumstances, we do well to take

"heed; but they shine only in a dark place, until the
" minds of those who read them are illuminated by the
" Holy Spirit, until the day dawn, and the day-star
" arise iu our hearts."

Now it is well known that our primitive Friends

bore testimony, that " the more sure word of pro-

phecy," mentioned by the apostle Peter, referred

to " the Word nigh in the heart," which does in-

deed shine in the heart of man, as in a dark place,

until by obedience to its manifestations, we are led

from one degree of light unto another, the day be-

gins to dawn, the day-star arises in our hearts, and

our path shineth more and more unto the perfect

day.

George Fox's emphatic contradiction of the

carnal reasoning of the priest at Nottingham, on

this subject, (Journal, vol. i., p. 117,) is too well

known to require repetition. The same understand-

ing of the text was again expressed by him, many
years afterwards, in his book of Doctrinals, p.

542.

Kobert Barclay (Truth Cleared, &c., Works,
vol. i., p. 161,) says, "As for the more sure word

ofprophecy, we grant it is the rule, but deny that

that more sure word is the Scriptures ; but it is

that word in the heart, from which the Scriptures

came, and in and by which the Scriptures are to

be interpreted. And is it not gross blindness and

darkness to say, the Scripture is more sure than

that word, light, life and spirit from whence they

came ?"

William Penn, (Works, vol. ii., p. 46,) says

"The Spirit of ,Jesiis is the word of prophecy;

which is not distinct in nature from the day-star,

but in degree only; the utmost attainment being

still through the same power and spirit, however
diversely denominated, according its several ope

rations."

And, (Works, vol. ii., p. 291,) in reply to John
Faldo, he enters into an argumentative defence of

this interpretation, concluding with the decl

tion, that " the law written in the heart is a more
sure covenant, law and word than the law written

upon stones or the outward book of the law," and
that the contrary a.ssertion would be "to subvert

the very state of the gospel, which was and is the

time of the pouring out of the Spirit upon all

flesh, and bringing mankind to a more near, sure

and living word of prophecy, than any outward

writings whatever can possibly be."

The testimony of George Whitehead, also,

(Works, p. 197,) is very clear. He says on one
occasion :

" The priest would have this more sure

word, to he the Scriptures of the prophets ; which I
was constrained to oppose; considering wherein

and between what the comparison (niurc sure word)
consisted, as being between the voice that came
from heaven to Christ in the mount, (which Peter,

James and John heard,) and the Word, the Light,

or Spirit of prophecy in the hearts of those be-

lievers, who heard not that voice from heaven,

&c."

In oorroboration of the above sentiments, we
might quote from the writings of Isaac Penington,

Charles Marshall, Franois Howgill, and many
others ; but it is needless to say more than that on
this subject we believe there was entire harmony
amoni; our ancient Friends.

I

From tlie Edinburgh BeTic<

The Chemistry of Common life.

(Concluded from page 84.)

In the United Kingdom the narcotic

largely indulged in is the hop. Of thi;

sume nearly forty millions of pounds (thirty-ei
j

and a half) every year, chiefly for imparting

terness and other qualities to beer. Of this la 1

quantity upwards of thirty-five millions of pou
,

d in England alone, being at the rater

two pounds a head of the population. The i

cotic quality of the hop flower resides in a vula

oil and in an' aromatic resin, of which it coot;

about eight per -tent, of its weight. The spet
;

action upon the system which is exercised by tli

ingredients of the hop has not been as yet sa

factorily investigated. There can be no dm
however, that the extensive use of this narcotic

the southern half of the island, exercises an

portant influence upon the common life and eve

day behaviour of the English population.
'

Next to the hop, tobacco is the favourite Darc(';

in the United Kingdom. About thirty million!/

pounds of this leaf are now consumed among
^

of which about five millions are used in Irela

.

This is at the rate of nineteen ounces a head

Great Britain, and twelve ounces a head for

people of Ireland. It is partly, no doubt, hcca

of the smell which accompanies the use of tobac^

that opposition to this use has been more wid;

and publicly made both in this country and

;

America, than against the less obtrusive hop, whf
in England is so much more largely used, :

which in its silent and unseen way, is pruba,

the source of as much real evil.

The results of recent chemical researches m
upon the tobacco-leaf are full of interest, instr

tion, and warning. They have shown that in

dry leaf there naturally resides from two to eij;

per cent, of a narcotic, volatile, highly poisoncj i

alkaline liquid, to which the name of nicotine ')
|

been given, and along with it a three-or-four-th^
j

sandth part of a volatile fatty oil, which alsoij. ,

sesses narcotic properties. Upon the chewer
i

\

influence of tobacco depends chiefly upon the

tion of these two ingredients of the natural k'

But the smoker produces during the burning,'

his tobacco a new oily " distilment," which eoii

to him with the smoke, and naturally exalts j :

action of the tobacco upon his system. This (,

pyreumatic oil, as it is called, mingles in vapi;

with the natural volatile oil and nicotine of
t

tobacco, and aids in producing those varying Dj

complicated effects upon the body and brain, w.

which most of us are directly or indirectly fai!
;

liar. That these effects are u.sually pleasing,

experience of millions daily testifies; that they i

sometimes injurious is equally certain; that tlf

awaken thirst, and lead some to drink intoxicat
j

liquors, cannot be denied; and yet, according*

the highest authorities in this department of p-

siology, the use of tobacco in moderation has i

been proved, in this country at least, to be in-

rious to the
' . .i -r.,

.

.,

smoking and

this country, and oftener in the Uni
may lead to dirty and disgusting habits, those.:

our readers who do not share this amiable v)

will readily admit, and also that tobacco may
used immoderately and to the manifest injury;'

health. But it may be permitted to sclent;

common sense, to doubt whether all this justi J

the utter condemnation of the practice, and

fierce denunciations against the use of tobacco.

any form or degree, which have lately been ]

forth both in Great Britain and America.*

thi

buman health. That the practice'

chewing, as practised sometimes i

* Il . the Re here pleading foj

'
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)id time permit us further to consider the

djmico-physiological history of narcotic sub-

sncea, we should have turned to the use of opium

di hemp in tbe East, of the strange cocoa in

Iru, of the still stranger fungus in Siberia, and

C the other loss extensively used narcotics of

Viich tbe names have already been mentioned.

ie may observe, however, as showing how very

Ige a part these substances occupy among the

I'.ans or enjoyment of common life, that they are

fnsiinu'd at present in the following enormous
jiporlions :

—

Tobacco among 800 millions of men.
Opium " 400 "

Hemp " 200 or 300 "

JSetel " 100 "

I

Cocoa " 10 "

Jad that of tobacco there are consumed about

"ISG millions of pounds every year ; of betel, 500
lillions; of opium, 20 millions ; of hops, 80 mil-

I ns, nnd of cocoa, 30 millions of pounds. The
iJluence of so vast a consumption of substances of

lis class upon the domestic economy, even of our

vn working classes, is apparent wben we consider

Iw large a proportion of their weekly earnings is

metimes expended in gratifying this one appe

ije. But in India,—where, on an average, not

pre than sixpence a head is yearly ,«pent by the

Mole population in the purchase of clothing,

—

{rcotic indulgences rise at once to the importance

i being the second great necessary of common
fe. Tbe late Porter read before the British

.psociation, August, 1850, a paper which placed

J a succinct, but very striking, form, what he

(-med the self-imposed taxation of the working
(jisses of this country. He showed that tbe cost

^distilled spirits to the people of the three king-

<ms amounted in 1849 to about twenty-four mil-

Ins sterling, that about twenty-five millions are

«pended in beer, and seven millions and a half in

macco,—making in all an annual expenditure of

«y-seven millions in these stimulants, not in-

mding the cost of tea, coflfee, and chocolate : a

Bm, therefore, fully equalling the whole public

ivenue of the United Kingdom. Among the

1

irking classes it is probable that one-third of the

rnings of the family is spent in these indul-

nces. We may naturally inveigh against such
excess of unproductive and often injurious sen-

(!al gratification
; but it is obvious that tastes so

oeply seated in human nature, so univer.sally in-

ifilged, and so dearly gratified, must take their

tigin in the physiological composition of man,
ijid have some intimate connexion with the na-

iral condition of his being.

.We cannot dismiss the subject of warm infu-

ilms and narcotic indulgences—so widely natu-

lized among European nations within the last

ree centuries—without remarking upon the in-

ence they must necessarily exercise upon the

dily constitution and mental character of the
ople who so largely use them. The soothers

d exciters we individually indulge in, if taken
excess, are seen gradually to affect and sensi-

y to modify both our tempers and our usual state

bodily health. Let the use of these become
neral, even in a moderate degree, and similar

[anges will in time affect a whole people. We
|iow from medical history that the general cha-
cter of disease, and the nature of systems, have
ry much altered since modern beverages and
rcotics have become common. This indicates

lulgence to which he is himself addicted. Lil<e other
ewers or smokers, he is desirous to save from " utter
ndemnation'' a practice " producing those varying and
Implicated effects upon the body and brain with which
list or us are directly or Indirectly familiar.—.ffrf. of
lend.

the presence of constitutional change, and we can-

not tell how far or how deep such changes may
proceed. It is a problem, therefore, which inte-

rests not merely the physiologist and p.sychologist,

but the Statesman, also, to ascertain how far and
in what direction such changes may go,—how far

the actual tastes, habits, and character of modern
nations have been modified or even created by the

prolonged consumption of the substances we have
been considering, and what influence their con-

tinued use is likely still to exercise on the final

fortunes of a people. The fate of nations has fre-

quently been decided by the slow operation of

long acting causes, unthought of and unestimated
by the historian, till these causes had gradually

changed their constitution, their characters, and
iheir capabilities, while their names and heal

homes remained still the same.

We must here close our illustrations. The
chemical study of the means and appliances of life

makes known to us many more adjustments anc

adaptations, such as those we have pointed out

In the composition, structure, and chemical fuiic

tions of the several parts of the body,— in the

process of breathing and the purposes served by
it,—in that of digestion and the many pre-arranged

contrivances by means of which it is completed,

—in the odours and miasmata which fill the air,

and either increase our comforts or endanger oui

lives,—in every part either of our internal eeono

my or of external material nature with which w(

come into contact in daily life,—examples of che

mical adjustment are met with not less interest

ing or worthy of attention that any of those w(

have quoted in the present article.

Epistle of George Fox.

Not long after this I received an account by let

tor from some Friends, that were prisoners at

Denbigh in Wales, that many Friends there were

under great sufferings for the testimony of a good

conscience. In the tender sense whereof 1 was

moved, in the love of God, to visit them with

few lines, as a word of consolation to them in their

sufferings ; and of exhortation, to stand fast in the

testimony committed to them, after this manner:
Dear suffering lambs for the name and command

of Jesus; be valiant for his Truth, and faithful,

and ye will feel the presence of Christ with you.

Look at him who suffered for you, who hath bought

you, and will feed you ; who saith. Be of good

comfort, I have overcome the world ; so look at

Christ, your sanctuary in whom ye have rest and

peace. To you it is given not only to believe but

to suffer for his name's sake. They that will live

godly in Christ Jesus, shall suffer persecution by

the ungodly professors of Christ Jesus, who live

out of him. Therefore, be valiant for God's truth

upon the earth, and look above that spirit that

makes you suffer, up to Christ, who was before it

was, and will be when it is gone. Consider all

the prophets, Christ and the apostles, who suf-

fered and were persecuted, but they were never

persecuted as true men, but as deceivers, and yet

true. Christ is the same to-day as he was yester-

day ; a rock and foundation for your age and gen-

eration, for you to build upon. I have written

concerning you, (since I heard your letter,) to

Friends in Cheshire, to visit you, understanding

that you belong to their quarterly meeting; and

therefore I desire that some Friends of your coun-

ty would go, and lay your suffering condition

before the Monthly or Quarterly Meeting in Che-

shire. I have written likewise to Richard Davis,

that some of that side may go and visit you, and

see how your condition is. My love is to you in

the Lord, who is your alone support. G. F.

London, the 27th of the Eleventh mo., 1682.,

For " The Friend."

Russia—Before Peler the Great.

(Concluded from page 86.)

The conspirator, Chouiski, was chosen his suc-

cessor, and ascended the throne in 1606. He
made himself popular by dispersing the Poles who
had sided with the imposior. They, on their part,

rose against him, marched upon and invested

Moscow, and finally dethroned him. He died in

prison at Warsaw, having reigned but four years.

After his death ensued an interregnum character-

ized by the most dreadful barbarities. In the

absence of any governing power, the Swedes in-

vaded the country, and disputed its pos.ses.sion

with the Poles. From this s'ate of anarchy the

Russians were delivered by Pojarski, a simple

citizen, who, by his disinterested patriotism, earn-

ed for himself the title of the Cincinnatus of the

north. Having purged the land from its foes, he

magnanimously refused the vacant throne, and
induced the people to elect Mikhail Romanoff, a

descendant from the Rurik family by the female

>ide. This young man was chosen czar in 1613,

and became the founder of the present imperial

family of Russia. He got rid of the Swedes and

Poles, and having restored peace, directed all his

energies to establish his country in tranquillity

and prosperity. In spite of some unprosperous

wars, he reigned thirty-two years, and died at the

age of forty-nine through breaking a blood-vessel.

His reign is regarded as an advantageous one for

Russia, but it is not free from the stain of cruelty
;

as an instance of which it may be mentioned, that

upon the capture of a second pretender of the

name of Dimitri, he had him cut to pieces in his

presence.

On his death, his son Alexis was proclaimed as

his successor ; but the government fell into the

hands of Morosof, a crafty and avaricious minis-

ter. The tyranny of this man produced a revolt,

which ended in his enforced retirement. Another

pretender to the throne now arose ; he was said

to be the son of the false Dimilri. After a vain

attempt to enlist the Poles in his favour, he fled

to Stockholm, whence he was sold to the czar for

a sum of money, and soon after suffered death by

quartering at Moscow. Subsequently a revolt,

originating in the general distress, broke out in the

capital ; and it was only suppressed by the slaugh-

ter of the insurgents and the banishment of some

thousands of them to Siberia. Alexis died in 1676,

having reigned thirty-one years. He was much
regretted by his subjects, as, during his life, he

effected many reforms for the welfare of the state.

He had married twice, having by his first wife two

sons, Feodore and Ivan, and several daughters, of

whom Sophia was the eldest and most celebrated;

by his second wife he had two children, Peter and

Natalia.

Feodore III., the eldest son of Alexis, succeeded

him. His reign, though short, w.is distinguished

by one remarkable act. Observing that his nobles

were continually quarrelling about questions of

genealogy which involved precedence, he ordered

11 the records of descent to be gathered in a heap

in the palace yard, and set fire to them, thus ter-

inating their absurd squabbles. He died after

reigning but five years.

Ivan v., the next heir, was an imbecile, but his

rights were warmly supported by his sister Sophia,

d he ascended the throne. The feuds of the

two families into which Alexis had married, how-

ever, led to the fiercest rivalries and the most hor-

rible excesses. The strelitz revolted, and being

for a time masters, insisted that Ivan should share

the throne with his half-brother Peter ; and on

the 6th of May, 1681, they were crowned jointly,
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Sophia being declared regent on account of the
imbecility of Ivan and the youth of Peter.

The youug czar Peter, afterwards Peter the

Great, was sent by Sophia to an obscure village,

and purposely surrounded by loose and abandoned
characters, in the hope that he tuight imbibe their

dissolute principles. He happened, however, to

come in contact with a Genoese of the name of

Leport, a profligate it is true, but a man of action

and intellect, with whom he contracted a lasting

friendship, and from whom he learnt the art of

government. Influenced by his new friend, Peter

began a new life. He organized a military force,

fortified the village, and turned it into a military

school. Finding an old vessel stranded on the

coast, he set her afloat again, and, under the guid-

ance of an old Dutch sailor, began the practical

study of navigation. In all his studies he was
encouraged by his mother, who was extremely

bitter against the faction of Sophia. At sixteen.

Peter, hy her advice, married Eudoxa, daughter

of Colonel Lapuchin, who bore him a son. The
regent, alarmed at the new character he was ac-

quiring, attempted his assassination. The attempt
failed, and, as a consequence, K d to her own over-

throw ; she was compelled to abandon her autho-

rity and retire iiito a monastery. Peter issued a

proclamation that her name should not in future

appear in any public document; and, with the

consent of his elder brother Ivan, who had not

participated in the crimes of his sister, assumed
the sole sway. Peter manifested the kindest re-

gard for his brother up to the day of his death,

which took place in 1696.

For • TheFriend

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,
Of Mini8ters and Elders, and other concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CConiinued from page 77.J

ELIZABETH WEBB.

Elizabeth then states, that although her resi-

dence was then not near any meeting of the

Quakers, she had, as mentioned before, attended

a few in earlier life with her mother. She adds,

the doctrine she had then heard, "proved 'as

bread cast upon the waters,' which was found by
me many days after. The sound of the voice

seemed to be in my mind when I was alone, and
some of the words came fresh into my remembrance,
and both the voice and the words suited the sweet
spirit which had the exercise of my mind. I also

met with a little book of theirs, which I read, and
thought the doctrine therein contained suited

with the doctrine of the apostles. So I was con-

vinced,—but had no acquaintance with any of said

people, so could not have the privilege of any in-

strumental assistance. I did not find freedom to

open my condition to any of my acquaintance,

but got alone as much as I could with my Bible,

as I thought I had a better sense or understanding
of what I read in a quiet perusal, than I had when
I read aloud in the family. I can never forget

the sweet visits of the Holy Spirit to my soul
many times when I was alone. Oh ! it loves a

single soul. This divine love is exceeding sweet,
clean and pure, my soul tasted of it, in these my
young and tender years, even to a rapture several

times. But Oh 1 my poor simple soul dwelt in a

weak vessel, and had a subtle adversary near it,

and many of his instruments not far off, who used
to scoff at my silent behaviour.

"Some of my relations counted I should grow
melancholy, or go into a consumption, so they did
their endeavour to divert me, and they with my
own reasoning prevailed, to my inexpressible sor-

row afterward. Reasonings came into my mind

after this manner,—I was young in years, and
might take a little more delight in the world. It

was time enough to live such a strict and sober

life,—I might serve God when I was older. Such
were my reasonings with flesh and blood which do
not love to bear the daily cross. So I let go my
inward exercise of watching, and left off retire-

ment, letting my love go outward to worldly things.

Vanity sprung up again in my mind, and the Di-
vine, meek, sweet loving spirit withdrew. I could
not find it again when 1 pleased, although I did

seek for it sometimes, being pleased with the sweet
comforts of its love, though I did not like the

daily cross. I did believe it was the Quakers'
principle, and that they enjoyed the sweetness of

Div.ne love at their meetings. I sometimes went
a great way to a meeting, to seek for Divine re-

freshment there, but to no purpose. My soul was
become dry and quite barren as to any of the

heart-meltings which I had felt when I used to

walk humbly with my Lord Jesus Christ, whose
meek spirit and divine love had been as precious

ointment poured into my heart, while I dwelt
within with him. Now he had withdrawn him-
self, and was gone ! my soul remembered his

sweet savour, and wanted to enjoy it again,—but
could find it neither at home nor abroad. The
remembrance of these times of darkness, dryness,

doubtings and confusions, causeth me to admire
the goodness of the Lord in preserving from dis-

pair. If I had mirth one day, I had sorrow on
the morrow. In this bewildered, dry, barren state

of mind I remained about three years.
" When I was about nineteen years of age

[168-2], it pleased the Allwise God to send his

quickening Spirit again into my heart. His light

shined in my mind, and all my transgressions were
set in order before me. I was made deeply sensi-

ble of my undone state without the great

mercy of my offended Father, and my grieved
lamb-like Eedeemer. Then I mourned over Him
whom I had pierced ! Then I cried. Wo is me,
I have slain the babe of grace, I have crucified the

Lord of life unto myself afresh I I had not put
him to open shame, for I had been preserved in

moral honesty in all respects, so that my acquain-
tance counted me a very honest, blameless girl.

They used to say, I could be trusted with any-
thing, even with untold gold. But the Searcher
of hearts found me so guilty, that I doubted there

was no mercy for me. The testimony of our Lord
Jesus I found, 'Except your righteousness exceed
the righteousness of the Scribes and Pharisees, ye
shall in no wise enter into the kingdom of
eaven.'

"After many days and nights of great sorrow
and anguish of soul, such as cannot be expressed
by me, having no creature to make my moan unto,

ime into my mind to lie down at the gate of

luercy, and give up my soul into the hand of God.
I said. Oh I Lord, if I perish, it shall be at the
gate of thy mercy, for if thou cast me into hell, I

cannot help myself. I will give up to thee, do
thy pleasure by me. Thy judgments are just and
righteous altogether, for I have slighted thy sweet
love. Thus 1 made confession of my transgres-

sions unto my God, and sunk down into the judg-
ments, and lu the midst thereof, the Lord re-

membered mercy. He caused his Divine love to

spring up again in my bosom, by which my heart

broken, which before was very hard. The
heavenly water of this Spring of Divine life and
sweet compassion, refreshed my dry and barren

soul. My hope was revived,—for which I did
then, and do still, magnify the name of my merci-

ful Father and Holy Redeemer, whose compassions
i

fail not, but are new every moriring. Great is

his faithfulness. He is merciful in his dealings

j

with the children of men. I am witness of it,

j

many experiences. Glory be given to the Da

of the Lord my God, and to the Lamb for ev

more !"

Of this period Elizabeth, in her letter to Boeh
writes : "I entered into solemn covenant with G
Almighty, that I would answer his requirirgs,

it were to the laying down my natural life
; 1

when it was shown me, tliat I ought to take

the cross in a little thing, I had like lo have bi

disobedient in the way of small things;
j

although I had gone through so much inward (

ercise, yet I was afraid of displeasing my h\\

riors; being then a servant to great persons,

was shown me that I should not give flatteri

titles to man; and I was threatened inward:

that if I would not be obedient to the Lord's i!

quirings, he would take away his good spirit frc I

me again. 1 was in a strait ; afraid of displeasii,

God, and afraid of displeasing man ; till at last,!

was charged by the Spirit with honouring niii

more than God, for in my address to God I nsi(

the plain language, but when I spoke to man i

woman I must speak otherwise, or else they woni
be offended. Some would argue that God ^.i

mighty being the only One, the singular langna,;

was proper to Him alone; and man being mii,

up of compound matter, the plural was more pij

per to him. Oh 1 the subtle twistings of proij

Lucifer that I have seen, would be too'many to ii

sert. Although God Almighty is that only On!
yet he is the Being of all beings; for in him y\

live, and move, and have our being. Let ti\

cover be what it would, I had scripture on d|

side, which they called their rule; and I knoi

proud man disdained to receive that iangnajj

from an inferior which he gave to the Almight
|

So it became a great cross to me, but it was cei

tainly a little thing in the way of the progress

my soul, until I gave up to the Lord's requiria;

in this little thing."

Elizabeth now left the family where she hci

been residing, and went to reside with a memb

!

of the Society of Friends. She had now the oppo

tunity of constantly attending their religioi

meetings She was not yet twenty years of agi

Her religious exercises were not over,—and ai

though living and mingling with those with whoi

she had sweet unity, she had yet to withstan

many temptations of Satan. She says : "I soc,

entered into the wilderness again. I went toli^

with the people called Quakers, and frequentc

meetings, and felt Divine refreshment in my sou

This was given of God in order to strenghen iti

bearing the daily cross, but the natural part too'

hold of the joy, and (as is usual with the old ma
if he is not kept under the cross) turned the gra(

of God into vanity and elevation of mind, i

thought, surely now all is well,—I am taken iolj

the favour of God, and am walking among h:

people. I thought all the hard exercises wer|

over, and was much elevated in my mind, bi'

kept it all to myself. It was well I did; for

saw afterwards, that this was the way by wbic

the Ranters went out. After this joy abated,

went to retire to seek some solid comfort—but m
soul's comforter had withdrawn himself and ws

gone. I was left in a vast howling wildernesi

where I was miserably buffeted by Satan, wh
brought darkness into my mind, deprived me c;

my faith, and brought reasonings to cause me t

believe nothing but what I could see with the ey

of reason. So, I questioned the truth of all thing

that are left on record in Holy AVrit, because

could not see by the eye of reason how Jesu

Christ should be the Son of God. At least Sata

prevailed so far, that I was like to sit down in tl

Jew's opinion of Christ. Oh ! the prin:e of th
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p/er of darkness is a horrible companion for a

b uan soul. Oh! the horror of darkness that

n soul felt, especially in the night, when many
ties I thought evil spirits were about nie, aud I

Kietiuies questioned whether I should live to see

lli light of the morning. I found no freedom to

spk of those great troubles to any but the Lord

ifie, to whom I cried day and night for faith

tij deliverance. Not one tear could fall from my
jJs ; my heart was like a fiery oven. Oh ! the

1:8 of sorrow, aud nights ot anguish my soul

Tit through, none can be sensible of, but those

if) have gone through the like. It was of the

Ld's great mercy I was not lost forever. There

IT. a liule hope at the bottom of my mind, that I

iliuld be brought through these hard exercises,

icjetime or other, and this little glimmering of

i|t and hope was as an anchor to my soul. So
i);rl had undergone these inward exercises about

l?e months, it pleased my gracious God, one day,

Vi)n I was alone, to cause his Divine light to

Hie in my understanding in a more than com-

QJi
degree. His Divine love sprang up in my

i(|rt, aud the Holy Spirit of life and light even
ivrshadowed my soul. All doubtings and rea

dings, aud all the powers of darkness fled before

tJ I did believe in the power of God, and was
ale to say, ' 0!i ! Almighty God! ihou that

allcst the world by thy word, art able by the

a;e word of power to take upon thee what form

1^1 pleasest.' Oh, that the Lord should lay hold
Dur nature, in order to unite us to himself.

The sense of this laid me very low. This
;ilit visitation, and the sense of this great con
4;ension of the Lord Almighty to me, and to

ijikind, brought me under great obligation to

3 and love Him and Jesus Christ, his only Son,
We things in this world. So, I came to know
b|, the true aud saving faith which giveth vic-

jl- over Satan, is the gift of God. It sprung u
ine, in his Divine love, with which he was
lised to fill my heart at that time, and ever since

iive found by experience, that the more I have
ijin up my heart in love to God and Jesus
ilist, his only Son, my Redeemer, who said

i|iout me ye can do nothing, the stronger my
m hath been in him."

(To be cnnlinued.)

The following essay was found after his decease,
among the papers of our late valued friend, Samuel
Leeds, of New Jersey. It had been prepared by
him for this Journal, to which he notunfrequently
acceptably contributed, and we think bears marks
of the deep religious concern for the welfare of our
religious Society, and of that heavenly Charity
which he had long manifested to be the abiding
clothing of his Spirit. As a legacy to the readers
of the Friend, we have no doubt it will be doubly
valued by them.

—

Eds. ov Friend.

Christ had his sorrows. When he shed
His tears, Palestine, for thee.

—

Wben all but weeping females fled.

In his dark hour of agony.

Christ had his sorrows—so must thou,
If thou wilt tread the path he trod,

—

Ob, then like him submissive bow,
And love the sovereignty of God.

Christ had his joys—but they were not
The joys the son of pleasure boasts

;

Oh, no! 'twas wben his Spirit sought
Thy will. Thy glory, God of Hosts !

Christ had his joys—and so hath he
Who feels his Spirit in his heart.

Who yields, God ! his all to Tbee,
And loves Thy name for what thou art.

Christ had his friends—His eye could trace
In the long train of coming years,

'The faithful children of his grace
;

The full reward for all his tears.

These are his friends—and these arc thine.
If thou to him hast bowed the knee

;

And where these ransomed millions shine.
Shall tliy eternal mansion be

The faithful witness in my breast,

Gives to mv conscience, peace and rest,

When'er"His will I do :

But soon his indignation burns,
And from me his blest presence turns.
When I mine own pursue !

Socitty of Friends.

George Fox having become established in the
Truth by faithfulness to the inward manifestations
of the Light and Spirit of Christ Jesus, "Waxed
strong and bold" in the work of the Lord.
Travelling through different parts of England, Ire-

land and Scotland, and also in various places on
the Continent of Europe in the work of the min-
istry, the Lord was with him; and in every
place whore he came, if not before he came to il,

he had his particular exercise and service shown
to him; so that the Lord was his leader indeed.
And it was not in vain that he thus travelled,

God in most places sealing his commission by the
convincement of some of all sorts, as well publicans
as sober professors of religion.

Many of these, by being faithful to the same
Divine Teacher, were prepared to receive the same
blessed doctrines of the Gospel of Christ, and in

due time the mouths of some of them were also

opened to publish the glad tidings of the Gospel
of peace and salvation in the power and demon
stration of the same Holy Spirit; turning many
from darkness to light, and from the power of
Satan unto the power of God. These being co-

workers with George Fox in the spreading of the
Gospel of Christ, the Truth was published far and
wide among many people, directing them to Christ
their Heavenly Teacher, so that bybeinc; obedi
to this teacher in their own hearts, they might
come to sit under their own "vine and fig tree,"

where none could make them afraid. Hence these
faithful labourers in the Lord's vineyard, keepin^,

to the light, and walking in the path of self-denial^

were brought into the blessed unity of the Eternal
Spirit, and into the one true and saving faith of
God, which works by love to the purifying of the
heart. Being living members of the church mili-

tant, they were cemented together by the bond of

Gospel love and fellowship ; and being faithful in

assembling themselves together to worship God in

spirit and in truth, they were favoured oft-times

with the company of the Son of God, to the refresh-

ing of their souls, and to their mutual comfort and
joy in the Holy Ghost, always keeping in remem-
brance that one was their master, even Christ,

and all they were brethren. Our early Friends
being thus united together, and rooted and ground-
ed in the pure love of God; it was said of them :

They will meet, they will help, and stick one to

another." And it was common to hear some say.

Look how the Quakers love and take care one
of another." If loving one another, having an
intimate communion in true religious feeling, and

constant care to meet together for the worship
of God, and to help one another, be any mark of
primitive Christianity they had it, blessed be the
Lord, in an ample manner.

(_)ne most excellent trait in the character of our
early Friends was, that they not only loved one
another, but they loved their enemies. This they
both taught and practised, for they not only refused

to be revenged forinjuriesdone them, and condemn-
ed it as of an unchristian spirit, but they did free-

I

ly forgive, yea help and relieve those that had been

cruel to them, when it was in their power to have
been even with them, of which many and singular
instances might be given : endeavouring, through
patience to overcome all injustice and oppression;
both preaching and practising this doctrine as
christians, for others to follow.

How this noble character ofour primitive Friends,—obtained through patience and suffering for the
testimony of Jesus,—corresponded with the blessed
doctrine and great example of our Lord who, when
condemned to die by the hands of wicked men,
prayed " Father forgive them for they know not
what they do." It surely would be well for Friends
of the present day seriously to reflect and deeply
consider this unalterable doctrine of the Gospel
of Christ, spoken by himself, " If you forgive not
men their trespasses, neither will your Heavenly
Father forgive you your trespasses."

It appears evident in many instances, even
among the members of the Society of Friends, in
the present day, that the doctrine of forgiveness,
is too little regarded, and lived up to by far too
few. The reason is evident. Friends are not that
lowly despised people they were in the beginning,
viz: "They came forth low, and despised an'd
hated, as the primitive christians did, and not by
the help of worldly wisdom or power, as former
reformations in part have done ; but in all things
it may be said this people were brought forth in
the cross, in a contradiction to the ways, worships,
fashions, and customs of this world; yea, against
wind and tide, that so no flesh might glory before
God."

" They could have no design to themselves in

this work, thus to expose themselves to scorn and
abuse, to spend and be spent; leaving wife and
children, house and land, and all that can be
accounted dear to men, with their lives in their
hands, being daily in jeopardy, to declare this

primitive message revived in their spirits by the
good Spirit and power of God; viz. "That God
is light, and in him is no darkness at all ; and
that he has sent his Son a light into the world
to enlighten all men in order to salvation ; and
that they that say they have fellowship with God
and are his children and people, and yet walk in

darkness, (viz. in disobedience to the light in

their consciences, and after the vanity of this

world,) they lie and do not the truth. But that

all such as love the light and bring their deeds to

it, and walk in the light, as God is light, the
blood of Jesus Christ, his son, should cleanse them
from all sin."

It cannot be supposed that we of the present
day can get along rightly in any other way more
easy or different from the lowly path of self-denial

in which our predecessors found it their duty to

walk ; but it is evident that many of our Society,

for want of abiding in the same humble path,

under the restricting influence of the cross of
Christ, in which we were brought forth as a reli-

gious body of people ; have taken great liberty in

dress and address ; and widely departed from the

simplicity of the Gospel of Christ, which so con-
spicuously shone in the beginning among the

members of this Society. Hence, by despising

the cross, many have become earthly minded,
and waxing fat, like Jeshurun of old, have
" kicked," forsaking " God that made them, and
lightly esteeming the Rock of their Salvation;"

thus manifesting to the world and their brethren,

hat they are not all of Israel that are called by the

name of Israel. These revolting and careless

sons and daughters in the Society, always have

been cause of much exercise and painful travail

to the living members of the body; because these

desire the salvation of their souls as the Apostle

did when he said, " Brethren, my heart's desire
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and prayer to God for Israel is, that they may be

saved."

Joshua, the servant of the Lord, before he died

gathered the Children of Israel together and rea-

soned with them thus : " If it seem evil unto

you to serve the Lord, choose you this day whom
ye will serve, whether the gods which your fathers

served, that were on the other side of the flood,

or the gods of the Amoritcs, in whose land ye

dwell : but as for me and my house, we will serve

the Lord." S. L.

New Jersey, 1855.

The Music of Insicls.

About midsummer, the majority of the singing

birds have become silent ; but as one Toice after

another drops away, a new host of musicians of a

different character take up the chorus, and their

melodies are suggestive of the early and later har-

vestf^s the voices of the birds are associated with

seed-time and the season of flowers. In our cli-

mate the voices of no species of insects are very

loud; but, when their vast muliitudes are united

in chorus, they may often be heard above the din

and clatter of a busy town. Nature is exhaustless

in the means by which she may effect the same
end ; and birds, insects, and reptiles are each pro-

vided with different, but equally effective instru-

ments, for producing sounds. While birds and
quadrupeds make sounds by means of a pipe con-

necting with their lungs, the frogs are provided

with a sort of bagpipe and the insects represent,

in their respective species, the harpist, the violinist

and the drummer. Thus, there are several species

that make sounds by the vibration of a membrane
attached to their sides, or to the shoulders of their

wings. Such are most of the crickets and grass-

hoppers. Others of the same tribes rub their legs

against a vibrating appendage connected with

their sides, in humble imitation of the violin play-

ers ; lastly, the drumming insects, like the wood-

ticks, are provided with a little hammer, which

they strike against the ceiling that forms their re-

treat. It seems to nie that no man can be indifferent

to the sounds and music of itxsects. Even the

buzzing of flies about one's chamber or sitting-

room, has a soothing and tranquillizing influence,

and may be regarded as one of those circumstances

provided by nature, to relieve the world of that

dead silence, which would otherwise render this

earth a dreary and melancholy abode. We are so

formed, that every sound in nature, except her

notes of alarm, by habit, becomes pleasing and
assimilated to music ; and in the silence of winter,

the increased delight afforded us by every remain-

ing sound, is an evidence of this truth. The tiny

hammering of the woodtick in the ceiling, the

buzzing of flies, and above all, the chirping of the

cricket on the hearth, are among the poetical sounds
that are associated with winter days at home, as

the voices of the raven, the jay, and the wood-
pecker, are suggestive of winter in the woods.

The fly, the gnat, the beetle and the moth,

though each utters a sound that awakens many
pleasing thoughts and images, are not to be rank-

ed among singing insects. The latter comprehend
the locusts, the crickets and the grasshoppers, that

seem appointed by nature to take up their little

lyre and drum, after the birds have laid aside their

more musical pipe and flute. Though certain in-

sects are supposed to make their sounds by means
of wind, their apparatus is placed outside of their

bodies, and as they have no lungs, the air is ob-

tained by a peculiar inflation of their chests.

Hence, the musical appendages of such insects are

constructed on the principle of the jews-harp, and
the reeds in a reed organ. The grasshopper, in

all ages, has been noted for his musical propen-

sities; and is frequently represented as playing on

the harp in certain ancient emblematical vignettes.

Each i/enus of these insects has a peculiar modula-

tion of his notes. The common green grasshopper

that, during the Eighth and Ninth months, fills

I

the whole atmosphere with his din, is found chiefly

in the lowland meadows which are covered with

tlie native grasses. The grasshopper modulates

I
his notes somewhat like the cackling of a hen, ut-

I tering several chirps in rapid succession and fol-

lowing them with a loud, spinning sound, that

seems to be the conclusion of the strain. The
strains are continued inces.santly, from the time

when the sun is high enough to dry the dews,

until dew-fall in the evening. These players are

delighted with the clear, bright sunshine, and
sing but very little on cloudy days, even when
the air is dry and warm. There is another species

of grasshopper, with short wings, that makes a

kind of grating sound, by scraping his legs, that

serve for bows, against his sides, that represent, as

it were, the strings of a viol. If we go into the

whortleberry pastures, we may hear still another

species, that makes a continual trilling, like the

note of the hair bird, and often continues the

sound half a minute or more, without apparent

rest. This insect reminds me of the louder shrill-

ing of those species which are heard in the South-

ern States. The note of this grasshopper is not

so agreeable as the notes of those whose strains are

more rapidly intermittent.

The American locusts make theirpeculiar sounds

by inflating air into their bodies, and expressing

it between two small apertures, situated a little

below the base of their wings. These holes lead

from a musical table, on each side of which are

five or six thin bars, connected by exquisitely fine

membranes. There is an insect of this tribe that

is seldom heard until midsummer, and then only

during the middle of the warmest days. This

note is a pleasant remembrancer of sultry summer
noondays, oflanguishing heat and refreshing shade.

It begins low, and increases in loudless until it is

almost deafening, and then gradually dies away
into silence. The most skilful musican could not

perform a more dclightl'ul crescendo and dimin-
uendo. It has a peculiar vibratory sound, that seems
to me highly musical and delightful. The insect

that produces this note is a grotesque looking

creature, resembling about equally a grasshopper

and a humble-bee.

The black crickets, and their familiar chirping,

are well known to everybody. It is an insect of

this tribe that is celebrated in English romance
as the " cricket on the hearth." The American
species do not so habitually frequent our dwelling

houses ; but they are all around our door-steps,

and by the wayside, under every dry fence and
every sandy hill. They chirp night and day, and
more or less in all kinds of weather. They com-
mence their songs many weeks before the grass-

hoppers, and continue them to a later period in

the autumn, not ceasing until the hard frosts have
driven them into their retreats, and silenced them
by a torpid sleep.

The note of the katydid, which is a drumming
sound, has less music in it than that of some of

the other insects I have described. In our litera-

ture, no other species has become so widely cele-

brated, probably on account of the fancied resem-
blance of his notes to the word katydid. To my
ear, an a.ssemblage of these little musicans, all en-

gaged in uttering their peculiar note, seems more
like the hammering of a thousand little smiths, in

some busy hamlet of insects. There is nothing
melodious in these sounds, and they are accord-

ingly less suggestive of poetical thoughts than
those of the green nocturnal grasshopper, that is

heard at the same hour, and in similar A\
tions.

The nocturnal grasshopper, sometimes cal

the August pipers, commence their chirping ab i

the second week in the Eighth mo. These are

true nightingales of insects, and the tribe t

seems to be most worthy of being conaecrafec

poetry. There is a singular plaintiveness in tl

low and monotonous notes, which is the chartr?

the late summer and early autumnal evenin
[

and there are but few persons who are not affed
by these sounds with a remarkable sensatiot f

subdued but cheerful melancholy. This ef^
does not seem to be the result of association,

»

much as that of some peculiar cadence or mo [

lation of the sound.
,

I believe it has not been generally noticed, t \

the notes of these insects are commonly inunis]

These nocturnal pipers are the loudest singers'

our indigenous insects, and their notes are alml;

invariably on octave lower than those of the blu
crickets. It is also worthy of notice, that they ;,

ways vary their key-note according to the t('-

perature of the atmosphere, with" certain i

grees. They are evidently dependent on a cert i

amount of heat for their vivacity, and beco'

more or less torpid as the temperature of the '.

mosphere sinks below a certain point.

—

Horti(.\

tural Joui-nal.

For "The Friend

The present is a day of much discouragem i-,

in our Society. When we take an outward v:''

of its condition, there seems to be much to cl

down the honest and sincere-hearted, who of!

go mourning on their way, and are ready to cy

" Spare thy people, Lord, and give not thy hf^

tage to reproach." '

But is it profitable for us to dwell too mt:';

upon our condition as a people ? or to be qaeryij

in our minds, what shall this man do, or wl

shall that man do, or what would be the projj

course for us to pursue as a Society ?

Dear Friends every where, let us leave the issj

of these things with the Lord, and let us endi

vour individually to turn inward unto Christ, ('

Rock, upon which the true Church is built. ]!

us bo willing to put our trust in him, and he »l

make us more than conquerors in the end. H'
encouraging is the promise to such as are fl:^

concerned, that they that trust in the Lord shall
'

as Mount Zion, which cannot be removed, 1

abideth for ever.

How necessary it is for us in this day of shakii

to endeavour to dwell near unto Christ; to kn'

an abiding in him and he in us. Let us endeavc

on all occasions, to keep to the word nigh in ti

heart and in the mouth. AH difiiculty woi'

then be removed from amongst us. If all W('

under the influence and government of the Prir

of Peace there would be no confusion within c

borders, our condition then as a people would h(

forth the language, " Look upon Zion the city

our solemnities; thine eyes shall see Jcrusale

a quiet habitation, a tabernacle that shall not

taken down."
The enemy of all good has many stratagems

draw us away from a dependence upon God, a

upon that Divine Light, which hath appeared uc

all men to lead and guide them, and where

cannot induce to uudervalue the Light witlr

and lay waste the necessity of a dependence up

it, in order to direct our steps aright, he is t

wanting in endeavouring to beget in u^ an und;

dependence one upon another. The newly cc

vinced, and those who are young in expurien

are very liable to be caught in this snare. Af
their hearts have been tendered and contrit
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re the Lord, and the incomes of Divine good

felt to attend them from day to day, the Most-

;h, in bis wisdom, often sees meet to with-

w himself for a season, in order to try their

b : it is at such seasons as these, that some,

want of a patient, abiding trust in the Lord,

in to seek strength and comfort in some other

. They begin to look to the poor instruments

help, and sorrowful it is, there are tbose who,

)Ugb weakness or some other cause, are ready

Djive improper encouragement to those who
thus under the refining hand ; which tends to

e such above the pure witness for Truth in

r own hearts ; they begin to compass them-

es about with sparks, and to warm tbeuiselves

1 fire either of their own or of another's kin-

ig. It is said of such, tbat they shall lie down
lorrow.

) for more of an abiding trust in the Lord, for

be Lord Jehovah is everlasting strength. It is

alone tbat is able to bring any through to his

se, and to the edification of the Church. Dear

;nds, and especially you wbo like myself are

ng, and sometimes have desires raised in our

rts, according to our measures, for the welfare

fJion and tlie enlargement of her borders, let

)e concerned to keep down to our several gifts
;

us not suffer tbe appmbation and the regard

hose who love that which is good, to exalt us

)ur own eyes ; let us look to the rock from

nee we have been hewn, and to the hole of the

from whence we have been digged, let us walk

lumility and godly fear, accounting ourselves

othing and acknowledging Christ as all in all.

aester County, Eleventh mo., 1855.

For '' ThG Friend."

Liberia.

'bis infant Republic appears to contain within

If, the elements of permanency and progress.

ry philanthropic mind must desire that the

lit of its anticipated growth, may be tbe eleva-

and improvement of the African race. The
)wing notice of its present condition is taken

a tbe Ledger.

Including the Maryland colony, its territory

!nds from the Shabac river on the North, (near

British colony of Sierra Leone,) a distance of

cit sis hundred miles toward the South and
t, between the parallels of 4J and "J degrees

th latitude. Perpetual verdure covers the

lud, while the face of the country is diversified

1 gentle hills and sloping valleys. Says Bishop
tt:
—

' The climate, in my opinion, is healthy,

•h more so thau that of our (American) SoutL-
coast. I never saw a more vigorous and
thy people than the natives, nor did I ever see

human form better developed. Tbe acclimated

ui.^^ts, too, enjoy excellent health. As to emi-

its from another clime, they must pass through
ocess of acclimation, which will, in general,

severe or otherwise, according to their own
its.'

Between twenty and thirty rivers, flowing into

Atlantic, water thecountry—the chief of which
the St. Paul's, Junk, St. John's, Mechlin,

3u, and the Cavally. On the St. Paul's, several

ns have been commenced, and its banks are

Ided with many comfortable brick dwellings,

^ards of four hundred farms are located on this

r, on which reside more than three thousand
ivators. Land is sold at forty and fifty dollars

icre. In 18.52, about nine thousand pounds of

ar were made on the St. Paul's; it is of good
lity, light in color, and as well granulated as

best Porto Rico.

Besides the great staples of sugar and coiTee,

e can be raised, to an indefinite amount, rice,

cocoa, ginger, arrowroot, pepper, ground-nuts and
indigo. Nearly all our garden vegetables and those

peculiar to the tropics may be abundantly culti-

vated. A great variety of fruits abound, among
which may be found the banana, pineapple, guava,

lemon, orange, tamarind and coca nut.
" There are immense forests of woods, suitable for

building and furniture. The camwood is sought
after in Europe and the United States as a dye.

The most common tree is the nut-bearing palm,
from which is extracted the palm oil, now most
extensively exported to France, Germany, England
and America. Eighty thousand tons were ex-

ported from the African coast in 1852 and 1853.
Education is encouraged and cared for, and the

refining light of Christian truth diffused through-
out the length and breadth of the land. Where
thirty years ago the degraded heathen native built

his hut and offered human victims to his false

gods, or the tangled bush overspread the cattle, a

civilized nation dwells, composing twenty towns
and villages, the happy abode of ten thousand
freemen. The public buildings, the school-houses,

and the churches, evince the elements of an en-

lightened Christian community, destined to afford

peace, happiness and full manhood to its worthy
dwellers, and truth and civil and spiritual life to

all Africa."

For " The Friend."

There can be no reasonable objection to the re-

publication of The Christian Appeal for the An-
cient Doctrines of our religious Society, in the

columns of " The Friend," and there are doubtless

many who will be glad of its appearance therein
;

for although the erroneous views which it is its

design to refute, are not altogether the cause of

our lapsed condition as a people, the encourage-

ment and entertainment of them will have the

effect to settle us in a literal faith, and to make us

content with the shadow of religion, without its

soul sustaining substance. How can any well-

wisher of the Truth, and of our religious profes-

sion be found resisting the testimony which is

borne in this Appeal, against the undeniable ten-

dency to underrate the power of the gospel, by

exalting the letter above the Spirit.

There can be no surer ground of unity, peace,

and hope, than in the faithful maintenance of

those Christian doctrines and testimonies, which
were committed to our worthy forefathers to up-

hold ; but in tbe endeavour to do this, there is

danger of substituting the wisdom and zeal of the

creature in the place of that wisdom which is from

above—which " is peaceable, gentle, easy to be

entreated, full of mercy and good fruits, without

partiality, and without hypocrisy"—whereby judg-

ment will be turned away backward. The exer-

cise of a party spirit, in the work of reformation,

will ever oppose a barrier against the preservation

or restoration of gospel unity and harmony, for

these can only be maintained under the prevalence

of that charity, which " suffereth long, and is kind,

thinketh no evil, is not puffed up, doth not behave

itself unseemly, but beareth all things, hopeth all

things, and is not easily provoked." And happy

will it be for us, as a people, if we are not offended

in Hiin, who hath called us to suffer for his cause

and testimonies' sake ; but choose to do this rather

than seek to deliver ourselves by the exercise of

our own wills and wisdom—acknowledging the

share which we may hnlividualli/ have had in

producing our present difficulties, and not looking

too much to others for this, or for their remedy.

The following remarks made in reference to a

communication inciting Friends to an individual

search of heart for the cause and remedy of our

lapsed condition, it is to be hoped, may represent

tbe feeling and concern of many amongst U3.

" With the spirit of it I have united, as it seems
to have no favourite point to carry, but endea-

vours to gather the minds of Friends to the true

place of waiting, and fountain of wisdom in our-

selves—-not depending upon any man, but trusting

our cause to tbe Lord alone, which advice has

much accorded with my desire, and I have felt

very sensible that I dare not claim for my.self an
exemption from all share in the cause of our trou-

bles ; and therefore desire much more to feel the

evidence of forgiveness for myself, than to be

found condemning any class of my brethren.

I'here has no doubt been a general lapse, and happy
will it be for all who are so honest to themselves as

to be found ' minding their own business.' " This

will no doubt be the exercise and concern of all

who are found faithful unto Him, who came not

to condemn, but to save the world, not to call the

righteous but sinners to repentance.

For " The Friend."

Slicfp in France and Great Britian.

The number of sheep in France and the United
Kingdom is estimated at 70 millions, viz

:

about 35 millions in each. In France, the sheep
require nearly twice as many acres of land for

their support as they do in England, and tho

average return of an English sheep farm is said

to be fully six times greater than that of a French
one. In France, wool is looked to asthe principal

produce and meat the accessory ; in England, the

the reverse is the case. About 10,000,000 sheep

areslaughtered annually in the British Isles, which
yield an average weight of 80 lbs. of neat meat.

In France the average is only about 40 lbs. The
value of the British flocks is estimated as follows,

35,000,000 sheep at 25s. each, £43,750,000
Wool, 4 pounds each, at 10 cts. per lb. £5,833,333

£49,583,333

Resolutions.—Always to take the part of an

absent person who is censured in company, so far

as truth and propriety will allow.

Never to think the worse of another on account

of his differing from me in political and religious

opinions.

Not to affect to be witty or to jest so as to wound
the feelings of another.

To aim at cheerfulness without levity.

Never to court the favour of the rich by flatter-

ing either their vanities or their vices.

I felt a degree of languor on my animal spirits,

and once or twice, in the course of the day was
grieved to perceive, that my manner and spirit

savoured of hastiness—especially when speaking

of those whom I thought were acting wrong. I

hope I mourned over this, and made a fresh appli-

cation to the blood of sprinkling.—When shall

these Canaanites be driven out of the land? When
shall I possess that invincible patience and meek-
ness which no provocation can move.

—

From Lady
Mansfield's Diary.

Aluminum, the New Metal from C'fey.—The
large bar of this new metal, presented by the Em-

j

peror of the French, on exhibition at the Poly-

technic Institution, London, evokes the admira-

tion of all who see it, not only on account of the

external silvery appearance, but also from its ex-

treme lightness, toughness, malleability, and dura-

bility, difficult fusibility, or absolute indifference

to that tarnisher or destroyer of metals, oxygen, a

stern resistance to the action of water, and a

chemical contempt for that bane of large cities,

sulphuretted hydrogen. Aluminum, it is reason-
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able to expect, will form all our culinary vessels

;

no more copper or brass pans to poison our acid

sauces, pickles, condiments, and confectionery.

If tbis description of aluminum, which, al-

though discovered many years ago, by the late Sir

Humphrey Davy, has been very little known, is

correct, it possesses many properties which are not

found in silver. The latter is not only very expen-

sive, but it is easily tarnished by the yolk of an egg,

sulphuretted hydrogen, &c., and its weight is

about four times greater than that of aluminum.

The colour of the new metal, we understand, more

nearly approaches the bluish white of platinum

than the purer white of silver. Its specific gravity

is only about 2 1-2 times that of water; that of

silver being nearly 11, and of platina 22 times.

THE FRIEND
TWELFTH MONTH 1,

We have received from several quarters, requests

for the republication of certain extracts from the

writings of diflerent Friends ; which we will attend

to, as opportunity presents for the introduction of

that description of matter into our columns. Ii

does not do, to crowd them with too a large a por

tion of that kind of readin":.

We not unfrequently receive from publishers,

copies of works just issued from the press, with

the expectation of their being noticed in our Jour-

nal. It is rarely we have time for their perusal,

and cannot express an opinion without examina-

tion. As many of the works are published in New
York, we have no opportunity for returning them.

AVorks of fiction, several of which have been left

at the office, are neither read, nor noticed by us,

and we should much prefer their being withheld.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to Eleventh month

10th.—The needless excitement in England, in relation

to a war with the United States, had subsided. The
British Government has prohibited the e.xpovtation of

saltpetre from the territories of the East India Company,
to any ports except London and Liverpool. It has also

been ordered that vessels loading in England with salt-

petre or nitrate of soda for the United States, shall dis-

charge the same. The cotton marliet was active, owing
to the scarcity of current qualities, and prices had ad-

vanced from I to \d. Sales of the week, 77,500 bales.

The stock ot' American in port was 195,000 bales.

Breadstuffs had considerably advanced ; wheat was 3d.

higher; flour Is. Philadelphia and Baltimore flour was
quoted at 44«. to 455. The London money market was
easier. Consols had advanced to 88|.

The War.-—Strenuous efforts were being made to draw
Sweden into the alliance against Russia. General Can-
robert was at Stockholm, charged with this mission.

The Austrian Gazette states that a French camp of

50,000 men was being formed at Silistria. From the

Crimea, there was little to report. The Anglo-French
army at Eupatoria had made an incursion into the coun-
try, and returned after burning several villages, and
many farm-houses and stores along the route. St. Pe-

tersburg despatches say ihat the Russian army is pro-

visioned for eight months. The Czar and his brother

Constantine witnessed the capture of Kinburn from
Oczakoff. The former returned to St. Petersburg direct

from Nicolaietr. General Todtledcn was providing for

the safety of Nicolaieff, by the erection of batteries be-

low Passka, where the river is only 600 fathoms broad.

The inhabitants of Cherson and Nicolaieff have been
informed that those cities are liable to be attacked, and
large numbers of the people have gone into the interior,

at the expense of the Government. A grenadier corps

had arrived .at Simpheropol, with 8000 wagons drawn
by oxen, and laden with provisions for the Russian
army, which is now stated to number 200,000 men at all

the positions in the Crimea.
FRANCE.—The monthly statement of the Bank of

France is said not to be unfavourable in its general

character, although it will show a further diminution of

one million pounds sterling in the stock of bullion

which has sunk in all more than one hundred ant
twenty millions of francs. The great " Exposition" was
to close on the I8th.

INDIA AND CHINA.—At the latest dates, the insur-

rection of the Santhals had not been quelled. The re-

ligious quarrel at Oude was still active. From Shanghai
the dates were to Ninth mo. 7th. A large and w^el

armed piratical fleet had been destroyed or dispersed tc

the northward of Shanghai, by a British man of war
The passenger traflic between Shanghai, California, anc
Port Philip, had been almost annihilated by the restric-

tive measures lately adopted against Chinese immigra-
tion. In the north of China, the rebels had been de-

feated in several districts. The insurrection at Cantor
had been virtually suppressed, and trade was reviving
Vast numbers of persons accused of being implicated it

the rebellion, were still subjected to torture and decapi-

tation. The number executed at Canton within the past
year, is stated at 70,000.

MKXICO.—At the latest accounts, General Alvarez
continued to fill the post of Provisional President,

had removed the seat of Government to Tlalpan, about
80 miles south-west of the city of Mexico. Telegraphic
communication had been established between the two
places. The salaries of all the employees of the Go
ernment have been reduced one half, and the expenses
of the military establishment, which formerly amounted
to $2,000,000 per month, have been reduced to about
$400,000.

UNITKD STATES.—/'oref^n Trade.—Bating the y
ending Sixth mo. 30th, 1855, 9315 American and 10,012
foreign vessels entered the ports of the United States,

from other countries. The American vessels had a ton-

nage of 3,861,391, and were manned by 137,251 men and
557 boys ; the foreign had a tonnage of 2,083,948,

the crews consisted of 99,891 men and 91G boys. These
figures correspond nearly with those for the previous
year, there being a small increase in the number of ves-

sels. Out of $533,600,000 in value transported between
American and foreign ports during the last year, over
three-fourths were carried in American bottoms, th

freight on which is to the credit of this country, whe
ther collected here or abroad.

The Whaling Fleet.—The late California papers bring
reports from one hundred and eighty-two ships of the

north-west whaling fleet, or nearly all the whale ships

in that quarter. It is computed that the average num-
ber of barrels of oil taken by each vessel is not far from
500 ; and the New Bedford Shipping List considers the
ch.ances good for swelling this number to 700 barrels

before the close of the season.

New York.—No specie was shipped during the week
ending the 24th ult. Sales of Southern red wheat on
that day, at |2.I9

;
white Canadian, $2.30. The firm

of Grinnell, Minturn & Co., (of which Henry Grinnell,

who fitted out the two Arctic expeditions in search of

Sir John Franklin, is a member,) will clear, it is stated,

the present season, three quarters of a million of dol-

lars upon orders from the British government for grain,

sent to that bouse, by reason of H. Grinnell's connec-
tion with it. Deaths for the week, 350.

Philadelphia.—'i\0TX!\\\\.y last week, 159.

Miscellaneous.—Bank of England Notes.—It is stated

that Bank of England notes, payable sixty days after

sight, have been sent to this country to a large amount.
It is supposed they are intended for the purchase of
breadstuffs for shipment to Great Britain, and to post-

pone the exportation of specie from London, for that
purpose.

Valuable Kieh.-VlT. J. B. Davis, of South Carolina,

recently sold fifteen three quarter breed Cashmere kids,

seven months old, at $200 each.

Kansas.—The population is now stated to be between
thirty-two and thirty-five thousand. Large numbers of

settlers were arriving from all quarters.

The Mobile Advertiser says that, at the coming ses-

sion of the Alabama Legislature, a proposiiton to appro-
priate $100,000 from the Treasury, to aid in making
Kansas a slave State, will be warmly pressed upon that

body.
Ship Building on the ioies.—There has been 129 ves-

sels launched at different points on the Lakes, tbis sea-

son, with an .iggregate tonnage of 40,567, of which
9055 were of steam, and 32,511 sail.

Tea.—During the last season, 83,199,190 lbs. of tea

:re exported from Canton to England, 5,895,490 lbs.

to Australia, and 31,007,115 lbs. to the United States.

Only 2,491,509 lbs. were exported to Continental Ym-
rope.

Improvement of Ireland.—In a late speech of the Earl

of Carlisle, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, he says, " The
condition of Ireland is at present such, on the whole, as

gives rise in my mind to the strongest feeling of satisfac-

tion and hope. Agriculture is undergoing an immt
i

development. The general condition of the peopl i

strikingly advanced in ease and comfort ; they are be [

fed ; they are better clad, and the new complain f

Ireland is, that there are almost too few to work, |i

too few mouths to be fed." !

Bussian America.—The Hudson's Bay Company tj

guaranteed to the Russian authorities the unmole, i

possession of the Russian territory upon this contii t

while the war shall last, upon condition that the pil

and trading operations of the former in the neighbtj
hood of that territory shall continue, during the sin

period, to be free from attack by the latter. We iU
learn from the same authority, that the British Govt',

meat has sanctioned this guarantee, by which the H .

son's Bay Company are saved the expense of strenf
]

ening their posts by any military defences during ^

present war, while they obtain the absolute monof|-
of the fnr trade in that quarter—the Russian commer
being entirely cut off.

(

The Condition of London.—A correspondent of the!

'

tional Intelligencer says, that the street populatioi^

London are in an excited and restless condition, i|

have more than once, of late, overawed the Governmi
i

They were first called out by the resistance to the S
\

bath observance bill, and afterwards assumed a dlBi

ent character, and now demand bread or employmf!
They meet on the First-day of every week, in great ni;

bers in Hyde Park.

RECEIPTS.
Received from E. Underwood, F., N. T., $2, vol. :

from P. Boyce, Vi^., $2, vol. 29; from Geo. Mitbei

agt., 0., for P. W. Leake, $4, vols. 27 and 28; from

J. Huestis, agt., 0., for Robt. Todd, Jesse Hiatt, Je

John, Debby Dewees, $2 each, vol. 29 ; from Tbos. Pi

N. J., per \Vm. M., $2, vol. 29.

"WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee charged with the Oversight of t

Institution, will meet at the School on Fourth-dav, 1

5th of Twelfth month, at 10 o'clock, a. m., and the Co

mittee on Instruction, the preceding evening, at h

past 7 o'clock.

The Visiting Committee attend at the School on f

venth-day, the 1st of the month.
Thomas Kimeer, Clerk.

For the accommodation of the Visiting Committi

besides the regular stage on Seventh-day morning, the

will be a conveyance at West Chester, on the arrival

the afternoon cars. Conveyances will be at West Cb(

ter, on the arrival of the morning and afternoon ca;

on Third-day, the 4tb inst. The cars leave the Depcj

at half past 7, and half past 2 o'clock.

Friends' Boarding-School for Indian Children,

Tunessassah.

Two women Friends are wanted at this Institution

assist in the family.

Also, a man Friend to aid in carrying out the

cern for the improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkixtos,

377 S. Second strei,

Tbomas Evaxs,

Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st., 1855. ISO Arch stret;

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
;

Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in th
^

istitution.

Application may be made to either of the undersigne
i

members of the Committee.
]

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del. I

Thomas Evans, | panada.
'

Samuel Bettle, Jr. j

Died, on the 2d ult., at Tuckerton, N. J., Mary Mathi

n the 54th year of her age ; a member of Little Eg

Harbour Monthly Meeting. At times during her illnes

her sufferings were very great, (particularly a few wee!

before her death,) which she bore with patience and ri

signation. Her friends are comforted in the belief, thi

she has, through mercy, been permitted to enter into

heavenly mansion.
, at his residence in Burlington, N. Jersey, on tli

16th of the Eleventh month, 1855, Stephen Grellk'

in the 83d year of his age ; a member and minister <.

Burlington Particular and Monthly Meeting.
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Appeal for the Ancienl Doctrines of the Re-

ligious Society of Fritnds.

(Continued from page 90.)

1 tlic same proportion that the Holy Scriptures

iuduly exalted, must the importauc-e aud ne-

ity of the immediate guidance of the Holy

J
it, as distinct from that of Scripture, be prac-

ly diminished.

1 the following passages, which speak of per-

to whom the outward knowledge of the com-

of Christ has not been made known, the lan-

i ^ is far from conveying the clear and distinct

wledgment of the universal and saving light,

l;h has always been made by our religious So-

. For example, it is said in page 98 of the

able Evidence

—

'o conclude, the light of Scripture respecting the

ral government of God, and future rewards and
p)ishments, as well as respecting the law itself, far

e eeds the light of nature, both in clearness and e.x-

t. Yet with that fainter, narrower light, it is in just

ordance, in perfect harmonyy

That is meant by this " light of nature" is ex-

Imed in a note on page 366 of the Essays on

iJslianity, where that phrase is used :

—

'j beg it may be understood," it is there said, " that

b the light of nature I mean simply, the light which

Oi has communicated to the sovh of men, indepen-

dltly of an outwardly revealed religion."

|hat is, according to the writer's own use of the

!ii.s, independently of Scripture. If allusion is

lae in the above passages to the univerSLil and

mg light, which our Society has always believed

» line in the heart of every man that comcth

itjthe world, it is surely a most unscriptural and

n|-oper way of speaking of it, for it is here as-

id that the light of Scripture far exceeds that

;. But the Divine and saving light, the grace

od which brings salvation, and hath appeared

n all men, is no " light of nature" " It is no

ral principle or light," says Barclay, "for

3 is nothing," adds he, " required of man and
ful to man, which this grace teacheth not."

t l^ems clear, however, from the above, and other

iges, that the doctrine here maintained is,

there is some natural faculty or power of the

an mind which is capable of distinguishing

een right and wrong, which is styled a moral
!I2, and which is a fainter and narrower light

i; that of Scripture, but still a light. That this

, appears from the fullowing passage in pages
7ind 58 of a work entitletl, "Thoughts on
[^it and Discipline," where it is said :

—

Phe main distinction, however, of the human soul

—

" the ground of its responsibility, and therefore the strong-

" est internal evidence of its fiilure life of happiness or

" misery, is the moralfacully hy which tve are enabled to pcr-

" ceive and understand the law of our God. God is a Holy
" Being ; he has tcritlen the law of righteousness on the heart

" of man, and we have every reason to believe that this

" internal revelation is a work of that Holy Spirit, who
" has developed the same law in all its branches and par-

" ticulars throiigli the medium of Scripture. The facnlty

" by which the mind of man perceives this law, and is

" compelled to confess its rectitude, is called the moral

In page 92 of the Tortable Evidence it is said

—

"Fnrnished as we are by the Author of our being

"with & moral principle, it is impossible for us to con-

" ceive that God will reward and punish mankind in a

" future world by any other than Uie moral rule. We
" should be utterly at a loss to account for the contraiy,

" which would be directly opposed to that sense of right

" and wrong which he has so graciously interwoven with

" our very nature."

Now a moral sense interwoven with our very

nature cannot be the light of the Spirit of Christ,

because this is wholly distinct from man and all

his faculties. To suppose that man has a sense

of right and wrong interwoven with his very na-

ture, by which he ascertains the law of God re-

specting his duty to him, is to suppose that there

is a faculty in the fallen nature of man which can

inform him of this duty. But man does not come

into the world in possession of a Divine law, or

with a sense of right and wrong interwoven with

his natural constitution. It is written from time

to time upon his heart by that Spirit which is his

appointed guide, and was the purchase of the Re-

deemer's blood, and the free gift of his grace ; for

the gospel covenant is, " I will also give thee for

a light to the Gentiles, that thou mayst be my
salvation to the ends of the earth."

The sentiments expressed in the following pas-

sages taken from the Brief Remarks, etc., are at

vanance with those of our ancient Friends. The

fourth example there given of the supposed mis-

takes in the interpretation of Scripture is, it is

said, furnished by the view sometimes taken of

John i. 9, " That was the true light which lighteth

every man that cometh into the world."

" The misinterpretation," it is there said, " which I

"wish to notice, is that of certain writers, who appear
" to suppose that because Christ is called the light (i. e.

" the enlightener] he is therefore to be identified with
" the influence which he bestows; in short, that the light

" of the Spirit of God in the heart of man, is itself actu-

"ally Christ. The obvious tendency of this mistake is

" to deprive the Saviour of his personal attributes and
" to reduce him to the rank of a principle.

"For the same reason we cannot but object to the

" doctrine that Christ is the anointing. Truly he is the

"anointed of the Father, and the anointer of his own
"people; but who, on that account, would think of

" identifying him with the anointing, that is, with the

" enlightening qualifying influence of the Holy Spirit ?

"This peculiar notion is also occasionally applied

"amongst us to a highly importaiit passage in the epis-

" tie of Paul to the Colossians, where he speaks of the

" mystery which hath been hid from ages and genera-

"tions, but now is made manifest to the Saints: to

"whom, he adds, God would make known what is the

" riches of the glory of this mystery among the Gentiles,

"which is Christ in you the hope of glory:" Col. i. 27.

"The words 'Christ in you' are often recited by mis-

" take as ' Christ within' and these expressions are

" sometimes used amongst us as a synonyme for ' the

"'light of the Spirit of Christ in the heart,' a view

"which some have imagined to he supported by the

"apostle's treating the whole subject as a 'mystery.'

" Hence it necessarily follows that the light of the Spi-

" rit of Christ in the heart, is the same as Christ himself,

"and is represented as the hope of Glory."

It is afterwards added

—

" These mistakes, especially John i. 9 ; and Col. i. 26
"—28, have often been made by persons who cordially

" accept the Lord Jesus in all- his gracious offices both

"as God and man. Thus the errors themselves have na-
" lurally enough been sulfered to pass with little notice.

"But in some who have seceded from us in America,

"tliey liMve evidently been the means of aiding that

" Irciiicinl'Hi'; iiroii'^s in heresy; by which the Eternal

"Word oi- Sun 111' Cod, is gradually converted into a

'•mere iullui-inc, :uid linally becomes nothing at all but

"a seed sown in tlie liearts of all men."

In what sense it was that our ancient Friends

used the expression ' Christ within," is plain from

the following language of William Penn. " They
never said that every divine illumination or mani-

festation of Christ in the hearts nf men was whole

God, Christ, or the Spirit, which might render

them guilty of that gross and blasphemous absur-

dity, some would fasten upon them : but that God,

who is light, or the Word, Christ, who is light,

styled the second Adam, the Lord from heaven,

and the quickening Spirit, who is God over all,

blessed forever, hath enlightened mankind with a

measure of saving light ; who said, I am the light

of the world, and they that follow me shall not

abide in darkness, but have the light of life. So

that the illumination is from God, or Christ the

Divine Word; but not therefore that wliole God
or Christ is in every man, any more than the whole

sun or air is in every house or chamber. There

arc no such harsh and unscriptural words in their

writings. It is only a frightful perversion of some

of their enemies, to bring an odium upon their

holy faith. Yet in a sense the Scriptures say it;

and that is their sense, in v^hich only they say the

same thing. I will walk in them and dwell in

them. He that dwelleth with you shall be in you.

I will not leave you comfortless, I will come to you.

I in thein and thou in me. Christ in us the hope

of Glory. Unless Christ be in you, ye are repro-

bates " Works, vol. ii., p. 780.

It is not merely "certain writers," in our So-

ciety, who appcrn- to suppose this to be a Scrip-

ture doctrine ; it is not a ^^peculiar notion," as is

here expressed ; for it is a doctrine maintained in

all our approved writings, which so lies at the

foundation of our faith, that we should no longer

bo the same Society of Friends, were we now to

reject it.

The language of Robert Barclay upon this sub-

ject is clear and full. " Secondly, by this seed,

grace, and word of God, and light, wherewith we

•say every one is enlightened and hath a measure

of it, which strives with him in order to save him,

and which may, by the stubbornness and wicked-

ness of man's will, be quenched, bruised, wound-

ed, pressed down, slain and crucified, we under-

stand not the proper essence aud nature of God
precisely taken, which is not divisible into parts

and measures, as being a most pure simple being,

void of all composition or division, and therefore

can neither be resisted, hurt, wounded, crucified

or .slain by all the efforts aud strength of man

;
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Gold and Corn. !

The following beautiful contrast between
|)

gold of California and I he gold of Agricult

from the speech of Edward Everett, at the

tional Agricultural Fair, Boston, Tenth
26th :—

" The gryina of the Culifornia gold are dead,
I.

organic masses. How they got into the graii

between wliat mountain millbtones whirled «

elemental sturm winds on the bosom ofoce:p

torrents, the auriferous ledges were gronn(o

powder ; by what Titanic hands the covered gr; 4

were sown broadcast in the placers, human sciei)

can but faintly conjecture. We only knowtj
those grains have within them no principkf

growth or reproduction, and when that crop
j

to be put in, Chaos must have broken up .

"How diflferent the grains of our Atlantic g^
sown by the prudent bund of man, in the kin/

alternation of seed-time and harvest ; each curiou
j,

mysteriously organized ; hard, horny, seeniin;

lifeless on the outside, but wrapping up in
^

interior a seminal germ, a living principle. D»
a grain of California gold into the ground, ij

there it will lie unchanged to the end of time,
1

clods on which it falls not more cold and liM.)

Drop a grain of our gold, of our blessed gold!

the ground, and lo ! a mystery, in a few dajj

softens, it swells, it shoots upwards, it is a livj

thing. It is yellow itself, but it sends up a d.

cate spire, which comes peeping, emerald grc^

through the soil; it expands to a vigorous sti;

revels in the air and sunshine, it arrays itself mfe

glorious than Solomon, in its broad, flutteri^

leafy robes, whose sound, as the west wind whisj^

through them, falls as pleasantly onthehusbaf
man's ear as the rustle of his sweetheart's garmej

still towers aloft, spins its verdant skeins of ti-

etable floss, displays its dancing tassels, si-

charged with fertilizing dust, and at last rip j

into two or three magnificent batons like this, «

ear of Indian corn) each of which is studded ^i

hundreds of grains of gold, every one possess;

the same wonderful properties as the parent gr;,

every one instinct with the same marvellous •

productive powers. There are seven hundred ti

twenty grains on the ear which I hold in my ha

And now I say, of this transcendant gold of oi,

the yield this year will be at least tv.n or fifti,

times that of California.

" IJut it will be urged, perhaps, in behalf i'

the California gold by some miserly old fogy, t'

tliinks there is no music in the world equal to 1

chink of his guineas, that though one croponljl"

gold can be gathered from the same spot, yet ;

gathered, it lasts to the end of lime; while >.

will maintain) our vegetable gold is produced oi

to be consumed, and when consumed isgoneforen

But this, Mr. President, would be a most egregi

)

error both ways. It is true the California gold il

last forever unchanged, if its owner chooses ; 4

while itso lasts itis of no use, no notsomuchasj

value in pig iron, which makes the bestofballa;

whereas gold, while it is gold, is good for little:

nothing. You can neither eat it,nordrinkit, i

smoke it You can neither wear it, nor burn il^

fuel, nor build a house with it ; itis really useless I

you exchange it for con>umablc, perishable goo;

and the more plentiful it is the less is its exchan

able value.

"Far different the case with our Atlantic g«

It does not perish when consumed, but by a uul

akhymy than that of Paracelsus, is transiuui

in consumption to a higher life. " Perish in c-

sumption," did the old miser say? Thou fi

that which thou sowest is not quickened, cjcy

'

(he. The burning pen of inspiration ranging I

but we understand a spiritual, heavenly and invi-

sible principle, in which God as Father, Son and

Spirit dwells ; a measure of which divine and glo-

rious life is in all men as a seed, which of its own
nature, draws, invites and inclines to God." After

speaking of this seed being resisted by the wicked,

he says : " On the contrary as this seed is received

in the heart, and suffered to bring forth its natural

and proper effect, Christ comes to be formed and

raised, of which the Scripture makes .=0 much men-

tion, calling it the new man, Christ within, tlie

hope of Glory. This is that Christ within which

we are heard so much to speak and declare of,

evt rywhere preaching him up, and exhorting peo-

ple to believe in the light and obey it, that they

may come to know Christ in them to deliver tliem

from all sin." " But by this we do not at all in-

tend to equal ourselves to thnt holy man, the Lord

Jesus Christ, who was born of the Virgin Maiy,

in whom all the fulness of the Godhead dwelt

bodily ; so neither do we destroy the reality of his

present existence, as some have falsely calumniated

us. For though we affirm that Christ dwells in

us, yet not immediately but mediately, as he is in

that seed which is in us; whereas He, to wit, the

eternal "Word which was with God, and was God,

dwelt immediately in that holy man. He then is

as the head, and we as the members, he the vine,

and we the branches."—p. 137-9.

So likewise in the Declaration of Christian Doc-

trine, printed in London in 1693, it is said, " True

and living faith in Christ Jesus the Son of the

living God, has respect to his entire being and

fulness, to him entirely in himself, and as all pow-

er in heaven and earth is given unto him ; and

also an eye and respect to the same Son of Gi>d,

as inwardly making himself known to the soul, in

every degree of his light, life, spirit, grace and

truth ; and as he is both the word of faith, and a

quickening Spirit in us ; whereby he is the imme-

diate cause, author, object, and strength of our

living faith in his name and power, and of the

work of our salvation from sin and bondage of

corruption. And the Son of God cannot be divided

from the least or lowest appearance of his own
divine light or life in us or in mankind, no more

than the sun from its own light; nor is the suffi-

ciency of his light within, by us set up in opposi-

tion to him the man Christ, or his fulness consid-

ered as in himself, as without us ; nor can any

racasuie or degree of light received from Christ,

as such, be properly called the fulness of Christ,

or Christ as in fulness, nor exclude him, so con-

sidered, from being our complete Saviour; for

Christ himself to be our light, our life, and Sa-

viour, is so consistent, that without this light we
could not know life, nor him to save us from sin,

or deliver us from darkness, condemnation or wrath

to come : and where the least degree or measure

of this light and life of Christ within, is sincerely

waited in, followed and obeyed ; there is a blessed

increase of light and grace, known and felt; as

the path of the just it shines more and more until

the perfect day ; and thereby a growing in grace,

and in the knowledge of God, and of our Lord

and Saviour Jesus Christ, hath been and is truly

experienced. And this light, life, or Spirit of

Christ within, (for they are one divine principle,)

is sufficient to lead unto all Truth."—Sewell, vol.

ii., p. 503.

The following passage occurs in a treatise en-

titled Biblical Notes and Dissertations, p. -16-J.

"SiR-h beinpr the phin ordaineci of God for our stilva-

" tion, the question immediately arises, how we are to

" avail ourselves of its provisions. To this question, true
" ]iViilosopliy presents a ready answer—through failli.

" Since it has been demonstrated to our reason, that God
" has reveajed to us a sr/stem of truth for our salvation,

" reason itself proclaims, that we must be saved through
" the operation of that principle in the mind, by which
"alone revealed truth is accepted and appropriated.
"Xow that principle is belief or faith."

In page 352, of the Essays on Christianity, the

offices of Reason and Faith are thus defined

—

" Reason demonstrates that God exists ; it marks the
" sure indications of his moral government, of his pow-
" er, wisdom, goodness, and mercy; it ascertains the Ji-

" vine origin of the professed revelation of his will; and it

"is rightly employed under the influence of the Holy
" Spirit in the sound and well principled interpretation of
" that which is revealed. Faith draws near unto that God
" u-hom reason /las discovered, and relies with humble con-
" fidence on his unchangeable attributes; it quietly ac-
" cepts as undoubtedly true, whatsoever he reveals to
" us, although in various respects deeply mysterious,
" and above the powers of onr natural comprehension

;

" it admits with equal readiness the laws, the doctrines
" and the promises of Scripture ; and working by love,

'^applies them all to their genuine practical purposes. Faith
"and reason in religion obviously interfere with one
" another, when we believe in some propositions which

founda : reason upo
" others which are the proper subjects only of faith

;

" but as long as these noble and useful faculties of the

" human mind are kept respectively in their right pro-

"vince, and are brought to bear upon religion, each
" within its own prescribed limitations, so long will they

"be found to strengthen and adorn one another, and in

" an admirable manner to co-operate in the mighty worlc

Faith is here described as a natural faculty, by

which man may draw nigh to that God whom rea-

son has discovered, accept and appropriate a sys-

tem of truth for his salvation, which it has been
demonstrated to his reason that God has revealed,

and apply the laws, the doctrines, and the pro-

mises of Scripture to their genuine practical pur-

poses.

However correct our opinions may be respecting

the Almighty Creator, and his attributes, there is

nothing which can truly bear the name of the cer-

tain and saving knowledge of God, but that which
he immediately communicates to the soul by his

own Spirit. Christ is the Mediator, through whom
we have access to God ; and he says, " No man
Cometh unto me, except the Father which sent me
draw him ;" and " no man knoweth the Father

hut the Son, and he to whom the Son will reveal

him ;" tiierefore there is no true and certain know-
ledge of God, but by the Son, which he communi-
cates by his Spirit ; and he only, by his grace, can

clothe the mind with humble confidence in God.
Nor is it probable that man, however acute and
learned, and indefatigable in his researches into

the authenticity of the Holy Scriptures, would, by

the force or influence of the natural faculties, ad-

mit the laws, doctrines, and promises of Scripture,

to govern him. The natural man recciveth not

the things of the Spirit of God, for they are fool-

ishness unto him; neither can he know them, be-

cause they are spiritually discerned. It would be

attributing to the natural faculties, powers which
the Scriptures do not accord to them, and leave

the work of salvation very much to man's effiirts.

Faith, which works by love and purifies the heart,

is not a '• faculty of the human mind." It is that

belief and confidence which is produced by the

immediate influence and testimony of the Holy
Spirit in the heart of man, which convinces him
that what is presented to his mind, as divinely

required of him to believe, and receive, and prac-

tise, whether it be the requisitions of the Spirit

witliin him, or the precepts of the Holy Scriptuies

without him, is from God.

Money, like manure, does no good, till it is

spread ; there is no real use of riches, except in

the distribution ; the rest is all conceit.
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and earth for a similitude to convey to our

minds some not inadequate idea of the mighty

rinc of the resurrection, can find no symbol

ipressive as bare "grain" It may chance of

at or some other grain. To-day a senseless

t, to-morrow it is human—bone and muscle,

and artery, sinew and nerve : beating pulse,

ing lungs, toiling, ah ! sometimes over-toiling

1. Last June, it sucked from tbe cold

St of tbe earth the watery nourishment of its

inding sap vessels, and now it clothes tbe manly

:
with warm cordial flesh, quivers and thrills

the five-fold mystery of sense, purveys and

sters to the higher mystery oft bought Heaped

n your granaries this week, the next it will

ein the stalwart arm, and glow in tbe blushing

k, and flash in the beaming eye—till we learn

St to realize that tbe slender stalk which we
seen bending in the cornfield under the yellow

en of harvest, is indeed tbe "staft' of life,"

h, since the world began, has supported the

ig and struggling myriads of humanity on

aighty pilgrimage of being,

i'es, to drop the allegory, and to speak

3Ut a figure, it is this noble agriculture, for

)roniotion of which this great company is as-

iled from so many parts of the Union, which

the human race, and all tbe humbler orders

imated nature dependant on man. With the

Dtion of what is yielded by the fisheries and

base (a limited though certainly not an in-

ficant source of supply.) Agriculture is the

ird which spreads the daily table of mankind,

ity-seven millions of human beings, by accu-

3omputation, awoke this very morning in tbe

ed States, all requiring their " daily bread,"

her they had the grace to pray for it or not, and

r Providence all looking to the agriculture of

ountry for that daily bread, and the food of the

islic animals depending on them; a demand
eat perhaps as their own.

Ir. President, it is the daily duty ofyour farmers

;isfy the gigantic appetite ; to fill the mouths of

1 hungry millions—of these starving millions,

jht say; for if by any catastrophe, the supply

cut oil' for a few days, the life of the country

man and brute—would bo extinct."

—

News.

For "The Friend."

Knowledge Puffelh up.

om the circumstances in which persons are

d in life, many do not attain the elevation in

)ral and religious point, which they might
I, had they mingled in good society, and had
IS to a proper course of instruction and read-

The active minds of children and young
ms will be constantly in search of something

juse, and to furnish matter for thought and
ersation. At this period of life, it is essen-

to their weliaro, to supply them with the

IS of information, which will store their minds
correct ideas, and give them such a share of

riedge, in tbe different branches of literature

science, as is valuable and useful. Far better

to have tbe memory furnished with subjects

give strength to the intellectual faculties, and
will ennoble tbe man, instead of feeding upon
nces, and stories of imaginary and impure
;bts, which debase tbe mind, by kindling the

ons, and employ it in contemplating subjects

gross and immoral tendency. Many have re-

id a bias in early life, for want of proper care

irents and teachers, who have set them a loose

iple, by which they have been degraded and
ed from tbe Truth, and have never risen to

dignity and chastened stat i of purity, exhibited

le exalted standing of a true Christian,

ut while many have experienced serious dis-

advantages through improper training, others have

been captivated by the attractions of learning, and

their time and energies have been so engrossed

with study, and their eftorts to acquire knowledge

on all subjects within their reach, that the great

design of their existence, the glory of their Crea-

tor and their own salvation, has been much over-

looked and forgotten. They become puifed up

with their knowledge, pride themselves upon it,

and regard with a degree of slight, brethren who
fall below them in this respect, but who may be

before them in the one thing needful, seeking in-

struction from their Lord in the mysteries of bis

kingdom, and counting all things as dross, in

comparison of the excellency of the knowledge of

Christ Jesus, their Redeemer. Insttinces have

occurred of individuals, faithful to Him, whom he

has restrained from improperly devoting their

time and talents to literary and scientific pursuits,

for which they had a great fondness. He saw the

danger of their being diverted from following him,

and thereby missing his regenerating and pre-

paring work in their hearts, to fit them for com-

munion with him, and the place he designed them

for in his church, and has laid his hand upon

them, and withdrawn them from an inordinate

indulgence of their craving after literary acquire-

ments. Tbe unlawful love of lawful things has

its snares, which the disciple of Christ is bound to

guard against.

One who afterwards became an eminent minis-

ter, speaking of the temptations of early life, says,

" My natural disposition was very volatile, and

my apprehension quick ; and as my faculties

opened, I delighted much in books of a very con-

trary nature and tendency to those which bad en-

gaged my attention in childhood. I had a near

relation, who, notwithstanding bis having been

divinely favoured in his youth, hud slighted bis

soul's mercies, and pursued lying vanities. He
kept house in tbe town ; and through him, myself

and my sisters had opportunities of obtaining plays

and romances, which I read with avidity. 1 also

spent so much time at his house as to be intro-

duced into amusements very inconsistent with the

simplicity of the Truth, and my former religious

pressions ; so that my state was indeed danger-

ous, and but for the interposition of divine Provi-

dence, I had been left to pursue courses which

must have terminated deplorably. I also read his-

tory, was fond of poetry, and had a taste f(n' philo-

sophy; so that I was in the way to embellish my
understanding, as is the common phrase, and be-

come accomplished to shine in conversation, which

might have tended to feed the vain proud nature,

render me pleasing to those who were in it, and

make me conspicuous in the world. But the Lord,

in his wisdom, designed to bring me to public view

in a line directly oppo.site to worldly wisdom, plea-

sure, or honour ; and when he was pleased more

fully to open to my understanding bis great and

glorious work of renovation of spirit, I saw that 1

must desist from these publications and studies,

and pursue the one necessary business, viz : work-

ing out the salvation of my immortal soul ; and I

esteem it a great mercy that I readily attended to

this intimation.

" However lawful it may be, in proper seasons,

to look into the works of nature, and become ac-

quainted with the history of former or present

times, my attention was now powerfully attracted

to higher subjects ; and had I pursued those lower

things, I might have become as a ' vessel marred

upon the wheel.' This is, alas! tbe case with

many who have been divinely visited, but who, not

deeply and steadily attending to tbe instructions of

pure wisdom, but seeking to be wise and learned,

in matters which merely relate to this present

state, have not advanced in the simplicity of Divine

knowledge ; and although it has remaiued obvious

that the Lord's hand has mercifully been turned

upon them to form them for his service, they have

not grown up to that degree of usefulness in Christ's

church, whereto they might have attained, had

they passively abode the turnings of his preparing

baud. Were the sons and daughters of our reli-

gious Society who are favoured with good natural

understandings, clothed with heavenly wisdom,

they would become and appear truly great, in the

dignified simplicity and humility of the service of

the King of kings. Human knowledge and ac-

quirements too often puff up the minds of youth

;

,nd indeed some of more advanced age pride

hem.selves therein, when, as examples to the rising

generation, they should be clothed with humility.

It was observed of a truly honorable member of

our favoured Society, that ' he was a divine, and a

naturalist, and all of the Almighty's making.' I

have read very little on natural philosophy, and

not in a disposition to boast of my acquired

knowledge of either human, natural, or divine

things; but I may say, that I have admired how
ly one gleam of heavenly light the understanding

? opened into natural things ; so as in degree to

behold as at one view, the general economy of tbe

divine Former of all things, as it is displayed in

the outward creation. This produces adoration to

him under the humbling sense of his power, mercy

ind wisdom, as well as adtniratinn of his works,

ind discovers that they are indeed mai-vellous, and

u their full extent incomprehensible. Therefore,

let not the faculties of his adopted children be so

mproperly occupied in exploring them, as to pre-

ent an advance in their various stations in the

iiilitant church : when happily their souls are fixed

Q the triumphant, they will know so much as for-

ever to inspire the angelic song of ' great and mar-

vellous are thy works. Lord God Almighty;' 'in

isdom hast thou made them all.'
"

Ignorance will not give a man vital religion any

more than the learned sciences. If a man may be

pufl'ed up by bis knowledge, so may an unlearned

man by his imaginary humility and simplicity.

Our talents are given to be employed in the right

pursuit of lawful things, ;ind under the restraints

nd the teaching of tbe Holy Spirit, to the glory

of God, and in tbe work of our salvation, and the

prcading of the Redeemer's kingdom.

Paper MaimfartHred from Wood.—A public

demonstration of the very interesting process of

Watt k Rurgess, the patentees for tbe manufac-

facture of pulp from wood-fibre, took place recently

at the temporary works, Victoria wharf, Augustus-

street, Regent's Park Basin, Lmdon. Among
those present were Lord Stanley, Sir Henry Webb,

two of Lord Palmerslon's secretaries, and several

leading paper-makers and publishers. Watt &
Burgess have been engage! for more than a year

and a half in experiments for the conversion of

wood-fibre into pulp, tbe difficulty to overcome

being to insure u constant supply of pure white

pulp. At length, by a clear, intelligible process,

wood-fibre, after being boiled and washed, is, in a

few miimtes, converted into white pulp, capable

of being instantly transformed into excellentpaper.

The wood is first boiled in caustic soda ley, and

washed free from alkali ; it is then subjected to

the action of chlorine, or an oxygenated compound

of chlorine, and again washed to remove the hydro-

chloric acid. Tbe wood is ag.iin treated with

caustic soda ley, when it becomes immediately re-

duced to pulp. Tbe pulp is now well washed an 1

bleached, and is then ready to bo manufactured

into paper. Paper that would cost twenty-four

pounds per ton if made from the material and by
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the process described, would cost forty pounds
manufactured from rags, wliile the latter supply-

is variable and interrupted, and \Yholly inadequate

to the demand. Any kind of wood can be re-

duced, though certain kinds are better adapted.

The patentees exhibited samples of the paper,

some of which had been printed upon in lithograph

and letter-press.

—

Fiiblishei-'s Circular.

Bark Paper.—The high price of rags has of

late called the attention of several persons, both in

Europe and America, to the discovery of a substitute

from which paper may be made, and we are glad to

learn that one of our own citizens has succeeded

in finding such a substitute for wrapping paper.

About one year since, Charles H. Hall, of this city,

was passing by one of our wood-yards upon Tnion
wharf, when he casually took up a piece of hem-
lock bark, and put it in his mouth. The pungent

taste of tlie tannin contained in the bark being

agreeable to him, he continued to chew the same,

when he found that it formed a mucilaginous paste

similar to the pulp in the first process of manufac-

turing paper. The thought then struck bira that

this bark might answer as a substitute for rags,

and he at once commenced experiments with vari-

ous barks. After much application he has per-

fected a process, and a company, embracing some
of our heaviest capitalists in Portland, has been

formed for the manufacture of paper from all de-

scriptions of bark, under a patent which C. H. Hall

has obtained. The company have purchased a

paper-mill at Waterville, and fitted it up with ma-
chinery adapted to the new process. 'J'hoir paper

is already extensively used in our market, and we
learn that they have just made a contract with a

carpet dealer in Massachusetts for one hundred
tons of their paper. As yet they have only made
wrapping paper, but from experiments making, we
think they will be able soon to furnish even print-

ing paper from bark.

—

Fortland Advertiser.

Epistle of George Fox.

Friends and Brethren in Christ Jesus, whom
the Lord hath called and gathered into himself, in

him abide ; for without him ye can do nothing,

and through him ye can do all things. He is your
strength, and support in all your trials, tempta-

tions, imprisonments, and sufi'erings, who, for

Christ's sake, are accounted as sheep for the

slaughter : in all these things we are more than

conquerors, through Christ who hath loved us.

And therefore. Friends, though you suffer by the

outward powers, ye know that the prophets, Christ

and the apostles, suffered by the unconverted.

And though ye suffer by false brethren and false

apostates for a time, and by their filthy books and
tongues ; whose tongues, indeed, are become no
slander, let them speak, write, or print what they

will ; for the sober people even of the world hardly

regard it; it is well they have manifested them-
selves to the world, that their folly may proceed
no farther. Though, to the utmost of their pow-
er, they have showed their wicked intent, to stir

up the magistrates, professors and profane against

us, and to speak evil of the way of truth, God's
judgments will overtake them, and come upon
them, as sure as they have come upon those that

are gone before them. Let their pretence bo ever

so high, mark their end ; for they will fall like

untimely figs, and wither like the grass upon the

top of the house. Though they may seem to

flourish and make a boast and a noise for a time,

yet the Seed is on the head of such, and will grind

them to powder; which seed bruises the serpent's

head. Therefore, in this Seed, Christ, who is your
sanctuary, rest, peace and quiet habitation, who is

the first and the last, and over all, in Him walk;
for the Lord taketh pleasure in his people that are

faithful, that serve and worship him. Therefore let

the saints be joyful in glory, and the God of peace,

the God of all grace, who hath called us into his

eternal glory by Jesus Christ, after that ye have suf-

fered awhile, make you perfect, establish, strength-

en, settle you. Cast all your care upon (he Lord, for

he careth for you. And, dearly beloved, think it

not strange concerning the fiery trial that is to try

you, as though some strange thing had happened
unto you ; for it is better, if the will of God be so,

that ye sufi'er for well doing, than for evil doing;
and rejoice inasmuch as ye are made partakers of

Christ's sufferings. Wherefore let them that suf-

fer according to the will of God, commit the keep-
ing of their souls to him, in well doing, as unto a

faithful Creator, for unto you is given in the be-

half of Christ, not only to believe in him, but also

to suffer for his sake. So it is given, or is a gift

from Christ, to suffer for his name ; and therefore

rejoice, inasmuch as ye are made partakers of
Christ's sufi'erings. If ye be reproached or evil

spoken of for the name of Christ, happy are ye, for

the Spirit of glory and of God resteth upon you

;

on their part he is evil .spoken of, but on your
part he is glorified. Therefore, if any suffer as

Christians, let them not be ashamed ; but let them
glorify God on this behalf, though now for a sea-

son ye are in sufferings, and trials, and tempta-
tions, that the trial of your faith being much more
precious than that of gold, which perishes, though
it be tried with fire, may be found unto praise,

honour and glory, who are kept by the power of
God through faith, unto salvation. Therefore,
mind your Keeper, wherever you are, or what suf-

ferings soever ye be in ; and mind the example of

the apostle, how he suflFered trouble as an evil-doer

unto bonds. But the Word of God is not bound,
which is everlasting, and endures forever; and
they who are in that, which is not everlasting, and
doth not endure forever, cannot bind the Word.
The apostle said, "I endure all things for the
elect's sake, that they may also obtain the salva-

tion, which is in Christ Jesus, with eternal glory,"

(mark, with eternal glory.) And if we suffer with
Christ, we shall reign with Christ, who abide
faithful. Therefore, strive not about words to no
profit, but shun profane and vain babblings, for

they will increase unto more ungodliness, that ye
may be vessels of honour, sanctified and meet for

Christ your Master's use, and prepared unto every
good work. Follow after righteousness, godliness,

faith, love, patience and meekness. Fight the
good fight of faith with your heavenly weapons

;

hich faith is victory, (or gives victory,) by which
ye lay hold on eternal life, and have access unto
God, " who will render to every man according to

his deeds; to them who, by patient continuing in

doing, seek for glory and honour, and im-
tality, eternal life; but unto them that are con-

tentious, and do not obey the truth, but obey un-
ghteousness, indignation and wrath, tribulation

and anguish, upon every soul of man that doeth
evil, but glory, honour and peace to every man
that worketh good." Christ said to his disciples.

If the world hate you, ye know that it hated me
before it hated you. If ye were of the world, the

world would love its own ; but because ye are not

of the world, but I have chosen you out of the

world, therefore the world hateth you." And " if

they have persecuted me, they will also persecute

you." And John, in his general epistle to the

church, saith, " Marvel not, my brethren, if the

world hate you. We know that we have passed

from death unto life, because we love the brethren."

And Christ, in his prayer to his Father, saith of

his followers, " As thou hast sent me into the

world, so have I also sent them in the world ; and
the glory which thou gavest me, I have given

them, that they may be one, even as we are on

And therefore all ye that know God and Je
Christ, whom to know is eternal life, and are

)

takers of his glory, keep the testimony of Jes

and be valiant for his truth upon earth, that

may be all settled upon Christ, the rock and fo

dation. G. F
Dalston, the 3d of the Eighth mo., 1683.

Selected.

THE INDIAN SCM.MER.

That soft autumnal time
Is come, that sheds, upon the naked scene,

Charms only known in this our northern clime-

s, far between.

The woodland foliage now
Is gathered bj- the wild November blast;

E'eu the thick leaves upon the poplar's bough
Are fallen to the last.

The mighty vines, that round
The forest trunks their slender branches bind.

Their crimson foliage shaken to the ground,
Swing naked in the wind. '

Some living green remains
By the clear brook that shines along the lawn;
But the sear grass stands white o'er all the plaii

And the bright flowers are gone.

But these, these are thy charms— *

Mild airs and temper'd light upon the lea;

And the year holds no time within its arms
That doth resemble thee.

The sunny noon is thine,

Soft, golden, noiseless as the dead of night;
And hues that in the flush'd horizon shine

At eve and early light.

The year's last, loveliest smile,

Thou comest to fill with hope the human heart.

And strengthen it to bear the storms awhile,

Till winter days depart.

For " The Friend.

BlBGRAPniCAl SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned memb
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CConiinued from page 93.3

ELIZABETH WEBB.

Many eiforts were made by her nominal friei

to prevent Elizabeth from settling down amonj

the Quakers. The eiforts failed, notwithstandi

she had a strong desire to please those with wh(

she was connected, or esteemed. After a time s

came forth in the ministry of the gospel. Oft
preparation and entry into this work she tl

speaks. "I have met with great trials and ex

cises, and have found by experience, that G
Almighty requires the whole heart, will and affi

tious,—that the Spirit of his Son Jesus Chr

may have the rule therein until he hath put

his crowns under his feet, and his and our heavei

Father become all in all. This is a great woi

and is carried on by degrees, as the creature

able to bear it. As the old man dies daily, t

new man is raised up, that lives in resignation

the will of God. The apostle testified, 1 Cor.

14, " The natural man receiveth not the thin

of the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness

him, neither can he know them, because they a

spiritually discerned." Without the Spirit of t

Lord Jesus, we can do nothing that is well pleasii

to God. The work of mortification and regenei

tion, therefore, is of absolute necessity to salv

tion, for, said our Lord to Nicodcmus, " Veril

verily I say unto thee, except a man be bo

again, he cannot see the kingdom of God." le
deavoured more and more to give up into the I

vine hand that so I might be weaned from all va

delights and worldly pleasures. At times I ecu

say, " Lord, my soul is as a weaned child, as
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that is weaned of bis mother." In this

e simple state, my mouth was opened first to

to God Aloiiglity my ht-avcnly Father in

ie, and to praise his name for his great mercy,

sometimes to exhort others to trust iu the

and to be obedient unto Ilim." Of this

Srst appearance as a minister, she elsewhere

" I was constrained, under a sense of duty, to

1 down iu the congregation, aud confess to

roodness of God, and pray to him for the con-

ition of it, and for power whereby I might be

led to walk worthy of so great a favour, bone-

ad mercy, as that I had received from his

tiful hand. After I had made public confes-

to the goodness of God, my soul was as if it

been in'anotlier world. It was enlightened

jnlivened by Divine love, and I was in love

the whole creation of God, and I sl\w every-

' to be good in its place. I was showed things

t to be kept in their proper places; the swine

t not to come into the garden, nor clean

s into the bed-chamber ; and as it was in the

ard, so it ought to be in the inward and new

ion. Everything began to preach to me. The

fragrant herbs, and beautiful flowers had a

! in them to my soul, and things seemed to

another relish than before. The judgments

od were sweet to me. I was made to call to

rs to come, taste and see how good the Lord

]d to exhort them to prove the Lord, by an

ient, humble, innocent walking before bim,

they could see, that he would pour out his

tual blessings in so plentiful a manner; that

would not be room to contain them, but the

lowings would return to him, who is the

tain, with thanksgivings. I was made to warn

le, that they should not provoke the Lord by

)edience ; for, although lie bears and suffers

,
as he did with the rebellious Israelites in the

3rness, yet such shall know hira to be a God
istice and judgment, and shall be made to

3ss it one day."

le entered into the married state with Richard

b, and became a member of Gloucester m^et-

but whether before or just after her first piib-

ppearance in the ministry, we have no means

certaining. Her first journey, to visit in the

of the gospel, brethren and others at a dis-

e, was taken into the north of England. She

of it, " After I had been publicly concerned

ome years at home," " I was drawn by the

t of love," " to go into the north of England.

?e up iu obedience to go, aud in that, as well

1 other journeys, I found my spiritual guide

5 with me and direct my course. The Lord,

gracious God, did bear up my spirit, and carry

brough by his power and wisdom alone. Oh I

remembrance of the goodness of the Lord to

ioul in those early days, is not to be forgotten

le. I had many visions of spiritual things,

1 the outward man was asleep. Sometimes it

led as though I was in conflict with evil spirits,

the Good Spirit used to give my soul the vic-

many times, which was comfortable to me
1 I was awake. Many remarkable circum-

3es I met with in that journey, in the remem-

ce of which I bless the name of my God at

time, and have cause so to do forevermore.

;n I came to the far end of my journey, then

earned that I saw Jesus Christ, aud a Friend

I knew, walking together before me in a very

3ant green walk. I quickened my pace, and

3 up between them, and I thought it- pleased

Lord to take notice of me, and to show great

Iness to me. This was a comfort to me, al-

igh it was in a dream. He appeared as a plain

of middle stature, of a sweet, amiable, inno-

countenance, and kind behaviour,—such as

my soul could both love and reverence. On the

morrow, I met with that Friend, and saw the ful-

filling of the vision, for the Lord was very gracious

to my soul ; forever blessed be his holy name. 1

found by many experiences, that in these days I

had certain manifestations of things in dreams, by

which many times I was forewarned of things that

came to pass. I travelled alone iu great care to

please God, and in great humility and simplicity,

it was a good time to me, and I set it down as a

memorial of the goodness of God to a poor young
creature of the weaker sex. I can say, it is good

to trust in the Lord, and to give up in simplicity

to his requirings. The more simple and childlike

my soul hath been, and free from care of pleasing,

or fear of displeasing man, even wholly resigned

up into the hand and will of God, the more it has

been fitted and furnished as his instrument ; aud

on the contrary, when I have been in care to please

or in fear of displeasing man, the gift of God,

which in its simplicity or singleness ariseth from

the spring of eternal life, hath been muddied with

a mixture of carnal reason, aud then poor work is

made. So, I exhort you, my surviving friends,

to live in pure obedience and perfect resignation

to the Divine will in all its requirings, for herein

is our peace."
" In the year 1697, in the Sixth month, as I

was sitting in a meeting in Gloucester, the place

of my habitation, my mind was gathered into per-

fect stillness for some time, and my spirit was as

if it were carried away into America, and my heart

was, as it were, melted with the love of God. It

flowed aud seemed to reach over the great ocean,

and I was constrained to kneel down and pray to

the Lord for the prosperity of his seed in America.

The concern never went out of my mind, day nor

night, until I went in the love of God to travel

there. So universal is the Divine love, it reacbeth

over sea and land, and my soul can say, ' Thy
commandments, Lord, are exceeding broad.'

When I looked at this thing with an eye of reason,

it seemed very strange to me, for I knew not the

country, nor any creature that dwelt there, and I

reasoned much concerning my own inability, and

what people would say, if I left my husband and

family. When I let such reasonings take place,

I had nothing but darkness and trouble, and could

not feel the Divine spring, no, not in a meeting,

until I gave up. As soon as I resigned my will

to the Divine will, and requiring in this thing,

then the light and life of Truth sprang up in my
bosom, by which I knew that it was the requiring

of the only true God. I flas timorous and fearful,

and stood in the reasoning part, until these words

ran through my mind with authority, ' The fearful

and unbelieving shall have their portion with the

hypocrites, in the lake that burns with fire and

brimstone, which is the second death.' This

brought a dread on my mind. Then I told my
husband of my concern, and how close it was laid

upon me. So after some lime of consideration, he

gave consent that I should go." In the other ac-

count she says, " I told my husband that I had a

concern in my mind to go to America, and asked

him if he could give me up. He said, he hoped

it would not be required of me, I told bim it was,

but that I should not go without big free consent,

which seemed hard to him at first. A little while

after I was taken with a violent fever, which

brought me so weak, that all who saw me, thought

I should not recover. But I thought my day's

work was not done, and my chief concern in my
sickness, was about going to America. Some were

troubled, because 1 had made it public ; because

they thought I should die, and people would speak

reproachfully of me; and said if I did recover, the

ship would be ready to sail before I should be fit

to go. I thought if they would carry me and lay

me down in the ship, I should be well, for the

Lord was very gracious to my soul in the time of

my sickness, and gave me a promise that his pre-

sence should go with me. My husband was mado
willing to give me up, he said, if it were for seven

years, rather than have me taken from him."

Having the unity of her meeting,* her hus-

band's consent, a good companion in Mary Rogers

provided, and her bodily health restored, she sailed

from Bristol, in the Ninth month, 1697. Of her

voyage she s;iys, "The dangers wo were in at sea,

and the faith and courage which the Lord gave

my soul, would he too large here to relate. This

I may say by way of encouragement to faithful-

ness that I had an evidence of the preserving arm

of the Lord to be present, and that faith was given

me in the midst of great dangers. Oh ! it is good

to trust in the Lord, and to be obedient to him,

for obedience is indeed better than sacrifice. It

was about the middle of the Twelfth month, that

we, through the good providence of God, arrived

at Virginia. The many remarkable occurrences

that happened in that journey, would be too large

to enumerate. One I may mention in order to

manifest the universal love of God to mankind,

and his great condescension in satisfying my in-

quiring mind. As I travelled in Virginia, from

meeting to meeting, I saw great nuiubers of black

people, who were in slavery. This was strange to

me, and I wished to know if the visitation of the

grace of God was afibrded to them. I several

times went in unto their little out-houses, called

Negro Quarters, to see if I could discern any good

in them by their deportment, but I could not see

that way. When I had travelled about four weeks,

as I was in bed one morning at a Friend's hou.se,

even after the sun was up, and shining in my
room, I fell into a slumber, and dreamed I was a

servant in a great house, and was drawing water

at a well to wash the upper rooms. [Whilst thus

engaged,] I heard a voice which bid me go and

call others to help ms draw water. I thought I

went, and as I was going along a very pleasant

meadow, a great light shone round about me, which

exceeded the light of the sun. I walked in the

midst of it, and as I went forward, saw a chariot

drawn by horses coming to meet me. I was in

care lest the light should frighten the horses, and

cause them to throw down the people. When t

came near, I knew the servants were those I was

sent to call. They were both white and black.

I said, 'Why have ye staid so long?' I thought

they said, 'The buckets were frozen; we could

come no sooner.' By this vision I was satisfied

that the call of God was to the black, as well as

to the white. I saw the fulfilling of the vision in

part before I returned to Old England. We bad

an evening meeting at a Friend's house in New
England, where the negroes came in. I felt a

stream of Divine love run to them, and one young
man, a black, was so reached by the love of God
through Christ Jesus, that his heart was so broken

that the tears ran down like rain. He was con-

vinced of the Truth, lived honestly in it, and

walked among Friends to his dying day, leaving

a good savour behind him. His wife and children

have kept to meeting since he is gone. These

things have lived in my mind, as a memorial of

the universal love of God, who would uot that

any should perish, but that all should come to tbe

knowledge of the Truth, and be saved.

* Her certificate bore date Si.'cth mo. 3Ist, 1697
;

it ia

signed by hor liusband.

(To be cnntinuptl.3

Are all our talents consecrated and sanctified

for the use of the buuntitul Giver of all good ?
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GEORGE MOGRIDGK,
A small volume has been recently published

j

b
entitled "Memoir of Old Humphrey with Glean-
ings from his Portfolio." The book will be read
with interest by those who have found Instruct

tion that hia moral character or commercial honour
,..„..„ compromised by an unfortunate issue to

uccessful, but his upright-

nd pleasure in the author's productions. The
|
duet

life of this simple hearted, pious and benevole
man was unattended by those striking events
•which usually fix the attention of the biographer,
yet it is_ hoped a sketch of his history and charac-
ter, derived from the memoir alluded to, may be
deemed worthy a place in the columns of " The
Friend."

George Mogridge was born at Ashted, one of
the suburbs of the town of Birmingham, on the
17th of Second Mo., 1787. His parents appear to

have been estimable persons, of decidedly religious

character, whose consistent example, and aftectiou

ate conduct, were ever held in grateful remem
brance by their son. It would seem that Georgc'i
advantages in the way of education, must have
been rather limited, for at the ago of fourteen, he
was placed as an apprentice to the business of a

Japanner. The thoughts and aspirations of the
youth soon reached beyond the ordinary engage-
ments of his calling. He was fond of reading,
and his father being a subscriber to the Birming-
ham General Library, the son had the opportunity
of gratifying his eager desire after knowledge.
During the term of his apprenticeship, he employed
his brief intervals of leisure, in writing both prose
anl verse. His first appearance in print, was in

a local newspaper; the piece consisted of an ad-
dress on the occasion of raising a statue to the
memory of Lord Nelson.

Encouraged by his early attempts to secure the
public notice, he soon became a contributor to

.'^everalof the periodicals of the day. On complet-
ing his apprenticeship, he was married to Eliz
beth Bloomer, whom he had known from early
youth. This union, which had the promise ot

much happiness, was not permitted to be of Ion,

continuance, she was called from the world at a:

early age. After the lapse of a few years, he
again married. His second wife was Mary Rids
dale, who was the companion of the larger portion
of his life, and who survives him. " When about
twenty-four years of age, George Mogridge entered
into partnership with his elder brother as a japan-
ner; and, so long as the latter remained in the
firm it was prosperous, but after a time he retired

in possession of a good property. The younger
brother continued the business, for which he con-
fessed he had no aptitude. Too many objects
occupied his attention. He devoted too much
time, for a young tradesman, to the public, as an
overseer, guardian, and commissioner. His gene-
rous feelings prompted him to give far too liber-

ally—it may be said indeed improvidently— to

every case which had the semblance of distress

;

and he devoted to books and literature, the hours
which might, probably, have been better employed
in the more active duties of life. The result was
an abandonment of his position as a tradesman,
with the entire loss of all his property. In re-

viewing this part of his history, he once observed :

" I look back on this period of my life with keen
regret. To be deprived of luxuries, and limited
in comforts, is comparatively a light affliction;

but to bear humiliation and self-reproach, and
still more to be undervalued and censured by those
who before were prodigal in praise, is a heavy
burden to bear. I drank to the very dregs the
bitter cup of calamity, for I found but little kind-
ness, and much severity. The kindness I did ex-
perience is graven on my heart." It is not to

be inferred from this language of self condemna-

usiness. He was i

ness and integrity were unimpeachable. H..
naturally keen susceptibilities and high sense of
probity would incline him to scrutinize his con-

much severity, when others might see
little to censure or condemn.

George was now called to consider whether he
should retrace his steps, and set out afresh in the
business of a manfacturer, or enter on other en-
gagements, which might give the promise of sup-
port, and which were more in harmony with his
natural talent and tastes. He finally resolved to
engage in literature, and trust to his pen for th
means of a living for himself and family. It was
a bold step for one who had hitherto only written
fur recreation, and mostly such light compositions
as might fill a column in a magazine. He seems
however, to have had some coufi icnce in his own
powers, though not a single friend at the time en-
couraged him in his purpose. His imagination
was active, his powers of observation strong and
accurate, and his memory unusually retentive.
He had also a warm love for all that is beautiful
in nature. His first attempts at regular aurhor-
ship, were in the poetical line, and were attended
with no great success. He afterwards tried his
pen in prose, but, unknown to fame and patronase,
our humble author met with not a few diflSculties
and disappointments. One manuscript offered by
him to a bookseller, was detained nearly three
months, and then declined. With another he was
equally unsuccessful, for after he had walked
distance of fifty miles, (ton miles five times over)
to inquire of its success, he found that the paper
had not been opened. In other attempts to dis-
pose of his manuscripts, he met with similar in-
difference and neglect.

Eventually, he made an engagement with a re-
spectable bookseller, who undertook to issue a
limited number of small tracts of a serious charac-
ter, which were to be ready for publication at
stated intervals. His feelings on entering on this
service are expressed in

him at this time. " M
verance, yet, with an humble and confiding de-

1 of the foot
pendence in that Almighty Being who gave me

|

you, the waters of the
the faculties I possess, and who can alone ena'

after years ; for " as Moses lifted

in the wilderness, even so must the Son of
be lifted up : that whosoever bclieveth in
should not perish, but have eternal life " J
iii. 14, 15.

If the serpents of the wilderness stuntr t)

thousands, the serpeuts of sin have stung tl

ten thousands. The whole race of Adam h
been bitten. "All have sinned," and the righte
sentence of the Eternal has gone forth : " The s ji

that siuneth, it shall die." To the cross, sinnJ
to the cross ! The son of man is lifted up;

\
Saviour of the world is the only cure.

jTo the cross without delay ye hijli-mimhd i\
proud ! for your disease is deadly, and your dan

|imminent. " Pride goeth before destruction,
;{

a haughty spirit before a fall." Prov. xvi'. 1

The pride of your hearts has deceived you
; ye

j
bitten, and the fiery venom is flowing in yij
veins. " Though thou exalt thyself as the eaci
and though thou set thy nest amons: the =t-'i

thence I will bring thee down, saith'the Lon
Obad. 4.

' Vain-glorious sinner, let this truth suffice,
The cross once seen is death to every vice
Else He that hung there sufFer'd all his pa
Bled, groaa'd, and agonized, and died in v

To iha cross ye bruised and broken ! who, kor
ing your disease and danger, are smiting on ti

breasts, and crying aloud, " God be merciful to

a sinner !" To you sin is exceedingly sinful ; 1,

there is balm in Gilead, and there is a plivsic

there, and both will be found at the cross. Yi

plague will be stayed, your leprosy will be heal.

id the venom of your serpent-bite be taken aw;

To the Lord our God belong mercies and forc;i

ness though we have rebelled against him." D.

9. To the cross ! "Seek ye the Lord wb
he may be found, call ye upon him while he
near." Isaiah iv. 6.

To the cross ye covetous and icorldly-whuJe,

j

who bow down to mammon and worship weal

!

Know ye not that " the love of money is the rc
eraorandum made by

I
of all evil?" The fangs of the serpent, sin, ha'

strusting
^
my own perse-

[

infected you from the crown of the head to the s.i

The herbs of the field cannot hij

ver cannot cleanse yi

. .

I

Every other way is hedged up; you must
me rightly to use them, 1 enter on my literary un- your worldly-mindedne'is, and hasten to the cro
dertakjng, imploring the Giver of all good things ! Seek, and ye shal11 yet find mercy.

To the cross ye careless ones ! who
it, while I thereby add to my own interest and

the comfort of those dear to me, I may contribute
j

the mortal malady "with "which y
to the benefit of others, and extend the glory of

|

There is madness in your mirth, ai

my God." '

Three metrical

warded to the Religious Tract

ou are siizi

and we ikiu'js

your apparent strength. The time is .-h..ii,a
racts written by him, and for-

J

yon have need to pass the time of your jnjouiDi

I

here in fear. Away to the cross ! If you s.iy tl
Jty, led to

to the superintendant and secretary I you ha
of the society. The interview was pleasing to afl

the parties, and George Mogridge was encouraged
to become a regular contributor to the Society's
publications.

(To be cominned.)

you deceive yourselves, and t|

Haste lo llic truss.

DY OLD H0.MPHRF.Y.

More than three thousand summers and winters
have visited the earth since Moses raised, by divine
command, the brazen serpent in the wilderness.
Since then kingdoms have risen and fallen, and
the twelve tribes of the children of Israel been
scattered into all lands. Prophets have prophe-
sied ; the Lord of life and glory has suffered on the
cross; and^ apostles have borne witness to the
truth, sealing their testimony with their blood.
But not yet has that brazen serpent erected in the
wilderness lost its signification. It was but the
type, the symbol, of what was to take place in

truth is not in you; but if you confess your !

God is faithful and just to forgive you your siii

and to cleanse j'ou from all unrighteousness.
To the cross ye unbelievers and scoffers .' lest

be mocked when your fear cometh. You, ti

have been sin-bitten, and the malignant poison,

not counteracted, will bring about your eterr

woe. The word of God is true, whether believ:

or doubted
; and death, and judgment, and heave|

and hell, are realities that cannot be scoffed awol

Cover your sins, and ye shall not prosper; conffl

and forsake them, and ye shall find mercy- Tl
cross is your only refuge. Remember that ihe Lo!l

cometh as a thief in the night; and what if

should find you unprepared ?

To the cross ye bold blasphemers ! who give •

yourselves to work iniquity with greediness, IV\

ing neither God nor man, and giprying in yo
shame ; for why should ye perish in your .'in

Remember that the day of the Lird cometh a.-
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iQ the night, and while you are saying, Peace

safety, sudJen destruction may come upon

The serpent, sin, has bitten you without

y, and the contagion is raginsr in your hearts.

:ook to the cross :
" For the grace of God that

'eth salvation hath appeared to all men, teaeh-

13 that denying ungodliness and worldly lusts,

liould live soberly, righteously, and godly in

preseot world; looking for that blessed hope,

the glorious appearing of the great God and

Saviour Jesus Christ; who gave himself for

hat he might redeem us from all iniquity,

purify unto himself a peculiar people, zealous

lod works." Titus ii. II, 14. To the cross

3ut delay, for every hour is an hour of despe-

danger.

) the cross ye hypocrites and se//-n'ijhlco>is J

re have been deeply bitten, and have need to

the bitter pangs of eternal death. Without

our hope shall perish, and your trust bo as a

sr's web. If not cured by the blood shed on

ross, your end must be weeping and gnashing

'eth. A woe is pronounced against you, for

•c like unto whited sepulchres, which indeed,

ar beautiful outward, but are within full of

men's bones and all uneleanness. But there

t hope even for you, "for tl}e Son of man is

I to seek and to save that which was lost."

) six. 10. Abhor yourselves in dust and

i, and hasten to the cross, for ho who hung
i is "able to save them to the uttermost that

I unto God by him, .seeing he ever liveth to

i intercession for them." Heb. vii. 25.

) the cross ye hcniylited and blindfolded hrael-

whose eyes the fulfilment of prophecy has

1 to open. To the cross ye turbaued and
lentod Jlohammedans, followers of a false pro-

and blind guide ! To the cross ye idolatrous

QS, who bow down to images of wood and stone I

to the cross, ye backsliding sinners, whatever

be the sum of your transgressions. You are

n by the fiery serpent, sin, and the cross of

3t is your only cure. The brazen serpent

id the wounded body ; Christ restores the sin-

ken soul. The brazen serpent added to the

of him who gazed thereon ; but the life of

who hung on the cross is a death unto sin and

y birth unto righteousness, a sure and certain

of heavenly glory, and an unfailing promise

life that shall endure for ever.

lul Gryser, at Fort Yama, Co?.—The fol-

ig description is by an officer of the United
)s army :—This wonderful spring of hot mud,
h lies about GO miles south of Fort Yuma,
uated on a vast plain, which extends eighty

i south from the Gila. The soil of the plain

dry mul, which was apparently atone time
)ed of a lake or sea. The landscape is of the

dreary, barren, and monotonous character.

Geyser covers fifteen or twenty acres. About
idges there is a warm, soft mud, with pools

irm water here and there. In the centre the
bubbles like boiling Indian pudding, and a

t quantity of steam is constantly rising, and
iibleatagreat distance. The mud and muddy
r is frequently thrown more than a hnndred
fifty feet high; and at these limes the Geyser
I makes a loud rumbling noise, distinct from
of the fall of the mud.

well a'tvare of that deadly poison, so frequent
ng professors, I mean evil speaking. It will

r itself under a thousand diflereut forms ; and
' how many sincere hearts swallow this gilded
before thev know what they are about. Ne-

repeat the fault of an absent person, unless it

bsolutcly needful.

—

Miny Fletcher.

THE FRIEND
TWELFTH MONTH 8, 1856.

We have received from "A Subscriber" in

Virginia, a copy of a letter signed Martha, which
—though the sentiments are generally good and
well expressed—we think would be out of place

in the columns of our Journal.

We have but little sympathy with that disposi-

tion which appears, to take delight in dwelling on
the dark side of every picture, and exhausts its

energies in hunting up, and displaying any and
every fact calculated to awaken or increase fear

for the future, or to lead to a belief that the

blessings enjoyed are so transitory, that we must
despair of their being long continued or renewed.
But in looking over the exhibit daily made in our
newspapers, of the moral and political condition

of our beloved country, it is difficult to shut out
gloomy forebodings, as it cannot be disputed that

there are, and have long been causes at work, which
if allowed to operate with the same force they have
been exerting for the last ten years, must make a

powerful impression on the national mind and
feelings, aud will in the end, it is to be feared,

result in the disruption of the ties that bind toge-

ther the thirty-one sovereign States, which com-
pose this Union.

The very fact of the national Government being
made up by so large a number of States, in one
sense entirely independent of each other; occupy-
ing a country so vast in extent, and so diversified

in character and climate, and all relying on the

morality and intelligence of their respective inha-

bitants for self-government, would naturally raise

a doubt of its stability, however by habit and
education wo may be disposed to look upon the
system as embracing the elements, essential to the

development and security of the happiness of the

people. But we know there are interests in dif-

ferent sections, directly antagonistic to each other,

and that the morality of the people is not so high
toned, nor their intelligence so acute, as to pre-

vent them, through supposed self-interest, or the

influence of passions aroused and played upon by
unprincipled office-seekers, from blindly ru.-^hing

into party strifes, which are year after year becom-
ing more and more embittered, aud if unchecked,
must sooner or later end in disorganization and
deadly hostility.

Within the last ten years there has been a vast

emigration to these United States. Ireland has

shaken from her lap, tens of thousands of her misera-

ble children, who in rags and wretchedness, in igno-

rance aud crime, have long been convulsing and de
grading the country of their birth. Theyhavecome
here to escape from the oppressive legislation of

the English government, which has always treated

them as a conquerel people, and to obtain the
food and freedom for the want of which they were
nigh to perishing. From the petty German
states we have received hundreds of thousands
of emigrants, many of them it is true, respectable

and well to do in the world, but many more poor
aud uneducated, and by fur the greater portior

of the whnle poisoned with principles of ration

alism, little better than avowed infidelity, and im
bued with notions of republicanism, which lead di

rectly into licentiousness and anarchy. So large ai

admixture of foreigners with none of the love for

our country which so fondly attach the native born
citizen to it, and each with the peculiar feelino-s

and principles, or want of principle incident to

their training and habits, must almost inevitably

weaken that feeling of unity and close national

sympathy, that characterized the citizens of these
United States, for many years after they became
an independent nation ; while it has given birth

to a new aud determined party organization
of many, who can illy brook the policy of confer-
ring the rights of citizenship on men, who have
little of the spirit and few of the sympathies that
should belong to it.

But above all other causes of strife and division

is the subject of slavery, which is fast alienating

the free from the slave States, and has so enlisted

the passions of both parties, that it threatens
speedily to break up the foundation on which
rests the whole structure of our national govern-
ment. We have had occasion repeatedly to refer

to this abominable and portentous evil, and the
direful effects it produces, so that we need now
only advert to the confusion and sectional opposi-
tion by which it is laying waste the standing of
the legislature of the country, and undermiuing
the respect heretofore paid by the population to

the authority and enactments of the government;
and to the rancorous feuds existing in Kansas,
where, owing to the gross aggressions of the pro-
slavery party, an armed resistance has been
brought about, that threatens civil war.

It may be well for us all to take an earnest view
of these indisputable facts, and allow them to bring
home to us the serious reflections on our indivf-
dual duty, which may prompt to its daily and con-
.scientious [performance. It is no mere feeling of
attachment to our country, or loyalty to its govern-
ment that will reach, and remove the causes which
assail the public peace and prosperity, or neutral-
ize the .'iuister designs of unprincipled politi-

cians. We have no faith in mere political move-
ments, or combinations, for warding oK the evils

which menace the integrity of the Union. We
believe, that nothing but a more general and sin-

cere compliance with the requirements of the reli-

gion of Christ, breaking off' from the sins which
so easily beset, aad fervently seeking for the mer-
ciful interposition and protection of Him, whose
riglit it is to rule over the nations of the earth,
can save our country from the scourge that ap-
pears to be hanging over it, or secure the continu-
ance of the blessings of peace and plenty we have
so long and so unworthily enjoyed.

When we consider the design of the Almighty,
in raising up the religious Society of Friends;
that by living in conformity with the simplicity
and purity of the gospel, and bearing a steady, con-
sistent ttstimony against evil, they might extend
the Redeemer's kingd'im, and prove a blessing to

the nations of the earth ; and call to mind the in-

fluence for good they largely and so long exer-
cised, how sad and humiliating is the conviction,

that by deserting the banner given them in the
beginning to be displaj'ed because of the truth,

the Society has become greatly leavened with the
fashions and policy of the world, is torn and di-

vided by internal contentions respecting its doc-
trine and discipline, and being thus shorn of its

strength, can no longer raise its voice against
error, or to plead the cause of truth and righteous-
ness, with a hope that its own bright example, and
the blessing of its acknowledged Leader, will cause
its warnings or its invitations to be received and
availingly regarded. Wore all those in this country
who profess to be fellow-believers with Geo. Fox,
R. Barclay, Wm. Penn, and their worthy coadju-
tors, practically exemplifying in life and conversa-
tion, the reality of that profession, by bringing
forth fruits of holiness, what a noble army would
they be to make war in righteousness against the
evils that are betraying the nation into "strife and
confusion, to induce the people " to break off' their

sins by righteousness, and their iniquities by show-
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ing mercy to the poor," and to plead for the con-
tinuance of Divine regard, that so the " days of

^

our tranquillity" may be lengthened. Let each of
' our readers ponder the responsibility which this

view of our membership in the Society, and of our
citizenship shows to rest upon them.

SU.MMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—One week later from Liverpool. Affairs

in the Crimea remaia unchanged. The contending
armies were occupied in creeling huts, and making
other preparations for the shelter of the troops during
winter. A St. Petersburg despatch states that the Em-
peror had visited the army of Gortschiikoffin the Crimea,
and found the troops in perfect condition. The Emperor
returned to St. Petersburg, by way of Moscow. At the
last accounts from Asia, the siege of Kars continued,
though it was believed the Russians would soon retire

and abandon their positions before the place. On the
6th ult., the Turkish army under Omer Pasha, had an
engagement with a division of the Russian array, on the
river Anakara, about 60 miles from the shore of the
Black Sea. The Russians were defeated with a loss of
400 men, killed and wounded, and 60 prisoners. The
Turkish loss was upwards of 300 men.

Persia has been applied to by the allies to allow a
passage through her territories for an Anglo-Indian
army to co-operate in Asiatic Turkey.

Exportation of breadstuffs is prohibited from all Tur-
kish ports. Importations are allowed duty free.

The Porte has granted the required firman for a canal,
from the head of the Danube to the Black Sea.

The export of breadstuffs has been prohibited from
all Russian ports. A despatch from Nicolaieff states,
that on the 2d ult., twenty-eight vessels of the allied
fleet remained in and near the mouth of the Dneiper.
The Paris " Exposition" closed on the loth, with con-

siderable ceremony. In the Emperor's speech on the
occasion, he expressed a desire for peace, but without
evincing any disposition to take the iirst step. He de-
clared " that France has no hatred for any nation, and
that she sympathises with all those, who wish as she
does for the triumph of right and justice." Grand
medals of honour were awarded to a number of Ameri-
can depositors. Among them McCormick, of Illinois,

for his reaping machine; Pitts, of Buffalo, for a win-
nowing machine; Bache and Kline, of New York, for
balances of great precision ; Lieut. Maury, for his charts
of winds and currents of the Atlantic ocean, &c. ; Good-
year, of New York, for India rubber fabrics.

The post of Colonial Secretary in the British minis-
try, had not been filled. It had been tendered to the
Duke of Newcastle, who refused it.

The Liverpool cotton market had lost its buoyancy,
in consequence of turnouts at Manchester, and the strin-
gency of the money market. Sales of the week, 77,580
bales. Breadstuff's in demand, and prices rather higher.
Baltimore and Philadelphia flour, 45s. to 46«. per bbl.
Red wheat, 125., and white wheat, 13s. per 70 lbs. Con-
sols, 88. The ship Harvey Birch had arrived at Liver-
pool, with a cargo of wheat and flour, from California.
NICARAGUA.—The latest accounts state that more

adventurers from California were joining Walker's stan-
dard. The Government established by him, is supposed
to be strong enough to keep down opposition. It had
been formally recognized by John H. Wheeler, V. S.
Minister to Nicaragua, it being the government tie facto.
General Corral, late commander of the forces opposed
to Walker, and with whom he had made peace, had
been tried by a court martial on a charge of treason,
and executed in pursuance of his sentence. Corral was
a popular man, and much esteemed in Nicaragua.
AUSTRALIA.—The most recent accounts state that

the production of gold was again on the increase not
only at the older fields, but also at those recently dis-
covered. Three vessels which sailed for England, be-
tween Eighth mo. 23d and Ninth mo. 13th, had gold on
freight valued at one million pounds sterling. One of
the ships carried also 1000 bales of wool and" 70 tons of
Australian copper. The immigration, the present year,
had been at the rate of about 5000 persons a month.
UNITED STATES.—The domestic exports for the last

year, are classified as follows. Products of the sea,
$3,516,894 ; of the forest, including furs, and skins, and
potash, $12,603,837; agricultural productions, animal
$17,178,080; vegetable food, §23,651,362; cotton
$88,143,814; tobacco, 511,712,468 ; hops, $1,310,720;'
brown sugar, $286,408 ; hemp, &c., $140,906 ; manufac-
tures, $34,206,640

;
gold and silver coin, $19,842 423 •

bullion, 834,114,995. The exports of vegetable 'food
were $27,539,318 less than in the year ending Sixth
mo. 30th, 1854.

The Mcsilla Vallei/.—Ihe reports from this new acqui-
sition, represent it as being rich in minerals. Silver,
copper, iron, platinum, gypsum, and coal in vast beds,
are said to abound in every direction, but especially
along the Pecos, and up to the 33 deg. of latitude.

A'ao York.—The deposits of gold in the Assay office
last month, amounted to $2,350,000 ; of silver, $41,000.
On the 1st inst., sales of white wheat were made at
§2.20 to $2.25

;
red, $2.10 and $2.16.

F/ii/adelphM.—Uontilhy last week, 154, of whom 90
were males and 64 females.

Baltimore.—During the week ending 1st inst., there
had been a large export demand for breadstuBs in this
city. Flour was quoted at $9.12J and $9.25 ; old corn,
from 95 cents to $1.00; new corn, 83 cents to 88 cents.

The Ohio River.—The distance, from Pittsburg to the
mouth of the Ohio river, is 977 miles, with an aggregate
fall of 425 feet. A project for improving the naviga-
tion, has been started in Pittsburg, which the board^of
trade earnestly recommend. It is proposed to convert
it into a slack water canal for which purpose about fifiv

locks would be required. It is estimated that the im
provements would cost from §7000 to §10,000 per mils

Oregon.—The latest accounts from the territory, stat
that an ludian war had broken out, in which the In
dians, throughout Oregon and Washington territories,
had banded together against the whites. The Indians
in bands were roaming over the country, and many
tiers had been killed by them. Much excitement
vailed, and the Indians were threatened with extermi-
nation by the whites, who were raising troops to operate
against them.

California.^-S&u Francisco dates to Eleventh month
5th. The shipments of gold continue large. The sum
of $2,184,199 was shipped in the last steamer for Pa-

At most of the mining districts, business was
nearly suspended for want of water, but there seems to

scarcity of the gold. The Chinese are leaving
California. A ship which sailed on the 1st, took four

d Chinese as passengers. The Chinese who work
at the mines, are now compelled to pay §72 per annum

for the privilege, and the tax is to be increased
$'?4, each succeeding year. Two whale ships had ar-

d at San Francisco, from the sea of Ochotsk, and
barged their cargoes. The whalebone and part of
oil was to be shipped eastward. On the 2d, a large

distillery was destroyed by fire ; two men were burned
to death, and six others injured. The loss of property
is stated at $120,000. In portions of the State, Lynch
law was still paramount. In Stanislaus county, "four
men had recently been hung by a mob. They were
accused of stealing cattle. In the north, the Indians
were hostile, and a number of them had been killed by
the whites.

Miscellaneous.—^Suffrage in Connecticut.—The Governor
of Connecticut has issued his proclamation, announcino-
that the amendment to the Constitution lately adopted
that voters must be able to read and write, is now part
of the organic law of the State.

Florida Sponge. — From twenty to thirty tons of
sponges are annually exported from Key West to New
York. The price is now about 40 cents a pound.

Light-house on Cape Race.—It is stated that the Bri-
tish Government will immediately send out the material
of the light-house—the tower to be of iron.

Prohibition.—In the Supreme Court of Massachusetts,
two persons recently brought suit to recover the value
of liquors seized and destroyed at Fall River under the
law of 1852. Verdicts were obtained in both cases.
Damages in one case $1800; in the other, $750.

Cholera in Italy.—According to Florence papers, about
150,000 persons have died of this disease in Italy, within
the last two months. In the Duchy of Parma, there had
been 8020 deaths; in Modena and Reggia, 6566; in
Tuscany, 25,901. The mortality in Lombardy exceeded
50,000, and in the Roman States, as large a number had
died.

Colliery Explosion.—Another explosion of fire-damp
occurred last week at the Black Heath Mines, Va., by
which four persons lost their lives, and two others were
severely injured.

Destitution in Italy.— Recent accounts from Rome,
state that there was much suffering among the poor in

the Roman States, in consequence of the failure of the
vintage and harvest. The exportation of oil, wine and
grain, has been prohibited, and the Government has es-
tablished public bake-houses in the chief cities, to sup-
ply bread at cost prices.

commence with 1850. Terms, $2 per annum, i
j,

Tance. T
Subscriptions received at this oflice ; also, b

agent, J. S. Lippincott, 65 Marshall street, Philad.'

Friends' Boarding-School for Indian Children, ,

Tune.ssassah.

Two women Friends are wanted at this Instituti

assist in the family.

Also, a man Friend to aid in carrying out the
cern for the improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkixt.

377 S. Second s

Thomas Evaxs,
Pbilad., Eleventh mo. 1st., 1855. ISO Arch i

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department i

Institution.

Application may be made to either of the underaif
members of the Committee.

Sami-el Hilles, Wilmington, Del
Thomas Evans, l „, ., ,

Samuel Bettle, Jr. /
^'"'^''''

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Twelfth
on Fourth-day, the 28th ult., William Ward
Springfield, Clark Co., Ohio, to Mary P., daug
the late Thomas C. Price, of this city.

THE BRITISH FRIEND,
monthly Journal chiefly devoted to the interests of

the Society of Friends, is published at Glasgow, Scot-
jland, by W. & R. Smeal, Edi new volume

Died, on the 20tb of Tenth month, 1855, in the
year of her age, Amanda, wife of Allen T. Lee

;

ber of Chesterfield Particular and Monthly Mee
Her last illness was lingering and severe, but she
enabled to bear it with much patience. About a \

before her death, after suffering much through the
and often supplicating the Lord for mercy, she appe
to be sinking very fast ; and upon being inquired .

she felt prepared to go, she answered, " Oh, yes ; 1

1

hope. Through His blessed mercy, I hope soon to

where pain and sorrow have an end
;
yes ! through

redeeming mercy, I shall be saved." A little aft'

said, "Oh! I long to be with the Saviour; Oh, L
come quickly and take me home:" often during
night supplicating to be released from this life, an.

be admitted into that glorious mansion where all t

bles cease. Next morning she said, " Oh ! 1 Ic

at that place of bliss ; Oh, take my soul up to gloi

"not for any good deed that I have done, but thro
thy merciful goodness, am I received." " Oh, hov
tiful I it seems as though I could see it." Some I

after this, she said, " Oh I there comes the enemy,
away

;
go away ; I have nothing to do witl

a while after, upon being inquired of how she felt,

said she believed the Lord had withdrawn his presi

from her ; and a hope being expressed that the em
had not taken possession, she replied, " Oh I no, I

the Lord; my soul is filled with love for Jesus, ai

love every body, but I cannot see that glorious
]

could." " Oh, if the Lord should see fit to send
back to earth, I shall never forget what I ha\
and with the help of the Lord, I hope to live very
ferent, as I have been too forward in speaking of
faults of others, and not looking enough to m
After some time she said, " I have been too impatii

Oh, Lord, forgive me ; I wanted to go too soon ; t

knowest my bodily afflictions
; that they are

almost more than I can bear; t)ut let me not niurm
I know I do not suffer any too much ; Oh, Lord, [enal

me to bear my sufferings with patience ; I wanted to

instead of waiting thy time
;
Oh, that I may

resigned to thy will." Upon being inquired' of if

felt her Saviour's presence, she answered, ' No, bi

am patiently waiting." At one time she advisei

present against reading talcs of fiction, adding,
take the mind off from that which leads to happine,'

A few days before her departure, after lying for si

time in quiet supplication, she suddenly raised her <

d her hands, exclaiming, " Glory, glory, to God in

highest, He has again visited me ; sweet Jesus, ct

kly and take me home ; but let me not I

tient ; thy will be done." She requested near her cli

that all around her might be quiet ; and during
remainder of her time, slie often supplicated

tience and resignation, which seemed graciously vou^

safed to her, her Saviour enabling her to pass tbrot

the valley and shadow of death, to that land, m
whose inhabitants can say, I am sick.
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(ConlinueJ rrorn page S8.)

D another place, p. 361, of the Essays on

istianity, it is said

—

Now God has ordained a plan of divine mercy and

sdom for our redemption, a plan through which we

ly be reconciled to his favour, and delivered troni

ilt and sin ; and faith is that principle in the human

nd by which alone, according to the known consti-

tion of our n.iture, this plan can be accepted and

,

plied. Since, then, the believer accepts the mercy

God in Christ Jesus, and applies it to his own condi-

,n, it follows in reason, that the believer is saved; and

other hand, since the unbeliever rejects it, and

fuses to avail himself of its provisions, it equally fol-

1 reason, that the unbeliever is not saved."

Dhis passage is of similar import with the

ng. Faith is here denominated a principle

,he human mind, by which alone, according to

constitution of his nature, a man can accept

apply the plan of mercy to his salvation, and

jly conclude when he has done so, that accord-

to reason, he is saved. This mode of defining

process of salvation, conveys the idea that it

work which can be carried out by man in his

Q strength. But,it is the Holy Spirit alone,

[t can bring him to feel the need of a Saviour,

e him faith in that Saviour, deliver him froit

and transgression, apply the mercy of God to

condition, and when he is born again, furnish

1 with the certain evidence that he is the child

WGod. Joseph Phipps says, page 92: "It is

(iJ by his Holy Spirit who worketh all good in

n, both as to the will and the deed. It is by

ice we are saved through faith ; or in the way

faith. That faith which worketh by the love

SOod to the purifying of the heart and the pro-

iction of good works. These are the genuine

flits of it, and inseparable from it: therefore,

Uhout works we cannot be saved. Yet it is not

U the works that we are saved, as the cause of

vation to us, but by Grace through the root of

lJ3m—the faith by which we believe in God, open

I and receive him, cleave to him, tru.-t in him,

Jd so lay hold of eternal life. This faith is not

faculty, but the gift of God to us. It comes

Grace, the free Grace of God, who is not willing

!it any should perish, but that all should come

repentance. He whose worksare evil, hath not

is saving faith, believe what proposition he will

;

ir where it is, it necessarily produces them [good

])rks.] This root is never without its fruits.

iShow me thy faith without thy works, and I will

ijow thee my faith by my works,' saith the Apostle

iimes. Yet these works do not render us mcri

torious of salvation, for they are not to be attri-

buted to us, but wholly to him who through his

grace, hath brought us into this blessed state of

living faith wherein they are produced. For by

Grace yc are saved, &c."

The chapter on Faith in the " Essays on Chris-

tianity," concludes in the following words:

"Although we may be sometimes harassed with

' doubts, and cast down for the trial of our faith, into

'mental darkness and distress, that faith will neverthe-

' less be found a substantial inherent principle, and will

'never be destroyed. Finally since faith is a moral

' qualification, a Christian grace, a fruit of the Spirit,

' and therefore unquestionably a divine gift, let us seek

' it where it may be found, at the throne of mercy
;

let

' us not cease to pray, that together with hope and

' charity, it may more and more abound in u-ii, to our

•own peace, and to the glory of God our Saviour."

Here we are left much at a loss, which of the.se

ippellations is to be applied to Faith. If it be,

is is asserted, an inherent, indestructible principle,

we must possess it while we retain our natural

faculties. As such, it may in one sense be said

to be a fruit of the Spirit, a divine gift ; inasmuch

as every inherent faculty is divinely formed and

given to the mind by the Creator. But an inhe-

rent principle cannot be a Christian grace, nor

with any propriety be described as being found at

the throne of mercy.
_ ^

True Faith is an essential part of the Christian s

armour; "Above all," says the Apostle, " taking

the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to

quench all the fiery darts of the wicked." " What-

soever is born of God," says another, " overcometh

the world ; and this is the victory that overcometh

the world, even our faith." It was by the same

faith through which the holy ancients wrought

righteousness, that they stopped the mouths of

lions, quenched the violence of fire, &c. It could

have been no natural or inherent faculty, but was

a firm trust in the name of the Lord of Hosts, with

which they wore inspired by his Spirit; and faith

and the origin and object of it, are the same in all

ages. How difi'erent are those notions of Faith

f^om the language of Robert Barclay ! In his de-

finition of it, the Apologist says : " For which we

shall not dive into the curious and various notions

of the schoolmen ; but stay in the plain and posi-

tive words of the apostle Paul, who describes it in

two ways. ' Faith,' says he, ' is the substance of

things hoped for and the evidence of things not

seen°;' which, as the apostle illustrates it in the

same chapter by many examples, is no other but a

firm and certain belief of the mind, whereby it

resteth, and in a sense possesseth the sub:^tance of

some things hoped for, through its confidence in

the promise of God ; and thus the soul hath a

most firm evidence by its faith of things not yet

seen or come to pass. The object of this faith is

the promise, word, or testimony of God speaking

in the mind. Hence it hath been generally af-

firmed that the object of faith is, God spea/c-

inij; which is also manifest from all those exam-

ples', deduced by the apostle throughout that whole

chapter, whose faith was founded, neither upon

any outward testimony, nor upon the voice, or

writing of man, but upon the revelation of God's

will manifest unto them and in them." Prop. II.

sect. 8.

On the subject of imputative righteousness, it

s said in p. 303 of the Biblical Notes

:

"The Christian's hope of deliverance from eternal

' death is founded on the glorious doctrine, that a rnn-

'som has been offered for his soul, by a Saviour of in-

' finite dignity and power; and he anticipates the boon

' of everlasting felicity, not as the reward of his own

' polluted works, but as the just and necessary conse-

' quence of a righteousness imputed to the believer, the

' perfect righteousness of Ilim who is not only man but

'God."

No one can be truly termed a Christian be-

ievcr, whose works are polluted ; and while the

works of any one, let his belief be what it may,

ire polluted, he can have no ground to suppose,

that the righteousness of Christ is imputed to him,

or to anticipate the boon of everlasting felicity.

How arc wo to distinguish between a believer and

an unbeliever, if the works of both are polluted '?

We fully and truly acknowledge Christ Jesus to

be the Lord our Righteousness ; but the polluted

garments of sin and unrighteousness must be put

off, before the perfect righteousness of Christ can

be'put on. This is not done by mere belief in his

sufi'erings and death, but through the power of

his Spirit, putting off the old man with his deeds,

the body of sin and death, and putting on the new-

man, which after God is created in righteousness

and true holiness, and" by which we know Christ

to be made unto us of God, wisdom, righteousness,

sanctification and redemption ; the righteousncsa

of Christ not being imputed, but where it is im-

parted.

In page 313, of the Essays on Christianity, it

is said

—

" When, therefore, we read that the righteousness of

•'Jesus Christ is imputed to the believer, we may red-

" sonably understand such a doctrine to import, that

" we are not only saved through the sacrifice of Jesua

" Christ, but rewarded through his merits. Our sinful-

" ness may properly be said to have been imputed to

" Christ ; because when he underwent the penally which

" that sinfulness demanded, he was dealt with as if he had

" been himself the sinner; and it is, I apprehend, on a per-

"feclly analogous principle, that his righteousness is

" said to be imputed to us ; because through the bonnd-

" less mercy of God, we are permitted to reap the fruits

"of it."

In page 40 of the treatise on Love to God, it is

said

—

" Behold the glorious partner of the Father's throne

" freely opening his bosom to the vials of his wrath,

"groaning and bleeding on the cross, in the nature of

" man, ami bearing in his own body on the tree, the

"penalty of the sins of mankind."*

And in page 4.5 of the same work

—

" Let us call to mind, that in that hour of unutterable

" desertion, the righteous vengeance of God against a

" guilty world, was poured forth upon the innocent sub-

"stitute."*

It is not for us to conceive, nor to undertake to

describe, the nature or the depth of suffering,

which our Lord passed through, on account of lost

man, when he bore our sins in his own body on

the tree, that we being dead to sin, should live

unto righteousness. Wicked men were permitted

to treat him as a malefactor, and to nail him to

* The two passages here quoted, are omitted in an

edition printed in America.
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the cross like a criminal ; but we nowhere read in

the Scriptures that his Almighty Father dealt with
him as if he had been himself a sinner, pourinp
out upon him indignation and wrath. " I laj

down my life for the sheep," said our Lord,
" therefore doth my father love nie, because I lay

down my life, tliat I might take it again. Ni

man taketh it from me, but I lay it down of my
self. I have power to lay it down, and I hav.

power to take it again. This commandment have
I rev-eived of my Father." Our Lord therefore

voluntarily gave himself up to death : and thes

expressions breathe the language of perfect love

and resignation, and siiut out all ideas of wrath
and vengeance being poured on his head.

Robert Barclay says. Apology, Prop, vii., sect.

6 :
" For though Christ bare our sins and suffered

for us, and was among men accounted a sinner and
numbered among transgressors, yet that Gnd re

puted him a sinner is nowhere proved. For it is

said, he was fuund before him holy, harmless and
undefiled, neither was there found any guile in hi-

mouth. That we deserved these things and much
more for our sins which he endured in obedience
to the Father, and according to his counsel, i>

true; but that ever God reputed him a sinner, is

denied. Neither did he ever die that we should

be reputed righteous though no more really such
than he was a sinner. Fur indeed if this argu-

ment hold, it might be stretched to that length as

to become very pleasing to wicked men, that love

to abide in their sins. For if we be made righte-

ous as Christ was made a sinner, merely by im-
putation, then as there was no sin, not in the
least, in Christ, so it would follow that there need-
ed no more righteousness, no more holiness, no
more inward sanctification in us, than there, was
sin in him. So then, by his being made sin fur

us, must be understood his suffering for our sins,

that we might be ma^le partakers of the grace pur-
chased by him ; by the workings whereof, we are

made the righteousness of God in him."
On this subject our ancient Friends always con-

nected the inward work of the Holy Spirit with
the outward, as essential to the reception of its

benefits. George Whitehead says, " We are not

pardoned, justified, redeemed or saved, by our own
righteousness, works, merits or deservings; but
by the righteousness, merits and works of this our
blessed Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, being both
imparted and imputed to us, us he is of God, made
unto us wisdom, righteousness, sanctification and
redemption. Our reconciliation, redemption, par-

don, sanctification and justification, having respect

both to his suffering death, and blood, upon the
cross as the one peace offering and sacrifice, and
as our High Priest, thereby making atonement
and reconciliation for us, and giving himself a

ransom for all mankind; and also to the effectual

saving work of his grace and good Spirit within
us, bringing us to experience true repentance, re-

generation, and the new birth, wherein we partake
of the fellowship of Christ's sufferings and power
of his resurrection. In which grace we ought to

persevere in newness of life, and faithful obedience
unto him, unto the end, that we may be heirs of

the eternal salvation, which Christ is the author
of." Antichrist in Flesh Unmasked, p. 80.

In page 357 of the Kssays on Christianity, in

speaking of the doctriue of Justification, it is

said :

—

"Now as Jesus Clirist came into the worM to save
"sinners, so it is only in tlie cliaracter of sinners, that
" we are in tlie nature of tilings capable of jnstificaliun

;

"for to be justified in the language of Scripture, and
|" particularly in that of the Apostle Paul, usually sigui-
|" fies to be absolved, to be delivered by pardon from:

"the penalty due to our past sins. The free gift is ofj
" many offences unto justification. Roui. v. lU. All

j

' have sinned and come short of the glory of God ; be-
"ing justified freely by his grace, through the redemp-
" tion that is in Christ Jesus, vvbora God hath set forth
" to be a propitiation through faith in his blood, to de-
•' clare his righteousness for the remission of sins that
"are past. Rom. iii. 23— 25. From these premises it
' follows, that in the order of the grace of God justijica-
" lion precedes sanclificalion, and that the faith in Jesus
' Christ, by which the ungodly are justified, has respect
•'in a very pre-eminent manner to the atonement wnich
•' be has made for the sins of the world. It is faith in
' a crucified Redeemer, or to adopt the Apostle's words,
"faith in his blood;' and this doctrine corresponds
' with the declaration of our Lord himself: as Moses
•' lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so must
" the Son of .Man be lifted up (on the cross) that who-
' soever believeth in him, that is, I conceive, whosoever

his relianc

'should [lerish, but ha
the atonement fo\

I eternal John
15, com. Rom. v. 1,

There does not appear to be anything in these
passages from Holy Scripture to warrant the con-
clusion which is here drawn, that justification

precedes sanctification. The doctrine of Scripture
is, that Christ by his sufferings and death has so

far reconciled us unto God, as to put us into the
capacity of being saved by his life and grace, foi

whose sake, as we are obedient to this grace, by
which alone we receive power to repent of and tc

forsake our sins, they will be forgiven; and ac
cording to the order laid down by the Apostle, a:

we are washed and sanctified, we shall be justified

in the name of the Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit

of our God. Moreover, the sentiment that justi

fication precedes sanctification, may lead into in

difference respecting the necessity of the washing
of regeneration and renewing of the Holy Ghost,
especially if the doctrine were admitted, that the
faith by which we are justified, is the exercise o:

a faculty of the human mind, giving us an interest

in the atoning blood of the Lamb of God. The
latter part of the quotation limits the gift of eter-

nal life to those who place their reliance upon
Christ as the atonement for sin ; but those who
have not the Scriptures, nor any knowledge of his

outward sufferings, if they receive and obey him
in his spiritual appearance in the heart, will equally
partake of that salvation which comes by Jesus
Christ, with those who have the outward know-
ledge, believe in it, and faithfully live up to the
rcquiriugs of his Spirit.

The Essay proceeds

—

'\Yhile, however, the justification of the sinner
" through faith in a crucified Redeemer, precedes the
'• work of sanctification, its close and inseparable con-
" ne.xion with that work is evinced by the fact, that in
"the economy of God's spiritual government, this very
•'faith is the constituted means, through which ice obtain
" the gift of the Holy Spirit. In the preceding essay, I

" have endeavoured to prove from Scripture that "the
"channel through which the Spirit flows to man, is
" Christ crucified, and I am now remarking, that it is

" through faith in Christ crucified, that we on our parts
" are enabled to receive the Spirit, and are brought
" under his regenerating and sanctifying influence.''

According to the order laid down in the two
quotations, a believer is possessed of faith and is

justified by it, not only before he is .sanctified, but
before he has obtained the gift of the Holy Spirit

;

for the writer says this very faith in Christ cruci-

fied, is the constituted means through which wc
obtain this unspeakable gift. But it was pur-
chased and obtained for us by the death of Christ

;

and whether we have faith in him and receive that

gift ill our hearts or not, he, by it, stands at the
door, knocking for an entrance and reproving us
for sin. As we can have no true faith, but what
is given us by his Spirit, it is evident that its ap-

pearance there must precede the existence of this

faith, and therefore that the gift of grace is not
obtained by our faith. If we do not resist the
grace, it will inspire our souls with living faith.

and enable U8 to open the door and let the K'
of Glory come in. Now the promise of the gos
dispensation was the pouring out of the Sp
upon all flesh; indicating that a greater effus

*

of the unction from Christ, the Holy One, shoi^
be granted, than was generally experienced umi
the law. This was distinctly alluded to when !

said of the believer, "Out of his belly shall fll

rivers of living water. This spake he of the gi
rit, which they that believe on him should rcceiii
for the Holy Ghost was not yet given, becar
that Jesus was not yet glorified;" that is, not'
the measure in which it should be conferred ur'
those who received it in its least appearance in I

heart, and through faithfulness became prepai
for a further enlargement of the divine gift; 1.

the flowing of the stream, which gradually n
froin the ankles to the knees and to the loius, i,

til it became a river for a man to swim in. It

thus we are made partakers of the fulness of t\

blessing of the gospel of Christ; but the Spirit!
Truth which reproves the world of sin, is sent ic'

the hearts of all, in a greater or less degree, wl'.

iher they have ever heard of Christ crucified

Feats of Insects.

From a late number of the Excehlor, an Ec
lish monthly magazine, we select the following •'

The muscular strength of insects is immeni
We once were surprised by a feat performed bj'

common beetle

—

Oryctes maimon—in the Unit!
States. We had put the insect, for want of a

j

box at hand, beneath a quart bottle full of mij
upon a table, the hollow at the bottom allowi.ij

him room to stand upright. Presently, to oj
surprise, the bottle began slowly to move a;'

glide along the smooth table, propelled by t!

muscular power of the imprisoned insect, ail

continued for some time to perambulate the si''

face, to the astonishment of all who witnessed
|

The weight of the bottle and its contents eou!

not have been less than three pounds and a hali

while that of the beetle was about half an ounc,

so that it readily moved a weight one hundn
and twelve times exceeding its own. A belt!

notion than figures can convey will be obtained
,

this feat by supposing a lad of fifteen to be imp)

soned under the great bell of St. Paul's, wbii

weighs twelve thousand pounds, and to move
to and fro upon a smooth pavement by pushii

within.
'

3Ir. Newport has given other instances of insCj

power equally remarkable. Having once fastem,

a small kind of Ciirahtis, an elegantly formi,

ground beetle, weighing three and a half grain'

by a silk thread to a piece of paper, he laid '

weight on the latter. At a distance often inchi

from its load, the insect was able to drag after :!

up an inclined plane of twenty-five degrees, near;

eighty-five grains; but when placed on a plane
five degrees' inclination, it drew after it one hu
dred and twenty-five grains, exclusive of the fri

tion to be overcome in moving its load, as thouc

a man were to drag up a hill of similar inclinatii

wagon weighing two tons and a half, havii|

first taken the wheels oflF.

Acording to the same excellent authority, th
ag beetle

—

Liicunus ceicits—has been kuo«'
to gnaw a hole an inch in diameter through tl:

side of an iron canister iu which it was confioei

and on which the marks of its jaws were distinct!

visible, as proved by Mr. Stephens, who exhihittj

the canister at one of the meetings of the Ent|
mological Society.

Let us h>ok at the powers of insects exercise

iu the act of flying. The house-flies—.Vmm
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kesfira—that wheel and play beneath the

ing for hours tocjelher, onlinarily move at the

: of about five feet per second ; but if excited

peed, they can dart along tiirough tbirty-five

in the same brief space of time. Now in

period, as Kirby and Spenee observe, " a race

je could clear only ninety feet, which is at the

of more than a mile in a minute. Our little

in her swiftest flight will in the same space of

3 go more than one-third of a mile. Now
pare the immense diifeience of the size of the

animals—ten millions of tlie fly would hardly

iterpoise one racer—and how wonderful will

velocity of this minute creature appear ! Did

jfly equal the race-horse in size, and retain its

sent p)wers in the ratio of its magnitude, u
Id traverse the globe with the rapidity of

tning. Some of the flies that haunt our gar-

i shoot along so rapidly that the eye cannot

hem in flight,

for are these tiny creatures less masters of the

of running and leaping. De Lisle mentions

so minute as almost to be invisible, which
nearly sis inches in a second, and in that

e was calculated to have made one thousand

eighty steps ! This, according to the calcu-

ns of Kirby and Speuce, is as if a man whose

IS measured only two feet, should run at the

"ble rate of twenty miles in a minute.

uvery one has had occasion to observe, not

liys without an emotion of anger, the leaping

ters of the flea

—

Pulejc trrifaiis. A bound of

I

hundred times its own length is a common
; as if a man should jump twelve hundred

L or a quarter of a mile ! What a pity that

Jcta were not allowed to be competitors iu the

'etic games of old !

! For " The Friend."

n the course of his religious visit in England,
p^riffith, attended meetings at Moorsham and
tleton, "amongst a very plain people who ap-

kd to be in a low condition of life ; but I

"id," he says, " the savour and virtue of Truth
ingst them, especially at the latter; to which
I substantial minister of the gospel, Luke Cock,
in his lifetime belong. The remembrance of

im, although I never personally knew him, was
7 fresh and livingly before mo in that meeting,

f his spirit hid been present. I could, as 1

igbt, perceive the good effects of that worthy
I's christian labours amongst these people ; and
recious meeting the Lord favoured us with
!ther; towhoiu, for the multitude of his mercies
;owed upon us poor unworthy, helpless creatures,

lumble thanksgiving and praise, now and for-

rinore." [Such christians witness the fulfil-

it of the Scripture testimony, " they rest from
ir labours, and their works do follow them."
faith they offered excellent sacrifice aud re-

red evidence of divine acceptance ; and by it,

ig dead, they yet speak. The influence of
ir righteous example, and the history of tlu-ir

s, often stimulate posterity to honour aud fob
them as they followed Christ.]

' Wbitby was the next meeting I attended,
ig on First day, where I had very close, laboriou-!

k. An earth///, loftij spirit had taken too much
;e in some of the professors, the tendency
;reof is, by darkening the understanding, and
iding the judgment, to account various weighty
iches of our christian testimony, small, triflimj
'gs. Here the flesh, that warreth against the
it, having the ascendency, its language is quite
osite thereto. The flesh saith, there is little

dress, religion doth not consist in apparel;
re is little in language ; there is little in paying
es, &c., to the priests ; there is little in carry-

ing guns in our ships, to defend ourselves in case

we are attacked by an enemy. To which, I think,

it may be safely added, there is little or nothing

in people, who i^lead as above hinted, pretending

to be of our Society ; for if they can easily let fall

the before mentioned branches of our christian

testimony I am fully persuaded they will main-

tain the others no longer than the;/ apprehend it

icill suit with their temporal interest. 1 have often

wondered why such continue to profess with us

at all. They are not really of us, who are not

concerned to maintain those principles and testi-

monies the Lord hath given us to bear."

There appears to have been, in parts of the

Society, a striking degeneracy at that day, similar

with what greatly overspreads it now, among those

who are setting at naught the testimonies of the

Society. And those whose lives are consistent

with the faith which we have held from the begin-

ning, have heavy burdens to bear, as the faithful

suffering seed have had to endure in every age.

As a man's enemies are declared to be those of

his own household, the remedy must be iu the

returning rectitude of the members individually.

For the divisions of Reuben there were great search-

ings of heart. This is much wanting throughout

the length and breadth of the Society. We have

enough of the spirit that is looking abroad, and
passing sentence upon others ; but were we drawn
to search for the cause of our divisions in ourselves,

we should be far more likely to receive a clear

view of it in all its workings, than by charging it

altogether upon our neighbours.

Another experienced man said, many years ago,
" I became the talk and gazing stock of the people.

Professors watched me narrowly to get occasion

against me, and the principles of Truth I professed
;

but the Lord strengthened me in my watch over

my words and deeds, so cut off occasion from them
thut sought it against the Truth and me. In those

days, to use the true, plain and proper speech, as

thee and thou to a single person, and keeping on

he hat, were strange things to the people, and few
could suffer them to be used; but would reflect in

usive words, and sometimes use blows, or throw
stones. Keeping to one price in selling goods,

and to the first asking, without abatement, was a

great stumbling block to most people, and made
them stand at a distance from buying, some time,

until they saw further into the justice thereof.

All things were rough and rugged in the world,

tind the cross of Christ was foolishness, and a

stumbling block to them. My exercises and trials,

both within and without were many, and divers

beyond what I can express. The Lord's judg-
iients clave close to me; I was made to love them,

nd willing to wait upon the Lord in the ways
thereof. Sometimes when the Lord's hand would
be easy with me, I would he afraid lest he should
withdraw his hand. Then my desires were to the

Lord, not to slacken his hand, but to search me
thoroughly/, for his Judgments were become sweet

to my taste, which he many times mixed with

prings of mercy, to my joy and comfort, business

n the affairs of the world became a trouble to me,
though there were presentations to get riches."

How many are kept daily in this exercise none
1 know; but we may readily believe that if it

prevailed universally, there would be no place for

imity or division within our Society, or the advo-

icy of principles incompatible with the doctrines

e have always held. Party spirit would recede

before the love of the brethren, and every one

would desire to strengthen the bond of religious

fellowship, and to encourage one another to follow

the Lord faithfully in the discharge of all our re-

ligious duties. Nothing would so effectually con-

vince others of the correctness of the cause we ad-

vocate, as bringing forth the fruits of the Holy
Spirit in our daily intercour.se with all men. Our
own happiness constantly depends upon it, and

next to the consolations of the gospel would be

the peace and happiness arising from tlie return of

undisscmbled and cordial unity throughout our

religious community. It has pervaded every part

of it; and were all sincerely desirous for its restora-

tion, would not the Lord in mercy help us to put

away every thing that divides in Jacob, and scatters

in I.srael, as our own will was given up to his hum-
bling, regulating spirit.

I-or " The rrii n.l."

GEORGE MOGRIIIOE.

tConlinued from page 102.)

The engagement, upon which he now entered,

and which he faithfully and diligently pursued

for a long course of ye.irs, proved most congenial,

and consonant with his moral and religious feel-

ings. A large number of metrical tiacts, and

small books for children, were prepared by him.

Of these earlier publications the memoir says,

" The plainness and originality of style of the for-

going tracts and books, with the author's ea.sy

mode of expressing important truth in simple

rhymes, were well suited to the tastes and capaci-

ties of the labouring classes, whether old or young,

among whom they soon obtained the stamp of

popularity, which they have retained to the present

day. Thoy have been perused in the drawing

room with pleasure and profit, while they have

conveyed instruction to the cottager, the mechanic,

the sailor, the soldier, and the poor man's child.

Several of them have been republished in North

America ; and they h.ive obtained a circulation

wherever the English language is spoken."

In the year 1833, the Keligious Tract Society

commenced its periodical, the " Weekly Visitor."

On being invited to become a contributor, and

suggest any special department of the work he

ight wish to engage in, it occurred to him that

articles on a variety of familiar topics, treated in

ipular manner, would suit his pen, and be ac-

ceptable to the public. After further reflection,

the signature of 'Old Humphrey' occurred to

his mind, as in keeping with the character and

design of the propo.-ed series of papers. Under
title so homely and peculiar, he thought he could

he more readily find his way to the hearts of his

readers." The new engagement was entered on

with great zeal and cordiality. " The arrow" he

says " that strikes the mark efficiently, must have

power to go beyond it ; and without some confi-

ilence in our own powers, we are not, in any under-

taking, bkely to succeed. I am sanguine enough

to think I shall interest my readers iu my obser-

vations and retrospections."

The popularity of the '' Old Humphrey" papers

was evi lent from their firstissue, and they awaken-

ed not a little curiosity in their readers, to know
the name, and locality of him who had adopted

the appellation. The pieces to which this name
was affixed, appeared regularly in a fugitive form,

and were subsequently collected into volumes. Of
hese, his " Observatiims," xVddresses, " Thoughts

fur the Thoughtful," " Walks in London," " Coun-
try Strolls," " Pithy Papers," '• Half Hours," and

Friendly Appeals," have afforded gratification

to many thousands of readers, both in his own and
other lands. In addition to these, ten smaller

books, for children, are part of the " Old Hum-
phrey" volumes. " In forming an estimate of the

papers that appeared with this signature, it is ne-

cessary to consider for whom, and for what pur-

pose, they were written. It was to win the atten-

tin of the greatest number, to subjects of the

highest interest. Their apparent egotism and
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garrulity, were in keeping with the character

assumed. Without being profound, there was in

them consideiiible knowledge of human life, and
of the workings of the human heart. With singu-

lar tact, their author drew solid instruction from

the commonest incidents of everj-day life. His
shrewdness of observation, and sound practical

wisdom gave point to the sentiments. A natural

geniality of disposition, imparted a fresh and

generous tone to the thoughts

" A man he seemed of cheerful yesteni.iT?,

And confident to-niorrons."

"Ardent in feeling, grateful, and disinterested,

he brought into play the spriglitliness of his fancy,

and his habitual buoyancy of spirit, chastened and

tempered with a habit of grave remark. Under
tlio surface of a lively style, there ran a flow of

deep solemnity. He ever took a sunny and hope

ful view of things as they rose befure him; yet

however gay, he was never volatile, nor lost sight

of the responsibilities of authorship, or his charac-

ter as a christian. He instructed without weary-

ing, and by touches of good humour, prepared the

way for the reproof of a fault, or exposure of a

vice, in the spirit of love and gentleness.
" There were some topics on which, in this series

of papers, he delighted to exercise his pen, such as

the use and abuse of wealth, the benefits of earthly

trials, charity for the poor, kindness to animals,

the horrors of war, and the blessings of peace,

christian temper in the lesser things of life; in

these and kindred themes, he agreeably mingled
the useful and the practical with spiritual truths

of the highest importance to man. Old Hum-
phrey was, not merely in his feigned character,

but in reality, a true lover of nature. A country
lawn, with children at play, a hedge bank, with

its blossoms and butterflies; the rising or setting

sun, casting its golden light across the sky; or

the rippling waves on the seashore, filled him with

delight, and often incited him to throw his thoughts

and feelings into the shape in which they have

been given to the world." Some of George Mog-
ridges books for children, are said to bo among
the best of his writings, and instances are cited in

the memoir, in which persons of mature years,

were benefited by one of these little productions.

His pen was not only diligent, but versatile, and
occupied upon a great variety of topics. The
whole number of tracts and books, added by him
to the Society's catalogue, amounted to one hun-
dred and forty-six. While engaged in promoting
the objects of the Tract Society, he also wrote ex-

tensively for other publishers, and contributed to

the periodicals of the Sunday School Union.
".Truly," he observed, toward the close of his

life, "mine has been a prolific pen ; and though
too often, and too legibly, haste, immaturity of
thought, and other errors, have marked ray pro-

ductions, yet it is a source of consolation and thank-
fulness, in the prospect of leaving behind me the

many works I have written, to know that I have
so little cause for serious regret. Though not un-
mixed with meaner motives, glory to God and
good will to mankind, have ever been my prevail-

ing object and desire. i\Iy connection with the

Religious Tract Society, has been to me an import-
ant one in many respects, for it has supplied me
with occupation, ministered to my comforts, with-
held me from light and trifling pursuits, and con-

strained me to the consideration of eternal things."

George Mogridge was fond of travel, especially

on account of the opportunity thus aff'orded for

viewing the beauties of creation, and his periods

foot. He also in the same manner, made a long
excursion in France. To an ardent and undaunted
mind, there was united an agile body, which fitted

him to enjiiy these long pedestrian tours.

(.Concluded next week.)

BlOGRAPHICAl SKETCHES,
Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelj.hia.

(Conlinued from page 101.)

ELIZABETH WEBB.

Elizabeth Webb and JIary Rogers, after visit-

ing Friends in the southern provinces, came up
to Burlington in time for the Yearly Meeting held
there, in the Seventh month, 1608. Their visit

was very acceptable to Friends, and much unity
was manifested with them, by their fellow-labour-

ers and fellow-countrymen, William Ellis and
Aaron_Atkinson. In the epistle sent that year to

Loudon, they are characterized as self-denying
men and women, filled with the Holy Spirit and
love of God. " the streams of Divine love and
life that flowed in our assemblies to the break-
ing of the hearts, and tendering of the spirits of
young and young. We may say it was one of the
best and most powerful meetings we had in Ame-
rica."

A great trial here overtook Elizabeth Webb.
Her beloved friend and companion, Mary Rogers,
believed it right to leave her, and pass over to

Barbadoes. It was indeed a time of afiliction to
both. The minute made in the Meeting of M
ters and Elders, on Mary laying her concern be-
fore it for its judgment, has been preserved in th
life of William Ellis, who was present.

" 2'2d day.—Mary Rogers, in much brokenness
laid before Friends, how that it had not been her own
choice, to choose exercises, trials and difficult

but it had been the Lord's pleasure to draw her
beyond her expectation, as now he had laid it upon
her to visit Barbadoes. She had tried several

ways to have evaded it, if the Lord had seen good,
yet every way, except that, seemed as darkness
her; but she was willing to lay it before the meet-
ing, that she might have the concurrence of Friends
in so weighty an undertaking; which caused much
tenderness in the meeting, and divers testimonies
were borne of the satisfaction of Friends concern-
ing her and her exercises ; and with several pray-
ers for her preservation, in much love and broken-
ness, the meeting gave her up to the will of the
Lord."

Towards the close of the Seventh month, return-
ing minutes of unity were granted by Philadelphia
meeting, both to Elizabeth Webb and Mary Rogers.
The fiist remained awhile to finish her labour in

America; the latter .soon sailed for the West In-

dies, where, the following year, she laid down her
fe in peace with the Lord, and in unity with his

church and people.

Of Elizabeth's labours in the north we have no
trace, except the efl^eet of her ministry on the
black man, as previou-ly narrated. Towards the
close of 1698, we find her in the neighbourhood
of the Chesapeake visiting Friends, preparatory to

taking her passage for England. Thomas Story
says, "Xext fourth-day, being the 1st day of the
First month, 1699, we went again by water to

Monthly Meeting at Chuckatuck, where came
our Friend, Elizabeth Webb, from Gloucestershire,
'n England, who had been through all the Eng-
ish colonies on the continent of America, and was
now about to depart for England. The meetin

of necessary relaxation were usually spent in jour- 1 was large, and the sheriff' of the county, a colonel",
neys to the most interesting portions of his native

|

and some others of note in that country, were
island, which were for the most part performed on there, and very sober and attentive."

" On the 3d, we had a meeting at South.]

Branch, which was large, considering theshlf*
notice, and Elizabeth Webb was also there; trt

grace of God was plentifully with us, to our gri <

and mutual consolaiion, and the people were t ! j

dered, and the meeting ended in the dominion
i

•

Truth."

On the 11th of the First month, 1690, Eli

both Webb, Elizabeth Lloyd of Philadelphia, ,-,

Thomas Chalkley, went on board the Elizabii

and Mary, having taken passage in her for E', t

land. The vessel was commanded by a Fric I

F. Johnson. Many Friends accompanied our tli

passengers on board the vessel, and the nest i
i

being the first of the week, they had " a cr

fortable meeting, and then parted in love, L,

ing the evidence of the power of the Almigb
j

with us." Thomas Chalkley says, " the preset; I

of God was with us on the great ocean, and
i i

were wonderfully strengthened through his goii i

ness. We had several good meetings on bo;j i

the ship, and were very largely opened in ti f

love of God to the poor seamen." They had mu' i

contrary wind, which made a very long passap i

yet the time was not tedious. " When it wasii [

our meeting days, we spent not our time idly, \ i

for the most part in reading the Holy Scripturi

.

writing, &c., in which we were at seasons grea 1

1

refreshed, strengthened and comforted." In abet (:

eight weeks they reached England, landing
.j|

Plymouth, because the winds were contrary,
j

a manuscript testimony concerning Elizabel)!

Webb, written by Thomas Chalkley, which 11

never been published, occurs this passage relatij

to the above voyage. '

" It was my lot once to cross the sea, frcj

America to Europe, in company with this servaj

of Jesus, and her conversation and deportmel

had a tendency to draw people's minds towant

God. Heavenly things it was her practice i

speak, read and write, so that her convcrsatii

seemed tons to be in heaven while she was i

earth. I have blessed the Lord that I was sj

quainted with her, she being like a mother toii

in my tender years, not only so to me, but s

was indeed a mother in the house of spiriit

Israel." " She travelled by sea to America, ai

visited the provinces of New England, New Jerse

Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, and Carolin

in which provinces she preached the gospel ;

God our Saviour, with power and clearness, mui

to the satisfaction of the Society, to whom she b

longed, and was a metnber of, as well as itiai

others ; divers being really convinced of the Tru

of the gospel through her ministry. She ofti

went through great hardships, her sex considcre

and returned in great peace in her soul, and

true unity with good men and women, aa w'

largely manifested by the testimonials of mati

pure souls."

In the next year, Richard Webb removed wil

his wife and family to Pennsylvania. Their cc

tificate of removal was issued by Gloucester Qua

terly Meeting held at Nailsworth, the Sixth m
3 1st, and was presented by them to Philadelpli

Monthly Meeting, held Twelfth mo. 28th, 170'

In Philadelphia they resided for a few year

Elizabeth was, however, almost immediately ei

gaged in religious service, travelling with Sara

tJlemens or Clement, a Friend in the niini.str

from London, through the eastern provinces. Th(

frequently had the company of John Richardso

who, having, in the spring of 1701, parted wit

1 fellow-labourer in the gospel, John Estaugl

Philadelphia, was visiting Friends to the eas

ward, without any settled companion. He say

" Sometimes I fell in company with Elizabel

Webb and Sarah Clement, who were virtuous v<
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, and lived near the kingdom, and were of

service in their travels, and grew in the

b of which while with them, I was sensible,

travelled under great care and circumspec-

,
both for our good and avoiding offence, as

me our places and holy profession, that in all

gs we might adorn the gospel of thff kingdom,

^pcnsation of wiiich was committed to us to

eh to others." Thoy met with some opposi-

and trials, respecting one case of which John

es; "While we were in Boston, when one

le afore-mentioned worthy women was decla-

excellently, b ith with good utterance and

e, and good matter, as the manner of the in-

itants of Boston had been for many years to

^urage, or at least suffer a rude mob to bawl

make a noi.se, so they did now, that it was

i to hear so as to understand distinctly what

Friend said, although she spoke plainly and

lligibly." John, at.the close of her comrauni-

Dn, told the congregation assembled in which

3 some of the great men of the town, that

1 a noise and disturbance was not the way to

?ince them of their errors, but rather to eon-

them in them. He added, " I never thought

lave seen so much folly amongst a wise and

;ious people as I now sec. Tell the governor

'chief men of the town, what the English

\i." His remarks had a good effect, and when

n in Boston, his meetings were not disturbed,

'rom Boston the Friends went to Salem, and

r a Yearly Meeting for worship there, which

"large and good," they passed on northward

irds Dover. Before reaching this latter place,

e was a river to cross, in attempting which

iccident took place which had well nigh proved

1 to one of the company, Ezekiel Waring, to

ise house they were then bound. The boat in

cb he with three horses and the ferry-man,

e, sunk. With much difficulty, his life was

!d, and they safely reached New Hampshire.

y had previously attended New England Yearly

iting, and after a few months in the north,

f returned to Philadelphia, which they or at

t John Richardson and Elizabeth Webb reach

bout the beginning of the Ninth month of that

{To becontinueil.)

Selected,

csigncd, a Christian meets the ills of lime,

or fears the storms of this inclement dime :

e fears his God I and knows no other fear
;

is mind unclouded, and his conscience clear;

is prospect vast outshines the noontide beam,
is faith no fancy, and his hope no dream :

lio' thunders roar, and tempests round him spread,

ternal sunshine settles on his head I

Selected,

efore Thy sacred altar heavenly Truth

kneel in manhood, as I knelt in youth !

hus let rae kneel, till this dull form decay,

nd life's last shade be brightened by thy ray ;

hen shall my soul, now veiled in shades below,

Dar without bounds, without consuming glow !

Sir Wm. Jones.

For "Tlio Friend.'

The Parks of loiidon.

lany of our readers probably are not aware of

number, and magnitude of the Parks and

jlic Squares of London. Their importance in

initary point of view, is now fully recognized

they are cherished by the Londoners, as one

the indispensable institutions of their vast

. The following notices of some of then

extracted from an article in a late pape

lide its great Parks, London contains a large

ttber of open squares of ground, which doubt

contribute to the salubrity of the city. There

are aiso many fine gardens in the centres of

squares, which are as refreshing as oases in the

desert. The liuekingham Palace Gardens com-

prise about 40 acres, of which nearly live are a

ake. Lincoln's Inn Fields is a fine square, near

which Dr. Franklin lodged, when a compositor at

Watts' printing office.

" The Lungs of London.—The Parks of Lon-

don were called by Lord Chatham the " lungs of

the city," and well they may be termed so, when
we consider how es.sential they arc to the health-

ful respiration of its inhabitants. Westward lies

Hyde Park, St. James' and the Green Parks; east-

ward, Victoria Park ; southward, Kenningtou and

]5attersea Parks, and for the north of London the

new Albert Park is now being laid out.

" Ili/de Park.—Hyde Park extends from Picca-

dilly westward to Kensington Gardens, and lies

between the great western and Bayswater roads.

[t is the site of the ancient manor of Hyde, which

belonged to the monastery of St. Peter, until it

was conveyed to Henry VIIL, in 153G, soon after

which a keeper of the park is mentioned. In

1652 it was sold, the deer in it being valued at

£765. At the restoration, it was restocked with

deer. Cromwell was partial to Hyde Park; here

Syndercombe and Cecil lay in wait to assassinate

him, when ' the hinges of Hyde Park gate were

filed off, in order to their escape.' Ileviews have,

for nearly two centuries, been favourite spectacles

in this Park. At the southeast corner is a colossal

statute, bearing this in.scription : 'To Arthur,

Duke of Wellington, and his brave companions in

arms, this statute of Achilles, cast from cannon

taken in the battles of Salamanca, Vittoria, Tou-

louse, and Waterloo, is inscribed by their country-

women.' The Crystal Palace was erected in this

park in 1850, and removed in 1852. Hyde Park

being for the most part high and dry, is perhaps

the most airy and healthy spot in London. The

park contains a sheet of water called the Serpen

tine. In 1847, pleasure boats for hire were in

troduced upon the Serpentine; the boat houses

are very picturesque. Opposite the conduit in

Hyde Park, is the building erected for Nathan
Dunn's Chinese Collection. All our readers

remember this curious collection, which was first

exhibited at Philadelphia, in the building at the

corner of Ninth and George streets, recently burnt

down. This truly beautiful Park contains 400
acres.

CTo be concluded.}

Early Anti-SlaTcry Advocates.

(Continued from page 85.)

RALPH SANDIFORD.

Ralph Sandiford, was born in Liverpool, E
land, about the year, 1693. His parents were

members of the Episcopal Church, and he was

brought up in its communion. One of his care-

takers, probably his mother, was pious, and he thus

speaks of the early training he received. " The
religious education I had, though in the church of

England, was governed by one, whose prayers and

tears to the Lord, and good counsel to us, in the

very power of Truth, did more subdue our evil

natures than correction."

His late biographer, Robert Vaus, states that

he was at an early period of his life received into

membership among Friends ; this is probably in-

correct. There is no doubt but that he was con-

vinced of the truth of many of our religious prin-

ciples, but it does not appear from any evidence

I can find, that he was ever a member of our

Religious Society. At least, he brought no certi-

ficate of membership to the Monthly Meeting in

Philadelphia, he was not admitted into communion
whilst residing here and when he removed to

Abipgton, took none away with him. From his

writings, however, it is evident he considered

himself a Quaker in principle if not in form, and

hat he attended the meetings of our Religious

Society ; and as at his death he left legacies to

the Men and Women's Monthly Meeting of

Friends of Philadelphia, it would seem that he

had an affection for, and confidence in those mem-
bers on whom the burden of the affairs of the

Society in that place, principally rested.

Probably, soon after Ralph Sandiford was of

age he removed to Pennsylvania, and from the

dedication of his book against slavery, it is evi-

dent that his residence at first was in the county

of Bucks. He found slavery, wherever he went,

but he says he had "a sen.se" at his "first landing

in these parts" of " the inconsistency" of the slave

trade "with a christian education," "especially

with the sense I had of the truth of God, and the

extension of his goodness in this gospel dispensa-

tion, wherein he has singularly manifested his love

unto all men ; in the sense and under the shade

of which, I have set with great delight, and the

overflowings of his goodness has been sweet to

my taste; and because of the flavour of the good

ointment, which hath spread to the very border

of the garment, therefore hath my soul loved and

delighted in them as the universal love of the

Father. After all these favours, Lord, and thy

manifold mercies and visitations of love, shall I dis-

believe thee, in whom is no offence. Thou hast

pronounced thy woe to the offender against the

least believer in thee, that it were better that a

millstone were hung about his neck, and that he

be fathomed to the bottom of the sea! or shall I

disbelieve thy truth, which testifies against all the

unrighteousness and ungodliness of men ? Blessed

be thy holy name, who gave me a secret hope, and

manifested unto my soul how this practice was

suffered, to try who would sell thee and thy truth

for gain. Thou who givest the blessing to those

that are not offended in thee !"

In order to inore.ise his property, Ralph under-

took a voyage to Barbadoes. Soon after leaving the

shore, the sloop in which he sailed was robbed

by pirates. Many dcsparate gangs, frequented

the North American coast during the early part

of the last century, who plundered the merchant

vessels, murdering or abusing the passengers and

crews at their pleasure. In this instance, the

sloop not being wanted by them, the pirates allowed

it to proceed on its intended voyage, after taking

from the lading and stores of the passengers what

they pleased: Ralph says quaintly, "Through

penury we made our voyage to Barbadoes, where a

prospect of profit offered for this place [Philadel-

phia ;] but as all human affairs are uncertain, in lat.

27 deg. 34 min., loug. 5 deg. 56 min. westing from

that island, our sloop, after many violent storms,

sprung a leak, and in eighteen hours sunk before

our eyes. We were left to drive before wind and

sea, in our open boat, yet through the concur-

ring mercies of our God, after eight days tossing

on the ocean, in which we sailed one hundred and

seventy leagues, wo landed on one of the Bahama
Islands called Cat Island. With souls filled

I

with joy we sang to our Deliverer, rejoicing both in

his juJgmetits and mercies, who preserved us on

the deep, and provided for us in the desert. We
lay marooned* some months, until providence

brought us to South Carolina." This was doubt-

less through the instrumentality of some vessel

*To maroon one is to put him ashore on a desolate

island. A punishment inflicted in olden time on refrac-

tory sailors, and sometimes by
officers.
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bound to Charleston, the crew of which discovered

them in their dreary abode, and kindly gave them

a passage to the first port. Being destitute of

money, Ralph souslit eniployraent. He appears

to have hud no difficulty in obtaining business,

way pecuniary assistance was offered, but that ho

refused. His heart was sick of slavery; he felt

a strong testimony against it, and everything in

that land being closely connected with it, he

was not willing to accept more than his hire. He
says, "I wage! with one, esteemej the richest in

the province, in the same service I was in with

you [in Bucks county,] and he would have be-

stowed his bounty on me—but there was that

righteous seed in me, which begs not its bread

—

neither would it suffer me to receive more than

niy hire, his riches bdng the product of Negro

and Indian slaves. [To have received more]

would have made me a debtor and an oppressor

in the creation ; which was so contrary to me, that

the sight and sense I had of it burdened my life."

His dislike to slavery hastened, he tells us, his

return to Pennsylvania. Here slavery also

existed, but lie probably found it very different

from that he had witnessed at the South.

On reaching Philadelphia, probably some time

before 1720, he entered into business as a mer-

chant. His store was on Market street " over

against the Court house." Here his advertise-

ments state, he sold " very good wine and rum"
"at reasonable rates," "good hide, calf skins,

sole leather, and tanned sheepskins, also good

tamerine figs, and raisons at lowest rates." He
was a man of business, and prospered. Many
fairs, after the English fashion, were then held in

different places throughout Pennsylvania, whereat

goods of all sorts were offered for sale. Ralph

Sandiford attended these fairs, taking such merchan-

dize as he thought likely to meet with the readiest

market. In the early part of the Third month,

1722, with a large portion of his earthly posses-

sions in the shape of merchandize, he went to

Bristol, to the fair held at that time there. His

goods, with those of many others who had gone up

from Philadelphia, were stored in the house of

a man by the name of Moon, and Ralph with

some others slept in the house to watch them.

During the night of the 8th a fire broke out in

the house which consumed all, or nearly all the

goods Ralph escaped with his life, but two of

the others perished. The American Weekly 3Ier-

cury, under date of Third Month 10th, 1722, says,

" On the 8th instant, about 12 of the clock at night,

a fire broke out at Bristol, which burnt down a

house belonging to — Moon, a bolting-house and

two other houses Two men were burnt, one to

a cinder, the other languished soiue time and is

since dead. The goods, in general, of all that

went to the fair from Philadelphia are consumed,

and R. Robinson of this city, hurt very much by

a fall from a window." It is probable that Ralph

may have had to effect his escape from the same

window. He thus describes bis acquisition of

property, his loss, and his escape. " The Lord
blessed me with substance again, which was

quickly consumed by the fire—and I providentially

escaped with my life at your fair at Bristol

Though the christian life consists not in outwards,

yet in commemorating his providences to rae in

the day of my humiliation, both inwardly and

outwardly, engages me thankfully to acknowledge

bis goodness and mercies in that he has again

restored me to fulness and plenty."

Not discouraged by his losses, and with thank-

ful confidence in the Lord, Ralph set to work in

his shop in Market street, to renew by industry,

frugality, and business habits his wasted estate.

He soon was pi-ospering once more, and now he

began to think that he was a debtor to the poor
slaves, until he should have laboured to move
their oppressors to do them justice. This he
doubtless had often tried with his tongue, but
failing to effect much in that way, he essayed to

wield a pen in the contest for truth. The publi-

cations of Wdliam Southby, of John Farmer, of
William Burling of Ling Island, on the same sub-
ject, he proba.bly had in bis possession. During
tlie year 1728, he prepared for the press a work
with this title; " A brief examination of the prac-
tice of the Times, by the foregoing and the pre-

sent dispensations, whereby is m intfested how the
Devil works in the mystery, which none can un-
derstand and get the victory over, but thnse that
are armed with the light, that discovers the temp-
tation, and the author thereof, and gives victory
over him and his instrument-i, who are now gone
forth as in the beginning, from the true Friends
of Jesus. Having the form of godliness in words,
but in Deeds deny the power thereof. From such
we are commanded to turn away." "Remember
them that are in bonds, as bound with them, and
them that suffer adversity, as beiug yourselves also

in the body. Hub. xii. 3." "If any man love the
world, the love of the Father is not in him."
" He that leadeth into captivity, shall go into

captivity. Rev. xiii. 10."

Tills v?as printed in the following year 1729,
being dedicated " to my much esteemed Friend,
Matthew Hughes, Esq , one of the representatives

for the county of Bucks." He says in the dedica-

tion, " Has not the Lord, by his extraordinary
providence, opened this America before the Eu-
ropeans, and given us peace and plenty, among
the Natives ? And shall we go to Africa for

bread, and lay the burden which appertains to

our bodily support on their shoulders I Is this

washing one another's feet,—living by the gospel,

or maintaining liberty and property ? [Thi.s] we
are called unto; that we may answer the just prin-

ciple in all men, which now is crucified by this

trade, in such who can, without remorse, cruise

on their coast, and up their rivers, to steal all they
can find. [This] has introducid so much wicked-
ness amongst us, as the fruit of a corrupt tree,

first planted in King Chailes's time, when the

African Company was commissionated for that

trade."

He then goes on to show, that to fill their

vessels rapidly with slaves, they wmld set the
negro kings at war, and which ever pirty was
the victor, the fort built by the Company, was a

market for all the prisoners. The prices they
offered proved a temptation, leadiug the savages
to murder secretly the strongerof their neighbours'
families, that they might sell the re.'-t, for the least

bawbles. He adds, " unrighteous gain ! the
price of blood, the f luntain of which all that touch
are unclean ! Let us read the law of separation,

and run in the spirit lest we defile ourselves and
our issue, and .so be cut off from the commonwealih
of Israel." He ends thus, "as a living member
in the body, which you [the a.ssembly] represent,

with submission is offered to thee and thy breth-

ren, the ensuing treatise, intended for the good
of both church and state, in that love that strikes

not at the least member, but at that which would
destroy and bring into captivity the whole body;
against which is the warfare of thy friend,

Ralph Sandifortj.

Philadelphia, 1st of Uth Mo., 1728-9.

(To be continued.)

When the spirit brings light into our minds, it

dispels darkness; we see it as we do that of the

sun at noonday. This light from heaven is strong,

clear and pure, and carries its own demonstration

with it, and we may as rationally take a
^

worm to assist us to discover the sun, a

e.\aniine the celestial ray by our dim candle
son.

—

Locke.

Seleclea for " The Friet

Stnrablinj at the Faults of Others.

The particular snare of the adversary that

mind is engaged to guard against is, slumblin
the. faiUiujs of others. A powerful instrum
which prevails by Satan's influence, to the

ening the faith of many. Why will a spirit, be

to eternity, stumble over the failings of flesh

blood ? \Vhy will a soul that must finally (

accounts between God and itself, waste tin

despond at the infirmities of another ? The f

ties of a thousand, cannot impair the unchange
truth and righteousness of Jehovah. The

'

crisy of ten thousands cannot deprive the faitt

persevering soul of the all-suificient assistance

the mighty God of Jacob. There is a right

to serve God ; and though a multitude fall on
right hand, and a host of those who have bee
stars in the firmament, revolt on the left

;
yet

way-faring man, though a fool, cannot err

way which the Lord hath cast up for the ranso

to walk in. We are told that the dragon's

drew a third part of the stars from heaven,

this told to stumble us ? surely nay ; but still

cry is " Come up hither, and I will show thee

bride, the Lamb's wife." Now, the stum
may say "I have strove to see the bride, I ]

thought I had seen her, I have viewed her,

her beauty fades away; her brightness di

pears," But mark well, the call is "come
hither, and I will shoic thee." It is not whilf

stand gazing at imperfections, and reasoning u

faults, that we must expect this divine p
This come up hither, imports something i

different from halting, lingering behind, and i

were, sticking in the mire.

There are some who have long ago been kit

visited, and tenderly invited by the Lord, to ei

and see how good he is, and who have even tas

in a degree, of the sweetness of his love, who
yet far behind with their day's work ; are halt

doubting, and feeding on the serpent's food, wi

was denounced by the lip of Truth to be dust,

that, all the days of his life. And nothin;

shall be the food of such as spend all the day

their lives in gazing at, or stumbling over

failings of others. I would call them, yea, ent

them, as they tender their own salvation, to c

away, come awaj/. This is not your rest,

•ly is polluted. It is a land of darkness

darkness itself. Oh, sorrowful ! that any sh(

ove to dwell in utter darkness ; that any sh(

suffer their immortal souls to be made so

prey to th i dragon. What will it avail fhet

soul, when thou comest before the great and
tribunal, to say, such a man professed great s

tity, but was an hypocrite, theref ire I was te

ted to quit the service of the living God, and i

his enemy ? Or, such an one made professio:

exalted piety but was a deceiver, therefore, thou;

was somewhat washed, I turned to my wallowin

the mire? This will never justify thee at the gat<

heaven, nor procure thee an admittance there!

Let me query with tbce, dost thou feel a daily si

ing to overcome evil in thyself? Art thou consta'

concerned to keep up the inward wateh and i

warfare ? yea, let me come closer. Whilst '

art dwelling, musing and feeding upon the fa

of others, art thou at the same time engaged,

panting after perfection in thy own soul ? W
thou art rehearsing to thy intimate friend,

wanderings and weaknesses of such and such,

thou feel longing and unquenchable desires in
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to make war in righteousness against the

of corruption in thyself! If not, the enemy

ith, it is to bo feared, may with justice, chal-

the praise due from thy complainings. Oh I

hat eye was open in thee that could see thy-

that thou hadst a heart to understand this

!ry of iniquity. Why dost thou give back

seof another's weakness, but because of thine

Why stumblest thou at another's frailties,

ecause thyself art frail ? Make a pause then,

urn thy attention inward. Set a watch upon

icket of thy soul, and keep sentinel in deep

tion there : then wilt thou have enough to

view thy own imperfections, and to guard

St them so as not to stumble others,—work

'U indeed may be found to engage all thy

,ud diligence, in labouring to cease from evil,

io good thyself The day of solemn reckon-

Iraws near. Tliou must, ere long, appear

3 the Ancient of Days, to give an account of

eeds dune in thy body, and to receive a re-

according to tiiy works ; not according to the

ity or instability of another. Therefore,

e, thou that slecpest, and arise from the dead,

Christ may give thee light. Oh I that I could

ade thee, for thy own soul's sake, to turn thy

on Safciu's suggestions—that thoucould.st be

iled upon to lift up thy head above the world

?o thy salvation might draw nigh indeed.

t me once more beseech thee, to hearken to

encouraging invitation, which is sometimes

led in the secret of thy soul, "come up hither
'. will show thee the bride, the Lamb's wife.'

'.up, is here the joyful sound : and even " the

t and the bride say, come:" and indeed " h(

ivill come may come :" yea, verily", may come .

if he improves the strength given, all thi

rs of the earth, and of the infernal hosts, can

linder him. For " there is no enchantmen

ist Jaciib, nor divination against Israel," while

air tents. Therefore, to thy tents, Israel

I inward. There thy strength lies. There it

lace of preservation. There shalt thou walk

e light of the Lord; his caudle shall shine

thee, and his inspeaking word shall guide thee

e way everlasting.

For " The Friend."

What are onr Motives.

•0 we seeking above every other consideration

lory of God, and the honour and prosperity of

ruth, by allowing the kingdom of Christ to

t up in our hearts, and his will to be done in us,

is in heaven ? Do we know a being joined to

mystical body, of which He is Head, and by
iving power are we made subject one unto

ler, tu its edification in love ? Are we striving

her for tlie faith of the gospel, seeking to be

and more firmly built, and to build one an-

f thereupon, by the power of Divine grace,

h is measurably vouchsafed to every man to

t withal ? Are we, individually, the huiuble re-

nts of and co-operators with that blessed gospel

ir, by which the Society of Friends was raised

1 the beginning, and made "a peculiar people,

lus of good works ?" Is our eye kept single

le pointings of the unerring finger of Truth,

in doing and suffering according to the divine

intmeni, in order that we may be made instru-

tal in hastening the coming of that day, when
3 kingdoms of this world shall become the

;donis of our Lord and his Christ; when the

and the lamb shall dwell together, and the

ird shall lie down with the kid, and the young
and the fatling together, and a little child

I lead them?" Or are we seeking the honoui

h cometh from men, shunning the cross, and
liking from suffering, seeking to deliver <

aches from the bondage of corruption, and the

troubles in the church; regarding our own will,

desires, and ease, more than the ble^seil cause for

which our holy Redeemer suffered and died? thus

taking the burden upon ourselves, and trusting to

our own wisdom and might to help and direct us,

and in the spirit of retaliation persecuting tliose

who differ from, and oppose us.

0, how the minds of many of the young and

inexperienced, as well as of those who are older,

have been turned outward, by the wind of false

doctrinCj the contention and strife, and the want

of harmony of practice with profession. How
has the enemy of Zion's prosperity and peace pre-

vailed against us, through the exercise of the crea-

turely will, until many throughout the Society

havie ..beyonie " as the heath iif the desert, that

kuoweth not when good cometh," whereby the

line of confusiort has been sti'etched out upon us,

and our waters have been made to cast up mire

and dirt. .

The self-denying, long-suffering, and forbearing

spirit of the meek and lowly Jesus, must cotne ti

bear rule in our hearts, before we can arrive ai

that settlement and peace, that joy in believing

unto which we are called by the gospel. Let U!

remember for our encouragement, the patience,

forbearance, and love of the blessed Head of th

Church, towards those who persecuted Him in hi

outward appearance amongst men ; how he endured

the contradiction of sinners, condescending

gle with them, that by the exercise of his precious

love, he might win them unto tlie Father lli

the reconciliation which he came to effect, and by

repentance aud forgiveness of sins. " I camfe not,"

said ho, "to call the righteous, but sinners to re-

pentance;" and this end he sought to ag'coiuplish,

not by force, but by entreaty..

The Apostle Paul testified of his ministry and

that of the other apostles, that, " knowing the

terrors of the Lord for sin, therefore we persuade

men." Ah ! before he knew those terrors, he had

exercised a zeal without knowledge, and in the heat

thereof, had been engaged in persecution and op-

pression, thinking that he was thereby doing God's

service. But when the scales of ignorance were

removed from his eyes, and the kingdom of Christ

set up in his heart, he saw into the peaceable nature

of that kingdom, and began to preach in the name

of him whom he had persecuted, to the astonish-

ment of those who had known him previous to his

conversion. Now, are we not bound by every con-

sideration of duty, as well as interest, to cleave

to the Truth in the spirit of the Gospel ; resisting

the temptation which would lead us to close the

door of our hearts against any, ever bearing in

mind that it is in the love of Christ through which

they have been reconciled and forgiven that the

members of his body or church, are united together

in the hope of their calling. These living mem
bers are made sensible of the danger and loss ol

those who are dwelling as in thj outward court:

and willing as ability is afforded, to administer to

their wants. Should the query addressed to Peter

be sounded in the ears of these, they can truly re

turn the same reply, given by him :
" Lord, thoi

knowest all things, thou knowest that I love thee,'

and to them the word of command is given, " Feed

my sheep." Blessed are " they that turn many
unto righteousness for they shall shine as the stars

for ever and ever." " Let us then seek to know
our calling and therein abide; bearing one ano-

ther's burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ, who
hath permitted that we should suffer for His and

the Church's sake ; and labour as ability is afforded

for the restoration of those who may have strayed

from the fold, into the wilderness of a worldly or

a party spirit.

THIS FRISND
TWELFTH MONTI] U

There is reason to believe, that reliable informa-

tion respecting a large portion of country in the

interior of Africa, will soon be laid before the

community, by the publication of Dr. Earth's

travels on that continent. He is a German, and

is now at Gotha, superintending the passage

through the press of his work, both in German
and English.

He started on his exploration, in the latter part

of the year 1849, in the course of a year or two,

was lost to every inquiry, and after an absence of

five years, his friends gave iip all hope of his re-

turn. From the accounts given in different peri-

odicals, it appears the discoveries made during

his journeys, will greatly increase our kuowledgo

of the central regions of what is commonly dis-

tinguished as the " benighted continent." The
London Athenajum says :

—

" In his unparalleled journey to Timbuctoo he
discovered two lai'ge empires, Gando and Ilamd-

Allaki, of which npt even the names were known
previously, and gained a complete insight into the

ivistory aud pros^jit state of Timbuctoo, its people,

an 1 all the surrounding countries; made, for the

first time, a minute survey of the middle course of

the river Kowara, and altogether created a new
era in the history of African discovery and regene-

ration. Dr. Barth's only companion died on the

borders of Lake Tsad, September 27th, 1852,

nee when he has pursued his journeys alone."

His forthcoming work is looked for with great

interest, and is understood to show the natives of

some of the kingdoms of Africa, in a different and
:h more favourable light than that in which

they have heretofore been regarded.

SU.M.MARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from England to the 'Ulh ult.

The stringency of the money market continued, but

consols had advanced owing to rumors of a probable

resumption of peace negotiations. Consols are quoted

at 88J a 88f. The bullion in the Bank of England had
somewhat increased.

Negotiations between Russia and Prussia continued,

and it is stated that the Court of Berlin was making
great efforts to induce the Czar to consent to such terms

as would lead to a pacific result.

It is confidently stated, that Lord Palmerston has

determined upon the immediate dissolution of Parlia-

ment, and that a new Parliament will be called together

in the Second month. The post of Secretary of State

for the Colonies has been filled by Henry Labouchere.

The Duke of Aigyle is now Postmaster General, retain-

ing the office of Lord of the Privy Seal. The number
of .Manchester operatives ou a strike, is 3400. They all

conduct themselves peacefully. The strike grew out of

an attempted reduction of wages. Knighthood has

been conferred on Captain McClure, the Arctic naviga-

tor. Liverpool Marhet.—Cotton dull, and prices declin-

ing. Sales of the week, 35,000 bales. The demand for

breadstuffs was moderate, and prices had slightly de-

clined. Flour was quoted at from 42s. Qd. to 45a. perbbl.

according to quality.

The intelligence from the seat of war is wholly devoid

of interest. The Invalide Russe announced that large

numbers of the allied forces embarked at Eupiitoria on

the I4th ult., and sailed westward. Constantinople ia

st.ated to be the scene of much tumult and disorder.

There was a great and increasing fanaticism against the

Christians, especially the French, and murders and rob-

beries were taking place in the open streets. The allied

commandants have called on the Turkish Government
to prevent further outrages under a threat of the allies

taking immediately the police of the city into their own
hands.

The Russian Government has concluded a loan with

German capitalists at Berlin.

The King of Sardinia had arrived in Paris, and met
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with a favourable reception. The Pope's Kuncio left

the city, in order that he might not come in contact

with the excommunicated Sovereign.
The International Convention on a Uniformity of

AVeights and Measures, had held ltd third meeting at

Paris, in the Exposition Building.

The Spanish Government is said to be quite willing

to join the alliance against Russia; but not immediately,

as at present Spain has neither money nor soldiers to

spare.

The revenues of Belgium show a deficit of eight mil-

lions of francs, caused by the appropriation of twelve

and a half millions for the defence of the country, and

the relief of distress.

It was expected that the Conference respecting the

Sound Dues, would be opened at Copenhagen on the

20th ult. Russia was the only power that would send

a Special Envoy, the other governments accrediting

their resident Ambassadors^assisted by persons conver-

sant with the subject.

Abolition of Slavery in Egypt.—It is stated that the

Egyptian Government has recently put into execution

the decision of the Divan, relative to the abolition of

slavery. Not only is it focbidden to buy or sell slaves

in Egypt, but all those in the possession of private in-

dividuals have been informed that they are free.

CENTRAL A.MBRtCA.—The Central American go-

vernments are in a state of- excitement growing out of

Walker's proceedings in Nicaragua. The Republics of

Costa Rica, Guatemala, Salvador and Honduras, are all

in arms, deeming it necessary for their own safety to

oppose the invaders. They also protest against the

recognition of Walker's government by the U. S. minis-

ter, J. H. Wheeler. It is asserted that Wheeler was
seen the day on which Grenada was taken, at the door

of his house, giving brandy to Walker's men, the minis-

ter's son being at the time among the invaders, armed
with a sword, and appearing as one of them. Accounts

from Washington state that Wheeler's conduct in the

recognition has been disapproved by the Administra-

UNITED STATES.—The first session of the thirty-

fourth Congress commenced on the 3d inst. In the

House of Representatives, 225 members were present at

roll call. Great difficulty occurred in effecting an or-

ganization, in consequence of the political composition

of the House, about one-third of the members being

democrats, or friends of the Administration, and the

remainder divided into a variety of parties without suf-

ficient agreement or sympathy to enable them to unite

on any candidate for "the Speakership. The whole of

the first week of the session was wasted in fruitless bal-

lotings. On the 10th inst., they were renewed with

little better results. At the third vote taken on that

day. Banks, of Massachusetts, received 106 votes; Rich-

ardson, of Illinois, 76. Necessary to a choice, 1 14. The
Senate has met from day to day, but its proceedings

have been unimportant.

New York.—The population of the State by the late

census, is stated to be 3,466,118. In 18!ib it was
3,095,394. New York city has 629,810 inhabitants.

Virginia.—The Virginia Legislature has passed a re-

solution for the amendment of the penal code, in rela-

tion to the abduction of slaves so as to punish those

convicted of it with death and forfeiture of property. A
committee of the Senate and House has also been ap-

pointed with a view to the adoption of more effectual

means to prevent the escape of slaves to the northern

States, and to provide for the summary punishment of

persons detected in aiding or abetting the same. James
M. Mason has been re-elected to the U. S. Senate.

Mussachusetls.—The population by the census of the

present year, is stated to be 1,133,259, showing an in-

crease since 1850 of 138,745. Boston has 160,508 in-

habitants.

Kansas.—On the 1st inst., Gov. Shannon telegraphed

to Washington, from Westport, (Mo.) as follows: "I

desire authority to call on the Tnited States forces at

Leavenworth to preserve the peace of this Territory, to

protect the Sheriff of Doughas county, and enable him
to execute the legal process in his hands. If the laws

are not executed, civil war is inevitable. An armed
force of one thousand men, with all the implements of

war, it is said, are at Lawrence. They have rescued a

prisoner from the Sheriff, burnt houses, and threatened

the lives of citizens. Immediate assistance is desired.

This is the only means to save bloodshed. Particulars

by mail." The President answered, " All the power
vested in the Executive, will be exerted to preserve or-

der, and enforce the laws. On the receipt of your let-

ter, the preliminary measures necessary to be taken

before calling out troops, will be promptly executed,

and you will then be fully advised." Governor Shan-
non has declared his intention to sustain the acts of the

pro-slavery legislature elected by the aid of Missourians,

lilat the free State settlers repudiate and deny thefr

thority. The despatch probably gives an ex.aggerated

;w of the outbreak, but there can be no doubt that a

sis has been reached in the affairs of the Territory,

quiring the interference of the government, and de-

manding the exercise of much wisdom and forbearance.

Congress could do much towards correcting the un-

holesome state of feeling existing in the Territory.

But there are such elements at woik in that body, that

there is but little hope of any attempt in that quarter

towards soothing exasperated feelings, and restoring

the authority of law. The House of Representatives

will be soon called on to decide between the two rival

mants for the scat of delegate in that body, Beeder

chosen at the election held by the Free State men, and

VVhitefield elected by the Missourians and pro-slavery

party. The latter has Governor Shannon's certificate.

Philadelphia.—The finances of the city have for many
months been in an embarrassed condition, in conse-

uence of the extravagance or mismanagement of those

fho have controlled them. Councils last week passed

n ordinance authorizing a loan of one million of dol-

irs to be applied in paying off some of the city debts.

According to the record kept at the Pennsylvania Hos-

pital, the mean temperature of the Eleventh month was

, which is 4 dcg. above the average of the last thirty

years. The amount of rain was 2.03 inches. At Paoli

the rain was 1.93 inches; at Trenton, N. J., 2.61 inches.

Mortality last week, 167.

Miscellaneous.—Destrucliee Explosion.—Among the late

items of news from the Crimea, is an account of the ex-

plosion of three magazines belonging to the French ar-

tillery near Inkerman, by which 72 men were killed, and
wounded. The magazines contained 66,00p pounds

of powder, 600,000 cartridges, and a quantity of charged

shells, all of which were destroyed. Some of the shells

fell in the British entrenchments, doiiTg considerable

hief. Tn-enty-two men were killed in the British

lines, and about 120 wounded.
More Ravages in the Sea of Azoff.~Ott the 5th and 6th

ult., an English flotilla commandefl by Captain Osborn,

destroyed immense quantities of grain and forage of

this year's harvest, which had been collected on the

coast, ready to be conveyed to the Russian army, as

soon as the gulf was frozen over. The despatch says,

the grain, &c., was compactly stacked in six tiers, ex-

tending two miles along the coast near Gheiskliman.
Brooklyn, N. F., has become a large city—population

by the late census, 194,225.

Sleamboal Disasters.—The steamboats George Collier

and May-flower were recently burned at Memphis, Tenn.

Fifteen persons are said to have perished. Loss of pro-

perty, about §150,000.
The Trade of Canada.—Under present commercial re-

lations, Canada is supplied principally from the United

States with many commodities, which were formerly

brought by sea. Tea, coffee, sugar, and molasses are

now mainly obtained through the United States.

The Polhynia, or Open Polar Sea.—A writer in the

National Intelligencer suggests, that as no ice drifts

southward through Behring's Straits into the Pacific,

the equatorial current of that ocean must set north-

wardly through those Straits into the Polar Seas, and that

it finds egress from that sea southwardly into the Atlan-

tic through Baffin's Bay and Davis' Strait. The writer

thinks that, therefore, the proper way to reach the Polar

Sea without difficulty, must be to follow the drift of the

current, which is northwardly through Behring's Strait

The Erie Canal, is closed for the season, the ice hav

ing anticipated the time appointed by the Canal Com
missioners. About 1000 boats, many of which have

breadstulfs on board, bound to the Eastward, are thus

locked up between Utica and Little Falls, N. Y.

France, in the Grain Market.—The Rochester U
states that the agents of the French Emperor have been

largely engaged this fall in purchasing wheat in

west, on his account. About 900,000 bushels purchased

by them, had gone east through the Erie canal,

same agents were still buying in Illinois and other

Western States, for shipment by way of New Orleans.
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Friends' Boarding-School for Indian Children, at

Tunessassah.
\

Two women Friends are wanted at this Institution

assist in the family. i

Also, a man Friend to aid in carrying ont the o'

cern for the improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkinton

377 S. Second stm
TUOSIAS EVAXS,

Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st, 1855. 180 Arch stn

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department int.

Application may be made to either of the undersigii
j

lembers of the Committee. I

Samukl Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Evans, l di -i j

Samuel Bettle, Jr.} P*"'"^*-

Died, on the 2d inst., in the 57th year of her

Charity Edoekto.n, wife of Joseph Edgerton
; a me;

ber and elder of Ridge Particular and Somerset Monti

Meeting, Belmont Co., Ohio. This dear Friend l]

been much afflicted, for several years, with neuralj

pains in the head, the paroxysms of which increased!

greatly within the last few months, as occasionally^

produce spasms; but she was favoured in great mi

sure to retain the use of her faculties, and though i.

who was not apt to speak of her religious feelings, :

at divers times she uttered many comfortable expt

sions. Some months prior lo her decease, being brou'

so low by internal hsemorrhage that her recovery v

despaired of, she remarked to her husband, " I tbou

last night that I was almost gone, and I felt very pea

ful. I have had an opportunity, during the last wioi

to review my past life, having been frequently alone

my chamber, and although I am a poor creature, I h;'

not been able to see that there is anything in my w:

I am willing to go." She, however, rallied, and so

recovered as to be able to walk alone for a short tii

but her painful disease continued. Notwithstand

her suffering, she said she could adopt the langnagf

the poet which she repeated,

" There is mercy in every place,

Mercy, encouraging thought

Gives even aflliction a grace.

And reconciles man to his lot."

In the progress of her disease, she became entirely bli',

to which great trial, she was, through Divine mei
resigned, saying, " I think I can say I feel resignedf

my situation." At one time, being asked how she i,

she replied, " I feel poor, but I feel no conderanati(l'

Two days before the attack, which in about a wit

terminated her life, she remarked, " I think nature n«

soon give way, and I am satisfied and willing it sbol

be so." She was firmly attached to the ancient doctr 8

and testimonies which the Lord has required the S

ety of Friends to uphold, and laboured, in the spl«(

alloted her, for their support. Being favoured wil»|

sound and descriminating judgment, through obedife|

to the requiriugs of her Divine .Master, she was qualii

to take an active part in the administration of the •

,

cipline, and was instrumental in maintaining the c; '

of Truth to the comfort and encouragement of '

friends, and the benefit of the church. In contemphi

;

the removal of this dear Friend, the language of Si •

^

ture may be adopted, " Our light affliction which is

j

for a moment, worketh for us a far more exceeding '

eternal weight of glory ; while we look not at the th i

which are seen, but at the things which are not s

For we know that if our earthly house of this taberii i

^

were dissolved, we have, a building of God, an bi '

not made with hands, eternal in the heavens."
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n the subject of justification, Robert Barclay

: "Nevertheless as we firmly believe it was
saary that Christ should corue, that by his

h and suiferings, he might offer up himself, a

,fice to God for our sins, who his own self bare

sins in his own body on the tree, so we believe

the remission of sins which any partake of, is

in and by virtue of that most satisfactory

fice, and no otherwise. For it is by the obe-

se of that one, that the free gift is come upon all

istification. For we aifirm that as all men par-

of the fruit of Adam's fall, in that, by reason

lat evil seed, which through him is communi-
I unto them, they are prone and inclined unto
though thousands of thousands be ignorant of

n's fall, neither ever knew of the eating of the

dden fruit, so also many may come to feel the

ence of, this holy and divine seed and light,

be turned from evil to good by it, though they

J nothing of Christ's coming in the flesh,

igh whose obedience and sufferings it is pur-

2d unto them. And as we affirm, it is abso-

y needful, that those do believe the history of

3t's outward appearance, whom it pleased God
ing to the knowledge of it, so we do freely

!ss that even that outward knowledge is very

brlable to such as are subject to, and led by
nward seed and light."

Ihe history then is profitable and comfortable

the mystery, and never without it—but the

ery is and may be profitable, without the ei-

; and outward knowledge of the history."

'. V. and vi., sect. 15.

le paragraph from the Essays on Christianity

s with the following :

—

'hose only can truly be said to eat the flesh of the
of man and drink his blood, whose whole reliance

salvation is placed upon him as the sacrifice /or sin

;

these are they who receive the Spirit that quickeneth
ho dwell in Christ—and know Christ by his Spi-
to dwell in them—who through the Spirit are made
e unto God in this world, and therefore live forever
he world to come. John vi. 53—63."

lere is great danger of reversing the order of

;s pertaining to salvation. It is those only
receive into their hearts the Spirit that quick-

1, and by its regenerating power, are prepared
Jhrist, to make his abode in them, who have
it ground to place their whole reliance on him
his all-atoning sacrifice for their sins. Those
can truly be said to eat the flesh of the Son
lan and drink his blood, who are putting on

the Lord Jesus Christ and make no provisions for

the flesh to fulfil the lusts thereof—who partake

of the divine nature by being grafted as branches

into Christ the true vine, knowing the divine life

which is in him, to flow into their souls, by which

they are kept alive unto God, and bring forth fruit

to his praise. Their whole reliance will be placed

on Christ .Jesus for salvation, not only in what he

has done for them without tliein, where they have

the knowledge of it, as their Redeemer, Mediator,

and Advocate with the Father ; but also in all his

glorious offices in destroying the works of the devil

in them, and bringing everlasting righteousness

into their souls. Rut to limit the participation of

the body and blood of Christ, and the gift of the

Spirit that quickeneth, to those only whose reli-

ance is placed upon him as the sacrifice for sin,

would be cutting off from the communion of his

flesh and blood, and from the benefits of his com-

ing, all who are placed under circumstances, which

preclude them from the outward knowledge of it.

Is it not passible for persons who have been edu-

cated in the belief that Christ has suffered in their

stead, the penalty due to their sins, and that they

are saved by his imputed righteousness, to place

their whole reliance for salvation on his sacrifice,

and to conclude that they are perfectly safe, while

they are rejecting the visitations and requisitions

of his Spirit, and are no better than nominal be-

lievers of the truths of the gospel ? Can such a

literal belief make them participants of the body

and blood of Christ, while they know nothing of

the power of his resurrection and the fellowship of

his sufferings, not having been made conformable

to his death ?

On the subject of justification Robert Barclay

further says :
" That the obedience, sufferings and

death of Christ, is that by which the soul obtains re-

mission of sins, and is the procuring cause of that

grace, by whose inward working, Cbrist comes to

be formed inwardly, and the soul to be made con-

formable unto him, and so just and justified. And
that therefore in respect of this capacity and offer

of grace, God is said to be reconciled, not as if he

were actually reconciled, or did actually justify, or

account any just, so long as they remain in their

sins, really impure and unjust. Secondly—That

it is by this inward birth of Christ in man, that

man is made just and therefore so accounted by

God. Wherefore, to be plain, we are thereby,

and not till that be brought forth in us, formally,

if we must use that word, justified in the sight of

God ; because justification is both more properly

and frequently in Scripture taken in its proper

signification, for making one just, and not reput-

ing one merely such, and is all one with .sanetifica-

tiou. Thirdly—That since good works as naturally

follow from this birth as heat from fire ; therefore,

are they of absolute necessity to justification;

though not as the cause for which, yet as that in

which we are, and without which we cannot be

justified. And though they be not meritorious,

d draw no debt upon God, yet he cannot but

accept and reward them ; for it is contrary to his

nature to deny his own, since they may bo perfect

in til
"

"

birth

works of the saints are defiled and sinful in the

sight of God ; for these good works are not the

works of the law, excluded by the apostle from
justification." Prop, vii., sect. 4.

In the 15rief Remarks upon the Interpretation

of Holy Scripture, in commenting upon the pas-

sage " Verily, I say unto you, except ye eat the

flesh of the Son of man and drink his blood, ye
have no life in you ;"—" He that eateth my flesh

and driuketli my blood, dwellcth in me and I in

him, John vi. 53, 56 ;" it is said :

"That the flesh and blood of Christ are here spoken
"of in relation to his incarnation and atoning sacrifice,

" is made abundantly clear by the comparison of all the

"other passages in the New Testament, and especially
"in the writings of this Apostle, in which mention is

"made of that flesh or of that blood. These passages
'are numerous

;
and on careful examination of them,

' it will be found that the flesh always means his human
^^ i/ofty, that body which was born, died and rose again

;

"and that his blood always means his very blood, which
" was his natural life, and which was actually shed on
" the cross for the remission of sins. But how are we
" to eat this flesh and drink this blood? are we to com-
" ply with the precept literally and bodily? or will any
" outward ceremony serve the purpose ? Certainly not

;

"for in explanation of his doctrine, our Lord himself
" has said, ' It is the Spirit that quickeneth, the flesh

"'profiteth nothing.' Hence we learn, not merely that
" no literal eating or drinking is intended, but that the
" inward feeding on him who is the bread of life, on his

"flesh and on his blood, is an effect produced by the
"quickening influence of the Holy Spirit. It is only as
" we are blessed with this divine influence that we can
"truly believe in Jesus Christ and him crucified; only
"as we abide under this influence that we can really
" know our holy and compassionate Redeemer to be the
"sustenance of our souls, our true hope of eternal
" glory."

It is then stated to be an erroneous and danger-

ous interpretation of the passage, which spiritual-

izes the flesh and blood, as well as the eating and
drinking. But Robert Barclay says, (Prop, xiii.,

sect. 2) : " The body then of Christ which be-

lievers partake of, is spiritual and not carnal ; and

his blood which they drink of, is pure and hea-

venly, and not human or elementary." And in

speaking of the errors of some professing Chris-

tians on this subject, he says :
" The first of these

errors is, in making the communion or participa-

tion of the body, flesh and blood of Christ to relate

to that outward body, vessel or temple, that was

born of the Virgin Mary, and walked and suffered

in Judea ; whereas it should relate to the spiritual

body, flesh and blood of Christ, even that heavenly

and celestial light and life which was the food and

nourishment of the regenerate in all ages." Prop,

xiii., sect. 4.

" So then," says Barclay, in another place, "as
there was the outward visible body and temple of

Jesus Christ, which took its origin from the Vir-

gin Mary, there is also the spiritual body of Christ,

by and through which, he that was the Word in

the beginning with God, and was, and is God, did

reveal himself to the sons of men in all ages, and

whereby men in all ages come to be made par-

takers of eternal life, and to have communion and

fellowship with God and Christ. Of which body

J blood, if both Adam andof Christ, and flesh

__-„-l, as proceeding from a pure, holy
j

Seth, and Enoch and Noah, and Abraham and

d root. Wherefore their judgment is false
|
Moses, and David, and all the prophets and holy

and against the truth, that say that the men of God, bad not eaten, they had not had
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life in them ; nor could their inward man have
been nourished. Now, as the outward body and
temple was called Christ, so was also his spiritual

body no less properly, and that long before that

outward body was in being." Prop, xiii., sect. 2
With the full acknowledgment of all that Christ

has done for us in that prepared body, our Soc"

ety has always borne this clear testimony to his

eternal divinity and gracious offices, and also t'

the Three that bear record in heaven, the Father,

the Word, and the Holy Spirit, which three are

one. In expressing their views relative to tli

awful and mysterious doctrine, they have carefully

avoided entangling themselves by the use of un
scriptural terms, invented to define Him who i;

incomprehensible, and scrupulously adhered to the

safe and simple language of the Holy Scriptu

But in the Seventh E.ssay of the Essays on

Christianity, which treats of the union and distinc-

tion in the Wvine nature, the Father, the Son,

and the Holy Spirit, are spoken of as refsoiis.

For example, it is said on page 199

—

"Nor was his divine character less pl.iinly asserted
"when he spoke of the Spirit as a person, and promised
''to send him from the Father."

Again on page 893, it is said

—

"On a careful perusal of the whole of that sacred
"volume, he is led to take a view, 1st, Of the naturhl
"and moral attributes of the Supreme Being; 2nd!y,
" Of iht^ pa-sonaUhj and unity in him of the Father, the
"Sod, and the Spirit."

.So likewise on page 172, the Son is spoken of

"The mediating Person through whom the Father
"acted both in the formation and in the government of
"his creatures."

And again on page 185,

—

"Now since Jehovah is here represented as the Per-
' son who should appear in Zion, &c."

When we recur to the confusion and doubtful

disputation brought into the early Christian

church by the use of such terms, and recollect

that to our Society tlie Lord restored a pure lan-

guage, the language of Holy Scripture, we are

persuaded that a departure from it will involve us

in similar difficulty, produce confusion, and finally

lead to a change in doctrine. In reference to the

impropriety and danger of employing these terms
when speaking of the Divine Being, our Yearly
Meeting says, in " The Ancient Testimony," &c.,

issued in 1843 : " In speaking of the infinite

eternal Being, we have always considered it most
proper and consistent with his all glorious and in-

comprehensible existence and attributes, and safest

for us finite creatures, to confine ourselves to the

language of Holy Scripture. For this reason, and
because it tends to perplexity and doubt, the So-

ciety has always objected to the use of the terms
person, and personalili/, in speaking of the Father,

the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Man may think

by his wisdom and learning to define the Divine
.existence, and render it more intelligible than thci

holy men who wrote under the immediate guidance
.of the Holy Ghost; but we believe that all such
attempts will ever be vain and futile, and that it

is our duty humbly to receive and rest satisfied

with the description of the three that bear record

in heaven, given to us in the language of Holy
Scripture, without attempting to pry further into

this sacred mystery. To speak of the Supreme
Being as constituted of three persons, and to

attempt to define in fumilar terms the relative

place and office of each, we believe does not tend

to edification, but is calculated to lessen that re-

verence an<i fear, which ought always to clothe the
mind in speaking of Almighty God; tends to bo-
wilder and confuse the sincere inquirer after truth

;

and not only leads ii}to unprofitable speculation.

but may give ground to the sceptic to cavil at th
Christian religion." Page 12.

George Fox makes use of the following Ian
guage : "And ye professors, who have given new
names to the Father, the Word, and Holy Gh
as Trinity and three distinct persons, and say
the Scripture is your rule for j'our doctrine ; but
there is no such rule in the Scripture to call th

by these new names, which the apostle that gave
forth the Scripture doth not give them. And be-

cause we do not call the Father, and the Word,
and Holy Ghost, by your new names, therefore
do you falsely say, that the Quakers deny Father,
Son and Holy Ghost, which we own in those
names and sound words in which the holy men of
God spake them forth by the Holy Ghost, &c.''

Doctrinals, p. 446.
And in a work entitled "An An,swer to all .such

as falsely say the Quakers are no Christians," he
says, " We believe concerning God the Father
Son and Spirit, according to the testimony of th'

Holy Scripture, which we receive and embrace as

the most authentic and perfect declaration of

Christian faith, being indited by the Holy Spirit
of God that never errs: 1st, That there is one
God and Father, of whom are all things; 2dly,
That there is one Lord Jesus Christ, by whom all

things were made, who was glorified with the Fa
ther before the world began, who is God over all

blessed forever ; that there is one Holy Spirit, the
promise of the Father, and the Son, and leader,

and sanctifier, and comforter of his people. And
we further believe, as the Holy Scriptures soundly
and sufficiently express, that these three are i

even the Father, the Word and the Spirit." Pages
26, '. 7.

(To be continued.)

For "Tti6 Friend."

The Parks of London.

(Concluded from page 109.)

St. James's Park.—St. James' was originally a

swampy field attached to St. James' Hospital : the
ground was drained and enclosed by Henry VIII.,
who thus made it the pleasure ground both of the
hospital, which he had converted into St. James's
Palace, and of Whitehall, whose tilt-yard, tennis-

court, and bowling green were on the eastern

verge of the park ; but during the reigns of Eliza-

heth and the first two Stuarts, it was little more
than a nursery for deer. Charles, as he walked
through the park to Whitehall on the fatal Janu-
ai-y 30, 1648-9, is said to have pointed to a tree

hieh had been planted by his brother. Prince
Henry, near Spring Gardens. Evelyn, in his

Sj/hm, mentions the branchy walk of elms in the
park 'intermingling their reverend tresses,' Pepys
mentions: '11th Oct. 1660. To walk in St
James's Park, where we observed the several en-

gines at work to draw up water.' '4th Aug.,
1661, walked into St. James's Park, and there
found great and very noble alterations.' '27th
July, 1662. I weut to w.alkein the Park, which is

now every day more and more pleasant, by the
new works upon it.' ' 1st Dec. 1662. Over the
Parke, where I first in my life, it being a great
frost, did see people sliding with their skeates,

which is a very pretty art.'

"Evelyn says: 'Dec. 1, 1662 Having seene
the strange and wonderful dexterity of the sliders

on the new canal in St. James's Park, performed
before their majesties by divers gentleman and
others, with scheetos, after the manner of the
Hollanders, with what swiftness as they pass, how
suddainly they stop in full career upon the ice, I

went home.' Dean Swift, who often walked here
with the poets Prior and Rowe, writes of skating
as a novelty, to Stella, jq 1711 : ' The canal and

Rosemond's Pond full of rabble sliding, and w
skaits, if you know what it is.'

"In 1827 the straight canal was altered and
tended to a winding lake, with islands of ev.
green

; atthe west end is a fountain. The bord
of the principal walk are planted with evergre.l
which are scientifically labelled. The glimpses^
grand architectural objects from the Park are vi'

striking, and include the towers of Westmins^
Abbey and the new houses of Parliament; the

'

tensive front of Buckingham Palace ; the Y^
column, rising from between terraces of mansi.
and the Horse Guards, terminating the picturesc
vista of the lake. St. James Park is in plan
irregular triangle, and contains S3 acres.

" Green Park.—The Green Park adjoins
1

James's Park on the north, and extends westw;
to Hyde Park Corner, the line of comniunicati,
being by the fine road, Constitution Hill, t

1767 a portion of this Park was taken to add!
the gardens of Buckingham House. In ISl
the entire Park was drained, and the snrf;-

relaid and planted. At the northea.st con'
is the Chelsea Water Works reservoir, containil

1,.500,000 gallons. The high ground at the res'

voir commands fine views of the Norwood a

Wimbledom hills, and of the roof of the Or
tal Palace, at Sydenham. On the east side

the Park is a row of noble mansions, includi'

Staiford House, Bridgewater House and Spent'
House. On Constitution Hill road, near tj

Palace, three attempts have been made to she'

Queen Victoria—by a lunatic, named Oxford,
j

June, 1840 ; by Francis, another lunatic, in IS^I

and by an idiot, named Hamilton, in May, 184!

The arch at the entrance of the road from Hjl!

Park Corner is considered a poor adaptation frd

^he Arch of Titus, at Rome. Green Park contai'

71 acres. '

" Victoria Park.—Victoria Park, Bethi
Green, is bounded on the west by the Regen
Canal, and on the south by Sir George Ducket
Canal. The land was mostly purchased in 184

of the trustees of Guy's Hospital and Sir John Cai'

Charity; and towards the cost of formations
appropriated £72,000, received for the remaind
of the Crown lease of York House. The Pa
is planted with an arboretum; it has two piec

of ornamental water, for bathing, boating ai

water-fowl, and upon an island is a two stori

Chinese pagoda. Here are a gymnasium, cricli

aud archery grounds, and flower, pigeon a)'

canary shows. The Park has often 30,000 visitc'

in a single day. This fine Park contains 290 acnl

" Kenninyton Park.—Kennington Commonw;
formerly noted for its cricket matches, and as t'

exercise ground of volunteer regiments. It w'

the common place of execution for Surrey befo'

the erection of the county jail. On this comm i

was held the great revolutionary meeting of Ch;

tists in 1848. In 1852 the common was grant

by act of Parliament, on behalf of the Prince

Wales, as part of the Duchy of Cornwall estai

to be enclosed and laid out as ' pleasure groun

for the recreation of the public; but if it cease

be so maintained, it shall revert to the Duch;

It is now planted with shrubs and evergreens; ai

at the main entrance have been reconstructed t

model cottages originally built at the expense

Prince Albert for the Great Exhibition of 185

This park contains 20 acres.

Battersea Park.—This Park lies on the sou

bank of the Thames, opposite Chelsea Hospit:

In 1846, two acts of Parliament were passed f

forming a Park, and constructing a bridge ai

embankment at Battersea. This was ouce t

esort of Pope, Swift, Arhuthnot, Thomson, M.

let, aud other cotemporary geniuses of Englaii
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lis new park is yet in the course of formation.

containing about 350 acres.

j" Alljert Fiiik.—Tbe new Albert, or Finsbury

rk, lies equidistant from Eegent and Victoria

.rks ; it commences at Highbury Crescnt, pass-

r along the right side of Holloway and Hornsey
Ms, and inclining towards the New River, which
lis proposed to cross north of the Horse-shoe,

bludingthe Birmingham Junction Railway, and
pending to the bottom of Highbury Grove. This

rk is not completed, but is destined to be one
the noblest pleasure grounds of London. It

ntains 409 acres.

"Primrose Hill Park.—This park is composed
a portion of the land bequeathed by ' sundry
vout men of London' to St. James' Hospital,

t granted by Henry \l. to Eton College, sur-

ideredto Henry VIII., but again returned to the

ilege, who, a few years since, transferred it to

; Government, in exchange for a piece of crown
id near ^\'^indsor ; which was done principally

•ougb the exertions of Hume, M. P., and an
oeiation of persons formed for securing the

)und to the public. The view from Primrose
11 comprises not only London, with its masses
houses and hundreds of spires, but also the

ce rural retreats of Hampstead and Ilighgate.

iposite to St. John's Wood, and quite near is

! elegant domain of Regent's Park. The eye,

er resting upon St. Paul's as the nucleus of the

;t city, glances over Islington and Halloway to

! undulating hillsof Kent and Surrey; and upon
lear day may be descried the bright roofs of the
^stal Palace at Sydenham. This park is now
;losed and laid out for cricket, and planted with
es and shrubs, by the Commissioners of Woods
1 Forests. It contains about 50 acres.
' /?eye«/'s Park.—Regent's Park lies between
south foot of Primrose Hill and the New road

e plan for laying out this Park was adopted in

L'2. It takes its name from having been pro
ted and laid out during the Regency of George
. The Park is nearly circular in plan. In the
thwest portion is a sheet of water, crossed by
e suspension bridges, and embellished with
turesque ish-ts, large weeping willows, shru

lu the southern portion of the Park is the
den of the Royal Botanic Society of London
May, June and July, exhibitions are given by
i Society. At the north end of the park, is

garden of the Zoological Society. Here are
)e seen animals from all quarters of the globe.
Aquatic Vivarium via^i built in 1853, and the
ctator now sees, as in the depths of the ocean,
ew world of animal life, with masses of rock,
d, gravel, corallines, sea weed, and sea water;
animals in a state of natural restlessness, now
escent, now eating and being eaten. On the
th, east and northwest sides of the Park are
hly embelli.shed terraces of houses, in which
Doric and Ionic, the Corinthian, and even the
lean orders have been employed with ornate
ct, aided by architectural sculpture. In this
k is the Observatory, erected in 1S37, by
irge Bishop, F. R. S. Regent's Park contains

various dyes bespread,

Kensington Gardens.—These delightful
lens, when purchased by William III., were of
11 extent. Queen Anne added thirty acres,
isington Palace, in her reign, is described as
iding in the mid.st of fruit and pleasure gar-
s, with pleasant alcoves on the west and south,
a stately conservatory on the east, with a

id walk before the east front of the palace,
sell opens his elegant ecologue with a glance at
morning promenade of his day ; where

The dames of Britain oft in crowds repair.
To gravel walks and unpolluted air :

Here, while the town in damps and darkness
They breathe in sunshine, and see azure skie
Each walk with re

Seems from afar a
Where rich brocades and glossy damask glow,
And chintz, the rival of the showery bow.'

Caroline, Queen of George II., added three hun-
dred acres to the grounds, and had a canal formed
there. After King William took up his abode in

the palace a court end of the town gathered round
it. The large gardens laid out by Queen Caroline
were opened to the public on Saturdays. When
the Court ceased to reside at Ken.sington, the gar-

dens were thrown open in the spring and .summer

;

and next open throughout the year. Of late years
Kensington Gardens have been greatly improved
by drainage, re-lay ingout, and the retnoval of walls,

and substitution of open iron railing. Viewed
from near the palace, eastward, are seen avenues
through dense masses of ancient trees.

" Immediately in front of the palace is a quaintly
designed flower garden, between which and Ken-
sington are some stately old elm trees. On the
southern margin of the gardens is a walk, bordered
by the newer and rarer kind of shrubs, each la-

belled with its Latin and English name, and its

country. The most pisturesque portion of the
gardens, however, is at the entrance from near the
bridge over the Serpentine river, where is a de-

lightful walk east of the water, beneath some
noble old Spanish chestnut trees. The elegant
stone bridge across the west end of the Serpentine,
was designed by Sir John Rennie in 182G. Ken-
sington Gardens now include an area of above 350
acres.

" These are the great Parks of London, [contain-
ng altogether 2426 acres.] They are not only
highly prized by the citizens of that great mart of
commerce

; they are watched over and guarded with
a jealous care. Any attempt to appropriate them
or any portion of them to private uses, would be
met with the united and stern resistance of tL

people."

For "The Friend."

May our rejocing be in that we " are kept by
the power of God through faith unto salvation ;"

" though now we are in heaviness :" " that the
trial of our fiiith, being much more precious than
of gold that perisheth, though it be tried withjdom of the Messiah. So
fire, might be found unto praise, and honour, and |

verified what is written.

glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ.'

Are there not many who sometimes feel as

the disciples did when they awoke the Redeem-
er, saying, "Master, carest thou not that we
perish ?" Truly, the waves have beaten into the
ship, so that it is now full, and there is a close

exercise in order to come to the sustaining belief,

that the dear Master is in the hinder part of it,

awaiting the time when he may aribo and manifest
his power, rebuking the winds, and saying unto
the waves, peace ! be still !

" Without faith it is

impossible to please God :" but our faith is to

"stand not in the wisdom of man, but in the

power of God." " Cease ye from man :" the hi.s-

tory of our Society, and the very nature of its

leading doctrines enforce this command. The
earlier history of the church also commends it.

Did not Paul rebuke those Corinthians, who, ready
to foster parties, "envyings, strifes, and divi-

sions," were saying, "lam of Paul; lof Apollos;
I of Cephas ?" and call them " carnal, walking as

men,"—not as Christians ? He, having so emi-
nently partaken of the grace of God by which he was
brought out of darkness into his marvellous light,

was not ready to lower the standard of faith, by join-

ing with the Spirit which would set up one or an-

other, even himself, as a standard or rule for others,

who might think themselves right if they only knew

what such an one would say. No ! he nobly re-

fused the profi"ered adulation, warning the carnal-

minded to " take heed how he buildeth ; for other
foundation can no man lay than that is laid, which
is Jesus Christ." " For every man's work shall

be made manifest : for the day shall declare it,

because it shall be revealed by fire ; and the fire

shall try every man's work, of what sort it is."

The solemn truth thus set forth ought to arouse
every one in this day, to an honest home search
to know whether we are striving to build in the
jnirc u-isdom, that which will abide the trial.

" Let no man deceive himself If any man among
you seemeth to be wise in this world, let him be-
come a fnol, that he may be wite. For the wis-

dom of this world is foolishness with God : for it

is written he takcth the wine in their ov:n crafti-

ness. And again, the Lord knoweth the thoughts
of the wise, that tli^y are vain. Therefore let no
man glory in nun."

" Is Chri.'t divided ? was Paul crucified for

you ? or were ye baptized in the name of Paul ?

These questions in the same epistle, show that the
advice given to others, was practical wilh himself,
nd how lar he was from taking to himself that

honour which belonged to him who died for us
nd rose again, that through faith in him we might

do the works meet for repentance. "Neither is

he that planttth, anything, neither he that wa-
tereth; but God that giveth the increase." Are
u-e thus self denying ? do we thus reject the praise

of men ? or do we crave more deference and in-

uence; entertaining a desire to direct that influ-

uce over others for the attainment of certain

ends which are aimed at, without a single eye to

the honour and leadings of the Head ofthe church ?

It was the end and aim of the gospel labours of
early Friends to lead men to Christ as their in-

ward teacher— their all-sufSciont teacher. " We
re nothing, Christ is all," said one of them. And

the power of their ministry, their remarkable

j

triumphs in disputations over their opponents and
persecutors, the strength of their fellowship, and
the success of their teachings, were not owing to

scholastic training, nor to mere intellectual ability,

but to the fulness of their obedience to the mani-
festations of the Spirit of Truth, and to the single-

ness of their aims in the promotion of the king-

s of them strikingly

Ye see your calling,

brethren, how that not many wise men after the

flesh, not many mighty, not many noble, are call-

ed ; but God hath chosen the foolish things of the

world, to confound the wise, &c., that no flesh

should glory in his presence, * * that, according
as it is written, he that glorieth, let him glory in

the Lord :" and also the language of our Saviour,
" 1 thank thee, Father, Lord of heaven and
earth, because thou hast hid these things from the

wise and prudent, and revealed them unto babes."

Let us, then, privileged with a knowledge of

the same precious doctrines and testimonies, and
desiring that the law of the Spirit of life may set

us free from the law of sin and death, so that we
may be in Christ Jesus without condemnation,
partakers of the heavenly fellowship—the unity of
the Spirit in the bond of peace—walk more by
faith, and less by sight : let us labour that grace

may more and more abound : for by grace are ye
saved, through faith; and that not of yourselves

:

it is the gift of God. Let us not be of the num-
ber of those whose sounding-line in religious judg-

ment is, " what shall this man du;" but of those

who, in an honest and a good heart, having heard
the word of faith, keep it, and bring forth fruit

with patience. These have their eye single, that

the whole body may be full of light: and looking

to him who is both the author and fini.iher of their
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faith, are ready to i

for thy servaiit hcareth."

Chester Co., Pa., Twelfth i

n he call.s, " Speak,

Y. W.
1855.

i n monlhly

Sicitzerlaiu/,

A Chapter iu tlie Reformation,

Selertrd for "The Friend," fron

jMatjazine, entitled "The A/jis,

and the north of Italy."

At the opening of one of the lateral valleys that

lead into the Northern Alps, stands the town of

Aigle, one of the mopt southern in Switzerland.

For some half a century it had belonged to Berne,

with the four parishes which are under its juris-

diction, namely, Aigle, Bex, Alton, and the

Chalets scattered in the lofty mountains of the

Ormonds. This was the spot where the second

epoch of the Swiss Ref irniation began.

Among the rude and turbulent people of this

district, there came, in the winter of 15'26-15'J7,

a foreign schoolmaster, where, at every available

moment, he devoted himself to the study of the

Scriptures, and of the most learned theological

treatises. At that time the struggle between

Luther and Zwingle was just commencing, and

Farel—for such was the real name of the school-

master, who was only waiting till the right time

should arrive for declaring himself a reformer

—

looked to the respective claimants before he made

his choice between these two greater leaders of

the Keforraation. Luther had been known in

France for a much longer time than Zwingle, yet

Farel decided in favour of the latter. His natural

modesty restrained him, for a time, from becoming

an author, but it was afterwards overcome through

the encouragement of (Ecolampadius. He drew

up, with great brevity and plainness, " A sum-

mary of what a Christian ought to know, in order

to trust God and serve his neighbour." This

went through several large editions. He after-

wards sent several small treatises to the press,

some of which were from his own pen, the rest

written by others.

It was to be expected that the priests would

denounce the movements of the reformers. * * *

Many persons from the neighbouring towns,

whose religious anxieties were awakened, came to

hear Farel, and invited him to their houses, re-

gardless of the offence it might give to their su-

periors. He preached in the market-place, in tlie

streets, at the gates, before the houses, and in the

ing and assaulting him. On another occasion, Farel

was led into the chapel by the priests, who endea-

voured to compel him to fall down before an image

of the Virgin ; but he steadfastly refused, exclaim-

ing, " Ye ought to worship the only true God, in

spirit and in truth, and not a dumb, lifeless, help-

less image " They had previously laid violent

hands upon him, but now, exasperated at his firm-

ness, they beat him still more severely ; so that

he lost much blood, of which the traces were visi-

ble six years after on the walls.

In 1531, a civil war broke out in Switzerland,

between the five cantons who still adhered to the

of Romanism, and those of Zurich and

citizen, the church deplored the decease of

faithful pastor, the school wept fur the loss of sue

teacher; all, in fine, lamented, as deprived o;

common parent and consoler.

(To be concluded.)

For " The Friend

B10GR.iPHlC.\l SKETCHES,

isters and Elders, and other concerned mem!
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CConlinued from page 109.)

ELIZABETH WEBB.

Elizabeth's gospel labours for the next two ye:

, , J,., : were much confined to the neighbourhood of P|
Berne, who strongly supported the cause of theij^

,
,

j j,^^, j^ ^-^g j^^^ husband remo^^
Reformation, when the lattei- were defeated iH^iaj^elf and family to Concord. He appear
their own territories, with the loss of four hundred

^^^^ ^^^^ ^ .^^^^,^^ man, and some practica
Zwingle, who had accompanied the army

of the reformers, as their chaplain, was slain.

While dying, he was heard to say, " Well ! they

are able, indeed, to slay the body, but they are not

able to kill the soul." His body, found by the

Romanists, was burned to ashes.

The outrage on Zwingle's corpse aroused all the

anger of Zurich. It rallied its forces, but another

reverse ere long augmented the desolation of the

reformed party. At two in the morning, their

antagonists, the Waldstatten, guided by the bright

light of the moon, ciuitted their camp in silence,

wearing white shirts over their dresses, that they

might recognize one another. Their watchword

proclaimed their character, " Mary, the mother of

God !" Stealthily did they glide into a pine forest,

near which the reformers were encamped. On
they rushed with frightful shouts. Many of them

were slain by the armies of Zurich and Berne;

but the tide soon turned, the bravest fell, the rout

became general, and eight hundred men were left

on the battle-field. * * * It seemed as if the

cause of the Reformation were now about to be

crushed;—the restoration of popery immediately

commenced in Switzerland, and Rome proved her-

self everywhere proud, exacting and ambitious.

" Thus," says D'Aubigne, " the Reformation,

that had deviated from the right path, was driven

back by the violence of the assault into its primi-

tive course. An inconceivable infatuation had

taken possession of the friends of the Bible. They

had forgotten that our warfare is not carnal, and

had appealed to arms and to battle. But God
he punishes the churches^and the peopl

squares, and with such persuasiveness, that he won ! that turn aside from his way." When the friend;

over many to the gospel, as well as secured their

personal attachment. The people, not to be kept

back either by threats or persuasions, crowded to

hear his sermons. Some of the lowest class, it is

true, instigated by the opponents of the gospel,

declared they would throw Farel into a well, but

this had no influence on the courageous preacher.

He published the truth for several days to in-

creasing multitudes. Surprised at his success, he

wrote to his colleagues, as follows: " Ui

me in thanking the Father of mercies for so gra-

ciously enlightening those who were oppressed

with the severest tyranny. God is my witness,

that I did not leave you, with whom I would gladly

live and die, in order to escape bearing the cross.

The glory of Christ, and the attachment shown to

his word by his disciples in this place, enable me

to bear great and inexpressible sufferings ; but by

the power of Christ, all my burthens are rendered

light."

Farel visited Neufohatel from time to time, for

the purpose of confirming the newly plaiited

church, and of preaching the go.spel in the neigh-

bourhood. Often did opposition arise ; at Vevay

an attack was made on the congregation, and the

mob drove the preacher out of the church, revil-

of the Reformation turned aside from the method

which God had devised, they had to loam lessons

of solemn warning. When they forgot the spirit-

uality of their weapons, and they hastened in their

own strength to arms and to battle, they were

rudely reproved and repulsed.

It was well, indeed, for Switzerland, that all

her champions of truth did not fall on the field of

Cappel, and not only were Farel and Viret assi-

withjduousin the great work to which they devoted j"^"^'

themselves, but they were, ere long, joined by one

who manifested the possession of no common

courage and power of action. In the year 1536,

Calvin arrived at Geneva, and immediately united

in heart and labour with Farel and Viret,wbo had, by

their energetic labours in the cause of the Reform-
^^ ^^

atiou, produced a powerful influence upon French
| j

Switzerland. In 1549 Calvin, accompanied by °^^
Farel, visited the Swiss churches, and in the fol-

lowing year he obtained the direction of the coii-

sistory at Geneva, for the communication of pri-

vate, as well as public religious instruction, and

for a total disregard of all feasts, and saint days.

Calvin died in 1564—an event which filled the

city with lamentation. The state, according to

the testimony of Beza, sought in vain its wisest

tances of his weakness that way prevented

Friends of Philadephia from granting him a c

tificate, although they did not deem them of su

cient weight to institute a charge against him

the Monthly Meeting. This must have beer

great trial to Elizabeth, for they resided for

or seven years iu Concord, before obtaining a c

tificate of removal to that meeting. She \

not, however, discouraged from performing \

religious duties, and besides attending manj

the meetings near her own residence, and aroi

Philadelphia, she paid some more extensive visii

In the year 1710, at the General Meeting of \

nisters in the Fourth month, she laid before

Friends a prospect, which had impressed her ni

as a religious duty, of paying a visit to Friends;

others in England. On weighing the subject,
\

meeting being united in believing the concerr

be owned by the Great Head of the church, set

at liberty to accomplish it, she having previou

obtained a certificate of the unity of her Conci

Friends. On this visit, she became acquainted \i

William Anthony Boehm, and had religious com

sation with him, which led her to write him a let

giving an account of her conversion and call to

ministry. This has been often printed and ext

sively circulated. Of her labours in England,

have little account. Early in 1712, she returi

to Pennsylvania, and at the General Meeting

Ministers in the Fourth month, she and her fric

Ann Chapman, both returned their certifies

gave some account of their travels, and produ

" several certificates for counties and places

Great Britain, of their acceptable visit, andord

conversation."

For some lime after her return from Eng!;

she does not appear to have been engaged in

veiling from home. Her husband's health fai

and in the year 17-0, she was left a widow. ;

had used her pen frequently in her travels,

many an epistle of christian counsel and lo^

salutation was received by her friends, during

absence from them. She occupied some portio

time in preparing notes on the book of Ri,

m, which were completed, and ready for
{

lication,f at her death.

Thomas Chalkley, in his manuscript account

her, thus describes her services in America. '

ter returning home, her husband removed

family to America, and settled in Pennsylva

hich province for divers years Elizabeth

service in the work of the ministry, tra

ing into divers provinces in America,—the II

* In 1704, in company with Mary Lawson, she

formed a religious visit to the south, her certificate s

" in Maryland, Virginia and Carolina."

j- Of this manuscript the original and a copy mad

Thomas Chalkley, are now eitant. The ' comm

having care of the press," it appears, gave her son lit

to print it, but declined using the funds of the Y(

Meeting for that purpose.
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g with her in his work, and prospering i

tiand. Blessed be his glorious name ! Though

was a good instrument in his hand, the praise

riucipally due to him that made her so To
in fulness, [be the praise given,] and to every

1 man and woman, according to the measure of

ace received.'

When she bad lived for some years in A
, she was drawn iu her heart to go and preach

gospel in Europe. Of her services there I

da good account from faithful men and wome
easing godliness and good works. She left

I savour behind her in many places where she

elled. I observed in her conduct and couvcrsa

,
that if she saw anything airy or light, she

Id rather reprove it than join in such commu
tions, according to the apostle's doctrine, not

)ke or jest, but rather to give thanks, which

much practised by this dear Friend."

1 the account of her life prepared for her chil-

,, Elizabeth writes, " Bless the Lord, my soul,

forget not all his benefits,—who forgiveth all

iniquities,—who healeth all thy diseases. O
I, ray gracious God, grant that the succeeding

:rations may not be ungrateful unto thee, that

may be like the nine lepers that were cleansed

esus Christ our Lord, and did not return to

glory to thy name. Oh, may all in great

ility and reverence, return unto thee thanks

praise for every benefit and mercy they do

J
and hourly receive. Surely, thou art the

r of every good and perfect gift, and art worthy

raise forever and forevermore. Amen."
My dear children, and young people,—I ex-

you to give up your hearts to the Lord, for

is what he requires of you. As you do so

answer the requirings of God, the Father of

spirits, then you will know the work of

iration to be carried on by Jesus Christ, who
liritually present with the soul at all tim

in the deepe.-t of its exercises. He leads it

ly on in the way of the daily cross, and causes

rest in the will of God, whose will is the

tification of his people. In due time, as the

is obedient to his holy will and requirings,

rill make the understanding that was like a

en wilderness, to become as a fruitful field,

rding to his promise by the prophet Lsaiah,

p. 32, from V. 15 to the end. I, with many
rs, have found by experience that all the pro-

s of God are faithful and true. The days are

3, spoken of; the spirit is poured upon us

1 on high
;
judgment shall dwell in the wilder-

, and righteousness remain in the fruitful

; the work of righteousness shall be peace,

the effect of righteousness, quietness and as-

nce forever. My people (saith the Lord)
. dwell in a peaceable habitation, and in sure

lings, and in quiet resting-places.

The Jews formerly were accounted as a fruit-

leld, until they departed from the Lord,—then

jrimitive Christians until they apostatized, and
me a Babel. Then the mystery Babylon was
in the wilderness upon a scarlet-coloured

t; and now judgment is gone forth against

wilderness, and shall dwell therein. For those

worship that beast or his image, have no rest,

nor night. These things are, and will be
out in the great world ; but let me come nearer

desire to know the judgments of God to dwell
ly heart that hath been as a wilderness ; that it

for the future be a fruitful field unto God my
er, and unto Jesus Christ, my Redeemer. Let

y one be thus exercised, and they will feel the
ts of this righteousness to be quietness and
ranee forever; their habitation inwardly will

1 a low place, near the spiritual waters. These
gs are neither whimsies nor fictions, but verity

and truth, as the resigned souls witness from day
to day

;
glory to God forevermore, who hath given

to us his spirit, which is the true interpreter of

the Scriptures of Truth.
" My dear children and friends,—Having a con-

cern in tender love and good will to your souls, 1

leave these lines for you to consider when 1 am
gone, and advise that you pass the time of your
sojourning here in fear, knowing that you are but
as pilgrims and sojourners on earth, whilst you
have, each of you, an immortal part, the salvation

of which Cometh from the Lord alone. He hath

called, and is calling to all, saying, ' Look unto
me all ye ends of the earth, and be ye saved,' and
he yet testifies, 'As I live, saith the Lord, I would
not the death of him that dieth, Isut thai all should
return, repent and live. Turn ye; turn ye ; why
will ye die ?' Oh, how gracious and merciful is

the Lord, the Father of spirits ! Acquaint your-

selves with him, my dear children ! Love him,

and fear to ofi'end him, and you will feci the spring

of his love and mercy in your.selves, as I have felt

it many a time to the melting of my spirit, and
humbling of my soul. P'or this I have cause to

speak well of his name, and praise him forever

and evermore, and to say with the Psalmist,
' Bless the Lord, O my soul, and all that is within

me, bless his holy name. Bless the Lord, my
soul, and forget not all his benefits : who forgiveth

all thine iniquities ; who healeth all thy diseases;

who redeemeth thy life from destruction ; who
crowneth thee with loving-kindness and tender

mercies.' The Lord is merciful and gracious, slow

to anger, and plenteous in mercy. He will not

always chide, neither will he keep his anger for-

ever. He hath not dealt with us after our sins,

nor rewarded us, according to our iniquities ; for

as the heaven is high above the earth, so great is

his mercy towards them that fear him. Like as a

father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth

them that fear him, for he knoweth our frame
;

he remembereth we are dust. As for mau his

days are as grass. As a flower of the field, so he
flourisheth; the wind passcth over it, and it is

gone, and the place thereof shall know it no more;
but the mercy of the Lord is from everlasting to

everlasting upon them that fear him, and his

righteousness unto children's children, to such as

keep his covenant, and to those that remember his

commandments to do them.
" My dear children, I exhort you to fear to of-

fend God always. You will meet with tempta-
tions of divers kinds to draw your love from the

Lord Jesus Christ to this vain world, and to fill

your minds with vain and foolish thoughts, earthly

mindedness, wrath, &c. These things spring from
the evil spirit, are contrary to the nature and
operations of the Holy Ghost, and are very trou-

blesome to those who desire to love the Lord Al-
mighty and Jesus Christ his only Son, our Re-
deemer, above all things in the world. Vain and
evil thoughts, those impositions of Satan, make
the heavenly lover to cry mightily unto the Lord,

and to say, ' that thou wouldst wash my heart

from wickedness and worldly mindedness, that so

vain thoughts may not lodge within me.' Thus,
the soul groans to be delivered from vanity, and
desires to find acceptance with God. The prophet

Micah was concerned to know wherewith he should

come before the Lord, and bow himself before the

High God; and he queries, ' Shall I come before

him with burnt-ofierings, with calves of a year

old ? Will the Lord be pleased with thousands of

rams, or with ten thousands of rivers of oil? Shall

I give my first-born for my transgression, the fruit

of my body for the sin of my soul ?' Here was a

close examination, indeed, iu a sense of the ma-
jesty of God Almighty, and of his own duty. He

received answer, ' He hath showed thee, man 1

what is good ; and what doth the Lord require of
thee, but to do justly, and to love mercy, and to

walk humbly with thy God ?' It is needful for

all mankind to consider this answer well in all its

branches. As there is justice due from one man
to another, so in especial manner there is a jus-
lice due to Almighty God, which is too much for-

gotten. Our dear Lord commanded to ' render to

Csesar the things that are Csesar's, and unto God
the things that are God's.' Oh, the forgetfulness

of mankind ! we owe our all unto God, and he re-

quires our heart, will and affections. It is my
reasonable duty to render to him all which he hath
reserved for himself, and not to give it to the
god of this world, my soul's enemy, robbing my
best friend and benefactor of his right. To love

mercy is a Christian duty, which is attended with
a great blessing, and to walk humbly with God, is

an inward walking, or spiritual conversing with
him. God is a Spirit, and he hath sent the spirit

of his Son into the hearts of the children of men
;

and as many as love this Holy Spirit, and keep
low in their minds, it will lead them in the midst
of the paths of judgment, and cause their souls to

inherit substance, filling them with the treasures
of heavenly love, the foundation of that faith that
worketh by it. Oh, my soul can say to the honour
of God, and for your encouragement, who desire
to walk with God, that there is nothing wanting
in those holy, though despised, humble, lowly
walks. Bly soul hath many times been greatly
refreshed in this low valley, where the souldrinks
plentifully of the water of that river, the streams
of which make glad the whole heritage of God.
Here also is found the tree of life, whose fruit is

good for food to the inward man, and its leaf for
medicine. Here also is the sweet lily that toils

not, and why? because it waits patiently for the
celestial rain. I have thought many times,
'Surely, these are the Enochian walks; such as

Enoch walked with God in this low world.' My
soul hath found so much sweetness in walking
humbly with the Lord my God, that I can do no
less than leave this as a call to my succeeding
generation, and say, ' Come, taste and see how
good the Lord is to all humble, obedient souls.

Resign your will to the Divine will in all things

;

follow meek, holy Jesus, and learn of him, and
you will find rest for your never dying souls."

A CITY WEED.
We may not trample on thee, simple weed,
So bravely springing in the stony way.

The sturdy growth of some far-wafted seed,
Thus flourishing upon a grain of clay.

No gaudy colours flaunt around thy stem.
No grateful scent thy hardy foliage yields,

But, rudely set, thou shinest like a gem,
In hues reflected from the distant fields.

Thou drawest nurture from the dewy skies.

Thou fiudestfood upon the subtle air;

And sometimes may the sun rejoice thine eyes
(For thou hast eyes) down in this sombre lair.

And thou art beautiful ; so firmly set

Within the ragged crevice of a stone I

So strong, so resolute, so hopeful, yet
So surely perishable, and alone.

So shouldst thou stand, thou brave and simple heart,
As firmly planted on thy foot of ground,

As strong, as resolute to play thy part,

Though stony dangers hem thee closely round.
Perchance, brave weed, did we thy nature know.
Rare balms and subtle virtues in thee lie;

Yet thy best fortune is, unharmed to grow,
Unknown to ripen, shed thy seed, and die.

It is other people's eyes which cost us the most
trouble.
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INDIAN CORN.

In No. 13 of the Friend was published an
tract from a speech by Edward Everett, iu which
the contrast is finely and strikingly drawn between
the gold of California and the gold of agriculture

The idea contained in one of Eliza Cook's poems
is there beautifully amplified and illustrated, the

speaker, however, confining his remarks to the

golden grain of our maize fields, whereas the poet-

ess has allusion more particularly to wheat or

English corn. She says :

"M/ glowing heart beats high
At the sight of shining gold

;

But 't is not that which the miser's eye
Delighteth to behold.

A brighter wealth by far

Than the deep mine's yellow vein,

Is seen around, in the fair fields crowned
With sheaves of burnished grain."

The assertion made by Edward Everett, with

the ear of American corn in his hand, that "of
this transcendent gold of ours, the yield this year

will be at least ten or fifteen times that of Califor-

nia," has doubtless surprised many readers, and
has seemed to them, perhaps, more like a rhetorical

flourish, than a statement founded on actual cal-

culation. But let us consult the statistics. I

find that of California gold " the total amount
produced and distributed in all directions, down to

the close of 18.54, is estimated at 8298,243,938."*

Dividing this by 6^^, we find the average annual

product to be about 34 6,000,000. I have seen no
estimate of the probable amount for the present

year, but we may safely assume it at $50,000,000.
According to the census of 1850, the crop of

Indian corn in the United States for 1849,
amounted to 59'2,326,612 bushels. The annual
product of this staple has been increasing ever

since, and the crop for 1855 is said to be the lar-

gest ever gathered. The amount, according to C.

Cist, cannot be loss than 1,000,000,000 bushels.

This quantity at 80 cents per bushel, which is less

than the present market price at our Atlantic

ports, amounts to the handsome sum of §800,000,-

000, or just sixteen times our estimate of this

year's crop of the inanimate, tasteless, unnourish-

ing gold of the mines and placers of California.

The corn crop of 1849, in each of the states of

Ohio, Kentucky and Illinois, would be worth, at

present prices in New York or Philadelphia,

about as much as a year's product of California

gold
J
and that of either Indiana or Tennessee, for

the same season, would fall but little below this

value ; while the crop of 1855, in any one of the

states named, would, without doubt, considerably

exceed it. If we arrange the agricultural produc-

tions of our country according to the value of the

annual product, Indian corn would head the list,

wheat would probably be the next, the value of

the crop of this cereal being about half that of In-

dian corn ; close after it, and almost, if not quite,

equal to it, would come the grass crop, if we in-

clude not only the hay gathered, but also the grass

consumed in pasturage, and reckon the latterf

equal to the hay crop. Then would follow, and
nearly or exactly in the order named, animals

killed for food, cotton, oats, butter and potatoes,

each of which, excepting, perhaps, the last, ex-

ceeds in annual value, our estimate of the produce
of the mines of the Golden State.

Returning from our digression, let us inquire a

little into the history and characteristics of the

great staple of our country, the plant whose pro-

* Lippincott's Pronouncing Gazetteer of the World.

f On the authority of the compiler of the Year Book
of Agriculture.

duce is pre-eminently the gold of American agri-

culture.

The corn plant was highly valued by the In-

dians, and it frequently entered into the ceremo-
nies and the mythology of many of the tribes, both
in North and South America. Like the bread
plants of the eastern continent, its early history is

involved in fables and legendary traditions. The
following allegory of the Objibwas, is related by
Schoolcraft

:

" A young man went out into the woods to fast,

at that period of life when youth is exchanged for

manhood. He built a lodge of boughs in a seclu-

ded place, and painted his face of a sombre hue.

13y day he amused himself in walking about, look-

ing at the various shrubs and wild plants, and at

night he lay down in his bower, which being open,
he could look up into the sky. He sought a gift

from the Master of Life, and he hoped" it would
be something to benefit his race. On the third

day he became too weak to leave the lodge, and as

he lay gazing upwards, he saw a spirit come down
in the shape of a beautiful young man, dressed in

green, and having green plumes on his head, who
told him to arise and wrestle with him, as this

was the only way iu which he could obtain his

wi.-hes. He did so, and found his strength re-

newed by the effort. This visit, and the trial of

wrestling were repeated for four days, the youth
feeling at each trial that, although his bodily

strength declined, a moral and supernatural energy
was imparted, which promised him the final vic-

tory. On the third day his celestial visitor spoke
to him. ' To-morrow,' said he, ' will be the se-

venth day of your fast, and the last time I shall

wrestle with you. You will triumph over me and
gain your wishes. As soon as you have thrown
ue down, strip off my clothes, and bury me in the

pot, in soft, fresh earth. When you have done
this, leave me, but come occasionally to visit the

place, to keep the weeds from growing. Once or

wice cover me with fresh earth.' He then de-

parted, but returned the next day, and, as he pre-

dicted, was thrown down. The young man punc-
tually obeyed his instructions in every particular,

and soon had the pleasure of seeing the green
plumage of his sky visitor shooting up through
the ground. He carefully weeded the earth, and
kept it fresh and soft, and in due time was grati-

fied in beholding the matured plant, bending with
its golden fruit, and gracefully waving its green
leaves and yellow tassels in the wind. He then
nvited his parents to the spot to behold the new
plant. 'It is Mondamin,' replied his father, 'it

the spirit's grain.' They immediately prepared
feast, and invited their friends to partake of it."

This, according to the Objibwas, is the origin of
Indian corn.

While we may be amused by this tradition, so

characteristic of the red-man, it may be well for

us to reflect, that the sentiment intended to be
conveyed thereby, although wrapped up in the fa-

ble, or rather the allegory, of the tradition, is

true,—namely, that this noble plant is the gift of
a beneficent Creator. And when we see its green
spires shooting forth from the brown earth, or later

in the season, gaze upon its long leaves and lofty

stem waving gracefully in the summer wind, let

us remember that there was a time when the corn
.

plant had no existence, when there was neither

verdant sod nor shady forest, nor any green herb
that it was at the fiat of omnipotence that " the

earth brought forth grass, and herb yielding seed

fter his kind, and the tree yielding fruit, whose
seed was in itself, after his kind." And in re-

flecting on the wonderful adaptation of the vege-

table kingdom to the purposes for which it was
created, and the great boon that many of (he spe-

cies have, in a more especial degree, proved to 1

human race, as well as to the lower animals, I

can, perhaps, more fully appreciate the staten*
of the Sacred historian in reference to this, a \
other parts of the creation, that when the

'

mighty looked upon it, " he saw that it •

good." L. L. ^;
CTo be conilnued.J

From the life of Maty Ihidley.
'

" Oh I how did my soul lament within our oa \
the want of that holy discipline which,if submii j
to, would prepare to be accoutred for servic.^

the Lord's hand, and amongst the people. ').

lack of righteous zeal, of spiritual discernmeDt§
heavenly skill in savouring the things that bif
God, while those that be of man merely, canj
nicely discriminated and understood. i

"The faculites and reasoning powers of many
j>

strong, their perceptions clear respecting that pi
wherein self can rejoice and is nourished

; but i

the cross ! to some I fear that even the preach >

of it is as to the Jews and Greeks. There isan
'

willingness to lose the life, in order that that Mihl

deserves the name may be found, while any si

stitute is readily adopted, rather than submissi
to the humbling, reducing state where, as li

}

children, the kingdom is alone received. '

"An endeavour to reconcile the world and r

gion, seems the hindrance of a multitude;
strong assertion of our blessed Redeemer be

too much overlooked, 'ye cannot serve God i|

mammon.' Thus, the eye becomes dim, and i

ear often deafened, so that imparting what is sij

to be the whole counsel to such, is like break
[

down a fenced wall; the healing power of a p|
sican to those who are whole; needless tidings;:'

unwelcome message. How hardly shall thejtl] .

have riches enter into the kingdom. Various i

the possessions wherein there is a resting; ma!

have their good things in this life. Oh ! that r'

abundance might be pa.'sed through, and tempa|

blessings not centered iu, so as to cloud thevi'

of the things that are eternal. !

"I often think inherited or obtained treasu)

have blinded the spiritual eye of many, whoi!
descended from those sons of the morning, as'

respects our little community, to whom great thit'

would have been burdensome ; and earnest s

my desires that worldly prosperity may not

'

allowed to settle in a state of dangerous ease, 1

the language formerly uttered in the Lord's na

should be applicable, ' They that depart from i

shall be written in the earth."

Friend's Library.

A W-iinnn Swimming the Mississippi.—An
j

cident related in Lloyds' forthcoming Steambj

Directory, shows the advantage of women knowil

how to swim. When the Steamer Ben Sherrj

was in flames on the Mississippi River, and t\

female passengers who had thrown themselves iti

the water were drowning around the boat, the w
of Captain Castleman jumped into the river, w
her infant in her arms, and swam ashore, a c

tance of half a mile, being the only woman sa\

out of sixteen. She had learned to swim wt

a girl.

For ' The Fnen.l

fiEORGS lOGRIDCE.

(Concluded from page 103.)

The author of " Old Humphrey" is described

most amiable in character and disposition. 1

sentiments expressed in his writings were not ah

to his heart. " In the relations of a husband
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3r, and a friend, he was the same gentle, gene-

,
loving and lovable being as the one lie sought

jrtray in his sketches, llis sunny temper and

istent conduct diffused an air of cheerfulness

ugh the family circle ; and to him his children

ed, not only with the respect due to a parent,

with that confidence and freedom which belong

companion and a guide." In social inter-

se, he appeared to much advantage. " His

iemanly and agreeable deportment, his delicate

ideration for the feelings and sentiments of

rs, and his general intelligence, secured for

a welcome in every circle where he was known
m on a visit in town or country, he soon bc-

? a favourite with the young. They were

ily won over to his side from the kindly notice

)ok of them, and his solicitude to promote
• pleasures and happiness."

eorge Mogridge continued his literary occupa-

; without any abatement of zeal and activity

I advanced age. The first serious interruption

is health seems to have originated in a pain-

ccident. Returning to his home late at night,

iprained his ancle badly in consequence of

)ing upon a broken flag-stone. This led to a

confinement to his house, and from that time

as unable to continue the country rambles he

uch enjoyed, and which no doubt contributed

itiaily to the preservation of his health,

stead of revelling in the meadows and among
tiedge-rows of the country, his study was now
;hief scene of his meditations." Here he in-

riously continued his labours, without inter-

ion and with no less activity and vigor than

mes of better health, his mental power re-

ling in all its freshness to the last week of his

In the spring of 185-1, it became increasingly

3nt that his labours were drawing to a close,

that he must ere long descend into the dark

y. The period had now arrived which was
;st the religious experience of the sufferer,

show whether he had indeed attained a settle-

t upon the Hock of Ages. His friends had
inexpressible satisfaction of witnessing in

time of weakness and languishing, that he
ned the same happy and devout frame of mind,
lame humility and faith which haddistinguish-

im in the buoyancy of life. "Through the

3 of the Holy Spirit, he was enabled to mani-
;hat submission to the will of his heavenly

er, to which he had so often exhorted others;

gb sometimes in the greatness of his pain, the

itive cry of the patriarch was forced from his
" Have pity upon me, ye my friends

;

be hand of God hath touched me." "Not
was he hopeful himself in the season of sick-

but besought to make all in his family circle

ful also. When he spoke, his eye was lit up
animation, and his words were full ofen-
igement. "Though I know nut the measure

y days," he wrote, "I well know there is but

p between me and death ;" and though I can-

cU what yet remains for me to do, willingly

d I have my last act to be a deed of kindness,

my last breath to be a Hallelujah." His
s of a happy immortality rested on no sup-

1 righteousness or good works of his own, but

J and alone in the merits and mercies of his

)assionate Lord and Saviour who offered him-
a sacrifice for the sins of the world. The
7 and contrite state of mind which he cherish-

reathes in an aspiration penned by him a short

before his decease, " Help mo more clearly

scern that Jesus Christ is my only hope and
11 ; having him I possess all things. ' Whom
I in heaven but thee,' and there is none upon

1 that I desire beside thee. Help me at all

5 to know, and to do thy sacred will."

His beloved and faithful partner who waited upon
him with devoted attention has recorded in touch-

ing terms the incidents of his last few days. Smiie

briefextracts from heraccount willcloso this sketch.
" It will rejoice the hearts of many to know that

in the midst of much pain, and great bodily weak-
ness, the poor sufferer's liiith, hope, and thankful-

ness were undiminished : and that, like, Daniel of

old, he could feelingly say, ' It is good for me
that I have been afflicted.' His mind, during
this trying season, seemed to attain a deeper
solemnity than ever; and he saw more and more
the beauty of holiness, and found in the preciou.i

promises of God's holy word, all that was neces
sary to reconcile him to the merciful dealings of
his heavenly father, and to enable him to say, ' 1

know, Lord, that thy judgments are right, and
that thou in faithfulness hast afflicted me.'

"

"His sufferings were often very great, but not

one murmuring or fretful word escaped from h
lips." " At one time, my husband remarked, ' I ai

never alone ; I see God in the darkness, I hear his

voice in the silence, he is ever present with m
His ways are often mysterious ; there are many
things we cannot now understand, but there is :

needs-be for all our sufferings ; much sin in u;

that wants purging away ; and when in glory, th(

oontrast^may heighten our bliss.' " The prevailing

altitude of his mind was that of deep humility

and cheerful resignation. At one time he ex-

pressed himself thus : ' God is what he ever has

been,—a Rock and a Refuge to those who trust

him ; a very present help in time of trouble

^Vhen his servants of old were in heavy trials, h(

was with them ; In all their afflictions he was
afllicted, and the angel of his presence saved

them.' It is even so now, and thus will it i

be. " He is able to save them to the uttermost that

come unto God by him, seeing he ever liveth to

make intercession for them." " It was very

distressing to hear his incessant cough, and to

witness his great difficulty of breathing. For the

last two days, his bodily sufferings were very great,

but his faith and love were still greater; and his

almost inaudible voice was employed, at intervals,

in prayer and praise, and encouraging those about

him to ' look upward.' ' We sliJiU meet again,'

he said to me with a smile." Such was the truly

happy close of the life of this good man. He
died on the 2nd of Eleventh mo., 1854, aged sixty-

seven years. The bereaved widow closes her nar-

rative with these pious observations. " I have in-

deed, been highly privileged in having had such an
affectionate husband, companion, and friend; and
though painful to be the survivor, I feel thankful

that my life has been spared to add to his comfort

to the last. The Lord has wonderfully supported

me hitherto, and will, I hope, increase my faith

and confidence in him, and enable me, like my
beloved husband, to go on my way with cheerful

resignation, endeavouring to rejoice in his good-

ness and mercy."

THE FRISND
TWELFTH MONTH 22, 1855.

The last two steamers that have arrived from
England, have brought intelligence of the expec-

tation prevailing generally throughout Europe,

that negotiations preliminary to the establishment

of peace between the belligerent powers, would

soon be publicly announced ; and so probable does

it seem that this rational course will be pursued,

that consols, which are considered the most sensi-

tive and certain criterion by which to judge of

the good or bad condition of the government, have

improved so much as to approximate within two
or three per cent, of their value, prior to the de-

claration of war between Groat Britain and
Russia.

It is to be greatly desired that this general ex-

pectation may not prove illusory, and that a stop

will be put to the frightful havoc of human life,

and the other dreadful crimes that have so far

attended this disgraceful war. It will be long
before the full extent of destruction and suffering

caused by it, will reach the public ear, if it ever
should ; but enough has been blazoned abroad to

show how readily in this age of boasted enlighten-

ment and civilization, men may have their worst

passions aroused, and so stimulated as to give

themselves up, willing agents, to effect the slaugh-

ter of each other, and to inflict on those who may
have never harmed them, but whom their respec-

tive governments have declared to be enemies,

almost every evil that will diminish or torture

them. Truly, there seems but little in the poli-

tical world like heralding the establishment of the

kingdom of the Prince of Peace, or of the differ-

ent peoples of the earth, acknowledging and act-

ing up to the gospel truth, "one is your master,
even Christ, and all ye are brethren." Neverthe-
less, we believe the little stone cut out without
hands, has smitten the image upon his feet that

are of iron and clay, and that it is gradually in-

creasing, and will become a great mountain, and
fill the whole earth. "And the mountain of the

house of the Lord shall be established in the top

of the mountains, and it shall be exalted above
the hills, and people shall flow unto it. And many
nations shall come and say. Come, let us go up to

the mountain of the Lord, and to the house of the

God of Jacob, and He will teach us of his ways,

and we will walk is his path. And He shall

judge among many people, and rebuke strong na-

tions afar off; and they shall beat their swords into

plowshares, and their spears into pruning-hooks;

nation shall not lift up a sword against nation,

neither shall they learn war any more. But they

shall sit every man under his vine, and under his

fig-tree, and none shall make them afraid : for the

mouth of the Lord of hosts hath spoken it"
Happy are all they whose spirits are even now

introduced into this kingdom of righteousness and
peace, and whose daily life and concern it is to

draw others into it, and thus hasten the coming of
that glorious day seen and described by the pro-

phet.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to Twelfth mo. 1st.

The priucipal feature of the news of the week, is a
variety of rumors of approaching peace. It does not
seem clear that any overtures ou the subject have been
made by Russia, and the rumors alluded to have pos-
sibly no better foundation than the iucreasing desire ia

Kngland and France to get out of a contest attended
with such enormous expense. There has been an al-

most total cessation of hostilities in the East of late
;

it is, however, stated that the preparations at Sebasto-
pol for attacking the northern forts, were proceeding
rapidly. Despatches received at Vienna, state that

Omer Pacha had entered Kutai, and commenced offen-

sive operations on the 9th ult., but the result was not
known.
The Danish Conference on the Sound Dues met ou

the 20th, but took no action.

The King of Prussia, in his speech to the Legislature,

announces decidedly the continued neutrality of Prussia.

General Canrobert left Copenhagen for Paris on the

.30th ult. According to the Paris papers, his mission
had been attended with some success.

Admiral Bruat, commander of the French fleet in the

Black Sea, had died of cholera.

The King of Sardinia had been conveyed from France
to England, in the Queen's yacht. He met with an en-
thusiastic reception at London.
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The weather, in the Gulf of Finland, to the 2Gth ult.

had been mild for the season ; but in the Gulf of Bothnia
more severe. Another division of the British fleet ha(

left Kiel for England. Admiral Dundas had receive(

orders to return.

Cholera continued its ravages at various points. At
Scutari the Anglo-German legion had suffered severelv

In Palermo the deaths were from 70 to 100 a day, and
in Naples, from 30 to 40 deaths daily were caused by
this fearful disease.

A water-spout burst in the harbour of Tunis, an

sunk five ships on the 18th ult.

On the 14th ult., a terrible inundation, attributed to

water-spout, devastated thecountry around Messina. The
whole country was laid under water; trees were rooted

up; houses, gardens and cattle destroyed, and many
persons drowned. Much damage was also done in the

city of Messina. The loss is said to exceed si.i millions

of dollars.

Official returns show the total number of persons,

who visited Paris during the Exposition, was 579,549,

eiclusive of those who took up their residence in the

environs of the city. Of this number, 1U8,604 were
foreigners.

The Liverpool cotton market had further declined;

sales of the week, 49,000 bales. The market for bread-
stuffs was dull, and prices slightly lower. The admi-
ralty contracts for the supply of the British navy with

provisions, had been taken at lower rates than was ex-

pected. The average price for beef was £1 "Is., and
for pork £9 per barrel. American stocks had improved
with large sales. Consols had advanced to 89J. The
high price of provisions in London caused no little un-

easiness, as large and excited meetings were still held

every First-day in Hyde Park, where incendiary appeals

were made, and riots seriously threatened.

MEXICO.—Dates from the city of Mexico to the 5th inst.

A conspiracy had been discovered, the object of which
was to make General Urega, President. Urega and
others implicated in this conspiracy, had been arrested,

which caused great excitement. The Church is opposed
to the present Government, and general confusion pre-

vailed.

NICARAGUA.—Parker H. French, accredited Minis-

ter from the Walker government to the United States,

has arrived at Washington. It is not supposed that he
will be recognized by the U. S. administration. The
President has issued a proclamation, warning all per-

sons against enlisting or hiring others to enlist, within

the territories of the United States, for military opera-

tions against Nicaragua. The last news from Nicaragua
represented that Col. Kewen had gone to San Francisco,

to raise 500 volunteers to aid Walker. In reference to

the health of the country, it is stated that the Transit

Company has 150 men in its employ, and that during
two years and four months, not a single death has oc-

curred among thera.

UNITED STATES.— Conyrcss.-The second week of

the session was spent by the House of Representatives,

in the same manner as the first. The ballotings were
continued with little variation in the votes, and without
any apparent disposition to unite on a candidate. On
the 15th inst., the proposition was renewed that the

candidate having the largest vote, it being at the same
time a majority of a quorum of the House, should be
declared Speaker. After discussion, the resolution was
laid on the table. It is stated that during this protracted

struggle, no ill temper has been discernible
; on the

contrary, great good humour has characterized the con-

duct of the members. It is only to be regretted that

they were not more profitably employed, and in a man-
ner becoming the high trust confided to them. The
Senate elected its standing committees, and attended

to other business of no general interest.

T/ie Army and Navi/.—The estimate for the support of

these branches of the public service for the next finan-

cial year, amounts to the enormous aggregate of §28,-

551,985, viz: §15,027,430 for the former, and $13,524,-

505 for the latter. These sums include the expense of

fortifications, navy yards, magazines, hospitals, &c.

Kansas.—The accounts from Kansas are so much in-

fluenced by the party bias or excitement of the writers,

and represent the late disturbances so differently, that

it is difficult to get at the truth. It seems pretty clear,

however, that there has been no such outbreak yet as to

justify calling in the U. S. troops, and the authority asked
for by Governor Shannon, had not been given him at a

recent period. Letters speak of both parties preparing
for actual war.

Philadelphia.—The expenditures of the city for 1856,

are estimated by the Controller at $4,394,800, of which
it will be necessary to raise $2,760,000 by taxation.

Nearly one million of dollars is required to pay interest

on the funded debt of the city. The support of the

public schools is also a heavy item, amounting to over
$600,000. Mortality last week, 184.

A\w York.—The shipments of specie from this port
last week, amounted to $615,878. On the 17th, flour

was quoted at $8.50 for state, and $9 to $9.50 for

southern. Mortality for the week, 346. On the 17th,
the steamer Empire City arrived from Aspinwall, with
$1,750,000 in gold, and 500 California passengers.

California.—San Francisco dales to Eleventh month
20th. The Indian difficulties in the north continued.
A battle had been fought on Rogue River, between 300
Indians and 400 Regulars, under Capt. Smith, of Fort
Lane. The troops were obliged to retreat with the loss
of 18 men killed, and 25 wounded. General Wool had
proceeded to the scene of trouble. Some rain had fallen,

and there was much snow in the mountains, but the
winter rains had not set in. The ship Polynesia had sailed

for New York, with a very valuable cargo of China
silks, furs, and dry goods, sperm and whale oil, and
whale-bone. Domestic flour was quoted at $8.50 a
$9.00 per bbl.

Salt Lake dates to Tenth month 11th, had been re-

ceived. Difficulties had occurred between the Mormons
and the Eutaw Indians, by whom several .Mormons had
been killed.

Miscellaneous.—The Cost.—According to a Paris cor-
respondent of the National Intelligencer, the cost of the
Eastern war greatly exceeds one million of dollars per
day. Such an outlay, long continued, must produce
disastrous results to the nations immediately engaged.
It is said that of 80,000 horses sent to the Black Sea by
France, only 10,000 remain. The other 70,000 either

perished in battle, or through exposure, fatigue and
neglect. The average cost was about $100 each, and
about as much more to convey them to the Crimea.
A New Comet, has been discovered al Berlin by Bruhus,

and the fact has been communicated to the Smithsonian
titute. " It appears like a feeble nebula, and its daily

motion is in R. A., about 20 min. of arc, iu declination
almost min.

Length of the Mississippi.—-The Boston (Mass.) Tran-
script gives the total length of the -Mississippi and all its

itaries as fifty-one thousand miles, which is more
than twice the equatorial circumference of the earth I

Gloves.—Belgium is the great glove manufactory of

the world. It is stated that from one establishment last

year, 400,000 dozen pairs were exported to England and
America. There are three thousand hands employed
there.

The Grape Culture in the TTmi;.—Within twenty miles

around Cincinnati, about 1500 acres of ground are

planted with vines, of which about 1000 acres are now
in bearing, and were expected to produce 150,000 gal-

\

Ions of wine this year. The season has been unfavour-
able, or the yield would have been much larger. In

Missouri and Illinois, about 1100 acres are planted with
vines, and the culture is rapidly extending. The variety

principally cultivated, is the Catawba grape.

A Costly Animal.—A vessel, which has just arrived

in the Loire, France, from Sumatra, has brought a mag-
nificent royal tiger for one of the public menageries.
Forty armed men were, it is stated, sent to capture him,

but he killed ten, and injured thirteen of them before

he could be secured.

Mortality among Chestnut Trees.—All the chestnut
trees throughout Rockingham county, N. C, and the

surrounding counties, have died this season.

Flour in the West.—A few days since, a sale of 2500
barrels superfine flour was made at Alton, 111., at $8.50
per bbl., to be shipped to Rio Janeiro.

Austria and the Pope.—The little religious freedom
that existed in Austria, has been surrendered by the

recent concordat between the government and the Pope.
The State abandons all control over the Church

;
gives

up all claim to interfere with the action of the Pontiff;

admits the right of free and unrestrained communica-
tion between the Pope and the Bishops. Education is

given up entirely to the Church, which is to be protect-

ed from all opposition ; is to have the power of prohibit-

ing the circulation of books; may punish all who im-
pugn its tenets; nominates all the clergy; takes the
whole jurisdiction of marriages ; and appropriates all

church funds as it pleases.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Ruth Leeds, N. J., $2, vol. 29 ; from

SI. W. Lynde, lud., per B. Lowry, $4, vols. 28 and 29
;

from Chas. Perry, age, R. I., for Wm. Foster, $2, vol.

27, for John Peckham, Ethan Foster, Elizabeth Perry,

$2 each, vol. 28, for Sarah Green, Saml. Sheffield, $2
each, vol. 29

; Eleventh mo. 5th, from Geo. Gilbert, Pa.,

$2, vol. 29 ; from M. Battin, Pa., $4, vols. 27 and 28

;

duplicate, see page 72.

Friendt' Boarding-School for Indian Children, a

Tunessassah.

Two women Friends are wanted at this Institutic
(

assist in the family.

Also, a man Friend to aid in carrying out the .

cern for the improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkinto
377 S. Seconds!.
Tbomas Evans,

Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st, 1855. 180 Arch si

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in

Institution.

Application may be made to either of the unde
members of the Committee.

Samijel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Samuel Bettle, Jr.

uersigi

Philada.

Married, at Friends' .Meeting, Whileland, ChesterlJ,

Pa., on Fourth-day, 21st of Eleventh month, Win
|

P. TowNSEXD, of West Chester, to Anna Mart, dauf
ter of Samuel R. Kirk, of the form«r place.

j

Died, at Hopkinton, R. I., 5th of Eighth month \:{

after an illness of several months, Thomas W. Fost'

son of Thomas and Phebe Foster, aged 21 years. T
dear young Friend was a kind and dutiful son, of a t

der spirit, exemplary in dress and language, diligen

the attendance of meetings, concerned for the prospeij

of Truth, and very careful in his conduct and converj

tion. His solicitude for his own advancement in (

narrow way, and his earnest desires for his yovj

friends, that they too might not neglect the day of tt

visitation, were often manifested. The loss of an el

,

brother, a little more than a year previous to his detj

was very affecting to him, and from that time he
j

came increasingly concerned for his own salvatii

Soon after his disease assumed a serious character,
|

.ppeared to be fully persuaded that he should notii

over, and notwithstanding the blamelessness of his I \

he had to pass through some close provings and ci!

flicts of mind, often appearing in great brokennessi

spirit, saying that though there seemed to be notli

'

particular in his way, yet he did not feel that evide'

of being accepted, which he greatly longed for.

other times he was mercifully enabled to speak of

great comfort and enjoyment he witnessed, and of

approaching end, expressing desires that he might

fully prepared before his change came. He appeared
j

make it his business from day to day, to seek for sui

preparation, feeling that it required great purity to
|

ready to join the heavenly host. He loved retiremel

desiring at times to be left alone, and at such seastj

he was often fervently engaged in supplication. He i

ten desired to hear reading from " Piety Promote,

and the Holy Scriptures, (which above all helovej

saying that good reading helped him on his way. Ni^

the close he was fully aware that his release wa» i

hand, and manifested great calmness and sweetness,

mind. The day previous to his death, after a£fecti(l

ately embracinghis twoyoungerbrothers, he looked up'

theiii, and said, " How little they know what it costs
j

be prepared for such a time as this," and desired tl|

might be prepared to meet him in a better world, wb.j

he remarked he hoped he was ready to go, and if
j

Saviour would mercifully receive him into one of
|

lowest mansions, it was all he could ask." Afterwai

he said he had a hope of being received. Early on I

day of his death, it was thought that the time for I

release had come, but he had a sense that it was not
(

and being asked by his aged grandfather if he thouf.

he was going, he replied, "Not just now." After t.l

he continued in a peaceful state of mind for sevej

hours, being at one time engaged in vocal supplicati

.

not much of which could be fully understood on

count of the weakness of bis voice. He fell asleep, 1

soon awoke, saying he was then going, and in a i

minutes passed away without a struggle, leaving

friends the consoling belief, that his redeemed ;

purified spirit was gathered to the garner of heave

rest.

, on the 14th of Eleventh month, attheresidei

of his brother, New Castle Co., Delaware, Pusey Ft

LIPS, in his 41st year; a member of Kennett Mom
Meeting.
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Appeal for the Ancient Doctrines of the Ri

lif/ious Society of Fricmls.

(Continued from page 114.)

n speaking of the Resurrection, on p. 134 of

Essays on Christianity, it is said

—

First, with respect to the impenitent wicked, their

t during the separate stale of existence, is described as

le of pain and punishment, or in language more or

33 metaphorical, and in what degree it is metaphori-

il, no man can pretend to decide, as one of fire and

iprisonment. Although our Lord's parable of the

;h man and Lazarus, probably presents to our view

fictitious history, yet we have every reason to allow

at the doctrines which it so clearly conveys to our

iderstanding, are the doctrines of absolute truth."

^fter speaking of the condition of the rich man,

following passage in 1 Peter, iii. 18—20, is

ited: That Jesus [Christ] was "put to death

,he flesh, but quickened by the Spirit, by which

) he went and preached unto the spirits in pri-

,
which sometime were disobedient, when once

long suffering of God waited in the days of

ih." In commenting on this test it is said :

Although this passage is in some respects of doubt-

1 interpretation, it will, I believe, be found to be ex-

icit as far as relates to the point now before us. For

nether we understand it as declaratory of the doc-

ne that Jesus after his crucifixion ' descended into

ell,' or as conveying the far more probable idea,

at in his pre-existence and divine nature he preach-

to the antediluvians by his prophet Noah, it is evi-

nt that the apostle speaks of the spirits of that an-

;nt race of sinners as being at the time when he

'ote in prison.''

n page 211 of the Biblical Notes, the spirits

he same antediluvians are spoken of as

—

Imprisoned in the

ere reserved for futi

of separate spirits, bemg
d final judgment."

a page 141 of the Essays on Christianity, the

ject of the resurrection is thus concluded

—

He [the child of Adam] has within him a never

iug spirit; and even that part of him which is

stined to moulder in the grave, shall in the end be

ind the seed of a spiritual body, and shall be clothed

th incorruption and immortality. If he is wicked

d disobedient, after his death he is reserved in pain

d darkness for the righteous judgment of God. After

3 resurrection that judgment will be consummated,
he is righteous, when he dies his disembodied
ul ascends into regions of bliss; when he is raised

im the dead, the whole man will be renovated and
11 enter into the fulness of the glory of Christ."

n page 385 of the same work it is said

—

He is also assured by prophets and apostles, and
ire especially by Jesus Christ himself, that the day
coming, when all who are in the graves shall hear

e voice of the Son of God ;
when the dead shall ac-

ally be raised even as Christ was first raised ; when
5 souls of men shall be invested with spiritual bodies.

" this mortal clothed with immortality, and death swal-
" lowed up in victory."

These passages convey the idea that the soul

does not at once after deatii, enter into a state of

everlasting fixedness; that the du-^t of the bodies

may be the seed of a spiritual body; and, if the

dead are actually raised as Christ was first raised,

that the same body of fle.sh and blood is to be re-

suscitated.

There is also in the above passages a latitude of

expression, on the mysterious subject of the re-

surrection of the dead, which is much more likely

to give rise to speculation and controversy, than

to settle Christians in a firm conviction of the truth

of the doctrine.

The Society of Friends has always believed in

the doctrine of the resurrection of the dead and of

the day of judgment; yet they have not only con-

sidered it safest, as on other inscrutable subjects,

to confine themselves to Scripture language; but

to be concise in their declarations respecting it.

Robert Barclay says, in his Confession of Faith,

using the language of Scripture, "There shall be

a resurrection of tlie dead, both of the just and the

unjust—they that have done good unto the resurrec-

tion of life, and they that have done evil unto the

resurrection of damnation. Flesh and blood cannot

inherit the kingdom of God, neither doth corrup-

tion inherit incorruption ; it is sown in dishonour,

is raised in glory ; it is sown in weakness, it is

sed in power ; it is sown a natural body, it is

raised a spiritual body."

In the declaration of Faith issued by George

Whitehead and others in 1693, it is said, "And
as the celestial bodies do far excel the terrestrial,

so we expect our spiritual bodies in the resurrec-

tion shall far excel what our bodies now arc ; and

we hope that none can justly blame us for thus

expecting better bodies than now they are. How-
beit we esteem it very unnecessary to dispute or

question how the dead are raised, or with what

body they come ; but rather submit that to the

wisdom and pleasure of the Almighty God."

Sewell's History, ii., p. 355.

Receiving and believing the doctrine of the re-

surrection and judgment of the dead as laid down

n the Scriptures of Truth, it is far more desirable

to be prepared for that awful day, than, by attempt-

g to be wise above what the holy penmen have

recorded, to stir up unprofitable discussion upon

the subject.

From its rise, our religious Society has regarded

the institution of the Sabbath day, as a part of the

ceremonial and typical law of Moses ; and as such

has believed it to be abrogated by the coming of

Christ, the great antitype, in whom all the types

and shadows of that law were fulfilled. Christ

himself is the true believer's sabbath or rest.

Among the works under examination is one de-

voted especially to this subject, put forth for the

purpose of proving that the institution of the

" Sabbath-day" is the result of a " perpetual de-

cree," and that it is "an essential part" of the

moral law of God.

In page 52 of this treatise it is said :

—

" Every one who is familiar with the ministry of Je-

" sus as recorded by the Evangelist, must be aware how
"carefully he guarded the whole moral law of God.

' There can be no question that he was speaking of this

'law, contained as it was in the ten commandments,
' and inscribed on the tables of the covenant, when he
said, ' Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle

shall not pass from the law till all be fulfilled." * * *
" It seems impossible to avoid concluding from these pas-
" sages that the whole moral code, as it had been revealed
" to the Israelites, was to remain in unimpaired authority
" to the end of time ; nor does there appear to be any
"pood reason why the principle here laid down by our
"Saviour should not apply to the fourth as well as to
" the other nine commandments."

Again, page 66, it is said, speaking of the day
on which Christ rose from the dead :

—

"As God the Father hallowed the seventh day, on
"which he rested, and marked it for his own, as the
" birth-day of the world ; so the Son of God was now
"distinguishing with peculiar honour the day of the
"new creation, on which his lowest humiliation was ex-
" changed for victory, and the atonement made for sin

"triumphantly confirmed."

And a little further on :

—

aded the first Christian

Again, on page 75.

"All that appertained peculiarly to the Mosaic dis-
" pensation had now passed away : the shadow was ex-
" changed for the substance; and the day on which
" Jesus rose from the dead had been hallowed by the
" Lord himself /or his own worshp, and for the rest and
" religious- edification of his believing children."

But it is unnecessary to multiply quotations,

as the whole work is expressly written to prove,

as we have already stated, that the " Sabbath-

day" is an institution established by a perpetual

decree, and that it is an essential part of the moral

law of God. But it is evident that Christians do

not observe a day, said to be thus consecrated by

a perpetual decree ; and that, whatever good rea-

sons there are, (and these are many and cogent)

for appropriating every seventh day to rest from

labour, and to public worship, these reasons are

altogether diflferent from those assigned in this

work.

The following extract from Robert Barclay's

Apology, will show in what light our Society has

always regarded the subject, and how incompati-

ble the tenor of this work is therewith. " We
not seeing any ground in Scripture for it, cannot

be so superstitious as to believe, that either the

Jewish Sabbath now continues, or that the first

day of the week is the antitype thereof, or the

true Christian Sabbath; which with Calvin, we
believe to have a more spiritual sense, and there-

fore we know no moral obligation by the fourth

command, or elsewhere, to keep the first day of

the week more than any other, or any holiness

inherent in it. But first, forasmuch as it is neces-

sary that there be some time set apart for the

saints to meet together to wait upon God ;
and

that secondly, it is fit at sometimes they be freed

from their outward affairs ; and that, thirdly, rea-

son and equity doth allow that servants and beasts

have some time allowed them to be eased from

their continual labour; and that, fourthly, it ap-

pears that the apostles and primitive Christians

did use the first day of the week for these pur-

poses, we find ourselves sufficiently moved for

these causes to do so also, without superstitiously
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straining the Scriptures for another reason, which

that it is not to be there found, many Protestants,

yea Calvin himself, upon the fourth command,
hath abundantly evinced. And thou;;h we there-

fore meet and abstain from working upon this

day, yet doth not that hinder us from having meet-

ings also for worship at other times." Prop, xi.,

sect. 4.

We cannot but think that the tendency of the

following passage is to induce a reliance, beyond

what belong to them, on outward forms. It occurs

in the Observations on the Distinguishing Views,

&c., in the addenda to the chapter entitled " Prac-

tical Remarks and Advices on Silent Worship,"

p. 291; first printed in the seventh edition of

1834, and apparently designed to enforce upon

Friends the necessity of greater attention to out-

ward forms, and stated times, of private religious

services.

" No one can with any show of reason, deny that oui

"Lord's precept respecting our entering into the closet,

"shtillinff the door, and praying to our Father who seeth

"in secret, is to be understood literally, and therefore

"such a practice, as far as circumstances allow, is nni-

" versally incumbent upon Christians. If we would grow
*= in grace and in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus

"Christ, it must be our frequent practice, especially ai

" the commencement and end of each day, to retire intc

"solitude, and there to seek for ability to pour out our

"prayers to the Lord with a diligent and fervent spirit

" [Xor ought we to forget that we may be assisted in thi

" performance of this Christian duty by kneeling dowi
"iu a deliberate and solemn manner.*] For the prac
" tice of kneeling in private as well as in public praye
" we have a clear and abundant warrant in Scripture

;

" and it is surely a blessed circumstance when our whole
"man, body as well as soul, is reverently bowed before
" the Lord our God. It has often been remarked that
" the secret breathing of the soul, and the inaudible
" sigh of the broken spirit, are prayer in the sight of
" God ; and this is certainly true, but we ought not to

" rest satisfied with these alone. Prayer flowing from
" the heart, and yet flowing in words, was plainly com-
" manded by our Saviour, when he said, 'After this man-
" ner, therefore, pray ye, Our Father,' &e."

" To the occasional use of the prayer which our Lord
" condescended to recite, I cannot conceive that any re-

" fleeting Christian can for a moment object; and I be-
" lieve that our children ought to be accustomed to it

"from early life. Yet I do not understand our Lord's
" words as rendering this form imperative; but only as

"enjoining upon us to pray after this manner, that is

'' in such clear and emphatic words, as shall plainly ex-
'' press our humble adoration of God, and our earnest

' entreaty for his grace and preservation."

The following quotation from Barclay's Apo-
logy, will show the diiference between the views

inculcated in the above extracts, and those of our
Society :

—

" We freely confess that prayer is both very
profitable and a necessary duty, commanded, and
fit to he practised frequently by all Christians;

but as we can do nothing without Christ, so nei-

ther can we pray without the concurrence and as-

sistance of his Spirit. But that the state of the

controversy may be the better understood, let it

be considered first, that prayer is twofold, inward
and outward. Inward prayer is that secret turn-

ing of the mind towards God, whereby being
secretly touched and awakened by the light o't

Christ in the conscience, and so bowed down un-
der the sense of its iniquities, unworthiness and
misery, it looks up to God, and joining with the

secret shinings of the seed of God, it breathes to-

wards him, and is constantly breathing forth some
secret desires and aspirations towards him. It is

thi that frequently in Scrip-

ture commanded to pray continually ; which can-
not be understood of outward prayer, because it

were impossible that men should be always upon

* The passage between brackets is omitted in an edi-
tion printed in New York, in 1840.

their knees expressing words of prayer, &c. Out-
ward prayer is, when as the spirit, being thus in

the exercise of inward retirement, and feeling the

breathing of the Spirit of God to arise powerfully

in the soul, receives strength and liberty by a

superadded motion and influence of the Spirit to

bring forth either audible sighs, groans or words,

and that either in public assemblies, or in private,

or at meat, &c." * * * "As thea mward prayer
is necessary at all times, so, so long as the day of

every man's visitation lasteth, he never wants
some influence less or more for the practice of it."

* * * " But because this outward prayer depends

upon the inward as that which must follow it, and
cannot be acceptably performed, but as attended

with a superadded influence and motion of the

Spirit; therefore cannot we prefix set times to

pray outwardly, so as to lay a necessity to speak

words at such and such times, whether we feel

this heavenly influence and assistance or no; for

that we judge were a tempting of God, and
coming before him without due preparation."-

Prop, xi., sect. 21.

(To he continued.)

On Writing InAs.—Dr. J. Stark, in a paper

reccQtly read in the Society of Arts, Edinburgh,
stated that in 1842 he commenced a series of ex

periments on writing inks, and up to this date had
manufactured 229 diSerent inks, and tested the

durability of writings made with these on all kind

of paper. As the result of his experiments, he

showed that the browning and fading of inks re-

sulted from many causes, but in ordinary inks

chiefly from the iron becoming peroxygenated
and separating as a heavy precipitate. Many inks

therefore, when fresh made, yielded durable writ

ings; but when the ink became old, the tannogal

late of iron separated, and the durability of the

ink was destroyed. From a numerous set of

periments, the author showed that no salt of iron

and no preparation of iron equalled the common
sulphate of iron—that is, the commercial copperas

—for the purpose of ink making; and that even
the addition of any persalt, such as the nitrate or

chloride of iron, though it improved the present

colour of the ink, deteriorated its durability. The
author failed to procure a persistent black ink from
manganese, or other metal or metallic salt. The
thor exhibited a series of eighteen inks which had
either been made with metallic iron or with wh
metallic iron had been immersed, and directed
attention to the fact that though the depth and
body of colour seemed to be deepened, yet in every
case the durability of writings made with such
inks was so impaired that they became brown and
faded in a few months. The most permanent ord:

nary inks were thown to be compos^! of the best
blue gall nuts with copperas and gum, and the
proportions found on experiment to yield the most
persistent black were six parts of best blue galls

to four parts of copperas. Writings made with
such an ink stood exposure to sun and air for

twelve months without exhibiting any change of
colour ; while those made with inks of every othei
proportion or composition had more or less of theii

colour discharged when similarly tested. This
ink, therefore, if kept from moulding and from de-

positing its tannogallate of iron, would afford writ-

ings perfectly durable. It was shown that no gall

and logwood ink was equal to the pure gall ink in

so far as durability in the writings was concerned
All such inks lost their colour and faded sooner
thiin pure gall inks, and several inks were exhibited,
which, though durable before the addition of log
wood, faded rapidly after logwood was added to

them. Sugar was shown to have an especially
hurtful action on the durability of inks containing

logwood—indeed, on all inks. Many other p;
inks were exhibited, and their properties
scribed—as gallo-sumach ink, myrobalans i

Range's ink—inks in which the "tannogallate

iron was kept in solution by nitric, muriatic
phuric and other acids, or by oxalate of po'ti

hloride of lime, &c. The myrobalans ink
recommended as an ink of some promise for di
bility, and as the cheapest ink it was possibli
manufacture. All ordinary inks, however, nk
shown to have certain drawbacks, andtheaut'r

deavoured to ascertain by experiment whetjr
other dark substances could be added to iij

to impart greater durability to writings madeTtj,
them, and at the same time prevent those cheni '\

changes which were the cause of ordinary i^
fading. After experimenting with various 5,.

stances, and among others, with Prussian K
and indigo dissolved in various ways, he found 3
sulphate of indigo to fulfil all the required coil-

tions, and, when added in the proper propori|i
to a tannogallate ink, it yielded an ink whic'^
tigreeableto write with, which flows freely f:;,

the pen, and does not clog it; which never mou'l
which, when it dries on the paper, becomes 01

1

intense pure black, and which does not fad.,

r

change itscolour, however long kept. The autir

pointed out the proper proportions for secui|j

these proprieties, and showed that the smalt
quantity of the sulphate of indigo which coulc'e

used for this purpose was eight ounces for e\y
gallon of ink. The author stated that the inlse

preferred for his own use was composed of twtie

ounces of gall, eight ounces of sulphate of ind 1,

eight ounces of copperas, a few cloves, and iir

or six ounces of gum arable, for a gallon of i*.

It was shown that immersing iron wire or filiits

in these inks destroyed their durability as m h

as similar treatment destroyed ordinary inks. «
therefore recommended that all legal deeds r

documents should be written with quill pens,|8

the contact of steel invariably destroys morejr

less the durability of every ink. The author ('-

eluded his paper with a few remarks on copjg
inks and indelible inks, showing that a good cci-

ing ink has yet to be sought for, and'thatu;-
lible inks, which will resist the pencillings i

washings of the chemist and the forger, nj
never be looked for.

—

London Artizan. i

Selected for "The Friemi

A Chapter in the Reformalioii. i

(Concluded from page 116.)

Farel did not long survive the loss of Cal I.

He proceeded to Metz, where he delivered a p •

erful discourse, but the exertion was too much ir

his debilitated frame, and he was obliged to tie

to his bed. The people gathered around him, d

these he exhorted and comforted ; while tl',

amazed at his fortitude, exclaimed one to anotl',

"See, this man is the very same that he ah's

has been ! We never knew him dejecteil, e a

when danger made our spirits fail. When we m e

ready to give up everything, he remained sti'-

fast, confiding in his Lord, and cheering us by s

christian heroism !" He gently fell asleep on e

loth of September, 1565. !

One of his biographers remarks, that " withit

lessening the praise and commendation due to-iy

one, Farel, in reference to his anxiety, toil, P

exertions in the work of the Reformation and :e

ministerial ofliice, and his entire self-consecrat 1,

stood in the very first rank." As a preacher c

unquestionably gained a high position for eft

and usefulness. Men of all ranks and clasi,

from the senator to the peasant, confessed e

power of his eloquence. Strangers of distinca

went from a great distance to hear him pre;

.
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liraated, ardent, scriptural, and practical

—

king powerful appeals to the heart, or probing

by various and searching inquiries, mingled

;h prayer to God—he carried his auditory away

with a torrent.

On one occasion, expressing his abhorrence of

)se who forbade the use of the Holy Scrip-

res, he exclaimed, " What an abomination !

—

nst thou, sun ! shed thy beams on such a

lutry ? Canst thou, earth, bear such people

on thee, and yield thy fruits to those who thus

spise their Creator? and thou, God, art thou

passionate, so slow to wrath and vengeance

ainst those who commit such great wickedness

d sin against thee ? Hast thou not appointed thy

:n king over all ? Shall that holy revelation

lich thou hast imparted through him for our in-

uction be forbidden as a useless, and even dan-

rous document to those who read it? Arise,

ird ! show that it is thy will that thy Son should

honoured, and the sacred statutes of his king-

ni should be known and observed by all. Let

B trumpet of thy holy gospel sound throughout

s world. Grant strength to all true evangelists,

d destroy all the propagators of errors, that the

lole earth may serve thee, and call on thy name
th the profoundest adoration."

In bis last production, he argued very warmly

ainst the adoration of the cross, though it was

gcd, as it is to this day, not only by llomanists,

t by those who imitate their practices, that the

ople do not adore the cross, but celebrate through

medium the benefits arising from our Lord's

ath upon it. He admitted that such an eleva-

n of mind was possible with a few individuals,

t contended that, as the great mass of the peo-

; never rise beyond externals, that which is ex-

•nal, and is not commanded by Christ, should

put away. His recollections of his own acts of

oration, in early life, filled him with penitential

•row; and the more deeply such superstitions

d once been rooted in his mind, the more was he

polled in his old age to write against them, in

ler that all infected with the same poison, might

cured as he had been. Owing to the propen-

y of mankind to be enthralled by the objects of

Hse, he looked upon the use of images, even

len not professedly worshipped, as alwaj's a great

nptution to idolatry. * * * He thus concludes :

jet us beseech our blessed Lord, that he would

m out of all a pure and holy church, free from

the filth of popery, and from all human tradi-

ns, so that Jesus and his commands should alone

honoured, in all purity and simplicity, so that

may live in him without spot, and he in us by

le faith, serving God our Father, who ever

eth and reigneth with the Son and the Holy
lost. Amen."
The existing memorials of this truly eminent

d useful man are graphically described by Dr.

. L. Alexander. Alluding to Neufchatel, he

rs : "The most interesting spot in the town to

', was the old castle, gloomy and black as it is,

th the church adjoining. Both are memora-
: edifices, in connexion with the history of the

formation. * * * On the terrace before the

urch, Farol lies buried, but bis grave is not now
be distinguished. It matters not; enough for

5 o'erworked and o'erwearied body, that here it

md rest ; and as for the fervid spirit that ani-

ited it, its record is on high.

"Who that is interested in the memory of Farel,

1 visit Neufchatel without hastening to the

tie village of Serriere ? This memorable spot,

lere the reformer landed, and where he was por-

tted first to lift up his voice in proclamation of

: gospel on this side the lake, is about a mile

tant from Neufchatel, a little to the left of the

Geneva road. It is altogether a remarkable place.

A stream, issuing suddenly from an opening in

the mountain, rushes through a brief course of

not more than half a mile down a narrow glen,

over which the road passes by a bridge. The
sides of the glen are studded with mills, the wheels

of which are turned by the stream, which thus

renders itself for its length perhap.s the most dili-

gent and useful little stream in the world. At
the bottom of the glen, where it opens upon the

lake, clusters the village of Serriere, with its an-

cient church. On a stone near this church Farel

stood when he preached his first sermon in the

canton of Neufchatel—a stone of compromise on

the part of the perplexed Enter Beynou, vicar of

the parish, who, not hostile to Farel, would fain

have him preach, but dared not to open for him
the doors of the church. It is a plain, rough
stone, in nowise noticeable save for this, that dur-

ing the space of an hour or so, it was the throne

of a king of men where he uttered those words I

which laid the foundation of that spiritual empire,

which God had given him to establish. It is

worthy of remark, also, that from this little ham-
let issued the first protestant edition of the French
Scriptures—that curious, coarse paper, little folio

of 1535, which all bibliomaniacs are crazy to pos-

sess, but which very few have so much as seen."

Interesting would be the task, did the occasion

permit, of delineating with more minuteness of

detail the progress of that mighty change, which
came over the people of these interesting lands, in

reference to the great realities of Divine truth;

but, however brief and abrupt may be the sketch

we have furnished, we are forbidden further to

expatiate. But if the mind of the student of

classic lore is kindled into exultation and rapture

when he treads the shores of Greece and Italy;

what mind will not be touched with many a feel-

ing of joyful remembrance, what heart will fail to

give forth its deepest utterances of joy and thank-

fulness, as the traveller treads the soil of Switzer-

land, climbs those mountain slopes, where the

noble souls of that land of heroes have had to hide

themselves from their foes in dens and caves of

the earth, and wanders in those valleys from which

have so often arisen at once the song of holy praise,

and the wail of sorrow, which persecution has ex-

torted from its victims ?

How vividly are all the remembrances of the

past recalled amid these scenes ! * * * The calm-

ness of the present seems by very contrast to re-

mind us of the struggles of the past, when these

fields, now so tranquil and peaceful, were scenes

of persecution and slaughter. Scarcely a spot can

traced among the mountains, in at least some
districts, which has not been the theatre of perse-

cution ; and it has been emphatically affirmed,

that were the world to rear monuments to faith

and piety, like those it erects to its own heroes,

we should at every instant stumble on some vene-

rable ruin—the memorial of departed excellence.

Well, may we rejoice in the remembrance, that

while a name or a deed of merely worldly great-

ness may require stone or marble to give it per-

petuity in the memory of men, that those acts oft

Christian resignation and holy effort which the,

good have achieved, have had a real and living

influence—-unostentatious, and perhaps unob-j

served on the destinies of truth, which will ulti-

mately spread triumphant over the earth, and go

down to the very end of time.

For "Tlic Friend."

A HOIY LIFE.

" Be ye holy, for I the Lord your God am holy,"

was the language of the Almighty to a chosen peo-

ple under the Mosaic dispensation, and very simi-

lar is the language of him of whom it was said,

" A prophet shall the Lord your God raise up
unto you of your brethren, like unto me, him shall

ye hear in all thing.^," who said, " Be ye perfect

even as your Father which is in heaven, is per-

fect," therefore our calling is an high and holy call-

ing. It is required of us to walk in perfect obe-

dience to the law of our God, as made known in the

heart, which, if we are watchful and attentive unto
it, will be on all occasions a sufEcient guide and
director, leading out of all error into all truth. It

is the will of our ever adorable Head, who raised

up our religious Society to place his name among
them, and that his banner of peace and righteous-

ness might be displayed in the nations of the earth,

to his glory and the advancement of his kingdom
therein, that we should be brought more and more
into this state of obedience, and thus in all things

adorn the doctrine of God our Saviour. This in-

cludes not only a firm belief in the acknowledged
principles of our Society, as held and maintained
by our worthy forefathers, but also being so brought
into conformity to the divine will, as in our daily

walk among men, to exhibit the practical effect of
those doctrines on the heart, and thereby give rea-

son for others, who may behold our chaste conver-
sation and upright deportment, to glorify God in

the day of visitation.

Were we brought under and kept under an
heart-felt concern to walk in the footsteps of the

flock of Christ's companions, as without doubt our
primitive Friends were, we should soon see a great

change wrought. Instead of beholding such evi-

dent marks of worldly mindcdness, as are sorrow-

fully to be seen more or less among all classes,

there would be a cheering prospect of many being
brought, through the power of conviction, to re-

nounce the world, its profits, its pleasures, its

maxims, and its customs, as they did, choosing
rather to suffer affliction with the people of God,
than to enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season.

my dear fellow-professors, is it not treading

upon their blood, for us who make profession of

the same blessed Truth, through uufaithfulness

to the gift of God, to lapse into things He re-

deemed them from, and on account of which they

endured a great fight of affliction, and like David's

worthies, broke through the enemy's camp to bring

of the refreshing water from the well of Bethle-

hem, for the refreshment of God's heritage ? Let

us individually try ourselves by the unerring

balance of the sanctuary, and see wherein we have

fallen short of that holiness and perfection called

for, and turn unto the Lord who will have mercy,

and to our God who will abundantly pardon.

As we are given up unreservedly to the service

of our holy Redeemer, we shall be favoured to

stand in the obedience of faith, when he may put

forth into any service for the strengthening of the

things that remain that are ready to die; but if,

instead thereof, we in times of excitement suffer

our minds to become absorbed in what we may
think to be a Christian duty, to the neglect of that

enjoined upon us by our great Lord and Lawgiver,

we cannot be said to be perfectly following him
in the path of obedience. The human mind is

ever liable to be drawn into extremes, unless kept

under the all-controlling power of Truth ; fervent is

my desire, that our dear Friends everywhere might

be kept so under the government of our holy Head,

as to be favoured, in that meekness and gentle-

ness which he alone can give, to contend earnestly

for the faith once delivered unto the saints, and

which has been clearly opened and confirmed to

this people, by the day spring from on high.

Also, to stand with their loins girded with the

truth, and attentively listen to the language of

the Spirit which has impressively gone forth,
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" Strengthen the things that remain that are ready That which is born of the flesh, is flesh ; and that ble duty of all mankind wholly and fully to re
to die;" that so the church may come up more

]

which is born of the Spirit, is spirit. Marvel not up their wills to the will of God. To be obed
in the beauty of holiness, bearing the ensign of .that I said unto thee. Ye must be born again. The children to their father, loyal subjects tot

prince. As many as do .so, find the disposition

frame of their minds quite altered. The wil

her king, all her members being engaged as with
the heart of one man to show to those around
them out of a good conversation their works with

meekness of wisdom ; and thus manifest a practica

comment on the words of the great apostle, " I an
crucified with Christ, nevertheless I live, yet not

I but Christ liveth in me, and the life that I now
live in the flesh, I live by the faith of the Son of

God, who loved me, and gave himself for me.'

As we are faithful to our Lord and Master, he
will strengthen us to build one another up on our

most holy faith, and all judging of one anothe:

man's will and wisdom, will be kept down, and
our daily concern will be, that the Lord's judg-

ments may be upon the hidden things of Esau in

our own hearts, that he might, in deed and in

truth, come to reign in us, and rule over us. We
should then feel more anxious on our own account
(being sensible that we owe much unto our Lord),

than carefully to pry into the failings of an absent

brother; for truly there is a soil in which tale-

bearing, backbiting, and evil-surmising cannot
grow, and that is christian humility ; for all who
are planted in this soil, are sensible of their own
failings, and are, therefore, willing to cast the

mantle of charity over the failings of others as

much as may be.

Let all then of every age and class, endeavour
to make their calling and election sure, by an in-

dividuiil engagement of heart before the Lord, that

we may come to witness an increase of that unity,

which is of and from Christ our holy Head, and
which binds together all the members of his body,

enabling them to fulfil the apostle's exhortation,
" Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfil

the law of Christ."

Ohio, Twelfth mo. 18th, 1S55.

Selected.

THE LUXURY OF LUXURIES.
Go thou, and wipe away the tear, which dims the wi

dow's eye;
Be a father to the fatherless, and still the orphan's

sigh;

Help thou thj brother iu distress with open hand anc
heart;

But do thou this when seen by none, save Him whc
dwells apart.

Rejoice with those of sp
head,

And to the wretched let thy

Forgive as

lows
Be happy in the happ

t glad, upraise the drooping

ords bring back the hope
aed;
thou wouldst be forgiven, and for thy fel-

thou canst to others give.

These are the heavenly luxuries the poorest can enjoy:
These are the blissful banquetings which never, never

cloy.

Both rich and poor, both old and young, this truth
know as ye should

—

The Luxury of Luxuries is that ok doing good !

For "The Friend."

BIOGRAPniC.\l SKETCHES,
Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.
(Continued from page 117.)

ELIZABETH WEBB.

" Consider the testimony of our Lord Jesus
Christ to Nicodemus, ' Verily, verily, I say unto
thee. Except a man be born again, he cannot see
the kingdom of God.' Nicodemus wondered at
that, saying, ' How can a man be born when he is

old V Jesus answered, ' Verily, verily I say unto
thee. Except a man be born of water, and of the
Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God.

wind bloweth where it li^teth, and thou hearest

the sound thereof, but canst not tell whe:
Cometh, and whither it goeth : so is every one
that is born of the Spirit.' These testimonies

truth, and every soul ought to be concernei

look inward to know whether this babe of grac
formed in it or not. But some may say, ' How
shall I know whether I am born of the Spirit or

not ?' Every new born babe seeketh for nourish
ment, according to its kind. That which is born
of the flesh, seeks its nourishment from its mo-
ther. So that which is born from above, breaths,

pants and cries, hungers and thirsts after the sin-

cere milk of the word. As that which is born of

the Spirit, is spirit, so it is fed with spiritual food,

and hath its inward dependence on its spiritual

Father for a daily supply of spiritual food. As a

natural child grows gradually, both in stature and
understanding, so doth the babe of grace, the new
creature. Our All-wise Father never fails to give
this new creature its daily bread, takes care to

nurture it by his law ; and if at any time it meets
with a wound from the enemy, through want of

watchfulness, he cleanscth it by his heart-search-

ing word, and purifying judgments. As the crea-

ture submits and resigns itself into his hands and
pure will, convenantiug to walk more carefully

and humbly with him, he then pours in of his

wine and oil. Oh ! many experiences hath my
soul had of his fatherly dealings, both in mercy
nd judgment. He hath laid me under great ob-

gations to love him, and to glorify his holy name
forever more.

Now, my dear children, my travail in spirit is,

that Christ may be formed in you. Great is the

value of your souls, and great is the love of God
manifested through Jesus Christ, not only without

' ut also ' Christ in us the hope of glory.'

Great, indeed, is the mystery of godliness, hidden
from the wise and prudent of this world, but re

ealed unto babes, such as fear to ofi"end thei

heavenly Father. These can pray with sincere

and upright hearts. 'Our Father which art

heaven, hallowed be thy name. Thy kingd
come ; thy will be done in earth, as it is done in

heaven.' This kingdom comes not with observa
tion, lo, here, or lo, there ! the kingdom of hea.

ven is within, although a usurper rules in too

many hearts. The cries of the soul that is born
from above, are very ardent unto the Lord, the

Almighty God, that he would be pleased to de-

throne the usurper, cast him out, and spoil his

goods. ' Take to thyself thy great power, and
rule thou in my heart,' saith the poor soul, ' for

I am weary of this usurper. I am one of those

that labour, am weary and heavy laden, and want
rest for my soul.' To such souls the Lord hath called,

is calling and will call, ' Come unto me, and I will

give you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and learn

of me, for I am meek and lowly in heart, and ye
shall find rest unto your souls.' gracious pro-

mise ! for further encouragement, he says, ' My
yoke is easy, and my burthen is light.' I have
experienced the truth of this testimony, for which
I bless the name of the Lord my God. The yoke
of the god of this world, I have found to be very
heavy. It is good to know and consider what the
yoke of Christ was, while he was visible among
the children of men. He came not to do his own
will, but the will of him that sent him, and to

finish the work. He practised as well as taught,
' Thy will be done in earth, as it is done in hea-
ven.' I have found by experience, that the will

of God is a pure, holy will, and his will is the

sanctification of his creatures. It is the reasona-

raan in the fallen nature is a perverse will,

the diS'erent dispositions that are among mauk
make a contentious Babel. I have observed S'

that could not please themselves, so confusei

poor man in his unregenerate state. When
will of the creature is wholly resigned to the
of its Maker, and the soul, enlightened by 1:

who is the true light, comes to see its own fc

and in some degree hath a glimpse of the gl.

the power and the wisdom of God, then it is o1

saying, ' Let thy will be done in me, and by
in all things, Lord ! Thou knowest what is I

for me, and I do believe that all things shall w
together for good to them that love and fear th

Then the soul resteth in the will of its Maker, .

is at peace. The Psalmist said, ' Acquaint thy

with God, and be at peace.' So, as the little ch

whose sins are forgiven for the Mediator's .ss

abides in obedience, the Lord cnlargeth it by
own love, and enables the soul to run in the \

of his commandments with great delight. T
the work of Christ is made easy, and the m
spirit of the Lamb of God takes place in the st

and enables it to follow its captain fully,

lieving that the Lamb and his followers shall h.

the victory in the end, the child perseveres; pr

ing for daily bread, and that his heavenly Fat

would forgive him his trespasses, as he forg.

those that trespassed against him.
" I advise you, my children, to take good not

of the positive testimony of our Lord, ' If ye 1

give men their trespasses, your heavenly Fatl

will also 'forgive you. But if you forgive not n

their trespasses, neither will your Father forg

your trespasses.' When I consider this sayi

with many others of our Lord in that most ext

lent sermon, which he, the best minister that e'

stood on this world, preached on the mounta
my heart is sorrowful to see how little notice

taken of them, as to putting them in practi

And this, notwithstanding our Lord said, ' W!
soever heareth these sayings of mine, and dof

them, I will liken him unto a wise man, whi

built his house upon a rock, and the rain descei

ed, and the floods came, and the winds blew a

beat upon that house, and it fell not for it v

founded upon a rook. And every one that heart

these sayings of mine, and doeth them not, sh

be likened unto a foolish man, which built 1

house upon the sand, and the rain descended, a

the floods came, and the winds blew and beat up

that house, and it fell, and great was the fall of i

A great fall, indeed,— to fall into the bottomli

pit. Well, what shall poor creatures do? T
old man can do nothing; he must die daily, a

every degree of life and strength the new man
ceived, is obtained through the degree of death

the old man, and through resignation to the Divi

will. We are only safe in the Divine hau

Whilst there the Holy Spirit, even the Spirit

the Son of God worketh in us, for us, and by t

to do according to his good will and heavenly pl(

sure. So, the work is the Lord's, who said, 'I

I come, in the volume of the book it is written •

me ; I delight to do thy will, God !' So,

some degree when his spirit rules in a child

God, it becomes pleasant and delightful to do t

ill of God. He is a fountain of love, light ai

fe, and as you continue in his love and fear, yo

hearts will be enlarged, ' your capacities widenc

your understandings enlightened more and mo;

and the inward man so enlivened that the so

11 have cause to say, ' Thy ways, Lord, a
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of pleasantness, and all thy paths are peace.'

ou read the Holy Scriptures, their spiritual

jing will be opened by the Spirit through

h they were given forth. This Spirit is the

key by which seals are opened, and by which

lysterics that appertain to life and godliness,

evealed. I can truly say, to the praise and

^ of God who hath given such a great gift to

kind, that this Spirit is a sweet spirit, and a

comforter, leading its lovers and followers

all truth. It is a searcher of hearts, and a

of them and the revealer of the thoughts

M heart and intents of the mind. It is a

leous judge, and a swift and true witness against

y appearance of evil. Solomon called it wis-

,
and said, ' The fear of the Lord is the begin-

'

of knowledge ; but fools despise wisdom and

uction.' ' Hear the instruction of thy father,

forsake not the law of thy mother, for they

be au ornament of grace unto thy head, and

QS about thy neck.' ' If sinners entice thee,

ent thou not.' See the 1st, 2d and 3d chap-

of the Proverbs. The counsel therein con-

;d is good and very sweet. Wisdom is, in-

, a tree of life to them that lay hold upon her,

bappy is every one that retaineth her. My
though dwelling in a weak vessel, hath loved

admired the wisdom of God, even from my
Ihood. I have cause to say, " Wisdom is, in-

:, a loving spirit, and will not acquit a blas-

ner,' or vain talker of his words.

My dear children and friends whom I leave

nd for a little season, love the wisdom that

3th from above. As you desire to be guided

t in all things, your affeotiona will be set on

gs above, and your treasure being in heaven,

^hearts will be there also. Then you will long

e brought to the full enjoyment of y.our be-

d, our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, where

Almighty is known to be all in all. Even

isheth and so prayeth, your tender mother

true friend, Elizabeth Webb."
CTo be conlinued.J

Fur "The Friend."

On Shooting Stars and Meteorites.

re propose condensing for the readers of The

nd, some of the most interesting facts relative

looting stars and meteorites, collected from dif-

t sources, and to give a sketch of the hypothesis

ecting them, commonly received among scienti-

len.

be principal works referred to, are " The Ameri-

Journal of Science and Arts," "Humboldt's

nos," "The Edinburgh Encyclopedia," and

"American Philosophical Transactions."

very one must be more or less familiar with

e luminous bodies which may be seen on any

r night at intervals, coursing through the sky,

popularly termed meteors. These bodies, how-

, we shall distinguish by the name of " shoot-

stars," intending by this title to include all

e luminous meteoric appearances which tra-

e the heavens without descending to the earth,

eaving any perceptible residuum ; whilst those

familiar and more rare objects, which fall to

earth in the shape of metallic or stony luasses,

impanied by loud explosions, will be considered

er the term oi ^' meteorites."

booting stars may be seen nightly when the

is clear: and M. Quetelet, a careful French

;rver, who has devoted much time and thought

his subject, gives 16 per hour as the average

iber which may be seen constantly. E. C.

rick of New Haven, Conn., whose authority is

of the highest order on this question, estimates

average number at 20 per hour. By far thi

bject can be contemplated, is in connection with

the periodic showers of shooting stars, that are now

proved by a long course of observation to occur

with a remarkable degree of regularity at certain

seasons of the year. Among these periodical dis-

plays, the most regular and best authenticated

seems to be tbat which occurs on or about the 9th

and 10th of the Eighth month. The annual

occurrence of an extraordinary meteoric display at

this period, appears to have been recognized from

a very remote date. A superstition has existed for

ages among the Roman Catholic population of some

portions of England and Germany, that the "ifir-

niiiff tears" of St. Lawrence are seen in the sky

ou the night of the lOlh of August, that being

the anniversary of his martyrdom. We find re-

cords of unusual showers of meteors or shooting

stars at this date, for six difl'erent years previous

to the year 183.5. Subsequent to that year, regular

annual observations have been made by E. C. Her-

rick and others, both in Europe and this country,

and the result of all the observations, show that

this phenomena has occurred annually up to the

present date with no intermissions, except, perhaps,

during the years 18-13, 1844, and 1851, when it

appears doubtful whether any observations were

made. It must not be inferred from this statement

that these annual showers of stars were at all times

of that extraordinary character observed in the

splendid exhibition of 1833. On the contrary, an

ordinary observer would not generally be aware

that any unusual celestial phenomena was transpir-

ing, and it is only by careful and long continued

vigils, tbat the fact of the number of falling stars

on those evenings being considerably above the

average, is determined.

This average, as before stated, is from 16 to 20

per hour, and the recorded observations for the night

of the 10th of Eighth mo., during the years above

mentioned varies from 100 to 400 per hour. One
important fact connected with these periodic me-

teors is, that they have with great uniformity ap-

peared to originate in a point of the heavens near

the sword cluster of the star Perseus, and to di-

verge from the common focus or radient, in all di-

rections.

Besides the Eighth mo. period, there are three or

four others, which are regarded as more than ordi-

narily prolific in meteoric displays, though none of

them so uniform and well established as that.

Among them those of the Eleventh mo.. Fourth

mo.. Seventh mo., and Second mo., are the most

prominent.

The great shower of the 13th of the Eleventh

mo., 1833, is the most remarkable one of which

we have any record ; and as many readers are pro-

bably unfamiliar with the details of that wonderful

exhibition, we will subjoin some account of it, ab-

stracted from an authentic record compiled at the

time, by Prof. Denison Olmsted of Yale College, and

published in Silliman's Journal. "The night of

the 12th was one of unusual clearness, and as early

as 9 P. M., in some localities, meteors were observed

to be more numerous than ordinary; near 2 A. M.,

however, they increased amazingly in numbers, and

from that time until daylight extinguished them

from view, the whole heavens were illuminated by

innumerable fire balls, shooting across the firma-

ment in all directions, as thick as flakes of snow in

a storm." Says one observer, " it would seem as

if worlds upon worlds, from the infinity of space,

were rushing like a whirlwind to our globe; then

it would appear as if the firmament was slowly

melting with heat, and the stars descending like a

snowfall to the earth; until again some firey sphere

would start from its orbit, blazing and hissin

through the vast expanse, sweeping planets fi

ence in its mad career. These bodies seemed gene-

rally to shoot in lines from the zenith to every

point of the horizon, crossing there, however, some-

times at different angles, from 5° to 45°. In some,

the ball or star emitted a pule blue or green light,

bile the streak or tail left would be orange or in-

tensely white, and so on, exhibiting all the prisma-

tic colours in instant changes. Occasionally one

would dart forward, leaving a brilliant train three

or four inches in width, which would gradually

widen into a cloud three or four feet in apparent

width and remain visible, some of them nearly fifteen

minutes. By far the most brilliant one which we

saw, occurred at a few minutes past five in the morn-

ing, and seemed to anounce by its splendour, the

finale of this grand exhibition of fire works in the

heavens. It seemed to pursue, as near as we could

judge, a course from south-east to north-west, the

ball being apparently five or six inches in diameter,

with a train of from thirty to forty feet in length
;

the latter assuming immediately on the passage of

the meteor, a serpentine form, and diffusing a light

upon the earth equal to that of the full moon, and

remaining intense at least forty or fifty seconds."

The meteor last referred to, appears to have been

seen over a vast extent of country, and was easily

identified by different observers. Alexander C.

Twining says, "the train of light which it left was

30 degrees long, and in the space of three or four

minutes, this train drew itself up in the form of a

serpent, and then assumed the outline of the figures

2, 3, 4, and 5 ; then curling up still more, present-

ed the aspect of a cloud about five times the diame-

ter of the moon, and so floated off towards the east,

being visible for fifteen minutes. Many persons were

aroused from their slumbers in astateof intense ex-

citement and alarm, under the impression that their

dwellings were in flames, so brilliant was the light in

their chambers; whilst others supposed a shower of

fire was falling from the heavens." From another ob-

server who was very advantageously situated onan
rairie in Missouri, we have the following

remarks: "Though there was no moon when we

first beheld them, their brilliancy was so great, that

we could at times read common sized print without

much difficulty ; and the light which they afforded

was much whiter than that of the moon in the clear-

est and coldest night when the ground is covered

with snow. The air itself, the face of the earth

as far as we could behold it, all the surround-

ing objects, and the very countenances of men,

wore the aspect and hue of death, occasioned by

the continued pallidglare of these countless meteors,

which in all their grandeur flamed 'lawless through

the sky' There was a grand, peculiar, and indes-

cribable gloom on all around ; an awe-inspiring sub-

limity on all above, while

" The sanguine flood

Rolled a broad slaugliter o'er the plains of Heaven,

And nature's self did seem to totter on the brink of

time."

There was scarcely a space in the heavens which

was not filled at every instant with these fallitig

stars; still at times they would shower down in

groups, and the long luminous trains which they

feft behind would last for several seconds, whilst

occasionally when the nucleus had entirely disap-

peared, those trains or streams varying from ten to

one hundred yards in length, would linger on the

sky and continue to shine in all their brilliancy for

two or three minutes, and then expire in the twink-

lino- of an eye. You would now and then see soma

solftary ones resembling balls of livid fire, like burn-

ino- rockets shooting towards the earth and emitting

numerous sparks as they boldly rushed into the

dense and vaporous atmosphere, acquiring r"

average number at 20 per hour. By tar the through the vast expanse, sneepu^ p.auc.. "y- V;; ,-:,,. „oreba eful and murderous aspect, and
it interesting phase, however, under which this their places, and hurling whole systems trom exist-

j

they tell a more baletui, ana mur p ,
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like incendiary spies, portending ruin and destruc-
tion."

This display was visible throughout the whole
continent of North America, from Newfoundland
to the Gulf of Mexico, and westward as far as civi-

lization extended at that time. And most of the
observers concur in stating that the meteors had a
common origin or radient near the zenith, and gene-
rally that they were noiseless in their flight, al-

though some persons were sensible of a slight de-

tonation or hissing sound, accompanying the ex-
plosion and progress of a portion of the aerolites.

No evidence has appeared that any of them reached
the earth's surface. With respect to the number
of meteors visible from any one point between the
hours of 12 and 7, A. M., various conjectures have
been made, but all of them we think necessarily

indefinite and unreliable. A correspondent of the
Boston Sentinel who undertook to count them, es-

timates the number which fell during fifteen min
utes, to have been S660, and from this. Professor
Olmstead reckons the whole number visible at that

place during seven hours, at 207,840.

The " Word of Encouragement" from Ohio, in
the 11th number, was acceptable to me, and I doubt
not has been so to many others. It savours of
the spirit of the suffering Quakers, who prefer par-
taking of the afliictions of the people of God, rather
than to enjoy the pleasures of false liberty, esteem-
ing the reproach of Christ greater riches, than to

receive the flatteries and commendations of multi-
tudes. The history of Friends by W. Sewell,
sets forth many of the indignities cast upon them,
by professors of that age which they bore with
christian meekness and patience. The spirit

they manifested towards them strikes the reader
as bearing a resemblance to that which many now
indulge towards hundreds of honest hearted Qua-
kers, who are standing for the same principles un-
alloyed, for which their forefathers contended.
If those who have been active in endeavo
to put down the true Yearly Meeting of Ohio"
and to procure their rejection as not being true
Friends, would bring their deeds to the light, and
suffer that to show them the nature of the spirit

by which they have been actuated, we apprehend
they would not bear the test of Truth, but they
would see that a party spirit has led them to treat
their brethren in an improper manner. What
have our brethren of Ohio done to warrant th:

summary, ungenerous treatment that has been
heaped upon them ? They have not separated
tliemselves from the Society,—they have not pub
lished or upheld any departures from our religious
principles—they have not deprived their members
of their rights, or violated their own discipline in

disowning them for standing for the Truth, and
testifying against attempted inroads upon the prin-
ciples of the Society. They have not let fall any
of its testimonies, or the support of their discipline
against offenders, but in their religious movements,
in the consistency of their moral and upright stand-
ing, and blamelessness of their lives, we believe
they will not suffer in being compared with those
who have set them at naught, and endeavoured
to deprive them of their rights in the Society.
How much wiser, and better, and more consistent
with the principles and the spirit of Christianity,
would be a universal effort to remove all causes of
disagreement, to repair their wrongs, and to draw
near to one another, rather than "to pursue any
course to spread separation, and continue apart in
disjointed bodies.

AH have the opportunity of knowing the doc-
trines and testimonies of the Society as set forth

in Barclay's Apology; Penn's No Cross No
Crown—Phipps' Original and Present State of
Man—in Sewell's History, and numerous other
works, and so long as any body professes to
bear the name of Friends, it is bound to adhere to
those christian principles without adulteration.
Time was, when no such alienation prevailed among
the Yearly Meetings; and if we all hold the same
faith, what should deter us from feeling the same
fellowship and treating one another as brethren of
the same household. Would it not be much better
to contemplate the hope and the prospect, that He
who called us to uphold those scripture doctrines,
will again gather us together in one, if we fervently
desire it, and give up what he requires us to re-
linquish, rather than to take a satisfaction in being
apart, and resorting to measures to make perma''-
""-nt the alienation.

The spectacle of a religious society that had
been temporarily thrown into detached parts,
through the workings of a wrong spirit and wrong
principles, being brought together again and firmly
united in the blessed Truth, would present strong
proof of the excellency of the christian principles
it has promulgated from the beginning, and would
be like marrow to the bones, and a joy far above
the joys of harvest, to thousands who now mourn
over our desolation, and the reproach it brings
upon the profession.

For "The Friend."

A London Fog.

Few persons can form any adequate idea of the
density of a London fog, from what they occasion-
ally see in this country. On the 15th and IGth
ofEleventh mo., London and its vicinity was covered
with a fog ofextreme density, occasioningnosmall
inconvenience to the inhabitants. Duringits pre-
valence, steamboats and omnibusesceased to run,
hacks and cabs in attempting to make their way

Ancient Records.—According to "The 1

1

Blercury," Col. Rawlinson has just diseoij
among the ruins of ancient Babylon an exteij
library—not, indeed, printed on paper, but imp

j
ed on baked bricks—containing many and volu

j
ous treatises on astronomy, mathematics, ethnc'
and several other most important branch(f
knowledge. These treatises contain facts and:
ments which, in his opinion, will have no sil|

operation on the study of the sciences to wtlj

they relate, and, indeed, on almost every br'li
of learning, and which throw greet light in

Biblical history and criticism and the histo
)f

our race.

For "TheFrien

INDIAN CORN
(Continued from page 118.)

Maize, or Indian Corn, is the most importan r.

ricultural production of the United States, whe;tt
we regard the annual market value of the cj,

the amount of nutritous food which it furnishesr
its adaptation to our soil and climate. So far a; i
mate is concerned, it will grow in every portion o:e
habitable globe, between the 44th degree of n j

latitude and a corresponding parallel south.
1 ;.

land, although considerably removed beyond t'a

limits of latitude, has a climate warm enougljip

the growth of this plant, if the average tempera
|t

of the whole year were alone to be considered, ,3

average being about the same there as in nortl'a

Pennsylvania. But the English summers arek
warm enough ; there is too little oiclear, hot wea \f

for this vigorous and succulent plant to be cult I
ted successfully. Or, as Joel B:irlow has it;

—
" Climes oblique, that fear the sun's full r.iv

Chilled in their fogs, e.'tclude the generous maizt
A grain whose rich, luxuriant growth requires
Short, gentle showers, and bright etherial fires."

''It is quite impossible to carry it, " says a e

writer, " where the mid-day and the mid-sumalnnn- tV,o ot>.ao*o „„ .1 "j 11 i
.^ "' in;i

,
" wuerc uic mia-aay ana tue mia-sum rn™ w R ? ^ H r '''''' "".'^ '"'°^' heats are not comparatively great." The sutni,

r,dwere owno°r''^ 1 '-V"'" ^' '^'M^^^' °^ ^''0 British Isles if moderated by tland were drowned. Similar accidents took n ace !„„„„„; :.:,_ _l:i_ .1 •. ^ <
.

hile the severity of winte a

very greatly mitigated by the wonderful iniiuea

of the Gulf stream, that great hot-water heatg

apparatus so interestingly described by Liii.

Maury.* The following passages, respecting 3

„ ,
, ,. . ,,

.^''^''^ents took place 'oceanic position,
in the locks and basins of the docks, with a number

I

of fatal results. Persons were stopped and robbed
in the streets with impunity, and several shops
were plundered in day time, without a possibility

isHl"n!ilr'n'irn%''^''''P°'T','°
^"'"^•'°-—^- me cultivation or our great Amein

Tn^L73S!uf-T7''"iA'^\T''i'^- staple, are extracted from one of'the volume

f

A little experienceofthiskindwould enable usbet- the Patent Office Beports.
" Although there has been much written on ;

Eastern origin of this grain, it did not grovi

that part of Asia watered by the Indus at the t
f

of Alexander the Great's expedition, as it is i

among the productions of that country, mentio 1

by Nearchus, the commander of the fleet. Ij-

ther is it noticed by Arrian, Diodorus, Columel,

nor any other ancient author ; and even as latiS

1491, the year before Columbus discovered AiJ-

rica. Joan di Cuba, in his 'Ortus Sanitatf

makes no mention of it. It has never been foil

in any ancient tumulus, sarcophagus or pyrami;

nor has it ever been represented in any ancit

painting, sculpture or work of art, except in Ai-

rica. But in this country, according to Garcilj

de la Vega, one of the earliest Peruvian historiai,

the palace gardens of the Incas were oruamen
|

with maize, in gold and silver, with all the grai,

spikes, stalks and leaves ; and in one instance,*

the ' garden of gold and silver,' there was an

tire oor.ifield of considerable size, representing 1

maize in its exact and natural shape; a proof 1

less of the wealth of the Incas, than of their ve •

ration for this important grain.

" In further proof of the American origin of t 1

plant, it may be stated that it is found growing

ter to appreciate the clear atmosphere and bright
skies which we enjoy in such large proportion.

For "The Friend."

It has been a great comfort to me, and I believe
to?)irt«y others, to see the "Appeal for our Ancient
Doctrines," republished in " The Friend" at thi's

time, believing that under the Divine blessing, it

may prove very beneficial to many. Many of us
little ones, are strongly attached to our Society, and
its precious testimonies, believing they were given
forth by the unchangeable Truth, yet feel we can
do little more at present to advance the good cause,
than put up a little petition, as ability is afforded'
" Spare thy people, ! Lord, and give not thy heri-
tage to reproach," and that our compassionate Ke-
deemer may be pleased to purge and purify us as
a people, even though it be through much suffer-

ing, so that the church in his own due and ap-
pointed time may be enabled once more to come
up as out of the wilderness.

May the Editors of "The Friend," under the
influence of best wisdom, be enabled through
its columns, to bear a fiuthful testimony for the
Blessed Truth, and against the introduction of
error from any source. Then I believe it will be
in days to come, as I trust it has been in days past,
a real blessing to our Religious Societv. See page 5^ of the present volume of the Friend.
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i state from the Rocky mountains in North

:ica, to the humid forests of Paraguay, where

id of haviug each grain naked, as is always

;ase after lung cultivation, it is completely

ed with glumes, or husks. It is, moreover,

I authenticated fact, that maize was found in

;e of cultivation among the aborigines on the

1 of Cuba, at the time of its discovery by Co-

lus, as well as in most other places in Ame-

first explored by Europeans.

[he first successful attempt of the English in

h America to cultivate this grain was made on

iS river, in Virginia, in 1GU8. The colonists

over by the 'London Company' adopted the

; then practised by the Indians, which, with

modifications, has been pursued ever since,

year following, thirty or forty acres were

en up and planted by the colonists near

jstowu. The yield at that time is represented

ive been from two hundred to more than a

sand-fold.

[n 1G21, the Indians, Samoset and Squanso,

id the pilgrims at Plymouth, and instructed

1 how corn'should be planted, and the man

hich the ground should be manured with

ives.* The colonists planted twenty acres

corn, and sis acres with barley and peas.

corn produced well, but the other two failed,

same year Edward Winslow and Stephen

kins visited the Indians at Namas'

lleborough, who receive thcni with great joy,

regaled thoni with bread, called maxiuin,

3 of Indian corn."

I 1629, the yield on Massachusetts Bay was

two hundred to five hundred fold. In the

' settlement of Illinois, the yield of corn in

! instances was a thousand fold.

In 1621, corn sold in Virginia for 2s. 6d.

cts.) per bushel ; on Massachusetts Bay, in

), for 10s. (S2.50;) in New Netherland in

), for 10 to 15 slivers per skepel, (15 to

its. per bushel;) in Rhode Island, in 1670,

15 cts. per bushel; on the Piscataqua, in 1680,

'5 cts. per bushel.

From the flexibility of this plant, it may be

matized by gradual cultivation, in some of its

ities, from Canada to Mexico, or from Oregon

atagonia; but, in either case, its character is

>what changed, and often a new variety is the

It. Throughout the Atlantic States this grain

;iates itself with the soil and climate adapted

le growth of the flowery dog-wood, {^Cornus

ida,) or the red-bud {^Cercis Canadensis,)

generally may be planted at the season of the

;ring of these shrubs.

The varieties of Indian corn are very numer-

exhibiting many grades of size, colour, and

orniation," Among these may be mentioned
; ' Wild corn' of the Rocky Mountains, and its

; grand-children, ' Pop' and ' Rice;' the early

nada,' with tiny ears and flat, close-clinging

as; the 'Improved King Philip,' with its

d, oily grains and slender cob ; the ' Golden

x;' the starch-bearing 'Tuscarora;' the 'Jet-

k New Mexican ;' of tortilla renown; the late

n-keeping ' Stowell Sweet ;' the Virginian

I
' white Gourd-seed,' or New Mexican ' white

,' famous for homony and cakes ; and the

e ' Gold-yellow gourd-seed,' with its swelling

, of the south and west."

he several varieties of corn differ very much
be relative proportions of starch, dextrine, oil,

spheric acid, and iron contained in the grain,

a very ingenious and interesting method, dis-

;red by A. A. Hayes, of Roxbury, and Dr. C
Jackson, of Boston, we may easily cause a

\lewife or aloof is the Indian name of a kind of

(tlio Clupea serrata,) resembling the herring.

grain of corn, wheat, &c., to exhibit to the eye the

pproximate proportions of these ingredients con-

tained in it. If a solution of sulphate of copper

(blue vitrol) be applied to a grain of corn split

lengthwise, the part that contains phosphoric acid

will become green in consequence of the formation

of phosphate of copper. In this beautiful experi-

ment the germ or " chit" only, becomes green,

showing that the phosphates are confined to that

part of the seed. If we use sulphydrate of am-
monia in place of sulphate of copper, the ehit

changes to a dark olive color, indicating the pre-

sence of iron in that part of the grain. A tinc-

ture of iodine applied in the same way, defines the

limits of the starch and dextrine, by striking an

intense blue with the starch, and a deep port-wine

red with the dextrine, arich violet colourindicating

the presence of both. The oil contained in the

horny, almost transparent part of the grain pre-

vents these tests from aflccting that part, but if

this oil be extracted by means of alcohol or ether,

the tincture of iodine will show the presence of

starch there associated with gluten. In the

volume from which the foregoing extracts are

taken, and from which the above account of these

experiments is condensed, is given a very interest-

ing plate showing the proportions of the parts of

the grain containing starch, phosphates, oil, &c.,

in some twenty varieties of Indian corn.

In the course of his experiments. Dr. Jackson

tried these tests on two difl'erent kinds of grain

namely the Tuscarora, and a variety of sweet corn

taken from the same ear. But when the test was

applied it indicated more than twice as much
phosphates—or at least of space occupied by them

—in the sweet as in the other variety. Now, since

the kernels came from the same plant and the

same ear, it would appear that they obtained une-

qual proportions of phosphates not only from the

same soil but from the same sap.

Indian corn contains a greater proportion of

phosphates than our other cereals, and hence it

is more likely to surcharge the system with bony

matter, producing concretions of phosphate of

lime. "Perhaps that stifi'ness of the joints and

lamenss of the feet, common in horses fed too

freely with corn, may be accounted for by this

preponderance of the phosphates."
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It would seem that no system of religion how-

ever gross, no delusion however absurd, can be pro-

pounded, provided it address itself to some of the

corrupt propensities of the human heart, but will

find converts and professed believers. False creeds

and corrupt articles of faith are among the most

successful snares with which Satan betrays the

souls of men to destruction ; for in his natural

condition man loves darkness rather than light,

and when left to himself much prefers any ibrm

that will allow him to remain in the indulgence

of sin, than the heart-changing religion of Christ,

which calls for submission to the baptism of the

Holy Ghost and of fire. It appeared like an idle

tale when the monstrous tissue of fiction and cor-

ruption now preached under the denomination of

Mormonism was first announced to the world; and

we suppose there were few who imagined that its

notorious author and his three of four accomplices

would be able, in this enlightened age, to gain con-

verts to the miserable fables they put forth as a

new revelation from the mcst High. But the

event has proved that the weakness and blindness

of human nature is the same now as ever since the

fall ; so that it may be said of thousands among
those who have been taking to themselves the name
of Christ that becoming " vain in their imagination

and their foolish heart darkened, professing them-

elves to be wise, they became fools" : and "even
IS they did not like to retain God in their know-

edge, God gave them over to a reprobate mind
to do those things which are not convenient." We
do not wish to record in our pages the dreadful

doctrines that have been published by some of the

Mormon leaders; sufiice it to say, that they admit

of life being passed in the practice of vice, while

they inculcate the equality of the soul with Deity

after death.

Our object is noticing the Mormons at the pre-

sent time is in order to give our readers some idea

of the manner in which they are increasing in our

country, and to lead them to reflect on the prob;'-

ble consequences to the welfare of the govern-

ment, from allowing such a festering sink of cor-

ruption to go on increasing in intensity and ex-

tending within its borders.

One of their number has recently published in

the Descret News what is claimed to be an official

statement of the progress of the sect, and though

we have no confidence in the correctness of the

alleged fucts, yet as an approximation to the truth,

its representations are well calculated to awaken

surprise and sad forebodings.

The Golden Bible is said to have been printed

in the English, Welsh, Danish, French, German,

and Italian languages, and is also about being in-

troduced into Sweden and Norway. There are

DOW ninety-five missionaries in various parts of

Europe, and an equal number in Asia, Africa, and

the islands of the Pacific ocean, while the press is

issuing 4000 copies of a weekly periodical in Salt

Lake city, and 22,000 copies of a similar periodi-

cal in Liverpool, England. A periodical isestablish-

ed in Copenhagen, one in Switzerland, one in Swan-

sea South Wales, one in xVustralia, and one in India.

One thousand converts are represented to have

arrived in Utah from Denmark alone, and more

than thirty times that number to have come from

other sections of the globe, to swell the numbers

in the city they have built beyond the Rocky

mountains. They claim the number of those pro-

fessing their faith in all parts of the world, to be

four hundred and eighty thousand ; and as it is

enjoined on every convert to emigrate as speedily

as practicable to the " city of the Saints" in Utah,

they are looking for the gathering of this bust in

their retreat beyond the mountains, when they

anticipate to be able to act independently of the

government of the United States. To hasten the

arrival of their deluded adherents, a tax is levied

nn all the members at home, for an emigration

fund, and certain individuals are commissioned to

render pecuniary assistance to all in every coun-

try, who arc willing to join them, in their efforts

to reach the land of promise. By these means,

hordes of these ignorant fanatical polygamists from

all nations, are yearly congregating around the

head quarters of Mormonism, and as the doctrine

of implicit obedience to their Elders is absolutely

enforced and implicitly obeyed, there is no excess

into which they may not be led. As they profess

to look upon themselves as a chosen people, and all

who do not unite with them as Gentiles, with whom
they can have no afiinity, and as their abominable

system of a plurality of wives is not tolerated by

the laws of our country, it is evident they cannot

become amalgamated with the other citizens,

though their licentiousness may spread as a leprosy

far beyond their own pale, and infect the whole

moral atmosphere.

As yet, no one appears to have seriously consi-

dered what measures should be pursued in order
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to pat a stop to this amazing delusion : nor is it an
easy matter to decide upon the right course. The
United States Government, apparently supposing

the evil is so great it must cure itself, has made
little practical effort to interfere with the course of

these people, and its laws are feebly, if at all, en-

forced among them. They have been allowed,

without interference by government, to promul-

gate a system which, so far as it prevails, must,

both by precept and practice, destroy Christianity,

and tlie strange and serious anomaly is presented,

of a community rapidly growing up unchecked, in

the centre of the continent, drawing recruits from

all parts of the world, whose avowed object it is to

overturn the institutions and the religion we pro-

fess to value beyond all price.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to the 8th inst.

The War.—From the prevailing tone of the papers, it

may be inferred that there is an increasing desire for

peace, but it does not appear that any measures have
been taken to bring about such a desirable event. It is

asserted from Berlin, that Prussia has urgently demand-
ed at St. Petersburg that Russia should name the con-

ditions to which she is ready to submit. Russia's re-

ply to this demand of Prussia is affirmed to be concilia-

tory, but vague. The Cabinet of St. Petersburg shrinks

from the difficulty of making proposals that it may have
the raorti6cation to see rejected. Private letters from
St. Petersburg indicate no urgent desire for peace. The
profits of the internal trade keep business generally, up
to a more favourable point than was anticipated. Go-
vernment stock has not much fixllen, and money was
abundant at Moscow, at seven per cent. The St. Peters-

burgh Northern Bee has an editorial headed " The war
is only beginning," and declares that Russia has ample
resources to continue the war for years. Both in France
and England, great exertions were making to strength-

en their armies in the east. It was e.\-pected that se-

venty thousand British troops would be in the field the

next campaign. The Russians were making vast pre-

parations also. It is said that their army in the Crimea
has been already so much increased as to render all the

reinforcements received by the allies necessary for mere
purposes of defence, and that from a similar motive,

several of the advanced positions of the allies have been
abandoned, their garrisons falling back upon the main
armies, from the apprehension that they would be at-

tacked by the Russians. The Russian works on the

north side of Sebastopol, were assuming gigantic dimen-
sions. A despatch from the Baltic, dated the 6th, states

that the allied squadron was then sailing homeward.
ENGLAND.—Parliament has been prorogued till the

31st of next month. The King of Sardinia had returned

to France. The British Consul at Cologne, who was
imprisoned for enlisting men for the British service, has

been released by the King of Prussia. The London
money market continued stringent. Consols had, how-
ever, advanced to 90j. The bullion in the Bank of

England bad increased £87,000 in the week. American
securities were in active demand at better prices. The
Liverpool cotton market was without change. Sales of

the week, 50,000 bales. BreadstufTs were in moderate
demand. Philadelphia and Baltimore flour, 43«. to Us.

;

white wheat, lU. 6rf. ; red, \\s. 3d. per 70 lbs. The
provision market, generally, was dull, and prices had a

downward tendency. The ship Constitution, of New
York, arrived at Liverpool on the 4th, and on the fol-

lowing day, while lying at anchor in the Mersey, was
destroyed by fire. The cause of the fire was unknown, but
was supposed to be from spontaneous combustion. The
ship was valued at $70,000, and the cargo at §100,000.
NICARAGUA.—Parker H. French left Washington

for New York, without essaying to hold communication
with the State Department, having probably ascertained

that he would not be recognized in his diplomatic ca-

pacity. A despatch from New York, dated the 24th

inst., says, " The Nicaraguan steamship, to sail shortly

for San Juan, has engaged to carry out 500 men, pre-

tended emigrants, for Nicaragua, under the protection

of Parker H. French." The District Attorney would, if

possible, prevent their going.

UNITED STATES.—Congress.— The third week of

the session, like the two preceding, was spent by the
]

House of Representatives in voting for a presiding of-

ficer, without any prospect of an agreement. The De-
mocratic vote of 7G members has, from the first, been
constantly given to Richardson ; the Republicans or

Free Soilers vote for Banks, and command 106 votes.

who has about 38 votes, and
The monotony of voting

The Americans for Full

the remainder, scatterin,

relieved by free discussions between the members
which many of them defined their positions, and main-
tained the principles of the parties they each represent-
ed. An exaggerated view of the paramount importance
of parly obligations, in connection with the jealousy
between North and South, rendered futile all attempts
at compromise. A proposition was made, that a Speak-
er should be chosen by secret ballot, instead of a viva
voce vote, which would probably have resulted in a
choice, but it was promptly voted down, receiving the
support of only seven members. On the 22d, the pro-
position was renewed, to elect the Speaker by a plural-
ity vote; it was rejected by a vote of 114 to 107. A
resolution was adopted, confining every member in de-
bate to ten minutes' time.

Kansas.—The troubles in Kansas appear to have so
far subsided, that there is no immediate danger of a
hostile collision between the two parties. The Missouri
volunteers who flocked into the Territory in order to

take part in the fray, had returned to Missouri, and the
Free State men who held armed occupation of the town
of Lawrence, had dispersed. Of the nine newspapers
published in the Territory, six are Free State in their

tendency.

Illinois.—The census of this year shows a population
of about 1,271,000. In 1850, it was 851,470.

Iowa.—The city of Burlington, Iowa, is to be lighted
with gas, and the Davenport Gazette printed on a steam
press, the first introduced into Iowa. The land offices

in the State are crowded with applicants, and in Dubu
que in one day, there were recently filed with the regiS'

ter applications for 200,000 acres.

A'ew J or*.—The exports of breadstuffs continue large
On the 21st, two very large cargoes were cleared. Thf
ship Orient for Falmouth had 1031 barrels of flour anc

68,600 bushels of wheat, weighing 4,318,076 lbs. Thf
ship City of Mobile had a still larger cargo of wheat and
flour, weighing about 4,909,900 lbs. White Genesee wheat
was quoted at $2.15 ; red, §1.70 to §1.95. The steam-
ship Crescent City was wrecked on the 7th, by running
on the Little Bahama Bank. The passengers and crew
were saved and taken into Nassau by the wreckers.
Loss, about §100,000. Mortality last week, 349.

Philadelphia.—The inspections of flour for the week
ending the 20th inst., amounted to 24,326 barrels; of

corn meal, 3179 barrels. .Mortality last week, 196.

twenty-one deaths were caused by small-pox, and se-

venteen by scarlet fever.

Miscellaneous.— The A'eic Steamer Adriatic.—The new
ocean steamer Adriatic, now being constructed at New
York, is the largest timber ship in the world. The
length of this great monster of navigation is about 352
feet, and her tonnage, by carpenter's measurement, will

be about 5500 tons. The diameter of her wheels will

be about forty-five feet. Her cost is §800,000.
A New Comet.—William Mitchell, the astronomer,

writes to the Nantucket Inquirer, that on the evening
of the 11th inst., at 8 o'clock, a telescopic comet was
discovered in the neck of Cetus. W. Mitchell writes

:

" If it be the same discovered in Berlin by C. Bruhus
on the 12th of last month, it has described an arc of
114^ in 30 days, with only a slight change of decli-

nation.

Two Men over the Falls.—T^o men belonging to Chip-
pewa, Canada, were carried over Niagara Falls recently.

They were on the river fowling, and in pursuit of game
ventured too far into the current.

The Indians.—The Indian agent at Fort Laramie
writes that the Sioux had delivered up to him the prin-

cipal persons engaged in the attack upon and murder of
the mail party, in Eleventh month, 1854. Commissioner
Merewether, writing from Santa Fe, states that he had
negotiated treaties of peace with the bands of Apaches
and Utahs with whom hostilities recently existed.

Longevity.—There were found in the United States,

in 1850, 2555 persons over 100 years of age. The French
census of 1851 shows only 102 persons over 100 years
old, though the population of France exceeded 35 mil-

ions. In Chili, the director of the statistical office pub-
ishes the names and ages of nine persons—the young-
est of whom was 118, and the oldest, 133 years of age.

One of them, who is 120 years old, lately maried a wi-
dow, aged 98 years.

Chinese in California.—There are several Chinese firms

his residence in Westmoreland, Pa., 12tt

month, William Hakes, aged 65 years

member of New Hartford .Monthly .Meeting. After wa
ing a few years in early life with the Baptist Socie

became convinced of the principles of the So

Friends, and soon after united himself thereto. In

latter part of his life, he was frequently drawn oi

exhortation to others, often to the tendering of I

A few of the last months of his life, he fre

conversed on the subject of the great and importJ|

of this world for that which is to come. Al'

days before he died, he expressed that he had lived

this Society over forty years ; and he believed he co i

say without boasting, that through all the conflicts t

.

„,.„.,,. , „ he had passed, some harder to bear than the pair;

n California, that have invested over §500,000 in their '

ti,g ^ody, he had never wavered from the true pr
there is more than two millions of dol-

; ^;„i„, „, FHpnrl, One time he said he felt that he

His friends have

only yield this year 701 hogsheads. This, it ad
about a fair average of the rest. It also states tl

the parishes of Point Coupee and West Baton B
the yield will be much less than last year.

The Bead Letter Office—During the last quarter, i

1,500,000 letters were opened in the dead letter .

Washington, D. C. ; in 3000 of which a sum of :

§18,000 was found, seven-eighths of which has
returned to the owners, and the remainder transn
agreeably to the regulations of the Departmen
An Excellent Institution.—Tht new State Idiot As'

at Syracuse, N. Y., which was lately opened, is

rishing and prosperous condition.
' This institution A

contains about eighty patients, all of which ar A
structed in reading, writing and cyphering, as I J
their constitutional and intellectual strength will a

A Large Fleet.—the Boston (Mass.) Shipping
says that the number of American vessels now en.
in the East Indian and Pacific trade, is as follov .

468 ships, many of which are of the largest clas3;|||

barks, 8 brigs, 10 schooners and 3 steamers. This
not include those now on their way to California.

The Fisheries.—The Gloucester, Mass., mackerel
of 300 schooners, has returned from the fishing gr
on George's and Grand Banks, and the Bav of St. ]

rence, and the catch is 20,000 bbls. in advance of
of last year.

The Export of Flour.—The ship Modern Times lo
last week at Boston with 11,000 barrels of flour

Australia.

--1 Cold Day.—On the 18th inst., the thermomet
Chicago was 12° below zero.

The British Discovery Ship Resolute.—This aband'
vessel which was taken possession of by Captain 1

dington, of the whale ship George Henry, in the S
month last, arrived at New London, Conn., on the
inst., with her armaments, stores and equipments, (

plete as when abandoned. She is estimated to be w
§100,000. When found, she had drifted a thou[

miles from the place of her abandonment.

A stated meeting of "The Association of Friend;

the Free Instruction of Adult Coloured Persons,'

be held on Fifth-day Evening, First month 3d, 1851

half past 7 o'clock, in the third story room of Frle

Bookstore, No. 84 Arch street.

Charles J. Allex, Sec'.

Friends' Boardir, Children, at

Two women Friends are wanted at this Institutio.

sist in the family.

Also, a man Friend to aid in carrying out the f

cern for the improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkintoi

377 S. Second sti

Thomas Evaxs,

Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st, 1855. 180 Arch air

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in 1

Institution.

Application may
members of the Cc

: made to either of the undersigi

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Evans, I „, ., ,

Samuel Bettle, Jr. /
*^'^"'"'*-

busine
. , . , . , , , „ „ ..pies of Friends. One time he s

lars capital invested in the trade between ban Francisco
I

j,i_ ^i,oig trust in the living God
and I Q trolled by Chii residing ^^^,^y.China, owm

in that city

Sugar Crop in Louisiana.—The Bayou Sara (La.)

Ledger states that in the vicinity seven plantations,

which last year produced 2792 hogsheads of sugar, will

idence, that his end was peace.
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passage liable to similar objections with that

D from " Distinguishing Views," is to be
d in the " Essay on Love to God," p. 77,

re it is said :

—

lusbands and wives, parents and children, brothers
i sisters, should be helpers of each other's faith and
; and should account it a privilege of no trifling

lie, to frequent the throne of Grace in each other'

ipany. With respect to our children, more pai

ilarly, it is surely our duty, by watchful instruc

1, and sometimes by uniting with ihem in their

?ate religious exercises, to train them in the habi
laily prayer, just as we see the parent bird, by fre

nt example and experiment, teaching and inducing
young ones to use the wings which God has given
-a."

^ain, in Brief Remarks," it is said :

—

bat the name of God, as spoken of in Scripture,
lelimes denotes his characteristic attributes, and
)ng others his power, will easily appear, from a re-

nce to the Concordance. But it is by no means
; in general, as we sometimes hear asserted, that
le means power."

Pter reciting several texts, wherein to attach
a meaning to the term name, is said to tend
a very dangerous degree, to obscure, and even
fy other cardinal truths, to which these pas-

unquestionably relate,' the following is given
e concluding example.

similar perversion is sometimes applied to the
;ept3 and promises of our Lord, respecting prayer
lis name. 'Verily, verily I say unto you, whatso-
r ye shall ask the Father in my name," he will give
ou,' John, xvi. 23. The meaning, [it is added,] of
h passages, is too clear to admit of dispute. If we
• venture to illustrate the subject by a reference to
common intercourse of life, it may be remarked,
: to ask a favour of A. in the name of B., is to
le use of the authority or interest which B. has in
n order to obtain that favour. Thus to pray to
Father in the name of Jesus, can surely be nothing
than to offer our petitions to God, on the autho-
of Jesus, and to plead his interest with the Father,
,D other words, to pray in sole dependence on his
availing mediation. This must be regarded as one
lie highest privileges of the Christian believer; but
5 it not tend to deprive us of this privilege to assert,
; to pray in the name of Jesus, means only to pray
er the influence of the Spirit of Christ ? That the
y Spirit graciously assists the prayer of the Chris-
,
and that we cannot pray aright without his in-

nce, is indeed unquestionable
; but why should

one attempt to support this truth by so'wresting
pture as to banish from our view another truth,
illy certain and equally important ? Why should
;ountenance a gloss, which cannot fail to encour-
the notion, that prayers which contain no reference,
sr expressed or implied, to the mediation of Christj

" are nevertheless acceptable, because they are still of-
" fered, as it is supposed, in the name of Christ."

The interpretation thus given to the text, and
the sentiments thus expre.'^sed, are evidently at

variance with those held by our religious Society.

Friends have always understood the words " in

my name," as used in the passage, " Whatsoever
ye shall ask the Father in my name, he will give
it you," to have the same import as in that where
our Saviour says, " Where two or tiiree are gather-

ed together in my name, there am I in the m.dst
of them ;" and that our ancient Friends uniformly
held the expression, in these and similar instances,

to mean power, is too well known to need much
proof Thus Robert Barclay says in his proposi-

tion on Worship, sect. 7. "So watching in a

holy dependance upon the Lord, and meeting to-

gether, not only outwardly in one place, but thus

inwardly in one spirit, and in one name of Jesus,

which is his power and virtue," &c.

And Isaac Penington, in speaking of praying
in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, through
whom alone we have access to the Father, says, in

an epi.stle to Friends at Horton, " A second thing

wherein professors grievously mistake, is, about

praying in the name of Christ ; in which name he
that asketh, receiveth ; and out of which there is

no right asking of the Father. They think that

praying in the name of Christ, consists in using
some outward words, as ' Do this for thy Son's

sake,' or, 'We beg of thee in Christ's name;'
whereas that in the heart which knoweth not the

Father, may u.sc such words; and that which is

taught of the Father to pray, and prayeth in the

Sou, may not be led to use those words. The
name wherein the asking and acceptance is, is

living; and he that prayeth in the motion of the

Spirit, and in the power and virtue of the Son's
life, he prayeth in the name, and his voice is

owned of the Father, and not the other who hath
learned in his own will, time and spirit, to use

those words relative to the Son." Letters, p. 337.
If the sentiment expressed in the latter part of

the passage quoted from the "Brief Remarks"
were correct, viz., that no prayers can be accepta-

ble, which contain no reference either expressed

or implied, to the mediation of Christ, it would
necessarily preclude all tbo.^e who, in the provi-

dence of the Almighty, are cut off from a know-
ledge of Christ's manifestation in the flesh, from
coming before him acceptably in supplication.

Nay, how could any one, in such a case, rightly

make use of the prayer which our Lord himself
gave as an example to his disciples, seeing that it

contains no such reference';'

The pas.sages here brought together, contain

sentiments in many respects at variance with those

held by our ancient Friends, and always professed

by our religious Society. There are others of

similar character scattered throughout these works,

and many which are unsatisfactory, either on ac-

count of the want of clearness and consistency with

our principles, or containing terms which Friends
do not approve. That in various places Christian

doctrine is supported on Scriptural ground, is

undoubtedly true; and it may be owing to this

circumstance that many, even in our own Soci-

ety, have not appreciated the weighty objections,

to which in many respects these writings are
liable.

We believe the sentiments contained in the pas
sagae which we have quoted, have had an injuri
ous influence, in producing feelings of division and
discord among Friends; and however these feel-

ings may have been increased by other cau-ses

they are, we believe, mainly to be attributed tc

the publication and circulation of those writings,
Although such works may be put forth under the
plea of the author's sole responsibility, it cannot
be expected that this will be availing. The mem-
bers will inevitably be brought into collision of
sentiment, in relation to the correctness of the
views, the right of the authors to promulgate them,
and of the meetings to which they belong, to jus-
tify them in it.

Thus, in addition to the danger of weakening
the stability of the members in the acknowledged
faith of the Society, feelings of unkindness and
jealousy are engendered ; those who feel them-
.selves bound firmly to withstand all innovation,
may be charged with intolerance and prejudice,
and be regarded with distrust by others, who ap-
pear to deem the departures from our faith to be
of trivial importance, but who may not have
adopted the opinions which they do not as yet
openly condemn. One inevitable consequence
which attends all innovation upon its religious
principles, is the injury to the unity and harmony
of the Society. Not only is the Society laid open
to great unsettlementand confusion, and the peace
of families, and the preservation and growth of
individuals in the blessed Truth, greatly endan-
gered ; but by allowing the first wrong to pass un-
condemned, the way is open for further departures
from the scriptural doctrines which Friends have
believed and maintained from the beginning.

Another author,* likewise a member of our re-

ligious Society, has exemplified this in the publi-

cation of a work, entitled "An Inquiry into some
parts of Christian Doctrine and Practice, hav-
ing relation more especially to the Society of
Friends: London, 1841"—in which the author
)rofe=ses to give his views in relation to "various
mportant matters of doctrine and practice, either

more or less peculiar to our Society, or specially

treated of by some of its most esteemed writers;"

d to point out what appeared to him "mistaken
or erroneous views in the writings of some of our
early Friends; showing also, as occasion required,"

what he esteems "their natural tendency and ex-

perienced effects." This author alleges, that in

examining some of those writings, both historical

d doctrinal, which have been most esteemed
among us, he " found the truth contained in them
mingled with no inconsiderable portion of what
ppeared [to him] to be mistaken interpretations

of Scripture, and erroneous or defective statements

of some parts of Christian doctrine;" and in re-

ference to those worthies among our early Friends,

whose writings have been always approved and
adopted by the Society, and against which his at-

tack is directed, he says :

—

"If their reputati
" sened by what I 1:

* Edward Ash, of Bristol, England.—.ffrfa. of Friend.
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'• that tliis effect bas reference to their character as in-
" terpreters of Scripture and expounders of Christian
" doctrine, not as devoted followers and faithful ser-
" vants of Christ. I am persuaded, after much exami-
" nation and reflection, that their claim to deference in
" the former character has in past times been too largely
"and implicitly admitted among us, and that this has
"been, and in some degree still is, a source of serious
" injury to our Society and to the cause of truth itself"

Page XX.

The deference here alluded to, lias arisen friini

no exaggerated estimate of those worthies as men
of learning, oras being deeply skilled in biblical cri-

ticism, though some of them were not lacking even
in these respects; but because, being given up un-

reservedly to obey the commands of Christ, tlieir

writings, and the whole history of their lives and
religious labours, give evidence, that He was
pleased by the revelation of his Holy Spirit, to

cause them to know of his doctrine, and to instruct

them in the mysteries of his kingdom. So that in

treating of the things which belong to the gospel,

it is manifest that they speak of that which they
have looked upon, and their hands have handled
of the word of life. And it was observable, that

hiowever differently circumstanced as to outward
,<?ondition in life, natural abilities, or mental ac-

.quirements, though often widely separated and
unknown to each other, they yet promulgated the

same doctrine, and upheld the same testimonies,

insomuch that they themselves could but acknow-
ledge that it was the Lord's doing and marvellous
in their eyes.

From this work we take the following ex-
tracts :

—

" The Scriptures are to be regarded as the means ap-
" pointed by God, for imparting to us, either directly or
" indirectly, the knowledge of those truths which' are
" recorded in them

;
and consequently that wo are

" entitled to expect that these truths will be made lin

"to us in any other way than through their medii
Page 9.

In reference to the opinion adva
passage ju^t quoted, it is said :

—

th(

"And if it be so, it necessarily involves a consequence
of vast practical moment—the obligation which rests

upon us individually, according to our several circum-
stances and capacities, to search the Scriptures, ai

'being the divinely authenticated record, and to us, th,

"appointed source of that truth whi(
" Christ and his apostles." Page 13.

ight by

Again, in referring to the expression of R. Ba
clay, where, in speaking of instrumental means,
and particularly of the Scriptures, in relation to

the true knowledge of God, he says, " the ques-
tion is not, what may be profitable or helpful, but
what is ab.<olutely necessary," this aullior re-

marks :

—

Now on this I would observe, that if we consid
question as a practical one, having relation

though afterwards searching the Scriptures I found
''

this author remarks :

—

'If such was really his impression, I am constrained
3 believe it was a mistaken one." Page 251.

If, as is here supposed, our honourable elder

George Fox, was so entirely mistaken in his

belief of the source, from which and hy which, he

derived his knowledge of the truths of the gospel,

would it not neces.sarily follow that, if not an im-

pnster, he was labouring under a grievous delu-

sion ?—either of which conclusions is contradicted

by the whole tenor of his life, and the results

which accompanied and have followed his labours.

Commenting upon, and expressing his disap-

proval of the terms of the fifth proposition in Bar-

chiy's Apology, in consequence of his application

of the term Light in reference to Christ; after

giving what he calls, a condensed view of the doc-

trine of the Universal Light as set forth by Bar-

clay, it is said :

—

" Even were we to understand it [the doctrine of the
" universal light] as meant to be simply identical with
" that of the Holy Spirit, I think it would still be open
" to objection as implying that in some sense the Spirit

" dwells in all men, even in the unregenerate." Page

Commenting upon the text, " That was the true

light which lighteth every man that cometh into

the world," it is said :

—

" The context of the passage plainly shows that these
" words refer to our Lord Jesus Christ. It is manifestly
" he himself who is here, as in many other places, espe-
" cially in this Gospel, spoken of as the Light. Hence
" I cannot regard it as affording any evidence that the

"term Light is used in Scripture to denote a spiritual

" principle, or as teaching that such a principle is placed
" in the hearts of all men." Page 276.

Again he says :

—

"On grounds such as these I conclude that in the
" passage now under consideration, Christ is called the

"true Light, with a direct reference to his manifesta-
" tion in the flesh; and that the expression ' lighteth

" every man,' refers to the blessings enjoyed by those

"who truly believe in him and his gospel." Page 279.

Objecting to Barclay's application of the text,

" For the grace of God that bringeth salvation

hath appeared unto all men," as proving the uni-

versality of divine grace, it is said that

—

" The context plainly limits it to such as have been
"instructed in the doctrine of God our Saviour, and
" shows that the apostle employed it not to denote the

"whole human race, but for the purpose of declaring
" that this doctrine was alike addressed to every age,

"sex, and condition of men, without exception or dis-

"'tinction." Page 284.

So likewise, referring to the text, " But the an-

ointing which ye have received of him abideth in

you, and ye need not that any man teach you,

ficient to discriminate between truth and err
j

without " the intervention of instrumental means I

• manKina at large, we find that the intervention of out-
" ward means is in reality, not merely profitable and
"helpful, but even absolutely necessary in order to the
"attainment of the true knowledge here referred to."
Page 225.

If the assertions thus made were true, there
would be no possibility of obtaining that know-
ledge of God which is life eternal, but through
instrumental means

; and the knowledge of the
Scripttires would become essential to salvation

;

and being "the appointed source of truth," we
might satisfy ourselves at all times of being un-
der the teaching and guidance of the Holy Spirit,

by reading and studying them.
Referring to the passage in which George Fox,

speaking of the doctriues which were opened upon
his mind, says, " this I saw in the pure openings
of the light, without the help of any man, neither
did I I hen know fffiere tO find it ip the Scriptures,

&c., It IS said ;

. obje view of the subject which repre-
" sents the heavenly gift thus designated, and the capa-
" city of discerning between truth and error, which per-
" tained to it, as being derived from an immediate reve-
" lation without the intervention of instrumental means."
Page 233.

A belief in the doctrine of the universal and
saving light, has always been firmly maintained
by our religious Society. It is plainly asserted

in the declaration respecting Christ, "that was
the true Light which lighteth every man that
Cometh into the world;" and is also set forth by
the apostle where he says, " For the wrath of God
is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness
and unrighteousness of meu, who hold the truth

in unrighteousness; because that which mat/ hr

known of God IS manifest in them, for God hath
showed it unto them." But this writer not only
denies this saving light to be in all men, but that
even in believers, those who possess it it is insuf-

Mary Capper, to K. C.

Leominster, Eighth mo. 18, 1812.

My Dear Niece.—Thy tender affection, tl

unity with my poor spirit is truly acceptable at

sweet to me ; the ties of relationship are swee*

but how much more important, how far more i

teresting, when we are permitted a little to unde

stand a fellowship with the Father and the So

and one with another in Him ! how this softe-

our hearts ! how it clothes the spirit with compa

sion for those who are out of the right way ! ho

it teaches to bear and forbear ! M. C.

Friend's Library.
\

For "The Friend."'

Statistics of France. I

From a late paper we take the following intej

esting items relating to the soil and population (

France. They are derived from an abstract I

official documents prepared for a French Journal

The entire surface of France is equal to I

millions of hectares. The hectare is not quite i

acres, and the above figures would, therefore, re

resent nearly 130,000,000 of acres. Of these 2i

millions of hectares are under cultivation ; 5 m
lions in meadow land ; 2 millions in vineyard i

8 millions in woods and forests; 7 millions in hi'

sandy soil, marshes, mountains, &c. ; 5 millio
|

are taken up with roads, streets, squares and puj

lie promenades ; half a million, or about l,250,0i|

teres, are appropriated for the raising of chesnuij

and more than 1,500,000 in orchards, nurseri^

and gardens.

The population of France, in 1851, was 35,78:]

628, of which there were not quite 380,000 fi;!

eigners from all countries, domiciled in the etnpii:j

The number of houses was 7,462,515, which givl

a mean of rather less than 5 persons to ahouil

In Paris, where it is common for each story,
j

flat as they call it in Scotland, to be occupied ll

individuals or a family living to themselves, t-^

proportion is as high as 35 persons to every hons!

In the other cities the ratio is 9, and throughoi

France generally it is a little over 4.
|

The number of holders of real estate is upwarj

of eleven millions, each of whom, on an averajj

would be the possessor of five acres and a quarlj

of land under cultivation, or about nine acres i

all, by including vineyards, meadows, woods a'

forests. i

The proportion of the sexes stood 17,794,9,

males,and 17,988,206 females. Theraarriedp!

sons numbered 13,897,656. There were 1,68!

683 wido.vsand 836,509 widowers. The greal

number of widows is explained by the circuj

stances of men marrying for the most part at

more advanced age than women, and by their bei

engaged in callings which expose them to a great

or " exceptional" mortality.

As to those who attain a very advanced a

there were 101 men and 223 women 99 years o

62 men aud 180 women 100 years old; and

men and 102 women over 100 years of age.

The great majority of the people, 34,930,0i

rank as Roman Catholics. Those of the Reforn

churches are 480,500, and of the Confession
'

Augsburgh, 267,800. The Jews number nea

74,000. In regard to occupations and professio

there are 14,300,000 engaged in agricultv

1,300,000 in manufactures" on a hirge scale, ;

4,700,000 in a small way, and in the racclia

arts and handicraft work.

There were 26,758 physicians and apotheear

and 30,000 lawyers and business agi^nls. Th
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re engaged in domestic service 287,730 men

d 618,930 women.

Of fixed infirmities and loss of one or more of

3 senses, tbe uunibers run thus ; 37,462 blind,

,063 with lost vision of one eye; 29,812 deaf

ites; 44,970 insane, of whom 21,433 remain at

Bir houses, and 20,537 arc in public and private

jflums; 42,382 afflicted with goitre; 44,619,

th curvature of the spinal column ; 9,077 persons

10 have lost one or both arms, 11,301 who have

en deprived of one or both legs ; 22,547 with

lb-foot. The annual mortality throughout

ance is stated to be 1 in 41.97, and the births

ar the proportion to the deaths that 1.117 does

1,000.

le followini/ Address was dictated hy Ah'ujail

Hauijhton, wife of Joseph Haughlon, of Ferns,

Ireland, a few days before her decease.

Ferns, Sixth-month Ist, 1854.

Being favoured to feel my mind released from

earthly care, (and having no anxiety on account

my beloved husband and children, humbly com-

ttiug them to the protecting care of their

javenly Father, having no doubt they will ex-

rience His Providential care, as I have done

ring my life, which I desire thankfully to ac-

owledge,) my mind has been very solemnly and

expectcdly impressed for the welfare of our re-

ious society wherever scattered, fearing many
its members spend too much of their time and

Dughts in trying how they may add hundreds to

ndreds, field to field, and house to house; which

lile some have coveted after they have pierced

emselves through with many sorrows. We are

iderly invited to seek first the kingdom of God and

i righteousness, and are assured, if wc do that, all

ings necessary will be added.

I have felt a tender concern for the precious

ildren, members of our society, considering what
eat care is taken of th'eir persons, which fre-

ently has the effect of drawing their minds from

inility : the humble, the Lord teacheth of His
lys. I desire for our dear young friends that

By may endeavour to live in the fear of the Lord,

;cnd meetings as much as in their power, and,

lile there, reverently seek for divine help that

ey may be profitable opportunities to them ; that

ey diligently read the Holy Scriptures, " which

3 able to make wise unto salvation, through faith,

lich is in Christ Jesus." I desire they may also

id the writings of our early Friends, who freely

ve up their lives in loathsome prisons in support I g^^j
our testimonies, which have been upheld by

eir faithful followers for more than two hundred
ars, but are too lightly valued by many of our

ambers of the present day.

These lines have been penned during a time of

treme weakness at the desire of one who feels

rself as a brand plucked from the burning, but

10 is comforted by the Saviour's gracious assur-

ce, that there is joy in heaven over the sinner

at repentcth.

In much love to all, farewell, dear friends; sin-

rely desiring your growth in that which is truly

lod, I am your affectionate friend,

Abigail Haughto-x.
I leave the foregoing to the judgment of my
iends, to do with it as they believe best ; the

iight has been fully withdrawn from my mind.

ancient polity, it is true, there were many festivals

with songs, trumpets, tabernacle, and the like,

but for this, the most part had an end with Christ.

About this time the Flemings are said to have
broughtset devotional music into England. Luther
introduced metrical psalmody in popular airs, and
this practice became common, congregational sing-

ing being adopted. Organs were identified by
the reformers with the corruptions of the Catholic

religion, they were generally taken down and
their pipes sold for old metal. By a retrograde

raovement,however, they were recreated in England
after the restoration of Cliarlcs II.

The chiefpuritansinthe reign of Elizabeth, ob-

jected to many of the observances still retained in

the Church of England. They disapproved of the

Cathedral mode of worship, of singing the prayers,

and chaunting the psalms, nor did they sanction

musical instruments, as trumpets, organs, &c.,

which they alleged were not in use in the Church
for above twelve hundred years after Christ.

For " The Friend."

In 1490, Lavonarola of Florence, an enlightened
itholic reformer, remarks thus:— " To disturb

'ca the still devotion of individuals, the devil has
!gun to bring into operation music and the organ,
hich only please the ear and edify nothing. In

Origin of Surnames.

Few people, when they hear a stranger's surname,
pause to think how it originated. Yet, as men
originally had but one name, as Adam, Enoch,
Noah, or Abraham, and as surnames, therefore,

are of comparatively late origin, it affords a curious

study to inquire how surnames originated. A late

article in the Edinhunjh Review discusses the

origin of English surnames. Without confining

ourselves entirely to that article, weshallyet draw
largely on it, in the few words we have to say

about surnames and their origin.

The first resort, when population became so thick

that surnames became necessary to distinguish the

different members of a family, was to affix an

epithet descriptive ofsome personal peculiarity, or

of the trade the man pursued. Thus arose the

names of Smith and Tanner, Brown and Black, with

others of a similar description. In some cases, the

child was called by a name which distinguished itas

the son of some well-known person, and in this way
originated Johnson, Harrison, and Williamson.

In the Roman tongue, where Fitz means son,

arose, in like manner, Fitzwilliam and Fitzgerald;

and in the Celtic, where the prefix Mac has a like

signification, McDonald, MoMichael, and others of

a cognate kind.

Another class of surnames had a local origin,

the person being named from the estates he owned,
or the village where he lived. All English sur-

ending in ford, field, brook, vale, street, and

: terminations, belong to the latter class.

So do surnames ending in ham, ley, and tun, which
signified respectively, in the old Saxon, house,

meadow, and town. Lyttleton means, therefore,

Littletown, and Granville, Graudtown; and otiicr

names of the English nobility have the like plebian

origin. Examples of names derived from estates

are De Spencer, De Ooursey, and De Valence,

de being the Norman for of; and, therefore,

names of this character belonged originally to

Norman families. Another class of names are

foreign ones, naturalized, so to speak, in England
or hero. Among these are Bouvier, the French
name meaning cowherd ; Cadwallader, a Welch
name, meaning Chief of the Druids; and Camp-
bell, an Italian name, meaning a beautiful field.

This last name, curious to say, runs through

nearly every language in Europe, as Fairfield,

Kemble, Beauchamp, and Schonau. Neander is

Neuman made classical, as Grotius is De Groot

transformed in a similar manner.

In addition to names descriptive of the personal

appearance, there are names originating in mental

qualifications. Goodman, Wise, Moody, and num-
erous others illustrate tbis. All the Clarks are

descended from ancestors, in various localities,

ho could read and write in times when those ac-

complishments were rare, and who wjre, therefore,

called clerks. There are many names, derived
from occupations, which at first sight are little sus-

pected of it. Chaucer is an instance, for it comes
from chaussure, or hose, so that the ancestor of
the great English poet must have been a stocking-
maker. Sir Charles Napier, the rampant British

Admiral, as well as Sir William Napier, the his-

torian of the Peninsular War, had a progenitor,

centuries ago, who was a waiter, for the servant

who offered the napkins, or napery, tn the guests,

went by this name in old times. The lapse of cen-

turies, and the comsoquent mutations of fortunes

have, ill a similar way, put surnames often in odd
contradiction to existing circumstances ; for we have
known Goodmans imprisoned forcrime, Kings play-

ing the part of menials, and St. Johns cheating at

cards.

Selected for "Tlie Friend."

" Oh ! the love of our God unto us ! the great

care and tenderness he hath had over us ever since

we were a people, that we might be faithful labourers

in his vineyard. Did he call us to be idle ? Surely
nay. Did he give a gift, unto male and female,

that we should hide it in the earth and not improve
it to his glory ? Oh ! nay. Hath he done so much
for us, that we should always bo as children and
neither speak nor act as men ? Surely nay; but
that we should grow up in stature and strength

before him as perfect men and women in Christ

Jesus our holy Head that we might all work to-

gether as a body fitly framed in Holy order,

in his heavenly power and Spirit which leads into

purity and holiness, love and true unity, which
stand in the Spirit where no rent is, and where
no strife nor seperation can enter.

Through the blessed working of his all-sufl5cient

power, the Lord in his love brought us together

and made us a people, and hath preserved us so to

his praise and our eternal comfort. And it is the

work of the devil by his evil power, and dark Spirit,

and wicked instruments, actuated thereby to divide

and scatter us asunder. But my testimony for

God to you my friends which still lives in my
heart, is, to the all sufficiency of his power. Keep
close to that which first gathered you near to the

Lord and one unto another, who haih placed his

name amongst you, and then not all the powers of

hell and death, or any unclean Spirit, shall be able

to seperate, or hurt, or break you asunder, for the

power of God is your foundation. Settle upon
this, for it stands sure, and is of God's own laying

;

be ye as weighty stones of his building, and then

you cannot be moved by all tlie strength of man's
reasoning, nor by all tlie cunning of the fallen

wisdom of Satan ; but as your dwelling is in the

pure light, and as you retain the feeling sense of

the Divine life, and keep close to the power, you
will be enabled to say, The Lord our God is the

true and living God, and beside him there is not

another, and therefore we will trust in him and
rely upon his power and holy spirit which is all-

sufficient forever.

And now dear Friends although the devil, the

old liar, be at work in this day in a great mystery,

j

even the mystery of iniquity, by his evil power and
rending spirit, heed him not nor his instruments,

for the power ofGod is over him and them all, yea,

over alt that is contrary to it. Fur be that was
the first will be the last ; who said I am Alpha and
Omega the beginning and the end ; and hj will

tread down Satan shortly and all his agents of mis-

chief. He has promised to bruise tbe serpent's
;

head, which daily is fulfilling by the dominion of

his power and holy spirit, over hell, death and the
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grave, and every foul, unclean, quibbling spirit;

for these are appointed for the lire of wrath and
judgment, whose end is to kill and destroy, and
make rents and breaches among God's people
where it gets an entrance, of which I warn Friends
to beware. It is one of the devil's last shifts to

appear in the n:ime of light, and ancient power
and truth as it was in the beginning; a transforma-

tion to cover his dark power and spirit, which creeps

cunningly in the dark to deceive the simple."

Friends' Librari/, Vol. 2. J, B.

THE MIDXIGHT VOICE.

Father, at this calm hour,

Alone, in prayer, I bend my humble knee;

My soul in silence wings its flight to thee,

And owns thy boundless power.

Day's weary toil is o'er;

No worldly strife my heartfelt worship mars;
Beneath the mystery of the silent stars,

1 tremble and adore.

Not when the frenzied storm
Writhes 'mid the darkness, till in wild despair,

Bursting its thunder chains, the lightning's glare

Reveals its awful form :

I wait not for that hour

—

In flower and dew, in sunshine calm and free,

I hear a " still small voice," that speaks of Thee,
With holier, deeper power

Above the thunder notes,

Serene and clear, the music of the spheres

Forever rolls : though not to mortal ears

The heavenly cadence floats.

For "The Friend

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia

(Continued from page 125.

J

ELIZABETU WEBB.

In the year 17'24, Elizabeth Webb was once

more drawn in the love of the go.';pel to visit

Friends and others in the New England provinces.

On the 24th of the Sixth month, being at New-
port, she addressed the following letter to her

children, which she sent by her beloved ancient

Friend, Thomas Lightfoot, who was then about

returning to his home in Chester county, from re-

ligious service in the east.

" My tender, motherly love is to you all, and
my prayers are to your heavenly Father that he

may be pleased to take ynu under his care and
keeping, and grant unto you a day of visitation

by his grace and good Spirit. This, I verily be-

lieve, he will do; and it will enlighten your un-

derstanding; show you the vanity of your minds,

and draw you with the cords of divine love to seek

after salvation, which comes by Jesus Christ and
by him alone. The Lord hath sent bis Spirit into

some of your hearts, whereby he hath begotten

desires in you after the knowledge of him, who is

the way to the kingdom of heaven, the Truth and
the life. My dear children, as you are believers

in his first coming, or outward appearance, accord-

ing to the record of the Scriptures of Truth, which
I exhort you to read often, so have a near and
dear regard to his Holy Spirit in your hearts. This
will incline you to love and fear God, and to learn

to know him, who is the Father of your spirits,

and the great Benefactor of soul and body. It is

He who hath fed us all our life long, and it

is in him we live, move and have our being. Few
consider this as they ought; but the great love of

God in the redemption and salvation of the souls

of the children of men, is so stupendous, that it

is beyond my capacity to set forth. Yet he hath
condescended so low, as to reach forth his hand of

love to little children, and will yet do it to all that

love him, and lead them gently on. As a tender
Father, he will feed their souls with the milk and
honey of his Divine Word. This my soul wit-

nessed in my young and tender years, even in such
raptures of Divine love, that it was many times
mure to me than my outward food, or anything
this world could afford. Oh, my dear children,

partakers of my frail nature, let me tell you, that

flesh and blood is very apt to grow uneasy under
the yoke of Jesus Christ. His yoke is easy to the
obedient soul, and his burden is light, when the
old man is mortified, and the creature has learned
of him, who is meek and lowly in heart. They
then find sweet peace, and rest to their souls, even
in resignation to the will of God. This our Lord
and Saviour taught, both by precept and practice.

He came not to do his own will, but the will of

Him that sent him, and he leads all his followers

in the same way.
" Now, my dear children, although I have no-

thing of my own to boast of, except it be weak-
ness and infirmities, under winch my soul mourns
many times, yet as a tender mother, I show you

j

unquenchabl
the way by which my Saviour hath led my soul

\
all the work

to rest and peace with him. This was by the high
way of the holy cross of our Lord Jesus Christ.

The preaching of this was formerly to the Jews a

stumbling block, and to the wise Greeks foolish-

ness,— but to as many as believed, both Jews and
Greeks, the power of God and the wisdom of God.
I believe it was so to those who walked in the

way of self-denial, and loved the Spirit that led
in the midst of the paths of judgment, which gives
to those who love it, to inherit substance. My
dear children, the lesson I have learned, is to give
up my heart to God, to resign up my will to his

will, to love him above all things, and in all

states to be content, believing that all things shall

work together for good to those that fear and love

him. As the heart, mind, will and affections are
given up to Almighty God, which is our reasona-
ble duty, the Holy Spirit doth work in the crea-

ture to will, and to do according to his own will

and heavenly pleasure. His will and work is the
mortification of the old man with his deeds, and
the sanctification of the inner man, the hidden
man of the heart. [As this is perfected,] he gives
to the soul the oil of joy for mourning, the ga
ment of praise for the spirit of heaviness, and the
esteem of such who are willing and obedient. This
is the Lord's doing, and it is marvellous in our
eyes. For this the souls of all that love him, are

filled with praises to him that liveth forever and
ever.

My dear children, though you are young in years,

yet often remember your latterend. Pray earnestly

to Almighty God, that he may sanctify your souls,

and redeem your minds and affections from the
things of this lower world, set them on things
above, and that he may be your portion, and the
lot of your inheritance. Then you will have cause
to say, ' the lines are fallen for us in very plea-

sant places; we have a goodly heritage.' Then,
if we should never see each other again in this

world, we shall meet again, after a short, though
troublesome life, in that paradisiacal life, that

shall never have an end. There the souls of those
that have past through many tribulations, and
have known their garments washed and made white
in the blood of the Lamb, which taketh away all

sins, behold the ineffable glory of God. They
sing a new song, even the song of the Lamb, that

none can learn, but those who are redeemed from
the earth.

Oh ! my dear children ! this redemption, this

salvation that comes by Jesus Christ, is the only
pearl of great price. For this, a wise man would

give up his all to purchase. When he hath bouj

It by giving up his heart to God, 0, then the i

and watchfulness needed in keeping it, thai

worldly Dulilah steal away the heart from the Li

We have many enemies whilst here, the flesh,

world and the evil spirit. Our best friend, J«

Christ, exhorted all to 'watch and pray,' '1«

saith he, 'ye enter into temptation.'

"My dear children, although 1 love you dea

yet I know the love of God, your heavenly Fatl^
far exceeds mine. To his holy hand I commit, J

commend you, with my own soul. Love him, 1

fear to offend him, for he is just in all his wi],

and equal in all his doings. Although at the sk

of ignorance he winketh, yet if any sin after 13

or she have received the knowledge of his ui|l

and will, that soul must be redeemed throi,!

judgment, and the baptism of the Holy Ghost iH

fire. This is the spiritual baptism of our Lordii

Saviour Jesus Christ. His fan is in his hand, ij

he will thoroughly purge his floor, and will gdX^

his wheat in his garner, but the chaff he will bij

th unquenchable fire. Take notice of the wi
Oar God is a consuming firei

and workers of iniquity. It is -

avoidably so, for nothing that is impure, shall

ter the heavenly kingdom. The Lord is no respec

of persons. When Moses, that meek man, '
1

provoked to speak unadvisedly, he suffered for
J

when David looked out, and [was led astray,]
J'

suffered great judgment and troubles for his i

fence. It is the comfort of all who love the
j ^

and righteous judgments of God, that in the mi i

of judgment, he. remembereth mercies. In ;«

type, even under the law, bis mercy-seat was i

above his judgment-seat. This causeth manyk
sing songs of praise and thanksgiving to hij

both here and hereafter, even to all eternii

That this may be our lot and portion togethi

with all our friends and acquaintances, is the e-

nest breathings of my soul. This I send a;

.

token of my good will to you, and good desires

you, and remain your tender mother,
" Elizabeth Webb.'

" P. S.—Remember my dear love to all {\

friends and neighbours, as you have opportuniij

Be kindly affectioncd one to another, and to

people. Remember that God is love, and he tl!

dwelleth in love, dwelleth in God, and Godj

hioi. Our Lord and Saviour is the Son of Go

;

love, and he that hath the Son of God, hath et

nal life. He that hath not the Son, hath not t

life, but the wrath of God abideth in him. i

my dear children, watch and be sober, and hci

to the end. Gather yourselves together and rej

this in the same love in which I have written
j

The Lord Jesus be with you all to the end of yol

days here, and redeem you to himself."

(To be continued.)
1

For " The Friend.

INDIAN CORN
(Concluded from page 127.)

Of the common varieties of corn the Tuscarc

and New Mexican Black contain the most star

and the least gluten and oil; while Rice-corn a

Pop-corn contain the least starch and the mi

oil.

The horny or flinty portions of corn, wh
viewed in their sections under a good miscrojj

will be found to consist of a great number of si|

sided cells, filled with a fixed oil, which has be
;

successfully employed for the purposes of illumici

tion. On this oil depend the popping qualitil

of corn; for, when the kernels are heated to a teij

perature sufficiently high to decompose the oil,

sudden explosion takes place, and every cell

ruptured by the expansion of gaseous matter aris
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from the decomposition of tlie oil and the for-

;ioD of carburetted h^idrogen gas, such as is

letimes used in lighting large cities, the grain

:ig completely cvoluted and folded back, or

aed inside out. This property is remarkably

mgin the pop-corn, and is common, in a greater

e.s8 degree, in all kinds of corn that abound in

;
but those varieties destitute of a horny cover-

,
as the Tuscarora, will not pop under any cir-

latances whatever. This change in corn is one

onsiderable importance so far as regards facili-

if digestion; for after the decomposition or ex-

tion of this oil, it is more readily digested by

I, though less fattening to animals.

One important use of the oil in corn is un-

btedly to prevent the rapid decomposition of

kernels when sown in the soil, and to retain

)rtion of pabulum, or food, until needed by the

Dg plant, and it is always the last portion of

grain taken up. It also serves to keep meal

1 souring, as it has been observed that a flint-

I
meal will keep sweet for years, even when

up in large quantities, without being kiln-dried,

le the meal of the Tuscarora will become sour

very short time.

The colours of Indian corn usually depend on

of the epidermis or huFI, and soajetimes on

of the oil. If the epidermis be transparent

colour may depend either upon the oil or the

bined particles of which the corn is composed
;

if the hull be opaque, the grain will present

same colour. For instance the yellow colour

le Golden Sioux is derived from the yellow

ir of the oil; and the Rhode Island white-flint

1 the colourless particles of its starch and oil,

!h are distinctly seen through its transparent

; but red, black, and blue corn, owe their lively

to the colours of their epidermis and not to

The proportions of oil in corn, as far as it has

1 examined, varies from an entire absence to

er cent, according to the varieties employed,
le manufacture of whiskey the oil is saved

]g the fermentaion, as it separates and rises

le surface. One hundred bushels of corn yield

15 to 16 gallons of oil. When corn is hulled

leans of potash ley, a portion of the oil is

erted into soap, and the epidermis becomes
3hed. The caustic alkali also liberates ammo-
rom the mucilage around the germ. Oily corn
;s a dry kind of bread, and is not suflaciently

sive to rise well without an admixture of rye
her flour. The oil of corn is easily converti-

Qto animal fat by a slight change of composi-
and consequently serves an excellent purpose
ittening poultry, cattle, and swine."
would not be in accordance wilh the design
lis article to describe the most approved
ods of cultivating Indian corn ; but the
Ting poetical description of the hibours of the
andman in cultivating this noble plant and
ring its golden fruit will probably prove inter^

"

It is

The feather'd robber, with his hungry maw,
Swift flies the field before your man"of straw,
A frightful image, such as schoolboy.<< bring,
When met to burn the pope or hang the king.

" Thrice iu the season, through each verdant row.
Wield the strong ploughshare and the faithful hue

;

The faithful hoe, a double task that takes,
To till the summer corn and roast the winter cakes.
"Slow springs the blade, while check'd by chilling

rains.

Ere yet the sun the seat of Cancer gains
;

But when his fiercest fires emblaze the land,
Then start the juices, then the roots expand

j

Then, like a column of Corinthian mould.
The stalk shoots upward and the leaves unfold

;

The busy branches all the ridges fill,

Kntwine their arms, and kiss from hill to hill.

Here cease to vex them
; all your cares are done

:

Leave the last labours to the parent sun;
licneath his genial smiles, the well-dress'd field.

When autumn calls, a plenteous crop shall yield.
" Now the strong foliage bears the standards high

And shoots the tall top-gallanls to the sky
;

The suckling ears the silken fringes bend,
And, pregrant grown, their swelling coats distend;
The loaded stalk, while still the burden grows,
O'erhangs the space that runs between the rows."

* * * * " But now the moon
Calls from his hollow trees the sly raccoon

;

And while by night he bears his prize away,
The bolder squirrel labours through the day.
Both thieves alike, but provident of lime,

—

A virtue rare, that almost hides their crime.
Then let them steal the little stores they can,
And fill their granaries from the toils of man."
"At last the closing season browns the plain.

And ripe October gathers in the grain;
Deep-loaded carts the spacious cornhouse fill

;

The sack distended marches to the mill
;

The labouring mill beneath the burden groans,
And showers the future pudding from the stones;
Till the glad housewife greets the powder'd gold.
And the new crop exterminates the old."

For "The Friend."

Periecnted but not Foriaken.

The voice of the Lord came unto Adam whilst

in the garden of Eden, saying, "where art thou."
And He also " spake unto Moses face to face,"

and instructed him in many things concerning his

chosen people. And the I'rophets " spake and
wrote as they were moved by the Holy Ghost,"
though they had a rebellious people to deal with;
and they, through the spirit, prophesied of the
" coming of the just one," of whom when he did
come, those who were expectinga Messiah, became
the " betrayers and murderers." But there were
Apostles, and immediate followers raised up who
were willing to receive Him in the way of His
coming. These were Jews inwardly, spiritually

nded men and women, who were persecuted by
their professed brethren, formal professors, yet
looking as they had been, for the promise of the

d

gard, even to the error of counting them, the word
of God; thinking that in them they had eternal
life, though they shut the Saviour out of their
hearts, in his spiritual appearing, "without sin
unto salvation,"

And herein was the difi"erence between Friends
and their adversaries, that they held their religion
in the life and power of Godliness, being willing
to fill up their measure of sufi"ering for tbe body's
sake, and for the sake of Him who was their Holy
Head and Leader. And therein were they
made "more than conciuerers tiirough Him who
had loved them," and who had espoused them
unto Himself. And yet they were but a handful,
(like the I'rophets and Apostles,) compared with
their enemies, and with those who merely made
profession of the religion of Jesus. But the Lord
was with them ; and He whose cause they had es-

poused, and who had raised them up to spread his
truth, did not forsake them in the time of trial,

but did plentifully pour out of his love, and good
spirit upon them, so that they were enabled to re-
joice that they were counted worthy to suffer;
and could adopt the language, that though "per-
secuted they were not forsaken, cast down but not
destroyed

;
always bearing about in the body the

dying of the Lord Jesus, that the life also of Jesus
might be made manifest in our body."
And now the query arises, how is it with us

professed followers of the same Jesus, in the faith
of those worthy sons of the morning ? Are we
concerned to know the true birth begotten in us ?

are we practical believers in "a measure and
manifestation of the spirit," being " given to
every man to profit withal ?" desiring above all

things, that the spirit of judgment and of burning,
may so operate as wholly to cleanse and purify us,
that finally we may be presented without spot
before the throne of his glory.

Or, are any desiring an easier way ? a way
more agreeable to the natural will of man ? A
way less straight and narrow ? Being willing to
account that too straight which was once accounted
the way of the Truth. This was what our early
Friends had to come out of; and to bear testimony
against, and against all the doctrines got up in
the apostacy, since the apostles' days, which havo
their origin in the wisdom of man, and which
have a tendency to divert from a life of self-de-
nial. ! let all such beware, lest they be capti-
vated by the modified views of Quakerism manu-
factured to suit this degenerate .state of the Church.
Let none " turn again to the weak and beggarly
ements" which our predecessors were brought

away from; for assuredly the Lord will look upon
such, as having " bestowed upon them labour in
vain." Assuredly the judgment of such will be

J some of the readers of the Friend
el Barlow's " Hasty Pudding."

ut since, man I thy life and health demani
3od alone, but labour from thy hand,
in the field, beneath the suns strong rays,

if thy mother earth the needful maize
;

ores the race that courts her yielding soil,
;ives her bounties to the sons of toil,

'hen now the ox, obedient to thy call,

,-s the loan that filled the winter stall,

le his traces o'er the furrow'd plain,
ilant in measured hills the golden grain.
hen the tender germ begins to shoot,
he green spire declares the sprouting root,
guard your nursling from each greedy foe,
isidious worm, the all-devouring crow.
le ashes sprinkled round the spire,
steep'd in rain, will bid the worm retire;

greater than that of those who have fully
known the way of Truth : And though these
retain the form, he will not own them for that,
f it is the shell only, without the kernel. The
testimony to such formerly was, "Id
feast days, and I will not smell

espise yo

Father. The Prophets were also despised

bufl'eted by the old Israelites, who desired to walk
after the imaginations of their own evil hearts, as

Moses and Aaron, the servants of God, had been
murmured against.

And in the days when our religious Society was i
'caai uays, anu i win not smell in your

raised up to revive the doctrines of the Gospel, I assemblies." But "as I live saith the Lord God,
and to hold them forth in their purity to the world,

1

1 have no pleasure in the death of the wicked
;'

before a degenerate church, apostate from the life but that tbe wicked should turn from his way and
and power of the Truth, though high in profession,

|

live." Such as once had, but have lost the power of
they had a great combat with formal professors about

I

Truth, have been the greatest enemies of those who
the spirituality of the Gospel dispensation; and walk in it; for it has ever been, that" he that is

much suffering was their portion, because they born after the flesh persecuteth him that is born
: led out of the world's ways, words, and wor- after the spirit." And even so it is now. But the

ships into the way of self-denial and of the daily

cross. Feeling, as they did, the necessity of a

new birth unto holiness, they could not bolster

people up in their carnal way of living, contenting
themselves with a profes.'ion of Godliness, while
they plead for sin, contrary to the scriptures, which I have forsak

they had, and for which they professed a high re- 1 Let all I

"Lord will not leave him in his hand, nor condemn
him when he is judged," but will "comedown to

fight for Mount Zion, and for the hill thereof."
And he will do more by a few of his own choosing

d fashioning, than by a multitude of those who
him " the fountain of living waters."

,
therefore, lift up their heads in
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hope, even though they " be left as a beacon upon

the top of a mountain, and as an ensign on an

hill;" for even then " will the Lord wait that he

may be gracious unto them, I'or the Lord is a God

of judgment; blessed are all they tbat wait for

him." 0! let none forsake him ; let none whom
he has " set for the defence of the gospel" for-

sake their post, for though persecuted he will

not forsake them ; though the power of the enemy

may at times seem ready to prevail, as they abide

faithful, he will deliver them and bring them

through without " even the smell of fire upon their

garments." And may none give out because their

way is as it were, " hedged in :" The Lord will

in his own time deliver tliem, and if they are his

soldiers he will fight for them, and manifest who

are serving him, yea " when the enemy shall come

in like a flood, the spirit of the Lord shall lift up

a standard against him." To conclude, dear

Friends, "let them that suffer according to the will

of God, commit the keeping of their souls unto

him, in well doing, as unto a faithful creator."

Chester Co., 12 mo. 1855.

For " The Friend."

The lord is our Deliverer.

The unfeigned meekness and humble obedience

of Moses, brought him into the divine favour,

whereby he was made a teacher and a leader of the

people; and enabled, through the pouring upon

him of the spirit of supplication, to intercede on

their behalf, that the Lord in his judgments would

be pleased to remember mercy, and spare them

from the stroke of his wrath, with which He had

threatened them, for their waywardness and dis-

obedience,—for turning away from his command-

ments, to serve their own evil lusts, by which they

had provoked him time after time. How mar-

velously was Moses made instrumental in deliver-

ing them from the hand of their enemies ; and

how worthy to be remembered is the divine com-

mand which was given him, before he was sent

forth as the messenger of the Most High, and the

reply which he made on the deliverance of his

commission.

There can be no doubt that the same prepara-

tion, and the same feeling of self-distrust which

are represented in tiie command, " put off thy

shoes from off thy feet," and in the notable reply

made to the call of the Lord, " Who am I, that I

should bring forth the children of Israel out of

Egypt?" are as essential to the servants of the

Lord now, as they were to Moses ; in order that

they may obtain the same divine assurance which

was given unto him, " Certainly I will be with

thee," and the same token of commission, that

when the people are brought forth out of Kgypt,

they shall serve God upon his holy mountain,

where the heavenly vision has been and is received

by those who obey his call.

The same Almighty hand is stretched out for

our deliverance, which brought the children of

Israel out of the land of their captivity, and as we

are faithful unto Him, he will work with us, and

for us, bringing forth judgment unto victory ; for

" Zion shall bo redeemed with judgment, and her

converts with righteousness." The acceptable

people of God ever have been, and ever will con-

tinue to be, chosen in the furnace of affliction.

"They that live godly lives in Christ Jesus, shall

suffer persecution ;" and blessed and happy arc

they who are not offended in Him, who ever lead

eth his servants by the way of the cross, whicl:

he has trod before them. He endured the con

tradiction of sinners, and when he was reviled, he

reviled not again. He returned nqt railing for

railing, and when he suffered he persecuted not,

but prayed for his enemies.

Let us, therefore, be admonished by his holy

example, to shun the spirit of enmity—to resist

the temptations of the evil one, who is seeking to

exalt us, in the spirit of our minds, above the un-

flattering witness of Truth, whereby he may cause

us to fall down and worship him. But as the

serpent was lifted up in the wilderness, so Christ

was lifted up a sacrifice for our sins. Let us then

seek to know his spirit to reign in our hearts, that

we may be healed of all our evil dispo.sitions which

separating us from the presence and favour of

God, and one from another; for this is the appointed

means whereby we are to be reconciled unto Him,
nd one unto another, and " there una other name

given under heaven, or amongst men, whereby

we can be saved."

It was when the people of old forsook the Lord,

and undertook to make a way of their own, where-

y they should ascend into heaven, that he brought

confusion upon them, and destroyed their work

;

d thus he will continue to do; but "who ever

trusted in the Lord and was confounded ?" He
will not give his glory to another, nor his praise

to graven images, but the hope of the hypocrite

hall perish. If Christ is not our leader and

helper, vain will be all our endeavours to advance

his cause, or secure our own peace—if we turn

aside to lying vanities, or trust in our own wisdom

d streuicth, he will turn his back upon us, and

may close the door of his mercy against us. There-

fore it behoove us to cleave unto him, wrestling

for the blessing of his presence and favour, that

He may be with us in the way we go, clothing and

feeding us by his spirit, in which is life and

peace.

Let us be assured by the continued mercies of

God, that we are not yet a forsaken people, and

be persuadid thereby to seek an increase of faith-

fulness—an entire dedication of heart unto him

—

pleading and interceding with him for the peace

of Jerusalem, and the enlargement of her borders.

0, "be not faithless, but believing," and he loill

1 our captivity and bring us again within the

sacred inclosure, building up our broken down
walls, and establishing our gates. Salvation will

he appoint for walls and bulwarks, and for gates

the song of praise ; so that the voice of complain-

'ng .«hall no longer be heard in our streets. " Hap-

py is that people, that is in such a case; yea hap-

py is that people whose God is the Lord."

Fnr "Th8 Friend."

On Shoolin; Stars and Mcteurites,

(Continued from page 126.)

As before observed, the meteors emanated priu-

ipally from the common radlent, and the right

ascension and declination of this point having been

taken by instruments at their different localities,

viz. : Emmetsburg, Md., Worthington, Ohio, and

New Haven, Conn., its height was calculated from

these data to be 2238 miles from the earth's surface.

Professor Olmsted, in a highly elaborate, and in-

genious article in Silliman's Journal, enters into

an investigation and comparison of the various

circumstances attending this grand display, and

deduces from them several general conclusions,

among which are the following. That the meteors

fell towards the earth in straight lines, and in di-

rections which within considerable distances were

nearly parallel with each other. That they entered

the atmosphere with a velocity of 4 miles per

second, being about ten times greater than that of

a cannon ball, and 19 times that of sound. They
consisted of combustible matter, which took fire

and was consumed in traversing the air. This is

proved by the fact that they glowed with an intense

light, which blazed forth suddenly, and then in-

creasing in size and splendor as they approached

the earth, left a luminous cloud of vapor wj
occasionally remained in sight a half an hour;
as a proof that this luminosity and combustion

isted only whilst they were traversing the rej

of the atmosphere, he cites the fact that they\

not visible more than a few seconds ; wherea
actually must have required about 20 minutes

them to descend through the whole distance-

2200 miles above stated. The cause of their c

bustion whilst passing through the air he consit

attributable to the intense heat, generated by

condensation of the body of air immediately in'

path of the projectile. The fire pump, (so fani

to all who have attended philosophical lecturj)

is capable of producing sufficient heat to igjj

tinder, by the compression of a body of air g

one-fifth of its natural volume. Professor Ler'

gives a formula by which the amount of calij

evolved by compressing air of any given denj;

to an ascertained volume, may be accurately c.

puted, and by applying such a computation to ^

case in point, Olmsted concludes that one of tU
aerolites, when it had reached a point in its il

cent of 35 miles above the earth's surface, wtj

have raised the temperature of the opposing b>

of air to 46,000 degrees. Gold melts at a ten',

rature of 5237 degrees, and the most intense Ijj

of a glass-furnace, does not exceed 16,000 degr|,

while 23,177 degrees will fuse platina, the nj

intractible of all metals; so that the escesii

temperature occasioned by the descent of the
j.

teors, as above indicated, would be suffioienip

reduce any imaginable substance to vapour :»

few seconds. !

Some of the larger meteors must have Iji

bodies of immense size. A few appeared as he

as the full moon, and one seen by Dr. Smi,

near Charleston, S. C, was computed to be el&a

miles distant, and 528 feet in diameter.
i

They were composed of very light and trani-

rent matter, as evinced by their not reaching I

earth, and the cloud or source from whence tjf

originated, not being visible by reflected light

!

Then arises the inquiry, what relation did e

body, which afforded the meteoric shower, sus a

to the earth? Was it a sattelite or a terre?tj

comet, revolving around the globe as its ceni,

or a collection of nebulous matter, or a coij,

which our planet had encountered in its anil

progress in its own orbit? That it was nolv-

tellite of the earth, the Professor thinks pre]

by the firct that its source or radiant point-

mained so long stationary with respect to 8

earth; according to Dr. Aiken, at least two hjS

at one time : a period suiEcient to have carritlt

nearly once round the globe in its orbit, wi^

radius of 2238 miles, had it been revolving allt

the earth at all.
'

Olmsted's eventual hypothesis resolves i It

into this, viz., that the source of the meteors is

a cometary or nebulous body pursuing its j|b

through the regions of space, in an orbit h;i''g

the tun for its centre ; which orbit is intericio

that of the earth, having a period of about 2

days. That the meteors are portions of this n^l-

lous body thrown off by some internal force, J

attracted towards our globe by the force of gra-

Alexander C. Twining, of Yale College,

has also given much attention to the subject

subsequent contribution to Silliman's Jouil

reviews Prof. Olmsted's disquisition upon it

shower of 1833, and concurs with him in allw

material points of his theory, and particular! o

that of ascribing the origin of the meters, ,»

space beyond the atmosphere. He has t:i«

much pains, to calculate the velocity and h(3t

of the extraordinary shooting star, meutione ti

a preceding part of this article, and estimate B
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[ide from the earth when it first became lumi-

I at 80 miles, and that it became extinct at

iiiles above its surface, lie gives 14 miles

secoud as the average velocity of this, and

ed most of the meters of 1833.

enich however in common with Arago, fa-

3 the tljcory of a zone or ring composed of

ions of small asteroids, revolving (when in

: normal condition) about the sun, in orbits

ih meet the plane of the Ecliptic from the

1 to the 13th of the 11th month. A German

ST named Ennan, also supports the hypothesis

has computed the breadth of this zone at 3

ees, and tbe inclination of the plane of its

;, to that of the ecliptic at from 50 to 90

ees, with a periodic revolution of 128 days,

rikes us as an essential requisite in sustaining

B views, that some place should be given to

8th month period, which is now in fact

well authenticated, and a more regular oc-

jnce than the 11th mouth shower; and in

tion to this nothing can be considered com-

I without offering to account for the ordinary

constant flight of meters which may be obser-

nightly.

aving attempted in the foregoing part of this

le to give some history of the phenomena of

ting stars, the remainder of it will be devoted

lie consideration of those bodies distinguished

le outset by the name of " meteorites," regard-

them, for reasons which will be hereafter sta-

as essentially diflerent, both in their origin

composition from ordinary shooting stars.

eteorites, as hereinbefore defined, are of cora-

tively rare occurrence, and much incredulity

;s with many, as to the reality of heavy masses

tone or iron ever having descended from the

ens to the earth, as has been commonly re-

.>d. No rational doubt can, however, be now

rtained on the subject, as will appear from the

eediug narratives, taken from works of stand-

luthority, and the facts attested by intelligent

numerous observers of the most irreproachable

city. Many more might have been added, but

ave selected those here subjoined, as being the

; remarkable of a vast number of cases rocord-

1 various scientific works, and amply sufficient

lustrations of our subject.

For " The Friend.'

Peace i

ne of the most prejudicial defects in society,

le want of true love among professing Ciiris-

i. The mind that is not imbued with it, lies

1 to an uncharitable spirit, that would delight

e faiiiu jiS and downfall of others, or to attribute

actions of religious people, to motives which

!r influenced them. Those who are deficient

ue christian virtue, appear to forget that there

subtle serpent, who constantly exerts his de-

lve powers over them, inducing self-compla-

y, and the persuasion that they are in no

;er of erring, yet thinking they see many
03 around their associates, and perhaps faults,

;h they consider themselves free from. Much
appiness is produced by a self-righteous cen-

)us spirit It is jealous of the standing and

lente of brothers, and sisters, and friends,

strives to impair that influence, however valu-

it may be, and to deprive equals of the

yment of their rights and the performance of

r duties. It seeks to obtain the ascendency,

mut properly regarding the feelings or wishes

hers, and the suffering which is inflicted by an

bearing course. When this is done under a

;aken apprehension of religious duty, it is

iliarly mournful, and may drive tender people

from their profession, even to the loss of that love

to Christ which he had begun to raise in them.

None can fall into this deplorable condition without

suffering great injury themselves. Having lost that

love, which as Christians they are bound to cher-

ish towards their fellow creatures, the love of God

which is the life of the redeemed soul, will also be

expelled from their hearts, and an evil spirit, like

that which actuated Saul in his hatred to IJavid, the

Lord's anointed, will torment them. There can

be no true happiness where hatred takes the place

of love to the brethren or sisters. Heaven we

believe to be a place of unmixed felicity, and none

imagines there is any feeling like hatred, or dis-

like, or coldness among the glorified spirits there.

Every Christian considers this life as designed to

prepare him for that blessed abode, and that that

preparation will divest him of every temper, pas-

sion, and lust, which is incompatible with the

holiness and the harmony, and the love divine,

that must be the element in which sanctified and

beatified spirits dwell. Those who profess to

believe in tlie religion of the gospel, and especially

those who take upon them to advocate it, for the

purpose of inducing their fellows to adopt and live

up to it, must witness its regenerating effects in

themselves, which lead to love God above all, and

their fellow men as themselves, or all their religi-

ous pretensions will be vain, and their hope prove

that of the hypocrite, which will fail in the last

extremity.

Divine love will not lead us to palliate or to

give countenance to wrong things in any, but will

constrain us to relinquish our own wrong, and to

seek and to desire for others, their illumination

by the Holy Spirit, to see their errors, and to be

persuaded to forsake them. If Christians expect

to be instrumental in spreading the kingdom of

Christ on the earth, they must show by their love

to Him and to one another, that they are his sub-

jects, and this will be manifested by the fruit of

his Spirit dwelling and ruling in them._ " By this

shall all men know that ye are my disciples," said

the Saviour, '' if ye have love to one another."

All attempts to induce men to become real Chris-

tians, would avail little or nothing with them, if

it be evident that the advocate of his religion,

does not experience its benefits in himself His

preaching would be little better than a lie to them.

Worldly mindcdness, and the enmity of its pro-

fessors to one another, are great obstacles to the

prevalence of Christiahity. The apostle John

testified : " If any man love the world, the love

of the Father is not in him. For all that is in

the world, the lust of the flesh, the lust of the

eye, and the pride of life, is not of the Father,

but is of the world." And James says :
" Who is

a wise man and endued with knowledge among

you? let him show out of a good conversation his

works with meekness of wisdom. But if ye h

bitter envying, and strife in your hearts, glory

not; and lie not against the Truth. This wisd

descendeth not from above, but is earthly, sensual,

devilish. For where envying and strife is, there

is confusion and every evil wo'rk. For the wisdom

that is from above is first pure, then peaceable,

gentle and easy to be entreated, full of mercy and

good fruits, without partiality and without hypoc-

risy. And the fruits of righteousness is sown in

peace of them that make peace." These are plain

gospel truths, and what is needed among their

professors, is to put in practice what they pro-

fess; and a wonderful change in the peace and

harmony of families, and in the world at largo,

would soon bj effected. Instead of promoting

division, they would be concerned to end it.

George Fox, who was conspicuous for his gentle-

ness and tenderness, even towards those who had

missed their way, and a true lover of peace and

harmony, writes to his friends ihus. "My dear

Friends, live in 2}'^''<'e and love and pnlience one

with another, for that doth edify the body; and

strife doih not, but doth eat out the good. The

body doth edify itself in. love, in which there is

nourishment and virtue, and life from the Head :

so in that meet and build up one another. Dear

hearts, be faithful, and live in the life, and power

and seed of God, and in love and peace one with

another, and so the God of peace in it preserve

you. Peace be among you; and live in that

which keeps peace ; for the peace-makers are

blessed. All strive for that which makes for

peace; and they that arc loweat, and so keep,

receive the most from God."—1669.

A New Species of Coal has lately been taken

from a vein opened about twelve miles from Peoria,

Illinois, on the line of the Peoria and Oquawka
Railroad. It is said to have the appearance of a

very fine article of anthracite, though softer; is

perfectly clean and free from dust, light and easily

broken, has a brilliancy which gives it a transpa-

rent appearance, and is apparently free from sul-

phur. The vein is supposed to cover ninety acres,

and as far as investigations have been made, it

does not fall short of a thicknois of five feet in

any place yet opened. This quality of coal is sup-

posed to form but a small portion of tbe great mass

of coal which is imbedded in the blufls along the

Kickapoo Creek.

Selected.

The practice of constantly unbosoming ourselves

to men creates religious gossipping, and extin-

guishes vital piety ; and accustoms young converts

to consider men more necessary to them than God.

Frequently, too, by creating human attachments,

it weakens divine love. Our Saviour says 'He is

both the Alpha and Omega.' With Him, then,

let us begin, as with Him we must end. From
first to last all is of Him and through Him. He
it is that is exalted a Prince and Saviour in Israel,

to give repentenee as will as the remission of sins.

He it is, who is come a great light into the world,

that whosoever follows Him should not walk in

darkness, but should have the light of life. He is

the Lamb that taketh away the sins of the world;

lie is the good Shepherd that goes before and calls

His sheep by name. He is the good Physician, who
makes whole, those who touch the hem of his gar-

ment; and the residue of the spirit is with Him.

Whatever then may be our wants, from first to

last we must come to Hiin.
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Cold weather with snow and sleet have come

upon us, and good fires are necessary to ensure

comfort in our^ight houses. The poor are begin-

ning to feel the pressure of the inclement season,

and those who have the means to dispense, may
now find out many whose claims on their bounty

is undoubted. We hope a liberal disposition will

be cultivated.

We are glad to find that the Soup Houses are

again opened. The advertisements of two of them

will be found in the present number. There is no

more efficientor more economical way of dispensing

food to the poor, than these establishments afford.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from England to the 15th ult.

Intelligence had been received of the capture of Kara

by the Russians. It is stated that General Kmety, the
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Turkish commander of Kars, had, with another officer,
effected his escape through the Russian outposts to
Erzcroum, and that thence lie transmitted a statement
to the effect, that before he left, General Williams had
despatched a flag of truce to the Russian commander,
offering terms of capitulation. The account, though not
ver}- definite, is generally believed to be correct. The
garrison had been reduced by famine and disease to
about 8000 men. Omar Pacha with his army, was near
Kutai which the Russians held in force.

In the Crimea, an attack had been made by the Rus-
sians on the extremity of the French lines. The Rus-
sians were 3000 strong, and, after an hour's fighling,
withdrew. There does not appear to have been much
loss on either side. Both armies are reported to be com-
fortably housed and well provided with provisions and
clothing. Since the ground has been covered with snow,
vast trains of sleighs have arrived with supplies for the
Russian army. They entered the Crimea, by way of
Parekop and the spit of Arabat. The weather was cold
with much snow. The firing continued between the
north and south sides of Sebastopol.
At Berlin, subscriptions have been opened for a new

Russian loan of 50,000,000 rubles or £8,000,000 ster-

ling.

The Cracow Czar states positively that it is the in-
tention of the Russian Government to effect the imme-
diate emancipation of the serfs of the whole empire.
The Emperor is favourable to the measure, and the land
owning aristocracy who have been sounded on the sub-
ject, offer no opposition. This statement is, at best,
doubtful.

ENGLAND.—The Queen, by order in Council had,
authorized the issue of £475,000 in notes of the Bank
of England, beyond the amount specified in its charter.
The British Cabinet is said to be divided on the ques-
tion of war or peace. Some of the members are dis-
posed to enter upon negotiations with Russia, but Lords
Palmerston and Panmure urge a prosecution of the war.
Consols have fallen to S8h The liabilities of Edward
Oliver, of Liverpool, are stated to be about £1,000,000,
and the assets would not realize more than '2s. 6d. in
the pound. The liabilities of Paul and Strahan's bank
are £652,593 ; estimated assets, £127,670. The Liver-
pool cotton market was without change. Breadstuffs
were rather declining. Western Canal flour was quoted
at ils. to 43s. Philadelphia and Baltimore, 42*. 6d. to
435. 6d.

MEXICO.—The latest news from Mexico state that
President Alvarez has resigned, and been succeeded by
Comonfort. Alvarez had left the capital for the south
He was compelled to resign in consequence of the op
position of the church party, which still predomiuatei

of a disquisition on the " Constitutional theory of the

California.—Two steamers arrived at New York last
week, bringing nearly two millions in gold. The dates
from San Francisco are to Twelfth mo. 5th. The mar-
kets for most kinds of merchandise were dull, and prices
declining. Crime in various parts of the State abound-
ed, and the resort to 'Lynch law was frequent. Two
men arrested in Alameda county, on a charge of steal-
ing cattle, were taken from the" custody of the sheriff',

and hung by " the people." The Indian war in Oregon
and Washington Territories, continued with much loss
and suffering on both sides. The Indians at Puget's
Sound had joined the alliance against the whites, and
have killed many of the settlers. Several engagements
had occurred between the volunteers and Indians in
which the latter were worsted. The Indians had i>

stroyed between twenty and thirty families, near Rogue

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 170; of scarlet
fever, 11 ; small-pox, 16. Of the coal shipped during
the year, from the terminus of the Reading Railroad,
770,066 tons were for Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Con-
necticut, Maine, and New Hampshire ; 523,312 for New
'i'ork

; 52,860 for New Jersey; and 212,918 tons for
southern ports.

KeiD York.—Mortality last week, 331. The specie
shipments of the week amount to §364,798, making a
total for the year of $27,530,141. Much excitement was
caused by the detention of the steamer Northern Light,
which it was believed was about taking out reinforce-
ments for the Walker government in Nicaragua. After
about two hundred suspected individuals had been
put ashore, and security given in the sum of $100,000,
the steamer was allowed to depart. Two U. S. officials

went out in the steamer, whose duty it was to prevent
any munitions of war from being landed at Nicaragua,
if such were concealed in the vessel.

Kansas.—Disturbances continue in this territory. On
the 15th, the citizens voted on the adoption of the Con-
stitution framed by the Free State Convention. The
-Missourians again interfered at various points ; a large
mob destroyed the ballot boxes at Leavenworth, am'
other places they would not allow the polls to

been built there, and persons from this
been employed to superintend it.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Abm. Cowgill, lo., $2, vol. 29 hi

A. Garretson, agt., 0., for Wm. C. Williams, S4 iol

28 and 29 ; from S. C, for John Birdsall, C. W., i i

17, vol. 30. j'

SOJP HOUSE.
!

The Society for aupplping the poor of the clt;^ii

=oup, have opened their house, No. 16 Green's |jr

and are daily delivering soup, (First-days exceji
between the hours of 11 and 1 o'clock, to "such ne>si
tons poor as produce a recommendation from Im

respectable person.
[

As the Society is dependent for means to suppoi (ii

useful charity, on the annual donations of the bet,
lent, they respectfully solicit aid from such as m h,

disposed to contribute. Donations in money in

sent to the Treasurer, Jeremiah Hacker, No. 14 4

Fourth street, or to Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch
Beef, flour, beans, rice or other vegetables v,

gratefully received at the soup house.

WESTERN SOUP HOUSE.
The above was opened on the 3d instant, an< ii

managers will be grateful for contributions in a la
their funds, which may be sent to

'

William Biddle, cor. Arch and Eleventh s
;

Samuel L. Baily, No. 252 Chestnut st. :

A stated meeting of the Philadelphia Assoc
Friends for the Instruction of Poor Childrt
on Second-day evening, 7th inst., at half past 7

Philad., First mo. 3, 1856. Edward Ritchie, CI

iati(L|

d be 111

r o'clk

spleasure by attemptingMexico. He incurred
to make the church subject to the State, by depriving
ecclesiastical judges of jurisdiction in civil cases.
UNITED Sl'ATES.—The Value of the Imports,.{oT th

first quarter of the fiscal year ending Ninth mo. 30th, is

572,021,950; of the exports, §60,599,299. Included in
the exports is the sum of $13,771,866 in specie.

Congress.—The different factions in the House of Re-
presentatives continued, up to the 29th ult., to vote with
persevering constancy for their respective candidates.
At some of the ballotings, Banks wanted but three votes
of the number required to elect him Speaker. The oc-
casional discussions show, that the members generally
are so blinded by party zeal as not to discern the pal-
pable folly of the course pursued by them, during four
entire weeks of the session. On the 31st ult., immedi-
ately after the reading of the Journal, a Message from
the President was announced. This occasioned great
excitement, amid which a member moved that it should
be read. The reading was earnestly opposed on the
ground that no business could be done until the House
was organized, and that it was an attempted innova-
tion on the practice of the government to send it to

Congress in its present condition. It was finally de-
cided by a large majority not to receive the Message. The
Message was likewise presented to the Senate, and read
in that body. The President says that in deference to
previous usage, he had waited to be advised of the rea-
diness of the two Houses to receive any public commu-
nication he might desire to lay before them, until the
first month of the session had elapsed; but that his

convictions of duty would not permit him longer to

postpone the discharge of the obligation imposed upon
him by the Constitution. No synopsis of its contents
can be attempted
summary. All ihi

are said to be in a satisfactory state, except those
Great Britain, arising from the attempted enlistments in

this country, for the British service, and the conflicting
views of the two governments respecting Central Ame-
riciin affairs. A large portion of the document consists

Miscellaneous.— Cattle are still driven to California
overland in large numbers, notwithstanding the heavy
losses suffered by the way, and the increase of the stock
in California. A Placerville paper notices the arrival
there of three hundred head of cattle belonging to one
firm, four hundred and forty-five to another, and five

hundred and fifty to another, all driven from the States
across the plains.

Change of Xame.—Queen \'ictori3, in accordance with
the wishes of the colonists, has changed the name of
Van Dieman's Land to " Tasmania."
Manufacture of Railroad Iron.—The Danville (Pa.) In-

telligencer says, " The quantity of rails made by the
Rough and Ready Iron Works, at Danville, average 100
tons per week, and the Montour Works, having about
four times the capacity of the Rough and Ready, must
average at least 300 tons per week, making an average
of 400 tons per week at the two establishments.

Georgia.—The population of Georgia, by a census
ith that given in the

id free coloured

WANTED. '

A Friend in the wholesale dry-goods business, Ijb

want of a youth, 16 to 18 years of age, who wrilli

good hand, is quick and accurate at figures, and wi le

to make himself generally useful. Apply at Fri. '

Bookstore, No. 84 Arch street.

Friends' Boarding-School for Indian Children, a

Tunessassah.
jTwo women Friends are wanted at this Instituticjt

assist in the family.
;

Also, a man Friend to aid in carrying out the i.

cern for the improvement of the Indians.
|

Application may be made to Joseph Elkixto'

377 S. Second si t
Thomas Evaxs,

Pbilad., Eleventh mo. 1st, 1855. 180 Arch st I,

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in :i:

Institution.

Application maybe made to either of the undersigl,
members of the Committee.

Samdel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Eva.ns, 1 „, ., ,

Samuel Bettl^, Jr.
}P''''«^»-

1850. 1855. Inc. Died, on the 23d of Third month, 1855, at his i -

524,503 542,567 18,064 dence, Chesterfield, Morgan county, Ohio, Isaac Hai>
;

381,682 389,237 7,555 a member of Chesterfield Particular and Monthly M-
[
ing, in the Seventy-sixth vear of his age.

\

, on the 28th of Tenth month, in West Whiteh),
Chester county, Pa., John Trimble, in the 68th yea^f
his age. He was a member and overseer of Uwcl.a
Monthly Meeting, and was concerned for the supporif
the ancient doctrines of our religious Societv. '

, on the 23d of Twelfth mo., 1855, in the 81st jir

of her age, Sarah Webster,, widow of Isaac Websteia
member of Haddonfield Particular and Monthly Meet ',

New Jersey.

, in the 65th year of his age, after a brief illn i,

Stephen M. Stapler; a valuable member of Wilmii-
ton Monthly Meeting. He was endeared to a belol
family by the affectionate interest he took in promote
their comfort and welfare in every respect. He pos:;

sed a sound and discriminating mind, and was esteeid

by his friends for his unassuming piety, and attachnt

,, ,
- . , . to the cause of our holy Redeemer, exhibiting in s

mited space allotted to this, Islands would produce §350,000,000. life the practical effects of a firm belief in the doctris
gn relations of the United States

{

Fire Arms for £n^/an<;(.—Twenty-five thousand rifles
[

and precepts of the gospel. He was ever readv to »

-

British government are now being manufactured i viate the sufferings of the poor and the frie'ndlesso
at Windsor, '\'t., and Hartford, Conn. The American whom he was a liberal benefactor. In the remova f

mode of making small fire arms has been adopted in this dear Friend, his family and friends feel they s-

England, from plans obtained here by British officers, tain a heavy loss, but are comforted in the hope ' t

The machinery, such as is used at Harper's Ferry, has their loss ig bis eternal gain.

Total, 906,185 931,804 25,619
Railroads qnd Sleamboats.—The number of railroad

L'cidents in the United Statei, in the year 1855, is stated
) be 142, by which 116 persons were killed, and 539
ounded. The steamboat accidents numbered 27, by
hich 176 persons were killed, and 107 were wounded.

There have been fewer disasters the last year than in

the previous one. In 1854, 773 persons were killed, and
814 wouuded by accidents attending these two modes of
travelling.

Prohibition.—The Maine Law enacted in the province
of New Brunswick, has been approved by the Queen of
England.

Guano.—The Peruvian government Jias decreed that
the guano on the Chincha Islands shall be sold at pub-
lic auction for nine months, at a price not less than §30
per ton. At tli' price the ited quantity on

th
I
for I
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Appeal for the Ancient Doctrines of the Re-

liyious Society of Friends.

(Conlinued from page 130.J

ispecting the Gospel, and that salvation which

ers, the following opinions are expressed :

—

f this general description of the Gospel of Christ

correct (and it will I believe be found to be that

ich is presented to us in Scripture) the w.iy of de-

irance which it proposes, must necessarily have

Dect to those who hear it : and these we know form

f a part of mankind." Page 45.

gain :—

'arther, if we examine the volume of Scripture, we
11, I think, see reason to conclude, that as a gene-

principle, the discovery which it makes of the di-

e counsels in relation to the eternal interests of

n, has reference to those to whom its contents are

le known, and not to the human family at large.

• can we be surprised at this. The truths which

1 has revealed to man through the Scriptures, are not

igned to gratify his curiosity, but to effect import-

practical results. Hence as these truths are in the

ure of things addressed to those who read or hear

m, so do they especiall}' relate to the spiritual con-

on and prospects of such ; not referring to those

he rest of mankind any further than is necessary

the accomplishment of the Divine will, that those

have the knowledge of God's revealed truth

uld communicate it to their less privileged fellow

'bus while the Scriptures of the new Testament de-

re, that all men have sinned, and are thereby chil-

n of wrath, Ih.it the gospel of Christ is a way of

ration applicable to the condition and wants of all,

t it is the will of the most High that it should be

jlished to all, and that deliverance from the wrath
:ome, is contingent on its being believed and obeyed
those who hear it; they do not profess to unfold

flnal destiny of those to whom it is not made
)wn.

n stating this as a general truth, I am, however,

y far from meaning to imply that the Scriptures

)rd no data whatever for arriving at a conclusion

regard to the question now before us. It appears

me, that so far as relates to their testimony, the

iject is left in such a position as to admit of our
ely taking either of two courses in regard to it.

the one hand, they who judge it to be wisest or

est to leave all consideration of it, as a matter not

iressly revealed by God, confiding in his perfect

iJom and goodness, are doubtless fully justified in

doing. On the other, they who think themselves
led upon to entertain it, for the purpose of vindi-

ing the Divine goodness in opposition to the fear-

assumption that all who are ignorant of the gos-
of Christ, are thereby necessarily excluded from

; benefit of his salvation, will not only find in Scrip-
e ample means for that purpose, but also sufficient

)und for giving a general affirmative answer to the
;stion above proposed." Page 59.

-fter stating these opinions, the reasons are

n upon which, the author says, he conceives

ire justified in concluding that a way of sal

vation is open to all mankind ; but that the evi-

dence upon which this conclusion rests, is such, as

should lead us to hold it modestly, and cheerfully

indulge those who may think it safer, in the ab-

sence of any express revelation, to leave the mat-

ter, as one respecting which they are neither re-

quired nor qualified to form a decided judgment,

the matter being one which after all cannot per-

haps be regarded as of aksolute certainty. Such
views as are here expressed cast a doubt in rela-

tion to the possibility of the salvation of those who
have not the knowledge of the Scriptures ; nor are

they consonant with the doctrine held by our So-

ciety, as set forth in the following passage from

Robert Barclay's Apology. " Therefore Ohri.st

hath tasted death for every man ; not only for all

kinds of men, as some vainly talk, but for every

man of all kinds ; the benefit of whose offering is

not only extended to such who have the distinct

outward knowledge of his death and sufierings, as

the same is declared in the Scriptures, but even

unto those who are necessarily excluded from the

benefit of this knowledge by some inevitable acci-

dent ; which knowledge we willingly confess to

be very profitable and comfortable, but not abso-

lutely needful unto such from whom God himself

hath withheld it; yet they may be made partakers

of the mystery of his death (though ignorant of

the history) if they suffer his seed and light (en-

lightening their hearts) to take place (in which

light communion with the Father and the Son is

enjoyed) so as of wicked men to become holy, and

lovers of that power by whose inward and secret

touches they feel themselves turned from the evil

to the good, and learn to do to others as they would

be done by ; in which Christ himself affirms all to

be included. As they have then falsely and errone-

ously taught, who have denied Christ to have died

for all men; so neither have they suffieienlly

taught the truth, who affirming him to have died

for all, have added the absolute necessity of the

outward knowledge thereof, in order to obtain its

saving eflect." Prop. vi.

In treating upon the doctrine of freedom from

sin, the following language is used :

—

" These expressions [freedom from sin, and the ser-

" vice of God and of righteousness] cannot mean in

" their general application, a state of things in which
" men are wholly delivered from the power of. sin, and

"found habitually rendering a perfect obedience to the

" law of God. We know certainly that this was not

" the case with at least the greater part of those whom
" the apostle addressed as being made free from sin

;

" any more than it is now the case with those whom on

"scriptural grounds, we justly recognize as servants of

"God." Page 84.

From this exposition it would follow, that scrip-

turally speaking, a man may be a servant of Satan,

while on scripture grounds he is justly recognized

as a servant of God.

Again, in controverting the position laid down

in Barclay's proposition concerning Perfection,

that persons may be free from actual sinning and

transgressing the law of God, and in that respect

perfect, it is said :

—

" If, instead of looking at the subject as a question of

"possibility, we regard it in a practical point of view,

"and with relation to actual experience, I believe we
" shall hardly be prepared to admit what is stated in

"the proposition." Page 348.

Again :

—

"But can we venture to say, that there is, or indeed
"ever has been, a class of persons thus living free from
"actual sinning? I do not think either that experience

"and observation warrant our going so far, or that we
" have any suflTicient authority for it in Scripture."

Page .348.

If the positions taken in the extracts given,

were true, it must follow, cither that men never

are wholly delivered from the power of sin in this

world, or that freedom from sin is compatible with

the occasional commmission of sin, which is a con-

tradiction in terms. It is the pure in heart only

ho shall see God. The heart must therefore, at

line time, be made completely clean, in those

who are prepared to enter his presence; and the

same power which cleanses and makes pure, is

able to keep the temple where he dwells, free from
.spot or blemish.

Speaking of the baptism xcith water practised

the primitive church, it is said, in p. 117

—

'The baptism which was thus practised iu the apos-
" tolic age of the church, has been generally, and I be-

' lieve justly, regarded as that of which our blessed Lord
' spake in his parting commission to the eleven apos-
' ties"—

—when he directed them to baptize in the name
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost. It is, however, admitted by this author,

that water baptism was not thus instituted as an

ordinance to be perpeluaUy and universally ob-

served among Christians. But the arguments

adduced are altogether insufiicient to prove that

the baptism then commanded by our Saviour, was

not to be perpetually and universally requisite for

his true disciples. Water is neither mentioned

nor implied in the injunction, nor is there any
mit to the baptism commanded.
After speaking of the belief of Friends that the

gift of prophecy, or that of speaking unto men to

edification, under the immediate influence of the

Holy Spirit, is still continued, and expressing his

unity with it, as a part of their testimony to the

spiritual character of the Gospel dispensation; it

is added, page 380—
" At the same time I must express my belief that from

' its [the Society of Friends] rise, there has existed

' among its members more or less of a defective appre-

'hension of the circumstances under which spiritual

'gifts are now exercised in the church; by reason of
'which, the appointed connexion between the exercise
" of ministry and the use of the Holy Scriptures, as the

'< meam provided for instructing the Church in divine

" truth, has not been in the general fully appreciated."

Again, the writer, after alluding to what he be-

lieves to be a mistaken estimate both of the place

assigned to direct revelation in the present econo-

my of the Church, and also of that allotted to the

Holy Scriptures, say.s

—

" It is manifest that in whatever degree such a defec-

" tive view of the subject prevailed, it could not fail to

" have a hurtful influence on the character of the minis-
" try. By preventing the Scriptures from being dis-

" tinctly regarded as the appointed source from which
" ministers are to derive their knowledge of the truths

" which they declare, it would almost necessarily inter-

" fere in some degree or other, with such an use of

"them as this appointment demands." Page 380.

Again, in page 383

—

" V>"ere the important principle more distinctly recog-
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" nized, that the Holy Scriptures are the appointed means
" for conveying to the Church the knowledge of divine
" truth, it would naturally lead to a more careful ex-
" amination of their contents, and an increased disposi-
"lion to malce use of such helps, for ascertaining their
" true meaning, as are placed within our reach. In this
" way a more correct apprehension of some matters of
" doctrine, and of the meaning of many parts of Scrip'
" ture, would gradually pervade the body at large

; an(
"would extend to individuals whose circumstances or
" habits of mind necessarily disqualify them for much
" personal application to the study of the sacred volume
" I must, however, be permitted to express my coovic-
" tion, that the benefit to be expected from such a course
" cannot be fully obtained, without a greater of freedon:
" from undue deference to the views and modes of expres-

"sion adopted by our early Friends, than has hitherto

"been common amongst us."

Although it has always been the religious con
cern of our Society, to recommend to ministers

and others the diligent and frequent perusal of

the Holy Scriptures, yet to set persons occupying
the station of ministers to work studying the

Bible, in order to learn those truths which they

are to communicate to their hearers, and to urge
them, for the purpose of ascertaining the true

meaning of the Scriptures, to examine and com-
pare the various commentaries and criticisms upon
them, put forth by learned men ; while the idea

is held up that the exercise of spiritual gifts is not

the same now, as formerly, and that there is, in

the Society, a mistaken estimate of the place as-

signed to direct revelation; is calculated, if acted

upon, to degrade the character of the office, and
to produce a wordy, lifeless ministry in the Soci-

ety. The gift, and the qualification to exercise it,

must be derived immediately from Christ, the

Head of the Church; and every truly anointed
minister of the Gospel, exercises his gift, " not in

the words which man's wisdom teaeheth, but which
the Holy Ghost teaeheth." His speech and his

preaching are not with enticing words of man's
wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and of
power ; that the faith of the hearers may not stand
in the wisdom of men, but in the power of God.
When remarking upon the duty of private

prayer and the true warrant for it, that words are

not essential to it, and that men may be much
under the influence of the spirit of prayer, when
langugage is not uttered ; he says :

—

" I must, however, believe, that such utterance, ac-
" companied by a suitable posture of the body, is th(

"natural and appropriate expression of the feelings of
" the heart, and that it is ordinarily implied when pray-
" er is spoken of in Scripture. Indeed, so intimately
" are the spiritual and corporeal parts of our constitu-

upon the

jave sometii

ed, that while the emotions of the i I prompt
"to the utterance of the lips, the latter is often found
" in its turn, to be a means of increasing the fervour and
'^strength of the former." Page 378.

On this principle, the passions might be wrought
up to a high pitch, and those who are readily

warmed by a tire of their own kindling, might
imagine their performances to be the effectual fer-

vent prayer that availeth much, but, after their

creaturely efforts, lie down in sorrow.

The following are given "as some of the evil

consequences," which the author believes to have
resulted from what he styles " the defective and
incorrect views," promulgated by our early Friends,

and retained by the Society, viz.

—

"The Holy Scriptures have not in the general been
" sufficiently regarded and used among us as the appoint-
" ed record of Divine truth, and the source from which the
"knowledge of it, is to be derived by the Church"

—

" the introduction among us of imperfect, not to say er-
" roneous views in regard to some important parts of
" Divine truth,"—" an undue estimate of the place as-

" signed to Immediate revelation in the economy of th(

" Church, with an inadequate one of that which be-

" longs to the volume of inspiration,"—"a dispositior
" in those who held them, to form too high an estimatf
"of the spiritual authority under which they spoke

'wrote and acted,"—and lastly, the influence which
'extreme views respecting immediate revelation have

ministry among us, and the erroneous
character and authority, to which they
s led." Page 253, 4, e".

As a general charge against the Society, it is

said :

—

" Looking at the past history of our Society, it can-
"not, I think, be said, that the Lord Jesus Christ, in
" his various characters and offices, has always had
" that place in our general views of doctrinal truth, our
"ministry and writings, which he has in the sacred
" volume, and which seems inseparable from the method
" appointed by divine wisdom for carrying on the Lord
" work in the earth, namely, the preaching of salvatio
" through faith in his name." Page 312.

Besides the attack upon Barclay's Apology, of
which the author states " he has made most use,''

because, among other reasons, " it is altogether
the work which has had in past times, and which
yet continues to have, the greatest amount of in-

fluence, either direct or indirect, upon our doc-
trinal views and modes of expression;" there are
attempts made to controvert doctrinal statements
of George Fox, William Penn, Thomas Story,
John Kichardson, and Kichard Claridge.

The quotations given will exhibit some of the
writer's views on Christian doctrine and practice;
and although there are in the work, acknowledg-
ments of the immediate influence of the Holy
Spirit, and of the necessity therefor, yet the sen-
timents contained in the passages quoted above,
and others advocated throughout the work, are
repugnant to the doctrines of the Gospel, as held
by our religious Society. The appendix abounds
with charges against the writings of our early
Friends, and with cavils at the interpretations of
Scripture passages given by them, and always
received by the Society. We feel ourselves bound
to bear a decided testimony against the tenor of
the whole work; to declare our unshaken belief
in the doctrines of the Go.?pel as promulgated by
our early Friends, and to deny the charges prefer-
red against the founders of our religious Society,
and the excellent works which they have left be-
hind them. Were the Society to conform to the
unscriptural opinions advocated in the work under
notice, it would be carried back to the beggarly
elements, to the institution of a ministry depend-
ant upon human talents and learning, influenced
by the various jarring commentaries upon the Holy
Scriptures now existing in Christendom

; and that
most precious freedom from reliance upon outward
means, would be lost, in which we are enabled to

sit down together in solemn silence, and worship
the Father in spirit and in truth, without the in

tervention of words. Thus the very existence of
the Society would be destroyed.

(Tobeconcluded.J

For "The Friend."

The Tate of Sir John Franklin.

If the report of Dr. Ilae left any doubt as to the
melancholy end of Franklin and his adventurous
party, it has been dispelled by the return to Can-
ada of two traders of the Hudson's Bay Company,
named Stewart and Anderson, who were sent over-
land to the Arctic Ocean, to ascertain what they
could in regard to the matter. Some account of
the expedition is contained in the St. Paul's,
(Minnesota,) Pioneer of a late date; that paper
says,—"Stewart, with a party of fourteen men,
tarted from his post, the Carlton House, in 54°
North latitude, on the 7th day of February, 1855,
and proceeded to Fort Chipewyan, at the head of
Lake Athabasca, in latitude 58° North, at which
point they arrived on the 5th of March. It had
been determined to make the trip to the Arctic
Sea ,by water, so far as was practicable, and the

party, therefore, remained at this post until i

26th May, busily engaged in constructing bclj
and making other preparations for their drrl
journey. At that date the party left Fort (I
pewyan, and journeyed by canoeon the Peace ri

I

which connects Lake Athabasca with Slave lI
some three hundred and fifty miles in a north t
terly direction, till, on the 30th May, they arri^

at Fort Resolution, which is situated on an isU
in Slave Lake, about latitude 61° North.

f
" At Fort Resolution the party was joined

y

Anderson, who, with Stewart, had been appoiijl

to the command of the expedition. Here ano ir

delay was made, for the purpose of reorganizat
i

and making the last preparations, before attetj.

ing to penetrate the interminable frozen No,.

Those arrangements completed, the party stai 1

on the 22d day of June, for the head of 6jt
Fish river, or as it is known on the map, B;
river, in latitude 64° North. Thence they .

lowed the course of the stream to the Arctic oci

Stewart represents the navigation of this rive i

exceedingly dangerous—being obstructed by c;

one hundred difficult rapids. Over all th\

however, with nothing more substantial than bi'i

bark canoes, they passed in safety, and arrivei

;

its mouth on the 30th of July.

"Here they met with Esquimaux, who co i

borated the reports of Dr. Rae, and directed th
to Montreal Island, a short distance from

j

mouth of Back river, as the spot where, accordi

to their instructions, they were to commence I

nute exploration. From this time until the \
of August, the party were industriously enga;i

in searches on the Island, and on the main la^

between 67° and 69° North latitude. We can,;

recapitulate the perils escaped, and privations >
dured, by the brave band while seeking to fl

traces of their countrymen who had perished
ji

these desolate shores. Three times they pnl
dentally escaped being crushed between niov

;

mountains of ice. At last on Montreal Islal

where their explorations commenced, they fotji

snow-shoes, known to be of English make, wi
the name of Dr. Stanley, who was surgeon of :

John Franklin's ship, the Erebus, cut in them '

a knife. Afterwards they found on the same I

land a boat belonging to the Franklin expeditil

with the name 'Terror' still distinctly visible, i

piece of this boat containing this name was brouji

along with him by Stewart. Among the Esq'

maux were found iron kettles corresponding

;

shape and size with those furnished the Frank
expedition, and bearing the mark of the Brit

government. Other articles known to have

longed to the expedition, were obtained from i

Esquimaux, and brought by the party for depc
with the British government. No bodies, h(t

ever, were found, or traces of any. The reporif

the Esquimaux was, that one man died on M'r

treal Island, and that the balance of the pa
[

wandered on the beach of the main land opposi'

until, worn out by fatigue and starvation, iW
one by one, laid themselves down and died too.

" The Esquimaux reported further that Indir

far to the North of them who had seen the sL

of Franklin's party, and visited them, stated til

they had both been crushed between the iceberjl

Stewart took especial pains to ascertain whetl'

the party had come to their death by fair mea'

or foul. But to every inquiry, the Esquima
protested that they had died of starvation. (

thering together the relics found, the party set c

on their return on the 9th day of August la

The return route did not vary very materia

from that taken on their way north. Stewart I

occupied the whole time since in reaching c

city—having come by the way of the Red ri^
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Dtry, and having been absent in all about ten

iths. Stewart left St. Paul recently en route

:he Hudson's Bay head-quarters, at Lachine,

ada, to submit an account of his adventures."

L Montreal paper gives some additional items

itcrest respecting the expedition. " No papers

looks, and no human remains, were found; nor

it likely, as four years had elapsed since this

;edy was enacted upon a low .sandy beach, ex-

3d to the storms of four Arctic winters; and

i-e is little doubt that either the sea has washed

or the sand has buried deep, the unfortunates

1
peri.'ihed on this spot. The Esquimaux were

I
friendly, and freely displayed all their trea-

js obtained from the boat, or found near it,

these consisted principally of the oars, used by

ni as tent-poles, the boat kettles, the empty

ierved meat cases, &c., &c., but no papers, and

natives stated, with every evidence of sincerity,

; none had ever been seen nor found.

Few further details of the last moments of

lost party have been collected ; we may men-

one mournful incident reported by an Esqui-

IX woman, who saw the last man die; he was

a and strong, she said, and sat on the sandy

;b, his head resting on his hands, and thus the

survivor of Franklin's Expedition yielded up

spirit. Anderson and Stewart retraced their

IS to Great Slave Lake, from whence the latter

tinned his journey onwards to Red River set-

lent, and thence via the Minnesota Territory,

Montreal, where he arrived recently, direc|t

a the Arctic Sea, after upwards of five thou-

1 miles travel in open craft, and through un-

ibitcd regions, without a halt.

For sixty days and nights the party saw no

there being no timber on the Great Fish Ri-

or Arctic coast ; and during those sixty days

f
travelled incessantly in open craft in a wretch-

;limate, never had dry clothes or slept on dry

ikets, and never ate cooked victuals except on

I occasions, when they made a little tea by

ns of a lamp. This party of sixteen in all travel-

in bark canoes down one of the most turbu-

, rivers known, even to North-west voyagers

;

tured among the ice on the Arctic sea, and re-

led to their starting point without meeting

1 a single accident to person or property—and,

jal, performed all that was required of them

;

had they gone out four or five years earlier,

lid, no doubt, have been instrumental in saving

lives of a portion of Franklin's party.

' One word in conclusion as to the Franklin

edition. The two vessels Erebus and Terror

England in 1843—were last heard of in 1845.

y probably tried several passages, but were

led by the ice; and finally, in 1848, were

shed, probably in Victoria Straits. Many of

crews perished, but one or more boats got off

li the survivors, who took all the stores they

Id collect, and travelled southwards towards the

itic coast, in the hope of reaching some of the

dson Bay Company's ports. The season of

9 was probably spent on this dreary journey,

renewed in 1850, where they reached the

it at the mouth of Fish river, but in so exhaust-

1 state that they could merely run their boat

the beach, and crawl ashore to die. This seems

that is certain, and all that we can ever know,
he fate of the Franklin expedition."

'It is not wealth that can supply our real

Its, but Providence; and if we do not submit
desires to Him, we may in the midst of wealth,

only suffer from real wants, but be tormented by
itious ones. Death will come, and when it does

le the conscience would be more tormented by
erfluity than the body by want."

For "The Friend."

Seir-ExaminalioD.

Daily self examination is essential to the chris-

tian's stability and growth. In his business he

has need to recur to his treatment of tliose who
have dealt with him, to see whether a strict regard

was paid to their just due, and that he gave way to

no temptation to circumvent them in the quality, or

by withholding full measure and weight in quan-

tity, of the articles obtained from him. A clear

conscience in relation to his dealings is iudispen-

sible to peace and the divine blessing, and to an

upright standing among -men. To do justly is

the first point laid down in the divine law.

After mingling with his friends in a social way,

and participating in conversation he should re-

view the part he has acted, to see whether any

sentiment that would not bear the test of truth

or propriety—whether any expression derogatory

to the character of another, had escaped his lips

—whether while he maintained a christian cheer-

fulness, he had refrained from levity, and every

remark calculated to excite it, or an unchaste

thought, and had maintained the dignity of a

watchful christian.

On being engaged with his fellow members in

deliberating on matters of a civil or religious

nature, he should examine whether he gave way

to a loquacious habit, that interfered with the

time and the rights of his companions to deliver

their opinions—whether his manner conveyed

evidence of control over himself, and of submis-

sion to the judgment and sentiments of others,

particularly when they were more correct than his

own, and whether his general demeanour showed

the gravity becoming his profession.

In meetings for discipline he should inquire,

whether he was divested of all wish to carry any

point in support of his own views, especially when
differing from the sentiments of judicious friends

—whether his sole object was to act in accordance

with the divine will, and whether he had treated

his brethren and sisters, as having the same right

to act under the same authority, and had respected

theirjudgment and their feelings, as he would wish

to be treated by them—and proved that he would

prefer suffering, than to give way to a spirit of con-

tention that would break the unity of the meeting,

desiring that Christ should rule over all things.

In relation to the public worship of God he

should solemnly review his conduct, and the state

of his mind, whether he had diligently attended

when in his power, all the meetings to which he

belonged ; and when there, whether he had sought

for strength to abstract his mind from the world,

and shut out, as they presented, all cogitations on

his business and passing events, and every thing

that deters from the performance of acceptable

worship; and humbly waiting on God, had expe-

rienced the Lord to come into his heart, quicken

him by his spirit, and raise prayer, praise and
thanksgiving to his Father in heaven.

This every day examination, will give the fol

lower of Christ, an opportunity to detect his own
imperfections, to see whether he has failed to

maintain the watch, and the warfare against his

soul's enemy, and when he is made sensible of any

mis-step, to humble himself before the Lord, seek

forgiveness and renewed strength to resi.st the

future assaults, of his cruel foe. It will also

furnish the opportunity to feel for an offendin;

brother, and to be clothed with charity toward

all men, desiring they may be restored when they

fall into error. If in this retrospection, there
"

no sense of condemnation, the peace of God that

passeth understanding will be his reward, and at

seasons warm and expand his heart, with humble
gratitude and love to his almighty preserver, and

with love to the human family, especially to the

household of faith. As the christian cultivates

this daily inspection into his condition, he will

become established in it as a fixed habit and duty,

and therein experience preservation. The natural

or old man with his fallen propensities and deeds,

will be put off'; temptation, through divine help,

and watchfulness unto prayer, will more and more
lose its power over him—he will be increasingly

prepared by living faith and the sanctification of

the Holy Spirit, to hold communion with the

Father and with his son Jesus Christ, and to wit-

ness his sins to be forgiven and washed away by
his precious blood.

For "The Friend."

The Philadelphia Cattle Market,

According to a table published in the Ledger
the sales at our cattle markets for the last thirteen

years have been as follows

Beeves. Cows. Swine.
1843,

1844,

1845,

1840,

1847,

1848,

1849,

1850,

1852.'

37,420

45,732

47^500
50,270

67,211

68,120

68,750
99,100

71,200

71,900

76,300

53,150

18,519

18,805

14,480

16,700

14,108

14,320

15,120

15,400

14,420

15,100
16,175

22,490

25,420

26,455

46,700

49,200
53,300

72,150

Sheep.

91,480

51,056

56,948

55,810

57,800

78,820

77,110

82,500

83,000

81,200
72,300

Total.

166,511

143,727

153,506

136,460

147,220

205,829
206,250
213,270
214,200

216,620

212,600
226,475

300,521

lling

1853,

1854,

1855,

In the last year there has been a great

off in the supply of beeves, and a large increase :

the number of sheep sent to market. There is

reason to apprehend that the consumjition of beef

in the United States for some years past has been
too large for the supply, and that the stock of cattle

in the country has inconsequence been materially

diminished. As population increases there will

be a diminution in the number of domestic animals,

unless some means are taken to counteract the

natural tendency to that result. In the state of

New York between 1845 and 1850, there was
an increase of nearly half a million inhabitants

;

and more than that number of acres were added
to those previously improved

;
yet during those five

years, the number of horses, cattle, sheep and
swine was reduced about three mi/lions eight hun-
dred thousand. It is said that the same law of

diminution is observable in the richer regions of

the South and West.

A Trout in a Well.—F. Hoyt, a correspondent of
the Country Gentleman, writing from South East
N. Y. Eleventh—mo., 19. says :—" Can any one
tell how long a trout fish will live ? Twenty five

years the past summer I came on the farm where
I now am. Almost the first work that I did after

getting in my spring crops was to drain a bog
swamp, the outlet of which leads into the Croton
river. I had an old Scotchman to do the ditch-

ing. One day he brought up a trout about the

size of a man's little finger, in his whiskey jug
—by the by, we used a little on the farm then,

and not since then. I put it in the well near the

house, and it is there now grown to a goodly -size

—say about a foot long and large in proportion.

It has been fed but very little, once in a while

some one throws in a grasshopper or cricket, to

see him catch it. The well is thirty feet deep,

and water hard, and settles down nearly to the

bottom, and then again rises to near the top. He
has been taken out a few times to clean the well,

but not for the last five years.

" Friday last I got a grasshopper—the last one
I expect to see this fall—and gave it to him.
The water is now twenty-five feet deep, but it
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kuow it.'

Of Mi
of the

ibers

idelphia.

u New England, towards

1724, Elizabeth Webb
rtificates of the unity of

iboured in the gospel of

hardily touched the surface before he had it. If: children and fellow mortals, to love thy glorious
any one has a fish older than mine I would like to light, that all thereby may see themselves to be,

what indeed they are, and that they may see this

'The Friend." '''"^^^^ to be, whilst it is governed by the prince of
the power of the air, even a kingdom of vanity
Oh! that all may consider and remember that
thou hast said, ' Behold, I come as a thief. Bless-
ed is he that watchetb and keepeth his garments.'
Oh ! that we may all watch and pray, to the end
of our days here, that so we and our children may
be so purified by the operation of thy grace in our
hearts, whilst following the Lamb through many
tribulations, that we may get perfect victory over
the beast, and over his image and over the num-
ber of his name. Thus being made fit to stand
before thy throne, we may bo enabled to sing the
new song, even the song of Moses, and the song
of the Lamb, .saying with all those who have got^
ten the victory, ' Great and marvellous are thy
works. Lord, God Almighty,—^just and true are
all thy ways, thou King of Saints, who shall not
fear thee.'

"

After this, Elizabeth Webb took no long jour-
ney. Her trials through life had been many, and
yet we find evidence that sweetness of spirit and
resignation of mind to the Divine will marked her
declining days. On the 6th of the Ninth month,
1726, she closed a life of useful labour in the
church militant, and we have no cause to doubt,
but that it was her glorious privilege to join the
church triumphant, with which, even in her dark-
est earthly afflictions, she had at seasons been per-

mitted to have blessed fellowship. Her age wa.*

63 years.

lOfiRAPHICAl SKETCHES

nd Elders, and other conccr
Yearly Meeting of Phil

CCi.nlinueii from page 132,

ELIZABETH WEBB.

On returning home fr

the close of the year

brought back as usual

Friends, where she had
Christ.

It was perhaps about this time .she wrote "An
inward breathing of a soul to Almighty God, set
down in the spring and opening of Divine love,

and in humility."
" Oh ! Lord, how manifold are thy mercies ! I

cannot recount them up in order to thee. Thou
hast brought my soul through many fiery trials,

hast delivered it nut of many distresses, and from
many snares which the subtle enemy hath brought
it into. Thy word has been quick and powerful,
sharper than any two edged sword against the man
of sin, the transgressing nature. For this ic

humility I bless and praise thy holy name,,
Lord ! My soul doth love thy judgments, and

can say to thy praise they are just and righteous-
ness altogether; by them is Ihy servants warned,
and in keeping of them there is great reward. Let
thy judgment be the line, and righteousness the
plumb line that all my thoughts, words, and deeds
may be squared and measured by. Thou knowest,
O my sweet Lord, that my soul loveth to wait for
thee, in the ways of thy judgments, that every-
thing may be done away that is displeasing to thee.
Thy love and the light of thy countenance are the
sole comfort of my soul. By these thou art daily
sweetening my passage through this vale of tears.

Thou supportost my soul by that faith which thou
hast given, which worketh in and by thy match-
less love, which is indeed inexpressible. Let me
commune with thee reverently of thy mercies and
judgments. Thou knowest my soul loveth to draw
near to thee, and to bow in reverence at thy feet,

oven as Mary did outwardly. Thy presence is

near, can my soul say, Thou, who art possessor of
heaven and earth. When I look into this world
with that inward eye which thou hast opened, I

see thy Providence in thy Universal Spirit, which
upholds, feeds and nourisheth thy whole creation,
and when I retire inward, I find thee, my be-
loved 1 sitting in the centre of ray mind, giving
forth thy royal law, and when it is obeyed, causing
thy glorious light to shine to my great joy and
inward comfort. Oh ! I have too much gone out
from thee and left thee, my Lord and Saviour, to
sit alone, knocking and calling inwardly to my
soul, to return in and dwell with thee. The en-
ticing vanities of this world, the subtilty of thy
enemy, and my soul's enemy, have kept thee too
long out of the throne, Lord, my Saviour ! I

am grieved that I ever grieved thee, and promise,
by thy assistance, to give up my heart, will, and
afi'ections wholly to thee, that so thou may take
to thyself thy great power and rule, and reign in
my bosom, that my poor simple soul may be thy
loyal subject, and that thy kingdom may'come to
me indeed, and thy holy will may be done in and
by mo here on earth, as it is done in heaven.
That, while I have a being here, my soul may be
made fit to stand on the sea of glass min""-led
with fire, with the numberless number of the re-

deemed.
" Oh ! my God, my breathing is unto thee that

thou would be pleased to incline the hearts of my

JAMES DANIEL.

James Daniel was born in Ireland, in the year
1674 or 1675. In the year 1680, his father,
Neal Daniel, removed with his family to America^
and settled in Alloway's Creek township, Salem'
county. West Jersey. The Indians at that time
were numerous, near their settlement, and the
young lad James, as he grew older, mingling with
them, soon learned their language perfectly. He
retained through life a warm feeling of attachment
towards them, and often in riper years, testified

that the natives of West Jersey, at the time he
first knew them, were grave and temperate, and
u.sed no manner of oath in their speech. About
the year 1690, Neal Daniel died, leaving his son
under care of Friends, that he might be educated
in the way of Truth.

The visitations of the Holy Spirit to his soul,
being submitted to, James soon embraced the
Truth "in the love of it," and grew in o-race as
he grew in years. The Divine favour was evi-
dently with him, and as his experience was en
larged, through the dispensations allotted him, he
was made a useful member of the church militant.
He married early in life, and ruled his house well,
having his children in subjection, and through
the faithful labour bestowed, and the blessing of
the Lord therein, they grew up useful in "the
church, and in the world. Of some of them we
hall have occasion hereafter to speak, showin"-
how the seed of the righteous are often eminently
favoured even from generation to generation.
He was appointed an elder, and being placed as

an overseer of the flock, he performed his religious
duty therein in the spirit of love, and of meek-
ness, whereby his friends say, " His service" was
rendered "acceptable," and he obtained a "good
report." He was diligent in the attendance of
meetings for worship and discipline, although for
many years it was through many difiiculties, few
roads being opened in the neighbourhood. With
much labonr, and at a very considerable expense,
he succeeded in obtaiuing a public road near his

bouse, and in having bridges erecied over u
streams. This rendered it easy to attend ii

ings, and opened a way to his dwelling for tr
ling Friends, to entertain whom his house
heart were open. He " was zealously conce-
for the honour of God, and promotion of Tr
He lamented that as the country grew older,
people grew worse, and that they had corru
the natives in their morals, teaching them
words, and the excessive use of strong drii
During the latter part of his life, he, fo? exai
sake, partook of no spirituous liquors, and
quently admonished such as were in the habi
using it, " to observe great temperance."
A few years before his death, his eldest i

having nearly or quite arrived at manhood, he
trusted the care of his busine.ss to them. He
then quite in middle age, but his mind seei

divested of earthly cares and concerns, as m
as though he possessed nothing. His time,
talents, his substance, were devoted to the sen
of Truth, and he often accompanied Friends '

their religious engagements, to his great satis

tion."

" When his departure drew near, the Lord g
him a sense thereof by a vision in the night •,'

son," as he mentioned to his family, whilst
in health. On one occasion "at meal time a;

setting a while in silence as his manner was,
said to his wife and children, ' Now I am neai

leave all, or to be called to some very great
I believe my departure is near. I have often t

you my time here was short. I believe I ni

alter my will."

He attended to this intimation, and settled

concerns whilst yet in health. Soon after t

was accomplished, he was taken ill with a pleuri

In the eight days during which this painful i\

order was wasting his bodily strength, he was
abled to give much good advice to his family,

friends and the neighbours, who came to see hi

giving abundant evidence of the happy condhi
of his mind. The day before his close.

Friends and neighbours being present, a religi*

meeting was held in his chamber, during the ho
ing of which he was composed, and after it i

over expressed his great satisfaction. One of

neighbours on taking leave, said, " Farewell, Jam
the Lord be with you." To this he replied, «I'

not doubt it, Thomas
; I do not doubt it." Sd!

of his Friends taking a solemn farewell, he said,

m glad of this visit, and of the meeting. I h&\

great concern on my mind for this generation."

mentioned many evils which appeared to previi

and added, " Many of the elders are called

and more must soon [go], and if some of yt*

young men, do not lay your shoulders to the Lo»j

work. Truth must even fall in the streets. Bn
hope the Lord will raise up some that shall

faithful and zealous.

That night apprehending his departure near,

took a last farewell of all present, beginning n
his wife and then his children in order, givii

every one something in charge. To one he ea

Thou dost not know what service the Lord hi

for thee to do in thy generation." Soon after

he grew drowsy, and about 10 o'clock depart

one falling into a sweet sleep. His death to

place on the 26th of the Tenth month, 1726,

1

the 52d year of his age.

(To be continued.)

But it well deserves our notice, that while ea'

denomination claims a preference for its O'

peculiarities, God has given his blessing to I

wherever their aim has been holy, their efbJ

earnest, and the essential truths of Christisni

have not been violated. Where, then, God wii
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not His Uessimj, man must not withhold his

!«.

—

L. Richmond.

Sulpcled.

TO THE AFFLICTED,

lot, I am with tliee ;
Oh 1 be not dismayed,

am'lhv God, and will still give ihee aid;

strengthen thee, help thee, and cause thee to stand,

d by my righteous Oraniijoteut hand.

thro' the deep waters I call thee to go,

vers of grief shall not over thee flow,

will be with thee, thy troubles to bless,

anctify to thee thy deepest distress,

through fiery trials thy pathway shall lie,

ace all sufficient, shall be thy supply;

ames shall not hurt thee— 1 only design

ross to consume, and thy gold to refine.

Let Caesar's dues be ever paid

To Csesar and his throne.

But consciences and souls were made

To be the Lord's alone.

For " The Friend."

Kcason and Revelation.

may truly be said, that " reason is a noble

ty." Yet, when any attempt to judge of the

8 of God merely by their own carnal reason,

will be very likely to be led astray, and come

wrong judgment; for all our reasoning pow-

in be appropriated by the natural man, and

be natural man cannot comprehend the things

)d. The experience of every truly spiritual-

ed man or woman will bear testimony to the

of this, and will accord with the testimony

e eminent apostle Paul, who, in his first epis

D the Corinthians, chap, ii., ver. 14, says,

t the natural man receiveth not the things of

jpirit of God ; for they are foolishness unto

neither can he know them, because they are

:ually discerned."

jSociety of Friends from its rise have professed

a spiritually minded people ; they have always

foith the doctrine of the necessity of depend-

upon the unerring Spirit of our blessed and

Eedeemer for right direction, not only in our

idual walk through life, but in the government

e affairs of the church. We profess to believe,

we have unshaken ground for our belief,) that

igh the adorable mercy of our heavenly Fa-

a measure of his Spirit is given to every son

daughter that is born into the world, to profit

il. Sorrowful indeed will become our condi-

if through an unwillingness to go deep

gh to know the mind and will of the Great

i of the Church, by the inshining of his Di-

light upon our understandings, we should

nd upon our own judgment, or reason, in

ing of those things which none can rightly

1 until they are stript of every feeling of self-

;eou3Dess, which of a truth is as filthy as rags,

brought to the place of true-waiting in the

ce of all flesh ; for it is, when we are in this

ition that the Lord condescends to give us

ig knowledge. If the enemy of all good—who

h about like a roaring lion seeking whom he

devour—can draw us away from an entire

ludcnce upon the light of Christ, and get us

a disposition to judge all things by the light

lason only, he may carry us on little by little,

1 we are willing to conclude that tbe Divine

t of Christ ought to be considered as a secon

r rule of fiiith. Oh I that all those who have

1 drawn, perhaps almost imperceptibly to thi

es, into too much dependence upon their own

on, and carnal judgment, could be persuaded

onsider their nothingness, and look again unto

a whom ihey have pierced, be willing to bow

low before him, and ask of him to show them,

bo they are that he owns, that so we may be

brought into his fold with them, and He may

vn us also, according to our allegiance unto him.

Is Chiist divided ?"' May it not be said of us,

as the apostle said of the Corinthians, " Ye are yet

carnal, for whereas there is among you envying,

and strife, and divisions, are ye not carnal, and

walk as men ?" And again he says, " For other

foundation can no man lay than that is laid, which

is Jesus Christ." that we may all endeavour

to get deep enough to come at this foundation,

and build upon it; for this is the Ilock upon

which every wise builder builds, and no storms

can shake those who are thus built up and ground-

ed upon Christ the Hock of ages. " The founda-

tion of God standeth sure, having this seal, the

Lord knoweth thera that are his." The Lord

knowcth them that are his the world over, and as

they keep low and humble before him, he will

strengthen them from season to season, and own

them by his life-giving presence, which is more to

be desired than all things else. 0, for more ^-

dividual faithfulness amongst us, more coming up

in the line of individual duty, more coming out

of, and forsaking the ways, manners, and maxims

of the world. Was it not said, that Israel should

dwell alone, that they should not mix themselves

with the nations ? and was it not complained of

Ephraim, that he had mixed himself with, the

people, and that strangers had devoured his

strength, and he knew it not? and if we go out

into the ways of the world, and become as it were

mixed with the people, will we not be shorn of

strength, though the enemy may persuade some

to believe that we are not conforming to tbe world,

but that the world is becoming more conformed to

us ; that it is not required of us to be so plain and

simple-minded as our forefathers were : but he is

a liar. The Spirit by which our forefathers in

the Truth were led, if given up to, will lead or

keep Friends of the present day out of the very

same that they were led out of, and into the very

same that they were led into ; but if wo give our-

up to reason on these matters, we will be

as likely to go astray in them as in anything else.

Let us not be ashamed of those precious testimo-

nies for which our early Friends so deeply suffered.

Let us not be ashamed of the cross of Christ, lest

he should be ashamed of us. Let us be willing to

manifest to the world on whose side we are, bear

ing testimony by our life and conversation that

ve are desirous of being redeemed from the world

ts ways, its manners, and its lying vanities, that

we may become the children of God, and joint

heirs with Christ.

Chester County, Twelfth mo., 1855.

For "The Friend."

On Shooting Stars and Meteorites.

(Continued from page 135.)

In the year 1581, between the hours of one

and two o'clock in the afternoon in Thuringia,

Germany, a stone weighing 39 pounds of a blue

and brownish colour, fell from the heavens with a

loud explosion which shook the earth, and was

accompanied by a slight light. It sunkfour feet

into the ground, and tossed up the soil to the

height of ten or twelve feet, being so hot when

first discovered that no one could touch it.

Francis Conli, a learned and highly respectable

gentleman of Verona, reports the fall of a large

stone 6th Month, 21st, 1635, about 5 o'clock in

the afternoon. It was preceded by a great mass

of flame, which moved with such velocity that

the eye followed it with difficulty. This flame

illuminated the whole country around, and was

succeeded by a great explosion, while at the same

instant the meteorite descended to the earth, upon

the grounds of the Benedictine Monks at the

town of Vago, about six miles from Verona ; when
on the following morning a stone was discovered

which had penetrated about a yard into tho

ground.—It was invested with a black crust,

having minute particles of iron disseminated

thoughout its substance, and emitted a sulphurous

smell. This stone was broken into several pieces,

the largest of which was about 4 feet square and

of a cubical form.

In the year 1706, a stone weighing ~rl pounds

fell in Macedonia. It was preceded by a small

cloud which passed through the sky from north to

south with a loud hissing sound; then suddenly

exploding with a violent noise discharged the

aerolite to the earth.

Near the town of Luce, in Germany, in 1768,

at half past 3 o'clock in the afternoon there

appeared a stormy cloud, from which a peal as of

thunder or the discharge of cannon was heard.

Some reapers upon looking up saw an opaque

body descend from it, and fall in the high road

near them upon some soft turf. They immediately

ran up to it and found it to be a stony mass, one

half of which was buried in the ground and so

hot as to be unfit to touch. This meteorite was

presented to the Academy of Sciences of Paris,

who appointed Lavoisier, Fougeroux, and Cadet a

committee to analyse it. Tbe result gave Silica

55.5, Iron 36, Sulphur 8 parts in 100 as its com-

In the year 1790, Seventh mo. 24th, an extraor-

dinary shower of stones fell near Bordeaux, in

France. M. Baudin states that as he and M.
Canis were walking out about half past 9 in the

evening, the sky being cloudless and the moon
shining brightly, they found themselves suddenly

surrounded by a pale clear light which eclipsed

that of the moon.

On looking up, they observed near the zenith

a fire ball of a diameter greater than the moon,

drawing after it at rain five or six times longer than

its body, and which gradually tapered to a blood

red point, while the rest of the meteorite was of

a pale white. It proceeded with a rapid motion

from north to south, and presently split into por-

tions of considerable size, which fell in all direc-

tions like the fragments of a bomb shell bursting

in the air. Most of these fragments became

extinguished before they reached the earth, while

some assumed a blood red colour. In two or three

minutes a tremendous explosion was heard, which

resembled the simultaneous firing of several

pieces of heavy ordnance. The concussion of

the atmosphere caused by this explosion, produced

effects similar to those of an earthquake; shaking

windows in their casements, and throwing kitchen

utensils from their shelves. It afterwards appeared

from the concurrent testimony of numerous per-

sons, that at the time of this explosion there fell

at Juillac, about eight miles distant from the above

place numerous stones, over a space near two miles

in diameter. One of these stones weighed 25

pounds, and their force was so great in some

instances as to break branches from trees.

1791. In Tuscany, at 7 in the evening an ex-

traordinary cloud was observed to emit sparks and

smoke like a furnace, attended by sounds resembling

thefiringofmuskets,at the same time casting ignit-

ed solid masses of stone down to the earth. Signer

Montauk could discern in its central portions,

" as it were the basin of a fiery furnace having a

a rotary motion." He saw a stone drop from it

at a farmers feet, and upon digging it out of tbe

ground found it to measure five inches long by four

wide being of a black hue, with iron particles

visible through its structure. Some females at
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Cozone 20 miles from Siena, saw a number of
these stones fall in a meadow near them, which
were so hot as to burn the hand of one of them,
upon her attempting to pick one up.

1795. In Scotland, a meteorite fell so near to a
labourer as to dash up the dirt on him, penetrating
the ground to the depth of 19 inches. This stone
was dug up and found to weigh 60 pounds.

1798. At Villefranche, in France, at 6 in the
evening, a globular body diffusing a vivid light

passed rapidly across the heavens, with a hissing
noise, leaving a long train of light and emitting
bright crackling flames, when it exploded with a

loud report; and immediately three labourers
saw it fall at the distance of only tifty paces off,

making an aperture in the ground IS inches
deep. This stone was afterwards exhumed and
found to weigh 20 pounds.

1798. At Benares, India, a luminous meteorite
was seen to pass through the air, and subsequently
exploding, discharged numerous stones upon the
earth ; one of which penetrated through the roof
of a peasants bouse, burying itself several inches
deep in the earthen floor. A gentleman in the
vicinity collected eight of these stones.

1803. At the town of L' Aigle, at 1 P. M. a fiery

globe was observed traversing the heavens, when
suddenly it exploded violently with a report which
was heard over a space of 30 leagues. Numerous
stones fell from it, one weighing 17* pounds.
These stones were at first of a firable nature but
gradually acquired hardness by exposure. The
distinguished French Savant, M. Biot, was de-
puted by the government to investigate the cir-

cumstances of this occurrence; a service which
he performed with much care and research, ex-
amining many eye-witnesses to it in all parts of
the country where it was visible. One person
who was working in the open air informed him
of a stone which fell at his feet, grazing his arm
in its descent. On attempting to take it up, its

intense heat forced him to drop it instantly.

Nearly all the inhabitants of twenty villages were
witnesses to this fall of stones, including persons
of every description of character and tempera-
ment, many of whom testified to having seen por-
tions of the aerolites roll down from the roofs of
houses where they had alighted. Others to seeing
them break branches of trees, and some of them
rebounding from the pavement.

1807. At Weston, in Connecticut, at 6J A. M.
a fire ball was observed to issue from a dark cloud,
being in size about half the diameter of the moon.
Its appearance was vivid and sparkling like incan-
descent iron, and its path in the heavens was
marked by a pale waving luminous train, which
remained visible about half a minute. Thirty or
forty seconds afterwards three very loud reports
were heard, and stones were discharged to the
earth, of which six different ones were found and
examined. One was dashed in pieces against a
rock, and the fragments when collected weighed
two hundred pounds.

1828, Sixth mo. 4th. In Virginia about seven
miles south west of llichmond, an overseer and
several negroes who were at work in a field heard
an explosion in the air, succeeded by a noise like
that of a cart drawn over a stony road, which
appeared to approach and pass overhead and
beyond them, ending in a dull sound or concus-
sion like that of a heavy body falling to the
earth. Upon proceeding to the spot from whence
this sound emanated, they found a hole in the
ground a foot in depth, from which they disin-
terred a stone weighing four pounds of undoubted
meteoric origin.

1827, Fifth mo. 9th. In Tennessee near 4 P. M.
as a planter with his son and servants was

engaged in planting corn in the field, they were
startled by hearing a report or rather a series of
reports in the atmosphere, like the successive
discharge of platoons of musketry. Presently
after some small clouds of singular appearance,
followed by trains of black smoke were observed
to discharge a number of stones to the earth with
a whizzing noise. One of the stones fell about
fifty yards from the son, and in its descent struck
a papaw tree, tearing it to pieces as though it

were by a stroke of lightning. On going to the
spot, the stone was found S'or 10 iuches" beneath
the surface of the ground.

1829. In Georgia between 3 and 4 P. M. a
small black cloud appeared from which two explo-
sions were heard, followed by a tremendous whiz-
zing noise in the air, when two gentlemen saw
a large stone descending which penetrated the
earth to the depth of three and a half feet, and
weighed thirty-six pounds. Upon examination
this stone exhibited the usual characteristics of
meteorites.

1823, j;ieventh mo. 7. An aerolite fell at
Nobleboro, in Maine, of which the following
account is taken from Silliman's Journal " Jl
Denismores attention was attracted by hearing i

noise, which at first resembled the discharges of
platoons of soldiers, but soon became more rapid
in succession. After the explosion a little white
cloud appeared to be in rapid motion downwards
as if about to fall on him, and causing a noise
like that of a whirlwind among leaves. At this
moment a stone fell among some sheep which
were much frightened by it and ran off. Going
to the spot he found a stone about forty paces in
front of his position, which had penetrated the
earth near six inches where it struck another
stone, and was broken to pieces by the collision.

A similar occurrence is narrated as having
taken place at Nanjemoy, Maryland, Second mo.
10th, 1825, in which instance the explosion was
heard over a space of country 25 miles in extent.

-1-

For " The Friend."

The following is from the life of Thomas Wilson
who with James Dickinson, travelled in America
(from England) in the love of the gospel, at the
time of the separation, occasioned by the apostacy
of George Keith. After arriving at New York,
he says : " Then the word of the Lord was in me,
thus: Hasten, hasten to visit

trine, and principle; but did not prove it i

suffer Friends to answer him, but went on rai fc.

we said nothing, which raised a great desi |»
him and his abettors, to have another me ^
with me and my companions which we re 1^
agreed to, providing some faithful Friends ,{
along with us, to bear witness, for I knew «
the like seperate fplrit, which had appeartjj
England, was a l^ing spirit. Some time i ,j

having divers Friends along with us, we U
again with the said George Keith and the i^f
of his abettors; and being quietly set to ,,

hat he had to say he advanced his former cb
l-e

against Friends, as being unsound in faith K
trine and principle; unto which I answerect'o
error in faith, doctrine, or principle of partic't
men or persons, was a sufficient reason for hii'^

set up a separate meeting." " He opposed '.

then 1 asked liberty to be heard, and told hii'o
this effect, if he and his company were soun b
faith and doctrine and men of God, they shi 1
have kept up their testimony for the Lord in 'e

meeting, and if there must have been a separa
\i

such unsound men or persons would have go
away from Friends, as those did formerly, of wl;i

John said, " They went out from us, because I,
were not of us, for if they had been of us, t/
would no doubt have continued with us ; but tt
went out that they might be made manifest IJ
they were not all of us." 1 John 2, 19. I :j

asked them wherever they knew faithful Frie j

in England leave their meeting and set up a sfj.

rate meeting ? thus we left the dispute at that t >
and went to visit Friends "elsewhere," and t |i

returned again to Philadelphia, and had a tU
meeting (very large) with Kieth and his part'[

told them they were gone from the Lord iB"'i

airy flourish, and the wit of man, and set u\
separate meeting; but in a little time the surf
righteousness would shine amongst them, and drj
away the misty doctrines of sin, and they (me-
ing the separates) should dwindle and die aw,
and come to nothing, except such as were m\
honest towards God, who should return to truth ; I

Friends, which in a little time was fulfilled i

both respects."

In this instance there was no casting out ';

disowning but by the separatists; and Willi
J

Penn narrates an instance wherein it was saj

the desire was not that such that had en;

should be cut off, but rather that by being bou.

Philadelphia; so we went forward, having some
good meetings on our way thither. When
came to Philadelphia, there was a great division
raised amongst Friends by George Keith. We
preached the Lord Jesus powerfully amongst them,
and had some labour tending to peace. My com
panion had it often upon him to warn them all to
keep more inward to the Lord, we staid some time
there and visited Friends in that province, havino-
had many precious meetings amongst them, some
of which were kept out of doors, for want of room,
and great flocking to hear the truth declared,
although it was winter time." After visiting
other parts of the province he thus proceeds^
" From thence we went to Philadelphia, where
we found the difference between G. Keith and
Friends broken out to an open separation, he having
gathered a company to himself, and set up a sipa-
late metling, which was cause of great exercise to
faithful Friends, and he seeing we did not go to
his separate meeting, sent us a challenge to dis-

pute, which we readily complied with, and had a
meeting with him and his party, a great many
faithful Friends accouipanying us. We sat awhile
in silence to hear his charges against Friends, viz.,

that some of them were not sound in faith, doc-

my great people in to a living body some life and warmth might
the weakly and dwindling members, Oh! I;

compassion of Jesus even for his murdere
" Father forgive them for they know not wl

they do," how can such who are so anxious to c

off those who stand for the truth as it was in the

ginning, think that they profess the spirit of Jes

Canada-West, 12 mo., 1855.

For "The Friend.

Keicards of Mechanical Genius,

It is the common opinion that inventors ;

rarely remunerated adequately, and often die pi

and neglected. In most instances, where su

is the case the invention itself has probably be

wanting in something requisite to give itimmef
ate practical value. The really useful mechs;
ical inventions would appear to be liberally pfi

for. The Scientific American enumerates af
instances in point.—•' The right to a portion

Ward's patent shingle machine was recently s-

in Albany forS35,000. A portion ofRobertso
sewing machine has also been sold for $30,01

This is an invention which can be carried in t

pocket, and will enable a seamstress to do in c

day the ordinary labour of a week. Machines
this kind are about to be constructed in N
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1 Conn., at SIO apiece ; the manufacturers

,w constructing tlie machinery, and expect

1 orders in First month. Howe's patent

iT machine yields, it is said, $50,000 for li-

^to use it, and Singer's machine puts $75,-

ato the pockets of the owners. Kights to

se of a corn planter have been sold to the

tit of $30,000. Clark's patent pump sold for

00. A portion of the right to an apple

rr machine, $2000. Creamer's patent car
'
$200,000. Such rewards as these are cer-

'

stimulating to mechanical genius."

For "The Friend."

Hoosc-Kccpiiig.

ist people are familiar with the old adage,

' Cleanliness is next akin to Godliness," some

have also heard that " we may be more nice

wise :" there is not so much danger in tbe

Dt day, of not duly respecting the former,

literally verifying the latter proverb; if we

1 judge from the exquisite nicety, and scru-

s precision of arrangement of some of our

3r houses, where cleanliness seems to run

fastidiousness; and neatness into primness,

not now speak of such as serve to illustrate

e showiness, and the splendour and costliness

2 furniture, that wide departure from primi-

iuiplicity, that pride and worldly mindedness,

ich to be deplored in these degenerate times,

f that excessive refinement of good house-

ng which betokens the ruling passion of the

ess, in equally strong characters. We have

;imes been almost ready to put off our shoes

our feet, lest they should profane the delicate

ts, and if a straggling ray of the excluded

ght will permit us to find a seat, the toueh-

3t aspect of the sofas and chairs, seems to

the inclination to rest our weary weight upon

,
however comfortable they might prove,

y, we have thought, a household idol must

jrshipped here, and however free from super-

3 ornament, or chaste in subdued colours, these

urs, all redolent of the incense of new paint.

be its temple. So unsullied in its vestal

tness, so new and untarnished by tii

,s every thing, that it would seem that those

noisy vandals the children, and even the

ed sunshine itself were never permitted to in-

its sanctity. I suppose sunshine if they can

;, and the children must be kept in some little

room where all the family gather; but it

d not offend me to see even in the show rooms,

evidence of domestic love, of innocent family

'ment of warmth and life, of the presence of

osy romping little urchins of the household,

;oy or turn picture book on the floor, a small

or two, or perhaps even the marks of their

chubby mischievous fingers some where dis-

id; though I say this at the risk of being

1 a slattern. And where are the aged mem-
of the family ? I have a pleasant memory of

;eiled parlours, with tiled chimney pieces, a

mcient clock in the corner, a comfortable

ng chintz-covered sofa, the air fragrant with

liums and lemon trees, and almost hallowed

he presence of a silver-haired grandparent,

d in an easy arm chair, by the tire side ; an

uent to the room, and a reverend picture of

jful resignation, waiting the summons of the

:enly Master to one of the mansions prepared

hose who have long followed him in the path

;lf-denial : but we rarely see the aged now

;

too I suppose are secluded away in the back

lings, not by compulsion perhaps, but because

prefer a little cosy fire side nook, in a sun-

s'
room to the uncongeniality of the great

ray prim parlours.

There seems to be prevalent a perfect abhorrence

of any thing time-worn; oven the very bricks in

the front wall must be painted or replaced by new
ones, and in many instances the wood work paint-

ing is renewed almost annually, indeed all things

about the premises are modernized; andyet though

a true respect for antiquity seems almost obsolete,

there has been of latter time a sort of feverish re-

vival of the taste for antique style, among a certain

class, and old garret lumber has been rummaged
up, patched and dressed anew ; and where no old

furniture could be obtained, immitatioushave been

made to order; but this is only one of the many
phases of afl'ectation, similar to that by which we

have the quaint homely names of Abigail, Deborah,

Sarah, &c , made ridiculous by being converted

into Abbie, Debbie, Sallie, and the noble ones of

Margaret and Elizabeth, degraded to Maggie and

Lizze, &o. Such folly is but of the fashions of

this world which soon pass away. Much more

consistent with good taste, good feeling and re-

spectability would it be, to let the old well-kept

furniture,—almost consecrated to us by association

with dear ones departed, who long ago handled

and used it,—stand in its accustomed place,so long

as it served its wonted purpose, silent mementos

that we too shall soon pass from our earthly places,

to be brought thus to rememberance by those w"

succeed us, when out mortal part is sleeping in

the narrow house appointed for all living.

We cannot too often be reminded that we should

let our moderation appear iu all things, and

although the most rigid preachers of self-denial

of the present times, would hardly recommend a

retrograde in social customs to the uncouth semi-

barbarism of our remote ancestors, yet it is whole-

some sometimes to revert to by-gone periods,

when such things as we call necessities were re-

garded as luxurious superfluities, even among

persons of rank and wealth. It might serve as a

cheek to those who appear to allow no limit to

their indulgence in refinements and delicacies
;

as may be seen in the equipment and provision of

the table, and even in some instances a really

ludicrous affectation of foreign habits, in the

almost princely luxuriousness of accommodation in

the sleeping apartments, &,c. &c. All that wealth

can^command, such think they may indulge them-

selves in, if they do not look too showy and high-

coloured, and still be plain consistent Friends—

and those who have not the means too often toil

after it in the same spirit of ambition, weary and

discontented that they cannot compete with their

associates. In the picture above drawn, no indi-

vidual example has been in view. I do not wish

to prescribe rules, being aware that difference of

circumstances must have its weight. My object

is simply to drop a few hints, with the hope of

awakening a little self-questioning in each of our

minds, as to how far we may be carrying a lawful

thing to an unlawful extreme ? and that more

us may be willing to raise high the standard of

sobriety and temperance, in a day which calls for

upright examples more than high profession;

day in which pride and high living, under a

peculiarly deceptive guise seems ready to over-

whelm the very life of religion.

May the female heads of families who have

precious daughters to train to be wives, mothers,

and useful members of society, while they are

instructing them, in the art and mystery of house-

wifery, truly excellent in itself and worthy of its

due share of regard, may tbey not pursue it, as

some appear to, as the chiefest good and highest

object of female ambition. It is better to let

their education in this particular be habitually

derived from the good example always held up in

a well ordered family, where " the mother looketh

well to her household," and " the children rise

up and call her blessed." The domestic economy

under a good regular system, will generally go on

almost mechanically requiring little pains taking,

and leaving the thoughts and affections free for

more worthy objects.

A sensible woman, who has a perception of the

excellency of the Truth, and seeks to have her

mind regulated by its restraining power, will not

allow the minor virtues to usurp an undue pro-

minence, so as to become exaggerated into faults,

and to occupy that time which should be devoted

to more elevating pursuits. She will not in regard

to dress, furniture, or living, become " more nice

than wise," and yet she will more likely be an

example that thorough cleaniness is perfectly con-

sistent with religion, and that there can be no true

refinement without it.

Cummercial Value of Inserts.—The cochaniel

insect, from which a beautiful scarlet dye is ob-

tained, is imported to the extent of 1000 tons an-

nually, the value of which is estimated at $745,

000. From the silk worm we obtain no less than

271C tons of silk, 220G tons of which are in the

raw state, and are manufactured in this country ;

the remaining 510 tons are already fabricated.

When we consider that this quantity is the con-

umption of one country only, all being the pro-

duce of small insects, it appears surprising how
the industry of man could collect so much, and

elaborate it into rich and gorgeous attire. One

thousand tons of pearl shells are imported, the

whole of which is manufactured into buttons and

studs. " For better or for worse," we import no

less than 8,000,000 leeches.—£'n-///s/t Paper.

A false friend is like a shadow on a sun-dial,

which appears in fine weather, but vanishes at the

approach of a cloud.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 12, 1856.

The extension of railroads into all parts of the

country, has wonderfully changed the habit and

modes of travelling. People who in former days,

when stages or private carriages were altogether

depended on for transportation, from one part of

the country to another, would probably not have

ventured on a journey of fifty miles from home

a dozen times in the whole course of their lives,

now think nothing of starting every little while

to travel perhaps hundreds of miles by railroad
;

expecting to sit quietly in comfortable cars and

be hurried to their place of destination, at the

rate of twenty-five or thirty miles an hour. The

rapid and constant intercourse by railroad between

the city and the country and small towns imme-

diately surrounding it, has induced many to ex-

change the noise and other annoyances of the

former, for a more retired and rural residence in

some part of the latter; and the merchant, the

mechanic, and the lawyer find little inconve-

nience in carrying on their respective avocations

in the city, while their homes and families are

miles away from it. Hiding in and out every day

however, soon becomes irksome, and those who

have it to do, as well as others who are making

more extensive journeys in railroad cars, are very

apt to resort to reading in order to pass away the

time. As there is always more or less motion

communicated to the whole body by the jarof the

cars, and that motion is much increased in the

extended arm and hand which holds the book or
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paper, it must necessarily follow that the image
made on the retina is constantly oscilliating, which
obliges the eye to be put on a strain, in order to

catch a distant perception of any small object,

and especially when directed to distinguish small
letters in continuous lines of words. "This soon
produces a sense of weariness and pain in the eye
balls, and if persisted in very long, the sensibility

of the optic nerve to the rays of light becomes
weakened, the image on its expansion is blurred
or confused and finally, if the organ is not
relieved, it becomes altogether indistinct, and
sight may thus be permanently injured or de-
stroyed. Instances where this r( suit has been
produced to a greater or less degree, by reading
while travelling in the cars, have come under our
own notice, and many are on record where per-

sons who travelled much by railroad, as Jlxpress-
men, &e., and practised reading while thus
journeying, have become nearly blind. We think
it therefore well to put our readers on their guard,
as there may be many among them who are often
exposed to the danger, and the loss it may inflict

is one which far outballances the worth of any
amusement or knowledge, that can be gained by
reading while in the cars.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—The steamship Arago arrived at N. York

oa the 6th inst., with London dates to Twelfth month
lOlh. The Arago brought 240 passengers and a cargo
valued at more than two millions. There was no
change in the Liverpool markets. The surrender of
Kars to the Russians, is confirmed. Nine Pachas, to-
gether with General Williams and 16,000 troops, were
taken prisoners. Upwards of 120 pieces of artillery fell

into the hands of the Russians. The recent treaty with
Sweden negotiated by General Canrobert, provides a
guarantee of the territorial integrity of Sweden, and the
latter engages not to alienate any part of her territory
to Russia. The contracting parties also engage to
communicate reciprocally all propositions coming from
Russia. Rumors of peace were still abundant in both
France and England. The army of Omar Pacha near
Kutai consisted of 40,000 men. The Russians hold the
defiles between Kars and Erzeroum

; they are abun-
dantly supplied with provisions by the Aremenians. All
was quiet in the Crimea. Samuel Rogers, the poet,
died in London on the 18th ult., at the age of 93 years
UNITED STATES.—rae Patent Office has been very

active during the last year; one thousand nine hundred
and forty-six patents having been issued in that time,
which is the largest number taken out in any year.

Railroads.—The Railway Guide states the length of
the railroads in the United States, at the commence-
ment of the year, at 23,242 miles; the increase durinp-
the year amounted to 3,408 miles. New York has 2794
miles of railroad; Ohio 2725; Illinois 2215; Indiana
1789; Pennsylvania 1746. Ten years ago there were
but 4870 miles in the whole country.

The Post Office.—lhe expenditures of the Post-office
during the last fiscal year, amounted to 39,968,342, and
the entire receipts to 7,342,136. The immense amount
of printed matter now sent through the mails, either
franked. low ] the great ( of. ,il ser
vice by the ocean steamers have greatly swelled the
expenses of the department.

Public Lands—Duung the year, 15,729,524 acres were
sold, yielding in receipts SI 1,485,380. 8,827,885 acres
were also located with military scrip or land warrants,
and taken up under grants to States for roads and other
purposes.

The Treasury.—The receipts, during the fiscal year
ending Sixth month 30th last, from all sources, were
$65,003,930 ;

the payments, exclusive of those on ac-
count of the public debt, were $56,305,393. During the
same period, the payments made for interest, and in re-
demption of the public debt, amounted to $9,844,528.
The debt has been reduced to about $40,000,000. The
balance in the Treasury, at the end of the fiscal year,
was $18,931,976.

Congress.—The Senate has transacted but little busi-
ness yet; that body is waiting for the organization of
the House, and its doings, during the fifth week of the
session, were a mere repetition of those of the four
preceding. The members continued to vote for the same
candidates, and with nearly the same results. The con-
dition of the House affords a singular exhibition of the

weakness and helplessness of the " collective wisdom'
of the nation, under the prevalence of party rancour
and sectional jealousy. A vote taken on the 7th, re-
sulted as follows :—Banks, 101; Richardson, 73; Ful.
ler, 29; scattering, 11.

Maryland.—Ihc total debt of the State is $15,132,000,
On §5,700,000 the interest is paid by corporations for
whom the debt was assumed, leaving §9,432
which the State pays interest. Of this debt, §3,426,000
is held by the sinking fund. The State finances
a good condition, and the debt is no longer a source of
embarrassment. The Governor, in his Message, opposes
a reduction of the taxes, and recommends a competent
public school system for the State.

KetD J'orA.—The Legislature met on the 1st instant.
The House of Representatives had not been able to or-
ganize during the first week of the session, on account
of the members being divided into four or more parties,
which mutually repel each other.

Pennsylvania.—The Legislature met and organized on
the 1st inst. From the Governor's .Message, it seems
that the State Treasury is in a good condition, showing
a balance of §1,245,697, without any loans having been
required during the year. The actual receipts into the
Treasury, were §5,390,474, and the expenditures ia-

g extraordinary disbursements, §5,385,705 ; a
balance of nearly a million and a quarter was left over
from the year previous. The extraordinary expendi-
tures were for completing public improvements, and
amounted to §1,246,193. The balance in the Treasury
will be required to pay the interest due next month.
The State debt, on the 1st of Twelfth mo. last, amounted
to §41,067,996, being a decrease of §630,601 in the lust
year. U is estimated that the receipts for the current
year will exceed the ordinary expenditures by one mil-
lion and a half of dollars. The public works yielded
§1,942,376, or $103,585 over all the expenditures, ordi-
nary and extraordinary

; or §794,013 over the ordinary
expenses. A large increase in the business of the cur-
rent year, is expected. The Governor renews the re-
commendation that the Main Line be sold, and thinks
it would be a wise economy to sell the whole of the
public works.

The Coal Trade.—V)ar\ng the year 1855, the anthra-
cite coal sent to market, from the Schuylkill, Lehigh,
and other regions in Pennsylvania, reached the large
aggregate of 6,626,288 tons, being 778,986 tons more
than in the previous year. The rapid development of
this trade is shown by the fact, that the quantity seui
to market, has doubled in the last five years. In 1850
it amounted to 3,332,614 tons.
Philadelphia.—The mortality in this city, during the

first quarter of 1855, numbered 2499; in the second,
2492

;
in the third, 3315

; in the fourth, 2325
; total for

the year, 10,581, making a weekly average of 203. The
population being half a million, the mortality has been
only about two per cent., or one death in every fifty.

The coldest day in the year, was Second mo. 7th
; the

warmest, Seventh Mo. 18th ; the mean average for the
"t noon, was 60.1, and the mean average tempe-
of Philadelphia at the same time, for 32 years,

has been 62.04 deg. The mean temperature of the
Twelfth month was 36.73°, which is 2° above the ave-
rage of the last thirty years, and the amount of rain,
5.42 inches

;
at Trenton there was 5.35 inches of rain,

and at Paoli, 6.43 inches. Interments last week, 214,
of which 25 were from small-pox.

Neu' Tori.—During the year 1855, the number of im-
migrants landed at this port numbered 136,253. In the
year 1854, the number was 319,223. The mortality of
the city for the year, has been 23,107, which is about
3.66 per cent, of the population as determined by the
census of last year. The imports of merchandize for
the year amounted to §155,901,000, being §33,191,000

The exports for the same periodess th

amounted to §72,337,000; being §7,800,000 more than
in 1854. Interments last week, numbered 367. Dur-
ing the year 1855, the New York butchers have slaugh-
tered of beeves, sheep, lambs, veals and swine, the num-
ber of one million one hundred and forty-seven thou-
sand five hundred and nine ; averaging 22,067 per week.
This is 1708 more than the average of the previous
year, when the total number slaughtered was 1,058,690.

Baltimore.—The mortality of the last year, is stated
at 5447, which is nearly 2.5 per cent, of" the estimated
population of 220,000.

Boston.—The mortality of the last year, was 4030 in
population of about 160,000; the ratio is nearly the

same as in Baltimore.
Miscellaneous.—The Ohio Rivcr.—Oa the 4th inst., the

navigation of the river was entirely suspended in conse-
quence of the ice,

Pennsylvania Railroad.—Daring the Twelfth month,
1 855, 10,058,872 pounds of merchandize were sent west-

ward on this road, and the goods received at Phi
phia, weighed 46,272,867 pounds. Included in tl

ceipts were 86,465 barrels of flour and 177,699 bu i

of grain. "

Cholera at Porto .ffico.—Accounts from Porto E
the 20th ult., state that cholera was making

t

ravages on the north side of the islanl. In one
of 1000 inhabitants, 500 had died in the course
hours.

The Sugar Crop.—ytis sugar crop of Louisian
fallen short of the a.»»rage by about one half. In
sections the yield has been ordinarily good, bu
failure has been marked and general.

The Coloured People of California.—.\t a recent
vention of coloured men held at Sacramento, the
coloured population of the State was estimated at <

.,

with an aggregate in wealth of §2,375,000.
Money in the Treasury.—Oa the 29th ult., there L

§22,753,700 in the U. S. Treasury, subject to draft.'
The Florida Indians.—Oa the 20th ult., a part If

U. S. troops, who were engaged under the comraar
f

Lieut. Hartsuff, in making explorations of the cout
occupied by the Indians, were attacked by them. 1
party consisted of ten men, only three ofwhom escai^
it is supposed the others were killed. f

Fire in Syracuse.—On the 5th, an extensive bloc^
stores was destroyed by fire ; loss over §150,000.

i

The Draining of the Harlem *«.-The Chairma*
the Commission on the Draining of the Harlem Sea t

published a final report on this work, which is tc',

ished this year. The expenses from 1839 to 1

inclusive, are §3,400,000, and the receipts from Ian.

be sold is estimated at $3,200,000. It was at first s

posed the reclaimed land would be worth onlysi
$32 per acre; but in 1853 it was actually sold for('

$120. This return exceeds all expectation, as the di;
ng was not undertaken as a speculation, but as ai
:aution against further inroads of the sea.

SOJP HOUSE.
The Society for supplping the poor of the cityi

oup, have opened their house, No. 16 Green's co
and are daily delivering soup, (First-days except
between the hours of 11 and 1 o'clock, to such necei
tons poor as produce a recommendation from si

respectable person.
As the Society is dependent for means to support

useful charity, on the annual donations of the bene
lent, they respectfully solicit aid from such as may
disposed to contribute. Donations in money may
sent to the Treasurer, Jeremiah Hacker, No. 144 So
Fourth street, or to Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch str

Beef, flour, beans, rice or other vegetables will

gratefully received at the soup house.

WESTERN SOUP HOUSE.
The above was opened on the 3d instant, and

[managers will be grateful for contributions in aid
their funds, which may be scut to

)

William Biddle, cor. Arch and Eleventh 8t3.;

Samuel L. Baily, No. 252 Chestnut st.

WANTED.
A Friend in the wholesale dry-goods business, is

|

want of a youth, 16 to 18 years of age, who write:!

good hand, is quick and accurate at figures, and will

make himself generally useful. Apply at Frienj

Bookstore, No. 84 Arch street.

Friends' Boarding-School for Indian Children, at
j

Tunessassah. i

Two women Friends are wanted at this Institution

ssist in the family. '

Also, a man Friend to aid in carrying out the cil

cern for the improveracnt of the Indians.
1

Application may be made to Joseph Elkixton I

377 S. Second strel

Thomas Evans,
Pbilad., Eleventh mo. 1st, 1855. 180 Arch strel

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
'

Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in f
'

Institution.

Application may be made to either of the undersign
members of the Committee.

Samoel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Evans, ) „, ., ,

Samuel Bettle, Jr. j
P'"'*'^''-

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
No. 3 Ranstead Place, Fourth above Chestnut stree
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Appeal for the Ancient Doctrines of the lie-

liijlous Society of Friends.

CConcluded from iiago 138.)

^e think it right to revert to an allegation in

Dtation from one of the works first brought into

,* in which it i.s said that mistakes in the inter-

ition of certain Scripture texts, gave couuten-

to the errors of those who seceded from the So-

in America, and aided " in the tremendous pro-

" of their heresy. These alleged mistakes, as

been shown above, are, the views taken by our

1 Friends of those texts. That the .seceders

npted to wrest many passages from the writ-

of our early Friends, to support their own

ions, is true ; but those excellent writings

fully cleared at the time, from the imputa-

! thus attempted to be cast upon them,

''e reject the pernicious errors of those who

led from us, and of all who deny the divinity

ur Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, regarding

as a mere man, and who do not admit his

h upon the cross to be the one great, univer-

iffering and sacrifice for peace, atonement for

and reconciliation between God and man. In

bing that the gift of the Holy Spirit was not

purchase of that sacrifice, whilst they still

essed a belief in the guidance of the light of

at, they were led by their own benighted rea-

and imagination : and we testify that they

entertain these unsound doctrines, have de-

ed from the teachings of the Holy Spirit,

3h would have preserved them in the doctrines

hrist and his apostles. And we further testify,

a belief in, and faithful submission to, the

ird manifestation of the light of Christ, which

teth every man that cometh into the world.

Id never lead any one to deny Him in his in-

prehensible fulness, as he is glorified at the

it hand of the Father, nor to limit him to his

itual appearance in the heart.

!ut we also object to many of the opinions and

iments contained in the works under exami-

on ; and believing with Robert Barclay, that

of the main characteristics of a true church,

1 bear a joint testimony, not only " for the

;h," but also " against error," thus becoming

i one family and household ;" we hold it to be

merely the privilege, but the religious duty of

whose eyes are opened in the light of Christ

;ee these things as they really are, to warn, and

their brethren in religious fellowship upon

ir guard, against opinions leading to conse-

inces dangerous to the integrity of the Society,

Brief Remarks on Impartiality in the Interpreta-

i of Scripture, by J. J. Gurney.—.ffti. of Friend.

d by the adoption of which the gracious designs

of the blessed Head of the Church, in raising us

up to be a people, might be marred or impeded.

A fundamental point of Christian doctrine,

which our Society has always felt itself required

to insist upon, as being of essential practical im-

portance, is that of the necessity of attending to

and obeying the immediate manifestations and

teachings of the Holy Spirit in the heart. The

beginning of the work of religion must be there.

Th'e Holy Spirit appears in the mind of every

man, as the swift witness against sin ; and it is in

the light of its teaching that man cornea to see the

exceeding sinfulness of sin ; true repentance and

contrition, and the strength to forsake sin, are its

gifts : as we regard its manifestations and obey its

voice, we shall be led along in the path of duty,

from knowledge to knowledge of the will of our

heavenly Father concerning us : we shall experi-

ence Christ Jesus to be made unto us of Uod,

wisdom", righteousness, sanctification and redemp-

tion. It is in the path of steadfast humble obedi-

ence, in which there is a growth in the Truth

from stature to stature, that we are qualified rightly

to understand the doctrines of the Gospel as laid

down in Holy Scripture, and to be made partakers

of the precious promises which they contain.

While the mysteries of the kingdom are hid from

the wise and prudent, they are revealed to the

children of the Lord as he sees fit ; and thus their

faith does not stand in the wisdom of man, but

n the power of God, manifested in their souls.

The same divine Spirit which inspired the holy

men to write the Scriptures, not only leads the

disciples of Christ to a full belief of the .sacred

truths they contain, but also prompts to the fre-

quent and serious perusal of them. The more

faithful any are to the internal manifestations of

the Spirit of Christ Jesus, the more will they love

to read and meditate upon the .sacred truths re-

corded therein, and conform their lives thereto
;

that they may be made wise unto salvation,

through that faith of which He is the holy Au-

thor.

Yet as simple unquestioning obedience to the

secret manifestations of the light of Christ in the

heart, is the unfailing accompaniment of this faith
;

and as the substance of all religion is a holy self-

denying life in the fear of God, our early Friends

insisted upon the latter, both in their writings and

discourses, as the thing of primary itiiportance,

and immediately concerning the salvation of the

soul. But by insisting upon the paramount im-

portance of the knowledge of doctrine, and the

study of the Bible, a proficiency in these things

may come to be regarded, ecjually at least with

the taking up of the cross and the denying of the

world, as the evidence of religious gro*th and

attainment.

It is in this respect that .such views tend to un-

dermine the life of religion in the Society ;
and

they do this, even when the form of sound words

may be adhered to, and there may be no heresy

in doctrine distinctly avowed. For such is the

deceitfulness of the human heart, and the subtlity

of the unwearied adversary, that man may imagine

himself to be a believer in Christ, justified by his

blood, and saved by his imputed righteousness,

merely because he believes the doctrines of Holy

Scripture ; while he has never known the flaming

sword, that keeps the way of the tree of life, to

pass upon the transgressing nature, separating

between the precious and the vile, and making

him a true believer in Christ from the in\(ard

heartfelt knowledge of him as the wisdom of God

and the power of God, that has brought him out

of his fallen condition, and restored him to the

paradise and image of God, which was lost by

transgression. There is hence a danger of sepa-

rating what our blessed Lord has done for us with-

out us, from what it is indispensable to experience

him to do for us within us ; and of thinking that

a man may be a true Christian because of his re-

ligious belief, and witliout his doing the will of

God through submission to the power of the cross

of Christ.

A religion adopted from study and reason, and

stored in the memory, is, after all, so far as the

individual is concerned, mere opinion, unstable

and fluctuating, wanting in that clear and certain

conviction which springs from heartfelt experience,

and without that hold upon the conduct which

marks the faith of the true disciple.

Not being grounded on the inward work of

Christ upon the soul, this religion of sentiment

rather than of experience, does not make obedi-

ence in the day of small things the essential con-

dition of greater attainments; but rather reason.s

away these little requisitions of duty, as things of

small account; and so tramples under foot the

cross of Christ, and consents to an alliance with

the spirit, and the pursuits, the maxims, and the

manners of the world.

Being in its nature self-active and superficial,

it may lead the preacher to frequent speaking in

our solemn assemblies, without sufiiciently regard-

ing the indispensable necessity of waiting upon

Him who is mouth and wisdom to the rightly

anointed minister. Instead of speaking of what

his eyes have seen, his hands have handled, and

he himself has really tasted, of the word of life and

of the powers of the world to come, under the

putting forth of the Shepherd of the sheep; his

preaching may be dry doctrinal discourses, or ef-

forts of human rhetoric, unaccompanied by the

baptism of the Holy Spirit, even though set oflf in

the form of sound and scriptural word.s.

This religion of sentiment and opinion, if \t

supplants, in those who are called upon to sustain

the order and discipline of the Society, the influ-

ence of the heart-changing and illuminating power

of the Spirit of Christ, effectually blinds the eye,

and disqualifies the mind for judging rightly in

the important concerns of the church.

As it afl'ects the minister, so must it affect the

elder ; who would bo no longer prepared to try

words as the mouth tasteth meat, or to distinguish

the plain unsophisticated gospel ministry, which

stands in the demonstration of the Spirit and of

power, from the rhetoric of the fluent preacher,

which fails to wound the man of sin.

Should this superficial religion prevail, it would

introduce the spirit and the maxims of the world

into the very bosom of Society. Our meetings for

worship, instead of being held in the name and

power of Christ, might be rendered opportunities
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for boIJ and popular preachers to lead astray the
people from the true fold. Having rejected the
Guide of life, we should be left to choose our owu
paths, and should inevitably fall into confusion
aud error. For if we cast aside our fundamental
principle of the guidance of the Holy Spirit, and
the government of the Head of the Church, we
shall assuredly become the prey of unbelief and
anarchy.

The present is a day of deep trial and siftin^

within our borders. The enemy of truth and ol
the soul's salvation, has succeeded by various
stratagems in marring the beauty and peace of
Zion, and it behoves all those who are desirous of
seeing the waste places built up, and the former
paths restored, to put shoulder to shoulder, and
walking by the same rule and minding the same
thing, rally to first jmncipl^s, and labour harmo-
niously in the great work of our day. It is from
a fervent desire to be found thus engaged in the
Lord's work, and from no wish to cast censure
upon individuals, that we have felt ourselves con-
strained to make the preceding exposition ; and it

is our earnest desire, that all our members, while
showing feelings of kindness and true Christian
charity towards each other, may be aroused to a

clear sense of the danger which threatens our So-
ciety, and be willing, humbly and fervently to en-
ter into an examination, how far they are contri-

buting to hasten or to avert it.

The Lord will have a tried people to show forth

his praise. And if we are not willing to maintain
our allegiance to him, if we let fall the banner
which he has given us to display because of the
truth, we shall be rejected ; and others will be
raised up who will exalt those pure doctrines and
testimonies which the Lord Almighty qualified

primitive Friends to live up to, and to preach
with holy zeal, in the pure language which was
restored to them.

Against these dangers which threaten the
Church, there is but one defence—a hearty and
practical return to First Principles. The light of
Christ which shineth in every heart, which is the
swift reprover of sin, and shines more and more
in the humble and obedient soul unto the perfect
day, will, if we follow its guidance in all things as
it makes them manifest, lead us into all truth and
unto all humility and holiness.

Were we enabled, through Divine favour, to

come up more fully to that" degree of watchful-
ness and obedience which our predecessors in the
truth experiencsd, how great a change would take
place among us I How circumspect would be the
conduct, how guarded the conversation of our
members

! Their desires being after the things
that pertain to the soul's salvation, they would
not suffer the pursuit, and the accumulation or
the pleasures of riches, to engross their aifections.

Keeping before them the fe'ar of the Lord, and
the blessed precepts and example of the Divine
Master, they would be marked by self-denial, mo-
deration and humility in all their walking. Our
testimony to Christian plainness and simplicity
would be maintained in the avoiding of a compli-
ance with the customs and fashions of the world,
in the furniture and decorations of our houses,
and in our manner of living and cntertainins
company; compliances which have long been in-
creasingly prevalent with many among us, and
which feed the vanity and pride of the creature,
an<l render the lives of those who thus conform
to the customs of a vain world, a practical con-
tradiction to their holy and self-denying profes-
sion.

This humble consistent walking, a godly zeal,
the love of each other in that fellowship which is

in the ever blessed and unchangeable Truth, would

again distinguish us as a people, and it would
again be said of us as of old, " See how these
Quakers love one another !"

Were we thus unreservedly to submit to the
turnings and overturnings of the Divine Hand
upon us, individually and'as a people. Truth would
rise more and more into dominion in our religious
assemblies ; messengers of the everlasting gospel
would, in the Lord's own time, and according to
his own pleasure, be sent forth as of old; judges
as at the first and counsellors as at the beginning,
woald be known amongst us ; our meettngs for
the transaction of the Discipline would be in-
creasingly weighty and edifying; forward and
self confident spirits would stand rebuked in the
authority of Truth ; the shout of a king would yet
be heard in our camp ; and He who has hitherto
helped us, would still condescend to be to his
stripped and peeled people, the Healer of breaches,
and the Kestorer of paths to dwell in.

3Iodfrn Discovery.—In the course of a lengthy
and able article in the New York Tribune, we find
the following summing up of the achievements of
discoverers within the last quarter of a century :

_
" Within the last twenty-five years all the prin-

cipal features of the geography of our own vast
interior regions have been accurately determined

;

the great fields of Central Asia have been traversed
in various directions, from Bokhara and the Osus
to the Chinese Wall ; the half-known river systems
of South America have been explored and survey-
ed ; the icy continent around the Southern Pole
has been discovered ; the North-western Passage,
the ignis-fatuus of nearly two centuries, is at last
found ; the Dead Sea is stripped of its fabulous ter-
rors

; the course of the Niger is no longer a myth,
and the sublime secret of the Nile is almost wrest-
ed from his keeping. The Mountains of the Moon,
sought for through two thousand years, have been
beheld by a Caucasian eye ; an English steamer
has ascended the Chadda to the frontiers of the
great Kingdom of Bornou

; Leichardt and Stuart
have penetrated the wilderness of Australia; the
Russians have descended from Irkoutsk to the
mouth of the Amoor; the antiquated walls of
Chinese prejudice have been cracked and are fast
tumbling down, and the canvas screens which sur-
round Japan have been cut by the sharp edge of
American enterprise. Such are the principal re-
sults of modern exploration. What quarter of a
century, since the form of the earth and the boun-

i of its land and water were known, can exhibit
such a list ofachievements ?"

In the same interesting article is the follow-

l statement of the progress of discovery in
Africa :

"We learn also, from South Africa, that C. J.
Anderson has succeeded in penetrating from Wal-
wich Bay, on the western coast, to the great Lake
N'gami, discovered four years ago by Dr. Living-

m. He there heard of the existence of a large
town called Liberbe, nineteen days' journey to the
north-east, which was said to be a great place of
trade. Dr. Livingston, who made his way north-
ward from the Cape of Good Hope to lat 10. south,
came down unexpectedly on the Portuguese town
ofLaonda last winter, and then went back into
he wilderness, will probably come to light again
n another year, and we shall then have the result
of the most important exploration of the southern
half of the African continent, which has ever been

de. There now remains but a belt of fifteen

degrees of latitude to be traversed to enable the
explorers of the north to shake hands with the
explorers of the south. In less than twenty years
their trails will touch, and the secret of Africa be

From " Old Humphreys Portfolio.

Sffcet SMthinj.

If in this world there are many things thai >

harsh and irritating, there are also many w
i

are sweet and soothing; nor can we do better i

,

garner up the latter in our memory, as anod
;

to the daily cares that ruffle our tempers an- .

stroy our repose. The mind is more peacefi

contemplating a calm, than in dwelling on a stc
;

and we benefit ourselves more by reflecting on

meeknsss of the lamb than in pondering oc

ferocity of the wolf.

How sweet and soothing it is at the end
;i

day of care, passed in the battle of life, and am,
the hard ways of men, to find ourselves once n l

in the calm quietude of a domestic home, solsj

by the soft voices, and the kindly deeds of tlj

we truly love ! It is an oasis in the desert to i

pilgrim, or as the gentle breeze and cup of (t

water to the thirsty and toil-worn traveller.

It steals the sting from every care,

The smart from every wound
;

When love and tenderness prevail.

And gentle deeds abound.

It is said that, in the "Repos du Berger,'

Shepherd's Rest, a hollow cleft in the Col de Juh
one of the Central Alps, where once existed a li

colony of pious Vaudois, there is now scarcel

trace of home and habitation. The long grass

and wild weeds grow freely there, and the 1

makes her nest among them and sings. Ther
something sweet, nay, very sweet, in the I

building her nest in the ruined homes of a by-gi]

generation of pious people, taking up, as it wi

I

the song to her Maker where man had laid it doi'

and thus practically proclaiming the words of

last verse of the last of David's Psalms, "
"

everything that has breath praise the Lor^

There is often much that is sweet and sooth

to be obtained from the outward creation, wlj

the mind is in such a frame that it can take'

temporal things and turn them to eternal purpc

It was thus with me the other day when walk

in the open fields. I came suddenly upon an

blasted elm tree, that had no green leaf upon

and only one branch ; but that one, after strikij

out from the stem, abruptly altered its direct]'

and pointed to the clouds. "A lesson forme'
my age," cried I ;

" while I have an arm, a hai'

a finger, yea, while I have my being, mayl'
last desire of my heart, like the remaining boo'

of the blasted tree, be still found directed to i

skies."

Hardly can we forget the sweet and sooth

influence which sometimes steals upon the mi'

when witnessing qhildren in their childish spot!

The merry laugh, the joyful spirit, the tenderftj

shown toward the youngest of the group, ij

simple sources of their gratification, and the 1(

that binds them together, all seem to read a less;

to the wrinkled brow and careworn heart of mt'

Why cannot we, like children, be contented w I

little? Why cannot we all ba like one anothc'

Few thing are more sweet and soothing than aw
in the open air, after an illness that has long or

fined us within doors. Pain has subdued us, aj

fever has pulled us down, but we begin to ta

heart and hope ; with a pale cheek and a langi

frame, clothing ourselves for the occasion,

venture for the first time abroad. Leaningon c

stick, feeble and tottering, we proceed, wonderi'

at our temerity, till all at once, on turning f

brow of the hill, the fresh breeze salutes us, ti

pleasant sunbeam cheers us, and the green fie

tretching out before us greatly mini.-:ter to (1

delight. We feel as he felt who was told to U
up his bed and walk. We know that the migl

hand of God is upon us for good. Our hea
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within us at the remembrance of his mercy,

with swimming; eyes and a faltering tongue

tammor out his praise.

" Thy hand alone, Almighty Lord,

Restored our fleeting Ijreadth
;

Kenew'd our strength, and led us forth

From sickness and from death."

imetimes, without intention on either part, an

atiou taljes place between Christian friends,

le great grief of both ; and, O how sweet and

ling it is to find out at last that the whole

nated in a mistake, a mere misunderstanding,

that in reality, after all the bitterness and

iw occasioned thereby, there never was at the

im of the crucible of each other's hearts any-

r but Christian love and Christian kindness.

ho has not in the deep slumbers of the night

under the dominion of some terrible dream ?

3 dreadful danger is at hand, from which there

escape. Some fault has been committed by
verwhelming us with shame and confusion

;

me long-dreaded evil has eome upon us that

ves us in irrevocable ruin. Sweet and sooth-

t is indeed, in such a fearful crisis, to awake
Snd it nothing but a dream. Instead of dis-

and terror, and despair, ail is joy and thank-

:ss. He who neither sleepoth nor slumbereth,

cept us through the night, restored our faoul-

'or the day, and put a new song in our mouth,

praise and thanksgiving to God.

'tcr the bereavement of a dear relative and
d, when the sorrowing heart has raised an

;n of rebellion against its Almighty Maker,

ig in question his inscrutable decrees, and
ing to be comforted, there is something in-

;8sibly sweet and soothing, when subdued by

w, our rebellious thoughts and idle feelings

rithin us, and we are enabled by divine grace

lile amid our tears and say, " I know, O Lord,

thy judgements are right, and that thou in

fulness hast afflicted me." Pss. cxix, 75.

dat we could always seek this solace in our

vements, instead of madly doing battle against

jord of hosts; for "who hath hardened him-

gainst him, and hath prospered ?" Job ix. 4.

ho, when in the flood of affliction the waters

ired to go over his soul ; or when in fiery

the furnace has seemed to bo seven times

r than usual, has lighted, seemingly by acci-

on that heart sustaining text of the Scripture,

icn thou passest through the waters, I will

ith thee ; and through the rivers, they shall

verflow thee ; when thou walkest through the

thou shall not be burned ; neither shall the

: kindle upon thee ; for I am the Lord thy

the Holy one of Israel, thy Saviour," Isa.

U, 3,—without finding and feeling it to be

t and soothing ? In such a season the con-

ion comes, " not as the word of men, but as

in truth, the words of God." 1 Thess. ii. 13.

eh are some of the sweet and soothing ingre-

,s in the cup of our existence; but sweeter,

ips and more soothing and encouraging than
the joyous moment when the saddened soul

Christian man, suddenly enfranchised from
ts and darkness and ttie fear of death, tem-
and eternal, is enabled by faith fully to be-

and exult in that glorious declaration of bis

lemer, " I am the resurrection and the life;

lat believeth in me, though he were dead, yet
he live; and whosoever liveth and believeth

e shall never die." John xi, 25, 26. Thus
t liberty, the newly awakened soul springs
ird in a path the eagle has not known, full of

, and life and immortality,

Pis something like the burst of death to life

From the grave's cereraentd to the robes of litaven
;

Jm sin. 3 dominion, and from passion's strife.

To the pure freedom of a soul forgiven
;

Where all the bonds of death and hell are riven
;

And mortal puts on immortality
;

Were mercy's hand hath turned the golden key.

And mercy's voice hath said, ' Rejoice, thy soul is free."

For "The Friend."

Ou Siiootiag SUrs and Meteorites.

(Conlinuod from page 135.)

In the following cases of tlie appearance of

meteors, explosions were heard, but no stones

were found to have descended to the earth.

Third mo.. Ninth, 1822. An extraordinary

meteor was seen in New York ; being about two

thirds the apparent diameter of the Moon. It

exploded with a noise equal to that of a cannon,

and the sound reached the observers in about 7*

minutes after noticing the explosion. An eye-

witness thus describes the occurrence. " I first

saw a sudden flash of light which appeared to

extend from the heavens to the earth, and was

followed by a momentary darkness as if a cloud

had passed over and intercepted the light. This

darkness was soon dispelled, and the blazing meteor

was in full view over my head, appearing to be

twenty or thirty feet in diameter, and soon began

to extend itself to the north-east and south-west,

increasing in extension and decreasing in flaming

appearance, until nothing was seen but two de-

tached parts of it rapidly moving in different

directions towards the north-east and south-west.

This appearance lasted from five to six minutes.

One account states that it appeared five or six feet

in diameter, and brighter than the most vivid

lightning or the mid-day sun.

Another observer mentions that it passed within

three hundred or four hundred yards of him, and

burst with a violence which seemed to "throw all

nature into convulsions." It discharged '• its

mas.sy balls of electric fire in every direction, but

they all disappeared before they reached the

ground, leaving in their train an astonishing mass

of liquid fire, which remained after the explosion

for the space of ten minutes, and then gradually

disappeared like the rainbow." This meteor was

seen at Montreal, Quebec, Saratoga, Boston,

ennington, Utica, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania,

and various other places. Numerous observations

taken of its altitude result in establishing it at

from thirty-four to forty-one miles above the

earth's surface.

Its diameter was one-third of a mile, and the

beginning and termination of its flight as observed

was from near Burlington, Vermont, to Wilkes-

barre, in 'Pennsylvania ; during which its velocity

exceeded that of the earth in its orbit. When it

exploded it threw off scintillations like a rocket,

and the report was heard for a dii^tanoe of sixty

miles.

1850. Sixth mo. 16. A brilliant meteor was

seen at New Haven, Connecticut, in full daylight,

being an hour before sunset. In size it was com-

parable to the planet Venus, and was followed by
a train a degree in length.

1850. Ninth mo. 30th. Another magnificent

areolite was observed in New England. It ex-

ploded, projecting a portion of its mass forward

about two degrees, leaving a brillant train eight

degrees long. In three minutes this train assumed

a serpentine form, half a degree broad and ten

degrees long. Presently the front portion drew

up its head like a serpent, and curved it round.

It was first noticed near 9 P. M. At 9 h. 7 min.

it resembled Halleys Comet, and then commenced
a slow motion, at the same time rotating rapidly

on a point corresponding to the nucleus of ex-

plosion, and expanding rapidly in all directions.

At 9 h. 28 min. its body extended in breadth

twelve degrees, and its longest diameter reached

to the zenith. It remained visible more than an
hour. Vertical height estimated at 50 miles.

Dv Bowditch has entered into very elaborate

calculations respecting the Weston meteorite,

beforj alluded to. Its path was parallel to the

earth's surface and about 18 miles in height, being
one mile higher at the moment of explosion than
when first seen. The length of its path was 107
miles, and duration of visibility 30 seconds. A.
C. Herrick, thinks it certain that much the largest

portion of this meteorite passed ou in its course

after its disruption. He estimates its absolute

velocity in space at 20 miles per second, and cou-

siders it a satellite of the earth.

The largest meteoric masses as yet known aro

those of Oiumpa, in Mexico, and of Balria, in

Brazil, being from seven to seven and a half feet

,n length.

The celebrated Stone of ^gos Potamus, which
is said to have fallen about the year in which
Socrates was born, has been described as the size

of two millstones, and equal in weight to a full

waggon load.

Tue composition of these bodies forms a subject

of much interest, as connected with the question

of their origin. Of the simple substances hitherto

detected in them, there are eighteen, viz. : Oxygen,
Iphur, phosphorus, carbon, silicium, aluminium,
igne^iulu, calcium, potassium, sodium, irou,

nickel, cobalt, chromium, manganesium, copper,

lin, and titanium. They are divided into two
classes, according to their external appearauco.

Those of one class present in an apparently homo-
geneous mass, grains of meteoric iron. The other

jiass is free from metallic admixtures. The first,

or metallic variety is much the most numerous,

and the different specimens exhibit a very re-

markable identity of form and chemical composi-

tion, so plainly distinguishable from any other

terrestrial object, that a connoisseur is able to pro-

nounce one of these bodies as of undoubted
meteoric origin, without previous information as

to its history, by a simple examination of its

structure. 'The most striking and constant of

these peculiarities, is the black crust or coating

ith which they are surrounded, of a glossy shin-

g appearance, as though they had passed through

intense heat for a few moments, which had fused

the outer surface. The crust is but a few tenths

of a line in thickness, and is divided from the

interior gray mass by a sharply defined line of

eparation. They all contain unoxydizcd mallea-

ble iron in its pure state. That is, not mingled

with the oxydes in the form of ores, such as we
ordinarily find it in the earth, but in its abstract

condition, all ready fur the blacksmiths forge, so

that in one instance a sword was made from the

ron of a meteorite. Besides the iron, (which

varies materially in quality in the difl'erent speci-

mens,) Nickel and Cobalt, are generally found in

the greatest proportions; and phosphorus is rarely

absent. It is worthy of remark that none of

these elements, viz., iron, nickel, cobalt and

phosphorus, are ever found in the earth uucom-

bined with ogygen; but in the first class ot

meteorites are never combined with it.

fhe second class of meteorites have a stony

structure, usually of a greenish gray colour, and
! readily broken by a blow of the hammer.
The proportion of iron as before stated varies

greatly in difl'erent instances. For example, the

meteorites brought by Humboldt froui Mexico,

contained ninty-six per cent of iron, whilst those

of Siena contained but two per cent.

There is much diversity of sentiment among
those versed in this branch of natural science,

respecting the origin and process of formation of

these singular bodies. Formerly it was almost
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universal to refer them to the same source as the

shooting starS; and to consider them identical in

character and composition, but modern observa-

tions are evidently weakening this belief, and

affLirdiug strong proof uf their dissimilarity, and

distinctness in both these respects. Some eminent

philosophers have adhered lo the belief that they

were tlie product of the combination of certain

gases in the upper regions of the atmosphere,

through the agency of electrical excitation.

Others have ascribed them to the dust and earthy

particles, which are carried by the force of the

winds into the air, being conglomerated into solid

masses by galvanic force—but these theories have

been entirely exploded by the results of some

accurate measurements of the altitude of fire

balls. Braudes and Benzenburg, (two well known
German observers,) by taking a base line 49,U20

feet in length, and ascertaining their parallax,

computed the heights of a number of shooting

stars and meteorites at distances..varying from llj

to 400 miles. Now the atmosphere at the height

of 50 miles from the earth's surface becomes so

rare as to be virtually null, so that it is impossible

that a solid mass of iron and stone should owe its

origin to atmospheric products, at an elevation of

400 miles. And in addition to this the enormous

velocity attained by these bodies (being from 18 to

o6 miles per second,) is vastly greater than they

could acquire by gravity alone, if their flight com-

menced within the known regions of the atmos-

phere.
CConcluded I , week.3

For " TTie Friend."

BIOGRAPEICAl SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CConliDued from page 140.J

JOHN LEE.

John Lee resided in Gloucester county, I

land, previous to his removal to America, and he,

as well as Hannah his wife, were acceptable minis

lers. The certificate for themselves and family

was presented to Philadelphia Monthly Meeting

in the Eleventh month, 1700; but they soon re-

moved to Chester county within the limits of Con-

cord Monthly Meeting. Of Hannah Lee, we have

little information. We find her attending the

Meeting of Ministers, and in 1714 visiting Great

Britain, in order to secure some property, thi

legal steps to be taken, requiring her presence

Her labours were probably chiefly at home, and
within the limits of the meeting to which she be

longed. Her husband was called to more labori

ous service.

lu the Seventh month, 1702, he was liberated

by the General Meeting of Ministers, to visit West
and East Jersey, and Long Island. From the re-

port it appears to have been a time of favour to

the visitors and visited. There was, especially on

Jjong Island, great openness in those not of our

Society, and there had been recent convincements.

In 1710, and again in 1720, we find him travel-

ling through New England, on religious service,

and many times attending tbe Yearly Meetings of

Worship held in divers places, in the neighbouring

provinces. Of his labours in the many meetings

he attended, we have little account, except such

as is afforded by the return minutes of unity given

him, and brief remarks that meetings were " well."'

He was often a representative to the Yearly Meet-

ing, and sometimes was on the committees of that

body to prepare epistles to other Yearly Meetings.

On the 22d of the Fourth month, 172G, a daugh-

ter of his was married at Springfield, Chester

county. His particular friend, Thomas Chalkley,

was invited to the marriage of which he gives th
account.

" I was constrained to speak mostly to the young
people, advising them to seek the Lord in that

great affair of marriage, that they be careful on
whom they set their affections, and not to draw
out one another's minds, if they did not intend an
honourable marriage;" "and that they be chaste

and true in their proceedings, duly regarding the

advice of the apostle, 'Be ye not unequally yoked;'
for all such marriages are unequal, when those

who marry are of different principles of religion.

The meeting ended with tender supplication for

preservation through whatever exercises, further

troubles or trials, temptations or afflictions,

might meet with in the world, that so we might
end well at last, and live forever to praise and
glorify God and the Lamb, who, through the holy,

eternal Spirit, is worthy forever."

About the 2Gth day of the Tenth month of that

year, John Lee deceased. Of his sickness we have
no information. Thomas Chalkley says, "The
27th of the Tenth* month, I heard the news ot

the death of my dear friend, John Lee, by one

sent to desire my company at his burial. It af-

fected me with sorrow, he being an old acquaint-

ance and friend of mine, with whom I had travel-

led many miles. He was a loving, serviceable

minister of the gospel of Christ, and instrumental
to convince divers of that principle of Divine light

and Truth which we profess. I could not be at

his burial, because of my indisposition, and the

unseasonableness of the weather; yet I think it

my duty to say this concerning him, that our love

and friendship were constant and entire unto the

end, having been acquainted about thirty-five

years, as near as I can remember."

DAVID MERIDETH.

David Merideth was born in Wales, about 163
lie was one of those early convinced in Radnor-
shire, and we find him, in 1660, suffering for his

testimony to the Truth. In the Eleventh month,
1663, he with others were committed, because they
were conscientiously restrained from taking an
oath. He continued faithful, and towards the close

of the century, he removed to Pennsylvania, and
was one of the second set of purchasers of the laud

about Plymouth.

In his old age he was appointed an elder, hav-

ing doubtless for a long period been an elder in

the Truth. He possessed in a great degree the

love and esteem of those who knew him. Thomas
Chalkley, early in the Fourth month, 1726, writes

thus, " Called to see my old friend, David Meri-
deth, who being about eighty-nine years of age, I

thought it probable 1 might not have another op-

portunity of seeing. He met me with gladness,

and told me it was their meeting day. So I staid,

iind was much comforted and tendered by the

power of Christ."

As Thomas thought it might be, so it proved
the last opportunity of visiting his venerable
Friend. In the following Eleventh month, his

spirit escaped from it fleshy abode. His friends

say of him, " He was of an orderly life, careful in

attending meetings, of a good example in his

family, and departed this life in good esteem
amongst us."

MARTHA THOMAS.

Of Martha Thomas, wife of Reese Thomas, of

Radnor, I find no other account than this. She
was " a worthy elder, zealous for good order in

the church, and exemplary in her family." She

Thomas Smith says, the death took place in the
Eighth month.

leof thelil
able, and |t

her Frien ft

was " buried the 9th of the Twelfth month, 1

1

at Friends' burying-ground, at Radnor.

MARY ROUTLEDGE.

This Friend was a native of Skipton in 1
j

shire, where her friends say she suffered oc!

count of her religions profession. She was I

viuced in her youth, and married William J^
ledge, but whether it was before or after

1

removal to this country, we have no means olj

eertainiiig. Her friends say of her, " She wsf
the ministry for a considerable

part of her life, was very serviceat

very ancient, and in unity wit

Her decease took place near the close of 172(!t

CALEB PUSEY.
;,

Caleb Puscy was born in Berkshire, Old lil

land, in the year 1650 or 1051. His educa^
was among the Baptists; but, after arrivini't

years of maturity, he joined the Society of Friiii

through convineement. He, after this, remtj

to London, from which place, in the year 1(
^

he came to Pennsylvania, and settled near CV
ter. Being a man of good natural understand!

he was much looked up to by his neighbours, )

frequently elected him to represent them in 5

assembly of the province, when he was nut set'V

as one of the council. i

Caleb Pusey was a man of great coolnesjf

mind and personal courage. In the yearlt;,

many rumors were spread abroad through Pit.

sylvania, that the Catholics had been tampe i

with the Indians, to induce them to slay all \

heretics, that is, the English who were at ii

time almost exclusively protestant. These runi

had excited suspicion, and awakened distrust ^

very great degree, when two Indian womerti

West Jersey, whether influenced by liquor or I

ger we know not, declared that on a certain (',

then near at hand, the Indians intended to kilil

the English settlers in those parts. t)n heai^

of this assertion, the panic became general amoiit

those who had not learned to lean upon the H
in the day of trouble, to wait on his Spirit r

counsel, and to trust in his Providence for pre

-

vation. The day designated came in due coui;

the usual order and quiet of the province of Pe^

sylvania was undisturbed, and the timid and fill,

hearted began to take courage when the )

went down, leaving as far as they could I

the whole country in peace. This state of ti"

quillity was soon broken. About 10 o'eloekti

night, a man came into Chester, proclaiming !

alarming intelligence, that Indian hostilities 1

massacre had coiumcuced. The members of tl i

families, who had resided about nine miles fii

that place, were, he said, all killed by the Indiij.

A Friend, at that time in Chester, taking J

young men with him, started about midnight,:!

rode ta the scene of the alleged ma.ssacre. '-}

three houses were empty, but no sign of blcS-

shed could be found around them. The inhal-

ants, they subsequently discovered, alarmed at i

report of the evil intention of the Indians, I

fled to the dwellings of their parents on Rid*

Creek. The head of one of the families bej

from home, was informed that five hundred '

dians were collected at Naaman's Creek, intendt

to commence the war of extermination with «

English. He started immediately for his dw;

ing with his feelings wrought up to a high sl!

of excitement. On going along, his fears act;

on his imagination produced wonderful effe •

He supposed he heartl his boy crying, and saji»

" What shall I do, my dame is killed !" Inst i

of proceeding to his house, to examine into w.

really had happened on the faith of an imagin
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, he started for Philadelphia, to inform the

inor of the supposed terrible catastrophe.

; wont, he met an acquaintance, who, learning

rranJ, and the slender foundation he had fur

:ory, persuaded him to return. The rumor,

ver, was soon carried into the city by others,

,
messenger was sent to Marcus Hook, to in-

iuto the truth of the report. He met with

led and excited -inhabitants, from whose slate-

a it appeared that the account was true, ex-

that the Indians were a little further off, at

if their villages on the Brandywine. He was

Dver informed that the Indian king being

they had sent him away with their women

jhildrcn, and that five hundred warriors were

assembled. These circumstances seemed to

rm that there was an evil intention in the

ins, and to the apprehension of the citizens

•ally, the rumor had become a certainty.

le council and assembly were at that time sit-

in Philadelphia, and Caleb Pusey was there,

e discharge of his duty. On the return of

messenger with the above news, he imme-

ly offered if five others would accompany him

)ut any weapons, to go to the Brandywine,

earn at the Indian town itself, the truth of

oports. Five courageous men suou oftored,

without molestation they rode to the place,

e they found the old king (juietly reclining at

ase, his head on a kind of pillow, and his

foot resting on the ground. The women

at work in the fields ; the children were mer-

it their play ; there was no sign of warriors

iring for battle, but things ail indicated

brt contentment and peace,

le king mildly asked them, "what they all

1 for 'I" They told him the report spread by

vomen, and inquired if the Indians had any-

; against the English. In answer, he said,

e women ought to be burnt to death," add-

" we have nothing against the English."

rwards he said,
"
'Tis true there are about

m pounds yet behind of our pay for the

William Penn bought; but as you are

on it, and improving it, we are not in haste

lur pay; but when the English come to settle

(ve expect to be paid." The messengers

ght this reasonable, and told him the Indians

Id undoubtedly be paid for their land.

(To be cominued.)

For " The Friend."

Christ, the Only Fonndation.

It is positively declared that " other foundation

can no man lay than that is laid, which is Jesus

Christ." And we may rest assured, that, unless

we build on this foundation, all our building will

be in vain, and we shall suffer loss; for, however

lofty and imposing our superstructure may appear

in our own eyes, it will perish in the fiery trial

that must ultimately prove all our works. If our

works, not being on the only abiding foundation,

are destroyed, we cannot " receive a reward."

How, then, will our lofty expectations .sink, and

our spirits fail within us, as we behold all that wc

have laboured so assiduously to rear, swept away.

Naked and unsheltered as we must stand, we will

desire the rocks to fall on us, and the hills to

cover us, that we may be hidden from the frowns

of our offended Creator. Then, and not till then,

can we fully comprehend the mournful depth of

meaning that the lamentation conveys,—"the

summer is past; the harvest is ended, and we art

not saved." Could we now but faintly conceive

or feel a tithe of the awful sense- of misery and

woe that will then press upon us,—lost and un-

done beyond redemption,—surely we would hasten

to accept the offers of salvation, which, in great

mercy, and with much long-suffering to us-ward

are extended to us; surely we would no longer

grieve the Holy Spirit, and quench its manifesta-

tions, but would submit ourselves entirely to its

guidance, in order to escape so great condemna-

tion.

When He is pleased to visit us with a sense of

this condemnation, and to show us how utterly

insufficient all our airy building is to save thcre-

trom, let us humble ourselves, as into the dust;

let us dig deep, whilst the light of the day lasteth,

so that when the night cometh, we may be found

deeply centred on Chiist Jesus, " the foundation

of God" which "standeth sure."

Ohio, Twelfth mo., 1855.

THK POOR AND AFFLICTED.

Go wipe the tear drop from the eye

Of the poor sufferer, sad and lone

—

Go when the tempest's storm is high.

And wait not for a brighter sun
;

Forget thine ease and selfishness.

And lay thy vain excuses by

—

Go seek the suffering now to bless.

And on thy angel mission fly.

What though no silver trump of fame
Should echo notes of sweet applause.

What though no mortal heed Ihy name
Or doings in such holy cause?

What though no garland wreath should tw:

Or fading chaplet round thy head?
There is a luxury sublime

In goodly deeds on suffering shed.

There is a voice ; 'tis sweeter far

(The Spirit whispering within)

Than earthly notes of flattery are,

Mixed up with vanity and sin

;

There is a smile I 'd rather see

And hear His voice, than all things else,

"Ah, thou hast done it unto Me,"

And sure shall be thy recompense.

'Tis Grace alone, we by experience find

Imparts instruction to the attentive mind
Convicts of error, and reproves for sin,

And what these are, it manifests within.

From "The Leisure Hour."

The Winter Sleep of Animals.

Most, perhaps all, animals sleep or repose at

given intervals, after certain periods of longer or

shorter duration devoted to active exorcise. This

oblivious rest is necessary for the restoration of

the energy of the nervous and muscular systems,

when that energy is exhausted by fatigue. There

is, moreover, a tendency to sleep, or at least to rest

quiet after repletion ; and in hot countries men and

animals take their siesta during the fervid heat of

mid-day ; narcotic drugs produce sleep, by tran

quillizing an irritable condition of the nerves, but

in over-doses they produce coma, which is not (

sleep, and which may end in death.

Distinct alike from true sleep, and its similitude

coma, is a species of lethargic insensibility, ord'

narily called the torpidily of liyhernation. This

torpidity is either perfect or imperfect, and it varies

in duration All animals do not fall into this

condition, although many do ; it occurs at a fixed

period of the year, continues for weeks or months,

passes off, and leaves the animal to the exercise

of its wonted energies, and to its usual alternations

of activity and repose.

The term hybernation means retirement into

winter quarters ; but, in the present instance, also

supposes a condition of torpidity when in that win-

ter retreat. In our northern latitudes, all our rep-

tiles hybernate. Many of our quadrupeds do so

also, but none of our birds; for to theiu is given

the instinct and the power of migration.

As examples of hybernation among quadrupeds

we may notice the marmot of the Alps. This

animal excavates a deep burrow, in which it makes

a bed of dried grass and moss, and to this asylum

it retires in autumn, stops up the entrance, lays

itself placidly down, and fulls into a state of torpor

which lasts till the beginning of spring.

The pretty little dormouse also hybernates. It

makes a domed nest, generally in the crevice or

chink of a tree, sometimes amidst the interlace-

ments of the thickest part of a dense brake or tan-

gled mass of brushwood, and in this snug dome-

covered dormitory, made of moss, grass, and leaves,

it coils itself up into a ball and wails the approach

of sleep. The hedgehog hybernates; forming a

warm soft nest of moss and leaves, under the root

of some old tree, in the hole of a bank, or under

the covert of haystacks, masses of timber or logs,

it there rolls itself up like a ball, and sinks into

torpidity.

l?ats likewise hybernate, some more profoundly

than others. They seek the hollows of trees, the

recesses of old ruins, church towers, barns, caves,

and similar retreats, making no nest, but hanging

suspended by the hinder claws. Some hybernating

animals, as the marmot, lay up a store of provis-

ions for consumption in early spring, when, al-

though the trance is over, other food is not attain-

able.

Instinct impels all hybernating animals to sock

at a definite period their winter asylum ; and, thus

instinct-guidtd they never fix upon a wrong situa-

tion. In every case the aim seems to be the se-

curcment of a shelter from extreme cold, so as

to preserve the maintenance of a degree of temper-

ature conducing to a peculiar condition of the sys-

tem, without involving the loss of the vital princi-

ple ; for extreme cold, as experiments have proved,

does not produce torpidity in these animals, but

death. If, for example, we expose an animal

which naturally becomes torpid at a certain season

of the year to excessive cold, and allow it no op-

portunity of sheltering itself, it will certainly per-

ish. On the other hand, if we subject an animal

in a state of hybernation to exces.^ive cold, the

shock will revive it; but let it continue in that

cold medium for a short time, and it will die.

Artificial warmth will revive an animal in its tor-

pid state of hybernation, but not without injury.

Bats and dormice thus awakened, seldom or

never survive after being so unnaturally roused.

" Animals which hybernate at a certain period

of the year in obedience to a protective law, will

not hybernate if exposed to cold at another season
;

and if the cold be intense, they will perish, as was

proved by the experiments of Mangili." More-

over, the degree of temperature at the time when

animals seek their hybernating retreats is often

higher than that of the spring month, when their

revival takes place.

A truly hybernating animal in its torpid condi-

tion presents us with the semblance of death : we
can perceive no breathing, no motion of the heart,

no vital warmth ; wounds inflicted seem to give no

pain. "We may roll a hedgehog over the floor, or

a dormouse over the table, and they exhibit no

signs of consciousness ; they are under the influ-

ence of nature's preservative chloroform.

This is a slight sketch of what we ordinarily term

hybernation. Let us reverse the picture, and pre-

sent to our readers the sketch of a contrary state

of things. Hybernation means torpor in a winter

retreat. Let us contrast it with estivation, which

means a like torpor durimj the intense heat of the

dry season, or summer, in the hotter latitudes.

In inter-tropical climates a continuance of heat

and extreme dryness produces the same effects on

animals as does the cold of winter in our temperate

latitudes. Life appears to stagnate; torpidity

assumes the dominance; the forest is still, as if

destitute of its native wild tenants, for the birds
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eitbcr seek the densest coverts or migrate to other
]oc;ilitics. We quote, with some omissions, the
following extracts from Darwin's interesting Jour-
nal, as calculated to give a true picture of this
animal torpidity during the season of heat and
drought.

" ^yhen we first arrived at Bahia Blanca (South
America,) September 7, we thought nature
had granted scarcely a living creature to this saudy
and dry country. By di^gging in the ground,
however, several insects, largo spiders and lizards,

were found in a half-torpid state. On the 15th
a few animals began to appear, and by the 18th,
three days from the equinox, every thing an
nounced the commencement of spring. The plains
were ornamented by flowers of a pink wood-sorrel,
wild peas, anothera}, and geraniums. The birds
began to lay their eggs ; numerous insects were
crawling about ; while the lizard tribe, the constant
inhabitants of a sandy soil, darted in every direc-
tion." "It is well known that within the tropics
the liyhernation, or more properly aUivation of
animals, is governed by the times of drought.
Near Rio Janeiro, I was at first suprised to ob-
serve that a few days after some little depressions
had been changed into pools of water by the rain,
they were peopled by numerous full-grown shells
and beetles. Humboldt has related (he strange
accident of a hovel having been erected over the
spot where a young crocodile lay buried in the
mud; and, he adds, the Indians often find enor-
mous boas, which they call uji, or water-serpents,
in the same lethargic state. To reanimate thom
they must be irritated and wetted with water.
As the rainy season comes on suddenly—so, far

more_ suddenly than in our climate, where the
transition from winter to spring is gradual, does
animal reviviscence, with a restoration to full ac
tivity, take place. To this singular torpidity of
animals during heat and drought, Baron Hum-
boldt expressly alludes when, speaking of the tan-
rec, a hedgehog-like animal of Madagascar, he
says : " As in the cold zone the deprivation of heat

irsued by the illusi

watery mirror." Of the

and cattle suffer

tes a fearful picture.

causes some animals to fall into lointer slwp
the hot tropical countries an analogous pheno-
menon occurs, which has not been sufliciently at-

tended to, and to which I have applied the name
of summer deep (estivation.) drowjht and continu-
ous high temperature act like the cold of winter
in diminishing scnsihiliti/."

"When," says the same philosopher, "under
the vertical rays of the never clouded sun, the
carbonized turfy covering of the plains falls into
dust, the indurated soil cracks asunder as if fn
the shock of an earthquake. At such times two
opposing currents of air, whose conflict produces
a rotatry motion, come in contact with the soil

and the plain assumes a strange and singular as

pect. Like conical-shaped clouds, the points of
which descend to the earth, the sand rises through
the rarefied air in the electrically-charged centre
of the whirling current, resembling the loud water
spout, dreaded by the experienced mariner. The
lowering sky sheds a dim, almost straw-coloured
light. The horizon draws suddenly nearer, the
steppe (plain) seems to contract, and with it the
heart of the wanderer. The hot dusty particles

which fill the air increase its suffocating heat; and
the east wind blowing over the long-heated soil

brings with it no refreshment, but rather a
still more burning glow." . . . .

" As in

the icy north the animals become torpid with cold,

so here, under the influence of the parching
drought, the crocodile and the boa become motion-
less and fall asleep, deeply buried in the dry mud.
Everywhere the death-threatening drought pre-
vails, and yet by the play of the refracted rays of
light, producing the phenomenon of the mirage.

the thirsty traveller i

image of a cool, ripplin

distress which the herds of hor;
at this season, the writer
which we must hereomil

" At length," he adds, "after the long drought
the welcome sea.son of the rains arrives, and tiren
how suddenly is the scene changed !

'

The deep
blue of the hitherto perpetually cloudless sky be-
comes lighter ; at night the dark space in the con-
stellation of the southern cross is hardily distin-
guishable, and the soft phosphorescent light of
the Magellanic clouds fades away. A siugle cloud
appears in the south, like a distant mountain
rising perpendicularly from the horizon. Gra-
dually the increasing vapours spread like mist over
the sky, and now the distant thunder ushers in
the life-restoring rain." The sufi'oeating heat has tion
passed away as if by magic ; the vegetation of the
plains springs into luxuriance ; the beasts of prey
roam abroad; the herds rejoice in water and pas
turage

;
and the creatures which .slept in torpidity

awake and bestir themselves. It is now that the
alligator and huge boa burst from their temporary
graves. " Sometimes," so the aborigines relate,
" on the margin of the swamps the moistened clay
is seen to blister, and rise slowly in a kind of
mound; then, with a violent noise, like the out-
break of a small volcano, the heaped up earth is
cast high into the air. The beholder acquainted
with the meaning of this spectacle flies, for he
knows there will issue forth a gigantic water snake,
or a scaly crocodile, awakened from a torpid state
by the first fall of rain."

Thus, then, in the hotter regions, di

quite encouraging; afl'ording a reasonab
that ihe instruction and discipline inculcated
not be lost upon thom, but may be to their

i

tage through life.

The teachers appear to have a due sense o
importance of the undertaking committed to I

and their efi'orts have been satisfactory,
former principal of the Girls' school, resignet
situation early in the season, having fi°"

"

place for a number of years, very acceptab
the managers.

In the Infant department, the attendance
usually been large, which has been gratifyii
the managers to observe, evincing a coutii
disposition on the part of parents "to avail tl

selves of the opportunity of placing their chih
are, and in a situation to gain inst

ing 1

ppears to stagnate as it
season of drought, life i

does in the winter of our northern latitudes; but
in each case one great object is aimed at, according
to the wisdom of Providence, namely, the preser^
vation of life, although under a semblance of
death.

Wonderful and striking, if we consider it, is this
preservative law. In our climate so few are the
fiybernating quadrupeds or reptiles, that persons
in general are seldom led to notice the change
which spring produces, when the hedgehog, and
fieldmouse, and dormouse, issue forth, when the
snake leaves its retreat, when the lizard ap-ears on
the hedgerow banks in all its liveliness, 'and the
frog, emerging from the mud, throngs every pool
and drainage course.

But in the hotter regions, where during th
season of intense heat and'drought, when all nature
seems oppressed, so great a multitude of animals
retire and sleep, and then suddenly burst forth
roused by the first showers, grateful to man and
beast, the contrast forces itself on the attention
It is one of the natural phenomena with whicl
the wildest aborigines are intimately conversant

For " The Friend."

To the Philadelphia Association of Friends for
the Instruction of Poor Children.

The usual period having arrived, the Managers
present to the Association their Annual Report
of the condition of the Institution, under their
care.

The schools have been continued without inter-
ruption, during the entire year, to tho satisfaction
of the managers, and, we trust, to the benefit of
the pupils. We also believe the concern of the
Association has met with such encouragement, as
to call forth its continued efi'orts on behalf of these
indigent children.

The schools have been regularly visited semi-
monthly by committees ; and the deportment and
iuiprovemcnt of the children in their studies, have
been generally satisfactory, and in many instances

In the Girls' school, the usual system of ed
tion hasbeen continued, and the same brani
taught, including sewing, and the progress of
pupils has been generally commendable
school has not been so well attended as we ci

wish; one cause for this, is the disposition
the part of parents and caretakers to hire out t
children, as soon as they are old enough
purpose, thus sacrificing their interests m
cational point of view, for the sake of a trif

pittance for their labour, without a just a
tion of the loss they are thus sustaining. Irre
larity in attendance also continues to be a g.
drawback _from_ the usefulness of these schools
We desire the friends of this Institution a

sionally to visit it, and judge of its usefulin
Such visits would afi'ord encouragement not(
to the managers, bqt also to the teachers
pupils.

"hoes, to the amount of $9.70, and various^
ments made up in the school, were distributeo
the more destitute, during the past winter.

The whole number, now on the register in".

Infant school, is 15'22; class list, 84; i

attendance during the year, 70.
In the Girls' department, register number, 91

lass list, 65; average attendance, 35.
Orders have been drawn on the Treasurer di

ing the year, for §1229.07.
Signed on behalf of the Board of Managers,

Charles J. Alle.v, Clerk,

Philad., Twelfth mo. 31st, 1855. i

OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION.
CTer/.-.—Edward Ritchie.

Treasurer.—Richard Richardson.
Managers.~Joe\ Cadbury, Israel H. Johnsd

Thomas Lippincott, Richard Richardson, Msi
Balderston, James Kite, Charles J. Allen, Be

i

H. Pitfield, Joseph S. Elkinton, Edward Sha
less, Jabez Jenkins, Jr., and Caleb Wood.

An Accomplished Blind Man.—The Jouri
des Chartres gives an account of a water-mill
the hamlet of Olsieme, near Chartres, built i

tirely by a blind man, without either assistance
advice from any one. The masonary, carpente
work, roofing, stairs, paddle-wheel, cogs, in a wo;
all the machinery pertaining to the mill, has be;

made, put up, and set in motion by him aloi

He has also, the above journal asserts, madell
own furniture. When the water is low and t-

mill does not work, our blind miller become;
joincr,_ and also a turner, on a lathe of his o\

invention, and so he makes all manner of utensi
and pretty toy windmills for the juveniles. 1

"iyes quite alone, sweeps his own room, and coo!
lis own dinner; his mother, who has fifteen chi

drcn to care for, lives a mile ofi", and does l

rouble her head about "her blind boy," for "
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his bread now," she says, " and does not

her." In 1852 this blind miller was
id with a mcdul by the agricultural sociity

arroudibSement, for a machiue serving the

purpose of winnowing corn and separating

3t grains from the common sort.

Selected.

)ur whole life, as well as our heart, is due to

they are neither of them too much for him.

ive them that we might love and serve him.

5 therefore rob him of nothing. It is not in our
• every moment to do much for him, but we
ilways do what is proper for our station.

silent, to suffer and to pray, when there is

Dm for outward action, is an acceptable offer-

) God. A disappointment a contradiction,

iury received and endured for God's sake, is

much value as a long prayer ; and the time
lost, which is spent in the practice of meek-

ind patience. But we must be cautious that

sufferings are not occasionally our own fault,

we should regulate our lips, and redeem the

as St. I'aul saith, fleeing from the world, its

amusements, useless correspondencies, and
ifitable conversations, which seem only to

ate our minds, and indulge our self love,

lese means we shall find time for the service

d. All that is spent otherwise is lost."

thy character says of thyself will be
ed, but what thou sayest, in .commendation
instead of being believed, will but render
ridiculous.

THE FRfEND
FIRST MONTH 19, IJ

the present number we end our publication

! "Appeal for the Ancient Doctrines," issued
liladelphia Yearly Meeting in 1847. From
Friends in various parts of the country we
received assurances of their satisfaction with
troduction into our columns at the present
as being particularly opportune, and their

that its renewed circulation has been pro-

ve of good effects.

ich has been done to disseminate extensively,
,ions, that no sufficient cause existed, calling
leh a testimony against the doctrines pointed
s erroneous, nor for such a contrast being
1 between sentiments contained in the pub-
1 works of J. J. Gurney and K. Ash, and
inculcated by the early Friends, and ever

to be part of the faith of the Society.
'0 positions have been assumed by those who
iced this opinion, and who have been opposed
e_ Society publicly disowning any portion of
Tilings of the first named author, in relation
i course pursued towards them by Ohio and
delphia Yearly Meetings, and by those
ids in other Yearly Meetings who have felt

d to express and maintain a decided testimony
St them. One is, that had no public notice
taken of those works, and what errors they
jontain not have been brought into view, the
s themselves would have made but little im-
ion and soon passed out of notice, the errors
been overlooked or forgotten, and the Society
escaped the contention between those who

red the purity of its faith to be endangered,
those who did not so believe, together with
s who were prepared to have that faith
ged. The other is, that injustice is done to
author by extracting from his works those
which appear to contain sentiments incom-

patible with the acknowledged faith of the Society,

because the greater part of his writings support
sound views of christian doctrine ; and that igno-

rance and prejudice gave rise to and directed the

action of those who have borne testimony against

them. This latter position is thus set forth by
the author of the Life of J. J. Gurney :

" By an
unhappily mistaken process of reasoning and
criticism upon detached passages of his works,
such as if applied to the writings of the early

Frirnds, to those of the first reformers, or even to

the Holy Scriptures themselves, would be found
productive of consequences which the lover of

truth could not fail to deplore, an attempt has

been made with a zeal worthy of a better cause,

to prove that he was opposed to those great prin-

ciples of Spiritual Christianity which have ever

distinguished the Society of Friends—principles

which had been so long dear to him, and for which
be had sacrificed so much." * * * "To the

candid and unprejudiced; to those who read

them [J. J. Gurney's works] in the spirit in

which they were written, and with that simplicity

of purpose in which alone the truth can be per-

ceived and apprehended, they will themselves fur-

nish a sufficient answer to the charge brought
against them. That amid so much that is valua-

ble, passages may be found which are open to

misconception, and which, especially when isolated

and detached from the context, may be perhaps

even justly liable to some exception, is by no
means improbable."

Of the first position it may be observed that no
little effort had long been made to circulate widely

among Friends in various places, the works con-

taining the pas.?ages objected to, accompanied
with recommendations of their worth and eulo-

giums of their author, and however ephemeral
those works themselves might prove; yet the un-

sound views contained in them had long been well

known, having had greater prominence given to

them by being more systematically promulgated
and enforced, not only by E. Ash, but also by
some who went off in the Beaconite separation;

who declared that their distinctive views were
primarily derived from J. J. Gurney and some of

his fellow members in England; and although
many withdrew at the time of that separation, it

was well known that many others holding similar

views remained in the Society. So that although

E. Ash continued to promulgate his undisguised

attacks on primitive Quakerism and primitive

Quakers, no effort was made by the meetings to

which he was amenable to clear the truth and the

Society of the reproach thus cast upon them.

The peculiar character of the times, and the

low state of the Society—a time of almost unex-
ampled outward prosperity ; and a state of ease,

of wealth, and of luxury—had begotten among
very many, lukewarmness towards primitive purity

and simplicity, and a corresponding predilection

for a religion of theory and sentiment, which
could be readily maintained'without so much of

the offence of the Cross as was inseparably con.

nected with pure Quakerism ; all these causes had
long been and still were at work, to prepare the

minds of many in membership, to lay hold with
avidity of those views interspersed throughout the

works of one who occupied a conspicuous position

in the Society, which they could easily see favoured

a modification of its original, and as they thought

too rigid faith; and thus gave activity and force

to them as a leaven, which if permitted to operate

unchecked, must finally work out and expel the

distinctive characteristics of Quakerism.

In this state of things it was no-wise extraordi

nary that a large number of. those in different sec

tions of the Society who were well acquainted

with its religious principles, had long been de-

voted to its welfare, and employed by the Head
of the Church in his service, should be brought
under deep concern on account of the evils already

produced, and those which were threatened, and
find it laid on them as a religious duty to point

out the dangerous errors contained in works emi-

nating from such a source and so widely spread,

to warn against the reception of those errors, and
appeal to their fellow professors for the support of

the ancient faith of the Society. If, as R. Bar-

clay says, it is one of the characteristics of a true

Church to bear a joint testimony not only for the

truth, but also against error, thus becoming as

one family and household, how could it be other-

wise, if any part of the Society remained faithful

to its trust, but that its testimony should be borne

against sentiments, coming from what source they

might, which, urged to their legitimate conclu-

sions, had already induced many to secede from
Friends, which, whether adopted or not, were
still spreading distrust and disunity throughout
the Society, threatening to break in again on the

integrity of its religious compact ?

Whatever commotion and trouble might follow

the issuing of such a testimony, were not attribu-

table to that portion of the Society which bore it,

but to the unsound doctrines disseminated, and to

those who were disposed to reject and denounce
the testimony against them. One portion of the

Society having permitted poison to be spread

abroad, to the great danger of those who either

ignorantly or wilfully tampered with it, it is cer-

tainly most unjust to attribute the sad consequen-
ces resulting from it, to another portion of the So-

ciety which was solely concerned to point it out,

to warn against partaking of it, and to furnish an
antidote for it.

Why should any object to the church thus ex-

orcising its legitimate authority in defence of its

faith by exposing and condemning errors that

threatened not only its purity, but its existence?

unless indeed they were favourably disposed to

those errors, or altogether indifferent to the best

interests of the Society, or too fearful of the

suffering which arises from earnestly contending
for the faith once delivered to the Saints. If we
sincerely believe Quakerism, as set forth by Fox,
Barclay, Penn, and Penington, to be the religion

of the New Testament without addition or adulte-

ration, there can be nothing of more vital impor-

tance to us, as members of the Society, next to

thcsalvationof our souls, than that that faith should

be preserved unaltered and unobscured, and that

the Church shall not overlook or shrink from the

duty incumbent on it to build up the members
therein.

On the other position, as set fo.th by the biog-

rapher of J J. Gurney, we may have some re-

marks to offer, which are deferred to another

number.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—The Atlantic, with Liverpool news to

Twelfth mo. 31 St, arrived at N.YorIi on the 13th inst. She
loft Liverpool on the 30th, but, owing to bad weather,
was obliged to put into Cork, whence she sailed on the

2d inst. There is nothing important from the Crimea.
Some of the French outposts bad been drawn in in order

to prevent their being attacked by the Russians. The
roads were so bad that the conveyance of materials for

the hots, had been suspended, although some thonsanda
of the allied troops were still under canvass. All the

British cavalry had arrived from the Crimea, at Scutari

and Ismed. Storms in tlie Black Sea had caused con-
siderable damage to shipping. It is stated that peace
propositions of some kind had been made to Russia by
the Austrian Cabinet, and that the terms of peace offered

had previously received the approval of France and
England. Their acceptance by Russia was considered

doubtful. It is reported that a project is on foot for
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calling together a European Congress " to settle not

only the present Eastern difficulty, but all the compli-

cations in European relations that have arisen since the

Congress of Vienna."
ENGLAND.—Consols are quoted at 88J. The Liver-

pool cotton market was dull, and sales light. The total

stock of American in port was 191,000 bales; at same
time last year, 246,000 bales. The market for bread-

stutts was dull at a decline of 3d. per bushel in wheat,

and U. per bbl. in flour. The late heavy arrivals had
more than supplied the demand. Western canal flour,

41s. Philadelphia and Baltimore, 42s. 6d.

NICARAGUA.—If the latest reports may be believed,

the country was improving under the Walker govern-

ment. Five hundred expeditionists under Capt. Zerman
had landed at Cape St. Lucas. Walker had been re-

cently joined by 200 men. It is said that the govern-

ments of San Salvador and Honduras have sent letters

of recognition to the new government, and the Minister

from Honduras is reported to be on his way to Granada.

Col. Kinney was still at San Juan ; a number of his

men had gone over to Walker.

UNITED STATES.—rAc Products of Labour.—The
Secretary of the Treasury in his Annual Report, says

that the agricultural and manufacturing productions of

the United States, according to the census of 1850,

amounted in value to upwards of two thousand millions

of dollars ; he estimates the increase during the last five

years to be 50 per cent., making their annual value at

this time three thousand millions of dollars, nearly

equally divided between agriculture and manufactures.

T/ie Currency.—The Secretary estimates the gold and
silver in circulation in 1855, at more than §250,000,000,

and the bank notes at §187,000,000, making a total

circulation of §437,000,000.
Tke Indians.—The Secretary of the Interior holds as

trustee for a number of the Indian tribes, stocks to the

value of $2,098,879. The Secretary says that the In-

dians, with the exception of a few tribes, have been

well disposed, and anxious to cultivate and preserve

friendly relations with the whites. He recommends a

kind and liberal policy towards them, and thinks an

increase of the " Civilization Fund" desirable. " In-

dian disturbances," he says, " are often traceable to the

indiscretions and aggressions of white men. We have

reliable reports of such cases, and of the most murder-

ous and unprovoked attacks upon them when entirely

defenceless. We are rapidly closing upon the hunter

tribes from both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, and
soon all the buftalo and other game will have disap-

peared, and almost every foot of arable land be occu-

pied by the white man."
Ocsan Postar/e.—The annual compensation of the

Collins line of steamers is $858,000. The revenue from

ocean postage last year was $374,326,—a losing busi-

ness for the department.
Congress.—No organization of the House of Represen-

tatives had been effected on the 14th inst., and the spi-

rit of factious strife by which the legislative branch of

the government is paralysed, still predominated in the

House.
Keu' York.—The House of Representatives of this

State had been unable to elect a Speaker during the

first two weeks of the session. The members seem dis-

posed to imitate the bad example set them at Washing-
ton.

Pennsylvania.—On the 14th inst., William Bigler, late

Governor of the State, was elected to the U. S. Senate

for six years, from the 4th of Third month last.

Railroad Disasters.—On the 9th inst., a collision oc-

curred on the Hudson Railroad near Poughkeepsie, by

which three persons were killed, and a number crushed

and wounded. On the 10th, a freight train on the

Terre Haute and Alton Railroad ran off the track, and
five persons were killed.

Severe Weather.—From the 4th to the 6th and 7th

inst., a heavy fall of snow occurred in most, if not all

the Atlantic States. The storm commenced at the Gulf

of Mexico, and extended northward and eastward. At
Mobile, eight inches of snow fell ; further north it was
much deeper ; in some localities a fall of two feet is report-

ed. Many of the railroads were so obstructed that a tem-

porary suspension of travel was unavoidable. The snow
storm was followed by intense cold. Some of the thermo-

metrical indications were as follows:—At Philadelphia,

on the morning of the 9th inst., from 0° to 9° below zero
;

at West-town B. School, 19° below; Baltimore, from 10°

to 14° below; Cincinnati, 10° below; Marietta, 11° be-

low; Springfield, Ohio, 20° below. On the 10th inst.,

at Chicago, 19° below; Cleveland, Ohio, 7° below;

Frankfort, Ky., 16° below. During the storm, two ves-

sels, the schooner Pacific and the barque Duke of Bra-

ganza, were wrecked on Long Beach, N. J. The captain

and four of the crew of the schooner perished, and pro-

bably all on board the barque, as no trace of them was
seen. On board another vessel, four. pilots were frozen

to death. Other disasters to shipping on the coast are

reported.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 225 ; of small-pox,

20 ; scarlet fever, 16.

New Jersey.—The State revenue the last year was
$221,263 ; the disbursements, $221,140. The Governor
in his message recommends the suppression of bank-
notes of a less denomination than five dollars.

New York Railroads.—The earnings of the railroads

in this State, during the year ending Ninth month 30th

last, amount to $20,843,000, and their expenses, during

the same period, to $11,310,000. The entire cost of

construction is stated at $125,252,669.
California.—Two recent arrivals at New York, brought

nearly two millions in gold. The dates from San Fran-
cisco are to 20th ult. The rains having set in, there

was increased activity in the mining districts. The dis-

covery of gold in large quantity in Table mountain, bad
produced much excitement among the miners. The
news from Salt Lake reports a battle with the Indians

at Elk Hollow, iu which 120 were killed. In Oregon
and Washington Territories, the Indian war was waged
with much ferocity and serious loss on both sides.

Miscellaneous.— Whaling Statistics.—There were en-

gaged in the United States whale fishery during the last

year, 146 ships and barks, 6 brigs and 20 schooners;

and there were taken by them 68,285 barrels sperm oil,

and 176,186 of whale. The receipts in 1854 were 69,418

barrels of sperm, and 321,593 of whale. New Bedford

employed during the past year, 81 ships and barks;

Fairhaven 10 ; and New London and Nantucket each 9.

Telegraphic Progress.—It is but eleven years since the

first telegraph line, of 40 miles in length, of Professor

Morse, was built, and now there are no less than 38,000

miles of telegraph wire on our continent. In Europe
lines of telegraph have been constructed to an extent

rivalling those in America. The electric wire extends

under the sea of the English Channel, the German
Ocean and Mediterranean.

The Lake Trade.—The total receipts of grain at Buf-

falo, N. Y., by lake, last year, were 19,788,473 bushels,

against 18,553,465 in 1854, and 11,078,741 in 1853. The
total value of property exported from Buffalo on the

Erie canal during the past year was $29,258,437, the

tolls amounting to $755,574. The value of property

left at Buffalo, on the canal, was $87,856,037.

The Philadelphia Flour Trade.—The sales of the last

year embraced about 1,000,000 barrels. The domestic

consumption of flour in Philadelphia, is estimated at

600,000 barrels per annum. The sales of wheat reached

1,400,000 bushels, and of corn, nearly 1,700,000 bushels.

There are 11 flour and grain mills in the city, capable

of grinding 1509 barrels a day.

The Valley of the Amazon.—The Peruvian Government
has made a contract with Damion Schultz, a German
citizen, of Peru, for the colonization of the region of the

Amazon and its branches, in the neighbourhood of

Chanchamayo and Cuz, at the foot of the Andes, with

ten thousand able-bodied colonists of the Roman Catho-

lic faith. A grant of land is to be made for each colo-

nist, and the Government is to render some pecuniary

aid in carrying out the scheme.
London.—The population, according to recent statis-

tics, amounts to 2,500,000. The census states that it

contains 307,722 inhabited, and 16,389 uninhabited

New Line of Atlantic Steamers'.—The Montreal Ocean
Steamship Company have given notice that five first

class screw steamers will form the government mail line

between Montreal and Liverpool. The first of the line

is to leave Liverpool on the 23d of Fourth month ; the

others to follow in regular succession.

The California Mint.—During eleven months of last

year, the gold coinage amounted to $20,498,048 ; the

deposits of gold were $21,374,871.
The Western Pork Trade.—The supply of pork is found

to be larger than was anticipated. The quantity from

Kentucky this year, will far exceed the last. The num-
ber of hogs killed at Cincinnati, the present season,

amounted on the 5th inst. to 257,376. On that day,

hogs were held at $5.15 a 5.22, without sales.

Large Hogs.—A correspondent of the Doylestown (Pa.)

Democrat says that Alfred Vandegrift, of Bensalem, in

that county, slaughtered on the 31st ult. five hogs,

weighing four thousand and ninety-three pounds.

British Railroads.—During the first half of the year

1855, 113 persons were killed, and 158 injured on the

various railroads, in the kingdom.
Trade of St. Louis.—The number of steamboats that

traded at the port of St. Louis, during the past year,

was 323, besides 68 canal boats and barges. The re-

ceipts of lead for the year were 315,677 pigs; the quan-

tity of flour manufactured by the City Mills, 6i

bbls., or 100,195 barrels more than the previoui
The receipts of corn were 2,944,590 bushels.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Chas. B. Owen, N. Y., $2, vol. 29

;

John Hoyle and B. Hoyle, jr., 0., $2 each, vol. 29

Benj. Hazard, R. I., $2, vol. 29; from P. P. Dui
N. J., $2, vol. 29 ; from Jas. Austin, agt., Na
G. Coffin, $4, vols. 28 and 29, for Peleg Mitchel

John Monroe, $2 each, vol. 29.

CORRECTION.
The word distant, in the fourth line, from the'

the first column, eighth page of our last number, s,

be distinct.

SOJP HOUSE.
The Society for supplying the poor of the citj

soup, have opened their house. No. 16 Green's
and are daily delivering soup, (First-days exce

between the hours of 11 and 1 o'clock, to such nc

tons poor as produce a recommendation from
respectable person.

As the Society is dependent for means to suppoi

useful charity, on the annual donations of the bt

lent, they respectfully solicit aid from such as m
disposed to contribute. Donations iu money m
sent to the Treasurer, Jeremiah Hacker, No. 144
Fourth street, or to Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch

:

Beef, flour, beans, rice or other vegetables w
gratefully received at the soup house.

WESTERN SOUP HOUSE.
The above was opened on the 3d instant, aip

managers will ^e grateful for contributions in i

their funds, which may be sent to

William Biddle, cor. Arch and Eleventh.

i

Samuel L. Baily, No. 252 Chestnut st.

Friends' Boarding-9chool for Indian Children,

Tuncssassah.

Two women Friends are wanted at this Institot

assist in the family.

Also, a man Friend to aid iu carrying out thi

cern for the improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkis-

377 S. Second
Thomas Evans

Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st, 1855. 180 Arch

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department
Institution.

Application may be made to either of the undeit

members of the Committee.
Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, D<

Thomas Evans, \pi,;urt,i
Samuel Bettle, Jr. / ' ""^''*-

Died, on the morning of the 29th of Tenth mont
at her residence near Moorestown, N. J., Edits L

coTT, in the 34th year of her age. This dear Friei

long endured, with exemplary patience, the suffei

protracted disease. For some months before her i

she was sensible that her end was near, and exp J

her willingness to leave the world, saying she hai

tie to bind her to earth. Gratitude for the assurf

acceptance mercifully granted her, was often the

ing of her spirit, while she was frequently engai

petitioning for an evidence of the continued presc 'A

her Saviour, unto her end. On the morning befc i

close, she remarked, " I am yet here, but am
time, its cares and anxieties, and all that embitter i

adding, " My faith is strong in the mercies of m il(

Redeemer, who has blotted out my transgression aj

given me the peace I now feel, which I would
change for a thousand lives." The circle of frien i

relatives to whom she was endeared, while mo
her loss, feel the consoling assurance that she is

partaker of that unalloyed happiness of which si*

a blessed foretaste. " These are they which "

of great tribulation, and have washed their robei

made thera white in the blood of the Lamb,
are they before the throne of God, and serve h:

and night in his temple."

, on the evening of the 30th ult., in the 67t i

of his age, William Thomas ; a much esteemed t

of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelp

the Northern District.
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From " The Leisure Hour "

Boyhood Cndcijronnd.

•appers, fillers, slack-boy.s, pitchers, pushers,

;rs, and other technicalities, not remarkable

Ither infelligibleness or euphony, occur in the

inclature of our coliI districts, to denote the

liles in the pits, according to their various

8 of occupation and labour. The " trapper,"

r-door boy, has the charge of a door placed in

d along which horses, men, and boys have to

but through which it is essential to the ven-

on of tbe mine to prevent the currrent of air

the downcast shaft from sweeping, in order

this current may be forced round the other

I and workings of the pit. The duty of the

ler is to open this door as occasion may re-

), and then to shut it again as quickly as

ble ; and on his keeping the door constantly

excepting at the moment when persons are

ng through it, the safety of (he mine and the

of tiro persons employed in it entirely de-

. The "fillers" crawl after tbe adult colliers,

iwers, into the narrow spaces where they are

Bering at the coal above or before them, and

h in very thin seams only admit of work be-

lone in a kneeling position, or sitting, bend-

louble, lying on une side, or on the back. The
it pieces are pushed out by these attendants,

carried away to fill the corves, skips, or car-

is in which they are removed. The " slaek-

" likewise crawl in to rake the small coal and

I
termed slack, into baskets, and dispose of it

phere. The " pitchers" are employed in ba-

ng and adjusting, the coals in the skips, so as

lild up a load, and in arranging the requisite

e about them In the mines in which the

s of coal are too narrow and the roads too lo.v

lorses to go up to the workings, " pushers,"

rriers," or " thrusters"—names denominating
same class—are engaged in pushing the car-

is from the workings to the horseways, or the

e distance to tie foot of the shaft. The voca-

of the " drivers" requires no explanation
;

it is by far the best kind of occupation in pits,

ig them exercise with little labour, and some
ee of variety. It may also be remarked in

ing, that their charge, horses, ponies, or asses,

re remarkably underground, get fat, sleek, and
conditioned, however deleterious the sites are

len and boys. The domesticated cat likewise

sionally finds a comfortable home in these sub-

mean regions, and obtains plenty of game, rats

mice abounding in many of the pits,

revious to the passing of Lord Ashley's act,

ch 1, 1843, which prohibited the employment
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of any one in mines under ten years old, children

of very tender age were taken down by covetous

or needy parents, and engaged by unscrupulous

managers. Inquirers met with the greatest diffi-

culty in ascertaining the real ages of the juvenile

operatives. Seven or eight years was not uncom-

mon in various districts ; nor was six very rare

;

and the remarkable instance of a child of four was

encountered. This was in the Ilill's-lane pit, be-

innging to the Madeley-wood company, Shrop-

shire. " I say, Jonas," said the ground-bailiff,

" there are very few children working in this

mine ; I think we have none under ten or eleven."

The collier immediately replied, "Sir, my boy is

only a little more than four." " Well," rejoined

the manager, " I suppose that you take good care

of him
;
you take him up and down when you go

yourself." This abuse of childhood has very pro-

perly been rendered penal; and we may think

even ten years of age a little too early for life in

the pits to commence.

The trappers are always the youngest in a coal

pit. Pitiable indeed is their lot from its seclu-

sion, gloom, and extreme monotony. Owing to

these circumstances, they are in general very shy,

have seldom anything to say for themselves, and

a question will often elicit only the stare of vacancy

or surprise. Labour there is none, nor exertion

further than is requisite to open and shut a door.

In a hole scooped out for them at their post, or

crouching in a corner upon their heels, the little

urchins sit with a string in their hands attached

to the door. They pull it open the moment they

hear the approach of a corve, letting it fall to,

which it does of its own weight, the instant the

vehicle has passed. Were it not fur this interrup-

tion, their lot would be solitary confinement of the

worst order. If anything impede the shutting of

the door, they remove it, or if unable to do so,

run off to the nearest man, to get him to do it for

them. If not quick in opening the door in time,

a thump or kick will perhaps be bestowed by the

irritable passenger, or some horrible hobgoblin

story be mentioned to frighten the poor child in

the darkness. From the nature of their office, the

doorkeepers are compelled to be in the pit the

whole of the working-time. AVhen a colliery is in

full work, three sets of men commonly divide the

twenty-four hours between them, each set working

eight hours; but there will be only two sets of

boys to three of the adults, so that the former

have to be immured for twelve hours together,

often commencing from a very early period in the

morning, and ending late in the afternoon. We
will give a case in point, that of Thomas Rokeby,

a trapper in Flatworth pit, in the northern coal

district. His mother stated, that the " boy was

at school at three years old, and his father wished

to make him a better scholar before he went down.

Always puts him to bed early, because he must get

up every working morning at three o'clock ; and he

often rubs his eyes when he is woke, and says he

has only just beun to sleep. He gets up at three

A. M. and goes down the pit at four o'clock. He
gets his dinner directly he goes homo, about half-past

four or a quarter to five P. JI ,
and then he washes

himself, and goes to bed between six and seven

o'clock; so that he will never be up more than two

hours from the pit for eating,washing, and playing."

Little is it imagined by the mothers of England in

suburban villas, with their children grouped around

a bright fireside, that other children have to rise

while theirs are slumbi ring, and go down to black-

ness of darkness, while theirs roam the fields in

the sunshine, in order to win the coal which en-

livens the domestic health !

The long wearisome hours of working time are

often passed with a damp floor to sit or stand

upon, and the trappers are necessarily exposed to

drafts. When the doors are closed, the strong

air-current may bo heard sighing, hissing, whist-

ling, or screaming, according to its strength, in

the endeavour to proceed onwards through the

chinks and crevices. The " doors are a singing,"

is the pitman's phrase for this wild mu.sio. It is

not always listened to with agreeable feelings, for

when unusually loud there is reason to apprehend

some derangement in the ventilation. But the

great grievance of the trapper's lot is the solitude

to which he is consigned, only interrupted by the

brief passage of the coal-wagons, and the darkness

in which he is immured. Occasionally the little

fellows may be so posted as to be near the shaft;

to which they can sometimes run, and enliven

themselves with a view of the iron buckets going

up or coming down, snatching a bird's-eye peep

at the daylight aloft. In some collieries also,

candles are supplied by indulgent managers, while

bits of tallow to form a light may be given by

some good-natured collier passing by as a treat.

But darkness and seclusion—above all things most

intolerable and ungenial to young children—con-

stitute the rule. " On one occasion," ob.serves a

visitor, " as I was passing a little trapper, he beg-

ged me for a little grease from my candle. I found

that the poor child had scooped out a hole in a

great stone, and having obtained a wick, had

manufactured a rude sort of lamp; and that ho

kept it going as well as he could by begging con-

tributions of melted tallow from the candles of any

Samaritan passers-by." It is painful to contem-

plate this dull, dungeon-like life. Well might the

stanzas of the " Trapper's Petition" be indited :

" Father! must I go down with you

Into that dark and dismal hole,

And leave the sky above so blue,

Buried amidst the blackest coal?

Father! I want to go to play,

I 've had no play since .Monday last;

! let me have one hour to-day.

And then t 'U work and do a vast!*

! let me play a pretty game
With Tom and Bill upon the heap.

And I shall do my work the same

—

For then I shall not fall asleep.

Just let me get those pretty flowers

Down in the field beside the stream
|

Then I shall while away the hours

As though I lay in pleasant dream.

Well, father! if I must go
r knee

:

Just hold me tight upoi

k in yon big town,

fe and daylight see 1"
But get

And

A provincialism for doing a great deal.
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Can none of the employers of these lads do some-
thing to ameliorate their condition ?

Though apparently a probable event, there is

little danger of the urchins losing themselves in
the pits, for they are commonly taken down and
brought up again by relatives or friends. Their
post in the interval is likewise completely station-
ary

; and they are effectually prevented wandering
from it by the certainty of rough punishment, not
to mention the fear of hobgoblins, whose fame is

kept alive for the express purpose of restraint.

Yet the case has occurred, and very recently, in

1852, in one of the Wel.=h pits. A boy, Wiliiam
Withers, went down on a Friday morning, with
his father as usual. Having forgot something, he
returned to fetch it, and on proceeding alone along
the subterranean road, his light went out. He
consequently lost his way, wandered into some old
workings, and nothing was known of him till the
following Moud.iy, when he was fortunately found,
but in a very weak state, and taken home. Dnr-
ing the whole time he had only his Friday's din-
ner for his support. He gave the following ac-
count of himself :—" After i lost my light, I found
that I was lost and in a strange road. I could
hear my father at work all day on Friday. I

knocked at the side, and made as much noise as 1

possibly could, but no one answered me. They
all went out that night, leaving me there; I cried
very much. I thought I saw the stars two or
three times, although I was a hundred yards un-
der ground. I saved my dinner as much as I
could, only eating a bit at a time, not knowing
whether I should ever be found. The pit broke
(work) on Saturday morning, so there was no
work until Monday morning. The whole time I
had been wandering about in the dark, when I
heard the hauliers (horse-drivers) and I made my
way to them." The boy did not know what day
it was when he was rescued ; and so long had the
dreary time of his imprisonment appeared to him
that he fancied he had been lost a week.

(To be cnncludedo

For ' The Friend."

"About the First month, 1678, I found some
powerful drawings in the love of God, to go down
once more into Yorkshire, where I had had much
service for the Lord, but had not been there for
about six or seven years. So I went down to
Hull, and visited the churches about Holderness,
Hull, Beverly, Malton and York; in all which
places, I saw_ the glory of the temple of my God
shine forth in great splendour, notwithstandiiii/
all the raje of the adversary; and I had a preci-
ous service in every place, and the hearts of many
were opened, and the souls of many dear friends
were truly refreshed, and the bread of life was
plentiful among us to our mutual joy and rejoicing.
My soul was greatly comforted to see so many ot
the ancients, and honourable men and women
ahidiny in their jilaees, and growing up in the
house of God as lellow helpers in the gospel with
us."—S. C.

What has been may be brought to pass again
through the mercy and power of the same gracious
Lord, notwithstanding the rage and subtilty of the

I'arious ways

liis kingdom—"a feast of fat things full of mar-
row, of wines on the lees well refined." They
will be able to adopt the language of the Psalmist,
" Thou hast also given me the shield of thy sal-

vation, and thy right hand hath holden me up,
and thy gentleness hath made me great."

African Kimbess.

iS'otwithslanding the heathenism and unciviliz
ed character of the tribes of Africa, we occasional-
ly hear of their tender-heartedness and kind feel-

ings towards others. Many of our older friends
will remember tiie touching lament of some African
females over the cek-bratcd traveller Mungo Park,
many years ago, when he came to their village, in

the interior of the country, in a state of great des-
titution, friendless and forlorn

—

" The winds roared, and the rain fell,

The poor white man, faint and weary, came and sat un-
der our tree.

He has no mother to bring him milk, no wife to grind

adversary, which he
to beguile, and to destroy the L'ord's people. Let
us hold fast our faith and confidence in the unal-
terable compa.ssion of the Shepherd of Israel, and
he will foil the devil in all his stratagems, and
open a way for his sufl'ering teed to escape. '

The
horse and his rider will be thrown into the sea,
and ancients and honourable servants of the living
God, we may trust, will again rejoice in beholdinrr
the arising and dominion of the Prince of life ana
peace, and their .souls be satisfied with the wine of

Let us pity the white man—no mother has he," &c.

In page 174 of our last volume a very touching
instance of African sympathy and kindness is re
corded. It is shown on the occasion of the severe
illness of Mr. Hinderer, our missionary of Ibadan,
by a young heathen war-chief, whose heait ap
peared to have been a good deal attracted towardi
the mission»ries. Indeed, the interest and syra

pathy of many of the natives on that occasion
were truly remarkable: they were continually
coming to Mrs. Hinderer, treading with light step,

and asking her, in a whisper, " Is father better
"'

The young warrior, however, by name Olomloyo,
came every day, and was well nigh heartbroken
" He told me," says Mrs. Hinderer, " that I musi
pray much for my husband." The latter was
suffering greatly from thirst and exhaustion, and
felt a strong desire for some oranges, the season
for which was, however, past. There was not one
to be had. This was mentioned to Olomloyo,
immediately sent his servants out into the country
to see if they could procure any; but in vain
The chief was very sorry. He said, however,
that he must have some ; and he therefore set off

himself on horseback, galloping to several farms
in search ; and at night he returned with no small
delight and brought back eleven. He took them
immediately to the sick missionary, and waited
until he saw him devour one, almost greedily. The
young chief was so pleased that tears filled his eyes.
Mr. Hinderer tried to thank him for his kindness.
Olomloyo, however lifted up his hand, and said,
" don't speak ! I am too glad."

Who could have expected such sympathy and ten-
derness, as well as such good breeding, from an un-
converted war-chief at heathen Ibadan ? Surely
there is much reason to hope for success of the
Gospel amongst such characters.

Colonization Herald.

For "The Friend."

When John Richardson travelled in this coun-
try, he says, " I found it much my work, to be
engaged in the discijyline of the church, which
was very low in many places; yet there was a
willingness in Friends' minds to be helped in that
needful concern. For surely it is a good fence,
and a help to keep the. righteous in, and hurtful

wicked things and doings out, if the same be
rightly handled, and extended as it ought to be,
n the love and wisdom of God." This highly
favoured man saw that the righteous have need ot

instrumental help to keep them within the safe
enclosure of Truth, and the fellowship of the
chuich. Good men are exposed to temptation as
well as others, and are benefitted by all the aid

their brethren can give. This fence, which
been set up by the Head of the church, eanno
broken down with impunity. It is for the he.
and welfare of the body, and those who trampl
under foot, will lose the divine life, and their ;

lity to support his precious cause. They will
entangled in difficulties, out of which they
extricate themselves, and be disqualified for
ministering the discipline on future occasions.

For "The Friend/

On Shooting Stai^ and Meteorites.

(Concluded from page 148 )

With respect to the identity of shooting i

and solid meteorites, Humboldt seems to b
doubt; and remarks, that this identity, "has
been by any means proved hitherto." Were i\

the same, it is natural to suppose that on
occasion of such an immense shower of shooti

stars, as that of Eleventh mo. 1833,
metioric stones would have been observed to fii

whereas there is not a single instance on roco

where these showers have been accompanied
the descent of a meteorite. Baron Humboli
however, regards meteorites as similar in thi

origin to shooting stars, viz; as small planetti

masses or asteroids, revolving in space about I

sun, which occasionally intersect the earth's orl

and are drawn to it by its superior gravity. AP
a careful examination and comparison of the se'

ral hypothesis put forward by writers on this st

ject, the evidence appears to preponderate
favour of the conclusion, that solid meteorites

«

probably ejected from the volcanoes of the moe
and we shall give an exposition of the argnmer
and facts, which may be adduced in support

i

this theory. It was first suggested, in IGCO,
an Italian philosopher, Terzago, and afterwards i!

Olbers in 1795. Laplace advocated it firmly, aw

it has been subsequently held by Berzelius, Bid

Brandos, Poisson, Quetelet, Arago and Benze
berg. ...

j

Berzelius was untiring in his chemical analys'

of meteoric stones, and was convinced of the

mineral character from these investigations; 1

remarks, "As it is absurd to suppose that min

rals can be formed in the air out of the elemeni'

of the air, they cannot be atmospheric productfi

and the less so, as many of them present caviti'i

which are filled with a mineral of another coloul

and probably of a different composition, which ;

were a plain absurdity to consider as being posi!

biy formed in them during the few moments tl

attraction of the earth would sufl'er so heavy a hot;

to remain in the atmosphere. They become eu(

elsewhere. They are not cast out from the vc

canoes of the earth, for they fall everywhere, n
;

merely, nor ofienest in the near or remote neigli

bourhi'od of a volcano. Their external appcaram,

is unlike a terrestrial mineral—unlike anythii

hich volcanoes eject. Their containing unoxj

dized malleable iron proves that water is not fonnr

and perhaps not air in their former abode. The
St therefore come from some other plan^

which has volcanoes. The one nearest us is tl

n, and the moon has gigantic volcanoes ecu

pared with the earth. The moon has no atmoi

phere to retard the path of projectiles. Collet

tions of water do not appear to exist upon it. I

word, among the probable sources, the moo;

is the most probable." He argues from the fac

that some meteorites contain no native iron, whil

he majority do, that there are two lunar vo

anocs from whence these bodies are projected

ind his solution of the cause of their heat ao

explosion is, that the former is the result of th

extreme condensation of the air by the fallin

body, and being thus heated, c?rtain gases ai
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jd in its internal cavities which give rise to

splosion.

jf. J. Lawrence Smith, in a late number of

American Journal of Science and Arts, has

shed an Essay on Metuoiites, in which he

jates the selenic or lunar theory with great

icy of reasoning of which the toUowing is a

insed capitulation :

—

rst, Tliat all meteoric masses have a commu-

3f origin.

is iuttrence is deduced from their chemical

ositiun and external form. They are of

variety of irregular shape, having the ap-

nce of Lieing forcibly detached or broken from

w, were they cosniical in their origin, that is

id by nature in individual and di.'stinct masses,

)rovidcd with an orbital motion in space, as

lartL and planets, they must, in conformity

the laws of dynamic force, have assumed a

ical or spheroidal form ; or supposing they

suddenly formed in the elevated regions of

tmosphere, they must necessarily have been

oft and plastic condition when first so agglo-

led, and would, like shot falling from a tower,

1 globular shape in tlieir descent,

e existence of metallic iron in these bodies in

loxydizcd state, is conclusive evidence that

m as a gaseous element, or combined in wa-

i not found where meteorites are generated,

mgh all meteorites are not composed of pre-

the same elements combined in equal pro-

ms, yet there are some constituents which

somnion to all of them, and their general

y resemblance is so marked as to be unmis-

ble to tbe chemist. A mineral which has

termed Schreibersile, is universally present

3m, and is wholly unknown iu any terrestrial

ance.

eondiy, That they have all been subjected to

re or less prolonged igneous action, corre-

ling to that of terrestrial volcanoes. This is

id by their crystalline structure, in which the

luret and phosphuret of the metals constitut-

he mass, are completely separated in tbe form

)dules, in a manner which could only have

accomplished by the continuous agency of

for a long period. If therefore these bodies

been forcibly driven off from the same large

distinct from the earth, where neither water

ir existed to oxydize their peculiarly suscep-

elements; if it is a pre-requisite of their

nt organic frame that they should have been

ubjects of prolonged igneous influence, such

universally believed to have upheaved the lofty

rs of the moon, then the ascription of their

n to that planet is certainly the most plausi-

heory to which we can refer for the solution

is singular pLenomenon.
is urged by some philosophers in objection to

hypothesis, that the force necessarily exerted

le lunar volcanoes to discbarge bodies beyond

phere of the moon's attraction, must be vastly

;er than anything known in reference to those

e earth.

r. Peters, who observed and accurately mea-

1 the velocity of the stones discharged from

;rater of ^Etna, gives 1250 feet per second as

aaximuni. Whereas Laplace computed that

nitial velocity required to carry a stone from

noon to the earth, would be 7862 feet per

id. This objection, however, is of no weight,

ere is no cause for circumscribing the projectile

! of the lunar volcanoes within the limits of

3 on tbe earth. It may be, and probably is,

easurably greater as indicated by the immense
ht of some of tbe lunar mountains.

1 the words of Prof. Smith, " To sum up the

theory of the lunar origin of the meteorites, it may
be stated that the moon is the only large body in

space of which we have any knowledge, possessing

the requisite conditions demanded by the physical

and chemical properties of meteorites ;
and that

they have been thrown oft" from that body by vol-

canic action, (doubtless long since extinct,) and

encountering no gaseous medium of resistance,

reached such a distance as that the moon exer-

cised no longer a preponderating attraction ; the

detached fragment pi'Ssessing an orbital motion

and an orbital velocity which it had iu common
with all parts of tbe moon, but now more or less

modified by the projectile force and new condition

of attraction in which it was placed with reference

to the earth, acquired an independent orbit more

or le.ss eliptical. This orbit, necessarily subject to

great disturbing influences, may sooner or later

cross our atmosphere, and be intercepted by the

body of the globe."

Tbe study of shooting stars and meteorites has

justly claimed greater attention from modern phi-

losophers than was formerly accorded to this sub-

ject ; and in proportion as tbe field of observation,

and the number of observers has been extended,

the importance of this branch of celestial physics

has been appreciated, and proved itself an auxili-

ary, in sustaining and illustrating the universality

of those laws, which govern the operations of na-

ture from the smallest stone to the vast orb of the

sun itself. Not the least interesting of tbe results

of this increased investigation, is the well attested

fact, that the principles of Dalton's atomic theory

of chemical oombiuation and affinity, are equally

exemplified by the analysis of meteorites as by

that of terrestrial objects ; thus aflbrding another

link to connect our globe with other cosmical

bodies. It has been considered one of the triumphs

of modern science to show by the aid of powerful

telescopes, that the binary stars, which are so

remote from our system as to be invisible to the

unassisted sight, revolve about each other in obe-

dience to the same mysterious law of gravity

which governs this portion of the universe ; but is

it not an equally important fact with regard to

tbe proof of unity of design in the Divine Author

of nature, that the proportions in which the ulti-

mate particles of matter combine to form organic

substances in the moon, are the same as govern

those of a body of 240,000 miles from it ? Me-

teoric stones poss'jss an unusual interest when re-

garded as the only tangible representatives we

have of the materials of which other heavenly

bodies are composed. As has been stated, when

submitted to chemical analysis, they resolve into the

same simple substances with which we are familiar

in terrestrial objects, and to those who regard it as

inconsistent with the Divine economy, thiit so

many millions of spheres should have been created

without intelligent beings to people them, this

consideration may afford a stepping stone to ad-

vance the doctrine of a plurality of worlds, on the

supposition that the analogy extends to animated

existence. C. R.

Christian to give alms to the poor as to pray to hia

God. It is not at the option of such an one to

say lie will do as he pleases with his own. The
earth is the Lord's, and he has commanded those

to whom he commits its stewardship to distribute

liberally, and he who does not obey, has little rea-

son to believe himself animated by the spirit of

that religion, which is " pure and undefilcd before

God."

Selected.

Benevolence.

" In faith and hope the world will disagree.

But all inankiad's concern is Charity."

Real benevolence of feeling will always prompt

to benevolence in action, and the person who pro-

fesses an anxiety for the eternal felicity of men

may be doubted if he does not strive, as far as bis

power extends to promote their earthly happiness.

No one virtue was so often inculcated and insisted

on by our Saviour, as that of almsgiving, and to

none other was promised such sure and rich re-

ward. It is just as much the duty of the rich

For "The Friend."

Will the Editor of the Friend give the follow-

ing testimony a place in its columns ? James
N. Richardson was a worthy elder, held in high

esteem among Friends in Ireland ; where he re-

sided. A Subscriber.

Tbe following paper was written by James N.

Richardson during his last illness, and was given,

three days before bis close, to two Friends in the

station of Ministers, to be made use of in whatever

way they thought proper:—he died in the Fifth

month, 1847.

Being confined with cold for nearly three weeks,

and at the beginning having much lime in my
lonely hours for contemplation, my mind very fre-

quently turned toward our beloved religious So-

ciety, and the present afflicted state of it wherever
located.

I have endeavoured for right direction whether

to do or suff'er, and I think, I have arrived at the

conclusion that at the present there is little room
to move for those who love, and most surely be-

lieve in tbe ancient doctrines and testimonies com-

mitted to our worthy elders, and promulgated by

them to the world fearlessly, through deep suCer-

ings, grievous seourgings and buftetings, noisome

prisons and filthy dungeons, even to the loss of

life, which they did not count dear in comparison

of being found faithful to their holy leader, our

dear Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ : — and

banded down to us a Society to uphold and main-

tain undiminished and without compromise.

My mind seems to settle down in the belief that

the compact is so strong, and the influence so great,

of the chief promoters of these unquakerly, Epis-

copalian doctrines and views, that the humble-

minded, faithful believer in the true Christian

views of our worthy predecessors, must be willing

to suffer all the appointed baptisms.

There seems arayed so much talent ; so much
wealth, so much worldly influence, combined

with holding high stations in the Church, that

things are likely for a time to be carried in a

wrong course : these new views are agreeable to

the people who like an easy worldly religion :

—

patient, waiting exercise is irksome;— does not

suit the itching ears ; so instead of this right

qualification, waiting to be baptised into a sense

and state of meetings, and concerned to feel a

renewal of Divine power, tbe people are fed with

a mere recital of the truths of the Gospel, and

given to rest in an assent or belief iu the ever

blessed sacrifice, and what our dear Lord has done

for mankind without us : by this belief they are

taught to think they are safe, without being led

to deep .searching of heart, and continued watch-

ing unto prayer ; which will produce good works

or fruits, and progress to sanotification, which must

bo attained before we are in a capacity to witness

justification :—hence we have, especially in Eng-

land, long lifeless sermons, calculated to fill the

head, but never reach the heart.

! how I have been tried with these commu-

nications like words of course, all the same from

time to time, till the mind is wearied, and the

heart that is panting for living bread is sick.

1 believe we must be willing, till the Lord is

pleased to say "it is enough," to bear and forbear.
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(the cause is His) yet I have no doubt He sees

the trials of His afflicted children ; and although

I may not live to see it, I fully believe this thing

will not stand : but that the testimonies of Trutb

and the (Jhiistian doctrines given to this people to

bear will not be allowed to fall to the ground : but

that an honest, humble-minded people will be

enabled again to raise the standard of Truth, and

to promulgate the same, and carry on the work

designed, tlius marred by zeal and creaturely ac-

tivity; and that the heterodox doctrines spread by

Gurney aud Ash, will remain on the shelf unasked

for.

Before the late London Yearly Meeting it was

insisted there should be no division, but all must

be unity and harmony ! as if true unity can be

brought about by the contrivance of men, however

influential

!

Surely the true unity is in our Holy Head, Christ;

Jesus, and emanates from Him, the fountain of

love; whilst all the contrivances of men will be

found no more than as a rope of sand ; and whilst

harmony was being openly proclaimed, hundreds

around knew that no such state of things existed !

J. N. Richardson.

Glenmore, Ninth of Tenth Month, 1846.

The Twentieth Annual Report of the Association

for the Care of Coloured Orphans.

TWENTIETH ANNUAL REPORT.

As the period returns which calls for a publish-

ed statement of our yearly proceedings, we some-

times query with ourselves, what material have

we to vary the oft told tale, and we are almost

ready to desist from the attempt thus to renew an

interest in our welfare; yet, in our brief sketches

of the every-day concerns of a now old established

Institution, we need not seek to gratify the taste

for novelty, but simply to remind our friends of

the little flock we are tending, and to meet the

kind inquiries of those who may be asking " Is it

well with the children?''

Our school remains under the charge of the

same teachers as were in office at the time of our

last annual report; and they continue industri-

ously and efficiently engaged in the discharge of

their duty,—the children giving evidence in good

spelling, writing, and other exercises, as well as

in general obedient conduct, of the care bestowed

upon them. We were pleased lately on examin-

ing several specimens of creditable writing, with

one by a little girl, in a good free hand, and cor-

rect spelling, containing sentiments of gratitude

to her teachers for their instructions, and to her

heavenly Father for her comfortable home and

lodging—it being a spontaneous offering, clothed

in simple but expressive language.

There are now 76 children in the Shelter, from

60 to 65 of whom attend school.

AVhen we say that the Friend who has for many
years fulfilled her trust so faithfully as matron,

still occupies that station, it would seem super-

fluous to remark, that the different branches of

her department continue to bear evidence of her

carefulness and efficiency ; whether we take a sur-

vey of the details of household economy, or ob-

serve the contented, healthful and neat appear-

ance, and orderly deportment of the children—yet

our well placed confidence does not preclude the

regular inspection of our superintending commit-

tee, during the rotation of weekly visits.

The health of our large family has continued

with little interruption ; a circumstance which

speaks well for the healthfulness of the situation,

the wholesome and plentiful diet, and the constant

care extended. Within the last few weeks, how-

ever, wo have had a few cases of varioloid and

small-pox, which yielded very soon under judici-

ous treatment; and by timely vaccination of

nearly the whole family, we trust its further ex-

tension has been stayed.

To our kind physician. Dr. Caspar Wister, who
performed this arduous duty, as well as for his

assistance so cheerfully rendered at all times, we
are under much obligation ; his prompt attention

and medical skill, no doubt having often been in-

strumental in arresting disease; but above all,

our gratitude is due to the Great Preserver whose
tender regard, we humbly trust, continues towards
our helpless charge.

The favourable accounts of those bound out, are

we think, in good proportion to the whole num-
ber—our children are so young when apprenticed,

tbat it would be hardly fair to attribute failures

in good character to any supposed deficiency in

their early training at the Shelter, and therefore

we would not be deterred by such examples from
endeavouring to sow the morning seed, as we know
not but this also may prosper under the divine

blessing—and we earnestly desire, that those to

whom they have been indentured, may not be too

easily discouraged on discovering such evil dispo-

sitions, the sad inheritance of a fallen nature, as

may sooner or later be developed ; but rather seek

diligently for that grace in themselves, and in their

charge, which is suflicient to enable them to per-

severe in the conflict, and finally to overcome.
It gives us pleasure to express our acknowledg-

ments to Jacob Snider, Alderman, who most
kindly executes indentures, and does all other

business for us in his line, and by presenting to

us his binding fees, becomes an annual donor to

the Institution to a considerable amount.
It will be seen by a reference to our Treasurer's

statement, that several of our deceased friends

have kindly remembered us by a legacy; yet our
regular income from annual subscriptions, and the

interest on investments, still falls far short of our
expenditures; so that if it had not been for sea-

sonable replenishing by donations of money, pro-

visions, clothing, &c., from many benevolent

friends, to whom our grateful acknowledgments
are due, we should have found it difficult to ba-

lance our accounts ;—the high prices of provisions,

which have occasioned such general distress, have
drawn heavily upon our resources also; yet rely-

ing upon past benefits, we trust that while the

sympathies of those who regard the poor are flow-

ing so freely into new channels, the Shelter for

Coloured Orphans will continue to be thus kindly
remembered.

Summary of Treasurer's Account.

Payments for family expenses, . . S4,012 56

Balance on hand. First

mo. 1, 1855, . . .

Rec'd subscriptions and
donations, &c.,

Legacies, ....

Sll,112 56

5,177 29
4,.395 00

Scrip sold, and mortgage
paid in,

Balance on hand, First mo. 1, 1856, $657 8:

69,595 38

2,175 00-811,770 38

The greatest earthly blessings may be so unduly
estimated, as to become our idols, and we may be
as much ensnared by them, as endangered by our
spiritual foes. A little reflection on the slight-

ness of the tenure, by which we possess our tem-

porary enjoyments, is sufficient to convince us, that

we ought to hold them with a loose grasp—

t

them as not abusing them, that we may
]

ourselves good stewards, "faithful over aM
things," and worthy through Him whom we -H

to honour, to be made rulers over many thin J

his heavenly kingdom.

—

Sarah Louisa Tai/t 1

For"TheFrie

On True Worship.

Much has been written and said of the nat;

the worship due from man to his Creator, .

sublimity and its purity; but all is compris.

the few, yet comprehensive words of the Al j.

ing Redeemer and final Judge of all worshippe
-o

the woman of Samaria,—''God is a Spirit,'(l

they that worship him, must worship him ini.

rit and in truth, for the Father seeketh sue 4

worship him." 1

Whilst we neglect not the '-assembling of;,

selves together as the manner of some is," w'Ji

is an important duty for all to whom abili
'j

afforded, let us not, when thus assembled, s r

our minds to wander from Him, who is the f -.

tain of living water, for he has testified, " ^ 1.

soever drinketh of the water that I shall give
.

.

shall never thirst, but the water that I shall e

him, shall be in him a well of water springinjm

into everlasting life."
'

We may remember when " the sons of d

came to present themselves before the Lord, Si
came also amongst them," many are the dei s

whereby he endeavours to draw the sincere, s;.

ing soul from off the watch, and prevent itljii

receiving that living water, which will alone :<.

rish and sustain the immortal spirit in this w(i,

and enable it to partake of the never-ending 1

of a happy eternity. We may remember for r

encouragement the impressive language,—"1.

sist the devil, and he will flee from you; i/i

nigh unto God, and he will draw nigh unto j(
'

As we are concerned to worship Him in sj t

and in truth, he will, in the riches of his mer,

cause us to feel the sweet incomes of his Di e

love, and refresh our hearts with his life—gi\;

presence; giving us to know in whom our t ;t

is. It is by seeking him in " spirit and in trut

'

I hat our path spiritually is known to beilluminrl

by His blessed presence, warming and refresl;

our spirits ; and a precious sweetness covers t

minds of those who, when assembled for di'J

worship, thus seek him, which enables then

)

experience the truth of the declaration,—"h
good for us to be here."

When we reflect on the necessity, there is t

each one to endeavour to make their " calling 1

election sure," and the uncertain period of te

allotted to perform the great work, it beho(3

all to be vigilantly engaged therein. Theref
',

may all who peruse these lines, and who may 11

that they have not been worshippers of the " '.-

ther in spirit and in truth," seriously ponder :e

importance, when assembled for that purpose 'f

endeavouring to turn their minds inward to e

Lord; who is a rich rewarder of all those iit

diligently seek him, and who " giveth liber f

and upbraideth not to those who serve and it

upon him." For He regardeth the humble, i
contrite ones before him, and will cause thetro

feel him to be riches in poverty, strength in we;-

ness, and a present help in every needful tin''

strengthening them to overcome "the sin wli

so easily besets them," and enabling them throii

his power to experience hard things to be me
easy, and bitter things to be made sweet, so lit

they will show by their devout waiting before !i

that he is indeed a God to be worshipped "in -

rit and in truth."

Maryland First month, 1856.
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THE HUSBANDMAN,

arth, of man the bounteous niolher,

Feeds bim still with corn and wine

;

:e who best would aid a brother,

Shares with him these gifls divine.

fany a power within her bosom
Noiseless, hidden, works benonth

;

lence are seed, and leaf, and blossom,

Golden ear and clusler'd wreath.

'hese to swell with strength and beaut;

Is the royal task of man
;

lan's a kiiig, his throne is duty.

Since his work ou earth began.

lud and harvest, bloom and vintage.

These, like man, are fruits of earth
;

Itamp'd in clay, a heavenly niinlage,

AUl jm du ve lh( birth.

Sam and mill, and wine-vat's treasures,

Earthly goods for earthly lives,

'bese are nature's ancient pleasures,

These her child from her derives.

Vhat the dream, but vain rebelling.

If from earth we sought to flee?

ris our stored and ample dwelling,

'Tis from it the skies we see.

Vind and frost, and hour and season,

Land and water, sun and shade,

iVork with these as bids thy reason,

For they work thy toil to aid.

Jew thy seed, and reap in gladness I

Man "himself is all a seed
;

lope and hardship, joy and sadness,

Slow the plant to ripeness lead.

John

For "The Friend.'

BlOaAPUlCAl SKETCHES,

nisters and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 140.J

CALEB PUSEY.

De of the company (supposed to be Caleb Pu
spoke to this import :

" The great God, who

e the world and all things therein, conse

itly all mankind, Indians and English ; as he

e all, extends his love to all. This is plainly

m by his causing the rain and dews to fall on

ground of both Indians and English alike, that

ay equally produce what the Indians, as well

hat the English sow or plant on it. He also

es his sun shine equally on all. Seeing the

it Being, who made all, extends his love to all,

re mutually bound to love one another." The

g replied, " What you say is true ; and as God
given you corn, I would advise you to get it

for we intend you no harm." It was then

rest time, and the people having fled from their

IS, the king's advice was very seasonable,

messengers parted with bim in a friendly

iDer, and returning to Philadelphia, soon

;ted the peoples' fears.

laleb Pusey was first chosen a representative to

General Assembly in the election in the fall

686. He was elected again the next year, and

f frequently afterward, when not acting as one

he council.

'he first important movement in religious so-

y which we find him engaged in, was signing

testimony against George Keith, in 1692; he

1 that year a representative from Chester Quar-

y Meeting, as be was generally thereafter until

death. The pamphlets of Keith and his fol-

ers, written against the Society of Friends in

leral, and some of the Pennsylvania Friends in

ticular, stirred up Caleb Pusey to take pen in

id in support of the Truth. His first effort as

ontroversial writer was entitled "A modest ac-

He was satisfied that notwithstanding all attacks

made on it, " the truth remained the same."

"And as the way of its working is to cleanse and

purify mankind in soul, body and spirit, and

make them fit temples for God to dwell in, by

virtue of his Holy Spirit in us, and also to entitle

us effectually to partake of the great and un.spcak-

able benefit that accrues to mankind by that one

offering of our Lord Jesus Christ on the tree of

the Cross : so it is highly necessary that we more

and more come to experience this cleansing work

to be wrought in us, in order to be entitled to the

benefit. For although our blessed Lord Jesus

Christ offered up himself for the sins of the whole

world, yet we read of none who by that offering

are forever perfected but those who are sancti-

fied."

We shall not attempt to give an analysis of thi.s

work, those who are anxious to obtain a full

knowledge of the actions of George Keith and his

followers, will find many things to interest them

in Caleb Pusey's writings. In 16'J9, Caleb Pusey

was appointed one of a committee to draw up a

statement to be sent to England, of the nuuilcr

of the followers of George Keith, who had gone

to the Prie.-ts.

Daniel Leeds continued to publish his almanac

and to make it a vehicle for attacks upon Friends,

particularly William Penn and Caleb Pusey. Ilia

almanac attacks and two printed challenges,

brought forth Caleb Pusey in 1702 once more

before the public, in a quarto volume. His book

was called, " Daniel Leeds justly rebuked for

abusing William Penn, and his folly and false-

hood, contained in his two printed challenges to

Caleb Pusey, made manifest."

In the various attacks made on Caleb Pusey, he

is frequently referred to as a miller, and seems to

take the jeers of his antagonists on his " miller's

logic" in good part. He seems to have been

ready to meet his opponents in whatever field of

warfare they entered, and we find him preparing

matter for almanacs to refute the attacks made on

Friends in Almanacs. The calendars were proba-

bly calculated by Jacob Taylor, who we know pre-

pared and published one for many years. The

paragraphs prepared for one of them were so un-

palatable to some, that an anonymous attack on

ye'seen thirman that is come up? Surely to defy
j

Caleb Pusey for writing them was drawn into the

Israel is he come up." 1 Sam. xvii. 25. " Be- Yearly Meeting. The subject was referred by

hold he travaileth with iniquity, and hath con- the Yearly Meeting of ministers to a committee,

ceived mischief and brought forth falsehood." of which Caleb Pusey was one, to prepare a suita-

Psalms vii. 16. John Wood, a minister of Glou- ble answer to the attack.

coster county. West Jersey, added a few pages toj In the year 1701 or 1702, John Eichardson,

clear himself from certain charges made against being on a religious visit

count from Pennsylvania of the principal differen-

point of doctrine, between George Keith

and those of the people called tjuakers, from whom
e separated." This work was printed in London,

there being no printing press in Philadelphia in

he year 1696. It was an octavo pamphlet of

sixty or seventy pages. I have not been able to

find a copy of it in any public or private library.

In 1697 he was appointed one of the committee

to examine all books pruposed to be published by

any member of the Society of Friend.-^ within the

limits of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia. Ou
this committee he was from time to time appointed

as long as be lived. Many of the followers of

George Keith continued their attacks of the Society

of Friends for many years after separating them-

selves from it. Among them all none equalled

Daniel Leids, for bitterness of feeling and perti-

nacity of purpose. His residence was at first in

or near Burlington, but afterwards about Egg
Harbour. He was a man of .some talents and ed-

ucation, and prepared an almanac for a long series

of years, commencing with one for tlie year 1687.

This, for its lightness and frivolity, was suppressed

by Friends in Philadelphia, and this probably was

one cause of his ill nature towards them. About

the year 1697, Dauiel published a book entitled,

" News of a Trumpet sounding in the wilderness,

&c." This book, of which I have not been able

to procure a copy, appears to have been filled with

personal abuse of particular Friends, and misrep-

resentations of their doctrines and actions.

To this book Caleb Pusey prepared an answer,

with this title
—" Satan's Harbenger encountered,

his false news of a Trumpet detected, his crooked

ways in the wilderness laid open to the view of

the impartial and judicious. Being something by

way of answer to Daniel Leids, his book entitled,

'News of a Trumpet sounding in the wilderness,

&c.,' wherein is shown how in several respects he

hath greviously wronged and abused divers emi-

nent, worthy, and painful labourers in the work

of the Gospel in many places, by false citations

out of their books, and in many other places by

perverting their sayings and expressions; besides

his otherways basely reflecting upon several an-

tient Friends by name." Two texts were also in

the title page : "And the men of Israel .said, Have

him by Daniel Leids.

In the Seventh month, 1698, the manuscript of

the above answer was presented to the Y'early

Meeting of ministers held at that time in Burling-

ton, and was approved and directed to be pub-

lished. There were many diificultics in the way

of getting a book hastily through the press of

Ileynier Janson,* and it was not until 1700 that it

was presented to the public in a quarto volume of

121 pages. Many typographical errors defaced

the book, in respect to which Caleb Pusey says in

the preface, " The chief occasion of their being so

this country, staid

bile at the residence of his friend Caleb Pusey.

His mill was on the edge of the wilderness, in

which the Indians still resided, and many of them

were located near at hand. John Richardson,

walking in the old venerable forest, saw several of

the Indian wigwams, and drew near to them, but

he could not converse with the inhabitants. As

he looked upon them, however, he felt the love

of God flowing towards them, and in that love he

afterwards sought out an interpreter, with whom
he again visited them. He told them that he

came with a message to them from the great man

many errors waS the printer being a man of
I above, to persuade them not to kill, steal, get

another nation and language, as also not bred toj drunk, nor put away their wives for small faults,

that employment, consequently something unex- 1 for the great and goodBeing would be ofended

pert both in language and calling, and the cor-
'

rector not being so frequently at hand as the

case required."

The design of his book, he informs us, was to

prevent any from being deceived, and to open the

eyes of such as had been deceived by Leeds' book.

*^Reynier Janson •

,
native of Holland.

with them if they did such things. On the

contrary, if they refrained from evil, God would

love and prosper thera, and give them peace. The

Indians shed tears whilst listening to the good

tidings, and gave quick credence to the divine

authority with which he spoke, and to the truth

of his sayings.

CTo be continued.:
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Florida Sea Island Cdtton.

Sea Island cotton is one of the grand produc-
tions of Florida. From her insular position,
quality of soil, and blaudness of climate, this deli-
cate and valuable crop is very successfully cultiva-
ted. It is said that this crop is produced the best
where the soil is composed of clay, strongly mixed
with vegetable decomposition. As a manure for cot-
ton lands, sea-weeds and mar^h-iuud are found to be
excellent, increasing the quantity of the crop with-
out injuring the fineness and glossiness of the
staple. The cottonseed is planted in rows, from
six to eight feet apart, and the plant kept free
from weeds by the use of the hoe and plough.
The shrub grows rapidly, and throws out a pro-
fusion of rich yellow bloosoms, and at length the
pods appear. The^e, bursting open about Ninth
mo., reveal their snowy treasures to the planter's
gaze. The Held must now be picked, as exposure
to the weather injures the fine gloss of the cotton.
The down is collected, exposed on a scaffold to dry,
and is then passed through tbe gin, whose thous-
and fingers quickly separate it from the seed,
after which it is packed in bales, and is ready
for the market. As the pods do not open all at
a time, several pickings are necessary to clean the
field.

The cotton shrub grows very luxuriantly in
Florida. The writer has seen a specimen produ-
ced in Marion county, which more resembled a
tree than a shrub, tbe lower branches being suffi-

cient to sustain the weight of a man. The cotton
I

Those who have through the Lord's mercy
been favoured to experience being brought into
tliat blessed inherit^mce, which the faithful of
every generalion have highly prized, and which
they have obtained, not by right nor by power of
their own, do travel in spirit for the welfare of
Zion and the enlargement of her borders
when there is a drawing back or turning aside from
the holy commandment delivered unto them, by
any, it occasions suffering; and such can adopt
the language of the Apostle, "If any man
draw back, my soul shall have no pleasure in
him." May such as Lave been favoured in the
light of the Lord to see the stratagems of the ene-
my for laying waste his heritage, by removing
the ancient land-marks and inducing many by his
plausible reasoning and a desire to shun the cross,
to believe that there is but little or nothing in
this, that, or the other of the testimonies apper-
taining to our high and holy profession, stand as
with their loins girded, their lamps trimmed, and
their lights burning ; for every part of the doctrines,
and every testimony laid upon this people in the
beginning, to uphold, remain binding upon it

now
; Quakerism carried out, being nutliing more

nor less than primitive Christianity revived.
The fervent desire of my heart is, that the

faithful in every part of our society, who are en-
deavouring to walk in the good old way, the an-
cient paths, who cannot join with the multitude

true Yearly Meeting those whoowning as

have seceded in Ohio, may be favoured to keep in
crop ip liable to many accidents; the caterpillar

I

the faith and in the patience of the saints, and
sometimes destroys whole fields of it; the red-bug

|

the Lord will work in them and for them, to his
pierces the pod and discolours the cotton, and a i

own praise, and to their unspeakable joy and
heavy wind sometimes entirely destroys the pod. peace, opening a way for them in his own time.
Good cotton lands will yield three or four huu- 1

! my beloved friends ! hold fast your confidence,
dred pounds to the acre, and it is said that one
band may cultivate about three acres. The price
of the article varies according to the quality aud
state of the market, from fifteen to twenty cents
per pound.

To every hundred pounds of cotton produced,
there arc about ten bushels of seed, weighing forty
pounds to the bushel. Experiments have been
made iu turning the seed to account, by extract-
ing oil from it; and we believe the result has
proved that about half a gallon of crude oil may
be obtained from the bushel. The oil cake may
be also used for cattle and horses. It is thouo-ht
by some that the seed used in this way would pay
one-half of the labour required for the cultivation
of the crop.

—

Florida N<;u-s.

For "The Friend."

Hold fast Tonr Confidence.

Many and deep are the provings of the faithful
followers of the Lamb, in this day of great de-
parture from the life and power of godliness by
many under our name; and they are at times
clothed with the spirit of prayer, that the Lord,
in the riches of his mercy, would be pleased to
turn the captivity of Zion, and bring her sons and
daughters under the government
Spirit in their hearts

"

and prosperity of those, wherever situated ^

Lord's footstool; and they are as bone of mj
and flesh of my flesh in the heavenly kii

0, keep near unto him who hath visited
souls, aud hath made you willing to suffer f
name and Truth's sake, and never grow we:
It, for more is gained by patient suffering ai!
ing to the will of God, than any other way.
Lord will arise when he hath turned and
turned, and restore to his poor afflicted cl

the years that the locust, the canker worm
the catterpillar have eaten, and again beautit
with the garments of salvation, as in the
when he gathered her by his mighty hand
his outstretched arm.

Let us, in the language of the Apostle,
fast the confidence and the rejoicing of the
firm unto the end, striving together for the b
ing up of the broken down walls of Zion, am
rearing up of her gates that have been bui
Ah 1 then, my dear friends, light would b
forth as out of obscurity, the unity and fellow
which is in Christ would more and more b(
to bind us together, and to make us one anotl
joy in the Lord, and it would do more be utt
n our ears, " We and they," but we shoul
ery deed be one people, united by His Spin.

.

strengthened by His grace, for our respective^
vices in the church. Were we individually broi
and kept here, the enemy, with all his comb
forces, could not hurt us. The Lord in h _
gathered the Society of Friends, and by hisalmif
power hath protected and carried it thus fai

will not suffer it to become extinct, nor th(

views of Christian doctrine and practice uphel(
it, to fall to the ground ; nay, it is not in his h
to suffer it so to be; but for our backsliding
""faithfulness he hath corrected us, that wem:

firm unto the end; let no plausible reasonings
prevail over you, but endeavour to stand in that

j

be brought back upon original ground, sert
light which our blessed Lord and Saviour may him in newness of spirit, and be enabled 'to ex
favour you with, and you will be kept in the! plify the description given of the church formei
meekness and gentleness of Christ; bein2 willing i

"Who is she that hioketh forth as the morn;

terrihli
to suffer for his sake all his appointed time.
The society of Friends may be greatly reduced

in numbers by the compromising, separating
spirit, which has for some years past been at
work within our borders; but let all whom the
Lord hath quickened by his Spirit, and brought
out of Egyptian darkness into his marvellous „ _ _
light, and who feel bound to uphold the ancient

|

through frJm" t^n 7o fourteen pTocesserand^
aith, the testimonies and the discipline of our re- wonder is, how 500 men can handle 200 000 nf
ligious society, endeavour to get under, and keep

,

so little confusion and so few mistakes. A stunder, the government of a right spirit, and all tator is astonished at the rapidity with which

fair as the moon, clear as the sun,
an army with banners?"

State of Ohio, First month, 1856.

The London Post-Office.—A writer in the '.

number of Putnam's Magazine, speaking of
London Post Office says:—"Each letter

g

hastiness will be kept down; and all judging of
one another because we may not see eye to eye in
some points, will be guarded against; remember-
ng that our friends who may differ from us have
the same privilege of access to the Spirit of Truth
that we have ; a ' '

another and wai

letters are made to pass uiader'the stamp,
active stamper will stamp and count fioni sevei

eight thousand an hour. The process of sortin;

carried on on large tables, which are divided i

apartments, labelled 'Great Western,' 'East'

of his pure

. phereby they would be
drawn more unreservedly to conform to the ancient
faith, and to adhere more and more firmly to the dis-
cipline and order of our religious society, exhibit-
ing their practical effects by their lives. These
ought not to let go their confidence in the all-sus-
taining and preserving power of the Shepherd of
Israel, to keep them from the assaults of the ene-
my, whether from within, or without them ; for as
they are found lying low before him, h.

and support them, and in his own time
to witness the fulfilment of that scriptufe declara-
tion, "The Lamb and his followers shall have the
victory."

d thus we will be kept near to Couutries,' 'Southeastern,' 'Scotch,' ' Irish
^

•11 ,,
'''"t'og'^ar one another, and the

I

reign,' 'Blind,' &c. Those marked ' Blindenemy will not be suffered to gain the ascendency I

carried to a person called the 'Blind Man,'over us. And if, through unwatchfulness, he! has more skill in decyphering bad writing hshould unhappiy get within the camp, help is Philadelphia lawyer. He will take a letter dirt
aid upon One that is mighty, and he will thrust
him out if we are individually concerned to get
right and to keep right ourselves. Then as a
well disciplined army, under the Captain of Sal-
vation, we would be enabled to go forth, conquer-
ing and to conquer our soul's enemies, and the
church, however much diminished in numbers,
would appear in her primitive beauty, to the
praise and the glory of her adorable Head.

jiMy faith is unshaken in the continued mercy The average weight of th« ,

11 keep! of tl'e Lord our Helper, and I feel for the little
| London is "about fourteen tons

e tliemi remnant up aud down in the land, who may be
|'-"'"-- compared to the gleanings of the vintage, the two

or three berries in the top of the uppermost bough ; I letters sent daily
and I can say that my life is bound up with the life received is '283/225.'

^ tha

delphia lawyer. He will take a letter direc

thus : 'Srom Predevi,' and read at once Sir Hu
phrey Davy; a letter superscribed ' jonsmeet
Weasal pin Tin,' he sees, immediately, belongs
'John Smith, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.' In sh(

he is such an adept at this business that it is aim
impossible to write or spell so as to be unintelli

ble to him. The mail bags are made of shi'

skin, soft and pliable. They are sealed up w'
wax upon the twine that is tied around the t

ning mail in

The number
ivspapers sent from the office yearly is ei

ted at 53,000,000; the average number
67,524 ; the average numl
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Story of a Tea-Ketde,

winters evening, nearly one hundred years

3 tea board was laid out, and the window

s closely drawn, in the humble parlour of a

ouse in the town of Greenock, in the West

land. A tidy, active matron, was bustling

slicing the bread and butter, a blazing fire

i and roared in the grate, and curled round

ck sides of the kettle which reposed in the

)f it, and the fire crackled, and the water

ifitb a faintly hoard popling sound, and a

of white vapour came whizzing out of the

the kettle, with a shrill cheery hiss. Now the

aforesaid saw nothing particular in all this
;

had boiled and fires had burned from the

ng, and would probably do so to the end of

pter.

lie matron stooped to pour the boiling fluid

tea-pot, her son James, a boy of twelve

rs, sat on a low bench in front of the fire,

)ws resting on each knee, while his hands

ed his head, being placed under the chin
;

was intently gazing at the fire, the kettle

! steam, swallowing them with his eyes, ab-

in deep thoughts, and lost in contempla-

Tlie boy looked at the fire, and the mother

at the boy. " Was there ever sic an idle

wcel in this world as our Jamie ?" was

;stion which almost unconsciously she pro-

herself.

B. stepped in at this moment ; turning tn

iter, Jamie's mother said, "Mrs. li., did

er see the likes of our Jamie ? Look at

e'U sit there for hours, staring at the kettle

e steam, till you wad think his eea wad

lit of his heed."

truth to tell, there was something peculiar

glance of the boy's eye. There was mind,

speaking mind, looking through it. He
as one who gazed upon a wondrous vision,

lose every sense was bound up in the dis-

' gorgeous pageantry floating before him.

1 sat watching the escaping steam, until the

pourous column had appeared to cast itself

I in fantastic, changing shapes; sometimes

btle fluid, gathering force and quantity,

gently raise one side of the lid of the kettle,

white puff, and then let the metal fall with

clanking sound. There was power and

,h in that watery cloud ; and as the drcani-

f saw this, an unbidden thought came upon

nd, and he knew that tlie iierce struggle

mbolical of intellect warring with the ele-

still he gazed, and saw in his day-dreams

iailing without wind or sails, and wagons

ed o'er deserts wild by some power unseen

"Jamie, Jamie," exclaimed his mother,

iT to your tea ; if I find ye staring at the fire

ye'll (eel the wecht of my Land."

boy rose meekly, and did as he was told.

me was James Watt, afterwards Sir James.

5 honoured by the title of knighthood, being

it who applied the powers of steam to any

What does it not do for man ? It hurries

:ro.ss the Atlantic in ten days, and grinds

in the grocer's store
;
yet this triumph of

d science was once the laughing-stock of

; thousands, and once it was only the waking
isy of a boy's mind as he sat and, in seem-

leness, watched a little column of vapour

om the spout of a tea-kettle.

above anecdote is literally true. Watt was

in 1736. This incident occurred when he

I his twelfth year. He was the son of a

poor tradesman in Greenock, in Scotland, and pro-

bably had never read a book, the spelling book

d the Bible exceiittd.

From tlie Journal of George Fox.

Dear Friends and brethren—who have known
the Lord's eternal arm and power, that hath pre-

served you upon the heavenly rock and founda-

tion, and hath built your house upon it; you have

known many winds, tempests, and storms, that

have risen out of that sea where the beast rose

;

and many raging storms that have risen by apos-

tates of several sorts; but the Lord that bruises

the sernent's head, and (s the foundation of God's
people, stands sure. Dear Friends and brethren,

though there be great shakings in the world, the

Lord's power is over all, and his kingdom cannot

be shaken. Therefore, all ye children of God,
children of the light, and heirs of his kingdom, a

joyful, peaceable habitation keep in ; keeping out

of all the contentions and disputes about things

below. Jjay hand on no man, nor nothing sud-

denly, lest they should be pufl'ed up with that

which fades, and so come to loss; but mind the

Lord's power, that keeps open your heavenly eye,

to see tilings present and to come; and in that

ye will see and handle the word of life.

Dear Friends everywhere, have power over

your own spirits. As God hath blessed you with

outward things, have a care of trusting in them,

or falling into diff'erence one with another about

these outward things that are below, which will

pass away. But all live in the love of God, and
lu that live in peace with God, and one with
another. Follow the works of charity, and over-

come evil with good to all; for what good have all

the tinklers done, with their cymbals and sounding
brass? They always bred confusion, and never
did good in any age; tinkling with their cymbals,

and sounding with their brass, to draw out the

simple to follow them. Therefore it is good for

all the children of God to keep in their possession

of life, and in tlie love of God, that is everlasting.

As for all thfl tumults of the world, and the

apostates from the truth, the Lord's power is over

lliem all, and Christ reigns; and the Lord saith,

"No weapon that is found against thee shall pros-

per." Isa. Ixv. 17. Now, Friends, you are not

insensible how many weapons have been formed
against us, who are the sous and daughters of God;
and the Lord hath restrained them according to

his promise; they have not prospered. The Lord
said, "Every tongue that shall rise up in judg-

ment against thee, thou shalt condemn;" so God
hath given such a power to his children, to con-

demn all the tongues that shall rise up in judg-

ment against them; and this is the heritage of

the servants of the Lord ; "their righteousness is

of me. saith the Lord." You are not insensible of

the many tongues that have risen up against us in

judgment, yea, of apostates and profane, but in

and with the truth, the power of God, according

o the promise of God, "every tongue that riseth

against thee, thou shalt condemn." It is not

one tongue only thou shalt condemn, but "every
tongue that shall rise up in judgment against

thee, thou shalt condemn." The Lord giveth

this power to his servants and children, to

judge the evil tongues; and he doth restrain

the weapons found against them, so that they

shall not prosper against his children that he

hath begotten. Praises and honour be to his

holy name forever. Amen. G. F.

Third month, 1C89.

For "Th9 Friend."

Profilable IleDections.

We arc never well informed of the truth, till we

are conformed to the truth.

Speak of people's virtues, conceal their infirmi-

ties ; if thou can .say no good, say no ill of them.

Religion begins with a knowledge of man's sc//,

and is perfected with the knowledge of God.

We may know what Christ hath done for us,

by what he hath done in us.

None are so easily acquainted, so closely knit

together, and so much endeared to one another, as

real Christians.

One true Christian differs from another witJiniit

breach of cdiarity, as friends love one another,

though in difl'erent garbs.

When Paul was a Pharisee, he thought he was

blameless; when he was a Chri.-tian, the chief of

sin II ers.

Judge thyself with a judgment of sincerity, and

thou will judge others with a judgment of charity.

A zealous soul, without meekness, is like a ship

in a storm, in danger of wreck.

When tlie Christian is most sensible of his own
icra/cness, and most dependent on Christ's strength,

then he stands safest; when he is most vile in his

own eyes, he is most glorious in the eyes of God.

When Job abhorred himself, then God raised him.

When the centurian thought himself the most

unworthy, Christ said, " I have not found so great

faith, no, not in Israel."

THE FRISND
FIRST MONTH 26, 185C.

It is always term time in the court of con-

science.

In our present number will be found the twen-

tieth Annual Report of the Association for the

care of Coloured Orphans, and we once more com-

mend the Institution to the generous charity of

our readers. We believe there are few more

worthy of it, whether as regards the humane ob-

ject for which it was established, or the manner

in which that object is carried out.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to the 5th instant.

The cotton marl<et was dull, and prices had declined J(/.

The sales of the wecli were 24,000 boles. BreadstuU'3

were .ilso dull of sale
;
the <|uotations were from 40.?. to

42s. Gd. per bid. forfiour. White wheat, lU. 8rf. to 12.v.

per 70 lb. ; red wheat, 10s. Stl. to lis. The bullion in

the Hank of England had decreased £170,000; there

was greater stringency in the London money marlcct.

Consols, 87J a 87i.

The War.—A Grand Council of War is to be held in

Poris, to collect, interchange and consider all possible

information relative to the war. Marshal Pelissicr is

said to have given his opinion, that no further success

for the allies is possible on the present base of opera-

tions. On the IGth ult., a detachment of Cossacks de-

feated a strong squadron of British cavalry near Kertch.

The English commander was made prisoner. Large

bodies of Russian troops were marching from the Crimea

to Bessarabia, and the places of the retiring troops were

being filled from the reserves. Omar Pacha had made

a retrograde movement with his army, renouncing his

intention of attacking Kutais. The greater part of the

Russian army will winter at Kars. The Russians found

in that city 3000 wounded men and 2oO cannon. The

Russians hold the defile between Kars and Erzeroura,

and many persons were leaving the latter city under the

apprehension that it might be attacked. The advices

from Sweden are warlike. The mUitary commanders

have received instructions to have their respective regi-

ments in the highest slate of efliciency before spring.

The indications are, that in accordance with a secret

article in the recent treaty, Sweden will join the allies

in active hostilities against Russia. The allies are mak-

ing active preparations to throw upon the Rhine, in the

neighbourhood of Strasbourg ; an army of 180,000 sol-

diers intended first to force the German Stales, and es-
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pecially Prussia, into some sort of an alliance by wbicli
tbe commerce between her and Russia will be cut oflF,

and the latter power isolated ; and secondly, to

against Russia llirough Poland. The Danish gov
ment, it is said, consents to the establishment of depots
for the English fleet at Kiel, which will rendez
there in the spring.

RUSSI.\.—Count Esterhazy reached St. Petersburg
on the '2lith of last month, and the ne.\t day laid the

peace propositions of Austria before the Russian Cabi-
net. From the tenor of a circular issued by Count Nes-
selrode, it may be inferred that the demands of the

allies in relation to the Black Sea, will not be assented

to by Russia. That power, however, proposes, " That
the right of Turkey to close the Straits, shall be main-
tained ; that no ships of war shall be admitted into the

Black Sea, e.\cepting Russian and Turkish ; that the

number of ships shall be mutually arranged by Russia
and Turkey, by special treaty, and by these powers
alone." Contracts have been advertised for immense
quantities of artillery stores, and new rifle regiments

were being enrolled. The Czar has issued a decree con-
ferring on peasants the right to possess landed property

in Poland. Personal serfdom is to. be replaced by an-

nual payment. Three years are allowed for the execu-

tion of the decree.

INDIA AND CHINA.—Martial law had been pro-

claimed in the Santhal district. The insurrection had
not been suppressed, but was no longer dangerous.

A battle occurred on tbe 7th of Eleventh month, in

Oude, between the insurgents and the British troops,

the latter assisting the troops of the King of Oude. Five

hundred dead were left on the field, and the insurgents

dispersed; the country was still unsettled. The order
prohibiting the export of saltpetre from India, except to

England, -was loudly complained of Chinese affairs

remained unchanged. A horrible affair had occurred

at Manilla. The American ship W'averly, with 442

Chinese labourers on board, had put into that port, ti

inter the captain, who had died at sea. Some troubl

ensuing among the Chinese, the mate shot two or three

of them, and driving the rest below, fastened the hatches,

and went on shore to attend to the burial of the capti

When he returned and opened the hatches, 250 of the

Chinese were found to have died froja suffocation. Th
mate and crew had been imprisoned by the Spanish
authorities.

UNITED STATES.— Conffrtss.—The House had not
organized on the 21st inst. The contest for the Speak-
ership has been maintained with an obstinacy which
might seem amusing, were not the parties to the strife

c<mvened as hgiflalors for the performance of grave
important duties affecting the interests of a great
lion. Although daily repeated ballots show, that the

li, embers will not concentrate their votes, so as to give

a majority to either of the candidates, they yet continue
unwilling to allow an election to be made in any other

manner.
Bounty Land Warrants.—The total number of appli-

eants for bounty lands at the Pension Office, to Twelfth
mo. 31st, 1855, was 232,200; and the number allowed
or granted, 77,700 out of 136,524 examined.

Oltio.—The receipts into the State treasury during
the year 1855, amount to $4,215,854, and the expendi-
tures to $3,512,484. The total debt of the State is

$14,008,295.
Chicago, III.—The receipts of grain the last season,

were 20,457,983 bushels; of lumber, 336,553,497 feet.

No other city in the United States receives so large an
amount of these articles.

North and South.^The number of patents issued from
the Patent Office last year, is very unequally divided

between the two sections. To residents in the free

States, 1684 patents were granted ; to those in the slave

Slates, 222; and of these, 112 were for Virginia, Mary-
land, and the District of Columbia, leaving only 110 for

all the rest of the South.
The Eastern Cities.—A large portion of the entire

wealth of the nation appears to be concentrated at the
great commercial points of the United States. One-
eighth part of the whole property of this country, ac-
cording to the Boston Traveller, is owned by the citi-

zens of New York and Boston. Boston alone, within
its corporate limits, owns, it is stated, one-twentieth of
th ' property of the entire union. Providence, R. I., is

also a wealthy city, having an assessed valuation of 56
millions, with a population of only 50,000.

Washington, L>. C— In a table published in the Wash-
ington (D. C.) National Intelligencer, it is stated that
iliere were 254 new houses erected in Washington dur-
ing the year 1855, making the total number 8920. The
number of inhabitants is estimated at 58,201. The
assessed value of all kinds of real and personal property,
including bank and other stocks, is $25,568,703.

New York.—The assembly organized on the 16th
having previously agreed that a plurality might elect
Orville Robinson was chosen Speaker by a union of
Republican and Democratic votes. From the Governor's
Message the following items are gleauned. The popu-
lation of the State by the census of 1855, is 3,470,063;
an increase since 1850 of 372,024. The number of
aliens was 632,746 ; coloured persons not taxed, 35,956

;

Indians, 3945. The number of children of proper age,
to attend school, was 1,233,987, of whom 900,523 were at
district schools, 38,734 at academies, 53,764 at unincor-
porated schools. The number of the school districts is

11,728. Expenses of the public schools, teachers' sala-
ries, $2,301,411 ;

libraries, $55,416; school buildings,
&c., $863,990; total, $3,220,817. The State canals
produced last year $2,639,792 ; expenditures, $989,792

;

net income, $1,650,000. The State revenue falls short
of the e.\penses, about $250,000. The Governor recom-
mends the construction of another Asylum for the In-
sane.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 220 ; there were
33 deaths from small-pox, and 2 from varioloid.

Miscellaneous.— Cold in Texas.—At San Antonio, the
weather has been unusually severe. The temperature
had fallen to 19°, and ice, three inches thick, had been
formed.

Planing Machines.—It is calculated that there are now
er thirty thousand planing machines in the United

States, each doing the work of sixty men. If this state-

ment is correct, no less than 1,800,000 men would be
required to perform the work now done by the ma-
hines.

African Colonization.—During the year 1855, 207 emi
grants to Liberia were sent out by the American Colo
nization Society. The receipts of the Society for th

year, were $55,276. The annual report gives an en
couraging view of the affairs of the Liberian Republic.

The Reading Railroad.—The receipts of this road for

the last year, were $4,321,793; of which the chief item
was for freight on coal. The quantity brought do
was 2,213,292 tons, and the freight charged $3,664,0
The net profit of the year's business is stated to be
$2,593,915.
Farming in Virginia.—A farmer, of King George coun-

ty, bought four hundred and fifty acres of land in 1851,
for $4500. One half was in wood. From that time to

this time he has spent in cash, for manure, about as

much as the land cost him. In 1852 he says that he
sold twelve hundred bushels of wheat; in 1853, two
thousand one hundred bushels; in 1854, one thousand
three hundred bushels; and last year two thousand five

hundred bushels. He has also made an average sur-
plus, each year, of one thousand bushels of corn, and
six hundred dollars' worth of hay.

Fast Sailing.—The clipper ship Bald Eagle, of Boston,
Mass., arrived at Callao, Eleventh mo. 26th, from China,
after a passage of eighty-three days, a distance of 15,-

662 miles. On the last thirty-seven days of the passage,
she averaged two hundred and three miles per day ; the
average of the whole passage was one hundred and
eighty-nine miles per day.

Coffee from Brazil.—The quantity of Coffee imported
from Brazil greatly exceeds that imported from all other
countries. It amounted last year to 135,000,000 pounds,
against 21,000,000 of St. Domingo, 15,000,000 of Veue-
znela, and 8.000,000 of Java.

Extreme Cold.—At Chicago, on the night of the 8th,

the thermometer stood 30° below zero. At St. Paul,
Minnesota, it was recently 28° below; during the day
it ranged from that to 10° below, and at 7 p.m. stood
20° below.

The Jamaica Sugar Crop.—The N. Y. Sun says, " The
sugar crop on the Island of Jamaica this season, is 50,-

000 hhds. greater than ever before. This is attributed

to ' Yankees' having taken the management of several
of the largest sugar estates. In working, they employ
the negroes at so much per day paying in cash every
eek." The cash payments are said to have waked up

the labourers, and imparted new life to the whole busi-
ness.

Disasters.—The severe storm in the early part
of the month, occasioned the loss of many vessels upon

d near our coasts. The packet ship St. Denis, from
New York for Havre, foundered on the 6th inst. The
captain and most of the crew, and all the passengers
were drowned. The St. Denis was a large vessel, valued
at $60,000, with a cargo of grain, flour, &c., worth
$120,000. Eleven of the seamen saved themselves in

one of the boats ; all the rest on board, thirty-four in

number, perished.

A Dreary Winter Home.—A letter from Carp river,

Lake Superior, dated Twelfth mo. llth, published in

the Green Bay (Wis.) Advocate, states that much suf-

fering was anticipated this winter in that region. Pork,

butter and lard could not be had at any price, an^

was scarce at $25 per bbl. The snow was abc
feet on the level, and no mail had been received
weeks.

The English and French Exhibitions.—The Lond
hibition of 1851 was visited by 6,039,195 person
ing the 155 days it remained open. That in Pa
1855, was open 198 days, and was visited by 4,5:

persons.

The Flour and Grain Markets.—The quotations
three principal cities on the 19th, were as folio

New I'ork, flour. Slate, $8 a $8.12i; Southern, S '

a fair export demand; red Southern wheat, «

Western, $1.80. Philadelphia, flour, $8.25 to $
for shipping brands, and $8.50 a $8.75, for extra

wheat, $1.95 a $2.00 ; while, $2.10 a $2.20. Ball
flour, $8 a 8.1 2 J ; corn, 74 cts. a 76 cts. for yellor,

73 cts. a 75 cts. for white.

SOUP HOUSE.
The Society for supplying the poor of the citi

soup, have opened llieir house. No. 16 Green's
and are daily delivering soup, (First-days excej

i

between the hours of 11 and 1 o'clock, to such nee'

tous poor as produce a recommendation from
respectable person.
As the Society is dependent for means to suppori)

useful charity, on the annual donations of the bei..

lent, they respectfully solicit aid from such ,a:

disposed to contribute. Donations in money rat

sent to the Treasurer, Jeremiah Hacker, No. 144 i

Fourth street, or to Thomas Evans, No. 180 Arch s

Beef, flour, beans, rice or other vegetables wi

gratefully received at the soup house.

Friends' Boarding-School for Indian Children,

Tunessissah.

Two women Friends are wanted at this Institntii

assist in the family.

Also, a man Friend to aid in carrying out the

cern for the improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkintc

377 S. Seconds!.

Thomas Evans,

Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st, 1855. 180 Arch si

.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in

Institution.

Application may be made to either of the undersig

members of the Committee.
S.VMUEL HiLLES, Wilmington, Del,

Thomas Evaxs,
"I pu-i j

Samuel Bettle, Jr. J"^''"*'**-

MARRiEn, on Fifth-day, the 8th of Eleventh mo
1855, at Friends' Meeting, Middletown, Delaware ,

Pa., Thomas Smedlet, of Harford Co., Md., and Phii,

Yarnall, of the former place.

Died, on the 9th of Twelfth month, 1855, Mari
wife of James E. Molt, of Plymouth Particular v

.Monthly Meeting, in the 35th year of her age. She

a severe illness of eight days with remarkable patie

during which she said but little, though her mind se'

ed calm and composed. Her affectionate disposition il

endeared her to a large circle of friends, who 1

consolation to believe that she has exchanged this !f

of existence for an admittance into a mansion of rest I

peace.

, on the evening of the 15th ult., at the residii

of her sister in Hamorton, Chester Co., Pa., Elizai^

Elliott, of Philadelphia. This dear Friend bore

sufferings of a protracted illness, with exemplarv

tience and resignation, yet often desiring that if it

the will other heavenly Father, the work might be

short in righteousness. Her friends have the conso'_

belief, that her redeemed spirit has through mercy 1'

permitted to enter into a heavenly mansion.
— , on the 7th instant, at his residence in Caj

county, N. Y., Job Otis ; a member of Scipio Mon
Meeting. Having " kept the faith," he quietly

peacefully finished his course, in the 73d year of

ge-

, on the 12th inst, in the 63d year of her

Rebecca Barton
; a member of the Monthly Meetini

Friends of Philadelphia for the Southern District.

, on the 13th inst., in the 81st year of his .

Jasper Cope ; a member of the Monthly Meetin

Friends of Philadelphia for the Western District.
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Boyhood Undergrounil.

(ConcludeJ from page 154.)

pushers or harriers are a class of older lads

le trappers, their employment requiring a

jrable amount of strenglli, often involving

only less onerous than that of the adult

. In some districts, the thickness of the

»m admits of horses or ponies being brought

he spot where the men win the coal. This

jase in general in the larger mines on the

f Cumberland, and horses convey it directly

le workings to the shafts. In the immense
ine William pit, where there are five hun-
sres under the sea, and the distance is two

,nd a half from the shaft to the extremity

works, there is a stable, likewise under the

r forty-nine horses. The animals are let

n large nets, and, having once become sub-

an, they never see daylight again. But
nly the seams are too narrow to allow of

being employed to transport the coal the

Ustanee ; and it has to be conveyed to where

rse-ways commence by stout lads or young
com thirteen years of age and upwards, in

or carriages. For the same reason, the

5S of the seams, they cannot work in an

t position, but have to crawl on hands and
or assume a nearly horizontal posture.

rly this process was performed by means of

e, or broad leather strap, fastened around

ist, to which a chain from the carriage was
, and passed between the legs, the boys

ig and drawing the carriage after them,

irdle frequently blistered the sides of the

s, occasioning great pain, and the labour of

g the vehicles on the bare floor, unfurnished

ails and sleepers, was very severe. This

ous and slavish practice may not be alto-

out of use at present ; but respectable com-

,
and masters with capital, have discon-

it for many years, substituting small iron

?s, along which the carriages arc pushed
Dmparative ease. The hurriers place both

at the top of the back of the corves, and
;heni forwards, running as fast as the in-

on of the road or their own strength will

. The vehicles vary greatly in size, carry-

im two to ten hundredweight of coal ; but

rtimonest size in the thicker beds are made
I sis hundredweight, weighing about two
2dweight themselves. The whole burden is

eight hundredweight. Three boys hurry a

wagon on rails. The one in front draws ; the

two behind push forwards. Their heads are brought

down to a level with the wagon, and the body is al-

most in a horizontal position. This is done partly to

avoid striking the roof, and partly to gain the ad-

vantage of the muscular action, which is greatest

in that position. By constantly pushing against

the wagons they occasionally rub off the hair from

the crowns of their heads, so much so as to be-

come almost bald. The work is performed with

surprising celerity; and though the toil is hard,

there are varieties and intervals which render it

anything but irksome. In fact, the hurriers are a

somewhat uproarious class, go through their

drudgery cheerfully, devouring at fixed times huge

batches of "bait," and often earning, in the case

of the oldest of them, from 3s. to 3s. 6(^ a-day.

Of course, from the nature and scene of their la-

bour, accidents may be expected to be common,

wholly distinct from the tremendous catastrophes

from tire-damp, of which they stand in jeopardy

every hour while below the .surface. Fractured

limbs, wounds, and other lamings often fall to

their lot. But the hardy fellows are soon at work

again, and only keep in mind their lamings to

serve the purposes of chronology. When refer-

ring to the time of an event, a pit-boy will fre-

quently simply indicate it as just before or after

last laming."

A stranger meets with many oddities in a coal

district. We must be content with one example,

giving it in the form of a dialogue. " What is

your name?" "Benjamin Berry." "How old

eyou?" "Thirteen." " What is your work ?"

A drawer." "What wages do you get?"

Three-eighths." " What do you mean by three-

ghths ?" The explanation is, that at Worsley,

it is customary to consider a man as divided into

eight parts, each of which bears a value correspond-

ing to that of the whole. Thus a boy of ten years

of age, is considered equal to, or worth two-eighths

of a mau ; at fifteen, one-half; and at eighteen

ears, three-fourths.

Boyhood underground has occasionally been fol-

lowed by an illustrious manhood in more agreeable

scenes. Bewick, the celebrated wood-engraver,

began life in a colliery near Hexham. One who

knew him well speaks of having often heard him

say, that his remotest recollection was that of

lying for hours on his side between dismal strata

of coal, plying the pick with his little hand, by

the glimmering light of a dirty candle. Hutton,

the niathematiciaa and teacher, who had chancel-

lor Eldon for one of his pupils, had a similar

origin. But a ftir more extraoi'dinary example of

rise in the social scale from the very humblest

occupation in a colliery, has occurred within the

memory of the present generation. At the Euston

station of the London and North-western railway,

statue of Carara marble, resting on a pedestal

of the same material, commemorates George Ste-

phenson, the inventor contemporaneously with Sir

Humphrey Davy of the safety lamp, the first great

practical improver of the locomotive steam-engine,

and the author of the railway system which has

so rapidly extended its network over a large por-

tion of the globe, and contributed to unite nations

in the bonds of commerce and peace. His g^rly

days were spent as a trapper iq Wynam eolUery,

near Newcastle-upon-Tyne. With unflagging spi-

rit he plodded his way through various departments

of labour, illustrating each with the light of genius,

and adorning it by personal integrity and domes-

tic virtue. " I have," said he, in an after-dinner

speech, " worked my way ; but I have worked as

hard as any man in the world, and I have over-

come obstacles which it falls to the lot of but few

men to encounter. I have known the day, when
my son was a child, that after my daily labour was

at an end, I have gone home to my single room
and cleaned clocks and watches in order that I

might be able to put my child to school. I had
felt myself too acutely the loss of an education

not to be sensible of how much advanUige one

would be to him." Few individual changes have

been more remarkable ; a trapper, sitting in wea-

riness and darkness, string in hand, attending to

his doorkeeping, never seeing the sun in winter,

except on Sunday, the hours from before daylight

to dusk being spent in the pit, becoming the great

engineer of modern times, courted by nobles, the

guest of kings and queens, in possession of an

ample fortune, and a reputation limited only by

the bounds of civilization.

From " Old Humphrey's Portfolio."

The loss of Children.

The loss of children is among the heaviest trials

that parents have to endure. How many a one who
held his head high has been brought down to the

very dust by the death of a child !

David, king of Israel, was a mighty man, and

he had a heart often bold as a lion ! but when the

news reached him that his rebellious son Absalom

was dead, he went up into his chamber, and wept.

We may judge by his language of the intensity of

his grief. "0 my son Absalom, my son, my son

Absalom !" says he, " would God I had died for

thee, O Absalom, my sop, my son !"

When Jephthah found that his rash word had

made him fatherless, by dooming to death " his

only child; beside her he had neither son nor

daughter;" how great was his afiiiction ! "And
it came to pass, when he saw her, that he rent his

clothes, and said, Alas, my daughter ! thou hast

brought me very low." "A voice was heard in

Ramah, lamentation and bitter weeping ; Rachel

weeping for her children, refused to be comforted

for her children, because they were not." Jer.

xxxi. 15. That must be no common grief that

refuses consolation, and this strong figurative de-

scription of it is very forcible. A mother carried

away into reckless aflBiction by her agonizing soli-

citude for her departed child is an affecting pic-

ture. But why should we go back thousands of

years ? Is not death among us now ? Is it not

in the habitation of our neighbours ? nay, in our

own dwellings ? Experience I tell us somewhat

of the scenes thou hast witnessed. Memory ! let

thy scroll be unrolled, Tjestained as it may be with

thy tears.

We knew one who carried himself high, and

thought much of titles and worldly distinctions

:

his estate would have lost its value, in his estinia-

tion, if he could not have transmitted it unimpair-

ed tQ his son. High as he was, and wedded to

family genealogy, yet was he kind and courteous
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to an extreme. How was he changed in a mo-
ment ! His child died ; his kindness and courtesy
forsook him ; and when we paid him a visit of
condolence, a bear robbed of her whelps could
hardly have been more irascible. For a season
he completely abandoned himself to his grief.

Why should we thus rebel against God ? " Be-
hold, he taketh away; who can hinder him ? wlio

will say unto him, What doest thou ?" Job is. 12
Well do we remember Jennings, a villagi

blacksmith. He was a man, strong, and proud of

his strength. Seldom Lave we seen a broader back
than his, or a thicker arm. His iron frame seem-

ed tied together with sinews of wire, and yet foi

all this we have seem him sit down in his chair,

and cry like a child. We happened to call in

when his poor babe lay dead in its little crib
;

the strength of the strong man was brought low,

and the pride of the proud man was humbled.
Jennings would have borne pain and privation

like a martyr, but he could not bear the loss ol

the little one that he had dandled on his knee, and
folded in his strong arms. When we saw such :

man as Jennings sobbing and weeping, it was al

in vain for us to try to restrain our tears.

It was in a lovely country, studded with beau
tiful lakes, tarns, waterfalls, and romantic moun
tains that we made a call on an aged man, whose
thoughtful brow wore a gloom in the midst of h
kindly attentions. He showed us the goodliest

prospects, and took us to the most favourable
points from whence we might observe them. He
walked with us through the deep seclusions of

his delightful abode, and he took us to a bowery
alcove, where we seated ourselves beside him. It

was here that, conversing on the shadowy past, his

voice faltered, and the tears rolled down his time-
worn cheeks

!

But why was it that the aged man was becloud-
ed with grief? Alas! he had lost a daughter.
With herlie had gazed on the fair prospect around
us; with ''her he had again and again roamed
where we had wandered, and with her he had sat
in the leafy bower in which we were then seated.
We knew what it was to lose a child, and we could
not be unmoved. It was the Laureate of Eng-
land, who was weeping beside us.

We lately visited, among our christian friends,
a married pair who had lived in a sultry clime,
where the voice of the Lord is heard in the hurri-
cane, and the torn plantations bow beneath the
whirlwind. They had pitched their tent in Eng-
land's milder clime. Peace had taken up her
abode with them ; and their numerous offspring
were as olive plants around their table. The re"-

finements of life were blended with holier hopes;
and books, languages, &c., though enjoyed, were
as the dust of the balance compared with the
things of eternity. The father looked on his pro-
geny with affectionate exultation, and the mother
with conscious pleasure, though she had her soli-

citude. So is it sometimes with the poor bird
that appears to be happy with her young, when,
alas ! there are thorns in the nest whicli pierce
through the down that lines it, known and felt by
her alone. Time passed on, and we again called at
that habitation. Death had been among its in-
mates, and taken away a daughter. Few words
were spoken about her by her bereaved parents,
but those few told us that grief had been busy at
their hearts.

Be comforted, ye afflicted ones, in following
your beloved to her heavenly homo. " Had she
been spared to you, how slowly could you have
taught her, and in the full ripeness of her age,
what had she been when compared with what slio
now is ?" Christian parents of christian children,
take to yourselves consolation.

Look up with grateful joy, and weep no more

;

To you [be precious privilege is given,
Better than adding thousands to your store,

Of adding angels to the host of heaven.

" I wish you could see us in our happy abode,
with the profusion of buds and blossoms that sur-

round us ; for our house seems positively to laugh
in the sunshine, and our children are tractable ai

frisky little lambkins, all spirits, and yet all gen
tleness."

Such was the picture of happiness drawn by i

maternal pen ; such was the language of our buoy
ant friend. We did see that happy abode, anc
we did see our exulting friend and correspondent
but a shadow rested on her habitation, and grief
was heavy at her heart. We walked with her to
a village church yard where they had laid the
little one, who was almost as dear to her as the
ruddy drops that awakened her heart. Her
rit clung with tenacious grasp to the mouldering
tenant of the tomb, and she could not realize thi

loss the had sustained; the past was to her as :

dream. What a wondrous thing is the love of i

mother for her child.

There is a grief that sorrows for the dead,
Yet realizes not the loss it grieves

;

That cannot learn to think its treasure fled,

And gazes round, and mourns, and disbelieves.
And ever and anon affections strong

Fill up the vacant place that death has made,
With smiling shadows, and the heart is wrung

With unsubstantial hope and fleeting shade.

It is not without pain that we refer to a spec-
tacle we once witnessed. We were present at the
vault scene of an Irish funeral, when the appa
rently distracted parents of the deceased child tore
their hair, and beat with their hands upon the
coffin-lid of him they were consigning to the
grave, calling him back again to his disconsolate
friends, with the most intemperate expressions of
frantic sorrow. It was an afflicting exhibition of
human infirmity. What can be more unchristian
like than such indecorous grief? Is not He who
gave us life and liberty to number our days?
x\.re we to make ourselves greater than God, and
to reverse his just decrees ? How different to this
is the language and spirit of Job,—" The Lord
gave, and the Lord hath taken away; blessed be
the name of the Lord." Job i. 21.

There is a stormy, wild, and frantic grief,
That madly rushes on the heart distress'd;

That seeks not pity, hopes not for relief;
Refuses comfort, and despises rest.

When fierce affection claims a right to rave.
And wild and clamorous desires are given,

That fain would tear the body from the grave,
And pluck the spirit from its home in heavei

This is a sad state of things, and better it is to

humble ourselves under our a'fflictions than thus to

increase them by our unreasonable grief.

The case of a christian widower with two ch
dren, supplies us with a strong contrast to the
foregoing manifestation of infirmity. The loss of
his wife was a heavy loss ; and when his first-born

followed, he clung with an intensity of affection

to his remaining treasure. His surviving child
was smitten down by sickness, and for a time life

and death trembled in the scale. His trial was
severe, for his child died, but his faith failed not.

His frame was worn with anxiety, his fijce pallid

with painful emotion, and the sharp arrow of af-

"ction was deeply embedded in his heart; yet not
murmur fell from his lips; but on the contrary,

resignation and acquiescence to the will of his

heavenly Father were meekly manifested in his

words and his deeds.

There is a blessed grief that all transcends;
That knows too well how much has passed away,

Of happiness and bliss
;
yet meekly bends

And bows submissive o'er its kindred clay;

Chastened and humbled by the trial past,
Th_e bleeding bosom heaves a conscious sig

Faith is seen i

And rebel thoughts i ad idol passions die.

That such as live only for this world, and
no christian hope either for themselves or
children, should be overwhelmed with affli(

under bereavements, can hardly be cause of
der

; but followers of the Redeemer, though
may lament the loss of those dear to them, c:'

sorrow without hope, without denying their (

tian profession. He that can .say, " I know
my Redeemer liveth, and that he shall stai

the latter day upon the earth ; and though
my skin worms destroy this body, yet in my
shall I see God ;" " God will redeem my soul

the power of the grave;" and "I know wl
have believed, and am persuaded that he is al

keep that which I have committed unto
'n

against that day," should be ever ready, wii >

inordinate grief to give up his friends, his t .

ren, his wife, and himself, into the hands
i

faithful Creator and Redeemer.
Christian ! the loss of children may be at.,

the thorns in thy pathway through the world
|

though they may wound thee, yet look unft

Lord, and he shall give thee not only patien

endure them, but also the strong consolation,

hope, and faith, and peace, and heavenly joy

Fatal Peep into Moniit Vesnvins.

Some Germans of good family, on a recen >

casion, had toiled to the summit of Mount >!.

vius, and after resting themselves on that snl -

rous bed, they descended the steep incline I

mouth of the crater. There was little smokt
day, and the scientific gentlemen began t

into danger without being aware of it.

guides having had quite enough of soft ashe-

hard work in the ascent, sat down on the u

rim of the crater, not feeling inclined for it

exertion. So many people had gone to peep lt|

this chimney of the infernal regions, day itj

day, without an accident, that these lazy goi

preferred some sour wine and a slice or tw f

lemon sprinkled over with salt, a very com i

comestible amongst the lower orders of Nea -

tans, and a little siesta, to look after the souls 1

bodies of those entrusted to them. One of i

most adventurous of the Germans, finding he c I

bear the little sulphur which seemed emitted il'

the crater, resolved to penetrate further; t

scarcely had he placed his foot upon an apparcf

solid projection, than the whole crumbled beni

him, and he was precipitated at least one huDil'

feet. The interior of the crater seems as sou

the exterior, for the first words heard fromii

unfortunate man were that "he was not hu'

In vain he tried to extricate himself; what t

he grasped mouldered in his hand. He could 1

regain his feet—of this his companions aU
were informed.

They seemed to have become more stnp 1

than the unfortunate victim ; for instead of •

patching the guide to the Observatory of ?

Hermitage for ropes or assistance of some i

they stood listening to their friend below,

gave them the idea of going elsewhere than w

they remained useless and spell-bound. The
everything in Naples, but what is required

;

at the Observatory, although ropes must be nh

in request, and at least, a precautionary uti
,

yet none could be obtained either there or at d

Hermitage; and the guides were obliged tog>|

Resina for that which ought always to be at li.

In the meantime the sulphur began to cy

upon the poor fellow in the crater, and h
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f gradually sinking, not only in strength,

position. With a wonderful self-command

c leave of his friends, being perfectly cer-

3 should not survive tlie natural dilatory

if Neapolitans. For two long hours did he

;, when his voice got feebler. Perhaps as

slow degrees slid deeper into the crater,

radually vanished—until the voice was cn-

ost. An occasional groan was heard, until

16 expiration of the above time when all

ent. The body was many hours after res-

jr a guide, who descended two hundred feet

he found it. Of course, it was perfectly

—the sulphur had suffocated the poor

For " The Friend."

Discrimination in Charity.

proper aid of the poor was one of the first

, which claimed the attention of our religious

'. Imprisonment of the heads of families, or

traint of their property, which was often

away by merciless and lawless men, ren-

t indispensable that those who were at liberty

d the means, should relieve the wants of

No doubt they were soon convinced that

ige would be taken of this excellent chris-

stem of taking care of their own poor, which

en maintained by Friends, up to the pre-

iie. It might in some instances weaken a

feeling of independence, and induce idle-

,nd finally the entire neglect of personal

procure their own subsistence. With ra-

te the different dispositions, Stephen Crisp

1 following judicious advice :

—

concerning practical charity, ye know it is

ted by liberality ; where liberality ceaseth,

waxes cold, yea, so far ceases ; where there

jntribution, there is no distribution ; where

! is sparing, the other is sparing; therefore

ry one nourish charity in the root, that is,

liberal mind, a heart that looks upon the

ice that is given him, as really bestowed

im as much for the support of charity, as

support of his own body. Where people

this mind, they will have a care of keeping

ay of God's part; for he hath in all ages in

singular manner, espoused the cause of the

.he widow and fatherless, and hath often

d by his prophets and ministers, a special

upon rich men that had this world's goods,

ey should look to it that they were faithful

Is of what they possessed, and that they

be found in good works, and might not suf-

ir hearts so to cleave to uncertain riches,

eglect the service God hath given them the

of this life for, in a testimony for his name,
ommunicate of them to those that were in

ty. Concerning the necessities of the poor,

3 great need of wisdom when ye meet to-

about that affair, for the worthiness or un-

ness of persons is to be considered in this,

ill find some that God hath made poor, and
hat have made themselves poor, which must
e their several considerations, in which you
to labour to be unanimous, and not one to

jn up with an affection to one person more
nother; but every one to love every one in

iversal spirit, and then to deal out that love

outward manifestations thereof, accord-

tbe measure that the Lord in his wis-

ivorking in you, shall measure forth to

lose who, by sickness, lameness, age or im-

y, are brought into poverty by the hand of

ence, are your peculiar care, and object
i out to you, to bestow your charity upon,
them the Lord calls for it : for as the earth

is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof, he hath, by
his sovereign power, commanded in every dispen-

sation, that a part of what we enjoy from him,

should be thus employed. The Israelites were not

to reap the corners of their fields, nor to gather

the gleanings of the corn nor vintage ; it was for

the poor. In the time of the gospel, they were to

lay by on the first day of the week, a part of what
God had blessed them with, for the relief of those

that were in necessity ; nay, they did not confine

themselves in their charity, to their own meetings,

but had a universal eye through the whole church
of Christ, and upon extraordinary occasions, sent

their benevolence to relieve the saints at Jerusa-

lem, in a time of need, and all that keep in the

guidance of the same universal spirit, will make
it their business to be found in the same practice

of charity and good works. To do good and to

communicate, saith the apostle, forget not; so

they that forget not this christian duty, will find

out the poor's part in the corners and gleanings

of the profits of their trades and merchandizing;
and in the distribution of it, will have a regard to

comfort such, who are by the Divine providence

of God, put out of a capacity of enjoying those

outward comforts of health, and strength, and
plenty which others enjoy. For while they are

partakers of the .same faith, and walk in the way
of righteousness with you, submitting themselves

patiently to the dispensation of God's providence

towards them, they are of your household, and
under your care, both to visit and to relieve as

members of the one body, of which Christ Jesus

is head ; and he that giveth to such poor, lendeth

to the Lord, and he will repay it.

" But there is another sort of poor, who make
themselves poor through their sloth and careless-

ness, and sometimes by their wilfulness; being

heady and high-minded, and taking things in hand
that are more than they can manage, and make a

flourish for a season, and then through their own
neglect, are plunged down into great poverty.

These are a sort which the primitive churches be-

gan to be troubled with in the early days of the

gospel, for the apostle took notice of some that

would not work at all, and sharply reproved them,

and said, they that would not work should not eat.

These are commonly a sort of bus)/-boch'es, and
meddlers with other s matters, ichile they neglect

their own, and run into a worse way than the un-

believers, while they profess to be believers, yet

do not take a due care for those of their own
household. The charity that is proper to such, is

to give them admonition and reproof, and to con-

vince them of their sloth and negligence ; and if

they submit to your reproof, and are willing to

amend, then care ought to be taken to help them
into a way and means to support themselves ; and

sometimes by a little help in this kind, some have

been reclaimed from the snares of their soul's

enemy. But if they will not receive your whole-

some counsel and admonition, but kick at it, either

in their words or actions. Friends will be clear of

such in the sight of God ; for it is unreasonable

in them to expect you should feed them that will

not be advised by you, because they break the

obligation of society by their disorderly walking;

for our communion doth not stand only in fre-

quenting meetings, and hearing Truth preached
;

but in answering the blessed principle of Truth

in life and conversation ; and therein both the

rich and the poor have fellowship one with an-

other."

Cnrious Experiment in Botany.

In Sicily there grows a wild grass, which when
ripe, at the end ofsummer, is gathered by the peasan-

try, tied in bundles, and set on fire ; not, however, to

be consumed, but for a mere scorching. The flame
flies rapidly through the light husks and beard of
the plant, and leaves the .seeds slightly roasted, in

which state they are eaten with considerable relish

by numbers of the rural population. What the
Sicilians do with their grass might be done with
other grasses, and in other countries, were it not
that the seeds generally are too small to repay the
trouble of producing them for food. If all were
but as large as those of the maize, or even wheat
and barley, we should hear but few complaints of

dear bread. Instances, indeed, are on record of

grass-seeds having been largely eaten in times of

scarcity, and with the desired effect of sustaining

life, for all arc more or less floury.

The botanical name of the Sicilian grass above
mentioned is yEgilrjps, or goat's eye—the Greeks
having believed it to be a remedy for a disease

that appears in one corner of the eye. There are

three or four species growing all around the Medi-
terranean, as well as in the islands, chiefly in the

hot, dry, sandy plains near the sea. They flourish

even on the scorched volcanic soils, in strange
contrast to the prevalent aridity, showing the vital

principle to be in them unusually energetic, and
proof against extremes of heat. Moreover, the
yEgilopsovata, as though sporting with its powers,
slioots out another species, the Triticoides, or
heat-like, from one and the same root ; not by

artificial cultivation, be it understood, but spon-
taneously. Clearly, these goat-eyes are remark-
able plants, and as we shall see presently, they
have been experimented on with remarkable re-

sults.

M. Fabre, an enlightened agriculturist, of Agde,
in the South of France, considering these grasses

to belong to the cercalia, began a series of careful

experiments on the yEi/ilops ovata, with a view
to ascertain what effect would be produced upon
it by cultivation. A plot of ground, sheltered by
high walls, and suflicieutly distant from the fields

of grass and other gramina, was prepared, and in

this he sowed a few seeds in 1838. The plants

grew from twenty to twenty-four inches high, and
ripened by the middle of July in the following

year ; and though with but few fertile spikelets,

the yield was in the proportion of five to one.

Here was already a difference, best understood
when we remember that in its wild state the

uEijilops seldom grows higher than from six to

nine inches with curved stalks, bearing a small

flat rudimentary ear containing one or two grains.

The stalks are extremely brittle, and when fully

ripe the ears turn black and fiiU off, like the leaves

from a tree. In these latter respects, M. Fabre's

crop of 1839 retained its original habit, for the

ears were deciduous, and the stalks broke easily;

but we see a marked difference in height, and in

amount of produce. The seeds were again sown;
and in 1840 the spikelets were more numerous,
scarcely an ear without two seeds, and these more
floury than before, approaching the character of

wheat. In 1841, the resemblance to wheat was
still more observable ; the ears, which were lessflat,

had from two to three grains, and the awns or

beard had almost disappeared. In the next year

the plants stood still, being slightly attacked by
rust ; the number of grains, however, was not di-

minished. But in 1843 the delay was made up :

the stalks grew three feet high, and stronger than

in any previous season ; the ears could not be

easily broken off; the grains were plump: and one
of the plants yielded 380 for 1; another, 450 for

I. In 1844, every ear was full, and the grains

not so densely coated as before ; and in 184.5, M.
Fabre considered the transformation into wheat
(triticum') complete : all the plants were true re-

presentatives of cultivated wheat.
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Here, then, in seven years, we have a change
eifected by artificial means, which may be regard-
ed as one of the most extraordinary phenomena of
cultivation. The brief account we have given
the history of the experiments, shows by what a

gradual process a wild and comparatively useless

grass was converted into one of our most valuable

cereals : and more than this, the question as to the

origin of wheat may now be considered as settled.

Botanists have long repeated the statements, that

our cultivated wheat once grew wild in Sicily,

Babylonia and Persia ; and here we have the ex-

planation. No need now to assume the existence

of a distinct variety ; and already the first scienti-

fic agriculturists of France have come to the con-

clusion, that cultivated wheat, tritica, are only

races of uEyilops.

Since 1845, M. Fabre has sown the seed, ob-

tained with so much care, in an open field among
vineyards by the roadside, and with a return of

six or eight fold. The stems are straight an(

strong ; the ears are round and beardless ; th

grains very floury; and jn no single instance has
there been any return to the form of the original

^Egilops orata. After this, who shall say what
may or may not be effected by cultivation ? The
bearded wheat of Egypt is known to lose its bea
when cultivated in England ; and in some places
the country people have a notion that our own
wheat is changed into rye-grass in wet summers
This may bean error; but one thing is certain

that the more wheat is treated as a biennial, the
better is the result.— Chamber's Jottrnal.

For " The Friend.

Robert Widders was several times stripped of
much that was within the reach of the spoili

But as his suflferings and troubles exceeded those
of many others, so also did his christian constancy
and valour. Well, might be be called one of the
valiants of God's Israel. The nobility, the zeal,

the courage, and the resignation of his spirit to

the will of God, which in his greatest exercises
fully demonstrated his love to the Truth, says T.
Camni, hath often afifected my spirit ; for I never
saw him in the least dejected nor concerned, when
his cattle, corn and household goods were by
wholesale swept away. But he was one that knew
well for what he suffered, who enjoyed the sweet-
ness of an eternal reward, in heavenly treasure an
hundredfold here, together with the evidence of
a crown in eternity. Thus, R. W. had learned to

be cheerful and content in the want, as in the
abounding of those outward things with which be
had been largely endowed, and could, like upright
Job, bless God who gave, and who permitted them
to be taken away. Frequently, when conversinu:
respecting other Friend's trials, he would say, ' It

is well with all those that suffer for tbe cause of
Truth; they are blessed; they enjoy peace. There
is nothing that hath come, but there hath been
need for it, and a service in it ; for all our suffer-

ings work together for our good, and the glory of
God, and the remainder of wrath will be restrain-

ed." During the illness which immediately
preceded his death, he was resigned to the will of
God, and dwelt on the Lord's mercies to his
church, saying, in the language of the prophet

:

" The Lord shall comfort Zion ; he will comfort
all her waste places ; he will make her wilderness
like Eden, and her desert as the garden of the
Lord; joy and gladness shall be found therein,
thanksgiving and the voice of melody." At an-
other time, in allusion to his own blessed experi-
ence, he remarked, " The work of righteousness
is peace, and the effect of righteousness, quietness
and assurance forever." He would frequently
observe, that " his heart was filled with the love of

God, and that there was nothing between him and
the Lord;" adding, "Thou hast taught me the
way of life, and makcst me full of joy with thy
countenance." Thus his thoughts centred on an
enduring inheritance, having fought the good
fight, and kept the faith, he could resign the
world, its sorrows, persecutions, and joys; and re-

joicing in the unclouded prospect which opened
before him, say, "Mine eye beholds Jerusalem, a

quiet habitation."

For " The Friend."

Early Anti-Slavery Advocates.

RALPH SANDIFORD.
(Continued from page 110.)

Previously to writing the book, Ralph, in his

labours with those who held slaves, suffered him-
self at times to get into the very spirit which has
characterized some opposers of slavery in the pre-
sent day. He bitterly denounced the oppressors.

It would appear, indeed, that his deep feeling on
this subject had produced partial insanity. He
says that he became so darkened in his " under-
standing that all seemed lost unto me, being
lowed up in it through the violence of the tempest,
that the elements which should have been subject,

prevailed over me, which put nature out of course,

to the defacing of the whole body, that I was r

sign unto you because thereof Then, as though
the rod was on my own back, I suffered with them
[the slaves] in the natural body, in which I would
vindicate them in such language as proceeded from
the exasperation of oppression." His course
herein, he says, " I am not about to vindicate, but
to acknowledge my infirmities under the provoca-

tion, and the Lord's mercies in my deliverance.

He knows whereof we are made, and remembers
that we are but du.st. Though I was as swallowed

desperation, yet he caused the sea to be
still; that I might sing of my deliverances from
Egypt's bondage and darkness, and my preserva-
tion through tiie sea."

He apologises in an address to " select Friends,"
ministers and elders in the Society of Friends,
because he had not obtained the concurrence of

the meeting with his book, and says that if he
could have had it, "it would have been joy" to

him. After showing that some who had been be-
gotten into that faith which gives victory over
the spots of the world, had so departed from it as

to see no harm in slavery, nor even in selling

.slaves at vendues like beasts, he adds, " It were
better we had never known the truth, than after-

wards to charge sin on it, as though it admitted
such practices." " I leave it to God, the Judge
of all, before whom, and the whole host of hea-
ven, the truth thereof will be manifested ; and in

the interim I have eased my spirit in as soft a
stile as I could."

Ralph Sandiford, although not a correct writer,
is a strong one, and many passages containing
gospel truths in language of considerable beauty,
may be found in his book. A part of his prefiice

abridged we will here add, not for its elegance of
expression, but for its truthfulness and argument.

" Our Friend, George Fox, in a sermon taken
in short-hand as it was preached at a Monthly
Meeting in Barbadoes, in the beginning of time,
when many were convinced that" had slaves, ad-
ised them to use them well, to bring them up in

the fear and knowledge of God, and after a reason-
able service to set them free. This was far from
encouraging them to buy more. If they had gone
back again into that trade, what had their con-
vincement done for them, but to bring them into
greater judgment for their disobedience. Before
Friends were a people, many of them were valiant
men with the sword, for which they were had in or submit

great esteem amongst men, because they
the nation's deliverance from the oppres8<

priests, physicians and lawyers. The one i

a trade of the soul the next of the body, ai

other of the property. Our Friend, Georgf
was called forth by the Lord to minister, i

the wisdom of man, for in-that he was unle;

but in tbe openings of Truth, which mani
wherein all these were out of the way, an

by the universal grace all might be resto
;

their services, both for the good of soul and ,

This caused these worthies to lay down
swords as unfit for carrying on so great i

which must be done by a higher power. L
power they went forth, having the sword
spirit, which gave them victory over princip, J

and powers, and spiritual wickedness in

places. While Friends stood here, tosl

against everything high and lifted up, as iuc

tent with this glorious day, then did the

prosper,—large meetings were settled hcrei

flourished. But in time this dark trade en.

in amongst us, to the very ministry, because ( i
profit by it, hath spread over others likealciJ
to the grief of the honest-hearted, who are i"

strained to sojourn in Bleseeh, or dwell i

'

tents of Kedar, the habitation of blood." '

we fall short and lay waste the ancient testii

which was, and is for the bringing down ;ii

pression and violence, that instead thereof

lasting righteousness may be established ?''

It is probable that Ralph intends to descril

own state, when he says that slavery tol

amongst professors of the Truth, had " hnv
the upright, and offended tender seeking .

causing them to dwell alone from all soc

where this practice is indulged, lest they si ii

have fellowship with that, which contradict;*

gospel of Christ." To the oppressed he :ii,

writes, " In that love that cements the whole »•

lion, and beareth all things, I would advisij

brethren, whether Indian, Moor, or tawny si if,

to submit with patience to what our Lord hasii-

mitted in this world, believing that there i t

eternal region which swallows up this, wherei le

will vindicate his justice. Therefore, forbis:;,

who suffered for us, in whom we may be fren-

deed, and over the heads of -our oppressors, i

over our present suffering [let us] cheerfully r

our little time here, fulfil our daily task, and J

the love of those we are under in the land ol r

captivity. This will prevent evil words amcit

us, and severity and cruelty towards us." '

After expressing his disapprobation of ta
g

man's life as a punishment for stealing, and ;-

gesting that making thieves labour for a livelil i,

would be more to the purpose, he goes on to m
that the mercy of the Most High is manifnd

even to the inferior creatures. He quotes le

texts enjoining assistance to be given even tc'j

enemy's ox or ass, and adds, " Perhaps thou Jl

say, ' Doth God take care for oxen ?' Yes, vc?,

the law hath guarded against the hard-heaiJ

Jews, that it tenderly regards the very bin )f

the air. If thou find one of their nests, the i

should not be taken with the young. Though-e

of them should be sold for a farthing, yet ft'

without tbe Father, unto whom everv hairofitj

head is numbered. If I abuse one of them, li

it not groan to its Creator, who made it of!!,

good pleasure, and everything that hath brtV

gives him praise? When he was entreatcd-i

Nineveh, the seat of violence, he had a regard

the cattle. AV'hen Balaam in his anger suiot£

«

with a staff, the Lord opened the mouth oH
to reprove the wrathful prophet, who cov i

the gain, which the righteous Seed cannot livf i

to. A good man, saith Solomoi
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ful to his beast. The beast serves us, and

d we not be ungrateful for their service if we

not due care of them ? The nature and spirit

:an may be known by his government over the

ior creatures, which the Lord created for his

, and the accommodation of man. And should

re, in love and thankfulness to him that made

, and in gratitude for their service, take care

ihey have food and rest, and what else is cou-

nt for them ? Not only for profit, but from

aciple of justice. Should I receive benefits

them, and yet be so barbarous as to deny

what is necessary, then certainly I have

yed from the righteous law of God written on

leart. If I should kill or torment any of

3 creatures, only to satisfy my will, I act un-

r, show the tormentor [the devil] to be my
3r, and the same measure will be mete to me

I. The creature made not itself, nor was it

ed in vain. Neither should we oppress the

ion, by coveting to winter more creatures

we have provided sulficiently for. Would

be doing as wo would be done by. Were we

; a voyage to sea, would we not lay in store

lie worst weather and the longest time ? In

duty the very bee and ant are instruction to

and shall we want wisdom, or neglect to pro-

for the creatures under our charge, when our

est is bound up therein ? Neither should we

;e their beauty, by cutting off their ears, or

r ornaments, which God has given th^

ing to his law in nature, for defence from

and weather. We go to the very Indies for

and umbrellas which are for the same service

I."
* * * <ij\s man comes to be restored

agh Christ, he acts in that nature which can-

jxert itself, otherwise than in pure love and

erness toward all the creation of God. Were

ome to this innocent life, of doing as we would

one by throughout all the creation, we could

inculcate any principles in our children, that

eed from the wrathful nature ; then should we

h more enjoy ourselves, and they would easily

lubdued by love, which governs without a

d. The very dumb creatures have a sense of

nd are governed by such in peace, not finding

:er to raise the wrathful nature in them."

alph Sandiford appears to greater advantage

is writings, than his more celebrated contem-

ry, Benjamin Lay. He evidently writes un-

greater care, that he does not violate the

it of love and kindness, whilst advocating the

ciples of justice, mercy and love. There is

cely one page in all his book, which does not

;aiu sound principles of morals, and pure doc-

al truth, well worthy to be kept in remem-

ice, from generation to generation.

Ine more quotation we will give. After stating

, he that would propagate the gospel by human
e, destroys it, he adds, " Let us wait for access

be throne of Grace, that we may have admit-

?e to the balance of the sanctuary, to weigh

le things. Put in thy lordliness and riches,

tes founded on oppression, though thou hast

,t a town with blood, and established a city

i iniquity, and couldst put in the glory of the

)le world which passeth away, and then see if

fill answer to the loss of eternal riches to thy

I, which cost the blood of thy Redeemer. Un-

the sense of this, am I thus drawn forth to

e. If it should please the Lord, I might be of

fice but to one soul, I should be sufficiently

smpensed for my thus exposing myself to the

sures of men for this labour of love. Groans

1 supplications have been offered up unto the

d, night and day, that this trade, with the

ole train of iniquity attending it, might be

ipt out of all churches that make mention of

thy name. That the knowledge of thee, Lord,

might spread over the Universe,—whom to know
is life eternal. That thy gospel may be preached

in the true property of it, to the drawing in of

souls unto thee. That the light of the moon may
be as the sun, and the light of the sun as seven

days. That all oppression and violence, that has

hindered the progress of thy Truth, may be cen-

tred with the author thereof to the pit that is

bottomless."
(To be coiitinued.3

From " Frazer'a Magazine "

New Metals.

It is not wonderful that the labours of the miner

and of the metallurgist have at all times been

linked with superstitious as.sociations in the minds

of men. The one pursuing his search in the

depths of the earth, in darkness and uncertainty,

only ministers to the demands of the other for a

perpetual supply of those strange stony masses out

of which the living metal is drawn ; and before

chemistry had explained every change which the

ore underwent, irom its first appearance on the

dressing-floor to its fabrication in the hand of the

artisan, where, in all the range of art, were trans

formations to be found so complete, mysterious

and astonishing as these ? Let any one stand be

fore a blast furnace,—let him wonder at the

amount of mingled ore and limetsone and coal that

are poured into it by the wagon-load in a constant

stream sixty feet above his head, and let him watch

the perpetual overflow of sla</, a veritable lava,

which slowly emerges from the bottom of the fur-

nace at his side,—and let him await the moment

when the rough moulds are ready, and the chan-

nel cleared, and the arm of the foreman is bared

to give the final blow that is to pierce the wall

of clay that supports the molten metal within ;

—

then let him stand by as the luminous flood of iron

pours down, true to the channel cut for it, yet as

t were resenting the restraint, and momentarily

flinging from its surface a myriad stars of fire, un-

til It flows tranquilly into each trough impressed

in the sand for its reception, and lies in a series of

furrows to cool into its well known form of " pig"

iron. And this process has been repeated each

day without one day's intermission, for it may be

thirty years, from that one furnace ; and the flames

have risen for that period from its mouth, render-

ing the midnight air of some wild mountain land

of"Wales lurid for many a mile, or may have

helped to show to the nightly traveller the horrors

of that "black country" above Birmingham, from

which every earnest visitor will come away with

such dark foreboding and such troubled thoughts

on the great social problems which it must suggest.

How wonderful a process is this by which the con-

stant stream of iron into the commerce of the

world is maintained in its perpetual flow ! Com-

pare the lump of heavy clay, or the mass of red or

brown dull earthy rock, or of bright iron-gray stone

which form the various varieties of iron ore, with

the metal that emerges from them
;
pound, sift, do

..hat you will, with the ore, scrutinize it with the

microscope, it is still a stone, no particle of metal

can you find there. Examine the metal on the

other hand ; it has nothing of the earthy in it.

llesonant, and bright, and flexible, and strong;

whence come these newly gotten powers ? They

do not reside in the ore, but seem impressed upon

its transfigured substance by the will of the opera-

tor :—now as "soft-iron," pure and malleable,

tough, infusible, bending without fracture, fibrous,

and^capabie of being welded bit to bit, like seal-

ino- wax, at a sufficient temperature :—now as

" cast iron," less pure in its chemical nature from

containing carbon (the chemist's charcoal) as a

constituent, brittle, sharp in its outline, crystal-

line in its structure, readily melted and cast in

moulds, breaking but never bending,—how oppo-
site are its characters,—yet we may see it again,

in the form of steel, assuming nearly all these cha-

racters, or surrendering any one of them once more
at a moment's notice. For now it shall exhibit

in the most exalted degree, brittleness or tough-

ness, a brittleness unbending or an elasticity un-

rivalled, a hardness adamantine or a softness which
yields like brass to the engraver, according as the

cunning workman shall impose the one or the

other " temper" on its docile substance. And so

iron becomes the ready servant that is to work out

the vast demands of commerce : it is now the main-

spring of our time-pieces and the exquisitely deli-

cate regulator of their every vibration ; it is no less

the sinew and the bone of the iron horse, and the

rein that guides him ; the skeleton of the bridge

with its untiring span, and of the ship whose keel

can never strain ; at once the impeller and the im-

pelled of the automaton machinery by which com-

merce moves.

Let us consider another metallurgic process.

A furnace is constructed to throw all its heat by
reverberation on a mass of lead, and as the metal

melts, a current of air is made to play on its sur-

face. Soon that surface becomes covered with a

molten floating liquid, which flows off from it con-

tinually, and will flow so long as any lead remains.

The last portions of the lead however are preserved

for the silver they contain ; the rest has all disap-

peared. This floating dross into which the air has

converted the lead, hardens as it cools, and forms

then a beautiful yellow-orange, unmetallic, highly-

crystalline, soft, solid substance—W/ifir^e. It is

the " oxide of lead." It is the air that here, re-

versing the dictum of Anaximencs, is the destroy-

er. Its oxygen has combined with the melted

metal. It needs not to melt iron to produce an

analogous effect. If the bar of refined iron be but

left in neglect to the rude influences of the weath-

er, to air and moisture, it will soon be seen that

the metal, with all its stern qualities, is like man
himself, dependent on certain conditions and cir-

cumstances, which must be ever supplied and pre-

served around it, or the bright shall tarnish, the

strong fret away iuto weakness, and the lustrous

and the elastic, the stern to labour and the patient

to endure, shall sufter corrosion, and become a dull

insipid earth, a mere heap of rust. Yet from this

earth, this oxide of iron, no less than from the

dross of lead, the metal may be again recovered.

The earth or calx is in either instance formed by

a union of the metal with the oxygen of the air,

and any substance with a stronger tendency to com-

bine with that oxygen will free the metal of it, and

the iron or the lead may be restored to their me-

tallic form of existence. Carbon, that is coal or

charcoal, effects this, and the operation is similar

in result whether it be performed in the blast-fur-

nace whose weekly product is above a hundred tons

of iron, or in the reverberatory furnace wherein

lead is reduced to the form in which we use it.

It was this singular conversion of a metal into

an earthy calx, and this inversion of the phenom-

enon by the reconversion of the earth into the

metal, that incited the alchemist to perpetual ex-

periments, from the days of Gebor to those of

Beecher. Was there in fact anything contradio

tory or absurd in the belief that the crucibles of

Albert the Great, of Raymond Lulle, or of Arnold,

had yielded gold when gold had been absent as an

ingredient from the conditions of the experiment?

Did not a mere calx, when mixed with charcoal,

Id lead? Did not the very metal of silver.

Luna herself, emerge from ores in which no silver

could be seen ? nay, did not even the Saturnine
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ores—did not the stones which yielded lead, yield,

too, their small quota of this queenly silver ? If

Luna could thus emerge from the region of

Saturn—if the ores of copper when mingled with
calamine produced not copper, the Venus of the

metal-firmament, but brass,—if bronze sprang
from the conjunction of Venus and Jupiter, and
the copper and the tin lost each their characters

in the bronze they formed, why should not the

addition of some subtle redder mercury give to tin

the properties of gold, or teach the alchemist to

transmute the dross of Saturn or the charms of

Venus into the glories of Sol, the golden metal
king?

(TobeconcludedO

Report of the Managers of the Howard Inslitti-

tion, for the Reformation of Discharged
Female Prisoners.

The members of "The Female Prison Associa-
tion of Friends," having felt the need for a num-
ber of years, of a suitable asylum or shelter, for

such discharged female prisoners as really wished
to reform their lives, but who, being destitute of
respectable relatives or friends, were induced to

return to their former evil haunts and wicked
companions, and thus, drawn deeper and deeper
into the vortex of iniquity, found themselves
again and again the tenants of the dreary cell.

Accordingly after due deliberation thereupon
by those interested in the prisoners' welfare, and
several individuals having kindly offered to assist

in furnishing the requisite means to carry out the
design, it was concluded to try the experiment for

one year; accordingly a house was rented for the
sum of §275 per annum, situate on Spring Garden
street below Twelfth ; the services of Mary Mur-
ray were engaged as matron, and the Institution
opened on the 1st day of Ninth mo., (September,)
1853. This location not being very desirable on
some accounts, it was thought best to select a
more retired situation, and accordingly in the
Third month, (March,) following, another house
was taken (our present location) situate on Poplar
street, four doors west of Sixteenth street, at a
rent of §300 per annum, and the inmates removed
thither with as little delay as possible.

Our plan is, to board and clothe for a term of
from three to six months, and not usually less
than two months, such discharged female pri-

soners,_ as may seem from time to time, to the
Committee, to be sincerely desirous of amending
their lives, and by endeavoring to surround th
with the right influences, preparing the way,
this short period of probation, a little to test their
desires for a return to respectability, and an hon-
est calling,—or, as it may be termed, a stepping
stone between a prison and virtuous life.

Since the opening of the Institution, in the
Ninth month, 1853, fifty women have been ad-
mitted; of this number, situations in the country
have been procured for nineteen, from most of
whose employers, we have received at different
times, satisfactory accounts; as also occasional let-

ters, expressive of much gratitude from the objects
of our care and solicitude themselves ; and although
we feel to have nothing to boast of, being well
assured, that "except the Lord build the house,
they labour in vain that build it;" yet are we at
times cheered and encouraged to hope, by the in-
dustry and general good conduct of the inmates
of " the Howard Institution," that the care and
labour bestowed upon them, will not be wholly in

also devotes a portion of the evenings to instruct-

ing them in reading and writing.

Our JIatron, Blary Murray, continues to dis-

charge her duties with fidelity, and we believe has
the best welfare of these poor erring ones much
at heart.

To those kind friends, through whose liberality

we have been enabled to commence and carry out
this Institution to the present time, we would re-

spectfully appeal, and ask them (as well as other

benevolent disposed individuals,) if the concern
shall be suffered to languish, or whether it is likely,

the requisite means will be placed at the disposal

of the Managers, so as enable them still to con-
tinue its benefits.

Contributions either in money, clothing, provi-

sions or articles of furniture, will be thankfully
received at the Institution, Poplar street, four

doors west of Sixteenth, or by our Treasurer,
Sarah E. Wistar, No. 133 Filbert street.

If thou receivest an injury from any man, re-

member there are two things in it, viz., the sin of
him who does it, and the suffering which is inflict-

ed on thyself. The sin is against the will of God,
and it greatly displeases Him though he permits it.

But the suffering which thou art called to endure,
is not in opposition to his will. But on the con-
rary, he wills it for thy good. Wherefore thou
oughtest to receive it as from His hand.

—

Molinos.

A correspondent of the Providence Journal,
writing from Rome, says :

" The government allows several pounds of snuff
a year to each priest, and so the habit of snuff-

taking is as common among them as is the habit
of tobacco-chewing among Americans. I have
repeatedly seen a priest take a pinch of snuff as
he was kneeling before the altar, and offer it also

to the one by his side. I have seen in the ele-

gant church of St. Eustache in Paris, and often
in the churches of Rome, before a congregation of
polite people, a priest, as he was about to com-
mence his discourse from the pulpit, fill his nose
with large quantities of snuff. And last, I have
seen the Pope, before the high altar of St. Peter,
take snuff as the host was about to be raised by
the officiating priest ! This might shock the pro-
priety of some among us, but in Europe it is a
thing so common as not to excit any rprise

The women are chiefly employed in plain sew-
ing and quilting, which they execute generally in
a creditable manner, under the superintendence
of our Assistant Matron, Catharine Horn, who
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In the last number but one we quoted from the
" Life of J. J. Gurney," the charge which his bi-
ographer makes against those Friends who have
borne testimony against some parts of his w
ings, evidently intended to apply to those who
were instrumental in preparing the "Appeal for
the Ancient Doctrines," and consequently to the
Yearly Meetings which sanctioned and issued it.

Often as this charge of unfairness and miscon-
struction has been preferred, we are not aware
that any one has attempted to show that the pas-
sages quoted as unsound are not fairly taken, that
the meaning attached to them by those objecting
to their import is not correct, or that the contest
exhibits them in a different point of view from
that in which they are presented.

Every one can read and examine for himself
whether they do not fully convey the meaning at-
tributed to them in the "Appeal," and whether
the views declared in it to be unsound, are not
those which the author, at the time, was desirous

nculcate; and likewise, whether those views
are not incompatible with the faith of the religious I

"ocicty of Friends, as set forth by its approved precious record's.

writers, in the quotations from their works pi,
in juxtaposition with the former. Such an in.

ligation, uninfluenced by the prejudice of p
spirit, and unawed by the fear of man, cannot
think, result otherwise than in bringing home
conviction, whether it is acknowledged or
that the words of the "Appeal" are true wher
says, " the passages here brought together, i

tain sentiments in many respects at variance v

those held by our ancient Friends, and ah
professed by our religious Society." "Brief
marks on Impartiality in the interpretation
Scripture," published in this country (free

copy sent from England) in order to si

how far Friends had departed from their origi,

faith, was written by J. J. G., for the expi'
purpose of proving that certain views, or as

characterizes one of the most important
tides of our faith, "peculiar notions" proa
gated by primitive Friends, whom he designs
as "certain persons under our name," are
sound; and, at the same time, to inculcate
own, as he no doubt believed, more con
exposition of doctrine. It is an elaborate
tempt to show unsoundness in certain import
points insisted on by G. Fox, Robt. Barclay, J
Phipps, and we may say the whole body of t

early Friends, and to point out the dangerous cii

sequences resulting, as he supposed, from th
adoption. These alleged errors of the ea!
Friends are a.scribed by him to a misunderstandi'
of certain Scripture texts, and to what his biog
pher, we suppose, would style, "an unhapp'
mistaken process of reasoning;" and views, suj

as the Society has never approved, are given
'

corrections, or as the doctrines which J. J. G.

!

lieved to be in accordance with Scripture.
Now we ask any sincere, candid member of u

religious Society who is acquainted with its fait

whether these supposed corrections are not impel
tant departures from that faith? and does t'

reading of this production, " in the spirit in whii.

it was written, and with that simplicity of put
pose in which alone the truth can be perceiyc'

and apprehended," furnish, as the biographer a
^

sorts, "a sufficient answer to the charge" whicl
has been brought against it? Are the" doctrin.j

promulgated by such men as those whose nam.!
we have mentioned,—who were the apostles
Quakerism, and whose attainments in tlie scho
of Christ placed them far above the range of mei
biblical criticism,—and which doctrines have evJ
been maintained as portions of the faith of ourri
ligious Society, to be thus attacked by a membe;
be his station what it may, and the Church to 1:1

debarred from publicly rebutting the attack, anj
defending its faith and its faithful servants? an;

is it right and proper that the efforts made ft'

this purpose should be stigmatized as springiu!
from ignorance and prejudice, and as "productiv,
of consequences which the lover of truth coul,

not fail to deplore" ? ;

Look again at the other points brought inl!

view from his other works, and see if there is nc
indisputable evidence accompanying the extract
given in relation thereto, that it was the intentio
and desire of the author when penning the portio,

of his works from which they are taken, to urg!

opinions, which the Society of Friends has ai

ways repudiated. The various quotations mad,
upon the cardinal doctrine of a universal savin'

light communicated to all mankind, show a greti

want of clearness in this important particular, un
exemplify the natural consequence of unduly es

alting the Scriptures, in practically diminisbini
the importance and necessity of the immediat

dance of the Holy Spirit, independent of thos

We need not particularize tb
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ent points, for upon all that are alluded to

lie " Appeal," we feel confident no fair

nee can be adduced of any thing having

omitted or added which would give any

meaning to the parts quoted than that

1 they convey as they stand thus isolated

;

Fe are unwilling to believe that any candid

id, knowing what the faith is that he pro-

i, will deny that "they contain sentiments in

' respects at variance with those held by our

nt Friends, aud always professed by our re-

13 Society." The truth of this is so apparent

the biographer, notwithstanding his grave

anfounded charge, is obliged to admit it,

rh in so doing he employs the softened phrase

ere being passages "open to misconception,

vhich, especially when isolated and detached

the context, may be, perhaps justly, liable

ne exception."

it it is said to be "by an unhappily mistaken

ss of reasoring and criticism that an attempt

seen made, with a zeal worthy of a better

, to prove that he (J. J. G.) was opposed to

great principles of Spiritual Christianity

li have ever distinguished the Society of

ids." The statement hero made of the object

i at by those who have felt bound to bear

nony against the unsound views of this pro-

vriter, and which led to the preparation and

ig of the "Appeal," is as erroneous as the

1 which would prompt an individual to ad-

i such a sentiment involving a charge against

urge Yearly Meetings is uncharitable, and may
)t say self-sufficient. While in the discharge

•eligiousduty, it was found necessary to point

lany of the dangerous errors contained'in the

3, and to strive to prevent them from becom-

;rafted on the faith of the Society, nothing is

respecting the author being "opposed to those

principles of Spiritual Christianity." He
leclared his faith himself in the works he had

brth,and they left him to be judged by them,

ig, while they testified against parts of those

3 which were unsound, that, "in various

s Christian doctrine is supported on Scriptu-

round." How far their labours are the result

1 " unhappily mistaken process of reasoning

;riticism," remains yet to be shown. Surely

le who is capable of appreciating the effects

life of godliness and devotion to the cause of

it, will believe it was from such a process of

ming and criticism that so many of the pillars

le Church militant, who within a few years

been gathered into the Church triumphant,

led to bear public testimony against those

5, to call on their fellow members to rally

rst principles and earnestly contend for

ancient faith of the Society; nor is it

2 supposed that the concern of Ohio and

idelphia Yearly Meetings could have sprung

a source so shallow, when, after speak-

of the necessity " for all those who are

ous of seeing the waste places built up and

former paths restored, to put shoulder to

Ider, and labour harmoniously iu the great

of our day," they declare " it is from a fer-

desire to be found thus engaged in the Lord's

:, and from no wish to cast censure vpon indi-

als, that we Lave felt ourselves constrained to

3 the preceding exposition."

ith the evidence afforded by the "Appeal,"
bis own admission, it is difficult to understand

the biographer could allege that the same
=e which has been pursued with the writings

J. G., "applied to the writings of the early

nds, to those of the first reformers, or even to

Holy Scriptures themselves, would be produc-

of consequences which the lover of truth

could not fail to deplore." Such an assertion, so

far as it relates to the writings of our early

Friends, must, we apprehend, have been used

either without due consideration of its import, or

from ignorance of those writings, for it certainly

has no foundation in truth. As regards the

writings of the first reformers, it is true that the

same course would exhibit many similar discre-

pancies between their views and the more pure

and spiritual doctrines of our religious Society,

and R. Barclay, in his apology, has taken

extracts from the works of those worthy men, in

the same manner as the extracts from the

works of J. J. G. are taken in the "Appeal,"'

and in the same way shown that they convey

sentiments incompatible with pure Christianity

;

but we should suppose no true Friend would

imagine his course "productive of consequences

which the lover of truth could not fail to deplore."

The " Life of J. J. Gurney," carefully as it has

been compiled so as to exclude every thing which

was thought might not exhibit him as a consistent

Friend, affords an insight into his character, that

we think explains the inconsistencies to be found

in his writings. It shows him to have been a

man of amiable disposition, of generous impulses,

and an expansive benevolence, with a mind of

medium powers, well cultivated by a collegiate

education, but lacking originality, and peculiarly

impressible by surrounding influences. Early

training and associations imprinted on his mind

the doctrines of the National Church in reference

to the plan and means of salvation, and his con-

tinued social intercourse with members of that de-

nomination in his family circle, and with many
occupying conspicuous stations as its ministers, as

well as with others difi'ering from it mainly in their

views on church government, together with his

course of reading and study, kept up, if it did not

strengthen those impressions ; so that no subse-

quent change in his religious views and feelings

went deep enough to obliterate them in all the

points where they differ from the more simple and

spiritual profession of Friends. His disquisi-

tions on divine things bear marks of their un-

certain origin, and hence his Quakerism, which

he says, because of their defects he would

not define "as the sy,>tem so elaborately wrought

out by a Barclay, or as the doctrines and

maxims of a Penu, or as the deep and refined

views of a Penington," naturally succumbs, again

and again, to his original and long practised

habits of thought and reasoning.

The men whose definition of Quakerism he re-

jects, had also been early trained in views differing

widely from those they afterwards promulgated,

but in the thorough change wrought in them,

comparable to breaking up the fountains of the

great deep, all old things were done away, and

dieir faith, begotten and perfected through the

immediate operation of the Holy Spirit in the

heart, was complete in all its parts, without incon-

sistency or contradiction, and in strict accordance

with the Holy Scriptures.

The efforts of the biographer and others, to pass

the works of J J. G. down to posterity with the

reputation of being true expositions of Quakerism,

imply a determination to sustain his doctrines, be

the consequences what they may. But we trust

they will yet pause and consider what incalculable

mischief and distress have been brought upon the

Society everywhere by the promulgation of the

doctrines adverse to its faith. None can fully es-

timate the suffering it has produced,—Friends

arrayed one against another; on the one side to

support a man of high social position and popular

influence, on the other to guard the Society from

being carried oflf from its original ground by a con-

scientious effort to resist and reject the doctrinal

errors he has published to the world. Confi-

dence in one another has thus been greatly impaired,

sincere love and fellowship very much broken up,

d the unity of the Spirit in which the strength

of a religious society mainly consists, seems to be

regarded by too many as hardly needful to be

sought for. What benefit ever has or ever can

acciue to the Society of Friends from attempts to

odify or reform its principles or its church or-

ganization'? They have been established in the

wisdom of Christ, and all such attempts have

proved vain from the days of Perot and Keith, of

Wilkinson and Story, to the present time. The
restless or superficial, who may have been beguiled

into such schemes, have been separated from their

best friends, and landed in darkness and difficulty.

True Quakers hold no other religious principles

than those preached by our blessed Lord and his

apostles. The early Friends were enlightened by

the Holy Spirit to understand those principles, to

promulgate and practise them, and those who
strive to lay them waste, must fall away from the

life and preserving power of Truth, and become

involved in confusion. But we believe there are

yet many living members of the Church of Christ

scattered throughout the Society every where, who
will be kept by his power earnestly wrestling for his

blessing on themselves and on it, and enabled to

bring forth fruit to his praise and to the main-

tenance of a pure faith and the restoration of right

order amongst us.

The Managers of the " Home for the Moral

Reform of destitute Coloured Children," acknow-

ledge the receipt of ten dollars from a Friend in

Colerain, Ohio, at least so post-marked, bearing

date Eleventh month 24, 1855. And also five

dollars for the same object, from a few Friends,

"some of it from the children," in the neighbour-

hood of Harrisonville, Harrison Co., Ohio, en-

closed in a note dated First mo. 20, 1856, which

donations are very acceptable.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from LWerpool to First mo. 12th.

The English funds continueci to decline. Consols on

the nth were quoted at 86j a 86}. The Bank returns

for the week were unsatisfactory. The monthly returns

of the Bank of France were also unfavourable. The
decrease in the bullion in the Bank of England, was
£283,000, and that of the Bank of France had diminish-

ed £772,000 in the month. Cotton had declined from

I to id. with sales of 44,000 b.ales during the week.

Flour was in better demand, and prices had advanced

Is. per bbl. The range was from 42s. to 44s.

The War.—Advices from the Crimea state that the

Russians have increased their fortifications over Inker-

mann, and have unmasked new batteries on the left of

the Chernaya. No injury was received by the ships of

war in the late storm. The threatened destruction of

the celebrated docks of Sebastopol has commenced.

One of them was demolished by the French engineers

on the 22d of Twelfth month; its destruction was fully

accomplished, the blast having reduced the massive

fabric into a ruined and confused heap of stones. The
remaining four docks are to share the same fate, as soon

as the needful mining operations can be completed.

These docks were constructed by the Russian govern-

ment at immense cost. A part of the Russian troops

in the Crimea had been ordered to reinforce Gen. Mou-
rarieff in Asia. The Turkish army under Omar Pacha

remained in Redoubt Kale shut up there by the winter

and the Russians. His army was not well supplied with

provisions. The Council of War at Constantinople was

directing all its efforts to the defence of Erzeroum and

Trebizonde. The railway from Moscow to St. Peters-

burg is to be protected by redoubts placed at intervals

along the line. Each redoubt is to be occupied by a

battalion of militia, who are to be responsible for the

line within their limits, to the extent of guarding it

against any surprise by the enemy. The price of salt-

petre has risen exceedingly in Russia. Richard Cobden

has published a new peace pamphlet. The popular feel-
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ing in England continued to be warlike. It is said to

be less so in France. A despatch from Berlin of the
10th says, that " England has taken a very high tone
towards the Prussian government, threatening to block-
ade the Prussian ports. The cabinet is becoming alarm-
ed, and strong efforts will be made to induce Russia to

accede to the terms proposed." The alliance between
Spain and Great Britain and France, has been formally
consummated, Spain binding herself to send into the

field from ten to twenty thousand men in the spring,

and her interests, particularly Cuba, to be protected by
France and England.
DEN.MARK.—Denmark has announced her continued

neutrality, and disavows any connection with the

Swedish alliance. The Sound Dues Conference, which
was to have opened at Copenhagen on the 2d, has been
indefinitely postponed. The government is said to be
much embarrassed as to the course to be pursued to-

wards the flag of the United States, on its first attempt-
ing to pass duty free after the expiration of the present
treaty.

JAPAN.—The treaty with this country is attended
with some difficulties, the American ship masters and
the Japanese authorities not understanding its pi

sions alike. It is stated that a fleet of twelve American
whalers recently visited Simoda, in anticipation of re-

ceiving supplies. The report is, that they were treated
very unkindly, and a determination was made by the
Japanese from some cause, not to furnish them with
any. The Americans then took what they wanted, and
paid in dollars at their fair weight. It is said that guns
had been fired, and Japanese killed. The Friend of
China of Eleventh mo. 12th, has the following:—"We
learn by the Tartar, that the day after the Japanese
convention (British) was ratified at Nagasaki, Admiral
Sterling was asked by the commissioner to give his ad-
vice on the best course to be pursued towards the Ame-
ricans, who, it was said, with nine vessels at Simoda,
were breaking the peace in the most outrageous man-
ner. The Admiral is reported to have recommended
concession to the American demands, provided they
were in anyway reasonable."

HAYTI.—Recent advices confirm the report of the
complete defeat of the Emperor Faustin, in his expedi-
tion against the eastern side of the Island. His army
was totally routed with the loss of many of his best
officers, all his munitions of war, and the Emperor's
military chest containing the funds for the war. Fans-
tin's place of refuge was unknown, and Gen. Santander
had offered a reward of 10,000 doubloons for his head.
CENTRAL AMERICA.—A recent arrival from TruxU-

lo, Honduras, brings a report that General Cabana, the
former President, who had lately joined Gen. Walker,
was ou the frontier with 400 Americans and 1000 native
troops, for the purpose of wresting the country from
Guardiola. It was supposed he would succeed. The
natives generally were favourably disposed to Walker
whose forces were receiving accessions by every
steamer.

UNITED STATES.—Con^rms.—During the last week
the voting for Speaker continued in the House of Re-
presentatives, with no better results than heretofore.
Richardson having declined being any longer a candi-
date, the democratic vote has been transferred to James
L. Orr, of S. C. Fuller also withdrew, but a number of
his friends continued to vote for him. On the 26th, the
following resolution was adopted by a vote of 108 to

93. Resolved, That, in the opinion of this House,
the repeal of the Missouri Compromise of 1820, pro-
hibiting slavery north of latitude 36 deg. 30 min.,
was an example of useless and factious agitation of
the slavery question, unwise and unjust to the Ameri-
can people. Another resolution declaring that the re-
striction contained in the Missouri Compromise ought
to be restored, was adopted by a vote of 101 to 100.
On the 28th, a resolution for the election of Speaker by
a plurality vote, was again offered. It was laid on the
table by a vote of 106 to 100.

Kansas.—On the 24th ult., the President sent a spe-
cial message to Congress on the affairs of Kansas. In
the Senate it was referred to the Committee on Terri-
tories. In the House it was read and laid on the table.
The proceedings of the Free State party in the territory
are denounced in the message as revolutionary and dis-
organizing, and Gov. Reeder is censured severely for his
negligence and mal-administration. The President con-
siders that the peace not only of Kansas, but of the
Union, is seriously threatened. He says, if the opposi-
tion to the constitutional authorities of Kansas takes the
form of an organized resistance, it will lead to treason-
able insurrection, and must be suppressed by the Fede-
ral Government. He concludes by saying, that if the
inhabitants of Kansas shall desire a State formation,
and be of sufficient numbers, the proper course would

be a convention of delegates to prepare a constitution,
and recommends the enactment of a law to that effect,

in order for its admission into the Union in a lawful
and proper manner, and a special appropriation be made
to defray any expenses which may become requisite in
the execution of the laws, or in maintaining public or-
der in that territory. He does not allude to the well-
known fact, that this trouble has all grown out of the
repeal of the Missouri Compromise.
Pennsylvania.—The Judiciary Committee of the House

of Representatives have made a written report affirming
the right of citizens of the south to transit through
Pennsylvania with their slaves. A minority report
denying such right, was also presented. A bill has been
introduced into the House, providing that the action for
damages commenced by Passmore Williamson against
Judge Kane, shall be removed from the Court of Dela-
ware County to the Supreme Court of Pennsvlvania
sitting at Nisi Prius, in and for Philadelphia. The bill

repealing the Restraining Liquor Law of last sessic
has passed by a vote of 69 to 25. The bill has gone
the Senate, and been referred to its Committee on Vi
and Immorality. The general expectation is, that
majority of the members of that body are disinclined to
repeal the existing law, without first devising a substi
tute for it. The supplement to the charter of the Phi
ladelphia and Baltimore Central Railroad Company,
authorizes them to borrow §1,500,000, to construct and
equip their road at seven per cent, interest, and issu(

bonds therefor, secured upon that part of the road lo-

cated in Pennsylvania.
Fhiladelphia.—Mortality last week, 207; of small-pox

22. The total receipts into the city treasury during th(

year 1855, amounted to $5,174,969. Large as this sum
is it was insufficient for the demands upon the treasurv,
and the finances of the city are greatly embarrassed!
The Delaware river is closed by ice. The ice houses
upon the Schuylkill have been filled with ice, a foot in
thickness.

A^ew Fori.—Mortality last week, 375. The harbour
and the North and East Rivers are filled with huge
masses of ice. The communication between the ocean
or New Jersey is kept up by powerful ice boats and
steam tugs.

Miscellaneous.Senator from Mississippi. — Jefferson
Davis, now Secretary of War, has been elected to thi

U. S. Senate.

Cost of Fences in the United 5'(n<es.—Burknap, a well
known agricultural writer, in speaking of the cost of
construction and repair of the common fences which
separate the fields'from each other, and from the high-
ways, says :—" No man dreams that when compared
with the outlay for those unpretending monuments of
art, cities and our towns, with all their wealth, are left
far behind." All the specie in the country would pro-
bably go but a little way in paying for the needful
fencing.

Deep Snow.—A great quantity of snow has recently
fallen in the western part of New York. It is thought
to average, throughout the State, from two to four feet.

In Chautauque county the snow is said to be three feet
on a level, and in Lewis county about four and a half
feet.

Revolution in Monte Video.—A revolution broke out in
Monte Video on the 25th of Eleventh month, and for
four days that city was the scene of a war. Between
90 and 100 persons were killed, and a much larger
number wounded. On the 29th, order was restored,
and 123 persons belonging to the revolutionary party,
embarked for Buenos Ayres.

The Hong Kong .4/atr.—The arrest of Capt. Nichols,
of the American ship Reindeer, by the British authori-
ties, appears to have warmly excited the American re-
sidents at that place. Capt. Nichols did not pay the
fine imposed upon him. It was paid by one of the own-
ers of the Reindeer, against the wishes of the captain
and the United States Consul.

The Sugar Crop in Texas, this season, has been unusu-
ally large. The crop in Brazoria county is estimated at
$500,000.

The Weather at Niagara.—An ice bridge, above Nia-
ra Falls, connecting with Goat Island and Canada

Shore, has been safelj travelled by pedestrains the past
'- Such a thing has not happened before for 25

years.

The Legislature ofNew York, has passed a law that no
religious or benevolent society shall receive any bequest
or devise, the annual income of which is over $10,000,
nd it must have been made at least two months before
he death of the testator. In no case shall the bequest
be more than one fourth of the estate.
Heavy Damage bg /c«.—The destruction of pine tim-

ber in North and South Carolina, by the accumulation
of ice on the trees, has been very great. The papers of

that section speak of it as causing a very heavy lo;

property.

The Boot and Shoe Trade, in Essex county, Mass.,

ploys 15,105 males and 19,395 females. Tbe numb
pairs made annually, is 21,540,008.

Wrecks at Keg West in 1855.—Eighty vesst

wrecked on the Forida Reefs, or arrived at Key Wei
distress last year. The vessels and cargoes were val

at $2,844,000. The total expenses were small,

to the well directed exertions of the wreckers; I-

amounted to $89,415 ; salvage, $100,495 ;
loss, $^

300.

Expulsion of a Newspaper Correspondent.—Russell,

Crimean correspondent of the London Times, who
'

given such vivid pictures of the condition of the s

in that quarter, has been mobbed and driven out of

Crimea, by the soldiers, for speaking of the debaucl ',

and drunkenness which prevail in the English Cam]

,

A Profitable Voyage.—A few months since a shi]

ed from New York for Australia, with a cargo r

of flour. It cost in New York about $10 per bbl

was sold immediately on arrival, for $25. The ss]

ship went from thence to Calcutta, took in a cargc

saltpetre, &c.. for New York. The net profits of

voyage were about $110,000.

RECEIPTS.
;

Received from S. Hobson, agt., 0., for Thos. Emmc.
$2, vol. 29

; from John Curtis, Cin., 0., $2, vol.

from Asa Raley, 0., $3, to 52, vol. 28; from J. Ki I

agt., N. Y'., for J. Leffingwell, $2, vol. 29, for A. Ki

$2, for B. Era; from C. Bracken, agt., 0., for J. Wrli)

and Saml. Russel, $2 each, vol. 29; from Richard H
per A. Dirkin, Eng., 10s., vol. 29.
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FRIENDS' BOARDING-SCHOOL AT WEST-TOW
The Winter Session of the School will close on Six I

day, the 4th of Fourth month, and the Summer Sessij

will commence on Second-d.iy, the 12th of Fifth moti

Those members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, w.

intend sending children to the school for the sumoi
session, will please make application for their admissi,

on or before the 1st of Third month, to Joseph Sno;

don. Superintendent at tbe school, or to Joseph Scii

tergood. Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, Philadelph!

The parents of those children now in the school, w

also please notify the Superintendent whether tbeyt

to return next session.

West-town, First mo. 28th, 1856.

The Original and Present State of Man. By Joseph Phif

.

A new Stereotype Edition of this work is now CO;

pleted, and for sale at Friends' Book Store, 84 Aij

street.
j

Friends' Boarding-School for Indian Children, at

Tunessassah. I

Two women Friends are wanted at this Institution

assist in the family.

Also, a man Friend to aid in carrying out the c(

cern for the improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkintos

377 S. Second sire

Thomas Evans,

Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st, 1855. 180 Arch strc

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in t

Application may be made to either of the undersign

members of the Committee.
Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Evans, \ pi -i a
Samoel Bettle, Jr. /

'^^""*°*-

Died, on the 13th ult., at his residence, WilmingtiH
Del., in the 74th year of his age, Edward Tatnail, '

esteemed member and elder of Wilmington Monti 1

Meeting.— , at his residence in Burlington, New Jersey,

the 24th ult., Maybkrky McVauqh, in the 79th year

s age.

, at his residence in Fallsington, Bucks Coun
Pa., on the 24th ult., John Fletcher, formerly of t

ity, in the 79th year of his age.

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON.
No. 3 Ranstead Place, Fourth above Chestnut stree
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Iriped Gopher, or Prairie Ground Squirrel of

Wisconsin,

is little creature closely resembles our com
ground squirrel, being of nearly the .same size

ke it striped on the back, though with more
s, and these alternating with rows of round

It belongs to the same genus of marmot
•els, the Spermophilus, which includes the

ie Dog of the west.

is animal is described and figured by Audu-
ind Bachman, in their great work on the

rupeds of North America.

'he traveller on our western prairies," say
" withdraws his attention from the bellow-

)uffalo herd that is scampering over the

es, to fix his eyes on a lively little creature

\uisite beauty seated on a diminutive mound
: mouth of its burrow, which seems by its

ipings and scoldings, to warn away the in-

r on its peaceful domains. On a near ap-

b, it darts into its hole; but although con-

I from view, and out of the reach of danger,

igue, like that of other scolds of a more in-

mt race, is not idle ; it still continues to vent

sentment against its unwelcome visitor by a

and harsh repetition of the word— ' Seek

—

ore is a great similarity in the habits of the

18 spermophili that compose the interesting

to which the present species belongs,

live principally on the open prairies, mak-
leir burrows in the earth, and feed on roots

eeds of various kinds, which they carry in

pouches to their dark retreats under ground,
species frequently takes up its residence

-he fields and gardens of the settlers, and in

iighbourhood of Fort Union and other places,

^presented as particularly destructive to the
as. We found the leopard-spermophile quite

lant near Fort Union, on the Upper Missouri,

burrows wore made in a sandy, gravelly soil

;

vere never deep or inclined downwards, but
Drizontally within about a foot of the surface

earth. Two of them whicli were captives,

1 various nuts and grains, but chiefly on corn
and ground nuts.

jse accomplished naturalists do not appear to

been aware of the most remarkable traits in

laracter of this little creature.

i Patent-office Report for 1853 contains a
ir on the Striped Gopher, by Dr. P. R. Koy,
jine.

says, it is found abundantly throughout most
3 ravines and oak openings in Wisconsin

and in many parts ofand Northern lUi

Iowa.
" For the last seven or eight years, I have made

the habits of this interesting little animal a special

.'tudy. Some years since, a lad announced to me
that he had brought me a pair of striped gophers,

two deer mice, and some two or three meadow
mice, all of which he had in a box together. He
had also two flying squirrels, tied up in a sack

On opening the box, to my surprise, and the boys'

great disappointment, we found no mice. It

impossible for them to have escaped ; what had be-

come of them ? On a closer examination we found
a part of the skins of the mice. The gophers had
dined on them I Here, there was something new.
I then put the gophers and the flying squirrels

into one cage, and in less than two hours, 1 found
that they too had been massacred, and their

brains eaten out by the blood-thirsty little go-

phers.

" This accidental circumstance led me with re-

newed interest to experiment and closely watch the

habits of this much abused friend of the agricul-

turist. This striped spermophile is decidedly the

most carnivorous hibernating rodent of which I

have any knowledge. When a squirrel or other

small animal is put into a cage with one of these,

it will in a moment be all animation and activity,

darting at the intruder, inflicting a wound, and
flying back with such rapidity as to leave but little

chance for defence. As soon as it has disabled its

antagonist, it seizes it by the back of the neck,

and kills it. During these combats, the gopher
utters a low snarling growl, and emits a musteline

odour. After killing their prey, they remove the

upper part of the skull, .suck the blood, and eat out

the brains. The carcass is then devoured as occa-

sion requires ; but if an abundant supply is at

hand, they only eat the brains, resembling in this

pect the weasel. So strong is their appetite

for flesh, that the female will kill and eat her
own offspring if animal food cannot otherwise be

obtained.

Our little animals lay up no winter store of

provisions, but retire to their burrows by the first

of November, and there remain perfectly torpid

until the frost is quite out of the ground in the

pring. The adult animals utter a shrill chatter

rhcn alarmed, and glide through the grass with

such celerity as to elude pursuit. They feed upon
wheat, rye, oats, barley and Indian corn, but pre-

fer grasshoppers and mice to either, and not un-

frequently eat snakes and young birds. They
never eat any kind of roots, fruits nor green vege-

tables; never cut down, nor gnaw young trees.

The only injury I know them to do the farmers, is

pulling out a little newly planted corn in the

pring, and for this one oftence they are con-

demned without mercy, without inquiring whe-
her they do not subserve some useful purpose in

the economy of nature which more than compen-
sates for the damage done to the corn crop. I am
latisfied that when the case of ' benefits versus

injuries' is properly investigated, the agricultural

'nterests will promptly decide that the 'striped

ipermophile' is an advantage to the country, and
deserving protection rather than destruction from
the hands of the farmers. They keep in check

the meadow mice and other small quadrupeds.
Ground squirrels cannot inhabit the same locality.

I have one case in point. Mr. Taws, an energetic

and intelligent farmer of this county, (Racine),

bid up a liberal premium for all striped gophers
killed on his premises; and so successful were his

efi"orts to exterminate them, that in one or two
years, not one was to be found on his farm, where
they were formerly abundant ; but, as the gopher
diminished, the meadow mice increased, and in

two or three years he found his farm infested with
these to such an extent as to be highly injurious.

His stocks of grain and hay were cut and greatly

damaged; his fruit trees girdled and barked ; his

potatoes eaten in the hill, &c. Mr. Taws was un-
able to account for the circumstance of his farm
being the only one in the neighbourhood, where
the mice were at all troublesome. However, when
I acquainted him with the habits of the striped

gophers, he was no longer in doubt as to the true

cause. He went home, and forbade a gopher be-

ing killed on his premises, and invited back as

friends, what he had before persecuted as ene-

mies ; and now on his farm the mice are rapidly

diminishing, and will soon be harmless."

Epistle of George Fox,

Dear Friends and Brethren,—Who are turned
from darkness to light, and from the power of
Satan to God, who are believers in the light, which
is the life in Christ, and are become children of

the light and of the day;—who are grafted into

Christ, the second Adam, the Lord from heaven,

and are gathered in the name of Jesus, in whom
ye have salvation, and not in any other name un-
der the whole heaven. For Christ Jesus saith,

" Where two or three are gathered together in my
name, there am I in the midst of them." Matt,

xviii. 20. So you being gathered in the name of

Jesus, he is in the midst of you, a Saviour, a Me-
diator, a Prophet, a Shepherd, a Bishop, a Leader,

Counsellor, the Captain of your salvation, who
bruises the serpent's head, and destroys the devil

and his works. Therefore, brethren in Christ Je-

sus, exhort one another daily, while it is called

to-day, lest any of you be hardened through the

deceitfulness of sin. For you are made partakers

of Christ, if ye hold fast the beginning of your
confidence steadfast to the end. Heb. iii. 14.

Therefore, hear Christ's voice, for he is in the

midst of you, a teacher. Take heed lest there be

n any of you an evil heart of unbelief, in depart-

ng from the living God, as there is in too many
n this day of provocation and temptation. While
t is to-day, hear his voice, and lot us consider one

mother to provoke unto love and to good works.

Let us hold fast the profession of our faith with-

out wavering, (for he is faithful that hath pro-

mised and hath called you,) not forsaking the

assembling of ourselves together, as the manner of

some is
;
(mark,) as the manner of some is, that

did and do forsake the assembling of themselves

together, but exhorting one another : and so much
the more as you see the day of light appearing.

For, if we sin wilfully, after we have received the

knowledge of the truth, there remains no more
'fice for sins; but a certain fearful looking for

of judgment and fiery indignation, which shall de-
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vour the adversaries. Heb. x. And therefore it

is good not to forsake the assembling of ourselves

together, but exhort one another daily ; for Christ

is in the midst of his people a teacher and a pro-

phet, -n-ho saith, " Learn of me the viay, the truth,

and the life." We being many, are one body in

Christ, gathered in his name, and every one mem-
bers one of another. Having then gifts differing

according to the grace that is given us, whether
they be prophecy, let us prophesy according to the

proportion of faith ; and let those that minister,

wait on their ministry ; those that be teachers, on

their teaching, and he that exhorteth on exhorta-

tion ; he that giveth, let him do it with simplicity
;

and he that ruleth with diligence; and he that

showeth mercy, is to do it with cheerfulness.

Abhor that which is evil; cleave to that which is

good. Be kindly affectioned one towards another

with brotherly love;, in honour preferring one an-

other, liejoice in hope; be patient in tribula-

tions; be not overcome with evil, but overcome

evil with good; and if it be possible, as much as

lieth in you, live peaceably with all men. Kom. xii.

This is and was the practice of the church of

Christ. And now the God of hope fill you with

all joy and peace in believing, that ye may abound
in hope, through the power of the Holy Ghost.

I myself, also am persuaded of you, my brethren,

that ye also are full of goodness, tilled with all

knowledge, and are able also to admonish one an-

other. Rom. XV., 13, 14. Here the church of

Christ, in which he was in the midst, a teacher

and the head of the church, were and are able,

through him, to admonish one another. Let the

peace of God rule in your hearts, to which ye are

also called into one body, to wit, of Christ. Let
the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wis-

dom ; teaching and admonishing one another, &c.

Col. iii. Whatsoever ye do in word or deed, do
all in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, giving

thanks to God and the Father by him : and'above
all things put on charity, which is the bond of

perfectness. The apostle said to Timothy, " Be
not thou ashamed of the testimony of our Lord,
nor of me his prisoner : but be thou partaker of

the afflictions of the gospel, according to the power
of God, who hath saved us, and called us with an
holy calling ; not according to our works, but ac-

cording to his own purpose and grace, which was
given to us in Christ Jesus before the world be-

gan." 2 Tim. i., 8, 9. It concerns every one not

to bo ashamed of the testimony of our Lord, who
hath called them by his grace; and not to be
ashamed of any of Christ's prisoners, and afflicted

ones for Christ's and his gospel's sake, who abo-

lishes death, and brings life and immortality to light

through his gospel
;
you that believe in the light,

know it. Peter saith, in his general epistle to the

church of Christ, "As every man" (mark, every

man) "hath received the gift, so minister the

same one to another as good stewards of the mani-
fold grace of God. If any man speak, let him
speak as the oracles of God, not of men ; if any
man minister, let him do it of the ability which
God gives ; not of the ability of men's arts and
sciences, that God in all things may be glorified

through Jesus Christ," &c. For these gifts and
graces come from Jesus, into the hearts of the mem-
bers of his church, whom he is in the midst of.

And if any man suffer as a Christian, let him not

be ashamed; but let him glorify God, &c. Every
true Christian bath the presence of Christ, who
hath all power iq heaven and in earth given him,
to support him v.ith his power, light and life.

Christ saith to his believers, " Beware of men, for

they win deliver you up to the councils, and thgy
will scourge yoja in the synagogues, and you shall

be brought before goyernors at)d kings for iny

name's sake, for a testimony against them and the any man should confess Christ, he should be
Gentiles. But when they deliver you up, take no out of their synagogue. John, is. 22. So it

'

thought how orwhat ye shall speak ; for it shall
|

for Christ's sake they were cscommunieated ov

be given you in the same hour what ye sliall
j

their synagogues. But as it is written, "Eeli
speak ; for it is not you that speak, but the Spirit

of your Father that speaketh in you. And ye shall

be hated of all men for my name's sake : but he

that endureth to the end shall be saved. The
disciple is not above his master, nor the servant

above his lord : it is enough for the disciple that

he be as his master, and the servant as his lord :

for if they have called the master of the house

Belzebub, what will they do to his servant. Fear
not them which kill the body, but are not able to kill

the soul, &c. A sparrow shall not fall to the ground
without your heavenly Father, &c. The hairs of

your head are all numbered
;
ye are of more value

than many sparrows. Whosoever therefore shall

confess me before men, him will I confess also be-

fore my Father who is in heaven ; but whosoever

shall deny me before men, him will I also deny
before my Father who is in heaven. And whoso-

ever shall be ashamed of me and of my words,

of him shall the Son of man be ashamed," lk.c.

Matt. s. And again Christ saith, " Whosoever
shall be ashamed of me and of my words in this

adulterous and sinful generation, of himself also

shall the Son of man be ashamed, when he comes

in the glory of his Father with his holy angels."

Mark, viii. .38. And Christ saith to his disciples,

" He that receiveth you, receiveth me; and he

that receiveth me, receiveth him that sent me.

He that receiveth a prophet, in the name of a

prophet, shall receive a prophet's reward ; and he

that receiveth a righteous

I lay in Zion a stumbling stone and n rot-

offence, and whoso believes on him, shall not

ashamed. So, Christ is a stumbling stone ai

rock of offence to all the unbelievers, in the 1

which is the life in Christ, whether they he Ji

Christians or Gentiles. The Jews believed C!

was to come, from the Scriptures ; and the CI

tians believe he is come by the Scriptures

;

do not believe in the light, as Christ commai.
and so do not become children of light. Thj
fore, ye that are believers in the light, and'

become children of light, walk in Christ, y-

way, life and salvation. G. \

Kingston, the Fifth mo., 1683.

From " Frazer's MaganDe

Sew Metals,

(Concluded from page 166.)

But the alchemist passed from the earth, leai

to an age of less inflated hopes and of a snui

philosophy—an age that had learned somethicj

the failures of the past—this metallurgic

blem for its heritage. To those who have Ic

to linger over the gradual dawnings of hui

knowledge in past time, who have felt a del

in tracing the growth of some single idea in

mind of man through all its doubts, misapprel

sions, aspirations, rebuffs, successes, on to!

final triumph—to these, that will ever be
]

'nteresting history which tells of the progl

the name of a! of the first grand idea of chemical philosoj;

the idea of the individuality, so to say, of the I

menfs; of the elemental character of the met:',

of the non-elemental, the compound character;'

the combinations of these with the vital elenis

the oxygen of the air. To them the errontJ

dream of StaM, " the phlogistic theory," willci'

with it an unceasing interest, albeit that tbei-

lance of Lavoisier banished that theory from

laboratory, and showed its fundamental etroi/

righteous man, shall receive a righteous man's re

ward. And whosoever shall give to drink unto

one of these little ones a cup of cold water only,

in the name of a disciple, verily I say unto you, he

shall in no wise lose his reward." Matt, x., 40-42.

Here ye may see how Christ encourages his dis-

ciples, and them that receive them. And John
saith, "Among the chief rulers of the Jews, many
believed on Christ ; but because of the Pharisees

they did not confess him, lest they should be put {proving that the calx, or earth, weighed moret|

out of the synagogue." John, xii., 42. Too many i the metal which it yielded— weighed morelJ

such believers there are now-a-days, who dare not precise amount which was the exact weight of*
j

confess Christ, lest they should lose the favour oflygen gas that the metal had taken from the* i

men. But Christ encouraged the faithful disci- 1 and fixed in solid combination with itself tofij )

pies, and told them they would put them out of i this earthy oxide. He taught that the ml i

their synagogues
;
yea, that the time should come, 'might be won from this its earthy calx or ox)

that whosoever killed them would think they did
I

but only by some stronger affinity thun the meli

God service: and "these things," said he, "will own for the oxygen the earth contained. Can

they do unto you, because they have not known has this stronger afiinity, and hence the flo'f

the Father, nor me. But these things have I told 1 molten iron from the vast furnace in which

you, that when the time shall come, ye may re- oxide meets in fiery contest with the coal that fi!

member that I told you of them." .John, xvi. 2—4. 1 its flames, meets it only to surrender to that 1

Here ye may see what Christ told his disciples its oxygen, and to set the iron free to enter or

should come to pass to them. And Saul, before

he was converted, compelled the Christians to

blaspheme, and made havoc of the church of

Christ. Acts, v., iii., and xxii., and xxv. And
did not the beast in the Revelations compel both

small and great to worship him and his image ?

And did not all worship it, but they who had their

names written in the Lamb's book of life? Did
not Nebuchadnezzar set up an image, sixty cubits

high, and six cubits broad ? And did not he cause

a herald to cry aloud, "It is commanded that all

people, nations and languages fall down and wor-

ship the golden image that Nebuchadnezzar hath

set up : and whoso falleth not down and worship-

peth, shall the same hour be east into the midst

of the fiery furnace ?" And were not Shadrach,

Meshaoh and Abed-nego cast into the furnace?

Dan. iii. But God delivered them. Therefore,

it is good to ba faithful to God, and his worship

in spirit and in trt;th. The -lew.s agreed, that if

life of constant labour and trial in the servicf

man.
This doctrine, then, of the compound naturif

the metal-yielding earths or oxides, aud of i

elemental character of the metals and of the

ygen they contained, was the grand doctrin f

Lavoisier, and resolved the difiiculty of which !

alchemists, and at last after them, the phlog

chemists, had sought in vain for the soluii

through so many centuries. But chemistry kj

of other earths besides these that yielded mii

when heated with charcoal—earths to all int|i

like these, notwithstanding that they had resi i

all efforts to extract metals from them.

Of these other earths there were several bes s

magnesia, lime, and the earth of clay, alumina; '

nearly akin to them, though more easily disso 1

in water, and therefore lacking one of the pri •

nent characteristics of an earth, comparativt

solubility, were the alkalies, potash and soda.
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:d therefore after Lavoisier's time no great

nditj iu the chemist who should assert that

Is a fair object of search, and that there was

I

ground for hope that some means shoukl be

il, some more potent affinity than even that of

^n should be discovered, by the agency of

h. these earths too should yield up bright

s under the torturing inquisition of crucible

furnace. Lavoisier himself had proclaimed

aeforc, and almost in Lavoisier's time it was
ined by some sanguine experimentalists in

Tflry that the anticipation had been realized.

;hat realization was not yet ripe for accom-

ment, and time had to bring in other ideas and

men to contribute to the development of it.

ini and Volta (the greatest name perhaps in

istory of physics) had introduced a new force

3 experimentalist. By its agency the com-

1 nature of water—already proved by the

rious men whose names now figure in the

,er controversy"—received a new significance

3 decomposition which the voltaic pile eifected

under the hands of Nicholson and Carlisle,

; year L800. They found the oxygen given

the positive, the hydrogen at the negative,

the water being gradually separated by the

c agency into its component elements, oxygen

bydrogen Davy, who soon afterwards ap-

d on the scene, saw at a glance the vast re-

to be developed by this divellcnt action of

;ittery upon chemical compounds. There is

e who cannot feel a sympathizing pleasure as

agines the young Davy with the wires of his

lous battery brought into contact through the

im of the alkali potash, until that moment
lomposed, and sees him watching a beautiful

imenon. Little globules of a brilliant metal

lually are presenting themselves at the nega-

rire, and lingering for a moment to show him
true metallic character, then cease to shine,

ecome again converted into the potash out

ich they sprung, too powerfully assailed by
ddizing air, of which the corrosive action is

rong for a metal of such eager affinities to

in its presence. Davy soon contrived means
tering his new-born metal, and exhibiting

he world under the name of potassium ; and
soon yielded its sodium to the pole of his

iic voltaic pile. Both of them are metals

to be preserved must be retained out of

;t with the air ; metals, the latter white as

and as lustrous, the former with something
tint of tin or platinum : both lighter than

and therefore floating on it, but also instan-

isly decomposing it to absorb its oxygen,
Jsappear in it themselves as potash or as

decompose magnesia, lime (calx,) baryta;

xygen and the metals " magnesium," "cal-

and "barium," respectively, was but a

jf the few hours requisite to plan the expe-
t. And thus an antagonistic force had been
whereby to invert, as it were, the com-

;
force of chemical affinity, so that now

" With rod reversed,

backward mutterings of disserering power,"

ister of this new necromancy freed from
1 of these earths beautiful metals, till then

" In stODy fetters fixed and motionless."

; some of the earths refused the solicitations

a Davy's voltaic magic. Among these was
a very remarkable kind, named by the chem-
umina, from its occurence as one of the in-

thc beauty if not in the variety of its colour-suite.

As the lux-sapphire it rivals the diamond itself

in colourless purity and exquisite lustre. As the

ruby, it demands a higher price than it, when
above a few carats in weight; as tlie sapphire,

there is no stone with which it can be confounded,
when of the true azure blue; while as Oriental-

topaz, Oriental-emerald,-aquamarine, -peridot,-ame-
thyst, it surpasses in beauty of colour and lustre,

and far surpasses in value, the several gems from
which it thus condescends to borrow its names.
In all of these the alumina is pure, and crystallized

in perfect transparency, the colours being due to

minutest traces of other metallic oxides, such as

iron, chrome, or manganese. Then again, in its

less brilliant forms, as corundum and as emery
powder, its uses are almost the same as those of

the indomitable diamond dust : while in its softer

moods, combined with water, it helps to form the
plastic element of clay ; and at one moment is seen
assuming shapes and wearing tints, as vase and
bowl that give it more than the value of sapphire

or ruby; at another, ministering in every shape
to satisfy the wants of man.
From the nature of this earth it was difficult to

bring it within the sphere of action of the battery

But Davy recognized in his new metal, potassium

a substance whose avidity for oxygen might be
utilized for the decomposition of the refractory earth

which he could not subdue by his voltaic wires

And so he heated alumina white hot, and passed

his new metal in the form of a metallic gas over
it, and obtained thereby small globules of a metal
which had its source in the alumina employed,
This new member of the metal family, aluminium.
he did not, however, succeed in effectually isola-

ting, and he could not therefore announce its pro-

perties. Later it was produced by Wohler by an
analogous but better process, but then not in suf-

ficient quantity, nor in advantageous form, for in-

vestigating its physical characters. He obtained

it as a powder, and in this finely divided form it

is very difficult to ascertain the properties whicl:

a metal may assume when fused into a solid mass
Even lead, when in fine division, will burn spon

taneously in the air, and it is therefore not to be
wondered at that in the pulverulent aluminium of

Wohler that chemist did not recognize those re-

markable characteristics which have thrown so

much interest round the bars of this metal that

have been produced by M. Deville, and exhibited

so recently in Paris. Wohler, indeed, had him-
self, previously to M. Deville, formed the metal

in fused globules. But the method adopted by
M. Deville, though in principle similar, was su-

perior in details to Wohler's process. The metal,

as thus obtained, possesses most curious and un-

expected properties. Tin-white in color, it is un-

affected by the air, and is less disposed to tarnish

than silver itself. It is unattacked by any ordi-

nary acid, except muriatic acid, which, and the

alkalies, seem to be its only natural chemical ene-

mies. It is very malleable, and when rolled and
hammered becomes as hard as iron, a most inva-

luable property, possessed by no other metal in

use. It is an admirable conductor of electricity,

and slightly magnetic, like iron. It melts at a

lower temperature than silver, so that it possesses

all the most valuable properties required of a metal

by the artisan. But its most singular property is

its lightness. In this respect it stands above all

other bodies of the metallic class that are in use.

The lightest of these is zinc, which is seven times

heavier than water; iron is nearly eight times,

silver is ten and a half times, and gold nearly

the weight of silver. An ounce therefore of this

metal will go as far as four ounces of silver, or

eight of gold. Its price per ounce is, however,
at present that of gold, and hence about four
times as dear, bulk for bulk, as silver. Doubt-
less neither commerce nor chemistry will rest till

aluminium can be used for household no less than
for philosophical purposes, and doubt le.«s also for

what may prove a most important application of
it, the formation of light, liard, useful, and beau-
tiful alloys with other metals. A bell formed of
it would possess singular novelty. Its ring is the

sharp clear note of glass, not the fuller tone of

metal; one's fancy already anticipates the music
in w4iich some instrument whose vibrations shall

ring from aluminium bars shall take its part.

Another metal not less curious than aluminium
has followed in its wake. The emerald and the

beryl are varieties of the same paineral, rivalling

all except perhaps the sapphire family in beauty
as gems. These contain an earth called by the

Greek-derived name of <jhirina, from the sweet-

ness of its salts. The metal of this earth had also

been isolated by Wohler, but its properties arc

first described by M. Debray, a pupil of M. De-
ville. It appears as a beautiful while metal,
nearly as unalterable as aluminium itself, but with
the curious property of being one-fifth lighter, its

specific gravity being twice that of water. Limo
has also now surrendered its constituent metal,

calcium, in pure form, and it proves to be yellow
like gold, but unfortunately as evanescent as it is

beautiful. The action of the air alone is sufficient

to corrode it into its natural calx, the well known
earth, lime.

It is curious to see science thus working out,

in its own way, and by lights of its own kindling,

problems after the solution of which the alchemist

groped in darkness, whose obscurity he increased

and perpetuated, because he would retain for him-
self alone and for " the adepts," not for the

world, the riches which he sought.

Like the miner, and unlike the metallurgist

with whom we commenced, the alchemist delved
in dark recesses after gold. lie handled indeed
metallic ores, but he touched not the living metal.

It was only when that ore was brought to the light

and into the furnace, that it assumed the real

metallic shape ; only when the fire of truth has
tried it, and the advancement, intellectual no less

than material, of the human race is the object to

bo won, is the transmutation of ignorance into

knowledge effected, only then is the superstition

of the miner corrected by the higher knowledge
of the experienced and sagacious metallurgist.

The transmutations wrought by modern che-

mistry are as great in character, and, however
different in kind, are far more important and use-

ful in their result, than all that alchemy ever
dreamed of; they are not the less complete be-

cause their character has been so correctly ex-
plained.

mes.
alum. In the sapphire and ruby

i twenty times heavier than water, whereas alu.„.
traordinary body yields only to the diamond

I nium is little more than twice and a half as heavy
iness, while it far surpasses it as a gem in as that fluid, and consequently about a quarter of

Selected.

Tlic Cross.

Happy that child, whom the Heavenly Father
hedffes in, as not to suffer him to escape from

beneath his chastening hand. There is no greater

mark that God accounts us his children, than that

he not only inflicts tribulation but that he sup-

ports us under it and walks with us through it.

What we have to fear is not the cross, but that we
should not sufficiently esteem its uses ; or want
grace to profit by it, and to reap the whole rich

harvest which the harrow was intended to prepare.

Amongst all the miseries incident to man, I know
of no object more deplorable, or which calls for

deeper commiseration, than that of professed dis-
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ciples of Christ, on whom the cross is indeed laid,

but who are ignorant of its value. Persons who
smart under its rigour, but who do not feed on its

unction, who sink beneath its weight, but" do not

enrich themselves with the gold with which it is

inlaid; who, viewing it with carnal eyes, see nei-

ther the Land that inflicts, or the uses it is sent to

work out. The Apostle Paul only once and by
constraint, alludes to his abundant revelations ; but
he discouiscs with us throughout the whole of his

Epistles, of bis bonds, his labours, and his perse-

cutions; and lie seems to esteem himself more
favoured in having been called to cbains and to

dungeons for the name of Christ, than in having
been wrapt in the third heaven.

Selected.

" GIVE TO HL\I THAT ASKETH THEE."
Oh, stiiy not thy hand when the winter winds rude,
Blow cold through the dwelling of want and despair,

To ask if misfortune has come to the good,
Or if folly has wrought the wreck that is there.

When the heart-stricken wanderer asks thee for bread,
In suffering he bows to necessity's laws

;

When the wife moans in sadness—the children unfed,
The cup must be bitter—Oh ! ask not the cause.

When the Saviour of men raised his finger to heal,
Did he ask if the sulferer were Gentile or Jew?

When thousands were fed with the bountiful meal,
Did he give it alone to the faithful and few?

Oh, scan not too closely the frailties of those,
Whose bosoms may bleed on a cold winter's day,

But give to the friendless, who cells thee his woes.
And " from him who would borrow, oh ! turn not

Selected.

REFLECTIONS IN A SICK CHAMBER.
Cast down, but not destroyed ! I bless the hand,
Jly Father's hand, which strengthens while it strikes.

And shouU the furnace rage with sevenfold heat.
My Father's even there ! Mighty the waves,
But mightier He alone, who calms the storm.
Dark and mysterious is the pilgrim's way,
But lo ! the Sun of Righteousness shines forth,

And cheers my soul with healing in his beams.
I know the voice that call'd me from the world,

The school of sulTering is the school of light.

'TU here I learn to trample on the world,
And justly estimate all earthly good.

For " Tlie Friend."

Early Anti-SlaTery Advocates.

RALPH SANDIFORD.
(Continued from page 165.)

Kalph's book was printed at the new printing-
oflice of Franklin & Merideth ; but as it mitrlit

prove an unpopular work, the printers' names were
not attached to the first edition. It merely says,

at the foot of the title page, " Printed for the Au-
thor, Anno 1729." R. V. says, " When his book
came out, a copy of it reached tbe hand of the
Chief Justice of the province, who threatened him
with severe penalties, if he permitted it to be cir-

culated." After a careful reading of the work, it

is difficult for me to conceive, what legal ground
for prosecution any one could find in it. No one
is assailed individually. The author strikes at a
prevailing practice, and no one in the ranks, has
more to bear than his neighbours. Why David
Lloyd, then Chief Justice, the fierce advocate of
the political rights, and freedom of the subject,
whose love for tbe liberty and the interests of the
settler, led him often to do injustice to the Pro-
prietary, should have sought to suppress this hon-
est expression of the feeling and judgment of a
f How citizen, we can scarcely imagine. Perhaps,
if he ever used any efl'orts in the case, it was be-
fore he had seen and read the book. We know
not, that any obstruction was thrown in its circu-

lation, whilst in Keimer's Paper, the " Pennsyl
vania Gazette," it was advertised for sale.

Ralph Sandiford having prospered in his worldly
afi'airs, was now ready to retire from business. H
intended to settle himself as a farmer, but was
desirous of first visiting his near relatives in En
land. His stock of goods, however, were not
easily disposed of in a summary manner. On the
14th of Sixth month, 1729, a few months afte

the publication of the first edition of his book, h
puts this advertisement into the Pennsylvania
Gazette.

" Ralph Sandiford, shopkeeper, over against the
court-house in Philadelphia, intends for England
in two months, therefore desires all persons in

debted to him to come and discharge the same, t(

prevent the expense of legal prosecutions. A/so
any persons who have any demands on him, an
desired lo come and receive the same. In the mean
time he is for selling off his shop and household
goods either hy wholesale or retail, which consists

of bedding, and peioter, and other necessaries.

Also looking-glasses of most sizes, and bottles of

all sizes from gallons to half gills. Also, good
wine, rum, sugar, molasses, salt, and most sorts

of fruit, and grocery, and drugs for dying. Also,

if any person xoill take the whole, may have two
months' credit on good security.

Ralph Sandiford
N. B.—I take New Castle money for all sorts of

English goods, and will sell remnants cheap."
Not even the temptation of getting rid of New

Castle money, could induce people to buy all

Ralph's stock. His shop over against the court-

house, continued open another year, and there he
vended his books. Sometime in 1730, he printed

a second edition. The first edition was intended,
it seems, principally for sale—the second for gra-

tuitous distribution. About the close of 1730, he
appears to have paid his long contemplated visit

to England. Ilis business was not entirely set-

tled, and he appointed Matthias Aspden, the father

of that Matthias, the division of whose great estate

has so much occupied tbe legal world in this coun-
try for the last twenty years, as his attorney. The
following advertisement first appears in the Gazette,

bearing date from the 15th to 22d of Tenth month,
1730.

"Ralph Sandiford being bound for England,
hath printed a second impression of his Negro
Treatise, to be distributed by him gratis, or by
Matthias x\.spden his attorney; unto whom all per-

sons indebted to him are desired to pay the same
with speed, to prevent charge to themselves.

And whereas some persons would not apply for

his books gratis, the printer having leave from the

author, has them ready for sale at 12d. apiece, at

the new printing office, near the market."
Franklin would never have undertaken thus

publicly to sell the book, if he thought there had
been any danger of trouble or legal prosecution for it

.

Of Ralph's visit to England, we have no inform-
ation ; but in 1731, he removed to a farm he
owned, nine miles north of Philadelphia, on the
road leading to Bustleton. He still retained a

stock of merchandize, and probably kept a store

on his estate.

Here he resided the remainder of his life. In
the year 1732, he was several times visited by
Benjamin Lay, who, having removed to Philadel-
phia, was anxious to see one who had had the

courage publicly to attack slavery, in a slavehold-

ing community. Ralph had manyan animated con-

test in words with the slaveholders, and his mind
became at times unsettled through the violence of

his feelings. Yet he was generally in a condi-
tion to attend to his own business, and manifested
much shrewdness in his transactions. He was

hospitable to all, and was disposed generousl

assist, whilst wisely counselling the poor.

But he had his troubles, independently of
|

testimony against slavery. To carry on his I; I

ness without slaves, it was necessary to have h 1

men, and in Pennsylvania, in those days, the h I

men were principally " redemptioners." Tha »

persons, who, to pay for their passage across '

Atlantic, were sold for a term of years. Ej;

held one such,—we know not how many m I

In the Pennsylvania Gazette, Seventh mo. 18tl;

26th, 1732, we find the following lively as '

truly characteristic advertisement from his pe;;

"Run away from Ralph Sandiford, a sen'

man named John King. Sometimes be writes!

name John Landman King. He is marked v

I. K. on one of his thumbs, with gunpowder,

is a weaver by trade, short in stature, but fat

well set, and when he moves his mouth, he ha

dimple in his check. He has short curled bll

hair, and had on an ozembrigs shirt, vest, ;(

breeches, and a brown coat. He is a DevonsI'

man, and has taken with him a gray mare, m:

ed with a half penny cut on the left ear; als'

silver spoon marked C. H. Whoever secures

said servant so that he may be had again, shall h

forty shillings reward, and reasonable charges
]_

by Ralph Sandiford.'

Towards the close of 1732, he became ni'

more unwell. Benj. Lay says, " that through

affliction about slavekeeping, and infirmity of bo

he fell into a sort of delirium." It was par-

insanity, which at times he was much reliej

from. During one of his sane seasons, finding!

end apparently approaching, he drew up or i

tated a new will. It thus commences,—"B
remembered that I, Ralph Sandiford, of Lo'

Dublin, in the county of Philadelphia, merch;

being sick of body, but of sound mind and mei

ry, praised be the Lord, do make this my last i

and testament, in the manner following: Fi

I commit my soul into the hands of Almighty G
(

my Maker, hoping through the meritorious del'

and passion of Jesus Christ, my only Saviours

Redeemer, to be everlastingly saved ; alsolctj

mit my body to the earth, to be therein decen,

buried at the discretion of my executors, here

after nominated." He then proceeds to distrib'

the property he had accumulated, which was c

siderable. Ten pounds to the men's, and

pounds to the women's Monthly Meeting

Friends in Philadelphia. Three pounds to Eli

beth Whartenby, a valuable ministering Friend,

moderate circumstances, and three pounds toT^I

Ham and Esther Clare. Esther was also a labon;

in the gospel of Christ Jesus, of an eminent
j]

and in full unity with her own religious Socicj

After many small legacies including one to ei

of his two brothers, James and Thomas, he

queaths to his housekeeper, Mary Peace, a

estate in one of his farms, while he gives her *

ever the housings thereof, and the goods in

shop. To his late servant, Susanna Morris,:

gives a life estate in his farm at Cheltonham.

the death of Mary Peace and Susanna Morris,

two farms were to be sold, and the proceeds to

paid to his three sisters, or to their heirs.

He executed the will on the 7th of First men
(March,) 1732-3, appointing William Clare

:

Matthias Aspden executors. As his body we'

ened, he was preserved in quiet composure, !

was enabled calmly to wait for his release ft

suffering.

The impression left on the mind, after read

the various documents relative to Ralph Sandift

including his book, is, on the whole, pleas;

Wo feel no doubt that he was a real christ

philanthropist, who endeavoured honestly to
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he bulieved was his duty. Through human

Dess, the stirring of a quick temper, and a

souictiiues a little unstrung, he, without

,, made some mistakes, jet there is an under-

it of sweetness to be found everywhere

rrh his writings, even where a little of the

of bitterness, seems to float on the surface.

> doubt not but that, when on the 28th of

'bird month following the execution of his

his heavenly Father released him from the

of time, his close was peace.

CTo be continue.!.)

liar of the Bible Association of Friends in

America.

again c;illing the attention of Auxiliaries to

Lunual Queries to be answered previous to

reneral meeting of the Association in the

th month, the Corresponding Committee

1 press upon Friends who have been engaged

e distribution of the Holy Scriptures, the im-

nce of furnishing full and accurate answers

; the Queries, and of forwarding their reports

nably to the Depository,

may be recollected that in making donations

jxiliaries, the board are guided in deciding

number of ]5ibles and Testaments shall be

to each, by the information given in its re-

Hence those Auxiliaries that do not report

ne, are liable to be left out in the distribu

eeific directions should bo given in even

how boxes should bo marked and forwarded

iheir receipt should always he promptli/ ac

<ledijcd.

Idress John Richardson, No. 50 North Fourth

t, Philadelphia.

Thomas Kimbeh,
Charles Y.irnall,

Samuel Bettle, Jr.,

Committee of Correspondence,

ilada., Second mo., 1856.

QUERIES.

What number of families or individuals have been

itously furnished with the Holy Scriptures by the

liary during the past year ?

What number of Bibles and Testaments have been

)y the Auxiliary within the past year?

How many members, male and female, are there

ging to the Auxiliary ?

What number of families of Friends reside within

nits?

Are there any families of Friends within your limits

applied with a copy of the Holy Scriptures in good

type, and on fair paper ;
if so, how many ?

How many members of our Society, capable of read-

lie Bible, do not own such a copy of the Holy Scrip-

How many Bibles and Testaments may probably

sposed of "by sale within your limits?

[s the income of the Auxiliary sufficient to supply

I within its limits who are not duly furnished with

foly Scriptures?

What number of Bibles and Testaments would it

icessary for the Bible Association to furnish gratu-

ly, to enable the Auxiliary to supply each family?

. What number would be required in order to fur-

each member of our religious Society, capable of

ng, who is destitute of a copy, and unable to p
e it ?

. How many Bibles and Testaments are now

For "The Friend."

1 looking over the transactions of the New
k State Agricultural Society for 1853, I find

the first jiremium of twelve dollars for th

farm was awarded by the Committee of th

?ne County Society to Job Travis of Galen, a

of colour.

His farm contains eighty-five acres, of which

-five are under cultivation. He bought h'

I for thirty-three dollars per acre only six

years since, during which time, with limited

means, and his own personal and well-directed

ndustry, he has repaired and improved his dwell-

ing, making it convenient, and, in all respects,

well adapted to his wants and tasty in appearance;

built one barn, thirty-six by forty-eight j tool-

house and horse barn, thirty by forty, with stone

wall basement under both, in which he has well-

arranged stalls and shed for stock, and where the

manure is kept sheltered until put on the land.

Water for stock is conveniently situated in his

barn-yard, brought from a field of higher ground,

in pipes, where the head of the fountain is ob-

tained from under drains made of stone, upon a

onec cold, wet side hill, where there is now wheat

growing, with the appearance of a naturally warm,

dry soil, well adapted to the growth of grai n or grass.

"Many other places on this farm, once mire

holes, are reclaimed in the same exemplary man-

ner, where good crops are now growing of corn

and wheat, all appearing to be no other than fields

clear of stone and stumps, and of the most fertile

dry soil, which artificial appearance, so desirable,

is the work of the commendable industry of the

owner ; many rods of these stone under drains

are made, where the stone that once cumbered the

ground, obstructing cultivation and making an

ightly appearance, are now doing the kind

of draining and warming the land, causing

it to produce crops that will repay the outlay.

" Here were growing twenty-five acres of wheat

that for uniform growth and all the most promis-

ing appearances, was most gratifying ; all on

ground ploughed after the middle of August,

and but once. One nineteen and a half acre lot,

for an experiment, had been temporarily divided,

pasturing sheep upon one part and cattle upon

another, and showing a very perceptible appear-

ance in the wheat in favour of the sheep pasture

over that portion pastured by cattle. Such ex-

periments upon any branch of agriculture should

be more frequent by all practical farmers, the re-

sult of which, being made public, could have

none but a profitable tendency.

After once ploughing for wheat the land is fit-

ted for seed with the harrow and cultivator, and

the seed put in with the drill. The last crop

from the above-named lot was over thirty bushels

per acre, which is about a fair average yield on

his farm.

His corn field was clean, his corn standing

even and in very straight rows, looking thrifty,

worked with a cultivator, and the surface kept

level as possible ; the plough rejected, because it

cuts the corn roots, uncovers the long manure,

and turns up the undocayed sod. His yield of

corn is annually from fifty-five to sixty bushels

per acre.

" He has eight horses, including his teams,

one valuable matched pair, which took the first

premium at the county fair, in 1852. His cattle

consist of four cows and a few head of youn

stock, some native and some Durham. He ha

sixty sheep of good quality, and some fifteen to

twenty porkers of various sizes, all in thriving

condition and well cared for, with seeming close

attention to have no stock but best quality that

will prove most profitable."

This example is a very remarkable one, and

should incite industrious people of colour to settle

in neighbourhoods where industry and good con-

duct will be rewarded with success, and the re-

spect and kind feelings of their white neighbours.

For "The FrienJ."

Boarding School for Indian Children.

My attention has been turned to the following

circular, issued on behalf of the Indian Committee,

and setting forth the pressing want of help at the

Boarding School. This Institution, I learn, is doing

good service for the Indian children, who arc

making satisfactory advancement in learning under

the care of the teacher, while the care and govern-

ment exercised over them, both in school and in

the family, are producing a favourable effect on their

characters and training them for future useful-

ness.

Probably there is no other mode in which so

great an amount of benefit could be conferred on

this much injured and down-trodden people, as by

extending to their children the advantages of a good

education, imbuing their minds with correct moral

and religious principles, and inuring them to in-

dustry and domestic economy.

It is painful to think that a school so well con-

ducted and calculated to confer such lasting bene-

fits is likely to be broken up, as I learn must be

the case, unless early assistance is obtained. A
man to assist on the farm and have the care of

the bojs out of school, and two women to aid in

the domestic department, I understand are wanted.

It is much to be desired that the situation and

wants of this very interesting concern might claim

the serious attention of Friends generally; and I

cannot but think, if this were the case, some would

find it their duty, under the influence of christian

love, to lay aside selfish considerations, and devote

themselves for a time at least, to this work of be-

nevolence.

When we consider the comforts and case we en-

joy, growing in no inconsiderable degree, out of iho

possession of lands which once belonged to these

children of theforest;—the kindness they showed

to our forefathers when they were few and weak,

and the liberality with which they supplied their

wants, surely there is a debt of gratitude due from

us to them ; and now that they have become iv

feeble and helpless remnant, we are loudly called

upon to fulfil the golden rule, of doing to them as

we should wish them to do to us, were our condi-

tions reversed.

I hope the circular will be carefully read and

Our strength maybe spent on outward objects,

even such as are of a public and praiseworthy

character. " Strangers have devoured his strength,

and he knew it not."

Philadelphia, First month 1st, 185C.

Dear Friend :—The Committee for the gra-

dual civilization and improvement of the Indian

Natives, wish to call the attention of Friends to

the present condition and wants of the Boarding

School for Indian children under their care.

The Farm is contiguous to the Indian Reserva-

tion, on the Alleghany River, in Cattaraugus Coun-

ty, New York, about 16 miles from Little Valley

Station, on the New York and Erie Rail Road,

and 9 miles from the town of Randolph.

The building for the accommodation of the

family is large and commodious, and the School

House is adjacent to it. The present number of

boarders is 17, and there are applications for the

admission of five others. Several day scholars also

attend. The children make satisfactory progress

in their learning ; and when we consider how little

they have been accustomed to restraint before

coming to school, their conduct, both in and out

of the school, is commendable. They generally

rise about five o'clock in the morning, and break-

fast at six. Some of the girls then assist in milk-

ing, while others are engaged in the domestic em-

ployinents of the house. The larger boys assist

some in the Farm work, while the smaller ones cut

and carry in the wood for fires, and also bring a

»upply of water for the house from the well. The

iris knit and sew; several ha.ve made bed quilts;
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and under the careful instruction of the women
Friends in the family, they make considerable pro
gross in these and other useful branches of house-

At half past eight o'clock school commen
and continues until half past eleven ; when the
bell rings for dinner ; school opens again at about
one, and continues until four o'clock, when the
domestic duties are again entered upon. A short
evening school is held during the winter.

The children go to their meals and to bed, in a

quiet and orderly manner ; at table, they sit still

until all are helped, and conduct tliemselves like

the inmates of other well regulated families. The
Holy Scriptures are frequently read to them, and
meetings for Divine Worship are held on First
and Fifth days in the week, in wh'ch the scholars
conduct themselves in an orderly and often in a

serious manner. One of the girls about 13 years
of age, has recently written a letter to one of the
Committee, in which she mentions that about three
years ago, she did not know how to spell, and now
she reads in the Testament, Select Reader, and
other books—learns Geography and Grammar, and
is pretty well advanced in Arithmetic. Her let-

ter, which is interesting and intelligent, is written
in a fair hand and accurately spelled. This case
furnishes satisfactory evidence, that the minds of
the Aborigines are capable of much improvement.
The committee believe that the mode now pur-

sued of educating the children in thefami!i/, where
they may be properly disciplined and trained in

habits of cleanliness and industry, as well as the
knowledge of Housewifery and Agriculture, while
their moral and religious education may be closely
attended to, promises to confer lasting benefits on
the Indians. It is our opinion also, that the
school is now as efficiently and satisfactorily or-

ganized as at any former period. It is greatly to

be regretted, that the requisite help for conducting
it should be wanting. Two of the female Friends
now there expect very shortly to leave, and unless
their places can be supplied soon, the school
probably have to be closed. A man Friend is also
wanted to aid in the school, and in conducting the
farm, and to have the oversight and care of the
boys when not in school.

We respectfully request that thou wilt make
known in thy neighbourhood the wants of the
Committee, as well as the above information con-
corning the condition and usefulness of the Insti-
tution, and encourage such Friends as may be suit-
able to make early application to the Committee.

On behalf of the Committee,
Joseph Elkinton,
TuoMAS Evans.

For "The Friend."

Trust in the lord and do Good.

In reading the history of the children of Israel
contained in the Scriptures of the Old Testament,

iffering kindness, and superintending

the worship of the living God. It is said that
" Israel served the Lord all the days of Joshua,
and all the days of the elders that overlived
Joshua, and which had known all the works of
the Lord, that he had done for Israel." These
were men of experience in the dealings of the
Lord with his people, and their hearts were bound
to keep the law and the testimonies, and the Is-
raelitish church prospered under their administra-
tion. But after the death of Joshua, and "all
that generation were gathered unto their fathers,
there arose another generation after them which
know not the Lord, nor yet the works which he
had done for Israel. And the children of Israel
did evil in the sight of the Lord, and served Baa-
lim. They forsook the Lord God of their fathers
which brought them out of the land of Egypt, and
followed other gods, of the gods of the people that
wore round about them, and bowed themselves
unto them, and provoked the Lord to anger." "And
he delivered them into the hands of spoilers that
spoiled them, and sold them into the hands of their
enemies round about, so that they could not any
lonyer stand before their enemies." Here the con-
sequences of obeying the divine law are strongly
contrasted with the results of disobedience in fol-
lowing the example of those who served not the
Lord.

^
These things were written for their in-

struction and warning, and also for ours, that we
may see the condition which rebellion against the
Almighty will land us in by mixing with them
that serve not God, and joining in with their un-
holy spirit and practices.

After the form of their government was chang-
ed, those kings who feared and served the Lord,
were made a blessing to the people. They were
instrumental in delivering them from bondage to
their enemies, into which they had been reduced
by their wickedness under the reign of corrupt
princes, and while they adhered to t1ie worship of
the God of their fathers, they were preserved in
peace and safety. When they were invaded by
other nations, righteous kings put their trust in
his omnipotent arm for deliverance. Asa, king
of Judah, had an army of nearly six hundred
thousand "mighty men of valour," and yet when
he went out against the Ethiopoan army, he
"criedunto the Lord his God, and .said. Lord it

is nothing with thee to help, with many or with
them that have vo power. Help us, Lord our
God, for we rest on thee, and in thy name we go
against this multitude. Lord, thou art our
God; let not man prevail against thee." "So
the Lord smote the Ethiopeans before Asa and be-
fore Judah, and the Ethiopeans fled." "And the
Spirit of God came upon Azariah, the son of
Oded, and he went out to meet Asa, and said
unto him, "Hear ye me, Asa, and all Judah and
Benjamin. The Lord is with yo7i while ye he xcith
/i ('hi, and if ye seek him he will be found of you,
but ifye forsake him he will forsake you." Af-
ter recounting the vexations in which Judah had

31 IJivine Providence over a people whom he been involved by departing from the true God, he
chosen for great purposes, is conspicuous, said, upon their deliverance, " Be ye strong there-
ithstanding their constant disposition to vio-

1
fore, and let not your hands be weak, for your

the Ion

care of Divine Providence
had

f *! ^1 • 1 ^I'T" """/.' —=i'v.=.^,vu lu viu-iiuio, uiiu let not; your nanas Do weak, tor vour
late his law, and forget his power, marvellously

|

work shall be rewarded." And having seen the
displayed lor their benefit. It also furnishes evi-

1 display of the Lord's power for their help, "they
deiice of the different effects which the example of entered into a covenant to seek the Lord God of
righteous and wicked rulers had upon the people their fathers with all their heart and with all their
at large. Judges and elders, who kept their alle
giance to the Most High, had a powerful influence
to deter the people from comnaitting idolatry.
When they obeyed his commands, and worshipped
him, his blessing rested upon them, and he de-
fended them from the inroads of nations, whose
idols he had commanded them not to bow down
to, nor were they to take their sons or daughters
in marriage, lest they should be drawn away from

soul," and there was no more war unto the five and
thirtieth year of the reign of Asa. In th:; thir-

ty-sixth year, Baasha, king of Israel, came up
against Judah, and Asa sent the treasures of ike
Lord's house to Benhadad, king of Syria, to hire
him to break league with Baasha; and Benhadad
sent an army against the cities of Israel, which in-

duced Baasha to withdraw from his purposes
against Judah. Here Asa let go his confidence

in the Lord and placed it upon man ; and H;
jthe seer, came and said to him, " because L

hast relied on the king of Syria, and not reli J
the Lord thy God, therefore is the host cl
king of Syria escaped out of thy hand. Wci jthe Ethiopians and Lubims a huge, host, anc ^many chariots and horsemen ? Yet bccany.
didst rely on the Lord, he delivered them im
hand. For the eyes of the Lord run to a.,

throughout the whole earth, to show li^

strontj in the hehalf of those ivhose heart is
j

towards him. Herein hast thou done fudi

therefore from henceforth thou shalt have w '

Losing his trust in Divine protection, he i|

angry with the seer for his plain rebuke, put',,
in prison, and began to oppress the people; h'.^

came diseased in his feet to a great degree, yc
,»

did not seek the Lord in his disease; a sad rei|»

in the character of a king who had been sig p
favoured of the Most High.

,

_
Jehoshaphat, his aon, succeeded him in ij

kingdom, and "walked in the first ways oCj
father David, and sought not unto Baalim,

i

sought to the Lord God of his father, and wa
]

in his commandments, and not after the doin'
f

Israel. Therefore the Lord established the 1 •.

dom in his hands, and all Judah brought to I

hoshaphat presents; and he had riches and hoiir

abundance." An error which he committe j
joining Ahab against the Syrians, would prob

jhave cost him his life, had not the Lord deliv(]

him when he cried out, moving those who '.

rounded him to depart from him; an instancif

the mercy of the Almighty to those who love l',

even though through too easy compliance \\
the solicitations of ungodly persons, they hj
been unwarily drawn into an alliance forats
contrary to his will, for which he was reproveo^
Jehu, son of Hanani. After this the kingw^
out through the people from Beersheba unto mo i

Ephraim, and "brought them hack unto the L]
God of their fathers." He set judges in thel,

and said to them, " Take heed what ye do, fou
jud(je not for man, but for the Lord, who is \,

you in the judgment. Wherefore, now let the I

of the Lord be upon you ; take heed and do it;

there is no iniquity with the Lord our God,
respect of persons nor taking of gifts." Wh
righteous men are placed as rulers and judi

their principles and actions strengthen the La;

of upright people, and encourage them to prom
righteousness in the land. Every one who
read history must have observed that the reign

virtuous kings furnishes a peculiar sensation

delight, while the abominations attending the r

of wicked men produce feelings of sadness r

horror. The Divine blessing rests upon one, I

is withdrawn often, in great measure, from '

other.

At a future period of his reign, Jehosbapl,

was told that a great multitude was coming agai
j

him, and he feared and set himself to seek the Lo\
He proclaimed a fast throughout Judah, and h'

the people assembled to ask help of the Lord; a

the king stood in the congregation and prayed ui

the Lord, and said, " our God, we have
might against this great company that comcj

against us, neither know we what to do; but c\

eyes are upon thee." The advantage of calli'

upon the Lord, and placing his confidence in 1

mercy and power, was soon manifest. For 1

Spirit of the Lord came upon Jahaziel and

d : "Hearken ye, thus saith the Lord untoy(

Be not afraid nor dismayed by reason of this gri|

multitude, for the battle is not yours but God;

To-morrow go ye down against them ; behold th

come up by the cliff of Ziz, and ye shall find th.

at the end of the brook, before the wilderness
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I. Ye sh«ll not need to JiglU in this battle;

urselves, stand ye still, and see the salvation

s Lord with you, Judah and Jerusalem :

yotnor be dismayed ; to-morrow go out against

!for the Lord will be with you. And Jehos-

U bowed his head withhis/ace to the ground."

as they went forth earlj' in the morning, the

said to the people, " Believe in the Lord

God, so shall ye be established, believe bis

ets, so shall ye prosper." And he appointed

'that should praise the hrauti/ of holiness

tey

went out before the army, and to say,

ie the Lord, for his merey endureth forever."

ad of drawing their swords and attaeking the

y, they began to sing and to praise the Lord

)sts, in whom they had put their trust, and

foes rose up and destroyed one another, so

aivhen Judah came towards the watch-tower in

ildernoss, they looked to the multitude, and

dead bodies had fallen, and none escaped.

^I the fear of God was ou all the kingdoms of

countries, when they had heard that the

fouglit against the enemies of Israel." Thus

fi they delivered by putting their trust in the

i;
alone, keeping his commandments, and re-

ig the idolatrous practices of other nations,

e Judah and Benjamin served God, they

d)ered, and were defended in a miraculous

ner; but when they forsook him and served

m, the Lord gave them over into bondage

'reat distress.

For " The Friend."

Meteorites.

'Jie essay on meteorites, just published in "The
iid," is one of considerable scientific interest,

tt gives an unsatisfactory solution of the origin

tjsostrange visitors. If the writer would again

up his pen, and treat the plausibility of

(jicr theory respecting them, it might gratify

who have perused the article.

le idea of their being formed of materials

Dg in the earth's atmosphere, is justly set aside

ing without foundation. The probability of

being of lunar origin, cannot be determined

lout precise mathematical calculations. The
lates of Laplace and others who have favoured

theory, are perhaps wanting in some material

the projectile force of the volcanoes of the

The power produced by the expansion of

3 tremendous", so much so, that did we not

ijiive its effects, it would be taxing our creduli-

much, to ask us to believe it. But when
re told of a force suiEcient to throw a mass of

c, weighing perhaps tons, from the surface of

ciioon beyond the influence of its attraction,

^raind is lost in bewilderment. This essay

no pretensions to the skill which can de-

rjine the exact equipose of the wheeling globes

EJtraverse the depths of space; and if conjec-

II here thrown out should be far from the truth,

aps a more scientific pen will correct them.

fter making due allowance for the diminished

;r of gravitation at the moon, it seems pro-

2 that a projectile must fly at least 40,000

y thousand) miles from its surface, before it

d be left free to move oif in space.

force that would produce such an cff'ect would
kely to have rent the whole globe to fragments

;

we might have expected instead of our soli-

ijinoon, an array of smaller satellites, of various

eed dimensions, down to the smallest star

^ile to the eye.

erhaps the moon may at one time have so ex-

ed and the larger parts again united ; but here

re lost in conjecture.

Dother source from whence these foreign bo-

niay have been derived, is one where there

has apparently been such a disruption, as that

suggested in the case of the moon. The aste-

roids which have been traced, now number about

30. It is most probable that an explosion that

could dissever a mighty globe into so many dis-

tinct bodies, each retaining a continuous orbit,

would at the same time send oif innumerable
smaller fragments, that would lose the counter-

poise, by which the original planet was kept in

its course. These fragments would wander in

space for indefinite periods, gradually deviating

from their accustomed path, and it is quite within

the range of probability, that individuals of them
should from time to time alight on the earth. If

the essayestcan throw any further light upon this

last theory ho may bring his article to a more fit-

ting conclusion.

For "Ttie Friend."

I have long been a reader of " The Friend," and
can say its columns often afford me both instruct-

tion and encouragement. In perusing the 18th

number, I was struck with the extract from the

journal of Thomas Wilson given in a communica-
tion dated from Canada West. The sentiment ex-

pressed by that worthy Friend in the conference

with G. Keith and his followers in Philadelphia,

is well worthy for Friends every where to bear in

mind, where he says " that ifhe (G. Keith,) and his

company were sound in faith and doctrine and men
of God, they should have kept up their testimony

for the Lord in the meeting, and if there must
have been a separation, such unsound men or per-

sons would have gone away from Friends as those

did formerly, of whom John said " They went out

from us because they were not of us, for if they

had been of us, they would no doubt have con-

tinued with us ; but they went out that they might

be made manifest that they were not all of us."

Thomas Wilson and James Dickinson were true

yoke-fellows, being men entirely devoted to the

cause and honour of their Divine Master, who
had bestowed on them extraordinary gifts, which

they exercised for the consolation and edification

of the church, and though dead, they yet speak in

the above to those who, zealous for the law and
the testimony, may in this day of peculiar trial, ap-

pear in many places to be very few among many.

May such maintain their integrity, not shrinking

from the accompanying suff'ering and " keep up
their testimony for the Lord i'?i the rtieetimj."

THE FRISND
SECOND MONTH 9, 185C.

The winter of 185.5-6 will be a memorable one,

on account of the severity and long continuance

of the cold. From all pans of our widely extended

country, the intelligence represents the average

low state of the thermometer to have been unprece-

dented for many years. In our own State, within

one hundred and fifty miles of Philadelphia, the

mercury has sunk as low as 28° below zero ; in

the neighbourhood of the city, it has been from
10° to 19° below zero. The ice in the Ohio river

is said to be fifteen inches in thickness; at St.

Louis, situate on the Mississippi, twenty miles

below the mouth of the Missouri, the river has

been so firmly bridged by ice that teams have

been passing over it for weeks. Even the Brazos

river in Texas has been so firmly frozen over, that

it would bear cattle and horses, and at Charleston,

S. C, they have been storing ice for summer use,

gathered from ponds in the neighbourhood. It

is said that in Florida the frost has killed all the

orange-trees.

A writer in the "North American" gives the

following comparative table of the temperature of

the First month, from the mean of two daily ob-

servations—one, at about half an hour after

sunrise; the other, at about eleven o'clock at

night :—

1837 23.84 1847 31.0G

1838 32.59 1848 34.62

1839 28.0G 1849 20.90

1840 22.74 1850 33.35

1841 30.72 1851 32.70

1842 33.38 1852 24.53

1843 3G.0G 1853 30.24

1844 24.80 1854 30.00

1845 35.21 1855 31.78

1846 31.13 1856 20.C6

Tlie average of these mean calculations being 29.72.

From the above, it will be seen tliat the month just

passed, has been the coldest First month, in Pliila-

delphia, within the last twenty years.

The thermometer from wliich these observations have
been registered, hangs out of doors, with a norlhern

exposure, in the neiglibourhood of Pciin Square. Tlic

same thermometer has been used, and in the same situ-

ation, during the whole of the time.

The coldest mornings in the past month were the 9th,

being 5 degrees below zero; and the 10th, being 2 de-

grees beloiv zero.

Although owing to more constant employment,
and the emigration of a considerable number of

the poor and more industrious class from the city,

there has so far been less suffering than occurred

last winter, yet there is no little now, and the

continuation of severe cold, and the almost entire

suspension of employment connected with naviga-

tion, must press very heavily upon very many, so

that it behoves all among us, who have the means,

to be prompt in seeking out and rendering assist-

ance to the destitute. Out door relief is now very

much withheld by the Guardians of the I*oor, and

unless some general effort to supply food and fuel

is made, we fear there will be much distress and
suff'ering from want.

Green's Conrt Soap Eousc,

The long continued cold weather, and the sus-

pension of business in consequence of the closing

of navigation, have caused an unusual demand for

soup and bread at the above-named establish-

ment, while the high prices of flour, me'at, rice

and other articles used, greatly increase the ex-

penses of the society. Depending for the means
of carrying on its operations, on the voluntary

contributions of the benevolent, the Society is de-

sirous of calling attention to the subject, and

donations in money or any of the above-named

articles, will bo gratefully received by Jeremiah

Hacker, Treasurer, 144 8. Fourth street, or Thos.

Evans, 180 Arch street.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—The steamship Arabia brought Liverpool

dates to 19tli ult. The most important news relates to the

acceptance of the terms of peace proposed to Russia by

the Austrian Cabinet. The first announcement was
made from Vienna by telegraph to the London Times,

in the following words: "Russia accepts the allied

propositions unconditionally. This is authentic." This

despatch caused great sensation in England. The funds

rose three per cent. ; cotton advanced, and breadstuffs

declined. A subsequent despatch from the British Mi-

nister at Vienna, states that the Russian Government
had simply agreed to enter into negotiations upon the

basis proposed. Whether these negotiations will result

iu peace, of course will depend upon the dispositions of

the parties. They are all no doubt tired of the war.

The War.—Numerous ambuscades of Cossacks were
distributed around the allied camp in the Crimea, but

vigilance prevented many stragglers being captured.

Several additional explosions had been made in the

Sebastopol docks, and they were nearly destroyed.

France and England each reserve one of the gates by
which they were enclosed, as a trophy. A party of
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French -n-eariDg white coats to prevent their being ;

in the snow, advanced by night and surprised Baidar.

They bayoneted the outposts, and retreated when the

Russian reserves came up. General MouraviefT was ad-

vancing in Asia ; at the latest dates bis advanced posts

were within three hours' march of Erzeroum. The
Turkish Government has published an account of the

fall of Ears tending to throw the responsibility of the

disaster on Omar Pacha; he on the other hand blames

the Turkish Ministry for withdrawing the needful sup-

plies. Omar had tendered his resignation, but the Sul-

tan refused to accept it. The forces under his com-
mand have been directed to protect Erzeroum

;
part of

them had arrived at Trebizond.

GREAT BRITAIN.—Palmerston's Ministry -was gain-

ing adherents in Parliament. The President's Message

was variously commented on by the press, but the gen-

eral opinion was favourable. It was considered mode-

rate in tone, yet e-xpressing the President's views with

dignity and precision. No one expected a rupture be-

tween the two countries. A treaty has been made with

Japan, opening to British commerce the ports of Naga-

saka and Hakodadi—the same as to the Americans.

Consols bad advanced to 89J a 89j, with a steady mar-

ket. All the European stocks have participated in this

advance. The Liverpool cotton market was active at an

advance of J to Jd. Sales of the week, 58,700 bales.

Flour had fallen Is. perbbl.

FRA^"CE.—The Minister of Finance states in his re-

port, that the financial condition of the country is ex-

cellent, but he expresses the hope that the Emperor will

postpone expenditure on all enterprises, except those of

urgency. The Council of War continued in session at

Paris. There had been a discussion respecting the

withdrawal of the allied forces from the Crimea. It was
opposed by the Admirals, as it would take six months
to remove the material of the last campaign.
PORTUGAL. — Heavy rains and a freshet in the

Douro had occasioned great damage.
AUSTRIA.—The Emperor has signed a decree rela-

ting to Protestants. It is said to be liberal in most of

its provisions. The marriage of Catholic priests con-

verted to Protestantism, is however forbidden.

PERSIA,—The Persian official journal announces
that the Tersian government is determined to maintain

neutrality.

UNITED STATES.—Funds in the Treasury.—The U.

S. Treasurer reports that the net amount in the Trea-

sury, subject to draft, on the 23th of First month, was
S24,0S1,550.

Minister to England.—It is understood that George
M. Dallas will succeed James Buchanan in that post,

and that Buchanan will remain in London until the

arrival of his successor.

Congress.—On the 2d inst., the House of Representa-

tives resolved by a vote of 113 to 104, that the Speaker
might be elected by a plurality vote. Orr then uucon-
ditionally withdrew as the Democratic candidate, there

being a probability that Aiken, of S. C, would com-
mand the votes of the democrats and a considerable

portion of the "Americans." Three preliminary votes

were taken, and then the final ballot which resulted as

follows—Banks, 103; Aiken, 100; Fuller, 6; Campbell,

4; Wells, 1. Clingman, of N. C, subsequently otfered

a resolution that by reason of the adoption of the plu-

rality rule, and the votes taken under it, Nathauiel P.

Banks has been duly chosen Speaker, and is hereby so

declared, which was adopted, 156 to 39. The Speaker
was then qualified, and made the usual address. On
the 4lh, the Speaker administered the oath to support

the Constitution of the United States to the members.
A Committee was appointed to wait upon the Senate,

and inform that body that a quorum of the House had
assembled and elected a Speaker, and that the House
was now ready to proceed to business. The usual Com-
mittee was appointed to wait upon the President in con-

junction with one from the Senate, and inform him that

the two Houses were ready to receive any communica-
tion he m.ay be pleased to make.

California.—The two steamers which arrived at New
York last week, brought over a million and a half in

gold, and San Francisco dates to First mo. 5th. The
weather throughout California had been unusually cold.

Ice had formed in San Francisco and Sacramento, about

half an inch in thickness, and much snow had fallen in

the mountain regions. There was plenty of water at

the mines, and the miners were busy washing out. The
Legislature was to meet at Sacramento on the 7th. The
claim of the Catholic church to the Mission buildings,

the graveyards, orchards and vineyards attached to

them in the twenty-one old Missions of California, had
been confirmed by the United States Land Commission-
er. Its claim for one square league of land in each
mission, on account of the Christian Indians, was re-

jected. A severe shock of an earthquake was felt in

San Francisco on the 2d ult. The loss by fires in the
State during the year 1855, is estimated at over $2,000,

-

000. The number of legal executions during the year,

was 0, all for murder. There were also 48 executions
by Lynch law, for murder, theft, &c. The cases of ho-
micide numbered about 550. During 1855, the passen-
gers arriving by sea at San Francisco, were 31,759, and
those departing were 22,898. The gold exported dur-
ing the year, as shown by the Custom House books,

was §45,182,031. Some millions in addition were
doubtless taken by returning passengers. During the

year, there were 267 marriages in San Francisco ; 72

applications for divorce, and 41 divorces granted. Im-
ported merchandise generally was steadily declining in

price. I'he Panama Railroad was in fine working condi-
tion, and its business constantly increasing. A train of

eight cars came across on the 17th ult., loaded with
silver. The amount, §1,800,000 was en route for Eng-
land.

Fliiladelphia.—Mortality last week, 240
; of small-pox,

25. The average temperature of the First month taken
at sunrise and at 11 p. m., in the western part of the
city, was 20.66. A similar record kept for nineteen
years, shows that the last month was the coldest in that
period. The next coldest was the First month, 1837, in

which the average was 23.84. During the year 1855,

38,657 persons were arrested by the regular police force

of the city. Of these, 10,470 were white natives of the

United States; 2281 were coloured persons; 21,830
Irish; 2452 Germans; 1281 English and the remainder
foreigners of various nations. The great majority of

the arrests were for drunkenness and the crimes result-

ing from intemperance. The funded debt of the city

amounts to §16,781,470, and there are outstanding war-
rants against the treasury, to the amount of §1,536,599.
Of the funded debt, §8,650,000 are railroad loans, for

which the city holds stocks to a corresponding amount.
Cincinnati.—On the 4lh, the thermometer stood at 18°

below zero. The ice on the Ohio was 18 inches thick.

Xew York.—Mortality last week, 335.

Miscellaneous.—The Ice Barrier.—Communication be-
tween Baltimore and Norfolk is entirely suspended by
the ice in the harbour. Annapolis roads is free of ice,

and is the only open harbour in the whole bay.

The Cold.—The recent severe weather has prevailed

all over the United States, even to the extreme south.

On the Upper Brazos, Texas, the thermometer was be-

low zero, and cattle were dying from the efl'ects of the

cold.

Frightful Tragedy.—On the night of the 27th ult., a
number of slaves attempted to escape from Kentucky,
and crossed upon the ice to the Ohio shore. They were
pursued, and the place in Cincinnati where some of

them were secreted, was discovered. One woman find-

ing escape impossible, attempted to cut the throats of
her three children, and so far succeeded as to kill one
of them, and wounded the others severely. Six of the

fugitives were apprehended ; eight others effected their

escape.

Mortality in London.—During the last quarter of the

year 1855, there were 13,840 deaths from all causes in

London. Of these, 3835 were from consumption and
other diseases of the lungs.

New Orleans.—A company has been organized in New
Orleans to build a ship canal from the Mississippi river

at that city to Lake Bergne, by which vessels from the
Gulf of Mexico may be enabled to reach the harbour
without having to be piloted and towed all the way
from the Delta. It is confidently expected that the

whole sum required to construct the work, can be
speedily raised.

The Emperor Fausiin.—Advices from Cape Haytien to

the 10th ult., state that the Emperor had returned to

the capital from his unsuccessful expedition against the

Dominicans, and that he was recruiting for another
army to resume his operations.

-4 Cold Month.—According to the record kept at the

Pennsylvania Hospital, the First month, 1856, was the

coldest in the last thirty years, and 8° below the' aver-

age temperature of the month during that period. The
highest temperature during the month, was 40° ; the

lowest 5° below zero. At Paoli, the mean temperature
of the month was 20°. On the 9th, the lowest of the
thermometer was 10° below zero, and the highest 4°

below.

A Bear Killed in a Ton-n.—On the 16th ult., a large

bear entered the town of Whitby in Canada West ; he
was soon attacked by men and dogs, and killed. Many
of these animals have been seen in the neighbourhood,
having been forced from their winter quarters by cold

and hunger.
Volcanic Explosions in Arkansas.-—Dry Creek Moun-

tain, Arkansas, is said to be in a state of eruption send-

ing forth smoke at the top, which at night has ai
jy

glare, visible for miles around. f
The Price of Slaves.—At a recent sale in Halifax ( \.

ty, Va., one negro man brought §1410, and an '^

§1425, both of whom were resold the same day ; i„

advance of §50 each. These were considered onl :.

dinary field hands. A woman and two small chi Ij

brought over §1500.
j

The Tea Plant in Brazil—The tea plant is said i,

very successfully cultivated in Brazil, and willsooi|!.

come an important article of South American commi
In the province of San Paulo, the best quality now t
mands about 40 cents per pound wholesale, anc'.j

poorer quality about 20 cents.

Settlers in Nebraska.—The Nebraska Legislature
!,i

adopted a resolution requesting Governor Izard to ).

ceed to Washington, and use his influence in ob j.

ing the passage of a bill granting 160 acres of lai.o

actual settlers in that territory. i

RECEIPTS.
[

Received from Jesse Hall, agt., 0., for John W. S Ji

and J. Binns, jr., §2 each, vol. 29, for E. Sidwell.S

to 52, vol. 29; from J. Haines, agt.. Pa., for J, McC .>|

§2, vol. 28, for Aaron McCarty, C. EUwood and \'.

thony Kilmer, §2 each, vol. 29; from Nathan Lin
§2, vol. 29.

''

The Annual Meeting of the Auxiliary Bible Assi'i,

tion of Friends of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, jl

be held at the Arch street Meeting-house, on Sec ..

day evening, the 11th of Second month, at 7 J o'c t.

The members of the Auxiliary and Friends ioteri'4

in the distribution of the Holy Scriptures, are par 1-

larly invited to attend. T. E. Beeslet,!

Secreta'

FRIENDS' BOARDING-SCHOOL AT WEST-TO' .

The Winter Session of the School will close on Sil-

day, the 4th of Fourth month, and the Summer Seiln

will commence on Second-day, the 12th of Fifth m b

next.
"

;

Those members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, lo

intend sending children to the school for the sonic

session, will please make application for their admisjj

on or before the 1st of Third month, to Joseph Sij--

don. Superintendent at the school, or to Joseph S>
tergood, Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, Philadeli i

The parents of those children now in the school, |ll

also please notify the Superintendent whether the, re

to return next session.

West-town, First mo. 28th, 1856.

The Original and Present State of Man. By Joseph PI Vt

A new Stereotype Edition of this work is nowij-

pleted, and for sale at Friends' Book Store, 84 .|l

Friends' Boarding-School for Indian Children, o

Tunessassah.

Two women Friends are wanted at this Institutii .0

assist in the family.

Also, a man Friend to aid in carrying out the i-

cern for the improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkixti

37 7 S. Second SI jl

Thomas Evass,

Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st, 1855. 180 Arch sikl

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department ir ii

Institution.

Application may be made to either of the undersij i,

members of the Committee.
Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del

Thomas EVAN.S, IpbUada.
,

Samuel Bettle, Jr. J 1

Died, on the 29th of the Eighth month, 1855, itW

60th year of her age, Rebecca, wife ofAnthony Kilm ',

'

member of Elkland Particular and Muncy Jlo ilj

Meeting. She bore a lingering and painful sicl'SI

with patience and resignation ; her sufferings con «

ing until a few hours of the close of life; but sh e-

parted without sigh or groan, leaving her afflfil

friends a consoling evidence, that through the mer ol

her Redeemer, all was well with her.
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-cedom in Chins, Persunal and Political.

e Chinese, submissive as they are to autho-

ilways tiud means of expressing tlieir opinion,

f bestowing praise or blame on their Man-
3. A very powerful organ of public opinion
placard, and this is everywhere made u.se of

the dexterity of long practice. When it is

id to criticise a government, to call a Man-
to order, and show him that the people are

iteuted with him, the placards are lively,

;al, cutting, and full of sharp and witty sal-

the Roman pasquinade was not to be coni-

to them. They are posted in all the streets,

specially on the doors of the tribunal where
[andarin lives, who is to be held up to public

liction. Crowds assemble round them; they

ad aloud in a declamatory tone, while a thou-
jomments, more pitiless and severe than the

are poured forth on all sides, amidst shouts
ghter.

uetimes, instead of the vehicle of opposition,

omes a sort of national reward to those Man-
i who have made themselves popular. Their
is replaced by pompous eulogy, and the idol

: people is likened to all the most famous holy
aages of antiquity. The Chinese, however,
dd much better in blame than praise, and their

ds are much happier in insult than in eulogy,
binese are not in the habit of bowing beneath
id of their master, so unresistingly as is ima-

It may indeed be .said, and it is to their

,
that they are in general submissive to autho-

but when it becomes too tyrannical, or merely
ilent, they sometimes rise up with irresisti-

lergy, and bend it to their will,

die traversing one of the western provinces,
e day reached a town of the third class, named
fany, where we found the whole population
iiimotiou, and wearing a very unaccustomed
;. We learned that the cause was as follows :

ndariu had been named governor of the town,
om the inhabitants did not approve. It was
3, that in the district he had just left, his

listration had been arbitrary and tyrannical,
lat the people had suffered much from his

ice and extortion. The news of his nomina-
Ping-fang, therefore, excited general in-

tion, which showed itself at first in the most
t satirical placards. A deputation of the
citizens set off for the capital of the province,
sent to the Viceroy a humble petition to have
n the poor people of Ping-fang, and not to

hem a tiger, who would eat them up, instead
ither and mother to take care of them. The

petition was refused, and the Mandarin ordered to

set off to take possession of his post on the follow-

ing day.

The deputies returned, bringing this sad news
to their fellow-citizens. The town was plunged
into consternation, but did not confiue iiself to

idle lamentations. The principal people assem-

bled, and held a grand council, to which all the

most influential citizens were invited. It was de-

cided that the new governor should not be permit-

ted to install himself, and that he should be civilly

ejected from the town. The Mandarin arrived at

the expected time, accompanied by a numerous
suite, and, contrary to expectation, he encountered

not the smallest sign of opposition on his way
Every one knelt at his approach, and paid homagi

to his dignity. He was convinced, therefore, that

his fears of a bad reception were chimerical, and

ihat all would go well. Scarcely had he entered

the tribunal, however, before he had had time

even to drink a cup of tea, it was announced to

him that the chief citizens of the town requested

an audience. lie hastened to grant it, under the

impression that they came to offer their congratu-

lations on his safe arrival. The deputation pro-

strated themselves, according to the rites, before

their new prefect ; then one of them stepping for-

ward, announced to him, with exquisite politeness,

that they came in the name of the town, to request

that he would set off directly to return whence he

came, for they would have none of him. The
prefect, thus rudely disenchanted, endeavoured at

first to soothe, and then to intimidate the rebel-

lious citizens, but all in vain ; he found himself as

the Chinese say, " only a paper tiger." The
spokesman very calmly told him that they had not

come there to discuss the matter; that the thing

was settled, and they had made up their minds

that he should not sleep in the town. In order to

leave him in no doubt as to their real intentions,

he added that a palanquin waited before the door,

and that the town would pay his travelling ex-

penses, besides providing a brilliant escort to con-

duct him safely to the capital of the province. It

would have been impossible to turn any one out

more politely. The prefect still endeavoured to

raise objections; but a great crowd had gathered

around the bouse, uttering cries of a far from flat-

tering or reassuring nature, and he saw that it

Id be imprudent further to resist. He yielded,

therefore, to his destiny, and siguified his willing-

ness to comply with their demand. With much
respect and ceremony, he was shown to the door,

where a handsome palanquin was in waiting, and

requested to step in. The cavalcade immediately

set off, still accompanied by the chief men of the

town. On reaching their destination, they went

straight to the viceroy's palace. The chief repre-

itive of Ping-fang presented the prefect to the

viceroy, saying :
" The citizens of Ping-fang re-

store to you this magistrate ; as for this one, they

will not have him at any price. Behold the hum-

ble petition of your children." Speaking thus, he

handed to the viceroy a long roll of red paper,

containing a petition signed with the names of all

the most important people of Ping-fang.

The viceroy, with some appearance of dissatis-

faction, took the roll, read it attentively, and then

told the deputies that their arguments were ad-

vanced ou reasonable grounds, and should be at-

tended to; that they might return home quietly,

and announce to their fellow citizens that they

should soon have a prefect to suit them.

When we reached Ping-fang, the deputies had
just returned, bearing intelligence of the perfect

success of their bold measure. Such incidents

are not unfrequent in the Chinese Empire. It

often happens that energetic and persevering po-

pular denioui-trations oppose the evil administra-

tion of the Mandarins, and force the government
to yield to public opinion. It is a great mistake
to fancy the Chinese hemmed in by arbitrary laws,

and quailing under a despotic power, which rules

all their actions, and dictates all their proceedings.

Though an absolute monarchy, moderated, indeed,

by the influence of the educated classes, the peo-
ple enjoy beneath it much more liberty than is

generally supposed, and possess many privileges

which we might vainly seek in some countries,

boasting a liberal constitution. It has been writ-

ten, and commonly believed, in Europe, that the

Chinese are forced to follow the trade of their

fathers ; that no one can change the place of his

abode without the permission of the Mandarins;
in short, that they are subject to a host of re-

strictions, repulsive to the feelings of the Euro-
pean. We do not know what has given rise to

these prejudices, for it is very certain that through-

out the empire, each man follows the profession

that suits him best, or none at all, without the

government interfering in the least. Every man
is free to please himself, to become an artisau, doc-

tor, schoolmaster, agriculturist, or tradesman, with-

out having need of a license or permission of any
kind. As regards travelling, nowhere can there

exist greater freedom and independence of mo-
tion ; each citizen may wander about among the

eighteen provinces, and settle where he pleases,

undisturbed by any public functionary. No one
interferes with the traveller, who is sure never to

encounter a gendarme demanding his passport.

There is a law existing, which enjoins the

Chinese to remain within the limits of the empire,

not to go vagabondizing among foreigners,

acquiring bad habits, and destroying the fruit of

their good education ; but the numerous emigra-

tions of Chinese to the English, Dutch and Span-

ish colonies as well as to California, prove that

this regulation is not very strictly enforced. It

is written in the Statute Book like many others

equally disregarded. The liberty to traverse the

various parts of the country unobstructed, is al-

most indispensable to those people, continually as

they are engaged in commercial operations. Of
course, the least impediment to free motion would
check the great system of commerce, which is the

life and soul of this vast empire.

The freedom of association is as necessary to

the Chinese as that of locomotion, and they pos-

sess it as completely. With the exception of the

secret societies aiming at the overthrow of the

Mantchou dynasty, all societies are allowed, and
the Chinese have a remarkable aptitude for form-

ing them. There are societies for all trades and

professions ; robbers and beggars even have their

associations; nobody stands alone in his sphere.
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It sometimes happens that tlie citizens unite to

watch over the observance of the laws in places

where the authorities are too weak or too nep;li-

gcnt to maintain order. We have ourselves wit-

nessed efforts of this kind which were attended

with very satisfactory results.

—

line's Journey
throiifjh China.

For "The Friend."

Of making many books, the preacher says, there

is no end ; and while new works are written, they

will probably be read. It is, however, certain that

a man's life does not consist in the abundance that

he knows, any more than iu the abund.iuce of his

possessions. In the pursuit of useful knowledge,

it is important to remember that there is one col-

lection of ancient books, written under the revela-

tion and authority of the Holy Spirit, of more
value to us than all the rest besides. There is

some danger of being so devoted to modern works,

as to obliterate almost the recollection of the Holy
Scriptures, or to abate the taste for them, so that

they will be seldom read, or in so hasty and indifl'er-

ent a manner, as to derive little benefit from them.

They are however, a treasure, the value of which
we cannot fully estimate; and the more men and
women possess of spiritual practical religion, the

more highly do they esteem them where tiiey have
access to them, and love to read and maintain their

precepts and testimonies, through the aid of the

Holy Spirit. On the contrary, where they are

neglected and seldom read, we may fear that the

love of religion and the work of salvation, are also

much overlooked and disregarded ; for the truly

enlightened and obedient soul will be drawn to

use all the helps and means within his reach which
a gracious Creator has provided to advance the

work of salvation. They were written for our learn-

ing that we, through patience and comfort of the

Scriptures, might have hope. They are profitable

for doctrine, for reproof, for correction and instruc-

tion in righteousness, that the man of God may be

perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works,

and are able to make wise unto salvation through

Thorney Island, (the site of Westminster Abbey,)
a small place, partly covered with scrubby bushes,
and on which, at an early period, a hermit estab-

lished his cell, extended in various directions.

Southwark also increased; but then Lambeth,
Vauxhall, and Battersea, now occupied by so many
thousands, were under water, as was the greater
portion of the land from Wandsworth to Woolwich,
to Dartford, to Gravesend, and to Sheerness

; and
from the north range from Poplar to the Isle of
Dogs. Scon s of miles of that waste are now cov-
ered by multitudes, or converted into rich pastures
or corn-fields.

—

London Builder.

For "The Friend."

Kichard Jordan died in the year 1826, a few
months before the adherents of Elias Hicks sepa-

rated from the Society of Friends. In the course
of his confinement, he several times mentioned his

firm conviction at that solemn period, " that pain-

ful as is the present state of things amongst us to

the true disciples of the Lamb, it would be made
the means of purifying the Society of much of its

dross—that such as stood faithful in their alle

giance to Clirist, would be deepened by it in the
life of religion, and some of them would live

see the Society in a far better state than it now
He had seen, he said, that the Lord would take

the cause into his own hand, and none should be
able to hinder him—that he would choose his own
instruments, and those of this Society who had
been highly favoured, but who had turned their

backs, and forsaken him, would be cast out, and
others brought in, who would stand for the honour
of his great name, and for his cause on the earth."

On the 18th of tlie Ninth month, a Friend being
with him, he made some instructive observations

on the situation of the Society, and with much
tenderness of feeling mourned over the young and
inexperienced, who were deluded by the fair pre-

tences of some who were considered leaders of the

people, and whom they had been accustomed to

look up to as examples and instructors in the
church, while these were taking advantage of the

faith which is in Christ Jesus. Take care of lightly influence they had obtained to inculcate their pe. „.
esteeming them, and setting them at naught. yious principles, and infuse into the unsuspecting

*-* minds of their hearers, the poison of unbelief. For
Ancient Embankment of the Thames.—The em- these unwary youth, thus exposed to the artifice of

bankment of the Thames, a most gigantic work, designing men, he manifested commiseration and
was, although we have no particular account, ex-

j

sympathy. But he said he believed the time was~ ~ coming, and perhaps was not far distant, when
these false teachers would be fully exposed.

ecuted, or at least directed, by the Komans. Few
of the thousands who enter the Thames think that

the great stream on which vessels of the largest

size are afloat, is in fact an artificial canal, raised

in many places considerably above the level of the

surrounding country. It is a wonderful work,
and it is singular that we should have no rccoid

of its first execution. The artificial bank of the

river extends, either on one side of the river or

the other, almost from the Nore to Richmond in

Surrey, and some judgment may be formed of its

magnitude by the difiiculty of repairing a breach

made by a high and violent tide at Dageuham, in

Essex. On this occasion (1707) a breach was
made in this bank of the river of one hundred
yards wide, and nearly twenty feet deep, by which
alarming accident one thousand acres of rich land

in Dagcnham level were overflowed, and nearly

one hundred and twenty acres of land washed into

the Thames, forming a sand bank a mile in length,

that extended over one-half of the channel. After
several unsuccessful attempts, Capt. Perry, who
had been employed in similar works by tlie Czar
Peter, in Russia, at an enormous expense, and with

much difiiculty, completed a wall. It is difiieult

to estimate the advantages of the Thames embank-
ment. After that was completed, many districts

would be gradually gained from the waters ; and

There were many, ho remarked, who went un-
der the name of Friends, that had never been con-

vinced of, nor yielded obedience to the principles

and doctrines of the Society, but had made a mere
empty profession ; and it was no marvel if such
as these were carried off with the unsound notions

which were now promulgated. He believed it had
been permitted, in order to manifest such as these.

As a Society, we were very impure, and needed
much sifting to make us as we should be. But
he was firm in the fitith, that the ancient doctrines

and j)rincij)les of the Societi/, as set forth in the

Holy Scriptures, miist and would prevail over all

opjwsition—that all those who were building on
Jesus Christ, would be preserved amid all the
storms and commotions which now agitate the So-
ciety, and that it woxdd yet arise and shine in

more of its ancient beauty, than many now living

have ever seen it; adding, " I may not live to see

it, but there are some of you that will."

"Great was the anxiety he evinced, that the
friends of Christ and his holy cause might stand
firm in a patient, persevering testimony ayainst
every innovation, ichether in doctrine or in disci-

pline ; and by the steadfastness of their faith, the

purity of their lives, apd the meekness and htuni-

lity of their spirits, evince that while they
not strive to carry party vieios and schemes,

felt themselves constrained by a sense of relij

duty, earnestly to contend fur the faith once

vered to the saints."

It is now nearly thirty years since the dea If

this eminent minister and servant of Jesus CI i

and many trials and deep afllictions have beei ;,!

dured, and a large number of faitliful men -J

women have been removed from within our:)-

ety, to an everlasting and glorious reward,
jt

its faith and principles are unchanged, tin
'li

they have been assailed on the opposite hand, ij

the prediction that they will prevail over alio p.

sition, we believe, will be fulfilled. Many'je
been swept away by the love of the world. ai|a

spiritof unbelief in departing from the living(l

and fearful has been the condition in which ijj

have been landed. But the foundation, the Ik
of ages, remains to be sure, and we hope the: is

solid ground for the persuasion that verynij

are built, and building upon it. To the unsll.

bering Shepherd of the sheep, his cause, the \.

vation of souls, is as precious as ever it was; 'A

the powerful convictions of his Spirit are extj.

ing to sons and daughters. Why are ye so I
•.

ful, ye of little faith, that he will desert |s

cause, and those whom he designs should be si to

and lambs of his fold and pasture. Let u^ 1-

stantly look to him to renew and increase ourfij,

and in the warming influences of the love of
(j,

strive to cheer and encourage one another tiji

likewise, to wait upon him with our loins gir',

and lights burning, every one seeking to k;y

his will, and in his strength to do it; andt;i

the Society will arise and shine in its ancit

brightness, to the comfort of those who Wiiitjr

the consolation of Israel. This beloved and.l-

voted Christian closed one of his powerful tij-

monies in this city, with this invitation, "C^p
on, fellow soldiers; come on; the Lamb and

i

followers will have the victory." F

The London Fost-OJfice.—The following in^

esting particulars, gathered from an article in a

last number of Putnam's i)fa(jazine,tinnt\edi "'a

London Post-OiEce," will givesome idea ofthe !

chinery by which this immense establishmentisl t

in motion. To the outside spectator little ist i

seen except a plain, substantial stone building, si i

400 feet by 130, supported by Ionic pillars, 1

having a large hall for the accommodation of J

public; but it is one of the busiest places in 't

great emporium, and the individual at its head
f

under his direction an army of '20,000 persi,.

There are employed in London 1385 letter carri;,

for the accommodation of many of whomare
J-

vided rooms in the Post-OSice building, wlb

they sort and arrange their letters. There i

739 clerks, stampers, sorters, and sub-sorters •

gaged in the reception, delivery, and despatci|f

the mails, which are so arranged that all let i

leave London, no matter in what direction, at e

same hours—nine in the morning, and nine in e

evening. Men on foot, on horseback, and in erf,

are constantly engaged, during the day, in coll'-

ing letters from the various sub-ofiiccs ; andp

nduce publishers of newspapers to get their pa]3

ready early in the day, mail carts are sent to t r

houses at certain hours to transport their pa;'S

to the central oihoe. Each letter goi-s thro h

from ten to fourteen processes, and the won r

is, how 500 men can handle 200,000 with so li e

confusion and so few mistakes. A spectato |8

always astonished at the rapidity with which e

letters are made to pass under the stamp, a

active stamper will stamp and count fromseve o

eight thousand an hour.



For "The Friend."

Friendly Caution to the Young,

e of the sad consequences of the declension

first principles, iu some prominent members
r religious society, and the promulgation of

disail'eetion, is the perplexity and unsettle-

,
into which it is leading the inquiring minds

: young people—who seeing those to whom
have been accustomed to look for examples,

ing, or lightly esteeming some of those d

ve doctrines and precepts, which have long

surely believed and earnestly contended f(

, are it is to be feared often found lightly

ising them iu their social intercourse, to their

il detriment. While feeling tenderly for them

of whom seem wandering as sheep without

sherd, and in danger of being scattered as ir

i and cloudy diiy, we would affectionately en

them, to pause and consider the fearful res

jility they may be incurring, by giving ex

on to skeptical thoughts on any doctrine of

in which they have been educated—for how-

light a thing it may appear to them in the

if their youth and inexperience, the day may
when such indiscretion may be to them the

! of the most bitter and poignant reflections:

may be brought to regard with astonish-

aod perhaps remorse, the levity and presump-

rith which they meddled with sacred things,

?cn spake evil of dignities, and for all they

woreinstrumental in disseminating the seeds

ioundness and schism.

fore venturing so thoughtlessly on things

gh for them, may they apply to themselves

uery, " Have I the evidence in myself,

b'ing so done the will of God that I may
of the doctrine ? have I experienced that

b in the blessed truth, through submission

cross of my Redeemer, whereby I have at-

to the stature of a strong man in him."

y have not been so disciplined and clothed

the heavenly armor, they will find it safe-

retreat from the ground of controversy, and
;ard sacredly in their own hearts their

I and misgivings, looking to the Lord alone for

ind direction, rather than darkening counsel

rds without knowledge, among their juvenile

ites, who have no more discernment than

elves. It has always been one of the de-

)f the enemy of truth, to array against the

of its holy principles, the inconsistent ex-

3 of many who profess to support them :

ch instances are only evidences of human falli-

;
the truth will stand though all men forsake it.

sympathizing with those who are stum-
id perplexed by these examples, we would ask

whether they are themselves competent
I in all cases ? perhaps some whom they may
eras poor exemplifications of its eflioacy may
wed through the medium of prejudice ; there

e something distasteful to their nice ideas

aement and propriety, which may veil their

rom beholding them in their true character

stian disciples. We may remember that the

ipostle Paul said of himself, that his bodily

ce was weak and his speech contemptible,

:e him some of these, though unattractive in

nanners, may be as the savour of life unto life

ir fellow believers, and be workmen well ap-

1 of their divine Master.
lugh we would not plead for a mcreheredl-
r traditional faith, yet if our dear young
3 would examine in an earnest, candid spirit,

cords of our early friends, and carefully ob-

the manner of their being enlightened to see

nderstand these holy principles, and with
undeviating integrity they were enabled to

:t them through deep suffering and persecu-
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tion, from the time of their convincement of their

divine origin, until the end of their day.", and how
the vital energy of these principles has been grad
dually infused as a leaven beyond the limits o

our society, they might be made to acknowledge
their preciousness, and grow careful of making
them the subjects of trivial discussion, and they
might also be enabled to perceive, that in propor-
tion as they are undervalued, or departed from,
a spirit of compromise with the world and its false

maxims gains ground.
May they then beware of "taking their flight

in the winter season;" may they wait patiently to

hear the voice of the true Shepherd, least I hey
suffer themselves to be carried away from the fold,

as many have been, with but a very superficial ex-

amination of the course they were taking, and of

the ground they were leaving; willing captives of
the seductive allurements of a profession of reli-

gion, which promised so many of the gratifications

of this life as well as the hope of life eternal.

We doubt not, that many among other denomi-
nations of Christians are members ofthe true church,

seeking to be the humble followers of their heavenly
Master; for we know that he is no respecter of

persons, and such is his love and mercy towards
his creature man, that he condescends to our dif-

ferent estates, and often blesses the means used in

his service, by the sincere in heart, to their com-
fort and strength, according to the light they have

received; but to those who have really prized, and
enjoyed our more spiritual and unincumbered
manner of worship, and our comparative freedom
from the wearisome fashions and customs of the

world, the forms and typical ordinances and ob-

servances of other professions would be intoler-

ably burdensome, and very much impede their

spiritual progress ; and to change our simple,

scriptural faith for them, would indeed be like

returning to the beggerly elements. Therefore

we can hardly believe that such as go from us to

them, have ever been deeply grounded in our faith

and doctrines, or have known much, if any thing,

of true vital heart-changing religion.

Shells.—]\Iany shells naturally possess so fine

a polish that no preparation is considered neces-

sary for placing them in the cabinet. In general,

however, it happens that when shells become dry,

they lose much of their natural lustre. This may
be very easily restored by washing them with a

little water, in which a small portion of gum arable

has been dissolved, or with the white of an egg.

There are many shells of a very plain appearance
on the outside, by reason of a dull epidermis, a

kin with which they are covered. This is re-

moved by steeping the shells in warm water and
then rubbing it off with a brush. When the epi-

dermis is thick, it will bo found necessary to min-
with the water a small portion of nitric acid,

which, by dissolving part of the shell, destroys

the adhesion. This last agent must be employed
h great caution, since it destroys the lustre on

every part exposed to its influence. The fine

surface must be polished with leather, as.sisted with
tripoli, but in many cases where even those are

ineffectual, the file and the pumice-stone may be

employed to rub off the coarse external layers,

that the concealed beauties may be disclosed.

When this is done, the labour and care, though
great, have a reward proportionate.

The Wonders of C'hemislri/.—T\\Ci strides which
the science of chemistry has made the last few
years cannot be otherwise than surprising to those

unaccustomed to reading the scientific papers.

Candles resembling the finest wax are now made
from coal, and from the peat bogs of Ireland.
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Beaiitiful white paper is made from straw and pino
shavings. Water can be frozen in a red hot cru-
cible. Outta percha and India rubber can be
made as hard as steel. The offal of the streets
and the washings of coal gas re-appear carefully
preserved in a lady's smclling-buttle, or are used
by her to flavour blano manges for her friends.
Slarble, which rivals the finest Egyptian, is manu-
factured by a chemical process. Copper and iron
have been detected in the blood of human beings.

The action of nitric and sulphuric acid on cotton
produces a substances more destructive than gun-
powder. Diamond.s and pearls are made by a
chemical process.

—

Farm and Slioji.

Epistle of George Fox.

As it was a time of great persecution, and wc
understood that in most counties. Friends were
under great sufferings, either by imprisonments
or spoiling of goods, or both, a concern was
weightily upon me lest any Friends that were suf-
ferers, especially such as were traders and dealers
in the world, should hazard the losing of other
men's goods or estates through their "sufferings.

Wherefore as the thing opened in me, I drew up
an epistle of caution to Friends in that case, which
I communicated to the Yearly Meeting, and from
thence it was sent forth among Friends through-
out the nation ; a copy of which here follows :—

Dear Friends and Brethren, in the Lord .Jesus
Christ, who is your only sanctuary in this day of

and persecution, spoiling of goods and im-
prisonments ! Let every one's eye be unto him,
who has all power in heaven and in earth given
unto him ; so that none can touch a hair of your

d, nor you, nor anything ye have, except it bo
permitted or suffered, in this day, to try his peo-
ple, whether their minds be with the Lord, or in
outward things. Dear Friends, take care that all

your offerings be free, and of your own, that has
cost you something ; so that ye luay not offer of
that which is another man's, or that which ye are
entrusted withal, and not your own, or fatherle.s.s'

or widow's estate ; but all such things settle and
establish in their places. You may remember
many years ago, in a time of great "persecution,
divers Friends who were traders, shop-keepers, and
others, had the concerns of widows and fatherless,

d other people's estates in their hands. And
when a great suffering, persecution and spoiling
of goods came upon Friends, especial care was
taken that all might offer up to the Lord in their

sufferings what was really their own, and not any
other people's estates or goods which they had
in their hands, and that they might not offer up
another body's, but that which they hal bought
and paid for, or were able to pay for. Afterwards
several letters came out of the country to the meet-
ing at London, from Friends that had goods of
the shop-keepers at London upon credit, which
they had not paid for; who wrote to their credi-

tors whom they had their goods of, entreating
them to take their goods again. And some Friends
came to London themselves, and treated with their

creditors, lotting them understand ' that they lay
liable to have all that they had taken from them,'
and told them ' they would not have any man to

suffer by them : neither would they by suffering,

offer up anything but what was really their own,
or what they were able to pay for.' Ifpon which
several took their goods again. This wrought a
very good savour in the hearts of many people,

when they saw such a righteous, just and honest
principle in Friends, that would not make any
suffer for their testimony : but what they did suf-

fer for the testimony of Jesus should be really

and truly their own, not other people's. In thi.s

they owed nothing to any but love. So, in this
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every man and woman stands in the free offering,

a free people, whetlier it be spiritual or temporal,

which is their own, and in that they wrong no

man, neither inwardly nor outwardly, Oman said

unto David, ' 1 give thee the thrashing floor, i&o.,

and the oxen for burnt offerings, and the thrash

ing instruments for wootl, and the wheat fur the

meatoffering; I give it all.' But King David

said unto Oman, ' Nay, but I will verily buy it

fur the full price; for i will not take that which

is thine for the Lord, nor offer burnt-offerin:

without cost.' 1 Chron. sxi. 22, &c. ISo it should

be his own, and so should it be every man's that

offers. You may see here that David would not

accept of another man's gift for an offering to the

Lord; he would not ofler up that which cost him

nothing, but what should be really his own. Psal

cxii. 5 :
' A good man will guide his affairs with

discretion.'

Let this be read in your Monthly and Quarterly

Men's and Women's Meetings. G. F.

Londou, the 2d of the Fourth mo., 1683.

For " The Friend."

Early Anti-Slavery Advocates.

(Continued from page 173.)

BENJAMIN LAY.*

In preparing an account of this eccentric phi

lanthropist, some difficulty has arisen from a desire

to do justice to his motives, whilst setting forth

conduct, unjustifiable and contentious. He had

without doubt, a ready wit, a quick apprehension of

things, and an aptitude in laying hold of

lustrations of his meaning; but his mind was not

well balanced. His appreciation of the spirit of

the gospel, and of the various duties it called for

from the disciple of Christ, was clear, but his feel

ings were warm, and influenced his actions more
than his judgment, and if his views found not

quick entrance into others, his zeal kindled into

fierceness and sometimes into frenzy.

He was born in Essex, England, accordir

to the Colchester records, in the year ]6SL H
parents were in membership with Friends, and he
was brought up in the attendance of the meetings
of our religious Society, and instructed in the spi-

ritual nature of the gospel dispensation. From
his own account, he received but little education

in his youth, yet from his fondness for introducing

Latin quotations in his writings, we may safely

conclude that in his after life, he made himselt

somewhat acquainted with that language.

His biographer informs us, that when quite

young, he was placed with a glove-maker as an

apprentice, with whom he continued for a time;
but long before his maturity, he left his master.

Whether this was by mutual consent, we know not,

but it probably grew out of the infirmity of bis

own temper. He then went to reside ou a farm,

"in the tenure of his brother." From his own
account, his brother employed him to keep his

sheep. This was an innocent and healthy occupa-
tion, and he thought it "a very beautiful and
comely sight to see the pretty lambs and their

dams quietly and sweetly leeding together." This
was probably in 1697. He was not satisfied with
his condition, and soon afterwards went to sea.

According to his own statemeut, he was for eigh-

teen months on board a large vessel of 400 tons

burden, which sailed to Scanderoon, in Turkey.
This was in and about the year 1701. Among the

crew there were four men, who had been seven-

* On comparing the facts which I had gathered from
ancient records respecting B. Lay, with the biogiaphicol
sketch of him prepared by the late Roberts Vaux, I

found many discrepancies, particularly as respects dates.
Traditional gossip often leads astray.

teen years slaves in Turkey, and who gave him an

account of their servitude. Either from these

men or from others in the ship, he had an account

about the same time of the atrocious manner in

which the slave vessels obtained their living car-

goes on the coast of Africa.

These accounts were stored up in his memory,
and afterwards made use of, although at that time

they do not appear to have awakened any particu-

lar feeling against the African slave trade. Whilst

the vessel was at Scanderoon, he is supposed to

have travelled through Syria, for he in his later

years often stated, " that he had visited the memo-
rable spot, where the Saviour of the world con-

versed with the woman of Samaria, and had re-

freshed himself by a draught of water from Jacob's

well." He continued a sea-faring life, at first, he

says, as a " common sailor," afterwards, it is pro-

bable, in some other capacity, until about the year

1710. He had probably laid by some property

and soon after his leaving the sea, he married

Sarah , of Kochester, in Kent. His residence

was at this time, or soon afterwards, in London,

where it is believed he was engaged in storekeep

ing. Benjamin Lay appears to have been, in tht

common concerns of life, very exemplary, one who
felt keenly for the sufferings of others, and a

consistent member of the Society of Friends. H
wife, too, was a minister of the gospel, well a]

proved and beloved for her work's sake.

After the accession of George the First, which

took place on the 20th of the Eighth month, 1714,

Benjamin Lay, who had a strong testimony against

worldly minded priests and men preaching for gain,

obtained admittance to the king, and presented

him with a copy of Milton's pamphlet, entitled

"Considerations touching the likeliest mean

remove hirelings out of the church."

In the year 1717,* he was disowned from the

Society of Friends, by Devonshire house Monthly

Meeting, in London. We have, in this country,

no means of ascertaining the charge against hira
;

but it has been generally supposed, that it grew

out of his violence in the party debates of that

day. They had fierce whig and tory disputes, the

supporters of the Guelphs, and of the Stuarts. To
which party B. L. belonged, of course we know
not, nor how his zeal for either should have brought

him into conflict with Friends.

In 1718, he had with his wife removed to Bar-

badoes, and entered into mercantile business there.

From the cruelty he saw inflicted on the slaves in

that island, he was that year convinced, he says,

of the " hellish practice of slave keeping." Of
his residence in this island, he wrote, Eighth mo.,

1736, "When I lived in Barbadoes about eigh-

teen years ago, where we had much business in

trading, the poor blacks would come to our shop

and store, hunger-starved; almost ready to perish

th hunger and sickness. Great numbers of

em would come to trade with us, for they seem-

ed to love and admire us, we being pretty much
alike in stature and other ways. 3Iy dear wife

would often be giving them something for the

th, which was very engaging, you that read

this may be sure, in their deplorable condition.

Oh ! my soul mourns in contemplating their mi-

serable, forlorn, wretched state and condition that

eyes beheld them in there. And it is the

same now, and will remain except the great Al-

mighty Being, either immediately or instrumen-

tally, shall be pleased to put a stop to it ; for they

are yearly by ship-loads poured in upon, and re-

* I take the year of disownment from R. Vivux. A
certificate he brought from Colchester to America, in

1732, states that the occasion of offence was given " to

Devonshire house Meeting."

ceived by the people, many thousands in one y j

as is thought, up and down America." I

He goes on to say that his wife, who was a I

'

'

der-hearted woman, was often giving the si;

the spoiled biscuit, and the meat and fish, wl

in that warm country was soon tainted. She

deavoured to give to those who needed it m
yet he says all wanted, " except here and thei

favourite slave, one of an hundred or thousa'

maybe kept for their glory and pride, to wait':'

them, amongst their proud, lazy, dainty, tyracl

cal, gluttonous, drunken visitors." After feed!

those in the house, his servants would takeil

throw some into the streets, and the negroes wo!

run and scramble fiercely for a share, half spoi'

as it was. Benjamin says, " I never saw a pail

of hounds more eager about a dead carcass tli
j

they were." These scenes took place on thef

day of the week, when the negroes wore at libel

from farm work.
!

The outward person of Benjamin Lay wasv]

peculiar. "He was," says R. Vaus, "onlyfl

feet seven inches in height ; his head was largej

proportion to his body; the features of hisfi

were remarkable, and boldly delineated, and
\

countenance was grave and benign. He 'j

hunch-backed, with a projecting chest, below wb I

his body became much contracted. His legswj

so slender, as to appear almost unequal to
i

purpose of supporting him, diminutive m \\

frame was, in comparison with the ordinary si

of the human stature. A habit he had contract!
i

of standing in a twisted position, with onehil

resting upon his left hip, added to the effect]!

duced by a large white beard that for many jei

had not been shaved, contributed to render il

figure perfectly unique. It is singular, that i|

wife very much resembled him in size, havinil

crooked back like her husband."

The similarity of their persons, and their nni ]

'

acts of kindness to them, made the slaves rejc|

to see them together. Benjamin says, " We w

j

so very much alike; [they] would lift up ti*

hands with admiration, and say, 'Thatittlebacka'

man,' for so they call white people, 'go allo'l

orld, see for that backarar woman for hij

,f,
„ I

Although Benjamin Lay would never holC|

slave, and although he was, he says, "sor*

grieved to see and hear the inexpressible cruel
j

torture and misery, these poor wretches wereaj

are put to," yet he f;;lt the spirit of slaveiy, m
the associations around him influencing his C'j

duct in some things. He says, " For want

dwelling near enough to the blessed Truth, I y

leavened too much into the nature of the peoj

there, which are masters and mistresses of slave)

He goes on to show how the spirit manifested itc,

in him. The negroes would come to his shopi

great droves, as having laid, as he supposed!

scheme to rob him. They would all be impatiij

to be served, and, whilst he was busy, would st|

whatever they could lay their hands on. For 1

1

when he caught them at it, he sometimes gtj i

them stripes. I

'

His wife seeing the danger they were in of

ing leavened into the very nature of the inhal|

ants, pride and oppression, was willing and d(i

rous to leave the island, and Benjamin ad'

" Indeed, so was I."

Among the things conspiring to make th

anxious to leave Barbadoes, were two examples

notable cruelty One witnessed by his wife. 1'-

other was the case of a black slave whose mas]

always whipped him on Second-day morning. !

at last declared he would bear it no longer, i

hung himself on a First-day evening.

CTo be conlinuedO

self.'
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For " The Friend."

feel disposed to pen a few lines for the en-

igemeut of those, wherever their lot may be

who are bowed down in consideration of the

ilate, into which our beloved Society has fallen.

is truly a mournful time with many of these

jised ones, and were it not, that, at seasons,

ire permitted to feel and believe, that His

asting arm is underneath, to sustain and sup-

all who put their trust in him, such as feel

sorely tried, would be pressed down beyond

iure ; but blessed be the name of the Lord,

las promised to be with even the two or three

ever they may be, if gathered in his name,

h is his power. May we, then, be truly con-

»d to feel this power to be the motive to, and

authority for, all action, either as relates to

ilves individually, or in regard to any part we

take in matters concerning the church; re-

beriug that those who served the Lord form-

were "troubled on every side, yet not dis-

ed; perplexed, but not in despair
;
persecuted,

(lot forsaken ; cast down, but not destroyed."

eforc take courage, for no new thing has hap-

d ; but the tribulated path is the same in

h all who have gone before, have had to walk

3 cumbered with the shackles of mortality,

who, we fully believe, are now enjoying the

mce of the Lord, and singing praises, high

es to liis worthy name forevermore.

Ithough the sen.'ible presence of him whom
esire to serve and follow, may, for a long

, be wilhholden, let us endeavour to walk by

,
patiently abiding his time; and most as-

ily as faithfulness is adhered to, in his own

he will fulfil his promise unto those who seek

with the whole heart, for " he hath not said

the seed of Jacob, Seek ye me in vain :"

hath extended the invitation, " Come unto

all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and 1

^ive you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and

of me ; for I am meek and lowly in heart:

ye shall find rest unto your souls." There-

be not cast down beyond measure, for I be-

many times the adversary of our soul's peace

i an entrance in this way, when he has been

1 while presenting himself as " a roaring lion,

ng whom he may devour."

It it behooves all that would live godly in

3t Jesus, to be on the watch, both for the in-

tions of the Captain of our soul's salvation, as

3at he would have us to do, as well as seek-

er his aid to discern the twinings of our areh-

ly, who promises great things unto all that

follow him But we may remember, he is

,red to have been a liar from the beginning,

he is so yet : therefore, under whatsoever

formation he may endeavour to entice, be

r through the assistance of " Him, who was

r foiled in battle," to say, " Get thee behind

5atan, thou art an oifence unto me : for thou

irest not the things that be of God, but those

be of men." If he was permitted to in.*inuate

elf with his counsel into the immediate pre-

: of our blessed Lord, it shows the great ne-

;y for us to be on the watch at all times;

at I say unto you, I say unto all, watch."

as, therefore, strive to be on our guard that

atcr not into temptation.

io, Second mo., 1856.

le Colour of Copper.—Our copper is all of a

ppeariince, but is this the natural colour of the

1 '( Like diamonds, may it not have a variety

lours, such as " red and white." In China

is plenty of white copper ; this has generally

believed to be as pure a metal as the red. A
spondent of the London Mining Journal, how-

ever, throws some more light on this matter than

has been possessed hitherto. He states, that when
raised in the mine, in a particular district of China,

the ore from which it is made is of a red colour, but

by a peculiar method of treating it in smelting, and
the addition of 1 J per cent, of tin, it becomes white.

The metal is common in China; is of a beautiful

fine grain, and harder than red copper; this, no
doubt, is due to the admixture of tin.

Selected.

THE SLEET.

Awake, awake, the sun is up ; awake and sally forth,

We've had a rain of jewelry from out the frozen north
;

Tbe earth is robed in dazzling white, each tree is hunj

Each bush and every humble shrub, with precious stones

is strung,

And all the purest, brightest things, by handsful round
are flung;

The em'ruld, and the amethyst I the topazes I behold I

And liere and there, a ruby red, is sparkling in the

cold.

The chrysolite and jasper sec, and that bright sardine

stone,

The holy Patraos prophet saw, upon the heavenly

throne.

Here all the gold of Ophir shines, with all Golconda's

And who could ever number up the countless myriads

imson fruit looksThe holly in its darkest green,

Enchased in solid silver too, how rich is its display!

In green and gold the shaggy pine seems almost in a

blaze,

With all the sun's reflected light, yet softened to the

gaze.

The cedar 1 0, thou favoured tree 1 in Scripture it is

told,

They laid thee in the house of God, and cover'd thee

with gold I

But great as was King Solomon, he, nor the house he

made,
Were dressed in snch magnificence as thou hast here

displayed 1

The beech tree stands in rich array of long and shining

threads,

Its brittle boughs all bending low to earth their droop-

ing heads,

And now and then some broken limb, comes crashing

from on high,

And showering down a world of gems that sparkle as

they fly.

The lofty oak, the hundred linib'd Briareus of the trees !

Spreads out his pond'rous icy arms loud crackling in

the breeze,

And as the roused up lion shakes the dew-drops from

his mane,
So does the woodland monarch shake his crystals o'er

the plain.

But time would fail to tell of all that bright and starry

host,

The north wind brings to witch the world from out the

realms of frost

;

The meanest thing—the most deformed—the dry and

sapless bough,
The bramble rude, the rugged thorn, are pure and spot-

less now.

Ye counsellers of earth I come forth, ye princes who
have gold,*

Your diadems, ye kings I bring here the jewelled crowns

ye hold

;

Come woman in thine ornaments, in all their costly

sheen,

And let them be the loveliest ones that ever graced a

queen.

This grass that's under foot, this weed with branching

arms,

Thus glistening in the morning sun, hath fifty-fold their

charms
;

Job, chapter iii.

Then cast your baubles vile away, and bend in solemn
thought,

To Him who has this gorgeous scene from storm and
tempest wrought.

Yet this fair pageant soon must fade before the breath

of noon
;

And by the fiat from on high, your wealth shall fade

as soon.

I lay not worthless riches up, which " moth and rust"

assail.

But those which at the judgment day, through Christ,

will then avail.

What, though the sun so soon must melt this frost-work

and its forms,

He speaks them into life again, who rides amid the

So, in the twinkling of an eye, at his last trumpet

dread,

With bodies fashioned gloriously, shall we rise from the

dead.

The sun goes up his destined way—how few do heed

my calls I

In tears the vision melts away, the baseless fabric

falls
I

I, too, could shed some tears, alas 1 that this sweet

scene is passed,

For scenes as sweet, it brings to mind, which fled away
as fast. SC. Leger London Carter.

Geological Survey of New Jersey,

Wc find in the Newark Daily Advertiser a very

long abstract of the voluminous reports of the Geo-

logical Survey of the State of New Jersey, from

which we obtain the following facts. The working

force of the department consists of one superin-

tendent and geologist, W. Kitchcll, one topogra-

phical engineer, E. L. Viele; one assistant geolo-

gist, George H. Cook ; one chemist, H. Wurtz;
one paleontologist, James II. Hall; and from

twenty to thirty assistants engaged in the field op-

erations. The geological department of the sur-

vey is in a condition to be completed and reported

upon finally by counties, as rapidly as the topogra-

phical maps are finished, but since the termination

of the field labours, on the 1st of Twelfth month,

there has not been time to arrange the materials

for a report. About three thousand specimens

have been collected for the State and county cab-

inets, and are ready for arrangement. Some of

the maps are in progress of engraving, and cuts

have been made from original drafts. The ex-

penses of the department last year were $17,018 61,

and the estimate for the ensuing year is $25,000,

included in which is $5000 for drafting and en-

graving. This will be sufficient to prepare the

maps and cuts for at least three or four counties,

in addition totheprogressof the field work through-

out the greater part of the State, and the super-

intendent recommends that arrangements be made
for the disposal of the work, gratuitously or by sale,

to place it in the hands of the people.

The topographical department has been engaged

in making a complete and accurate physical map
of every county in the State, exhibiting all the

features of its surface. Fnitu it we learn that the

exact area of the State is 7,750-93 square miles,

or 4,960, 595-20 acres, of which aggregate 1,767,-

991 acres are improved, leaving a residue of 3,192,

-

604-20 acres of unimproved land. The total

value of the farm land is $120,137,511. The
Blue Mountain, which is the most elevated range

in the State, is thirty five miles in length, and has

an average height of 1400 feet. At the Delaware

Water Gap it is half a mile wide and fifteen hun-

dred feet high. The Highlands of New York ex-

tend into New Jersey in a succession of parallel

ridges, in which lie several large and beautiful

lakes. There also are the sources of the Raritan

and Passaic rivers. South of a line drawn from

Amboy to Trenton, the State is almost a level plain,

forming a striking contrast to the northern part

;
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and the streams there are so sluggish that in many
j

teen days the mercury has been below zero in the
places they resemble a succession of swamps and

'
morning, and for seven, below at noon. Our

ponds. The total length of the completed rail-
' colde.-t weather was in the First month, as fol

roads, in the state is 5U-1 miles. Keconnoisanocs

have been made atPaterson, Trenton and Newark,
to locate standard meridian lines, and some of the

monuments have been prepared. It is expected

to designate such lines in the spring in every

county, as a guide for local surveyors. The south-

ern division of the state is remarkable for its en-

lows:—7th of the mouth, moi-ning, 19° below
zero—noon, 12° below zero; 8th, morning, 25°
below zero—noon, 18° below zero; 9th, morning,
26° below zero—noon, 8° below zero. It was2U°
below zero on the morning of the 10th, but rose

to 2° above by noon. About five inches of snow
fell the 29th of Twelfth month, at which time

tire lack of rock formations. Three marl beds are ' there was on the ground, say one inch ; it has
described in the report, and those are shown to be snowed from half an inch to an inch at different

the best fertilizers which possess the most phos-! times since; but last First day, the 27th ult, there
phoric acid. The first and lowest marl bed has

been traced from the sea shore, across Monmouth
and Burlington counties, to Burlington, and across

Gloucester and Salem counties to near the Dela-

ware river. The second bed has been traced across

Monmouth, Ocean, Burlington, Camden, Glouces-

ter, and Salem counties, and the third from Squan-

kum, across Ocean and Burlington counties, to

Clementon, in Camden county, beyond which no

trace of it is found. At Woodbridge, Middlesex

county, great quantities of pipe clay are dug, and

some fire clay. In the potter's clay, at South Am-
boy, a single tree has been followed up for ninety-

three feet, having a diameter of five feet at the

large end. In some places the clay is white, with

a faint buff hue, and is used for making satin

faced paper hangings. Shell marl is found

fell about four inches more.

'Them that bono

For "The Friend.'

ill honour."

As this is the season when many of our young
friends are tempted to collect into large companies,
I have been led to reflect on the subject as one
of serious importance ; and if I could present it in

a different light than that they have hitherto view-
ed it, or if only one precious mind should be

strengthened to withstand the temptation, it will

be enough. Many, no doubt will be ready to an-

swer, we are social beings, and that it is an inno
cent way of spending a few hours; what evil is

there in it? So we were intended to be social beings,

yet those who are endeavouring to walk circu

several places and in it specimens of shells iden- speetly redeeming the time, take a very different

tical with those now growing in Delaware bay and view of it. For if we meditate on the solemn

the ocean. On Stoe creek, in Cumberland and

Salem counties, oyster shells are found at consider-

able depth, and fossil shells and bones are abundant.

The Cape May diamond is described as probably

a water worn quartz crystal. Agates are not un-

common there. Last spring the .skull of a Masto-

don was dug up in a meadow near Peraberton,

Burlington county, and other bones have been

found near it. The sea coast of the state wears

language of the apostle, "That if the righteous

scarcely be saved, where shall the ungodly and
sinner appear?" that if those who are watchful,

keeping the fear of the Lord always before them,

and honouring Him in all their movements in hu-

mility and abasedness of self ; if these only are ac-

cepted, where shall those appear who live as they

list, pas.5ing their days in the enjoyment of those

things that perish with the using ? For such as

away rapidly in consequence of the continued
|

^e sow, such shall we reap; if we sow to the spirit,

settling or subsidence of the land. Professor Cook i
everlasting life ; but if to the flesh, we shall reap

is confident that the shore is now settling at the
I

corruption. And who of us would not wish to

rate of about two feet in a hundred years. At [enjoy everlasting life and be partakers of

Cape Island on the Atlantic shore a full mile has I

Pleasures at the Father's right hand? But how

been worn in since the Revolution. The sand 1

we hope to obtain them, if we are indulging in that

beaches on the coast are drifting inward every '
which gratifies the carnal mind : if we are in con

year. One beach has moved fully one hundred j

duct saying "we will eat our own bread, and weai

yards during the last twenty years. At the mouth
of Dennis' Creek, and for several miles along the

bay shore in Cape May county, the marsh wears

away at the rate of a rod in two years. Egg Island,

the western point of Maurice River Cove, which
in the year 1694 covered three hundred acres,

now contains at low water from a half to three

fourths of an acre, and at

merged. At Town Bank
high water it is sub-

the solid gravel wears

away at the rate of about a foot a year, and water

covers the ground where houses once stood.

For "Thi- FrienJ."

Cold Weather in Iowa.

We take the following extract from a letter re

ceived from a correspondent, dated Iowa, Second
mo., 1st, 1856. " Among the unnumbered bless-

ings of a gracious and merciful Providence we in

this land have been favoured with one too littl

our own apparel, ' and unwilling to acknowledge
Him in all our ways; or in action cannot adopt the

solemn appeal, "'Thou, Lord, seest me." And in

returning form these large gatherings, do you feel

that sweet peace that would be the reward of well

spent time, but contrawise do you not lie down in

sorrow, and does not confusion cover you?
Ah, then, my beloved young friends, towards

whom we are looking for a succession of standard

bearers to uphold the precious testimonies so

dearly purchased by our worthy predecessors, did

you take into view the shortness and uncertainty

of life and the importance of improving every gift

and talent to the honour and glory of the great

Giver, and the awfulness of being summoned un
prepared to appear before Him who said to those

who did not minister unto him "Depart from me,

I know you not," I believe you would not be found

mploying your precious time and talents in any
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prized, and for which therefore but little gratitude |

"^hing that was not comparable to laying up trea-

is felt by many, who are enjoying it, that is, good ^"^""c '^ Heaven.

health, which has been general here for a length

of time past. So far, we have had a remarkable
winterfor this latitude,—both the severity and con
tinuanoe of cold weather Since the 21st of the

Twelfth month, there has not been a day in which
the mercury rose to 32° Fahrenheit, at the time in

which I take my notes, which are just before sun- Ou
rise and between 12 m. and 1 r. M. For seven the

SECOND MONTH IG, 1856.

r readers may recollect that in the course of

oceedings had before Judge Kane, of the

U. S. District Court in Philadelphia, relative f.

coloured woman and her children claimed by J
Wheeler, the Judge took occasion to express
opinion that there was no law of this State ii

fering with the right of slaveholders to carry!
slaves into and through it, or prejudicing t

title of ownership by their so doing ; and that

right of transit through free States was secure
the law of nations, &c. Some of the membei
the political party in Pennsylvania, with
the Judge is understood to be identified, not s

fied with the mere expression of a judicial c

ion, are desirous to have a law passed by our h ^
lature securing to slave owners the right to bi-r

their slaves into and through the State; andf.

cordingly a petition has been presented in In

Houses at Harrisburg, praying for the enactn
t

of such a law. The majority of the Judic i-

Committee of the House of Representatives iii)

a report, in which they declare that this rigbif

transit through Pennsylvania is already seci'j

to the citizens of the slaveholding States, by
i

law of nations and the Federal Constitution;

that no statute of this State affects to disturb l',

right. The grounds upon which this declara-

.

affects to be founded, are the flimsiest assumpti
i

we can now recollect to have seen recorded in i

report of a legislative committee, and there \

hardly be said to be a show of argument from >

beginning to the end of the report. We give

report of the minority of the committee in t
,

and from it our readers will gather the poi^

assumed by the majority. I

"The undersigned, members of the Judicij

Committee, being unable to concur with the )
jority of said committee in the views andpriij.

pies set forth in their able and learned report, \

the petition of Col. Joseph Paxton, of Catawii)

praying the Legislature ' to enact a law securv

to the citizens of slave holding States, who n'

pass through this Commonwealth, or transier'

sojourn therein, with their slaves, all the rigj

of property in said slaves guaranteed to them''

the laws of any other State, and making it a pe i

offence to attempt by word or deed to decoy, oi;

any manner to alienate the said slaves from tb*

said owners, against the said owners' will,' i-

that it is due to themselves, as well as to

people of this Commonwealth, that they sho

set forth the grounds of their dissent. We
not concur with the majority, ' that the ri

of transit through Pennsylvania, with their sla\

is already secured to the citizens of the slave \n

ing Statcs,by the law of nations and the FedtL

Constitution, and that no statute of this Sti

affects to disturb it.' Neither can we yi

;

our assent to the reasoning and doctrines ge-

rally laid down in the report of the majoril

We do not propose to advance any views in c [

flict with the vested rights of the slave-holdit

States, to impugn the compromises of the Con
[

tution, or to enter into any of the vexed questiii

growing out of Congressional legislation on '!

subject of slavery ; much less do we intend to (

cuss the great moral and political evils of slave,

from which this Commonwealth has been hapf
exempted by the humane and enlightened legi:l-

tion of the past, gradually removing this pernici'i

institution by a cautious and progressive series

f

acts, from the soil of Pennsylvania. We shall c

fine our remarks to the points in which we di
•

from the majority.

1st. We hold that slavery is exclusive! i

local institution, and that it is not recognized f

the law of nature, the common law, or the c:l

Such is the opinion of the ablest writers l

jurisprudence. Blackstone in his Commentat),

ol. 1, p. 42, says, 'upon the law of nature fl
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aw of revelation depend all human law ; that

say, uo human law should be suflercd to con

ct these. The law of England abhors and

uot endure tbe cxistenee of slavery within

latiou. A slave or negro, the instant he lands

ugland, becomes free.' ' When a slave comes

,u the exclusive jurisdiction of Kngland he

s to be a slave, because the law of England
ively and notoriously proliibits and forbids

xibtenee of such a relation between man and
' This was admitted and so expressed by

iWebsier, as Secretary of State, in his corres-

ence with Lord Ashburtou, in the Creole case,

ster's works, vol. 5, p. ol5. The civil law

1 the same view of slavery, and declares it to

;aiust tlie riglits of nature, lust. Lib. 1, tit.

c. 2. Vatel's Law of Nations, book 2, chap.

Wheu our forefathers migrated to this country

brought with tliem the common law of

and, and it has become the basis of all our

2d. We hold it to be equally clear that the

, of slave-holders to pass througli or sojourn

is State, with their slaves, is not conceded by

aw of nations. We have already shown that

om is the birtliright and the natural condition

an. Story, in bis Conflict of Laws, sec. 104,

:
' Personal disqualifications not arising from

aw of nature, but from the customary or posi-

law of a foreign country, especially such as

)f a penal nature, are not generally regarded

tber countries, where the like disqualifioa-

do not exist. 'ihey are strictly tcrri-

I. So the state of slavery will not be re-

ized in any country whose institutions and

y prohibit slavery.' The law of slavery

inoitum, and when a slave gets out of the

ory where it prevails, and out of the power
3 master, and gets under the protection of an-
• power, without any wrongful act done by the

giving that protection, the right of the mas-

vhich is founded on the municipal law of the

cular place only, does not continue. ' The
)i a slave being taken to a country where
ry or involuntary servitude is not tolerated,

tes on the condition of the slave, and pro-

i immediate emancipation.' IG Louisiana

489; 7 Louisiana Rep. 172. Slavery exi.sts

by virtue of the laws of the state where it is

ioned ; and if the slave escape from such state

"ree state, he is free, according to the princi-

jf the common law, and re-capture in a free

is authorized only by the Constitution and
f Congress. There is no general principle in

aw of nations which requires sucb surrender

3 vs. Vansant, 2 M'Lean, 59G. By the law

itions no state is bound to recognize slavery

other state, IG Peters, 11. 539, or the state

very, as to foreign slaves found within its

orial dominions, wheu it is in oppositicm to its

policy and institutions, in favour of the sub-

of other nations. The state of slavery is

ed to be a mere municipal regulation, founded
and limited to the range of territorial laws,

eters, Gil. And it is well settled with re-

to their municipal regulations, that the

al States of this Union are to each other
;n. 2 Wash. 298. It appears, therefore,

by the law of nations the slave holder would
no right to pass tbrough our state with his

3 ; nor is he entitled to exercise that right by
:omity of nations. For it appears to be
IS well as settled, that that which is called

'as, inter conimunilates, conii:y between states

Itions, cannot prevail in any case where it

;e3 the law of our country, the law of nature
a law of God. Forbes vs. Cochran, 2 Barn.
353. 463. It has been clearly shown by the

above authorites that slavery is against the law of
nations, and we shall presently show that it is also

against the laws of Pennsylvania.
" 3d. Is there such a right recognized in the

Constitution of the United States '! The clause of

the Constitution cited by the majority of the com-
mittee, under which this alleged right of transit

with slaves is claimed, is Article 1st, sec. 8, part

3: 'Congress shall have power to regulate com-
merce with foreign nations, and among the seve-

ral States, and with the Indian tribes;' and Arti-

cle 4, sec. 2 : 'The citizens of each State shall be
entitled to all the privileges and immunities of

citizens of the several States.'

"Chief Justice Marshall, in the case of Gib-
bons vs. Ogden, 9 Wheaton, 195, in construing

Article 1, sect. 8, p. 3, of the Constitution, and
the power of Congress to regulate commerce be-

tween the States, says; 'The genius and character

of the whole Government seems to be, that its ac-

tion is to be applied to all the external concerns

of the nation, and to those internal concerns which
affect the States generally, but not to those which
are completely within a particular State, and
which do not affect other States, and with which
it is not necessary to interfere, for tbe purpo.se of

executing some of the general powers of the Go-
vernment. The complete internal commerce of a

State, then, may be considered as reserved to the

State itself It has been clearly shown that

slavery is local, and purely the creature of muni-
cipal regulation ; that it is looked upon with dis-

favour, and is not recognized by the common law,

the law of nations, or the law of nature. This

clause of the Constitution gives Congress the right

to regulate commerce; and if the construction put

upon it in the report of the majority be correct,

then Congress has tlie right to regulate commerce
in slaves between the States, and the buying and

selling of men in our public markets. This is

certainly a novel and extraordinary construction

of this clause of the Constitution. On what au-

thority it is based, we are not informed, as none

is cited. That the master's claim to the service

of his slave, and to a species of property in him,

has been recognized by our courts and judicial tri-

bunals, cannot be denied; but that rigbt is essen-

tially different from his right of property in inani-

mate things and domestic animals. His right to

the former depends on arbitrary, local law, and is

in violation of man's natural rights ; but his pro-

perty in the latter is acknowledged by the laws of

nature and the laws of God. The laws that re-

gard slavery as property, are local, and only apply

so far as such laws can operate. Such laws do

not make them personal property generally. 18

Pickens' Rep. 216. The 4th Article, see. 2d, of

the Constitution, is believed to be still wider from

the mark, and to have no more reference to

slavery than to the power to make war. But it

secures to citizens of each State the right of

ingress, egress and regres sinto the several States

of this Union ; and while there, the same immu-
nities, under the laws of the State, that citi-

zens of tbe same State enjoy under the laws

thereof

"But the citizen does not carry with him, the

laws of his domicil, into a sister State. The mo-

ment he crosses the line of Virginia into this

State, he is under the laws of Pennsylvania and

not the laws of Virginia. See 4 Johns. C, 430,

2 Kent's Com., 258. And if he brings his slaves

with him, the moment they cross the line they

are free. But it has been decided that the 2d sec-

tion, Article 4th, of the Constitution of the

United States does not extend to tbe case of a

slave voluntarily carried by his master into another

State, and left there under the protection of a law

declaring him free. Butler vs. Hopper, 1 W. C.

R., 499. There is nothing in the letter or the

spirit of the Constitution that will justify the right

claimed under it, nor has tbe Supreme Court of
the United States, nor even our State courts, so

far as we have been able to ascertain, ever given
it such a construction. By the act of this Com-
monwealth, passed 1st Jlarch, 1780, for the

gradual abolition of slavery, it is provided that all

negroes, mulattoes and others born within this

State, after the passage of tbe act, should be free.

By the act of 3rd March, 1847, section 7, so much
of the act of the 1st ]March, 1780, as authorizes

the masters or owners of slaves to bring and re-

tain such slaves within this Commonwealth for the

period of six months in involuntary servitude, or

for any period of time whatever, be and the same
is hereby repealed. It has been decided that a

slave brought into this State, since the passage of

the act od March, 1847, is ipso facto free.

Pierce's case decided in Common Pleas, Philadel-

phia, in 1848. The rule of the common law of

England, in regard to slavery before the Revolu-
tion, became the common law of Pennsylvania,

except so far as modified by the Constitution of
the United States The fugitives were free the
moment tiiey touched the soil of Pennsylvania;
all the incidents, accompaniments and attributes

of bondage I'ell from around them. Kauffman vs.

Oliver, 10 Barr, 517.
" If this right of transit with slaves is incorpo-

rated in the Constitution itself, then all State laws
prohibiting the introduction of slaves would be
unconstitutional, and consequently void. But
several of the States of this Union have enacted
just such laws, and they have been passed upon
by the Supreme Court of the United States, and
their validity has never been doubted. Slaves
brought into the State of Maryland in violation of
the laws of that State, are declared to be free.

Rhodes vs. Bell, 2 How. Rep. 405. 16 Peters'

R. Gil. Thomas vs. Generis, 16 Louisiana Rep.
488. 5 Leigh, 615. 10 Leigh, 697. 9 Gill. &
Johns. 19. 11 Louisiana Rep. 500. 10 How.
Rep. 87.

"The right to pursue and recapture fugitive

slaves escaping from their masters into a free

State, is not raised by the petition referred to the

committee, and has not been noticed in this re-

port. The seventh section of the act of March 3,

1847, having expressly repealed the provisions of

the act of March 1, 1780, authorizing the masters
or owners of slaves to bring and retain such slaves

within this Commonwealth while temporarily so-

journing here, and said act never having been pro-

nounced unconstitutional by any federal tribunal,

the undersigned do not deem it expedient, on any
ground, to disturb it. We are satisfied that the
abrogation of this section of the act of 1847 would
lead to sectional discord and domestic disturbances,

and that our friendly relations with the citizens

of tbe southern States, as well as our own peace
and tranquillity, will best be maintained by the
denial of the prayer of the petitioner.

"D. Phelps,
"E. Joy Morrls,
"S. P. M'Cal.mont."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—The new steamship Persia arrived at New

York on the 9th inst., with European news to First mt).

26th. The Pacific which s.iiled from Liverpool on the
23d ult., had not arrived on the 11th inst. The Persia
Vjrings intelligence of further progress towards peace.
Orders had been transmitted from St. Petersburg to the
Russian army in the Crimea, to suspend hostilities un-
til the result of the approaching negotiations should be
known. It was not expected that the united agreement
to negotiate, would be signed by all the parties until the
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2d or 3d inst. It was presumed that an armistice would
then be agreed upon. No place had been fixed for th

meeting of the Conference. Count Nesselrode has ad
dressed the rfpresentatives of Russia in foreign Courts,

declaring that Russia has made concessions with a '

to the re-establishment of peace, out of deference to the

representations of friendly powers, and not because the

interests of Russia call for the conclusion of that peace.

Count Orloff and Baron de Brunow are spoken of as the

Russian plenipotentiaries to the approaching Congress.

The Crimea.—The army news presents no new fea-

tures, and is without interest. The weather had been

extremely cold.

Asia .I/mor.—Advices from Trebizond to Twelfth mo.
29th, state that the cold was excessive, and that the ice

and snow rendered communication with Erxeroum dan-

gerous and ditBcult. The Turkish army in the latter

city anxiously awaited the arrival of the troops from

Trebizond. Omar Pacha was still at Redoubt Kale.

RUSSIA.—The government has ordered a further

issue of paper money. The national debt of Russia

amounts to 1,158,918,000 silver roubles. In 1844 it was
833,024,000 roubles. Advices, via Norway, mention

that since the Allies raised the blockade of the White
Sea, Tenth mo. 9th, between 300 and 400 vessels with

full freights have entered the port of Archangel. The
fortifications of that place had been much augmented,
and there were being built six frigates and twenty screw

steam gunboats. The weather had been open. The
acceptance of the Austrian propositions had been pub-
lished officially in St. Petersburg.

GREAT BRITAIN.—The favourable indications re-

garding peace, have caused a further advance in the

funds, both English and Continental. Consols were
quoted at OOJ a 90f . The cotton market was firm, and
prices had advanced ^d. Breadstuffs were dull at for-

mer quotations. A number of marine disasters had oc-

curred; among the vessels lost were the Sebago and
Mary Cireen, of New York

;
the Independence, of Bath

;

and the Meteor, of Boston. The steamship Belgique
came near foundering at sea, having sprung aleak 700
miles west of the Lizards, and it was only by the united

exertions of the passengers and crew, that she was kept

afloat until reaching Southampton, when she was found
to have 6 feet of water in her hold. One of her boilers

had also burned out. The Horizon, anew American ship,

sailed from Liverpool on the 1 6th, for New Orleans, and
on the 18th struck on the Arklow Bank, and became a

total wreck. Parliament was to assemble on the 31st

ult. It was the Queen's intention to open the session in

person. Lord Palmerston had issued a circular to the

members of the House of Commons, understood to be
favourable to his government, stating that business of

great importance would be brought before Parliament
as soon as it assembled, and urging the members ad-
dressed to be present at the opening of the session.

SICILY.—A systematic attempt is being made to ex-

tend the cultivation of cotton in this island. It is said

to grow well ; the yearly produce is now about 4,200,000

pouuds, with much unoccupied land suited for its cul-

PORTUGAL.—Torrents of rain continued to fall,

causing much distress, especially along the banks of ri-

vers. Several shocks of earthquakes had occurred, but
no serious damage had been occasioned by them.
UNITED STATES. — The .Vin(. — During the year

1855, the entire amounts received at the U. S. Mint and
branches, were in gold 558,862,922; in silver $5,711,-
448. The total coinage for the year reached $56,312,-
733.

TheBanks.—The whole number of banks and branches
throughout the United States, at the close of 1855, was
1273, having a nominal capital of $335,011,990 ; a cir-

culation of 5177,157,412, aud specie on hand, $60,072,-
830.

Nicaraguan Ajfairs.—Recent despatches from J. H.
Wheeler, U. S. Minister to Nicaragua, represent Walker's
military force to consist of 1200 men, and he says, Ni-
caragua will succeed in effecting an union of all the

Central American States. He also defends his course
in recognizing the new government. Parker H. French
has again made formal application to be received as

Minister from Nicaragua, but the Secretary of State de-

clined to recognize him on the same grounds as cited

in reply to his former application.

Congress.—William CuUom, of Tennessee, has been
chosen Clerk of the House of Representatives, by a vote
of 126 to 87. He was a member of the last Congress,
and earnestly opposed the repeal of the Missouri Cora-
promise. Adam J. Glossbrenner, Sergeant-at-arms to

the last Congress, was re-elected, and the posts of Door-
keeper and Postmaster were filled by new appointments.
The Senate confirmed the nomination of G. M. Dallas as

Minister to England, without opposition. Several Se-

qnestioi

liave made speeches on the Central American
American view of the Treatyn,all

th England on that subj

The Ohio Kwer.—T\ni Board of Trade of Pittsburg

have adopted resolutions suggesting that those connect-

ed with the commercial interests of both the Atlantic

borders and the great Central Valley, meet in conven-
tion at Cincinnati, on the 1st of Fifth month next, to

decide upon measures for the improvement of the Ohio
river.

The Florida Indians.—Since the attack upon Lieut.

Hartsulf 's party, another small company of U. S. troops

engaged in cutting wood, were surprised by the Indians,

and five of their number were killed.

Pennsylvania Legislature.—In the House the joint re-

solution instructing our Senators, &c., to vote for the

repeal of the Nebraska-Kansas act, after debate, was
indefinitely postponed, yeas 51, nays 31. The Judiciary

Committee reported adversely upon the bill changing
the venue in the case of Passmore Williamson vs. Kane,
from Delaware county to Philadelphia. Great numbers
of petitions for the repeal of the Restraining Liquor Law
of last session, have been presented, and also numerous
remonstrances against the repeal. Among the latter

was one signed by five thousand four hundred and
twenty-six women of Philadelphia.

Pennstjlvania Railroad.—The income of this road dur-

ing the last year, amounted to §3,538,333. The cost of

conducting the business including State tax on tonnage,

was $1,709,056, leaving the profits of the year, $1,829,-

277. The Pennsylvania Railroad Company has offered

to purchase the main line of the State improvements
for $7,500,000, payable monthly in distant instalments,

the debt to bear interest at the rate of 5 per cent.

Kansas.—Late intelligence from Kansas states that no
election was held in that territory at the period fixed,

on account of apprehensions of another invasion from
Missouri. Serious trouble was anticipated, and th

people of the territory were preparing for a struggle.

New York.—Mortality last week, 377. The shipments

of specie for the week, amounted to $421,111.

Fhiladelphia.— 'Honnlhy last week, 201; of small
pox, 22.

Miscellaneous.— Toleration in Russia.—In Russia, where
the Greek Church is the State religion, Roman Ci

tholics, Lutherans and Calvinists may hold the highest

offices in the State. Nesselrode is a member of the

Church of England.

Costly Pears.—A quantity of the Winter Virgalieu, oi

Columbian Virgalieu pears, have recently been sold in

the New York market for $30 and $33 the barrel, or al

the rate of 1 2i cents each, for the best single specimens,

A Xovel Sl'eigh Ride.—The Chicago (111.) Journal of

the 28th ult., says that Price, of the firm of Price &
Fisher, of that city, arrived on that day from Green Bay,

in a light sleigh drawn by a single dog. He averaged
thirty miles a day on the journey.

Inroads of the Ocean.—The New Jersey Geological Ri

port shows that the Atlantic is steadily and rather r;

pidly encroaching upon the land on its coast. In some
places the advance has been a full mile since the Revo-
lution.

The Texas Deht Bill, so long in suspense, has finally

passed both branches of the Legislature, and received

the Governor's approval, Texas thus accepting the act

of Congress on the subject.

The Cholera in Porto Rico, continued to progress up to

the 12th ult. The total number of cases reported was
about 11,000, and 4500 deaths.

Letters from Naples state that some im-
portant change in the volcano was expected. A new

ad been opened, and the summit of the principal

one had been flattened, and otherwise changed in form.

Excursions to the mountain were considered extremely
dangerous.
Mauna Loa.—A letter from Honolulu, of Twelfth mo.

1th, states that serious fears were entertained that the

mmense stream of lava flowing from the volcano, would
occasion the destruction of Uilo. Its course was directly

towards Byron's bay and the town, and only eight miles

"istant.

Rome.—The official census of 1855 shows a total po-

pulation of 177,461, including 5081 priests, monks,
nuns, &c.

Progress in iV/y^t)/.—Alexandria and Cairo now com-
municate with each other by railway and electric tele-

graph. By the former the distance is eight hours.

Successful Cultivation of Prunes.—Prunes have been
very successfully cultivated in Pennsylvania. Among
the Economists, in Beaver county, they have been
grafted on plums.

Foreign Immigration.—During the year 1855, the New
York Commissioners of Immigration " relieved, for-

warded, and provided employment" for 172,336 desti-

tute and diseased alien immigrants. It would
from their report, that most of the immigranta la

at New York, required assistance.

A Long Line of Railroad.—The Porlland " Stat

Maine" says that by the end of this year there will

continous line of railway from the Atlantic Ocea
Portland to Iowa City, a distance of 1436 miles.

British Railroads.—In the United Kingdom, then
8240 miles of railroad, the cost of which, stock, i-c

eluded, amounted to £291,903,000, being at the ra

£35,325 per mile. The total receipts of all the r

during 1855, were £21,123,315. The net income is

about 3J per cent, upon the cost. The receipts in

were £l"701,460, larger than in 1854.

The Cold.—In Lancaster county. Pa , the average
perature of the First month, taken at 6 a. m. daily,

14.64°; the highest was 32° on the 13th; the lo

12° below zero on the 9th. The newspapers re

many instances of persons having perished with

cold, some of them occurring as far south as Louisi
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TEE WESTERN SOUP SOCIETY.

We are requested to call the attention of the reade;(

"The Friend" to the fact that the funds of this valu.i

Institution are nearly exhausted, owing lo the unusu

severe weather, and increased demand for soup )

bread among the poor. The managers would be gral
I

for further contributions to their funds, which ma (

sent to WiLLiiM BiDi)LE,Cor. of Eleventh andArchs'j
M. C. Cope, No. 286 Filbert stre

WANTED.
!

A situation is desired by a young man, a Friend, A
has some knowledge of business, and can write a gi

hand. He is willing to make himself generally ns

I

to his employer, aud has some knowledge of the lun i

business, not so particular about the compensatioii

to obtain suitable employment. City preferred.

Inquire at Friends' Bookstore, No. 84 Arch st. '

FRIENDS' BOARDING-SCHOOL AT WEST-TOV|
The Winter Session of the School will close on Sh.

day, the 4th of Fourth month, and the Summer Sesil

on Second-day, the 12th of Fifth mc'

Those members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, 1

1

intend sending children to the school for the sum
session, will please make application for their admisii

on or before the 1st of Third month, to Joseph Sn

don, Superintendent at the school, or to Joseph Sc

tergood. Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, PhiladelpJ

The parents of those children now in the school, i

also please notify the Superintendent whether theyi

to return next session. i

West-town, First mo. 28th, 1856.
j

Friends' Boarding-School for Indian Children, at]

Tunessassah. I

Two women Friends are wanted at this Institutio
j

assist in the family. .

Also, a man Friend to aid in carrying out the ('

cern for the improvement of the Indians. i

Application may be made to Joseph Elkisto.]

377 S. Second str

Thomas Evans, I

Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st, 1855. 180 Arch Bti

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL. j

Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in i

Institution.
'

Application may be made to either of the underaig','

members of the Committee.
j

Samuel Hili.es, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Evass,
\phiiada.

Bettle, Jr.
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The Great Volcanic Eruplion.

Hilo, Hawaii, October 18, 1855.

;d you ever hear of Hawaii ? It is a grain of

iu the wide Pacific. It is the apex of a

itain whose base is covered hy those deep wa-

DOt yet sounded by the mariner's plummet,

a heap of basaltic rocks, thrown up in fusion

immeasurable depths below. It is the top

chimney leading down to the burning bowels

e earth. It is one of the safety-valves of our

;t, through which e.scape the steam and gases

h might shatter our mundane abode. It is a

on the bosom of the ocean. It is an oasis in

derne.ss of waters—an emerald bower which

Qis and enchants the restless pilgrim. It is

le landscape in which are combined the bi-au-

, the lovely, the charming, the picturesque,

omantic, the inimitable, the wild, the grand,

lofty, the sublime, the awful, the terrific.

;hing landscapes, merry rills, dashing cas-

s, waving forests, smoking scoria, frowning

ipices, mural battlements, " cloud-capped

ntains," and thundering volcanoes all cluster

, and all are encircled by " the deep blue sea,"

fringed with snowy foam. Hawaii is a prize

rbich mighty nations have struggled, and over

:h they now watch with jealous interest. And
;—it is a field where Christianity and civiliza-

have begun to shed their genial beams—

a

1 plucked from the hand of Satan to adorn the

em of Immanuel. But to the point. We pro-

to give you a brief sketch of one of the most

derful volcanic eruptions ever witnes.^ed on

planet. You are aware that we have a per-

ent volcano—Kilauea—some thirty miles from

). This is a vast pit about ten miles in cir-

,
and varying in depth from 600 to 1200 feet,

hin this cauldron the fires are always burning,

etimes sluggishly, then again with fearful ve-

ence, while the ebon floor of the crater is raised

dreds of feet by upheaving forces and succes-

overflowings, and again depressed by lateral

subterranean disgorgements. For several

ths past this crater has been intensely active.

1 may have read the published account of our

id eruptions of 1810, '43, and '52, beside se-

ll minor ones. All these were wonders of a

tling kind. But an eruption is now in pro-

is which eclipses all these. Its seat is near the

imit of iMauna Loa (Long Mountain) 12,000
above sea-level. Kilauea is only 4000 feet

11, and is 35 miles from the present eruption.

: altitude of Mauna Loa is nearly 14,000 feet.

It is a vast volcanic dome, composed of slag, scoria,

pumice, and other earthy uatter, thrown up from

the bowels of the earth in an igneous state, and

heaped in wild and jigged masses to its present

height. And still the process of disgorgement

goes on, and still the Plutonic bull rises, and from

his lanced hearf a gory stream gushes forth. On
the evening of the 11th of August, a point of

light was seen on the mountain, which, in a short

time, rose and spread and flooded those high alti-

tudes with a glowing radiance. An immense valve

had opened, out of which rus^hed floods of igneous

fusion, and poured down the mountain sides in

dazzling brightness. Down, down the fiery cur-

rent relied—diving into caves, rending their niin-

evai roofs—exploding vast boulders—melting the

rocks—startling the wild bull, the rough goat, and

the mountain bird with its awful detonations

—

ghting up the heavens with a lurid glare, and

snding off its gyrating and convolving clouds of

black, dun, white, blue, purple, and scarlet, on the

wings of every wind. Steam, smoke, and deadly

gases filled the atmosphere, and the sight " was

like devouring fire on the top of the mount." For

sixty-eight days this fearful furnace has been in

full blast, and still the fountain is not exhausted.

The main stream, including all its windings, we

estimate at sixty miles long, \\ith an average

breadth of three miles. L-iteral streams shoot o9'

t all angles from the main trunk, and sometimes

the great stream separates into several channels,

which again unite, thus forming many islands

down the side and at the base of the mountain.

The depth may vary from 3 to 800 feet. On the

plains at the base of the mountain it spreads and

forms lakes and seas of five, six, or eight miles in

breadth. The superficial area now covered with

the smouldering masses may be 115,200 acres.

Its cubic measurement we will not attempt,

nor will we weigh its ponderous masses. The
great fire-pump still works with awful force at its

high fountain, and the molten river rushes madly

down toward Hilo. Its terminus is in a dense

forest in the rear, and here, at the distance of

some ten miles, it is gnawing down ancient trees,

consuming all vegetable life, filling ravines, eating

up the soil, drinking the streams, blasting the

rocks, winding among the hills, or heaving them

from their bases, leveling ridges, overcoming all

obstructions, grading its own iron way, and moving

in sullen progress upon us. Our atmosphere is

loaded with dingy smoke and mineral gases,

through which the sun's rays struggle with a yel-

low and sickly light, and all nature seems shrouded

as in funeral drapery. Never was Hilo so hushed,

so inquiring, so thoughtful. Many keep vigils the

livelong night, and during the day plan modes of

conveyance and places of deposit for the little

earthly substance they have collected. And still

the fiery ruin lingers in the woods, and still we

hope and pray that the breath which kindled will

extinguish it—that a high behest from the Eterna>

Throne will say, '^Hitherto—and no further."

In an air-line the seat of eruption is about forty-

five miles from Hilo, but so tortuous is the route,

that one has to travel sixty-five or seventy miles

to reach it. Between the port of Hilo and the

mountain a dense forest some thirty miles wide

nterposes. This forest is so filled and entangled

fith tropical jungle as to be impenetrable by man
except on condition of cutting and beating his way
step by step, often at the rate of one or two miles

a day. Wild streams of water from the moun-
tains do, however, tear their way through the

woods, bringing with them, in times of freshet,

trees, shrubs, vines, leaves, rubbish, and earth,

leaving a channel of hard, basaltic rocks. Such a

channel is, in a dry time, the best track through

the forest. On the 2d inst., a McCully (of

Yale), with myself and four natives, started for

the scene and the source of the present eruption.

T.aking the channel of a stream which enters Hilo

Bay, as our path, we advanced with much toil

through the dense jungle along its banks, and

rested at night at the roots of an ancient tree

—

having made about twelve miles. The next day
nade about twelve miles more, for the most

part in the rocky bed of the stream, the water be-

g low. Volcanic smoke filled the forest, and

charred leaves came floating on the breeze and

falling into the wild channel we were threading.

At night, when the shades gathered over the.-e

deep solitudes, unbroken save by the bellowing of

the mountain bull, the barking of the wild dog,

he grunt of the forest boar, the wing and the

note of the restless bird, the chirping of the

nsect, the falling of a time-worn tree, the gurgling

of the rill, and the wild roar of the cataract, we

made our little bed of ferns under the trunk of a

prostrate tree, and here, for the first time, we found

that the molten stream had passed us in the jungle

on our left, and was now many miles below us on

its way to Hilo. But we would not retreat, and

as the jungle was nearly impenetrable in the direc-

tion of the stream, we pursued our upward way in

the bod of the river till half past one P. M. on the

third day, when we found our-selves out of the

forest, and on the high plateau at the base of the

mountain. I cannot stop to describe the beauti-

ful, the romantic, the wild, the wonderful, in the

banks, the narrows, the widenings, the rocks, the

rapids, the cascades, the basins, the caves, and

natural bridges of this solitary stream. Nor can I

speak of the velvet mosses, the modest creepers,

the rich festoons, the sweet wild flowers, the gigan-

tic ferns, the ancient forests, and all the tropical

glories which are mirrored in its limpid waters.

We needed an artist and a naturalist to fix the

glowing panorama, to paint the flora and cateh

the fauna of these romantic solitudes. When
we emerged from the upper skirts of the woods,

a dense fog obstructed our view of all distant

objects, so that we could not see the summit-

fires, nor trace the molten stream down the slope

of the mountain. We encamped early in a vast

cave ; but during the night the stars came out,

and the volcanic fires played brilliantly from their

high source, down the mountain sides, over the

scorified plains, and far down in the forest toward

Hilo.

Early in the morning (Friday, the 5th) we left

our cavern, and at half past seven K. u. were on

that black and smouldering stream for which we

had been searching for more than three days.

Almost as far as the eye could reach these regions

had been flooded with seas of fusion—now, for the
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most part, hardened, but still smoking and crack-

linp; with heat and escaping gases.

We passed several miles up the left verge oi"

the stream, and fiudiug a narrow, well-solidified

place, we crossed over to the right verge—our
passage occupying an hour and a quarter. AVe
now ascended rapidly along the right bank of the

stream, sometimes upon it, and again skirting it,

according to the facility of travelling or the direct-

ness of its course. The stream is very tortuous,

making ample detours and sudden zigzags, so that

we saved much by cutting off bends or following

the bases of the triangles described in its course.

All this day we came to no open fire. The first

overflowings had stiflfened and soldified in contact

with tbe atmosphere, forming a broad ebon pall.

Under this self-made counterpane tbe continu-

ous stream bad formed a vast duct; and in this

subterranean pyroduct it now flows like oil, at

tbe depth of from twenty to one hundred feet,

unexposed to the stifi'ening action of the air.

At night we slept on the higher regions of the
mountain, beyond the lino of vegetation, with the
slag for our pillow, the beavens for our canopy,
the stars for our watch-fires, and Israel's Shep-
herd for our guardian. We were astir early
on Saturday morning, climbing over indescri-

bable hills, cones, ridges, and masses of hot
and smoking debris and scoria, scattered wild
and wide over those Plutonic regions. We soon
came to a line of jagged cones, with open ori-

fices of from twenty to one hundred feet in

diameter, standing over the molten river, and
furni.-,hing vents for its steam and gases.

We approached the vents with awe, and, look-
ing down their fiery throats, we beard the infernal
sui-gings, and saw the mad rusbings of tbe great
molten stream, fused to a white heat. Tbe angle
of descent is from 3° to 25°, and we judged
the velocity to be forty miles an hour. The
maddening stream seemed to be hurrying on

cones were clogged with hot masses of cinders,

pumice and ashes, with cracks, crevices, &c., for

the escaping smoke. The fusion had long
ibund vent in a laterid, subterranean duct, several
hundred feet below the rim of the crater, and
this covered way it flows oflF until it makes its

pearance, as described, some two miles down the
side of the mountain

After a satisfactory survey of the terminal
crater, and of tue vast floods of ignition on the
summit of tbe mou.^tain, we descended a few m
down tbe eastern sinpe, and took our lodgings
among the rocks, withoi't wood, and with only
few spoonsful of water. Unwittingly we passe

the last watering place early on Friday morning,
and, having only a quart in oui- canteen, this was
our whole allowance till 9 A. M. on Monday. W
were reduced to a single spoonful each (six of us),

and this only at our meals. In this high
rocky nest we spent the Sabbath, having a full

view of the fires from the high furnace ;Jbove to

the terminus of the stream, as it ate its way, like

a fiery serpent, through the forest and jungle ft

below. On Monday we decamped early, and laid our
course for old Kilauea. At noon we were befog
ged, lost our way, and encamped at 1 P. M. Oi
Tuesday we found our track and reached Kilauea
On Wednesday we explored, took measurements,
collected specimens, &c., and on Thursday reached
'lome, having been absent ten days,

Oct. 23.—It is now seventy-three days since
the great mountain eruption commenced, ua] still

gour is not abated. Had we found the in-

candescent stream flowing into the sea on our re-

turn from the mount, wo had not been disappoint-
ed. Nothing but the great distance, the tortuous
couise of the stream, and the many obstructions

the route, could have prevented it from reach-
ing tbe sea in one week. Down the side of the
mountain proper, say twenty-five miles, it flows

th terrible swiftness. At the base of the mount
f on swift commission from the Eternal to it flows over a plain of scoriform matter, cooled

^'',':"'°,", „ T^^
""*'' ""'^ desolation in tbe when agitated like the ocean in a tempest, and

presenting a foaming surface of hills, valleys,
leaiuiii below. Upward and onward we went
climbing ridge after ridge, parched with thirst,

panting in a rare atmosphere, blinded by smoke,
almost scathed by beat and excoriated by sulphurous
gases. All tbe test of the way we saw frequent open-
ings to the fiery canal, upon whose arched ceiling
we walked for miles, with the fearful stream rush-
ing madly beneath our feet. At 1 p. m. we found
ourselves at tbe terminal crater, and standing
on its craggy and smoking crest. This was the
high founiain of eruption—the groat chimney
whose throat goes down immeasurable depths
into those fearful realms where man's eye never
penetrated, and whore he cannot look and live.

For nearly five days we had struggled to gain
tills point; and now we were here—specks, atoms
in creation — obscured by smoke, staitled by
infernal hissings, confounded, stunned, amid these
wild wonders, these awful displays of power
which had scattered such a tempest of fiery
hail, and raised such a raging sea of molten
rocks on those everlasting hills. The grandeur,
the sublimity, the terror of the scene were un-
utterable. A vast chasm had opened horizon-
tally on the top of the mountain, and along this
yawning fi.ssurc .-tood a series of elongated, jagged,
and burning cones, about one hundred feet high,
rent through their larger diameter, and throwing
up dense columns of blue and white smoke, which
covered the mountain's summit, rolled in fleecy
masses down its sides, and spread out like the
wings of chaos over unmeasured regions. Still no
(iro co>i!d JDe seep iii this fDjiptaic.-cratpr. We
pould feel it everywhere, and we could see and
hear it.s escaping gases; but the tjiroats of tlie

cones, pits, ridges, gorges, caverns, &c., of some
ten miles broad. Here the molten stream strug-
gles, expanding, contracting, dividing, struggling
to overcome obstructions, filling up vast basins,

&c., and thus pushing sluggishly on to its third
stage. This is that broad and dense forest already
spoken of, extending from the plains at the base
of the mountain, to within a few miles of the
shores of Hilo. Here the fiery stream has found
its greatest obstructions.

Through this forest the slope is very gradual
sny 3°

; while, in addition to hills, ridges, gorges,
basins, etc., it meets hundreds of enormous trees,

and dives into swamps of mud, pools of water, and
wet jungles, which act as a prompt damper. Here,
also, it finds a deep soil, which it must convert
into ashes and igneous matter. Often, therefore,
it does not progress an eighth of a mile a day in

the woods, and thus our town has been more than
once saved from devouring fire. In 1852 an
igneous river approached with ton miles of us.

That caused much solicitude, but this more, as the
amount disgorged is greater, and tbe stream heads
more directly for our town and harbour. One
week brought the fearful stream from the moun-
tain summit into tbe woods, or half way to the
bore. In this forest it has been incessantly at

work for sixty-six days, and yet the petrifying
head of this Medusa docs not emerge from the
lower skirts of the jungle. We therefore begin to

feel that tbe threatened ruin may be averted, and
that the igneous current may spend its force in

thp forost, find thus open a future highway to the
moHDtains

Should the stream continue to flow for :

days more, I propose to make a second ex
tion—not as the first, to the high terminal
tain, but to the terminus, or end of the strea

it eats its sullen way in the jungle, revealed
by its clouds of smoke by day and its baleful,

by night. This can be done only by cu
through the entangled forest, step by step,

we meet the fiery dragon in his own hidden
way. Many a time have I thus approachel
incandescent stream and dipped up its gl
fusion.

The foregoing is a glance at the facts conn
jj

with our present eruption, and our rapid to'ti

the mountain. Taking into account the dur

«

of the flow, tbe length and breadth of the stim

and the amount of igneous matter disgorget
;t(

say nothing of its present approach to our toil-

it is the greatest eruption I have witnessed dip
my twenty years' residence at Hilo.

did

From Old Hnniphrej'e

imphrcy at Hastings.

Bear with an old man's prattle, for his heart
Beats lovingly for thee and all mankind.

" Stands Hastings where it did ?" said I, ti'ij

to be cheerful, as Ihobbled along with difiSi
y

supported by two porters from the railway t( ii

vehicle engaged to carry me to my place of i i

nation; but no, it would not do. I was too o 'it

subdued and exhausted by my transit from ''ii

mart of all tbe earth," to be theerfnl. I had *;[

carried, on account of extreme weakness, fron
j]

cab at the London J5ridge station to the cari!^

that was to bear me onward ; and some feared "il

I should sink by tbe way, and never reach I't

ings. It pleased tbe Father of mercies tbiiil

should be otherwise.

But, if not cheerful, I was at least grateful ii

I was not unmindful that in all my prece|j

visits to this delightful locality, the sea and 'd

breezes had gathered round me with healiDj n

their wings, and I was sanguine enough tol-e

and trust that I should again be benefited wira

like result. I looked around with a thankful l.il

to the great Giver of all good ; and with ki
j

feelings for my fellow passengers, as well as t

the porters bustling about me, and tbe driver d

bis horse waiting for my accommodation. II
moved onward in an open carriage, the fi i,

gentle breeze much revived me, and familiar >

jects presented themselves. Two of the t -e

d-mills, near the West Hill, were at work; e

old castle, in ruin, reminded me, that, like j
own, the best of its days were passed. The ;a

was rolling along its sparkling billows, as it '.8

wont to do thousands of years ago; bathing b-

chines stood on the shore, their wheels parti !ii

d partly out of the water. The Marine Paij'e

was peopled with visitors ; the great dial, ham g

over High street, pointed to a quarter-past i';

he magnolia, for such I take it to be, cove g
the front of the house of Earl Waldegravc, is

adorned with magnificent flowers. All things i-

peared as I had before seen them, only that je

old man, the knitter of night-caps, who foi o

many years had occupied a corner of the entra e

of the London road, was no longer an inhabi tt

of the world. !

For the first few days of my sojouin at Ht-

ings, I could not go from one room to anot ',

even with help, without difiieulty; but now, vh

a stick and a friendly arm, I can walk a huncd

yards, and perhaps two hundred. This is to e

a source of great enjoyment and thankfulness, <i

it has suggested a thought to me, that woulof-
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me much satisfaction, if it could be rendered

,ical ; and I see no good reason why it should

hat is the use of o\x\- feeling, grateful, unless

mbody our emotions in useful or benevolent

n ? Deeds of love to man are the very soul

lankfgiving to God. When Simon Pettr de-

d that he loved the Saviour, the latter re-

id some proof of his assertion : " Feed my
p;" and " Feed my lamb?."

le nuDiber of visitors to Hastings is great, and

not unreasonable thence to conclude that the

:er part of them must derive health or plea-

from their temporary residence. For this

are or ought to be grateful ; wby not, then,

; manifest tbeir gratitude by some act of kind-

to a place that has so largely contributed to

benefit ? Some opulent visitors have the

IS of doing good on a large scale, while most

3 can do it only on a small one. It is not,

ivcr, the amount, but the motive of the giver,

ennobles the gift. Hastings has charities

le funds are low ; schools that require sup-

;
poor fi.-ihermen, who, from shipwreck, want

iccess, and other causes, suffer much ; and

and poor people standing in need of assist-

Now, if every grateful visitor, in a spirit

lankfulness, would do ever so little in the

of philanthropy, the aggregate would be very

derable. Were a moiety only of those in the

lists of visitors, that appear in the ncwspa-

to act upon this suggestion, what a desirable

ision it would prove to the cause of humanity,

what a noble number of good Samaritans

It thereby pour oil and wine into the wounds

c afflicted

!

is said, that on the overland passage across

lesert to India, there is a tree covered with

nents of dress, and other articles, hung there

ilgrims and travellers, to show their gratitude

he protection and safety vouchsafed them

;

in Roman Catholic countries it is a common
T, for such as profess to have been cured by
cles to leave behind them their crutches or

r manifestations of past infirmity, by way of

kfulness. Let us not, then, be outdone by

omedans and fanatics; but as Clirisiian peo-

show our thankfulness iu a christian man-

one of my walks in the Hackney Fields,

Ion, before my illness, I found a poor beetle

y pathway, on his back, vainly struggling and

ing to recover his feet. " Friend Sable-coat,"

I, playfully, " the proverb has it, that 'a friend

2ed is a friend indeed,' and I have arrived

in time, it seems, to verify the adage ; but as

art really down, there will bo no harm in my
ting by thy fall :" so taking out my glass, I

ilively examined his curious formation ; after

h I gently laid across him a blade of grass,

h enabled him once more to get on his legs,

hide himself in a hole in the ground. Whe-
he thanked me, or not, I cannot say, not

ring the way in which such creatures express

thanks; but I felt quite certain, whether I

increased his happiness or not, 1 had added
! little to my own.
ow, in Hastings, there are human beetles on
• backs, or in other words, cases of distress

h need assistance. Gentle reader, let me be-

1 you to act upon my suggestion. I wish nei-

to apportion the stream of your benevolence,

to direct the express channel through which
ould flow, but only to urge you to do some-

g, be it much or little, of a useful or charita-

;baracter; not ostentatiously, but modestly;
if your name remain unknown, so much the

it ; should you be at a loss how to proceed, not

knowing suitable objects for your sympathy, in

fluent iai and well known benevolent persons would
most, if not all of them, doubtless, willingly and
faithfully assist in the dispo-al of your bounty.

While we offer to God thanksgiving for our
abundant harvest, and pray that the sword may
be scabbarded, and the pestilence stayed, let us be
neither unmindful of our own particular blessings,

nor ungrateful for them. In penning this paper,

I have three objects in view. First, kindly to re-

prove a spirit of repining in which too many in-

dulge ; next to call out thankfulness in the heart,

and lastly, to move the hand to gentle deeds of

charity.

Having just forged a fable in my mental smithy,
on the subject of discontent, I will with it close

my present remarks.

A well shaped horse-shoe, as it hung against

the wall in a blacksmith's shop, bitterly complain-
ed of the ill-usage to which it had been subjected.
" No one," said the shoe in a whining tone, " has

endured the fiery trials through which I have
passed, without any respite being allowed nie.

The hard-hearted sledge hammer and anvil were
my enemies, and between the two I was cruelly

treated, and found no pity. I was beaten by them
unmercifully, and the blows I received at their

hands, would have killed an ox; as I said before

no one has endured the fiery trials through which
I have passed."

" Hold your foolish tongue," said a plow-share,

which had been sent to be repaired, " unless you
can talk more wisely. Both you and I have been
greatly benefited by the ordeal through which we
have passed, and are valued highly by those who
once might have despised us. Once wc were use-

less pieces of iron; but now you are a useful

horse-shoe, and I am a respectable plow-share."

Thus seasonably admonished, the horse-shoe be-

came silent, and was never afterwards heard to

complain.

We seldom commit a greater error than that of

repining at our trials and afHictions, for our hea-

venly Father often renders these the medium of

his greatest mercies. "No chastening for the

present seemeth to be joyous, but grievous; ne-

vertheless afterward it yieldefh the peaceable fruit

of righteousness unto them, which are exercised

thereby." The complaining horse-shoe, though

a fiction in the fable, is a fact when applied to

mankind ; for multitudes of repiners have become
dumb, when experience has proved the value of

their bitterest trials. Fear the Lord, love him,

and trust him, and then

—

If properly improved, thy grief, and pains,

And heaviest losses, all will turn to gains
;

Hope, peace and joy from trouble will arise,

To bless thee, and prepare thee for the skies.

IIow to Keep Harness.—Observing the good

condition and fine appearance of the harness of

— Baker, proprietor of the most extensive livery

establishment in Rochester, New York, we request-

ed him to impart to us, for publication, the mode
by which so desirable an object was achieved. In

compliance therewith, he stated the course adopted

as the best and most economical, after twenty years

experience in a business which required consider-

able attention to tackling apparatus. His process

of oiling and washing harness is substantially as

follows :—Take neats foot oil and ivory or patent

black—the latter well pulverized, or to be made so

before using. Mix thoroughly, adding the black

until the oil is well coloured or quite black. In

cool weather the oil should be warmed somewhat
before mixing. AVith a sponge apply a light coat

of the mixture—only what the leather will readily

absorb, unless the harness is very dry, in which

case a heavier coating may be necessary. After
the harness is dry—which will bo in from two
hours to a half or whole day, depending upon the
weather and previous condition of the leather

—

wash thoroughly with soap suds. In luaking the
suds use good caslile soap and cold rain water.
Warm water should never be used on harness lea-

ther. Apply the suds with a sponge. Rub off

with buckskin. This will give your harness a nice
glossy surface, and the leather will retain a good
colour and continue pliable for months. If it be-

comes soiled with mud or sweat, an application of
soap and water, as above directed, (without oiling)

will be sufficient to give it a bright appearance.

Two applications of this oil and black mixture
a year (or once every six months,) will be suffi-

cient to keep the harness as ordinarily used, in good
order. It may be necessary for livery men, and
others who use harness constantly, to apply the oil

oftener—but, in most eases, two oilings a year,

and washing with suds when soiled will keep a

harness in good trim for sight and service. This
process will pay a large dividend in extra service

and durability, to say nothing of improved appear-

ance. — Baker assures us that the same, or a
very similar application, is just the thing for car-

riage tops which are made of top leather. The
only difference in treatment is, that less oil should
be used, or rather a lighter coating applied ; and
it should be washed off before drying in, top lea-

ther being thin and much more penetrable than
harness. Of course, this mixture would not an-

swer for enamelled leather, of which some carriage

tops are constructed.

—

Exchanr/e Paper.

Seleciod.

Diversity of Impiration.

Whoever, says Dr. Gumming, was the evange-

list, the Spirit was the teacher; whatever was the

form or the size of the trumpet, it was the breath

of God that sounded through it. All the peculi-

arities of Blatthew, of Mark, of Luke, of John, of

Peter, and of Paul, are retained, and may be traced

and contrasted in reading their works, and yet

they all spoke as they were moved by the Holy
Ghost. Some have said, that if the Bible had
been written as a beautiful essay, it would have
been far more satisfactory to the minds of the edu-

cated, and no less instructive to the unenlightened.

I think not. It would have been a dull book, and
a dry book ; it would have made a far feebler im-

pression upon the hearts of the bulk of mankind.
But by using men of every cast and turn of mind
and thought, and pouring through these as chan-

nels, the truth of God—by not destroying John,
but inspiring him ; by not extinguishing Peter,

but speaking through him—we have God's truth

in all the various idiosyncrasies of men—in all the

formulas of human speech ; the same in nature,

and distinguished by manifestations only ; so that

there is no peculiarity of taste, or temperament,
or talent, or character that will not find something
in the [Holy Scriptures,] suited to it, and cal-

culated to instruct the soul of him that reads

it. Let us bless God for the Bible, then as it is.

Be assured, that the more you study it, the more
you will love it; and they that know that book
best will have the deepest and most indelible im-

pression that God is its author, and truth is its mat-
ter, and eternal joy its issue.

A Pointed Reply.—One of the most pointed

and remarkable replies on record, is that given by
a Protestant gentleman, to some one who had re-

peated in his hearing the hackneyed sarcasm, that

between the churches of England and Rome there

was but a wall of paper. "True," .said he, " but

the whole Bible is printed on it."
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BIOGRAPniCAl SKETCHES,
Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CALEB PUSEY.
(Continued from paye 15?.

3

George Keith, in 1702 and 1703, was Yery

troublesome in some places in America, amongst

Friends, coming to thiir meeting-houses, and un-

dertaking to speak and act with authority, as though

ho had Queen Anne's permission or direction to

impose himself when and where he pleased. These

actions and his writings against the Truth caused

Caleb Pu*ey agaiu to t:ike up his pen, and in the

year 1703 he came forth with " Proteus Ecclesias-

ticus, or Geoige Keith varied in fundamentals,

acknowledged by himself to be such, and proved

an apostate, from his own definition ; arguments,

and reasons, contrary to his often repeated false

pretensions, whereby he hath laboured to deceive

the people, telling them ho is not varied from any

fundamental principle, nor any principle of thi

Christian faith, ever since he first came among th-

Quakers. With remarks on Daniel Leed's abusive

almanac for the year 1703, by way of postscript.

"Thou which teachest another, teachest thou not

thyself." " A double-minded man is unstable in

all his ways !"

We cannot undertake to give a synopsis of this

book, which undertakes to set George Keith right

in many points of fact, as well as to prove him
wrong and very changeable in various important

doctrines. We will give but one quotation. In

page 24 of this book, after having set forth some

of the doctrinal absurdities of George, who .speaks

of the righteous as having two burying-places, one

outward and the other mystical, and that the mys-

tic burying-place was " mysteriously figured by

the burying place that Abraham purchased, where

none but those who have 400 virtues, shall be

buried;" he adds, " This is the man, that would

be accounted the great corrector of errors in other

men ; but as for himself, he is, strange confidence,

always sound in fundamentals. Monstrum, hor-

rendum ! This is the man on whom Doctor Bray,

in his printed letter, prodigally squanders this

epithet, viz., ' The excellent Mr. Keith.' Telling

the world how the field is sown here in Pennsyl-

vania, &c., by him. But 0! what a miserable

crop must needs be expected from such confused
miscellaneous seed, since where the wind is sown,
the whirlwind only is reaped. The increase or

crop of this seed, may probably well deserve thrash-

ing; but it is scarce worthy of grinding."

The palpable contradictions proven on George,
in respect to doctrine, and his frequent pervertion

of fact, as well as assertion of falsehood, stung
him to the quick. He was afraid to let it pass

unauswered, and he accordingly came forth with a

pretended reply, entitled "The spirit of railing

Shimci and of ISaal's four hundred lying prophets
entered into Caleb Pusey and his Quaker brethren

in Pennsylvania, who approve him." This book
contains much personal abuse, many reiterated

perversions of fact, and a studied avoidance of the

arguments in the " Proteus," which he could not
answer.

Caleb Pusey was soon in print again, with
" George Keith, once more, brought to the test,

and proved a prevaricator." In this, Caleb not

only uses convincing arguments to show that

George was in error, but he introduces the testi-

mony of credible witnesses to prove that he had
been guilty of open falsehood, and perversion of

trutli. This book, as far as I have been able to

discover, closed the public controversy between
them. George soon returned to England, where
he sank into obscurity, and experienced, there is

good reason to believe, not only the reproofs of

conscience, but the contempt of his fellow-citizens

for the part he had acted towards his old friends,

the Quakers. Caleb Pusey, in 1705, answered an
attack of that fiercely futile apostate from Qua-
kerism, Francis Bugg, and, in 1706, once more
came before the public, in reply to a fresh attack

of Daniel Leeds. For several years he regularly

repelled the false assertions made by Daniel, in

his almanac. About the year 1705, " Talbot," a

clergyman of the Church of England, gave notice

of a meeting he intended to hold with the Qua-
kers, to prove the charges made by Bugg, against

them. The challenge was quickly answered in a

half sheet, entitled " False News from Gath." Of
this Caleb Pusey is understood to have been the
author. After 1706, we find no traces of Caleb
as a controversialist. He, however, was not idle :

be.'ide looking after his mill, attending to his civil

duties, and many appointments in religious Soci-

ety, he found time to record many facts relative to

the early settlement of Pennsylvania, and his notes

proved of essential service to Robert Proud, when
he was preparing his History of Pennsylvania.

Caleb Pusey was often appointed by the Yearly
Meeting, to prepare epistles, and indeed he was
employed in most of the important services of

Society. At what time he was appointed an elder,

we do not know, but lie attended the Yearly Meet-
ing of Ministers in 1716, that being the first time
that any elders sat in that body. He was a cham-
pion of civil and religious rights, an advocate for

the abolition of slavery, and a firm friend of the
Indians.

Of his character his memorial says, " He was a
worthy elder in the church, being endowed with a

good natural capacity, sound in judgment, and
zealous in maintaining the cause of Truth against
contrary and contending spirits. His constancy
in attending meetings lor worship and discipline,

was remarkable and worthy of imitation. Much
might be said of his zeal and integrity for truth,

which he retained to the last; but, for brevity's

sake, let it suffice, that he was a just man, there-

fore let him be had in remembrance."
A few years before his death, he gave up his

mill, and removed to Marlborough, where his son-

in-law, that honest old rainisterof the gospel, John
Smith, resided. Here, honoured and beloved, he

spent the remainder of his days, except when ab-

sent in the attendance of his religious meetings.

His diligence in the fulfilment of his various du-

ties continued unabated.

In the Twelfth month, 1726, he was taken ill,

ad for six days his distemper was heavy upon
im. He, however, was preserved sensible to the

last. During the progress of the disease, in the

sensible evidence afforded him that the work of

his day had, through the mercy of the Lord Jesus
Christ, been accepted, and that nothing remained
for him to do; he signified to his sorrowing family,

that it was " a brave thing, to be prepared for

death." The morning before he died, his son-in-

law John Smith, inquired of him, how he was.

His answer was, that " the time was near come
that he must leave the world." John then said,

Father, I hope that is no surprise to thee." He
answered, " No, no." After this he spoke little,

that could be understood, only the expression of

a living desire, well becoming a father in Truth,
whose labours of love for the church were about
closing, " That Friends might keep their meetings
n uprightness."

His decease took place on the 25th day of the
Twelfth month, 1726, he being in the seventy-

sixth year of his age. The interment took place

Friends' burial-ground at London Grove.

(To be continued.J

Selects

BARON VON CANITZS HYMN.
Come, my soul, thou must be waking

—

Now is breakiag
O'er the earth another day.

Come to Him who made this splendour.

See thou render
All thy feeble powers can pay.

From the stars thy course be learning;
Dimly burning

'Neath the sun their light grows pale;

So let all that sense delighted
While benighted
From God's presence fade and fail.

Lo ! how all of breath partaking,
Gladly waking,

Hail the sun's enlivening light!

Plants whose life mere sap doth nourish,

Rise and flourish,

When He breaks the shades of night.

Thou too hail the light returning

—

>
Ready burning ^|

Be the incense of thy powers ;

—

!H
For the night is safely ended

;

^B
God hath tended
With his care thy helpless hours.

Pray that he may prosper ever

Each endeavour
When thine aim is good and true

;

But that He may ever thwart thee,

And convert thee,

When thou evil wouldst pursue.

Think that He thy ways beholdeth—
He unfoldeth

Every fault that lurks within
;

Every stain of shame gloss'd over

Can discover,

And discern each deed of sin.

Fetter'd to the fleeting hours.

All our powers.

Vain and brief, are borne away;
Time, my soul, thy ship is steering,

Onward veering.

To the gulf of death a prey.

May'st thou then on life's last morrow.
Free from sorrow.

Pass away in slumber sweet

;

And released from death's dark sadness,

Rise in gladness.

That far brighter Sun to greet.

Only God's free gifts abuse not,

His light refuse not.

But still his Spirit's voice obey
;

Soon shall joy thy brow be wreathing.

Splendour breathing.

Fairer than the fairest day.

If aught of care this morn oppress thee,

To Him address thee.

Who, like the sun, is good to all

;

He gilds the mountain tops, the while

His gracious smile

Will on the humblest valley fall.

Round the gifts his bounty show'rs,

Walls and tow'rs

Girt with flames thy God shall rear

;

Angel legions to defend thee

Shall attend thee,

Hosts whom Satan's self shall fear.

Arnolds Christia.

American Wool.—The statement has been {
mulgated far and wide that American wool isu^

to give that beautiful finish required for broadcU

of the best quality. It has been stated that
'

wools were longer in the staple than the forei

kinds, and were excellent for makingstrong wai,

but did not possess the necessary felting property-

I quisite for fine cloth, and for this reason a li

!

foreign wool was nei;essary. H. C. Merriamii

the last number of the Country Gentletnan, S'-

ters all such assertions to the winds, and prci

conclusively that American wool surpasses all

i eign wools for its felting properties, and for niak

;
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ful broadcloth, light or heavy. He states

merican grown wuol an J fine wool from Sax-

ive been tested, and the palm awarded to the

,-. The finest Saxony wool obtained from

jry contained only 2,400 serrations to the

diile wool obtained from samples of Aineri-

icks contained 2,55'2 serrations to the inch.

From " Tlie Leisure Hour."

Sboitcrs of Frogs aud Toads.

I sudden appearance of myriads of young

or toads, immediately after violent storms ol

Q places where none were previously observ-

3 from the earliest times attracted attention,

d to various speculations. Some have sup-

and the belief is still largely entertained,

ley descend in a shower from the sky; and

leory has gained the more acceptance because

s of trustworthiness have strenuously affirm-

t they have themselves witnessed the phe

ion. Among ancient writers traces of this

occur in Aristotle, Athenaeus, and .iElian

;

among the moderns wo luay adduce the

d Gesner, with many others of high rcputa-

ine naturalists hive imagined the possibility

1 generation or development of these little

;s in the sky; but others, while fully admit-

he precipitous fall of hos* of young frogs,

t believe that they were developed aloft, but

hey had been caught up by a whirlwind pass-

ver some extensive morass, and afterwards

itated to the ground. Cardan entertained

ca that these frogs are the result of a sort of

meous generation ; and Pison thought that

lid not fall in their true form as frogs from

:y, but that they were suddenly produced by

rtilizing action of the rain upon the clods of

;arth. He evidently doubted the " frog-

r," and sought for a satisfactory theory.

n's and Pisou's views need not, in the pre-

ay, any attempt at refutation ; but the theory

hese little frogs are raised up by whirlwinds,

terspouts ascending with a gyratory motion,

nly requires exaiuination. Here we shall

to certain communications made to the "Aca-

1 des Sciences," in Paris, in order to show the

lud the deductions to be derived from tliem.

the 13th of October, 1834, M. le colonel

ier stated that in the month of the preceding

St ho saw, in the department of the Seine and

a portion of the road covered with an in-

rable quantity of little toads about as large

I'rench bean, although a quarter of an hour

i he had not seen one in the same spot. In

terval a heavy deluge of rain had fallen, and

M. Marmier came to the conclusion that

bad fallen from the same cloud which poured

le water. But observe, M. Marmier did not

is " toad fall;" he only supposed it to have

place.

October 20th, at the Seance, or scientific

ng a communication was received from M.
;r, in support of M. Marmier's opinion. It is

tatement of an occurrence which he had

ssed in his youth. A tempest was advancing

the little town of Ham, in the department of

omme, where he then resided. He watch-

3 threatening progress, when all at once the

fell in torrents. He then saw the Place

Ville covered with small toads. Astonished

eir appearance, he stretched out his hand,

received the shock of many of these ani-

The courtyard of the mansion was equally

ning, and he saw them fall upon a slated roof

ebound thence on the pavement. Afterwards

eral migration of these creatures to the ad-

t streams took place, a few bruised stragglers

were there found. I say/ro^s, for from the green

colour of the back, the whiteness of the under sur-

face, and the length of the hind quarters, it was
easy to recognise them."

We might here multiply similar statements ; but

we will now turn to Koesel, a learned naturalist,

whose personal observations on the subject in ques-

tion are worth attention. After commenting on

the asserted " frog and toad-showers," he gays :

" Now it happened to myself that, whilst taking

a walk in the country, a sudden storm came on,

aud I hastened to a wood close by, to seek shelter

under a beech. I felt something which fell upon

my head, and at the same time I perceived that

the earth all around me was covered with little frogs.

I thought for the instant that these animals bad

fallen with the rain. In order to assure myself of

the truth, I examined my hat and found that the

slight shook I had experienced was produced by

the end of a dry branch which remained upon it.

The sun having re-appeared, I pursued my way,

observing as I went a multitude of little frogs,

which, in order to escape from the heat of the sun,

soon disappeared altogether. I could not conceive

how so great a number of animals could possibly

appearand disappear so suddenly ; but I satisfied

myself by my research that all had placed them-

selves for shelter under stones and the tufts of herb-

age."

Here we think we have a clue to the mystery.

Let the following particulars be taken into con-

sideration :—First, the time of the year in which

these presumed showers of frogs make their ap-

pearance corresponds with the season in which they

put oiT their tadpole condition, and scatter them-

selves often in myriads over the fields, and the

lanes and roads adjacent to the waters in which

they were bred. Secondly, in June, July, and

August, especially on the continent, there is often

a continuance of drought and a burning sun. The
earth is cracked and fissured in every direction;

the herbage bends languidly ; and under this, and

in these fissures or chinks, or under clods and

stones, the little reptiles crouch concealed, in order

to escape the sun's rays. But let a sudden storm

of rain come on, and instantly the ground seems

alive with them. Refreshed and invigorated, they

hop about in every direction, and either regain

their native waters, or return to their lurking-places.

Thirdly, a genial shower without a storm produces

the same phenomenon as was observed by M. Du-

meril, once in the environs of Amiens, and at an-

other time in the marsh-lands near Marbella, in

Spain. In the latter instance, the reptiles were

ttle tree-froijs, with which the dress of theob-

only remaining. "Whatever," adds M. Peltier,

"may be the difficulty in explaining the transport

of these reptiles, I do not the less insist on the fact,

hich from the surprise it caused mc has left a

profound impression on my memory." The cele-

brated M. Arago remarked that the author of this

communication was too well known by his scientific

aboursforit to be supposed that he had carelessly

observed the circumstances of the fact which he

narrates.

At the same meeting, M. Dumeril produced a

communication of a similar nature from a lady of

high attainments, and one of a family of great

scientific eminence. " I was driving with my hus-

band," she remarked, "in the park of the Chateau

d'Orgnois, near Senlis, which we inhabited. It

was then about midday, when the thunder growled

deeply, and all on a sudden the day was obscured

by an enormous black cloud. We immediately

hastened along the road to the chateau, from which

we were then at a considerable distance. A thun-

derbolt of extraordinary force burst the cloud which

poured upon us a torrent of toads mixed with a

little rain."

On the 28th of October, a communication to

the scientific meeting was received from M. Huard,

to the effect that as he proceeded to church at Jouy,

in the month of June, accompanied by some

friends, the party was overtaken by a storm, dur-

ing the continuance of which he saw toads fall

from the sky, and received them upon his um-

brella. The ground for a considerable space was

covered with a prodigious quantity of little toads,

which hopped about in all directions. At the

same meeting M. Gayet holding an official station

under the minister of commerce, stated in a letter

that, in the summer of 1794, being one of a body

of 150 men cantoned in the village of Lalain, the

party was overtaken, about three o'clock in the

afternoon, by a sudden fall of rain, in such abun-

dance, that the men, to escape being drenched,

were obliged to resort for shelter to a large cave.

But what was their surprise when they beheld

fallin"' on the ground about them a considerable

nuiuber of toads, of the size of a hazel-nut. M.

Gayet, disbelieving that these little reptiles fell

with the rain, stretched out a pocket-handkerchief,

assisted by one of the men, as high as they could

hold it up ; in a very short time h received a num-

ber of the toads, many of which were yet in a tad-

pole state.

M. Duparque, at the same meeting, made the

following communication. On a Sunday in An
gust, 1804, after many weeks of drought and heat

and after a stifling morning, a storm burst over the

village of Freuiard, near Amiens. He was then in 1 server was covered,

company with the curh of the parish. In travers- It is thus that we account for the phenomena,

in" the small close which separates the church ! The reptiles are not showered down along with the

from the parsonage-house they were both drenched; raindrops, but are called forth from their conceal-

but, as he adds, "what surprised me luost was to

receive upon my person a number of \M\& frogs.

' It rains toads,' said the venerable ciiri, remarking

my astonishment; 'but this is not the first time

ment by the rain.

What, then, are we to say with regard to the

testimony of persons of integrity, who declare that

they have witnessed these frog or toad showers ?

that I have seen the like.' A great number of ' Caii we discredit them? Let it be remembered

these reptiles were leaping on the ground ; and on I that the storm or heavy shower is always described

gaining the parsonage-house, we found the floor
|

as sudden, local, and soon over; the air having

fnundated with water and frogs, for tlie window
|

been previously dry, the wind calm, the heat great;

facing the storm had been left open. The ground I but no whirlwind i j described which may be sup-

was paved with close brick-work, so that the ani-
[

posed capable of drawing up the animals and keep-

raals could not have emerged from the earth ;, ing them in aerial suspension. It is a sudden

while(seeingthat the bottom of the window frame
I

thunderstorm, produced by electrical changes in

was about two feet and a half from the ground) '"^ -'" "' '''" -*—i^-- T<„.iH»=

they could not have gained entrance from the out-

side by leaping. Moreover, the room was separa-

ted from the entrance-hall by a large dining-room,

having two windows wide open, but not opposed

to the direction of the rain, which therefore they

did not enter; consequently neither water nor frogs

the upper currents of the atmosphere. Besides,

how happens it thit the frogs falling from so great

an elevation are not all dashed to pieces by the

shock ? A frog thrown from the top of St. Paul's

and alighting evea on tolerably soft ground, would

not hop about with much alacrity the next mo
ment. What then would be the result of its fall
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ing into a market-place paved with boulder stones,

or upon the slutea of a roof? How then, we re-

peat, are we to reconcile this with the testimony

of intelligent and trustworthy persons, who assert

that they have witnessed the phenomenon ? We
answer, that they have been misled by deceptive

appearances ; that the shocks they felt were pro-

bably caused by heavy rain drops ; and that if they

received these reptiles on their clothes, etc., it

was not from the skies, but from the overhanging

banks, bushes, or trees around them.

Correct observation is an art requiring practice

and a certain tact which all do not possess. Hence
the story of the barnicle-gooso produced from a

certain kind of sea-shell, as has been asserted by
many very learned men, who have declared them-

selves eye-witnesses of the whole process. Thus
is it that the want of this aptitude for judging

correctly has led to many errors. Among undis-

ciplined minds there is a vagueness in noting facts,

appearances, or occurrences, the result being a rash

and illogical deduction. "It is strange," says

Dumeril, " to find in our day such a prejudice re

maining amongst men of general good information,

who go so far as to say that they have themselves

seen these showers of frogs." We do not think

so. Men of good general information are not al-

ways without their weak points, and having form-

ed, however hastily, an opinion, arc apt to cling

o it with a tenacity which no efforts of reasoning

can overcome.

For " The Friend."

'While Catharine Evans and Sarah Cheevers were
imprisoned in the Inquisition at Malta, they were
frequently threatened with punishment for refusing

to comply with the orders of the Friars. On one

occasion a monk told Catharine she should be

whipped, quartered and burnt that night, and her

companion, too. She told him she did not fear;

the Lord was on their side ; and he had no power,

but what he received, and if he did not use it to

the end the Lord gave it to him, the Lord would
judge him. At these words they were struck

dumb, and went away. These sufferers for the

Truth looked for little else than to be put to death,

expecting for several weeks they should bo led to

the stake ; but they were fully resigned, and given

up to what the Lord might permit. Some who
came to see them, would pity them for not turning

Catholics; but others showed their hatred, by
crying that they must be burnt; calling out,

" Fuoco, fuoco," (fire, fire.) When for many days

together, they were in expectation of being burned,

Catharine had a dream, in which she saw a large

room, and a great wood fire in the fire-place, and
by it a person sitting in a chair, in the form of a

servant, whom she took to be the Eternal Son of God.
She also saw a lovely babe, sitting in a hollow

chair over the fire, having on no clothes, but a

little fine linen about the upper part of the body,

and the fire flaming around it, while the infant

was playing and appearing very happy. She would
then have taken it up, for fear of its being burned,

but he that sat in the chair, bid her let it alone.

Turning around, she saw an angel, and then ho

that sat in the chair, bid her take the child, which
she did, and found it had no harm. Awaking,
she related the dream to Sarah, and desired her not

to fear, since the heavenly host thus followed them.
In a letter to a friend, Catharine says, " The

time is too little for me to disclose the twentieth

part of the terrible trials ; but whensoever we were
brought upon any trial, the Lord did take away
all fear from us, and multiplied our strength, and
gave us power and boldness to plead for the truth

of the Lord Jesus, and wisdom of words to stop

the mouths of the gainsaycrs. Then they would
say we had not the true faith, but we had all vir-

tues. Dearly beloved, pray for us that we fall

not, nor fail, whereby our enemies may have any
advantage to rejoice and say, we served a god that

could not save us, and called upon a god that

could not deliver us ; as if we were like them, to

call upon stocks, stones, pictures and painted walls,

and dead things that cannot hear, see, nor speak.

Tell all our dear friends, fathers and elders, the
pillars of the spiritual building, with the rest of
our Christian brethren, that wc do desire their

prayers, for we have need of them."
The apostles of the Lord Jesus desired the bre-

thren to pray for them ; and so these devoted mi-
nisters of the same gospel, notwithstanding the

evidence granted them of divine support in the

hour of close trial, were at other times made sen-

sible of their weakness, and their need of the fer-

vent prayers of the righteous. If any are so strong

and confident in their own attainments, as not to

be sensible of the importance and necessity of the

travail of their brethren and sisters for their sup-

port and preservation in the Truth, it is a pretty

certain sign that they have become exalted above
it, are losing, if they have not already lost true

christian humility, and are in great danger of fall-

ing away. When people are sensible of their own
frailty, and properly clothed with the fear of the

Lord, they will have a low estimate of themselves

and their experiences, and will be led to desire

the help of their brethren and their prayers for

their safe standing. They cannot lightly esteem
the religious concern and services of their brethren,

while they see themselves in the true light, and
the dangers that surround them. The church of

Christ is composed of living members, bound to-

gether in the fellowship of suffering and tender

sympathy, as well as in love one to another, which
qualifies them to weep with them that weep, and
to rejoice with them that rejoice, when their Lord
and Master reigns.

eparations.

For " The Friend.'

I am quite of the mind that the sentiment ex-

pressed by Thomas Wilson, in the conference with

G. Keith and his followers in Philadelphia, "is
well worthy for friends every where to bear in

mind, where he says, that if he, and his company
were sound in faith and doctrine, and men of God,
they should have kept up their testimony for the

Lord in (he meeting ; and if there must have been
a separation, such unsound men or persons, would
have gone away from Friends, as those did formerly,

of whom John said, 'They went out from us, be-

cause they were not of us,' " &c. This language
was no doubt used by Thomas Wilson, in right

authority on that occasion. But is it not equally

worthy for Friends to remember, that what has

been rightly spoken, at one time, and on one oc-

casion, may not be the most suitable counsel, at

another time, and under different circumstances.

When our early Friends were awakened to a

sense of their own situation, as individuals, and
the corruptions among the several religious

denominations, with whom many of them had as-

sociated under profession of worship, they did

not find their peace to consist in bearing or " keep-

out of, may there not be eireums'ances undei
the peace, the safety, and even the very ex
as a religious body, of those who are awuk(
a sense of the corruptions in society—may
in their meeting together, separate and apai
those who have so gone back ? and then ic

ing up their testimony for the truth, where ^

not be overborne and trodden down 'I

It is remarked by Eobert Barclay, in hi

logy, l(3th Proposition, " Itis the life of chi

ity taking place in the heart, that makes a ehi

and so it is, a number of such, being alive,

together in the life of Christianity, that i

church of Christ : and it is all those that ar

alive and quickened, considered together, tha
the catholic church of Christ : therefore wb
life ceaseth in one, then, that one ceaseth t

christian : and all power, virtue, and aut
which he had as a christian, ceaseth with ii

And as it is of one, so of many, yea, of a

church : for seeing nothing makes a man t

christian, but the life of Christianity, ini

ruling in the heart, so nothing makes a (

but the gathering of several true christiat

one body. Now, when all these members loi

life, there the church ceaseth to be, thougl
still uphold the form, and retain the name.

Maryland, Second mo. 10th, 185G.

For " The Fri

West-town Boarding-School.

It must be a pleasant circumstance to t

rents and the friends of the children pla^

West-town School, that they have enjoyed i

uninterrupted health so far, through the p
session, a favour which calls for gratitude ;

Heavenly Protector. The caretakers are f

much labour and anxiety when health prevail;

the scholars have the advantage of a conti

prosecution of their studies, by which they

up one with another and the classes are unbi

Ihe ground being covered wilh snow has fun
the pupils ample opportunity for healthful ex

with their sleds, during the intervals betwee

hours for study ; which has probably contribu

their vigour ofbody and mind. The mercury ha;

as low as from six to nineteen degrees below

and frequently but few degrees above it, so

the winter since the first of the year has

mostly very cold.

A general repair throughout the school 1

ing, which has been in use nearly fifty-

years, has contributed greatly to the defen

he inmates from the cold of the exterior a

phere, particularly the putting in of new wii

sash throughout the house. The exehan

eamphene for gas light relieves the ofEcers

the disagreeable business of trimming lamps

obviates the danger from that imflammable 1

while the gas affords a far superior light, i

duced into every apartment where it is ne

Notwithstanding the coldness of the wcatbei

supply of gas has been regular, except for a

part of one evening, which shows the close ;

tion paid to the wants of the school. Evei

eommodation to promote the comfort and heal

the pupils, which can reasonably be expecti

such an establishment, is provided and looking up their testimony for the Lord in the meet
ings to which they belonged" in the midst of the Iter by the interested superintendent and mt
confusion, by which they were surrounded, but t

We believe few such institutions will furnish

they felt drawn in spirit to " come out from among real comfort, and carry out more effectually,

them," and to meet together with those who, like! West-town School, the object of a guarded e

themselves, embraced the truth in the love and
simplicity of it.

So likewise in this day of degeneracy, when
there has been a going back towards that, out of

which, our early Friends were drawn by an Al-
mighty hand, and felt bound in spirit to come

tion in the different branches of learning pro|

to be taught there. The vivacity and uni\

cheerfulness of the scholars of both sexes, an

general observance of the rules, afford the

that the benefits of a boarding school educatic

in good measure attained.
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ile engaged in the pursuit of learning, it is

lortant that sound leligious principles should

jleated by reading the Holy Scriptures, and

ritini's of our experienced members, and

ued by a consistent example on the part of

retakers. Perhaps no external means opc-

uore effcctuiilly to implant correct thought,

ent and action, than the circumspect de-

iutand conversation, and the kind, affection-

entions of those, with whom' children con-

T mingle. They adopt very commonly the

rs, and imbibe the sentiments of their ma-

iends sooner or later, if these persist iiiva-

in the path that leads to life, and thereby

hat they regard christian purity and perfec-

i the highest, and nio:?t desirable attainment,

in this path alone that the immortal spirit

preparing to till up while here, the sphere

fulness which the Great Creator designs it

leeting for divine worship, composed of 250

;n of both sexes, sitting in a serious, becom-

)sture, is a beautiful sight, and must often

i the minds of their governors and tutors

ffectionate solicitude for their real welfare,

•e may safely believe that Ho who said,

r the little children to come unto me and

them not," is faithful to watch over them,

n them of evil, to draw them with the cords

a to himself, and as they give up to his in-

ons to enamour them with the Truth, the

)f great price, and gradually enlarge their

with the knowledge of the mysteries and

cries of his gospel. To be in any degree

mental in preparing children to become mem-
nbe church of Christ here on earth, to be a

&)the Lamb's army, and in their turn to be

(ed by him in gathering the next rising

tion into the same church; is the highest

r here, and will bo crowned in the world to

with joy unspeakable and full of glory.

f that bo wise shall shine as the brightness

! firmament, and they that turn many to

>Ujness, as the stars for ever and ever."

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH 23, 1856.

have given place in the columns of the pre-

amber to a communication from an unknown
jondeut upon " separations" in our religious

r ; in which the query is put, whether " there

ot be circumstances under which " separation

e necessary" for the peace, safety, and even

ry existence as a religious body of those who
wakened to a sense of the corruptions in so

? We cannot unite with some of the views

ted in the es>ay, believing as we do that the

lents expressed by Thomas Wilson on the

t, and which are quoted approvingly in it,

iphatically true, and applicable not only to

rcuinstances under which they were origi-

' called forth, but also to those of the pre-

re certainly is no analogy between the set-

ip or first organization of the iSooiety of

Is, and the separations or divisi'ins among
jnibers within the Society as established.

early Friends had been educated in or

in membership with some one or other of

irious religious sects of their day, all of

were, both in profession and practice, farbe-

e standard of doctrine and conduct held up
New Testament : and when those early con-

vere "awakened to a sense of their own situ-

13 individuals, and saw the corruptions of the

several religious denominations," and also the

purity and spirituality of the gospel dispensation,

they rightly withdrew from religious communion
with all others; and being brought by the Lord
into fellowship one with another, under the au-

thority of his Holy Spirit, they associated them-

selves together as a new society, not uuder the

name or profession of any of those denominations

from which they had separated, as Episcopalians,

Presbyterians, JJaptists, &c. but under the new
name of Friends. For this new Society, whose
faith was "primitive Christianity revived," the

Great Head of the church was pleased to institute

a church government and discipline consistent

with the pure principles and testimonies given to

it to maintain ; and from that time to the present,

it has been as much the duty of the members to sup-

port the one as the other. In proof of this, we find

that from the beginning, faithful Friends, who, as

T. Wilson says, "kept up their testimony for the

Lord in their meetings," have always laboured with

those members who, under whatever plea put forth,

have violated the discipline, or withdrawn them-
selves from the organization and authority set up
in the Society; and where meetings have disre-

garded the order, or set at naught the discipline,

it has always introduced their well-concerned

members, and often others, into difficulty and

suffering, as in the case of New England, prior to

1845, and others which have occurred in the

Society ; while on the other hand, hundreds of

those who went off in the Hicksite schism, were

disowned, not upon the charge of unsoundness in

faith, but " for attending meetings set up contrary

to the order and discipline of our religious So-

ciety."

A principle that admits of a portion of the mem-
bers "meeting together separate and apart" when-

ever they may believe that another portion of their

fellow members are "going back towards that out

of which our early Friends were drawn," once sanc-

tioned by the Society, would soon break up all our

meetings and destroy its existence. The separa-

tists in Ohio alleged in substance that they were

obliged to take the course they did in order to main-

tain "their testimony for the truth where it will

not be over-borne or trodden down."

The quotation from R. Barclay is taken from

where he is demonstrating that the gift of gosp,

ministry is not transmitted by succession through

an impure channel, or false church, and not to

inculcate the idea that real Christians are not to

be in church membership with any, who fall below

the standard of true Christianity. His description

of the church of Christ is most true; but as that

church is made up of living members from among
all denominations, so we have no account of any

denomination or visible church composed of such

members only. Of the twelve apostles one was a

traitor, and in the primitive christian church, there

were those whom the apostle pronounced carnal,

" Whereas there is among you envying, and strife

and divisions, are ye not carnal and walk

men :" these were addressed by him as members
of the church at Corinth, but they could hardly be

considered as members of the mystical body of

' Christ, and the apostle failed not to labour with them

to bring them to a sense of their error, but did not

I advise their fellow members to separate from them.

The spirit in which he laboured, and the estima-

tion in which he was held, is shown, when in

pleading with some who appear to have been exalted

in imagination, respecting their own standing and

attainment, he says, "Now ye are full; now yi

are rich; ye have reigned as kings without us

and I would to God ye did reign, that we also

might reign with you. W^e are fools for Christ's

sake, but ye are wise in Christ ; we are weak, but

ye are strong
;

ye are honourable, but wc are
despised." " Bciiii; dcfamid, wc entreat : we
are made as the filth of the earth, and are as the

oH'scouring of all things unto this day."
It is true, as Barclay says, that where all the
members lose this life, there the church ceasetU

to be, though they still uphold the form and retain

the name ;" but we may bo greatly deceived in sup-

posing such a state of things to exist, for he also

11 observes, the true church " may not be ob-

vcd even by some that are members of it, yet

may there notwithstanding many belong to it;" as

hen Elias complained that he was left, alone; God
answered unto him, " I have, reserved to myself

:n thousand men who have not bowed their

knees to the image of Baal ;" whence the apo.-stle

argues the being of a remnant in his day."

We believe that what we want in order to bring

us back to a healthy condition is individual faith-

fulness, and a willingness to suffer patiently for the

blessed cause, though, while doing so, we may be

esteemed, as the apostle was, by those who are full

and rich and reign as kings, to be fools, and despi-

cable, and as the offscouring of all things; then,

to use again the language of Thomas Wilson, be-

ing sound in faith and doctrine we would keep up
our testimony for the Lord in our meetings, and
if there must he a separation, unsound men or per-

sons would go away from Friends as tho.se did for-

merly of whom John said, "they went out from

us because they were not of us."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—The steamship Canada which left Liver-

pool on the 2d inst., arrived at Halifax on the 17th.

She brought no intelligence of the missing steamer
Pacific, which sailed from Liverpool on the 23d ult.

The despatches of the Russian government completing
and confirming the telegraphic announcement of the
acceptance of Austria's propositions, were received at

Vienna ou the 23d ult., and a courier immediately con-
veyed them to Paris and London. A memorandum em-
bodying the propositions, had been signed at Vienna,
and sent to Paris and London. The signing of the pre-

liminaries, prior to the opening of the Conference, only

awaited the arrival of the Turkish Plenipotentiary.

Baron Brunow and Count Orloff are the Russian Pleni-

potentiaries. Ld. Clarendon represents England ; Count
Buol, Austria; Waleroski, France ; Dervish Pacha, Tur-
key j and the Marquis D'Azeglio, Sardinia. It was re-

ported that the (Conference would meet in Paris on the

17th inst. It is stated that Prussia refuses to agree to

the conditions exacted by the Allies preliminary to her

admission into the Peace Conferences, and that conse-

quently she will be excluded from the Conference, but

be invited to sign the final deed of settlement. The
London .Morning Advertiser has the following announce-
ment:—" Wo regret to hear that at an interview which
Lord Clarendon and .Mr. Buchanan had together at the

foreign office on Tuesday, very angry words passed be-

tween them, relative to the Central American question."

Letters from the Baltic speak of mild weather, and the

partial opening of navigation. The ice was breaking

up. No events of moment had occurred in the Crimea.

Liverpool Market.—the sales of cotton for the week had
reached 85,000 bales at an advance of ^d. Flour and
grain had considerably declined. Prices were irregu-

lar, and the market dull. Western Canal flour was
quoted at 37«. ; Ohio, 40«. The London money market
was more stringent. Consols, m\ a 9o|. The British

Parliament was opened by the Queen in person, on the

31st ult. The Earl of Derby said that he considered

the Royal speech as very bare, cold and meagre. Ho
conceived that the government had violated a law of the

United States, in tue attempt to enlist men, and hoped
an apology would be ofl'ered such as could be received.

The Earl of Clarendon defended the government, but
asserted the whole difficulty was capable of a peaceful

solution, and no slight was meant by not mentioning

.\merica in the speech from the throne.

MEXICO.—At the latest dates, anarchy and confu-

sion prevailed throughout the country, aud the party

opposed to the new government, was in a state of in-

surrection. Puebia had fallen into their hands, but the

insurgent forces under Uraga had been defeated by thj

government troops.

UNITED STATES.—Con^rMj.-The Annual Report
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of the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, was laid be-

fore the Senate. Weller, of Cal., introduced a bill pro-
viding for an overland mail, from some point on the

Mississippi river, to San Francisco. The Committee on
the Judiciary has been instructed to consider the ex-

pediency of the appointment of a commission to revise

the public statutes so as to reduce them to one connect-

ed text, and render their language plain to all. Sum-
ner presented the resolution of the Massachusetts Legis-

lature, complaining of the unconstitutionality of the

Fugitive Slave Law, and calling on the President to

take effectual measures to protect the sovereign people

against outrages in Kansas. The subject of reduciu]

the charges for ocean postage, has been referred to th

Post Office Committee. In the House, the President',

Annual Message and accompanying documents were re

ferred to the Committee of the Whole on the State of

the Union. A similar reference, after debate, was given

to the Special Message on the state of affairs in Kansas.
Kansas Affairs.—Oa the llth, the President issued a

proclamation in which, after reciting some of the d

gers impending over the territory, he calls on the c

zens, both of the adjoining and distant Slates, to ab-

stain from intermeddling in its local concerns, admon-
ishing them that its organic laws are to be executed,

and that illegal interference will incur condign punish-
ment. In several of the Southern States, large com-
panies of armed men, officered and disciplined, were
preparing to go to Kansas, and a formidable invasion
from Missouri was expected, as soon as the spring open-
ed. The leaders of the Free State party in Kansas,
have called urgently upon their friends in the Northern
States for assistance. On the 14th, Governor Shannon
arrived at Washington, and, after consultation with the

Executive, left on the 16th on his return to the scene of

difficulty. A despatch from Washington states that the

U. S. troops at Fort Leavenworth and Fort Kiley, 12U0
in number, have been placed at his disposal, if a resort

to extreme measures becomes needful. A. H. Reeder
has presented a memorial to the House of Representa-
tives, contesting the seat of J. S. Whitfield as delegate

from Kansas. It states that the pretended election of
Whitfield was absolutely void, and that he was elected

by non-residents and other illegal votes.

A'ete Joj-i.—Mortality last week, 377. The foreign

imports entered since First mo. 1st, 1856, amounted on
the 16th inst., to §35,983,965. The exjiorts during the

same period, to §8,716,205. There were, a few days
since, about one hundred and fifty vessels over due,

many of them passenger ships. On the 16th, the steam-
er Quaker City, of the New York and Savannah line,

sailed for Liverpool nith the mails, in place of the miss-

ing steamer Pacific. She took only seven passengers
and little or no cargo.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 254. There were
32 deaths from consumption, 16 from scarlet fever, and
20 from small-pox and varioloid.

California, dates to the 21st ult. The mines con-
tinued to yield their regular supply, which is estimated
at about four and a half millions per month. Consid-
erable rain had fallen within two weeks, much to the

satisfaction of the farmers, who had been unable to

plough for want of sufficient moisture. Preparations
were making for sowing an unusual amount of wheat.
The accounts from Oregon state that more fighting had
taken place with the Indians at Walla-Walla ; the U. S.

troops engaged lost 23 men, killed and wounded; the

Indians, it is supposed, a much larger number. An ex-

tensive coal range had been discovered on the coast of

California.

The Islh7nus.—Affairs in Nicaragua were quiet. The
Walker government had recalled Parker H. French, and
suspended diplomatic relations with J. H. Wheeler, the

U. S. Minister, in consequence of the refusal to receive

French by the U. S. government.
The Weather.—We place a few more items on record,

showing the unusual severity of the winter. At Buf-
falo, N. Y., on the 13th inst., the thermometer stood at
13° below zero, a violent gale had been blowing for the

previous 48 hours. The railroads were blocked with
snow, and no trains had arrived for two days. At Oswego,
N.'Y., the fall of snow in the early part of the month,
was so great that no stores were opened, or newspapers
published for three days. The streets in many parts of
the city, were impassable, the snow lying from four to

ten and twenty feet in depth, and in some places the

drifts were thirty feet deep. The average depth in the
roads, was from six to eight feet. On the I4th, at Bal-

New York paper says, " The ice, which has so long
blockaded the entrance to Long Island Souud, has cut
off all our regular water communication with Boston,
both by steamers and sailing vessels. In consequence,
the business of our manufacturing commission mer-

1

chants is seriously incommoded, as they are entirely
unable to procure their supplies from the factories.

Their stocks on hand have run down to a very low
point, and some of them have now no goods at all to

sell." On the 13th, the thermometer was 20° below
zero, at Pittsburg. The last mail from Salt Lake re-

ported the snow, fifteen feet deep on the plains. The
westward bound mail was unable to proceed, and had
returned to the frontiers. The most intense cold has
been experienced in Minnesota. At Fort Snelling, the
temperature for some days ranged from 27° to 33° be-
low zero. One soldier had been frozen to death, and
others had suffered severely. About four weeks ago, a
pair of horses, with an open sleigh, came up to the
door of a tavern on the prairie, in the southern part of
Minnesota, from the direction of St. Paul, and the land-
lord, on going out, found the bodies of five men frozen
stiff in the sleigh. At Pembina, in lat. 49°, the tempe-
rature had fallen to 52° below zero. Many horses and
cattle had perished from the cold.

Miscellaneous.—Slavei-y Question in the U. S. Supreme
Court.—'ihe U. S. Supreme Court has, before it, a case
from Missouri, involving— first, the right of citizens of
slaveholding States to carry their slaves into non-sl
holding States for a temporary sojourn there, without
the loss of their right of property in such slaves

; and
next, the constitutionality of the Missouri compromise
as involved in the question of the right of Congress tc

legislate with reference to slavery in the United States

Wild Rice in Minnesota.—The wild rice of the swamp:
in Minnesota, has produced an abuudant crop this year
and upon this myriads of ducks and geese fatted noti

the water froze up. The Indians also made great use
of wild rice. It has been sown in Connecticut, and
duces weU.

Slavery. — A. bill declaring that any will, freeing

slaves, shall be null and void, so far as the manumis
siou is concerned, has passed the Senate of the State of

Georgia.

Fejee Islands.—The U. S. sloop of war John Adams,
in the Seventh month last, went to these Islands, to

inquire into some alleged cruelties committed by the

natives on American seamen, and to demand indemnity
for the plunder of American vessels. The demand not
being complied with, the John Adams burnt five of their

towns. It is stated that the Islanders then submitted,

and that Americans residing on the Islands, are consid-

ered safe.

Senator from Maryland.— Oa the 14th inst., Anthony
Kennedy, "American," was elected U. S. Senator for six

years, from Third mo. 4th, 1857.

Destruction of a Light House.—The light-house at Pen-
goteague, was swept away on the night of the 2d inst.,

gether with three men, who were in it at the time.

Delaware River.—The river was measured last week
from the slip at Vine street, to the wharf at Cooper's
Creek, and found to be 2858 feet wide at that point.

Shipwrecks.—A letter from Capt. Freeman, of bark
Yarmouth, Boston, dated Gibraltar, January r2th,says,
that there were nineteen vessels, including two Ameri-
can ships, ashore in Gibraltar Bay, twenty-five between
Cadiz and Cape Trafalgar, and one hundred between
Cape de Gat and Cadiz. The number of lives lost was
reported to be five hundred. Capt. Freeman's vessel

went ashore in Gibraltar Bay, in the gale of the 8ih
ult., her keel was forced out, she was broken amidships,
and would undoubtedly be condemned.

Vessels at the Principal Seaports.—There were, on the

9th instant, in port at New York, 713 vessels
; at Boston,

3; at Philadelphia, 65 ; and at Baltimore, 92; and
the 1st instant, at Charleston, 65 ; at Savannah, 50

;

Mobile, 85 ; and at New Orleans, 298 vessels.

G-rain and Flour Receipts.—The receipts of Canadian
grain at Oswego, N. Y., for 1855, were 9,459,172 bushels

nst 5,592,423 for the previous year. The receipts

of Canadian flour in 1855, were 224,643 barrels, against
167,267 barrels in 1854.

The Progress of Chicago.—In 1840, its population was
4479; in 1845, 12,088; in 1850,28,260; and in 1853;
2,028. Last year more than two and a half millions

of dollars were expended in building.

A Costly Building.—The cost of the new State House
n Columbus, Ohio, is said to have been §1,583,886.
Rumored Safety of the Pacific.—li is stated (doubtfully)

ou the strength of private despatches received by the

Canada, that the Pacific is safe, having put back into

iver Shannon, in Ireland.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Rachel Hoag, per G. C. C, N. Y., §2,

vol. 29
; from S. T. House, Pa., per C. J. A., §2, vol. 29

;

from R. K. Williams, Va., $2, to 18, vol. 30; from H.

Knowles, agt., N. Y., for Jos. Collins, §2, vol. 29
Jesse Kirk and Elisha Kirk, 0., §2 each, vol. 29.

THE WESTERN SOUP SOCIETY.
We are requested to call the attention of the rea

"The Friend" to the fact that the funds of thii

Institution are nearly exhausted, owing to the
severe weather, and increased demand for soi

bread among the poor. The managers would beg
for further contributions to their funds, which r

sent to William Biddle, Cor. of Eleventh andArcl
M. C. Cope, No. 286 Filbert street,

M. L. Dawso.v, N. E. Cor. of Seventh & Wab
Samhel L. Baily, No. 252 Chesuut street.

WANTED.
A situation is desired by a young man, a Frienn

has some knowledge of business, and can wi

hand. He is willing to make himself generally i

to his employer,-and has some knowledge of the 1
'i

business, not so particular about the compensat'i
to obtain suitable employment. City preferred.

Inquire at Friends' Bookstore, No. 84 Arch st.

FRIENDS' BOARDING-SCHOOL AT WEST-T(,;

The Winter Session of the School will close on ;'l

day, the 4th of Fourth month, and the Summer S \

will commence on Second-day, the 12th of Fifth !|

next.

Those members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting q

intend sending children to the school for the 6ui|

session, will please make application for their adm
on or before the 1st of Third month, to Joseph!
don, Superintendent at the school, or to Joseph
tergood, Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, Philade

The parents of those children now in the sch

also please notify the Superintendent whether thi

to return next session.

West-town, First mo. 28th, 1856.

Friends' Boarding-School for Indian Children,:

Tunessassah.

Two women Friends are wanted at this Institut-

assist in the family.

Also, a man Friend to aid in carrying out the-

cern for the improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph EtKisrf

377 S. Second ill

Thomas Evass,
'

Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st, 1855. ISO Arch i (

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department i

Institution.

Application may be made to either of the undersi

members of the Committee.
Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del

Thomas Evass,
Samuel Bettle, Jr.

ilada.

Died, at his residence in Smyrna, N. Y., in the

year of his age, John W. Knowles ; a member of Sr

Particular and Monthly Meeting. Although residi i

a considerable distance from the place of nieetiii; i

he was a diligent attender thereat, and was an cs.

of plainness and simplicity, being a consistent be i

in the doctrines and testimonies of Friends. H- i

the many trials meted out to him with much fir; I

and resignaiion, and they tended to turn his iiiii
'

the fountain of all good, and to deepen him in S| i

things. His disease caused him much suffering, i

he bore with patience and resignation, s.iying tli -

had endeavoured to examine closely how it stood I

him, and that he found very little in his way. In <

sion to the difficulties existing in the Society, I^

marked that Friends had great need to be enf

divested of self, in order to be qualified to judg?

pecting them. He quietly passed away, and, thij

he mercy and redemption of Christ Jesus, hn <

doubt not, entered into rest.— , on the 15th ult., Elizabeth Price, of

Chester, Pa., in the 58th year of her age; a mem! i

Birmingham Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, on the 10th inst, at the residence of hiff

ther, near Salem, N. Jersey, J. R. C. Sheppard, i J

;3d year of his age.
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Manry's Wind and Carrent Charts,

iry's " Wind and Current Charts," which
ilroudy accomplished so much for the im-

nent of commerce and navigation, were pro-

only a very few years since. The plan was,

act tlie experience of numerous navigators,

ting the winds, currents, storms and calms

ley had encountered or observed in different

)f the ocean, and at different seasons of tlie

Then, by marking down on a map the

of tiieir several vessels, with the winds,

ts, &o., encountered by each, we would have
b which would be a valuable guide for future

tors, giving them the results of the corn-

experience of all whose tracks were thus

i out. This chart might be so constructed

bow at a glance from what quarter the ma-
rould prohahly find the wind to prevail in

rt of the sea for any month, and the degrte

probability, also the set and velocity of the

ts, the variation of the needle, &c.

irbaps it might be the first voyage of a young
tor to the given port, when his own personal

!nce of the winds to be expected, and the

Is to be encountered by the way, would it-

I blank. If so, there would be the wind
irrent chart. It would spread out before

le tracks of a thousand vessels that had
2d him on the same voyage, wherever it

be, and that, too, at the same season of the

"Thus the young mariner, instead of

I
his way along until the lights of expel

lould come to him by the slow teachings of
irest of all schools, would here find, at once,
I had already the experience of a thousand
;ors to guide him on Ids voyage. He might,
re, set out upon his first voyage with as

ionfidence in his knowledge as to the winds
rrents he might expect to meet with, as

he hira.self had already been that way a

id times before."

hile the young ship-master would be placed
oting with the oldest sea-captains in this

,
the aged might see in these charts also

ages made in their young days spread out
them. There, on the chart, was the ship's

her track, the year ; and, by the colour and
of the line,* the month might be told.

! time of year in every part of the vessel's course,
ited, by drawing the line representing her track
ent colours for the different seasons—blaclc for
green for spring, red for summer, and blue for

and by using a continuous line ( ) for the

There, on that day, in that latitude and longitude

these charts would remind the old sailor that h(

had encountered a terrible gale of wind ; there,

that be had been beset with calms ; how here,

with fair winds and a smooth sea, he had made a

glorious run : here, he had first encountered the

trades ; and there lost them. At this place, he
had met with a ' hawsing current;' here, the winds
were squally with rain ; and there, it was he had
been beset with fogs ; here, with thunder storms

"Such a chart could ncit fail to commend itself

to intelligent ship-masters, and such a chart was
constructed for them. They took it to sea ; they

tried it, and to their surprise and delight they

found that, with the knowledge it afforded, the

remote corners of the earth were brought closer

fngether, in some instances by many days' sail.

The pa-isage hence to the equator alone, was short-

ened ten days." The average time from the United

States to California, was reduced from 183 to 13,5

days
; and the average passage from England to

Australia, frotu 124 to 97 days.

It has been estimated that this system of re-

search and the charts resulting from it, will occa-

sion an annual saving in the commerce of this

country with California, South America, China,

and the East Indies, on the outward passages

alone, of two and a quarter millions of dollars;

that when the system is extended to the Ind

Ocean, it will produce an annual saving to British

commerce of one or two million dollars in those

waters alone, and in all seas, of ten millions.

As illustrating the favourable opinion of prac-
tical navigators, respecting the labours of Lieut.

Maury, we extract the following from a communi-
cation published in the N. York Commercial Ad-
vertiser, of the 30th of last month. The writer

signs himself "An Old Salt," and says he has seen

'many a gallant ship riding smoothly at anchor

in her destined harbour, whose commander has ac-

knowledged in terms of unqualified praise, the as-

sistance he has received from the elegant and cor-

rect charts, the handiwork of Lieutenant Maury,
of the National Observatory at Washington.
Wherever our flag floats there Maury's charts arc

to be found in the racks of our merchant marine,

and he who knows the backwardness of our mer-

chant captains to receive as truth anything ema-
nating from the United States or any other navy,

knows well that no higher tribute can be paid to

that gentleman.

"Let any one, having even a remote idea of the

trackless ocean, look upon one of these charts and

see there the courses of hundreds of ships marked
out, their speed, directions of the winds at all sea-

sons of the year, and how distinguishable all these

tracks are from one another by their different

colours and characters, and he will understand how
the least educated of our merchant captains may
comprehend them and apply them to his daily

first month of each season, a broken line ( ) for

the second, and a dotted line ( ) for the third.

Thus the Twelfth month, being the 6rst winter month,

is represented by a continuous black line
;
the Fourth

month (the second spring month) by a broken green

line; the Eighth month (the last month of summer) by

a dotted red line ; the Ninth month by a continuous blue

line, and so on.

course. Has a ship made a certain voyage, which
a mariner proposes to sail upon, in a remarkably

quick time in a certain month? these charts have
that voyage clearly marked out and the mariner

has nought to do but pursue that track. My
quickest voyage around the world was in last year,

by the help of such a chart, and on arrivitig liome

it grieved me to find that the country was about

to be deprived of the services of a man,* than

whom, in my opinion, none has accomplished the

fifiieth part as much in the same period.

" In conclusion I may safely say that my voy-

age was shortened thirty days by his diligent re-

search, and that hundreds of merchant captains

may be found who will join with me in expressing

hope that he may be replaced to continue those

useful labours that, even though in their compa-
rative infancy, yet have furnished such eminently
advantageous sailing directions."

When the intention of constructing the " Wind
and Current Charts" was announced, and mariners

were invited to furnish the requisite information,

there was a flight up into the garrets, and a

ransacking of time-honoured sea-chests in all the

maritime communities of the country for old log-

books and sea-journals;" and it was from data

gleaned from such records that the first charts

were compiled. All the tracks that could thus be

collected at the time, were projected, "and one

was surprised to see how they cut up and divided

the ocean off into great turnpike-looking thorough-

fares." There was the road to China and to Aus-
tralia, around the Cape of Good Hope; it and the

road to South America, and that to the Pacific

around Cape Horn, " were one and the same un-

til the navigator had crossed the equator into the

South Atlantic. Here, there was, in this great

highway, a fork to the right," leading to W'm

Janeiro and other ports of ]5razil. "A little far-

ther on you came to another on the left: it was

the road by which the Cape of Good Hope was to

be doubled." It struck off into the broad Atlan-

tic almost directly east, while the right hand road

continued on southward, nearly in its former

course until it doubled Capo Horn. " There was

no finger-board or other visible sign to guide the

way-farer, but, nevertheless, all turned off at the

same place."f
" This outward road to India and the gold fields

of Australia, was a crooked one, but the road home
from the Cape was straight ; for the winds along

it were fresh and fair. But the outward-bound

route from the United States especially, was most

It seemed, on the chart, to be as well

beaten, and almost as well defined, as any Indian

trail through the wilderness. First, it struck

* According to the Advertiser, their correspondent is

nder a wrong impression : the services of the projector

of the "Wind and Current Charts" nro to be retained

by the government, and " he is reappointed exclusively

to that very duty for which he has shown himself so

tly qualified, and in the prosecution of which he

has achieved such just fame for himself and bis coun-

try."

f The author, of course, speaks here comparatively.

lese " turnpike-looking thoroughfares" were in places

one or two hundred miles in width, though in other

parts of the ocean much narrower—and the turning

varied in proportion.
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across the Atlantio until it reached the Cape Je

Verd Islands on the other side; then it took a

turn, and came back on this side again," nearly

to the coast of Brazil. " Here, there was another

turn, and another recrossing of the broad ocean,

striking this time for the Cape of Good Hope."
Thus tlie great highway from the United States

to the Indian Ocean and the East, nearly crossed

the Atlantic three time?, while the homeward
route crossed it but once, the latter passing indeed

within a few hundred miles of St. Roque, but avoid-

ing entirely the great western sweep to the coast

of Southern Brazil, and the eastern detour to the

Cape de Verd Islands. "All the vessels that sailed

went by one road, and returned by the other.

Now and then, there was a sort of a country cross-

road, that was frequented by robbers and bad men
as they passed on their voyage from Africa to the

^Yest Iin/iis and back. But all the rest of the

ocean on the wayside, and to the distance of hun-

dreds of miles on either hand, was blank, and

seemed as untravelled, and as much out of the

way of the haunts of civilized man, as are the so-

litudes of the wilderness that lie broad off from the

emigrants' trail to Oregon. Such was the old route.

" Who were the engineers that laid out these

highways upon the sea, and why did traders never

try short cuts across the blank spaces? There

was neither rock, nor shoal, nor hidden danger of

any sort to prevent; why did not traders, there-

fore, seek to cut off these elbows in the great

thoroughfares, and, instead of crossing the Atlan-

tic three times on their way to the Cape of Good
Hope, cross it only once, as they did, coming
home ?"

In answer to this question, it was found that

the early navigators, from Europe to the east,

upon reaching the vicinity of the Cape de Verd
I^'lands, and approaching the equator, were driven

over by the winds towards the coast of Brazil.

Tims, was the route to the Cape of Good Hope
first laid out; and "as one traveller in the wild-

erness follows in the trail of another, so did the

trader ou the high seas follow in the wake of those

who led the way." And so, when the first voyages

wore undertaken from the United States to the East

Indies, it was thought most prudent to join the re-

gular route from Europe to the Cape as early as

practicable, and they aimed to fall in with it about

the Cape do Verd Islands. There was also a tra-

dition of dangerous currents north of St. Roque,
sweeping to the westward, along the north coast of

Brazil; and each navigator preferred to sail along

the rouie written down in the books, and to fol-

low in the wake of his predecessors, rather than

risk untried paths. The investigations projected

by Lieut. Maury, have proved that the currents

just alluded to are scarcely worth the name, at

least that little or no danger is to be apprehended
from them; and accordingly mariners now speak

of them as the " bugbear of St. Roque."
When the first " Wind and Current Charts"

were published, the attention of navigators was
called to the blank spaces ; and the importance of

more extensive and more accurate observations

than the old sea-journals contained, was urged

upon them. Tlicy were told that any ship-master,

who would send to the National Observatory at

Washington, regularly, at the end of every cruise,

an abstract log of his voyage, containing accurate

observations of the winds, currents, &c., encoun-

tered, would receive in return a copy of the Charts

and Sailing Directions.

"The quick, practical mind of the American
ship-master took hold of the proposition at once."
" So in a little while, there were more than a

thousand navigators engaged day and night, and
in all parts of the oceaiij in making and recording

observations according to a uniform plan, and in

furthering this attempt to increase our knowledge
as to the winds and currents of the sea, and other
pheuomcna that relate to its safe navigation and
physical geography." "Important results soon
followed, and great discoveries were made. These
attracted the attention of the commercial world,
and did not escape the notice of philosophers

everywhere." "All who use the sea, were equally

interested in the undertaking. The government
of the United States, so considering the matter,

proposed a uniform system of observations at sea,

and invited all the maritime states of Christendom
to a conference upon the subject.

"This conference, consisting of representatives

from France, England, and Russia, from Sweden
and Norway, Holland, Denmark, Belgium, Portu-
gal, and the United States, met in Brussels, Au-
gust 23, 1853, and recommended a plan of obser-

vations, which should be followed on board the

vessels of all friendly nations, and especially of

those there present in the persons of their repre-

sentatives. Prussia, Spain, the free city of Ham-
burg, the republics of Bremen and Chili, and the

empires of Austria and Brazil, have since offered

their co-operation also in the same plan.

"Thus the sea has been brought regularly within

the domains of philosophical research, and crowded

with observers. In peace and in war, these obser-

vations are to be carried on ; and, in case any of

the vessels, on board of which they are conducted,

may be captured, the abstract log—as the journal

which contains these observations is called—is to

be held sacred."
" Rarely before has there been such a sublime

spectacle presented to the scientific world : all na-

tions agreeing to unite and co-operate in carrying

out one system of philosophical research with re-

gard to the sea. Though they maybe enemies in

all else, here they are to be friends. Every ship

that navigates the high seas with these charts and

blank abstract logs on board, may henceforth be

regarded as a floating observatory, a temple of

science. The instruments used by every co-ope-

rating vessel, are to be compared with standards

that are common to all ; so that an observation

that is made anywhere and in any ship, may be

referred to and compared with all similar observa-

tions, by all other ships, in all other parts of the

world.

" But these meteorological observations which

this extensive and admirable system includes, will

relate only to the sea. It is a pity. The plan

should include the land also, and be universal. It

is now proposed to have another and general me-
teorological Congress; and the initiatory steps,

by way of counsel, for calling it together, have

been taken, both in England and on the continent.

It is to be hoped that this country will not fail to

co-operate in such a humane, wise, and noble un-

dertaking. It involves a study of the laws which
regulate the atmosphere, and a careful investiga-

tion of all its phenomena."
This system of research as applied to the ocean,

has already developed many interesting facts and
principles, and has given rise to what may almost

be considered a new branch of science, which

Humboldt has called TuE PnYsiCAL Geoorapuy
OF THE Sea. Under this terra is included, ac-

cording to Lieut. Maury, " a philosophical account

of the winds and currents of the sea; of the cir-

culation of the atmosphere and ocean ; of the tem-

perature and depth of the sea ; of the wonders

that are hidden in its depths ; and of the pheno-

mena that display themselves at its surface." It

is from Maury's work on this new and fruitful

subject, published about a year since, that the

present article is chiefly compiled, and we propose

occasionally to make further selections frc

interesting volume. The author says that j

has been " to present the gleanings from tl

field in a manner that may be interesting

structivo to all—whether old or young, as

afloat—who desire a closer look into ' the i

of the great deep,' or a better knowledgd
its winds, its adaptations, or its physici

graphy." His style is for the most part agr

and at times quite pleasing; but it is

diffuse, more especially in the frequent rep

of the same ideas. We may, therefore, in t

posed selections, occasionally omit a word orj

or make some slight verbal change, not ini

by the quotation marks; for which libert

general acknowledgment may suffice. L

From Old Humphrey's Pc

A leaf from the Book of affliction.

The closer we connect our earthly object

our heavenly hopes, the greater will 1

peace ; and the clearer we discern the hand
heavenly Father in our daily concerns, tb
shall we reverence him, love him, and live

glory.

But not only as the general fountain of al «

ness should we regard God as the bestower o ii

gifts which more directly come from him, as 1

intellect, or knowledge of ouiselvcs as siuM

pentance, faith, peace, and joy; but also i

lesser benefits we receive from our fellow cti\ r

for the hearts of all are in his holy hands, ;

moves them according to his will. A habil

tributing the kind offices of those around
j

marily to God's goodness, will not lessL i

thankfulness to those through whom we i

:

them.

" God moves in a mysterious way
His wonders to perform,"

And employs different agents. By an an

comforts Hagar; by a raven supplies the w s

Elijah; sends a man of God to benefit the
}

of Zarephath, and a captive Hebrew maidc 1

Naaman, the Syrian, may be healed.

I want, if I can, in an humble, carncs i

grateful spirit, to impress the mind of my r I

by a recent instance in my own experience, I

advantage of connecting earthly and he;i

things; and of acknowledging God's goodn
the kind attentions and friendly offices of .i

dear to us.

It sometimes happened that during my wl
ings in the vast, the silent, and solitary strip

the Highlands of Scotland, some years ago,
f

reduced to great straits by wcarine.'^s, hungc l

thirst, the recollection of which is still vil

my memory. AVhile noting down these reir

scenes of an impressive character come bad]
me, where the eagle and ptarmigan haur

towering crags, black cattle spread over the J

wild deer roam the forest, and black cools

moorfowl abound on the heaths and hills, i

and then a kilted Highlander tending his)

fishing, or crossing a river in a boat, imp.ii

added interest to the surrounding objects. J;!

Ben Maedhui, Ben Gloe and Ben Nevis, alsii

before me, with big Benmor, gigantic Shehi

bulky Ben Cruachan, and storm riven Ben (

Loch Tunmel, Loch Rannoeh acd lonely it

Lydock, appear to be visible with the dark ((

ing pass of Killicrankie, and that glen of e

shut up by its craggy barriers, gloomy Gl«

in which the clan Macdonald were raurdere^

Well, though I had much to enjoy, I ha li

as before intimated, at times something to ei i

for high mountains are not ascended, and ex |t

straths and swamps traversed without t.jl
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ours together I was wet to the skin, and

jdeep in the watery bogs. On two or three

se occasions, when spent with toil, sicli at

with hunger, and feverish with burning

1

1 found at the little inns I came to, such

"xpected and an abundant supply of com-

ia the shape of dry clothes and good cheer,

tied forth my surprise and thankfulness.

t the things, however, which afforded me
liar relief and pleasure, were the cool and

Lble jams and jellies that were set before

Lirable profusion. Whether this arose from

liausted and feverish state, or whether these

ves and sweetmeats were really superior to

iUg of the kind I had ever before tasted, I

, say; hut the enjoyment they afforded me
rcat, and left a lasting impression on my

jn early stage of my present illness, which

had reason to believe would be unto death

ght as I lay in bed in pain, greatly subdued

arely afflicted with uuassuagable thirst, the

lembrance of these Scotch preserves came
ne so forcibly, as to produce a morbid and
,'ssible wish, once more, to taste them. Ilav

Jie kind Caledonian friends, whose faces 1

yet saw, residing in an old Hall, and doubt

t that they were provided with the dainties

dently longed for, I caused a letter to be

sed to them making known my desire. No
was this done, than I regretted the step

by me, thinking it might be regarded as a

e request, and too familiar a liberty ; it was,

er, too late to correct my supposed error.

iUt the time that I expected the letter to

its destination at " Powder Hall," a loud

rap at my own door announced the arrival of a

bearing a white wicker hamper, which, on
opened, was found to contain a liberal sup-

jams and jollies of varied kinds, and of the

t quality. I feasted my eyes with the

d pots of preserves ranged side by side.

they were, strawberry, raspberry, red cur-

^ooseberry, marmalade, and a pretty little

jujube. For my kind friends to send them
was a favour of which I was very sensible;

dispatch them with such promptitude, and,

marvellous alacrity, was an attention that

effected me. A near relation of the old hall

,
residing with them, as though she must

e way or other have a share in the sending
friendly hamper, forwarded me a neat and
1 flower stand, worked in leather, or gutta

; and, soon after the hamper's arrival, in-

ivas made, at the request of the worthy head
family himself, whether the preserves ar-

vithout injury, evidently with the view of
ng an accident, had any occurred, to pre-
isappointment on my part,

think not, reader, that the kindness of my
was limiied to the sweetmeats; they sent
a book, suitable to my state of affliction,

;r with sweet letters, from time to time, of
wn ; and hymns, the reading of which often
i me at even-tide. The letters were not
)f commonplace communications, too fre-

y written to sick people, wherein serious-
id eolemnity are put on for the occasion,
sts of holy Scriptures are ostentatiously
i to the eye, rather than lovingly com-
1 to the heart ; but chastened, mature, and
:nocd epistles of christian piety, setting
iiithfully solemn scriptural truths, as well
uises of divine consolation, showing, with
lire to minister to the comfort of the perish-

|y;
a yet greater anxiety for the welfare of

Jying soul.

;, then, was the link uniting earthly with

heavenly things, and pressing on my considcra

tion the goodness of God, even in the lesser events
of life. I was just in the frame of mind to ena-

ble me to get good from book and letters. Again,
I say, that the closer we connect our earthly ob-

jects with our heavenly hopes, the greater will

be our peace; and the clearer we discern the hand
of our heavenly Father in our daily concerns, the

more shall we reverence him, love him, and live

to his glory.

0, the unspeakable consolation of the presence
of God in seasons of affliction! Well, may we
pray that " the peace of God which passelh all

understanding," may "keep" our "hearts and
minds in the knowledge and love of God, and of
his Son, Jesus Christ our Lord." In such sea-

sons, with an humble, broken, contrite, and grate-

ful spirit, we call to mind our mercies, and our
language is, "Bless the Lord, my soul, and all

that is within me, bless his holy name. Bless the

Lord, O my soul, and forget not all his benefits :

who forgiveth all thine iniijuities; who healeth

all thy diseases ; who redeemeth thy life from
destruction; who crowneth thee with loving-

kindness, and tender mercies." Psa. eiii. 1-4.

The kindness of our friends may be regarded as

a brook by the way, to comfort us in our pilgrim

course ; whose stream becomes the more refresh-

ing when we believe that the fountain whence it

flows, is the love of our heavenly Father, who
gave his Son to die for sinners ; and it is no trifling

alleviation to know, in the midst of our afflictions,

that they proceed from the same Almighty source
of goodness and mercy, and are sent for our advan-
tage. Whether, then, wc enjoy or suffer, " the

grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, the love of God,
and the fellowship of the Holy Ghost," should be
the subject of our daily thoughts; thus uniting

our passing interests with our everlasting expec-
tations.

Help me, Lord, in all my infirmities; forgive

all my transgressions; and abundantly increase

my love and knowledge of him, whom to know is

eternal life.

My grovelling spirit, in thy mercy raise
;

Let holy objects to my heart be given,
Th.al fiiith may mingled be with prayer and praise,
And all my earthly ends with hopes of heaven.

Lord, let me see thy hand thro' life and death,
Where'er abroad my wandering feet may rove;

And humbly serve thee till my latest breath,
And love thee with an everlasting love.

For "Tho Friend."

"A Mght Scene in London,"

[Under this heading the editor of " Household
Words" describes what he one night witnessed

outside of the White-chapel workhouse :]

On the 5th of Eleventh mo., last I, the conduc-
tor of the journal, accompanied by a friend well

known to the public accidentally strayed into

Whitechapel. It was a miserable evening, very
dark, very muddy, and raining hard.—There are

many woful sights in that part of Loudon, audit
has been well known to me in most of its aspects

for many years. We had forgotten the mud and
rain in slowly walking along and looking about us,

when we found ourselves, at eight o'clock, before

the workhouse. Crouched against the wall of the

work-house, in the dark street, on the muddy
pavement-stones, with the rain running upon
them, were five bundles of rags They were
otionless, and had no resemblance to the human

form. Five great beehives covered with rags

—

five dead bodies taken out of graves, tied neck and
heels, and covered with rags—would have looked
like those five bundles upon which the rain rained

down in the public street.

"What is this?" said my companion; "what ia

this?"

"Some miserable people shut out of the casual
ward, I think," said L

[The writer then describes his inquiries in the
workhouse. He found that the women were shut
out simply because the house was full.]

We went to the ragged bundle nearest the work-
house door, and I touched it. The rags began to

be stirred slowly within, and by little and liitle a
head was unshrouded—the head of a young woman
of three or four and twenty, as 1 should judge,
gaunt with want, and foul with dirt, but not natu-
rally ugly.

"Tell us," said I, stooping down, "why arc you
lying here?"

" Because I can't get into the workhouse."
She .spoke in a faint, dull way, and had no curi-

osity or interest left. She looked dreamily at the
black sky and the falling rain, but never looked
at me or my companion.

" Were you here last night?"
"Yes; all last night, and tlie night afore too."
" Do you know any of these others ?"

" I know her next but one ; she was here last

night, and she told she come out of Essex. I don't
know no more of her,"

" You wore here all last night, but you have not
been here all day ?"

"No; not all day."
" Where have you been all day ?"

" About the streets."

" What have you had to eat ?"

" Nothing."
" Come," said I, " think a little. You are tired

and have been asleep, and do not quite consider
what you arc saying to us. You have had some-
thing to cat to day. Come ! think of it."

"No, I haven't Nothing but such bits as I
could pick up about the market. Why, look at

She bared her neek, and I covered it up again.
" If you had a shilling to get some supjier and

a lodging, should you know where to get it ?"

" Yes, I could do that."
" For God's sake got it, then."
I put the money into her band, and she feebly

rose and went away. She never thanked me,
never looked at me, melted away into the miser-
able night, in the strangest manner I ever saw.
I have seen many strange thing.s, but not one that
has left a deeper impression on my memory than
the dull impassive way in which that worn out heap
of misery took that piece of money and was lost.

One by one I spoke to all the five. In every one
interest and curiosity were as extinct as in the
first. They were all dull and languid. No one
made any profession or complaint, no one cared to

look at me, no one thanked me. When I came to

the third, I suppose she saw that my companion
and I glanced, with a new borrow upon us, at tho
last two, who had dropped against each other in

their sleep, and were lying like broken images.
She said she believed they were young sisters.

—

These were the only words that were originated
among the five.

Increasing the Size of Flowers.—A horlicullur-

ist of the suburbs of Versailles, in studying the
physiology of the vegetable kingdom, conceived the
idea that the smallness of certain plant.s—the vio-

let, for example—was owing to an atmospheric
pressure too great for their delicate organs. Hav-
ing fixed this idea in his mind, the florist conceived
the notion of putting his idea into practice. Pro-
viding himself with a small balloon, rendered suflS-

ciently tight to prevent tho escape of any gas, he
launched it into the air, having attached to it a
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silken cord twelve hundred metres long. Instead
ofa car, the balloon sustained a flower-pot of Parma
violtts. This experiment has been going on about
two months with the most wonderful results, in

the shape of yiolets as large as Bengal roses. It

is expected that the above experiment may be turn-

ed to some account.

For " The Friend."

Early Anti-Slaverj Advocates.

BENJAMIN LAY.

(Continued from pogo 180.)

The residence of Benjamin and Sarah Lay in

the Island of Barbadoes, could not have exceeded

one or two years. They tLcn sold out their stock

of goods, and returned to London, where they

were residing in 1722, in which year Sarah paid a

leligious visit to Friends in Ireland. We have
little account of what Benjamin did for some years.

But we gather that his testimony against slavery

was growing deeper, and more energetic. He
remembered the scenes of sufl'ering he had wit-

nessed, and pecuniary gain and the influence of

a slaveholding society, no longer tended to blind

the moral eye, or blunt the tender susceptibility

of nature.

In the year 1727, George the Second was
crowned king of England, and Benjamin believed

it would be right to do in his case, as he had done

for his predecessor. In waiting on the king with

a copy of Milton's pamphlet, he was admitted to

an interview with the queen also. At what time

he loft London we do not know, but he had be-

come reconciled to his Friends there, and was a

member in unity. In 1730, he wag with his

family living in Colchester, his native town. For
some cause or other, he was again involved in

difficulty with the Society of Fr^end.s, and it ap-

pears this time to have been with the Two Weeks'
meeting at Colchester. In 1731, he determined to

remove to Pennsylvania. Although "under deal-

ing," and not having made "satisfaction" to

Friends for the cause of oflence he had given, he
attended Colchester Jlonthly 3Ieeting towards the

close of that year, and requested a certificate of

membership fur himself and wife to Friends in

America. It appears that he was not a member
of that meeting, yet on the 4th of the Twelfth
month, a certificate wa.9 granted him, addressed
" to Friends and Brethren in Pennsylvania, Phi-

ladelphia, or wheresoever these may come." The
certificate states his ofl!cnce to Devonshire House
meeting, and mentions that he had given that

meeting satisfaction, and adds " that he had of late

behaved himself as becomelh the Truth." His
wife is noticed as a minister and serviceable Friend.

This certificate was evidently granted without due
consideration.

With this certificate they took passage for Phi-
ladelphia, in the ship Elizabeth & Dorothy, com-
maudi.d by Captain John Beeves, which brought
news from Loudon, to the 0th of Second month,
1732, and reached her destination on the 8th or

Dth of the Fourth month. Sarah attended the
Seventh-day Morning Meeting on the 10th, and
her services appear to have been acceptable to

Friends. On the 30th, Benjamin attended Phi-
ladelphia Monthly Meeting, and produced their

certificate, which was read and returned to him,
he stating they had not determined where to fix

their abode. On the 28th of Fifth month, he
produced the certificate again to the Monthly JNleet-

ing with information, that he intended to settle in

the city of Philadelphia, whereupon the reception
of the certificate was noted on the minutes. Soon
after Benjamin Lay had sailed for America, it was
spread abroad in England, that he had taken a

certificate of membership with him. Anxious that

Friends in America should not be imposed on, the

Friends at the Quarterly Meeting at Colchester, held

on the 12th of the Fourth mo., 1732, made a minute,
setting forth the irregularity of the proceedingiu the

case, and shortly after the Two Weeks Meeting at

Colchester, prepared an epistle on the same sub-

ject, both of which were forwarded to the Monthly
Meeting of Philadelphia. These documents show
conclusively that he was not in unity with Friends,

and that they did not consider him entitled to a

certificate of membership. It is possible that Ben-
jamin Lay had a portion of that spirit which does

not like to make concessions. Earnest, enthusias-

tic, and liable from constitutional excitement to

go wrong, he probably found it no easy matter to

confess himself in error. He may have thought,

that professing the principles of Friends, living an

exemplary life, and being permitted, for want of

the strict enforcement of the discipline, to attend

the sittings of Colchester Blonthly Meeting, they

might send him away as a member to any meeting,

within the verge of which he should settle. When
the Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia received

the communications from Colchester, showing the

irregularity of the certificate granted, it appears

to have been perplexed to decide what to do. No
notice was taken at first on minute, and a private

correspondence with Friends of England on the

subject, took place. They esteemed Sarah Lay,
and they did not wish to shut up her way amongst
them. So the matter rested for some time, Ben-
jamin taking no steps to be reconciled to his

Friends in England, and continuing to reside in

Philadelphia. Whatever may have been the kind
of store kept by Benjamin Lay in Colchester, he

was a bookseller in Philadelphia, and advertised

in the Eighth and Ninth months of 1732, a large

collection of books. Among those enumerated,

we find large and small Bibles, Testaments,

psalters, primers, horn-books, book of Martyrs,

Josephus and Eusebeus' Church Histories, the

doctrinal works of Penn, Barclay, Fox, Burrough,
Howgill, Whitehead, and he adds most ancient

Friends' writings, Sewell's History, History of

England, Juri-divino, Seneca, and Epictetus,

books of Arithmetic, Mathematics, Astronomy,
Trigonometry, Whiston's Euclid, &c. "Also, a

parcel of wool or worsted combs and wool cards,

with other English goods, near Andrew Bradford's,

in Second street, Philadelphia."

In the meantime, Benjamin Lay's testimony
against slavery, and his vehement zeal in the mat-
ter, was violently on the increase. In the ship in

which he came from England, were sailors, who
had been in the Guinea trade, and they, when
drunk, gave such horrible details of the abuse in-

flicted on the negroes, as fastened to the trade a

more awful and bestial character, than Benjamin
had ever imagined belonged to it. When he
reached Pennsylvania, and found many Friends

engaged in slaveholding,—the importing had pre-

viously been forbidden by discipline—his excite-

ment against them knew no bounds. He found

the writings of some against slavery, circulating

amongst Friends, and doubtless those of William
Southeby and John Farmer were among them,
along with those of William Burling, of Long Is-

land, andllalph Sandiford, of Upper Dublin, Phi-

ladelphia County. Ralph Sandiford had published

his " Brief Examination of the Practice of the

Times," a sharp reproof of slavery, in 1729, and
was in a poor state of health, his mind being dis-

eased, and his bodily strength declining. Benja-

min Lay was delighted with the writings of San-
diford, and visited him on his death bed several

times.

Benjamin Lay, at this time, was so much absorbed

by the subject of slavery, that he introduced
;

j

all occasions, and of course he soon met will [

position. He grew tired of the city, wherl
found the members of the Society whose pr

[

pies he venerated, were, by holding slaves, ',

nected with a system, which he considered ii I.

tably associated with robbery and outrage, i,

purchased a few acres of ground, about six ii\

north of Philadelphia, within the limits of Alj,

ton Monthly Meeting. He probably occupied
t,

of 1732 and 1733, in preparing this for his h(
\

planting an orchard, and having a cottage b |',

which is said to have resembled a cave. H I

ther planted walnut trees near by the housed

erected the house near some already growing.
|)

removal probably took place in the year 1'..

On the 9th of the First month, 1734, he cam
}

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, and having),

formed the Friends assembled, that he and i

family had removed to settle at Abington, I.

quested a certificate of membership to that Mo i.

ly Bleeting Anthony Morris and John Br!,

hurst were appointed to make the usual inquii

concerning him. It was now necessary to ac

'

the information received from England. At ':

next Monthly Meeting, the Friends appointei

his request, reported that there was an obst j-

lion to granting a certificate, and mentione'i

the meeting the communications received i\

Colchester Quarterly and Two Weeks Meeti

;

The papers were read, and after consideration
;

meeting informed Benjamin that he could hay l|

certificate from them until the obstruction \

removed. In other words until he had bec;i

reconciled to his Friends in England, where j

had been a member, and obtain a regular C;-

ficate from thence. This they recommended >ii

to do, but the advice was not acceptable, and'i

rejected it. :

In the year 1734, Colchester Two Weeks' M ;

ing sent a certificate for Sarah Lay, which j

accepted in Philadephia. Her husband was'ji

much irritated at this separating man and wifi'i

he called it. Near the close of 1735, Sarah i

was released by death from her many afficti,

amongst which no doubt the undue zeal of :

husband, and his contentious opposition tom^

valuable Friends must be enumerated. The ,

Select Meeting she attended was the 6th of :

Tenth month, that year. We will here sub

a brief memorial of her, issued by Abinji

Monthly Meeting.
[

"About the latter end of 1735, died Sarah 3i

late wife of Benjamin Lay, of Abington. 5

was born in Rochester, in the county of Kent i

Old England, about the year 1677, and was

vinced of the principles of Truth in her youii

years. She had a gift in the ministry bestoil

on her, in which she was serviceable; and trf-

led in that service, with the concurrence of )

Friends, in her native land, and in Scotland ji

Ireland; as also to some adjacent parts of i

continent. Her service therein was acceptr!.

Aged about 58 years ; a minister, about 23. J

was buried at Abington."
j

(To be continued.)
|

The Raining y/ff.—The island of Fierro is«

of the most considerable of the Canaries, ail

conceive the name to be given it upon this acco I|

that its soil, not affording as much as one dro i

fresh water, seems to be iron. There is m '

island neither river nor rivulet, nor well, '

spring, save that only towards the seaside t s

are^some wells, but they lie at such a dist;!

from the city that the inhltbitants can make not

thereof. But the great Preserver and Susti

'

of all, remedies this inconvenience in a way st •
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linary that man will be forced to acknowledge

16 gives in this an undeniuLile demonstration

wonderful goodness. For in the midst there

ree which i's the only one of the kind, inas-

as it has no resemblance to any of those

n to us in Europe. The leaves are long and

w, and continue in constant verdure, winter

uramer, and the branches are covered ^Yith

id which is never dispelled, but resolving into

isture, causes to fall from its leaves a very

water, and in such abundance that the cis-

wliich are placed at the foot of the tree to

?e it, are never empty, but contain enough to

y both man and beast.

UNCLE ISIIAM.

! Episcopal Recorder says :—The following very

iful lines were hiintled to us, as written by a lady

irth Carolina, on the death of an aged negro ser-

They are well worthy of study, both from their

sic merit, and from the manner in which they

op some of the least, observed, but most important

•es of the relations on which they touch.

ess is left to love us here—the good old man is

gone ;

till he points us to the Rock he loved to rest upon
;

ess to warn us what to do, aud what to leave un-

done
;

till lie animates our souls the Christian's race to

But Saviour I when we draw towards Thee, his words

salute our ear :—
the Lord—we cannot get too

So lilie some sweet confiding child, he loved on Thee

With thy own robe of righteousness so folded round bis

breast,

That even Death's dread arrow, fell as hurtless by tliy

fes, and not as one who

And when before the mercy-seat we sometimes dare to

So poor in spirit, that the sense of want is all we feel,

Thy quickening Spirit bids us ask : Dear Saviour, let

Still more like him—for then, wo shall

more like Thee 1

Fie, for shame, man ! will you read the sen-

tence against him and condemn yourself ? Away,

away, and substitute some other to give sentence

srnd judgment."

"No, register," said the fearfully hardened

man, " I will obey the law, and give sentence my-

self according to mine office."

He did so; delivered him to the secular power,

who on the very same day led the blind boy to the

place of execution at Gloucester, together with one

Thomas Croker, a poor bricklayer, condemned also

for the like testimony of the truth ; when both, in

one lire, most constantly and joyfully yielded their

souls into the hand of the Lord Jesus.—£iujlUi

Martyrotoijij.

loved to as a happy childugh years h

loves play

—

ived the garden, loved the corn, and loved the new
mown hay

;

lade a pet of everything by Nature's bounty given
;

loked on Nature as herself the work and gift of

heaven.

daily fed liy his old household

leet the cup in loving child-

ugh years we sa

band—
lead stooped lo

hood's hand,

by this utter helplessness we saw him sorely tried,

jowed in sweet humility before the Crucified.

law him robed in holiness—we saw him filled with

ill who dwell

reigns above
;

ath the skies—for hii

his soul was feasting on the bread of life

jp that flows with hea-drinking of the blessed

venly wine.

saw him silent, fearing still to speak the holy name
when the Spirit bade him spread abroad the Sa-

iaw his withered arms upraised, we heard h

nest prayer,

; every soul upon the earth his Saviour's grace

might share.

beard his gospel messages—we heard his glorious

Psalm
iraises ! praises evermore to God and to the Lamb 1

in his silent ecst.asies we saw the tear-drop stand,

lose dim eyes he could not reach with his poor

palsied hand.

God hath wiped those tears away, that hand hath

power to hold

waving palm of victory, the thrilling harp of gold
;

brow that looked all meekness here, now wears a

radiant crown
t evermore before the throne of glory boweth down I

! seem to tread the narrow path

miss their touching

miss him when
alone

—

miss his filly spoken words,

tone

every chord within his breast was so attuned by

love,

miss the music of his voice as we would miss a

niss him when a blessing comes, we wish with him

to share,

when a fiery trial comes, we miss his fervent

prayer

;

Martyred Blind Boy.

In the reign of "JJloody Mary," of England, when

the good Bishop Hooper was about to be burned

to death, a blind boy, by much importunity, pre-

vailed on the guard to bring him to the bishop.

This boy had lately suffered imprisonment in Glou-

cester, for confessing the truth. After the bishop

had examined him concerning his faith and the

cause of his imprisonment, he looked on him stead-

fastly, tears standing in his eyes, and said, " Ab,

poor boy, God hath taken from thee tliy outward

sight, for what reason he best knoweth : but he

hath endued thy soul with the eye of knowledge

and faith. God give thee grace continually to

pray unto him, that thou lose not that sight; for

thou shouldest then be blind both in body and

soul."

The boy's name was Thomas Dowry. How often

or how long ho had endured imprisonment for the

truth's sake, is not known ; but on his final ex-

amination ho was brought before Dr. Williams,

Chancellor of Gloucester, sitting judicially with the

register of the diocese in the consistory, near the

south door of the cathedral church, who adminis-

tered the usual articles, chiefly urging that on

transubstantiation, and saying

—

"Dost thou not believe that after the words of

consecration spoken by the priest, there remaineth

the very real body of Christ in the sacrament of

the altar?"

"No," answered the blind boy, " that I do not.''

"Then," said the chancellor, "thou art an here

tic, and shalt be burned. But who taught you

this heresy ?"

"You, Master Chancellor."

"Where, I pray thee?"
" Even in yonder place," replied the boy, turn

uing and pointing with his hand towards where

the pulpit stood. 'The chancellor again inquired

—

"When did I teach tiiee so?"

Dowry answered, "When you preached there

(naming a day) a sermon to all men as well as to

me, upon the sacrament. You said the sacrament

was to be received spiritually, by faith, and not

carnally and really, as the papists have heretofore

taught."

The shameless apostate answered

—

" Then do as I have done, and thou shalt live,

as I do, and escape burning."

The bliud boy said

—

"Though you can so easily dispense with your-

self, and mock God, the world, and your conscience,

yet will I not do so."

"Then God have mercy upon thee" rejoined

the chancellor; "for I will read the condemnation

sentence against thee."

"God's will be fulfilled'." answered the young

martyr.

Hereupon the register, being moved with the

scene, stood up, and said to the chancellor

—

Selected.

First month, 1820. Daniel Wheeler says, " Wo
often wonder how you are going on in England,

whether you are sharing in any degree our cold

winter. I sometimes think yours must have been

more severe than for several years past, as the

wind has been between north and cast for the

greater part of the last three months. I cannot

possibly describe what we have had to encounter

here; the llussians say, there has not been so

severe a winter since the year 1800. It came

upon us all at once ; in the beginning of the Tenth

month, we could not get the plough into the

ground, aud we were shortly driven off altogether.

The quantity of snow is great, and where it ha

drifted, it is very deep indeed, and the frost has

been intense. This night we have twenty degrees,

and it has been as low as thirty-one degrees by

Iteaumer's scale, 37^ below zero, Faht. I was in

the city of reter.sburgh, on the coldest day, and

did not suffer, though when I shut my eyes, per-

haps, for half a minute, it was difiicult to open

them again. At one time our prospect was very

gloomy, as the children seemed as if they could

not bear it. We have abundance of wolves, which

are drawn by the severity of the weather, nearer

than usual to the abodes of men. The intense

cold sometimes drives them mad ; six cases have

occurred within our knowledge of people being

bitten by wolves in this state—four of which

proved fatal, and in the other two, the parties re-

covered, having had the parts cut out, and the

wound soared with a hot iron. One man had bis

face torn by a wolf, close by our house, but he

succeeded in killing it; we all saw it, and a terri-

ble animal it is to encounter. This man, though

he submitted to the operation, subsequently fell a

victim to hydrophobia. When the frost is very

great, the smaller birds fall to the ground ; I have

several times seen this. Though the wolf prowls

round our habitation by night, we are favoured to

be quiet and peaceful within, and to partake of

many consolations."

"After some cold rainy weather, winter com-

mences, which freezes over parts of the Lake La-

goda; these are soon broken up by the wind, when

the ice comes down in large flakes, and blocks up

the gulf of Finland and the Neva. Shortly after

this, the winter comes in reality, and fixes the ice,

often, in a very rough state, just as it has been

hurried down by the current—many of the flakes

lying one upon another. Often the whole becomes

solid in forly-eight hours; after which roads are

levelled over the rough ice at those places, where

the pontoon bridges and ferries have been, which

are marked out by fir-trees set up in the ice. These

crossings frequently remain passable until the

Fourth month ; for although the snow melts off

the land three weeks earlier, yet the river remains

frozen, owing to the frosty nights; the roads are

sometimes dusty before the ice breaks up in the

river."
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• The Friend,

withstandThe Importance of being abl

Ridicnle.

It is a most desirable attuiuuicnt to be able on

11 occasions to offer a ; sful resistance to the

shafts of ridicule. It would be well therefore to

endeavour to learn in early life by what means
we can arm ourselves with sufficient courage and
firmness to secure our integrity and our princi-

ples, as well from the witling's sneer, as from the

barefaced attacks of open ridicule ; for we can no

more properly exercise our reason under the con-

stant fear of ridicule, than we can enjoy life under

the harassiug dread of impending death.

If we consider it right to differ in judgment or

iu practice from our associates, or from the world

at large, in any important point of morals or re-

ligion, let us do so seriously, deliberately and stead-

fastly, as though we were conscious of carry'

souls of our own within our bosoms, without be

disheartened by the bantering of the witling, and
without being turned aside from any honest pi

pose, by all the ridicule that can be brought to

play upon us.

What does it matter, if we are laughed at as

whimsical, when we have the assurance within

ourselves, tbat we are under the guidance of princi-

ple ? or why should we be dismayed when we are

ridiculed as hypocritical, when we have God for

our witni.'ss, that we are honestly endeavouring to

do that which is right ? We may be accounted
awkward and uncouth in our manners, when mea-
sured by the world's standard of fashion or refine-

ment; but if an honest, sincere soul continues to

wrestle within us, we will in the end attain to,

and be judged by a higher law than satire ever
compassed.

Let us then rest assured, that a steady, consis-

tent adherence to true principles, a just modera-
tion in our language and demeanour ,and a chris-

tian firmness iu the performauoe of those things

which right reason and our consciences approve,

are the most likely means we can devise for con-

verting thoughtless witticism into sincere respect;

and for enabling us to grow in wisdom and virtue,

and in favour both with God and man.

Selected.

Chinese Physicians.

In China, the physicians are at the same time

apothecaries, and sell to their patients the reme-
dies they prescribe ; but although these two pro-

fessions are intimately connected with one another,

and in themselves by no means incompatible, there

are some objections to their being exercised by the

same individual. Some abuses may easily enter

into the exercise of functions that support each
otherso completely—as, for instance, human frailty

considered, the physicians may yield to the temp-
tation of prescribing costly remedies, or even
sometimes of prolonging the malady for the pur-

pose of procuring more considerable profits for his

friend, the apothecary. Tbe prodigious quantity
of drugs that enter into the composition of Chinese
medicines has indeed always appeared to us rather

surprising; and yet we would not venture to say
that the circumstance is not to be accounted for

from the fact we have mentioned, of their being
prescribed and sold by the same person.

The fear of being fleeced by the doctor has given
rise to a curious custom, quite in accordance with
Chinese manners. The physician and the patient
usually enter into an earnest discussion concerning
tbevalue and price of the medicines ordered. The
other members of the family, too, take part in this

odd sort of bargaining; they ask the doctor to

prescribe common, cheap drugs, and they examine
the prescription, and strike out such as are too ex-

pensive. Possibly, the effect of the medicine
may be thereby rendered slow or doubtful, but
they will put up with that, and run the risk.

They always hope, too, that the alteration will not
be of much consequence, and that it will be pretty
much the same in the end. In fact, the great
recommendation of Chinese practice is, that one
prescription is about as good as another, and that
whether you absorb a little more or less of their
black beverages will probably make very little dif-

ference. The physiciaa, after having haggled for

a long tirue, generally ends by abating something
of the price of his merchandize, for the simple
reason that if he did not, the patient would go to

another shop.

Very surprising and very Chinese scenes, how
ever, sometimes occur with reference to these

cases. When the physician-apothecary has saic

his last word, and declared positively that to ob
tain the cure it is indispensably necessary to makt
use of this or that remedy, a family council is hold,

actually in the presence of the sick person
which the question of life or death is coolly put,
and frequently arguments brought forward to show
that, considering the advanced age of the patient
or the hopeless nature of the malady, it may be
better not to incur a useless expense, but quietly

to allow things to take their course. Afte
having closely calculated what it will cost to buy
these possibly useless medicines, it is not uncom-
mon, for the sick man himself to take the init

ative, and decide that it will be much better to ri

servo the money to buy a fine coffin, since one
must die sooner or later, and it is well worth while
to give perhaps a short remnant of life iu orde
to have a handsome funeral. With this sweet
and consoling prospect in view, they send away
the doctor, and—the sitting being prolonged—send
for the undertaker. Such are "the thoughts and
cares that occupy the mind of a Chinese in the

presence of death.

—

Hue's Journey through China.

leal With Offenders.

Many under our profession for want of due at

tention, and a perfect resignation to the Divine
Teacher, have in some things manifested a devia-

tion from the purity of our religious principles,

and these deviations having crept in amongst us
by little and little, and increasing from less to

greater, have been so far unnoticed, that some liv-

ing in them have been active in putting discipline

in practice with relation to others whose con-
duct hath (qipeared more dishonourable in the
world.

The discipline of the church of Christ, standeth
in that which is pure ; it is the wisdom from above
which gives authority to discipline ; and the weigh ti-

ness thereof standeth not in any outward circum-
stances, but in the authority of Christ who is the
author of it ; and where any walk after the flesh,

and not according to the purity of Truth, and at

the same time are active in putting discipline in

practice, a veil is gradually drawn over the puritij

of the discipline, and over that holiness of lile

which Christ leads those into, "in whom the love
of God is verily perfected." When we labour in

true love with offenders, and they remain obstinate,

it sometimes is necessary to proceed as far as our
Lord directed ; "Let him be to thee as an heathen
man or a publican." Now, when such are disown-
ed, and they who act therein feel Christ made
unto them wisdom, and are preserved in His meek,
restoring spirit, there is no just cause of offence

ministered to any; but when such who are active

in dealing with offenders, indulge themselves in
i

things which arc contrary to the purity of Truth, w'om'cn, as general thing, are not younger t'l

and yet judge others whose conduct appears more men

dishonourable than theirs, here the pure aulhi

of discipline ceaseth as to such offenders, a

temptation is laid in their ivaij to icrangle.

contend. "Judge not," said our Lord, "tha
be not judged." Now, this forbidding allude

man's judgment, and points out the necesit

our humbly attending to that sanctifying pt

under which the faithful experience the Lor
be "a spirit of judgment to them." And
feel his Holy Spirit to mortify the deeds of
body in us, and can say, "It is no more I that 1

but Christ that liveth in me," here right l\xA«
is known. And while Divine love prevails ii

hearts and self in us is brought under judgmer
preparation is felt to labour in a right manners
offenders; but if we abide not in this love,

outward performance in dealing with others,

generates into formality ; for " this is the lev

God that we keep his commandments."
J. ^Yoolmat«

About 3Iilk.—Cream cannot rise through ag:

depth of milk. If, therefore, milk is desired U
tain its cream for a time, it should be put intoadi

narrow dish
; and if it be desired to free it mostc

pletely of cream, it should be poured into a bri

,

flat dish, not much exceeding one inch in de](

The evolution of cream is facilitated by a rise,:

retardjd by a depression of temperature. At
usual temperature of the dairy—60 degrees of 1

reuhcit—all the cream will probably rise in ,

hours ; but at 70 degrees it will rise in perhaps 1

that time; and when the milk is keptuear the fl-

ing point, the cream will rise very slowly, bcca

it becomes solidified.

In wet and cold weather the milk is less rich t

in dry and warm, and on this account more clu

is obtained in cold than in warm, though not in tli

dery weather. The season has its effects

milk, in spring, is supposed to be the best for dri

ing, hence it would be the best for calves ; in si

mer it is best suited for cheese; and in autu!

the butter keeping better than that of sumi

—the cows less frequently milked, give ric

milk, and consequently more butter. The mo'

ing's milk is richer than the evening's. The li

drawn milk of each milking, at all times and s

sons, is richer than the first drawn, which is

poorest.

Midcs and Females in the U. S.—The late c

sus reveals some very curious facts :

—

The remarkable equality in the number of ni;

and females, which is said to exist in the wo
is strikingly illustrated in a table of the num
of each sex, ofwhich the particular States of tlicii

tivities have been ascertained. The male totir

6,546,75o ; the female, 6,558,136, which pi

.

the latter about 11,000 majority in an aggrcij

'

of 13,000,00. But in the total population of"

:

United States, the number of females is about ;

twenty fifth less than that of the males.

These figures apply only to the whites. Ann

;

the free coloured population a greater difl'erc !

is observable. Of 400,000 of the latter, the St: i

of whose nativities have been ascertained, tbf

3 nearly 20,000 more females than males.

With regard to the slave population, the ni-

bers of each sex are even more closely equal th

those of the whites. The total of males is 1,6('-

525 : and of females 1,701,778 showing a dif

-

nee of only 700 iu an aggregate of 3,000,000
This remarkable equality of numbers in a ii •

sure necessitates a similar equality in regard)

ages, and conclusively settles the question tt
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Falsehoods of Eiajgeration.

isides the falscliooJs which people designodl}'

£, there is a liiud whicli springs from negli-

0, husiiness, uc a wanii unuginatiuu. i)r.

iul Juhusou was uf opiuiou that most lyiug

s from indifl'ereuoe about the truth, rather

from a wish to deceive. People are not

iieiitly anxious to be correct; they say any

; that comes uppermost, or what they thiuk

jlease, without rifflectiug whether it be strictly

or not. It is a commou error of tradesmen,

a desire to please, or worse reasons, to pro-

to have worli done at a particular time when
are not sure of their abihty to do so, or know
ively that they are not able,

any persons also, either from heedlessness, or

;d, say what they think will create surprise,

out supposing that they are doing any harm,

laps there is some truth in what tliey say, but

so much magiiiUed or exaggerated, with the

of exciting wonder, that it has the character

cfl'ecl of lalsehood. Such people are in the

t, of using the words " vast, immense, grand,

idid, magniticeut, superb, tremendous," and

rs of that nature, when words of a more simple

jing should be employed,

bather," said a boy one day, " I saw an im-

56 number of dogs—live hundred, I am sure

the street, last night!" "Surely, not so

<j'(" said his father. "Well, there were one

ired, I'm quite sure." "It could not be,"

the father; "I don't think there are a hun-

dogs in the village" "Well, sir, it could

De less than ten : this I am quite certain of."

all not believe you even saw ten," said the

:r; "for you spoke as confidently of seeing

hundred as of seeing this smaller number,
have contradicted yourself twice already, and
I cannot believe you." "Well, sir," said

disconcerted boy, " I saw at least our Dash
inothcr one."

his is an example of erroneous reporting

agh eagerness to make out a wonderful case.

the same reason, an uneducated man, who had

in the West Indies, hearing some one speak

le sun rising at midsummer about four in the

:iiug, said, " Oh, that is nothing to what he

in Jamaica. I have seen him rise there be-

n two and three !" This man did not know
that was impossible, and that we must go to-

l the poles, and not toward the tropics, in or-

to see the sun rise very early.

is common, too, to hear people say that they

not been so warm in all their lives ; that some
i gown is the prettiest they ever saw; or that

never were so happy as at — Smith's party;

1 it is obvious that they are alleging what is

:ly impossible for them to be quite sure of

ttle real respect for truth, and desire to follow

all times, aided by u little reflection on the

ling of the words we are about to utter, would

us from falsehoods of this kind,

here is yet another species of falsehood, which
ists in saying one thing but meaning another;

ought to be at all times avoided the same as

;ive lying. Persons who resort to this mean
tice think that, because they do not lie in the

Is they use, they do not commit any actual sin or

e. But this is a mere delusion. The lie is

aiitted by the attempt to convey a talse or

ig meaning for the purpose of misleading:

such a mode of speaking is therefore both de

ul and sinful.

1 the whole business of the world, truth is of

t importance. We should not only observe it

?ery thing relating to ourselves and our ne
'

s, but we should seek to ascertain it, and hold

by it, in all things. If we study history, we

should endeavour to get the books of best authority.

If we cultivate science, we should make sure that

we receive nothing which is not satisfactorily pro-

Nothing but good testimony cau prove the

truth of an event; and nothing but experiment,

and a careful observation of facts, can prove the

truth of any thing in science. We should allow

no opinion to rest in our minds unless we are cer-

in, and have taken pains to make ourselves con-

ientiously certain, that it is right, and not found-

ed in error. Every wrong opinion, or supposi-

tion of what is false, tends to do harm in the world;

while every thing we know for truth, and every

opinion and sentiment that we know to be rightly

founded, tends to the good of mankind.— Cham-

Epistle of George Fos.

Next day a fresh exercise came upon me with

respect to these unruly and disorderly spirits that

were gone out from us, and were labouring to draw
others after them into a false liberty. In the sense

I had of the hurt and mischief these might do,

where they were given way to, I was moved to

write a few lines to warn Priends of them, as fol-

lows :

All Friends,—Keep in the tender life of tht

Lamb, over that unruly, puffed up, and swelliu<j

spirit, whose work is for strife, contention, and di-

vision, under a pretence of conscience, and draw-

ing into looseness, and false liberty, dangerous to

the welfare of youth. They that do encourage

them, will be guilty of their destruction, and set

up a sturdy will, instead of conscience, in their rage

and passion ; which will quench the universa!

Spirit in themselves, and in every man and woman
and so that Spirit shall not have l.birty in them-

selves, nor in others, thus they shut up the king-

dom of heaven in themselves, and also in others

So a loose spirit getting up under a pretence of

liberty of conscience, or a stubborn will making

a professing of the words of Truth in a form without

power, all looseness and vileness will be sheltered

and covered under this pretence, which is for eter-

nal judgment; for that doth dishonour God.

Therefore, keep to the tender Spirit of God in all

humility, that in it you may know that ye are all

members of one another, and all have an office in

the church of Christ. All these living members

know one another in the Spirit and not in the flesh.

So here is no man ruling over the woman, as Adam
did over I]ve, in the fall ; but Christ the spiritual

man, among and over spiritual members, which

are edified in the heavenly love that is shed
'

their heart from God, where all strife ceases.

J. F.

Hertford, the llth of the Fifth month, 1678.

case with the site of the America's wreck. The
channel near Plumb Point became an island, on

which, for eight years, luxuriant crops of Indian

were raised; but recently the wayward current

of the Father of Waters took another turn, and
commenced washing away the earthy formation,

ntil the America was again exposed to the light

of day. The lead in her hull, it is supposed, will

be all recovered in good cnudition ; the tobacco, it

is fair to presume, wdl be slightly the worse for

wet. She was sunk on the 17th of November,

1827, and consequently was imbedded tor twenty-

eight years.

—

Pittsburij I'ust.

Sini/ular Recovery—A few days since, in con

versation with Capt. Alexander Scott, one of the

pioneers in the steamboat business of the West,

he gave us the following facts, which illustrate

the adage that "truth is stranger than fic-

tion." In November, 18'27, he was descending the

Mississippi in command of the steamer America,

laden with a valuable cargo of tobacco, lead, and

furs—the latter article alone worth §80,000. When
near Plumb Point the steamer struck a snag, and

sunk in deep water. The furs were for the most

part recovered, but the boat with the rest of her

carf was abandoned and a total loss. Years passed,

and the remembrance of the America's fate had

faded from the reoollectionsof all, except, perhaps,

that venerable individual, "theoldest inhabitant
'

It is well known that the current of the Mississippi

frequently changes, so that what was once the chan-

nel of that noble stream, afterwards became terra

firma, susceptible of cultivation. This was the

"Resign and deny thyself wholly ; for though

true self-denial is harsh at the beginning it is easy

in the middle, and becomes must sweet in the

eiid."—MoUnos.

Vanilla—The vanilla, so much prized for its

delicious flavour is the product of a vine which grows

to the top of the loftiest trees. Its h aves some-
what resemble those of the grape, the flowers arc

red and yellow, and when they fall offarc succeeded

by the pods, which grow in clusters like our ordi-

nary beans
;
green at first, they change to yellow,

and finally to dark brown. To be preserved, they

are gathered when yellow, and put in heaps for a

few days to ferment. They are afterward placed

in the sun to dry, flattened by the hand, and care-

fully rubbed with cocoanut oil, and then packed
in dry plantain leaves, so as to confine their power-

ful aromatic odour. The vanilla bean is the article

used to scent snufl', flavour ice creams, jellies, &c.

The plant grows in Central America and other hot

countries.

The Eleventh CommamJment.—At the annual

exhibition of the Grammar schools oflJoston, Ed-
ward Everett closed an admirable speech with the

following anecdote :

The celebrated Archbishop ILshcr was, in his

younger days, wrecked on the coast of Ireland, at

a place where his person and character were alike

unknown. Stripped of every thing, he wandered
to the house of a dignitary of the church, in search

of shelter and relief, craving assistance as a bro-

ther clergyman. The dignitary, struck with his

squalid appearance after the wreck, distrusted his

tale and doubted his character, and said that, so

far from being a clergyman, he did not believe he
could tell how many commandments there were.

"I can at once satisfy you," said the Archbishop,
" that I am not the ignorant impostor you take

me for. There are eleven commandments." This

answer confirmed the dignitary in his suspicions,

and he replied with a sneer, " Indeed, there are

but ten commandments in my Bible ; tell me the

eleventh and I will relieve you." " Here it is,"

said the Archbishop; "A new commandment I

give unto you, that ye love one another."

The loss of our SUamships.— An interesting

article in Hunt's Merchants' Magazine recalls

events, which, at their occurrence, we thought

would never be forgotten, but which, nevertheless,

have passed away from the public mind. A few

hearts, wounded by the deadly catastrophe, bear

their ineffaceable marks, but how soon others have

forgotten all !

Since 1853, twelve steamships, lost at sea, have

cost 1250 human lives, and §7,250,000 of pro-

perty.

The Independence sunk with 120 lives in the

Pacific, and the Tennessee and the St. Louis fol-

lowed, total wrecks. The Humboldt and the San-

Francisco were wrecked in the Atlantic in the

same year. The Franklin, City of Philadelphia,
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and Yankee Blade fell in the catalogue of 1854.
Tbe City of Glasgow, with 480 lives, and the
Arotie, with hundreds more precious lives, were
the crowning catastrophies of that year.

In 1855, we have the sinking of the North
Carolina, and the stranding of the Golden Age

;

wbich last, however, was saved and repaired. In
these vessels there were 7,000 lives jeopardized,
and $11,000,000 of property.

In some of these cases an irresistible power,
against which no skill or foresight could be expect-

ed to guard, controlled the event ; but a close ex-

amination shows not only that in a majority of

instances the accident might have been averted
;

but that with the resources which prudent owners
and officers might easily provide, the calamity
niight have been repaired. The waves and the
winds have had some victims, but haste and im-
providence have had still more.

—

D. Neios.
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The facts and observations relative to the " Wind
and Current Chart," published in the present ni

ber, will we think, interest our readers, and
great is the benefit arising from the extended series

of meteorological observations carried on in all

parts of the aqueous globe, that it is proposed to

extend the system to the land as well as the sea,

so ihat agriculture may be benefited by the scien-

tific discoveries made thereby, in the same manner
as maritime afi'airs.

Lieutenant Maury suggests that farmers should
be engaged in various sections of the different

States, to co-operate in prosecuting a regular and
systematic method of meteorological observa-

tions, and to transmit their accounts to Washington
at stated periods, where a competent agent should
be employed by the general Government to ar-

range the fiicts and observations for publication.

The plan is simple, and can be readily carried out
by enlisting a sufficient number of intelligent ag-

riculturists, and having them supplied with uni-

form tables to be filled up with the result of ob-

servations made at different points in the twenty
four hours, and we cannot doubt that the deduc-
tions from the cumulative facts would be highly
instructive and practically useful. Lieut. Maury
seems to have no doubt of the plan succeeding.
In a letter to a friend he says :

—

"As for giving the sclierae a trial, and carrying it into
a demonstration far enougli to show what a systematic
plan of observations will do for the advancement of
agricultural meteorology, and for the benelit of farmers
and planters, I'll answer for the observations, if gov
ernment will pledge the means for their discussion ant
publication. I'll go further, and promise that the ob-
servations shall be furnished to the government for such
a purpose without cost. You know the materials for the
' Wind and Current Charts' were all furnished gratui-
tously, and that, without asking government for a single
cent, we have literally covered the ocean with floating
observatories, and converted every ship that sails into
a temple of science. Not only government, hut nations
and people have united with me, and are assisting to carry
out a system of meteorological research for the sea. As
much may be done for the land, if the planters and far-

mers of the United States will only second the effort,

and tell their Representatives in Congress that they
want as much done by the government for agricultural
and sanatary meteorology as it has permitted to be done
at sea for the benefit of commerce and navigation. By
the saving of time on the voyage, and the lessening of
the dangers by the way, these interests, it has been
computed, both in this country and in England, have
been benefited to the extent of millions annually. Some
of these benefits have inured also to agriculture, not
only by giving an opportunity to the farmer to get mar-
kets beyond the sea cheaper, and enabling ships to fetch

and carry for him at lower figures, but by bringing
within reach markets which before were inaccessible by
reason of the great length in time of the voyage."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—The steamship Asia .arrived at New York

on the 24th ult., with European dates to the 9th. The
Atlantic which left Liverpool on the 6th, arrived also on
the 24lh. The Atlantic met strong westerly gales for
ten days in succession, and was for three days in large
fields of ice. Nothing is known yet of the fate of th
steamship Pacific, which sailed from Liverpool on th

23d of First mo. Her passengers were 45 in numbe:
The protocol for the preliminary Congress at Paris, had
been signed, and it is reported that the Emperors o
Russia and Austria will visit Paris during the Confer
ences. An armistice from land operations only, will pro-
bably be agreed upon. The Journal des Debats has a long
and laboured editorial to prove that up to the presen
point, the interests of France and England are identica:
but that the continuance of the war, either on the Balti
or in Asia, would only subserve the private interests of
England. The British government has sent, by the
Asia, presents of plate, medals, &c., for the officers and
crew of Dr. Kane's Expedition. Letters from Hamburg,
dated the 3d ult., state that eleven cargoes of sulphur,
three of saltpetre, and twoof lead, had arrived there dur-
ing the week, destined for Russia. Some of the vessels
were English. A severe storm occurred on the British
coast on the night of Ihe 7th ult., attended with many dis-

asters to shipping. The tone of the British press, in re-

ference to the matters in dispute with the United States,
is unfriendly, and tiends to keep up excitement, but
there seems no reason to doubt that the government is

peaceably inclined and disposed to remove all the causes
of dift'erence. The Liveri)ool cotton market has slightly

declined for middling qualities
; the other grades were

unchanged. The sales of the week were 58,000 bales.
A further decline in breadstuffs had taken place. Red
wheat was quoted at 9s. 6d., and white, 10s. dJ. per
70 lbs. Western Canal tiour, 34j. Southern, 3Gs. to

37s. Corn was dull, with a downward tendency. The
London money market was more stringent. Consols,
91 to 91f.
INDIA—Bombay dates to First mo^ 2d, state that the

Santhal insurrection had been suppressed
;
quiet reign-

ed throughout India. Great Britain is about to seize
the Kingdom of Oude

; to allow its king a pension of
half a million of dollars

; to reduce its army from 80,000
men to 15,000, and to appoint the English General,
Outrane, Governor of the country. The country thus
summarily annexed, contains about twenty-four thou-
sand square miles

;
is mostly level with a highly fertile

soil, and contains a population of nearly three millions.

UNITED STATES. — Immigration for 1855. — The
number of immigrants arriving from foreign countries for

the year 1855, was 230,476, of whom 140,000 were males.
Of the whole number, 166,562 arrived at New York.

Congress.—But little business has yet been done in

ther the Senate or the House. The latter body has
elected as Chaplain Daniel Waldo, of New York. He
was a revolutionary soldier, and is in the 94th year of
his age. The principal subjects of discussion in Con-
gress, have been the Central American question, in the
Senate, and Kansas atfairs, in the House. From the
documents laid before Congress by the President, it ap-
pears that his interference to prevent the apprehended
invasion from Missouri, had been earnestly invoked by
the leaders of the Free State party in Kansas, and that
they have demanded that the U. S. troops in th(

nity should be instructed to protect them from it. Later
advices from the territory are more pacific, and it was
hoped the Missouri borderers would be restrained.

Governor Shannon was instructed to notify them that
their invasion would be resisted by the U. S. troops,

and also to inform the Free State party in Kansas, that
any insurrectionary movement on their part will be met
in the same w.ay.

riiiladelphia.—Mortality last week, 193. At a census
of the Almshouse taken a few days since, it was found
there were 2392 inmates

; at the same time last year
there were 2639. The whole number receiving out door
relief, was 2567, of whom 1312 were Americans and
1255 foreigners. Some experiments were made last

week to ascertain the effect of powder in breaking up
the ice in the Delaware, which was still about twelve
inches thick. It was tried sunk below the ice in can-
isters in various quantities from one pound to forty,

and exploded by galvanism. But little effect was pro-
duced, the openings resulting being quite small, and not
companied with any extensive fractures of the ice.

The Restraining Lmi.\—The Pennsylvania Senate has
passed a bill substituting a stringent license law for

that of last session. On its final passage, the ti

19 to 11. The bill has been referred to a selei

mittee by the House of Representatives.
Miscellaneous.—An Old X'ewspapcr.—r\\e olde;

nal in Holland, the Haarlem Courant, on the 8
attained the respectable age of two hundred yt
upwards of one hundred years this journal
uninterruptedly in the possession of the family
present publishers, Johannes Enschede & Co.
Lake Michigan Frozen Over.—The Chicago (U

mocrat says :—" It is asserted that Lake Jlichi

frozen completely over from one side to the other,
if a fact, has never occurred before in the
the oldest inhabitant. With the best glasses, ft

ther side of the lake the clear water cannot be sc

Prufils of City Railroads.—The Sixth Avenui
Railroad, New York, has just made its annu
showing a net profit of $68,818, or about nine pe:

on the capital stock of $750,000.
Pardon of Indians.—The President of the

States has pardoned the five Indians held in (

ment at Fort Leavenworth, charged with the mur
the mail party near Fort Laramie last year,
men were delivered up by their tribe to General I

for confinement and trial.

Fremont's Claim.—Col. Fremont's warrant fo

.Mariposa tract of land in California, has at last

signed by the Land Commissioner.
Slavery in ihe Supreme Court.—The opinion c

U. S. Supreme Court in the slave case, which im
the Missouri Compromise, &c., will not be delivere

til the Court reassembles in the Fourth month.
Freshet in the Ohio.—Oa the 23d, a freshet comrn-

in the Ohio, breaking up the ice opposite Cincii

and causing great destruction among the steam
and other vessels. Seven steamboats were
gether with many flat boats and b.arges.

The Grain Market.—Late foreign news has dept
and unsettled prices. On the 25th, the quotations
as follows : Baltimore—YeWovi corn, 54 cts. to 57
wheat, $1.55. Howard street flour was held at?
buyers offering S6. 25; no sales. Philadelphia.—Sc
ask 60 cts. for new yellow corn, but only
offered

;
flour for shipping is held at §7.00, butbi

ffer only $6.75. Ifew J'orfc—Sales of 2500 barm
S7, for State; §8, for Ohio; and $8.81, for

No sales of wheat. Sales of 16,000 bushels of nl

rn at 75 cts.

Death of Pa.skieivitch.—This celebrated Russian G
ral died at Warsaw on the 1st ult. He was ii

year, and had filled the ofBce of Viceroy of Polani

some time previous.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Elijah Haworth, 0., $2, vol. 28

Jordan Ballard, $2, vol. 29, for Jos. Burgess,
vol. 29 ; from Mark WiUits, agt., 0., $2, vol. 29, an

Jas. M'Grew, F. M'Grew, A. M'Grail, John Hoyle,ji{

each, vol. 29 ; from Asa Garretson, agt., 0., for :,•

Bailey, S2, vol. 29, for Jas. Gibbons, $2, to 20, vol,

from H. and E. Hedley, N. Y., §2, to 25, vol. 30.

WANTED.
A suitable Friend and wife, to superintend the scl

and manage the farm belonging to Adrian Quar
Meeting, Michigan. Apply to Richard Harkness, Ad
or Samuel Satterthwaite, Tunessassah, Mich.

Friends' Boarding-School for Indian Children, a

Tunessa'ssah.

Two women Friends are wanted at this Institutic

assist in the family.

Also, a man Friend to aid in carrying out the

cern for the improvement of the Indians.
Application may be made to Joseph ElkiktoJ

377 S. Second st i

Thomas Evans,
Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st, 1855. 180 Arch 6t

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department in

astitution.

Application may be made to either of the undersig
lerabers of the Committee.

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Evans,
Samuel Settle, Jr.

.Fhilada.

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
Ranstead Place, Fourth above Chsstaut itre
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For "The Friend."

_ correspondent in Washington county, Obio,

hlhas cheered us by his approving remarks rela-

Jto " The Friend,"" to which he has been a sub-

iitier about seventeen years, requesting the re-

ication of the following narrative taken from a

ti work by M. Hewitt, we willingly comply.

)pearcd in one of the early volumes of this

9 nal.

—

Editors.

Martha and Mary.

was when the persecution of the people called

dsers had, for a short season, somewhat abated

gour, and they ventured to attend their reli-

I assemblies without fear of injury to their

lilies in the meantime, that Walter Pixley and

ijvife, a staid and respectable couple belonging

at despised community, rode eleven miles to

county town of Stafford, to be present at a

Kiting, at which that apostle-like young man

,i|ard Burrough, was to preach, leaving their

tji daughter Martha under the care of an aged

dian, who was, at that time, their sole female

oestic.

Ilartba was a grave child, though but seven

c s of age : her young mind had taken its tone

(ji both of her parents. She had been born in

'ason of persecution, had been cradled, as it

t;, in anxiety and sorrow; and as she g
l^enough to comprehend the circumstances t

[founded her, she saw her parents constantly

111 with apprehension for the safety of their

Ms and property. She had heard them talk over

Ur grievances, spoiling of goods, the maimings,

[^whippings, and the horrible sufferings of their

c{;ecuted brethren, persecuted even to the death
;

:|heardof little children enduring, with the stead-

imess of early martyrs, imprisonments and pains,

rich would overcome even the strong man ; till,

iilike the ordinary child of her years, her counte-

ii|CC habitually wore a look of gravity, and her

iiirt bled at the least thought of suffering or

(row.

flartha's home was in a country place, sur-

(jnded by fields—a pleasant quiet valley, the

i:)rimonial heritage of her father. It was harvest

ile, and in the course of the morning the old

ift'ant went out with the reapers' dinners, leav-

i[ little Martha to amuse herself in her usual

[let way. She had not been long alone, before

I'eggar-woman presented herself with a young
! Id in her arms. Blartha knew that it was her

ijther's custom to relieve distress in whatever

il|pe it presented itself, and the story the wc

«J1, whether false or true, touched her to the

soul ; she gave her, therefore, the dinner which

d been set aside for herself, and compassionated

her in words of the truest sympathy ; and when

the child in the woman's arms wept, her heart

yearned towards it. Strange it may be to all, but

so it was, for our story is true, when the beggar-

woman saw the affection with which little Martha

regarded the child, she proposed to sell it to her,

and Martha, innocent of all guile, readily accepted

the proposal. All her little hoard of money was

produced, the bargain was struck, and the two

parted perfectly satisfied with the transaction.

The child was beautiful in its form and features;

and IMartha sat down with it upon her knee, and

lavished upon it all the endearing tenderness

which her most affectionate nature suggested.

In a short time the child fell asleep ; and as

she sat gazing upon it, a half-defined fear stole

into her mind, that perhaps she had done wrong

in taking upon her this charge unknown to her

parents, that perhaps they would be displeased.

She rose up in haste and looked from door and

window for the beggar-woman, but neither across

the fields, nor down the valley, nor upon the dis-

tant highways, was she to be seen ; and then she

was afraid, and thought to hide the child. She

made it a comfortable warm bed with a blanket,

in a large press, and kissing its sleeping eyes, and

wishing that she had no fear, she left it to its re-

pose, and began with great anxiety to look out for

the return of her parents. To the old domestic

she said not one word of what she had done.

After two hours, all which time the child had

slept soundly, Walter Pixley and his wife return-

ed. The good mother, who was accustomed to

help in all the domestic business, employed her-

self in preparing the early afternoon meal, and

Martha sat down with her parents to partake of it.

While Walter Pixley and his wife were in the

midst of their review of the events of the morning

of Edward Burrough's extraordinary sermon,

and of the concourse to whom it was addressed,

they were startled by what seemed to them the

cry of a child. Martha's heart beat quick, and

her sweet face grew suddenly pale, but her parents

were not observing her. The good man slopped

in the middle of a sentence, and both he and his

wife turned their heads towards the part of the

house whence the sound proceeded, listened for a

second or two, and then, all being again still,

without remarking upon what they supposed was

fancy, they went on again with their converation.

Asain a cry louder and more determined was

heard, and again they paused. " Surely," said

the wife, " that ti the voice of a young child."

The critical moment was now come—conceal-

ment was no longer possible ; and Martha's affec-

tion mastering her fear, as the infant continued

to cry, she darted from the table and exclaimed,

" Yes,' yes, it is my child !" and the next moment

was heard audibly soothing her little charge, in

the chamber above, with all the tenderness of the

fondest mother.
^

M. Pixley was soon at her daughter s side, lull

of the most inconceivable astonishment, and do

whence the child had come, or

domestic was then summoned, but she knew no-

ng of the affair. They were not long delibera-

tions that followed. The family could not con-

scientiously burden themselves with another de-

pendent, and one especially who had no natural

claim upon theui, in these perilous and anxious

times, when they could not even insure security

for themselves ; and besides this, how did they

know but this very circumstance might be made,

in some way or other, a cause of offence or of per-

secution—for the world looked with jealous and

suspicious eyes upon the poor Quakers. Father

Pixley, therefore, soon determined what he iiad to

do in the afternoon—to make the circumstuncos

known at the next village ; to inquire after the

woman, who, no doubt, had been seen either be-

fore or after parting with the child; and also to

state the whole affair to the nearest justice of the

peace.

Within an hour, therefore, after the discovery

of the child, the good man might be seen making

known his strange news at the different p'aoes of

resort in the village, and inquiring from all if

such a person as the little girl had described tho

woman to be, had been seen by any ; but, to his

chagrin and amazement, no ona could give him

information—such a person had evidently not been

there. He next hastened to tho justice's. It was

now evening, and Walter Pixley was informed

that his worship very rarely transacted any bu.'i-

ness after dinner, and that especially "he would

not with a Quaker." Walter, however, was not

easily to be put by; he felt his business was im-

portant, and, by help of a gratuity to the servant,

he gained admittance.

The justice was engaged over his wine, and he

received Walter Pixley very gruffly, and in tho

end threatened him with a committal to jail for

his pains. The poor Quaker had been in jail the

whole of the preceding winter, and he remembered

too wofully the horror of that dungeon to bring

upon himself willingly a second incarceration. It

was of no use seeking for help at the hands of tho

justice; therefore he urged his business no fur-

ther, and returned quietly to his own house.

Against the will, therefore, of the elder Pixley?,

the child was established with them ; and it was

not long before the father and mother as cordially

adopted it as their little daughter had done from

the first beholding it. " For who knows," argued

the good Waller Pixley, " but tho child may be

designed for some great work, and therefore re-

moved thus singularly from the ways of evil for

our teaching and bringing up ? Let us not gain-

say or counteract the ways of Providence."_ This

reasoning abundantly satisfied the pious minds of

the good Friends, and the little stranger was re-

gularly installed a member of the family by tho

kindred name of Mary.

At the time little Mary was first received un-

der this hospitable roof, she might be about six

months old, a child of uncommon beauty; nor,_a3

the months advanced into years, was the promise

of her infancy disappointed. She was, in dispo-

sition and tone of mind, the very reverse of her

grave and gentle sister, as Martha was now con-

sidered ; she was bold and full of mirth ; full of
howlt hlrbeen'consi^ned to her charge. Martha sidered ;

she was Doia ana luu oi >"'"''j -" "

,ed the story with perfect honest?. The old such unbroken buoyancy of heart as made th
related the story
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sober mother Pixley half suspect that she must
have come of some race of wild people. Certain

it was, the subdued and grave spirit of the Pisleys

never influenced her; and as Martha grew up into

womanhood, and the quietness and sobriety of her

younger years matured into fixed principle, she

embraced with a firm mind the peculiar tenets in

which she had been brought up, and would have

stood to the death for the maintenance of them.

Mary also advanced past the years of girlhood, but

still remained the gay, glad, bold-spirited being

that she had ever been. She revered all the mem-
bers of the persecuted body to whom her friends

belonged, and would have suffered fearlessly for

their sakes ; still their principles and practices

she never would adopt. Her beautiful person was
adorned, as far as she had opportunity, in the pre-

vailing fashion of the times; and she often grieved

the sober minds of every member of the family,

by carolling forth " profane songs," as mother
Pixley called them

; while how she became ac-

quainted with them remained for ever a mystery.

Often did the conscientious mind of father Pixley
question with him.self, whether it was quite right

to maintain so light a maiden under his roof; but
then the affectionate being, who had no friend:

save them in the world, had so entwined herself

round the hearts of all the household, that the

good man banished the idea as inhuman, and ne-

ver ventured to give it utterance. Martha and
her mother, meantime, strove to win over this

bright young creature to their own views, and for

a few moments she would settle her beautiful face

to a solemn expression, try to subdue what her
friends called " her airy imagination," and attend
the preaching of some eminent Friend. But it

would not do—the true character burst forth

through all—Mary was again all wit and laughter,
and though her friends reproved, they loved her,

and forgave all.

On the accession of James II., which is the
period at which our little narrative is now arrived,

persecution raged again with greater violence than
ever ; and the Pixleys, along with seventeen other
Friends, both men and women, were dragged from
their meeting-house by a brutal soldiery, under
the command of the justice we have before men-
tioned, to the dungeon-liko county jail, in the
depth of winter. The hardships they endured
were so dreadful that it is painful to relate them.
They were kept many days without food, and al-

lowed neither fire nor candle ; their prison was
damp and cold, and they were furnished with
straw only for their beds ; they were also forbid-
den to see their friends, who might have procured
them some of the necessaries of life ; nor were they
allowed to represent, by letter, their case to any
influential man of the county, who might have
interested himself in their behalf. And To all this
was added the brutality of a cruel jailer, who
heaped upon them all the ignominy he could de-
vise. In these dreadful circumstances lay the
gentle Martha Pixley and her parents. Mary, not
having accompanied them to their place of wor-
ship, did not share their fate.

Poor mother Pixley's health had long been
declining, and this confinement reduced her so low
that in a few days her life was despaired of :

—

still, no medical aid could be procured, and the
cloaks and coats of many of her suffering com-
panions were given up to furnish covering for her
miserable bed.

CCoucluded next week.J

since, the nurseries within ten miles of the city now
cover at least one thousand densely planted acres.

The co^ and annual product of these nurseries may
be reckoned with some degree of accuracy by tak-
ing as the basis of calculation the estimates of sev-
eral intelligent nurserymen ofthat place—that a icell

manayedaore would yield, as an average, from two
to three hundred dollars—the expense varying from
fifty to seventy-five per cent, of this amount. It

would, of course, be greatly controlled by the kind
of trees raised, the proportion of ornamentals, &o,
but still more by the judgment, energy and skill

exercised by the manager—for under the direc-
tion of some the cost exceeds the profits, and the
business consequently soon comes to an end.

Froii] Old Humphrey's Portfolio.

HalleiDJah,

There are some words that require others to
make them intelligible ; some are perfect in them-
selves. Some have but little force and meaning
when they are understood ; others are full of pow-
er and significancy—of this latter kind is the word
hallelujah ! or Praise ye the Lord !

But hallelujah is not only a word, but a sen-
tence and a song. Does the lowliest sinner, melt-
ed with a sense of the grace and mercy of his
redeeming Lord, attempt to give utterance to

thankfulness of his heart ? His language is hal-
lelujah. Does the highest archangel desire to
magnify the name of him that sitteth on the throne
of heaven? a hallelujah bursts from bis lips, re-

sounding through the mansions of the skies. Hal-
lelujah is the language of sinners and saints, men
and angels, earth and heaven, " Praise ye the
Lord ; 0, give thanks unto the Lord ; for he is

good
;
for his mercy endureth forever." P.-a. cvi. 1.

Hallelujah is thanksgiving, praise and exultation.
Fill the heart with hallelujahs, and it will give
glory to God in the highest, and manifest good
will to men. It has been said that it would be
no bad method to find out the lawfulness or un
lawfulness of our pleasures, and the spiritual or
worldly state of our affections were we to ask our-
selves this question in the midst of every enjoy-

" Can we put up a hearty hallelujah at the

him, and Christians should be ready at all '

to raise a real " Non-Nohis," a true and b I

" Not unto us, Lord, not unto us, but unt I

name give glory, for thy mercy, and for thy ti
]

sake." When the kingdoms of this world be

;

the kingdoms of the Lord, praise will be ths i

versal language. The people will rejoice in th i

giving,
I

And countless millions, join the sacred song,
i

And hallelujahs burst from every tongue. '
I

Do you love the Lord ? Where are yom
lelujahs ? Do you praise him for your con i

mercies, for the faculties of your body, soul
I

spirit, renewed as they are day by day ?—fo j

food, water, and the light and warmth of thd
glowing in the skies? Do you praise hin^
spiritual blessings, a mercy-seat, the meat'
grace, and the hope of glory through the atc^

sacrifice of Jesus Christ ? The love to God
;

has no hallelujah, may well be doubted, amj
hallelujah that has no love to the Lord, is a

'

dow, a deception, a mockery. The grateful v
will speak, and so long as there are pardoned'
ners in the world, so long will ardent hallehi
ascend to the skies. '

There are different kinds of hallelujahs, ^

the loud and triumphant shout, " The Lord
|

Omnipotent reigneth," to the lowest whisfl
praise. Nay, there are inaudible hallelujahs '•

heard by the ears of men, but clear and intei

ble to him who receiveth the sighing of the I

soner, who knoweth the desires of the heart,!

by whom a book of remembrance has been wr I

for such as fear the Lord, and think upon:
name. The lowest thanksgiving of the low'

repentant sinner, will be accepted at that hcav'

throne, '

" Where pure devotion meets with equal grace, ^1

Wrapp'd in the simple strains of human praisJ
Or bursting from the seraph's lip of fire."

The Larr/estNurseri/in America.—ThQiiUTBcnas
in the vicinity of llochcster, Jf. Y., are the most

ment,

end of it?

When we regard ourselves and our Almighty
Maker—when we look at our lowliness and his
loftiness, our weakness and his power, our folly

and his wisdom, our exceeding sinfulness and his
unsullied holiness, well may we lie down in the
dust; and when from the dust he lifts us up—when
from the dung-hill he raises us to be princes, can
we do less than offer him our reiterated hallelu-
jahs!

Let earth and heaven his righteous praise resound,
And endless hallelujahs echo round.

The young should praise the Lord for their
youth, and for the hopeful prospect that is before
them of health and length of days. The old
should praise the Lord for their years, and for all

the benefits bestowed on them in their past pil-

grimage. Those who have neglected to call on
the Lord, have cause to thank him for his forbear-
ance in allowing them time for repentance. And
such as have been taught that the Lord is gra-
cious, and full of compassion, even to the pardon-
ing of their sins, being justified through faith in
the Son of God, and sanctified by his Spirit, should
be loud in their thanksgiving: so that the young
and the old, the awakened and tho unconverted,
have reason to mingle together their hallelujahs.

Hallelujah is tho aspiration of a spirit longing
to manifest its grateful emotions, and to glorify

extensive on the cpj,tineftt. From only a few acres the High and Lofty One that inhabitcth eternity
in extent, a^ they existed fiftepn or twcnt;ir years The incpnsp of praise is an acceptable offering to

It is a good thing to give thanks unto the It
and to sing praises unto the name of the li

High. Day after day ascend psalms, and hj i

and spiritual songs to the heavenly throne.
'

cannot truly praise God without feeling tha'

have something to praise him for; nor can'

know ourselves, without knowing that we 1)

to praise him for everything.
j

Reader I the [holy Scriptures] tell us, that i

time is short; that there is but a step betwee i

and death, and that we shall all stand before i

judgment-seat of Christ. Man, dead in trespas

and sins, was lost, and none but an AlmijC

Saviour could have redeemed him. Thesaci:
offered up on the cross demands not the senf
of the lips only, but the humble acknowledgDji

of the spirit, not the hetacombs of the altar, :

the hallelujahs of the heart. Have you sorro '

for sin ? Have you fled to the only sure re ;

from eternal wrath ? If not, clouds and dark

are around you, and death, everlasting death, ;

in your path. Give no sleep to your eyes,

:

slumber to your eyelids, till the danger is j I

the battle fought, and the victory obtained thrc;

Christ; for then will you indeed greatly rej(

(

and then will you raise your hallelujah.

Hark ! there are tidings of great joy. A i

n has been paid for sin ; a Saviour has suff.p

for sinners. There is a crown of righteous^

laid up for those who love the Lord. Are yc

new creature in Christ ? Has faith in his atoi i|

blood been given you, and a holy determina 'i

to live in him and in all things to do his /I;

will ? and are you rejoicing in the hope of etea

life ? Then the language of your lip and bear 3

and will be, nay it must be Hallelujah ! " Pr n

yc the Lord. Praise God in his sanctuary : pi s
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in the firmament of bis power. Praise him

lis mighty acts; praise him according to his

llcnt greatness. Lat everything that hath

th praise the Lord. I'raise ye the Lord !"

cl. 1, "2, 6. Hallelujah !

For "The Friend."

Japanese Gulf- Stream.—Lieut. Bent, of the

). Navy, recently read a paper before the Geo-

hical and Historical Society, New York, in

;h he showed, from the records kept by the

m expedition, that there is also in the Pacific

lliver of the Ocean," flowing to the northward

eastward along the coast of Asia, correspond-

in every essential particular with the Gulf

am of the Atlantic. There is an increased

jerature of both the air and water the moment

oceanic stream of that region is entered, but

edominant thermal change in the water, which

)3t invariably continues superior in tempera-

te that of the air, until leaving the stream

n. It is caused by the great equatorial cur-

of the Pacilic. Along the coast of Formosa

trength and character are as decidedly mark-

3 tho°eofthe Gulf Stream on the Florida coast,

greatest velocity is in the Gulf of Ycddo, where

'eighty miles per day. Its average velocity is

I 30 to 40 miles per day. Lieut. 13. attributes

mild climate of Japan and California to the

ific stream, and said the Gulf Stream has not

nilar influence upon our coast, because the

current flowing South intervenes between it

the shore. ^^_____^
'unne?s.—The United States has 67 tunnels on

lis and railways, the longest of which is about

mile.

Ingland has 48 canal tunnels, of an aggregate

>thof40 miles, the longest being over three

?9, on the Iluddersfield CanaL She has also

railway tunnels, 49 of which amount to 33

js, the longest being throe miles,

'he longest tunnel is one in the district of

emnitz,°in Hungary. Its length is variously

ed at from 10 J to Hi miles. It is used to

in an extensive .series of mines, and also for th

isportation, of ore on railway cars.

n France there are 56 tunnels on railways, and

a canals, 36 of which are an aggregate of 4.5.4

cs. The largest of small size is 7.45 miles, and

t of large dimensions 3.5 miles. The llouen

[ Havrc^Road has 8 tunnels ; Paris and Lyons

)8.

)n the German railways are 10 tunnels.

in Sardinia there is a tunnel two miles long,

ough Mt .Giovi, on the Genoa and Turin Rail-

/. "On this road, in 25 miles through the Appe-

es, are 9 tunnels.

those who, having 'castaway the works of dark-

,' are pressimj forward 'to the mark for the

prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus,'

to countenance and enjoy it, is wrong, decidedly

wrong. 1 do not speak of the 'charm of so light

nd graceful an amusement,' I suppose, in itself

considered, and as an exercise, there is probably

no harm in it. But could a Christian go from

prayer to a dance ? Or could he return from it

and with a peaceful and happy heart, bow before

Him who is of pure eyes, and cannot look upon

but with nbhorence? Ah? my Mary, think

of it in this light. Do not parley at the positive

amount of harm it contains. But reflect upon-the

high calling of a Christian, Think of the glo-

rious home to which he is hastening, and for which

ho is preparing; of the Saviour, the saints and

ngcls with whom he is to live eternally ; and an-

wer me conscientiously, docs this amusement ad-

vance him one step in his life of preparation '!

Docs it make him any more meet for the kingdom

of heaven ? Does it not rather lead him away from

God, and fix his attections on this world ? Oh 1

how anxiously do I wish you to think as 1 do ! you

arc not happy, and it grieves me to find it so. The

tears that are in my eyes now, are not the first

that 1 have shed for you, and the prayer with which

I have written this letter, is one of a thousand of

the same character. Yom only happiness is in novels

and company 1 Oh ! do seek for a better kind

Go, 1 beseech you, to your heavenly Father ;
con

fess your sins : say " f thou wilt, thou canst

your whole heart: re

Lord

make me clean.' Give h

nounce every sin, taking up every duty : solemnly

dedicate yourself to God, and Oh !
may the God

of grace help you to keep his laws ! The Saviour

is waiting to be gracious. Can you, will you, re-

fuse to a°ccept his proS'ered mercy ? 1 am dis-

tressed for you. Do, Oh ! please do, give your-

self to the Saviour. If you will only do this, you

will experience that peace which passeth all under-

standing.'"

and remains when he and it are gone into the firo

t burns with brimstone. The Seed, Christ, will

rcign ; and so will yo, as ye do live and walk ia

him, sit down in him, and build up one another

the love of God. G. F.

Hertford, the 10th of the Fifth month, 1G78.

SflPoieJ.

ONLY WAITING.

A very ngcd man in an almshouse, wfts asked what

e WH3 dointj now. He replied, " Only waiting."

Only waiting till the shadows

Are a little longer grown;

Only wailing till the glimmer

Of the day's last beam is llowu

;

Till the night of earth is faded

From the heart, once full of day;

Till the stars of heaven are breaking

Thro' the twilight soft and gray.

Only wailing till the reapers

Have the last sheaf gathered home;

For the summer time is faded,

And the autumn winds have come.

Quickly, reapers I gather quickly

The last ripe hours of my heart,

For the bloom of life is withered,

And I hasten to depart

Only waiting, till the angels

Open wide the mystic galo

By whose side I long have lingered,

Weary, poor, and desolate.

Even now I hear the footsteps.

And their voices far away;

If Ihcy call me, I am waiting,

Only waiting to obey.

Only waiting till the shadows

Are a little longer grown
;

Only waiting till the glimmer

Of the day's last beam is flown.

Then from out the gathering darkness

Holy, deathless stars shall rise,

By whose light my soul shall gladly

Tread its pathway to the skies.

M. T. S.

For " The Friend,

rhe following extract, is from a letter of the

c Martha T. Sharp, of Salem, N. J., a much

cemed and consistent member of the Pre-sby

ian Society of that place; she died in the 17th

^r of her age. The letter was addressed to an

rly friend and schoolmate, and appears to have

jduced a very deep and lasting impression.

R.

"I take it for granted you are interested in my
airs. Are you not, dear Mary? I can imagine

ursilentassent. I will carry the question stillfar-

er, and ask, will you please to be interested in

1 I am going to say, and weigh it carefully he-

re you throw it aside perhaps for ever ?

"You ask me about dancing; and perhaps you,

ill think me too strict when I tell you, that as a

hristian, I cannot approve of it. It is perfectly

insistent with the character and aims of those

Loeomotlvci.—Vfhen locomotives were first

built, they weighed less than five tons. This was

in 1828 ; since then passengers and freight have

increased, car after car has been supplied for their

accommodation, and ton after ton has been added to

the weight of the engine, in order to enable it to

move the additional burden imposed upon it, until

those of the largest class upon the English roads

have attained to the enormous weight of 32 tons,

and in the U uited States to between 20 and 30 tons.

The first locomotive performed 28 miles an hour.

They now perform from 40 to 80 miles. This in-

crease shows a rapid improvement. The first lo-

comotive cost 83U00. The St. Clair, be onging

to the Hudson River Railroad, cost S12,500.

The first locomotive used in the United States,

was the "John Bull," on the Albany and Sche-

nectady Railroad. This engine is now at the Al-

bany Nail Factory, where it is kept as a curiosity.

Epistle of George Foi.

Dear Friends,—Let the holy Seed of life reign

over death and the unholy seed in you a^
i

*"'''

in the holy Seed of the kingdom, ye may all tcel

the everlasting holy peace with God, through

Christ Jesus your Saviour, and sit down m Him,

your life and glorious rest, the holy rock and foun-

dation, that standeth sure over all from everlasting

to everlasting, in whom all the fulness of blessed-

ness is, so that ye may glory in Him that liveth

for evermore, Amen ! who is your eternal joy,

life and happiness ; through whom you have peace

with God. This holy Seed bruiseth the head of the

serpent, and will outlive all his wrath and rage.

profess to live only for this world. But for malice and envy, who was before he and it were,

THE WORTH OF HOURS.

Believe not that your inner eye

Can ever in just measure try

The worlh of hours as they go by:

For every man's weak self, alas 1

Makes him to see them while they pass,

As through a dim or tinted glass

:

But if in earnest care you would

Mete out to each its part of good.

Trust rather to your afler mood.

Those surely arc not fairly spent.

That leave our spirits bowed and bent

In sad unrest, and ill content:

And more—though free from seeminy harm.

We rest from toil of mind or arm,

Or slow retire from pleasure's charm—

If then a painful sense comes on

Of something wholly lost and gone,

Vainly enjoyed or vainly done—

Of something from our being's ch.Vm

Broke off, nor to be link'd again

By all mere memory can retain

—

Upon our hearts this truth may rise-

Nothing that altogether dies

Suffices man's just destinies :

So should we live that every hour

May die as dies the natural Hower

A self-reviving thing of power;

That every thought and every deed

May hold within itself the seed

Of future good and future meed.

phose employ

, destroy,

barren joy. MUnet.

Esteeming sorrow,

Is to develope, n

Far belter than

« The times may look dark to sense, but faith

says it shall be well with the righteous.
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For "The Iriend."

Early Anti-SIavcry AdTocates.

BENJAMIN LAY.

(Continued from page 196.)

Of the personal habits of this indefatigable la-

bourer for the slave, we are informed that he prac-

tised temperance and frugality. His drink was
milk or water, and his other food was altogether

vegetable. He spun tow, and of this, woven into

cloth of its natural colour, his clothes were made.
He would not eat flesh, because lie did not think
it right that animal life should be sacrificed, to

satisfy the appetite of man. Neither was he will-

ing to partake of, or make use of anything that

had been raised by slaves, or in the preparation of
which their labour had been employed. After
spending so much time in tilling the ground, in

spinning tow, or such other employment as be
deemed necessary to ensure him the small amount
of food and raiment sufficient for his slender
wants, he dedicated the rest to the crusade he was
carrying on against all unrighteousness and cruelty.

Ho was often in Philadelphia, labouring particu-
larly amongst Friends, llobert Jordan, a valua-
ble minister of that day, was one of the objects of
his most earnest attacks, not only because he was
a practised minister of the gospel, and yet did not
denounce all communion with slaveholders, but be-
cause some of the communications from Colchester
respecting the irregularity of the certificate for B.
L. and wife, were addressed to him. Benjamin
thought that Robert and some others had procured
the separate certificate for his wife, and in so do-
ing, had a mind to separate them.

The violence of his feelings towards those he
thought concerned in this matter, is manifested on
several occasions ; he says, " I shall leave them to

the great Judge of heaven and earth. If he be
pleased to forgive them, I hope I shall, in lime."
Benjamin had now taken upon himself to preach
in meetings for worship, and to intrude into meet
ings for discipline, so that at last at the Quarterly
Meetings held at Burlington, Philadelphia, Con
cord, and some other places, they were obliged to
have doorkeepers specially appointed to keep bin
out. His zeal against a dead, lifeless ministry
was very great, and his remarks thereon art

striking. If he had had as correct an apprecia
tion of his own offerings of the kind as he had of
others, his friends would have had less trouble
with him. He says, " It seems as if some of our
ministers, I was going to say many, have forgot
the great benefit of silent meetings, if ever they
rightly knew it, they are so restless in them, and
must be hammering and hammering. The noise
of the workman's tool was not to bo heard in
building the outward temple, and much less the
inward, which is the work of God himself. Oh,
that the Lord would be pleased to put a hook into
the nose of this Leviathan ! But if the words be
never so sound and orthodox, without life they are
but as chaff; and what is the chaff to the wheat ?

Why, truly, Friends, you know the chaff is for
the beasts, but the blessed wheat, with which our
heavenly Father feeds his babes, is for the child-
ren of the kingdom. New Jerusalem, the church
of the living God. What said the blessed Jesus,
'He (hat is not with me, is against me, and he
that gathereth not with me, scatterelh abroad.'
As if he had said. Let his or her words be ever so
excellent. Many worthy Friends have been bur-
dened with Ihis i^cattcring spirit for many years
especially its profaning, if not blaspheming, the
sacred name, in prayer. When our meetings, on
Firstdays or olhers, are a little settled in silence,
and the children of the kingdom, in their heavenly
places, and their Father begins to feed them, up

stands, it may be a cracked trumpet, with an un
certain sound ; or peradventure an old broken
cistern, with a little thick muddy stinking water
at bottom, kept in for the meeting, and there

thrown out among the children, when in truth

is hardly fit for swine."

Benjamin wrote with much severity, and yet we
cannot doubt but that he thought he should do
good. He probably was not at all conscious how
much animal heat and excitement mingled with
and added intensity to the real christian testimony
he bad to bear against slavery. After some sharp
language written, Seventh mo. 5th, 1736, against

shwe keepers, he adds, " I can truly say with great

sincerity; I write these things, not to offend, but to

inform, caution, and advise them that are con
cerned, to pray to the Lord for wisdom and
strength of faith, to quit their hands of them be
fore it is too late ; a day of vengeance will come."
"

! that my soul could find some relief for the

distress that it hath been in, at times, for seven
teen years and more, on this sad account. But if

Friends will not hear, believe me, mine eyes
shall weep sore in secret." " A glorious and pre
cious thing, indeed, is true unity ; but I know m
stronger bulwark the devil has against it, in the
church of Christ, than slave keeping." In con
nection with unity, he quotes from a forcible wri-

ter the following pithy sentiment. " Where the

truth of God suffers, there unity is schism, churcl;

government is tyranny, and the church is a rout.''

In the same month, he says, " My joy and the
crown of all my sweet delights in this world, I

can truly say, is the true unity with my brethren,

which are in God the Father, and he in them,
ever reigning in his own blessed kingdom, body,
house, tabernacle. New Jerusalem, or tent—syno-

nymous terms. While Israel abode here, no di-

vination could prevail, or enchantment against
them. But when Israel, our dear friends, went
out of their tent to look at, and long after the

pleasures, pride, profit and friendship of this world,
then they came to be snared with this cursed sin,

negro-trading, as well as some other." He then
goes on to describe from the accounts given him
by those who had been engaged in negro-stealing

on the African coapt, the manner in which they
obtained their cargoes. After stealing all they
can catch, with their boat's crews by the sea side,

and in the rivers, they, he adds, "find out some
old negroes that they have been used to trade with,
which will bring off in canoes, their wives, or
children, or their neighbours' wives and children
if they can catch them in the woods, or anywhere
else, to sell to our brave Christians. brave

!

give SOs. for a negro, and sell him for £80 or £40,
50 or 60, 70, 80, 90, £100 or more. Who would
but bo a trader in slaves and souls of men, al-

though he go to hell for it!"

In the year 1729, at the suggestion of Chester
Quarterly Meeting, the Yearly Meeting directed
the several Quarterly Meetings to consider and
report whether Friends ought not to be restricted

by discipline from purchasing slaves, as they al-

ready were from importing tliem. In 1730, Phi-
ladelphia Quarter referred the matter to the deci-

sion of the Yearly Meeting, which they expected
lid review and consider the minutes formerly
ie against slavery. Bucks Quarter leaves " it

to the Yearly Meeting to determine as in the wis-

of Truth shall be seen meet." Burlington,
after seriously and deliberately weighing the mat-
ter, give it as their opinion, " that as it is not
agreeable to our discipline to bo actually concern-

' nporting of thcni into these countries in

order to make slaves of them, so consequently it

cannot be agreeable to buy them, when imported,
because that has a manifest tendency to encourage

the importation of them. Yet it is the des:

this meeting, that no restriction extend fu
than by advice and counsel, not censure."
donfield says, " The extract of last Yearly J

ing minutes concerning importing negr
buying them after they are imported, being
sidcred by us, the sense of this meeting is,

one ought to be restricted as well as the otl
'•>

Shrewsbury says of the buying of negroes thai

is its sense, "that the practice is wrong; tU
fore desire that Friends may be restricted f

future."

The Yearly Meeting of this year strength

by the reports from the Quarterly Meeting? ;

cided " that Friends ought to be very cautioi
>;

making any such purchases for the future, i'

ing disagreeable to the sense of this meet >

And this meeting recommends it to the careol|(

several Monthly Meetings, to see that such i

may be, or are likely to be found in that prac
,;,

maybe admonished and cautioned how they of ij

therein." This had been done before Benja J

Lay came to America, and whatever effect his i.

lent language had on the community in geni J,

it manifestly had little other tendency that to i

tate many persons in the Society of Friends, agr ^1

whom it was aimed. After this minute of adi :

no person of religious standing in the Societ .:

Friends, would be likely to purchase a slave, i

doing which would subject them to censure.

The ministers against whom Benjamin :

shooting his shafts, some of them held slaves, i

others had offended him by cautioning and ;

proving him for his violent and eccentric att, i

on those who had not then seen it proper to m;

,

mit theirs. He could not believe that any of tl (

ministers could preach from a right autboi •

even though he found it very difficult to disc('i

anything wrong in what they said. He sajj:

them, "And all this while preach, as their ter'i

Friends do; who cannot touch with that siil

practice to gain the whole world
;

profess the s;}'

pure truth, gospel, unction, annointing, urim c

thummim, measure of the spirit, pretend they b«

received the same manifestation and dispensa t

to preach as their innocent Friends, brethren i

sisters have. And really to give them their (',

they come very near them in words, forwb:)

and some others can see, for we have observed tl i

strictly as is our duty upon Truth's account, wl i

suffers so much by them, and their sinful pract

well as their oppressed and greatly afflic J

brethren and sisters. I say these nocents [g
ty ones], come very near the innocents in wo

,

except here and there, they do stretch and str;

rest, part, pervert, misconstrue, and misapj

scripture to serve their covetous ends, or to jus
\

the practice, or to extenuate the crime." '

Benjamin's violent language against those \l

did not see exactly as he did, gave some colouiJ

reason to a remark, he tells us, Robert Jori|

made to him, " that he loved the negroes be 1

than he did his Friends." He says, Robert i*

told him that he had occasioned the death of i

fe, and he was a persecutor of the church,
f

Robert said the first, it was merely in allusiori

the effect which his violence, and nervous excj

bility had produced upon her. As to the l-i

however righteous his zeal against slavery mi i

he was in no wise justifiable in disturbing if

quiet of places of worship, and in intruding hi

self into meetings for discipline, when hektl
lat he did not stand as a member in unity.

It appears from Benjamin Lay's statement t|i

he opened in the Monthly, Quarterly and Yeaj

Jlceling, the state in which he was placed,:)

demanded that the letter from Colchester concc

ing him, should bo read, and a letter or two whi

i
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d himself received from some there. lie sale, as they have to pass through the hands of the

that when he insisted on having the letters
1

bender, who after heating them on an iron plate,

the meetings insisted that if read, he should I tics them upon a block, fasliiuued into tlic shape

leave the matter to the meetings to decide

did not satisfy him.

CTo bo conlinuoJ.)

ihiwj hut an Insect.—A French naturalist

several years in examining the structure

single insect, and left the work unhiiishcd.

body of an insect about an inch in length,

er naturalist enumerated 3UG plates compos-

he structure of the outer envelope; 401

les for putting them in motion; 24 pairs

rves, and 48 pairs of breathing organs. The

lor of lenses in the eye of a common fly is

: seven thousand : of the dragon fly, twelve

and; of the butterfly, seventeen thousand.

single wing of a butterfly have been found

100 scales. The house-fly's wing has a power

strokes in a second, which can propel it 3.5

while the speed of a race horse is but DO feet

jnd. So thin are the wings of many insects

50,000 placed over each other would only bo

,rter of an inch thick and yet thin as they are,

is double. ^^^^^^^
Haggfactiire of Dora Combs.

it few of oar readers are aware, perhaps, of

mount of labour required to manufacture liorn

3, and the kind of material from which they

-rought. The butcher, after killing a steer,

! the hide to the tanner or those who purchase

im, and from them the comb maker obtains

lorus and hoofs, paying so much a hundred

lem. In this city, Ed. Warner, G. G. M
iVm. Severns, llcnry Rittcnhousc and one or

others are engaged quite extensively it

business, and the following mode is adopt

make beautiful combs from crooked horns

unsightly hoofs :—The horns, when taken

e factory, have the tips sawed ofi', which tips

old to the umbrella and cane manufacturers

comb to be made is a back one, for children,

lorn is sawed spirally, by hand ; if straight

)g, the horn is cut from end to end, after which

arc placed in cold water to soak, and after re-

ling there for some time, are removed and

)ed with steel scrapers. The pressman then

i them in hand, and after boiling them in water

lerm oil, places them in a press composed ofiron

3, heated with charcoal and when the horns

aliened, they are cut with shears into the pro-

size for combs.

rom this room they go into the manufacturing

rtment, and after being soaked again, are

ed down to the proper thickness for twinning

atting the teeth. The machine for cutting

ceth is exceedingly ingenious and complicated.

horn is placed upon a moderately heated bed

=r the tooth cutter, and at each pressing down

10 lever the piece of horn is cut into two combs,

y are then taken out and pulled apart while

m, and placed in the hands of the maker, who
Is them or shapes the teeth, after which they

the finisher, who smooths them by rubbing

surface with powdered brick, obtained from

h, England.

iftcr being carefully washed, the stainer takes

n in hand, and with a chemical preparation,

t.s them according to his own fancy, which spots

brought out after the comb has been placed in

ye made of Nicaragua wood. The dye having

most powerful effocton the part chemically pre-

cd, the comb is made to assume somewhat the

earauee of tortoise shell. The combs are then

ced in the sun, and after being thoroughly dried

polished. The combs are not yet ready fur

ble for the comb to assume. They are then

placed into the hands of girls who give them the

finishing touch by oiling and wiping them care-

fully, when they are passed to the hands of the

packer, who puts them in packages for the mar-

ket.

The sole of the hoof is cut out and manufactured

nto pocket and puff combs, and the upper part of

the hoof, after going through the same process as

the horn, is turned into combs of various kinds.

The clippings from the horns, and hoofs are sold

to the burners, who manufacture them into potash

d Prussian blue.

Notwithstanding many of the combs are sold as

(V as eight cents per dozen each one has to pass

through nine or ten distinct processes and new

hands, each time, before they are ready for tin

market, and it is only owing to the rapidity will

which they are made that any profit can be rea

lized upon the manufacture.

—

Lcdijcr.

For "The FrlcnJ."

Consequences of Slavery.

It is unpleasant to spread upon the pages of " The

Friend," such tragicalacts as a mother destroying

her children under any circumstances. But the

evidence which the following account gives of

the natural love of liberty in the poor slave, the

dread of a life of cruel vassalage and indignity, in

which the man and woman of colour are held in

our Southern states, lead us to believe that every

event which may increase a horror for the dread-

ful system should be published on the house-top.

We are shocked at the use of such means to re-

lease a child from future hopeless servitude, and

altof'ether disapprove of the use of firearms, either

to procure or to defend liberty. Citizens of the

free States who have no direct intercourse with

slavery, should bo frequently apprised of its debas-

in" influence upon the master and his menial.

The profits of dealing in slave produce, the desire

to obtain southern help to secure a full proportion

of the honours and gains of oflico in government,

may blind the Northern man to the gross iniquity

of slave-holding, and hence the need of constantly

keeping the subject before his view.

"A mother murdcrini/ her child rather than see

it in Slavery.—In the Cincinnati papers we find

the full particulars of the arrest of the fugitive

slaves-

" About ten o'clock on Sunday, a party of eight

slaves, two men, two women, and four children,

belonging to Archibald K. Gaines and John Mar-

shall, of llichwood Station, Boone county, Ken-

tucky, about 11) miles from Covington, escaped

from their owners. Three of the party are father,

mother and son, whose names arc Simon, Mary

and Kobert, the others are Margaret, wife, of Ro-

bert, and her four children. The three first are

the property of -Marshall, and the others of Gaines.

They took a sleigh and two horses belonging to

— Marshall, and drove to the river bank, oppo-

site the foot of Western Row, where they left them

standing in the road, and crossed over to the city

on the ice. They were missed a few hours after

their flight, and — Gaines, springing on a horse,

followed in pursuit. He proceeded to the office

of U. S. Commissioner John L. Pcndry, and, pro-

curing the necessary warrants, with U. S. Deputy

Marshal Ellis, and a large body of assistants, went

at once to the place where his fugitives were con-

cealed. It it as well here to state that Kite had

been formerly owned in the neighbourhood of Rich-

wood Station, and wa.s purchased fronr bondage by

his father. On reaching the house, Major Murphy,

a neighbour of Gaines, and who was acquainted

nth Kite, called on him to open the door, and

aid that resistance would bo useless. This Kite

greed he would do, but delayed so loug that the

ofliccrs attempted to force it open, when a window
suddenly thrown up, and one of the negro

men, Robert, presented a pistol and fired. Tho
ball wounded— Patterson, a resident of the Fourtii

ward, who had been deputised to assist in the ar-

rest. A second party of officers came up, and tho

doors were forced open, and after a short but des-

perate resistance the slaves were secured, but not

until Robert had fired three times, but without

efl'ect. After the conflict was over, a bloody and

melancholy spectacle presented itself. One of the

slave children was discovered lying on the floor

with its head nearly severed from its body ; two

others, boys, aged about four or five years, were

bleeding from wounds in the neck and head, and

an infant in the arms of Margaret had its head

much swollen, and was bleeding freely at the nose.

The officers state that Simon and Mary, the eldest

of tho party, made no resistance, but that Marga-

ret and Robert fought with the ferocity of tigers,

that during the afi'ray .she struck her infant

son on the head with a fire-shovel, in the opinion

of many, with the intention of taking its life.

During a conversation with Margaret, she stated

to us that she was eating breakfast in company
with the other fugitives when she heard some one

cry out, " They are coming, they are coming."

They sprang up in alarm, but before they had time

to fly, their captors burst in upon them. She

fouglit with all the strength with which she was capa-

ble, and cannot tell how her child was killed and

the others wounded, but only knows that the death

and the wounding occurred during the affray.

This is her story, but it is evident that the bloody

tragedy was perpetrated while the officers were

seeking admittance, and she is said to have ac-

knowledged the fact of killing her child and

wounding the others during tho excitement inci-

dent to the arrest.

"The captives, as soon as arrested, were placed

in express wagons, and driven to the office of the

U. S. Marshal, on Fourth street, between Main

and Walnut, followed by a large crowd of excited

people. On reaching the Marshal's office, tho

wounds of the children were examined, when it

was found that one of them had received a flesh

wound on the neck, about three inches in length,

but barely penetrating the skin—the other a scalp

wound about the same length. They arc but little

hurt, and yesterday afternoon were playing about

the Marshal's office, apparently unconcerned. On
questioning the little fellows, they said that some

one in the house threw them down and tried to

kill them, but they cither did not know, or would

not reveal who it was. The slaves, on reaching

the Marshal's office, seated themselves around the

ove with dejected countenances, and preserved

moody silence, answering all questions propound-

ed to them in monosyllables or refusing to an-

swer them at all.

The slaves were then taken down stair.s to the

street door, when a wild and excited scene pre-

sented itself—the sidewalks and the middle of

the street were thronged with people, and a couple

of coaches were at the door in order to convey the

captives to the Station House. The slaves were

guarded by a strong posse of officers, and as they

made their appearance in the street, it was evident

that there was a strong sympathy in their favour.

When they wore led to the carriage doors, there

were loud cries of "drive on," "don't take theoi."

The slaves claim that they have all been on this

side of the river frequently by the consent of their

masters.

—

Lcdijcr."
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" The Slave case at Cincinnati.—On Fifth day
hst, United States CommissioDer Pendry, at Cin-

cinnati, ordered the fugitive slaves recently ar-

rested there, to be brought before him that he

might announce his decision. The SheriiF in

whose custody they were, refused to deliver up the

adults, he holding them upon the charge of murder.

The Commissioner then adjourned his Court until

Third day next. Ilis decision is understood to be

adverse to the claims of the slaves to their freedom.

A habeas corpus has also been issued by the State

Court to obtain possession of the slave children,

held in custody by the United States Marshal.

Writs have also been issued against the Sheriff to

show cause why the adult slaves should not be re-

turned to the custody of the United States Mar-
shal. These writs were made returnable on Seventh

day."

The last account states that the slaves were sent

back to Kentucky under a strong guard—and that

much excitement was created by it.

Another Escape of Slaves.—There seems to

be a determination to make — Gaines, the citizen

of Boone county, Ky., who claims four of the pre-

sent party of fugitives, realize the fact that negroes

can run away. We learn from good authority

that four more of his slaves escaped from his planta-

tion last night, and, as yet, their whereabouts has

not been discovered. It is supposed, however, that

they are still in Kentucky, under the protection

of an agent of the U. G. K. R. In fact it is quite

certain they have not yet crossed the river. The
party consists of two women, a man and small child.

Out of eleven slaves — Gaines has now but three,

and, to judge from late events, there is no tolling

how long he can rely on their services. He is now,
and has been for several days, in the city, attend-

ing to the present prosecution.— Cin. Times.

Family Affection.—It is an interesting fact, that

the word ^)('c7y among the old llomans, meant fa-

mily affection, whether on the part of children or
parents, or of brothers and sisters towards each
other. And so the word seems to be used in the
only ca.se where it is used in the New Testament,
1 Tim. V. 4, where speaking of "children and
nephews," the apostle, says " Let them learn first to

shov! piety at home, and to requite their parents
for that is good and acceptable before God."

Wetting Bricks—Very few people, or even build
ers, are aware of the advantage of wetting bricks
before laying them ; or if they are aware of it, they
do not even think of practising it, for of the many
houses now in progress in this city, there are very
few in which wet brick are used. A wall twelve
inches thick, built of good mortar, with bricks well
soaked, is stronger in every respect than one six-

teen inches thick, built dry. The reason of this is,

that if the bricks are saturated with water, they
will not abstract from the mortar the moisture
which is necessary to its crystalization ; and, on
the contrary, they will unite chemically with the
mortar, and become solid as a rock. On the other
hand, ifthe bricks are put up dry, they immediately
take all the moisture from the mortar, leaving it

too dry to harden, and the consequence is, that
when a building of this description is taken down
or tumbles down of its own accord, the mortar from
it is like bo much sand.

—

Scientijic American.

Forgiveness.—Two persons being very much at

variance, referred their quarrel to a third person.
Each accused the other, and both declared him-
self to bo without blame. The umpire heard them
very patiently, and then said, " My judgment is

this : Let the innocent forgive the guilty."

For "The Friend."

Visitations of Divine love.

One of the most important religious concerns
to the church, is the training of the ri.'iing gene-
ration in the way of righteousness. While it is

proper to indulge them in useful and healthful
recreation, those who have overcome the snares
and the natural propensities to evil, to which youth
is incident, should watch over and restrain them
as far as is in their power from everything that
would lead into temptation, and strive to win them
to the love of the Saviour and his religion. They
may have strong wills often set towards worldly
allurements, but their hearts are also capable of
being softened by Divine love, and when they
prove the unsatisfying nature of creaturely indul-
gence, and are brought under the convicting pow-
er of the Lord's spirit, they may be wrought upon
to crave a better condition, and for strength to for-

sake everything that has separated them from th

love of their heavenly Father.

Christopher Taylor kept a boarding-school at

Waltham Abbey, in England, for Friends' child-
ren, which gained a good reputation in the Socie
fy. His instructions and religious influence com-
bined with those of his wife and their assistants,

appear to have been eminently blessed to the young
people, under their care. In a narrative published
by him in 1679, entitled " A testimony to the
Lord's power and blessed appearance among chil-

dren," he gives an account of an extraordinary
visitation of heavenly love to the pupils in the
school, from which the following, addressed to his
brother, is extracted. He says, " Sitting towards
evening with the family and children, in all about
fifty, the Lord's sweet, tender, heart-breaking pow-
er, was with us in a shower of love, mercy and
gentleness, which caused abundance of tears and
great gladness ; like to the love of a most tender
father, in forgiveness and submission, especially
to such who had been most stubborn; and the

Id and gentle were under the sense of the same
power, in pure love and sweet tenderness. The

"e meeting was, I may truly say, so filled with
divine comfort, that the heavenly flame drowned
11 sorrow at that time, and conquered all sense of

terror and judgment, nothing but love and mercy
appearing and overcoming all, that it was wonder-
ful to behold the great gravity and sense of the
children in the exercise. And now I may say that
there is not one who hath been of the worst tem-
per and disposition, but in pleading with them
about their condition, hath been broken into a
sensible acknowledgment with weeping eyes, so

far hath the blessed power of the living God ap-
peared in this place ; a day much longed for, glory
to the Lord forever : and certainly the living God
will bestow more of his blessings upon us, by still

pouring forth of his heavenly Spirit and of his

glory, as wc are tender before him.
So, dear brother, admire with us the excellency

of God's pure love, and pray with us that we may
all be kept in the sweet and humble acknowledg-
ment of his most tender mercies. that we may
never give the least occasion, whereby the Lord
may withdraw the sense of such great love and
mercy from us. If I could tell thee, I would,
how full of sweet melody my soul is at present,
from the sense of his pure goodness, and how full

of joy, and gladness and heavenly praises. feel

what my soul can admire, but what my tongue is

unable to utter

It is true that it not :

a proud and ostentatious work], they wonlc
fest their religious desires in a strict adher.
the humble life of a self-denying Christi!
structing them to mind the intimations of I
in their own hearts, and restraining them ill

fondness for show, and the company of thai
are enemies to the cross of Christ. Althcj
is the Lord only who can give the blessinl
the increase to the prayers and the laboura I

ligious parents, yet there are duties whicl
owe to children, and which should comme
quite an early period, that cannot be disrej

with impunity, but which, if faithfully disch
release the parent from responsibility, and i

blessed to the present and future happin
their offspring. Young people have a meas
the same Holy Spirit given to them to guide
in the way of holiness, which visited the pa
and for the neglect of which they will be i

able. No earthly gratification can counterbi
the loss of that peace given as the reward o)

dience. The applause and honours of a vain
sink into nothing, before the honour that i

from God only, and which truly dignifies the
ble follower of Christ, and qualifies him to f

place in Christ's church on earth, and to bi

an inhabitant of the glorious city, which
not the light of the sun or of the moon, to

in it ; for the glory of God doth lighten if

the Lamb is the light thereof, and the na
them that are saved, do walk in the light i

When one of the days of those heavenly ^

tions may shine upon young people, we knofl

But it would be the joy of the Lord's childr
witness a general breaking forth of the day-s?

from on high, humbling the spirits of the
f

young people, and bowing them to take thell

of their Redeemer upon them. Ann Dym
j

describing the state of her mind at an early p j

of life, says, " My beloved parents were ofteni

cerned to advise and reprove me, and to givj

good counsel; which, although to appearanl
had little or no effect at the time, has undoub i

been blessed to me ; for which I now desire I

humbly thankful to the great Dispenser c)

good. His witness, placed in the secret o l

heart, even in those my very young years!
often striving with me, so that at seasons Ji

made sincerely desirous of altering my course \

as often the enemy prevailed by dissuading m'

can remember many a hard struggle in my te i

mind, even when 1 scarcely knew what it n j

Thus did my heavenly Parent condescend to i

me by the inshinings of his good Spirit, alth

j

I knew him not. Oh, wonderful condescena
indeed ! My soul now bows in reverent gratii

for these his unmerited favours."
i

For a time she resisted these heavenly calls \

gave way to a levity of disposition, which opij
her entering into that narrow path, which innli

had been clearly opened to her view, as the
|

one that led to peace. But it pleased thei

mighty still to follow her with his reproofs. V
was a Ions and severe conflict between the co i

id such administrations of love, and of the
heart tendering power of Truth, but were parents

d others fervently concerned for the children's

growth in grace, instead of neglecting their true
interest, or wishing to render them acceptable to

tions of Divine grace, and the strong propens.

of the natural will, yet it was joyfully evidei

some who felt an interest in her religious welf
hat the pure principle of light and life was f

dually rising into dominion in her soul. It

was prepared for the important work ofl

ministry, her first appearance in which service [i

bout the twenty-fifth year of her age ; and as i

man's power to com- time to time, she submitted to the humbling i

er of the cross of Christ, she became an ablei

acceptable minister of the gospel. What ar i

speakable blessing to her that she was finally
'

vailed with to give up all and enter into the L.I

vineyard, and labour in his cause. Her death i

i
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udden, in the prime of lifo, having two para-

itrokes in ten days, the last of which almost

iiatcly terminated her existence here below.

The Kcpnblie of Liberia,

the philanthropist and Christian this now
1 on tlio African coast is deeply interesting,

ubabitants of Liberia are strictly a reli-

peopie. Various American Missionary So-

1 are endeavouring to disseminate truth and
ousness among the inhabitants. Tho Me-
it Episcopal church stands first in point of

nd effort. Its Conference consists of twenty

linistera, all of whom are coloured. They
DF 1301 members, of whom IIG are natives;

nday schools with 839 scholars, ofwhom 50
.tives ; 20 week day schools with 513 soho-

7 native schools with 127 scholars : They
jrected a seminary building in Monrovia, at

of 810,000, which is now affording instruc-

D youth in the hijjher departments of science

iterature. The Baptist Missionary Conven-
as 15 churches with a native and colonist

ership of 787,020 coloured missionaries, 7

!rg, 4 native assistants, 13 day schools and
[ipils. The (old school) Presbyterian Board
sionshave 2 ordained ministers, 3 churches,

lembers and 3 Sunday schools. They have
.1 day schools for natives and colonists. A
or one at Monrovia contains about 70 pupils,

at the same place is the Alexander High
1, a classical institution. The mission of the

Dpal Church was commenced in 1836 at Cape
IS. It has now extended itself to the three

nent sea-port towns of the Republic: Monro-
assa, and Sinou. Among the colonists it has 4

i ministers, 4 common schools and 1 high

!, 5 teachers and 150 scholars. A large stone

b is built at Cape Palmas, while a brick one
ihed at tho flourishing station of Clay-Ash
on the St. Paul's river. At Cape Palmas
; an orphan asylum. Heretofore the chief

I of this denomination has been directed to

itive population. Among the Grebo tribe,

ering 25,000, are 5 stations—whoso Ian-

having been reduced to writing; the gospel

iched to them. There are 15 native teachers,

lined native ministers and about 100 native

en in the boarding schools of the mission.

societies are operating, but their success as

as been limited. The experience of these

ns confirms the growing conviction that if

jO millions of Africa are to be raised from
igradation in which they are at present, this

be mainly through influences resulting from

put forth by its own sons and daughters,
ave themselves been prepared for the pur-

Little, directly, can be accomplished by
from other lands; as most of those who
ittempted to labour, have fallen early mar-
thcir zeal. Liberia, with its republican

nment, there can be no question, is destined
irt a benign impression on tho rest of the
lent. By its government and laws, its

Is and churches, its trade and commerce, a

influence will go forth from it which shall

o raise Africa to a higher position among
itions than she has for ages enjoyed. Thus
)urse of progress and huuiijn elevation will be
ded farther and fiirther into the interior, its

itants raised from idolatry and superstition,

.s riches made available to the world.

—

Led-

cice.—Advice, says Coleridge, is like snow
softer it falls the longer it dwells upon, and

;eper it sinks into the mind.

Mary Capper to R. & B. C.

Warwick, First mo. 25th, 1828.

My kind frieud.s,—On all occasions I witness
your prompt exertions and uffectiouate desires to

serve and gratify me. What shall I render for

the continuation of mercies which I consider as

flowing from a far purer source than any good in

I wrestle in the spirit of prayer, that a
thankful heart may crown every blessing so gra-

ciously bestowed. The details respecting our late

endeared friend have been perused with no com-
mon feelings, the thoughts of my heart have been
night and day occupied on the solemn subject.

1 that ten thousand times ten thousand may be
gathered to the standard of the Christian faith,

the faith in which this, our highly favoured friend,

lived and died ; in the glorious hope of salvation

through Christ Jesus who shed his blood for sin-

ners ! To see how a Christian can die is a priv-

ilege; but to die the death of a Christian, clothed

with the light and life of our Mediator and Advo-
cate with the Father, O how glorious !

Friend's Library.

77(6 Largest Steamer Jjloat.—The Persia, a

new steamship, belonging to the Cunard line, is

to leave Liverpool to-day, (the 26th,) for Boston.

She is built of iron, by Napier & Sous, of Govan,
on the Clyde, and as an effort has been made by
her distinguished builders to excel any American
steamship afloat, large anticipations of her speed

are entertained. On her trial trip she ran two
hundred and three miles in ten hours and forty

three minutes, or nineteen miles an hour. She
probably had a light draft at the time, but great

speed is expected from her when coaled, freighted,

&o. The Persia far exceeds in length, strength,

tonnage, and steam power, the Groat Britain or

the Himalaya, exceeding also by twelve hundred
tons the internal capacity of the largest of the

present Cunard liners. Her length from figure-

head to taffrail, is 390 feet ; length in the water,

360 feet ; breadth of hull, 45 feet ; breadth over

all, 71 feet; depth, 32 feet; burthen, 3,600 tons;

diameter of paddle-wheels, 40 feet. According to

the strict governmental (British) rule of admea-
surement, her power is equal to that of nine hun-

dred horses; according to the plan laid down in

the Earl of Hardwicke's bill, her power is equal

to that of twelve hundred horses ; and according

to Watt's old-established rule of 33,000 pounds
to the horse, she is expected to work up to the

pitch of between four and five thousand horses.

" The weight of the iron in the Persia, when
launched, was 2,200 tons. When the engines are

on board, and fully loaded, the weight of the im-

mense mass will be 5,400 tons, at which time she

will draw twenty-three feet of water. Her coal

cellars are constructed to receive 1400 tons of

coal—an ample supply to carry her on her voyage

across the Atlantic as fast as she can burn them.

She has also accommodations for about twelve

hundred tons measurement of goods."

This mighty fabric, so beautiful as a whole, is

made up of innumerable pieces of ponderous me-

tal, welded, jointed and riveted into each other.

The framing of the ship is very heavy. The space

between each frame is only ten inches, and the

powerful frames are themselves ten inches

deep, with double angle irons (knees) at the outer

and inner edges. The bow is constructed in a

manner at once peculiar, and affording the greatest

possible strength to this important part of the

ship. The framing is so placed to the stern, that

the effect is that, in the case of collision with other

ships, or with rocks or icebergs, the strain would

fall upon the very strongest material within the

structure, and the Pcr^^ia would have a good
chance of safety and successful resistance, while
ordinary vessels would, indeed, be in great peril.

She is not clinker-built, as some ships have been
constructed of late. The plates, or outer plank-
ing of the ship, so to speak, are laid alternately

so that one adds strength to the other, and they
form a whole of wonderful compactness and so-

lidity. The keel-plates are 11-lGths of an inch
in thickness; at the bottom of the ship, the plates

15-16th3 of an inch in thickness; from this sec-

tion to the load water line, they are J of an inch,
and above this they ars ll-lSths of an inch in

thickness. The plates round the gunwale aro

7-8lhs of an inch in thickness.

" The Persia has seven water-tight compart-
ments. The goods arc to be stowed in two of theso

divisions, each about 90 feet long, by 16 in breadth,
and 20 feet in height. These goods-stores, or rather
tanks, are placed in the centre line of the ship,

with the coal cellars or bunkers on each side of
them. At the same time, the vessel is so construct-
ed, as to have, in reality, a double bottom under
these goods-chambers, so that, if the outer were
beat in or injured, the inner would, in all likeli-

hood, protect the cargo dry and intact. The cham-
bers are perfectly water-tight; and, in the event
of accident to the hull, those tanks would of them-
selves float the ship. The liner has two engines
and eight large tubular boilers and two funnels,

and her machinery in general, first-class. Tho
firing space for the boilers is placed in the fore-

and-aft line, instead of across the ship, as is usu-
ally the case with smaller vessels."

Conversation—He who sedulously listens, point-

edly asks, calmly speaks, cooly answers, and ceases

when he has no more to say to tho point, evinces
most common sense and promptness of character,

and shows that he is fitted for business, and likely

to succeed in it.

THE FRIEND
THIRD MONTH 8, 185G.

There is an evident disposition on the part of
some of the politicians among us, as well as with
those in the government of Great Britain, to mag-
nify the points of dispute existing between the

two countries, and to inflame the pa.ssions of the

people against each other; if not with the intent

of urging them into actual warfare, at least to

bring each into a threatening altitude, so as to

claim credit for standing forward for the " honour"
of their respective nation, and finally for extri-

cating it from the dread alternative of war. This
is a dangerous game. Judging of the causes for

disagreement by the expositions given of them by
those in authority on each side of the Atlantic, we
are yet unwilling to believe that they can be re-

garded even by those citizens of either country who
justify war, of such importance in themselves, or

so linked with govermental policy, as to justify

the two countries entering into deadly strife.

Surely, in the present enlightened day, tliese

United States and Great Britain can determine
tbe meaning of a treaty, and adjust the requisite

acknowledgments due for such a violation of mu-
nicipal law or infringement of national sovereignty,

as has been perpetrated in the enlistments com-
plained of, without resorting to arras and seeking

to destroy each other. Such a course would be-

come only idiots or maniacs. We are glad to ob-

serve that some of the more moderate on both

sides, are presenting this momentous subject in

its true light, and using their influence to allay

excitement, and prepare the way for a peaceful so-
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lution of the questions. The last advices from

England in reference to it are of a more pacific

tone, and at Washington, several members, both

of the Senate and the House, have expressed a

confident belief that the whole matter can be

readily settled by negociation. We trust that the

force of public sentiment will be directed in such

way, as will curb the unchristian eflbrts of those

who are striving " to prepare the hearts of the

people for war," and oblige the two governments

to preserve unbroken their present position of

amity and peace.

SUMMART OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—The steamship America brings Liverpool

dates to Second mo. 16th. No tidings of the missing

steamship Pacific had reached Liverpool when the

America sailed, but some of the passengers report hav-

ing seen a steamship on the 19th, when three days out

from Liverpool, with a signal of distress flying, and ap-

parently heading for the English Channel. This vessel

may possibly have been the Pacific. The steamer Er-

ricson arrived at Southampton on the 14th, having in

tow the Dutch brig Anna Maria, which she found in

distress, with a valuable cargo on board. It is an-

nounced that the Liverpool and Philadelphia I'ne of

steamers will resume their trips next month.

The Peace Congress.—T'ae Conferences were expected

to open on the 18th, but the non-arrival of Count Buol

and Ali Pacha would probably postpone the meeting

until the 21st ult. Lord Clarendon was to leave Lon-

don on the 16th, for Paris. Ali Pacha had set ont from

Constantinople, and Count Buol was daily expected.

The Russian Plenipotentiary had arrived at Paris. The

London Advertiser says that Austria and France both

desired that Prussia should be represented in the Con-

gress, but Lord Palmerston absolutely insisted on her

exclusion. The London Times has an editorial, which

betrays anxiety as to England's success in the approach-

ing negotiations. The Vienna correspondent of the

Times asserts that there is an understanding between

France and Austria, and that England will be outvoted

in the Conference if she insists upon the disarming of

the Ea'stern coast of the Black Sea.

The Cnmra.—The Allies have exploded the last of the

docks at Sebastopol. The Russians kept up a fire from

the north side. Five English regiments were preparing

to return to England. The French army received the

peace news with much dissatisfaction. It caused con-

siderable excitement in the Russian army, and the pre-

parations which were being made for an attack ou a

division of the French, were discontinued, the orders

being countermanded. Advices from Trebizond state

that the Russians had evacuated part of Turkish Arme
nia. and had retired to Erivan.

SPAIN.—The Curlists are still active. Count Mont-

molcns was negotiating a Carlist loan in Holland and

Germany.
SARDINIA.—The Government needs more money,

and the Senate has voted a loan of thirty millions.

AUSTRIA.—The conduct of the Italian Bishops in

taking undue advantage of the Concordat, has given rise

to now negotiations with the Pope.

GREAT BRITAIN.—TheChancellor of the Exchequer

has notified capitalists to meet Lord Palmerston and

himself on the 18th, to hear the proposed terms of a

new loan, which it is supposed will amount to £20,000,-

000. Andrew Jackson & Son, corn merchants of Glas-

gow, have failed; liabilities, £70,000. A debate on

American affairs occurred in the House of Commons on

the 15th ult. Roebuck contended tliat under the cir-

cumstances the government of the United States was

justified in requiring the recall of the British Minister,

and that the apology which the British government had

tendered, was a delusion upon the House and the coun-

try. The Cotton Market.—&&\es of the week, 92,000

bales at an advance, ranging from J to \d. The Hour

market was dull with a decline of 6d. Corn also had

declined. The London money market was very strin-

gent. Consols had declined to 90j a 90J.
MEXICO.—The latest accounts from this distracted

country, represent the revolutionists who wish to cst.i-

blish an empire, as making progress. They have posses-

sion of Puebla. The Fortress of San Juan declared in

their favour, but afterwards surrendered.

UNITED STATES.-A^omma(!on/or the Presidency.—

The American National Convention, recently in session

iu Philadelphia, nominated Millard Fillmore, of New
York, for the office of President, and Andrew J. Donel-

eon, of Tennessee, for Vice President of the U. States.

The Dispute with Ene/land.-'nic President has cora-

cated to Congress the documents and correspond-

ence between this country and Great Britain, with re-

ference to the violation of our neutrality laws by British

agents, showing the British Government manifestly in

the wrong. The American Minister in England is said

to have declared his opinion that all the matters in dis-

pute would soon be amicably adjusted.

Congress.—The Committee on Territories has reported

to the House of Representatives a bill authorizing the

people of Oregon to form a State government, prepara-

tory to admission into the Union. Another bill has

been reported from the same committee annulling the

acts of the Legislative Assembly of Kansas, which re-

quire certain oaths, including one to support the fugi-

tive slave law, to be taken by the public officers of that

territory. The House has appointed a special commit-

tee in relation to the railroad between the Atlantic and

Pacific. The Senate has passed a bill to authorize the

Secretary of the Treasury to permit the owner of any

vessel to change the name of the same, on the presenta-

tion of sufficient reasons. The discussion of the Cen-

tral American question, and the difficulty with England,

has occupied much time in this body.

California.—The steamship Illinois arrived at New
York on the 27th ult., from Aspinwall, with the Cali-

fornia mails of Second mo. 5th, 283 passengers and

$1,140,208 in gold. Much rain had fallen in California,

and the agricultural prospects were favourable. The
Legislature was so divided as to be unable to elect a

U. S. Senator. Sanders and Hammond, both formerly

collectors at San Francisco, have been indicted for em-
bezzling the funds. No fighting had taken place iu

Oregon since the sailing of the last steamer. TheLimo-
tour claim has been confirmed by the United States

Land Commission. The claim covers 15,000 acres of

land in and near San Francisco, estimated to be

worth six millions. It will be carried to the Supreme
Court. The steamer Belle had exploded her boilers

near Sacramento, killing thirty persons, and totally de-

stroying the boat.

AW' i'ork.—The assessed valuation of real and per-

sonal property in this city, amounts to over fi^'e hun-

dred and twenty-nine millions of dollars. The real

estate market is said to be active, and prices very high.

The steamer Atlantic sailed on the 1st for Liverpool.

Among her passengers was G. M. Dallas, the newly ap-

pointed Minister to England. He was accompanied by

his family.

Philadelphia.—tion&UiyX&st week, 212, of which from

small-pox, 14; scarlet fever, 16. On the 1st inst., a

channel through the ice was opened, and many vessels

were released from their long detention.

Miscellaneous.—The Missing Steamer.—The Pacific is

insured for §600,000, half in this country, and half in

Europe ; the freight money is insured for $40,000 more.

Her cargo was valued at more than $1,500,000, most of

which was insured, a great part in the United States.

The Western Rivers.—"ihe ice broke up at St. Louis on

the 28th ult., sinking twelve steamboats, and damaging

enty. On the 29th, the navigation of the Ohio had

been resumed from Cincinnati down ;
the river seemed

to be about breaking up at Wheeling and above.

The Fugitive Stares at Cincinnali.—ll was finally de-

ded in this case, that the fugitives should be given up

to the U. S. marshal, and by him returned to their

owners. They were conveyed across the river, without

disturbance or opposition.
• Prohibition.—The Committee of the New York Assem-

bly to whom the subject was referred, has reported a

bill to repeal the Prohibitory Law of last session.

Imprisonmentfor Debt.—A man, named Dupre, died in

the Queen's Bench prison, London, on the 6th ult., after

an incarceration oiforty-four years for debt.

The Annual Production of Crude Iron, throughout the

world, is estimated at 6,000,000 tons. Of this Great

Britain produces 3,000,000, France 750,000, Prussia

300,000, Austria 250,000, Belgium 200,000, Russia

200,000, Sweden 150,000, the lesser German States

100,000, the United States 750,000, and other countries

300,000.

The Width of the Delaware, opposite Marcus Hook, Pa.,

was accurately measured, a few days ago, by a civil en-

gineer, and found to be, from bank to bank, two miles, less

one hundred and four yards. At Chester, it is only one

mile and a quarter wide.

The Width of the Mississippi, at St. Louis, Mo., is 1900

feet at the narrowest point. The deepest water is 60 feet.

Senator from Ohio.—The Legislature of this State has

elected B. F. Wade U. S. Senator for six years, from

Third mo. 4th, 1856.

Shipwreck.—The ship Great Duke, of Boston, from

New Orleans, for Liverpool, was wrecked on the Gth

The captain and twenty-nine men were drowned.

A Slaver Dcsiroijcd.-The brig Chatsworth, of New

York, was chased by the British ship of war Hecatt
the 1st of the present year. She was run ashore on
African coast, and deserted by her crew, and afterwa

destroyed by her captors.

Population of St. Louis.—According to a census
j

taken, the population is 121,829; in 1850, it was '.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of the School will close on I

llth of Fourth month, and 7Wt on the ith, as waiei\
neously stated in the late notice.

The Summer Session will commence on Second-cj

the 12th of Fifth month.
Application for admission must be made to Jo»

]

Snowdon, Superintendent at the school, or to

Scattergood, Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, PhiluJ
phia.

West-town, Third mo. 3d, 1856.

"A concise account ofthe Religious Society of Frier

commonly called Quakers, embracing a sketch of tb|

christian doctrines and practices."—pp. 136. i

This little book is designed to present to inquui)

both within and without the pale of the Society, a c
j

densed view ofthe principles and testimonies of Friet

It contains a sketch of the rise, organization andc
cipline of the Society, of its belief iu the fundamei',

doctrines of Christianity, its views on worship, mil

try, prayer, war, oaths, public fasts, slavery, trade i

business, simplicity of apparel, the plain language i

disuse of compliments, names of the months and t^

the week, moderation and plainness in living, a

ments, reading and music.

It is for sale at Friends' Bookstore, 84 Arch eti

and Uriah Hunt & Sons, No. 44 N. Fourth street.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Joel Evans, agt.. Pa., for Jos. E?i

Isaac C. Evans, L. T. King, N. S. Yarnall, John G.Ei

S2 each, for vol. 29 ; from Henry Knowles, agt., Si

N. Y., $36, for Benj. Boss, Benj. R. Knowles, S. Coll'

Robt. Knowles, J. J Peckham, D. Peckham, D. Ni

more, Geo. W. Brown, John Hopkins, C. A. We«t

Jas. Cooper, J. Carpenter, H. A. Knowles, M., Abml

Knowles, M., Saml. Bowerman, M., $2 each, vol. 29,.

for John W. Knowles, N. Y., §4, vols. 28 and 29, for'

Collins, N. Y., $2, vol. 30.

WANTED.
A suitable Friend and wife, to superintend the scb

J
and manage the farm belonging to Adrian Quart r

Meeting, Michigan. Apply to Richard Harkness, Adi
,

or Samuel Satterthwaite, Tecumsey, Mich.

Friends' Boarding-School for Indian Children, oi

Tunessassah.

A man Friend is wanted to aid in carrying out i

concern for the improvement of the Ind

Application may be raaJ

Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st,

Joseph Elkintc

377 S. Second si t,

Thomas Evans,

5. 180 Arch st t

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

Wanted, a Teacher of the Classical Department ii

Institution.

Application maybe made to either of the undersi

members ofthe Committee.
Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, De'

Thomas Evans,
j panada.

Samuel Bettle, Jr. J

Died, 27th of Tenth month, 1855, at the residcn

her brother in East Marlboreugh, Rebecca Wim
the 80th year of her age ; a member of Kennet M

Meeting.

, on the 1st of Twelfth month, 1855, in tl.

year of her age, Ann Bennett ;
a member of K. f

Monthly Meeting.

, on the 8th ult., at her residence in Salem, I.

Mary Allen, in the 75lh year of her age ;
a meml

Salem Monthly Meeting.

, in this city, on the 22d ult., Jane Swagi «

the 90th year of her age ; a member of the Nor: n

District Monthly Meeting.

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
No. 3 Ranstead Place, Fourth above Chestnut st; •
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JIartha and Mary.

(Concluded from page 202.)

hen the news came to Mary of the committal

r friends to jail, the distress of her mind ex-

ed itself in a burst of uncontrollable indigna-

and then, asking counsel of no one, she

7 on her hat and cloak, and taking with her

d man who lived in the family as a labourer,

arried to the justice's; and as she did not

,r with any mark of the despised Quaker,
• in dress or manner, she soon obtained ad-

nce. The magistrate was somewhat startled

e sudden apparition of so fair and young a

en, and demanded her pleasure with unwont-
urtesy, seating her in the chair beside him,

emoving from his head the laced hat which
wearing at her entrance. Mary made her

nd for the liberation of her friends, the Qua-
The justice stared, as if doubting his senses,

allied her on the strangenes.s of her request,

'ing upon the Quakers, all those absurd and
trous things which were alleged against them
lose days. Mar}', nothing abashed, denied

charge as false, and demanded, if not the

ition of her friends, at least the amelioration

'eir sufferings. As Mary pleaded, the justice

I

angry, and at length the full violence of his

'er broke forth, and tbe high-spirited girl,

more indignant than terrified, rushed from
'resence.

!hat was next to be done ? She ordered her

.ttendant to saddle the horses, and mounting
land bidding him follow on the other, she set

) the county town. There she found great

hers of Friends surrounding the prison with
ets of provisions, bedding, warm clothing,

fuel, begging for admittance to their perish-

brethren. Little children, too, there were,

ling for their imprisoned parents, and offering
• little all to the jailer, so that they might be
litfed to share their captivity. Mary made
way through this melancdioly crowd, peremp-

y demanded access to the jailer, and was ad-

ed; her garb, unlike that of the persecuted
kers, obtaining for her this favour, as at the
io of the justice. But here again her errand
.rred her further success; the jailer would
Jer allow her to see her fiiends, nor would he
ey a message to them. Mary could have wept
nger and vexation, and from intense sympathy
1 the grief she had witnessed outside the walls,

she did not; she retorted upon the jailer the

rity of his manner, and bidding him look to

consequences, folded her cloak round her, and

walked forth again into the circle of Friends who
surrounded the gate. The jailor laughed as he

drew the heavy bolts after her, and bade her do

her worst.

Among the Friends collected in the street be-

fore the prison, Mary heard that William Penn,

who had just returned from his new settlement in

America, was now in London. As' soon as she

heard this, she determined upon her plan of con-

duct. She knew his influence with the king, who,

when Duke of York, had induced his brother,

Charles II., to bestow on him that tract of land,

called Pennsylvania. To him, therefore, she de-

termined to go, and pray bim to represent to the

king the deplorable suffei-ings of Friends in those

parts.

When her old attendant heard of her meditated

journey, he looked upon her as almost insane.

To him the project was appalling. It would re

quire many days to reach Ltmdon, and who must

take charge of the farm in his absence, seeing his

worthy master was in prison? And then, too,

though he had been willing to attend her as far as

the next town, would it be right for a young maid-

en and an old man to endanger their lives by so

long and so strange a journey ?

Mary was uninfluenced by his reasoning, nor

IS she to be daunted by his fears. " If," she

id, " he would not accompany her, she would go

alone." She bade him, therefore, to have her

horse saddled by break of day, and retired to her

own apartment, to prepare for the journey.
^

" Of a surety," said the old man to himself,

ihe is a wilful young thing."

In the morning, however, she found not only

her horse prepared, but the old man and his also

;

for, wilful as she was, the old man loved her; and

hough he could not conjecture the object of so

strange a journey, " he would," he said, "go with

her to the end of the world."

Mary had ventured to make use of the stores in

Walter Pixley's coffers, for she considered the

lives of her friends wore at stake. She was there-

fore sufficiently supplied with money for their

ourney.

For this time the wild gaiety of Mary's spirits

was gone, but instead, was a strong energy and

determination of character, which supported her

bove fatigue, or the apprehension of danger; and

day after day, from town to town, in the depth of

winter, did she and her attendant journey onward

They bad no intercourse with travellers on the

oad, nor did they make known to any one the

object of their journey.

When she arrived in London, she went straight

to the house where William Penn had his tem-

porary residence, and without introduction, apo-

logy, or circumlocution, laid before that great and

good man the sad condition of her suffering fiiends.

She then made him acquainted with her own pri-

vate history, her obligations to the family of the

worthy Walter Pixley, and the anxiety she now

felt for the life of her who had been as a mother

unto her.

William Penn heard her with evident emotion,

and promised to do all that lay in his power for

her benefactors ; though he assured her she had

overrated his influence with the king. He then

desired Mary to take up her abode under his roof;

and bidding an attendant call in his mistress, he

gave her into the hands of his fair and gentle wife,

briefly relating to her upon what errand the young

maiden had come.

When Mary found her mission thus far so hap-

pily accomplished, and the door shut upon herself

and her kind hostess, the overstrained energy of

her spirit for a moment relaxed, and she wept like

a feeble child. The fair wife of William Penn
understood her feelings, soothed her with sym-

pathy, and encouraged her to open her heart freely.

Never had Mary seen goodness so graceful and at-

tractive as in the high-minded and gentle being

before her. Iler very soul blessed her as she spoke

;

she could not doubt but that all would bo well
;

and with her heart comforted, assured, and filled

with gratitude, it seemed as if a new life h.ad been

given to her.

The next day William Penn obtained an audi-

ence of the king, and so wrought upon him by the

story of the heroic young creature under his roof,

and the sufferings of her friends, that he desired

she miaht be brought before him, and receive from

his own hands the order for their enlargement.

Mary was accordingly arrayed in the best gar-

ments her scanty wardrobe permitted, by the de-

cant and gentle hands of Gulielma Penn, who sur-

veyed her beautiful face and figure with admiralion,

and then kissed "her and blessed her, as an affec-

tionate mother might bless a beloved daughter.

Leaning upon the arm of her protector, .she was

conducted through a great chamber of lords and

dies, assembled for the occasion, into the pre-

sence of his majesty. Mary's heart beat violently,

and her companion, drawing her arm from his, pre-

sented her to his sovereign, who graciously bade

her speak her wishes without fear. Reassured by

the kindness of the king's manner, almost forget-

ting the presence in which she stood, for what

seemed to her the greater importance of her er-

rand, she made her peti tion gracefully and well. She

related all she had told William Penn of the great

kindness of the Pixleys to her, and her otherwise

desolate condition ; she to'd of their domestic vir-

tues, of their piety, and their firm loyalty ;
and,

lastly, of their wretched condition in the jail, with

that of many others; and of the cruelty of the

justice and the jailer : and then, almost uncon-

sciously falling on her knees, she prayed so elo-

quently that they might be released, that the king

turned aside to wipe away a tear before he put

forth his hand to raise her.

The petition was granted. The king himself

put into her hands the order for their release, and

then praying God might bless her, and taking

leave of William Penn very kindly, passed out of

the presence-chamber. Many of the lords accom-

panied the king, but the rest closing around the

almost terrified maiden, overwhelmed her with

compliments. William Penn, who .saw her con-

fusion, apologised for her with all the graceof a

courtier," and extricating her from the admiring

company, conveyed her, like a being walking in a

dream, to his own house.

Not a moment was lost in sending down by ex-

press the order for the Friends' enlargement, and

together \yith that, a dismissal from his office for
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the jailer. Rest was now absolutely necessary for

Mary after these extraordinary exertions ; "Wil-

liam Penn detained her, therefore, a few days un-

der his roof, and then conveyed her liimself in his

own comfortable carriage to the house of her

friends. It is impossible to describe the joy which

her return aiforded, and which was not a little

increased by the presence of her illustrious com-

panion.

The troubles and persec\itions of the Pixleys

here came to an end, for they went over to Penn-

sylvania with its distinguished founder, on his re-

turn, and became noted among the most worthy

and influential of the settlors there. Mary, how-

ever, returned to England, being affluently mar-

ried; and I myself, several years ago, was pos-

sessed of a piece of needlework said to have been

of her doing.

Ocean Rentes and Ocean Eaccs.

" 0, 'Tis a thought sublime, that man

—

Himself so mean 'mid things so vast—can force

A path upon the waste, can find a way
Where all is trackless, and compel the winds
To lend their untam'd wings, and bear him on
To distant climes."

The grand object of the researches connected
with the Wind and Current Charts, is, as was ex-

plained in our last, the improvement of naviga-

tion, reducing both the time and the danger of

oceanic passages. By patiently and laboriously

sifting the numerous sea-journals sent to the Na-
tional Observatory, Lieut. Maury has ascertained

the set of the cunents and the prevailing winds
for a great part of the ocean. It is these that con-

trol tlie mariner in his course, and to know how
to make the most of them, is the perfection of

navigation. This is evidently no easy thing to

accomplish, and it is rendered still more complex
than at first sight might appear, by the fact that

tlie regions of the difl'erent prevailing winds, the
calm belts that stretch across the ocean several

hundred miles wide, and the currents of the sea,

do all change their position more or less with the
different seasons of the year. When therefore a

vessel sets sail for a distant port, her captain

—

furnished with the " Wind and Current Charts,"
and with tlie latest edition of the accompanying
"Sailintj Directions"—has this interesting pro-

blem to solve. What route shall I pursue iu order
to encounter the most favourable winds, to be the
least baffltd by calms, and be drifted as little as

possible from my course by currents? The ^'Saii-

iiiff Directions" point out the general course of
the principal routes, but much depends on the
skill of the navigator in carrying out these direc-
tions, and applying them to the peculiar circum
stances in which his vessel may be placed.

" When one looks seaward from the shore," says
Maury, "and sees a ship disappear in the horizon
on a voyage to India, or the Antipodes, perhaps,
the chances of another ship, sailing with the same
destination the next day, or the next week, com-
ing up and speaking with her on the ' pathless
ocean,' would, to most minds, seem slend"er in-

deed. Yet the truth is, the winds and the cur-
rents are now becoming so well understood, that
the navigator, like the backwoodsman in the wil-
derness, is enabled literally ' to blaze his way'
across the ocean ; not, indeed, upon trees, as in

the wilderness, but upon the wings of the wind.
The results of scientific inquiry have so taught
him how to use these invisible couriers, that they,
with the calm belts of the air, serve as sign boards
t.o ipdioatp to )}im the turnings, and forks, and
profsipgs by the vay.

," fict a ship sail from i^Qff Yprj,: t.o Cftljfgrnia,

and the next week let a faster one follow after

:

they will cross each other's path many times, and
are almost sure to see each other by the way."
As an illustration of this, our author mentions the

case of the "Archer" and the " Flying Cloud,"
on their voyage to California some two years since.

They were both fine clipper ships, and were ably

commanded. The "Archer" left New York nine

days in advance of the other, and following the

new route indicated by the charts, crossed the calms
of Cancer, and the dashed along through the north-

east trades to the ecjuator. " The ' Cloud' fol-

lowed after, crossing the equator upon the trail of

Thomas, of the 'Archer.' Off Cape Horn she came
up with him, spoke him, handed him the latest

New Y'ork dates, and invited him to dine on board
of the ' Cloud,' which invitation, says he of the
'Archer,' ' I was reluctantly compelled to decline.'

" The 'Flying Cloud' finally ranged ahead, made
her adieus, and disappeared among the clouds that

lowered upon the western horizon. She reached
her port a week or more in advance of her Cape
consort. Though sighting no land from Cape Horn
Horn until they gained the offing of San Fran-
cisco—some eight thousand miles—the tracks of

the two vessels were so nearly the same, that be
ing projected on a chart they would appear almost
as one."

The route from the Atlantic States to California,

is the great race course of the ocean : it is fifteen

thousand miles in length. " Here the modern
clipper ship has been sent, guided by the lights

of science, to contend with the elements, to out-

strip steam, and astonish the world." The trials

of speed on this course do not involve the over
tasking of the strength and endurance of man or
beast; there is no heating of steam-boilers to the
verge of explosion; no idle, or worse than idle,

multitudes are drawn from their business and their

duties to witness the exciting scene ; and last not
least, we trust no wagers are staked on the result,

or if they are in any cases, it is not as an incen-
tive to the contest. A remarkably quick passage
performed by a clipper ship, gains her a reputa-
tion that enables her to command for future voy-
ages higher rates of freight than her slower rivals.

This, then, is the great stimulus to the competi-
tion for speed on the routes to California, to Aus-
tralia and the East Indies. W^henever, therefore,

one of these fast ships sets sail on any of these

routes, it is the aim of her captain and owners
that she shall make at least a quick passage, and
if practicable, the quickest on record. But when
three or four first-class clippers sail within a few
weeks of each other for the same distant port, the
competition becomes more interesting and exciting,

as in the following instance related in the " Phy-
sical Geography of the Sea."

" It was in the autumn of .1852, when naviga-
tors were beginning fully to reap the benefits of
the researches with regard to the winds and
currents, and other facts connected therewith,
that four splendid new clipper ships put to sea,

from New York, bound for California. They were
ably commanded, and, as they passed the bar at

andy Hook, one by one, and at various intervals

of time, they presented really a most magnificent
spectacle. Like steeds that know their riders,

they were handled with the most exquisite skill

and judgment, and in such hands they bounded I

out, upon the ' glad waters' most gracefully. Each
being put upon her mettle from the start, was]
driven under the seaman's whip and spur, at full

speed over a course that would take them three

long months to run."
The names of these ships and their masters, and

the dates of their departure from New York, were
as follow.s :

The Wild Pigeon, Capt. Putnam, sailed 1

month 12th.

The John Gilpin, Capt. Doane, sailed 1

mouth 29th.

The Flying Fish, Capt. Nickels, sailed Ele^

month 1st.

The Trade Wind, Capt. Webber, sailed

venth month 14th.
" It was the season for the best passages. ']

one was provided with the Wind and Cn]
CJiarts. Each one had evidently studied 1i

attentively ; and each one was resolved to i

the most of them and do his best.
i

" Wild Pigeon led the other two out of

York, the one by seventeen, the other by tw

days. But the winds seem to have been ag|

her from the start. As soon as she had taker

departure, she fell into a streak of bafiiing w
|

and then into a gale, which she contended

for a week, making but little progress. She

had a time of it in crossing the horse latitui

By this term, it should be premised, sailors

those regions of the ocean lying near the trop

Cancer, where they are almost certain to enc

ter calms or very light winds. A similar hi

calms extends across the ocean near the trop

Capricorn, and another near the equator, th

mostly a few degrees north of it. This latt

known as the " Doldrums." Between the

belt of Cancer and the "Doldrums," is the re

of the north-east trades, where the winds bio

most continually towards the south-west. S

of the "Doldrums," and extending to the

belt of Capricorn, is the rcgim of the s.

east trades. The position of tliese'calm belts

trade wind regions, changes with the seaso

the year, moving towards the north during

summer, and towards the south during the wii

so that they are the furthest north in autumn,

the furthest south in spring.

The Wild Pigeon was nineteen days in reac

the parallel of 26° north, having logged tbh

of them as days of calms and baffling wi

"Thence she had a fine run to the equator, c

ing it between 3o° and .3-1° west longitude

thirty-second day out. She was unavoidably fo

to cross it so far wc^t, for only two days bi

she crossed the parallel of 5° north in 30°-

excellent position." The longitude of Cape

Roque is about 35° west, latitude 4J° south,

the set of both winds and currents there, is

ally towards the west or north-west. Hence,

scls crossing the equator further west than 3

31 degrees, are liable to be carried too far t

ward to clear the Cape. The old rule was, D(

cross the line west of 23°, but Maury's resear

have shown that a detour so far to the east, i;

tirely unnecessary, and involves a rreat lof

time.

In three days after crossing the line, the Pi]

cleared Cape St. lloque, which shows that

made the best of her untoward westward posii

" So far," says Maury, ' chances had turnc

against the Pigeon, in spite of the skill displ:

by Putnam as a navigator; for the G'lp'u and

Fish came booming along, not under better i

agement, indeed, but with fairer courses b(

them. In this stretch they gained upon h

the Gilpin seven, and the Fish ten days,"

clearing St. Roque on the same day, and but

days alter the Pigeon had cleared it.

" Evidently the Fish was most confident

she had the heels of her competitors ; she felt

strength from the start, and was proud of it.

dashed down southwardly from Sandy Hook, 1

ing occasionally at the charts; but, feeling st

in her sweep of wing, and trusting confident!

the judgment of her master, she kept, on
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ago, two hundred miles to leeward of the right

k. llejoicing iu her many noble and line qua
she crowded on her canvass to its utmost

tcb, trusting quite as much to her heels as

charts, and performed the extraordinary feat

rossing, the sixteenth day out from New York
parallel of 5° north. The next day she was
south of 4° north, and in the Doldrums, lon-

ie 34° west.

Now her heels became paralyzed, for Fortune
IS to have deserted her awhile—at least her

ter, as the winds failed him, feared so ; they

him his motive power, they were tickle, and
•as helplessly baffled by tbem. The bugbear
north-west current off Cape St. Roque, began

cm up in his imagination, and to look alarm-

tLen the dread of falling to the leeward
upon him : chances seemed to conspire

1st him, and the mere possibility of finding

fine ship back-strapped filled the mind of

els with evil forebodings, and shook bis faith

s guide. He doubted the Charts, and com-
jd the mistake of the passage.

The Sailing Directions had cautioned the

or, again and a^ain, not to attempt to fan

; to the eastward in the equatorial Doldrums,

)y so doing, he would himself engage in a

less strife with baffling airs, sometimes re-

oed in their weakness by westerly currents.

the wind had failed, and so too, the smart
lin of the Flying Fish evidently thought, had
Sailing Directions. They advise the naviga-

ia all such cases, to dash right across this

streak, stand boldly on, take advantage of

in the wind, and, by this device, make east-

lougb to clear the land. So, forgetting that

aarts are founded on the experience of great

bers who bad gone before him. Nickels being

i, turned a deaf ear to the caution, and
way three whole days and more, of most

0U3 time, dallying in the Doldrums. He
t four days about the parallel of 3° north, and
hip left the Doldrums after this waste of time,

ly upon the same meridian at which she en-

l them.

Sbe was still in longitude 84°, the current
ing her back just as fast as she could fan east,

great a loss, her very clever master, doubt-

his own judgment, became sensible of his

. Leaving the spell-bound calms behind him,

e he had undergone such trials, he wrote in bis

is follows : ' 1 now regret that, after making
le a run to 5° north, I did not dash on, and
my way to windward to the northward of

Koque, as I have experienced little or no wes-

set since passing the equator, while three or

days have been lost in working to the east-

, between the latitude of 5° and 3° north,

nst a strong westerly set;' and he might have
d, ' with little or no wind.' In three days
this, he was clear of St. lloque. Just five

before him, the barque ' Hazard,' bound for

had passed exactly in the same place, and
id two days on the Fish, by cutting straight

[S3 the Doldrums, as the Hailing Directions
[sed him to do.

But notwithstanding this loss of three days
jhe Fish, who so regretted it, and who after-

|is so handsomely retrieved it," sbe was, on the
;i of Eleventh month, as far south as the Gil-
' her competitor, who had left New York three

li before her. " They were then both iu the

fllel of 5° south, the Gilpin being thirty-seven

j:s to the eastward, and of course in a better

tion, for the Fish had yet to take advantage
lants, and stand off shore to clear the land.

y bad not seen each other.

The Charts showed the Gilpin now to be in

the best position, and the subsequent events proved

the Charts to be right; for thence to 53° south,

the Gilpin gained on the Pigeon two days, and the

Pigeon on the Fish one." The Fish, therefore,

was now again three days behind the Gilpin—the

same as when she left New York ; but by dashing

through the Straits of Le Maire, she regained

these three days, and the two vessels arrived off

Cape Horn together. The Pigeon had reached

this turning point ten days before them, but the

treacherous winds again deserting her, she had

spent all this time contending with calms and wes-

tern gales, and making but little progress, while

ber more favoured pursuers " were coming up with

fine winds and flowing sheets. They finally over-

took her, bringing along with them propitious

gales, when all three swept past the Cape," and

turned their course northward. The Fish and

Pigeon crossed the parallel of 51° south, on the

other side of " The Horn," both on the same day,

the Gilpin one day later. The Fish was the fur-

:hest east.

" The Pigeon was now, according to the Charts,

n the best position, the Gilpin nest, and the Fish

ast; but all were doing well.

" From this parallel to the south-east trades of

the Pacific, the prevailing winds are from the

north-west. The position of the Fish, therefore,

did not seem as good as the others, because sbe
" ad not sufficient sea-room in case of an obstinate

north-west gale."

But the winds favoured her. On the 30th of

Twelfth month, " the three ships crossed the

parallel of 35° south, the Fish recognizing the

Pigeon, while the Pigeon saw only a ' clipper ship,'

for she could not conceive how the ship in sigbl

could possibly be the Flying Fish, as tbat vessel

was not to leave New York for some three weeks

fter sbe did. The Gilpin was only thirty or forty

lilos off at the same time.

" The race was now wing and wing. With fair

winds and an open sea, the competitors had now a

clear stretch to the equator of two thousand five

hundred miles." The Flying Fish led the way,

but the Wild Pigeon pressed bard after her. They
both reached the equator on the 13th of First

month, " the Fish leading just twenty-five miles

latitude, and crossing in 112° 17' west longi-

tude ; the Pigeon, forty miles farther to the ea.st.

At this time the John Gilpin had dropped two

hundred and sixty miles astern, and had sagged

oflf several degrees to the westward.

Here Putnam, of the Pigeon, again displayed

his tact as a navigator, and again the fickle winds

deceived him : tbe belt of north-east trades had

yet to be passed. By crossing whore she did, sbe

would have an opportunity of making a fair wind

of them, without being much to the west of her

port when she should lose tbem. Moreover, it

was exactly one year since she had passed this

way before; she then crossed in 109°, and had a

capital run thence of seventeen days to San Fran-

cisco.

" Why should she not cross here again ? She

,w that the 4tb edition of Sailing Directions,

hicb sbe had on board, did not discountenance

it, and ber own experience approved it. Could

sbe have imagined that in consequence of this dif-

ference of forty miles in the crossing of the equa-

tor, and of the two hours' time behind her compe-

titor, she would fall into a streak of wind, which

would enable the Fish to lead her into port one

whole week ?

" But by this time, 'John Gilpin' had got his

mettle up again. He crossed the line in 116°

—

exactly two days after the other two—and made a

glorious run of fifteen days thence to tbe pilot

grounds of San Francisco." The Trade Wind

crossed the line in 112°, twenty-three days after

the Gilpin—having been just one week longer on
tbe passage thus far. She had a good run thence
of sixteen days to San Francisco.

"The 'Flying Fish' beat: she made the pas-

sage in 92 days and 4 hours from port to anchor;
the Gilpin, in 93 days and 20 liours from port to

pilot ; tbe Wild Pigeon was 118 days. Tbe Trade
Wind followed, with 102 days, having taken fire,

and burned for eight hours on tbe way.
" Tbe result of this race may be taken as an

illustration as to how well navigators are now
brought to understand the winds and currents of

tbe sea. Here are three ships sailing on different

days, bound over a trackless waste of ocean for

some fifteen thousand miles or more, and depend-

ing alone on the fickle winds of heaven, as they

are called, to waft them along
;

yet, like travellers

on the land, bound upon the same journey, they

pass and repass, fall in witb and recognize each

other by the way ; and what perhaps is still more
remarkable, is the fact that these ships should

each, throughout that great distance, and under
the wonderful vicissitudes of climates, winds and
currents which they encountered, have been so

skilfully navigated, that, in looking back at their

management, now tbat what is past is before me,

1 do not find a single occasion, except the one
already mentioned, on which they could have been
better handled." LLN.

Children.—It is a mistake to think that children

love the parents less who maintain a proper author-

ity over them. On the contrary, tbey respect

them more. It is a cruel and unnatural selfish-

ness that indulges children in a foolish and hurt-

ful way. Parents are guides and courisellers to

their children. As a guide in a foreign land, they

undertake to pilot them safely througb the shoals

and quicksands of inexperience. If tbe guide

allows his followers all the liberty they please ; if,

because tbey dislike the constraint of tbe narrow

path of safety, he allows them to stray into holes

and precipices that destroy them, to slake their

thirst in brooks that poison them, to loiter in woods

full of wild beasts or deadly herbs, can he be called

a sure guide?

And is it not the same with our children? They
are as yet only in the preface, or as it werj, in the

first chapter of the book of life. We have nearly

finished it, or are far advanced. We must open

the pages for those younger minds. If children

see that their parents act from principle—that they

do not find fault without reason—that tbey do not

punish because personal offence is given, but be-

cause the thing in itself is wrong—if they sea that

while they are resolutely but affectionately refused

what is not good for them, there is a willingness to

oblige them in all innocent matters—they will soon

appreciate such conduct.

If no attention is paid to the rational wishes

—

if no allowance is made for youthful spirits—if tbey

are dealt with in a bard and unsympathising man-

ner—the proud spirit will rebel, and the meek
spirit be brokeu. Our stooping to amuse thorn,

our condescending to make ourselves one iu their

plays and pleasures at suitable times, will lead them

to know that it is not because we will not, but bo-

cause we cannot attend to tbem, that at other times

we refuse to do so. A pert or improper way_ of

speaking ought never to be allowed. Clover child-

ren are very apt to be pert, and, if too much ad-

mired for it, and laughed at, become eccentric and

disagreeable.

It is often very difficult to check our own amuse-

ments, but tbeir future welfare abould be regarded

more than our present entertainment. It should

never be forgotten tbat they are tender plants com-
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jnitted to our fostering care—that every thought-

less word or carelu.^s neglect may destroy a genu
of immortality—"that foolishness is bound up in

the heart of a child"—and that we must ever, like

watchful husbandmen, be on our guard against it

It is indeed little we can do in our strength, but

if we are conscientious performers of our part—if

we earnestly commend tliem in faith and prayer to

the fostering care of their Father in Heaven—to

the tender love of Him, the Angel of whose pre

Fence goes before them, and who carries these lambs

in his bosom—we may then go on our way rejoicing

—for "He will never leave nor forsake those who
trust in Him."

For " The Friec

Early Anti-Slavery AdTocates.

BENJAMIN LAY.

(Conlinued from page 205.)

The following is written in a gentler strain than

u.sual for him :
—" Ninth month, 1736, as I sat in

Concord meeting-house, it was their Quarterly

Meeting ; I may say it was a sweet and comfort-

able time to me; it came into and arose in my
mind in the love of Truth, that if our slavokeepers

had been, or now would be faithful to God, and
would bring up their negroes to some learning

reading, and writing, and endeavour to the utmost

of their power in the sweet love of Truth, to in

struct and teach them the principles of Truth anc

righteousness, and learn them some honest trade

or employment, and then set them free; and all

the time they are teaching them, let them know
that they intend to let them go free in a very rea-

sonable time, and that our religious principle will

not allow of such severity, as to keep them in

everlasting bondage and slavery ; this might beget

such love and tenderness in them toward theii

masters or mistresses, and to the blessed Truth

for their sakes, that it might be a means to con

vince some of them. And should they come to

receive the pure Truth, in the love of it ; as,

blessed be the Lord, many of us have, and in that

sweet love, which is constraining, come under

a concern and necessity, to go and visit their bre-

thren of their own colour, and country, and lan-

guage, and preach the go.«pel of eternal salvation

unto them, from sin and captivity, both of body
and soul, this would be a glorious work, indeed,

and well worth our Friends' pains, charge and
time, that they might spend about it; and the

best compensation to God and man, as I think,

that they can possibly make, for being so long in

a practice that has so much wickedness attending

of it continually."

On the 27th of Ninth month, 173G, he com-
ments on these words of the beloved disciple :

—

" If you walk in the light as he is iu the light, ye
shall have fellowship one with another, and the

blood of Jesus Christ shall cleanse you from all

sin." After speaking of those who " are clean,

being cleansed by the light, by the life of the

Lamb, who follow him through many tribulations,"

he says, " These—these blessed ones, have a right

to the tree of life, to the pure river of life, to eat

and drink as much as their vessels can hold at

times, and sometimes it is running over and flow-

ing out to tliein that are in the outward court, that

is trodden by the Gentiles in this our age, if hap-

pily they might be entreated and prevailed with,

if possible, by tasting some drops as it were with-

out, to turn into their own souls, and wait there

to be cleansed, that the fruition, the pure river,

clear as crj-stal, might run there freely and sweetly,

without interruption. If the little touches, the

earnest of this heavenly river be so sweet and pre-

cious, as to be sure it is, beyond all worldly

things ; what must the ever-flowing fountain

which springs continually in holy souls in eternal

life ? O, let the inhabitants of the tree, the river

the rock, sing aloud for joy, from henceforth for

evermore ; so be it ! Glory, glory, endless to the

All in all, saith my soul at times."

The eccentric actions of Benjamin Lay can

hardly be accounted for in any other way, than by
supposing him to have laboured under partial insa

nity. Hiszealagainst.»-lavery,againstdrinking tea

and smoking tobacco, was exhibited in a variety of

ways, more or less manifesting aberrations of inte

lect. His imposition on Friends in their meeting
for worship and discipline, by preaching and other

actions, and his refusing to take the advice of the

elders and other concerned persons, at last occa
sioned the Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia to

issue this public testimony against him, at th

meeting, held Sixth mo. 26th, 1737.
" Whereas Benjamin Lay, late of this city,

person frequenting our religious meetings, and
pretending to be of us, on his arrival here,

duced a certificate from Friends of the Monthly
Meeting of Colchester, in that part of Great Bri
tain, called England, which soon after, by at

epistle from Friends of the Two Weeks' Meeting
of Colchester, appeared, and by a minute of their

Quarterly Meeting, we were informed, was irregu

larly obtained, and for that the said Benjamin did

not properly belong to the said Monthly Meeting,

and at the time of his application for the certificate,

aforesaid, had been under dealing for his disor-

derly conduct, and had given Friends there no
satisfaction. Whereupon ho was advised by Friends
here to endeavour to be reconciled to the meeting
to which he properly belonged, and thereby entitle

himself to their certificate, until which they were
of opinion he ought not to be received as a mem
ber of this meeting. Yet the said Benjamin hath
not only declined so to do, but in a disorderly

manner, and against the mind of Friends hath
taken upon himself to preach amongst us. W*
have, therefore, thought fit to give public notice,

that we do not esteem the said Benjamin Lay to

be a member of our religious community, but
disorderly and obstinate person, one who slights

the advice of Friends, imposes on them in his

preaching, and that disregards the peace of th:

church."

Believing that it would be right for him to fast

forty days as his divine Master had on one occa-

sion, Benjamin Lay commenced on the 17th of

the Twelfth month, 1737. On the 22d, he thus
writes at Abingtou.

"This morning early, after five days' and night
fasting, I was considering the many calumnies
which the world or people of the world have cast

upon the saints and servants of the living God,
my very dear, true, and faithful Friends in Christ,

called Quakers, as if they kept slaves, or encour-
aged and connived at it for their interest, favour,

or afi'ection, or some base sinister end. ]3ut it is

mere slander, for they abhor the practice, and
dare not touch with it, as verily believing it to be
one of the grossest sins and iniquities, with all

concomitants, in the whole world."

He admits that some leaders amongst the Qua-
kers were connected with the abomination of sla-

very, but adds, " They were not all Israel, who
were called Israel, Rom. Some were apostates,

vagabonds and imposters, and they were some of

he worst enemies, the very worst, the Hebrews
had, and procured their ruin, overthrow and utter

destruction." "And so it was amongst the pri-

mitive Cliristians, about the time of the ' ten per-

ecutions,' when they got a little ease from the

heathen tyrants, the apostate Christians went to

the same devilish work of murtheringand butcher-

ing the true Christians about their creeds, kcej

of Easter and other idols, and about the claus

one substance and two substances, as if the c

nal Being could be divided. Especially a

Constautine, the Roman Emperor, was convei
to the christian faith. In his zeal he gave s

large donations and revenues to the church tha

is recorded, the same day there was a voice he
from heaven, crying aloud, ' This day is pel

poured into the church 1' This the event s

verified. By an ancient observation, ' Relig

brought forth wealth, and the daughter devon
the mother.' It is the very same now."
On the 25th, he walked to Philadelphia,

i

visited Benjamin Franklin. The effect that fi

ing had upon him, is singular, if the remark?
the philosopher is correct, that Lay's breath li

become so acrid as very much to affect his ej'

Notwithstanding this condition of his breath,

thus wrote whilst in Philadelphia, concernins

health. " This being the ninth day of my"f
ing, having taken nothing but a draught of spr

water several times a day, and am as well in hea,

as ever since I came to Pennsylvania, which-

[will be] six years this spring ; it lies on my m '

to say something concerning extortion in pay
;

or receiving interest for money, which I have Ll

under exercise about a considerable time. I co

be heartily glad that ourFriends as a society wo
wholly set it aside, although I have someth

considerable upon interest myself, and nothij

else to live on but the labour of my hands,
j

weakly in body, and pretty well in years, bei*

near sixty." ;

Having returned to Abington, he the nest cr

wrote, " being the tenth day of my fasting,".!

express his disapprobation of the dogma, tl|

Christ was in heaven in a carnal body of fie

After this he probably could not use his pen,

strength failing. It is said that when unable

leave his bed, he had a large loaf of bread plac

before him, on which his eyes were often fix'i

" Benjamin," he would occasionally ejaculate !

dibly, "thou seest it, but thou shalt not eat i

The advice of his friends on this, as well as otl

matters, had no effect on Benjamin Lay. He v

used to decide his line of duty for himself, and

perform it as fiir as his strength and ability ei

bled him, no matter who opposed him, by an

ment or entreaty. When he had fasted tt

weeks, his faculties so failed that the memory
his determined fast left him, and his watch

friends perceiving this, gave him suitable fd

He gradually regained his strength, and, as far'

we know, never again attempted an extended fa)

(To be continued.)
j

Rats.—The rat is one of the most interestij

animals on the globe. In Europe, he marks n
toricaleras—diflferent hordes of invaders brouf!

their peculiar rat in their train. Europe has si!

the rats of the Goths, the Vandals and the Hu
Europe now has its Norman rat, and its Tar

rat, and the great rat of the Parisian sewer is'

recent date and Muscovite origin.

The brown rat, otherwise known as the Norir

rat, has established itself all over tbe woi

by the commerce of civilized times—it !

had possession of France for the last six or sc^

centuries ; but within the last it has found its iii

ter in the Muscovite and Tartar rat, called in P:

the rat of Mountfaucon. These new rats, f

viously unknown to Europe, descended from '

heights of the great central plateau of Asia, fr

wliich the Hun and Mongol horseman descend

who spread right and left, and took possession

Rome on the one hand and Pekin on the other.

The establishment of the Muscovite rat in Frat
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uenced with the extirpation of the brown or

nan rat—that rat has almost Jissappcarcd, and

und only in the cabiocts of the curious colleo-

—while the Muscovite rat is daily increasing

ferocity and courage. The Russian rat

the dog, the cat, and attacks the child

p. The corpse of a man, is a dainty for this

and it always commences by eating out the

Its tooth is most venomous; and the author

vhom we derive most of this article, states

he has known of ten eases of amputation of

eg, necessitated by the bite of this rat.

e cat turns tail upon this rat, in its most fero-

I state. A good rat terrier is the best destroyer,

'ortunately rats are ratophagus, eat one ano-

fight duils, indulge in broils and intense

J, and grand destructive battles. Were it

:wisc, they would make this world an unplca-

placo for man to live in. We should have to

our way, and not frequently, like the Arch-

op of Mayence, should be dragged from our

at midnight, by an army of rats, and devour-

pon the spot.

he rat is the emblem of misery, murder, and

le—a cannibal and a robber—devoted to the

eipie of war spoliation. Will it ever disap-

f

—

Uartfonl Vourant.

From " The Leisure Hour."

The Valne of a Worm,

mong the works of God there is nothing eon-

ptible, nothing even insignificant : that which

IS so is only in consc(jueuce of our limited

Ities; the more inquisitively we look at nature

more occasion shall we have to exclaim with

worth :

—

" Pride,

Howe'er disguised in its own majesty,

Is littleness; and he who feels contempt
For any living thing, hath faculties

Which he has never used."

have no better illustration of the importance

iparently insignificant things than in the worm,

'^hoever beholds the creature delving and wind-

jthrough the mould, probably has thought how
\ss a place it occupies in the scale of creation

;

ret,
what will our readers who are unacquainted

the fact think, when we assure them that

'common earth-worm is at once shovel, plough,

ow, and manure? Of all that soil which is the

3st and most adapted for the gardener's pur-

, there is scarcely any which has not passed

ugh the intestines of the worm, and the earthy

5 which are seen lying about after its burrow-

, are little patches of rich mould which have

ved an extraordinary nutrition from the cause

ave mentioned. Mrs. Somerville, in her " Phy-
: Geography," mentions it as probable that of

finer vegetable mould there is not a particle

ih has not been prepared by this wonderful

; labourer.

is only recently that science has devoted

h attention to this interesting subject ; but

fact to which we have alluded was placed be-

i dispute some years ago by Charles Darwin,

I. paper on the formation of mould, read

re the Geological Society of London. The
i performed b}' each individual worm may
so insignificant as to place almost in doubt

possibility of an achievement so considerable;

this idea is refuted by the immense number
arth-worms constantly ploughing their way,

especially when driven by dry weather, to a

iderable depth below the surface. It is satis-

jrily ascertained that no plough could reach so

as the worm, in many in^tances; and Mr.

win remarks that it would sometimes be much
consistent to speak of animal moald rather

than vegetable. It is both amusing and beautiful

to contemplate how, by the agency of this little

creature, nature buries stones, pebbles, and the

rough earth which was too near the surface. Many
of the.se, covered by the castings of worms, lie

waiting for the disintegration and separation into

finer particles, which in the cour.se of some few
seasons they may undergo, then in their turn to

pass through the bowels of the worm and return

to the surface as useful soil. Thus nature con-

stantly operates around us without our being aware
of it. liow many persons have ungratefully sup-

posed that these little creatures were to be regard-

ed as a pest and nuisance. The farmer, the gra-

zier, and the gardener, have beheld them without
suspecting tliat they were an important fellow-

workman ; the farmer and grazier especially de-

riving benefit from them, since they work in fields

where the spade cannot penetrate.

William Kirby slightly alludes to them in

his Bridgewater Treatise on the " Wisdom of

God in the Creation of Animals ;" but since

this volume was written, the earth-worm, as well

as the whole class of worms to which it belongs,

namely, the Annelida, has undergone a very

lengthy and popularexamination by l)r. Williams,

who has published the result of his observations

in a paper of some hundred and twenty pages in

the report of the British Association for 1851.

That paper unfolds in a remarkable degree the

exquisite contrivance of nature in her most unob-
served works, or, rather, let us say, the wonderful

wisdom ofGod in the most unobserved of his crea-

tures. The very name by which this class is dis-

tinguished by naturalists, the Annelida, is given

to it from an early perception of the marvellous
contrivance of its rings ; for if the reader observes

it, which he may verily easily do either by watch-

ing its movements in the mould, or placing it be-

fore his eyes on a table, he will see that its coil of

blood-red rings are marked very plainly, and he
will further notice, too, how all these assist it in

the act of moving. The grace of the snake and
the serpent has often been referred to; the proud
beauty of that creature, so shunned by man, has

been repeatedly made a subject of comment ; but
the beauty of the worm, to an eye capable of per-

ceiving it, is no less remarkable ; and although we
would not place the serpent or the snake beyond
the circle of the useful purposes of creation, yet

the impression made upon the mind by the worm
in this particular is much more interesting. We
have watched it, industrious little peasant ! hard-

working little ploughman ! as it has moved on,

swiftly shooting its way through the soil, and we
have wondered that it has not been a theme for

poets. Its movements surely illustrate the poetry

of motion; and indeed one of our later poets,

Walter Savage Landor, has made the worm the

subject of his song. The following lines are as

just as they are beautiful in homage, of the sub-

ject of our paper:

—

"First-born of all creation yet unsung,

I call thee not to listen to my lay
;

For well I know thou turnest a deaf ear,

Indifferent to the sweetest of complaints,

Sweetest and most importunate. The voice

Which would awaken, and which almost can
The sleeping dead, thuu rearest up against.

And no more heedest thou the wreck below
;

Yet art thou gentle, and for due reward.

Because thou art so humble in thy ways,

Thou hast survived the giants of waste worlds.

Giants whom chaos left unborn behind.

And earth with fierce abhorrence at first sight

Shook from her bosom, some on burning sands.

Others on icy mountains far apart

;

Mammoth and mammoth's archetype, and coil

Of serpent cable long, and ponderous mail

Of lizard, to whom crocodile was dwarf.

Wrong, too, hath oft been done thee. I have watch'd
The nightingale, that most inquisitive

Of plumed powers, send forth a sidelong glance
From the low 1k\/.l-1 on the smooth footpath,
Attracted by a glimmering tortuous thread
Of silver left there when the dew had dried.

And dart on one of thine, that one of hers
Might play with it. Alas I the young will play
Reckless of leaving pain and death behind.
I, too, (but early from such sin foreboro)

Have fasteu'd on my hook beside the stream
Of shady Arrow, or the broad mill-pond,

Thy writhing race. Thou wilt more patiently

Await my hour—more quietly pursue
Thy destined prey legitimate.

FiiiST-Bon.'j

I call'd thee at the opening of my song
;

Last of creation I will call thee now.
What fiery meteors have we seen transcend
Our firmament, and mighty was their power
To leave a solitude and stench behind.
The vulture may have revell'd upon men

;

Upon the vulture's self thou revcllest.

Princes may hold high festivals; for thee
ChieHy they hold it. Every dish removed,
Thou comest in the silence of the night,
Takcst thy place, thy train insinuatest
Into the breast, lappest that wrinkled heart
Stone-cold within, and with fresh appetite
Again art ready for a like carouse."

There is another remarkable feature in the worm.
No organs of sense have been discovered, and yet
it is all sensation; it sees without eyes, hears with-
out ears, as truly as it walks without feet : it is a
constant marvel. Like the human hand, it unites
in itself the most opposite and various faculties

:

by the sense of touch it seems to supersede the
necessity for other faculties. In all the contri-

vances connected with its formation, it seems evi-

dent enough that nothing has been omitted con-
ducive to its happine.ss; it bounds to and fro with
a merriment of motion which assures us that it is

capable of enjoyment in its little circle of sensation
and small world of action. Those who have ana-
tomized it, speak of the exquisitenessof its mechan-
ism; with rapture they laud the muscular feats of
the Annelida as wonderfully distinguished by their

complexity and harmony ; and yet it is allowed to

pass long without a chronicler and a historian,

though no single creature in the whole compass of
creation more illustrates the marvellous excellency
of divine arrangement, or the dependency of man
for his happiness upon the meanest of God's crea-

tures.

Such were some of our reflections the other day,
while wielding the spade in our garden; and then
we very naturally turned from the wortn to other
characters in the scale of moral creation slighted

like the worm, fulfilling a round of lowly duties
unnoticed and unperceivcd. How many there are

in society, the delvers, the diggers, atid plough-
men, nay, even the un.seen philosophers, who work
silently and obscurely in the dark beneath the
mould, but who have the same value attaching to

them which, as we have seen, attaches to the worm
—preparing the soil in which others are to place

the seed—exploring the dark and the unsightly,

and bringing it out into the light, that others may
cause beauty and bloom to hang their brightness
over it. Let us, in moral conditions, recur to the

often uttered but never sufiieiently felt truth, that

nothing useful is mean or contemptible. How
much soever the employment seems to stamp with
contempt, let us constantly remember that not

employment, but motive and object, are the foun-

dations of real dignity; nay, that sometimes work-
ers may be engaged in really dignified employment,
important in itself and its. results, although they

may be entirely ignorant of the magnificence of

the foundation they ire preparing. The humblest
action, it is pleasing to remember, is dignified, if

done to the glory of God,
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For " The Friend

The nalf-way Place.

Young persons generally, set out in life with

flattering prospects of success in all their under

takings; but a few fleeting years are generally

sufficient to convince them, "that disappointment

is the lot of man," and that they must, from past

experience learn more accurately to estimate for

the future. Those who continue to persevere

through difliculties, not suifering disappointments

nor adversities to slacken their efforts to obtain

the desired ends are generally successful, may it not

be said, either as respects temporal or spiritual at-

tainments. Are there not many who set forward in

early life, with good intentions, and as they may
think, with fixed resolutions, to lead an upright,

godly life, and may have been favoured to over-

come many of the enemies of their soul's peace, and

been willing to make some sacrifices, but have

stopped here ; taking up their rest at the half way
place? May it be the query of each of us, who
are in the younger or middle walks of life, is this

my present resting place? am I lured from the

christian's path, into some of the by-ways and

crooked windings of an earthly mind? Let us

pause and consider. Are there not some sacrifices

yet required of us, some besetting sin yet lurking

within or about us, which causes the liivine light

to be in great measure veiled from us? David said,

"I will not ofi'cr unto the Lord my God an oifering

of that which costeth me nothing." lie knew that

an offeriog which cost nothing, would be worth
nothing; that a lame offering, God would not ac

cept. We also know it; why then deceive our-

selves, and tempt God? Annanias and Sapphira
aimed to make some sacrifice, but were not will-

ing to offer all up : this is surely a notable warning
for any of us, who are refusing to give up what
we are persuaded is called for at our hands. What
a band there is amongst us, approaching the me-
ridan of life, endowed with talents, bright talents,

which should be occupied to the honour of Him
who gave them; but of some there is grounds to

fear, that they will be buried in the earth. Could
we be induced to place a proper estimate on those

things which are not seen, except with the eye of

faith, but are eternal, a le.«s value would attach in

our minds to those perishing things which will

soon pass away forever. Why are we not wise,

why do we not consider our latter end, why, after

properly pursuing our journey for a time do we
take our rest at the half way place ? May we seek

for help to be raised out of this polluted rest, and
give all up, to become the humble followers of

Christ. Will any thing short of this avail us in

a day that is coming,—a day which none of us

know how near it may be at hand,—when if we I

have not already obtained it, we would give the

whole world were it at our command for peace of

mind. I trust a secret breathing for help and
strength has been begotten in the hearts of many
amongst us, that the broken down walls in our
midst maybe rebuilt, the preparation for which

j

must commence at home; we must be hewed and
squared, and fitted, before the Master will use us.

It would be in vain for man as man, with all bis

skill and ingenuity, rightly to set about the work,
for whatsoever is not according to the will and
direction of the Master Builder, he can and will

frustate. May it therefore be the watchful care

of the members of the Militant Church, not to put

a hand even to steady the tottering ark, without

the Master's bidding, and at the some time be

ready and willing to do or to suffer in whatever
way will most advance his righteous cause and the

honour of him who is Head over all things to his

church and people.

Ohio, Second mo., 185G.

The Snow.—The snow was proverbially called

the "poor farmer's manure" before scientific :

lysis had shown that it contained a larger per cent-

age of ammonia than rain. The snow serves as a

protecting mantle to the tender her'uage and the

roots of all plants against the fierce blasts and cold

of winter. An examination of snow in Siberia

showed that when the temperature of the air was
seventy-two degrees below zero the temperature of
the snow a little below the surface was twenty-nine
degrees above zero, over one hundred degrees dif-

ference. The snow keeps the earth just below its

surface in a condition to take on chemical changes
which would not happen if the earth were bare and
frozen to a great depth. The snow prevents ex-

halations from the earth, and is a powerful absorb-

out, retaining and returoing to the earth gases

arising from vegetable and animal decomposition.
The snow, though it falls heavily at the door of
the poor and brings death and starvation to the

fowls of the air and beasts of the field, is yet of in-

calculable benefit, in a climate like ours, and
especially at this time, when the deep springs of

the earth were failing and the mill streams were
refusing their motive powers to the craving appe-

tites of man. If, during the last month, the clouds

had dropped rain instead of snow we might have
pumped and bored the earth in vain for water

;

but, with a foot of snow upon the earth and many
feet upon the mountains, the hum of the mill stones

and tlae harsh notes of the saw will soon and long

testify to its beneficence. Bridges, earth works, and
the fruits of engineering skill and toil may be
swept away, but man will still rejoice in the gen-

eral good and adore the benevolence of Him who
orders all things aright. The snow is a great

purifier of the atmosphere. The absorbent power
of capillary action of snow is like that of a sponge
or charcoal. Immediately after snow has fallen,

melt it in a clean vessel and taste it, and you will

find immediately evidences of its impurity. Try
some a day or two old and it becomes nauseous,

especially in cities. Snow water makes the mouth
harsh and dry. It has the same effect upon the

skin, and upon the hands and feet produces the

painful malady of chilblains. The following easy

experiment illustrates beautifully the absorbent

property of snow : Take a lump of snow (a piece

of snow crust answers well) of three or four inches

in length and hold it in the flame of a lamp; not

drop of water will fall from the snow, but the

water as fast as formed, will penetrate or be drawn
up into the mass of snow by capillary attraction.

It is by virtue of this attraction that the snow
purifies the atmosphere by absorbing and retaining

ts noxious and noisome gases and odors.

The Coal tradefor the year 1855.—The Potts-

ville Miners' Journal publishes its annual tables

of the coal operations in the Schuykill region, from
which we copy some interesting tables. The to-

tal amount of coal of all kinds sent to market from
the Schuykill, Lehigh, ^Vyoming, and the semi-

anthracite and bituminous regions during the year

was 7,587,50"2 tons, an increase of 68-1,004 tons

over the amount the previous year. There has

been an increase from every region engaged in

mining during the year—the largest from the Pitts

ton, Wilkesbarre and Nanticoke portion of the Wy-
oming Coal region, lying below Scranton and the

Lackawanna region. The Schuykill region is pre

pared to increase its production 300,000 tons this

year, should there be that demand for it, which it

is believed will be so, in consequence of the fall of

provisions and the iucreased impetus given there-

by to the manufacturing interests. 'The Lehigh
region is prepared to furnish a considerable in-

crease this year, as well as the Scrantou region

with the new branch of their road completed I

ing to New York. Both these roads now open
coal regions directly to New York city. The

'

oming region will also have a new outlet with
completion of the North Branch Canal, and
improvement of the White Haven Ilailroad li

ing from Wilkesbarre to the Lehigh. The Sha
kin region has also another outlet via the S

bury and Erie Rail-road leading to Williamsi
and from thence into the interior of New Yif
The number of engines used for miniog purp,

n Schuykill county is 315, with an aggrej

power of 10,653 horses. The number of mile

railroad in the county is 430. The numbei
locomotives running on the lateral railroads is

independent of those on the Heading Railrc—Ledger.

For " The Friena

On the Value of Religion.

Those who possess the soul-sustiining powei

Religion will experience it to be a safe anchor

the mind, when it may at times feel almost ot

whelmed by the w.ives of affliction, oft permit

to attend us in this world ; which may be c(

pared to a stormy sea, wherein there are mi

shoals, against which it is the duty of all to gua
in order to prevent being shipwrecked there

and thereby miss an entrance into a blissful harbo

a never-ending eternity; to gain which, the si'

Pilot must be sought and followed, even Him ^'

leadeth in ways that we have not known, and

structeth us to know that he is our guide, gi

need not be afraid, though difliculties and dang

assail them on every side. As each one iswili^

to look to the Lord of life and glory for His '

recfion and his protecting care, and as theyij

willing to follow Him in the strait and narrow "fl

which He has been pleased to cast up, for all th
j

who are really and truly his disciples, he v

assuredly bestow on such in the time of great'i

need, that Wisdom which will direct aright; al

will enable those who put their trust in Him, a'

fully obey him in what he requires, to discover \''

many hidden snares laid by the enemy of all rig '.

eousness, to deceive and draw away from Him w|

is ready to save all that insincerity give tt'

hearts to him and follow him as the Captain

their soul's salvation.

May those who peruse these lines and who m;

realize that they have not partaken of those purej(

'

which true religion gives ; be willing, ere it be i

;

late, to seek that heavenly treasure ; the "pearl'

great price," which is of more value than any I

ihe alluring unsatisfying pleasures this world c!

bestow; for those joys which appertain to t

possessors of true religion are enduring and »

never pass away. ;

When the rays of this world's prosperity i|

around us and there are no clouds of earthly s|

row to mar our outward enjoyments we may f
|

secure in them and be tempted to take up ourrl

in temporal gratification, but we should remem *

that it has been recorded in Holy Writ; that)

this world we have no "continuing city."
j

Maryland, Second mo., 185G. , i

For •• The Friend.

As the readers of the " Friend," in common w
other " anti-belligerents" may have a choice

occasionally meeting with an article of a pac

character from the other side of the Atlantic

would suggest whether the tone and temper of

following extract (from the London Atbenjeui

does not so ably contrast with many fierce s

J

often intentionally irritating essays on the "Vf
topic," as to render it an acceptable article fori

columns. * '

i
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Wav with the United States ! Tlie idea of

a a wtir is incredible. If there be in the cata-

ofniortalcalaniitiesa" worse than Civil War,"
lucli a couflict as might arise between Ame-

and England. A civil war has generally some

1 reason. Some grand principle is at stake,

ord is drawn in defence of freedom—in de-

e of property—in defence of religion. As in

own civil war, a certain degree of romance, of

iilry, and of intellectual activity, often springs

the conflict and flourishes after its close—the

som and the fruit of a splendid and deadly con-

But a war against America would have no

itle redeeming point. There is not—and there

er ought to be—any real ground of quarrel

the United States. The interests of the two

Btrics are identical. Tiieir moral principles

the same. They have neither a language to

irate nor a religion to estrange them. The

e blood flows in the veins of their people.

y have a common history—a common literature

common tradition. They possess the same

le. They read the same Shakspoare and the

e Milton. ]!)ake conquered and Cromwell

:d for both. They have an equal interest in

eigh, in Vane, and in Penn. Nay, their pre-

; state is as inseparable as their past. They

live by the light of the same old Saxon laws.

y still drink at the same intellectual fountains,

irdless whether the springs lie on the eastern

he western shores of the Atlantic. Irving,

ant, Bancroft, Hawthorne, Longfellow are ad-

id with as warm an affection in England, as are

ckeray, Tennyson, Dickens, Jerrold, in Ame-
A war between America and England would

war of brothers—a warof friend against friend,

rould be a war against the alEnities of race,

jlnst the unity of religion, against the inter-

jngcs of trade. It would be a war in favour of

parism, piracy, restriction—a war against the

inties of Nature, the enterprises of genius, the

jances of civilization. Such a war would bring

ow into every Anglo-Saxon home in Europe
America, and a feeling of shame and humilia-

i into every Anglo-Saxon heart, in whatever

rter of the globe it beats.

,Ve say nothing about material interests. They
or much, but the moral interests far outweigh

n. The interchange of thought is more im-

,ant than the interchange of cotton. And for

t are we threatened with an interruption of our

idly relations with our American kiudred ? Is

principle at issue? Are our liberties threat-

i—is our property unsafe? Not in the least

Only throe slight and miserable causes

quarrel appear—a dispute about the construc-

of a treaty regarding that interesting savage.

King of Slosquito,—a dispute about some
tched sandbanks lying off Balize—and a dis-

: about the attempt to enlist troops for the

nea. The first two are quite insignificant. We
ht as well go to war about the sovereignty of

Pie Island. We maybe right, or we may be

ng in our interpretation ; the Americans think

>re wrong. There is much to be said on both

s ; and we all know that when private persons

gree about trifles, a courteous and conciliatory

: soon removes the cause of quarrel. About
|

third point—the attempt to enlist in the Re-
lican territory—we are unquestionably in the

ng. In neither case is our honour engaged, in

her case does any principle, which ought to be

ntaincd, stand behind the formal terms of the

greement—thus presenting a true ground of

rrel, as in the Russian war, which the genius

nation can seize and accept. Our statesmen

ht—and must—find in the resources of diplo-

y a means of satisfying all interests without

an insane appeal to the sword. Where we are

clearly wrong, we should at once and fully admit
our error, nuiking whatever reparation is fairly

due. It is said the Washington Cabinet requires

the withdrawal of Crampton. Surely this is

no extreme or revolutionary request. Personal

unpopularity has always been considered a suffi-

cient reason for requiring the withdrawal of an
ambassador. AVe could give a hundred instances

in which sovereign powers have exercised this

right. Under such circumstances withdrawal does
not imply censure. It merely implies that the

personal relations of the ruler and the minister

have become such as to impede the transaction of

public business. We were wrong in attempting to

recruit within the Union. Crampton was the

instrument of the wrong. lie has thereby rendered

himself an object of suspicion at Washington.
Ilis withdrawal, therefore, at the recjucst of the

American Cabinet, would be in accordance with

usage, and would be a sure pledge of the sincerity

of our acknowledgment of the original error.

Strong nations can afford to be graceful in their

concessions.

" The other points are less clear. Yet, ifa proper

spirit of conciliation presides at the discussion, we
have no reason to fear a permanent disagreement.

We have a right to expect that our diplomatists

and public writers will approach the discussion in

a pacific mood. Above all things, we deprecate a

menacing tone. We cannot read without indigna-

tion the elaborate display of our naval and military

powers which some of our journals have thought

proper to make. Every Englishman feels that he

would not be put down by such a parade ; and we
must not forget that our descendants in America
are just as haughty as ourselves. They have our

blood, our pa.ssions, our acute sense of personal

honour. Against ourselves the threat of force is

the one argument that is sure, under all circum-

stances, to fail. Nor will the Americans be cowed
by a menace of the Baltic fleet. We must argue

our point as if no fleets were in existence, and take

our stand on the ground of history and reason."

THB FRIBND
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In our last number, we gave an account of the

murder of a child by its mother, in order to prevent

it being carried back into slavery; the following

extract exhibits slavery in a different phase, de-

monstrating the deadening, debasing effect it has

in very many instances on those who are the ac-

tive agents in maintaining the direful sj'stem, and

in carrying it into effect. The account originally

appeared in " The Cincinnati Commercial," and

is confirmed by an inhabitant of the town where

the dreadful deed was enacted, who signs himself

"Aberdeen," fearing, we suppose, some violence,

should he become known. It needs no comment.
The writer says :

—

"Sir : I cut tl\e following e.ttract from The Cincin-

nati Commercial, which is the very first pviljlic notice

that has been taken in any form of the awful tragedy

that was enacted here—neither of the papers published

in this city having given the slightest account of the

matter, believing, doubtless, that so small an affair as

burning a slave to death by way of a Thanksgiving
frolic is not worth publishing:

" ' We are informed that on the Kentucky Thanksgiv-
ing Day a couple of young men of Maysville, whose
family connections are described as of the ' highest re-

spectability,' were on a drunken spree at the Parker
House in that place, and protracting their frolic until a

very late hour, after all the household had retired to

bed, attempted to arouse the barkeeper to procure more
liquor, and failing in this, and succeding in finding a

yellow man, one of the waiters, asleep, they concluded
to set fire to him in order to awaken him .' With this view
they took a camphene lamp, and pouring the fluid over
his whiskers, ignited it, and the poor fellow's neck and
head became instantly wrapped in an intense blaze,

which continued until the fluid was consumed. The
sufferings of the victim were dreadful in the e.xtreme.

No refinement of torture could have produced more ex-
cruciating misery. But, strange to say, death did not
release him from torment until after the lapse of two
weeks. The poor creature was the slave of Ball, keeper
of the Parker House, who says, r.s our informant tells

us, that no human suffering could c.\ceed that of his

boy during the fortnight that he lived after the burn-

ing. The young men, ' respectably connected,' whose
drunkenness resulted in this horror, arc said to allege

that they burned the negro by accident—that when
holding the lamp to his face they managed to break it

and spill the fiery fluid upon him. The young men are

rich. They have agreed to pay Ball $','-^0 for the loss

of his servant. Our informant says that no one in

Maysville speaks of this transaction without a shudder

of horror, but that no movement has been made toward

a legal investigation of the matter, and that the ' high

position' of the parties implicated will overawe any
such movement. We ask the citizens of Maysville, in

the name of their honour, if these things can be true?'
" The facts set forth in The Commercial are true, and

are put in the mildest form, for it was a deliberate act

of torture; flagitious beyond all precedent, ending in

death after two weeks of suffering on the part of the

victim ; albeit the parties were on a drunken frolic, and,

as the world goes, were quite ' respectable.' No exami-
nation of the circumstauces had taken place, nor will

there be any ; the money of the friends of the parties,

together with the official relative of one of them, being
amply sufficient to protect them.

They carry their heads as high as if nothing had
happened, and talk about the amount they had to pay
the owner of the slave as rather expensive, considering

it was done for a bit of fun I

" Is not this a creditable state of things, and is it not
one more powerful illustration of the beauties of slave-

ry ? Can't you get some of your Northern 'Divines' to

preach in favour of the system from this text?"

Maysville, Jan. 1856.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—The steamship Africa arrived at New
York on the 8th inst., bringing Liverpool dates to Second
mo. 23d. She brings no tidings of the missing steam-

ship Pacific, which may now be given up as lost. The
Pacific's oflicers aud crew numbered 141 ; her passen-

gers were 45 in number, making in all 186 persons on
board. It was supposed the Peace Conference would
open on the 25th ult. Great anxiety was felt as to the

result, but it was generally supposed a peace would be
concluded, such being the desire of the French govern-

ment. The editors of the newspapers in Paris are or-

dered to write no more respecting war or peace while

the Conference is in session. Letters from St. Peters-

burgh and Warsaw, in the German papers, give details

of (he preparations in progress for the continuance of

the war, and state that on no point has the former

energy of the military department been abated. The
health of the armies in the Crimea is said to be remark-
ably good. The French engineers have effected the

complete destruction of Fort Nicholas in South Sebas-

topol. About 120,000 pounds of powder was employed
in its destruction. The Russians kept up a desultory

fire from the north side, which caused the Allies but
little injury.

GREAT BRITAIN.—The government has negotiated

a new loan of £5,000,000. It was all taken by the

Rothschilds at a rate equivalent to 90 for three per cent.

consols. John Sadlier, M. P., bad committed suicide.

He appears to have been guilty of frauds and forgeries

to an immense amount, perhaps, a million of pounds.

His crimes are said to exhiliit a combination of boldness,

ingenuity, versatility and tact, almost without a paral-

lel. Liverpool Market.—Sales of cotton for the week,

50,870 bales
;
prices had declined from 1-lG to Ji/. Bu-

siness in Manchester was dull. Breadstuff's were in bet-

ter demand, and prices had improved. Philadelphia

and Baltimore flour had advanced from Is. to 2s. In-

dian corn was also advancing in price. Consols, 90j
to 91.

UNITED STATES. — The Pacific Whaling Fleet.—

Whitney's Whalemen's List, published at Honolulu,

Sandwich Islands, Twelfth mo. 31st, says that the aver-

age season's catch of " right whales" to each ship has

been 1022 barrels of oil and 11,110 lbs. of bone, and
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ported

id total taken by the fleet tbis Bcason, as re-

is 226,626 bbls. whale oil, and 2,443,230 lbs. of
bone. Other vessels have obtained furs, ivory and skins,

and whales have never been so numerous in the North
Pacific as this season.

Immii/ration to Texas.—Immigration continues to pour
into Texas in a steady stream. It was recently stated

that at one time five thousand slaves were on the road,

together with long trains of wagons and numerous
families.

Congress.—The Senate has passed a bill for the

Etruction of ten sloops of war at an estimated cost of

$5,070,000. The present bill appropriates $2,000,000
towards that object. Another bill has been reported
making appropriations for fortifications and other works
of defence. The Committee on Elections in the House
of Representatives having made a report, presenting
their reasons for renewing their demands for authority
to send for persons and papers in the Kansas contested

election case; the subject has been earnestly discussed

in the House. Tlie indications are, that Whitfield will

be allowed to retain his seat. The Senate bill for the

construction of ten sloops of war, was referred to the

Committee on Naval Aflairs. A bill to prevent the in-

troduction into the United Stales of foreign criminals,

paupers, lunatics and insane persons, has been referred

to llie Committee on Foreign Afi'airs.

Cincinnati.—The total value of exports from this city

in 1823, was estimated at. §855,900; in 1855, at $60,-
000,000. The pork trade amounts to about fourteen
millions annually. The total number of steamboats
employed on the Ohio and Mississippi rivers in 1823,
was 80. In 1855 there arrived at this port 2915 differ-

ent boats, and this embraced, perhaps, only two-thirds
of the steamers employed on the Western waters.

New Orleans.—The City Treasurer, Col. Garland, is

reported to be a defaulter, to the amount of $200,000.
He attempted to escape, but was overtaken and com-
mitted to prison, to answer the charge. Two persons
charged with being his accomplices, have also been
lodged in prison.

St. MartinsciUe, La.—On the 17th ult., a fire broke out
in this town, which soon spread to a large and hand-
some block of stores. In one of these, about 40 kegs of
gunpowder were stored, which exploded, scattering ruin
and destruction around. Thirteen persons were in-

stantly killed, and up to last accounts, seventeen bodies

had been found, and several others were missing. The
loss of property is supposed to reach $200,000, very
little of which is thought to be insured.

Philadelphia.—Mortality Jast week, 206. The persons
convicted, last terra of the Quarter Sessions, for selling

liquor on the first day of the week, have each been sen-
tenced to a fine of $50, and thirty days' imprisonment.
The parties implicated were some of the principal tavern
keepers in the city. The spring trade has fully com-
raeuced, and the "jobbing houses" seem to be full of

Destruction of Cotton Mills.—The Essex Cotton mill at

Newburyport was destroyed by fire on the 6th inst.

Loss, $90,000. The factory of Charles Kelly, in the
twenty-fourth ward, Philadelphia, was burnt on the 7th.

Loss, $130,000.

The Weather.—In the middle and northern States,

there are as yet no indications of spring. On the lOth
inst., the thermometer in exposed situ.ations fell at Phi-
ladelphia to zero. In Boston it stood at zero. At the
White River Junction, 26° below. In the vicinity of
Albany, from zero to 7° below.

New IV/r.—Mortality last week, 394, of which 98
were from consumption and other diseases of the lungs.

The shipments of specie for the week, amounted to

$1,204,746.
Slavery Items.—The Governor of Ohio has made a

requisition upon the Governor of Kentucky for the re-

turn of the slave woman, who recently killed one of her
children in Cincinnati, and who was returned to slavery
by the U. S. Commissioner.
According to the Cleveland Ledger, more than two

hundred and fifty slaves escaped from Virginia and
Kentucky, during the Second month, 1856.

Miscellaneous.—Indians in Texas.—Returns from the
Indian Agencies in Texas, show that the State contains
20,000 Camanches and Kioways, 3000 Arickarees, 800
Wacces, Towacanoes and Keechies, 500 Lipans, 400
Mescalegros, 960 Wiehitas, and Apaches, Cadoes and
other tribes in numbers not estimated, but mostly
small.

Large Supplies of Sugar.—A Cincinnati paper of the
5th says, " Yesterday and the day before, there were
twenty-one arrivals of steamboats at this port from New
Orleans, bringing 10,000 tons of groceries, among which
are 5000 hhds. sugar, and 10,000 barrels molasses."

The Fugitive Slave Laia.— The Cincinnati Gazette

states that, during the late slave trials in that cicy, four
hundred persons were sworn in as special or deputy
marshals, and that the aggregate sum allowed them for

their services, amounts to $22,400.
The Death Fenaltg.—A bill giving to Judges of Su

rior Courts the power to communte the punishment for

capital offences from death to imprisonment for life in

the Penitent'ary, should the jury recommend the pri-
soner to the mercy of the Court, has passed the House
of R^epresentatives of Georgia, by a majority of 72 to 25.

Kansas.—The Savannah Republican intimates that
several companies of emigrants from that State are
about proceeding to Kansas, but says that few, if any
of them, are slaveholders, and that no slaves accompany
them. The Republican doubts if even the votes of these
men can be relied on, and mentions the case of a party
of nine wh« went last year Irom one of the upper coun-
ties of Georgia, eight of whom afterwards voted with
the Free State men.

The Czar and the Fope.—The latest advices from Rome
confirm the report that the Emperor of Russia is doing
all in his power to conciliate the Papal Government, by
affording facilities for the establishment in Russia of
the Roman Catholic worship.

Liberation of Slaves.—The New Orleans Commercial
Bulletin tells us that cases of the voluntary emancipa-
tion of slaves are continually occurring in the Courts of
that city, and that the slaves thus liberated, in almost
every case, fully vindicate the good policy of their
emancipation. The Bulletin observes :

" Many of these
slaves thus set free, become the owners of property, and
some of them even rich ; and, singular as it may appear,
many of them become in turn slaveholders themselves."

Steel Fen Manufacturing.—At a recent trial in Paris,

between a steel pen dealer of that city, and Hinks
Wells, the manufacturers, of Birmingham, it was stated
that in the whole world there are but fourteen manu-
facturers of steel pens, and that nine of them are at
Birmingham, four at Boulogne-sur-Mer, and one at

Paris.

China Manufactory/.—The recently established porce-
lain manufactory at Gloucester, N. J., near Philadel-
phia, is said to be in successful operation, producing
wares which compare favourably with those Imported
from Europe.

Frohibition in Canada.—Resolutions favouring the en-
actment of a Prohibitory Liquor Law, have been lost in

the Assembly by one majority. A stringent license law
was subsequently passed by a large majority.

^yeather in Florida.—Florida papers speak of the de-
lightful spring weather, many of the earlier leaved trees
being already clothed in living green. The Alligator
Advertiser says, " The cropping season is fast approach-
ing, and our planters are getting ready for it. We saw
a Geld of corn planted two weeks ago."
A Large Animal.—A Russo-Chinese hog weighing

1400 pounds, was recently exhibited at Cincinnati; he
was raised in Clinton county, Ohio.
Another Asteroid.—The 39th asteriod was discovered,

on the 8th ult., by Chaconac, of the Paris Observatory.
Dr. Kane's Charts.—The British Board of Admiralty

have notified our government, that they have accepted
Dr. Kane's Charts, thus preferring them to the works of
all his predecessors on the coasts of Greenland.

Colonization Fund.—The House of Representatives of
Georgia has passed an act that the tax now imposed in

that State upon free persons of colour, shall be set apart
as a fund to be applied to transporting this class of peo-
ple voluntarily beyond the limits of the United States,
and those so disposed may voluntarily return to servi-

tude.

France Buying Steamships.—A late English paper says,
" On Saturday the purchase was made of the Genera!
Screw Steam Shipping Company, of the Jason, Indiana,
Golden Fleece, Calcutta, Argo, Queen of the South,
Hydaspes, and Lady Jocelyn—amounting, we hear, to

nearly £500,000.
A Singular Exportation.—A vessel lately left San Fran-

cisco for China, having as a part of her cargo one hun-
dred and seven coffins, containing the bodies of dead
Chinese. This is explained in this way: Chinese
peculators hire large bodies of men in Cliina to work
II the mines of California. The bodies of those who
ie there are taken back, to prove to those from whom

they were hired that their services were at an end.

RECEIPTS.
Received from SI. B. Smith, agt., 0., $2, vol. 29, for

Paul Seers, $3, to 26, vol. 29 ; from A. E. Winn, $2,
vol. 28, for B. Ellyson, $2, to 29, vol. 30 ; from SI. Leeds,
B., N. J., $2, vol. 29 ; from Wm. Thorne, per SI. C,
Canada W., $2, to 27, vol. 30 ; from Chas. Perry, agt.,

R. I., for N. S. Babcock, $2, vol. 29.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
A stated annual meeting of '• The Contributors t

Asylum for the Relief of Persons deprived of the u
their Reason," will be held on Fourth-day, the 19'

Third month, 1856, at 3 o'clock, r. m., at Arch s

meeting-bouse, Philadelphia.

William Bettle, Clei

CORRECTION.
In the article on " The Republic of Liberia,'

lum of page 207, in the last number, an error of i

bers occurs. It should read " membership of J

20 coloured missionaries," &c.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of the School will close on

1th of Fourth month, and not on the ith, as i

'.ously stated in the late notice.

The Summer Session will commence on Second-
the 12th of Fifth month.

Application for admission must be made to Jos

Snowdon, Superintendent at the school, or to Jos

Scattergood, Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, Phil*
hia.

West-town, Third mo. 3d, 1856.

account of the Religious Society of Frie:

commonly called Quakers, embracing a sketch of tl

christian doctrines and practices."—pp. 136.

This little book is designed to present to inquir

th within and without the pale of the Society, a c

densed view of the principles and testimonies of Friei

It contains a sketch of the rise, organization and (

cipline of the Society, of its belief in the fundamec
doctrines of Christianity, its views on worship, mit

try, prayer, war, oaths, public fasts, slavery, trade t

business, simplicity of apparel, the plain language i.

disuse of compliments, names of the months and dayi

the week, moderation and plainness in living, an

ments, reading and music.
It is for sale at Friends' Bookstore, 84 Arch t

and Uriah Hunt & Sons, No. 44 N. Fourth street.

WANTED.
A suitable Friend and wife, to superintend the seht

and manage the farm belonging to Adrian Quaitei

Meeting, Michigan. Apply to Richard Harkness,i
or Samuel Satterthwaite, Tecumsey, Mich.

A man Friend is wanted to aid in carrying out

concern for the improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Josepu ELKiNTOt

377 S. Second stri'

Thomas Evans,

Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st, 1855. 180 Arch stri

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, a Teacherof the Classical Department iut

Institution.

Application may be made to either of the undersign

members of the Committee.
Samcel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Evaxs, Ipu-i a.
Sami'el Bettle, Jr.

;^'^"*°*-

Died, on the 11th of Twelfth month last, aged abi

thirty-seven years, Puebe A. Cox ; a member of H(

donfield Monthly and Particular Meeting. Having (

deavoured to do her day's work in the day time, to ha

her lamp trimmed, and light burning, we trust she \

found waiting the coming of her Lord.

, in the town of Sheboygan Falls, on the mo
iog of the 15th ult., Jo.nas Smith, aged nearly 6G jes

He was born in Bucks county. Pa., in the year 17""

some thirty-five years ago emigrated to Lewis coun

in Northern New York. In 1845, he removed to W
cousin, and was one of the early settlers of Sheboyf

Falls, and witnessed nearly all the settlement and

velopment of the new and interesting county of Shebc

gan. He was a consistent member of the religious S

ciety of Friends, and much attached by education i

conviction, to their distinguishing doctrines, and f<

of worship.
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accompanied by an epithet. His conduct is spoken

of as "scandalous"—his life " as unfavourable to

moral purity"—his word as a "falsehood." Y
fad inconsistent with

he purest principle, is

itage to any part of Pennsylv

id in advance, three and a c

)f the United Slates, for thr

ice, six and a-half cents.

ia.fortlircemontlis

irtcr cents ; to any
months, if paid in

From the Allipna-um.

!ant Pinn : an Hisfoiical Bioijraplit/.—
1 Hepworth Dixon. A new edition, with a

ply toT. B. Macaulay's Charges against Penn,
lapman and Hall.

e shall abstain from expressing any opinion

controvcr.sy between II. Dison and T. B.

lulay. But as many of our readers look to our

nns exclusively for a record of literary facts,

ball present a few extracts from the defence

inn against T. B. Macaulay's accusations. We
present these without comment, and leave

eadcr free to draw his own conclusions. Of
ie, the reader will understand that our ex-

3 offer only a small part of the defence, and
they do not here follow their natural sequence

' reply."

MR. Dixon's statement.

1 the first impression of this memoir I issued

[lapter on Jlr. Macaulay's charges against

ii. I called it an extra chapter, and placed it

ie

cud of my volume, having no desire to see

m a permanent part of the work. The more
,rtant organs of critical opinion received the
lice of Penn as conclusive ; and I had reason

jifer that Mr. Macaulay acquiesced in the
non verdict. .The Edinburgh Review, the

11 of his party, and the defender of his fame,
j'ed that the most serious charge against Penn,
lisproved by evidence. My object, therefore,

riting the extra chapter, appeared to have
gained. In the belief that Mr. Macaulay
d withdraw his accusation as an error, when
jiular edition of \Vm. Penn was passing through
iress, I withdrew the extra chapter from the
ie eye, promising merely to reproduce it in

roper place—the appendix to a literary edi-

This abstinence is no longer just towards
•ublic. A character like that of Penn, is a
d inheritance. Mr. Macaulay has not with-
D his charges. In the 11th edition of the
Dry of England, bearing the date of 1856,
1 still appears as the Pardon Broker, who ac-
id an infamous commission from the maids of
'Ur—as the agent employed to seduce Kiffin

—

ideavouring to persuade the Prince of Orange
ipport the Beclaration of Indulgence—as a
of the Jesuits—and as trying to corrupt the
ws of Magdalen. Not a word is withdrawn,
•barge is softened. All proof of mistake is

looked. In the 3d and 4th vols, of the His-
of England, the same principle of incessant
sation prevails. Every reference to Penn is

from first to last, not oyic

the highest character and
proved against Penn.

PENN ACCUSED OF FALSEHOOD.

" Did Penn excuse himself to the council with

a falsehood ?" Mr. Macaulay writes :

—

"Among the letters which the Government had

intercepted, was one from James to Penn. That

letter, indeed, was not legal evidence to prove

that the person to whom it was addressed, had

been guilty of'high treason; but it raised su

cions, which arc now known to have been well

founded. Penn was brought before the Privy

council, and interrogated. He said very truly,

that he could not prevent people from writing to

him, and that he was not accountable for w

thoy might write to him. He acknowledged that

he was bound to the late king by ties of grati-

tude and affection, which no change of fortune

could dissolve. ' I should be glad to do him any

service in his private affairs; but I owe a sacred

duty to my country, and therefore I never was so

wicked as ever to think of endeavouring to bring

him back.' This was a falsehood."

Mr. Macaulay quotes Gerard Croese. Croese

is a poor authority. He knew little of his subject,

and was unscrupulous in his use of facts. But
such as he is, he docs not afford a ground for Mr.

Macaulay's accusation. Croese reports one part

of Penn's speech, which is of importance. Penn
told the council the reason why he was grateful to

James personally, and yet could not desire to see

him back as king. lie had never heen ahle to

ar/rce xcith him in State affairs. Why does j\lr.

Macaulay suppress this passage ? In a few words

it explains the relations of king and Quaker.

Penn felt towards James as a ward ought to feel

towards a guardian ; but there is the amplest evi-

dence that he was opposed to his political and re-

)us views. Van Citters wrote :
—" Penn has

had a long interview with the king, and has, he

thinks, shown to the king, that Parliament will

never consent to a revocation of the Tost Act and
he penal laws, and that he will never get a Par-

liament to his mind, so long as he rejects moderate

counsels, and refuses to drive away from his pre-

sence, (or, at least until he refuses to listen to,)

the immoderate Jesuits and other Papists, who
surround him daily, and whose advice he now fol-

ws." Clarendon says in his diary, that Penn
laboured to thwart the Jesuitical influence that

predominated." Johnstone says expressly, that

Penn was against the order, commanding the De-

laration to be read in the churches. Penn ad-

ised the king to release the bishops ; and he

pleaded for a general amnestry to the exiles. He
counselled James to submit to the will of his peo

pie, and be content with a toleration of his religion.

Most of all he advised the king against relying

the Catholic king of France, in preference to

the good sense and high spirit of his own country-

men. As Van Citters says :
—" He has advised

the king, so long as his affairs at home are so

changeabloj and remam so uncertain, above all

things to be cautious in his connexion with Prance
lest the country should be discontented." The
truth is, James regarded Penn as a young fellow

of very good parts and very odd opinions. He
thought him a dreamer ; and he allowed him a

freedom of speech and remonstrance such ai few
men have ever exercised in a king's closet, hrcause
he entered that closet as a private friend, not as a
public man. Though James himself was always
glad to .see the son of his old comrade, the admiral,

James's ministers treated him as a foe, and James's
flies treated him as a friend. As a public man,
Penn was the friend of Algernon Sidney and John
L'lcke ; and the supporters of Monmouth set liira

down in their secret lists as favourable to their

cause. How in the face of all this evidence that
while James was on the throne, Penn diil oppose
his policy in speech, in writing, and in thought

—

can this simple statement before the council, that
he respected James personally, yet did not wish
to see him restored as king ; be termed " a false-

hood ?"

"very like a lie."

Did Penn tell Lord Sidney something very like

a lie, and confirm it by something very like an
oath ? Mr. Maoulay writes, " Sidney received
from him a strange communication. Penn begged
for an interview, but insisted on a promise that he
should be suffered to return unmolested to his

hiding place. Sidney obtained the royal permis-
sion to make an appointmenton these terms. Penn
came to the rendezvous, and spoke at length in his

own defence. He declared that he was a faithful

subject of king William and queen Mary, and that

if he knew of any design against them, he would
discover it. Departing from his yea and nay, he
protested as in the presence of God, that he knew
of no plot, and thut he did not believe there was
any plot, unless the ambitious projects of the

French Government might be called plots. Sidney,

amazed probably by hearing a person, who had
such an abhorrence of lies, that ho would not use

the common forms of civility, and such an abhor-

rence of oaths, that he would not kiss the book in

a court of justice, tell something very like a lie,

and confirm it by something very like an oath,

asked how, if there were no plot, the letters and
nutcs found on Ashton were to be explained'!'

This question Penn evaded."

"I entreat Mr. Macaulay to re-read Lord Sid-

ney's letters, the sole authority for his statements.

There is no mention in it of any ' hiding place.'

Sidney says, ' I found him as he used to be, not at

all disguised, but in the same clothes and the same
humour I have formerly seen him in." Sidney

never hints that he was "amazed" at Penn's

words. Sidney never suggests that he thought

Penn was telling anything " very like a lie."

Sidney evidently believes Penn's words. Mr.
Macaulay declares that " he (Penn") assured Sid-

ney that the most formidable enemies of the gov-

ernment were the discontented whigs." Sidney's

etter never names the discontented whigs. Sid-

ney does not say that he asked how the letters and

nutes which had been found on Ashton, were

to be explained." Mr. Macaulay makes Penn
say, very nonsensically, " The Jacobites are not
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dangerous." Sidney makes him say something
very sensible and very true ; that some of those

who came over with William, and some of those

who were the first to join him, " were more dan-

gerous than the Jacobites." Mr. Macaulay's 3d
and 4th volumes are an elaborate vindication of the

truth of Penn's statement."

" PENN, NOT A JACOBITE."

"A Jacobite was not necessarily a rogue. Many
of the best men in England were Jacobites. The
most pious and learned men in the church, the

most independent of the country gentlemen, were
Jacobites. But Penn was not it Jacobite ; he did

not share the king's views; although gratitude and

early association attached him personally to king

James. King James was William Penn's guard-

ian. The old admiral had written to the Duke of

York from his dying bed, to solicit good ofiBces for

his son ; and the Duke had cheered tlie dying

sailor with an assurance, that he undertook the

office of guardian and protector of the youth.

James had fulfilled his pledge. He had helper!

Penn out of the tower, and more than once had

interfered to protect his co-religionists. He had

conveyed to hira his American province, and had

supported his title to that property against all

claimants. As Penn told the deputies of Mag-
dalen College, the questions which had made him

so intimate with James, were such as affected his

property, not his religion. All that is odd in the

correspondence of king James and William Penn
becomes clear, when it is remembered that the

aged king aud the young Quaker stood in the re-

lation of guardian and ward; a fact which Mr.
Maeaulay has forgotten."

PENN ON INVASION OF ENGLAND.

"As to the charge of doing his best to bring a

foreign army into the heart of his country, M
Maeaulay prefers the charge, and cites an amba
sador, Avaux, as witness. The moment his wit-

ness enters the court, his case fails. Avaux never
says that Penn did his best to bring a foreign army
into the heart of his country; he never suggests

any such idea. Attention to dates and minute
facts, is of consequence when dealing with ex-

tremely loose assertions. Mr. Maeaulay says,
" Penn wrote to inform James." Avaux never
says the letter was written to James It may have
been an ordinary letter to a private friend. Penn
had property in Ireland, and many of his friends

lived in that country. Mr. Maeaulay says, Avaux
thought Penn's letter so important that he sent a

translation of it to Louis. Avaux sent no trans-

lation of it to Louis. At most he only embodied
a few lines in a budget of news from England and
Scotland. Mr. Maeaulay places the passages cited

above in his narrative of the year ItiOO, after the
capture of Chailemout. But Penn's letter was
written in the previous year. Avaux's despatch
is dated June 5th, 1689; and Penn's letter, (to

whomsoever it was addressed,) must iiave been
written in an earlier month, as the means of com-
municatiugwith Ireland were very irregular—pro-
bably in April, before the king and queen were
crowned, and in the first excitement of the revo-
lution. Tiie date may help to explain the sup-
posed contents of the letter; and considering the
relation of the two men, and the phrenzy, it will
probably appear to most readers remarkably cold
and neutral. Avaux nowhere represents Penn as
desirous to sec foreign troops in England. Avaux
makes Penn say, " The Prince of Orange begins to
be diRgusted with the English." At the same
date, Mr. Maeaulay says the same thing. Avaux
makes Penn say, 'f the aspect of' affairs is changing
fa>t, 03 is u.sual with the English." Mr, Maei;u!

lay says the same thing : " The ill humour of the

clergy and the army could not but be noticed by
the most heedless * * * • but the discontent was
not confined to the black coats and the red coats.

The enthusiasm had greatly abated before the

close of February. The public was as it always
is during the cold fits which follow its hot fits, dis-

satisfied with itself, dissatisfied with those who had
lately been its favourites." Avaux makes Penn
say, the health of William is bad. Mr. Maeau-
lay says the same thing: "His constitutional

asthma made rapid progress. His physicians pro-

nounced it impossible for him to live to the end
of the year." So fiir it is possible that Avaux
may be following Penn. The next sentence in

the budget of news cannot come from the same
source as it refers to Scotland :

—" A mist is ga-

thering in the north of the two kingdoms where the

king has many enemies, which causes great anxiety

to the partisans ofthe Prince of Orange; these being
wealthy, begin to fear that their fate will be de-

cided by the sword, which they have been above
all things anxious to avoid. They apprehend an
invasion from France and Ireland ; in which case

the king would have more friends than ever.

Commerce is ruined not so much by the Turks as

by the fear of a war with France, and even by our
own fleet." Yet whoever wrote these words, wrote
no more than Mr. Maeaulay repeats under the
same dates, and at a length unmanageable in quo-
tation. The facts stated were true. James hai/

a great many friends in the north, and the loyalists

clung to his family for three generations. The
men who were the first to join William on his ar-

rival in England—Danby, Ilussel, Shrewsbury,
Marlborough, Godolphin

—

were afraid of a resto-

ration by force. They expected an invasion from
France and Ireland, and they dreaded such an
event as the signal of their own overthrow. Mr.
Maeaulay asserts that Penn convinced " the old

tyrant," that ho " could only recover his domi-
nions sword in hand." Avaux says no such thing.

He says that the " letters from Scotland and Eng-
land" have produced a good effect—putting first,

the Scottish news, which, the reader will see,

was very warlike and hopeful. There is nothing
in that part of Avaux's budget, which can possi-

bly have been taken from Penn's correspondence,
to induce such a conviction in the mind of James.
Such seems to have been the opinion of Louis
himself, who, in his reply to Avaux's budget of

news, treats the news from England, as of no im-
portance, but pays a particular attention to the

news from Scotland."

The foregoing arc quoted merely as examples of

the way in which Mr. Macaulay's accusations are

met. Every assertion is sustained by an authority,

and the originals are cited in the notes. More
than this we abstain from saying.

Selficied.

A Walch-Word,

Without holiness no man shall see the Lord.

The most direct and powerful means of promot-
ing the Saviour's kingdom, is the vigorous culti-

vation of our own growth in grace. There is a

great tendency among Christians to look too much
away from themselves, and think that they are to

do good to their fellow-men by bustling efforts,

bearing directly upon them, without the light of

a high and cimsistent and unsullied example ol

holiness. " Ye are the salt of the earth," said

our Saviour, and the very expressive metaphor
seems to imply, that Christianity is to influence

mankind, not so much by its outward and open
triumphs in the world, as by silent and unseen,
and yet most powerful operations of its principles

n the hearts and lives of its professors. Wo arc

all far more willing to watch one another, tht

watch ourselves. It is easier and more plea

to see the faults of others than our own.
there is unquestionably such a fault a;

ing our thoughts too exclusively to ourselvi

but such cases are rare. The mass of Christi

especially in this busy age, are far more incli

to be watchful over all their neighbours than i

themselves; and especially to see the badnee
heart, and the base ingratitude exhibited byotl

whilst they overlook their own. The best wa
spread religion, is to exemplify it. The Chris

armor consists of the Christian graces, and
with these that victories really valuable, areti

won. |t is easier, with hearts such as oais

give money, to exhort, or to write good adviclg

others, than to come and humble ourselves, j

crucify the flesh, with its affections and lusts, if

then you wish to do anything effectual for e

Saviour, look within. Labour first, and most',
stantly, with your own heart, so that the linh*{

pure religion may beam in beauty and gentle:

3

there. 'The world around will see and feels

power ; many will be led by it to the foun ii

which has purified you ; they will follow
3 f

example; they will imbibe your spirit; and tl
,

while coming nearer and nearer to the Sav ;

yourself, you will, in the most effectual mau
extend his kingdom.

The fertility of .ffnH.vus.—Sterling G. Cato, c

Territorial Judge, in a recent letter to his brot

'

of Enfalta, Ala., says:
'

" The people here are quiet and orderly, si 1

and intelligent ; a little rough in manners,
,t

warm hearts and cordial. This is asfine a couif

as any on the face of the earth, and the profitil

its productions would far exceed those of the coij

fields of the South. All kinds of grain, gi)|

clover, and hemp yield a rich pro<luct. I haveo

doubt but that slave lab(iur would yield in he,,

corn and grain at least from thirty to forty dolja

per acre annually. I have seen no poor hiDcl X

all seems to me richer tlian the best Chattahon 1

bottom, and most of it is just such land as in e

adjoining Missouri counties is now selling at twe i

to fifty dollars an acre. Corn is now selling t

twenty cents per bushel, and the product estims I

atone hundred bushels an acre : aud hempcropit

tons per hand) at §140 per ton, and you seeato!

how labourismore productive here thanat thesoi

.

"It is impossible to give anudequate idea of i

beauty and fertility of the soil and country; g(-

rally rolling, without a great deal of timber, 1„

as I understand, abounding in coal for fires, 1

stone for building and fencing
;
good wells of w:f

can be obtained anywhere, besides frequent streij

running through the prairies."
'

" Be pitiful, be courteous."— 1 Peter, iii. 5. 1

How many hearts are continually bleeding, fpl

wounds inflicted by incivility and rudeness, i

should be careful to avoid this; for religion gii

no mau release from the courtesies of life. Id t

private intercourse with our brethren, we shcl

be anxious to give no ofl'ence. If we feel it f

duty at any time, as we may, and ought to esl-

stulate with a brother ou the impropriety of 8

conduct, we should be cautious to abstain Iron;!

appearance of what is impertinently, officiously ]r

offensively blunt. Reproof, or even expostulate

is rarely palatable, even when administered vi

the sweetness of christian kindness; but it)

wormwood and gall when mingled up with mor*-

ness and severity. We must never think of -

ing the part of a reprover, till we have putJ

humility as a garment, and taken up the la«i

kindness in our lips.—./. A. Jumrs.
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From Ihc Christian AJvocale andJournal.

I The Cinchoua Tree.

(la those lofty regions, the Andes of South Ame
i| are found some of the richest productious of

liwbolc world. Here are the mines of quiok-

}!r, tin, gold, and silver, with rubies, precious

es, and diamonds ; and here too are found drugs

J valuable woods, and especially the Cinchona

1, from which is extracted the celebrated Qid-

it. The gathering of this bark is free to all.

ijt from the trunk " Tabla" is the best ; the

karque," or larger branches, is of second qua-

J; while the " Vanulo," or upper and smaller

1^3, is the poorest,

workman can cut two quintals a day which,

and ready fur market, yields one quintal, or

hundred pounds. At the stump of the tree

oodman will dispose of his bark at $8 or $10
uintal. It is a strange law of the country

all the Cinchona bark gathered in Bolivia

first be sold to chartered companies, who mo-
lize the traffic. The article has to be carried

the Andes, and delivered at La Paz or

abamba, where the banks are established for

urchase. 6(J0 are paid per quintal for the

quality, $35 for the second and poorest,

the government imposes a tax of $25 per

ilital on the best, and $18 for the other qualities,

\'\\ the banks have to pay.

jhe bark is packed in bales, weighing 150 pounds

i|, and covered with raw-hide : two of these

ijc a niuIeJoad across the Cordilleras to the port

iLrica, on the Pacific. This journey consumes
(days from La Paz, the bank paying $12 for a

3 load ; so that the bark landed at this port

i the purchasers $89 for a quintal,

t Arica, the usual price of the Cinchona is

I $50 to$150 the quintal, depending altogether

1 the foreign demand. Shipped and conveyed
IndCapeHorn, the chemists of our own country

!of Europe manufacture it into Quinine, and,

ed, the valuable powder is re-shipped, and
again at Arica, in its new, concentrated form,

ie apothecaries. Purchasers carry it into the

Irior for sale, where it is esteemed a specific

«he treatment and cure of certain fevers ? and
Cinchona woodman pays, where he stripped

tree, for a single ounce of Quinine, the same
e he sold one quintal of the bark from wl\ich

made.

1 all civilized countries the use of Quinine has

me common, and 10,000 pounds are supposed

3 a small estimate of the quantity annually

ijiumed. The bank at La Paz has received 14,-

quintals per annum ; and the government of

via, by a public decree, forbid the gathering

le bark for two years, from January, 1852,
1854. We have imported from Europe into

[United States as much as $200,000 worth of

hate of quinine in a single year,

he Arriceos have hard work, even with their

itcd mules, to reach the Pacific, carrying heavy
s of Cinchoua, having to ascend and cross two
;es of the Cordilleras. Here the article finds

;hasers for shipment.

Jesuit's bark," as the Cinchona was formerly

id, has been known a long while for its medi-
1 qualities, but was never gathered into quan-
13 until 1849. In 1851 the bank to purchase
bark was established at Cochabamba. The
ersin La Paz not liking this movement of a

iud company or monopoly in the trade, the

vcs bark was first to have its quality determined,
n the La Paz bank pronounced it bad, in op-

tion to the opinion of the merchants of Lima
Valparaiso. A shrewd, cunning merchant of

habamba requested his agent in La Paz to send
a quintal of their bark, which had passed the

inspection of the bank there. This was unpacked,

and made up in the Cochabamba fashion, and sent

back, when the bank declared their own article

not to be good. The case was forthwith laid be-

fore the government, a new company granted, and
its bank established, in 1851, at Cochabamba.
The Cinchona trees of Bolivia are found in a

lonely, uninhabited region on the east side of the

Andes, 10,000 feet above the ocean, forming a

sort of belt along the sides of the mountains, and

stretching from half way down to their feet. They
present a beautiful loaf which is clearly distin-

guished from the other foliage, and are in location

about 22 deg. south latitude, and 10 deg. north

latitude. In Bolivia it is thought that the Cin-

chona forests are giving out. The only way to

save the valuable tree is to take the bark off in

strips, and not cut it down ; then it would have

the chance of anew coating. This method would
do more to save the Cinchona than all the royal

edicts forbidding its destruction. When once cut

down it requires the time of a man's life for a

young shoot to reach full size. A truly valuable

tree, planted in mercy to man by our bountiful

Creator. Great care and protection, wherever it

grows, should be given to its preservation.

As before stated, the forests are open to all, and

the getting Cinchona is thought to be more profi-

table than mining. This region of Bolivia has its

rainy season, and many woodmen sacrifice their

lives from sickness, caused by remaining in the

forests after this period. Thus they perish, while

seeking fortunes, in obtaining the very article that

saves myriads from the grave. It is a singular

fact that the native Indian population pay little

attention to this traflie ; and it is said there is a

bark found in the province of Matto Grasso, which

they prefer, and use in cases of fever and ague.

They consider it a specific, a certain cure for the

disease, but not yet known as an article of trade.

By whom the medicinal qualities of this tree

were first discovered is not known. Humboldt
states that the Jesuit missionaries probably ear-

liest became acquainted with them, and derived

much wealth from its sale. In 1640 the Spaniards

introduced the Jesuits' bark into Europe.

On the quickness with which the bark is dried

depends its price. Hence the green bundles are

despatched as rapidly as possible from the forests

to some open place, for the full action of the sun.

A few hours' dew turns it black, and will lessen

its value one-half.

Travellers heretofore have known but little of

those lofty South American forests where the Cin-

chona grows, and we are chiefly indebted to Lieut.

Herndon, of the United States army, for our pre-

sent knowledge on the subject. It is contained

in his Report to Congress on the Exploration of

the River Amazon, an arduous journey, which he

has recently and successfully accomplished by order

of our government. G. P. D.

The Clove, October, 1855.

Gypsuvi as a manure.—Experience seems to

have established, in reference to the use of plaster,

the following conclusions : It has little or no efiect

in a marine atmosphere, or upon low and moist

lands : it is peculiarly adapted to light warm soils;

when used upon tilled ground, it should be plowed

in, or mingled with the earth by the harrow or hoe

;

it may, however, bo strewed upon corn, potatoes or

beans, immediately after hoeing ; its effects are

much more decided upon tilled land, when the turf

or dressing of manure has been plowed in ; when
a clover crop has been turned under, the fertilizing

influence of that crop is much enhanced by an

application of plaster immediately preceding the

plowing.

Natural .\frection.

Natural affection needs a careful examination
;

operating upon us in a soft manner, it kindles de-

sires of love and tenderness, and there i3 danger
of taking it for something higher. To me, it appears

an instinct like that which inferior creatures have :

each of them, we see, by the ties of nature, lovo

self best ; that which is a part of self, they love by
the same tie or instinct. In them it in some mea-

sure, docs the offices of reason, by which among
other things, they watchfully keep, and orderly

feed their helpless offspring. Thus, nutural affec-

tion appears to be a branch of self-love, good in

the animal race, in us likewise, witii proper limi-

tations, but otherwise is productive of evil, by ex-

citing desires to promote some, by means prejudi-

cial to others. Our blessed Saviour seems to give

a check to this irregular fondness in nature, and

at the same time a precedent for us :
" Who is

my mother, and who are my brethren?" thereby

intimating, that the earthly ties of relation.ship,

are, comparatively inconsiderable to such, who
through a steady course of obedience, have come
to the happy experience of the Spirit of God bear-

ing witness with their spirits, that they arc His

children. "And he stretched forth his hands

towards his di.sciples, and said. Behold my mother

and my brethern : For whosoever shall do the

will of my Father who is in hcaven"(arrives at the

more noble part of true relationship) " the same is

my brother, and sister, and mother." This doc-

trine agrees well with a state truly complete, where

love necessarily operates according to the agrec-

ableness of things on principles unalterable, and

in themselves perfect. If endeavouring to have

my children eminent amongst men after my death,

be that which no reasons grounded on those princi-

ples can be be brought to support ; then to be tem-

perate in my pursuit after gain, and to keep al-

ways within the bounds of those principles, is an

indispensable duty, and to depart from it a dark

unfruitful toil. In our present condition, to love

our children is needful ; but except this love pro-

ceeds from the true heavenly principle which sees

beyond earthly treasures, it will rather be injuri-

ous than of any real advantage to them: where the

fountain is corrupt, the streams must necessarily

be impure.

—

J. Woolman.

Scalimj Turtles.—The tortoise shell of com-

merce is merely the scales that cover the bony

shield of the turtle. These scales are 1-3 in num-

ber, varying from an eighth to a quarter of an inch

in thickness. A large turtle will furnish about

eight pounds. To detach this shell from the living

animal is a cruel process, which it made my flesh

creep to witness. The fishers do not kill the turtle;

did they do so, they in a few years would exter-

minate them. When the turtle is caught they

fasten him, and cover his back with dry leaves or

grass, to which they set fire. The heat causes the

plates to separate at their joints. A large knife is

then carefully inserted horizontally beneath them,

and the laminae lifted from the buck, care being

taken not to injure the shell by to) much heat, nor

to force it ofi' until the heat has fully prepared it

for separation. Many turtles die under this cruel

operation, but instances are numerous in which

they have been caught a sjcond time, with the

outer coating reproduced; but in such cases, in-

stead of 13 pieces, it is a single piece.

—

Brad's

Adventures on the Mosquito Sliorc.

The business in which we cannot ask the pro-

tection and assistance of God, cannot be an inno-

cent pursuit ; the amusement for which we dare

not thank him, cannot be an innocent pleasure.
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For "The Iriend."

Early Anti-Slavery Advocates.

BENJAMIN LAY.
CCominiied from pnge 212.)

The Yearly Meeting held at Philadelphia, in the

Seventh month, 1737, by minute, repeats its "ad-
vice and caution against encouraging the importa-

tion of negroes, by buying them after imported, and
recommendsit to the several Quarterly Meetings be-

longing to this meeting, not only to be careful in the

verge of their respective meetingsin this particular,

but to return an account thereot to the next Yearly

Meeting." In accordance with this direction, the

next year it was presented with reports on the

subject. Philadelphia Quarter does not find " that

many, if any. Friends are chargeable v\'ith breach
of the Yearly Meeting direction." Chester, " that

Friends, in the verge of their respective meetings,

have been careful to observe" ' the advice and cau-

tion of last Yearly 3Ieeiing.' " Burlington finds

Friends within their limits " mostly clear." Glou-
cester and Salem also report mostly clear. Shrews-
bury states its belief that " there has been but a

very few, if any, bought amongst us for some
years." Great satisfaction was expressed by many
honest Friends at the Yearly Meeting to find that

the subordinate meetings could give such clear

reports, and the subject was again sent down to

Quarterly and Jlonthly Meetings to continue their

care on this subject. This was all very well to

those who were disposed to be thankful for every
step of the Yearly Meeting in the right direction,

however small, but it did not satisfy Benjamin Lay,
so long as Friends who bought slaves, or imported
them, were not immediately disowned. He would
have had all disowned, who still retained their

slaves, if they did not evidence that they were, by
education, preparing them to be set free.

The Yearly Meeting this year, (1738), was held

at Burlington. Thither our eccentric philan-

thropist went to carry out a whim which he had
conceived, and which he thought might make an
impression on the company assembled. He was
there over First and Second-day, and on Third
day morning. Seventh mo. 19th, he enacted the
scene according to his intention. He had pro-

cured a bladder, full of a red fluid—some accounts
say blood, others that it was poke-berry juice.

This bladder he placed in the cover of a large book,
from which the leaves had been taken, and a hole
made through one side, lloberts Vaux's account
says, " He then put on a military coat, and belted
a small sword by his side. Over the whole of this

drtss he threw his great coat, which was made in

the most simple manner, and secured it upon him-
self with a single button. Thus equipped, he en-
tered the meeting-house, and placed himself in a

conspicuous situation from which he addressed the
audience in substance, as follows.

" Oh, all you, negro masters, who are content-
edly holding your fellow-creatures in a state of
slavery during life, well knowing the ciuel suffer-

ings these innocent captives undergo in their state

of bondage, both in these North American colonies,

and in the West India Islands; you must know
they are not made slaves by any direct law, but
are held by an arbitrary and self-interested custom,
in which you participate. And especially you who
profess (o do unto all men, as ye Kould they should
do_ unto you, and yet in direct opposition to every
principle of reason, humanity, and religion, you
are foicibly retaining your fellow men from one
generation to another, in a state of unconditional
servitude; you might as well throw off the plain
coat as I do," [here he loosed the button, and the
great coat falling behind him, his warlike appear-
ance was exhibited to his astonished audience,]
and proceeded, " It would be as justifiable in the

sight of the Almighty, who beholds and respects

all nations and colours of men with an equal re-

gard, if you should thrust a sword through their

hearts as I do through this book." He then drew
his sword, and pierced the bladder, sprinkling its

contents over those who sat near him. The abov
speech does not appear to be in the style of Ben
jamin Lay's writings, nor such as in the excitement
of the moment he would be likely to use. John
Forman, a minister of the last century, who ap-

pears to have been present at the Yearly Meeting
in 1738, says that when ho thrust his sword into

the bladder, he declared that " so the sword would
be sheathed in the bowels of the nation, if they
did not leave off oppressing the negroes."

I have in my possession a paper, describing the
scene, evidently in the handwriting of JohnKiu-
sey, the clerk of the Yearly Meeting, written on
the day when it occurred. If the account had
been completed, no other would have been neces-

sary. It bears date Seventh month 19th, 1738,
and runs thus,

—

" One Benjamin Lay, a little whimsical fellow,

having wrote a book against keeping of negroes,

highly reflecting on Friends for so doing, this day
appeared in the Yearly Meeting, and with his back
to the gallery fronting the people, with a swerd, or

tuck in his hand stood, fixed like a statue the

whole time. When the meeting broke up, he
threw oil his coat, and with a loud voice signified

that so those who wore plain coats, and kept slaves,

should be served. He then took the book,* al-

ready prepared with a hole made through it, and
as was supposed, a bladder containing blood placed

against the hole. Through the book and bladder,

[he thrust his sword,] and made the blood sprinkle

about, declaring that it was by such cruel prac-

tices the negroes were brought from their own
country, &c., [inquire the words.] He had been
there some days, and during the whole time, de-

clared his food was aeorns and peaches only."

The attention of the Yearly Meeting being
drawn to Benjamin Lay and his book, John K'
sey was directed to draw up an advertisement for

insertion in the newspapers, exonerating the So
ciety of Friends from any responsibility relative to

his book or actions. In pursuance of the direc-

tions given, John Kinsey had the following in-

serted for a few weeks in the "American Weekly
Mercury" and the " Pennsylvania Gazette."

" It is now some months since a book was pub-
lished in this city with the title of 'All slavehold-

ers Apostates,' in the prefiice to which are these

words, viz. ' These things following are so far from
offending or grieving my very dear Friends called

Quakers, who love the Truth more than all, that
it is by their request, and desire that they are

made public' From which paragraph it is not
improbable some readers may be persuaded to be-

lieve the author was one of the people called Qua-
kers, and that his book had been printed at their

request, especially were they to be altogether
silent on the occasion. Therefore, they have
thought fit, and hereby do give public notice, that

the book aforesaid contains gross abuse, not only
against some of their members in particular, but
against the whole Society ; that the author is not
of their religious community; that they disapprove
of his conduct, the composition and printing of his

book
; and, therefore, are not to be accountable for

its contents.

By order of the Yearly Meeting, &c.,

JouN Kinsey, Clerk."
His eccentricity was not confined to acts, bear-

ing testimony against slavery. John Forman used
to relate what ho saw Benjamin do, by way, as he

* Probably, a copy of his own.

supposed, of a testimony against smoking toba

He came into a meeting for worship, during
holding of the Yearly Meeting, with three li

tobacco pipes stuck in his bosom, and took a
on the steps between the galleries where the

:

and women ministers and elders sat. When
thought the meeting was about over, he rose

dashed one pipe among the men ministers,

among the women ministers, and the third am
the congregation assembled. It does not api

that he said anything, but by the act merely w
ed to imply that they were men and women o!

classes, guilty of the sin of smoking.
Beside this testimony against smoking, he

another against drinking tea. This probably ai

from an idea, that tea was a luxury, causing ^

expenditure of much money, and producing li

good. His wife had been probably a tea drinli,

and when Benjamin thought it necessary to t»

a public testimony against the practice, he had ^

tea service to begin with. Taking the cups to \

market-place in Philadelphia, he commenced bre;.

ing them to pieces. A number of boys gathej

round, and one, a stout youth, stepping beh'.

the light little man, adroitly slipped his head
tween his legs, and suddenly rising, lifted him
and carried him ofiF, whilst the other boys sa

the balance of the tea-set from destructiou.

taking them away.

It is our comfort while we are obnoxious to :

many accidents of life, that we are under the t i

of one who directs contingencies, and has in ;

hands the management of everything that is ca

ble of annoying or oflending us ; who knows ;

assistance we stand in need of, and is always re;

to bestow it on those who ask it of him. The
f

tural homage which such a creature bears to *

infinitely wise and good a Being, is a firm reliao

on him for the blessings and conveniences of 1,1

and an habitual trust in him for deliverance ouif

all such dangers and difEculties as may hefal ,

The man who always lives in this disposition;

mind, has not the same dark and melancholy vi(t

of human nature, as he who considers himself
.

stractedly from this relation to the Supreme Bei

At the same time that he reflects upon his o

weakness and imperfection, he comforts himi:'

with the contemplation of those divine attribui.

which are employed for his safety and welfi.

He finds his want of foresight made up by i

Omniscience of Him who is his support. H')

not sensible of his own want of strength, when ;

knows that his Helper is almighty. In short, !

person who has a firm trust on the Supreme Bei,

is powerful in His power, wise by His wisdi't

happy by His happine.'^s. He reaps thebencfilj

every divine attribute, and loses his own insi-

ciency, in the fulness of infinite perfection.

—

j\

dison.

Cost of hooks among the Ancients.—What i

immense reduction has been made in the pricif

books by the invention of the art of printing, i

is recorded of Plato, that although his palerl

inheritance was small, he bought three book.!

Phylolaus the Pythagorean for ten thousand •

narii nearly $1500. We are also informed tt

Aristotle bought a few books belonging to Sf-

cippus the philosopher, for three attic talent i

sum equivalent to about 82,800. St Jerome, a

,

ruined himself by purchasing the works of Ori").

"Always remember that you are in the ml
of temptations and never more so than when n I

pleased with outward objects and intercourse.'

I
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The Novel, strictly so called, is substantially

noral. Of the class, as a whole, it is easy to

ve tliat their letidency is not yood. Tbey are

er the handmaids of vital godliness ; and even

h of them as claim to be the pleaders of mora-

,
miserably fail of their object, and ojhn stul-

or destroy the special virtue which they pre-

d to exalt and protect. * * They uniformly

B false impressions and views of life, and cum-

sion their devourers Into this plain matter-of-

) world, to be victims of disappointment or

ctades of indecision. They help to make and

£eup thousands among the silliest and most

less of mankind and womankind. They cou-

iie, fur the most ignoble of ends, hours and years

torecious time, never to be redeemed. They are

f proper and peculiar food of worldly minds, and

icule the plain and wholesome nourishment

ich sobermiudedness requires. They are sad

Icrs to the fervency of devotion * * There

er was an eminently pious man a novel reader.

ielecled/rom " The Narrative ofA. M. Mac/ar-

e of Scolkind."

Epistle of George Foj.

>Iy dear Friends,—Keep your first love in the

th, power, and Seed of life in Christ Jesus; for

i last night, as I was lying in my bed at Amster-

[i, I had a great travail in the holy Seed of life

peace, and my spirit was troubled with that

rit of strife and separation. I saw it was a

troying spirit, and did speak not only to get over

Seed, but to destroy it, and to eat out the minds

he people from it by strife and contention; and,

ler pretence of standing for the ancient truth,

work is to root it out, and destroy the appear-

e of it, to set up itself. It is a creeping spirit,

king whom it can get into ; and what it cannot

itself, it stirreth up others to do, and setteth

ir spirits afloat with the dark wisdom to des-

1^
the simple. This spirit is managed by the

nee of the air, and leadeth some to do things

ich they would have been ashamed to have done

men, which doth unman them ; and they would

have suffered them, if they had kept to the

der principle of God, which leadeth to peace,

despising, back-biting, secret, whispering

rit, a sower of dissension, and a taker of advan-

e of all prejudiced spirits, that are disobedient

their first principle, and love of truth, and

;etteth into hatred ; so it begetteth all into that

rit, whose work is to destroy both the good

hin and the good order without. Nay, it would

t could, destroy the government of Christ, and

order of the gospel to set up its own will and

it, which"is not of God; and, under pretence

trying down man, is setting up man and gather-

into a separation of disobedient men, who float

ive their conditions. This spirit which neither

;th in the truth, nor its order, but opposeth

m that do, I cannot express it, as I see it and

work, whose end will be accordingly. There-

B, Friends, I am to warn you all that have not

I your simplicity, not to touch it, nor to have

/ unity with it, lest you be defiled, and lose your

rnal estate, and everlasting portion ; and that

ward man, which is after God, may be pre-

Ived, and Christ may reign in all your hearts.

will be very hard for those that are joined with

im, ever to come dowu to truth in themselves,

see their own conditions, and to have that spirit

strife and contention (which eateth as a canker)

Imght down in them ; which is carnal and slay-

li the tender babe which was once begotten in

!:insclvos. The Philistine is got up in them,

ft

stoppeth the wells and springs, maketh a great

itle, and is crying up men, and pleading for ihem,

tead of Christ. So, Friends, strive not with

them, but let those take them that cry them up.

Keep you to the Lord Jesus Christ, with his light,

that Cometh from him, that he may bo your Lord;
aiidye in him may be all in unity, in one light,

life, power, and dominion in Christ your head. The
God of peace, and power preserve you all in Christ
Jesus, your Saviour

; and out of and from that

mischievous spirit which is idle and slothful, as

to the work of the power, and Spirit, and light of

God, and Christ. Its very act worketh strife and
disturbance against the peace of the Church of

Christ. It thinks, in its wilfulness, stubbornness,
and uuruliuess, to set up itself, and in that to

have peace; but destruction will be the end of it,

and it is sealed for the fire and eternal judgment.
Therefore let Christ, the Seed, be the head and
crown of every one of you, that nothing may be
between you and the Lord God. 13e not deceived
with vain, feigned or rough words; for Satan is

transforming himself as an angel of light to deceive

;

but God's foundation standeth sure, and God kuow-
eth who are his, and will preserve them upon the
rock and foundation of life, in his peaceable truth

and habitation, that in the same they may grow.
Keep out of strife and contention with it, after

ye have borne your testimony in the Lord's power
and truth against it, then keep in the truth ; for

it hath a life in scribbling, strife, and jangling, bo-

cause it would enlarge itself, and bring others into

its misery with the airy power, and would get

power over the good, disjoin people from it, and so

commit rapes upon the simplicity by its subtility.

But I do believe the Lord will defend his people,

though he may try them and exercise them with
this spirit for a time, as he hath done in days past,

iu other vessels it hath made use of, as it doth of

these now, who have a more seeming fair outside,

but foul, rough and rugged enough, within, against

the Seed of Christ as ever were the Pharisees to

destroy it. They, under a pretence of preaching

Christ, are destroyers and crucifiers of him, and
killers of the just, not only in themselves, but are

endeavouring with all their might, to destroy it

iu others, where it is born. Pharoah and Herod
slay the young Jesus in the spirit, as the old did.

I feel it worrying them. That is got up to be

king, which knew not suffering Joseph. But God
will plaguo him, and the Seed will have more rest,

and be better entertained in Egypt than under
Herod, into whom old Pharoah's spirit is entered.

He that hath an car to hear, let him hear ; and an

eye to see, let him see, how this spirit hath trans-

formed in all ages against the just and righteous
;

but mark, what hath been its end '( The Seed

reigneth, glory to the Lord God over all for ever !

His truth spreadeth, and Friends here are in unity

and peace and of good report, answering the good,

or that, of God in people. My desires are, that

all God's people may do the same in all places,

that the Lord may be glorified iu their bringing

forth much fruit that is heavenly and spiritual.

Amen. G. F.

Amsterdam, the 25th of the Seventh mo., 1677.

The Largest MM in the KbrA/.—The largest and

most comprehensive mill in the world is the Pacific,

at Lawrence, Mass. The floor surface of this im-

mense structure is 16 acres. The largest mill in

Kngland is Hi acres. There are now in operation

iU,000 cotton spindlesand 10,000 worsted spindles

;

and these are to be increased to 80,000 and "20,000

respectively. There are 1200 looms in operation,

to be increased to 2,400. These, with 2000 persons

produce 300,000 pieeejj of cloth per annum—one

half de laines. The weekly consumption of cotton

is 20,000 pounds, or 1,500,000 pounds per annum,

and 500,000 pounds of wool. Oncea month, the two

thousand persons assemble at the cashier's office,

whore he pays out $50,000 to them for wages,

appropriating to each one the exact amount she

ned.I can

Solecied.

WE WOULD SEE JESUS.

We would see Jesus—for the shadows lengthen,

Across the little landscapo of our life

—

We would see Jesus—our weak faitli to strengthen

For the last weariness—the final strife.

We would see Jesus—for life's hand hath rested,

With its dark touch upon both heart and brow
;

And Iho' our souls have many a billow breasted.

We see them rising in the distance now.

We would see Jesus—other lights are paling

—

Whieh for long years we have rejoiced to see

—

The blessings of our pilgrimage are failing

—

We would not mourn them, for we go to thee.

We would see Jesus—yet the Spirit lingers,

Round the dear objects it has loved so long;

And earth from earth will scarce unclose her fingers,

Our love to Thee, makes not that love less strong.

We would see Jesus—sense is all too blinding,

And heaven appears too dim—too far away
;

We would see thee to gain a sweet reminding

That Thou hast promised, our great debt to pay.

We would see Jesus—this is nil we 'ro needing.

Strength, joy and willingness, come with the light,

We would see Jesus, dying, risen, |)leading,

Then welcome day, forever farewell—night.

Collieries on fire.—There are now four collieries

on fire in various parts of the coal region. The
first is at Coal Castle, the second at Tainaqua, the

third at Beaver Meadow, and the fourth on the

Mill Creek, between St. Clair and Port Carbon,

in a colliery which belongs to Wallace and Roth-

ermcll, which has been unworkable for the last

three weeks, though we are informed that the fire

has been smouldering there for several years, and

as yet, we believe, no steps have been taken to ex-

tinguish it—neither has any attempt been made,

as far as we can learn, to extinguish the fire at

Beaver Meadow. At Coal Castle, the "Burning

Jugular," has for many years attracted attention

and afforded paragraphs for the papers. The fire

still smoulders in its vast caverns, beneath the

Broad Mountain, but its progress is evidently slow,

as the small quantity of atmospheric air that can

penetrate through the thick strata of earth and

ashes which cover it is not enough to support com-

bustion ; neither can it penetrate beneath the water-

level, and its ravages have been and still are con-

fined in a western direction. If the Jugular unites

with the Mammoth, as it undoubtedly does, there

may be reason to suppose that it will, in time, if

not subdued or cut off, communicate with it—but

the danger cannot be great, since the coal in that

direction has been generally extracted above water-

level.

There is every prospect of extinguishing the fire

in the Tainaqua vein, notwithstanding public opi-

nion to the contrary. The former unsuccessful

attempt does not by any means render future at-

tempts abortive. On the contrary, the result of

the first trial was such as to warrant new efforts to

extinguish it, and so complete are they now that

there seoius to be no chance for a second failure.

The mode made use of by R. A. Maingy, which

is the same as that used for the same purpose, with

invariable success in the mines of Great Britain,

will extinguish the most extensive fire, if properly

brought in contact with it, as effectually as if the

burning mass was plunged into the Pacific. The

gas will be ejected into the burning mine, for two

or three weeks longer, until the ignited body is

entirely enveloped and saturated with it, and then

the locality of the fire will be allowed to remain

for two or three months, completely enclosed acd
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isolated from the atmosphere before being again

opened. The damage sustained by the burning of

the coal will be very small. The fire having for-

tunately originated in an old pillar, many hundreds
of yards from the main body of" coal above water

level, and the cost of extinguishing it will be, for

tlie object to be attained, comparatively trifling.

—

J'oltsville Miners' Journal.

For "The Friend."

Happy Prospects.

No doubt all my readers know how exhilarating

is a pleasant prospect; my young readers especi-

ally, and we have all been young, though years or

sickness may now bave worn off the enthusiasm

of youth. For myself, I ti-y to have always some
pleasant prospect before me to stimulate me to in-

dustry, and to throw its sunlight over tiie bill-

country through which life's pathway lies. Many
a time when one or another care or thing to be

done has weighed heavily upon me, I have laid

some simple cheering plan to occupy the earliest

leisure, and it would surprise me how quickly that

leisure would come ; and if the plan proved but an

air-castle, who .shall say the air-castle did no good ?

And even now when the spring shall open upon
us, and the earth shall blossom, with the blue and

gold of the skies, I have in prospect a long talked

of journey, and the present is shaping itself ac-

cordingly, and li.stlessness and discouragement are

dispelled by its hopeful rays.

But listlessness, and discouragement and disap-

pointment, though neither easy nor agreeable, are

among the trifling ills of life. There are great

and heavy ones, to which no social plans are com-
mensurate, which the " hope set before us" alone

can brighten. And it was of the journey we have

all to take, that I was thinking as I took up my
pen—a journey so great and so wonderful that I

marvel, it is not always in our thoughts. Its ter-

mination will open the eyes of the blind, give

hearing to the deaf, and speech to the dumb. It

will unfold the deepest mysteries; it will teach

the sum of truth. If we are prepared for it, it

will reveal to us such beauty and glory as even

our hearts have not conceived; it will make all

pain to cease, bring all doubt to an end, show to

us the reason and the cause of all things !

There need be no fear of disappointment respect-

ing this journey, therefore, my friends, let us keep
it ever in view How little will all other prospects

seem with this glorious one kept constantly before

us ! How much of our thoughts will it occupy,

and how diligently will wc work that we may be

ready by the time. And if wc find that do all we
can, wo cannot of ourselves make ready for this

journey, and wc have a friend, who, wc know, is

willing and waiting to help us, how gladly and
gratefully will we accept His aid ! The ISon of

the King of that wonderful country to which our

journey tends, will be to us such a friend. lie

pleasures of time should leave a stain, how rejoice

if trial and crosses brighten our armor ! How i

significant would be our temporal disappointments

with this transeendant prospect before us ! How
cheerfully we could bear; how hopefully labour

with an eye to this recompense of reward !

But without this sufficient attire, the glorious

prospect and all the peace and contentment—all

the hope and confidence and joy it bestows—must
give place to doubt and dismay—to an uneasy con-

sciousness present with us, that we are busy about,

we know not what, that we are making friends

with a thief and a robber, that all is vanity and
vexation of spirit. And the prospect before us

must be a fearful looking for of judgment and
fiery indignation !

May we then work diligently with fear and
trembling to gain possessiou of these faultless gar-

ments, have them in t/ai/j/ iccar, and watch and
pray lest an enemy steal them from us. Then as-

suredly we will be enabled in everything to " give

thanks," to " rejoice in the Lord always," and in

all trials and afflictions to look forward, believing

they are but for a moment, and will work out for

us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of

glory 1

F , n , Pa.

For "The Friend."

"My light is gone Ont."

This was the solemn and impressive language
of one, who a few moments afterwards fell back in

his chair and suddenly expired. The thread of

his life was suddenly snapped, the poor frail

tenement of clay returned to iheearth from whence
it came, and the immortal soul to God who gave

it, there to receive the recompense of reward for

the deeds done in the body. He was a man who
had sought the honours and treasures of this world,

nd had not sought in vain. In seriously consider-

ing this circumstance and the solemn lesson it is

calculated to impress upon our minds, I have re-

membered the language of our blessed Saviour,
" What is a man profited, if he shall gain the

whole uorld, and lose his own soul, or what shall

a man give in exchange for his soul?" I well re-

member an old man, with whom I was intimately

acquainted when a child, whose all-absorbing con-

was, how he could make and save money, and
reminded of the uncertainty of time, and

the awfulness of an endless eternity, he used to

reply, that he hoped, just before his end, he would
be enabled to commit his soul to the keeping of

Jesus and he believed it would be well with him.

And thus, day after day, and season after season,

rolled away, until in advanced age, he was brought
down upon a sick bed; here he lingered about five

weeks, mostly wandering in his mind, and near
the solemn close, instead of imploring the mercy
and forgiveness of our blessed Bedeemer, bis last

words were

—

an aivful curse. Though young at

will give to us the robe of His righteousness if wc 1
the time, my thoughts still turn at seasons to the

will deny ourselves, and let fall our own. He will
j

remembrance ofthe solemn considerations awakened
clothe us with humility if we will cast off pride, in my heart, by his sorrowful end.

How many ofHe will give us the shield of faith, if we w
nounce unbelief He will gird on us the phole

armor of God if we will throw down the armor of

the creature. If we resist the promptings of our
evil passions, by Him our feet will be shod with

the preparation of the gospel of peace ; and from
Him we will receive for an helmet, the hope of

salvation !

Thus equipped for the journey to joys unseen
and full of glory, how great would be our solici-

tude lest contact with the world and the things of

the world, should tarnish the fitting apparel

granted us, to appear before the Sovereign of that

glorious land. How wc would shrink lest the

up and down, even in our fa-

voured Society are practically putting ofi"the great

work of oursoul'severlastiiig salvation, fora death-

bed opportunity ; are in eflect saying, by and by,

"at a more convenient season," wc will prepare

for these things. Let us remember it is empha-
tically declared, "my spirit shall not always strive

with man;" and if we arc resolved to go on pur-

suing the pleasures and treasures of this transitory

world, and neglecting or putting off the all im-

portant concerns of our future welfare, "In a day
when we look not for him," our master may call

for us, saying, " Steward, give an account of thy
stewardship, foi' thou mayst be no longer steward."

Then perhaps the language may bs applicab

us, which was addressed to the rich man form
who had laid up "much goods for many yes

"Thou fool ! this night thy soul shall be reqt

of thee, then whose shall those things be, w
those hast provided?" What then would be
situation at thatawlul hour, no tongue, may
quately express. But if we may be favoure

experience our days' work going forward
day time, happy shall it be for us in the great

of account, toward which we are all fast hasten

The Immensity of (he Universe.—As a prot

what a vast book the visible heavens are, and

ofthe diligence of the student, man, in turning

its leaves. Dr. Nichol, in his work describing

magnitude of Lord Boss' telescope, says

Lord Boss had looked into space a distance sc

conceivable, that light, which travels at the

of 200,000 miles in one second, would reqni

period of 250,000,000 of solar years each

;

containing about 32,000,000 of seconds, to
ij

the intervening gulf between this earth and the

motest point to which the telescope has read

How utterly unable is the mind to grasp e

a fraction of this immense period. To conci

the passing events of a hundred thousand y
only, is an impossibility, to say nothing of mill:

and hundreds of millions of years.

Mummies—^The mummies of Egypt are so

times quarried by the Arabs for fuel, and, whet

those of the Pharaohs, their wives, their priest

their slaves, are split open and chopped up »

the same indifference as so many pine logs

gums and balsams used in embalming theni h

made them a good .substitute for bituminous »
and thus the very means employed to preserve tl

bave become the active agents for their dissipatii

For " The Friem-

Faith and Tmet in the lord.

In 1670, the British Parliament passed an I

against seditious conventicles, designed to previ

Friends from holding their religious meetings, sj

jceting them where five persons or more were j)

sent, to a fine of five shillings each, and J;we|

pounds for a preacher, which the company vit

liable to pay if the preacher had not the propo

to bo distrained, or did not reside in the pli.

Persecution followed the passing of the act to a vi

severe degree. Many Friends were beaten vi

swords and pikes and muskets, so that their bl I

ran to the ground ; and the informers were)

eager in hunting their prey, that they reporj

meetings where there were none. At-Droitwj

John Carlwright came to a Friend's house, :!

sitting down to supper prayed before they il

which was heard by an informer, the room be]

next to the street. He thereupon went immit

ately and informed that there was a meetinji

that house, and obtained a warrant to disirl

the goods, and when he came riding with then!

the evening, he fell from his horse and broke )

neck, thereby getting his death instead of the p)

which he hunted after. Such a slate of deprav^)

and blindness to the rights of religious persci

among a people having the opportunities of ef

cation and possessing talents of a high grade!

almost incredible. The principles and the spl

f the gospel have surely exerted a powerful r

uence since that period, as no such law couici

enacted or enforced at this day, either in Gil

Britain or in this country. We often dwell u t

the great wickedness and the want of truth, :
1

justice and sincerity, conspicuously prevalent ei

imong many professing christians, besides the int

ity in which hundreds are lost to all sense oftbc '•
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religion; but we have need to be on our guard

ij.iust the insinuations of a false spirit, tempting

Jo believe that Satan will finally prevail, so as to

3 waste the kingdom of Christ iu tlie earth. That

I
devil is permitted to use great power and to

sjate divisions in cliurch and state, by which he

Jks to weaken llie hands of rigliteous lueu, there

s^ be no doubt. He is also striving to destroy

lir faith in tbe mercy and goodness of the Lord

Jjovah, and in tbe eerfciinty that his power is

i'r

all the powers of darkness, and tliat he will

lifest it to the exaltation of the kingdom of his

r Son, and to the unspeakable consolation of bis

dren, who mourn over the wickedness that is

ithe world.

It is one of the peculiar artifices of the evil one,

file he lulls many into case and iiidifl'erence

ijiut the cause of religiou, to magnify iu the view

onost souls, the trials and dangers of the day

hich they live, tempting them to cast away

shield of faith, wherewith they have often

nched his fiery darts, that he may thereby pre-

pon them to throw down their armor, and

jggle onward no longer. This is a powerfully

tting temptation, and particularly upon those

have often proved iu their prime, the eoni-

sionate regard of the Great Capiaiu of salvation,

vering tliem out of the hand of their cruel

!iuy, and enabling theiu to put him to flight;

; who, in the decline of their natural vigour of

Jy and mind, and for their humiliation, experi-

le at times the spring of divine life seemingly to

ui almust dried up, and are encompassed with

rs, that they shall be entirely deserted. In this

te they cannot always see the goodliness of the

ts of Jacob and the tabernacles of Israel, com-

iable to the glory of Lebanon and the excellency

barnicl and Sharon, but conclude that iu the pre-

jt state of the church, the gold has become dim

I the tine gold so changed, that there are few

i who steadily uphold the ark of the Lord's tes-

ionies, and the order of the gospel, and that

ise precious testimonies are in danger of falling

(the ground.

But how much better for each one to keep his

; turned to the Holy One of Israel, praying to

ro it afresh anointed to see his own condition;

at the Lord calls him to leave undone and to

and humbly and fervently asking Him for

jngth to perform his will. When a host com-

sed the city in order to take the prophet, Elisha's

vant said, "Alas, my master, how shall we do?

d he answered, tear not, fur they that be with

are more than they that be with them. And
sha prayed and said. Lord, I pray thee, open

eyes, that he may see. And the Lord opened

: eyes of the young man ; and he saw and behold

mountain was full of horses aud chariots of fire

ind about Elisha. And when they came down
him, Elisha prayed unto the Lord and said,

lite this people, I pray thee, with blindness, and

smote them with blindness, according to the

rd of Elisha;" and thus their evil purpose was
ited. The Lord's hand is not shortened ; nor

angel of his presence withdrawn from his

irch, and he can as easily defend it, as he de-

3red the prophi;t from his enemies at that day.

i need more of the faith, and the patience, and

steadfast obedience of the saints. For want
keeping the word of the Lord's patience, and
luring the emptying, reducing dispensations of

inseiutahle wisdom, many are not furnished

h the supplies of living faith which they would
erwise be favoured with. But where the Lord's

pensallons are rightly abode under, he that

unds to heal again, renews tbe faith of his cbil-

n, enables them to trust in Elm in whom is

rlasting sti e itj;h, and then he casts up the way

for them to walk in, and anoints them with
the unction from the Holy One, by which he
afresh qualities them for his work.

George Fox was remarkable for sympathy with
his suffering brethren, and from living experience,
could testily to the power of the Grace of God to

support and carry through, and give the victory

over all temptation, and the aiHictions to be endured
for theCiiureh. In the year 1G55, he addressed
them in thiswise: "My dear Friends, in the

power of the everlasting God which comprehends
the power of darkness, and all the temptations in

it, iu that power of God dwell; which will keep
and bring you to the Word which was in the be
ginning; which will keep you up to the life, and
to feed upon the same over the power of darkness.

In that ye will find strength, and feel dominion
and life, aud that will let you see over the tempter;
and into that the tempter cannot come; for the

power and truth, he is out of. In that life dwell,

in which ye will know dominion. Therefore, let

your faith be in the power, and over the weakness
and temptations, and look not out at them; but

look in the light and power of God, at the Lord's

strength, which will be made perfect in your weak-
est state. Look at the Grace of God in all temp-
tations, to bring your salvation, which is your
teacher to teach you. When ye do look or hearken

to the temptations, ye go from your teacher, the

Grace of God, and so are darkened. The Grace

of God is sufficient in all temptations, to lead out

of them, and to keep over them."

Another epistle " to Friends to keep in the life,

out of janglings," says, "Friends, stand faithful

to your measures of the gift of God, which cometh

from Him, who was before the world was made,

that ye may stand over the world, and all the be-

traying spirits in it, that nothing may reign but

life in you all. And keep out of janglings and
parties, in that which is able to keep you above

them all to God; and in that all wait. And th(?

bustlings of the world keep out of, in the covenant

ofpeace with God.

THIS FRIEND
THIRD MONTH

We have received three communications on

"Separations" in our religious Society; one from

Maryland aud one from N. England advocating

them under certain circumstances, and one from

Ohio disapproving of them as a means for main-

taining or promoting the truth. The discussion

of the subject in " The Friend," being unlikely to

promote harmony, it is deemed better that it

should not be continued. We mention this, that

the writers may not think their productions treated

with disrespect.

We insert on another page a review of the new
edition of Hepworth Dixon's Life of William Pcnn,

from the London Athenasum.

It is an account of the manner in which he

meets the cha'rges against William Penn, in the

new volumes of Maeaulay's History of England.

OurTeadcrs, we think, will agree with us in think-

ing the refutation complete, as far as it goes. We
shall insert the whole refutation, as soon as we re-

teivc the volume.

The London Leader, a well conducted weekly

paper of tbe same politics with Macaulay, in no-

ticing the work of Lixon, observes,

—

"In this argument, Mr. Dixon has the advan-

tage over Mr. Macaulay. He has concentrated

his attention upon Penn. Mr. Macaulay has

studied events and men in groups. Mr. Macaulay

allows his rhetoric to escape his facts ; Mr. Dixon
tests every statement by a close and penetrating

analysis. It would have been fortunate, had his-

torians of every age been watched by critics as

vigilant anil as largely informed. We think that

Mr. Macaulay is bound to modify his assertions,

or to vindicate them by additional evidence. At
the same time he may have judged from impres-

sions produced by a multiplicity of the flying

satires of the day, and as Mr. Dixon will acknow-
ledge, it is impossible by an exact reference to

justify an impression. From the facts that appear,

however, and from the inferences they permit, the

general ea.sc against Penn has failed.

" Mr. Dixon's biography of Penn occupies a

permanent place in the library of historical me-
moirs. It has passed out of the courts of criticism.

We have, therefore, restricted our notice to the

mere preface, which deals with new aspects of an

old topic. The narrative itself is a master-piece,

pictorial, bright, and written with as much inte-

grity as eloquence, and will increase in popularity,

as the study of English personal history becomes
more general."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—The steamship Arabia brought Liverpool

dates to the 1st inst. The Arabia encountered no ice

on the passage.

The I'eace Congress.—Three sessions of the Congress
have been held in Paris, but the proceedings have not
been sullered to transpire. The first meeting was held
on the 25th ult., at whicli Count Walewski, the French
Plenipotentiary, presided. After exchanging creden-
tials, a written guarantee was signed by the members
not to divulge the |)roceedings until the Conference
closed its sessions. An armistice has been decided on,

to continue until the end of the present month, which
is, however, not to affect the blockade of the Baltic

ports. Orders have been forwarded to the Allied Gene-
rals respecting the armistice. It is stated that Napoleon
has intimated to the Generals and Admirals iu Paris,

that they probably will not be required to return to the

Crimea. Leave of absence is now freely given to tho
officers on duty In the Crimea. The Allies are about to

destroy the sunken ships in the harbour of Sebastopol

by dropping heavy shells designed to explode beneath
the water. Vienna advices state that Ismal Pacha suc-

ceeds Omar in the Asiatic command. Omar recently

demanded from the Porte the appointment of Minister of
War, and on his refusal resigned.

RUSSIA.—The Government has directed the imme-
diate issue of treasury notes, amounting to 21,000,000
roubles. Large amounts of specie have been recently

forwarded across the Prussian frontiers into St. Peters-

burg. Three thousand men were employed day and
night in the construction of a triple row of piles across

the Gulf of Finland, six miles from Cronstadt, behind
which is the Russian steam fleet, consisting of 18 ships,

14 corvettes and 70 gunboats.

GREAT BRITAIN.—The latest intelligence from In-

dia states that the kingdom of Oude has been formally

annexed to the British dominions. On the 27th ult., the

Lord Mayor of London assembled a party at the Man-
sion House to meet the American Minister, prior to his

return to the United States. Buchanan was not present,

having been invited on the same day to dine with the

Queen. Tlie Lord Mayor made a speech, regretting

Buchanan's absence, as the reception he would have

met with from the represent-atives of the leading inte-

rests of England would have proved to him the absence

of all unfriendly feelings with regard to America, and
that the interests of commerce, peace, civilization and
humanity were too powerful to permit a collision be-

tween the two countries. Similar feelings were ex-

pressed by other speakers, including Cobdeo and Earl

Elgin.

Liverpool Market.—Cotton was unchanged in price

;

the sales of the week were 66,000 bales. BreadstuQ's

have declined. Philadelphia and Baltimore flour was
quoted at 30». a 37s. Western Canal, 34s. a 36j. Con-
sols, 91J aOl.^.

JAPAN.— On the 14th ult., the schooner Page arrived

at San Francisco, from Hakodadi, (Jnpan) whence she

sailed First mo. 6th. On the Uth of Eleventh mo. last,

at 10 o'clock, P.M., a violent earthquake occurred at

Jeddo, which is reported to have destroyed 100,000

dwellings, 54 temples, and 30,000 of the inhabitants.
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Tlie horrors of the scene were increased by fires break-

ing out in thirtj- different parts of the city. The earth

is said to have opened and closed over thousands of

buildings with their occupants. The shock was severe

at Simoda. The Japanese treaty with the French was
not yet concluded. There had been 78 arrivals of ships

at Hakodadi, since the port was opened to foreigners.

The Bay of Hakodadi was covered with ice on the 2d of

First mo., and the snow was three feet in depth in and

around the town on the 6th of First mo. The Page

brought a miscellaneous cargo from Japan, which, it

was believed, would find a good market in San Fran-

cisco.

MEXICO.—The Mexican Congress met on the Hth
ult., with eighty members in attendance. The opposi-

tion to the government of President Comonfort appeared

to be subsiding. Revolts which had broken out at va-

rious i)Oints, had been quelled, and the whole country

was undisturbed, except in Puebla. The priests are

severely censured for their support of the revolutionists,

who are endeavouring to throw Mexico again into an-

archy. The pretext is, that the present government is

inimical to the church.

NICARAGUA.—Walker is reported to have seized all

the boats of the Nicaragua Transit Company. He has

also annulled their charter, and granted a charter to a

new company. His Commissioner to the Republic of

Costa Rica was rejected by that Government. Guate-

mala and the other Central American States have formed

an alliance, offensive and defensive, against the Nica-

raguan Walker government, and were making ready to

expel the invaders.

UNITED STATES.—Congress.—In both Houses the

Kansas question has been discussed with much
ness. A bill for the improvement of the Ohio river has

been referred in the House of Representatives to a Select

Committee A bill establishing a uniform rule of na-

turalization, and repealing the present laws, has been

referred to the Committee on the Judiciary. A bill to

remit and refund the duty on railroad iron, has been

referred to the Committee of Ways and Means.

ii'cK' Hampshire.—The Americans and Republicans

carried the State at the election last week. They elected

a majority in both branches of the Legislature.

Kansas.—The Free State officers elected under the

new State organization in Kansas, were sworn in at

Topeka on the 4th. In order to avoid any difficulty with

the Federal Government, the Legislature will merely

meet and elect two United States Senators to complete

their representation in Congress, and then desist from
further procpedings until the State is admitted.

jVftc Orleans.—On the Tth, the lower cotton press was
destroyed by fire with most of its contents. Loss,

§180,000.
California.—On the 15th ult., the people of San Fran-

cisco were alarmed by an earthquake of considerable

violence. It occurred at 5.23 in the morning when most
of the inhabitants were asleep, but they were generally

roused from their slumbers, and great numbers of them
rushed into the streets in extreme terror. The vibra-

tion was from N. E. to S. W., and the first movement of

the earth was very sudden, causing the buildings to

sway to and fro heavily ; afterwards the vibrations were
short and rapid. They were attended with a report

resembling the discharge of distant artillery, but the

noise was continuous, consisting of a deep, low rumbling
sound. The walls and plastering of many houses were
cracked, and in some instances the latter fell off, but no
buildings were thrown down, or even seriously injured.

At San Jose the shock was quite severe, but it does not

appear to have been felt over the State generally. S'x

jicrsons had been heavily fined in San Francisco for

keeping gambling-houses. Much surprise and indigna-

tion were felt in consequence of the appointment of a

professional gambler, named McDuffie, to the post of

U. S. Marshal for the Northern District of California.

It was presumed the President must have been imposed
upon by false representations. About thirty lives were
lost by the explosion of the steamer Belle, in the Sacra-

mento river on the 5th inst. The miners were said to

be doing well. The melting of the snows on the moun-
tain tops furnished them with the requisite supply of

water for washing out. Captain Zernian and the party

of Expeditionists who sailed from here in the Archibald
Oracle and R. Adams to Lower California, have been
captured by Gov. Blancarte, and sent to .Mazatlan. The
California farmers had nearly done sowing their wheat.

Virginia.—The House of Delegates of Virginia last

week, having declared, in a preamble, that the Fugitive

Slave Law is a nullity in the Northern States ; as a fair

deduction from the assumed case, they also declare that

it is the duty of the Federal Government to make full

compensation to the owner for the loss resulting from
tlie escape of slaves into free territory.

Kew TorA-.-Mortality last week, 434. The Chief of
Police states the whole number of arrests for vagrancy
and drunkenness for the last six months to be 25,091,
being a large increase upon the previous six months.
Houses are said to be in great request, and rents have
advanced 30 per cent, from last year.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 230. The expen-
ditures ou account of the public schools for the year
ending Tenth mo. 1st, 1855, were §520,786. The num-
ber of pupils instructed in them, was 54,813—28,150
boys and 26,661 girls. The number of teachers was
935, of whom 854 were females. The city tax for the
present year has been fixed at $1.90 on every hundred
dollars assessed. Last year it was §1.50. One of the

persons convicted of a violation of the law prohibiting
the sale of liquors on the first day of the week, havin;
brought the case before the Supreme Court, that tri

bunal has given its decision fully sustaining the law ii

question, and affirming its validity.

Frightful Disaster.-—On the evening of the 15th inst.

between eight and nine o'clock, the steam ferry boat
New Jersey left Walnut street wharf for Camden, with
passengers estimated at from 75 to 100 in number,
of whom were residents of Camden. The boat attempted
to make the usual passage through the Wind-mill islanc

canal, but this was found to be impracticable on ac-

count of the ice. It was then backed out and turned
northward so as to cross the bar above the island.

When nearly opposite Arch street, the boat was disco-

vered to be on fire below deck, near the smoke stack.

An attempt was then made to get to Arch street wharf,
as nearly successful, but the flames had pro-

gressed so rapidly, raging around the pilot house and
the engine, that both engineer and pilot were driven

from their posts before the wharf was quite reached.

The boat being now unmanageable, was carried out by
the flood tide, and drifted helplessly up the river, until

burned to the water's edge. In order to escape the

flames, most of the passengers threw themselves into

the river—many of these were drowned ; others were
picked up by boats, or saved themselves by swimming
to the shore or to vessels in the harbour. Some were
burned to death. It is probable that about fifty persons
of both sexes perished by this mournful catastrophe.

Miscellaneous.—Indemnity.—The Legislature of Ken-
tucky at its recent session enacted a law making all the

cities and towns of the State responsible to the owners,
for property destroyed by mobs.

Railroad Disaster.—On the 10th inst., a terrible acci-

dent occurred on the Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad,

near Margarettsville, and 16 miles from Weldon, N. C.

At a point where the road is carried over tressel work,
thirty feet high, the engine ran ofl', followed by the whole
train. The cars immediately took fire, and were entirely

consumed with a great quantity of valuable freight.

Four persons perished in the flames, and a number of
others were much injured.

Steamboat Collision.—On the Sth, a collision took place

on the Ohio river, between the steamboats Henry Lewis
and E. Howard, which caused the former to sink in

three minutes, in twenty feet water. The H. Lewis had
a full cargo for New Orleans. About twenty persons
were drowned. Among the passengers were four of the

Cincinnati fugitive slaves, including Margaret and her
infant child. The slaves were on their way to Arkansas.
The child was drowned, and the others saved. The
wretched mother exhibited no other feeling than joy at

the loss of her child.

The Population of Piltshurg, and the seven or eight

boroughs which surround it, is set down at the present
time at 122,620, being an increase of 55 per cent, in

less than six years.

The First Ship Load.—Ship Vanguard has arrived at

London with a cargo of rice, from Madagascar, being
the first importation of the kind direct from that island.

Georgia Gold.—The editor of the Savannah News re-

cently saw two nuggets of gold from the Parks Mine, in

Columbia county, Ga. One of these masses of solid and
pure gold weighs 1400, and the other 1031 dwts.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Asa Garretson, agt.,0., forB.Michener,

$4, vols. 28 and 29 ; from M. Atwater, N. Y., for Mary
Brownell, §1, to 27, vol. 29, for E. T. Weaver, p, to 27,

vol. 29; from C. Bracken, agt., 0., for J. Hirst, Abm.
Packer, $2 each, vol. 29, for Saml. Fisher, $2, to 23,

vol. 30, for Isaac Mitchel, $4, vols. 28 and 29 ; from
Lewis Forsythe, Del., $2, to 23, vol. 30.

TRACT ASSOCIATION.
The annual meeting of the Tract Association of

Friends, will be held iu the Committee-room on Arch
street, at 8 o'clock of the evening of the 26th instant.

Those interested in the object of the Association
invited to attend. Nathan Kr

Philad., Third mo. 19th, 1855. Clerk.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of the School will close oc

11th of Fourth month, and not on the 4lh, as wot,
ncously stated in the late notice.

The Summer Session will commence on Second-
the 12th of Fifth month.

Application for admission must be made to Joi
Snowdon, Superintendent at the school, or to Jos
Scattergood, Treasurer, No. 84 Arch street, Phila
phia.

West-town, Third mo. 3d, 1856.

"A concise account of the Religious Society of Frie
commonly called Quakers, embracing a sketch of i'

christian doctrines and practices."—pp. 136.

This little book is designed to present to inqn
both within and without the pale of the Society, a
densed view ofthe principles and testimonies of Friei

It contains a sketch of the rise, organization and n

cipline of the Society, of its belief in the fundamei
doctrines of Christianity, its views on worship, mil

try, prayer, war, oaths, public fasts, slavery, trade i

business, simplicity of apparel, the plain language i

disuse of compliments, names of the months and day.

the week, moderation and plainness iu living,

ments, reading and music.
It is for sale at Friends' Bookstore, 84 Arch str

and Uriah Hunt & Suns, No. 44 N. Fourth street.

WANTED.
A suitable Friend and wife, to superintend the schi

and manage the farm belonging to Adrian Qu
-Meeting, Michigan. Apply to Richard Harkness, Adri
or Samuel Satlerthwaiie, Tecumsey, Mich.

Friends' Boarding-School for Indian Children, at

Tunessassah.

A man Friend is wanted to aid in carrying oat .

concern for the improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkinioh

377 S. Second stw

Thomas Evans,
Philad., Eleventh rao. 1st, 1855. 180 Arch stri

Died, : his residence in Stanford, Dutchess conn

<. Y., the 27th of Eleventh month last, Stephen TJpT'

n the 74th year of his age. He was a member of Su
ford Monthly Meeting, and an upright faithful elder

many years. He was one of the first to detect andt
plore the unsoundness of Elias Hicks, and in subsequc

years, when writings were circulated in the Socie

calling in question the soundness of some of the

trinal views of our worthy ancient Friends, he

equally vigilant and discriminating, and bore a decic

itimony against them ; expressing near his close, tl

was a great comfort to him then, that he had inva

ably done so. His end was peaceful, and his friec

have the comforting assurance, that the .Master wh(
he endeavoured to serve, seeing his day's work »

finished, has in great mercy gathered him to hi

lasting reward.— , at Soraeston, Belmont county, Ohio, 22d of Fi

last, after an illness of three weeks, Edmund G
, son of Joseph and Peninah Gibbins, aged thirle

years. Whilst iu health, he spent most of his leisi

e in reading "Piety Promoted" and other books
ilar character. \\ hen brought to a bed of sickne

he was anxiously concerned for the future, and i

informed that it was not probable he would recover,

was much affected, and expressed a desire to live, I

said if it was the Lord's will, he was resigned,

served, " I liave been too light and airy, but it is a gn
satisfaction that I have been preserved from using pi

fane language," and expressed a desire, should

Lord spare'' him, to be more diligent in the

tendance of meetings. He was repeatedly engaged

pplication, and a short time before his close, he ba

those around him affectionately farewell, saying hei

lling to die, and there was nothing in the way.

ticulation became too indistinct, fur all that be s

to be understood, but the closing sentence was audib
" Lord, receive my spirit, blessed and adored be t

name forever and fgrevermore. Amen."
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iw the Woods

FnimCharaburs-sJnun

ad Forests affect the Ra

•me few years ago, a note of alarm was sounded
tbe injurious consequences of cutting down
U. Sometbing that Humboldt had written
[uoted as a warning to those who would pe
n disregarding the teachings of such exper

1
was then available. By felling the trees
slopes and summits of mountains, said the

an philosopher, two calamities are prepared
)aiing generations ; namely, scarcity of fuel
carcity of water. And he assigned as a rea-
hat by the great evaporation from leaves, an
Qt of moisture is diffused through the atmo-

:, which, wafted by winds, waters wide dis-

of country. Moreover, woods shelter the
id beneath, and materially retard the evapo-
1
of the water that falls as rain ; consequently,
)rings are kept flowing, rivers do not dry up,
le lowland cultivator can always depend on
istant hills for the means of irrigating his

2 question once started, became of too much
tance to be slighted—great interests were
ed in it. Most people remembered to have
something about the prodigious waste of

• by enterprising Yankees in their advance
West; but at the same time a notion pre-
that to clear the land was a public and pri-
enefit. And nog and then a grumble went
und of the papers about the mismanagement
Woods and Forests ; but this was a new

f the matter. Could it be true that the
its of civilization were in such a dilemma
cut down the forests, we deprive ourselves
I and water; if we do not cut them down
lall we obtain corn-fields ?

ts were called for, and were from time to
Wished in the scientific journals. The re-
is concerning forests that prevailed on the

snt, were shown to have reference to the
which had been signalized. The British
ation had a report on the subject at their
h meeting in 18.51, embodying a large
t of highly valuable information,
ar as this information goes, it confirms the
thrown out by Humboldt. It is interesting
respects than those immediately concern-

we hope to show before finishing our article,
alley of Aragua, in South America, affords
rkable example of increase and decrease of
rresponding with increase and decrease of

' It
"

the waters of which form a lake at tho extreme
end of the valley. The lake has no exit, and its

superfluous waters are carried off by evaporation.
Between 1555, when it was described by Oviodo,
and 1800, when it was visited by Humboldt, thi;

lake had sunk five or six feet, and had receded
several miles from its former shores; the portion
of the basin thus left dry appearing tho most fer-

tile land in the neighbourhood. These cflfccts were
ascribed by the eminent traveller to the destruc-
tion of the trees on the mountain. When the war
of liberation broke out, agriculture was neglected,
and the wood from the hills being no longer re-
quired by human industry, a great jungle began to

prevail over all. The result was, that within
twenty years, not only had the lake ceased to sub-
side, but began once more to rise and threaten the
country with general inundation.' Other cases
precisely similar might be cited; but we take one
n which there were means for measuring the al-

terations. At Marmato, a mining district amid
dense forests in the province of Popayan, a de-
crease of the streams that drove the stamping-mills
was observed, proportionate to the clearing of the
woods. The mills served as gauges, and gave
pretty accurate measures of the dimmution, which
went on to such an extent that, at the end of two
years, there was an anxious cry : What shall we
do for water? The defect was the more unac-
countable, as the fall of rain had not diminished
The clearing, though sufficient to cause a local
disturbance, had not aff'ected the general climate.

y way of experiment, the cutting down of the
woods was stopped : and gradually the rivers re-
sumed their former flow. In the tropics, this re-
sult would naturally be produced more rapidly
than in northerly latitudes : the quick-growin"
vegetation sheltered the soil, cheeked evaporation,
and the surface-water, retarded in its flow, found
its way slowly and steadily to the beds of the
streams.

The same thing has been noticed around Rio
Janeiro: the terrible droughts which at times af-

flict the Cape de Verd Islands are attributed to
of wood; and in Madeira, a change of climate

has been observed since the island was first disco-
vered, from the same cause. Then
dity than formerly. The Socorridos, the largest
river, was at one time deep enough to float timber
to the sea

; while now, except in occasional floods,
it is a mere rivulet, scarcely discernible in its loose
stony bed. The soil of Madeira is so light and
porous, that it speedily suiTers from deprivation of
moisture. The fact was early noticed, and a law
was passed forbidding the cutting down of trees
near a spring or source of a stream ; but as Por-
tuguese laws are too often disobeyed, the evil has
gone on increasing. The foliage is of a nature to

favour a large deposit of dew ; so large, indeed, as
to keep the ground underneath constantly moist.
Thus, the trees become condensers between the
atmosphere and the earth. The well-known trees
on Ferro, one of the Canaries, present undoubted
evidence as to the condensing function. They are
always wrapped in a cloud, from which they so

pidly and efl!'ectually draw oflf the moisture, that
continuous stream flows down the stem into

is completely enclosed by high ranges „ „„.,„ .„^ „,^^ .„i„ i^.
giving rise to various streams and rivulets, I servoirs madle to receive "it7fbeware "perennial

fountains for the inhabitants, who prize them
highly.

Kvery one has hoard of the destruction of trees
in the Spice Wands by the Dutch, who, to increase
the value of their monopoly, cut down nearly all
the spice-bearing woods, and thereby converted
the i.slands into deserts : even now, those once
luxuriant ocean-ringed oases have not recovered
from the efiects of such wicked waste. At Penan",
the Chinese settlers mukc such reckless havoc I'll

tho clearings, that the English governor has pro-
hibited any further cutting down of trees on the
hill-slopes. These slopes are too steep for perma-
nent cultivation, and the Chinaman was content
to get one crop from the virgin soil, and then clear
another spot; but this short-sighted process is
happily checked. Besides the efl'ecton tho climate,
the trees preserve the soil on the abrupt declivities
from being washed away. To come to Europe :

spriug.s that once flowed in thehighlands of Greece^
have disappeared since the trees were cut down
that formerly sheltered them. ' In Switzeriand,'
says Dr. Balfour, ' it has been perfectly ascertained,
that rivulets formerly full have shrunk or dried
up coincidently with the denudation of the moun-
tains, and that they have once more returned to
their former size on the woods being restored.'
It appears to be certain that the plant'ing of trees
on the slopes of the French Alps has prevented
the occurrence of the ' torrential floods' that once
devastated the lower valleys. We may add, but
without attaching any importance to it, that Pliny
mentions tho occurrence of contrary instances,
where, by the cutting down of trees, the water that
had nourished their roots bubbled up to the sur-
face in springs. Cassander's troops, he remarks,
were struck by those outbursts while felling tim-
ber for their intrenchments on the Balkans.

Another consideration presents itself: besides
the dearth of fuel and water, consequent on the
decrease of forests, there are the danger and de-
truction from torrents and floods that follow as a

natural con.sequence. As Humboldt says : ' The
beds of the rivers, remaining dry during a part of
the year, are converted into torrents whenever
great rains fall on the heights. The sward and
moss disappearing with the brushwood from the
sides of the mountain, the waters falling in rain
are no longer impeded in their course; and in-
stead of slowly augmenting the level of the rivers
by progressive filtration, they furrow during heavy
showers the sides of the hills, bear down the loos-

ened soil, and form those sudden inundations that
devastate the country.'

Clearly, civilization and nature do not always
go hand in hand in the promotion of social inte-

rests, as we may see in our own highly cultivated
country. Forests we have none to speak of; but

proved drainage is attended at times with con-
sequences such as are mentioned above. The rain-

water, instead of lingering on the fields and in the
ditches, now runs oti so rapidly that the rivers can-
not discharge quickly enough, and the consequence
is an inundation. In some places, there are ten
floods now for one formerly. The farmers on the
levels of the eastern counties of England can tell

of how many times their hay has been drowned in

the course of a single season. But to return to the
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forests. In St. Helena, the quantity of wood bas

been considerably increased of late years bj' plant-

ing; and, as careful observation shows, the quan-

tity of rain has increased—almost doubled since

the great Napoleon was a prisoner at Longwood.

And" now the destructive floods, which u?ed to fol-

low every storm, have eutiiely ceased. In 1849,

there had not been one for nine years; nor have

we heard of any since. In the neighbouring island

of Ascension, as the report states, 'a beautiful

spring, situated at the foot of a woody mountain,

was observed to diminish in flow as the trees were

cut down, and to vanish altogether when _t he wood

disappeared. After a few years, during which no

water flowed, the mountain became wooded again
;

the stream began to run, and, as the vegetation in-

creased, resumed its former volume.'

We have abundant evidence of a similar .kind

from India—a country where the phenomena occur

on the grandest scale. The average yearly rain

fall along the shores of Hindostan is from sixty to

eighty inches; but in the interior, at elevations

'2000 to 4.500 feet above the sea, it amounts to 200

inches. On the great plateau, however, and

places scant of trees, the fall is not more than from

ten to thirty-five inches. The change is not gra-

dual, but sudden : of little wood, you may safely

predicate little rain. Humboldt mentions the great

plain he travelled over between the Andes and the

Orinoco, as extremely arid and desert-like, though,

according to the early settlers, it was once well

watered and sprinkled with forests.

Scarce as wood is in some parts of India, it is so

abundant in others, that any recommendation in

favour of economy is treated with a laugh. Pro-

tect the forests, indeed ! Let us take a glance at

what goes on in the magnificent teak-forests of

Tenasserim and Malabar. The Parsee merchants

go with the wood-cutters, and chop down spars of

from five to nine inches diameter, and seventy-five

feet long, without regard to the future condition of

the woods, and with so little regard to the demand,

that one observer saw hundreds of these spars rot-

ting on the beach. In the Canara forests, the

jungle-people ' girdle' the largest, as the Ameri-

cans call it, and set fire to the rest ; and then, with-

out stirring the soil, sow millet or castor-oil among

the blackened stumps; and after taking one or two

crops, repeat the process in another spot. Thou-

sands on thousands of acres have been destroyed

in this way. ' Far as the eye can reach,' says Su-

perintendent Onslow, 'not a tree is to be seen.

It may be supposed,' he continues, ' that clearing

the forest would make the country more healthy;

and so it would, if the clearing were more perma-

nent : but the forest is now destroyed only to be

replaced by a thick jungle of rank vegetation, still

more unhealthy,' as it impedes the circulation of

the air. In some of the clearings, it was fo

that scores of sandal-trees had been destroyed,

worth from five to fifteen rupees apiece, and gam-

boge-tnes innumerable. 'The more intelligent

among the natives of this Mulnaad (rain-country)

complain of want of rain : the fall is not of the

fame amount as formerly.

' To give you some idea of the waste of valua-

ble and ornamental timber in this country,' says

Captain Harvey, in one of his letters, ' I will just

mention what 1 discovered at Hyderabad. I was

in want of light-coloured wood for picture-frames,

and applied to the regimental contractor. What
was my surprise to find that every third or fourth

lo" in his great store of firewood was most beauti-

ful satin-wood of large size ! Only imagine the

victuals of a whole regiment, not to say of a large

community, being cooked with satin-wood !' Look

also at what took place on the demand arising for

gutta-percha as an article of commerce. Two hun-

dred weights of this useful product were exported

from Singapore in 1844 ; but such was the in-

crease, that in three and a half years from that

time, not fewer than 270,000 trees were felled for

the sake of their sap, without a single effort being

made to replace them.

According to Dr. Cleghorn, the natives were

thinking of abandoning a tract about fifty miles

from Coimbatoor, which had lost its rain through

the loss of trees. Dr. Gibson, who travelled

through part of the Bombay presidency, after an

absence of fifteen years, saw great changes for the

worse, and from the same cause. A similar change

has been noticed in the Neilgherry Hills The

proprietor of a coffee-plantation near Bangalore,

' when clearing fresh ground which was watered

by an excellent spring, was warned by the natives

not to clear away the trees in the immediate neigh

bourhood of his spring ; he disregarded their warn

ing, cut down the trees, and lost his stream of

water.' Such instances are numerous, as also those

of clearing ravines for cultivation causing the

appearance of the brooks that once flowed refresh-

ingly through them. From Afghanistan to the

Burmese frontier, the jihenomena have been ob-

served as cause and effect.

Such an accumulation of facts forced itself on

the attention of the authorities in India, and a

system, on a small scale, has been commenced for

restoring, at great labour and expense, what has

so long been wasted. So far the results are satis-

factory. The plantations formed along the line of

the Jumna Canal very soon paid their expenses,

and become every year more valuable. The na-

tives have fallen in with the plan of establishing

large mangrove gardens, and improve the trees

with good grafts supplied by the government.

Tucker, one of the European residents, has

placed a gold medal at the disposal of the Horti-

cultural and Agricultural Society of India, to be

given to the planter of the greatest number of trees

in the Agra presidency. In some places, regular

plantations of teak are commenced as fast as the

full-grown trees are cut down. These measures

once taken, the consequences could hardly be other

than beneficial in a country where wood is the

versal fuel, and the consumers are numbered by

hundreds of millions. The very thinnings repay

more than the cost of management.

It thus happens that the recommendations of

the committee of the British Association for ' care

ful maintenance, for the ' establishment of nur

series,' the checking of waste, and the planting of

woods on ' tracts unsuited for culture,' havebeen

to some extent anticipated. But much remains to

be done before the true balance between physical

and social requirements will be maintained. Th
alarming deficiency of rain around Bombay during

the last monsoon is attributed to the destruction

of the forests.

And in another point of view the preservation

of trees becomes of importance—namely, as re-

gards shade. In hot climates, the ' boundless con-

tiguity' of the leafy canopy is appreciated with a

feeling to which we of t.he temperate zone are

strangers. In the past ages of India, this thiug

was eared for. One instance will suffice. During

the reign of Akbar, direction was given ' that on

both sides of the canal down to Hissar, trees of

every description, both for shade and blossom, be

planted, so as to make it like the canal under the

tree in paradise ; and that the sweet flavour of the

rare fruits may reach the mouth of every one, and

that from those luxuries a voice may go forth to

travellers, calling them to rest in the cities where

their every want will be supplied.'

Before concluding, we must just mention that an

attempt has been made to throw further light on

question by direct experiment. The part

lars, supplied by M. Belgrand, are publi8he(

the Annuaire of the Meteorological Societj

France for 1853, and give the results of tw(

years' observation in the hilly parts of the P
basin. The author shows that the nature of

1, as to permeability, has to be taken into acco

well as the nature of the vegetation. Res

obtained in our climates would not be strictly t

logons with those of the tropics, where the lei

never fall, unless the experiments were mai
some of the great European fir-forests, which

tain their resinous foliage all throughout the y

Trntli-telliiis.

The man who would speak the truth, n

know what he troweth. To do that, he must 1

an uncorrupted judgment. By this is not m(

the most perfect judgment, or even the mosti

one but one which, however it may be biassed, is

bought—is still a judgment. But some peop

judgments are so entirely gained over by van

Ifishness, passion, or inflated prejudices

fancies long indulged in ; or they have the h

of looking at everything so carelessly, that thej

nothing truly. They cannot interpret the i

of reality. And this is the saddest form of lyi

" the lie that sinketh in," as Bacon says, wl

becomes part of the character, and goes on eai

the rest away.

To speak the truth, a man must nc t only 1

that martial courage which goes out with so

of drum and trumpet, to do and suffer ^ifaUhii

but that domestic courage which compels bin

utter small-soundinij truths, in spite of present

convenience and outraged sensitiveness or sent

lity. He must not be in any respect a slavl

self-interest. Often it seems as if but a little :

representation would gain a great good for us

:

perhaps, we have only to conceal some trit

thing, which, if told, might hinder unreasona

as we think, a profitable bargain. The Irut i

takes care to tell, notwithstanding.

When we think that truth interferes at one t

or another with all a man's likings, and disliki i

and wishes, we must admit, that it is then

comprehensive and varied form of self-del

Truth-telling in its highest sense requires all

balanced mind. .Much exaggeration, perhapsi

most, is occasioned by an impatient and_ ei|

moved temperament, w'hich longs to convey its

vivid impressions to other minds, and seek

complying, to gain the full measure of their ii

pathy. But a true man (ftes not think what!

hearers are feeling, but what he is saying.
|

true people are kindred. There is a family
|

ness throughout them. h

* * It is often extremely difficult in the ml

things in this world to act truly and kindly
j

but Therein lies one of the greatest trials of a i|

that his sincerity should have kindness in it,|

his kindness truth.
,

Truth in business.—The more truth you y

get into any business, the better. Let tlioci

side know the defects of yours; let them
1|

how you are to be satisfied ; let there he as 3

to be found out as possible, (I should say notb
],

and if your business be an honest one, it wi

)

best tended in this way. The talking, bargait J

and delaying that would thus be needless,?

little that would then have to be done over ajl

the anxiety that would be put aside, would, I

in a worldly way be " great gain." It is not,
}

haps, too much to say, that the third part ot A

men's lives is wasted by the effect, direct o \

direct, of falsehoods. Each man should lod

his own truthfulnets, and keep that up, ev I
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risk of saying, or doing something which may
eJ to ill account by others. Merc conceal-

i in most cases a mischief. A wise man

Id be sorry that his fellows should think bet-

if him than he deserves.

'alo Seed.—A quantity of potato seed has

y been procured, by the agricultural branch of

Patent Office, from Germany, with the view of

rimeuiing in the United States with different

ties of this so important agricultural staple,

curious fact, not generally known, connected

the production of potatoes from seed balls is,

no two stems will possess precisely the same

ilies, yet many of the tubers will appear sc

alike that, when mixed together, tbey can-

distinguished by the eye, though it may
en tliat one variety will be four times as pro-

s tlie other, or may be much better in other

jts. The tubers raised from the seeds of the

ball are also prodigiously diversified in regard

lor, being pink, black, red, white, green, yel

&c. ; and as to shape, arc round, nobbed and

d in all proportions ; as to size, some of them

g no larger tbe first year than pea.s, while

rs exceed the size of a pullet's eggs ; as to

liness" some of them completing their growth

uly, while others will not put forth their blos-

i until October; as to productiveness, some

I more than two hundred to one, while others

give only three or four fold ; as to spreading

ir the ground, some running out to a great

incc, others growing quite near to the stem

! descending deep into the earth, while others

rise to the surface ; as to quality, some will

)ugh and watery, some dry and mealy, some

pleasing to the taste, while others will not

alatable ; as to the stems, some will carry a

;e rod, others an immense profusion of them,

; being very luxurious, while others will be

•fish. In short, as is very remarkable, no sort

)nnexion will be found to exist between any

e peculiarities of the two specimens.— Wash-

m iStur.

nistorical Society,

t the meeting on Second-day night, Charles

lons presiding :

Francis Fisher called the attention «f the

ty to the renewal of Macaulay's attacks on

iam Penn, in his later volumes. He had

d to find a refraction or apology in them for

ialumnious attacks of the first, after theirfuU

absolute disproval; but being disappointed in

he felt it his duty to protest on his own part, and

lat of the Society, against the malignant hos-

of the most popular historian of the day.

indertook to prove from internal evidence, and

Macaulay's own authorities, how utterly

and impossible were the later charges

1st the honour and veracity of our great

der and lawgiver. J. F. Fisber stated that we
expect to receive shortly from H. Dixon, who
had access to full materials, a complete refuta-

One of the points Macaulay makes is that

1, in his last days, was forsaken by the Society of

ads. In answer to this, J. F. Fisher read the

wing hitherto unprinted memorial,

testimony of Friends in Pennsylvania concern-

their deceased friend and Governor, W. Penn.
e find ourselves under obligation and con-

both in duty and affection, to give this mark
ur love and the honourable regard we bear to

nemory of our late worthy Governor and well

.•ed friend Wm. Penn, though it may not be

part to attempt so ample and general a testi-

y as seems justly called for. By his early

incement of the blessed truth, his noble re-

signation thereunto, his steadfastness therein, and

great services to the church of Christ, as well by

incessant labours in word and doctrine (made more

extensive by the many excellent writings he hath

published; as his valiant sutterings fur purity of

worship, and the testimony he had received, which,

to him, might be the greater trial and conflict, his

birth and station in the world placing him more

in the notice of those of high rank amongst men
than was commonly ye lot of many others of our

worthy elders. M either can it, we presume, be

forgotten how, when it pleased the Lord to give

some ease to his people, this our dear friend em-

ployed the interest he then had with success, and

devoted his time and "purse to serve not only his

friends in their religious liberties, but them and

others distressed, or any wanting favour even to

ye neglect of his own just interest. But these

memorials we leave to be made by those of oui

worthy elders in Great Britain, who have mor(

instances and greater knowledge of those his traits

services and labours, than many of us can be pre

sumed to be so fully acquainted with.

Yet it becomes us particularly to say, that as he

was our Governor he merited from us love and

true honour; and we cannot but have the same

regard to his memory, when we consider the bless

ings and ease we have enjoyed under his govern

ment, and are rightly sensible of his care, atfection

and regard always shewn with anxious concern for

the safety and prosperity of the people, who many
of them, removed from comfortable livings to bi

adventurers with him, not so much with views of

better accjuisitions or greater riches, but with the

laudable prospect of a retired quiet habitation for

themselves and posterity, and the promotion of

truth and virtue in the earth.

And as his love was great, and endeavours con

stant for the happiness of his friends, countrymen

and fellow subjects, so was his great tender

justice and love towards the Indians, from first to

last always conspicuous and remarkable. H
we cannot but gratefully and humbly acknowledge

to the gracious God of all our mercies, the wonder-

ful preservation of this colony from such injuries

and barbarous depredations as have befallen most

others; and add, that we believe the same love

wherewith the Lord had so fully and eft'ectually

operated on the heart of this our worthy friend was

the chief and durable motive of that his aflfection

and kind behaviour towards those people ; and was

the cause, as he was made a means, of this our

peace and preservation; so that his name remains

precious even amongst the heathens.

More might be truly said of him, as he was ye

Proprietary and Governor of this province, and we

now find it our duty (incited thereto by the love

of our Heavenly Father in our souls,) to add a few

lines concerning him, as he was our worthy Elder,

friend and brother in the blessed truth ; many of

us having been often comforted, edified and

solaced with him in the enjoyment thereof. As
was his testimony, so was his conversation, edify-

ing and lovely, administering grace and knowledge.

His behaviour was sweet and engaging, and his

condescension great; even to the weakest and

meanest, afiable and of easy access; tender of

every person and thing that had simplicity of

truth or honesty for a foundation.

It was our comfort to understand that, after all

his various troubles, trials and afflictions, when in

an advanced age, infirmity of body, and a distem-

per which affected his memory in most other things

which befel him, yet the love of God remained

with him, and his sense thereof was frequently

strong and evident, and, we doubt not, the bless-

ing of the Almighty was his Omega.

So that we have assured hope, those afflictions

being put oiF with his mortal body, immortality is

given him by our Lord Jesus, and as he faithfully

bore ye cross, the crown (which was his hope and
long since in his eye) is his possession; and his

soul received into that bliss prepared and appointed

for the righteous.

Signed at the time of our general meeting, hold

in Philadelphia, the IGth First mo., ITlb-'J by
Richard Hill,

Thomas Masters,

William Carter,

John Goodson,

Wm. Hudson,
Robert Jones,

Benj. Mendenhall,

Rees Thomas,
David Brintuall,

Nath. Stanbury,

Robert David,

Owen Roberts,

Francis Daniel Pastorius,

Denis Conners,

Peter Shoemaker,

Randall Malin,

Jona't Dickinson,

Issac Norris,

John Wright,

Sam'l Preston,

Hugh Durborrow,

Adam Harker,

Ralph Jackson,

Christ'n Blackburn,

Pentecost Teague,
Edmoiul Orpwood,
Joua'th Cockshaw,
Evan Owen,
Edward Jones,

Cadwaleder Evan,
Wm. Routlidge,

AVilloby Warder,

Nicholas Wain,
Anthony Morris,

Caleb Pu.soy,

Jos. Kirkbridgc,

David Lloyd,

John Salkild,

Thos. Lightfoot,

Wm. Baldwin,

Wm. Lawrence,

Edward Rees,

Thos. Griffith,

Richard Townsend,
Rowland Ellis,

Joseph Mather,

Richard Warder,

John Moore.

Charles Gibbons, in further illustration of the

j ustice ofJ. F. Fisher's remarks, that the authorities

cited by Macaulay did not always sustain him, refer-

red to one of his statements respecting what he calls

a dogma of George Fox, that "a Christian was

bound to face death itself rather than to touch his

hat to the greatest of mankind." "When Fox
was challenged to produce any scriptural authority

for this dogma," says Macaulay, "he cited the

passage in which it was written that Shadrach,

Meshech, and Abednego were thrown into the fiery

furnace with their hats on; and if his own narra-

tive may be trusted, the Chief Justice of England

was altogether unable to answer this argument,

except by crying out 'take him away, jailor!'"

For this statement, Macaulay cites Fox's Journal,

page IGG.

C. Gibbons said that the very authority on which

Macaulay relies, convicts him of the grossest pre-

varication. When Fox and his friends were taken

into court, they stood with their hats on, and the

journal cited by Macaulay narrates that "Judge
Glyn, a Welshman, then Chief Justice of England,

said to the jailor, ' What be these you have brought

here into the court?' 'Prisoners, my Lord,' said

he. 'Why do you not put off your hats?' said

the judge to us. We said nothing. 'Put off

your hats,' said the judge again. Still we said

nothing. Then said the judge, 'The Court com-

mands you to put off your hats.' Then I spake

and said, ' Where did ever any magistrate, king

or judge, from Moses to Daniel, command any to

put off their hats, when they came before them in

their courts, either amongst the Jews, (the people

of God,) or amongst the Heathen ? And if the

law of England doth command any such thing,

how me that law either written or printed.' The

judge grew very angry and said, 'I do not carry

my law books on my back.' 'But,' said I, ' Tell

me where it is printed in any statute book, that I
may read it.' Then said thejudge, ' Take him away,

prevaricator! I will ferk him.' So they took us

away, and put us among the thieves. Presently

after, he called to the jailor, ' Bring them up again.

Come,' said he, 'where had they hats from Moses

to Danielf Come, answer mej I have you fast
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now.' I replied 'Tliou niayest read in third of
Daniel that the three children were cast into the
fiery furnace by Nebuchadnezzar's command, with
their coats, their hose, and their hats on.'

This plain instance stopped him; so that, not hav-
ing anything else to the point, he cried again,
'Take them away, jailor.'

"

The Chief Justice was entirely worsted in th

encounter; but Macaulay seems to conside
that a historian may suppress the truth wheneve
it conflicts with his own prejudices, or suits his

own purposes to do so.

Epislle of George Fos.

Friends,—You that keep your habitations in the
truth, that is over all, see that it is the same spirit

that leads the backsliders and apostates now, from
the spiritual fellowship and unity of God's people,
and the church of Christ, that led Adam and Eve
from God, and the Jews from God and his law, to

rebel against his Spirit. This spirit is the same
that was in the world, which got into the Jews,
when they were gone from the Spirit of God; and
then they turned against God, and his prophets,
and against Christ and his apostles. This spirit

led them to be as bad as Pilate or worse. The
enmity or adversary got within them, agaiDt:t the
truth, and them that walked in it, and the Spirit
of the Lord; so that they killed and destroyed
the Just. This was the spirit of the devil, the
destroyer, who sought not only to desti-oy the truth,
but the order of it, and them that walked in it,

when true Christianity was planted among the pos-

sessors of the light, grace, and truth, and the holy
gospel faith and Spirit, who enjoyed Christ in their
hearts. But when some began to err from the
Spirit and faith, to bate the light, disobey the
gospel, turn the grace of God into wantonness,
walk despitefully against the Spirit of grace, turn
from the Truth, crucify to themselves Christ afresh,
and put him to open shame ; these were they that
let in the spirit of the world ; who held the form
of godliness, but denied the power thereof; and
troubled the churches in the apostles' days;
the spirit of Satan had got into such, they were
more troublesome to the church than the open
persecutors that were without; these got into the
assemblies to deceive the hearts of the simple, hav-
ing the good words, fair speeches, and sheep's
clothing. Paul, Peter, John, Jude and James had
much to do with such, to keep them from troubling
the church of Christ; for they are out of the life,

power and Spirit; therefore, the apostles of Christ
exhorted the saints to keep to the Word of life

within
; to the anointing, to the grace, truth and

Holy Spirit in their hearts. This foul spirit will

profess all the Scriptures in words ; but by the
Spirit of God, which is holy, this spirit is tried,

and its fruits. So the apostates went from the
power and Spirit of God, and turned against the
prophets and the martyrs of Jesus ; and became
the whore, whose cup all nations drank of. The
dragon with his tail threw down many of the stars,

and would have devoured the woman with his
flood; but the woman, the true church, was pre
served ; for the gates of hell cannot prevail agains.
her; and then the dragon made war with her seed.
So the dragon, the whore, the beast, and false pro-
phets, all made war against the Lamb and the
saints

; but the Lamb and the saints will overcome
them all, and will have the victory. And now the
everlasting gospel is preached again to all nations,
tongues and peoples; and many are gathered into
the gospel, the power of God, are turned to the
light which is the life in Christ, are grafted into
him, and are come to walk in the order of the new
covenant of light and life, in the gospel of peace
and salvation. The same spirit that opposed the

apostles and churches in their days,

yea, it is the same that opposed Christ, and dis

dained him that disdaineth God's servants now
The same that opposed the prophets, and rebelled
against Moses, opposes and rebels against God's
servants and people now. It is the same dark,
blind, disobedient, faithless, wilful, jealous spirit,

that persecutes, some with the hands, others with
the tongue. It is the same spirit of enmity, the
adversary and destroyer, that tempted Adam and
Eve to disobey God, and deceived them; which
deceived the Jews, and tempted them, and deceived
all those that went from the church, in the apos-
tles' days. And it is the. same spirit that is now
going about, sometimes like a roaring lion, some-
times like a twining serpent to tempt, to deceive,
and to devour, in those who have fair speeches,
good words, and sheep's clothing, in a form of
godliness, and under pretence of light and liberty,

but who deny the power thereof, and inwardly are
ravening wolves; and if it were possible, they
would deceive the very elect. But the elect are
in the covenant of light and life, and in the power
of God over them, and in Christ who will grind
them to pieces; and will slay all his enemies with
his spiritual sword, who will not have him to rule
over or in them.

In Christ, all his people have rest and peace,
ho is their sanctuary over all storms and tem-

pests. In Christ the sanctuary, no deceiver nor
destroyer can come; for he is a place of sweet rest

and safety. Hallelujah ! praise the Lord for his
sanctuary. Amen. Q. p.

London, 1681.

Volcanic Explosions in Arkansas.

The Little Rock Gazette has the annexed in-

teresting letter from a correspondent in Johnson
county, Ark., dated Clarksville, January 5:
On the 3d day ofDecember last a singular noise

was heard here. It has been difl'erently described
by those who heard it, as like a blast in a well, the
explosion of a meteor, or a single distant clap of
thunder. So far as ascertained, nearer the cen-
tre, or place of explosion, there was a rumbling
and a sensible vibration of the earth
Much speculation was had as to its cause. It

was not probable that it was thunder, for it was
mid-winter and the sky was clear ; nor blastin

a well, for people do not work in wells in the wet
and wintry season. Upon inquiry we found that
the explosion had been heard as far as Fort Gib-
son, and generally in a circle whose diameter is

two hundred miles, and expected to find some no-
tice of it in the papers of your city. The other
day. Col. Logan, of Scott county, visited our city,
and gave us an apparent solution of the mystery.

It appears from his statement that Wm. Gipson,
while bear hunting on Christmas day, attempted to
cro.ss Dry Creek mountain, situated in T. 5 N., R. 2G
W., but found the mountain to be on fire. Gipson de-
scribes it as sending forth smoke at the top, which
at night has a ruddy glare and is visible for miles.
For several acres around, the leaves appear to have
withered on the trees during the summer. Thp
ground is heated, and on the sides of the mountain
are numerous fissures, through which hot vapour
is constantly escaping. Gipson says that the steam
or vapour was so hot as to be painful to the hand
when held over it. He was so much alarmed that
he did not venture far up the mountainside, nor
did he state that there was a crater, or discharge of
lava, &c. However, Col. Logan has promised to
visit the volcano, which is within five miles of his
residence, as soon as he arrives at home, and write
to me a full and particular account thereof, which
I will orward to you.

But the knowing ones here say, that the noise

orexplosion on the 3d of December last, did not pi
ceed from the volcano in Scott county, but frc
an eruption in this county, at a spot on the _..
side of the river, below Pittsburg, and not far fro
the residence of Col. Hardwicke. A place b
been lately found there, where the earth h
bursted or broken up, throwing out huge t
of rock, earth, &c.

This latter supposition agrees with the suppo8(
direction of the noise from this place. They «
that this volcano in Scott county has been in an i-

cipient stage for eighteen months past; that til
fact of Gipson stating that the leaves on the tre ^

appeared to have withered during the summer, an

'

the roots of the trees appeared being gradual;'
destroyed by the subterranean heat, antedate tti

day of the explosion heard lately. In further sui

port of their opinion, they cite the fact that a
|

eruption took place soma ten years ago in th:

county, near the Newton county line, in T. 12. N '<

R. 23 W. It occured during the night, threw ui
huge boulders of rock weighing several tons, wai
heard at a great distance, and, in fact, was a sma!
local earthquake. So, too, some fifteen years age'

a tremendous explosion was heard in Yell an
Johnson counties, the cause remaining unknow
until a short time thereafter, when a hunter crosi

ing the Magazine Mountain found where it had bee
rent asunder—absolutely split in two, leaving ii

cleft or fissure varying from two or three feett;
as many inches in width.

'

Selected,
i

I have lying before me a sermon very recentl I

delivered in one of our large cities, and print&l

only for private circulation. I will borrow it.

closing paragraph :
—"My hearers, be cautioner

'

against such abuses. Let us bridle our tongues

S

Let us put a check upon our curiosity. 'Do youi
own business.' Next to your own, be careful o;

your neighbour's reputation. Be slow to believi

aught against him. Give no credence to flyiof

reports. Reject unfounded insinuations. Pay mi

attention to rumours that go about like orphans ii

the world, or foundlings whom none dare own
Remember, 'that what everybodysays must bi

true,' is a sophism worthy of the father of lies

As matters stand, everybody's word is worth no

body's taking. If you hear against your will, de

maud froof of what you hear. Let not the scarcit;

of truth be atoned for by the abundance of affidavits'

Keep truth on your side. Speak evil of no man
If your neighbour injures you, tell him his fault

alone. If he wish it, forgive him. Be no busy

body. Hate tale-bearing. 0, if all would di

thus !—would their not be a millennium ? Bn
poor, weak, perverse human nature ! wicked an(

inexcusable, as well as human ! Alas my hearers !'—Late Paper.

When we are shaken with an uncommon, un
expected stroke in our experience, we are like thi

needle in the compass-book, greatly agitated, anc

it will take some time before we settle so as to bi

able to traverse truly ; but by centering in a state

of quietness and acquieiscence to the Divine will

we shall feel the influence of the heavenly attrac'

tion, and our spirits will be directed in the right

line of duty, to our own and the Master's praise— T. Nealc.

I have sometimes thought, it is not a hard thing!

to follow Truth when it is exalted, and triumphs

over all and reigns in glory; then many wif

speak well of it; but when it comes to suffer, be

buffeted, mocked and reviled, then comes the

trial of our love, and we see many who are not

willing or able to bear these things.

—

Deborah

Bell.
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Selpcleil.

i\ SEEING A SON-DIAL IN A GRAA'E-YARD.

Gray dial-stone, I fain would know,
What motive placed thee liere,

Wliere darkly opes the frequent grave.

And rests the frequent bier;

Ah 1 bootless creeps the dusky shade,

Slow o'er thy figured plain :

When mortal life has passed awny.
Time counts his hours in vain.

As sweep the clouds o'er ocean's breast,

Wben shrieks the wintry wind,

So doubtful thoughts, gray dial-stone.

Come sweeping o'er my mind.

I think of what could place thee here,

Of those beneath thee laid
;

And ponder if thou wer't not raised

In mockery o'er the dead.

Nay, men, when on life's stage they fret,

Jlay mock their fellow-men
;

In sooth, their soberest freaks afford

Hare food for mockery then.

But ah ! when passed their brief sojourn,

Wben heaven's dread doom is said.

Beats there the human heart could pour
Light mockeries a'er the dead ?

The fiend unblest, who still to harm
Directs his felon power.

May ope the book of grace to him
Whose day of grace is o'er

;

But never sure could mortal man
Whate'er his age or clime.

Thus raise, in mockery o'er the dead.
The stone that measures time.

Gray dial-stone, I fain would know
What motive placed thee here.

Where sadness heaves the frequent sigh,

And drops the frequent tear.

Like thy carved plain, gray dial-stone.

Griefs weary mourners be
;

Dark sorrow metes out time to them,
Dark shade marks time on thee.

I know it now : wer't thou not placed
To catch the eye of him

To whom, through glistening tears, earth's gauds
Worthless appear, and dim?

We think of time, when time has fled.

The friend our tears deplore
;

The God whom pride-swollen hearts deny.
Grief-humbled hearts adore.

Gray stone, o'er thee the lazy night

Passes untold away
;

Nor were it thine at noon to teach.

If failed the solar ray.

In death's dark night, gray dial-stone.

Cease all the works of man
;

In life, if heaven withhold its aid.

Bootless these works, and vain.

Gray dial-stone while yet thy shade
Points out those hours are mine,

—

While yet at early morn I rise.

And rest at day's decline,

—

Would that the sun that formed thine,

His bright rays beamed on me
That I, wise for the final day,

llight measure time like thee!

Hugh Miller.

Adv

ir "The Friend.'

atcs.

no date

,t seems to be a reigning error among some,
luce all religion into benevolence, and all be-

ence into alms-giving. The wide and com-
pDsive idea of christian charity is compressed

the slender compass of a little pecuniary re-

i

This species of benevolence is indeed a

t gem among the ornaments of a Christian;

y no means furnishes all the jewels of a crown,
1 derives its lustre from the associated ra-

e of every christian grace."

—

H. More.

le, asking Diogenes, how he might order him-
lest? he said, "By reproving those things in

If which thou blamest in others." And, on

demanded, what was hardest ? answered, " To
ourselves, to whom we are partial."

Early Anti-Slavcrj

BENJAiMIN LAY.
(Concluded from |iiige 220.)

The following address to ministers

to it.

" Abington, between 11 and 12, after a good
meeting at Oxford, where were G males and 4
contra.

" Dear Friends,—I remember, about 40 years
ago I kept my elder brother's sheep, and the pretty

lambs and their dams would be quietly, sweetly,

and prettily feeding together,—a very beautiful

and comely sight to see. But if a stranger,

my Friends, the stranger, came near with his

dog, (the dog sucks the blood, which is the life of

the sheep,) and if this dog fell a barking, j'awl-

ing, or howling, among the sheep and the

pretty dear lamb.s, immediately they left their

feeding, and ran for their dear lives. So, they
would be .scattered, and scattered, although tliere

was or might be a great flock of them together
Sometimes, I must confess, I have been a little

careless and sleepy like some other shepherds, and
tiien the sheep would go wandering about over
hedge and ditch, and get into my neighbour's corn
and do mischief; and then it was very hard for

me to get them out of the corn, and into order

again. Sometimes it would cost me many tears.

Sometimes, if tlio sheep and lambs were not ga-

thered before night, in the dark the dog would
come and bite many of them, and suck their blood,

and some he would kill. So that would be a grief

to the owner, and a reproach to the shepherd.
" So, my very dear Friends, you that are the

right true shepherds, that love the sheep more
than all things in this world, you can very easily

make an application, for it is your life and delight

to take care of your father's sheep and his lambs
especially, and are grieved when the dog, the

blood-sucker, does but bark, and hinder them from
feeding. I know what I write, blessed be the
name of the good and great Shepherd, forevermore

;

who laid down his life for bis sheep and lambs.

"My dear, faithful Friends, you are much es-

teemed by me, and your unity in the Father in his

kingdom, which is his church, is much more de-

sired by me than all things in this world, I can
truly say. It has been much in my mind for a

considerable time, to lay before you my concern
for having some of our ancient worthy Friends'

epistles of warning, reproof, caution and advice to

ministers, collected and reprinted; apprehending
it may be of some service to have a collection of

such as I have mentioned." B. L.

Among Benjamin Lay's sincere friends, and one
to whom he gave the right hand of unity, was
John Cadwallader, a minister of the gospel, resi-

ding at Horsham. Benjamin wrote many letters

to John, some of which have been printed. We
give some extracts from one, on the ministry.

" Dear John,—This morning, as I was in my
garden pulling up some weeds, it came in my mind
what was objected agaiust me lately, by one that

ministers amongst us, N. A., [Nicholas Austin,]

and hath for near twenty years ; that I was for

setting up some ministers, and pulling down others.

Dear Friend, I must confess 1 do not approve of a

false minister, much less to set him up, neither

would I pull down the true * * *
. If one should

ask any Friend, even a false minister himself, if

we might at any time receive or do aught to en-

courage a false minister, or approve, join and unite

with him in prayer or in his testimony, he would
answer in the negative. * * But then, says he,

who shall be judge ? Why, truly, I may say if

we have no judgment in our goings and doings,

we are in a very poor dark condition, as false mi

uisters and prodigals would have us, that we might
receive such husks as they have to feed swino
withal. The true children in the true kingdom
cannot feed on such chaff. If they offer to receive
it by conniving at or seemingly approving of, or
joining with such swineherds, they will be in

danger of being choked. * * * if ;,ny one offers

to prove or make manifest [to the false ministers]
their pretension to preaching is all deceit and
cheat, and that their seemiug seed-corn is nothing
but chaff and husk, their peace flies away at once.

This I have often seen in England, here, and else-

where. * * * * There are some others amongst
us, I am well satisfied, that have been favoured
with a part and a portion, and a good portion, too

of the ministry, with the saints and faithful ones,

and have reigned with them in the firmament of

God's power, and I would to God that they did so

reign still ! But alas ! alas ! some of these arc

fallen, not from words, but from life, and that is

all in all. The dragon's tail hath prevailed, drawn
them down to the earth—they smell and savour
of it, who were once fresh and lively, feeding in

the green pastures. They loved to sit in silence

in meetings—silent as a flock of sheep and lambs
in a field, sweetly feeding, without noise of words.
But alas ! some of these arc grown restless and
uneasy in sitting in silence, but must and will be
hammering and tampering, especially, if they feel

but a little tickling of some former or old experi-
ence, or a drop of wine in their old bottle, undi-
gested and unrefined, thick and muddy, the bottle

not being very clean. Having a strong opinion of
their own performances, and a rich conceit of the
great good they do and have done ; to work they
go, with noise of words, and oftentimes no sense.

Then comes forth the tongue of the Egyptian sea,

and the language of Ashdod is heard, and the

linsey-woolsey garment is seen, and the plowing is

managed with the ox and the ass joined together.

Poor plowing with beasts so ill-matched, so un-
equal in their nature and stature ; one drawing
one way, and another another way. Then the

field is sown with two sorts of seed, may be a little

good, and a great deal of bad. I wish these plow-
ers and sowers would stand still a little, and look

over the field they have plowed and sown, and be-

hold the produce of their labours.

" Those that go forth with sparks of their own
kindling, shall lie down in sorrow. Oh, that these

would wait for the still small voice, that would
direct them aright, when and what to speak to the

people, and when to be silent; and not go forth

in the hurry and bluster of their own spirits in

their own time; but wait the Lord's time, not in

the fire, nor the wind, nor the earthquake, where
the pure Truth is not known, nor its voice heard."

On one occasion, when the ground was covered

with a deep snow, Benjamin Lay, on a meeting-

day, stationed himself by the gateway into the

meeting-house yard, with his right leg and foot

bare to the snow and frost. When reasoned with

for exposing himself to the danger of sickness or

di.sease in so doing, be promptly replied to some
who held slaves, "Ah ! you pretend compassion

for me, but you do not feel for the poor slaves in

your fields, who go all winter half clad." In thus

acting, he probably had some one whom he wished
particularly to rebuke.

One of his neighbours who held slaves, had
often been laboured with by him, in fruitless en-

deavours to convince him of the iniquity of the

practice. Failing in argument, he one day under-

took to give a practical evidence of one of the evils

belonging to the system of slavery. His neigh-

bour had an interesting son, of about six years of

age. This child, Benjamin, met at a distance

from his home, and with kindness led him to his
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habitation, where he contrived so to amuse the

boy that he kupt within his house all day. To-

wards evening, seeing the parents of the boy com-
ing towards his house, evidently in deep distress,

he went to meet them. To his inquiries they an-

swered, " Oh, Benjamin, J3enjamin ! our child is

gone; he has been missing all day." To this he

replied, "your child is safe in my house, and you
may now conceive of the sorrow you inflict upon

the parents of the negro girl you hold in slavery,

for she was torn from them by avarice."

Roberts Vaux narrates, that a person whom he

calls " Governor Penn" in the text, and Iliohard

Penn in a note, with Benjamin Franklin and soQie

others, induced by curiosity, paid Benjamin a visit,

before he had removed from his cave house. Ac-

cording to this narrative. Lay received his distin-

guished visitors with politeness, and after some

interesting conversation with them, had his table

set for dinner. It was plentifully provided with

vegetables and fruits, and of these he invited his

guests to partake. His language was more bluntly

honest than would have been agreeable from any

one else than a humourist; but from him, no-

thing of course would give offence. He said,

" This is not the kind of fare you have at home,

but it is good enough for j'ou or me—and such as

it is, you are welcome to eat of it." If this in-

terview took place before the death of his wife, as

it appears in the narrative we have been quoting,

the visitor must have been either Thomas or John
Penn ; Richard was not then in America.

Lay continued his labours in the anti-slavery

cause, arguing, distributing pamphlets, contending

in season, and out of season, with all who came

in the way. He intruded into other places of

worship, beside those of Friends, and was often

carried out of them. He was naturally a shrewd

man, and was of a ready wit, and thus those who
disputed with him, were often more than matched.

When Captain M'Pherson, the privateersman, un-

dertook to make diversion for a company riding

with him, at the expense of Lay, who was walking

into Philadelphia, he singularly failed. " Sir,

your humble servant," cried M'Pherson. " If thou

art my servant, clean my shoes," retorted Lay.

Taken a little aback, the captain then inquired if

he could tell him the direct road to heaven. " Do
justly, love mercy, and walk humbly with thy God,"
was the prompt and appropriate answer. Morti-

fied, and doubtless conscience-stricken, the man
of rapine and blood rode on, feeling that he had

met with a public rebuke which he dare not resent,

and that his attempt to raise a merriment at the

expense of the humble philanthropist, had but

opened the way to his own mortification.

B. Lay would not willingly partake with those who
kept slaves. On one occasion, finding a slave in

attendance at a house where he was invited to

breakfast, he said to the master, " I will not share

with thee the fruits of thy unrighteousness;" and
immediately departed. He was charitable to those

he thought truly deserving, who, by disease or

some other dLspensatiou of Providence, were re-

duced to need assistance, but he had no compas-
sion nor patience with professed beggars. He said,

"Any one who is able to go abroad and beg, can

cam four pence a day, and that is enough to keep
a person above want or dependence in this coun-

try." On one occasion, having ascertained that

a poor woman needed and deserved relief, he gave
Lis informant some money, saying, " Lay this out

for her, but don't let it be known where it came
from."

His residence, towards the close of his life, was
at the farm of John Phipps, near Abington Meet-
ing-house. Here he enlarged a natural excava-
tion in a bank, until he had made an apartment

for reading and retirement. The room is said to

have been neatly ornanrented with evergreens, and
to have contained a well selected library of nearly

two hundred volumes. Among other sources of

innocent amusement to him, was the prepara-

tion of hives for bees, and the watching the

habits and labour of those industrious and
sagacious insects. He had a large community of

them about him, their dwellings extending more
than one hundred feet in a continued line. Honey
was one of his articles of food.

Concerned members in the religious Society of

Friends, had been, from year to year, calling the

attention of their fellow members to the subject of

slavery, and various steps had been taken to pre-

vent either the importation, selling or buying of

slaves. In the year 1758, the Yearly Meeting
was prepared to direct that if any one should vin-

dicate slavery, or be concerned in importing, sell-

ing or purchasing slaves, they should be consid-

ered no longer in unity, and should be prevented

from sitting in meetings for discipline, and from

subscribing to the funds of the Society. After

the Yearly Meeting which took place in the Ninth
month, was over, a friend of Benjamin Lay's

visited him, and told him of the conclusion Friends

had came to. On hearing it, the heart of the

weak and feeble old man was filled with pious gra-

titude and joy. He rose from his chair, and ex-

claimed, " Thanksgiving and praise be rendered

unto the Lord God." He added after a pause,
" I can now die in peace."

In the following First month, Benjamin Lay
was taken sick whilst from home, and was convey-

ed to the house of his friend, Joshua Morris.

Finding that his close was approaching, he made
some distribution of his property, giving forty

pounds to the Society of Friends at Abington, for

the education of their poor children. He closed

his earthly career on the 3d of Second month,

1759,—about two weeks from his first attack.

The character of Benjamin Lay possesses less

attraction to my mind than that of Ralph Sandi-

ford. There was more roughness and asperity in

it, but not more strength. His arguments are no

stronger, even where his denunciations are far

more severe, yet he probably, in the overruling

Providence of the Almighty, had his use in open-

ing the eyes of some to the enormity of slavery.

How much more good he might have effected, had

he been always clothed with a gospel spirit in his

labours of intended benevolence, we cannot say.

One thing we know—his fierceness raised up the

spirit of enmity in many, and caused his own path

to be unnecessarily rugged. His eccentricities,

without doubt, often were the product of insa-

nity, and therefore furnish no proper cause for

censure.

Roses 2yropaijated hy cuttings of the roots.—

A

writer in the Horticultural Cabinet says : Having
been advised to try the experiment of raising rose

trees by taking cuttings of the roots, I did so, and

found it to succeed admirably. The mode was as

follows : The first week in March, I took some of

the long, thick, fleshy looking roots of my English,

French, Moss and Perpetual roses, and cut them
into pieces about three inches long. I then smooth

ed the surface of a border in front of a peach wall

;

upon this I laid the roots flat, at about six inches

apart ; when the roots were placed, I covered them

with tine sifted earth, half an inch deep, gently

beaten into the cuttings. I then laid four inches

more of loamy soil, well enriched, giving the whole

a good watering, and when dry, smoothed the sur-

face over with the back of the spade. By the mid-

dle of May, every cutting had sent one, and some
two strong shoots, and on examination, I found

the soil I had covered the cuttings with to be fil

with amass of fine roots. I have anxiously wate

the bed, as being in a sunning situation, I foi

it got more dry, tnore e.specially so, from the I

being raised from the old suface of the border

would have been better to have sunk it, so as fina

to have it even with the surroundings.

The following, which was received several wci

ago, was mislaid, or it would have been earlier

tended to.

—

Ed.
For " The FrieBj

I should be glad to see published in the colutn

of "The Friend," Joseph Pike's advice to )

children on the subject of marriage, but, mi

particularly, what he says in regard to the duty

children to their parents, and parents to their cl

dren.*

To be " put in remembrance of things that

already know ;" bus a tendency sometimes "to s

up the pure mind by way of remembrance :" a

0, how I have desired we may individually \

ing to search ourselves, search our own houses a

our own children, and see if there be any (hi

the Lord's controversy is against. " Let Ephra
alone, he hath joined himself to idols." " Ephrai

hath mixed himself among the people; Ephra
is a cake not turned." " Strangers have devour

his strength, and he knoweth it not." Hosea, ^

8, 9. _

May this not be applicable to us as a people,

even as individuals; but, may we "gather up t

loins of our minds ;" " watch and be sober, for t

end of all things is at hand." 1 Peter, iv.
'

Tsvelfth moQtb, 1855.

" As I have had occasion to mention marriage,!

is in my mind to add something upon that
'

for the instruction and information of you my ch

dren, or others, into whose hands this may con

it being the matter of the greatest importance

a man's whole life. Marriage is a divine instit

tion, and our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ sa;

in relation thereto, " What God hath joined t

gether let not man put asunder," Mark,

So, the true joining in marriage, is of the Loi

and his mind should be sought therein, so 1

we are capable of knowing it ; and though in sn

undertakings, we are not to expect a miracle

confirm it; yet the children of the Lord, walki

in his light, having the eye of their mind sing

unto him, for his counsel in their choice, an'

sincere desire to know his mind therein, I do firm

believe, his holy and divine providence will ha

a share in this great and most important affa'

then the choice and joining will have the Lore

approbation. But, alas 1 too many, even amo

our Society, for want of first seeking the Lon
counsel, by waiting in his light, to be directed

him, have, on the contrary, made either outwa

beauty, a great portion, or worldly interest t

very first object of their choice, by which they ha

grievously missed their way, and rendered tht

future lives uncomfortable. To speak more pi

ticularly from my own experience, I can in tru

say, I earnestly desired to know the Lord's r'-

therein ; and if I could have known that he l

not his approbation to my choice, I verily belie*

though in the greatest cross to my own mind..

ishould have declined the prosecution of my inte

tion. And therefore, for some time I waited l

'

a single mind upon the Lord, and with sinBere

sires in my soul, to be guided as he should dirt

me; that if my intentions were not consistent

'

his divine will, they might be frustrated somew
or other. And in my thus waiting in the ligl

* See Friends' Library, vol. ii., page 353.
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)UDd in the end great clearness and satisfaction

aiiad to proceed ; and it was attended with sev-

1 signal evidences for my confirmation, that my
lice was pleasing to the Lord. * * *

It is very plain that too many unduly covet and

lawlul as well as unlawful things. Christ

jpared the kingdom of heaven to a marriage

iper, to which many were invited, but none came;

y made excuses, one went to his farm, another

his merchandize, oxen, &e., and a third had

rried a wife; these were all lawful things, and

)d in their due time and place. But Christ

1 them. He that loveth father or mother, wife

children, brothers or sisters, yea, and his own

also, more than him, were not worthy of him,

ther can be his di.-eiple, and that he, who taketh

, up his cross and followeth him was not worthy

biui; adding, "He that hiideth his life," that

in the inordinate luve of those things, " shall

eit; and he that luseth his life," that is, in

lying himself of the inordinate love of these

ugs, " shall liud it." Blatt. x. 37 to 39. Thus

jlaiuly appears, that those who were invited to

:irriagB supper, loved those lawful things, as

lauds, merchandize, oxen, and wives, more

ho Lord, and could nut looc their life in the

;sent enjoyment of them, for the Lord's and the

gdom's sake. Thus, a person of moral charac

,
who loves father or mother, wife or children,

use or lands inordinately, they having too much
)in in his heart, there is little room left for

irist, his life being more in them than it ought

be. And if he cannot take up Christ's cross

the excessive love of these lawful things, he

rtainly loves them more than Christ, and is not

rthy of him, neither can he be his disciple

id let this be an infallible sign or mark to all

ose, who say they love God above all, to try

3lves by. Most certain it is, that whoever

ifcs or delights in anything beyond due bounds,

; it be ever so good or lawful, sets up an idol in

3 heart, and worships it, without being a pro-

ised outward idolater, and this is confirmed by

ripture, which says, that covetousness is idolatry.

f the above we may explain what Paul meant,

Jut this I say, brethren, the time is short; it

maineth, that both they that have wives, be as

3 they had none; and they that weep, as

ough they wept not, and they that rejoice, as

i.ough they rejoiced not; they that buy, as though

ey possessed not; and they that use this world,

not abusing it; for the fashion of this world

isseth away,' 1 Cor. vii. 29. In this frame of

nd it is, that the lawful things of this world may
J loved and used in free and single resignation

mind and will of God, and then Christ, our

Barest Lord, will be loved, served and delighted

I more than all.

(Concluded next week.J

Verd Antique Marble.—Probably but few of our

jaders are aware that Vermont is now furnishin:

eautiful and perfect specimens of what has been

mnd only among the ruins of ancient Greece and

tome, and known to us as Verd Antique Marble.

quarry of this rare and elegant marble was dis-

overed, some three years ago, at Roxbury, near

forthfield, Vt., on the line of the Vermont Central

lailroad. A company was formed and incorporated

work the quarry, or quarries, and are novv tak-

ig out large blocks, of almost any desirable size,

f perfectly sound and beautifully varie£;ated green

ad white marble.

This marble has been subjected to chemical and

ther tests, to determine its quality and fitness to

2sist heat and cold, dampness and exposure, and

s, thus far, stood these tests triumphantly. It

said to be like, and quite equal to the admired

remains of ancient verd antique marble, found in

the ruins of Grecian and Koman temples. A quan-

tity of it has been ordered for Washington, to be

used in tlie extension of the capitol. The com-

mittee having in charge the Franklin JMonumeut,
which is to be erected in Boston after visiting the

quarry at Roxbury, have decided to use this mar-

ble in the pedestal of that monument. It is easily

wed and chiselled, takes a fine polish, and is

adapted to various ornamental uses.

—

Bust. Trav.

For " The Fricnil."

A Call to tlie Young.

Oh that the beloved youth of our Society would

willingly bow their necks to the yoke of Christ,

then would they find it to be easy, and his burden

li<rht, and also find rest to their souls. Be en-

treated by one who loves you and earnestly de-

sires your everlasting welfare, to give diligence to

make your calling and election sure. Let not the

world nor the things of it, steal your affections

from Christ, but let it be the travail of your souls

that obedience m;iy keep pace with knowledge.

If you are but willing to bear the cross you will

be enabled to see with sufficient clearness a way

cast up for you to walk in. Though thousands

may fall at your side and ten thousands at your

right hand; if you are but rightly engaged to listen

to and yield obedience to his still small voice in

the secret of your hearts, which is sufficient to

guide you into all truth, there shall no evil bef;

you. This is indeed a day of treading down ai

perplexity, yet this power is the same yesterday, to

day and forever. May you look to him in the hou

of trial and temptation that shall come upon all flesh

to try them that dwell upon the earth, and not look

at the frailty and weakness of those that should

have stood as way-marks in our society. If our

brethern or .sisters through unwatchfuluess,worldly-

miudedness, or disobedience, have turned aside,

either to the right hand, or the left, does it not be-

hove us to strive with increasing earnestness to

stand upon the watch. If we fall, the fault will be

our own. He still waiteth to be gracious.

You, my dear young friends, who have stumbled

at the cross, and are wandering far from your

Heavenly Father's house seeking pleasure in the

"ratification of your own sinful lusts, I would most

tenderly warn you of your danger, and plead with

you to return. Oh, hearken to the voice of his love

whilst the day of merciful visitation is still extend-

ed. Though you may be in the bloom of youth,

you know not how quickly you may be summoned

to appear before Him, whose mercies you have

slighted, and from whom no action can be hid, to re-

ceive the reward of the deeds done in the body.

Return, return : the fountain is still open for sin

and foruncleanness;youknow not when may be the

last offer ofhisloveand mercy. ?'«;•« to him who in

his adorable condescension still pleads with you

in order to bring you home to himself As you

prize the welfare of your immortal souls, reject

longer the offers of his love and mercy ; no longer

wander in a thirsty land, but arise and go to the

Father and say, I have sinned against heaven and

before thee, and am no more worthy to be called

thy son, make me as one of thy hired servants.

Surely, if you are but willing thus to humble

yourselves before him, he will receive you into the

arms of his love, and you shall taste his goodness

and be satisfied.

Ohio, Third month, 1856.

The study of Natural Uistory is within the

reach of every one; and he who is engaged in il

is presented at every step in its progress, with

something capable of awakening pleasing emotions.

The whole earth is to him a vast museum in which

are crowded beautiful and subline objects, animate

and inanimate, in an almost endless variety, all com-
bining to amuse the understanding and gladden

the heart. This search into nature produces also

a highly beneficial influence on the understanding.

Mathematics do uot more effectually strengthen

and discipline the judgment. By a continual

analysis, comparison, and generalization of things,

the study of natural history teaches the art of think-

ing clearly and accurately, and of rea.soning with

precision and force, with a much less degree of

weariness, than that which usually accompanies

the study of simple quantities and mere abstract

forms.— Ocean Flowers and their tcachini/s.

Those hours are nut lost that are spent in ce-

menting affection. For a friend is above gold,

precious as the stores of the mind.— Tujipcr.
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The afflicting calamity which occurred on the

Delaware river opposite our city two weeks ago, is

probably by this time familiar to most of our

readers. In the " Summary of Events" given in

our last number, the burning of the ferry steam-

boat New Jersey was mentioned, and the great

loss of life attending it. It is now ascertained that

the whole number who perished was sixty-oue,

mostofwhom were citizensof Camden, N.J. This

awful event has brought mourning into many fam-

ilies, and for a little while it spread a gloom over

our whole community; but the impression, vivid

as it seemed at first, is gradually giving place to

those of every-day life, and probably its startling

thrill of horror together with its loud admonition,

will soon be obliterated from the memory of the

greater part of those who have felt them. And
yet there are some considerations connected with

it, that do not attach to the many steamboat and
railroad accidents which of latter years have be-

come so common. To how few of the many hun-

dreds who are passing and repassing from one side

of our river to the other, has the thought of danger

to life in the transit, ever before occurred. It could

hardly have been believed that in a passage which is

generally performed in from seven to ten minutes,

across a stream running between two cities, and

so covered with craft of various kinds, a steamboat

could take fire, and burn to the water's edge, and

three-score human beings perish in the flames, or

in the water. It is so easy for the mind to con-

ceive much more than the body can perform, that

had the idea of fire occurring on board one of these

boats presented, almost every one would have

imagined various modes of escape easily com-

manded, and almost certain of success; and yet

the sad reality forces the conviction upon us, how
utterly unavailing all human efforts to ward off the

stroke of death may prove, even when put forth un-

der circumstances presupposed as most favourable

to a propitious result.

It is so common to hold up such occurrences as

exemplifying the uncertainty of life and all hu-

man state, that we are not disposed to dwell thus

upon it, nevertheless all should be willing to pon-

der it and the great truth that il inculcates, long

and deeply enough to strengthen the moral dis-

cipline of the mind, and promote an increase of

watchfulness and virtue. Most of us know the

things of time change and shrink to their real

value, when severe sickness has brought us to the

borders of the grave, and death seems close at

hand, and this awful calamity, in which many of

us feel as if we might have been involved, may
readily be so vividly brought home to us, as in
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some measure to produce the same effect as a
severe attack of disease, and thus lead us to esti-

mate more correctly the responsibility of our posi-
tion, and the intrinsic value of the thiuss we are
pursuing. Surely, the sense of how speedily the
scene of life may close upon us, should bring home
the importance of being prepared to close it well.
The suddeu termination of the lives of so many,

under circumstances similar to those to which the
most of them had been exposed, every day perhaps,
for a long time, is calculated to remind us all of
our dependence on the protecting care of our Al-
mighty Father; and the uncea.sing mercy which
He extends to us in our every-day walk through
life

;
guarding us by his providence from the im-

pending stroke of death, and thus lengthening out
the period of probation and preparation for the
awful realities of eternity. We can thus more fully
realize the value of each moment as it passes away,
and the importance of so improving it as to be
ready for the great change, let it come when or

how it may ; remembering the debt of gratitude we
owe, that we cannot depend upon a future which
may not be granted to us, and that with all our
diligence we shall not have more than sufficient
time to make our election sure.

i preparatorr

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROrE.^News from Liverpool to the 8tli inst.
The Peace Conference.—The fifth meeting of the Pleni-

potentiaries was held on the 6th inst., but nothing has
been permitted to transpire respecting their proceedings.
The general impression was, that they were progressing
favourably.

The War.—The Russians are sending troops in con-
siderable numbers to Finland. They are also concen-
trating a large force around St. Petersburg, and strength-
ening the barriers near Cronstadt. Admiral Watson
has sailed from Kiel. He has ordered the fleet to as-
semble off Maer Island, to renew the blockade of the
Russian ports. Orders have been received at Marseilles,
for the conveyance of 10,000 infantry and a battery of
artillery to the Crimea, to replace the troops returnee
home. Delegates of the two belligerent armies met or
the 29tb of Second month, to concert measures for car-
rying out the armistice. The Paris Moniteur, of tht
7th, contains the Imperial decree calling into active
service 140,000 young soldiers of the class of 1855. Ii

the Emperor's speech to the Senate at the opening of
the session, he expressed the hope that peace would he
the result of the pending negotiations, but said th
France must be prepared for either peace or war.
TURKEY.—One hundred millions of piastres in new

paper money have been issued by the government.
There was much disunion in the divan on the subject.
FRANCE.—A bill has been prepared for lending

$4,000,000 sterling to the Credit Foncier, to be applied
to the improvement of agriculture.
GREAT BRITAIN.—Additional insnrance had been

effected on the steamship Pacific at Liverpool, at 80 per
cent. There was an increase last year in the shipments,
from the United Kingdom, of plain and printed calicoes
of 226,107,872 yards, over those of 1854.

The Markets.—The sales of cotton at Liverpool for the
week reached 64,000 bales

; the quotations were not
changed. Breadstuffs had further declined. Western
Canal flour, 3U. a 32s. ; Philadeliihia and Baltimore
345. a 355. ; Ohio, 36s. ; red wheat, 9s. 6rf. ; white, 10s
Gtf. per 70 lbs. The London money market continued
stringent. The rate of discount was 6 a 7 per cen

the appointment of a committee of three of the members
to be chosen by the Speaker, whose duty it shall be to
proceed to Kansas, and inquire into and collect evidence
in regard to the troubles in that territory, and particu-
larly in regard to any fraiid or force attempted or prac-
tised at the elections heretofore held. The Speaker ap-
pointed Campbell, of Ohio, Howard, of Michigan, and
Oliver, of .Missouri.

Kansas.—The Free State Legislature, in joint con-
vention, had elected Reeder and Lane U. S.
Senators. Each received 38 votes, out of 56 members
present.

Utah.—The Mormons are taking mea
to the admission of their territory int
general election was ordered to take place on the 16th
of^ Second month, for the choice of delegates to a Con-
stitutional Convention, which was to assemble at Great
Salt Lake City on the 17th inst. This Convention was
to be authorized to form and adopt a Constitution, to
define boundaries, designate the name of the new State
and memorialize Congress in relation to its admission.
Ptmmjlvania.—The Committee on Banks in the House

of Representatives, has made a written report against
chartering any new Banks or Savings Institutions, or
re-chartering old Banks which did not keep their notes
at par in Philadelphia, and in favour of re-chartering
all the well regulated old Banks, but restricting their
circulation to notes of ten dollars as the lowest deno-
mination. A bill has been introduced into the Legisla-
ture for the better security of life on board of ferry-
boats.

•'

Philadelphia.—ilortaWiy last week, 198. As nearly
as can be ascertained, sixiy-one persons perished by the
burning of the ferry-boat New Jersey, most of w-hom
were residents in Camden. The investigations which
have been made since the disaster, show that the boat
had long been considered an unsafe one, and that it was
unprovided with proper means of extinguishing fire.
The City Commissioners report the number of taxable
inhabitants in the twenty-four wards of the city, to be
94,731. The assessed valuation of real estate is S150 -

079,3 1 9. The assessed valuation is not more than two-
thirds of the real value.

The Flour J/<7n«/ac<K«.—Philadelphia contains twen-
ty-eight mills, capable of grinding 14,000 bushels of
wheat per day. The quantity of superfine flour
yearly, is nearly 900,000 barrels. Two additional

about being erected, which will increase the yearly
manufacture to a million of barrels.
New lor*.—Mortality last week, 361. The steam

propeller Arctic which left New York on the 11th of
Second month, in search of the Pacific, returned on the
21st inst. to near Sandy Hook, and again put to sea
Nothing had been seen of the Pacific

; no wreck nor
trace of any kind was discovered during her cruise be-
tween Sable Island and lat. 37°. Some of the ships
from Europe recently arrived, made very long passages.
The Macaulay from Marseilles was 92 days at sea and
the Wisconsin from Havre, 71 days. The schooner' Fal-
mouth has been seized by the U. S. Marshal on suspi-
cion of having been fitted out for the slave trade. She
was going out of port when the seizure was made. The
evidence furnished by her outfit, is said to be abundant
and irresistible. It is believed that many vessels are
fitted out at New York for this nefarious business but
they for the most part elude detection. The shipments
of specie for the veek the

I
amounted

to §856,281. The total, since First mo. 1st, to S3,'
837. On the 22d inst., sales of good white wheat' were
made at $1.81 ; red, $1.65.

Miscellaneous.—liestitution.—It is stated in Paris, that
made on the English gov

pleted its arrangements for continuing the line froi
coast of Africa, by way of Alexandria, Jerusaleni
mascus, &c., to Calcutta, whence it must ere lot
extended to Melbourne, the British capital of Austi
altogether a distance of 12,500 miles.

The Weather.—Up to last week, the roads all
Canada, were nearly impassable on account of the s

drifts. On the Oswego and Syracuse (N. Y.) Raih
the snow banks along the track were higher than
tops of the cars. The Connecticut river was frozen
nearly to its mouth, and was used as a highway betv
Lynn and Hartford, 40 miles. On the 10th, the t
niometer at Bloomville, Delaware county, N. Y., si
at 33° below zero.

Famine among the Indians.—The St. Paul Demo
says that there is much suffering among the Indian
Minnesota, especially among the Yanktons of the 1

souri. They were not able to obtain the usual sui
of buffalo this winter, and they have had to suffer fi

hunger, as well as extreme cold.

_
Florida Indians.—CompXaiati of their outrages c

tinue. It is stated that a hand of them lately atlac
settlement, and killed four men, one worn

and three children, at the same time burning tl

houses.

Shipwreck and Loi-s ofLife.—The ship John Rutled
from Liverpool for New York, with 120 passengerji
a crew of 25 men, was sunk on the 20th of Second i
by collision with an iceberg. It is supposed all
board have perished, except one man who was reset
from a boat by a passing vessel.

RECEIPTS.
Received from T. and S. Stanley, 0., $4, vols. 28 a

29; from W. C. Taber, Mass., $4.18, vols. 29 and
and extra papers; from Joshua Macomber, N. Y.. i

vol. 28.
' 1

1

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee charged with the oversight of tt

Institution, will meet in Phdadelphia, on Sixth-day, t
11th of next month, at 7 o'clock, p. m.
The (JJommittee on Instruction, and the Committee (

Admissions, meet on the same day—the former, i

4 p. M., and the latter, at 5 p. m.
The semi-annual Examination of the Schools wiUo

cur on Third, Fourth, and Fifth-d.ays of the same wee-
in presence of the Visiting Committee.

Thomas Kimber, Clerk.
Philad., Third mo. 29th, 1856.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
The stated annual meeting of the Haverford Schoi

Association, will be held at Committee-room, Arch strei

Meeting-house, on Second-day afternoon, at 4 o'clocl
Fifth mo. 12th, 1856. Charles Ellis, Sec'ry.

ion of nt merous archives, histori-

Consols, 9U
CHINA.—Hong Kong dates to First mo. 16th, had

been received in England. At Macao, the greater por-
tion of the Chinese town was destroyed by fire on the
4th and 5th of First mo. Upwards of a thousand houses
are said to have been burned. The loss of property was
more than §1,000,000. The Chinese rebellion appears
to be again making head against the government. In
Kwangsi, the rebels have entire possession of a part of
the province. The province of Houan in the north, is
also in a state of insurrection.
UNITED STATES.-Congress.-A new tariff bill has

been reported in the Senate, which proposes, amon<r
other changes, to increase largely the number of articles
on the free list, including the materials of manufac-
tures. Alter a long and earnest debate, the House of
Representatives has decided by a vote of 101 to 92

al documents, and old manuscripts seized at Paris
1815, by Lord Wellington. '

""

The Gipsies in Wallachia.—The General Assembly in
Bucharest on the 7th ult., decided on the emancipation
ot' the gipsies from Serfdom. The gipsy population in
Wallachia is said to number 70,000.
Death of£icla.—The celebrated astronomer. Von Biela

died at Venice on the 19th ult., in his 74th year.
'

A New Test.— The Massachusetts Legislature has
passed by the requisite two-thirds vote, one of the new
amendments of the Constitution, which provides that
any person who desires to exercise the right of suffrage,
shall be able to read and write.
Fmigrant Vessels.—The law passed last session of

Congress, requiring the owner or consignee of passen-
ger emigrant ships to pay §10 to the Board of Commis-
sioners of Emigrants, for every passenger who shall die
on the voyage, has, it is said, greatly reduced the mor-

ity on shipboard.
Telegraphic Extension.—The Joint British, French and

A Stated Meeting of " The Association of Friends ft

the Free Instruction of Adult Coloured Persons," wi
be held on Fifth-day Evening, Fourth month 3d, 1851

8 o'clock, in the third story room of Friends' Bool
)re. No. 84 Arch street.

Members of the Association and others interested, wt
please attend.

Charles J. Allex, Sec'y.

Friends' Boarding-School for Indian Children, at

Tunessassah,

A man Friend is wanted to aid in carrying out th
concern for the improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkixton,

377 S. Second street

Thomas Evans,
Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st, 1855. 180 Arch si

Married, On Fifth-day, the 28th ult., at Fri(
Meeting-house, Eveshara,"Burlington county, N. Jersey
Samuel Woolman and Mart H. Roberts, "both of thi
city.

2, on
j

Sardinian Submarine Telegraph Company has com- Meeting

Died, on the 29th of Eleventh month, 1855, at hei
;idence in Moorestown, N. J., Naomi Robe

of Isaac Roberts, in the 72d year of her age; an es
teemed member of Chester Monthly .Meeting.

,
on the morning of the 12lh of First montb,

the residence of Hannah Smedley, in Edgemont, D«la-
countj-, Rachel Lamborn, of West Chester, ia (

69th year of her age
; a member of Birmingham I
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llcmorial of William Rickman.

' ur dear friend, William Rickman, was permit-

to see many days, attaining ibe 94lh year of

ge. He was a dedicated follower and servant

esus Christ, and was, especially during the

r part of his life, a diligent labourer in the

I's vineyard.

hilst young, he was taken to Americaj and
d as an apprentice at New York. Here he
favoured with a precious sense of divine visi-

n, and so far yielded to the converting power
love of God as to become conspicuously de

1 to uphold the cause of truth, and to promote
ieaceable kingdom of the Redeemer. But, for

of abiding in a state of humility, and in a

bful dependence on the preserving influence

Holy Spirit, he was beguiled from that way
ace into wbioh his feet had been so mercifully

d: and, by little and little, he became,
igh disobedience to the divine law, despoiled

8 spiritual armour, and left defenceless, a prey

e cruel adversary of sc'-ls, who betrayed him
long course of transgression and sin. In

state of awful alienation from the fountain of

he was not forgotten by him whose compas-
fail not, but was at length brought under a

sense of his undone condition : misery and
isb of heart were his portion, and, for many
hs, his distress was so great, tbat he had no

I

of ever again being restored to the favour
iod. After a season, which he has described
|ie of utter darkness and despair, his heart
(ue, in soma degree, broken and contrited

;

|be was enabled to look upward in hope of for-

less: and continuing patiently to endure the

nients of the Lord for sin, he was brought,
igh the tender compassion of a gracious Sa-
•, to the enjoyment of that peace, to which his

had been long a stranger. In commemora-
of the mercy thus renewedly extended to him,
equeutly, even until near the conclusion of
;ngthened life, has been heard to extol and
lify that grace which had wrought for him
marvellous redemption ; often repeating those
issions of the royal psalmist :—" He brought

p out of an horrible pit, out of the miry clay,
set my feet upon a rock, and established my
;s. And he hath put a new song in my
h, even praise unto our God."
i left America in 17S5 ; in the year following
to reside at Rochester, and was engaged as a
er in a school. He was ackuowledued as a
Her in 1793. In 1788 he married Elizabeth
•Oder, the daughter of the Friend whom he

had succeeded in the school. In his frequent re
ligious visit.?, she cheerfully gave him up to the

service of his great Master, and peacefully de-
parted this life in 1832, aged 73 years.

William Rickman was often led, by the draw-
ing of gospel love, to visit his friends as a minis-
ter of Christ. In this character he was twice ex-
tensively engaged in Ireland, and once in America;
he also visited the meetings of Friends, and fre-

quently the families composing them, in many
parts of England, Scotland, and the islands of
Guernsey and Jersey; also those who profess our

eiples in France : and there is good reason to

believe that these labours of love were generally
acceptable and edifying.

He was a very diligent adcndcr of our meetings
for worship and discipline, even until a very short
time previous to his decease, and when in so feeble
a state of body, that his friends were apprehensive
his strength would scarcely enable him to bear the
exertion.

Though not of a robust constitution, he was
favoured with good general health, and
markably preserved from the pains and infirmities

which are the common attendants of old age
for this blessing he frequently expressed his

hankfulness. He was kind and charitable to the
poor, a sympathising friend and counsellor; and
he frequently visited those who were labouring
under affliction either of body or mind.
As our dear friend drew towards the close of

his long life, his concern for the prosperity of the
church increased, and his love to his friends, and
good-will to every one, flowed abundantly; so

that we may, respecting him, adopt the language,
"The path of the just is as the shining light

that shineth more and more unto the perfect

day."

In the early part of the year 1887, he was
greatly reduced by an attack of illness, and to him-
self, as well as to those around him, it appeared
improbable that his feeble frame would struggle
through it. At this time, speaking of the uncer-
tainty of his continuance here, he said, "Id
to be entirely resigned to the Divine will. I nave
nothing of my own to trust to : nothing but the

mercy of God in Christ Jesus, who died for

and all mankind."
From this illness he recovered, though he never

regained his former strength ; and towards the
summer of 1839, he began rapidly to decline

To a relative who paid him a visit, he said, " I

have been in a very low state, greatly tried and
tossed for a long time ; but this promise was
brought to my remembrance—and O ! the comfort
it has been and is to me !

—
' thou afflicted,

tossed with tempest, and not comforted ! behold,

I will lay thy stones with fair colours, and thy

foundations with sapphires,'"—"The Lord has

been with me all my life long, from youth to old

age, and he will not leave me, now that gray hairs

are come upon me. My many sins of omission,

and commission too, he hath forgiven them all.

What a poor creaiure I have been !—nothing in

myself—no, nothing : it is all of mercy, free grace
and mercy."

For some months previous to his decease he
was almost entirely confined to his bed, and his li is age

weakness was so great, that he often appeared to
be nearly exhausted: there were, however, inter-
vals when his spirit was so raised above the infir-

mities of the decaying tabernacle, that ho appeared
unable to finds words to express his sense of love
and gratitude to his heavenly Father, for the ma-
ny mercies of which he was made a partaker. On
one occasion he said, " 0, the love of God in Christ
Jesus our Lord ! it is inexpressible ! 0, his con-
descension to poor, weak, fallen man !—wonderful
to think that the beloved Sou of God should leave
the bosom of the Father, and his glory in heaven

;
that he should take upon him our nature, and be
made like us in all things, sin excepted !" He
then recounted the principal circumstances in the
life of our blessed Saviour, pausing at intervals, as
if to dwell on the sacred theme, and intermingling
occasionally prayer and praise. At auother''tinie
he said, " I am i)assing away—nearly done witK
all below. This frail tabernacle will, ere long,
become united to the dust! but if preserved unto
the eud, I believe that, through redeeming love
and mercy, my soul will mount up as on eagles'
wings, and will join that innuiuerable company of
.saints, and angels, and archangels, who surround
the throne

; there to unite with them in ascribing
glory, thank.sgiving, honour, and praise, to the
Lord God and the Lamb forever and ever. Alle-
luia !"

The following morning, being asked how he had
passed the night, he said, "

! so comfortable, so
peaceful, so peaceful. The Saviour is very near,
very precious. He has followed me all my life

long, and in mercy borne with my backslidings.

lie was bruised for our iniquities, he was wounded
for our transgressions. Oh ! the love and mercy
of the Lord to me ; they are inexpressible ! I am
passing away so gently : my body will soon be in
the silent grave ; but I have faith to believe there
is in me an immortal part, which will dwell forever
in the presence of the Lord; and I believe, that
through the mercy of God in Christ Jesus, my
many short-comings and backslidings—my mul-
tiplied transgressions, are forgiven. Surely good-
ness and mercy have followed me all the days of
my life—yes, all the days of my life. I do be-

lieve that a brighter day will dawn upon the
church, and upon our Society. The knowledge of
the Lord shall cover the earth, as the waters cover
the sea. His kingdom shall be exalted, and his

dominion be over all forever."

About two weeks before his death, he called

one of his daughters to him, at an early hour of
the morning, and said to this effect :

—" What a
refreshing sleep I have had ! it has felt to me, as

though my soul was in heaven. I seem to have
heard the sound of angels and archangels. Thou
knowest I have had a severe conflict, a low sea-

son, but it is very different now. What a
favour

!"

An evening or two preceding h's final close, as

his daughters were by his bed-i-ide, he raised him-
self up, and said with a clear and audible voice,

" Farewell in the Lord, and in the power of his

might." He gradually became weaker, till he
gently and calmly ceased to breathe, on the 29th
of the Seventh month, 1839, in the 94th year of
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The Expedition for Camels.

The Washin(/ton Star says:—We have been

favoured with a copy of a letter from Major Wayne,
United States Army, the officer in charge of the

expedition of this government to procure camels

to be brought hither with a view of experimenting
for their future employment in United States mil;

tary transportation, especially on our great West-

ern deserts. It is as follows

:

Constantinople, Oct. 31st, 1855.

Sir—In accordance with my report of the 11th

of October, Lieutenant Porter and myself left this

for Balaklava tlie nest day, the 12th, in the Bri-

tish transport steamer, the Imperador, and landed

in the Crimea on the 17th. Calling on Major

Eoss, the Deputy Quartermaster General atBala-

klava, and furtlier to the front, on General Simp-

son, the commander of the British forces, we re-

ceived from these gentleman kind welcome, and

every facility for the prosecution of our duty was
promptly afiForded to us. I was further fortunate

in receiving an introduction to Colonel McMurdo,
in charge under the Quartermaster General, Gene-

eral Eyre, of the land transport service in the Cri-

mea, and who, as Quartermaster General to Gene-
ral Napier in the expedition against Sinde, had
used camels extensively for military purposes.

He gave me much interesting information in re-

lation to the military use of the camel, and from
General Simpson, also, who had served in the same
expedition under General Napier, we had addi

tional accounts of the value of the animal, and of

the favourable opinion entertained of it by the

army for the services it was capable of rendering.

The engagements of Colonel MoMurdo were such
that I could occupy but little of his time, and in

consequence obtained from him only a few ma-
terial facts without going into details. My thanks
are due to him for the moments he devoted to me,
pressed as he was with the many and various du-
ties of his position.

We found in the Crimea both the Bactrian, two-
humped camel, and the Arabian, or one-humped

;

but the latter alone seemed to be used for the pur-

poses of military transportation. The former were
found in the Crimea, at the commencement of the

war; the latter were carried there since from Asia
Minor. The former were but little thought of, the
latter were highly esteemed; the only objections

to them we heard of being the room they occupied
in the narrow streets, and their frightening the
horses. The two are very distinct .=pocies of the

same genus ; differing from each other as much,
I should say, as the buffalo of our -western prairie

does from the common ox. Doubly humped, the
Bactrain is a strongly built, powerful animal,
standing not quite so high as the Arabian, of

coarser and more shaggy coat, slower in motion,
but capable of carrying immense burdens.

From the formation of its back (its two humps)
there is a difficulty in adjusting to it a pack saddle,

and without one there is always more or less per-

plexity in loading and securing the load. This I
rather think is the principle source of objection to

its use, though I believe the opinion advanced to

us to be correct that it is not as serviceable an ani-

mal as the Arabian. Its use in the Crimea before
the war we understand to be chiefly for draught,
and on one occasion we saw two yoked to a Tartar
wagon, as oxen are, but guided by rope reins. The
result of our examination determined us not to

procure on", as it would only complicate our ex-
periment without producing such results as we an-
ticipated from Arabian stock. Atsome future day,
should the c.imel become domesticated with us, it

may then be worth while to import a few males
for crossing with the Arabian females, as it is said

is done with advantage in Persia, the issue always
taking after the mother—this is, being one humped.
Sketches of the Bactrian camel were made by —
Heap, which will convey very clear ideas of the

animal and its difference from the Arabian.
Colonel McMurdo informed me, that in the ex-

pedition against Sinde, he had in service about
twenty-five thousand camels, and that from his

perience he esteemed them highly; so much so,

that he had then at Sinope three thousand of them
in addition to the few now in use, in the Crimea,
in readiness for the campaign next spring. The
loads they will carry depend much, he said, upon
the service in which they are employed—rapid

movements naturally requiring light burdens

—

but their average loads, under favourable circum-

stances, he stated to be about six hundred pounds,
and these they will carry easily, without pushin

twenty-five to thirty-miles a day. He mentioned
the interesting fact, which I do not remember to

have heard before, that during the expedition

against Sinde, General Napier organized a most
efficient corps of 1000 men, mounted upon 500
dromedaries—two men to each dromedary—the

men sitting back to back, one facing the head, the

other the tail, and both armed with rifles and
sabres. The man facing the head was the anima
groom and driver, and the manner of using the

corps was as follows :—Upon arriving at the scene

of operations the dromedaries were made to kneel,

in square, under charge of their five hundred
drivers, forming, as it were, a base of operations,

from which the other five hundred operated as in-

fantry. As the advanced body moved, the square,

or squares, if more than one was formed, if re-

quired, were also moved, and in case of extremity,

the square ofiered a cover under which the one
thousand men could find comparative shelter be-

hind the animals, who were prevented from rising

by a hobble on the fore leg, and use their rifles

most eff'ectively. This corps. Colonel 3IcMurdo
informed me, could be readily marched seventy
miles in any direction in twelve hours, (,5^ miles

per hour,) and rendered throughout the campaign
most efficient service

General Simpson stated that in the same cam-
paign he found the camel so serviceable that he
procured five or six for his personal use, and that

with them he frequently went seventy miles be-

tween sunset and sunrise. To a direct cjuestion

by Blajor Delafield, (whom we met in the Crimea,)
whether he would not have preferred the best

English horses to camels, could he have obtained

them, the General answered no, that he would have
preferred the camel, as packing his baggage upon
them in light loads, he could move more quickly
and continuously.

In relation to our visiting Persia, the inquiries

we have made lead us to the conclusion that,

though we might readily get there, our return,

owing to the blocking up of the roads by snow,
would be impossible until next spring. As this

would detain us much beyond the time fixed for

our return to the United States, and unnecessarily

delay the experiments we are engaged in, we have
reluctantly abandoned the journey, though we de-

sired much to see the varieties of the Persian
camel, and panicularly the Leurbourek or drome-
dary artillery.

A journey into Persia, with the intention of re-

turning immediately, must be commenced, we find,

about May. Our course from this will be, I think,

to Syria or Egypt, for dromedaries, and then back
to Smyrna for burden camels, in the expectation
of commencing our return home some time in

February.

The inquiries in relation to dromedaries for the
French army, reported in my letter of the 11th

of October, produce no result. Very respectfi

your obedient servant,

Henry C. Wayne,
Major United States Arm;

Hon. Jefferson Davis, Sec'y of War.

Epistle of George Fos.

There were about this time several Friendi

prison, for bearing testimony to the truth, to wl

I was moved to write a few lines, to com)

strengthen and encourage them in their sufFerit

having a true sense of their sufferings up

spirit, sympathizing with them therein. Thatwl
I wrote was after this manner :

—

My dear Friends,—Who are sufi'erers for

Lord Jesus' sake, and for the testimony of

truth ; the Lord God Almighty with his po

uphold and support you in all your trials and >

ferings, and give you patience and content in

will, that ye may stand valiant for Christ, and
truth upon the earth, over the persecuting

destroying spirit, which makes to suffer in Chi

(who bruises his head,) in whom ye have b

election and salvation. For his elect's sake,

Lord hath done much from the foundation of

world, as may be seen throughout the Scripti

of truth. They that touch them, touch thecal

of God's eye; they are so tender to him*; .-

therefore it is good for all God's suffering child

to trust in the Lord, and to wait upon hir

they shall be as Mount Sion, that cannot be
moved from Christ, their rock and salvation, i

is the foundation of all the elect of Goil, of

prophets and the apostles, and of God's pec

now, and to the end. Glory to the Lord and )

Lamb over all! Remember my dear love to J

friends, and do not think the time long; fori

time is in the Father's hand, his power. The
fore, keep the word of patience and exercise t

;

gift ; and the Lord strengthen you in your suf -

ings in his Holy Spirit of faith. Amen. G. F
Swarthmore, the 5th of the Twelfth mo., 1C78.

ALout Manure Sheds.—As a general thing

think we farmers do not attach sufficient impi

ance to housing our manure. It ought to be d

in every case, unless it be where we have la

quantities of coarse litter, which needs to beet

decomposed in a measure, before it is applied

the soil. In this case it might be in an open ys

where it would bo exposed to the falling rain ;

the atmospheric influences. But in every ot

case it no doubt pays largely to erect shelter,

pecially to protect the manure heap. A con

which I have seen practised where there has b

no manure cellar is this :—Instead of throw

the contents of the stable directly out of the d

or window, to form an unsightly pile, take a wh
barrow into the stable, and wheel the manure i

the cow-shed—for it is taken for granted ev

farmer has an establishment of this kind appeni

to his barn-yard—and then every day or two le

down with the fork, and scatter over it suffici

litter to make it comfortable for your stock

Rural New Yurker.

The mother of Wesley charged her son

" Whatever weakens your reason, impairs the I

derness of your conscience, obscures your se

of God, or takes off the relish of spiritual thi

—in short, whatever increases the strength :

authority ofyour body over your mind, that thin

sin to you, however innocent it may be in itse

No earthly possessions—no mental endowmci

,

can supply the place of religio

alone brings salvation to man.

—

Marsh.
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; is no uncommon thing for licentious persons,

Others who have rejected the offers of Divine

,e, to ridicule the very simple course of life, iu

oh the Saviour sometimes leads his followers,

conscientious scruples which their Lord lays

I them, in some instances designed especially

.umblc their proud spirits, may not be under-

d at times even by others of his disciples, and

chfiUncss on tiieir part is necessary to guard

inst making the substance of religion to consist

those outward things, and censuring their

nds who are not led in those respects as they

At the same time it is needful their friends

luld have the spirit of discernment, and charity

(Lcep them from lightly speaking of the pecu-

scruples of honest 'and faithful ones to their

!Ouragement, and lessening the cause of pure

undefiled religion. Many have probably heard

anecdote of two persons, intently conversing

n the supposed scruples of certain individuals,

fhich some invidious remarks passed, deroga-

i^ to their pretensions. A female minister sit-

[r by, unobserved by them, after hearing the

'doni of their observations, it is said, remarked

k in weighing flour or other common articles, a

iplc would be easily overlooked; "but in the

iince of the sanctuary, a scruple is a scruple."

)ij the other hand it is well to remember, that

ise who apprehend themselves called into great

|rees of self-denial in some outward things,

I'e need to guard against the subtle deceptions

ithe serpent, who may lead them to make con-

mcc of what the Lord has not required of them,

different ages of the christian church, some who

partially submitted to conviction, have run

) great extremes. At Rotterdam, William Ca-

was much distressed in meeting with certain

ividuals, who had been convinced of Friends'

iciples by his ministry, but who ran out into

1 notions, while under the name of Quakers,

in conversation and in writing. Sewell

iks of such persons whom he knew ; and he

seen books they printed, in which, under pro-

of plainness, not one capital letter was to be

, even to the name of the authors. After

y had gone into many extravagancies, it was

to be wondered at, he remarks, that the ma-

;rates shut them up in Bedlam. J. Furnicr,

ir leader, lived as another Diogenes, using at

fire a split stick instead of tongs, and in con-

sation, he made it a piece of holiness to use the

3t blunt language he could think of, however

urd or unsuitable it might be. Finally his ex-

ses induced the orthodox Quakers to reject him.

fell says that Dr. Galenus told him that this

n coming to his door, and finding the doctor's

on the post as was usual, he scratched out

h his knife the letters Dr., and when asked

y he did so, pretended the authority of the

rit for the act. He was a passionate man whom
ends could not own, though he had translated

ny of their books into the Dutch, and would

dertake preaching. At length he assumed

)ther profession, and fell into a dissolute life,

r early Friends must have had many difiicul-

to endure on both hands; often none being

re positive of the rectitude of their ways and
nions, and unwilling to hear admonition, than

ho have been thus misled and clouded.

e place of preservation is humility, walking in

fear of the Lord, and true self-denial, and a

per respect for the judgment of others.

It is no easy thing for those who are collected

;ether for Divine worship, to say, as Abraham
d to his servants when he arrived at the foot of

mountain where he was ordered to sacrifice his

son Isaac, "Stay here whilst I go up into yonder

mountain to worship the Lord;"—to say to the

hindering things of time. Stand aside; even

though we may have pressed through many diffi-

culties to get to the meeting.

Pearls aud Pearl Making in Cliiua.

The fullowing information respecting the me-

thod adopted by the Chinese, for facilitating and

shaping the growth of the pearl in the pearl oyster,

is communicated to the Journal of the London So-

ciety of Arts by Dr. Macgowan :

The practice of the art is confined to two con-

terminous villages near the district city Teht^iug,

in the northern part of Chihkiang, iu a silk pro-

ducing region. In the month of May or June

large quantities of the mussel (mytilus cygnus) arc

brought iu baskets from the Taliil, a lake in Kiang-

sii, about 30 miles distant, the largest among the

full growu being specially selected. As their health

suffers on the journey they are allowed a few days

respite in bamboo cages in water before being

tortured for the gratification ofhuman vanity, when

they are taken out to receive the matrices. These

are various in form and material, the most com-

mon being pellets made of mud taken from the

bottom of water courses, dried, powdered with the

juice of the camphor tree seeds, and formed into

pills, which when dry, are fit for introduction into the

unfortunate subject. Moulds which best exhibit

the nacreous deposit are brought from Canton,

and appeared to be made from the shell of the

pearl oyster; the irregular fragments thus pro-

cured are triturated with sand in an iron mortar

until they become smooth and globular. Another

class of moulds consists of small images, generally

of Buddha, in the usual sitting posture; or some-

times of fish. They are made of lead, cast very

thin by pouring on a board having the impression.

Pearls having these forms have excited much sur-

prise since they first attracted the attention of for-

eigners a few years back.

The introduction of the pearl nuclei is an ope-

ration of consideraBle delicacy. The shell is

gently opened with a spatula of mother of pearl,

and the tree portion of the mollusc is carefully sepa-

rated from one surface of the shell with an iron

probe; the foreign bodies are then successively in-

troduced at the point of a bifurcated bamboo stick,

and placed in two parallel rows upon the mantle

or fleshy surface of the animal. A sufficient num-

ber having been placed on one side, the operation

is repeated on the other. Stimulated by the irri-

tating bodies, the suffering animal spasmodically

presses against both sides of the testaceous skeleton,

keeping the matrices in place. This being done,

the mussels are deposited one by one in canals, or

.streams, or pools connected therewith, five or six

inches apart, at depths of from two to five feet, in

lots of from five to fifty thousand.

If taken up a few days after the introduction of

the mould, these will be found to be attached to

the shell by a membranous secretion which, at a

later period, appears as if impregnated with cal-

careous matter; and, finally layers of nacre are do-

posited around each nucleus, the process being

analogous to the formation of calculary concretions

in animals of a higher development. A ridge of

marl generally extends from one pearly tumor to

another, connecting than all together.

About six times in the course of the season,

several tubs of night-soil are thrown into the reser-

voir for the nourishment of the animal.

In November, the shells are carefully collected

by the hand, the muscular portion removed, and

the pearls detached by a sharp knife. If the basis

of the pearl be of nacre it is not removed, but the

earthen and metallic matrices are cut away, melt-

ed yellow rosin poured into the cavity, and the ori-

fice artificially covered by a piece of mother-of-pearl.

In this state, these more thau semiorbiculur pearly

pellicles have much of the beauty and lustra of the
solid gem, aud are furnished at a rate so cheap, aa

to be procurable by all who care to possess them.
They are generally purchased by jewellers and
others, who set them in tiaras, circlets, and vari-

ous ornaments of female attire. Those formed on
the image of Buddha are finished in the same man-
ner, and are used as ornaments and amulets on the

caps of young children. A few shells arc retain-

ed, with their adhering pearls, for sale to the curi-

ous or superstitious, specimens of which have, by
this time, found their way into the principal public

d private cabinets of Europe and America. They
3 generally about seven inches long and five broad,

containing a double or triple row of pearls or images,

as many as twenty-five of the former and sixteen of

the latter to each valve. Thattheanimalshouldsur-
vive the introduction of so many irritating bodies,

aud in such a brief period secrete a covering of nacre
over them all, is certainly a striking physiological

fact. Some naturalists, indeed have expressed
strong doubts as to its possibility, supposing the

pearls were made to adhere to the shell by some
composition, but the examination of living speci-

mens in different stages of growth, having both
valves studded with pearls, has fully demonstrated
its truth. A tinge of yellow is found over the
whule inner surflice of some shells, showing that

the more recent secretion of nacre by the suffering

animals was unnatural; the flesh of all, however,
is eaten.

Above five thousand families are represented as

being engaged in this singular branch of industry

in the villages of Chungkwan, and Sian-chang-

ngan ; they, however, mainly derive their support
from cultivating the mulberry, and in rearing silk-

worms, and other agricultural occupations. Those
who are not expert in the management of the shells

lose 10 or 15 percent, by deaths ; others lose none
in a whole season.

—

From (he Annual of Scientific

Discovert/ for 1856.

. Action of the Cold on Railroad Macliinei-t/.—
The cost of a heavy snow storm or very cold

'

weather upon a long railroad is very considerable,

not only in detentions, but by the action of the

frost upon the machinery, in breakage, &c. Our
roads in this quarter have all suflered more or less,

lately, from this cause, but those further north

have, we should think, a much mote costly expe-

rience in the same way. The superintendent of the

New York Erie work shops at Susquehanna reports

the beginning of this week that he had never
known so hard a week upon iron, in his life. It

has been with great difficulty, and by working a

large force of men several nights, that he could

keep the road supplied with power. Something
like a dozen locomotives were brought in disabled

—some with pumps frozen up and bursted ; some
with side rods broken ; some with cylinders bursted

;

but the greatest difficulty was in the broken tires

of wheels. These arc of the best wrought iron,

over two inches thick, but they were not sufficient

to withstand the difference of contraction between

the oast iron centres and the wrought iron bands,

upon a frozen road, where all elasticity was congealed

to rocky solidity. The breakage of axles, wheels,

rails, and in fact all the stationary or moving iron,

has required a most untiring vigilance, and an ex-

traordinary expense.

Sickness is intended to teachi us what a vain

thing the love of the world is,—what a vile thing

sin is,—what a poor thing man is,—and what a

precious thing an interest in Christ is.
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EIOCKAPHKAl SKETCHES,

OfMinisters and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page ItS.J

HANNAH HILL.

Hannah Lloyd, daughter of Thomas and Mary
Lloyd, was born at Dolabran, in North Wales, (the
family seal of her paternal ancestors,) on tiie 21st
of Seventh month, 16(j6. Her mother was the

diughter of Gilbert Jones, of Welsh Poole. Han-
nah possessed many natural gifts and talents, and
early in life submitting to the Lord's humbling
and enlightening visitations, she became qualified

for usefulness in the church of Christ. Her pa-

rents removed to America, when she was but six-

teen years of age. Soon after their arrival, her

pious mother being removed from them by death,

the care of the younger members of the family.

very

very much devolved upon Hannah. This
ful dispensation was doubtless attended with bless-

ings to the young care-taker, who was thereby
driven to seek wisdom of him, who dispenseth
spiritual blessings, as well as enlargeth the natural

gifts of those who wait on his teachings, and fiiith-

fully follow his leadings. The " memorial" of her
says, " Her mind was earnestly engaged to seek
the Lord for her portion, and her father's God
for the lot of her inheritance. He was graciously

pleased not only to favour her with the knowledge
of himself, and the enjoyment of his living pre-

sence in the days of her youth, but also made her
a singular instrument of good, and a blessing to

her father's family. As she grew up into years,

her conspicuous virtues joined with a courteous
deportment justly gained the esteem and favour of
most, if not all, with whom she conversed."

The residence of her father was for several

years in New York, and there she became ac-

quainted with John Delavall, a merchant of that
city, a worthy man and religious, but one not con
vinced of the principles of Truth, as held by
Friends. He became attached to her, and
earnestly sought to win her affections and
hand. His efforts were unavailing, until after

some time, being convinced of the Truth through
the gospel labours of Thomas Blusgrave and Jona-
than Tyler, he was received into the Society of
Friends. " Her prudent conduct and pious resolu-
tion to maintain the principles she professed, with-
out deviating therefrom in a matter of this import-
ance," doubtless but endeared her the more to
him, when he himself had learned to regard that
principle as the safe guide and preserver of the
Lord's children. Having, in sincerity of heart,
embraced the Truth, he found that his way was
opened with her, and in true love, and with the
unity of their friends, they were married at the
house of John Bowne, at Flushing, Third month
31st, 1G86.

Iler husband was soon called to the work of the
ministry, and became eminent therein. He was,
indeed, one of the worthies of that day, sound in
the faith, faithful in the maintenance of the Truth,
and living under its humbling, restraining influ-

ence in his walks amongst nun, and in his family.
About the early .part of 1690, they removed to

Philadelphia, where they continued to reside dur-
ing the remainder of her days.

George Keith was at this time beginning to
develop his new doctrine, and to put on airs of
superiority over his old Friends. Thomas Lloyd
was one of the principal objects of his attacks, as
having more influence in the Society, more weight
in the Truth, than George had. John Delavall
was brought into collision with George, and al-
though George admitted that John gave true

Quaker doctrine, and true christian doctrine, yet
that did not shield him from a portion of abuse.
The summer of 1693 appears to have been sickly

in Philadelphia, and death made serious inroads
into the family and family connections of Hannah
Delavall. On the 10th of the Sixth month, her
husband was taken from her, and six weeks after

her only child. Between these most poignant
bereavements, six other of her kindred deceased.
Of her husband, she testified that " he never used
to her an expression of anger, or the product of a

disturbed mind." This was a season of deep
affliction to Hannah, but her friends testify that
throughout these trials, as well as many others
which attended her earthly pilgrimage, " she proved
herself a shining example of patience in tribula-

tion, and a meek, humble, self-denying follower of
Christ."

In the year 1694, Hannah Delavall lost a be-

loved fiither, the church an eminent pillar, and the
commonwealth a useful citizen, in the removal of

Thomas Lloyd to his everlasting reward. For the few
following years, we lose sight of Hannah Delavall

;

only we are told that she was busily engaged in

works of charity, making use of the income with
which she was favoured, in benefiting the poor,
and relieving their distresses.

In the Eighth month, 1700, Hannah Delavall
was united in marriage to Richard Hill. He was
born in Maryland, but as a merchant, had resided
some time in London, where he was in the Sixth
mo., 1699. From the Two Weeks' Meeting in that

place, he brought a certificate of his clearness on
account of marriage, to Philadelphia Monthly
Meeting at the time of his obtaining liberty to

proceed to accomplish his engagement with Han-
nah Delavall. He was a valuable man, of good
natural ability, and of religious worth.

At what time she came forth in the ministry,
we have no account; but in the year 1704, she
is first mentioned in the meeting of ministers in

Philadelphia, after which traces of her attendance
of meetings were frequent. • Her memorial says,
" In her younger years she received a gift in the

ministry, which she retained with faithfulness to

the end
; and though not large in her appearance,

yet with great modesty and soundness of expres-
sion, ' Her doctrine dropped as the dew, and dis-

tilled as the small rain,' and was, therefore, truly
acceptable. She travelled in the service of the
gospel, to New England and divers other parts of
this continent, and was also concerned for the
good order and discipline of the church, having
for a number of years, served in the station o1

clerk of the Women's Monthly, Quarterly and
Yearly Meetings, wherein she gave satisfaction."

We need not trace this beloved Friend in her
labours of love in the church militant. She was
not one who travelled much from home, but there
is abundant evidence of the great esteem in which
she was held as a ministerof the gospel, and a faith-

ful and devoted servant of Christ. She was the
first woman representative appointed to the Gene-
ral Meeting of Ministers, and it was six years be-
fore the practice thus set by Philadelphia Quar-
terly Meeting of Ministers, was followed by any
othei- branch of this Yearly Meeting. The first

appointment was in the First month, 1718.
Of her walk in private life, her memorial says,

" In the afiluent station wherein Divine providence
had placed her, her benevolent disposition was
conspicuous in administering to the necessities of
the indigent, her charity not being limited to those
of her own profession. She was a true servant of
he churcli, and in the sense of the apostle's ex-
pressions,' One that washed the saint's feet,' re-

ceiving with joy into her house, the ministers and
messengers of the gospel, for whom her love was

great. The low, the poor and the mesn, were
jects of her peculiar care."

During the latter part of her life, she wae
tended with bodily weakness, yet her love for

everlasting Truth, and zeal for its support and
crease on the earth, did not abate. She had
perienced it to be a comfort to her own soul,

seasons of afiliction and trial, and she would f

others also might, through obedience then
taste and see that the Lord is gracious. She
tended the Quarterly Meeting of Ministers, h

on the 4th of the Twelfth month, 1726. T
same day it appears she was taken ill, and it si

appeared that it was likely her dissolution was
far distant. During her decline, she made mi
seasonable remarks, signifying her acquiesce)

with the Divine will, in the dispensations

providence to her, quoting the words of the ap

tie, " No chastening for the present seemeth to

joyous, but grievous; nevertheless, afterward

yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness ui

them, which are exercised thereby."

This was her own happy experience. Aftei

well spent life, in which she had witnessed mo
exercising vicissitudes, she was enabled, throo

the mercy of God in Christ Jesus, to exchange

earthly existence, with its certain trials and t

certain joys, for a blessed immortality of about

ing felicity in heaven. Her death took place

the 25th of Twelfth month, 1726, in tb

year of her age. Her body was attended to t

grave by large number of Friends and others,

|

meeting having first been held in the High stnj

Meeting-house, in which divers living testimon

'

were borne.

Thomas Chalkley, writing of the winter of 17'

as a sickly time, says, "Among many that wi

taken away by death, were some few of ray par

cular friends, and first, dear Hannah Hill, who n

a bright example of piety and charity ; she w

like a nursing mother to me in my afflictions, aii

her husband was more like a brother than one rj

related, whose generous entertainment I may Di

forget."
j

CTo be conlinuedO j

A Missouri Farm. 1

John Sigerson and Brother, of Missouri, have ch;

lenged the whole LTnion to produce a farm whii.

equals theirs in the variety and amount of produ

tion, and extent of surface cultivated. Their fan

is situated seven miles south of St. Louis, and hi

been in cultivation less than ten years. It w
thus described by a correspondent of the St. Lou

Democrat several weeks since :

—

" Statistics will better show its proportions th;

elaborate descriptions of scenery. Four hundr(|

acres of pasture, grove, and lawn—one hundred aii

fifty acres of meadow, eighty of wheat, sixty fi'

of oats and rye, corn and potatoes enough to su

ply the numerous family and stock—nine miles

0.sage orange hedge, well trimmed, and much
it large enough to turn cattle, adds much to tl

picturesque beauty of the rolling prairie, enclosic-

pastures, orchards, nurseries, flower-gardens, ati

fields—a verdant net-work binding all togethcj

protecting and ornamenting at the same timil

There are two hundred acres of orchard just con:

ing into vigourous usefulness—eight thousani

peach and apricot trees, and from present appca

ances, some of them will give many a rich treat ei

the wintry winds sweep over us again. Pcai

apple, plum, and cherry, bear swift witness of tb

'good time coming.'

"Twenty-five acres of strawberries have alread

given our St. Louisians a foretaste of the futurf

and dozens of men are now engaged replacing tb

old beds, and enlarging them by the acre. Thrc;
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liired thousand grape cuttings liave been sot out

ing, and most of them are doing well ; forty

i|isand evergreens in fine and fresh condition;

hundred and ten thousand quince-trees are

. y for the budding of pears ; twenty bushels of
'

h stones, and seven bushels of apple-seeds have

season been planted, and acres are covered

the uprising life. A great variety of forest

* are cultivated for the market, and it would be

I ;r, perhaps, to tell what the Sigersons have not,

J is indigenous to this climate, than to enume-

( what they have.

The substantial stone farm-house is surrounded

ir, large door-yard, which is reached from the

:ic road by a serpentine road through a wooded

, I. A semicircle avenue, bordered by cedars,

iir-balls, and lilacs, leads to the door, where kind

Ditaiity and a farmer's welcome meet the num-

rs visitants that, through the summer months,

ing the place to breathe the fragrant air, and

iiriate for a brief hour in the beauty and flowers.

i;errcs of choice flowers, nurseries of roses, blos-

» in tlic sun by the half acre. Borders, walks,

I mer-houses, arbours, vines on every hand, in

Kgnitude or magnificence that keep you all the

! in wonder and admiration, form a whole that

I I be seen to be appreciated, aud has seldom, if

', been surpassed. The whole stock of tree:

lbs, vines, and evergreens, numbers two mil-

s. (J. Sigerson says it is nearer three millions,

[ he puts it down at two millions, lest the incred

IS should be frightened by its vastness of num-
and set the whole down as a fable.)

We spent two and a half hours riding through

grounds, and examining the fields, pastures,

lards, lawns, meadows, garden, shrubbery-

led down into the wells, examined the spring,

stone-quarry, saw the fine Durhanis, the good

;es, listened and laughed at the proud guttural

J of Monsieur Shanghai, heard Madame Poland

;le, and returned convinced that we have not

1 all, and that no one can truly realize the ex-

I. of the farm, or its high state of culture, and

labour and expense necessary to keep it in

;ress, that has not taken a ride through its

ly drives, its bordered avenues, and hedged

From OW Huiiiphrcy-s Portfolio.

The 01(1 Man on the Ridgy Point,

yonder the old man comes again, with his

k, picking his way along the ferny, broken

and of the High Downs. He is a stranger to

place, and has perhaps come here for his health;

[Talks about alone. I have met him on the

;h, where the billows fling their foam on the

igles; in the solitary glen, and the retired lane,

lys by himself, always musing. I saw him
lorday, and the day before, and the day before

too; and I marked his thin gray hair, for the

d was waving it, as I passed by. He looked

11 and thoughtful, but not melancholy. There

at in the old man's f ice that set me think-

Ls he passed along the side of the Downs the

|.
time I saw him, the sun was setting beyond
wind-mills, on the opposite hill ; the old castle

1 looked dark against the sky, and the fishers'

fs lay motionless on the sea. The old man stood

hellidgy Point that commands a view of the val-

and I thought he was looking at the setting-

'he next time I saw him on the Downs, it was
he same hour of eventide ; but the sky was
rcast, the wind had risen, the sea was rough,

the fishing smacks were rudely tossed about

.he billows of the mighty deep. He stopped

when he came to the Ridgy Point, and stood like

a statue. I thought he was looking at the rest-

less ocean.

Yesterday it was a little later when the old man
came to his favourite spot, for the sun had set, and

the ocean was hardly visible. Once more he took

up his accustomed standing place, and fixed his

eye intently, but I knew then that he could not

be looking at the sea or the sun, " What can it

be," thought I, " that draws him to the spot so

constantly ? What can it be on which he bends

his eye so steadily ?" W^hon I walked near him,

the truth flashed upon me at once.

For three evenings together, as I have already

said, had the old man come to the same spot at

nearly the same hour. He made no difference

whether the sky were bright or gloomy, or whe-

ther the day were windy or calm. I wonder that

he does not walk with the people on the parade,

when the baud plays; but no, he keeps to the

High Downs.
In the valley below, and it may be about a fur-

long from the Ridgy Point, is a church with a

grave-yard attached to it. The church is an an-

cient, gray, weather-stained building, that might

almost pass for being a thousand years old. Roth

the tower and body of the antique edifice are roof-

ed with red tiles, somewhat out of keeping cer-

tainly, but age, and moss, and revolving years, are

beginning to make the tiles harmonize with the

stone work. The church-yard is in two parts,

with a row of large trees between them. It has

hundreds of graves.* The old man was too much
occupied to take any notice of me ; he was look-

ing at the grave-stones.

It might be that some friend of his was sleep-

ing below one cf the green hillocks or flat stones,

and that the mouldering tenant of the tomb was

rising in his remembrance. We do sometimes

think affectionately of those who have been called

away from the world, and especially if they have

been very dear to us. Whether the old man was

thinking thus, I cannot say.

Perhaps he was thinking that his own days were

nearly numbered ; and that there was " but a step

between him and death." No doubt such thoughts

do now and then come over the aged, with great

power, and quite natural it is that it should be so
;

for what is our life ? Truly, it is '• a vapour that

appeareth for a little time, and then vanisheth

away." James, iv. 14.

An old man looking on a cliurch-yard, must

needs be enough to set him thinking of the past

and the future. He sees how many have gone

before him, and he feels how shortly he must fol-

low them. Death may be as near the young as

the old, though we arenot apt to think so.

I should like to talk with the old man, and I

will, if I can get a good opportunity, for there is

nothing forbidding in his manner; but on the

contrary, much that is kind and gentle. He is

coming nearer now; but mark my words, he will

turn off yet toward the church in the valley. The
old man is thoughtful, as age ought to be ; for

" 111 gray hairs become a jester."

Sec there, the old man has just come to the

edge of the broken ground. I felt sure that he

would make a pause ; he is now standing on the

Ridgy Point, almost as motionless as if made of

stone, with his eyes fixed on the church-yard

How I should like to know what is passing through

his mind !

Though we can only guess at the old man's

thoughts, we know well what are our own. The

* In this grave-yard have since been added the re-

mains of Old Humphrey.

church-yard is before us, as well as before him;
what then do we think of our latter end ? Are
we so living, that we may die the death of the

righteous? Are we in time truly preparing for

eternity ?

In the estimate of character look first for grace.

Do not dis-esteem good people on account of their

foibles or deficiencies in matters of little import-

ance. Gold unpolished is far more valuable than

the brightest brass. Never form unfavourable

opinions of religious people hastily.—"Charity

hopeth all things."

Mysteries in Nature.

Walk abroad, and behold the leafless tree. It

asks thee, "Who ordained for mo this quiet winter

sleep, in which I can concentrate my powers and

juices for fresh efforts in the summer '(" The snow

on the fields inquires of thee, "Who spread me
out as a warm covering over the verdant seed, that

the frost might not destroy it?" The frost itself

asks thee, " Who was it ordered, that, when I lay

hold on the water in brook, ditch, stream or lake,

and partially transform it into crystal, they are

obliged to part wiih all the warmth they possess,

which passes into thy atmosphere, that I may not

exceed the appointed decree, and destroy thee and

all that has breath ?" The sun in the firmament

asks thee, "Who ordered it so wisely that, lest

thou shouldst be consumed by my heat, I should,

whilst warming the earth and the waters below,

attract upwards the refreshing mist of the deep, and
form over the earth the dripping arch of clouds ?"

The changing seasons, day and night, ask thee,

"Who gave the dark planet which thou inhabitest

the impulse to its wonderful revolution round the

sun. Who ordered these revolutions in such an

admirable suitability to all the need of the gigantic

economy here below V The rolling thunder asks

thee from the heights above, "Who pervaded the

firmament with those invisible electrophones, which

always at the right time reanimate the torpid

atmosphere which surrounds thee, and give it fresh

elasticity ?" The vegetation which grows and

flourishes around thee in the great garden of nature

asks thee, " Who imparted to our roots the im-

pulse to bring forth seed, and enclosed in this seed

the generating power, and the succession of our

species ?" And how many thousand similar phe-

nomena ask the same question !

Tel! me now : if all this was brought about by

mere chance, how can you deny this chance the

power of rational reflection ? Rut the idea of a

chance taking counsel with itself, is a contradiction

and a mere absurdity. To the power which

works, rules, and governs in the wide creation, can

only be assigned the name of God. Rut listen far-

ther; weigh the breath which proceeds out of thy

mouth ; after thou hast inhaled it, it becomes just

so much heavier than the air around thee as is

necessary, on being again exhaled, to make it sink

down immediately and fructify the earth, and that

which grows out of it. Rejoice that it is so ; for

know that the whole human family would soon

inevitably wither away, and the earth become an

immense charnel-house, if its inhabitants were com-

polled to inhale again, unmingled, the air which

had once passed through the lungs. 3Ieasure

the water which flows in the river and the brook.

How fortunate that it is neither more compressed

nor more fluid than thou findest it ; for in the for-

mer ease, it would mingle with elements, which

would render it totally undrinkable ; and, in the

latter, it would forever separate the races of men

from each other, for it could be neither sailed over,

nor be fit to swim in. Examine the ground on
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which thou wulkest. Were it only a little firmer
than it is, it would render the access of rain and
dew to the roots of all vegetation so difficult, that
the oartli would soon become a barren waste, with-

out bush or tree. Were it a little looser, it could
no longer prevent the waters which stream from
above, from gradually changing it into an
absorbing morass.

From these few examples, to which thousands
more might bo added, you may infer that in the

expansive economy of nature, not even the smallest

thing could bo altered without causing after destruc-

tion to the entire wondrous edifice. And shall

these admirable arrangements which every where
bear on their foreheads the impress of the most
adorable wisdom, owe their origin to blind chance ?

What an innumerable multitude of fortunate throws
must have been made ? But how is it possible to

think of chance where every thing testifies so ob-

viously and sensibly to plain consideration and
gracious provision ? Men talk of the laws of na-

ture, and we also speak of them and commend
their wisdom. But who gave nature these laws ?

Laws always presuppose a lawgiver. Or wilt thou
be like the man who, on inspecting a scientifically

constructed machine, sought to find out the imme-
diate cause of the revolution of all the wheels, and
thought at last he had discovered it in one of the

great wheels ; instead of penetruting beyond them
to the impelling steam-engine, and still farther to

the machinist and inventor. Oh, what madness, to

prefer explaining the so called laws of Nature as

existing from all eternity, and repulsing the very

natural question, "From whence have such laws

derived their origin ?" with the unsatisfactory re-

ply, "That remains a mystery," rather than be-

lieve in a legislating, eternal, and infinite mind,
exalted above these laws—a belief which is so un-

speakably easy, and which so perfectly and satis-

factorily solves the so-called mystery, that the

Scriptures really do not go beyond the mark, when
Ihey reprove those who close their hearts against

it, as fools and madmen."

For "Tte Friend."

Extract from the life of Joseph Pike.

(Concluded from p.-ige 231 .)

"Perhaps what I have said may by some be ac-

counted a digression. I confess it is so, yet it may
be instructive to you, my children, or to some
others, in their progress heavenward, and indeed

I find my mind drawn forth to make these digres-

sions, as so many incentives to induce you to a

right consideration of what steps you take, and
that those you take may be consistent with the

mind and will of God, that so in the end you may
attain the crown of eternal life.

" This instance of my experience relating to mar-
riage, may be accounted strange by such as have
known little of the beginnings of the work of the

Spirit upon their hearts ; but what I have written,

I have experimentally witnessed in this as well as

in many other cases, that when the mind has been
too much taken up, and agitated about lawful

things, the tender Spirit of the Lord has brought
trouble and condemnation upon me for it.

" When I was satisfied in my mind, as to the in-

tended choice of my wife, I then felt bound in duty
to acquaint my mother therewith for her consent,

which she readily gave me. Then I acquainted
her father, for his consent, which he likewise freely

gave; upon which, I afterwards made suit to her,

nd in the end obtained hers, and the marriage
was concluded to general satisfaction.

" And here also, I must leave some further counsel
to you, my children and your children ; that as you
proceed in the fear of God in this most weighty

affair of marriage, you will be directed to proceed
regularly therein, according to Truth and right
reason, and will make no application, nor receive
any, until you have your parents' consent to pro
ceed, who have both a divine and a natural right
in your disposal. As it is irregular, so it is also
unjust, where any do first apply to the young woman,
and it hath often been attended with great trouble
and disappointment, as dissent of parents, en-
tanglements of affection, and many other in-

conveniences. * * * * I also

believe, that most or all God's people, who
at times have dominion in their minds, over law-
ful as well as unlawful things, have had, at other
times, suflScient trials of their faith, patience, and
luvc to their God, while he was pleased, as of old,

to hide his face for a moment, and to suff'er the
enemy to tempt and buffet them, in order that they
might see the frailty of theirown nature; and, that,

without his divine assistance, they are poor, weak,
miserable creatures, and unable to perform any-
thing, either in thought, word, or deed, acceptable
to him; agreeably to the saying of our dear Lord
and Saviour, Jesus Christ, to his disciples, "With-
out me ye can do nothing." In all times of weak-
ness, temptation, and the Lord's withdiawings, we
are patiently to wait on him, remembering, that
no man, (not even the best of men,) by all his

own strength, is able to help himself, or to do the
least acceptable thing in His sight, nor preserve
himself for one moment. It is man's duty to keep
continually upon his guard, watching and praying
ugainst the enemy of his soul, until the Lord arise

again, lest, as Christ said, we fall into temptation
"rom which none can be preserved, but by the Pre
server of men, who is God, and our Holy Ee
deemer, the Lord Jesus Christ. * * * * =i

" If parents rightly discharged theirduty toward;
their children, it might go a great way, together
with theirown good examples, in making religion

impressions upon them, as well as in influencing
them to perform their duty towards their parents.

But, through the failure of parents in both these

respects, I believe thousands of children have been
lost, out of which number I will not exclude many
within the compass of our Society. Abraham, for

his faithfulness, is called the Friend of God; and
God gives this character of him, " I know him,
that he will command his children and his house-
hold after him, and they shall keep the way of the
Lord, to do justice and judgment." Gen. xviii.

19. And Israel tras repeatedly commanded, dili-

gently to teach their children, and to tell their

sons, sitting down, rising up, in the house, and on
the way-side, to keep the law of the Lord and fear

him all the days of their life. David instructed

his son to keep the law of God; and we find, on
the other hand, though Eli reproved his sons, yet,

because he did not restrain them, the judgments
of God came upon him. A father was to train up
I child in the way he should go; he, who truly

oved his children was to chasten them betimes
;

and to bring them up in the fear, nurture, and
admonition of the Lord, and to have them in sub-
jection with all gravity. It most plainly appears,
how great, how absolute, and how indispensable
a duty lies upon parents towards their children,

in order to their instruction in the way and fear

of the Lord, by commanding, instructing, correct-

ing, restraining, admonishing and keeping them in

subjection from their childhood—all in duo mea-
sure, time, and place, as the different occasions

ay require. But, contrary hereunto, I have ob-

served two sorts of parents, who, by their own ill

management, and not keeping their authority over,

d discharging their duties to their children as

by divine obligation they are enjoined to do, have
ruined them with regard to all that is good. The

first are such, who though they may be mor
theirown lives and conversations, and are nc

examples to their children, yet, by their fo

indulgence, falsely called love, have thereby
the very means of their ruin. A child maybe
unfitly compared to a young growing twig, e
bent at first, but as it increases in strength
comes loss pliable, and when it is a great tre

unbendable ; and thus, most children when y(
may, by the godly care of parents, be trainei

very much as the parent pleases; or else, to \

purpose, were the above precepts given ? Bu
evil and folly are naturally bound up in the h^
of a child, so, that evil nature, not being kept d g
or restrained by an indulgent parent, graduy
grows stronger and stronger, and in the em)

comes past bending, and rules. Thus, I 1

"th sorrow, seen some foolishly indulgent pm
10 were so blind as not to see faults in thi-ii-

dren, or if they did see them, through exec

indulgence, would not restrain them, which ii

end has proved their ruin. No wonder tli:'

such parents should lose all authority over t^

children, as well as such children disregard I

parents, for want of keeping them in due sul

.

tion, as soon as they attain to any degree of uu* .

standing, which they will soon do, to discern ti

parents' fondness. And, when too late, those ^

parents begin to feel the smart of their own fu

and yet, by reason of their blindness, can bar

even then see, that they have been the orii;i

cause of it, for want of keeping their chilJrci

due subjection; and some have cried out for

vice, complaining theirson is grown so disobcili^

they know not what to do. And yet I have kii.

when Friends have gone under a religious coiir

to such parents to give them advice, instea i

'

taking it well, as they ought to do, they have U
so blind and stupid as to return undue reflectiu

and others again, who have taken it better, wci

excuse themselves with the most plausible reasi

they could invent, saying, the child is wild a i

playful, and they do not like to correct it, as it 1

a weak constitution, &c. Now, in those cases

is my judgment, that when such private adam
tion has been without effect, it becomes the iiu

pensable duty of the church to interpose, by ck

ing with them more closely or openly; as the i

ample of such parents and children, is a hurt

our youth, and a dishonour to our holy professi

in general, and, as the wise man said, ' Foolishui

is bound in the heart of a child, but the rod

correction shall drive it far from him;' Prov. xs

15. So, foolish fondness being bound up in t

heart of those parent.s, the rod of church discijili

should bo used, in order, if possible, to drive

away.
" But notwithstanding all the care of godly

]

ents, it has happened that some will be di;

bedient; for we fiud that Samuel, a great a

good man, had wicked sons, yet we do not read tl

he was blamed, no doubt because he did his div

The difference lies here,—that, if parents do tu

discharge their duty, the children's blood will !

on their own heads; but on the coutriry, if paroi

by their indulgence do contribute to it, the eli

dren's blood may lie at their doors. * * *

While writing the above, a mournful considc

tion took possession of my mind, relating to t

original cause, not only of the great wickedne
' ' h so much abounds in Christendom, but al

of the too great defection in those of moral and :

"gious lives, from the true life and inward pen

of Christianity in their hearts; while, at the sai

time, they mightily extol the Holy Scriptures \vi

many extraordinary epithets. Under this prospi.'

it appeared very plain to me, as it has often do

before, that this defection in both sorts procec

I
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Va the want of truly believing in, and being

linediiitely led and guided by the Holy Spirit

|. grace of God in their liearts, a measure and

I
inifestation' of which (say- the Scriptures) is

i pen to every man to profit withal ;' which

( lid, if obeyed, make wicked men righteous,

nral men bettor, and in the end make Loth true

[riftians at heart, and cnjoycrs of the life and

brer of Christianity. It would take up a treatise

|(9riteat largo upon the virtue and efficacy of

[
! holy and divine principle of the Spirit of <Jod,

|i the salvation of mankind, through our Lord

Saviour Jesus Christ, as abundantly testified

1 the Holy Scriptures, and also in many of our

nds' writings. I refer particularly to the

ks of cur beloved brethren, William Penn and

jert Barclay, especially to the latter, in the

I, 5ih, and Gth propositions of his Apology,

ID Immediate Itevelation, and the Universality

he Light and Grace of Christ, where my reader

find it very fully treated of."

I
THE FRIEND
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We have on more than one occasion called at-

<tion to the continuance of the African slave

lie, under the protection of the American flag.

• hough this abominable traffic has been de-

linced by all civilized nations, and our own has

I
cted laws feir its suppression ; declaring it to be

)icy, and awarding the punishment of death for

ise convicted of being engaged in it, as princi-

)9, yet it admits of no doubt, that there are men

tmr community, men too, passing for respectable

mens,—who are coveitly engaged in the trade,

I [ who take advantage of the laws allowing Ame-

in consuls in foreign ports to furnish " Sea

( ers" to American captains professing to eiubark

'( traffic on the coast of Africa, by which their

r sels are put under the protection of the flag o1

I country, secured from search by the cruisers

(Great Britain, and generally enabled to escape

« h their freight of human beings to the markets

}\ kept open for the sale of human flesh. Onee

k great while, one of these piratical vessels is

turcd by the armed cruisers of the United

sftcs, and the miscreant captain and crew sent

for trial; but when has there been an in-

nce of any one of these desperadoes having

fared the penalty for piracy.

^Ve do not approve of taking the lives of those

;aged in this atrocious business, and probably

imprisonment for life was substituted for the

sent penalty, there might be less difficulty in

uring its infliction ; and yet, when convictions

e taken place, and the guilty party has been

tenced to imprisonment, we believe in every

tance the culprit has been released by an Exe-

ive pardon. In the case of the "Maria E.

ith" mentioned in the extract which we give

ow, it is probable there will be another oppor-

lity for seeing with what alacrity and determi-

icn the United States Courts and Government
1 vindicate the laws and the honour of the na-

1. One notice of the seizure of the M. E.

ith in Boston harbour, prior to her sailing for

rica, in conse(|ucnce of her design to engage in

slave trade being suspected, says that she was

ascd; another says that she ran away from the

rshal ; but it is surprising that she was allowed

escape from the revenue cutter when there

s strong ground to believe she was designed for

laver; which belief is now confirmed by her cap-

What kind of heart must that man have, who
cat) ship a cargo of men and women, five hundred

in number, pack them naked into the narrow limits

of a schooner, starve and abuse them until nearly

two-tiflhs.'-ieken and die in their loathsome prison,

and one tilth of the remainder sink under their

aecnmulated tortures in a few hours after they

are landed. Surely, persons who will engage in this

murderous trade can lay no just claim to any of

the ennobling feelings of men, still less to the cha-

racter of Christians, and horror must finally over-

take them.

While slavery exists among us, and thousands

are partaking of its profits, there is a strong dis-

position to connive at its crimes, to give an in-

direct support to its cruel disregard of the rights

and feelings of its suffering victims, and to care

little and do less towards enforcing the laws

against the foreign slave trade. jMuch is said in

these free States, as they are called, against slavery

and the slave trade, as it is carried on in the South

and South-Western States; and yet every year,

slavers are fitted out and sail from northern ports,

owned or chartered by northern merchants, and

sent to Africa to stimulate the ignorant heathen

there to murder and robbery, in order to procure

human beings who may be sold as "goods and

chattels." In a conversation with an intelligent

merchant of this city lately, he said there had been,

within the last year, several vessels so fitted out

and sent from Philadelphia, more from New York,

and as many from Boston. Who can correctly

estimate the untold misery inflicted on the hun-

dreds of poor men, women and children, torn from

their native country, and crowded into those ves-

sels, there to be starved and almost suffocated,

amid the filth and corrupted atmosphere of their

densely packed holds, and many thrown overboard

before death had terminated their agony. What
can men look for, who are seeking to make them-

selves rich by a traffic which inflicts such dreadful

misery and death on their fellow beings possessing

immortal souls, but that a just God will answer

them by terrible things in righteousness for their

deeds of cruelty and wickedness.

CAPTURE OF AN AMERICAN SLAVER.
By the Enipu, we have Kio Janeiro dates to 14th Feb.

The American schooner Maria E. Smilli had been

captured by the Kruzilian brig of war Olinda, while

attempting; to land 320 negroes, which she had brought

from the coast of Africa.

The Olinda took the schooner into Bahia, where the

commander and crew (all Americans) were ironed and

locked up in jail. When the schooner left the coast of

Africa, she had on board 500 blacks, but they were so

closely packed on board, totally naked, and so badly fed

during the voyage, that 180 died and were thrown over-

board, and of those landed at Bahia, 64 died a few hours

afterwards.

The survivors were immediately fed and clothed, and
will be taken care of until their ultimate destination is

resolved upon.

The Maria E. Smith, (or Mary Smith,) was formerly

a packet, running between Boston and Halifa.x. She
left Boston for the coast of Africa some time last au-

tumn. Attempts were made to detain her on suspicion

of her being a slaver, but slie ran away from the Revenue
Cutter, after she had been seized by the U. S. Marshal.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to the 15th ult.

The steamship Atlantic, from New York, arrived out

on the 12th. George M. Dallas, the American Minister,

immediately proceeded to the Adelphi Hotel, where a

deputation of the American Chamber of Commerce pre-

sented him a congratulatory address. The excitement

in England respecting the difficulties with this country,

had subsided.

The Peace Conference.—The meetings of this body con-

tinued, and it was the general impression, that the terms

of peace were nearly adjusted, but nothing of a detinite

character was known ;
the injunction of secrecy having

been strictly observed. Despatches from Berlin and
Vienna state that Prussia had been invited to send re-

presentatives to the Conference, nnd that Baron Man-
leuffel would leave Berlin on the 1 1th for Paris, as

Plenipotentiary, and llntzfield, the Prussian .Minister, at

Paris, would act as second I'lenipoteuliury.

T/ie HV.—The Russian and Allied Generals had met
and exchanged proposals for an armistice. The line of
neutral ground limited by the Tchernaya, has been
traced by the two armies. The Allies were making the
ruin of South Sebastopol as complete as possible. On
the 28th of Second month, the While Works were blown
up. Seventeen Turkish Generals, prisoners to the Rus-
sian army, had been sent to Moscow. Advices from
Kiel, dated Third mo. 14th, state that a despatch from
the British Government had been received, requesting

Admiral Watson not to engage in hostilities in the

Baltic.

Financial Matters.—A financial crisis had occurred at

Constantinople. The Minister of Finance had appealed

to the merchants, and invited them to devise a remedy.

A serious commercial crisis had also occurred in Nor-
way. Twenty commercial houses had suspended in

Bergen.

AUSTRIA.—A further reduction of the Austrian

army had been announced. The river Danube had
been re-oiiened, and Lloyd's steamers have recom-
menced running.

GREAT BRITAIN.- It is stated that Parliament will

probably be dissolved early in the Fifth month. Lord
Palmcrston, in reply to questions propounded in Parlia-

ment, said the papers relating to the dispute with the
United States respecting Central America, would be pre-

sented soon after the Easter recess; but he could not
answer as to those relating to the enlistment difficulty,

as no answer had been received to the last despatch.

Admiral Napier had brought forward, in Parliament, a
motion, inquiring into the management of the Baltic

fleet, while under his command. Lie contended that he
was sacrificed to cover Sir James Graham's incapacity.

After debate the motion was withdrawn. The bullion

in the Bank of England had increased £48,000. A
dividend of ten per cent, for the year, had been
declared on its stock. Consols had advanced to 92j
and 92|.

Liverpool Markets.— Cotton was dull, and prices had
slightly declined on some grades; sales of the week,
48,000 bales. There was an improved demand for

breadstufl's, and prices were advancing. The quota-

tions were for Western Canal Hour, 31s. a 33a.; Ohio
and Southern, from 35.?. 6rf. to 37«. Wheat had ad-

vanced 4d. to 6rf. per 70 lbs.

MEXICO.—At the latest dates, Tamarez remained at

Puebia where he is hemmed in by the Government
forces. It is reported that he had made preparations

to surrender, but that Comonfort had rejected the terms

proposed by the besieged. The company, for the pur-

pose of building a railroad from Vera Cruz to the city

of Mexico, is progressing in its formation. Affairs at

Vera Cruz were quiet.

BRAZIL.—Rio de Janeiro dates to First mo. 23d,

have been received. The cholera, which had raged

through the whole empire, was dying out in Amazonas,
Para and Pernambuco. Its ravages at Piassabussu

were terrible; 800 having died out of a population of

1000. In Penedo, containing 14,000, full 2500 perished.

In the capital itself, 108 had already died, about 150

were attacked daily, and the deaths averaged 13 per

diem.

UNITED STATES.—Con^'mj.- In the Senate, the

Committee on Post-offices was instructed to inquire into

the expediency of discontinuing the franking privilege

of members of Congress, and in lieu thereof allowing

money payment of postage. The deficiency appropria-

tion bill was variously amended and passed. The Free

State Constitution of Kansas was presented by Senator

Cass. The Committee on Military Affairs was instructed

to inquire into the expediency of establishing one or

more national foundries as recommended by the Secre-

tary of War. The subject of the public printing was
freely discussed, and the fact appeared to be admitted

by Senators, that many hundred thousand dollars were
wasted every year in useless printing. In the House,

the Committee on the Judiciary was instructed to in-

quire whether the Kansas Investigating Committee
have power to coerce the attendance of witnesses, and
punish for contempt. Campbell, of Ohio, requesting to

be excused from serving on that committee, Sherman
was appointed in his place, A bill authorizing the Pre-

sident to cause the southern boundary line of Kansas to

be defined and marked, was referred to the Committee
on Territories. Lane, the delegate from Oregon, called

the attention of the House to the perilous situation of

the white settlers in that territory, in consequence of
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the exterminating warfare carried on by the Indians,
and demanded an appropriation of 5300,000 to secure
the services of the friendly Indians, in behalf of the
whites. A bill for that purpose was referred to the
Committee on Ways and Means. A resolution was
passed, giving each new member of the House about
Sl-'OO, worth of books; the grant amounts in the ag-
gregate to $175,000.

California.—The steamship Illinois, from Aspinwall,
with San Francisco dates to Third mo. 6th, arrived at
New York on the 27th. The Illinois brought §1,260,-
000 in gold. The California Legislature had passed
resolutions deprecating the election of Banks to the
Speakership. A bill had been introduced into the Le-
gislature creating three new States out of California.
The steamer Columbia was to leave San Francisco in a
few days, with General Wool and a body of troops for
the Rogue river. Advices from Oregon state that the
Indians were committing fresh depredations at the
mouth of Rogue river. Twenty-four persons were killed
by them on the 23d of Second mo. The Legislature of
Oregon had addressed a memorial to the President, ask-
ing for the removal of Gen. Wool. The trial of F. A.
Cohen for embezzling the funds of Adams & Co., was
in progress, and e.xcited much interest. The missing
books of the firm had been recently washed ashore near
San Francisco. The price of flour was from $8 to $9 per
bbl. ; hams, 15 cts., and lard, \^ cts. per lb. Advices
from Costa Rica state that Walker, the conqueror of
Nicaragua, had threatened to attack and destroy Punta
Arenas. The government had sent troops to defend
the place.

Kansas.—Since the opening of the navigation, an ac-
tive emigration has been going on from the slave States,
the emigrants in numerous instances being accompanied
by their slaves. A St. Louis paper states that almost
every boat that has gone up the Jlissouri river this
spring, has taken up slaves in larger or smaller num-
bers. The emigration from the free States had also
been renewed.

Pennsylvania.—Both branches of the Legislature have
passed a stringent License Law, and it has been signed
by the Governor. The vote in the Senate was unani-
mous

;
in the House, 64 to 32. The Restraining Liquor

Law of last session is repealed.
Philadelphia.—llon&niy last week, 209. One of the

strongest evidences of cold weather during the past win-
ter, was discovered in a water pipe on Uirard avenue,
near Sixteenth street, a few days ago. The pipe was
four inches in diameter, and buried four feet three
inches below the grade of the street, in a gravel soil.

When dug up, the bore was filled with solid ice. The
water has been let into the Pennsylvania Canal, and
thus a new impetus has been givento our already very
active trade. The Pittsburg Post says that a" large
number of boats have already arrived and departed at
that port with full freights. There is a great amount
of produce at Pittsburg, awaiting shipment to the East.
The Schuylkill Navigation is also open.
Kew lorA.—Mortality last week, 421, viz. adults, 158

;

children, 263. The e.vports of specie for the week, were
only $158,706.

Miscellaneous.— Tt-ade at Pittshurij, since the opening
of navigation, has been unexampled in amount. The
boats are taking in with all possible speed the immense
piles of freight that lay upon the entire length of the
levee—all bound for ports down the Ohio.
More Asteroids.—Leverrier states, in a letter to the

French Minister of Public Instruction, that he is firmly
persuaded that a great number of small planets are si-
tuated between Mars and Jupiter, and that before 1860
nearly 160 will certainly be discovered.

Railroad Consolidation.—The Pittsburg Post says the
basis of an arrangement has been made by parties re-
presenting the several companies forming the line of
railroad from Pittsburg to Chicago, via Crestline and
Fort Wayne, to consolidate these roads into one com-
pany, to run in close connection with the Pennsylvania
Railroad from Chicago to Philadelphia.

Prohibitory Liquor Laws.—Tha Court of Appeals of
New York, on the same grounds as the Supreme Court
of Massachusetts, has decided that the Prohibitory Li-
quor Law in its search and seizure clauses, is unconsti-
tutional. It further declares that any prohibitory law
which interferes with and affects property already in
possession, is unconstitutional and void.

The Thames Tunnel.—According to the report read at
the late annual meeting of the Company, the amount of
tolls received for 1855, was £4,471 19a. Id. The re-
ceipts are small, compared with the vast cost of the
work; but it is said to be gradually progressing in
value and in public estimation. It is paved through-
out, and well lighted and ventilated.

Capture of a iVaucr.—The schooner Maria E. Smith,

which was seized in the harbour of Boston last summer,
on suspicion of being fitted out for the slave trade, and
was finally released, and sailed for Montevideo, has been
captured and carried into Bahia, having attempted to
land 320 negroes, brought from Africa. She embarked
500 on the coast, but 180 died during the voyage.

Emancipation.—]ij the will of the late James H. Ter-
rall, who died at Charlottesville, Va., on the IStlj ult.,

eighty or ninety very valuable negroes are emancipated,
and ample provision made for their removal to Liberi
or to some one of the free States.
The Death Penally—The bill to re-establish capital

punishment in Wisconsin, has been iudefinitely post-
poned by the Legislature of that State.

Saltpetre in Tennessee.—A company has been formed in
East Tennessee, for the purpose of manufacturing salt-
petre from the nitrous earth found in that section of
the State.

Prohibition in Nova Scotia.—The Maine Liquor Law
has been passed by the Legislature of the Province. It

is to go into effect immediately.
Foreign Coins.—The bill submitted in the United

States Senate by Senator Hunter, the object of which is

10 dispense with the use of the depreciated foreign coins
now in circulation, provides that all quarters, eighths,
and sixteenths of the Spanish milled or Mexican dollar,
shall be received at all the offices of the United States
at twenty, ten, and five cents, and made legal tenders
for all sums not exceeding five dollars; and that these
fractions of the dollar of foreign coin when received
shall not again be paid out, but be re-coined.

The Shoe Trade.—During the year ending Sixth mo.
1st, 1855, there were made in the State of Massachu-
setts, 44,308,302 pairs of boots and shoes valued at

S37,46S,353, and giving employment to upwards of
75,000 persons.

Shipwrecks.—The Cunard steamer Curlew, from Hali-
fax to Bermuda, ran on the North Breaker, off Bermuda,
on the inorning of the 18th, and sunk in three minutes.
The mails were lost, and the steamer was completely
wrecked. No lives were lost. On the 30th of First
month, the Chilian war steamer Cazador left Talcah
having on board 35S persons, 8G of whom were soldiers,

4 officers, 148 women, 10 children, 14 passengers and
68 of a crew. A little before 8 p. M. of the same day, in
a smooth sea, and making about nine knots, sheran
upon a rock south of Maule, and immediately com-
menced sinking. An order was at once given to lower
the boats, and in the attempt one was unfortunately
upset. Only 44 of the 358 were saved, in which num-
ber was only one woman.
Peform in Turkey.—The last intelligence from Turkey

announces the official promulgation of the long-pro-
mised decree, which abolishes all distinctions before the
law, as between different races and religions, in the
Sultan's dominions. Hereafter Greek, Servian, Molda-
vian, Bosnian, or Osmanli, if they are domiciled within
the borders of Turkey, will standon the same legal foot-
ing, will enjoy the same rights, and will have the same
roads to public employment open to them.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
The stated annual meeting of the Haverford Si

Association, will be held at Committee-room, Arch s
Meeting-house, on Second-day afternoon, at 4 o'c
Fifth mo. 12th, 1856. Charles Ellis, Sec'i

Friends' Boarding-School for Indian Children, n

Tunessaasah.

L man Friend is wanted to aid in carrying
' " improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkisto
377 S. Second st

Thomas Eva.ns,
nth mo. 1st, 1855. 180 Arch st

Phila

Died, at her residence in Belmont county, Ohio,
chel, widow of James Raley, in the Dlst'year of
age; an esteemed member and elder of Concord Pi
cular and Short Creek Monthly Meeting. She was
of the first settlers in the State, and a member of
first meeting of Friends established therein, and ws
firm believer in the doctrines and testimonies the ei

Friends suflered so much to establish. She was heli

high esteem among her friends, not only for her up,|
consistent walking through life, bnt more especially
'er soundness of judgment in religious matters.
was a diligent attender of

RECEIPTS.
Received from Joshua Maule, agt., 0., for Nathan

Cook, Danl. Atkinson, Benjamin Bundy, S2 each, vol.

29 ; from Alead Atwater, agt., N. Y., for Hibhart Fuller,

S2, vol. 29
; from D. P. Griffith, agt.. Pa., for Jonathan

Sharpless, $2, vol. 28.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of the School will close on the

nth inst. The children who go to the city, will leave
West Chester in the cars on the morning of that day,
and arrive at the depot, near the corner of Eighteenth
and Market streets, about half past 9 o'clock.

West-Town, Fourth mo. 1st, 1856.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee charged with the oversight of this

Institution, will meet in Philadelphia, on Siah-day, the
11th of next month, at 7 o'clock, p.m.
The Committee on Instruction, and the Committee on

Admissions, meet on the same day—the former, at
4 p. M., and the latter, at 5 p. m.

The semi-annual Examination of the Schools will oc-
cur on Third, Fourth, and Fifth-days of the same week,

presence of the Visiting Committee.
TuOMAS KiMBER, Clcrk.

Philad., Third mo. 29th, 1856.

A conveyance will be at West Chester on the arrival
of the morning and afternoon cars on Secoml-day, the

inst., for the accommodation of the Visiting Com-
mittee.

i

ngs whilst her hci
permitted, and an example of silent reverent wail

Continuing green in old age, she manifesle
deep concern for Friends in their present trying disp
sation, saying there is much home work to do, be
rieved at the too prevalent disposition to see thefai

of others, and overlooking our own. Many can b
witness to her liberality, she being ever ready to

what she could to alleviate in sickness, or suffer

other ways, saying she would rather do with less

home, than not divide with those who needed, as I

vyas certainly the intention of the great Giver,
time was lengthened out beyond her own anticipalii

yet she kept in view the great uncertainty of life, oft

alluding to the subject, and appeared to be waiting!
Divine summons. When taken sick a few days befi

her death, she observed it was likely to be her last sit

ness, but that did not grieve her. She patiently b(
her allotted portion of suffering, a!id quietly pass
away, the 29th of Second month, 1856, being, we i

not, gathered as a shock of corn fully ripe, into t
mansions of rest and peace.

, at the residence of her son-in-law, Haki<
Howard, daughter of the aforesaid R. Raley

; a memb
of Harrisville Particular and Short Creek Monthly Met
ing, in Jefferson county, Ohio. This dear Friend w'
long be remembered for ^er unwearied attention toll

sick and afflicted. She bore a protracted illness wi

'

much christian patience, saying she had much to 1

thankful for. She remarked' that she could see she hi

often missed her way, but hoped all would be forgivi

her. She passed quietly away on the 9th of First m(

1856, in the 66th year of her age, and we doubtn:
" our loss is her eternal gain."
-— , on the morning of the 19th of Third monl

,

1856, at the residence of her son John Butler, in llahoii

ing county, Ohio, Hax.nah Bctleb, in the 8Jih year
liet age; a member of Goshen Particular and Upp
Springfield Monthly Meeting. She bore a suffering il

ness of a little more than three days, with much con

posure and resignation, several times saying, "I fe

entirely resigned to the will of my heavenly Father
At a time when released from much suffering, she di

sired to see her grand-children whom she addresse

separately, imparting suitable counsel, desiring them |i

be good children, and obedient to their parents, ao

then embracing them, bade them farewell, hoping the

might meet in the world of happiuess. For seven

hours near the solemn close, she appeared frequenti

engaged in supplication ; but articulation being near!

prevented by her disease, what she uttered could I

gathered only in broken sentences: yet those who wi

nessed the solemn close, have, they believe, a we
grounded hope, that through redeeming love and men

has been admitted into the mansions of rest an

peace.

, on the 24th of Third month, 1856, Beclae
ghter of John and Elizabeth Butler, of Mahonin
nty, Ohio, in the 14th year of her age, after a sul

fering illness of near five weeks, which she bore with

patience and composure that encouraged her relatiu

nd friends to believe that her end was peace.

, ou the 1st iust., Mary B., wife of Townscn
Sharpless, in the 6Ist year of her age ; a member i

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting.
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The Gflm Trade.

im is one of those useful productions of na
wbich are furnished to man without any exer

of bis own, except that of gathering the fruit

ally supplied by a bountiful Providence. Its

pmic use is of great importance to tlie most
zed nations, whilst its commerce afibrds a

lue to the wildest sons of the desert. Gum is

jetable mucilage, exuding in small quantities

the trunks of several trees, a,s any one may
1 the common cherry or plum tree. But the

of commerce is produced ia the wilds of

!a and Arabia, the most arid regions of the
". The gum usually termed Arabic, comes
a species of mimosa, or aracia Arahira, and
iimous in ancient times for its use in medicine

n the dyer's art. It is said to be of highly

tive qualities, so that caravans which have

unexpectedly detained in the desert afler all

provisions were expended, have been sup-

d by feeding upon the gum which formed

of their merchandise. But this celebrated

le is now surpassed in European commerce
le gum acacia of Africa, which is not only

iced in larger quantities, but is more muci-

ous and gummy than the Asiatic species.

the reader examine a map of Africa, he will

in the north-western part, a large region de-

ted Sahara, or the Great Desert. It is an

mse district of arid soil, chiefly consisting of

Iriest sand. A few oases are scattered through

barren country, possessed by tribes of Moors,

lone inhabit this dreary region. The man-
of tbese swartby people correspond with their

dwelling-place. They are capable of enduring
hunger and thirst, as well as exposure to a

ing heat, and are generally in the extremes of

nence or gluttony, of exercise or indolence.
• subsist chiefly on the milk and flesh of their

;, of which they possess large numbers. They
n tents, covered with a strong cloth, woven
thread spun by their women from the hair

oats. Females of the wealthier class are

Tht up luxuriously, and are educated in

ms of voluptuousness and of absolute submis-

to their lords. They arc regarded as beings

cd for no other use than to minister to the

1 and pleasures of their husbands, whose
s and caprices they must endeavour to humour
promote. For instance, the Moor considers

lenee to be synonymous with beauty, and
a desideratum in the fair sex ; and this is

bt to be attained by all possible means, even

at the risk of losing health and of becoming unable

to walk without assistance.

The laborious kinds of employment arc per-

formed by slaves, male and female, who are gene-

rally procured by predatory incursions into the

negro territories, which are undertaken on the

slightest pretences of complaint, or without any
excuse whatever. These slaves are treated in the

harshest manner, being compelled to perform

severe labour with a very scanty supply of food

and covering. The kings or chiefs seem to have

absolute power over the mass of the people, even

to the faking away of life, though this is rarely

done. In times of peace, the Moors engage in a

little agriculture, but their delight is in plunder-

ing their weaker neighbours. This is more easily

effected by their superiority in horsemanship.

Their horses are generally very valuable, of ex-

cellent breed and surprising swiftness. They arc

exceedingly skilful in the management of their

steeds, being able to stop them at full gallop, and
to fire with accuracy whilst riding at utmost

speed.

The Moorish tribes rove about, seeking pastu-

rage for their herds and flocks ; and when the

inty herbage of one place is eaten up, they move
on to another, receding from the desert as the

drought prevails. Their principal wealth consists

in their camels, the milk of which is deemed very

nutritious, and the flesh highly prized. Besides,

tbese animals can subsist on a little, and are ad-

mirably formed by nature to be " ships of the

desert." Of all other quadrupeds, only the ante-

lope and ostrich are found in these arid regions;

for their amazing speed enables them to reach the

watering places, which arc few and far between

The lion, panther, elephant, and other wild boasts,

range the immense forests wbich skirt the desert,

and separate it from the rivers.

The tribes of Moors to whom the gum forests

belong are the Faresbez, the Braekncz, and Dar-

uianks. These occupy several oases in that part

of the desert which is bounded on the .south by

the river Senegal, and on the west by the Atlantic

ocean. The principal forests of gum trees are

those called Suhel, El Fatack, and El Hiebar.

I'hc first produces the vereck or white gum, which

is held in high estimation ; the others yield nebuel,

the red gum of commerce. The acacia which

grows in the desert is of more stunted form and

gged appearance than that which flourishes by

the river-side ; for the banks of the Senegal are

partially covered with a stratum of vegetable earth,

where foliage abounds, but the gum trees of these

places are not numerous. In the desert, the acacia

seldom exceeds twenty feet in height and three

feet in circumference ; and it has that rugged and

crooked form which is common to the herbage of

his arid region, where the great drought and

parching winds give a blighted and stunted appear-

ance to all vegetable productions. The branches

of the gum tree are thorny at the projections of

the leaves, which are of a dirty green hue. The
blossoms are short, and of a white colour.

In western Africa there are only two seasons in

the year, the dry and the rainy. The duration of

the rains slightly varies according to the latitude,

being of Ignseat continuance near to the equator.

In Scnegainbia they last about two months, which

are preceded and followed by a month of storms

called tornadoes. During eight months of the

year, the sun shines brilliantly in a cloudless at-

mosphere. October may be termed the drying

month, a period fruitful in productions of the soil,

and prolific of fevers and other dangerous diseases,

since the atmosphere is then filled with miasmata

from decomposed vegetable matter. At this time,

the gum trees swell with moisture, and prepare for

their harvest season. In November, the bark,

which had been siuooth and of a dark green colour,

begins to crack in numberless places, and give out

the gum. No help of man is required to make
incisions in the stem, for nature performs the

whole work. The hot wind of the desert begins

to blow, drying up everything with such .severity,

that no vegetable matter can resist its influence.

The tall grass of the plains now withers and be-

comes like straw ; trees on the high grounds put

on a wintry appearance, and would .soon burn like

fire-wood ; and household furniture warps and

cracks, so that drawers will not shut nor boxes

lock. Even hard and well-seasoned wood cannot

wholly resist the scorching influences of the har-

mattan. These effects are increased by clouds of

fine sand, which are carried in the hot blasts and

terrific whirlwinds which sweep over the country.

The gum issues from the cracks of the tree in

different forms, but principally in drops, about the

size of a partridge's egg. The juice adheres, as is

well known, to the bark, where it quickly dries and

is soon ready to be gathered. Though the gum
has a dull appearance on the outside, it presents a

beautiful clear and brilliant surface wherever it

is broken, and if put into the mouth for a few mo-

ments becomes transparent as crystal. About a

month is allowed for natural causes to accomplish

the exuding process, when the trees are supposed

to have completed their yield for the year. The
Moors now prepare for the harvest. They quit

their camps in the desert, leaving only the aged,

infirm, and-little children, with a few persons to

take charge of the cattle which remain behind. A
tumultuous assembly of horse and foot, men and

cattle, women, and children, proceed in a proinis-

cuous crowd to the forest belonging to the tribe.

Here they form an encampment, in which they

remain about six weeks whilst gathering the gum.

Old and young engage in the work, stimulated by

the chiefs and princes who overlook their labour.

The gum is piled up in heaps until the whole is

collected, when it is loaded on cattle brought for

this purpose. The beasts of burden are the camel

and ox ; tiic former carrying four or five hundred-

weight, the latter about one and a half. The

gum is stowed in largo leathern sacks made of

tanned ox hides, two of which are fastened to-

gether and slung over the backs of the cattle so as

to balance.

The work proceeds slowly, as there is no fear of

n to interrupt it, and Africans seldom hurry in

the performance of their tasks. Their field oj)era-

tions occupy but a short period of the year, and

time is of little value in their eyes. At length,

the harvest is completed, and the day for moving

arrives. When the signal for departure has been

given, the tents are struck, the cattle are ladet)
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with baggage and merchandise, and the whole
multitude set off in the same tumultuous manner
as that in which thfy arrived. The princes and
rich men are mounted on beautiful horses, or

dromedaries, gaily caparisoned. Their wives are

seated on the best camels in a kind of basket

covered with an awning, decked out with gorgeou;

colours. Cattle and goats necessary for provision

by the way, are mixed up with the beasts of bur
den and crowds of foot-passengers, filling the ai

with a variety of discordant sounds. A choice

band of armed men act as cavalry and mounted
police, to defend the caravan, and preserve some
kind of order amongst them.

In this manner the caravan proceeds to the

annual gum fair, held on the banks of the Senegal

a considerable distance above Fort Louis, which is

the principal settlement of the French on this

river. This people commenced trading operations

with Western Africa about the beginning of last

century, and established themselves in the Senegal
Saint Louis is a small island, about four leagues

above the bar at the mouth of the river. Th
bar or ridge of sand is a formidable obstruction to

navigation, as it only allows small vessels to pass

with safety. Once across this dangerous reef, such
craft can easily sail to Podor, about 180 miles up
the stream, and in the rainy season to Galam,
which is five or six hundred miles higher. The
French have small establishments at both of these

places, and all the trade of the river, in so far

Europeans are concerned, is in their hands. The
English pursue their commerce with this part of

Western Africa through the Gambia, which is i

better river for navigation ; and their trade ii

gum is carried on at Portendie, a small .settlemen

on the coast, a little above the Senegal ; but this

lucrative branch of commerce is chiefly in the
hands of the French.

The lower part of the Senegal is bordered with
immense forests, filled with wild beasts, monkeys,
and parrots of various species. Higher up, the

desert land reaches to the northern bank of the

river, and here the great gum fair is held, at a

place about half way up to Podor. It is one of

the most desolate spots in the world, being a vast
plain of moving sands, glistening with whiteness.

This solitude extends as fiir as the eye can reach,

unrelieved by any tree or plant. It is an ocean of
sparkling sand. Here the French merchants await
the arrival of the Moorish tribes. The din of their

approach can be heard at a great distance over the

dreary solitude. The noise grows louder and louder,

till an immense cloud of dust betokens their arri-

val. And soon the barren plain is covered with
men and beasts in teeming crowds, which it re-

quires a long time to settle in anything like an
orderly manner.
At length, when all things are ready, a cannon

is fired as the signal for commencing business, and
Franks and Moors try every artifice to make a

good bargain. The Moorish princes fiibricate all

kinds of excuses for raising tlie price of the gum,
and invent a hundred reasons for delaying the ne-
gotiations. Their procrastination and apparent
apathy madden their more lively customers, who
are sometimes obliged to yield under a threat of
the gum being carried to Portendie and sold to

the English. The French, in their turn, try to

overreach the Moors, which they often do by en-
larging the size of the kantar or measure by which
the gum is sold. Tbe Africans do not understand
the principles of mensuration ; and their custom-
ers Itavo gradually increased the kantar from 500
to 2000 pouuds.

The price of the gum is paid in pieces of Indian
cotton cloth, or blue baft, which meets with a

rcidy sale to tlic tribes of the interior. The mer-

chants have tried to substitute articles of French
manufacture for this eastern cloth ; but the Moors
cauuot be tricked in this respect, as they instantly

detect a spurious from a genuine article by the

smell. The m^iJe of barter is always disadvan
tageous to the Africans, who may understand the

value of their own merchandise, and the price

which it will fetch in an European market, but
not know the cost price of the goods which they
receive in exchange. For instance, when they
barter gold for iron, they may insist upon having
the mint price for the precious metal; but they
are duped by the European, who estimates his iron

at four times its value, and thus obtains the gold
at a fourth of its real worth. In this way, gum
has been purchased in Africa as low as twopence
the pound, whilst it has sold in Europe for fifteen

or eighteenpence. In 1833, it was worth 76s. to

78s. per cwt. in England, or more than eightpence
per lb. after payment of duty at 6s. per cwt. In
1843, garbled gum sold at from 87s. M. to 95s
per cwt., or about tenpence per lb. The Englisl
imports for three years ending 18-12 amounted on
an average to 17,715 cwts., or nearly two millions
of pounds annually; whilst at the close of last

century the whole quantity exported from Africa
was about 600,000 lbs. annually. During the last

wars, all the French settlements in Africa were
taken by the English, who restored them at the
making of peace, thus giving up a considerable
privilege in the gum trade.

For "The Friend

It was quite refreshing in reading the journal
of that Ambassador for Christ, William Savery,
to observe the love and gospel fellowship richly
pervading the hearts of Friends in his day, when
one hundred and forty of them met at New Castle
on the occasion of his embarkation for England,
with Samuel Emlen, Deborah Darby, Rebecca
Young and two others. We can hardly suppose
that jealousies and distrust of one another, then set

at variance members who held the same religious
principles, and advocated the same faith. Their
views of the unity and sincere regard for each other
which characterize the friends of Christ, could not
have led them to dream of divisions in their be-
loved Society, designed by the Head of the church
to be an example and model of tlie fruits of the
Spirit of their Holy Redeemer. After holding
a public meeting for the inhabitants in the Court
House at New Castle, which was attended by one
of the judges with several magistrates, lawyers,
and towns people, in which the gospel of salvation
was preached, they returned to the inn and after

dining, the large room and balcony were furnished
'th seats. W. Savery says, "Friends who ac-

companied the voyagers hither then sat down, in

number about one hundred and forty, and some of
the towns people hearing of it, also came in. The
great Lord of the family was evidently with us,

and favoured us with a precious solemnity; under
which our endeared Friends, D. Darby and R.
Young, through the tendering influence of gospel
love, were again qualified to water the phuits of

Heavenly Father's planting, and affectionately

to bid them farewell in the Lord. Two of the
Friends who were going abroad in Truth's service,

re also exercised in the expression of jieart-felt

concern for the preservation of themselves in the
love and life of Truth, and also of their lony cn-

lU'an'd brethren and sisters whom they were about
to leave. Hu/t/ fellowship and (josjjel love being
refreshingly and encouragingly felt among us, we
were once more united in lifting up our hearts in
prayer andj)raises; committing each other to the

merciful and all-wise disposal of the everlasting
Shepherd. This prepared the way for many near

and tender Friends and connections to pai
the mutual experience of that love which is

out dissimulation, and in which the world's
ries are not privileged to rejoice. May it

continue and increase throuyhout all the chu
of Christ."

This was the heart-breathing prayer of tha

voted minister of the Lord Jesus, wbose lift

spirit were dedicated to promote the spread (

kingdom, in the world and in his own reli<

Society. He was one of the most conspicr
advocates for the doctrines of our Society, |
in reference to the divinity and the sufferin

jjHim who declared, " By this shall all men lU
that ye are my disciples if ye have love o: j
another," and also to the manifestation oiS
Spirit in the heart, by which this love is '^

abroad in it. To advocate sound principles ajj

ingly, the love of Christ must abound iti's

enabling us to bring forth the fruits of the go \

" There is no fear in love, but perfect ,•

casteth out fear, because fear hath torment. [,

that feareth is not made perfect in love." " He i

loveth not his brother whom he hath seen, v

can he love God whom ho hath not seen ''.

,<

this commandment have we from him, tha i,

who loveth God, love his brother also." If

love prevail in us it will lead us to seek tbt -

toration of those who have erred, and the ioci m

of true gospel fellowship among brethren.

From Ctiambers's Journci

Pipes.

_
We are going to say a few words conccv

:

pipes, which have latterly thrust themselves i

ward for observation in a rather unusual sty
i

this great city of London, and set our thou t

flowing all about and through them. The rer r

we hope, will soon see that the subject is oip

no trifling importance, and that it has some hi
esting aspects.

We might begin our disquisition by remim
j

him that he is himself nothing but a walkings
talking tubular machine; that from the hah)
his head to the pores of his toes, from his "

i

aorta to his minutest capillaries, not forgetliii;

alimentary canal with its subservient appan ^

he is bat a conglomerated system of pipe-wt s

We might show also, that in this he but reseui !i

the vegetable kingdom, which is nothing but f

stupendous concatenation and involution of tub j

structures. Rut we scorn to be prosy and i

giaristic under the pretence of being scientific, «

shall therefore leave all that for him to rumn.t

up at his leisure, should he need the informati

and feel the inclination to acquire it. The pii

we are going to look at shall be the pipes of m !i

own manufacture, with which he has sough '<

nisler to his own necessities, convenience, jl

pleasure, or to effect for the body social, as fa^i

might be, what the wondrous organisms of na'jf

accomplish for the individual objects of here!,

We may feel pretty sure that the first pipe il

foran artificial purpose was not artificially constr i

ed. Whether it was the bone of an animal, or j(

aft of a bamboo, or a reed cut from the swam ?

whether it was a rude musical-instrument, or ser
fl

some simple hydraulic purpose, it would servejl

ful end to inquire. That man took to blofllj

wind-instruments, and dancing to their music, {

fore he learned to lead water through a pipe, sce\i

judging from the habits of savage tribes in ouriki

day, hkely enough; but we will pass tbe sav(l

and look in upon our progenitors, when cij-

on and social u.sages had stimulated cont ;•

anee, and given birth to new necessities.

The applicability of pipes to the purpose of i

veying water from some distant natural resei t
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J he dwellings of man, must have been a very

Jy discovery ; and if we do not find pipes of very

It antiquity among the remains of ancient cities,

;lay be owing to the fact, that they were first

i!le of very perishable materials, and are no
• in existence. W'e know that the first pipes

extensively for that purpose by our own
r-corapanies, were formed from the boughs

trunks of trees, hollowed out by means of au-

of different sizes, and fitting into one another

the joints of a flute. A source of childish in-

j|jt, to us some forty odd years ago, was to wit-

the boring of these trees, which were mostly

\l and to carry off the chips for a bonfire to ce-

ijate one of the Duke's victories. When, as

i often the case, the boles were not straight,

If
bad to be bored at each end ; and if the en-

jjperforation could not be completed that way,

jrapy kind of auger was rammed in as far as

oujd go, and, being wedged into the required

tion to turn the corner, was worked round,

the manner of a screw with a screw-driver,

1 the passage was effected. These pipes were

riably laid down with the bark upon them,

h helped to preserve them from decay; they

, from motives of safety, laid beneath the

pavements, to escape pressure in the wagon-

|;
and, under favourable circumstances, they

I Id last as long as the generation that laid them

n. They were frequently out of repair, however,

testified that condition by an impromptu foun-

,1 in the footpath ; but they were repaired in a few

iutes by a handy fellow, who displaced a flag

bis pickaxe, turned up the earth with his

lie, and medicated the wound in a moment by
ing in a peg with a hammer. These wooden
s answered their end very well, while they

i|;d, in all those places where water was supplied

the works on the continuous system ; but

re the intermittent plan was followed, as in

idon, they were the source of endless nuisances

I abominations. When the water was turned

1 and the air admitted, the damp wood grew
iildy, and rotted, and the next rush of water

ilied the mildew and the rotten fibre into the

I
and cisterns of the inhabitants. Of this we

I
woful personal experience some years ago, on

JSurrey side of the Thames. How many miles

:ihe old wooden pipes yet continue to do duty
erground in the neighbourhood of London and
where, we will not undertake to say; but not

T long ago, in the neighbourhood of Deptford,

3ame upon the aforesaid handy Jack, armed
1 his spade and pickaxe, hammer and pegs,

saw him disinter a leaky patient, apply the

int styptic, and cover him up again, quite com-
ably—all in three minutes.

Pipes of earthenware are among the most fre-

Int memorials of ancient cities; and there is no
bt that they were in extensive use for the pur-

; of water conveyance among the Romans. It

been assumed, that because the conquerors of

world erected vast aqueducts, they not only
sed the hydrostatic paradox, but were ignorant
the principles of hydraulics altogether. We
"t know what to say to that. It is true that

ne was supplied with water by nine aqueducts;
the water was led from them to the dwellings

tiie citizens by earthenware pipes, which, ac-

ling to Veginus, delivered not less than 26,-

',000 of gallons daily ; and it is not easy to see
r, with such a delivery to manage, and the ex-
ience they must necessarily derive from it, such
Jople could have escaped a knowledge of the

I of fluids. In making use of earthenware
s, the ancients probably were impelled as much
conomy as any other consideration; but they
Id not have selected a better medium for the

conveyance of water; and it is on all accounts to

be regretted tliat we have not followed their ex-

ample. The pipes of iron and lead, through which

our water-supply reaches us, have been the source

of iufinite annoyances and bodily diseases, which

we should have escaped by the use of earthen-

ware. Our water-companies have, one and all,

ignored them, on the ground of their presumed
frailty and fragility; and yet we find them large-

ly in use throughout France and Switzerland for

the underground conveyance of water—one firm

of manufacturers having supplied no less than

"20,000 miles of eartheruware piping to various

corporations within the last fifteen years for this

identical purpose. Our engineers contend that

the ' hydraulic shock,' as they term the sudden

rush of water into empty pipes, would shiver them
to atoms; and so undoubtedly it would, as it does

sometimes the strongest iron pipes, were the at-

tempt made to use them under the system of in-

termittent supply; but the public health demands
everywhere a constant supply, under which there

need be no recurrence of the destructive hydraulic

shock. We can certainly do in this respect what

has long been done by our neighbours.

But though we use no earthenware pipes for the

service to which they could be most advantage-

ously applied, we yet manufacture them for otli*r

purposes, in quantities of which the unobservant

public has not the remotest idea. Improvements

in agriculture have brought them into demand for

the drainage of land ; and, buried beneath the

grassy meadows and broad arable slopes of Britain,

they lie in interminable reticulations, wiiose extent

must be measured by tens of thousands of miles.

Again, for thousands more, they lie along the

margins of the iron road, to drain the rain-fall

from the sleepers and keep the ballast dry. And
again, sunk far underground in our populous cities,

they pour the sewage of the dwelling into the

main drain, or substitute the old brick culvert or

the open ditch, sealing up the infectious effluvia

that else would poison the air we breathe. They
are of all sizes, from two inches in diameter, or

loss, to twenty, or more; they are manufactured

by the simplest or the most elaborate means, from

the mere turning of a handle and drying in the

sun, to the careful casting in moulds and baking

in the kiln; they are soft and porous, or hard and

solid as a rock ; they are impervious to air or water,

or they are drilled in myriads of small holes for

the percolation of the draining fluid. Fresh uses

are discovered for them almost every day; and

where their availability will end, no man at the

present moment need attempt to divine.

In this iron age, it is the iron pipe that asserts

its sovereignty over all the rest, and claims the

most of our attention. Millions of capital, in the

shape of iron pipes, lie buried not a yard below

the feet of the pedestrian as he walks the streets

of London. The water and the gas companies in-

variably pipe with iron, though both might use

earthenware if they chose. There are between fifty

and sixty miles of streets in London, exclusive of

the new suburbs; and throughout their whole

length lie, side by side, beneath the pavements,

the huge iron mains of the gas and water compa-

nies. These mains are often doubled, trebled, and

quadrupled, to meet the requirements of the dis-

trict ; and it is likely that the fifty miles of street*,

added to the additional extent of suburb, contain

not less than 300 miles of main pipes, averaging

some ten inches in diameter. Add to these the

monster pipes, a yard in diameter, many leagues

of which are in the course of laying duwn, east,

west, north, and south, of the metropolis, while

we write, and some notion may be formed of the

mass of iron buried for our convenience beneath

the soil of this vast city. In a hundred other

cities and towns in the realm, tiiere is the same or

acorrespondingprodigalityinthe use of iron pipes;

which, with our national predisposition for what-

ever is durable and substantial, we are continually

pressing into service. The manufacture of these

indispensable articles may be regarded as a modern
species of industry; at any rate, it has grown up,

within the memory of persons now Hviug, from a
comparatively insignificant trade to one of great

extent and importance. The work employs a con-

siderable number of bands; and, as the process of

casting a large pipe is no trifling pastime, but a

work of considerable responsibility, a class of men
have to be employed upon whom reliance can be

placed. Iron pipes were originally cast horizon-

tally in moulds of sand, the preparation of which

was a work of much time and care. They are

now cast upright, in moulds sunk in the ground;

and the labour attendant on the process is in some
measure reduced.

(To be concluded next week.)

Epistle of George Foi.

Dear Friends and Brethren, to whom is my
love in that which never changeth, but remains in

glory, which is over all, the top and corner-stone.

In this all have peace and life, as ye dwell in the

blessed Seed, wherein all is blessed over that which

brought the curse ; where all shortness and nar-

rowness of spirit, brittleness and peevishness are.

Therefore keep the holy order of the gospel.

Keep in this blessed Seed, where all may be pre-

served in temperance, patience, love, meekness,

righteousness, boliness, and peace, in which the

Lord may be seen amongst you, and no ways dis-

honoured, but glorified by you all. In all your

meetings, in cities, towns, and countries, let right-

eousness flow among you, and the holy truth be

uppermost, the pure Spirit your guide and leader,

and the holy wisdom from above your orderer,

which is gentle, and easy to be entreated. Keep
in the religion that preserves from the spots of the

world, which is pure and undefiled in God's sight.

Keep in the pure and holy worship, in which the

pure and holy God is worshipped, to wit, in the

Spirit and in the truth, which the devil is out of,

who is the author of all unholiness, and of that

which dishonours God. Be tender of God's glory,

of his honour, and of his blessed and holy name
in which ye are gathered. All who profess the

truth, see that ye walk in it, in righteousness,

godliness and holiness; for "holiness becomes the

house of God, the household of faith." And that

which becomes God's house, God loves ; for he

loves righteousness,—the ornament which becomes

his house and all his family. Therefore, see that

righteousness run down in all your assemblies,

that it flow, to drive away all unrighteousness.

This preserves your peace with God ; for in right-

eousness, ye have all peace with the righteous

God of peace, and one with another.

Every one that bears the name of the Anointed,

that high title of being a christian, named after

the heavenly Man, see that ye be in the divine

nature, made conformable unto his image, even

the image of the heavenly Divine Man, who was

before that image which Adam and Eve got from

Satan in the fall, so that in none of you that fallen

image may appear, but his image, and you made

conformable unto him. Here translation is show-

ed forth in life and conversation, not in words only;

yea, and conversion and repentance which is a

change of the nature of the mind, and of the heart,

of the spirit and affections, which have been below,

and come to be set above; and so receive the

things that are from above, and have your conver-

sation in heaven, not that conversation which is
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accordiug to the power of the prince of the air,

that now rules in the disobedient. So be faithful

;

this is the word of the Lord God unto you all.

See that godliness and holiness, righteousness and
truth, virtue, and the fruits of t^be good Spirit,

flow over the bad and its fruits, that je may an-
swer that which is of God in all ; for your hea-
venly Father ia glorified in that you bring forth

much fruit. Therefore ye, who are plants of his

planting, and his trees of righteousness, see that

every tree be full of fruit. Keep in true humi-
lity, and in the true love of God, which doth edify

his body ; that the true nourishment fjom the
head, the refreshings, and springs, and rivers of
water, and bread of life, may be plenteously known
and felt, amongst you ; that so praises may ascend
unto God. Be faithful to the Lord God, and just

and true in all your dealings and doings with men.
Be not negligent in your men's meetings to ad-
monish, to exhort, and reprove in the spirit of
love and meekness ; to seek that which is lost,

and to bring back again that which hath been
driven away. So let all minds and spirits, souls

and hearts, be bended down under the yoke of

Christ Jesus, the power of God.
Much I could write, but am weak, and have

been mostly since I left you. Burthens and tra-

vails I have been under, and gone through many
ways, but it is well. The Lord Almighty knows
my work, which he hath sent me forth to do by
his everlasting arm and power, which is from ever-
lasting to everlasting. Blessed be his holy name,
which I am in, and in which my love is to you
all. G. F.

Barbadocs, 1G71.

For " The Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(ConlinueU froin page 236.J

THOMAS AND ELIZABETH GEIFriTH.

Thomas GriflSth was married to Elizabeth
Knowles in Philadelphia, about the Twelfth mo.,
1699. They were active members of the church,
who, having submitted to bear the cross themselves,
were concerned that others should walk under
its holy restraints. They were both appointed to

the responsible station of elder, which they filled

to the satisfaction of their friends, and the reput;

tion the Truth.

Elizabeth deceased on the 23d of the Twelfth
month, 1726, and her friends say, she " was con
cerned for the promoting of piety and virtue, a

kind assistant to the poor and distressed, and in

good unity with Friends in general."

Thomas lingered about two weeks after his be-
loved wife, dying the 5th of the First month,
1727. His friends say, he " was a zealous and
useful member of Society, concerned for the main-
tenance of good order in the church, and of good
report."

Of these two valuable Friends, Thomas Chalkley
says, " Thomas was a serviceable man, and well
esteemed in our Society; and his wife, a noted
woman for being helpful to, and visiting the sick :

she chose the house of mourning, rather than the
house of mirth. They were woi thy ancients, who
made peaceful and good ends, and to whom may
be properly applied that remarkable test of Scrip-
ture, " Mark the perfect man, and behold the
upright, for the end of that man is peace."

JOHN SCARBOROUGH.

John Scarborough, the son of John Scarborough,
coach-maker, of London, was born in that city in

or about the year 1667. In the year 1682, his
father came to America, and purchased a tract of
land in Middletown, Bucks county. Ho brought
his son John with him, and after remainino- in
the country two or three years, returned to Lon-
don for his wife and family. He had suffered
persecution in England, and looked to his planta-
tion in America, as a place of refuge, where he
might enjoy freedom and liberty of conscience.

His wife, however, was not willing to come to
the new world, and he after a time gave his pos-
sessions in Pennsylvania to his son John, charging
him therein to fear God, and mind the Truth he
had been convinced of. He told him also that he
did believe his being in America, was the Lord's
doing, and that He would bless him and make him
serviceable if he continued faithful. He con-
cluded by charging him, that when it was well
with him, to be sure and be kind to the poor In
dians, who had been very kind to them in their
need, supplying them with provisions, when as yet
their land produced none.

His son John remained with a friend, in whos
care his father had left him for a time, until h
was able to take charge of his own farm. Her
he lived, and being faithful to the manifestations
of Truth, he grew in religious experience. Towards
tlip close of the century, ho felt as he conceived a
concern to leave his farm now brought into culti

vation, and remove into the wilderness, as the land
lying in what is now Buckingham and Solebury
townships of Bucks county, was then deemed. He
went by himself to view the country, and received as
he thought a divine intimation, that it would be
right for him to settle there, with a promise, that
a religious people would be raised up and gathered
there. In faith, he took up land, and in the year
1700 removed thither with his family. His open
ings respecting the place proved true. Several
families of Friends soon followed him, and religious

and settled at Darby. He was one who had b
convinced of the Truth, and who walked in it.

was one of the first elders of Darby meeting, j

was, his friends say, " a man in good esteem, s

particularly serviceable in the church." He d
Second mo. 5th, 1727.

meetings were quickly established, held alter-

nately at their houses. The following year, a gift

in the ministry of the gospel was committed to
him, and his labours were acceptable to his friends,
and their meetings from settlers and otherwise
speedily increased. A meeting-house was built at
Buckingham, which he lived to see attended by a
large congregation.

In his prosperous condition, he did not forge
his father's charge to be kind to the Indians, alid
he was wont to say that he found them a sensibli

people. They acknowledged an Almighty Supreme
Being, whom they called a good 3Ianito or Spirit.
They believed that if they did well in this life, he
would reward them, and they should live with
him after death. They also believed in an evil
manito, to whom, if they did evil, they must go
when they died.

In unity with his friends, useful in the church,
and in the world, John Scarborough filled up his
days. Towards the close of his life, he had a
divine intimation as he believed, that his end was
nigh. He thought it right, whilst in health, to
speak of it to his friends, and having his worldly
affairs settled, being at peace with God, his last
sickness was neither unexpected nor unwelcome.
He manifested resignation to the Lord's will, and
signified that his peace was made. He gave suit-
able advice to his mourning family, and expressed
lys desire that the walls of Zion might be repaired,
and her borders enlarged. After these "expres-
sions, he passed away as in a sweet sleep, on the
'" h day of the First month, 1727, in the 60th
year of his age."

THOMAS BRADSHAW.

Thomas Bradshaw removed from Nottingham-
shire, Old England, to Pennsylvania, in 1682,

JAMES LORD.

James Lord was born in West Jersey, n.

Woodbury, in the year 1693, of believing pawn
He in early life submitted to the visitations

Divine grace, and became first a babe, then
young man, then a strong man in Christ, and]
ing faithful to the pointings of duty, he was
great service in the militant church. His frien

say, " He received a lively gift of the gospel u

nistry whilst young in years, was frequently e»
cised therein to the edification and encouragema
of Friends ; and was much concerned for the tr

Sioners, that they might hold on their way, ai

that the outcasts of Israel might be gathered boD'

into the true fold of rest. An exemplary man,l
which he greatly adorned the doctrine he preached

Of his travels in the work of the ministry,!

have little information. He visited ^ome of tl

Yearly Meetings for worship, and in company in

Thomas Chalkley, some meetings in Jersey. Th
mas writes, " In the beginning of the winter

1726-7, James Lord and I, in the love of Chrie

visited the meetings at AUoway 's Creek, Cohanse i

Pensgrove, Woodbury, Newton, and Haddonfiel

'

having meetings every day in the week except tl(

last, and sometimes riding nearly twenty mili]

after meeting, the days being at the shortest, an|

the weather very cold ; but the Lord was with n

'

which made amends for all the bodily hardshij

we met with."

In the midst of his career of usefulness, Janic

Lord was taken ill, and deceased the 24th or 25t

of Seventh month, 1727. Thomas Chalkley tin;'

notices his death :
—" On Seoond-day, the 25th t

the Seventh month, 1727, I had the sorrowfii

tidings of the death of my beloved friend, Jamt!

Lord ; who, on his death-bed, desired that I migb

be sent for to his burial. In the consideration c

that christian love which was between us, I thiol

I may truly note, that we were always glad tomee,

each other; therefore the thoughts of this so sud'

den change and final parting, brought, for th

present, a sadness and heaviness over my mind

,

considering his station in that neighbourhood, am
service in that congregation to which he did be!

long; for therein he was well-beloved and ver'

serviceable. ',

"And oh ! the loss that his dear wife and ten

der children will have of him, really affects nii

with sorrow in penning these notes; but the sor

row, in these things, is all on our side; forhe|

without doubt, is at rest with his great Master iij

heaven. We had a larger meeting at his funera

than ever was known to be there before, an ancien !

Friend told me, which was solemn and serviceabli

to many." i

(To be continued.)

Edible Fishes of lYciv York.—The New Yorllj

State Agricultural Society have offered a premiuir':

of one hundred dollars (gold medal or money,) fo I

an approved work of lUO pages, duodecimo, lono

primer, for the transactions of the society, on th(

Edible Fishes of the State which are susceptibki|

of domestication and cultivation. I

Chrysostom lays this down for necessary dofr|i

trine. "To sacrifice the whole soul and body t(i|

the Lord, is the highest service we can pay untc

him. God promiseth mercyunto penitent sinners;

but he doth not promise them that they shall have

so much time as to-morrow for their repentance.' i
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WEARING WHITE.

While walking out one pleasant day,

Beside a thoiijjbtful cbild,

She turned to mc lier earnest face,

And asked in accents mild,

• There are some people dressed in black,

I very often meet

;

Why do they wear that gloomy dress,

When walking in the street?"

We very often talk of death,

That little child and I

;

She tliougbt it was a happy thing.

For children, young to die.

She did not know they went to rest.

Beneath the cold, dark sod,

But pictured them on Jesus' breast.

Forever safe with God.

How could I say, " For ransomed ones.

We wear this gloomy dress,"

Acd not disturb her tranquil thoughts

Of heavenly happiness?

I could not bear to see the look

Of sorrow and surprise,

That such a mournful glimpse of death,

Would summon to her eyes.

And so I said, " That solemn dress

Is useful as a token.

That unto one who weareth it,

The mighty Lord has spoken."

She looked confused, then softly said,
" But i/acA why should it be?

The saints wear white, and so would I,

If God should speak to me."

Again I said, " Our absent friends,

We miss, when out of sight;

And wbeu they die, we never feel

Like wearing colours bright."

She shook her head, " Why should we mourn
For those who are so blessed ?"

And I no words could find to tell

Why they in black were dressed. C.

N. Y. Observer.

From "The Uniled Slates Magazine of Science, Art, &c

Iransportatiou of Passengers aid Wares.

^Ve find in the United States Magazine of

Art, &c., for FiftU mo., 1855 a long and

resting article on the transportation of pas-

(jersand wares; in which there is an elaborate

iription of the mode of action and mechanical

itruction of locomotives, together with a very

account of the Norris Locomotive Works in

ladelphia, all illustrated by well executed wood
. From the introductory, we make the foUow-

extracts.

—

Ed.] *

lefore the days of Semiramis, whose highways

jamong the first mentioned in history, or the-;

s when lloman way-wrights constructed tho-

hfares, as durable as their language, or Onund,
orway, earned his title of road-maker, or

adam proved the virtue of broken granite,

jikind could not have failed to perceive that in

portion to the smoothness and levelness of the

lind over which they journeyed, -so was the

id, ease and comfort of travelling. " Make the

BIS straight," must have been a precept of pe-

er significance in an age when paths were the

ij' routes; we can easily imagine, that the maker
' road would be regarded with not less of reve-

gratitude than he who " digged a well." Such
iht as we get into remote antiquity, shows us

the earliest nations in the "far east," and in

1

countries bordering the Mediterranean, had

tered the rudiments ofroad-uiaking, and shaped
a into a completeness not far removed from
ince. The Romans, borrowing the idea of paved

s from the Carthagenians, set to work with that

tical common sense which characterized them,

constructed roads from their capital city to

y quarter of their mighty empire. With them,

ief point was to have the roads straight and

level ; they understood too well the importance and
advantage of facile means of transit and commu-
nication, and, with singular skill and boldness,
they pierced or excavated hills, built bridges antl

viaducts, and raised embankments, remarkabi
alike for their extent and their durability.

In Italy alone there were several thousand mile
of public highways; of these the "(Jueen of
Koads," or " Appian Way," 142 miles in length,
is the most noteworthy. It was constructed by
Appius Claudius, 310 years before the birth of

Christ; and Procopius writing in the sixth cen-
tury, says of it:—"To traverse the Appian Way
is a (Jistauce of five day's journey for a good walker,
and it leads from Home to Capua; its breadth is

buch that two chariots may meet upon it and pass
each other without interruption; and its magniti
cence surpasses that of all other roads. For eon-
sructing this great work, Appius caused the mate
rials to be brought from a great distance so as to

have all the stuues hard and of the nature of mill-

stones, such as are not to be found in this part of the

country. Having ordered this material to be
smoothed and polished, the stones were cut in cor-

responding angles so as to fit together in joininij

without the intervention of copper orany other ma
tcrial to bind them, and in this manner they were so

firmly united that in looking at them one would say
they had not been put together by art, but had grown
so upon the spot; and notwithstanding the wear
of so many ages—being traversed daily by a mul-
titude of vehicles and all sorts of cattle—they
still remain unmoved ; nor can the least trace of

ruin or waste be observed upon these stones,

neither do they appear to have lost any of their

beautiful polish; and such is the Appian Way."
Most of this description remains true even to the

present day; and the road, after a lapse of more
than two thousand years, still presents an instruc-

tive model to the modern artificer.

The modes of travelling and conveyance gene-
rally, were of a comparatively rude and primitive
kin din Great Britain, till the latter part of the
seventeenth century; audanything like comfortable
and quick travelling cannot be said to have been
known till a century later, when mail-coaching was
introduced. In old times, people in the humble
walks of life journeyed only on foot, and those of
the higher stations on horseback. Noblemen and
gentlemen, as much for ostentation as use, kept
running footmen-a class of servants active in limb,

who ran before them on a journey, or went upon
errands of special import. The pedestrian powers
of these footmen were often surprising. For in-

stance, in the Duke of Lauderdale's house, at Thirl-

stane, near Lauder, on the table-cloth being one
morning laid for a large dinner party, it was dis-

covered that there was a deficiency of silver spoons.

Instantly the footman was sent off to the Duke's
other seat of Lethington, near Haddington, fully

seventeen miles off, and across hills and moors, for

a supply of the necessary article ; he returned with
the bundle of spoons, in time for dinner. Many
like instances of their great agility and wonderful
powers of endurance could be cited, as could cases

among other nations, not only in ancient but mo-
dern times. The Incas of Peru, as well as the Mon-
tezumas of Mexico, had their relays of runners
extending throughout their respective empires ; in

the latter, delicacies for the royal table were con-

veyed by them from the coast to the great central

city, in a single night; even among the aborigines

of our own territory, there were individuals of

ke capacity.

In England, when the matter of communication
was of particular importance, or required to be
despatched to a considerable distance, horsemen
were employed ; and these, by means of relays of

fresh animals, and great toil of body, would pro-
ceed journeys of some hundreds of miles to ac-

complish what would now be much better done, in

three minutes of time, by the electric telegraph.
Some journeys performed on horse back in former
days would be considered wonderful, even in mo-
dern times, with good roads. Queen Elizabeth
died at one o'clock on the morning of Thursday,
the 24th of March, 1003. Between nine and ten,

Sir Kobert Carey left London (after having been
up all night) for the purpose of conveying the in-

telligence to her successor, James, at Edinburgh.
That night he rode to Doncaster, a hundred and
fifty-five miles; next night, he reached Withering-

ton, near Morpeth; early on Saturday morning, he
proceeded by Norham, across the border; and that

evening, at no late hour, kneeled beside the king's

bed, at Holyrood, and saluted him as King of Eng-
land, France, and Ireland. He had thus tra-

veled four hundred miles in three days, resting

during the two intermediate nights. But it must
not be supposed that speed like this was attained

on all occasions. At the commencement of the

religious troubles in the reign of Charles I., when
matters of the utmost importance were debated
between the king and his northern subjects, it

uniformly appears that a communication from
Edinburgh to London, however pressing might be
the occasion, was not answered in less than a fort-

night. The crowds of nobles, clergymen, gentle-

men and burghers, who at that time assembled in

Edinburgh, to concert measures for opposing the

designs of the court, always dispersed back to

their homes after de.'spatching a message to King
Charles, and assembled again a fortnight thereafter,

in order to receive the reply, and take such mea-
sures as it might call for. And even till the last

century was pretty far advanced, the ordinary rid-

ing post between London and Edinburgh regularly

took a week to the journey.

In consequence of the inattention of the masses
to roads, and the wretched state in which they
were kept, the progress of the adaptation of wheel-
ed vehicles was slow. According to Stow, wagons
for the conveyance of goods and passengers were
in limited use as early as 1541; but the most of
the traffic was carried on by means of pack horses,

which tethered together in long trains, made their

way slowly and painfully along the causeway, and
whoever met them was obliged to step off into the

mire on either side, to get out of their way. "The
people of Kendal," says Roger North, writing in

1676, " could write to most trading towns and
have answers by the packs—for all is horse-car-

riage—with returns—time being allowed—as cer-

tain as by the post." In 1609, to send a letter

from London to Oxford, and get back an answer,

took a whole month, and even after the establish-

ment of the post, in 1650, correspondence was but
little expedited. The introduction of coaches

(probably from Hungary,) asserted a writer of the

day, would ruin the country ; wagons mentioned
by Stow, were advocated " as travelling easily,

without jolting men's bodies or hurrying them
along," which the obnoxious coaches did at four

miles an hour. In 1673, travellers were kept a

week on the road between London and Exeter,
the fare being forty shillings sterling in summer,
and forty-five shillings sterling in winter; the same
fare was charged from London to Chester or York.
In 1678, a six-horse coach took six days to perforin

the journey between Edinburgh and Glasgow.
At the end of the seventeenth century, the stage-

coach, with six horses, occupied two days in the

journey from London to Cambridge, fifty-.seven

les ; and fifty years later, the journey to Oxford
consumed the same time. Travelling by night was
first introduced about 1740, not without opposition
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from those who foresaw ruin in any departure from
old practice. Hogarth's picture, " The Country
Inn Yard," brings before us the ordinary coach
of the period. It underwent alteration from time

to time, as fancy or convenience dictated. In 1750,
the " Alton and Farnham" machine was started

with a wicker basket slung behind for the outside

passengers. During the first quarter of the pre-

sent century, through the exertions of Telford and
Macadam, and the improvement in wheeled ve-

hicles, the advancement in the facilities of trans-

portation was rapid, and at the close of the period

last mentioned, a superior mail-coach system was
in successful operation in England and other parts

of Europe. For example, the mail-coach between

London and Edinburo-h a distance of four hun

superceded less perfect machinery, they in turn
were set aside in accordance with the aims and re-

quirements of the age.

(To be cnniinned.J

For " The Friend."

Banks

may be found in the fol-

Johi

As some useful hints

lowing epistle written from his prison-house, I
would submit it for insertion in " The Friend."
The support of church order, and keeping close

to one another in the unity and fellowship of the
gospel, were never more needed than at the pre-
sent time.

"Dear Friends and Brethren,—In all your
together to do service for the Lord

dred miles, for sometime before the introduction truth and people, and to see that good orde'r b
of railroads, usually performed the trip in forty

three hours; four horses were employed, which
were changed every eight miles, thus requiring

two hundred for the whole journey.

In this, as in the mother country, the progress

of easy transit was slow. Although beaten paths

marked the way between certain localities, still

among the first adventurers and settlers there was
little attention paid to the opening or working of

roads. At a later period the sturdy pioneer who
ventured inland from a seaport town with his

family and household effects, after procuring one
of the usual covered wagons, could only shape his

course by following the Indian "trail" to the de-

sired locality. However, during and after the war
of the revolution, many of these trails, from a

variety of causes, had become tolerably fair roads

As late as 1824, the stage-coach between New
York and Philadelphia made weekly trips, the

journey either way consuming thirty hours, the

fare was S8. Who of the older inhabitants does

not remember the original style of Pennsylvania
wagons, with their hoop covered tops, and four

six, eight and sometimes even ten horses? some-

thing of the same kind is rarely seen at the pre-

sentday, but they have been modernized—degene-
rated—they are not the familiar acquaintances of

the days of our youth. Until within some thirty

years, for land carriage, these werealmost the only

facilities for the transportation of the wares, pro-

ducts and commodities of the manufacturer, the

merchant, the farmer and the mechanic. The ut-

most speed attained with them rarely exceeded two
miles per hour, and they usually consumed four

or five days in conveying a ton of goods between
the two cities last mentioned.

AVe have thus sketched the different modes of

land carriage for the transfer of persons and pro-

perty, until between thirty and forty years ago,

when the wonderful power of steam, with the ap-

pliance of skilful mechanism, began to be more
fully developed. Steam, the power of which an

eloquent lecturer, in 1832, eulogized thus :
—"It is

on our rivers, and the boatman may repose on hi.s

oars; itison the highways, and begins to exert itself

along the course of land conveyance ; it is at the

bottom of the mines, a thou.sand feet below the
earth's surface; it is in the mill and in the work-
shop of the trades. It rows, it pumps, it excavates,

it carries, it draws, it lifts, it hammers, it spins,

it weaves, it prints." Yes, it has truly become one
of the most subservient agenis of man. But who
dare estimate its term of sway ? The public mind
is already prepared for quite as startling announce-
ments, as would that be, which proclaimed ils suc-

cessor.

What travelling was, even fifteen years ago, is,

and each day becomes more and more, matter of

history. Except in the little frequented sections

of the country and on short routes, stage coaches
and wagons have materially disappeared. Having

kept in the churches of Christ, wait diligently to

be endowed with power and wi.?dom from above,
which is pure and peaceable; that by the same
you may be guided to judge of, and determine all

that you have committed to your charge, whether
in things spiritual or temporal. Thus good order,

the blessed unity and fellowship that stands in the
one Spirit, may be preserved amongst you, and
every one have right done them, and true judg-
ment in the power and wisdom of God may be sel

upon that which is unruly, stubborn and rebellious.

For take notice, that every one who professeth to

be a member of the body, or of the meeting, where
things are to be done in unity, according to order,

and settled and agreed to by the ancient and elder
brethren of the church of Christ ; every such an
one ought to be subject and condescending one
unto another, in things which are already settled,

and established as to church order; and not any
one to say in this or the other, I would be left to

my freedom and liberty.

" Let all seriously consider, that if every one of
you, when met together, should be of this mi
would not this tend to lay aside and break all

der, rule and fellowship, as it is already settled

according to Truth, in our men and women's meet-
ings, as seen meet in the wisdom of God ? Yes,
surely it would. Wherefore I cannot but say unto
you, for the clearing of my spirit, that care be
taken to keep up the good order settled in the

church, notwithstanding some in their particular

judgment be against it. I speak in tenderness for

the good and preservation of all who love good
order, and unity with the people of God. Beware
every one of reasoning above the simplicity of the
Truth; for the apostle warned to take heed that

you be not betrayed from the simplicity that is in

Christ, as the serpent beguiled Eve. Dear bre-

thren and sisters, be ye all careful to keep low and
near the Lord, and then you will be kept near and
dear one unto another; and the fountain of life

and divine wisdom will be opened unto you, and
the streams thereof will run plentifully among you;
which will make all your meetings and under-
takings sweet and comfortable, in the wisdom and
power of God ; and in the heavenly fellowship of
his Spirit, all the disorderly, unsubjeeted, and un-
ruly will be judged and cast out from among you.

" Wherefore, dear Friends, keep close together,

as a body fitly framed together in unity, so shall

nothing be lacking; for we need not to want any-
thing among ourselves, that may tend to strength-

en us against the enemy within, or his instruments
without. He is strong and subtle, and they are

many, all seeking to devour and break us asunder,

hich all the powers of hell and of death shall

never be able to do, as our care is to keep close to-

gether. Let your continued care and mine be,

that nothing upon any account may be given way
to that may tend to do any hurt, or make atiy

' reach amotKjst ourselves i but as the Lord hath

honoured us tvith his truth above many, to
praise and glory, and our comfort, be it spok
he hath preserved us in unity, and sweet comt
nion together for many years. Oh, that we n
still be considered as one man, of one heart s

mind, to persevere unto the end, in that in wh
we have begun, and thus far are preserved, liyi

to God, zealous for his name, truth and glorj
that through our careful settling and abiding ur
the rock and living root that bears us, w'e nj
bring forth fruit more abundantly, through l|

fresh springs of life, which will spring afresh iif
us, in and through Him, who is the fountain of

|

our mercies, blessings, favours and preservatic!—that living praises in our hearts and mouths i

our assemblies, may arise to the Lord, in a set'

of life, being broken and tendered before him, \

bless, praise and magnify his holy and honourali
name for our preservation in his truth near to hi

self, and in love and unity one with anothe'
which is the living concern and prayer of yo'
brother, that you may be so preserved unto t

\

end, amen. John Banks." '

the

1 my prison-house, in Carlisle

29th of the Third mo., 1684."

Extract from Prescott.

All Auto de Fe.

The auto ele fe ("act of faith") was the mc
imposing, as it was the most awful, of the solemi'

ties authorized by the Roman Catholic Churc i

It was intended, somewhat profanely, has be(

intimated, to combine the pomp of the Rom;]
triumph with the terrors of the day of judgmecl
It may remind one quite as much of those bloot!

festivals prepared for the entertainment of tl!

Caesars in the Coliseum. The religious import I

the auto de fe was intimated by the circutastm*'

of its being celebrated on a Sunday, or some oth'

holiday of the church. An indulgence for fori'

days was granted by his holiness to all who shou \

be present at the spectacle; as if the appetite fi|

witnessing the scenes of human suffering require'

to be stimulated by a bounty ; that, too, in Spai;

where the amusements were, and still are, of tl:

most sanguinary character.

The scene for this second auto de fe at Vallad'

lid, was the great square in front of the Church.
St. Francis. At one end a platform was raisei

covered with rich carpeting, on which were range

the seats of the inquisitors, emblazoned with tl

arms of the HolJ' Office. Near to this was tl

royal gallery, a private entrance to which secure

the inmates from molestation by the crowd. 0|

posite to this gallery a large scaffold was erecter

so as to be visible from all parts of the arena, an

was appropriated to the unhappy martyrs ffli:

were to suffer in the auto.
'

At sis in the morning, all the bells in the cap'

tal began to toll, and a solemn procession was see

to move from the dismal fortress of the Inquisi

tion. In the van marched- a body of troops, t

secure a free passage for the procession. The'

came the condemned, each attended by two fam

"iars of the Holy Office, and those who were t,

suffer at the stake by two friars, in addition, e!j

horting the heretic to abjure his errors. Thos]

admitted to penitence wore a sable dress; whil'

the unfortunate martyr was enveloped in a loos-

sack of yellow cloth,—the sa« henito,—with h'

head surmounted by a cap of paste-board of a con

'

cal form, which, together with the cloak, was eii

broidered with figures of flames and of devils fai

ning and feeding them ; all emblematical of tb

destiny of the heretic's soul in the world to coun

as well as of his body in the present. Then cam

the magistrates of the city, the judges of th

courts, the ecclesiastical orders, and the nobles (
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land, on horseback. These were followed by

1|
members of the dread tribunal, and the fiscal,

I
ring a standard of crimson damask, on one side

khich were displayed the arms of the luquisi-

ii, and on the other the insignia of its founders,

stus the Fifth, and Ferdinand the Catholic.

Lt came a numerous train of familiars, well

[junted, among whom were many of the gentry

]he province, proud to act as the body guard of

q Holy Office. The rear was brought up by an

ijnense concourse of the common people, stimu-

id on the present occasion, no doubt, by the

111 desire to sec their new sovereign, as well as

Jthe ambition to share in the triumphs of the

/} (h fc. The number thus drawn together

!u the capital and the country, far exceeding

it was usual on such occasions, is estimated by

^
present at full two hundred thousand.

\s the multitude defiled into the .square, the

E.isitors
took their place on the .seats prepared

their reception. The condemned were con-

ed to the scafl'old, and the royal station was

pied by Philip, with the diiferent members of

{household. At his side sat his sister, the late

Int,
his son, Don Carlos, his nephew, Alexan-

Farness, several foreign ambassadors, and the

cipal grandees and higher ecclesiastics in at-

^dance on the court. It was an august assem-

i of the greatest and the proudest in the land.

}t the most indifferent spectator, who had a

|rk of humanity in his bosom, might have turned

ih feelings of admiration from this array of

nldly power, to the poor martyr, who, with no

I port but what he drew from within, was pre-

i;cd to defy this power, and to lay down his life

vindication of the rights of conscience. Some
|re may have been, in that large concourse, who

fed
in these sentiments. But their number

small indeed in comparison with those who
jijed on the wretched victim as the enemy of

U, and his approaching sacrifice as the most

lious triumph of the Cross,

fhe ceremonies began with a sermon " the ser-

|q of the faith," by the Bishop of Zamora. The
jject of it may well bo guessed from the occa-

|i. It was no doubt plentifully larded with

tts

of Scripturt; ; and, unless the preacher de-

led from the fashion of the time, with passajres

,n the heathen writers, however much out of

ce they may seem in an orthodox discourse.

iVhen the bishop had concluded, the grand in-

sitor administered an oath to the assembled
Ititude, who, on their knees, solemnly swore
Icfend the Inquisition, to maintain the purity

the faith, and to inform against any one who
uld swerve from it. As Philip repeated an
h of similar import, he suited the action to the

d, and, rising from his seat, drew his sword from
icabbard, as if to announce himself the deter-

led champion of the Holy Office. In the earlier

oi of the Moorish and Jewish infidels, so humi-
ing an oath had never been exacted from the

ereign.

^ftcr this, the secretary of the tribunal road
ad an instrument reciting the grounds for the

viction of the prisoners, and the respective

tenees pronounced against them. Those who
e to be admitted to penitence, each, as his sen-

ce was proclaimed, knelt down, and, with his

ds on the missal, solemnly abjured his errors,

was absolved by the grand-inquisitor. The
olution, however, was not so entire as to re-

e the offender from the penalty of his trans-

ssions in this world. Some were doomed to

petual imprisonment in the cells of the Inqui-
iin, others to lighter penances. All were
med to the confiscation of their property—

a

Qt of too great moment to the welfare of the

tribunal ever to be omitted. Besides this, in many
cases the offender, and, by a glaring perversion of

justice, hi.s immediate descendants, were rendered
forever ineligible to public office of any kind, and
their names branded with perpetual infamy. Thus
blighted in fortune and in character, they were
said, in the soft language of the Inquisition, to be
reconciled.

As these unfortunate persons were remanded,
under a strong guard, to their prisons, all eyes
were turned on the little company of martyrs, who,
clothed in ignominious garb of the .sy(?i henilo,

stood waiting the sentence of their judges—with
cords around their necks, and in their hands a

cross, or sometimes an inverted torch, typical of

their own speedy dissolution. The interest of the
spectators was still further excited, in the present
instance, by the f;ict that several of these victims
wore not only illustrious for their rank, but yet
more so for their talents and virtues. In their

haggard looks, their emaciated forms, and too

often, alas ! their distorted limbs, it was easy to

read the story of their sufferings in their long im-
prisonment, for some of them had been 'confined

in the dark cells of the Inquisition much more
than a year. Yet their countenances, though
haggard, far from showing any sign of weakness
or fear, were lighted up with the glow of holy

enthusiasm, as of men prepared to seal their testi-

mony with their blood.

When that part of the process showing the

grounds of their conviction had been read, the

grand inquisitor consigned them ti the hands of
the corregidor of the city, beseeching him to deal

with the prisoners -HI aW /cuu/uess and mercy; a

honeyed, but most hypocritical phrase, since no
choice was left to the civil magistrate, but to ex-

ecute the terrible sentence of the law against

heretics, the preparations for which had been made
by him a week before.

(To be concluded.)

What Family Government is.

Tt is not to watch children with a suspicious eye,

to frown at the merry outbursts of innocent hi-

larity, to suppress their joyous laughter, and to

mould thorn into melancholy little models of octo-

genarian gravity.

And when they have been in fault, it is not

simply to punish them on account of the personal

injury you have chanced to suffer in consequence

of their fault, while disobedience, unattended by
inconvenience to yourself, passes without rebuke.

Nor is it to overwhelm the little culprit with

angry words ; to stun him with a deafening noise;

to call him by hard names, which do ntjt express

his misdeeds; to load him with epithets which
would be extravagant if applied to a fault of ten-

fold enormity; or to declare, with passionate vehe-

mence, that he is the worst child in the world, and
destined for the gallows.

But it is to watch anxiously for the first risings

of sin, and to repress them; to counteract the

earliest workings of selfishness; to repress the first

beginnings of rebellion against rightful authority :

to teach an implicit and unquestioning and cheer-

ful obedience to the will of the parent, as the best

preparation for a future allegiance to the require-

ments of the civil magistrate, and the laws of the

great Ruler and Father in heaven.

It is to punish a fault because it is a fault ; be-

cause it is sinful and contrary to the commands of

God, without reference to whether it mayor may
not have been productive of immediate injury to

the parent or others.

It is to reprove with calmness and composure,
and not with angry irritation ; in a few words, fitly

chosen, and not with a torrout of abuse; to punish

as often as you threaten, and threaten only when
you intend and can remeniberto perform ; to say

what you mean, and iufalliWy do as you say.

It is to govern your family as in the sight of
Ilim who gave you iruthority, who will reward
your strict fidelity with such blessings as he be-

stowed on Abraham, or punish your criminal ne-

glect with such curses as he visited on Eli.

—

Re-
U(jious Herald.

Seleclcd.

"I loved to attend religious meetings, especially

those for discipline, and it was clearly shown me,
that all who attend those meetings should inwardly

wait in great awfulness, to know the immediate

presence of Christ the Head of the Church, to give

them an understanding what their several services

are, and for ability to answer the requirings of

truth, for it is by the light and spirit thereof, that

the Lord's work is done with acceptance, and none

should presume to speak, or act without its motion

and direction; for they who act and speak without

it, do often darken counsel, mislead the weak, and

expose their own folly, to the burthen and grief

of sensible Friends. It was in great fear that I

attempted to speak in these meetings, and as I

kept low with an eye single to the honour of truth,

I felt peace and inward strength to increase from

time to time; and it is good for all who are con-

cerned to speak to matters in meetings for d:scip-

line, in the first place to take heed that their own
spirits do not prompt thereto, and to mind the

time when to speak fitly ; for a word in season from

a pure heart is precious, and frequently prevents

debates instead of ministering contention,—and

when they have spoken to business, they should turn

inward to feel whether the pure truth owns them,

and in that rest, without an over anxious care

whether it succeeds at that time or not; so Friends

will be preserved from being lifted up, because

their service is immediately owned; or if it should

bo rejected or slighted, in this inward, humble
state, the labour is felt and seen to be the Lord's."

J. UhurclimuHS Juurnal.

THE FRIEND,
FOURTH MONTH 12, 1856.

We have before us the 27th Annual Report of

the Inspectors of the Eastern Penitentiary of this

State. It contains numerous tabular statements

detailing facts of singular and often sad interest,

regarding the convicts. It appears that at the

close of 1855, there were 285 convicts in the In-

stitution, and that the whole number admitted up

to that time, since the admission of the first con-

vict. Tenth mo. 29th, 1829, was 3359. We ob-

serve that of this number, 871, or more than one-

fourth, were re-convictions, and that many of

these had been imprisoned several times ; 3 of

them Steven, and 2 nine times. Of the 871 re-

convictions, but 840 were re-convicts to this Insti-

tution, the remaining 531 having been imprisoned

elsewhere on their previous sentences

The object of imprisonment for crime is two-

fold ; 1st, to reform the criminal, and rescue him
from his downward course ; 2d, to deter others

from the commission of crime. The proper treat-

ment of convicts, both during incarceration, and

when they are discharged, in order to promote the

first object, is a serious and respou.sible undertak-

ing. Prison Discipline Societies, where they have

the funds, and their labours are rightly conducted,

may do much to promote this important object.

The need of such labours was strikingly illustrated

at a meeting of a remarkable character, held at

London on the 12th of la.st month. It was con-
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vened by Horace Slayhew, the author of London
Labour and the London Poor. The followin,

count of this meeting is taken, with soiue verbal

alterations, from a letter from the London corres-

pondent of one of our daily papers.

" It was an assemblage of Ticket of Leave Men, or

Thieves who, having been sentenced to penal servitude

for various terms, have, bj good conduct while incar-

cerated, been presented with a ticket of leave, which
sends them again into the world for the purpose of re-

trieving their character. So police were present, the

commissioners, upon the application of H. Mayhew, hav-
ing on this occasion withdrawn them from the imme-
diate vicinity. About fifty convicts attended, and after

an address from H. Mayhew, several spoke. One man,
Peter, speaking with remarkable fluency and great pro-

priety of expression, narrated his history ; it was a pain-

ful one, commenciug with poverty, proceeding with

thieving, progressing to penal servitude, followed by
liberation under a ticket to leave, starvation and return

to. thieving, a desire to reform, but the practicability

surrounded by apparently almost insuperable difficul-

ties. Knocked about by the police, coolly received by
the public, he knew not where to get a meal's victuals,

or how, he seemed to think, but by stealing ; but if the

encouragement held out by H. Mayhew were only to be
realized, he would never put his hand again to a
honest action. A little costcrmonger spoke next. The
narration was much of the same character. His release

upon a ticket of leave had been to place him under th

surveillance of the police, which, but for some determina
tion and resolution ou his part, would again have driven

him back to mal-practices, but he was just able now to

' crack a crust,' and he would never go back to thieving.

A stonemason, who had been fortunate since his libera-

tion to get into full work, expressed his sympathy with
those of his class, whom he knew to be suffering the

direst misery. An elderly man related a piteous his-

tory; a blacksmith and others all telling pretty much
the same tale, that the inability to get employment on
leaving prison compelled them, as they alleged, for

mere life's sake to resort to their old crime of thieving.

H. Mayhew closed this most remarkable meeting by
stating that he would endeavour to form a committee of

philanthropical gentlemen, with a view of raising a fund
and establishing a society for their encouragement. He
exhorted them to do their utmost on their own behalf,

and show to the world that the efforts of others for their

redemption would not be thrown away. There was a
very general response affirmatively to his wish ; and
then this singular meeting, conducted throughout with
the greatest order and propriety, separated."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to the 22d ult.

The Paris Conference.—The Prussi.in representatives

took their seats in the Peace Congress at the tenth

meeting. The business of the Conference was under-
stood to be closed, the terms of peace having been con-
cluded upon. A committee of one representative from
each of the Powers, n as engaged in drawing up a formal
treaty of peace.

FRANCE.—On the 16th ult., the Empress Eugenie
gave birth to a son, to whom the name of Napoleon-
Eugene-Louis-Jean-Joseph was given, with the title of

King of Algeria. This event was made the occasion of

great parade and ceremony, and of many demonstra-
tions of rejoicing, not only in Paris but throughout
France. On the 18th, the Senate and Legislative Corps
waited upon the Emperor with their congratulations.

The President of the Senate delivered the address to

which the Emperor replied with much emotion. He
called to mind that the Napoleon dynasty had emanated
from the people ; that it had experienced forty years of

trial; and that the Imperial Prince was born in the

midst of hopes of peace.

TURKEY.—The Divan, owing to the remonstrances
|

of the merchants, had renounced the projected issue ol

100,000,000 piastres of paper money. Rustori Pacha
had been convicted of malversation, and sentenced to

imprisonment, and to refund several hundred thousand
francs.

RUiSSIA.—The fortifications of Nicolaieff were being
strengthened. General Luders had ordered all Russian
officers who were on furlough, to return to duty. The
Imperial foundry on the left bank of the Don, was
closed, indicating the intention of Russia to abandon its

maritime establishments on the Black Sea. There had
been great mortality among the French troops in the

Crimea. The armistice had produced a profound sen-

sation of joy in the armies. It was stated that two

divisions of the British army under Sir Colin Campbell,
will proceed immediately to Canada.
DK.NMARK.-The Sound Dues question had excited

some alarm in Europe, for fear of its causing another
war. The London Times learns, with satisfaction, that
the United States Government has determined to pro-
long the obligations of the treaty just about to expire,
for a further term of two months, on the express under-
standing that something will be done, in the meantime,
towards the abolition of the Sound Dues.
GREAT BRITAIN. — The American Minister, Bu-

chanan, introduced his successor, G. M. Dallas, to the
diplomatic corps, on the 17th, and transferred the charge
of the Embassay to him. The Ex-Minister would take
passage for the United States, about the middle of this
month. Parliament had adjourned. The -advices from
the manufacturing districts were satisfactory. The
Bank of England had reduced its rate of interest to a
uniform rate of six per cent. ; the bullion in its vaults
had slightly increased. Consols were quoted at 92i a

92f.
Liverpool Market.—Cotton, fair qualities were scarce

and had improved
; the lowest had declined l-16rf. The

range was from 5 13-16rf. to 6jrf. Breadstuff's were un-
settled in price, and dnil. Western Canal flour, 31s. a

s. ; Ohio, 36s. a 36«. 6rf.

AFRICA.—Advices from Cape Coast to Second mo.
25th, state that the Coast was healthy. There had beer
disturbances in which thirty natives had been killed,

and one hundred wounded.
INDIA.—Advices from Bombay to Second mo. IGth,

state that the Santhall insurrection had been renew
MEXICO.—The Revolutionists besieged at Puebla,

surrendered to the Government forces on the 22d ult.

CENTRAL AMERICA.—The Government of Costa
Rica has made a formal declaration of war against the
Walker government in Nicaragua. The latter had been
reinforced by the arrival of 300 Americans, and had
despatched a force of 600 men under Col. Schlessinger,
against the Costa Ricaus. The Government of Costa
Rica had issued an address to the people of Central
America, calling on them to rise and destroy the Ame-
rican invaders. An Ambassador from San Salvador
had arrived at Grenada, with despatches of a peaceful
character.

UNITED STATES.—The net amount in the Treasury,
on the 24th ult., subject to draft, was $22,372,285. The
Department at Washington have issued 112,794 land
warrants, under the act of 1S55. The applications re-
ceived amount to 242,000, of which 170,000 have been
examined. A bill has passed both houses of Congress,
appropriating §300,000 for restoring and maintaining
peaceable relations with the Indians of the Pacific coast,

and $200,000 for the purchase of gunpowder. A joint
resolution has been passed, providing fur enlarging the
Custom-house, Post-office and Federal Court building
at Buffalo, N. Y. The Kansas investigating committee
has proceeded to the Territory to commence their la-

bours. The debate on Kansas affairs and collateral

questions, continues in the Senate.
Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 213. During the

rst three months of 1856, the slaughter of anim^
le supply of the city, exclusive of those killed an

by fiirmers, was as "follows: 14,620 beef cattle,
'

sheep, and 24,450 hogs. During the Third mont
temperature was 29.76, which is nearly 10° below
.•erage-of the last twenty years. The highest was
a the 23d, and the lowest 0° on the luth. The

navigation of the Delaware was resumed above the city

'7th, after a suspension of nearly three months.
Persons crossed on the ice as late as the 15th of Third
month. The coinage at the U. S. Mint in this city, for

the Third month, w.as in 3,170,615 pieces, of the value
of $3,443,098. The steam packet line between Phila-
delphia and Liverpool, which had suspended its comniu-

tion between the two cities, on account of the war,
is about resuming its regular trips. The steamer City

" Baltimore is to leave Liverpool on the 23d inst., for

this city, and the Manchester and the City of Pittsburg
were to follow in regular succession.

Neu- York.—Mortality last week, 411, of whom 147
were adults and 264 children. The exports of specie
for the week amounted to $1,248,922. On the 5tli,

sales of good red wheat were made at $1.65 a $1.70;

Miacellancous.—Military and Kaval Force of Europe.—
According to a statement in " La Presse," "the military
land force .if mII tlie powers of Europe form an effective

total of 4,lo2,Ji4 men, of whom 2,581,282 belong to the
six powers represented in the Congress of Paris. The
naval forces form a total of 2815 ships, of which 600
are steam vessels.

Emancipation.—The Cin. Commercial of the 2d says,

"Seventeen slaves emancipated by Mr. SUobarn, of

Logan county, Ky., arrived here yesterday on the stean
Telegraph. They were furnished with means to loc
on a farm." A planter from Mississippi had arrived
Hamilton, Butler county, Ohio, with a family of q
persons which he desired to set free. The family c.

sists of a mother, with six sons and two daughtt
Three of the sons were said to be good mechanics, a
another acted as an overseer.

The British Ship Resolute.—The British Governini
have given up all claim to the ship Resolute, now \j\
in the harbour of ^^^ew London, Conn., and she is to
sold, with all her fixtures, for the benefit of the part
concerned in her recovery.

The Typhus Fever rages in Southern Russia, partic
larly in those places which are near the theatre of wi
Bakshiserai, Sirapheropol, Kherson and Nicholaieffa
almost empty. It is estimated that this pestilence h
already carried off' 100,000 men. :

California Quicksilver.—In 1855,, the exports of ft

article from the great mine at Santa Clara, amounteii
1,951,242 pounds : value, $993,621. The mine beloni;

to Robert J. Walker, Com. Stockton, and others.

The Steamboat A'ezv Jersey. — The Coroner's Ja
charged with the investigation of the late disaste

after a long investigation and the examination
many witnesses, rendered a verdict exonerating the a
fleers of the boat from censure, but they find "thattl
steam ferry boat New Jersey, by the burning of whit'
these deaths by violence occurred, was entirely unfit fcj

the transportation of passengers; that she was inadi'

quately manned, her boiler worn out, leaky and defei

five; that there were no boats, life-preservers, float

j

spare plank, buckets on deck, or any other means pn'
vided for the escape of passengers, in case of fire, coll!

sion, explosion, or any other emergency."
Failures in Europe.—The English papers chronic

'

many failures among the grain merchants within tb

last two months. In Glasgow, where the stock of grai'

was proportionately above that of any other place, thci

are reported thirteen ca^s of insolvency, involvii,

of tn-o mabilities to the extent i illions of dollars.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Jehu Fawcett, agt., C, $36, for \'

Warrington, $4, vols. 28 and 29, for Daniel Bolton, S
vols. 28 and 29, for J. W. Coffee, Benj. Antram, Josi.i

Fawcett, $2 each, vol. 28, II. Bolton, Isaac Bonsall, ^

Shaw, Jehu AUman, Job Warren, R. B. Faucett, H. \\

Harris, $2 each, vol. 29, Jos. Stratton, $2, to 41, vo;]

, Mahlon Whinery, $2, to 12, vol. 30, Josh. Coppnckl

$2, to 29, vol. 30, Abm. Bonsall, $2, to 26, vol. 30 ; fron

John Brantingham. lo., $2, vol. 29; from T. W., lo.

for S. C. Sharpless,' $2, vol. 28, John Thomas, $4, vols

;

28 and 29; from Willis P. Smith, 0., $2, to 26, vol.29t

FRIENDS' HORSES. '

Friends coming to this city to attend Yearly Meeting

r at other times, on the service of Society, who put up

within the limits of the Monthly Meeting of Friends i

Philadelphia for the Northern District, can have theiii

horses accommodated at the stables of William A-;

Scheetz, (Montgomery Hotel,) North-east corner of Sixtl

and Willow streets.

Philad., Fourth mo. 10th, 1856.

BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS IN AMERICA.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the Bible Association o I

Friends in America, will be held at the Committee-room
i

Arch street Meeting-house, on Seventh-day evening

Fourth month 19th, 1856, at 8 o'clock. Friends gene-

rally, of both sexes, are invited to attend.

John Carter, Sec'ry.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
The stated annual meeting of the Haverford School,

Association, will be held at Committee-room, Arch street!

Meeting-house, on Second-day afternoon, at 4 o'clock.
I,

Fifth mo. 12th, 1856. Charles Ellis, Sec'ry. |

Friends' Boarding-School for Indian Children, at i

Tunessassah.

A man Friend is wanted to aid in carrying out the]

concern for the improvement of the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkintok,

377 S. Second street.

Thomas Evans,

Philad., Eleventh rao. 1st, 1855. 180 Arch street

PRINTED BY KITE & WALTON,
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Zoological Sketches.

To furnish every possible link in the grand proces-

t n of organized life, is the aim of the science of

i)logy. Its professors have explored the wQds of

rica, and have penetrated f;ir into the interior of

Juth j\jneriea; have endured the last extremities

hunger and thirst to catch some curious hum-
Ing-bird ; and have been consumed by fevers to

very socket of life, in order to pin an unknown
tie, or to procure some rare and gorgeous-

ourcd fly. The passion for this science seems to

ve long dwelt in the English race ; our love of

'd-sports, and keen relish of rural hfe, coupled

a habit of minute observation, have all had a

dency to foster an acquaintance with the beasts

the field and the fowls of the air, and scarcely a

^age but boasts of some follower of White or

laterton. This taste we carry with us to our vast

onial possessioax, and to that chain of military

ts whose morning guns echo round the world,

ith such splendid opportunities for observing and

lecting animals, we have succeeded in gathering

ether a menagerie which is by far the first in

istence, and which includes typical forms of most

ng things—from the chimpanzee, in whose face

[d structure we trace the last step but one of the

host form of mammal, to the zoophyte, which

ikes hands with the vegetable world.

Ancient Rome, it is true, in her degenerate days
wnessed vaster collections of animals, and saw
Ippoptami, ostriches, and girafies, together with

IJ3
fiercer carnivore, turned by hundreds into the

i[3na. But how diiferent the spirit with which

;y were collected ! With the debased and pro-

late Roman emperors the only object of these

)ody shows was to gratify the Ijrutal appetite of

3ir people for slaughter ; with us the intention is

display the varying wonders of creation.

Most of our readers in the full flush of summer
ve leaned over the balustrade of the carnivora

•race. From this elevated situation the whole
in of the south side of the grounds is exposed.

) his right, fringing a still pool whose translucent

iters mirror them as they stand, the spectator sees

e collection of storks and cranes : more immediately
front of him softly tread the Uamas and alpacas

•the beasts of burthen of the New World : farther,

:ain, we see the deer in their paddocks, and beyond
e sedgy pools of the water-fowl, set in the midst of

aceful shrubberies which close the Gardens in

am the landscape of the Regent's Park. Passing
er to the northern side of the terrace he sees the

eagle aviary, tenanted by its royal and solitary-

looking occupants ; the otters swimming their merry
round, and perchance the seal flapping beside his

pool ; while the monkeys with incredible rapidity

and constant chatter swing and leap about their

wire enclosure. Immediately beneath him the Polar
bears pace to and fro, or, swaj-ing their heads, walk
backwards with a firmness which a lord chamber-
lain might study with advantage ; and dose at hand
the long neck of the " ship of the desert" is seen

sailing out from the gateway of the pretty clock-

hoase. That the dread monarch of the forest and
the other " great cats" are beneath his feet, he is

made aware by angry growls and the quivering

sound of shaken iron bars, as the keeper goes round
with his daily beef-barrow. No one can help feel-

ing a certain sense of strangeness at seeing these

creatures of all climes scattered amid a flourishing

garden—to witness beasts, ensanguined in tooth

and claw, impatiently pacing to and fro between
banks of scarlet geraniums or bods brilliant with the

countless blooms of early dahlias—or, still more
oddly, to witness birds of prey which love to career

in the storm surrounded by monthly roses. Had it

been possible to have given each class of bird and
animal its appropriate vegetation it would doubtless

have been preferable ; but such an arrangement was
manifestly impo.ssible.

Descending from this general sur\'ey, the long

row of dens which run below the terrace on either

side are the first to attract the visitor's attention.

Before this terrace was constructed in 1840, the

larger carnivoraj were cooped up in what is now the

reptHe-house. The early dens of the establishment

form a gjod example of the difficulty EngUshmen
experience in suiting themselves to altered circum-

stances. On the first formation of the Gardens the

Society seems to have taken for its model some rov-

ing Menagerie, as many of the houses of the beasts

were nothing better than caravans dismounted from
their wheels, and the managers encamped their col-

lection in a fashion httle more permanent than

Wombwell would have done upon a village green.

It was speedily found that the health of the leHdae

lUfFered materially from their close confinement,

which did not even admit of the change of air ex-

perienced in the travelling caravan. In fact, the

hons, tigers, leopards, and pumas, did not live on an

average more than twenty-four months. To remedy
tins state of tilings the terrace dens were constructed,

and, rushing from one extreme to the other, tropical

animals were left exposed to the full rigour of win-

ter. The drifting rain fell upon their hair, and they

were exposed in cold, wet weather to a temperature

which even man, who ranges from the torrid zone

to the arctic circle, could not resi.st unprotected.

The coasequences were manifested in the increa.se

of inflammatory lung diseases, and it is now found

necessary to protect the dens by matting and arti-

ficial heat from the extreme cold and damp of the

winter months. In the .summer the exposure suits

them admirably, and it must be confes.sed that the

tigers look only too fat and comfortable. One of

the most interesting cages is that which contains a

family party, consisting of a mastiff with the Uon
and his mate. They were brought up together from

cubhood, and agree to a mar\-cl ; though the dog

would prove little more than a mouthful for either

of his noble-looking companions. Visitors express

a vast deal of sympathy for him, and fancy that the

lion is only saving him up, as the Giant did Jack, for

a future feast. But their sj-mpathy, we believe, is

thrown away. " Lion" has always maintained the

ascendency he assumed when a pup, and any rough

handling on the part of his huge play-fellows is imme-

diately resented by liis flying at their no.ses. Although

the doc is allowed to come out of the den every morn-

ing, he shows a great disinclination to leave liis old

friends. It is, however, thought advisable to separate

them at feeding-time. Both the lion and lioness

are of EngUsh birth, and it is .singular that out of

the great number that have been born in the

Society's Garden full fifty per cent, have come into

the world with cleft palates, and have perished in

consequence of not being able to suck. If the keepers

were to fill their nostrils with tow we fancy they

could accompUsh this act, as well at least as children

who are suffering from cold in the head. Although

the male is not yet fully grown, he is sufiiciently de-

veloped to show the difference between the African

variety to which he belongs and the East Indian spe-

cimen at the other end of the terrace. Our young

Cape friend has a fine mane and a tail but shghtly

bushed at the top, which droops towards the ground.

The full-grown animal from Goojerat, is, on the con-

trary comparatively inaneless, and his tail takes a

short curl upwards at the end. The caudal extremity

of both is furnished with a rudimentary claw. This

Httle appendage was supposed by the ancients to

be instrimientai in lashing the lion into fury, and

Gordon Cunmiing informs us that the natives of

South Afi-ica believe it to be the residence of an evil

spirit which never evacuates its po.st until death over-

takes the beast and gives it notice to quit. The

Goojerat or maneless Hon is supposed to be the

original of the heraldic beast we regard with such

respect as a national emblem, but which foreigners

maintain is nothing better than a leopard.

But why do we coop these noble animals in such

nutshells of cages '! What a miserable sight to see

them pace backwards and forwards in their box-

like dens ! Why should they, of all the beasts of

the forest, be condemned to such imprisonment?

The bear has its pole, the deer its paddock, the

otter his pool, where at least they have enough

Mberty to keep them in health ; but we stall our

lions and tigers as we would oxen, till they grow

lethargic, fat, and puffy, like city aldermen. With

half an acre of enclosed ground, strewn with sand,

we might see the king of beasts pace freely, as in

his Libyan fastness, and ^vith twenty feet of artificial

rock might witness the tiger's bound. Such an ar-

rangement would, we are connnced, attract thou-

sands to the Gardens, and restore to the larger

carnivorte that place among the beasts from which

they have been so unfairly degraded. We commend

this idea to Mitchell, the able secretary to the

Society, who has shown by his system of " starring"

how aUve he is to the fact that it is to the sixpenny

and shilling \-isitors who flock to the Gardens by

tens of thousands on holidays that he must look to

support the wise and liberal expenditure he has

lately adopted.
_

On the other side of the terrace, in addition to
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the leopards and hysenas, is to be found a splendid

coUeetion of bears, from the sharp-muzzled sun-bear

(who robs a bees'-bive in a bollow tree as artistically

as a London thief cuts a purse,) to the enormous
Eussian Bruin, the largest perhaps ever exhibited.
'• Prince MenschikofiT," as he is called by the keep-

ers, grew into exceeding good condition in the gar-

dens at Hull, where it appears he chiefly dieted

upon his brethren, the cannibal having consumed
no less than five bears : and they appear to have
had the same efiFect upon him as eod-Uver oil upon
a human invalid. His neighbours, the white Polar

bears, contrast with him strangely in physiognomy
and form ; their heads, sharp as pole-cats', seem
fashioned like cutwaters to enable them to make
their way in the sea, and if they would lift their

huge paws we should see that they were clothed

almost entirely with hair, to aid them in securing a

firm footing on the ice. The largest of these beasts

managed to get out of his enclosure before the top

of it was barred in ; but he was peaceably led back
again. Indeed, even the wildest of the beasts, after

a little confinement, seem so frightened at recovering

their liberty that they easily allow themselves to be
recaptured.

Last year the Pelidaj alone consumed beef, mut-
ton, and horseflesh to the value of £1367 19s. 5d.

This sum is entirely irrespective of the fish, snakes,

frogs, and other " small deer" given to the birds

and inferior carnivorcC. They all live here like

gentlemen, emancipated from the dinidgery of find-

ing their daily food. They have their slaughter-

houses close at hand in the Gardens, where sheep,

oxen, and horses are weekly killed expres.sly for

them. Some of them will only eat cooked meat.

Soon after the cstabUshment of the Gardens, expe-

riments were made as to the best manner of feeding

them, which proved that, while they gained flesh

and continued active upon one full meal a day, they
lost weight and became drowsy on two half meals.

In the endeavour to follow nature still closer, they
were dieted more sparely, and even fasted at cer-

tain seasons. This treatment, however, resulted in

a catastrophe—a female leopard and puma killing

and eating their companions : a strong hint for fuUer
rations, which was not neglected.

For "The Friend."

The following extract of a letter from a highly
valued correspondent, I offer for insertion in the

Friend, belie\iug that the remarks in relation to a

mere common-place expression of sympathy on the
occasion of the death of friends, wiU find a hearty
I'esponse in the bosoms of many who have been so

circumstanced. * *
" In being brought into feeling of deep sympathy

for the afflicted, I have often found my lips sealed
in silence, and have had to think of Job's friends

(although accounted miserable comforters in the
end) when they first saw the intensity of his grief,

they rent their mantles and sat down seven days
and nights without speaking a word unto him ; and
hence I have been wilhng to suppose my inadequacy
arose to express myself by letter on a subject so
painful, and a trial so unexpectedly meted out. I
have sometimes heard many words uttered in ^-isits

of condolence or sympathy, and I have thought it

would have been better, if like EHhu, the spe'akers
liad waited until the Spirit within constrained
them. How much we have had to teach us where
our dependence should be placed

;
yet it is hard

for us naturally, to do other than lean somewhat
at least upon the services of those whom the
Master has equipped with his spiritual armor, who
have shown themselves valiant in his warfare, and
whose bows have abode in strength. While we

know He can as avaihngly show forth his glory and
the greatness of his might, through a chosen httle

band, as through Gideon's whole host, it becomes
us not to repine, but rather that we give the more
diligence that we may be of that people, among
whom his name may be found, that in the final

close, we too may receive the reward of " well done."

Earhj Settlements of Germans in the TJ. States.—The Mennonites of Switzerland having in 1707
secured by purchase ten thousand acres of land on
the stream called the Pequea, [Penn.sylvania,] com-
menced in 171 1 a very large emigration, which con-
tinued until 1728. They required and purchased the
valley of the Connestoga, and Lancaster county be-
came the home of the Mennonites. These were fol-

lowed by the " Tunkers," a sect driven from their
homes in Southern Germany. In 171 9-20 they set-

tled near Germanto^vn and Lancaster. Many of their
descendants are now to be found in Virginia. In 1 7 34,
about one hundred families came from Silesia and
settled in Pennsylvania. They were followers of
Caspar Schwenckfeld, who opposed certain doctrines
of the Lutherans. In 1 732 a few Hernhutters were
found in Pennsylvania. In the winter of 1735-36,
one hundred and seventy Moravians were conveyed
to Savannah, in the same vessel with Oglethorpe,
Wesley, and Whitefield, where they built a town,
to which they gave the name of Ebenezer. In 1738,
however, they removed into Pennsylvania, and
founded near Easton a school for negroes, which
was the first, and for a long time the only one in

America.

The great body of these early emigrants had
come from the vaUey of the Rhine, from Switzer-
land, and from Swabia, and had settled in New
York, New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, and
Northern Maryland. Those of kindred sympathies
and pursuits gathered together. The to^wn of
Reading, in Pennsylvania, was almost entirely
composed of Lutherans, and Lancaster of Men-
nonites. New York was the home of the mem-
bers of the Reformed Church. Baltimore and
Berks county attracted the Roman Catholics. The
same types of rehgious character exist in a great
degree to the present day. Many Germans, how-
ever, were enticed by Law's agents to Biloxi, near
Mobile, where they soon fell a prey to devouring
fevers. Others were planted at St. Charles, above
New Orleans. They gave the names to the Lac
Allemaud and the Bayou Allemand.

For '-The Friend.'

Yearly Meeting

The time of our annual gathering is draw-
ing near, and let us query with ourselves whether
our minds are pre paring for it? Are we seek-
ing after that preparation of heart which is of
the Lord, having our own wills brought into subjec-
tion to the Divine will; desiring that the Lord's
will may be done on us, and that we, through bis
mercy, may be favoured to conduct the weighty
affairs of the Church to his honour and to the praise
of his ever excellent name? It is only as we are
furnished with the ability that God gives, that we
can move rightly in his cause. Let us then be con-
cerned individually, to cry mightily unto Him, that
he may favour us in mercy with a measure of his

power.

We profess to beheve that those who are rightly
concerned to seek after this power, will witness the
truth of the promise, "As thy day is, so shall thy
strength be," and that we shall not take thought
before-hand what we .shall speak, hanng faith that
if our minds are rightly directed, the Holy Ghost
will teach us in the same hour what we ought to
speak, Premeditated planning, let the end designed

be ever so desirable, is certainly a practical dep;
ture from the faith of our forefathers in the Tru
Dowenot believe thattheLordisourGodall-po

erful, and that with him there is neither variablene
nor shadow of turning ? His power rema ins to be t

same that it ever was, and he is still able to cau
the waters to stand on heaps that his people m
pass over dry shod. Y''et it is only as we are tf

ling to rely upon him and leave the issue of i

things in his hand, that we can expect to recei
help from his sanctuary. It is those who trust

the Lord that shall be as Mount Zion which shi

never be removed, but abideth forever. Let
then be willing to trust in the Lord, and not le:

on our own understandings, for the Most High ha
declared through his prophet Isaiah, (chap, xxj,

ver. 14, 15.) "Therefore behold I will proceed
i

do a marvellous work among this people, evai|
marvellous work and a wonder : for the -wisdom i

the wise men shall perish, and the understandiiwi
their prudent men shall be hid. Woe unto Ae
that seek deep to hide their counsel from the Lor
and their works are in the dark, and they say, wl
seeth us? and who knoweth us?"

The Great Head of the Church will not own th

which is not of his own preparing : he will not gi'

his glory to another, or his praise to graven image
j

Surely it will be in vain for poor weak man in b

own win and time, to fashion or contrive an

thing in his own mind. God will not bestow I

praise upon any ^graven image, however much
may resemble the Truth itself

'

The day cometh that will try every man's woij

of what sort it is. "For God shaU bring eveil

work into judgment with every secret thing, whethij

it be good or whether it be e\-il." Oh, that n!

were all practical believers in the doctrines we pni

fess. It is an easy matter for us to say that we a)|

sound in the faith, and the enemy may, perhap;

persuade us that we are, whilst it is manifest thi

many are not soimd in practice, but are graduall,

going aside from the pure teachings of Christ

unerring Spirit, into the corrupt reasonings of fles

and blood. It is to be feared that the grand adve;

sary will lead many out at this door; he cares mi
how much we profess to believe in the efiicaeyi'

Divine Grace, so that we are not under its influene

and government. It will not avail us anything ho
|

much soever we profess to act under right authorit;'

if we are not submitting to Him whose prerogativ|

it is to i-ule in his Church; for what is protessiol

without possession ? What -will it avail any of u

;

to say that we are firm believers in all the doctrini^

and testimonies of our early Friends (whose dor

trines were those of Christ and his Apostles) whil:

it is evident that we have not come to the place (

:

true waiting in the silence of the flesh; in whic,

condition the Lord manifests his will by the inshii

,

ing of his blessed Light upon our understandin;

This is the Light in which our early Friends wei|

concerned to walk in strict obedience to what tl
'

Lord required at their hands. They knew in whoi

they believed, and that his power was able to su:

tain them. O, that such was more our condition

;

this day, and that we may be preserved from seel

ing to cover ourselves with any other covering tha

the Lord's Spirit; for those who do seek to covt

with any other covering, will find it to be too nanu
for them.

Chester County, Fourth mo., ISoG.

American Alarbks.—-The War Departmei
having advertised for specimens of American mai,

ble, with a \iew of selecting such as would answci

for the ornamental parts of the eapitol extension, ;

large number have been sent to Washington, nearl;

all of which are considered fit to be used, A M;
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Dttled marble from Tennessee, and a verd antique

jm Vermont, are especially noticed—the latter of

]ich is capable of a higher-polish than any known
irble. The most remarkable specimen, bow-

er, is a marble from Frederick county, INIaryland,

lich is of very fine grain, with a pure white

ound, on which, in rich profiision, are spread

own, purple, yellow and bright red clouds,

'le collection of so large a number of beautiful

iirbles in the capitol will serve to give the world

jgood idea of the capabilities of the country in

is line.

' From "The United St.itus Magiusine of Scicnrp, Art, 4c."

i
Transportation of Passengers and Wares.

(Continued from luvgo 246.)

i'From
the roads of the past we turn to the road

the present. What was the origin of the latter?

•cording to certain writers, we should find it by a

t dy of the ancient Egj'ptian hieroglyphics. 8ome-
< ng, however, more to the purpose than hierogly-

jics occurs in lloger North's book already quoted

:

-"Another remarkable thing," sa3's lloger, refer-

iig to the neighbourhood of Xewcastle-on-Tyne.
'i their way-leaves ; for when men have pieces of
)und between the colliery and the river, they sell

ve to lead coals over their ground ; and so dear
tit the owner of a rood of ground will expect £20
j: annum for this leave. The manner of the car-

rge is by laying rails of timber from the colliery

cwn to the river, exactly straight and parallel,

1.1 bulky carts are made with four rowlets fittimr

tise rails, whereby the carriage is so easy that one
Irsc will draw down four or five chaldrons of coal,

d is an immense benefit to the coal merchant."
3 is account, as is obvious, refers to a mode of trans-

C't already established, and we may beheve that
siilar contrivances would sooner or later be made
siilablc in other district; but we meet with no
i (sequent instance until 1738, when a railroad

I s laid down from Cockenzie to the coal pits of
I inent, across the ground on which, some years
.
3r, the Highlanders put General Cope to flight,

d won the famous battle of Prestonpans. A por-
I I of the Une, which may still be traced, was select-

as a position for the English cannon. About the
lie time iron trams were laid down in the White-
,-cn colleries. The practice had been, as describ-
by lloger North, to make the rails of wood, and
them parallel on cross-pieces called sleepers, im-
Ided in the earth. Thin plates of iron were some-
les nailed on to protect those parts most exposed
wear—a precaution which could scarcely have
ed to suggest the idea of rails made entirely of
n. These were first introduced in Coalbrookdale,
ere in order to keep the furnaces at work duriuf
ilack season, a number of bars, five feet lon£
r inches wide, and one and a half inches thick,
re cast to be used as rails instead of wood, with
intention of taking them up for sale in case

5udden demand.
During the whole of the eighteenth century divers
leriments and improvements were made in the Bri-
icoal districts,in the construction of rail, or,asthey
•c then called, tram-ways, whichfinally resulted in
!i being universally adopted, and something in form
; the present T rail was arrived at. The first
d thdt was employed in the conveyance of pas-
gers was the Stockton and Dariington—finished
1825.; It was originally constructed for the
nsportfttion of coal, and is twenty miles long.

I

first t|ie wagons were drawn by horses, and such
3 the ftfi'ect of easy carriage, that the price of coal
Stockton fell from eighteen shillings to eight
llingsland six pence per ton. Lead was carried
m M interior to the ships at greatly reduced
es, an(S a brisk trade in lime sprung up which

\

\

had not before existed. Shortly after the openmg
two coaches were placed on the line for the convey-
ance of passengers—large roomy vehicles to carry
twenty-six passengers as a regular load, and in ex-
traordinary cases, half a.s many more—an addition
which in no way interfered with the ,«pced of the
journey. The coaches had no springs, and were
intended to run backward or forward without being
turned. A block of wood made to press again.st
the tree of the wheels, by means of an iron lever
within reach of the driver, enabled him to check the
motion, or stop suddenly when required. Ten milcL
an hour was the usual .speed, and seemed scarcely
to require an effort from a single horse that drew
the load, so seldom was there any strain on the
traces

; and the smooth and equable motion of the
coach was a constant theme of congratulation among
the passengers. The line originally consisted of a
single pair of rails, with sidings at frequent intervals,
at which vehicles, or coal trains, passed each other
Traffic became at once so lively on thisshortroad, that
a fair dividend was earned the first year. An inter
course and trade seemed to arise out of nothing
and no one knew how j and altogether the circum-
stance of bustle and activity which appeared alono-
the line, with crowds of passengers going and return*^
ing, formed a matter of surprise to the whole neigh-
bourhood. Such was the birth of the infant winch
in thirty years has grown to be a tremendous giant.

In the following year, two of Stephenson's loco-
motives were employed in the coal transport on the
line, in addition to the hor.ses. It was no uncom-
mon sight to see one of these engines drawing behind
it a train of loaded wagons, weighing ninety-two tons,

at the rate of five miles an hour. In those days
steam whistles had not yet come into use ; and the
firemen, to give notice of their approach after night-
fall, threw up high into the air, from time to time,
a shovel full of red hot cinders, which could be seen
at a considerable distance by tho.se moving in the
opposite direction. Without a load, the speed of
the engines was, not unfrequently, fifteen miles an
hour—a most exhilirating rate of travelling, which
at that period was regarded as little less than mar-
vellous.

The first railroad in the United State.i was con-
itructed in 1 825, from the Quincy quarries to Ne-
ponset river, a distance of three miles. It was used
solely^ for the transportation of the product of the
quarries. The first road for the conveyance of pas-
sengers was the Mohawk and Hudson, running from
Albany to Schenectady, a distance of sixteen miles.
The company received their charter from the State
of New York, in 1826, and we believe a portion of
the road was in operation in 1 828. As in those
days it was deemed impossible for a locomotive
engine to ascend any considerable grade, and as
there is a steep descent at both the Mohawk and
Hudson rivers, at either end of the line, stationary
engines were used on the inclined planes! since,

however, portions of the road have been reconstruct-
ed, and this difficulty obviated. This road is now
the eastern section of the New York State Central
railroad.

From 1830, the construction of railroads in every
section of the country has been so rapid and exten-
sive, that they are now familiarized to the sight and
understanding of every reader ; and without further
comment on the history of roads, we will turn to the
main intention of this paper—the history and de-
scription of the Locomotive Engine.

(To be continued.)

Hou> to wash ivindou-s.—The nicest article for

washing windows is a deerskin, as no particles come
off to adhere to the glass, and make it look as if

washed with feathers. There is no need of anything

larger than a hand basin for washing windows.
The great splashing some people make in the exer-
cise of their art is entirely useless, and is, moreover,
deleterious. When the water is permitted to run
in great quantities over the glass, it dissolves tho
putty, and soon loosens the panes from their setting,
and also stains the glass. Two pieces of wash
leather and a bowl of suds, are all that is neces-
sary. AVipe the gla.ss first with the wet cloth or
leather, and after it becomes dry, with the clean
cloth, and then itWill look clear, and far more so
than if rinsed with a dozen pails of water.

—

Selected

Children nnderstand Peace,

While VT-siting some of our infant schools a few
days since, I enquired of the teacher if he had any
idea of what the childcn think about war. He sig-

nificantly replied, that I might question his school
and learn the views of his scholars for myself. I
commenced :

—

As I was coming here this morning, I saw, on
the street below, a large brick building, of some-
what singular appearance; everything about it

appeared neat and in order; tho blinds were all

closed, and a high fence surrounded it. Can any
of you tell me what building that was ?

That's the Quaker Meeting-house, said a half
dozen little fellows in the same breath.

But is there not a prettier name for them that than?
Yes, said one, they are called Friends.

But why are they called friends 1

Because they won't fight.

Why not ?

Because they know better.

But how came they to know better ?

They learned it in the Bible.

Yes, but many people read the Bible, and yet fight.

Do you know that when armies and fleets meet
to butcher each other, they have ministers on each
side, to pray for success in their work ?

I know it, but 'tis because they don't know any
better.

It is not, said another, because they don't know
y better, but because they won't do better.

But does the Bible say that it is wrong to fight?

It says what means the same, " Love your ene-
mies."

Said another, it says in the 8th chapter of Mat-
thew, " Blessed are the peacemakers for they shall

be called the children of God."
But who are the peace makers?
All who try to make every body love each other ?

But why are they called the children of God ?

Because God loves them, as a father does his

children.

Said another, because they love what he loves.

One httle flaxen-haired, ro.sy-cheeked fellow
said, my father is a captain and he says, I shall

be a soldier. But if I am, I never will kill any
body ; I should rather be killed.

But how fine a thing to have a red coat, and cap,

and sword, and be honoured as captains are?
The boy hstened for a moment, and then said,

"I can't help that; I would rather be shot, than
kill any body : for God says, " Thoushalt not kill,"

ind if we break his commandments he will punish us.

Reader, are you a teacher, or a parent, beware
how you train up your children. Teach them while

young that they are to love every body as they do
theuLselves. If parents and teachers would do their

duty, and show their children what war really is,

their children would hate it, and give up their child-

sh weapons, and disband their httle companies.

It is high time for christians to look at this subject,

and cea.se from training their sons to be lovers of

war.

—

JBelt.
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Tor '• The KrioaJ."

BlOGEAPllICAl SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned mem
bers of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

{Continued from iiftge 244.)

SARAH HEAHN,

An inhabitant of Philadelpliia, appeared in the

ministry, early in the year 1702. She was some-

what advanced in years, and being diffident and

embarrassed in what she deemed the requisition of

duty, her first appearances caused some uneasiness

to Friends. She appears to have received the plain

dealings of her well wishing admonishers with hu-

mility, and endeavoured to improve thereby. As

she in simplicity waited on the Lord for instruction

and streng-th, her perturbation subsided, and she

was enabled to express what he gave her to com-

mimicate to the satisfaction of the living in Israel.

She lived to an advanced age, dying on the 11th of

Ninth month, 1727. The meeting of ministers thus

notices her death,—" Our ancient esteemed Friend,

Sarah Hearn, deceased on the 11th, and was buried

from the Bank Meeting on the 1 4th instant. She

was of an orderly conversation ; her pubhc testimo-

ny was received in love ; she lived and died in unity

with Friends, and, we have cause to hope, is ii

peace and at rest vnth the Almighty in his king

dom."
THOMAS JONES.

Of this valuable and ancient Friend, the foliow-

ino- character is given in his memorial,—" His con-

duct was exemplary, his ministry sound and edify-

ing; inofieusive in his life and conversation, and

zealously concerned for the promotion of the Truth.

He lived in love and unity among Friends, and died

the 6th of Eighth month, 1727, and was buried at

Friends' burying-ground at Merion."

JOHN GOODSON.

Of this valuable elder of Philadelphia, who de-

ceased Tenth month 26th, 1727, we have the fol-

lowing testimony,—" Meek and humble in his de-

portment, concerned for the promotion of Truth, well

spect in behaviour ; she kept to the plain language,

and endeavoured to keep her family so. She de-

liohted in reading the Scriptures of Truth, was an

industrious, loving, affectionate wife and mother,

zealous for the honour- of God, who gave her a gift

the ministry, edifying and comfortable to the

honest-hearted. She was well beloved by most that

were acquainted with her." Her decease took place

the 1st of the Second month, 1728, being about 40

ears of age.

i, and hath left a good savour behind him

EDMUND ORPWOOD.

A valuable elder, residing near Frankford, de-

ceased in the 8.5th year of his age, and was buried

on the 1 9th of the Eleventh month, 1727. He was,

Thomas Chalkley says, at the time of his decease,

the oldest Friend of that meeting. The funeral was

large, and the opportunity a favoured one, the

gospel being powerfully preached by Rowland Wil

son, a Friend from England, on a reUgious visit.

RICHARD LEWIS.

Richard Lewis resided at Germantown. He was

a valuable minister of the gospel of Christ ; who
travelled in his blaster's service, and was much em-

ployed by his brethren, in the affairs of religious

Society. In a brief memorial of him, issued long

after his death, his friends say that they cannot tell

the time of his decease, but suppose it to have taken

place about the year 1728. If so, he must proba-

bly have been long indisposed, for though we have

abundant record of his labours and ser\'ices in the

church, up to the beginning of the autumn of 1722
;

they then suddenly cease.

JOANNA WILLIAMS.

Joanna Williams, the wife of George Williams,

of Shrewsbury, was a sound and acceptable minis-

ter of Christ, who not only sought to walk in the

blessed Truth herself, but laboured fervently that

her children might know an establishment therein.

Her friends testify, " She was a plain, honest-heart-

ed woman ; a diligent attender of meetings, both on
First and week days

;
pL '

' "

JOHN COLLIER.

Of John Collier, a member of the meeting at

Salem, West Jersey, who was buried the 3d day of

the Third month, 1728, we have little to relate.

From the account preserved of him, it appears that

he secured a gift in the ministry, which, although

small, was well received. He was diligent in the

attendance of religious meetings, and lived and

in unity with his Friends.

PENTECOST AND ELIZABETH TEAGUE.

Elizabeth Janney came from Morley, in Cheshire,

England, to Philadelphia, in the year 1698, and

was for a number of years employed as a school-

mistress in this city. In the year 1710, she was

married to Pentecost Teague, a minister of the gos-

pel. Her husband was very useful in civil and re-

ligious Society.

"in the year 1706, he informed his Friends of

Philadelphia Monthly JMeeting, that he had a press-

ing desire to visit his parents and friends in Eng-

land. After an inquiry, a cei-tificate was granted

him, in which he is stated to be of blameless con-

versation, and zealous for the honour of Truth, and

serving the Lord by a circumspect care and deport-

ment. " Of late he has had sometimes a word of

hortation, and counsel in public among us, press-

r to a holy life and circumspect concern for the

honour of Truth in just and eciual dealings with all

men. We further certify that he hath been well

eceived by us therein, though he hath not travelled

much abroad hitherto in that concern. We doubt

not, if it please the Lord to require anything of that

or Uke sernce of him among you, but that you will

also have like unity with him, and edification by

his ministry in the blessed Truth. To the protect-

ing and well governing arm of the Almighty, we

dearly commit him, recommending him also to your

notice, and in the love of our heavenly Father

tenderly salute you, and are your losing friends and

brethren."

This certificate was granted in the Ninth month,

1706, but some circumstances delaying him, he did

not visit England until the next j'car. He attended

London Yearly Meeting in the year 1708, as ap-

pears by the epistle, from thence to Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting. No memorial was issued concern-

ing this dear Friend, who, it is believed, deceased
" 1719 or 1720.

About the time of the decease of her husband,

dispensation of gospel ministry was committed to

Elizabeth Teague. In the Seventh mo., 1720, Mar
garet Paine, a" Friend in the ministry, from Eng-

land, being in Philadelphia, and wishing a female

companion in her travels through Maryland and

other southern Provinces, Elizabeth Teague believed

it would be right to accompany her. With the unity

of her friends, she joined Margaret, and for more

than half a year, they were industriously emploj-ed

in their Master's service in Maryland, Virginia, and

Carolina. Returning from thence, in the following

Second month, Elizabeth produced a certificate of

tlio unity of Friends with her reUgious service, from

the meeting at Nancemond. She was brought under

a concern to accompany her friend, jMargaret, in

her visit to the meetings to the eastward, and re-

in dress, and circum-
j

ceived a certificate of the unity of her fi-iends with

her journey, and her ministry. The certificate w&
ddressed to Friends on Long Island, Rhode Islam

and New England. It appears from her retuminj

certificates, that having laboured, in New England

to the comfort and satisfaction of Friends, during thi

spring and summer of 1721, she returned h

in the autumn of that year.

In the year 1723, in company with her friend

Margaret Langdale, she visited the Yearly Meetinii

of Shrewsbury and adjacent parts, and on Lonjl

Island. We have the evidence of certificates bf
prove that her services were to the satisfaction ofl

those where her Master led her. In the year 1725
!'

with that able minister of the gospel, Abigail Bowles
J

from Ireland, Elizabeth paid a second general via i

to Friends in Maryland, Virginia and Carolina'

They returned to Philadelphia, in the First montli

1726, and at the meeting of ministers, in that month'

gave a satisfactory accovmt of their laboms in thi

arduous sen-ice.
!

Beside these more extended visits, Elizabetl)

Teague was industrious in her Master's busincs:

nearer home. Her period of service was short, am

she seems to have been anxious that her day's worli

might be accomplished in the day-time. Her dt •

cease took place on the 10th of Third month, 172f

;

Her friends testify of her, that " she had an accepi i

able gift in the ministrj'," " and continued faithft I

the end of her time."
j

(To be conHnned.) t

The California Indian EescrTations,
i

There are now established four Reservataomj

The Tejon was the first established in the State, a'

which there are about five or six himdred Indian

'

The improvements consist of a two story adoh'

building, 100 feet long, by 24 feet in width, a mil

two stories high, 36 by 24 feet, with over-she!

wheel 25 feet in diameter ; a dwelling house 20 bl

60 feet, and some twenty small adobe houses fc

Indians. There were in cultivation at this pla('

about eight hundred acres of land, five hundre!

acres of which were in wheat, and three hundred i

barley, com and vegetables.

The Frezno and King's river farms togethe'

have about seven hundred Indians, who have i'

cultivation quite six hundred acres of land. Tl

Indians on King's river, in addition to what th(

raised, by cutting grain on shares with the farme

in that section, and from gleaning the fields, ha'

on hand near sixty thousand pounds of grain. 1
1

Nome Lackee, in Colusi county, there are fifl«'

hundred Indians, who cultivate near one thousai

acres of land. On this place there has been groT

this year an abundant crop of wheat and barley.

On the new resen-e on the Klamath river, the
\

are over fifteen hundred Indians. These India t

have been imder the charge of a sub-agent fortt

past six month, and were collected there at ti

)

time of the Indian disturbances in that section '

the State, during last spring. They are principal

subsisting now upon fish, caught in Klamath mi

and acorns, grass, seeds and berries, which tb

gather in great abundance in the mountains. Th-

are contented and obedient to the orders of t

sub-agent, which promises to secure permaneji

peace to all that portion of the State. Anoti'i

reserve, allowed by the last Congress, is yet to

estabUshed.

The Indians in Marin and Mendocino counti(':

as far north as Cape Jlendocino, numbering sev

ral thousand, have been kept imder ccntrol ai

management by the appointment of a special agei

who resides among them, and the employment

hunters to supply diem with game and assist the

in procuring fish and muscles from the coast

In this manner peace and quiet havf been pt

:
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ed in that entire region of country, which is

> being rapidly filled up by actual settlers ; and

I sis months ago, it was dangerous for even

jies of ten or twelve persons to travel through

] country.

.'he settled valleys and agricultural portions oi

state have been protected by the appointment

special agents, who either gratiiitously or for a

11 compensation, have taken charge of the

ians in their respective neighbourhoods. Through-

the mining districts of the state, the Indians

quiet, and many of them are securing a living

workjno' in the mines. iVmong them, also,

>Iil agents have been sent to ascertain their

litionlind to give them such temporary a.ssis-

36 as will be necessary to prepare them for ulti-

e removal to the reservations.

)here is another matter worthy of mention in

ird to these reserves, and that is, that in the

th, the country in the \'iciuity of the resencs,

become occupied by actual settlers, and land

T cultivated wliicli had remained idle been

he dangers to be encountered from the Indi;

Klamath and Colusi counties the agricultural

ds are now being rapidly filled up, the settlers

in" no fears of molestation by the Indians.

3 same may be said of Mendocini, where t;hou-

ids of acres of good land can be easily obtained,

I the inhabitants, secure from the depredations

the Indians, can farm and raise stock to great

vantage.

—

San Francisco Times.

For "Tbo Friend."

Spiritual Worship.

While evil abounds in the world and many are

regarding the life of religion, it is essential to

;p in the footsteps of the tioek of Christ's com-

lions, maintaining the spiritual worship of the

spel, in reverent, silent waiting upon the Lord

our religious meetings, and a deep indwelling

;h Him in our daily walks before the world, and

r own households. If there is a body of Friends

jserved in the life of Truth thus constantly exer-

ed before the Most High, he will hear their

ayers, and spread a solemnity over their assemblies

It frill be felt, and granting ability to exalt the

indard of Truth, others will flow unto it. He can

t into the hearts of all that serve Him, the same

re for his blessed cause, which he gave our fore

thers to feel. They counted not their lives dear

ito them, in comparison with the preeiousness of

at cause which is unchangeable, however lightly

teemed by the worldly wise, who are seeking to

aw us from it.

That Friends were called to revive the worship

the Gospel in its purity, is especially evident in

eir release from all reliance upon a man-made

inistry, and from the belief that public worship

innot be performed without it, while other pro-

ssing Christians adhere to this systom,_ so that

ithout a preacher prepared beforehand with a ser-

on and a prayer, they consider that no worship

m be performed by the congregation. Friends

ilieve it is their duty to assemble without any such

rovLsion, and in silence, "seek the Lord, if haply

ley might feel after Ilim and find Him, who is

ot far from every one of us." Their faith is firm

I the declaration of their Lord, that where two or

irec, and of course hundreds, are met togethe:

lis name, he is in the midst of them ;
and as their

linds are withdrawn from all outward objects, and

entred upon God, He will make himself known to

hem by the (juickening power of His Spirit, and

efresh them with the distillings of the heavenly

lew. They will know Christ Jesus to be theirteacher,

ho will administer reproof and instruction as they

the Fountain of all their mercies, and well-spring

of eternal life to their souls. An assembly thus

gathered, will experience a united harmonious la-

bour for the bread and the water of life, and be

brought to hold communion with their Lord in spi-

rit, and to be a strength to one another to pursue

their heavenly journey.

They could never have given themselves faith, so

as to break from the yoke by which they were held

in bondage to a hireling ministry, and a ceremonial

worsliip, any more than professors of this day can

leave their hired preaching, nuisic, and singing, and

adopt the simple gospel worship which is without

money or price, and is performed in spirit

truth, agreeable to the declaration of the Saviour

himself; "The hour conieth and now is, when the

true worshippers shall wor.^hiji the Father in spirit

and in truth ; for the Father sceketh such to worship

Him. God is a spirit, and they that worship Him
must worship Him in spirit and in truth." llcceiv

ing power from on high to abandon all relianc

upon man to enable them to perform this solemn

duty, simply meeting together to wait upon the Lord

for ability to offer acceptable adoration, and as he

calls to the work of the ministry, to preach the gos-

pel, and to offer vocal prayer in the name of Christ,

all go to prove that it is the design of the Great Head

of the Church, to make them instrumental to restore

a pure ministry and worship, and to call the nations

to the spiritual kingdom and government of Christ

the heart. The description given of the primitive

believers by the apostle Peter, still applies to the

true spiritual worshippers, when he says, "where-

fore laying aside all malice, and all guile, and

hypocrisies, and envies, and all evil speakings, as

new born babes desire the sincere milk of the Word,

that ye may grow thereby, if so be ye have tasted

that the Lord is gracious. To whom coming as

unto a living stone, disallowed indeed of men, but

chosen of God, and precious, ye also, as lively

stones, are built up a spiritual house, an holy priest-

hood, to ofler up spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to

God by Jesus Christ." " Ye are a chosen genera

tion, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar

people ; that ye should show forth the praises of

Him who hath called you out of darkness into his

marvellous light."

We have had seasons in which clouds have hid his

face, and contrary Avinds to meet, against which

faithful disciples have rowed hard to keep the ship

from foundering, and to show forth his mercy extend

ed to them. Had it not been for the supplies of

faith he has given, and the tokens of his nearness

to them, they would have fainted and given up the

struggle. Many times they were told by the watch-

men, that the darkest time was just before day, and

they have hoped and longed for it to break forth.

Their Captain has nevertheless not deserted them,

but has helped them in every exigency, so that a

plain, decided testimony for his blessed cause has

been maintained from generation to generation,

though hundreds have swerved from it, and labour-

ed to turn away these disciples from being faithful

to their Lord. But in the midst of suffering, they

have, and will continue to have, a blessed reward,

like an anchor to the soul, sure and steadfast. As

they endure hardness and contempt, for and with

their Lord, when he takes to himself his great po'

er and reigns, they shall rejoice, and be made to

reign with him.

Though he may seem to tarry long, let us wait

patiently for him ; he will surely come, he will not

always tarry, but will deliver his Church and faith-

ful ones, and triumph gloriously. The horse and

his rider that have thought to trample down the

suffering seed, who have stood firm for the ancient

persist, will be scattered among the people of the

the world, and lose their birthright to pure spir-

itual religion, that of tlie daily cross and self-denial,

and the foolishness of the gospel, and having parted

with it for a mess of worldly pottage, they will be

unable to recover it. Let those who love the Truth

keep steadfast to it, and seek for an increase of sin-

cere fellowship and love towards one another, and

the Lord will keep them. Generations will continue

to be raised up, we may safely trust, to support the

primitive doctrines of the Lord Jesus and his apos-

tles, as they were afresh opened to George F'ox,

Kobert Barclay, and tlieir co-labourers, and many

we believe will be again and again gathered, to raise

the same standard of Cliri.-'tian purity and spiritual

mindcduess, as an ensign to the nations.

leed, renew their faith and raise prayer and praise faith, will be thrown into the sea. Many, if they

Kxtrfict from Preecott.

An .\ufo (le Fc.

(Condiulcil fiolii piige W7.)

The whole number of convicts amounted to thirty,

of whom si.xteen were nconcikd, and the remainder

relaxed to the secular arm,—in other words, turned

over to the ci^^l magistrate for execution. There

were few of those thus condemned, who, when brought

to the stake, did not so far shrink from the dread-

ful doom that awaited them as to consent to pur-

chase a commutation of it, by confession before they

died ; in which case they were strangled by the

rote^ before their bodies were thrown into the

flames.

Of the present number there were only two whose

constancy triumphed to the last over the dread of

suffering, and who refused to purchase any mitiga-

tion of it by a compromise with conscience. The

names of these martyrs should be engraven on the

record of history.

One of them was Don Carlos de Seso, a noble

Florentine, who had stood high in the favour of

Charies the Fifth. Being united with a lady of

rank in Castile, he removed to that country, and

took up his residence in Valladolid. He had be-

come a convert to the Lutheran doctrines, which he

first communicated to his own family, and after-

wards showed equal zeal in propagating among the

people of Valladolid and its neighbourhood. In

short, there was no man to whose untiring and in-

trepid labours the cause of the Reformed religion in

Spain was more indebted. He was, of course, a

conspicuous mark for the Inquisition.

During the fifteen months in which he lay in its

gloomy cells, cut off from human sympathy and

support, his constancy remained unshaken. The

night proceeding his execution, when his sentence

had been announced to him, De Seso called for

writing materials. It was thought he designed to

propitiate his judges by a full confession of his

errors. But the confession he made was of another

kind. He insisted on the errors of the Romish

Church, and avowed his unshaken tru-st in the Re-

formation. The document, covering two sheets of

paper, is pronounced by the secretary of the Inr^ui-

sition to be a composition equally remarkable for

its energy and precision. >Vhen led before the

royal gallery, on his way to the place of execution,

De Seso pathetically exclaimed to Philip, " Is it

thus that you allow your innocent subjects to be

persecuted ?" To which the king made the memor-

able reply, " If it were my own son, I would fetch

the wood to burn him, were he such a wretch as

thou art !" It was certainly a characteristic answer.

At the stake De Seso showed the same unshaken

constancy, bearing his testimony to the truth of the

great cause for which he gave up his life. As the

flames crept slowly around him, he called the soldiers

to heap up the fagots, that his agonies might be

sooner ended ; and his executioners, indignant at
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the obstinancy—the heroism—of the martyr, were
not slow in obeying his commands.

The companion and fellow-sufferer of Do Seso
was Domingo de Roxas, son of the Marquis de
Eoza, an unhappy noble, who had seen five of his

family, including his eldest son, condemned to vari-

ous humiliating penances by the Inquisition for

their heretical opinions. This one was now to suffer

death. De Roxas was a Dominican monk. It is

singular that this order, from which the ministers

of the Holy Office were particularly taken, furnished

many proselytes to the Reformed religion. De
Roxas, as was the usage Avith ecclesiastics, was
allowed to retain his sacerdotal habit until his sen-

tence had been read, when he was degraded from
his ecclesiastical rank, his vestments were stripped

off one after another, and the hideous dress of the

san benito thrown over him, amid the shouts and
derision of the populace. Thus appareled, he made
an attempt to address the spectators around the

scaffold ; but no sooner did he begin to raise his

voice against the errors and cruelties of Rome, than
Philip indignantly commanded him to be gagged.
The gag was a piece of cleft wood, which forcibly

compressingthetoDgue,had the additional advantage
of causing great pain while it silenced the offender.

Even when he was bound to the stake, the gag,
though contrary to custom, was suffered to remain
in the mouth of De Roxas, as if his enemies dreaded
the effects of an eloquence that triumphed over the

anguish of death.

The place of execution—the qucmadcro the burn-
ing-place, as it was called—was a spot selected for

the purpose without the walls of the city. Those
who attended an auto defe were not, therefore, ne
cessarily, as is commonly imagined spectators of
the tragic scene that concluded it. The great
body of the people, and many of higher rank
doubt, followed to the place of execution. On this

occasion, there is reason to think, from the language—somewhat equivocal, it is true—of Philip's bio-

grapher, that the monarch chose to testify his devo
tion to the Inquisition by witnessing in person the
appalling close of the drama ; while his guard;
mingled with the menials of the Holy Office, and
heaped up the fagots around their victims.

Such was the cruel exhibition which, under the
garb of a religious festival, was thought the most
fitting ceremonial for welcoming the Catholic mon-
arch to his dominions ! During the whole time of
its duration in the public square, from six in morn
ing till two in the afternoon, no symptom of im
patience was exhibited by the spectators, and, ai

may well be believed, no sign of sympathy for the
sufferers. It would be difficult to devi.se a better
school for perverting the moral sense, and deaden-
ing the sensibilities of a nation.

they are rightly quahfied to speak, but will any one Christ,

ever be qualified to speak as the oracle of God,
unless he or she holds silent communion with Him i"

If this be necessary for those who speak, it is also

necessary for those who hear ; that God may have
all the glory. "But the comforter, which is the

Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send in my name,
he shall teach you all things, and bring all things

to your remembrance whatsoever I have said unto
you." Now does not this comforter teach us in si-

lence ? He may speak to us through an instrument,

but would it not be wise in us to seek to have in-

struction from God himself, rather than to have it

second hand.

Pa., Fourth mo., 1856.

For "TIk Friond."

Silent Meetings.

What is the reason some cannot enjoy silent meet-
ings ? Is it because they do not hold communion
with their Maker ? Those who do not thus com-
mune, will seldom if ever enjoy a silent meeting.
Those who live near to Him, do not look so much
for outward preaching, as those who live further off,

and as without Him in the world. Silent meetinms,
the world will never own. " How is it, that Thou
wiltmanifest thyself unto us, and not unto the world?"
said one formerly. There are those of our religious
Society who seldom attend meeting unless they
expect some popular preacher there. Do their lives

in other respects, speak that they are followers of
the Lamb ? Silence is one of the first and foremost
lesson-i we have to learn, and to cease from our own
righteousness, and seek that which comes from God
only. I would not that any should be silent when

For "The Friend."

I often hear from young people interested in

society affairs, the expressions, " I cannot see it so,"
" I do not understand why," &c. To such I would
say, let us %cait. Nothing will be lost and much
gained, if we wait for Him from whom sight and
understanding cometh. Having acknowledged our
blindness, let us wait for sight. Having confessed our
ignorance let us wait for spiritual experience. Feel-

ing our weakness let us wait for strength. Not for

a little while only must we wait, but until the ap-

pointed time. We expect not babes to lift rocks,

or remove mountains : strong men find it enough
for them to do. " They that wait upon the Lord
shall renew their strength." " Truly my soul

waiteth upon God ;" saith David, "from Him
Cometh my salvation;" and he found Him to be a
" strong habitation whereunto he could continually
resort."

If we are turning to him with full purjmse of
lieart, we may feel an assurance that He will in his

own good time manifest Himself and we shall be
enabled to go on from strength to strength, and one
subject or doctrine after another will be opened to

our understanding as we may be prepared to receive
it. May we keep the door of our lips, fearing to

do harm rather than hoping to do good, and
membering the words of the Son and sent of the
Father, " By this shall all men know that ye art

my disciples if ye have love one to another." F. H

Suffering—hvrard Stillness.

May the deep sufferings of our Saviour be so dear
to us, that we may never trample under foot the adora-
ble Son of God, nor count the blood of the covenant
unholy

! May the faithfulness of the martyrs,
when the prospect of death by fire was before them,
be remembered—and may the patient, constant
sufferings of the upright-hearted servants of God in
latter ages be revived in our minds—and may we
so follow on to know the Lord, that neither the
faithful in this age, nor those in ages to come, may
ever be brought under suffering, through our sliding
back from the work of reformation in the worldl
While the active members in the visible church stand
upright, and the affairs thereof are carried on un-
der the leadings of the Holy Spirit, although dis-

orders may arise among us, and cause many exercises
to those who feel the care of the chui'ches upon
them, yet while these continue under the weight of
the work, and luhour in the meekness of wisdom
for the help ofotlwrs, the name of Christ'in theiis-
'ble gathered church may be kept sacred. But
wliile they who are active in the affairs of this
hurch, continue in a manifest opposition to the

puritij ofour jmnciples, this, as the prophet express-
es it, is as when a standard bearer fainteth. And
thus the loay opens to great and jirevailing degen-
eracy, and to sufferingsfor such, who through the
power of divine love, are separated to the gospel of

cannot unite with anything which stan
in opposition to the purity of it.

The necessity of an inward stillness hath und
these exercises appeared clear to my mind,
true silence strength is renewed ; the mind herein
weaned from all things, but as they may be enjoy,
in the divine will. Where the fruits of that spi
which is of the world, are brought forth by mai
who profess to be led by the spirit of Truth, ai
cloudiness is felt to be gathering over the visibl

gathered church, the sincere in heart who abide
true stillness, and are exercised therein before t)

Lord for his name's sake, have a knowledge of Chri
in the fellowship of his sufferings, and inwai
thankfulness is felt at times, that through divii

love our ^cisdom is cast oiU, and that forww
active jmit in ns subjected, which would rise
da souKthing in the visible gathered church, wiu
out tJmpure leadings oftlm spirit of Christ.

While aught remains in us different from a perfe
resignation of our wills, it is like a seal to a boc
wherein is written that good and acceptable __
perfect will of God concerning us ; but when oi

minds entirely yield to Christ, that silence is kno«
which foUows the opening of the last of the seal

In this silence we learn an abiding in the divii

will, and there feel that we Juive no cause to pn
mote, but tluit o)dy in which the light of life direc
us in our jproceedings

; and that the alone way
be useful in the church of Christ, is to abide fait!

fully under the leadings of his holy Spirit m a
cases, and being thereby preserved in purity
heart, and lu)liness of conversation, a testimony t

the purity of his government may be held fort

through us to others.—1772.

Sccd-Timc and EarTcsl.

For " The Friend."

^Vhilst observing the numerous and varie
labours which have to be performed by the vigilat

farmers, ere the fallow ground is prepared to receiv
the seed or grain, and likewise the great and

:

portant changes through which the grain must pas
before a harvest can be reaped, by those who hav
bestowed the labour needful for increasing tha
which is designed to sustain and nourish the morta
part, my mind has been forcibly impressed, wit
reflecting how much care we bestow to secure t

ourselves the temporal blessings which are exteude<
to us by the " giver of every good and perfect sift,

for our proper use whilst sojoui-ning in this uncei
tain state of existence, and on the sorroAvful neglec
there is by a large proportion of the human familj
in faithfiilly endeavouring to work in the vineyan
of the heart, and seeking to have its fallow grouni
prepared for the growth of the seed of the kingdon
of heaven. If this were rightly done, the hca°'enl-
husbandmen would undoubtedly cause the plant o
renown to take root there ; and if through the all

of the holy spirit the heart is kept pure and free froD
weeds, and every thing which would obstruct
growth, he would in his own tune cause it to spring u)

and bring forth fruit to his praise. He will wa ter it b'
the showers of his love, prune it by his fatherly chas
tisements, and finally when it is perfected and hi

sees meet, will gather it into Ms heavenly garner
Therefore may each indindual earnestly strive it

know this plant ofthe great creator's planting, to gro?
up, so that they may become fruit bearing branches
and useful members of the church militant, preparec
to partake of the pure joys of the church triumphant

The reflection that this life or seed time is
"

ing, and frequently of short duration, should cause
each one to examine to what advantage they an
employing the precious season. All should cMB-
fully employ their invaluable time and talents m a
way that will redound most to the praise and gloiy
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im who bestowed them, remembering that we

but stewards of the gifts entrusted to our care,

that wc must render an account of our stcward-

to the just and merciful judge, in the day of

account. Therefore let us be found faithful

he discharge of each manifested duty, giving

fhatever is called for by him who is the all wise

cher of the heart, and when he condescends

isit any with his day spring from on high,

It not as between two opinions," but receive him

sin, without waiting for a more "convenient

m."

aryland, Fourth mo., 1856.

Selected for " The Friend."

5th Mo. 20lh, 1817.— ! How fervently, how

lestly have my cries and breathings ascended to

1, who is the fountain and source of all good,

all the true well-wishers of Zion's welfare, all

hearty, zealous, living labourers may be pre-

ed at this season,* on the right hand and on the

;

that they may be kept in their proper places,

in subjection to the great Master of our assem-

i; that their spiritual eye and ear may be

led and enlivened by his healing hand ; that

r speech may be directed and their mouths lill-

Q his own time and way to his glory ! May each

of these be kept low undef his almighty hand

;

that which is of the creature within them be

ied, whilst that which comes from the source of

and glory, is exalted above every obstacle

>sition. ! Thou, who art pleased at times to

ur thy poor dependent little ones, those who
5 no hope, or help, or happiness, but in the

e of thy benignant countenance ; be pleased at

time so to refresh their hearts with the ir

'

ly paternal presence, so to overshadow them

I a sense of thy continued protection and care

, they may be severally encouraged and con

fid to serve thee with greater diligence, to devote

nselves afresh to thy service and disposal, and

e sincerely and unreservedly to ea.j Mid to feel,

'. thy will is best in all things'."—/. Barclay.

* Yearly Meeting.

Epistle of ficorge Foi.

My dear Friends,—Keep in the faith of God

ve all outward things, and in his power, that

li given you dominion over all. The same power

jod is still with you to deliver you as formerly
;

God and his power is the same ; his Seed is over

and before all ; and will be, when that which

ies to suffer, is gone. Be of good faith, in that

ch changeth not ; for whatsoever any do against

truth, it will come upon themselves ; and fall as

lillstone on their heads. If the Lord suffer you

)e tried, let all be given up ; and look at the

•d and his power, which is over the whole world,

1 m\\ remain when the world is gone. In the

rd's power and truth rejoice over that which

lies to suffer, in the Seed, which was before it

i ; for the life, truth, and power of God, is over all.

keep in that ; and if ye suffer in that, it is to

Lord. Friends, the Lord hath blessed you in

ward things ; and now the Lord may try you,

sther your minds be in outward things, or with

Lord that gave you them. Therefore keep in

Seed, by which all outward things were made,

I which is over them all. What ! shall not I

.y, and speak to God, with my face towards

ivenly Jerusalem according to my wonted time,

t not any one's Delilah shave his head, lest he

3 his strength ; neither rest in its lap, lest th

ilistlnes be upon you. For your rest is in Christ

3US ; therefore rest not in an\i;hing else."

G. F.

jQudon, r2th of Second mo., 1670.

THE FRIEND.
FOUUTH MONTH ly,

One of the most destructive fires that has occur-

ed in our City for a long time, took place on the

ht of the 10th inst., beginning in tlie fifth story

of an immense building situate at the head of Han-
Court running west from Fourth street above

Chesnut street and known as the Artizan Building.

When the interior of tliis structure was destroyed,

the walls fell in and the fire extended to several

adjoining buildings, involving the one occupied as

a printing office by Kite & Walton, wliich with its

contents was burnt up. The proprietors were con-

sequently deprived of type, presses, and their other

materials for carrying on business ; all of which had

to be replaced, and a new location obtained for prose-

cuting their labours. As" The Friend" hasbecn print-

ed in their office, it required great exertion on the

part of the proprietors to have the paper set up and

struck off' in time for the regular issue of the pre-

sent number, and should any of our subscribers at

a distance be disappointed by not receiving theii

paper as early as usual, they may attribute the de

lay to this circumstance. The printers have made
arrangements for carrying on their business as usual

On the evening of the 12th inst., the city of

Philadelphia was visited by a tremendous storm of

wind, which for a few minutes blew with the vio-

lence of a hurricane. There was a little rain,

mingled with hail, and accompanied by vivid

flashes of lightning. During the day, a southerly

wind had prevailed, and the thermometer had

risen several degrees above summer heat, prod

ing feelings of exhaustion and great languor. After

the sun set, heavy piles of clouds gathered in

the west, appearing to promise copious showers
;

but about 10 o'clock P. M., the wind shifted to the

north-west, and suddenly came roaring through

the streets with a violence truly frightful. Within

the city limits, about one hundred and fifty houses

were more or less damaged, some completely de-

olished, some unroofed, and others with chimneys

thrown down, and windows beat in. In many
places it is evident the hurricane acted by a gyra-

tory motion, twisting off the trunks of trees of

any inches in diameter, and scattering beams,

boards and fences in every direction. Although

several instances the roofe of houses of conside-

rable altitude were precipitated on to more humble

dwellings, crushing them in; and in others, large

stacks of chimneys were toppled .over, breaking

through roofs and floors, and covering the inmates

with fragments, yet in no case so far as we have

heard, has there been any loss ofhuman life, a renew-

ed cause for gratitude to the great Preserver of men.

From the accounts that have reached us from va-

rious parts of the country, it appears that the extent of

the tornado was great,and the pecuniary loss immense.

A MOVEABLE PLANISPHERE.
We have had one of the above named instruments

shown to us by the inventor. By a simple adjust-

ment of its component parts it shows at one vie'w

the st.ars rising, setting, or on the meridian, as we"

as the position of tho.se that never set, visible in the

U. States, for every five minutes in every day or

hour : also the sun's place among the stars for every

day. The directions for using the Planisphere ap-

pear simple and easily understood, and we should

suppose its uSe would speedily render familiar the

position and movements of the different constella

tions. It is an invention of Henry Whitall, and

can be obtained at No. 32 South 3rd Street, or

No. 50 North 4th street.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from London to the 25th ult.

The Protocol of peace had not been signed at Paris,

id it was reported that the Coaferenco was less har-

monious since the Prussian Plenipotentiaries had been
vdraitted. Peace was however regarded as substan-

ially certain. The British government had despatched
two steam frigates in search of the Pacific, of which
no tidings had reached England. The Copenhagen
correspondent of the London Times states that the
Danish Commissary had submitted to the Copenhagen
Conference the iinj|ini;:il tor the capitalization of the
Sound Due.s, li.vin;/ ili^- muh „f :!j,000,000 rix dollars aa

the minimum of iIh- iii.lrmniiy which Denmark claimed.

The writer states furtln-r lliiit tlie United States having
declined taking any part in the Conference, the ques-

tion would in all prohability be resolved without their

co-operation. James Buchanan, designed leaving

Southampton on the 9th inst. iu the steamer Arago
for New York.

The War.—All the Russian Baltic ports are declared

to be still under blockade. The Allies had commenced
the demolition of the enclosure and lines around Sebas-

topol. The French army was suffering greatly from
scurvy and fever. The daily mortality in their ranks,

amounted to 120 and upwards. The Russian army in

A.sia Minor under General Mourariefi' had received re-

infurci'ineMtd by way of the Caspian Sea.—Advices
from Nicolaicff state" that a Commission had arrived

there from St. Petersburg on the 4th of March, and
immediately commenced operations for the abandon-
ment of that place as a military depot. It was stated

that it would be a free port.—Advices from Persia

state that Dost Mohammed had taken possession of

Candahar, and that Persian troops were marching
against him.—The city of Parma, Italy, has been again

laid under siege, owing to the frequent disturbances and
assasinations taking place there.

Liverpool Markets.—Cotton was unchanged. Bread
stuffs were dull, with a decline of Is. to Is. 6d. in Flour.

Consols 92i
Four datjs later.— Tlie Peace Congress.—It is

announced that all the difficulties have been surmounted,

and that a treaty of peace will be signed in a few days.

UNITED STATES.—The Senate having called

for more information on Kansas affaii-s, and the House
for further intelligence on the Central American ques-

tion, the President by message has informed Congress

that there is nothing new in the State Departraenton
these subjects, Kansas and the Slavery question

have been the prominent subjects of debate in both

Houses. On the 10th inst., Howard and Sherman
bers of the Kansas Committee were at St. Louis

ou their way to the Territory.

Boston.—On the 12th inst., the Gerrish Market
uilding and other property was destroyed by fire,

volving a loss of about §200,000.

Galena, III.—On the 1st a very destructive fire

broke out in Galena which destroyed many houses and

much property. The loss is stated at S>300,000.

The Indians.—The latest news from the plains

states, that Col. Harney had met the representatives

of all the Indian tribes in the Sioux country, excepting

two, and that definite terms of peace had been agreed

upon.

New York.—Mortality last week 433 ;
158 adults and

275 children. The imigration at this port for the

first quarter of the present year numbered 9,152 per-

sons, in the corresponding portion of 1855 the number
was 15,677, and the year previous 23,718. The U. S.

mail steamship Adriatic for the Collin's line has been

launched. This is the largest and is intended to be

the finest of the line. The entries at the custom house

of foreign goods imported during the third Month
make a total of $20,145,613. The export of domestic

produce for the month amounted to $8,044,122.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 95 adults and

123 children—total, 218. On the Uth inst., a large

edifice in Ranstead Place, known as the Artizan

Building, was entirely destroyed by fire. This, and

several buildings adjoining, which were also consumed,

were occupied principally by printers, lithographers,

and other artizans, who are heavy losers by the con-

fla-^ration, verv little property of any kind having

been saved. The total loss is estimated .at §363,000.

The number of persons employed in the various build-

ings destroyed was about 420. About ten o'clock on

the evening of the 12th inst., a hurricane swept over

the city, causing considerable destruction of property.
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:It commenced with a fierce roaring of the wind, pre

ceded by a few flashes of lightning and followed by a

fall of hail. It lasted only from ten to fifteen minutes,

and its fury was greatest in the northern portion of the

city, but in all parts traces of its violence were left.

Many houses were unroofed, and a considerable nu
ber blown down. Some persons were injured, but
lives were lost.

Cleveland, Ohio.—This city and its vicinity was
visited by a terrific storm on the night of the 12th inst,,

which demolished many buildings, and caused great

destruction of property.

Miscellaneous.—The Ulave Schooner Falmouth.—The
TJ. S. District Court, New York, has ordered the

Schooner Falmouth and her cargo to be sold as

prize to the Government, for being engaged in the

Slave trade.

Colonization.—The American Colonization Society

has issued an appeal relative to more than one hundred
slaves, to whom emancipation is offered, if the friends,

of freedom and of colonization will afford them a pas-

sage to, and comfortable settlement in Liberia.

Contempt of Court.—A bill has been reported in

Congress, granting a jury trial in every case of con-

tempt of court, the fine to be a stated amount, and the

imprisonment for a limited period.

Exploration of Western Africa.—The American
Geographical and Statistical Society has determined
to send an expedition to explore the broad central belt

of the African continent, particularly the country lying
east of the republic of Liberia, along the coast of the

river St. Paul, and thence southward to the coast of
Guinea.

The Late Winter.—A week since, snow drifts

ed on level land near Montreal, twenty-three feet deep.
The loss of cattle in Texas in consequence of th

extreme cold has been very great. In many counties

not less than one-third of the stock had died.

The Lead Trade of Galena.—The shipments of lead
from Galena, in 1855, amounted to 30,125,550 pounds,
valued at §1,752,219. The shipments from this point
were at the highest in 1845, when 54,494,850 pound;
were exported.

Famine at Cape de Ferd-j.—At the latest accounts
from these islands, the inhabitants were reduced to the
last extremity for food, and actual starvation had
occurred in a number of instances.

The Fast India Trade of the United States, includ-

ing the African and Pacific trade, employs at the pre-

sent time 400 ships and 150 barks, the greater propor-
tion of which are owned in Boston and New York.
Fifty years ago a few 200 ton ships and brigs control-
led the East India business.

The Agriculttiral Department of the Patent-office, at

Washington, which has done so much good in intro-

ducing plants and seeds from abroad, and distributing
them in this country for cultivation, proposes now to

extend its operation so as to obtain from abroad every
plant, herb or tree, which has been cultivated success-
fully anywhere.

FALLS MONTHLY MEETING SCHOOL.
The Committee of the above named School is desir-

ous to procure a well qualified female teacher, to take
charge of the School as instructor, for the ensuing
season. Early application is requested, and can be
made by addressing, John B. Balderston, Fallsingtou,
Bucks County, Pa.

A copy of "The Friexd," from volumes 1 to 19
inclusive, can be had at a reduced price, by api)Iying
at the office of publication.

FRIENDS' HORSES.
Friends coming to this city to attend Yearly Meet-

ing, or at other times, on the service of Society, who
put up within the limits of the Monthly Meeting of
Friends of Philadelphia for the Northern" District, can
have their horses accommodated at the stables of Wil-
liam A. Scheotz, (Montgomery Hotel,) North-east cor-
ner of Sixth and Willow streets.

Philad., Fourth mo. 10th, 1856.

BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS IN
AMERICA.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the Bible Association
\of Friends in America, will be held at the Committee-

room, Arch street Meeting-house, j)u Seventh-day eveu'

ing, Fourth mouth 19th, 1856, at 8 o'clock. Friends
generally, of both sexes, are invited to attend.

JoHX Carter, Sec'y.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
The Stated Annual Meeting of the Haverford School

Association, will be held at Committee-room, Arch
street Meeting-house, on Second-day afternoon, at 4
o'clock, Fifth month 12th, 1856.

Charles Ellis, Sec'y.

FRIENDS' BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR CHILD
BEN, AT TUNESSASSAH.

A man Friend is wanted to aid in carrying out the
concern for the improvement to the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkiston,
377 S. Second street.

Thomas Evaks,
180 Arch street.

Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st, 1855.

Married, on Fifth-day, 10th instant, at Friends'
Meeting-house, Germant'own, Philadelphia, Samuel
Mason, of this city, to Jaxe Edge, daughter of Thomas
Edge, late of Eas't Cain township, Chester county. Pa.

Died, at Newport, R. I., on Sixth day, the 22nd of
Second month last, after an illness of about three weeks.
Thomas B. Gould, an approved minister of Rhode
Island Monthly Meeting, (smaller body,) in the 43rd
year of his age. This beloved Friend early yielded to

the Cross of Chi-ist, giving up the morning of his

day to the cause and service of Truth ; in the defence
of which he was called to stand. Much might be said

of his fidelity thereto, and his labours therein, but th'

sketch is merely intended to give spme account of the
expressions which fell from his lips during his last

sickness
;
showing that a life early devoted, has, through

continued dedication and reliance upon the divine arm
been crowned with a triumphant close. During the
first week of his illness he appeared to be mostly
gaged in meditation, without much expression ; but
one morning about the beginning of the second week,
he broke forth. " Oh !" he exclaimed, " the fullness of
joy,—^the abundance of goodness,—the sweet peace
that I feel,—I could sing of it—^yet nothing is of myself
it is aU in mercy ! all that I could do was to cast myself
at Jesus' feet ; and in his own time, when he saw

"

had nothing of my own. He was pleased to pour in the
oil and the wine." " He marvelled that such an expe
rience should have been given him. He had never
asked more than the lowest seat—and lo I he had been
permitted to see a mansion prepared for him !" At
another time, he said, his sutferings were intended to

bring him low, and purify him
; but he added, " the

Lord supports me, and he will support me." On the
ninth day of liis sickness, for several hours he appeared
to be near his close

; in the evening, however, he revived,
but had very low sinking turns, during the night;
after the last, he said, " now I have triumphed—Christ
has given me the victory." A brother-in-law coming
to see him, he said on his entering the room, " Although
my earthly house of this tabernacle be dissolved, I have
a building of God, an house not made with hands,
eternal in the heavens.''—Again, " mv weaknesses and
propensities have been as a cloud, and as a thick cloud
they have been blotted out—my sins have all been for-

given." A friend calling to see him, he spoke of his
very low state, but said he had been wonderfully com-
forted and helped ; then alluding to a time a little

before his sickness, h ! remarked, " I looked all night
for my beloved, I sought for him in the streets, but I

could not find him. He hid himself from me ; but He
has comforted and strengthened me now ;—Great and
marvellous are thy works. Lord God Almighty ! just
and true are all thy ways thou King of saints." His
friends desired him not to exert himself so much to

speak—but he replied, " When the Master is pleased to

say it is enough, I can be silent, but not till then,"
adding, " this is very different from anything I antici-

pated, to have so much to say at such a time as this.

There are times when words must be spoken, and if

they are not, the very stones would cry out." On
Fifth day evening tlie "l4th, after laying sometime in a
state of great exhaustion, he revived, and exclaimed in
a clear voice, " Glory, glory, hallelujah ! Oh ! I could

sing of redemption, of this great redemption—ai

regeneration, heartfelt regeneration !"' and conti
speaking in this strain for about half an hour, dv
which time, he repeated with great emphasis, "

Zion, the perfection of beauty, God hath shined."
one time he said, he had suffered persecution
Christ's sake, and he rejoiced that he had been <

worthy to suffer persecution. He was remark
relieved of anxiety in regard to the state of the S<

When he spoke of its shattered condition, he
say, " but we must leave it in the hands of the L
for He will have the ordering of the battle," repea
it many times over, and added, " there is no cansf
discouragement." On Second day, the ISth <rf

month he had a suflFering night, and said more 1

once, in a whisper, (for his articulation was diffici,

" How long dear Saviour, how]_long 1 On fourth (

previous to the close, when enquired of, if he felt n
poorly, he replied, " my thoughts are full of immoi
ity and eternal life." The day of his close, he i

much that could not be understood, but several &
repeated the passage, " That which may be know)
God is manifest in man." Towards evening his i

perceiving a change in him, said, " dearest Thomas
thou going." After one ineffectual attempt to spt

he said, " Farewell—farewell," which was the last

uttered. The agonies of death appeared to have b
passed through, and he now ceased to breathe—fli

was no struggle—all was quiet and peaceful. ^

foregoing account contains but a small portion ofi
he uttered during his sickness, similar in charactel
the above. Enough, however, is preserved to i^

undoubted assurance that having fought the good%
finished his course and kept the faith ; he has recd-i

the crown which the Lord, the righteous judge, giv
to all those who love his appearing.

, on the 13th of Third month, 1856, in the*
year of her age, L^nitt, wife of Thomas HobsoB.1
Washington County, Ohio, a useful and much estee

member of Plymouth Monthly, and Particular H
ing. This dear friend manifested a steadfast atta<

ment to the ancient doctrines and testimonies of (.

religious society, and endeavoured to walk !

thereto, being a good example in her neighbourhoi
and a diligent attender of our religious meetings. S
health had been for several months declining, da

"

which time she passed through much exercise of i

appearing earnestly concerned that her day's woj
might be done in the day time, and during the fi

last days of her illness, she several times expressed tt

she felt nothing in her way, so that her sorrowii

friends feel the consoling hope that her end was pea«

, on the 14th of Third month, Susaxxa Wnij
a member of Western District Monthly Meetiagj

)

the 86th year of her age. During a period of miu
years of confinement and suffering, this dear Frjei

was an instructive example of patience and resignatio-,

and her friends have the consolation to believe fh

her end was peace.

, at his residence in Bucks Conntv, Pa., on tl

22nd of Third month. Dr. David Fell] in the 82i'

year of his age, a member of Buckingham Partienl

and Monthly Meeting. He was unable for sever

years, owing to physical infirmities, to attend meeting
but was warmly attached to the doctrines of our socSe

in their primitive simplicity and purity. He loved tl

Truth and enjoyed hearing the writings of

Friends read to him, being unable to peruse them hir

self. During the last two months of his life, his sn

ferings were, at times intense, but he bore them wit:

christian patience and resignation. To his wife he sai'

" I endeavoured to make my peace in the early part (

sickness." A few days before his decease, aft<

sing a night of great suffering, one standing b;

remarked, " There is a land of rest," to which he r-

plied, " It is an awful thing to die. Were it not forth

mercies of Jesus Christ, I know not what would becom 1

of the world.'' He shortly af^er expressed his belief
;

would be an awful thing in the dying hour for thos

ho had denied their Saviour. A short time befori

he ceased to articulate, he intimated he had a hop(

all was well" with him, and his peaceful close ha

left the consoling belief he has been gathered as a shoc/

of corn fully ripe.

, at his residence in Levin County, Iowa, on th

nd of Fourth month, 1856, Exum BrxDY, in the 50t)

ear of his age, a member of Red Cedar and Linn Pat

tieular Meeeting. He said, near his dose, that hi

peace was made ; there was now nothing in his way.
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Zoological Sketches.

(Continued from page 250.)

Let us now cross over from the cages of the king

beasts to the aviary of the king of birds. The

llection of eagles, vultures, and condors, numbers

wards of twenty species, among which we recog-

led "the oldest inhabitant" of the Gardens,—the

Iture, presented to the Society by Brooks,

( 3 surgeon, more than twenty-five years ago. Not-

thstanding his age, he looks one of the finest birds

the collection. We question, however, if the last

iw comer of the same species will not "put his bill

( t," arriving as it does from a distant shore to

lieh thousands of anxious hearts are turned. We
I ude to the vulture lately sent from the Crimea.

was caught near the monastery of Saint G-eorge,

d the proximity of his retreat to many a battle-

d suggests reflections too painful to dwell upon.

e prominent impression produced in glancing at

3 aviary is the perfect isolation which each bird

intains as he crowns the topmost pinnacle of the

p of rocks reared in the centre of his den, where

perches motionless as a stone. There seems to

no recognition of his fellow-prisoners—no inter-

'ange of either blows or courtesies between the

netting. Each seems an enduring captive that

11 not be comforted or won over to the ways of

ijin. Now and then unsheathing his piercing eye,

J!
perceive the huge wings spread, and perchance

Kiembering the callow eaglets in some Alpine

«rie, the bird soars upwards for a moment, beats

|3 pinions against the netting, and falls to earth

^ain with the ignominious flop of a Christmas tur-

ly. It is impossible to contemplate these birds

thout pity not unmixed with pain. YV'ho can re-

I gnise, in the motionless bunch of feathers before

1 , Audubon's magnificent description of the Bald
igle as he swoops upon his prey :

" The next moment the wild trumpet-like sound

a yet distant but approaching swan is heard.

, . . Now is the moment to witness a display of

e eagle's powers. He glides through the air like

falling star, and, like a flash of lightning, comes
)on the timorous cjuarry, which now, in agony and
spair, seeks, by various manoeuvi-es, to elude the

asp of his cruel talons. It mounts, doubles, and
illingly would plunge into the stream were it not

'evented by the eagle, which, long possessed of the

lowledge that by such a stratagem the swan might
cape him, forces it to remain in the air by attempt-

g to strike it with its talonsfrom beneath. The hope
escape is soon given up by the swan. It has already

become much weakened, and its strength fails at the

sight of the cour.age and swiftness of its antagonist.

Its last gasp is about to escape, when the ferocious

eagle strikes with his talons the under side of his

wing, and with unresisted power forces the bird to

fall in a slanting direction upon the nearest shore."

This is the romance of the noble bird's mode of

obtaining food—here, as he marches off with a dead

rat in his claw, or a piece of raw beef, we behold its

prose. But however unpoetioal this treatment, it

cannot be said to disagree with him, as fine plumage

and good condition prove. Passing on our way to

the monkey-house, the merry otters are seen playing

"foUow-my-leader" round their rock-house, now

plunging headlong in search of the flat-fish which

shine at the bottom of the water—now bringing it

to .shore, and crushing flesh, vertebra?, and all.

The admirably arranged but vilely ventilated

monkey-house is always a great source of attraction.

The mixture of fun and solemnity, the odd attitudes

and tricks, and the human expression of their counte-

nances, all tend to attract, and at the same time to

repel. Mr. Rogers used to say, that visiting them

was like going to see one's poor relations, and

wondrous shabby old fellows some of them appear.

We have only to look into their faces for a moment

to see that they differ from each other as much as the

faces of mankind. There is a large, long-haired,

black-faced rascal, who looks as murderous as a

Malay ; a little way off we see another with great

bushy whiskers and shaggy eyebrows (the mona,)

the very picture of a successful horse-dealer ; a

third, with his long nose and keen eye, has all the

air of a crafty old lawyer. The contemplation of

them brings involuntarily to the mind the doctrine

of the transmigration of souls. The apes and

baboons are indeed purely brutal, and only excite

disgust : towards the latter the whole company of

smaller monkeys express the utmost hatred—as

may be seen when the keeper by way of fun

takes one of them out of his cage and walks him

down the room. The whole population rush to the

front of their cages, and hoot, growl, and chatter at

him, as only Eastern County shareholders can do

when their chairman takes his seat. The vivacious

Httle capuchin monkeys are evidently the favourites

and bacr most of the nuts ; the brown capuchin

appears to be particularly knowing, as he keeps a

big pebble at hand, and, when he finds that his

teeth are not ecjual to the task, he taps the nut

with the stone with just sufiicient force to break the

shell without bruising the kernel. We have often

seen this little fellow take a pinch of snuff, and

assiduously rub his own and companion's skin with

it, with a full knowledge, no doubt, of the old

recipe for killing fleas. He will also make use of

an onion for a similar puii^ose. Among the other

quadrumana in this house, we find the lemurs,

which look more like long-legged weasels than

monkeys, and the bright-faced little marmosets,

who cluster inquiringly to the front of their cage,

looking in their cap-shaped head-dress of fur like so

many gossips quizzing you over the window-blinds.

At the present moment there is no specimen of

either the uran or chimpanzee in the Gardens, but

there have been at least half-a-dozen located here

within the last ten years, one of which, "Jenny,"

maintained her health for five years. The damp
cold air of the Gardens at last brought on con-

sumption, and the public must remember the poor,

wheezing, dying brute, with a plaster on her chest

and blankets around her, the very picture of a

moribund old man. The only specimen now in

Europe is in the Jardin des Plantes at Paris. This

animal, one of the finest ever seen, is in excellent

health, and promises to maintain it in the bright

air of la Belle France. An accomplished naturalist

has kindly furnished us with the following parti-

culars of this brute, which clearly indicate that he

is a very Doctor Busby among his fellows :

" He passed through London on his way to

Paris, having landed at Plymouth. There were

then two female Chims resident in the Gardens in

the PiCgent's Park, and the French Chim was

allowed to lodge in their hotel for a couple of nights.

On his appearance both of these young ladies

uttered cries of recognition, which however evinced

more fear than anything else. Chim was put into

a separate compartment, or room with a double

grille, to prevent the probable injuries which dis-

cordant apes will inflict on each other. He had

scarcely felt the floor under his feet when he began

to pay attention to his countrywomen thus suddenly

and unexpectedly found. Their fear and surprise

gradually subsided, and they stood watching him

attentively, when he broke out into a characteristic

23as seul, which he kept up for a considerable time,

uttering cries scarcely more hideous than seem the

notes of a Chinese singer, and not far out of unison

with his loudly-beating feet. The owner, who was

present, said that he was imitating a dance of the

neo-roes which the animal had often seen while

resident in his house in Africa. The animal was

upwards of a year and a half old, and had spent

one year of his life in this gentleman's house. The

Chim maidens gradually relaxed their reserve as

the vivacity of the dance increased, until at last,

when it was over, each stealthily put a hand through

the n-rille and welcomed their friend and brother to

their home in a far land. As the weather was

seYcre—it was early in December—it is possible

that their talk was of their native palm-groves and

their never-ending summer. Chim thenceforth

made himself as agreeable as possible, and when

the time for his departure came, the maidens exhi-

bited the livelist regret, short of tears, at losing him.

At Paris he increased rapidly in stature and intel-

Ugenee. The climate, diet (he drinks his pint of

Bordeaux daily,) and lively society of the French

seem to be more congenial to Chim's physique than

our melancholy London. He makes acquaintance

not only with the staff but with the habitues of the

Garden. The last time I saw him (May, 1854)

he came out to taste the morning air in the large

circular enclosure in front of the Palais des Singes,

which was built for ' our poor relations' by M.

Thiers. Her Chim began his day by a leisurely

promenade, casting pleased and thankful glances

towards the sun, the beautiful sun of early summer.

He had three satellites, coati-iuundis, either by

chance or to amuse Mm, and while making all

manner of eyes at a young lady who suppUes the

Singerie with pastry and cakes, one of the coati-

mundis came up steathily behind and dealt him a
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small but malicious bite. Cliim looked round

with astonishment at this audacious outrage on his

person, put his hand haughtily upon the wound,

but without losing his temper in the least. He
walked deliberately to the other side of the circle,

and fetched a cane which he had dropped there in

his promenade. He returned with majestic wrath

upon his brow, mingled, I thought, with contempt

:

and, taking Coati by the tail, commenced punish-

ment with his cane, administering such blows as

his victim could bear without permanent injury,

and applied with equal justice to the ribs on either

side, in a direction always parellel to the spine.

When he thought enough had been done, he dis-

posed of Coati -nithout moving a muscle of his

countenance, by a left-handed jerk which threw

the delincjuent high in air, head over heels. He
came down a sadder and a better Coati, and retired

with shame and fear to an outer corner. Having
executed this act of justice, Chim betook himself to

a tree. A large baboon, who had in the mean time

made his appearance in the circle, thought this was
a good opportunity of doing a civil thing, and
accordingly mounted the tree and sat down smi-

lingly, as baboons smile, upon the next fork. Chim
slowly turned his head at this attempt at famili-

arity, measured the distance, raised his hind foot,

and, as composedly as he had caned the Coati,

kicked the big baboon oif his perch into the arena

below. This abasement seemed to do the baboon
good, for he also retired like the Coati, and took up
his station on the other side. To what perfection

,of manners and development of thought the last

year and a half may have brought him, I can

scarcely guess ; but one day doubtless some one

will say of him, as an Oriental prince once said to

me, after long looking at the uran ' Peter,'— ' Does
he speak English yet?' "

(To be continued.)

Epistle of Ceorgc Fox to Elizabctli, Triiicpss of the

libine.

Princess Elizabeth,—I have heard of thy ten-

derness towards the Lord and his holy truth, by
some Friends that have visited thee, and also by
some of thy letters, which I have seen; it is indeed

a great' thing for a person of thy quality to have
such a tender mind after the Lord and his precious

truth ; seeing so many are swallowed up with volup-

tuousness, and the pleasures of this world, yet all

make an outward profession of God and Christ one
way or another, but without any deep inward sense

and feeling of him. For it is not many mighty,
nor wise of the world, that can become fools for

Christ's sake, or can become low in the humility of

Christ Jesus, from their mighty state, through which
they might receive a mightier estate and a mightier

kingdom, through the inward Holy Spirit—the divine

light and power of God, and a mightier wisdom
which is from above, pure and peaceable. This
wisdom is above that which is below ; that is earth-

ly, sensual, and devilish, by which men destroy one
another, yea, about their religious ways, worship,
and churches ; but this they have not from God nor
Christ. The wisdom which is from above, by which
all things were made and created, which the holy
fear of God in the heart is the beginning of, keeps
the heart clean, and by this wisdom are all God's
children to be ordered, and with it to order all

things to God's glory. This is the wisdom that is

justified of her children. In this fear of God, and
this wisdom my desire is, that thou mayst be pre-

served to God's glory. For the Lord is come to

teach his people himself, and to set up his ensign,

that the nations may flow into it. There hath been
an apo.stacy since the apostles' days, from the divine

light of Christ, which should have given them " the

light of the knowledge of the Glory of God, in the

face of Christ Jesus;" and from the Holy Spirit,

which would have led them into all trutb; and
therefore have people set up so many leaders with-

out them, to give them knowledge ; and also from
the holy and precious faith, which Jesus Christ is

the author and finisher of; which purifies the heart,

and gives victory over that whichseparates from God

;

through which faith they have access to God, and in

which they please God ; the mystery of which is

held in a pure conscience ; and also, from the gos-

pel which was preached in the apostles' days,

(which go.spel is the power of God,) which brings
life and immortality to light in man and woman,
by which people should have seen over the devil

that has darkened them ; which gospel will preserve
all them that receive it, in life and immortahty.
For the eyes of people have been after men and not
after the Lord, who writes his law in the hearts and
puts it into the minds, of all the children of the new
covenant of light, life, and grace, through which they
all come to know the Lord, from the least to the

greatest; so that the knowledge of the Lord may
cover the earth, as the waters do the sea. This

work of the Lord is beginning again, as it was in

the apostles' days; people shall come to receive an
unction in them again from the Holy One, by
which they shall know all things, and shall not

need any man to teach them, but as the anointing

doth teach them ; and also to know, what the right-

eousness of faith speaks, the Word nigh in the heart
and mouth, to obey it and to do it. This was the

Word of faith the apostles preached, which is now
received and preached again, and which it is the

duty of all true christians to receive. So now peo-

ple are coming out of the apostacy to the light of

Christ and his Spirit, and to receive faith from him,
and not from men ; to receive the gospel from him,
their unction from him, the Word ; and as they
receive him, they declare him freely, as his com-
mand was to his disciples, and is still to the learners

and receivers of him. For the Lord God in his

Son Jesus Christ, is come to teach his people, and
to bring them from all the world's ways, to Christ,

the way, the truth, and the life, who is the way to

the Father ; and from all the world's teachers and
speakers, to him the Speaker and Teacher, as Heb.

1 ; and from all the world's worshippers, to wor-
ship God in the Spirit and in the Truth, which
worship Christ set up above sixteen hundred j'ears

ago, when he put down the Jews' worship at the

temple at Jerusalem, and the worship at the moun-
tain where Jacob's well was ; to bring people from
aU the world's religions, which they have made
since the apostles' days, to the religion that was set

up by Christ and his apostles, which is pure and
undefiled before God, and keeps from the spots of

the world ; to bring them out of all the world's

churches and fellowships, made and set up since the

apostles' days, to the church that is in God, the

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, Thess. i. 1 ; and
to bring to the unity and fellowship in the Holy
Spirit that doth mortify, circumcise, and baptize, to

plunge down sin and corruption, that has got up in

man and woman by transgression. In this Holy
Spij-it, there is a holy fellowship and unity

;
yea, it

is the bond of the Prince of princes, and King of

kings, and Lord of lords' peace ; which heavenly
peace all true christians are to maintain with spiri-

tual weapons, not with carnal. And now my friend,

the holy men of God wrote the Scriptures, as they
were moved by the Holy Ghost ; and all Christen-

dom are on heaps about those Scriptures, becau.se

they are not led by the same Holy Ghost as those

were that gave forth the Scriptures ; which Holy
Ghost they must come to in themselves, and be led

by, if they come into all the truth of them, and to

have the comfort of God, of Christ, and of th'

For none can call Jesus, Lord, but by the Sl
Ghost; and all that call Christ, Lord, without |
Holy Ghost, take his name in vain. Likewise I
that name his name are to depart from iniquii
then they name his name with reverence, in trfl

and righteousness. O, therefore, feel the grb
and truth in thy heart, that is come by Jesus Ch \

that will teach thee how to live, and what to de I.

It will establish thy heart, season thy word.-, ; \

bring thy salvation ; it will be a teacher unto t

at all times. By it thou mayst receive Chrir-t li

whom it comes ; and as many as receive him, i,

them he gives power, not only to stand against 1

and evil, but to become the sons of God ; if sol

then heirs of a life, a world, and kingdom wi 1

out end, and of the eternal riches and treasui

thereof. So, in haste, with my love in the L(!

Jesus Christ, who tasted death for every ni

!

and bruises the serpent's head, who is between n

and God, that through Christ man may come to G
again, and praise him through Jesus Chritt, i

amen ; who is the spiritual and heavenly rock a

foundation for aU God's people to build upon, to

praise and glory of God, who is over all, hlci;

forevermore. George Fox,

Amsterdam, the 7th of the Sixth mo., 1677.
;

Postscript.—The bearer hereof is a daughter-

'

law of mine, that comes with Gertrude Diri

Nieson, and George Keith's wife, to visit thee, j

G. r'

The Princess Elizabeth's answer.

Dear Friend,—I cannot but have a tender I(

to those that love the Lord Jesus Christ, and
\

whom it is given not only to believe in him hi

also to suffer for him; therefore, your letter a!

your friends' visit have been both very welcomei:

me. I shall follow their and your counsel as :'

as God will aiford me light and unction; rema;:

ing still your loving friend, Elizabeth.!

Hertford, the 30th of August, 1677. I

From "The United St.-ites Magazine of Science, Art, it]

Transportation of Passengers and Wares.

(Continued from page 251.)

Although the suggestion of steam as a moti'

power is claimed for several parties, undoubteci

the first practical idea of applying steam power

:

wheeled carriages is due to Dr. Eobinson, by whi'

it was communicated to Watt, iu 1759. Soi'

time afterward, the latter made a model of a hin

pressure locomotive, and described its principles

)

his fomth patent, in 1784, which, among certr

improvements, specified "a portable steam engi}

and machinery for moving wheeled carriages." Wsi

however, had doubts of the safety of lus machiil

and mentioned the subject to one of his frieni

Murdoch, who, three years af reward, construct]

the model of a locomotive which proved the corre

ness of the previous calculatiotns. " This engim

we are told, "was made in 1787, and persons i

still alive who saw it in that year, drive a sm
wagon round a room at his house at [Redruth,

Cornwall." Among those who saw it, was Riehal

Trevithick, who, in 1802, took out a patent foi]

similar invention.

Singularly enough, a similar model was exhili

ing, the same year, at the opposite end of the ku
dom. Symington's locomotive was then shown
the house of Mr. GObert Measom, at Edinburj

He pursued the experiment, and, in 1795, work,

a steam-engine on a line of turnpike road,

Lanarkshire and the adjoining county. Then f

lowed that by Trevithick and Vivian, in 18(

which ran on the Merthyr tram-way, and dre\(
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,a(i of ten tons at tlie rate of five miles per hour,

ight ridges were left in the edge of the wheels and

L the trams, to prevent their slipping round, and

I

insure a forward movement. That, without this

!-ecaution, there could be adhesion or advance,

ias an idea that long prevailed. The cause of this

kpping lay in the construction of the engine, which

!,d but one cylinder, and the crank having to pass

o centres during one revolution of the wheel ; the

nsequcnce was an occasional slow dragging motion,

tevithick, who was a man of great abiUty, and

|ie to whom steam locomotion is much indebted,

Jterward made a carriage to run on common roads,

liich riiuibined several arrangements now in use.

Ill' liix-jilace was surrounded by water, and the

istc btcam blown off through the smoke-pipe, to

oduce a draught. The cylinder was placed

side the boiler, for economy of heat, and the foro-

lieels made to turn with cranks in connection with

e piston-rod ; but with one cylinder only, the mo-

rn was very irregular. This engine was exhibit-

I on one of the roads in Lambeth, in 1 806, with-

it, however, exciting more than a temporary in-

Three years previously, another locomotive

J Trevithick had blown up—an accident which

cated so much dread of high-pressure steam-car-

, that a feeling of alarm arose respecting their

le^ which, in some quarters, was long in being dis-

Ued.

Bleukinsop, of Middletown Colliery, near Leeds,

instructed a locomotive in 1811, the wheels of

bich were cogged and ran in toothed rails; a

isy contrivance, intended to overcome the imagi-

iry diiiieulty—want of bite—and effectually pre-

rapid motion by its enormous friction. The
igine had two cylinders, and so far was an improve-

;nt on those which preceeded it, and laboured

)ng at five miles an hour. The Chapmans' came

xt with a new plan, a chain stretched from one

id to the other, along the middle of a tram-way,

IS passed once around a wheel fixed beneath the

rriage, and this wheel being made to revolve by

action of the machinery, its bite on the chain

used the whole to move forward. This method

volved so great an amount of friction, that it was

andoned almost as soon as tried. Brunton fol-

wed, in 1813, with mechanical legs and feet at-

ched to the rear of his engine, iutxinding by the

ternatc walking motion, to propel it continually

iward, and prevent the slipping of the wheels on

e rails. Considerable ingenuity was displayed in

is contrivance, which performed well, and in cer-

in cases might be employed with advantage, but

was not well adapted to locomotive propulsion,

he difiiculty against which it was especially ap-

ied, was soon proved to have no existence.

During the same year, Blackett repeated Trevi-

ick's experiments at Wylam, in Northumberland,

id the fact was satisfactorily demonstrated that,

ordinary circumstances, and with clean raUs,

e adhesion between the wheel and the rail was
ifficient to cause a progressive motion. It would

ive been proved long before had the engine and
am-plates been heavier : both were too light ; and

e slipping so much complained of had been an

:cidental, not a necessary consequence. Meantime,

tephenson was busy at Killingworth, in another

itt of Northumberland, making and testing loco-

otives. In 1814, he verified the experiments of

her inventors, and went beyond them all in the

irfection and performance of his machinery. He
ok out patents in the two following years for

igines, that with a load of twenty tons, and on
nooth rails, would travel five miles an hour, and
n miles without a load. No better result at that

me was looked for. The possibility of transport-

g heavy goods with facility at a slow pace having

been demonstrated, all that remained was to make
it available.

Early in 1829, before the completion of the
Liverpool and Manchester railroad, the company
sent a deputation to Killingworth, to witness the
workings of the locomotives, with the view to the

employment of a similar power on their Une when
put in operation. Although the rails were not laid

with that precision now considered so indispensable,

the deputation found that the locomotives had been
kept at work with much regularity, drawing heavily
laden trains of wagons from the coal-pits to the ships

in the Tyno. The deputation reported in fiivour of

steam locomotive power, and in aceordanco with

their decision, the company offered a prciuiuiii ot

£500, for the best locomotive engine, which .should

draw on a level plane three times its own weight,

at ten miles an hour, which was not to exceed six

tons. There were several other stipulations, among
which the cost of the macliine was not two exceed
£550 ; the height of the chimney was restricted

fifteen feet, and the pressure on the boiler to fifty

pounds the square inch, and was to consume its own
smoke ; be supported on springs, etc.

The 8th of October, 1 829, was fixed for the trial,

and on the appointed day, five engines were brought

forward to contend for the prize; a competitii

which involved a vast deal more than the winning

of £500. Stephenson was there with his "Rocket;''

Hackworth, with the "Sanspareil ;"Braithwait and
Ericson, with the "Novelty;" Burstall, with the

"Perseverance;" and Brandreth with the "Cydo-
pede." The latter was a horse-locomotive, and was
therefore notconsidered asentitledtorun fortheprize

It was tried, however, as a matter of experiment,

but its speed was only about six miles an hour
After a brief trial, the " Perseverance" was with-

drawn, leaving the three first mentioned the sole

contenders. The test assigned, was to run a dis-

tance of thirty miles, at not less than ten miles an
hour, backward and forward along a two mile level,

near Raiuhill, with a load three times the weight

of the engine. The " Novelty," after running twice

along the level, was disabled by failure of the boiler

plates, and -withdrawn. The " Sanspareil" travers-

ed eight times, at a speed of nearly fifteen miles an

hour, when it was stopped by derangement of the

machinery. The "Rocket," was the only one to

stand the test and satisfy the conditions. This en

gine travelled over the stipulated thirty miles, in two

hours and about seven minutes, with a speed at times

of twenty-nine miles an hour, and at the slowest,

early twelve ; in the latter case exceeding the ad-

vertised maximum, in the former tripling it, and of

course gaining the prize. Here was a result ! An
achievement so surprising, so unexpected, as to be

almost incredible. Was it not a delusion ? had it

been really accomplished ? and could it be done
again? When Mr. Stephenson was examined before

a committee of the House of Parliament, some four

years previous to this triumph with the "Rocket,"

he stated, that he saw no difficulty in constructing

a locomotive that would travel from fifteen to twenty

miles per hour—which remark provoked one of the

members to reply, that the engineer could be only

fit for a lunatic asylum. Even Mr. Nicholas Wood,
was appointed one of the judges to award this

premium of £500, had a short time previously,

published his opinion respecting locomotives, as fol-

lows :
—

" It is far from my wish to promulgate to

the world, that the ridiculous expectations, or rather

professions of the enthusiastic speculatist will be
realized, and that we shall see engines travelling at

the rate of twelve, sixteen, eighteen or twenty miles

an hour. Nothing can do more harm toward their

adoption or general improvement, than the pro-

mulgation of such nonsense." And that the direc-

tors of the Liverpool and Manchester railroad, in
a measure agreed with this opinion, is evident from
their appointing Mr. Wood an umpire, and only
requiring the engines to travel wth three times their

weight, at ten miles an hour. In fact, with the
exception of a most Hniited circle of truly scientific

and practical men, who from actual experiment had
demonstrated the fact to be otherwise, the general
opinion at that time was—even should the whole
system of railroad travelling be perfected according
to the most sanguine expectation ofjts projectors

—

the maximum of speed obtained, under any circum-

.stanees, could not exceed ten miles per hour. Thus
the performance of the "Rocket," had such a start-

ling effect, not only on the local community where
it occurred, butthroughout the whole civilized world

;

and from that moment is marked the grand epoch
in rapid locomotion, which has by a succession of

improvements arrived at the very acme of excel-

lence.

The inventive talent of our own country has been
much exercised in the steam power, and its appliance

to navigation, has rendered the name of Fulton im-
mortal and the locality of the Hudson river, ever

memorable in history. But we were not without
experiments in the steam carriage, and finally, when
that important fact was promulgated, its greatest

perfection was first arrived at by our own skilful

mechanics and engineers. However as early as

1772, Oliver Evans, of the city of Philadelphia,

began to experiment on steam, with a view to-

ward employing it as a substitute for animal power.

In 1786, he petitioned the legislature of Penn-
sylvania, for the exclusive right to use his im-

provements in mills, and his stcamwagons^ in that
State. The committee to whom the petition was
referred, heard him very patiently while he des-

cribed the mill improvements, but his representa-

tions concerning steam wagons, made them think

him insane ; his petition, as regarded the wagon,
was refused. Evans foresaw that steam would one
day be the prime agent of locomotion, and he fre-

quently declared that the time would come when
travellers would be conveyed on turnpike roads at

the rate of fifteen miles an hour, or three hundred
miles a day, by a contrivance similar to his own.

In 1804, 0. Evans, applied steam power to the

propulsion of a boat upon dry land. The boat was
built for a dredge, and as the workshop was at some
distance from the water, it was launched by fitting

up driving wheels under it, and running it over

land and into the water. There are other Ameri-
cans who might be mentioned in this connection.

(To be continued.)

Paris Fuel Shops.—The fuel with which to cook

a dinner in Paris costs nearly as much as the dinner

itself. Fuel is very scarce, and the American is sur-

prised to find shops aO over the city, fitted up with

shelves like those in shoe stores, upon which is

stored wood, split up in pieces about the size of a

man's finger, and done up in bundles, as matches were

in the days of the tinder box, steel and fiint ; they are

about the size of a bunch of asparagus. These little

bundles sell at from two to six sous. Larger sticks

are bundled up in the same way, and sell at a fright-

ful price. Charcoal is sold by weight, and hard coal,

being nearly as expensive as wood, can be bought in

smallest quantity at any of these fuel shops.

They are generally kept by women. The windows
of these shops are often decorated with a curtain

or inside shutter, upon which split wood and round

wood are painted to represent the bundles sold

inside. '

The more we help others to bear their burdens,

the lighter our own will be.
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Fresh water springs in the Mediterranean.—
Fresh water springs exist in the sea, near the shore,

which are more or less copious, according to circum-

stances ; but those ofStamfane Rock and Syracuse are

popularly held to proceed from theAlpheius, by sub-

marine communication. In the Gulf of Spezzia

there is a spring -which constantly discharges a

very considerable body of water, rising with such

force as to produce a shght com'esity of the surface
;

this stream is probably derived from a system

of cavernous passages in the neighbouring lime-

stone rocks, b«t its place, as marked on my plan

of the Gulf, has been immemorially the same. In

the Mare piccolo, or great port of Tarauto, and

at some distance from the mouth of the Galesus,

fresh water springs up in such force and abundance

that it may be taken up without the least brackish

mixture ; and in the briny lagoon of Thau, at Cette,

there is a deep spot called the Avysse, from which

rushes up a column of potable water, with such force

aseven to make waves. NearEagusa, the Kalajnota

Channel terminates in the port called Val d'Ombia,

which is watered by the Ariona, a subterranean

river bursting up with amazing volume.and force

from the foot of Mount Bergatz ; fresh water springs

are also copious in the Gulfs of Cattara and Aulona.

At Agio Janni, below Parga, between the mouths
of the Acheron and Thyamis, is a circular space

of fresh water, about forty feet diameter, rising

through the sea with great activity : this is probably

the ascending spring alluded to by Pausanias (Ar-

cad. vii.) Off the little desert islet Euad, near

Tortosa, on the coast of Syria, a spring of fresh

water rushes up in the sea in such volume that it

may be skimmed off without the slightest impreg-

nation of salt. " You may draw up potable water,"

says Pliny, "out of the sea about the Chelidonse
'

lands and at Aradus ;" and there must be many
unrecorded jets of the same nature mingling with

the sea unnoticed.

—

Admiral SniytKs Memoir o)

tfi£ Mediterranean.

For '• The Friend."

BIOCKAPEICAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned mem
bers of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 252.)

HANNAH CARPENTER.

Hannah Hardiman was born at Haverford West,

South Wales, in the year 1645 or 6. As she grew
in years, she increased in rehgious thoughtfulness,

and observing the christian patience of Friends in

their sore imprisonments for conscience' sake, and
their innocent walking, and godly conversation in

Chiist, her heart was drawn towards them, and af-

ter a time, thi'ough the openings and sealings of the

Holy Spirit, she was herself convinced of the Truth.

It is noted that she became very "serviceable to

those who were in bonds for Christ's sake."

Soon after William Penn had obtained the Pro-
vince of Pennsylvania, a concern came upon the

mind of Hannah Hardiman to remove thither, and
after much conflict of spirit, she gave up to the re-

quiriug of duty. She came to Pennsylvania, and
settled in Philadelphia about the year 1683, in

which year Samuel Carpenter, fi-om Bridgetown,
Barbadoes, was led to the same place, to establish

himself in bnsiness. The two Friend.s, both of

whom were earnestly seeking to be found in the

way of their duty, became acquainted with each
other, and were married on the 12th of the Tenth
mouth, 1684. Samuel Carpenter was a prosperous

man in business, and had great possessions, but the

abundance of this world's goods appeare not to have
interfered to prevent him and his wife walking in

the simplicity of Truth, and maintaining in life and
conversation the self-denying cross-bearing doctrines

of the gospel. Their house was open for the enter-

tainment of Friends, their hearts open to comfort

the distressed and afiiicted, and their purse open to

relieve the wants of the destitute. It was to their

dweUing that that worn out ser\'aut of Jesus Christ,

Robert Barrow, was carried on his arrival at Phi-

ladelphia, after his captivity among the Indians in

Florida. There he gave utterance to many remark-

able expressions as he gradually declined in strength,

there finally, through the strength vouchsafed

him by the Lord his God, he was enabled joj-fully

"ay aside the shackles of mortaUty, and to enter

into his rest.

Hannah Carpenter was not at this time in the

station of a minister, but a h\'ing concern for those

who laboured in word and doctrine, was in her

mind. She was no doubt an anointed elder, qua-

Ufied to drop a word of caution, to administer coun-

sel, and when it seemed requisite a Uttle comfort

also. In the year 1698, near its close, she felt con-

strained to prepare an address to tliose engaged in

the ministry, which was read in the General Meet-

,g of JMinisters, held First month 4th, 1699.

Her friends say of her, that "her heart and

house stood open to receive and entertain the true

gospel ministers to whom she was a tender nursing

mother, both in sickness and in health. She was a

bright example of love and meekness, as well in the

church, as in her own famOy."

She was somewhat in years when she married,

yet having several children, she was one truly con-

cerned to restrain and educate them in the nurtm-e

and admonition of the Lord. Whilst some of her

children were stUl young, she prepared the foUow

ing epistle to parents, respecting the education of

children

:

" Upon the 4th day of the Fourth month, I was

drawn forth to wait on the Lord, and as I was wait-

ing, the consideration of my dear children whom the

Lord had taken to himself in their innocency, came

before me, and my soul blessed his holy name for

his great love towards them and me, in that they

are gone to their rest, and shall never partake of

those exercises and sorrows these do that remain in

the world. Then my soul was poured forth before

"the Lord for them that remain, that as they g

up in years, they may grow in grace, and in the

knowledge of our Lord and SaTOui- Jesus Christ.

I would rather follow them to their graves whilst

they are young, than that they should live to the

dishonour of his worthy name. Then a more gene-

ral and weighty concern came upon me for the chil-

dren of Friends that are grown up, and do not come

under the yoke, nor bear the cross. Oh 1 the cry

that ran through my soul. In the anguish and bit-

terness of my spirit, I said, ' Lord, what wilt thou

do with Friends' children when we are gone off the

stage of this world ? WUt thou raise up children,

and not those of believing parents V This was the

word that livingly sprung up in my soul. They re-

ject my counsel, and cast my law behind their backs,

and will have none of my reproofs, and though my
hand be stretched forth all the day long, yet they

will not hear, but go after their own heaits' lust.

Then I said in my heart, ' Lord, are they all so ?'

The answer was. There are some that are innocent,

whom I wiU bless, and they shall shine forth to my
praise. Now, oh, friends ! dwell and abide in the

innocent life, that so the blessing of the Lord you

may feel daily to descend upon you. As for you

that 'reject the counsel of the Lord, and cast his

law behind your backs, and ^\^ll have none of his

reproofs,' sorrowful sajings concerning the chil-

dren of believing parents, you who are mider the

profession of the Truth, which will do you no

good, unless you return unto the Lord, I desire

you may all return unto him, whilst the day of a

long-suffering merciful God lasteth. But if you st I

reject the counsel of the Lord, the many faithf I

warnings you have had, how will you answer it :i

the day when He cometh, ' To render unto every oi (,

rding to their deeds?' And now, somethiii'

further is with me to parents. Dear friends, ycj

that have been convinced of God's unchangeab

}

truth, and have known the operation of it, workii
j

out and bringing down that which was of a contrai,-

nature to it; Oh, that we may all abide faithful il

his work, and retain our integrity to the Lord, the;

let our breathing cries and prayers be offered up

)

the Lord for our children, that he would be pleas

!

to look down in mercy upon them, and visit them ij

he did our souls. Da^id said, ' If I regard iniquiti

in my heart, the Lord will not hear me ;' so I di|

sire we may all be clear in our offerings before tl

Lord, that he may smell a sweet savour from theij

" Dear friends, what is here written is with gre:|

caution, knowing that I have children of my ow
\

and that many honest parents have bad clnldre
j

which is no small exercise. But if we keep fciithf

to the Lord, and discharge oui- duty to them 1

precept and example, we shall be clear of them '

the sight of God : and therefore, friends, faitlifi

ness is the word that runs through me, not oniv f«

our own souls, but for our children's also ; that

generation may grow up to his praise in this purt

the world, when our heads are laid in the A\\.

Great and manifold hath the love and mei\-y

God been towards us ! the consideration of it, mai

times hath deeply affected my mind. It was Hr 1

the arm of power that reached us, and brouiilit

concern upon us in our own native land. I d i I

heve that many had as clear a call to leave tbt

native country, as some of old had. This eausi

many days and nights of sore travail and eserci

before the Lord, and no ease could we have, Imt

giving up hfe and all unto him, saying, ' Lonl, i

what thou wilt with us, only let thy presence pi

serve us.' To his praise we can say, he hath be.

with us since we came to this country, and ha|

preserved us through many and various exercisii

both inwardly and outwardly. And now that whii

Ues on our parts I desire may be considered liy

all, that so suitable returns may be made untci t

Lord, by walking in humUity and godly fear liefo

him ; that so good patterns we maj- be, by ki epi:

our places, ' To the praise of him who hath call'

us,' for he is worthy forever more. Something mc

is with me, which I thought to omit, but find I ca

not well do it, concerning our children, that we

very careful while they are young, that wc ^ufi

them not to wear such things as Truth allo\v,< u

It may be said they are but little things, ami \v

enough for children. But we find when" they s

grown up, it is hard for them to leave off which,

may be, if they had not been used to, when youi.'

would not have been expected when grown up. '

desire we may aU be clear in ourselves, and ke;

our children out of the fashions and customs of tli

world. And oh ! that we were aU of one he;

and mind, in these and other things, then would t

work of the Lord go on easily, which is the since

desire of your Friend, Hannah Carpenter."

After the death of her husband, she received

gift in the ministry, but does not appear to ha'

visited Friends in other Provinces. Her miuist

" was seasoned with a lively savour of divine swe-'

ness, and though not frequent in her appearani

it was very acceptable to her Friends." Her 1

and conversation being adorned with the christi

virtues of benevolence and charity, rendered 1

beloved and respected, and useful in her statioi

She departed this life on the 24th of the Fifth m
1728, in the 83d year of her age.

(To be continued.)
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'lome Experiments on the Smoke of Tobacco.—
froriep's Journal, of a recent date, an interest-

article has been published on the habit of

ceo smoking, and on poisoning by nicotine.

DDg the facts there mentioned, are experiments

tuted by M. Malapert, a pharmacien, of Poi-

,. His intention was to ascertain the exact

itity of nicotine absorbed by smokers, in pro-

ion to the weight of tobacco consumed,

he apparatus used consisted of a stone jar, in

sh the tobacco was made to burn, connected

. a series of bottles communicating by tubes,

bottles were either empty, or contained some

ir mixed or not with a little sulphuric acid,

n a few experiments it was found that, in the

lie of tobacco extracted by inspirations, there

n per cent, nicotine. Thus a man who smokes

l&v of the weight of seventy grains, receives in

mouth seven grains of nicotine, mixed with a

I watery vapour, tar, empyreumatic oil, &c.

lOugh a large portion of this nicotine is rejected,

L by the smoke puffed from the mouth, and by

saliva, a portion of it is, nevertheless, taken up

he vessels of the buccal and laryngeal mucous

ibrane, circulated with the blood, and acts

1 the brain. With those unaccustomed to the

of tobacco, the nicotine, when in contact with

latter organ, produces vertigo, nausea, head-

!, and somnolence ; while habitual smokers are

Bly thrown into a state of excitement, similar

atproduced by moderate quantities ofwine or tea.

'rom further investigation it was found that

drier the tobacco the less nicotine reaches the

,th. A very dry cigar, while burning, yields

iry small amount of watery vapoui- ; the smoke

s rapidly, and allows the condensation of the

tine before it reaches the mouth. Hence it

es that the first half of a cigar smokes more

lly than the second, in which a certain amount

ondensed watery vapour and nicotine, freed by

first half, are deposited. The same remark

lies to smoking tobacco in pipes, and if smokers

e prudent, they would never consume but half

gar or pipe, and throw away the other. Smok-
through water, or with long tubes and small

Is is also a precaution which should not be

[acted.

Why is there a price in the hand of a fool to

wisdom, seeing he hath no heart for it
""

ov. xvii. 17.)

'he natural relation of man to divine wisdom

J be illustrated by a valley or basin, with a

am or brook passing through it. The stream

roductive of no real benefit either to the valley

If or its immediate neighbourhood. It enters at

side and passes out at the other, leaving every-

ig in its course unblest by its presence. Stop

course of this stream at the point of egress, and

valley anon becomes a lake, reflecting from its

3id bosom the glowing imagery of every sur-

nding object. But the lake thus formed not

f plants a new and beautiful feature in the lands-

e, it moreover becomes the conservator of i

;hty water power for the service of man, and
s adds to the wealth and resources of the neigh

irhood.

5o Ls it with wisdom in the hand of a fool. It

ers at one ear, and passes through an empty
.d out at the other. There is the stream of

ly experimental instruction, but there also is the

rile and empty valley through which it pursues

unconscious and uninterrapted com-se. In

ease of the wise man, this stream is arrested in

progress by reflection and study, and after

tng the empty intellect of the possessor, it becomes
eservoir of wisdom, knowledge, and understand

and a feeding source of accumulated power in

servnce of others.

—

Original Reflections by
J. E. Gonlun.

For "The Friend."

Th the Annual Meeting of ttie Tract Association

of Friends.

The Managers report, that on the 1st of Third
month, 1855, we had on hand 236,103 Tracts,

and that our distribution during

the year, has been 79,067 "

Leaving on hand. Third month,
1st, 1856, 1.56,195 "

in which is included 138 bound volumes.

595 of the Select Headers, 2221 Juvenile Books,
and 7228 Almanacs, have been disposed of during

the year.

Of the tracts distributed, we have information of

the destination of most,—For Philadelphia city,

there were taken,

For Prisons LM°y-'".f- ^f.^]
\ E. Peniten. 6o7

|

" Almshouse, Blockley,
" Sch'ls&Lib.Inst'nS—

First-day Schools, 575
Schools for Col'd Persons, 1,179
A Public School Teacher, 101
Students in Med. Colleges, 91

Students in Pennl Univ., 421
Medical Convention, 850
Kens. Apprentices' Lib.

and another Pub. Lib., 202

For Indiana, including 13,325 )

to Central Book & Tract iVsso.
\

For niinois,

Iowa, including 303 for a >

Friends' school,
^

For Missoiu-i, a lib'y in St. Louis,

290

distributed at

their mcetino;s,

4,237

3,800

300
125

5,300

101

15

1,5.50

Infidels, Uni-

vorsalists, &c..

Courts of Law,
Total Abstinence Society,

Appl'ts for reUef at Soup-houses,

R. koad stations, R. E. cars, & \

steam-boats, includ. the Bos- >

ton steamers, from this port, )
For a sick man, going to Florida,

An inquii-er after Truth,

Private reading in a coloured >

man's family, ^

Distribution in various parts of }

the city,
\

Total distribution in Philadelphia,

For various places in Pennsylvania, have

been taken.

Of these, some were for schools, two sets

were given to public libraries, one set for

the Montgomery county prison, six sets for

the Western Penitentiary near Pittsburg,

and 300 were distributed amongst those

gathered to hear an infidel lectui-e at Nor-

ristown.

The following have been taken for

other parts of the United States :

For the New England States,

" New York,
" New Jersey, a considerable

")

number of which were for Cape
(

May and Atlantic city, and one
j

set for a library at (ireenwich, J

For Delaware,
" Maryland, including a set }

for Baltimore Lunatic Asylum,
^

For District of Columbia,
" "\'irginia,

" North Carolina,
" Georgia,
" Kentucky,
" Ohio,
" Michigan,

23,.523

4,549

1,199
232

4,623

111

854

678
317
246
101
101

1,764

101

13,395

606

1,010

101

505

1,313

11,805

There have been taken for foreign

places :

For Canada, 505
Port au Prince, including

a set for a mixed school.

For Hamburg, Germany, 202
Geneva, Switzerland, 101

Sold for Cash,

Taken for distribution, the intended des-

tination not ascertained,

Making the whole distribution, as before, 79,967

Our distribution, during the year just closed, has

exceeded that of the preceding one, 13,447. Our
edition of the Almanac of 1 856 has been generally

disposed of, and a considerable amount of selections

have been made, and approved by the Board for

an Almanac for the year 1 857. One new tract has

been added to our series during the past year, as

number 102. Its title is "Ralph Dixon, the con-

verted soldier." It is now being stereotj'ped, and

by the time of the annual meeting, we hope to have

an edition printed and placed in the depository for

distribution.

We doubt not but that our tracts are often blessed

to the reader, whether they are sought for in soli-

tude, in sickness or sorrow, for comfort and instruc-

tion, or whether in populous steamboats or crowded

cars, they are taken up for a transient perusal, or

to occupy time. In these last instances, light and

foohsh conversation have doubtless often thereby

been prevented, and some tenderness of feeling has

been produced, even when no greater or more per-

manent good appears to have been effected. The
measure of success, however, is not the measure of

duty. He who, with a single eye to the pointings

of the Lord's finger, labours on in the path of obe-

dience, doing what he feels is his present service,

whether he sees any good effect springing therefrom,

or not, is he that is accepted in the sight of his hea-

venly Father. The good he aims to do to others,

if his actions spring from a sense of duty, and not

to win the applause of his fellows, wiU in measure

return unto himself with a blessing, and the Lord's

gracious visitations may, unknown to him, accom-

pany and prosper his labour.

By direction and on behalf of the Board of Man-

agers, Edward Richie, Clerk.

PhiUia., Third mo. 12tli, 185G.

O/-/.-—Nathan Kite.

Treasurer—Joseph Scattergood.

Managers—John C. AUen, Edward Richie, Ho-

ratio C. Wood, Samuel Bettle, jr., Charles J. Allen,

Samuel Allen, Charles Jones, John L. Kite, Wil-

liam Kinsey, jr., James Kite, Mark Balderston,

Jesse Williams, Nathaniel H. Brown, Samuel Fogg,

and Joseph S. Elkinton.

TJie Relief of the Wreeked.—We have before

referred to the howitzer and apparatus at Nantucket,

for communicating with vessels wrecked on the

shores of Nantucket. The howitzer was success-

fully tried on Monday in the case of the two

schooners ashore there. The experiment convinced

those making it that, with solid shot, a small line

could be thrown to a vessel 200 fathoms from

shore.

—

New Bedford Standard,
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fleeting,

DO RIGHT.
Awake, oh, soul, thy hours ar

Thy life is rapidly completing.
Time with eternity is me.eting,

Soon comes the night.

Thy retribution too -will come,
According to thy state, thy doom.

Do right, do right.

Though clouds thy firmament o'ersprcad.

And tempests burst around thy head.

Though life it's greenest foliage shed.

In sorrow's blight

;

And though thy holy hopes and fears

Lie buried 'neath the gathering years

—

Do right, do right.

The warring element's worst wrath.

The earthquake and the whirlwind's breath.

The valley and the shade of death,

Need not afiright

;

For duty's calm commanding form,

"With rainbow arras shall clasp the storm.

Do right, do right.

Faint not in all the weary strife.

Though every day with toil be rife.

Work is the element of life,

Action is light

;

For man is made to toil and strive,

And only those who labour live.

Do right, do right.

Life is not all a fleeting dream,
A meteor flash, a rainbow gleam,

A bubble on the floating stream,

Soon lost to sight

;

For there's a work for every hour

—

In every passing word a power

—

Do right, do right.

Oh I life is full of solemn thought,

And noble deeds if nobly wrought—
"With fearful consequences fraught.

And there is might—
If gathered in each passing hour.

That gives the soul unearthly power.
Do right, do right.

For "The Friend."

The excellent coutisel contained in the epistle ad

dressed to Friends in 1686, hy Thomas EUwood
is so applicable to the condition of things in the

Society at the present time, that I would be glad

the Editor of " The Friend" would give it, or some
extracts from it, a place in its columns.

A Constant Reader.

In the early part of the succeeding year, 166
Thomas EUwood published a general Epistle to

Friends, in which he endeavoured, with affectionate

earnestness, to check the tendency to division and
declension which had then manifested itself in the

Society ; exhorting his fellow-members to maintain a

true consistency of conduct, and to guard against

the injurious effects of a worldly spirit, as follows

viz :

" Dear friends, unto whom the gathering arm of

the Lord hath reached, and who have known, in

your several measures, a being gathered thereby
into the heavenly life, and arc witnesses of the pre-

serving power, by which you have been kept faith-

ful to the Lord, and regardful of his honour : unto
you, in an especial manner, is the salutation of my
true and tender love in the Lord ; and for you, as

for myself, are the breathings and fervent desires of
my soul offered up, in the one Spirit, unto him who
is your God and mine, that both you and I maybe
for ever kept in the fresh sense of his tender mercies
and great loving-kindness unto us, that therein our
souls may cleave firmly unto him, and never depart
from him. For, friends, it is a trying day, a day
of great diificulty and danger, wherein the enemy
is at work, and very busy, setting his snares on
every side, and spreading his temptations on every
hand

; and some, alas ! have entered thereinto, and

are caught and held therein, for whom my soul in

secret

" And truly, friends, a great weight hath
upon my spirit for many days, and my mind hath
been deeply exercised, in the sense I have of the

enemy's prevailing by one bait or other, to unsettle

the minds of some, unto whom the arm of the Lord
had reached, and in some measure gathered to a

resting-place : but not abiding in that pure light

by which they were at first visited, and to which
they were at first turned, the understanding hath
been veiled again ; the eye, which was once in some
measure opened, hath the God of this world insen

sibly blinded again, and darkness is come over
them, to that degree, that they can now contentedly
take up again, what in the day of their convince
ment, and in the time of their true tenderness, they
cast off as a burden too heavy to be borne. my
friends ! this hath been the enemy's work ; there

fore it greatly behooves all to watch against him :

for it hath been for want of watchfulness, that he
hath got entrance into any. For, when the mind
hath been from off the true watch, in a secure and
careless state, then hath he secretly wrought, and
presented his fair baits, hte allurements or entice

ments by pleasure or profit, to catch the unwary
mind. And hence it hath come to pass, that some,
who have come out fairly, and begun well, and have
seemed in good earnest to set their hands to God's
plough, have looked back, and been weary of the
yoke of Christ, and have either lusted after the
flesh-pots of Egypt again, or turned aside into some
bypath or crooked way in the wilderness, aiid thereby
fallen short of the promised good land.

" But you, my dear friends, in whom the word
of life abides, and who abide in the virtue and
savour thereof, ye know the wiles of the enemy, and
the power which subdues him, and the Rock in

which the preservation and safety is. So that I
write not these things unto you, because ye know
them not ; but the end of my thus writing is, to stir

up the pure mind in' all upon whom the name of
the Lord is called, that we all may be provoked to

watchfulness against the workings of the wicked
one. Therefore, dear friends, bear, I beseech y
the word of exhortation, though fi-om one that is

little and low, and through mercy sensible of it, and
who hath not been accustomed to appear after this

manner ; but the wind, ye know bloweth where it

Hsteth.

" Friends, call to mind the former times, and
member the days that arc past and gone, when the
day of the Lord fii-st dawned unto you, and his

power seized upon you. Ye know how weighty
and retired the spirits of Friends then were ; how
grave and solid their deportment and carriage; how
few and savoury their words, tending to edify the
hearers ; how great a fear and backwardness was
in them, to enter into familiarity with the world's
people. O friends ! that was a good day, and that
was a safe state; for fear begets watchfulness, and
watchfulness is a means to prevent danger. There-
fore, all friends, keep in the holy fear, and therein
watch against the enemy, that he entangle you not,

nor hurt your spirits by a too near familiarity, and
intimate conversing with the people of the world

;

for therein, I assure you, lies a snare.
" For though it be both lawful and necessary,

and in some cases also useful and serviceable to the
Truth, to converse with them that are without

;
yet

if any Friend should adventure in a frank and free]

ind, beyond the limits of the pure fear, to enter- i

tain familiarity with the world's people, the spirit of
tiio world in them will seek an entrance ; and, if

not diligently watched against, will also get an
entraiice, and bring a hurt and a loss upon him or
them into whom it so gets. For being once entered,

it will insensibly work, and dispose the mind
condescension to and compliance with the peop]
the world it converses with, first in one thing, t

in another ; in words, in behaviour, &c., little th
in appearance, but great in consequence, til)

length an indifferency gets up in the mind, and
testimony of truth by degrees is let fall. Bi
the pure fear is kept to and dwelt in, the watc
always set, the spirit is retired and weighty, and
holy awfulness rests upon the mind, which rent

such converse both safe to the Friends, an
serviceable to them they converse withal.

" And, friends, not only in j'our conversing i

the world's people, but in all your conversation

course of life, watch against the spirit of the woi
for it lies near to tempt, and to draw out the mi
and to lead back into the world again. You kn
friends, that at the first, when the visiting

the Lord reached to us, he led us out of the wor
ways, manners, customs, and fashions ; and
testimony, both in word and practice, was bo
against them. But how hath this testimony b
kept up, and kept to, by all who have since m;
profession of the Truth ! Ah ! how hath the ener

for want of watchfulness, stolen in upon
many, and led out their minds from that which
at first convince them, into a Hberty beyond the e;

of Christ Jesus ! and in that liberty they have
into the world's fashions, which the worldly sp

continually invents to feed the vain and airy mi
withal, thattheymay not come to gravity and solid

" Thence it hath come to pass, that there is scare

a new fashion come up, or a fantastic cut invent

but some one or other, that professes Truth, is re;

with the foremost to run into it. Ah, friends

!

world sees this, and smiles, and points the fingei

it. And this is both a hurt to the particidar, i

a reproach to the general. Therefore, ! let I

lot be cast; let search be made by every one,

let every one examine himself, that this Achan, \i

his Babj'lonish garment, may be found and c

out ; for indeed he is a troubler of Israel.

" And alf friends, who upon true search at

find yourselves concerned in this particular, I WJ
and exhort you all, return to that which at f

convinced you ; to that keep close, in that abil

that therein ye may know, as at the first, not oi

a bridle to the tongue, but a curb to the rpvi

mind, a restraint to the wandering desire. 1

assm-edly, friends, if truth be kept to, none will i

to learn of the world what to wear, what to put •

or how to shape and fashion their garments ; 1

Truth will teach all how best to an-swer the end
clothing, both for usefid service and modest decen(

And the cross of Christ will be a yoke to the unn
will, and a restraint upon the wanton mind ; i

will crucify that nature that delights in finery a|"

in bravery of apparel, in which the true adorni.

doth not stand, but in the hidden man of the hea

in that which is not corruptible, even a meek a

quiet spiiit.

" And the grace of God, which hath appearcJ
all, and which hath brought salvation to many, ^

not only teach to deny all ungodliness and worlc

'lists, and to live soberly, righteously, and goc;

in this present world, but will also lead those tl|

obey it, out of all excess, and out of all superfl-;

ties and worldly vanities, and will teach them
order their conversation aright. Therefore to tl;

heavenly grace let every mind be turned, and thei

in stayed ; that thereby all who profess the Tru
may be kept in the holy limits of it ; that in th<

whole conversation and course of life—in eating,

drinking, in putting on apparel, and in whatsoev

else we do or take in hand, all may be done to t

glory of God, that our moderation in all things m
appear unto all men."
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For "The Friend."

Protection.

i proper education in the faith and practice of

3nds, confers many important advantages. If

foundation is rightly laid, and the mind turned

the Holy Spirit, for strength and guidance to

k conformably thereto, the blessing of the Lord

ch makes truly rich, as he is obeyed, will yield

stantial enjoyment, and induce a course of life

ch may be blessed to- many in the world. Our

)ved and honoured friend, Henry Hull, was an

ance, and his remarks on a visit to Ireland, are

1 worth perusing

:

In being in Enniscorthy, Wexford, and other

rhhouring places," he says, " the horrors recently

duced by the rebellion seemed to be revived in

mind, giving rise to various and sorrowful re-

tions, and leading me to contemplate the mercy

strength of omnipotence. Great, indeed, icas

Lords kindness to Fricruls, preserving them

dst the dreadful carnage, as well as the suffer-

i which others passed through. When human

Dd flowed in streams through the streets, and

Ititudes were piked and thrown into the rivers,

nt in barns, houses, &c., and in many other

p tortured and slain, not one Friend was known

be killed, save a young man who forsook his

xeahk princifks^ and took arms for his defence,

we forsake (Jninipotence, whither shall we flee

help ? If he is humbly relied upon, he will be

,0 his people as a wall of defence, and make a

y where there appears to be no way. But too

ny of those who saw these marvellous works of

Lord, and how his delivering power wasvouch-

3d, have forgotten these his mercies, and gone

ir own ways into the world. Alas ! saith my
1 for these.

' So evident were the favours shown to Friends,

t many other persons sheltered themselves in

iir habitations, and those of the Society who had

dated from the plain attire by which Friends

: generally known, now saw their folly. In

ise calamitous times, fashionable clothing of an

ciensive kind, was rather a passport to death

m to honour ; and at all times it is more an evi-

ice of a weak understanding, than of a sound

nd ; for neither religion nor reason point it out

a means to promote the usefulness of the wearer,

le great departure from plainness, which is evi-

at among many of our young people, is rather a

Dof of tlieir folly and ignorance, than of wisdom

;

ice it is beneath the dignity and nobility of a

ristian mind, to be so much employed about, and

jased with the covering of the body. In some,

may be more the effect of the parents' pride,

in that of the children's ; but this testimony of

r Society, to a simple, useful, and not espensiv

inner of dressing and living, is grounded in the

uth, and imiffvations will never he able to sap
-: foundation or ovcnhrow it. I would recom

md to my dear young Friends, to endeavour to

i fi'om whence those desires arise, which lead

em to follow and copy after the fantastical d

d habits which are so continually changing,

eatness and cleanliness are certainly commend-
ile, and if rusticity is offensive, simplicity is not

;

id surely simpUcity aud self-denial become a

iople called, as we are, to beat a testimony to the

irity of the religion of Jesus Christ. I grant,

[at there is no religion in the cut or colour of a

irment, but the exterior appearance is often an

^dex of the mind ; and if the inside of the cup and

atter be made clean, the outside will be clean

'.so ; men do not gather grapes of thorns, nor figs

•'

thistles ; and conformity to the world in any of

S corrupt ways and fashions, is not a being trans-

!irmed, as the Scriptures of Truth exhort.

" Let us, therefore, strive so to walk in all things,

as the redeemed of the Lord, who make no provi-

sion for the flesh to fulfil the lusts thereof; but who
are concerned to live unto Him who died for them,

that the blessed and happy state of the redeemed

may conspicuously appear in the eyes of the

world, that others may be induced to seek a re-

lease from the bondage there is in sin and corrup-

tion, and in all the world's evil ways and fashions.

Evil communications corrupt good manners ; where

the precious gives way to the vile, good is oppress-

ed, and evil is advanced ; thus by little and little

the oppressor may gain the ascendancy over the re-

deemed, and bondage may increase, and their suf-

fering will be unavoidable. I much desire that the

children of Friends may not be brought up in igno-

rance so as not to know the grounds of the religious

principles they profess, and why plainness is more

coumiendable than imitating those who change,

because fashion is changeable."

The remarkable protection extended to Friends

in Ireland at a time of dreadful massacre, is worthy

of being held in perpetual remembrance, inciting

gratitude and dedication to the Lord on high, who
is mighty to save them that put their trust in Him.

Holy communion with him humbles the creature,

and prepares us to ask of Him that protection, and

to put our trust in his mercy and all powerful arm

for our defence against the assaults of the evil one.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH JR)XTI

PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING.

This body has been in session two days when we
write this, and has made good progress in its busi-

ness. The meeting is very large, and much inte-

est is manifested in the proceedings. We defer a

detailed account of the meeting until a future

number.

From time to time we have been receiving ac-

counts of the " outrages" of the Indians in Oregon

and Washington Territories, and of summary ven-

geance being taken on them, until the destruction

of the poor aborigines has become so common
among a lawless set, who have emigrated there,

that there is danger of the public ear being fami-

liarized with relations of the deeds committed so as to

take little heed of them, or to conclude that killing

Indians is a small matter, justifiable and perhaps

unavoidable, ^'ery many are prepared to believe,

as a matter of course, that this poor people are

always in fault ; and others may be imperceptibly

drawn to attribute to them all the cause of the differ-

ent disturbances ; but it would be well to keep in

mind that the Indians have no newspapers to spread

abroad the cruelties inflicted on them, and the

wrongs which they suffer. The impositions prac-

tised on them, are mostly concealed, their conduct

misrepresented, and false stories fabricated either to

furnish pretexts for waging war on them, or to cover

up murders already tommitted. Many of the despe-

radoes, who roam over the lands belonging to the

western tribes, seem to think no more of killing a

native than they do of shooting a buffalo, hoping

that the sooner they are exterminated, the sooner

they can seize upon their possessions. Is it to be won-

dered at, that the poor savage, often driven to despe-

ration by the WTongs inflicted on him, seeks at times

to revenge himself on his merciless persecutors, and

commits deeds of blood, which are blazoned abroad

as natural fruit of his blood-thirsty disposition, or

the habitual course of his policy.

We are glad to see that General Wool, who is in

command in that section, seems disposed to develope

the truth, and to instruct the Government in the

uel course pursued by the whites, and the grevi-

ous wrongs inflicted on those who have been so

much traduced, and whose broad acres excites the

cupidity of their vagabond persecutors.

The following exhibits some of the cruelties com-

itted:—

A camp of Lapan Indians had been suprised by Col.

magna, when a conflict took place in which the In-

dians lost 40 killed. One hundred prisoners were cap-

tured.

A letter from a reliable source to the Editor of the

National Intelligencer, alludes as follows to the com-
mencement of the Indian difficulties in Oregon Territory:

n October last, twenty-five Indians, of whom eigh-

teen were women and children, were met by Major Lup-

ton and his party of volunteers, and all were barbarously

murdered. These were friendly Indians going to the

military reservation for protection. In December last,

similar massacres by volunteers were committed on

the north and south side of Rogue river, near Butte creek,

3Ut fittcen miles from Fort Lane."

This presents a shocking spectacle of men, wo-

men, and children butchered in cold blood, while

they were seeking protection among their white and

professedly civihzed neighbours. It exhibits an in-

difference to the value of human life, and a cruelty

hich, we could hardly have believed, would be

found in men li\-ing in a country, where the benign

religion of Jesus Christ is professed. Even among
'
'iers, we should expect that life would be held

sacred, where there was no indication of hostility or

resistance, and e.specially where the comparatively

feeble and endangered were seeking to throw them-

selves upon the kindness and hospitality of their

supposed friends and defenders. In Congress, where

the subject of " Indian hostilities" has been dis-

cussed, there has been a difference of opinion re-

specting the origin of the troubles.

Campbell, of Ohin. from the Committee on Ways and
Me.ans, to will' li l-.d In . n r. Iirred the bill for the sup-

pression of Iii'l: i 111 Oregon and Washington

Territories, rr|,. ,
i i nic appropriating $300,000

to be expenilr.l uihlr; iln .invction of the President, for

restoring and maintaining a peaceable disposition on the

part of the Indian tribes, on the Pacific coast, and $120,-

000 for the purchase of gunpowder.
Campbell, of Ohio, said the original bill contemplated

rather a warlike movement, but the Committee thought

it would be better to report a measure looking to peace

on the frontiers, as recommended by the Secretary of

War.
Campbell, of Pennsylvania, was in favour of voting the

money forthwith, and holding the Administration to aa

account hereafter.

Ready said it was sufficient for him to know that hos-

tilities exist to justify an appropriation for their suppres-

sion.

Lane, of Oregon, proceeded to show that the war had

been commenced by the Indians, and was not instigated

by the whites, whom he eulogized as orderly, peaceable

and gallant. The day had passed when Gen. Wool could

chastise the Indians in the Territory.

Anderson, of Washington Territory, insisted on the

necessity of the appropriation. It was not to fit out mi-

litary expeditions, or to pay one dollar of the expenses of

the war, but to preserve peace with the friendy Indians,

by supporting them on their reserves, and preventing

them joining the hostile tribes.

Zoliicoffer, referring to the conflicting statements about

affairs in Oregon and Washington, thought some investi-

gation necessary before voting the money.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to the 5th inst.

The Peace Coxgre.ss.— The Treaty of Peace was

signed at Paris on the 30th ult. Parliament reassembled

on the 31st •ult. In reply to a query. Lord Palmerston

said that, although the treaty of Peace was signed, yet

it was determined by the Conference, that the particular

conditions should not be made public until the ratifica-

tions were exchanged. At the same time he would ex-

press his conviction that the treaty would be deemed

satisfactory by England and by Europe. The treaty, he

said, was honourable to all the contracting powers, and

while, on the one hand, it has put an end to the war,

which every friend of humanity must have naturally

wished to see concluded, on the other hand, it will lay
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the foundation of a peace, which he trusted would bi

lasting and enduring. The declaration of peace was an
nounced in Paris and London b_v salvoes of artillery

Paris was illuminated, in accordance with previous ar
rangements. In England, the church bells were pealed
in joy over the event. A considerable time will probably
elapse before the treaty will be ratified by all the con
trading powers, there being still some details requiring
adjustment. It is stated that the members of the Co
ference have still to perfect a number of secondary a

rangements, essential to the new state of relations esta-

blished in the East. Le Nord says one of these is the
organization of the principalities, and the Debats says
another is special regulations for assuring the free navi
gation of the Danube. These labours may occupy its

attention for a month or more.
RUSSIA.—Peace had been proclaimed at St. Peters-

burg, and was fivourably received. According to the
last accounts from St. Petersburg, large transactions
were being entered into for the early shipment of tallow,

seed, hemp, flax, &c. The navigable Pinster Canal,
which has been in the course of construction for many
years, and is executed for account of the Russian gov-
ernment, is at length completed, and hasjust been opened.
This canal promises to be of great importance for the
internal commerce of Russia, as it allows of uuinterrupted
communication between the Boug and the Dnieper. For
the greater facilitation of this trade, a service of steam
tugs is being organized by the Russian government,
which will be completed in the course of this summer.
ITALY.—The latest advices from Parma represent the

state of the siege in that city to be carried out with the
utmost rigour. Everything is subjected to military dic-
tation. The Austrian General, Greneville, appears to be
the real Governor of the city. Upwards of three hun-
dred arrests have been made.
Liverpool Markets. — Cotton had advanced -Jd.

Breadstuffs were generally unchanged. Consols, 93j.
IXDIA.—The Overland mail had brought Bombay

dates to Third mo. Gth. The annexation of the Kingdom
of Oude had been accomplished without any disturbance.
Lord Canning had been sworn in as Governor General
of India. The Santal districts were quiet. A general
scarcity was apprehended throughout India, in conse^
quence of the want of rain.

NICARAGUA.— The latest accounts from Central
America represent Walker's affairs in a critical, if not
desperate position. The detachment of his forces under
Col. Schlessinger, had been surprised and routed by a
part of the Costa Rica -army. The principal army, 300(
strong, under General Mora, was marched upon Nica-
ragua, and would cross the frontier in eight days. The
cholera and fever were making great ravages in Nica-
ragua among the natives and Walker's army. Some of
Walker's people had taken the English mail steamer from
Greytown for Costa Rica.
UNITED STATES.—The Indian War in Oregon.—

Among the .official documents received from Oregon is a
letter from Joel Palmer, superintendent of Indian af-
fiiirs, who, confirming the statements of Gov. Currv, says
the present difficulty in Southern Oregon is wholly at-
tributable to the acts of the whites. The Superintendent
says, ' I cannot but feel it to be our duty to adopt such
measures as wUl tend to secure the lives of these Indians,
and maintain the guarantees secured by treaty stipula-
tions. The future will prove that this war has been
forced upon these Indians against their will ; and that,
too, by a set of reckless vagabonds, for pecuniary and
political objects, sanctioned by a numerous population
who regard the treasury of the United States as a legi-
timate object of plunder. The Indians in that district
have been driven to desperation by acts of cruelty against
their people. Treaties have been violated, and acts of
barbarity committed by those claiming to be citizens,
that would disgrace the most barbarous nations of the
earth. If none but those who perpetrated such acts
were to be affected by this war, we might look upon it

with indifference, but, unhappily, this is not the case."
Congress.—On motion of Charles Sumner, the Senate

Committee of Commerce has been directed to inquire
into the commerce known as the Coolie trade, by which
the Chinese in large numbers are transported from their
country in American ships, on alleged contracts of ser-
vice in distant places. The Senate has ratified two
treaties for the benefit of the Indian tribes in Michigan,
which make provision for their occupation of lands in
that State in severalty, instead of in common, and direct
annuities for their moral and industrial improvement.
Another treaty has also been ratified with certain Indian
tribes in New Mexico, which proposes to concentrate
them apart from the injurious influences of the whites,
and encourage them in the pursuit of the acts of peace
and civilization. A bill has passed the Senate intended
to remove from circulation the smaller Mexican and

Spanish coins, and providing for the coinage of a new
description of cents. The bill for a railroad and tele-
graph line to the Pacific, has been under consideration.
In the House of Representatives, the Senate fortification
bill was tabled by a large majority, on the ground that
it improperly originated in that body. The Library Com-
mittee reported a joint resolution for the purchase of
15,000 copies, at §5 each, of Dr. Kane's Narrative of his
Arctic expedition, for distribution among members of Con-
gress, and authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to have
appropriate medals struck and presented to Dr. Kane,
and the oflScers and men of the expedition, expressive of
the high esteem in which Congress holds their respective
merits and services. The resolution passed under the
operation of the previous question, by four majority. A
reconsideration was subsequently moved and carried.
Nashville, Tenn.—On the 13th inst, a fire occurred

at Nashville, destroying the Court-house, Nashville Inn,
and a number of stores. The aggregate loss of property
is stated at $285,000, on which there was an insurance
ofS171,000.
The Illinois Central Railroad, is over '700 miles

long, 627 of which are already completed. The first let-

ting of the road was made in the Third month, 1852, and
432 miles were in operation before the end of 1854. The
receipts for 1855 were $1,532,118; those for 18i
estimated at a much larger sum. The work has been
aided by large donations of public lands, much of which
have been sold, but the company stiU owns more than
two millions of acres, and enough it is believed to reim-
burse the entire cost of the road and equipment.

California.—San Francisco dates to Third mo. 20th,
have been received by the steamship George Law, from
Aspinwall, which brought $1,458,502 in gold. The trial

of A. A. Cohen has been brought to a close, and the jun,'
has brought in a verdict, deciding that Cohen, as Re-
ceiver of Adams & Co., received assets to the amount of
"260,046 18—being $121,000 more than he accounted

ir. The Senate of California had rejected the resolu-
tion condemnatory of the election of Speaker Banks,
which had previously been passed by the House. The
steamer Cortes, which left San Francisco on the 20th for
San Juan, took down 100 recruits for Walker's army.
The continued dry weather was beginning to create
alarm, the miners being unable to work in many places
for want of water; the agricultural interest was also
suffering. The San Francisco markets were overstocked
with all kinds of goods, from Europe and the Atlantic
ports'. The advices from Washington Territory, state
that a body of Indians, 1500 strong, were about to make
another attack on the settlements. A conflict had taken
place on the White river, between a portion of the Fourth
Infantry, under Lieut. Kantz, and a large bodv of In-
dians, in which the latter were routed. The "Indians
were building a fort on White river. A large bodv was
encamped near Table Square. Gen. Wool had arrived
at Vancouver, and was preparing to take the field.

New York.—Mortality last week, 3S1. Shipments of
specie for the week, $698,592.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 213.
Miscellaneous.— Lake Navigation.— On the 18th

inst.. Lake Michigan was nearly clear of ice, and steamers
had commenced their daily trips between Chicago and
Milwaukie.
Cholera at Pernambuco.—A letter from Pernambuco,

dated Third mo. 14th, states that the cholera was very
prevalent there, over 2200 persons having died.
The Electic Telegraph Company, in England, sent

across their wires 26,430 messages in the last six months
of 1855, and paid a dividend of seven per cent. The
Magnetic Telegraph, Morse's line, between New York and
Washington, sent 404,000 messages during the last year,
or nearly eleven times more business than the English
telegraph, and made a much less dividend. The difi'er-

is in the cost of telegraphing, which is much less in
this country than in England. ,

Extraordinary Preservation.^On the 12th ult, the
schooner Lightfoot, on her passage from Liverpool, N. S.,

to Barbadoes, was upset in a heavy gale, when every per-
son on board perished, except Robert Harlow, the owner,
who was lashed to the rail. The next day the schooner
righted, and Harlow remained for five days without food
or water, partly submerged, when he was rescued and
taken to St. John, N. B.
The Search Law of Virginia, which .obliges every
ssel to be examined before it leaves any port in that

State, the search being at the expense of the vessel, is

causing much dissatisfaction, and will interfere with the
trade to Virginia. The Alexandria Sentinel

says that one of the coal and iron companies who have
depot in that city, and whose vessels are searched

as they go out of the Potomac, intend to test the consti-
tutionality of the new law, at the next term of the court.
Reading Railroad.—The net profits of the business of

this road, for the four months ending Fourth mo Is
stated at S258,6'72, which is $222,451 less than'
corresponding period last year. The faUing off is

buted to the increased severity of the winter, which
terfered greatly with the mining and transporting
coal.

The Lost Steamer.—The ship Skiproips which sa
from St. John's, Newfoundland, Second mo. 13th,
arrival at Figueria reported seeing fields of ice, all

200 miles from the coast of Newfoundland, and a stei

er's lights among the ice. The ship could not getn
enough to ascertain whether the lights seen belongec
the Pacific, but it is supposed that must have been

RECEIPTS.
Received from Z. Hampton, lo., $2, to 10, voL '

from R. Kearsley, Mich., $4, vols. 29 and 30 ; fromtl
Foulke, agt., 0., for Robt. MiUhouse, $2, vol.

Eber Johnson, §2, to 32, vol. 29 ; from B. Winder'
$2, vol. 29

;
from Ed. Healy, N. Y., $2, to 32, vol,';

from Jas. H. Dean, 0., $1, to 26, vol. 29, for Jona. De
H Gamble, A. M. Brantingham, $1 each, to 6, vol,;
from SI. B. Smith, agt., for Jona. Briggs, $4, vols. 288
29, John M. Smith, Saml, Smith, seur., Robt, Hollow
$2 each, voL 29,

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session of the School will commence

Second-day, the 12th of the Fifth month.
The pupils will be conveyed by railroad to 'W

Chester, where conveyances will be in waiting to ti

them and their baggage to the School, on the arrival,

the morning and afternoon cars on Second-day, the li
and Third-day, the 13th of the Fifth month." Theti
gage will arrive the next day. The cars leave the dftj

south side of Market street, above Eighteenth street,!

half past 7 o'clock, a. m., and at half past 4 o'clock, p.

The agent of the School will be at the Railroad depot
Second and Third-day afternoons, and will furnish puf
with tickets, and accompany them to West Chest
Those who go by the morning train, will be
with tickets by a person in attendance.

FALLS MONTHLY MEETING SCHOOL.
The Committee of the above named School is desiro

to procure a well qualified female teacher, to take char
of the School as instructor, for the ensuing seasc
Early application is requested, and can be made by a
dressing, John B. Balderston, Fallsington, Bucks Goum
Perma.

Married, Third-day, 4th ult., at Friends' Meetini
house. Sixth and Noble streets. Benjamin H. ShoemakiI
to Susan B. Trump, daughter of Michael Trump, all

i

this city.

, at Friends' Meeting, Germantown, Phila(

on Fifth-day, the 17th inst., Abraham M. Underhill, '

Scipio, N. Y., to Sarah A. Ogborn, daughter of Fotk'
gill and Sarah Ogborn, of the former place.

Died, on the 4th of the Fourth mo., 1856, at the res

dcnce of her brother, Geo. Mickle, Sibyl Paul, atrcd

years
;
an esteemed member of Woodbury Montlilv^Mr.

ng of Friends, N, Jersey. We think this languap m,

3e justly applied to our departed Friend, " Bic?.-^i I a

the dead, which die in the Lord, from henceforth, n
saith the Spirit, that they may rest from their laboui

their works do follow them."
, at his residence in Chester countv, -on Sccon

day, the 7th inst., John R. Thomas, in his 75th vca

a member of Uwchlan Monthly Meeting.
suddenly, on the night of the 10th inst., A>

Dilworth, of East Bradford, Chester county, Pa., ati

about 58 years ; a member of Birmingham" Particul^

and Monthly Meeting. This dear Friend was muc
attached to the doctrines and testimonies of our rehgim
Society, and was concerned to live agreeably there!

her humble, consistent walking having gained for hij

the sincere estec'm and affection of her friends and a(

quaintance. Though filling the station of a domesti
she was diligent in the attendance of all our meeting
both for worship and discipline, which, through tl

kindness of the family with whom she resided, she se

dom missed ; occasionally walking to meeting, a distanc

of over two miles, when most convenient. On Fifth-da
evening, she retired to rest, after the duties of the da

were over, in app,arent health, and was found the ncj

morning in her bed, a corpse ! Having been concernec
while in health, to keep her loins girded and her lam
burning, her friends have the consoling belief that, snf

den as was the midnight call, it found her ready to ec

ter with the Bridegroom into everlasting rest.
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Zoological Sketches.

(Continued from page 2JS.)

ae monkeys before they were transferred to

bouse suffered a great mortality, and, indeed,

siking possession of their new apartment, the

ers used to remove the dead by the barrowful

e morniug. This extreme mortality was pro-

d by want of ventilation and a system of heat-

Thich burnt the air and induced inflammation

le lungs. Dr. Marshall Hall and Dr. Arnott,

being consulted, directed the substitution of

pen stove, when the deaths ceased.

p we pass toward.s the small building once used

le parrot-house, but now dedicated to the small-

plida:, we go by the seal-pond, and see that

\ge beast which resembles a Danish carriage-

iwith his legs amputated. He is an epicure as

Irds his regular meals, and turns up his nose at

Ifish less recherche than whiting, of which ex-

ive delicacy he consumes ten pounds weight

7. Meanwhile, however, he is " a snappor-up

^considered trifles," and we see him, as the

prs circulate round his enclosure, flop, flop,

Ind the margin of his pond, keeping a sharp

l-out above the raOings for stray favours. The
c of the smaller earnivora is generally over-

jd, but it is worthy of a visit, if only to see the

tiful clouded tigers as they are misnamed, for

more resemble hunting leopards both in size

skin-markings. These elegant creatures are

i tame, and permit the utmost familiarities of

' keeper ; but their neighbour, the caracal or

,,
never seems tired of making the most fero-

i rushes at the bars, accompanied by a vindic-

and incessant spitting, which impresses us mth
'dea that it possesses the very quintessence of

ike nature. There is one little cage in this

tment which is deserving of especial inspection

at containing a specimen of the indigenoiis

k rat, which according to Waterton was
ely eaten out of the country by the gray rats

anover, which came over in the same ship with
;h WiUiam, and which are, according to that

ty naturalist, the very emblems of " Protestant

city." Those who have read his delightful

ys know well with what perseverance the au-

hunts the gray rodent through every chapter
is book.
' we now retrace our steps along the border of

plantation, which forms a deep green baek-
nd for countless dahlias, and moreover screens

jarden from the biting east, we shall, by turn-

ing to the right hand, come upon the A(piarium,

the latest and most attractive .sight in the gardens.

How cool and delicious ! Arouud us we perceive

slices of the deep S3a-bed and the rapid river. AVerc

we mermen we could not examine more at ease the

rich pavement of the ocean set with strange and
living flowers. In the midst of the green walls of

water which surround us, mimic caves, waving with

sea-weed and other marine plants, afibrd shelter

and lurking-holes for bright fish which stare and

dart, or for shambling erustaceaj which creep over

the pebbly bottom. Against the dark verdure of

these submerged rocks, the sea-anemone rears its

orange base tipped with flower-like fans, or hangs
its snake-like tentacles, writhing as the head-dress

of Jledusa. But we mast look narrowly into each

nook and under every stone, if we wish to realize

the amount of animal life which here puts on such

strange vegetable forms. Let us consider well for

a fow minutes one of the tanks running down the

middle of the building. For months all the minute
animal and vegetable life' has been multiplying and
decaying, and yet the water remains pure and
bright. The explanation of this phenomenon af-

fords one of the most beautiful examples of the

manner in which nature on a grand scale holds the

balance true between her powers. If we were to

put these little bright-eyed fish alive into the crys-

tal tank, in a week's time they would die, because

they would have withdrawn all the oxygen it ori-

ginally contained, and contaminated it with the

poisonous carbonic acid gas exhaled from their

lungs. To prevent this, the philosopher hangs these

mimic caves with verdant sea-weed, and plants the

bottom with graceful marine grasses. If the spec-

tator looks narrowly at the latter, he finds them
fringed with bright silver bells : these bells contain

oxygen, which the plants have eliminated from their

tissues under the action of light, having pre\dously

consumed the carbonic gas thrown out by the fishes

d zoophytes. Thus plants and animals are in-

dispensable to the preservation of each other's life.

But even now we have not told the entire causes

which produce the crystal clearness of the water.

The yegetable element grows too fast, and, if left to

itself, the sides of the tanlc would be ce^'ered Avith

a confervoid growth, which would speedily obscure its

inmates from our view. We want scavengers to

clear away the superfluous vegetation, and we find

them in the perimnkles which we see attached by
their foot-stalk to the glass. These little moUusca
do their work well : Gosse, who has watched
them feeding with a pocket-glass, perceived that

their saw-like tongues moved backwards and for-

wards with a crescentic motion, and thus, as the

nimal advances, he leaves a slight swath-like mark
pon the glass, as the mower does upon the field.

But it is clear that there are not enough labourers

in the tank we are inspecting to accomplish their

task, as the lobster, who comes stragghng over the

stones in such an ungainly manner, is more like a

moving salad than any living thing, so thickly are

back, tail, feelers, and claws, infested with a dense

vegetable growth. A few more black mowers are

imperatively called for. The fish, the weed, and
the mollusc, having secured to us a clear view of

the inhabitants of the tank, let us inspect them one

by one. Here we see the parasitic anemone. Like
the old man of the .sea, it fixes itself upon some poor
Sinbad in the shape of a whelk, and rides about at

his ease in search of food. Another interesting

variety of this zoophyte is the plumose sea-anemone,

a more stay-at-home animal, who generally fixes

himself upon a flat rock or an oyster-shell, and
waits for the food to come to it, as your London
housewife expects the butcher and baker to call in

the morniug.

The pure white body of the neighbouring actinia

renders it more observable. Its tentacles, displayed
in plumes over the central mouth, which is marked
with yellow, give it the exact appearance of a chry-
santhemum, and should be much in favour with the
mermaids to adorn their hair. A still more extra-

ordinary creature is the Tahclla vcntllahnan. The
tube of this strange animal is perfectly straight, and
its large brown silk-like radiating fans, whilst in

search of food, revolve just as the old-fashioned

whirling ventilators did in our windows. The
instant this fan is touched it is retracted into

the tube, the ends just appearing outside, and
giving it the appearance of a camel's hair
brush.

We shall not attempt to describe the different

species of zoophytes and annelides, amounting to

hundreds—indeed, they are not all familiar to

scientific men. We have little more to say of the

Crustacea that go scrambling about, yet it would
impossible to overlook that peripatetic whelk-

shell, which climbs about the stones with such mar-
eUous activity. On a narrower inspection we per-

ceive that it moves by a foreign agency. Those
sprawling legs protruding from its mouth discover

the hermit crab, which is obliged to dress its soft

body in the first defensible armour it can pick up.

A deserted whelk or common spiral shell is his

favourite resort, but, like many bipeds, he has a
love of changing his house ; and those who have
narrowly watched his habits state that he will de-

liberately turn over the empty shells upon the

beach, and, after examining them carefully with his

claws, pop his body out of one habitation into an-

other, in order to obtain the best po.ssible fit.

But there are still stranger facts connected with
this intelligent little crastacean. We have before

observed that the parasitic sea-anemone invariably

fixes himself when possible upon this moveable
house, perfectly regardless of the many bumps and
rubs which necessarily fall to its lot. Another
warm friend, the cloak-anemone, clings stOl closer,

for it perfectly envelopes the lip of his shell with its

living mantle. He has still a third intimate ac-

quaintance, who sponges upon him for bed and
board, in the shape of a beautiful worm Nereis

bilhieata, which stows itself behind the crab in the

attic of the whelk-shell, and, the moment its protector

by his motions indicates that he has procured food,

glides between the two left-foot jaws, and drags a
portion of the morsel from his mouth, the crab ap-

pearing to evince no more animcsity at the seizure

than the Quaker who suddenly finds his spoons

taken for church-rates. The interesting specimens

we have dwelt upon are confined to the sea-water

tanks, which line the Aquarium on the side oppo-

site the door, and those which run down the centre
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of the apartment. Yis-a-vis are tlie fresh-water

tanks, in which we may watch the habits of British

fishes. There is a noble pike lying as still as a

stone—a model sitter for the photographer who
lately took his portrait. The barbel, bream, dace,

and gudgeon are seen going about their daily du-

ties as though they were at the bottom of the

Thames, instead of sandwiched between two panes

of glass, and inspected on either side by curious

eyes. Those who go early in the morning wiU

have a chance of seeing the lampreys hanging like

leeches from the glass by their .circular mouths, and

breathing by the seven holes which run beside their

pectoral tins. The marine fish should also be stu-

died—strange forms with vicious looking jaws, the

dog-fish for example, which is a young fry as yet.

but which wUl grow a yard or two in length.

For "Tho Friend,

The Quakers have been a despised peoplefrom their

rise, and though corporeal injury is not now inflicted

yet does not contempt for the plain unsophisticated

Quaker, influence the feelings and sentiments of

many '! Are not simple, honest-hearted men held

in low estimation, and even fixed dishke, because

they cannot join in adopting and supporting divers

innovations attempted to be thrust upon our reli

gious Society ? Has not pride risen to a great de

gree among some, who are courted and honoured

by others, but who contemn some of the testimonies

of the Society, and disregard and disuse them when
it suits their inclination ? In 1682, " EUzabeth Hill,

being in a meeting at Broughton, was by the rude

boys dragged out, and so abused that she was seem
ingly Cjuite spent and near dead ; and lying in tht

dirt, one of the boys, to try whether she was still

alive, put his finger into her mouth, and perceiviuj^

her to breathe, said, ' Let us at her again. The
devil is in her, and we will squeeze him out.' These

cruel abuses made a neighbourly woman cry out,

' What, ynW you kOl the woman T' To which the boy
said, ' What care we ? Mr. Cotton bid us do so,

' Bid he, indeed,' asked the woman. 'Aye, indeed,'

replied the boys. ' Then,' said she, ' ho may be

ashamed ofit.' Thus they openly said that it was Wil
liam Cotton, the priest of the parish, who encouraged
them to this wickedness ; and his man said in plain

terms his masterwasone of the best men in England
for if every one would serve them so, this heresy

would be routed out. This man, Thomas Ambrose
did not stick to say, that nothing would drive the

Quakers away, but fire or water ; and if the h
was his, meaning where they met together, he would
burn it on their heads."

—

Seicd. It would be well

for many who are free in the use of their tongues
or their pens, to pause and inquire whether they are

in the spirit of the true original Quakers, bringint

them into sympathy with those who now deeply suf

fer on account of the attacks made upon the prin

ciples of Friends, and their organization, and the

distracted condition of the Society everywhere, pro
duced by the attempts to change ancient Quakerism
It is better to suft'er with the despised people of

God, than to glory with worldly men and women,
who are soaring above the precious Truth in it;

purity and simplicity. It would be useful to our
young Friends to peruse the history of the rise of

their Society, and contemplate the favours which
have been conferred upon them by the Head of the

church, through the illuminations of his Holy Spi-

rit, and the sufferings and faithfulness of a large

body of servants and spiritual worshippers of the

living God. To despise and lay waste the princi-

ples and testimonies of the gospel, for which they
suffered deeply in pubhshing anew to slumbering
carnal professsors of the name pf Christ, is like

trampling on the blood and the ashes of the mar-
tyrs, and must draw down divine displeasure upon
those who do so. A departure from purity of lan-

guage, using flattering titles, and comphmentary
manners, will wound the tender conscience, and pre-

pare the way for further violations of the dinne
law, and the eventual ascendency of the world's

spirit and fashions, until the obligations and the

life of religion may be wholly disregarded. Wc fall

as well as rise by slow gradations.

From Ch.imbcrs' Journal.

"Ualf a Second."

The pendulum swings to and fro, ticktack. If

the length of rod is properly adjusted—at thirty

nine inches and a fraction—the time occupied ii

each swing is a space to which the appellation of a

second has been applied. There is no natural ab-

stract relationship between a second of time and

thirty-nine and a fraction inches of length ; the con-

nection is purely accidental, not to say capricious

The rate of the pendulimi is governed by the attrac-

tion of the earth ; while the imperial standards of

measurement assigning a fixed legal length to feet

and inches, were lodged in the Tower ages before

it was suspected that the earth pos.sessed such a

quality as attraction. It was mere caprice, again,

for aught we know to the contrary, which decided

that the day should consist of twenty-four hours,

the hour of sixty minutes, and the minute of sixty

seconds. However, by universal consent,

been agreed that this sixtieth of the sixtieth of

the twenty-fourth of a day should be accepted as

the unit of time. Here, in fact, we stop^ our ordi-

nary thoughts and speech recognise no briefer in-

terval. To " wait a moment," is the smallest con-

ceivable draft upon our patience

—

One moment seen, then gone for ever,

affords the strongest expression of evanescent dura-

tion whereof our language is susceptible. Nay, we
use the same word even on occasions when it is unfit

and hyperbolical ; the flash of lightning, we say,

lasts only for a second—the truth being that it does

not last even for so long as the thousandth part of

a second.

Long before mankind got bold enough to mea-
sure the lightning, they found objects for which it

became desirable to ascertain intervals of time of

half a second, the tenth, or even the hundredth of

a second in duration. Some of these object-s were

simply curious, others possessed a high practical

utility. In astronomy, for example, the most refined

processes of calculation would be utterly wasted, if

we could not insure a corresponding delicacy in the

observations to which they are appUed. It is use-

less to compute, the tenths of a second, if we can-

not observe the tenths of a second ; otherwise, we
should be like men attempting to adjust their

accounts to a farthing, while the smallest change in

their pockets is a dollar-bit. Thus, in ascertain-

ing the longitude of places in the usual mode, by
noting the passage of a star across the meridian

wire of a telescope, an error or uncertainty of one

second involves an error of a quarter of a mile
"

actual locaUty. Even if uncertain in our time by

the tenth of a second, we are left also uncertain

about our place to an extent of forty-four yardi

which is something in an intricate navigation.

For many other classes of observation, a much
severer degreee of dehcacy even than this becomes

necessary. But the human senses, however keen

by nature or sharpened by exercise, fail to recognise

intervals either of time or space beyond a certain

point of minuteness ; the natural organ must, there-

fore, be aided by instruments which extend the range

of our perceptions, and helped still further by con-

trivances designed to shift and evade the chief i

ficulty in our way. By these de\-ises, according

nature of the result to be attained, time is cha:i

into space, or space into time, or both numb[
so as to derive the result from the particular p 1

nomenon most readily seized and most deUcati-

appreciated. The methods in which this objet-

brought about are often sufiiciently curious.

Let us take an example from among the ni

important and interesting operations performed
',

an astrononical observatory. Suppose that a r i

planet has been discovered, and the astronomi-

royal wishes to compute its orbit. For this ]iuv]h

must note from day to day the precise iii.^tair

which the body passes the meridian. Ho yh
himself accordingly on the recUning couch <>l

observatory, with his eye to the glass of an tqua

rial, already adjusted so as to catch the coles

'

stranger in its field of view as he goes by. Xe:r

hand is a clock beating time very distinctly, ;

furnished with a third index or pointer, tra\oll

round the dial in every second, just as the miin

hand does in an horn-. A brass wire and catch

placed in such wise as to stop this seconds' im

instantaneously, upon pressing a button plaeitl c

veniently to the observer's hand. Across tlio {,

of view in his telescope, is stretched a lattieo of

wires or cobweb threads, dividing the cirolo i

.

minute squares, and indicating the centre in :i f

spicuous manner. Finally, an assistant tak. -

seat clo.se by, with pen and paper, ready 1:^

down the results. These preparations mailc, •

the time approaches, the observer watclR-< \i

breathless attention, silently counting the >loiji

until the planet enters his telescope, and becon

entangled in the mesh-work of cross-wires. Thi

just as the sparkhng point passes the centre,*

touches the button; the catch falls, the sccor'

index of his clock is stopped, and the result is no.

down in his jom-nal with an accuracy which i

expert astronomer will feel pretty certain u

be trusted to the twentieth of a second. 1

newed observations enable him to corroot ;

improve his first estimate. On this bajis,

ultimately ventures to build his calculations ; :

in the next year's almanacs the world is

formed that the new planet—and new planets h;

been turning up lately at the rate of two or thi

per annum—goes round the sun in so many d f

and hours, at so many miles distance, in an oi

,

of such and such dechnation and eccentricity ; !

the announcement will be found correct to a iiiei

Descending from the skies, we are met liy sc

terrestrial problems, for which a still more mini

accuracy is required in the solution. Fortunat<

,

in these cases the facts to be observed are less •

mote, the instruments less unmanageable, and c

ability to ascertain their indications with fitti;

delicacy correspondingly enhanced. Among thi

problems, there are none more curious and t

teresting than those which relate to the veloc

of sound. Every one who has seen a gun fired i

a distance, must have noticed that the fiash prece i

the report of its explosion, and have learned, tk-

fore, that sound travels slower than light. Free ^

ly the same result occurs in the case of the li«j-

ning and thunder-clap. But the question is—b'

much more slowly ; or, otherwise, at what i

)

does sound really travel through the air ?
'

The French government, many years ago, spt

much money, and employed many men of hi

scientific repute in sol\-ing this query. All man '.

of facilities were placed at their disposal, and .)

expense or trouble spared. Among other thii

,

the savans were allowed to manoeuvre a batter} f

field-artillery, and transport it to carefully selec I

localities, whence its fire could be most effecti\'
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3ted towards the pacific object in view—that

ct being to render the flash of the guns visible,

the reports audible, at the greatest attainable

mce. The philosopliical artillerj'men managed

rell, that many of their experiments were con-

rith cannon fired at not less than nine miles'

mce from the spot at which they waited with

and ears open, and stop-watches in their hands

ote the result.

his result, after all, scarcely repaid the pains

cost devoted in obtaining it. Many sources of

irbanoe became gradually apparent, and spoiled

accuracy of their observation. Sometimes the

I was in the way, blowing with perverse irreg-

ity, throwing the sound back, or impelling it

ard in a most capricious manner. But the

f source of error lay in the imperfection of the

lan senses. In all the experiments, there was

igrec of surprise ; that is to saj', the flashes and

rts came more or less unawares. Now, with all

ible steadiness of attention and sharpness of ap-

lension on the part of the diflFerent observers, it

found impossible to make them agree in their

Its. The same interval between light and sound

computed by different persons at different

bs; and the consequent errors were found to

}erfectly unavoidable and inextricable. Two
es, sight and hearing, were engaged in the pro-

of observation, and the issue varied according

heir respective quickness and delicacy. One
e was more acute in one man, and the other in

3ompanion. One observer saw quicker than he

:d ; another heard quicker than he saw. The

rval registered by these two, varied materially

;

even the notes taken by the whole body of ob-

ers presented so many eccentricities, that their

putations of the velocity of sound could not be

id upon in the manner which had been expected

wished. Bessel, the astronomer, from his ex-

ence with an extensive staff of assistants, com-

d that the uncertainty arising from this cause

t amount to fully half a second.

(To bo continUNl.)

Tlic law of Kiudiicss.

L. volume entitled " Illustrations of the Law of

dness," by G. N. Montgomery, has been pub-

3d at Albany, in the State of New York. It is,

[ literary work, of little pretensions, but it pre-

s in one focus, a very considerable number of

odotes, exemplifying the superiority of the bene-

int over the coercive and severe principle, as a

^ns of efi'ecting good ends amongst our fellow

itures ; and such reasoning as the book contains

(limated by all the earnestness of an amiable and

Iting nature. The author classifies his facts into

pters, one of which presents scriptural instances,

1 as that of David's conduct towards Saul in the

3 ; another, presents a brief account of the be-

Dlent proceedings of Howard, Oberlin, Fcnelon,

;
showing how the law of kindness tended in

r lives to the most brilliant results,

n the chapter on the disarming force of kind-

i, we have a story that never can be too often

1. " It is well known that Quakers, or Friends

e adopted the non-resistance principle, or the

I, overcome evil with good. The founder of

ladelphia, William Penn, was completely armed
li the spirit of this principle ; when he visited this

ntry,he came without cannon or sword, and with

etermination to meet the Indians with tnith and

dness. He bought their land and paid them

;

made a treaty with them, and observed it ; and

always treated them as men. As a specimen of

manner in which he met the Indians, the foUow-

instance is very striking. There were some

fertile and excellent lands, which in 1698, Penn
ascertained were excluded from his first purchase

;

and as he was very desirous of obtaining them, he
made the proposals to the Indians, that he would
buy those lands, if they were willing. They
returned for answer, that they had no desire to sell

the spot where their fathers were deposited; but to

please their father Onas, as they named I'enn, thi y
said that he should have some of the lands. This

being decided, they concluded the bargain, that

Penn might have as much land as a young man
could travel round in one day, beginning at the

great river Cosquanec, now Kensington, and end-
ing at the great river Kallapingo, now Bristol ; and
as an equivalent they were to receive a certain

amount of English goods. Though this plan of

measuring the land was of their own selection, yet

they were greatly dissatisfied with it after it had
been tried ; for the young Englishman chosen to

walk off the land, walked so fast, and so far, as

greatly to astonish and mortify them. The
Governor observed their dissatisfaction, and asked

the cause. 'The walker cheated us,' said the

Indians. 'Oh, how can that be?' said Penn,
'did j'ou not choose yourselves to have the land

measured in this way?' ' True,' replied the Indians,

'but white brother make a big walk.' Some of

Penn's commissioners waxing warm, said the bar-

gain was a fair one, and insisted that the Indians

ought to abide by it, and if not, should be compel-

led to it. ' Compelled !' exclaimed Penn, ' how can

you compel themwithout bloodshed ?' Then turn-

ing with a benignant smile to the Indians, he said,

' Well brothers, if you have given us too much land

for the goods first agreed to, how much more will

satisfy you?' This proposal gratified them, and
they mentioned the quantity of cloth and number
of fish-hooks, with which they would be satisfied.

These were cheerfiUly given; and the Indians shak-

ing hands with Penn, went away smiling. After

they were gone, the Governor, looking around on

his friends, exclaimed, ' 0, how sweet and cheap a

thing is charity ! Some of you spoke just now of

compelling these poor creatures to stick to their

bargain, that is in plain English, to fight, and kill

them, and all about a little piece of land!'
" For this conduct, manifested in all his actions

to the Indians, he was nobly rewarded. The un-

tamed savage of the forest became the warm friend

of the white stranger ; towards Penn and his fol-

lowers they buried the war hatchet, and ever

evinced the strongest respect for them. And when
the colony of Pennsylvania was pressed for provi-

sions, and none could be obtained from other settle-

ments—which necessity arose from the increasing

number of inhabitants not having time to raise the

necessary food—the Indians cheerfully came for-

ward, and assisted the colony by the fruits of their

labours, in hunting. This kindness they practiced

with pleasure, because they considered it an accom-

modation to their good father Onas, and his friends

;

and though Penn has long been dead, yet he is not

forgotten by the red men ; for many of the Indians

possess a knowledge of his peaceable disposition,

and speak of him with a tone and feeling very dif-

ferent from what they manifest when speaking of

those whites who came with words of treachery on

their tongues, and kegs of fire-water in their hands,

and oppression in their actions.

—

Ch. CitizcnA8i5.

The manvfacture of IVaich-cascs.—This branch

of the watch manufacture is carried on in this city

to a greater extent, perhaps, than any other city in

the Union. The movements of English, Swiss, and

other watches are imported to this country, and the

gold cases made here. In the manufacturing dis-

tricts of Europe cases must be made of not less than

eighteen carats, while in Switzerland a fine and im-

prisonment is inflicted for any infraction of this

rule.

The principal firms engaged in this business in

I'biladelpliia are Baker & Tracy, Harper & McLean,
('. & ('. P. Warner, Jacot& Brothers, Gigon, Lacot,

and five nthcrs, all of wlmm employ over 300 hands.
The ((MiiiMtciit juuiii.'viiicn among these make about
S-M) jici- week, Mj tliat the average amount paid out

weekly will amount to between §7000 and $8000.
This force will manufacture for the market over 500
oases per week, which cost from 820 to S90 each,

or an average of about $40, making the entire re-

s\ilts (if OTIC' week's operation of some 820,000, or

ovc r 81 ,00(1,000 annually. The business, it will be
seen, re(iuires a large capital, as the material and
labour nmst be paid for in cash, and often the fin-

ished work is sold upon credit.

The gold used in most of the establishments is

the nativi' Califoi-nia gold. This gold contains

more nr lr~s -IKi r and iridium; the latter being a
hard metal it is necessary to remove it and other

impurities before working the gold. This is done
by dissolving it in nitro-muriatic acid, which, when
filtered through paper, prepared for the purpose,

removes all foreign substances. The gold is then

called, technically, y?«f', and now it is ready to re-

ceive the» alloy necessary to give it the degree of

fineness and karat required. The gold, without

this process of alloying, would be entirely too soft,

and therefore silver or copper is generally used,

the one hardening while the other improves the colour

of the pure gold, and Lii\e> a lii h sliade to it. The
next process is to melt it ami fa>t it into bars of

sizes to suit the work designed to be made. These
bars are rolled between two steel rollers, driven in

some of the establishments by steam, and reduced

to the requisite thickness and width, for cutting out

the cases, when it is given to the case-makers, in

whose hands the movements to be cased are placed.

The flat pieces are rounded and shaped with swedge
boxes, and when completed are given into the hands

of the "letter-in," who fits in the movement and at-

taches it to the case by a joint. It is then placed

into the hands of the " springer" who makes and fits

the steel spring for throwing up the backs ; when
this is completed the case is given to the "polisher,"

who, on a lathe driven by steam or hand, prepares

it for the engraver by producing a perfectly smooth

and glossed surface ; the engraver, with the aid of

a complicated piece of machinery termed an "engine

turner," produces upon the back, landscapes, figures

and other decorations, to suit his or his employer's

fancy. After this the finisher takes it in hand and
pins up the joints, adjusts the ring or bow, and com-

pletes the work with the exception of polishing

—

thus the case passes through seven distinct hands.

The gold manufactured into cases weekly, will not

amount to much less than $14,000, or over a half-

million of dollars annually.

—

Ledge/:

For "Tho Fricnil."

Amid the loud outcry constantly made by blinded

and interested slaveholders, of their entire satisfac-

tion with the " peculiar institution" existing among
them, and their determination to resist every effort

to emancipate our country from its continued and
extending influence, it is cheering to find that they

do not speak the sentiments of all whom they

assume to represent, and that sentiments of a very

different character are cherished by not a few of

the citizens of some of the Slave States. In illus-

tration of this we give the following extract from

the " Springfield Republican."

Anti-Slavery in the Slave States.—It is

a noteworthy fact, that the only daily journal in

Kentucky, out of Louisville, is an open anti-slavery
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sheet, as much so as the Republican, and an avoTved

supporter of the Republican party. It is the New-
port Daily Ncics, conducted by Wm. S. Bailey, an

earnest and honest man. It publishes a call for a

popular Republican meeting for Madison County,

Ky., for the choice of delegates to the republican

national convention at Philadelphia. The call says

:

" A large meeting is anticipated. Able speakers

from the slave-cursed soil of Kentucky will address

the meeting." And the News, greeting the call,

talks thus " right out in meeting :

"

" Madison county, iu this state, has taken the

lead ; is the first to proclaim to the world that

slavery has enemies, and that no small proportion

of them are at work in its very midst and among
its worshippers. This is as it should be ! Hereto-

fore, with the exception of a few of the noble minds,

who had a love of justice that knew no fear, men
have not dared to speak, against the accursed insti-

tution, in words above a whisper ; for, with the

overbearing tyrannical spirit which has always

characterized it, mobs and brute force have been

its only arguments. The time has at last come,

however, when reason, together with the broad
stream of enlightenment, have overcome the more
uncharitable ; and some of those who have been
the most zealous advocates of slavery and its ac-

companying wi-ongs, are now its most bitter oppo-

nents. We hope to see a large meeting ; a coming
together of men who know their rights, and the

rights of fellow-men, and knowing, dare maintain

them. The ball has been started, and our wish is,

that it may never cease to roll until the Presidential

chair is filled by one who wiU ever preserve, pure

and unsullied, the principles of the republican

party !"

This, with the open avowal of anti-slavery senti-

ments, and their reception with applause at a late

poUtical meeting in Loudon county, Va., and the

movements in St. Louis, for a branch of the repub-
lican organization, are facts of encouraging and
marked significance. There is a large party, in all

the southern states, and particularly in those border-

ing on the free, ready to join a united North in put-

ting a stop to the growth of slavery. A strong

conservative clement, like this, only wants justifica^

tion and encouragement in the action of parties in

the free states to develope its power, which, it can-

not be doubted, will prove aderjuate to restrain the

fanatical ultraism of a portion of the South from
the mischief they threaten, if slavery is restricted

by Congress.

BioaArniCAi skhches,

of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned mem-
bers of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 260.)

EDWARD REESE.

Edward Reese was born in Wales, and was con-

vinced of the Truth, in his native country. About
the year 1682, he removed to Pennsylvania, and
settled within the limits of Haverford Meeting. He
received a gift in the ministry, which he exercised

in the Welsh language. His communications were
well received, and he was iu unity with Friends,
being much employed in his own meeting. He was
frequently representative to the Quarterly and
Yearly Meetings, so that he must have understood
the English language. He paid a religious visit, in

1721 and 1722, to Wales, from meetings in which
he brought " good certificates," on his return, of his

services among them.

His decease took place, Sixth mo. 28th, 1728,
and he was buried at Meriou.

JIERIBAH SLOKAM.

Meribah Slokam resided at Shrewsbury, where
she died in the Eighth mouth, 1728. Her friends

say, she was " in the station of an elder, was con-

cerned for the promotion of piety and virtue for

many years, a kind assistant to the poor, and in

good unity with Friends in general."

JOHN HAINES.

Of this Friend, the husband of Esther Haines,

of whom a short memorial has been given, his tes-

timony says he was " an appointed elder, and a

zealous man." He deceased " about the year
1728." His residence was at Evesham.

MARGARET LIPPINCOTT,

An elder of Shrewsbury " in good repute and

esteem," deceased in the Ninth month, 1728.

LEWIS WALKER.

This Friend, who is spoken of as a " worthy el-

der," belonged to Haverford Monthly Meeting, but

his farm was in the valley. " He had a meeting

at his house for several years, and was instrumen-

tal in settling a meeting there. He gave a lot of

ground to the use of Friends of that meeting, where

the meeting-house is built. He lived in love and

unity with his friends." He died on the 23d of

the Tenth month, 1728, and was buried at Friends'

burying-ground in the valley.

MART CADWALLADER.

Mary CadwaUader, the wife of John Cadwalla-

der, of Horsham, the first minister of that name in

Pennsylvania, was a woman suitably qualified to

feel with and for her husband in his many religious

engagements, and to superintend his outward con

cerns during his travels, in the service of the gos-

pel. She was in the station of an elder. Her
friends say, " She was inofiensive in life and con-

versation, and discreet and careful in the manage-

ment of her husband's afi"airs, when he was abroad

in Truth's service." She deceased Eleventh mo.

8th, 1728, aged nearly 50 years.

WILLIAM EA'ANS.

William Evans, of Evesham, whose wife, Eliza-

beth, was an acceptable minister of the gospel, was

an elder, " whose house and heart were open to

Friends. He was a man of a noble .spirit." He
departed this life, about the Twelfth month, 1728.

JOHN DUNKIN.

John Dunkin, of Byberry, who deceased the last

day of the year 1728, in the 61st year of his age,

was an elder and a " useful member of the So-

ciety."

DENNIS CONRAD.

Dennis Conrad or Cunrad, as the name was often

spelled in early times, was born at Cresheim, in

Germany, where he was convinced of the principles

of Truth, by William Ames, in or about the j-ear

1657. He came among the first Germans to Penn-

sylvania, and settled at Germantown, where the

first meetings for worship of Friends were held at

his house. He was esteemed in religious Society,

and often emploj-ed in its afi'airs. "He was,"

says T. Chalkley, " a man of an inofi'ensive life,

much given to hospitality, and left a good report

behind him." He lived to a great age, dying about

the close of the Ninth month, 1729. The meeting,

held at the time of his death, was large, many of

the early settlers of that part of Pennsylvania at-

tending it.

CATHARI.NE MILLER.

Catharine, a daughter of our valuable Frie.

Thomas Lightfoot, was married, in Ireland, to Jau i!

MiUer. She was called to the work of the i

'

nistry, and was well approved therein. In the y

'

1729, she, with her husband, came to Pennsylvai'

with an intention to make it their residence. Tl'

reached Philadelphia, about the 10th day of i'

Ninth month, bringing a certificate from the me'
ing they had belonged to in Ireland, of its un'

with them, and of her godly conversation and i'

nistry. Remaining in Philadelphia, she was li

gaged in her Master's work, very much to the sa '

faction of Friends for the ensuing four weeks,

the close of which, on the 7th of the Tenth mon'

."^he was taken ill. On the 17th, she departed f

'

life, and on the 19th, after " a good meeting" at

" great meeting-house," she was buried " in a dec

and exemplary manner." The Friends of Phi;

delphia say of her, " Though her time was 1'.

short among us, yet by her appearance in the ; i

nistry, and sweet conversation, she manifested h

self a servant of Christ, with whom we had g:

unity, and doubt not but she is entered the i

prepared for the righteous."

WILLIAM COLESTON AND JOHN SOTCHER.

Of William Coleston, of Gwinnedd Monti
Meeting, and of John Sotcher, of the Falls Jlontl;

Meeting, both esteemed valuable elders in tl

day, we find little trace, except the evidence I

forded by the minutes of the different meetinors.,-

their dedication and faithfulness to their appoil

ments. They both deceased in the Eleventh mon^
1729.

'

Corrections.—It appears from evidence disi

vered since the account of Caleb Pusey was p
pared, that the " Indian alarm," in which he tc

such a prominent part, took place in 1689, not

1688, as suggested by Proud. It would seem tl|

the alarm was equally prevalent in Maryland, as'

Pennsylvania at that time among the Protestar

who believed that the Indians were instigated

the Catholics.

In the account of Elizabeth Webb, I have i

lowed Smith's History of Friends of Pennsylvai

&c., as to the time of her death. I have since foB

that her death did not take place for one year, af

'

the time stated, say 1727.

(To lie coutinucd.)
j

Glazing of Slieet-ironicith Glass.—A eorresp.-

dent of the Scientific American gives the Ps^

process for protecting sheet and wrought iron
;

means of a thin coat of glass. The articles :,

first to be scoured bright, and washed ^-ith dil

acid, then dried and brashed over with a soluti

of giuu arabic. The glass is then dusted o
'

them by means of a sieve. The ware is next dri

in an oven heated to 300 degrees, then put i'

another oven, where it is brought to a bright :.

heat, until the glass is in a melted state, whicl i

ascertained through suitable openings in the ftirm

.

After this it is taken out and put in a clo;!

chamber, to prevent sudden coohng. Ifnecessai

a second coat is to be put on in the same manii

The glazing is composed of 130 parts of flint ^!j
20J parts of carbonate of soda, and 12 parts of

racic acid, carefully mixed and melted in a gh-

house pot. This glass, after casting and cooh

,

is pulverized under a steel pestle, and sifted throi i

a bolting-cloth ; it is then fit for use. This cover;

for iron is transparent, and does not scale off,
"

split by the action of heat, and it resists sud' i

changes of temperature. Acids, even concentra 1
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. hot, do not act in a notable manner on the

1 coated with this composition. On the other

ad, boihng solutions of caustic potash or soda seem

lissolve small portions ofthe silica and boracic acid.

Qong the manifold applications of this process; is

very useful one to cooking implements, as a

)Stitute to tinned ware ; its advantages are cleanli-

is and absence of metallic taste in food. Stove

is by this means kept from rusting. Among

I latest applications is the coating of pots for

rar refineries, crystalizing vats for fatty acids

i other articles of sheet iron. It can be applied

the cast-iron plates used in candle stock presses,

•se plates and presses being liable to rust and

the fatty matters.

Select cil.

SHE IS CiONE.

! is gone," they say of my gentle child,

With heart so loving, with looks so milil,

With ways that my wintry hours would cheer,

Ind a smile that was sunshine all the year.

Trom life's spring morning, from childhood's play,

?rom years on whose flight no burden lay.

From hopes whose promise was fair and new,

is gone, they say ; but it is not true..

There are those that go from our hopes and cares.

Which follow the wanderer still in prayers,

Through sin's dark places, through time's rough sea

:

My child hath not gone like these from me.

My hearth hath indeed a vacant place
;

1 miss the light of a pleasant face,

That blithely welcomed my comings in

From tlie long day's toil, and the city's din.

And ever some weary thought will go

To her grave in the church-yard green and low.

Where they laid the dead of my home to rest

;

But not the angel I love the best.

For safe where no spoilers reach the store.

My Saviour keepeth one treasure more
;

Not gone from memory, not gone from love.

But gone to our Father's house above.

CONSCIENCE.

Thy heart keeps knocking all the day,

Wliat docs it mean, what does it say?

Thy heart keeps knocking all the night,

Child, hast tliou thought of tliis aright?

So long has it knocked, now loud, now low.

Hast asked what it means, bv knocking so?
Mv child, lis alivclv little bell,

The dear (Jods gift who loves thee well,

In the door of thy soul, by him 'twas hung
And by his liaud it still is rung.

And he stands without to wait and see

Whether within he shall welcome be.

And stands without and hopes to win
The welcome answer, " Come in, come in."

So knocks the heart, now day by day,

Bnt at night the last stroke will die away,
Ani when its knockings on earth are o'er,

It will knock itself at heaven's door.

And stand without and wait to see

Whether within it shall welcome be.

And stand without and hope to win
The Father's welcome, " Come in, come in."

Translated from the Germ

GENTLE WORDS.
Use gentle words, for who can tell

The l)lessings they impart ?

How oft they fall (as ihanna fell)

Un some nigh fainting heart

!

In lonely wilds by light-winged birds

Rare seeds have oft been sown

;

And hope has sprung from gentle words.

Where only griefs had grown.

Epistle of George Fox.

Being now a prisoner in Lancaster Castle, a deep

3se came upon me of a day of sore trial and ex-

ercise, that was come and coming upon all who had

been in high profession of religion ; and I was
moved to give forth the following paper as a warn-

ing to such :

—

" Now is the day that every one's faith and love

to God and Christ will be tried ; they who arc re-

deemed out of the earth, and they who are in the

earth, will be manifested ; and who is the master

they serve, and whether they will run to the moun-
tains to cover them. Now will it appear who arc

the stony ground, who are the thorny ground, and

who arc the high-way ground, in whom the fowls

of the air take away the seed ; and the thorns and

cares of the world choke, and the heat of the per-

secution scorches and burns up your green blade
;

for the day trieth all things. Therefore let not

.such as forsake truth, for saving the earth, say

that your brother priest only serveth not the Lord

Jesus Christ, but, his own belly, and mindeth

earthly things, for such themselves also do the same,

and hug and embrace self, and not the Lord; Now
it will be made manifested, who is every one's God,

Christ and Saviour, and their love will be manifest,

whether it be of the world or of God ; for if it be

the love of the world, it is enmity, and the enmity

will manifest itself what it is, and the day will try

every spirit and its fruits. Therefore my dear

friends, in the everlasting Seed of God live, that is

over all the house of Adam and his works in the

fall ; and so dwelling in the Seed, Christ, that

never fell, in him you all have virtue, life, and

peace, and through him ye will overcome all that

is in the fall." l"664.

G.F.

Never esteem any man, or thyself, the more for

Honey ; nor think the meaner of thyself or another

want of it ; virtue being the just reason of re-

pecting, and the want of it, of slighting any one.

Visit to a Spanish 01

1 The Leisu

Farm.

In a lively book of travel and adventure along

the "Bridle Roads of Spain," from the pen of

G. J. Cayley, who recently visited the country in

search of health and recreation, is a brief descrip-

tion of an olive farm and olive-oil manufactory,

which may interest some of our readers. The
establishment, situated a few miles from Seville,

belonged to the Blarques de Castilleja, who per-

sonally accompanied our tourist on his visit, and
kindly entertained him at his country-house. They
together left Seville, attired for the occasion in the

Andalusian costume, and after passing dark-green
orange groves interspersed with the still darker
cypress, and following a track lined with wild

olives, with here and there the aloe lifting its

gigantic spikes above them, the travellers came upon
the bushy dchcsa, or wilderness. Having pursued
this region for a time, the dehesa, says Cayley,
changed to olive-groves, and we got into mazy
private roads which wound among the trees. At
last, after about three hours and a half on the
road, we eame in sight of a long low mass of white
building, with a pinnacle-mounted gateway, through
which we passed, amid the greetings of a motley
crowd of retainers, into a vast court-yard, around
which were the establishments for grinding the

olives and storing the oil, besides stables and dwell-

ings -for the retainers. Here, leaving the red and
yellow calesa in which we had journeyed, we went
through an iron gate into a 2'atio with a fountain

and marble arches and columns. The house was a

curious rambling arrangement of corridors and
passages, and galleries hung with quaint old family

portraits in wigs and brocade, and likenesses of

the kings of Judah, signalized with their respective

names in yeUow paint.

Having inspected the house, and lunched, each

of us now armed himself with a polished yew club,

which appears to be the legitimate companion of
predial inspection, and sallied forth. This stick

(called 2^orro) is about five or six feet long, often

forked at the smaller end, and is held a little above
the middle with the heavy knob on the ground, so

that when you walk it swings between ita planting-

places like a pendulum. The one the marquis used
was a sort of hereditary rural sceptre, which had
descended to him from the hands of his father and
grandfather, and very likely from their fathers and
grandfathers to them.

We first went to see the olive-mill. In form it

very much resembles a chocolate-mill ; a huge

wheel of granite, shaped like the thick end of a

cane, rolls round a piece of timber on which it is

pivoted, being drawn by a mule yoked to a crooked

beam. This beam, jutting from the central tim-

ber, bends over the wheel, receiving half way the

other end of its axle. On the opposite side of the

central timber—which is also pivoted in the stone

crushing-floor and a beam of the roof—there is a

wooden funnel full of olives. This keeps slowly

laying down the plump purple berries, which the

roller, as it comes round, keeps crushing with a

fat crackling sound, not unlike that which proceeds

from the basting of meat, only on a larger scale.

The pulp, as it accumulates, is shovelled off and

placed in layers between round mats under the

press. These mats are about six feet in diameter,

and have a hole in the middle. When there is a

.sufficient pile of pulp and mat sandwiches, the

whole is wetted with hot water, and the pres.s—an

immense lever about forty feet long—comes down
upon it, being lifted at the other end by a screw,

with spokes like a capstan. The oil, of course,

floats on the surface of the water, and is run off

into tanks.

Having seen how the oil was made, we went out

to see how the olives were gathered, accompanied

by Ramoncillo, the gamekeeper—a strange, lurch-

ing vagabond who squinted at right angles, and

had all his arms and legs of different lengths.

After wandering some time among the devious

paths of the olive-grove, we found the little colony

of gatherers ; for colony it seemed, being compo.sed

of men, women, and children, down to the smallest

possible dimensions. The babies, who had usually

a very little girl to take care of them—unless they

were slung up in a manta out of the way among

their metaphorical brotherhood of olive branches

—

sprawled and babbled around head-quarters.

Here, by a purple mountain of spoil, stood the

general of the little army, who, in all directions,

were waging war with the trees of peace, besieg-

ing them with scaling-ladders and belabouring them

with long staves. The women were on their knees

underneath, picking up the bright little berries as

they rained from the beaten boughs. I tasted an

olive, though I was aware it was not likely to be

good. Let the reader imagine a rotten morel cherry

soaked in oil, and he will not be far from having

an idea of a ripe olive, except that there is a bitter,

astringent aft«r-taste, which sticks in the throat

and prickles on the tongue for some time. The

green olives, which we eat in their pickled state,

are no more like the ripe, than pickled walnuts are

like the walnuts of dessert.

When any of the women had filled their baskets,

they came with them on their heads to the purple

mountain aforesaid, and discharged their gather-

ings upon the heap. If there was much leaf and

rubbish mixed with the fruit, the woman tilted up

her basket behind and let a slender stream of olives

fall from above her forehead, while a man with a

flapping sack winnowed away the lighter matters.

Over the heap stood guard the steward, or capataz^
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an ancient man, with a grizzy stubble on his chin

(for it was Saturday,) standing with his legs apart,

broadly planted in the dignity of his office. The
straddling supporters of this weight of importance

were encased in what seemed in front to be a pair

of brown sheepskin breeches, but from behind

revealed themselves to be but a slit apron fastened

with thongs round each leg. Both his hands were

on his hips, with each thumb hooked in the folds

of his faja, and in the fingers of his right was a

crooked whittle, with which, ever and anon, as the

hasketfuls arrived, he would nick the score upon
notch-sticks which hung in a curve of string be-

tween two branches of olive hard by. These sticks

were regular tallies. Each basket had a couple of

loops, in which the gatherer's stick rested, and
when the basket was discharged, the bearer pre-

sented it to the capataz. He, fitting it on to its

brother on the line, nicked them both with his

eagle-beaked blade.

The sun went down, and we returned to the

farm. We found the olive mills still working,

lighted by flaring wicks, in iron saucers, of its own
oO. We next re-entered the house, where, at the

end of one of the galleries, a great wood fire was
burning on the hearth. Here we wiled away the

time till supper, which, though bespoken at nine,

made its appearance at eight ; for in Spain meals,

as well as all other arrangements, are ruled more
by a general approximation to the fitness of things

than by any precise hours. The supper comprised

gazpacho and salad, and eggs fried in oil, with a

little cold chicken and ham to eke out. We then

retired to our blazing fireside, which flared with a

brillant white flame, from the oily offal of the olive-

press which had been thrown on to it ; and soon

afterwards retired to bed.

other Friends thought that as there were two sepa-

rate bodies, within the limits of both New York and
Baltimore, each claiming to be the Yearly Meeting,

the epistles received from the Yearly Meetings con-

vening in the cities ofNew York and Baltimore, should

not be read, but the question be left open. After
some time spent on the subject, the judgment of the

meeting was clearly manifested to be to read all

the epistles on the table, except that from Bal-
timore, the further consideration of which was post-

poned to a future sitting. The epistles from New
York, North Carohna, Ohio, Indiana, [both for 1 8.54

and 1855,] Dublin and London, were then read,

after which the meeting adjourned until 4 o'clock.

After the opening minute of the afternoon session

had been read, a Friend reported on behalf of the

representatives, that they had conferred together,

and the way did not open to make any change at

the present time ; another of the representatives in-

formed the meeting, that although both the clerk

and assistant clerk were very desirous to be re-

leased from further service, yet as the way did not

open among the representatives to comply with

their wishes, they proposed William Evans for

clerk, and Samuel Hilles for assistant, which, bein^

approved by the meeting, they were appointed to

the respective stations.

The meeting again took up the consideration of

the reading of the epistle from Baltimore, and the

sentiments advanced on the subject in the morning
sitting, were again brought forward, and dwelt upon
at more length , occupying a considerable portion of

time, but eliciting nothing new. The meeting was
favoured with a good degree of calmness and quiet

throughout, no excitement being manifested, and it

was finally concluded to pass on, without reading
the epistle. The London General Epistle was then
read, and a committee appointed to draft essays of

i man, like a watch, is to be valued for his go- epistles to other Yearly Meetings, as way should
. He that prefers him upon other accounts, bows

|
open for it.

idol.
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PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETIXG.
The meeting convened on Second-day morning,

the 21st ult., at ten o'clock, the meetino' of minis-
ters and elders having been held as usual on
Seventh-day, the 19th ult. It was, we think,
somewhat larger than it has been for several
years past. Upon calling the names of the repre-
sentatives, they were all present, except two, one of
whom was said to be absent on account of indispo-
sition. Portions of the reports from the respective
Quarters having been read, two minutes for minis-
ters in attendance, one from Indiana, and the other
from Ohio Yearly Meeting, were read, together
with those for their companions.

The clerk informed the meeting there were on
the table epistles from all the Yearly Meetings with
which this meeting has of latter time corresponded,
and proposed they should now be read. A Friend,
objecting to the reception of epistles from all of
those meetings that had opened a correspondence
with the meeting in Ohio represented by J. Binns,
the whole subject was thrown open for discussion,
and considerable contrariety of sentiment was at
first apparent. Those uniting with the last named
meeting, advocated the reading of all the epistles,

but that from the Yearly Meeting of Ohio with; to fulfil the objects for which it" is appointed',
which Philadelphia Yearly Meeting had last year The report of the Book Committee contained in
declared itself to be in unity, alleging that if the these minutes, was particularly interesting, showino-
meeting persisted in the conclusion come to last the care taken to keep up a supply o! the writin-rl
year. It would be cut off from the Society of Friends, I of Friends, approved by the society; and a ve?y
and the rights of membership be affected. Some I considerable increase in the numbers sold or gra-

On Third-day morning, the 22d, the meeting
being opened as usual, it had brought before it an
appeal from Cain Quarter, and a committee was
appointed thereon with direction to report to a

future sitting. Some Friends now appeared very
desirous that the document issued by London
Yearly Meeting on the separation in Ohio, should be
read, and the subject be thus brought again before

the meeting ; but as it was the time always hereto-

fore devoted to the consideration of the state of the

subordinate meetings and members, by the reading
of the queries and answers, it was decided not to

deviate from the usual order. The subjects brought
before the meeting during the progress of the in-

vestigation, were solidly considered, and a lively

interest manifested that the deficiencies apparent
might be remedied, and Friends incited to a more
ftiithful performance of duty in the maintenance of
all the testimonies of Truth ; the clerk was re-

quested to prepare a minute, embodying the exer-

cise which had prevailed in the meeting.

A committee was appointed to examine and
settle the Treasurer's account for the past year, and
to propose the sum toibe raised for the use of the

meeting during the present year. -Then adjourned.
The proceedings of the Meeting for Sufferings dur-

ing the past year, were laid before the meeting'by the
reading of its minutes ; they were approved, and
the desire expressed that that meeting would con-
tinue to be vigilant in the performance of its duty,

and embrace every opportunity that may present

tuitously distributed. We hope to be able to obta:
the report for publication in a future number.

Tie minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings

formed, that E. G-reenfleld (not a member of oi

religioas Society,) had by a deed of trust, directe
that an annuity of 8100 should be paid forever \

the Treasurer of the Yearly Meeting for the tim|
being

; but the estate, since her death, having bee i

involved in litigation, that meeting had appomte
1

a committee to investigate the circumstances, ani
on its report, recommended that the Yearly Meetin

1

.ilo not accept the annuity, which being approve(i

two Friends were appointed to draw up a suitabl]

minute on the subject. i

A memorial from Burlington IMonthly Meetint'

respecting our friend Stephen Grelett was read an'l

directed to be recorded : the meetingthen adjournec '.

Fourth-day morning^ 23d.—The printed docui

ment on the separation in Ohio, forwarded b
\

London Yearly Meeting, as part of its correspon,

dence, was now read, occupying a great portion d
the sittting, after which an aged Friend offered tj

the meeting some impressive remarks on the subjeC|

of separations in our religious Society, referring tj

those which had occurred within it at differenj

times since its rise,—the great loss always sustainei,

by those who persisted in taking part in them,—tbj

difficulties in which they had involved the Society,-'

the testimonyborneby the apostle against those wliic

took place in the primitive church, and likewisi. 1,

George Fox against the spirit of separation uuuii

fested in his day—saying he could fully unite wit
|

the sentiments respecting separations which we hail

just heard read, but regretted that notwithstandiu;;

their correctness, London Yearly Meeting had !:i\e

its sanction to separation. After some further ul i.-vi

•vations from other members the meeting adjournril

AJternoo7i.-—A proposition was made to seiul th

document from London into the Women's Mittiii^

which called forth some discussion, but it was liii:ill

concluded nottodoso. The annual reportof the oouii

mittee having the oversight of West-town Boardin)j

School was read, giving the meeting full informatio)'

of the manner in which the institution had been eon'

ducted during the past year,itspresentcondition, am
the various important improvements effected. Tb,

report contained two propositions, one to allow th,

superintendent to receive boys as pupils, over tb,

age of fifteen and a half years, [within which ag|

they have heretofore been restricted]; and the otheij

to give the committee power to raise the charge fo
i

board and tuition to ninety dollars per anmim, ii

in their judgment it may appear to be expedient,

Both of these propositions were united with, it bi in;

also agreed that the superintendent should lia\

authority to discharge any scholar over the aliov^

mentioned age whose conduct should be such as ti,

render his stay prejudicial to the school. Th.,

report was satisfactory and the committee encou'

raged to persevere in their efforts to carry out thi,

concern of the Yearly Meeting in the establishmen i

of the seminary.

An interesting reportfrom the committee chargee

with the care of that portion of Indian natives whosi

civihzation and rehgious improvement have so lonji

claimed the concern of Philadelphia Yearly Meet
\

ing was also read. It represented the Boardinjj

School established on the reservation at Tunessassal:

about two years ago, to be in successful operation
|

there being seventeen of the Indian boys and girlii

residing in the family and participating in the ad

vantages of the school as well as in those arising

from correct social and religioas training. As thi^

committee find it necessary that the funds at thai:'

' should be incre.ased, in order to carry ou

the improved system of education now pursued, th'

meeting recommended, opening voluntary subscrip

I
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iS among the members in aid of the pecuniary

ms required to sustain this interesting work, and

oura'ged the members to contribute liberally.

Dhe committee appointed on the Appeal from

n Quarter made report, reversing the judgment

be Monthly and Quarterly Meetings, which being

ted Ttith,' two Friends were appointed to give the

ellafit information of the decision come to.

jourtied.

Pifth day afternoon^ the 24th.—The meeting met

snant to adjournment. The Friends appointed

I former sitting to prepare a minute in the neces-

j form for releasing the trustees of the estate of

zabeth Greenfield, from the payment of the

luity bequeathed by her to this Yearly Meeting,

duccd one adapted to the circumstances of the

e, which was read and adopted.

The Quarters having forwarded in their reports,

ounts of the result of the inquiries among their

mbers respecting the habitual or occasional use

spirituous liquors as a drink, or furnishing it to

ir worluuen, they were read, and seventy-five

es were found to be reported ; seventeen of

ieh use the article habitually, and fifty-four oc-

ionally, nine have given it at times to those em-

yed by them. One of the Quarters, (a small

i) reported all its members clear. It appeared

t labour had been bestowed on some of those

bnding in this matter; the subject took hold on

feelings of the meeting, and it being thought

,t considerable advance had been made within a

r years in putting a stop to this pernicious indul-

lee, the subject was again recommended to the

ious attention of the subordinate meetings, and

y, cncoui-aged to labour earnestly in a proper

cit to persuade all who may use spii-ituous liquors

a drink either frequently or occasionally, to

mdon it entirely ; reports to be forwarded as

•etofore, nest year.

The Quarters reported thirteen hundred and fifty

Idren of a suitable age to go to school, disposed

as follows : at Select Schools taught by members,

5. At mixed schools taught by members, 377.

West-Town Boarding School, 228. In schools

it select nor kept by members, 115. At Haver
Id, 10. At the Public or District Schools, 263.

I
family schools, 165. Temporarily absent, 44

;

[d five have not been receiving any education at

•lool dui-ing the past year. The value of a

jigiously guarded education was impressed on the

feting, and the subordinate meetings and members

couraged to make what efforts may be in their

wer, to carry out the long cherished concern of

3 Yearly Meeting, to secure to the children of all

members the benefits of a sound literary educa

'U under the care of teachers in membership, and

btected from the evils of corrupting associations.

16 Quarters were desired to forward reports on

isinterestingsubject in the usual manner, next year.

The report of the committee appointed to settle

e Treasurer's account, &c., was read and adopted.

Three Friends were appointed in conjunction with

b Treasurer, to apply some means for preventing

'e meeting from being incommoded by the noise of

e street.

The committee appointed to aid the Friends of

irewsbury and Rahway Quarter, reported that

me of their members had attended each Quarterly

eeting as it occurred during the past year. -The

immittee was continued, and at their suggestion

ree Friends were added to it. Then adjourned

SMt day, the 25th.—After the opening minutes

id been read, the clerk informed the meeting that

letter addressed to the Yearly Meeting had been
id on the table, and asked the direction of the

eeting respecting it. As it was an unusual circum

ance, there was at first a diversity of sentiment, some

thinking it ought to be referred to a committee for

examination, to report as to its fitness to come
before the meeting, while others wished the clerk

say whether it was such a communication as

ought to claim the attention of the meeting. Upon
the clerk reading the clause of the Discipline relative

to papers addressed to the Yearly Meeting, it was
at once given in charge to four Friends, who left the

meeting to examine it. On their return, they

reported as the prevailing sense of the committee

that the paper should not be read, which was
approved.

Essays of epistles addressed to New York, North

Carolina, Ohio, Indiana, London and Dublin,

having been prepared by the committee, they were

now read, and a discussion at once ensued as to the

propriety of forwarding any, or a part of them.

Those Friends who have all along manifested oppo-

sition to the action of the Y'^early Meeting in recog-

nizing the meeting of which B. Hoyle is clerk, as

Ohio Yearly Meeting, protested against sending the

epistle now addressed to it, and preferred that no

pistles shoidd be issued by the meeting this year
;

ilthough the great fear expressed by them heretofore

had been, that by the ceasing of correspondence

with other Y'carly Meetings, Philadelphia Y'early

meeting would be cut ofl' from the Society. The
ubject was presented in various aspects, but upon

10 former occasion do we recollect a more general

and decided expression of unity with the contents

of the epistles and their being forwarded as usual

After the clerk had made the minute directing

the epistles to be signed by him on behalf of the

meeting and forwarded in time, the same Friend

ho last year desired those who united with him

I opposition to the action of the meeting, to stop a-

its rise made a similar proposition, which was ac

ceded to by those in unison with him, after which

the meeting settled into a solemn quiet, when the clerk

read the concluding minutes, and the meeting closed.

The argument most constantly urged by thoi

Friends who objected to the action of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting in relation to that of Ohio, was,

that by continuing to acknowledge fellowship with

it, after other Yearly Meetings have united with the

body of which J. Binns is clerk, we shall be cut off

from the great body of the Society, and that Phil

adelphia Yearly Meeting ought to take no step ii

relation to this subject contrary to the wishes of

those of its members who so highly value theii- con-

nection with the other Yearly Meetings, that rather

than have that connection endangered or destroyed

they would prefer separation from their own Yearly

Meeting.

But they appear to forget that a cjuestion involv-

ing the principles this does, is not to* be decided

upon the supposition of absolute power in a majority

of Y'early Meetings; nor do they seem to bear in

mind that the judgment come to in the case, by
Philadelphia Y'^early Meeting, both last year and

this, is evidently from a conscientious conviction on

the part of a very large proportion of its members,

that the separation of those who appointed J. Binns

for their clerk, is subversive of the order and disci-

pline of the Society, and rests on errors, which if

earned out must finally destroy its organization.

It must therefore be presumed that Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting feels religiously bound to bear its

testimony against the violation of order and proper

subordination committed by those whoseparated, and

it could hardly be expected to desert the cause for

whichithas been so long suffering, and to act so incon-

sistently as to cast off, in their time of deep trial, the

large Yearly Meeting of Oliio, which has been long

standing side by side with it in the maintenance of a

testimony against the dissemination of unsound doc-

trines, and against a disregard of the discipline and
usages of our religious Society.

Many Friends seem to think it a matter not cal-

ling for any consideration, that the thousands of
women, and children composing Ohio Yearly

fleeting, embracing as large a proportion of honest-

hearted consistent members of the Society, as any
other Yearly Meeting of equal size, should be repu-

diated by all their brethern in profession with them,
although it is to be supposed that those of them who
are of age to estimate their right of membership,

alue it as highly as any others do, are as deserv-

ing as any others of having those rights universally

recognized, and feel as keenly as others, the with-

holding of those rights by other Yearly Meetings.

Notwithstanding that neither unsoundness of doc-

trine, nor disregard for the testimonies held by the

Society, can be justly laid to their charge, the

hearts of many would seem to be so closed against

them, because of their conscientious difference of

opinion, that they have no regard for their rights as

members, but would, if they could, cut them off

in a body ; and they allow themselves to speak of

them as if they were no better than offenders who
had been justly disowned.

It has been one of the remarkable features in the

controversy now agitating the Society, that from its

commencement in this country, those who have
been labouring to maintain the purity of our doc-

trines, and inviolability of our principles of church

government, have been invariably treated by their

brethern who differed from them, as though they

were actuated by unworthy motives, and their

conscientious scruples and religious concern, are

spoken of as so evidently the result of ignorance or

prejudice, as to be unworthy of any deference or seri-

ous consideration. Such has been the course pursu-

ed towards the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia and
Ohio, and towards those members in other Meetings

uniting with them. We cannot bring ourselves to

believe that this is right, or that it Ls calculated to

put an end to dissension and difficulty, nor can we
reconcile this unwillingness to meet the religious

scruples of Friends on their merits, with that frank-

ness and christian regard which liecomes brethren

of the same household of faith, nor with the desire

so often expressed that all cause of offence should be
removed, and the Society once more become united.

Out of the Di\ane protection and mereifiil regard,

no part of the Society, however small, can be ex-

cluded by their fellow professors, and we trust that

the afllictions of the present day will draw all those

who are truly concerned for the promotion of the

truth, nearer to Him, and increase the fervour of their

petitions for a growth and establishment therein.

We understand that those Friends who stopped

at the close of the Yearly Meeting, after remaining

together for some time, adjourned until the next

morning, when on reassembling they decided to take

no further step ; a conclusion at wliich we rejoice,

being persuaded there is no cause for their separat-

ing from their brethren with whom they now mingle

in religious and social intercourse, and that such a

step would not only break up that intercourse, but

be greatly prejudicial to the best interest of them-

selves and their children, and only increase the

difficulties already pressing so heavily on the Soci-

ety.

SUMMAKV OF EVEXT.S.

EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to the 12th ult. The
British steam frig.ites sent in search of the missing

steamship Pacific, had returned without disQCvering any
trace of the vessel.

T/ie Trealij of Peace, is said, unofficially, to contain the

following stipulations :—The neutralization of the Black
Sea; Russia, not lo keep there mora than teuchi'^ij ci
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war armed ; for the defence of lier coasts. Nicholaieff,

to be reduced to a merchant port, with an engagemen
that no ships of war shall be constructed beyond th(

number agreed to as above. Russia is to allow Consuls
from all the Powers in the ports of the Black Sea and
the Baltic. The fortifications of Bomarsund are

be reconstructed. Russia cedes part of the territory of

Bessarabia, comprising the fortress of Ismail, and re

nounces the exclusive protectorate of the Danubiai
Principalities. Russia also renounces the protectorate

of the Greeks in the Ottoman Empire. The free naviga
tion of the Danube is guaranteed to all the States with
out exception.

The Congress continued its sessions, and was said to

be engaged in considering the political state of Italy,

which subject had been brought before it by the Sard'

nian Representative. A journal of the proceedings of

the Coup:ress will be published.

RUSSIA.—The Czar has issued an ukase, stating tha'

the fleets hitherto maintained by Russia in the Black

Sea and Sea of Azoff, are not to be restored. The pro-

hibition of the.e.xport of Russian produce has been re-

pealed. Many vessels laden with grain, lying at Odessa,

had received orders to proceed to Marseilles.

FRANCE.—The army is to be reduced from GOO,'

to 400,000 men. Expeditions against Madagascar and
the Kabyles are decided upon. Permission will be
sought to send troops through Egypt to the former, and
the latter wiU serve as a cause of the Emperor's visit to

Algeria, although he will not himself command the

DENMARK.—Advices from Copenhagen state that the

English Cabinet have ofiiciaUy notified to the Danish go-

vernment their refusal to agree to the capitalization of

the Sound 'Dues, and the determination of Great Britain

to admit other and more acceptable propositions,

sia and Oldenburg set the example a few weeks
The question of the settlement makes no progress, and
will probably stand over till it is seen what action the

United States will take.

TURKEY.—The Turkish government expresses

ety to be relieved of the presence of the Allies, and says
it is quite able to maintain internal order and the defence
of the frontier without the aid of foreign troops. Lord
Stratford de Radcliffe will continue as British Minister

at Constantinople. Omar Pacha has been restored to

favour, and resumes the command of the array in

Anatolea.

GREAT BRITAIN.—A British order in Council raises

the blockade of all the Russian ports, and permits the
fret resumption of commerce in all articles. The grand
Naval Review by Queen Victoria, of all the ships that
can be collected is postponed till the 22d or 23d ult., by
which time the treaty of peace will be ratified. Steamers
are being fitted up to bring the army home from the
Crimea.

Liverpool Marlcet.—The sales of cotton for the week
reached 70,000 bales; prices had slightly advanced.
Breadstuffs were dull and declining. Flour had fallen

Is. per barrel.

London Money Markei.^The bullion in the Bank of
England had decreased £432,000. There was a large

speculative demand for money. Consols, 93J.
INDIA.—Great dissatisfaction exists among the natives

of Oude, in consequence of the annexation of that king-
dom to the Bi-itish possessions. The King threatens to

visit England, and lay his complaints in person before

the thi-one.

NICARAGUA.—The remnant of Schlessinger's forces

had arrived at Rivas. They sustained a loss of 90 men
by the attack of the Costa Ricans. Walker's army was
said to occupy a good position, and to be daily receiving
accessions. He was in good spirits, and confident of
success.

MEXICO.—Dates from the city of Mexico to the 19th
nit., and from Vera Cruz to the 22d, have been received.
The church property at Pucbla, which had been declared
confiscated, on account of the active part taken by the
priests in the late rebellion, was seized by the military,
the Bishop refusing to surrender the same. It is said
that the Archbishop of Mexico had offered General
Comonfort §600,000 to have the decree revoked, but the
proposition was not accepted. Communication with the
capital was open from all parts, and the country in a
peaceful condition.

UNITED STATES.— The proceedings in Congress
have been mostly unimportant. Among the amendments
to the deficiency appropriation bill adopted by both
houses, is one appropriating $30,000 for the purchase of
seeds and cuttings for distribution throughout the coun-
try, through the patent-office. In the House of Repre-
sentatives, the Committee on Commerce, reported about
fifty river and harbour bills, and bills for Post-office and
Custom-houso purposes at Perth Aniboy, Toledo, Ogdens-

burg and Cleveland, which were referred to the Commit-
tee of the 'Whole on the State of the Union.

J'ennsi/loania.—The Legislature of the State adjourned
on the 22d. Six hundred and seventy-one bills and four-
teen resolutions were passed at the recent session, and
signed by the Governor. Among them was a bill rela-
tive to libels, allowing the truth to be given in evidence,
and one restoring the charter of the Erie and North East
Railroad Company.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 189.
New York.—Mortality last week, 372. The shipments

of specie for the week amounted to ?300,2G5. On the
2Gth ult., sales of red wheat were made at f l.GO ; white,
$1.7.5; corn, 60 cts. a 62^ cts.

2'Ac Sugar Crop.—According to Champromier's annual
statement, the sugar crop of Louisiana for 1855, yielded
231,427 hogsheads estimated at 254,569,000 pounds.
The crop of 1854 amounted to 346,635 hogsheads. The
prospects of the sugar culture for the present year, are
said to be unfavourable. The sugar crop of Texas last

year reached nearly ten millions of pounds; in 1854, it

was only seven and a half millions.

Miscellaneous.—The Iron Trade. Great Britain last

year manufactured 3,585,906 tons of iron, valued at

§125,000,000. This product was achieved by 238,000
men and 2120 steam engines, of 242,000 horse power.
The annual production of the world is not greater than
7,000,000 of tons, the United States being next to Eng-
land, the greatest producer, giving about a million of
tons.

The Great West.—Tlw steam navigation of the Missis-

sippi and its tributaries consists of 787 boats, of an ag-
gregate tonnage of 180,061, being an increase of 20 pei

cent, in boats, and 40 per cent, in tonnage, over 1855.
Civilization of Indians in Texas.—Major Neighbors, the

Texas Indian agent, says that the Indians of Texas on
the reserve, about twelve or fifteen hundred in number,
are taking hold of farming with a determination
pend entirely upon it for support. Even the Southern
Camanches have taken hold of the hoe, and are wielding
it patiently.

The Mississippi Bridged.—The great railroad bridge
across the Mississippi, at Rock Island, Illinois

length completed, and trains cross regularly between the
Illinois and Iowa shores. There is a draw resting upon

centre pier which, when open, leaves a space of 12"

feet over the main channel. The cost of the bridge is

300,000.

Shipicreck.—The Spanish steamship Mino, of Barcelona
was sunk ofl' Tariffa on the 29th of Third month, in con-
sequence of coming in collision with another vessel
There were 115 persons on board, only 21 of whom were
saved.

Cultivating the Pine.—On the sunny shores of Cape
Cod, Mass., the seed of the white or Weymouth pin
planted in hills, like corn, in soil which will produce
thing else.

The London Times and Us Advertising.—The advertising
columns of the Times are estimated to yield the estab-

lishment the enormous sum of $3,000,000 per annum.
One firm alone pays the Times as high as §150,000 a
ear for advertising, and there are several business esta-

blishments that pay it over $50,000 a year for advertising
alone.

The Course of the Late Tornado.—The course of the
late tornado is thus followed by the Pittsburg Gazette
" Commencing on Lake Michigan, its course was from
the southern end of that Lake to Philadelphia, east-

east. It doe* not seem to have partaken of the natiire

of a tornado, until it arrived at about the middle of Ohio.
Between Akron and Canton it swept away powerful
forest trees as if they had been rotten saplings. It was
bout seven hours in accomplishing one-third of its jour-

ney ; the other two-thirds of its course was accomplished
e hours, as it passed from New Jersey into the ocean

about 10 o'clock, p. m. From the time it partook of the

haracter of a tornado, it travelled at about the rate of
70 miles an hour."

Value of Manufactures in Massachusetts.—According to

I- -•;!'. iii - !r. -iitly published, the annual manufac-
':'l its vicinity, and other principal towns

i

, reaches the enormous amount of three
nii.a iiiilih.ii- of dollars, or one million for every
irking day in the year.

Forged Land Warrants.—The amount of forged land
warrants already discovered, exceeds one million of
acres. The investigation is still in progress, and new
frauds are daily coming to light. •

Canal across the Isthnms of Suez.—In Alexandria, the
sum of 15,000,000 francs was subscribed for this work in

two days, by 250 persons of various nations. The Viceroy
ubscribed 30,000,000 in addition, and also 1,000,000 for

the officers, and 1,000,000 for the soldiers of his army.
At Cairo 50 persons subscribed 1,900,000 francs.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Aaron Sharpless, Pa., $2, vol. 29 ; fri

David Hestou, jr., Md., §6, vols. 29, 30 and 31.

"SELECTIONS FROM THE POETS."
A Second enlarge! Edition of this Book has late

been published. It contains about twice as much ms
ter as the first edition. It is for sale by the Friend i

has charge of Friend's Book Store, 84 Arch st.

THE ANNUAL MONITOR FOR 1856.

This obituary of the members"of the Society of Friraj.'

in Great Britain and Ireland for the past year, has jt
been received, and is for sale by Jxo. Richardson, K
50 North Fourth st. Price, 37J cents for single copic
or S4 per dozen.

Philadelphia, Fifth mo. 1856.

VraST-TOfra BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session of the School will commence (

Second-day, the 12th of the Fifth month.
The pupils will be conveyed by railroad to 'We

Chester, .where conveyances will be" in waiting to ta;

them and their baggage to the School, on the arrival

the morning and afternoon cars on Second-day, the 1

and Third-day, the 13th of the Fifth month. The ba
gage will arrive the next day. The cars leave the dep(
south side of Market street, above Eighteenth street,

half past 7 o'clock, A. M., and at half past 4 o'clock, p.

The agent of the School will be at the Railroad depot <

Second and Third-day afternoons, and will furnish pnpi
with tickets, and accompany them to West Cheste
Those who go by the morning train, will be furnisht

with tickets by a person in attendance.

FALLS MONTHLY MEETING SCHOOL.
The Committee of the above named School is desiroi

to procure a well qualified female teacher, to take charf
of the School as instructor, for the ensuing seasoi

Early application is requested, and can be made by
dressing, John B. Balderston, FaUsington, Bucks Count;
Penna.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
The Stated Annual Meeting of the Haverford Schoc

Association, will be held at Committee-room, Arch stret

Meeting-house, on Second-day afternoon, at 4 o'clod

Fifth month 12th, 1856. Charles Ellis, Sec'fi
•

FRIENT)S' BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR CHILDREN,'
AT TUNESSASSAH.

A man Friend is wanted to aid in carrying out tb

concern for the improvement to the Indians.

Application may be made to Joseph Elkintox,
377 S. Second stree'

Thoshs Evaxs,
180 Arch street.

Philad., Eleventh mo. 1st,, 1855.

Married, on Third-day, the 8th ult., at Friends' Meet

ing-house, N. Sixth street, Eltox Thomas, of Burling
X. J., and Elizabeth Matlack, of this citv.

Died, at LeRaysville, Jefferson Co., New York, th

22nd of Eighth nio. last, Susan, wife of James Child, L

the 29th year of her age. She had a lingering illness

which she bore with christian patience ; and her f
'

have the consoling belief that her end was peace.

, on the 7th of First mo., at his residence, ii

Jefferson Co., New Y'ork, William C. Burdick, a

teemed member and elder, of LeRay Monthly Meeting,

in the 49th year of his age.

— , in Baltimore, on the 21st of Fourth month, ii

the 33rd year of her age, Maky, wife of George A. War
der, and daughter of Joseph King, Jr.

, Third mo. 26th, 1856, at her residence at Had-

donfield. New Jersey, in the 77th year of her age, Han-

nah Alexander, an esteemed member of Haddonfiek
Monthly Meeting. Although this dear Friend was fo:

many weeks much afflicted by severe bodily distress

yet her friends are consoled with the comfortable i

2, that she has entered into those mansions when
aU is rest and peace.

, on the 23d ult., in the 85th year of her age

Lydia Jones, widow of Samuel Jones, of Birmingham
Chester county, and mother of the late Mary B. Sharp-

PRLNTED BY KITE & WALTON,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Zoological Sketches.

(Continued from page 2C6.)

e council has scarcely establLshed the Aqua-
ij two years, and already it is well stocked with

XLem of British zoophytes and anuelides, for

uost part dredged from the neighbourhood of

moutli. If these are so beautiful, what must

16 wonders of the deep sea in tropical climates ?

I knows what strange things a bold adventurer

;t pick up, who, like Schillers diver, would

trate the horrid depths of the whirlpool, not for

ewelled cup of the monarch, but for the hidden
y treasures nature has planted there ? Doubt-
among the rusty anchors and weed-clung ribs

Dg-lost armadas, there nestle gigantic zoophytes

enormous star-fish, which would make the for-

of the Gardens in a single season.

t the northern extremity of the path we have
following we come upon the paddock and pool

3ated to cranes and storks. What spectre birds

we got among? See yonder, on the very

of the pool, the gaunt adjutant, his head
led up in his shoulders, looking like some tra-

r attempting to keep his nose warm in the east

. They say every man has his likeness among
ower animals, and we have seen plenty of ad-

its waiting on a winter's night for the last

ibus. What an elegant gentleman seems the

ley crane beside him ! There is as much difiFer-

betwcen the two as between a young guardsman
II dress at the opera and the night cabman hud-
up in the multitudinous capes of his great coat.

third claimant for our admiration steps for-

1 like a dancing-master, now bending low, now
the aid of his wings lifting himself on the light

istic toe, now advancing, now poussetting, and
he time calling attention to his grotesque but
altogether inelegant attitudes by a peculiar cry.

defy the gravest spectator to watch the beauti-

rowned crane at his antics without laughing.

we hear the lady beside us exclaiming,—" Is

issible that the Maraboo feathers which so often

efully sway in obeisance before the Queen,
I ever portions of such ugly birds as these V
kely as it may seem, it is verily from these

f ill-favoured looking Maraboo storks that this

ionable plumage is procured. Close by, sitting

[i a stone, we see the melancholy-looking heron,

I

the audacious sparrows hop within a foot of
llegs, so inanimate he seems. Ah 1 it is the vOe
fit of the bird : in an instant he has stricken

jintnider with his bill, and the next he has dis-

appeared down his throat. That elegant gray
crane is the " native companion" from Australia,
so called from his love of consorting with man in

that country. We all know what ftmiiliars cranes
and storks are in Holland and in the East, where
they build on the chimney-pots without the slightest

fear, and we are glad to find that they possess the
same confidence in the savages of the New World.
They are handsome birds, but not so richly plumed
as the European crane, with his black and white
feathers and full-clustered tail. Once these cranes
were common here, when "England was merrie
England"—that is, before windmills and steam-
engines were set to work to rescue many counties

from a state of marsh. With ci\-ilization they ut-

terly disappeared from the land, and with civiliza-

tion we once more find them amongst us—a sight

to gaze at. Not long since the odd population of
this paddock embraced a secretary-bird, whose
velvet breeches, light stockings, and reserved air,

gave him an official appearance worthy of Somerset
House in the last century. Take, care, little girl,

how you feed them ; a charge with fixed bayonets
is scarcely more formidable than the rush of sharp
long bills through the railings which immediately
follows a display of provisions.

A few steps take us to the magnificent aviary,

170 feet in length, constnicted in 1851, through
the 1 9 divisions of which a pure stream of water is

constantly flowing, and the space enclosed by iron

netting is so spacious that the birds have room
freely to use their wings. The first compartment
contains two of the rarities of the Gardens—the

satin bower-bird and the Tallagulla or brush-turkey.
The former, a bird of a shining blue-black colour,

is the only remaining one of three brought to this

country in 1849. Immediately upon their arriving

in the Gardens they commenced the construction

of one of their bowers or " runs," which, according
to Mitchell, has been constantly added to and
re-arranged from that period to the present time.

The bower is perhaps one of the most extraordinary
things in bird-architecture, as it is constructed not
for the useful purpose of containing the young, but
purely as a playing place—a decorated ball-room,
in fact, wherein the young couple flirt and make
love previous to entering upon connubial life. The
bower is constructed, in the present instance, from
the tv/igs of an old besom, in the shape of a horse-

shoe, or perhaps we should convey a better idea of
it by stating that the sticks are bent into a shape
like the ribs of a man-of-war, the top being open,
and the length varying from six to twelve inches.

Against the sides and at the entrance of the bower,
the bird, in a state of nature, places bright feathers,

snail-shells, bleached bones, anything, in fact, con-
taining colour. "When it is remembered that Aus-
tralia is the very paradise of parrots and gaudy-
plumaged birds, it will be seen that the little artist

cannot lack materials to satisfy his taste for orna-
ment ; nevertheless, we are told that he goes for a
considerable distance for some of his decorations.

When the structure is completed he sits in it to

entice the female, fully aware, no doubt, that the
fair are attracted by a handsome establishment.
Be that as it may, the couple speedily commence
running in and out of it, with as much sen.se, and

probably with as much ciijoymenf, as light-heeled

bipeds perform a galop. At the present moment,
however, the male bird, bereft of his companions,
seems careless of his bower, which is in a most for-

lorn condition—a ball-room, in fact, a day after a

fete. May a new companion speedily arrive and
induce him to put his house once more in order ! The
satin bower-bird, like the magpie, is well-known by
the natives to be a terrible thief; and they always
search his abode for any object they may have
lost. " I myself," says Gould, in his account of

these birds, " found at the entrance of one of them
a small neatly-worked stone tomahawk of an inch
and a half in length, together with some slips of
blue cotton rags, which the birds had doubtless

picked up at a deserted encampment of the natives."

Scarcely a less interesting bird is the brush-tur-

key. In appearance it is very like the common
black turkey, but is not quite so large ; the extra-

ordinary manner in which its eggs are hatched
constitutes its singularity. It makes no nest, in the

usual acceptation of the term, but scratches decayed
vegetable matter into a pyramid with its feet. It

then carefully dibbles in its eggs at regular inter-

vals, with the small end downward, and covers

them over with the warm fermenting gatherings.

The pair in the Gardens, shortly after they were
received fi-om Australia, commenced making one of
these hatching-mounds, which, by the time it was
finished, contained upwards of four cart-loads of
leaves and other vegetable matter. After the fe-

male had deposited sixteen eggs, each measuring
not less than four inches in length—an enormous
size, considering the bulk of the bird—the male
began to keep watch over this natural Ecealeobion,

and every now and then scratched away the rub-

bish to inspect them. After six weeks of burial,

the eggs, in succession, and without any warning,

gave up their chicks—not feeble, but full-fledged

and strong : an intelligent keeper told us that he
had seen one fly up out of the ground at least five

feet high. At night the chicks scraped holes for

themselves, and lying down therein, were covered

over by the old birds, and thus remained until

morning. The extraordinary strength of the newly-
hatched bird is accounted for by the size of the

shell, which contains suffloient nutriment to nourish

it until it is lusty. Unfortunately all the young
but one have perished through various accidents

quite independently of temperature ; and the next
brood will probably be reared. As both the flesh

and the eggs of these birds are delicious, Mit-

chell is anxious to naturalize them among us. In
fact, one of the objects of the Gardens under the

enlightened management of the Secretary is to

make it what Bacon calls, in his "Atlantis," "a
tryal place for beasts and fishes." For centuries a
system of extermination has been adopted towards
many indigenous animals; the wolf and buzzard
have cjuite disappeared, and the eagle is fast ba^
swept away even from the Highlands of Scotland^
so rapidly, indeed, that Gordon Gumming is anxi-

ous, we hear, for the formation of a society for the

protection of its eggs. Noxious animals have been
replaced by the acclimatization of many of the

foreign fauna, which are either distinguished for

their beauty or valuable for their flesh. This trans-
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fer, wbicli adds so mucli to tlie richness of tlie

country, can be vastly accelerated througli the

agency of these Gardens, -which are a kind of

" tryal ground" for beasts, as the fields of some of

our rich agriculturists are for foreign roots and

grasses, in -n-hich those likely to be of service can

be discovered, and afterwards distributed through-

out the land.
(To be continued.)

deep Tvater, and if partly grown up with rushes, or water near the shore, either in the day-time, o

lying on a smooth, clean sand or gravel, it -will torchlight at night.

accommodate the different varieties of fish to bed
|

The Silver Eel may also be put into the mt
and spawn upon; some preferring the shady and

j

bottom pond, but when confined, they make
muddy bottom of the riish beds, and others the i havoc -with the other fish, as -well as with yi

pebbly, clear and sunny floor of the pond for that
1
ducks or goslings, if they are permitted to swii

Epistle of George Fox.

I wrote also another epistle to Friends, to warn

them to keep out of the spirit that wrought in John

Perrot and his company, against the truth,

—

" Dear Friends,—Dwell in the love of God, and

in his righteousness ; that will preserve you above

all changeable spirits, that dwell not in the Truth,

but in quarrels. Avoid such, and keep your habi-

tations in the truth. Dwell in the truth, and in

the Word of God, by which ye are reconciled to

him. Keep your meetings in the name of Jesus

Christ, -who never fell ; then ye will see over all the

gatherings of Adam's sons and daughters, you be-

ing met in the life over them all, in which are your

unity, peace and fellowship with God, and one with

another, in the life, in -which ye may enjoy God's

presence among you. So remember me to all

Friends in the everlasting Seed of God. The fel-

lowship of all those that are got into fellowship in

outward things, will corrupt and -«-ither away.

Therefore live in the gospel, the power of God,

-\vhich was before the devil was. This fellowship in

the gospel, the power of God, is a mystery to all

the fellowships of the world. So look over all out-

-ward sufferings, and look at the Lord, and the

Lamb, who is the first and the last, the Amen ; in

whom farewell." 1664. G. F.

For "The Fl-iciid."

We think that the farmers in our country mis

of both pleasure and profit by neglecting to give

some little portion of their time to the introduction

and cultivation of other sources of human food than

the products of the field. Wo therefore ofier for

" The Friend" the following extracts taken from

Allen's " Rural Architecture," published in New
York, as suggestive of a construction easily eifected

and very ornamental, but which is seldom met with

in our country.

FiSH-PoNDS.—Wherever water in sufficient quan-

tity can be introduced by a side-cut from a stream,

hy damming the stream itself or by drawing it from
a large spring, and the face of the ground in the

vicinity of the hoase can afford a suitable place,

cither by enclosing a natural hollow or ravine by a

dam, or by excavation, a fish-pond is well worthy the

attention of a country resident, even if he be but a

small farmer. As an ornamental feature of the

place, it is of the most agreeable character; its utility

-will be uncjuestioned. The size of the pond is im-

material, beyond half an acre in area,—less it should

not be—and if it embrace even twenty, thirty, or

fifty acres, provided the proprietor can afford to

devote so much land to that object, it will be all the

better for the fish, both in numbers and iu cjuality.

The depth of water may vary—no matter how
deep—but the deepest part should not be less than

ten feet, that there may be a cool retreat for the

fish in summer, and a warm resting-place in -winter

;

and if a depth to that extent can be made close to

the margin on a part of the boundary, it will be all

the better, as the fish maj' then enjoy the overhang-

ing shade of the bank. The shore should be undu-
lating if possible ; irregular in its outline, and a

part of it shaded by trees and shrubery, as fish love

shade as well as sun.shine. A part of the shore

should be shallow, and shelve off gradually into the

object. The temperature of the water will vary

according to its depth and proximity to the shore,

from ten to twenty degrees at any given time, thus

afl'ording accommodation to ditterent varieties of

the fish which may inhabit it in the various condi-

tions of breeding, growth, and feeding, as they are

enabled to treat themselves in their natural haunts

in wild waters.

According to the clearness, temperature and

purity of the water, will depend the selection of the

kinds of fish which arc to inhabit it. If the soil

forming the bed of the pond be light, and clean,

and stony, and the water be let in from a spring, or

a spring brook of a low tonperature, the Speckled

Trout, and the cold-water fishes which are found in

the same natural waters with them, may be intro-

duced. Yet for trout the water should have some

current. They are a playful and active fish, and

nothing dehghts them njore than the bubbling water

of a spring, or the rapid shooting of a stream over

a rugged bed.—Still in cool and clear water, a pond

wiU satisfy them if the circulation be such as to avoid

stagnation. The trout, too, love a deep hole, under

a shaded bank, by the side of a projecting rock, or

beneath the roots of a huge tree. There the larger

ones love to gather, and from' such haunts are the

finest specimens to be drawn with the hook. They
love to spawn in clear eddies, in sunny spots, over

a stony or sandy bed, where their young fry can

feed upon the animalculse and insects which play

about the margin.

The Yellow Perch, a beautiful and delicious fish,

may also be introduced into clear and cool water,

It is cjuick and active in its movements, bites readily

at the hook, and is exceedingly prolific. In the

spring and summer season it loves to lie among
rushes on the margin of a gentle-flowing stream or

a still pond, when it spawns and breeds. The
perch win thrive in water too warm and sluggish

for the trout, but like the trout it loves to retreat

and hide itself under a bank in the deep shad

during the day.

The Yellow Carp (the gold fish,) is a beautiful

creature to throw into the pond. They are not

fish of prey upon its fellow, but live chiefly on ii

sects and worms. They may be domesticated like

the perch, and fed from the hand, and called by
bell to their accustomed feeding places in the pond.

When turned out at large, their progeny will change

into silver and brown varieties of color, while some

of them will retain the deep orange of the originals

On the whole they are a beautiful and interesting

fish, and should always be introduced into the

pond.

In dark waters, resting on an oozy or muddy
bottom, the European Carp is a capital and appro-

priate fish for propagation. It feeds like the yellow

carp, chiefly on water worms, and has a " sucker"

mouth, and grows to the weight of five, ten or twelve

pounds.

The Mullctt is also a good fish and of equal size

to the carp, and when the waters are cold, of the

finest flavour for the table. In warm weather, its

flesh is apt to become soft and flavourless. The
mullet also takes its food by suction. It is a fish

of exceeding beauty, having large scales of most

brilliant varying shades of silver, purple and yellow,

which give it an uncommon richness in appearance.

These "sucker-mouthed" fish do not take the hook

like the trout, the perch, or the bass, but may be

caught by the net, or spear, as they lie in the shallow

it. Although a migratory fish, they will remai

confined waters, but they have too many disaj

able qualities in their social relations to be the i

panions of the better fish that -ne have named.
In all waters where edible fish are kept, sm;

varieties should be introduced, as the Chub,
Sun Fish or Roach, the Dace, the Shiner, the Si

and the Minnow ; they are prolific in breeding,

furnish abundant food for the Bass, the Trout,

the Perch, which fatten upon them. The largi

these yield the finest of sport to the children,

their pin hooks and thread lines if they ha

better. They are a nice pan fish also, bating

multitude of their httle bones ; but fried to a c

they are seldom in the way.

In ponds of suflicient extent, fish may be

and propagated to profit, aside from supplyiD<

family with so great a luxury in food

are usually esteemed. They may be fed witL

offal meats of the slaughter-house or the fani

with halls of fiour or meal, boiled or baked. 1

may be called to a particular point of the pon

feed at regular hours, if they become aceustome

it. Such extra feeding -will give them an ea

and increased growth, and ha-ving less need to
-

upon the smaller fish, the stock of course wil

largely increased.

The feeding and care of fish wiU also be
of pleasure and amusement to the members of

family ; and while away many an hour of leisu:-

idleness that might otherwise tempt away the you

on^ to resorts of dissipation or vice. Iu si

aside from its useful objects, we would have

fish-pond, as we would the dove-cote or the rabb

to give pleasure and variety to the farm, an.

cluster around it all the endearments with

'

life in the country should be surrounded.

To give the fish-pond its most ornamental feat

as an object of interest or beauty, it should

tially clothed -with trees and shrubs. In tree

would select the soft or wat«r maples, the will

the water, or black ash, the birch, and the low

poplar. In the way of shrubbery, the black a!

the wild rose, and the osier willow, make a bei

fid fringe to a water margin. A certain expre

of wildness should be given to the pond, where

of any size, and if it have some hidden nooks

recesses difficult to approach from the shore, it

be all the better. Fish love seclusion. ludee

pond haunted on every side by the foot of lua)

the tread of animals, is but an indiiferent spo

their welfare, and the more it can resemble, in

ward appearance and keeping, the wild watc

the river, the lake or the natural pond, the

congenial will it be to the tastes and habits of

fish, and of course more profitable to the propri

It is scarcely necessary to add that the
j

should have an outlet of sufficient capacity to k
its surplus water, and be thoroughly secured agi

accident in bursting away, as an occurrence of

kind might in a few hours, destroy the labour

solicitude of years.
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for "Thc3 friend."

William Dewsbnry.

'LiUam Dewsbury was among the first Friends,

like George Fox, was convinced, without in-

nental njeaus, of the fallen condition of unre-

rate man, tL'j necessity of being brought out of

order to bo a partaker of communion with

and that this change can only be cifected by

aptism of the Holy Spirit, which, like fire, con

s the corruptions of the heart, and sanctifies it

temple for the Lord to dwell in. He was

at Allenthorpe, a village near Pocklington,

e Ea.st Biding of Yorkshire, early in the 17th

iry ; it would seem by calculations of liis an

S marriage, to have been about 1621. 11

to have been religious persons ; and

oubt were instrumental in cherishing that sus-

bility of mind, which formed at an early age a

rig feature in his character. His father died

1 the son was only eight years old ; but prone

flection as he was, and not too young to be

ble of the loss he had thus sustained, tl

iion did not pass off so quickly as is usual with

For while, he was lamenting witli tears

the solemn and affecting event, he heard what

arod to him a voice, which said, " Weep for

:lf, for thy father is well." So powerful was

ffect produced on his mind by this extraordi-

incident, that from that time iorward he spent

/ hours, which in childhood are usually de

to play, in prayer and fasting, under a sense

i lost and undone condition,

is not one of the least remarkable particulars

e life of William Dewsbury, as was also the

with other early Friends, that almost in his

infancy, he was thus by a power not his own,

t his own command, made deeply sensible of

epravity of our fallen estate. As he advanced

iars, he became increasingly sensible of 'the

pt propensities of his nature ; and this was his

imnation, that he lived without the knowledge

fear of God ; and after many years' reflec-

he had to lament the transactions even of his

bh days, although there is no reason to appre-

ceeded the ordinarj' levity of young per-

his conduct went at all beyond what is

lonly termed innocent at his age. In this

ler he was given to see the indispensable ne-

;y of that change of heart, which in due time,

elding obedience to the further manifestations

I'ine light and grace upon his mind, was fully

;ht about to his inexpressible joy ; and which

the gospel is denominated, a being born again

ncorruptible seed, by the Word of God, which

and abideth for ever."

a tract which he wrote in 1655, while in

iampton jail, to clear the truth from lies laid

speaking of his condition before he had ex-

nced a change of heart, he says, " In that state

id, delighting in pride and pleasure, in light-

and vanity as all do who are in that nature,

I was about ei^htIt ye of aa before

time, the light in my conscience did witness

1st me, and caused some trouble in me. But
)arted from the light, and followed the counsel

J own heart, which led me into vanity, and to

without the fear of God. About the time I

pight years of age, the word of the Lord came
l2,

—
' I created thee for my glory—an account

|must give me for all thy words and actions done
[3 body :' which word enlightened my heart, and
ed in me the book of conscience, wherein was
!en all that I had done ever since I had had
remembrance. When I had read my condi-

how I had lived without God, who had created

iir his glory, the word of the Lord came unto me,
Shall the axe boast itself against him that

heweth therewith, or shall the saw magnify itself

against him that shakcth it ? As if the staff should

shake itself against him that lifteth it up, or the

staff lift up itself as if it were no wood V And by
the power of the word of the Lord that spake in

me, my understanding was enlightened, and my
conscience bore witness that such was my condition.

1 had lifted up myself against the living God, in

living without his fear, who created me to live

obedience to him ; I, on the contrary, had lived in

disobedience until that day. Whereupon deep sor

row seized on me, and I knew not what to do, to

get acquaintance with the God of my life."

These divine intimations and convictions were
made upon his mind between the ages of eight and

thirteen ; by which was exemplified the Scripture

truth, that it is sin which has made separation be-

tween man and his Creator ; and also that the

grace of God begins to bring him under condemna-

tion for it, at times, without the intervention of hu-

man aid, at quite an early period of life. Under
these powerful impressions, William Dewsbury en-

deavoured to alter his course. He ceased from

what he was now led to consider his vain conversa-

tion in which he had hitherto lived, and became
thoughtful and serious, far beyond his years. He
began to read the Holy Scriptures, and other books

on religious subjects from his own choice, and at

the same time to mourn and pray to God, al

though, as his account states, he had received no

clear understanding as to where He was to

found. It is evident, however, that the mind of

this youth, under the quickening and heart search-

ing operation of divine grace, was wonderfully

opened to the sight of his spiritual condition. With
David, his soul was athirst for God, for the living

God, and his cry in effect was, " When shall I

come and appear before God ?" It was in vain that

he availed himself of opportunities of learning

through the public teachers of religion and other

outward means, what he was anxious to know and

enjoy in himself. If his mind had been prepared

for the reception of such knowledge, the outward

and carnal views of that class of person.s, were not

calculated to satisfy his seeking, spirit. He dc-

scriues them as viewing the Saviour with regard

ly to his outward and visible appearance, wholly

losing sight of that which is inward and spiritual,

set forth in the Holy Scriptures.

When he inquired of those professors for Christ,

whom beyond all things he desired to know, they

told him his coming would be from heaven, mean-

ing the firmament above us, and casting their eyes

upwards, intimated in that significant way, to what

point their own attention was directed. Thus these

ministers of the letter failed in affording to the in-

quiring mind of the youthful Dewsbury, that in-

struction which his soul was longing for ; and the

experience of many subsequent years proved to him
beyond question, that such a knowledge of the

Father and the Son as is life eternal, was not to be

obtained through such physicians of no value. His

strict attention to outward observances, so often en-

forced by professors in attempted imitation of the

saints of old, but not in the same spirit and life, in

fasting, prayer, and in various other particul

life ; by which sword, the righteous law of God,

justice was executed upon the transgressing nature

in him.

Are we not reminded by the outward views held

up to this young man ])y professors in that day, of

the tendency among our own professors to look

back at the beggarly elements and creaturely per-

formances, and the willingness of many to reject

the spiritual inward religion which crucifies to the

world, and the world unto us, and to substitute a

belief in Christ as afar off, and as having done the

work for us without u.s, instead of opening the heart

to the sAvord of his Spirit, that the transgressing

nature may be slain, Satan cast out, and the king-

dom of the Son of God introduced there. The

fleshly man loves ease and the friendships of the

world, and a religion that will give little trouble,

and not set the world against him. He would be

called by the name of Christ to take away his re-

proach, but is ashamed to confess Him in a humble

self-denying walk in his fear 1

Unknown Voices.

For ages, all the lower tribes were curtly classed

among dumb creation. Mollusks, it was said,

had neither eyes nor ears, the cuttle-fish only ex-

cepted ; their life was a mere dream ; they were

doomed to eternal silence. Now, we have learned

to admire the beautiful structure of their eyes ; now
we know that they hear, and with an ear not only

open to sounds, but able to distinguish the depth

and volume of voices. In some shell-fish, the ear

is a marvel of beauty ; and even the lowest have

at least one or more tiny chambers in which to

catch the faintest sound, and a special nerve to

carry it to their imperfect mind. A thunder-clap

frightens the lobster to death ; and the pirates of

the north used to threaten the fishermen with the

firing of a gun, which would kill their rich freight

in a moment, and render it unfit for market.

Ants, also, are not devoid of such a sense. When
the termites are busy building their gigantic houses,

watchmen are seen to stand from distance to dis-

tance. Every two minutes, with truly marvellous

appreciation of time, they strike their tiny tongut

against the hollow wall. Instantly a loud hissing

heard, uttered by the labourers all over the vast

building; and, with double zeal, and renewed vigour,

they work in passage and chamber. The proud

soldier-sentinel looks carefully round, to see that all

are dulyemployed, waits his appointed time, and then

repeats the curious warning. Bees are lovers of

music, and know the voice of man. Huber, who,

though blind, knew the strange people better than

who have eyes, tells us how they listen to the

command of the " bee-father," and follow him

wherever he calls them. This fact is well known
in the East, where the owner draws them thus

from their hives into the field, and leads them back

again by a hiss or a whistle. Hence, " it shall

come to pass, that the Lord shall hiss for the fly

and for the bee that is in the land of Assyria."

How easily spiders are made to know the voice

of their master is familiar to all, from many a sad

prisoner's tale. When the great and brilliant

were equally unsatisfactory to him. His soul was
I

Lauzun was held in captivity, his only joy and

trouble, because of sin ; and he f(»und that no

sacrifices which he could make, would avail to

satisfy the Divine justice, or afford him peace. In

the sentence of condemnation which he now felt

thin him, and in the utter impossibility which he

found, with all his endeavours, of working out his

own peace, was opened to his understanding the

mystery of the cherubim, placed at the east of the

garden of Eden, and bearing a flaming sword, which

turned every way, to keep the way of the tree of

fort was a friendly spider. She came at his call

;

she took her food from his finger, and well under-

stood his word of command. In vain did jailors

and soldiers try to deceive his tiny companion.

She would not obey their voices, and refused the

tempting bait from their hand. Here, then, was an

ear, not only, but a keen power of distinction. The

despised little animal listened with sweet affection,

and knew how to discriminate between not unsimi-

lar tones ! So it was with the friend of the patriot,
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Quatremere d'ljonville, ivho paid, witli captivity,

for the too ardent love of his country. He also

had tamed spiders, and taught them to come at his

call. But the little creatures were not only useful

to him, but to the uation to which he belonged.

For, when the French invaded Holland, the prisoner

managed to send them a message, that the inun-

dated and now impassable country woidd soon be

frozen over, so that they woidd be able to march

over the ice-bridged swamps and lakes, for spi-

ders, true barometers as they are, had taught

him to read, in their queer habits, the signs of ap-

proaching weather. The frost came, and with it

the French, Holland was taken and the lucky pro-

phet set free. The spiders, alas ! were forgotten.

Even the " hateful toad" has been the captive's

friend and companion, and shown itself endowed

with a fine ear, and remarkable talents. They

come out of the dark night of their- holes, when

their self-chosen master's voice is heard. They take

flies from his hand ; but, what is the strangest of

all, they actually learn to measure time ; for more

than one well-authenticated instance speaks of their

having appeared only at stated times, when the

jailor was absent, and all was safe.

Tile, venomous serpents and their kin, have an

ear as subtle as their tongue, and .show a curious

love of sweet melodies, and gentle words of aifec-

tion. The hooded snake, as many of us have seen

in the East Indies, is fierce and fiirious when first

captured. But the so-called conjuror rouses her

wrath still more by blows and threats ; the next

moment, however, the blandest words woo and win

her heart, and weave a charm which- even the

crafty snake cannot resist. Anon he raises his

hand as if to strike ; she follows it with wistfiil eye

and playing tongue. It is a sight of strange, irre-

sistible beauty, this combat between man and ser-

pent. Each watches T\'ith intense attention—the

dusky Indian ready to strike with brutal force, the

cunning reptile waving in graceful curves, raising

the strange spectacle-mark that surrounds her glit-

tering eyes, and gathering venom for the fatal bite.

But man remains the master. Now with soothing

words, and now with soft caresses, he tames her

fiprce temper. Then he calls in the aid of music,

and soon the animal raises her head as if in a rap-

ture of enjoyment,and in a short time learns to

weave quick mazes in the air, to twist and twine

in most beauteous lines, and follow the master's

hand wherever it bids her. Pliny tells us of sons

of the African desert, who, with their eyes' glances

alone, could rule over serpents. That race of men
is lost ; but many a Nubian may be seen at the

upper falls of the Nile, who can imitate, with sur-

prising precision, the call of the reptiles, and tempt

them to come forth from every corner and crevice.

Vipers, also, and adders, are neither deaf nor

dumb, and cannot help listening to the voice of

temptation. They were, it is well known, formerly

much used in medicine ; and the precious Theriak,

known even at the time of Nero, and still manufac-

tured in Venice, Holland and France, consists main-

ly of the flesh of vipers. So, poor persecuted

animals, they are caught in all countries, and, who
would have thought it '.—almost always by means
of their acute hearing. lu Italy, grim, swarthy

men, of gipsy cast, are seen to stand in the centre

of large hoops, and then to indulge in strange, fan-

ciful whistlings. After a while, an adder is seen

gently to glide up ; another, and still another appears,

no one knows whence ; and all, gazing with glittering

eye at the quaint musician, raise their spotted bodies

up against the magic hoop. The deceiver takes

them, one by one, with a pair of tongs, and thrusts

them into a bag that hangs on his shoulder. The
poor, deluded vipers are then carried to town, and

kept by dniggist and doctor, or sent in boxes filled

with sawdust, alive all over the world. The French,

of all nations on earth the most cruel to animals,

have a still more wicked way of catching adders.

They take the first they obtain, or any other snake
they can seize upon, and, throwing it into a kettle of

boiling oil, there roast it alive. The fearful hissing

of the tortured creature is heard by its kindred
;

they come from under sunny banks, from the low
furze and scrubby bramble bushes, and as they
approach they are eagerly seized with hands de-

fended by leather gloves. Some have said—men
of 3Iaine, we surmise—that it serves them right,

because they are very intemperate reptiles. Natu-
rahsts—wine-bibbers themselves—have placed ves-

sels filled with wine under hedges, and near piles

of stones ; the thirsty vipers come from aU sides,

and, soon getting drunk, fall into the hands of their

captors.

Fish have no visible ear, it is said, and no
external avenue for sounds from a distance. Still,

they hear with great acuteness. On the continent

of Europe, few castles and villas are without the

favorite pond, and its broad-backed carp, and
speckled trout. They all learn to obey the ringing

of a bell, and come in eager haste to seize the

morsels that young and old are fond of seeing

them catch. Lacepede even speaks of some carps

of venerable age that were kept in the gardens of

the Tuileries for more than a hundred years.

They would come not only at the usual signal,

but actually knew the names that were given them,

and rose to the surface as they were called. They
were, however, haughty and proud, for they listened

only to those they loved, and in vain were sweet

words, in vain even tempting morsels, offered by
strangers. The royal pensioners disdained to re-

ceive alms; they took only the crumbs that fell

from the table of their master, the monarch. But
even plebians among fishes hear ; and it is not

the fastidious carp only that cannot bear the grating

sound of sawmiUs, and has his nerves shaken by
the firing of guns. Sturgeons also, are frightened

by loud cries, and thus driven into the fisherman's

net; and the bleak-fish detests a drum so that he

rather surrenders than endure its abominable

rolling. An Italian has, of late, proved, in a

brilUant manner, that fishes can not only hear, but

actually obey, and execute orders ; that, in fact,

they show much higher endowments than they have
heretofore beenthought to possess. He has tamed
a variety of fishes, from the humble tench, to the

gorgeous goldfish of China ; and, as he bids them,

they come and go, they rise or sink, and display

their rich, ever-changing colors. Nay, they perform
a miniature drama : a pike seizes a trout, and lets

it go or brings it up to the surface, as the master
commands with his voice.

It needs no proof to establish the hearing of

higher animals ; but even the lowest among them,

and those that are almost mute, show their appre-

ciation of sounds when carefully watched. The
shapeless hedgehog, when tamed, will uncoil at the

word of his owner, and the grotesque seal raises

its uncouth head, with such beautifiil eyes, high

out of the water, to listen to music on shore. It

loves to hear gentle voices, and is grateful for kind

words. Of all things else, they bmd it firmest to

its master, amd call forth its warmest afl'ections,

The tiny mouse, that finds a home in the hut of

the Alpine herdsman, becomes there so tame, that

it points its silky ears, and approaches at the

whistle of the Senner, when at night he returns

to his meal and his rest. Even with us it has

been known to come timidly out of its corner to

Usten to a song.

The ancients say much of the delight with which

the grazing herd listens to the flute of the shephiU
The Swiss, on his meadows and Alps, also kn
full well, how exquisite is the ear of his magnifii

cattle. There, in far greater freedom thaa in

narrow valley below, in the pure, bracing aii

lofty mountains, with a clear, blue sky above,

;

rich, fragrant pasture around them, all their sei

are sharper, all their instincts more fully develoj

The leading cow, with the largest of belLs, is

unconscious of her honour and station. She she

t in her more stately gait, she affects a proud i

laughty carriage. Wo to the bold intruder ^

hould dare to precede her ! But wo also to

wanderer from another herd ! She knows, i

they all know, in an instant, the tone of a 1

that belongs not to their set; and, with

curiosity, often with savage hatred, they

:

meet the stranger, and show her no mercy. ]

oh ! the grief when the bell is taken from bi

A.S upon leaving the stable of her home, or

)wn favourite pasture high on the mountain,

when she has to part with her love and her pri

she will weep bitter tears ; and many are the

stances of cows that have died when deprived

their harmonious ornament.

—

Futnanis Ma^
zine.

For " The Friend

BIOCKAPniCAl SRETCEES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned mi

bers of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 26S.)

MARMADUKE COATE.

Marmaduke Coate, the son of Marmaduke !

Edith Coate, of Hambridge, in the county of i

merset, England, was born in the year 16J

Whilst yet young, his parents were convinced'

the Truth as held by the people called Quake-

nd he was evidently brought up " in the nurti

nd admonition of the Lord." His parents suffer'

much in support of the doctrines of the Lord Jesi

Christ, being fined and imprisoned. The sufferi

of his father, at least as respects bodily confineme

was unusual, even in that day. For tithes his i

prisonments were long, and the spoiling of

goods not small, but through all he continued fai

ful, bearing an honest testimony by his walking

truth, and cheerfully suffering for it, and leann;

seed behind him, to bear similar sufierings in i

same blessed cause.

In the Fourth month, 1670, Thomas Whitehe

and Jane his wife, being at Yeovil, held a meet

at the house of Henry Lavor, in that place.

magistrate named Helliar, with his officers a

some soldiers, came where Friends were assembl

and although it appears that nothing had been sr

yet he turned the Friends out of the house, c

conducted them prisoners to a neighbourintr i

As they passed along the street, Thomas AVli

head exhorted those about them " to repent :

fear God." His wife also made some similar

marks. For this they were tfach fined £iO. a

the monej- was collected off the Friends, wli-i 1

assembled at the meeting. Marmaduke Coate,

elder, was there, and being a man of substance, '

portion of the fine was £20.

In the Eighth month, the same year, Marmadi

was sued for tithes, for which, as he could not c

seientiously pay the demand, he was cast into ]•

son at Hchester, where he was found, in the Fout

month, 1678, by John Whiting, who was comn-

ted to that place. Henry Walrond, whom Ji"

Whiting characterises as the greatest persecutoi i

the county of Somerset, was particularly severe i

Marmaduke Coate, because being a man of pro]

ty, he could the more easily make i
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• of him than his poorer neighbours. During

armaduke's long imprisonment for tithcSj on one

casion having a little temporary liberty allowed

m, perhaps by the jailer, to go and look after his

airs at home, Walrond committed him again,

[hough already a' prisoner in the eye of the law.

any were the distraints he made on the goods of

is innocent prisoner, until on one occasion meet-

r with a check, he confessed to Marmaduke that

thing prospered with him, and promised that he

mid persecute no more. This fit of repentance

IS soon over, and afterwards he was even more

tter than before, particularly towards Marmaduke.

e had been a man of property, with a fair estate,

id a fine noble person. But when he put his

mds to the work of enriching himself, by spoihng

3 honest neighbours, everything went against

m. He became so poor at last, that no one would

ast him for a sixpenny loaf, and he had to spin

make a pitiful subsistence before he died. Whit-

g quotes concerning him, an old saying, " Such a

fifty trade is persecution, that it leaves men never

friend in heaven or on earth." After stating

jat Walrond " died miserably poor, as well as

Userable otherwise," he gives a saying of Walter

aleigh,
—" These are the men that sought the

liscry of others, and misery found them out."

I In the year 1682, being still in prison, Marma-
ike Coate, John Coate, probably an elder brother,

id a number of others prepared the following ad-

•ess :

—

" To the Judges of Assize, in the County of So-

erset.

" The representation of the people of God, called

Makers, in humility,

" Sheweth,
" That we profess faith in one only God, through

ir Lord Jesus Christ, whom we worship in his

pirit, according to the Holy Scriptures, and in the

adings of the same, are taught to love God above

1, and our neighbours as ourselves, and to lead a

iiei and peaceable life in all godliness and hones-

'; and do own Charles the Second to be chief

.agistrate of this kingdom, and other his dominions,

i being eminently preserved and brought into the

jvernment thereof, by the immediate hand of God :

ad do still resolve to be subject to him, and those

I authority under him for conscience' sake, as good
'rotestant subjects, truly desiring to answer the

ist end of government, which is for the subduing

f sin and vice, and encouragement of righteous-

ess and virtue.

" Yet notwithstanding we have been, and many
f us are still exposed to such perils and sufi'erings

3 must inevitably bring many peaceable and in-

ustrious families, who desire the good of the king

nd kingdom, to utter ruin and destruction, and
jat only for their pure conscience toward God,
before whom we must all appear, and give an ac-

ount, and receive a reward according to the deeds

one in the body,) and that by laws made against

apists, or meetings to plot and contrive insurrec

ons, under pretence of religious worship, and sedi

ous conventicles, which principles and practices

le utterly deny and detest, as our peaceable de-

ortment under many great sufferings, by those

jrmerly in power, and since also, may sufficiently

lanifest. Some few particulars of our late sufiFer-

ngs annexed, are presented to your consideration,

3r this end, that as Providence orders your coming
bis circuit to do justice, you may not be altogether

macquainted with our sufferings, but may use your
uthority to relieve the oppressed, and put a stop

the cruel proceedings of our oppressors; at least

liscountenance such unmerciful practices. That
o ye may appear to be such as are a terror to

vil-doers, and a praise to them that do well, which

is truly acceptable to the Lord. Therein his peace

and blessing will be with you, which is the earnest

Icsire and prayer of the innocent suffering people

aforesaid. John Coate,
Jo!?EPii Lye,
Marmaduke Coate, &c."

Marmaduke Coate, the younger, the subject of

this memoir, on the 1 1 th of the Ninth month, 1684,

was taken at a meeting at Gregory Stoke, by Wal-
rond, and sent to Uchester prison, where his father

till was. On the twenty-sixth of the same month,

Edith Coate, a daughter of Marmaduke, the elder,

being with others at a meeting in Ilminster, to

worship God in spirit and in truth, as they had for

many years regularly done, Henry Walrond came
with his troop, arrested a number of whom Edith

was one, and the next day committed them to pri-

At the Sessions, in the Eleventh month, eighty-

three of the Friends, in the Somerset prison, were

liberated by court, and in the following month,

thirty-two more were released by the jailer. Among
these last appears to have been Marmaduke Coate,

the elder. He was, however, through the instru-

mentality of his persecutors, in again for tithes be-

fore the month had expired. Whilst a prisoner for

tithes, he was indicted for absence from the parish

place of worship, and fined for a breach of law,

which he could not have prevented.

In the Sessions held in the Fifth month, 1684,

at Bridgewatcr, in Somerset, the prisoners again

ddressed the justices, who discharged several of

those then recently committed. Again, in the Sixth

month, they addressed the justices appointed to

hold the assizes at Wells. Still Marmaduke was

kept a prisoner. In this summer his beloved

daughter Edith was taken sick and deceased. We
know not whether the privilege was granted him to

take a last farewell of her or not, but we know that

he who pitieth those that fear him, is a God of

comfort, and able to consider his faithful children

under every trial that can come upon them. Wal-
rond fined many of the neighbours, who attended

her burial.

King Charles the Second dying, his brother

James came to the throne, and being inclined to

favour the Cathohcs, he was willing to favour all

who, for dissent from the Church of England, were

in prison. He put forth a proclamation for a gen-

eral pardon on the 10th of the First month, 1686,

and as the executive part thereof was committed

to the justices. Friends in the Somerset prisons pre-

pared a statement and address to be laid before the

the Quarter Sessions held at Wells, on the 30th of

the same month.
(To be continued.)

From Chambers' Journnl.

"naif a Second."

(Conclnilcrl from page 267.)

A compatriot of our own—Meikle, a Scotch-

man—devised a simple contrivance by which the

costly apparatus of the French savans was supe:

seded, while far greater accuracy could be attained in

the computations. He caused a circular and solid

wheel to revolve with regular motion once in every

second. Choosing a dark but clear night for his

operations, he placed a candle behind the wheel,

near whose edge he had previously cut a narrow

slit or opening. As the wheel revolved, the light

was shown through this aperture like a flash once

per second, and then instantly obscured. At the

same time, a projecting tooth fixed to the wheel

struck a quick sharp note upon a bell ; also one in

each revolution. Thus, in every second there was
a flash of hght and a stroke of sound recurring with

perfecting regularity. The observer then placed

himself before the instrument on a spot where the

light and the sound reached him together. Eetiring

further off, he found that the bell-note lagged : the

distance was greater, and the light arrived before

the sound. Still retreating, however, he arrived

at length at another spot where the two came toge-

ther again ; only that, in this instance, the jlash of

one revolution coincided with the stroke struck a

second before. The interval between the two points

showed precisely the distance travelled by sound in

one second of time. If the ob.^erver removed yet

further, the flash and note were once more separated,

and were again united upon reaching the point

where the light caught up the sound which had
o seconds on its journey. By this device,

not only is it possible to multiply the observations

easily and indefinitely—the single flash and report

of a cannon being replaced by many hundred re-

petitions of light and sound—but the influence of

surprise is quite superseded. The observer need

not stand with attention painfully on the stretch, to

catch first the flask and then the report as they

arrive, but may coolly move to and fro, watching

the light and listening to the toll as they are

visible and audible every second, and fixing upon
the exact spots where both appear to reach him in

perfect concurrence. The net result of the observa-

tions and distances thus measured, is to assign 1142
feet as the space travelled over by the air-pulses of

sound in a second of time, and in the ordinary

state of the atmosphere. This velocity is e(|uivalent

to about thirteen miles a minute. It is hardly pro-

bable that the error in this computation should be

so great as the fortieth part of a second. Practical

uses of this acoustical fact are not unfrequent We
have all learned that by noting the interval between

the lightning and consequent clap of thunder, the

distance of the electrical disturbance, and remote-

ness of peril, may be .safely determined. From a

similar observation upon the guns of an enemy, our

sailors are able to ascertain the distance of his bat-

teries, and regulate the range of their owii broad-

sides.

Upon the lightning itself—or its tamed and do-

mesticated relation, the electric spark—some com-

putations of still more miraculous delicacy have

been accomplished. The process employed owes

its invention to Professor Wheatstone, though suc-

ceeding philosophers have varied and improved his

apparatus. His principle is beautiful in its sim-

plicity, and readily adapted to the various condi-

tions of the problems to be solved. For instance,

the professor wished to know how fast the electric

current travelled aloijg a wire. He measured,

therefore, a mile of the wire, tipped both ends with

brass knobs, wound up the whole length, so that

the two knobs should be brought nearly close to-

gether, and then ran a stream of electricity in at

one and out of the other ball, through the wire.

The electric fluid, as its custom is, produced sparks

as it jumped acro.ss to or from the balls, while sparks

were developed in pairs, one at the entrance, and

the other at the other at the exit of the electricity,

very close in apparent position, but actually sepa-

rated by a whole mile of wire. The exit spark

was, therefore, later than the entrance one by the

time taken up in travelling a mile. This interval

was, however, too short to be perceptible ; and to

the eye, both sparks seemed to pass at the same

instant. Mr. Wheatstone, therefore, aided the

natural organ by a measuring-instrument of wonder-

ful powers. He placed a small mirror on a spindle,

which he caused to revolve with extreme rapidity.

This mirror he placed in a proper position with re-

spect to the balls above mentioned; and having

darkened the room, sent a stream of sparks along

the apparatus. Fast as the fluid shot along the
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wire, one spark was found to be so far behind the

other, that the mirror had partially revolved during
the interval, and therefore reflected it in a differen't

direction. Measuring this difference, and knowing
already the rate of his mirror's revolutions, the

professor succeeded in computing the time occupied

b}' the electric current in traveUing a mOe, even

though this time was less than the 200-thousandth
part of a second. More recent experimentalists have
refined on his idea, so far as to measure the electric

time of travelling through twelve feet. They
wished to determine whether the electric fluid

passes more rapidly through water than air, and
the former fluid was not sufiiciently transparent to

enable them to operate on a greater scale. Their

improvement on Wheatstones apparatus consisted

chiefly in the contrivance of receiving the reflec-

tions into the optical field of a powerful telescope,

instead of a bare screen. In the hands of MM.
Foucault and Fizeau, this plan succeeded so well

as to enable them to detect and appreciate intervals

of time corresponding to the 77-millionth part of a

second.

Another variety of the same principle was ap-

plied by M. Arago in measuring the duration of
the flashes of lightning. A wheel was constructed

of some black and roughened substance, with ex-

actly 100 spokes or rays of bright silver stretching

across it from centre to circumference. If the

wheel be made to revolve pretty cjuickly, the silver

rays will become intermingled, and the whole sur-

.
face will appear bright and shining to the ej'e. Say
thatthe revolutions areatthe rate of100 per second;
then it will take a hundred times a hundred—that

is, the 10-thousandth—part of a second for each
ray to pass over the interval which separates it

from its neighbour, so as to produce the impression

of a wholly brightened surface. If the wheel so

revolving in the dark be illuminated by a flash of
lightning, it will accordingly appear entirely white
should yie flash last but to the 10,000th of a second

;

but as it does not—as, on the contrary, the white
rays and black intervening spaces are defined with
as much sharpness and clearness as if the wheel
remained perfectly at rest—M. Arago was justified

in concluding, that even the most brilliant and ex
tensive flashes, which seem to embrace the whole
horizon, are begun and over in less time than that.

There might thus be 10,000 flashes of lightning

while the clock ticked once, and yet not one of them
begin before its predecessor had expired.

After its application to 'Heaven's artillery,' the
same principle was applied to measure the perform-
ances of earthlj' ordnance. • By the silver-rayed

wheel we have just described, tue duration of the
flash from a cannon or musket—which signified the
time taken up in the ignition of a charge of gun-
powder—could be easily determined. Somewhat
more diflScult it might be to measure the velocity

of the bullet as it issued forth from the mouth of
the piece

;
yet even this was accomplished by a

dexterous employment of electric currents. The
projectile was shot through screens formed of deU-
cate mesh-works of electrified wire, and placed at

measured distances behind one another. As the
ball passed through each screen, an electric current
was let loose, and a spark emitted at the end of a
conducting wire. This spark was received upon a
steel ring, kept in rapid revolution, and left a trace
upon it. Fresh sparks were produced as the bullet
traversed each web ; and the final position of the
marks left on the steel ring showed how long it had
taken to travel from screen to screen. This instru-

ment was invented by a Prussian artillery-ofl[icer

named Siemens. Its indications can be trusted to

the 40-thousandth of a second ; and upon the re-

sults so obtained, much of our modern perfection in

artillery practice is based. If Pnissia has held
back from an active co-operation in the present war.

we are yet indebted to her for some of the efliciency

with which our allied soldiers and seamen crush
the defences of the great enemy.

There is yet another branch of investigation

—

perhaps more extraordinary than any we have
mentioned—in which minute measurements of time
have been required and accomplished. Here, also_

it is a German, Professor Helmheltz of Koenigsbergj
who has achieved the desired result. The object

in view is nothing less than to find the time ex
pended in the production of sensation, or in the
transit of perception through the subtile tissue of
the nerves in the human body. Our frame is al

most everywhere interlaced with minute nerves,

through which we feel pleasure or pain, as the case
may be ; but the nerves themselves have no feeling

of their own—they do but report occurrences tc

the brain, where the real seat of sensation is located

The brain, in its turn, causes its will to be perform-
ed by the muscles, which receive the sovereign
commands from head-quarters through the same
medium of the nerves. This nervous organization
resembles a .system of telegraphic wires, converging
from all quarters towards some mysterious council-

chamber, and thence again radiating to the several

executive departments. When sensation leads to

a consequent action—as, for example, when, upon
feehng a blow, we knock down the striker in return—the result is brought about by a very complex
•series of operations. Thus the nerves report the
incident—that is, the blow—to the brain ; the brain
perceives and resolves ; its resolution is transmitted
along other nerves to the proper muscles ; and these,

finally, by an independent mechanism of their own,
perform the desired movements. Each of these
operations requires time for its accomplishment;
very little time, no doubt—in foct, so brief, as to

be inappreciable by ordinary observation—but,

nevertheless, quite susceptible of measurement by
Herr Helmheltz's instruments. His apparatus is

much too complex to be here described, but
of his results are sufiiciently curious. When a
galvanic shock is passed in a certain mode through
the wrist, it produces both an involuntary impulse
and a natural desire to clench the fingers. The
first effect is caused by the direct action of the gal-
vanism upon the muscular tissue ; for the second,
the news must get to the brain, and the order
issues thence back again to the muscles. One action
is therefore immediate, while the other requires
time

; and the consequence is, that a single shock
occasions a double eflect : the fingers are clenched
twice, once involuntarily, and once 'by command
of the brain, with a distinct interval between the
two motions.

As the result of innumerable trials, the professor
states his belief, that the nerves communicate in-

talligence at a rate of 195 feet per second. If, there-
fore, we hurt our great toe, nearly one-fortieth of a
second must elapse before we actually feel the pain.
When the ear is the seat of injury, the brain gets the
news so much the quicker. In the same way, an in-

junction from the sensorium wUl reach the tonone
earlier than the hand or foot ; so that, by the natu-
ral order of things, we are taught to speak before
we strike. In animals of larger growth than man,
the case is still more strange. A full-sized whale,
it appears, cannot feel a wound in its tail until

a second after it is inflicted, and takes another
second in sending back orders to the tail to defend
itself. It is all very wonderful. On one side, we
find that 'a moment' can be divided into millions
of distinct intervals; and on the other, we learn that
our established maximum of veloeitj-, 'as quick as
thought,' is comparatively butslow-coaching after all

!
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power, and peaceaVespirit of the Loi
Jesus Chri.st, being the alone time authority of
our meetings, it is the fervent concern of this mee
iug, that they may be held under the sense an
influence of that holy unction." " The more we e;

perience a preparation of heart for the exercise <

our respective gifts, the more amply shall we evint

the expression of the tongue to be seasoned wit
that living virtue and divinepower^ichich proceec
from our lioly Head ; and thus in conducting th

important concerns of society, we shall be enable
to example the beloved youth in a manner whie
would demonstrate to them, that neither tradition,
a mere outward education, can fitly prepare thei

for successors in the church of Christ." Fhiladelphi
Discipline.

What kind of meetings can we expect to hav(
if the speakers, for want of preparation, shouli

not j'et have received gifts from Him wh
ascended up on high, to occujiy in his churcl
but who act from the promptings of their own un
subdued wills, relying on their talents, education
and standing among men as authority and quali

fication to speak in the church ? Are speeche
delivered without any divine authority, to be takei

as the sense and judgment of the church '!

the great Head does not preside and direct thi

speakers, would its conclusions have any men
virtue and weight than the decisions of a debating

society—and would an assembly controlled bj

unauthorized speakers, possess the characteristics o

the church of Christ—and what kind of example
would such be to the youth,—would they lead then
to Christ and to his shcepfold, if they do not knon
him to be their own shepherd 'I

Frcscrvation of life in shipwreck.—Amongst alJ

the means proposed for the preservation of life from
drowning, the most simple, eflScacious, and easy oi

application, seems to have been nearly, if not wholly
overlooked, in the wearing of an air-coUaj, round
the neck. It cannot be too generally known, that

the specific gravity of the human body is about three

per cent, less than that of sea-water. Of this any
one may be easily satisfied by going into the sea to

a suflScient depth, when, on throwing his head a

little back and taking the feet off the ground, the

person will float with the face above water, for any
length of time, without the smallest movement of any
of the limbs, which, indeed, in swimming are only

useful in propelling the body ; but it must be ob-

served that no part of the body except the head
should be out of the water. It follows, therefore,

that a very small matter is suflBcient to counterpoise

the weight of the clothes, for which purpose a col-

lar, containing a small quantitj- of air, will be am-
ply sufficient, which, if covered by black silk, would
only have the appearance of the commonblack stock.

The writer has found that the raising of more of

the body, above the surface, by adding to its buoy-
ancy, only subjects it to be roUed about most un-

pleasantly.

Death of an Eccentric Character.—On the 8th i

ult. says the Leeds (England,) Intelligencer, were
consigned to their final resting-place, in the church-

yard of Keighley, the mortal remains of one of the

most eccentric individuals that ever lived. In fact,

a parallel seems scarcely possible, of a man volun-

tarily going to bed in good health, and remaining
there for a period of forty-nine years I The man's

name was William Sharp, and he lived at a pbuc
called " Worlds, " in the parish of Keighley. He
was the son of a small farmer, and when thirty years

of age he took to his bed and the room, whicji he

never left tiU carried thence on the day of his fune-

ral. The principal reason seems to have been a
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trimoulal disappoiutment. The wedding day

3 fixed. Accompanied by a friend he wendod his

,y to the parish church, and there awaited the

ival of the bride elect. But the bride never

ne. The fatlier of the damsel sternly and steadily

used his consent. This preyed heavily on a mind

t endowed with more than average intellect, and

iriug uumistakeable traces of hereditary singular-

ikI the result was, that the young man confined

nself to a small room, measuring about nine feet

every direction, with the determination of spend-

thc remainder of his existence between the

inkets, which resolution he kept most unflinchingly,

this dreary cell, whose only inlet for fresh air

rin" thirty-eiL^ht years was the door occasionally

t open, did tJiis strange being immure himself.

a obstinately rel\ised to speak to any one. His

Jier, by his will, made provision for the temporal

mts of his eccentric son, and so secured him a

nstant attendant. He certainly, phybically at

ist, did credit to his food, ibr, though arrived at

B old age of seventy-nine years, his flesh was firm,

r, and unwrinklcd, save with I'at, and the csti-

itc of his weight was two hundred and forty

unds. Shortly before he expired he was heard

claim, "poor Bill, poor Bill, poor Bill Sharp
""

e most connected sentence he had been known to

ter for many a year.

Nothing does reason more right, than the coolness

those that ofl'er it ; for truth often suffers more

f the heat of its defenders, than from the argume;
'

its opposers.

eek not to be rich but happy : the one lies in

ags, the other in content, which wealth can never
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Books, though silent, arc very efiicient companions

hr good or for evil. The uiiud conforms more or

pss to the models presented by them for imitation,

Ind the tone of thought and feeling is greatly in-

[uenced by the authors, with whom we are in the

|abit of holding converse. To all who feel the im-

lortance of cultivating a religious frame of mind, it

k highly desirable that ready access should be had
the works of those who have themselves been dis-

iples of Christ, and have written of what their eyes

lave seen, and their hands have handled in the

?ay and work of salvation. The conflicting Chris-

ian, at times almost borne down with the trials

iermitted to befal him, finds consolation and en-

'ouragement in the record of the close provings

Endured, and the testimony to the all-sufiiciency

md continued mercy of our Divine Master, left by
hose who have preceded him in the same path of

fclf denial ; while the young and inexperienced

lerive great benefit from the influence which reli-

jious reading exerts on the natural disposition, and
n giving a serious bias to the mind. It is equally

:rue, that where men or women are held up
.nodels of Christian character, the history of whose
iaUy walk gives evidence of their want of being

ihoroughly initiated into the spiritual life of the

gospel, those who admire and copy after them wi"
be very likely to be but dwarfs themselves ; and
where such have been members of our religious

Society, and have practically illustrated their want
of a right appreciation, or a faithful maintenance of

any of its testimonies, their works or their biogra-

phies will be likely to produce in the minds of their

inexperienced readers a corresponding disesteem for

these testimonies, a laxity in conduct and conversa-

tion, and to weaken the love of such for our

Society.

jMany of the productions of the press in the pre-

sent day, even of those of a professedly religious

character, and some having the sanction of names
very popular amongst us for their accomplishments

and supposed liberality, have a marked tLiidmcy

to undermine a belief in the divine origin ;iii(l un-

changeable character of many of the .'rcrujiks oi

our early Friends, and of the faithful among us,

down to the present day, to strengthen the govern-

ment of the Spirit of the world, and to blind the

eye, which when rightly anointed, clearly discerns

the continued nece»sity of the same simplicity and

self-denial that has marked the footsteps of all true

Quakers since the days of George Fox. To this

cause may, we believe be attributed in part, the in-

creasing departure from original principles and

practices, especially as regards plainness in dress

nd address, becoming simplicity in living, and an

entire avoidance of mingling in formal modes of

worship, or countenancing a man-made and hireling

ministry.

It is therefore a matter of great importance that

Friends—especially young Friends,—should be able

to obtain a full supply of diversified interesting

works, free from these objectionable features, and

tending to foster and confirm an intelligent attach-

ment to the principles and testimonies which Friends

both individually and as a reUgious body, are called

to maintain.

On this account, we think the Book Store estab-

lished some j^ears ago, under the supcrintendance of

the Meeting for Sufl'erings, the good supply of works

approved by the Society, kept at it, and the con-

tinued effort made to add to that supply, and pro

mote the distribution of these works, are of great

value, and commend themselves to the- liberal

couragement of Friends everywhere. There is now
quite a variety of books to be found there, treatises,

biographies, and journals, aflording all willing to

peruse them, an opportunity of becoming acquainted

with the origin of the precious testimonies that

Friends are called to maintain before the world

and also with the sufli'ering which it cost the primi-

tive believers amongst us to uphold them unflinch-

ly, and to labour for the promotion of righteous-

!S on the earth. We are well aware, that no-

thing but submission to the operations of the Holy
Spirit, in the heart, walking by the same rule and

minding the same thing that so eminently enlight-

ened and sanctified those true believers, can make
any in our day, heartfelt partakers of the same
Divine religion, and of the strength and consolation

that it always carries with it, nevertheless we are

persuaded that where Friends are carefiil to have

reading of the kind we have alluded to practised

in their families, a reUsh for it is early acquired,

and it has no inconsiderable influence in producing

and promoting a settlement in religious views, and

a love for the household of faith.

We subjoin the report of the Book Committee

for the pa&t year.

"During the past year 3918 books and pamphlets

have been taken from the store, of which 2452 were

sold, and 1466 were gratuitously distributed.

" Two Preparative Jleeting Libraries have been

furnished with 22 volumes; 13 volumes were
obtained for two First-day School Libraries ; 30

for West-Town Library ; 40 for " Library Associa-

tions of Young Men for Bcligious Enquiry,"—one

at Cincinnati, Ohio, one at Louisville, Ky., one at

Lexington, Ky., one at St. Louis, and the other at

New Orleans ; 25 were given to the Worldngmen
and Mechanics' Library at West Chester, Pennsyl-

vania ; 6 to a Library at Atlantic City, N. J. ; 24
to the Philadelphia City Institute, and 16 to two

other libraries in this city ; 36 were furnished to

the State Library at Ilarrisburg ; 9 to the State

Ijunatic Hospital, Maryland ; 9 to the Yonkcrs'

Library Association, New York ; 44 to the Mer-
cantile Library, St. Louis ; 1 1 to the Library of

the University of Illinois. Others were given to

libraries at Pittsburg, Meadville, and Shoemaker-
town, in this State. For many of these Institutions

\ery full acknowledgments have been received,

indicating that they considered the books as valu-

able additions to their libraries.

" Twenty bound volumes and 17 pamphlets were

given to a person going to Port au Prince, part of

which were in French; 10 were obtained for per-

sons in Indiana; 32 for Iowa; 12 for Ohio; 23

were for Canada ; 2 for Kentucky ; 3 for Illinois,

d others were taken for persons in New Jersey,

Delaware, and various parts of Pennsylvania.

There has been given to professed teachers of reli-

ion 14 copies of Barclay's Apology, several of

which were on their own application ; also other

works illustrating the principles of the Society, were

obtained by these individuals who were residents

of various States.

" During the year, ' The Original and Present

State of Slan, Briefly Considered, &c., by Joseph

Phipps,' has been stereotyped, and an edition of

600 copies struck off; 250 copies each of George
Fox's Journal, and Barclay's Apology, 500 Penn's

Rise and Progi-ess, 500 of the Ancient Tcstimonj^,

and 1000 copies of Sewel's History, have also been

printed. The latter work has been very generally

purchased, 1300 copies having been disposed of in

about 14 months, and principally to members of

our Yearly Meeting.
" The sale and distribution of so large a number

of books illustrates, we think, the advantage of

having a Depository where the approved publica-

tions of the Society may be readily' obtained by all

who wish to possess them. We are encouraged to

believe, from the increased applications for them,

that they may be read by more individuals than

formerly. We have no doubt the general circula-

tion and perusal they have received of latter years,

has tended to correct misapprehensions respecting

our religious sentiments in many sober enquirers,

and in some instances removed prejudices which

had been imbibed for want of correct information."

Philadelphia, Fourth month ITth, 185G.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to Fourth mo. 19th.

The only important feature of the news is the closing of

the Pence (Congress, which took place on the ICth. It

was cxpecteJ that the ratification of the treaty would be

promulgated about the end of the month ; the protocols

be published, and the labours of the Conference made
known in detail. The questions considered at the last

essions were, the free navigation of the Danube, the in-

erior Regime of the Principalities and the arrangement

of the Frontiers, and the situation of the Christians iu

Turkey. For these purposes, three Commissioners were

appointed. Diplomatic movements of importance are

said to be on foot with respect to Italy. The Austrian

Ambassador was to go immediately to Rome on a special

mission. The unfriendly feeling between Austria and
Sardinia was increasing, and the former appeared disposed

to occupy as much of Italy as possible. Additional

Austrian troops were under orders for the Roman States,

and the garrisons in Lombardy were to be increased.

RUSSIA.—The Emperor of Russia signed the ratifica-

tions of the treaty on the 15th, and public thanksgivings

were ordered throughout the country. Vast enterprises

have been projected by the Government^ intended to

develope the internal resources of the empire. The stock

for new Russian railroads is already in the London mar-

ket, and Is said to find favour with capitalists, the Rus-

sian Government guaranteeing five per cent, to the stock-

holders.

SPAIN.—On the 9th and 10th ult., a formidable in-

surrection broke out in Valencia, but it had been sup-

pressed without much bloodshed. It seems to have been

excited by the drawing of the conscription.
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GREAT BRITAIN.—On the evening of the 17th, thi

Lord Mayor of London gave a banquet in honour of thi

arrival of Geo. M. Dallas, the representative of the Unite;

States, at which many distinguished persons were pre.

jent. The sentiments expressed by the American Minis-

ter, the Lord Mayor, Lord Stanley and others, were o

the most friendly and liberal character. All of them de-

precated any interruption of amity between the two na-

tions. In Parliament, Lord Panmure stated in answer
to a question by the Earl of Elgin, that the troops and
munitions of war, which were about being sent to North
America, were merely intended to repla'ce those drawn
from thence during the war, and were not designed as

hostile towards the United States.

Liverpool Markets.—Cotton had been active during the
week; the sales reached 126,000 bales, and prices had
advanced \tl. The market for breadstuffs was dull, and
prices continued to decline. Western Canal flour, 295. a
3Is. ; Philadelphia, Baltimore and Ohio, 30|s. a 3os.

Breadstuifs and provisions generally were falling in price

in all the European markets. The London money mar-
ket continued stringent. Consols, 93J a 93J.
NICARAGUA.—The forces of Costa Rica having en-

tered the territory of Nicaragua, and taken the town of
Rivas, were attacked in that position by Walker, on the
1 1th ult. After a sanguinary engagement in which both
sides suffered severely, the troops of Walker withdrew,
leaving the Costa Ricans in possession of the place. At
the latest accounts, the latter were at Virgin Bay, and
were threatening Granada. The transit, too, was in

their hands, and a number of passengers who left New
York on the Orizaba, have been compelled to return.
President Mora, of Costa Rica, had issued a decree, de-
claring that foreign prisoners, taken with arms, should
be punished with death. Under this decree, seventeen
of the prisoners taken at Santa Rose, had been exe-
cuted.

SOUTH AMERICA.—The latest dates from the South
Pacific are Valparaiso, the 15th; Lima, the 27th; and
Equador, the 31st of Third mo. At Valparaiso, a vio-
lent storm from the north had swept away the fine iron
mole of Conzano and Garland, causing a loss of S200,000.
The storm was attended by a tremendous fall of rain,

which it was feared had caused considerable damage to
the crops. A bank of discount and deposit was about
being established in Valparaiso, under sanction of the
government. A treaty of free commerce between Chili
and the Argentine Republic, was about being confirmed.
Flour was scarce; price, $10 per bbl. The affairs of
Peru continued in a disturbed and unsatisfactory state.

The yellow fever was raging, both in-Callao and Lima.
Monte Video and Buenos Ayres were .again in arms, ex-
peditions from the former province having invaded the
latter; the invaders had been e.xpelled with great loss.

UNITED STATES.

—

Congress.— The proceedings in

both Houses have been without especial interest. In
the House of Representatives, the Committee on Com-
merce have reported a bill establishing collection dis-
tricts, designating ports of entry and delivery, and mo-
difying the revenue laws. The bill is the longest ever
presented to Congress, comprising 350 pages

;
after de-

bate the consideration of the bill was postponed tiU the
Sixth month. Kansas and the slavery question continue
the chief subjects of discussion. A joint resolution has
passed for enlarging the Custom-house, Post-office, and
Court-house buildings at Clevelaud, Ohio. In the Senate,
Weller read a letter from General Walker, in which it is

stated that the British Government has interfered in the
present struggle between Costa Rica and Nicaragua, and
furnished the former with arms. Senator Weller urged
the recognition of Walker's government. Douglas also
spoke favourably of Walker, and commended the present
government of Nicaragua.

California.—The steamship Illinois at N. York brought
the San Francisco mails of Fourth mo. 5th. She also
brought nine hundred passengers and about two mil-
lions in gold. A terrible riot occurred at Panama on
the 15th ult., provoked in the first instance by a trifling

dispute between an American passenger, wlio was in-
toxicated, and a native woman. As the excitement
spread, the natives rallied in great numbers, and attack-
ed the California passengers, about twenty of whom
were killed, forty wounded, and others robbed. Some of
the Panamese were also killed. The property of the
Railroad Company suB'ered severely, much of it being
destroyed by the rioters. The drought which had pre-
vailed in California for two months, had been succeeded
by copious showers. In the southern counties, however,
a deficiency of pasturage was feared. The mines pro-
mised a yield, exceeding that of last year. At San
Francisco, there were large speculations in breadstuffs,
and flour had advanced in price.

0;cjron.—Hostilities with the Indians continued. Se-
veral successful attacks had been made bv them on the

whites. The Indians had captured the steamer Mary, on
Columbia river. They had also killed a large number of
citizens at the Cascades, and destroyed the town.

Kansas.—Further disturbances have occurred in con-
sequence of attempted arrests of some of the Free State
men, and a detachment of U. S. troops has been ordered
to Lecompton, to assist Governor Shannon in maintain
ing the laws.

Philadelphia.—MoTtoiity last week, 219. A destruc-
tive conflagration broke out on the morning of the 1st
inst., between 12 and 1 o'clock. It commenced ir

large rag and paper warehouse of Jessup & Moore, North
St., between Arch and Market, and Fifth and Sixth street
from whence it extended southward and westward to
Market and Sixth streets, completely destroying forty-
four buildings, and nearly all their contents. The houses
on the west side of Sixth street, were on fire repeatedl
and were saved with difficulty. The building occupied
by Friends' Select School for"Girls on St. James street,
west of Sixth, took fire, and with several other houses
on the same street, was consumed. On the south side of
Market street, nearly every store was on fire, from mid
way between Fifth and Sixth streets, as far west as Eighth
street, and even at a greater distance, many buildings
were damaged by flakes of fire falling upon them. It is

stated that more than 150 houses were on fire between
one and five o'clock

; but in most cases, the fire was s

extinguished. The total loss is estimated at $600,'
about two-thirds of which was insured. A fireman
killed by a falling wall, and several others injured,
an affray between the members of two hostile fire c

nies, a young man was fatally stabbed.
New York.—Mortality last week, 343. The exports

of specie for the week, $1,814,638.
Miscellaneous.—The Famine at the Cape Verd Islands.-

The Washington (D. C.) Intelligencer of 28th ult., pub
lishes a letter from Lieut. Washington A. Bartlett, U. S.
N., corroborating the fearful accounts of the desperate
condition of the inhabitants of the Cape Vcrds, from the
continuance of famine in the Islands. He says that at
least 30,000 human beings must perish, if not very soon
relieved.

Foreign Duties on American Tobacco.—American
bacco pays a duty in Bremen of one per cent, a pound

;

in Great Britain 72 cents, and 5 per cent, additional
Holland 28" cents per 221 pounds; Belgium $1.86 pe
221 pounds; Sweden 5 5-6 cents per pound

; Norway 4J
cents. In France, Spain, Sardinia, Austria, and Portu"
gal, it is a government monopoly.

Short Passages.—The iron steamship Persia of the
Cunard line, which sailed from New York on the 2d ult.,

arrived at Liverpool in nine days and twelve hours, being
the shortest on record. Her return trip to New York was
also a short one, having been accomplished in less than

days. She made the passage to the bar in nine days
ten hours and fifteen minutes, but was unable to get into
port until the next morning.

Removing Intruders.—The U. States officials in Kansas
have pulled down, or caused to be removed, all the
houses in the town of Pawnee, on the ground that it was
built on Indian land. One of the houses destroyed be
longed to Governor Reeder, and cost $1000.

Fall of a Bridge.—A despatch from Montreal, dated
Fourth mo. 30th, says, The new suspension bridge
the Falls of Montmorency, gave way this morning, and
the whole structure with a man and woman jiud horse

cart, were carried over the Falls. The bodies 1

not been recovered.

Ueavg Marine Loss.—The Committee on Commerce in
the U. S. House of Representatives, state the amour
pecuniary loss incurred at the port of New York, in the
years 1854^5, at $10,000,000.

The Eruption of Mauna Loa.—The Polynesian of Se
cond mo. 16th says, "The flow of lava continues as ac
tive as ever. The stream has now nearly pushed its

through the woods, and is only four niiles from the
Bay. The stream of the Wailuka has "gradually diminished
md the remaining water so hot that it is unsafe to

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL
The Summer Session of the School wi

Sccoud-day, the 12th of the Fifth month
The pupils will be conveyed by railroad to West

Chester, where conveyances will be in waiting to take
I and their baggage to the School, on the arrival of

the morning and afternoon cars on Second-day, the 12th,
and Third-day, the 13th of the Fifth month. The children
will get their baggage the next day after their arrival.
The cars leave the depot, south side of Market street,
above Eighteenth street, at half past 7 o'clock, a. m., and
at half past 4 o'clock, p. ii. The agent of the School will
be at the Railroad depot on Second and Third-day after-
noons, and will furnish pupils with tickets, and accom-

pany them to West Chester. Those who go by
morning train, will be furnished with tickets by a p,
son in attendance. To those who procure tickets
directed, the fare from Philadelphia to the School, i

eluding baggage, will be one dollar, which will
charged to the scholar at the School. All bagga
should be distinctly marked West-Town, and with t

name of the owner, and should be sent directly
railroad depot.

The West-Town office is at Friends' bookstore, S
84 Arch street, where aU small packages for the pup i

left before 12 o'clock, on Sixth-days, will be forwardel
All letters for the pupils and others at the School, shou
be sent by mail, directed to }Vest-Toivn Boarding Scho\
West Chester P. 0., Chester Co., Pa. Packages shou

'

be distinctly marked, and put up In a secure mannt
jand when sent by Express, the freight should bepre-pai'

The stage will leave West Chester for the School, <
'

Second, Fourth and Seventh-days, on the arrival of tl

morning cars, from the city, and from the School to We
Chester on the same days, to meet the mornino- cars f

'

Philadelphia. The fare for each passenger to'and fro
West Chester by the stage, will be 25 cents. Whi
special conveyances at other times are provided at tl

School, an extra charge will be made.
West-Town, Fifth mo. 5th, 1856.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
The Stated Annual Meeting of the Haverford Scho

Association, will be held at Committee-room, Arch stre

Meeting-house, on Second-day afternoon, at 4 o'cloc
Fifth month 12th, 1856. Cbarles Ellis, Sec'y.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house at Sadsburv, Lai
caster county, Pa., on the f9th of the Third 'mont
TuoMAS H. WniTSON, of Westgrove, Chester county, ai
Phebe P. Cooper, daughter of George Cooper, of Lai

Died, at the residence of her mother, in Wayne Cc
Indiana, on the 10th of Third mo. last, Esther V
daughter of the late John and Esther Nicholson, iu tb

29th year of her age—a beloved and consistent membi
of Chester Monthly Meeting of Friends, Indiana. Th
dear, youug woman, was for many months confined t

her room, by severe indisposition, which she bore wit
a fortitude becoming a Christian. Her bereaved mothe
in speaking of her loss, says :

" I mourn not as thof

without hope—having the Consoling assurance that sli

was, through adorable mercy, prepared for a mansio
in her Heavenly Fathers' kingdom. For the last two t

three weeks, there was not a cloud to obscure the brighi

ness of the prospect before her. She was desirous the

her friends should know, that "death (to her) had loi

its sting, and the grave its victory." She said, " now I kno'

that my Redeemer liveth, and" because he liveth, I hv

also.'' In the last entry in her diary, after speaking i

her long confinement, and there being" no prospect of h(

recovery, she says: " The consideration seems, indeei

an auful one—the exchanging of my brief life of uselesj

ness for an untried eternity. But my only hope, m
every trust, lies alone in the merits and the mercies i

Him who loved us, and gave himself for us ; never, I b(

lieve, even in my darkest moments, have I doubted tL

power or the willingness of the Saviour to redeem an

save us. The apostle testifies, 'He is able to save to tb

uttermost, all those who come unto God by Him. secin

He ever liveth to make intercession for us.' Then, ut

worthy as I am, may I not add • Why art thou cast dowi

Oh my soul, and why art thou disquieted within me
Hope thou in God, for I shall yet praise him, who is th

health of my countenance, and my God.' " Not Ion

after writing the above, she came to realize the fulfil

ment of it iu her own experience. Faith triumphe
gloriously, and death was swallowed up in victory.

, on the 1st of Fourth month, 1856, in the 52

year of her age, Margaret, wife of Samuel HoUings
worth ; an exemplary and much esteemed member (

Jliddletown Monthly Meeting, Columbiana county. Ohii

She was fiivoured to bear a lingering disease with ps

tience and resignation ; and several times spoke of ht

with feeling and composure ; saying on her ow
' e had no desire to recover, but on account c

her family she would be willing to be spared some tim

gcr. A few days before her close, she said nothing af

peared in her way. " My mind is easy. I want you a

to give me up freely, and not grieve for me ; there i

One who can preserve you all, if you only apply unt

him in a right manner." The day before she died, sh

expressed the belief that her close was near, and ths

there was nothing in her way ; affording to her friend

the consoling evidence, that her end was peace.
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Zoological Sketches.

(Continued from page 274.)

f we may quote the brush-turkeys as instances

irds capable of affording a new kind of delicate

easily-reared food, the splendid Impegan phea-

s, close at hand, bred here from a pair belong-

to her Majesty, and which bore, in the open air,

rigor of last winter, may be looked upon as

ings of beauty," which may be produced among

charm the eye. The elands again, on the

th side of the Garden, wliich have bred so pro-

ally, and made flesh so rapidly, may with ad-

tage be tui-ned out into our parks, where their

utiful forms would prove as attractive to the

as their venison, of the finest quality, would to

taste.

Jut we can no longer tarry to speculate fur-

on the riches of this aviary, which contains

specimens of birds from all parts of the world,

ing along the path which takes us by the north

ranee, we reach the pelicans' paddock, in which

see half a dozen of these ungainly creatures,

te and gray, with pouches beneath their bills as

acious as the bag of a lady's work table. The

tor may sometimes have an oppoi-tunity of wit-

ling an explanation of the popular myth that

old bird feeds its young from the blood of its

1 breast. This idea arose from the fact that it

only empty the contents of its pouch into the

iths of its young by pressing it against its breast,

he act of doing which the feathers often became

nguined from the blood of the mangled fish

hin it. The close observance of birds and beasts

soological coUectious has tended to reduce many
ulous tales to sober reason. On the other side

the walk may be seen in immature plumage one

;he red flamingoes from South America, which

said to simulate so closely a regiment of our

jliers, as they stand in rows fishing beside the

ttks of rivers ; and here, too, are the delicate

e-colour specimens of the Mediterranean flamin-

i;s, which arelikewise exceedingly beautiful. Those

Customed to navigate the lied Sea, fi-equently wit-

lis vast flights of these birds passing and repassing

m Arabia to Egypt ; and we are informed by a

iveller that on one occasion, when he had a good

oortunity of measuring-tlie'column, he convinced

Qself that it was upwards of a mile in length I

hat a splendid spectacle to see the pure eastern

y barred by this moving streak of brilliant colour.

But we have not yet explored the north side of

! grounds, wherethe huge pachydermatoas ani-

mals are lodged. The difficulty caused by the car-

riage-drive running between the two gardens has

been vanquished by means of the tunnel, the ascent

from which on the opposite side, flanked as it is

with graceful ferns, is one of the most charming

portions of the grounds on a hot summer's day. If

after passing through the subterranean passage we

turn to the right, we come immediately upon the

reptile-house. Unless the visitor selects his time,

he will generally find little to amuse him here. The

great snakes have either retired from public life

under their blankets, or lie coiled upon the branch-

es of the trees in their dens. The reptiles are

ofi'ered food once a week, but will not always feed

even at this interval. One huge python fasted the

almost incredible time of twenty-two months, having

probably prepared himself for his abstinence by a

splendid gorge. After a fast of seven days, how-

ever, the majority of the serpents regain their ap-

petites. Three o clock is the feeding time, and the

reptiles which are on the look-out, seem to know full

well the errand of the man who enters with the

basket, against the side of which they hear the

fluttering wings of the feathered victims and the

short stamp of the doomed rabbits. The keeper

opens the door at the back of the den of the vol-

uminous serpents on our right—for of these there

is no fear—takes ofi" their blanket, and drops in

upon the clattering pebbles a scampering rabbit,

who hops from side to side, curious to inspect his

new habitation
;
presently satisfied, he sits on his

haunches and leisurely begins to wash his face.

Silently the rock-snake glides over the stones, un-

curling his huge folds, which like a cable seem to

move as though by some agency from without, looks

for an instant upon his unconscious victim, and the

next has seized him with his cruel jaws. His con-

stricting folds are twisted as swiftly as a whip-lash

round his shrieking prey, and for ten minutes the

serpent lies still, maintaining his mortal knot until

his prey is dead, when, seizing him by the ears he

draws him through his vice-like grip, crushing every

bone, and elongating the body preparatory to de-

vouring it._ The boa, and the rock-snake always

swallow their prey head foremost. How is that

fine neck and delicate head to make room for that

bulky rabbit ? thinks the spectator. Presently he

sees the jaw gape, and slowly the roptUe dratcs

himself aver, rather than swallows, his prey, as you

draw a stocking upon your leg. The huge lump

descends lower and lower beneath the speclded

scales, which seem to stare with distention, and the

monster coils himself up once more to digest his

meal in quiet. Rabbits and pigeons form the food

of the pythons in these Gardens. While the

smaller birds are preyed upon in the reptile-house,

their big brothers, the storks in the paddock, are

reciprocating the law of nature by eating snakes.

As we pass to the opposite side of the serpent-room,

where the venomous kinds are kept, we perceive

that a more cautious arrangement is made for feed-

ing. The door opens at the top instead of at the

sides of their dens, and with good reason, for no

sooner does the keeper remove with a crooked iron

rod the blanket from the cobra, than the reptile

sprmgs, with inflated hood, into an S-like attitude,

and darts laterally at his enemj-. It seems in-

capable of striking well any object above or below

his level: watch, for instance, that gumea-pig;

ao-ain and again he dashes at it, but mis.ses his aim
;

''

he hits it, but only to drive the poor frighten-

ed creature with a score of flying pebbles before

: when at least he succeeds in piercing the

sides of his victim, tetanic spasms immediately

commence, and it dies convulsed in a few seconds.

It is said by those who have watched venomous

snakes that the manner of dying exhibited by their

stricken prey discloses the nature of the reptile that

inflicted the poisonous wound. It is scarcely ne-

cessary to state that the popular idea that the tongue

darts forth the venom is a fallacy. The poison )S

contained in glands which lie at the root of the fangs

on either side, and, by the compression of the

powerful muscles which make the head appear so

broad and fiat, it is forced into the fine tube which

runs at the sides of the fang, .and finds its exit near

the point by a mir^ e opening. The cobra at pre-

sent in the collectiu with its sldn a glossy black

and yellow, its eye , xck and angry, its motions

ao-ile and graceful, see *o be the very personifica-

tion of India. AswewL it when ready to spring,

we suddenly remember ••. only a film of glass

stands between us and " pu. death." But there is

nothing to fear ; the python . • the adjoining room,

which weighs a hundred and twenty pounds, being

incensed on his first arrival at being removed from

his box, darted with all his force at a spectator.

Yet the pane of glass had strength enough to bring

him up, and he fell back so bruised about the head

and muzzle by the collision, that he could not feed

well for several months. The cobra that we see

is the same that destroyed its keeper. In a fit of

drunkenness, the man, against express orders, took

the reptile out, and, placing its head inside his

waistcoat, allowed it to glide round his body. When

it had emerged from under his clothes from the

other side, apparently in good humor, he squeezed

its tail, when it struck him between his eyes
;
in

twenty minutes his consciousness was gone, and in

less than three hours he was dead. Before we leave

this reptile-room, let us peep, for a moment into the

little apartment opening from the corner, where

hanging from the wall we see all the cast-oft' dresses

of the "serpents. If the keeper will allow us to

handle one of them for a moment, wc shaU see

that it is indeed an entire suit of hght hxom^ colour

and of gauzy texture, which covered not only the

body and head, but the very eyebaUs of the wearer.

The Python-house on the other side of the Mu-

seum contains two enormous serpents. The ad-

ventures of one of them—the Pytlwn reticitlatus—

deserve to be written : when small enough to be

placed in the pocket, he was, with a companion now

no more, taken from Ceylon to BrazU by American

saUors; they were then exhibited iu most of the

maritime towns of South America, and were pubhc-

ly sold for a high price atCallao to the captain of

a ship, who brought them to the Gardens and de-

manded £600 for the pair : fully persuaded of their

enormous value, he had paid £30 to insure them

on the voyage, and it was not until he had long

and painfully cogitated that he agreed to sell them

for £40. We have before referred to the extra-

ordinary length of time a python has been known to
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fast without injury. Their fancies as well as their

fastings are rather eccentric. Every one has heard

of the snake who swallowed his blanket, a meal

which ultimately killed him. A python who had

lived for years in a ii-iendly manner with a brother

nearly as large as himself, was found one morning

solus. As the cage was secure, the keepers were

puzzled to know how the serpent had escaped : at

last it was observed that the remaining inmate had

swollen remarkably during the night, when the

horrid fact became plain enough; the fratrieid

had succeeded in swallowing the entire person of

his brother : it was his last meal, however, for in

some months he died. A friend informs us that

he once saw in these Gardens a rat-snake of Ceyloi

devour a common coluber natrLs. The rat-snake

however, had not taken the measure of his victim

as by no effort could he. dispose of the last four

inches of his tail, which stuck out rather jauntily

from the side of his mouth, with very much the lool

of a cigar. After a quarter of an hour, the tail

began to exhibit a retrograde motion, and the

swallowed snake was disgorged, nothing the worse

for his living sepulchre, with the exception of the

wound made by his partner when fir»t he seized

him. The ant-eater, who lately inhabited the room
leading out of the Python apartment, has died of a

want of ants.

As we issue again into the open air, we have be-

fore us the whole length of the avenue, arched with

lime-trees, in summer a veritable aisle of verdure.

What a charming picture it used to be to see the

docile elephant pacing towards us with ponderous

and majestic steps, whilst, in the scarlet howdha,
happy children swayed from side to side as she

marched. She, who was our delight for so many
years, died in July last of a storm of thunder and
lightning. Such indeed was what may seem at first

the singular verdict of the medical man who made
Ids post-mortem. The terror, however, inspired by
the storm appears to have produced some nervous
disease, under which she succumbed. There is a
suspicion that the carcase, five thousand pounds and
upwards in weight, which was disposed of to the

knackers, ultimately found its way to the sausage-

makers. Do not start, good reader; elephant's

flesh is considered excellent eating by the tribes of

South Africa, and the lion-slayer tells us that the

feet are a true delicacy. He used to eat them as

we do Stilton cheese, scooping out the interior and
leaving the rind ; he shows his audience some of
these relics, which look like huge leather fire-buckets.

And now we have only the young animal left that

used to suck his huge mother, to the delight of the
crowd of children, and to the disgust of the rhino-

cero.s, who is the sworn enemy to all elephants.

The little one is growing apace, however, and we
hope soon to see him promoted to carry the desert-

ed howdha. The rhinoceros, close at hand, is the
successor of the fine old fellow purchased in 1836
for £1050, the largest sum ever given by the
Society for a single animal. The specimen now in

the Gardens cost only £350 in 1850, so much do
these commodities fluctuate in value. Hispredecessor,
who departed this life full of years, was constantly
forced upon his belly by a pugnacious elephant, who
pressed his tusks upon the back of his nei>rhbom-

when he came near the palings which separated
their inclosures. This rough treatment appears to

have led to his death, as Professor Owen found, on
dissecting the massive brute, which weighed upwards
of two tons, that the seventh rib had been fractured
at the bend near the vertebral end, and had wound-
ed the left lung.

(To be continued.)

Depreciate no one ; an atom has a shadow.

Selected for '• Tlie Friend."

It appears to me, that there are many in the

present day, whose minds are constantly kept afloat

by the great variety of publications almost daOy
issuing from the press. Many of these that I have
seen, although replete with moral sentiment and
learned remarks, which are not without Scripture

foundation,—although very wide of the true intent

and meaning of the text,—are strongly calculated

to keep their readers in search of the lifeless sha-

dow, and to divert theii- attention from the living

and eternal substance. There are other persons
again, who have actually commenced a reform in

great sincerity, and have been drawn into solid and
serious reflection ; but these, unhappily, frequently

fall into the way of a class of people, whose writing

and conversation lead them to expect, that when
they embrace the religion of Jesus, they mil im-
mediately witness some delightful sensations of hea-
venly joy. Dut, alas! they calculate on the re-

ward before the warfare is begun.
If such, for a short season, persist in communing

with their own hearts, and are, through condescend-
ing love and mercy, favoured to draw near to the

Saviour of men, their expectation is disappointed
;

and they find that " He is without form or come-
liness," and hath no "beauty" to make him desira-

ble.

There is nothing to feed and support those airy

and fantastic notions, which their minds have
previously and so perniciously imbibed. Thus
the inestimable pearl is overlooked, or set at

nought,—the language of the prophet is verified,

and the blessed Master is, I fear, at this day
by too many, in this way " despised and rejected

of men."

I am apprehensive, that the enemy of mankind
was never more efi'ectually seiTcd than at the pre-
sent time, and in a way admirably adapted to the

refinement of the age in which we live. The faci-

lities for holding up the letter of the gospel, were
perhaps never before equalled at any period ; and
yet great eagerness is evinced to perase and swal-
low those fascinating baits, which serve to amuse
and allure, (particularly when garnished with de-

clarations from the undetiled lip of Truth,) and by
their deadening efiect upon the mind, prevent its

coming under the influence of that pure and " quick-
ening Spirit," which only, giveth lite. By this stra-

tagem, an easy and broad way is opened for the
poor deluded traveller, so well accommodated to

flesh and blood, that there might seem to be no
necessity for any to "strive to enter in at the
straight gate ;" and yet the exaltation of the Sa-
viour's kingdom, is professedly the object of many
of these authors, without pointing out where it is to

be found, and the terms on which only it is to be
obtained. Itegenerating grace is hinted at; but
self-denial, and the daily cross, are seldom heard
of I am often bowed down under the considera-
tion of these things, and of what will be the end
thereof; and am sometimes ready to conclude, that
a day of calamity wiU come, when these chafly im-
aginations and beguiling inventions will be dispersed
like withered leaves before an autumn blast ; when
the minds of men will be brought low, and hum-
bled under the necessity of turning to Him, who
hath been so long smitten and afflicted, and be
made willing to sit under his holy teaching. That
so all men may be brought to know him in all his

heavenly ofiices, not only as a reprover and con-
vincer of sin, but as a Comforter, and a gracious
Iledeemer, indeed ; and may the Lord hasten the
dawning of that glorious day, when he, who " was
despised and rejected of men," shall become the
chietijst of ton thousand and altogether lovely, saith
my soul.

—

Daniel Wliecler.

Extracts ^
From t/te Minutes of our Yearly Meeting, Jield

Philadclpliia, by adjournments from the 2
of the Fourth vionth, to ilie ibth of the sar.

ificlusive, 1856.

The following report on the state of the Boai
ing School at West-Town was read, and the laboi

of the Committee are satisfactory to the meeting-

To the Yearly Meeting.

The Committee who have charge of the Boardir
School at West-Town report, that 71 boys and l5
same number of girls were admitted during t'

year ending Tenth month 16th, 1855; and tl

average number of pupils for that period was 22

1

of whom 110 were boys and 116 girls.

One death occurred very soon after the openrii

of the summer session ; it is, however, cause '

thankfulness, that the large family has been '

generally favoured with good health. Meetings)'

Divine worship have been regularly held on Fr'

and Fifth-days, and have occasionally been atten'

ed by members of the Cormnittee and other Frien('

The deportment of the pupils on these oecasio

has been orderly and becoming.

The schools have been visited as usual at st-.t

times by sub-committees ofmen and women Fiirin

who also attended the semi-annual examinatior
and rendered such advice and assistance to t"

different departments as seemed to be require-

The reports of these have indicated, that t|

objects for which the Institution was establish-!

have been kept in view by those who have the iil

mediate charge of it. The progress of the pnp;

in their studies has been as great as at form'

periods, and has given evidence of the care ai|

attention of the teachers, who we believe feel!

lively interest in the advancement of their pupij

The same branches of study continue to be attendt

to that have been taught for several years pa;,

The practice of reading the Scriptures and othi

religious books to the children, when assembled
'

the collecting room, is continued, and a part

their time is devoted as heretofore to committing
'

memory portions of Scripture, Barclay's Catechisi;

and Sevan's View which, at stated periods, arer

cited to the teachers.

The disbursements for family expenses have liei

§13,863 89; for salaries and wages 88,384 3'

incidental expenses §375 25 ; repairs and impro\

ments 8902 38—making together 823,525 8

There has been charged for board and tuitii

818,033. For rents of tenements, saw and gri'

mill, and profits on merchandise sold, 81 090 66, ma

'

ing together 819,123 66, and leaving a deficiency
'

84,402 14, which is §2,247 37 more than tlie d

ficiencyon these accounts the precedingyear; i^-'Jl'

of which arises from additional cost of provi>i'iis

The income of the fund for general purposes w
81 ,365 92 ; and the net balance to the credit

the farm was 82,466 88 ; which with the appr

priation of the Yearly Meeting, gives a credit b

lance of 8230 56. Besides the above chargi

§400 has been paid on account of the buildings f

the accommodation of the dairy and the fami

having charge of it, in addition to the sum reporti

last year: and 8231 76 has been expended .

account of the two small tenements agreed to 1

put up, and alluded to in last year's report, makii

together 8631 76 ; including which there is a d

ficiency of 8400 90. There is 81,026 29 yet

be paid on account of the small tenements :'.l"

mentioned.

It has been obvious for several years past, tl:

considerable repairs to the buildings would lie i

quired in order to preserve them in a reputable ;ii

proper condition. Attention having been dirocti
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jpring to the urgency of some of them, and the

jsary funds to put the premises iu complete

r having been voluntarily offered, a committee

appointed to have the direction of the work,

r whose supervision and that of the Superin-

mt, the school buildings and nearly all the

liurr-houscs wero repaired. A new piazza was

ip at the west end of the building, and other

r improvements were made, which have cou-

ited to the comfort and accommodation of the

ly and preservation of the property,

le fences along the lane and around the houses

ted upon it, being in a decayed condition, it is

ded to renew them, and the materials are now
T prepared for that purpose. Upon examining

)arn near the school buildings, it was found to

ire a new roof and other repairs, the expense

rhich, with the cost of a new wagon-house,

h is needed, was estimated to be a considerable

of the amount that would be required to build

y barn in a more convenient location, and on a

which woidd serve both, purposes. The funds

luilding such an one having also been oflFered,

IS concluded to authorize its erection. A part

materials for it have been prepared, and it is

cted that it will be ready for use by the middle

Sixth month,

nee the last report, new cases with glazed

,ve been put up in the room adjoining the

e, for the accommodation of the Library, w hich

been enlarged by the addition of about one

sand volumes, some of which are valuable

£S of reference. Many of the old books have

rebound, and the whole collection has been

y arranged, and a catalogue prepared and

ted. The cost of the new books, fitting up the

and printing the catalogue, amounting to

68 62, has been defrayed by voluntary con-

itions for the pui-pose.

rem the experience of late years, we believe

no disadvantage will arise, if the rule which

a the admission of boys as pupils to those who
under 15^ years of age, was changed so as to

(v the admission of those over that age, at the

retion of the Superintendent ; who should ako

uthorized to dismiss such pupils if their con-

should not be satisfactory.

rom the high price of provisions, and from

r causes, the expense of conducting the lustitu-

materially increased. The cost of each

iil last year was 824 09 more than the amount

rged. To prevent encroaching upon the capital,

bh must be the result if these causes continue,

!
Committee believe it may be necessary to in-

tse the price of board and tuition. They, there-

|,
suggest for the consideration of the Yearly

pting, the propriety of authorizing them to charge

|exceeding §5 per term additional, if in their

;ment it appears to be best,

^or the last two years, about as many pupils

e participated in the advantages afforded by

seminary, as could comfortably be accommo-
ii ; and at times during that period, there were

:e applicants than could be admitted. This evi-

nce of the confidence of Friends in the school has

n gratifying and encouraging to the Committee.

py hope it will continue to receive the support of

,
members generally, believing that as there is a

ied concern on the part of those who have charge

it to conduct it in the fear of the Lord, and in

formity to our religious principles and testimo-

^, it will continue to promote the moral and re-

ous, as well as the literary improvement of many
he rising generation.

Signed on behalf and by direction of the Com-
tee. Thomas Kimber, Clerk.

Mladelphia Fourth month 11th, 1856.

An interesting report from the Committee on the

Civilization of the Indian Natives under our care

was read, and the labours of the Friends engaged

this benevolent work are approved. It is the

desire of the meeting, that the Committee may con-

tinue their efforts to support the school, and to ad-

vance the improvement and moral culture of the

Natives in every respect.

As the income of our funds is inadequate to meet
our expenses, the Yearly Meeting unites with the

suggestion, to open voluntary subscriptions among
our members, for the purpose of sustaining this

work, and would encourage Friends to contribute

liberally for the object. The report being as fol-

lows, viz :

To tlu: Yearly Meeting.

The Committee to promote the Civilization of the

Indians, report :

—

That the Boarding-school at Tunessassah has

been continued during the past year, and appears

to be answering the design of its institution.

The number of boarders is 16 ; and beside these,

from 7 to 12 day-scholars have attended. Their

improvement in the different branches of learning

is encouraging, and their deportment in school and

in the family, generally satisfactory. The boys

render some assistance when out of school, in such

business as they are qualified for ; and the girls are

instructed in domestic employments.

Meetings for Divine worship are held on First

and FUth-days ; in which the children conduct

themselves in a becoming manner. A Friend resi-

ding at Tunessassah, in a letter dated. First-day,

1st month 26th, 1856, remarks: "We have been

favoured with a quiet, comfortable meeting, and

with an evidence of the Divine presence ; which

as been refreshing and encouraging. Where the

presence of the great Head of the church is felt, we
care but little about numbers, except the interest

we feel in the welfare of others, that they may be

made partakers with us."

The Holy Scriptures arc daily read ; and there

is suitable religious reading at other times. The
experience thus far of the effects produced by the

Boarding-school, confirms us in the belief, that it is

calculated to confer permanent benefits upon the

children; not only as respects thefr improvement

in learning and the comforts of civilized life, but

also in promoting their moral and religious welfare
;

and that there are strong inducements to persevere

in this benevolent work.

A letter from the Friend before alluded to, dated

the 10th of last month, contains the following ;
" I

feel most easy to say, that I think there is cause for

encouragement for Friend.s to persevere in their

labours of Christian love, for the improvement of

these poor people. There remains a kind open

feeling amongst them towards our Society ; and

what is more encouraging, is the precious evidence

of DiNine regard, which has, through unmerited

mercy, been granted us."

In a letter from the Indians to the Committee,

dated Tunessassah, Second mouth 28th, 1856, and

signed by several of their principal Chiefs, they say

;

" We are glad that we are permitted to meet to-

gether to-day. We wish to speak a few words to

our old friends, the Quakers. Jlany years ago.

some of our old Chiefs, Cornplanter and others.

visited President Washington. After some conver-

sation, they inquired of him whether he had any

good, honest people, whom he could recommend as

being suitable to help and instruct the Indians. He
said he had ; that he could recommend the Quakers

Since that day the Quakers have been friends to

the Indians. They have always given us good ad

vice, and done much to help us. We wish you

may not get discouraged ; but continue to assist us,

and advise our people. We feel thankful for your
advice and wish to take it. We desire to do what
we can to encourage our young people to habits of

industry ; to clear up their land and farm it ; and
to discourage all habits of immorality which we
believe would be a disadvantage to our people.

We often speak to our people on the subject of in-

temperance, and discourage the use of intoxicating

drink amongst them, and have been trying to re-

move the article from our Reservation." The na-

tives continue to give attention to their farming, and

generally raise a supply of provisions for their

families.

The high price of food and other circumstances,

ave increased the cost of mal taining the family

t the school ; so that the income at the disposal of

the Committee is not sufficient to meet the current

expenses. About 8650 of the capital have neces-

sarily been absorbed during last year ; and there

are still debts outstanding to nearly the same

amount. If the school is supported, and its obvious

benefits continued to the Indians, some additional

means will be required ; and we would suggest for

the consideration of the Yearly Meeting, the pro-

priety of opening voluntary subscriptions among its

members, in aid of this benevolent object. It ap-

pears from the report of the Treasurer's account,

that he had in his hands on the 20th ult, S55 24
iu cash, and securities for §12,388.

Signed on behalf and by direction of the Com-
mittee. Thomas Evans, Clerk.

Philadelphia, Fourth month 18th, 1856.

Tyrant, Fly Catcher, or Kins-Bird.

MrsicAPA Tyranni-s.

This bird generally selects, for a place to buUd,

an old apple-tree standing alone in some pasture

skirted with wood, or on .some hill-side, below which

is a clear field, with a few trees or bushes thereon

which wOl serve him for standing places; from
these he sallies forth in pursuit of insects that pass

and repass, turning to the right, then to the left,

now rising in the air with quick vibrations of his

wings, then, with hawklike motions, he skims the

surface of the ground, seizing his prey at every turn

he makes. Over such a field he holds supreme
authority, and is a dreaded foe to blackbirds, crows

and hawks; even the eagle daunts not his courage;

for he no sooner perceives his coming than he lowers

his body to the branch on which he stands, moves
his head from one side to the other—raises his

feathers—then launches forth to meet him, uttering,

as he start-s, his twittering notes ; the eagle no more
sweeps in circles to reconnoitre the field below, but

starts on a direct course to rid himself of his pur-

suer—but it is in vain—the intrepid tormentor,

rises above him, dives upon his back, rises again,

and sweeps from side to side, while with velocity

the eagles dives, then mounts almost perpendicu-

larly to elude his hot charges ; but such evolutions

avail him nothing ; he must leave the king-bird's

precincts, or by alighting on some taU tree, when,

with a few more swoops at this noble bird, the ty-

rant retires ; and as he returns, hovering triumph-

antly to his place, you see his head move, as his

eye follows the insects that he passes, first on one

side, then on the other, until he sees one to his lik-

ing ; he turns or rises, as the case may be, snaps

him in his bill, returns to his place, strikes him a

few times on his stand, and devours him; thus is

he as merciless with his prey as is the eagle, with

whom he disputes the right to hunt over the same

field, and to every bird larger than himself, who
dares intrude on his presumed rights, a teasing

master.
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For "Tbc Friend."

On looking over some old manuscripts in my pos-

session, I discovered a minute from the Yearly

Meeting of Ministers and Elders, held iu Philadel-

phia, in the Ninth month, 1787. And the Memo-
rial of Advices, issued at London, iu 1775, to

which it refers.

After an attentive perusal thereof, I am impress-

ed with the conviction, that they were originally

given forth under the influence of that Divine au-

thority, which was, at times, so freely meted out

to our early Friends, and believing that some parts

of them are well adapted to the situation of some

in the present day, and that a renewed revival

of them, after a lapse of so many years, would be

beneficial, not only to some ministers and elders,

but to many others also, I am induced to forward

them for insertion in " The Friend." W. N.

New Jersey, Fifth month, 1850.

Abstract from the Minutes of the Yearly Meeting

of 3Iinisters and Elders, held in PhUadelphia,

for Pennsylvania, New Jersey, &c., in the Ninth

month, 1787.

It being the sense of this meeting, that the revi-

val of those pertinent and weighty advices issued

by our brethi-en in London, at their Yearly jMeet-

iug in 1775, for the especial use and notice of

ministers and elders, may tend to our improvement

and solid instruction, it is therefore recommended

to our several select Quarterly Meetings to promote

the reading and considering them at such proper

times and seasons as to them may appear most

likely to answer the valuable purposes for which

they were intended. The clerk of this meeting

being desired to furnish each Quarter with an

abstract of our minutes made on this occasion, and

also with a copy of those ad^dces.

Extracted from the minutes of said Yearly Meet-

bg, by Henry Drinker, Clerk.

A memorial of some necessary advices recom-

mended to ministers and elders as caution and

counsel, in the love of the gospel.

1st. Against undue and restless behaviour, un-

der the ministry of any Friend, whilst in the unity

of the body.

2d. That all be cautious of using unnecessary

preambles, and laying too great a stress on their

testimony by too positively asserting a divine mo-
tion, and frequently repeating the same, seeing no

such pretensions will obtain credit, where it is not

manifestly so ; and where it is, the baptizing power

of truth, accompanying the words, is the best evi-

dence.

3d. Against misquoting and misapplying the

holy Scriptures ; and it is desired that all those con-

cerned be frequent in reading them.

4th. To be careful how they fall upon disputed

point's in their testimony, and making such objec-

tions as they do not clearly answer, and also against

giving repeated expectations of coming to a conclu-

sion, recommending the people, &c.

5th. Against hurting meetings towards conclu-

sion by unnecessary additions, when the meeting

was left well before.

6th. Against unbecoming tones, sounds, gestures

and all affectation, which are not agreeable to Chris-

tian gravity.

7th. Against undertaking, or running into em-
ployments they have not knowledge or experience

of, as some have done to their own hurt, the injury

of others, and the reproach of their religious pro

fession, but to employ themselves in business they

are acquainted with, and to avoid an idle hfe,

8th. Not to speak against persons, or report

things on hearsay, but to treat with the parties

concerned, and thereby prevent sowing discord.

9th. That their apparel, and the furniture of their

houses, their tables and way of .living, may be

with decency, moderation and temperance, that

they be therein good examples to others.

10th. Against men and women's travelling as

j

companions in service, to avoid all occasions of

offence thereby.

11th. To beware of too much familiarity, tend-

ing to draw out the affections of one another to

their hurt.

12th. That ministering Friends be careful not

to hinder one another's service in pubhc meetings,

but every one to have a tender regard for others,

that nothing be offered with a view to popvdarity,

but in humihty and the fear of the Lord.

13th. Against running in their own wills to dis-

turb or interrupt any people in their worship, or

presuming to prophesy in their own spirits against

any nation, city, town, people or person.

14th. That ministers, when they travel in the

service of Truth, be carefid not to make their visits

burthensome, or the gospel chargeable.

15th. That ministers and elders be careful to

keep their whole conversation unspotted, being ex-

ples of meekness, temperance, patience and

charity.

1 6th. And lastly, as prayer and supplication to

G od i's a special part of his worship, it must be

performed in spirit, with a right understanding, sea-

soned with grace. Therefore, let ministers be care-

ful bow and what they offer in prayer, avoiding

many words and repetitions, and not to run from

supplication into declaration, as though the Lord

anted information, and let all be cautious of too

often repeating the high and holy name or his attri-

butes in a long conclusion, neither let prayer be in

a formal and customary way to conclude a meet-

ing, without an awful sense of Divine assistance,

attending the mind.

For -The Frieud,

Prospects of the Jews in Palestine.

Our readers are aware that in the spring of 1854
a touching appeal was made in London, as else

where, to good-hearted people of all faiths, to savi

the remnant of the Jews in Palestine from perishini

by famine. The appeal was responded to, and in

Second mo., of last year a report was published by
the chief Rabbi in London and Moses Montefiore,

the Trustees of the Relief Fund, detailing the

methods in which reUef had been administered

Their second report appeared recently, and the

London Ballij News gives the following outhne of

"Moses Blontefiore and his lady, and a few

friends, went out to Palestine in May last. The
Sultan and his Ministers at Constantinople granted

all that was asked in furtherance of the main object

of the Trastees—the establishment of industrial

pursuits in Palestine, and especially of tillage of

the land. A Jew, introduced by Christian digni-

taries to a Mussulman potentate, and going from

the regal presence with protection—and, above all,

protection to agricultural industry—in his hand, is

a new spectacle in the world. Less novelty there

was in ^l. Montefiore 's painful discovery, on reach-

ing Jerusalem, that he was looked for as an infalli-

ble deliverer 'many having supposed that Moses

had the power to reheve from every ill, and to pro-

vide for every want.' This was likely to happen

with an Eastern people, looking for special inter-

vention on all occasions ; and with a people ha-

bitually sustained by alms, who conclude it to be

everybody's business 'to provide for every want'

they are subject to. Bloses and his friends had two

objects however, ofwhich alms-gi\-ing was the first in

pressure, but not in importance. They relieved the

existing hunger ; but they were even more anxi^

ut off the sources of distress—to induce

people to depend on their own industry, and not

European or American alms. In the consultatic

held at Jerusalem, with representatives from

other three holy cities, there was what appears

us, with our biblical notions of Jewish proeeedin

a curious mingling of topics. The Needlewome
Association and the Lying-in and Loan Soeiel

were discussed, examined, and approved ; a Gi

School was detemined on ; and then came in the

imagery of the vine and the fig-tree, the placing

landmarks, and the gathering together of flo^

and herds. Under the advice of practical agrie

turists, convened in council, land was bought,

which thirty-five families from Szaffad were pla

edin one place, and thirty from Tabarea in anothc

and others again from Hebron, and others ft

Jaffa. It is noticeable that the inhabitants of '

two holy cities near the Lake, of Tiberias are

required to give up their privileged residence,

both cases land has been obtained at hand, so tl

they are still on the spot whenever the looked-

uprising from the lake, of the Messiah takes pla

West of Jerusalem a tract of land has been obta

ed ; and there the people are to show what

can do, under the express protection of the Po:

The deputation declare their impression to be, i

their poor brethren are as willing as able to w(

If so, tJie present crisis will be the opening ofai
period in Hebreiv history.

"When the deputation opened their Girls' Seh{

on the very first day, 144 attended, and 400 w
registered. In this school the industrial

kept in view ; and the pupils are taught domed

management, 3ress-making, and embroidery. 'S

eral bales of calico' have been sent out since '

return of the deputation, to afford work for '

schools, and clothing for the necessitous. Ailth

details wear a very modern appearance ; but i

most striking to biblical readers is one which is

deed positively startling. Moses intends 'to a

out materials for the erection of a wind-mill, ti

the view to supersede the expensive method u
at Jerusalem for grinding corn.' Farewell, th

the mill where two women may be grinding

—

mill which abides in the eastern traveller's i

as the most characteristic centre of a group t

his day's journey presented him. For two

grinding at the mill there will now be seen the di

miller. Well, the Arabs will preserve the quht

if the Levant breezes sers-e ever so well for

Jewish windmill. If the old usages carry ai

with them into desuetude the old burdens, them^

gages of synagogue, burial grounds, and \oxi\

Sloses might well be welcome in Palestine, wl-

ever novelties he might carry in his train. Ii^

pleasant to see something of the ancient charai \

of speech preserved, as when we find the Trusf

saying that whatever they have hitherto done :i

but the rolling away of the stone from the wi (

mouth,' Others, they hope, will lend aid to d: i

the reviving waters from the depths. It re.
J

seems, as though the war undertaken for the :

fence of the Turk was to open a new career to !(

Jew."
I

Beautiful.— V^\ien Philip Henry, father of
|(

commentator on the Bible, sought the hand of H

only daughter of Mrs. Matthew in marriage, an *

jection was made by her father, who admitted tJ

he was a gentleman, a scholar, and an excel i

preacher, but he was a stranger. " True,'' said (

daughter, who had well weighed the excel*

quaSties and graces of the stranger, " but I k »

where he is going, and I would like to go with hi.

and they walked life's pilgrimage together.
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For '-The rriend."

BlOGRAPfllCAL SKETCHES,

Ministers and Elders, and other concerned mem-

bers of the Yearly Meeting ot'PhiUulel[)liia.

MARMADUKE COATE.

(Continued from page 277.)

^heir address ran tbus :

To Chief Justice Herbert and Judge Wright,

gncd to hold assizes and gaol deliver^', for the

iStern Circuit at Wells, for the county of Sonicr-

the thirtieth of the month called March, 1 686.

Several of the people called Quakers, now pri-

jrs in the gaol at Ivelchester, in the county of

nerset, on behalf of themselves and many others

;he same people, in humility, show.

That since the Wise Disposer of all things, hath

,ered your employment in this honourable service,

relieve the oppressed, and deliver the* captives
;

1 since king James II., that now is, hath com-

;ted part of his clemency to your custody, to dis-

)ute the same, according as the Lord hath in-

led his heart ; and having taken particular no-

B of our sufferings, and signified his will and

iasure, that we, the people commonly called

akers, should receive the full benefit of his gen-

pardon, with all possible ease; which grace

i favour we, with all thankfulness, acknowledg

God as the Chief Author, who hath the hearts

king's at his disposal ; and to the king, as bcin;j

idy herein to mind that which the Lord inclined

1 heart unto, and not without hope, to find the

opportunity to render to you our hearty thanks,

the full accomplishment of that which our God
lows, and the king so readily grants us : and also

aring the report of your nobility find moderation,

managing this weighty trust committed to you,

are emboldened thus to address ourselves,

ough in plainness of speech, yet in sincerity of

art, to lay before you, that we have for several

ars been prisoners in the gaol aforesaid, not for

ly plotting against the king or government, or

irm done to his subjects. Our peaceable lives

ive manifested our fidelity to the king, and love

our neighbours ; it being contrary to our prin-

Iples to do otherwise, but only for conscience'

like, because in obedience to Christ Jesus, we dare

pt swear at all, or forbear to worship God, as he

ith ordained, nor conform to those worships which

le have no faith in ; which, to omit the one,

iractisc the other, we shoitld thereby sin, and

found our consciences, and break our peace with

, od ; and what good then should our lives do u:

' we might enjoy never so much of the world

ivour and friendship.

j

" Our humble request, therefore, to you is to

lOnsider and compassionate our suffering condition,

'nd improve the power and authority that God and

he king hath entrusted you withal, for our relief

lud liberty ; we still resolving and hoping, through

brod's assistance for the future, to manifest our fear

p God, honour to the king, and honesty to all his

Nibjects, by our godly, humble and peaceable con-

rersation. The particular causes of our imprison-

nents are herewith attested, under our keeper's

land. And we further pray, that mercenary in-

brmers and envious prosecutors against us only

or conscience' sake, may, according to your wis-

lom and prudence, be discouraged from prosecut-

ng such actions, by which many industrious and

jouscientious families and persons are in danger of

being ruined ; and we encouraged in our diligence,

in our respective callings, and may enjoy the bene-

fit of our industry ; and so shall we be the better

enabled to perform with cheerfulness the duties we
owe to God, the king, and all men. The Lord guide

you in judgment, and more and more incline your

hearts to love mercy, and do justice, and grant you

the reward thereof; which is truly our desire and

prayer."

The names of the prisoners, the cause, with the

period of their confinement, are then given. Mar-
maduke Coate's imprisonment for tithes is noticed

as fifteen years and five months. The prisoners

were released, but Marmaduke Coate did not long

survive his liberation. In the year 1689, when the

demand for tithes again.st his estate was made, his

widow, Edith Coate, and his son Marmaduke wore

prosecuted, and committed to prison. The period

of their confinement, we know not.

About the beginning of 1700, Marmaduke Coate

was married to Ann Pole, a daughter of Edward
and Mary Pole, of BiLstlehay, in Somersetshire

At what period they removed to America, I have

not been able to discover, but they settled in Bur-

lington county. New Jersey. They both became

useful members of that meeting, and were both

members of the meeting of ministers and elders.

He was an elder, and she either stood in that capa-

city, or in that of a minister. Of their son, Wil-

liam, we shall have further to note.

Marmaduke Coate, having lived honoured and

respected, deceased the 15th day of the Twelfth

month, 1729.

cerns. llcr friends inform us her testimony was
well received, and that she was of an innocent life

and conversation. She died in the Ninth month,

1730.
(Tu bo continued.)

THOMAS WICKERSHAM.

Thomas Wickersham, of Bolney in Sussex, Great

Britain, was a man in good repute 'amongst Friends

there. He was a member of, Horsham meeting,

from which, in 1700, when Lig -,
removed to Penn-

sylvania, he brought a eertif^ate'of membership,

which testified that he was " an honest man," and
" in unity with faithful Fi-iends." : Ho was one of

the first settlers in Marlborough, Chester county,

and became a member of Kerihett Particular ]Meet-

d Newark Monthly Meeting. He was a man
growmg in th«- Truth, His' friends say of him
" His care in attending meetings for worship and

discipline was remarkable, and worthy of imita

tion." In the year 1714, he was appointed ai

elder, but he was under exercise and preparation

for other service in the church, and in the year

1718, a dispensation of the gospel ministry was

committed to him. His ministry, his friends say,

was mostly " seasonable exhortations to faithful:

It was generally " well received," " being in the

simplicity of Truth, his conversation agreeing

therewith." " He retained his integrity to the

Truth till the last, and died in a good old age, at

his own house, in the Fourth month of the year

1730, and was buried in Kennet burying ground.'

MARY JACOBS.

Of this ministering Friend whose residence was

at Little Egg Harbour, and who deceased there.

Seventh month 22d, 1730, "in full unity with her

friends," we have the following character : Her
testimony was to edification, and comfortable to

those whpse minds were inwardly gathered ; and to

the stirring up the minds of the careless and un-

concerned. Her life and conversation was answer-

able to her doctrine."

JANE OSBORN.

Jane Osborn, of Little Harbour, " was a zea

lous and faithfiil elder, and serviceable in th(

church." She departed this life on the 29th of the

Seventh month, 1730, in unity with her friends.

For "Tlio Friend."

Extract from a letter to a Friend.

The time was, when those who stood for the Mas-
ter's name and cause, knew something of a con-

tinual partaking of the bounties of his table ; but oh

!

how changed are things now—the city of our

fathers lieth waste and the gates thereof are burned

with fire, and there seemeth none to come up and

help to restore the waste places, and rebuild the

walls that have fallen down. And the watchmen,

and the watchwomen, what of them? the few that

are left may be seen walking solitary and sad,

with their cj'cs bent to the ground, having as it

were sackcloth underneath upon their loins, and

they can only say, " Spare thy people. Oh Lord,

and give not thy heritage to reproach," while

leanness and fasting have entered into their

souls; and those who would come to their aid,

find they have but a little handful of meal in

the barrel, and so small a portion of oil in the cruise,

they have not faith enough to use it, for fear it will

replenished. How many of us need more
faith, more trust, more confidence in Him, with whom

11 the issues of life : there are times (and

ELIZABETH MATHER.

Elizabeth Mather, the widow of Joseph Math
of Abington Particular Meeting, was a minister of

the gospel for a number of years, in good esteem,

She was a serviceable member of the religious So-

ciety she belonged to, and was employed in its con-

are my better times) when amidst all my weakness,

and stumbling, and starting aside, I can see plain

enough our compassionate Father waiteth to be

gracious to many, very many, both within and with-

out the pale of our society, and He would that they

should be gathered to the one fold and the one

shepherd. I have often thought of George Fox,

when his horse's feet trod on Scottish ground, he

saw "there was a seed thickly strewn there," that

needed but little pruning and watering to pre-

pare it for the harvest ; would not the dispensation

be a glorious one, and what cause for rejoicing

would it be, could but mine eyes see, before they

are closed upon this world, sons and daughters

coming from far ; enquiring their way to Zion with

their faces thitherward ; then indeed , might we write,

"the church cometh up from the wilderness, lean-

ing upon her beloved, fair as the moon, clear as

the sun, and terrible to the man of sin, as an army
with banners." We know not what may be in store

for us, and it was once said, "I will give thee the

valley of Achor (or trouble) for a door of hope :"

all who feel that our beloved society has entered

into that identical place, have some right to trust,

and hope, and hope on, that the low and distressing spot

we are in will not be without an end ; and this dis-

pensation of Achor, (which is the fruit of a long

course of unfaithfulness, and serving the gods of the

children of the land among whom we dwell,) will

have its limits ; and though the prospect of there

being those coming up from among the younger

ranks who will arise and build, is so faint, that all

hands seem feeble, and all knees weak as water,

yet strength has been made perfect in weakness

;

and grace has lifted from the hole of many a

dark pit, sons and daughters, and made them as

stars in the firmament of the Redeemer's kingdom,

which shall go no more out : all this comes through

obedience ; fiiithful obedience to the manifested will

of our Creator, which neither Jew nor Gentile can

say in the day of final reckoning, he has not known.

All have known it, but all have not given heed unto

it as fully as they should ; and I fear some under

our name have disregarded it altogether, and would

beguile their brethren and their mother, the church

militant, into the notion that such manifestations

are only a delusion ; the creature of man's erring
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imagination. I am not surprised at this bein^
taking doctrine with many ; it leaves the path"to
everlasting rest so open, so easy of access, and
unguarded,—so out ofthe reach of that sword which
turns every way, to keep the way of the tree of
life,—that we might live very much as suited our
tastes here, and hope to enter iu with the bridegroom
without experiencing much of that new birth, of
which our blessed Saviour told Ivicodemus,

Secoud ., 1S56.

For "The Friend."

William Densbiiry.

(Continued from page 275.)

The early life of William Dewsbury shows the

fervent desire, which filled his mind, to attain to

that knowledge of God, which is life eternal. Our
Sa\'iour declared that "no man knoweth the Son
but the Father; neither knoweth any man the
Father save the Son, and he to whom the Son will

reveal him." Again, " no man can come to me,
except the Father, which sent me, draw him." From
these declarations, it is plain, that there is no way
to know God, but by the revelation of the Son,
which is through the illumination and the work of
his Holy Spirit upon the heart. This divine reve-

lation was little regarded or believed in at the first

appearance of Friends. But many sincere seekers
after the effectual means of salvation from sin, when
they heard the message concerning the internal

manifestation of Christ Jesus, as "the way, the
truth and the life," without whom " no man comoth
to the Father," and that through obedience' to his

will, made known by his light and grace in them,
they would be made conquerors of sin and tempt;
tion, received the truth in the love of it, and
heartily joined in fellowship with those messengers
of the gospel.

Until the thirteenth year of his age, "W. Dews-
bury's occupation was chiefly that of a shepherd's

boy, and Allenthorpe continued to be his home.
This retired situation and way of life, appear to

have been very congenial with the state of his feel-

ings
;

as it relieved him from the interruptions of
company, and afforded him an opportunity of in-

dulging in secret meditation, and in mourning and
breathing after the saving knowledge of God. But
soon after this period, when his relations were think-

ing of putting him apprentice to learn some trade.

he heard of a people called Puritans, near Leeds!
thirty miles from the place of his birth, who were
said to fear the Lord, and to walk with greater
strictness of religious profession, than many with
whom he had been acquainted. Such was his

hunger and thirst after righteousness, that he had
no rest in his spirit, until his parents, (his mother
having probably married again,) had succeeded in

procuring a place there for him ; not at all regard-
ing the nature of his employment, " if," says he,
" I might be among those who feared the living

God, and thus become acquainted with the God o"
my life, who created me for himself." He was ac
cordmgly bound apprentice to a cloth weaver at
Holdbeck near Leeds, who proved to be a very
sharp master; but the Lord enabled him with
much patience to endure his trials, attended as they
were by ill health, until the period of his appren-
ticeship was nearly expired. In the meantime he
continued to use all diligence in seeking that
knowledge for which his soul was greatly athirst,

and for want of which he suffered much distress of
mind. He attended assiduously at the preaching
of all the chief teachers of religion in the neigh-
bourhood, wrote down their sermons in short-hand,
and went afterwards to their houses to discourse

in this he found himself disappointed
; the residt

proving to him, that no outward profession of reli-

gion however high, no knowledge of Scripture hoW'
ever complete in itself, no attention to religious ob
servances however strict, could ever cleanse the
soul from sin, or restore it to a state of acceptance
with God. " He wanted Christ," the chief of ten
thousand, the beloved of souls, " and without him
he could not live."

Speaking of this serious people about Leeds, and
his disappointment in not finding among them that
aid in the work of salvation, which he so ardently
longed for, W. Dewsbury says, " There was as had
been reported, much speaking of God, called preach-
ing, and professing him in words from the letter of
the Scriptures, what the saints had spoken forth,

thus imitating the saints' practice in a carnal wis-
dom, and seeking the kingdom of God in outward
observations, as I had done before I came there.

But / met u-ith no7ie icho could tell me what God
had done for their souls, in redeeming them from
the body of sin, which I groaned under, and which
separated me from the presence of God. Although
I walked strictly with them in the outward obser-

vations, and in running to hear one man after an-

other, called ministers, yet I found no rest nor
peace to my weary soul. The flaming sword, the

righteous law of God cried in me for a perfect ful-

filling of the law, and met me wherever I was ; so

that I could find no peace in that worship of God
the world had set up—such as receiving the bread
and wine, which they told me were the seals of the

covenant. It was long ere I dared to receive them,
because I saw not mj'self prepared ; for the evil of
my heart stood before me. And when I was about
to receive them, I sought the Lord to keep me by
his power, that I might receive them worthily ; and
when I did receive them, my desire was, that the

Lord would seal up his will to my soul, but I found
nothing sealed to my soul therewith. Then much
fear seized upon me for a long time after ; and the

condition of Judas was cast into my mind ; until it

was showed me that the seal of the covenant was
the Spirit of Christ, and no outward element ; and
that the supper was the body and blood of Christ,

which the world doth not know, nor did I at that

time, but I was made to wait for the manifestation

of it to me
" Then I durst join no more with the world in

that practice; nor in singing David's conditions

which they called singing psalms. For the light ir

my conscience let me see the evil of my heart, that

I was not in David's condition, the sense of which
stopped my mouth ; and while others were singing,

I mourned and wept for want of the pure spirit that
David had, and which caused him to sing. Neither
was I able to apply the promises, which they told

me belonged to me, for I found no promise belong-
ing to that nature ; but the wrath of God abode
upon me, for my disobeying his counsel in me, the
light in my conscience. But being ignorant that it

was his counsel, I departed from it and lent my ears

to those who said they spoke from the mouth of the
Lord. And I was deceived, and thus caused to

err by their lies, who drew me to seek the kingdom
of God in observations without. But the word of
the kingdom was in me, and executed the righte-

ous judgment of God upon my adulterous heart,

that took counsel, and not at his mouth.''

Under these exercises of mind, William Dews-
bury's health gave way, and he became so weak as

unable, with all his efforts conscientiously

exerted, to answer the expectations of his master

;

who, thinking him to be in a consumption, was in-

clined at one time to send him home to his rela-

however, being fully aware of the real cause of
malady, and rightly concluding that it was no ot

than the evil of his own heart, and the distress

mind thence arising, resolutely declined employ
such means for his relief, with a solitary excepti
to avoid giving offence. When after diligent sea

:
the Puritans, he was unable to find anyT

with them, t'lat, if possible, he might gain someltions; but on further reflection, he judged it to be
satisfaction as to the subject of his anxiety. But more prudent to take medical advice. W.Dewsbury,

could apply a remedy to his spiritual malady,
was constrained to make his case known to such
were esteemed in the world as the most experiem
ministers and professors, and to ask them what
might do to be saved. But they also proved to

physicians of no value, mere ministers of the letl

They told him to believe in the name of Christ, a

to apply the promises ; but to wait for " the re

lation of Jesus Christ" in his own heart, they nc
counselled him ; and it only added to his sorr

to be thus urged to believe in Christ, when neitl

he at that time, nor his advisers, knew where
was to be found, nor how to be believed in, to t

saving of the soul.

Those who were thus brought to hunger
thirst after righteousness, and could not be satisfi

without it, in the Lord's way and time, were fillc

They were made believers in Christ, through 1

faith which is of the operation of his Spirit in t

heart, and by taking up the cross, denying self a

following him faithfully, they became changed :

born of the Spirit, and were brought to hold i

munion with God, in the temple of a sanctified hea

As in the primitive Christian church, the Spi

divided to every linng member severally, the g
which he was to occupy in the body, so they we
prepared, and received gifts to exercise for its odi

cation and their own growth in the truth,

have been long contending against unsound dc
trine, first on one hand, and now on the oth«

which it has been our bounden duty to

expose. Is it not important to pause and inqni

of the Lord, what is his T\-ill concerning the Soeie;

in this respect, now a plain decided testimony h
been borne nearly ten years on this matter?

not the cunning serpent deceive many, if they a

not upon the watch-tower, and lead them to inal

religion to consist in talking on doctrine

instead of feeling the daily hunger and thirst aft

righteousness, that our own souls may be filled, ai

a constant growth experienced iu the life and poi

er of Truth, and in the love and fellowship of \'

gospel, praying for ourselves and for one anothej

(To bo continued.)
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J k will the Lord guide in judgment, and the hum-

1 will he teach of his ways ; as it is written, " The

jet of the Lord is with them that fear Him;"

i these have bread to eat that the world knows

Kof; for it is their meat and their drink to do:

I to suffer the will of their heavenly Father,'

( lOUt regard to the judgment of men, who may

f
em them fools, and the followers of their own

i ision.

f 'he holy apostle, in one of his epistles to the

I uthians, exhorts in this wise ; " Let no man

>ive himself. If any among you secmeth to be

! in this world, let him become a fool, that he

X be wise ; for,' said he, " the wisdom of this

Id is foolishness with God ; for it is written, lie,

3th the wise in their own craftiness." And he

ired them that it was a very small thing that he

luld be judged of them, or of man's judgment

;

I a," said he, " I judge not mine own sell ; for i

I w nothing by myself; yet am I not hereby

I
ified ; but he that judgoth me is the Lord,

tirefore," said he, "judge nothing before the

J, until the Lord come, who both will bring to

t the hidden things of darkness and will make

jifest the counsels of the hearts, and then shall

ry one have praise of God."

low would it become us who are professing the

li of the ancient prophets and apostles, to follow

T example of patience and meekness under

eriug, to the denial of self in all things ; not

sing honour of men, or to be delivered from

ering, before it shall please Him who is head

r all things to his church, to pronounce, "It is

ugh ;" for it is declared that if we suffer with

rist, we shall also reign with him. The promise

those who endure to the end ; to those who

de with Him in his temptations, enduring hard-

s as good soldiers, for his sake ; who is the head

his own body, which is made up of spiritual

nbers gathered out of every nation, kindred,

»ue and people ; and who will not permit any of

testimonies, given us as a people to bear, to fall

;he ground.

Let us not be too much alarmed, neither let us

dismayed on account of our trials, as though

16 new thing had happened unto us ; for it has

n the experience of the church from the earliest

iod, to be brought under suffering on account of

esies and false brethren ; and it is written that

inces must come ; but the wo is pronounced upon

'Se through whom they come, and not upon those

o keep their habitations in the' Truth, contending

linst them. These ha>c nothing to fear from

le arrow that flieth by day; nor from the pesti-

ce that walketh in darkness ; nor from the des-

ction that wasteth at noon-day ; but though a

usand shall fall at their side, and t«n thousand

their right hand, it s/iall not come nigh them,

ey shall tread upon the lion and adder : the

mg Hon and the dragon shall these trample under
iir feet, and no plague shall come nigh their

elling, because they have set their love on Him
is able to deliver them, and he will set them

high, because they have known his name. They
ill call upon him and he will answer them, and
II be with them in trouble, and will deliver them,

d honour them, and show them his salvation."

If we suffer for well doing, let us seek patiently

bear it, but let us endeavour to avoid suffering as

il doers, for thus our patience will be without it^

ward.

Never assent merely to please others. For that

besides flattery, oftentimes untruth, and discovers

mind liable to bo servile and base : nor contradict

vex others, for that shows an ill temper, and
ovokes, but profits nobody.

Epistle of Ceorge Foi.

Friends being now grown very numerous in the

northern parts of the nation, and many young con-

vinced ones coming daily in among us, I was moved
of the Lord to write the following epistle, and send

it forth amongst them, in order to stir up the

pure mind, and raise a holy care and watchfulness

in them over themselves, and one another, for the

honour of truth :

—

To you all. Friends everywhere, scattered abroad.

In the measure of the life of God, wait for wisdom
from God, even tirom Him from whom it conies.

And all yc, who are children of God, wait for living

food ii-oiu the living God to be nourished up to

eternal life from the oue fountain, from whence life

comes; that ye may all be guided and walk in

order ; servants in your places, young men and
women in your places, and rulers of families; that

every one, in your respective places, may adorn the

truth, in the measure of it. 'With it let your minds

be kept up to the Lord Jesus, from whom it comes,

that ye may be a sweet .savour to God, and in wis-

dom ye may all be ordered and ruled ;—that a

crown and a glory ye may be one to another in the

Lord. And that no strife, bitterness, or self-will,

may appear amongst you ; but by the Light in

which is unity, all these may be condemned. And
that every one in particular, may see to, and take

care of the ordering and ruling of his own family;

that in righteousness and wisdom it may be governed,

he fear and dread of the Lord being set in every

one's heart; that the secrets of the Lord every one

may come to receive, that stewards of his grace,

you may come to be, to dispense it to every one as

they have need ; and so in savouring and right dis-

cerning you may all be kept ; that nothing that is

contrary to the pure life of God may be brought

forth in you, or among you ; but all that is contrary

to it, may be judged by it ; so that in light, in

life and love, ye may all live; and aU that is con-

trary to the light, and life, and love, may be brought

to judgment, and by that light condemned. And
that no fruitless trees be among you, but all be cut

own and condemned by the light and cast into the

lire ; so that every one may bear and bring forth

fruit unto God, and grow fruitful in his knowledge,

and in his wisdom ; and that none may appear in

ds beyond what they are in the lite that gave

forth the words. Here none shall be as the un-

timely figs ; none shall be of those trees whose fruit

withers ; such go in Cain's way, from the light, and

by it are condemned. Let none amongst you boast

yourselves above your measure ; for if you do, out

of God's kingdom you are excluded ; for in that

boasting part gets up the pride and the strife,

which are contrary to the light that leads to the

kingdom of God, and gives an entrance thereinto,

and an understanding to know the things that be-

long to the kingdom of God. There the light and

life of man every one receives, even Him who was
before the world was, by whom it was made, who
is the righteousness of God, and his wisdom ; to

whom all glory, honour, thanks, and praise belong,

who is God, blessed forever. Let no image or like-

ness be made ; but wait in the light, which will

bring condemnation on that part that would make
the images ; for that prisons the just. So to the

lust yield not the eye, nor the flesh ; for the pride

of life stands in that which keeps out the love of

the Father; and upon which his judgments and

wrath remain, where the love of the world is sought

after, and a crown that is mortal. In this ground

the evil enters, which is cursed ; which brings forth

briars and thorns, where death reigneth, and tribu-

lation and anguish are upon every soul, and the

Egyptian tongue is heard ; all which is by the light

condemned. There the earth is, which must be re

ed, by the light it is seen, and by the power it

is removed, and out of its place it is shaken; to

which the thunders utter their voices, before the mys-
teries of God be opened, and Jesus revealed. There-
fore all ye whose minds are turned to this light, wait
upon the Lord Jesus for the crown that is immortal,
and that fadeth not away. 1653. (i. F.

Life is a wasting thing ; it is a candle that will

burn out.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 17, 185G.

In our present number will be found the Report
of the Conmiittec having charge of West-town
Boarding School, and that of the Committee for the

gradual Civilization and Improvement of the Indian
natives, presented to our late Yearly Meeting. We
wish to call the attention of our readers particularly

to the latter, inasmuch as it states the necessity

existing for an increase of the funds at the dis-

posal of the Committee, in order to carry out the

plan of a boarding school for the Indian children,

authorized by the Yearly Meeting two or three years
ago. The proposition to open voluntary subscriptions

having been approved by the Yearly Meeting,

we understand the Committee have had a suflicient

number of .subscription papers printed to be distri-

buted throughout the subordinate meetings, and they
will probably be presented to the members at an
early day.

The remnant of the Seneca tribe residing at

Tunessassah has long been under the care of and
received assistance Irom Friends of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting. In former days, many members
of the committee to whom the subject was entrusted,

underwent much exposure and hardship while vis-

iting or remaining among them, and much labour
and a considerable amount of money have been ex-

pended in the efforts, continued from year to year,

to induce them to give up the manners and preju-

dices inherited from their forefathers, and adopt the

habits and comforts of civilized lite. It is true, that

for a long time there seemed to be but httle perma-
nent improvement effected—not much good fruit to

compensate for the outlay, and encourage to unre-
laxed labour in the course marked out—and yet
the Indians always evinced a correct estimate of
the disinterested feelings by which Friends have
been actuated, and a grateful sense of the benefits

designed to be conferred upon them ; while it was
from time to time apparent, that individuals of them
brought under the immediate influence of the School
kept up, and the family of Friends stationed in the
reservation, were decidedly softened in their feelings,

and enlightened by it, and thus, perhaps insensibly

to themselves, were instrumental in slowly promot-
ing the improvement of their tribe. It is a remark-
able fact, that while other remnants of tribes in

different parts of our country have been gradually
but continuously dwindling away, and iu several

instances have become extinct, these Indians under
the care of our Yearly Meeting have for several

years been on the increase, and are becoming more
numerous from year to year. 'Within the last few
years the improvement among them has been very
marked in several ways, and perhaps no better evi-

dence of it can be given, than the general and
growing desire to have their children educated.

Although agents for other religious Societies find

their way among them, yet they manifest a de-

cided preference for Friends, and are anxious for

them to have the charge of their children ; so that

if the means were at command to pay for teachers
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and tlie necessary increase of assistance in the fam
ily, there is reason to believe pnpils enough to fill

a large school could be easily obtained. The Board
ing School is found to fulfil the expectations with

which it was established, bidding fair, by the re^

ligious and moral training combined with literary

instruction, to make a lasting impression on the

rising generation, and prepare them to become
intelligent and useful members of the community.

There is an acknowledged obligation resting upon
us all, to act a kind and liberal part towards the

few remaining representatives of the once powerful

tribes that held possession of this country when our

forefathers landed on its shores, and in no way can

that obligation be more satisfactorily met, than by
seeming to them and to their offspring the opportu-

nity for obtaining religious and mental culture ; that

so a knowledge of their duties and responsibihties,

with a preparation to perform them, may go hand
in hand together.

We trust that the Committee will be encouraged

to persevere in their labours by a liberal subscrip-

tion from the members in all parts of the Yearly
Meeting.

SUJIMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—Xews from Liverpool to the 26th ult.

The. Dispute ti-iik the United States.—The Loudon Jlorn-
ing Star says, " We are told, that at the meeting of the
Cabinet, on Tuesday, the 22d, at which Lord Clarendon
was present, for the first time since his return from Paris,

the answer to the United States was agreed upon, on
some of the points connected with the Central American
question. The British government are prepared to give
way, but they will not recall Mr. Cr.ampton, and they are
also prepared to communicate to the United States gov-
ernnieut, that they are unanimous in their determination
to continue him in his present position, as British Minis-
ter at AVashington."

The Treaty of Peace.—The terms of the Treaty are to

lie substantially such as were anticipated. The Treaty
is republished by the London Sun, surrounded l)y a
mourning border. The stipulations respecting Moldavia
and Wallachia, appear to aim at making those Princi-
palities ultimately independent of Turkey. Though no-
minally under the Sovereignty of that power, it is de-
signed that they shall enjoy greater civil and religious

freedom, and a constitutionin accordance with the wishes
of the people. If the internal tranquillity of the Princi-
palities be disturbed, the Porte must consult the con-
tracting powers, and cannot employ armed intervention
without their consent. Paissia cedes a small portion of
Bessarabia, which is to be annexed to Moldavia. No
part of the Russian territory will hereafter border on the
Danube, and the free navigation of that river is provided
for.

FRANCE.—An imperial decree has-been issued, order-
ing a further reduction of the army. In a late sitting of
the Corps Legislatif, Montalebert made a remarkable
speech on the freedom of the election franchise, and de-
nounced the Court of Cassation as an accomplice with
the Government to render universal suffrage a mockery,
and called for an alteration of the law. The late heavy
rains had caused inundations in many parts of France.
The Moselle newspapers announce an important fact

—

the discovery of coal in apparently large quantities, and
of good quality, in several parts of that department.
RUSSIA.—Count Orloff has been appointed President

of the Council of State. The militia have disbanded.
The Admiralty have ordered all the light-houses to be
lighted, and all the buoys to be laid down in the Gulfs
of Bothnia and Finland, and the Baltic and White Seas.
The Emperor has been on a visit to Moscow.' In his
speech to the city authorities, he said, " The war is over

;

for I ratified the treaty of peace which had been signed
at Paris before I left St. Petersburg. I am happy to be
able to announce the news to you ofiBcially, and to re-
peat to the nobility of Moscow the words which I ad-
dressed to my people in my last manifesto. Russia was
able to defend herself for many years to come, and I be-
lieve that no matter what forces were brought against
her she was invulnerable on her own territory. But I

felt that it was my duty, in the real interests of the coun-
try, to lend an ear to proposals compatible with the na-
tional honour. War is an abnormal state, and the
greatest successes obtained by it scarcely compensate for
the evils it occasions."
TURKEY.— The French have evacuated Kinburn.

Great sensation had been caused in Constantinople by
the Sultan having paid a visit to the Greek patriarch";
an act heretofore unexampled.
GREAT BRITAIN.—On the 23d, there was a grand

review of the British fleet at Spithead, at which more
than 100,000 spectators were present. The fleet num-
bered over 240 ships of war, including steamers carry-
ing 3000 guns and 33,000 men. The fleet formed four
squadrons, and extended twelve miles over the water.
In the British Parliament the government sustained an-
other defeat, having been out-voted by a majority of 28,
in favour of open competition for civil appointments.
Lord Lyndurst has given notice of a motion inquiring
into the condition of Italy. Lord Malmesbury has givei
notice of his intention to move a vote of censure in rela
tion to the fall of Kars. A vessel discharging a cargo
of Cuban sugar at Greenock, brought two slaves

'

secreted themselves on board the ship while she
lying at Cardeuas, and who were not discovered until
she had been several days at sea.

Liverpool Marlcels.—Cotton had been active during the
week, at an advance of Id. Sales of the week, 98,000
bales. The stock of American in port was 368,000 bales,

BreadstufTs had slightly advanced. Western Canal flour,

26s. to 32s.; good Ohio, 35s. a 35s. 6d.; red wheat, 9s!

6(Z., and white, lOs. 6d. per 70 lbs.

Tlie London Money Market was easier. The bullion in

the Bank had decreased £222,000. Consols, 92J oi

BRAZIL.—Advices from Rio Janeiro to Third month
lUh, state that the cholera was prevailing there, but not
with great severity. The total number of deaths from
that disease, had been 5552, the majority of whom i

slaves.

UNITED STATES.—Con^rcss.-A bill has passed both
Houses, giving a million and a half of acres of land to

Iowa, to aid in the construction of railroads, and another
appropriating §45,000 for deepening the channel ov
the St. Clair Flats, Michigan. In the Senate, the Coi
mittee on Patents have reported a bill amendatory of
the Patent Laws, the object being to protect the public
against the oppressive use of invalid patents, and inven-
tors from the piracies of dishonest infringers. There is

a misunderstanding between the two Houses, respecting
the Deficiency bill. Two Committees have been ap-
pointed on the part of each body to confer, and both
have disagreed. The principal diflicnlty relates tb two
amendments introduced by the Senate, appropriating
§1,800,000 for the army, and $300,000 to the Washing-
ton Water-works, which the House is unwilling to sanc-
tion. At the request of the Senate, a third committee
has been appointed.

Kansas.—The Congressional committee of investiga-
tion was in session at Lawrence. The U. S. troops un-
der Col. Sumner had arrived. The Deputy Sherift' of
Douglass county having writs issued for the arrest of
about one hundred citizens of Lawrence, charged with
the commission of crimes under the territorial laws, the
army will be stationed at Lawrence until the arrests

have been made, and the parties sent to Lecompton.
Philadelphia.—^lovUMtj last week, 191. The mean

temperature for the Fourth month was 53.36 degrees
hich islj degs. abovetheaverageof the last thirty years.

The amount of rain was 3J inches. On the 8th, the
steamer City of Baltimore arrived from Liverpool, whence
she sailed on the 23d ult. It is expected that the other
steamers of the line will follow in regular succession.
The City of Baltimore is said to be the largest vessel
ever in the Delaware ; she is 347 feet long ; 2464 tons.

passengersd her engines, of 500 horse power. Her
were 208 in number.

w York.—Mortality last week, 364. In 2502 dwell-
ings recently visited by the Health Wardens and Inspec-

of the City, it was found there were 7301 families

residing, composed of 36,508 persons, of whom 24,045
adults. In 1592 houses were found more than four

families each. More than 1000 persons were found to

occupy a row of seventeen houses.
The Growth of Commerce.—In the year 1830, the ton-

nage of American vessels was 1,191,776 tons ; the num-
ber of seamen and watermen under the American flag,

eluding those in the navy, a little over 90,000. In

1855, twenty-five years afterwards, the tonnage increased

, and the number of seamen to nearly
400,000, both having more than quadrupled in one-
fourth of a century.

Pennsylvania Railroad.—The receipts upon this road
during the Fourth month, amounted to $610,969, or
more than a quarter of a million, in excess of the corre-

ponding month, 1855. Since the first of the year, the
eceipts of the road have been §1,727,709.
Miscellaneous.—.Mormon Emigrants.—The ship Enoch

Train, from Liverpool, landed last week at Boston five

hundred and thirty of these deluded people, all bound
for the "land of promise," Utiih.

A Coloured Slaveholder.—A correspondent of the I

vamiah (Geo.) News relates the case of William Ellis
a negro, who purchased his freedom from his mast
and is now a large slaveholder himself ElUson is s:

to own an extensive cotton plantation, and abdVit c

half of the town of Statesburg, in Sumpter distri

S. C.

Emancipation of Slaves.—By the will of James Kelli

of Lancaster county, Virginia, all his slaves, about for
five in number, have been emancipated. Provision
also made for their outfit and transportation to 1

beria.

A Succes-rful Voyage.—The ship Abigail recently i

rived at New York, from a whaling voyage, having'bj
absent forty-four months. The value of the oil a
whale-bone taken during the cruise, is about Sl95,0l

The Smallest Bank in the United States is the Bank
Cayuga Lake, at Painted Post, N. Y., with §10,0
capital.

Norwegians in Wiaconsin.—Thf: Madison (Wis.);
nal learns that the Norwegian population of Dane count
amounts to 6628 persons. They constitute the majoii
of the inhabitants in several of the towns, and are indu
trious and good citizens.

More Light.—The cities of Buenos Ayres and
Janeiro are now lighted by gas.

Railroad h-on.—The total consumption of railroad in

in the United States, for the last five years, is stated

1,643.629 tons, of which 1,143,629 tons were importe
In 1855, our home establishments furnished more thi

half of the annual supply.

Land Monopoly.—Five noblemen are said to own abo
one-fourth of all the landed property in Scotland. Thi

are the Marquis of Breadalbaue, and the Dukes of Argjl'
Athol, Sutherland, and Buccleugh.

\

Humboldt jnd the Table Rappers.—Baron Humbol

'

has written a letter to the New York Post, in which 1|

emphatically contradicts the report that he had In :

a convert to the spirit-rapping humbug. He say; :

a ' holy horror of pine wood spiritualism and lu

graphic mysticisms."

RECEIPTS.
Received from David Ball and AVm. Pickets, 0., }

each, to 32, vol. 30 ; from A. Hampton, Ind.. §2,
vol. 30 ; from Amy C. Hoopes, W. C, Pa., S2, vol. 21

from Stephen Hobson, agt., 0., §2, vol. 30, and for Thoi

Hohson, §4, vols. 29 and 30.

MiRKiEn, at Friends' Meeting-house, in Fall Hire'

Mass., on the 7th inst., Charles E. Hill, of Philadelphi f

to SusAX F., only daughter of the late John Wilbur, jij

of the former place.

, at Friends' Meeting, Arch street. Fifth-da;

8th inst.. Joseph Tavlor, of Greensburg, Pa., to Mabtb
W. BosTwicK. daughter of the late John Bostwiok,'!

Ulster countv. N. Y.

Died, on the 2 2d of Fourth rao., la.st, Sarah Darskl
aged 87 years ; a member of Chester Monthly '.

N. J., formerly of Tukertou, N. J.

, on the 2d inst., at his residence. Pennsvili

Morgan county, Ohio, aged 49 years, Johx Penrose;

esteemed member of Pennsville Monthly Meeting. H
sickness was of several weeks' duration, during whit

he suffered much, and patiently endured what his hei

venly Father permitted to come upon him. His friei

have a consoling belief, that having submitted to 1

cleansing, sanctifying baptism of the Holy Spirit, hisn

deemed spu-it has been permitted, through the mercy <

God in Christ Jesus, to enter into rest.

— , near Newby's Bridge, Perquimans Co., N. C,

the 3d inst., after an illness of three and a half day

Elizabeth, wife of David White ; a worthy elder

Piney Woods Monthly Meeting of Friends, in the sixt)

eighth year of her age. Her disease quickly deprive

her of the power of expressing her feelings, but the r

membrance of her consistent and unobtrusive course

Christian faithfulness is truly comforting to her survivio

relatives and friends, who ieel a lively hope, that hi

spirit is, through mercy, admitted into the realms

everlasting blessedness. " Not by works of righteou!

ness which we have done, but according to his mere,

he saved us, by the washing of regeneration and renew

ing of the Holy Ghost ; which he shed on us—abui
dantly through Jesus Christ our Saviour ; that, bein

justified by his grace, we should be made heirs, accort

to the hope of eternal life.'' Titus, ch.
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Zoological Sketches.

(Couthmod from page 2S2.)

ot far from the picturesque house built by

mus Burton, in one of the cages fronting the

of the supeiintendent of the Gardens, is to be

a beaver. The wonderiul instinct of this little

lal is certainly not inferior to that of the huge

lant. As yet he has not been placed in cir-

itances to enable the pubhc to witness his build-

capacities : but it is the intention, we under-

i, of the council to give him a stream of run-

water, and the requisite materials to construct

bf those extraordinary dams for which this ani-

[is so famous. In Canada, where he used to

jisL, the backwoodsmen often came upon hill-

1 completely cleared of good-sized trees by
iiies of these little creatures, who employed the

3 timber to construct their dams—dams, not of

V feet in length, but sometimes of a hundred

ififty feet, built according to the best engineering

'ula for resisting the pressure of water, namely,

ii angle, with its apex pointed up the stream, and

ually narrowing from base to summit. In short,

Brunei himself could not outdo your beaver in

engineering operations. Even in confinement,

sagacious rodent loves to display his skill, as

nay learn from Mr. Broderip's account of his

Jinney

:

[ts building instinct," says that accomplished

plist, " showed itself immediately it was let out

3 cage, and materials were placed in its way,

this before it had been a week in its new
ters. Its strength, even before it was half

•n, was great. It would drag along a large

ping brush, or a warming-pan, grasping the

lie with its teeth, so that the load came over its

Ider, and advancing in an oblique direction till

rived at the part where it wished to place it.

long and large materials were always taken

; and two of the longest were generally laid

i-wise, with ouc of the ends of each touching the

,
and their other ends projecting out into the

I. The area caused by the cross brushes and
.vail he would fill up with hand-brushes, rush-

ets, books, boots, sticks, cloths, dried turf, or

hing portable. As the work grew high, he sup-

3d himself on his tail, which propped him up
irably ; and he would often, after laying on one
s building materials, sit up over against it, ap-

ing to consider his work, or, as the country
lie say, 'judge it.' This pause was sometimes
wed by changing the position of the materials.

and soinotimes they were loft in their place. Aft

he had piled up his materials in one part of the

room (for he generally chose the same jjlace,) he

proceeded to wall up the space between the feet of

a chest of drawers which stood at a little distance

from it, high enough on its legs to make the bottom
a roof for him, using for this purpose dried turf and
sticks, which he laid very even, and filling up the

interstices with bits of coal, hay, cloth, or anything
he could pick up ; the last place he seemed to ap

propriate for his dwelling, the former work seemed
intended for a dam. When he had walled up the

space between the feet of the chest of drawers,

proceeded to carry in sticks, clotLs, hay, cotton, and
to make a nest; and when he had done he would
.sit up under the drawers, and comb himself with the

nails of his hind feet."

Well done, Binney ! If the beaver in the Gar
den will only work out his natural instincts as per

fectly, we may expect some amusement. Up to a

late period the beaver had become rather a scarce

animal, the exigencies of fashion having nearly ex
terminated him. When silk hats came in, however,
the annual slaughter of hundreds ofthousands of hi

race, for the sake of the fur, gradually slackened,

and now he is beginning to increase in his native

retreats,—a singular instance thi-j of the fashiom

of Paris and London affecting the very existence of

prolific race of animals in the New World ! In
the very nest compartment is a hare, who for

years played the tambourine in the streets of the

metropolis, but his master, finding that his per-

formances did not draw, exchanged him at these

Gardens for a monkey ; and now, whilst he eats

greens in peace, poor Jocko, in a red cloak

and a feathered cap, has probably to earn his

daily bread by mimicking humanity on the top

of a barrel-organ. But the hippopotamus surges

into his bath in the inclosure as we pause, and there

rush of visitors to see the mighty brute perform-

ing his ablutions. He no longer gives audience to

all the fair and fashionable folks of the town. Alas
for the greatness of this world 1 the soldier-crab and
the Esopin-awnnow draw better "houses." Whether
or no this desertion has embittered his temper, we
cannot say ; but he has certainly lost his amiability,

notwithstanding that he still retains the humorous
curl-up of the corners of his mouth, which Doyle
used to hit off so inimitably. At times, indeed, he

perfectly furious, and his vast strength has ne-

cessitated the reconstruction of his house on a much
stronger plan. Those only who have seen him rush

vith extended jaws at the massive oaken door of

lis apartment, returning again and again to the

charge, and making the soHd beams quiver as

though they were only of inch deal, can understand
the dangerous fits which now and then are exhibit-

ed by a creature who was so gentle when he made
his debut that he could not go to sleep without

having his Arab keeper's feet to lay his neck upon.

This affection for his nurse has undergone a great

change, for, on Hamet's countryman and coadjutor,

Mohammed, making his seceond appearance with

the young female hippopotamiLS, Obaysch very
nearly killed him in the violence of his rage. lie

has a peculiar dislike to the sight of working-men,
especially if they are employed in doing any jobs

about his apartment. The smith of the cstubli.sh-

nient happening to lie jiassing the other day along

the iron gallery which runs across one side of hi,s

bath, the infuriated animal leapt out of the water,

at least eight fe^t high, and would .speedily have

pulled the whole eonstriictiou down, had not the

man run rapidly out of his sight. We trust his

temper will improve when his young bride in the

adjoining room Ls presented to him ; but she is as

yet but a baby behemoth, although growing fast.

The enormously strong iron railings in front of his

apartments are essential to guard against the rushes

he sometimes makes at persons he does not like.

Look at that huge mouth, opened playfully to re-

ceive tit-bits 1 AMiat is a bun or a biscuit to him ?

Down that huge throat goes one hundred pounds
weight of provender daily. Surely the dragon of

Wantley had not such a gullet.

The giraffes in the adjoining apartment have been

in the Gardens so long that they arc no longer

thought a rarity; but it should be remembered
that the four procured in 183.5 from Khordofan, by
the agent of the Society, were, like the hippopotamus,

the fii-st ever exhibited in Europe since the days of

ancient Rome. Of the.se, only one female now re-

mains; but very many have been bred in the

Gardens, and have continued in excellent health.

At the present moment three of their progeny are

housed in the apartment we are entering. The
finest, a male, is a noble fellow, standing nearly se-

venteen feet high. When he strides out into the en-

closure, high up as the trees are protected by board-

ing, he yet manages to brow.se as in his African

forests, and it is then that the visitor sees the full

beauty of the beast, which is lost in the house.

The giraffe, in spite of his mild and melancholy look,

which reminds us forcibly of the camel, yet fights

ferociously with his kind at certain seasons of the

year. Two males once battled here so furiously,

that the horn of one of them was actually driven

into the head of the other. Their method of fight-

ing is very peculiar ; stretching out their fore and
hind legs like a rocking-horse, they use their heads

as a black.smith would a sledge-hammer, and swing-

ing the A ertebral column in a manner calculated,

would think, to break it, they bring the full

force of the horns to bear upon their antagonist's

skull. The blow is severe in the extreme, and every

precaution is taken to prevent these conflicts.

As we pass along a narrow corridor in which the

ostriches are confined, we reach at length the last

inhabitant of the Garden, and the most curious

creature, perhaps, which it contains. If the keeper

s at hand, he will open the door of the box in which

it lives, and drive out for us the bewildered looking

apteryx—the highest representative, according to

Professor Owen, of the warm-blooded class of ani-

mals that lived in New Zealand previous to the ad-

vent of man. Strange and chaotic-looking as are

most of the living things brought from Australia

and the adjacent islands, this creature is certainly

the oddest of the bird class, and is, we believe, tl;a

only one ever seen out of New Zealand. As ij;

vainly runs into the corners and tries to hide itself

from the light of day, we perceive that it is wingT

less and taiUess ; it looks, in short, like a hedgehog

mounted upon the dwarfed yet powerftil legsof an o;-
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trich, whilst its long bill, which seems as though it

had been borrowed from a stork, is employed when
the bird leans forward, to support it, just as an old
man uses a stick. This strange creature seems to

hold among the feathered bipeds of Polynesia a
parallel position to the New Holland mole (Orni-
thorhynchus paradosicus)—which possesses the bill

and webbed teet of a duck with the claws of a land
animal—among the quadrupeds. Mr. Gould re-

marks, that nature aflbrds an appropriate vegetation
to each class of animal life. Our universal mother
seems to have matched her Flora to her Fauna in

this portion of the globe ; at least the paradoxical
creatures we have mentioned seem in happy accord
with Australian vegetation, where the stones grow
outside the cherries, and the pear-shaped fruits

depend from the branch with their small ends down-
wards ! The apterj'x is entirely nocturnal in its

habits, pursuing its prey in the ground by smell
rather than by sight, to enable it to do which the
olfactory openings are placed near the point of the
beak. Thus, the bird scents the worm on which it

feeds far below the surfece of the ground. We
must not regard the apteryx as an exceptional crea-
ture, but rather as the type of a large class of birds
peculiar to the islands of New Zealand, which have
been destroyed, like the dodo in the Mauritius,
since the arrival of man. Professor Owen, long
before the apteryx arrived in England, pronounced
that a single bone found in some New Zealand
watercourse had belonged to a wingless, tailless

bird, that stood at least twelve feet high. This
scientific conjecture has lately been transformed
into a certainty by the di,<covery of a number of
bones, which demonstrate that several species of

both for the extreme beauty of the drawings,.which
may be said to daguerreotype the subjects in their
most characteristic attitudes, and for the nature of
the letter press, which proves that the editor has
written from the life.

(To be conclutlod.)

Tor "The Friend."

Admonitions of Distory.

One of the advantages of history is the warning
it gives, by recording the mistakes and wrongs of
persons,_ who have been led astray, sometimes by
evil designs and sometimes under incorrect views of
what they supposed would promote a good cause. In
rchition to our Society, Sewcl presents us with many
trials which true-hearted Friends endured, both
from some of its members, and from a persecuting
world. In 1G83, while persecution still lingered
around the Society, some divisions disturbed its

generally peaceful bosom, which commenced several
years before through a few discontented preachers,
and others who were drawn away by them. Their
dissatisfaction at first was professedly with the
attempt to institute the church government which
has existed from that time, and has been a singu-
lar blessing to Friends. As George Fox wa" a
principal instrument in this christian work, he be-
came the chief object of their enmity. Because
they had no meetings for discipline in the beginning,
and Friends, being comparatively few, lived in mn-

Moas once roamed among the fern-clad islands

ad the bright Polynesian Ocean. These such rcqi

tual peace and unity, they alleged that such meet-
ings were needless, and that every one should be
left to the guidance of the Holy Spirit in his own
mind, and not be subjected to the rules of men

;

not recollecting that every one is not obedient to

which

bones have been found mixed with those of the
apteryx, which thus becomes linked to a race of
mysterious creatures which, it is supposed, have
long passed away, although a tale is told—an
American one, it is true—of an Englishman having
come across a dinoruis, whilst out on its nocturnal
rambles, and of his having fled from it with as
much terror as though it had been a griflin of old.

Our walk through the Gardens has only enabled
us to take a cur.sory glance at a faw of the 1300

iials, birds, and reptiles at present located

this Holy Spirit, and in departing from the Truth,
the care of their faithful spiritual bre-

thren, to labour to restore them to the right way of
the Lord. Their opposition was at firLt mainly
directed to the Women's Meetings, who met at dif-

ferent times to provide for the sick and other indi-
gent members. They alleged that sometimes de-
bates took place on matters unsuitable for them,
especially by some young women meddling with
affairs properly belonging to the Men's Jleetings.
Cut the forwardness of a few, in interfering with
what did not pertain to their duties, was no valid ob-
jection to the institution of a sound government in

regulations, it could not be expected they w<
be restrained from further violations of the n
whenever cause, in their estimation, presented.

In the progress of this defection, William Ko;
and Thomas Crisp tppeared- in print against t

former brethren, and upbraided them with e^

imprudent, or inconsiderate act which they cc

collect, besides which they did not hesitate to i
lish many untruths and misrepresentations.

'

course is not unfrequently resorted to, when i

cession is contemplated, in order to injure as ft,

practicable, the reputation of those they desigi

leave. Kogers scornfully reproached Friends,
having provided some indigent ministers with t
porary sustenance at the expense of the pu
iunds, who, in the performance of their

services, were obliged to leave their business, thoi

this supply never exceeded necessary provision.

At length this rent appeared also in Lon6
where likewise malcontents were not wanting, »
not being strictly conscientious, would rather
without any restraint ; and even some honest

j
sons were by fair words persuaded to separati

For among them one Charles Harris preached, a

was pretty fluent in speech, and not inelegani

his expression, as I have seen and heard mys
But however specious their pretence was, and wl
ever endeavours they made to sustain themsel
and advance their projects, they were not
continue and subsist as a united body^ but at lenf

tlmj decayed and vanislied as snow in the fe.
The best among them came in time to see they 1

been deceived, and the less honest grew worse,
among themselves they uere not freefrom divisi

I have often wondered how [the three chief i

gators of defection], all of whom I have knoi

could apostatize to such a degree as they did;

yet this is not so exceeding strange as some l

think it to be ; for we find on record, that e'

in the primitive apostolic church, was an AlexaBt
the coppersmith, and an Hymeneus and Philetus,li

made shipwreck of faith, and caused a rent, in

much that it is said, their words would eat i

a canker.

An epistle from Friends met in London, IG
signed by G. Whitehead, W. Penn, S.Crisp, T.I
C. 3Iarshall, L. Howard, E: Barclay, and

for the last twenty-six years, been a very ibuntain-
head of information. During that time, a grand
procession of animal life, savage and wild^ has
streamed through them, and for the major part
have gone to that " bourne from which no traveller
returns." Let us rank them, and pass them before

Quadrumana
Carnivora

Rodentia

Pachydermata .

Ruminantia
Marsupialia .

Reptiha

Aves

1069
1409
1025
204
1098
219
1861
7320

—making a total of 14,205. Out of this large
number many curious animals have doubtless left

no trace ; but through the care of Mr. Mitchell, no
rare specimen has died within these last five years at
least, without previously sitting for his portrait. The
first part of the valuable collection of colored draw-
ings from the inimitable pencil of Mr. Wolf, ac-
companied by a description from the pen of' Mr.
Mitchell, the editor of the work, is just published,
under the title of " Zoological Sketches, &c.," and „, v

the others will speedily follow. The work, when inn-

there • but tViP Anu, ^f ihn ,^^i„/;,f ;. » i ii •'r-—'," ",— .".....u..>... v.i » ouuuu guverumeiii in other substantial Friends, has this salutary te:

n inutdv on each ^To su,l, the f ( n 1

?"" -^^
f
^"'''^'' V° '^' ''''''''"^ experienced women mony and counsel. " Our salutation is to aU .minutely on each. To such, these Gardens have, ,„ the care to be extended to their own se.. dear friends, brethren and sisters in this and otl

nations ; having the general state of the churc

;

and people of God opened unto us, with a teni

care upon our hearts, and breathing of our soi

Sewel remarks, that as m great communities.
there are generally found men who love to govern
without being fit lor it, so some of this d ''" '

soon adhered to these preachers in promoting their, that they all may grow, prosper and" be preserv
At such times of excitement, it unity, grace and good order; that divi

common thing for persons who dislike restraint, and and virtue may reieu, and abundantly
a faithfol adherence to the order and testimonies of and through all to" your replenishment
the Society, to join the party with whom they can
have more liberty, and can aid in directing their
concerns according to their desire for ease. To
escape persecution, a class preferred meeting pri-
vately, rather than attend the public meetings of
the faithful Friends, and others also were read°y to
attach themselves to the separatists, who would
prefor paying tithes to the priests, instead of sufler-
ing spoil or imprisonment for refusing those de-
mands. Hence arose a schi.sm, and some of them
began to keep meetings by themselves, and so left

their former Friends, though they pretended to
agree with them in matter of doctrine. To these
alterwards resorted such as were not strict livers,

and therefore Were unwilling to submit to church dis-

cipline, among whom the saying was common, that
every one having received a measure of the Spirit
of God, ought to regard that leader, without mind-

rr.,r.r.^a^^A ink" •" .,. , ^ ', ,
-o iDy rulcs prescribed by others. After having

completed, will be umque in the annals of zoology,
|

broken the band of christian fellowship and church

peakable comfort—that you may keep out

enemy in all his appearances, that would make
visions and disturbances in the churches—for

this time the enemy is busy, and secretly at m
for that end, to make rents; endeavouring then

to bring the open opposers and adversaries of Tri

.

over us. It is, that strife and divisions may f

stirred up among ourselves, that they desire a^.

watch for; and therefore, where any are inst

ments thereof, they serve not the Lord" Jesus Clii

but the enemy; they that make divisions, and ea

ofi'ences contrary to the gospel, and that seek

sow discord among brethren, are not onlv to

marked, but the Lord will make them nianile

and his power will bring them under, and deb,

them, as it hath done, and will do that spirit, wli

is guilty of jealousies, evil surmisings, whisperiii

and hard speeches against the brethren, and fai

ful labourers in the Lord's work. It is the accua

of the brethren that strikes at their testimony, a 'i
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;s to underiuine, and to beget a disesteem and

ht of them ill it, which adversary mu.st be

ched against, and forever cast down and out.

I we are assured from the Lord, that all sow-

of discord, accusers of the faithful brethren,

bters and undervaluers of their testimony and

I, self-seekers, whisperers, backbiters, and all

•willed and self-exalted spirits, God will debase
;

eternal power will work them under, and all

; which offends shall be removed. Uod's pure

er is at work—refining, thoroughly purging his

r, and sanctifying his church and people; that

e may be no rent nor schism, but that the Lord
r be one, and his name one, among us; and

sed arc you that keep to your firot love, and

in your integrity to the end.

), dear Friends and Brethren, watch in the

t against all the enemy's wiles, and pray for

peace of Jerusalem, that she may be seen in

beauty and splendour, «* a city tiutltout

xhcs ; that peace may remain in her walls, and

ipcrity within her palaces. ! let it be the

>ral care of all our brethren, to whom the Lord

a committed an oversight in the churches, to

3 things quiet and in good order, by the power
wisdom of God, who is not the author of con-

3n but of peace—and that the public aifairs of

th be managed and carried on in the same

er and wisdom, which is pure and serviceable

;

; all in humility may submit to Christ's rule and
crnmcut, in the spirit of meekness and conde-

ision. Keep out all roughness and harshness,

towards another, and all self-rule and dominion,

; is not of the life, but in the will of the flesh

;

let all that be kept down forever—and that no

ngc fax he kindled among you ; ?ior in your

l.ings." "And in his authority and power, [the

er of God,] we stand witnesses against that

it forever, both in our open and secret enemies,

ch either smites at our heavenly Society, or

Id break our unity. To the Prince of peace,

p is our Head and lawgiver—uuto whom thrones,

unions, principalities, and powers are subject,

;lory forevermore ! unto whose power and gov-

inent we commit you all, and in true endeared

! rest your dear brethren."

From The Leisure Hour.

; A Microscopic Entertaiument.

|rLan seems to tenant a position between two ma-
ial worlds ; the one of infinite and unfathomable

tness and immensity, stretching away beyond
i limits of even thought itself into an eternity of

be ; the other of inconceivable minuteness, so

\\\ that a whole dynasty is seen fulfilling the

^litions of its being in a single drop of water,

I a million of its inhabitants filling a space in

iition no larger than that occupied by a single

in of sand. For the major part of the knowledge

ihave obtained of both these worlds—and as yet

Ihave made as little progress in the one as the

er—we are indebted to two instruments, the

bcope and the microscope. It is at the latter

y that, on the present occasion, we shall take a

jory glance. Under the general denomination

microscope," are included a variety of instru-

its, some of them of the cheapest and simplest

jD, and others of the most costly and scientific.

IS, a piece of card blackened with ink and punc-
;d with a single pin-hole, is a microscope, because

looking through it, it virtually magnifies an ob-

by enabling you to see it nearer than you could

with the naked eye, though it is barely available

anything larger than a fly's foot. If you make
puncture a trifle larger, and melt a piece of glass

5t drawn out thin as a hair in the fire) in the

ae of a gas-lamp, adroitly pushing it farther into

the flame as it liquefies, until it becomes a little]

round knob, and insert tiiat knob into the hole inj

the card, you will have a microscope of the next de-
gree of power. This is as far as you can go gratui-
tously. Then you can buy the Stanhope lens for a'

crown, and with that you may make observations
really interesting

; but if you wish to pursue micro-
scopic science with advantage, you must go to the
expense of an instrument purely achromatic, mag-
nifying some hundreds of times, and (what is of
more importance than mere magnifying power, for
which your man of science cares less than the sight-

seer,) defining clearly and truthfully
; this last is

the triumph of the optician—an instrument that
tells the truth severely. Microscopes deserving
this high character are necessarily very expensive,
a single lens costing several guineas. The real

value of a good instrument, however, is beyond all

price, became it is a key to a now world of wonders,
teeming with novelties never to be exhausted. Be-
yond these, which are all of a conveniently portable
kind, and opening a much more extensive field of

observation, is the oxy-hydrogen microscope, which,
embodying the principles of the magic-lantern, can
be made to magnify millions of times ; but it has
this great disadvantage, that it exhibits the mag-
nified shadows of the objects, and not the objects

themselves ; and though, when these arc transpar-
ent, some degree of colour is obtained, positive truth
of colour can scarcely be relied on.

These few remarks may serve perhaps as an in-

troduction to a microscopic entertainment to which,
having lately been a guest ourselves, we shall take
the liberty of introducing the reader.

On entering, we find a scries of tables set out
with a number of microscopes of good defining
power, and furnished with subjects, some of them
novel in description, and all of an interesting kind.
Everybody—and everybody in this instance sig-

nifies a crowded attendance of ladies and gentle-
men—is anxious lor a peep, and as only one can
peep at a time at one object, all have an opportu-
nity of exercising that patience which is so charac-
teristic of polite society. We pop down our head
at a venture at the first vacant eye-glass, and be-
hold ! the lung of a toad, which shows like a crim-
son mass of virgin cinnabar, with a gnarled and
rather nuggetty surface, permeated everywhere
with a myriad of small air-cells : the intensity of
the red-hot colour, broken with its own shadowy
reflections, constitutes this an object of remarkable
beauty, independent of the marvels of its structure,

which, as a lair lady is nudging our elbow, we have
not time to dwell upon.

But here is another tube unoccupied, and we try
again. What is this we see ? Upon a circular

expanse of rose-coloured soil, speckled all over with
points and spots of deejjer hue, a thousand little

brooks, rivulets, and canals are pouring their flash-

ing waters with furious haste into larger channels,
in which again they rush along with a velocity- that
threatens to wash away the banks. On goes the
torrent, glistening and sparkling in the intense light,

never pausing in its furious haste, but from unnum-
bered tiny trenches pouring into the main ducts, and
travelling, ever faster the larger the channel, to-

wards some outlet beyond the field of vision. What
can this be ? On looking to ascertain, we find it

is a view of the circulation of the blood in the too

of a frog—froggy having consented, for reasons
sufiieiently powerftil, to lie in a moist bag, and to

suffer as much of that useful member of his as could
be seen through an orifice of some sixteenth of an
inch in diameter to be subjected to investigation for

the benefit of science. The devoted professor of
gymnastics lies perfectly quiet, but, looking to the
galloping current in his veins, we suspect that lie is

paying for his complaisance by symptoms decidedly
feverish.

Now for a third peep. Not willing to be taken
by surprise this time, we look at the olyect first, bv.t

can sec nothing more than a dim grey speck of
something about the size of a small pin's head.
But on placing one eye at the tube, lo and behold I

what seems a sepia drawing admirably finished in

all its details, of a view on the Seine at Paris—

a

view of a bridge over which we have walked a hun-
dred times in daj's gone by—of boats and build-

ings, and surrounding objects, true to the very life,

and defying us not to recognise the spot with all its

details. Of course we know at once that no artist

could have drawn this picture, and that it is a pho-
tograph painted by the agency of light. liut tho
marvel is great, notwithstanding, and we look again
and again, now at the all but invisible picture it-

self, now at its magnified proportions as seen through
the microscope, and should look much longer but
for considerations of good manners. This, it strikes

us, is the severest test to which photography could
be applied ; and it seems almost incomprehensible
that upon a surface not larger than one of the let-

ters of this page, can be represented the perspective
of a broad river, its bridges and the buildings which
rise upon its banks.

A fourth peep gives us the surface of a piece of
granite, which shows like a spotty and transparent
assemblage of rich and varied colours ; a fifth and
a sixth, and so on, reveal various objects more or
less favourites for the exquisite colours or curious

textures, or marvellous systems of growth and in-

crease, which they display. Then we come to a
microscopic apparatus on the magic-lantern princi-

ple, but on a portable scale, by which the shadows
of objects are thrown upon a white disk. A series

of them are shown in succession, the most amusing
being the exhibition of the monsters generated in

foul water, the whimsical motions of which excite

not a little laughter. The sight of these gentry-

whizzing about in such a fantastic manner recalls to

our recollection certain displays of the same kind,

but on a grander scale, which we once witnessed

at a private exhibition of the oxy-hydrogen micro-
scope. At the end of a large room containing about
two hundred persons, a white canvass sheet was
tightly strained ; the microscope, standing in a gal-

lery at the other end, projected the objects to be
seen, over the heads of the spectators, on the white
sheet—the room being in darkness, with the ex-

ception of such reflected light as proceeded from
the illuminated disk. Upon this disk first appear-

ed, swimming leisurely in the clear water, a huge
monster about the size of an average bull, opening
with deliberation a cavernous mouth every now and
then to admit some smaller fry which were disport-

ing around him, and which he swallowed up as the

merest matter ofcour.se, hardly deigning to look at

them. The creature seemed nearly all head and
tail, and bore an aspect indescribablj' ugly and ter-

rific
;
and yet, monster as he was compared to his

diminutive victims, he would himself be invisible

even under the power of a microscope magnifying
a hundred times. A second drop of water revealed,

to all appearance, the depths of an abyss in which
masses of vegetation hung in suspension ; tangled

water-weeds floated towards the surface, and be-

neath their gloomy shadows lurked fierce shark-like

destroyers, measuring six feet or more in length,

watching their opportunity to dart out upon an un-

wary innocent and gobble him up. This they did

repeatedly, and one could not but admire the rapidi-

ty of their digestion, which disposed of a living meal
in a minute or two oiour time. The whole abyss was
swarming with life ; but we may fairly conclude that

over-population was prevented by the presence of the
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devouring gentry alluded to, of whom Tve noticed

six or seven taking exceeding good care of themselves
—a startling illustration of the universal law.

Another change, and an anomalous creature, to

be paralleled iu no deijartmcnt of visible nature,

appears upon the scene : it is nothing less in form
and mechanism than a living telescope—a creature

whose body consists positively of a succession of

tubes shutting up one within the other, and who
possesses the power of drawing out any or all of

them, and thus increasing or diminishing his stature

to suit his own personal convenience. His head
terminates the smallest tube. He is a greedy fel-

low, constantly on the look-out for prog ; now, for

the sake of reaching a victim, elongating his body
to the extent of sixteen feet ; now, perhaps for con-

venience of swallow, contracting it to that of about
eighteen inches ; and when stretched out is so trans-

parent, that you may see the fluids ckculating in

hii frame.

We might multiply these marvels, which the mi-
croscope opens to our contemplation, almost ad iii-

Jinitum, but that is not our object, nor would it be
quite fair to those of our readers, of whom wo are

aware there are not a few who know this subject

well. Our design is rather to present to those who
have the desire to study the works of nature iu her
minutest operations, some samples of the harvest
they may expect to reap in the intelligent prosecu-
tion of such a pursuit.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKEICUES,

Of Ministers and Ekiens, and other concerned mem-
bers of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 2S.'-.)

SAMUEL SPICEE.

Samuel Spicer, it appears from the aucieut re

cords of Long Island, was the son of Thomas
Spicer and Michael his wife, and was born in New
England some time prior to 1640. "When "Lady
Deborah Moody" was exeomniunieated in 1643 by
the Puritans at Salem, Massachusetts, because she
disbelieved in the eflBcacy ot infant baptism, she
sought a place of refuge where unmolested by man
she might worship God, according to the dictates

of her own conscience. She thought she had found
such a spot on the west end of Long Island, amongst
the Dutch. Thither she accordingly removed with
her son Henry, the baronet, and several other per-
sons, who were driven from the Bay Colony by the
intolerance of the rulers. Thomas Spicer and
family were amongst them.

In the year 1645, Governor William Keift
granted by patent to the new settlers the land, now
the township of Gravesend. Here, in the supposed
possession of freedom of conscience and liberty of
speech, they proceeded to improve the lands which
they purchased. But even the Hollanders had not
yet learned that people were to be allowed to think
freely, if freedom of thought led to conclusions dif-

fering from those which they regarded as truth.

Deborah 3Ioody whom they termed a Lady, and
whose name they insert the first in the patent
granted for the land at Gravesend, having stated it

as her judgment, that " infant baptism was no ordi-

nance of God," was arraigned before the authorities
at New Amsterdam as a public offender. It is

likely that her polemical abilities were more than
equal to that of Governor Keift and all his counsel,

and she appears to have come out of this encoun-
ter with them with a decided advantage, so that her
influence even with them was rather increased than
lessened. Thompson, in his History of Long Is-

land, says, " This gifted heroine, however, sustained
herself in the conflict, and rendered very essentia]

service to her afiiicted companions.* Her wealth
and extraordinary abilities commanded universal
respect, and to these her virtue and courage were
fully equal."

In 1654, Governor Stuyvesant and counsel hav-
ing refused to appoint as magistrates two of the
patentees, who had been nominated by the inha-
bitants of the town for that station, a considerable
excitement arose in Gravesend, insomuch that the
Governor sought to obtain the influence of Deborah
to allay it. Finally, he and counsel left the nomi-
nation of magistrates to Lady Moody " as eldest

and first patentee," and to the sheriiF.

When the fir.'tt Friends in 1657 came to Graves-
cud, Deborah Moody gave them her protection,

and appears to have been thoroughly convinced of
their principles. Her life, however, was not long
continued, or it is probable she would have been
brought into sufiering for her testmiony to the
truth. Ailer her death, her son the baronet re-

moved, it appears, to Virginia, from whence in

1660 he returned to the New Netherlands, as an
ambassador from the Governor and counsel of the
former province. It does not appear how far he
sympathized with his mother in her doctrinal views.

His death took place, it is said, in 1662.
The persecution which arose in 1 657 against the

Quakers, and those who harboured them, fell

severely on some. We have already, in "The
Friend," had occasion to give many particulars re-

lative thereto', and shall now only touch on such as

relate to Samuel Spicer. His father deceased pro-

bably about 1657 or 1658, and Samuel and his mo-
ther were both convinced of the Truth as held by
Friends. He appeai-s to have had a brother Jacob,
but whether he united himself to the poor perse-

ctited people called Quakers or not, we have no in-

formation.

In the year 1660, Samuel Spicer with others,

were imprisoned at New Amsterdam, for encour-
aging the Quakers; that is, for giving food and
lodging to those who, as ministers of the gospel of
Christ, were travelling abroad, subject to persecu-
tion for His name's sake. One of those persecuted
and oppressed ministers, George Kof'e, hearing
that Samuel Spicer and another of his young
friends were in prison for their testimony to the
truth, felt constrained to address some letters of
consolation and advice to them. One of these, al-

though somewhat defaced with age, is still preseiTed.

So much of it, as can novy be read, nins thus,

—

" Dearly beloved,—Whom my father hath truly

loved, and whom I long after with the love where-
with my heavenly Father hath loved me. To man-
ifest his love the more to you, he hath counted you
worthy to sufler for his name's sake. This is the

confirmation of his love. He hath even chosen
you fi'om among so many, that j'ou may be to the

praise of his grace, and for the glory of his faith,

for which yo\x now suffer, and are in outward bonds.
This. is the service which the Lord, the righteous
God, at this time requires of you. Keep low in the

light, to feel the life,—that 'in it you may be up-
holded, and borne up in your ser\-ice, which is

your sufi'ering ; that you may truly perfect it to his

praise and glory, who hath so loved you.
" Oh, my dear ones, continue in his love, and

wait in his light, in the true feeling of life ; so will

you be upholden. Keep inwardly, be low, I ex-

hort you, [seek for a meek and quiet spirit, which]
is with the Lord of great price. * * * He will rule

the heat, and quench the violence of the wrath
w hich hath been kindled against you. So [will ye]
be brought through the fire, without any smell

^ Several other settlers being peisecuted .it the ^ame

'I

upon your garments, and the Lord will be honom
in your faithfulness, when you have truly finigt

in his fear what he hath committed to your tn
Oh, my dear babes, I exhort you to be truly i

and tender, that you may reach the seed in all w
come to visit you. That your life may reach i

the life iu them. Let your words be few [a

savoury], seeking in the pure love of Him who hs

so loved us, [that others may be brought to tl

same light and the same life. I do truly rem*
ber you, and salute you, and in fellowship with i

do truly suflFer. * * * •

" From Oyster Bay, the Tth of
the El'eventh mo. 1660.

" To the hands of Henry Wilson or Samt
Spicer, wherever it may come to them.'

Henry Townsend suS'ered much at the hands
Stuyvesant and of his spies. He and Sami
Spicer in 1661 were again in the loathsome

\
in Fort Amsterdam. Two magistrates of Jamait
Long Island, informed the Governor that twd
persons, some of whom were women, "had
tenanced the Quakers." Samuel Spicer was chaig;

with having " also given entertainment to a Quai
in his mother's house, in Gravesend." "Itw
proved by witnesses, that Townsend had giyi

lodging to a Quaker, and besides notifying 1

neighbours, had even allowed them to preach
his house, and in his presence ; also, that Spic

was present, both at the meeting at Jamaica ai

Gravesend, and procured lodging for the Quak
at his mother's house. They were according

condemned in an amende of 600 guilders each,

confonnity to the placard respecting conventidi

and to be imprisoned until the said amende be paii

and further, that the said Henry Townsend i

banished out of the province, for a7i examph
others. The widow Spicer, mother of Samuel, w
also arrested, accused, and condemned in an amm
of £15 Flanders. The said Henry Townsend ha

iug ingenuously acknowledged that he lodged inl!

house some other Friends, who are called^Quake
and had a meeting of Friends at his house,

which one of them spoke, concluding by saying fb'

they might squander and devour his estate, ai

manacle his person, but that his soul was his God
and his opinions his own ; whereupon he was aga

condemned, and sentenced' with much formahty."i

It is recorded that during H. Townsend 's imp:

sonment because he could not conscientiously pay t

'

fine, his daughter Eose, a little girl of only nine abo

'

}-ears of age, supplied liim daily with food throuj

the grating. Her tender age and persuasive a

peals afi'ected the heart of the keeper so far, tb

he hindered not this touching work of fihal loi

How long Samuel Spicer was imprisoned for 1'

fine, we know not ; but if not before, the captu

of New Amsterdam by the English in 1664, won
insure his release.

On the 5th of Eighth month, 1662, John Tilt

and Mary his wife, two faithful servants of t

Lord Jesus Christ, were accused to the Govern
of having entertained Quakers, and frequented thi

conventicles. They were condemned to depart t

province before the 20th of the Ninth month, c

pain of corporeal punishment. They did not oh-

the decree or order, and probably some fine w
levied, in lieu of the pubUc whipping. During t

trial, Mary, or as she is called on the record " Gooi

Tilton," was condemned "for having, like a iorcff.

gone from door to door, to lure and seduce t

jOfop/c, yea, even young girls, to join the Qu
kers."

One of the charges on record against John T
ton for which he was fined, runs thus, for

"' perm
ting Quakers to quake at his house in Gravesenc

This noble couple outlived all persecution, and
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juillity lay clown their heads, dying in peace

bim, whom they had striven to serve even in

aring, and honoured by their neighbours and

ds.° She deceased in 1683; he in 1688.

(To be continuL'U.)

the way to heaven be not far harder than the

d imagines, then Christ and his apostles knew not

ay, or else have deceived us; for they have told

the kingdom of heaven suffereth violence," and

the gate is strait, and the way narrow, and

ust strive if wc will enter. If ever soul obtain

tion in the world's common, careless, easy way,

i I'll say, there is a nearer way found out than

God in Scripture hath revealed to the sons of

,

—

Baxter.

travellers, as they pass through the country,

illy stop to inquire whose are the splendid man-

hieh they discover among the woods and

ns around them. The families, title, fortune,

haracter of the respective owners, engage much

ntion. Perhaps their houses are exhibited to

dmiring stranger; the elegant rooms, costly

liture, valuable paintings, beautiful gardens,

shrubberies, are universally approved ; while

rank, fashion, taste and riches of the possessor

rd ample materials for entertaining discussion

the meantime, the lowly cottage of the poor

bandman is passed by, as scarcely deserving

oe; yet sucli a cottage may often contain a

sure of infinitely more value than the sumptuous

of the rich man, even " the pearl of great

If this be set in the heart of the poor cot-

jer, it proves a gem of unspeakable worth, and

Ifill shine among the brightest ornaments of the

fleemer's crown, in that day when he makes up
" jewels."

—

R iclanond.

For "Tlie l'licn<I."

fess, if they at once lay aside any pretension there-

What a stumbling block to doubters, and cause

of scoffing to unbelievers ! And further while this

is being enacted, bills are stuck up, announcing

Lent Sermons !!! Let me refer these pious men

to our Saviour's words, (JIatt. xxiii.) The church

rate contest at Neath has called forth a spirit of

malignity and feelings of hatred among the inhabi-

tants" that will not be extinguished for years.
_

It

may be " fun" to some, but to a man of feeling it is

no small matter to see our neighbour's dwellings

entered, and their goods levied upon and removed

for payment of an oppressive and unjust tax.

" On Slonday week, the house of Mr. Jonathan

Rees was entered, and his goods seized and re-

moved, amidst demonstrations of hostile feeling on

the part of a large number of the inhabitants, that

cannot and will not soon be forgotten. Orders for

payment of rates arc being served right and left,

further levies will be made; and, supposing a

respectable auctioneer can be found, and purchasers

to buy, the money will be realized. But what

then 'i Say that payment of the rate will be ob-

tained, the steeple repaired, the church and church-

rails painted, the parson's surplice washed, &c., I

w^ould ask, Is there anything the church can do to

atone for all this? I fear not. The object has

been gained, but, as it appears to me, at a fearful

cost, and the responsibility must, and will ultimately

fall on the right parties.

The Swatisea and Glatnorgan Herald, speak-

ing of the church rate seizures, says :
—"About 12

o'clock, on iMonday last, crowds assembled, on the

qui vice of expectation that the goods of Mr. Jo

nathan Rees, a member of the Society of Friends,

and one of the oldest and most respected inhabit-

ants of Neath,' were to be seized. The popular

anticipation proved but too true. At 12 o'clock

Superintendent Worman and his ofiicers entered

the dwelling of the staunch ' Old Quaker' accoin

panied by two porters. The scene was indescrr

bable—hundreds of persons were assembled in

Queen street, near Rees' residence, and on the ap-

pearance of the executors of the law, after the dis-

charge of the ungracious task, the scene was beyond

description. On this as on previous occasions, por-

ters were hired, but they evidently did their work

most reluctantly. The trophies borne off from jMr.

Rees' dwelling, were four arm-chairs. These the

porters carried for some distance, amid the gibes

and hootings of the crowd, accompanied by the

firing of pistols and small guns. On reaching the

market gates, the porters fairly abandoned their

load, in pure disgust. At length, half an hour

more elapsed, before the police could find any party

to convey the seized goods to their destination. The

furniture taken from 5Ir. Rees' premises, were six

chairs, some handsome dLsh covers, and a copper

tea kettle. They must be sold by auction, but the

difficulty will be to find an auctioneer, as we have

been informed that more than ' one man of busi

ness' in that line has positively refused to have any

thing to do in the matter. Let the auction come

when it may we expect a rich scene." [At our

latest advice no auctioneer could be had.

—

Eds.

B. F.]

These doings are opposed to the spirit and prin-

ciples of the gospel.

would only take the burden appointed for us to

carry each day; but we choose to increase our

troubles by carrying yesterday's stick over again

to-day, and adding to-morrow's burden to our load,

before we are required to bear it."

Epistle of George Fox.

About this time, I was moved to give forth the

following to go amongst the convinced and tender

people, to manifest the deceits of the world, and

how the priests have deceived the people :

—

To all you that love the Lord Jesus Christ with

a pure and naked heart, and the generation of the

righteous.

Christ was ever hated ; and the righteous for

i sake. Mind who they were that did ever hate

them : he that was born after the flesh, did perse-

cute him that was born after the Spirit ; and so it

s now. Mind who were the chiefest against Christ;

;vcn the great, learned men, the heads of the peo-

ple, rulers and teachers, that professed the law and

he prophets, and looked for Christ. They looked

for an outwardly glorious Christ, to hold up their

outward glory ; but Clirist spoke against the works

of the world, and against the priests, and scribes, and

Pharisees, and their hypocritical profession. He
that is a stranger to Christ, is a hireling ; but the ser-

vants of Jesus Christ, are freemen. The false

teachers always laid burthens upon the people;

and the true servants of the Lord spoke against

them. Jeremiah spoke against hirelings, and said,

It was a horrible thing ; what will ye do in the

end ? for the people and priests were given to covet-

ousness. Paul spoke against such as made gain

upon the people, and exhorted the saints to turn

away from such as were covetous men and proud,

such as loved plea.sures more than God, such a.s .

had a form of godliness, but denied the power

thereof; " for of this sort," said he, " are they that

creep into houses, and lead captive silly women,

who are ever learning, but never able to come to

the knowledge of the truth ; men of corrupt minds,

reprobate concerning the faith ; and as James and

Jambres withstood JMoses, so," said he, " do these

resist the truth ; but they shall proceed no further,

for their folly shall be made manifest unto all men."

Moses forsook honours and pleasures which he

might have enjoyed. The apostle in his time saw,

this corruption entering, which now is spread over

the world, of having a form of godliness, but deny-

ing the power. Ask any of your teachers, whether

you may ever overcome your corruptions or sins 1

None of them believe that ; but " as long as man
is here, he must," they say, " carry about with him

the body of sin." Thus pride is kept up, and that

honour and mastership which Christ denied, and

all unrighteousness. Yet multitudes of teachers !

heaps of teachers ! the golden cup full of abomina-

tions ! Paul did not preach for wages, but labour-

ed with his hands, that he might be an example to

all them that follow him. people, see who follow

Paul ! The prophet Jeremiah said, " The prophets

prophesy falsely, and the priests bear rule by their

means;" but now the priests bear rule by the

means they get from the people : take away their

means, and they will bear rule over you no longer.

They are such as, the apostle said, " intruded into

those things which they never saw, being vainly

puffed up, with a fleshly mind ;" and as the Scrip-

tures declare of some of old, " They go in the way

of Cain, who was a murderer, and in the way of

Balaam, who coveted the wages of unrighteous-

ness." The prophet Micah also cried against the

judges that judged for reward, and the priests that

taught for hire, and the prophets that prophesied

then another, which we are to carry to-morrow, for money; and yet leaned on the Lord, saying,

and so on. This we might easily manage, if we|"Is not the Lord amongst us?" Gifls blind the

" Sometimes we may compare the troubles which

we have to undergo in the course of a year to a great

bundle of fagots, too large for us to lift. But God

does not require us to carry the whole burden at

once ; he mercifully unties the bundle, and gives us

first one stick, which we are to carry to-day. and
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eyes of the wise. The gift of God was never pur-
chased with money. All the holy servants of God
did ever cry against deceit ; and where the Lord
hath manifested his love, they do loathe it, and that

nature which holdeth it up. 1051. G. F.

From the British Friend.

Macaniay and Ceorge I'os.

We direct attention to a very able fetter from Mr.
William Howitt, in vindication of the character of

George Fox, the founder of the Society of Friends,

from the aspersions cast upon it by Mr. Macaulay,
in his History of England. "We have always re-

garded George Fox, notwithstanding certain pecu-
liarities of religious belietj as one of the best, and
what is more, one of the greatest men for acuteness
of mind, and a clear and conclusive manner of
stating and defending his views—whether with re-

gard to religious, moral, social, or political points

—

which England has produced. We have always re-

garded him as standing at the head of that noble
army of living martyrs to their principles, of whom
we have happily so great a number in the annals of
our country. \Ve are glad to find that Mr. Howitt
has taken up the cause of this great and good man,
against the calumnies of Mr. Macaulay, who appears
to be influenced by feelings of deadly hostility—for
which there must be a cause—to the leadiu'T men
of the Quaker persuasion, some of whom have shed
a lustre on human nature. We could not wish the
memory and character of George Fox to be in better
hands than those of William Howitt. He will do
for the ibunder of the Society of Friends what 3Ir.

Hepworth Dixon has so triumphantly done fo:

William Penn. After reading the exposures which
have already been made of the inaccuracies, and,
we fear, we must add, as regards George Fox and
William Penn, the misrepresentations of Mr. Ma-
caulay, the witty saying attributed to Thomas Carlyle
respecting Macaulay's work, acquires a force and
point which we were not in the first instance dis-
posed to ascribe to it. A friend of Mr. Carlyle,
who was suffering from depression of spirits, asked
the latter what he ought to do to dispel the gloom
which hung over his mind. "Kead, ' replied 3Ir.
Carlyle, " the works of Bulwer or Thackeray, or
Macaulay's Ilistori/ of England, or any other ro-
mance.''

Morning Advertiser.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE "jIORM.VG ADVERTISER."
" Sir,—The attacks of Mr. Macaulay, in his re-

cent volumes of his History of England, on the
Covenanters, the Puritans, and William Penn, have
naturally called forth indignant remonstrances from
those who think highly of those partie.? ; but the
character of George Fox, the founder of the Society
of Friends, has been still more grossly and unjustly
maligned by Mr. Macaulay ; and who has stepped
forward to defend him ? Perhaps it is the very ex-
travagance of the charge which has disarmed it of
its force, and which has not induced even the Society
which maintains his principles to come forward on
his behalf And yet so injurious an assault on a
truly noble character ought not to pass unnoticed
as if it were in any degree admitted to be war-
ranted.

"In about half-a-dozen pages. Fox is sketched ofif

as a fool, a simpleton, a man of disordered intellect
absurd in his theories, crazy in his doctrines, and
talking and writing 'nonsense' and 'gibberish.'
' If we form our judgment of George Fox,' says
Macaulay, ' simply by looking at his own writings,
wo shall see no reason for placing him morally or fn-
tellectually, above Lodowick Muggleton, or Joanna
Southcote.'—Vol. iv. p. 28.

"That, Sir, is the deliberately recorded judgment

of Mr. Macaulay on George Fox. Can such a judg-
ment be held for a moment to be a sound, impartial,

and philosophical judgment? Can it be possible

that the active and successful endeavours of the
Friends in Edinburgh, some years ago, to unseat
3Ir. Macaulay, when they deemed him inattentive

to his Parliamentary duties, be the cause that in his

history he falls thus lustily on every Quaker who
comes across his path ? If so, it is a circumstance
most pitiably derogatory to the dignity, and detri-

mental to the character of the historian for reliability.

Such a judgment is a gross insult to every member
of that highly estimable Society, which, to this day,
hold the fame and the doctrines of George Fox in

reverence. Is it at all likely that the people of
Fox's own times—not merely ordinary and un-
educated people, but judges, clergymen, scholars,
and gentlemen, of all parties and ranks, in thousands,
would have flocked after him, if he only ' talked
and wrote nonsense and gibberish?' Is it likely

that at this time of day, when every man thinks
and inquires for himself, amid a blaze of intellectual

"ght, that a large, wealthy, well-educated, and
acute body of our countrymen, who have long di

tinguished themselves by their general sagacity, and
by their active pursuit of moral and national
forms, should still cling steadfastly to the steps and
the teachings of a man who only ' talked and wrote
nonsense and gibberish?'

" The assertion is too preposterous. It is, indeed,
so preposterous, that I shall not stop to inquire, in

the slightest degree, what were ' the talk and the
writings' of this man. Luckily they are still before
the public in good legible type, and any one may
easily learn what they are in Fox's own Journal,
in Sewell's History of tlie Quakers, in Barclay's
celebrated Apology, and in Thomas Clarkson's
Portraiture of Quakerism. In tho.se works, the
last by a clergyman, of the Church of England, the
reader would find to his astonishment, Tf he had
previously been so ill-informed as to be capable of
believing for an instant the calumny of 3Ir. Ma-
caulay, that George Fox was one of the most noble,
disinterested, intellectually able, and religiously

profound and independent men that ever lived. He
would very soon perceive that the doctrines which
he preached, and for which he suS'ered in his own
day, are become the doctrines of almost every
Christian church existing—that he was an especial
hater of shams and sycophancy, upright, brave, inde-
pendent and clear-seeing—that he seized on Chris-
tianity literally and substantially—that he saw it

IS expounded in the New Testament, not only unspeakable beauty"^ on their souls. Who, tlim
IS a principle which purified and renewed the I fore, are rightly accounted prophets, God-posst-e.
eligious life of the soul, but which carried in- 1 Mountains of encumbrance, higher than Etna, ha
evitably its reforming power into every human been heaped over that spirit ; but it was a spiii

law and institution. Taking the ground that and would not be buried there. That Leiuoti
Christianity taught civil and religious liberty, and shoe shop, had men known it, was a hoUerpl.ii
that its first injunction was to love God, and its than Vatican or Loretto shrine. Stitch away, tlici

second to love our neighbour as ourselves, he de- noble Fox! Every prick of that little instrumei;
claredwar against every species of oppression and is pricking into the heart of slavery, and world
despotism. He arrived at the full conviction that ' worship, and the mammon-god. Thy elbows jer
war, slavery, and the domination of particular t in strong swimmer strokes, bearing thee into land
churches and creeds, were as opposed to the spirit [of true liberty. Were the work done, there woul
of true_ religion as to the true interests of man. Fox be in broad Europe one free man, and thou art he

surprising that Mr. Macaulay should not have s
that this was a part of his real glory—that be
illiterate really enhanced his greatness, showing t

it was by an inherent force of native intellect

by the advantages of learning, that he made
way to eminence. That which has always b.

held to be one of the marvels of the charactei
Shakspeare, and, indeed, of the apostles, cannot
a legitimate cause of ridicule in George Fox.

"Butinsteadoftaking the superfluous troubleof
quiring, at this time of day, into the life and opini.

of Fox, let us ask what has been the estimate of \

by men of equal or superior mental calibre with 1

Macaulay. Let us place testimony against ta
mony, and see what is the result.

" Coleridge, in his Biographia Literaria, sa)—
' One assertion I will venture to make, as 3i

gested by my own experience, that there exist l

on the human understanding, and the nature
man, which would have a far juster claim to th
high rank and celebrity, if in the whole huge voIt

there could be found as much fulness of heart a'

intellect, as burst forth in many a simple
j

George Fox."
" That is the declaration of a man distinguished

the depth of his metaphysical researches; and,

his ideas of religious and political government,
\

no means likely to overestimate Fox.
"Charles Lamb, in his Essaijs of Elia, deelar

that Sewell's History of tlw Quakers is worth :

than all ecclesiastical history put together, becas
we have in it so noble a record of the noble prim
pies of ci^il and religious life which Fox establishe

" Governor Livingstone, a distinguished Americj
statesman, says :

—'George Fox alone has, v

human learning, done more towards the restoratit

of real, primitive, unadulterated Christianity,

the extirpation of priestcraft, superstition, and ric

culous unavaOing rites and ceremonies, than ai

other reformer in Christendom has with it.'

'Sir James Mackintosh says of George Fox
Journal, that 'it is one of the most extraordinai

md instructive narratives in the world, which /

coder of comptetentjudgment can peruse withoi

revering the virtue of the writer.'

"And lastly, what says Thomas Carlyle, in L

Sartor Resartus?—'This man, the first of tl

Quakers, and by trade a shoemaker, was cue

those to whom, under ruder form, the Divine idt

of the universe is pleased to manifest itself ; ant

II tl.e halls of ignorance and earthly degn
dation, shine through, in unspeakable awfulnes

himself, when in Barbadoes, began that crusade
against negro slavery which has in our time extin-

guished the slave trade and .slavery in our own
country. This doctrine, perpetuated amongst his

disciples, made them the instant and most zealous
allies of Clarkson and AVilberforce, when they
opened their successful campaign against this mon-
ster evil.

Arc these. Sir, the doctrines and influences of ;i

man who only ' talked and wrote nonsense and gib-
berish?' That Fox was an illiterate man, he was' mendable knowledge, and cherished it everywhere
himself the first to declare and record; and it is Civil he was, beyond all forms of breeding. S(

" Now, these testimonies of eminent men of c

time accord perfectly with those which eminent mci

of George Fox's time have left of him. We'migh
take whole columns, from Cromwell to Elwood, th

friend of Milton, but Jet us satisfy ourselves with :

single passage from William Pe'nn :
—'For in al

things he acquitted himself as a man; yea, a strong

man, a new and heavenly-minded man—a divine

a naturalist, and all of God Almighty's making
He held in him the foundation of useful and com
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li, contented, modest, easy, stead j', tender—it

a pleasure to be in his companj-. Thus he

I and sojourned amongst us ; and as he lived,

e died, feeling the same eternal Power that had

id and preserved him in bis last moments.'

Now, Sir, is it not at onee amazing and most

incholy that Mr. Macaulay can allow himself to

ade the great subject of a national history, by

latizing such a man as on a par with Joanna

thcote '! Does he suppose that he is writing of a

before unheard of and unknown ? Does he

ose that he can, at will, reverse the calm judg-

tand aflfectionate reverence of the British public,

century and a half's duration ? I cannot express

regret with which I find so unfortunate a cari-

re in his pages—regret not for George Fox,

for Mr. Macaulay. The blemish is not left on

but on the work itself; and every lover of

fame, of both the living writer, and the departed

itle of independent truth, will anxiously desire

e these few unworthy pages replaced, in a future

ion, by an estimate more just to the dead, and

jurable to the historian.—I am, Sir, yo^s, &c.,

William Howitt."

^r Rcnciving tlie Teeth of Files.—In our Crys-

Palace are shown several patented modes of

wing old files. Here is a method patented by

Gilbert, of London. The Teeth arc renewed

a coiTOiive agent applied to the surface of the

The files are first cleaned from any super-

ndauce of greasy matter, and then placed in a

; inside a bath composed as follows :—With

pound of unslacked lime mix two pounds of

ish in one gallon of water, stir the whole in-

itely together, allow it to remain till three-

rths the liquid has passed off by evaporation,

r oft" the remaining cjuarter of a gallon of liquor,

allow it to cool. In this liquor the files are to

lain four hours, and are then to be removed and

shed, cleansed in clean water, and made quite

from grease, and then immersed in a vertical

ition in a mixture of one part of sulphuric acid

Uted with two parts of water. The biting action

Ithe acid attacks the whole surface of the files

riersed ; the continued effect of which is to deepen

several cavities between the cutting points of

teeth, which become as sharp as they were ori

;ally. The files must be immersed for from

[ee to six hours or upward, according to the fii

s of the files and the strength of the liquid. The

s must be withdrawn and brushed from the oxide

hied, five or six times during the process. The
.entee states that the process is at once compara-

bly inexpensive and removes so little metal, that

nay be repeated three or four times ou the same
I, and thus it will render it advantageous to wear
IS much less than usual before renewing.

Unequal Justice.—It is a saddening consideration

that the law, which is designed to be a " terror to

evil doers," fails iu too many instances to sustain

ts dignity by the inequality with which it distributes

its penalties. AVhile it makes a parade of its strict-

ness in punishing the petty culprit who, ignorant

and friendless, has been tempted to steal to supply

his daily wants, it too often suifers the enormous of-

fender to escape unscathed. The greatest robbers

ar country have, by some means, eluded jus-

tice. Their family connexions, or their former rc-

pectability, or peradventure, some accommodating

interpretation of their oft'encc into a mere breach of

trust, has exerted a potent influence in shielding

them, and they even claim a certain degree of re-

pcet, because, superior to trifles, their frauds have

mounted up to hundreds of thouands. Law, to be

jood and righteous, should certainly proportion its

punishments to the measure of the oflcnce. If

any ofi'ender is entitled to leniency, it should be the

miserable victim of ignorance and poverty; and

yet almost uniformly he who, from po.sition and

education, is without excuse, is the favoured one.

We have been led to these remarks by a paragraph

which has just fallen under our eye, from which we . ,, , , ,

learn that the treasurer of a certain county in Ohio, tion, for instruction in righteousness ;
that t/ic man of

tures of Truth, without paraphrase or comment, but

we have very decided objections to the titles of

"the Word of God," as applied to the Scriptures,

and of " Leaves from the Tree of Life," applied to

the tracts. Both are calculated to inculcate unsound

and hurtful views in the minds of readers, leading

them to ascribe to the Bible what belongs solely to

Christ the "Word, that was in the beginning, which

was made flesh, and dwelt amongst men, by whom
all thiucs were made, in whom was life, and who

remains to be the only source of that life, which is

the light of men.

Anything calculated to induce those who are

seeking to know the truth for themselves, to look to

the Scriptures for that which can only be brought

to them by the grace of God, must confuse and

hinder them in their striving to enter the straight

gate, and to walk in the narrow way, and we are

persuaded that the ascription of the above titles to

the Scriptures, or to any part of them, has this

effect.

We can freely unite with other denominations of

Christian professors in adopting the apostle's testimo-

ny, that " all Scripture is given by inspiration of God,

and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correc-

r instruction in righteousness ; that tJic man of

God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all

good works;" but we have a testimony to bear

^^ _ ^ against the long-continued error of ascribing to

ra"'breacr oV"trusri7and kept the avails, to the the Scriptures, what they declare to belong exclusively

amount of seventy-five dollars, was sentenced to
| to their Divine Author. It would be well for those

three years imprisonment. The laws in these cases' concerned in perpetuating and spreading this error,

certainly walked on unequal legs. A few notable ! seriously to consider how far it may be mstrumen-

examples of just severity against defaulters would I tal in preventing a practical belief in the eternal

have a more decided influence in rendering our| Word, which the apostle Peter told the believers

public institutions safe than any other measure

which could be adopted. The promise of impunity

is the great temptation to crime. The certainty of

ten or twenty years in the penitentiary would prove

a powerful dissuasive.

—

Preslnjtcrian.

Home Piety.—Enjoyment of religion depends

on observing little home duties—or fireside piety.

An occasional efibrt to do some great thing may

ease the conscience for a while; but it is only the

spirit of Christ carried into the family, and into

cvery-day life, softening the temper, and rendering

the heart afiectionate, which can impart an habitual

elevation and serenity of mind.

It is an odd sight, but very evident, that families

and nations of cross religions and humours, unite

against those of their own, where they find an in-

terest to do it.

who defrauded the public of twenty-two thousand

dollars, was sentenced to one year's imprisonment

while another individual, who sold a borrowed hor;

Selected.

Society is pleasant—yet it becomes a snare, if it

id us from our secret chamber by its incessant

iraetion, and thus makes us strangers to our God
d our own hearts.

It is often better to pray for those who are mis-

ten, than to dispute with them.

I see in this world two heaps, of human happi-

ss and misery. Now, if I cap take the smallest

. from one heap, and add to the other, I carry a

int. If, as I go home, a child has dropped a

If-penny, and if, by giving it another, I can wipe

ay its tears, I feel I have done something; I

ould be glad, indeed, to do greater things, but I

II not neglect this.

THE FRIEND.
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Be not deceived with the first appearances of

ngs, but give thyself time to be in the right.

We have received from the Editor, T. H. Stock

ton, of Baltimore, a printed sheet, entitled " The

Bible Times," intended to come out monthly, and

designed to promote the circulation and reading of

the Holy Scriptures. It also announces the inten

tion of publishing the whole of the Old and New

Testament in separate numbers of small size, printed

on good paper and with a clear medium sized type.

The copy of Matthew which we have seen, is well

got up, and very convenient for reading. Small

tracts composed of detached portions of Scripti

bearing on different points, are also part of the

plan for rendering the contents of the Bible n

familiar with the multitude.

We are glad of every elfort for promoting the

more universal circulation and reading of the Scrip-

in his day, was by the gospel preached unto them.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to the 3d inst.

Lord Clarendon's despatch, in answer to Secretary

Marcy's last note, was laid before Parliament on the 2d.

The debate on the motion for a vote of censure against

government for the fall of Kars, was pressed to a

isinn, luit the motion was lost by a large majority.

The treaty between England, France, and Austria, gua-

ranteeing" the independence and integrity of the Turkish

Empire, had been presented in Parliament. The bullion

in the Piank of England continued to decrease. The

London money market was more stringent. Consols,

9;-!|. The Liverpool cotton market had been dull. Sales

of the week, 42,000 bales; prices had declined Jrf. Flour

and wheat had advanced slightly.

FRANCE.—The expedition to Madagascar seems to

be given up for the present. It is also stated that it will

not be undertaken unless in concert with, or with the

consent of England. The Minister of Justice and the

Minister of War have sent instructions to the Law olhcers

and Gendarmerie to redouble their vigilance with secret

societies. It is the law in France, that men drawn for

the military sendee, must either serve themselves, pro^

cure a substitute, or p.ay a certain amount to the gov-

ernment. The sum paid into the trcasurj- in this way

amounted, during the continuance of the late war, to

62,400,000 francs, representing 22,285 substitutes.

Tlie Peace Cont/ress.—The official proceedings of the

Peace Congress, just published, prove that the most in-

teresting feature happened after the treaty was signed,

in an interchange of sentiment upon various subjects of

European interest. This interchange of opinions was

invited bv Count Walewski, who, among other things,

referred to the disturbed state of Italy, recommending

that suggestions for a milder rule be conveyed to the

Italian governments, in which suggestions the Plenipo-

tentiaries heartily agreed. Count Cavour, on behalf of

Sardinia, demanded that a Secular Government be esta-

blished in the Roman Leg.ation, and that the Austrian

troops be withdrawn. Sharp words ensued between the

Austrian and Sardinian Representatives, but it ended in

nothing. The Plenipotentiaries then proceeded to the

discussion of the new declaration of the maritime law in

reference to neutrals, kc, and to all the principles of thU

law, the Plenipotentiaries gave their adhesion, Russia,

qualifying her assent in the matter of privateering.

AB"ySINIA.—This portion of Africa appears to be now

ruled bv an eneVgetic despot. A letter from Ale.vandria,
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Egypt, under date of Fourth mo. 9th, says, '-The news
which lately reached here from Abysluia represents the

Emperor Theodosius I. as deeply engaged in new schemes
of conquest. He is determined, it would seem, to subject

the whole of Africa to his sway, and to convert its inhabit-

ants to a religion of his own liking. He has abolished
male servitude throughout his dominions, but still keeps
the women in slavery, regarding them as inferior

beings. A Copt of Cairo has been appointed Patriarch

of the dominions of his sable majesty, and encourages
the Emperor to massacre aU those who refuse to become
converted."

rXITED STATES.—Con^rm.—The two Houses have
agreed upon the Deficiency Appropriation bill, after

striking out the appropriation for the Washington aque-

duct. Bills have passed, granting public lands to aid in

the construction of railroads in Michigan, Louisiana, Flo-

rida, Mississippi and Wisconsin, requiring in all about
millions of acres. The discussions continue upon Kan
affairs and other topics, but the amount of legislative

labour performed during the five months of the session,

is but small. Recently only eight public bills and a few
private ones had passed both branches. The bills for

the Improvement of the Mouth of the Mississippi river,

and the Flats of the St. Clair river, have been vetoed by
the President. He regards them as part of a general

system of internal improvements, and refers to his mes-
sage of 1854, vetoing the River aud Harbour bill.

Recognition of the Walker Government in Nicarafjua.—
The President has finally concluded to receive the Padre
Vigil, who had presented himself at Washington, accre-

dited as the Minister from Nicaragua, to the United
States. The President justifies the recognition on the
ground that the government which Vigil claims to re-

present, is the only one having any pretensions to exist-

ence in that country, and that there are imperative spe-

cial exigencies, which require that the Tuited States

should enter at once into diplomatic relations with Ni-
caragua. On account of the troubled condition of affairs

in that quarter, the U. S. steam frigate Susquehanna has
been despatched to San Juan.

The Indian Wars.—Among the documents laid before

the Senate by the President, is a letter from General
Wool, under date of Third mo. 20th, in which he says,

The war on Puget's Sound will soon be brought to a
close, unless prevented by Gov. Stevens' determination
to carry on the war independent of the United States

troops, and that the same remark is applicable to Gov.
Curry ; adding, that these governors appear to be running
a race to sec who can dip deepest iuto the public trea-

sury. " In the dense forest of Puget's Sound, another
Florida war can easily be carried on, at an expense of
twenty or thirty millions of dollars. The same will ap-
ply to the mountain region and Puget's Sound Valley.

by the George Law, the wreck had not been wholly
cleared from the road, but thirty bodies had been reco-
vered. There had been heai-y rains throughout California
during the previous fortnight, which had given mining
operations i start. The gram crops were promising.

I have no doubt I could

time, if the governors \\

test." The governors on the other hand are loud in their

complaints of Gen. Wool, for refusing to co-operate with
them. In Florida, there are now ten companies of regu-

lar troops and five companies of mounted volunteers, in

all about twelve hundred men, for the purpose of ca
taring or destroying- the few Indians, yet remaining in

the peninsula. It is supposed they do not number a
hundred warriors altogether.

Kansas.—At the latest advices, the Congressional com-
mittee was taking testimony at Leavenworth. A despatch
from St. Louis says, that indictments for high treason
have been found against Gov. Reeder, Gov. Robinson
and other Free State men.
New York.—Mortality last week, 362. The exports of

specie for the week, were S1,5B4,4I5. A cargo of Irish

potatoes arrived during the week from Liverpool, and
found a ready sale at $1.25 per barrel.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 104, viz. 88 adults
and 106 children.

California.—On the 16th, the steamer George Law ar-
rived at New York, from Aspinwall, with California
dates to the 21st ult., and §1,700,000 in gold. The
steamer Senora which left San Francisco on the 21st
ult., brought to Panama over §2,000,000 in treasure.

The citizens of I'anama have taken measures for the
protection of property, and the authorities had placed a
force at the disposal of the railroad company, so that no
further violence was auticipated. A terrible accident
has occurred on the Panama Railroad to the passengers,
who went out from New York, in tlie George Law. The
train was thrown off the track on the Obispo bridge,
about fifteen miles from Panama. It consisted of nine
cars, containing 900 passengers. Owing to the accident,
the passage through could not be effected, and the pas-
sengers were sent back to Aspinwall. Over fifty w ound-
ed had arrived, two of whom died after reaching Asnin-

The governor had signed the bill consolidating the
and county of San Francisco. The papers furnish but
little news, except the Indian troubles in Oregon and
Washington Territories. A body of regulars had been
defeated by the Indians on Rogue River, with the loss of
twenty-eight killed. ' The capture and burning of Cas-
cades by the Indians, is confirmed. On other occasions
the Indians had been defeated. In Washington Territory,
the Indians were attacking the settlements in every
direction.

Miscellaneous.— The Growing Wheat Crop.— Advices
from all the Western States, with the exception of Ten-
nessee, speak of the fine appearance of the wheat, which
is expected to be twenty-five per cent, larger than any
ever gathered in the United States.

The Peace Congress' Doctrines Prevailing.—The most
sensible feature of the whole proceedings of the confer-
ence of the European Plenipotentiaries, is the conclu-
sion at which the conference arrived, that, in the event
of any serious misunderstanding arising between any of
the Powers, they shall, before appealing to arms, have
recourse to the good ofiSces of a friendly power.

The Keie Libel Law of Pennsylvania, provides " that
from and after the passage of this act on the trial of
indictments for writing or publishing a libel, the truth of
the matter charged as libellous may be given in evidence,
and if the jury in any such case shall find that the same
was written or published from good motivej and for
Justifiable ends, and that the matter so charged was true,
it shall operate to the acquittal of the defendant or de-
fendants."

High Water in Mississippi.—The heavy rains at the be-
ginning of the present month, have done much damage
in the interior of Mississippi, swelling the wat.r courses,
flooding the lowlands, sweeping away fences, bridges,
&c., and submerging the young crops of cotton and corn!
On the 3d instant, the Chickasaha river, at Enterprise,
had risen 56.J feet, overflowing its banks, and covering
the road between East and West Enterprise tj a depth of

• jht feet.

Manumission.—The Colonization Herald says, about
six hundred applications have been received bv the
Pennsylvania Colonization Society for a passage in the
expedition to sail on the first of June next, from Savan-

h, of whom the great majority are slaves

emancipated for the purpose.
Progress of Temperance.—The Norfolk Herald savs, the

U. S. ship Portsmouth which had just sailed from that
port for the East Indies, has entirely dispensed with th

the contest in a short spirit rations by the voluntary arrangement of the crew,
tlulraw from the con- being the first U. S. ship which ever left the port under

such regulations.

American Printing Presses.—The steamer Ericson, on
her last trip from New York to Liverpool, took out one of
Hoe's celebrated presses, for the London Times. Six
men were sent out with the press as " feeders," accom
panied by a foreman. Tlie great rapidity of this press
makes it indispensable to papers of large circulation.
A Great Contrast.—It is said that land in Missouri,

twenty-five miles from Keokuk in Iowa, and looking to
that town for a market, can be bought for §3 an acre, in
any quantity, while land no better, is worth, in Iowa, at
the same distance from Keokuk, $15 to $20 au acre.
A Great Improvement.—In Sardinia, which is now one

of the most liberal governments in Europe, there was a
regal decree issued in 1825, that no one should be al-
lowed to read and write who was not in possession of
1500 livres.

Died, on the 19th of Third month, 1856, at hcf
deuce in Upper Darby, Delaware county. Pa„ Jaxj (

RETT, aged 71 years ; an estoenipd cider and membi
Chester Monthly Meeting-. She was an example of
severance in the attendance of our religious meeti
under many bodily inlirmities, and her countenance
spoke the deep introversiim of her mind therein, I

ber last illne which as short, he express;

Died, Third month 4tli, at the residence of h
Joshua Pine, Glouce. ter county, below Woodbury,

„ _, _ . J-, Sarah Tnoi;.\E, in tie S2d"vear of her age; a
wall. The next morning there was a further arrival of

,
member of the Northern District Monthlv Meeting of

INSTITUTE FOR COLOURED YOUTH.
The Annual Meeting will be held at the Comraitte;-room
m Arch street, on the 27th of Fifth month, 1856, at 3
iclock, p. .M. M. C. Cope, Secretary.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee charged with the oversight of this In-

stitution, will meet at West-Town on Fourth-dav, the
4th of next mouth, at 10 o'clock, a. m.
The Committee on Admissions meet on the same mor
g, at 8 o'clock, and the Committee on Instructiou, (

the preceding evening, at half past 7 o'clock.
The Visiting Committee meet there on Seventh-d:

afternoon, the 31st. Thomas Ki.mber. Clerk.

vounded and uninjured. At the Latest advices brought
j
Philadelphi;

gave evidence of the resigned, peaceful and calm i

of her feeliugs, saying, in prospect of the solemn po
being near, that her mind felt • quiet and ver\- comfo
ble," while many other remarks showed that her h
and confidence were in Him whom she had
a present helper in every time of need, and that his
vine presence was near to support, leaving her frie

with the consoling evidence, that their loss is her etei

gain.

, on the 22d of Third month, in the
her age, An.\- Smith

; a member of the Northern Dist
Monthly Meeting. That it is not in man that walkett
direct his own steps, was abundantly made manifesi
the experience of this beloved Friend : having lean
during a lingering indisposition, a quiet acquiesce;
and resignation of her own will to the government i

direction of her Father in heaven. Naturally cheei
and affectionate, she drew around her the society
many friends to whom she was tenderly attached, t

possessjfig a sound and discriminating mind she was I

quently resorted to for judgment and counsel. The 1

lowing extracts from memorandums found after her-
cease, furnish evidence that the day's work was keep:
pace with the day. Ninth month, 1855.— '- 1 have lat

been reducc<l with a tedious inflammation, from whic
haie slowly in part recovered, and my slender life

again lengthened by God, who gave it,"

I thank thee, Father, that thou giveth
The strength whereby my spirit liveth,

From day to day.

'•Whatever trials may yet be permitted, whether bod
or mental suffering, I pray to be kept in faithful so

jection to thy holy will ;" then, after enumerating soi

hoice blessings, she adds, " but the crowning blessi

! the extension of the Lord's goodness in the comfoi
that delight my soul.'' Eleventh month.—' In this pi

rafted confinement of seventeen years, being depriv
of the privilege of independent effort, (which those w!
enjoy cannot fuUy appreciate.) I feel the need of wate

unto prayer, that I may be kept in the hour of tempt
tion. There is an inward work to be carried on betwe-
the soul and its Maker, and I have long since found th

ray peace and safety consists in waiting ou my dear Lo
and Master morning by moruing, till he is sened,
be fed with the crumbs from his table, and petition (

heavenly help to fill up my measure of secluded serTi(

and allotted suffering, that I may bring forth fruit wi
patience, and submissively endure to the end." Thi

that know thy name, will put their trust in thee, for t

Lord, hast not forsaken them that fear thee. On t)

13th of Third mouth, she was taken ill with erysipela

but her mind was preserved in its usual serenity' Afe
days after, in conversation with a friend, she said wii

great earnestness, "This is to be my last sickness,
have thought of death more than any one knew, indefr

it is so familiar to me that it seems only like steppic 8

from one room to another. I have had a natural shrinl

ing from it, but it has lost all its terrors; during tl,

past year, I have felt more and more loosened from tl

world, with my feelings turned heavenward.

' Thither all my wishes bending
Thither all my hopes ascending.'

And what an unexpected privilege it is to go so soor
nd be with Christ.' Speaking of an intimate frieni

whose recent death had been a great trial to her, sh

said, " Her loss has been all made up ; I have the sani

Saviour she had, and I know if she were here, she woul
ay, Trust in him." As the disease increased, deepl

affecting her mouth and throat, it became very difScul

for her to articulate distinctly, yet she was enabled t

ure mu<h bodily suffering with great fortitude an

patience, steadily looking forward to that rest which i

prepared for the people of God ; as her life had been on

of quiet submission, so her death was calm and peacofti

"Let me die the death of the righteous, and let my l,u

end be like unto theirs,"

. on the 30th of Fourth month, after an illness c

four weeks, Thomas Smith, in the 64th year of his age

a member of Northern District Monthly Meeting, am
brother of Ann Smith.
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ket and by tlie iutrinsic rarity of the creature. A
first appearance in Europe of course is likely to

nd is therefore at the top price; but it is

wonderful how demand produces supply. Let any

rare animal bring a crowd to the Gardens, and in

twelvemonth numbers of his brethren will be

generally in the market. The ignorance displayed

bj' some persons as to the value of well-known ob-

jects is something marvellous. "We have already

spoken of the sea-captain who demanded £600 for

a pair of pythons, and at last took £40 ! On an-

other occ.ision an American oflfered the Society a

grizzly bear for £2000, to be delivered in the Uni-

ted States; and, more laughable still, a moribund

Irus, which had been fed for nine weeks on salt

pork and meal, was oifered for the trifling sum of

£700!
We could go on multiplying ad nauseam in-

stances of this kind, but must conclude the cata-

logue of absurdities by stating that there is a firm

belief on the part of many persons that it is the

Zoological Society which has proposed the large

reward, which every one has heard of, for the tor-

toise-shell Tom. " The only one ever known" has

been offered accordingly at the exceedingly low figure

of £250. On one occasion a communication was re-

ceived from some person of consideration in Thur-

ingia, requesting to be informed of the amount of the

proffered prize which he was about to claim. This

was shortly followed by a letter from another person,

evidently written in a fury, cautioning the Society

against giving the prize to the previous writer, as

he was not the breeder of the cat, but was only

trying to* buy it for less than its value, "in which

he would never succeed as long as the true breeder

lived." To prevent further applications on the be-

half of growers of this unique animal, we may as

well state that tortoise-shell Toms may be had in

many quarters. There is one for sale at the pre-

sent moment at Dudley for a very moderate price

if any of our maiden lady readers should wish to

possess an animal which " everybody says" is so

exceedingly rare.

We have said that the value of animals depends

upon the state of the wild-beast market. " Wild-

beast market 1" exclaims the reader; " and where

can that be?" Every one knows that London can

furnish anything for money, and, if any lady or

gentleman wants lions or tigers, there are dealers

in Katcliffe Highway and the adjacent parts who

have them on the premises, and will sell them at

five minutes' notice. They " talk as familiarly of

lions as ladies do of puppy dogs ;" and a gentleman,

who purchased a bear of one of them, lately inform-

ed us that the salesman coolly proposed that he

should take him home with him in a cab! We
once had occasion to visit the establishment of one

ladder into

From tho Quarterly Ucview.

Zoological Sketches,

(Concludes] from paRe 290.)

[his splendid collection has been got together by

sents, purchase, breeding, and exchanges. Out

he 14,205 specimens, however, which have been

he possession of the Society, scarcely a tithe

e bought. The Queen, especially, has been

t generous in her presents, and the stream of

baric offerings in the shape of lions, tigers, leo-

ds, &e., which is continually flowing from tropical

ices to the fair Chief of the nation, is poured

\ these Gardens. Her Majesty evidently pays

heed to the superstition once common among

people, that a dynasty was only safe as long as

lions flourished in the royal fortress. In fact,

Gardens are a convenience to our gracious

narch as well as to her subjects ; for wild ani-

ls are awkward things to have in one's back

mises. Neither must we overlook the reproduc-

1 which has taken place in the Gardens; to

jh an extent, indeed, has the stock increased,

it sales to a large amount are annually made.

|e system of exchanges which exists between the

tious British and Continental Societies helps to

ply the Garden with deficient specimens in place

duplicates. Very rare, and consequently ex-

isive, animals are generally purchased. Thus,

I first rhinoceros cost £1 000 ; the four giraffes.

00, and their carriage an additional £700. The

phant and calf were bought in 1851 for £800

\ the hippopotamus, although a gift, was not

jught homo and housed at less than £1000

n which he more than realized in the famous

Lhibition season, when the receipts were £10,000

ove the previous year. The lion, Albert, was pur-

ised for £140; a tiger in 1852 for £200. The

of some of the smaller birds will appear,

Iwever, more startling: thus, the pair of black-

ked swans were purchased for £80 (they are

w to be seen in three-island pond) ; a pair of

)wned pigeons and two maleos, £60 ; a pair of

ctoria pigeons, £35 ; four mandarin ducks, £70,

ost of these rare birds (now in the great aviary) ' of these dealers, and were shown up

from the Knowsley collection, at the sale of] a cockloft, where, hearing a bumping, and perceiv-

lich, in 1851, purchases were made to the extent |ing a lifting motion in a trapdoor, we inquired the

£985. It would be impossible from these prices, reason, which called forth the dry remark that it

wever, to judge of the present value of the ani- w-as only three lions at play in a box below. Al-

ils. Take the rhinoceros, for example: the first (though these men generally manage to secure their

live stock in a satisfactory manner, yet accidents

will occur in the best-regulated lion-stores. A wild-

beast merchant, for instance, informed us that one

night he was awakened by his wife, who drew his

attention to a noise in the back-yard, where he had

jlaced two lions on the previous evening. On put-

tln<T his head out of the window.—his room was on

the ground-floor—there were the lions, loose, and,

with their paws on tho wiudow-sill, looking grimly

upon him. A good whip and a determined air

consigned Leo to his cage again without further

trouble. On another occasion this same man,

hearing a noise in his back premises, found to hi.s

horror°that an elephant, with his pick-lock trunk,

had let out a hyaena and a nylghau from their

cages, and was busy undoing the fastenings of

a denfull of lions ! The same resolute spirit, how-

ever, soou restored order. Amateurs have not al-

ways the same courage or self-possession, and they

immediately have recourse to the Garden folks to

get them out of their difficulties, as a housekeeper

would send to the station-house on finding a burglar

secreted in his cellar. On one occasion a gentle-

man, who had offered a rattle-snake and its young

to the Gardens at a high price, sent suddenly to the

superintendent to implore immediate assistance, as

the said snake, with half a score venomous offspring,

had escaped from their box and scattered them-

selves in his nursery. The possessor, to avoid

worse losses, was only too glad to be rid of his

guests at any pecuniary sacrifice.

AVe cannot close our survey without touching

upon the cost of the commissariat. The slaughter-

ed beasts appropriated to the carnivora, we have

before stated, cost in the year 1854 no less a sum

than £1367 19s. 5<r/. If we go through the other

items of food, we shall give some notion of the ex-

pense and the variety of the banquet to which the

animals daily sat down during that year. Thus we

see hay figures for £912 14s.; corn, seeds, &c.,

£700 8i-. 8f/.; bread, buns, &c. (for the monkeys),

£150 16s. M.\ eggs, £87 4s. \d. (for the ant-eater

principally); milk, £69 6s. M.\ mangel-'B'urzel,

carrots, and turnips, £22 6s.; dog-biscuit, £135

19s. \M. (for the bears and wolves and dogs

chiefly); fish (for the otters, seal, pelicans, &c.),

£214 8s. 8rf.; green tares, £23 16s. M.\ rabbits

and pigeons (for the snakes), £33 13s. 2a'.; rice

and oil-cake, £66 15s.; sundries, including fruit,

vegetables, grass-hoppers, snakes, mealworms, figs,

sugar, &c. (for the birds principally), £157 Is.

lie/.: making a total of £3942 8s. 3f/.; a great

increase on the food bill of 1853, and which is

caused entirely by the advance of prices.

The pitch of excellence to which the Gardens

have arrived has naturally resulted in drawing the

increased attention of the public towards them. We
have only to contrast, for instance, the number of

people who entered in the year 1848—the first in

which a more liberal system of management came

into play—with those who passed in in 1854, to see

that the establishment flourishes under the auspices

of the new secretary; for while in the former year

only 142,456 persons passed through the turnstiles,

the number had risen in the latter to 407,676. It

is interesting to observe that, although an increase

of full 100 per cent, took place upon the privileged

and ordinary shilling visitors during that interval,

yet that the reduction of the admittance-charge to

sixpence on Mondays and holidays was the main

cause of the gradual influx of visitors—the year
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1848 showing only 60,566 admittances of tliese

holiday folks and working-people to 196,278 in

1854. Here, then, we have an increase of 135,713

persons, many of whom were, no douht, rescued, on

those days at least, from the fascinations of the

puhlic-house. With all this flood of life, the greater

portion of it undoubtedly belonging to the labour-

ing-classes, not the slightest injury has been done

to the Gardens. A flower or two may have been

picked, but not by that class of Englishmen who
were once thought too brutal to be allowed access

unwatched to any public exhibition. Every year

that passes over our heads proves that such shows

as these are splendid examples of the method of

teaching introduced by Bell and Lancaster ; that

they furnish instruction of a nature which is never

forgotten, and which refines at the same time that

it delights.

Selected for "Tlie Friend,

Hugo Grotius, a native of Holland, was born in

the year 1583. He is said to have possessed the

brightest genius ever recorded of a youth in the

learned world. Nature bestowed on him a great

comprehension, a solid judgment, and a wonderful

memory; and these extraordinary natural endow
ments, had all the advantages that education could

confer upon them. In short, he was a person of

very eminent talents, and he is highly celebrated

for his extensive learning and universal knowled
" He was a Ught," say the statesmen ;

" a light,"

say the churchmen, too ; witness his annals, and

his work, " De Jure Belli et Pacis ;" his " Truth of

the Christian Religion," and elaborate " Commen-
taries on the Scriptures."

After all his attainments, reputation, and labours

he winds up his life and choice in this memorable
declaration. " I would give all my learning and
honour, for the plain integrity of John Urick, who
was a religious poor man, that spent eight hours of

his time in prayer, eight in labour, and but eight

in meals, sleep and other necessaries." To one

who admired his great industry, he returned an
answer to this cflect :

—" Ah, I have consumed
much of my life, in laboriously doing nothing,"

and to another, that inquired of his wisdom and
learning, what course to take, he solemnly an-

swered,—" Be serious."

* * * When great talents and learning are,

from pure motives, and in true humilty, consecrated

to the service of truth and religion, they become
acceptable offerings in the divine sight, and often

eminently promote the good of mankind. But when
we misapply these qualifications, make them subser-

vient to pride and vanity, or attribute to them an effi-

cacy in producing virtue and happiness, that does not

belong to their nature ; they occasion us to con-

sume our time in earnestly doing nothing, or that

which is worse than nothing; and they lay the

foundation for bitter regret in the winding up of

life.

The worth and importance of those advantages
are lamentably over-rated, if our estimation of

them is so high, and pursuit so ardent, as to dispose

us to undervalue, to postpone, or disregard, that

most interesting injunction of our Lord ;
" Seek ye

first, (early, and in preference to all other things,)

the kingdom of God, and his righteousness;"

remembering that this is "the one thing need-
ful."

Whilst the mind is occupied with the variety and
intricacy of speculation and literary engagements,
and the heart elated with the flattering distinctions

which they produce, we may not be sufficiently

aware of the tendency to that fatal efi'ect : but when
the close of our day approaches, and the retrospect

of life is made ; when the ardour of pursuit has

abated, and the delusions of vanity and passion are
at an end ; we shall form a true estimate of the
worth of all sublunary attainments and possessions.
We shall then, if not before, perceive that to have
our conversation in the world, with simplicity and
godly sincerity ; to receive the kingdom of heaven
as a little child; and to secure an incorruptible
and immortal inheritance, are things of infinitely

greater moment, than merely to possess all the
accomplishments of mind and "body that this world
can bestow.

As it is, therefore, our highest wisdom, may it

also be our greatest concern, seasonably to antici-

pate these reflections
; and so to temper and regulate

all our studies, and all the engagements of this life,

that they may coincide with, and promote the great
end of our being ! — From Lindlcy Mun-ay's
''Fou-cr of Religion on the Mind."

For "The Friend."

Coniitry Eccreations.

At this loveliest of seasons, we sometimes feel an
almost irresistible impulse to flee away from the
dead walls and polluted atmosphere of the city,

and get us into the free, broad domain of nature

;

that we may inhale the fragrance of the cool moist
meadows and the budding woods. It seems almost
a duty to be present, and to admire with grateful

hearts the glorious handiwork of the bountiful

Creator, when he is renewing all things with
such ineffable beauty; when the woods, arrayed
in their light transparent drapery of tender fo-

liage, the rich, deep green of the pastures and
grain fields, the blossoming orchards, the blue skies

and sparkling waters, all lighted up with the

resplendent sunshine, make the earth seem like a
dream of heaven. Such scenes need no aid of poe-
tical fancy, to render them almost as meet for the

presence of those " spiritual creatures who walk the

earth unseen," as are

" Their blissful bowers
Of amaranthine shade, fountain or spring,
By the waters of life"—

for the earth seems no more cursed for man's sake, but
bears on her beauteous forehead the signet of his

almighty hand, whose throne is in heaven, and
whose works everywhere praise him. The love of
nature is inborn with most of us, and, when not
developed, must either have been crashed in youth
by a false education, or the want of opportunity to

indulge it ; or has been absorbed later in life by
the eager pursuit of gain, and perhaps in many
instances by a vitiated appetite for the corrupt plea-

sures of the world. Who has not noticed the de-

light of children in flowers ; how they race through
the deep, dewy grass after butter cups and dan-
delions, and enjoy the delicious sunshine, the fra-

grance, beauty, and melody of spring, with an
ecstacy of feeling that they cannot express iu words—dear little hearts ! What a pity it is, and how
unnatural, to have their bounding spirits, which
seem so attuned to the sweet harmonies of nature,

caged for so many hours in the day, so many weeks
and months in the year, in the wearisome school-

room. We forget that there is a book far richer in

intellectual treasures than any furnished by the

school library ; a book that may be studied to the
praise of the Great Author, and while the mind
and heart are enriched and expanded, health is in-

vigorated, and the nerves braced. There can be
no doubt, that a certain amount of school exercise

and discipline, ifproperly directed, is of great advan-
tage

;
and indeed necessary for a complete educa-

tion
; but it is much to be feared that the zeal of

the instructors, and the ambition of parents, often

induce them to carry this point far beyond the

bounds of prudence, and sound judgment ; even to

a degree of positive cruelty sometimes ; so that
health and happiness of children are impaired, il

sacrificed. that they would consider this sub-

and see how far they may be deranging ti

benign laws of adaptation designed by Providt
to preserve a healthful tone to the system. It

nice point, requiring a firm and enlightened jv

ment blended with the true spirit of benevole
to know how to guide the natural impulses of c

dren, to know when they should be controlled,

how far they may be innocently encouraged
know when their faculties require rest, and \9

stimulation and exercise, and above aU to ki

how to govern our own inclinations, so that we i

not be led by the ambition of success, to experin

too far on their expanding minds. It is not

purpose, however, to write a treatise on eduoat

but simply to recommend as an innocent relie:

the monotonous life of too many of our youth,

one of the best antidotes to languid spirits, an

casional ramble into the country. I remembe
teacher, who frequently used to take her pupils

little rural excursions, and would often infuse

our spirits, some of the enthusiasm which anim;

j

hers ; while she taught us how to admire the gr:

and beautifid and the marvellous in the works

the Creator. I also remember strolls throi

woods and meadows, wild-flower hunting, led

I

the hand of a beloved parent; and well we, c

dren, knew the favourite haunts of each of tl

lovely tribes. how delightful were such li

Ijaunts, when every bright blooming plant, we fou

was a jewel for the time being ; no past scenes

my life are fraught with sweeter memories ; £

little lessons of the wonders of creation and pre

dence, then dropped in words and tones of gfl

tion, when our hearts were in unison with

rounding scenes, were not soon lost. If teacbl

would more frequently indulge their charge in 1

»

kind of recreation, I think they would lose noth

;

by it ; the advantage to their own health -(to
\

amplj' compensate for the time it would takr ; :

they and the children would work with reiic\

energy after it. They might also mingle with it.

far as the free, unrestrained spirits of children i

allow, little lectures on botany, or natural hista}

general ; and nature's grand living cabinet i

ever furnish them with magnificent illustratii

fresh and perfect, from the hand of the Divine .

thor. Come then, teachers, or elder brothers ;

sisters; take the younger ones by the hand, n

lead their bounding footsteps over the briery hi

through the deep grass of the flower-enamel'

meadows, by the margin of the trickling streaml(i

through the grand old woods, now putting tb>

bravery on; let them race hither and thitht

ploughing the dry fallen leaves, where gleam arouf

the old tree roots, the white stars of the anemc*

and sanguinaria; let them hunt for violets aj

mountain pinks on the grassy banks ; clamber o'^

rocks for the crimson columbine ; through II

thickets where glow the wild honey-suckles ; a

wade through the swampy meadows, after paint

cups and flags; let them shout for joy, when tl'

behold the sprays of the dog-wood flowers gleamit

white, and the soft rosy flame of the Judas tr|

blushing like a sunset cloud ; blending their c

juisite delicacy of tints, with the light green of t!

young foliage, and the darker hue of the pintj

all these, and myriads of others have come to !

ture's grand festival, each arrayed in perfection
:'

beauty, and elegance of form and colour, distil;

tively their own, and infinitely various. If tlv

want music, let them hush their noisy shouts awbi

to listen to the joyous songs of the birds, blenrl,

in harmonious concert ; let them watch their e

gant motions as they flit from spray to spray; a
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the minnows gambolling in tlie crystal brook,

the various tribes of insects,

thatTUej
For wings, and sma

In all the liveries dc

With spots of gold 1

•nts exact,

liner's pride

;iznre and green,'

each furnish entertainment and instruction.

(Tiat draughts of health-inspiring pleasure they

r quaff, without the alloy which embitters time

spent; and they may thus cultivate a taste,

rich, harmonizing with their love of literature and

nee, will impart new zest to these pursuits, by

inviiTorating tone infused into the whole system
;

i it may even be a means of preventing a mor-

appotite for the poisonous pleasures of a cor-

it world. Youth is the season when it is natural

1 ; every fibre of the frame should vibrate to the

iS of joy, and when a kind Providence by the

ious feast he spreads abroad in nature, invites

ijto partake of it, with gratitude. Should our

dren not have the opportunity to do so ? Should

daughters waste these golden hours in crochet

k or profitless reading, or in like sickly occupa

IS? and if " much study is a weariness to the

h," should their young brains be crammed, at

time, with so much and so many branched of

until they become feverish, languid and dis-

ted. I hope the time will come when this cram-

)g system will be abolished, or at least mode

ad, and that more frequent recreation during the

( fm months at least, may be allowed, while the

! lacity for such enjoyment remains ; and " before

evil days come when they shall have no plea-

![e in them." And then I think we should see

[ er pale faces and stooping forms among our

jing girls, and m«re of that innocent hilarity,

nch is appropriate to their years. We need not

[ r but the shadows of life, which are often so

i utary, will fall upon them in due season, when

ty need such chastening, without our contributing

ce them prematurely old by too much rc-

^int.

lows' Roost!

tivcly I sprang from it ; but when I looked up at it

again, I was astonished to sec it standing as firm as

ever.

But the swallows were now pouring out in a

black continued stream. I ran back to my post,

and listened with amazement to the noise within,

which I could compare to nudiliijj; else but the sound

of a large wheel revolviiiL:' ini'lrr a iiowcrful stream.

It was yet dusky, so tliat I ruild hardly sec tlie

hour by my watch, but I esliiuatcd tiie lime which

they took in getting out at more than thirty minutes.

After their departure no noise was heard witliiii,

and they dispersed in every direction with the

quickness of thought.

I determined to examine the interior of the tree,

and for this purpose hired a man to cut a hole at

the base. The shell was only eight or ten inches

thick, and the axe soon brought the inside to view,

disclosing a matted mass of exuviaj with decayed

feathers, &c. I had a passage cleared through this

mass for about six feet. This operation took nearly

the whole day, and knowing by experience that if

the birds should notice the hole below, they would

abandon the tree, I had it carefully closed.

The swallows came as usual that night, but I did

not disturb them for several days. At last, pro

vided with a dark lantern, I went with my friend

about nine o'clock in the evening, determined to

have a full view of the interior of the tree.

The hole was opened with caution, and I crawled

through, followed by my companion. All was per-

fectly silent. Slowly and gradually I brought the

light of my lantern to bear on the sides of the hole

above us, when we saw the swallows, clinging side

by side, covering the whole surface of the excava-

tion ; but in no instance did I see one bird above

another.

Satisfied with the sight, I closed my lantern. We
then caught as many as we wished, stowing them

away in our pockets and bosoms, and slid down to

the open air. After closing the entrance, wc walk-

ed toward Louisville, perfectly elated with our ad-

venture.

Let us now make a rough calculation of the num-

ber of swallows that clung to the side of the tree.

The place covered by the birds was at least twenty-

five feet in height, and fifteen feet in breadth ; sup-

posing the tree to average only five feet in diameter,

there would then be three hundred and seventy-five

square feet of surface. .

Allowing each bird to cover a space of three

inches by one and a half inches, wliich is more th

the space, judging from the manner in which they

packed, and each square foot would contain thirty

two birds. The number of swallows, therefore, that

roosted in this single tree at once, was nine thousand

Day after day I watched this tree, and about

the middle of August not more than two or th;

hundred swallows came there to roost. On the

18th of the same month there were only a few

scattering individuals, and these seemed hurrying

southward. In September I entered the tree a

night, but not one was in it. I visited it again i

February, when the weather was perfectly cold, and

became perfectly satisfied that these swallows do

not spend the w inter in trees ; but that they emi

I grate southward on the approach of autumn.

On the following May I went to the old sycamore

tree, and found the swallows once more returning

to their old haunt. After five years had passed, I

again visited this venerable tree, and saw the swal-

lows still resorting to it. But the ancient tree at

length yielded to the violence of a severe storm, and

ciinie to the ground. What became of the swallows

that so long frequented it I know not.

There is more fatigue in laziness than in labour.

Epislle of George Foi.

My dear Friends,—The Seed is above all. In it

walk in which ye all have life. Be not amazed at

the weather ; for always the just suflFered by the

unjust, but the just had the dominion. All along

ye may sec, by faith the mountains were subdued
;

and the rage of the wicked, and his fiery darts,

were quenched. Though the waves and storms are
'

iirh, yet your faitii will keep you so as to swim

bovc them ; for they are but for a time, and the

truth is without time. Therefore, keep on the

mountain of holiness, ye who are led to it by the

ht, where nothing shall hurt. Do not think that

anytliing will outla.st the truth, which standeth sure

;

nd is over that which is out of the truth; for

the good will overcome the evil ; the light, darkness

;

the life, death ; virtue, vice ; and righteousness, un-

righteousness. The false prophet cannot overcome

the true ; but the true prophet, Christ, will overcome

all the false. So be faithful, and live in that which

doth not think the time long. 1670. G. F.

Apparatusfor Dipjnug Sfwcp.—In a new Eng-

lish contrivance for this purpose, a galvanized iron

cradle is first put over the sheep's back, and a couple

of straps buttoned underneath him ; a crane then

lifts him up, and lowers him into the dipping tub,

keeping his head uppermost. Being then hoisted

up to drain, he is lowered on the ground and set at

liberty. The object of this apparatus is to save

men the unhealthy labour of dipping the animal,

and at the same time preventing any tearing of the

sheep's wool.

Scli'clcfl for ' Tho Friend."

ProfKable Iliiits.

It is a symptom of decline when a man will U9t-

nccessarib/ expose the imperfections of the religious

world. This is the very opposite to the spirit of

St. Paul, who speaks even weeping of those who
mind earthly things.

One wrong step in the beginning of an important

concern, like a wrong figure in the early part of a

n, may lead throughout into error.

True religion will show its influence in every part

of our conduct ; it is like the sap of a living tree

which penetrates the most distant boughs.

It is wisely ordered that neither nations, [com-

munities] nor individuals, can deteriorate each other

without injuring themselves, nor promote the welfare

of others without partaking of the benefit conferred.

Keep no company with a man who is given to

detraction ; to hear him patiently is to partake of

his guilt, and prompt him to a continuance in that

vice which all good men shun him for.

There is no readier way for a man to bring his

own worth into question, than by endeavouring to

detract from the worth of other men.

To criminate and recriminate never yet was the

road to reconciliation.

No man ever did a designed injury to another,

without doing a greater to himself.

The sweetest revenge is to do good to our enemies.

Parrots in Imca.—It is said that numbers of

parrots resort annually to Decatur county, Iowa,

and are sometimes seen in flocks of twentj', and

even more. Three of these birds were shot one

week during the late cold spell. They are about

the size of the common tame pigeon, though not

quite so large round ; their tails are shorter, their

plumage is green, tinged on the back with blue

;

their wing-feathers are red and yellow, and the

bill and tongue arc the same as in all parrots. It

is rather surprising to find these birds so far north,

and feeling so much at home.
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For " The I'riend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned mem-
bers of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 293.)

SAMUEL SPICER.

The great animosity of Governor Stuyvesant

against the Quakers, probably arose in part from

the fact that he could not make soldiers out of

them. Whatever the cause, his fierce fury seemed

ever on the increase, until the capture of the pro-

vince by the English. This event was no doubt a

cause of sincere rejoicing to many of the Enghsh
settlers -within the Dutch government.

In the year 1670, the township of Gravesend

was confirmed by a new patent from the English

government, and John Tilton and Samuel Spioer

were two of the patentees. Samuel's good mother

had probably deceased before this time, and he

found the necessity of a wife. Through the direet-

iug influence of his heavenly Father, he found in

Esther, a daughter of his valued friends, John and

Mary Tilton, a help-mate in every respect. Samuel
was a good practical farmer, and doubtless his wife

was one well qualified to fill her station in helping

him. By the tax bill of Gravesend township in

1683, we find that the farm he owned contained

100 acres. His stock by the same bill was 9 full

aged cows ; 3, three years old ; 5, two years old
;

6, one year; 3 working horses; 1, two years old
;

and 1, one year old.

In the year 166.5, Samuel Spicer, who had, with

other of his Friends at Gravesend and Flushing,

taken up land about Sandy Hook, received a patent

therefor from Governor NichoUs, of New York.

Thither his brother-in-law, John Tilton, jr., did,

after a time, remove. Samuel felt drawings, after

William Penn had commenced the colony of Penn-

sylvania, to West Jersey, and about the year 1685,

he removed thither with his wife and their four or

five children. After their departure, their friends

on Long Island sent a certificate of membership
after them, which, being a little difiei-ent from such

things as prepared in the present day, we will in-

troduce.

" To our dear and well beloved Friends, at their

Monthly or Quarterly Meetings in West Jersey, or

elsewhere.

" Whereas our dear friends, Samuel Spicer and
Esther his wife, have seen cause to remove them-

selves and familyfrom Gravesend, on Long Island,

(where they have long abode,) unto your parts to

settle and inhabit, these may certify that they, the

said Samuel and Esther his wife, have long been

well known unto us, and among us ; and to our

great satisfaction we can say, that from their con-

vincement unto this very day, we have not known
of any misbehaviour concerning them, either to the

blemishing the Truth they have professed with us,

or towards their neighbours ; but as far as we know,
(and do believe,) they have been of honest conver-

sation, and good patterns and examples, both

amongst us, and also their neighbours ; and will

leave a good savour in the hearts of Friends and
people that know them ; and although they remove
outwardlj- from amongst us, yet we hope our love

and unity in the Truth shall abide towards them,
and remain the same.

"At our Quarterly Meeting at Flushing on Long
Island, this 29th of the Third month, 1686."

Samuel Spicer located himself on land adjoining

Cooper's Point, nearly opposite Philadelphia, where
some of his descendants still live. John Tilton,

having lost his wife, no doubt felt the removal of

his daughter Esther to West Jersey, keenly. One
of his letters to her is still preserved.

Gravesend, 2Gth of Eleventh month, 1686.

Dear Child, Esther Spicer,—In the endless, holy

love of God, night and day, art thou in remem-
brance with me. Through this free love, bounty
and goodness, we are made near and dear unto

each other, knowing him the giver thereof near us

to love us. He hath, doth, and will have pity on
us, under every exercise he suffers. Of this thou
liast had good experience with many others; for

which, praise his holy name, who hath made hard
things easy, and bitter things sweet. Jlay [we]
be strengthened at all times and encouraged in

heart and mind to have our whole trust and confi-

dence in his love and his holy arm of power to re-

lieve in whatever he may appoint or measure out

for us. [May we] in all, ever look up to him, and
have our ej'e on him from whence our help alone

must come ; on him cast our burthen ; on him pa-

tiently wait ; for he alone must be our helper and
Piedeemer, and in him must our faith and hope
stand. All this I am instructed unto, and desire

to be learned in, and this thou also knowest, [yet]

I thought it not amiss so to remember thee of it.

I have had some sharp exercises since I formerly

wrote, by which the Lord having instnicted and
more made me to see myself for good, turned my
cup into sweetness. Praised be his pure name for

all.

Dear Daughter, I have been truly sensible of

thy sorrows, and deeply aflfected. Dear Child, let

nothing press down, which might hinder [thee] in

the uncertain time we are here to continue. * *

As to thy dear children, Jacob, Martha, Abigail

and Thomas,* my love is unto them all. May the

Lord by his powerful and efiectual working, gather

them nearer and nearer unto himself, seasoning

their hearts with his grace,—that his truth and the

ways thereof, or the friends of it, be never an of-

fence, hard or burthensome to them. jMay his word
grow up in them, and his pure and holy love in

their hearts so increase, that they may delight them-

selves in it. and in them that love it; even so, amen,

is my wishing. Thy loving father,

John Tilton.

Of Samuel Spicer*s after life, we know little.

He was at times representative to the Yearly Meet-

ing, and we find him in Third month, 1689, sign-

ing a request on behalf of the Quarterly Meeting,

held at Newton, to the Monthly Meeting of Phila-

delphia, to put a stop, as nmch as they could, to

selling rum to the Indians. In the Yearly Meeting
of 1,698, he opened a concern for the gathering to-

gether what accounts could be collected of the tra-

vels and services of George Rofe in America. A
committee was appointed on the subject, consisting

of Samuel Spicer, his brother-in-law John Tilton,

and William Southeby. At the Yearlj' Meeting of

Ministers, held Seventh mo. 14th, 1700, the result

of the labours of this committee was produced, being

an account of " the trials and sufierings of George
Rofe." It was directed to be sent to England, and
probably was lost there.

This is the last trace of Samuel Spicer, which I

can find. His death must have taken place in

1699 or 1700. The following minute from the re-

cords of Haddonfield, informs us of the death of

his widow.
" Esther Spicer and Esther Sasby, her seri-ant

maid, and Richard Thackera, the son of Thomas
Thackera, of Newton, he being about eleven years,

nine months and twelve days old, were slain by
lightning on the 24th of the Seventh month, 1703,

* It appears that, Twelfth month 26th, 1695, Daniel

Cooper married Sarah Spicer, daughter of Samuel an("

Esther Spicer. Perhaps, at the time of this letter, fhi

may have been living with her grandfather.

they being in Esther Spicer's house, which sli
;

happened about the tenth hour in the even
,,

They were buried at Newton, in Friends' bui l

ground, on the 26th day of the same month."

It matters not how the Lord's servants are ta
i

away from this scene of probation ; if they li .

been walking in his fear, and seeking to prrli
,

their duty in his sight, their removal through v,i .

ever passage efiected, will be into hLs glorious i

(To be continued.)

Inventive Power of Man.

One of the most interesting and peculiar feati ,

of the human mind is its inventive faculty. It

create nothing ; but it can skilfully combine
;

adapt, by which the inert materials on wliicl

works may assume new forms and motions,
;

elicit hitherto unknown powers. Air, fire, Tva

wood, metals, may, by ingenious processes, )»?

shaped, arranged, and controlled as to becoinc :

it were, instinct with life and intelligence,, and | ,

duce results at once startling and wonderful.

Invention is a natural faculty, and yet it requ 'i

favourable circumstances to bring it forth into a .

vity. In a savage state, it is seldom taxed to :

great extent ; although the necessities flf men v
,

in*a measure, bring it into operation, and show t
,

it is obedient when appealed to. So also in nati <

which are ground to the earth by oppression,

power for great achievements is seldom evok

,

When human governments encourage its dovel'.

ment, and promises of certain reward are huhl t

it becomes busy, and its results soon appear.

are accustomed to trace the hand of God in

external works of creation by which we are ,'

rounded ; but none of them, perhaps, exhibit .-^

wonderful evidences of his skill and wisdom as ;

human mind, when called forth in all its activit

and especially when exerting its power in ccin

vance. The very materials which lie iiso ;

around the savage, when touched by invonli

genius, fall into form and order, and come f >rth

,

machinery adapted to all useful pui-poses, lahr

sa\'ing and time-saving, and contributing to

comfort, safety, happiness, and highest civilizat

of the world. Even warlike inventions by tl

terrible energy have diminished the frequency :

destructiveness of unnatural contests betwiin

tions. The inventions of peace are still UKirc

fusive, and carry their benefits to tradcsnu'i
,'

all kinds, to families and nations.

It is only necessary to look around us for

evidences of the beneficial efiects of human ingcnu :

Thus, for instance, we are to look to the prodi 1

of the soil for the means of subsistence. The mi-

ral fertility of two soils may be equal, and yet tli^

will be a vast difi'erence in their jaeld under dif r

ent systems of cultivation. If we look to the oriei 1

plough, which i» a clumsily pointed stick, throwj

up two or three inches of the earth from the surfa^

and to the method of winnowing by throwing up ,i

grain by a hand-shovel, and depending on the w 1

to drive away the chaif ; and to the earthen thr«-

ing floor, in which the grain is separated from 3

husk by the tramp of oxen ; and then to the ha
p

mills, consisting of two stones moved over each ot t

by manual labour ; we see what agriculture is un r

a low state of invention. Then if we look at 3

improved ploughs, cultivators, and harrows of m^
em times ; to the grain planting, cutting, and thrt -

ing machines, and to the improved methods t

grinding, we have a contrast which is marvell •.

We have seen half a dozen men in the heat of si-

mer laboriously cutting grass and grain, with fl r

scythes and sickels, and as many more foUov;

with their hand-rakes ; and we have since seen 3

mowing machine moving by horse-power over «
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i

fields, and with surprising celerity prostrating

rops, while the horse-rake, with equal celerity,

rms its work in gathering ; and our exclamation

)een, what a savmg of labour, time, and expense

tj
been effected bythe ingenuity of man ! Great

athe advance of the old country water-wheel

i upon the manual process of grinding in ancient

[ 3 ; but at what an immeasurable distance is it

i behind by the modern mill improvements

!

li mill in Pittsburgh will, by its elevators, raise

( the boats four thousand bushels of grain into

iinill in one hour, and will then grind five liun-

r barrels of flour in a day, and all this with com-

tively little exhausting effort on the part of a

men ! Chemical science, too, now analyzes,

ifies, and enriches the soil, and thus greatly

jascs its productiveness.

1 another department, we may revert to some

[ ir mountain roads, which were slowly traversed

lorseback, while goods to a small amount, on

c-horses or lumbering wagons, were transported

1 town to town, expensively and slowly ; and

on those same roads are laid the iron rails.

[e the steam engine, with its tremendous power,

i?s its lengthened train of passengers and freight

s many hours as it once cost days to perform

isame operation on a minature scaje. At not a

3ote period a mail communication might be sent

ija Philadelphia to Boston in about three weeks;

ijsame communication may now be sent and the an-

ir received in an hour by the electric telegraph.

is has ijjventive genius almost annihilated time

rspace. The man who had the boldness to visit

l-opo some years since, must make his preparations

3 a long voyage and a long absence ;
now, by the

11 steamers, he may go and return in a month,

^ some time to spare for sight-seeing.

Contrivance and skill have almost indefinitely

Itiplied the power which man now wields in all

useful arts. Look at the slow process of spin-

g and weaving by which our ancestors made

ir coarse fabrics, and then compare them with

spinning and weaving machines of present times,

ven by the power of steam, and producing the

!St fabrics, in the greatest abundance, in the very

irtest time. The feats of mythical fairies of old

les are surpassed by the perfect and almost iu-

ligent machinery of the present. There was a

hen the rich alone could own a book, and

William Bewsbniv.

[CoritiuiK'd from pngu liSO

Disappointed in finding among the P

it, too, after the invention of printing ; but who

30 poor that he cannot now own a book ? We
a remember standing in amazement by a hand

in a printing office, to see the man with his

i balls going over the types, and the pressman':

iscular force applied to bring down the pressure

the sheets. It was wonderful to see a sheet

is printed in several minutes ; but now the steam

;ss is at work, and its result are almost incred

^ For instance, the Hoe press will print twenty

ousand copies of a sheet on one side in a single

ur. The paper, too, which was once made by

md, is now made by machine, which rolls it forth

a continuous sheet, miles in length if required,

bese processes are deeply interesting, and might

! regarded as the ne plus ultra of mechanical

We forbear. Space would fail if we should at-

mpt a reference to the tithe of mechanical inven-

ons which are found in every artizan's shop, and

hich bring comfort and luxury to every family,

f man is capable of accomplishing such feats of

dll, how sublimely wonderM must be God, who
ttdowed his mind with such faculties !

—

P/cs-

ytcriati.

itans, and

other high professors what his conflicting spirit

earnestly sought, he seemed prepared to take up

with almost any presentation, which appeared to

offer some hope of relief to his exercised mind.

About the year 1642, and the twenty-first of his

ace, his apprenticeship drawing to a close, he was

caught, hke many other serious persons; with the

apprehension it. would be right to enter into the

I'arliament army, who pretended they fought for

the gospel. Because all were not so ready to un-

shcath the sword, as some deluded persons wished,

they raised the cry, " Curse ye, IMcroz," to induce

them to engage in the conflict for the cause of civil

and religious liberty, which they called going up to

the help of the Lord against the mighty. In the

peculiar state of his mind, William Dewsbury was

taken with this bait, and he was willing to expose

himself to death, if by such a measure it was possi-

ble to free his soul from sin, escape the condemna

tiou he then lay under, and thus attain to reconci

liation with his IMaker. Not seeing the inconsis-

tency of Christians taking the sword—of professing

to be disciples of Christ, and at the same time act-

ing in a manner diametrically opposed to his exam-

ple, his precept, and his spirit, and not regarding

his declaration that he came not to destroy men's

ives, but to save them, he joined a remnant, as he

termed them, who professed to fight for the defence

of religion. But not being under the guidance oi

Divine wisdom, whatever way he turned in hi

will and determinationj disappointment still followed

him. He entered the army under expectation of

meeting fellow-travellers, whose nuiin pursuit was

similar with his own, and who had passed through

similar baptisms ; but in this he was deceived. He
found as much ignorance of the gospel in its real

spiritual acceptation, and of Christ, as he had ever

met with before. Not satisfied -with , this position,

he next made a journey into Scotland, in search oi

tho.se who there walked in the fear of the Lord,

and came to Edinburgh, where he tells us he found

nothing but formality ; the teachers calling people

to seek the kingdom of God in outward observances.

Wherefore he returned to England, and sought for

Him whom his soul loved and longed for, among the

Anabaptists and Independents. These, he tells

us, "said they were the children of God," and were

setting up a more glorious image in outward things

But he was not free to join them, for it was the

testimony of the love of God to his soul that he

wanted, and was in search of.

" Then," says he, " the Lord discovered to

that his love could not be attained to by anything

I could do, in any of those outward observations;

and in all those turnings in my carnal wisdom,

while seeking the kingdom of God without, thither

the flaming sword turned, to keep the way of the

tree of life; fenced me from it, cut me down, rent

all my coverings, and destroyed that mind which

thus looked out to find the kingdom of heaven.

Then my mind was turned within by the power of

Lord, to wait in his counsel, on the light in my
conscience, to hear what the Lord would say. And
the word of the Lord came to me, and said, ' Put

up thy sword into its scabbard ; if my kingdom

were of this world, then would my children fight;

knowest thou not that if I needed, I could have

twelve legions of angels from my Father?' which

word enlightened my heart, and discovered the

mystery of iniquity ; it showed the kingdom of

ing at last favoured with these clear intimations of

the will of the Lord concerning him, and which

were in accordance with the Holy Scriptures, W.
Dewsbury no longer hesitated as to the course it

was right for him to pursue. Not feeling himself

now at liberty to engage in the destruction of his

fellow-creatures, and that too under the mistaken

notion of advancing the kingdom of Christ, (enthu-

siasm, indeed, of the most dangerous character,) he

left the army, and laid aside his sword altogether.

Having happily accomplished this resolution, he

turned his steps homewards, and there laboured at

his previous occupation of cloth weaver ; but of his

pursuits in trade he makes little or no mention, and

we are left to conjecture both as to their extent, •

and his success and pro.'perity in regard to them.

He informs ua, however, that his mind was inwardly

engaged, while labouring with his hands, in waiting

on the Lord in the way of his judgments, until his

own will was brought into subjection to the divine

will. Many Scripture types were, from time to

time, opened to his understanding, greatly to his

own instruction ; chiefly those which, in the charac-

ter of Cain, Esau, Pharaoh, Egypt, &c., set forth

the condemnation that the man of sin is under, show-

ing how the carnal mind is not, neither can be,

subject to the law of God. Under an inward sense

and feeling that he was himself, by nature and

transgression, involved in the same condemnation,

he was brought to the determination of unreservedly

casting himself upon the mercy of God in Christ

Jesus, and of yielding all up to his disposal, what-

ever that might be, whether to condemn or to save

him ; if the former should be consistent with his

will, he could but acknowledge it would be just

;

f the latter, it was of his free love.

About this time it appears that W. Dewsbury

received, greatly to his encouragement, a clear and

satisfactory insight into the nature of the several

dispensations of divine mercy to mankind, the re-

sult of which was, that while he lay in the " con-

demned estate," bewailing himself in the depth of

his misery, without any hope of deliverance by any-

thing he could do to pacify the wrath of God, he

was favoured with a clear evidence in the secret of

his soul, that there was free redemption laid up for

him in the Lord Jesus, and encouragement was

ministered even in this condemned state, to wait for

his coming, who, "in the appointed time of the

Father," says he, " appeared to my soul, as the

lightnings from the east to the west, and my dead

soul heard his voice, and by his voice was made to

live, who created me to a lively hope, and sealed

me up in the everlasting covenant of life with his

blood. Then I witnessed the wages of sin to be

death, and the gift of God, eternal life through

Jesus Christ, my Lord. Death reign? over all from

Adam to Moses, and there is no rest to the soul,

till Christ be manifested. This the Scriptures wit-

ness ; and I witness these Scriptures to be fulfilled

in me." The foundation which was, from the first,

laid in his mind for the necessity of the great work

of regeneration, by that deep sense of the depravity

and sinfulness of man, is especially worthy of our

notice; coupled as it is with the important fact,

that he learned this truth as to his own particular,

from those powerful and deep impressions secretly

made upon his mind, without the intervention of

the ordinary means of religious instruction. Those

owei

Christ to be within, and that its enemies being

Humility and knowledge in poor garments, excel I within and spiritual, mj' weapons against them

evidences of immediate communication to his mind,

which he esteemed to be divine, and under which

his faith was exerci.sed from first to last, fully war-

ranted the strong language which he mostly em-

ployed, in describing his views of the work of God

on the soul.

For thus convej-ing their own experience with

should also be spiritual—the power of God." Be- regard to inward, immediate revelation, Friendi
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were subjected to a load of unjust censure, and the

flood gates of controversy were opened upon them
from almost every quarter, exposing them to unme-
rited ridicule and abuse. But iu the progress of

the work of regeneration, which is not less a real

and eiFectual, than an inward and mysterious work,
an understanding is given, in and by which the

new creature" is enabled to receive the mysteries

of the kingdom of heaven. Not, however, in their

own wills, and at all times when they sit down to

search the Holy Scriptures, but as those writ-

ings are opened to the mind, and brought to their

remembrance, by Ilim who knows their state of

growth, what it stands in need of, and what it is

able to bear. These views, however, did not pre-

vent the body of Friends in the early times, from
placing an equally high value on the Holy Scrip-

tures with their contemporaries. They received

these writings no less than the high professors of
their day, as given by inspiration of God," and
profitable for those ends for which they were de-

signated
; namely, " for doctrine, for reproof, for

correction, for instruction in righteousness, that the

man of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished

unto all good works." And they beheved them
" able to make wise unto salvation, through faith

that is in Christ Jesus." Faith in this sense is a
very comprehensive term. W. Dewsbury says,
" For the sake of the simple, we do declare that
which is witnessed by all the children of light

—

that the word of faith is in the heart and in the

mouth, and those who are guided by it, are kept
pure. Faith purifies the heart, whether they have
the outward declaration, yea or nay. And those
who have the outward declaration, though they
read it, if they mind not the Word which is life

and light, which gave forth the Scriptures, do not
live according to the Scriptures ; for they who
not guided by the Word, have not faith. Faith
comes not by a bare reading of the outward decL
ration, but is the gift of God to his children, who
diligently hearken to his Word, which is life, and
the life is the light of men." Christ is the author
and the finisher of the saints' faith, which is of the
operation of his Spirit in the heart. " N'one come
to the knowledge of the Father by reading the
Scriptures, if they come not to Christ, of whom
they testify, and in whom the life is ; who saith,
* Search the Scriptures, for in them ye think ye
have eternal life, and they are they which testify

of me ;' and he reproves all those who will not come
to Him that they may have life."

(To be continuej.)

English ami French Agriculture.—An article,

in a late number of the Edinburgh Review, gives
some curious and instructive facts in reference to
the agriculture of France and Great Britain. The
former country, in spite of having the finest climate,
actually produces less, per acre, than the latter, for
while the average yield of wheat in France is thir-

teen and a half bushels to the acre, in the United
Kingdom it is twenty-eight bushels.
The cause of this inferiority is the comparatively

slovenly farming of France. Though Great Britain
has one-fourth less population and soil, the number
of cattle in that kingdom is nearly equal to those in
the empire. The results are two-fold. Firstly, a
much smaller proportion of the soil in France is

laid down in those pastures, roots and artificial

grasses, used in raising cattle ; and secondly, the
supply of natural and artificial manures is less

abundant than in Great Britain. Moreover, the
rotation of crops being less perfectly understood and
practical, about one-eighth of the arable land is left

fallow each year. In the British isles, out of about
forty-six millions of acres under cultivation, thirty-

six millions are devoted to growing food for live

stock, and but ten millions to food for man ; but in

France, twenty millions only are given to the

ameliorating crops, while the exhausting crops, or

those which give food to man, occupy forty millions.

With fewer acres under cultivation, therefore,

France could raise more wheat, if her agriculture

was more scientific.

France, taken as a whole, produces about eight

dollars an acre ; England, sixteen. The animal
produce of an English farm is equal to the total

yield of a French farm of similar size. The value
of land in England averages two hundred dollars

per acre ; in France, it averages only about one
hundred. The consumption of animal food in

France, including fowls, fish, eggs, and cheese, as

well as meat proper, is but one-sixth of a pound
daily, or barely one-third of that in England.
There is no doubt that the climate requires L

animal food in the former country than in the

latter; but still this disparity is excessive. T
hundred year^ ago, the agriculture of France was
far more advanced than that of England. During
the seventeenth ceuturj-, the former country con-

stantly exported corn to the latter. But from the

time of the great wars of Louis XIV. the agricul-

ture of France has stood comparatively stationary,

while that of Great Britain has been improving

ever since the close of her civil wars. Unsettled

governments, the drain of men for the army, and
the impoverishment caused by long wars, have pro-

duced the evils in the one fcase, as their absence

has led to this vast material progress in the other

Louis Napoleon, now apparently seated firmly on
his throne, at least for life, may do much to redeem
France from this inferiority. He has proclaimed

himself the friend of material progress, and, to do
him justice, has really .stimulated French industry

in many directions. It remains to be seen if he

will assist, as much as he might, the development
of French agi'iculture. If he can raise the product
of wheat, per acre, from thirteen and a half bushels,

to twenty-eight, as it is in England, or even to

twent}', he will have done more for his country than
if he had conquered Moscow, subjugated Turkey,
or annexed Naples. The hundred victories of his

uncle, the glories of Marengo or Austerlitz, will be
as nothing, compared to such a reform in the farm
ing of France.

—

Ledger.

phetto succeed him, and was then told, "Yet I„
left me seven thousand in Israel, all the h
which have not bowed unto Baal, and every mo
which hath not kissed him." The "Extract," c
veysthe opinion that the watchmen and watchwor
at this day are few, walking solitary and sad fl

their eyes bent to the ground, clothed with'sa
cloth, while leanness and fasting have entered i
their souls, and the meal in the barrel and the
in the cruse are so nearly exhausted that some h
not faith to make use of it for fear it will not lie'

plenished—also the prospect of those coming
from among the younger ranks who will arise a

build, is so faint, that all hands seem feeble and
knees weak as water. This is a deplorable picti

indeed, and there may be ground tor it ; but il

needful to remember that we have an arch eneii

who would constantly keep before our vision sucl
representation, for the purpose of destroying
hope and faith, both in the unfailing mercy of (

blessed Shepherd of his sheep, and iu his power a
his readiness to manifest it, for the defence and (

liverance of his people. Afi'ections of the mind
well as of the body are contagious, and as we f

to wear our sackcloth much out of sight, and
wash and anoint that we appear not unto men i

fast, while those humbling dispensations are very p
fitable to prepare us to experience the Lord 's streuj

;

to be made perfect in our weakness and bumihati.

'

it is also needful to do nothing to cause the hia
of the Lord's children to faint, or to cast away t

shield, as though they had not known the anoi'uti

oil to have been poured upon them.
We greatly need humbUng under a proper 11

ing of our entire inability to do the Lord s «\.

without him, and as a people, to be brought Im

to that trust and confidence iu Him alone, ami ii

in the sons of men, by which a safe standing up

the Rock was experienced bj' our fathers in t

Truth. The tribulations and convulsions of this d

are designed to restore us to this faith and In;

and upon this foundation; and many are aware uf

who have been gathered to the place of true pr;iy^

relying on the Lord alone, and he has come ilui

for their help, and for the help of the Society, to ri

out of its present thraldom. During our two !a

Yearly Meetings, very many were brought lunl

deep exercise of spirit, and in the latter particular!

were gathered as in the silence of all flesh, to wat.

and to wait before the Lord for preservation ; ai

their prayers were put up that He would take 1

,

cause into his own hands, and by his invisible pow

conduct his church to his honour, and the advanc

ment of his cause, and its final redemption out

the difiiculties into which it has been introduce li 1

a wrong spirit attempting to change our doctrim

and weaken our strength to support the testimoui

of Truth, which He raised us up to bear. In tb|

exercise, we believe many of our beloved young ai i

middle-aged Friends were heartfelt partakers; thej

were those among them who trembled for the safe

of the ark ; and who with their older Friends ha'

rejoiced that divine kindness secretly restrained tl

winds and the waves, and gave his faithful chilihi

to participate in a calm during the struggle, ar

especially at the close. May none of us bo pe

mitted to fall into indifference, under a temporal

suspension of our particular trials ; but abidiuji

our tents, where no divination or enchantment fro

without or from within can prevail, the Lor^

seeing our thorough devotion to Him, and to tl

work and to the suffering which he appoints, w

more and more display his goodness in condui tii

us to victory over the devices of the cruel enemy, ai

we trust would bring the Society back into tl

seek my life to take it away." In this depressed
j

enjoyment of the communion of saints, and the c:

view, he was directed to anoint a king and a pro- altation of the pui-e standard of Truth and righ

For "Tim Friend."

RcstnratioD tlirongh Suffering and Obedience.

I have read with interest the original matter con

tained in the " Friend" as well as the selections. The
" Extract from the letter to a Friend" in a late num-
ber, conveys evidence of a proper spirit with re-

ference to the present condition of the Society, and
doubtless was intended to stir up the pure mind to

increased putting forth of the powers it may be fur-

nished with, in order to bring about the restoration

of harmony among us. It is very desirable to have
correct views of its real state, and perhaps it is

better to underrate, than to overrate its standing.

Much depends however, upon our own feelings in the

estimate we form ; and if an eminent prophet thought
that almost total desolation had overtaken the

chosen people, it would be nothing new if many
in the present day should feel greatly distressed

and be ready to adopt his language, though we can
hardly suppose the present state of the church is

low as at that time. " I have been very jealous for

the Lord God of hosts;" said he, "because theehil-'

dren of Israel have forsaken thy covenant, thrown
down thy altars, and slain thy prophets with the

sword ; and /, even I nnlij, am left ; and they
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which

amoEg them

nless, which the faithful in days of old expe-

nd.
Mwe all hold fast to the doctrines of the gospel,

jjr first Friends held theui, and very few admit

yhey have changed in this respect,—sincerely de-

{ that we may show forth their excellency by

uits of the Spirit, and that the beauty and glory

; church and spouse of Christ may be seen in

armouious and steadfast walking together in

we need not doubt that the Lord would open

ay ibr our restoration as a Society, wherever

y be located. The dispositiontoseekafternovel-

id a broader way, would be rebuked ; a lively

rn would spring up to remove every thing that

ucts the holy harmony which belongs to (jod's

! and family ; many would come to sec where

have given way too much to their own wills, in

feelings and their treatment towards one ano-

and "being humbled before the Lord, they

J be engaged to forego what was wrong, ask-

brgiveness of him, and making way for em-

ng one another in the sweet fellowship, '

'

"

"

th the Father and with the Son, among
walk in the light as he is in the light, and who,

igh adorable mercy, experience the blood of

Christ to cleanse them from all sin. The

we believe, is on the wheel. May the Lord

T it on and perfect it in his way and time, to

lonour of his great name, and the salvation and

ling of his tribulated children.

Israelitish View of'thTlVars of Ch

he following anecdote may probably impress

! of the Christian advocates of war more for

' than much direct reasoning, on its unlawfulness

ir the Gospel dispensation.

friend lately told me, that some years since.

be was at Mentz in France, he called at a

seminary and proposed leaving a few re-

books for the pupils. The head of the in-

told him ho had no objection to the books

en to the pupils, but that he should think

r to inform them that Jesus Christ of whom
spoke, was not the real Messiah. On my

id reasoning a httle with him, and pointing out

correspondence between the Old Testament,

;h prophesied of Christ and the New, which

rds the fulfilment of those prophesies, he ac-

1 (fledged there was a remarkable coincidence

freenthem. "But," he said, " there was one plain

nf that he in whom Christians believed was not

promised Messiah ; for the Hebrew Scriptures

told, that when He appeared his followers should

n war no more ; but" he asked my friend,

uld he name any nation which had not made
on other Christian nations V
n relating this, my friend added, "what astum-

g block do professing Christians thus throw in

way of the Jews." This ^'iew of the subject

ms especially the serious consideration of those

) acknowledge that war is incongruous with

religion of Christ, and yet maintain that his

;epts which prohiliit defensive as well as of-

iive war are not intended to be obligatory till

second coming. Our Saviour himself says,

e that hath my commandments and keepeth them,
it is that loveth me." This and many similar

larations leave no doubt that he intended his

awers to act on them from the time he delivered

Of what avail is the labour of such per-

s in disseminating the Scriptures, &e., if they
ieve that obedience to the precepts of the Gospel
not obligatory at the present time. Is it not

lething like preaching another Gospel than that

ieh has been preached ? and does not a fighting

ristian imply a disbelief in prophecy,—a denial

[Ihrist as the promised Messiah ? W. N.

Rchgio7t is the fear of God, and its demonstra-

tion good works, and faith is the root of both ; ibr

without faith we cannot please God; uor can we

fear what we do not believe.
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vants fight ; and though he may at times by his al-

mighty power bring good out of evil and cause the

wrath of man to praise him, yet the principles of

Truth and the fruits of these principles, which all

belong to bis kingdom, are ever best defended and
extended by meekness and gentleness, and are ever

obstructed by any tiling that stirs \ip those lusts

from whence come all wars and fightings.

The public mind appears to become more and

ire excited on the subject of slavery and the

efibrts making and to be made for its extension or

repression. The near approach of the presidential

selection, has probably much to do witii the course

pursued by active agents of the two great parties

into which the country is likely to be divided, but

although much may be done by them to delude and

misrepresent in order to rouse popular feeling on

one side or the other, it is yet evident that a crisis

is rapidly approaching ; that multitudes who have

heretofore stood aloof from what they regarded as

mere political sciuabbles, are beginning to feel the

serious character of the struggle that is going

and the momentous consequences to our country

which must result i'rom it, let the decision be which

way it may ; and not a few appear to apprehend

the horrors of a civil war and the entire disruption

of the ties that have heretofore bound the diflerent

sections of the country together.

The accounts from Kansas confirm the suspicion

expressed some time ago at Washington, that the

Executive of the United States, has authorized the

employment of officers and troops of the U. States, to

put down resistance to the decrees of the pro-slavery

legislature; and they are assisting in the arrest nf

numbers of the free soil party charged with treason

on account of their connection with the doings of

the Topcka convention. The intelligence is con-

tradictory, and evidently greatly coloured by the

excited feelings of those giving or receiving it ; but

there appears .to be little doubt that the armed

bands have come into collision, blood been shed, and

life lost ; while the multitudes of hot blooded men

who have been long seeking for an opportunity to

carry out their nefarious schemes by brute force,-—

countenanced and assisted as they are by influential

political partizans at a distance—seem likely to be

uccessful in stifling the voice of the opponents of

slavery and in obliging them to leave, or to forego

their opposition. It is announced that the town of

Lawrence has been destroyed, and that the sur-

render of arms and entire submisssion to the laws

of the pro-slavery legislature are required, in order

to escape the charge of treason ; but we think there

is reason to doubt the entire correctness of the re-

port.

This case is one which we think strikingly illus-

trates the impolicy as well as the antichristian

character of all attempts to support or promote a

good cause by violence or an appeal to the unsub-

dued passions and instincts of men. The course pur-

sued by the south in regard to the settlement of

Kansas has been overbearing and aggressive, liut

we think it cannot be denied, had those favourable

to freedom who have gone there to reside, and tliose

who have taken an active part in promoting the

emigration of that class of settlers, quietly and steadi-

ly maintained the principles of peace, instead of re-

sorting to physical force for their defence or to bring

About the end desired, that end must have been

eventually, and probably more speedily obtained,

with much less suffering and humiliation in the in-

terim, than now appears at all likely to be the case,

after the resort to Sharp's rifles,. the boldest defi-

ance and the sharpest invective. My kingdom, said

our Saviour, is not of this world, else would my .ser-

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to Firth mo. lutli.

The clijipcr ship Racer had gone nshore on Aiklovv

Hank, and would probably prove a total wreck. All

her passengers and crew, numbering over 500,
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The yuecii lui

pressed her >:ii

a basis that ;ii
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the army and
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iccii held a Court at Buckingham Palace
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lavy. A pension of XIUOO for life has
General Williams, who has also been

created a Baronet, by the title of Sir William F. Wil-
liams, of Kars. Lord Colchester gave notice of a motion
requiring Parliament to express its disapproval of the
policy of abandoning maritime rights so long held, as

the Congress at Paris had jdedged Great Britain to do.

To celebrate the Peace, the Queen has granted an am-
nesty to all political offenders, and consequently Smith
O'Brien, Frost, Jones, and others, may return home.
Special exception, however, is made against those who
escaped to the UiUted States. The 2nth of Fifth month
has iicen fixed as the day of general celebration of the

Peace throughout England. A new government loan of
£5.000.000 is announced. The Liverpool cotton market
\in,< luaily iniehanged. Sales of the week. 46,500 bales.

.\r\v Oil.iui,^ fuir was quoted at 'Id.; middling, 6 5-16rf.

\\ r.-t(ill Caiiid flour, 32«. ; Philadelphia, Baltimore and
(iliic, ;;.-..<. GJ. a Z'is. 6,1. The bullion in the Bank of
England had increased £83,750. The minimum bank'.

rate of interest was 6 per cent. Consols, 92|.

FRANCE.—A bill was introduced into the Legislature

granting 400,000 francs for the baptism of the Imperial

Prince. The Moniteur publishes the monthly account of

the Bank of France, and the balance was satisfactory.

A son of the King of Sweden, the King of Wurtemburg
and Maximilian, brother of (he Emperor of Austria, are

visiting Louis Napoleon. Count Edgar Ney is to be the

bearer of Napoleon's letter in reply to the Czar's notifi-

cation of his accession to the throne of Russia. Count
Morny has been appointed Minister to St. Petersburgh.

Count Orloff has taken for him the Woronzoff Palace on
a three years' lease. Speculation on the Paris Bourse
had reached a great height. The English commercial
papers are warning the British capitalists against it. The
weather in France for several days previous to the sail-

ing of the steamer, had been very severe.

SPAIN.—The arrests of suspected persons continued

at Barcelona. The conscription had passed off quietly

throughout the country.

BELGIUM.—A dispatch (mm Brussels says, " In the

Chambers, on Wednesday, the Foreign Minister, in an-

swering an interrogatory in regard to the recent speech

of Count Walcwski on the press of Belgium, replied, that

that speech had not been officially communicated to the

government. When that communication should be made,
the answer would be read, and would be communicated
to all the governments, and would formally maintain the

rights of a constitutional and independent country. It

nas a.skei! further whether any Power had asked for any
mi)ililiratiiJii of the laws relating to the press in Belgium.
The Minister said he would answer in one word, 'Never.'

The meeting broke up amidst immense cheering and
enthusiasm."

HOLLAND.—A treaty of Commerce and Navigation
based on principles of reciprocity has been concluded
between Austria and Holland.

ITALY.—It is stated that a collective note of the

Powers that signed the treaty of Peace, is about ready

to be sent to the governments of Rome and Naples, re-

commending certain reforms for the benefit of the Italian

people. Questions relative to the Conference, have been
put to Count Cavour in the Sardinian Chambers. He
replied that pending the negotiations concerning Italy,

he could not speak. With respect to the Treaty of Peace,

he believed it would insure great moral and material

advantages. The Sardinian view of the Italian question
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was adopted, while that of Austria was neglected. Hence
the question of Italy is and must continue to be a Eu
ropeau matter. He added that the rclatious of Austria

and Piedmont had not been ameliorated by anything that

has occurred, and that the Sardinian government may
relv on the people to meet every emergency.
TURKEY.—Accounts from Constantinople to Fourth

mo. 24th, had been received. The scherif of Mecca,

having been recalled, refused to give up his post. Fifty

thousand Arabs, in arms, sustained his resistance, and
are said to have refused to permit tlie pilgrims to c

the city, under the pretext that the Ottoman Empire is

defiled. The Porte was preparing to send troops

abate this rebellion.

UNITED STATES.— Con-7m-.s.—In the Senate, a speech

of much ability was delivered recently by Charles .Su

ner, of Massachusetts, on Kansas affairs, in the course of

which he denounced, in strong language, the authors

the Kansas-Xebraska bill and other measures tending

fasten the curse of slavery upon the territory. Some of

his remarks were highly personal, assailing the motive;

of Senators and others. On the 22d, Senator Sumner
remained at his desk, writing after the adjournment of

the Senate. While thus engaged. Preston S. Brooks, of

South Carolina, a member of the House of Representa-

tives, approached him, unobserved, and abruptly ad-

dressed him, and, before he had time to reply, gave hin

a stunning blow upon the head with a cane, and con-

tinued the blows until Sumner sank upon the floor, ex-

hausted, unconscious and covered with blood. This

brutal outrage was brought before the notice of both

Houses the succeeding day, and a committee was aji-

pointed in each to inquire into the circumstances attend-

ing the assault. Brooks alleges the libellous tenor of

Sumner's speech, especially in regard to South Carolina,

and Senator Butler, of that State, as having led to the

assault. The House has passed a resolution authorizing

the Secretary of the Navy to dispatch a vessel with the

provisions which may be privately contributed for the

relief of the Gape Verde sutferers.

T/ie Dispute uilh England.—Lord Clarendon's last let-

ter respecting the connection of the British Minister and
the Consuls at New York, Philadelphia, &c., with the

violations of the U. S. laws, in the enlistment question,

is respectful and conciliatory. He declares there never

was any intention ou the part of Great Britain to insult

- the United States, or violate its laws, and concludes l)y

a hope that the explanations and assurances now made
wiU be found satisfactory.

Kansas.—In consequence of the attempted arrest of

the members of the Free State Legislature and other

prominent Free State men, on charges of high treason, a

state of fearful excitement has been produced in the ter-

ritory. The people of Lawrence lieinu- well anned, and
resistance expected, the U. S. Marolinl hn^l issued his

proclamation calling upon the citi/nis to aid him in ex-

ecuting the writs. Despatches from Missouri state that

so many men had responded to the proclamation, that

the towns of Kickapoo, Leavenworth, Doniphan and
Atchison were almost deserted. On the 24th, several

despatches were forwarded from St. Louis, but it is im-
possible to tell how much of their statements is fact, and
how much the result of excited partisan feeling. One
says, " A gentleman who arrived yesterday from Jeffer-

son City, states that a battle had been fought at Law-
rence, in which a number of people had been killed on
both sides. No further particulars have been received."

Another—" A dispatch from Boonville to the Republican
says, that the town of Lawrence was destroyed on Wed-
nesday. The same day the hotel at Kansas City, and
the printing-office were destroyed. Particulars of these

events are expected by the steamer, whose arrival is

looked for to-night." The latest dispatch on that day
was as follows—" The Leavenworth correspondent of

the St. Louis Democrat says that the Committee of Pub-
lic Safety of Lawrence have determined to offer no re-

sistance to the U. S. Marshal. An inmiediate secreting

of arms and ammunition took place as soon as this de-

termination became known, and the people commenced
evacuating the town. It is said that the Free State men
are gathering at Topeka, and will resist the invaders if

they attempt to execute their threats against Lawrence."
The pro-slavery party have, it wonM seem, at last

brought affairs to a i-ri-l- i" n'-^ 'i - 11 war can only be
avoided by the subniH-i' II I . - I i>' State men.

Philadelphia.—'t.\.ovU\i\\ l.-t -v<i:,, 17U.

Kew York.—Mortality iatl week. -ij-l.

Boston.—On the evening of the 24ih, an immense as-

semblage of the citizens of Boston was held to give ex-

pression to their indignation at the assault on Senator
Sumner. The Governor of the State presided, assisted

by forty Vice Presidents, including the most distinguish-

ed men of all parties. The resolutions which were
adopted unanimously, are strong and emphatic. One of

them expresses their confidence that Congress will free

itself from the crime, by expelling the offender from the
seat which he has disgraced.

Misetllancous.— Copper Mininff.—The yield of the Lake
Superior mines this spring is said to be quite large,

is estimated that the yield of the season will be at least

6000 tons, worth not less than 512,500,000.
Railroads.—The receipts of the railroads in the United

States, during the Fourth month, were the largest ever
kuow-n. On fourteen roads, the receipts of wliich, in

Fourth month, 1855, were §2.749,191, there was ai

crease last month of §802,725'.

An American Legiilalure.—A New Y'ork paper stites

that of the 149 members of the last Assembly of New-
York, a large portion of whom were elected as '• Kno
Nothings," there was but one man of the whole, who w;
of American parentage. Not one of the others w:
sprung from natives, either on the father's or mother
side. The fathers of 80 were Englishmen, li5 Irish, 12

Scotch, 14 Dutch, 10 Germans, 9 Welsh, 6 French, ]

Swiss. The mothers were of foreign birth in about th(

same proportions.

Tobacco in /owa.—The Council Bluffs (Iowa) Chrono-
type says, that Colonel Reed, of Onondaga county, Ne\\
York, has purchased a large tract of land in Pottawat-
tamie conuty, Iowa, for the cultivation of tobacco—ir

the growth and manufacture of which he has had expe-

American Oaks in Parii.—Out of the one hundred and
twenty American oaks, thirty-five years old, which wet
planted last year on the Qnai des Tuilleries in Pari;

eighty-seven are now green and flourishing ; the re:

(thirty-three) are dead.
The Treat}! between Brazil and Paraguay establishes

the free navigation of the river Paraguay.
A Scientific Commission has been appointed by the Bus

sian Minister of Naval Affairs, for the purpose of laying

Impo,-, .

States fii- 1,-

of the VI. 1-

period, (inrli

$85,031,433.

.
;i'irts into the United

mil mo. 31st last, '

i. exports for the s

in specie,) amounted to

RECEIPTS.
Received from Wm. Blackburn, Pa., S2, vol. 29 ; from

G. Michener, agt., 0., for Jos. Talbott, §2, vol. 28
; fron

Ruth A. Foster, R. I., §2, vol. 28.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee charged with the oversight of this In

stitution, will meet at West-Town on Fourth-day, thi

4th of next month, at 10 o'clock, a. m.

The Committee on Admissions meet on the same morn
ing, at 8 o'clock, and the Committee on Instruction, on
the preceding evening, at half past 7 o'clock.

The Visiting Committee meet there on Seventh-dav
afternoon, the 31st. Thomas Kimber, Clerk,

For the accommodation of the Committee, a conv(
ance will be at West Chester, on the arrival of the moi
ing and afternoon cars on Third-day, the 3d of Si.xth

month. The cars start at half past 7 A. M., and 5 p.

Died, at the residence of his son-in-law, Thomas Fos-
ter, in Hopkinton, R. I., on the 1st instant. John Wilbur,
an approved minister in the Society of Friends, in the

82nd year of his age. He was distinguished through
life for integrity and uprightness in all his intercour
with his fellow-men—for the soundness of his judgment,
and his usefulness as a counsellor,—not only in his ow
religious society, but among his neighbours and a large
circle of acquaintances without its pale, by whom he
was respected and beloved,—and for his adherence to
manifested duty through the various trials and vicissi.

tudes of a long and eventful life. He was devotedly at-
tached to the principles and testimonies of our religious
society, in their primitive purity, as promulgated to the
world by George Fo.x, and his faithful co-labourers in
the cause of Truth—believing that they arc neither more
nor less than primitive Christianity revived ; and he was
a faithful watchman against the stratagems of the enemy
to introduce innovations upon those pure principles and
stimonies, from whatever source, or under whatever

pretext they might be introduced. He was firm in his
opposition to the errors of Elias Hicks, and faithful in"

exposing them
;
and was among the first to discern the

pproach of the enemy in the opposite direction—often
aying that it made little difference on which hand he

carried us off, if so be that his work of estrangement
from the Truth be effected. Hence his early manifesta-
tion of uneasiness with many portions of the writings of
J. J. Gurney, and with the outward views of many others

in the society, first apparent in England, against wl
he was constrained to testify, while there in the ser
of Truth

;
and on his return to his native land, he

the like necessity laid upon him to comply with
Christian discipline in this particular, warning his fel

members against a spirit which would compromise
Truth for the sake of outward case, under the speei
pretext of love and charity. His trials on account of-

faithful support of the ancient doctrines and testimo;

of the society, it is not the object of this notice to
scribe, a faithful account of them having been aire

published. But it may be truly said of him, as of
scph, anciently, "The archers have sorely grieved 1:

and shot at him, and hated him : but his bow abod(
strength, and the arms of his hands were made str

by tlie hands of the mighty God of Jacob." Tho>
firm and uncompromising, he was mild and forbearin
evincing no ill will to those who differed from, andu
disposed to resort to extreme measures against him.
often spoke of having endeavoured to weigh his mo
and his acts in this matter^ with those whom he o
regarded as his friends, in the balance of the sanctm
with a desire to be rightly directed in all his movemei
saying, that Whenever he had looked towards concessi

tiie way had seemed covered with darkness, and he 1

clearly seen that those precious testimonies of Truth,

which our worthy predecessors suffered, cannot with

incurring a fearful responsibility, be compromised. H
ing endeavoured to serve his Lord and Master, ia

day and generation, the evening of his life was ser

and tranquil. After his return from his last Europi

visit, in the spring of 1854, he seemed to regard his

hours as nearly finished ; speaking of that visit as

evening sacrifice, in the offering of which he felt gr
peace

;
and it proved to be the last he made without

limits of his own Yearly Meeting, within which he c

tinued to labour, to the comfort and edification of

friends ; often remarking, both in public and in privs

that he believed his days' work was nearly done. Eg;

cially was this the case during the last year of his li

and on taking leave of a Friend's family, after attend;

his Monthly Meeting, in the Fourth month last,

then in usual health, he remarked that he belie\

he was there for the last time. Thus forewarned a<

prepared, with his lamp trimmed and his light hurni;

he awaited the last remaining conflict, which in n
was ifiade short. On the morning of 28th of Fourth
he was seized with severe pain, which threatened imn
diate dissolution. Beingawareof this.hesaidtohisdang

tcr, "If I go now, all will be well." She soon after

minded him that he was taken ill much as his mott

had been, who survived but about half an h;

added, "I do not wish to alarm the;." He replied,

"Thou cannot alarm me." On the day following, fin

ing that he continued to fail, she ssiidto him, " father,th

art very feeble : dost thou expect to recover ?" He
plied, " no, I know I shall not, and I do not desire it

am ready to go." She said, " then thou hast seen enon

of this world?" he replied, "yes, plenty, plenty."

told him she had been looking towards him for compa
when her dear husband (then low with consnmptic

should be gone. He replied, "thou must not." Duri

the severe paroxysm of bodilj- distress, which lasted

several hours, not a murmur escaped him, nor any
of impatience. Although active remedies succeeded
relieving his pain, yet his constitution had so far giv

way that he continued to sink, and subsequently, fn

weakness, and what appeared like partial paralysis

the organs of speech, articulation was difiicult, so tt

he said comparatively little that could be understoo

but what conld be understood was indicative of peac

fulness and resignation. In reply to the question whetJj

he felt peaceful, he replied, "very." His interest

welfare of the Society continued unabated to the last,

was evinced on the evening before his decease, by \

desiring to hear read a letter received, giving some s

count ofPh iladelphia Yearly Meeting ; and d uring its rea

ing, he turned his face to the reader and listened attentive

intimating that he fully understood it. Late in t

evening his son, who lived at a distance, and whom
had been expecting, arrived ; and, on approaching hi

asked him if he knew him ; he called him by name, a:

smiled very pleasantly. His son inquired of him in i

gard to the state of"his mind; he answered that "1

was clear before him ;" to another he said that he w
"very happy," which were nearly the last words
uttered. In the latter part of the" night he fell into

quiet slumber, in which he continued until about eig

clock on fifth-d.iy morning, the 1st of Fifth mont

hen he departed hence, without doubt, to an inheritan

incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth not away.
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have been a man of sorrow and affliction from
lildhood, feeling the want of the Lord, and
ling after him; separated by him from the

nature and spirit of this world, and turned in

towards him, almost ever since I could re-

ar.

this sense of my low e.state, I sought after

ord ; I read Scriptures ; I watched over mine
eart ; I cried unto the Lord for what I felt

•mt of; I blessed his name in what he merei-

3id for me, and bestowed on me, &c. What-
read in the Scriptures, as the way of God to

nderstanding, I gave myself to the faithful

iae of; being contented to meet with all the

l ich, opposition, and several kinds of sufferii

it pleased the Lord to measure out to

; and I cannot but say, that the Lord was
lijunto me, did visit me, did teach me, did help

id testify his acceptance of me many times, to

freshing and joy of my heart before him,

ut my soul was not satisfied with what I met
b lor indeed could be, there being further quick-
i. and pressings in my spirit, after a more full,

1 and satisfactory knowledge ; even after the

sight and enjoyment of God, as was testified

Scriptures to have been felt and enjoyed in

rmer times ; for I saw plainly, that -there was
of the streams, and a great falling short of
iwer, life and glory, which they partook of.

id not so the spirit, nor were so in the faith,

d so walk and live in God, as they did. They
come to Mount Zion and the heavenly Jeru-

(i"c., which we had hardly so much as the
knowledge or apprehension what they were.

it I saw the whole course of religion among
3, for the most part, but a talk, to what they
joyed, possessed and lived in.

his sense made me sick at heart indeed, and
: upon deep crying to God, close searching
" 'pture-s, and waiting on God, that I mighl
5 the pure sense and understanding of them,
md in the light, and by the help of his Spirit.

vhat the Lord did bestow on me in that state,

hankfulness I remember before him at this
lay; for he was then my God, and a pitier

watcher over me ; though he had not pleased
5 direct me, how to stay my mind upon him

and abide with him. And then I was led, (ind.

I was led, I did not run of myself,) into a way of
separation from the worship of the world, into a
gathered society ; for this both the Scripture and
the Spirit of God in me gave testimony unto ; and
and what we then met with, and what leadings and
help we then felt, there is a remembrance and testi-

mony in my heart to this day. But there was some-
what wanting, and we mistook our way, for whereas
we should have pressed forward into the spirit and
power, we ran too much outward into letter and
form ; and though the Lord in many things helped
us, yet therein he was against us, and brought dark-
ness, confusion and scattering upon us. I was sorely

broken and darkened, and in this darkened state,

sometimes lay still for a long season, secretly mourn-
ing and crying out to the Lord night and day

;

sometimes I ran about, hearkening after what might
appear or break forth in others, but never met with
any thing, whereto there was the least answer in my
heart, save in one people, who had a touch of truth

;

but I never expressed so much to any of them, nor
indeed felt them at all able to reach my condition.

"At last, after all my distresses, wanderings, and
sore travails, I met with some writings of this people
called Quakers, which I cast a slight eye upon and
tlisdained, as falling very short of that wisdom, light,

life and power, which I had been longing for and
searching after ; I had likewise, some pretty distance

of time after this, opportunity of meeting with some of
them, and divers of them were by the Lord moved,
(I know it to be so since,) to come to me : as I re-

member at the very first they reached to the life of
God in me ; which life answered their voice, and
caused a great love in me to spring to them ; but
still in my reasonings with them, and disputes alone,

in my mind, concerning them, I was very far off'

from owning them, as so knowing the Lord, or so

appearing in his life and power as my condition

needed, and as my soul waited for. Yea, the more
I conversed with them, the more I seemed in my
understanding and reason to get over them, and to

trample them under my feet, as a poor, weak, silly,

contemptible generation ; who had some smatterings
of truth in them, and some honest desires towards
God, but very far off from the clear and full under-
standing of his way and will. And this was the
effect almost of every discourse with them, they still

reached my heart, and I felt them in the secrets of
my soul, which caused the love in me always to

continue, yea, sometimes to increase towards them
;

but daily my understanding got more and more over
them, and therein I daily more and more despised
them.

"After a long time I was invited to hear one of
them, (as I had been often, they in tender love pity-

and feeling my want of that which they
I,) and there was an answer in my heart,

and I went in fear and trembling, with desires to

the Most High, who was over all, and knew all,

that I might not receive any thing for truth, which
was not of him, nor withstand any thing wbich was
of him, but might bow before the appearance of the

y God, and none other : and indeed, wheiLord
I came, I felt the presence and power of the i\lQ.st

High among them : and words of truth, from the

spirit of truth, reaching to my heart and conscience,

opening my state as in the presence of the Lord
Yea, I did not only feel words and demon.strations

from without, but I felt the dead quickened, the
seed raised, insomuch as my heart, in the certainty

of light and clearness of true sense, said, ' This is

he, this is he, there is no other ; this is he whom I
have waited for and sought after from my childhood,
who was always near mo, and had often begotten
life in my heart, but I knew him not distinctly, nor
how to receive him, or dwell with him.' And then
in this sense in the melting and breakings of my
spirit, was I given up to the Lord, to become hi.s,

both in waiting for the further revealings of his seed
in me, and to serve him in the life and power of his
seed.

" Now what I met with after this, in my travails,
in my waitings, in my spiritual exercises, is not to
be uttered ; only in general I may say this, I met
with the very strength of hell. The cruel oppressor
roared upon me, and made me feel the bitterness of
his captivity, while he had any power

;
yea, the

Lord was iar from my help, and from the voice of
my roaring. I also met with deep subtilties and
devices to entangle me in that wisdom, which scem-
eth able to make wise in the things of God ; but
indeed is foolishness and a snare to the soul, bring-
ing it back into captivity, where the enemy's gins
prevail. And what I met with outwardly from my
own dear father, from my kindred, from my servants,
from the people and powers of the world, for no
other cause but fearing my God, worshipping him
as he hath required of me, and bowing to his seed,

which is his Son, who is to be worshipped by men
and angels for evermore, the Lord my God know-
eth, before whom my heart and ways are, who pre-
served me in love to them, in the midst of all I
suffered from them, and doth still so preserve me,
blessed be his pure and holy name.

" But some may desire to know what I have at
last met with ; I answer, ' I have met with the Seed.'
Understand that ^'ord, and thou wilt be satisfied,

and inquire no further. I have met with my God,
I have met with my Saviour ; and he hath not been
present with me without his salvation ; but I have
felt the healing drop upon my soul from under his

wings. I have met with the true knowledge, the
knowledge of life, the living knowledge, the know-
ledge which is life ; and this hath had the true
virtue in it, which my soul hath rejoiced in, in the
presence of the Lord. I have met with the seed's

father, and in the seed I have felt him my father

;

there I have read his nature, his love, his compas-
.sions, his tenderness, which have melted, overcome,
and changed my heart before him. I have met
with the .seed's faith, which hath done and doth
that which the faith of man can never do. I have
met with the true birth, with the birth which is

heir of the kingdom, and inherits the kingdom. I
have met with the true spirit of prayer and sup-
plication, wherein the Lord is prevailed with, and
which draws from him whatever the condition needs,

the soul always looking up to him in the will, and
in the time and way which is acceptable with him.

What shall I say ? I have met with the true peace,
the true righteousness, the true holiness, the true

st of the soul, the everlasting habitation, which .

the redeemed dwell in. And I know all these to
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be true, in him that is true, and am capable of no In no part of tlie Constitution are slaves named
doubt, dispute, or reasoning in my mind about them, lor referred to as property : they ar^ desi'-fnated as
it abiding there, where it -hath received the full as-

surance and satisfaction. And also I know very
well and distinctly in spirit, where the doubts and
disputes arc, and where the certainty and full as-

surance is, and in the tender mercy ot'the Lord am
preserved out of the one, and in the other.

"Now, the Lord knows, these things I do not

utter in a boasting way, but would rather be speak-
ing of my nothingness, my emptiness, mj- weakness,
my manifold infirmities, which I feel more than
ever. The Lord hath broken the man's part in me,
and I am a worm and no man before him : I have
no strength to do any good or service for him ; nay,

I cannot watch over or preserve myself: I feel

daily that I keep not alive my own soul, but am
weaker before men, yea weaker in my spirit, as in

myself, than ever I have been. But I cannot but
utter to the praise of my God, that I feel his arm
stretched out for me ; and my weakness which I

feel in myself, is not my loss, but advantage, before

him. And these things I write, as having no end
at all therein of my own, but felt it this morning
required of me, and so in submission and subjection

to my God, have I given up to do it, leaving the

success and service of it with him.

L Pennington."
Aylesbury, 15th of Third month, 1667.

Judge Mclean's Views.

Washington, May 14, 1856.

To the Editors of the National Intelligencer.

Gentlemen :—As the communication of Judge
McLean, which appeared in your issue of 22d of
December, 1847, is now much looked for and ot

general public interest, will you not oblige me and
many of your readers by republishing it '/ General
Ca.ss has made allusion to it in his'speech of the
day before yesterday, and hence it is desirable that
the public should know what the full scope of th
Judge's views are.

[The following is the article alluded to above, of
which Mr. Justice McLean is the reputed author

;

and as he has been referred to as such, both on the
floor of Congress and in the public press, without
contradiction, we presume there is no impropriety
in our permitting him to be named as the writer.

—

Editors Nat. Int.']

From thdXational Intelligencer. Dec. 22, 1817.

Has Congress Power to Institute Slavery 7

The first article of the Constitution declares
" that all legislative powers herein granted shall be
vested in a Congress of the United States," &c.
This limits the legislative action of Congress to the
subsequently enumerated powers.

In the eighth section of the first article of the
Constitution it is declared that Congress shall have
power " to exercise exclusive legislation in all cases
whatsoever over such District, not exceeding ten
miles square, as may by cession of particular States
and the acceptance of Congress become the seat of
the Government of the United States ; and to exer-
cise like authority over all places purchased, by the
consent of the Legislature of the State in which the
same shall be, for the erection of forts, magazines,
arsenals, dockyards, and other needful buildings."'

Under this provision the cession of the District of
Columbia was made, within which territory slavery
had been long sanctioned, so that the power of
Congress to institute it within the District did not
arise

; and no one, it is supposed, would contend
that within the epssion of a non-slaveholding State
for forts, &c., Congress coul4 establish slavery.

persons. In the second section of the first article,

which apportions representatives and direct taxes,

the words " three-fifths of all other persons" include
aves. They are referred to in the ninth section

of the same article, which declares that the " mi-
gration or importation of such persons as any of the
States now existing shall think proper to admit
shall not be prohibited by the Congress prior to the
year eighteen hundred and eight," and also in the

section of the fourth article, in relation to

fugitives from labour. In no other part of the Con-
stitution is there any reference to slaves.

In the third section of the fourth article it is de-

clared "that Congress shall have power to dispose

of and make all needful rules and regulations

especting the territory or other property belonging
,. ti,„ n„;f.„i a^„*„„ » 'jj^g power here given is

provision for the return of fugitives from juml
but none in regard to absconding slaves. M|

. _ was, therefore, no obligation on a free State
imited to the regulation of the property of the Go- 1 imposed by its own law, to deliver up a slav
^ernment, and may be exercised as well within a was there any legal means through which
State as a Territory. It gives no express power

to the United States.'

to the recapture of slaves, can exercise no pov
over it.

The relation of master and slave is dependi
upon the local law; and when the slave escapes
any means to a State where such relation does i

exist he is free, unless under a general law he m
be recaptured by the' master. The Constitutj(

which authorizes the reclamation of fugitives fri

labour, is the law of the Union on this subje

There is no principle in the laws of nations nor
the common law, as between sovereignties, wh:
authorizes a recapture of a fugitive slave. Thi
principles will not be disputed by any one who 1

examined the decisions of the courts of the Unit
States.

Under the articles of confederation there ^

institute a Territorial Government or to adopt re

gulations beyond the .specific objects of the grant.

Congress are authorized " to dispose of" the terri-

tory (land) or other property. Political powder is

not, it would seem, within the grant. This is con-

sidered too clear to be controverted.

There is no specific power given to Congress in

the Constitution which authorizes the establishment

of a Territorial Government except that which re-

lates to the District of Columbia.

The Ordinance " for the government of the ter-

ritory of the United States north-west of the river

Ohio," was approved, 7th of August, 1787, which
was before the formation of the Constitution of the

United States. That Ordinance provided for the

first and second grades of Territorial Government,
which extended over the territory that includes the

present States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Mi-
chigan. Separate Territorial Governments were
formed under the Ordinance, as the progress of

population required. This provided for the govei
ment of all the territory ceded to the Union at the

adoption of the Constitution; and this fact may
have been supposed to render any provision on the

subject in the Constitution unnecessary. On thi

7th of August, 1789, the Ordinance was modified

by an Act of Congress so as to adapt it to the Con
stitution.

On the 25th February, 1790, North Carolina
ceded to the Union territory which now constitutes

the State of Tennessee, which was accepted by act

of Congress on the 2d of April ensuing. In the act

of cession, among other provisions, it was stipulated
" that no regulation made or to be made by Con-
gress shall tend to emancipate slaves;" and on the

26th of May, 1790, by the act of Congress, the

ordinance of 1787, with certain exceptions in the

act of cession, v/as adopted " for the government
the territory of the United States south of the river

Ohio."

The first annexation of foreign territory to the

United States was Louisiana, within which slavery

existed under the French and Spanish Govern-
ments. Florida, which was subsequently annexed,
was also a slave territory. Texas was a slave

State.

If any part of Mexican ten-itory .shall be an-

nexed, as slavery is not sanctioned in Mexico, it

must come into the Union as free territory ; and
the important question arises whether Congress
have power to make it slave territory.

No question is better settled in this country than
that slavery exists in a State by virtue of the local

law ; that the power over the subject is exclusively

vested in the State ; and that Congress, except as

the m
ter could claim the fugitive. The inconveniei

and collision which frequently arose from this sfc

of things led to the above provision in the Consti

tion.

The -power to institute slavery belongs cxc

lively to the community in which it exists. In t

anguage of Chief Justice Taney, (in Groves
Slaughter, 15 Peters, 508,) a State -'has a rij

to decide for itself whether it will or will not adi

slaves to be brought within its limits from
State, either for sale or for any other purpose ; a

also to prescribe the manner and mode in wh.

they may be introduced, and to determine th

condition and treatment ; and this action cannoti

controlled by Congress, either by virtue of its pc

er to regulate commerce, or by virtue of any otl

power conferred by the Constitution of the Unr
States."

And in the case of Prigg vs. The Commonwea
of Pennsylvania, (10 Peters, 611,) the Supre

Court says :
" The state of slavery is deemed to

a mere municipal regulation, founded upon a

limited to the range of the Territorial laws:" a

" It is manliest from this consideration that, if I

Constitution had not contained the clause for red!

ture, every non-slaveholding State in the Un'

would have been at liberty to have declared f

all runaway slaves coming within its limits, and

have given them entire immunity and protect

against the claims of their masters.

'

The true construction of the Constitution is, i
implied powers can only be exercised in carry

into efl'tet a specific power. And this implicat

is limited to such measures as shall be appropri

to the object. This is an admitted and safe rul(

construction. It is beheved to be the only

which has teen sanctioned by statesmen and juri

Powers exercised beyond this are not derived fr

the Constitution, but must depend upon an

limited discretion. And this is despotism.

Now, there is no specific power in the Consti

tion which authorizes the organization of a Te
torial Government. Such jT power was given

relation to the District of Columbia, and it

equally necessary in regard to other Territor

But, if this power be implied from the specific p<

er given to regulate the disposition of the pu

lands, it must, under the above ride, be limited

means suitable to the end in view. If Congress

beyond this in the organization of a Territorial i

vernment, they act without limitation, and

establish a monarchy. Admit that they may
ganize a Government which shall protect the la

purchased, and provide for the adniinistratior

justice among the settlers, it does by no means

low that they may establish slavery. This is a
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jn which must be created by the local s

nty. It is a municipal regulation of limited

;nt, and necessarily of an equally limited or

3 a domestic relation over which the Federal

ernment can exercise no control. And, above

the institution of slavery is not within any ini

ition which can be drawn from the power to

ilatc and dispose of the public lands or other

lerty of the United States. As before remarked
es are not treated in the Constitution as property

y are made property by the local law.

'he Supreme Court of the United States have
ded that, under the power to regulate commerce
ng the States, Congress could not interfere witl

slave trade between the States. And with how
h greater propriety and force of argument could

I a power be sustained than the power to csta

1 slavery in a Territory '! In the latter then

(thing from which the power can be implied

e the former is admitted to include all counner

dealings among the States. And it was upon
ground that in the constitution, slaves were
ted as persons and not as property that they

5 held not to come within the commercial j50w-

If Congress under any implied power, may in-

te slavery in a Territory of the United States,

luch stronger grounds may they exercise tte

mercial power over the transfer and sale of

uong the States,

a the Territories of Louisiana and Florida,

Tress recognized, and to a limited extent regu-

i slavery. But, as before remarked, slavery

in those Territories at the time they were
d to the United States, and in the treaty of

on of Louisiana the United States bound them-

s to protect the property of the citizens. Slaves

iat Territory were considered as property, and
I within the treaty. And it is singular that

fact in the Missouri controversy was not, I be-

I, relied upon by the South. It was the strong-

josition that could have been taken on that side

le question.

free territory be admitted, and Congress have
power to institute slavery withiu it, the territory

b remain free until the people shall form a State

ernment ; then the question may arise, in the

cise of this sovereign power, whether slavery

I be admitted.

n the President and Senate by a treaty esta-

1 slavery in the new Territory ? Such a power
)t found in the Constitution nor in the laws of

Congress and the Territories.

Washington, May 13, 1S5S.

[y Dear Sir :—A friend stated to me yesterday

he understood you to say that I did not con-

that Congress had power, under the Consti-

3, to prohibit slavery in a Territory. I never
3ted that Congress had this power, and I could

have expressed any doubt on the subject,

ou may recollect that I have, in conversations

you, often said that Congress, having tlie pow-
establish a Territorial Government, might, in

exercise of a police power, prohil/it slavery,

[Dugh they had no constitutional power to insti-

iit.

I

informed my friend that I was sure he mis-

j-phended you. I drop this note that in the

pcation of your speech you may correct any
lake of the stenographer on this subject.

I

Very truly yours, John McLeax.
fon. L. Cass.

Washington, May 13, 1856.

Cy Dear Sir :—I received your note just as I

was preparmg to resume my speech, and therefore
could not answer you then. Your informant is

error. All I said was to present precisely the view
I took in 1850.

I have just looked it over, and find I have said
nothing of your denial of the power. It refers
your opinion that Congress has no right to cout
the domestic relations, and introduces a quotation
from your article of 1847, in which you deny the
power of Congress to introduce slavery into the
Territories. If I can get a proof copy of tliat part
of my remarks this afternoon, I will send it to you

;

but, I repeat it, the views I have presented of the
question are little more than a repetition of my
views in 1850. I am, dear sir, truly yours,

Hon. John McLean. Lewis Cass,

Epistle of George Fox.

Great was the rage and enmity of professors, as
11 as profane, against the truth and people of

God at this time; and great the contcm])t and dis-

dain they showed of Friends' plainness. Wherefore
I was moved to write the following, and sent it

forth .—
An Epistle to Churches gathered into outward

forms, upon the earth :

—

All ye churches gathered into outward forms upon
the earth, the Son of God is come to reign; he will

tread and trample, will shake and make you quiver,
you that are found out of his light, without his life

and power. His day hath appeared
; mortar and

clay will you be found. Breaking, .shaking, and
quaking, arc coming among you

;
your high build-

ing is to be laid desolate
;
your professed liberty

shall be your bondage ; the mouth of the Lord of
hosts hath spoken it. Tremble ye hypocrites, ye
notionists

! the fenced cities shall be laid desolate,
the fruitful fields shall become a wilderness; your
false joy shall become your heaviness; the time
of weeping and desolation draweth nigh ! Come ye
witty ones, see how ye can stand before the Al-

hty, who is now come to plead with you
;
you

will lall like leaves, and wither like weeds ! Come
you that have boasted of my name saith the Lord,
and have gloried in the flesh, ye shall fade like a
flower ; who have slain my witness, yet boast of my

ds, which have been as a song unto you.
Come ye novelists, who love novelties, changeable
suits of apparel, who are in the fashion, outward
and inward, putting on one thing this day and
another the other day. 'I will strip thee,' saith

the Lord, 'I will make thee bare, I will make
thee naked, and thou shalt know that I am the
Lord. What! hast thou professed the prophets
words? hast thou professed the apostle's words,
and my Sou's words? hast thou covered thy-
elf with their expressions ? thinkest thou not that
I see thee out of my life ? thinkest thou thou witty
one, to hide thyself where none can see thee, think-
est thou, if thou fliest to the uttermost parts of the

rth, that I am not there ? Is not the earth mine,
d the fulness of it, saith the Lord ? Come all ye,

that have trusted in your own conceited notions,
and knowledge and wisdom ; who were never yet
out of the earth and the lusts of it ; never yet got
the load of thick clay off you ; never were out of
the drunken spirit, whose imperfection appears,
which must be come upon as a potter's vessel, broken
cisterns

;
ye that have been made wise in your own

onceit, wise in your own eyes, in which pride hath
lifted you up, and not the humility

;
you must be

abased. You have run on every one after his own
invention ; every man hath done the thing that was

ht in his own eyes, that which pleased himself.
This hath been tlie course of people upon earth.
Ye have run on without a king, without Christ the

light of the world, which hath enlightened every
one that is come into the world. But now is truth
risen, now are your fruits withering.

And you that are fortified and have fortified your
strong houses, cfillcd your churches, make ye your
cords strong ; the Lord will break you asunder, ye
that are gathering in and ye that are gathered. For
the Lord is risen to scatter you, his witness is risen
in the hearts of his people, they will not bo fed with
dead words nor with that which dies of itself; nor
will they be satisfied with the husks which the
swine feed upon. All ye priests in the nation, and
teachers, that now stand against the light, your envy
shows that ye are in Cain's way

;
your greediness

shows that ye are in Balaam's way
;
your standing

against the light which hath enlightened every man
that comcth into the world, doth manifest that you
are in Korah's way, that spoke the great high words
of vanity

;
ye whose consciences are seared as with

a hot iron, whose judgment doth not linger, whose
damnation doth not slumber, who serve not the Lord
Jesus Christ, but j-our own bellies ; who are the
evil beasts spoken of, which have destroyed many
families, taken away their cattle, their horses, their

goods, even their household goods
; destroyed many

poor men, even whole families, taking their whole
estates from them, whom you do no work for. I

the grievous actions that are done by you, the min-
isters of unrighteousness ; whose fruits declare to

the whole nation that you are the devil's messengers

!

your actions declare it
;
your taking tithes, augmen-

tations, treble damages, midsummer dues, (as ye
call them,) of them ye do no work for, nor minister

to.

All ye powers of the earth, beware of holding
such up as are unrighteous. Let not the words of
the unrighteous overcome you, lest God, the right-

eous judge of heaven and earth, take hold upon you;
whose judgment is according to that of God in you,
which will let you see when you transgress. Come
j'ou proud and lofty ones, who have not considered
the handy works of the Lord, but have destroyed
them

; nor have regarded the way of the Lord, but
have had plenty of the creatures, and have there-

with fattened yourselves, and forgotten the Lord
and his way

; let shame cover your faces here
upon earth ! Come ye that are given to plea.sures,

and .spend j-our time in sports and idleness and ful-

ness; your fruits declare the sins of Sodom; yet
you will talk of my name, and of my saints' words.
But I behold j'ou afar off, saith the Lord

;
you are

proud and lotty, you are evil patterns, bad examples,
full, rich and idle ; who say others are idle, that

cannot maintain your lusts. ! the unrighteous
balances, that are among people ! ! the iniquity,

measuring ! ! the oppression in ruling and
governing. Because of these things, my hand shall

come upon you, saith the Lord. For the oppression

is entered into the ears of the Lord, who gives rest

to the wearied, to the burthened, to the oppressed
;

who feeds the hungry, and clothes the naked ; who
brings the mighty from their seats, beats the lofty

to the ground, and makes the haughty bend.

Come, saith the Lord, ye mockers, scorners, and
rebellious ones, light and wild people, vain and
heady; you have had your day of

J03', you have
scoffed, you have mocked and derided my messen-
gers and my amba.ssadors, who Save preached in

your streets and cried in your synagogues and tem-
ples; a day of trembling and lamentation shall

come upon you when you are not aware ; I will

take away your pride, and your height ; I will shake
you as a leaf, and bring you to be as men distracted.

I will dibtract you, and make you that you shall

not trust one another, in the earth, who have joined

hand in hand against my servants, in the truth. I
will smite you with terrors and bring fear upon you;
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the cup of my indignation and fury shall you drink.

"Where will you appear when repentance is hid from
your eyes, when profane Esau, your father, is set

before you, and Ishmael and Cain, wild and envious,

whose fruits declare the stock?

Come ye proud priests who have eaten up the fat

of the nation, who by violence have taken other

men's goods, whose envy hath slain many, whose
wickedness and darkness hath abounded, and whose
unrighteousnes daily appears

;
your fruits every day

declare it, in summoning up by writs and subpoenas

from most parts of the nation, for wages and tithes,

such as you do no work for. O abominable un-

righteousness I how is the state of man lost ; that

they do not take these things to heart, to feel them?
AVhat havoc is made in most parts of the nation with

such; and all ye priests and teachers who are railing

and brawling in the pulpit, setting people at variance

one against another, haters and hateful, provoking
people to hate one another, here is the seed of en-

mity seen which you have sown and are sowing,

whose seed must be bruised by the seed of the
woman, which above your heads is set.

1655. G. F.

For • The Friend."

BIOORAPHICAl SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned mem-
bers of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from p.age 300.)

HEN-RY WILLIS.

Henry Willis was born at Wcstbury, Wiltshire,
in Old England, on the 14th of the Seventh month,
1628. We find no account of the character of his

parents, nor what religious restraints he was sub-
jected to in youth ; but he himself in early man-
hood had evidently Submitted to the cross of Christ.

In 1654, he married Mary Pease, a religious young
woman, and they both were soon convinced of the
Truth as professed by the people called Quakers.
In 1660, Henry Willis, going to Salisbury prison
to visit some of his fellow professors, who were
confined there for their christian testimonies, was
an-ested and carried before the mayor of that town.
He was charged with no breach of the laws, but
the oath of allegiance was tendered to him, and as

he could not swear for conscience' sake, he was
committed to prison.

In the year 1670, he removed with his family
to America, and purchasing a body of land on
Long Island, he called it Westbury, after the name
of the place of his nativity. But persecution was
not confined to England, as Henry Willis and his

fellow professors on Long Island, found. About
the beginning of the year 1680, Henry Willis and
John JBowne had each of them a daughter married
according to Friends' order. They were probably
Henry's eldest daughter Mary, and John's daugh-
ter Elizabeth. Magistrates and priests were all

displeased at the manner of those marriages, inas-
much as they received no fees. This caused them
to bring Henry and John before a court of sessions,

who fined them each £10. They could not con-
scientiously pay the fines, and so suflFered distraints,
as the following petition from them sets forth :

—

To the Governor and his Council at New York.
The address of Henry Willis and John Bowne

concerning the proceedings of a court of sessions
against us, who said they fined us £10 apiece, fc

sufi'ering our daughters to marry contrary to the
law. This proceeding, we are satisfied, is without
precedent, and we count it no less, but either a
mistake or hasty oversight. Though we have en-
deavoured for its removal, yet execution is issued
forth, and Joseph Lee, under-sheriff, hath seized

Henry Wi'llis' barn of corn, and since hath taken '

from John Bowne five good milch cows, driving

them away by night, and keeping them pounded
from food, most of two nights and a day and part
of a day, so that the neighbours were generally

troubled at it. Now, in simphcity we do entreat

all that may be concerned herein, seriously to con-
sider it, and in coolness of spirit, without anger or

hard thoughts, truly to weigh it in the balance of

equity, where the witness of God may arise in

every conscience to testify, whether if such things

should go on and be proceeded in, it would not be
the ruinating of families, and to the kindling of

God's anger against the place or people. This we
truly desire may be prevented, by taking away the

occasion. Wherefore we make our address to

the chief in authority, knowing that the magistrate's

authority is to presei-ve men's persons and estates,

but the prerogative of the conscience belongs to

God, and we dare not but yield obedience there-

unto, as God hath persuaded our hearts, and we
do not act, as sometimes resented, in stubbornness,

obstinac}', or contempt of authority; but in sim-

plicity, having God's fear in our hearts that we
may keep our consciences clear before him, from
whom we receive strength to uphold us in trials and
exercises. We earnestly desire the Lord may per-

suade your hearts, that ye may remove the cause
of this our address, and open that eye in you that

can see us as we are, who can pray for those in

authority, that under them we may live a peacea-
ble, holy and godlike hfe.

Henry Willis,
John Bowne.

4th of Seventh month, 1G80.

We know not whether the fine in the case was re-

mitted or not, but we know that Henry Willis con-

tinued to suffer for his testimonies against war, and
against hireling ministry. The distraints made on
his property for his not training, induced him to

address the governor and council. Twelfth month
24th, 1686. The last instance of pecuniary suf-

fering inflicted on him by the magistrates, which I

have met with, was a fine of £4 10s. in 1687, for

not contributing towards a dwelling-house for the

priest.

Henry Willis, pretty early in his religious life,

came forth as a minister. We find him in the

year 1681, at the first Yeariy Meeting held at

Burlington, in company with his friend and fellow

sufferer, John Bowne. They were appointed by
that Yearly jMecting, to request of the Friends on
Long Island, that the members of Shrewsbury
meeting might in future belong to Burlington Yearly-

Meeting. He and J. Bowne appear to have generally
attended the Yearly Meeting at Burlington and
Philadelphia, in the early day. They both signed

in 1692 the testimony of the meeting of ministers

against George Keith.

About the end of 1699, Henry Willis felt a con
cern to remove to Philadelphia. His eight child

ren were all grown up, and principally settled, so

that it appears he brought none of them with him
His daughter Elizabeth, however, in 1696, had
married William Rakestraw, and resided in Ph;
delphia.* The certificate granted by Flushing
Monthly Meeting for him and his wife Mary,
dated Third mo."26th, 1700. It certifies of him
" our ancient and dear Friend," and says he had
" constantly sought the honour of God and hi:

truth."

Henrj' Willis was growing in years, yet he ap
pears to have been much dedicated in visiting

neighbouring meetings, and was employed in the

business of the Monthly Meeting. In 1702, he

* Elizabeth lived but a few years after her marriage.

paid a religious -v-isit to the eastward, his cone
being for "Long Island, Rhode Island and M
England." How far he went, we do not know 1

he reported on hLs return, that " the Yearly Me
ing on Long Island was large and well," and ti

he " had a meeting at Woodbridge, at which w
several newly convinced Friends from Staten

land." In the Third month, 1704, he obtained!

consent of his friends to attend once more )

Yearly Meeting at Long Island. The record i

.

his visits to meetings within a few miles of Phi

,

delphia, continue abundant through every year i i

til 1708. Early in that year, he requested a c

tificate for himself and wife, intending to remove
reside with their daughter at Newtown, West Jcr,~

Before the close of the j'ear, they had removed ff

Newtown, it is believed, to Long Island, where an I

;

their children and children's children, they miil-

find comfortable and loving attention, during 1

1

few days of their earthly pilgrimage yet aUotl

them.

Here, our trace of this industrious minister of t

gospel and labourer in the Lord's earthly harv

field ends. The period of his release from

earthly service was probably not long delayed.
1

was over 80 years of age, when he last changed
j

place of abode. If, in the hour of death, he 1 i

the testimony of the Lord's Holy Spuit, bearii

witness in accordance with the declaration of
;

friends, that he had constantly sought the hone

of God and his truth, to the end, he needed nothi

'

more. This was suificient to sweeten every bit'

cup, even the final parting with his long united a

tenderly beloved Mary.'

The following letter of Samuel Jennings w

mislaid when the biographical sketch of him i\

published, and therefore necessarily omitted.

James River in Virginia,

.noth of Eleventh mo., 1G93-4|

Dear Friend,—Being prevented seeing you ag!

'

before mj' voyage according to my espectaSc.

when I parted with you, I had not opportunity
j

take leave in that solemn manner as was 1|

and my love to you in the truth inclined me t i

and though I have written privately to several,
3;

thereby am I not clear, feeling my love in the u:
|

versal truth to flow to all the faithful, in whi •

[love] I greet you with this epistle, desiring as t
,

own your preservation, growth and increase in t

truth, to the glory of him that hath called you, a

the consolation of you, his called and chosen one;

'

Dear Friends, I have no new thing to write ui

you, but in brotherly love to remind you of tl

;

ancient Rock of our salvation, which the God,j

compassion hath revealed to us in these latter da
,

that we, through building upon it, might partake ,

that rest which his own in all ages possessi

Dear Friends, I am persuaded and satisfied c(

!

cerning many of you, who have waded throu

many tribulations that here you arc fixed, and sh

never be removed. For the Most High is yc

defence, who will suffer none to pluck you out :

his hand. Oh Friends, the covenant of God \r'

his people is sure and everlasting. I have i

words fitly to express his love to his rcdccmc

Have we love to our own offspring ? How 1111

more he to his royal offspring! As the hcavi

are higher than the earth, and as God is grcn

than men, so does his love excel that of the bojt

the children of men. Friends, as I have borne)

share of exercise with you, so cannot I forget yc

and this is in my heart to say to you; I believe I

storm is near at an end. Therefore, keep to y
Rock, and you shall never be removed. Neit!

let the things that have happened among you, sc
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[nitre. Many before now have risen up to draw of the law of Providence that ill-gotten gains are a

gathered of the Lord from their guide and curse to their possessor ; and most impressive bea

y ; but their end has been confosion, so shall

b ; with all that are found in that waj', and persist

I ;in. Let all that love truth and the unity of

y, amen.

ear Friends, Stand your ground, and give no

to the adversary. As for those that have de-

id from us, if ever we are united, they must

i to us, we cannot go to them. As we are kept

;e love and wisdom of Truth, we shall know

to demean ourselves towards them; having

)assion on some, making a difference ; for all

Dot alike in the transgression. For such as

! not wholly lost their integrity, I hope for their

rn; which, if they do, I cannot see how they

be clear in the sight of God and men, but by

iying against their outgoing. Dear Friends,

in your dominion and authority in the Truth

3t all backsliders and rcvolters, without re-

of person, and judge for God in righteousness,

shall nothing be spared, but what God -will

e. For where the cause is his, it is not in our

exercise forbearance, under the pretence

«nderness and charity, where God will have

rment executed. Those that appear most back

d under this pretence of judging and coudemn-

the guilty, I have observed most forward in

lemning the innocent. He that justifies the

red, and he that condemns the righteous, are

an abomination to the Lord. So, dear Friends,

R
desirous to be remembered by you before the

at the throne of grace, that I may be pre-

jd, if the will of God so be, to see you again.

enjoy in the fellowship and communion of life.

ke my solemn leave of you, and rest your friend

brother, Sa. Jennings.

or Friends in Pennsylvania and Jersey.

(To be continued.)

')ommercial Integrity.—There is a wide scope

he inspired truth, that " righteousness exalteth

ation." Whether understood in the broad sense

;t national prosperity is dependent, under God,

the measure of living piety, or in the more re-

cted meaning of uprightness of character and

iling as the true foundation of private and pub-

weal, the principle is a vital one, and it em-

lies the great secret of honourable success for in-

iiduals
and communities.

We have special need, as a people, to study and

ply this principle. As a commercial nation, with

internal traffic as varied and extensive as the

^'ersified products and wants of twenty-five mil-

Ifas of people, and external connections reaching

Unearly every port and tribe of the wide world,

ft inspired lessons of commercial integrity ought

tjbe familiar to our merchants and tradesmen,

the young men who are in training for those

ourable occupations. It should be inscribed on

door of every counting-room, and blaze from

pages of every ledger. " Better is a little ivith

hteousness, than great revenues icitlwut rigid.''''

lonestij is the best policy.''^

The temptations to swerve from the path of strict

titude in business affairs are many and great in

country presenting so many avenues to entei-prise,

d with such multiplied instances of rapid accu-

ulation by speculative action. But " he that

keth haste to be rich shaU not be innocent," and,

dinarily, will fail of success ; or his very success

prove his ruin. The intoxication of wealth is

real and perilous as that of the bottle ; and there

3 few who can withstand the temptations to pride,

arice, and even dishonesty, which come in the

lain of sudden afiSuence.

I

There are recent and most painful illustrations

I

cons for the youth of our country who are entering

on a commercial career. An accomplished man, of

good family, and high standing in political circles,

yielded to the temptation of avarice, perpetrated a

series of frauds which drove him from his country

in disgrace, and recently he died at an obscure tavern

in England. Another, who had won a name and

place in the commercial world whicii gave him a

controlling influence in the wealthiest coi-porations,

grasped the bait of corruption, became the outcast

qf society, and died in a foreign land.

Only a year ago, the literature of the country was

contaminated by an autobiography suited to under-

mine the principles of the young, and to lure them

from the career of plodding honesty into the paths

of trickery and deception, made attractive by the

apparently brilliant success of the author. A wide-

spread feeling of sadness and alarm pervaded the

ranks of Bible-loving, fair-dealing men, lest such ai

example should fill" the laud with reckless adven

turers in busiucss, and swell the list of bankrupts

in morals. But wait a little, and see whether false

principles are safe. The reported millionaire is

announced in the secular papers as a bankrupt.

" They that will be rich, fall into temptation, and

a snare," and " pierce themselves through with many

sorrows,
'"

Such suggestions as the following would secure

a race of business men who would honour the land

that furnishes them so noble a theatre for

enterprise

:

1

.

Engage in no business inconsistent with the

strictest morality—none in which you cannot daily

seek the blessing of the Most High.

2. Follow your chosen vocation—and that alone

—whatever temptations to speculation or rapid ac-

quisition may present themselves.

3. Adopt no " tricks of trade," however sanc-

tioned by custom, that involve deception or un-

truthfulness.

4. Never incur a debt beyond your resources.

5. Always live within your means.

6. Devote a fixed portion of your income before-

hand, to charitable uses, to be employed and ac-

counted for as systematically as family expenditures.

The man who will regulate his business by such

simple rules as these, may free himself from the

feverish excitements of adventurous traffickers, and

assure himself, with God's blessing, of an honest

competence, if not of a beneficent affluence. Such

principles make the character of the Amos Law-

rences and the Samuel Budgetts of the business

world, and secure for a people honoured by their

example, a good name among the nations.

For '• The F

William Pcffsbnry.

(ContiniU'd from l«so 302.)

Ha^dng experienced the efficacy of the one saving

baptism, William Dewsbury began to feel about the

year 1646 a strong engagement of mind, to de

clare to others what the Lord had done for his

soul, and was freely given up to proceed at once, as

the Lord should order him in the work of the minis

try. It, however, appears clear that he had not

then received the necessary commission, which was

to be communicated in due time. For, as he was

revoh-ing the subject in his thoughts, it is a cireum

stance, no less remarkable than some which have

been already related, that he was commanded to

stay until the year 1652. This impression was at

tended by a prophetic intimation, that at that time

there would be more hungering and thirsting raised

in the hearts of people after the Lord, than was

these directions, the nature of which he had by this

time learned, he continued for some years in the

ursuit of his trade. He held religious meetings in

his own house, and in the neighbourhood where he

lived, until the appointed time arrived; but it does

not appear from information which has come down
that he was in the vocal exercise of any gift,

either at the said meetings or elsewhere. While in

this state of suspense, and before he was known to

George Fox, he was deeply proved for the trial of

his faith, which he had received of the Lord Jesus.

" In that day and hour of temptation, I witnessed,"

says he, " these Scriptures fulfilled in me. I found

a law in my members, warring against the law of

my mind, so that when I would do good, evil was

present; the sense of which caused me to cry, ' Oh
wretched man that I am! who shall deliver me
from the body of this death V And as I was cry-

ing to the Lord, to free me from tlie burden I

groaned under, the word of the Lord came to me,

saying, ' My grace is sufficient for thee; I will de-

liver thee.' And by the power of this word, I was

armed with patience to wait in his counsel
;
groan-

ing under the body of sin in the day and hour of

temptation, until it pleased the Lord to manifest

his power to free me, which was in the j-ear 1651.

Thus, through the righteous law of the Spirit of life

in Christ Jesus, I was and am made free from the

body of sin and death ; and through these great

tribulations, my garments are washed and made
white in the blood of the Lamb, who hath led me
into the New Jerusalem, where nothing enters that

works abomination, or makes a lie, but that whicli

is written in the Lamb's book of life. Here my
soul now feeds upon the tree of lii'e, which I had so

long hungered and thirsted after, that stands in flie

midst of the paradise of God. Here, there is no

more curse nor night; but the Lord God and the

Lamb are my light and life forever and ever. And
I witness that I am regenerated and born again of

immortal Seed, and having partaken of the first

resurrection, over such the second death hath no .

power."

The reader may now form a judgment, both as

to his views of Christian doctrine and the religious

experience, with which William Dewsbury after-

wards entered upon the important and arduous ser-

vices of a minister of the gospel. It is evident that

his fitness for such an office, depended not on edu-

cation or artificial attainments, on the peculiar bent

of his mind or the force of his genius, but on the

preparation the whole man had undergone for the

reception of the gift ; while he lay as clay upon the

heel of the great Potter. Having,, in that condi-

tion, fully known the utter impossibility of attaining

to peace with his Creator, so as to enjoy communion

with him, without the mediation of a Saviour, who,

as advocate with the Father, could plead his own

most precious blood, as the price paid for the ran-

of souls, and impressed with the high import-

ance of obtaining the possession of the good thing.s

thus provided, which are variously set forth in the

Holy Scriptures, and in testimony to the real en-

joyment of which they afford so great a cloud of

witnesses; he was indefatigable in the pursuit of

this one great object. Christ ! Christ ! was the

incessant cry in the secret of his soul! Chri.'-t, the

bread of life, the fountain of living waters ! It was

not enough for him to be told, even in the language

of Holy Writ, that Christ was his Saviour and Re-

deemer—that he had tasted death for every man
—that he is the propitiation for the sins of all

—

that he was manifested to take away our sin.s—and

that he liad actually borne our .sins in his own

body on the tree ; he could see there was no inherit-

ance of the promise for the first birth, that corrupt

the case. In the obedience of faith, following nature which attaches to Adam and all his child-
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George declare the truth. Being moonlight, after

the meeting closed, George walked out into the

field, and joining him, they acknowledged the doc-

trine he had delivered, showing their preparation of

mind to unite with him in his christian principles

and testimony. Sewel informs us that " he was on(

of those who had already been immcdintebj con
vinced, as George Fox himself was; who, coming
to him, found himself in unity with him." A pure
gospel ministrj', proceeding from the immediate
openings of the Holy Spirit, is a great blessing to

the church, as dependance is placed and maintained,

by the preacher and the hearers, upon the Bishop
of souls. When a minister is made the medium of

conveying spiritual nourishment, the sincere in heart

will perceive the savour of dirine life in it, and
draw encouragement from it. But where it is the

mere product of man's efforts, like a dry wind from
the wilderness, the living members will have a sense

of it, and it causes sorrow of heart. Even those of

the outward court distinguish it from that which
comes from Christ's putting forth, for instead of

wounding the transgressor, it saves that alive

which the Lord would lay in the dust, and le;

them in a profession, at ease without the cross or

true self-denial.

(To be cnntimi^d.)

ren in the fall, under which he groaned, and out of

which he saw that Christ, the Deliverer, came to

redeem us, and to set us free. In consistency

with this view, and the doctrine preached by our

Lord himself, that " unless a man be born again,

he cannot see the kingdom of God," he could not

rest short of the sensible evidence in himself, that

this work of regeneration was brought about, and
making progress in his soul. He was prepared, and

constrained to bear witness that none can become
partakers of the benefits of Christ's death, but as

they are leavened into a measure of his life, which
takes place in the obedient mind, according to the

testimony of John ;
" If w% Avalk in the light as he

is in the light, we have fellowship one with another,

and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us

from all sin."

Sometime after William Dewsbury had entered

into the army, he heard of a young woman of York,
who, like himself, had suffered greatly from sor-

row and distress concerning the state of her im-

mortal soul; so much so, that, as he was gi\-en to

understand, she was ready to despair of the Lord's

mercy. After due deliberation, it having arisen in

his heart to pay her a visit, he concluded to do so,

and went. In the course of conversation, they came
to understand each other's spiritual condition, which
proved to be very similar, they having passed

through the like exercises, so that they found them-
selves nearly united in mind and judgment, " as in

water, face answereth to face." They parted. The
narrative goes on to state that some time after this,

AVilliam Dewsbury married, but does not inform us,

whether she was the object of his choice. But as

the circumstances are related so closely in connec
tion with each other, and the marriage took place

at York, we may with some safety conclude in the

affirmative. The union was accomplished at

meeting of the Anabaptists, with whom the yo-in^

woman was associated in religious profession: It

is related to have been a season of divine regard
;

their children, who are the historians in this in

stance, having often heard their father say, that thi

hearts of those who attended the ceremony, were
so overcome by a sense of the divine presence, that

there were but few dry eyes in the room.
A circumstance which immediately followed thi

interesting event, and which proved a close trial to

his faith, seems to show that when he took this impor-
tant step, his outward means were not aflluent. His
wife appears to have held considerable property in

land, of which she was deprived by her brother.

./Uthough everything is said to have been clear

respecting the proceedings, and the case was sub-
mitted to trial, yet the decision was against him

—

the judge would not let him have the property.
As he was going Jiome, he met with the buffetings

of the enemy, who insinuated into his mind .some

misgivings for having married a well-bred woman,
whom he was now likely to bring to poverty. In
humiliation and lowliness of mind before the Lord,
without yielding to the tempter, he desired the Lord
to make him content to be what he would have
him to be ; and in a moment he was so filled with
the divine presence, that he was not able to boar
the glory that was upon him ; and he desired the
Lord, if he had any service for him to do, to with-
drav/, or he could not live ; and he heard as it were
a_ voice, informing him that he would provide for

him and those dependant on him, according as he
should see best. It was in the year 1051, that
William Dewsbury and George Fox first met, early Selected for "The rrieud.

after George's release from Derby prison where he A christian life should be a practical invitation
had been confined a year. Passing through the to holiness. True religion will show its influence
adjacent counties where he had numerous meetings, in every part of our conduct ; it is like the sap of
Hilham and his wife attended one of them atia living tree, which penetrates the most distant
lialby, held in the evening, where they heard boughs.

For "The Priend."

Stand still and see the salvation of the Lord,"
was the language of Moses when in a great strait,

or time of imminent danger ; and by so doing, he
and all his brethren experienced a remarkable de-

liverance. We find in all ages of the world, when
the dependent children of the Lord have steadily

looked to him for help, they have found protection

and deliverance ; but if they became weary and
sought some other way than the way he pointed

out, the tribulated path of the cross, they have al-

ways brought upon themselves weakness or death,

as did Israel when they became weary of waiting
for Moses to come from the mount, and desired gods
to be made, to go before them. Oh dear Friends,

is there not great danger of our looking too much
for some outward way of deliverance from the trials

and difficulties the Society is now in, instead of

standing still and seeing his salvation. But let it

be our daily engagement to "enter in to the closet

and shut the door" against all outward or disturb-

ing things, and in the sUence of all flesh beseech the
Lord to " create in us a clean heart," and to spare
his people, and give not his heritage to reproach. It

is a time in which the enemy of our soul's peace
seems to be taking every advantage of our weak-
ness and revolt, even to transforming himself into

an angel of light to deceive, if it were possible, the

very elect—trying to cast down, and trying to build

"Pi—persuading some to think more highly of them-
selves than they ought to think, and inducing some
not to be willing to stand for the faith as professed

by Friends, and for the discipline of the Society;
tenipting them to believe that we are in such a dis-

jointed condition it cannot be carried out, &c.

Believe him not, for we are told that he is a liar,

d was so from the beginning. Oh that we may
look iiiward to Him that teacheth as never man
taught; and no doubt if he is obeyed and trusted

,
he will divide the waters as he did for Israel of

old, and put a new song in our mouths, even the
song of praise to his holy name for deliverance.

Morg.iii County, Ohio.

If the spring put forth no blossom?, in suiu
there will be no beauty, and in autumn no Ir

so if youth be trifled away without improvcDi
ripe years will be contemptible, and old ao-e n,

'

rable.
°'

Modesty always sits gracefully upon youtli
covers a multitude of faults, and doubles the In.

of every virtue which it seems to hide ; the perl
tions of men being like those flowers which apj,

more beautiful when their leaves are a httle i-.

tracted and folded up, than when they are full blc
and display themselves, without any reserve
view.

'

Graceful in youth is the tear of sympathy a

the heart that melts at the tale of woe. Let \

ease and indulgence contract your affections a

ap you up in selfish enjoyment. Accustom vo,

selves to think of the distress of human life, o"f t

solitary cottage, the dying parent, and the weepi
rphan.

Submit your minds to early impressions of n
erence for sacred things. Let no wantonness ofyom
ful spirits, no compliance with the intemperate mii

of others, ever betray you into profane sallies
; I

sides the guilt which is thereby incurred, nothi

gives a more odious appearance of petulance ai

presumption to youth than the afi'ectation of trcf

ing religion with levity ; instead of being anevidon
of superior understanding, it discovers°a feeble ai

;

shallow mind, which, vain of the first smatteriu

of knowledge, presumes to make light of what tl

'

best of mankind revere.

In order to render youselves amiable in socief

correct every appearance of harshness in behavioii

Let that courtesy distinguish your demeanour wliii

springs not so much from studied politeness, as fro

a mild and gentle heart.

Young persons should, above all things, bevrai

of beginnings, and by no means parleif icith tenij

tations ; their greatest security is in flight, acd i

study to avoid all occasions of evil; for tL

cockatrice, which may be easily crushed in the cs
f suffered to hatch and grow up, will prove a dead!

serpent, hard to be destroyed.

In all thy ways acknowledge the Lord and h

shall direct thy steps.

Fourth mo., 185G.

The Fire Alarm and Police Telegraph.— Lo:

Children.—We saw lately, on the bulletin boan
of one of our newspaper offices, an advertisemen
of a lost child, which had been posted there as th

most public place to attract the attention of person

'

passing. The individual who placed it there pro

bably had not noticed that there was a telegrapl \

line extending throughout the city, designed forpoj

lice purposes, and that one of its uses is, or ough

,

to be, to recover lost children, which may bo donil'

with a thousand times less trouble, by its instrunien

tality, and with much greater celerity. The station i

'le various parts of the city are all in conneetioi

with the Central or the Mayor's Office. A chik

wandering from its home, and unable to find its wai

back, may be taken in charge by a police office:

and conveyed to the police station of the ward ii,

which it is found. AVord may be instantly sent tr

the Central Office of the fact. The parent, U
calling at this office, may immediately have his fear

relieved by ascertaining, at once, the safety aiic

whereabouts of the child, and take the uecessan

steps to repossess it. This is an improvement tha

is calculated to save a great amount of anxiety, o

trouble and of expense to parents when their chil

dren wander from their homes. In this respect tlu

telegraph operates as a great labour-saving machine

averting the trouble and expense of searching the

city for days for the desired information. It makes
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ja|!ntral Police Station an intelligence office of

JLost extended character, where individuals

go with the certainty that any information

IS usually comes under police recognition is

be obtained.

convenient as this arrangement may be,

nly one of the uses to which the fire alarm

olice telegraph may be used. Extending its

cations to every part of the city, it, in con-

jn with the police force, renders the head of

epartinent almost ubiquitous in all municipal

r.s that require his attention. Seated in his

I'l office, he learns that at one extremity of the

burglary has been committed ;
at another,

raluablo property has been stolen. His orders

stantly transmiltcd for the detection of- the

rs ; the stolen property is recovered before the

i have time l;p get out of the city. The entire

force on duty may all be aroused to vigilance

lomcnt, and the whole city be put instantly un-

urveil^nce for the detection of crime. It in

greatly multiplies the police force, without the

ifmaiiitaiiiing a larger number of officers in the

je. for it makes every man's labour available

,t the period and place where it is needed. In

of popular commotion it will be found thi

preventive of riots, those expensive pastimes

some of our population used periodically to

ge themselves with, but which, for the good

t of our city, have now grown obsolete. Mur-

iel have to be more secret to escape detection.

onal security will be greater
;
property be bet-

rotected. Whatever tends to make detection

certain, tends to lessen the opportunities and

nations to commit crimes. As a preventive

ell as a detective of crime, it combines some of

serviceable qualities needed in a well ar-

;ed and reliable police system, and properly

faged in intelligent hands, its valuable aid will

I be felt and acknowledged in the management

(operations of the most important and respon-

1 branches of the municipal government.

—

Led-
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would have been so ruthlessly shocked or set at

ight by a succession of acts such as would dis-

grace the most absolute despotism now swayed over

the most unenlightened of professed (^ilized nations.

It would seem as though the slavery extension pai ty

calculated upon the stunning etlcctof their first blow,

having deprived the great body of the nation, of

sensibility sufficient to comprehend or resist the

further deeds of violence by which they are deter-

terminedly striving to destroy all opposition to their

schemes ; and are indefatigably labouring to se-

cure their success before public indignation may be

so aroused as to thwart or prevent them. •

It is well known, and indeed admitted by the

pro-slavery party, that at the election authorized by

the act of Congress constituting the territorial

government of Kansas, that territory was invaded

by armed bands of Jlissourians, openly summoned

and guided by noted pro-slavery leaders, who in

most of the districts either seized the ballot_ boxes

or drove the officers of the election and the rightful

voters from the polls, and receiving the votes of

those only who were favourable to their usurpation,

returned a body of nwn as legislators, prepared to

take such measures and pass such laws as might be

thought adapted to fasten slavery irrevocably iipou

the virgin soil of Kansas.

As evidence of the spirit by which this body of

men were actuated, and the thoroughness with which

they essayed to perfect their work, we give the

three last sections of the act passed by them respect'

slaves and slavery. The act contains thirteen

sections. The three first enjoin the penalty of death

on any person convicted of raising rebellion or in-

surrection among slaves, free coloured persons or mu-

attoes ; or of assisting, or furnishing arms for such

ebellion or insurrection ; or of inducing slaves to

rebel, to conspire against, or murder any citizen of

the territory, by speaking, writing, publishing or

circulating any book, magazine or pamphlet for the

purpose of exciting insurrection or rebellion
;
while

the 4th, 5th, and 6th sections award the same poi-

altij, or imprisonment at hard labour for ten years,

for enticing, decoying, or carrying away any slave

out of the Territory tor the purpose of depriving the

owner of such slave of his services, or to procure

thefreedom of such shive ; for aiding or assisting

so enticing, &c., any slave out of the territory

• the same purpose ; for enticing &c., any slave

away out of any other state or territory of the

United States for the same purpose and bringinj^

such slave into Kansas. The three last sections are

as follows

:

Section 11. If any person print, write, introduce into

nubli.~h or ciroulate, or c.iuse to be brought into, printed

written, |jiiblishcil or circulated, or shall knowingly aic

or assist in bringing into, printing, publishing or circu-

latino- within this terrilorv any book, paper, pamphlet

magazine, handbill or circular containing any statements

arg^iments, opinions, sentiment, doctrine, advice or

inuendo, calculated to produce a disorderly, dangerous

or rebellious disaffection among the slaves in this ti

torv or to induce such slaves to escape from the scr

of their masters, or to resist their authority, he shal

guilty of felony, and be punished by imprisonment

hard labour for a term not less than five years.

Section 12. If any free person, by speaking or by writ-

ing, assert or maintain that persons have not the right

to hold slaves in this territory, or shall introduce into

this territorv, print, publish, write, circulate, or cause ti

be introduced into this territory, written, printed, pub

lished or circulated in this territory, any book, paper,

magazine, pamphlet or circular containing any denial of

the right of persons to hold slaves in this territory, such

person shall be deemed guilty of felony, and punished by

imprisonment at hard labour for a term of not less than

two years.

Section 13. No person who is conscientiously opposed

to holding slaves, or who does not admit the right to

hold slaves in this territory, shall sit as a juror on the

trial of any prosecution for any violation of any of the

sections of this act.

It will be seen that th» last section cuts off all

hope of impartial justice being administered in

any case having reference to slavery, and by

value of trial by jury is destroyed. Liberty

of conscience, and freedom of speech or of the press

are completely sacrificed, and a man may be brought

before twelve persons whose only qualification as

jurors is their avowed approbation of slavery, who

may subject him to five years imprisonment for

uttering what they may please to consider an in-

uendo against their favourite institution, and cal-

culated to produce a disorderly disafFeetion.

Having passed laws so contrary to the first princi-

ples of free government, and in violation of the con-

stitution of the United States, the legislators well

knew that if the people were allowed the right to

select their own officers, it would be impossible to

obtain those who would execute these laws, this body

therefore usurped the right themselves of appointing

all the functionaries, .and selected such men as were

supposed to be fit tools for carrying out their decrees.

These high-handed infractions of right and law,

were resorted to because it had been ascertained,

that a large majority of the actual settlers in Kan-

sas, were opposed to the introduction of slavery

within its borders ; and it was not to be supposed

entertaining the views and feelings these did, that

they would tamely submit to be thus subjugated,

and deprived of the rights which they had ever be-

lieved inseparable from citizenship in the United

States. They refused to recognise the legislature

which had been elected by Missourians, and to submit

to be governed by a series of laws that were Te-

nant to the constitution of the United States. It

was resolved to elect delegates to a convention

which should draft a constitution for Kansas as a

State, to be submitted to the inhabitants, and if ap-

proved, that application should be made to Con-

gress to be admitted into the Union. The delegates

elected accordingly assembled in convention at

Topeka, and franied a constitution which being sub-

mitted to the people was approved by a large por-

ion of them, and the necessary officers chosen.

It would have been well had they taken no other

measures of resistance or for righting their griev-

ances, but relying on the justice of their cause, have

patiently suftered for it, and waited until correct

information had been spread throughout the country,

and Congress been called on to investigate the pro-

ceedings and apply a remedy that would meet the

case. But it was resolved to resist oppression by

violence, and thus wrong has so far triumphed and

the cause of freedom been seriously jeopardized.

In the meantime the President at Washington

had recognised the legislature as legally constituted,

and all the laws enacted by it as binding; remov-

ing one governor and appointing another, and also

judges of the courts, all of whom would be likely

to join in with and support the pro-slavery party.

The constitution adopted by the majority of settlers,

was presented to Congress, and a formal application

made for admission as a free State. In the House

of Representatives a resolution was adopted to ap-

point a Committee to proceed to Kansas and in-

vestigate the facts in regard to the election of the

legislature and the invasion from Missouri, and the

committee thus appointed proceeded there to dis-

charge their arduous and dangerous duty.

Itis beheved to be with the hope of preventing

the efi'ect likely to be produced on the public mind

by the revelations made through this committee,

that some of the officers appointed by the pro-sla-

very legislature resolved to arrest certain individ-

uals, who had been conspicuous in the convention

held at Topeka, with the expectation that resistance

to their proceedings, would bring on a collision be-

tween the two parties, and afi'ord an opportunity to
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call in the aid of the General Government, to brand
the opposition with a charge of treason, and thus
crush all hope of freeing'the territory from the
yoke placed upon it. So far their plan, (if plan it

was,) appears to have been successful, and
angry passions so deeply stirred, and the blood
already shed, and the work of destruction begun,
seem to forebode the still more dreadful conse-
quences of a more general civil Tvar.

It behoves all those who have living faith in the
superintending care and overruling power of an
Almighty Creator and Governor of the universe, to

strive, while engaged in the performance of their

duty as citizens of this great Republic, so to walk
before him, that all they do may be performed in

his holy fear ; so that his ear may be open to hear
their prayers to stay the threatened scourge, to

restrain the wrath of ungodly men, and cause the
principles of hi^ gospel of peace and good will, to

triumph over the selfish lusts and unrighteous de-
signs of those who ignorantly or knowingly are pro-
moting the cause of injustice and oppression.

Gov oed ictory. Bel-
ires to ]ircventthe pub-
5n, but without infring-
l France will take an
self satisfied.

the part of tBe
" The

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England to Fifth mo. 17th.
Parliament was not in session. The weather in Eno--

land was more genial, but the crops were backward.
At a meeting of the Treasury, the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer stated that the proposed loan of £5,000,000
was calculated to cover the 'whole service of the year,
except two millions, for which he should propose to issue
Exchequer bonds. The playing of the military bands
in the London Parks on the first day of the week, has
been stopped, greatly to the dissatisfaction of a portion of
the populace. Russia is reported to have demanded ex-
planations respecting the secret treaty signed jointly by
France, Great Britain and Austria, guaranteeing the in-
dependence of Turkey. The Russian government views
this proceeding as evidence of a want of confidence in
the good faith of Russia. The French Emperor, it is

said, has protested against any such inference being
made from the treaty. Nearly half a million of Austra-
lian gold had arrived within the week. Consols had
advanced to 93|.

Liverpool Markets.—Cotton was in limited demand, and
prices had slightly declined. The supply of breadstufifs
was large, numerous vessels having arrived laden with
flonr, wheat, and corn from the United States, Chili,
Spain, the Mediterranean and India. Flour was from
.^2s. to 37s. per bbl. ; wheat, from 9*. 6d. to 11* ner
70 lbs. '

DE.VMARK.—The relations with the United States
remain for the present unaltered, and there is no new
feature to report in the negotiations. Russia, Sweden,
and Oldenburg, have signed a protocol agreeing to adopt
the last proposition of Denmark for the capitalization of
the Sound Dues, provided all other States interested do
the same.

RUSSIA.—It is stated from Warsaw, that the war
against Circassia is to be renewed this summer. Gene-
ral Chruleff will have the command of the expedition,
under the superior direction of General Mourjvielf. The
coronation of the Emperor is to take place at Moscow, in
the Eighth month.
TURKEY.—The Constantinople papers of the 5th ult.

publish the text of the treaty of peace, preceded by a
manifesto of the Sultan, expressing his warm satisfaction
.at the conduct of his own subjects, without distinction
or exception. The Turkish government was taking
energetic measures, in order to repress the fanatical out-
breaks in the provinces. The redif or militia had been
dismissed to their homes.
FR.VNCE.—The non-appointment of a Russian Am-

bassador at Paris creates some surprise Eleven thou-
sand of the troops from the Crimea had arrived at Mar-
seilles in three days. The corn market at Marseilles had
risen in consequence of unfavourable accounts of th
crops in Algeria. The wheat had suffered much from
continued rains. The Moniteur has published a decree
reducing to 100,000 the number of conscripts of the
class of 18oG, which, by a bill recently adopted by the
legislative body, had been fixed at 140,000, to be called
out in 1857. The secret societies were closely watched
by the government. Arrests have taken place at Mar-
seilles, and military precautions are observed in several
of the large cities.

BELGIUM.—The " Times" Paris correspondent writes,
espect to the Belgian press question, that commu

hich are ])r

gium will take more active
lications of appeals to assas
ing the liberty of the presi

early opportunit^f expres;
MALTA.—A iffutiny had

foreign legion, composed of Italians and others
mutineers had entrenched themselves in the Quarantine
Fort, but the Governor had moved two regiments and
some artillery to the heights that command the fort, to
compel the mutineers to lay down their arms. It was
supposed they would soon be reduced to submission as
they were in want of provisions.
PERSIA.—A commercial treaty has been negotiated

with the United States, by which the latter obtains some
important privileges. An English account says, that the
treaty was concluded under the auspices of the Russian
mission, and its spirit is directed against England
CENTRAL AMERICA.—The Costa Rican army has

evacuated the Nicaraguan territory-, retreating by land
across the boundary. They shipped 300 wounded men
at San Juan del Sur. At the battle of Rivas, they suf-
fered a loss of 200 killed and 400 wounded. The preval-
ence of cholera in their army is .assigned as the reason of
the retreat. A brig with ammunition for Walker's armv
had arrived at Greytown, but the British ship Eurj-dice
would not allow the cargo to be landed.
UNITED STATES.—rAs DUpiite with Ey,gland.~A

message from the President, in relation to the Central
American question, has been sent to the Senate. It ap-
pears there has been no direct communication between
he two governments on the m.ain subject, since the Tenth
no. last. On the 24th of Fifth month. Secretary .Marcv
.ddressed a letter to the American Minister, G. M. Dallas',
n which, after again presenting some of the American
lews of the matter, he says, " You are instructed, there-

fore, to enter into a communication with her Majesty's
principal Secretary of Foreign Affairs, in relation to Cen-
tral America, in order to ascertain in the first place,
whether existing differences cannot be promptly ter'
minated by a direct negotiation, and if it cannot, then tc

discuss the conditions of arbitration of those points of
difference, as to which alone this method of settlement
seems requisite or applicable

;
it being assumed that the

other points of difference would after that yield as of
course to a conference between the Earl of 'Clarendon
and yourself, conducted in a spirit of cordkality and
frankness." Crampton, the British Minister at Washing-
ton, has been officially informed of the discontinuance of
' is official relations as Minister to the United States, and
his passports furnished him. The Consuls at Cincinnati,
New York, and Philadelphia, have .also been notified by
letter of the revocation of their exequators. The rea
for this proceeding are stated in a long despatch from
the Secretary of State to G. M. Dallas, under date of the
7th. Of the dismissed officials, it is said, "this course

had been deemed necessary on account of their unfitness
for the positions they hold, arising from the very
part they have taken in getting up and carrying out a
system of recruiting which has been attended '

merous infractions of our laws, which has disturbed our
internal tranquillity,and endangered our peaceful relations
to a nation with which this government is most anxious to
maintain cordial friendship and intimate commercial and
social intercourse." The kind and conciliatory spirit of the
last note from the British Government is duly acknow-
ledged, and the declarations contained in it, are admitted
to remove the ground of complaint as respects that go-
vernment. The tone of the whole communication, which
is a reply to Lord Clarendon's note, is respectful and
pacific.

Congress.—The Senate Committee in the case of the
Sumner outrage, reported as their conclusion, that, al-
though the assault was a violation of the privileges of
the Senate, it is not within their jurisdiction, and the
offence can only be punished by the House, of which
Brooks is a member. At the recommendation of the
Committee, the Senate adopted a resolution making com-
plaint to the House of Representatives. The report of

House Committee recommends the expulsion of
Brooks for his unmanly and disgraceful conduct ; it also
censures Keitt and Edmonson, members of the fl

for their connection with the affair. The minority of
the Committee prepared a report contending, there 'had
been no breach of the privilege of the House, which
therefore had no jurisdiction in the case. Senator Wil-
son, of Massachusetts, having spoken in the Senate of
the attack upon his colleague as brutal and cowardly, was

consequence challenged by Brooks. The cha'lienge
s declined, Wilson asserting that he used the lan-

guage complained of, because he at the time believed,
and now believes, it was strictly true and demanded by
the character of the assault upon Sumner. Strange

nications have passed between the French and Belgian jit may seem, this bold outrage is justified at the Soutii,

and several large meetings have been held, at wl
resolutions were adopted approving the conduct of
assailant. Senator Sumner has been dangerously m
consequence of his injuries. A petition has ii
sented to Congress from 75,000 citizens of Califon
asking the construction of a wagou road, from
point on tlie western boundary of Missouri to Califon
Ijy w,ay of Salt Lake. In the House, the Committee
Territories have reported a bill for the admissi.
Kansas, with tlie Topeka (free State) Constitution
Arasas.—The violence at Lawrence is thus descril

by a pro-slavery p.aper in that Territory. '-^'6
hi

just arrived from that notorious abolition hole. Lawren
On Wednesday evening, the 21st, about 500 men unc
the direction of the United States Marshal, asseinb
before the town, and demanded that the arms in La
rence be given up, and he be allowed to arrest tl

whom he had writs. They submitted to the demand a
unconditionally surrendered, giving up four pieces
cannon and some twentv Sharps' rifles. Before
Marshal dismissed the men, Sheriff Jones, though

1

lately shot by one of the cowardly traitors, in the da
ness of the night, appeared on hor'seback, and summoi
the whole company to assist him in making arrests s_
carrying out his orders. The whole affair was done in
order and according to law. The Sheriff atde abo
twenty arrests, and the Grand Jury of Douglas cons
h.aving declared the Fort or Big Rock Hotel and thet?
printing presses nuisances, the sheriff w-as legally 1

to destroy them. Thirty cannon shots were fired at tl
hotel, breaking it in many places, and then it was bnraj

The two presses were totally destroyed. The
were two or three abolitionists killed. Tw'o Southei
men are dangerously wounded by accident. Aftertl:
Southern men left Lawrence, the house belonging to th
vile traitor Robinson, was burnt, we have beei
This was contrary to orders, and meets with the coi
demnation of all the Southern men.' Accounts fropith
Free State party say that all the women and childre
had been sent away, previous to the entrance of i

Marshal's posse, ^nd that no resistance was attempted b>

the men remaining in the place. Every house was I

'

ken open under pretence of searching for arms, and be
sides much destruction of property, the pro-slavery i

who were mostly Missourians, indulged in a general s
and pillage of the town. A detachment of U. S. troop
was subsequently stationed in Lawrence. A despatcl
of the 30th from St. Louis states, "A letter to the Re
publican, from Independence, dated the 26lh, says tba
eight pro-slavery settlers of Pottawotamie Creek wepl
killed by a party of Free State men. The report sajJ
the deed was committed by an organized band, whoweni

ermined to wreak their vengea'nce upon the opponent>]
of their views. The other settlers on the creek had ask-,

ed Gov. Shannon for aid to protect themselves and theii'

property. All was quiet at Lawrence, Lecompton nnc:
Franklin. U. S. troops are stationed at each place, Dr
Root and Mr. Mitchell, of New Haven, were murdered l;
a posse, ten miles from Lawrence.'' The reported mur'-
der of eight pro-slavery settlers by Free State men, is

probably untrue, and has been set' afloat, with other al-

leged crimes, of the same party, to justify the reign ol

terror, which has been established by the "aid of the peo-
ple of Missouri, and under which it is expected Kansas
may be made a Slave State,

California.—Dates from San Francisco to Fifth montli,
5th, have been received. The supply and shipment ol

gold continues nearly uniform. In the railroad disastetl

on the Isthmus, 43 persons were killed, and 60 wounded.;
In Mariposa county, Cal., the Americans had murdered
twenty Mexicans and Chilians, the pretext being that an
.•American had been killed by the Chilians. The Ame-
ricans had ordered all the Chinese, Mexicans, Peruvians

^

nd Chilians out of the country. Accounts from Wash-^
agton Territory state that the Indians have been de-

feated several times.

Utah.—The Constitution of the State of Deseret was
ratified by the people in a Convention held at Salt Lake
City, on the 6th of Fourth mo. It is exceedingly brief, i

and contains nothing about slavery. It announces free i

toleration to all religions. A memorial was adopted,
|

asking admission into the Union, and two delegates were
|

appointed to present it to Congress. '

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 175, f

Kcu- York.—Mortality " last week, 287, which is theii

smallest number in any week for three rears past, li

MiE at Friends' Sadsbur Lancaster ,

county, on the 17th of Fourth month last, Joseph B.
Cooper and Edith P., dtiughter of Trueman and Juliann
Cooper.

PRSniFW^fF&^WALTOlV^
"

Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank, r
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Ann Dixon, of Staindrop.

DIER, TWELFTH MONTH, 2XD, 1854 ; AGED G4 TEARS.

Chis dear friend was the widow of Ralph Dixon,

Staindrop, a memoir of whom appeared in the

Qual Blonitor for last year. She was deprived

jaternal care when very young, and her mother

irudently uniting herself in marriage to a ser-

nt of the 31st regiment of foot, brought upon

self and children many trials and privations.

soldiers' wives and families accompanied the

imcnt in its various marches in England, Scot-

i, and Ireland, and also when it joined the army

Holland. The extreme suflerings of the British

liers during their campaign in that country, are

lutely described by Daniel Wheeler in his jour-

They were also with the regiment at Gibraltar,

the island of Minorca, and other parts of the

diterranean. Her step father was a very intem-

man, and mostly consumed his pay in in-

icating liquors, leaving his poor wife and children

)rovide for themselves by working for the officers

men. On the return of the regiment a second

to Ireland, she became acquainted with Ralph

)n, and was united to him in marriage. Through

she seems to have been mercifully preserved by a

d Providence. Her husband, referring to his

rriao'e in the memoranda he has left behind, and

aking of his wife, says, " She was a prudent and

ustrious young woman, and a better wife than I

erved, or had any reason to expect." They had

long been married before the regiment sailed from

I Cove of Cork, for actual service in Spain and

rtugal, and landed at Lisbon. She accompanied

husband during many a weary march in that

d, but the soldier's wives being found a great in-

nbrance, they returned to Lisbon, and were all

t back in a transport vessel to England. This

sel being sadly overcrowded, and without either

iter or medicine on board, many died during the

isage. Our dear friend did not escape from a

'ge share of both bodily and mental suifering dur^

I

this voyage, yet she was permitted to reach her

five land in safety, and joined her mother at

Wes, on the Isle of Wight, where she remained

the return of her wounded husband.

[A.nn Dixon never had the privilege of being at

i.ool ; by a little assistance from her mother she

s enabled to read the Scriptures, and acquired

art of writing from her husband, after they had

tied down at Staindrop, his native village. Her
tural abilities were good, and hev judgment sound,

notwithstanding the deficiency in her education. The
many hardships and great deliverances they had

experienced, gavebothto the mind of herself and hus-

band a serious turn, and through the pious influence

of his mother and brother who were jMethodists, they

were induced to attend the meetings of that body

and afterwards to unite with them in church fellow-

ship. She continued a member of the Wesleyan

society for some time after her husband left it. He,

knowing the integrity of her heart, did all in his

power to give her every opportunity not only of at-

tending their preachings, but also the class and

prayer meetings. Although she felt much love to

her mother and brother in-law, and many other

worthy Methodists, yet she became so dissatisfied

with their forms and modes of worship, that she

could no longer continue united with them, but re-

signed her membership and attended with her hus-

band the meetings of Friends. These meetings were

mostly held in silence, yet she expressed herself as

closely united in spirit to the living members with

whom she was now associated. Her husband took

great delight in reading to her the history of the so-

ciety, the journals, and other writings of Friends.

When he was engaged in his shop, as her older

children grew up around her, it was her practice

to assemble them in the evenings, and to encourage

them to read in their turns serious books, particu-

larly memoirsof deceased young persons, endeavour-

ing to impress upon their young minds the un-

certainty of life, and the necessity of preparation

for the solemn change, whenever it might overtake

them. The earnestness of these appeals, and the

precious feelings which accompanied them, remain

fresh in the remembrance of her oldest surviving

children. Several of her beloved offspring were

cut down in the vigour of youth. She bowed under

these chastenings with christian resignation, feeling

assured that, through adorable mercy, they had a

bright and blessed hope of a glorious immortalitjf.

The poverty and sufferings of her early hfe,

quickened ker sympathies for her poor and afflicted

neighbours, and sho seldom left her own house un-

less bent on errands of mercy; and assisted by her

husband, she often had the satisfaction of relieving

the wants and soothing the sufferings of those around

her.

She was naturally of a hasty temper, by giving

way to which she was often brought under con-

demnation, but Divine grace eventually triumphed

over all, and she became meek and gentle as a

lamb.

Tq adapt her expenditures to her husband's pe-

cuniary circumstances was her great anxiety. In

order that they might keep within their small in-

come she wrought with her own hands, and used

the greatest frugality in every department of her

domestic arrangements.

For several years before her death she suffered

from paroxysms of asthma, which prevented her

sleeping in the early part of the night; during these

long waking hours when all were at rest but her.

self, she felt her chief consolation in perusing the

sacred page. She loved especially to read the book

of Psalms,—the penitential, trustful, and joyous

language of the Shepherd King, was doubtless often

applicable to her own condition, and produced in

her mind those devotional feelings which she wished

above all to cherish.

A ministering Friend from a distance in a family

visit, having been brought into a feeling of her con-

dition, gave her great comfort. She often dwelt on

the encouraging language of the Psalmist which he

had revived, "Yea, though I walk through the

valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil

for thou art with me ; thy rod and thy staff they

comfort me."

She felt the loss of her beloved husband, keenly,

and though for sometime after, rather better than

usual, she seemed impressed with the belief that she

should soon follow him, and in all her engagements

kept this in view. In the latter end of Eleventh

month, she took a cold, which so much aggravated

her old complaint, that it was evident she could not

long survive the shock. Her son, from a distance,

had been sent for to see his sister, who was suffer-

ing from severe indisposition. On his arrival he

was pleased to find her better ; but sorry to observe

his dear mother in extreme suffering. She told him

that she felt her end very near, and that it was her-

self whom he had come to see for the last time. She

afterward informed her children how she had en-

deavoured to act up to what sho saw to be right

according to her small measure ; although in many
things she felt she had come far short, yet she be-

lieved that, through the mercy of God in Christ

Jesus her Saviour, her sins were blotted out, reviv-

ing the language of the prophet,
—

" Though your

sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow

;

though they be red like crimson, they shall be as

wool." She requested her son who was sitting with

her, to read a psalm ; at the language, " This poor

man cried and the Lord heard him, and saved him

out of aU his troubles. The angel of the Lord en-

campeth round about them that fear him, and de-

hvereth them," she could no longer restrain her feel-

ings, but exclaimed, "How true! what consola-

tion." ;

One of her children asking forgiveness for any

unkindness she might have shown towards her, she

replied, "How oan I expect to be forgiven, if I do

not forgive."

The evening before she died, her breathing be-

came extremely laborious, and it was evident to

her mournful children, that she was fast sinking.

Her invalid daughter was now carried in to see her.

She took little notice of her when she first entered;

on being asked if she knew her, she replied, "0
yes, I know thee." To her inquiry if she felt happy,

she said, "I do, I am going to glory." Upon her

daughter's comforting her with the assurance that she

would soon join her dear father in heaven, she grasp-

ed her hand and replied, " Happy in glory I may
we all meet there ! farewell ! farewell." A messenger

had been sent for her youngest son, and she in-

quired once or twice if he had arrived, About nine

o'clock she again bid her sorrowing family farewell.

The name of Jesus was distinctly heard flowing in

soft whispers from her parched lips, About ten

o'clock her spirit seemed to have passed beyond the

border land. She mentioned distinctly the names

of her two deceased daughters and daughter-in-law,

" I see them," she said, " in heaven ; they are wait-

ing for me." Shortly after, " I see them all," mean.
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ing no doubt her dear husband and those that had
gone before her. Prayer was now raised that
her Saviour would be graciously pleased to be with
her in passing through the valley of the shadow of
death, and land her safely on Jordan's banks.
About eleven o'clock, her purified spirit quitted its

tenement of clay, it is consolingly believed for the
bosom of her Saviour, to join those beloved ones in

heaven, and to unite with them in songs of endless
praise.

Paris Correspoudcucc.

Paris, May loth.

Among the most remarkable of the numerous
dissertations to which the present high price of food

in France has given rise, is a paper drawn up by
Dr. Londe, member of the Imperial Academy of
Medicine of this city. Dr. Londe enters upon his

subject by laying it down as a fundamental principle

in the philosophy of diet, that the use of fresh meat,
daily, is necessary to the health of the working
classes, although he admits that persons leading a
comparatively idle life may do very well on fish,

poultry, iind other lighter forms of nourishment.
In support of his opinion that a liberal supply of

meat is indispensable to the vigour of the labourer,

he cites the experience (frequently cited on the
same subject) of an English company that estab-

lished some iron works at Charenton, in the neigh-
bourhood of this city, in 1 825. The labour required
in carrpng on these works called for an outlay of
physical strength to which the French labourers
were utterly unequal, and it was found necessary
to discharge them all, and to bring over a band of
English labourers in their place. At length it oc-

curred to the manager that the comparative want
of strength of the French workmen might very pos-
sibly proceed from the insufiicieney of the diet habi-
tual among the working population of this country
He therefore made arrangements for supplying a
certain number of them with the same rations of

fresh meat as were- allowed to the English work-
men. Six months after this change of diet, the
nimble little Frenchmen were perfectly able to re-

place their heavier built English rivals.

In 1841, the Rouen Railway Company having

tendant on the importation of foreign cattle pre-
cludes the possibility of any considerable reduction
in the price of meat being effected in this manner

;

and, 3d, that the habitual use of salted meat is

prejudicial to health. He therefore, urges, as the
only means of procuring promptly, and at low cost,

the supply of meat required to bring the consump-
tion of this important article of food to a level with
the needs of the population, the importation, from
America, Australia and Russia, of large quantities

of meat carefully prepared and preserved in the
manner so successfully practised by the Company
of Conservation in Algeria, by which means all the
markets of Europe might be supplied with an
abundance of the finest and most healthy meat, as

fresh and succulent as when first slaughtered, and
at a vastly lower figure than could be afforded by
the French grazier or importer.

Dr. Londe, who was one of some thirty Individ

uals—chemists, physicians, butchers and cooks

—

invited by the Society of Conservation to be present
on the 1 3th of last January, at the opening of a
quantity of their preserved meats, prepared several

months before at Constantine, Tangiers, and other
points of Algeria, declares that the legs of mutton
joints of beef, &c., opened by him and his col-

leagues, on this occasion, and examined, cooked
and eaten by them on the spot, were precisely simi-

lar, in point of appearance, texture, odour, and
taste, to the same meat when brought fresh from
the butchers.

The process of preserving, as practised by the
society in question, is exceedingly simple.

The animal having been MUed and
usual, the bones and tendons are taken out from
the various joints ; the meat, thus prepared, is car-

ried to the preserving room, where a brick fiirnace.
- heated by coal, is surmounted by a vast boiler full

of water at boiling point. In this boiler stands an
earthen vessel full of gelatine, which is kept, by
the action of the boiling water in which it is placed,
at a temperature of 80 degrees Reaumer. Each
piece of meat, attached to a wire, is plunged into

the gelatine, and left in it for the space of six mi-
nutes, when it is withdrawn, and immediately hung
by the wire to the rafters of a great drying shed, con

conceded the making of their line to English en- tiguous to the kitchen. After hanging here for two
gineers, the latter brought over a band of English days, to dry, the pieces of meat thut coated with

gelatine are taken down and plunged for a few
seconds into a solution of tannin, (about 20 grains
to a gallon of water,) and arc then hung up again
as before. At the end of from 20 to 85 days,°the
gelatine is dry, and the joints thus " enrobed" are
ready for storage or for transportation.

The packing of meat thus prepared requires
care ; for, should it be exposed to friction against a

rough surface, nails, or anything capable of tearing
the coating of gelatine in which each piece is en"^

robed, the access thus afforded to the air would
cause the meat to spoil in the course of a few days.
In order to avoid this danger, the director of the
company has ordered the meat thus prepared to

be packed between thick layers qf two small species
of rushes, (the varcc and the aljiha,) indigenous to

the country ; which rushes, not only guarantee the
pieces of meat most effectually against friction, but
furnish a cheap and excellent stuffing for under
mattresses, on their arrival in France,

Dr. Londe states that he opened a mutton chop,
enrobed at Grenelle, near Paris, on the first of
February, 1 855, in presence of Professor Paggiale,
and sent to him by that distinguished chemist.
This chop, opened and cooked March 24th, 1856,
by the learned Doctor, was found to be, in all

respects, as savory, succulent and nutritious as
freshly killed meat. " It is to be observed," re-

marks Dr. Londe, " that the gelatinous envelope of

labourers, who performed one-third more work
daily than could be got out of the French labourers.
The latter were put upon a meat diet, similar to

that of the English workmen, and in a short
time, were able to accomplish the same amount of
labour.

The superior strength of the negroes of Louisi-
ana and Georgia, who eat meat once or t^vice a day,
over the same class in the West Indies, who eat
little or none, is cited by Dr. Londe as an addition-
al proof of the physical strength resulting from the
use of a certain proportion of meat in the human
diet. Having thus demonstrated the importance of
this aliment, and shown that, in France, as in Bel-
gi.nm, the supplyof meat is altogether inadequate,
in point of quantity, to the necessities of the popu-
lation, while its price is so high as to place it beyond
the reach of the working-classes. Dr. Londe pro-
ceeds to examine the various methods which have
been proposed with a view to remedying these in-

conveniences, viz : the development of the grazing
interest in France, the importation of foreign cattle,

and the importation of salted meats.
Having passed these methods in review, the

Doctor concludes, 1st, that the increase of the
grazing department, though of the highest import-
ance to the future prosperity of the country, is too
slow a process to suffice for the supply of so im-
minent and pressing a need 3 2d, that the cost at-

this chop had not undergone the slightest abras
or alteration. The same fact is to be obsen
with regard to a leg of mutton and several otl

pieces of mutton and beef which I have had hai

ing for upwards of a year in a room in my hen
where a fire is kept up every day, and whicL

i

amined a short time ago by myself, in compa
with M. Figuier, of the Presse, proved to be i

state of the most perfect preservation. The sue

of the new method of preparation, therefore, s

pears to us complete ; and it only remains to multjj

establishments of conservation on those points of (

globe where meat is obtainable at a low price

order to secure an abundant supply of this article!

food for consumption in those where it is deficie

And such an enterprise, though set on foot up
a purely industrial basis, and with a view mere
to the reahzation of pecuniary profit for its founde;

would be none the less a most important agent

ameliorating the physical and social condition

the labouring classes, which constitute so large

portion of the human family."

The certainty of profit resulting from such

speculation, might render this simple and effectu

method of turning to account the superabunda
animal riches of the New World, not unworthy
the attention of enterprising capitalists on your ai

of the water.

The recent discovery by M. Lalement, a denti

of this city, of a method of rendering gelatine

once elastic and unputrescible by melting with

its own weight of glycerine, and boiling the mixta,

in a vessel placed in a boiler full of water until tl

air is entirely expelled, will probably be found 1

ful in the preparation of meat, as just described

the putreseibiUty of the gelatine—itself entirely i

animal substance—having excited some doubt 1

its adaptability to this mode of conservation.

The curious substance produced by M. Lalemei
being poured into moulds, or formed into

upon a marble slab, is well adapted for printin

and galvonoplastic purposes ; also for the prodn
tion of statuettes and other objects in relief; ft

the preservation of the natural teeth, employed b

dentists, which are apt to become brittle when pn
served in spirits of wine, bran, or linseed meal

also for the manufacture of artificial anatomici

preparations, imitating exactly the colour and ela;

ticity of the various muscles, tendons, &c., of tl

hiunan body.

—

North American.
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111 Natural Barometer.—They have in Germany
almall green frog, termed by them the " leaf frog,"

«ich, when caught, is placed in a glass jar part-

I'fillcfl with water, and steps erected on which the

IJ'c chap sits. If the weather is to be clear and

ti-, \w reclines on the upper step ; but if a storm

iMpproHching he goes down part way, and if the

<iiii is to be a severe one, he goes to the bottom.

1 is seldom more than an inch or an inch and a

h t' long, and his rations consist of one fly per

!
For "Tho Friend."

[t is pleasing to meet with e\'idenees of what the

11 uciiro of religion will effect, in those whose means

t;
piri\ iiling for their dependent children are small,

bli'ailiiig them to the industrious application of

;| pi.wiTS jvhich they possess to fulfil their paren-

\- ilutiis. Prom the biography of Mary Lyon, an

1 rurtrcss in several seminaries in New England,

\\ tak.' the brief account which she gave of her be-

lied mother, and her management of tho little farm

lir her father's death. It brings to mind the cha-

r ter of the virtuous woman, whose " price is far

B)ve rubies." "Strength and honour are her

[;hing, and she shall rejoice in time to come.

[ i openeth her mouth with wisdom, and in her

I
oue is the law of kindness. She looketh well to

! ways of her household, and eateth not the bread

[idleness. Her children arise and call herbless-

\ ;
her husband also and he praiseth her."

' The parents resided in Buckland, Mass., and,

llugh in comfortable circumstances, were not

ong the rich of this world. With industry and

ijnomy, they were enabled to meet all the necessary

of their rising family. A small farm, that

Ids a competence to such a family when tilled by

dicious father, and its avails managed by a fru-

mother, will, when divided, give but a small

I'tion to each of the children. On the death of

it father, in 1802, at the age of forty-five, they

re left to depend mostly on their own exertions,

t this loved and rock-bound farm was for a while

5t together, by the superintendence and frugality

the mother, the only son being then but thirteen

irs of age. Let us learff their situation from

iry's own words, written in 1843. After speak-

' of a want of correspondence between the dress

d contributions of a vridow and her daughter,

10 were supported by the widow's needle, she says,

! was strongly reminded by contrast of another

dow, whom I knew and loved forty years ago,

d of her ' mountain home.' She was not rich in

! treasures of earth. Her little farm was surely

t more to her, in providing for her seveti, than

,s that skilful needle in providing for the oue.

it want, at that ' mountain home,' was made to

dk so fairly and so gracefully within that circle

limited means, that there was always room enough

d to spare for a more restricted neighbour. I

n now see that loved widow, just as I did in the

ys of my childhood. She is less than forty years

age, and her complexion is as fair and her fore-

ad as noble and lofty as on her bridal day. Now,

p is in that sweet garden which needs only to be

pn to be loved. Now, she is surveying the work

I the hired man and her young son on that wild

mantic farm ; made one would think, more to

xst the soul than to feed the body. But almost

ways she was to be found busy, both early and

te, amid her household cares, aud in the culture of

e olive plants around her table. In that domain,

ithing was left to take its own way. Every thing

is made to yield to her faithful and diligent hand.

1
was no mistake of that good hearted neighbour,

ho came in one day, begging the privilege of set-

,ig a plant of rare virtue in a corner of her garden

because, as he said, it would never die. The roses

and the pinks, and the peonies, those old fashioned

flowers, which keep time with Old Hundred, could

no where grow so fresh and so sweet as in that little

garden. No where else have I ever seen wild straw-

berries in such prolusion and richness as were

gathered near by. Never were rare-ripes so large

and so yellow, and never were peaches so delicious

and so fair, as grew on the trees of that favoured

farm. The apples, too, contrived to ripen before

all others, so as to meet in sweet fellow.ship with

peaches and plums, to entertain the aunts and cou-

sins.

"I can now see that 'mountain home,' with its

sweet rivulet, finding its way among rocks and clifls,

and hillocks, and deep craggy dells. There, just

beyond the precincts of the family domain was the

top of the hill, crowned by its high, rolling rock, ever

inviting the enterprise of each aspiring heart. Every
one was amply repaid who would climb that steep

hill, and ascend that high rock. There might be

seen the far off mountains, in all their grandeur, and
the deep valleys and widely extended plains; and
more than all, that village below, containing only

a few white houses, butmore than some young eyes had
previously seen. But sweetest of all, the length of

a mile or more to the village church, was that wild,

winding way traversed by that orderly group, while

the famOy pony gave the mother her horseback ride.

Then too, in winter, was that sleigh, packed so snugly

and gliding so gently over the same winding way,

to that same small church.
" At that ' mountain home,' every want was

promptly and abundantly met by the bounties of

summer and the pro^ndent care for winter. The
autumnal stores, so nicely sorted and arranged,

always travelled hand in hand through the long

winter, like the barrel of meal and cruse of oil.

The apples came out fresh in the spring, and the

maple sugar, that most important grocery of the

neighbourhood, was never known to fail before the

warm sun, on the sparkling snow, gave delightful

indication that sugar days were near. When
gathered round that simple table, no one desired a

richer supply than was furnished by the hand of

that dear mother. The simple school day dress,

too, so neat and so clean, and amply sufiicient in

the view of those young minds, should not be for-

gotten ; while the rare gift of the Sunday suit,

kept expressly for the occasion, formed an import-

ant era in the life of the possessor, and was remem-
bered with grateful smiles for many days after-

wards. The children of that household, thus abun-

dantly supplied, never thought of being dependent

or depressed. They felt that their father had laid

up for them a rich store in grateful hearts, and
among the treasures which will never decay ; and
that their mother, who was considered in all that

neighbourhood a sort of presiding angel of good
works, was continually adding to these stores. I

can now remember just the appearance of that

neighbour, who had a numerous household to clothe,

as she said one day, ' How is it that the widow can
do more for me than any one else V

'^ But I remember the sorrows as well as the joys

and the labours, of that loved widow, that dearest

friend of my young heart. On the 21st of last

December, about noon, the days of forty long years

were just numbered and finished, since death came
to that ' mountain home,' and took away that affec-

tionate husband, that kindest of fathers. The dy-

ing scene, in that retired ' north room,' I can never

forget. How mournful was the contrast between
the clear mid-day sun, and those sorrowing hearts,

those bursting sighs, and tho.se flowing tears

!

Those last faltering words, ' My dear children,

—

and what shall I say to you, my children ?—God

bless you, my children,' have not yet died away on

my ear. Then came the funeral, which gathered

all the neighbourhood around that mourning circle.

Gently was it whispered by one and other, ' We
have all lost a friend ; the peace-maker is gone.'

How deep were those weeds of mourning, shrouding

that family ! Even the plaintive tones of the little

one, but just able to lisp her father's name, were

oft and long repeated by kind-hearted neighbours.

Then came thsrt first cold winter of widowhood.

How mournfully did the cheerful fire blaze on the

domestic hearth, as we gathered around that

bereaved family altar ! What child of that house-

hold could ever forget those extraordinary prayers

of the sorrowing mother offered up day by day, for

the salvation of her fatherless children? Before that

mourning day came, the eldest while yet a chQd,

professed to love the God of her fathers. As the

remaining six were gathered in, one by one, and all

before they had pas.sed the years of their youth,

the mother failed not to refer to her prayers, dur-

ing that first winter of her widowhood. But the

mother is gone, and most of the seven are gone.

Together they are gathered to their peaceM
rest."

Were a deep, heartfelt concern and prayer for

the everlasting welfare of their children, experienced

by parents universally, instead of seeking their ex-

altation in the world, what an effect would it pro-

duce on the morals and character of the rising

generation. And were persons with slender means
actuated by a conscientious impulse, to exert them-

selves for the proper sustenance and bringing up of

those dependent upon them, their children would

rarely be exposed to want, and dignity and habits of

industry would be the results of such education.

The Resurrection Flower.

Among the curiosities of the floral kingdom, none

is more truly extraordinary than that which is

termed the resurrection flower, a specimen of which

has been recently brought to this country, from the

East, by Dr. I. Deck. From Professor Torrey we
learn that, although the flower is very rare indeed,

everywhere, and has been but seldom seen in this

country, yet Bishop Wainwright procured two while

he was travelling in Egypt, and Dr. Torrey him-

self possesses a specimen. The history of the

flower possessed by Dr. Deck he states as follows

:

" More than eight years ago, while on a professional

engagement in exploring some lost emerald and
copper mines in Upper Egypt, he was of medical

service to an Arab, who, in return, presented him a

stem, on which were two seemingly dried up seed

vessels of some plant. He was assured, many-

years previously the treasure had been taken from

an Egyptian mummy, a female high-priestess, and
was esteemed a great rarity, as few had been ob-

tained in the last century. The Doctor was further

informed that, if properly cared for, the flower

would never decay. Of the truth of its being dis-

covered on the breast of an Egyptian priestess,

there are many doubts, for the Arabs are prover-

bial for exaggeration ; but that it will, compara-
tively speaking, never decay, if properly cared for,

seems to be confirmed by the extraordfhary fact

that, for more than eight years, it has accompanied
Dr. Deck in all his wanderings, has been displayed

and expanded to the gaze of the curious more than
a thousand times without any diminution of its ex-

traordinary properties, has been examined by some
of the most eminent philosophers and travellers of

this country and of Europe, and as yet no po.sitive

position has been assigned to it in the botanical

kingdom. Baron Humboldt, to whom Dr. Deck
presented the twin flower, acknowledges that, in his

extensive travels in all parts of the world, he had
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met with nothing like it in the vegetable kingdom,

and nothing so truly wonderful.

Its origin, its location, and the plant bearing it,

are entirely involved in mystery. The attractive

oriental tale of its being found embalmed is rejected,

because no similar flowerhas been found by those who
have had the most experience in unrolling the an-

cient dead, and also because there has never been

discovered anything bearing the remotest resem-

blance to it, upon Egyptian sculptures. Those who
are conversant with the wonderful features of the

Egj-ptian religion and priestcraft, know how quick-

ly everything was seized upon and deified which

could be made symbolical of their tenets, and were

thus transmitted to posterity figured as hierogly-

phics ; and it is but natural to presume that this

simple flower, with its brilliant halo, so typical of

glory and resurrection, would have ranked high in

their mythology.

On examining the flower in its unexpanded state,

it resembles, both in shape and colour, a dried

poppy-head with the stem attached. Upon being

immersed a moment or two in a glass of water, and

set upright in the neck of a small vial, in a few

moments the upper petals began to burst open,

gradually, yet visible to the eye ; they continued

to expand until, throwing themselves back in equi-

distant order, there was presented a beautiful

radiated starry flower, somewhat resembling both

the passion-flower and the sun-flower, and yet more

splendid than either. The unfolding still continued

until the petals bcitt backward over what might be

termed the base of the flower, presenting, in bold

relief in its centre, its rosette of the most exquisite

form and ornamentation, and thus assuming a new
charm, entirely eclipsing what a moment before

seemed its absolute perfection. The drawings were

made at the moment when the flower presented the

phases illustrated ; but language and artistic skill

can but feebly portray this extraordinary specimen

of the floral kingdom. Afler remaining open for

an hour or more, the moisture gradually dissipates

itself, and the fibres of the flower contract as gra-

dually as they expanded, and it reassumes its ori-

ginal appearance, ready to be unfolded again by
the same simple process, the number of times seem-

ing to be only limited by the will of the posses-

Dr. Deck suggests that the flower is a native of

the Holy Land, and is a ty])e or variety of the

long-lost Rose of Jericho, called also the " Rose of

Sharon," and the " Star of Bethlehem," and highly

venerated for its rarity and peculiar properties by
the pilgrims and Crusaders, and eagerly sought

after by them as a priceless emblem of their zeal

and pilgi-image, and worn on their escutcheons in

a similar manner as the scollop-shell and palm
branch. This idea is strengthened by the fact, that

the resemblances of the flower, both opened and

closed, are sculptured upon tombs of two of the

Crusaders buried in the Temple Church of London,

and also in the cathedrals of Bayeux and Rouen in

Normandy, where some of the most illustrious

Crusaders are interred.

Its botanical position is diflScult to assign, as it

presents^me peculiarities of the highest and low

est classes. The opinion most sanctioned is, that

the flower is the pericarp or seed vessel of the

plant, that it grows in desert or sandy places, and
falls in due course of existence from the parent

stem. Retaining its seed in an arid soil and atmo-

sphere, it is for months and years wafted about by
the wind, but from lack of moisture keeping closed.

Eventually it falls upon some damp spot, near

some well or oasis, when it opens, deposits its seed,

and thus, by a most exquisite adaptation of means
to an end, exhibited in this beautiful phenomenon

of nature, the work of reproduction is commenced
and concluded.

—

Harpers Maga:ine.

For "The Friciia."

BIOGEAPHICAl SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned mem-
bers of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 309.)

JOHN COOPER.

John Cooper, the son of William and Margaret
Cooper, of " Pine Point," West Jersey, was born
there in the year 1683. A child of pious parents,

who sought for ability from the Lord, rightly to

direct their household, he grew up in comparative

innocency, and being favoured svith the merciful

visitations of Divine love, and submitting thereto,

the work of grace perfected the work which chris-

tian education began.

In the year 1711 or 1712, he married Ann
Clark, the daughter of Benjamin Clark, once the

pubhsher of Friends' books in London, who, in

1685, brought a stock of books and stationery with

him to America, and established himself at Perth

Amboy. An account now before me states, that

at the time of the marriage of their daughter to

John Cooper, Benjamin Clark and Ann his wife

resided on the Raritan, probably where they ori-

ginally settled.

John, as h'e advanced in years, became a useful

member of religious Society, and, whilst compara-

tively young, was appointed- to the station of an

elder, for which his religious experience and a divine

gift had cjualified him.

In a short account issued concerning him by
Gloucester and Salem Quarterly Meeting, held at

Haddonficld, in 1759, and .signed by his son David,

the following clear testimony is borne. " He was
often concerned for the well ordering of the church

in its several branches, careful to demean himself,

as became an humble follower of the Lamb, show-

ing it clearly by his good example among mankind
in general, and in a particular manner before his

own family, which at this time is in a Hvely man-
ner in the minds of some of his ofispring, notwith-

standing they were young in years when it pleased

God to take him from them. He departed this

life the 22d day of the Ninth month, 1730, in the

48th year of his age."

GEORGE CLOUGH.

George Clough, of the Falls Meeting, was one of

the first elders appointed in Bucks county. He
was a man, had the esteem of his neighboui-s and

Friends, and closed a useful life on the 23d of the

First month, 1731.

JOSIAH FEARX.

Among the first settlers of Darby, were a num-
ber of valuable Friends, who came from Derby-

shire, England. One of these was Joshua Fearn,

a minister of the gospel of Christ. Of this valuable

Friend, but little information has come down to us.

He was twice elected as a member of the Assembly
of the Province before 1690, and he was one of the

ministering Friends, who signed the testimony

against Keith, in the year 1692, after which we
lose sight of him.

Josiah Fearn, son of the above Friend, was one of

the most substantial amongst the members of Darby
Monthly 3Ieeting. He married Sarah, daughter of

that ancient and honourable minister, John Bluns-

ton, and they were concerned to order their house-

hold, in the fear of the Lord. The Lord blessed

their labours in this respect, and some of their

children, we know, laid down their heads in peace

with the Lord, and in an humble assurance of
j

blessed immortality.

When Darby Monthly Bleeting began to appo:

elders, he was one of those selected for that stati(

having no doubt given evidence of meetness for 1

service. His friends say, he " was a man zealo

for good order in the church, and exemplary
plainness, both of speech and apparel." His ('

cease took place on the 27th of the Fu-st moi
1731.

JOHN TILTON.

John Tilton, of Shrewsbury, East Jersey, ^

the son of John Tilton and Mary his wife, ti

were early con^Tuced of the Truth at Graveser

in Long Island, and suflfered much persecution 1

their faithfulness thereto. John Tilton, the fatlu

was one of the original purchasers of land abo

Shrewsbury, and there his son John settled,

child of believing parents, brought up amongst tho

who hazarded all they were worth, yea, hfe itge

in the path of duty, the son also learned to es

all earthly enjoyments and possessions as not wortl

to be put in competition of the reward vouchsaf

for obedience to the Lord's reqmrings. B
appointed an elder, and manifested by faithfiilne

and spiritual mindedness, that he had witnessed t

baptisms, which purify the heart—the washing

regeneration and renewing of the Holy Ghost,—a)

was following the footsteps of his pious paren

from heartfelt conviction, and not from imitatioa

His friends say, he was " a religious elder, cai

ful to attend our meetings for worship jnd disij

pline, and was concerned to promote good order
,

the church. He was well beloved and esteemec

His death took place in the Sixth month, 1731,

ROWLAND ELLIS.

Rowland EUis was born near DologeUy, in M
rionethshire. North Wales, in the year 1650. E
place of abode was on his paternal estate, call.i

Brin-maur. Soon after he was of age, he marrii!

a young woman of some" wealth and distincti'

near by, who was soon taken from him, leaving hi

a child, Ann, who, by her mother's death, becai^

heiress to consideratfc estate. About the twent

'

second year of his age, he was convinced of t

Truth as held by the people called Quakers, ai

receiving it in the love of it, he walked with fait

fulness therein. He now married again. Ilis

;

cond wife appears to have been Margaret Humphrt
by whom he had several children. She was of

family, who had already become members amonj '

Friends. He was soon called to sufier in suppc'

of his princiiJes. In the year 1676, he was ii

prisoned with others on the charge of not resortii

to the " parish church" so called, and on the 6th f

the Sixth month, the prisoners were brought befol

the judges at Baala. These did not proceed

try them on the indictment, but tendered th^ 1

1

oaths of allegiance and supremacy. These th'

could 'not take for conscience' sake, seeing that i

whom they were bound above all to obey, h:

charged his flock " Swear not at all." On decli

ing to take them, one of the judges irritated out

all decency, at the chri.^tian firmness of the prise i

ers, declared that " if they did refuse the oath

second time, they should be proceeded against

traitors, the men be hanged and quartered, and t^

women burned." On the 1st of the Seventh moni'

they were brought again before the justices, ai

the oaths again tendered to them. The prisont

made a solemn declaration of their allegiance

the king, and abhorrence of popery ; but as th

declined to violate their consciences, they were i

manded to close imprisonment, to be kept as tVk

and traitors. Winter came on, and during t
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frost, they wore not allowed the benefit of a

fire-place. The gaoler would probably have

id them more kindly, but he was in awe of

[arson of Dologelly in which place the Friends

onfined, who would have complained to the

of any favour shown the prisoners. Edward
one of them, a man above sixty years of age,

to bear such suffering as fell to their lot, during

verity of the cold, perished under it ; dying

the extremity of the frost.

' long the rest of the Friends were imprison-

e do not know. Kowland, after his eularge-

[ continued faithfijl to his inward guide, and

ling in grace and religious experience, a dis-

tion of gospel ministry was committed to him.

Pennsylvania was conveyed to Pcnn, he felt

to the now country, and sent thither Thomas
and family to make a settlement. His own

to remove was not yet clear, his master having

,er service for him in Wales. Friends being

nt in suffering in support of their principles,

honest neighbours taking note of their inno-

tfcourage and steadfastness, began to feel kindly

rds thim, and under the powerful influence of

l^ar feeling, even the cruel intentions of perse-

i
:s began to relax. In 1C8.5, the Yearly Meet-

\ )f Wales addressed the following weighty epis-

3 the Yearly Meeting at London

:

Dear Friends and Brethren,—We dearly salute

) with the salutation of life and salvation, which

s time the Lord hath visited us withal. He
manifested his life and power unto us, and

t ng us, to the great comfort and satisfaction of

1 souls, who arc made living witnesses of hir

;ies and goodness, which endure from genera

to generation. Unto us who are gathered by

aowerful arm of salvation, it is revealed in thi

ir ao-e of the world. Blessed and praised be

oly name for ever, for he hath not left himself

lOUt a witness, in all ages and generations. We
you, who are called in this latter age to bear

iss to his great name and blessed Truth, let

ear it patiently, faithfully and truly in this our

jration, that those who are yet unborn, may see

that we are a people gathered and chosen

ihe Lord to place his name and fear in. That

i|he pure fear of the liwng God, we all may
11 together in love and unitj', out of all variance

discord of what nature soever, that [others]

I know that we are his disciples, and followers

:he Lamb Christ Jesus, who is our teacher and

ructor. God grant that we may all more and

•e learn of him, and be as so many Calebs and

huas, that may follow him fully and faithfully

he trying days, which are corns to try the sons

I daughters of men, and to shake the sandy

adation of the hypocritical generation, that are

built upon that foundation that our God hath

ady laid ; which foundation standeth sure.

jy that keep upon this foundation, they will stand,

ugh the winds blow, the storms arise, and the

ids beat. The God of Jacob hath ordained their

Iding to stand, the gates of hell shall not prevail

linst it. Blessed for ever be the name of our God
t he hath made us acquainted with this founda-

and preserves his people on it.

Dear Friends and Brethren, we are sensible of

self to our neighbours. They are slow to lay vio-

lent hands upon us. We are in love and unity

together, condescending one to another in love.

Dark and foul spirits are shut out from among us.

For these his great mercies, we, in humility of mind,

return thanks, praises, honours and glory to his

great name, who is worthy of it from us and all

his people, now and for ever."

From our Yearly Meeting, near

Dologelly, the 2d of the .Seeond mo., 108,5.

(To bi- rolitimicd.)

For "The Friend."

Wliich is Greater?

In our walk along the crowded highways of life.

we often make mis-steps of greater or less danger.

Sometimes we may only trip our foot—or we may
break a bone, or we may meet with accidents that

all the care and doctoring of a life-time will never

cure, the consccjuences of which we bear about with

us, a constant reminder of our heedlessness. But

would any of us think of regretting as much a

flesh-bruise as a broken bone, or a joint dislocated

as a fractured skull or injured spine? Or, admit-

ting some unaccountably careless adventurer should

in successive accidents lose eyes and limbs, would

we not think he had lost his senses, too, if he should,

unmindful of these, mourn aloud and refuse to be

comforted, because of a briar-scratch on his face

Alas, poor human nature ! Of what Lethean

waters art thou drinking? This life-beating body

of such exquisite workmanship, is only the casket

for a little day's keeping of a priceless jewel, and

its disasters are of eternal import

!

Quite recently I was conversing with a friend,

who seemed ill at ease, and finally, after relating the

cause of his disquietude, he added, " I do not know

when I have done anything I regretted so much."

It was no injury done to any he lamented, no false

act he deplored, no si/i of thought, word, or deed

;

it was simply a breach of customary politeness

attributable rather to circumstances than to neglect.

And yet he knew not when he had done anything

he regretted so much !" Ah ! what he regretted

was a mere scratch, to the disfigurements he had

to mourn ! But perhaps the consequences

might be serious? Far from it. The utmost ill

resulting from this thing so deplored would be, a

few of his fellow-men might deem him lacking in

courtesy; and yet daily, hourly he can challenge

the anger and vengeance of his and their Creator

with less regret ! Alas, of what fool-hardiness are

wc guilty, seeking the good-will of our follow

worms, and regarding little the favour of Him, who

holdeth our lives and possessions, our times and

happiness in his hands. We sorrow over what will

lessen us in their esteem, and heed not the thoughts

of the heart—the anger, and malice and covetous-

ness which make us vile in the eyes of Him, who

soarcheth all hearts. We seek the love of friends

to administer to our necessities, add to our enjoy-

ments, and comfort us in adversity, yet we slight

the offers of Love Supreme,

"Who sees all.sufferings, comprehends all wants,

All weakness fathoms, can supply all needs."

than the Creator? If any say they do not
]

to be religious, they confess their guilt rathei^than

defend their innocence. Hypocrisy is worthy of all

condemnation, but what is the Jirst and greatest

commandite/it ? Let him who makes no effort,

craves no assistance to keep t/iatj feel that all other

charges fall short of his giiilt ! Let him make this

effort, crave the merciful, ever-ready assistance, and

he will find how strong, and how dark a hold, un-

suspected evil has had in his heart. He will learn

patience under mis-construction, reproach, injustice

and persecution, for He whom he aimeth to please,

judgeth righteously, and his peace and happiness

are not dependent upon the good will of man. The

more unwaveringly his eye is fixed upon the Sun of

righteousness the less he will notice the shadows

that cross his pathway, and the motes that float

in the air. Let him begin by earnestly following

the leading of duty, and he will gather in his ever

onward course, Hope, and Joy and Love, "full mea-

sure, pressed down, and shaken together, and run-

ning over," and at the end thereof there awaitcth

him a crown of reioicing " that fadeth not away."

Pa. Y.S.E.

Backbiting.—The longer I live, the more I feel

the importance of adhering to the following rules,

which I have laid down for myself in relation to

such matters.

1st, To hear as little as possible what is to the

prejudice of others.

ad. To believe nothing of the kind until I am
absolutely forced to it.

3d. Neverto drink intothe spiritof one who circu-

lates an ill report.

4th. Always to moderate, as far as I can, the

uukindness which is expressed towards others.

5th. Always to believe that if the other side were

heard, a very different account would be given of

he matter.

—

diaries Simeo?i.

The Asteroids of our planetary system now num-

ber thirty-nine. The first, Ceres, was discovered

in the year 1801, by Piazzi, at the Observatory of

Palermo; the second Pallas, in 1802, by Olbers,

at Bremen ; the third, Juno, in 1804, by Harding,

at Lillienthal; the fourth, Vesta, in 1807, by Ol-

bers, at Bremen; the fifth, Astraea, in 1845, by

Hencke, at Dresden; the sixth, Hebe, in 1847, at

Dresden, by Hencke; the seventh, Iris, in 1847, by

Hind, at London; the eighth, Flora, in 1847, by

Hind, at London; the ninth. Metis, in 1848, by

Graham; the tenth, Hygeia,inl 849,by De Gasparis,

at Naples; the eleventh, Parthenope, in 1850, by

De Gasparis, at Naples; the twelfth, Clio, in 1850,

by Hind, at London; the thirteenth, Egeria, in

1850, by De Gasparis, at Naples; the fourteenth,

Irene, in 1851, by Hind, at London ; the fifteenth,

Eunomia, by De Gasparis, in 1851, at Naples ; the

sixteenth, Psyche, in 1852, by De Gasparis, at

Naples ; the seventeenth, Thetis, in 1852, by Luther,

at Bilk; the eighteenth, Melpomene, in 1852, by

Hind, at London ; the nineteenth, Fortuna, in 1852,

by Hind, at London; the twentieth, Massalia, in

1852, at Naples, by De Gasparis ; the twenty-fir.st,

Letitia, in 1852, by Goldschmidt, at Paris; the

twenty-second, Calhope, in 1852, by Hind, at Lon-

xven, that he may more and more give you wis

strength and courage to go through all your

dertakings. Your care hath been great; your

vice is acceptable to many. The Lord reward

u in your own bosoms.

These may acquaint you that we are all well

We grieve if another should suspect us ot wrong ^ , , , ..-.„.,
ir love, care, labour and service for the Lord's] motives, but rest unconcerned while the Almighty! don ;

the twenty-third, Thalia in 1852, b.V Hind,

th and people. Our prayers are to the God of knous our meanness and duplicity. We are in- at London; the twenty-fourth, rhemis,m 185J, by

diixnant at an imputation of ingratitude or disho-

nesty, while'we receive unmoved his unnumbered

blessings, and are obnoxious to the charge, " Ye

have robbed God."

How dare we lift our heads in fancied integrity

while these things are so? How dare we hush

d the Lords presence is among us. His truth I down our conscience with self-flattery, when candid

dear to tis. Our God gives acceptance with him- self-examination proves we regard the created more

De G asparis, at Naples ; the twenty-tiith, Phocea,

in 1853, by Chacornae, at Marseilles; the twenty-

sixth, Proserpine, in 1853, by Luther, at Bilk; the

twenty-seventh, Euterpe, in 1 853, by Hind, at Lon-

don ; the twenty-eighth, Bellona, in 1854, by Luther,

at Bilk ; the twenty-ninth, Amphitrite, in 1854, by

Marth, at London ; the thirtieth, Urania, in 1854,

by Hind, at London; the thirty-first, Euphrosyne,
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in 1854, by Ferguson, at Washington; the thirty,

second, Pomona, in 1854, by Goldschmidt, at Paris

the !hirty-third, Polyphymnia, in 1854, by Cha-

comae, at Paris; the thirty-fourth, Circe, in 1855
by Chacornao, at Paris ; the thirty-fifth^ Lencothea

in 1855, by Luther, at Bilk ; the tliirty-sixth, Ata-

lanta, in 1855, by Goldschmidt, at Paris; tht

thirty-seventh. Fides, in 1855, by Luther, at Bilk:

the thirty-eighth, Leda, by Chacornac, in 1856, at

Paris; and the thirty-ninth, not yet named, by
Chacornac, in 1856, at Paris. It will be observed

that of these asteroids, five were discovered by Cha-

cornac, at Paris and Marseilles ; seven by De Gas-

paris, at Naples ; ten by Hind, at London ; five by
Luther, at Bilk ; two by Hencke, at Dresden, and

two by Goldschmidt, at Paris.

For '-The Friend."

CItII and Reiisioiis liberty.

In advocating the cause of civil and religious li

berty, the Society of Friends has always stood con

spicuous. During a protracted period of persecution

and suffering, from about the year 1650 to 1690.

they nobly refused to sacrifice their conscientious

scruples, maintaining a patient but firm and unyield

ing opposition to the arbitrary intolerance and cruel-

ty of those in power. Their steadfastness and bold-

ness in suffering, not only relieved other dissenters

from the sharpness of persecution, but tended to

prepare the way for those more correct views of

toleration which subsequently obtained. Baxter,

though not favourably disposed towards Friends,

bears testimony to their constancy under the cruel

operation of the Conventicle Act ; observing, "Here
the Quakers did greatly relieve the sober people for

a time ; for they were so resolute, and so gloried in

their constancy and suffering, that they assembled

openly at the Bull and Mouth, near Aldersgate, and
were dragged away to the common jail, and yet

desisted not, but the rest came next day. Ahund-
anee of tliem died in prison, and yet they continued

their assemblies still." On this passage, Orme, the

biographer of Baxter, makes this remark :
" Had

there been more of the same determined spirit among
others, which the Friends displayed, the sufferings

of all parties would sooner have come to an end.

The government must have given way, as the spirit of

the country would have been effectually roused.

The conduct of the Quakers was infinitely to their

honour." In another note relative to Friends, the

same writer remarks ;
" The heroic and persevering

conduct of the Quakers in withstanding the inter-

ferences of government with the rights of conscience,

by which they finally secured those peculiar privi-

leges they so richly deserve to enjoy, entitles them
to the veneration of all the friends of civil and re-

ligious freedom."

There is no doubt that the persecution which dis-

graced England during the seventeenth century, and
of which Friends, in common with other dissenters,

bore so large a share, contributed very much toward
the introduction and establishment of those more
liberal and correct views of toleration and civil

liberty which succeeded, and so happily distinguish

the present times. The constancy of Friends under
suffering ; their uniform testimony in favour of li-

berty of conscience to all ; the boldness with which
they exposed the rapacity and illegal proceedings

of the persecuting priests, justices and judges ; and
their repeated and earnest applications to the king
and parliament, were eminently instrumental in pre-

paring the way for the passage of the Toleration

Act, under William and Mary in 1 688. It was
not as a boon for themselves, that they urged the

adoption of this great measure ; they took the sim-

ple ground, that liberty of conscience was the right

of all men ; and that all interference of the govern-

ment in matters of religion, by which the subject

was debarred from the exercise of this right, pro-

vided he did not molest others, was contrary to

Christianity, to reason and to sound policy. In
framing the government of Pennsylvania, William
Penn adopted these principles, and carried them
out to the fullest extent ; not only tolerating every
religion which owned the existence of a God, but
making the professors of all, eligible to offices.

Cranberry Culture.

A communication in the Kural American, contains

hints on the cultivation of the cranberry. It says :

" Select a situation for your cranberry field on a

clay soO, such as is not liable to bake ; or a dark
loam soil, or on all moist soils where there is a mix-
ture of sand, mostly of reclaimed lands, such as can
be made moderately dry—these are all adapted to

the growth of the cranberry. In fact, almost all

soil that is natural for the potato is well adapted
to the cultivation of the cranberry

;
yet the first

mentioned soils would be preferred.

Prepare your soil the same as for sowing grain,

by ploughnig, harrowing, and making your soil even
—then mark it out in drills, 18 or 20 inches apart,

putting the plants in the drills five or six inches

apart ; hoe them slightly at first, till the roots be-

come fastened, and afterward no other cultiva-

tion will be needed. The plants may be expected
to run together, and completely cover the soil in

two or three years.

The cranberry grown by cultivation, usuallyyields

from 120 to 200 bushels an acre; its fruit is two^^v, k,^o. „. ^a.^^,^. j^cuuian i.cii juou ki,,^
^

or three times as large as the wild fruit, and of a into the ministry, relates a little trip out from k
beautiful flavour. It keeps sound from harvest to which she took at the request of a mother in Isr;

harvest again. The fruit is generally gathered in " ^ •

September—it is gathered with wire-teeth rakes
made for the purpose. One man will generally

gather from 30 to 40 bushels per day, with the aid

of a boy to pick up the scattering fruit."

The Boll Cranberry variety naturalizes to dry
soil most easily, is larger than the other varieties in

its wild state, and is the best adapted for cultiva-

tion. The proper time for fall transplanting is Oc-
tober and November ; for spring, from the middle
of March to about the 25th of May.

The Homestead, Hartford, Ct., thus speaks of the

cranberry :

" Crops of it are rarely sold for less than two
dollarsabushel, and the pastwinterhavecommanded [Friends, but was present in that meeting; and
readily six to eight dollars, and few could get them

^

power of Truth came over us in a great degi

at that price. There is no doubt that we have The young man was reached and much tenderi

thousands of acres of poor swamp land, now not 'and came to me after the meeting, trembling, a

worth five dollars an acre, that might be devoted dropt many tears. I spoke to him what was tl

sorts and the earliest summer varieties, should
be overlooked. Yet how few know them in
perfection of their best varieties under the best I
ture. Look at our gardens as a general thing. ^
neglected patch of strawberry vines in some oul -V

the-way place, overgrown with grass and weeds. I

row of straggling currant bushes in a stiff sod \
to take care of themselves, receiving no care in y
way of manuring and pruning—producing sn'
seedy, exceedingly acid fruit, scarcely worth p !!

ing. Raspberry bushes along the fence, where t
*

stand unmolested by tillage year after year •

.

ducing small crops of poor fruit. How seldon
')

we meet the large luscious fruits of the best sr

the product of thorough cultivation. Who li;
\

plenty of fine strawberries, or gooseberries, or r; .

berries to .supply their tables in any sort of abu .

ance ? The sauces upon our hotel and ta^ Ij

tables are of wild or some other foreign dried fn
',

The larger prices obtained by those who have tur i

their attention in this direction, is good evidenci f

the profitableness of their culture.

For "The Fri.i,,

Accounts of the first fruits of yoimg disoij

when the faculties were clear and vigorous, ;

their love to the cause of Christ pure and fervi

produce enlivening sensations in those who succ

them. They call to mind seasons when otheria

ftil servants of latter times, now gathered to tl

heavenly homes, were employed in watering
;

young plants and training them for the service
)

the best of masters. Deborah Bell just ente
j

" In this year, 1708" she says, " our ancient r

worthy Friend, Eleanor Haydock, being weai

sent a messenger to me, earnestly desiring I woi

pay her a visit, saying, if she were able to trai

she Would go much farther to see me. I consul

my mother about it, whose advice Igreatly rcga

cd in all my loiderlakings, being a faithful worn

and of great experience in the work of truth, f

a tender nursing mother to me, in a spiritual sei

under all my deepest exercises. She advised m(

answer the Friend's request ; and I undertook

journey, and in my way I dropped in to an even

meeting, sometimes kept at a Friend'.? house, v

had a son that had taken undue liberties and ]

to this crop, and raise the value of the land to S200
per acre. The cranberry meadows of Natick, Mass.,

we are informed, are worth from 81,000 to 81,^^00

given me, with which he was much affected, rtow

but afeu- words. I afterwards became furtl

acquainted with him, for he heartily joined

to the acre, and probably pay the interest on that Friends, and a great reformation was wrought
valuation. ^Pllprp i.^nnflnnrrpvnf «rlnffinr..+lio r»iovl.-of 'liI

' '

There is no danger of glutting the market
th this fruit for many years to come. The inhabi-

tants of Boston and New York, to say nothing of

other cities, have but just begun to get a taste of

cranberries, and that taste once formed is certain

to create a lively demand for the article."

Crops of this excellent article are reported as large

as 250 bushels to the acre, though generally a bushel

the square rod is considered a large yield. During
the past winter 81 8, S'20, and 825 per barrel were
paid for cranberries by our hotels. Usual price 812
to 815 per barrel.

Small Fruit.—The Wisconsin Farmer thus

prefaces an article on the cultivation of our currant,

raspberry and gooseberry :

Fruit being no longer regarded as a mere
luxury, but an indispensable and healthful article

'

him, by that Divine power which purifies the 1

and in process of time he had a few words in uit

ings. He did not live many years, but I hope m;

a good end."

Where Christ is felt to be in the midst of

children, when assembled for the solemn purpose

'

worship, the great object is attained. The hea

of the humble, contrite ones, are refreshed and a|

mated to serve him, and if there comes in one

;

whom his compassion is extending, even the sil(

exercise of the living may be blessed to his humiij

tion, and the anointing of his vision to see his 1

1

condition. The ministry of a young minister who I

!

alow estimate of his or her offerings , may enter dei

ly into the htart of such, and be made a means
'

showing a striking contrast, between the condition

the faithful and the unfaithfiil one, and of turni

of regular diet, the small fruit which complete the I
him to the love of the truth. This is apart of the

succession of fruits, between the long keeping winter cious advantages, growing out of the union of pi
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restling for the blessing among the members

ist's church, who are kept alive in the truth.

3Xt day, coming to Eleanor Haydocks," she

I was kindly received ; she rejoiced much

had answered her request. I stayed with

ne time, and had divers good and comfort-

(Jeetings thereaway, and was also mu.ch edified

IpedlDy that good icoman^s convermtion,

I person of great experience, well deserving

me of a mother in Israel. After my stay

lier I returned home again in peace, and spent

time m private retirement^ in which I found

th and great comfort, and the Lord was near

my deep exercises, which were often weighty

me. In the winter of this year we had mect-

n First-day evenings, and I being young and

cj known in town, report of my appearing in the

ry, excited the curiosity of many people
_
of

e| persuasions, who flocked into these evening

gs, where they could come without being so

observed, as in the day time. This added

to my present exercise, and I lived a life of

ity and godly fear, often fervently desiring

ord would give me wisdom, and guide me by

ra spirit, that neither in conduct nor ministry,

ht ever do or say anything that might dis-

^ ^ or turn any enquiring soul out of the way

;

orever blessed be his name, his ear was open

secret prayers, for in those crowded eveniuj

gs wc were favoured with his presence, and

many comfortable times. The truth pre-

l, and often come over all, to the praise and

of God, the master of our assemblies."

life of humility and godly fear is the Chris-

duty and safety. If he occupies the station

minister, he cannot expect that what he deli-

to others will be received, unless his own life

spirit correspond with his profession, and

plify the doctrine he preaches. When any

s acknowledged in that capacity, there is an

;ioual respftnsibility incurred, not on his own

mt only, but for the sake and character of

iociety. He is to be " an example to the he-

rs in word, in conversation, in charity, in spirit,

ith, in purity." ' He should guard against all

" importance above his brethren on account

is station, or imagining that the Truth allows

ties to him, which it would condemn in others,

charity would warn him against indulging an

oper censorious spirit towards his brethren, and

d lead him to regard all men in that light ; as a

stcr, under the influence of the universal love

rod, said, " Every country is my country, and

y man my brother." The more .sgnsibly he

own frailties and liability to err, the slower

rill be to cast ofi' and condemn others as desti

of good, or altogether incapable of promoting

in their fellow professors. A just view of his

impotency, leading to the exercise of charity

ir from confounding right and wrong, prepares

to make clearer and more perfect discrimina-

because it increases his sensitiveness to evil,

his fear of offending his Lord, and losing the

lerving power of his Holy Spirit.

Uanine Fidelity.—We find the following state-

it in a late number of one of our city papers.

f Our attention was called recently to a poor,

'ionsolate old dog, who for a number of months

been hanging around the steps of the Mayor's

?e, at Fifth and Chesnut streets. There is a

; of sorrow and romance connected with this old

ow, which deserves to have a place among the

ny anecdotes of canine fidelity already recorded

the honour of their race. It appears that some

le last fall a man was brought to the Mayor's

ce on some allegation or other, and his dog fol-

lowed him. The man shortly after was sent ofi" in

the prison van. The dog, it appears, was not aware

of his master's removal, but remained watching the

cell where he had last seen him enter. After some

time he evinced great uneasiness, whining and

scratching at the cell doors. For this alleged dis-

orderly conduct he was finally ejected into the

street, and there he has remained ever since, and

not be driven away. He makes his bed under

the iron steps near the corner, and is waiting for

the return of his master, whom nobody appears to

know, and whose name has been forgotten.

" During the whole of last winter, in snow, rain

and midnight's chilling frost, he kept his post;

during the severest portion of the winter he was

heard sometimes in the night moaning piteously.

Occasionally, as he sees some one coming in the dis-

tance, he stands erect, wags his tail, and looks all

impatient; but as the individual approaches, hishopes

and his tail fall apace, it is not his long-looked for

master, and he turns again to his corner and his

sorrow. Some benevolent persons at a hotel close

by, furnish him with food, and recently, since his

history has become known, sympathizing friends as

they pass drop him a cracker ; he refuses all ca-

resses, and will not associate with other dogs—his

mission is to watch and wait for the absent stranger.'

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 14, 185G.

KEW YORK YEARLY IIEETLNG.

Throush the attention of a member of New York

Yearly Meeting we have been furnished with the

following brief notice of its proceedings : Should we

on receiving a copy of the printed minutes find any-

thing further of general interest we shall lay it before

our readers.

It has been gratifying to learn -that there are

many sound intelligent Friends" within the limits of

that meeting, preserved " for the good work." These

while taking counsel together and encouraging each

other, were united in believing that " the time for

their relief is not yet." It is greatly to be desired

that the large body of its members who are opposec

to the modern innovations on our doctrines and dis

cipliue, and cannot unit* with its proceedings in re

gard to New England and Ohio Yearly Meetings

may yet be enabled to unite together in the support

of sound principles and practices, and in bearing a

testimony against error, in a manner consistent with

the order of our Religious Society.

The Yearly Meeting convened on Sixth-day, the

30th of Fifth mo.,—the number in attendance being

materially less then heretofore. A number of mem-

bers and ministers, of both sexes, from Ohio, Iowa

and New England being in attendance—some with

minutes, and some without. Epistles were received

from England, Ireland, New England, (larger body)

Baltimore, North Carolina, Ohio (the meeting of

which J. Binns is clerk,) and Indiana. The clerk

then informed the meeting that he had on the table

a paper purporting to be an Epistle from the Yearly

Meeting of Philadelphia, and desired the direction

of the meeting whether to read it or not. After

considerable discussion, it was read ;—and, after a

somewhat more extended one, it was concluded

appoint a committee to take it under consideration

(or as the mover subsequently stated his view, to

consider whether this meeting had done its whole

duty in the extension of advice to Philadelph'

Yearly Meeting, in regard to its proceedings in the

cases of New England and Ohio Yearly Meetings)

a^d to report their judgment what disposition should

be made of it.

Accompanying the Epistle from Dublin, was a

paper stating that the meeting had come to the

conclusion to receive the Epistle from Ohio, signed

by J. Binns,—and with the Epistle from Ohio, sign-

ed by J. Binns, was received a paper containing an

account of the " stripped and tried" condition in

which they found themselves, since the separation
;

and asking the sympathy and aid of New York

Yearly Meeting—hoping this meeting would see the

way to appoint a committee to confer with one they

had appointed for the purpose to meet at Adrian

in the state of Michigan at a time during Sixth mo.,

of the present year which they named, for the pur-

pose of setting ofi" to them Adrian Quarterly Meet-

On Seventh-day, the answers to the queries were

considered—after which the minutes of the Meeting

for Sufferings were read—by which, it appeared

that in a correspondence with the same body in Ohio,

advice had been tendered against their proceeding

to disownments in the cases of those members there

who did not unite with them. It should have been

stated in its proper place that the reports from

Farmington Quarterly Meeting conv^ed the in-

formation that a separation had taken place within

the limits of that meeting, and that at the time of

penning the report, another Quarterly JVleeting,

purporting to be Farmington Quarterly Meeting,

was in course of being held at Hartland, within the

limits of that Quarter.*

Second-day—considered the subject of a proposi-

tion to revise the Book of Discipline, without enter-

into the measure—and after some other busi-

of no general interest, in the afternoon took up

the proposition from Ohio for the procuring of

Adrian Quarterly Meeting, (Michigan)—after much
discussion, the subject was referred to that Quarterly

Meetins, from which no intelligence of their wishes

on the "subject had been received ; requesting that

Meeting to state its desires in the matter to this

meeting.

Third-day—in addition to some other business,

the subject of education was brought before the

meeting by the Report of the Committee appointed

several years since to obtain subscriptions to the

amount of one hundred thousand dollars for the

establishment of a Boarding school, on a liberal

scale, to be called the Central School. The com-

mittee stated they had obtained subscriptions not

exceeding one third that amount, and had got to

the end of their labours. After considerable dis-

cussion, the committee was released, and the pro-

ject abandoned. A committee was then appointed

to consider the subject of education generally and

to report at a future sitting of the meeting. In con-

nection with which the report of the committee hav-

ing the care of Nine Partners Boarding school pro-

perty was read.—This property is leased out to a

Friend who keeps a school in it on his own account,

and receives those scholars who are educated on

the permanent fund. The report of the com-

mittee to consider the subject connected with the

Philadelphia Epistle was presented and read—it

was short—merely stating, as the judgment of the

committee, that this meeting has yet some more

efforts to make on the subject, and recommending

that it be referred to next year ; which was adopt-

ed, without time for discussion of the merits of the

proposition.

Fourth-day, morning,—meeting for worship.

—

Afternoon was devoted principally to the considera-

tion of the subject of education, which was largely

discussed—some urging the propriety of renewing

the appointment of the committee to obtain sub-

* This is the third or fourth Quarter withia which

separations have talten pLace.

—

Ed. of Friend.
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scriptions to the §100,000 fund ; and it appeared
that the women's meeting which had united in that

effort was not satisfied with the action of the men'
meeting in the case. After several communica
tions between the two meetings, and after much
oral recommendation, on the subject of keeping up
family schools,—but more especially on that of i

tablishing " First-day schools," for instruction

the Scriptures,—the meeting, at a late hour, came
to the conclusion that the matter had been disposed

of in the proper way, and directed the Quarterly

Meetings to renew the efforts which were in sue

cessful operation when the last measure was adopt-

ed, (and which was then directed to be suspended,)

viz.,—to obtain subscriptions and donations to a

fund for educational purposes,—to be paid over to

the Friend who was then appointed to receive it,

and who had now a considerable amount
hands.

Accompanying the epistle from Indiana,

notice that, in accordance with an application from
several of the Quarterly Meetings, it had been con-

cluded to establish a new Yearly Meeting, to be
called the " Western Yearly Meeting," and asking

the judgment of this meeting thereon. After some
time of deliberation, it was concluded to inform that

meeting.of our assent thereto.

Fifth-day, morning,—Essays of epistles to Lon-
don, Dublin, New England, (larger body,) Balti-

more, North Carolina, Ohio, (J. Binns, clerk,) and
Indiana, were presented and read ; after which
many communications were made, many of them in

allusion to the' separation then about to take place.

Friends were also reminded, in allusion to the

much that had been said on the subject of the

Scriptures and Scripture instruction, that however
valuable, we did not recognize them as the chief

or principal rule, but in accordance with the advice

of our Di\'ine Master, when he recommended the

Jews to search them, for in them they thought

they had eternal life, yet complained that they

would not come unto him that they might have
life.

The meeting then concluded, to meet again next

year at the same time and place.

SUMMARY OF EYEXTS.
EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to Fifth mo. 24th.

Ill the House of Lords, .in interesting debate had talten

place on Lord Colchester's motion, that Parliament dis-

approves of the conduct of the Plenipotentiaries of the
Congress, held at Paris, for having abandoned, without
the knowledge or sanction of Parliament, the principles
inherent in all belligerent powers, of capturinn- enemies'
goods on board neutral ships. Lord f'l n vmI.-i, iii;,,!, an
able speech, defending the course of li, 1^

'

i I ni-

potentiaries in giving up a principle wli ,

sible to maintain. Lord Derby stroiiul. '

abandonment of this ancient privilege as not oiil

Hating and derogatory, but dangerous to the interests of
England. After further debate, the motion was lost by
a large majority. The Danish Consuls in Russian port's

have been instructed to afford the necessary commercial
facilities to British subjects until British Consul;
sent to Russia. Tlie British press continues to keep
alive the excitement respecting the oppression and bad
government in Italy. The new loan of £5,000,000 wa
readily taken, the subscriptions, it is said, amounting t(

forty millions. Consols are quoted at 94}. The sale
of cotton at Liverpool for the week, were 37,000 bales
the stock of American in port was large, amounting to
528.000 bales

;
prices were nearly unchanged. Bread-

stuff's had slightly declined
;
good Ohio flour, 3Gs. a 37«.

;

Western Canal, 30s. a 33«.

FR.WCE.—Baron Hubner has presented his creden-
tials as Minister from Austria. No resident Minister has
yet been appointed from Russia, Count Orloff at present
performing the duties.

PRUSSIA.—A postal convention has been signed be-
tween Prussia and the United States. Von Rochow has
been sentenced to five years' imprisonment in the fort-
ress, for his recent fatal duel with the Minister of Police.
RUSSIA.—Navigation was opened to St. Petersburg,

on the 18th ult. The first English steamer, bound to

Cronstadt, has been lost with all her cargo, off the Is

land of Odell, in the Gulf of Finland. The evacuation
of the Crimea by the French was proceeding rapidi
Several Tartars had been hanged for rendering assis
ance to the enemies of Russia fsome had also been sent
into e.xile, and others condemned to work on the roads
for life. The Circassian village of Sunech, and 6000
cattle had been taken by the Russians.
MEXICO.—The present government seems determined

to assert the supremacy of the State over the Church
The Bishop of Puebla, who was one of the principals ii

the late insurrection, has been banished the country.
He attempted to rouse a feeling in his favour, bnt the
troops promptly escorted him on shipboard. Several
priests have been arrested for preaching sedition, and
one was arrested in the street, armed with a rifle. It

was determined these men should be tried by the civil

authorities, notwithstanding the exclusive jurisdiction
claimed by the Church.
HAYTL—A letter from Aux Cayes of the 10th ult.,

states that a formidable insui-rection had broken out in

that part of Hayti, against the Emperor Solouque. From
two to three thousand insurgents were marching to Anx
Cayes. According to later advices, the government had
succeeded in putting down the movement.
UNITED STATES.—On the 2d inst., the President

issued his official proclamation, establishing the boun-
dary line between the United States and Mexico, as
marked out by the commissioners, under the treaty of
Twelfth month 30th, 1853.

Congress.—In consequence of the assembling of thi

Democratic Convention at Cincinnati, for the purpose of
nominating candidates for the Presidency and Vice-
Presidency, the National Legislature was but little in

session last week, and transacted no business of moment.
On the 9th inst., a bill was introduced by Senator Trum-
bull, having in view the restoration of peace and order
in Kansas. The bill proposes to terminate all laws and
supposed laws in the territory, and bring it under the
territorial government of Nebraska.

The Democratic Nominations.—The Cincinnati Con-
vention, at the seventeenth ballot, voted unanimously
for James Buchanan, of Pennsylvania, as its candidate
for the Presidency. John C. Breckenridge, of Kentucky,
was selected, at a second ballot, as its candidate for the
Vice-Presidency. The Convention enlarged the party
platform, by incorporating into it the doctrine of " squat-
ter sovereignty," the principle on which the Kansas and
Nebraska bill was framed. It also reprobates all pro-
scription, either on account of religion or place of birth.

The party is also declared pledged to the acquisition and
maintenance of a preponderating American influence in

the Gulf of Mexico.
Kansas.—The Investigating Committee adjourned fr<iiii

Leavenworth to Westport on the 31st ult. They \\

to leave for Washington on the 10th inst. The proi-r:

destroyed or carried off by the sheriff's posse at Law-
rence, is valued at one hundred thousand dollars. The
reports bj' telegraph speak of murders and outrages

committed by both parties. The statements are often

contradictory, leading to the conclusion that but little

reliance can be placed on any of them, the facts being
either exaggerated or entirely mis-stated.

Minnesota, is the model of a prosperous, peaceful, well

governed territory. The Legislature has just adjourned,

having disposed, satisfactorily to the whole population,

of all business brought before it. In reply to circulars

addressed to the members, to post-masters and othei

persons in public positions, returns of the population have
been collected. It is ascertained, with reasonable

accuracy, to be 120,000, more than sufficient to justify

the admission of Minnesota as a State.

New York and Fennst/lt'ania.—In 1845, the assessed

value of property in New York was $605,846,085, and
the taxes §4,170,5-27. In 1855, the assessed value had
increased to §1,402,849,564, and the taxes to §11,678,011
In 1845, the assessed value of property in Pennsylvani£
was §420,802,809; in 1S55, it had increased to §581,-

731,304. The ta.xes In the former year were §3,010,062
;

in the latter, §5,397,471. The great increase in New
York is attributed principally to the action of railroads.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 197. The mean
temperature for the Fifth month, was 60 degrees, which
is 2|° below the average of the last thirty years, and
U° ijelow, the Fifth mouth last ye.ar. The highest of

the thermometer was 87° on the 24th, and the lowest,
40° on the 31st. The amount of rain that fell in the
citj', was 2.60 inches; at Paoli, 3.24, and at Trenton,

2,95.

Neiv Fori.—Mortality last week, 337.

Miscellaneous.— Singular Phenomenon. — During the
thunder storm on the 4th inst., the Lake suddenly ro^
three feet at Oswego, and as suddenly fell a.gaiu. The
pheuomenon was repeated several times, causing vessels

to be forced rapidly from their moorings, and crea
general commotion in the harbour.

The Methodist Episcopal Church, in General Confei
at Indianapolis, had the subject of slavei-y before
several days, on a proposition to introduce in the cl

discipline a general rule forbidding the trafiic in i

and the holding of slaves for selfish or mercenary
poses. The Conference, after a long debate, to
down—123 to 92—as unwise to introduce this s

now.
Building in St. Louis.—The St. Louis Republican

that contracts have already been made to build
thousand houses in that city this season, and tha
mania for building is only checked by the inabili

procure lumber and materials for an additional i

Large Shipment of GoM.—The ship Stephen H
from Australia for London, was spoken on the 14tt
She reported having two and a half tons of gol
board, and half her crew in irons for attempted

i

ITater in the Mcsilla Valleg.—The Secretary of
has. by actual experiment, proved the entire s

artesian wells on the plains of Mesilla Valley. One-
seven hundred feet deep, supplies an abundance of
water.

Ohio Statistics. —The income of Ohio last year
about four and a quarter millions of dollars, and th(

penditures three millions and a half. It has 800

1

of canals, GOO of navig.able rivers, and 2000 miles of
"s. Its wheat crop last year was 30,000,000 bus

and corn 80,000,000 bushels. In the year 1850, bi

the completion of its railway system, the State of i

had an aggregate amount of taxable property rate

8439,876,340, and in the year 1855, after the comph
of the system, the value of the same descriptio

perty is set down at §869,877,354, very nearly doilb

WANTED.
A Female Teacher is wanted for Friends' Schoc

Crosswicks, N. J. Early application may be made t

Joel H. Middletox, Crosswicks, N. J.,

Or, Samuel Allixso.n, Jr., Yardville, I

Died, on the 15th ult., in this city, Deborah L.

tosh, in the 79th year of her age ; a member of

Western District Monthly Meeting.

, near Moorestown, N. J., 20th of Fifth mo
LixDLEY M., son of Daniel and Hannali G. Leeds, in

16th year of his age; a member of Chester Slon

Meeting. Although he had been of an orderly

life, and remarkable for his conscientious re|

for truthfulness, yet he found these would not suffic

1 l\;i,j !uiur. and during the lattetpart of his protra(

-
. was brought under much concern

..
I :...,.> .1. on account of having indulged in levity

..,1 u,^,iLi," often petitioning earnestly for forgiven

and strength to overcome, saying, "I want to know
my sins forgiven, and my entire sanctitication etfectt

He spent much time in secret prayer, and thougb

said, he had to wait long for an answer, yet, through

mercy of the Redeemer in whom he trusted, he was
ally enabled to say, "He has given me the victory;

sins are all forgiven ; I have not an idle thought; I

sweet peace." Ne.ar his close, though sufi'ering m
from difficffify of breathing, he imparted much s(

counsel to those around him, and after addressmj

younger brother and sister, his mind appeared dra

"toward his alisent friends, and he said, "All my dearyo:

friends, give up your hearts to the Lord ; ! give

your hearts to the Lord ; now in your youth, wl

health and strength are afforded you, make the Li

_vour friend, and he will be your friend in time of i

with more of like tenor, and his surviving friends li»

the consoling belief, he is now an inhabitant' of tl

" blessed mansion" he so clearly saw, prepared for bir

, 21st of Fifth month, 1856, Axx, wife of Thon
Wickersham, in the 71st year of her age; a raucb

teemed elder and member of Middleton Monthly Meetii

Columbiana county, Ohio ; a firm believer in the d(

trines of our religious Society, and opposed to any

novation on them. She was favoured to bear hers-

ferings with patience and resignation to the Divine w
saying she had examined the state of her mind as closi

as she was capable, and saw nothing in her way.

nother time she observed that she was not able to s

much, but her mind felt very peaceful. She also i

pressed a concern for the young people that they mil

preserved from the evils that are in the worlfl. T

recollection of her consistent course of christian fail

fulness, is comforting to her surviving relations

friends, who feel a lively hope that her spirit is, thiou;

the mercy of her Redeemer, admitted into the «
everlasting rest and peace.
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Mammoth Steamship.

^e bave on a former occasion furnished our

rs with some account of the extraordinary

vessel, now building on the Thames; but the

ring, which is extracted from the Quarterly

ew will give them a much more correct idea of

lormous dimensions, and unparalleled structui-e

accommodations.]

he voyager up and down the Thames has no-

with astonishment, during the last eighteen

hs, the slow growth of a huge structure on the

lern extremity of the Isle of Dogs. At first, a

;normous poles alone cut the sky-line, and ar-

d his attention ; then vast plates of iron reared

selves edgeways, at groat distances apart ; and

onths elapsed, a wall of metal slowly arose

een him and the horizon. The sooty engineer,

) leans over the bulwark of Bridegroom No. 2,

I questioned respecting it, tells you it is " the

Ship"—he knows no more. If, moved by cu-

;y, the voyager hails a boat and rows ashore,

sturdy oarsman can only tell you it is " the

Ship." If you question Jack, whom you see

\na along the road laden with a green parrot

a bundle of yams, as to what they are doing

, he will eye the huge mass for a moment, and

f with a vacant negative. Even those who are

>med of its pui-pose, doubt and argue respect-

t.
" Look 'ee here," said an old salt to us, point-

with his pipe to the stem and the stern of the

', which lie parallel with the river, " here 's her

1 and here 's her stem, and hero 's the water

;

how they are going to launch her I can't figure

^ys."

ihe great ship, or " Great Eastern," as she is

fetimes called, projected by the eminent engineer,

iiel, the father of Transatlantic Steam Naviga-

,
although building in the midst of the largest

!ction of seafaring people in the world, stands a

der and a puzzle to them all. And indeed, the

aent you are inside the works of Scott, Kussell,

0. at MillwaU, you feel the reason of the strange

with which the maritime population view the

ister which is slowly growing up, and overshadow-

not only the ship-yard itself, but the portion of

new town immediately in its neighbourhood

ere are the merry ship-carpenters, caulking

y with monotonous, dead-sounding blows

ere are the artisans chipping with their adzes

:ing up one after another huge ribs, and laying

the massive keel ? "Where are the bright augers

gleaming in the sun, as sturdy arms work out the

boltholes ? None of these old accustomed sights

and sounds of ship-building are to be found ; but

in their place we sec the arm of steam, mightier

than that of Thor, welding some iron shaft big as

the mast of some huge admiral," or punching

inch-plates of iron as quickly and as noiselessly as

lady punches card-board for a fancy-fair orna-

ment. Steel, urged by the same potent master, is

seen showing its mastery over iron as the huge

lathes revolve, or .the planing-maehinc pursues

steadily its resistless course, whilst, in place of the

shavings of the carpenter, long ringlets of dull gray

metal cumber the ground. The ship-carpenter is

transmuted into a brawny smith, and the civil en-

gineer takes the place of the marine architect. A
closer inspection of this Le\'iathan vessel shows us

how completely the employment of a new material

has necessitated new ideas with respect to construc-

tion. She runs along, or rather will—for she is not

yet quite up in frame—some seven hundred feet

;

e portions of her yet unfinished at stem and

stern show her partitions or bulkheads running

nearly sixty feet in height, and standing just sixty

feet apart. If we examine the outer walls of these

huge partitions, we sec at once that the ship has

no ribs springing from a keel or back bone—none

of the ordinary framework by which her bulging

sides are maintained in their places ; but, on closer

inspection, it is found that she has a system of ribs

webs, longitudinal instead of transverse, running

from stem to stern of the ship, up to eight feet above

her deep water line ; and riveted on each side of

these thirty-two webs or ribs, which are again sub-

divided at convenient lengths, are plates of iron three-

fourths of an inch in thickness, forming a double skin

to the ship, or a dermis and epidermis. Thus her

friynework forms a system of cells, which, like the

Menai tube, combines the minimum of weight with

the maximum of strength. A glance at the trans-

verse midship section will show at once this portion

of her structure. Hitherto it has been the practice

to build iron ships in exactly the same manner

regards framework as wooden ones ; that is, the

strength of the sides has been made gradually to

lighten towards the deck, which, being of wood, can

offer but slight resisting power. Thus iron ships of

the old method of construction are peculiarly liable

to break their backs upon the application of force,

either to their two ends or to the centre of their

keels, just, in short, as a tube would be easily bro-

ken, one side of which was made much strongei

than the other. The " Birkenhead" iron troop-ship

was a melancholy instance of this unscientific method

of construction ; for it will be remembered that
'

mediately she struck, her wooden deck doubled up

and snapped in two, as a stick would snap across

the knee, whilst stem and stem reared for a mo-

ment high in the air, and then went down like

stones into the deep.

As you stand watching the process of building

up this double skin, or framework of the ship, the

question immediately strikes the mind, how are these

unyielding plates of inch iron made to accommo-

date themselves to her lines, which are seen to run

as finely fave find aft as those of a Thames wager

boat ? How arc the innumerable curves which die

ay into each other, to be produced by any ag-

gregation of rectilinear pieces of flat boiler plate ?

In ordinary wooden ships, the planking, by its

elasticity, allows itself to be modelled to the ribs
;

but here there are no ribs, in the true sense of the

word, and the form of the vessel must depend upon

the inclination given to each separate piece of iron

before the fastening process is commenced. And

.such, in fact, is the case. Every individual plat*,

before being fixed in its proper position, was the

ubject of a separate study to the engineer. Of

the ten thousand, or thereabout, that compose the

framework of the ship, only a few situated in tlic

mi(*ship section are alike either in size or in curve.

For each a model in wood, or " template," as it is

technically called, had originally to be made, and

by these patterns the plates were cut into their

required shapes by the huge steam shears, in exactly

the same manner as a tailor cuts out the various

portions of a garment. The " list," or inclination

to be given to each plate, is the next process to be

gone through ; and this is produced by passing it

through a system of rollers, which can be so _re-

d in their action, and so adjusted, as to give

it any required curve. The " template," studded

with holes around its margin, is then fitted to it,

and a boy with a stick dipped in white lead marks

through them the places upon the iron_ where the

rivet-holes are to be punched ; when this last pro-

cess is completed, the plate is lettered with two or

three separate letters, indicating the precise place it

has to take in the ship. Thus the hull is first care-

fully thought out in detail, and is then regularly

and mechanically put together, in much the same

way as a tessellated pavement.

The process of fastening the plates affords an-

other curious contrast to the old method of bolting

employed by the ship-carpenters. The holes in the

plates to be held together being brought in exact

apposition, bolts at a white heat are one by one in-

troduced, and firmly riveted whilst in that condi-

tion by a group of three men, one the upholder,

who holds the bolt in its position by placing a ham-

mer against its head on the inside of the ship,

whilst two sturdy Vulcans, with alternate blows,

produce the rivet-head on the other. The bolts

contract in cooling, and draw the plates together

with the force of a vice, and hold them .so forever

afterwards. The rapidity with which this process

is performed strikes the spectator with astonish-

ment. A set of three men, and a boy to shovel the

hot bolts out of the furnace, will in the course of a

day close up four hundred rivets ; and speed in the

process is requisite, when we remember that before
_

the ship can swim three millions of them must be

made secure.

If we clamber up thg ladders which lead to her

deck, some 60 feet above the ground, we perceive

that her interior pres^ents fully as strange a contrast

to other vessels as the construction of her hull docs.

Ten perfectly water-tight bulkheads, placed 60 feet

apart, ha\'ing no openings whatever lower than the

second deck, divide the ship transversely; whilst

two. longitudinal walls of iron, 36 feet apart, tra-

verse 350 feet of the length of the .ship. Thus the

nterigr is divided, like the sides, into a system qf
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cells or boxes. Besides these main divisions, there bulkheads, in exactly the same manner as the

arc a great number of sub-compartments beneath
I
saloons, a peculiar arrangement has been made to

the lowest deck, devoted to the boiler-rooms, en-
]

connect their machinery without interfering with

gine-rooms, coal, and cargo, &c.; whilst some 40 their water-tight character. Two tunnels, of a

50 feet of her stem and stern are rendered

almost as rigid as so much solid iron by being

divided by iron decks from bulwark to keel. Her
upper deck is double, and is also composed of a

system of cells formed by plates and angle irons.

By the multiplication of rectilinear compartments,

the ship is made almost as strong as if she were of

soUd iron, whilst, by the same system of construc-

tion, she is rendered as light and as indestructible,

comparatively speaking, as a piece of bamboo.

There is a separate principle of life in every dis-

tinct portion, and she could not well be destroyed

even if broken into two or three pieces, since the

fragments, like those of a dinded worm, would be

able to sustain an independent existence.

A better idea perhaps of the interior of the ship

can be gained at the present moment than when
she has progressed farther towards completion. As
you traverse her mighty deck, flush from stem to

stern, the great compartments made by the trans-

verse and longitudinal bulkheads, or parti-wal^ of

iron, appear in the shape of a series of parallelo

grams, tiO feet in length by 36 in width ; numerous

doors in the walls of these yawning openings at

once reveal that it is here that the hotels of the

steamship will be located. If we were to take the

row of houses belonging to Mivart's and drop them

sufficient size to give free passage to the engineers,

are constructed fore and aft in the centre of the

coal bunkers, through all the great iron parti-walls.

By this arrangement the steam and water-pipes

which give life and motion to the ship will be en-

abled to traverse her great dinsions, just as the

aorta traverses in its sheath the human diaphragm.

Let us return, however, for a few moments to

the deck, in order to give the reader a clear idea

of the magnitude of the structure imder our feet.

The exact dimensions " over all" are 692 feet.

There are few persons who will thoroughly com-
prehend the capacity of these figures, ^''either

Grosvenor nor Belgrave Square could take 'the

" GreatEastern" in; Berkeley Squarewould barely

admit her in its long dimension, and when rigged,

not at all, for her mizenboom would project some
little way up Da^^es Street, whilst her bowsprit, if

she had one, would hang a' long way over the

Marcjuis ef Lansdowne's garden. In short, she is

the eighth of a mile in length, and her passengers

will never be able to complain of being " cooped

up," as four turns up and down her deck wUl af-

ford them a mile's walk. Her width is equally

astonishing. From side to side of her hull shi

measures 83 feet,' the width of Pall Mali; but

across the paddle-boxes her breadth is 114 feet,-

down one gulf, take " Farrance's" and drop it down
j

that is, she could just steam up Portland Place

the second, take Morley's at Charing Cross and fit scraping with her paddles the houses on either side,

it into a thu-d, and adjust the Great Western Hotel With the exception of the sky-lights and openings

at Paddington and the Great Northern at King's for ventilating the lower saloons, her deck is flush

Cross into apertures four and five, we should get ' fore and aft. However splendid this promenade
some faint idea of the nature of the accommodation
" The Great Eastern" will afford. We speak of

dropping hotels down these holes, because the sepa-

rate compartments will be as distinct from each

other as so many difi"erent houses ; each will have

its splendid saloons, upper and lower, of 60 feet in

length ; its bed-rooms or cabins, its kitchen and its

bar ; and the passengers will no more be able to

walk from the one to the other than the inhabitants

of one house in Westbourne Terrace could com-
municate through the parti-walls with their next-

door neighbours. The only process by which visit-

ing can be carried on will be by means of the up-

per deck or main thoroughfare of the ship. Nor
are we using figures of speech when we compare
the space which is contained in the new ship to the

united accommodation afibrded by several of the

largest hotels in London. She is destined to carry

800 first-class, 2000 second-class, and 1200 third-

class passengers, independently of the ship's com-
plement, making a total of 4000 guests. A refer-

ence to the longitudinal and transverse sections will

explaiu her internal economy more readily than
words. The series of saloons, together with the

sleeping apartments, extending over 350 feet, are

located in the middle instead of " aft," according

the usual arrangement. The advantage of this dis-

position of the hotel department must be evident

to all those who have been to sea and know the

advantage of a snug berth as near as possible to

the centre of the ship, where its transverse and
longitudinal axes meet, and where of course there

is no motion at all. It wBl be observed that the

passengers are placed immediately above the boil-

ers and engines ; but the latttr are completely shut

off from the living freight by a stronglj'-arched roof

of iron, above which, and below the lowest iron

deck, the coals will be stowed, and will prevent all

sound and vibration from penetrating to the inha-

bitants in the upper stories. As the engines" and
toiler rooms are separated from each other by

ght appear with respect to those of other ships,

we question if it is at all too large for the moving
town to whose use it is dedicated. Boom must be

found for the holiday strolling of between three and

four thousand persons, whilst she is careering

through the heated atmosphere of the tropics, and
not merely for a few score blue:nosed gentlemen,

such as use the deck of the transatlantic steamers

for a severe exercising ground.

For ' The Friend."'

Tlic Refiner's Fire,

Many and various are the trials and afflictions

through which we are permitted to pass, in order that

we ma}' be brought to a sense of our responsibility

and dependence—of our many mercies and favours

—

and into a feeling of gratitude for the goodm
long-suficring and forbearance of our m'erciful

Creator, who hath created us for the purpose of

his own glory, and preserved us through lite.

It is no evidence that we are forgotten or for-

saken, when we are cast into the furnace of aflSic-

tion ; but rather a token of divine love and regard,

for "whom the Lord loveth, he chastencth and

scourgcth every son whom he receiveth." He will

have a tried and afflicted people to serve him, and

bring glory to his name, which shall be exalted

among the Gentiles.

As it is written, "Zion shall be redeemed with

judgment, and her convarts with righteousness

and the Lord is purifying his church ; is teaching

his people, whereupon alone they must build, in

order that their faith may endure the test by which
it and every man's work shall be tried. Our foun-

dations are being tried, and nothing will be able to

stand, but the immutable Truth resting on the Kock
of ages ; upon which the church of Christ ever has,

and tcill ever continue to be built.

The fire wliieh is in Zion, and the furnace which
is in Jerusalem, shall try every profession, and

every work, of whatsoever sort it may be.

only the earth, but the heavens also shall be shai

but "they that trust in the Lord, shall Ise

Mount Zion, which cannot be removed."

If we are honest with ourselves, we sJiaU

brought to the humbling acknowledgment, (

all, like wandering sheep, have gone astray fi

the fold of unity and peace, into the wildem

where many have remained, separated from

heavenly Shepherd, by the wiles of our comi

enemy, who is unwearied in his endeavours to t

us away from " the still small voice" of the Sj

of Truth, which teacheth as never man taught

Instead of cleaving unto the king and ca

our salvation, very many have left the narrow p
of self-denial, to follow the reasonings of their c

wills ',and the teachings of fallible men, to

denial of Him whom we profess as our leaders

Head ; and thus we have made unto ourselves lo

many, and gods many. Some saying, I

Paul, and some, I am of Apollos; thus giving i

dence that while profes.sing the unity and faith

the gospel, we aTe yet carnal, judging, and k
led by the sight of the eye, and the hearing of

ear, and not sei-ving Him who is in\isible.

And now that our beloved Society has b

made to sufier for its departure from the hid

path and direction of pure wisdom, it is to be ho

that the members may learn to apply their he;

unto Him who searcheth us, and trieth our rei

not leaning upon " man, whose breath i

nostril;" but trusting in the mighty God of Jiw

who alone is able to raise up, of these stony ki

of ours, children unto Abraham, and to turn

hearts of the people, as a man turnoth the wa

course in his field. Then, and not till then, shaDi

become the people we were designed to be, even

friends and followers of ChrLst, the Saviour of

world.

For ' The Fiienc

Proverls.

An honest man hath special need of chari^

:

prudence.

Kind ctwoitragemefit in good, eutteth at the K

of evU.

A.n ill example strengtheneth the hands of

wicked.

Zeal without judgment is an evil, though it

zeal unto good.

Societyis a chain of obligations, and its 11

must support each other.

A wise man heedeth all things, and in his

eyes is a fool.

A man of a haughty spirit is daily adding

his enemies.

A man of a base mind daily subtracteth 1

friends.

If truth must be sacrificed to unity, then ra

fulness were foUj'.

If man must be obeyed before God, the ;

have bled in vain.

Honest men stand Jinn- for the principles of

ligion.

"a violent sectarian spirit is a sign of relJg'

declension.

It is not knowledge, but love, that distingnii

saints from sinners.

The wisdom of a man lies not in saturiz

vices of others, but in correcting his own.

Not to aim at great things, is the way to I

common comforts in plenty.

Whosoever thinks himself wise enough, or vi

ous enough, is in a fair way never to be either.

True christian love is of an enlarged, disi

rested nature ; it loves all who love the Lord J

in sincerity.
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,rty spirit is confined within the limits of sect,

hristian love overstep? the narrow boundary,

can recognize a brother in each humble be-

, who practicallrj exemplifies the holy doc-

I of the gospel.

hen we love our own party exclusively or per-

9f our own peculiar train of thinking, we love

•$ in them. We see our own image, and

it.

t when we love those who differ from us in

sssentials, because we discover in them the

Uty, meekness, purity, patience and benevo-

of the iHedeemer, tluen our love is truly

lan. It is Christ in them whom we love.

believe that in a future state, all the party

ictions by which we are known one from an-

here, will be obliterated, we may rea.sonably

that those who are best prepared for it, are

inclined to regard mankind as one family;

on the contrary, that those who, in support of

several parties, employ themselves in devising

LBCuting schemes by which the peace and har-

J
of the church and the world are laid waste

lal in the way of being either prepared them

s, or instrumental in preparing others for future

the face than some who were among the emigrants

yesterday.

As I was riding through the streets, some Russian

officers passed, and gave signs of dissatisfaction at

tiie proceedings of the Tartars, which were very evi-

dent in their faces. The latter were very abject in

their bows as their masters passed them. And this

is the end of one of the conquering races of the

world ! Whether the Tartars deserved their fate, or

have been treated badly by fortune, one cannot but

feel pity for them if they are punished for the crimes

of their ancestors. They came into the Crimea con-

querors, and they leave it as exiles.

It is said that they are going to colonize the

Dobrudscha, or to settle at Rustchuk and Kostendji.

The first named place is Ijut a pestiferous inuruis

;

it is a grave to those who visit, and 1 sincerely trust

that these poor Tartars, in whom we ought to take

great interest—for we have brought upon them this

aggravation of the evils of their position—will not

be doomed to such misery and certain death as they

will find in the Dobmdscha. The number of fami-

lies ready to emigrate is stated to be 1500.

The Exodiis of the Tartars.

correspondent of a London paper, writing from

stopol, under date of Fifth month, 2d, 1S56,

:—Of all the painful and pitiable sights which

been presented to me in the course of the war

h is past, there was not one which was so afi'ect

IS that of the Tartar Exodus, and their flight

)f the Crimea. Whether they were animated,

,ey say, by the dread of their Russian task-

lers, or by their desire to ameliorate their con-

the motive must be powerful which can drive

lole race from their homes. They leave those

leful and beautiful valleys for ever, and flock into

iklava with all their goods, in the hope of obtain-

the means of escape from their cruel oppressors.

In Thursday, the whole population in the valleys

idc the Russian lines began their mournful pro-

ion. They lefl their homes silently. The old

I women, and children were placed on the ara-

,'above the pile of cushions which seem to con-

ite all their household furniture. Many of them

d bitterly. Several of these poor pilgrims were

xhausted from illness or old age, that there was

e chance of their ever seeing the land they seek

tain. Each araba was drawn by two small

ocks or oxen, led by the head of the family ; the

;st children kept by his side or followed on foot.

Che women, closely veiled, in spite of their grief,

ied round with wonder at the marvels which

aklava presented, and were for a time beguiled

n thoughts oftheir abandoned dwellings in Bionk

Iskomia'j^ Varnutka, Baidar, Upu, Ozenbash, or

Llin ; but as the sea opened upon them, and they

^ themselves among strangers, the sense of their

Stion came back to them with redoubled force,

I they seemed lost in despair. The procession,

ich I saw, was about a mile in length, and was

med of arabas in single file as close to each other

they could pack,

Ihey are a docile, kind-hearted, gentle race, and

: much superior in appearance to the Tartars I

V at Kertoh and Eupatoria. They have all

th and eyes. Many of the men are very well

king, and the old men are exceedingly dignifie'

aspect, and possess great native ease and good

;eding. The young women possess graceful forms,

a are believed to be very pretty, but they are not

en seen unveiled, and the old women do not dis-

ly the least traces of beauty. I have never seen

y where children more lively and handsome i

such abundance that it is sufiicient to supply the

whole world for millions of years ! Immense beds

of sulphur have lately been discovered about Sac-

camara, on the banks of the Wolga; and vast gold

fields, richer than those in California and Austra-

lia, have lately been discovered around the sources

of the Lena. Silver is most abundant at Narts-

hinsk, on the Chinese boundary. There is good

eason to believe that all Siberia abounds with the

precious metals. Very large fields of gold have

Deen found in various parts of Russia, especially in

the iron districts. To the westward of the Ural

Mountains and the Don, in the government of

Ekaterinosly, a vast field of the very finest of an-

cite coal has been found, and is now working

great extent. The gold produced in the Ural

mountains was, in 1851, £3,500,000. Sometimes

it is much more and nearly double. Beside gold

and silver, Russia has a vast extent of iron mines,

yielding that metal of the very finest quality. There

are also large mines of platina, copper, lead and

zinc.

—

JJ. Neivs.

Richness of Russia.—Few persons in this coun-

try have any just or definite idea of the immense

wealth and resources of Russia.—Even the extent

and value of her fisheries are not properly estimated,

It is stated that 500,000 individuals are employed

about them, in the Lower Wolga and Northern

Caspian. The sea coast fisheries in the Black Sea,

Sea of Azofl', the Baltic and White Sea, are great

and productive. All her noble rivers everywhere

abound with fish, and, owing to the numerous fasts

the Greek Church, the consumption of fish in

Russia is very great.

There are in the Russian empire 542,177,248

acres of land in forests. These are of immense

value, and as communications are opened up through-

out the country, they will become still more valuable.

There has been immense wastage in times past, but

of late years the government has appointed special

officers to look after them, to preserve them from

unnecessary destruction. Russia is one of the best

wooded countries in the world. The quantity of

timber yearly consumed must be immense, when we

recollect that nearly all the houses throughout the

Russian empire are built of wood.

The number of horses in Russia exceeds by

7,000,000 the total numbers in France, Austria

Prussia, the United States and the United Kingdom
together; about 14,000,000. The value of the

whole must be very great. Saddle horses sell from

300 to 1000 silver rubles each; and with the ex-

ception of the numbers that roam the Eastern pro-

inees, say 4,000,000—a peculiar and hardy and

aluable breed—the Russian horses are of an ex-

cellent quahty. Their cavalry horses are equal to

the English, and superior to any other in Europe,

The number in Russia present to our view a force

equal to 129,000,000 efi'ective men. Taking them

at halfthe average value (£32 10s.) of horses in the

United Kingdom, or £16 6s. each, the total value

will be §354,750,000.

The total number of cattle in the Russian empire

exceeds by nearly 6,000,000 the total number in

France, Austria and Prussia (24,823,384,)

their value is also very great. At half the average

value of those in the United Kingdom, the amount

at £7 each, will be £217,000,000.

jNIinerals of the most valuable and useful kinds

abound in Russia. Salt is found in various places;

but there is a district of country on her southern

frontier, extending nearly in a like parallel with the

northern coast of the Sea of Aral and the Caspian,

and to the north of the line mentioned, between

both, where salt is found of the finest quality in

For "TUo Friend."

William Dewsbnry.

(ContiuuL-J from page 310.)

With regard to the beginning of his ministerial

labours, William Dewsbury says, "I waited in the

counsel of my God, in the calling where I was

placed, until the year 1652. In the Eighth month,

of this year, the word of the Lord came unto me,

saying, ' The leaders of my people cause them to

err, in drawing them from the light in their con-

sciences, the anointing within, which the Father hath

sent to be their teacher, and which would lead them

into all truth, to seek the kingdom of God in observa-

tions, where it is not to be found. So my people

perish for want of bread. Freely thou hast received,

freely give and minister. What I have made known

unto thee in secret, declare thou openly.' Which
word constrained me by the power of it, to leave

my wife and children, and to run to and fro to de.^

clare to souls, where their teacher is, the light in

their consciences ; of which the Lord hath given to

every one a measure to profit withal, for the ex-

ercise of the conscience towards God and man. Wait-

ing in the light for the power of Christ, he would

lead them up to the living fountain of waters, where

their souls' would find refreshment in the presence

of the Lord, and their bread would be sure and

their water never fail—as the Lord has made mani-

fest to my soul."

When W. Dewsbury was directed to delay enter-

ing upon the work of the ministry until 1652, the

reason assigned was, that at that time there would

be a greater hmigeritig and thirstifig in the hearts

of the people after the Lord. That this was the

case may be in part concluded from the fact, of the

great success which attended the ministry of George

Fox and other Friends, who had begun sometime

previous to that date, as ministers of the Gospel,

to exercise their several gifts. As early as 1647,

the doctrines of Friends began to be spread through

Leicestershire, George Fox's native country, and by

the year 1648, through Warwickshire, Nottingham-

shire, Derbyshire, and the adjacent counties; in

Yorkshire in 1651, the date of his and W. Dews-

bury's first interview; in Lancashire and West-

moreland in 1652 ; in Cumberland, Northumberland

&c., in 1653 ; and in London and most parts of the

united kingdom, in 1654. John Whiting, in reference

to the city of London, at the date last mentioned,

which was the first year thatJames Naylor and others

visited it, says, " There was much running to and

fro, and an increase of knowledge, and a thirsting

in many thousands, for the breaking forth oftlw

day of salvation, and fulfilling of tlw promises."
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There must have been great longing in thousands
of the people, after the life and power of religion,

and consequently a preparation to receive the testi-

mony of these baptising ministers of the gospel, that

the truth should have spread over the country, and
such a multitude be gathered to the same holy

standard of righteousness and purity in the course

of seven years, more than a year of which George
Fox was in Derby and Carlisle prisons. It was a

day of great consolation to those whose souls were
panting for the water of life ; and when persecu-

tion began, it proved their faith and allegiance,

and many were kept faithful towards the Lord.

Those who would not endure the storm were carried

back into the world ; and those whom suffering could

not shake from the foundation, were more and more
refined as gold in the furnace, and became more
firmly established in the Truth.

It is uncertain whether Wm. Dewsbury settled at

Wakefield as early as 1653, or continlied a few

years after his marriage at Allerthorpe ; but as Brig-

ham and Frodingham are neighbouring villages to the

latter place, it would seem from the following state-

ment probable he still continued there. Thomas
Thompson, one of his first converts, relates this cir-

cumstance. " Now it came to pass about the Sixth

or Seventh month, of the year 1652, we heard of a

people raised up at or about Malton, who were called

Quakers, which was the first time I heard of that

name being given to any people. They were by
most persons spoken against, but when I strictly in-

quired what they had to lay to their charge, that

might give cause for such aspersions as were thrown
out upon them, I met with none that could justly

accuse them of any crime. They said they were
fantastical and conceited, and burnt their lace and
ribbons, and other superfluous things, which they

used formerly to wear, and that they fell into strange

fits of quaking and trembling. But these reports

increased my desire to see, and be acquainted with

some of them ; and in the Eighth month, of the

aforesaid year, I heard that the Quakers were come
' to Bridlington, whereat I greatly rejoiced in my
spirit, hoping I should get some opportunity to see

them. This was that faithful labourer and minister

of the gospel, William Dewsbury, who then was
ordered into these parts ; and on Fifth-day follow-

ing I heard they were come to Frodingham. Being
on my master's work at Brigham, I could not go in

the day, but determined to go in the night, and
would gladly have some of my acquaintance to go
with me ; but the night being very dark, none would
go, so I went alone. Coming into the room where
William was, I found him writing, and the rest of

his company sitting iu silence, seeming to be much
retired in mind, and fixed towards God. Their

countena7ices being grave and solid, preached unto
me, and confirmed what I had before believed, that

they were the people of the Lord. After a little

while, William ceased writing, and many of the

town's people coming in, he began, in the power and
wisdom of God, to declare the Truth. And oh

!

how was my soul refreshed, and the witness of God
reached in my heart ! I cannot express it with pen.

I had never heard nor felt the like before ; for he

spake*as one having authority and not as the scribes;

so that if all the world had said, 'nay,' I could

have given my testimony, that it was the everlast-

ing truth of God."
This Friend soon became a minister of the same

word. "In the same month," he says, " my mouth
was hvingly opened to declare the name of the Lord,

and preach repentance to the people ; and the work
of the Lord prospered in the hands of his faithful

servants. I knew a bridle to my tongue, and was
greatly afraid lest I should offend the Lord, in

thought, word, or deed. The word of the Lord

was in me, ' Thou shalt not do thy own works, nor
think thy own thoughts, nor speak thy own words
in this, my holy day.' Though I sufiered and went'
through many great exercises, yet the Lord bore up
my spirit, and carried me on, while I abode faith-

ful to Him, to the praise of his own name. But
through reasonings, and looking too much at my
own inabilities and unfitness for so weighty a work,
the enemy sometimes prevailed to keep me in dis-

obedience and cast down my mind so low, that my
growth was thereby hindered for a time. Yet did
the Lord in his endless love to my poor soul, renew
his visitations, and my mouth was often opened in

the congregations of his people, to praise his worthy
name."

W. Dewsbury's first journey beyond this vicinity

appears to have been in the latter months of the
year 1652, when he travelled into Westmoreland
Cumberland, and Lancashire ; and shared the com
mon lot of other Friends in those days, who were
subjected to great sufferings for the truth's sake.

Early after G. Fox's release from Carlisle jail, where
he had been shamefully treated, he mentions going
to Thomas Bewley's, where a Baptist preacher was
convinced. Eobert Widders and he went to Cold-

brook steeple house, where the people fell upon
them, took the Baptist's sword from him, beat him
sorely, and almost killed Robert Widders. William
Dewsbury also went to another steeple house, near
by, and the people beat him so as almost to kill him.
This journey appears to have extended into the year
1653 about which time, George Whitehead tells us,

that at Sedberg in Yorkshire, as William Dewsbury
was publishing the truth at the market-cross and
warning the people to turn from the evO of their

ways to the grace of God, the light of Christ in

their consciences, some rude persons endeavoured
with violence to push him down. And setting their

backs against the high stone cross, not aware, pro-
bably, of its tottering condition, with their hands
against him, the cross gave way, and in its fall broke in

pieces. G. Whitehead was then about sixteen years of
age, having been convinced ofFriend's doctrines about
a year before ; and he relates this occurrence, no-
ticed at the time as a remarkable instance of the
special providence of God attending W. Dewsbury
in his labours; for notwithstanding the multitude
of people collected to hear him, not one was killed

or even injured by the accident.

The numbers who attached themselves to the new
Society, being rapidly on the increase, it appears
from the tenor of W. Dewsbury's early epistles, that
circumstances soon arose among (he first conveits,

which proved the necessity of some kind of discipline

for the mutual help of the members, for the preser-
ition of society and good order in the churches,

and for the estabhshment of meetings, as the truth
spread over new districts. An epistle written by
W. Dewsbury, in 1653, contains perhaps the first

outline on record of an attempt at a system of re-

ligious discipline among Friends. It showed some
analogy to that which was several years afterwards
introduced by George Fox, in a form much amplified,

and which has continued in operation in the Society
to the present day. This epistle, still extant, was
evidently sent to George Fox, and received his

signature, after that of W. Dewsbury, and is en-
dorsed in G. Fox's handwriting, " William Dews-
bury to Friends."

(To bo continued.)

Clay on Slavery in the Territories.— We take
an extract from a speech of H. Clay, delivered so

late as 1850, which forcibly arg-ues that slavery is

not extended to the Territories of the United States
by the constitution, and cannot therefore be legally

introduced in such territories.

" In my opinion, therefore, the supposition

the Constitution of the United States carries sla

into California, supposing her not to be a Stat

an assumption totally unwarranted by the eons
tion. Why, if the constitution gave the privel

j

it would be incompetent for California to adopt
j

provision which she has in her constitution.
|

Constitution of the United States, being supremf
j

State could pass an enactment in contraventio
i

the constitution. My rules of interpreting the (

I

stitution of the United States are the good old i
(

of '98, '99. I have never in my life deviated f
j

those rules
; and what are they ? The coastitu

1

is an aggregate of ceded powers. No powel
granted except when it is expressly delegate-

when it Ls necessary and proper to carry it i

effect as a delegated power ; and if in any inati

'

the power to carry slaves into the territories is
j j

ranteed to you by the constitution, or is an incii
I

necessary to the carrying out of any other pc
j

that is delegated in the constitution, I have 1

1

unable to perceive it amidst all the vicissitude
|

public life and amidst all the changes and turrj

party. I never in my life have deviated from tl|

great fundamental, and I think indisputably
j

principles, of interpreting the Constitution of

United States. Take these principles to be t

and where is the power ? Can any body poL

out to me? What gives you a right to carry i

slaves to CaKfornia ? Where is the delegated pc

to which it attaches as necessary implication

!

is nowhere to be found. You must resort to s

such general principle as the federalists did in

early history of this country, when they conten

for the doctrine of general welfare. But you c

not put your finger upon any part of the const;

tion which conveys the right or the power to ct

slaves from one of the States of the Union to i

territory of the United States. Mr. President, i

wiU remark that I am expressing an opinion u

the power, the constitutional right. I do not go
the question of how the powers of Government
to be exercised or applied in the course of adr

istration. That is a distinct question. I am a:

ing the question of constitutional power. Nor,

can I admit for a single moment, that there is i

separate or distinct right upon the part of State I

individual members of the State, or any portio i

the people of the United States to carry slaves I

the Territories, under the idea that those Territcj

are held in common between the Several Statj

News.

For " The Frien
j

mOfiRAPniCAl SKETCHES,
|

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned nj
bers of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia. I

ROWLAND ELLIS.

(Continued from page 317.)
j

Rowland Ellis was a man of note in the ne
\

bourhood in which he resided, and had a con)

tent estate. In the year 1686, the subject of as

moval to Pennsylvania, pressing on his mind, (

concluded to visit the Province, and make si

arrangements as might be best for the accommc i

tion of his family, when the time should fully e|(

for transporting them there. On the 1 6th of .(

Eighth month, 1686, he took passage at Milfl'

Haven in a Bristol ship, bound for PennsylvaJ

by the southern route, then a favourite one. (

took his eldest son Rowland with him, and al |l

one hundred of his neighbours, accompanied til

The passage was a very long one, iu which ni^

of the passengers died from hunger, and otlS;

soon after their arrival, from the effects of the i-

rations they had endured. Some who long >
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never recovered their usual strength. The

,nt of suffering and death would doubtless have

even greater, if the vessel had not touched at

adoes, where it remained nearly six weeks,

the kind entertainment of Friends and some

s did much to recruit such as were not too much

usted. They were twenty-four weeks in reach-

beir port, and arriving about the beginning of

ad month, 1687. Ou reaching Philadelphia,

ho were able, hasted to their respective settle-

s, and Rowland Ellis among them. He staid

t nine months, " in which time," it is said, " he

laid a foundation towards such improvements

ere necessary to accommodate the family he

ided to bring over." Leaving his son with his

rnal uncle, John Humphrey, a valuable Friend,

in the spring of 1688, returned to his own

try. From what took place atler his return, it

ident that he made a purchase of part of the

ttouth tract, the original settlers of which being

ly tradesmen, and not able profitably to farm,

left it, and removed into Philadelphia,

e found that some of his property had been

d for distraints during his absence, but this

rr no new feature of suffering, was not difficult

;ar. His way was not yet clear to remove to

lewly obtained possessions, and he awaited the

with patience and hope. A gift in the minis-

jf the gospel had been bestowed upon him, and

Dugh his labours in that line were not as fre-

it as some, yet being sound and lively, they

! to the edification of the churches.

. great trial awaiting him, one of his daughters,

Jtless Ann the heiress, married the priest of the

sh at Dologelly. We know not what eircum-

ces ha(i occurred to bring about an acquaint-

;ship between them, but we must suppose the

ug woman had never submitted to the restrain-

influence of true religion, when she thus openly

«mned the principles and admonitions of her

ly parents. The troubles and trials she brought

Q those parents, whom she must have both loved

reverenced, although little thought of, when in

enjoyment of gratified affection, would doubt-

be present to her mind, bringing deep bitter-

! in seasons of sorrow and sickness. In the

r 1696, Hugh Roberts visited Wales from Penn-

ania, on religious service. He, during his visit

re, doubtless, at the desire of his valuable friend,

father, called twice to see this strayed rebel-

s child and her husband,

'n the year 1697, Rowland Ellis came to Penn-

rania with his remaining family, and settled at

mouth. Soon after his arrival, William Ellis,

linister from England, paid a religious visit in

leriea. With this Friend, Rowland Ellis had

p religious fellowship, and after his return to his

ive country, Rowland wrote him the following

er. It shows the anxious desire of a father,

iting for the well-being of a disobedient yet still

ll-beloved ehUd.

" The 28th of the First mo., 1C09.

' Jly much esteemed Friend, William Ellis :

—

these lines come to thy hands, thou mayst un

rstand what often hath been in my mind to tell

!e, that if ever it come before thee to visit Friends

Wales, I desire this kindness of thee, partly for

f name's sake, but rather upon Truth's account,

len at Dologelly meeting, in Merionethshire, in

)rth Wales, to inquire for my daughter, if she be

m alive, and for her husband, who is a priest,

thou findest thyself free, and anything inclined

sreto, knock at his door, and see whether she is

ite dead, or slumbering among the dead. I do

lieve a living invitation may call home a strayed

cep, though gone far into the wilderness, and

there, it may bo, fast entangled in briars, and

bound up in strong chains. If there is any breath

left in her, she may an.swer, though in a land of

darkness, and under the shadow of death. The
good Shepherd takes great pains to unloose the lost

sheep from their bonds and entanglements, and

David-like, killing the lion, and delivering the lamb

out of his mouth, to bring the same to their right

mind,' to know the Shepherd's tents. Well, my
friend ! I believe some have done things of this

nature ; and who can tell, if it come before thee,

but thou mayst, through the power of God, be

instrumental to open their eyes ; they both are very

kind to Friends. Our friend, Hugh Roberts, hath

twice visited them, they being sick ; her Imsband

took it very kindly. So, with my dear love unto

thee, I remain thy friend,

Rowland Ellis."

Being a man of good natural ability, a sufficient

education, and comfortable estate, hi» neighbours

soon brought him into public life. In 1700, he was

elected to represent Philadelphia county in the As-

sembly of the Province, a service for which he was

well qualified. He probably did not, although

willing to fulfil his social and political duty towards

his fellow-citizens, much relish this appointment, yet

he submitted to it for a few years. It is said thi

his service in the State was considerable, and it

probable that other offices were placed upon him,

Wo have abundant evidence on the minutes of

the different meetings to which he belonged, that

was much used, and was very serviceable in

the church. His pubhc labours were not allowed

to interfere with his domestic duties. He was ear-

nestly concerned for the proper education of his

children, and sought by timely instruction, and

righteous restraint, to inculcate the principles of

Truth, and to repress the practice of error. He
was often concerned to have religious opportunities

in his family, in which he hoped and prayed that

his children might be drawn to wait upon God for

themselves, and become acquainted with the teachings

and leadings of the Holy Spirit. To some of his

children, if not all, his labours were blessed, and

they long survived him, bright shining examples of

true christian \'irtuc, of strong minds, bowing under

the cross of Christ.

We need not follow him in his services, civil

social and religious. His friends testify that he

was of " a sound judgment, ready and willing to

assist his neighbours and Friends," where his aid

and advice were desired. "He was zealous for

supporting our christian discipline, and exemplary

in conducting himself agreeable therewith, some-

times saying, ' If the hedge of discipline was not

kept up, the labour of the husbandman would soon

be laid waste.'
"

Thus he lived in love and usefulness till he had

entered his eightieth year. His children were mar-

ried ; his beloved vdfe Margaret had been just re-

moved from him by death, and doubtless he had

experienced many other strippings, but he was

green and cheerful in spirit, getting out to his reli-

gious meetings. He was, and it probably was his

last visit to Philadelphia, at the Quarterly Meeting

held there in Fifth month 31st, and Sixth month

2d, 1731. In the Quarteriy Meeting of Ministers

and Elders, he was appointed a representative to

the Yearly Meeting, composed of ministers and

elders ; but before that meeting was held, for him

the last conflict was ov«r, and the enduring victory

won ; thanks be unto God, who giveth the victory

through our Lord Jesus Christ.*

In the Sixth month, he attended his ovra Monthly

Meeting held at Gwynned, and, whilst in it, was

taken unwell. Being conveyed to the house of

John Evans, the husbaud of his beloved daughter

Ellen, he said to several friends, who had gathered

round him, " I am glad I was here to-day, for I

had a lively meeting, and though I now feel much
weakness, and the infirmities attending my ad-

anced age, yet I can say. Truth is as dear, and

as sweet as ever."

Another remark he made was, " Satan some-

times lies in wait like a roaring lion to devour me,

but I find he is chained by a secret hand, which

limits his power, so that he cannot harm me." His

sickness held him, but a few days; and before his

departure, he expressed that he had a sense of his

near approach to the haven of rest and quiet, where

none could make him afraid. He died at the house

of his son-in-law, about the beginning of the Se-

venth month, 1731, and his body was interred in

Friends' b'urying-ground at Plymouth. His memo-
rial closes thus, " We trust it may be said, he rests,

enjoying the reward of the righteous, and his works

do follow."

(To be- conlimicd.)

* Sixth nio. 8th, he wrote :

wife ; see uext mimljer.

memorial concernii

The Camels— Their Arrival and their Uses.—
The Camels which were recently brought to New
Orleans from the East, excite much curiosity. A
correspondent of the New Orleans Picayune, who
was on board the transport Fashion, in which they

were brought on shore, from the ship Supply, gives

the following account:
" Towards evening the dreary mud banks of the

mouth came in ^dew, the land all the time sinking

lower and lower. The Camels were on board the

United States store ship Supply, by the side of

which we were soon fastened, and ready to receive

the animals. It being late we did not transfer any

of them that day. We went aboard the ship Supply,

however, impelled by curiosity, to see the wonderful

beasts. They were lodged below, well sheltered

from the bad weather, and had three Arabs and

two Turks to attend to their wants. The ship had

brought them a long voyage from Smyrna, conse-

quently the poor animals had been confined in a

very narrow place for over three months. They
numbered thirty-five, including several young ones,

one of which was born on the voyage, in the vicin-

ity of the Trade Winds, in consequence of which,

the jolly Jack tars called it " Trade Wind." The
others had various Arabic cognomens, but it is in-

tended to name them after the states of the Union,

which would be highly appropriate.

" The next day the Camels were installed in their

new home ; but not without some difficulty, for their

natural timidity rendered them difficult to manage.

The animals being all safely on board, and every-

thing in perfect order, we bade adieu to the ship

Supply, both fired a salute, and our pondrous wheels

striking the water, soon bore us out into the open

sea, in full speed for Matagorda Bay.

"The weather, with very little exception, continued

pleasant and the sea smooth, a very fortunate thing

for the Camels. They are a very patient animal,

scarcely ever uttering a sound, but are extremely

belligerent among themselves, it requiring all the

watching and care that can be bestowed on them

to prevent them from biting each other.

"There were twoorthree that boasted two humps,

but the majority had only one. It is supposed they

will prove of infinite service on the great prairies

of Texa.s, and each Camel will certainly be more

valuable there than five horses—the country, in some

respects, resembling the desert plains of the East, if

we substitute grass in the place of sand. They can

carry enormous weights, and can bear heavy fatigues

and long continued journeys—thus being of great
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service to our armies on the frontiers. The only

difficulty to be apprehended is from the climate in

winter, for the cold ^Yill weigh most rigorously on

them. To this, however, they may become gradu-

ally accustomed, and the animal being fully accli-

mated, there will be no further trouble about that.

" They will carry without stopping, except at long

intervals, immense weights of baggage and stores,

under a hoi broihug sun, the fatigue of which would

soon kill a horse. By importing a great many, the

United States will soon have a considerable breed

of Camels on the Western Continent. It may be

said to Columbia's honour, that she has taken the

lead in introducing these powerful, aids to civiliza-

tion among us, for the conquests of peace surpass

those of war. We arrived at the bay of Matagorda

on Monday evening. May 12. The next morning

the animals were taken ashore, and at last regained

their liberty. The inhabitants crowded around them

with pardonable curiosity, to behold the huge, un-

couth animals, and many were the sensible compa-

risons given vent to on the occasion. The Arabs

and Turks, who had dressed themselves in rich

OrientaLcostumes, were kept busy explaining to the

inquisitive crowd. Now and then a Camel in the

excess of joy, would run with a terrible leaping and

kicking among the people, who would consequently

give it full room to gambol in. That evening, they

all started for their destination, in regular Eastern

order, as for a distant caravan."

For "The Friend."

Mary Wright,

As we have no doubt many readers of " The
Friend," have a lively and pleasant recollection of

the name of Mary Wiichel, a minister from Eng-
land, who resided with her husband several years

in this country ; and afterward returned to her

native land, where losing her companion by death,

she was afterwards married to a Friend of the name
of Wright. We send for insertion the following lines

addressed to her, on the completion of the hundredth

year of her age—(she is yet living, for aught we

have heard.)

Sixth mo. nh, 1856.

TO MARY WRIGHT,
On Comjilelitiff her 100th year.

" I will not sing a. mortal's praise,

To Tliee, I consecrate the lajs,

To whom my powers belong

;

These gills, upon Thine altar strewn,

! God, accept, accept thy own
;

My gifts arc tliiue
; be thine aloue

The glory of my song." Montgomery.

Dear aged friend ! whoso lengthened course has now
Stretch'd the wide span of full one hundred years,

We cannot thoughtlessly desire that thou
Mayst be detained here, in this vale of tears.

We cannot say, may, " New Year's day" come round,
And find thee living then,—amongst us still

;

We rather wish, as thou dost, to be found
Watching, and waiting on our Father's will.

Thou hast thy tender, loving friends we know
;

Thy children, and their children too, and theirs
;

And peradventure infant accents flow.

To lisp the love that kindred nature bears.

And more than these, tlnm Ini.-l a luinicrous tribe

Of those who raccl llur in il,,. |i,,i,.c „f prayer,

Who could thy wortli nni-t |Vi|iii;;ly irauscrilic;

Just as their hearts have fell il written there.

These, surely can unite, as with one voice.

To wish tliee blessings here, and heaven in store;

The consummation of the Christian's clioice.

Where sin and sorrow can distress no more.

And say, dear aged friend, hast thou not known
The depths of Satan, and the power of sin ?

And canst thou not, by tried experience, own,
Vea, and deplore, how weakness reigns witliin ?

How oft the will, with half consenting power,
Feels a strong impulse to accept the good

;

And yel, alas 1 in Satan's potent hour,

Acts not the part,-—the better part it should ?

Canst thou not tell how that determined foe.

Plants his deep snares along the Christian's way,
To draw him from his watchfulness ? and oh !

To harrass, to perplex, to lead astray ?

Ah ! it is well our Saviour knoweth all ;

—

That he has trod this weary world of ours :

That tho'-no sin could on his nature fall.

He felt the anguish of temptation's powers.

What love ! what pity I must have fiUd his heart,

Wliose sufl'erings pour'd upon him like a flood,

But oh ! what confidence those words impart,

and "redeemed," and that by' Call'd," " chose

And is not this the privilege of all,

Whom faith has strengthened to accept his love ?

Even as many as our God shall call.

Drawn by the Spirit's mighty power to move ?

And is it notf thy happiness to know
A Saviour's presence in thy peaceful cot?

Those heavenly joys which from acceptance How,
With which a stranger intermeddleth not?

May we, dear friend, press on in faith, and look

IS'ot at ourselves, tlie passing, or the past,

But to the promises of that bless'd book.
Secure to us, if we but hold them fast.

Let us remember what the Saviour taught,

—

" I am the Shepherd, and am known of mine ;"

My sheep by Satan never shall ije caught,

I will not one of them to him resign.

He that believeth, hath eternal life:

Where Jesus is, his chosen ones shall be

:

He keeps his own amid perpetual strife,

And they are safe to all eternity !

He will not leave them, when their eyes grow dim

;

He will be there to combat the last foe

:

They shall have oil the glimmering lamp to trim.

And where the Bridegroom is, his saints shall go.

There is a resting-place prepared in heaven

;

A home amid the many mansions there
;

A crown of righteousness is freely given,

And Christ's own likeness, all his saints shall bear.

Dear Saviour, keep this aged friend of ours,

Thy own redeemed one,—keep her on her way,
Be with her 'mid the wreck of nature's powers ;

—

Be with her to the end of life's long day.

Support her when the conflict comes at last.

And struggling life must yield to death's embrace:
Support her, till that solemn scene is past,

—

Then sliall her song be, " It is all of grace."

Written, last day of the year IS M. A.

For "Tho Krkud."

Evils of Mixed Associations.

Whilst sitting in our Meetings for Discipline, and
travailing with my older brethren for the welfare of

our Religious Society, my heart has often been
brought into sorrow, on account of the great num-
ber of young people, who are cut off from religious

fellowship with us, especially on account of accom-

plishing their marriages with those not in member-
ship with us.

In seriously pondering these things, the language

of a worthy elder, on a similar occasion, has at

times been brought to my remembrance with nmeh
feeling. Addressing the young men present, he said,

that some, Uke Esau, would sell their birthright for

a mess of pottage, for whom there was no place

found for repentance, though he sought it with

tears. Is not this a true picture, of the sorrowful

condition that many bring themselves into, by a

departure from our christian testimony against

mixed marriages. I well knew a couple, whose
religious opinions were so diflferent, that the wife

declared, they did not dare to converse about reli-

gion. This, perhaps, was an extreme case, but in

the most favourable cases, there are so many diffi-

culties and disadvantages, where persons of different

religious riews are united in marriage, that ser

reflection in time, would generally prevent sm
consummation. No doubt, men and women ^
designed by the great Head of the Church tt

helpmates in the important concerns which relat

our everlasting welfare, as well as in those which
long to this transitory state, and from a chik

has seemed to me a sad thing, for those to be ua
in so close a connexion, who could not see ey
eye in these things, and encourage each othei

pressing forward after durable riches, and
entrance into everlasting rest, when time here s:

be no longer.

In seriously considering these things, it has seei

to me, that one great cause of our beloved yo'

Friends being so often led astray, in this and ot

things, is mixing too much with the world, beini

muchinthecompanyof those who are not of our S
ety; thus little byUttle, insensibly, perhaps, atfi

they are led from one thing to another, into a dis-ie

and dis-esteem for the distinguishing testimonifej

our Society, and come to believe, through the ifl

ence of their lively companions, that the wai

Friends is too strict and too narrow for any"

old folks, or those who are inclined to melanch
Beware, my dear young friends, of this tempt

bait of the grand enemy—of him who was a '.

from the beginning, and the father of lies. It ii

these mixed companies, many simple hearted o

are first tempted, to partake of a " Social gla;

as it is called ; and hprc again, they are invited

their companions to go, with them to hear sc

popular preacher, thus being led to trample on

precious testimony against a hireUng man-mi
ministry, and in this kind of company, the affecti

often become entangled, and connexion* are fom
very unsuitable for those who have been educai

iu our Religious Society. " Keep near the Tr/

and the friends of Truth, and the Truth will ki

near to thee," was the language of a faithful serv

of the Lord, formerly, and no doubt thousa!

at this day could livingly set their seal to

but if we turn our backs upon the reproofs of

struction, and avoid the company of those t

might be helpful to us, we must expect the Tii'

to forsake us, and that we shall be led into delus:

and error. I believe that much of the trial we
now passing through as a Society, is owing to it

iug too freely with the world's people, becom

too much entangled with its maxims and friei

ships, thus a door has been opened for the introd

tion of error, and our spirits have become too mi

,

leavened with the world and the things of it, inst(

of abiding more under our own vine and fig fi

and waiting in the silence of all flesh, to sec w
our great master would have us to do. It I

were our individual concern, day by day, ami ev

day, His power would be found sufficient to ^u

and guard the youth, as well as the aged ; aud

fathers and mothers in the church, instead of mou
iug the loss of standard bearers, would rejoice

!

behold instead of the father, the son, and instead
|

the mother, the daughter. Yea, "Judges would ,

raised up as at the first, and counsellors as at the

ginning, ' to stand for the ancient doctrines a

testimonies of our once highly favoured Socit

And when the final winding up of all things h

below approached, we would have the comfort

assurance, that we had fought the good fight, a

kept the faith, and that henceforth there is laid

for us a crown of righteousness, which the Lo
the righteous Judge, shall give us in that day.

What are all the pleasures, and treasures, a

friendships of this transitory world, when compai'

with this inheritance incorruptible, which the r

somed and redeemed shallenjoy through the ecu

less ages of a never ending eternity.
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mes in the WcsL—Better Homes and More

ii.rrts in Fe/uisi/lvauia.—A recent tour through

tatos of Michigan, Indiana, Llinois, Iowa,

insin, and Minnesota, to aid a friend in search

ew home, enables us to say what is a home

3 West. The descriptions which our East-

ewspapers delight to" put in cuirency, have

our people with discontent, till we have be-

a nomadic race, wandering to and fro in search

abiding jilace that shall far surpass what we

been used to. We have become possessed with

lea, that, once in the AVest, we shall enjoy

ise ; by which we mean, that with little toil

ittlc money, we shall secure better food and

comforts than arc enjoyed where we are. To

nany will add, that money can be made with

I'nd without rLsk, by speculating in lands.

e first revelatiou'that opens one's eyes on ar-

in the Great West, is, that laud, so far from

cheaper, is dearer than at home. The whole

ry is held on speculation by land jobbers. In

hands are lands enough to supply any po;

want of actual settlers, for twenty, nay, lllty,

ahead ! These adventurers lead an idle life.

swarm in the West. They are the towns-

'that give seeming prosperity and stability to

usand towns, that have sprung up everywhere
;

hich are destined to extinction so soon as the

table burst explodes the inflated bubble,

e say inflated, because the prices have been

up altogether among themselves, over mint

s, &c. Daily these men may be seen crowding

Irinking "saloons," where they have nothing

to do b'ut to steam up the prices. "I will give

820 per acre for your section, (one hundred

off in the wilderness) payable in my section

mother place) at same rate." Immediately

I goes around that Smith was offered S^O and

ied it, and at once every one puts up his price.

^y day, month after month, during the past

} years, this vagrant business has been almost

sole occupation of two-thirds of the people in

est; and who will wonder that the most ex-

lagant inflation^ is the consequence'; The few

irs in the far west who raise grain and have

large profits, have put it all into land specu-

and counting on enormous advances, they

greatly neglected their agriculture.

aving a record of the prices asked in every di-

we are enabled to say that land is cheaper

cnnsylvania than in any of the Western States,

you go far away from the settlements, no-

ig can be had in the wild state under §10 pei

1 within five miles of the towns at twice and

and often ten times that figure. In any

,t and in any place, you cannot realize a farm

similar improvements at any such money as

secure you a better home in Pennsylvania.

ut people who leave Pennsylvania, soon lose

ambition about comforts and appearances, when

ily locate out West. A shed, which here would

rcely be deemed good enough for cattle, answers

a dwelling there, because it is as good as their

ghbours. They get used to the bad water that

iniversal ; and they prefer New York keg but-

\ to the trouble of making the article themselves.

us their food scarcely ever varies from salt pork.

tatoes, bad butter and bread, with dried beans

;

coffee and whiskey, ad libitum. The pipe, of

irse, is ever in the mouth between meals.

The general desert \a quinine. Everybody takes

either to avert or to cure the ague. We call it

scarce meets a woman that is not sallow or wo-

begone, over the wide expanse westward of Ohio.

The womau's toil is far greater than with us, for

every woman must be her own help. The men
grow intolerably lazy, and women find it hard to

ke them do the chores about the house, such as

cutting and splitting wood. Pucl is so scarce and

dear, that it is always skimped in the supply, and

the severity of winter in such shells of houses, de-

mands extravagant consumption of wood to keep

from sufi'ering.

The States we have named may be considered,

in general feature, to be one vast level prairie, with

scarce a hill, and no mountains. Here and there a

few clumps of scrub oak trees may be seen. The

fewest conceivable streams of water drag their

sluggish currents unhealthily along. In Michigan,

Wisconsin and Minnesota, lakes of great beauty

abound ; but there is a counterpoise against them,

viz., vast areas of swampy land, which would seem

to spread an unhealthy influence around.

In a century hence a system of drainage may be

adopted, as population advances, and woods may
grow up under cultivation which may change all

this, liut this afi'ords no comfort to the pioneer,

who leaves a good home to worry out his life and

his family amid the present discomforts and the

certain sickness inseparable from a new settlement

in the wilderness.

To the speculator, we can only say. It is possible

that the bubble is not ready to burst. Everybody

in the west admits that the end is at hand, but they

think "the fools are not all dead;" and they expect

another harvest among them this year, after which

they mean to let it slide.

—

Ledger.

Epistle of George Fox.

To Major General Dewsborough,

Friend,

—

Via who are in the presence of God,

the ruler and upholder of all things, who know and

dwell in his power, to it we must be obedient ; which

brings us to stand out of all men's wills, unlimited.

To say " we will if the Lord permit," in a case of

buying and selling to get gain, if the intent be so to

do, may be done ; but we, standing in the power of

God to do his will and to stand out of man's will,

if man propose, "we shall have our liberty if we will

say we will go to our outward home, if the Lord

permit, or if it be the will ofGod ;" and becau.se we

cannot say these words in this case shall not have

our liberty, when we know that the will of God is,

we shall go to speak at some other place ; here we

cannot say these words truly. For to say " we will

go to our outward habitation if it be according to

the will of God," when we know the will of God is

otherwise, we cannot speak truly and clearly.

Neither can any man say so to him, that requires

it of him ; who stands in the power, and knows the

power of God to lead Jiim according to God's will,

when it leads him to another place than his outward

home. But the Son of God, who came to do, and

did the will of God, had no place whereon to lay

his head, and the apo.stles and many of the followers

ofChristhad.no certain dwelling place. Now if

these should have been re.<traiued, because they

could not say they would go to their outward homes,

if it were the will of God, when they knew it was

the will of God they should not, and they could not

do the will of God in doing so, and therefore could

not speak these words to satisfy man's mind and

would not such restraint have been 'evil ?

in the power of God, who do the will of God, come

to receive his wisdom, by which all his creatures

were created ; and by which they are used to his

glory. This I shall say ; whoever are moved by

the Lord God of glory and power, to go to their

outward habitation, such of us may go to our out-

ward homes, and there be diligent in serving the

Lord, that they may be a blessing from the Lord

God in their generation, diligently serving him in

life and doctrine, in manners, in conversation, in all

things, and who are moved of the Lord to go to any

other place, we standing in his will, and being moved

by his power which comprehends all things, and is

not to be limited, we shall do his will, as we are

onimandcd to do. So the Lord God open your

understandings, that you may sec this great power

of the Lord which is now manifesting among his

cliildren in this his day ; that ye may not withstand

our Friends, that are come into the power of

God, and to God, and know him by whom the world

was made ; by whom all things were created, that

were created ; and there was not anything made

but what was made for him, and to him, and by

hhn ; who is the power of God, and doth enlighten

every man that cometh into the world. Friend.s

being come to this light, which cometh from Christ,

and having received power from him, by whom all

things were created, who hath all power in heaven

and earth given to him, who is the wisdom of God,

we have received wisdom and power from him, by
which the Lord doth give us to know how to use

and order the creatures to the glory of him who Is

the creator of all things. Friends here are taught

of the Lord to be diligent serving him ; and who

come into the life, the Scriptures were given forth

from, are given up to serve the Lord ; and of this I

have in all your consciences a mtncss. So if thou

open the prison door, we shall not stay here. If thou

send a liberate, and set us free, we shall not stay

n prison ; for Israel is to go out free, whose free-

loni is purchased by the power of God, and the

blood of Jesus. But who goeth out of the power

of God loseth his freedom. G. F.,^

And the rest who are sufferers for the truth in

Lancaster jail.

The 13th of Sixth month, 16.J6.

How to iiilant Potatoes.—A pamphlet has been

published in Scotland, by a farmer named Craig, on

the potato- disease and its cure. By planting three

different kinds of potatoes together last year very

favourable results were achieved. Two out of the

three varieties planted had been, on previous occa-

sions, affected by the disease ; all were found to be

perfectly healthy and sound when dug, and experi-

ence has shown that they kept well during the win-

ter. He believes that the potato disease may be

safely attributed to the violation of one of the laws

of nature, and that the generation of the malady is

occasioned by the plants being too closely bred, or

in other words, by " sub-breeding."

The lesson we derive from this is, that two or

more varieties of seed potatoes should be planted in

each hill.

THE FRIEND.

inine, but there is probably not an ounce of pure I Abraham could not do the will of God but in going

Iphate of quinine in the whole Western country

ry sort of counterfeit is sold for quinine. This

itter of health is not sufficiently prized by east-

n men, who look for paradise in the West. One

from his native country ; and who are of faith are

of Abraham, of whom Christ came according to the

flesh. Now if you allege, " this is to let all loo.se,

and at liberty to idleness," I say, No ; such as are

SIXTH MONTH

SUMMARY UF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from England tn to Fifth mo. 3Ist.

The English inipers are tilled with accounts of the

peace rejoicings. They also express much anxiety re-

specting the difficulties, with the United States. The

news of the recognition of the Padre Vigil, following so

close on Lord Clarendon's amicable advances, had given

much dissatisfaction. The Earl of Elgin having made a

motion in the Ilouse of Lords, for the despatches relative
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to the troops ordered to Canada, a discussion ensued
during n-hich tlie Earl of Clarendon, in reply to the
speech of the Earl of Elgin, said that Great Britain had
made the amplest apology to the United States in rela-

tion to the recruiting business, but could not consent to

the recall of Mr. Crampton. That an offer had been
made to that government to refer the Central American
question to arbitration, but it had not been accepted.
That Great Britain was auimate.l l^.v the iih.,^i Iricnai.v

feelings towards the United Siaii-s, ami ilii< wmiid l.V

admitted by them. That, uotwiih^taiiain- ilii^, laiij^iia;;,'

had been used in Congress, vhirli, if u.-cd in (ireat Jlii-

tain, would have been denounced as tending to embroil
the two countries ; and finally, that if, as Lord Elgin
had stated, five minutes' conversation between Mr. Marcy
and himself would suflice to settle the business, he would
willingly meet Mr. Marcy midway in the Atlantic. A
rumor prevailed at London on the 31st ult., that Lord
Elgin would be sent to Washington as Minister Plenipo-
tentiary. Another rumor says Sir Henry Buhver will be
the Envoy. On the 29th, the Bank of England reduced
the minimum rate of discount to five per cent. A new
Russian loan for 100,000,000 silver roubles, at four per
cent., is proposed. The money is said to be wanted for

the construction of railroads in the interior, and for the
capitalization of the Sound Dues. A letter from Berlin
says that a strong party in Prussia are desirous of the
government, instead of following the example of Russia
and Sweden in regard to the capitalization of the Sound
Dues, to wait and take the course adopted by the United
States. The official journal of Vienna states that the
tripartite treaty of April 15th, contains no secret
or none beyond those already published, and further, that
that treaty was entered into by Austria, France and
England, in consequence of the refusal of Russia
Prussia to subscribe to the guarjntec of Turkish i

pendence. Dr. Palmer, the poisoner, has been sentenced
to death. The project of a Joint Stock Company ha:
bean :t wtr.! at Liverpool, for the building of a railroad
in (

.
I I !:: ! ).\ Puuta Arenas to the river Barancf

K"
; ' -

are surveying Sebastopol, which is

be iiii:!. ,v 1. laiiit nn a new plan. The quarantine h
been suspended at Odessa for four mouths. The Turkish
government has refused to acknowledge the independ
ence of Circassia. The Royal Geographical Society, of
London, has awarded a gold medal to Dr. E. K. Kane, of
Philadelphia, for his discoveries in the polar regions.
The Italian question is unsettled. It is reported that the
Pope proposes a Congress of the Italian Sovereigns, to
assemble in Rome, in conjunction with the plenipoten-
tiaries of France and Austria. Letters from all parts of
Italy speak of the faint hopes entertained by the Italians
of any reforms suggested by Austria. At Turin and
Genoa, there have been disturbances in the streets.
Exciting placards were affixed to the walls, and there
were cries of " Death to Austria !" After a time the ex-
citement subsided. The Neapolitan government has, in
a diplomatic note, contested the rejin-im ni,;,- wlii.li

Count Cavour had made to the I'ari^ i .

i In.

note professes to wish to expedite an^ » i
, ; ,,{

reform which would improve the comliii I li il, , A
small squadron of British ships has been ordered to
cruise olf Naples.

Liuerj/ool Markets.—The sales of cotton for the week
were 40,000 bales, and prices closed firm at previous
quotations. Breadstuifs were dull, and with a declining
tendency,but prices were unchanged.
London Marlcet.—Money is easier. American stocks

were dull and declining. Consols, 94J a 94,1.

UNITED STATES.—Co«y/-m.—In the Se'nate, Sena-
tor Hamlin was excused from serving as chairman of the
Committee on Commerce. He declared that he could no
longer maintain his associations with the Democratic
party, since the great moral and political wrong involved
in the repeal of the Missouri Compromise, had been
endorsed by the Cincinnati Convention. A resolutiou
was submitted by Crittenden, of Kcntudiy, ri.|ui;,tin"-'
the President, in view of the dillicnlliis rxi^tiia i^

and the employment of the niilii n v In
the restoration of law, peace and harmonv llicir, to .-md
General Scott to take command of tin., a' l.ni a s. This
measure he hoped would put an end to Ihr nnvailiinf
anarchy. In the debate that ensued, it ai.|.(aicd ila-

resolution did not command the fiivourable considera-
tion of the Senate generally. On the 12th and 13th iust.
Senator Butler deUvered a long speech, in reply to that
of Charles Sumner, which led to the assault upon him.
Butler defended the outrage, saying, It was fortunate he
was not here at the time, for he did not know what he
might have done. To be sure it had been thirty or forty
years since he had been engaged in personal conflicts,
and his hand was out of practice. But he did not know
but he might have had a trial at him. One thing he
had no doubt of, namely, if he were a younger man he

would have left Mr. Sumner in a worse condition than
he is now. The speech throughout was marked by acri-
mony and vindictiveuess. Senator Wilson made 'a dig-
nified and spirited reply. On the 16th, Senator Clayton
introduced a bill for the pacification of Kansas. It pro-
poses to obliterate all that has been done in that terri-
tory, and provides for new and fair elections by the
people, of a legislature. During the last week, the House
ot licpresentatives was mostly without a quorum, and
in. business dQue.

KiDisas.—Howard and Sherman, of the Congressional
Investigating Committee, arrived at St. Louis on the
12th, on their return to Washington. The testimony
taken by them is said clearly to prove that of the five
thousand five hundred votes given at the Legislative
election in the Third month, 1855, only eleven hundred
were cast by actual residents. A despatch forwarded
from St. Louis ou the 12th, says,—Ossawatomie, a Free
State town, was sacked by a Georgia mob on the 6th
inst. The printing-office was destroyed, houses were
burned, sixteen horses were stolen, and the jewels were
taken from ladies' ears and fingers. Palmyra has also
been sacked, and robberies occur daily. Other accounts
represent^ the state of the whole territory as truly deplo
rable. Nowhere was life or property safe, and robberie;
and assassinations were of common occurrence. The
Free State men in the interior were in want of the ne
cessaries of life, their cattle and provisions having beei
carried off by emigrants from Georgia and Alabama,
who demanded them at the point of the bayonet. The
Paris (Ky.) Citizen, a paper stronglv devoted to south
interests, gives the following inforinatiou as furnished by
a friend just returned from the territory : " Mr. Sebree
says that large numbers of Missouriaus are in the terri-

tory, and that the supply of them is only limited by the
demand. His representation of the men who compose
the body of the pro-slavery party and of their proceed
ings is not very flatteriug to them. He says that deceut
Southern men who go there under no undue excitem
are ashamed of them, and he saw some such, wh
minds ou the subject of slavery in Kansas has undergone
a complete change. The large company of Southern
emigrants recruited in Alabama by Major Bufford, he
rciirescuts as a miserable set of drunken loafers, many
of whom have died in consequence of their vices and
imprudence. Mr. Sebree says it is generally conceded,
that of the actual citizens of the territory, two to one are
in favour of a free State, and that with the exception ot
a comparatively small number of brawlers, they are
quiet, industrious men, seeking to establish homes for
themselves and their families. They have been ontnum
bered and outvoted by the people from the borders of
Missouri, who have been organized for that purpose.
These are unpalatable truths for Southern men, but the
sooner the truth is known the better." Governor Shan-
non and Col. Sumner were exerting themselves to pre-
serve order, and especially to prevent collisions between
large bands of the opposing parties.

T/ie Indians.—The ojierations against the Sioux have
closed. The Indians delivered up twelve prisoners,
horses, mules, &c., promising obedience to the govern-
ment. Gen. Haruey set the prisoners free after a few
days' detention. In Oregon, the Indian war continued,
with various success. Owing to the discharge of most
of the volunteers on Columbia river, the country abov
the Dalles was mostly in possession of the Indians. 1

Southern Oregon, Gen. Lamerick, with a force of 250
volunteers, surrounded a party of Indians, and killed
sixteen. At the mouth of Kogue river, a party of volun
teers saw twelve Indians and their squaws fishing in i

and killed them all, except one Indian and tw(
!. In some instances, friendly Indians, including

women and children, had beeti murdered by the whites
with circumstances of peculiar atrocity. It has been
uUy ascertained that the reported murders by Indians,
n Florida, were in part at least the work of white men
n disguise.

Califurnia.—The steamship George Law, from Aspin-
wall, brought nearly two millions in gold, and San Fran-
cisco datos to the 21st ult. An intense excitement had
been occasioned at San Francisco, by Casey, a member
of the Board of Supervisors, and the editor of the Sunday
Times, shooting Kiug, the editor of the Bulletin, in the
street. After King's death on the lOth, the old Vigilance
Committee called a meeting, and placards of an inflam-
matory nature were posted up, calling upon the citizens
to talj^ the law in their own hands. On the 18th, an
organized force of 3000 citizens divided into divisions
and compivuies, marched from the committee-rooms, and
took possession of the jail. They took from thence Casey
and a gambler named Cora, the murderer of Col. Rich-
,irdsou, and carried them to the committee-rooms, where
they remained strongly guarded when the steamer sailed
As soon as the death of King was announced, the bellg

were tolled, the stores closed, all business snspc
and the fronts of the buildings draped in mom
Cora anil Casey were both tried before a revoluti(
tribunal of twenty-nine jurors, and sentenced to bel
They were to be executed on the day following thf
eral of King. The murder of King grew out of
paper quarrel.

Philadelphia.—MortalityTast week, 159.
New York.—Mortality last week, 309. From they

report of the four prisons in the city of New Yot\^i
pears that the total number of commitments for the
1855 were 36,624, of which 27,338, or three-fourtl
the entire number, were foreigners.

Railroads.—The receipts of the Baltimore and
road for the Fifth month, were $479,318; those o
Pennsylvania railroad for the same period, were §453

jMiscellaneous.—The Sugar crop in Louisiana.-
planters in Plaqnemine parish have ploughed U]

sugar and planted corn in its stead, and in Point Co
the planters have all turned their attention to cotton
year. They are in hopes of making seed cane, but

;

think even that doubtful.
Freedom of the Press in Spain.-—There are said t

now, not less than ten editors of the Madrid papers i.

prison of the Saladero, besides others undergoing'
demnation in fortresses.

What it Costs.—The people of the United State;
gratuities to ocean mail steamers, pay about twic
much as England pays for the same mail servici
are paid to two of the companies, viz., the New York
California and the Collins, upwards of sixteen hn
thousand dollars a year, while the receipts of post-tge
both are only about one-third of the money paid toll

What Enyland is irortA.—The material wealth of!
land is set down in value at £4,447,000,000. Its c

vated soU is valued at £1,700,000,000, its mines £,

000,000, its dwellings and factories at £450,000.000
cultural implements, live stock and manufactured g
each over £200,000,000 and its mercantile shipnk
£40,000,000.

Navigation Bxtraordinan/.— Ihe Providence Jod
says that the steamer W. T. Cushing, from Philadel
to Chicago, arrived at Newport on Sunday. She
way of the St. Lawrence and the Lakes. This voj

precedent.without Ithink.

The Mount of Otires, near Jerusalem has been
ased by a wealthy woman of the Hebrew persuas

the widow of a banker named Polack, of Konigsl
Prussia. She has planted the whole area with at
of Olive trees, and intends to beautify the place and
prove the whole neighbourhood at her sole expense.
Shipwreck—Loss of Serentij-tu-o Lives.—A despatch,

been received at New York by the underwriters, sta
.- was wrecked ou the 30th of Fifth

at .^:
'

,
i, mouth of the St. Lawrence ri

\;a, -:-,
.

,,., ucrelost.
''"

"
;'/•'.',. l.<:ndon.—The following were the pi

at Coveiit Garden market on the 24th ultimo :—Euj
pine apples $2 to §3 per pound ; hot house grapes $
to $4.50 per pound ; melons 50c. to 88^c. each

;
pea.

50c. to $1.50 per dozen; str.awberries 12c. to 25c.
ounce; nectarines 37|c. to $1 per dozen: oranges $
to S3 per dozen; lemons 12c. to 25. per dozen.

The Sound Dues.—Secretaiy Marcy has formally si,

fied to the Danish Minister the purpose of the Presic
not to make a forcible resistance to the collection of
Sound Dues, at Elsinore, for one vear from the 14th i

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
,
The Committee who have charge of the Board;

School at West-Town in accordance with antho
given them by the late Y'early Meeting, have couclu
toTaise the price of board and tuition for each
from forty dollars \o forty-five dollars per session, to
mence with the winter session.
Those Friends within the limits of Philadelphia Tei

Meeting, who intend sending their children to the Scl
the next session, will please enter them before the ]

the Ninth month. Applications for admission are
made to Josejdi Snowdon, Superintendent at the Sch
or Joseph Scattergood, Treasurer, No. 84 Arch St.,

Philad., Sixth mo. 10, 1856.

WANTED.
A Female "Teacher is wanted for Friends' School

Crosswicks, N. J. Early application may be made U
Joel H. Middleton, Crosswicks, N. J.,

Or, Samuel Allinson, Jr., Yardville, N
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Maramotli Steamship,

(Contiiiufd from page 322.)

le manner in which this moving cify rather than

will be propelled with the speed of a locomotive

igh the ocean is not the least noticeable of the

i|ements connected with her. Brunei has,

link wisely, decided not to trust so precious a

m freif'ht and so vast an amount of valuable

D to any single propelling power, but has sup-

her with three—the screw, the paddle, and

ail. Her paddle-wheels; 56 feet in diameter,

be" propelled by four engines, the cylinders of

h are 6 feet 2 inches in diameter, and the stroke

3et. The motive power of these will be gene-

l by four boilers. Enormous as are these en-

) having a nominal power of 1000 horses, and

linf nearly 50 feet high, they will be far in-

r to those devoted to the screw. These, the

3St ever constructed for marine purposes, will

ipplied with steam by six boilers, working to a

! of 1600 horses—the real strength of the com-

i engines being equal to 3000 horses. When

spectator looks upon the ponderous shaft of

il, 160 feet in length and 60 tons in weight,

in'ed to move the screw, and the screw itself of

eet in diameter, the four fans of which, as they

n the ground, remind him of the bladebones of

e huge animal of the pre-Adamite world, he

3r comprehends the gigantic nature of the labour

a done, and the ample means taken to perform

As the screw and the paddles will both be

king at the same time, the ship will he pulled

pushed in its course like an invalid in a Bath

r, and eaet power will be called upon to do its

,. The calculated speed of the ship under steam

spected to average from fifteen to sixteen knots,

learly 20 miles an hour. We all know, even

I calm day, what a wind meets the f;ice looking

of a railway train going at that pace, and con-

lently it can be understood that sails, except on

aordinary occasions, would act rather as an

ediment than as an assistance to the ship's pro-

is. It is not probable, therefore, that they will

Quch resorted to except for the purpose of steady-

or of helping to steer her. In case, however, of

rong wind arising, going more than twenty-five

3S an hour in the direction of her course, she is

vided with seven masts, two of which are square-

;ed, and the whole spreading 6500 s(iuaro yards

canvas ; she canies no bowsprit, and has no

it sail. We do not know the reason of this de

irture from the ordinary rig, unless it "be to avoid

Ler ploughing too deeply in the sea. Her bow is

also without a figurehead; and this peculiarity,

together with her simple rig, gives her the appear-

ance of a child's toy-boat. If beauty is nothing

more than fitness, this form of bow is undoubtedly

the most beautiful, and the Americans who have

long adopted it in their trans- Atlantic steamers, are

right ; but to ordinary eyes it looks sadly inferior

to the old figurehead projecting out before the ship,

as if eager to lead her onward over the wave.

Fewer hands will be required to navigate the

" Great Eastern" than her size would seem to de-

1. Her whole crew will not exceed 400 men—

a

third of the number composing the crew of a three-

decker. The difi'erence is made up by what we

may term steam sailors. There will be four auxili-

ary engines appointed to do tho heavy work of the

ship, such as heaving the anchors, pumpin

hoisting the sails; for the gigantic arm of steam

ill be imperatively called for to deal with the vast

masses of iron and canvas required to move and to

hold the- ship. These engines will, in all probabili-

ty, communicate their power to a shaft running

through an aperture in the upper iron deck, by

which arrangement motive power in any required

quantity will be laid on from stem to stern of the

ship.

It is obvious that some special means must be

adopted to direct this vast mass of moving iron as

she flies on her course, threatening by her speed,

destruction to herself and whatever may cross her

path in the great highway of nations. The usual

contrivances will not apply. No speaking-trumpets,

for instance, could make the captain on the bridge

heard either by the helmsman, or the look-out at

the bow, more than three hundred feet away. Even

the engineer, sixty feet beneath him, would be be-

yond the reach of his voice. As in the railway,

we have to deal with distances which necessitate

the use of a telegraph, and the " Great Eastern,"

in this respect, will be treated just like a railway.

On ordinary occasions a semaphore will, in the day-

time, give the word to the helmsman, whilst at

night, and in foggy weather, he will be signalled

how to steer by a system of coloured lights. The

electric telfgraph will also be employed to com-

municate the captain's orders to him and to the

engineer below.

Thu the nervous system, if we may so term it,

of the vessel will be provided for. Starting from

the bridge, or post of the commander, which leads

directly from his apartments, located between the

paddle boxes, the fine filaments will be extended to

tho helmsman at the stern and to the look-out at

the bow, whilst a third thread will communicate

with the engineer. By this means the captain, or

brain of the ship, will be able in a moment to put

in motion, to drive at full speed, to reverse the ac

tion, or to stop, the iron limbs which toil day and

night far out of sight in the deep hold, or as in-

stantly to direct the helm so as to alter the vessel';

course.

In most iron vessels great precautions are taken

to avoid the incorrectness to which the needle placed

on deck is liable on account of the proximity of at-

tractive masses of metal. The commonest expe-

dient is to have placed high up in the mizcnmast,

beyond the influence of the iron sides of the ship,

what is called a standard compass, and wliich may

be said to realize Dibdin's " Sweet little cherub who

sits up aloft, and takes care of the life of poor Jack."

In the " Great Eastern," a special .stage or frame-

work will be erected for this dainty Ariel, at least

forty feet in height, and the helmsman will pro-

bably either read oflf the points from above as they

appear through a transparent card illuminated like

a clock-front, or the shadow of the trembling needle

will be projected down a long pipe upon a card be-

low, so as to avoid the necessity of the helmsman

looking up, and to obviate the difliculty which would

occur -in foggy weather. The experiments with

respect to this important adjunct to the ship are

not yet concluded, however, and we must be con-

sidered to speak speculatively as to the plan which

is likely to be adopted.

The anchors of this mighty steamer would, with

their accessories, alone form the cargo of a good-

sized ship. The ten anchors with which she will

be fitted, together with their stocks, will weigh fifty-

five tons. If we add to this ninety-eight tons for

her eight hundred fathoms of chain-cable, and one

hundred tons for her capstans and wai-ps, we shall

have a total weight of two hundred and fifty-three

tons of material dedicated to the sole purpose of

making fast the ship.

It was prophesied that Brunei's first ship, the

Great Western," would be doubled up as she rest-

d upon the crests of the Atlantic's waves, and we

11 know how the prophecy was fulfilled. When it

Fas made, indeed, we were very much in the dark

as to the size of ocean waves, and it was not until

the introduction of long steamers that they could

be measured with any accuracy. Dr. Scoresby,

whilst crossing the Atlantic in one of the Cunard

boats, some years since, closely observed the waves,

and by means of the known length of the ship, was

enabled to form a pretty accurate idea, of their di-

mensions. The old vague account of their being

" mountains high" was well known before that time

to be an exaggeration ; but we do not think even

philosophers were prepared for the statement made^

by this observer at a meeting, some years since, of

the British Association, that they averaged no more

than twenty feet in altitude and rarely exceeded

twenty-eight feet. The popular impression princi-

pally produced by marine painters that waves form-

cd valleys thousands of yards across, down the

sides of which ships slid as though they were about

to be engulphed, seems to have been equally erro-

neous ; as the maximum length of ocean waves, ac-

cording to Dr. Scoresby, is six hundred feet ; whilst in

a moderate gale they are only three hundred, and

in a fresh sea about a hundred and twenty feet in

length. A moment's consideration of these facta

leads to the conclu.sion that long ships must have a

great advantage over short ones with respect to the

rapidity with which thej make their journey, as it

is quite evident that whilst the latter have to per-

form their voyages by making a series of short

cyrves—much to the impediment of their progress

and to the discomfort of their inmates—the fonner,

by ruling the waves with their commanding pro-

portions, make shorter and smoother passages, As
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steamers grow larger and larger, the cause of sea-

sickness must therefore gradually diminish. The
" Great Eastern," from her length and the bearing

which she will have upon the water, being a paddle

as well as a screw ship, will, in all probability,

neither pitch nor roll, and will therefore be most

comfortable to the voyager. Her immense stride,

if we may use the term, will enable her to take

three of the three hundred-feet waves of an Atlantic

gale as easily as a racer would take a moderate-

sized brook. She will still have to encounter the

six hundred feet waves of storms, and there may
be those mistrusting her length and the great weight

she will carry amidships, in the shape of engines

and coal, who may be inclined to repeat with re-

spect to her the prophecy which was made with re-

spect to the "Great Western." Brunei, by the

method of launching which he intends to adopt, will,

however, set these misgivings at rest before she

even touches the water. Although the total weight

of the ship, together with her engines, which will be

erected in her whilst she is stUl on land, cannot be

less than twelve thousand tons, she will rest entirely

on two points as she enters the water broadside on.

No statement could give a more powerful idea

the strength of her fabric.

The reasons which have induced Brunei to

adopt this method of launching are given as follows

in his report

:

" Launching is generally effected by building the

ship on an inclined plane, which experience has de-

termined should be at an inclination of about 1 in

12 to 1 in 15, the keel of the ship being laid at that

angle, and the head consequently raised above the

stern say 1-1 5th of the whole length of the ship.

In the present case this would have involved raising

the fore part of the keel or the forefoot about forty

feet in the air, and the forecastle would have been

nearly 100 feet from the ground, the whole vessel

would have been on an average twenty-two feet

higher than if built on an even keel.

" The inconvenience and cost of building at such

a great height above ground may be easily imagined,

but another difficulty presented itself which almost

amounted to an impossibility, and which has been

sensibly felt with the larger vessels hitherto launch-

ed, and will probably, ere long, prevent launching

longitudinally vessels of great length. The angle

required for the incKned plane to ensure the vessel

moving by gravity being, say 1 in 14, or even if

diminished by improved construction in ways to 1

in 25, is such, that the end first immersed would

become waterborne, or would require a very great

depth of water before the fore part of the ship would

even reach the water's edge. Vessels of 450 or

500 feet in length would be difficult to launch in the

Thames, unless kept as light as possible ; but our

ship could not be so launched, the heel of the stern-

post being required to be, as I before said, about

forty feet below the level of the fore foot ; some
mitigation of the difficulty might be obtained by an
improved construction of the ways ; but the great

length of ways to be carried out into the river would,

under any circumstances, be a serious difficulty.

" Those considerations led me to examine into the

practicability of launching or lowering the vessel

sideways ; and I found that such a mode would be
attended with every advantage, and, so far as I can
see, itinvolves no countervailing disadvantages. This

plan has been accordingly determined upon, and
the vessel is building parallel to the river, and in

such a position as to admit of the easy construction

of an inclined plane at the proper angle down to

low-water mark.
" In constructing the foundation of the floor on

which the ship is being built, provision is made at

two points to ensure sufficient strength to bear the

whole weight of the ship when completed. At these

two points, when the launching has to be effected,

two cradles will be introduced, and the whole will

probably be lowered down gradually to low water-

mark, whence, on the ensuing tide, the vessel will

be floated off. The operation may thus be per-

led as slowly as may be found convenient ; or

if, upon further consideration, more rapid launch-

ing should be thought preferable, it may be adopt-

(Tol ntinued.)

Epistle of George Fox.

About this time I was moved to give forth the

following exhortation to Friends in the ministry :

—

Friends,—In the power of life and wisdom, and
dread of the Lord God of life, and heaven and
earth, dwell ; that in the wisdom of God over all,

ye may be preserved, and be a terror to all the

adversaries of God, and a dread, answering that of

God in them all, spreading the truth, awakening
the witness, confounding deceit, gathering out of

transgression into the life, the covenant of light and
peace with God. Let all nations hear the sound by
word or writing. Spare no place, spare no tongue, nor

pen; but be obedient to the Lord God; go through

the work ; be valiant for the truth upon earth

;

and tread and trample upon all that is contrary.

Ye have the power, do not abuse it ; and strength

and presence of the Lord ; eye it and the wisdom ;

that with it you may all be ordered to the glory o:

the Lord God. Keep in the dominion ; keep in the

power over all deceit ; tread over them in that

which lets you see to the world's end, and the utter-

most parts of the earth. Eeign and rule with Christ

whose sceptre and throne are now set up, whose
dominion is over all to the ends of the earth ; whose
dominion is an everlasting dominion

; whose throne

is an everlasting throne ; whose kingdom is an ever-

lasting kingdom ; and whose power is above all

powers. Therefore, this is the word of the Lord
God to you all ; keep in the word of God, that

spreads over all the earth ; the wisdom of the crea-

tion that is pure from above, not destructive. For
now shall salvation go out of Zion, to judge the

mount of Esau ; and now shall the law go forth

from Jerusalem, to answer the principle of God in

all ; to hew down all inventors and inventions. For
all the princes of the earth are but as air to the

power of the Lord God, which you are in, and have
tasted of ; therefore live in it ; this is the word of

the Lord God to you all, do not abuse it; keep God. The call is to repentance, to amendmen

down and low ; and take heed of false joys that life, whereby righteousness may be brought fc

will change.

Bring all into the worship of God. Plough up
the fallow ground ; thrash and get out the corn

;

that the seed, the wheat, may be gathered into the

This is the word of the Lord God to you all,

a charge to you all, in the presence of the hving G i

be pattern-, be examples in all your countries, pla

islands, nations, wherever you come ; that your
'

riage and life may preach among all sorts of pe j

and to them ; then you will come to walk cheeri i

over the world, answering that of God in every c
f

whereby in them ye may be a blessing, and m S

the witness of God in them to bless you
; thei

J

the Lord God you will be a sweet savour anj

blessing.
|

Spare no deceit. Lay the sword upon it
;
go (

^

it. Keep yourselves clear of the blood of all i
[

either by word or writing ; and keep yourse I)

clean, that you may stand in your throne, and e^ [

one have his lot, and stand in the lot in the Ane i

of Days. The blessing of the Lord be with y ;

and keep you over all the idolatrous worships (

worshippers. Let them know the living God
;

;•

teachings, churches, worships, set up by mij

earthly understanding, knowledge and wil!,inus(i

thrown down by the power of the Lord God.
}

this must be overthrown by that which gavefli

the Scripture ; and who are in that, reign ove's

all ; that is the word of the Lord God to you
.,

In that is God worshipped, that brings to dec"

his will ; and brings to the church in God, ji

ground and pillar of truth; for now has the micj

day of the Lord appeared, and the arrows of >

Alinighty are gone forth, which shall stick in •)

hearts of the wicked. Now will I arise, saith i

Lord God Almighty, to trample and thunder di

deceit, which hath long reigned and stained^

earth; now will I have my glory out ofeij

one. The Lord God Almighty over aU in (

strength and power keep you to his glory, that l

may come to answer that of God in every one. If

claim the mighty day of the Lord of fire andswi),

who will be worshipped in spirit and in truth
; |

keep in the life and power of the Lord God, ii|

the inhabitants of the earth may tremble be
J

God ; that the Lord's power and majesty maj*

admired among the hypocrites and heathen, I

ye in the wisdom, dread, life, terror and dominj

preserved to his glory, that nothing may rule I

reign but power and life itself; and in the wise)

of God, ye may be preserved in it. Tbisisthewl

of the Lord God to you all. The call is now I

of transgression ; the Spirit bids " come." The 1

is now from all false worships and gods, and f i

all inventions and dead works, to serve the li'

barn, that to the beginning all people may come, to

Christ, who was before the world was made. For
the chaff is come upon the wheat by transgression

;

he that treadeth it out is out of transgression, and
fathoms transgression

;
puts a difference between

the precious and the vile ; and can pick out the wheat
fi'om the tares, andgatherinto the garner ; so brings

to the lively hope, the immortal soul unto God, out

of which it came. None worship God but who come
to the principle of God, which they have transgress-

ed. None are ploughed up but he who comes to

the principle of God in him that he hath transgress-

ed. Then he doth service to God ; then is the plant-

ing and the watering ; and the increase from God
cometh. So the ministers of the Spirit, must minister

to the Spirit that is in prison, which hath been in

captivity in every one ; that with the Spirit of Christ,

people may be led out of captivity up to God, the

Father of Spirits, do service to him, and have unity

with him, with the Scriptures, and one with another.

hieh shall go throughout the earth. TherefoK

that are chosen and faithful, who are with the La

go through your work faithfully and in the strei

and power of the Lord ; and be obedient to

power, for that will save you out of the hand;

unreasonable men, and preserve you overt

to himself. Hereby you may live in the kmgd

that stands in power, which hath no end ;
wll

glory and life are. 1656. G. I

Submarine Blasting.—An effort is being m
by means of submarine blasting, to. remove " ]

mond Reef" from New York harbour, it 1;

directly in the route of the south-ferry boats, i

Governor's Island. The rock is 300 by 40 i

and very hard. The depth of water over it is (

sixteen feet at low tide ; it is stipulated that 'J

shall be increased to twent3'-two feet, at a coii

the city of $35,600. Eight to ten enorni

charges are fired per day, and a large numbe

fish is killed with every blast. By the expan

force of the explosion, the large mass of wj

above and around must be instantly remOTec|

lifted. But the motion of all matter requires t
j

I
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•xpansive force is exerted instantly in every

ion. It will not willingly wait for the slow

of the mass of water high enough to afford it

It therefore makes its way at the same

downward upon the solid rock, crushing,

Dling and grinding it to pieces. All matter,

• as we know, is porous and compressible, and

are more compressible than water. Philo-

• should, therefore, teach us that a sudden

isive force between a body of water and a

of rock, while it requires time to remove the

' must necessarily, to some extent, crush the

;e of the rock, if it is too large or too confined

removed in a body. And this has been proved

a fact by every blast that has been made,

explosive force being exerted vertically, and

ward, no fragments of rock are driven above

irfaco of the water. IMost of the rock is pul-

id ;- all the larger pieces are removed by

3 or by grappling irons, to the deepest sui--

lini' water, which is from thirty to forty feet.

—

For "Tho Friend."

BIOGRAPElCAl SKETCHES,

inisters and Elders, and other concerned mem
ters of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 325.)

MARGARET ELLIS.

irgaret Humphrey was born in "Wales a few

I
before 1650. She was a seeker after good

s in her youth, and as she grew in years, be-

Qvited to a meeting of Friends, she was fa

id to experience therein the visitation of the

'a Holy Spirit, and such a sense of his good

and love, as that the very remembrance thereof

:ened in 'her in advanced age, gratitude and

e. She became convinced of the Truth as held

friends, and with divers of her own family

d herself to them,

bout the year 1675, she was married to Kow-

Ellis, a valuable Friend, who, although her

,r in age, and but recently convinced of the

h waslilready in esteem as one not only capa-

if'defending the faith he professed, but as being

3<r patiently to suffer in its support. We have

idy had occasion to relate in the account of

land Ellis, their removal to this country. We
now add her husband's testimony concerning

written about two weeks before her death.

Being much inclined to leave something in

lory of my dear wife, Margaret Ellis, who was

dear to me and my children, I may justly

she attained to a good old age, and that we

.
together about fifty-two years with a great

of "satisfaction. Although we waded thro

y troubles of divers kinds, yet we stiU found a

;t hand to support us ; and we who were most

ersant with her, from good experience can say

lived and died in true unity and fellow.ship with

ids of Truth, since she was convinced thereof,

more especially in the afternoon of her day,

Q her candle shone brighter and brighter to the

to our comfort and encouragement, as appears

he following account.

Ro\^^:-AND Ellis."

" Plymouth, in the County of Philadelphia,

enasylvania, the 8th of the Si.xth month, 1T31."

Margaret Ellis, wife of Rowland Ellis, of Penn-

ania, for about the last ten years of her life,

deprived of her eyesight, which she had a

le of about a year before. On a certain time,

t of the family being gone to the meeting, some

asiness took hold of her mind for neglecting the

ortunity, apprehending the time might soon

16 up onher when she would not be able to at-

tend and enjoy those precious times,

meeting-day she went on foot with a willing mind

though some miles distant, at tho age of seventy-

five years, continuing very diligent. Being de-

prived of her eyesight, and attended with the in-

firmities of old age, yet she appeared contented in

mind, though deprived of what she much desired,

tho company of Friends at religious meeting. Her

love [for meetings] did not decline, for, whatever

would fall in the waf^ she would encourage her

family, as many as were able, to go to them at all

opportunities. [She also would encourage the fam-

ily] to sit down together, and at times had a word

to speak amongst them of what the Lord had done

for her soul.

" She often spoke to Friends, who came to visit

her, of the benefit she had received in meetings,

and [desired] that they miglit not easily neglect

such opportunities through the care and cumber of

this world, which she was sensible choked the seed

the good husbandman had sown. She was affected

with the [love shown by the] visits of her friends,

saying at one time, ' With what manner of love hath

the B'ather loved us !' Surely, this is that, which

Christ left with his disciples as their badge ; when

this is enjoyed it unites, and brings us near to him-

self and one another. She encouraged a friend,

who had a few words in meetings, to faithfulness,

saying, ' Hide not thy talent in the earth, because

it seems to thee but small ; but press on in the way

of faith, and, though it seems to thee as a time of

night, the day will break upon thee ; as thou re-

mainest faithful, thy talent will be increased.' She

said to some that wept, ' Do not mourn for me, for

I find my Redeemer is near me, and opens the

way, so that I have nothing to do but patiently un-

dergo whatever he may be pleased to suffer.' Her

spirit being raised above her bodily weakness, she

admired the love and goodness of Uod to her soul.

"At another time, a friend coming to visit her,

she signified that the day before, the low condition

of Ruth came before her, when she came with her

mother-in-law from Moab to Bethlehem, and went

into the fields to glean, and happening in the field

of Boaz, she found favour, and was kindly received,

and to make her earnings the better, was admitted

to glean among the sheaves, the reapers being

directed to let fall handsful for her, inviting her to

sit at meat with them, and by degrees she came to

wife of Boaz. These remarks she made in

great tenderness of spirit before the Lord, in a sense

of his goodness to them that came to hope under the

shadow of his wing. She compared this to her [own]

convincement, when she came first among Friends

in their religious meetings. She said, 'I was

kindly received, and invited to sit down amongst

them, and partake with them of God's goodness, to

which at that time I was but a stranger
;
yet the

Lord in his love and care made himself known tc

my soul, and suffered me to sit down with his har-

vest men ; meaning the ministers of the gospel of

Jesus Christ, whose company she highly valued and

prized. She showed an humble sense of the mer-

cies and loving kindness of God to her all her life

long, and now more than ever ;
' for,' added she,

' he is gathering me to himself, where I shall rest

with kings and princes, with God, and holy saints

and angels, with Jesus Christ, my Saviour and

holy Redeemer, being passing out of this world to

live for ever.'

" In the time of her sickness, which was long and

tedious, she made observations on Joseph's condi-

tion when in prison. 'He had,' said she, 'the

favour of the keeper, the care, the love, the good-

will of the prisoners, but all tliis wrought not Jo-

seph's deliverance. He was to stay the Lord's

time, and so must I. For though I have the love

the next of my friends, a kind husband, loving and tender

children, that are careful of me, and all other

things needful, yet I long to be freed from this

mortal part, which keeps the soul as in prison
;
yet

am waiting the Lord's time, which is the best, and

hope shall be content.' Some friends from North

Wales coming to visit her, though very weak, she

rejoiced much, saying, ' I httle tliought this morning

I should have had this opportunity with any of

you, but all was well ; for I find nothing to stand

in my way.' Answer was made, ' that is better

than all the world.' ' I know it will ;' she said,

' in this my sickness; for had I not endeavoured to

keep a con.science void of offence towards God and

man, it would have been too hard a task for me

now in this my great weakness. I made it my
concern when night came, to lay my head upon the

pillow, to look over my day's work, and take a view

of my own heart, lest there should be anything the

Lord had a controversy with ; that when tho mid-

night cry came, I might be ready to enter into the

bride-chamber, having the wedding garment. Let

all strive to have their accounts ready, for I can

tell you without boasting, it is an excellent thing to

have our lamps trimmed, that we may enter into

the heavenly rest;' adding, 'Remember my dear

love in the Lord Jesus to all friends, who may in-

quire for me, and tell them that as my care has

been to live in his fear, my hope is to die in his

favour.'

Some Friends of the city of Philadelphia visit-

ing her, rejoiced to find one of her age retain her

senses so well, but more especially her greenness

and tenderness. She told them the consideration

of Friends in the city came fresh in her mind, the

elders [being] mostly removed. She said, ' You
that are coming up in their places, stand faithful

for the truth in that which is made manifest to you.

Look not at your own weakness, and how short you

are of the first rank that went before. Be not dis-

couraged in coming up on the Lord's service. He
will endue you with strength and wisdom to carry

on his own work to the honour of his name. Re-

member the zeal of Phineas, when he executed

judgment upon the transgressors, whereupon the

plague was stayed ; and how great was his reward 1

For the Lord said to Moses, Phineas hath turned

away my wrath from Israel, so that I have not con-

sumed them in mine anger ; therefore I will give

unto him my covenant of peace.' She added, ' I

am glad to hear a good report of you ; the Lord

preserve you.' On parting with them, she signified

her great love to faithful Friends.

"At another time, sitting with the family, though

very weak, she said, ' You are young and strong,

in the prime of your time, judgment, and under-

standing ; improve your talents ; that is the way to

be helpfiil to your aged parents. As for me, I

question whether ever I shall have the like oppor-

tunity with you. It is my desire you may follow

on to know and witness the tijith mpre and more.

Let not the manna gathered yesterday suffice you

for to-day, so will you come to know substance in

yourselves, and strength towards God. Be carefiil

of your aged father, and helpful to him in his de-

clining years ; he is weak and feeble, and easily

cast down too low : the Lord grant he may be so

strong as to run the race with patience.'

"A great concern was often on her mind, lest too

much liberty should creep into the church, and

thereby mar the beauty of Zion, and cause her ex-

cellent name to be a scorn to the heathen. ' Oh

!

that her ministers may be faithful, lest they give

occasion to open the eye in many that watch for

more liberty, and that they may be careful in all

things, both in word and deed.' The day she died,

her cluldren being about her, it wa« asked if she
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had anything further to tell them. She ans-wercd,

' I have spoken to you whilst I had strength and

words given me, what shall I say more '! You
Lave the anointing, the spii-it of Truth, which will

lead you into all truth! Hearing her younger

daughter weep, she said, ' Where is thy resigning

me up, as thou didst this morning ? Is thy faith

weakened so soon? Get hold of him, who in the

time of great exercise hath supported thee, and he

will do the same again ! Ahout an hour heforc she

departed, she asked what time of the night it was.

It was answered, about eleven o'clock. 'From

twelve till break of day I usually had my bad fits,'

she said, ' and by and by I shall rest quiet and

easy with my Saviour.' Some refreshment being

offered her, she said, ' No more of the fruit of the

vine ! no more forever !' So, desiring their prayers

for her short passage, she stretched herself out, and

lifting up her hands, committed her soul to God."

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

Silent Worship.

I would that we as a society, were more awaken-

ed to the importance of this religious duty. The

apostle enjoined his fellow bcUevers to present their

bodies a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable unto

God. Did we but rightly appreciate the privilege

of being through mercy enabled to perform this

reasonable duty unmolested, I think that the cum-

bering things of this world, would seldom if ever

prevent us from timely assembling with our friends

Isoth on First, and week-days, there to wait in

the silence of all flesh, before Him who sees and

knows the bent and intent of every heart, and will

reward acording to our motive to action.

May none of us be satisfied with a superficial

attendance, though it maybe in a manner seeming-

ly consistent with our profession. God is a spirit, and

they that worship Him, must worship Him in spirit

and in truth, for the Father seeketh such to worship

Him. And as the eye of the mind is singly turned

to Him for counsel and direction, he will enable the

seeking souls at times to return, bringing their sheaves

with them, though their assemblies may have been

small and silent. But oh ! the lukewarmncss, that

prevails with many. If they were but sensible of

the danger that surrounds us both as a society, and

individually, surely they could not slumber away
the time set apart for the purpose of divine worship,

nor set as it were at ease in Zion, nor trust to a

profession of religion. May all who are as stumbling

blocks, in this respect, examine themselves by the

light of Christ in their own consciences, and as they

prize their own eternal welfare and the welfare of

society (that is disgraced by the unbecoming and

benumbing practice) earnestly endeavour to know
the cause. Surely, my beloved friends, is there not

a cause ? Has not the world and the things of it

engrossed too much of your time and attention, or

has not the lust of the world, the lust of the eye,

and the pride of life estranged you, by almost im-

perceptible degrees, from the restraints of the cross ?

Have you been concerned above all things to seek

the one thing needful, even that of sitting as at the

feet of Jesus to hear his words '! May you be awaken-

to a sense of the danger that awaits you. Give not

sleep to your eyes nor slumber to your eyelids, but

seek with increasing earnestness to knmo the cavse^

and be willing to remove it whatever it may cost you.

Take away the cause and the effect will cease. Be
sober, be vigilant, for your adversary is still seeking

whom he may devour. That you may be delivered

from him and find forgiveness through his mercy,

that willeth not the death of a sinner, and who
alone is able to give you the victory, is the desin

of one that loves you, and earnestly craves that

sleeping in our religious meetings may no longer be

a stumbling block to honest inquirers, but that we
may through individual faithfiilness become as a

city set on a hill that cannot be hid.

Ohio, Sixth month 10th, 1856.

^^ Bearing False Witness.'"—If a witness, sum-
moned to testify in open court, swears falsely, he

may be convicted of perjury and immured in the

State prison. Even if he escapes the vengeance of

the law, be becomes a maAed man among his

fellows. The peijurer is a public scorn and de-

testation. Like Cain, he goes forth with the brand
upon his forehead.

But there are other methods of bearing false wit-

ness, besides testifying in a Court of Justice. When-
ever facts are distorted, character assailed, or mo-
tives misrepresented, false witness is borne as efiect-

ually as though the liar stood in open Court, with

his hand upon the Bible. The law does not, in-

deed, make slander a penal crime, and it is wise in

this refusal, for the offence is one peculiarly hard

to reach, nay, almost impossible. Even in civil

suits for slander, this practical difiiculty is felt by
court and jury alike. But the wrong is none the

less a wrong, because of its immunity from earthly

tribunals. And the Decalogue, in hurling its thunders

against breaches of the moral law, denounces slan-

der as pointedly as it does perjury in the public

courts, when it anathematizes^" bearingfalse witness."

Yet we sec continually the most glaring breaches

of this great maxim of ethics. Even otherwise good
men, especially if ardent in what they believe to be
a reform, are not free from the guilt of false-witness.

Carried away by their zeal, they often impute the

worst motives to their opponents ; frequently ignore

important facts ; accept statistical statements -n-ith-

out sifting them; and in other ways traduce the

characters of men, as individuals or a class, and
blacken unjustly a party which is in hostihty to

their own. Not that they always intend to do all

this. The habit of exaggeration sometimes carries

them to lengths which, in their calmer mome
and if they could see the evil they have caused,

they would be the first to deplore. But occasionally

they really mean to exhaust invective, in the hope
to render their opponents hateful. Blinded to every-

thing but one narrow view of a question by their

intense sympathy for the oppressed, the suffering,

or the erring, they stigmatize those from whom they

differ, as man-stealers, or murderers, or both. They
forget that men are not fiends, and paint all man-
kind, but themselves, as devils. Is not this "bear
ing false-witness?"

You, who accuse your neighbour of being mi
serly, when, if you knew all, you would find he

was practising a necessary economy, you also are

false witness." You, fair innocent.

wards an animal, never leaves behind the stir

remorse.

—

Ledger.

For " The Friei

AVhoso offereth praise glorifieth me.—Psal.

No one need to be told that the surest metho
obtain new favours from an earthly benefacto

to be thankful for those which he has already

stowed. It is the same with respect to our Heav
Benefactor. Praise and thanksgiving are ever i

prevaihng than sacrifices or prayers. I have i

an account of a Christian who was shipwrcckei

a desolate island, whilst aU his companions perij

in the waves. In this situation he spent many i

in fasting and prayer that God would open a

for his deliverance ; but his prayers received

answer. At length, musing on the goodness of (

in preserving Mm from the dangers of the sea

returned thanksgiving and praise for this and o

favours; for he thenlelt, when his heart was cl

ed with gratitude, that many favours iindese.

had been bestowed upon him. Before the

elusion of the day a vessel arrived, which resb

him to his country and friends.

you are called, "bear false witness" when you hint

cruel things against a sister woman, of whom you
really know nothing. You, who whisper about

among your acquaintances, that this family is ex
travagaut, or that man intemperate, that such i

husband neglects his wife, or such a wife does not

love a husband, you too " bear false witness," nay,

commit perjury itself, perjury before the high court

of heaven, and in the presence of the greatjudge of

all. Whoever speaks what he or she docs not know
to be true, whoever even colours facts uncharitably,

is guilty of "false witness." Tremble, dainty lady,

who think yourself fi-ee from all guile ; for do you
not sometimes "bear,false witness?" Tremble,

proud moralist, for often you " bear false witness,'

and oftenest, perhaps, when you anathematize vice

Men cannot study charity too carefully—in word,

in deed, in look. It is better to be too lenient than

too severe. A wrong done, " by false witness," we
we can rarely remedy. But forbearance, even to

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 28, 1S5

LONDON YEARLY MEETING.

The Sixth month number of the British Fr
which we received by the Steamer America, isj

cipally occupied with accounts of different Ye
Meetings. That given of the proceedings of ]

don Yearly Meeting we shall give in full, knoi

the interest taken in the subject by our reac

The meeting of Blinisters and Elders is represe:-

to have been attended by about the usual num
One Friend " in returning the certificates gra?

him to travel last year in company with'

wife" proceeded " to give a lengthened acconi

their journey, which extended to within the A;

circle." Some account was also rendered by ano

Friend of his religious labours chiefly within

Southern hemisphere.
" On third day morning, our friend, PriscillaGi

spread before the meeting her concern to

Friends in America. Unity and sympathy ^

expressed very much at large by many Frie

liberty for whiich was considerably extended,

led to a suitable record." At the adjourned i

ing held on the evening of Seventh day the 31,

certificate for P. Green was brought in and '

dially approved ;" it " appropriately described

feeling into which the meeting had been ii!

duced, and it might be said reintroduced, by re
|

of the delicate health and more than usual a I

to sympathy" of this Friend.

" Fourth-day morning 5th Month, 21st, 1

—The first sitting was held at ten o'clock, and th
j

tendance was considered fully an average

Soon after settling into quietness, a Friend ir!

ministry quoted the text in Isaiah, ' Thou wilt i)

him in perfect peace, whose mind is stayed on tl I

following it with the injunction of an apostle,
j

careful for nothing, but in everything by prj

and supplication with thanksgiving, let your)

quests be made known unto God. And the
pj

of God which passeth all understanding, shall

;

your hearts and minds through Christ Jesus.' T

I

precious promises from both the Old and
.j

Testament, he observed, were applicable to u

dividually, and in our families; and they were)

less words of comfort for us in our capacity a.'!

household of faith. Two Friends then folk!

each other in supplication. Another revived th.|
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)n 'Draw nigh to God, and he will draw

;o'you,' and observed, that though this was

meeting for worship, yet it ought to be our

?our to observe this injunction in these our

)gs for transacting the affairs of the church

;

uld wc be enabled to make the grateful ac-

edgmcnt, that it had been good for us to be

Another desired to remind Friends that our

jncy for every good word and work was of

and he trusted it would be the secret brcath-

' our hearts, ' Be thou my strong habitation

unto I may continually resort.'

inksgiving and supplication followed, and

y after, Joseph Thoi-p, the clerk of last Yearly

ng, read the opening minute. The calling

)f the names of the representatives, the first of

;ual routine business, was gone through, and

ewer exceptions than usual (four only we be-

they answered to their names. For the ab-

of these four, satisfactory reasons were as-

£T some other appointments had been read, a

d said he had to propose an alteration in the

of procedure with the business of the meet

liz., to postpone the reading of the foreigi

as till the answers to the queries had been

This, he observed, had been the customary

of proceeding, until there seemed ground for

•ting from it a number of years ago ; but he

;ht there would be an advantage in recurring

! previous practice, as he had just proposed,

ad no wish to provoke discussion, and he had

ng so much at heart as to see the business of

iiecting conducted in the most advantageous

ler. jV'number of Friends expressing approval

lat had been suggested, and no objection being

;d, the answers to the queries were accordingly

n, and were overtaken as far as Essex, previous

c adjournment about 1 P. M.

ter the reading of the answers from Cornwall,

stimony was produced and read, iu behalf of

ate Sarah lluudcll, of Liskeard.

, the answicrs thus far, there appeared to be no-

;

particularly differing from other years, except

ips, that the exceptions struck us as being fully

I numerous, in regard to the attendance of meet-

for worship. The explanations called for,

;ver, in reference to these and other points,

led satisfactory to the meeting. The numbers

id to our Society in the course of the year, on

;round of convincement, we thought larger than

Dme former occasions. In Bristol and Somer-

Quarterly Meeting, there had been six indi-

als joined ; in Cornwall, one; Cumberland and

thumberland, four; and Essex, three. The

ing of the accounts of sufferings was also post-

!d to the conclusion of the answers to the queries.

. few words from a ministering Friend, while

clerk was preparing the minute of adjournment,

a very solemnizing influence upon the meeting,

said he felt thankful in having been permitted

;cl at our gathering together—and he had no

bt it was the case that many more, in like man-

had been favoured to feel—the overshading of

heavenly Father's love ; and he was desirous

should endeavour to cherish this feeling through

even till the close of our meetings.

-ourth-day Afternoon.—Met at four o'clock,

^he representatives having drawn together, as di-

;ed at the close of the former sitting, to consider

I suitable Friend for clerk, and two for assistants,

eluded to propose Joseph Thorp for clerk, and

bert Forsteraud Robert Charleton as assistants;

ich conclusion Joseph Pease was requested to

mate to the Yearly Meeting. This he did ac-

dingly ; and the Friends proposed being accept-

e to the meeting, their uouiiuatiou was recorded.

The answers to the queries were then further

proceeded with, commencing with those fi-om Kent.

It appeared from this meeting's answer to the

' query to Quarterly Meetings only,' that it felt

itself incapable of giving to its Monthly Jlectings

such assistance as its place in the body and their

state required. This confession of weakness led to

a consideration of what was the duty of the Yearly

Meeting in the case. Though it could not be said

to be a direct application for assistance, yet the con-

fession of weakness was taken as evidence that help

from the Yearly Meeting was requisite, and would

be acceptable ; it was therefore agreed to appoint a

committee to visit the Quarterly Meeting of Kent,

with the view of rendering it such assistance as the

Friends on the appointment might be enabled to give.

They were also encouraged, should way open for it,

to consider if, by the junction of Kent with some

adjoining Quarterly Meeting, or by some other

means, the necessity for the recurrence of a similar

application could be obviated. The Friends ap-

pointed on this service are Daniel Pryor Hack

Thomas Chalk, John Jlarsh (of Dorking,) Robert

Forstcr, and Rickman Godlee.

A testimony from Rochester Monthly IMeeting, on

behalf of Benjamin Bishop, was then read.

From the Quarterly Meeting of Lancashire and

Cheshire, the answer to the seventh query seemed

unusually loaded with exceptions. Among these,

the six cases of shooting led to protracted remark.

The discussion at length terminated by the olerk

reading an extract from the Ruks of Discipline to

the effect, that 'shooting for diversion,' was clearly

ranked among 'vain sports ;' and it became the duty

of subordinate meetings to determine what cases of

this kind constituted exceptions to the query under

consideration.

In reference to persons joining our Society on the

ground of convincement, there appeared to have

been five cases in this Quarterly Meeting.

When the clerk was about to proceed with the

answers from Lincolnshire, he was interrupted by s

Friend calling attention to the answer from Lanca

shire and Cheshire to the third query, which repre

sented that Friends were preserved in love, one to-

wards another. It was stated to be matter of noto-

riety that this was not the case. A number of

Friends corroborated this statement, and told how

ful it had felt to them to sit and hear such an

ver. The object of tho.se impugning the verity

of the Quarterly Meeting, seemed to be to get the

Yearly Meeting to take cognizance of the matter,

they seemed to think there was no other way of

reaching the case.

The clerk followed the first speaker, demurring

as to the Yearly Meeting being the place for indi

viduals to bring such accusations. He was supported

in this view, it may be said, by those most acquaint-

ed with the discipline and usages of the Society,

who showed clearly that it was entirely out of order

to bring forward, in this place, such an impeach

ment, while the course dictated by our rules was as

explicitly stated. It appeared, from the statement;

of several of the representatives from Lancashire and

Cheshire, that no exception came before the Quar

teriy Meeting ; so that it could not return an answer

different to what it had done. It was at one time

proposed that the representatives from the Quarterly

Meeting should draw together to the clerk's table at

the close of the sitting, together with the overseers

in the Monthly or particular ISIeeting in which the

case constituting the supposed exception existed.

But this was not to be understood as the dictate of

the Y'early IMeeting, but a voluntary and friendly

action on the part of such representatives, with the

view of conferring with such as chose to come for-

ward and ask for cxplauatioas, in regard to the

answer. This matter took up a considerable time,

but thus di-sposed of, the answers from Lincoln-

shire were read, followed by a testimony from

the Jlonthly Meeting of Spalding and Wainfleet,

on behalf of John Hur.st, deceased. This was a

very instructive document, as also the testimony for

Benjamin Bishop ; and a number of Friends spoke

in confirmation of their content.'!, and expressive of

their high value for the departed.

The reading of the answers from London and

Jliddlescx finished the business of this sitting. Ad-

journed till to-morrow morning, at ten o'clock.

Fiflh-day morning, bUb Montli., 22d.—Met at

ten.

After the clerk had read the opening minute,

William Tanner laid before Friends a concern to •

pay a visit to the Women's Yearly Meeting, should

there be no objection. Unity being expressed with

the proposal, he was accordingly liberated, and

John Marsh and Joseph Eaton accompanied him.

A testimony from King.ston Monthly Meeting was

then read, on behalf of our late valued Friend,

Richard Barrett, of Croydon. Many Friends, some

of them at considerable length, testified their sense

of the worth of the deceased, and of his instructive

example. AVe scarcely remember any similar docu-

ment eliciting a greater amount of expression of

unity and concurrence ; while occasion was taken

by several of the speakers, to encourage those yet in

younger years, to a like early dedication of heart,

and submission to the restraining and constraining

influences of Divine grace.

Resumed the further reading of the answers to the

queries. After those for Isorfolk and Norwich,

came another testimony, viz., for Anna Forster,

which was both interesting and instructive. Two

or more Friends gave expression to the affectionate

regard which they had entertained for the deceased.

The remarks of one .^^peakcr, in particular, appeared

especially sound and satisfactory. The language

of our blessed Lord and Saviour had much impres-

sed him at this time— ' He that hath my command-

ments and keepeth them, he it is that loveth me,

and he that loveth me shall be loved by my Father,

and we will come unto him, and make our abode

with him.' Notwithstanding what man is capable

of attaining to, as man, .in the cultivation of his in-

tellect, or in the acquirement of what may be termed

religious information, it appeared very dear to the

speaker that it is not the traths of religion that con-

vert the soul, but the operation of the Power of

Truth in and upon the heart. Our dear Lord said

to the Jews, ' Search the Scriptures ; for in them ye

think ye have eternal life, and they are they which

testify of mc. And ye will not come unto me that

ye might have life.' And hence it is, that although

these things may be, and are at times conducive to

that end, yet we must come under the influence of

the power and Spirit of Christ in the heart, in order

to partake of his salvation. There was nothing he

believed, that man can do of himself that m\l render

him acceptable in the Divine sight ; and it remains

a living truth, that 'the sacrifices of God are a bro-

ken spirit, a broken and a contrite heart, O God,

thou wilt not despise,' and on this very ground, that

the Lord alone can prepare the soul to offer it unto

Him.
Overtook the answers as far as Yorkshire, at this

sitting. In most of the meetings, there appeared to

have been some small additions to the Society on the

ground of convincement. In Westmoreland, four

cases ; Yorkshire, eleven. Respecting these latter,

some interesting information was communicated,

particularly in one in.stance, that of a man who had

belonged to the Wesleyan body ; and other three

cases, all members of one family, a brother and two

sisters, whose applications fur membership were made
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without the knowledge of each other, hut from ap-

prehension of duty ; and as they resided apart, to

different Monthly Meetings. A number of those

received into mombership, had obtained their edu-

cation at some of the Society's public schools.

During this sitting, a visit was received from the

Women's Yearly Meeting, viz., by Mary Tanner
and Sarah Chalk.

Adjourned at a quarter to two, till four.

At the commencement, as well as at a later period

of the sitting this morning, it was so dark that

lighted candles had to be placed on the clerk's

table; the gas in the galleries was also, lighted—

a

circumstance most unusual at this season.

Fifth-day afternoon, four o''clock.—Met accord-

ing to adjournment. The first business taken up
was the perusal of a testimony from York Monthly
Sleeting, concerning CeUa Wilcox. The answers

from the General Meeting for Scotland came next,

followed by those from the Yearly Meeting of Friends

in L'eland ; and there was also produced and read

a minute from Carlow Jlonthly Meeting, respecting

Elizabeth Barrington, of Ballitore.

A report from the Meeting of Ministers and Elders,

signed by Thomas Norton, the clerk, stated that

they had held their meeting, and gave a summary
of the answers to their queries, which seemed so

satisfactory that no comment was made upon it.

The clerk hereupon read a minute which he had
made to this effect, that the answers to the queries

had all been gone through, and it being thought

best to defer reading the accounts of sufferings till a

future opportunity, the way was thus open for en-

tering upon the consideration of the state of Society

as now laid before us.

A Friend was, soon after this, engaged in suppli-

cation, which tended to solemnise the meeting, and
prepare it for the important duty before it. The
remainder of the sitting was occupied by sundry
Friends conveying their views on various points

—

some in reference to the exceptions to the first query,

and others on the present state of things among us

as a church. By one of the speakers, in particular,

the supposed non- adaptation of silent meetings to

our present circumstances, and the allegation of their

not supplying that instraction in religious knowledge
which our youth stand in need of, were very satisfac-

torily refuted; and it was clearly demonstrated, that

there could no substitute be found in the shape of

VMy formal religious services or outward arrange-

ments, to render unnecessary individual subjection

to Christ, through obedience to the teachings of the

Holy Spirit—seeing it is the end of all rightly

anointed ministry, to bring the people, younger as

well as older, unto Christ, the minister of the sanc-

tuary, and of the true tabernacle, which the Lord
pitched and not man.

Another Friend expressed his desire, that in look-

ing at the deficiencies existing amongst us, we might
not be directing our attention to others, but that

every one should examine how far he is himself in-

dividually at fault ; and thus, by each repairing, as

it were, the breach before his own door, there would
be ability witnessed to lay shoulder to shoulder for

the general restoration.

Robert Lindsay expressed the pleasure which it

gave him again to meet with Friends on this occa-
sion, after having been prevented for a number of

years, and addressed the meeting at considerable

length, impressively and much to the purpose, in

reference to the subject then before the meeting

—

the state of the body.

At the close of this as well as of the forenoon sit-

ting, the usual intimation was given by the clerk,

respecting the meetings for worship in the different

meeting houses, on Sixth-day forenoon.

Adjourned at a quarter past seven till four to-

morrow afternoon, when, it was intiioated the con^

sideration of the state of Society would be resumed
Sixth-day morning, 5th Month, 2M.—The vari.

ous meeting-houses were open for pubUc worship, in

accordance with previous intimation and usual

practice. That of Devonshire House was very

largely attended, the number of our women Friends

appearing considerably to preponderate.

Sixth-day afternoon, four o'clock.—Previous to

entering on the business, Josiah Forster stated that

there was now on the premises, a person from the

south of France, in profession with Friends there

who was desirous of attending this meeting, if it

were agreeable ; and it being mentioned that he

was well known to many of our members in Lon
don, permission was accordingly given, and Thomas
Hodgkin was requested to introduce him. His
name we understood, was Bertram Combe.

The meeting then resumed the consideration of

the state of Society. The first speaker, after some
preliminary general observations, adverted to the

fourth query. In almost all the answers there were

exceptions ; in many instances to the fore part, but

more particularly to the latter—that relating to

'plainness of speech, behaviour, and apparel.' He
was inclined to think, that if parents and heads of

families paid sufficient attention to the principal

branch of the query, duly endeavouring 'to train up

their children, servants, and others under their care

in a religious life and conversation,' there would be

fewer exceptions in the other branch. He thought it

was Oiristian simplicity which our principles as to

dress called upon us to exemplify, and not j^eculi-

arity. He then took occasion to advert to the cir-

cumstance of some of our members who, though con-

sidered exemplary enough in regard to the outward

badge of plainness of apparel, were yet stumblin;

blocks to some of our younger members, inasmuch

as they did not also exemplify self-denial in relation

to the use of intoxication liquors—a point of far

more importance than the peculiar cut of a garment
This view of the question was dwelt upon at con-

siderable length, consecutively, by a number of

other Friends, who advocated the leaving of our

youth, and such as did not feel called upon
sume the peculiar garb of the Society, at liberty to

dress according to the dictates of Christian simpli

city, instead of looking down upon them as unfit for

service in the church, because of their thus differing

from others.

The above is, we believe, the substance of what
was said in favour of the foregoing views.

An equal, or probably a greater number of

Friends took an entirely opposite view of the ques-

tion. The first in this direction speaking somewhat
briefly, he was followed by another, who enlarged

upon it in a very lucid and satisfactory manner,

showing the soundness of the Society's testimony in

this particular, and its scriptural authority. The
testimony involved not only the duty of exemplify

ing Christian simplicity, but also that of resisting

the ever-fluctuating caprices ot fashion. It is not

enough that an article of attire shall be simple—
the highest style of fashion may occasionally chance

deservedly to bear this character; but our Chris-

tian profession prohibits a clmnge, merely because

such simjile article has ceased to be fashionable.

As a necessary consequence, if we thus stand .still

and attempt to stem the tide, we cannot avoid be-

coming singular or peculiar. But this pecularity

is not what our profession dictates—it is rather what
fashion exacts from us, because we refuse to swim
in its current; so that it is quite taking a wrong
view to suppose that p)ecuHari1y is what our prinei-.

pies lead to. It is Christian simplicity, rendered

eventually peculiar, because we cannot follow in

the wake of fashion.

But perhaps a more luminous and convincin; .

position of our profession in this particular, as
||

as in others of primary importance, has seldom
^

heard on such an occasion, than was given 1

other Friend, who spoke at very considerable \

and, as it seemed in our judgment, with i

power and unction. He looked at the subji >

variety of aspects, general as well as part

gi\'ing the results of his own individual exp. i

and of his observation, for which, as Frieud., 5

aware, he had larger opportunities than most. ^

can scarcely trust ourselves to attempt to detai
g

observations, sensible how diffleult a matter it w ]

be to do them justice. What preceding spea %

with whom he united had advanced, may be
i

to have formed a text for his enlarged and f; f

illustration ; and while we doubt not it felt pai
1

to the great majority to Ustcn to what those 5

differed from him pled for, it seemed scarcely t .

regretted that they got the opportunity to exj s

themselves, since it was the means of ehcitiiiL' ;
1

a communication as was that with which our fr I

was enabled to favour the meeting.

Quite the principal part of this sitting was .

pied with the consideration of answers to the to 1

query. The subject of gospel ministry, and >

comparatively small number of our younger m .

bers of either sex coming forward in the mini.-
,

was weightily spoken to by one Friend, and ;

value of silent waiting upon God very sweetly j

appropriately by another.

Altogether, the occasion was a highly favoi 1

one, worthy of being borne in remembrance li\ ,1

who were present ; and while all, or nearly

could not but feel and be prepared to acknowk ;

how precious are such opportunities when mini; %

and others concerned for the welfare of the clii 1

are enabled to hand forth so much sound doctr

,

suitable counsel, solemn warning, as well as co: -

lation and encouragement, it is at the same tim )

be regretted that few, if any, of such as are ;

causes of mourning, can be reached by such •

pression.

The subject of total abstinence was also allu I

to at some length, the speaker urging the eonsii

ation, whether the time had not arrived t>.r

Yearly Meeting to take some more decided ae 1

in support of this movement ; but though the s; i

subject was touched upon by another Friend, tl

:

was no conclusion come to in the matter.

Friends generally appearing to have relie I

their minds in reference to the subject betbie i

meeting, the clerk put the inquiry, as usual, n •

ther the concern which had now been mauifee I

for the prosperity of the body, should lead to 1

issue of an epistle to the Quarterly and 3Iont

'

Meetings. There seemed to be no diflerenct f

opinion in regard to the propriety of follOT\iii^

example of previous years ; it was accordingly t
•

eluded to give forth an epistle, the preparati r I

which was referred to the Committee of Eciro

tatives.

Adjourned, at a quarter past seven, till clt 1

to-morrow forenoon.

The Large Committee immediately after r

.

Isaac Robson, Clerk, and Joseph Pease and J<J

Dymond, assistants. The Tithe question cai

briefly into discussion, but was postponed. A cc •

mittee was appointed to take charge of the Gent J

Epistle, and the meeting separated, to meet at sii

time as the Yearly Meeting may direct.

Seventli-day morning, nineo'clock.—The Frie !

appointed last evening in the Large Committee
f

take charge of the General Epistle met, and af"

very harmonious expression of sentiment, a s

'

committee was chosen to prepare a draft of s

document.
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S,
eleven, the Yearly Meeting assembled. Before

jmniencemeiit of the business, a Friend was

ed in supplication, much in the language of

)th Psalm :
—

' Give ear,0 Shepherd of Israel,

;hat leadest Joseph like a flock, &e. ; before

lim, and Benjamin, and Manasseh, stir up thy

;th, and come and save us. Thou hast brought

) out of Egypt,' &c. Another Friend followed

m acceptable communication in the ministry,

g from the text, ' Build thou the walls of Jeru-

' and showing whence ability was to be de-

fer restoring the waste places—'Not by might

y power, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord.'

e reports of Distraints for ecclesiastical pur-

were then read, the Quarterly Meeting of

: as usual, having sustained the greatly

!rating amount, somewhere about £2300. A
ler of Friends were induced to comment upon

jturns, and upon the effect which the relaxa

)f our rules last year had produced in regard

ese returns. It appearing that the general

ion -might come up for discussion, Friends

reminded that, as it had been briefly adverted

the Large Committee, and was again likely to

sumed there, such as might wish to express

sentiments would have another opportunity

loing so, without further encroaching on the

of this meeting.

roceeded next to read the epistles. First came

from Ireland, followed by those from America.

18 former, as also in several of the latter, allu-

was made to the recent separation in Ohio

•ly Meeting, narrating the action taken by each

jference to which section had been acknow-

»d. In the epistle from Philadelphia, mention

ade of the reception of the document issued by

meeting last year, in justification of the part

ih it had decided to take in regard to the divi-

in Ohio ; and dissatisfaction is expressed that,

e appearing to disapprove of separations, this

ing should, as it seemed to Friends of Phila-

hia, have rather encouraged them by the re-

lition of an irregularly constituted body, con-

ag, as it did, of much the smaller number of

lesentatives, viz., 12 to 30.

»n the whole having been read, the clerk pro-

fed two minutes from the Meeting for Sutfer-

i, in reference to the divided state of our Society

:he American continent, during tlie last thirty

|-s. These minutes simply stated, that this sub-

'had claimed much attention, and the object of

ging it thus forward seemed to be to induce the

irly Meeting to consider what could be done to

ride a remedy for so painful a state of things,

considerable time was spent in this way, many

^nds expressing their views and feelings, but

lOut arriving at that unanimity which was deem

desirable on so important, as well as so intricate

comprehensive a subject. While some thought

way opened at present for any action on our

t, and would wish the discussion to drop, others

•e of the judgment that the meeting was in too

lausted a state to do justice to the question,

ler by continuing the discussion in this state, or

passing it by altogether. It was ultimately

eed to adjourn till half-past four this afternoon,

preference, as had been suggested, to Second-

f morning. Adjourned accordingly at half-past

[n the epistle from Indiana, it was stated that

I large size of that Yearly Meeting rendered the

usaction of its business inconvenient. Five of the

istituent Quarterly Meetings had, therefore, pro-

sed to form themselves into a new Yearly Meet-

;, to be denominated Western Yearly Meeting,

le proposal, having been solidly considered, was

reed to, and Friends of Indiana mshed our

Yearly Meeting to give an opinion in reference to

this important step.

ScveiUh-day afternoon, half-pastfour.—On again

coming together, the consideration of the minutes of

the Meeting for Sufferings was resumed. Many
Friends availed themselves of the opportunity to

give their opinion, when a greater unanimity was

evinced than in the forenoon ; but all in the di-

rection that the time was not yet come for this meet-

to take any further proceedings in the case.

In the course of the sitting, some very interesting

information respecting tlie Hicksites was communi-

cated, evincing a disposition which, for some time,

has been apparently on the increase, for a reunion

with Friends. One instance was stated of two Quar

terly Meetings of Hicksites in the state of New York

having apphed to the Yearly Meeting of (orthodox)

Friends of the same state, for admission into fellow-

ship with them. This information, together with

more of a similar character, seemed to render it in-

creasingly desirable for some right way manifesting

itself for the restoration of those who, in the Hicksite

secession, were led away, to a great extent, rather

by party spii-it than l3y principle. Much that was

painful was also stated respecting this denomination,

and calculated to render the return of its members

to our Society almost hopeless. With regard, how-

ever, to the subsecjuent divisions, those that had

occurred within the last twelve or fourteen years,

there appeared to be more hope of ultimately effect-

ing a reunion, seeing they had less connection with

doctrinal differences, than with points of discipline.

The feelings ofmany Friends were more particularly

affected, on behalf of the great numbers who, by

the late secession in Ohio, were separated from our

communion—whole Quarterly Meetings having, by

the action of their representatives to the Yearly

Meeting in 1854, been cut off from our fellowship.

As already stated, however. Friends being very

unanimously of the judgment, that this meeting was

not in a position to move in the direction which the

minutes from the Meeting for Sufferings seemed to

point out, a minute was made to the effect, that

much sympathy and religious interest had been felt

for those whose case had been now under con-

sideration ; with a desire that it might please the

great Head of the Church, so to influence their

hearts, that they might be restored to fellowship

with our Society, and to the unity of the Spirit in

the bond of peace.

The proposal which seemed to meet with most

favour from the meeting, was that made by a vener-

able Friend in the forenoon, to send one general

epistle to our friends in America, suspending, for

this year, our acknowledgement of theirs individu-

ally. With some Friends it was a cause of com-

plaint, that the Bleeting for Sufferings, in sending

their miimte before the Yearly Meeting, did not

accompany it with sufficient information, which they

no doubt possessed, respecting the state of our Socie

ty in America—such as the causes which had le(

to its present divided condition—as would have

enabled the meeting more satisfactorily to judge

what course it would be best to pursue, in order to

promote the desired restoration to unity and har-

mony.

One Friend briefly replied to this by stating,

that the secession alluded to as having occurred

thirty years ago, as most present could not but be

aware, was that known under the name of the

Hicksite secession, arising from an extensive and

grievous departure from the established and recog-

nized faith of the Society. A subsequent separation

was that which took place in Indiana, about four-

teen years ago, solely on anti-slavery grounds. In

this case, as also in the more recent division in New
England as well as in that in Ohio, which the Yearly

Meeting had before it last year, it was generally

considered that the separations proceeded chiefly

from differences of opinion on points of discipline.

It appeared to be the judgment of some who
spoke on thLs occasion, that having identified our-

selves with one or other section of the seceders, we
had put ourselves out of our proper position for use-

fulness in the way we were contemplating ; indeed,

as one Friend observed, both in the fore and after-

noon, we had materially injured our own standing,

by what seemed to him our precipitancy last year,

in the case of Ohio.

The value of unity was also dwelt upon by a num-

ber of Friends, some of them expressing a readiness

to make great sacrifices—not, of course, of essentials

—to effect its restoration among our American

churches ; and although it was suggested by the

Icrk, on entering upon the discussion, that Friends

should confine their remarks strictly to the subject be-

fore them—viz., the minute from the Meeting for

Sufferings, not taking a retrospective but a prospec-

tive view, it seemed impossible to do so, if anytliing
" ke justice was to be done in the case. It was there-

fore hinted, by at least one of the speakers, that,

however painful and humiliating it might prove to

us, there might be a necessity for this meeting to

review its own proceedings, if not also to annul some

of them, before we could place ourselves in such a

position, as would enable us to hold out the olive

branch with reasonable prospect of ready accept-

ance.

It may also be mentioned, that the Catholic spirit

which the minute from the Meeting for Sufferings

seemed to breathe, l«id commended it to the minds

of many ; the members of that body having em-
braced, in their sympathy and religious concern, not

only such as were still one with our Society, in doc-

trine, though nominally separated by the discipline,

but those who, so far back as thirty years since, had
been disunited for difference in essentials ; in short,

that sympathy and concern extending to all wlio

hear tlie ?iame of Frieiuls.

Adjourned, at seven, till eleven on Second-day

morning.

The Large Committee met after the adjournment

of the Yearly Meeting, and nominated sub-com-

mittees to take charge of the epistles, which were

all apportioned, save the one from Philadelphia,

the disposal of which is deferred for consideration

on Second-day morning, at half past nine, the meet-

ing adjourning to that time.

The Large Committee assembled at half-past;

nine on Second-day morning^ 5th Month, 26th,

1856.

The clerk having intimated the object of the pre-

sent sitting, viz., to consider how to dispose of the

epistle from Philadelphia, he proposed that the

epistle from our Yearly Bleeting of last year should

be read, followed by the reply from Philadelphia.

This was accordingly done, and the expression of

sentiment occupied nearly an hour and a half.

There seemed an entire unanimity of judgment, so

far as could be ascertained from what was said, in

reference to the propriety of acknowledging the epis-

tle. One Friend, or probably two at most, while

not disapproving of sending an acknowledgement,

seemed to think there was a necessity for contra-

verting certain statements in the epistle from Phila-

delphia ; dwelling also on the little evidence of its

emanating from that spirit of love and brotherly

feeling, which ought to characterize, and usually

distinguishes such documents. The prevailing judg-

ment, however, went decidedly against our reply

entering upon controverted points, or making use of

any language in the least likely to cause irritation.

While there might be some ground for dissatisfac-

tion with the course which Philadelphia Yearly
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Meeting had pursued since 1846, when the Division

took place in New England ; and while the epistle

from them, which had now been read, was not so

agreeably worded as wc could wish ; besides its not

appearing that they had taken or noticed the ad-

vice which our Yearly Meeting last year had ten

dered them—still it was to be remembered that

they were an independent body as well as we, and

had as good a right to be dissatisfied with the course

which we had pursued, in reference to the divisions

among Friends in their land, as we with theirs.

There being thus a general disposition not to in-

terrupt or suspend the correspondence, some Friends

were for leaving the sub-committee at liberty to use

their own judgment as to the topics in reply ; while

it was the sense of others, and the prevailing one,

that our epistle should be the dictate of love, cau-

tiously guarding against giving oifence. The nomi-

nation of the sub-committee had to be deferred till

another sitting."

(To be concludctl.)

StrjIJIARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.— By the steamship Atlantic, Liverpool

dates to the 11th instant have been received. Among
the passengers by the Atlantic, was Millard Fillmore,

Ex-President of the United States. The chief subject of

discussion in the British newspapers was the difficulties

with this conntry. No official notice of Crampton's dis-

missal had reached England, yet it was regarded as a

fixed fact, from the positive but unofficial statements

taken out by the Asia. The London Times continues to

exhibit great bitterness towards the United States, but

the journals generally argue that as the case is a personal

one, there is no necessity for sending away the American
Minister in retaliation. In reply to a question put to

Lord Palmerston in Parliament, he said the questions

now pending between the two governments, were of a

very grave character, but he sincerely hoped, and not

without good reason, that the discussions may terminate

peaceably. The Parliamentary proceedings have been
generally unimportant. The bill altering the oath ad-

ministered to members of Parliament, so that Jews can
be qualified, has been passed bj the House of Commons.
The weather has been favourable for agricultural pur-

•poses. The French papers continue to be filled with
accounts of the damage occasioned by the recent floods.

Not less than 500 houses had been destroyed at Lyons,

and 130 at Avignon. In some localities, the rain and
overflow had seriously injured the crOps; about 40,000

persons have been rendered houseless, and 100,000

thrown out of employment. The government has given

ten millions of francs for the relief of the sufferers. The
Spanish fleet ordered to Mexico, consists of eleven ships

of war, including two ships of the line and four steamers.

An attempt is reported to have been m.ade on the life of

the Queen of Spain. A young man presented a pistol at

her, but was immediately disarmed. A new Portuguese
Ministry has been formed with the Marquis Soule as

President. The vine and potato crops in Portugal were
threatened with failure, on account of the unfavourable

weather. The Danish government seems bent on incor-

porating the duchies of Schleswig and Holstein into the

kingdom of Denmark. The government relies on the

support of France and England to effect what will be

very distasteful to the Germanic Diet. A violent pro-

clamation to the Italians to rise in insurrection, has been
published by Mazziui .and Victor Hugo. France and
Austria have both sent urgent notes to the Neapolitan

government. France hints at intervention, should out-

breaks occur in Naples or Sicily. The position of affairs

in Italy is considered critical. It is stated that the Aus-
trian government has resolved to erect the Lombardy
Venetian provinces into the kingdom of upper Italy.

Arabia is still in a state of iiisuncction, refusing any
longer to recognize tlie rule ot Ihr Siiltai..' More Turk-
ish outrages against the ('hii-iini;- air ii|H>rtcd. The
Russian Commissioner, to settle allair- in tlie principali-

ties, has been instructed to retire from the commission if

Moklir Pasha, formerly Prince Stundsea, should be ad-
mitted to take p.art in the deliberation of the commission.
Letters from the Crimea to Fifth mo. 31st, mention that

70.000 masons are to be employed in re-building Sclias-

topol, after the departure of the Allies. The English

army continues healthy. It is reported in Berlin that

Prussia and S.ardinia have both demanded to be admit-
ted into the commission reorganizing the Danubian
Principalities, and the demand has been acceded to.

London.—The money market was unchanged. Consols,

94 a 041. The bullion in the Bank of England had
creased £825,000.

Liverpool.—The cotton market was dull, hut prices not
quotably lower. Flour had advanced 6d. a U-., and
wheat, 2d. Corn had advanced Is. a Is. Gd. The trans-

actions in breadstuffs were rather limited.

MEXICO.—The new Spanish Minister to Mexico"ar-

rived at Vera Cruz on the 28th ult., and proceeded to

the capital. The Spanish fleet had also arrived, it was
supposed to blockade the port of Vera Cruz, if Mexico
does not come to terms with the Spanish Minister. He
demands a settlement of the claims of Sp.anish subjects

upon the Mexican government, which were admitted
some years ago to the amount of §5,802,002. The equity

of some of these claims is disputed by Mexico. Congress

was in session endeavouring to form a Constitution for

the country.

UNITED STATES.— Co/ijrrfM.—Senator Clayton's bill

supplementary to the act to organize Nebraska and
Kansas, provides that the Secretary of State shall cause

a census to be taken, making 1000 persons the basis

for one representative, and 2000 for a member of Coun-
cil of the Territory. The legal voters must be bona fide

residents three months before the election, and one

month resident of their respective election districts

:

after the apportionment, the Governor to issue his pro-

clamation directing the election of members of the Le-

gislative Assembly, to be held not less than fifty nor

more than sixty days, after the date of the proclamation.

No law shall remain in force, whereby the people shall

be prohibited from a free and full discussion of their

own domestic institutions or interests, or whereby said

people shall be prohibited from advocating or denj'ing

the extension or the propriety of prohibiting slavery in

the Territory, or be visited or threatened with any pen-

alty or punishment ; nor shall any test oath be required

relative to the Fugitive Slave Law or any other law of

Congress. Trial by jury shall be as at common law, and

no challenge or objection to a juror shall avail which is

not authorized by the rules of the common law, any sta-

tute to the contrary notwithstanding. The bill provides,

that when the Territory shall contain 93,420 inhabitants,

the people shall be authorized to call a Convention for

the formation of a State Constitution. Geyer, of Mis-

souri, has given notice to the Senate of his intention to

introduce a bill supplementary to the act to organize the

Territories of Nebraska and Kansas, and Toombs, of

Georgia, of his intention to introduce a bill to take a

census of the population of Kansas, to protect the inha-

bitants in the exercise of the elective franchise, and to

provide for calling a .convention preparatory to the ad-

mission of the territory as a State into the Union. In

consequence of the Republican Convention at Philadel-

phia last week, the House of Representatives was but

little in session. On the 21st, strong speeches were de-

livered by Colfax and Buriinghame. The former de-

nounced the territorial laws of Kansas with just severity,

and the latter spoke with much eloquence and energy

upon the Sumner outrage. Washburn, of Maine, urged

the necessity of a union of the opponents of the adminis-

tration, and those adverse to the extension of slavery in

the territories.

Prcsidaitial Nominations.— The Republican Conven-

tion which met in Philadelphia last week, nominated

John C. Fremont, of California, for the office of Presi-

dent, and William L. Dayton, of New Jersey, for that of

Vice President. Millard Fillmore, who was nomin.ated

by the American Convention, will probably be supported

by a portion of tluat party, but the contest will, it is sup-

posed, lie principally between Buchanan and Fremont.

The platform and principles adopted by the Republican

Convention, denies the authority of Congress, of a territo-

rial Legislature, of any individual or association of indi-

viduals, to givelegal existenceto slavery in any territory of

the United States, while the present Constitution shall

be maintained ; it also asserts both the right and the

duty of Congress to prohibit in the territories those twin

relics of barbarism, polygamy and slavery. Resolutions

were passed in fivvour of a railroad to the Pacific ocean,

of appropriations by Congress for the improvement of

rivers and harbours of a national character, and against

the doctrine embodied in the Ostend Circular, in effect,

declaring that might makes right, which is declared to be

unworthy of American diplomacy, and a shame and dis-

honour upon any government or people tha.t gave it

their sanction.

Philadelphia.—Movtixlity last week, 212. On the 22d

inst., a thermometer plac"ed where the reflection of the

sun had no effect upon it, gave the following indications

;

at 5 A. M., 79°
;
at 8, 83 J°; at 10, 89°

;
at 11, 94°

;
at 3

P.M., 98, and at 4, 98°.
"

New rorA.—Mortality last week, 324; 90 ofwhom were

foreigners. On the 21st, sales of white wheat were made

at §1.70; rod, $L37 a $1.55; yellow corn, 5G cents a

58 cents
; white southern, 57 cents a 60 cents. Tl

migration at this port - is greatly reduced from f.

years, and consists mainly of a more respectable cli

immigrants, there being but few paupers among
A few days since, the ship Thornton from Live
landed upwards of 700 Mormons, all destined for C

Kansas.—According to the latest accounts. Col.

;

ner was actively engaged in putting down the a

hordes, which have been committing outrages ii

territory. He had incurred the resentment of the
sourians who threatened vengeance. Most of the!
of armed men, have been dispersed, and the repo:

murder and outrages have nearly ceased. The T
members of Congress deprecate, it is said, the rep

conduct of the pro-slavery leaders in Kansas, and a

them not to come in collision with the Federal ant
ties. General Whitfield, delegate from Kansas, he

turned to Washington. He says, if the government «
withdraw the troops, peacS would the better be

served. The policy of the administration with rega

Kansas, is understood to be tmchanged, it being s

""

determination of the President to maintain the local

of the territory. Notwithstanding the strenuous e:

to fasten slavery upon Kansas, very few slaves hav

been introduced.

Miscellaneous.—Neto Flour.—Flour from new Ge(

wheat made its appear.ante in New York on the

inst., being two days earlier than in any of the lasi

years. It was offered at §10.50 per barrel, the whe
which it was made, sold at $2.00.

The Western Hivers.—The St. Louis (Mo.) Repuh
of the 12th inst., says :

—" The river at this point

tinues to fall slowly. The last boats .from the Mis!

report the water filling, and great difficulty in pa!

the mouth. Nearly all the boats going both ways 1

have been aground at the mouth of the Missouri.

Upper Mississippi is falling, with 3i feet on the 1

rapids. The Illinois river is becoming very low.

Telegraph Across the Atlantic.—The St. Johns (N

Observer states that an attempt will soon be made b

telegraphic cable across the Atlantic. The leng

the cable will be 2,400 miles, and two steamers,

with 1,200 miles of cable, will meet midway bet'

Ireland and Newfoundland, unite the cables and,pr(^

in opposite directions to land.

The Lake Cities.—The Cincinnati Gazette furnishc

following comparative table of the growth of the
j

cipal lake cities

:

1840. 1850. ]

Buffalo,
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Mammotli Steamship.

(Continued from page 3.30.)

nishing as are all the proportions of this

r ship, of course it will not be supposed that

s claimed, either by the engineer or the

ny to which she belongs, as any merit in-

ently of the substantial benefits which ac-

ny it. Her length is not her only advantage.

length in a steamer is merely a comparative

ind applies entirely to the extent of the river

ra-path she has to traverse. The " Himalaya"
tance, would be an enormous vessel to run to

te and back, but is only a full-size one to

he Atlantic or to navigate the Blediterranean.

Great Eastern," again, would be large for

5Sage to New York, but is only duly prO'

led to make a voyage round the world,

i interesting to note the progressive advance
in steam-vessels that has taken place within

it thirty years, which the following table, will

clear to the reader :

long voyages, has apparent-

Clippers of all kinds, the

Name and Description. ;tb.

sc, built expressly to go to In-
dia, coaling at intermediate stations, 122

Tagus, for the iMediterranean, . . .182
Great Western, tirstshipbuiltexpress-
ly for Atlantic passage, 236
Great Britain, first large screw ship, and
the largest iron ship then projected, 322
Himalaya, iron ship for the Mediterra-
nean, 370
Persia, iron ship, 390

jiasteru steam ship, iron, .... G80 83

[US the ocean-going steamer of 1856 is nearly
hes the length of that of 1825, whilst the diflfer-

petween their tonnage is still more in favour of
ist-built vessel. The augmentation has gone
I an increasing ratio, and if it is still to eon-

we wonder over what space of water our
vthan of 1870 will extend ! As our commer-
team marine is in the hands of shrewd men of
ess, it can well be imagined that the reasons
IS progressive advance in size are sound. Steam
guilders are, in fact, only accommodating the
ge of their vessels to the length of the voyages
have to perform, so that they may be enabled
rry their own coals over and above their due
Jrtion of cargo. This the " Great Western"
md succeeded

; this the various screw-steamers
1 have run the Australian voyage have not

,
and consequently they have failed.

) one can fail to have observed that within these

last two years steam, i

sufl'ercd a defeat,

Marco Polos," "Kcd Jackets," and "Morning
Stars," seem to have recovered their own again,

and in the race round the world, sails have dis-

tanced the paddle and the screw. When the ques-

tion comes to be examined, however, it is clear that

the want of steam that has caused the failure

:

vessels, in short, as little fitted to make a passage

of thirteen thousand miles, as the " Sirius," though
by a lucky accident \t managed to cross the Atlantic

at the same time as the " Great Western," was to

go a continuous stage of three thousand miles. They
have all the expense of the new motive power with-

out its full advantages, and, in consequence of their

having to go out of their direct course to coal, they

from twelve to twenty days
The tortoise in this instance has not fairly beaten

the hare, because the latter has wilfully broken her

leg.

Brunei, in constructing a ship of such large di

mensions, is only doing for the long Eastern voyage
what he did for the shorter Western one, namely
making her own coal bunkers the bank on which
she can draw to any extent during her progress out

and home, instead of employing from six to eight

ships of 500 tons burthen each to carry fuel for

her half over the globe, as the vessels at present

running are obliged to do ; a system which may be

likened to the extravagance of a man who employs

half-a-dozen porters to carry parcels which, by pro-

per management, he could manage to stow away in

his own knapsack.

The report of the Directors for the year 1853
puts the calculation, with respect to her immense
advantage, in carrying power so well, that we quote

it entire

:

" In avoiding the dela?/ of coaling on the voyage,

your ships will also escape the great cost of taking

coals at a foreign station. Coals obtained on the

Indian and Australian route cost on the average,

including waste and deterioration, four or five times

as much per ton as in this country. But your ships

will take their whole amount of coals for the voyage

from near the pit's mouth, at a rate not exceeding

for the best quality, 12s. to 14s. per ton. On the

voyage of existing steam vessels to Australia or

India and home, the consumption amounts to from

4000 to 6000 tons ; the cost of which would supply

15 to 20,000 tons if taken on board at some port

in immediate communication with the coal field.

" Each of the Company's ships will carry, be-

sides their own coals, upwards of 5000 tons mea-

surement of merchandize, and will have 800 cabins

for passengers of the highest class, with ample space

for troops and lower class passengers. These you

will not only be able to carry at rates much smaller

than those by any existing steam ships, but with

an unprecedent amount of room, comfort and con-

venience.

" In thus determining the size of the ships, your

Directors believe that they are also obtaining the

elements of a speed heretofore unknown ; and if

hereafler coals applicable to the purposes of steam

can be supplied from the mines of Australia, the

carrying capacity both for cargo and passengers

will be proportionately increased. The great length

of these ships will undoubtedly, according to all pre-

sent experience, enable them to pass through the

water at a velocity of at least fifteen knots an hour,

with a smaller power in proportion to their tonnage

than ordinary vessels now require to make ten knots.

Speed is in fact, another result of great size. It is

believed that by this speed, combined with the ab-

sence of stoppages, the voyage hetwccn Englandand
India, by the Cape will be reduced to from thirty

to thirty-three days, and between England and

Australia to thirty-three or thirty-six days."

It may be objected that the route by way of

Egypt, now that the railway is in progress and a

canal is projected, will prove a too powerful com-

petitor for the traffic round the Cape ; but indepen-

dently of the inconvenience and tediousness of em-
barking and then re-embarking, which will be fatal

to vessels containing such bulky cargoes as cumber

the Australian steamers, it is asserted that the

ocean path is the direct route to the focus of Aus-

tralian connection with Europe. Thus the navi-

gable distances from Land's End to Port Philip are

as follow :

Via the Cape of Good Hope, 11,819 miles; via

Cape Horn, 12,700; via Gibraltar, Malta, Alexan-

dria, Point de Galle, and Singapore, including tran-

sit through Egypt, 12,084 miles; via Panama, in-

cluding transit across the Isthmus, 12,678 miles.

The General Association for the Australian

Colonies have indeed recommended for the mail

line the overland route as far as Aden, and from

thence by way of Diego Garcia and King George's

Sound to Melbourne, an estimated distance of 17,-

348 miles, which they fancy can be done in forty-

four days. If the Eastern Steam Ship Company
have not anticipated too great a speed for their

vessel—and we scarcely think they have done so,

considering that the "Persia" has made fourteen

and a half knots with very inferior powers of pro-

pulsion—this passage will be beaten by between

eight and ten days without the expense and trouble

of making a long land journey across the isthmus.

Surely this, if it comes to pass, will go far to

accomplish the Alnaschar dream of the " Times,"

that the period will arrive when we shall be able to

communicate with our friends at the antipodes in a

month.

As far as the commercial part of the speculation

goes, we are of course incapable of giving an opinion.

The value of the exports to the young empire, which

is springing up with such rapidity in Polynesia, is,

however, so great—in 1853 the declared value

being £14,506,532—that we cannot conceive there

would be any lack of cargo even for our Leviathan.

Tltat she will be par eoxellence the emigrant ship,

who can doubt, when we find that, with all her

splendid accommodations, she will be enable to take

passengers of the first class for £65, of the second

class for £35, and of the third class for £25 !

Her great proportions will indeed almost deceive

her passengers into the idea that they are sojourning

in some noble mansion. Let us imagine her saloons

blazing at night with gas, which will be manufac-

tured on board and supplied to every part of the

ship ; let us picture to ourselves her magnificent

sweep of deck filled with gay promeuaders, listen-

ing to the band as she sails over a summer's sea

;
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annoyed by no smoke, for in consequence of the use

of anthracite coal, none will be emitted from her

five funnels; and distressed by no motion, as in

consequence of her length she will stride with ease

over the waves of the Pacific. We might also dwell

for a moment upon the iiiighty larder of our Levia-

than prepared for her flight of five-and-thirty days,

ivithout a stoppage, across the ocean desert, with a

whole town on board ; or we might draw a com-

parison between her and the Ark (which by-the-bye

had not half her capacity,) as she receives on board

her flocks and herds to furnish fresh meat for the

passage. But we believe we have said enough to

enable those who have not visited the rising edifice,

to reahze the vast extent of this latest experiment

in ship-building. And as a contrast to this fair

side of the medal, let us fancy her rushing through

the night in full career—an arrow 27,000 tons in

weinht, propelled by a bow of 3000 horse-power.

Can we without a shudder contemplate the possi-

bility of a collision with such a resistless force ? a

line-of-battle ship with a thousand hands on board

cleft in two as swiftly as the apple by the shait of

Ten.

Every precaution will indeed be taken to avert

such a catastrophe. The electric light will be fixed

at the mast-headj so that in dark nights the ship

will carry a moonlight atmosphere wherever she

goes. In case of any fatal injury to herself, which

could not well happen, boats have been provided

capable of taking ott' her passengers, even if counted

by thousands. Thus, she will have two screw-

steamers of 90 feet in length as paddle-box boats,

and in addition to these she will carry a large num-

ber of the new collapsing; or bellows boats, as the

sailors call them. These curious structures, the in-

vention of the Rev. E. L. Berthon, expand and shut

like a Gibus hat, or the hood of a carriage, oc-

cupying so little room that half-a-dozen of them of

a large size can be stowed in the same space as

would be occupied by an ordinary jolly-boat, and

seem to be as easily opened as a parasol or um-
brella.

If we mistake not, the success of the " Great

Eastern," will constitute a new era in the art of ag-

gressive war. We question whether Europe during

the course of the present contest has not been more

struck by our enormous power of moving suddenly

large masses of men from one end of Europe to

another, than by any other operation which we have

performed. The " Himalaya," as she steamed up

the Bosphorus, filled the lazy Turks with astonish-

ment ; and the cloud of steamers and sailing vessels

which carried the Allied army to the shores of the

Crimea, has been dwelt upon as an exposition of

maritime magnificence such as the world never wit-

nessed before. What will the reader say when wc
tell him that five vessels such as the "Great East-

ern," could bring home our 50,000 troops from the

Crimea, with all their artillery and baggage, in the

course of ten or twelve days !

In prosperity and the enjoyment of health, when
danger appears to be far off, man is apt to forget

the uncertainty of life, and the work of salvation.

It is hard, even for the devoted Christian, to feel

with proper force, the possibility of a sudden transi-

tion from this world, and all the endearments of

the tenderest connections, the objects of his most

afl'ectionate regard with which he is surround-

ed, to a state of everlasting fixedness among the

blessed. But the change is certain ; and as the day
and the hour when his Lord shall call him to give

the solemn account are unknown to him, it is of the

utmost importance to have his loins girded, his

light constantly burning, watching for the coming

of his Lord, to be ready to db his will on all occa-

sions—and then when he finally appears to release

him from the toils and temptations and aiEictions of

this lower world, he will be prepared to receive the

summons with serenity of soul, and not with con-

sternation and fear. Sometimes sickness, or the

apparent approach of death through unexpected

danger, is permitted to arouse and awaken the care-

less or the rebellious to a sense of their unprepared-

ness for eternity, and when it has its designed

effect, it is among the choicest blessings.

Joseph Oxley had two escapes from the loss of

his life, one of which made deep impression on him.

He was indentured for two years to a watchmaker,

a member of the Church of England. He was
often taken by him to places of diversion, by which

he was drawn away from the path of self-denial,

and that propriety of conduct becoming a Friend.

But at this time he was brought under conviction

and condemnation for evil. His mistress was not

of the same kind and affable disposition, and though

he was far from doing what he.ought, he could not

compliment her in the way she required, which he

believed created her dislike because he was called

a Quaker. On one occasion she got angry with

him, and her passion increased so high that she

threatened to take his life, and catching up a knife,

made an attempt to give the fatal stroke. But pro-

videntiallj', a maid servant being near, took hold

of her arm and prevented the intended evil, and

thereby gave him the opportunity of escaping.

About this time, George \Vhitfield, then a young
man, educated for a clergyman, who became pop-

ular as a preacher, and drew together large

companies, came to London. Joseph Oxley, with

others, went from curiosity to one of his meetings,

and was pleased with his discourse. Soon afte:

the new wine of the kingdom. I was, c^

tively, as if I had come out of a pond, ;i

stopped by several to know where I had

was in such a strange condition. But <

draught of divine consolation, the gracious

ings of the love of God to my soul; it w:^

vishing to my heart that I never felt th(-
.

fore. I was almost fit to be swallowed ui

ecstasy of joy. I now loved to attend n .

for religious worship on'week days as well a.,
,

on First-day, from which I experienced great b

and strength.'

The time for which he had indentured hi

being nearly expired, he sought for a suitable

to board, and was introduced, by James 01c

into the family of a Friend, which he had

desired. Not long after leaving his master, h

occasion to make him a visit on business, and

there his master prevailed with hii

accompany him and some young persons to Isli

to amuse themselves with playing some games I

He felt doubts of the propriety of going, butfii

for want of proper firmness, agreed to the pro]

concluding he would keep fi-om committing s:

much as was possible. For want of watchft

and prayer, resolutions formed in time of extn

to love and serve the Lord, and the mercy '

had been there extended, are often easily forg

and disregarded. But before the time cam

was visited by a young man living with his m:

who was sober and very religious in his way,

came to speak to him about the proposed
j

which he thought was by no means consistent

the profession Joseph Oxley made, and stro-

induce him to relinquish it. But Joseph repli(

he passed his word, he could not depart frc

without telling a falsehood. James Oldha

lived in the same house, a Friend in whom \va\this meeting, he again heard he was to preach at

Kensington Common, a short distance out of Lon-| spirit of Truth and righteousness, joined the j

don, and he went there, many thousands of people man, and argued so closely and powerfully,

gathering on the occasion. The weather was ex- eomince and overcome J. Oxley, notwithstar

cessively hot, and getting into the throng and being
I

his eflbrts to maintain the ground he had t

very low of stature, he was so overcome by the !

The labour of these persons had a humbling i

pressure of the crowd, that he thought he should upon him, and under the flowing of heavenly \

have been smothered to death in a little'time. Under in a fresh visitation to his mind, he was reai

this apprehension, his distress of mind and the say, "Lord, make me what thou wouldst h»v

horror of his .soul were beyond description. The to be ;" and in yielding to the will of God, it

terrors of the Lord came upon him, the stings of cured for him that peace which the world ai

a wounded conscience which he felt at that fearfidlvain pleasures can never give. From this tin

moment, pierced him through for sin and trans- began to seek the Lord in the way of his requn

gression. "I thought," he says, "I was in a few
j

forsaking all his old companions and idle pas

moments going to launch out of time into eternity
; j

and led a life of circumspection and care,

nothing but everlasting woe and misery seemed to I

was the day of his espousals, wherein nothin;

be my portion forever and ever. My agony was peared to him so lovely as Truth.

so great, both in body and mind, as to make it in-

tolerable to bear without loud shrieks and crie.?,

which were heard far and near by very many. The
press was so great that they who had their arms

down could not get them up. At length a gentle-

woman in a coach noticed my condition, extended

herself as far out as she well could, and with her

fan yielded me some relief, which enabled me to

stand it till the preacher had done. Now was my
heart made to rejoice, and my tongue broke forth

into singing, unto Him to whom I was so largely in-

debted, and by whose providence I was yet spared.

Even at this very time I cannot help saying, 'I

thank thee, O my Heavenly Father, in that thou

didst not call me away in that unprepared hour, to

give an account of my stewardship ; verj' unfit I

most assuredly was to appear before thy great tri- . .

bunal. I beiT I may ever, while I live, reverently
[

well of a person, to be silent rather than spes

and gratefullyrememl^er and acknowledge this day, theft prejudice. He was of a meek and hii

wherein thou wast pleased so mercifully to spare,

to reach, and to visit so effectually my soul. Now
I know that my Redeemer liveth, and because he

lives I live also.' I returned liome, filled as with

peared to bim so lovely

James Oldham, who was a true friend

counsellor to him, came to London when a j

man, and worked at his business in the capaci

a journeyman. He had been brought up it

way of the Church of England, but became

libertine, accustoming himself to frequent swea

insomuch that he did not know when he did it

was convinced of the Truth as held by Friendi

ter he came to London, and before Joseph C

knew him, of whom Joseph says :
" He was (

with a large share of natural understanding, v

was under the government of best wisdom ; SD

lived in abstinence that he might the better feei

hungry and clothe the naked. He was che

and pleasant in conversation, also very instru

and edifying. I never heard him speak e^

any ; but he made it a rule if he could not B

spirit, a diligent attender of religious meeting

worship, both as to the day and tlie time appol

The becoming gravity and steadiness with H

he sat iu meetings, from the beginning to I
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rofitablo and instructive to behold. He was

licard spealiiug slightly of any testimony

'as dropped in a meeting, or the instrument of

lugh never so mean or contemptible. He was

lovo and good works, and abounded iu cha-

> people of all professions ; it seemed to me to

1 moat and drink to do the will of his jMaker,

J was the greatest pattern of christian perfection

I ever knew; his work was cut short in

ousness; he was taken ill of a fever which

ery violent, and continued but a few days,

red and died in the Lord." Joseph Oxley's

ses were blessed to himself—he grew in the

r knowledge of the Lord, and in his 27th year

sailed to the work of the ministry, in wnich

e he visited this city.

Discoveries in Jenisaljra.

e following notes, says the London Athcnasum,

cient quarries in Jerusalem, h^ve been placed

service of our readers through a friend. They

made by a Scotch gentleman, — Douglass :

)uring a visit to Jerusalem in the spring of

I became acquainted with a very intelligent

ew, who informed me that there were extensive

ies beneath the city, and that there was un-

;ed evidence that from these quarries the stones

pyed in the building and rebuilding of the

jle were obtained. He told me that these ex-

ions were accessible through a small opening

r the north wall of the city ; that he had de-

led some time before with two English gentle-

land had spent with them several hours in ex-

hg the excavations, which were sufficiently ex-

•le to have furnished stones enough, not only

be construction of this Temple, but for the

i of Jerusalem, the walls included. He ex-

ed his readiness to accompany me, but pro-

I to go after dark, as he tearod the Turkish

Is might fire upon and maltreat us, if they de-

1 us. As my party comprised two ladies and

,wo sons, all equally desirous with myself to

lese excavations—as the gates of the city were

^ at sunset—and as there were no houses out-

ithe walls—I would not listen to the proposal

tend the night in the open air, unless, upon

! I found I could do no better. We accordingly

( to examine the situation and size of the open-

We found it about 150 yards to the eastward

e Damascus Gate. It seemed like the burrow

ime wild auimal ; there was no rubbish above

opening, but some tall grass and weeds. Per-

enteriug might be observed by the guards

;

;his did not seem very likely, as the soldiers

rally remained within the gate, and only very

y one sauntered outside. We accordingly de-

1 to make the attempt by daylight, fully satis-

that, even if observed, we should be only rudely

in away. The next morning, therefore, we left

iity as soon as the gates were opened. One of

party got into the hole, but returned, saying,

it would be necessary to get in feet foremost,

ere was a perpendicular descent of six or seven

at the inner opening. He went back again

the lights ; I followed. The ladies were got

igh with considerable difficulty. When fairly

e we found ourselves in an immense vault, and

ling upon the top of a pile which was very evi-

y formed by the accumulation of the minute

cles from the final dressings of the blocks of

1. On descending this pile we entered, through

ge arch, into another vault, equally vast, and

rated from the first by enormous pillars. This

;, or quarry, led, by a gradual descent, into

ler and another, each separated from the other

lassive stony partitions, which had been left to

additional strength to the vaulted roofii. In

some of the quarries the blocks of stone which had

been quarried out lay partly dressed ; in some the

blocks were still attached to the rock; in some the

workmen had just commenced chiselling; and in

some the architect's line was distinct on tlie smooth

face of the wall of the quarry. The mode in which

the blocks were got out was similar to that used by

the ancient Egyptians as seen in the sandstone

quarries at Hagar Tilsilis and in the granite quar-

ries at Syene. The architect first drew the outUne

of the blocks on the face of the quarry ;
the work-

men then chiselled them out in their whole thickness,

separating them entirely from each other, and leav-

ing them attached by their backs only to the solid

wall. They were then detached by cutting a pas-

sage behind them, which, whilst it separated the

blocks, left them roughly dres.sed, and left the wall

prepared for further operations. AVe remarked

the similarity between the stones chiselled out in

these quarries and the few blocks of stone built into

the south-east corner ofthe wall of Jerusalem, which

arc so remarkable for their size, their weather-worn

appearance, and the peculiar ornamentation of their

edges. We spent between two and three hours in

these quurries. Our examinations were, however,

chiefly on the side towards the Valley of Jehoshapha
*

Our guide stated, that more to the westward w;

quarry of the peculiar reddish marble so commonly

used as pavement in the streets of Jerusalem. From

the place where we entered the descent was gradual

;

between some of the quarries, however, there were

broad flights of steps, cut out of the solid rock. I

had no means of judging of the distance between

the roofs of the vaults and the streets of the city,

except that from the descent the thickness must be

enormous. The size and extent of these excava

tions fully bore out the opinion that they had yield-

ed stones enough to build not only the Temple, but

the whole of Jerusalem.
" The situation of these quarries—the mode by

which the stones were got out—and the evidence

that the stones were fully prepared and dressed be-

fore being removed, may possibly throw light upon

the verses of Scripture in which it is said—2 Chro-

nicles, ii.. 18—'And he (Solomon) set three-score

and ten thousand of them to be bearers of burdens,

and forescore thousand to be hewers in the moun-

tains, and three thousand and six hundred over-

seers to set the people at work.' And again—

1

Kings, vi. 7—' And the house, when it was in build-

ing, was built of stone made ready before it was

brought thither : so that there was neither hammer
nor axe nor any tool of iron heard in the house,

while it was in building.'

" In one of the quarries there was a spring of

water. A recess in the rock and a shallow trough

had been cut for its reception. The water was soft

and clear, but somewhat unpleasant to the taste.

The expenditure of our candles hastened our de-

parture. We got out as we got in, unobserved. I

had not another opportunity of visiting these quar-

ries ; but left Jerusalem in hopes that some one

more enterprising and more able would explore and

give a more detailed and accurate account of these

excavation, which to me seemed so abounding in

interest."

For '-The Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCBES,

Of Jfinisters and Elders, and other concerned mem-
bers of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 832.)

MOSES MENDENHALL.

Benjamin Mendenhall was one of the first settlers

in Chester county. He was a member of our reli-

gious Society, and from the character of his child-

ren, we cannot doubt but that he and Ann his wife,

were earnestly concerned to nurture them aright,

and that through the Lord's assistance they had

been enabled to train them up in his fear. Of his

eldest son Benjamin we shall have occasion to

speak hereafter. Moses, his second son, was born

at the residence of his parents at Concord, in the

year 1693.

Moses, when quite young, was visited by the

Lord's Holy Spirit, and learned to love retirement,

often seeking solitary places, where undisturbed, ho

might wait on his heaveidy Father for a renewal of

spiritual strength. He loved the company of reli-

gious meii and women, such as preferred laying up

treasure in heaven, to all the wealth and gratifica-

tions of this present world. About the year 1719,

he married, and soon after removed to Kennett,

where he abode during the remainder of his life.

As he increased in years, he increased in wisdom

and spiritual understanding, through obedience to

the Divine will manifested in his soul, and through

the openings of the Holy Spirit, from day to day.

In the year 1724, he received a gift in the minis-

try of the gospel. W.aiting on the Lord iu his gift,

liis communications, which at first were in a very

few words, were gradually enlarged, and through

the baptizing power attending them, they were, his

fi-iendssay, "seasonable" and "refreshing;" "often

affecting the spirits of the hearers."

He was not, during the few years of gospel ser-

vice, appointed him, drawn far from home in the

ministry, yet he visited meetings in the Provinces

of East and West Jersey, and in company with that

mother in the Truth, Margaret Preston, parts of

JIaryland. As he waited on his Divine Master, he

was concerned to visit neighbouring meetings, and

his testimony was, as his friends say, " well receiv-

ed where his lot was cast." He was serviceable in

the discipline of the church, rightly qualified and

gifted therefor, being concerned that all things

might be done decently and iu order, and the gov-

ernment and authority of Christ, through the firm-

ness of faithful men and women, might be brought

over all offenders. There was " a spirit of undue

liberty," prevailing on some about that time, which

he, in the discernment and authority given him

from above, bore testimony against. After his de-

parture, his friends say, this spirit " manifested itself

to the exercise of the faithful."

Ha\ang laboured diligently to fulfil the duty as-

signed him in the militant church, liis master re-

leased him early from service. About the begin-

ning of the Ninth month, 1731, he was taken vio-

lently ill, and his disease soon manifested itself to

be the small-pox. He was sensible that the close

of life was near, and expressed his thankfulness to

his Almighty Preserver and Saviour, that he in

wisdom and mercy was removing him " from the

troubles of this world," He exhorted his friends

to faithfulness, and with patience and resignation

bore the great pain and bodily distress caused by

his disease, until the hour of his release came. He
died in the same month, aged about 38 years.

DAVID PALMER.

David Palmer, an elder of the Falls meeting,

Bucks county, deceased Ninth mo. 10th, 1731.

SUSANNA WILKINS.

Of Susanna Wilkins, of Evesham, West Jersey,

who deceased about this time, 1731 or 1732, we
have little information. She had a valuable gift in

the ministry, was useful in the discipline, and was,

her friends say, " a zealous woman."

nOWELL POWELL.

Howell Powell was born in Wales, where he was
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convinced of the Truth, and abiding faithful thereto,

he received a gift in the ministry. He removed to

Pennsylvania about the year 1714, and settled at

Haverford. He was in good esteem, Tvas useful in

life, and died, his friends say, " in uuity with us."

His decease took place about 1732. He probably

had been much confined with age or other infirmi-

ties, for we find no trace of his labours in Society,

after the year 1730.

JOSEPH BOOTH.

Joseph Booth was born at or near Scituate, in

New England, and was educated as an Independ-

ent. When Penn obtained his Province, Joseph

Booth being then a young man, removed to Mispil-

lion, in Susses county, one of the " three lower

counties," on the Delaware, and there took up his

residence. Being a man of great intelligence and
moral worth, he soon became very useful as a citi-

zen, was made a magistrate, and was appointed a

representative in the Assembly of the Province. In

all his public appointments, he discharged his duty

with fidelity, filling his stations to the benefit of

Society, and to his own reputation.

Early in the Ninth month, 1699, Thomas Story,

being on a religious visit, spent a night at the house

of Joseph Booth, intending to have a meeting there

the following day. Thomas Story says, " He did

not profess with us, but was friendly ; and asked

me many questions concerning baptism, the supper,

perfection, &c., all which I answered to his satis-

faction; and next day after the meeting, he ex-

pressed his full convincement of what he had heard.

But I found he stuck at the cross. He could not

submit to the plain language of thou and thee to a

single person, nor become unmodish in keeping on
the hat, and declining the customary ways of ad-

dress, nor break oiF that heathenish custom of call-

ing the days and months by the names of their

imaginary gods, which he thought too low for matters

of religion ; concerning all which we discoursed next

morning as he set us on our way, and in some of

these points he was better satisfied before we parted.

Yet the cross was hard for him to bear in these

small things; and why? Because submitting to

the practice of them, immediately subjects a man to

the scoffing and contempt with which we are treated

by the world at this day, no way agreeable to the

natural and carnal mind. And that which ren-

dered things harder to him was, the station and
character he supported iu the world ; for ho was a

justice of the peace, and the most sober and know-
ing person in those parts."

Joseph Booth had to suffer opposition from his

wife, who was firmly persuaded of the necessity of

water baptism, and was opposed to Friends and
their doctrines. Joseph, willing to confess the

truth, so far as he was convinced of it, told his wife
" if she found him grow any worse for owning them,

she might have cause to be troubled ; but till, then,

she would do well not to murmur."
As Joseph abode faithful in that he was con-

vinced of, his mind became grandually opened to

receive the whole truth, and he was strengthened

to make a good confession before men. HMriend
say, "As he gave up faithfully to the manifestations

of Truth, it so operated upon him, as to bring the

creaturely part into true subjection, though much
in the way of the cross." "As he yielded obedience to

that divine power, he witnessed love so to prevail

in his heart as in some time after to constrain him
in a living testimony to declare to others what the

Lord had done for them." His friends add, " he
was one of the worthies, rightly called and anointed

for the work and service of the day. In his public

appearances, both in preaching and supplication,

be was solemn and awful, ministering in the living

power of Truth. He was a nursing father in the
church, a constant attender of meetings, both for

religious worship and discipline, very exemplary in

humble waiting therein, and so continued until old
age."

He was a principal instrument in settling the
meeting at MotherkiU, of which, when it was esta-

led, he was a member. He frequently visited

the families of Friends in the neighbourhood of
Cool Spring, much to their comfort, and at la.st had
the satisfaction of seeing a meeting estabUshed in

that place, also. Faithful in his private and pub-
lic duties, labouring for the natural and spiritual

good of his fellow creatures, he was generally be-
loved, and esteemed. He died about the year 1732,
in a good old age, being gathered " to receive the
reward of his faithful labours."

(To be continued.)

Caiial Across the Isthmus of Suez.—This great
enterprise, which, for many years, has seemed too

visionary a project to be seriously entertained, is

likely to prove not only practicable but to be ac-

tually reahzed. The commission of engineers and
scientific men whom the Viceroy of Egypt appoint-

to examine and determine upon the practicability

of uniting ocean to ocean by this means, have matJfe

report, in which they declare that the canal could
be built on nearly a direct route from Suez to the

Gulf of Pelusium, with the Nile. The estimated
cost is ,88,000,000, and the construction will take
six years. At Suez 25 feet of water will be found
at the distance of 6,000 feet from the shore. The
port to be constructed in the Gulf of Pelusium,
which the former project placed at the bottom of
the Gulf, will be located twelve miles to the west,

on a part of the coast where the water is 25 feet

deep at less than the distance of two miles from the
bore, and where the anchorage is good, and getting

inder sail is easy. It is estimated that a saving
will be made in distances between the respective

places and Bombay as follows: Constantinople

12,900; Havre, 8,928; Loudon, 8,550; Liver-
pool, 8,550 ; New York, 7,317; New Orleans,

8,178. More than one half the distance is abridged
between the principal ports of Europe and Asia'by
the proposed canal. This single fact shows its im
mense utility to all nations, as well as to Egypt and
Turkey, and will secure for its projectors the

"

wishes of the civihzed world.

—

Ledger.

mits his children to be exercised and disciplj

To be humbled and to keep humble, is not the i

of human prudence. IMy dear love is to you s

fellow travellers pressing after the mark. Do
less we often tenderly sympathize with each ot

have all equal need to watch and pray cont

ally ; though there is a difference in circumstai

situations and tempers ; nevertheless all is sum
up in this, a Saviour or I die, a Piedeemer
perish. M. (

Friends' Library.

Selecte,

" There is a knowing of the Truth as it i

Jesus, as it is in a Christ-like nature ; as it is in

sweet, mild, humble, and loving spirit of Jesus,

spreads itself, like the morning sun upon the s

of good men, fuU of light and life."—iJ. Ban

Selected for "The Friend,

Mary Capper (o Uannali Evans.

Birmingliam, Second month 19, 1822

My dear Friend,—I cherish the gladdening hope
that thou wilt be here ere long, and am thinking of
having a cleansing from the external defilement of
smoke, &c., that no outward appearance may afiFright

thee.

I think my soul longs for inward washing, puri
fication and entire redemption from all that defile:

the inner temple of the heart that the best of
Friends may dwell there. This entire sanctifica-

tion through the Holy Spirit, how wonderful, how
important ! yet how neglected by many ! and how
slow in its progress when we think we are earnestly
desiring it ! Day by day it seems in my view a
marvellous work ; and though at times I am cast

down, I am not in despair for I know in whom I
have believed ; although for a season He seems to

hide himself from our view, and then our hearts
are sad, 3-et are we not kept from presumptious
sins, meek and lo'Wly ? O ! my precious friend,

surely with some measure of experience we can say
it is the Lord's doing ; for our souls have been
sore vexed. Thus I believe in our different allot-

ments, the Father of mercies, God only wise, per-

THE FRIEND.
SEVEXTII MONTH 5, I85G.

LOXDOX YEARLY MEETLNG.
(Concluded from page 336.)

" The Yearly Meeting came together at elevei

terms of adjournment. Two brief religious

munications preceded the opening minute. A Fr

in the ministry afterwards addressed the meetii

considerable length, in a series of observations

general yet comprehensive character, appropria

present circumstances ; and which, it is to be he

had a salutary impression, and wiU be attended

good effect.

In answer to the usual inquiry, as to the n
sentatives having been intrusted with any proi

tions, it appeared that there was one fromi

Quarterly Meeting of Kent, and one from Bi

and Somerset, each desiring the sanction of

Yearly Meeting for one of their respective Slot

Meetings being held eight times in the year, i

of twelve. After some cautionary observatiom

alterations were acceded to.

Afterwards came a proposition from York Q
terly Bleeting, in reference to the Society's rule

specting marriage, which gave rise to a some'

protracted discussion.

On the face of the minute accompanying t

position, there was the confession of want of

nimity among Friends of the Quarterly Mee
While this was freely admitted, it was state

explanation, that there was no difference of opi

among them as to the propriety of bringing t"

ter before the Yearly Meeting. A number of Fri

were of the judgment, that, considering the intri

and importance of the subject, and the lack o

formation from York Quarterly Meeting, the pi

sition could not be entertained this year ; b

minute made, deferring the consideration of i

next year. For the same reasons, other Friends

a necessity for some endeavour being made no

provide a remedy ; at least, that the propos

should be referred to the Large Committee,

report would come into this meeting, and woul»

commit the Society to any measure with which ii:

not fully satisfied.

It should be stated that the proposition was
fold, or embraced two descriptions of cases, vi

permit marriages to be solemnized iu our mee
and according to our i-ules, wherein only one (

contracting parties is a member, as also those wh
neither party is in ' membership, provided the;

made the profession of Friends—it being, of CO

understood that they go through the same routi

our members, in declaring their intentions befoi

Monthly Meeting, public intimation being j

'
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atention, and their clearness of all other similar

ements inquired into and reported, before per-

n to celebrate the marriage is given. It may
ted further, in regard to the permission thus

t for by the parties referred to, that it was not

understood as conferring the right to mem-

p* Adjourned till four o'clock this afternoon.

ond-day afternoon, four o'clock.—Permission

,sked and obtained for a Friend from Mel-
> to attend the meeting, and he was intro-

by Edward Sayce. Occnpied till seven

learing reports from the difl'erent Quarterly

|ngs, in reference to the education of the youth,

nembers and those not in connection, but pro-

g with Friends. With one or two exceptions

reports were very brief, simply stating that

ubject had received attention. The report

Bristol and Somerset, however, was a very long

intering most minutely into the details of the

which that meeting had taken, in piu'suance of

'early Meeting's minutes of last year on thi

ct. The contents of this report gave rise to

continued remark, some highly approving of it,

it was pronounced by others unsound and

isfactory, besides there being no call for e

nent of that nature being presented to the Year-

seting. Another question in connection with

eport was, whether it ought not to be sent into

romen's meeting, much being said in commenda
}f that course. This was, however, decidedly

lived. Next came the inquiry whether the Y
eeting ought not to give the report an extended

icity, by sending it down with such minutes as

|tbe ordered ? This was also decided against,

ly, a Friend Avished to be informed if Bristol and

srset Quarterly Meeting might not be allowed to

, it on their own responsibility. The same re-

vas given to this as to the other inquiries, on

rround that the report being addressed to the

rly Sleeting was their property, and no longer

of the Quarterly Meeting. Uenerally unsatis-

iry as was the report in question, it was no doubt

Means of eliciting the expression of much sound

iment by way of correction. And it is much
3 desired that the concern manifested on this

sion on behalf of those in the station of parents

lat they might be more alive to the responsibil-

md importance of their position, and be incited

icreased diligence and fidelity in the discharge

leir solemn duty, may have its due weight, not

' on the minds of those who were privileged to

jresent, but upon others— there being no ar

foments for communicating religious instruction

eh could supersede, or so well supply, rightly

:cised parental concern and oversight.

Vhile a pretty general impression appeared to

fail, that a necessity had arisen, owing to altered

umstances, for some further attention to the class

)se interests the minutes of last Yearly Meeting

in view, it was yet the conviction of a number
t, in the existing economy of the Society, aspro-

ed for and recommended in the Book of Rules,

pmedy might be found sufficient for all emergen-

s ; and an opinion was pretty strongly expressed

it it was less an increase of knowledge, either of

r truths of Scripture, or of our individual duty,

t was awanting, than an increase of obedience to

! convictions of the Light or Spirit of Christ in

: heart, where He still teaches as never man
aght, all those who are willing to receive Him
this the way of Ilisafciing. It was by this means
It our Society was first gathered to be a separate

ople, and the alone certain way of witnessing a

I'ival, was by a recurrence to this, our great fund

mtal distinguishing principle.

The conclusion to which the meeting came was
ibodied in a minute, continuing the subject under

the care of the Quarterly Meetings ; reciucsting them

to report ajrain next year what farther they may by
that time have accomplished in this particular.

The meeting thcn'adjourned.

At seven o'clock the Large Committee assembled,

greeably to direction of the Yearly Meeting, and

resumed consideration of the course best to be pur-

sued with the epistle from Philadelphia. In the

morning the meeting seemed (juite prepared to nomi-

nate a sub-committee to essay an 'epistle in reply,

had it not been the hour for the Yearly Meeting to

sit down. On returning to the question, however

the evening, a great difl'erencc of opinion wa;

manifested from what had previously prevailed, and

so much of accusation adduced against Philadelph"

Yearly Meeting, both in regard to alleged doctrinal

heresy, and violation of discipline, as while no ob-

jection to maintain a correspondence was made, its

nature was to bo different to what seemed to have

been agreed on at the previous sitting. After nearly

two hours" debate, it was concluded to set apart a

sub-committee, leaving them at liberty so to frame

the answer as to accord with the views expressed at

this sitting—viz., that the only right way of preser-

ving unity and harmony with Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting, is to tell them what we take to be the truth,

but yet to tell it them in love. A very large com-

mittee was accordingly proposed, consisting of up-

wards of twenty Friends,, who were requested to

meet upon the business intrusted to them to-morrow

morning at nine o'clock.

Third-day morning, ten o'clock.—On the meet-

ing settling down, the clerk was engaged in suppli-

cation. Three brief communications in the line of

the ministry also preceded the opening minute. The
business of this sitting was of a more varied charac-

ter than some of the previous ones. Before the

clerk got time to intimate what came first before the

meeting, a somewhat desultory conversation began

in regard to the minutes of the Y'early Meeting, on

the religious over, ight of youth, which was under

discussion last evening, one Friend animadverting

on what he thought an unsound sentiment of another,

and that individual following in reply.

A series of observations was also made by a

Friend, in reference to the same minutes, which

though appropriate and acceptable, seemed to open

the way forsomany more to speak, that itfeltto many
present as if we had spent too much time on a mat-

ter considered as closed at the preceding sitting.

The reports from our public schools were ther

brought forward. First came that for Ackworth
which gave a very favourable representation of the

institution, as regards the progress of the children's

education, and the health of the large familj', though

the finances were not in an encouraging state. The
income had been considerably less for the year than

the expenditure ; the average cost had also exceeded

that of two or three previous years, being within a

trifle of £24. This difference, together with the

decreased income, was satisfactorily accounted for.

\long with the report, there was presented a minute

from the adjourned General Meeting for the school,

omplaining of the state of ignorance in which too

many children entered the institution, in regard to

lementary religious knowledge. This minute gave

ise to a somewhat tedious discussion, as to the best

means for remedying what was complained of. For

the Yearly Meeting to send down the minute in the

.shape in which it was presented, was seen to be in

adequate for the purpose. For the meeting to refer

the minute back to the School Committee, with in

structions for it to prepare and bring to next General

Meeting, for its adoption and distribution, an address

to Friends upon the subject, was also seen to be un-

constitutional, as the Yearly Meeting would thereby

be made responsible for what it never had seen

;

although, in justification of such a procedure, it was
argued, that as the Quarterly Meetings all sent re-

presintatives to the General Meeting, the proposed

address might be expected to be one that this meet-

ing could not hesitate to approve. This, however,

was overruled, and the conclusion arrived at was to

commit the minute as above suggested ; but instead

of Ackworth General jNIeeting issuing what might be

presented for its acceptance, it was to bring it to this

meeting next year.

The reports from the other schools succeeded, and

occasioned but little remark. Their reception was

minuted as acceptable to the meeting.

The difficulty of obtaining a sufficient number of

competent teachers was alluded to, and some infor-

mation communicated respecting the Flounders' In-

stitute, as offering great encouragement to enter upon

the highly honourable and most useful avocation of

a teacher. At this institution, as is probably known

to mo.U readers of " The British Friend" a certain

number of yoimg men receive, gratuitously, a first-

class education, expressly with the intention of quali-

fying them to become teachers ; and it was thought

very desirable that the attention of parents, who had

families requiring to choose occupations, should be

called to the advantages thus provided.

The Committee on Accounts produced a report,

stating their having examined the same as directed,

nd gave a statement that they found them correctly

kept. There appeared a considerable balance on

hand ; but a collection cc(ual to that of last year

ordered to be made in all the Quarterly and

General 3Iectings, to meet current and anticipated

demands. The beque.st of Alexander Morrison

was acknowledged in the statement; and some ac-

count of himself, and what had induced him to

make the bequest, seeing he was in no way con-

nected with Friends, was communicated by James

Bowden, and was interesting to the meeting. The

particulars having been recently given in this paper,

need not here be repeated.

A minute from the Meeting for Sufferings was

next read, in reference to a subject committed to it

by last Yearly Meeting—the mode of answering the

queries. The proposal contained in the minute was

referred to the consideration of the Large Com-
mittee ; and the business of the sitting terminated

with reading the report on the stock of books under

care of the Meeting for Sufferings.

Adjourned, near two, till four o dock this afternoon.

Third-day afternoon, four o'clock.—The first

business taken up at this sitting, was another minute

from the Meeting for Sufferings, accompanied with

a report on the subject referred to their considera-

tion by last Yearly Meeting, viz., the alteration in

certain of the Society's rules in regard to marriage.

A draft of the mode of procedure proposed to super-

sede the present was submitted, and after some ex-

planations, adopted ; together with a minute of ad-

vice on the general question of marriage. Some

slight alteration in marriage certificates being thus

adered requisite, a committee was appointed to

consider the subject, and report to a future sitting.

The change in tlie rules above referred to, con-

sists in simplifying the procedure in presentations of

marriage ; requiring the man only to appear per-

sonally before his own Monthly Meeting, and ver-

bally to declare his intentions. A certificate signed

by the woman Friend, and duly attei-tcd, is to

suffice on her part. Where parties belong to the

same Monthly Meeting, the men's meeting is to

make an appointment as at present, and inform the

women's meeting of the case, wliicli is to make a

similar appointment, reporting the result of inquiry

to the men's meeting ; when, if no obstruction offers,

the parties are to be set at liberty to solemnize their

marriage.
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Where the parties belong to difiFerent Monthly
Meetings, the course of procedure is the same as re-

gards the man ; the Monthly Meeting in this case

having to send a notification to the Monthly Meet-
ing to which the woman belongs—that meeting to

acquaint their women's meeting, whose duty will be
the same as at present. The woman's Monthly
jMeeting, on receiving information from the meeting

to which the man belongs, that he is clear of all

similar engagements, is then to liberate the parties

as at present.

The report of the committee of the Meeting for

Sufferings, appointed to correspond with Friends in

foreign parts, was listened to with much interest.

The most striking feature in the account, was that

respecting the two months' meeting at Stavanger,

which, it was stated, had admitted fifteen indivi-

duals into membership, in the course of the year.

William Tanner, in a letter to the Meeting for

Sufferings, which was also read, gave some addi-

tional and very interesting and encouraging intelli-

gence respecting Friends in Norway—the result of
his observation in the religious visit te paid them
last year.

Adjourned, near seven, till four o'clock to-mor-
row afternoon ; Meetings for Worship, as usual, to

occupy the forenoon.

The Large Committee immediately came to-

gether, to deliberate upon the proposition of York
Quarterly Meeting. A representative from that
Meeting, in a lengthened line of argument, adducing
striking statistical information, made out a strong
case in favour of what the proposition suggested.
His speech having occupied nearly an hour and a
half, and some Friends being anxious to express
their sentiments, the meeting adjourned the further
consideration of the subject till another opportunity.

Fourth-day afternoon^ 5ih Month 2Sth.—Met at

four o'clock The meeting of the Tract Associa-
tion was fixed to be held at nine o'clock to-morrow
morning (Fifth-day.)

The propriety of the Yearly Meeting adopting a
petition to the Legislature in fiivour of the abolition
of capital punishments, was brought under conside-
ration at this sitting. Friends appeared very una-
nimous in regard to such a petition, with two, or at

most three exceptions. One of the dissentients said
that this was not an article of the Society's faith on
which we wore united, as in the peace or slavery
questions, and that we were not prepared to peti-

tion in a Yearly Meeting capacity. Another ex-
pressed his hope, that the committee appointed to
!,..:„„ ;„ tjjg ^^.^f^ gf ^ pgj.it;QQ -n-ould not take the
high ground of Scripture authority, as opposed to
the punishment of death. While disapproving of
this last penalty of the law, he thought Ihere were
sufiiciently strong reasons against its "infliction, with-
out having recourse to Scripture in support of its

abolition. He was not prepared to say that there
had not been cases, or that such might not again
occur, in which this punishment w.os justifiable.

His reason for such belief being this, that he could
Bot dare to be wise above what was written, and
that he might not differ from an inspired apostle,
who said the magistrate did not bear the sword in

vain. He could not, therefore, unite in a petition
taking the high ground of Scripture on this subject.

On the other .side it was maintained, that Friends
were as unanimous herein as they were on the
unlawfulness of war and slavery, and that no peti-

tion ought to go from the Yearly Meeting which
was not based on the inviolability of human life

under the gospel dispensation. Those who thought
diflerently were, of course not expected to sign the
petition. After the conclusion was come to that
the petition .should be prepared, a proposal was
made and about to be adopted, chiefly with the

view of saving the time of the meeting, to commit
the preparation and presentation of the document

to the Meeting for Sufferings. This course was,

however, objected to, and the original proposal

adopted, viz., that the petition should be the act of

the Yearly Meeting itself, as likely to be more im-

pressive. A committee was thereupon named, to

prepare and bring in the petition to a subsequent

sitting.

Proceeded with reading certain selected minutes

of the Meeting for Sufferings, embracing epistles

from the conmiittee of that body appointed to cor-

respond with Friends abroad—one addressed to the

four meetings in South Australia, and another to

the meetings in Van Dieman's Land. These were

followed by the reading of a letter from Robert

Lindsey, addressed to the Meeting for Sufferings,

and giving a narrative of the religious visit in which

he had been engaged since 18.52 to the beginning

of the present year, to South Australia, Van Die-

man's Land, New Zealand, South Africa, &c. The
letter was listened to with deep attention, as were

also his own verbal additions ; from both of which

sources the meeting was put in possession of more
ample information concerning our members, and

those connected with Friends in those colonies, than

had previously been communicated ; and much
sympathy was awakened in their behalf.

Further information fl-as obtained from Edward
Sayce ; also from Charles Mould, the Friend al-

ready alluded to as having come from Melbourne,

and who was allowed to be introduced into the

meeting. The trying circumstances in which the

meetings in South Australia are placed, in regard

to the number of members requiring pecuniary re-

lief, and there being comparatively few able to con-

tribute, presented a strong claim upon the liberality

of Friends in this country; more especially as a

large proportion of those requiring relief were mem-
bers of English or Irish Monthly Meetings, upon
whom our Friends in these colonies had never yet

made any demand. It was suggested that the na-

tional stock would be well apijlied in rendering the

needful assistance; but the propriety ofsuch an appli-

cation of that fund was disputed, and it was left to

the liberality of individuals to assist our Friends

abroad, both in the support of the poor, and to de-

fray the rent of a place where they may hold their

meetings for worship, present circumstances making
it unadvisable to think of building a meeting-house.

Intimation was then given, that a subscription paper

lay in the clerk's office, on which such as inclined

might put down their names and offerings.

A message came from the women's meeting, stating

that Priscilla Green, who had received a certificate

for religious service in America, was desirous be-

fore leaving to have a meeting appointed for the

young, and requesting the concurrence of the men's

meeting. Unity being expressed with her concern,

it was agreed that the meeting should be held on

Sixth-day evening, at six o'clock, in Devonshire

House.

Adjourned to half-past ten to-morrow morning.

The Large Committee sat down directly, and re-

sumed consideration of the proposition from York
Quarterly Meeting.

A Friend belonging to that Quarterly Meeting

poke at considerable length against the proposition,

and chiefly by way of reply to the arguments ad-

duced the previous evening by another Yorkshire

Friend in support of it. To give a detail of what

these, the two principal speakers, advanced, would

far exceed our limits. Still less could we find room

for what was argued j>ro and con, by the many
others who spoke upon the question.

After hearing both parties, it was very difficult

determine on which side the sympathy prepon-

derated ; but as the difficulties and intrieacie

the subject seemed to grow with the discussio

became obvious that no united decision could

arrived at now, while further debate gave little

mise of facilitating a mature judgment. The cl

therefore, prepared a minute to inform the^Ye

Meeting, that after solid deliberation, it had i

eluded to recommend that the question shonlc

deferred till next year.

The committee then adjourned.

Fifth-day morning, 29th of' 5/h- month, h

2Mst ten.—The forepart of this sitting was occu]

with ministerial communications, partly addrei

to the youth, and in part bearing on the gen

.state of Society, as previously brought under

view, by the answers to the queries.

Before the clerk got proceeding with the b

ness, Richard Estherbrook said he believed it i

be in the way of his religious duty, to pay a

to the women's meeting ; and his concern \n

united with, be was encouraged to attend

service, John Dymond and Robert AVere Fox

companying him.

The clerk thereafter took up some additional

lected minutes of the Meeting for Suffering

first embraced a report of the committee, in re

ence to the circulation of the Address to Soverei

on the subject of Slavery. The attention of

meeting being thus called afresh to this impor

concern, it was agreed that a paragraph in refiere

to it should be inserted in each of our epistle

America. It was suggested thai the .sub-commi

should attend to this, but it was thought better

a few Friends of the meeting to prepare a paragr

and submit it to a future sitting. The subject

pearing not to have been noticed iu the

epistle for some years, it was deemed desirabL

have an allasion to it this year ; and it was referi

to the committee engaged in the preparation of t

document, to attend to this suggestion.

A second minute brought forward a report

the Negro and Aborigines' Fund. It appeared t

this fund, which had been collected in 1651,

amounting to something like £2600, was now

hausted, except a smaU balance of £50 ox £.

The fund having been of great service, and tfc

being a wide field for continued extension of

sistance in the same direction, it was agreed to r:

another fund of equal or greater amount, am

subscription paper was to be laid on the cle:

table for the purpose, besides the Quarterly Mi

ings being requested to collect and remit the

of their contributions to their respective corresp

dents in London.

It was remarked, that the way in which this fi

had been appropriated, was chiefly in supplying

means of education to the negro and aboriginal

habitants of our colonies ; and this being also

only way open for Friends contributing to the i

of missions, in consistency with our religious pi

ciples, the hint was thrown out that the contri

tion ought to be on a liberal scale. The fon

fund, collected five years ago, gave only about £f^

per annum for this great object ; and this, it T

observed, was but a small sum for our Society

devote in this direction.

Another minute of the Meeting for Sufferii

taken up at this sitting, had reference to a publi

tion undertaken by that body, entitled A plea^^

Religious Liberty, or Libci^/ of Conscience ; whi

it appeared, had been a concern of our late frif

William Forster, and which, the recent assembl

of the plenipotentaries. at Paris seemed to rende

suitable time for issuing. The publication,
-

sundry minutes respecting it, was read ; and

some brief addition, adopted by the meeting. Th

was a full and free expression-of approval oft
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md the time chosen for bringing out the

ont was considered most opportune. A de-

)n of the Meeting for Suflcriugs had proceed-

h it to Paris, and presented the difl'eront repre-

ves of the powers assembled at the Peace

;ss with a copy of the Flea. A detail was

of the reception which the deputation met

rom the various plenipotentaries, which was

d to with great attention.

; Yearly Meeting came to the conclusion to

the document, leaving it to the Meeting for

mgs to print and circulate it yet further

r the other European powers, as also among

TO members.

report from the Committee on Epistles was

in reference to the conclusion to which it had

d, in relation to the proposition from York

erly Meeting, on the subject of marriage. The

onimencled that the consideration of the

jitiou should be deferred till next year, in

the Yearly Meeting unanimously concurred.

attendance of any of our members at the

y to be made in the parks, &c., this evening,

ebration of the peace, was discountenanced in

ionate terms, and the meeting adjourned till

o'clock, to-morrow forenoon,

e Large Committee, it was arranged, should

iwn at five this afternoon.

flh-daij evening, five o'clock.—The Committee

ipistlcs assembled in the large meeting house,

id one having been found frequently too small,

le first business on this occasion, was the

to on the mode of answering the queries, and

red to the comnjittee by the Yearly Meeting

asideration. It gave rise to much verbal

u, and ultiqjatcly passed with little altera

As it will no doubt be sent down into the

les, it seems scarcely needful to allude to its

pnts in this place, further than to state, that it

•ribes the course to be pursued in making ex-

ions in the answers. It is to be understood

i the Yearly Meeting " discourages" bringing

ard .specific exceptions on .suspicion, or in cases

re the supposed offender has not first been

alt with in privacy and tenderness," in accord-

! with the spirit of the precept in Matthew xviii.

17—" If thy brother trespass," &c. Read and

•oved with little alteration, the paragraph on

2ry intended for insertion in each of the Ame-
n epistles.

he draft of the epistle to North Carolina, and

hat to Ireland, were also read and approved

;

n the committee adjourned till half-past nine to-

row morning, having satupwards of three hours.

HXth-day morning, 5th Month, SOth.—The

ge Committee, as also that on ^he General

5tle, met at half-past nine,

'he Yearly Meeting assembled at eleven. After

ling the register for young men, &c., the petition

Parliament for the abolition of capital punish-

its came under consideration. It was again op-

id, on the ground already stated ; but by so

y few individuals, that the Y''early Meeting, aftei

3le expression of most cordial concurrence, adopt

it. In order to insure as extensive signature as

sible at this advanced stage of the proceedings

petition was to be in readiness for that purpose

the adjournment of the meeting.

^t a former sitting, a small committee was ap-

Qted to revise the form of marriage certificate,

h a view to the suggestion of such alteration as

new rules, in regard to the mode of presentation

marriage, rendered necessary. The committee

orted having attended to their appointment, and

duced an amended form of certificate, which was

eptable; and it was left to the Meeting for

flFerings to carry the amendment into cfi'ect.

The said committee had, at the same time, re-

vised the new rules which had been previously

brought in, and suggested some slight verbal altera-

tions, and these being considered improvements,

were adopted. The time agreed on for commencing

the new mode of procedure was fixed to come into

operation on the 1st of 9th Month next.

The minute of counsel in reference to marriage,

which, as already stated, had been originally intro-

duced appended to the rules, but agreed to be

issued separately, came again under review, and it

was thought a preferable course to withhold it,

leaving the Meeting for Sufferings to have it an-

nexed to the general advices.

A short minute from the Meeting for Sufferings

was then read, intimating that John Hodgkin had

been commissioned to lay before Friends a state-

ment respecting the present position of that body.

It was somewhat to this effect, that the time seem-

ed to have arrived for the Yearly Jleeting to un

dertake a consideration of the constitution of the

Meeting for Sufferings, with a view to some iin

provements therein. The original object of that

meeting having long ceased to require attention, it

was suggested that another name might be found

by which it might be more appropriately designated

While no complaint was made of the duties being

too onerous for those upon whom they chiefly de-

volved, yet to show how much the basis of the

Meeting for Sufferings had in course of time been

at the forenoon sitting, was now read, first, as it had

passed the Large Committee, then with an altera-

tion, which the Friends who had prepared it thought

would be an improvement. Friends seeming gen-

erally to consider it in this light, the epistle, so al-

tered, was therefore adopted and signed.

The epistles to the other Yearly Meeting.s in

America very were much of the same tenor as usual.

The one to Philadelphia, however, being of a dif-

ferent character, it may be well to state, what arc

its distinguishing features. When the epistle from

that Yearly Meeting was read, it will be seen from

the foregoing narrative of proceedings, that allu-

.sion was made to the nature of its contents. It

being somewhat accusatory of Friends in this

country, in regard to the divisions among our

Yearly Meetings in America, a reply or acknowl-

edgment was not matter of course, as with the

epistles from other places ; but the Yearly Meeting

directed the Large Committee to take into its con-

sideration whether any notice should be taken of

it at all. As already mentioned, the coniTnittce

did discuss that point, and concluded to send a

reply. The prevailing disposition originally appa-

rent was to couch this reply in general terms,

expressive of our brotherly affection, avoiding all

reference to disputed points, and every word that

might have an irritating tendency. But at a sub-

sequent sitting of the committee, this course was

disapproved of, and it was averred that if we wrote

narrowed, it was mentioned by John Hodgkin that at all, we could not but employ the language of

the Quarterly Meetings had been reduced iu number

by various causes, such as amalgamation, &c., from

thirty-four to twenty-three.

The introduction of the subject occasioned a good

deal of remark, and led to the correction of some

misapprehensions in reference to the constituency

of this standing committee of the Society, and many

Friends expressed their sen.se of obligation for the

very efficient and valuable services which it had

cndered to the body.

It was finally concluded to recommend the Meet-

ing for Sufferings, to request the various Quarterly

and General Meetings to appoint representatives to

a conference to be held in London, at such time as

ht be deemed most suitable ; when the whole

question as now submitted, could be considered, and

a report, presented to this meeting next year; it

being understood that the present members of the

Meeting for Sufferings were to be entitled, ca; officio,

to scats in said conference.

Adjourned, after sitting nearly four hours, till

eleven o'clock to-morrow morning.

The meeting appointed for Priscilla G reen, being to

take place atsix this evening, the Yearly Bleetiugdid

not assemble. Two committees on epistles, and the

Large Committee, however, had sittings, and flie

latter adjourned till nine in the morning.

Seveiith-day nwining;ilst of 5th Month.—The

Large Committee sat down at nine. The Epistle

to Philadelphia was read, and passed with little, if

any, alteration. The General Epistle was also

a first time. Adjourned till such time as the Yearly

Meeting should direct.

The Yearly Meeting convened at eleven o'clock.

Some routine business, usual at this time, and em-

bracing information as to the discontinuing and

establishing of certain meetings for worship, and the

calling over the list of correspondents, having been

disposed of, the replies to various epistles were pro-

ceeded with. They elicited very little comment, and

were mostly signed, with only a few verbal altera-

tions. Adjourned till four this afternoon ; the Com-

mittee on Epistles to come together at the close of

this sitting.

Seventh-dat/ afternoon.—Metatfour o clock. The

Epistle to Philadelphia not having been overtaken

remonstrance and self-vindication. This decision

agreed to, and a very large sub-committee ap-

pointed to prepare an epistle of the tenor herein

indicated.

In addition to what has already been stated as

the contents of the epistle from Philadelphia, it may
ere be remarked that the passage which felt most

obnoxious to many, was one which averred in sub-

stance, that the dissemination of unsound doctrinal

works among Friends iu America, and written by

our mertibers, was the original and chief cause of

ions among the Yearly Meetings in that

country.*

The epistle, in reply, quotes this passage, and

says it has led this meeting to recur to the corres-

pondence which took place between Friends of Phil-

adelphia and this country in 1846, at the time of

the secession in New England, and to a reiteration

of our doctrinal belief then issued, as harmonizing

essentially with that of our early Friends ; and that

we are thus entitled to cast from us, with boldness

and firmness, all imputation of departure from the

primitive faith of the Society.

Whether the passage above alluded to and an-

swered, was meant to convey an opinion simply as

* In order that our readers m.iy be under no misappre-

hension respecting this passage, we give it below. [Ed.

of Friend.]

"The support of the doctrines of the gospel, under the

quickening influence of the Holy Spirit, as held by our

Society from the beginning, is a high responsibility

placed upon it, and whenever any innovations may be

attempted, those who are alive to their importance, as

hey are faithful, should humbly endeavour to guard the

Society against them : without desiring to reiterate what

as been olten Said, we believe that the dissemination of

^ntiraents at variance witli our il.u-lrines, have been the

rimary cause of the dillii-ulfics now affecting the peace

f the Society. M^ the Lord .-Vbiiiglity, in the riches

of his mercy, again cause his divine, all-searching light,

so effectuafly to visit every heart, as to show every one

by what.Spirit he is actuated; humble all at the feet of

Jesus, and .again bring the whole body into the precious

unity of the Spirit. May we all realize the prayer of the

Mediator for the believers on him, 'that they all may be

one, as thou, Father art in me, that they also may be one

in us,' and be renewedly qualified to show forth the

glory of the gospel of Christ, in word, in conversation,

iu charity, in spirit, in faith, in purity."
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to the causes of division, and not an accusation

against Friends of this land, seems worthy of serious

reflection. If the latter, then it may have been

rightly treated ; but if only the former, our Friends

of Philadelphia may be ready to enquire why we
were so anxious to cast from us an imputation

which they did not intend to bring against us.

The paragraph prepared to be added to the

epistle after it had passed the Large Committee,

and which seemed to be generally considered an

improvement, was somewhat to this effect—^but

having been read only once, the following may be

a very imperfect outline:—In allusion to what
Friends of Philadelphia, assign as the cause of the

unhappily divided state of the Yearly Meetings in

America, our epistle expresses the belief, that a

critical examination of isolated passages from

the writings, whether of English or American
authors, and the diffusion of such criticisms by
means of ofiicials printed documents, or through

periodical publications, was injurious both to the

peace of the Society, and hurtful to all who under-

took such a work ; as it was to be borne in mind,

that some of the writings thus criticised, had not

received the sanction of the body.

Even after the epistle was thus amended, some
Friends felt that it scarcely met tlieir views; because,

while especially careful to repudiate the charge, if

charge it be, of our having departed from the esta-

blished faith of the Society, this reply to Friends

of Philadelphia passes over unnoticed, their objec-

tion to our procedure last year in regard to Ohio.

And again, while very explicit in condemnation of

criticism on a certain class of writings, because of

its hurtful tendency upon those undertaking it, as

well as regards the harmony of the body, there is

not, at the same time, in the reply, an equally ex-

plicit expression of disapproval of the writings sub-

jected to this ordeal ; leaving it thus to Friends of

Philadelphia, and, it may be, others also, to infer,

that our safdtj, individually and collectively, lies

in' allowing some members to differ as much as they

incline from our established authorities; and our
danger, in allowing other members to stem the dif-

fusion of what they deem heresy, by pointino- out

when those authorities are impugned. If Friends

of Philadelphia should take this as the mind of

London Yearly Meeting, it is to be feared our epistL

will not draw the bonds of amity between us closer

than they now are. As a whole, however, the

epistle breathes so loving and tender a spirit, and,

in our apprehension, manifests so strong a desire to

avoid giving offence, with an equally strong anxiety

for our uniuternipted harmony with Friends of

Philadelphia, and for their reconciliation with the

other Yearly Meetings in America, that it is earnestly

to be hoped both objects may be promoted by the

epistle now issued.

The General Epistle was then read, and with
little alteration adopted. In the concluding minute,

there was an appropriate record made of the grate-

ful feeling entertained for the extension of l)ivine

favour during the session, and the prevalence of so

much brotherly love and condescension—und
which feeling, and after a solemn pause, the

separated."

SUMMARY OF E^•E.\T.?.

EUROPE.—Liverpool dates to tlic Uth ult. have beeu
received. On tliat day tlie steamer Fulton arrived at
Southampton, with Crampton on board. The official

notice of his dismissal arrived by the same vessel. Lords
I'almerston and Clarendon, stated in Parliament on the
13th, that the dismissal of the American Minister had
not been decided on. Lord John Russell gave notice of i

motion of inquiry into the intentions of government, in

asmuch as the feelings of the people were in favour of
peace. The cities of Liverpool and Manchester have
issued peace addresses to the citizens of America. Th

Manchester address received 8,000 signatures in a few
hours. It is said that a number of ships of war will be

forthwith to the American coast. A public meeting
had been held at the Mansion House, London, in aid o'f

siift'erers by the inundation in France. The Lord
Mayor announced that he had already received between

and five thousand pounds. Dr. Palmer, the poisoner,
was executed on the 14th. A Paris letter asserts that
Dillon, lately appointed French Consul at Port-au-Prince,

instructions to intimate that France will not permit
the Emperor Soulouque to invade Dominica. At Con-
stantinople, on the 2nd inst., a report was spread th.at

the Russians had destroyed the fortress Ismael and the
defences of the city of Kars. The French civil officers

be charged with the organization of the customs
duties in the Turkish Empire.

Liverpool Markets.—Cotton has declined {d. Sales of
e week, 45,000 bales. Breadstuffs continued firm in

price, but transactions moderate. Good Ohio flour was
quoted at 35s. Gd. a 37s. dd.

London Market.—The money market is easier. The
.llion in the Bank of England had increased. Consols
a94J.
Nicaragua.—At latest dates all was quiet at Nicaragua.

Guatemala had sent an army against Walker, but being
reduced by desertion from' 3000 men to 500, before
crossing the boundary of the State, the General deemed it

most prudent to withdraw and return to the capital.

The Costa Rican army had been disbanded. Cholera
as prevailing throngliout the country.
UNITED STATES.—Cojiirrm.—The Senate has adopt-

ed a resolution directing the committee on the judiciary
xamine the laws regulating the succession to the

presidency in case of the death of the president and
president; and, in case they deem further legisla-

on the subject necessary, to report by bill or other-

wise. The rules of the Senate were, on motion, so
ended as to make it the duty of the chair to call sena-

tors to order whenever they violate parliamentary deco-
rum. The Senate has passed the bill for the construc-
tion of a military road from Missouri, via Great Salt
Lake city, to the Carson Valley settlement, on the fron-
tier of California, and for the establishment of military
posts .and the sinking of wells thereupon ; and one froiii

the House, authorizing the president to cause the south-
ern boundary of Kansas to be marked ; also the bill re-
specting the harboring of deserters, and to protect the
public interests in regard to the enlistment and discharge
of minors. The House bill, establishing two additional
' ind districts in Minnesota, passed finally. The Senate
Iso passed a joint resolution appropriating §40,000 for

the purchase and restoration to the British government
of the ship Resolute, late of the British navy, which was
abandoned by the Artie Expedition, and found by
crew of an American whaling ship, by whom she" was
brought to this country. In both Houses the Kansas
question continued under discussion. The Investigating
Committee have returned and appeared in their seats
It was expected the bill for the admission of Kansas with
the Topeka coustitntion,-would pass the House, but not
the Senate. The bill authorizing the people of Oregon
to form a constitution and state government, has been
under consideration in the House of Representativ
The Committee on Territories, reported a bill to pun:
and prevent the practice of polygamy in the territories

of the United States, providing "a penalty of §500, a

imprisonment for not less than two, nor more than five

yevs.
Kansas.—On the 26th ult.. Gov. Shannon arrived at

St. Louis to meet his wife. He reported all quiet in the
territory, to which he intended to return in a few days
He denied any intention of resigning his office. A com-
pany of emigrants from Chicago, 77 in number, wer(
stopped at Lexington, Missouri, and compelled by the
citizens to surrender their anns before proceeding to
Kansas. Each man was provided with a loaded carbine
with bayonet attached. Col. Sumner has the principal
roads guarded, to prevent any armed bodies from pass-
ing, and was putting under'arrest those implicated in
the late outrages. He had driven Buford, Jones, and
other leading Missourians out of the territory.

The Indianx.—A despatch from Fort Kearney, state:

that the Cheynee and Sioux had joined, and pro'claimed
war against the whites.

California.—On the 2Sth ult., the steamer Illinois ar
rived from Aspinwall, with 924 passengers, and §2,270,
8G8 in gold, on freight, and a large amount also in thi

hands of passengers. The Illinois brings two week;
later news from San Francisco. Casey and Cora were
executed on the 22d of Fifth mo., the day of King's fune
ral, in accordance with the sentence of the Vigilanc
Committee. The place of execution was surrounded b;

two thousand bayonets. On the 2nd ult. the friends of

law and order," or those opposed to the Vigilancr.

mittee, held a meeting in the Plaza, which was at-

by about two thousand persons. Resolutions were
j

.

calling on the people to resist the Committee. :,

newspapers but one side with the 'Vigilance CotDi.

d their proceedings seem to be approved by thi-

generally. Several desperadoes had been arreji^

order, one of whom, known as Yankee Si,

committed suicide in his cell at the Committee :

On the 5th, the remainder of the men, seven in m,
were sent off in irons to a vessel in waiting for

their destination being some of the islands in the 1'

On the 3d the governor issued his proclamatiou. i"

ing the country in a state of insurrection, and an:

ing the raising of an army to preserve law and
The Governor's efforts, it was supposed would ;r

to nothing, as the Committee have 5000 menfulh
and equipped, and assistance from all parts of tiic

is freely offered them in their efforts to rid the
the gamblers and desperate characters, who hnv.
infested it. The accounts from the mining regim,
still favourable. The growing crops promised ,

rately well. Gold was abundant in San Friincisti.,

contintied to arrive freely. The rate of interest was
2 to 2.I per cent, per month.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 215. The di

in this city from First mo. 1st, to Sixth mo. 28th, ]

numbered 5,366, of which 2,749 were males, and :

females ; 2,596 were under five years of age.
New lorA'.-Mortality last week, 372.
Miscellaneous.—A steamer from the Mississippi to .

Michigan.—The Green Bay Advocate of the 19th
announces the completion of the Fox River Improve:
and the passage of the steamer Aquilla from the 1

sippi river to lake Michigan. This is a great eve
the history of the Northwest, and one which will

rate a new and great era in lake and river commerc
The Sugar Trade.—The New Orleans Crescent gii

statement of the prices in New CIrleans for three
showing a remarkable se in pric

than compensates for the falling off in quantity:—
June 20. 185-4. 1855. 18

Common Sugar, . . . U a 2J , 4 a 5 6Ji
Fair to Fully Fair, . .

3' a 3i 5} a 5J 7J i

Prime and Choice, . . 4} a 5^ 5J a 6J- 8ii
Molasses, .... 11^ a 12 25 a 29 44'

i

The total production of sugar in the world was
mated, in 1854, at 1,400,000 tons, of which Louis
furnished 220,000 tons. In 1855, the Louisiana
fell to 173,000 tons; that of 1856 is estimated at 12:

tons.

The Trade of Algiers with France is worth every
120,000,000 francs. In 1853, the colony shipped tt

ferent French ports, 1,000,000 hectolitres of grain,

the following year 2,000,000. The French governi
is endeavouring to improve the agriculture and ie\
the resources of the colony.

The Voluntary Contributions of the people of the Ui
States to religious and benevolent institutions, a

the most gratif\-ing evidences of modern enlightenn
The receipts of nineteen of these associations, for the

ending Fourth month last, were 81,840,823, being ai

crease of 207,943, upon the receipts of the previous
;

Value of Coolies.—A Havana (Cuba) Price Currer
noticing the sales of the week previous to the 8th
mentions 327 Asiatics from Hong Kong, China, di

butcd among sub-contractors—value §180 each
American ^fles for England.—An order for 2£

American rifles, is in course of execution at the
sive works at Windsor, Vt., and is now probably
completed. Another order for 10,000 Sharpe's r

also on account of parties in England, is in course of

filment at Colt's factorv, in Hartford.

V\'ANTED.

A Female Teacher is wanted for Friends' Schot
rosswicks, N. J.

, Early application may be made I

JoEi.H. Minni,ET0X, Crosswicks, N. J..

Or, Saju-el Allixsox, Jr., Yardville, 1

Died, after a short illness, on the 16th of the S
mo., 1856, in the 43d year of his age, 'R'tLLiAM Mic
a member of Woodbury Monthly Meeting of Friendi
J. In the death of this dear friend, a memorial
christian character in his daily unobtrusive wal
amongst men, lives in the remembrance of those
had an opportunity ofbeing witnesses thereof. The sf

promise is, that the memory of the just is blessed.

PRINTED BY KITE & -ivALTON,

Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank,
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From ChambLTs' Journal.

The Fair of Nislinei-Novgoroil.

are two Novgorods in Russia—one Nov-

[jid-Veliki, or the Great Novgorod, the other,

inei—or, as it is spelt in Russian, Nishnyi

—

gorod, that is, the ' Lower Novgorod.' The

) icr, as we all know, lies not very far from the

ff of Finland; the latter is situated between

icow and the Siberian frontier, on a fine trian-

hcight at the junction of the rivers Oka and

ga. It is the capital of an important govern-

it of the same name ; and, from its position, not

r admirably adapted to the pursuits of com-

rope with which the idea of a fair is inseparably

associated in our own merry England. They are

.lere regular houses, built of the most substantial

materials, and are generally one story high, with

large shops in fron't, and sleeping-rooms for the

merchant and his servants behind. Sewers, and

other means of ,maintaining cleanliness and health,

provided still more extensively than in the

regular towns of Russia.

The business of the fair is of such importance,

that the governor of the province, the representa-

tive of the emperor himself, takes up his residence

le midst of it during the greater part of the

autumn. There is a large handsome palace built

for him in the centre of the scene of traffic, which

accommodates a train of secretaries and clerks

numerous enough to manage the revenues of a

kingdom. Strong posts of military are planted all

.ound, to keep down the unruly whenever they

show signs of an inclination to indulge in a little

gratuitous rioting; while the Cossack police con-

tinue always on the look-out for thieves, who, not-

withstanding their vigilance, still contrive to reap a

very tolerable harvest from the unwary in this not

very select community.

It is from the heights of the Kremlin, or citadel

of Nishnei-Novgorod, that we command the most

imposing view of the great fair. Casting a look

over the two arms of the Oka, which lies beneath

us, to a spot situated at the distance of about a

mile fi-om where we stand, our eye can clearly

trace the connecting-link of men and carriages,

rushing like mighty waters hither and thither along

the causeway, and over the long wide bridges of

boats from the city to the mart, and from the mart

to the city. Just under us, lies a steep .and diffi

cult slope, leading to the banks of the river, and

lined with a skirting of good and substantial housei

This slanting street, forming- thus an inclined plane

from the town to the water's edge, is filled with a

countless throng from morning till night—carriages,

wagons, droskies, and pedestrians uniting to form

the° only scene—except, perhaps, the Toledo of

Naples—that can be at all compared with thf

crowds of Fleet Street or Cheapside.

On passing the last bridge of boats, we find our

selves on the threshold of the fair. This part is

generally crowded with labourers looking out for

:;mployment, and Cossacks among them to preserve

order. Then come linos of temporary booths, dis-

playing objects of inferior value for the lower

classes—such as beads, trinkets, and especially

caps. Of these there are a great variety—round

turbans from Astrakhan, the best furnished by the

lamb of the large-tailed sheep imported from Crim-

Tartary; high black Kirghiz bonnets, made of

stuff resembling hair; or flat gold-figured cowls

from Kasan.

The entrance to the fair is always crowded, but

not with the dirty, dingy crowd of a European city.

Here is sufficient material for the ethnologist to

spend his time and study on for a twelvemonth or

more; for if that erudite gentleman only secure a

resting-place and shelter under one of the many

booths skirting the entrance to the fair—no easy

matter where thousands are rushing like bubbles to

a whii-lpo'ol—he will look upon costumes and faces

more varied and grotesque than are elsewhere as-

sembled within so small a compass.

That white-faced, flat-nosed man is a merchant

from Archangel, and comes with furs ; he is fol-

lowed, perchance, by a bronzed, long-eared Chinese

with tea, who is again followed by a pair of lozenge-

eyed Tartars from the Five Mountains; then there

pass a group of youths, whose regular features be-

speak the high Circassian blood, and contrast most

forcibly with the appearance of those Tartar pedlers

who hawk about muslins on their arms. Cossacks,

freighted with hides from the Ukraine, are gazing

in mute astonishment on their brethren, who have

come with caviar from the Akhtuba, a river of

Asiatic Russia, which, issuing from the Volga,

about twelve miles above Tzaritzin, joins it again,

like a dutiful ofi'spring, on its passage to the Cas-

pian Sea. Then there saunter past, with long

robes and flowing hair, Persians bearing rich per-

fumes for the boudoirs and toilet-tables of the Rus-

sian grandees ; while Kujurs from Astrabad—that

long, narrow, sandy tongue of land which, on the

north-east coast of the Crimea, encloses the western

side of the Putrid Sea—and Turkomans from the ^•

thern bank of the Gaurgan follow in succession.'

Interspersed among the crowd, we see Bashkirs fi-om

the Ural Mountains, who seem far away in thought

among the hives of their native cottages ; while the

stalwart Kuzzilbash from Orenburg, looks as though

he would rather be listening to the scream of the

eagles in chase, than to the roar of this sea of hu-

man tongues.

Glancing in another, direction, the spectator be-

holds a Greek from Moldavia dangling a rosary

from his fingers, and treating about it with a Cal-

muck as wld and agile as the horses amongst

which he was born and bred. By their side stands

a Truchman, with his neighbour, a Ghilan of Wes-

tern Persia; while a Bucharian, garmented in a

long coat reaching down nearly to his ankles, and

girdled round the waist, is greeting with his usual

thoughtless gaiety some Agriskhan acquaintance,

sprung of the mixed blood of Hindoos and Tartars.

Nogail are minghng with Kirghizians; and drapers

from Paris are bargaining for the shawls of Cash-

mere with some member of an Asiatic tribe, whose

name is as unpronounceable ^s it is long. Jews

from Brody are squaring accounts with Turks from

Trebizonde, and costume-painters from Berlin are

walking arm in arm with actors, who are Mrhaps

going to play in the evening some dark andTavage

scenes of tragedy or melodrama. In short, here you

have, as the showman says, cotton-merchants fi-om

Manchester, jewellers from Augsburg, watchmakers

from Ncuchatel, wine-merchants from Frankfort,

leech-buyers from Hamburg, grocers from KiJnigs-

burg, amber-dealers from Memel, pipe-makers from

Dresden, and furriers from Warsaw—the whole

helping to make up a crowd the most motley and

singular ever assembled by the wonder-working

genius of commerce. I say of commerce ; for, be it

remembered, that the crowd thus gathered together,

as at a masquerade, has come to no hoUday meet-

ing. The ordinarily gaudy look of an English or

French fair, which shows the shabbiness of its un-

der-garments, even through the tinsel of outward

decot-ation, is here entirely wanting. This is a
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place of business ; and the NisLnei buyers are no

country bumijkins, -who, with a few shillings in their

pockets, come to gape and stare, and go back again

as rich as Moses with his spectacles, but real hoiid

Jide merchants and bankers, who frequently invest

their whole fortunes in the objects ot distant com-

merce here put into sudden circulation.

As most of the Oriental dealers who frequent the

fair belong to tribes in constant intercourse with the

Russians of the south, there is not such a diversity

of garb as might be expected from the variety of

tongues prevalent in this modern Babel. The long

kaftan of Russia, as n compromise between the loose

folds of the East and the scanty skirts of EuropeJjis

worn by the majority. There arc Russians, of course,

from every corner of the empire ; but the greater,

and certainly the most singular part of the crowd

consists of dealers from a variety of tribes in Central

Asia, who come to Nishnei-Novgorod as the great

point of union between Europe and Asia, where the

East and the West make mutual interchange of their

respective .commodities.

Though there is no spot in the world, perhaps,

where so many different members of the habitable

globe congregate, yet the one interesting addition of

icoman is almost entirely wanting. What life and

cameleon-like change of shade and colouring would

this scene present, were each
,
Asiatic to bring his

dark-eyed, wondering bride along with him ! But
such a fancy is hopeless, since Oriental jealousy

forbids the bare idea of such a jom-ney among the

infidel sons of the West.

Take it, however, as it is, the fair of Nishnei-Nov-

gorod still offers such a tout ensemble as would re-

quire the highest descriptive powers to do it justice.

The only thing to which it can be compared in

Western Europe, is the great fair of Leipsic
;

yet

how much does that of Nishnei surpass it ! At first,

perhaps, there is a feeling of disappointment ; but

let any one who has been at Nishnei think of it

twelve months or twelve years after, and say whether

it is not a sight that furnishes more to meditate on

than any similar scene he has ever witnessed

Leipsic may have a livelier look, owing to the great

intermixture of females in the crowd, and to the fact

that all the beauty of a city where beauty is not

rare comes to the aid of the trading populace. The
German fair gains also from being held in the pictur-

esque, old-fashioned streets of one of the most inter-

esting cities in Europe, which boasts of houses as

lofty as those of the Old Town of Edinburgh, and

is surrounded on all sides by beautiful walks and

scenes of histories and hterary interest. Nishnei,

on the contrary, is thrust away to a spot that nobody
ever heard of before—a swampy point, threatened

every day in the year by the floodings of two great

rivers, with nothing round it but dreary forests and
endless plains of water—so vast that the eye wearies

of measuring them.

Yet, in spite of all this, the fair of Nishnei is a

much Are marvellous sight than that of Leipsic.

In place of temporary booths, filled with German
toys or Tyrolese guitars, arc seen substantial, well-

stored shops, groaning with articles at once the most

costly and the most essential to human existence.

Not forgetting that the most important part of the

Leipsic business is transacted in the vast magazines

with which the best streets are filled, it is yet assert-

ed by competent judges, that, take the contents of

every wareroom and every booth, the goods brought

to Nishnei in one year would still be found far to

surpass those brought to its rival in two. Leipsic

collects rarely more than 40,000 strangers ; while

Nishnei, as we learn from good authority, is annual-

ly frequented during the two months of the fair by
the enormous number of a quarter of a million.

Home have even rated the number higher, especially

Exelmann, who states it at 600,000 ; but this is just-

ly rejected as exaggeration. Besides differing from
the German fair in its want of the fair sex, Nish-

nei presents another feature of distinction in the

total absence of anything literary from its stores
;

while the fair of Leipsic is essentially a literary one,

or rather tlic literary one of Europe.

But, ere we quit the Russian city of shops we
will just cast a cursory glance over its general fea-

tures and proportions.

A sad difficulty presents itself atthe very outset

;

for no sooner do we leave the dry bridge, and launch

forth into the maze of alleys and streets, than we
meet with a most decided obstacle, in the shape of

what is incomparably the most abundant of all Rus-
sian commodities

—

miicl. One might as well try to

walk through a street of tar as through the creeping

eddies which it here forms, and in wfiich the furrows

of the struggling wheels close almost immediately

after they nave passed. If it were not for this su-

perabundance of dirt, the streets of Nishnei would
be as good as any in Europe. They are as regular

and as wide as those of the New Town of Edin-
burgh. Their number, as well as the magnitude of

the business transacted in them, may be estimated

from the fact that the rents drawn from them dur-

ing the short term of the fair amount to 450,000
roubles.

To enumerate all the articles for sale here would
be impossible. There is literally nothing but books
wanting. From cathedral bells to ostrich feathers,

every other commodity is supplied in abundance.

To facilitate business, a separate quarter is allotted

to each of the more important descriptions of goods.

One of these quarters contains groceries, of which
the value sold is very great ; another contains fish

and caviar exposed in most fragrant variety. No
less than £60,000 worth of these are sold annually

at the fair.

A third quarter is devoted to leather articles

all of them surprisingly cheap. And here Morocco
leather particularly abounds, the greater part of

which comes from Astrakhan. Soap, too, from the

neighboui'ing province of Kasan, is brought hither

in large quantities. Iron from Toula, a district

south of Moscow, and glittering arms of every de-

scription occupy a conspicuous place in the streets,

The cloth-market is also very large and well-

stocked ; but the most curious of all is the tea-divi-

sion, from the number of Chinese seen in it, and the

great amount of business tra nsacted by them. Cotton

goods, wines, sUks, shawls, fancy articles, furniture,

mirrors, and crystals, are scattered about in the

greatest profusion ; and many a longing eye is turn-

ed towards the windows of the- jewellers and silver-

smiths, who are said, to do a large business, not only

in selling home-made articles, but also in purchasing

and precious stones from Asia,

we must now pass by the shops and their

attractive contents; for an interesting sight of another

kind demands our attention. Forming a .species of

outpost to the fair, there is a colony of carpenters

and blacksmiths, whose business it is to doctor up
broken-down carts and to shoe horses. Their mode
of performing the latter operation is more cruel even

tban that practised in Germany. Outside the farrier's

door, strong posts are fixed, with huge straps and
pulleys attached to them. The poor horse is

wheedled into this treacherous cradle, and, before

know& what is about to befal him, the straps and
ropes are crossed under him, a wheel is turned, and
in a moment he hangs in the air as helpless as a

bale of wool. Other straps are now fastened about

lis flanks, so that he cannot move a limb ; and his

For ' The Hriem

The Simplicity of the Trnth.

Our worthy forefathers in the Tinith, were me
fiiUy delivered from the desire after wordly gr(

ness, and outward display of earthly riches ;

wisdom ; and were led, through submission to

baptisms of the Holy Spirit, to prefer the repro:

of Christ to aU the treasures of Egypt—to su

aiffiction with the people of God, rather than

enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season. And tl

were made wilKng to sacrifice outward posses

and enjoyment and even outward liberty and 1

rather than Compromise their testimony even

matters of seemingly small moment, to the saerL

of their peace, and the reproach of their professi

But how is it with us in this day of outward ea

and of despising small things ? Are we engaged

trimming our lamps, that they may be kept bumi
and our light so shine beibre men, that oth

seeing our self-denial and simple obedience to

teachings and leadings of the Holy Spirit, may
led to glorify our Father who is in heaven? k

those amongst us, who are in possession of t

abundance of wealth, concerned to follow the

ample of Him, who, though aU power in hea\

and earth was his, denied himself of all outwa

appearance of greatness, and veiled his maje;

under the form of a servant?

It seems needful that we should examine oi

selves, and seriously ponder our ways, in order tl

we may discover what it is that is separating

from that blessed union and communion of sp

which was so eminently enjoyed by those faith

cross-bearing disciples of the meek and low

Jesus, who condescended to bear the reproach

his enemies for their sakes, that he might redec

them from the love of the world, teach them

lesson of humility and self-denial, and exalt t

name and power of the everlasting and unchanj

able Truth, above all earthly greatness, wisd(

power.

.We have worthy examples of consistent plai

ness and simplicity amongst us ; but how small

their number, and how little of the sympathy

religiously exercised minds are they permitted

enjoy, considering the number of those who a

professing with them to be united in the one hea

as members of one body ! It seems almost va

to write or preach against those glaring ineons

tencies in outward appearance, which are starii

us in the face, while so many of those who a

standing in the foremost ranks, as respects outwai

position in society, are indulging themselves

departures from that simplicity of life and plainne

of outward appearance, into which the Truth
'

riably leads, as its pointings are faithfully observf

and followed.

There are things, which are perhaps allowah

in themselves, from which we are bound to abstai:

if, by our indulgence therein, a brother may 1

caused to offend. We are accountable for ot

example, which speaks louder than precept. Ti

rich are bound to example the poor, the leame

the ignorant, and the gifted in any way the dest

tute, by a humble and self-denying walk befoi

them, lest by inducing them to aspire above the:

place, they make shipwreck of faith and a goo

conscience. If we subscribe to the truth of th

doctrine that we are not our own, but more steward

of what we possess, and accountable for the u^i- <

every talent committed to our care, we must adm
the strength of the obligation we are under, to il

and to suffer, for the sake of the brethren, for tli

sake of the Truth, and for the sake of our owthat he cannot move
assailants, seizing hold of his foot, proceed to shoe! souls, which have been bought at so dear a pi

with as little ceremony as if he had neither Our blessed Redeemer, while upon the e:i

heels to kick nor teeth to bite with. • lived as one having nothing, though possessed ol
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g 3 ; and he said, " Foxes have holes, and the

i of the air have nests, but the son of man hath

,vhere to lay his head." When he rode into

salem, he was not borne upon a chariot with

s but upon one of the meanest of beasts, even

rh he had the power to have appeared in all

plendour of a worldly prince—he sought not

lonour which cometh from men, but that which

th from God alone, that he might be glorified

h his humility. And the holy apostles, of

the world was not worthy, were counted the

uriug of all things, because of the meanness

appearence, their outward destitution, and

fcle obedience to the teachings of Christ, their

3ur and leader.

e may readily believe that it is the love of

ard things that has separated us from the love

'ruth; a departure from its simple teachings

has led us into contention, strife and conf

the need of reformation was never more

rent to many who are yet left to mourn

our degeneracy as a people, than at the pre

ytimc; though there arc others who seem to be

1 to our condition, because of their own unwi'

less to forsake the forbidden paths of fleshly

Igence. It will be well for these, if they ar

sed from their feeling of carnal security and

spiritual slumber, before the things which

; to their peace are entirely and forever hid

•h their eyes.

_ the great and approaching day, when inquisi

i shall be made for blood, vain will be all our

S iscs for havinc esteemed and treated the blood

he covenant, which God hath made with his

J)le, as an unholy thing, for having crucified the

1 sed Son of God afresh, and put him to open

hue, by rebelling against the law of his spirit

ten in the heart, which teaches, that denying

; angodliness, and the world's lusts, we should

Dbcrly, righteously, and godly in the present

fjld, looking and pressing toward the end of our

which is our victory over the world, the flesh,

,1 'the devil, even the salvation of our souls, by

lus Christ, the anther and finisher of our faith

when I came to this name, I said, " My dear child,

you must explain; why is this?—what did you

lo?" Looking up to me and speaking with a soul-

ful tone, which ever made her an object of interest,

she replied, " I laughed aloud, I laughed more than

once ; I couldn't help*, because a slate was keep-

ing school
!"

Epistle of Ccorgc'Fox.

Dear Friencls,—Keep your meetings in the power

of the Lord, which is over all that is in the fall,

and must have an end. Therefore be wise in the

wisdom of God, which is from above, by which all

things were made and created ; thatthatmay be justi

fiod among you, and you all kept in the solid life,

which was before death was ; and in the light,

which was before the darkness was with all its

works. In which light and life ye all may feel

and have the heavenly unity and peace, possessing

the gospel fellowship, that everlasting ; which

before that which doth not last forever ; and

will remain when that is gone. For the gospel

being the power of God, is pure and everlasting.

Know it to be your portion ; in which is stability,

and life, and immortality, shining over that which

darkens the mortal. So be faithful, every one to

God, in your measures of his power and life, that

yc may answer God's love and mercy to you, as

obedient children of the Most High; dweUing in

love, unity, and peace, and in innocency of heart

towards one another ; that God may be glorified in

you, and you kept faithful witnesses for him, and

valiant for the truth on earth. God ^Vlmighty pre-

serve you all to his glory, that ye may feel his

blessing among you, and be possessors thereof.

1656.° Or- F-

Honesty and Trust.—The following pleasant

cdote is from " Glances and Glimpses," a new

k by Harriet K. Hunt, who was once a teacher

Joston :

—

\. cousin of mine in Charleston, having passed

ay, it became proper that I should attend her

eral. It was school afternoon ; I did not dis-

ss the scholars, and as they disliked a monitor,

it upon the following plan of leaving them :

—

^"iced in the chair the large old fashioned

te,' (it had been my father's,) wrote on it the

nes of the scholars in the order in which they

; and arranged the needlework and reading

—

I always had some interesting work to read

lud by some elder pupil every afternoon—and

n said, " Now, children, when the clock strikes

e, leave your seats orderly, go to my chair, and

ice on the slate by each of your names a unit

good behaviour, and a cross for bad. When I

urn I shall anxiously look at the slate, and in

3 morning, when you are assembled, I will read

e list, but I trust in you !"

On my return I visited the school-room, and

and but one cross on the slate ; and that where

least expected it, appended to the name of

autiful. open, bright, brave child, who then pro-

ised much for the world—the fact of having rich

rents being her greatest drawback. She was the

t child in the school I should have "thought ca

ble of any misconduct. Well, the next morninj^

ime: the list was read, it proved truthful; but

For "The Priend."

William Dcwsbniy.

CContinuod from page Hi.)

Though George Fox has always been acknow-

ledged as the first and chief instrument in the Di-

vine hand^n the gathering of the society of Friends,

in the setting up of meetings for discipline, and in

instituting the present order among us, yet when

William Dewsbury wrote the epistle on the support

of order and government in the Society, which ap

pears to have been the first suggestions on that subject

George Fox showed

by placing his name to it,

and that he got it and kept it by tlie lave of God,

and iwinr uf an endless lljc"''

In, the epistle to which allusion has been made,

WQliam Dewsbury says, " This is the word of the

living God to his church that he hath called and

chosen out of the world, to place his name in, to

order and guide in his pure Avisdom to his praise

and glory, who alone is worthy, God over all,

blessed forever—That in every particular meeting

of Friends, there be chosen from among you, one

or two who are most grown in the power and life,

and in discernment in the Truth, to take the care

and charge over the flock of God in that place."

These were no doubt designed fo perform the duties

of over.scers, as they are now appointed, both to
'

encourage the right minded, and to treat with those

who were disorderly. " And this is the word of

the living God to you who are chosen—watch over

the flock of God, you to whom is committed the

charge and care ; and take the oversight thereof,

not by constrtint but willingly; not for filthy lucre

but of a ready mind. I charge and command you

in the presence of the living God, not to rule as

lords over God's heritage, but in the power of the

spirif in all purity. Be examples to the Jiocl;, and

that order be kept in the church, in constantly

meeting together, according to the rule that hath

been gfven forth, that is to say, once in a week, or

more if it may be, besides the first day meeting.

And you are to have a general meeting with other

Friends near you, once in two or three weeks, as

the Lord orders and makes way. Be not slack and

backward, but faithful to the Lord, in improving

every opportunity for Friends to meet ; and in every

town where Friends are scattered, lay the charge

and care on some Friends who are most grown in

the Truth, to see that they meet together to wait on

the Lord three or four hours, as the Lord orders it,

one night or two in the week. Watch over one

another with a pure single eye, to see that_ those

who come among them, walk orderly according to

what they profess. If any walk disorderly, let

those to whom the charge is committed, or any

other who discovers them, and is moved to speak

to them, deal plainly with them in reproving them,

ministering to that which is pure in the conscience,

for the restoring of them. But if they will not re-

form, acquaint two or three more iclio are vwst

grown in tlue Truth, or you to whom the care to

:er that of the writer.

This is one, among the many proofs history fur

shes, that he was no seeker after superiority and

self-exaltation among his brethren. His great

object was the spread of the Redeemer's kingdom,

the discharge of his own duty under his direction,

and the encouragement of his brethren in the fulfil-

ment of theirs. William Penn says of him, " He

exercised no authority but over evil, and that every

where, and in all ; but with love, compassion, and

lons^ suffering, a most merciful man, as ready to

forgive, as unapt to take or give an oiFence." " And

truty I must say, that though God had visibly

clothed him with a divine preference and authority,

and indeed his very presence expressed a religious

majesty, yet he never abused it, but held his placeit, but held hi;

„ the ''church of God with great meekness, and

most engaging humility and moderation. For upon

all occasi^ns^\\\& his blessed Master, Jui was a ser-

vant to all, holding and exercising his eldership in

the invisible power that had gathered them, with

reverence to the Head, and care over the body, and

was received only in that spirit and power of Christ,

as the first and chief elder in this age ; who, as he

was therefore worthy of double honour, so for the

same reason it was given by the faithful of this day,

because his authority was inward and not outward

from all jealousy, the flock is committed, with the other that did ad-

" " monish them, and in tender love admonish them

again ; and wth plainness of speech, minister of

that which is pure in their consciences, to raise up

the witness, and to judge and cut down the deceit,

that tltcir souls may bisaved, and their nakedness

covered. But if they still walk in disorder when

the church is met together, reprove them openly,

and if they still do not reform, but walk in their

fijthiness, when the church is met together, in the

name of the Lord Jesus Christ, charge them to de-

part from among you. So cast them out, and ha,ve

no union with theui, not so much as to eat with

them, until they repent and turn to the Lord, and

walk in obedience to that which is pure. K they

do this, then receive them again ; but if they still

walk on in the stubbornness of theh- wills, and not

bend to that which is pure in their consciences,

keep them forth, that no filthy person dwell in the

house of God. Then will the blessing of the Lord

God be with you. .
'

" See that there be not any in outward want in the

church, and that aU walk orderiy in their places

and callings. And if any root of bitteriicss spring

up in any, which causcth strife in their minds one

against another, as soon as you know of it, call such

before you and examine the matter strictly ; apd

stand in the wisdom and power of God to guide
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you to judge the cause, and end it in righteousness."
" Then will deceit be judged, and strife kept out,

and the innocent set free to serve the Lord ; and
your union mil he in Christ Jesus, where you will

bring forth fruit abiding in Him ; and through his

blood you shall overcome the world in you and
without, and shall reign as kings upon the earth."

William Dewsbury was concerned that those

appointed to the oversight of the flock should be
good examples, and should rule in the wisdom of

God, not as lords over his heritage. From his di-

rections, they were zealous and diligent in holding

rehgious meetings, both day and night. They were
not afraid of devoting themselves or their time, to

the worship of the Lord, and to draw souls unto

him. It was their meat and drink to be in the

Lord's work in spreading his kingdom. He saw
there could be no growth in the Truth in those who
cultivated a bitter, contentious spirit. Those only

whose union was in Christ Jesus, could bring forth

the fruits of his Spirit, and through hS blood, over-

come the world and reign as kings by Him.
In the year 1654, he was committed to York

Castle under the name of a seducer. After the

warrant was issued to take him, he had gone to

Tholthorp, where the constable, more like a ruffian

than a peace officer, rushed into a meeting there,

with a manifest intention of injuring him with an
iron fork, but says he, " the Lord by his power
chained him, and prevented his bloody intents."

Whether the fellow was overawed by the calm,

solemn, and dignified deportment of the Friends, or

whether from some other cause, he was prevented

fi-om carrying the warrant into execution. Another
warrant was procured fi-om Thomas Dickinson of

Kirby Hall, which was served upon him at Crake
about twenty-five miles from York. The officer,

willing to save himself trouble, proposed his remain-

ing with his friends that night, on condition of their

being bound for his appearance next day. But
Dew.sbury told them, that no man should be engaged
for him ; and turning to the constable said, " If thou
hast power over the body, do with it what thou hast

power to do." The constable then bade them stay at

the house of his friend as the evening was advanc
ing, whereupon William Dewsbury, assured the

officer of his readiness to go with him on the fol-

lowing morning, if the Lord pleased. This respite

afforded him and his friends the opportunity of sit-

ting down together to wait upon God ; but late in

the night while thus engaged, they were surprised

by the inhabitants, with the high constable at their

head, who surrounded the house, attacking the doors
and windows with great fury, and when they got
this innocent servant of the Lord into their hands,
they urged him along the street from one ale-house

to another, until they found one into which entrance
could be obtained, and in the morning he was taken
before Dickinson, who being unable to prove any
thing against him, committed him to York Castle.

Here he was detained about four months, but though
he claimed of Judge Hyndham at the assize, that

he should have a fiiir trial, with his accusers face

to face, which the judge promised, yet he was set at

liberty by proclamation, after this detention on an
unfounded malicious charge, without any proof, or
the opportunity of defending himself, that the priest

might escape the disgrace of making false allega-

tions against a sound Christian, and bein"- the
means of depriving him of his liberty.

iTo bo continuwl.)

Salt.

Although salt forms part pf the daily food of
nearly the whole of the human race, yet few have
any idea of its composition. Salt is a compound of
two substancea, a metal and gaseous body. The

metal is called sodium, and the gas chlorine ; and
as chemists always endeavour to use such terms as

they think will convey a clear idea of the things
they describe, salt in chemical language is termed
" chloride of sodium." The ocean which flows to

every part of the earth afi'dtds its inhabitants an
inexhaustible supply of salt ; and lest it might be
thought that nature had not in this respect been
sufficiently bountifhl, she supplies salt from the
" bowels of the earth." We have salt mines yield

ing " rock salt," and salt springs, which, in many
instances, are far away from the ocean, such as

those at Syracuse, N. Y., in America. The salt

mines in Catalonia, in Hungary, and Poland, are
of an enormous extent. A salt mine at Wilisca,
near Cracow, in Poland, has been worked for more
than six hundred years. Within it is found a kind
of subteraneous republic, which has its polity, laws,

famihes, &c. When a traveller has arrived at the

bottom of this strange abyss he is surprised at the

long series of lofty vaults sustained with huge pil-

lars of rock salt, and which appear by the light of
the flambeaux to be so many crystals of precious

tones. The most remarkable property of salt is

its solubihty in water ; hence it is supposed that the

sea washing over beds or strata of salt has in con-

sequence become saline, as we now find it. The
use of salt with food is obvious fi-om an analysis of

the blood and the gastric juice. With the addition

of water, and under certain influences, salt changes
'ts composition. Water being composed of hydro-
gen and oxygen, the change in salt, which takes

place by means of the vital force, produces soda
for the blood and hydrochloric acid for the stopiach.

As soda, is invariably found in the blood, and hy-

drochloric acid in the stomach, and as the blood
and the stomach play theii- part correctly enough
in our daily life, we can come to no other conclu-

sion than that salt, which supplies these materials,

is absolutely necessary to our well-being. Salt is

not only useful to man in its primitive condition,

but as it afibrds soda, its value is manifestly in-

creased. The manufacture of soda from salt in

England is ona of the most important o^our arts

for without soda no hard soaps could be produced
and for a thousand other things are we a debtor to

Salt & Co. Besides the soda there is the chlorine

The great supremacy of the Manchester cotton
mills in supplying the wide world with fabrics, is

owing not only to the application of mechanics, to

machinery, but also to the multifarious uses of
chlorine derived from common salt.

—

Scientijic

American.

BlOfiRAPniCAl SKETCHES,

Of Ministers anil Elders, and other concei-ned mcm-
Iiers of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Coutinued from page 340.)

^
JOAN FORKEST.

Joan Forrest, wife of William Forrest, was born
in Warminster, in Wiltshire, Old England, Tenth
mo. 10th, 1(354. She was convinced of the Truth
in her youth, as was also her husband. They suf-

fered some persecution for conscience' sake, and
William was imprisoned m 1683, for not attending

at the Parish steeple-house, in Warminster, during
the time it was open for public worship.

Soon after this they removed to America, and
settled in Philadelphia. Joan was soon employed
in the affairs of our religious Society, and mani-
fested much dedication of heart, and honest zeal

for the proper enforcement of the discipline. Few
persons were so much employed by the women
Friends of Philadelphia Monthly and other meet-
ings for discipline, in her day, as Joan Forrest.

She was deepening in the Truth, and her fii.

believing that she had received a gift for eldei

she -R'as appointed to that station. She lived,

ful and beloved, and was, we are told, "an ho
sincere-hearted Friend, in good esteem ai

concerned for the maintenance of oui- diseipli

of exemplary hfe and conversation,''—and
Fourth mo. 30th, 1732, in the 78th year of

age.

[Her husband, William Fon-est, had dece

before her, leaving a portion of his property,

;

her decease, to Philadelphia Monthly Meeting
the support of schools. This property, at the

ner of Fourth and Chesnut streets, has been (

sential service in enabling the select school

Philadelphia to furnish a liberal education i

small price.]

THOMAS SPEAKJIAN.

Thomas Speakman, of Berkshire, Old Engl;

was born the latter part of 1692 or early in 1(

He appears to have had his education amoi
Friends, but through the frailties of the

followed after youthful vanities, whereby he
g

present distress and uneasiness to his best friei

and prepared the way for sorrow of heart

self in after life. Being often admonished for

good, he endeavoured to remove the secret con

tions of his own heart by contending against

Truth.

When about twenty years of age, he removes
Pennsylvania, bringing a certificate of membersl
and marrying amongst Friends soon after, 1

tied at Kennett, Chester coimty. In 1727
moved to Londongrove township, where he i

the remainder of his life. He was now brought

sinfulness of Ms conduct, and under

powerful convictions of the Holy Spirit, was ledl

abhor himself in dust and ashes. .iUter a i

of bitterness and anguish of soul, his self-will ^

broken, and in true humility and lowliness ofmi-

he lay as a prostrate supphant, looking to the Li

Jesus Christ for his only hope of salvation,

grace was working in his soul, his clear sighl

Friends, beholding its fruit, in his humble, cons

tent demeanor, were enabled to rejoice over hi

The work of sanctification through the baptisms

fire and of the Holy Ghost, proceeded steadily (

ward until, through the Lord's mercy, his wh
character seemed changed. Soon a concern ca;

on him for the good of others, and a gift in 1

nfinistry was conterrod upon him. His friends i

of his ministry, "Continuing faithfiil, he grew

the same, and had a living, satisfactory testimo

to bear."

He was faithful and dedicated, but his Mas
did not appoint him long continued service. . 1

was taken ill, and deceased after a short illness,

the 15th of the Fifth month, 1732, being in t

40th year of his age. He died "in peace wi

God, and in unity with faithful Friends."

PAUL PRESTON.

Paul Preston, son of William Preston, one oft

early settlers at Frankfbrd, Philadelphia count

was one of the valuable Friends in his day. In ti

Second month, 1713, he married Elizabeth, wide

of Joshua Gilbert, soon after which he became us

ful in religious society. His residence was now
Philadelphia, where he exercised the rights ofk
pitality, kind to all classes, and especially ministeri;

to the necessities of the saints. Being appoint

an elder, he was fervent in spii'it in fulfilling t

duties devolving on him, and his services in re

gious meetings were many.
He was, we are informed, "careftil in the atte

dance of religious meetings, and in the education
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HJldren." His last illness wjs of several

£ duration, but the Lord Jesus, whom he had

tjured to serve whilst in health, preserved

resignation and peace to the end. Thomas

y who considered Paul Preston's house as

ladelphia home, and speaks of him as his

friend, and kind landlord," tells us that ou

r bed, he said "he had no desire to liv*

good, and that it had been his care to

conscience void of ofience towards God, and

len, which now .was his comfort."

ived in good esteem with his friends and

urs—valued for his religious services, bo-

or his kindness and hospitality ; and when

ased, Ninth month 7th, 1732, his loss "was

felt.

ANN PARSON.

Parson was the daughter of John Chapman,

leS"!, removed from England with his wife

eral young children, of whom Ann was one,

sylvania. John Chapman purchased land

htstown, Bucks county, and settled there,

xt year, having two sons born to him, he

the name of the settlement Twins-borough,

two children, Abraham and J^eph, we

JLaTC occasion to speak hereafter. Ann, the

of this memoir, was born in England, in

htstown was, in 1685, and for some time

ic of the settlements the farthest in the wil-

ik and most distant from the bulk of the

inhabitants. The Indians, however, who

Biumcrous, were very kind to John Chapman

oiily, and although they came to his house

^ it companies, and were often supplied by him

od, yet they furnished his family from their

time of need. On one occasion, when
:in's family were suffering for want of

s eldest daughter, Mara, through the

reuee of the Almighty Father, secured them

i onable supply. She was riding by the Ne-

ig creek, when hearing a noise as of some aui-

distress, she stopped to examine what it was.

jking into the creek, she saw a large buck

the bank, who having just escaped from the

Ijjf a wolf, had taken refuge in the water. The

girl, with great presence of mind, alighted

ner horse, took off the bridle, and with a stick

1 1 it over the horns of the wounded and terri-

jimal, and secured him until assistance came.

rolf, who did not seem willing to resign his

,0 the young girl, on the approach of others

1.

ion the twins were nine or ten years old, they

out towards evening to search for their father's

, Meeting one of their Indian neighbours in
'

, he advised them to go home fearing

hey would be lost. They were assured, pe;

which she had an excellent gift, and was abun-

dantly exercised therein at home and abroad.

In the year 1705 she visited the meetings in New
England, in company with Ann Sibthorp, to the

satisfaction of Friends there. In 1709, with full

unity of her friends, she visited Friends and others

in "England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales." In

this visit she had, at least at times, the company of

Elizabeth Webb. She accomplished this service in

humility and fear, and on her return, in the early

part of 1712, presented many returning certificates

and minutes of the unity of those visited, to the

general meeting of ministers in the Fourth month.

In the early part of 1713, she again visited New
England ; and in 1714 the meetings of Maryland,
having in the last visit Sarah Miller as companion.

Returning minutes in all these visits, speak of the

unity of Friends with her service and that of her

companion.

Soon after this she married Parson.

After her marriage we find her, in 1719, visiting

Friends to the south, with Rose Tibbits ; and to the

time of her last illness diligently attending meetings

at home and other parts of the province of Peun.syl-

vania.

Sflictod for " Tlic Flkml."

Tlic Cotton Trade of the World.

The Secretary of State has prescJnted to Congress

some comprehensive and valuable tables, exhibiting

the amount of the cotton trade of the world for the

last five years, with the various tariff duties and
custom-house regulations. These statistics show
the important part the United States perform in

this trade. This country has exported an average

of more than a thousand million of pounds of cot-

ton in each of the five years past, of which quan-

tity more than seven hundred millions pounds

went to England and nearly two hundred million

pounds to France, from which this latter Govern-

ment derived an annual revenue of nearly thre<

millions of d.ollars. The amount of cotton export-

ed in 1855 was—to Great Rritain, 673,498,259

lbs., free of duty; to France, 210,113,809 lbs.,

duty of S3 72 per 220 lbs. in national vessels, and

$6 48 in foreign vessels, duty paid $2,939,300 ; to

Spain, 33,071,795, duty 79^ cts. per 102 lbs. in

national vessels, and §1 85 in foreign vessels, paid

$265,296 ; to Russia, 448,896, isfc. duty for 36

lbs., paid .S47,018; to Hanse Towns, 30,809,991,

duty paid, $25,795; to Belgium, 12,219,553, free;

to Au.stria, 9,761,465, free; to Sardinia and Italy,

16,087,064, different rates ; to Mexico, 7,527,079

duty SI 50 on 101 lbs., paid S103,118 ; to Hol-

land, 4,941,414, free; to Sweden and Norway,

8,428,437, different rates ; to British North Ame-
rican Provinces, 883,204, free ; to Denmark, 209,

186, fi-ee; to Cuba, 9,620, duty paid $2,355; to

Portugal, 144,006, duty paid, 19 cents; elsewhere.

that they knew the way, and did not at once 270,622. Total amount exported in 1855, 1,003,-

bis advice ; the consequence was that they did

ach homo until after night. They found the

u there. He was so concerned about them

he came to see, doubtless with an intent of

ring aid in searching for them if they were

The same kind feelings actuated the In-

when, about that time, the parents went to

ly Meeting, leaving their large famOy of young

ren at home. Every day, during the parents

ice, these watchful guardians of the interests

eir friends, came to see whether things were

aing on rightly amongst them,

i Ann Chapman grew in years, the visitations

Lord's Holy Spirit often tendered her spirit,

as she submitted thereto, the work of grace

I'essed to the sanctification of her soul. About
year 1699, she came forth in the ministry, in

424,601 pounds which, at an average price of eight

cents per pound, would produce the sum of §80,-

273,968 08.

The annual average importation of cotton from

all countries into England, the last five years, has

been 838,335,984 pounds, of which amount, ac-

cording to British authorities, 661,529,220 pounds,

or more than three-fourths, were from the United

States, 715,525,296, pounds is the annual consump-

tion in Great 13ritian, the rest is exported to the

continent. About six-sevenths of the cotton re-

ceived at Liverpool comes from the United States
;

four-fifths are estimated to be imported for the fac-

tories of Lancashire and Yorkshire. The number
of spindles in operation in England is estimated

at more than twenty millions. The value of cot-

ton supplied by the United States to Great Britain,

in 1855, was .857,616,749, being about the average

each year the last four. About one-tenth of the

cotton imported from the United States is re-ex-

ported from England, while nearly one-half of that

imported from British India is never used in her

factories, but is sent away. These facts are signi-

ficant of their relative value. American cotton

is estimated at one hundred per cent, superior

to that of India. Cotton constitutes in value

more than two-thirds of the domestic exports of

the United States to France. Next to the United

States, France derives her supplies of cotton from

the Levant, and the third place is held by South

.iimerica.

There arc at present in Russia, or there were

previous to tlje war, 495 cotton factories, employing

112,427 operatives, and producing annually 40,-

907,7 36 pounds ofyarns and corresponding amounts

of textiles.

Before the breaking out of the late war, the man-
ufacture of cotton in the Russian empire was pro-

gressing with extraordinary activity. The number of

spindles exceeded 350,000, producing annually

upwards of 10,800,000 pounds of cotton yarns.

The barter trade with the Chinese at Kiachta sti-

mulates this branch of manufactures in Russia, as

the article of cotton velvet constitutes the leading

taple of exchange at that point for the teas and

other merchandize of China. In former years this

article was supplied almost exclusively by Great

Britain, but the Chinese prefer the Russian manu-
facture, and hence the steady progress of that

branch of industry. Thus the annually increasing

importation of the raw material and constant dimi-

nution in the quantity of cotton yarns imported is

accounted for. AV'ere raw cotton admitted, as in

England, free of duty, the United States would

mo.st probably supply, in the direct trade, the

whole quantity consumed in that Empire. As it

is, the commercial reforms in Russia, already an-

nounced ofiicially and now in progress, compre-

hending, as they do, the esfciblishment of American
houses at St. Petersburg, must necessarily tend to

that result—Ledger.

For "Tbo Fric-nd."

The Wrongs of Tcaclicrs.

[The writer who furnishes the following, accom-

panied it with a note stating that it was written with-

out the cognizance of any teacher. Eds. of Friend.]

Among the wrongs abounding in the world, claim-

ing the attention of all true friends of the emancipa-

tion of society from existing evils, whether they be

the wrongs of individuals, of classes, or of races,

engaging the pen of tlie moralist and the philanthro-

pist, the wrongs of teachers have obtained but little

consideration ; and yet if we will but examine into

the subject, if we will but revert to circumstances

known in our own experience, we may discover that

the wrongs of teachers exist not merely in name,

ut have a substantial reality, so that their removal

or amelioration are worthy of the efforts of all

classes.

It is necessary for faithfiil teachers to maintain a

constant watch over their charge, promptly to meet

all outgoings of the careless, to check the propensi-

ties of the erring, and to inflict punishment on the

disobedient ; but when the restless child, dissatisfied

with the curbing influence exerted over him, pours

out his complaints into the too-willing ear of the

parent, how often is it the case, that the parent, in-

stead of upholding the teacher in his beneficent

efforts, instead of endeavouring to convince the child

of the necessity of conducting at all times with pro-

priety and complying with the regulations of the

school, will palliate the faults or favour the views of
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the pupil ; saying perhaps, that the teacher ought

not to be too strict ; and thus foster a spirit of re-

bellion which may eventually prove disastrous to the

pupil himself and injurious to his associates ; when
if it was but known, that except for actual cases of

injustice, no ear would be opened for hearing com-

plaints, much uncomfortable feeling might be spared

the child, and the evil effect of connivance or indul-

gence be avoided; sothatinjusticcto the teacher, for

the benefit of the child, and consequently for their

own peace, it behoves parents to watch over their own
spirits in this thing, that they may not contribute to

the injury of their offspring nor in any wise mar
that harmony so desirable in a well regulated school.

It will sometimes occur even in schools carefully

guarded, that among the scholars there are those,

who, receiving but little moral restraint at home,

prove by their actions their unfitness for associating

with children whose training has been different in its

character. These, though deserving disgrace and

perhaps dismissal, are through the clemency of the

teacher but moderately punished, and with a hope

of reformation, they are continued in the school,

whe're they too often poison the principles of their

school-fellows, who though more virtuous, are stiU

too yielding to resist as they ought that influence

which wickedness so often seems to obtain ; and how
fi-equent it is that these bad spirits conceive an en-

mity, an absolute hatred of their teacher (who' is

bound to discourage, restrain, and punish them in

all their acts of error,) which they endeavour to im-

part to all in the school, and ofttimes with such suc-

cess that general ill feelings towards particular

teachers often obtain. Those who are conversant

with schools can mournfully attest this.

Now when such a sad state does befal a school,

when a general feeling of dislike pervades the minds

of the scholars, how often does it occur that their

parents, instead of promptly checking it by strongly

expressed disapprobation, and by forbidding any-

thing tending to increase or spread it, receive the

tales of their children idfeilence, and inwardly con-

clude that where there is no attachment there can

be little learned, and the school may as well be

abandoned ; whereas if the parents and teacher

mutually fulfilled their duty, an attachment between
the pupils and the latter would eventually be formed,

which would increase instead of lessen ; but as is too

commonly the case, the teacher is wronged, the child

is injured, and the parent made uncomfortable ; and
this is sometimes the state, even when the teacher's

faculty for imparting instruction is acknowledged

by all, and where his integrity is unquestioned.

What an easy thing it is for children to persuade

themselves that they are aggrieved, and how almost

unconscibusly will they give a deceptive colouring in

the recital of their troubles, which may fall plausi-

bly upon ears quickened by parental partiality, un-

less restrained by a discerning spirit of justice, and
thus the wrongs of the teacher may be heightened

through the credulity of the parents.

How easy it is for parents to slide into a belief

that their children, although not perfect, are yet

better than many others, while did they but know
the extent of their wanderings in the path of error,

their hearts would sink with amazement ; and be it

noted that there would be many evidences of this

at school, while there might be none at home.

A young man of ordinary talents, possessed of

some capital, whether by legacy or otherwise, who
enters the avenues of trade and is enabled by con-

stant application or sometimes by speculation, to

iucrease his store from time to time until at length

he amasses a fortune, will often be commended by
the world for his attention and his shrewdness, when
perhaps all he can boast of as the result of his life's

labour, is the amount of this world's goods which

he has succeeded in accumulating ; while the young
man of superior ability who, with no capital except

the gifts of his Maker, the fruits of his study, and

the integrity of his heart, entering on the noble vo-

cation of a teacher, devotes himself to leading the

youth in the ways of knowledge, to expanding their

minds in the truths of science, and above all to

training their steps in the paths of virtue ; wh
through the wearing trials of his vocation, amid all

the discouragements with which he is surrounded,

still presses firmly on, endeavouring faithfully to

fulfil his. mission, and who in the end is able to re-

flect that he has exerted an influence more extensive

in its range and higher in its consequences than

any ordinary business could effect, is silently disre-

garded by the world and soon forgotten by those

who would wish to be numbered with the virtuous.

Leaving however all specific causes, and examin-

ing the subject upon the broad foundation of the

relations subsisting between teachers and pupils, and

parents and the community, and guided therein

simply by what we have known in the experience

of bygone days, we certainly may conclude that

among the wrongs of classes, those ofteachersmaybe

numbered, and that they are worthy the efforts of

christian influences for their amelioration. M. 0. T.

THE FRIEND.
SEVEXTH MOXTII 12, 1856.

DUBLIN YEARLY J1EETLN"G.

"The meeting of ministers and elderiitook place

on Seventh-day, the 26th of Fourth month, at

eleven o'clock, the Conference of Elders having

been previously held at ten. The number in at-

tendance appeared similar to that of several years

past; and the business of the meeting was con-

ducted in usual course.

Certificates on behalf of Sarah Squire, John P.

Jlilner, and Henry Hopkins, with minutes on be-

half of Robert and Christine Alsop, and Eliza P.

Gui-ney, were produced and read. The three first

were on a general visit to Friends in Ireland ; the

others to attend the Yearly Meeting, and some few

others.

Second-day morning.—The meeting assembled

at the usual hour, rather small at first, .but subse-

quently became considerably increased. Two mi-

nistering Friends were engaged briefly, but im-

pressively, in religious communication, prior to the

commencement of the business. All the represen-

tatives except four were present. Our Friend',

Jacob Green, was among the absent, through in-

dispo.sition.

The. certificates and minutes on behalf of our

English friends were read in course. Then came a

icritten report from the Meeting of Ministers and

Elders, an improvement, it was considered, on pre-

vious practice, which had been given verbally.

The London and Foreign epistles came next in

order of reading, Ohio excepted, these documents

giving rise to little remark. There was no epistle

received from North Carolina ; the others were re-

ferred as usual to a committee ; and after transact-

ing some routine business, the meeting adjourned

to allow time for the representatives to meet and

choose clerks. This body agreed to the continu-

ance of last year's clerk, with Henry Russell and

James N. Richardson as assistants. In the after-

noon, the Yearly Meeting took up the cjuestion in-

jvolved in the Ohio separation; the meeting last

j

j-ear having concluded to adopt the report of its

I

committee, that no decision should, at that time, be

come to, and to leave it for further consideration

at the present.

After some interchange of sentiment, it

cidcd to open in the meeting at la

as to which of the two Yearly Meeting- iu (Jl^; '.,

should recognize. Accordingly tin

the various official documents, reeei\

^vere j

behalf of both bodies, which occupied -i\ iral L *

^he meeting then setthng down to t'ue eonsi( ,.

tion of the important subject thus brou-lit befo .(

after solid deliberation and much expressicJ

sentiment, the judgment of the meetiug vra; ,.

corded in favour of the body in Ohio, repress j
by Jonathan Binns and Jane M. Plumme

j

clerks.

This sitting occupied five-and-a-half hours '\

after such protracted deliberation, the meetius
j

fairly exhausted. There was, however, niurf'

"

animity in this decision, but one Friend adv

further delay, and no voice being raised in

of the other body. The Friends at the table u
trusted with the bringing in to another sii,

suitable minute as a record of the judgmcn;

to by the meeting.

21lird-day morning, Fourth monlh29iJi.~

after coming together, the Friends appoint

duced the draft of minute ordered at the j

:

sitting, -vifcich was approved and adopted. ;

authenticated copy to be sent to the corrcsj:

of the body recognized ; and a similar C";

gether with the epistle forwarded therefrom

sent to Benjamin Hoyle, the clerk of tL

body.

The answers to the queries were then pr:.i

with, as far as the seventh inclusive. Detii

were reported as to the attendance of our xr, _

meetings; also in relation to the important uui
:

parental care in training of young persou— 1

with reference to the maintenance of our testin

relative to ecclesiastical demands, &e. Much v.-

:

counsel went forth on some of the subject-

alluded to, and the deficiencies reported a-

testimony against a hireling ministry, too

hold of the meeting, as to cause reference

subject to the Large Committee. This wa<

sitting, and we trust it will be remembered b_, .

as an instructive opportunity.

Evening.—The remaining queries and an^i

;

were read, and the whole referred to three Fiie .

to prepare answers therefrom to the first eleven

London. The consideration now arose, iu ii

course, as to whether the state of the Ijoflv.

depicted in the answers brought up, claim

further care and attention of the meetiiiL

particular concern being expressed, a mimi

made expressive of the exercise of the met i

view of our present condition as a Society

;

being read, was approved, and adopted. !

eludes with a '•' desire that all among us ;

aroused to a serious consideration of our

responsibilities as professors of the Christian

and by increased devotedness of heart to fli

be strengthened of Him to greater dedien

His service, and to that measure of inu

faithfulness by which our own growth in gi

be advanced, and the cause of truth and

ousness be promoted." The Accounts of
"

ings sustained by Friends in the three jiiuwi

were read, the amount being £494 10s. 9(/.

Large Committee met at eight P. M., and ?>

rated sub-committees for the London and l'"v>

epistles. Some discussion arose as to senclinj

epistle to Philadelphia, not knowing the pi.

state of that Yearly Meeting as to a division

year ; but it was believed best not to omit ailli

ing them at this time. Though no epistle wa-

ceived from North Carolina, yet it was conelu

to address their next Yearly Meeting as usual.

Fourth-day morning, Fburtli month 30'/)
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for worship, which was a large gathering

;

imber of Fricuds were eugaged to niiuis-

e assembly. Soon after the meeting dis-

he Yearly Meeting's Committee (a stand-

analogous in function to the Meeting for

rs in London) met by appointment of the

ieeting, and was occupied about two hours

ering some provisions of the Tithe Rent

ict.

lomi.-—Last year, a proposition was ro-

om the Quarterly Meeting of Leinster, to

G our mode of answering the queries to

England, viz., to answer the first eleven

spring, and to this meeting; and the re-

to the Autumn Quarterly Meeting, with

swcred there in usual course. The subject

!nt some discussion last year, and was re-

r further consideration to this Yearly Meet-

was now spoken to at much length, but

in"' not being prepared to adopt the pro-

it was therefore set aside. Alter the ap-

of a Committee to audit the treasurer's

the meeting adjourned.

,'en o'clock the Large Committee assembled,

ig an open one, it was numerously attended,

arly Meeting had referred the subject of

ent Charge to this body for consideration,

been stated in that meeting, that many
holders, or rather occupiers of land, had

the conclusion that Tithe Rent Charge be-

a fixed tax on land, and not on industry,

tofore, the objection to its payment was

ay. This being inconsistent with the judg-

l this Yearly Meeting in 1840, which de-

lat Tithe and Tithe Kent Charge are id.

he application, in both cases, being the same

IS believed right to give Friends another

nity of stating their views on the subject. A
icussion of this matter was accordingly en-

and a free interchange of sentiment hav-

2n place, the judgment of the meeting was

ly in entire harmony with the former con-

above referred to, a few only being of an

! view. A verbal report to this effect was

to the Yearly fleeting, and the commit-

irated at a late hour.

h-day moDilng, \st of Fifth tiwnth.—At
j o'clock the Yearly Meeting assembled. Af-

eral Friends had been engaged in ministry,

r ort of the Large Committee on the Tithe

!harge discussion was verbally given in ; but

her time was occupied with the subject. The

ttee appointed to audit the treasurer's ac-

gave in their report, and recommended £200
issesscd on the Quarterly Meetings, for the

the Yearly Meeting, which was accordingly

t followed a minute of last Yearly Meeting

idon, submitted for adoption by oiir Yearly

s Committee, recommending Monthly Meet-

3 bestow care and oversight towards young

i, not members, educated at our public

. This opened a discussion of considerable

and interest, respecting the class alluded to

minute, as well as our own members in early

A numlDer of young persons took part in th'

sion, and it was generally conceded that more
care and interest needed to be exercised

ds the youth. The subject of the early reli-

training of children was much dwelt upon,

ome systematic and associated plan of religious

ction of young persons spoken to by various

duals, without anything, however, of a practi-

ature being suggested. The deliberation on

ubject was agreeably conducted, and mani-

that the minds of many of our young people

loushtful about their best interests. There is.

however, in our judgment, too much of a looking

outward for that instruction, which is more con-

vincingly to be learned within. Outward means,

doubtless, have their use, where judiciously adminis-

tered ; but there is much reason to believe, that an

increased watchful attention to the teachings of the

Spirit of Tiiith in the heart is that which is mainly

wanting ; and a fear impresses us, that this im-

portant part of Christian truth is not sufficiently and

practically recognized by some who may even be

measurably awakened to a sense of the unspeakable

value of eternal things. Did this watchful cai'c

more prevail, it would manifest its good fruits in

greater solidity and gravity of demeanor, in the

daily walk amongst men, and greater willingness to

yield to those restraints of the cross of Christ, which

are ever opposed to a conformity to the world, in

attire, deportment, and language—in harmony witl

the apostolic exhortation, not to be " conformed to

this world ; but be ye transformed by the renewing

of your minds, that ye may prove what is the good

and acceptable, and perfect will of God."

The minute was adopted, and recommended to

the attention of Monthly Meetings, soon after which,

the Meeting adjourned.

Fijth-day evening.—The first matter for con-

sideration was a proposition, received last year from

Leinster Quarterly Meeting, for the sanction of the

Yearly Meeting to the use of grave stones. In

Ireland there has never been any rule of discipline,

or minute of advice, on this subject, long establish-

ed practice having discountenanced the use of stones

indicating where our Friends were laid; but of

later time

—

and especially since Friends in Eng-

land liave 'adc/ptcd a different course—a growing

desire, on the part of many, has been manifested

for the introduction of these memorials of the dead.

There appeared a considerable diversity of senti-

ment on this subject, and its discussion occupied a

large portion of the time of the meeting. Of young

Friends, a large number, and some few of those more

advanced, were in i'avour of adopting the proposition.

The number who took an opposite view was nmch

less. It was deemed best, therefore, to yield to the

liiskes of the majority, as, in the opinion of many,

no principle of the Society was involved in the con-

cession. A committee was accordingly appointed

to draft a minute on the subject, to be submitted to

future sitting.

A minute of London Yearly Meeting, 1 855, re

specting the extending of care towards members of

the Society resident in Australia, was submitted for

adoption by the Yearly Meeting's Committee. The

notification of such parties to the Meetings for_ Dis-

cipline established in that country, is the prominent

feature of this minute ; and after some time spent

in deliberation on the comparative advantages and

disadvantages of the course suggested, it was adopt-

ed, and directions issued to our Monthly Meetings

to eomply with its provisions, with reference both to

such as have already emigrated, or may hereafter

settle in that locaUty.

A minute of Carlow Monthly Meeting, concern-

ing our late friend Elizabeth Barrington, of Balli-

tore, was now read, and being acceptable to the

meeting, was signed by the clerk on its behalf.

Testimonies respecting our deceased friends Wil-

liam Forster and Rachel Priestman, were read.

A paragraph in the report of the Yearly Meet-

ing's Committee, informing of its action regarding a

bifl lately introduced into Parliament, for the abo-

lition of ministers' money in Ireland, now engaged

the attention of the meeting. That body believed it

to be a suitable time to petition for the abolition of

this impost; a petition had accordingly been pre-

pared, and forwarded to the chief secretary for Ire-

land ; but the bill was lost on its second reading.

A copy of said petition was presented and read in

the Yearly Meeting, and the attention paid to this

matter by the Committee was satisfactory to the

eting. Soon after this an adjournment took

place.

Sixth-day morning.—Meeting for worship. A
number of Friends were engaged in ministry and in

prayer.

At the rise of the meeting, the Epistle Cdlmmittee

met and passed some of the Foreign epistles ; also a

circular paragraph for all of them, on the restora-

tion of peace in Europe ; and a paragraph to be

appended to each, informing of the Yearly Meet-

ing's decision on the Ohio question—omitting the

latter in that to Ohio, in consequence of its being

accompanied by the minute of the Yearly Meeting.

Sixth-day ajtcrnoon.—Read general epistle from

London Yearly Meeting of last year. A proposi-

tion from the Quarterly jMeeting of Leinster, tor a

change in the time of commencing our Yearly Meet-

ing, was next read ; to the effect, that the Yearly

Meeting of Jlinisters and Elders should be on the

Fourth-day preceding the Seventh-day on which it

is now held ; the Yearly Meeting to open with a

for worship next day at ten, and the first

sitting of said meeting at four, same evening and to

continue from day to day until concluded. The

proposition underwent some discussion, and many
seemed to favour the change, but it was referred

for further consideration next year.

The subject of the punishment of death Was in-

troduced, and some time spent in deliberation upon

it. The discussion was an interesting one, and it

issued in the nomination of a committee to prepare

a petition to both Houses of ParUament, for the

abolition of this mode of punishment, and to bo

signed by the meeting at large. Adjourned till

next morning.

The Large Committee met at eight o'clock, and

was occupied in passing the London and Foreign

epistles.

Seventh-day morning.—There was a quiet and

comforting feeling over the meeting after assembling.

A proposition made at a former sitting by the Com-
mittee of Management of the Agricultural School

at Brookfield, for the Yearly Meeting to take that

institution under its care, having been adopted, a

minute was now made to that effect, and read and

agreed to.

The annual reports of that school, and those of

Ulster and Munster were read, but without eliciting

any remark.

The petition for the abolition of death punish-

ments, prepared by the committee appointed for

that purpose, was read and agreed to and arrange-

ments made for its being signed by Friends gene-

rally at the close of this sitting ; the care of its-pre-

sentation being left in the hands of the Yearly

Meeting's Committee.

A concern, expressed at an early sitting of the

Yearly Meeting, respecting the restoration of peace,

and the thankfol feeling which which was due from

us, as being by our peaceable principles exempted

from having any part in the late war, or suffering

through bereavement of relatives or by their mu-

tilations—a concern which did not, at the time of

being introduced, make much way in the minds of

Friends, was again brought forward, and so laid

hold of the meeting as to issue in the naming of a

committee to prepare a suitable minute for the

adoption of the meeting. Those thus named re-

tired, and some time aiter returned with an essay

of a minute, which, with some alteration, was adopt-

ed and recorded.

The answers to the queries for London having

been read and agreed to, a message from the

women's meeting announced the concern of two of
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their number to pay us a visit, wbicli being united

with, Sarah Squire and Eliza Maleomson were in-

troduced by Samuel Bewlcy and John Pirn. The
female Friends were both engaged in ministry at

considerable length, and the first named in suppli

cation.

The representatives to London Yearly Meeting
were then nominated, and a communication from
the W(}men's Yearly Meeting was received, inti-

mating that their meeting was drawing to a close,

and that they could make the acknowledgment,
that they had been favoured at seasons with the

presence of heavenly good, and had conducted their

business with much harmony. A record of similar

import was made by om- clerk ; next ensued a time

of impressive silence ; several Friends were then en-

gaged in ministerial service, soon after which
concluding minute was read, and after a briefpause
the meeting separated."

SUMir^UlY OF EA'ENTS.

EUROPE.—Latest advices from England are of the
Sixth mo. 25th. The news is generally unimportant.
Peqfe meetings and addresses to America were freqijent.

The excitement conseqiient on the arrival of Crampton,
speedily subsided, and judging from the newspapers in

the interior, it would seem that the people generally are
pleased with the turn affairs have taken. It is said that
the public feeling on American difficulties has now sub-
sided so much, as to have no longer any unsettling effect

on the markets. The London Times advises Great Bri-

tain to hasten a settlement of the Central American
question before the election of Buchanan to the Presi-
dency, should that take place.

In France, Louis Napoleon is taking steps to have the
Empress ajjpointed Regent for her son. Two and a half
millions of francs have been collected for the sufferers

from inundation. Letters from Vienna state that Mar-
shal Radetsky has sent word to his government from
Lombardy, that if the excitement continued in Lombardy
and tlie Vcufliiiu piovinccj, he should demand an in-
cr -!

;

::^>',in,
: . i- agents at Malta, say

t! : a- a great movement.
A , :,

, ,
t

,

I rand Duchess, while
ai!>:;;iiiiii- I'l !i'

, ,
, III- ih.iiMii,,!,^^ was arrested by the

AuiU-ian military authorities, and obliged to return
to her capital. On her remonstrating, she was told that
as the government of Parma had called on the Austrian
troops, it was necessary that the sovereign should remain
to countenance their acts. The ship Sarah Bryant, from
Cionstadt to New York, was the first American vessel
that passed the Sound since the expiration of the treaty.
She paid the duties under protest. It is stated, that
owing to the mediation of Russia, an arrangement has
been concluded between Denmark and the United States,
in virtue of which a provisional toll convention will re-
main in force until Sixth month, 1857, and the Sound
dues will be collected under- this convention as formerly.

The Russian government is turning its attention to the
colonization of its American territory. A large coloni-
zation party is being fitted out at Hamburg, by the Rus-
sian-American Company. It appears settled that very
little grain will be exported from Russia -this season.
Hundreds of vessels that went to the Black .''on for •^nr-

goes will return empty. It is stated that tip t: :

Emperor's views are favourable to reform ; buM • ,m

now find it a far easier matter to obtain pa--],., i i..

foreign countries. The state of Poland, since impcs oi

freedom were awakened during the war, has been one
requiring nice discrimination and great tact ; the con-
duct of Alexander has been ranch approved, as cviucinc
judgment and ability, and his efforts towards pacifica-
tion have oiiiiaiontly been followed by success.

jArrri>i,:jl Murkiis.—Quotations in the cotton market
are unchanged. The demand continues moderate,
bread stuffs the market is firm, but buyers are holdiuff
back for lower prices. Business in provisions was dufr

London Markets.—Money is easier. Consols for account
closed at 94| a 94|.

Mexico.—Dates to the 25th ult. Congress has unani-
mously repealed Santa Anna's decree in favour of the
Jesuits. The Spanish Convention question remains un-
settled. Some of the papers say that it was in course of
arrangement, and others declare that the Spanish min-
ister is preparing to leave.

Nicaragua.—iivQat distress and dissatisfaction exists
among the soldiers of General Walker's army, owing to
the cholera and fever which prevail among them to a
terrible extent. There is also a scarcity of provisions.

The country is under martial law, and every American
and native has to obtain a pass, signed by Gen. Walker,
before he can go beyond the boundaries of Nicaragua.
Costa Rican advices to the 5th ult., state that a new ex-
pedition is organizing in that country against Walker,
to be composed of 9,000 men. The feeling against th^

invaders, in the Central American states, is as strong a
ever. The cholera had subsided in Costa Rica.
UNITED STATES.— C'o«^rf5«.—A majority and a mi

nority report have been presented by the Kansas Special
Committee. The whole document covers over th;

thousand pages of foolscap. The conclusions of the
committee leave no doubt that great frauds were perpe
trated in the elections ; in fact almost every means of de
ceit and violence was adopted to secure the desired end
of silencing or neutralizing, by outside influence,

voice of the voters from the free states. It is hoped that
the guards thrown around the ballot box by the bill of
Senator Douglas, adopted by the Senate on the 3rd

'

will effectually secure the elections against such frauds!
The bill passed by the House, admitting Kansas under
the Topeka Constitution, is not expected to pass th
Senate. The .30th ult. was the day fixed for the trial

of Preston Brooks, but a note having been received
from Senator Sumner, stating that his physician did not
think it prudent for him to attend the court at present,

owing to the condition of his health ; the witnesses were
discharged until further notice. General Persifer F,

Smith, has been appointed to command the military de-

p.artment of the west. Col. Sumner will remain in com-
mand of the troops in Kansas, but be subordinate to

Gen. Smith. Aft'airs in Kansas continue unsettled, though
the reports of outrage and murder are less frequent,

letter from Chicago states, that a Methodist Conference
which had assembled at Rochester, Missouri, received
orders from a number of pro-slavery men, to adjourn
immediately and leave the State. Not complying with
the order, a mob assembled, and tarred and feathered
the presiding officer. An old man who attempted to

prevent the outrage was shot. This account has since
been rendered doubtful.

rhiladelp)na.—Jlortality last week, 332. The 4th inst.

passed with the usual amount of disorder. Several acci-

dents from gunpowder, and numerous fires, occurred.
The farmers in the neighbourhood of the city are busy
harvesting. The wheat crop is said to be a very fair

one.

Neiv York.—Mortality last week, 393. The aggregate
ipments of specie since the first of the year, amount to

§16,245,918.87.
Miscellaneous.—Great distress for want of food, pre
ils at many of the outposts of Newfoundland. Large

numbers of the people were in a state of actual starv

tion. Extensive provisions were made by the legislature,

during its session, for the destitute class ; but it is re
ported that the sufferers at the outposts have not received
their fair share.

The Wheat Crop of Tennessee, it is thought, wiU prove
at least an average one. 9

The Hay Crop is nearly all gathered in the neighbour-
hood of Reading, Berks county. Pa., and farmers
making preparations to cut their grain. The grass,

throughout the county, is very short, and some was much
injured after being cut, by heavy rains a fortnight ago.
The quantity of hay taken in, scarcely amounts to an
ordinary average crop. The wheat looks pretty well,

will yield a fair crop. Oats are backward and un-
lising, and corn might look much better.' The great
ity of farm labourers has compelled farmers to re

; to the machmery recently introduced. Before many
!-. they will doubtless entirely supersede manual

I 111 air in the harvest field.

Western Rivers.—On the evening of the 1st inst., at

Pittsburg, Pa., there were four feet uine Jnches in the
channel, and rising. At Cincinnati, Ohio, the river
had risen about an inch, and was at a stand. The Red
river raft has been so far removed that boats can now
navigate the new channel. The United States snagboat
Gopher, has passed and repassed through it ah-eady,
without meeting any serious obstacle.

The Stockholders of the Ohio and Pennsylvania Rail-
road, on the 2nd instant, decided for consolidation with
the Fort Wayne and Chicago road, which will give a
continuous line of railroad from Philadelphia to Chicago,
by next fall, as the work of completing the connection
from Fort Wayne to Plymouth, is to be immediately pro-
ceeded with.

The Cashmere Goat has been introduced into Tennes-
see, where it is said to thrive. The wool has been en-
gaged, this year, at Now York, the purchasers designing
to send it to Paisely, in Scotland, in order to be manu-
factured into shawls.
A Schooner has been chartered to go from Chicago to

Liverpool direct, by way of the lakes and the St. Law-

rence river and canals. She will have about t
sand miles of navigation to go over before she m
the Atlantic.

^

A Patent has been granted to certain parties i

land, for earthern-ware reflectors, which are said
sess some important properties. They are intem
marine and other lights, which are usually made
per, silvered over. In this the copper is covere
thin platinum, and an earthern-ware glaze overt'
tinum, which presents a highly polished surface.
the same time resists the corrosive action of tbe's

A true bill for murder, was found by the gran,
against Herbert, the member of Congress from (

nia, who shot one of the servants at the National
some weeks ago. He was committed to jail to i

trial.

RECEIPTS.
Received, from David F. Knowlos, Canada, per J

agt., New York, §2 25, vol. 29; from J. Forbes, p,

Taylor, Ohio, S2, to 40, vol. 30 ; from S. Hobsoi
Ohio, for John Marshall, §2, vol. 20.

THE AN'NUAL ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN FED
For the Reliff of Sick Children in the Summer m

Take this method of informing parents of the mc
spectable of the poorer class, who may have cl

suffering from the Summer Complaint, by a reside

crowded, ill-ventilated courts and alleys, that th

now prepared to receive applications, and will f

gratuitously, tickets for excursions, either byrailr
steamboat. In extreme cases, if preferred, board
country will be procured for mothers with their e

fants, free of expense.

Karnes and residence of Members of the Annual A
tion of Women Friends for the relief of Sick Chile

the Summer Season.

Lydia Shipley, No. 140 South Tenth street.

G. Smith, No. 46 Marshall street. Hannah S. Gan
No. 181 North Seventh street. Lvdia H. Remingtc
190 North Sixth street. Elizabeth W. Levick, firs

below Green street, in Dillwyn, west side. Mar
Bacon, Jr., No. 117 Race street.. Rebecca Collii

ner of Filbert and Oak streets. Mary R. Stroud, ]

South Penn Square. Deborah M. Williamson,
Arch and Seventh streets. Abigail P. Elfreth, S
North Sixth street. Margaret B. Scattcrgood, .N

Franklin street. Caroline W. Cadburr, No. 9 Fr
Square. Charlotte W. Stroud, No. 316 Arch
Caroline AY. Janney, No. 20 Branch street. Racl

Smith, opposite Laurel Hill. Lydia Burrough, op

Laurel Hill. Hannah Kite, North Fifth street,

Noble.

WANTED.
A SuiUible Female Teacher to take the place of

cipal in the Select School for Girls, in this city.

Application may be made to Sidney Coats, 1

Arch street, or Elizabeth Allen, No. 146, Pine stre

WANTED.
A Female Teacher is wanted for Friends' Schi

Crosywicks, N. J. Early application m.ay be madi

Joel H. Middletos, Crosswicks, N.

Or, SAMtfEL Allixson, Jr., Yardville

M.iRRiEn, at Friends Meeting, Northern District,

!

delphia, on the 17th ult., Jonathax Evass RBOi
Delaware countv. Pa., to Ekbecca C, daughter of

mas C. Garrett, of Philadelphia.

DiEn, at the residence of her son-iu-lai

Chaddoc, near Somerton, Belmont county, Ohio, (

24th of Fifth month, Alice Nicholson, a meml
Somerset Monthly, and Sunbury Particular meeti

the 70tli year of her age. A short time previous

illness which terminated the life of this dear F
being on a social visit at some distance from
residence, after attending the meeting she reniarki

am glad I have been favoured to meet with my fi

more
; I have thought it might be the last 1

do not think I am going to be with you much long

hope I am ready to leave this world at an.v time

few days after, she was taken with her last illness,

'

was borne with exemplary patience. Innocencys
to be the clothing of her spirit. To her, death can

king of terrors, but her sun went down in

; leaving in the minds of lier friends the con

Itelief, that the end of her long and deeply tribi

pilgrimage was pcaCe.
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The Cambric Handkerchief,

take the following from the " Pennsylvania

lal of Prison Discipline," the editor of which

he has reason to believe the narrative "is

tion."]

n one of the busiest streets of a busy city

3d an elderly lady, aeconipanied by a gentle-

who had lately completed his education. Be

agaged in conversation, neither of them seemed

ttend to anything besides, until the crowd

ing against them caused the gentleman to look

i, when he perceived some boys, of what he

i suspicious appearance, following their path

I must watch my pockets,' he said ;
' I had a

ing when last here of what I may expect in

city.'

V^hat was it?' inquired the lady,

'robably what is only a common occurrence,

ndia handkerchief was picked from my pocket

your handkerchief is stolen,' said a woman

)ked behind, and there was a young lad mak-

Dff with it at full speed ; I followed, and if my
irs were not as light as his—my feet were,

he saw that I was likely to win the race, he

>ped his spoils, so I recovered my property;

the little rogue might have got off better than

leserved, had not a policeman witnessed the

saction, and provided him with lodging gratis;

not quite so, for he had to pay by hard labour

joard and lodging while he remained.'

\.nd doubtless he came out of that lodging bet-

qualified and better disposed to pick your

set than when he went in.'

That is no affair of mine, Mrs. Harman. My
iness is to punish a thief when I catch him.

the chaplain reform him, if he can.'

i\ided by the society to which the poor culprit

be condemned during his imprisonment !' an-

red Mrs. Harman. 'Ah, my dear sir,' said

!. Harman, ' how different is the end man-pro-

es in the case of an offender against mmself,

;in that which our heavenly Father designs in

liling with far worse offenders ! Man aims only

^junish ; Grt)d seeks to convert.'

I But, you hardly expect me to stand preaching

the street to every little thief whose hand I may
d in my pocket.'

of handing them over on every occasion to the

tender mercies of the law, endeavour to place them

where their evil habits may be checked, and their

intellect cultivated.'

:V11 perfectly Utopian, INIrs. Hannan, believe mc.

Show mc a si§gle instance in which any good fruit

has ever been found on one of these crab-stocks,

and then I may try to act as you desire the next

time my pocket is picked.'

You promise me that, do you?' said Mrs. Har-

man, looking up earnestly in his face.

I may very safely," he replied, laughing.^

Weir, when we arrive at the cottage I will tell

you a tale that I think will interest you.' .

This cottage (Mrs. Harman's residence,) lay at

the outskirts of the city, and was soon reached

d when she and her young friend were seated,

she began as follows :
—

' You may have heard from

your mother, that I was once in a situation differ

ent from that which I now occupy; that I was, ir

fact, what many would call wealthy. But with

this portion of my history I am not_ going to trou

ble you, save only to mention that it was then the

circumstance took place which forms the ground

work of my present story. I had driven out one

day in an open carriage to make purchases in the

city, and was returning home, when I had occasion

to stop in a crowded thoroughfare, to speak to a

person whom I employed. While doing so, I for-

got that at the other side of the open carriage lay

a basket containing some valuable articles, and out

of which hung a cambric handkerchief. Having

finished my business, I turned round just in time

to see a boy, apparently about ten years of age,

draw the handkerchief out ; and he was on the

point of making off with it when my servant caught

him by the ragged collar of a miserable coat, and

applying to him some not very complimentary

epithets^ was about handing him over to a police-

man, when something in the boy's countenance

struck me with compassion. He had not only the

appearance of extreme want, but when detected in

the theft hung his head with shame, a burning

blush spreading over his wasted and pallid fea

tures. ' No, no, John,' I cried, ' do not give him

up to the police. Let us try if we cannot do some

thing better for him than that.'

' It was in vain that John declared the little

vagabond deserved nothing but the gaol. I re

solved to have my own way, and to make an ex

periment with this unfortunate child.
_
I told him

where I lived, promising him a good dinner and a

coat if he would come to my house that evening.

It would have amused you had you seen my ser-

vant's face when he heard me inviting a thief to

my house, and promising him a reward for com

ins
;
predicting that I should soon have_ a visit

from a gang of housebreakers, and that this ' little

viper' would show them the way. I promised him

to be cautious, and not to let the boy see any of

the house until we had proved him. He came an

hour after, and had I not been myself watching for

him I should never have known of his arrival, for

he hung about the back-door without courage to

knock." Most unwillingly the cook sent him out a

plentiful dinner, and I stood by while he ate it, or

No, I do not. But as we are all interested in

! suppression of vice, I would have you and all

icrs alive to the importance of making use of

; means by which these poor outcasts maybe- ^ , - •

i. i, v,

ne respectable members of society, and instead
|
rather part of it, as he did not finish what he got

•when I urged him to do so, he asked leave to take

the rest ho'ine. As yet I had asked him no ques-

tions, but now inquired where was his home?

Whether he had parents, or any family living?

Where his home was he would not tell ; but he

had no father, no mother, no brother nor sister

;

d with much difficulty I gathered from his lips

the following talc ;

—

.

His father had been a labourer, and was killed

by a fall from a scaffolding the preceding year.

His mother went out to work, and earned a mise-

rable pittance, which just preserved them from

starvation. She had died about three months be-

fore I met him, (probably from want,) and he had

not any one to look to for a meal but the owners of

the lodging-house, one corner of a wretched garret

of which he and his mother had occupied. These

people would allow him to remain only on one con-

dition, namely, that he would ' do something' for

his own support. What that something was you

can easily guess, and he soon learned the necessity

of attending to their requirements. Becoming a

regular street pilferer, if he returned home in the

evening empty-handed ho was beaten and sent sup-

perless to bed ; and such had been his life from the

time his mother died until I learned his melan-

choly story.

I was encouraged in my desire to take some

steps to rescue him from destruction, by perceiving

that he was not yet hardened in crime
;
and I was

still further encouraged by seeing a glow of plea-

sure on his countenance at my proposal to give him

a bed in an out-office, and breakfast and dinner

every day, provided he would give up his wicked

practices, of which I tried to show him the evil

;

and after he had done some errands, and what he

was capable of doing in our farmyard, attend

a school every day. Well-washed, well-clad, and

looking fresh and strong after even one week of his

new life, Ned C went to the school, where he

did full justice both to himself and his master.

There was nothing which the master was capable

of teaching that Ned did not show he should, after

a while, be capable of learning. There was one

branch of knowledge in which his progress gave

me by far the greatest satisfaction,—I mean the

knowledge which maketh wise unto salvation. He
attended a Sunday-school, and quickly evinced _a

deep interest in the lessons there imparted. His

behaviour became marked by so much propriety,

that he obtained, I may say, even the respect of

those who had known the circumstances of his early

life. Still, as he grew up, I could often observe

symptoms of an uneasy and unsettled mind
;
and

on my questioning him about it one day when he

was just eighteen, he confessed to me that the one

thino- he desired more than any other was to get

away from the scene of his juvenile wickedness, and

to seek his fortune in some foreign land. I could

not blame him, and much as I valued him as a

useful and trusty servant, I resolved to, forward his

wishes by every means in my jtower.

' I had then .some friends abroad, and to them I

recommended Edward C . He had laid by

some money while in my semce, to which I was

fflad to make such an addition as would provide

him with a respectable outfit. The morning on
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which he went away he said he had a favour to

beg of me ; I saw his lip tremble and his cheek
flush as he told me what the favour was. It was
only this ; that if I still had the remains of the

cambric handkerchief which had been the means
of introducing him to me, I would allow him to

take it with him. It would be of use to him in

two ways, he said; it would remind him of what
he once was, and keep him humble ; and it would
also remind him of her who had rescued him from
his degraded condition, and keep him grateful It

was with many tears that I gave him the hand-

kerchief; it had my name embroidered on one

corner ; he gazed on the letters, and folding it up
in paper, he asked my prayers and blessing, and
departed. I heard from him in two months. He
had got a situation in a counting-house. He con-

tinued to write frequently, and in about a year 1

had the joy of receiving a letter from his master,

informing me that Edward G was every day
standing higher in his confidence, and he had little

doubt that he would one day do well in business

for himself.

' Some years elapsed, and then the change in

my circumstances took place, by which I was
plunged from affluence into comparative poverty

I had to part with everything except what would
enable me to furnish in the simplest style two hum
ble apartments, into which I moved when I left my
house. I coidd not bear to inform Edward C
of the reverse I had undergone, and when I wrote

merely mentioned that I had changed my abode,

but this would not satisfy him. He begged to

know why I had left my pleasant home, but I

evaded his questions till I could evade them no

longer, for he accused me of want of confidence in

him, and of keeping back something that he ought

to know. I then told him all, at the same time

assuring him that I was very happy, as happy as

ever, aud that one of my pleasantest thoughts was
that I had been the means of his rescue and pros-

perity.

' It was several months before I heard from him
again, and one day, just as I began to wonder at

his silence, I was told that a gentleman wanted to

see me. Not feeling well, I was unwilling to ad-

mit strangers, and sent to request that he would
send up his name. The servant brought in reply,

not a card, but a small parcel, which when I opened
it, I found to contain tlie cambric Jmndkerclticf

!

It was Edward C . After the receipt of my
last letter he had been prevented from coming
home at once by the necessity of arranging a large

amount of business in the concern, of which he was
now a junior partner ! The moment he was free,

he set out for his native land that he might see me.
I need onl}' add, there was no service which he
could offer that he did not warmly and affection-

ately press upon me, but the utmost he could pre-

vail upon me to accept was a long lease of this

pretty little cottage, with the adjoining garden and
field, where I live with every needful comfort, and
possessing the ability to show kindness to the poor
and the aiBicted. Edward C returned to his

adopted home, taking the cambric handkerchief
with him, and he dots not allow me to forget him !'

' Well, Mrs. Harman, your's is really a very in-

teresting story,' said her young guest, ' and it has
made me feel that if I had that poor boy whom I

handed over to the police, I shoidd be much dis-

posed to see if some means could not be adopted

for endeavouring to reclaim him.' "

If we did but observe the allowances our rea-

son makes upon reflection, when our passion is

over, we could not want a rale how to behave our-

selves again on the like occasions.

Epistle of George Fox.

About this time great stirs were in the nation
the minds of people being unsettled. Much plot-

ting and contriving there was, by the several fac-

tions, to carry on their several interests. And a

great care being upon me, lost any young or igno-

rant people, that might sometimes come amongst
us, should be drawn into that .snare, I was moved
to give forth the following epistle as a warning unto
all such :

—

AH Friends everywhere ke.ep out of plots and
bustUng, and the arm of flesh ; for all these are
amongst Adams sons in the fall, where they are
destroying men's lives hke dogs, beasts, and swine,
goring, rending and biting one another, destroying
one another, and wrestling with %sh and blootT.

^Vhence arise wars and killing but from the lusts ?

Now all this is in Adam in the fall, out of Adam
that never fell, in whom there is peace and life.

Ye are called to peace, therefore follow it; and
that peace is in Christ, not in Adam in the fall.

All that pretend to fight for Christ, are deceived

;

for his kingdom is not of this world, therefore his

servants do not fight. Fighters are not of Christ's

kingdom, but are withoiit Christ's kingdom; h
kingdom stands in peace and righteousness, but
fighters are in the lu^t ; and all that would destroy
men's lives, are not of Chri.st's mind, who came to

save men's lives. Christ's kingdom is not of this

world ; it is peaceable : and all that are in strife,

are not of his kingdom. All that pretend to fighit

for the gospel are deceived ; for the gospel is the
power of (jod, which was before the devil, or fall

of man was; and the gospel of peace was before
fighting was. Therefore they that pretend fighting

are ignorant of the gospel ; and all that talk of
fighting for Sion are in darkness ; hv Sion needs
no such helpers. All such as profess themselves
to be ministers of Christ, or Christians, and
about to beat down the whore with outward, carn'al

weapons, the flesh and the whore are got up in

themselves, and they are in a blind zeal ; for the

whore got up by the inward ravening from the

Spirit of God ; and the beating down thereof, must
be by the inward stroke of the sword of the Spirit

within. All such as pretend Christ Jesus, ai

confess him, and yet run into the use of carnal
weapons, wrestling with flesh and blood, throw
away the spiritual weapons. They that would be
wrestlers with flesh and blood, throw away Christ's

doctrine ; the flesh is got up in them, and they a

weary of their sufferings. Such as would revenge
themselves, are out of Christ's doctrine. Such a:

being stricken on one cheek, would not turn th(

other, are out of Christ's doctrine : and such as do
not love one another, nor love enemies, are out of
Christ's doctrine. Therefore, ye that are heirs tK
the blessings of God, which were before the curse
and the fall were, come to inherit your portions;
and ye that are heirs of the gospel of peace, which
was befoip the devil was, live in the gospel of peace,
seeking the peace of all men, and the good of all

men ; and live in Christ, who came to save men's
lives out of Adam in the fall, where they destroy
men's lives, and live not in Christ. The Jews'
sword outwardly, by which they cut down tlie hea-
then, was a tj-pe of the Spirit of God within, which
cuts down the heathenish nature within. So live

in the peaceable kingdom of Christ Jesus. Live in

the peace of God, and not in the lusts, from whence
wars arise. Live in Christ, the Prince of Peace,
the way of God, who is the second Adam, that
never fell; but live not in Adam in the fall, in the

destruction where they destroy one another. There-
fore come out of Adam in the fall, into the second
Adam that never fell. Live in love and peace with
all men ; keep out of all the bustlings in the world

;

meddle not with the powers of the earth ; hi

the kingdom, the way of peace. Ye that a
of grace, heirs of the kingdom, heirs of the

heirs of salvation, saints of the most Hig
children of God, whose conversation is in 1

that is, above the combustions of the eat

your conversation preach to all men, and j
nocent lives, that they who speak evil of y
holding your godly conversation, may gloril

Father which is in heaven. All Friends
where, this I charge you, which is the word
Lord God unto you all, ' Live in peace, in

the way of peace,' and therein seek the pt

all men, and no man's hurt. In Adam in tl

is no peace
; but in Adam out of the fall, is

so ye being in Adam which never fell, it

that overcomes, and not hatred with hatre

strife with strife. Therefore live all in the

able life, doing good to all men, and seeki

good and welfare of all men. 1659. G

Transplanting Trees.

A friend writes us :
—" The followinj^

tract from the very best philosophical work (

Physiology of "\'egetation and the Theory and
tice of Horticulture that has ever been pub
I think the story is so important and of such
utility, that I copy it for you and suljuiititfo

lication."—We give place to it cheerfully.

argument appears to be reasonable, but we
to rely upon experience and results. Persons 1

the most practical knowledge upon the subject,

in their opinions as to the bcsljjeriod for trans

ing ; but are generally ready to concede that

depends upon the variety of the tree, its siz

nature .of the soU, and the degree of care obs

in the operation. We have known equal succ

be attained in autumn and spring ; and againj
failures in both. We believe that where a t

transplanted as it ought to be, it makes verj

difference whether it is done in October, Novi
or March.

As soon as man attempted to beautify his

dcncc with trees planted round it, he would
rally obtain them from the woods, and he then
find that, of many that he removed, all or soi

least would die; if however he persevered
_

at last discover that while constant failure atU

his efforts at one time, comparative success

crown them at another ; and he would thus b
to investigate, according to his skill, the caui

his success or fiiilure. Out of this would ^
time the art of transplanting—one of the inos

portant operations of the gardener. If there

one part of the art of Horticulture, in which
hoc has been mistaken for propter hoc more
monly than another, it is surely in what con

transplantation. And yet the rationale is s

enough, if we do not labour to render it coufusi

imaginary refinements.

'When a plant is taken out ofthe ground fort

planting, its roots are necessarily more or less in

by the process, and consequently it is less ab
support the stem than it was before the mutil
took i^acc. But the importance of roots to p

noralike at all seasons ; in summer, when
the greatest demand upon them in cousequer

the perspiration of the foliage, they are most e
tial ; in winter, when the leaves have fallen,

are comparatively unimportant, as is evident
very common ease. Let a limb of a tree b
F in full leaf in June, its foliage will pre»

wither, the bark will shrivel and "dry up, and
rhole will speedily perish ; but if a similar Kir

cut off in November, when its foliage has natu
fallen off, it will exhibit no sign of death di

winter, nor till the return of spring, when it
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' dying effort to recover, but tlie means it

do so, namely, the emission of leaves, only

,tes its end.

3 two propositions really include all the most

[ parts of the theory of transplantation, as

sentLy be seen. It is the powerful perspira-

ion of the leaves of diciduous trees which

transplanting them in a growing state so

,
that for practical purposes it may be called

3le, for the operation is necessarily attended

itilation of the roots ^ich feed the leaves,

leriod, then, can the operation be performed

plants are growing. Even if the buds are

shing, the process should be avoided, because

ately after that period the demand upon the

greatest. The season, then, which ought to

en, is the period which intervenes between the

the leaf in autumn and the earliest part of

Ing, before the sap begins to move, and the

d winds of that season to prevail ; so that the

time at which planting can be etfeeted is the

ad which in all respects is conformable to

oon as a plant has shed its leaves, ii

at rest for the season as it will be at any

uent period, unless it is frozen ; its torpor, in-

s greater at that time, because its excitability

)letely exhausted by the season of growth, and

had no time to recover it. If at that time a

wounded, a process of granulation will com-

just as it does in cuttings ;
and from that

ation, which is a mere development of the

r system, roots will eventually proceed. Now,

bvious, that since roots must be wounded, in

ocess of transplantation, the sooner the wound

le the better, because it has the longer time

ch to heal ; and therefore the earlier in the

„ transplanting is effectedL the less injury will

tained by the plant submitted to the process
;

technical language of the gardener, " it has

ore time to establish itself." Deciduous trees

y begin to assume their autumnal hue towards

id of September, and as soon as that has hap-

they may be transplanted with safety. There-

,S demonstrably clear from the theory deduced

the physiology "of vegetation, that the months

September to December are the most favoura-

trasplanting deciduous trees, and that March

and May are the worst. And the same periods

most favourable to Evergreens.
'

watchfulness effectual, when his holy vigilance is

not oiir guard.

The whole world has not power to exalt that

which Truth has subjected to himself; nor can the

united praise of every tongue move him whose hope

is established in Christ, the Redeemer and Saviour

of the world.

In our own nature we are as unsettled as the

saud upon the mountain ; but in Christ we have

stability ; without his Spirit we are cold and in-

sible as darknes.s and death; but are kindled

into light and life by the fire of his love.

Christ teacheth not hke men, with the clamor of

uncertain words, or the confusion of opposite opi-

nions, or with the strife of formal disputation, ii

which victory is more contended for than truth, but

in still and soft whispers to place all hope and de-

pendence upon Him, to desire nothing above Him
;

and, above all in heaven and on earth, most ar-

dently to love Ilim.

The testimony of man is fallible, partial, and

changeable; but the judgment of Christ is. true,

righteous, and permanent as his own being, there-

fore mu.st -we refer our cause to Him, and not trust

to the blind determinations of our own minds.

Blinded by self-love wc are easily led from the

judgment of Truth, but if God alone was the pure

object of all our intentions and desires, we should

not be troubled when the truth of things happens

to be repugnant to our own sentiments, and op-

posed to our own wills and desires.

Nature abhors the death of self; will not be re

strained, will not be subordinate, but reluctantly

obeys when obedience is unavoidable ; is always

labouring for her own interest ; does nothing good

for its own sake ; refers all excellence to herself,

argues and contends for her own wisdom and her

goodness, and with partial commendation, ap

plauds those most, that are most like herself.

Selected.

The South Pacific.

Some fresh marine phenomena were seen to-day

among which none were more beautifiil than a

species of jelly-fish, in form resembling a' gl:—'

Exti-actfd for " Tlio Friend."'

|;ace sought for abroad, cannot be found ; and

11 never be found by the heart, that, while it is

tute of the Spirit of Christ, wants the very

ll ation upon which alone peaeegpan be estab-

ur own experience should convince us, that no

able counsel, no effectual help, no lasting

dy, is to be found but in Him who is the

om, sanctification, and complete redemption"

'(aose whose trust and confidence cire in Him

is the inordinate love of self, that makes us

submission to the will of others, and he that

not freely submit to that superiority under

ch Providence has placed him, demonstrates.

tlw flesh is not overcome.

here is not a more violent, or a more dangerous

liny than owx fleshly nature, when it does not

ly consent to the law of the Spirit. Christ be

the lowest, and the servant of all, that human
le might be subdued by his humility.

There is no holiness, if the Lord withdraw

3eneo ; no wisdom profiteth, if his Spirit cease

Hrect ; no strength availeth without his support

chastity is safe without his protection; no

tube, six or seven inches in length, with one

end closed, and covered with opaque protuber-

ances. With these the ocean was illuminated

at night in a briUiant manner, and many of those

that we took, exliibited, on being touched, a splen-

did phosphorescent light, sufficiently strong to show

the time by a common watch, when it was placed

near a single specimen. They showed perhaps few

signs of animation, excepting the power of emitting

oi^rctaining light at pleasure. Several other spe-

cies varying in form and size, are numerous here,

but from their half-liquid and perishable substance,

it is almost impossible to preserve them._ Probably

most of these several varieties are luminous ; some

of them are of a mushroom shape, and have the

power to move along through the water, by dilating

d retracting their richly fringed head.. Gram-

puses, sharks, porpoises, dolphins, and some small

striped fishes, called by the sailors, pilot-fishes, are

common in this part of the Pacific. The little

pilot-fishes attract a good deal of notice from their

propensity to accompany the vessel : they are seen

for hundreds of miles, perhaps I might say thou

sands of miles, frolicking close before the vessel';

stem, and occasionally darting aside after somi

particle that attracts them for a moment, from their

position in the van. On the morning of the 27th,

a vessel was discovered ahead, and watched with

shipboard interest, as it gradually augmented in

size, till about noon a large whaler " brought to"

close alongside us. English colours were display-

ed on both sides, and Captain , of the Eliza

beth, of Sidney, accompanied by the surgeon of

the vessel, came on board. They had been out

ht or nine mouths, and succeeded in securing

twelve hundred barrels of oil, which amounts to

about one-third of a iuU cargo. After obtaining a

few fresh provisions for some of their oil, and ac-

cepting some tracts, &c., our visitors returned to

the ship, and in a few hours we lost sight of each

other. The call from these marine sportsmen was

quite an incident in our monotonous life ; though,

from the natural and acquired characters of the

parties, such interviews are not generally produc-

tive of much enjoyment. What a strange life is

that of a whaler, roving the wide ocean for months

and years in quest of fish—banished from almost

every comfort that the humblest landsman may or-

dinarily possess ! But the prospect of gain recon-

ciles to present privation, and the promise of hope

stimulates to exertion, and supports them in their

dangerous career. There were five men at the

mast-heads of the ship, looking out for whales, as

she ranged over the blue swelling expanse.
_
The

space of ocean surveyed by these rangers, is incre-

dibly large. If we estimate the horizon as seen

from the mast-head at about thirty-six superficial

miles, which are changed every hour and a half,

nearly three hundred square miles will be over-

looked in twelve hours; and there are several

hundred ships employed in the South Seas. Each

of these is probably out from two tofour years at

time.

1835. I need not describe the geographical

po.sition of Tahiti ; it is the largest island in the

Cieorgian and Society cluster ; and considered to

Tae about one hundred miles in circumference. To-

gether with Eimeo, a small adjacent island to the

westward, subject to the same government and

laws, the population is estimated at ten thousand

persons; there is no doubt the above is a tolerable

approximation to the truth, and that however it may
have been formerly, the islands are now very thinly

peopled. In f;ict the interior of Tahiti is not in-

habited at all—the low lands next the sea, which

constitute but a small portion of the whole being

universally selected by the natives lor the place of

their abode : upon this fertile margin along the

coast, their little huts of poles, mats and thatch, are

scattered with great irregularity—not in well de-

fined clusters or villages, but singly or otherwise,

as the course of a stream or the boundary of a

plantation, may suit best. The mountainous tracts

inland are little frequented, although from the

uxuriance of the vegetation, I conclude that many

parts are capable of cultivation. Some fruits are

produced spontaneously, and in the remoter valleys

are never gathered by human hands. The highest

ridges, reckoned about seven thousand feet above

the ocean, are covered with rich forests, whose

verdure never fades ; and the deep shade of val-

leys, vocal with the thunder of descending waters,

is of course still more prolific of vegetation. But

whatever the inland districts may produce, or may

be capable of producing, the low tract of country

stretching along the circumference of the island,

seems to be fully adequate to maintain the present

population, without much culture or care on the

part of those who gather the fruits. The taro

(caladum exuberatum) an excellent farinaceous

vegetable, the yam (dioscoria alata) and the sweet-

potato (convolvulus batatus) iuvojve some little

labour ; but many of the fruits demand only occa^

sibnal weeding from the overwhelming growth of

guavas, and protection fi-om the ravages of hogs,

with which the place is overrun. The gigantic

cocoa-nut tree bears fruit without intermission the

year round, and furnishes at once the means of

shelter, food and clothing. The leaf is used for
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mats, and thatch, and fuel ; the bark is converted
into cloth ; the timber is valuable for many pur
poses

; the nutshell is the native basin ; the kernel
is ground up into a nutritious food ; the milk is

universally drunk ; and the ripe nut affords abun
dant oil, both for home use and exportation. The
bread-fruit too is highly prized ; as a vegetable it

is both palatable and wholesome, and from the b
of the large trees is made the cloth in common use

by the Tahitians. Oranges, lemons, limes, melons,

papaw, bananas, pine-apples and pumpkins abound
among indigenous and exotic fruits and vegetables

of this island. If the shore is thus teeming with

spontaneous provision for the wants of the inhabit

ants, the surrounding ocean is not less prolific in

affording an endless variety of fish. Turtles, shell

fish, and many half-animated marine substances

used as food, are found within the reefs.

When I mention the reefe, I cannot forbear mak
ing a few remarks on these extraordinary break
waters, which are of the highest value to the South
Sea islands. Take Tahiti for instance. Without
this coral breast-work there is not a single bar
hour in the island ; but with it, the coast, with few
exceptions, is sheltered from the ocean, and circum-

navigated with safety in the smallest canoe. Ir

one or two places the coast is exposed ; but except

ing these openings, and a number of narrow passes

for boats or ships, a bank of sand and coral, nearly

even with the surface of the water, varying in d"

tance from the beach from half a mile to a mile

and a half, extends round the whole island, and
defends it from the sea. On this wonderful barrier,

the mighty Pacific breaks in ceaseless thunder, from
age to age ; but within the providential limit the

raging deep is chained, and all is tranquil

lake ; ships of the largest size may enter and ride

securely, and the hght canoe of the native has a
safe access to every part of the coast. We have
all heard of coral reefs long ago ; but till we reached
this place, I may confess I had not the least idea of
the characteristic peculiarity, in the natural shelter

furnished by them among the South Sea islands.

Island of Tanai, Sandicich Group.—Being
kindly furnished with a steed and conductor, I un-
dertook an excursion along the seashore, to see a
curious cavern in the rock, through which the surf

rushes to a considerable distance underground, and
hurls a column of foam with tremendous force into

the air, like a magnificent fountain. There are

several such cavities in the lava, on the shore of
this island

; the largest we saw lies a considerable

distance from the anchorage of Koloa, to the west
ward. The coast is composed of rude masses of
lava, extending in every rugged form along the

margin of the sea, and occasionally rising into huge
perpendicular cliffs. The phenomenon in question
is merely caused by a passage which leads from
beneath the surf, when it rolls up the strand, and
opens like a well, some little distance inland, suffi-

ciently removed from the breakers to give the
fountain an isolated appearance. When a heavy
swell breaks on the shore, the air in this unex-
plored cavern is driven with tremendous noise
through its sounding caves, and from one or more
mouths is projected a momentary blast of white
foam, to the height probably of twenty or thirty

feet. As the wave retires, all is still on the black
broken rocks ; the mouth of the cave looks like a
natural well half filled with masses of stone, which
conceal its depth ; but as the roUing billow thun-
ders towards the coast, a deafening noise is heard
underneath, which increases in violence till it ends
in a fierce, loud hiss ; as steam discharged from the
valve of a steam engine; and in a moment after-

wards, a cloud of water and foam is driven high
ii^to the air.

Selected for " Hie Friepd.''

THE BROOK.

I come from haunts of coot and hern,
1 make a sudden sallj',

And sparlde out among the fern,

To bicker down a valley.
By thirty hills I hurry down,

Or slip between the ridges;
By twenty thorps,—a little town,—
And half a hundred bridges;

Till last, by Philip's farm I flow
To join the brimming river:

For men may come, and men may go,
But I go on forever.

I chatter over stony ways.
In little sharps and trebles

;

I bubble into eddying bays—
I babble on the pebbles

;

With many a curre my banks I pet.

By many a field and fallow.
And many a fairy foreland, set

With willow-weed and mallow.
I chatter, chatter, as I flow
To join the brimming river :

For men may come, and men may go,
But I go on forever.

I wend about and in and out

;

With here a blossom sailing,

And here and there a lusty trout,

And here and there a grayling,

—

And here and there a foaming flake
Upon me, as I travel.

With many a silvery water-break
Above the golden gravel

—

And draw them all along, and flow
To join the brimming river :

For men may come, and men may go,
But I go on forever.

I steal by lawns and grassy plots,

I slide by hazel covers,

I move the sweet forget-me-nots
That grow for happy lovers.

I slip, I slide, I gloom, I glance,
Among my skimming swallows,

I make the netted sunbeams dance
Against my sandy shallows.

And in and out I curve and flow
To join the brimming river

:

For men may come, and men may go,
But I go on forever.

Extract from Ambrose Riggs' Epistle.

Truth did and still doth lead all who are faithful

to it to integrity even in the unrighteous mammon,
and to let their yea be yea and their nay be nay,
between man and man in outward things ; if this

had been lived in by all who profess it, no just oc-

casion of offence had been given to any ; for they
who retain their integrity to the truth and life of

righteousness manifested, can live with a cup of
water and a morsel of bread in a cottage, before

they can hazard other men'sestates to advance their

own : such are not forward to borrow nor to com-
plain for want, for their eye and trust is to the Lord,
their preserver and upholder ; and he that hath con-
tinued the little meal in the barrel, and the oil in

the cruse, hath not failed to such, tiUGod hath sent

further help. It is so far below the nobility of
Christianity, that it is short of common civihty and
honest society amongst men, to twist into men's
estates, and borrow upon the truth's credit (gained
by the just and upright dealings of the faithliil) more
than they certainly know their own estates are like-

ly to pay ; and with what they borrow, reach after

great things in the world, appearing to men to be
what, in the sight of God and truth, they are not,

seeking to compass great gain to themselves, where-
by to make themselves or children rich or great in

the world ; this is deceit and hypocrisy, and will be
blasted.

The honest, upright heart knows how to ivant as

well as how to abound, having learned contei

in all states and conditions ; a small cottage ai

little trade is sufficient to that mind, and it n

wants what 'is sufficient, for He that clothes the 1

and feeds the ravens, cares for all who trust m I

The way to be rich and happy in this work
first to learn righteousness ; for such were n
forsaken in any age, nor their seed begging br

He that hath but little, let him live according to

little, and appear to be what in truth he is
; let

be content with his own, and to labor with his

hands in the thing that is honest, that he may 1

wherewith to give to him that needeth, knowing
it is more blessed to give than to receive.

Insect Power

.

—The muscular strength of ins

is immense. We once were surprised by a feat

formed by a common beetle in the United St;

We had put the insect, for want of any box at hi

beneath a quart bottle full of milk upon a table,

hollow at the bottom allowing him room to st

upright. Presently to our surprise, the bottle be

slowly to move and glide along the smooth t;

propelled by the muscular power of the imprisc

insect, and continued for some time to perambi

the surface, to the astonishment of all who witne

it. The weight of the bottle and its contents ci

not have been less than three pounds and a h

while that of the beetle was about half an ounc

that it readOy moved a weight 81 j times exceedii

own. A better notion than figures can convey

be obtained of this feat by supposing a lad of fif

to be imprisoned under the great bell of St. Pa
which weighs 12,000 pounds, and to move it to-;

fro upon a smooth pavement, by pushing wit— Newport has given other instances of insectpc

equally remarkable. Having o«ce fastened a si

kind of Carabus, awelegantly-formed ground h^

weighing three and a half grains, by a sQk thr

to a piece of paper, he laid a weight on the la

At a distance of ten inches from its load, the in

was able to drag after it, upon an inclined plai

twenty five degrees, nearly eighty-five grains;

when placed on a plane of five degrees inchnal

it drew after it one pound and twenty-five gra

exclusive of the friction to be overcome in mo'

its load, as though a man were to drag up a hi:

similar inclination a wagon weighing two tons

a half, having first taken the wheels off. Accore

to the same excellent authority, the stag beet]

Lucaniis cervus—has been known to gnaw a i

an inch in diameter through the side of an iron ca

ter in which it was confined, and on which the m;

of its jaws were distinctly visible, as proved by

phens, who exhibited the canister at one of

meetings of tMfe Entomological Society.

Let us look at the powers of insects exercisei

the act of flying. The house flies

—

Musca domes

that wheel and play beneath the ceiling for h<

together, ordinarily move at the rate of about

feet per second ; but if excited to speed, they

dart along through thirty-five feet in the samet

pace of time. Kow in this period, as Kirby

Spence observe, ' a race-horse could clear only nil

feet, which is at the rate of more than a mile i

minute.' Our little fly, in her swiftest flight,

more than one third of a mile. Now compare

immense difference of the size of the two aniiu-il

ten millions of the fly would hardlj' counterpoise

racer—and how wonderful will the velocity of

minute creature appear ! Did the fly equal

ace-horse in size, and retain its powereinthe r

of its magnitude, it would traverse the globe with

rapidity of lightning. Some of the flies that ha

ous gardens shoot along so rapidly that the eye c

not follow them in flight.

Nor are these tiny crcatares less masters of
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running and leaping. De Lisle mentions a

linute as almost to be invisible, which ran

six inches in a second, and in that space was

ted to have made one thousand and eighty

This, according to the calculation of Kirby

ence, is as if a man whose steps measured

feet, should run at the incredible rate of

miles in a minute. Every one has had

1 to observe, not always without an emotion

;r, the leaping powers of the flea

—

Fuh.t

s. A bound of two liundred times its own

is a common feat, as if a man should jump

hundred feet, or a rjuarter of a mile ! AN' hat

;hat insects were not allowed to be competi

ithe athletic games of old.

BIOGUAPUICAL SKETCHES,

isters and Elders, and other concerned mem-

rs of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

ANN PARSON.
(Continued from piige 349.)

ing the time of her last illness, she addressed

pther Abraham, telling him she did not ex

recover, and therefore desired to speak with

She then said, " I have travelled a pretty

1 my time, and according to my abihty, have

ed in the love of God, and for the service of

in good will to all men. Which [love and

fill] springs in my bosom now as fresh as

Blessed be his name ! I desire thee, if I go,

iber my kind love to Friends, and desires that

nay stand in the counsel of God. I have

ejoiced, and been glad to see Friends stand

xnsel, and keep their places in the Truth, and

often wounded my spirit to see those that

nade a profession of the Truth, some of them

ildren of good parents, using undue liberty,

pleasure in vanity and folly, neglecting that

would be to their everlasting peace. It is

.vice to Friends, that they stand in the coun

God, which will be to them as a mighty rock

eary land. [This will] enable them to wade

;h the various exercises which may fall to

hare in this troublesome world. I have found

3xperience to be a sure help in every needful

iificult time. When exercises seemed to sur

me on every hand like the billows of the

—then I found to stand in the counsel of

was the only place of refuge that I could re-

,nto. There I found safjty, and was often

bed, strengthened and comforted by the in-

e of the love of God within me. It is my
2 and counsel to Friends to be careful to keep

etings, and patiently wait therein to feel the

ladowing power of Truth to strengthen and

' their hope in God. This brings down and

s everything that would exalt self above the

able government of Truth."

ter saj-ing this, being very weak, she lay in

stillness, tor some time. She then broke forth

brvcnt supplication, beseeching the Lord that

ould carry on the work he had begun, that

• might flock to his church like doves to the

3WS, that sin and iniipiity might cease, and

iousness and Truth cover the earth as the

s cover the sea. She then fervently besought

;o bless his people, her near relatives, and the

lanion of her life. For him she prayed that

ight be favoured with the visitation of Divine

and know his last days to be his best days,

he might find admittance into rest and peace

I time to him here should be no more,

le was, her friends say, " a good example, of

loffeusive life, patient in aflliction, and died in

Tenth month, 1732. She was in the 57th year of

her age, and had laboured diligently, earnestly, and

eflectually in the ministry of the gospel thirty-three

years.

WILLIAM LAWRE.NCE.

William Lawrence, who filled the station of an

elder to the satisfaction of his friends, was an inha-

bitant of Philadelphia. He is said to have been
" of an inoffensive life and conversation, and care-

ful in the attendance of meetings ; departing this

in an advanced age, in good esteem." His

death took place, Tenth mo. 12th, 1733.

ISAAC SnOEMAKEU.

Isaac Shoemaker, the son of Peter Shoemaker,

was born at Chresiham in Germany, in 1609, and,

removing with his parents to Pennsylvania when

still young, settled at Abington. His parents had

been convinced of the principles of Friends, and he

was educated therein. Being brought under the

baptizing power of the Holy Spirit, he gave up his

own will, and was, through the washing of

ration, and the renewing of the Holy Ghost, made

a member of the church of Christ. His residence,

after his marriage, was at Germantown.

He was, whilst young in years, brought into the

ministry, and although his communications were

never long, yet being delivered in the simplicity,

aud attended with the Divine unction, they were

refreshing to the church, and well received by all.

" His life and conversation," his friends say, " were

innocent and exemplary." He died Twelfth mo.

12tb, 1732 ; aged 63 years.

EICHARD KENDERDINE.

This Friend was an elder of Abington Monthly

Meeting, and resided at Horsham. He was a

" diligent attender" of meetings, and " serviceable"

therein. He died in the Second month, 1733;

aged 50 years.

REBECCA REESE.

Ilebecca Reese, the widow of Edward Reese, of

whom we have already given a sketch, was born in

Wales, and, on removing to Pennsylvania, she with

her husband settled near Haverford. She had re-

ceived the truth by conviction, and in due time was

called into the ministry, which she exercised

hiefly in the " British language." She was very

liligent in the attendance of meetings, for several

years generally representing Haverford meeting of

ministers in the superior Meetings. The records in-

dicate the truth of her friends' testimony, which says

her ministry " was generally well received, and she

"ived in unity and love with Friends," ""- '^-'^

took place, Second mo. I'Jth,

buried at Jlerion.

Her death

1733. She

SARAH OWEN.

She was early appointed an elder in the church,

and appears to have been diligent in fulfilling her

religious duties. There is left behind abundant

traces of her labours, in meetings for discipUne, and

in meetings of ministers and ciders. She lived in

" good repute and esteem," and died lamented,

Sixth mo. 4th, 1733.

MARY M'ATiE.

Mary Wade, of Alloways Creek, West Jersey,

as an elder in the Truth. Her testimony says,

She was a tender-hearted woman, an affectionate

fi-iend, careftil to relieve the poor, to visit the sick

d such as were in distress either of body or mind.

She was zealous for Truth's honour, the peace and

unity of the church, of which she was an overseer

aud an elder. She was faithful to discharge her

duty both by word and example, as a tender mo-

ther over her own house, and in the church."

She is supposed to have been the wife of Samuel

Wade, an elder also, and she deceased in the

Ninth mouth, 1733.

JOHN DENN.

John Denn was one of the first settlers at Al-

loways Creek. He was convinced of tiie Truth in

England, and continuing faithful therein, he was,

about the year 1720, called into the ministry. Be-

ing obedient to the call, aud watchful to the open-

ings of the Holy Spirit, he grew in his gift, and

although advanced in years, became a useful in-

strument in the hand of the Lord. His ministry

was " in gospel love" " to the comfort and edifica-

tion of his brethren and sisters." " He was well

esteemed amongst his friends and neighbours, cx-

plary in life and conversation, a diligent attender

of meetings both for worship and discipline, aud in

good unity amongst'' Friends. His gospel labours,

as far as appears, were confined within the limits of

his own Yearly Meeting. His death took place,

Ninth mo. 8th, 1733.

(To bo continueil.)

"Knowledge is Puwcr."

[From an interesting and instructive ™rk re-

cently published entitled, " Knowledge is Power,"

we take the following extracts.]

In the year 1828 there came to New York a

white man named John Tanner, who had been

thirty years a captive among the Indians in the

then North-west Territory. He was carried off by

a band of these people when he was a little boy,

from a settlement on the Ohio river, which was oc-

cupied by his father, who was a clergyman. The

boy was brought up in all the rude habits of the

Indians, and became inured to the abiding miseries

and uncertain pleasures of their wandering life.

He grew in time to be a most skilful huntsman,

and carried on large dealings with the agents of

the Hudson's Bay Company, in the skins of beavers

and other animals which he and his associates had

shot or entrapped. The history of this man was

altogether so curious, that he was induced to furnish

the materials for a complete narrative of his ad-

ventures ; and, accordingly, a book, fully descrip-

tive of them, was prepared for the press by Dr.

Sarah Owen w.as a daughter of that valuable

minister of the gospel, John Songhur.st. Many

were the trials and vicissitudes of her lot. Whilst

comparatively young in years, she was married, in

the year 1086, to Zachariah Whitpain, of Phila-

delphia. In a few years, she was lell a widow, nnd

in the year 1697, was united to Charles Saunders.

This connection was but brief, he being remove J Edwin James, and printed at New York, in 1830.

from her by the great pestilence, in the summer of

1699.
.

It appears that trial and aflfliction were but in-

struments in the Lord's hand for preparing her

for u-sefulness in his church and family. Very

serviceable she was in meetings for discipline, and

her growth in the Truth probably attracted the

attention, and fixed the affections of GrifBth Owen,

unity with'the church," on 9th day of the who was married to her in the year 1704.

It is of course not within the intent of our little

work to furnish any regular abridgment of John
Tanner's story ; but it is our wish to direct atten-

tion to some few particulars, which appear to us

strikingly to illustrate some of the positions which

we desire to enforce, by thus exhibiting their prac-

tical operation.

The country in which this man lived so many
years was the immense territory belonging to the
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United States, wliieb at that period was covered

liy boundless forests which the progress of civiliza-

tion had not then cleared away. In this region a

number of scattered Indian tribes maintained a

precarious existence by hunting the moose deer and

the buffalo for their supply of food, and by entrap-

ping the foxes and martens of the woods and the

beavers of the lakes, whose skins they generally

exchanged with the white traders for articles of

urgent necessity, such as ammunition and guns, traps,

axes, and woolen blankets ; but too often for ardent

spirits, equally the curse of savage and of civilized

life. The contact of savage man with the outskirts

of civilization perhaps afflicts him with the vices of

both states. But the principle of exchange, im-

perfectly and irregularly as it operated among the

Indians, furnished some excitement to their in-

genuity and their industry. Habits of providence

were thus to a certain degree created ; it became

necessary to accumulate some capital of the com-

modities which could be rendered valuable by their

own labour, to exchange for commodities which

their own labour, without exchange, was utterly

unable to procure. The principle of exchange, too,

being recognized among them in their dealings with

foreigners, the security of property—without which,

as we have shown, that principle cannot exist at

all—^yas one of the great rules of life among them-

selves. But still these poor Indians, from the mode
which they proposed to themselves for the attain-

ment of property, which consisted only in securing

what nature had produced, without directing the

course of her productions, were very far removed

from the regular attainment of those blessings which

civilized society alone offers. We shall exemplify

these statements by a few details.

The extent of country over which these Indians

roamed, was not less than five hundred thousand

square miles—an area of the earth's surface equal

to that of England, Scotland, Ireland, France,

Belgium, Holland and Portugal combined. They

had the unbounded command of all the natural re-

sources of this immense territory ; and yet their

entire numbers did not equal the present population

of a single county in one of the New England

States. »It may be fairly said, that each Indian

required the use of at least a thousand acres for

his maintenance and support. The supplies of food

were so scanty—a scantiness which would at once

have ceased had there been any cultivation— that

if a large number of these Indians assembled

together to co-operate in their hunting expeditions,

they were very soon dispersed by the urgent desire

of satisfying hunger. Tanner says, " We all went

to hunt beavers in concert. In hunts of this kind

the proceeds are sometimes equally divided ; but

in this instance every man retained what he had

killed. In three days I collected as many skins

as I could carry. But in these distant and hasty

hunts little meat could be brought in; and the whole

band was soon suffering with hunger. Many of

the hunters, and I among others, for want of food

became extremely weak, and unable to hunt far

from home." What an approach is this to the case

of the lower animals ; and how forcibly it reminds

lis of the passage in Job (c. iv., v. 11,) " The fierce

lion perisheth for lack of prey." In another place

lie says, " I began to be dissatisfied at remaining

Avith large bauds of Indians, as it was usual for

tiiera, after having remained a short time in a place,

to suifer from hunger." Those sufferings were not,

in many cases, of short duration, or of trifling in-

tmsity. Tanner describes one instance of famine

in the following words :
—" The Indians gathered

around, one after another, until we became a con-

siderable band, and then we began to suffer from

hunger. The weather was very severe, and our

suffering increased. A young woman was the first

to die of hunger. Soon after this, a young man,
her brother, was taken with that kind of delirium

or madness which precedes death in such as die

of starvation. In this condition he had left the

lodge of his debilitated and desponding parents

;

and when, at a late hour in the evening, I returned

from my hunt, they could not tell what had become
of him. I left the camp about the middle of the

night, and, following his track, I found him at some
distance, lying dead in the snow."

This worst species of suffering equally existed at

particular periods, whether food was sought for by
large or by small parties, by bands or by indivi-

duals. Tanner was travelling with the family of

the woman who had adopted him. He says, " We
had now a short season of plenty ; but soon became
hungry again. It often happened that for two or

three days we had nothing to eat ; then a rabbit

or two, or a bird, would afford us a prospect of

protracting the sufferings of hunger a few days

longer." Again he says, "Having subsisted for

some time almost entirely on the inner bark of

trees, and particularly of a climbing vine found

there, our strength was much reduced."

The misery which is thus so strikingly described,

proceeded from the circumstance that the labour of

the Indians did not take a profitable direction;

and that this waste of labour (for unprofitable oc-

cupations of labour are the greatest of all wastes)

arose from the one fact, that in certain particulars

these Indians laboured without appropriation. They
depended upon the chance productions of nature,

without compelling her to produce ; and they did

not compel her to produce, because there was no

appropriation of the soil, the most efiieient natural

instrument of production. If the Indians had di-

rected the productive powers of the earth to the

growth of corn, instead of to the growth of foxes'

skins, they would have become rich. But they

could not have reached this point without appro-

priation of the soil. They had learned the necessity

of appropriating the products of the soil, when they

had bestowed labour upon obtaining them ; but the

last step toward productiveness was not taken. The
Indians, therefore, were poor; the white settlers

who have taken this last step are rich.

The imperfect appropriation which existed among
the Indians, preventing, as it did, the accumulation

of capital, prevented the application of that skill

and knowledge which is preserved and accumulated

by the division of employment. Tanner describes

a poor fellow who was wounded in the arm by the

accidental discharge of a gun. As there was little

surgical skill among the community, because no
one could devote himself to the business of surgery,

the Indian, as the only chance of saving his life,

resolved to cut off his own arm ;
" and taking two

knives, the edge of one of which he had hacked into

a sort of saw, he with his right hand and arm cut off

his left, and threw it from hiin as far as he could."

The labour which an individual must go through

when the state of society is so rude that there is scarce-

ly any division of employment, and consequently

scarcely any exchanges, is exhibited in many pas-

sages of Tanner's narrative. We select one. " I

had no pukka\i, or mats for a lodge, and therefore

had to build one of poles and long grass. I dress-

ed more skins, made my own moccasins and leg-

gins, and those for my children ; cut wood and
cooked for myself and familj-, made my snow-shoes,

etc. All the attention and labour I had to bestow

about home sometimes kept me from hunting, and

I was occasionally distressed for want of provisions.

I busied myself about my Iqdge in the night-time.

When it was sufficiently light 1 would bring wood,

and attend to other tilings without ; at other times

I was repairing my snow-shoes, or my own r

children's clothes. For nearly all the winter I

but a very small part of the night."

Tanner was thus obliged to do every tbii,

himself, and consequently to work at very

disadvantage, because the principle of exfl

was so imperfectly acted upon by the people a

whom he lived. This principle of exchange Vi,

perfectly acted upon, because the principle u

propriation was imperfectly acted upon. Tl

cupation of all, and of each, was to hunt gai

prepare skins, to sell them to the traders, to i

sugar from juice of maple-trees, to build huts,
,i

to sew the skins which they dressed and the 1
i.

kets which they brought into rude coveriuL'-
;i

their bodies. Everj- one of them did all oft <

things for himself, and of coui'se he did them i

imperfectly. The people were cot' divided
'i

hunters and furriers, and dealers, and sugar-ma ^

and builders, and tailors. Every man was Li

hunter, furrier, dealer, sugar-maker, builder

tailor; and consequently, every man, like T::

was so occupied by many things, that want o:

and want of rest were ordinary sufferings. 11

scribes a man who was so borne down and o]!

ed by those manifold wants, that, in utter (k ;

of being able to surmount them, he would lir
|

till he was at the point of starvation, reply! ii

those who tried to rouse him to kill game, tL

was too poor and sick to set about it. 1!

scribing himself as poor, he meant to say tl:

was destitute of all the necessaries and eoii

whose possession would encourage him to d

the store. He had little capital. The skill

he possessed of hunting game gave him a ci: i

command over the spontaneous productions ot .

forest ; but, as his power of hunting depended i
i

chance supplies of game, his labour necessarily 1

so irregidar a direction, and was therefore ^^^ i

productive, that he never accumulated suffieicij

his support in times of sickness, or for his cou, ;

able support at any time. He became, then :

despairing ; and had that perfect apathy, thai i

difference to the future, which is the most pi'i

evidence of extreme wretchedness. This ni:

his powerless situation more keenly than hi-

panions ; but with all savage tribes there is a

of steady and persevering exertion, proceediug i

the same cause. Severe labour is succeedii
;

long fits of idleness, because their labour tat

chance direction. This is a universal case. H;

of idleness, of irregularity, of ferocity, are

characteristics of all those who maintain exi-t

by the pursuit of the unappropriated produn

of nature; while constant application, orderl}

rangemeut of time, and civility to others, i^

from systematic industry. AVhen the suppoi

life depends upon chance supplies, the reckless >

of a gambler is sure to take possession of the n

man ; and the misery which results from 1

1

chance supplies produces either dejection or fero'

(To lie contiuued.)

John Kpyncll.

The testimony of the Monthly JNIeeting of Frii

of Philadelphia for the Southern District, rcspec

our esteemed friend John Reyuell, deceased ;

When those are removed from amongst us,

have been useful in their day, and by their es

plary lives and conversation left a good savour

hind, it sometimes becomes the duty of survivoi

transmit to posterity an account of them, so fa

least as may prove an incitement to walk by

same rule and mind the same thing, which 1

steady perseverance therein to the end, hasei

them to become heirs " of a crown of glory

fadeth not away." This we trust is now the ha
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)ur valued friend above-named ; concerning

are free to communicate tlie following short

i )ny :

ugh none of us had knowledge of him whilst

f ded in Great Britain, the land of his nativity,

have cause to believe from what he himself

pressed, that he was early visited with the

ig from on high, and by wisely closing iu

oifers of Divine love to his soul, he came

srience preservation from many temptations

luremcnts wherewith the minds of unwary

are liable to be ensnared. To several Friends

that when about eighteen years of age,

ing to embark on a voyage to Jamaica, and

houghtful lest he might lay down the body

place, as bad been the case with many, he

d, as he believed, a divine assurance that his

ould be preserved. During his residence

he had a sight given him, of a grievous ca-

by means of a violent hurricane, to befal the

[jtauts of the island as a chastisement for their

ies, which came to pass according to bis pros-

Boon_ afterwards an occurrence happening

occasioning his being called upon to give

ice in a court of judicature, he was required

oath, which he conscientiously refusing,

it-ed for a time no small trial of his faithfulness

;

Ithough be had few or none outwardly to look

E' strength aud encouragement under thatexer-

he was nevertheless favoured to experience

is ^pport to be near ; so that neither threaten-

)r persuasion could prevail on him to deviate

I our christian testimony in that respect. Our

i )us Society was then almost extinct on that

1
1,
yet a meeting-house belonging to Friends still

[ ning in Kingston, he was not easy to omit at-

( bg nt the times appointed for meeting, though

I netimes sat alone therein.

jiout the 20th year of his age he came

1 sylvania, and after his settling in this city, he

! lie a serviceable nicmbcr among us, both in

ions and civil capaeitj-, cheerfully employing

ilents and much of his tune to beneficial and

ible purposes, and was often engaged as a

maker, in reconciling differences. As at

he approved himself in faithfulness and up-

uess in the discharge of that important trust,

;
well qualified for the station he filled. A
example in diligently attending our religious

igs as long as ability of body permitted, and

useful in the exercise of the discipline. A man
«grity and sound judgment, and not apt to be

•lory ;" and expired the 3rd of the 0th month,

1784, aged 76 years. His corpse being interred

the day following, a solemnity covered the minds of

many at the grave, which was truly consolatory.

Carious Custom.—The Russians have a whim-

sical method of perpetuating the knowledge of boun-

'aries of estates. There are no hedges, no trenches,

o stone walls in llussia to define the limits of a

proprieter's land ; instead of these, mounds of earth,

ither natural or artificially thrown up, serve the

purpose. On these mounds, whenever a new divi-

sion of the land takes place, or when, as is the case

at certain intervals, a new survey is thought neces-

y, some juvenile serf, unwary enough to be caught

on the spot, is soundly flagellated with willow wands

borne by the surveying party. It is not until he

received a castigation sufficiently impressive to

rivet the fact upon his memory, that he is allowed

to' make his escape ; and as this species of practical

instraction is administered to a tolerable number of

juveniles in the course of the route, it is supposed.

1 with reason, that for fifty years at least, some-

body will be found to be able to testify unmistaka-

bly to the locality of the ancient land-mark.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MOXTH

We have placed before our readers full accounts

of three Yearly meetings held since that of Phil

delphia, and we doubt not they have excite'd a

mournful interest in the minds of many of those

who have perused them.

We think it can hardly be disputed by any one

having a tolerably correct conception of what once

constituted the crowning excellence of our religious

Society, that it has greatly lapsed therefrom, and

now exhibits wounds and weakness that are not

only separating one part from another, but are also

preying on its distinguishing characteristics, and in

many places threaten a radical change, if not its

total extinction. However it may be attempted to

conceal the fact, it is lamentably betrayed by- the

manner in which the business of many meetings,

smaller or larger, is often trifbsacted, that the au-

thority under which the assemblies of Friends ori-

ginally acted, is very much lost sight of; and the

practical belief, that, as the bufiuess coming before

tliom is the Lord's work, it should be done as in his

sight, and in his holy fear, has greatly given place

to the same Spirit and very much the same mode

of mand^ing it, as obtains in conducting ordinary

schemes of benevolence, or plans for promoting

moral improvement. Forms of expression iu re-

ference to Divine help and guidance are retained,

and perhaps may be considered as in some sense

conventional, but the deep spiritual feeling which

was truly set forth by those who originally . em
ployed them to express what their eyes had seei

and their hands had handled, it is to be feared is

often wanting. Declamation and debate obtain

more and more, as that deep indwelling witli ih

Seed of Divine life which so conspicuously marked

the deliberations of the self-denying, devoted ser

vants and handmaidens of the Lord in the begin

ning, Ls lost sight of or disregarded ; and, not un

frequently, questions involving the dearest interests

of the Society are decided on principles of supposed

expediency, rather than with deference to the simple

requirements of the great Head of the Church, as

communicated to those whom He has prepared to

hear and understand what the Spirit saith unto the

churches.

We are aware there are fhose, and it may be

they are many, who, so far from admitting any do-

jeneracy, are disposed to look upon our religious

Society as having emancipated itself from trammels

imposed upon it by a measure of ignorance and

prejudice, and as advancing into views aud feel-

ings more liberal, and more consonant with the eu-

ghtened age in wliich we live, and therefore that

it is prepared to occupy a position approximating

more nearly to the standard of other christian de-

nominations, and its members justified in mingling

with, or copying after them iu their various plana

for religious culture and improvement. But how-

ever this view may gratify the pride or soothe the

consciences of those who indulge it, we are persuaded

it is a delusion, and that so far from there being

advance in the Society, in a spiritual sense, it is,

as a whole, in a low, and wc believe we may say,

grovelling condition; very many of its active

influential members contenting themselves with

regulating its aflairs by the debased standard of hu-

man reason and educational knowledge, instead of

striving, as did our worthy predecessors, to have all

its acts prompted and directed by that wisdom which

comes down from above.

For this great change there must be an adequate

cause. Wherever it is manifest, whether wo pro-

fess to adhere to the original faith of Friends, or

candidly confess that we believe wc have seen the

truth more clearly than they did, and therefore

cannot adopt what wc consider as their dcfcct-s,

there must be a departure more or less general

among the members, irom the great principle which

underlies our system of faith, and the whole struc-

ture of our church government, viz. a constant re-

ference to and entire dependence on the perceptible

teachings and leadings of Christ by his holy spirit

the heart. "I am satisfied," was the dying testi-

mony of one who had obtained large experience in

the school of Christ, " that there is a spirit at work
which would lay waste the ancient profession and
doctrines of our religious Society, and draw Friends

away from the spirituality of that which they have

once known; and many are catched with it." This

the key to the difficulties which surround, and
the dangers which threaten us. Tbe spirit at

work is the spirit of the world, adapting its temp-

tations to the peculiar circumstances of the time

and condition of the members ; hating and dread-

nothing, more than the practical application

of the precepts and principles of old-fashioned

quakerism.

If these views are correct—and we think they

can hardly be controverted—it is evident that the

only remedy that can be effectual, must be applied

to the members individually, and that while it is

obligatory on the body to maintain its testimony

against this spirit, not only in its attempts to modify
,

our faith, but in all its other manifestations, the

body itself cannot become whole and sound, until

a change is effected in the members, through the

baptism of the Holy Ghost and fire, purging away
the dross, healing that which is diseased, and cast-

ing out that which is dead, and spreading corrup-

tion. We believe that the shaking which the Society

is now undergoing, is designed to bring this about,

and however severe the trial, we ought not to de-

sire that the rod should be withheld until the object

is attained.

However discouraging the signs of the times may
be, there is no reason why those, who, with honesty

and integrity are striving not only by precept, but

by life and conduct, to maintain the ancient faith

of the Society, together with its discipline and order,

should faint or grow'^eary. The fruit of the seed

which has been sown, and taken root in the hearts

of many, is becoming more and more fully devel-

oped ; one departure after another, in what are
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called minor testimonies, is admitted or advocated

;

and there is reason to believe these changes will go

on in many places, until not a few of those who
now profess to be unable to see a difference be-

tween true quakerism and that which has been

testified against as a modification of it, may have

their eyes opened to distinguish the two by their

practical effects.

Much has been said at different times, in order

to discourage and weaken the hands of the mem-
bers of Philadelphia and Ohio Yearly Meetings,

about their being cut off from the great body of

the Society. 13ut even supposing that the truth

depended on the voice of a majority, time may de-

termine very differently where that may be, from

what many now so confidently assert. Notwith-

standing the low state of the Society, which we
have alluded to, there are preserved within the

limits of all the Yearly Sleetings, upright, consistent

Friends, some of whom may not see exactly eye

to eye in all things, but who are bo^ved under a

sense of the present degenerate, dissevered state of

the church, and whose prayers, we doubt not, are put

up on its account; and we fully believe that as

these keep low and humble, their cries will be heard,

and in process of time, if they flinch not from per-

forming their duty, they wiU see of the travail of

their souls and be satisfied.

As such as these continue striving fervently to

become more united to the blessed Head of the

Church, and conformed to his meek, gentle, patient,

loving Spirit, they will also be brought more

unity with each other, and bound together in one

body, watching over each other for good, encour-

aging and strengthening each other in the work of

regeneration, and in building up the waste places.

Let all such take fresh courage, remembering that

he that laboureth, receiveth wages, and gathereth

fruit unto eternal life.

SUIMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from Eugliind to Sixth mo. 28tli

Two letters from Lord Clarendon addressed to the Ame-
rican Minister, have been published—one on the enlist-

ment question, and the other in relation to Central

America. Lord Clarendon expresses satisfaction that

Dallas had been instructed to negotiate the Centra]

Americ.%n question, and states that he is prepared to en-

ter into a negotiation, which, he trusts, will be conduct-

ed in a spirit of cordiality and frankness, which is d

tated by the true interests of Great Britain and the

United States. The correspondence between Denmark,
Great Britain and the United States, in relation to the

Sound Dues, has been presented to Parliament. Another
battalion of riflemen has been ordered to Canada. Thi

Russian government is re-establishing the defences of

Nicolaieff and Sebastopol. It is said they are to be
made stronger than ever. The weather in England has

been favourable for agricultural purposes.

Liverpool Markets.—The sales of cotton for the week
had been 56,000 bales, at a small advance, and with a

speculative demand. The stock, exclusive of that on
shipboard, is 150,000 bales, including 610,000 American.

The Bank of England has reduced the rate of interest to

4J per cent. Consols were quoted at 95J a 95|- for ac

count.

MEXICO.—Vera Cruz dates to the 8th, have been re

ceived. The Spanish fleet had set sail for Cuba. Ac-
cording to Mexican papers, the difliculties seem to be

the way of amicable settlement, the Spanish creditors

having met and presented a project of settlement, which
was deemed satisfactory. President Comonfcft't has de-

cided in favour of the sale of all lands belonging to the

church and other religious corporations. The new con-

stitution and church property decree are much applauded.

A new State is to be formed under the Constitution,

called the "Valley of Mexico."

NICARAGUA.—The election for President of Nica-

ragua was held on the 24th ult., and it is said that

Walker was elected by a large majority. His army now
numbers 1800 men, including two companies of artillery.

President Rivas, accompanied By the Secretary of State,

Secretary of War, and Minister of Public Credit, fled to

Leon, and took an opposing attitude to the Walker
party. Gen. Walker issued a decree appointing Don

Fcrere Provisional President until the election, declaring

all the acts of Rivas after his desertion void, and cau-
tioning the citizens to refuse obedience to them, as all

such would be considered as traitors to the country.

Rivas and his cabinet were at Leon at the latest dates
;

all the American troops had left the place. He is charged
with having invited the enemies of the country to invade
Nicaragua.
UNITED STATES.—Conyrm.—The three bills which

the President had vetoed, for the improvement of the

.Mississippi, the St. Mary's, and the St. Clair Rivers, have
been passed by the required two-thirds vote in both
Houses. The report of Oliver, of Missouri, from the

minority of the Kansas Investigating Committee, ar-

raigns the report of the majority as altogether ex parte

and contends that many of its statements are without
facts from the testimony to support them. He states

that there was no evidence of any force or violence be-
ing used to prevent any man from voting in the entire

Territory—no evidence assailing in the slightest degree
the correctness of Gov. Reeder's judgment in awarding
certificates of election to the members of the Legislature.

That Legislature was a proper law-making body, and
therefore its laws are valid as far as consistent with the
Constitution of the United States, and the organic act;

and Gen. Whitfield, being duly elected in pursuance of a

law thus passed, was entitled to his seat. Oliver reviews
at great length the existing troubles in Kansas, saying
that from the evidence they are properly chargeable to

the revolutionary movements of those who got up the

Topeka Convention, and have pledged themselves to

resist the laws at all hazards. The report of the Com-
mittee on the Sumner assault was fully discussed in the

House of Representatives during several days last week.
On the 14lh, the substitute of the minority'of the Com-
mittee, which declares that the House has no jurisdic-

tion in the case, and therefore deems it improper to ex-

press any opinion on the subject, was voted on and re-

jected—yeas, 6G
;
nays, 145. The House then voted on

the resolution, declaring tliat Preston S. Brooks be and
he is forthwith expelled from this House as a Represen-
tative from the State of South Carolina, which resulted

as foUow-s—yeas, 121
;
nays, 95. The resolution thus

failed, a two-thirds vote being required for the expul-
sion of a member. Brooks, by permission of the House,
then made a speech, in which he attempted to justify his

conduct, and concluded by announcing his resignation,

and that he was no longer a member of the thirty-fourth

Congress, after which he withdrew amid hisses and ap-
plause.

California.—The steamship George Law, from Aspin-
wall, arrived at N. York, on the 14th inst., bringing the
California mails to Sixth mo. 20th, and $1,705,301 in

gold on freight. The health of the Isthmus was good,
and the railroad in fine order. The only news of inte-

rest from San Francisco relates to the doings of the
VigUance Committee. That body being sustained by
the popular sentimeqj, continued to set the constituted

authorities of the State at defiance. The Governor's
proclamation had been but feebly responded to. The
State militia were encamped near San Fr.ancisco, and
were said to number but a few hundred men. General
Wool had refused to loan the Governor arms and am-
munition, on the ground that he was not authorized to

act in the premises, without an order from the President.

The forces of the Committee consisted of 4000 infantry,

500 cavalry, and five companies of artille^, with 35
pieces of ordnance. A regular system of military disci-

pline had been adopted. A number of persons had been
tried by the Committee for frauds upon the ballot-boxes,

and other offences of high grade, and banished from the

State. Others were under arrest, charged with various
crimes. The Committee take cognizance only of offences

ofthegrade oifelony. TheTribunaliscomposedofaseries
of three courts.—1st, of Investigation, 12 members ; 2d,

of Debate, 20 members ; 3d, of Final Disposition, 90 mem-
bers. The accused can only be convicted by a full two-
thirds vote of the ninety judges. News had arrived from
Oregon of .an attack on Col. Wright's command at

Natchez River, by the Yakima Indians, in which the

commander was killed, and one-third of his force killed

and wounded. Col. Wright's force numbered between
700 and 800 men.

Kansas.—Intelligence has been received from Topeka,
Kansas, to the 4th inst. A convention met there on the
2d inst., and passed resolutions in favour of the Repub-
lican nominations, and denunciatory of the Democrats,
and appealing to the friends of Free Kansiis in Congress.
There were about 800 present, all armed. Marshal
Donaldson and Judge Elmore read the President's pro-
clam.ation, also Governor Shannon's proclamation, and
one issued by Woodson, Secretary of the Territory,

together with a note from Col. Sumner, saying he
would prevent the meeting of the Legislature. They

were, however, unheeded. Both branches of th
gislature met on the 4th. The same day Col.

ner entered the town with 20p dragoons, and p
two- cannon at the head of Kansas Avenue, whi
troops were drawn up before Constitution B
the Legislature was assembled. Col. Sumnf
citizens he would not disarm them, or break up th(

!

vention, but he had orders to dissolve the Legist
J

and would do so. He then proceeded to dispen!

Legislature, to which the members yielded without
j

sition. The Convention were preparing resolution *

dorsing the State Government and the Topeka ci
tution. The fear of invasion, it is stated, kept

'

numbers from attending.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 329. Chole
1

fantum caused 64 deaths : 208 of the deaths were ol

'

dren, under five years of age.
j

Kew York.—Mortality last week, 382. This citji

tinues unusually healthy for the season.
i

Miscellaneous.— West India Sni/'ir Cmp,—A letter

Antigua, W. I., June IStb, state* tliat the sug-.irm

season was nearly over, and the vieM had^been
prolific. There had been sent to Eiiclaiid and Be
fully 39,000 hogsheads, and 1400 hhds. molasses

about the same quantity to the United States,

health of the island was good.
The Late Floods in France.—The injury done t

crops by the late inundations in France, is estimat

one hundred and fifty millions of francs,'of which
millions are referable to the mulberry trees fo)

worms. The above does'not include the damage
to houses, cattle, farm utensils or railroads.

The Jewish Disahililirs Bill, which passed the Ho^

Commons, was rejected in the British House of .

on the 23d ult. by a vote of 110 to 78.

Imprisonment for Contempt.—Two wealthy women
and Elizabeth Sherwood, of Sheffield, Eng., have

liberated by the intervention of their friends, ft

long imprisonment for contempt of the Courtofthai
They continued in prison fourteen years rather

produce an important document in their possession

More Camels for Texa.^.—The V. S. steamship Sur

now lying at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, it is stated,

be sent again in a few weeks for a reinforcement t

stock of camels brought in by her on her last trip

handed in Texas for the United States Government
Indiana Railroad.—Of the ninety-one counties

diana, the inhabitants of eighty can leave home i

morning, go to Indianapolis by railroad, attend to

ness there from two to eight hours, and return hoK
same evening.

Health of Xorfolk.—The city of Norfolk continu

enjoy excellent health. During the past month
number of deaths there was only 38, including 16 coh

persons. Nearly two-thirds of the whole number
children under two years of age.

T/ie Sumner Outrage. — The criminal procee

against Brooks for his assault upon Senator Sumner,
brought to a close on the 9th inst. by the court imp

upon him a fine of $300, upon the "plea of guilty,

testimony was given.

Ice at Niagara Falls.^On the 30th of Sixth mon
large mass of ice remained below the American
During the last winter the mass of ice formed b

continual addition of spray is said to have been

than 100 feet high.

The Deficiency in the French Budget in the last

years, is 1200 millions of francs. Seventy-six mi

were spent in useless public buildings, "fifty mi

were paid out of the public treasury to keep dow

price of bread in Paris to prevent riots, and the I:

trial Exhibition cost eleven millions. The dinner i

Imperial christening cost two hundred thousand ft

WANTED.
A Suitable Female Teacher to take the place of

cipal in the Select School for Girls, in this city.

WANTED.
A Female Teacher is wanted for Friends' Scho

Crosswicks, N. J. Early application may be made
Joel H. Middletox, Crosswicks, N. J

Or, Samuel Aluxsox, Jr.. Yardville,

Died, on the 14th inst.. in the Slst vear of his

Enoch Lewis; a nicniber of the l^Iouthly Meeti

Friends of rhiUulcl]ihia for the AVesteru District.
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ingo Park describes the wretched condition of

ihabitants of countries in Africa where small

cl.es of gold are found in the rivers. Their

were spent in hunting for the gold to exchange

seful commodities, instead of raising the com^

ties themselves ; and they were consequently

and miserable, listless and unsteady. Their

industry had too much of chance mixed up

it to afford a certain and general profit. The

ints which of late years we have received from

^old-diggings of California and Australia exhi

Le same suffering from the same cause. The

of Cape de la Hogue, in Normandy, were

most wretched and ferocious people in all

ice, because they depended principally for sup-

on the wrecks that were frequent on their

ts. When there were no tempests, they made

asy transition from the character of wreckers

hat of robbers. A benefactor of his species

;ht these unhappy people to collect the marine

ts, which exist abundantly upon their shores,

them, and dispose of the ashes for the manu-

re of soda. They immediately became profit-

labourers and exchangers ; they obtained a

jerty in the general inteUigence of civilized life
;

capital of society raised them from misery to

[ith, from being destroyers to being producers,

khe Indians, as we thus see, were poor and

itched, because they had no appropriation be-

!d articles of domestic use ; because they had nc

[party in land, and consequently no cultivation

) even they were not insensible to the import-

,e of the principle, for the preservation of the

advantages that belonged to their course of

|.
Tanner says, " I have often known a hunter

ye his traps for many days in the woods, with

(
visiting them, or feeling any anxiety about

ir safety." The Indians even carried the prin-

le of appropriation almost to a division of land
;

each tribe, and sometimes each individual, had

allotted hunting-ground— imperfectly appro-

ated, indeed, by the first comer, and often con-

ted with violence by other hunters, but still

),wing that they approached the limit which

'ides the savage from the civilized state, and

it, if cultivation were introduced among them,

;re would be a division of land, as a matter of

eessity. The security of individual property is

J foundation of all social improvement. It is im-

ssible to speak of the productive power of labour

the civilized state, without viewing it in connec

tion with that great principle of society which con-

idors all capital as appropriated.

At the commencement of the present century, all

the Indian tribes who were abiding in the territory

of the United States east of the JlissLssippi, were in

the condition which has been described by Tanner.

Ihe want of resources in the country of the In-

dians is always so manifest, tha;t whenever the

United States government through its agent or

commissioners, assemble together any considerable

number of Indiiu« for the negotiation of treaties, or

other purposes, It is absolutely necessary to pro-

vide for their support and subsistence during the

continuance of the council, by transporting provi-

sions from the nearest civilized district. So impro-

vident are these people, and so neglectful of the

resources of the country they inhabit, that unless

this course was adopted by the National Govern-

ment, the council would be broken up, through im-

pending starvation. The Indians formerly inhabit-

ing the territory now occupied by the great North-

western States, have now vanished from their old

hunting-grounds. Where they so recently main-

tained a precarious existence, there are populou!

cities, navigable rivers, roads, railways. The clink

of the hammer is heard in the forge, and the rusl

of the stream from the mill-dam tells of agriculture

and commerce. But even the Indians themselves

have become labourers. A number of the tribes

have been removed to a large tract of country,

west of the Mississippi, and have been raised into

the dignity of cultivators. The Cherokees, the

Creeks" and the Choctaws, with many smaller

tribes, now breed cattle instead of hunting martens.

They have houses in the place of huts ;
they have

schools and churches. Instead of being extirpated

by famine or the sword, they have been adopted

into the great family of civilized man.

But this wise and humane arrangement of the

United States has not wholly removed the Indians

from the wide regions of North America. In the

remote interior and in the Hudson's Bay territories

the life which Tanner described still goes forward.

The wants of civilized society—the desire to

sess the earth—have transported the Indians from

the banks of the Ohio to the lands watered by the

Arkansas. The opposite principle has retained them

on the shores of Hudson's Bay. They are wanted

there as hunters, and are not encouraged as culti-

vators. They are kept out of the pale of civiliza-

tion, and are not received within it. The rude in-

dustry of the Hudson's Bay Indians is stimulated

by the luxury of Europe into an employ which

would cease to exist if the people became civilized.

If agriculture were introduced among them—i'

they were to grow corn and keep domestic animal

—they would cease to be hunters of foxes and

martens, because their wants would be much better

supplied by other modes of labour, involving less

suffering and less uncertainty. As it is, the traders

who want skins do not think of giving the Indians

tools to work the ground and seeds to put in it,

and cows and sheep to breed other cows and sheep.

They avail themselves of the uncivilized state of

these poor tribes, to render them the principal

agents in the manufacture of fur, to supply the

luxuries of another hemisphere. But still the ex-

change which the hunters carry on with the Eu-

ropean traders, imperfect as it is in all cases and

unjust as it is in many, is better for the Indians

than no exchange ; although we fear that ardent

spirits take away from the Indians the greater

number of the advantages which would otherwise

remain with them as exchangers. If the Indiana

had no skins to give to Europe, Europe would have

no blankets and ammunition to give to them. They

would obtain their food and clothing by the use of

the bow alone. They would live entirely from

hand to mouth. They would have no motive tor •

icoumulation, because there would be no ex-

chantres; and they would consequently be even

poorer and more helpless than they are now as

exchangers of skins. They are suffering from the

effects of smaU accumulations and imperfect ex-

change ;
but these are far better than no accumu-

lation and no exchange. If the course of their in-

dustry were to be changed by perfect appropria-

tion—if they were consequently to become cultiva-

tors and manufacturers, instead of wanderers in

the woods to hunt for wild and noxious animals—

they would, in the course of years, have abundance

of profitable labour, because they would have

abundance of capital. This is the better lot of

many of the tribes with whom the government of

the United States has made a far nobler treaty

than Penn made with his Indians. As it is, their

accumulations are so small, that they cannot pro-

ceed with their own uncertain labour of hunting

without an advance of capital on the part of the

traders; and thus, even in the rude tradings of

these poor Indians, credit, that complicated lastru-

ment of commercial exchange, operates upon the

direction of their labour. Of course credit would

not exist at all without appropriation. Their

rio-hts of property are perfect as far as_ they go

;

but they are not carried far enough to direct their

labour into channels which would insure sufficient

production for the labourers. Their labour is un-

productive because they have smaU accumulations

;

—their accumulations are small because they have

imperfect exchange ;—their exchange is imperfect

because they have Umited appropriation. We may

illustrate this state of imperfect production by an-

other passage from Tanner's story:

" The Hudson's Bay Company had now no post

in that part of the country, and the Indians were

soon made conscious of the advantage which had

formerly resulted to them from the competition be-

tween rival trading companies. Mr. Wells, at the

commencement of winter, called us all together,

gave the Indians a ten-gallon keg of rum and some

tobacco, telling them at the same time he would

not credit one of them the value of a single needle.

When they brought skins he would buy them, and

give in exchange such articles as were necessary

for their comfort and subsistence during the winter.

I was not with the Indians when this talk was held.

When it was reported to me, and a share of the

presents offered me, I not only refused to accept

anything, but reproached the Indians for their

pusUlanimity in submitting to such terms. They

had been accustomed for many years to receive

credits in the fall ; they were now entirely destitute

not of clothing merely, but of ammunition, and
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many of them of guns ana traps. How were they,

without the accustomed aid from the traders, to

subsist themselves and their families during the

ensuing winter ? A few days afterward I went to

Mr. Wells, and told him that I was poor, with a

large family to support by my own exertions ; and

that I must unavoidably suifer, and perhaps perish,

unless he would give me such a credit as I had

always in the fall been accustomed to receive. He
would not listen to my representation, and told me
roughly to be gone from his house. I then took

eight silver beavers, such as are worn by the wo-

men as ornaments on their dress, and which I had

purchased the year before at just twice the price

that was commonlj' given for a capote ;* I laid

them before him on the table, and asked him to

give me a capote for them, or retain them as a

pledge for the payment of the price of the garment,

as soon as I could procure the peltries.f He took

up the ornaments, threw them in my face, and told

me never to come inside of his house again. The
cold weather of the winter had not yet set in, and

I went immediately to my hunting-ground, killed a

number of moose, and set my wife to make the

skins into such garments as were best adapted to

the winter season, and which I now saw we should

be compelled to substitute for the blankets and

woolen clothes we had been accustomed to receive

from the traders."

This incident at once shows us that the great

blessing of the civilized state is its increase of the

powers of production. Here we see the Indians,

surrounded on all sides, by wild animals whose

skins might be made into garments, reduced to the

extremity of distress because the traders refused to

advance them blankets and other necessaries, to be

used during the months when they were employed

in catching the animals from which they might ob-

tain the skins. It is easy to see that the Indians

were a long way removed from the power of mak-
ing blankets themselves. Before they could reach

this point, their forests must have been converted

into pasture-grounds ; they must have raised flocks

of sheep, and learned all the various complicated

arts, and possessed all the ingenious machinery, for

converting wool into cloth. By their exchange of

furs for blankets, they obtained a share in the pro-

ductiveness of civihzation ; they obtained comforta-

ble clothing with much less labour than they could

have made it out of the furs. If Tanner had uot

considered the capote which he desired to obtain

from the traders, better, and less costly, than the

garment of moose-skins, he would not have carried

on any exchange of the two articles with the

traders. The skins of martens and foxes were

only valuable to the Indians, without exchange, for

the purpose of sewing together to make covering.

They had a different value in Europe as articles of

luxury ; and therefore the Indians by exchange
obtained a greater plenty of superior clothing than

if they had used the skins themselves. But the

very nature of the trade, depending upon chance

supplies, rendered it impossible that they should

accumulate. They had such pressing need of am-
munition, traps, and blankets, that the produce of

the labour of one hunting season was not more than

sufficient to procure the commodities wliich the}'

required to consume in the same season. But sup-

posing the Indians could have bred foxes and
martens and beavers, as we breed rabbits, for the

supply of the European demand for fur, doubtless

they would have then advanced many steps in the

character of producers. The thing is perhaps im-

possible ; but were it possible, and were the Indians

to have practised it, they would immediately have

. ol grcat- Slui

become capitalists, to an extent that would have
soon rendered them independent of the credit of

the traders. They must, however, have previously

established a more perfect appropriation. Each
must have inclosed his own hunting-ground ; and
each must have raised some food tor the mainten-
ance of hi^wn stock of beavers, foxes, and mar-
tens. It would be easier, doubtless, to raise the

food for themselves, and ultimately to exchange
corn for clothing, instead of furs for clothing. When
this happens—and it will happen sooner or later,

unless the remnant of the hunting Indians are ex-

tirpated by their poverty, which proceeds from their

imperfect production—Europe must go without the

brilliant variety of skins which are procured at the

cost of so much labour, accompanied with so much
wretchedness, because the labour is so unproduc-
tive to the labourers. When the ladies of Europe
and the United States are compelled to wear capes

of rabbits' fur instead of sables, and when the hair

of the beaver ceases to be emj^yed in the manu-
facture of our hats, the wooded regions of Hudson's
Bay will have been cleared—the fiir-bearing ani-

mals will have perished—corn will be growing in

the forest and the marsh—the inhabitants will be
building houses instead of trapping foxes ;—there

wOl be appropriation and capital, profitable labour
and comtbrt. Three hundred thousand mink and
and marten-skins will no longer be sent from those

shores to England in one }"ear; but England may
send to those shores woven cottons and worsteds,

pottery and tools, in exchange for products whose
cultivation will have exterminated the minks and
martens.

(To be continued.)

Epistle of George Fox.

There was about this time an order for the try-

ing of ministers (so called) and for approving or

ejecting them out of their places or benefices ; where-
upon I wrote a paper to the justices and other com-
missioners, who were appointed to that work, as

follows :

—

Friends,—You that are justices and in commis-
sion to try ministers, who have so long been in the

vineyard of God, see whether they be such as are

mentioned in the Scriptures, whom the prophets,

Christ, and the apostles disapproved of. And if

they be such as they disapproved, see how ye can
stand approved in the sight of God, to let such go
into his vineyard, and approve of them who will

admire your persons, because of advantage, and if

you do not give them advantage, they will not ad-
mire your persons. Such Judc speaks of See if

they he not such as teach for filthy lucre, for the

love of money, covetous, such as love themselves,

who have a form of godliness, but deny the power

;

from such the apostles bid to "turn away.'' The
apostle said, their mouths should be stopped, who
served not the Lord Jesus, but their own bellies,

being evil, who mind earthly things. Paul gave
Timothy a description to try ministers by ; he said,
" they must not be covetous, nor given to wine, nor
filthy lucre, nor novices ; lest being lifted up into

pride, they fall into the condemnation of the devil
;"

these he was to try and prove without partiality.

Now take heed of approving such as he disap-

proved ; for since the apostle's days, such as he dis-

approved have had their liberty ; and they have
told us, the tongues were their original, and that

they were orthodox men, and that the steeple-house

with a cross on the top of it, was the church, (the

Papist's mass-house
;
you may look on the top of it,

and see the sign.) But the Scriptures tell us, " all

the earth was of one language before the building
of Babel ;" and when Pilate crucified Christ, he set

the tongues, Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, over his

head. And John tells us, that the beasi

power over the tongues, kindred, and nations

that the whore sits upon the tongues ; of whos
all nations have drunk, and the kings of the

have committed fornication with her. Job
said, the tongues are waters. Christ gives i

to his disciples, and to the multitude, how t

such as these that you are to try. They are (

of men masters ; they love the chicfest seat i

assemblies; they are sayers, but not doers;,

said he, they shall put you out of the synagc

Seven woes he denounced against thtm, and & i

approved them. Christ said, false prophets si

'

come ; and John saw they were come ; for

went forth fi-om them, and the world since
]

gone after them. But Babylon must be

founded, the mother of harlots; and the devil

be taken ; and with him the beast and the

prophet must be cast into the lake of fu-e ; fo

Lamb and his saints over all must reign, and

the victory. The Lord God sent his prophe

old, to cry against the shepherds, that sougi

the fleece, Ezek. xxxiv., and to cry against

shepherds as seek for their gain from their qu;

and never have enough, Isa. v. 6 ; and to

against the prophets that prophesied falsely,

the priests that bore rule by their means ; v

was the filthy and horrible thing, Jer. v. A)

you would forbear to give them means, you ^

see how long they would bear rule. There w
old time a storehouse for the fatherless, strai

and widows to come to and be filled ; and the}

not prosper them who did not bring their tithi

the storehouse. But, did not Christ put an ei

that priesthood, tithes, temple, and priests?

doth not the apostle say, that the priesthoc:

changed, the law is changed, and the- comm
ment disannulled ? Might not they have pie

the law of God, that gave them tithes ? Have
any of the priests prospered that take tithes s

by the law of man ? Was not the first auth

them, since Christ's time, the Pope, or some o

church ? Did the apostles cast men into priso

tithes as your minLsters do now ? As insta

Ralph Holhngsworth, priest of Phillingham

petty tithes not exceeding six shillings, has cast

Lincoln prison a poor thatcher, named Thi

Bromby, where he has been about eight-and-t

weeks, and still remains a prisoner. And
priest petitioned the judge that the poor man d

not labour in the city, to get a little money tc

his maintenance in prison. Is this a good sa

amongst you, that are in commission to cl

ministers T Is this glad tidings, to cast into pi

a man that is not his hearer, because he coult

put into his mouth ? Can such as are in the

of God, and in his wisdom, own such things,

ministers of Christ are to plant a vineyard,

then eat of the fruit; to plough, sow and th

and get the corn ; and then let them reap ; bu

cast them into prison, for whom they do no v

Christ, when he sent forth his ministers, bid

give freely, as they had received freely; and

what city or town soever they came, inquire

were worthy, and there abide ; and what the

before you, said he, that eat. And when they (

back again to Christ, and he asked them if

wanted anything, they said. No. They did m
to a town, and call the people together, to 1

how much they might have by the year, as .i

that are in the apostacy do now. The apostle

" have I not power to eat and to drink ?"

he did not say, to take tithes, Easter-reckon

Midsummer dues, augmentations, and great sui

money ; but " have I not power to eat an

drink ?" Yet he did not use that power amon

Corinthians. But they that are apostatized
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ill take tithes, great sums of money, Easter-

,
and Midsummer dues ; and cast them

ison, that will not give it them, whom they

work for. The ox's mouth must not be

d, that treads out the corn ;
but see if the

trodden out in you, and the wheat be in

ner. This is from a lover of your souls, and

it desires your eternal good.

G. F.

Use of fioics as a Manure.

3e of bones as a manure is of great anti-

Within the last eighty years the use of

^nd bone-dust as a manure, has become ge

oughout Great Britain, and the present fertile

on of that country is, in a great measure,

their use. Some authors estimate that .?10,-

)0 of bones are annually imported into that

y,
principally to be used as manure. They

tained in the ports of Europe, Russia, Ger-

South America, and the United States.

the bone-dust of Germany had been fully

and proofs of its efficacy were fully estab-

,
a proverb arose that " one ton of German

lust saves the importation of ten tons of Ger-

orn." Throughout Great Britain bones are

ed from every possible source of supply, and

arkcts of the world have been ransacked to

the demand created for them by the strong

tion of their value which experience has im-

d upon the mind of British farmers. Even
ines of battle fields have been collected and

)r this purpose, and the last mortal remains

I soldiers who fell at Waterloo, have been

enrich the soil of England. It is common
jrt in English leases of land a provision re

g the tenant to manure the soU with bone-

it regular intervals.

ae manure has been applied, with great sue-

IS a top dressing for grass lands. In this case

jt be sown by the hand, broadcast, and ap

in the state of powder, if the land is soon t(

jjected to the scythe. In England, the enc

Fourth month is considered the best time to ap-

Dnes for this purpose. Those experienced
'

use say that, by manuring with bone-dust once

ht years, the land produces as good hay

red with farm-yard dung every two years

in eight or nine years is considered often

;h to manure many lands with bones.

ne manure has also been variously applied

great success as a preparation for wheat and

tillage crops. When spread broadcast it is

times harrowed in with the last ploughing or im-

^tely previous to the sowing, and sometimes

ed to lie for a while upon the surface of the

id. It seems to act best, however, when drill-

j

the soil.

bushel of bone-dust weighs fifty-four pounds,

amount applied varies from 10 to 25 or even

) 50 bushels per acre, according to the crop it

3d for, and the permanency of the efi'ects de-

from its assistance. To soils of an open tex-

bone-dust should be applied only in accom-
;inent with farm-yard manure, the latter being

spread, and then the bone-dust sown over it

e covering it with the plough. This accom-
ment is peculiarly suitable for dry seasons. A
proportion is from eight to ten bushels of bone-

and ten tons of farm-yard manure. It is also

Mon to mis all the ingredients of the farm-yard
a compost, using about twelve bushels of bones
ght tons of the farm-yard manure.
. frequent and usually advantageous method for

of a less light and open kind, is to work barn-
I manure into a compost or mixture with ashes,

IS, clays, or decayed vegetable matter, accord-

l to the particular character of individual soils

—

th clay, for sandy .soils; with ashes for clayey

soils, and with loam or decayed vegetables for soils

of medium porosity. Some farmers give to each

acre a compost of fifty bushels of bone-dust, and

five loads of burnt clay or of good earth, and by

pplying it broadcast and ploughing in, have found

it to increase twenty per cent, all the crops of a ro-

tation except clover. The best method of applying

it to meadows or old pasture is such a combination

of bone-dust, urine and earth, that eight or ten

bushels of bone-dust shall be given to each acre.

Liebig says 40 pounds bone-du.st and 20 pounds

sulphuric acid will produce a good crop of turnips.

13one-dust is not equally effective upon all sorts

of soils. On light soils, on sandy soils, the warmer

loams, and on limestone soils, its effect is very great,

while on wet lands, whether clays, damp loams, or

moist grounds, the results are generally considered

less favourable. Bones are an invaluable acquisi-

tion in every country where they can be procured.

In England their use has improved many a barren

tract of land which might otherwise have remained

mailable.

The Deaths of Aaron and Moses.

The following is from a chapter entitled " The

Mountain Glory," in " Modern Painters," an Eng
lish work by Ruskin, just published.

" Try to realize that going forth of Aaron from

the midst of the congregation. He who had so

often done sacrifice for their sin going forth now to

offer up his own spirit. He who had stood among

them, between the dead and the living, and had

seen the eyes of all that great multitude turned to

him, that by his intercession their breath might yet

be drawn a moment more, going forth now to meet

the angel of death face to face, and deliver himself

into his hand. Try if you cannot walk, in thought,

with those two brothers, and the son, as they

passed the outmost tents of Israel, and turned, while

yet the dew lay round about the camp, toward

the slopes of Mount Hor ; talking together for the

last time, as step by step, they felt the steeper

rising of the rocks, and hour after hour, beneath

the ascending sun, the horizon grew broader as they

climbed, and all the folded hills of Idumea, one by

one subdued, showed amidst their hollows in the

haze of noon, the windings of that long desert jour-

ney, now at last to close. But who .shall enter

into the thoughts of the High Priest, as his eye fol-

lowed those paths of ancient pilgruiiage; and

through the silence of the arid and endless hills,

stretching even to the dim peak of Sinai, the whole

history of those forty years was unfolded before

him, and the mystery of his owu ministries reveal

ed to him ; and that other Holy of Holies, of which

the mountain peaks were the altars, and the moun
tain clouds the veil, the firmament of his father'i

dwelling opened to him still more brightly and in

finitely as he drew nearer his death ;
until at last

on the shadeless summit—from him on whom sin

was to be laid no more—from him on whose heart

the names of sinful nations were to press their

graven fire no longer—the brother and the son took

breast-plate and ephod, and left him to his rest.

" There is, indeed, a sacredness in this calm faith

and deep restraint of sorrow, into which it is diffi-

cult for us to enter ; but the death of Moses him-

self is more easily to be conceived, and had in it

circumstances still more touching, as far as regards

the influence of the external scene. For forty years

Moses had not been alone. The care and burden

of all the people, the weight of their woe, and guilt,

and death, had been upon him continually. And
now, at last, the command came, " Get thee up into

this mountain." The weary hands that had been

long stayed up against the enemies of Israel,

might lean again upon the shepherd's staff, and

fofd themselves for the shepherd's prayer—for the

shepherd's slumber. Not strange to his feet, though

forty years unknown, the roughness of the bare

mountain path, as he climbed from ledge to ledge

of Abarim; not strange to his aged eyes the scatter-

ed clusters of the mountain herbage, and the broken

shadows of the cliffs, indented far across the silence

of uninhabited ravines; scenes such as those among

which, with none, as«now, beside him but God, he

had led his flocks so often; and which he had left

how painfully ! taking upon him the appointed pow-

er, to make of the fenced city a wilderness, and to

fill the desert with songs of deliverance.

"It was not to embitter the last hours of his life

that God restored to him for a day the beloved

solitudes he had lost; and breathed the peace of

the perpetual hills around him, and casi, the world

in which he had laboured and sinned far beneath

his feet, in that mist of dying blue—all sin, all

wandering, soon to be forgotten forever ; the Dead

ye;i—a type of God's anger understood by him, of

all men, most clearly, who had seen the earth open

her mouth, and the sea his depth, to overwhelm the

companies of those who contended with his Master

—laid waveless beneath him ; and beyond it, the

fair hills of Judab, and the soft plains and banks

of Jordan, purple in the evening light as with the

blood of redemption, and fading in Uieir distant

fulness into mysteries of^romise and of love. There,

with his unabated strength, his undimmed glance,

lying down upon the utmost rocks, with angels

waiting near to contend for the spoils of his spirit,

he put off' his earthly armour. We do deep rev-

erence to his companion prophet, for whom the cha-

riot of fire came down from heaven ; but was his

death less noble, whom his Lord himself buried in

the vales of Moab, keeping, in the secrets of the

Eternal counsels, the knowledge of a sepulchre, to be

called, in the fulness of time, to talk with that Lord,

upon Hermon, of the death that He should ac-

complish at JeiTisalem."

For "The rrii-iHl."

Testimony to Plainness,

Training the children of Friends in plainness of

speech, behaviour, and apparel is of greatimportance

to them. The religious deportment, and the spirit

of parents giving evidence that their course of edu-

cation is conscientiously fqjinded upon the requir-

ings of the Spirit of Truth, makes a correspondent

impression upon the young and tender mind, as it

is administered in love, as well as with proper

firmness. It is often a trial to children to be dress-

ed in a simple way, so as to distinguish them from

the gay and luxurious world ; and sometimes they

have to endure a share of persecution on account

of it and the use of the plain language. Yet it is

not only a means of their preservation out of many

evils, but it induces the habit of self-denial and

self-control, and finally they feel bound to it upon

religious principle. If Yearly Meetings should decide,

that parents are under no necessity any longer to

control their children in this respect, but that it

will be equally acceptable to the gathered church,

to see its members arrayed in the varying fashions

that are to be found iu mystery Babylon, and ad-

dressing one another in the complimentary style of

the world, and that this will form no bar to their

spiritual usefulness, wemayexpcet that thosewho are

fools for Christ's sake, and cannot deck themselves or

their offspring, will be subjected to the pointings of

the finger of scorn, and the dear children to pass

through a furnace of persecution, as our Friends did

in their labours and their faithfulness, to revive the

primitive apo.stolic testimony against the corrupt
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adornings, whicli nominal professors indulge in.

As it looks probable many -will be drawn away, so

as to hold in contempt the simple garb and Ian

guage of Friends, religiously concerned parents and

others have need to look at the ground of this

christian testimony in themselves, and in their

honest efforts to bring up the lambs committed to

their charge, according to the directions of the

Shepherd of the sheep, to take care that their re-

straints are applied in time love to them, convinc-

ing them that they act from conscientious motives,

in the discharge of what they are bound to believe

is their religious duty, and for their preservation

out of the evils that abound in the world—that

being led in the footsteps of Christ's flock, they may
bring forth fruit to the Lord's praise—and their

growth in his Grace. We believe, where this course

is pursued in the fear of the Lord, attended with a

solid, consistent deportment in the parents, and the

proper means of instruction in our religious prin-

ciples, pressing upon them daily obedience to the

intimations of the Holy Spirit in their hearts, chil-

dren grown to maturity under such exercised and

faithM parents and caretakers, will scarcely ever

depart from it. The religion of their education

becomes their religion by conviction, under

teaching and guidance of the Truth, and they are

made thankful for the prayers, the watchfulness,

and the judicious restraints of beloved, upright pa-

rents.

All the members who feel the exceeding sinful-

ness of sin, and in whom ardent desires are pro

duccd to be enabled to forsake it, when they take

the yoke of Christ upon them, if they have lived

the world's fashions and language, become impelled

to lay off their Babylonish dress and manners, and

to put on the simple clothing of a Quaker. They

are convinced that it is their duty, and without

complying with this persuasion, they cannot wit-

ness a growth in the work of salvation. If regene

rated men and women, whether members, or ap-

plying to be admitted into the society, are led to

change their dress and language, by the same

power which laid the cross upon them in other

things, on what ground can individuals or meetings

dispense with this christian testimony ? Can there

be any other motive, than to escape the cross and

the mortification of the narrow way that leads to

life, and join the multitude that go in at the wide

gate, and traverse the broad way '! We know that

a plain dress and plainjanguage will not of them-

selves merely, make us way faring men in the nar-

row way, but we also know, that the living mem-
bers of the Church of Christ in our religious Society,

have always felt bound to confess their Saviour, in

the humble, plain appearance which it assumed in

the beginning ; and where members take upon them

to be active in the visible church with marks of de-

parture in this respect upon them, the savour of

divine life will be wanting—like the flies in the

ointment of the apothecary, it will send forth an

ill savour, and will not convey evidence of the au-

thority of Truth accompanying the works of such.

The arch enemy is now powerfully working in

various ways, to lay waste our Religious Society,

and the blow at our plain way of living, dressing

and speaking, is among the most captivating and

effectual, as it directly appeals to the carnal de-

sires of young people, and falls in with the pride,

the weaknesses, and the worldly desires of those pa-

rents who are little better than half Jew and half

Ashdod. But we believe there is a body of con

perped Friends distributed in all the Yearly Meet-

ipgs, who are led to mourn over the degeneracy

ivhich is overspreading hundreds of the members
and if they dwell with the suffering Seed, being

Spirit, they will be kept in the Truth, and will be

salt to others round about them. The more

these look to the Lord for their support and guid-

ance, and rely on him for the defence of the So-

ciety, and the cause of Christ which he called it to

advocate, the more they will see from time to time

his power defeating the stratagems of Satan, and

gradually making a way to exalt his great name,

and deliver his oppressed people from the bondage

which unfaithful members have brought the Society

into.

We have the testimony ofJohn Conran, a minister

who lived and died in Ireland, confirming these

sentiments on dress and language. He says: " The

same divine principle [of light and life] which led

me out of the forms and ceremonies, to worship the

Father in spirit and in truth, also led me by its

secret teachings into a straight and narrow way,

as to all superfluities in dress and address ; and

knowing in whom I had believed, tJie same luUh

preserved me in it to tins day^ and / trust icill do

so to tlie end, as there is no variableness icith Hi
Simplicity of dress and address is becommg an

humble follower of a crucified Saviour. There is

a cross to many among us in these things, as the

practice of them declares to beholders whose

ciples we profess to be ; and although all power in

heaven and in earth is given unto Him, yet because

the world in their foolish, vain hearts despise the

wisdom of God in these things, intended to crucify

us to the spirit of the world, and the pomps and

vanities of it, they are asliamed of tJic cross, and

would rather enjoy the pleasures of a sinful world,

which are only for a season, than to suffer affliction

with the people of God in the scofiings of the world.

"Although I knew that [the Quakers] held these

testimonies, and that they were outward marks of

union with them, nevertheless I was desirous to

know the ground of them in myself, and not to

take up anything in which such great salvation is

concerned, but from a clear conviction that it was

from the living foundation God hath laid in my
heart. The practice and use of the plain language

is consonant with the rules of grammar, and the

language of holy men of old, as the Scriptures bear

testimony
;
yet I was desirous to prove all things,

bring them to the standard of truth in my heart,

and if they stood the measure of that, to cleave to

them. I began to use this language sometimes,

and at other times not, when in my infancy. My
near kinsfolk, I heard, said, I was beside myself,

therefore it was a cross to use it in their presence

;

but denying the cross brought sorrow and weak

ness along with it, and a fear that if I went down

the steps of Jacob's ladder, I should find it more

difficult to recover the ground I had lost than

even to ascend to another step. The prospect of a

lorious crown of righteousness that was set before

me as attainable through faithfulness, encouraged

me to press forward ; as I endeavoured to do so, I

grew stronger, the yoke became easier, the burden

light ; and when through inadvertance an omission

occurred, for ajtenvards I never dared tcilfidly to

transgress, I always felt wounded in my spirit.

"The change in my dress was a great cross, as I

was always given to fashionable dresses, and at

this time had sundry suits of apparel of this sort.

I felt a solemn covering to come over my spirit

early one morning whilst in bed, which drew me
into deep silence and attention, when / felt it re-

quired of me to cmform- to the simple appearance

of Christ's followers : His garment was all of a

I had been with Christ, and professed myself tc I

one of his disciples. I wept bitterly, and plea.
*

the cross it would be to me before my friends ; i

acquaintance, with the loss it would he to me

;

my present clothes. But all was silence to
i

complaints, and the leaven worked in the lump ,

the whole man was leavened into submission, :

then I ran the way of his commandments with

and alacrity of heart, so much so that I have he \

in passing some people say, they would give tl

'

oath I was a Quaker. Oh ! saith my spirit, i

all the family icere so conspicuous, even in >

outside, that they might be known thereby Tfl

they are !"

This Friend died in 1827, in the eighty-eig

year of his age, and appeared to have held his

tegrity to the end. From the services in whicl

was engaged with substantial ministers, and otl

in the course of his life, and the corresponds

which he had with them, he was no doubt grouu

in the Truth, and beloved and honoured by

genuine Quakers of his time. No intimatioi

given that he or his true Friends ever had any

sire to depart fi-om the testimony, which the S

ety from its rise has maintained to the import!

and obligation to keep to plainness of speech,

haviour and apparel. Those who wish such cha:

belong to a class, which judges by the world's sb

ard, not the Spirit of our crucified, but i

Lord.

piece, so ought mine to be, of a piece with my
speech, my life and conversation. This felt to me
a severe stroke ; no shelter was now left for me,

but I must appear as a fool to the world ; my
faithful in all things to the leadings of the Holy speech and then my garments would betray me that

A PSALM OF THE NIGHT.

Fades from the West the farewell light,

Flung backward by the setting sun,

And silence deepens as the night

Steals with its solema shadows on I

Gathers the soft, refreshing dew,
On springing grass and How'

And lo ! the everlasting blue

Is radiant with a thousand gems.

Ye visible spirits ! bright as erst

Young Eden's birthnight saw ye shine

On all her flowers and fountains first,

Yet sparkling from the hand divine

;

Y'es, bright as when, ye smiled to catch

The music of a sphere as fair,

Ye hold your high, immortal watch,
And gird your God's pavilion there.

Source of all life, and joy, and light I

Creator of each starry sphere,

That o'er me on the arch of night

Gleams like a diamond bright and clear;

Oh, as I gaze, transported now.
Upon this blue resplendent dome,

Deign but to hear my prayer, that Thou
Wilt call my erring spirit home !

Home, from the world's fist feding bowers,

Frail visions and deluding dreams,

To that fair clime of Eden flowers.

Sweet airs, and softly gliding streams

;

Oh, make me feel that while I stay,

A sojourner and stranger here,

My soul must seek its homeward way,
Far, far beyond each starry sphere.

I kneel before thy gorgeous throne,

Upon thy footstool, king of kings

;

And gazing on the glories shown
Beneath the Holy Spirit's wings

—

Abject and weak, my awe-struck heart

Would from thy dreadful presence flee,

If Saviour, Thou didst not impart

Rays of undying hope to me.

As yonder faint and glimmering star

Receives its lustre from the sun,

Though from its fiery splendors far.

So from thy love, Almighty One,

My spirit drinks immortal light

—

Oh, never may that light decay,

But, like yon diamond of the night.

In Heaven's own beauty melt aw.ay.
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For "The Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,

iters and Elders, and other concerned mem-

i of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 357.)

KICHARD HANCOCK.

ird Hancock, of Alloways Creek, West

Surveyor-General of tbat Province, under

[ was a man of note in civil as well as reli-

iociety. His natural abilities and position

iommunity gave him influence therein

ful dedication to the cause of Truth, and

th in heavenly wisdom, gave him

place in the militant church. It is said of

at he was an elder, to the duties of which

« he faithfully attended, and gave up much

time to the service of Truth." He was "a

lan, of a loving temper, remarkably just in

alings. It may be said he was one that

ind feared the Lord, and hated covetousness,

example in his day, and hath left a good

behind him." His death took place in the

month, 1733.

WILLIAM PAXSON.

liam Paxson, of Middletown, Bucks county,

useful member of civil society. For many

e served in the Assembly of the Province with

Ijition. He was dedicated to the Truth, faith

the discharge of his religious duties, and to

the close of his life stood in the station of

In general esteem for wisdom and virtue,

:d his useful life on the 18th of the Tenth

1733.

JOSEPH KLOAE.

?eph Elgar, son of John Elgar, was born at

who accompanied him in the visit, " that there was

an unusual weight over his spirit, and a cloud that

he could not sec beyond, which made him think

that his day's work was nearly over." The night

he reached his own residence, he was taken ill, and

suflered much pain, which he bore with exemplary

patience. After a few days there was a change in

his disease, bu! it was not for the better, and he

failed fast. Ho was sensible that his end was

drawing near, and said, " I have done with the

world." He expressed his willingness t* depart

having the assurance that " he had been faithful to

what was made known to him, since he gave up to

the requirings of Truth." He lay in a sweet com-

posure of mind, and was sensible until a few mi-

nutes before his departure. His deifth took place,

Eleventh month I'Jth, 1733. He was buried in

Friends' burial ground at East Nottingham, at

which time a solemn meeting was held to the com-

fort of many, that worthy Friend and minister,

Mongo Bewley, from Ireland, being present and ex-

ercised in his gift.

MARTHA COGGESHALL.

Martha Sankee was born in England, about

1660, or a few years after. She was there con-

vinced of the Truth, and brought a certificate of

membership amongst Friends to Philadelphia,

where she settled about 1683. In the Tenth month,

1684, she was married to Daniel Medlicott, a

Friend, residing within the limits of Haverford

Monthly Meeting. Here her first years of married

life were passed, and happy as a wife and mother,

in domestic employments her days glided by. But

her master had need of her, and doubtless seeing

that earthly comforts were too tightly binding her,

he sent afflictions to set her free for his service. In

the year 1693, she lost her beloved husband, and

in 1695 a daughter. In this stripped and bereaved

condition, she evidently was under the preparing

hand for usefulness, and she soon was introduced

into service in the church.

In#ie year 1698, she was married to James

Kite, of Blockley, a widower with several children.

To these she proved an affectionate mother, and

there is evidence remaining to show that true love

and kindness subsisted between them. In further

preparation for usefulness, her heavenly Father saw

meet about the close of 1712, again to make her a

widow. In the year 1715, she once more entered

the married life. Her last husband was Jonathan

Coggeshall, or Cockshaw, a valuable Friend, who

in 1698 removed from Worley, near Halifax, in

Yorkshire, England, and settled west of the Schuyl-

kill. He was sometimes a member of Darby

Monthly Meeting, and sometimes of Haverford, and

was evidently esteemed in both. About the time

of his marriage, he removed to Philadelphia, where

he resided during the lifetime of his wife.

Martha Coggeshall was soon after called to the

work of the ministry, and the records of her faithful-

ness in attending meetings, and in the exercise of her

gift are many. She filled up with reputation a very

enlarged sphere of service in religious society

—

many appointments being placed on her. Phila-

delphia Monthly Meeting says of her ministry :

" Her testimony being accompanied with a good

degree of gospel love and simplicity, was well ac-

cepted, and her life and conversation being answer-

able thereto, she was much esteemed and beloved

among us."

Her decease took place, Second mo. 4th, 1734.

ELIZABETH WUARTNABY.

Of the early life of Elizabeth Whartnaby, we

can find no record. In the year 1712, when she

felt a concern to remove to Philadelphia, she was

a resident of London, a woman of religious experi-

ence, and an acceptable minister of the gospel.

She reached Philadelphia early in the Third month,

1713, presenting a certificate of membership to the

Monthly Meeting held towards the close of that

month. She had presented a certificate from the

Meeting of Ministers, held in London, expressing

their unity with her in her gospel labours, to the

Seventh-day Meeting of Philadelphia, held the 9th

of that month, which was " read and well received."

At the Monthly Meeting, held Twelfth mo. 24th,

1715, she opened a concern to visit friends on

Loug Island, Rhode Island and adjacent parts.

Who accompanied her on this visit, we know not,

nor how long it occupied her. The latter half of

the year 1717 she was engaged in visiting Friends

to the south, producing on her return certificates of

unity with her services. In the Ninth and Tenth

months, 1718, she received the approbation of va-

rious meetings of her Friends to accompany lie-

becca Turner, a Friend from England, and then

visiting Friends in America. This was an exten-

sive engagement, and occupied nearly a year. In

the winter they went to Barbadoes, where they had

good service, and passed from thence to New Eng-

land, in the spring of 1719. They were on Nan-

tucket in the Fifth month, the Friends of which

place certify of Elizabeth, " that her service and

labour of love in the work of the ministry, has been

very acceptable to us." The Friends of their

Monthly Meeting at Portsmouth, Sixth month 25th,

say :
" The bearer hereof, our friend and sister

Elizabeth Whartnaby, hath visited most of the

meetings of Friends in New England, and her ser-

vice in the ministry hath been very serviceable, ac-

ceptable and comfortable to us, being accompanied

with an innocent conversation." They also state

that their prayers are for her safe return to her

home, and that " the peace of our Lord Jesus may

be her companion." Pas.sing on to Long Island,

they visited Friends there, who say that she visited

their meetings, and " preached the gospel of our

Lord Jesus Christ." They were comforted by her

ministry, and with her innocent conversation, which

accorded with her holy profession, so they add,

" we had unity with her in doctrine and conversa-

She and her companion reached Philadelphia,

in time to be at the Yearly Meeting of Ministers,

held Seventh mo. 22d, 1719, wherein Rebecca

Turner gave a satisfactory account of their labours

in the arduous service in which they had been

engaged.
led.)

From the Gorinantown Tflegrapli.

Moilcl Butter Dairy.

Mr. Editor:—A well-managed dairy is not only

an interesting branch of the rural art, but an ex-

ceedingly profitable one. There can be no doubt,

that to^'eonduct a farm in such a manner that the

most profit may be realized, the products of the

dairy are as indispensable, as the cultivation of the

soil would be fruitless without the aid of manure.

Hence, it is of considerable importance, that more

attention should be devoted by practical farmers in

creneral, to this much neglected branch of their

pursuit. Indeed, it would be well if more emula-

tion could be excited upon the subject, that the

benefits accruing from a well-kept dairy may be

more widely extended. It is true, there arc many

very fine dairies in the State of Pennsylvania, but

where we find one that may be counted good, a

dozen others, or perhaps a whole neighbourhood

for miles around, is devoid of anything worthy of

notice. Now, this apathy upon the part of many,
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in regard to the advantages to be derived from the

dairy, is not for the want of examples or " mode'

dairies," but from an indiiference to all improve

ment in their agricultural operations. To such, of

course, these remarks will have no interest, unl'

perhaps, the love of gain should preponderate, and

cause this antipathy to improvement to be overcome

in the desire for that which will elevate them to

the same position with their more favoured neish-

bour.

In view, therefore, of infusing more energy into

this branch of the agricultural business, a short de

scription of the "Model Dairy," of James C. Cor
nell, of Bucks county, will serve to convince by
facts, what I certainly would fail to prove by words.

The dairy of this gentleman consists of 20 head of

superior cows, some of which are thorough-bred

Short Horns, others grades of the Devon, Durham
and native breeds. These cows have been selected

with great care from time to time, always paying

particular attention to their milking properties in

regard to the production of butter. By thus select-

ing, and rejecting all that would not come up to

his standard, he has obtained a " model herd," that

will vie with any other of the same number in the

State. In connection with this judicious method
of procuring a reliable stock of cows, the greate t

care and attention is always exercised both in winter

and summer to provide for all their wants, that no

deficiency may occur in their yield unless by acci-

dent or sickness.

The milk, after being taken from the cows, is

deposited in the spring-house in tin pans, ranged

upon boarded trussels in winter, and in summer
these are removed and the pans placed in the water

which flows around the brick platform in the centre,

all of which is kept scrupulously clean. In winter

a stove serves to create the proper temperature, and
obviates the necessity of removing from the spring-

house in the fall to some warmer location. When
the cream has sufficiently risen, it is then skimmed
off very expertly by a peculiar process, and when
the desired quantity of cream is obtained, it is put

into a large barrel-churn which is worked by horse-

power, and in a very short time it is converted into

butter. Prom the churn the butter is taken to the

patent butter-worker, which soon removes the but-

termilk, and leaves it in a proper state for salting
;

after which it remains twenty-four hours, in order

that the salt may dissolve before preparing it in

pounds for the market. In proximity to the spring-

house is a large trough into which all the sour milk,

buttermilk, &c., is poured, and by a well-trained

signal, the swine designed for young pork trot forth

from their respective styes and convey the contents

therefrom with a satisfied grunt to convert it into

an wholesome account upon their return, until the

signal again summons them to a repetition of the

same desirable duty upon their part.

Having thus given a little insight into the man-
ner of conducting the dairy, I will merely add, that

the average of the products for the past two or

three years, has been SI 600, or S80 for each cow.

It will be understood, however, in this connection,

that the young pork produced from the refuse milk,

as well as all the calves sold, is considered as the

production of these twenty cows. And beyond this,

the manure obtained upon the farm by keeping
this amount of horned stock, besides an average of

six or eight horses, including colts, is so great, that

it is ample, with the addition of lime, to enrich the

land to such an extent that no just conception of

its fertility can be formed by any description of the

pen. The number of acres cultivated is only 125,
and yet seventy tons of hay are sold annually
sides what is required for the consumption of

a stock. Indeed, it appears when looking

over these teeming acres, that nature has
_

herself, and no more can be accomplished by the

hand of man to induce her to make any addition

to her already overburdened bosom. And while

we admire the bountiful crops that meet the eye

every point, we could almost believe that

had entered into the "promised land" that Moses
was only permitted to view from tKe "top of Pis-

Malcihg a Needle.—Needles are made of steel

wire. The wire is first cut by shears from coils into

the length of the needles io be made. After a batch
of such bits of wire are cut ofi', they are placed in a

hot furnace, then taken out and rolled backward
and forward on a table until they are straight.

They are now to be ground. The needle-pointer

takes up two dozen or so of the wires, and rolls

them between his thumb and fingers, with their ends
on the grindstone, first one end and then the other

Next is a machine which flattens and gutters tht

heads of ten thousand needles an hour. Next comes
the punching of the eyes ; and a boy does it so fast

the eye can hardly keep pace with him. The split-

ting follows, which is running a fine wire through
a dozen, perhaps, of these twin needles.

A woman, with a little anvil before her, files be
tween_the heads and separates them. They are

now complete needles, but are rough and rusty, and
they easily bend. The hardening comes next. They
are heated in batches in a furnace, and when red
hot are thrown into a pan of cold water. Next they
must be tempered, and this is done by rolling them
backward and forward on a hot metal plate. The
polishing still remains to be done. On a very coarse

cloth needles are spread, to the number of forty or

fifty thousand. Emery dust is strewed over them,

oil is sprinkled, and soft-soap daubed by spoonfuls

over the cloth ; the cloth is then rolled hard up,

and, with several others of the same kind, thrown
into a sort of wash-pot, to roll to-and-fro for twelve

hours or more. They come out dirty enough ; but
after rinsing in clean hot water, and tossingki saw-
dust, they look as bright as can be, and are ready
to be sorted out and put up for sale.

—

Scientijic

American.

Ruins of Sebastopol.—A correspondent of the

Paris Patrie, writing from Sebastopol, says it is

generally thought that Sebastopol will not be re-

built, as it would cost as much to clear away the

rubbish of the old city as to build a new one. There
is literally nothing left of the city but shapeless

ruins. The bullets are as thick on the ground as

hailstones. Of the magnificent barracks, contain-

ing hospitals, churches, &c., and consisting each of

twenty-five or thirty difierent buildings, nothing is

left but huge piles of stones.

Perforated or Solid Bricks.—Some experiments
have lately been made on the comparative sustain-

ing power of patent perforated bricks, and bricks of

the ordinary kind. In each case, a pier of four

courses of the bricks to be tested, was built in Ro-
man cement, on the table of a powerful hydraulic

)ress, and allowed at least twenty-four hours tho-

oughly to set. A light scale board was suspended
to the safety valve lever of the press, on which there

were placed successive weights, until the pier of

bricks on the table of the press was crushed. The
number of weights was increased a quarter of a

pound at a time—being equivalent to an increment

of ten tons upon the press—commencing at thirty

tons, this starting point being the effect due to the

united weights of the lever and scale-board. The
pumps were worked very slowly, to eliminate the

concussion produced otherwise by the inertia

water. The first experiment was made with
ordinary brick in a pier of eighteen inches s(

built in four courses. This showed symptoi

failing with 110 tons, and was crushed with

tons. A pier of the same dimensions of perib

bricks, began to crack with 270 tons, and
crushed with 350 tons.

For-TheFri.

Censuring Others and forgetting onr own Weaki.

And why beholdest thou the mote that is i

brother's eye, but considerest not the beam tl

in thine own eye ; Or how wilt thou sa

brother. Let me pull out the mote out of thine

and behold, a beam is in thine own eye ? 1

hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of

own eye ; and then shalt thou see clearly tc

out the mote out of thy brother's eye. Matt

3, 4, 5.

It is not one of the least of the stratagems (

enemy of souls after he has drawn away the

:

from following Christ agreeably to his will in?

ly revealed, and has so far gained ground upo

captivated soul as to lead into weakness and h
sistencies, to endeavour to ease the troubled

i

by holding up to view the seeming weakness

inconsistency of those who are considered am(

the foremost ranks : and truly the weakm
are apparent in our once more highly favo

Society, are enough to cause the hands of the

den-bearers to hang down, and their knees to i

together, and to raise the cry in our hearts, "S
thy people, Lord, and give not thy heritage t i

proach." Yet our condition never will be ij

better by our spending our strength in endeav:

ing to excuse ourselves in wrong things byi'

faults of others. Rather let the query of our h
be, " What lack I y efJ" Is it not to be feared n

would go away sorrowful if it was shown us how i.

we did lack, and what was recjuired of us to

with in order that we may have treasure in He&
If we were only willing to believe that a bes

in our own eye, and willing to cast it out ; to

our own hearts searched and cleansed, and

willing to come tip in the line of individual f

fulness, a different state of things would soo

brought about amongst us ; our Society would

shine forth with its ancient brightness, and our

dition as a militant Church be comparable to

spoken of by Solomon, under divine authorit

reference to the graces of the true Church :

"
'.

art beautiful, my love, as Tirzah, cornel;

Jerusalem, terrible as an army with banners."

When we discover a disposition in ourselves to

fault with our fellow-members, and to think

nothing is transacted as it ought to be in whicl

have not a part, it is then indeed time we sh

examine our own hearts, and see where the w
ness has got in that has caused us to deviate :

the right path, and endeavour to turn again tc

Heavenly Unction, the Divine Anointing, by w
we would be enabled to see ourselves as

are seen in the Divine sight. It is as we a

under the Heavenly Unction that the beam cc

to be cast from our eyes, and we are enable

see when a brother or sister's sight is dimmed '

mote : and what concern would arise in our h(

that it might be removed. We would have no

position to censure our fellow-members who
sound in the faith, if we were in a proper cond:

ourselves, because they did not see as we sa

all things relating to the affiirs of the Church,

if we believed from what was made manifest in

Light, that the spiritual vision of any was g:

ing dim; if our hearts were imbued with that

which is from above, we would ardently di
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eyes of such might be afresh anointed with

salve of the kingdom, that they might see

they really are, and the query might

our heart : " Lord what wouldst thou

to do ?" for the restoration of these. Yet

continue to sligtt the heavenly vision, the

y come when the language to the inspired

len or watchwomen concerning these may

ir to that of the Most High to the prophet

concerning Saul : " How long wilt thou

for Saul ? seeing I have rejected him from

^
over Israel?''

prophet did not reject the King until he

iected of the Lord for not keeping his com-

and how it grieved Samuel when the

f the Lord came to him saying : " It re-

me that I have set up Saul to he King, for

med back from following me, and hath not

ly commandments:" and it grieved Samuel,

cried unto the Lord all night. K we were

concerned for our fellow members, it would

V us to see any reject the manifestations of the

God, until it was not best for us to mourn any

n for them, seeing the Lord had rejected them

L how vain will it be for any of us to attempt

] fy ourselves in wrong-doing, because others

Eorsaken the Lord, the fountain of living

E, and have hewn to themselves cisterns that

it broken cisterns, that will hold no water,

;cy-woolsey garment will do for a covering

ligreat day of account: no covering will do in

ay but the covering of the Lord's Spirit : we

I le a work to do that no man can do for us.

(nan can redeem his brother, or give to God a

1 for his soul." If we dwelt sufficiently under

ling of our own fallibility and infirmities, we
not have so much to say of the failings of

Are not many of us too much like the

;ee, of whom we read that he presumed to

God that he was not as other men are,

s the poor Publican, who was so under

le of his condition, that he would not so much
up his eyes unto Heaven, but smote upon

east, saying, " God be merciful to me a sin-

This man went down to his own house justified

than the other. We all have sinned, and come

of the glory of God, and it is awfully im-

at for us, that our sins should go beforehand

judgment, and not have them to follow after.

turn our minds inward, and strive to know
ays work to keep pace with the day, and not

our strength in speaking lightly of any, and

ially those whose judgment is perhaps better

our own. •

)w often it is, that those who are young in re

13 experience are tempted to think lightly of

elder brethren and sisters, because they do

3el it right to go so far or so fast as the zeal

3 youth would carry them. When the enemy
ot shake our faith in the all-supporting arm of

ic power, he is very likely to come in on the

hand, and endeavour to create an improper

which would hurry us on before our Guide

;

who feci it right to hold back a little,

represented by the enemy as not being fully

ainted with the Power of Divine Grace, and

ot having discernment to know what it is that

the King's seal upon it. And it may be that

le present day of sifting, there are those in the

on of watchmen and watchwomen, who, for

t of abiding sufficiently under the true anoint-

may have lost somewhat of the Spirit of true

ernment, and do restrain some, to the oppres;

of the pure Seed. Yet if there is an abiding

[i the Master, he will carry through all ; he is

I; for his own work ; he will not give his glory to

Ither ; he can make a way in his own time. Let

us be willing therefore to wait the full appointed

time, and not become restless and uneasy, and give

way to a spirit that would lead into feelings of dis-

unity with our elder brothers and sisters. If we

rightly knew the value of this unity, we would prize

it more than it is to be feared many do. The

Apostle doubtless knew the value of it when he ex-

horted the Ephesians in his epistle on this wise :

" I, therefore, the prisoner of the Lord, beseech you

that ye walk worthy of the vocation wherewith ye

are called, with all lowliness and meekness, with

long-suflfering, forbearing one another in love. En-

deavouring to keep the unity of the Spirit in the

bond of peace."

The unity of the spirit is known to be precious to

all those who have been brought into this condition.

We know that we have passed from death unto life

(said one formerly,) because we love the brethren.

For brethren to dwell together in unity is (as the

psalmist beautifully describes it) like the precious

ointment upon the head, that ran down upon thi

beard, even Aaron's beard, that went down to the

skirts of his garments. As the dew of Hermon
and as the dew that descended upon the mountains

of Zion, for there the Lord commanded the blessing,

even life for evermore.

Chester Couuty, Seventh mo.,1856.

ville,Ga., bought himself; three from Augusta, Ga.,

liberated by— Marks ; nineteen from Rocky Plains,

Ga., liberated by David Floyd ; one from Columbia,

Tenn., liberated by Judge Kennedy; and forty-

one from Gwinnett couuty, Ga., liberated by the will

of George M. Walters.

It will be seen that, of this large cargo of emi-

grants, nearly all were slaves, freed voluntarily by

their owners, and in two cases furnished generously

with money, to the aggregate amount of nearly

thirty thousand dollars, to give them a start in their

future homes.

This vessel has on board the frames of two large

houses, each 36 by 96 feet, and each containing 21

rooms, which were made in Boston, and prepared

by a process known as Burnctizing, so as to pre-

vent decay. These are intended to be put up and

used in that country as receptacles for the emigrants

upon arrival.

The Rev. John Scys, well known by his labours

as a missionary of the JMethodist E. Church in Li-

beria, embarked in the Elvira Owen in the capacity

of Agent of the Colonization Society. His mission

is to establish, if practicable, an interior settlement in

a high and salubrious region, remote from the sea-

coast, and ad.aptcd to agricultural pursuits.

THE FRIEND.
British India.—The Marquis of Dalhousie has,

within eight years, annexed the Punjaub, with an

area of 7 8,000 square miles, and a population of

7,000,000 ; he has annexed Berar, with an area of

80,000 square miles, and a population of 4,000,000
;

he has annexed Pegu, with an area of 20,000 square

miles, and a population of 1,500,000 ; and he has

annexed Oude, with an area of 24,000 square miles,

and a population of 3,500,000. The country thus

annexed is equal to twice the extent of the three

United Kingdoms, with a population exceeding in

number all the inhabitants together of Belgium,

Holland, Denmark, and the two Scandinavian king-

doms. The financial results of his government are,

however, the London Examiner remarks^ very far

indeed from corresponding with the mightiness of

these acquisitions. In every year of the adminis-

tration of Lord Dalhousie, with the exception of one,

when there was a paltry surplus of §1,761,000, there

has been a defalcation of revenue ranging from

one to two millions sterling, and last year it was thi

worst of all, for the deficiency amounted to $12,500,-

000, a sum equivalent to a defalcation of $40,000,-

000 in the imperial revenue.

SEVEXTH MONTH 2G, 185G.

Departure of Emigrants.—The ship Elvira

Owen sailed from Savannah on the 2 1st Sixth mo., for

Monrovia, Liberia. She carries out three hundred

and twenty-one emigrants. Forty-three of them

were from Virginia, liberated by the will of James

Kelly, and by him ftirnished with §15,000. Nine

were from Norfolk, free ; and five from Virginia,

liberated by the will of— Noel. There were of free

persons, two from Litchfield, Conn., four from Mary-

land, two from Columbus, Ga., four from Augusta,

Ga., three fi'om Savannah, Ga., one from Raleigh,

N. C, and two citizens of Liberia who had come to

this country on business. Twelve were from Halifax,

N. C, liberated by the will of— Smimons; twenty-

nine from Kentucky, liberated by will of— Graves,

and by him furnished with §14,800 ;
thirty-eight

fi-om Kentucky, liberated by sundry persons; seven

from Missouri, liberated by — FuUerson

;

from Gallatin, Tenn., liberated by — Barr ; two

from Tuscaloosa, Ala., liberated by Lincoln Clark
;

five from Augusta, Ga., liberated by the will ot'—

Martin ; thirty-four from Winchester, Tenn., libe

ated by — Sharp ; fourteen from Columbus, Miss,

liberated by — Holderness; one man from Adairs

Our citizens have been again shocked by one of

those terrible railroad collisions, which are so fre-

quently occurring in different parts of the country,

bringing death and sorrow into the abodes of niany,

and harrowing up the feelings by the mutilation

d anguish of those who, escaping instant destruc-

tion, are left with broken limbs or mangled bodies,

to pass days of suffering before life is worn out, or

perhaps, if hfe is spared, to spend the remaining

portion of time allotted to them, maimed and crip-

pled. This event has been particularly affecting,

from the great number of lives sacrificed, and the

peculiar circumstances attending. An arrangement

had been made with those having the control of

the North Pennsylvania railroad, to take on a plea-

sure excursion, a large number of children and young

adults, attached to one of the Roman Catholic con-

gregations in the north-eastern part of the city.

Sixteen hundred tickets were issued, and on the

morning of the 17th inst., a train of nine cars,

carrying between six and seven hundred, started

for the place of destination at five o'clock. It ap-

pears, that owing to some detention on the road

soon after leaving the city, the train was behind

time near twenty minutes, and the conductor, not

giving sufficient heed to the fact that the regular

train coming down was entitled to the road after

waiting for fifteen minutes, instead of placing his

cars on a siding, so as te be out of the way, and

waiting until the down train had passed, resolved

to push on, hoping by increased speed to make up

f6r the lost time, and to arrive at a station where

the up and down trains would pass. But the down

train having staid at the station as long as required

by the rules, had proceeded on its way, and in

passing a short curve, the two trains met; with but

little notice of each other's approach they rushed

together, and five of the nine cars filled with the

excursionists, were completely wrecked, killing at

once upwards of fifty of those who but a little

while before had left their homes probably filled

with anticipations of mirth and happiness. To add

to the horror of the scene, the cars at once took

fire from the live coals thrown into them from the

,! furnace of the locomotive, and nmnbers perished

- jin the flames, who could not be extricated from the
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mass of ruins. Numbers were crushed and mangled

in the most terrible manner, of whom several have

since died, making upwards of sixty up to this

time, who have fallen victims to this awful catas-

to conmient on these fearful

accidents, if accidents they may be called ;
for such

seems to be the recklessness of many of those in

whose hands the conduct of railroad traveUing is

entrusted, and the thoughtlessness of travellers

about their own safety, provided they are but hur-

ried along at the highest speed, that all that can be

said, will avail but little. The value of human life,

and the responsibiUty of risking its destruction,

without first securing all those precautions against

danger, which human foresight and ingenuity can

accomplish, must be more deeply and generally felt,

before that care and caution will be observed,

which alone can free both the conductors and the

public from the fearful charge of criminal neglect,

which rests more or less heavily upon them. A
great responsibility rests somewhere, which, when

obstinately disregarded, or carelessly subjected to

violation, under a hope of escaping without injury^

brings a load of guilt which the most insensible

must find hard to bear.

The conductor of the down train in the late col-

lision, notwithstanding that he was acting in ac-

cordance with the rules of the company, and would

therefore appear not to be blameworthy, was so

greatly disti-essed by the occurrence, and the heart-

rending scenes accompanying it, that he committed

suicide, in a few hours after.

From the following, taken from the Public

Ledger, it will be seen that the loss of human life,

and the amount of human sufi'ering, by railroad

accidents during the last three years in this country

have been very great.

Railroad Accidents.—The following is a record of

the most lamentable railroad accidents which have oc-

cm-red in the United States since the commencement of

the year 1853. It will be seen that the recent collision

on the North Pennsylvania road resulted in a greater

• number of killed and wounded than attended any pre-

vious accident ;

—

Vale. . Road. Killed. Wounded.

March r.
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"Knowledge is Power,"

(Continued from p.-ige 363.)

, 1 Tanner was accounted a rich man by the

i;
-—iloubtless because he was more industrious

iho greater number of thiSm ; but we have

1 (hat privations he often suffered. He suffered

lions because there was no capital, no accumu-

g of the products of labour in the country in

c he lived. Where such a store exists, the

Sman
has a tolerable certainty that he may

his share of it as an exchanger; and the

the store the greater the cortainty that his

or the power of adding to the store, will

1 a full proportion of what previous labour has

b ed together.

^1856, 'the amount of money vested to the ac-

l of depositors in seventy-three of the savings-

jl of Massachusetts, was 827,296,216—paying
Qual interest of more than a million of dol-

I. The statistics of Great Britain inform us,

nee the establishment of these institutions in

ingdom down to the year 1853, the gross

it of interest paid to depositors was upward
hundred a/id fourteen millioHS of dollars.

elapital which has so fructified as to produce

undred and fourteen millions as interest, was
Dsult of the small accumulations, penny by
', shilling by shilling, and dollar by dollar, of

vings of that class of persons who, in every

ry, have the greatest difficulty in accumulating.

ual efforts of self-denial, and a rigid deter-

ion to postpone temporary gratification for

anent good, could alone have enabled these

nulators to retain so much of what tljey had
iced beyond the amount of what they con-

d.

le capital sum of more than twenty-seven mil-

now belonging to the depositors in the seventy-

s^ings-banks of Massachusetts, represents

I products of industry as could be bought by
sum. It is a capital which remains for the

iragement oiproductive consumption ; that is,

now applied as a fund for setting others tc

uce, to enable them to consume while they pro-

and in like manner to accumulate some part

leir productions beyond what they consume,

amount of interest which the depositors have
ed is the price paid for the use of the capital

thers who require its employment. The whole
unt of our national riches—the capital of this

of every other country—has been formed by
same slow Init certain process of individual

1, and the accumulations of savings, stiuni-

latiug new industry, and yielding new accumula-

tions.

The consumption of any production is the de-

struction of its value. The production was created

by industry to administer to individual wants, to be

consumed, to be destroyed. When a thing capable

of being consumed is produced, a value is created

;

when it is consumed, that value is destroyed. The
general m,ass of riches then remains the same as it

was before that production took place. If the

power to produce, and the disposition to consume,

were equal and constant, there could be no saving,

no accumulation, no capital. If mankind, by their

intelligence, their skill, their division of employ-

ments, their union of forces, had not put themselves

in a condition to produce more than is consumed

while the great number of industrious undertakings

are in progress, society would have been stationary,

civilization could never have advanced.

It may assist us in making the value of capital

more clear, if we take a rapid view of the most

obvious features of the accumtdation of a highly

civilized country.

The first operation in a newly settled country is

,vhat is termed to clear it. Look at a civilized

country, such as the United States. It is cleared.

The encumbering woods are cut down, the un-

healthy marshes are drained. The noxious animals

hich were once the principal inhabitants of the

land are exterminated ; and their place is supplied

with useful creatures, bred, nourished, and domes-

ticated by human art, and multiplied to an extent

exactly proportioned to the wants of the population.

Forests remain for the produce of timber, but they

are confined within the limits of their utility;

mountains " where the nibbling flocks do stray,"

have ceased to be barriers between nations and dis-

tricts. Every vegetable that the diligence of man
has been able to transplant from the most distant

regions is raised for food. The fields are producing

a provision for the coming year ; while the stock

for immediate consumption is ample, and the laws

of demand and supply are so perfectly in action,

and the facilities of communication with every

region so unimpeded, that scarcity seldom occurs,

and famine never. Rivers have been narrowed to

bounds which limit their inundations, and they have

been made navigable wherever their navigation

could be profitable. The country is covered with

roads, with canals, and now, more especially, with

railroads, which render distant States as near to

each other for commercial purposes as neighbour-

ing villages in less advanced countries. Science

has created the electric telegraph, by which prices

are equalized through every district, by an instant

communication between producers and consumers.

Houses, all possessing some comforts which were

unknown even to the rich a few centuries ago,

cover the land, in scattered farm-houses and man-

sions, in villages, in towns, and in cities. These

houses are filled with an almost inconceivable num-

ber of conveniences and luxuries—furniture, glass,

porcelain, plate, linen, clothes, books, pictures. In

the stores of the merchants and traders, the re-

sources of human ingenuity are displayed in every

variety of substances and forms that can exhibit

the multitude of civilized wants ;
and in the manu-

factories arc seen the wonderful adaptations of

science for satisfying tho.se wants at the cheapest

cost. The people who inhabit such a civilized

land have not only the readiest communication with

each other by the means of roads and canals, but

can trade by the agency of ships with all parts of

the world. To carry on their intercourse among

themselves they speak one common language, re-

duced to certain rules, and not broken into an em-

arrassincr variety of unintelligible dialects. Their

written communications are conveyed to the ob-

.scurest corners of their own country, and even to

the most remote lands, with prompt and unfailing
.

ren-ularity, and now with a cheapness which makes

the poorest and the richest equal in their power to

connect the distant with their thoughts by mutual

correspondence. Whatever is transacted in such a

populous hive, the knowledge of which can afford

profit or amusement to the community, is recorded

with a rapidity which is not more astonishing than

the general accuracy of the record. What is more

important, the discoveries of science, the elegances

of literature, and all that can advance the general

intellio-ence, are preserved and diffused with the

utmost ease, expedition, and security, so that the

public stock of knowledge is constantly increasing.

Lastly, the general well-being of all is sustained by

laws—sometimes indeed imperfectly devised and

expensively administered—but on the whole of in-

finite value to every member of the community ; and

the property of all is defended from external invasion

and from internal anarchy by the power of govern-

ment, which will be respected only in proportion as

it advances the general good of the humblest of its

subjects, by securing their capital from plunder and

defending their industry from oppression.

This capital is ready to be won by the power of

every man capable of work. But he must exercise

this power in complete subjection to the natural

laws by which every exchange of society is regu-

lated. These laws sometunes prevent labour being

instantly exchanged with capital, for an exchange

necessarily requires a balance to'be preserved be-

tween what one man has to supply and what an-

other man has to demand ; but in their general

effect they secure to labour the certainty that there

shall be abundance of capital to exchange with

;

and that, if prudence and diligence go together, the

labourer may himself become a capitalist, and even

pass out of the condition of a labourer into that of

a proprietor, or one who lives upon acctunulated

produce. The experience of every day, especially

the United States, where lowliness of birth or

position is no barrier to success, shows this pro-

cess going forward—not in a solitary instance,

—but in the ca.se of nearly all our eminent mer-

chants, manufacturers and capitalists, whose com-

mencement in life was of the most humble cha-

racter. That noble New England merchant, Amos
Lawrence, whose beneficence and charity is to

be counted in hundreds of thousands of dollars,

came to Boston, his clothes in a bundle and a few

dollars in his pocket, to enter as a subordinate

clerk in the store of a small trader. The germ of

the colossal fortune acquired by John Jacob Astor,

was once contained in the small pack which he

bore upon his shoulders in the capacity of a travel-
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ling merchant. Instances of A similar natiue are

familiar to every one. But if the laboiirer or the

great body of labourers were to imagine that they

could obtain such a proportion of the capital ol a

civilized country except as exchangers, the store

TTOuld instantly vanish. Ihey might, perhaps,

divide by force the crops in barns and the clothes

in warehouses ; but there would be no more crops

or clothes. The prtnciple upon which all accumu-

lation depends, that of security of property, being

destroyed, the accumulation would be destroyed.

Whatever tends to make the state of society in-

secure, tends to prevent the employment of capital.

In despotic countries, that iuseeurily is produced by

the tyranny of one. In other countries, where the

people, having been misgoverned, are badly edu-

cated, that insecurity is produced by the tyranny

of many. In either case, the bulk of the people

themselves are tlie first to suffer, whether by the

outrages of a tyrant or, by their own outrages.

They prevent labour by driving away to other

channels the funds which support labour.

(To be continued.)

Epistle of Ccorge Fox.

About this time many mouths were opened in

our meetings, to declare the goodness of the Lord,

and some that were young and tender in the truth

would sometimes i;tter a few words, in thanksgiving

and praises to God. That no disorder might arise

from this in our meetings, I was moved to write an

epistle to Friends, by way of advice in that matter.

And thus it was :

—

All my dear friends in the noble seed of God,

who have known his power, life, and presence

among you, let it be your joy to hear or see the

springs of life break iorth in any; through which

ye have all unity in the same feeling, life and power.

And above all things, take heed of judging any one

openly in your meetings, except they be openly pro-

fane or rebellious, such as be out of the truth, that

by the power, life and wisdom ye may stand over

them, and by it answer the witness of God in

the world, that such whom ye bear your testimony

against, are none of you ; that therein the truth

may stand clear and single. But such as are ten-

der, if they should be moved to bubble forth a few

words, and speak in the Seed and Lamb's power,

suffer and bear that, that is, the tender. And if

they should go beyond their measure, bear it in

the meeting for peace and order's sake, aud that

the spirits of the world be not moved against you.

But when the meeting is done, if any be moved to

speak to them, between you and them, one or two

of you, that feel it in the life, do it in the love and

wisdom that is pure and gentle from above ; for

love is that which edifies, bears all things, suffers

long, and fulfils the law. In this ye have order

and edification
;

ye- have wisdom to preserve you all

wise and in patience ; which takes away the occa-

sion of stumbling the weak, and the occasion of the

spirits of the world to get up ; but in the royal

Seed, the heavy stone, ye keep down all that is

wrong; and by it answer that of God in all. For

ye will hear, see, and feel the power of God, preach-

inir, as your fiiith is all in it, (when ye do not hear

words,) to bind, to chain, to limit, to frustrate;

that nothing shall rise, nor come forth, but what is

in the power ; with that ye will hold back,'aud

with that ye will let up, and open every spring,

plant, and spark ; in which will be your joy and

refreshment in the power of God.

Now ye that know the power of God, and are

come to it, which is the cross of Christ, tliat crucifies

you to the state that Adam and Eve were in, in

the fall, and so to the world ; by this power of God

ye come to sec the state they were in before they

fell; which power of God is the cross in which

stands the everlasting glory ; which brings up into

righteousness, holiness, the image of Gcd, and

crucifies to unrighteousness, and unholiness, the

image of Satan, that Adam and Eve, and their

sons and daughters, are in, in the fall. Through

this power of God, ye come to see ^le state they

were in before they fell
;

yea, I say, and to a

higher state, to the Seed, Christ, the second Adam,
by whom all things were madi

"

been driven from God: all Ad

head ; which power and light was before 1

So standing still in the light, ye will see y
vation, ye will see the Lord s strength, 1<

small ram, and the fresh springs, your mind

kept low in the power and light, for that i

out of the power, lifts up. But in the pov,

light ye will feel God, revealing his sec)<

spiring your minds, and his gifts coming
i

you : through which your hearts will be filli

For man hath
j

God's love, and praises to him that Uves 1

d Eve's sons 'more : for in his light and power his blessin.

and daughters, being in tie state of the fall, in the ceived. So in that, the eternal power of

earth, are driven ircm God. But it is said, " The Jesus Christ preserve and keep you! Liv

hurch is in God, the Father of our Lord Jesus|one in the power of God, that ye may all i

Christ;" so they who come to the church, -phich is

in God, the Father of Christ, must come to God
again; and so out of the state that Adam and

his children are in in the fall, out of unright-

eousness and unholiness; and they must come

into righteousness, true holiness, and .image of

God ; and so out of the earth, whither man
hath been driven, when they come to the church

which is in God. The way to this, is Christ

the Light, the Life, the Truth, the Saviour, the Ee-

dccmer, the Saijctif.tr, and the Justifier ; in and

through whose ]" \ ' ;- :'J:i ^nid life, conversion, re-

generation, am! ;. : >
i 1! : : - known from death to

life, from darkm t" li„i ;. ::bd from the power of

Satan to God a^aln. Tliese are members of the

be heirs of that, and know it

even the kingdom, that hath

be your
)

1 end. and t

less lite, which the Seed is heir of Feel

o#r all, which hath the promise and bit-

God forever. 1656. (

From •• Brll on the 1

Of the floTse's Toot.

Nothing is better .suited to illustrate on 'u

ject than the horse's foot. It is a most j'^

piece of mechanism ; and whilst examini

we shall be able to infer the pecuhan

living mechanism,—that it can be pix

perfect solely by the natural exercise

parts. The horse, a native of extensive pkii

true church, who know the work of regeneration in steppes, has a structure admirably suited

the operation and feeling of it ; and being come to

be members of the church in God, they are indeed

members one of another in the power ot God, which

was before the power of darkness was. So they

that come to the church, that is in God and Christ,

must come out of the state that Adam was in, in

the fall, driven from God, to know the state that

he was in before he fell. But they that Hve in the

state that Adam was in in the fall, aud cannot be-

lieve a possibility of coming into the state he was

in before he fell, come not to the church which is

in God ; but are far from that, and are not passed

from death to life, but are enemies to the cross of

Christ, which is the power of God. For they mind

earthly things, and serve not Christ, nor love the

power, which should bring them up to the state that

Adam was in before he fell,, and crucify them to

the state that man is in, in the fall ; that through

this power they might see to the beginning, the

power that man was in. before the heavenly image,

and holiness, and righteousness, were lost ; by which

power they might come to know the Seed, Christ,

which brings out of the old things, and makes all

things new, in which life eternal is felt. For all

the poorness, emptiness, and barrenness is in the

state that man is in, in the fall, out of God's pow-

er; by which power he is made rich, and hath

strength again ; which power is the cross, in which

the mystery of the fellowship stands ; and in which

is the true glorying, which crucifies to all other

gloryings.

And, Friends, though ye may have been con-

vinced, and tasted of the power, and felt the light,

j'et afterwards ye may feel a winter storm, tempest,

and hail, frost and cold, and temptation in the

wilderness. Be patient and still in the power, and in

the light, that doth convince you, to keep.your minds

to God ; in that be cjuiet, that ye may come to the

summer ; that your flight be not in the winter.

For if ye sit still in the patience, which overcomes

in the power of God, there will be no flying. The

husbandman, after he hath sowed his seed, is

patient. And ye by the power being kept in the

patience, will come by the light to see through,

and feel over winter storms and tempests, and all

the coldness, barrenness and emptiness; and the

same light and power will go over the tempter's

his natural pasture grounds. When brc

ever, into subjection, and running on ouv

roads, his feet sufi'er from concussion. The I

of the horse, so often impaired by lamenes? t

foot, has made this part an object of great ii

and I have it from an excellent professor ot

nary surgery to say that he has never demon

the anatomy of the horse's foot without ; i

something new to admire.

The weight and power of the animal requii I

he should have a foot in which strength .in

ticity are combined. The first thing that ;

attention is the position of the bones. If

been placed the one directly over the othi:

,

could have bee!i no elasticity; but on the 0^:1

they are placed obliquely over each other,

strong elastic ligament runs along behind

terminating by an attachment to the lov

coffin bone. So essential is the obliquity 1

bones to the elasticity of the limb, that by •'

ing the position of the pastern bones, and ;

bone, it is possible to say whether or not a

goes easily without mounting it.

The bones of the foot of the camel rest on

elastic cushion. There is a texture of the syim i

in the horse's foot, but it acts very differeiitl 1

never comes to the ground ; nor indeed do

:

sole of the horse's foot bear its weight-. The
)

frog, the triangular projection in the hollow < f

hoof, has above it this elastic frog or cushion. '

|

are essential parts, inasmuch as receiving the t

of the animal, they press out the crust, or tha

of the horny hoof which we see when the foot
j

the ground. The anterior tip of this cru;^
^j

part which last touches the ground as the foot

is very dense and firm, to with.stand the p«
against the ground and the impulse forward

lateral part of the crust, however, is more e

and on its play depends that elasticity of th

which prevents concussion.

This crust is not consolidated with the bow
ed coffin bone ; for, between them there are (

laminre. When the animal puts his foot t

ground, the weight bearing on the coffin bon(
j

this bone being attached by these elastic lami

the circle of the crust, the lateral parts yielc

the weight is sustained by the margin of the <
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it lias
jle never touchiag the ground, unles

ic diseased.

11, .phou, speaking of tlie Persian liors

ii,
11- :;L-ooms are careful to ourry them ou a

,,.m oi rouud stones, that by beating their feet

says

brought down to increase the elasticity, or to ex-

pand the foot.

The t\Yo lateral toes of the hog are short, and

do not touch the ground, yet they must serve to

sustain the animal when tha foot sinks. In the

lirm and irregular surface thelexture of
j

rein-deer these bones are strong and deep, and the

hot may be put into exercise. It'corresponds toe, by projecting backwards, extends the toot hori.

Iv with this, that our high-bred horses are zontally—thus giving the animal
*' -,. /. .1 i* J. i?. l-I^U .,.,.. 1*-^ t,tTk-.^A rtn tti^A nAfir\i-\-nff i^ to tL

The

le

lb ct to a disease of the foot, from which our

ka ! draught horses, and Flanders horses, are ex

^ Horses for the turf move witjkthe foot close

I > ground ; no time is lost in lifting high the

Lin'the semicircle, the race horse being light

;

- he foot coming thus down gently, it wants the

ilay of the apparatus, whilst the heavy horse

le.ss blood, lifts its foot in a circle and comes

ly on the ground. Hence it may be under-

how the lighter horse is subject to coutrac-

of the foot. The bones, ligaments, and crust

ut of use, the sole becomes firm as a board,

des of the crust are permanently contracted,

arts have no longer their elastic play, and the

triking our hard pavement suffers a shock

broader base

to stand on, and adapting it to the snojvs of Lap-

land, on the principle of the snow-shoe. The .sys-

tematic naturalist will call these changes in the

size, number, and place of the metacarpal bonjt

"gradations;" I see in them only new proofs of

the same system of bones being applicable to every

circumstance, or condition of animals, and furuisli

ing uj with other instances oi a/lajitnUon.

\ have explained why, I think, that the bonds of

^

the elephant's leg stand so perpendicularly over!

each other; there is a peculiarity also in the boneS carnes

of the foot. In the foot dT the living animal we
j

easier

affliction are permitted to arise and toss their proud

crests ; but when his purpose is effected, He will

be pleased to say. Peace, be still.

When we have in humility and fear endeavoured

faithfully to perform what has appeared to us to be

our rcli'ious duty, have we not had abundant

cause to set up our Ebenozer, and say, hitherto

hath the Lord helped us? May we then be en-

coura-red to cast our care upon him, daily and

hourhj losing lo him for dtrecUon. If we are

but happily favoured to feel our feet established on

the sure fuuudation, it will be of far greater im-

portance to us than to know what will become of

our beloved Society. It must be by truhvidual

faithfulness to the still small voice in the secret of

1, that this people will be brought back to

purity. The power of Divine grace is the

it is still able to preserve all those who

tly endeavour to follow its dictates. No

will ever be found, than that of enduringway

flammation, and that goes on to its total de-

4tion. The proof of all this is,4hat by paring

oftening the exterior of the hoof, so as to re-

its elasticity, the veterinary surgeon cures this

•0 racted foot, unless the inflammation has been

icjitted to destroy the fine apparatus entirely.

luit there is a relation "between the internal

rtiiio and the covering, whether it be the nail,

ru>t, or cloven hoof, we can hardly doubt :
and

uiexjifcted proof of this offers itself in the horse,

re are some very rare instances of a horse

lug digital extremities. According to Suetonius,

c was such an animal in the stables of Cfflsar
;

iJther was in the possession of Leo X. ; and Geoft-

X St. Hilaire, in addition to those, says, that he

i; seen a horse with three toes on the fore-foot,

4 four on the hind-foot. These instances of de

in the natural structure of the bones were

jmpanied with a corresponding change in the

)( srings—the toes had nails, not hoofs.

}y these examples, it is made to appear still

:e distinctly that there is a relation between the

irnal configuration of the toes and their cov

iJs—that when there are five toes complete in

y ir bones, they are provided with perfect nail

3n two toes represent the whole, as in the cleft

\\\. of the ruminant, there are appropriate horny

and that when the bones are joined to

Fiin the pastern bones and cofl&n bone, there is a

h)f or crust, as in the horse, eouagga, zebra, and

see only a round pliant mass, wuieii, vvin;iiin;.5uu,i...o,j..------, - .
a tu^t 1.,. tl,-it Hkpth not un

loseth his life, for my sake, the same shall keep itthen comes "a fever of the foot," which! the bone"s oVthe'foot,' we find this broad base to eiple
;
h. that

consist of the carpus, metacarpus, and phalanges

of the' toes ; ••and these .bones have a very different

use from what we have hitherto noticed. They

are not connected with a moveable radius, and have

individual motion, as in the carnivorous animal

—they merely serve to expand the foot, the base

of the column, and to give it a certain elasticity.

I have placed the bones of the foot of the camel

in contrast with those of the elephant. The camel's
j

foot having no such disproportioned weight to bear

as in the elephant, lightness of motion is secured by

the oblique position of its bones, as well as by the

direction of the bones of the shoulder, which we

have formerly noticed. In the solt texture of the

camel's foot there is much to admire ;
for although

the bottom be flat, like the sole of a shoe, yet as

we have said, there is between it and the bones and

tendons a cushion so soft and elastic that the ani-

mal treads with great lightness and security. The

resemblance of the foot of the ostrich to that of the

camel has not escaped naturalists.

(To be coutiaued.)

When the disciples of our blessed Lord inquired

of him if he would_ at that time restore the king-

dom unto Israel, lie in his inscrutable wisdom saw

meet to reply, that it was not for them to know the

times and seasons that the Father had put into his

own power. / ^

Though they were his beloved disciples, those

that hacf continued with him in his temptations,

and for whom he had 'appointed a kingdom, he

directed them to wait for the promise of the Father,

assuring them that they should receive power fo

perfom his will. Would not this reply be appli-

cable to many amongst us in the present day 'I " It

is not for you to know the times and seasons that

the Father hath put into his own power." May we

individually endeavour to wait for the promise of

%e Father, assuredly believing, that as we wait all

the Lord's appointed time, we shall be enabled to

know and receive ability to perform the duty of

each day, without too much anxiety concerning the

future. The humble, coutrite ones, who feel that of

themjelves they can do no good thing, are enabled

to look up with confidence, and forward with hope,

that He who regardeth the crying of the poor, and

the sio-hing of the needy, will in his own time arise

for our help. I would that the eye of our minds

was more undividedly turned to the Shepherd of

Israel, who .sleepeth not by day, nor slumbereth by

night. It is doubtless in his wisdom that waves of

unto life eternal. The loftiness of man nunt

humbled, and the haughtiness of man laid low
;
we

must resign our lives to. him who died for us, that

henceforth we might not live uuto ourselves, before

we can be instrumental in the Lord's hand, for the

promotion of the cause of truth in the earth. All

our own workmgs, all our own strivings, cannot

promote our individual advancement or the ad-

vancement of the cause of Truth. Christ will be

head over all things to his church. May we choose

the part that Mary did, even that of sitting at his

feet, to hear his words. As this is our daily eon-

cern, I verily believe, that we shall bo enabled^to

know our proper allotments in his churth, and ^ill

be strengthened patiently to abide therein, whether

it be to suffer or to rejoice with him, who knoweth all

our needs. The path of tribulation is that which

the righteous have ever trod ; let us therefore not

grow weary of suffering. Afflictions, if rightly en-

dured, will work for us a far more exceeding and

eternal weight of glory.

Ohio, 15tli of Seventh month, 185U.

Auts in .Vfrica.

A species commonly known as the " drivers"'

{termcs bellicosa) arc so denominated from the fact

that they compel almost every other species of the

animal creation to get_out of their way, or submit

to the alternative of being devoured. They are a

black or dark brown species which, in size and

o-eneral appearance, is not unlike the common ant

of this country.* It has a sharp, flat head, termi-

nating in a pair of horizontal nippers, with which

it can give a yery severe pinch; and, if it gets hold

of a soft part of the skin, always draws blood, but

leaves little or no irritation after it is remo\-ed.

The "driver" is the enemy and assailant not

only of every other insect, but of every thing which

comes in its way. They traverse the country by

day and night in trains of a quarter or half-mile

long. They' form a running stream, and persons

about to step over the train, as it glides along under

the grass, frequently start back under the impres-

sion of its being a snake. When moving about in

these long files, thsy are cither about to change

their residence, or are in search of food. They are

always preceded by a few straggling guards, who

keep them informed of any dangers or difficulties

that may lie in their way. It is astonishing with

what rapidity a note of alarm can be transmitted

from one end of the line to the other. The soldiers,

who always keep along the side of the regular
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columri, the moment they receive a cote of alaim,

get off with all postible despatch for the point oi

danger, while the main hody is either liroiight to a

dead halt, or turned hackwaid ; hut as toon as the

ohbfiuction is removed, or is fontd not to le in-

superable, the main aimy is set in motion again.

Ihcy seem to have regvdar leaders, and there are

runuers passing backward ard forward all the

while, as if to keep up a constant coiLmuDication

between the front and the rear. 'W'hcn about to

cross a well-trodden path, where they are likely to

be disturbed, the soldiers weave themselves into a

complete arch, extending across the whole width

of the path, under which the females and labourers

bearing the larv£e pass without the least exposure.

The construction of the arch with their own bodies

is one of the most singular and interesting things

to be met with in the history of insects. One ant

is raised entirely above the ground by having one

pair of its feet interlocked with the fore-feet of an-

other standing upright, and the other pair with an-

other in the same posture on the opposite side of

the arch. Any number of these are formed, and
they are bound together by other ants stretching

themselves lengthwise with the arch, and serving

as transverse beams to hold the difi'erent parts

together. The arch, when formed, holds together

with the greatest tenacity, and looks like a beauti-

ful net-woik of beads. I have frequently put the

end of my cane under the arch, and raised it four

or five feet from the ground without letting a single

ant fall. As soon as they are raised up, however,

they begin to unravel themselves from either end
of the wreath ; but instead of dropping to the

ground, they mount up to the end of the cane, and
make tor the hand which has assailed them. When
disturbed in thLs way, the whole body of soldiers

spread themselves over a space of twenty or thirty

feet in diameter, over which neither man nor beast

can pass without getting some of them upon him
and receiving a few sharp nips. A horse can
scarcely be forced through them, and a dog never
does, except with a bound and a leap, and even
then is sure to get one or more about his claws,

which are very apt to get hold of his lip in his at-

tempt to remove them from his toes.

They freejuently visit dwelling-houses ; and if at

night, as is frecjuently the case, it is always to the

no httle discomfiture of the inmates. They enter

by some small hole; and from the point where they
emerge, they spread themselves over the floor, along
the walls, and over the under surface of the roof, like

a great scouring army. Every nook and corner and
crevice in the house is explored, and no insect, how-
ever small, can elude their search. The human in-

habitants are generally apprized of their approach
by the fluttering of cockroaches, and the squeaking
of mice which have fallen into trheii- toils. The
mouse js usually seized in the first instance by a

single ant ; but in his foolish attempt to get that
one detached, instead of running off with it to a
place of safety, he gets half a dozen or more on
hira. In his distress and agony, he falls down
and cries out, and is soon overpowered by a multi-

tude sufficient to destroy a much larger animal. In
a very few minutes not a trace of the mouse is to

be seen, except a little hair and a few of his larger
bones; and in the morning the floor may be seen
strewed with the wings of cockroaches that have
been destroyed in the night. It is necessary for

the human inhabitants to abandon the house during
their occupancy of it, which, however, is not more
than a few hours, and they are more than repaid
for this temporary inconvenience by having the
house completely rid of all other insects, which is

no small matter in any tropical country. I have
Jinown persons to be entirely destroyed by them,

who, from sickness or Lnmeness, could not get out Before he had finished, he was carried beft
of their way, and had no one to remove them. It mayor, and committed to prison ; but next cl:- said that criminals were once punished on this! jail keeper was
part of the coast by being laid across the tracks ot

these insects with letters- on. This would be a re-

fntment of cruelty for -nhich no parallel can be con-
ceived. If this ever was the custcm of the count) y,
it has long since passed away.

These ants seldom retain possession of any one
house more than a few hours; but sometimes it

takes thim several days to get through all the
houses of the same village. There is scarcely any
way by which their progress can be arrested; and,
as a general thing, it is thought to be the best policy
to let them take their regular course. Iheyper-
foim an important service ; and the inconvenieLce
which they occasion is temporary, and might well

be endured ior the advantages -phich are derived
from it.

But in nothing is tl|f ingenuity of these little in-

sects more remaikably displayed than in the ex-
pedient to which they freeiuently resort to cross a
little stream on the sand beach after a shower ol

rain. Sometimes their train is cut in two by one
of these little streamlets. To plunge into it singly,

they would soon be swept away by the rush of the
current. They come to the edge ot the water, raise

their antenna, and point them from one direction to

another, as if they were taking a scientific view of

all the dangers ot the crossing. They wander up dence of a bitter persecutor who lived 'at "WLi
and down the stream with the greatest uneasiness, finding on him some papers addressed to

Cromwell, this man made out a mittimus ami

red to thiust him out

town, strictly charging him to depart frcii

coasts. Ihis had no more efl'ect than at 1

for he returned to finish his testimony to i

habitants. , Frcm this he jcmineyed into :

rmptonshire, and tarried for a season at 'W >

borough, finding many there whose mincl^:

opened to receive the word of life with mucl.

ness of heart. After an absence of three vt
returned to ftis place, and hearing there wa-
a lecture in the house, where a man was the fr<

who had accused him of deceiving the ]

he went and stood in silence until the prii

finished his discourse and dismissed the ccii,,

He took this opportunity to exhort the peopL.', ,'

then called on the preacher to make it mai

wherein he had deceived them, or confess his (

Without making any reply, he retreated aDd
i

Vi'. Dewsbury, was baled out of the meeting-L
,

into the yard, where he preached to the mult '

until the high constable arrived, who threati

'

bring a charge of blasphemy against him

;

it was found that nothing could be proved a.

him, he was liberated. On the following daytLv

stable procured a warrant for the apprehen^ii

"one commonly called a Quaker," and witL

took him out of the house of a Friend, to the

and finding no other way to cross, foim themsel. __

into a compact knot or raft, of a dozen or more,
and launch themselves upon the stream. They
have, by previous observation, made sure that they
would strike a projecting point or blufi' on the op-
posite shore, and not.be carried by the current into

the main river. The moment they touch the other
side they u.=e their claws like anchor.?, and hold
on until the whole company disengage themselves,
and march off in single file in the "track of those
that have preceded them. I have watched them

^
^ ^ „,

for hom-s together, and have seen raft after raft of, them what you have power to do." He anc
these Mttle creatures go over safely, when, if they two companions were returned to the prison. "

had attempted to get across singly, they would all truth of God," he says, " was much spread ah

him to the common jaU at Northampton.
Speaking of this commitment he says :

" C'l

10th day of the Eleventh month, I was carriti

the Sessions. The justices were in great enj

against the truth, but the witnesses who had i<\

against me as they said, for bla.sphemy, did]

appear ; they required bondsmen to be bomii

'

me, for they said I had written strange papc

the lord Protector. I answered, "there shaL]

any be bound for us; here are our bodies

;

have been swept into the river.—/. L. Wilson's
Western Africa.

For '• The Friend."

William Betrsbnry.

(Continued from rage 348.)

After his liberation from York Castle, he pur-
sued his journey through parts of Yorkshire, JS'ot-

tinghamshire and so to Derby. As he was engaged
in preaching the gospel in this town, he was seized
and carried before the general sessions then hold-
ing. AVhen brought into court with his hat on, one

that day, and a mighty thirst was raised

hearts of many towards the name of the L.

praises forever be to him whoseways are past

!

ing out." The firmness of those men in maintai

their principles and testimonies, often made a i

impression on beholdere. They saw that their

of the truth, and the salvation of souls, were

mated above all worldly enjoyment, and that

were ready to sacrifice whatever was called f(

promoting this great cause. In this way eonvi

and converted men and women were consta

added to the Society. They did not compromise t

ot the judges asked " In whose presence dost thou ' principles to gain members or to support the Soe
now stan(J,?" to which W. Dewsbury replied, "In
the presence of the everlasting God." On this the
jailor was directed to put him in prison for dis-

turbing the court. Towards night the mayor had
him called in again, and asked him what he came
to do. He answered, "To declare the word of the
Lord to the consciences of the inhabitants of Derby."
"efusing to leave the place until he felt at liberty,

On the 10th of the First month, 1655,

were brought before Judges Hale and Wyndha
when the foUowing examination took place. //

Hale.—Art thou Dewsbury? W. I).—Yea, ]

so called. Ji/t/^e.—Where dost thou live? II

—I have a wife and three children at Wake
in Yorkshire. Judge.—What eamest thou into

country to do, that thou didst not stay in thy

country with thy wife afld children?

W. D.—I staid iu that country with my
and children, until the Father revealed his So

me, and called me forth from my wile and chili

to declare his word of eternal life, which he i

they remanded him to prison ; but from some cause,
the man under whose charge he was put in the
jail, was sent to turn him out, which he did by force,

delivering him to another officer, who put him out
of the town, charging liim to depart and not re-

turn. He however did return, and when his scr- manifested to my soul in the great work of rcg
vice was accomplished, he travelled to Leicester, i ration, in the new covenant of life in Christ Jc

where he preached to a large number of people— 1 1 am sent to preach the everlasting Gospel to t

then in the public worship house: when the speaker that dwell upon the earth. Judge.—I fear it

had done, he preached the word of eternal life to delusion, and thine own fancies and not the t)

the assembly, who heard him with much attention. W. D.—Time will make it manifest. Judg
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drawest people together and railest against

jrs and magistracy.

jj.—As tbou staudest in the presence of God,

leed of hearkening to false accusations. Min-

„jd magistracy, which are of God, I own
;

lose who are called ministers of Christ, and

contrary to Scripture, I disown. Judge.—
'ho are they that walk contrary to the Scrip-

D,—They that abide not in the doctrine of

it; but have the chief place in the assemblies;

praying in the synagogues, love greetings in

arkct-plaees, and are called of men, masters

h practices Christ cried wo against ; and they

jwalk in them, walk contrary to Seripture.

\idge.—These are small things to speak of.

m,—There is nothing small which the Lord

bands. Judge.—Thou sayest well. (To the

lt)
: "What have you against these men. Produce

It you have against them, and I shall procec

inst them according to law.

[he papers which Dewsbury had written to the

tector being produced, W. D. gave some ac-

it of them—of his being taken by a warrant

ed for one that is called a Quaker, without

name—that they took from him those papers,

hismouey , which latter they returned. The Judge

ered the pape:^s to be read, and when part was

1, directed them to give over, saying it is not

)e published—but inquired of him, how durst

a write to him in such high language, as from

Spirit of- the Lord? W. D.—They in whom
Spirit of the Lord is, write Irom the Spirit; and

that hath not the Spirit of Christ is none of his.

Judge.—But I fear it is not from the Spirit; for

Qv pretend to the Spirit, and the divine light,

I revelations ; but how shall we know they are

truth according to the Scriptures ?

W. B.—The Scriptures cannot be known but

the pure divine light of Christ, which enlightens

ry one that comes into the world : of which pure

it Christ hath given to every one a measure, to

the spirits in them, whether they be of God or

;. Every Spirit that confesses Christ is c^me in

; flesh, is of God ; but he that denies Christ
'

QS in the flesh, is the spirit of anti-Christ. And
s light gave the Scriptures forth, which light leads

ChrLst, who reveals the Father to the soul which

'es up to be guided by him. So the soul comes

know God by the revelation of Jesus Christ,

d they who walk in the Spirit are known by their

lits in all their words and works. The prophet

nos had the Spirit of the Lord, and from the

lirit declared the word of the Lord to the king of

rael, but the people could not bear his words.

Judge.—Thou speakest well, if thou dost as thou

yest ; but this, it may be, will be expected, and

think it will be fair to give bail for your appear-

ice at the next assizes. W. D.—First make mani-

it what law we have transgressed, before baii be

quired.

In the evening thi^ were called again, and their

its directed to be taken off; but as they were

jout to take off W. D.'s, the judge said, " let it be

1," and bade them put on the hats of the others,

he judge then said to'W. Dewsbury :
" now I see

hat thou art, and thy vizard and form of fair

ords is seen, and thou art not the man thou prc»

indest to be." W. D.—Vizards and formality I

eny ; but the power of God I own and witness, in

hich I stand and am subject to it, and to the or-

inauce of man for conscience sake. Judge.—Now
aou art commanded ; take off thy hat. W. D.—-
louour is not in pulling off the hat, but in obeying

he just commands of God, and ray hat offends not

ny. They who are offended at it may take it off,

shall not resist them. But there is no scripture

that expresses any honour to be in putting off the

hat. Judge.—What ! must wc do nothing but what

expressed in Seripture, for our ajiparcl, what we

shall put on. W. i».—Yes, the Scripture saith.let

your adorning be with modest apparel Judge.—
Art thou judge, that thou standest covered, and

not uncover, as other prisoners do '! W. D.—n hat

I do, God is my witness, I do it not in contempt of

any, but in obedience to the power of God, for con-

science' sake. Judge.—11 you will not stand as

prisoners, I will not do anything concerning you
;

but here I found you, and here I shall leave you.

W. D.—"We have been above ten weeks in the low

jail, and no breach of any law found against us

;

we stand subject to the power of God, whatever he

suffers thee to do with us.

Here the present examination ended. It shows

not only the firmness, but the christian meekness

with which Friends maintained their civil rights and

their religious principles. Much depends upon the

pirit and manner in which even a right cause is

advocated, in order to carry conviction into the

hearts of opponents, and to enlist the feelings and

pprobation of beholders. We are often struck with

be unresistina suffering, with which they endured

the gross contempt and abuse and cruelty poured

upon them by unfeeling men. "Would not the same

glorious cause be better promoted in this day, than

we fear it now is, if the same patient forbearing, yet

uncompromising spirit, always actuated their pro-

fessed successors in withstanding what they believe

to be attempted inroads upon the ancient testimonies

of truth held by those self-denying followers of

Christ ? Can we not believe it is possible for such to

be brought to see their errors, and their dangers, if

those who are professing to stand against the error,

always acted under the clothing of a rigjit spirit,

which seeks to save that which has been deceived

and got wrong ?

(To be continueJ.)

Ministry

Samuel Bownas says, " I attended the Select

Quarterly Meeting

opened

Burlington, and was divinely

^^^^^.. --th fresh matter setting forth the service

of a spiritual ministry, which was fr-ee from all

contrivance and forecast of the creature, in pre-

paring itself either with former openings, or beauti-

ful collections of texts or sayings from books or

writings, all which gatherings would bring death,

and could be no other in the best and most favour-

able construction, though well looked on by some,

than the ministry -of the letter, under pretence of

the ministry of the Spirit, which is a deception of

the highest nature." •

For " Tbe Friend."

BlOCRAPllICAl SKETCBES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned mem-

bers of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 365.)

ELIZABETH WHARTNABY.

In the years 1730, 1721, 1722, and 1723, no

record remains to show that this dedicated Friend

did more than attend the meetings within the limits

of her own Yearly Meeting. In the Second montl

1724, she received a eertiticatu of the unity of he

Friends with her in a "weighty concern" she was

under " to visit Friends in the bve of God," on

Long Island and there away.' This service she

pany with Sarah Daws. In the First month, 1726,

she gave Friends of the General Bleeting of Minis-

ters an account of her labours, and informed them

of her prospect of attending the Yearly IMeetiugat

Salem. In the same month, she obtained the unity

of her Monthly Meeting in her visiting the meetings

throughout Jersey and on Long Island.

A service of more magnitude pressed on her

.pirit, and in the Fourth month, 1727, she spread

before her Monthly Meeting, a concern which she

felt to pay a religious visit in Ireland, taking Bar-

badoes by the way. This weighty concern being

iieely united with by her friends, a certificate was

prepared the following month, and having the ap-

l)robation and certificate of the Yearly Meeting of

Jliuisters in the Seventh JMonth, she sometime after

sailed to Barbadoes. The Friends of her Monthly

Meeting, after testifying in her certificate their

unity with her ministry, and this prospect of

labour, her orderly conversation and clearness of

marriage engagement, conclude thus : " W'e sin-

cerely desire her preservation and welfare by sea

and land, and that she may, by the assistance of

Divine grace, be enabled to perform her visit to

the comfort of the faithful, and encouragement of

the well inclined where it may be her lot to come."

The certificate of the Yearly Meeting, after ex-

pressing full unity with her " ministry," " conver-

sation," and " present undertaking," desires " the

Lord may be with her, and support her by his

Divine grace in all the exercises she may meet with

this her weighty undertaking."

She needed the sympathy of her Friends. After

finishing her labours in Barbadoes, she took pass- .

age from thence for Belfast. Through the .slow-

sailing powers of the vessel, or through an unusual

amount of contrary winds, the voyage was a very

long one. In addition to the length of the voyage,

Elizabeth Whartnaby was very unwell, so that, on

reaching Ireland, it seemed to the eye of reason

doubtful if she could fulfil the prospect which had

drawn her from her home. She arrived there some

time in 1728, and through the merciful extension

of strength vouchsafed, she, though in great weak-

ness, was enabled to perform all her heavenly Fa-

ther had laid upon her. When she was about return-

ing homeward, she received some very affectionate

and afl'ecting testimonials of the love and unity of

the brethren.

, The Province Meeting, held at Lurgan on the

19th of Fifth month, 1729, says :
" Our dear friend

and sister, Elizabeth W' hartnaby, after a tedious

passage, lauded at Belfast, and was brought by

Friends to Lisburn. After some time of weakness

and indisposition of body, she visited some meet-

ings in this Province, and went from this place to

the city of Dublin. She attended many meetings,-

and having returned to this Province, hath visited

most of the meetings in these parts, although in

much weakness of body, yet we may say, in great

sweetness of spirit. Her visit hath been very ac-

ceptable, and she leaves us in true unity, humbly

praying Almighty God to be with, and safely con-

duct her by the angel of his presence through this

troublesome pilgrimage, and at last give her to in-

herit a crown of immortal glory."

The Friends at Dublin, after certifying that her

labour and service had been acceptable and com-

fortable, add : " Her ministry being sound, attended

with power and sweetness, to the edification of the

churches." "Although she hath travelled in much
nprfnrmed to her own relief, and the satisfaction of v>uuiiuto. .^^^<^^^^^ — -

S; returning her certificate in the following
j

weakness of body, _?et,_by the^mercy and^i^vouj^

Seventh month.
God,_sh(^^

She appeai-s to have been permitted to rest; in spirit."
_ r t»- „ p..„„;

nuic-tly at^^home during the earl/part of the year through the gracious protection of f'V'BC I. rovi-

^ -
ds the close, she was liberated for dence she might have a couilortable voyage and

hath been preserved, cheei-ful and sweet

They add their fervent desires that

172.5; but toward;

ice in Maryland, which she performed in com-

1

- safe return.
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She reached Philadelphia, about the close of meetings throughout New Endand, which she paid
1729 attending the Monthly Meeting in the Twelfth in 1729. Her diligence in attendin.^ to her ap-
month. She was able to attend the Yearlv INfeet- pointments, was exemplary, and she seems to have

been favoured with health until a week or two be-
fore her death, as appears by her presence at her
Select Quarterly Meeting. Her decease took place
on the 27th of the Sixth month, 1735.

was able to attend the Yearly Meet-
ing of Ministers, in the Seventh month nest year,
and her account of her labours was acceptable and'

comfortable to the meeting. She appears to have
never recovered her former health, and evidently
was much confined at home, little trace of her be-
ing found after the Yearly Meeting this year. She
kept a small shop in Market street, for a living,

and the small legacy left her by Kalph S&,ndiford,

may have added something to the outward comfort
of her declining years.*

Her friends, after mentioning her labours in the
gospel and service in America, and in Great Bri-
tain, Ireland, and the Island of Barbadoes, add :

she " departed this life the 23d of the Second mo.,
1734, in esteem and unity with Friends."

Elinor David.

Elinor David was the wife of Meredith David, of
North Wales. She was a religiously concerned
woman, and stood in the station of an elder,
although for a short time before her decease, she
had appeared in the ministry; her gospel la-

bours, although in few words, were, her friends say,
well received. They say :

" She was concerned to
evidence by her upright life and conversation, her
regard for the promotion of the cause of Truth,
She was a diligent attender of our meetings both of
worship and discipline, and was of service therein.
She had a religious concern on her mind for the
education of her children in virtue and piety.'
" She departed this life well beloved and esteemed
by us the day of Third month, 1734,

ISAAC WILLIAMS.

Isaac Williams received a gift of gospel ministry.

ROBERT FLETCHER.

Robert Fletcher, of the Falls Meeting, Bucks
county, who deceased in the Third month, 1735,
had been a very useful man in civil and religious
society, filling the station of elder with acceptance.
By his age and infirmities he appears to have been
withdrawn from active life, some time before his
heavenly Father saw meet to remove him from all
the trials and vicissitudes of time.

MATTHEW CHAMPION.

Matthew Champion, of Burlington, who deceased
Sixth mo. 12th, 1735, was an elder valued in his
day, but of whose labours in civil or religious soti-
ety we have little account.

whilst a member of Gwynnedd Monthly Meeting,
and was diligent in the performance of his religious
duties. About the beginning of the year 1735, ht

oved to Middletown Meeting, Bucks county
taking with him a certificate of"" the full unity of
Friends of Gwynnedd with his ministry. Middle
town Friends say of him :

" During his short resi

dence amongst us, he approved himself a man of
sobriety and orderly life and conversation, a dili-

gent attender of meetings, and in the ministry
ively and edifying." His decease took place
about the close of the Seventh month, 1735.

(To be cuDtinucJ.)

Ea-jxrimeyits u-ith Cast Iron.—The interesting
fact is developed by experiments of the U. S. Ord*^
nance Department, that iron, by repeated fusion,
up to a certain number of times, is thereby greatly
improved in strength. Guns ca.st solidly, and those
cast hollow, through which latter water was made
to circulate after easting, showed an astonishing
difference in their relative strength, the difl'erenee

being in favour of the hollow-cast'gun, which is at-

tributedto the method of cooling, the solid gun,
contracting from the outside, exerting a strain upon
' e arrangement of the particles of the metal in the
same direction as the strain of the discharges. The
experiments also showed that old castings are a
great deal stronger than new. Eight-inch guns,
proved thirty days after being cast solid, stood but
72 charges ; thirty four days, 84 charges ; one
hundred days, 731 charges, and six years, 2,582
charges. This phenomenon is accounted for by sup-
posing that the particles strained in tne cooling re-
adjust themselves in ^he course of time to their'new
position and become free or nearly so. These are
important facts.

MARTHA WOOD.

Martha Lloyd, daughter of John Lloyd, of
Desart m Radnorshire, Wales, wasborn at that place
about the year 1688. At what time she removed
to America, we know not; but in the year 1717
we find her the wife of Thomas Wood, a valuable
Friend and member of Abington Monthly and
Particular Meeting. She was a woman of good
parts, and having submitted to the cross of Christ
she became very useful in religious society. A gift
of gospel ministry being dispensed to her, she en-
deavoured to exerci.se it in the fresh springing of
life, and her labours met with the approbation of
her Friends. She was first sent as a representative
from the Meeting of Ministers at Abington, to the
Quarterly Meeting of Ministers, in 1724.
From this time we have frequent trace of her

and of her labours, yet the only extensive religious
^'''''''ce of which we find a record, is a visit to the

* One ofher advertisements in 1Y24, runs thus :
" Eli-

zabeth Wbartnaby's right and genuine Spirit of Venice
Ireacle, truly and only prepared bv ber in PhiladelphiaWho was the original and first promoter of it in this city!
1.- still sold by her at her shop in High street, near themarket; as iilso the Spirit of Scurvy-grass "

For "Tho Friend."

Cliristiau Self-Dcninl.

The present and future happiness of individuals,
as well as the welfare and coiWbrt of society are
greatly dependent upon the disinterested kindness
of chi^tian professors, by whith they are led to
" bear one another's burthens, and thus fulfil the
law of Christ," who came into the world and took
upon Him a body of flesh, in which he suffered and
died, that we should not henceforth live unto our-
selves, but unto Him who hath given himself a
sacrifice for us, and both by example and precept
taught us the salutary and necessary lesson of -suffer-

ing for the brethren, as he hath suffered for us.
It is a sorrowful sight to behold in his professed

disciples and followers, the disposition to seek their
own in all their engagements, forgetting or disre-
garding the truth of the doctrine, that the members
of Christ are one body, united in him as their only
head

; so that whether one member suffer all the
members suffer with it, or whether one member re-
joice, all the members rejoice therewith. In all our
afflictions. He is afflicted, and he is partaker of all

our rejoicings in Him, so that our interest as well
as our duty, lies in the direction of the sacrifice ot
self for his sake, as well as for that of the brethren.

It is a wicked, though a very prevailing delusion,
to believe that we are to consider oNrselves before

others, as a means of promoting our own happii
while happiness is found, by christian experiem
lie in the opposite direction ; and the pronuj
that he that watereth shall also be watered hit—that he that handeth even a cup of cold w
to a disciple of the Lord, in the name of a dise
shall receive a disciple's reward.

The world and its -blessings were not mad
serve the purposes of a favoured few, who m
be able to grasp a superior share of earthly ric

or who from undue parental indulgence, in the co
of their home education, have been led to rec

|

themselves as the first, if not the only objects woH
of attention and favour, and, therefore, that t i

wants are at all times to be con.sidered, howi
\

much others may be discomforted or inconvenieu
i

thereby.
j

It is a grievous mistake in parents to bring
;

their children under the exercise of a false tenc
i

ness, whatever may be their relative circumstanc

'

for selfishness of feeling and conduct arethealn'
inevitable and invariable result, by which wilftdi i

of disposition, and a disagreeable demeanour
\

encouraged, to the discomfort. of the child, wb
every wish is indulged, and the annoyance of s.

ety wherever his or her lot may be cast. Child
thus trained, under the influence of misplaced
diligence, are unfitted to bear the disappointme

d trials of life with christian fortitude ; and ev
little cross to their wills and desires occasions ft

fulness and murmurings, unpleasant and hurtM
those around them.

It has ajjpeared to me that no cross-bean
self-denying, and considerate parent, would
guilty of thus unfitting a child to buffet with I,

world, where crosses and disappointments are t

lot of all—of thus perverting the design of an ii

wise Providence, whose will it is that we should
taught in the school of suffering, patiently
endure, cheerfully to submit, and "quietly tow
until He may be pleased to deliver us from tb
trials and baptisms which are necessary to (

purification from all selfish desires, wayward d

positions, and wQful inclinations.

It is fiom no small measure of experience as w
as observation and feeling in this matter, that I

:

prompted thus to set forth the necessity of t

denial of selj\ which I deem the greatest enei

of man's happiness inherent in him. It is indeed t

root of all evil! and its influence over the mi
should be guarded against with all the vigilance

which we are made capable. It is an enemy
christian love, joy and peace ; arid until it is root

out of our hearts, we shall he hated and hatef

the destroyers of our own, and others" peace; and u

quiet and unhappy in every situation and relati

of life. While this monster exists and is fosteri

in our hearts, we shall find our hand to be agaii

every man, and every man's hand against us.

wilf make divisions in families, in the church, ai

in the world, for it is from our lusts that all eo

tention and strife, wars and fightings, do proceed.-
'" If any man," said our blessed Redeemer, " w
be my disciple, let him deny himself, take up 1

daihj cross and follow me,"
Seventh month 41h, isr.l).

Christ was holy, humble, harmless, meek, mere
fill, &o., when among men ; to teach us what v

should be, when he was gone ; and yet he is among i

still, and in us, too, a living and perpetual preacht

of the same grace, by his Spirit in our conscience

Seek not to be rich, but happy; the one lies i

gs, the other in content, which wealth can neve

give.
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Selected for " The Friend."

Highest and most profitable learning, is the

Ige of ourselves.

not profound speculations, but a }iohj life,

ives a man righteous and good.

Dnflict is so great and severe, as his who

to subdue liimsclf.

hat is slmv to anger, is better than the

and he that ruleth his spirit, than he that

I city.

s truly good, who hath great charity ; he is

eat, who is little in his own estimation, and

nothing the summit of worldly honour ; he

wise, who counts all earthly things but as

hat he may win Christ ; and he is truly

who hath learned to abandon his oivn

I do the will nf God.

liberal soul i^liall be made fat, and he that

h shaltha watered also himself,

by |ww/e cometh contention ; but with the

vised is wisdom.

umility and the /car of the Lord are riches,

aour, and life.

breathing of a wise man's heart is, " Not

I, Lord, but thine be done."

lot ashamed to serve thy brethren in the

it offices, nor to appear poor in the sight of

ir the love of Jesus Christ,

lot think thou art better than others,

ht of God, who only knoweth what is in

lou be found worse.

line enemy hunger, give him bread to eat

;

be be thirsty, give him water to drink,

the ways of a man are right in his own

! Lord weigheth the spirits.

a way that seemeth right to a man ; but

I thereof are the ways of death,

security of the wicked begins in pride and

iption, and ends in self-delusion,

se evils which we cannot rectify, we ought to

Tith humble submission, till God shall be

\ to produce a change,

eavour to be always patiod of the faults of

; for thou hast many faults and imperfec-

f thy own that require a reciprocation of for-

ice.

ill men were perfect, we should meet with

in the conduct of others to make us suffer

; sake of God.

doeth much, who loveth much; he doth

who doeth well ; and he doeth much and well,

onstantly preterreth the good of the church

gratification of his own will.

Is alicays a sign of poverty of mind, when

ire ever aiming to appear great : for they

re really great, never seem to know it.

ny secretly seek themselves in everything

do, and perceive it not; but he that hath

harity, " seeketh not his own" in anything,

eketh only that " God may be glorified in

ings;" he " envieth not," for he desires no

'.e gratification ; he ascribes not good to any

ire, but refers it entirely to God, from whom,
m its fountain, all good flows : in whom, as

centre, all saints will finally rest.

is lan odd sight, but very evident, that families

lations, of cross religious and humours, unite

st those of their own, when they find an inte-
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bm different sections of our widely extended

|ry, there are complaints heard of long con-

tinued dry weather. In some places the vegeta-

tion is said to be almost destroyed, and the farm-

ers have abandoned the hope of having anything

like an average yield of corn or potatoes. Culinary

vegetables have s^topped growing, and are withered

and toughened by the heat, while the fruits which
arc usually in perfection at this season, are scarce

and devoid of their native lusciousness.

It is common to speak of the independence of

the farmer ; but we think there are few avocations

in which the helplessness of man and his entire de-

pendence on an almighty Benefactor for the success

of his labours, are more immediately and con-

vincingly brought home, than in agriculture ; and
as it is the great secondary source of the sustenance

and wealth of all other cjipsses, so these latter are

soon brought to symiiathize with the farmer in his

success or failure. All the discoveries of science,

all the improvements or adaptations of mechanics,

and all the increased facilities and appliances of

art, valuable as they are in multiplying the powers

of man, and in enabling him to lighten the labour

with which he obtains his food by the sweat of his

brow, all are vain unless the early and the latter

rain are sent to refresh and water the earth,

that it may yield her increase. It is a great mercy
that the drought is not universal, and that in many
sections the crops of wheat, hay, &c., are reported

to have been abundant, and the grass, corn, <!i:c., to

be kept vigorous and growing by timely soaking

rains. The facility of transportation is now so

great, and information of the state of the markets

is so quickly transmitted from one State to another,

that the deficiency in one part is not long in bring-

g a supply fi'om another more favoured, so that

the demand and supply are pretty nearly equalized,

preventing famine prices cutting off the poor from

the means of subsistence. This favourable condi-

tion of things would probably be destroyed, were

the schemes of- some of our politicians to dissever

the Government, to be consummated. There is

great cause to fear lest the evil passions of the

people in the north and the south may be so ex-

cited as to precipitate them into measures that may
•esult in dismembering the Union, and setting the

two opposing sections in deadly strife with each

other, a catastrophe, which, however flippantly

ipoken of by many, could hardly fail to prove the

source of unnumbered evils, from which we are now
exempt, and so far from hastening the downfal of

slavery, would more probably fasten it on those

now suffering from it, beyond the possibility of

human wisdom or power to remove or ameho-

rate it.

The Christian, believing in the government of an

almighty Superintending Providence, and the ac-

countability of men collectively as well as indivi-

dually, sees that the iniquities of the people are

bringing correction upon them, and that amid the

undeserved mercies showered upon us, the rod is to

be discerned, held forth in rebuke, and threatening

more severe chastisement unless the people are

willing to learn wisdom, and cease from the evil of

their ways. The great object which we should

keep in constant remembrance, is the obligation we

are under to show gratitude and obedience to Him.

who " turneth the wilderness into a standing water,

and dry grounds into water springs; and there

He maketh the hungry to dwell that they may pre

pare a city for habitation ; and sow the fields, and

plant vineyards, which may yield fruits of increase.

He blesseth them also, so that they are multiplied

greatly, and suffereth not their cattle to decrease.

Ae;ain they are minished and brought low through

oppression, affliction and sorrow." " Whoso is wise

and will observe these things, even they shall un-

derstand the loving-kindness of the Lord."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—Liverpool dates to Seventh mo. 16tl]. The
ws is mostly unimportant. American atl'airs were dis-

sscd by the English papers in a milder tone than here-

tofore. A serious riot had occurred among the militia

at Nenaugh, Ireland, on the 16th, and two or three suc-
ceeding days, caused by alleged bad faith on the part of
the Govcriiiiiciit tinvanls tlicm. They had been ordered

to disbaiiil iiihI f;i\r iiji tlicir clothing and arms, which
they rcl'uM (1 in .In, Imi instead broke open the maga-
zine, and i-iiziil ;iiiiniuiiition. The regular troops were
called in to suppress the riot, and disarm the militia,

which was effected without much loss of life. In Par-
liament, Lord John Russell's motion, in relation to Ita-

lian affairs, was negatived. The spinning mills of Jo-

seph Ainswoith, at Bolton, had been destroyed by fire.

They contained 8000 spindles.

RUSSIA.—An Imperial ukase extends the amnesty
accorded to the refugees of the western governments of

Russia, to individuals who took part in the events of

18.30 and 1831. No judicial proceedings can be insti-

tuted against them, and on taking an oath of fidelity to

the sovereign, tlieir rights will be restored to them, with

the capacity of holding government employment after

three years' good conduct. A good harvest was ex-

pected in Russia.

SPAIN.—The cholera 'has appeared at Seville. The
disturbances which prevailed in some parts of the king-

dom, have been suppressed. Espartero has tendered his

resignation.

FRANCE.—The regency bill was unanimously voted
by the Senate on the 9th. The grape disease is said to

very serious in a part of the south of France. The
eroy of Egypt has given 30,000f. for the sufferers by

the late inundations in France.

ITALY.—AfTairs are said to be critical in Parma.
Lord Normanby had gone there from Florence, and had

feral intei'views with the Minister of Foreign Affairs,

th the Austrian General, and with the Duchess herselj^

Liverpool Markets.—The cotton marketwas unchanged,
th a moderate demand and firm prices. New Orlean.s

r was quoted at Trf. Upland, middling, G 3-lGrf. The
gather had been stormy, and breadstufl's were a shade

higher, with moderate sales.

LondoT^—The bullion in the Bank of England bad de-
creased £450,000. American stocks were firm, with an
pward tendency. Consols, 95i.

MEXICO.—The latest news 'from Mexico state that

the opponents of rnmnnforf.i L'nvernment at PuebIa had
ttcmpted a revoliiii'ni. imi tli:ir ]ibins being discovered,

.ere frustrated, ;um1 ; iii r of the offenders were
rrested. With llu- < x. rpiinn, tlie country was quiet.

Gold in large quantities is rt-purted to have been disco-

ered in the Province of Guerero.

NICARAGUA.—Walker was inaugurated as President

on the 12th ult. Ex-President Rivas remained in pos-
session of Leon. Many of the natives consider the in-

[tuguration of Walker as an act of usurpation, and have
declared against him. There was much sickness among
Walker's troops, and frequent desertions. An invasion

from the Northern Central American States was looked
for at the close of the rainy season.

UNITED STATES.— Concern. — Both Houses have
greed toadjournonthe 18th proximo. Itwas notexpected
lat the Senate and House would agree on any plan for

the pacification of Kansas, at this sessicm. The Senate
has passed several bills for the improvement of rivers

and harbours in the South and West, and some of the

appropriation bills ; also a bill for the protection of citi-

zens of the United States who may discover deposits of

guano. The bill provides that whenever any citizen of

the United States shall discovcrnow yu.n,,, I-1:iim1s, &c.,

not occupied Ijy persons of any oih- i
i m, < d!. and

occupy the same, they shall be cuii i

'•

.
:

. Gain-

ing to the United States. Discover, r- ; i, : . : . .Mnwed
the exclusive right of selling and delivering ihann, and
shall be allowed to receive S8 per ton when delivered at

the vessel, and §4 at the place of deposit. The guaii'i

is only to be sold to citizens of the United States
;
any

breach of these privileges to cause a forfeiture of rights

;

the land and naval forces of the United States to protect

such islands, and the laws of the United States to be ex-

tended over them. The President has recommended an
appropriation of $250,000 for the purchase of a building

in Philadelphia for a post-office, and $50,000 for fitting

up the same. The Pennsylvania Bank building on Second
street has been contracted for. In the House but little

business has been done, the time being occupied with

party speeches, into which Kansas and the slavery ques-

tion largely enter. An amendment to the army appro-

priation bill made in the House, declares that the Presi-

dent shall not employ any of the military in enforcing

the laws of the present territorial government of Kansas.
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This amendment will of course be rejected by the Senate,

but the House may refuse to pass the bill without it.

Kaiisas.—It is stated that Col. Lane had entered the

territory at the head of 600 free State men, fully armed,

and had re.turned for another regiment. On the 8th ult.

Gen. Stringfellow and others issued a handbill calling

on the' Missourians to go over to Kansas promptly, so as

to be prepared to TOte at the November election, under

the Senate bill, the passage of which was then anti-

cipated.

California.—An arrival at New York on the 27th ult.,

brought the California mails to the 5th, afii §1,650,000

in treasure. The State authorities had apparently de-

termined to make no'further resistance to the Vigilance

Committee, which had proceeded to still bolder acts of

usurpation. They had seized the arms of the State, col-

lected for the use of the law and order party, and had

arrested one of the Judges of the Supreme Court, for

resisting a process issued by this secret oligarchy. It

would seem that the supremacy of the law cannot be

restored without the interference of the Federal Govern

mcnt. The crops were said to be abundant, and thi

new wheat received at San Francisco was of excellent

quality. A shipment of 20,000 barrels of flour

about being made to Australia.

Oregon.—The force under Col. Buchanan, had a battle

with the Indians at the Big Jleaflows, iu which ten white:

and forty Indians, including several chiefs, were killed

The grasshoppers had been very destructive in the AVil

lani.-ttP Vallev.

,\ ,
!',-/— \I,ntality last week, 631. The increased

iiM, ,
I

! i ,1 iited to the great heat of the weather.

;•„„,,,<;,„,,.,.—.Mortality last week, 426. More than

three-fourths of the deaths were of children, 95 of whom
died from cholera infantum. The interments also in-

clude a portion of the victims of the railroad disaster.

Tlir liailroad Disaster.—V-p to the 28th ult., the ascer-

tijiied loss of life by the collision on the North Pennsyl-

'rania Railroad, amounted to 67 persons. It was expected

the maimed and wounded, who were then living, would
nearly all recover. The Coroner's inquest held in Mont-

gomery county, on a portion of the victims, attributes

to the gross carelessness of the conductor

of the excursion train, in running his train contrary to

the instructions. The inquest in Philadelphia came to

a similar conclusion, but they also consider the manage-
meut of the road deficient in proper precautions for the

safety of passengers, when excursion trains are .sent

upon it. _
The Northern Indiana.—-More bodies have been reco

vered from the wreck, and it is now believed that at

least forty persons perished by the burning of the boat.

Vinixiial Drought.—During the present summer, muc"

less than the usual quantity of rain has fallen in the

Jliildle St'.itcs and a portion of the west and north. As
:i , ;.

;
< 111, i: ' ii is cxpcctcd the late crops will be serl

,,, : :
I ;ill that region. Last week there were

111' inches of water in the channel of the

(111 .1
: ; ,

1 'wry. Iu many places, not only springs

l>iil iiiii~i.lir:ililr running streams have been dried up.

Fire.-; were rcrc-ntly rapine; on the mountains west of

Cunibcilaiid, .Md., ami the. forests were burning, on the

south ^ide of the New York Central Railroad, between
Buli'alo and Batavia, for the distance of twelve miles

jlitinc Law 4t Iowa.—A bill was introduced in the

Iowa Legislature, now in session, to repeal the law pro-

hiljitiug the sale and manufacture of liquor in that State

It passed the Senate by a strict party vote. Democrats
all for, and Fremont men against. It was defeated in

the House by a party vote, the Republicans all voting

against it.

Miscellaneous.— Russian Sympathy.— A subscription

has been opened in St. Petersburg, on behalf of the suf-

fercr.? hy tlie late inundations in France.
/-'

. .'
. I.i'i-.iice.—The work of deepening

t!i : I.;', , '
,

I a ',>ucbec and Montreal, Canada,
i . I hri'jrcss. The principal field of

_i H.M ^ i
: " liiig Anna, Capt. Kimball, of

Baltiinoir r H for Pedro Banks, where she

was bouu I
I

I , . :
_ii if -uano, was struck by a water

spout, and i..i|i.M,.i.il on the 25th of Sixth mo. The cap-

tain's son and three seamen who were below at the

time, were drowned.
Losses of France in the War.—The official statement of

the losses of the French army, during the war with Rus-
sia, makes the whole number amount to 62,500 ; though
it is suspected that this is very much below the true

mark.
ThePojnilalioii'/'' '

i r-iin:,, 1 a i',c i.n-.al liinr

at about I.OOO.iihm i ,

, , i, i, ; .
.

slave black, and ,
. i

Vrohibilion.—TUv |,i ,1 l,i,in ,,( \, a liMMi-i-rl. ha

-

repealed the Prohibitory Liquor Law, by a vote of 38 to

and revived the license law.

The Suez Canal.—The European Commission of En-
gineers, assembled in Paris to discuss the details of the

plan for cutting across the Isthmus of Suez, have

adopted the plan of a direct canal from Suez to the Me-
diterranean at Pelusium, across the Bitter Lakes. The
canal will be fed with sea water.

American Machines in England.—The Illustrated News,

of London, announces that it has contracted for one of

Hoe & Co.'s great printing machines. The London
Times has also ordered one larger than any yet made

;

ave ten printing cylinders. Two other printing

establishments in London have also given orders for

the'se machines.
Coal and Wood for Locomotives.—The Illinois Central

Railroad Company have been trying an experiment in

running their engines. In running 100 miles, the fol-

lowing result was obtained Wood, 5 cords at §5.75,

$28.75 ; coal, 52 bushels, at 15 cents, $7.80—saving with

coal, $20.95.

South Carolina Law.—M. M. Chaney, convicted of

negro stealing, was hanged at Lancasterville, S. C, on

the 11th ult, and on the same day, Moses Gossett was
executed for the same oii'ence at Unionville, S. C.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLOURED
PERSONS.

Ranted, A Principal and three Assistant Teachers for

the Men's School, and a Principal and four Assistants

for the Women's School.

Application may be made to either of the undersigned.

JoHX C. Allen, No. 179 S. Fifth street.

Samuel Allen, No. 134 S. Front street.

William L. Ehwards, No. 37 Arch street.

WANTED.
A Suitable Female Teacher to take the place of Prin-

cipal in the Select School for Girls, in this city.

Application may be made to Sidney Coates, No. 330

Arch street, or Elizabeth Allen, No. 146 Pine street.

WANTED.
A Female Teacher is wanted for Friends' School at

Crosswicks, N. J. Early application may be made to

Joel II/Miduleton, Crosswicks, N. J., •

Or, Sa.muel Allixson, Jr., Yardville, N. J.

Died, at Hopkinton, B. I., on the 24th of Fifth month
last, Thomas Foster, an elder of South Kingstown
Monthly Meeting, in the 53d year of his age. The ch;

racter of this beloved Friend was marked by genuine

piety and circumspection, and by strict integrity in his

transactions with his fellow men
;
being concerned ab

all to do the will of his Heavenly Father, so as to stand

accepted in the Beloved. As a husband and fiither he

was most affectionate and kind, endeavouring to dis-

charge his duty, not only in these relations, but also to

stand clear of "the blood of all men. A striking feature

in his character was a forgiving disposition. For many
years he occasionally appeared in public testimony to the

satisfaction of Friends. He was troubled with a severe

cough from early life, at times occasioning much suffering

and loss of sleep, which he endured with exemplary

patience. For a year previous to his death he was aware
that his constitution was giving way, and often spoke of

it. In the Second month last, being exposed to very se-

vere weather, in going to attend the Quarterly Meeting,

he was attacked by lung fever, which terminated in eon-

sumption. He was apprehensive that he should not re-

cover, and did not appear anxious as to the result ; but

subsequently sSid : "At the commencement of my illness,

in viewing death so near, I feared I should not be ready,

and felt distressed in my mind, but was finally enabled

to resign myself entirely up into the hands ofmy Saviour.

Here I lay for two months, feeling peaceful and quiet,

but had not that certain eridence of being accepted

which I desired. At the end of this time my Saviour

assured me that my sins were all blotted out, and a man-
sion prepared for me in his blessed kingdom—and that

He would be with me and preserve me unto the end.'

He related this to his n-ife, in much brokenness of spirit,

saying : " My heart overflows with gratitude, my Saviour

has done so much for me; more than I could ask or

think for such a poor creature as I am. It is all of Hi;

mercy : it is wonderful that He should, so at once, blot

out all mv sins and rcicive inc into his arms—filliti

this, continuing to teel the same blessed a.ssurancE

end. His family being called together, he address

aged father-in-law, John Wilbur, saying: "I ha
great sympathy with thee from the first, in the

trials connected with the troubles in our Society,

portion of which have fallen to thy lot. I beUev
hast been contending for the cause of Truth, anc

thou wilt not let in discouragement." To hi

children he said :
" I want you .to give me up freel

not suffer any despondency to cover your minds, fo

is no caftse for discouragement if you are only fj

I want you, dear children, to take up the cross i

the morning of your day, and be watchful and obe

don't look too much upon the dark side of thinj

look steadily to Him who will support you an(

through the deepest affliction, and enable you to

in the light." He had much to impart that was i

tive, but most of his work was praise—saying mor i

once—" my heart is filled with praise from morni

'

evening and from eveniug till morning,''—sometiml

pearing vocally in praise and thanksgiving to the'

His cough was so troublesome much of tne time,
1

;

could get little rest except in a sitting posture ; i

'

days and nights in succession he sat in his chai

endured all with patience; not a murmur or con

escaped him. He would often say that his suf

;

were as nothing—that the Lord supported him iu
;

marvellous manner that all was made easy. '
,

you," said he, "to help me praise my Saviour

goodness and mercy to the children of men. 1

washed away all my sins, and when my meas

suffering is filled up, he will receivg me into his 1

kingdom, where I shall forever sing the song of

and the Lamb, with the ransomed and redeemed

generations. The enemy is not suffered to tern

I never had any conception of such happiness i

it cannot be conveyed bywords; then what mi

fulness be?" He often requested to hear portion!

Psalmsread,particularly where so much is saidinp

the Lord, saying he never comprehended so well be;

feelings ofthe Psalmist. He recommended to his c

frequent inward retirement and reflection, adding,

is plenty of time for it ; I have had many good m
in the field, wherein my intercessions have ofte

raised to the Father of m'ercies for you, my dear cl

that you might be preserved in the Truth." All c

respecting his outward affairs was takeu away;

times he would say, "I am prepared to go add 1

the time to come;* but generally finished by

"the Lord's will is my will, and his time is th

time." He exhorted Friends to faithfulness in a

testimonies, speaking particularly of the import;

attending all their meetings, both for worship a

cipline, encouraging to greater diligence there

referring to our ancient Friends, how much they s

for these precious testimonies, and how little we '.

dured in comparison with them ; saying, no fear

or dread of suffering kept them from their m'

although often taken from them and carried intc

some dungeons and prisons, where many ende

lives. It was very instructive to witness the call

ranee in the Saviour's promises, which constan

vailed and sustained his spirit above all thin;

Not a doubt appeared to be permitted to distu

At one time he said: "The enemy was around

night, trying to look in ; I applied to my Saviour

fled away. He promised me when he appeared

that the enemy should have no power over me il

close to him, and he will fulfil his promises, for t

yea and amen forever." He then added :
" Tl

may truly be called an unwearied adversary
;

s

he "follows me to this late period." To his wife

" Thou art the nearest to me of anything in this

thou and the dear children never felt so near bef

my love so extends to the whole human family, th

as if I could enclose all in my arms ;
but thougl

you so much, there is One I love more and whor

to be with." He then said, "I think I shall be

from saying much more ;
my work is done ;

what

I do now if it were not so ?" The next day he I

quiet and still, apparently pretty comfortable, hig

nance bearing the impress of heavenly serenity,

wife's saying to him, "Thou looks very hajipy,'

plied, "l"am." He requested those about him to

saying, "I want to pass quietly away." He lay

quiet and comfortable state until about 5 o'cloc

when he asked to have his pillows changed, fror

time he breathed shorter and shorter for about

minutes, when, without a struggle, he passed a-

have no doubt, to the heavenly mansion which

?ccn prepared for him.
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"Knowledge is Power."

(Ctintiuued from pa^e 370.)

ijre is an old proverb, that " When two men

1 one horse, one man must ride behind."

1 and Labour are, as we think, destined to

( n a journey together to the end of time. AVe

bown how they proceed on this journey. We
hown that, although Labour is the parent of

alth, its struggles for the conversion of the

applies of nature into objects of utility are

eeblc in their elTccts till they are assisted by

ulation. Before the joint interests of Labour

apital were at all undcr.stood, they kept sepa

when they only began to be understood, as

ill show, they were constantly pulling differ-

lys, instead of giving " a long pull, a stronr

md a pull altogether ;" and even now, when

interests in many respects are still imperfectly

stood, they occasionally quarrel about the

ions upon which they will continue to travel

opany. In the very outset of the journey,

r, doubtless, took the lead. In the dim morn-

society, Labour was up and stirring before

1 was awake. Labour did not then ride ; he

ed slowly on foot through very dirty ways,

al, at length, as slowly followed after, through

ime mire, but at an humble distance from bis

But when Capital grew into strength, he

;hat there were quicker and more agreeable

i of travelling tor both than Labour had

out. He procured that fleet and untiring

Exchange ; and when he proposed to Labour

they should mount together, he claimed the

and kept it, for their mutual benefit, of taking

Lrection of the horse. For this reason, as it

ars to us, we are called upon to assign to one

e companions, according to the practice of the

Knights Templars, the privilege of sitting be-

;the other—holding the reins, indeed, but in all

icts having a community of interests and an

Jity of duties, as weU as rights, with his fel-

traveller.

et us endeavour to advance another step, in the

tration of these positions, by going back to the

igal who had spent all bis substance. Let

ey him at the moment when he had made the

, and in many respects heroic,^esolution

from the condition of a consumer into that of

oducer. The story says, " The first thing that

T his attention was a heap of coals shot out of a

on the pavement before a house. He offered

self to shovel or wheel them into the place

re they were to be laid, and was employed."

Here, then, wo see that the labour of this man was

wholly and imperatively directed by accumulation.

It was directed as absolutely by the accumulation

of others as the labour of Dampier's Mosquito In-

dian was directed by his own accumulation. The

Indian could not labour profitably—he could not

obtain fish and goats for his food, instead of seal's

flesh—till he had called into action the power

which be possessed in his knife and his gun-barrel.

The prodigal had no accumulation whatever of his

own. He had not even the accumulation of pecu-

skill in any mode of labour ; for a continual

process of waste enlarges neither the mental nor

physical faculties, and generally leaves the wretched

being who has to pass into the new condition of a

producer as helpless as the weakest child. He had

nothing but the lowest power, of labouring without

peculiar knowledge or skill. He had, however, an

intensity and consistency of purpose which raised

this humble power into real strength. He was de-

termined never to get backward, always to go on.

He knew, too, bis duties as well as his rights ;
and

he saw that he must wholly accommodate bis pow-

er to the greater power which was in action around

him. When he passed into the condition of a pro-

ducer, he saw that his powers agd rights were

wholly limited and directed by the principles neces-

sary to advance production; and that his own

share of what he assisted in producing .must be

measured by the laws which enabled him to pro-

duce at all. Ho found himself in a position where

his labour was absolutely governed by the system

of exchanges. No other system could operate

around him, because he was in a civilized country

Had he been thrown upon a desert land without

food and shelter, his labour mast have been in-

stantly and directly applied to procuring food and

shelter. He was equally without food and shelter

in a civilized country. But the system of exchangr
-

being in action, he did not apply his labour directly

to the production of food and lodging for himself.

He added by his labour a new value to a heap of

coals ; he enabled another man more readily to ac-

quire the means of warmth ; and by this service,

which he exchanged for " a few pence" and "

small gratuity of meat and drink," he indirectly

obtained food and lodging. He conferred an addi-

tional value upon a heap of coals, and that addi-

tional value was represented by the " few pence'

and " a small gratuity of meat and drink." Had

the system of exchange been less advanced, that is,

had society been less civilized, he would probably

have exchanged bis labour for some object of utility

by another and a ruder mode. He would have

received a portion of the coals as the price of the

labour by jvhich he gave an additional value to the

whole heap. But mark the inconvenience of such

a mode of exchange. His first want was food ;
bis

next, shelter. Had he earned the coals, he must

have carried them about till he had found some

other person ready to exchange food and lodging

for coals. Such an occurrence might have hap-

pened, but it would have been a lucky accident.

He could find all persons ready to exchange food

and clothes for money, because money was ready

ao-ain to exchange for other articles of utility which

they might require, and which they woiUd more

adily obtain by the money than by the food and

clothes which our labourer had received for them.

During the course of the unprofitable labour of

coals, he might have perished. What, then, gave

him the means of profitable labour, and furnished

him with an article which every one was ready to

receive in exchange for articles of immediate neces-

sity? Capital in two forms. The heap of coals

was capital. The coals represented a very great

and various accumulation of former labour that had

been employed in giving them value. The coals

were altogether valueless till labour had been em-

ployed to° raise them from the pit, and to convey

them to the door of the man who was about to con-

sume them. But with what various helps had this

labour worked ! Mere manual labour could have

done little or nothing with the coals in the pit.

Jlachines had raised them from the pit. Machinea

had transported them from the pit to the door of

the consumer. They would have remained buried

in the earth but for large accumulations of knowl-

edo-e, and large accumulations of pecuniary wealth

to let that knowledge in action by exchanging with

it. The heap of coals represented all this accumu-

lation ; and it more immediately represented the

circulating capital of consumable articles of utility,

which had been paid in the shape of wages at

every stage of the labour exercised in raising the

coals from the mine, and conveying them to the

spot in which the prodigal found them laid. The

coals had almost attained their highest value by a

succession of labour, but one labour was still want-

give them the highest value. They were at

their lowest value when they remained unbroken in

the coal-pit ; they were at their highest value when

they were deposited in the cellar of the consumer.

For that last labour there was circulating capital

ready to be exchanged. The man whose course of

production we have been tracing imparted to them

thLs last value, and for this labour he received a

" few pence" and a " gratuity of meat and drink."

These consumable commodities, and the money

which might be exchanged for other consumable

commodities, were circulating capital. They sup-

plied his most pressing wants with incomparably

more readiness and certainty than if he had been

turned loose among the unappropriated produc-

tions of nature with unlimited freedom and absolute

rights. In the state in which he was actually

placed, his rights were limited by his duties ; but

this balance of rights and duties was the chief in-

strument in the satisfaction of his wants. Let us

examine the principle a little more in detail.

Vn exchange was to be carried on between the

owner of the coals and the man who was willing to

shovel them into the owner's cellar. The labourer

did not want any distinct portion of the coals, but

he wanted some articles of more urgent necessity

in exchange for the new value which he was ready

to bestow upon the coals. The object of each ex-

changer was, that labour should be exchanged with

capital. That object could not have been accom-

plished, or it would have been accomplished slowly,

imperfectly, and therefore unprofitably, unless there

had been interchangeable freedom and security for

lioth exchangers—for the exchanger of capital and
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the exchanger of labour. The first right of the

labourer was, that his labour should be free; the

fii-st right of the capitalist was, that his capital

should be free. The rights of each were built upou

the security of property. Could this security have

been violated, it might have happened, either that

the labourer should have been compelled to shovel

in the coals, or that the capitalist should have been

compelled to employ the labourer to shovel them

in. Had the lot of the unfortunate prodigal been

cast in such a state of society as would have al-

lowed this violation of the natural rights of the

labourer and the capitalist, he would have found

little accumulation to give a profitable direction to

his labour. He would have found production sus-

pended or languishing. There would probably

have been no heap of coals wanting his labour to

give them the last value ; for the engines would

have been idle that raised them from the pit, and

the men would have been idle that directed the

engines. The circulating capital that found wages

for the men and fuel for the engines, would have

been idle, because it could not have worked with

security. Accumulation, therefore, would have been

suspended ; and all profitable labour would, in con-

sequence, have been suspended. It was the un-

fjuestionable right of the labourer that his labour

should be free ; but it was balanced by the right of

the capitalist that his accumulation should be se-

cure. Could the labour have seized upon the capi-

tal, or the capital upon the labour, production

would have been stopped altogether, or in part.

The mutual freedom and security of labour and

capital compel production to go forward ; and

labour and capital take their respective stations,

and perform their respective duties, altogether with

reference to the laws which govern production.

These laws are founded upon the natural act of the

system of exchange, carrying forward all its opera-

tions by the natural action of the great principle of

demand and supply. When capital and labour

know how to accommodate themselves to the direc-

tion of these natural laws, they are in a healthy

state with respect to their individual rights, and

the rights of industry generally. They are in that

state in which each is working to the greatest pro-

fit in carrying forward the business of production.

The story of the prodigal goes on to say, " He
then looked out for the next thing that might

chance to oifer ; and went with indefatigable in-

dustry through a succession of servile employments

in different places, of longer or shorter duration."

Here we see the principle of Demand and Supply

still in active operation. " He looked out for the

next thing that might chance to offer." He was
ready with hLs supply of labour immediately that

he saw a demand for it. Doubtless the " indefati-

gable industry" with which he was ready with his

supply created a demand, and thus he had in some
degree a control over the demand. But in most

eases the demand went before the supply, and he

had thus to watch and wait upon the demand. In

many instances demand and supply exercise a joint

influence and control, each with regard to the

other. Pliny, the Koman naturalist, relates that

in the year 454 after the building of Rome (300
years before Christ) a number of barbers came over

from Sicily to shave the Romans, who till that time

had worn long beards. But the barbers came in

consequence of being sent for by a man in autho-

rity. The demand here distinctly went before the

supply ; but the supply, doubtless, acted greatly

upon the demand. During a time of wild financial

speculation in Paris, created by what is called the

Mississippi bubble, a hump-backed man went daily

into the street where the stock-jobbers were accus-

tomed to assemble, and earned money by allowing

them to sign their contracts upon the natural desk

with which he was encumbered. The hump-back
was doubtless a shrewd fellow, and saw the difficul-

ty under which the stock-jobbers laboured. He
supplied what they appeared to want, and a demand
was instantly created for his hump. He was well

paid, says the story. That was because the supply

was smaller than the demand. If other men with
humps had been attracted by the demand, or if

persons bad come to the street with portable desks

more convenient than the hump, the reward of his

service would naturally have become less. He must
have yielded to the inevitable law by which the

amount of circulating capital, as compared with the

number of labourers, prescribes the terms upon
which capital and labour are united.

(To be continued.)

Epistle of Ccorge Fox.

Whilst I was kept in Lancaster jaU, I was moved
to give forth the following paper, " for staying the

minds of any such as might be hurried or troubled

about the change of government :"

—

All Friends, let the dread and majesty of God
fill you ! And as concerning the changing of times

and governments, let not that trouble any of you

;

for God hath a mighty work and hand therein.

He will yet change again until that come up, which
must reign ; in vain shall powers and armies with-

stand the Lord, for his determined work .shall

come to pass. But it is just with the Lord that

what is now come up should be so, and he will be

served by it. Therefore, let none murmur, nor dis-

trust God ; for he will provoke many to zeal

against unrighteousness, and for righteousness,

through things which are suffered now to work for

a season
;
yea, many whose zeal was even dead,

shall revive again, shall see their backslidings, and
bewaU them bitterly. For God shall thunder from

heaven, and break forth in a mighty noise, his

enemies shall be astonished, the workers of iniquity

confounded, and all that have not the garment of

righteousness shall be amazed at the mighty and
strange work of the Lord, which shall be certainly

brought to pass. But my babes, look ye not out,

but be still in the light of the Lamb ; and he shall

fight for you. The almighty Hand, which must
break and divide your enemies, and take away
peace from them, preserve and keep you whole, in

unity and peace with itself, and one with another.

Amen. 1660. G. P.

For "The Friend.'

Bally Example,

It is peculiarly congenial with the spirit of uni-

versal love, to meet with evidences that true chris-

tians of different names, though they may not have

been instructed so as to sec alike in all points, have

nevertheless similar desires for the extension of the

Redeemer's kingdom, and to experience in them-

selves the renovating power of His grace. One
says,

"
' except the Lord build the house, they labor

in vain who build it.' What a privilege it is to be

allowed to co-operate, in the least degree, in the

great work of bringing this world to the love and
service of our blessed Redeemer ! As we advance

iu life, may we have a more single eye to the glory

of God ill all we do, in all wc desire, and in all we
feel. May we have deeper and more affecting views

of the value of the soul, and of the unspeakable and
incomprehensible value of the price which lias been

paidfor its rajisom. I often feel that my days are

rapidly passing, and that I have but a few remain-

ing. But these remaining days are precious days,

if they should be spent for the cause of Christ. And
what an unspeakable privilege is it to indulge a hope

that when our work is done, through infinite

we may be admitted to dwell forever with the 1

In the early part of her religious life, tweni

years before the above was penned, the writer
" I believe I have never before realized thes

ty of living, so much as I do this summer. ]

think that if possible, it is more solemn to livi

to die. What important consequences may d i

on a single word, or on the most trifling .

'

With how much care and deliberation shou

regulate allour cmiduct, and even oureveryUw
\

This recjuires the most vigorous exertion of a

;

faculties
;
nay, more, we need constant instr

'

from heaven, and the daily guidance of tJie
'

Spirit." This was an excellent beginning, an

'

doubtless followed by good fruits." Great wi
'

ness abounds in the earth, and calls for unreit

labour in the disciples of Christ. They ougl

'

to forego their confidence in Him. " I will giy,

the heathen for thine inheritance, andtheutte
parts of the earth for thy possession." The
is going on, and while many are resisting his i

and power, others are brought to bow to Him
great changes have been and are being wrouo

Christendom, and in the nations afar off.

Idol Worship in San Francisco.

[It would hardly have been Cfedited a few

ago, that Idol worship would have been introi

and practised in this country, but from the ac

given below, which is taken from " The Sp

^Missions," it appears to have been imported toj

with the Chinese into California, and to be i

lished there with other abominations which

have introduced. What with Paganism and

monism we think the missionaries may find ei

work without going far from home.]

In one of the streets of this city is a plain

bu Iding, bearing on its front a Chinese inscri

and under it, (probably the translation,) the v
" See Yup Asylum, 18-53." It is not more

twenty feet wide, and seems to be the only ent

to a wide passage, which leads into the moi

tensive buildings, in the centre of the square

is the hospital and club-house of one of the

great companies which import emigrants fro:

" Flowery Land," and where, I believe, they

a place of meeting and association while in tk
A notice was lately given, that a great rel

festival, lasting for ten days, was to be held i;

building. The upper part had been fitted i

an idol temple, and this was its dedication, i

idol took possession of his place of .worship,

of course, excited great curiosity, as previor

was not known that the Chinese had any pi;

worship in this city. Their only religious cere

seemed to be one in the spring, in commemoi
of the dead. Then, clothed in their richest dr

they walk in procession out to the cemetery,

companying them is a wagon, with their musi'

" making day hideous," with their horrible so

and another filled with provisions, among wl

goat, roasted whole, with gilded horns, occuf

prominent situation. After some services a

graves, the procession returns, and the prov

are eaten at their houses. When, therefore, t

for the inauguration were Issued, signed b

" Connnittce of Arrangements," G. Athai
Ahing, there was a general desire to witnes,

display of Idol Wor.ship in a christian laud.

There was a great rush the first day. Ir

it was so crd^ded in the temple that there w;

room for the processions and kneelings of tk

nese priests ; and therefore notice was given

hereafter the building would be shown, bi

strangers must retire from the place of worship

the services began. Passing the entrance, we
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lassai'G leading through the building, to an

f which I kad no idea. It had been built

the centre of the square, in a way of which

irior gave no indications. A part of it was

1 with kitchens, store-rooms, and all the

conveniences for an hospital. Opening the

a room at the extreme end of the building,

a dozen Chinamen seated around, and were

with a cloud of smoke, which at once issued

One of the inmates immediately started up

ent our entrance, but we had time to see

ivas the opium room, devoted to the use of

itroying drug. Some were seated around

', while, on a raised lounge two were lying

pes in their hands, apparently too far gone

ifaction to rouse themselves,

he same floor is the large reception room,

geously decorated with carvings and inscrip-

hile at one end are brown vases of grotesque

which incense was burning. On both

the room, against the wall, wore seats covered

imson satin, richly embroidered with gold

while next to each was a carved ebony table.

36 tea was served to such as had any per-

cquaintanoes among the Chinese present

brought in very diminutive cup.s, and

sugar or milk. The Chinamen (for no

were present) were all in their holiday suits,

ide every effort to be polite and attentive to

sitors.

he story above we were shown the temple

he worship is held. It is a room about forty

at one end of which the idol—a superbly

!,"painted and gilded wooden figure, life-size

seated on an elevated throne, surrounded

(U the decorations which Chinese ingenuity

'devise. Before him was a high altar, cov-

ith offerings, in the shape of provisions. On
e red wax candles, covered with emblems,

urning, and incense was fuming up from the

urns. Through the centre of the room was

table, covered, like the altar, with every con

le deUcacy in the Asiatic style : dried and

iniits of all kinds, cakes, wines and tea. The

ere cooked whole, their heads gilded, and

ns and tails painted gaudy colours. The birds

standing up in the attitudes of life. The

of the table was filled with a hog, some four

ng, roasted whole. The entire feast, indeed

a beautiful appearance, and showed that a

ie dinner-table, from the ingenuity of the

, must be a very picturesque affair.

; temple was hung round with gorgeou.sly

I and gilded wood ; inscriptions in every

y of colour ; flags and picturesque transpa

naps. It was, indeed, superbly furnished

s the decorations were entirely Oriental, they

mlike any thing we had seen before. They
d to have collected about their wooden god

! paraphernalia of a prince. The articles on

Ltar and table, we were told, were presents

svealthy Chinamen in this city.

3re were nine Chinese who seemed to act as

i, and were distinguished by their elegant

:s. Their robes of the richest blue silk, flowed

floor, while their caps were surmounted by
dls. Two of these seemed to have the supe-

f of rank. lie who acted as high-priest

1 himself at the end of the altar, two others

d themselves before it, while the remainini

ok their stand in the lower part-of the hall,

: the huge candles and incense vases burning

i end of the long central table,

en commenced the service. The high-priest

d a few words in a kind of discordant, nasal,

tive way, to which the others responded

;

the band in the next room, opening into the

temple, gave a flourish of their horrible ' music.

Then, at every sentence, the second priest at the

end of the hall prostrated himself till his forehead

touched the floor. Then the whole six would bow
their heads equally low. Then they would march in

procession up and down the hall and round the

table, chanting in a monotonous tone. At one time

they knelt before the table, and various gifts were

handed to the priest, which he elevated as if offer-

them, and then bowing to the floor, placed them

on the table, it socme(T:i kind of consecration of

them to the idol. Then the provisions on the altar,

at the god's feet, wei'c subjected to the same process,

together with cups of rice, and tea, and wine. Then
sandal-wood was thus ofiered, which was afterwards

burned in the inceuse vase.

The large window at the lower end of the hall

was open to the floor ; and, at signals given during

different parts of the service, a small cannon was

discharged in the yard below, followed by a most

deafening noise of tire-crackers. These last occupy

portant place in all Chinese ceremonies ;
and,

during their festivals, the part of the city where

they most live, is resounding all day and night with

the noise. Towards the close of the service they

all knelt, and one of their number read aloud the

contents of several sheets of red tissue paper, be-

fore the idol. These were prayers, which were

immediately afterwards burned in a furnace outside

the door of the room, this being the Chinese method

of offering them. The whole service lasted almost

an hour, and was thus made up of genuflections,

bowings, prostrations, processions, and chants, to us,

of course, utterly unintelligible. It was apparently

confined to the priests ; for the Chinese who were

crowded around, filling the hall, seemed to look on

just as the spectators did, and evinced no more in-

terest in the proceedings. The whole affair con-

cluded with repeated prostrations by all the nine

priests, and we went home with splitting headaches

from the heavy oppressive atmospliere of the templi

the air of which was loaded with incense.

There was one fact with which I was forcibly

struck. It was the great resemblance in outward

appearance to many services of the Romish Church

which I have seen. Take some grand service in St.

Peter's, at Rome, and substitute the pope on his

throne for the idol on his high seat, and except the

prostrations were not quite so low as to bring the

forehead to the floor, there were apparently the same

bowings, and kneeUngs, and processions, and chant-

ings. I believe that a Chinese, looking at a Romish

service in the presence of the pope, would be struck

with its resemblance to his own.

Yet, who would imagine that such a scene could

be witnessed in this city ! The worship of a god

of wood in this nominally christian land, where,

within a mile, twenty congregations who " profess

and call themselves Christians," are accustomed to

assemble for the worship of the One True God 1

—

Bishop Kijip.

We Die Duiiij !—The bodies of animals are

continually undergoing a series of invisible changes

of substance, of which they are entirely unconscious_

We look at our hand to-day, as we write, and we"

fancy it is the same in substance as it was yesterday,

or last year—as it was ten years ago. The form

of each finger, of each nail, is the same. Scars

made in our infancy are still there. Nothing is al-

tered or obliterated ; and yet it is not the same

hand. It has been renewed over and over again

since the days of our youth. The skin, and flesh,

and bone, have been frequently removed and re-

placed. And so it is, more or less with our whole

body. The arms and limbs that sustained us in our

schoolboy struggles are long since consigned to the

dust ; have perhaps lived over again more than once

in plant, or flower, or animal. In from three to five

years the entire body is taken out and built in again

with new materials. A continued activity prevails

among the living agencies to which this hidden work

committed. Every day a small part is carried

away
;
just as if a single brick were every day taken

out of an old wall, or a single wheel out of a watch,

and its place supplied by another. The body, there-

fore, re(iuires constant supplies, at every period of

"

fe, of those things of which its several parts are

built up. __^___
Fox.From the Journal of George

True religion is the true rule, and right way_ of

serving God"; a pure stream of righteousness flowing

from the image of God, the life and power of God,

planted in the heart and mind by the law of life,

which bringeth the soul, mind, spirit and body to

be conformable to God, the Father of spirits, and to

Christ ; so that they come to have fellowship with

the Father and the Son, and with all His holy angels

and saints. This religion is from above, pure and

undefiled before God, leads to visit the fatherless,

widows and strangers, and keeps from the spots of

the world. This religion is above all the defiled,

spotted religions in the world, that keep not their

professors from defilements, but leave them impure,

below, and spotted ; whose fatherless, and widows,

and stranjrers, beg up and down the streets.

1G60. G. F.

The Philosophy of Sneezing.—A sneeze always

indicates that there is something wrong. It does not

occur in health unless some foreign agent irritates

the membranes of the nasal passages, upon which

the nervous filaments are distributed. In case of

cold, or what is termed influenza, these are unduly

excitable, and hence the repeated sneezing which

then occurs. The nose receives three sets of nerves
;

the nerves of smell, those of feeling, and those of

motion. The former communicate to the brain the

odorous properties of substances with which they

come into contact, in a diffused or concentrated

state ; the second communicate the impression of

touch ; the third move the muscles of the nose

—

but the power of these muscles is very limited.

When a sneeze occurs, aU these faculties are ex-

cited in a high degree. A grain of snuff excites

the olfactory nerves, which despatch to the brain

the intelligence that" snuffhas attacked the nostril!"

The brain instantly sends a mandate through the

motor nerves to the muscles, saying " cast it out !"

and the result is unmistakable. So offensive is

the enemy besieging the nostril held to be, the nose

is not left to its own defence. It were too feeble to

accomplish this. An allied army of muscles join

in the rescue ; nearly one-half of the body arouses

against the intruder ; from the muscles of the lip to

those of the abdomen, all unite in the effort for the

expulsion of the grain of snuff. Let us consider

what occurs in this instantaneous operation.

The lungs become fully inflated, the abdominal

organs are pressed downwards, and the veil of the

palate drops down to form a barrier to the escape

of air through the mouth, and now all the muscles

which have relaxed for the purpose, contract simul-

taneously, and force the compressed air from the

lungs in a torrent out through the nasal passages,

with the benevolent determination to sweep away

the particle of snuff, which has been cau.sing irrita-

tion thereon. Such, then, is the complicated action

of a sneeze ; and if the first effort does not succeed,

then follows a second, third, and a fourth ; and not

until victory is achieved, do the army of defenders

dissolve their compact, and settle down into the

enjoyment of peace and quietude,
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For '• The Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned mem-
bers of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 37i.)

SAKAH KNOTTLES.

Sarah Lee, wlio was born in Great Britain, in

1684, came to Pennsylvania, early in 1713, and

settled in Philadelphia. She was an acknowledged

minister of the gospel, and soon became a very

useful member of the meeting to which she was

joined. She was married, on the 10th of First

month, 1715, to Francis Knowles, an honest con-

sistent Friend, who was a bookbinder by profession,

and kept a shop to increase his income.

Although very diligent in attending meetings at

and near home, we cannot find that she ever tra-

velled abroad with a minute or certificate. Her
labours with delinquent members were great, and

she was frecjuently employed in visiting families, for

which she had a peculiar gift. A testimony con-

cerning her says, she " was of an innocent, exem-

plary life and conversation, and favoured with a

gift in the ministry, which was lively and well ac-

cepted." " She was very serviceable in visiting

the families of Friends, being well esteemed, and in

good unity amongst us."

In the very midst of a career of great usefulness,

and in apparent health, she was suddenly removed

from works to rewards; being taken with a fit of

apoplexy in an afternoon meeting, at the Bank
Meeting-house, on the 8th of the Twelfth month,

1735. She was in the 53d year of her age.

SAEAH LAY.

The memorial of this Friend, who deceased

about Twelfth month, 1735, has recently appeared

in '• The Friend."

JANE GARRETT.

Jane Garrett was the wife of Samuel Garrett, of

Darby. She was, a short memorial of her informs

us, " a woman well beloved and esteemed ; had a

lively gift in the ministry, and thereby was often

instrumental to the edifying of the church. She

was religiously careful to bring up her children, in

the way of Truth. She died the 27th of the Sixth

month, 1736."

WILLIAM AVALTOX.

William Walton was born in Byberry, Glouces-

tershire, England, in the year 1661 or 1662. He
removed to Pennsylvania, in company with three

brothers, about 1682, and settled in the part of

Philadelphia county, named after their native place,

Byberry. Although the brothers were all in limited

circumstances when they came to the province, yet

by industry, frugality and good management, they

became prosperous men, and apparently thrivi: _
also in spiritual things. William was the youngest

of the brothers, and married, in 1689, Sarah Ho-
well. He was soon called to the work of the

ministry, and was for nearly half a century a faith-

ful laboui-er therein. One of the first great trials

he was called on to endure, appears to have arisen

from the defection of George Keith, who, by hi;

plausible pretences, had involved Nathaniel Wal
ton in his controversy with Friends, and finally led

him entirely away from that Truth, of which he

had been convinced. Nathaniel was as an elder

brother dear to William Walton, who felt himself

under special obligations to him, for he had paid

for his passage to this country, and had acted

fathi ~ '' —

ainst Keith. This act separated them from fel-

lowship with their brother, who continued, at least

for many years, embittered against them.

In the year 1713, Nathaniel, remembering that

he had paid five pound sterhng for his brother Wil-

's passage to America, manifested the bitter

feeling which rankled in his bosom, by writing him

a letter, demanding the repayment of that sum with

compound interest which for thirty years and

upwards, he says, had almost come to two hundred
pounds, old currency. He says, he had worked
hard for the money in England at a groat a day, and

adds, he had made a man of William to that day,

and that he most certainly expected him to pay
him some way or other to his content. Not because

he could not do without it, for he blessed God he

had plenty of everything, but because it was his

due, and Wilham was able to pay it.

We know not how the aifair terminated, but

William was a prosperous man every way, and was
in high esteem, particularly in religious society. He
had known what it was to pass through public op-

position in his ministry, which probably all arose

from his faithfulness against Keith, but he lived it

down. His travels in the ministry were not exten-

sive, with the exception of a general visit through-

out Virginia, Blaryland and Carohna, performed in

1721 in company with Richard Busby. He visited

at times the Yearly Meetings for worship held at

difierent parts of his own Yearly Meeting, and was

diligent in the attendance of his own and neigh-

bouring meetings. He also was at times engaged

in visiting in gospel love the families of Friends,

and continued in unity with the faithful, esteemed

and honoured as a father in the Truth to the end

of his days. His death took place on the 8th day

of the Twelfth month, 1736, he being about 75

years old.

RICHARD TOWXSEND.

Richard Townsend was bom in Old England,

about the year 1644. His parents appear to have

resided in or near Cirencester, in Gloucestershire,

and to have been convinced of the Truth as pro-

fessed by Friends when this their son was quite a

child. Richard Townsend, Senior, was imprisoned

for his conscientious scruples, in 1660, 1662, and

1 675, in the gaol at Cirencester. Richard, the son,

settled in Martin 's-le-grand, in Loudon, whore, in

1680 and in 1681, his goods were distrained for

the maintenance of the priest, and in the latter

year, for his refusing to bear arms.

By this time he had become a Quaker by con-

vincement as well as education, and had married

amongst them. Of his removal to Pennsylvania,

we shall use his own words.
" Whereas, king Charles the Second, in the year

1681, was pleased to grant this province to William

Penn and his heirs forever ; which act seemed to

be an act of Providence to many religious good

people ; and the proprietor, William Penn, being

one of the people called Quakers, and in good

esteem among them and others, many were inclined

to embark along with him for the settlement of this

place.

" To that end, in the year 1682, several ships

being provided, I found a concern in my mind to

embark with them, with ray wife and child ; and

about the latter end of the Sixth month, h;

settled my alfairs in London, where I dwelt, I went

on board the ship ' Welcome,' Robert Greenaway,

commander, in company with my worthy friend

William Penn, whose good conversation

there was a great number of us, the good ha

Providence was seen in a particular man
that provisions were found for us by the

I

and Indians, at very reasonable rates, as »

brought from divers other parts, that were i

ited before.

Our first concern was to keep up and :

our religious worship ; and, in order thereunt

had several meetings in the houses of the in]

ants, and one boarded meeting-house was c

where the city was to be, near Delaware;

we had nothing but love and good will

hearts one to another, we had very comfoi

meetings from time to time ; and after our dm

was over, we assisted each other in building

houses for our shelter.

"After some time I set up a mill on CI

Creek, which I brought, ready framed, from

don, which served for grinding of corn and i

of boards, and was of great use to us. Bea

with Joshua Tettery, made a net, and caught

quantities of fish, which supplied ourselves

many others; so that, notwithstailding it

thought near three thousand persons came i

first year, we were so providentially providet

that we could buy a deer for about two shil

and a large turkey for about one shilling

dian corn for about two shillings and sixpenc

bushel.

"As our worthy proprietor treated the In

with extraordinary humanity, they became

civil and loving to us, and brought in abum

of venison. As, in other countries, the Id m

were exasperated by hard treatment, which it|

been the foundation of much bloodshed, so the m

trary treatment here, hath produced their lov ni

affection."
(To be continued.)

The Non-Slavelioldin-g Pojndatimi oftlte t

—Much misapprehension exists among us in r

to the character of the population of the Sou

States. We are too much accustomed to spe

of the slaveholders as the " South." In tl

lowing table, compiled from the statistics of th

census, the precise state of things will be seen

the first coliuun of this table will be foun(

whole number of slaveholders in each of the S

ern States, and in the last column is give; I

aggregate white population of each State :

—

St-ites. Slaveholders in each
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the head of the family, Wood, senior,

tamined as a witness. Upon giving his name,

11 Wood, the judge, addressing the reverend

said, " Pray, Wood, how do you spell

lame .' The old gentleman replied

double T
1 double U
E double L
Double U
Double D

which the astonished lawgiver laid down his

ayiug it was the most extraordinary name he

met with in his life, and after two or three

pts, declared he was unable to record it. The

was convulsed with laughter.

—

LcUe Fiqwr.

" HIO WITH CHRIST."

)r ye are dead, and your life is hid with Christ in
~"

en Christ, who is our life, shall appear, then

^e also appear with him in glory."—Col. iii., 3, 4.

Our Life I 'tis not in living here,

'Mid griefs that chill, or joys that cheer

;

'Tis not a tale of smile or tear

—

Our life is hid with Christ

!

Like nestling b.ibe upon the breast

Of mother lulling it to rest,

Like bird that sleeps within its nest,

Our life is hid with Christ

!

In God's deep bosom, where he bears,

For them who cast on him their cares,

Each weary load that weighs and wears,

—

_ Our life is hid with Christ I

Earth sings her joys, and sighs her woes
;

Men smile at these, and weep at those,

—

But high o'er all, in sweet repose.

Our life is hid with Christ

!

Here is our peaceful joy complete
;

Here will we rest, where rest is sweet

;

No lamb in Shepherd's Fold shall bleat

;

Our life is hid with Christ

!

No sunlight can our w.\y illume
;

No earth-born shadow cast a gloom
;

We live not earthward of the tomb,^
Our life is hid with Christ I

Let buds have bloom or wintry blight

;

Come smiling day or frowning night;

Alike the darkness and the light,

—

Our life is hid with Christ I

The sun shall set to rise more fair I

Night here is dawn of glory there !

Life dies, to live again—its heir !

Our life is hid with Christ

!

Till death's fair shadows (j'er us steal,

Till loud the waking trump shall peal.

Till heaven its glory shall reveal,

—

Our life" is hid with Christ

!

Soon shall the blessed day draw near.

And Christ, who is our life, appear

!

Rejoice, then, while we tarry here :

—

Our life is hid with Christ!

Theodore Tillon.

For " Tlie Friend,

Divine Imaiediate Revelation.

Aimong the many favours bestowed upon us by

ood and bountiful Giver, there is none that calls

feelings of greater gratitude than that of having

aeasure and manifestation of the grace of God
ichsafed unto us, whereunto, if we give earnest

id, we shall be enabled to know the divine will

icerning us ; for " the things that are to be known

God are manifest within." We should esteem

1 favour that we live in the days of the covenant

)ken of by the Most High through His inspired

jphet. " Behold the days come, saith the Lord,

it I will make a new covenant with the house of

Israel, and with the house of Judah ; not according

to the covenant that I made with their fathers, in

the day that I took thcni by the hand to bring them

out of the land of Egypt, which my covenant they

brake, although I was an husband unto them, saith

the Lord ; but this shall be the covenant that I will

uake with the house of Israel ; after those days,

aith the Lord, I will put my law in their inward

jarts, and write it in their hearts, and will be their

God, and they shall be my people ; and they shall

teach no more every man his neighbour, and every

man his brother, saying, know the Lord, lor they

shall all know me, from the least of them even unto

the greatest of them, saith the Lord ; for I will for-

give their iniquity, and I will remember their sin no

more." The law under «which the Church ought

to live is an inward law written upon the heart, not

an outward law similar to that under which the

children of Israel'dwelt and whioh our blessed Lord

did fulfil and make an end of, for he himself says

" the law and the prophets were until John : since

that time, the kingdom of God is preached, and every

manpressethintoit." Yet he came not to destroy thi

law nor the prophets, as he plainly declared, he

came not to destroy but to fulfil. And having ful-

filled the law, he set up a more glorious'dispensation,

under which dispensation we live. We have the

more sure word of prophecy spoken of by Peter

in his second general epistle, in this wise ;
" we

have also a more sure word of prophecy ;
where-

unto ye do well that ye take heed as unto a light

that shineth in a dark place, until the day dawn,

and the day-star arise in your hearts."

This more sure word of prophecy remains to be

the same that it ever was ; it is nothing less than the

light of Christ which enlighteneth every man that

Cometh into the world, if they yield obedience to its

manifestations
;
yet some of modern times have en-

deavoured to pervert this fundamental doctrine of

the society of Friends. But the foundation of God
stands sure, and ever will stand sure, having this

seal, the Lord knoweth them that are his. Kightly

exercised members of our religious Society have

ever been concerned to wait upon Christ for counsel

and direction, believing that he is able and willing

to guide those who submit to his guidance, not only

in their daily walk but also in managing the

weighty affairs of the church. It accords with our

hioh and holy profession to endeavour to decide

matters of vital importance to the welfare of the

Society agreeably to the will of the great Head of

the Church, immediately revealed, and not by dis-

cussion and debate. It is written, " my house shall

be called a house of prayer," and were all rightly

exercised, our meetings for discipline, as well as those

for worship, would be places of prayer ; for where

such is the happy condition, there is a striving to get

to the place of true waiting (which of a truth is'in

the silence of all flesh) that the will of the great

Head of the Church may be known by the inshining

of his divine light, which is the more sure word of

prophecy, unto which we do well if we take heed,

It is sorrowful indeed that any under our name

should suffer mere human reason or human policy

to sway them in conducting the weighty affairs of

the church, whichis the Lord's work. " He that hath

an ear to hear, let him hear what the spirit saith

unto the churches."

It is sorrowfully evident to every rightly discern-

ing spirit, that many under our name are gradually

forsaking the heavenly unction, the divine anoint-

ing, by which our forefathers in the truth were led.

Some may profess to see beyond our worthy prede-

cessors, who suffered so deeply for those testimonies

which many seem almost ready to let fall to the

ground. Have any seen beyond the light of Christ,

by which George Fox and our early Friends were

1 ? If we walked faithfxilly in that light which

given to enlighten every man that is born into the

world, it would lead out of all transgression into

perfect holiness. This is known to be the doctrine

of Christ and his apostles, which was revived by

George Fox and our early Friends after a dark

night of apostasy. Have any found a way more

holy than this to walk in ? Is there any other

way to the kingdom of heaven but the way of the

cross ? Man may endeavour by his wisdom and

learning to change the way, to make it easier for

flesh and blood, but it remains to be a straight and

narrow way ; it has never been widened, it is the

same that it ever was, though all men may forsake

it. " I am the way, and the truth, and the life
;

no man cometh unto the Father but by me ;" this

declaration of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ

applies with the same force at this day as it did

when it was delivered ; and He further declared, if

any man would come after him, let him take up

his cross and follow him. These are the only terms

of discipleship ; the conditions remain unchanged

and unchangeable. With the Lord our God there

is neither variableness nor shadow of turning, yet

through the subtilities of our arch-enemy, some who

have been led away from Christ and his inteaching

word, into the ways and customs of the world, may

try to persuade themselves and others that they

have not deviated from the right path, but that

the world is becoming more conformed to us, or that

we ought in some degree to conform to the practices

of other men, in order to draw them towards us

:

but did not Christ tell his disciples that he had cho-

them out of the world, therefore the world ha-

ted them ? And he declared his kingdom was not

of this world. And that eminent apostle, Paul, in

his epistle to the Galatians, writes on this wise: " God

Ibrbid that I should glory save in the cross of
_

our

Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world is crucified

unto me, and I unto the world." Let the world

come to us, but we are called upon to keep, our-

selves unspotted therefrom. What was anti-Christ

in George Fox's days is anti Christ still. It was

said of Israel of old, that they should dwell alone,

that they should not mix themselves with the

nations, and it was complained of Ephraim that

he had mixed himself with the people; stran-

gers had devoured his strength, and he knew it not.

f the hedges that have been placed around our

Society in the wisdom and ordering of Truth, are

one by one to be broken down, the badge of the

Quaker to be thrown off, and our members suffered

to join themselves to strangers, without being con-

dered as transgressors, where will we land 'i We
will soon cease to be known as a separate people

;

our light will become darkness. But God forbid,

that such a'state of things should be brought about.

There arc those yet scattered up and down in the

earth, whom the Lord has prepared and is preparing

to stand for the law and the testimony. Yet it

would seem as if the number of these were but few,

or that they are kept down, if we judge from the

fruits which appear in many places. It is by their

fruits the false prophets are to be known. " Ye
shall know them by their fruits. Do men gather

grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles." There are

many things at the present day to draw away the

mind from Christ, and from an inward waiting upon

him for counsel. Men have become wise in their

own eyes, and many, it is to be feared, have been

raised above the pure witness for Truth in their

own hearts; their minds being fully stored with

the wisdom of this world, they are tempted to con-

duct the affairs of the church by it, being able,

through it, to make long speeches and dissertations

calculated to draw away from an inward waiting

for the revelations of the Divine will. But the
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apostle in his epistle to the Corinthians, says, " Let

no man deceive himself." If any man among you

seemeth to be wise, let him become a fool, that he

may be wise. For the wisdom of this world is

foolishness with God, for it is written " he taketh the

wise in their own craftiness." And again, " The

Lord knoweth the thoughts of the wise, that they

are vain." Oh, that we were more concerned to

turn inward to the light of Christ, to the law writ-

ten in the heart, which is able to make truly wise.

If our minds were centred here, it would wean us

from a dependence upon our own wisdom or the

wisdom of others, and if those who have been

anointed to preach the glad tidings ofThe gospel of

life and salvation, kept to the anointing which they

first received, and were willing to wait from time

to time as at Jerusalem, to be endued with power

from on high, they would then be enabled to speak

as the oracles of God, and would be concerned to

minister only in the ability which God gives ; and

their ministry would tend to turn the hearts of the

hearers unto Christ, as their leader and guide, and

to turn them from an undue dependence upon the

poor instrument, though they might be as inspired

prophets of the Lord.

It is the Lord alone that is able to keep and

preserve to the very uttermost all those who put

their trust in him. But it is declared by the pro-

phet Jeremiah, that, " Cureed is the man that

trusteth in man, and maketh flesh his arm, and

whose heart departeth from the Lord. For he shall

be like the heath in the desert, and shall not see

when good cometh, but shall inhibit the parched

places of the wUderness, in a salt land, and not in-

habited." How different fi-om the state of those

whose trust is in the Lord, for it is said, " Blessed

is the man that trusteth in the Lord, and whose

hope the Lord is." " He shall be as a tree planted

by the waters, and that spreadeth out her roots by

the river, and shall not see when heat cometh, but

her leaf shall be green : and shall not be careful

in the year of drought, neither shall cease from

yielding fruit."

We have many instances on record of the sor-

rowful consequences of bestowing undue praise

upon man, instead of giving God the glory, and

how Httle the inspired prophets and holy men of

old esteemed themselves. They gave God all the

glory, they displayed not their own power, but his

and their trust was in him alone ; and those who
have kept his commandments, and put their trust

in him, have never been confounded in any age.

" They that trust in the Lord, shall be as Mount

Zion, which cannot be removed, but abideth for-

ever."

0, that we may be brought more and more to

feel our own nothingness and inability to do the

Lord's work, without his qualifying power from

time to time
;
past favours and experiences are not

a sulEcient quaUfication for religious service ; that

which was gathered yesterday, will not do for to-

day, but there must be a seeking the heavenly

manna every day. If we were concerned daily to

ask strength of him, who is strength in weakness,

and a present help in every needful time, and kept

to the revelations of his Spirit, there would be no

strife amongst us, no rents and divisions. The

sorrowful condition we as a people are in at this

day, has been brought about by individuals not

keeping to the pure seed of life in themselves.

Men of great wealth and talents, and a large share

of literary endowments, unless they are ever watch-

ful unto prayer, will become raised above the cross

and yoke of Christ. It is hard for the stubborn

will of man to be brought under its discipline, yet

when this will is subdued, " His yoke is found to

be easy, and his burden light." When those whose

[gifts have never been sanctified by Divine grace,

[and who have never known the baptism of the

Holy Ghost and of fire to cleanse the floor of their

hearts, or having known it, have turned again to

the beggarly elements, by which they have become
defiled, are sufifered to go forth as ministers of the

gospel in our Society, or unsound publications,

though richly fraught with a display of creaturely

wisdom and parts, receive the sanction of a consid-

erable part of the Society, they will be very likely

to sow the seeds of dissension and division ; ibr

there are those who are willing to believe there is a

way to the kingdom of heaven easier to flesh and
blood, than the way of the cross ; and there are yet

those preserved who dare not for the sake of Him,
who hath bought them trith a price, forsake those

testimonies. He has called upon them to bear.

Hence divisions arise in the church, to the sorrow

of every rightly exercised soul ; and is it not to

be feared that in some places a loss has been sus-

tained from the watchmen not being found faithful-

ly at their posts to warn the flock of the approach

of the enemy ? to warn against the reception of

doctrines which if received would divide from Ja-

cob, and scatter from Israel ? We are all account-

able beings, and O, that we may not be found

wanting when weighed in the balance of the sanc-

tuary. There is great need for us to rally once

more to the standard which Christ hath raised in

our hearts; no other standard can be raised to

which we can rally and find safety. There is no-

thing else we can set up in the stead thereof O,

that aU would turn with full purpose of heart unto

Christ, and rely upon him for counsel and guid-

ance. His power remains to be the same that it

ever was, and he will keep those who put their

trust in him, however much they may be oppressed

and born down by those things which savour not of

the things that be of God. Let such be willing to

go down again and again into suflFering with the

sufiering seed. The Lord will in his own time per-

mit such to reign with him; he is able as ever he

was to cause a little one to chase a thousand, and
two to put ten thousand to flight.

Chester County, Seventh month, 1856.

From "Bell on the Ilajd."

(Continued from pruje 371.)

The muscle of the body is that fleshy part, with

which every one is familiar. It consists of fibres

which lie parallel to each other. This fibrous, or

filamentous part, has a living endowment, a power
of contraction and relaxation, termed irritability.

A single muscle is formed of some mDUons of these

fibres combined together, having the same point of

attachment or origin, and concentrating in a rope

or tendon, which is fixed to a movable part, call-

ed its insertion. We may demonstrate upwards of

fifty muscles of the arm and hand, all of which
muist consent to the simplest action ; but this gives

an imperfect view of the extent of the relation of

parts which is necessary to every act of volition.

We are most sensible of this combination in the

muscles, when inflammation has seized any of the

great joints of the body : for even when in bed,

every motion of an extremity gives pain, through

the necessity of a corresponding movement in the

trunk. When we stand, we cannot raise or extend

the arm without a new position of the body, and a

poising of it, through the action of a hundred mus-
cles.

We shall consider the muscles of the arm, under
two heads ; in the first, we shall give examples of

the living property of the muscles ; and then of the

mechanical contrivances, in their form and applica-

tion. In all that regards the muscles, we see the

most bountiful supply of power commensurate to

the object, but never any thing in the least d ^
superabundant. If the limb is to be move

1)^

bringing a muscle, or a set of muscles into a ^
the power is not given in that excess which \ '^

enable them to overcome their opponents
; bu

jj

property of action is withdrawn from the oppoc
j

they become relaxed, and the muscles, whic 'j

in a state of contraction, perform their office i

comparative ease. A stationary condition o \
limb results from a balanced but regulated a j

of all the muscles ; which condition may be e j

their tone. If in an experiment, a weight 1
,|

tached to the tendon of an extensor muscle, ii J

draw out that muscle to a certain degree, mil
[{

tone or permanent state resists the weight: 1 J

the fiexor muscle be now excited, this bein^
i

natural opponent of the extensor, the weigh

fall, by the relaxation of the extensor. iS-

the motion of a limb implies an active stat

change in both classes of muscles, the one t

tract, the other to relax ; and the will infl;

both classes. Were it not so regulated, in;ti

the natural, easy, and elegant motions of the ti-

the attempt at action would exhibit the body
vulsed, or, as the physicians term it, in clonic .spi

When two men are sawing a log of wood, they

alternately, and when the one is pulling, the (

resigns all exertion. But this is not the cond

of the muscles—the relaxing muscle does not

up all eflbrt, like a loose rope, but is controllc

its yielding, with as fine a sense or adjustmen

is the action of the contracting muscles. Not
appears to us more simple than raising the an
pointing with the finger; yet in that single act

only are innumerable muscles put into activity,

as many thrown out of action, but both th(

lasing and the contracting muscles are contrn

or adjusted with the utmost precision though u
posite states and under the same act of volitioi

By such considerations, we are prepared tc

mire the faculty which shall combine a hun

muscles so as to produce a change of postm

action of the body ; and we now perceive thai

power taken from one class of our muscles, ma
considered as if it were bestowed on the other

that the property of life, which we call the ir
j

bility, or action of a muscle, is upon the whole
i

exhausted than would be the case on any (i

supposition.
,

As to the second head, our demonstration

an easier kind. We have said that nature bes

abundantly, but not superfluously ; a tnith evi

in the arrangement of the muscles. All the l

cles of the linibs have their fibres running i

oblique direction.

The fibre acting thus obliquely loses power,

gains the property of pulling what is attache'

its further extremity through a greater space, v

it contracts ; and consequently the velocity L'

creased. This mechanical arrangement is ini

gible on the law, that velocity of motion thrc

space, is equal to power or weight. Here in

muscle, there is a resignation of power to ol

velocity of motion. The same efl'ect is prodi

by the manner in which the tendons of the niut

run over the joints. They would act more po'

fully, if they went in a straight line to the toe

tips of the fingers ; but by being laced dowi

sheaths, they move the toes and fingers wit

velocity proportioned to their loss of power.

There is, in the machinery of the animal h
in a lesser degree, the same interchange of velc

and force. When a man strikes with a haml

the muscle near the shoulder acts upon the hume

in raising the extended lever of the arm

hammer, with every possible disadvantage, se

that it is inserted or attached so near the centt
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1 the shoulder joint. But the loss of

restored in another form. What the

ises by the mode of its insertion, is made
' velocity communicated to the hammer

;

rending through a large space, it accumu-
eity, and velocity is equal to force. The

cif the rapid descent of a heavy body is,

;iit blow is given, and an effect produced
' eombined power of all the muscles, with-

irchanioal distribution of force, could not

h. This is, in truth, similar to the opcra-

! fly wheel, by which the gradual motion

iiie is accumulated in a point of time, and
.struck capable of crushing or of stamping

i^old or silver.

ll^ele raises the long lever of the arm at

iitage, or very slowly ; but the arm being

liat motion is rapidly increased by each

impulse from the muscle ; and, of course,

ty at the further extremity is more rapid

le insertion of the tendon.

it we consider the action of the muscle,

down the arm, as in giving a back stroke

>word, wo have the combination of two
-^veight and muscular effort. When the

leseends, the rapidity Ls increased by the

t of gravity; but when the action of the

eonjoined, the two forces, progressively

:, greatly augment the velocity of the de-

iiie interchange ofpower for velocity, which
ee in the arm, adapts a man's baud and

I a thousand arts, requiring quick or lively

The fingers of a lady, playing on the

()forte, or of the compositor with his types, are

nces of the advantage gained by this sacrifice

rce for velocity of movement. The spring of

bot and toe is bestowed in the same manner.

»ives elasticity and rapidity in running, dancing,

leaping.
(To be continuid.)

For "The Friend."

ow 1 856 years .since the Christian Era, and

hou'fewpTofesawg christians, and even of those

g with Friends, understand in their own
rience that " what is to be known of God is

ifest in man."

ester, 7tli month 24tli, 1856.

For " The Friend."

he following communication from the Life of

Peasly, (afterward Neal) addressed to a

nd in Pennsylvania in the year 1756, might
ibly be of use to Friends in these trying times,

Q it is to be feared that many are considering

Drganization of our Society to depend more on
ons than principles. " And although I have
the least design to derogate from the real worth
lose honourable sons of the morning who were
e instrumental in a great degree to break down
partition-wall which carnal, selfish man had
id between the people and the Sun of Righteous-

I am not afraid to say and give it under my
d, that it was and is the design of God that his

)le in future ages should carry on the reforma-
even further than they did, and notwithstand-
a night of apostasy has come over us as a people,

lay and night succeed each other in their season,

God keeps his covenant with both. I am of
judgment that that day has begun to dawn, in

ich the Sun of Righteousness will rise higher and
U with greater lustre than heretofore ; and if

se who are called of God to be the sons of this

iiing, look back to the night, and to those who
e slept and been drunken in the night by sippins;

the golden cup of abomination' as even to the

latter day, they may frustrate the design of Provi-

dence respecting themselves, though not respecting

work,_/o/- il is his sacred dclcnniiialion to

be glorious in heaven and glorified on earth, though
those that would be called his Israel, bo not gath-

ered. And I am of the faith that when the Gospel
been preached to them as it is meet it should,

that such as neglect to embrace it will be left, and the

feet of the messengers turned another way, even to

the highways and hedges, with a power of compul-

sive love which will prevail on the halt, the maimed,
and the blind to come to the marriage of the King's

son ; and by coming they shall be made strong,

beautifiil and lively, and not look back to those

things that are behind, but press forward towards
the mark of the prize of the high calling of God in

Christ Jesus, following no man's example further

than they follow Ilim. And what if I say, in the

faith which is given me, that He has designed to

carry some of this generation in these parts of the

world higher and further in righteoasness than their

forefathers were carried, even such as were honour-

able in their day; and therefore let them take heed
that they limit not the Holy One of Israel, nor cir-

cumscribe the leadings of His blessed unerring spirit,

by looking too much at the example of others; for

this has been a means of stopping the gradual pro-

gression of many glorious, well-begun reformations;

in.stead of going forward they have looked back
and even sunk below the standard of the first re-

formers. And such as will be the first happy
instruments to labour for reformation in this degene-

rate age must differ in their trials from the sons of

the former morning, and will find them to be of a

more severe and piercing kind : theirs were from the

world, and such as they might expect from them,

although not exempt from false brethren ; ours iciil

chiefly arisefrom tlwse wulcr the same jirofession

clothed with the disguised spirit of the uvrld, and
frmn some of tlteforemost rank, so called, in society.

And what if I say (although my natural eyes may
not see it) that God will divide in Jacob, and scat-

ter in Israel before that reformation is wrought in

His Church which He designs." Thus was this

tribulated, exercised handmaid of the Lord gi

to foresee and forewarn: may we "ponder well these

things as Mary did in her heart."

Canada, IXh month, 185C.

A Curious Fact.—The blubber on a fat whale is

sometimes in its thickest parts from fifteen to twen
ty inches thick, though seldom more than a foot

it is of a coarse texture, and much harder than

pork. So very full of oil is it, that a cask closely

packed with the clear raw fat of the whale, will

not contain the oO boiled from it, and the scraps are

left besides ; this has been frequently proved by
experiments.

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH JIUNTl

It would seem incredible that men born and
brought up in these United States, who had any
opportunity for h'^ving their mental powers devel

oped by education, let it have been in what part of

the country it might, could be so lost to all just

sense of the rights of man and the justice and be-

nevolence of his Creator, as openly to advocate the

opinion that slavery is a divine institution, and that

it was and is in accordance with the divine econi

for the poorer classes,—the classes which have to

work,—to be in servile subjection to, or in other

words, slaves to those who may be possessed of a

little more of this world's goods then themselves.

But when men give themselves up to the govern-.

be slaves than whites-

net to direct—yet t!i

mcnt of their sordid or vindictive passions, they
lose sight of the requirements of tmth and justice,

and in their blindness are prepared to call evil good,

and good, evil.

We think the following extracts, copied from a late

paper, exhibit this in a striking manner.

[From the Richmond (Va.) Inquirer.]

" Until recently, the defence of slavery has laboured
under great difficulties, because its apologists—for they
were merely apologists—took half-way grounds. They
confined the defence of slavery to mere negro slavery,

thereby giving up the slavery principle, admitting other
forms of slavery to be wrong, and yielding up the au-
thority of the Bible, and of the history, practices and ex-

perience of mankind. Human experience showing the
universal success of slave society, and the universal fail-

ure of free society, was unavailin;; In II ,
1m . ;iu,^e they

were precluded from employing' ii :
i

'

,_ slavery

in the abstract to be wrong. 'I'h. i ,
, ,. negro

slavery involved them in still fiiciih i imMm ulty. The
laws of all the Southern States justilied the holding
white men in slavery, provided that through the mother
they were descended, however remotely, from a negro
slave. The bright mulattoes, according to their theory,

were wrongfully held in slavery.

" The line of defence, however, is changed now, and
tlie North is completely cornered, and dumb as an oys-
ter. The South now maintains that slavery is right,

natural and necessary. It shows that all divine, and
almost all human, authority justifies it. The South fur-

tlier charges that the little experiment of free society in

Western Europe has been, from the beginning, a cruel

failure, and that symptoms of failure are abundant in

ourNorth. While it is far more obvious that negroes should
•y art- only fit to labour,
I' 1 r liivc-ry is in itself

ght, and does not dc-|H n i
, . -i i. i, ,, ,- df complexion.

Difl'crence of race, of liii' -
.-r, of habits and

customs, all tend to rt-uv-i ijn m i ii niuii more natural
and durable; and iilthdugh slaves have been generally
white-, still the masters and slaves have generally been
(if (lillcrL-nt national descent. Moses and Aristotle, the
cailiest historians, are both authorities in favour of the
diH'crence of race, but not of colour."

" Ponder well the following extracts from a work pub-
lished in Virginia, entitled ' Sociology

; or. Free Society
a Failure,' by George Fitzhugh :"

—

" Make the labouring man the slave of one man, in-

stead of the slave of society, and he would be far better

off." " Two hundred years of liberty have made white
Labourers a pauper banditti." " Free society has failed,

and that which is not free must be substituted."
" Say the Abolitionists :—

' Man ought not to have
property in man.' What a dreary, cold, bleak, inhos-
jiitable world this would be, with such a doctrine car-

ried into practice I . . . . Slavery has been too univer-
sal not to be necessary to nature, and man struggles in

vain against nature Free society is a failure. We,
slaveholders, say, you must recur to domestic slavery,

the oldest, the best, and most common form of socialism.
" Free society is a monstrous abortion, and slavery

the healthy, beautiful and natural being which they are
trying unconsciously to adopt." . . . . " The slaves are
governed far better than the free labourers at the North
are governed. Our negroes are not only better off as to

physical comfort than free labourers, but their moral
condition is better."

" We do not adopt the theory that Ham was the an-
cestor of the negro race. The Jewish slaves were not
negroes ; and to confine the justification of slavery to

that race would be to weaken its Scriptural authority,

and to lose the whole weight of profane authority, for

we read of no negro slavery in ancient times."
" Slavery, black or white, is right and necessary."

" Nature has made the weak in mind or body slaves."

. . . .
" The wise and virtuous, the brave, the strong in

mind and body, are born to command." " Men are not
born entitled to equal rights. It would be far nearer
the truth to say, that some- were born with saddles on
their backs, and others booted and spurred to ride them
—and the riding does them good. Tliey need the reins,

the bit and the spur." . . . . " Life and liberty are not in-

alienable." . . . . " The Declaration of Independence is

exuberantly false, and aborescently fallacious.' " *
-Ledyer.

It will be seen by a short article in another col-

umn of this journal, headed " The Non-slavehold-

ing population of the South," that in a white popu-
lation of between six and seven millions, there are

not c^uite three hundred and fifty thousand slave-
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holders. By far tjie greater portion of these whites,

not holding slaves, is, according to the representa-

tion of Southern authors, uneducated, thriftless, and

degraded, and agreeable to the doctrine advocated

in the extracts given, ought to becorue the slaves of

the masters who are tyrannizing over the poor blacks,

and determinedly contending and labouring to ex-

tend their crushing system over other parts of the

Union. Is it to be wondered at, that where this

system is triumphant, and labour and labourers

are so degraded by it, ignorance, servility and des-

titution should prevail among the working classes,

while cupidity, arrogance and love of power are

the characteristics of the few who consider them-

selves so far superior to their fellow men whom they

have reduced to the condition of chattels, and hold

in interminable bondage? The indications are strong

and unmistakable, that there is a design on the

part of many of the slaveholders, connived at and

assisted by many of the poUticians in the free states,

not only to extend this degrading system into the

territories not yet settled, but to extort from the

free states a recognition of its unrighteous claims

and pretensions, by sanctioning the presence of

slaves with theii- masters, within their limits, and

removing all restriction to their transmitting their

bondmen and women over their highways, whether

the masters are in search of their own pleasure, or

a market for their human merchandize. Should

this be obtained, another encroachment on the rights

of the North will be made, and the same state of

things may finally be brought about here as now
exists in the South: we may have a large portion

of the population debauched and degraded by the

abominations of slavery, one sixteeneth of them

holding slaves, and claiming to have their supposed

interests alone consulted, while the mechanics and

working classes are treated as beings whose happi-

ness consists in being subjected to the unchecked

government of their lordly masters, who may pro-

vide for them such food and clothing as they may
think sufficient, and therewith they must be con-

tent. Will the North continue "dumb" under this

kind of " defence" of slavery ?

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to 19th ult. Th
allied troops have all evacuated the Crimea. The Morn
iug Herald states, on authority, that, at the commence
meut of the late war, Austria offered to join the Allies,

on condition that they would assist her in rendering

Poland independent. Austria feared Russia. The Em-
peror of Austria has celebrated the birth of a daughter

by granting an amnesty. Many persons convicted of

political offences, have been pardoned, and the term
imprisonment for others shortened. The confiscated

estates in Hungary are restored, and other boons granted

The first railway in the Roman States, which goes from
Rome to Frascati, was opened on the 7th. The news
from Italy continued unsatisfactory ; a rniitnre betw
Austria and Sardinia seemed probable. The resig

tion of the Spanish Minister, Espartero, is said not to

have been voluntary, but to have been brought about
by the intrigues of the Queen-mother Christina, and
others. A new cabinet was formed with Gen. O'Don
nell at its head. The change gave great offence to th(

liberal party, and occasioned insurrections in Madrid
and other cities. In the capital, the National Guard,
assisted by the citizens, engaged in a sanguinary
test with the regular troops, in which the latter were
successful. There was much loss of life on both sid

The outbreak had been suppressed in Madrid, but it was
reported that the insurrection had been successful at

Saragossa, Arragon and Catalonia, the garrisons
"

place having sided with the people. On the 15th, an
erplosion occurred in a colliery near Cardiff, Wales, by
which 110 persons were killed.

Liverpool Markets.—The quotations for cotton were
nnchanged, with moderate sales. , There had been
stormy weather, which affected the market for bread
stuffs. Prices had advanced slightly, and the demand
was better. Ohio flour, 35s. Gd. a 37s. There was an
active speculative demand for corn, white, at 32«.

;
yel-

low, at 30s. per quarter.

Three Days Later.—Havre dates to the 22d ult., have
been received. There is no later intelligence with re-

ird to the insurrection in Spain. Serious disturbances

had broken out in the P.apal States, and also at Naples.

At the latter place, numerous arrests were made. A
epublican conspiracy had been detected at Tarentum,
and many arrests of suspected persons had been made.
The London Times intimates that the propositions sub-

mitted by G. M. Dallas, for the settlement of the Central

American question, are likely to prove satisfactory to the

British government. It is said that negotiations are in

progress between the Governments of Rome, Naples,

lorence and Modena, for the purpose of forming a fede-

ition under the patronage of Austria. Consols were
noted at London at 95|.

INDIA AND CHLS'A.—Bombay dates are to Sixth

month 10th. The monsoon had commenced, and rain

was abundant. The Indian government meditate a new
five per cent. loan. Another insurrection of the San-

was feared, in consequence of famine. Cholera

raged at Patna. Hong Kong papers, of Fifth mo. 22d,

report the Chinese insurrection over, around Canton, but

broken out again at Honan, and the insurgents held most
of the cities.

UNITED STATES.—CoB^rm.—The Senate has pass-

ed by more than a two-ttirds vote a large number of bills

from the House, appropriating money for the improve-

ment of rivers and harbours. The House of Representa-

tives has passed, by a vote of 88 to 74, a bill for the re-

organization of Kansas, and providing the usual territorial

machinery. The bill makes provision for the freedom of

speech and of the press ; test oaths of whatever kinds

are nfohibited, nor shall cruel or unusual punishments

be allowed ; all criminal prosecutions pending in any of

the courts of Kansas, imputing to any persons the crime

of treason, and all criminal prosecutionsfor alleged vio-

lation or disregard whatever of what are usually known
as the laws of the Legislature of Kansas, shall be forth-

with dismissed, and every person restrained of his liberty

released. It restores the Missouri restriction, and pro-

vides for the encouragement of settlement and educa-

tion. The bill repeals all parts of the Kansas Nebraska,

or other acts in conflict with this bill. The Fortifica-

tion bill, as finally passed by the House, appropriates

81,703,000 forvarious works of defence. The heaviest

items are for the defence of San Francisco Bay, Cal.

After long discussion, the House, on the Istinst., adopted

a resolution declaring that Whitfield was not entitled to

a seat as a delegate from Kansas. The vote stood yeas,

110 ; nays, 92. A resolution that Reeder be admitted as

a delegate, was rejected—yeas, 88; nays, 113. The
special elections in the districts of South Carolina, lately

represented by Brooks and Keitt, resulted in the unani-

mous re-election of both.

Military Land Warrants.—The whole number of land

warrants issued under the act of 1855, is so far 158,475,

embracing more than nineteen millions of acres. Dur-
ing the last month, 9055 warrants were issued.

State of the Treasury.—On the 1st inst., there was a

balance in the U. S. Treasury, subject to draft, of nearly

$23,000,000, after paying upwards of $7,000,000, on ac-

count of the Texas debt.

The Western Rivers.—kt the close of this month, there

were only eighteen inches in the channel of the Ohio, at

Pittsburg. The weather warm and showery. At Cin

cinnati, the river was at a stand, with thirty-four inches

in the channel to Louisville.

The Drought.—Copious rains have fallen over a largi

part of the region, which was suffering for lack of mois

Kansas.—The President has removed Gov. Shannon,
and appointed John W. Geary, of Pennsylvania, in his

stead. The nomination of the latter was confirmedJjy

the Senate without opposition. A letter in the Mobile

Tribune, from Kansas, says, of the 350 Southern emi-

grants who went with Col. Buford into that territory,

only about 50 remain. The writer lameuts this desertion

of the territory by Southern men.
Utah.—A letter from Fort Laranjie, of Sixth month

14th, says, "We have met with several parties of the

Saints, returning from Salt Lake to the States. All we
met gave a terrible picture of the state of affairs thi

now. The poorer class had to subsist for mouths on
roots—such as thistle, scco, &c., which the Indians ga-

ther and sell to them for one dollar per bushel. The
grasshoppers, which caused the famine last year, have

commenced again this season, and bid fair to destroy

the present crop of wheat and vegetables. -Many of them
appeared very much dissatisfied with the Mormon faith,

and stated that they had been deceived."

NeiD Orleans.—The domestic exports to foreign and
coastwise ports, for the fiscal year just closed, amounted
|o $110,353,436, which is an increase over the year

ending Sixth mo. 30th, 1855, of more than twenty-six

millions. The export trade of New Orleans dnrinj

last year, is stated to have exceeded that of New
for the same period.

The War in Oregon.—A recent letter from Joel Pa
superintendent of Indian affairs for Oregon Terri

represents the war in Southern Oregon as closed,

all the hostile bands had unconditionally surrend
They were to be provided with homes on reserva

provided for them.
Commerce.—The statistics of navigation of tl

States, for 1855, show an aggregate tonnage of 5,18{

tons. Of this amount, 4,321.951 is owned in the

States, and 859,032 in the slave States. The lake,

merce is rapidly increasing; the tonnage for 1855

345,000 tons, valued at nearly §15,000,000. The
trade is stated to amount yearly to more than
lions.

Philadelphia.—'HLorta.mjla.st-vieek, 95 adults, 284
dren—total, 379.

New Fori.—Mortality last week, 746. Ofthedei
544 were children under five years of age. On the

sales of wheat were made at $1.70 a §1.75 for

Southern ; corn at 70 cts. a 75 cts.

Extraordinary Yield.—During the late season, a
of wheat was raised by George W. Dillard, of Ei

Va., from six acres of land, which netted three hnn
and forty-six bushels, weighing 62 lbs. to the bu
The crop was sold a few days since, in Baltii

brought one dollar and eighty-five cents to the bus!

Horseflesh as Food.—The Austrian Gazette states

for the last three years in which horseflesh

sold at Vienna, 4925 horses have been slaughti

which have furnished 1,093,000 pounds of rac-at, di

buted to the poor in 3,804,000 portions of half a pt

each.

Submarine Telegraph.—The sinking of the cabli

complete the telegraphic commuuication betiveenFr

and Algeria, was to commence on the 2uth ult.

The British Navy.—The force now in comraisi

sists of 338 ships and 59,000 men ; of thc.=e. thirty-t

ships and 10,000 men are ordered home to 1h- paidi

The Slave Trade.—In a correspondence with the Br

Minister at Rio, the Emperor of Brazil announce:

fixed intention to suppress the slave trade on the ci

of his empire.

The Russian Navy.—The Russian Black ."^ca fleet

manned by 38,400 picked men, all of whom had
least ten years' service. These men took a vcrj

part in the defence of Sebastopol, and out of the i

mentioned 23,000 were either killed or died of disea

RECEIPTS.
Received from Thos. Williamson, jr., Eng., pe

Dirkin, 10 shillings, vol. 29 ;
from Z. Hampton, agt

for Jona. Bundy, §2, to 23, vol. 30, for S. Todd, $
17, vol. 30, for Samuel Steven, §2, to 14, vol. 30; ;

S. Hobson, agt., 0., for Jos. Penrose, $2, vol. 29.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The winter term will commence on the 4th day ofT

month. Terms, §250 per annum, including Tui

Board and Washing. Applications for admission sh

be made early.

Address, Jonathan Richards, Superintendent,

Haverford, P. 0., Pa. ; Thomas Kimber, 50 North Fo

street, Philadelphia; or Robert Pearsall Smith, 17 '.

street, Philadelphia.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLOUREl

PERSONS.

Wanted, A Principal and two Assistant Teachers

the Men's School, and a Principal and three Assist

for the Women's School.

Application may be made to either of the undersig
{

John C. Allen, No. 179 S. Fifth stree

Samuel Allen, No. 134 S. Front strei

WiLLUM L. Edwards, No. 37 Arch str

WANTED.
A Suitable Female Te.acher to take the place of i\

cip.ll in the Select School for Girls, in this city.

Application may be made to Sidney Coates, No.

Arch street, or Elizabeth Allen, No. 146 Pine street

Died, at Cincinnati, Ohio, on the 5th of Seventh

Ltdia S. Palmer, aged forty-nine years
;
a membi

Cincinnati Monthly Meeting.

, on the 16th ult., at New Hope, Bucks coo

Daniel Parky, a member of Buckingham Mon

Meeting, in the 83d year of his age.
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Lchange among rudo nations, or in the early

ments of any country, must necessarily be

id, on account of the obstacles which restrict

sommunication among individuals, and oppose

re of place among objects. A wide and rapid

an arm of the sea, a desert, or a wilderness,

often proved a complete barrier, cutting oiF all

course between two contiguous tribes or nations,

ussia, at this present time, and the same was

in Western Europe during the middle ages,

g to the lack of facilities for intercommunica-

the bulk of all exchanges for particular sec-

of country are made altogether and at one

3, by means of fairs held at considerable iater-

of time. During the time between the ocour-

s of these fairs, comparatively few exchanges

iffected. In the early settlement of the United

iS, the roads were mere Indian trails, or bridle

3, and all transport of merchandise was made
jacks, borne upon the shoulders of men, or

ed upon horses. When Hooker and his

company journeyed from Massachusetts Bay
; valley of the Connecticut to found the settle-

it of Hartford, several weeks wore consumed in

ersing a section of country, which can now be

ied over in half a day. When the settlement

been established and the culture of the eartl

menced, it is obvious that but few exchanges

d have taken place between the new colony of

necticut and the people of Boston ; since the

and labour expended in transporting the ar

\ is to be exchanged, would nearly equal, or ex

until the producers and consumers perceived the

necessity of so perfecting the machinery of exchange

that the bulk of the profit should not accrue to the

intermediate agents—the transporters. When pro-

gress has once commenced in this direction, the

Indian trail is converted into a road, the ford-way

gives place to a bridge, and the frail canoe to a

commodious -audi gallant vessel. Goods are no

longer transported upon the shoulders of men, or

the backs of horses, but in wagons, and these in

turn, at a later day, are succeeded by railroads and

canals. With every facility thus afforded, the cost

of transportation is diminished, the producer and

consumer are brought nearer to each other ; and

the profits of both being increased, the amount of

their exchanges increase
;
production is everywhere

timulated, population becomes concentrated, accu-

mulation becomes easy, and labour is in demand.

Equally necessary is it for the perfection of the

great system of exchange, that the machinery by

which change of form in matter is effected should

be as complete as possible. It is immaterial to the

consumer whether the high price he pays for his

article of consumption results from costliness of

manufacture, or costliness of transportation. In

either case, an undue enhancement of value, limits

demand, and consequently exchange and produc-

tion are restricted. In those countries where the

application of machinery to effect changes in form

is rude and imperfect, or no machinery is used at

all, the amount of labour that intervenes between

the production of the raw material and the con-

sumption of the manufactured product, is frequently

immense. The price of labour, equally with the

price of transportation in the former instance, i

chargeable upon the value of the article when in

the market, and nearly equals that value. ludi;

formerly supplied the world with cotton-cloth, but

the labour of producing the fabric from the fibre

was so enormous and expensive, even iu a country

where wages are merely nominal, that comjKira-

tivelij little cloth was used or consumed. Exchange

consequently with India for this article was limited

Now, by the perfection of machinery, an opera-

tive at Lowell can spin more cotton in a single day

than three thousand Hindoo artisans can accom-

plish in the same time. And it has been calculated

that the machinery of Great Britain alone pro-

duces more cloth each week than the whole popu-

lation of the globe could by their unassisted labour

produce iu the same time, working night and day.

This perfection of machinery has been followed by

a very great reduction of price, and a better article

of cloth may now be purchased for six or eight

cents per yard than could formerly have been ob-

tained for thirty or forty cents. Reduction of price

has increased the demand for the manufactured

product beyond all precedent, and this, in turn, has

been followed by an increased demand for labour,

and for the supply of raw material. Thus the

labour of many persons has been brought into use,

which would otherwise have been wasted or mis-

applied, and many natural productions are ren-

dered available, which would otherwise have been

worthless. The former producer finds that

time is better occupied in increasing the quantity of

cotton rather than in manufacturing it, and he

thereby increases his exchanges. The three thou-

land Indians whose labour is performed by one

person now find it more profitable to impart value

to other substances which they can exchange for

cloth rather than manufacture for themselves ; and

thus an immense addition of industrial capital is

added to the aggregate before existing. Every im-

provement in machinery perfects the product manu-

factured or decreases the cost—results invariably

ttended with increased exchanges, increased pro-

uction and consumption, and a rapid increase of the

^jower of accumulation. So long as India, with

imperfect machinery for effecting the change of cot-

tion into cloth, continued to supply the world, the

production, consumption, accumulation, and ex-

change involved were comparatively unimportant;

but now, when by the aid of machinery one man is

enabled to accomplish the work of three thousand

1 the same business, the production, manufacture,

nd exchange of cotton and its products require

the skill, labour, and capital of millions, while the

accumulation consequent involves the profit and

wealth of nations.

Take another example as given by—— Carey.

In the early stages of society, the quantityof la-

bour that intervenes between the production of

grain and the consumption of bread is very great.

The producer has to grind his rye or his wheat

between stones, and a considerable portion of the

time is thus occupied, when it could be better em-

ployed in increasing the quantity of grain. By de-

grees the grist-mill comes nearer to him, and he

saves much time by going to it, although far dis-

tant. Population and wealth increases. A new

mill is established in his immediate neighbourhood,

and he now exchanges directly with the miller,

saving nearly all the time he had before wasted on

the road ; and the consumers of food by whom he

is surrounded now obtain nearly all the wheat

given for cloth, while its producer obtains nearly

all the cloth given for the wheat.

The intimate relation existing between commerce,

or the machinery used for effecting change in place

and manufoctures, or the machinery employed for

effecting changes in form, is strikingly shown by

the manner in which anything that increases the

facilities of transit acts as a stimulus upon manufac-

tures ; and, on the other hand, every great im-

provement iu manufactures necessarily leads to an

increased development of commerce. JMore^ horses

are now employed in the city of New York, in con-

nection with the various railroads, than were form-

erly used upon all the stage routes leading directly

to New York. As a consequence of this increased

number of horses within the city, increased amounts

of hay are required from the country for their sup-

port. This hay must be transported, and increased

facilities of transportation have therefore been

created. But hay is an article too bulky to be sent

for any considerable distance as it comes from the

field or the barn. It must be pressed and made into

bales ; and this new requirement has been so great,

that within a few years several large establishments

have been built for a new business—the manufac-

ture of hay-presses—employing directly the ser-

vices of a large number of carpenters, blacksmiths,

and labourers, and indirectly all concerned in pre-
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paring or transporting tlie wood and iron from
which the presses are constructed.

An immense traffic in eggs, fruit, fish, and fresh

provisions is continually carried on between the

great cities of our Atlantic seaboard and the dis-

tant States of the West by means of the facilities

afforded by railway conveyance, all of wliich busi-

ness, with nothing but the old wagons to depedd
on, woiUd be obviously impossible.

Notwithstanding the perfection attained to in the

construction of machinery for effecting changes in

the place and form of material objects, but few ex-

changes could be made, unless some standard were
adopted, known and recognized by all, by which all

other values might be compared and measured, and

through which exchange in ownership might be

accomplished. The difficulty and inconvenience

which, as we have before shown, the prodigal would
have experienced had he received a remuneration

for his labour, either in coal, in food, or in drink,

would be experienced in a greater or less degree

by every other person who is obliged to effect his

exchanges in kind, as salt for wheat, sugar for iron,

etc. The farmer may not require iron utensils of

the blacksmith or shoes of the shoemaker, and yet

the latter may have nothing else to offer him tor

his wheat. Again, if the blacksmith or- the shoe-

maker desire clothing, it is by no means certain that

the cloth-maker requires iron or shoes, although he
would gladly exchange cloth for cotton or wool.

In short, so insuperable are the difficulties of effect-

ing any system of exchanges in kind, that some
machinery for facilitating these transactions has
always been devised, even by the rudest nations.

We designate such machinery employed for facili-

tating exchanges as a circulating medium—money.
Among the North American Indians, the circu-

lating medium was wampum and beaver-skins

;

among the natives of West Africa, it consists of

small shells, called cowries. Our Anglo-Saxon
ancestors used slaves and cattle as the mediums of

exchange ; and going back to remote periods, we
find in the time of Homer, that while the price of

the armor of Diomode was nine oxen, that of Glau-
cus cost him one hundred head of cattle. In the

early history of the American colonies, codfish and
tobacco were not unfrequently used as a circulating

medium.
Among all civilized or commercial nations, how

ever, as wants have multiplied, and the number of
exchanges have increased, the various articles used
as circulating mediums have given place to pieces

of coined or stamped metal, which we designate as

money. Different metals have been used at differ-

ent times for this purpose. Iron was established

as money among the Spartans by Lycurgus ; brass
was used by the Romans ; and in modern times
platinum has been coined by the Kussians. The
metals, however, which most perfectly effect the
desired object of facilitating exchanges, are gold
and silver, and these two, by almost universal con-
sent, have now been established as the standards
by which all other values are to be compared or
measured.

(To be continued.)

Epistle of Ceorge Fox.

About this time I received some lines fi-om a
high professor concerning the way of Christ, to
which I returned tlie following answer :

—

Friend,—It is not circumstances we contend
about, but the way of Christ and his light, which
are but one; though the world hath imagined
many ways, and all out of the light ; which by the
light are condemned. He who preached this light,

said, "He that knoweth God, heareth us; he that
is not of God, heareth us not; hereby know we

the Spirit of Truth and the spirit of error." It is

the same now, with them that know the truth;

though the whole world lies in wickedness. All

dispensations and differences, that are not one in

the hght, we deny ; and by the light, that was be-

fore separation, do we see them to be self separa-

tions in the sensual, having not the Spirit. Their
fruits and end are weighed in the even balance,

and found to be in the dark, the lo-here, and lo-

thcre thou tcUcst of. The presence of Christ is not
with them, though the blind see it not ; who see

not with the pure eye, which is single ; but with
the many eyes, which lead into the many ways.
Nor are any the peoijle of God, but they who are

baptized into this principle of light, by which all

the faithful servants of the Lord were ever guided
in all ages, since the apostasy, and before. For
the apostasy was and is from the light ; and all

that oppose the light, are apostates." They who
contest against the truth, are enemies to it, and are

not actuated by the Spirit ; but have another way
than the light. All such are in the world, its

words, fashions, and customs, though of several

forms, as to their worship
;
yet all under the god

of this world, opposing the light and appearance of

Christ, which should lead out from under his pow-
er, of what form soever they are

;
yet are they all

joined against the light. All these are of the

world ; and fighting against them who are not of

the world, but are gathered and gathering out of

it ; and so it ever was against the people of God,
under what name soever. They only are saints by
calling, who are called into the light; and sons of

Sion, who vary not from the light, to which the

Spirit is promised, which is not tied to any forms
out of the light ; wherein all inherit who are co-

heirs with Christ ; which many talk of, who inherit

the earthly instead of the heavenly. And whereas
thou speakest of Christ and his apostles clothin<

themselves with the sayings and words of the pro
phets; and of their being your example in so doing
I say, wolves will take the sheep's clothing ; but
the light and life finds them out and judges (not

by their stolen words, but) by their works. Ni
did Christ cover himself with any words, but wh
were fulfilled in him ; nor do any of Christ's boast
in other men's lines, made ready without them ; to

which rule if ye be obedient, fewer words and mor
life will be seen among you. Then ye will not
count it straitness to silence the flesh, and hear
what he saith, who speaks peace, " that his people
turn no more to folly." If ye once know that what
is stolen must be restored fourfold, the mouth of the

prophet will be stopped, which builds up in deceit,

but not in righteousness. And whereas thou sayest,
" The Spirit of Truth affords nothing but endless

varieties; I say the Spirit of Truth thou knowest not

:

for the Spirit of Truth said, there is but one thing
needfid ; and to speak the same thing again, is safe

for the hearers. But that Spirit which affords no-
thing but endless varieties, is not the Spirit of

Truth ; but is gone out into curious notions ; and
the number of his names and colours is read no-

where, but in the unity of the Spirit of Truth. All
others call tnith deceit, and deceit truth, as the
blind, that opposed the light, ever did; who are

ever learning endless varieties, but never able to

come to the knowledge of the truth, nor to an end
of their labours : but when they are out of one
form, get into another ; so long as they can find a
green tree without. Thus ye are kept at work all

your life ; and to the grave in sorrow, as the dumb
priests thou tellest of, have been before you ; only
yc have got a finer image, but less life. And thou,

duty of all believers is, to see the law of tli

covenant written in the heart, whereby all

know God, from the least to the greatest. I

the Holy Scriptures are profitable for the ij:

God
; but what is that to the man of sin,

-

first born, who is out of the light, and bein«
ble and unlearned, wrests them to his own d,

tion, but to the light cannot come. And for

two ordinances thou speakest of, I say, upo
same account ye deny the priests ot* the \

therein^ we deny you, being both of you not
out of the hfe, but out of the form, too. That
mand, Matt, xxviii. 19, ye never had, nor its

er; which was " to baptize into the name >

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost." What P:;

ceived of the Lord, that body, and that breiu

know as little, but what ye have found in the c

ter ; nor the coming of Christ neither, who ca

believe his light. And whereas thou speake
preaching Christ of envy, and pleadest for i

say, such preachers we have enough of in t

days. What else art thou doing, who sayest,]

was sent to baptize ; though Paul says he was
and so thou wouldst prove him a liar, if any w
believe thee before him. Thou sayest, also,

aught thou knowest, he might baptize thousan
Thou mightest as easily have said millions, an
soon have proved it. Thou mayest say the £

of circumcision also, and on the same ground,
for the signs that followed those that belie

which thou sayest are ceased ; I saj-, they who
not receive the light, cannot seethe signs, norci

believe them if they should see them to carp
no more than formerly, they could do, who opp(

the light in former ages. They cannot properl

said to cease to such, who never had them;
have only heard or read, that others long ago
them. But that the power, and' signs, and
sence of God is not the same that ever it was
the measure wherein he is received in the light,

I deny; and declare it to be false, and°froi

spirit that knows not God, nor his power. Anc
for the gospel foundation thou speakest of, I
it is to be laid again in all the world. Ye m
were on it, since the man of sin set up his fo

without power. Till ye can own the light of Ch
which the saints preached, and their life and pi

tice, for shame cease to talk of their foundat

or glorious work, or quakings and tremblii

which are the saints' experiences, which the

knows not, nor can own ; though ye cannot r

that ever any came aright to declare how tl

knew God, or roceivijd his word, without them,

thy exhortation thou biddest me "love Chi|

wheresoever I see him :" but hadst thou told
|

where one might come to see him, or how one mi
j

know him, thou hadst showed more of a chri'st

in that, than in all thou hast spoken. But, it see;|

ye are not all of one mind ; some of you say, "i

gone and will be no more seen, till doomsda}
i

but if ever ye come to see 'Christ to your comfc

while ye oppose his light, then God hath not spol

by me. This thou shalt remember, when thy ti

thou hast spent. 1656. G. F

British and American Contributions.— l'

voluntary contributions to religious and benevol
stitutions are among the most gratifying evidcD'

of modern enlightenment. We find in "one of (

exchanges a statement of the receipts of the varic

benevolent societies and institutions of Great B
tain during the last fiscal year, from which
learn that the gross amount was §5,812,609,
which sum 8627,752 was received by Bible So

eties, §2,133,891 by foreign and colonial missiowhose teaching hath no end, art in the horse-mill

thou speakest of I have read the epistles to I §960,003 by home missions and church and cha;

Timothy and to the Hebrews ; and there I find the building societies, §201,048 by tract and '
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ies §572,059 by benevolent societies, 8296,028

phan asylums, §91,690 by reformatories and

mtiaries, S491,334 by hospitals and medical

ties, 865,068 by hospitals for social ameliora-

and §292,128 by educational societies. The

)t3 of nineteen of the American Christian

lizations for the year ending in April last

$1 849,823, being an increase of 8207,948

the receipts of the previous year.

—

Late

From "Bell on tbe Ilaud."

(Continued from page 3S3.)

t there is another use for certain small mus-

the hand. The combined strength of all

luscles, in grasping, must be very great : in-

the power is exhibited when we see a sailor

in" by a rope, and raising his whole body

one arm. What then must be the pressure

the hand ? It would be too much for the tex-

3ven of bones and tendons, and certainly, for

lood vessels and nerves, were not the palms

hands, the inside of the fingers, and their

arded by cushions. The elastic pad in the

.if the horse and camel is not a whit more ap-

iate than the fine clastic texture of the hand.

,d to this purely passive defence there is a

le, which runs across the palm, and more es-

illy supports the cushion on the inner or ulnar

|: it acts powerfully as we grasp
;
and it is

jmuscle which, raising the edge of the palm,

Iws it, and adapts it to lave water, forming the

pf Diogenes.

ihilst the cushions on the ends of the fingers

id them in the powerful actions of the hand,

hall presently see that they are useful in sub-

bnce to tbe nerves of touch ;
conferring a power

ceiviug impressions, which the utmost delicacy

e nerves themselves could not bestow.

:om what the reader already understands of

;ouforuiity which subsists among all the parts

n animal body, he will readily comprehend

there is a perfect relation between the bones

the muscles : that as the bones change, and

sit a variety in their size, relative position, and

ulations, so there is an adaptation of tne mus-

Accordingly, we sometimes find the muscles

rated into smaller, and sometimes consolidated

more powerful masses.

e have just stated that the power of contrac-

is a vital property. The continued action of a

ile, therefore, exhausts the vitality ;
and to

ort that action, when it is inordinate, there

; be a more than usual provision for the supply

is living power, viz :—a means of increasing

laintainfng the circulation of the blood, which

e source of all vital power,

very muscle of the body has its prescribed

e of action, from the unwearied irritability ot

aeart to the efibrt of the muscle which guides

pen. Some are ever in action with but short

'vals; others act in regular succession : some are

;r the will, others withdrawn from it ;
some

quickly, as the heart, others act slowly, as the

lach ; but these are original endowments,^ and

lot result from the force or languor of the circu-

m of the part.

1 speaking of the arteries which go to the hand,

ay be expected that we should touch on a sub-

which has been formerly a good deal discussed,

ther the properties of the right hand, in com

son with those of the left, depend on the course

be arteries to it : for it is affirmed that the

,k of the artery going to the right arm, passes

rom the heart so as to admit the blood directly

more forcibly into the small vessels of the arm.

i is assigning a cause which is unequal to the

effect, and presenting, altogether, too confined a

view of the subject : it is a participation in the com-

mon error of seeking in the mechanism the cause

of phenomena which have a deeper source.

For the conveniences of life, and to make us

prompt and dexterous, it is pretty evident tha* there

ought to be no hesitation which hand is to be used,

or which foot is to be put forward ; nor is there, in

fact, any such indecision. Is this taught, or have

we this readiness given to us by nature 'I It must

be observed, at the same time, that there is a dis-

tinction in the whole right side of the body, and

that the left side is not only the weaker, in regard

to muscular strength, but also in its vital or con-

stitutional properties. Tiie dcvelopement of the

organs of actiou and motion is greatest upon the

right side, as may at any time be ascertained by

measurement, or the testimony of the tailor or shoe-

maker ; certainly, this superiority may be said to

result from the more frequent exertion of the right

hand ; but the peculiarity extends to the constitu-

tion also ; and disease attacks the left extremities

more frequently than the right. In walking behind

a person, it is very seldom that we see an equalized

motion of the body; and if we look to the left .foot,

we shall that the tread is not so firm upon it, that

the toe is not so much turned out as in the right

and that a greater push is ihade with it. Fron

the peculiar form of woman, and the elasticity of

her step, resulting more from the motion of thi

ankle than of the haunches, the defect of the left

foot, when it exists, is more apparent in her gait.

No boy hops upon his left foot, unless he be left-

handed. The horseman puts the left foot in the

stirrup and springs from the right. Wc think we

may conclude, that every thing being adapted

the conveniences of life, to the right hand, as for

example, the direction of the worm of the screw or

of the cutting end of the augur, is not arbitrai;y,

but is related to a natural endowment of the body.

He -who is left-handed is most sensible to the

advantages of this adaptation, from the opening of

the parlour door to the opening of a pen-knife. On
the whole, the preference of the right hand is not

the efl'ect of habit, but is a natural provision, and

is bestowed for a very obvious purpose. And the

property does not depend on the peculiar distribu-

tion of the arteries of the arm—but the preference

is given to the right foot, as well as to the right

hand.
(To be continued.)

01(1 Times.

At a late meeting of the Pennsylvania Histori-

cal Society, Rowland E. Evans presented the fol-

lowing ancient testimony of " Woman Friends

(Quakers) of Burlington," against the vanities and

follies which, it would appear, had already begun

to prevail over the simplicity of that primitive time.

From Woman ffiic-ii.l< ;it tlif mmiIv meeling held

at Burlington tlif Jl I "I ilii- 7Lli niontli, 1726.

To Woman tfriends ai the >evfnil quarterly and

monthly meetings belonging to the same,

Greeting

:

Dear and Well-Beloved Sisters : K weighty

concern coming upon many fi'aithful ffriends at this

meeting in refation to divers undue liberties that

are too frequently taken by some that walk among

us and are accounted of us ; we are willing, in the

pure love of Truth which hath mercifully visited

our souls, tenderly to caution and advise our ffriends

aoaintt those things when we think inconsistent

wnth our ancient. Christian testimony of plainnes, in

apparel, &c., some of which we think proper to!

particularize.

As first, that immodest fashion of hooped petti-

coats, or the imitation of them, either by something

put into their petticoats to make them set full, or

wearing more than is necessary, or any other imi-

tation whatsoever, which we take to be but a branch

springing from the same corrupt root of pride. And
also that none of our fi'riends accustom themselves

to wear the gowns with superfluous folds behind,

but plain and decent ; nor to go without aprons,

nor to wear superfluous gathers or plaits in their

caps or pinners, nor to wear their heads dressed

high behind; neither to cut or lay their hair on

their forehead or temples.

And tliat ffriends be careful to avoid wearing

striped shoes, or red or white heeled shoes or clogs;

or shoes trimmed with gaudy colours.

Likewi.se that all ffriends be careful to avo*d all

uperfluity of ft'urniture in their houses, and as much

s may be to refrain using gaudy flowers or striped

calicoes and stufi's.

And also that no ffriends use that irreverent

practice of taking snuff', or handing snuff-boxes one

to the other in meetings.

Also that fi'riends avoid the unnecessary ase of

fans in meetings, lest it divert the mind from the

more inward and spiritual exercise which all ought

to be concerned in.

And also that ffriends do not accustom them-

selves to go with bare breasts or bare necks.

There is likewise a tender concern upon our

minds to recommend unto all ffriends the constant

use of the plain language, &c., being a branch of

our ancient Christian testimony, for which many of

our worthy Elders underwent deep sufferings in

their day, as they likewise did because they could

not give the common salutations by bowing and

cringing of the body, which we earnestly desire

fi'riends may be careful to avoid.

And wo further tenderly advise and exhort that

all ffriends be careful to maintain love and unity

and to watch against whisperings and evil surmis-

ings one against another ; and to keep in humility,

that nothing be done through strife or vain glory

;

and that those who are concerned to take jyi over-

sight over the flock, do it not as lords over God's

heritage, but as servants to the churches.

Dear Sisters, these tilings we solemnly recom-

mend to your careful notice, in a degree of that

divine love which hath graciously manifested itself

for the redemption ofa remnant from the vain conver-

sation, custom and ffashions that are in the world,

that we might be unto the Lord a chosen genera-

tion, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar

people, showing forth the praises of Him who hath

called us out of darkness into his marvellous light:

that we may all walk as children of the light and

of the day, is the earnest desire of our souls.

We conclude with the salutation of unfeigned

love, your fi'riends and sisters.

Signed on behalf and by order of the said meet-

ing, by
Hannah Hill.

flliiiim Smoking in China.

Everybody is aware of the unfortunate passion of

the Chinese for opium, and of the war this fatal

drug occasioned in 1840, between China and Eng-

land. Its importance in the Celestial Empire is of

rather recent date, but there is no trade in the world

the progress of which has been so rapid. Two
agents of the East India Company were the first

who, in the beginning of the eighteenth century,

conceived the deplorable thought of sending to China

the opium of Bengal. Colonel Watson and Vice-

President Wheeler arc the persons to whom the

Chinese are indebted for this new system of poison-

ing.

At present China purchases annually of the

English opium of the amoimt of seyen millions st«r-
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ling ; the trafiBc is contraband, but it is carried on
along the whole coast of the Empire, and especially

in the neighbourhood of the five ports which have
been opened to Europeans. Large fine vessels,

armed like ships of Tvar, serve as depots to the

English merchants, and the trade is protected, not

only by the English government, but also by the

Mandarins of the Empire. The law which forbids

the smoking of opium under pain of death, has in-

deed never been repealed, but everybody smokes
away cjuite at his ease notwithstanding. Pipes,

lamps, and all the apparatus fpr smoking opium
are sold publicly in every town, and the Mandarins
themselves are the first to violate the law and give

this bad example to the people, even in the courts of

justice. During the whole of our long journey

through China, we met with but one tribunal whei-e

opium was not smoked openly, and with impunity.

Opium is not smoked in the same manner as to-

bacco. The pipe is a tube of nearly the length and
thickness of an ordinary flute. Toward one end of

it is fitted a bowl of baked clay or some other ma-
terial, more or less precious, which is pierced with

a hole communicating with the interior of the tube.

The opium, which before smoking is in the form of

a blackish viscous paste, is prepared in the following

manner : A portion of the size of a pea is put on
a needle, and heated over a lamp until it swells and
acquires the requisite consistence. It is then placed

over the hole in the bowl of the pipe, in the form of

a little cone that has been previously pierced with
a needle so as to communicate with the interior of

the tube. The opium is then brouglit to the flame

of the lamp, and after three or four inspirations the

little cone is entirely burned, and all the smoke
passes into the mouth of the smoker, who then re-

jects it again through his nostrils. Afterward the

same operation is repeated ; so that this mode of

smoking is extremely tedious. The Chinese prepare
and smoke their opium lying down, sometimes on
one side, sometimes on the other, saying that this is

the mcst favourable position ; and the smokers of

distincfion do not give themselves all the trouble of

the operation, but have their pipes prepared for

them.

At Canton, at Macao, and at other ports open to

European commerce, we have heard people attempt

to justify the trade in opium, by the assertion that

its efi'ects were not so bad as was supposed ; and
that, as with fermented liquors and many other

substances, the abuse only was injurious. A mode-
rate use of opium, it was said, was rather beneficial

to the feeble and lymphatic Chinese. Those who
speak thus, however, are commonly dealers in opi

um, and it is easy to suppose that they seek by
all possible arguments to quiet their consciences,

which can hardly fail to tell them they are commit
ting a bad action. But the spirit of trade and the

thirst of gold completely blind these men, who, with
this exception, are generous in their conduct, keep
their purses always open to the unfortunate, and are

prompt in every good work. These rich speculators
live habitually in the mid.st of gayety and splendor
and think little of the frightful consequences of their

detestable traffic. ^Mien from their superb, palace-

like mansions on the sea shore, they see their beau-
tiful vessels returning from the Indies, gliding ma-
jestically over the waves, and entering with all their

sails spread into the port, they do not reflect that
the cargoes borne in these superb clippers, are
bringing rain and desolation to numbers of families.

With the exception of some rare smokers who

—

thanks to a quite exceptional organization—are able
to restrain themselves within the bounds of mode-
ration, all others advance rapidly toward death,
after having passed through the successive stages of
idleness, debauchery, poverty, the ruin of their

physical strength, and the complete prostration of
their intellectual and moral faculties. Nothing can
stop a smoker who has made much progress in this

habit
; incapable of attending to any kind of busi-

ness, insensible to every event, the most hideous
poverty, and the sight of a family plunged into

despair and misery, cannot rouse him to the smallest
exertion, so complete is the disgusting apathy in

which he is sunk.

For several years past, some of the southern
provinces of China have been actively engaged in

the cultivation of the poppy and the fabrication of
opium

; and it is probable that the Chinese will soon
cultivate the poppy on a large scale, and make at

homeall the opium necessary for their consumption.
It is said that the people of London, and many

of the great manufacturing towns of England, have
been for some time addicted to the use of opium,
both in its liquid and solid form, but the circum-
stance has attracted little attention, though the
progress of the habit is alarming. Curious and
instructive would it be, indeed, if we should one
day see the English going to buy opium in the ports
of China, and their ships bringing back from the
Celestial Empire, this deleterious stuff to poisor
England. Well might we exclaim in such a case,
" leave judgment to God."

—

Hue's China.

For ' Tlie Friend."

BIOCRAPHICAl SKETCHES,
Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned mei

bers of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

RICHARD TOWNSEND.
(Continued from page 3S0.)

It appears from his own account, which we have
given, that Richard Townsend erected a mill, and
resided for a time on Chester Creek, where the
house he then occupied is still standing. He soon
however, removed into Philadelphia county, where
he erected another mill near Germantown. H
removal probably took place towards the close of
1683, as wc find him and Ann his wife signin^ „
certificate " at our Monthly Meeting at John Hart's
house, on Portquesin Creek, in ye county of Phila
delphia, ye 2d of ye Fourth mo., 1684.*
He says, " About a year after our arrival, there

came in about twenty families from high and low
Germany, of religious, good people ; who settled

about six miles from Philadelphia, and called the
place Germantown." "About the time in wh
Germantown was laid out, I settled upon my tract of
land, which I had purchased of the Proprietor in

England, about a mOe from thence ; where I set
up a house and a corn-mill, which was very useful
to the country, for several miles round. But there
not_ being plenty of horses, people generally brought
their corn on their backs many miles ; I remember
one man had a buU so gentle, that he used to bring
his corn on him, instead^ of a horse.

'^

"Being now settled about six or seven miles
from Philadelphia, where, leaving the principal
body of Friends, together with the chief place of
provisions, as before mentioned, flesh meat was
very scarce with me, for some time ; of which I
found the want. I remember I was once supplied
by a particular instance of Providence, in the fol-

lowing manner :

—

"As I was in my meadow, mowing gra.ss, a
young deer came and looked on me ; I continued

" Richard's friend, Joshua Tittery, who had assisted
him at Chester, in making a net and fishing, was a glass-
blower by profession, and was emploved in that line liV

the Society of Free Traders, at Philadelphia. He fonnd
some difficulty in getting his claims on the societ^
liquidated, and appears to have changed his profession
adopting that of a carpenter.

mowing, and the deer in the same attention to

upon which I laid down my syothe, and wen
him; upon which he ran oflf a small

tance ; I went to my work again, and the deer
tinned looking on me ; so that several times I

my work, to go towards him ; but he still keptl
self at a distance. At last, as I was going tow
him, he, looking on me, did not mind his steps

ran forcibly against the trunk of a tree, and s

ned himself so much, that he fell; upon whi.l

ran forward, and, getting upon him, held hir!

the legs. After a great struggle, in which I

,

almost tired him out, I threw him on my slj

ders, and with some difiiculty carried him tj
about a quarter of a mile, to my house." <l

proved very serviceable to my family." !

Richard Townsend was a religious man,
serviceable in various ways amongst his friends

neighbours. He was a faithfiil defender of

ancient doctrines of the Society of Friends, agj

the sophistry, underhand insinuations and i

attacks of George Keith, and was one of those

signed the Yearly Meeting's testimony against

apostate, as well as that issued by the "Quart
Meeting of Philadelphia. About this time or

after he came forth in the ministry, to the con

and edification of the church. His dedicatic

heart to the Lord's service did not save him i

temporal losse:', although doubtless he felt

blessed Saviour near to sustain him in the hoi

trouble, and to strengthen him to hold fast his

fidence that aU things would work together

good. In the summer of 1701, a great fre

destroyed his mill, and stripped him, according
report made to the Quarterly Meeting, of most
he was possessed of His friends were activ

raising funds for the support of himself and
family, until he should once more be in a condi

by his own industry to .supply their wants.

From this time we have abundant evident

his dedication to the work which his Lord
Saviour had assigned him in his militant chu

The meetings within ten or twelve miles of hL
sidence, wese frequently attended by him. Of
at Germantown attended by him in the First nic

1702, we find this account :
" hard at first, muc

be overcome ; but at the close. Truth over all.'

returning from a visit to Maryland, paid during

summer of 1702, he informed his friends that

'

Lord had helped him in his exercises and labo

He bad had large meetings, and there was g
openness manifested. During the year 1703
paid an extensive visit throughout Isew Engl
from the meetings in which certificates of unity

his services were produced. After this he waf

ligently engaged in labours near home until e

in 1706, when, with the unity of his Friends

sailed for England to visit the churches througl

that land. He laboui'ed there faithfully and
gently for about two years, returning home i

the middle of the year 1708, bringing a ccrtifi

of unity from Friends at London with his eomj
and religious service.

After the Yearly Meeting of 1709, he ace

panigd Jo-hua Fielding, a Friend in the' minis

on a religious visit to some of the meetings to

south. In 1713, he, with Ann his wife, romc

into the city of Philadelphia, where he contic

to reside until his death. About the elose of 1'

he received a certificate to visit Maryland and
'

gjnia, which service appears to have been perfon

during the first three months in the year 17

We find it recorded under date. Third mo. 7t

that year, that he " was abroad on service

Truth." At the time of the Select Yearly Meet
Seventh month of the same year, he had the

probation of his friends to accompany John Far
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on his religious visit, and was absent on

rvice nearly three months. He was now
old, and although still very diligent in the

[nee of neighbouring meetings, we do not

1 engaged in extensive travels,

e early part of the year 1728, he appears

> prepared a statement from which we have

J
made some extracts. It was entitled " The

ny of Richard Townsend, showing the pro-

al hand of God, to Mm and others, from the

ttlement of Pennsylvania, to this day." We
ow add the conclusion of the testimony,

people began to spread, and improve their

the country became more fruitful ; so that

vho came after us, were plentifully supplied
;

ith what we abounded we began a small

abroad. And as Philadelphia increased,

were built, and many employed. Both

y and trade have been wonderfully increasing

day ; so that, from a wilderness, the Lord,

good hand of Providence, hath made it a

field : on which to look back, and observe

steps, would exceed my present purpose

;

jing now in the eighty-fourth year of my age,

aviug been in this country nearly forty-six

and my memory pretty clear, concerning the

id progress of the Province, I can do no less

•eturn praises to the Almighty, when I look

nd consider hisbountiful hand, notonly in tem-

but in the great increase of our meetings

;

in he hath many times manifested his great

kindness, in reaching to, and convincing

persons of the principles of Truth ; and those,

yere already convinced and continued faithful,

not only blessed with plenty of the fruits of

irth, but also with the dew of heaven. I am
ed, in my spirit, to supplicate the continuance

f4o the present rising generation, that as God
blessed their parents, the same blessing may
n on their offspring to the end of time ; that

y be so, is the hearty desire and prayer of

ancient and loving friend,

Richard Townsend."
chard Townsend was often employed in visit-

he ftjmilies of Friends, under appointment of

aeeting, and continued bright in his intellect,

faithful in religious engagements until towards

lose. Tenth month, 1729, he being then about

;y-five years old. After this we can trace him

inger at meetings of any kind, although his

1 did not take place until the 30th of Third

th, 1737, when he was in the ninety-third year

E"s
age. His friends say of him, " He was a

: and humble man, sincerely concerned for the

lotion of piety and virtue ; his ministry being

id, living, and tending to edification, was well

pted. He visited Friends in the service of

th in. Great Britain, and continued faithful to

of his days."

(To be continued.)

of insects once made, ennui and the want of some- offender (Tinea pellionella,) a very Jew of moths, to

thing to do will vanish, every step will be on be found throughout all the stages of his existence

d, and on all sides the prospect will

1 more enticing. The inducement

enchanted groi

become more i

to go out of doors—the walk with a purpose in

view, so difi'erent to that most dreary of employ-

ments, walking for the sake of exercise—is itself no

mean advantage. Then, the collector will want to

know something about the nature of the specimens

he has acquired, and will begin to study their habits,

forms, and relationships. This calls into exercise

the practice of patience, of minuteness and accuracy

of observation, and, eventually, of cautiousness in

induction and generalization ; all of which, besides

their value as elements of mental discipline, are

qualities serviceable in an eminent degree in the

business of life. Well reasoned, insects, by the

mouth of your plenipotentiary.

The writer then continues :

" What is an insect ? Their interpreter answers :

—The popular notion includes under that term spi

ders, crabs, and lobsters, which have some resem

blance to insects ; but they may be separated at

once by the fact that they have more than six legs.

The flea, however, is so anomalous in its structure,

that its proper place in the scale of insects is dispu-

ted, some authors contending that it belongs to one

order, and some to another. A true insect has six

legs, four wings, an external skeleton, and undergoes

certain metamorphoses. In the class Diptera, tl

perfect insect has two fully-developed wings ; but

has also two merely rudimentary ones, which are

distinguished by the names of halteros, or poisers.

The breeze-fly, and all two-winged flies, are ex

amples. In Coleoptera, the perfect insect has two

fully-developed wings, and two wing-cases which

cover the wings. The sexton-beetle and all other

beetles are examples. So that the complement of

four wings is still in existence, although one pair

may be leathery and of little use in flight, as with

crickets and grasshoppers, or even very minute and

scarcely apparent. All insects proceed from eggs

laid by the female parent, except in some cases

where the eggs are hatched within the body of the

mother ; and in a few others, as the aphides, where

the ordinary method is supplied for a certain num-

ber of generations by a process which has had various

interpretations, but which is quite anomalous. For

the various phases of metamorphosis amongst in-

sects—which is the grand law of insect life—you

must make an intimate acquaintance with the crea-

tures themsel
" One of the greatest misfortunes in this world is

to lie under a wrongful imputation. JMany are the

victims whose succegs has been paralyzed by calum-

ny, misunderstanding, or even by accidental mal-

a

propos. Give a dog a bad name, and hang him

The same thing happens to the world of moths. The

human public reasons thus : Some moths eat clothes.

Yov " The Friend."

he following extracts are taken from an article

lished in " Household Words," which, though

tten ra'ther too flippantly, contains some interest-

information. Speaking of the inducements to

ly Entomology, the author says

:

There is no employment for leisure hours more
scent in itself, or more productive of benefit than

study of insects. Their number (ten thousand

cies in Great Britam only,) their beauty, accessi-

ty, and at the same time their mysteriousness,

ecially adapt them to become the subjects of

ular recreation. Without any desire to under-

lie literature or art, it may still be believed that

n and his doings, his follies and his crimes, e

;e too much of our attention. The acquaintance

therefore all moths are to be exterminated. The

minor proposition is made to contain the major,

have seen people assassinate the gamma-moth (so

called because its wings bear the mark of a Greek

letter ^,) and the great goat-moth, whose caterpill

lives in decayed willow-trees, in revenge for an ii

agined attack on a Sunday coat. " O ! what a big

moth !" shout the anti-lepidopterous rioters. " Dow
with him ! Kill him ! No moth ! No moth ! If

little moths make holes in my pantaloons, this one is

capable of eating them up." Whereas, he may be

as innocent of devouring cloth as a cod-fish is of

swallowing iced champagne. He may even be a

dress producer, a veritable working silk-worm moth,

who has already done his duty in his time, for what

his furious persecutors know. Moreover, it is not

in the shape of moths, but of caterpillars, that

clothes-moths commit their ravages. An actual

mongst " old clo," is a brown-complexioned fellow,

once a caterpillar with a moveable case, who nour-

ished himself then in some dark closet, where he

made a living out of unused garments, and a house

which he carried about with him. Unlike many a

Christian, -he provides well for his children, by de-

positing his eggs in the land of plenty, and thus

taking forethought for their maintenance and bring-

ing-up. Another guilty culprit is Tinea' biselliella

,

sleek, yellow-plush gentleman, who sidles away as

you look at him. He spends his time, from youth

to maturity, if not under the ermine, yet in as near

I approach to it as circumstances permit. He has

dear liking for furs of all sorts ; and when he

comes out at last in his robes of state, no one would

believe how much dirty work had been necessary

to procure him all this finery.

" After drawing the line between innocent and

malefactor moths, let us add a word of extenuation

in favour of cockroaches. As people keep cats to

clear their houses of mice ; as hedgehogs are con-

verted into domestic pets, that they may munch up

the black-beetles that swarm by night ; so, some-

times, it may be expedient to keep cockroaehes,

that they may indulge their instinct of exterminating

a still greater nuisance than themselves ; namely,

bugs. Webster's Voyage of the Chanticleer informs

us that cockroaches are plentiful at Saint Helena.

Previous to the ship's arrival there, the crew had

suffered great inconvenience from bugs ;
but the

cockroaches no sooner made their appearance, than

the bugs entirely disappeared. The cockroach preys

upon them, leaving no sign or vestige where they

have been ; and is, so far, a most valuable and

praiseworthy insect. Mr. Newman also acquaints

the Entomological Society with the same fact (dis-

covered in a London boarding-house,) that the

cockroach seeks with diligence, and devours with

great gusto, the common bed-bug. He is confident

of his informer's veracity, but discreetly refrains

from mentioning names or places.

" Although we may fancy butterflies and sphinx-

moths to be the gayest creatures in existence, it is

nevertheless true, that the private lives of certain

lepidoptcra are troubled by secret sorrows which a

casual looker-on would hardly suspect. One of

their insidious enemies is a plant ! Herbivorous

als are well known, and are supposed to fall

in conveniently with the natural order of things ; a

less obvious idea is, that there exists, in revenge,

carnivorous vegetables. The larvae of a hawk-moth,

Hepialus virescens, is preyed on by the caterpillar-

fungus, Sphseria Robertsii. The caterpillar buries

itself in the earth, to undergo transformation into

the perfect insect ; while it is lying dormant there,

the fungus inserts a root into the nape of its neck,

feeds and flourishes on the animal matter, and,

without destroying the form of the victim, at last

converts it into a mummy. A similar slaughter of

larv» is performed in Van Diemen's Land by a

representative fungus, the Sphteria Gunnii; and

another, Sphajria Sinensis, carries on the same work

in China ;
while the S. entoraorhiza tries it even in

these parts, so far removed from cannibalism. Living

wasps have been taken in the West Indies with a

fungus growing from their bodies. Still, animal-

feeders are not common among plants. In unfavoura-

ble seasons, silk-worm caterpillars are destroyed by

myriads from the ravages of a minute cryptogamic

plant, or mould-fungus, which takes a fancy to grow

on their outer integument."

(To be concluded )

Zeal dropt in charity is good ; without it, good

for nothing ; for it devours all it comes near.
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For "The Friend.'

ffilliam Bewsbnry.

(Continued from page 373.)

In a few days the examination of W. Dewsbury
was renewed, in which Judge Windham asked

whether he denied all popish tenets. He replied

Popish tenets I deny ; and all tenets contrary to the

pure doctrine of faith in the Lord JesUs Christ,

Judge W.—Dost thou own the Scriptures to be a

rule to walk by ? W. D.—The Scriptures I own,

and the pure light and power of Christ Jesus that

gave them forth, to guide in an holy conversation

according to the Scripture ; and he that walks con-

trary to it, is condemned by it. The Judge charged
him and G. Fox with the disposition to imbrue their

hands in blood, if they had it in their power. W.
D. said. It is not so. The Spirit of Truth which
we witness in us, is peaceable, and neither doth

violence nor sheds blood ; and the hands of all that

are guided by the Spirit of Truth, the light and
power of Christ, are bound from offering violence,

or shedding blood. Another Judge said. Their

sufferings and stouings are well known in this na-

tion—and they never lift up a hand against any.

The judges again strove to induce them to give

bond for their appearance at the next assizes ; but

he and his companions firmly resisted it, as inter-

fering with their religious duties, and implying that

they had broken the law, which they denied. They
were therefore conducted back to prison, and there

confined eleven weeks in the nasty, low jail, among
felons, until another assize. Why they were not

brought to an immediate trial, instead of being
asked questions, irrelevant to their commitment,
does not appear ; but it was surely great injustice,

to deprive innocent men of their liberty without any
legal pretext. It seems that often their persecutors

found that they had wronged these oppressed pco
pie, but how to deliver themselves of their prey
aud their own characters too, was sometimes not
an easy matter. Friends feared the face of no
man, and could make neither unrighteous conces-

sions, nor mean compromises, nor enter into recog-

nizances, nor pay fines nor fees for doing their

duty, but were ever willing to suffer cheerfully for

what nothing short of their sense of duty could have
induced them to do. The jailer and the "pe:

who officiated as preacher to the prisoners, avoided
him when they could. Dewsbury protested against

his doctrine, upon which the justices declared in

court, that the minister " durst not come to preach
any more, unless some course were taken with these

Quakers;" and an order was given to lock the

down in the dungeon, which was done always af-

ter, during the hour of preaching. W. D. ad
"The dread of our God is upon them, their heart

fails them ; and their torment is daily increased, to

see the Lord's work prosper, which goes
mighty power all over these parts, and the nation

over. Friends grow in the power of our God. They
come from many places to visit us, though they
hear that they cannot be suffered to come at us

—

and the wisdom of our God is much in it, who
keeps them in patience, with boldness to sit at the

jail door, for a testimony against them ; which adds
to their torment." " We have all things we need in

the outward. I have not been free to receive any
money of Friends here towards my necessities,

which hath much confounded my adversaries, that

my life should be given up for their souls' good,

and not receive money of them to suppl}- my wants

;

but in some places I paid foi; what I needed, when
they were not able. As to some that had wealth,

but had parents, who said thoy would be destroyed

by receiving me, and that their trading would fail

in the world ; contrary to their minds, I was or-

dered of the Lord to pay them in full for what I

had, that the gospel might not be burdensome.'
" Two young men, who are in bonds, were brought
before the men that sat in the sessions, and the

Lord manifested his pmcer in them, that the jus-

tices were confounded before all the people, but
the time of their freedom out of bonds was not yet
come. Here are certain precious hearts that have
lived in great pleasures and honours in tlw icorld,

who are naic laying them dowyi willingly at the

feet of Jcsus.^''

During W. Dewsbury's confinement in North-
ampton jail, besides several pieces he wrote to pro-

mote the cause of Truth, he addressed epistles and
letters to Friends for their instruction and encour-
agement. In one of them, he says, " Dear Friends,

servants, and children of God, whom he hath called

and chosen out of the world, be faithful all of you
in his counsel. Wait for his power to guide you
in all your thoughts, words, and works, in his pure
fear, and in obedience to his will. I charge 3 ou,

in his presence, be valiant for your freedom, dwell-

the power of the living God ; that he may
arm you against the fiery darts of the devil, to

resist him in all his wiles, who goes about like a

roaring lion to draw you away, seeking to get your
minds from that which is pure, into visible things,

then to captivate your affections, to satisfy your
in created and perishing objects, or in the

knowledge of the truth in fleshly wisdom." " You
are beloved, who hunger and thirst after righteous-

; for you are the children of the kingdom of
my Father. With you my life is bound up ; and
to you this is the word of the Lord—fear not, lift

up your heads, and wait in the light with boldness.

In it, look up to Christ, your King ; he will appear
as the lightning from the east unto the west, and
you shall behold him, subjecting your wild nature
to himself. He will heal your infirmities, satisfy

your thirsty souls, and give you the end of your
hope, the salvation of youi- souls. You shall sit

down with him in the kingdom of the Father, to

rejoice in the power of eternal love and life, which
is in his presence forever and ever ; this is the
children's bread that comes down from heaven
" God Almighty keep you all faithful in his eternal

power, to bear his name in righteousness; that his

name may be written in your foreheads, and all

that see you, may witness you to be the righteous

seed whom the Lord hath blessed. His power and
presence keep you in the unity of the spirit and
bond of peace, where I am with you in the un
changeable love and life."

In the Fifth month assizes, he was again brought
to the bar, and underwent a similar inquisition as

before, in which the judge chained him with break-
ing the law, in wandering through the country
without a certificate from some justice. William
replied. If there be any such law, read it to us.

And if there be such a law, thou knowcst in thy
conscience it is contrary to the Scriptures. For
the apostles and ministers of Christ went to and
fro in the country, preaching the word of eternal

life, and there were added to the church daily such
as should be saved ; and the number of saints and
brethren was daily increased. And the law which
is in force iri this nation, doth allow all who pro-
fess faith in Jesus Christ, to have free liberty to

walk in the fiiith, which is according to the Scrip-

tures. Without any accuser appearing against him
and the friends arraigned with him, and without
proof of the breach of any'law, they were again
quired to enter into bonds for their good beha-

viour, but which, refusing to do, they were returned

to prison, and detained until the Eleventh month,
1055, a period of nearly six months. As they
were leaving the court, William Dewsbury, turning

to the judge, spoke a.s follows :—" With what mea-

sure thou metest to us, it will be measured tci

again. The Lord God of heaven and eart

judge between thee and us, and will give unt-

and every one of us, according to the work
have done, and in that day you shall know •«!

now declared to be the truth ; the Lord
spoken it, in whom we trust, and he will d.

us."

The state of the prisons in which so many Fr
passed a large portion of their time, was not 1

to be conceived, some for filth and pestilential

someness, and others for exposure to the incleii

of the elements. Indeed, the' condition of

prisons, previous to the latter years of the la,-t

tury, was a disgrace to any civilized commit

not only on account of their filthy, «uwhol.

and neglected condition, but equally so beeaii

the indiscriminate association to which all ci

of prisoners were subjected. It was commo
Friends, mostly men of the better order, oft

reputable or wealthy families, to be cast into

dismal dungeons, one of which is now preser\

Warwick jail, and is shown as a relic of f>

times. The biographer says: " I renieiulM-r vi

it in 1810, and the impression I then rurrivr,

never be effaced." Howard, in his dr-Mipti

this jail, says :
" The night-room of tin: Ji l^n-

octagonal dungeon, about twenty-one fut iu (I:

ter, down thirty-one steps, damp and ofiensiv

jailer, on going down, took a preservative."

Montagu, in his account of a visit he paid v

same prisoH in 1815, says: "The offensive vs

which may now be seen in the prison, is eight

feet ten inches under ground. In the middle i

cess-pool ; on the side is a stream for the prisoi

to slake their thirst. There is a heavy chain 1

in the duBgeon, that passed through a link in

chains of each of the felons, which was thenCiri

up the steps, and secured to the outer door of

vault. The oidy liglU atid air admitted is tlirm

an iron grate an the tcrp, and nearly even iril!:

surface of' the groumV These are the dismal

in which Friends were often made to suffer in

pany with the most abandoned characters. It ,

in Warwick jail that William Dewsbury was ;'

prisoned nineteen years of his life, four of which

was a close prisoner, whether in the pit, is
|

stated. Nor should we have known that this i
j

the fact respecting his confinement in Northanip
j

jaU, from any statement of his own ; for he suffei,

too cheerfully to lay much stress on the vile d-

1

ance he underwent. But it was, as stated

others, in a dungeon, twelve steps under grouii

among the worst of felons, that he was then i
j

prisoned.
j

The weight of suffering which they patiently ij

dured in those dark, filthy pits, it is difiicult for
;

to conceive. They were doubtless sustained by ;

omnipotent hand, and yet we may suppose th

health and strength were often greatly impain

and the lives of many shortened by disease and

untimely death. Are the testimonies for which th

so heavily suffered, to be cast away as a thing

little worth 'I At one day it will be a burthensoi

stone on those who have attempted to lay tk

waste, disregarding the blood of those marty

and the clear spiritual views of the gospel dispe

sation which they promulgated.

(To be continued.)

Never assent merely to please others. For tb

is besides flattery, oftentimes untruth, and disc

nind liable to be servile and base ; n

contradict to vex others, for that shows an i

temper and provokes, but profits nobody.

They that sow in tears, shall reap in joy.
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nnnati and Washington City.—The colour-

ulation of Cincinnati, as appears from the

f that city, number 5,000, of both sexes, and

n says, " they are, as a general thing, sober,

and industrious." Of their occupations and

it is stated—there are live physicians, one

m has a verylarge practice among both whites

cks; twelve grocers; thirty music and school

s ; five daguerreotypists ; one patent roofer
;

cklayersand stonemasons; two trunkmakers;

dealers in market ; five or six boot and shoe-

, a number of excellent tailors, blacksmiths

rpenters ;
and one hundred milliners, dress-

shirt-makers and tailoresses. Among them

ry Boyd, one of the largest and best cabinet

icturers in the city, who is worth at least

10
; J. P. Ball, II. G. Ball, and J. C. Ball,

,ke as fine daguerreotypes as are taken in the

and who are worth 8-30,000 at least,

names of thirteen of these coloured people

en, whose property is valued at $10,000;

56,000; five $5,000; one $4,000 ;
one $3,000;

i,000
;
one $8,000 ; one $12,000 ; one $14,

six $16,000; four $20,000; five $30,000;

0,000. The names of twenty-five others are

and it is stated that these and many others,

names are not mentioned, have property

IT in value from three to twenty thousand

criter in the " National Era," published in

ngton City, states that there is a good degree

ft and industry among the coloured people in

ty, notwithstanding the discouragements of

sition. Their numiaer is ten thousand, which

it one-fourth of the number of whites. They

ievcn places of worship, the aggregate value

ch is nearly $40,000. Ten of the coloured

tions pay their pastors on an average $650

jesides marriage fees and other perquisites
;

a total of $6,500 yearly over and above the

! of keeping the houses, fuel, repairs, etc.

are above 1,000 children in the Sabbath

s, who are mostly taught by members of the

;1 congregations.

zli&h and American Railroads.—The com-

security from accident, which English

enjoy, is the result, not only of the greater

of money there, but also of the more pru-

isposition of the people. Never was a truer

than that an English hostler, when he

the coach door, and cries " all right," repre-

a trait of national character, just as the Ame-
who, under the same circumstances, calls out

head," typifies the restless haste of our c6untry-

telegraphs and lights along the road for night trains.

Accidents from detects in the construction of roads,

or Oven from laches in their management, at least

so far as the directors are concerned, are almost

unknown in England. The conductors are care-

fully selected, and are generally perfectly reliable

men. Instructions, carefully prepared for every

emergency, are issued to them ; and as all adhere

trietly to these instructions, misconceptions are

rendered practically impossible. Analogous cases

to a conductor having it left to his option when be-

hind time, to wait at a station, or to run ou at the

risk of a collision, are unknown in England ; for

in England human life is too sacredly respected,

and too large an amount of capital employed in

working railroads, to permit either of such an op-

tion on the part of a conductor, or of a conductor

sufficiently incapable to create a risk.

The English public, moreover, sustains English

companies in this free use of money. The fare, in

a first-class car, in jingland, is nearly three times

what the fare is here; and it is paid without a mur-

mur, because travellers there know that safety and

speed are costly. A man may go from Philadel-

phia to Pittsburg for about tnne dollars. To go

from London to Glasgow, winch is but little far-

ther, involves an expense of twenty-five dollars. It

is true that a first-class car in England is somewhat

more luxurious than a car in America, but the

difference is not greater than the difference between

the interest of money, so that what is saved here in

the car and its appointments, is saved there on the

capital invested in the road. Moreover, England

as compared with the United States, is both a small

and a densely-populated country, so that fewer rail

roads supply the demands of a larger number of

people.

^Vhen Americans become as thorough, and care

ful as the English, and are as able to build good

roads regardless of expense, railroad casualties will

become as rare here as they do there. It
'

by vague newspaper clamor, when a serious calamity

occurs on our railroads, but, in a word, by imitat

ing the English in these respects—by reforming the

evils of our railroad system—that we will lessen the

number and fatality of our railroad accidents.

—

Led.

Benefits of Beiievolence.—Where God is forgot-

ten, it is pitiful to see how riches harden the heart

of him who gains them. Sometimes the man who
was liberal while he was poor, becomes niggardly

as he becomes wealthy. The tendency of gain
"

to nourish selfishness, if the hand that bestows it is

overlooked ; and the thirst of selfishness can

be slaked. The reservoir of the covetous never

overflows. Recognizing no obligation, he yields to

no claim. A man of this .sort once said :
" Others

never gave to me, why should I give to other

Infatuated man ! is there none that ever gives to

thee? What hast thou not received? Has God
given thee nothing? AVho gave thee reason, life,

success? Who prospered thy plans? Who gave thee

power to get wealth ? Who has kept thy dwelling

safe ? Who has warded off from thee a thousand

calamities which have overtaken thy fellows ? And
art thou, then, indebted to none ? has none a right

to thy bounty? Wilt thou rob God? Shall he have

no share of what is his own ?

The Emperor Nicholas as an Aiitlior.—It is

stated on good authority that the Emperor Nicho-

las, in the last ten years of his life, prepared a work

on the administrative policy and military operations

of his reign. This work, which the imperial family

and some eminent personages alone have seen, is

remarkable, it is said, for the great intelligence

which it displays. It is not to be published until

five years after his death.

Terra Del Fuego.

An officer in the United States Navy, in a let-

ter, gives the following description of that almost

unknown people, the inhabitants of Terra del Fuego,

the Island at the southern extremity of South Ame-
rica.

The Terra del Fuegians, so called from the

country they inhabit, (which in turn derived its

name from the number of fires seen along the shore

by the first navigators,) made their appearance

while we were at anchor at Borja Bay. Shortly

after wo had reached this place, a small singular

looking canoe was .seen to leave the shore and
make its way towards our ship, and in a few mi-

nutes we were honoured by a visit from two of the

Indians, with their numerous wives, children and
dogs. Upon coming on board the vessel they proved

the most inveterate beggars I ever met with. There
was nothing they saw for which they did not ask;

they begged for themselves, and, if unsuccessful in

their application, for theii* wives and children.

Their usual demand is for tobacco and biscuit, and,

in endeavouring to purchase some of their weapons
as curiosities, we found that the former article was
the most prized ; and next in value were the bright

buttons from our uniforms, (and probably they

congratulated themselves on finding people simple

enough to give away such splendid ornaments,)

and then biscuit, old clothes and empty bottles.

The Indians are by far the most degraded and
miserable of all the aboriginal inhabitants of South
America. They are low in stature and of a cop-

per colour ; their clothing, consisting of a sealskin,

worn with the hair outwards and tied around their

person by means of sinews, is of the very scantiest

description ; their food is revolting. They live

chiefly upon muscles and limpets, and, whenever
they can procure them, eagerly devour seals, sea

otters, porpoises and whale's flesh, preparing none

by fire, but eating as they cut it from the prey. In
their voracity they bear a greater resemblance

to some wild animals than to human beings. Their

arms seem to consist solely of bows and arrows and
spears, pointed sometimes with glass and sometimes

with bone ; of these they willingly dispose in ex-

change for their favorite weed. The most notice-

able things about them are their baskets and their

canoes, both of which manifest some labour and in-

genuity in construction. The former are formed
of bark or platted grass; the latter are of bark,

and put together without a particle of metal. The
sides and bottoms are sewed together by means of

sinews ; small bars of wood are placed athwartships

to preserve the shape, and the seams are caulked

with some gummy preparation. They are small

and light, so as to be easily paddled about by two
women. But their skill in making the canoes may
be compared to the instinct of animals, for it is not

improved by experience. We know from Drake
that this, their most ingenious work, has remain-

ed the same for the last two hundred and fifty

years.

The faces of the men generally seem devoid of

any intellectual expression, and, as they belong to

the nil admirari school, they expressed astonish-

ment at nothing. The women are better looking,

and did not hesitate to exhibit their surprise or

amusement. I shall never forget the wonder of

one of them at first seeing a looking-glass. She
first looked at herself, then laughed and sought be-

hind for the reflection ; then looked again, and lay-

ing it down on the deck, endeavoured to seize the

image. The hair of both sexes is worn long, and
is almo.5t as coarse as the mane of a horse ; the
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men have no beards. Captain Cook has compared
their language to the sound made by a man clear-

ing his throat ; but says Darwin, " certainly no
European ever cleared his throat with so many
hoarse, guttural, and clicking sounds." One word
is made to assume a great many different significa

tions ; the same one, for instance, meaning the

Deity, the sun, a ship, a child, a dog, and an an

let, or charm, generally consisting of a bit of gl

suspended from the neck. Notwithstanding this

singular paucity of sounds in their language, they

very readily catch the pronunciation of words, and
repeat with perfect correctness any sentence ut-

tered in their hearing, although they cannot attach

any meaning to the words.

Of their domestic arrangements we could learnbut
very little. Previously we had found along the shores

their wigwams, or rather harbours, consisting of

broken branches of trees stuck in the ground
covered with leaves and grass. In these miserable

huts, around a small fire built in the middle, they
sleep, coiled upon the wet ground like animals. All
their property they seem to carry about with them
in their canoes. Every man has at least two wives,

some of them more
;
probably each as many as he

requires to take care of him, to paddle his canoe
and collect his food, for the whole labour devolves
upon the female portion of the community.
We were informed that these savages are never

cannibals unless when driven to it by absolute

starvation, and then they only eat their old wonien,

Upon being asked upon one occasion why they did

not kill and eat their dogs, of which animals they
have great numbers, in preference to their own
people, one of them is said to have given the na
swer that dogs were useful in catching otter.~!, but
that old women were good for nothing.

—

Ledger.

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH IG,

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from England to Seveuth mo. 26th
It is stated that the Central American question ma^

be regarded as virtually settled. Great Britain has con-
sented to give up the Bay Islands to Honduras, that
Republic pledging itself never to cede them to any other
power, or to allow intcrlerence in their affairs. The
Summer's Assize in Ireland, shows a gratifying de-
crease of crime in that country, there being very few
cases on the calendar. Heavy failures have occurred in
Liverpool, Stockport, and Manchester, the liabilities of
the parties being large, and their assets mostly small,
The Liverpool cotton market was unchanged, with a
limited business. Breadstufl's were lower and in little

demand. Western Canal flour, 29«. a 33«. ; Southern,
34.<. a 35s. per barrel

;
yellow corn, 2O5. a 30«.

; white,
30«. a 3U. 6(7. per 480 lbs. Accounts from Spain repre-
sent the insurrection as effectually crushed in Madrid.
The National Guard has been almost entirely disarmed.
Domiciliary visits were made to secure all the arms in
the hands of the citizens, ami numerous arrests had been
made. The insurrection had l,cen put clown at Barce-
lona, after a severe contest, in which 1200 persons were,
killed and wounded on both sides. There was still a
strong opposition at Saragossa, where it w.as reported
85 members of the Cortes had assembled, and determined
to resist the new ministry. Its head, O'Donnell, has no
great party in the country, as he is disliked by both con-
servatives and liberals, the former being for Narvaez
and the latter for Espartero. The harvest had com-^
menced in France, and it was hoped the crops would
prove above an average. The Emperor has dispatched
a circular to the Prefects, ordering them, in positive and
peremptory terms, to allow to all the Protestants within
their respective districts the free and undisturbed exer-
cise of their religion. He desires that he may hear of
no hiore persecution of the Protestants, and that they
may never again be disturbed in their worship. The
Emperor Napoleon has ordered a canal to be formed in
the plain of Plaisance (Hant Garonne) for the benefit of
the crops which suffer severely for the want of water
during the summer season. The King of Naples has

made his answer to the remonstrances of France and
England. He " thanks those governments for their coun-
sels. He wishes to act with clemency, and to introHuce
reforms, but in such matters believes himself the compe-
tent judge of the time and proper mode of so doing. At
this moment they would not be suitable to his dignity
and independence, still less would it be fitting to recall
those who are banished, and liberate those who are im-
prisoned."

Four Days Later.—The British Parliament was pro-
rogued by the Queen on the 29th ult., until the 7th of
Tenth month next. In her speech she expressed th
hope, that the differences with the United States would
be satisfactorily adjusted. The Liverpool cotton i

ket was firm at previous rates. Breadstuff's continued
to decline. The reports in regard to the growing crops,
were favourable. From Spain, it is reported that the
whole of the important province of Arragon contii
in successful revolt. The Royal troops had commenced
to bombard the city of Saragossa, whereupon the in

gents within demanded five days' cessation of hostilities,

which was granted.

UNITED STATES.—The Governor of California hav-
ing applied to the President for the aid of the military
and naval forces of the United Spates, and for a loan of
arms and ammunition to enable him to suppress
revolutionary movement in S.an Francisco, the President
has declined acceding to his request ; deeming the inter-

ference of the'United States government not authorized
by existing circumstances. The President is only to b
moved to action by the Legislature of the State in which
the insurrection exists, or if by the Executive, only when
such Legislature cannot be convened, and when immi-
nent or extreme public disaster can be averted only by
such interposition of the Federal Government.

Congress.—The Senate has passed the army appro-
priation bill, with an amendment striking out the House
proviso for the protection of Kansas; also, the bill from
the House granting a million and a half of acres of la

to the State to Mississippi, for railroad purposes ; and
one for running the boundary line between Washington
Territory and the British possessions. A petition was
presented on the 5th from Charles Robinson and others,
now confined in Kansas, under the charge of treason,
praying for relief. Referred to the Committee on the
Judiciary. This committee made a report on the neces-
sity for additional legislation in case of the death or dis-

ability of the President or Vice-President. The House
has been engaged in discussing the details of several
appropriation bills

; one item appropriating §20,000 for

the expenses of the Legislative Assembly of Kansas, was
stricken out,—yeas, 90 ; nays, 58. A proviso was an-
nexed to the appropriation for the Judiciiwy of Kansas,
that the money shall not be drawn from the Treasury
till the criminal prosecutions pending in the territory
against persons charged with treason or alleged viola-
tions of the laws passed by a body of men at Shawnee
Mission, claiming to be the Legislature, shall be dis

missed by the Court, and every person who has been or
tnay be restrained of liberty by reason of such prosecu-
tion be released from confinement— it was agreed to

—

yeas, 84 ; nays, 69. A resolution was adopted by the
House, authorizing the payment to Reeder of per "diem
and mileage to the time his claim to a seat as delegate
from Kansas, was decided.

Keic Tot-A.—Mortality last week, 624.
rinladelphia.—MoTiB.\\ty last week, 405.
The Creek Indians, by a late treaty, have agreed to

relinquish their lands in Alabama, for a million of dol-
lars, $200,000 of which is to be applied to agricultural
purposes, and the balance divided per capita.

Miscellaneous.—Travel by Atlantic Steamers.—A state-
ment of the number of passengers conveyed from New
York and Boston in the Atlantic steamers to Europe,
during the last four months, shows it to amount to 6273
passengers, or about four hundred a week. This is the
passage of persons in pursuit of business and pleasure,
not emigration, and it proves how greatly travel in-
creases with the facilities for enjoying it.

The Project of Exploring Central Africa, is in progress
in New York. The territory proposed to be explored
lies between the fifth and fifteenth parallels of north
latitude, commencing at the Atlantic ocean, and extend-
ing eastward eighteen degrees to the valley of the Niger,
comprising an area of about 700,000 square miles.

Great Undertaking.—The Canadian government has
granted four millions acres of land to aid in construct-
ing a railroad from Quebec to Montreal, along the north
shore of the St. Lawrence to the city of Ottawa, and
thence to Saut Ste. Marie. This road is to be completed
within five years.

French Manufactures.—Professor Mapes says that nine-
tenths of the olive oil in this country is manufactured

'"ranee from American lard oil. It is purified bv sal

soda, and is about equal to olive oil for the tab]
,

other purposes.

The Canadian Senate.—The Canadian Legislativ-
cil (Senate) elective bill having received the san.

\

Queen Victoria, forty-eight members will be adde
;

upper house of the Canadian Parliament. Of thi
jher 12 aft to be elected every two years, and w:|

their seats for eight years. The present membc 1

hold their seats by virtue of a warrant, are pe I

to retain them for life.
j

The Coolie Trade.—This inhuman traffic conti
j

be carried on by American and English vessels.!

bring large numbers of Chinese to Cuba. An :
1

captain has a contract for delivering 8000. This d I

tiou of labourers are treated on the plantations m I

than the slaves, and the emigration of these (

does not diminish the trade in African slaves.

The African Slave Trade.—A. correspondent of tl

,

York Daily Times, writing from Havana, under
Seventh mo. 25th, says that nearly every steame

1

from that place to New York, persons who are ('

interested in the African slave trade, and who ma]
tracts at the north for vessels and their outfit

traffic. Within the last seven months, not far fi

teen thousand Africans have been landed illegall

the Cuban coast, from Africa, in nearly equal
]

tions upon the north and south sides, and no capl

any consequence have been made. During this si

extensive arrangements have been made in all thf

able shipbuilding ports of the Union for the requir

of the trade for the next twelve months.
From the Isle of France.—Advices from Port

Mauritius, of Fifth mo. 12th, say that the choler

carrying off nearly 1500 victims, may be said t

left the town ; but meanwhile continues its ravi

other parts of the island.

Yellow Fever.—This disease has appeared at C
ton, S. C, and up to the 10th, several deaths 1

curred. The latest advices from Havana state t

fever was very prevalent there, and that many An
shipmasters had died of it. A number ofcass
occurred at the New York quarantine ground at

Island, many of which have resulted fatally.

RECEIPTS.
Received from J. Fawcett^ agt., 0., for David Co

SI. HoUingsworth, Thos. Wickersham, SI. Enloes,

French, $2 each, vol. 29, for S. Allison, Jos. W;
§2 each, vol. 30, for Jona. Edmonson, $2, to 26,

1

for Ruth Stanlev, §2, to 19, vol. 30 ; from Jessi

agt., 0., for Peter Thomas, Senr., $2, to 44, vol.

Lydia Miller. §2, to 27, vol. 30; from David
N. C, §1, to 10, vol. 30; from E. Shotwell, Ind.,

6, vol. 30.

WANTED.
A Female Teacher is wanted for Friends' Schoo

mingtou, Del. Application may be made to

Amy Y. Tatum, I ,,,., . ,

MarvG.bbo.n-s, r^'l-^'^S'™

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The W-inter term will commence on Fourth-day,

Tenth month. Terms, §250 per annum, includin

tion, Board and Washing. Applications for i:^n

should be made early.

Address, Jonathan Richards, Superintendent,

Haverford, P. 0., Pa. ; Thomas Kimber, 50 North 1

street, Philadelphia; or Robert Pearsall Smith, 17

street, Philadelphia.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLOUR
PERSONS.

AVanted, A Principal and two Assistant Teachi

the Hen's School, and a Principal and three Ass

for the Women's School.

Application may be made to either of the unders

John C. Allex, No. 179 S. Fifth str

Samuel Allen, No. 134 S. Front st

William L. Edwards, No. 37 Arch i

Died, at his late residence in Edgemont, De!

county. Pa., on the 27th of Seventh month last,

Yaunall ; a member and elder of Chester Month

Middletown Particular Meetings, in the 82d year

age;^^____^
^

ROBB, PILE i, M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Ban!
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"Knowledge is Power."

{Cuntinucd from i)age 38G.)

t whatever diiference of opinion may be cn-

ned in respect to the relation which money
ns to the various productive forces of every

ed society, we think our readers will wUlingly

their assent to the conclus-ion which we have

ivoured to illustrate, namely, that accumula-

capital, is absolutely essential to the pro-

e employment of labour ; and that tbe greater

ccumulation the greater the extent of that pro-

e employment. This truth, however, has been

d aJtogether by some speculative writers ; and,

ore important, has been practically denied

le conduct of nations and individuals in the

r stages of society ; and is still denied by ex-

;

prejudices, derived from the current maxims
rmer days of ignorance and half-knowledge.

the speculative writers we have little to do.

Q Rousseau, for instance, advises governments

I secure property to its possessors, but to dc-

them of all means of accumulating, it is suffi-

to know that the same writer advocated the

<';e state, in which there should be no property,

jeference to the social, which is founded on ap-

kation. Knowing this, and being convinced

the savage state, even with imperfect appro-

ion, is one of extreme wretchedness, we may
y leave such opinions to work their own cure,

it is not likely that any indi\-idual, however

)sed to think that accumulation is an evil, would

e, by destroying accumulation, to pass into the

ition described by John Tanner, of a constant

anter with hunger in its most terrific forms

:

seeing, therefore, the fallacy of such an opinion,

ill also see that, if he partially destroys accu-

ition, he equally impedes production, and

.Uy destroys his share in the productive power

apital and labour working together for a com
good in the social state.

ut, without going the length of wishing to do

r capital, there are many who think that accu-

ition is a positive evil, and that consumptio

sitive benefit ; and, therefore, that economy is

:vil, and waste a benefit. The course of a pro-

1 man is by many still viewed with considcra-

admiration. He sits up all night in frantic riot

;

;onsumes whatever can stimulate his satiated

3tite
; he is waited upon by a crowd of unpro

live and equally riotous retainers ; he breaks

[

destroys everything around him with an

fing hand ; he rides his horses to death in the

It extravagant attempts to wrestle with time and

space ; and when he has spent all his substance in

these excesses, and dies an outcast and a beggar,

is said to have been a hearty fellow, and to have
" made good for trade." When, on the contrary, a

man of fortune economizes liLs revenue—lives like a

rtuous and reasonable being, whose first duty is

the cultivation of his understanding—eats and

drinks with regard to his health—keeps no more
retainers than are suflicicnt for his proper comfort

and decency—breaks and destroys nothing—has

respect to the inferior animals, as well from motives

of prudence as of mercy—and dies without a mort-

gage on his lands ; he is said to have been a stingy

fellow who did not know how to " circulate his mo-
ney." To " circulate money," to " make good for

trade," in the once common meaning of the terms,

for one to consume unprofitably what, if econo-

mized, would have stimulated production in a way
that would have en.ibled hundreds, instead of one,

to consume profitably. Let us offer two historical

examples of these two opposite modes of making

ood for trade, and circulating money. The Eng-

lish Duke of Buckingham, having been possessed

of an income of about two hundred and fifty thou-

sand dollars a-year, died in 1687, in a remote inn

in Yorkshire, reduced to the utmost misery. After

a life of the most wanton riot,'which exhausted all

his princely resources, he was left at the last hour,

under circumstances which are well described in

following lines by Pope :

In the worst inn's worst room, with mat liiilf hung,

The floors of plaster, and tbe walls of dung.

On once a flock-bed, but repair'd with straw.

With tape-tied curtains never meant to draw,

The George and Garter dangling from that bed

Where tawdry yellow strove with dirty red,

Great Villiers lies. * * * *
No wit to flatter, left of all his store,

No fool to laugh at, which he valued more,

There, victor of his health, of fortune, friends,

And tame, this lord of useless thousands ends."

Contrast the course of this unhappy man with that

of the Duke of Bridgcwater, who devoted his pro-

perty to really " making good for trade," by con-

structing the great canals which connect Manches-

ter with the coal countries and with Liverpool.

The Duke of Buckingham lived in a round of sen-

sual folly : the Duke of Bridgcwater limited his

personal expenditure to two thousand dollars a-year,

and devoted all the remaining portion of his revenues

to the construction of a magnificent work of the

highest public utility. The one supported a train

of cooks and valets and horse-jockeys; the other

called into action the labour of thousands, a

ployed in the direction of that labour the skill of

Brindley, one of the greatest engineers that any

country has produced. The one died without a

penny, loaded with debt, leaving no trace behi

him but the ruin which his waste had produced :

the other bequeathed almost the largest property in

Europe to his descendants, and opened a channel

for industry which afforded, and still affords, em

ployment to thousands.

When a mob amused themselves by breaking

windows, as was once a common recreation in Eng-

land on an illumination night, by way of showing

the amount of popular intelligence, some were apt

to say they have " made good for trade."

Is it not c\idcnt that the capital which was re-

presented by the unbroken windows was really so

much destroyed of the national riches when the

windows were broken ? for if the windows had re-

mained unbroken, the capital would have remained

to stimulate the production of some new object of

utility. The glaziers, indeed, replaced the win-

dows; but there having been a destruction of win-

dows, there must have been a necessary retrench-

ment in some other outlay that would have afforded

benefit to the consumer. Doubtless, when the

glazier is called into activity by a mob breaking

windows, some other trade suflers; for the man
who has to pay for the broken windows must re-

trench somewhere ; and if he has less to lay out,

some other person has also less to lay out. The

glass-maker, probably, makes more glass at the

moment, but he does so to exchange with the capi-

tal that would otherwise have gone to the maker of

clothes or of furniture ; and there being an absolute

destruction of the funds for the maintenance of

labour by an unnecessary destn.tction of what for-

mer labour has produced, trade generally is injured

to the extent of the destruction. Some now say

that a fire makes good for trade. The only differ-

ence of evil between the fire which destroys a house

and the mob which breaks the windows is, that the

fire absorbs capital for the maintenance of trade or

labour in the proportion of a hundred to one when

compared with the mob. Some say that war makes

good for trade. The only difference of pecuniary

evil (the moral e^•ils admit of no comparison) be-

tween the fire and the war is, that the war absorbs

capital for the maintenance of trade or labour in

the proportion of a million to a hundred, when

compared with the fire. If the incessant energy of

production were constantly repressed by mobs, and

fires, and wars, the end would be that consumption

would altogether exceed production ; and finally

the producers and the consumers would both be

starved into wiser courses, and perceive that nothing

makes good for trade but profitable industry and

judicious expenditure. Prodigality devotes itself

too much to the satisfaction of present wants

;

avarice postpones too much the present wants to the

possible wants of the future. Heal economy is the

happy measure between the two extremes ; and that

only " makes good for trade," becau.se, while it car-

ries on a steady demand for industry, it accumu-

lates a portion of the production of a country to

stimulate new production. That judicious expen-

diture consists in

' The sense to val

T' enjoy them."
;he3, with the art

Lessing, in one of his Eastern fables, thus plea-

santly illustrates the folly of continued accumula-

tion, without properly enjoying it. " It was a sul-

try day, and an avaricious old man who had

hoarded a large amount was toiling away and wast-

ing bis little remaining strength, when a heavenly

apparition stood before him ;
' I am Solomon,' it

said, with a friendly voice ;
' what are you doing?'

' If you arc Solomon,' answered the old man, ' how
can you ask ? When I was young, you sent mo
to the ant, and told mc to consider her ways ; and

from her I learned to be industrious and gather
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stores.' ' You have only half learned your lesson,'

said the spirit ;
' go once more to the ant, and learn

to rest the winter of your years, and enjoy your col-

lected treasures.'
"

(To he continued.)

Holy Scriptures.

Because we assert the Holy Spirit to be the first,

great, and general rule, and guide of true Chris-

tians, as that by which God is worshipped, sin de-

tected, conscience convicted, duty manitested, Scrip-

ture unfolded and explained, and consequently the

rule for understanding the Scriptures themselves,

since by it they were at first given forth ; from

hence our adversaries are pleased to make us blas-

phemers of the Holy Scriptures, undervaluing their

authority, and preferring our own books before them,

with more to that purpose. Whereas, we in truth

and sincerity believe them to be of Divine authority,

given by the inspiration of God, through holy men:
they speaking or writing them as they were moved
by the Holy Ghost—that they are a declaration of

those things most surely believed by the primitive

Christians, and that as they contain the mind and
will of God, and arc his commands to us, so they

in that respect are his declaratory word, and there-

fore are obligatory on us, and are profitable for

doctrine, for reproof, for correction and instruction

in righteousness, that the man of God may be per-

fect, thoroughly furnished to every good work.
Nay, after all, so unjust is the charge, and so re-

mote from our belief concerning the Holy Scrip-

tures, that we love, honour and prefer them, before

all books in the world ; ever choosing to express

our belief of the Christian faith and doctrine, in

the terms thereof, and rejecting aU principles and
doctrines whatsoever, that are repugnant thereunto.

Nevertheless we are well persuaded, that not-

withstanding there is such an excellency in the

Holy Scriptures, as we have above declared, yet

the unstable and unlearned in Christ's school often

wrest them to their own destruction ; and upon our
reflection on their carnal constructions of them, we
are made undervaluers of Scripture itself. But
certain it is, that as the Lord has been pleased to

give us the experience of the fulfilling of them in

measure, so it is altogether contrary to our faith

and practice, to put any manner of slight and con-

tempt upon them, much more to be guilty of what
maliciously is suggested against us ; since no so-

ciety of Cliristians in the world can have a more
reverend and honourable esteem of them than we
have.— Willia?ii Perm.

The British Post-Office.—OnQ of the first re-

corded facts concerning the establishment of the
post in England is that of Edward IV., in 1481,
being then at war with Scotland, establishing relays

of horses, so that dispatches were conveyed to Lon-
don in three days—a feat which was no doubt con-

sidered quite remarkable at the time. Letter posts

were first established in the times of James I., for

the conveyance of letters to foreign countries, sug-
gested, apparently, by private enterprise, which
had adopted the expedient in order to gain ad-
vantages in the markets. Not until 1635 was a
post for inland letters established, when, by running
night and day, the post went from London to Edin"
burg and back in six days. The time now occupied is

fifteen hours. The carriage of letters was assumed
by the government for the formation of a profita-

ble monoply, rather than to accommodate the pub-
lic, and was unsuccessfully remonstrated against at
the time as a usurpation of the rights of private
enterprise. A penny post established in London in

1683, was Ukewise seized by the government, which

granted the author a compensation. At first the

mails were carried on horseback, then in coaches,

an improvement suggested by a theatrical manager.

Another, and the greatest improvement of all—the

system of penny postages for all distances—was
also suggested by a person having at the time no
connection with the post-ofiice—Rowland HUl. The
money order ofllice was originally the speculation

of some clerks, and was not adopted as a branch

of the establishment until 1838.

The increased importance ofthe Post-Office during

the last few years is well illustrated by a comparison

of its present with its former business. In 1763
the secretary of the -department had one clerk and

two supernumeraries; in 1854 there were 67 clerks

in his oiEce. At the same period the receiver gene-

ral had two clerks, and the accountant general a

deputy and one clerk; and their duties now unit-

ed require 51 clerks. Two clerks sufiiced to open

all the dead letters in 1763 ; now 35 are employ-

ed. The packet service then consisted of four

Harwich, six Dover, and five New York pack-

ets, at a cost of £10,000 a year; now the mail

packets are 110, and §800,000 a year is paid for

their service. The whole number of officers, post-

masters, letter-carriers and clerks employed in the

establishment at the present time, exclusive of those

in the colonies, is 21,574. The number of post-

offices in the United Kingdom in 1854, was 9973;
in 1840 there were only 4028 ; and the mails are

carried nearly 57,000 miles per day, at an average

charge by rail of S^d., and by coach of 22d., per

mile.

In 1839 the number of letters passing through

the post-office was seventy-six millions, and in 1 854.

four hundred and forty-three millions—an increase

of nearly six fold. .Of these, nearly one half pass

through the London Post-Office, and one hundred
and three millions are delivered in London and
the suburbs. About eighty-five per cent are en-

closed in envelopes. Fitty-three millions of news-
papers and three hundred and seventy-five thou-

sand books passed through the London office in

1854. The money order offices now constitute a

very important branch of the estabUshment, and
number eighteen hundred and seventy-two. In

1854, 5,460,244 orders were issued, to the amount
of £10,462,040, yielding, after paying all expenses,

£l 6,538. The increase during the last five years

has ranged from three to seven per cent.; in 1854
it was four and three quarters. Remittances of

nearly ten millions and a half of pounds, present a

striking picture of the active circulation of the capi-

tal of the country. The gross revenue of 1854
was £2,689,000—an increase of £98,000, or four

per cent, over 1853. The expenditures were £1,-

413,000, an increase of three per cent. Total net

revenue £1,276,000. During the late war the

average number of letters sent to the army was
45,250, and the number received from it 43,125.

These facts exhibit in a strong light the blessings

which flow to the people fi'om the establishment of

cheap postage, and also afibrd a good index of the

progress of education among the masses. A cheap
press and cheap postage are two of the mightiest

instrumentalities of modern civilization.

Epistle of George Fox.

After a little time I wrote a letter to the council,

to lay before them their unchristian dealing in

banishing mo, an innocent man, that .sought their

salvation and eternal good ; a copy of which letter

here follows :

—

Ih tlie Council of Edinburgh.

Ye that sit in council, and bring before your
judgment-seat the innocent, the just, without show-

ing the least cause what evil I have done, or

victing me of any breach of law, and after

banish me out of your nation and country, wi
telling me why, or what evil I had done ; thoi

told you, when ye asked me how long I would st

the nation, that my time was not long, (I spo

innocently,) and yet ye banLsh me. Will nc

think ye, that fear God, judge this to be wii

ness 'I Consider, did not they sit in council i

Stephen, when they stoned him to death ? Di
they sit in council about Peter and John,
they haled them out of the temple, and put

out of their council for a little season, and
council together, and then brought them in i

and threatened them, and charged them to s

no more in that name ? Was not this to sto'

truth from spreading in that time ? And hai

the priests a hand in these things with the m
trates? and in examining Stephen, when he

stoned to death ; was not the council gatl

together against Jesus Christ to put him to de

and had not the chief priests a hand in it ?
'^

they go to persecute the just, and crucify the

do they not then neglect judgment, and mercy
justice, and the weighty matters of the law, -v

is just? Was not the apostle Paul tossed up

down by the priests and the rulers'? Wa*
John the Baptist cast into prison ? Are nc

doing the same work, showing what spirit y
of? Now do not ye show the end of your pt

sion, the end of your prayers, the end of your

gion, and the end of your teaching, who are

come to banish the truth, and him that is cor

declare it unto you? Doth not this show th:

are but in the words, out of the life, of the

phets, Christ, and his apostles ? for they did

use such practice as to banish any. How d

receive strangers, which is a command of

among the prophets, Christ, and the apos

Some by that means have entertained ang(

unawares ; but ye banish one that comes to

the Seed of God, and is not chargeable to ai

you? Will not all that fear God, look upoi

to be spite and wickedness against the truth ?

are ye like to love enemies, that banish

friend ? How are ye like to do good to them
hate you, when ye do evil to them that love

How are ye like to heap coals of fire on

heads, that hate you, and to overcome evil

good, when ye banish thus ? Do ye not mai

to all that are in the truth, that ye have not

christian spirit? How did ye do justice to

when ye could not convict me of any evU,

banish me ? This shows that truth is banishei

of your hearts, and ye have taken part agains

truth with evil doers ; with the wicked, en

priests, and stoners, strikers, and mockers ir

streets : with these, ye that banish, have taken

Whereas ye should have been a terror to t

and a praise to them that do well, and sucC'

of them that are in the truth ; then might ye

been a blessing to the nation
;
ye would not

banished him that was moved of the Lord to

the Seed of God, and thereby have brought

names on record, and made them to stink in

to come among them that fear God. Were no

magistrates stirred up in former ages to pcrsi

or banish, by the corrupt priests ? and did no

corrupt priests stir up the rude multitude ag

the just in other ages ? Therefore, are your st

like Sodom and Gomorrah. Did not the .

and the priests make the Gentiles' minds en'

against the apostles ? Who were they that w
not have the prophet Amos to prophesy at

king's chapel; but bid him fly his way?
when Jeremiah was put in the prison, in the '

geon, and in the stocks, had not the priests a 1
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the princes in doing it? Now see all that

in this work of banishing, prisoning, pcrsecut-

fhethcr they were not all out of the life of

t, the prophets and apostles '{ To the witness

o'd in you all I speak. Consider whether

were not always the blind magistrates, who

d their sword backward, that knew not their

Is from their foes, and so hit their friends ?

magistrates were deceived by flattery.

1657.
'^
G. F.

"For Tim lii.jiiJ."

From Iloiischalil Words.

(Conclnded from pagu 389.)

s everything that crawls a VEiiMix, deserving

to be crushed underfoot? Mr. Douglas's report

sects-doing would lead us to respite many

)le victims" and at least amuse ourselves for

le with their drolleries, before carrying the

nee of death iuto execution. The larvaJ of the

ittle Exapata gelatella are internal feeders,

r principally IN the decayed branches of white-

i', and, in a great many instances, under the

of the living stem. The apple-moth, a beau

little creature, whose wings are studded with

:y-shining specks, as though they were inlaid

precious°gems, is hatched from an egg laid, in

Iniddlc of June, in the crown of an infant apple,

oon as the egg hatches, the young grub gnaws

y hole, and soon buries itself in the substance

'e future fruit. He takes care to make himself

ptilator and dust-hole, and then progresses to

Centre of the apple, where he feeds at his ease.

\a within a few daj-s of being fuU-fed, he, for

arst time, enters the core through a round hole

ked in the hard, horny substance, which always

Tates the pips from the pulp of the fruit, and

'destroyer now finds himself in that spacious

nber which codlings in particular always have

leir centre. From this time he eats only the

i
never again tasting the more common pulp,

jh hitherto had satisfied his unsophisticated pal-

now, nothing less than the highly-flavoured

natic kernels \vill suit his tooth, and on these,

I few days, he feasts in luxury, till it is time for

to eat his way out again. The larvae of many

hs and butterflies, when tired of their present

tence, hang themselves ; but the act is anything

suicidal. They step out of their coffins as neat

ew plus, smartly dressed inafreshsuit of clothes,

at do you think of eggs that grow, and of eggs

; have eyes ? It would certainly be convenient

e could introduce a race of poultry whose oval

duce should possess the former qualification of

easing in size as they lay in the egg-basket,

ugh inexperienced house-keepers might feel a

e trepidation at the angry glances shot by eggs

;atencd with a higher temperature than that re-

red for hatching. "in the insect world such facts

occur. The abominable though glossy and

izy-winged fly, which is the development of the

ous gooseberry-grub, lays very soft and half-

Qsparent white eggs. After the first day, these

;s begin to grow, and before the end of a week,

y have grown to three times their original size,

e head of the egg always lies towards the tip_ of

gooseberry-leaf, for the convenience of looking

, for squalls, and is remarkable for having two

ck eyes, placed very far apart and quite on the

es.

" The humming-bird sphinx does not sit down to

:c its meals, but feeds, as the lark sings, on the

ag, which most people would fancy to be very

comfortable as well as difficult. But insect ec-

itricities are endless. Aphides think fit, during

mankind could be increased, like willow-trees, by

cuttings. A late intelligent orang outang was fond

of taking a lady's shawl, politely and with permis-

sion, from her back, and of strutting up and down

with it displayed on his own hairy shoulders ;
in

like manner, the larvfB of the Coleophora gryphi-

peanella moth borrows the loan of a coat from a

rose-leaf. Not content with eating the parenchyma,

or fleshy substance between the upper and under

skins of the leaf, it makes a covering for its body

from the upper skin only, using as much as it wants

for its wrapper, which it folds round itself in the

most becoming style, leaving one end open, through

which it protrudes the head and segments bearing

the legs ; thus attired, it walks' about, always carry-

ing its clothing with it, which, as the tenant grows,

is increased from time to time by additions of more

leaf. Comical things are these moving cones ;
like

tip.sy men, they seem always to be in danger ol

toppling over. But this mishap rarely occurs ; and

if by accident the caterpillar do lose its hold, it does

not fall, but swings down gently by a silken thread

kept in readiness for such accidents. One of the

beautiful metallic Adelac, or long-horned moths,

Nemotois cupriacellus, is a sort of Amazon, having

sent the gentlemen of their community so completely

to Coventry, that the male insect is unknown to

collectors ; none but females have ever been cap-

tured. Our only hope of getting at the masculine

gender lies in the astuteness of Mr. Doubleday.

That gentleman, a very Ulysses in his dealings with

things that fly by night, discovered the attractive

powers of sallow blossoms, and about the same time

found out that a mixture of sugar and beer, mixed

to a consistence somewhat thinner than treacle, is

a most attractive bait to the Noctuin». The revo-

lution wrought in our collections, and our knowledge

of species since its use, is wonderful. Species that

used to be so rare, that it seemed hopeless to think

of possessing them, and others not then known at

all, have become so plentiful by the use of sugar in

difi'erent localities, that they are a drug in the hands

of collectors and dealers. The mixture is taken to

the woods, and put upon the trunks of the trees, in

patches or stripes, just at dusk. Before it is dark

some moths arrive, and a succession of comers con-

tinues all night through, until the first dawn of day

warns the revellers to depart. The collector

soon after dark, with a bull's-eye lantern, a

net, and a lot of large pill-boxes. He turns his

ight full on the wetted place, at the same time

placing his net underneath it, in order to catch any

moth that may fall. Some species arc very fond of

this trick ; others sit very unconcerned ; and others,

fly off at the very first glance of the bull's-eye

Once in the net a moth is easily transferred to a

pill-box, where it will remain quiet until the next

morning. There are some sorts, however, that will

not put'^up with solitary confinement so easily, and

fret themselves, that is, their plumage ;
so it is bet-

ter to pin and kill them at once. It is of no avail

to use sugar in the vicinity of attractive flowers,

such as those of sallow, lime, or ivy. Wasps and

bats also come, but not to the collector's assistance,

The former are attracted by the sweets, the latter

by the moths ; and you may see them go in before

you, and pick off a beauty that you would not have

lost for half-a-dozen sugar-loaves.

" In July you may see the females of the Thecla

quercus walking about on the leaves of the oak

trees, sunning themselves, while the males are flut-

tering in attendance, or are pertinaciously holding

a tournament in honour of their dames. In these

pugnacious encounters they maul.each other severe-

ly,°and you can hardly capture a male whose wings

whole of summer, to increase, like tiger-lilies, I are free from scratches and tears. It is a pity that

buds
;
just as Sir Thomas Browne wished that [some sort of entomological police cannot compel

such quarrelsome butterflies to keep the peace. The

TineinoB, not so named because they are tiny, have

also their characteristic peculiarities. When basking

on palings, Argyresthia sits with her head down-

wards, as in a posture of reverence. Gracillaria

and Ornix, on the contrary, hold up their heads,

bold and pert; Elachista looks as if it tried to squeeze

itself into the wood, and Nepticula hugs a corner or

crevice, and then, as if not satisfied with its station,

hurries oft' to seek another, with a self important

waggcr truly ridiculous in such a little creature.

Owing to the variety of economy amongst the larvai

of these tiny moths, there can be no general rules

aid down for finding them ;
some are on the leaves,

some roll up the leaves, othersmine in their substance;

some are in the flowers, others in the seeds ; some

are in the stems, others in the roots ; some wander

about naked as when they were born, others make

garments neat and tidy, or rough and grotesque.

There is only one rule to be obser\'ed.—Search a

plant all over, and at different times of the year.

I'ou may not find the species of which you were in

quest ; but, then, you may discover another whose

economy is unknown ; or, as already more than once

has happened, one not hitherto even seen in the per-

fect state. Thus, if you collect the dry flower-heads

of wild marjoram in spring, and put them in a box

in-doors, you will soon see what appear to be some

of the dry calyces of the flowers, separated from the

mass and walking about. Each of these contains

a living larvK of Gelechia subocellea, which baa

made itself in the previous autumn a portable dwel-

ling out of two or three of the flowers, in which it

will remain until the following July, when the per-

fect moth will emerge. In their habitat among the

dry florets these cases can scarcely be distinguished

from them.

In addition to the obvious and unavoidable

difficulties which entomologists have to encounter,

they have to bear up against the martyrdom of con-

tempt which the vulgar-minded public inflicts upon

them. They are ignominiou.sly nicknamed bug-

hunters, and are regarded as a species of lunatic at

large. But astronomers and chemists have been

equally despised. Galileo, Tycho Brahe, Priestly,

and even Davy, have been pitied in their time, es-

pecially in the early part of their career, as foolish

enthusiasts, whose proper place would be the mad-

house, if they were not harmless. To this day,

Newton, though looked up to as a philosopher by

all, is looked down upon as a madman by many.

What was the good, the crowd inquired, of star-

gazing and pulling the elements to pieces ? But

great good, and profit, and safety, and lofty wisdom

have been derived from studying the structure of

the heavens—that is, of the universe—and from

investigating the essential nature of the crude ma-

terials which compose our globe. It is not during

its infancy that a science displays its wealth and

lavishes its benefits. Entomology may have results

in store that we wot not of. Mr. Douglas is per-

suaded that many things in the structure and phy-

siology of man that are obscure may receive a light

from the study of the anatomy and reproduction of

insects.

" But how are you to fathom the mysteries of in-

sect economy, if you do not pursue and familiarize

yourself with insects ? Notwithstanding which, it

is quite true, as our secretary says, that- society

throws a wet blanket over entomology in all its

branches. Take your water-net and go to a pond

or stream in quest of water-beetles, and the passers-

by, if they notice you at all, will invariably think

you are fishing; or, if they see what you are taking,

will ask you if your captures are for baits. If you

say Yes, they will think yours a profitable employ-

ment ; if you say No, you may add as much more
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in exculpation as you like, you will only pass for a

fool. So much for the popular appreciatioa of natu-

ral history—and for your encouragement."

For ' TW rricnd."

BIOfiPvAPHICAl SKEICEES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned mem-
bers of the Yearly' Meeting of Philadeljihia.

(Continued from page 3S9.)

EDWARD BARTON.

Edward Barton was born in the year 1683. He
early in life submitted to the cross of Christ, and
became very serviceable in religious society. He
was first employed as an overseer, then was ap-

pointed an elder, in each of which stations he was
much esteemed by his friends. A gift of the mi-

nistry of the gospel being conferred upon him, he

exercised it to the satisfaction of the church. He
was in good repute in his own religious Society, and
amongst his neighbours, closing a useful life in the

Second month, 1737, much lamented. He was 54
years old. He resided at Mansfield, N. J.

WILLIAM BLAKEY.

This valuable Friend, and older of Falls Monthly
Meeting, deceased Twelfth mo. 4th, 1737.

EDWARD JONES.

This Friend was born in Wales, about the year
1645. He was among the first settlers of the
" Welch Tract," and we find him a useful man in

religious society, soon after his arrival in this coun
try. He was for many years a member of the
Meeting of Ministers and Elders, and was actively

engaged in labour for the good of others until very
advanced age. About the close of 1737, Thomas
Chalkley writes :

" The 26th of the Twelfth month
being the first day of the week, was buried at

Merion, Edward Jones, aged about ninety-two
years. He was one of the first settlers of Penn-
sylvania, a man much given to hospitality, a lover
of good and virtuous people, and was beloved by
them. There were many hundreds of people at his

funeral. I had a concern to be at this meeting
before I left my place at Frankford, and before I
hoard of this Friend's death."death.'

JOSEPH KIRKBRIDE.

In one of three ships which arrived in the Dela-
ware, in the year 16S1, was a lad named Joseph
Kirkbride. It would appear that he was not then
a member of the religious Society of Friends, and
probably was quite poor as to earthly treasure.

Ho had had, however, a sufficient education to

qualify him for an active business man, and through
a timely surrender of his will to the cross of Christ,

he was early prepared for religious usefulness. He
settled in Bucks county, where he was soon found
a member of the Society of Friends, and a minister
of the gospel of Christ. Being a man of good na-
tural parts, he speedily became noted, and was
much looked up to by his neighbours. In respect
to his importance in the Province, the historian

Proud says :
" He is an instance, among many others

that might be given, in the early times of this

country, of advancement from low beginning to

j-ank of eminence and esteem, through industry,
with a virtuous and prudent conduct. The difli-

culties, hardships, and trials of many of the well
disposed early settlers, however low in the world,
rather visibly tended to their promotion, and in

some respects rendered them more useful and
worthy members of society in this new country

;

while others, even possessed of handsome patri-

monies, at first, but more improvident, and less ac-

customed to encounter with such difficulties, &c..

more commonly went to ruin, or were reduced to
indigence ; besides, a dependence on such inherit-

ances, even with otherwise prudent economy, in the
early time of this country, where, and when, ser-

vants could scarcely be had, or kept, by any means
several worthy persons, who had not been used tc

labour, found, by sorrowful experience, did not an-

swer here, as in Europe ; so that for a series of
years, those who came hither more wealthy, and
had before been used to a different manner of life,

sometimes lost much of what they had possessed,
and were reduced to greater straits and trials, than'
the more poor and laborious part of the settlers,

who were generally more numerous, and got estates

;

hence it became noted for being a good poor man's
country. This Joseph Kirkbride was afterwards a
preacher among the Quakers ; and, for many years
in the magistracy, and frequently in the Assembly."

Joseph Ku-kbride joined with'his friends in their
testimonies against George Keith, signing that issued
by the ministers, as well as that of the Yearly Meet-
ing. Of his first marriage, we have no record,
save that he was left with several children ; but his

second wife was Sarah Stacey, daughter of Mahlon
Stacey, an exemplary, pious woman, who died in a
few years. Of this pious, consistent christian, whose
life was an example of dedication, and whose death
was without fear or dismay, wc have already given
an account.

In the First month, 1699, he informed his

friends of the General Meeting of Ministers of a
concern that attended his mind to pay a religious

visit to England. Finding he had not spread the
concern before his own Monthly Meeting, he was
recommended so to do. At the next General Meet-
ing of Ministers, held in the Fourth month, he once
more opened his concern, producing a certificate of
the unity of his friends at home. After weighing
the concern, he was set at liberty to fulfil his pro-
spect.

Anthony Morris wrote a letter to a Friend in

England, dated Fourth mo. 12th, 1699, in which
he says : "I send this by my very good friend, Jo-
seph Kirkbride, whom I hope the Lord will attend
with his presence, and keep him near to himself,
and within his own protection ; and if it be his good
pleasure, return him safe to his family." Samuel
Cai-penter, in a letter, says: " This is intended to be
sent by our dear friend, Joseph Kirkbride, who is

gone down towards the ship; they are to
Salem to-morrow, and take their departure from
Elsinborough."

Whilst in England, the warm attachment of his
friends at home is manifested in various letters ex-
taut.

^
He appears to have made a satisfactory visit,

eturning with his friend and fellow-labourer in the
gospel, Walter Fawcett, early in 1701.
He was diligent in the prosecution of his religious

duties, but it may b"e that his public civil appoint-
ments did in some measure restrain him in his tra-

vels abroad. He was often employed in the Yearly
Meeting on important services, writing many of the
epistles of that body, particularly those to London,
during the latter part of his life. In the year 1710,
he paid a religious visit to New England, which is

the last gospel labour, out of the limits of his own
Yearly Meeting, of which we find a record.

Proud says :
" He is said to have been an exem-

plary and zealous promoter of the religion of his
profession

;
and a very serviceable person in divers

respects and capacities." Smith says :
" He finished

his course in the unity of his brethren, in which he
had lived near fifty years."

His death took place, First mo. 1st, 1738.

ROBERT EVANS.

Kobert Evans was born in Wales, about the year

1657. His mind was turned from a depenc
.(,

on forms and ceremonies, whilst in his native ( {.

try, and he frequented the meetings of Frii iJ

although not considered as a member. Iii;,^

year 1698, he removed to Pennsylvania, and
ig

one of the first settlers at Gwynnedd. He soon Sj

entered into close fellowship and unity with Fri .

giving good evidence of his convinccment o

doctrine of Truth, by the consistency of his wa
the church, and amongst men. His memorial t ;•

" He was a very diligent frequenter of our i ^
ings, and we have reason to hope, from his J
and grave deportment therein, that he stro\irt

such times to withdraw his mind from the r
,j

intruding objects and cares of this life, to a -n

that calmness of soul, which fits the heart for >
ception of the divine Teacher, and manifested n
his dwelling was in heavenly places." i

After a time of faitliful dedication in private ..

he received a gift in the ministry, which was
tended with divine life and sweetness." '

private life was attended with innocence and ;-

plicity." His death took place in the First mc

,

1738.

Thomas Chalkley says :
" The latter end of «

First month I was at the burial of Kobert E.
of North Wales. He was upwards of foui-

years of age, and one of the first settlers thcrr
,

man, who lived and died in the love of God i

his neighbours, of whom I believe it might be t »

said, as our Saviour said of Nathaniel
:

" Bcholi :n

Israelite, indeed, in whom is no guile.' He w; i

minister of Christ, full of divine and religious i -

The foHowing remarks upon the subject of ga )

as a fertilizer are compiled from a recent Gen i

publication, entitled " A familiar exposition of t

Chemistry of Agriculture, addressed to farmers. !f

Dr. Julius A. Stockhardt, Professor in the n 1

Academy for Forrestry and Agriculture, at Thar;

The author states that the kingdom of Sas
consumed more of this manure than all the rem
ing states of the German Zoll-verein together;
an experience of nine years had brought it

very extensive use.

_
The objections against the use of guano from

high price it commands, are removed by the
that its fertilizing properties are offered in a (

centrated form; and with the presence of j

quate heat and moisture, are brought into
mediate action. Its operation, if not lasting, is

so vigorous, that even in the first year of ite ap
cation, the capital expended is restored with ab •

dant interest; hence its diminished activity af'.

wards is not a vahd objection to its use. Anot
objection is the risk of getting a spurious arti

.

But chemistry ofiers a means by which the fan
may protect himself against such a risk, if he i

take the trouble to apply a few simple tools, to i

aftewards mentioned.

1. SOURCES AND CONSTITUENTS OF GUANO.

^
Guano we know, is composed of the cxcrcmi

liave accumulated upon
Good guano coii

of sea birds, which
inhabited islands and rocks,

to us from those zones of the earth "in wliich
never or seldom rains, and fi-om islands sufficiec
elevated above the sea to protect it from the ov,
flowing of sea-water, by which its strength woi

greatly diminished; and hence the infer

quality of that brought from Chili and Patagoi;
since these countries are inundated with heavy rail

i
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T\' best guano comes from the rainless region

Plu- Here it covers the rooky surfaces of the

ffJmtl islands in layers lilie our clay strata,

ry's fi' '111 one or two to twenty or thirty yards

,( an limes even more. In the first year in

ill a layer of guano is deposited it has a white

m, and is 03,]lei gua/w bluiwo; this is account-

best, and is bought from the Peruvians at

) the price which is given for the brown. It

ses nearly the same constituents and pro

the same effects as our pigeon-manure ; but

ion is more energetic, because it is richer in

enous substances. The reason of this d

jonsists in difference of food. That of

consisting of fishes, whilst our pigeons take

regctable nourishment. An auimal diet

3 richer in nitrogen, and furnishes for this

a manure that abounds more in this element

vegetable diet. The layers which succeed

i white have a light grayish brown colour,

r down they become darker, and at the low-

rust-coloured,

e-author think that those countries which are

a availing themselves of the use of guano

re, will be the first to arrive at that state of

ation in which they can do without ita as-

3. This high cultivation will be attained

through the augmented produce of fodder

straw, produced by means of auxiliary raa-

as much natural manure is produced as will

quisite to manure the whole farm.

different kinds of guano the Peruvian is

nted the best, all others are of little worth

more or less washed out.*

fjie author then offers the following analysis of

filiffercDt kinds of guano.

1 100 lbs. were contained:

—

of ammonia, whereas inferior specimens contain

much less of them. The author says that, notwith-

standing its high price, guano offers llie dwapcU
sourcefor procuring ammonia.
At ordinary temperatures the ammoniacal salts

contained in guano are not volatile, since the acids

generated in the process ftf putrefaction (humous
acid, oxalic acid, &c.,) operate in the same way as

sulphuric acid in fixing the ammonia. Ilence it

need not be apprehended that guano will lose great-

ly in strength by long keeping. Upon being heated,

"however, the substances fly off.

Next to nitrogen or ammonia (which is formed

by the union of nitrogen with hydrogen) 'phos-

plujric acid must be considered the most valuable

constituent of bird manure. It is formed here in

combination with lime, hence in anlayzlng it is call-

ed phosphate of lime. When guano is subjected to

heat, it is left as a residue in the ashes, since it

'

neither combustible nor volatile. The more pho

phate of lime (ash) and the less ammoniacal salts

(combustible substances) contained in guano, the

less it is worth. Good Peruvian guano contains

from one-fourth to one-third phosphate of lime;

African, Patagonian &c., from three-fourths to four

fifths. It has been said that the remarkable eifi

cacy of guano is chiefly due to the phosphate of

lime it contains, but the assumption is refuted by

the fact that the inferior guanos contain tlie most of it.
*

The remaining constituents of guano, such as

salts of potash or soda exist in such small amounts^

i not to be worthy of appreciation.

2. OPERATION AND APPLICATION OF GUANO.

-t
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For '-The Frifod."

William Dewsbury,

(CoDtinuod from page G'JO.)

In the Twelfth month, 1655, William Dewsbury
obtained his liberty, and in the Third month fol-

lowing, we find him at a meeting near A^orthanip-

ton, no mention being made of his having returned

home in the interval. Here he narrowly escaped
another imprisonment, being actually seized at the

meeting, in company with several other Friends,

who were sent to the very dungeon he had so lately

occupied, and were confined there a considerable

time. On this occasion his detention was only tem-
porary, as he was soon dismissed. It appears that

the downfall of James Nayler, who was a brother

beloved by him, was peculiarly affecting to William
Dewsbury, and led him to extend counsel to him to

promote his recovery. He had watched over and
yearned towards his offending brother, and had
seen with clearness the steps by which he had fallen,

and the subtle snares which Satan had laid for his

feet, by which through unwatchfulness he became
entangled. These he traced out to him, remindinc
him how it had been with him in the hour of his

temptation, and telling hira where it was the enemy
had got entrance, so as to prevail over him and
others—how they had given way to a spirit of self-

exaltation, by not abiding in the Truth, nor in the

light, nor in the grace by which we are saved, and
by which alone the soul can be kept out of the reach
of all delusion, deceits, and vain imaginations ; and
from an undue admiration of persons, and how they
had proceeded to cry out against those who kept
their habitations in the power of God. In a letter

to him, he says, " Dear James, I beseech thee, in

tender love in the Lord Jesus, wait singly in his

counsel, to give thee an understanding to discover

the working of this deceitful spirit. Kotwithstand
ing all feignedness, that ground is to set up a mas-

ter in the earth, and so make strife amongst bre
thren." "And what hath been done in the hour of

temptation, lei the light and life judge it out ; that

in the light and life of our God, the whole body
may grow in the unity of the Spirit, to bear one
another, to serve one another, build up one another,

that amongst all there may not be any master but
Christ, our Head.'" This affecting address closes

with these pious ejaculations in prayer—" God
Almighty ! restore to a pure understanding all

those that have been veiled ; in thy life keep them
in unity with all thy elect, to serve thee with faith-

fulness unto the end. Amen !" James Nayler's
reply manifests a clear and becoming frame of mind,
and the testimonies which he gave against the spirit

of delusion with which he had been carried ofl' the

true foundation, show the deep humiliation he pass-

ed through, and the strong desires he felt to be re-

stored to the unity and fellowship of his true

friends.

Speaking of a journey to London, and of the
dealings of the Lord with him in the course of it,

William Dewsbury says: "Who hath restored many
captives, and brought in many that were turned
aside, in much brokenness of heart, in the sense of
his mercy in their recovery." " I was led of the

Lord," he continues, " into London, according to his

will, in the services he had determined at that time,

in that place. I was much filled with comfort, to

behold his appearance amongst his people, who did
mightily refresh his babes with his own presence.

The Lord laid it upon me that G. F. and J. N.
might meet together. My travail was great in spi-

rit, until the Lord answered, which in the day be
determined, was done. Jlighty was his majesty
amongst his people, in the day he healed up the
breach, which had been so hug to tlvc sadness of

brethren, George Fox, Edward Burrough, and
Francis Howgill, ivith jnecimis ivisdom ; his heal-
ing Sjnrit did aJmindu-ithin tltem, with the rest of
the Lord's people there that day, according to their

measure ; and the Lord was with J. N., and ordered
him by his Spirit, so that the measure of the Lord'
Spirit in all, reached to embrace it with gladness
of heart." They mourned deeply over breaches ii

the Society, and fervently laboured for the restora
tion of those who lost their places in the Truth—
and when these returned to the fellowship of the
hoasehold of faith, it was cause of great joy.

After seeing the desire of his heart in London, he
was set free to pass through Surrey to Bristol, to be
there the next First-day, the 5th of the Twelfth month.
On the first visits of Friends to this town, great dis-

turbances were made by the rabble, incited by the
priests, and encouraged by the magistrates, perhaps
not more than two years before his coming there.
It would appear from his account, that their evil

conduct was continued. He says :
" The Sixth and

Seventh days before we came, the apprentices and
other rude people were running with naked swords
in their hands, up and down the streets, so thronged
that it was hard to pass through them. On First-

day, I was at the meeting ; the Lord chained them
all down with his almighty power, in which the
meeting was precious, and his people, comforted
with living refreshings in his presence, were pre-
served in peace, without the least disturbance. The
next day they were more rude than formerly, some
beating their masters, and not suffering the shops
to be opened, threatening Friends who opened theirs,

not regarding the mayor or any of his officer;

many times running into Friends' hoases, but had
not power when they came, to do any harm. He:
ing of a meeting to be on the 7 th of the month, at

Edward Pyotts", the rulers gave out that they would
break it up. When we were met together in the
name of the Lord, one swearing and blaspheming
the name of the Lord God of heaven and earth,
said he would cut the Quakers as small as herbs for

the pot ; and to perform his bloody intent, he went
for the guard to take a halbert, that he might
satisfy his blood-thirsty spirit. The God of our
safety sufiFered it to be, that the guard would not
let him have the halbert; so strife arose among
them, and the pit he digged he fell into, for he wal
run through the body. The meeting was precious
in the life of our God, in which Friends parted
with joy in the Lord. The Lord bound the hands
of those wicked men, though they called

another to kill Friends as they went in at the gates,
and were full of madness that they had missed the
opportunity in which they intended to do such mis-
chief. About eight o'clock in the evening, they
came to Edward Pyotts', certain Friends being
there, some out of New England, who had been
banished from their wives and children, on pain of
death. We w^ere bowed down before our God, and
prayer was made unto Him; when they knocked at

the door, it came upon my spirit it was the rude
people, and the life of God did mightily arise, and
they had no power to come in, till we were clear
before our God. Then they came in, setting the

! about with muskets and lighted matches, and
then into the room where A. Stoddart was with me.
I looked upon them, on which they cried out, * We
will be civil ; we will be civil.' I spake, ' See that
you be so.' On this, they ran forth of the room,
and came no more in, but ran up and down the
hoase with their weapons in their hands. And the
Lord God, who is the God of his seed, against
whom no weapon that is formed shall prosper fur-

ther than he sees shall be for his glory, and the
comfort of his people, caused their hearts to fail,

to any of us ; blessed be the God of our : .

After another precious time with Friends, I
\

away with much clearness and freedom, fro a

city, Friends being very precious in the do:
]

of the life of God, in winch they eyed hLs :

.

who had brought up John Audland and othi

thren, to strengthen them to stand under!
trials."

'

He crossed over into Wales, and attended
ings at Leominster, Worcester, and Tewkesb-
which the Lord satisfied the desires of his

with his presence, and Friends did minister
Lord moved. He went through Norfolk, &
and Essex, and came to London, where he apj

have tarried something less than six week
en moved forward into Kent, whence, in ane

dated 22d of the Third month, 1657, he givl

following counsel to ministers :
—" I lay it upo:

!

wait for the Lord to seal unto you his mind
in his movings you may answer his will in :

and works. The light will guide you to knol
intent of every motion, that in it you may

j

approved in the integrity of your hearts to !

And every one, in particular, be faithful i'

power of God, that in all the movings of the
of life, the earthly wisdom, with all its reasc'

and consultings be judged out ; and all may
the new man in Christ, and the new bottle tha

.

serves the new wine, which is committed to y

,

the kingdom of God, to refresh your souls.

make them glad in his presence ; and so mi
i

in his living power and wisdom, to the refresl

of the weary and oppressed soul, with the eo

of the Spirit of life, in which your souls are

glad in God. So will you all come to the

ministry in the life. And as you are movi
God, be faithful; strangle not the birth, ni

quench the movings [of "the Holy Spirit ;] ai

the presence of the Lord, I warn you, wait f

understanding in the life to lead you. Neither
to, nor diminish ; so will death with all its font

be kept out from amongst you." This coun
as needful to be followed as at that day. A
titude of words without the salt, and authori

the kingdom of Christ, will bring death, and
den the living members of the'church. El
without being quickened by the life, will n.

likely to discover the want of life, nor give r

eous judgment , so as to support the true, and

countenance the false ministry.

(To be continuedO

the hearts of vnnij. The Lord clothed my dcar\a.nA they passed away, and not any harm was done

Scene in Japan.

After a march of ten miles along the picture

shore, we reached one of the loveliest spots oi

island. It was a village perched on a bold

montory, overgrown with the pine, banyan,
sago palm, at the mouth of a charming valley w
opened up between the hills to the ba^e of the

peak behind Barrow's Bay. A stream of s

water threaded the valley, which was covered

the freshest verdure, and overhung with beau

es of pine. It was a picture of pastoral lo

uess such as u rarely found in any country,

thing struck me more during the journey than

great variety of scenery which the island end
in its narrow compass. We passed through

different districts which bore but the slightest

semblance to each other, either in feature or i

ractor. We had both the groves of the tropics

the woods of the north ; the valleys of Germ:
and the warm shores of the Mediterranean.

The village was large, thriving, and as ne

laid out and hedged in as an English garden.

scrupulous neatness and regxdarity of the Lew C
villages was doubly refreshing to one familiar >

the squalor and filth of China. The sight of
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ihua, (public house,) which occupied the place

giour at the top of the promontory, completed

• 'ptures. Its roof of red tiles glittered in the

I
; I iLiw of feathery sago palms threw their

II it laves over the wall of the enclosure ; the

lit all! softest of mats covered the floor; the

Vi lilazod with a profusion of flowers; and

li,
lariiis, seated on pedestals, contained fresh

(, tv.r "ur use. Its aspect of comfort and re-

. as a lialm to travellers as weary as ourselves,

1 (lii.A'tfd Terry at once to hoist the stars and

I

aiMu the roof. I hastened back to make a

i ntthr beautiful valley before sunset, while Mr.

i:
orriipii'd himself with a view of the cung-qua.

\ ra'hli' old man, with a snowy beard reaoh-

arly to his knees, approached the bank where

•I lint upon noticing me, made a profound yet

I L'll ruveronco, and retired. The village was

jjl Un ua. We had not yet reached the re-

f fowls, but the people sent us two small fresh

ith a pumpkin and some cucumbers. For

llreakfast, there were sent two long eel-like fish,

bling the gar,~ a few young egg-plants, and a

t of sweet potatoes.

—

Narrative of the Jwpan

lilion. _^^^^_^^
River Anioor.—This magnificent river,

runs through the lower part of the Russian

Visions, and empties into the head of the Gulf

[jrtary, is navigable seventeen hundred miles

Sits mouth to the city of Ncrthink, the capital

Sathern Siberia. The country is densely popu-

g and great results are anticipated by the ad-

alrers, who propose opening a communication

tien our Pacific possessions and the Rassian

ajic territory. Two successful voyages from

Jcisco to this river have already been made, and

>];eamship America, the first of a line of steamers

hi between these points, cleared port on the 10th

m month last.

)new kind of Wieat.—The Detroit (Mich.)

:|ane of 24th inst., says :—Jonathan Dayton of

rjid Blanc, Gen. county, has grown this year some

Sisian wheat from seed procured by the Patent

ie from the Island of Ivica, in the Mediterra-

! sea, east of the coast of Spain. The berry is

r:, weighing 70 lbs. to the bushel. The spikes

large, bearing an enormous beard. It is

from insects, and twenty-four ears exhibited

sample, weighed six ounces.

From "Bell on the Hand."

(Continued from page 337.)

fter having examined the manner in which one

ument, the hand, is modified and adapted to a

ty of purposes in different animals, there re-

[jis only this mode of elucidation—that we con-

; it with its imperfect substitutes in other crea-

=. I might, indeed, have shown in the insect

'S the most curious examples of instruments for

lar purposes with the hand and fingers of man;

I have intentionally confined this inquiry to the

icr classes of animals.

he haSits of some fishes require that they should

T firmly to the rocks or to whatever presents to

a. Their locomotive powers are perfect; but

are they to become stationary in the tide or th

am ? I have often thought it wonderful that

salmon or the trout, for example, should keep

)lace, night and day, in the rapid current. In

'.sea, there are some fishes especially provided

means of clinging to the rocks. The lump-

yjclopterus lumpus, fastens itself by an ap-

wliich is on the lower part of its body. The

and to whatever is afloat ; and, of course, to the

bottoms of ships. The ancients believed it capable

of stopping a ship under sail, and Pliny, therefore,

called it rcmora. We must admire the means by
which these fishes retain their proper position in the

water, without clinging by their fins or teeth, and

while they arc free for such cflforts as may enable

them to seize their food. The apparatus by which

they attach themselves resembles a boy's sucker

:

the organ being pressed against the surface to

which the creature is to be fixed, the centre is drawn
by muscles in the same manner that the sucker is

drawn with the cord, and thus a vacuum is made
Dr. Shaw tells uSj that on throwing a fish of the

species cyclopterus lumpus into a pail of water, it

fixed itself so firmly to the bottom, that by taking

hold of the tail, he hfted up the pail, although it

contained some gallons of water.

In the cuttle-fish we sec a modification of this

apparatus : the suckers arc ranged along their

feelers or arms, and become instruments of pre

hension and of locomotion. They are capable of

being turned in all directions, either to fix the ani-

mal or to drag it from place to place. In the In

dian seas, these creatures become truly terrific from

the length of their arms, which extend to eight or

nine fathoms, and from the firmness with which

they cling.

There is another fish, which from its name we
should expect to perform strange antics ; it is call-

ed harlequin angler. Its appearance is grotesque

and singular ; the pectoral fins resemble short arms,

and are palmated at their tips. M. llenau, in his

history of fi-shes, afiirms that he knew an indivi-

dual of this species; and the expression is not so

incorrect, since he saw it for three days out of the

water, walking about the house in the manner of a

dog. The circumstance of its walking out of the

water has some interest, as showing relations be-

tween organs which are apparently the least con-

nected. The fact of this fi.sh living out of the water

is doubted ; but the form of its branchial oi'gans,

or organs for breathing, inclines me to believe it

;

and its habits require such a provision. In this

genus, the operculum, which covers the gills, does

not open to let the respired water pass ofi' freely be-

hind, as in most fishes; but the water is discharged

by a small aperture which, in Jlr. Owen's opinion,

is capable of being closed by a sphincter muscle.

The cavities in which the branchifc he are large,

and this is, indeed, partly the reason of the mon-

strous head of this fish. Thus, it has not only its

fins converted into feet, but its gill-covers into

pouches, capable of containing water, and of per-

mitting the function of the branchia; to proceed

when the water is retired ; that is, when it lies in

mud, or shallow pools ; for in such situations d(

the lophius find its food ; and it angles for it in a

very curious manner.

But there arc other fishes that move out of the

water on dry land, and even ascend trees, without

being carried there by floods. The perca sca?ide>is,

by means of the spines of its giU-covers, and the

spinous rays of its fins, climbs trees ; so that Dr.

Shaw calls it the climbing fish.

All creatures which have their skins protected,

whether by feathers, or shells, or scales, have an

exquisite sense of touch in their mouth, or in the

appendages which hang from it. Fishes have cirri

which hang from their mouth ; and those are equi-

valent to the feelers or tentacula of insects and

Crustacea. The fishing lines of the lophius pisca-

torius are examples of these processes : and Pliny

relates that this frog-like fish, hiding in the mud.

leaves thf extremities of these filaments visible

;

has a similar provision on its I which, from their resemblance to worms, entice the

atua

ing fish,

k. It attaches itself to the surface of the shark I smaller fishes, and they become the prey of their

concealed enemy. It is surprising how varied the

means are by which fishes obtain their food. The

chatodoii squirts water at flies as they pass, and

brings them down. The scimia jacidatriz, ac-

cording to Pallas, has a similar power ; and the

sparxis insidiator catches aquatic insects by the

sudden projection of its suout. It is affirmed by

some natm-ahsts that the rays of the dorsal and

anal fins, as in the cordounier of Martinique {zeus

ciliuris, le blcpharis, Guv.,) are employed to grapple

or coil round the stems of plants and sustain the

fish.

The several oflioes attributed to these processes

in fishes imply that they possess sensibility, if not

muscular power.

13y anatomical investigation and experiment, I,

some years ago, discovered that the sensibility of

all the head, and of its various appendages, resulted

from one nerve only of the ten which arc enume-

rated as arising from the brain, and are distributed

within and around the head ; and, pursuing the

subject by the aid of comparative anatomy, 1 found

that a nerve corresponding to this, which is the fifth

nerve in man, served a similar purpose iu all the

lower animals. In creatures which are covered

ith feathers or scales, or protected by shell, this

nerve becomes almost the sole organ of sensibility.

It is the development of this nerve which gives sen-

sibility to the cirri, which hang about the mouths of

fishes, and to the palpa of the Crustacea and insects.

It is the same nerve which supplies the tongue, and

is the organ of its exquisite sensibility to touch, as

well as of taste. In some animals, especially iu the

reptiles, the tongue, by its length and mobility, be-

comes a substitute for these external appendages.

We might have noticed before, that the tongue is

an organ of prehension as well as of touch. With

it the ox gathers in the herbage ; and in the giraff'e,

it is rather curious to observe that as the whole

frame of the animal is calculated to raise the head

to a great height, so is the tongue capable of pro-

jecting beyond the mouth to an extraordinary ex-

tent, to wrap round and pull down the extreme

branches of trees. The whiskers of the feline qua-

drupeds possess a fine sensibility through branches

of the fifth nerve, which enter their roots. Birds

have a high degree of sensibility to touch in their

mouths. In ducks, and all that quafi"cr with their

bills under water, the sense is very fine, and we
find, on dissection, that a branch of the fifth nerve,

remarkably developed, is distributed on the upper

mandible. Animals feel iu the whole of their ex-

ternal surface ; and we may say that .serpents, by

coihng themselves round a body, have the organ of

touch all over them. Still the fifth pair of nerves

in the head, or the nerve analogous to it, is the

main instrument of touch in the greater number of

animals where extremities are wanting. There are

organs varying in their conformation, sometimes

delicate palpa, sometimes horny rods, and these are

often possessed of muscularity as well as sensibility

;

but to all, the sense of touch is bestowed through a

nerve corresponding with the fifth pair, the nerve of

the tongue and lip.s, and of the muscles of the jaws

in man.
But we may repeat, that, necessary as these ap-

pendages and this sensibility are to the existence of

these animals, their imperfections serve, by con-

trast, to show how happily the different properties

are combined in the hand ; in which wc perceive

the sensibilities to changes of temperature, to touch,

and to motion, united with a facility in the joints of

unfolding and moving in every possible degree and

direction, without abruptness or angularity, and in

a manner inimitable by any artifice of joints and

levers.
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Tlie Progress of Life.—Men rejoice wbcn tlio sun
is risen; they rejoice also -when it goes down while

they are unconscious of the decay of their own
lives. Men rejoice on seeing the face of a new
season, as at the arrival of one greatly desired.

Nevertheless the revolution of one season is the de-

cay of human life. Fragments of driftwood meet-

ing in the wide ocean continue together a little

space ; thus parents, wives, children, friends, and
riches remain with us a short time, then separate,

and the separation is inevitable. No mortalcan
escape the common lot; he who mourns for depart-

ed relatives has no power to cause them to return.

One standing on the road would readily say to a

number of persons passing by, I will follow you

;

why, then, should a person grieve, when journey-

ing the same road which has been assuredly travel-

led by all our forefathers ? Life resembles a cata-

ract rushing down with irresistible impetuosity.

Knowing that the end of life is death, every right-

minded man ought to pursue that which is connect-

ed with happiness and ultimate bliss.

—

Dublin
University Mag.

The Mormons in North America.—Theodore

Olshausen, of St. Louis, Bio., has published in Ger-

man a history of the Mormons, or Latter Day
Saints, in North America ; from which it appears

that America contains 68,700 of that sect, of whom
38,000 are in Utah ; 5000 in New York ; 4000 in

California ;
.5000 in Nova Scotia and Canada, and

9000 in South America and the Islands. Europe
contains 39,000, of whom 32,900 are in Great

Britain and Ireland ; 5000 in Scandinavia; 1000
in Germany and Switzerland ; 500 in France, and
500 in the rest of Europe. In Asia there are said

to be 1000 ; In Australia and Polynesia 2400 ; in

Africa 100; on travel 1800; there are, besides,

8,500 SchisiJtatics, including Strangites, Rigdonites

and Wightites. The numbers amount in the aggre-'

gate to 116,500, and it is supposed that the whole

sect cannot exceed 126,000.

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MOXTI

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to Eighth mo. 6th.

The opiiosition to the O'Donucll ministry had been put

down throughout Spain. On the 1st instant, the Koyal
troops entered Saragossa without resistance, and dis-

armed the citizens. The policy of the new ministry is

not yet known, but private letters from Madrid represent

that O'Donnell is firm on two important points ; that

Queen Christina shall not return to Spain, and that the

sale of church property shall be proceeded with, and,

consequently that there is increased probability of a re-

conciliation between the new government and the libe-

ral party. The Paris Moniteur publishes the following

:

" Tranquillity having been restored in Spain, the Em-
peror has given orders for the suspension of all move-
ments of troops towards the frontiers." The affairs of

Italy continue the subject of discussion between France
and Austria. The French government has communi-
cated to the Cabinet of Vienna the last note addressed

to the Western Powers by the Court of Naples, and has

declared that the government of France was in the high-

est degree dissatisfied with the principles expressed in

that document ; and moreover that it was determined,

with the co-operatiou of England, to constrain the Nea-
politan government to give way to the legitimate de-

mauds of the Western Powers. The reply says, Austria

could not remain indifl'ereut to the communication of the

French Cabinet, and she continues to represent to the

Cabinet of Naples the necessity of giving way to the de-

mands of France and England, adding that, in the event

of resistance, it must not count on the moral or physical

support of Austria. The vines, to a considerable dis-

tance around Paris, were in a satisfiictory condition, but
less so in the south of Fr.ance. The silk crop of France
has turned out so deficient, that large contracts have
been made for foreign raw silk. Tmmen.'e qnantitie.' of

grain had arrived at Marseilles, from the Sea of Azof,
the Adriatic and the Danube, and the price of cereals
had largely declined. All apprehensions of a scarcity
had vanished.

Denmark proposes to fortify the Sound, and, it is said,

Russia advises it. The trade of the Baltic ports is ac-
tive. There is a difficulty with regard to the new boun-
dary between Russia andTurkey. The English, Austrian
and French Commissioners are of opinion, that Belgrade
should belong to Turkey, but Russia protests against
this decision. The Porte opposes the union of Moldvavia
and Wallachia under one government, and Russia objects
to the amount of annual tribute demanded from the
Principalities by Turkey. A terrible disaster had occur-
red at Salonica. By fire, and an explosion of gunpow-
der clandestinely secreted in the house of a French mer-
chant, about seven hundred persons were killed or
wounded, and property estimated at one hundred million
piastres destroyed. The insurrection in Arabia had been
subdued, and the chief of the insurgents captured and
sent to Constantinople.

Liverpool Markets.—Cotton was firm, with an upward
tendency. The advices respecting the grain crops, con-
tinuing favourable, breadstuffs had further declined

;

wheat was Gd. to 9rf. lower, and flour. Is. a 3s. a barrel.

Corn was unchanged, but the sales small. Consols at

London, 95J a 95§.
NICARAGUA.—The latest advices represent Walker

&s carrying forward the government with energy, in the
fiice of great opposition and difficulty. His" army of
1200 men was being rapidly diminished by sickness.

Rivas had fortified himself at"Leon, and had the support
of the more influential portion of the inhabitants. It

was expected Walker would soon march against him.
An invasion from Guatemala, for the purpose of driving
out the Americans, was reported to be at hand—also a

renewal of hostilities on the part of Costa Rica. Walker's
position is considei'ed critical.

HAVANA.—The last vessels from Cuba report the
yellow fever as prevailing at Havana, and in otiier parts
of the Island. As there is no regular register of the
deaths that occur, the progress or extent of the disease
is not accurately known.
EGYPT.—The crops of this ye.ar have been abundant

throughout Egypt, and the produce was being brought
down the Nile to Alexandria, for shipment iu large quan-
tities. The electric telegraph in the desert, between
Cairo and Suez, has been completed.
CHINA.—Further successes of the insurgents are re-

ported. In Kiansi, the Imperial troops had been de-
feated by the rebels, with a loss of 8000 men ; among
them seven Mandarins. In the north, also, the insur-

gents were making progress.

UNITED STATES.—Con^rrm.—Previous to adjourn-
ing on the ISth inst., a bill was passed by both houses
fixing the compensation of the members at $3000 annu-
ally. There arc to be no more appropriations of books
for members, and a deduction is to be made for absence,
unless occasioned by sickness of themselves or families.

In Executive session, the Senate ratified treaties with
Austria and Baden for the extradition of criminals, and
also commercial treaties with the Two Sicilies and Ni-
caragua. The Senate, by a vote of 35 to 12, rejected the
House bill for the re-organization of Kansas. The Senate
bill to protect citizens of the United States in the disco-

very of Guano islands, was passed by the House. Much
business was crowded into the last few days of the ses-

sion, of which our limited space does not permit a no-
tice. The House receded from most of its amendments
to the appropriation bills designed for the protection of
Kansas. The items of the Navy appropriation bill amount
to $11,318,800. All the general appropriation bills have
been passed, e.xcepting that for the armj', which appro-
priates about §14,000,000. The failure of this bill was
caused by the provision inserted in it by the House, for-

bidding the employment of the army for the execution
of the laws of the so-called Legislature of Kansas, to

which the Senate refused to agree. Many private bills

passed by both houses, failed to secure the signature of
the President for want of time.

California.—San Francisco dates to Seventh mo. 21st,

have been received. By the steamer which sailed on
that day, $1,951,527 in gold was shipped to Panama, of
which $1,471,360 was for New I'ork, and $448,066 for

England. The grain crops are said to be very good in

all parts of the State, and fruits and vegetables abun-
dant, and falling in price. Gold mining continued to

pay well, and is now regarded as a permanent branch of
the industry of the country. Men, who have not capital

to work on their own account, get from $3 to $4 a d.iy,

from the companies. In the cities, mechanics»get $5 a

day, and labourers §3, with work, on the average, only
about half the time. Board for these classes costs from
$5 to $7 a week. The Vigilance Connnittce was still in

power, and continued to make arrests of obnoxioi e^
sons. Judge Terry's trial had not been conclud

i|

was supposed his sentence would be banishment,
y,

lander Brace had been found guilty of a murdei
n,

mitted two years since, and would, it was undei gj
be hung by the Committee. Upwards of thirty i yj,

duals were under arrest on various charges, n
q

whom would be expelled. The proceedings of tlio

mittee appear to be approved by the community
rally. Terrible conflagrations had occurred at i

;

town, Nevada, and Placerville, by which the greah
tions of these towns were laid in ashes. The ^

property is estimated at several millions of dollars

Oregon.—New discoveries of gold have been m \

Southern Oregon ; but the mining in this territory
ft

has been unimportant. There was a prospect
,

i

bountiful harvest. In the Port Orford district, tl [j

dian war was at an end. At Port Orford, there
jr

742 Indian prisoners. In other parts of the ten n
military operations on a small scale continued.

i

The Ohio River.—On the 15th inst., there were i a
teen inches water in the channel at Pittsburg, 1

;]|

metal mark, and stationary—all steam navigation
\

ped.

The Red River.—On the 3d inst., the mouth
river was closed by a bar forming across it, and th

rent of the stream turned into the Atchafalaya.
bar resisted all efforts of the steamboats to cu

it.

Crrain at the West.—The receipts of grain at Ch
111., are stated to be very large. Throughout the

generally, the wheat crop is reported unusually go

Emigration.—The whole number of emigrants,

crossed the Mississippi at Dubuque, Iowa, be

Fourth mo. 16th and Seventh mo. 5th last, wa
families, consisting of 4504 members, having in

possession 1031 wagons, 1728 horses, 7722 cattb

11,700 sheep.

The Wheat Crop o/ 1856, is estimated by the

nati Price Current, to amount in the whole Un
142,836,000 bushels. This estimate is supposed

'

derrate rather than exaggerate the yield. The c

Pennsylvania is rated at 18,250,000 bushels ; Ohic

800,000 ; New York, 16,200,000 ; Illinois, 14,6

Virginia, 12,500,000; Indiana, 11,250,000.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 354.

A'fw York.—Mortality last week, 651. Adults,

children, 523 ; none from yellow fever.

Storm at the South.—During the early part of last

a violent storm occurred over a considerable est

country, including the range from Mobile to New Or
Rain fell with little intermission for 110 hours, occ;

ing destructive inundations, and much loss of pro;

At Baton Rouge, fourteen inches of rain fell duri

hours. At Last and Grand Caillon Islands, near

Orleans, the buildings were swept away, and mam
sons drowned. One hundred .and eighty-two deadt
had been found, and it was supposed about 250 pc

had perished. The damage to the corn, cottoi

sugar crops was very heavy. The flood at Bayou
caused a crevasse of the levee at that place, floodii

country to a great extent. It was reported that

thousand dwellings had been swept away or damai

RECEIPTS.
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and for Jos. Reeder, $2, vol. 29.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The winter term will commence on Fourth-day,

Tenth month. Terms, $250 per annum, including

tion, Board and Washing. Applications for adm'
should be made early.

Address, Jonathan Richards, Superintendent,

Haverford, P. 0., Pa. ; Thomas Kimber, 50 North Fc

street, Philadelphia; or Robert Pearsall Smith, 17 I
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EVENIN'G SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLOURE
PERSONS.

Wanted, A Principal and two Assistant Teacher
the Men's School, and a Principal and three Assis

|

for the Women's School.
Application may be made to either of the undcrsij|

John C. Allen, No. 179 S. Fifth streii

Samuel Allen, No. 134 S. Front stre^

William L. Edwards, No. 37 Arch sti

ROBB, PILE & M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank,
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"Knowledge is Power."

{Continued from page .394.)

)i of the most striking eiFects of the want of

,« (Ilt producing disunions among mankind that

i ir; ius to the interests of each and all, is the

> vliirli still esi.sts among many well-meaning

urtlirting persons, that the powers and ar-

ijiu'iit^ which capital has created and devised

t1 ail\ anecment of production are injurious to

J.

at iMxly of working-men in their character

ptluci.'rs. The great forces by which capital

1 jbour now work—forces which are gathering

3:h every day—are accumulation of skill and

n of employments. It will be for us to show

(ilie applications of science to the manufacturing

i live the effect of insuring cheap production

[ creased employment. These applications of

life are principally displayed in the use of BIa-

WRY ; and we shall endeavour to prove that,

ilgh individual labour may be partially dis-

ci or unsettled for a time, by the use of this

i83r and better power than unassisted manual

Of, all are great gainers by the general use of

tbower. Through that power, all principally

BjS, however poor they may be, many of the

drts which make the difference between man
livilized and man in a savage state ; and fur-

*that in consequence of machiuery having ren-

•4 productions of all sorts cheaper, and there-

ejaused them to be more universally purchased,

ij really increased the demand for that manual

idr, which it appears to some, reasoning only

qa few instances, it has a tendency to diminish,

lithe year 1827, a Committee of the English

of Commons was appointed to examine into

ibject of emigration. The first person exa-

before that Committee was Joseph Foster, a

ng weaver of Glasgow. He told the Com-

e that he and many others, who had formed

selves into a society, were in great distress

;

numbers of them worked at the }iand-loo7n

.ghteen to nineteen hours a day, and that

earnings, at the utmost, did not amount to

than seven shillings a week, and that some-

they were as low as four shillings. That

jty years before that time they could readily

pound a week by the same industry ; and

as power-loom weaving had increased, the

IS of the hand-weavers also had increased in

ame proportion. The Committee then put to

h Foster the following questions, and received

(jbllowing answers

:

f.
"Are the Committee to understand that you

attribute the insufficiency of your remuneration for

your labour to the introduction of machinery ?"

A. " Yes."

Q. " Do you consider, therefore, that the intro-

duction of machinery is objectionable?"

A. " We do not. The weavers in general, of

Gla.sgow and its vicinity, do not consider that ma-

chinery can or ought to bo stopped, or put down.

They know perfectly well that machinery must go

an, that it will go on, and that it is impossible to

stop it. They are aware that every implement of

agriculture or manufacture is a portion of machi-

nery, and, indeed, everything that goes beyond the

teeth and nails (if I may use the expression) is a

machine. I am authorized by a majority of our

society, to say that I speak their minds, as well as

my own, in stating this."

It is worthy of note how the common sense of

this working-man, a quarter of a century ago, saw

clearly the great principle which overthrows, in the

outset, all unreasoning hostility to machinery. Let

us follow out his principle.

Among the many accounts which the newspapers

of England, in 1830, gave of the destruction of

machinery by agricultural labourers, it was stated

that in' one district a band of mistaken and unfor

tunate men destroyed all the machinery of many
farms, d(ncn even to the cominon drills. The men
conducted themselves, says the newspaper, with

civility ; and such was their consideration, that they

moved the machines out of the farm-yards, to pre

vent injury arising to the cattle from the naUs and

splinters that flew about while the machinery was

being destroyed. They could not -make up tlicir

minds as to the propriety of destroying a horse-

churn, and therefore that machine was passed over.

A quarter of a century has made a remarkable

difference in the feelings of labourers, not only in

England, but in all other countries, even among the

least informed with regard to machinery. The

majority of the people now know, as the weavers

of Glasgow knew in 1827, that "machinery must

go on, that it will go on, and that it is impossible

to stop it." It is unnecessary at the present day to

adduce any argument to prove or sustain this posi-

tion. Common sense teaches it, and in the United

States especially, where the fact is almost univer-

sally acknowledged and acted upon, the great ma-

jority of labourers rejoice in every new mechanical

application and improvement, as an additional in-

strument for the elevation of labour, and the in-

come of wealth. It is sufficient briefly to show,

that if the English labourers had been successful

in their career, had broken all those ingenious im-

plements which have aided in rendering British

agriculture the most perfect in the world, they

would not have advanced a single step in obtaining

more employment, or being better paid.

We will suppose, then, that the farmer has

yielded to this violence ; that the violence has had

the effect which it was meant to have upon him

;

and that he takes on all the hands which were out

of employ to thrash and winnow, to cut chaff, to

plant with the hand instead of with a drill, to do

all the work,j in fact, by the dearest moi"

st«ad of the cheapest. But he employs just as

many people as are absolutely necessary, and

more, for getting his corn ready for market, and

for preparing, in a slovenly way, for the seed-time.

In a month or two the victorious destroyers find

that not a single hand the more of them is really

employed. And why not? There are no drain-

ings going forward, the fences and ditches are neg-

"

eted, the dung heap is not turned over, the marl

is not fetched from the pit; in fact, all those

labours are neglected which belong to a state of

igricultural industry which is brought to perfection.

7'lie farmer luis no funds to employ in such la-

Ijours ; he is paying a great deal more than he paid

before for the same, or a less amount of work, be-

cause his labourers choose to do certain labours

with rude tools instead of perfect onesj

We will imagine that this state of things con-

tinues till the next spring. All this while the price

of grain has been rising. Many farmers have

ceased to employ capital at all upon the land. The

neat inventions, which enabled them to make a

living out of their business, being destroyed, they

have abandoned the business altogether. A day's

work will now no longer purchase as much bread

as before. The horse, it might be probably found

out, was as great an enemy as the drill-plow ; for,

as a horse will do the field-work of six men, there

must be sis men employed, without doubt, instead

of one horse. But how would the fact turn out ?

If the farmer still went on, in spite of all these

losses and crosses, he might employ men in the

place of horses, but not a single man more than the

number that would work at the price of the keep of

one horse. To do the work of each horse turned

adrift, he would require six men ; but he would

only have about a shilling a day to divide between

these six—the amount which the horse consumed.

As the year advanced, and the harvest ap-

proached, it would be discovered that not one-tenth

of the land was sown ; for although the plows were

gone, because the horses were turned off, and there

was plenty of labour for those who chose to labour

for its own sake, or at the price of horse-labour,

this amazing employment for human hands, some-

how or other, would not quite answer the purpose.

It has been calculated that the power of horses,

oxen, etc., employed in husbandry in Great Britain

is ten times the amount of human power. If the

human power insisted upon doing all the work with

the worst tools, the certainty is that not even one-

tenth of the land could be cultivated. Where,

then, would all this madness end ? In the starva-

tion of the labourers themselves, even if they were

allowed to eat up all they had produced by such

imperfect means. They would be just in the con-

dition of any other barbarous people, that were

ignorant of the inventions that constitute the power

o1' civihzation. They would eat up the httle corn

which they raised themselves, and have nothing to

give in exchange for clothes, and coals, and candles,

and soap, and tea, and sugar, and all the many

comforts which those who are even the worst off

are not wholly deprived of

All this may appear as extreme statement ; and

certainly we believe that no such evils could have

happened ; for if the laws had been passive, the

most ignorant of the labourers themselves would, if

they had proceeded to carry their own principle
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much further than they had done, see in their very
excesses the real character of the folly and ivickcd-

ness to which it had led, aud would lead them.
AVhy should the labourers of England not have
destroyed the harrows as well as the drills ? Why
leave a machine which separates the clods of the

earth, and break one which puts seed into it ? Why
deliberate about a horse-churn, when they were
resolved against a winnowing machine ? The truth

is, these poor men perceived, even in the midst of

their excesses, the gross deception of the reasons

which induced them to commit them. Their motive
was a natural, and, if lawfully expressed, a proper
impatience, under a condition which had certainly

many hardships, and those hardships in great part

produced by the want of profitable labour. Bu
imputing those hardships to machinery, they were
at once embarrassed when they came to draw.dis-

tinctions between one sort of machine and another,

This embarras.sment decidedly shows that there

were fearful mistakes at the bottom of their furious

hostility to machinery.

(To bo conclujGd.)

The priest of Drayton, the town of my birth, came
often to me, and I went often to him, and another
priest sometimes came with him, and I would ask
them questions, and reason with them. This priest

Stevens, asked me, " why Christ cried out upon the

cross, 'my God, my God, why hast thou forsaken

me V and why he said, ' if it be possible, let tl

cup pass from me
;
yet not my will but thine be

done ?' " I told him at that time the sin-i of all

mankind were upon him, and their iniquities and
transgressions, with which he was wounded, which
he was to bear, and be an offering for, as he was
man, but died not as he was God ; so, in that

died for all men, tasting death for every man,
was an offering for the sins of the whole world. T
I spoke, being at that time in a measure sensible of
Christ's sufferings. The priest said, " It was a very
good, full answer, and such a one as he had not
heard."

I heard of one called Dr. Cradock, of Coventry,
and went to him and asked him the ground of
temptations and despair, and how troubles came to

be wrought in man. He asked me, " who was
Christ's father and mother ?" I told him, " Mary
was his mother, and that he was supposed to bo the

son of Joseph, but he was the son of God."

—

Geon
Fox.

It is our belief that the Word was made flesh, and
dwelt among men, and was, and is, the only begot-
ten of the Father, full of grace and truth ; his be-
loved Son, in whom he is well pleased, and whom
we are to hear in all things, who tasted death for

every man, and died for sin that we might die to

sin, and by his power and spirit be raised up to

newness of life here, and to glory hereafter. That
we are only justified from the guilt of sin, by Chi-ist

the propitiation, and not by works of righteousness
which we have done

; so there is an absolute ne-

cessity that wc receive and obey, to unfeigned re-

pentance and amendment of life, the holy light and
spirit of Christ Jesus, in order to obtain that remis-
sion and justification from sin ; since no man car
be justified by Christ, who walks not after the Spirit,

but after the flesh
; for whom he sanctifies, them he

also justifies. And if we walk in the light as he is

in the light, his precious blood cleanseth us from all

sin, as well from the pollution as from the guilt of
sin.

—

William Penn.

Though a man without money is poor, a i

with nothing but money is still poorer.

For "Tlle Friend."

Guano.

(Contiuut'd from page 307.)

It would need more space than can here be af-

forded, to give a detail of the special results ob-
tained by the application of guano as a manure.
And in proof of its universal applicability to all

kinds of crops, and all kinds of soil, it may suf-

fice to mention, that according to this experience,
one cwt. of guano is capable ofproducing in ihcfirst
year 540 lbs. of rye, from 600 to 800 lbs. of bar-
ky, or from 320 to 330 lbs. of potatoes, &c. If
the subsequent operation is added to the calcula-
tion, it may be affirmed with certainty, that one
cwt. of guano is able to produce 5 Saxon bushels
(at least 800 lbs.) of rye, with the corresponding
quantity of straw (at least 1800 lbs.) of which some
60 per cent, must be reckoned for the first year,
25 per cent, for the second, and 15 per cent, for

the third.

In comparing the fertilizing power of guano with
that of the dung of cattle, it may be assumed as
the mean of the results of practical experience in

Saxony, that one cwt. of guano is equivalent to
from 56 to 70 cwt. of the latter, that is to three
full loads. Of bone-dust 2 to 2^ cwt. fiirnished

the same result. Guano, however, excels the latter,

(which is not equally well adapted to all soOs,) be-
cause it has a decided advantage in the fii-st year,
whilst bone-dust, on the other hand, has a more
enduring operation. Hence, it may be readily per-
ceived, tJtat it must be veryjudicious to add some
guano to hom-dust, in order that it may call forth
even in the first year the most abundant produce.

For a thorough manuring, the average reckoning
is 4 cwt. of guano to the Saxon acre, or a full 2
cwt. to the Prussian Morgen, (about 2^ of an Eng-
lish acre) : a less cjuantity m;iy suffice where climate
and soil are peculiarly favorable.

Of the mode of application :—First, the guano
should be reduced to a homogeneous pulverulent
mass, and mixed with earth. The first is effected
upon a barn floor, by sifting and thrashing. The
finer portion is first sifted < ff ; then the remaininc;
lumps are thrashed and again sifted, until they are
likewise pulverized. The last portions of the resi-

due are often so yielding and viscid, that they flat-

ten upon being struck, and will not pass through
the sieve. In this case they may be either pounded
up with some broken brick, by which means they
may be reduced to powder, or they may be added
to the compo.st heap, which no good farmer is

without. The sifted guano should now be added
to two or three times its quantity of earth, or with
a mixture of earth and ashes, and the whole sho
veiled together until a thorough mixture is effected.

The earth must be in the ordinary state of moisture,
in which it easUy absorbs the guano without form-
ing into balls or lump.<. The spreading on the
field may be done in the same manner as for lime,

by scattering from seed bags, (but best by drilling.)

It is well to strow .t on the seed furrow, two or
three days before introducing the seed, and thenlight-

!y harrow ; on a light .soil to roll, and after this to har-
row in the seed. JMoist weather during its appli-

cation to the soil, especially in spring or summer
sowing, exerts a very beneficial influence upou the
action of guano.

Pure and good guano is so rich in ammoniacal
salts as easily to corrode the tender roots of plants,

particularly in dry weather; by mixing it with
earth, it is so enveloped and diluted, that this in-

jurious eflect is no longer to be feared. The vola-

tile elements of the guano become fixed in the po-
rous earth which has the property of absorbing aud
retaining them. Finally, by the addition of earth
a more uniform distribution of the mass upon the

land is rendered practicable, and the flyii jj

dust during dispersion prevented.

With potatoes, green crops, roots &c., a d
of the mingled earth may be given to eve pi

in dibbling or planting. A little more ai

quarter of an oui;ce of guano serves in this ij

a complete manuring for a plant. With ot
i

nure i or i part of this quantity causes a
rl

increase of growth. i

Equally certain results are obtained if thi
ij;

earth is uniformly scattered in the fun g

which potato sets are laid, or it may be ji

over the surface of the field after the youn 1-

have sprouted up, but may still be passed o

the harrow; a mode of treatment that is coi

of great advantage when the potatoes have ^ u

the height of some four inches, and must ji

earthed up. Garden produce may be tre^

either of these methods ; for such plants, h «

as also for grass or meadow layid. waterii \\

guano stirred up in water may be strongly a

mended. For this purpose one part of guanc

«

be treated with at least 80 to 1 00 parts of ,il

since if too strong, the liquid exerts a corro e

tion upon young and tender plants.

For top-dressing in the autumn or early r

guano mixed with earth is in like manner v. i

beneficial.

3. TESTING GUANO.

If the farmer is not afraid of a little ti
\

trouble, he can easily test the quality of gua; 1

self

The previous analyses show, that a gua i

be perfectly genuine and yet miserably boj.

great then the danger of deception, when >

tional adulterations are superadded !

Tests are now possessed of such simplicii i

require scarcely more dexterity and attenti t

roasting or boiling coffee, and yet sufEcienti

rate to serve as reliable guides in doubtful t ;

1. Test hydrying a7idsubsequenthjwa&hh\i

water.—If the guano, as is generally the ca '

those kinds that are brought from Peru and ('
i

uniform powder, weigh out two ounces, >] i

upon paper, and let it lie two days in a uio<: i

warm place, in summer in a dry and airy ^i

in winter in a warm room, in order that the : :

dry it ; what it may then have lost in weiL;l

;

be esteemed superfluous water. Many > ;

guano are so moist as to lose by this gentle

from three to four drachms (20 to 24 per e

their weight.

If the guano, like the Patagonian and Afi
p

not of uniform character, then, in order to o

mixture as equable as possible, the lumps

have frequently an altogether different com]

from that of the powdery portions, must be

ized, before weighing of and drying a given

tity.

2. Test by Combustion.—Pour half an o

the guano to be examined into an iron spoc

place it upon red hot coals until a white or
j

ash is left, which must be weighed after (

The less ash i^ left behind, the better is the

The best sorts of Peruvian guano yield, frc

an ounce, somewhat more than one drachm o

(30 to 33 per cent) ; whereas the inferior

that are now so often ofl'ered for sale (for es

Patagonian, African, Saldanha Bay, anc

guanos,) leave a residue of from 2^ to 3 dr

(60 to 80 per cent.) and tho.se intentionall;

terated, a still greater quantity of ashes. 0)
ine guano, the bad as well as the good, thei

always tchite or gray ; a yellow or reddish

indicates an adulteration with loam, saud.

&c.
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ri test is very simple, and at the same time

u].-ustworthy ; it rests upon the fact, that the

uous combiuations existing in guano, and

it- most valuable ingredients, undergo com-

:iii 1 volatilization when subjected to heat.

11. I ill' <lifference of odor during the com-

is I Iiaracteristic. The vapors from the

jjKciiiiens have a pungent smell, like spirits

-li iin, with a peculiar piquancy, almost like

11 rii^cse; whilst those rising from inferior

! II like singed horn-shavings, or hair.

Test.—Put a tea-spoonful of each

1 1 Ml 110 to be examined into a wine-glass,

,1.11 ihis a tea-spoonful of slaked lime ;
then

liw ti'a-spoonsful of water and agitate the

I- liri-kly. Lime liberates the ammonia from

iiuiiiiieai salts contained in the guano, and

ics ;
Ihe more exixlleiit, therefore, a guano is,

icill he the 2nmgent ammoniacal odor

escapes from this guano paste. This test

accurate as the preceding, but in many

t is very convenient on account of its sim-

particularly where it is desirable to pass a

and approximative opinion upon the quality

rent kinds of guano.

c slaked lime should be preserved for future

t be carefully excluded from the air in a

id well corked bottle.

\ Test with hot water.—Make a filter of blot-

5 r soft porous paper, folded together into the

I
of a cone,* and put this into a tin funnel or

triangle. Let half an ounce of the air-dried

[1 be placed in this, and over it pour boili

i( as long as it passes through of a yellowish

t) . If the paper with the moist guano is laid,

t no more liquid drops from it, in a warm place

I lie residue weighed when it has become com-

^ dry, the deficiency from half an ounce wil

iTlthe weight of those elements which have been

sired by the water. As a general rule it may
Hd, t/ie larger the quantity of guano tluit

med in loater, live more ammoniacalsalts does it

kn, ami tlie better it is. Hence, that guano

Ae preferred, as in the test by combustion,

i|, upon being so heated with water, leaves be-

,d;he smallest residue. In the best or Peruvian

As, the residue that is insoluble from half an

ll, amounts to about two drachms (from 50 to

[r cent ;) on the other hand, in the compara-

i worthless guanos from three to three and a

ilrachms (80 to 90 per cent.)

Roeptions to this rule may, however, occur, when

;j,no contains many soluble mineral salts. Speci-

i| occasionally occur in commerce which consi.sts

ae half or two-thirds of sea-salt and Glauber

B such guanos upon being heated with hot

i, would only leave a residue of from one to two

Sims of insoluble substances, yet must, never-

ifis, be regarded as bad merchandise. In such a
' the test by combustion is the most reliable

;

would be found by this test that a guano of

liind in question yielded three drachms and

of ashes, and mu.st accordingly be admitted

inferior variety.

Vinegar test.—Pour strong vinegar, or, bet

some muriatic acid, over the guano to be

^lined ; if a strong effervescence ensues, an in

jonal adulteration of the guano with lime may
ferred. This substance may also be recognized

le combustion test, since lime remains behind

•mbustion and increases the quanitity of ashes,

.3 the apothecaries are accustomed to use it.

'orship in this go.^pel day is inward and spirit-

for God is a spirit, as Christ teacheth, and he will

ba worshipped in spirit and in truth, being most

suitable to his divine nature. Wherefore we wait
in our assemblies to feel God's spirit to open and
move upon our hearts, before we dare ofier sacrifice

to the Lord, or preach to others the way of his

kingdom, that we may preach in power as well as

words
; and as God promised, and Christ ordained,

without money and without jirice. This also Ic ads

us to deny all the vain customs and fashions of the

world, and to avoid excess in all things, that our

moderation may be seen of all men, because the

Lord is at hand to see and judge us according to

our deeds.

—

William Penn.

Epistle of George Fos.

Moreover it came upon me about this time from

the Lord, to write a short paper and send forth, as

an exhortation and warning to the Pope, and all

kings and rulers in Europe ; as follows :

—

Friends,—Ye, heads and rulers, kings and no-

bles of all sorts, be not bitter, nor hasty in perse-

cuting the lambs of Christ, neither turn yourselves

against the visitation of God, and his tender love

and mercies from on high, who sent to visit you,

lest the Lords hand, arm and power, take hold

swiftly upon you, which is now stretched over the

world. It is turned against kings, and shall turn

wise men backward, and will bring their crowns to

the dust, and lay thorn low and level with the earth.

The Lord will be king, who gives crowns to whom
soever obey his will. This is the age wherein the

Lord God of heaven and earth is staining the pride

of man, and defacing his glory. You that profes

Christ, and do not love your enemies, but on thi

contrary shut up and imprison those who are hi

friends ; these are marks that you are out of his

life, and do not love Christ, who do not the things

he commands. The day of the Lord's wrath

kindling, and his fire is going forth to burn up the

wicked, which will leave neither root nor branch.

They that have lost their habitation with God, are

out of the Spirit that gave forth the Scriptures, and

from the light that Jesus Chiist hath enlightened

them withal; and so from the true foundation.

Therefore be swift to hear, slow to speak, and

slower to persecute : for the Lord is bringing his

people to liimself, from all the world's ways, to

Christ the way, and from all the world's churcl

to the church which is in God, the Father of our

Lord Jesus Christ; and from all the world's teach

ers, to teach his people himself by his Spirit ; from

all the world's images, into the image of himself

and from their likenesses, into his own likeness

and from all the world's crosses of stone or wood,

into his power, which is the cross of Christ. For

all these images, crosses, and likenesses, are among

them, that are apostatized from the image of God,

the power of God, the cross of Christ, which now

fathoms the world, and is throwing down that which

is contrary to it, which power of God ncvar chapge

Let this go to the kings of France, and of Spain,

and to the Pope, for them to prove all things, and

to hold that which is good. And first to prove,

that they have not quenched the Spirit ; for the

mighty day of the Lord is come and coming upon

all wickedness, and ungodliness, and unrighteous-

ness of men, who will plead with all flesh by fire

and by sword. And the truth, the crown of glory,

and the sceptre of righteousness over all shall be

exalted ; which shall answer that of God in every

one, upon the earth, though they be from it. Christ

is come a light into the world, and doth enlighten

every one that cometh into the world, that all

through him might believe. He that feeleth the

light that Christ hath enlightened him withal, he

feeleth Christ in his mind, and the cross of Christ,

which is the power of God ; he shall not need to

have a cross of wood or stone, to put him in mind

of Christ, or of his cross, which is the power of God
manifest in the inward parts. 1654. G. P.

From "Bell oi the Eand."

(Cuiitiiiiii-.l fium rut- am.)

Life draws the materials of the body apart from

the influence of those affinities which hold the in-

organic world together, and substitutes other laws.

The wonders of the microscope are not greater than

should be excited by looking to the early rudiments

f some animal, it may be the largest that inhabits

the earth. In a small portion of matter that seema

homogeneous, transparent, soft, and like a jelly,

there is only a pulsating point visible. What might

be seen by employing the newly discovered pro-

perties of light, it is impossible to say ; as polar-

ized light exhibits in mineral bodies a structure not

visible before, so we could imagine that .some power

bestowed upon our eye might discover a distinction

of parts in what .seems a drop of jelly. But the

greater wonder L-s in proof before us, that this mass

has a principle of life—that it is not only ordered

what this influence will perform, in attracting

matter, and building up the complex structure of

al body, but that the period of existence of

that body is from its beginning defined. This life

may be limited to a day, and truly ephemeral, or

be protracted to a hundred years : and the period

'i adjusted, as perfectly as the mechanism and

tructure itself, to the condition of existence, the

njojTiient of the individual, and the continuance

of the species.

Nothing is more remarkable than the slight hold

by which this life is possessed by some of these

organic structures, and the tenacity of life in others.

Slight changes of temperature or moisture will

annihilate some, whilst others will be dried up into

dust, or ribbed in ice, and after years admit of re-

suscitation.

If instead of contemplating the variety of ani-

mals as they are adapted to their place, we think

of ourselves—there is no living creature in which
it is so distinctly designed that the stages of life

shall be marked—so that we may have continually

before us the tenure by which we hold that life.

But to our argument ;—during all the progressive

changes of life, the material is ever new; the poet's

picture of the last stage of man's life is not a true

one. If man totters under the burthen of years,

the simile of a ruin is inapplicable; the material of

his frame is not different, and not older than that

of a child—it is ever decaying, ever renewing whilst

the office of digestion and assimilation goes on at

all. The difference of activity in this change of

the material of the body, compared with that of

the child, may be as a week to a day ; but here is

not the cause of the gray hair, faded cheek, and

feeble step. This is the stamp which the Creator

has intended to be deciphered and interpreted.

Who, contemplating the many beautiful fabrics

built up within an animal body, and seeing the

proofs that they are not permanent, but on the con-

trary, ever changing and ever forming anew

—

moreover, learning that these textures are formed

by an energy, or life, which continues uniform in

its operation, whilst all the materials that it works
upon are changing—can hesitate to believe that in

the changes of the inorganic matter around us there

is a presiding Power. The difficulty of compre-

hension here must be attributed to the partial view

which we have of these changes, from their extend-

ing into periods so far beyond our measure of time;

but we cannot, at least, doubt that such a power
may be in operation, and we mu.st acknowledge

that a balance is preserved, and that order and
harmony prevail.

We find every organ of sense, with the excep-
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tion of that of touch, more perfect in brutes than in

man. In the eagle and the hawk, in the gazelle

and in the feline tribe, the perfection of the eye is

admirable ;—in the dog, wolf, hyaena, as well as in

birds of prey, the sense of smelling is inconceivably

acute ; and if we should have some hesitation in

assigning a more exquisite sense of taste to brutes,

we cannot doubt the superiority of that of hearing

in the inferior animals. But in the sense of touch,

seated in the hand, man claims the superiority
;

and it is of consequence to our conclusion that we

should observe why it is so.

It has been said that, accompanying the exercise

of touch, there is a desire of obtaining knowledge
;

in other words, a determination of the will towards

the organ of the sense. Bichat says, it is active

whilst the other senses are passive. This opinion

implies that there is something to be understood

—

something deeper than what is here expressed. We
shall arrive at the truth by considering that in the

use of the hand there is a double sense exercised

;

we must not only feel the contact of the object, but

we must be sensible to the muscular effort which is

made to reach it, or to grasp it in the fingers. It

is in the exercise of this latter power that there is

really an effort made ; there is no more direction

of the will towards the nerve of touch, than to-

wards any other sensible nerve. But, before enter-

ing on the consideration of the sensibihty and ac-

tion which belong to the fingers, we must atten^

the common sensibility of the surface.

Besides that the common sensibility belongs to

the hand, and that some inquiry into it is necessary to

the completion of our subject, I pursue it the more

willingly, because there is no other which affords

more surprising proofs of design and of benevolence

in the Author of our being. However obvious the

proofs may be which are drawn from the mechan-

ism of the body, they are not to be compared, ir

that respect, to those which are derived from the

living endowments of the frame.

I have used the term common sensibility in con-

formity with the language of authors and with

customary parlance ; but the expressions, the " com

mon nerves," and the "common sensibility," in r

philosophical inquiry, are inadmissible. Indeed

these terms have been the cause of much of the

obscurity which has hung over the subject of th(

nervous system, and of our blindness to the bene

volent adaptation of the endowments of that system

to the condition of animal existence. Thus, it has

been supposed that some nerves are more coarsely

provided for sensation, and that others are of a

finer quality, adapted to more delicate impressions.

It is assumed that the nerve of the eye is finer than

the nerve of the finger—without considering that

the retina is insensible to that cjuality of matter of

which we readily acquire the knowledge through

touch. Nerves are, indeed, appropriated to pecu-

liar senses, and to the bestowing of distinct func-

tions, but delicacy of texture has nothing to do with

this. The nerve of touch in the skin is insensible

to light or to sound, not because it has a coarser or

more common texture : the beauty and perfection

of the system is, that each nerve is made suscepti-

ble to its peculiar impression only. The nerve of

the skin is alone capable of giving the sense of con-

tact, as the nerve of vision is confined to its own

ofiice. If this appropriation resulted merely from

a more delicate texture ; if the retina were sensible

to the matter of light only from possessing a finer

sensibility than the nerve of touch, it would be a

source of torment ; whereas it is most beneficently

provided that it shall not be sensible to pain, nor

1)0 capable of conveying any impressions to the

mind, but those which operate according to its

proper function, producing light and colour.

The pain which we experience in the eye, and
the irritation Irom dust, are owing to a distinct

nerve firom that of vision, and are consequent on
the susceptibility of the surface to a different kind
of impression ; of which more presently. We
should keep in mind the interesting fact, that when
surgeons perform the operation of couching, the

point of the needle, in passing through the outer

coat of the eye, gives a sensation of pricking, which
is an exercise of the nerve of touch ; but when the

point passes through the retina, which is the ex-

panded nerve of vision, and forms the internal coat

of the eye, the sensation that is produced is as of a

spark of fire. The nerve of vision is as insensible

to touch as the nerve of touch is to hght.

For " Tlie Friend.''

BIOGRAPHICU SKETCHES,

Of Ministers and Elders, and other concerned mci
bers of the Yearly Meeting of Pliiladelphia.

(Continued from page GOG.)

SARAH m'vAUGH.

Sarah M'Yaugh, wife of James M'Yaugh,
minister of the gospel, whose residence was
Middletown, Bucks county, Pennsylvania, deceased
Second mo. 9th, 1738.

HANNAH JONES.

Of this Friend we have nothing to add to a short

testimony issued concerning her by Haverford
Blonthly Meeting, viz. :

" Our friend, Han '

Jones, received a gift of the ministry, which
sound and edifying. She was much concerned for

the promotion of Truth, and lived in love and unity

with her friends. She died in the Fourth month
1738, and was buried at Friends' burying-groundj
in the valley."

BENJAMIN HUMPHREY.

Of Benjamin Humphrey, of Merion, Pennsyl-
vania, Samuel Smith, after saying that he deceased
on the 4th of Ninth month, 1738, and that he
one of the first settlers, adds :

" He came over m
1683, was remarked for his hospitality, strictly

adhering to the principles of Truth as professed by
his brethren called Quakers, and was a useful

member among them."

GEORGE ROBINSON.

George Kobinson was born in the north of Ire

land, in the year 1666 or 1667. About the time
he became of age, in the year 1687, he removed to

the Province granted to William Penn, and settled

at Newark, in Newcastle county, on the Delaw
He had been educated in the way of the Church of
England, but soon attached himself to Friends, at
tending their meetings for worship, which, for that
neighbourhood, in those early days were held at

the dwellings of Valentine Hollingsworth, Morg;
Drewitt, and Cornelius Empson, in course. Be-
coming acquainted with Catharine Hollingsworth,
the daughter of "\'alentine, a mutual attachment
sprung up between them, and at Newark Monthly
Meeting, held in the First month, 1688, they laid

their proposals of marriage before Friends. George
had been an attendor of their meetings ; and where
such was the ca.se, if the walk of the parties was
orderly, and consistent with the testimonies of Truth,
no obstruction was usually thrown in the way of
the marriage being accomplished. Nevertheless,
some Friends, not feeling fiiUy satisfied that George
was thoroughly convinced, and perhaps not know
ing how much afi'eetion for Catharine might havt
operated to draw him to meetings, expressed the
strait which was in their minds. On hearing it,

the young couple consented to wait until all ij^

tion on that score was removed, and the marri; ^
not con.summated until the ensuing Eleventh r

"

which," says a memorial issued concernii

demonstrated their sincerity to the Truth,

:

gard to the unity and good order esta i
ongst Friends, and is thought worthy to

membered as an example for youth to foUo^

They were, the memorial states, " true

fellows together in best things, being much
to hospitality, and charitable to the poor, esp

to those of the household of faith, and ki;

open-hearted to their friends. They were

to keep up that little meeting of Newark,

they continued. They lived together to a gc

age, retaining their love to Truth and Friend;

last."

In the year 1718, George was appointed

der, and was serviceable in the church, an
'

his fellow-citizens many ways. He deceased

mo. 8th, 1738, in the 72d year of his age

beloved Catharine survived until the 24th of

month, 1746, being in her 83d year. She i

many years, one of the mo.st useful meml

the Women's Monthly Meeting of Newark
wards called Kennett, and on her devolved

portion of the most important services

church.

JOHN HUJIPHEET.

John Humphrey was born in Wales, ii

and came to Pennsylvania, in 1698. He
useful citizen, and a valuable member of re

society, and was one of the first settlers ofGwy
in Philadelphia county. He continued in i

his brethren, and serviceable in the church 9

anointed elder, until the close of his Ufe, wliir ''

place. Ninth mo. 14th, 1738. He being 7U \

age.

HANNAH SOMERS.

Hannah Somers was born in the city of Y i

ter. Old England, about the year 1667, an. a

to Pennsylvania, among the first settlers i

William Penn. She was soon after man .

John Somers, a valuable Friend, from her i

city. Their residence was in the northern
]

1

Philadelphia county, until a short time at

year 1700, when they removed to Great El'; 1

bour. West Jersey. She was a faithful wo i

her day, and being called to the work of the i

try, she exercised her gift, although not in

words, yet to the comfort and edification

church. She was, in the words of the testiii
;

her Monthly Meeting, "exemplary in her 1

conversation, and was a promoter of piety.

ing left a widow, she built a meeting-housi-, i

at her own cost. " She Hved in good unit i

her friends, and died in the Tenth month, 1'

the 7 2d year of her age, and was buried

Harbour."

PUEBE STOCKDALE.

Phebe Stockdale was the wife and widow c

liam Stockdale, a prominent and valuable cil

Bucks county, who, during several years,

sented that county in the Assembly of Penusy

He was a member of the Society of Friend;

as far as we know, was consistent in his hi

conversation ; nevertheless his services in rej

society do not appear to have been great. j

Phebe being brought under the sanctify
j

fluence of Divine grace, and, submitting ti

was qualified for religious usefulness. She re |

a gift in the ministry, which, under the frt

ointing given her in the Lord's time, she \t'
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jl to exercise for the comfort, strength and in-

•ejs of the church.
'' wards the close of the year 1728, she removed

t( ln' limits of Horsham Meeting, in Philadel-

lioouiity, -where she continued to reside during

m'.-t ni her life. She was at this time aged, yet

)];ir,- to have been faithful to her religious duties.

limilirs of body seem to have attended her to-

il till' close, and we find her excused by her

•vir I'lithren and sisters from attending io some
|)]iiiiiiu'iits, for which her bodily strength was
OUlilirirllt.

or ilncase took place in the Eleventh month,

7 '. She had the unity of her friends to the

,0, ami had been a minister for many years.

JOHN DYER.

Dyer appears to have been the head of a

iiid to have received a gift in the ministry

i-])el when he came to this country. He
I Plunistead, Bucks county. Hil friends

in: " Though he did not travel much abroad,

i as very diligent in attending meetings at

r liome, and was frequently enabled to bear
testimony to the Truth, which was to the

ion, edification and comfort of Friends. H
I (at Plumstead, where he lived many
II the 31st of Eleventh month, 1738."

(To

-e-s)

11 the solitary feelings which sometimes come
IV the mind from the circumstance of there seem-

irto In' so few persons of much religious experi

1 , with whom we can commune, and from whom
V may ikrive strength and encouragement to hold

ii|iu our spiritual journey, we may often find a

Jiable substitute in reading the lives of such men
women, especially of those with whom we had

l^ional acquaintance, and whose memory as ser

its

of the Lord is precious to us. Looking over

journal of William Savery and his labours in

ope, we meet with several of that character,

ff) went from this country, and of some who had
i(ie from thence on the same errand, who were
« 'ently engaged in preaching the everlasting gos-

y, and whose meat and drink it was, in the put-

forth of the divine hand, and in the authority

l\ power which He dispensed, to gather the people
;i ;he inward teaching and government of the Lord
] ius Christ. Men, who never thought of lecturing

])n doctrines as teachers of our principles, in order

make proselytes, but whose rehance was solely

eed in the great Minister of the Sanctuary ; and

y dare not attempt to open their mouths in the

nistry, but as they received from him the matter
ich he furnished for the people. They did not

ooint meetings, nor speak in them for fear of the

eiety becoming small in number, but on the

)und of divine requiring from their Lord, that

y might fulfil the work he assigned them, leaving

to him to prosper their labours, and carry them
the object whereunto he sent them. The reading
their lives seems to bring the exercised traveller

unity with those spirits—so that though dead,
ey yet speak, and encourage him to hold on his

ly in living faith in the same power which made
em what they were.

While David Sands and William Savery were at

erlin, they met with Major Marconnay, who
id been a man of note, and held an ofl&ce under
king of Prussia. He attended one of their re-

^ous meetings, held conversations with them,
peeting his religious exercises, in seeking the

ruth among different professors, but was dissatis-

3d, though divers of them made high pretensions,

ad at length he left all, laid down his office, and

lived a retired life. He now found that among the

Friends, which he never was acquainted with be-

fore ; saying he believed they were sent there in the

will of God for his and others' help. He asked

them a few questions in a very tender frame, and

much broken with their answers. After some
religious communication and prayer, they parted,

his mind being relieved, and, they hoped, convinced
" the way of Truth. On their arrival at Pynnont,

they found a letter written by him, showing his

regret that they had not had an interview with the

king, owing to his absence from the city at the time

—also fiirther describing his feelings and his love to

those Friends. It furnishes evidence of a mind,

struggling under religious exercise, and longing for

a more full participation of the glorious liberty of

the sons of Uod. In proportion as the humbling,

sanctifying and illuminating power of the Spirit of

Truth is submitted to, and the life and substance of

religion is experienced, the soul becomes increasingly

sensible of the emptiness and unsatisfying nature

of outward forms and ceremonies, and longs for

communion with the Father, and with the Son,

through the Holy Spirit. The letter and the ac-

count of their services there, also serve to show the

alFection and fellowship felt towards our Friends

by some they met with in their journeyings, and

tliat their ministry was in the demonstration of the

Spirit and of power, and was instrumental in awak-

ening others to a serious consideration of the things

which belong to their everlasting peace—and in

confirming those who in measure were brought to

possess substance.

The following is a translated copy of the letter

addressed to W. Savery and D. Sands :
—

" My
last words to you, dear brethren, were, ' God be

with you'—words that came from the fullness of

my heart. I love you with my soul. I was never

so soon inclined to unite with any men as I was to

unite with you ; and never felt so soon a constraint

to open my mind to any as I did to you. I have

opened this heart of mine into your loving soul;

but yet you are not wholly acquainted with my
tried situation ; for there are feelings which cannot

be expressed in words—I seem as if I was forsaken

of God, and yet I abhor the thought. I have no

desire to live or to die—for the pleasures of the

world, let them be what they may, I have neither

taste, sense, nor feeling ; but who will believe, that

notwithstanding the disgust of the world, my heart

remains shut up from higher and heavenly enjoy-

ments. The precious sense of the Sonship with

God, the assurance of faith, and the consolations of

the word ; of all that I formerly enjoyed, tasted

and felt of those gracious gifts, I have now scarcely

a remembrance. My prayers are weak and power-

less, as if I cried unto God from afar, so that he

cannot hear me. This is also a thought I abhor.

Such, my dear brethren, are nearly the circum-

stances of my soul. Let your hearts now feel

with painful compassion, how it is with me ; and

fall down on your faces before the throne of the

great and merciful Being, and pray for your weak

and wounded brother, that Jesus Christ may again

be formed in my heart, and that I may again

rightly fix my eyes on him ; then shall I be able ti

stand in this heavy exercise. I shall then taki

from his hand the bitter cup, and not murmur, but

wait for his help. Then I shall bo enabled in the

end to exclaim, ' Lord, Lord God, gracious and

merciful, thou art great in thy kindness and faitl

fulness; who was ever confounded that put his

trust and hope in thee V
" Yesterday the minister, Howick, sent for me,

and said he had just received a letter from the

king, who was wiUiug and ready to give you an au-

dience ; and Oh 1 how gladly could I have called

back, as I wished most heartily an interview

between you and our good king. I told the minis-

ter, it was possible you might have staid over yes-

terday, the 21st, at Potsdam ; on which he imme-
diately dispatched a chasseur to the general

Bisshoswerd, notifying him that you might proba-

bly still be there. Whether the chasseur has met
with you, I know not ; but if it be according to my
ishes, you will have an audience with the king to-

morrow morning, at nine o'clock. And in this case

I desire you to give me, as soon as possible, a cir-

cumstantial information of your conference ; for be

persuaded, I shall not make any bad use of what
you may intrust me with. Your letter to the king,

the minister sent to him yesterday; but the books

which the messenger could not take, were sent to

the monarch to-day.

" Now for the conclusion : God be with you ; his

ght be your guide ; his love and grace, in and
through Jesus Christ, your protection and defence

all danger; be of good comfort, and filled with

joyful hope. He that is with you, is stronger than

he that is against you. Never shall your memory
be effaced from my soul ; I shall not cease to love

you; it will be a comfort to my weary soul, if

sometimes you will make me joyful by imparting a

few lines of love, and nothing but death will be

able to prevent my answering your letters. In love

I embrace you in my heart, as your ever loving

brother. Marconnay."
"Berlin, 22d of October, 1796."

The evening before W. Savery and D. Sands
left Berlin, they held another meeting, to which

about one hundred and twenty came, who professed

their full unity with the doctrines proclaimed, and
took a solemn leave of them in tears, commending
them to the heavenly Shepherd, and requesting the

prayers of the Friends when separated. " Dear
David Sands and myself," says W. S., " on com-

paring our sense and feelings at different times,

were united in the belief, that we never were among
people, to whom the love of God more richly flowed,

than to many in this place ; nor any that were

made more near to us in the love and Ute of Christ."

When the cloud that everywhere rests upon the So-

ciety, is through divine mercy dispersed, and a

fresh illumination is^ granted, to behold the beauty

and excellency of the christian testimonies we have

been called to uphold to the world, we may hope

that such men will be again raised up and quali-

fied, like judges as at the first and counsellors as

at the beginning, to proclaim in their ancient sim-

plicity and purity, the truths of the everlasting

gospel, and to visit the Seed, which lies oppressed

in the hearts of many ; which will be to the joy of

the Lord's tribulated children. Faithful obedience

to the Lord is indispensable to our own welfare, and
it is highly important by precept and example to

draw others to the love of the Truth, and to hand
down its doctrines to posterity unimpaired by us.

For " Tlic Friend."

Somewhat similar to the interesting testimony of

John Conran relating to plainness of dress and lan-

guage, given in the 46th number of " The Friend,"

is that of John Barclay, who says, " It does appear

to my view highly and imperatively necessary, that

an internal change should precede an external one,

I believe that conversion is that of the heart ; that

profession must follow, not go before possession

;

and that an outward show and appearance of pecu-

liar seriousness is hypocrisy and increased con-

demnation, if not aceouipauied by the inward work
of sanctificatiou in the soul. Nevertheless, it is cer-

tain to my miud, that one invariable evidence of

true religion having entered and taken up its abode
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iti us, icill always be, that we no longer conform

ourselves to this world in its vanity and folly ;
and

that in our dress, address and general conduct in

every particular, we shall not be governed by

worldly maxims or opinions, but by the law written

in our heart;-.

Kaj and Paper Consninption of the United States.

The Evening Post of the 21st ult., published a

paragraph on rags, which contains some curious and

interesting statistics. It appears that we imported

in 1853 from all countries 22,766,000 lbs., of which

we received from England 2,666,005 lbs., and from

Italy about one-fii'th of the whole. The total im-

portation, as given in the Post, corresponds with the

official returns for 1853 ; but there is obviously

some mistake in the ratio of importation from Italy

relatively to that from all other countries, which, as

the subject is unquestionably an interesting and

novel one, not often entering into statistical investi-

gations, we \n\\ endeavour very briefly to reconcile

with such statistics on the rags and paper trade of

the United States, Great Britain and France, as

are accessible at the moment.

The following tabular statement exhibits the ag-

gregate quantities, values, and prices per pound of

rags imported into the United States from all coun-

tries, distinguishing in a separate column the quan-

tities received from Italy during a period of ten

consecutive years, from 1846 to 1855 :

—

Rags import
ed from .ill ed from
countries. Italy.

Pounds.
8,002,865

6,529,234

13,803,036

11,009,008

15,861.266

18,512,673

12,220,570

14,171,292

24,240,999

23,948,612

Tears,

1846 .

1847 .

1848 .

Pounds.
9,897,706

17,014,587

14,941,236

20,696,875

26,094,701

1852 . . 18,288,458

1853 . . 22,766,000
1854 . . 32,615,753

1855 . . 40,013,516

Rags import- Aggregate Price

ed from values. per

Italy. pound.
Dollars. Cents.

385,397 3 89
304,216 3 68

626,607 3 68

524,765 2 51

748,707 3 61

1851

1,010,443

1,225,151

Agg'e 206,631,954 148,300,155 §1,192.865

Au average, 20,063,195 2-5 14,830,015^ 819,280J

From the preceding table it will be seen that dur-

ing the decennial period ending with 1855, the

aggregate quantity of rags imported into the United

States from all countries was 206,631,954 pounds,

while the aver.ige quantity received from Italy

reached as high as 148,300,155 pounds.

The annual average for the period designated

will, however, furnish a more statistical basis for

ascertaining the relative importance of Italy com-

pared with all other countries as the principal

source of supply upon which the United States must

rely, with any degree of certainty, for an article,

the consumption of which is so rapidly increasing

there ; even during the past year, an alarming de-

ficiency in the manufactured material was seriously

apprehended by the conductors of our periodical

and newspaper journals. The average annual quan-

tity imported into the United States, from all coun-

tries, during the period designated, was 20,663,195

lbs ; the average annual quantity received from

Italy was 14,830,015 lbs. Thus it is shown that

instead of one-fifth, as stated in the I'ost, Italy

actually furnishes nearly two-thirds of all the rags

imported into the United States.

The Post's paragraph further states that the con-

sumption of paper in the United States is equal

to that of France and England combined. In other

words, that the 25,000,000 inhabitants of the Uni-

ted States consumed as much paper as the 64,000,-

000 inhabitants of France and England. This is

very nearly correct. The statistics, however, will

prove interesting.

According to McCulloch, the number of paper-

mills in operation in England in 1835, was 750,

and the annual value of the paper manufactured,

reached as high as §6,000,000. At that period,

however, the manufacture of paper was burdened

with an excise duty amounting to more than three

times as much as the total wages of the hands em-

ployed in making it, and the quantity annually pro-

duced did not exceed 50,000,000 lbs, of first class

and 16,000,000 lbs. of second-class paper, requii-ing

a supply of about 100,000,000 pounds of rags.

Improvements in machinery and mode of manu-

facture, and the application of steam, have reduced

the number of mills in Great Britain and Ireland

to 380, according to the latest statistical returns
;

while the quantity of rags annually consumed has

risen to 201,600,000 lbs., or over 100 per cent. We
have compiled from a recent, though in this country

a rare, Dublin publication on statistics, the follow-

ing tabular statement, showing the quantity of pa-

per manufactured, consumed and exported in Great

Britain for a period of nine years, ending with

1854:—"

Comparative Statement shmcing the Quantities

ofPaper Manufactured, Consumed and Exported

in Great Britain,frimi 1846 to 1854.

Pounds of paper

retained for con
sumption in U.

Pounds of paper
manufactured in

Great Britain.

Years.

1846 127,412,482

1847 121,965,315

1843 121,820,229

1849 132,132,660

1850 141,032,474

1851 160,903,543

1852 154,469,211

1853 177,633,010

1854 177,896,206

122,605,1

116,111,336

116,639,943

126,165,341

133,269,788

142,597,945

147,140,325
164,336,135

161,784,204

6*

Pounds of

paper ex-

pd from
G. Britain.

4,836,556

5,852,979

5,180,286

7^762^686

8,305,598

13|296|874

16,112,020

France turns into paper annually about 235,200

000 lbs. of rags, producing about 156,800,000 lbs.

of paper. In the United States there are 759

paper-mills, which work up each year, about 405,

000,000 lbs. of rags. Assuming (the usual esti-

mate) that 1 5 lbs. of rags yield 1 lb. of paper, we

have the following comparative statement for the

United States, and France and Great Britain com-

bined :

—

Pounds of Pounds of Pounds
r.igs annually paper ann'ly of paper

consumed. nianuf d. per cap.

Great Britain and
France combined . . 436,800,000 291,200,000 4.55

United States 405,000,000 270,000,000 10.8U

From this statement it appears that the United

States consumes 31,800,000 lbs. of rags, and manu-

factures 21,200,000 lbs. of paper less than Great

Britain and France combined, while the quantity of

paper manufactured per capita of the population of

jthe former is more than double that assigned to the

'combined population of the two latter. The quantity

of paper imported in Great Britain and France

and added to the stock for consumption might vary

slightly, but not materially, the above results.

The preceding statement, however, omits the

quantities annually imported and exported by each

of the countries respectively, items without which

1 no calculation as to consumption can be accurately

made.

The importation of paper of all kinds into France,

in 1853, did not exceed 337,104 lbs. while the ex-

ports amounted to 17,053,657 lbs. This gives an

excess of exports over imports to be supphed from

the stock of domestic manufacture, of 16,716,533

lbs. Deduct this from 156,800,000 lbs., the quan-

tity manufactured, and we have left for consumption

*Tbese two columns comprise the paper manufactured

and consumed in Ireland.

140,083,447 lbs., or Z.mVos.per capita of the pc

lation.

During the same year, there was imported
i

,

England, according to the Report on Trade
;

Navigation, 909,250 lbs. of paper. The report
g

this quantity for the last six months of the i,

only—assuming that the importation during the 1

six months was equal to that for the last as al

given, and the total importation would reach,

200,000 lbs.* The ciuantity exported, we have .st

was 13,296,874 lbs., leaving an excess of exp.

over imports, of 13,696,874 lbs., to be deduc

from the quantity retained for consumption,
;

reducing the figures already given in the eolu

under that head to 151,230,261 lbs,, as the act

consumption in Great Britain during the year,

5.40 lbs. per capita of the population.

The United States official returns give the vali

but not the quantities of paper imported and exp<

ed ; but as the imports usually exceed the exp>

the quantity consumed is seldom if ever less tl

the quantity manufactured.

We have then for annual consumption in

United States 270,000,000 lbs. ; consumption

capita 10.80 lbs.

Annual consumption in Great Britain and Fra

combined,291,322,708 lbs.; consumption per cc;

4.55 lbs.

Thus, it appears first, that the consumption
'

paper in the United States, per capita of the po

lation, is over 100 per cent, more than in Engl;

and France combined ; and second, that Italy -

plies us with nearly two-thirds of the rags anmi;

imported into the United States from all countr

The first fact is susceptible of an easy explanati

This explanation is found in the character of

institutions, in the genius of our government, in

general dilfusion of knowledge among the mais^

our people, in our cheap literature, in the nujii

of our authors, orators and statesmen. It is al-i

be traced in the fact that we publish more reada

books, periodicals and public journals, than all ot

nations combined, and are consequently more aL

dantly supplied with the " raw materials of ev

kind of science and art, and of all social impro

ment."

Various causes may be given in explanation

the second fact. It may be because the chief

)

mary raw material of papei*, hemp and fiax,

among the most abundant natural productions of

difierent States of Italy, and the high price wL

Itahan rags always command, favours the supp

tion ; or, it may be, that in point of fact, we arc

debted to Turkey and Greece for a large portioi

'

our imports of this article through the ports

Trieste, Genoa, Naples, &c. And who has not be;

of the extravagant manufacture of the raw mate;

of paper, in these two countries ? " If a suth

tear," says a late English writer, " or a stitch giv

way suddenly unfold this garment, (his cotton \v

coat,) a Greek hurrying on, will leave a flag noa

a quarter of a mile long, fluttering behind him. 2

is the use of cotton confined to the person ; his b

blankets, furniture, his covering by day and

night is of the same material." But perhaps

true explanation is found in the history and char

ter of the exporting countries ; for their stati?ti

returns show that as they advance in the art.~

civilization and social progress—as they acquire

* This should be 2,000,000, and should be added

the amount of domestic manufacture, retained for 1

consumption; the excess of exports over impn;

11,296,874 instead of 13,6'6,874, and the quant:

tained for home consumption would be 166,336, 1-

stead of 151.230,261, being a difference of 15,105,.'

lbs,, and increasing the cousumptiou per capita to ne»]

6 Vos.—Ed. ofFtiend.
\
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e'ije a taste for letters, and unfetter the faculties

f e human mind, their exportation of rags dimin-

jWin a ratio proportionate to the increase of books,

as a necessary consequence, to the diii'usion of

ledge. Where freedom of speech, and of the

I, are recognized among the inalienable rights

e citizens, rags are unknown as an article of

rn commerce.

—

Ledger.

From tho Annual Monitor for 1S56.

Bn Hurst, of Spalding, a minister, deceased

th mo. 21st, 1855, aged 79 years,

lis dear friend had not the privilege of a birth-

in our religious Society, and we have no in-

ation respecting his early life, nor any parti-

regard to his convincement of the truth

ir christian principles. It appears, however,

was admitted into membership about thirty-

forty years ago.

is education was extremely limited, and his

pation was that of an agricultural labourer, in

ih character he was long known, to Friends

others, as a diligent and faithful servant.

igh by persevering industry and economy he

enabled to lay by sufficient to provide himself

simple necessaries of life, in advancingyears,

light still be said to belong to " the poor of this

d ;'' yet " rich in faith." When on some occa-

his friends would gladly have contributed to

lecuniary means, he was "not easy" to accept

aid, because he thought " he had enough."

idliness with contentment" was here seen to be

at gain."

lough not intrusted, in any point of view, with

y talents, yet by the steady and unobtrusive

of those which he had received, he became a

ht example of christian faithfulness in his

ardship, and it was evident that in more than

respect, the blessing of increase was remarkably

owed upon him.

o unite with his brethren in the solemn duty of

ic worship was his constant practice, and his

nee in attending meetings for discipline, often

\\ great distance from his home, was very ex-

tlary, and' he was not unfrequently employed

1 important appointments in connection with the

i irs of the Society, and the exercise of the care

llie church towards its members,
le was a very frequent attender also of the

I irly Meeting in London, and for a considerable

uberof years, acceptably filled the ofiiee of elder.

>ing the latter periods of his life, and whilst in

I; station, he was concerned to appear amongst
I friends in the character of a minister of the

(pel, and was in due time approved and acknow-
i ;ed as such. Till near the close of life, his com-
licatious in the ministry were generally short,

pertinent, and though not with wisdom of words,

the fruit of deep and lively exercise of spirit,

the edification and instruction of the hearers,

vards the evening of his day, however, and
Ist still able to attend meetings, our dear friend

i considerably enlarged in his gift as a minister,

I favoured with increased ability to exercise it.

I within the last few months, in which his facul-

I failed a little, his path appeared to shine

^hter and brighter unto the perfect day.

Co two friends who visited him a short time be-

5 his decease, he said, "that having one evening

' long ago, retired to rest, low and discouraged

mind, he was remarkably cheered and comforted
•ing the night, by the firm belief, mercifully

nted him, that he was accepted—not for any-
ng that he had done or could do—but in the

loved;'' adding more to the same import.

Thus humbly resting upon the sure foundation,

3U3 Cbrist himself, he was permitted to close his

earthly days iu peace. " If there be first a willing

mind, it is accepted according to that a man hath,

and not according to that he hath not ;" and to the

serious reader the character and religious attain-

ments of this dear Friend, especially his patience

and christian dedication, under circumstances often

peculiarly discouraging, may perhaps not unprofit-

ably suggest the language, " Gro thou and do like-

Volcanic Eriiptio7i in tlie Moluccas.—The India

mail brings intelligence of an eruption of an active

volcano on the island of Great Sangir, lat. 3 deg.

50 min. N., long. 125 deg. 50 min. E. The moun-
tain of Arva, 4,000 feet above the sea, suddenly,

on the 2d of Third mo., discharged boiling water

and lava, which destroyed for several miles exten

sive fields, crops and groves of cocoanuts :

This frightful picture of destruction, the horror

of which was increased by the shrieks of men and
beasts, the wild roaring of the tempest, and the

crashing of thousands of trees torn up and carried

away, was followed, about an hour later, by peals

of thunder which shook tho ground and deafened

the ear. A black column of stones and ashes then

shot up from the mountain to an immense height,

and fell, illumined by the glare of the lava, like

shower of fire upon the surrounding country below,

producing a darkness, that, only now and then mo-

mentarily broken by the flashes of lightning, was
so intense, that people could not discern objects

close at hand, and which completed their contiision

and despair. Large stones were hurled through

the air, crushing whatever they fell upon. Houses
and crops, which had not been destroyed by fire,

sunk and disappeared beneath the ashes and stones,

and the hill streams, stopped by these barriers,

formed lakes, which, breaking over their banks,

soon proved a new source of destruction. Tl

'

lasted some hours. About midnight the raging

elements sank to rest ; but on the following day,

about noon, they resumed their work of destruction,

with renewed violence. In the meantime, the fall

of ashes continued without intermission, and was
so thick on this day that the rays of the sun could

not penetrate through it, and an appalling dark-

ness prevailed. Scarcely recovered in some degree

from their fright, the inhabitants of this desolated

part of Sangir were again disturbed by an eruption

on the 17th of Third mo., which destroyed many
fields and a great number of trees on the Tabukan
side. Since then the volcano has remained quiet.

The loss of life has been great. It is estimated

as follows, in the under-mentioned districts :—Ta-

runa, men, women and children, 722 ; Kandhar.

men, women and children, 45 ; Tabukan, men,

women and children, 2039; total, 2,806. The
greater number met their death in the gard

They fled in all directions, but were overtaken and

swallowed up by the fatal fire-stream. Some tried

to save themselves in the trees, but were either

carried away with them or killed by the scorching

lieat.

—

Late Paper.

for myself. I do not wish you to teU me of its

excellence—tell me what it is."

"A is,for one man to do to another^ as he would

the other should do to him!"
" That's impossible ! it cannot be done," Tedyus-

cung immediately replied ; and, taking his pipe,

lighted it, and commenced walking about the room.

In about a quarter of an hour, he came up to his

friend with a smiling countenance, and, (taking the

pipe from his mouth,) said, "Brother, I have been

thoughtful on what you told me. If the Great

Spirit that made man would give him a new heart,

he could do as you say, but not else."

" A new heart also will I give you, and a new
spirit will I put within you ; and 1 will take away
the stony heart out of your flesh, and I will give

you a heart of flesh."—Ezek. xxxvi. 26.

How many things are there that now give us

pleasure or pain, and assume a mighty importance

in our view, which, in a dying hour, will be no
more to us, than the clouds which fly unnoticed

over our heads. Then the truth of our Lord's de-

claration will be seen, felt, and acknowledged,

—

" One thing is needful." And we shall be ready to

apply Grotius's dying confession to, alas ! a great

part of our lives ;
—" Ah, I have consumed my life,

in laboriously doing nothing !''

—

John Ncivton.

Sck-cteJ.

There lived many years ago, in Philadelphia, ;

celebrated Indian chief, by the name of Tedyus
cung. He was sitting one evening by the fireside

of a friend, both of them looking silently at the

fire, indulging their own reflections.

At length the silence was interrupted by the

friend, who said, "I will tell you what 1 have been

thinking of; I was thinking of a rule delivered by
the Author of the Christian religion, which, Irom

its excellence, we call 'the Golden Rule.''
"

" Stop," said Tedyuscung, " don't praise it to

me, but rather tell me what it is, and let me think

To hear two men talk the reverse of their own
sentiments, with all the good breeding, and appear-

ance of friendship, imaginable, on purpose to cozen

or pump each other, is to a man of virtue and ho-

nour, one of the most melancholy, as well as most
nauseous things in the world.
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Summer is generally a time of scattering ; to

those who live in cities more particularly. Families

remove to reside, during the warm weather, some
in one part of the country, and some in another.

Individuals travel abroad in pursuit of health or

pleasure, and the family band is thus often broken,

while the intercourse of many a social circle is

almost entirely suspended. Our meetings are greatly

reduced in numbers, and but few are to be found

to attend to the duties connected with the various

departments of religious or civil society. It is gen-

erally hard work to get committees together, or to

find a working majority of managers, or members
of the different associations or societies. This, to-

gether with the relaxing efiect of heat, has a de-

pressing efi'ect in the comparatively few who remain
at their accustomed posts, and both mental and
bodily labour seem more formidable, and to give

rise to unwonted weariness. It is, therefore, cheer-

ing as the autumn approaches, to observe the change
which it gradually brings about. The wanderers

one after another return to their usual abodes, the

social intercourse so long suspended is resumed,

seats in meeting which have been vacant for weeks
or months, are again filled by their accustomed
occupants, and tho.se who have returned with health

and spirit renewed, resuming the performance of

the parts assigned to them with alacrity, infuse

fresh energy into all who have labour to perform.

These annual changes, which to the young seem so

long in coming round, to those who are near, or

have passed the meridian of life, are felt to tread

closely on each other's heels, and serve to impress

upon us the rapidity with which life is passing

away, and the soul hastening to its final audit. It

is a striking evidence of the degenerate condition of

man, that though conscious of the dignity of the

station he was created to occupy,—a little lower
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than the angels, and crowned with glory and honour

—and believing that his immortal spirit must asso-

ciate forever with spirits like his own, whether re-

deemed, purified and happy, or lost, depraved and

inconceivably miserable, we are nevertheless so

much more prone to be influenced by considerations

of present ease and enjoyment—ot things relating

almost exclusively, to physical comfort or animal ap-

petite—than by those that are connected with our re-

generation and preparation for a participation in the

joys and glory of heaven. The labour whichmany un-

dergo in order to obtain the means, or to remove the

obstructions to their annual change of residence, from

town to country, or their excursions to mountain

scenery or sea-shore recreations, the abundance of

thought and pains bestowed either in anticipation

and preparation, or in carrying the matured plans

into efi'ect, may be all allowable and proper, but it

is worthy of every one's consideration how far they

are kept subordinate to the far more important con-

sideration of entering and persevering in the right

road through the journey of life, and being got

ready for our approaching removal to " that good

country the other side Jordan."

The past summer, notwithstanding the great heat

which prevailed for a short time, has been a very

pleasant one. The drought that afflicted some sec-

tions of the country for a few weeks, was succeeded

by fine rains, which watered the earth in time to

secure the perfection of many of the late crops, and

the country generally, as well as the cities, has

mostly been favoured with a large share of health,

there being no wide spread epidemic. It is sad-

dening to think that amid all the blessings thus

showered upon the land by a bountiful Providence,

there is yet so much wickedness abounding, and

many restless, intriguing spirits at work, striving to

carry out their nefarious schemes of personal

aggrandizement, regardless of their disastrous conse

quences.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EUROPE.—News from Liverpool to 13th lost.

lu Great Britain, there was no political news of im-

portance. The latest intelligence from the French har-

vest, stfltes that it has terminated in the south of France,

and is proceeding in the centre and northern districts.

It has proved inferior beyond the Garonne, and along

the banks of the Rhine, middling between the Garonne

and Loire, and excellent in every part, north of the Loire.

The latest advices from Madrid report, that quiet prevails

throughout Spain. Espartero had taken an amicable

leave of the Queen. O'Donnell had not promulgated the

policy of his ministry ; he Is said to be employed in en-

deavouring toincorporate the moderate men of all par-

ties in the interests of the government. The cholera was
committing great ravages in Madrid. The government

of Portugal has officially notified the allied powers of its

adherence to the doctrines propounded by the Peace

Congress of Paris, in relation to the rights of neutrals,

and a resort to arbitration. Advices from Madeira bring

distressing accounts of the ravages of the cholera. In

Funchal alone, there had been 5000 cases, and 1500

deaths, out of a population of 28,000. The militia has

been everywhere disbanded throughout the Russian em-
pire. The Russians have notified tke Turkish govern-

ment that they are prepared to givi up Kars. Russia

still maintains that the Isle of Serpents belongs to her

dominions. The Russian government has granted char-

ters to a number of railroad companies, formed by capi-

talists, the lines of which will e.\ceed three thousand
English miles.

Liverpool Markets.—Cotton was unchanged, with a mo-
derate demand. The quotations for flour are as follows :

Western Caual, 25.?. a 31«.; Philadelphia and Baltimore,

3l5. a 32.?.; Ohio, 32s. 6d. a 33s. &d. Yellow corn, 30s.;

white, 31«. a 32s. Consols, 95 a 95j.

Three Days Later.—On the 25th inst., the steamship

Niagara, with Liverpool dates to the 16th, arrived at

Halifax. The markets were without change. The ac-

counts of the crops throughout Great Britain, were
favourable, and the yield will be fully an average one.

The Persia made the last run from New York to Liver-

pool, in less than nine days. The cholera was in-

creasing at Lisbon. A steamer, laden with provisions,

had beeu dispatched by the Portuguese government to

Madeira.

UNITED STATES.— Congress.—On the 18th, after the

adjournment of Congress, a Cabinet meeting was held,

and it was decided that the President should issue his

proclamation calling an extra session on the 21st inst.

At the appointed time, the two Houses reassembled in

;ordance with the proclamation. The President sent

a Message, strongly urging Congress to make provi-

u for the support of the army, and pointing out the

disasters and inconveniences likely to result if they

should fail to do so. The House of Representatives

again passed the army bill, with the Kansas proviso, and
sent it to the Senate, which body again struck out the

proviso. Up to the 25th, the two bodies had not come
to an agreement. On the 23d, a motion that the House
recede from the Kansas proviso, was lost,—yeas, 97

;

nays, 100. A motion that the House adhere, was car-

ried,—yeas, 98 ; nays, 97. At the regular session, bills

passed granting lands in alternate sections to aid in the

construction of railroads in Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa,

Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Florida. Many of

the acts and resolutions passed, are of no general inte-

rest.

Destination of Immigrants.—The following table was
prepared by the Superintendent of Castle Garden, for the

use of the Committee on Public Lands of the House of

Representatives. It shows the destination and amount
of money possessed by all the immigrants, who arrived at

New York, during the eleven months previous to Sixth

mo. 30th, 1856.

Number of Am't of their

Destination. Immigrants. Cash. cap.

Six New England States, 8,134 §121,523 01

Fifteen Slave States and D. C. 3,256 194,888 73

New York, .... 39,943 1,291,628 09

New Jer,sey, .... 2,272

Pennsylvania, . . . 9,421

Ohio, 6,117

Indiana, .... 1,309

Michigan, .... 2,887

Wisconsin 10,457

California,

Minnesota,

Kansas,

Utah, .

Oregon .

806

1,829

214,955 79

546,033 78

479,633 90

101,861 63

698,456 31

199,300 86

,045,661 38

248,335 40

165,125 13

35,156 00

Miscellaneous.—Religious Toleration in Jlezieo.

following is the article added to the Mexican Constii
tion granting religious toleration:—"15. No law •

order shall be issued In the Republic, by authorily,
p

hibiting or hindering the exercise of any kind of rel'

ous worship
;
but the Catholic Apostolic Roman havi

been the exclusive religion of the Mexican people, (

Congress of the Union shall take care, by means of j.

and prudent laws, to protect it in so far as this pro):

tion does not prejudice the interests of the people,

the rights of the national sovereignty."

A Nation of Methodists.—The mission to the Frien

Islands has been so successful that the nation is s

tion of Methodists, and the whole population, from
king (who is a "local preacher") down to his mesu
subject, attend the Wesleyau ministry.

The Wild Rice, which is so abundant in the swampi
Minnesota, has been introduced into Connecticut,!

the crop last year is said to have been excellent.

Telegraphs in Russia.—Professor Morse, it is stated,

contracted with the Emperor to establish lines of t

graph throughout the Empire. He has been treated »
great respect in Russia.

The British Mint.—The coinage at this institution, I.

1846 to 1855, inclusive, was as follows: of gold, £!

871,563; silver, £2,284,409 ; copper, £138,996.
The British Finances.—In the year ending Sixth

30thj^l856, the excess of expenditure over income
£21,569,402. The gross income was £70,233,738. '

whole revenue derived from customs, was not suffic

pay the interest and expenses of management of

permanent debt.

Fever at Charleston.—Advices to the 24th mentioi

large increase in the number of cases of yellow fevei

that city.

The Collins' Compensation.—The effect of the nc

voted by Congress to Collins' steamship line, will b
reduce, at the end of six months, the compensatioi

§33,000 the trip for postal service, to $19,000
contract stood before the Company appealed

body for larger pay, under the name of" extra" comj
sation.

Emancipation.—A Cincinnati paper says, " Catha

Smoot, of Jefferson count}', Ky., was a passenger oi

mail boat, from Louisville to this city, yesterday,

eleven slaves, whom she proposes to emancipate,

was offered §10,000 cash for them, but said the mc
was no temptation, as she would free her servants,

cause she was convinced it was her duty as a chris

to do so."

105,707 $5,398,369 54

$5,203,480 81

Total,

Total of the free States and
Territories,

Kansas.-—Fresh disturbances have broken out in this

unhappy territory. It is impossible to get at the truth

of the case, the facts being alike perverted and mis-

stated by both parties. According to the accounts

transmitted from St. Louis, the Free State men had as-

sumed the aggressive, and attacked settlements of the

pro-slavery party in several instances, with the object of

driving their opponents out of the territory. The state-

ments forwarded from Chicago, represent that the border

ruffians were preparing to make a grand sweep over the

territory, to band themselves together, and by one de-

scent, murder or drive out of Kansas, the Free State

population, and that the movements of that party were
only in anticipation, and intended to frustrate the im-

pending attack. There was much excitement in the

border counties of Missouri ; meetings had been held, and
arrangements made for sending a large force into Kansas,

for the protection of the pro-slavery settlers. The newly
appointed Governor, J. W. Geary, has not yet left Wash
ington. By the capture of the pro-slavery town o

Franklin, the people of Lawrence possessed themselves

of a cannon, quantities of ammunition and provisions,

and nearly one hundred stand of arms, a part of which
had been taken from them at the sacking of Lawrence
by the sheriff's posse.

New York.—Mortality last week, 567. One death of

yellow fever. A few deaths from yellow fever have taken

place in the outskirts of Brooklyn, principally of persons,

who had had some connection with the infected vessels

at quarantine.

riiiladelphia.—Mortality last week, 288.

The Storm at the South, extended largely over the cot-

ton growing region of the Gulf, but no serious damage
to the crop is believed to have arisen from it. The
ripening of the plant will, however, be delayed beyond
the usual time. On and near the Mississippi river, from

Natchez to New Orleans, the injury to the cotton fields

over which the storm swept, was serious and in many
'instances irreparable.

Albert K. Smiley will reopen his school for Boys

84 N. Tenth street, on the 1st of Ninth mouth next,

culars containing fuller information, can be had ai

office, or at the drug store, corner of Tenth and i

streets.

Received from Jesse Cope, Pa., §2, vol. 30; f

Joshua Macomber, N. Y., $2, vol. 29
; from Wm. Fo\i

agt., 0., for Thos. Plummer, Jesse Metcalf. $2 each,

29, and for Thos. Llewellyn, Robt. Milhouse, §2
vol. 30.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The winter term will commence on Fourth-day, 151

Tenth month. Terms, $250 per annum, incUii

tion. Board and Washing. Applications for admis

should be made early.

Address, Jonathan Richards, Superintendent, \

Haverford, P. 0., Pa. ; Thomas Kimber, 50 North Fo

street, Philadelphia; or Robert Pearsall Smith, 17 M
street, Philadelphia.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLOUREl
PERSONS.

Wanted, A Principal and two Assistant Teacherf

the Men's School, and a Principal and three Assist

for the Women's School.

Application may be made to either of the undersig

John C. Allen, No. 179 S. Fifth stree

Samuel Allen, No. 134 S. Front stret

WiLLUM L. Edwards, No. 37 Arch i

Died, on the 14th inst., Elizabeth K. Carlile,

of Joseph J. Carlile, and daughter of John Kirkbridi

the 40th year of her age.

ROBB, PILE & M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank,
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as been said, by persons whose opinions are

attention, that spade-husbandry is, in some
)etter than plow-husbandry ; that is, that

irth, under particular circumstances of soil

tuation, may be more fitly prepared for the

oes of the atmosphere by digging than by
It is not our business to enter into a con-

ion of this question. The growth of corn is

facture, in which man employs the chemical

ties of the soil and of the air in conjunction

3 own labour, aided by certain tools or ma-
for the production of a crop; and that

whether of chemistry or machinery—whe-
the salt, or the lime, or the dung, or the

which he puts upon the earth, or the spade

plow which he puts into it—that power which
le work easiest is necessarily the best, be-

lt di)ninishcs ilie cost ofproduction. If the

oes not do the work as well as the spade, it

perfect machine j but the less perfect ma-
nay be preferred to the more perfect, because,

other conditions into consideration, it is a

r machine. If the spade, applied in a pecu-

mner by the strength and judgment of the

ising it, more completely turns up the soil,

the clods, and removes the weeds than the

which receives one uniform direction from
th the assistance of other animal power, then

ide is a more perfect machine in its combina-
ith human labour than the plow is, worked
lesser degree of the same combination. But
may be a machine which cannot be used
idvantage to the producer, and is therefore

sirable for the consumer. All such questions

)e determined by the cost of production ; and
in agriculture is made up of the rent of

;he profit of capital, and the wages of labour

he portions of the produce belonging to the

rd, the farmer, and the labourer.

1 this brings us to the great j^rincijik of all

nery. A tool of the simplest construction is

line
; a machine of the most curious construe-

only a complicated tool. There are many
in the arts, and there may be cases in agri-

which the human arm and hand, with or

it a tool, may do work that no machine can
1 perform. There ar^ processes in polishing,

here is a process in copperplate printing, in

no substance has been found to stand in the

of the human hand. And, if therefore, the

vith a spade slone does a certain agricultural

work more completely than a man guiding a p
and a team of horses dragging it (which we do not

affirm or deny), the only reason for this is, that the

man with the spade is a better machine than the

man with the plow and the horses. The most

stupid man that ever existed is, beyond all compa-

rison, a machine more cunningly made by the

hands of his Creator, more perfect in all his several

parts, and with all his parts more exquisitely adapted

to the regulated movement of the whole body, less

liable to accidents, and less injured by wear and

tear, than the most beautiful machine that ever was,

or ever will be, invented. There is no possibility

of supplying in many cases a substitute for the

simplest movements of a man's body, by the most

complicated movements of the most ingenious ma-
chinery. The laws of mechanism are the same
whether applied to a man, or to a lever, or a wheel

;

but the man has more pliability than any combina-

tion of wheels and levers.

The natural machinery by which a man even

lifts his hand to his head, is at once so complex and

so simple, so apparently easy and yet so entirely

dependent upon the right adjustment of a great

many contrary forces, that no automaton, or ma-
chine imitating the actions of man, could ever be

made to efiect this seemingly simple motion, with-

out showing that the contrivance was imperfect

—

that it was a mere imitation, and a very clumsy

one. What an easy thing it appears to be for a

farming man to thrash his corn with a flail ; and

yet what an expeasive arrangement of wheels is

necessary to produce the same eifects with a thrash-

ing machine ! The truth is, that the man's arm
d the flaU form a much more curious machine

than the other machine of wheels, which does the

same work ; and the real question as regards the

value of the two machines is, which machine in the

greater degree lessens the cost of production.

We state this principle broadly, in our examina-

tion into the value of machinery in diminishing the

cost of production ; that the value of a machine

depends upon the combined accuracy and economy
with whicli it will complete a desired result—the

cost of the machine in the first instance, and the

cost of maintaining it in good order, being taken

into consideration. A steam-engine is well adapted

to pump water from a well or cistern
;
yet no sane

man would adopt it for the purpose of supplying in

this way the wants of a small family. The impor-

tance of this principle is often overlooked in the

details of practical life, by thoughtful and ingenious

men. The patent office at Washington is crowded

with models of inventions, exhibiting a wonderful

amount of skill and design, and not one in ten of

which have proved of any great value to the inven-

tors or the public.

If we could imagine a man entirely dispos-

;sed of the power of rendering the forces of

nature subservient to himself, we should see the

feeblest of animal beings. Man has no tools

hich are a part of himself to build houses like the

beaver, or cells like the bee. He has not even

learned from nature to build instinctively, by cer-

tain and unchangeable rules, but varies continually

the form of his structural habitations. Indeed, the

gin of all our architectural rules and styles, has

sprung as it were by chance, from the rudest and

most "imperfect models. Whatever chance struc-

tures the early and uncivilized inhabitants of any

country have fashioned from the materials afforded

them as a shelter and protection from the weather,

the same structures, with all their prominent fea-

tures, have been perpetuated and reproduced by

their more enlightened and opulent posterity. Thus

wc find the characteristics of the cavern and the

mound in the Egyptian style of architecture, and

the form and structure of the tent in the peaked

roofs and conical buildings of the Chinese. The

much admired architecture of the Greeks and the

structure of the Parthenon perpetuates the form of

the original rude cabin, while the descendants of

the Teutonic races still reproduce in the arches of

their Gothic cathedrals the leafy bowers and forest

lodges of tiieir ancestors.

Man, however, does not need to be instructed

instinctively like the lower animals. His power is

in his mind, and that rightly cultivated and deve-

loped teaches him to use the materials and forces

of nature to construct edifices, arch tunnels, and

build bridges, as surely and as effectively as instinct

teaches the beaver to construct dams and embank-

ments, or the bee to fashion combs and hexagonal

cells. Through this power man has been enabled

to subject the whole physical world to his dominion,

and through it alone he obtains the prerogative of

being able^to progress. Animal instinct of to-day

3 better or more improved than it was a thou-

sand years ago ; the swallow of to-day labours as

unremittingly, employs as many materials in the

construction of her nest, as did the swallow of three

thousand years ago, and after all this experience,

the structure and design of the nest last constructed

will have no improvement upon the first. If man,

however, were to rebuild at the present day the

great pyramid of Egypt, or the temple of Solomon,

he would construct better edifices than the originals

with half the time and a tenth of the expense.

Herodotus informs us that one hundred thousand

men were constantly employed for twenty years in

the building of the pyramid of Cheops : but all the

materials which compose it could now be raised

from the ground to their present position, by the

combustion of less than five hundred tons of coal.

" The instincts of man are faint and feeble, while to

reason and faith the vistas are boundless." Wis-

doin is better than strength, " and the more that

wisdom spreads, the more human strength is saved,

and the more is comfort enhanced."

To act upon material objects, man arms his weak-

ness with tools and machines. As we have before

d, tools and machines are, in principle, the same.

When we strike a nail upon the head with a ham-

mer, we avail ourselves of a power which we find in

nature—the effect produced by the concussion of

two bodies ; when we employ a water-wheel to beat

out a mass of iron with a still larger hammer, we

still avail ourselves of the same power. There is no

difference in the nature of tue instruments, although

we call one a tool, and the other a machine.^ "A
tool," says Mr. Babbage, " is usually more simple

than a machine ; it is generally used with the hand,

while a machine is frequently moved by animal or

steam-power. The simpler machines are often
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merely one or more tools placed in a frame, and
acted upon by a moving power." But neither the

tool nor the machine has any force of itself. In one

case the force is in the arm, in the other in the wa-

ter, the steam, or the animal that turns the wheel.

The distinctions which have 'been taken between a

tool and a machine are really so trivial, and the

line of separation between one and the other is so

slight, that we can only speak of both as common
instruments for adding to the eiEciency of labour.

The simplest application of a principle of mechanics

to an every-day hand-tool may convert it into what
is called a machine. Take a three-pronged fork

—

one of the universal tools ; fasten a rope to the end

of the handle
;
put a log under the fork as a ful-

crum
;
and we have a lever, when pulled down by

the rope, which will grub up a strongly-rooted large

shrub in a few minutes. The labourer has called

in a powerful ally. The tool has become a ma-
chine. Both machines and tools, however, are in-

termediate instruments to transmit, to modify, or to

apply power ; and with the exception of the power
consumed in wearing away the rubbing parts—that

is, in producing friction—and the small portions

transmitted to the air, the amount of power trans-

mitted is just equal to that received.

(Tobecontinwd.)

Epistle of Ceorge Fox.

To Friends, in the North of L-cIand.

Friends,—In that which convinced you, wait;

that you may have that removed, you are con-

vinced of And all my dear Friends, dwell in the

life, and love, and power, and wisdom of God, in

unity one with another, and with God ; and the

peace and wisdom of God fill all your hearts, that

nothing may rule in you but the Ufe, which stands

in the Lord God. G. F.

Batlglcy, in Warwickshire, 1655.

Scraps For " The Frieud.''

Knox on the Parables.

In those words, " Behold a sower went forth to

sow," we feel at once, that we have described to us,

the first opening of the Gospel. This was self-evi-

dently the first step in the evangelic dispensation

;

and the entire parable gives it as the foundation,

on which all the sequel of efiicacious mercy to man
must depend. Therefore, most fitly says our Lord
to his disciples, " Know ye not tins parable ? and
how then, shall ye know all parables?"

Amongst the wonders of this parable, I cannot
but notice the exactness vrith which the seed in

stony places, describes the dangers which await the
first stage of inward religion, and too often frus-

trate its growing into reality; and also, the equally
remarkable justness of the thorns, as emblematic of
those stealthy attachments to the increasing good
things of earth, by which, even without loss of fair

external appearances, so many, of what is called

the religious world, have been made barren and
unfruitful ; of beginnings, which gave fairest pro-
mise of a successful issue, as the Poet says :

" How oft by these, at sLxty are undone
The virtues of a saint, at twenty-one."

The seed on the rock perishes, because there is

no root. Therefore, when the sun shines strongly
from above, there is no adequate means of supply
ing strength from beneath. Root, is fixed vital
principle. Where this is wanting, whatever may
have been the warmth of movement, strong temp-
tation, coming either in shape of pain or pleasure,
wOl be yielded to ; and the transient afi'eetion will
pass off like morning dew. In the other instance,
the seed in the thorny ground, there is no intimation
of want of root. The vegetation has commenced.

and has gone through its first stage. The earlier

dangers are over. The sun has shined upon it, but
there was no lack of moisture. Unfortunately, how-
ever, the soil has admitted principles of deadly ten-

dency. There are thorns within, which counterwork
the good seed, with equal depth, steadiness, and
constancy. These too " spring up night and day,

men know not how." In St. Matthew, these are,

" the cares of this world, and the deceitfulness of

riches." St. Mark adds, "the desires of other

things," and Luke, " the pleasures of this life."

Altogether, they take in every thing; and present

to us an inward mystery of iniquity, most strictly

(and how often fatally!) opposed, to the inward
mystery of godliness.

In the good ground, the three degrees are re-

markable; an hundred, sixty, and thirty; as if

corresponding to that threefold description in Isaiah

;

" They shall mount up with wings, as eagles ; they

shall run, and not be weary ; they shall walk and
not faint."

It deserves notice, that Holy Scripture has made
a threefold distinction, both of evil and of good cha-

racters. The evil characters are, " the ungodly,

the sinner, the scornful." Psalm, i. 4. The good
are " little children, young men, and fathers."

John, ii. 13. Our Lord's words would seem to con-

vey the idea, that what ought to be gradations in

goodness, would appear as so many classes of the

good ; in consequence of the greater number, stop-

ping at a lower stage. Thus, it may be feared, too

many Christians have continued babes. " Oh,"
ys a certain writer, " that it were not as clear as

the light, and as discernible as the earth under our

feet, that most Christians are weaklings, and of the

lower forms in the school of Christ."

" The kingdom of heaven," says our Saviour, " is

like unto leaven, which a woman took, and hid in

three measures of meal, till the whole was leavened."

A more simple illustration, one would think, could
not be chosen ; and yet, never were human words,

in so small a compass, more pregnant with infor-

mation. * * It works inwardly; imperceptibly

—but unremittingly, profoundly, effectually. As
it is allowed to work, instead of being destroyed by
the lifeless heap in which it is hidden, it will, in the

end, assimilate the whole to itself. " The whole
hall be leavened."

Again : "The kingdom of heaven is like imto trea-

sure hid in a field ; the which when a man hath
found, he hideth, and for joy thereof goeth and
selleth all that he hath, and buyeth that field."

This parable represents the person, as finding what
he was not looking for

;
(the same as where the

Almighty says through his prophet Isaiah, " I am
found of them that sought me not:") he comesupou it

unexpectedly : but recognizing its worth, not merely
his judgment and his affections, but his passions,

come immediately into operation. " He hideth it,"—an expression of fear ; and " for joy thereof ho
gocth, and selleth all that he hath, and buyeth that

field."

Thus it is generally, with the converted prodigal.

He is, for the mo.-t part, reclaimed from profligacy,

or roused from insensibility, by some unlooked-for
occurrence; someawakeningprovidence; some earn-

est address of a preacher ; some opportune conver-
sation of a friend or acquaintance. He becomes
impressed with an object, which is to him as new
and as strange as a hoard of gold, which had been
concealed in the earth, could be to the finder of it

and, resolved to possess what he had discovered,

there is no sacrifice, of what he has hitherto valued
which he is not ready to submit to. He sees that

religion alone, tlie vital religio7i of the heart, can
confer either present peace, or everlasting felicity

,

and earth, with all that earth can bestow, appears

less than nothing, in comparison of the treasure
(

(\hich he has unexpectedly become acqua;
\

' For joy thereof, he goeth and selleth all th \

hath, and buyeth that field." Again :
" The I,

dom of heaven is like unto a merchantman,
j

ing goodly pearls: who, when he had founcj

pearl of great price, went and sold all that h( 5

and bought it." Scarcely coiild a figure have
\

found, more elegant or more simple. A pearl c ii

finer kind combines a beauty, a richness, and api
j;

hardly to be matched in any other product! •!

nature. To choose a pearl of matchless value, t j

fore, as the emblem of evangelic religion, w
\

make this heavenly object as engaging to our \

tal taste, as it is, in its acknowledged nature, im
J

sive on our understanding and our conscience. I

The merchant-man is seeking goodly pe \

that is, the mind and heart are devoted to the
j

suing of what is true, honest, just, pure, lovely,
\

of good report; and, no doubt, such is the 1

1

which may be hoped for, fi-om the blessing of I

upon a wise and well directed education. But *

excellent as these objects are, they are not "thi'

thing needfiil." They are but goodly pearls '

one pearl of great price. That is, initiij

habits of the most promising kind are formed i

the efficacious principle of inward and spirituaj

has not yet come into clear and conscious oper; '

In such a pursuit, the interior vitality will not

!

remain unknown; and when distinctly undersi

it will be so appreciated, by the rightly dis]|

mind, as to correspond most fully to this figui

representation. It is to be observed, that the

of emotion, which were mentioned in the caj

the treasure in the field, are not intimated
j

The decision of conduct is, however, cxactlH

same ; they both sell all, and buy it. Clearljj

coverhig the nature and excellency of vital (

tianity, they choose it cordially, unconditioi

at whatever cost, for their portion and tl
|

of their inheritance. * * * On the last
''

ble of all, that of the " Net," I need not dwell I

the "seventh seal," and the "seventh trumpe'

the Apocalypse, it apparently does little more

:

mark the final close. What is most remarkal!

this seventh parable, is, that it repeats the d;

of Heaven in separating real, from nominal ('

tians
;
proving thereby the necessity for this :

plicated prohibition.

Management of Bees.

— Eilitor.—I have read with pleasure se'

articles in the Farmer relative to the managt'
of bees in winter, but no inducements to adop
system are laid down. I am somewhat encai

the culture of honey and the honey-bee, andj

far have been very successful
;
yet there are (i

backs which require attention, which we can ol

if we will. I object to putting bees in a c!

packing them in straw, and also burying i]

ground. In the first place, a damp situatiom]

sooner or later prove downright ruin to them.,

would be very likely to mould their coiubi'

cause disease and death ; I ^hould as soon thi'

wintering a family of children in a cellar and h
them come out healthy in the spring, as I wo
swarm of bees. Packing them in straw ii

wrong, as you must necessarily stop a free cL

tion of pure air, which is so essential to all a

life. The method of burying them in the gr

is, if possible, worse than either of the above,

closer confinement and consequently a greatc

gree of dampness must prevail. I believe that

ordinary circumstances six swarms out of

would either die or be worthless the first sea

buried in the ground. A swarm reduced frot
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nd to two or three hundred would be almost

rjless.

method which I practise has been successful,

.aving lost a swarm either in winter or spring,

•ives are twelve inches square inside, with an

1 ig in front and rear for egress and ingress,

9 nchos long and halfan inch high, with a seven-

I le glass inserted in the rear, for the purpose of

; sing their operations, and ascertaining if they

ji sufficient supply of honey for winter use,

i
he glass to be covered by a door that can be

j 1 and shut at pleasure. About the first of

iiber

the hive should be placed down closely

the bottom-board, with the front and rear

ice opened for a free circulation of pure air,

is indispensable. I now place the hive in a

unoccupied room, that is rather cold ; even if

ermometer should run to ten or fifteen degrees

ji the freezing point, it would do no harm, and

111 be kept at as even a temperature as possible,

tis condition a swarm of bees will consume ten

Ivc pounds of honey less than they would

hey exposed to the rays of the sun. In the

of the winter I occasionally open the door,

rear of the hives, to ascertain their condition,

careful to keep the frost and ice out of the

ces.

en sufficiently warm, say the last of March,

nay be taken from the room and placed upon

-stand, where they are to be kept for the

[er, and if the weather be favourable, and the

to issue out, I open the door in the rear

hive for the purpose of letting in the light,

careful not to let any of the bees out until

)or has been opened at least twenty-four hours,

lly so doing I prevent them from being blinded

rays of the sun, especially when there is snow

ground. Having practised the above system,

assured that there is no safer way, and feel

ent that should any feel disposed to follow

rections, they would not fail of success.

spriug management is somewhat different,

ig them now placed upon the stand, I close the

ntrance perfectly tight, to stop the current of

ider them, at the same time letting the rays

sun strike fully upon the hives, to assist in

ig a sufficient degree of heat to propagate the

ind larvae, and at the same time ascertain if

is enough food for them, and if there is not

;h, feed them with a little honey or syrup, and

will return as many dollars, as cents are paid

le trouble.

Emigration to the Uaitcil States.

icording to official documents, 4,212,624 per
jf foreign birth arrived in the United States,

g the period of 865 years, ending Twelfth

ilst, 1855.

;e, 207,492 were bornin England; 747,930
iland; 34,559 in Scotland ; 4,782 in Wales,

1,348,682 others were born in Great Britain

reland, the division not designated ; 2,343,445,

number born in the United Kingdom ; 1,206,-

were born in Germany; 35,895 in Prussia;

S3 in Holland; 6,991 in Belgium; 31,071 in

serland ; 188,725 in France ; 11,251 in Spain

;

9 in Portugal; 3,059 in Denmark; 29,441 in

pay and Sweden; 1,318 in Poland; 938 in

123 in Turkey; 7,185 in Italy; 108 in

ce; 338 in Sicily; 706 iu Sardinia; 9 in

ica; 116 in Malta; 526 others were born in

pe, the division not designated ; 91,699 were
in British America; 5,440 in South America
in Central America ; 15,969 in Mexico; 35,

in the West Indies ; 16,714 in China; 101 i'

ia.st Indies; 7 in Persia; 16 others were born

in T^ia, division not designated; 14 were born in

Liberia
; 4 in Egypt ; 5 in jMorocco ; 2 in Algiers

;

4 others were born in the Barbary States, the divi-

sion not designated ; 2 were born at the Cape of
Good Hope; 118 others were born in Africa, the
division not designated; 278 were born in the
Canary Islands ; 1,288 in the Azores; 203 in Ma-
deira

; 22 in Cape Verde ; 59 in Sandwich Islands

;

5 in Society Islands
; 79 in South Sea Islands ; 3

in Isle of France; 14 in St. Helena; 20 in Aus-
tralia

; 157,537 in countries not designated by the
returns.

Ireland contributed the largest portion, for it is

estimated that in addition to the number above
stated, 747,930 who arrived in the United States,

and were known to have been born in Ireland, at

least one million of the number attributed to Great
Britain and Ireland were also born in the latter

country. This would make the total IrL^h immi-
gration 1,747,930.

Fi>i- " Thf Friciid."

The following extract from the Journal of that

faithful minister of the gospel, John Griffith, is in-

serted by the request of a correspondent in Western
Pennsylvania, and commended to the serious con-

sideration of its readers.

" Oh ! what a pity it is, that old professors, in-

stead of being as pillars in the house of God, and
as Aarons and Hurs, bearing part of the Lord's
great work, so happily and gloriously begun in the

earth, should be a means of obstructing the same,
and by the earnaUty of their spirits, burden and
greatly depress the Word of life in the messengers
of Christ, sent in order to carry it on amongst man-
kind ; thereby rendering themselves altogether un-

worthy to be named by his name, to taste of his

dainties, or to live under this glorious manifestation

of evangelical light and truth, to mankind !

" Is not the great design of the Almighty ob-

vious, in gathering us as a people into his fold, to

sit under his teachings, and consequently under hi;

glorious manifestation, showering upon us great

plenty of rain from above, and heavenly dew as

upon Hermon's hills, that we might be as the gar
den of the Lord, full of fruitful plants and fragrant

flowers, sending forth a sweet smell, yea, to be as

fountain of gardens, and wells of living water, and
streams from the goodly beautiiiil mountains of

Lebanon. It is written, ' Out of the belly of him
that believes, shall flow rivers of living water.' By
this it plainly appears, that the Lord's chosen peo-

pie are like conduits, channels, or water-spouts, to

convey the water of life into the wilderness, that it

may become a fruitful field, and that the desert

land may come to rejoice, and blossom as a rose

also into the sea, viz. amongst the nations, Ian

guages, tongues and people, to heal the fishes that

are in this sea, the backshders and distempered of

mankind.
" But oh, how slowly doth this work go on ! and

what a httle progress it hath yet made, to what was
expected by those valiants, who first engaged
against Babylon in the morning of our day, and
made that kingdom shake ! Many under the same
profession in this day, are turned against the Trutli,

and at the same time that they pretend to maintain

its cause, are supporting and strengthening the

kingdom of Babylon all in their power, which i;

exceedingly strange, and perhaps would not be be

lieved by hundreds that really are doing it. The
reason is, they first of all have taken some draughts

of the wine, out of Babylon's golden cup, whereby
they are so intoxicated, as not to know what they

are doing; so that, when they think they are

serving God, they are serving Satan. Were not

the Jews di-unk with this cup, when they dreamed

that God was thi ir father, and at the same time

were in rcahty of their father the devil, doing his

works, when they thought they were doing God's
works ? ThLs woful mistake has been, and is, al-

most general amongst mankind. When they sup-

press the measure of grace in themselves, and drink

a few draughts as above-said, they are then fit to

follow anti-christ whithersoever he will lead them.

]}ut he wUl take care, not to have nmch cross to the

will of the flesh in his religion, lest they should be
tempted to leave him ; that being the very reason

of the violence they have ofibrcd to the divine Wit-
ness, which formerly rose up against them in their

minds, viz., because they saw if they followed that,

the cross must be taken up, and self must be denied.

At this they have stumbled ; and though little sense

is at present retained thereof, by reason of their

intoxication, yet when they are summoned before

the judgment-scat of Christ, and the books come to

be opened, all will then see things as they really

arc, which do not at all change their natures,

though, by the defect in the capacity before de-

scribed, they be not seen or understood.

"It is worthy to be remembered, and deeply pon-
dered by great numbers in our Society, that it was
the rebellion and unfaithfulness of the children of
Israel, that was the cause of their being turned
back again into a barren, doleful, howling wilder-

ness, when near the borders of the land of promise.

They doubtless might have then entered, subdued
the idolatrous inhabitants, and taken full possession

thereof, had they believed in and obeyed the mighty
Jehovah, who with an outstretched arm had brought
them out of the laud of Egypt, dividing the lied

Sea in mercy to them, and for the destruction of
their enemies. But what a long wilderness travel

they had afterwards, for about the .space of thirty-

eight years, until all that people had fallen, except
Caleb and Joshua, men of upright hearts whom the

Lord honoured with being the leaders of an entirely

new people to possess the land. Cannot the empty,
formal professors amongst us, who, under great pre-

tensions, have suficred a heart of unbelief, a rebel-

lious heart, that has departed from the living God,
and embraced this present world, read their own
condemnation in this account ? Shall they ever en-

ter into the heavenly Canaan, or be accounted
worthy to carry on his glorious work in the earth ?

No, verily ; but they must fall into great condem-
nation, except they repent and redeem their mis-
spent time, and another people be raised to main-
tain this glorious cause, to whom the Calebs and
Joshuas iu our Society will be as leaders and direc-

tors ; like Priscillas and Aquilas, to expound unto
them, who inquire the way to Sion, the way of the
Lord more perfectly; for I am fully persuaded,
our Society will not cease to be a people, nor the
glory ever depart therefrom wholly, as it did from
the Jewish, and in a great degree the lapsed Chris-
tian church.

" I have no doubt but that a people wUl be pre-
served from generation to generation, to contend
earnestly for the faith once delivered to the saints,

and to maintain the same with the doctrine and
principles resulting therefrom, so eminently revived
in our predecessors, and most surely believed by
us. So that when it shall please the Lord to

awaken the nations, there will be no occasion to ex-
pect new discoveries or other manifestations, but
the Lord will show where he feeds his flock, and
where they lie down at noon.

" I do not expect the present lethargy and al-

mo.'t universal indifference of all denominations of
Christians about religion, is to continue very long,

for the Lord's soul abhors it. I am fuUy persuade'd
he will arise in dreadful majesty, to shake terribly
the earth

;
the power, wisdom, pohcy and splendor
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thereof, and not only the earth, but the heavens

also, that he may remove those things -which can

be shaken, that those things that cannot be shaken

may remain. Then shall people see how empty

and fruitless their religious pretensions have been.

Then will their eyes and erics be to the Lord, to

show them the pasture of the flock of his companions.

Then will mankind receive a kingdom which can-

not be shaken. But, oh ! the bitter cups that must

be drunk, and the vials of God's wrath that must

be poured upon nations and kingdoms, before man-

kind in general, will be humbled enough to submit

to the yoke of Christ, and to learn of him who is

meek and lowly in heart. But he is Lord of lords

and King of kings, and can turn and overturn, un-

til the inhabitants of the earth are willing that he

should reign whose right it is ;
' for when the judg-

ments of the Lord are in the earth, the inhabitants

of the world will learn righteousness.'

"Great and marvellous have been the Lord

condescension and goodness, manifested four our help

and preservation many ways ; upon one whereof I

cannot well omit a short remark, viz., the reviving

of ancient zeal for the promotion of discipline and

good order, which I find is almost general t

out the Society. That spirit of sound judgment,

and the burning of that holy fire, which the Lord

doth kindle in the hearts of the faithful, has never

been wholly extinguished since we have been

people ; though in some places, through the neglect

of many, it hath burned faintly and languidly

This zeal has of late been much augmented, and

the number of those who will not take bribes, that

is, through favour and affection pervert judgment,

is increased. I pray God, for his great name's

sake and his people's preservation, that this good

work may prosper! Public ministry, though a

great blessing, help and comfort to God's people,

may be shunned, evaded, and turned off by indivi-

duals : but the church cannot easily lose ground

under a godly, impartial administration of sound

judgment, aud dealing in the way of good order

and discipline, as this brings judgment home; ' th

art the man.' Here individuals must condemn the

evil, or be disunited from the body, that it may not

be infected or endangered by their defection."

From "Bell on the nand."

(Continued from pogo 404.)

The extreme sensibility of the skin to the slight

est injury conveys to every one the notion—that the

pain must be the more severe the deeper the wound

This is not the fact, nor would it accord with the

beneficent design which shines out everywhere. The

sensibility of the skin serves not only to give the

sense of touch, but it is a guard upon the deepe

parts; and as they cannot be reached except through

the skin, and we must sufi'er pain, therefore, before

tliey are injured, it would be superfluous to bestow

sensibility upon these deeper parts. If the internal

parts which act in the motions of the body had pos-

sessed a similar degree and kind of sensibihty with

the skin, so far from serving any useful purpose, this

sensibility would have been a source of inconve-

luence and continual pain in the common exercise of

the frame.

The surgeon who has to perform an operation by

incision, when he has cut through the skin, informs

his patient that the greatest pain is over. If, in the

advanced stage of the operation, he has to extend

the incision of the slrin, it is very properly consider-

ed as a great awkwardness ; and this not only be-

cause it proves that he has miscalculated what was

necessary to the correct performance of his opera

tion, but because the patient, bearing courageously

the deeper incisions, cannot sustain the renewed

cuttin<

pai

of the skin, without giving token of severe

The fact of the exquisite sensibility of the surface,

in comparison with the deeper parts, being thus as-

certained by daily experience, we cannot mistake

the intention ; that the skin is made a safeguard to

the dehcate textures which are contained within, by

forcing us to avoid injuries ; and it does afford us a

more effectual defence than if our bodies were cover-

ed with the hide of the rhinoceros.

The fuUer the consideration which we give to this

subject, the more convincing arc the proofs that the

painful sensibility of the skin is a benevolent provi-

sion, making us alive to those injuries, which, but

for this quality of the nervous system, would bruise

and destroy the internal and vital parts. In pursu-

ing' the inquiry, we learn with much interest that

when the bones, joints, and all the membranes and

ligaments which cover them, are exposed—they may
be cut, pricked, or even burned, without the patient

or the animal, suffering the slightest pain. These

facts must appear to be conclusive ; for who, witness

ing these instances of insensibility, would not con-

elude that the parts were devoid of sensation. But

when we take the true, philosophical, and I may say

the religious view of the subject, and consider that

pain is not an evil, but given for benevolent purposes

and for some important object, we should be unwil

ling to terminate the investigation here.

"in the first place, we must perceive that if i

sensibility similar to that of the skin had been given

to these internal parts, it must have remained

exercised. Had they been made sensible to pricking

sensibility, as we are of the approach of a si
p

point or a hot iron to the skin. i

Returning to the consideration of the sensib b

of the skin, in order more fully to comprehend %

benevolent effect of it, or in other words, its nee
jj,

ty to our very existence, I may be excused for i ^

ing the argument to the reader as I have deliv' 3

it in my lectures to the College of Surgeons.
]

" Without meaning to impute to you inatter ji

or restlessness, I may recjuest you to observe j

every one occasionally changes his position and s g

the pressure of the weight of his body ; were V

constrained to retain one position during the ^ 'e

hour, you would rise stiff and lame. Thesensitiy

of the skin is here guiding you to that, whit 'if

neglected, would be followed even by the deat'f

the part. When a patient has been received ^o

the hospital with paralysis of the lower part of e

body, we must give especial directions to the n ,e

and attendants that the position of his hmb ,e

changed at short intervals, that pillows be pLi

under his loins and hams, and that they be c i

shifted. If this be neglected, you know the cc v

quence to be infiammation of the parts that
] s

upon the bed ; from which come local irrita i.

then fever and mortification and death.

" Thus you perceive that the natural sensil
y

of the skin, without disturbbg your train of thoi t,

induces you to shift the body so as to permit ;je

fi-ee circulation of the blood in the minute ves; ;

and that when this sensibUity is wanting, the ut ^

attention of friends and the watchfulness of the i «

are but a poor substitute for this protection w '1

and burning, they would have possessed a quality
j

nature-is continually afibrding. If you suffer

which would never have been useful, since no such

injuries can reach them ; or never without warning

being received through the sensibility of the skin.

But, further, if we find that sensibility to pain is

a benevolent provision, and is bestowed for the

pui-pose of warning us to avoid such violence as

would affect the functions or uses of the parts, we
may yet inqmre whether any injury can reach these

internal parts without the sensibility of the skin

being excited. Now, of this there can be no doubt,

for they are subject to sprain and rupture, and shocks,

without the skin being implicated in the accident.

If we havebeen correct in our inference, there should

be a provision to guide us in the safe exercise of the

limbs ; and notwithstanding what has been appa-

rently demonstrated of the insensibility of these inter-

nal parts, they must possess an appropriate sensibili-

ty, or it would imply an imperfection.

With these reflections, we recur to experiment

—

and we find that the parts which are insensible to

pricking, cutting, and burning, are actually sensible

to concussion, to stretching, or laceration.

How consistent, then, and beautiful is the distri-

bution of this quality of life ! The sensibility to

pain varies with the function of the part. The skin

endowed with sensibility to every possible injuri-

ous impression which may be made upon it. But

had this kind and degree of sensibility been made
universal, we should have been racked with pain in

the common motions of the body ; the mere weight

of one part on another, or the motion of the joint,

would have been attended with that degree of suffer-

ing which we experience in using or walking upon

an inflamed limb.

But on the other hand, had the deeper parts pos-

sessed no sensibility, we should have had no guide

in our exertions. They have a sensibility limited

to the kind of injury which it is possible may reach

them, and which teaches us what we can do with

impunity. If we leap from too great a height, or

carry too great a burthen, or attempt to interrupt a

body whose impetus is too great for us, we are

warned of the danger as effectually by this internal

lying on a soft bed, when deprived of the sensil
j

of the skin, how could you encounter without i :

rubs and impulses incident to an active life ! »

must now acknowledge that the sensibility c

kin is as much a protection to the frame geni

as the sensibility of the eyelids is to the eyt^,

gives you a motive for gratitude which probabl} i

never thought of"
The sensibility of the hand to heat, is a difi" i

dowment fi-om that of touch. This sensililr

the varieties of temperature is seated in the

and is, consequently, limited to the exterior m

of the bcrdy. The internal parts of the body

of a uniform temperature, it would have In

them, a quality altogether supci-fluous. But

are surrounded by a temperature continuall}

ing, and are subject to destruction by its estn ^

and as we must suit our exertions or our co\

ances so as to sustain hfe against these vici.--u

possession of this peculiar sensibility on tlh

face affords another proof of there having 1"

foreknowledge of our condition. We might, in'

take our former example in evidence of what

befall through the want of this sensibility—tlu
]

lytic is brought to us severely burned, or will

extremities mortified through cold. A man In

lost the sense of heat in his right hand, but k i

ing the muscular power, lifted the cover of a i

which had fallen into the fire and deliberateh (

placed it, not being sensible that it was burning *

the effect, however, was the death and destnui

of the skin of the palm and fingers. In this i

there was a continual sensatiou of coldness irt

affected arm, which actual cold applied to the
J

tremity did not aggravate, nor heat in any dtji

assuage. Sensibility to heat is a safeguard i I

much as it is capable of becoming a painful st i

tion, whilst it is a never-failing excitement to acti

and a continual source of enjoyment.

(To bo coutinued.)

Many have fallen by the edge of the sword,

not so many as have fallen by the tongue.
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For " The Friend."

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES,

)f(iuister3 and Elders, and other concerned mem
bcii ol'the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 405.)

THOMAS PARKE.

Iioiuas Parke, a short testimony concernino

liritells us, came from Ireland to Pennsylvania

ke year 1724, being " weU recommended by
Scate." He settled in Cain, Chester county,

isylvania, and after some years of orderly and

stent walking, was appointed an eider for

ford Monthly Meeting. He " was well respected

riends in general." He appears to have filled

:M rather than a shining position in society,

tfas released from his labours on the 31st of

fet mo., 1738.

MARY WILLIAMS.

ary Williams, the wife of George Williams, of

wsbury Monthly Meeting, was one who had
paratively early life submitted her neck to

oka of Christ, and through the instructions of

oly Spirit had become qualified for usefulness

church. About the year 1732, she married,

was introduced into the difficult position of a

mother, which she filled with propriety and
ition. She was of a weakly constitution, but

very diligent in the attendance of religious

fings, seldom allowing her infirmities of body
revent her being on such occasions with her

ds.

le had been called to, and qualified for the

p: of the ministry, and, when she married, was

f Dut doubt tried that no meeting of ministers

p elders was held in Shrewsbury Quarterly

i ting. The number of ministers was small, and
puragement had been suffered to prevail, so

t were without representation in the General
'. ting of Ministers. At the next Yearly Meet-

j
Jter her marriage, Shrewsbury Friends request-

[ie establishment of a meeting of ministers and
< rs, which was granted, and Mary ^Villiams was
D of the first representatives appointed to the

aeral meeting." She was frequently in attend-

at the large gatherings in Philadelphia and Bur-
on, endeavouring to perform her duty in larger

BJveU as smaller meetings.* Her friends say,

1 was " plain in speech and apparel, and endea-
0|'ed to keep her family so. She was well be-

tid by her husband's children, her neighbours

DJ
acquaintance ; was of a cheerful disposition,

aeircumspect, and bore her afflictions with much
abnce." " She had a gift in the ministry, which
a comfortable and edifying, and she has left a
ijat savour behind her."

jhe deceased the 9th day of the Second month,
9.

JOHN WILDMAN.

ohn Wildraan, an elder of Middletown Monthly
1 sting, Backs county, deceased Third mo. 27th,

SOPHIA ARMITT.

lophia Johnson, a religious young woman, and
uber of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, was
ried, in the Eighth month, 1701, to Richard
nitt. Her walk in the world and in her own
lily, was circum.spect, and in due time, having

About the beginning of the last century, no meeting
uinisters was held in New Jersey. Many of those
-> had been foremost in their Master's cause, had been
oved by death, and a strange want of zeal prevailed.
many years the General Meeting of Ministers of the
rly Meeting, kept a committee under appointment,
)rder to keep up a meeting of ministers in Burlington.

shown herself able to govern her own family aright

as a careful christian mother, the burden of the

care of others in the church was laid upon her. As
she grew in religious experience, she was appointed

an elder, and was, her friends say, " Of an exem-
plary life and conversation." She was " diligent

in the attendance of religious meetings, whilst of

abihty of body," and " was well beloved and es-

teemed." Towards the close of her life, bodily in-

firmities kept her much at home. She departed
this life, First mo. 25tb, 1740.

ELIZABETH LIPPINCOTT.

I Elizabeth Wills, daughter of John and Hope Wills,

was born in Northampton township, Burlington

county, West Jersey, on the 14th day of the Sev-

enth month, 1697. Submitting to the tendering

impressions of the Holy Spirit on her mind, she be-

came weaned from an inordinate attachment to the

things of this world, and found her heart and affec-

tions set upon things heavenly. Marrying Freedom
Lippincott, she became a member of Evesham
meeting, and under the trials and probations which
attended her in the married life, she appeared to

deepen in spiritual knowledge, and became more
and more useful in the church.

A gift of gospel ministry was conferred upon her,

which she exercised to the edification of the church.

In an account of her last illness, we find it stated,

" She was a religious woman, and it pleased God
to give her a testimony, to the comfort of her

friends."

She was taken sick on the 25th of the First

month, and her pain was very severe, and to in-

crease her distress, the enemy was permitted to

buffet her, and to infuse doubts into her mind as to

her preparation for the kingdom of rest and peace.

But as she looked to the Lord for comfort, he re-

buked the enemy, and strengthened her to bear

testimony to his goodness to her in the midst of her

closest suffering. On being asked if she thought

she should die, she said, " I do not know, but am
willing to leave it to Providence ! He knows best

what he has for me to do. I shall be easy, which

way it may please the Lord to order it. If I die

now, it will be well with me ; if I live longer, I

hope I shall be as willing to die, when my time

comes, as I am now. If I may have my choice, I

had rather die now, for I shall escape abundance
of trouble." " So, if it please the Lord to take mo
from them, I hope I shall be thankful to him as I

am at this time. He suffereth not the enemy to

come in like a flood with his lies, as at the begin-

ning of my illness." [He said,] " I was going to

die, and was not ready for death. He told me I

had never done my duty to my Maker ! But
blessed be the name of the Lord, the enemy was
soon put aside, and I have felt the arm of strength,

that has been my support in all my trials." She
said, the enemy had not since assailed her.

Her illness rapidly increasing, she one night sent

for her husband, and on his coming to the bedside,

she took him by the hand, and said, " Come, my
dear, and sit down by me. My time is but short,

before I shall be at rest." On Jjis inquiring what

he should do with the children, she answered, " I

shall leave them to God's mercy, and thy care."

On her aged father coming to see her, she said

to him, " My time is short. I would not have thee

take it hard ; I shall be happy. It will not be long

before thou comest after me. We are like people

going a journey; some sot out two or three days

before the rest. You will all soon come after me."

Several of her brothers, sisters and friends stand-

ing by her bedside, she felt a flow of gospel minis-

try, and although very weak in body, yet was so

strong in spirit with love to the Lord, his Truth

and people, that she spake to them very sensibly.

She exhorted them to prepare for death, before

they came to a sick bed. She said, " You will have
enough to do to bear the affliction of the body, with-

out having a disturbed mind." She told them that

if she had her work then to do, she did not believe

she would have been able to retain her senses for

half an hour. " I was prepared for death before I

was taken sick ; although the enemy was permitted

to come in with his lies for a trial when I was first

taken, now I can say with the Holy Apostle, ' I
have kept the faith.' I do not speak these things

boastingly." " Dear Friends, do not mourn for me
;

I shall go to a better place." " I am not afraid of

death ; it is no surprise to me. I can say, ' Come
Death ! where is thy sting V Oh, grave ! where is

thy victory?' I would have you all ready."

Samuel Lippincott, her husband's brother, com-
ing in, she commended her children to his care,

desiring that he should exercise a care that they

might be brought up in the fear of God. Samuel,

assenting to her wishes, spoke of her husband's loss

in her removal. She said, "He must keep to

Truth, and then Providence will provide for him.

He will yet provide for him as he keeps to Truth.

Do not in thy trouble get too low ; and be sure, my
dear, do not let anything lift thee up. I take it

as a great favour that the Lord is about to take me
from the harms to come. If I die now, I shall be
in favour with God ; if I should live longer, and
bo disobedient so as to be out of his favour, it

would be a dreadful thing. I take it a favour from
the Lord, that he takes me in mercy and love.

My prayers are as strong as ever that the work the

Lord has begun upon earth, may be carried on,

—

that Truth may prosper." Mentioning the names
of two Friends, she said, " I should be glad to see

them. They are my husband's sisters ; they are

mine. His bone is my bone, and his flesh is my
flesh. That which is near to him is near to me."

She gave messages of love to some absent friends,

and good advice to her oldest son, and, in great

peace, departed this life. Second month 2d, 1740,
being in the 43d year of her age.

The testimony concerning the above Friend from
Haddonfield Monthly Meeting, is very brief:

—

" Elizabeth Lippincott, who, some time before,

and till her decease, had a lively pubhc testimony

o bear, iu her last sickness, would often speak of
ler heavenly consolation. She departed in a sweet

frame of miud.

(To be continued.)

All Interesting Relic.—One of our daily jour-

nals says :

Yesterday an old leaf of the '' Niles Republican,"
while being blown along our streets, was picked up
by a gentleman and handed to us. Curiosity prompt-
ed us to examine it, and we found the following

letter from Robert Fulton, addressed to Joel Bar-
low, Philadelphia.

"Xcw York, Augu.=t 2, 1807.

" My Dear Friend—My steamboat voyage to Al-
bany and back, has turned out rather more favora-

ble than I had calculated. The distance from New
York to Albany is 150 miles; I ran it up in 32
hours, and down in 30. The latter is just five miles

an hour. I had a light breeze against me the whole
way going and coming, so that no use was made of
my sails ; and the whole voj'age has been performed
by the power of the engine. I overtook many
sloops and schooners beating to windward, and
passed them as if they had been at anchor.

" The power of propelling boats by steam is now
fully proved. The morning T left New York, there
were not, perhaps, thirty-thousand people in the
city who believed the boat would ever move a mile
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an liour, or be of the least utility. And whUe we
were putting off from the wharf, which was crowded

with spectators, I heard a number of sarcastic re-

marks. This LS the way, you know, in which some

people compliment what they call philosophers and

projectors.

" Having employed much time and money, and

zeal in accomplishing this work, it gives me, as it

will give you, great pleasure to see it so fully answer

my expectations. It will give a cheap and quick

conveyance to merchandise on the Mississippi and

Jlissouri rivers, which are now laying open their

treasures to the enterprise of our countrymen. And
although the prospect of personal emolument has

been some inducement to me, yet I feel infinitely

more pleasure in reflecting with you on the immense

advantage that my country will derive from the in-

vention.''

For " Tliu Friend."

The present condition of our country presents a

very mournfiil, and in some parts, a truly appalling

picture. It gives evidence of the absence of sound

christian principle in very many, which would lead

them, did they possess and regard it, to do justly

to all men of erory nation and colour, " to loose the

bands of wickedness, to undo the heavy burdens, to

let the oppressed go free, and to break every yoke."

For the purpose of spreading slavery in a new ter-

ritory, the upholders of this system of oppression

and human degradation have disregarded and

broken a solemn compact, the consequence of which

is, citizens of the United States have become in-

volved in war with each other, and threatening the

dissolution of the Union, under which so much hap-

piness and prosperity have been enjoyed. Where

the benign spirit of Christianity is rejected, the

principle of selfishness, which disregards the rights

and the happiness of others, may finally lead to

seek revenge on those who abhor the practice of

slavery, and who, on proper occasions, and in a

christian spii'it, believe it to be their duty to protest

against it. Almost every day furnishes instances of

increasing bitterness and hatred in slaveholders

towards those who differ from them in sentiment

respecting this vile evil, but who have a better right

to denounce it, than they have to maintain it. If

the accounts from Kansas can be relied on, we may

ing hooks, and to learn war no more?" Will it Christ, however, distinguished one from anothei
not bo essential for Friends, if they would exercise this world ; and the like disposition appeared
a useful influence abroad in promoting peace and spread ewer others in tlie meeting. Great is

good-will, to look into their own condition, to find goodness of the Lord towards his poor creatun
out what spirit and practice govern them ? Christ We here see the advantage of keeping under
declared that " he that doeth truth, cometh to the government of a right spirit, in our efforts to

light, that his deeds may be made manifest that what wc may believe to be a duty. If it is
j

they are wrought in God;" and if they are the formed " in the pure flowings of divine love,'

fruit of His spirit, they must be pure and heavenly, makes its way into the hearts of others, and dri

altogether the reverse of a resentful nature that into the unity of the one Spirit, though the faitl

would injure another ; for " God is love, and they may not at once see eye to eye ; and where r

that dwell in Him, dwell in love." Their actions

and example will then be safe for others to follow,

and be like " the leaves of the trees, that are for

the healing of the nations." We have a decided

testimony against war, and to maintain it consist-

ently, we should show to others that we keep the

command of the Prince of Peace. " A new com-
mandment I give unto you, that ye love one an-

other ; as I have loved you, that ye also love one

another. By this shall all men know that ye are

my disciples, if ye have love one to another." And
if we are also to "love our enemies, do good to them
that hate us, bless them that curse us, and pray for

them that despitefully use us," we must put in prac-

tice the new commandment towards one another;

in keeping which it would be apparent that we are

the true disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ.

In the year 1759, Friends in Pennsylvania en-

dured many trials both on account of the war and
blood.shed, which had prevailed on the frontiers,

and the practice of buying and keeping slaves

among themselves ; and at the Yearly Meeting,

John Woolman mentions they had some weighty

seasons, where the power of Truth was largely ex-

tended, to the strengthening of the honest-minded.

Observing an increasing concern among Friends on

the subject of slavery, and that the Lord was
raising vp and qualifying servants for his uorh,

not only in this respect, but for promoting the cause

of Truth in general, he was humbly bowed in thank-

fulness before him. "This meetinjr."

ference of views prevails, the fife in one, as S. C'l

says, wUI not hurt the life in another. There i

produced, if it comes from an honest he

seasoned with Grace, of the innocent and upri

intention of a brother or sister, and then it ini

no wound, but leaves all to judge in the openi

of Truth, and takes no offence, if what is propo

is not at once adopted. Hereby the law of 1

which casteth out fear—the new commandm
which Christ gave, is fulfllled ; and the heave

harmony and order which belongs to New Jem
lem, that comes down from above, is known :

preserved unbroken. Her citizens are seen as lij

in the world, a city set upon a hill that cannot

hid, that has no need of the sun, or of the mo-

for the Lamb is the light thereof, and the nati

of them that are saved do walk in the light oi

This is the state we were designed to be broii

into, and to stand in, to show forth the glor;
'

the latter house, the spiritual dispensation of

gospel of Jesus Christ.

Is the Centre of the Earth Solid?

It has been usual, till within these few years:

assume that the solid crust of the globe is of sn-

thickness, and that it rests on a vast nucleus

liquefied matter, the source of volcanos, which
j

haps may cause by its ripples the eoncussioir

earthquakes. The ground for this view was

steady increase of heat in mines, since the same

of temperatures, continued downwards, would s

bring us to a heat greater than the point of fus

says,

" continued nearly a week ; and for several days

in the forepart of it, my mind was draun into a '•, of any known substance. But a reaction has I

dKcp inward stillness ; and being at times covered , ly set in. Two different reasons have been gi\

with the spirit of supplication, my heart was which go far to disprove this once popular vieT

secretly poured out before the Lord ; and near the the earth's structure. Mr. Hopkins has shown

conclusion of the meeting for business way opened, an able mathematical paper, that the amount

judge from the war prevailing there in a part of
j

that in the pure flowings of divine love, I ex- nutation produced by the moon's action on

only one territory, what ferocity and destruction of' pressed what lay upon me; which, as it then equatorial protuberance, will be different for a »

human life and property, would be the result of .arose in my mind, was first, to show how deep an- 'globe, and for a thin solid crust reposing on agl

such a civil commotion spread over the whole, swers to deep in the hearts of the sincere a «f/ in a state of fusion. The pull, which in one ca.'

United States. If every one who is conscientiously ?^/);7'irA/, though in their different growths they may
opposed to slavery, is liable to be robbed of his pro- not all have attained to the same clearness in some

perty, deprived of his right to settle in a new country, [points relating to our testimony. And I was led to

and liable to be shot, what a dreadful state of carnage
I

mention the integrity and constancy of many mar-

might overwhelm our once peaceful land. Those |tyr.s, who gave their lives for the testimony of Jesus;

who are implicated in bringing about the present and yet in some points held doctrines distinguisha-

difliculties, had better remember that " the beginning ble from some which we hold ; and that in aU ages

where people were faithful to the light and under-

standing which the JMost High afforded them, they

found acceptance with him ; and that now, though

there are different ways of thinking amongst us in

of strife is as when one letteth out water, and there-

fore leave off contention before it be meddled with;"

and under the influence of a pacific spirit, seek to

calm the excited passions of the people, and dis-

courage all direct provocations, and recall the un-

just measures they have pursued.

Not only are contention and ill-will agitating the

transferred to the whole mass, in the other wc

mainly spend itself upon the crust alone. The

ference which he draws is, that the solid par

the earth is not less in thickness than one fiftl

the earth's radius, or 800 miles. Recent exp

ments have also proved that the point of fusio

raised, when substances are placed under sir

pressure.

But there is a further doubt, which the prog,

of chemical science ought to force on the atten

of geologists, before they reason too confidentlj

particulars, yet if we nnitually kept to that the process of change, in these early days of

nd power which crucifies to the world, which
teaches us to be content with things really needful,

public mind, and endangering the stability of our 'and to avoid all superfluities, giving up our hearts

government, but they have crept into the visible to fear and serve the Lord, true unity may still be

church, producing division amongst the professed
^

preserved amongst us; and that if such who were

believers in Christ, and setting them at variance
|

at times under suffering on account of some scruples

with one another. While a vindictive spirit ac- of conscience, kept low and humble, and in their

tiates members of christian societies, alienating
1
conduct in life, manifested a spirit of true charity

;

them from each other, what must be its effect upon
j

it would be more likely to reach the witness in

their religious stabOity, upon the cause of religion others, and be of more service in the church, ^han of fluidity, modified by the pressure, its existe

which they advocate '/ and how can they, with any if their sufferings were attended with a contrary may he simply a result of the pressure itself,

consistency, call upon the nations to " beat their ' spirit and conduct. In which exercise I was drawn
[

constitute a kind of internal reaction against it.

swords into plowshares, and their spears into prun- into a sympathizing tenderness with the sheep of this case, instead of the central parts being flil

earth, from the limited materials of

knowledge. They are accustomed to assume

ultimate facts, not only an enormous central h

by which the mass is liquefied, but the independc

of all the chemical ingredients of the globe,

it seems more probable that the central heat,

caloric is now ascertained to be simply one kim

molecular action, is the result of gradual condei

tion ; so that, iu.stead of being an independent >
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gradually covered by a solid crust, we may
aps infer that the transition would be from a

raous state, first to fluidity, and then to solidity

le centre, surrounded by a thin stratum of fluid,

an immense gaseous atmosphere ; and that, in

irwrtion as the atmosphere was condensed into

d at the upper surface, the increased pressure

d convert the liquid into solid below, till the

3 approached to its present condition ; while

nelted surfijce might solidify under the cooling

of an atmosphere of permanent gases and

!0us vapour.

_ , it is quite conceivable, and perhaps not

obable, that our present elements are not really

ict, but capable of being formed from each

under special circumstances of heat and pres-

It will be possible, in this case, that the

deal composition of the early strata, or of the

er which lies still deeper, may have depended
lie mechanical condition of the earth at the

when they were upheaved or deposited. These

3 open out a wide field of inductive inquiry,

h has not yet been even touched upon, but

:h willbe found, we suspect, before long, to modify

y of the popular forms of geological reasoning.

chemistry has taken one stride in advance,

h it seems ready now to do, all theories on the

changes of the earth must remain thoroughly

srfect and immature. But if once it is estab-

d that our present elements are compound, it

possible to trace unsuspected relations be-

n their atomic nature, and the circumstances

eat and pressure which prevailed when the

rocks were upheaved by central fires from
}(Bom of the abyss.

(Conclusion nc-st week.)

etter of the Duke of Buckingham, written a

t time before his decease.

Your men of wit generally look upon them-
3] is as discharged from the duties of religion, and
iuc the doctrines of the gospel to people of

luior understandings. It is a sort of derogation,

j'leir opinion, to comply with the rules of Chris-

; ity ; :u)d they reckon that man possessed of a
: i\v -onius, who studies to be good. * * *

\nt (I jiity that any 2}ersoii slwuld pass for a
pieman in this world, but lie tliat appears soli-

i IS about his luippiness in the 7iext.^'

yrican Logic.—An old farmer—one who fear-

« leither God nor man—had hired a devout negro

;

\\ to get some Sunday work out of him would
Jays plan a case of "necessity" on Saturday,
ii on Sunday morning would put this case to the

m's conscience. One morning Sambo proved
f actory. " He would work no more on Sunday."
f ! master argued with him that it was a case of
' ;cessity"—that the Scriptures allowed a man to

^ out of a pit on a Sabbath day a beast that had
11 3n in. " Yes, massa," rejoined the black, " but
I' if he spent Saturday in digging for de berry
I pose. '

—

Late Paper.

lurious Instinct of Plants.—Hoaro, in his trea-

i on the vine, gives a striking exemplification of

1 instinct of plants. A bone was placed in the
Img but dry clay of a vine border. The vine
> t out a leading or tap-root, directly through the

: y to the bone. In its passage through the clay
• main root threw out no fibres ; but when it

ched the bone, it entirely covered it, by degrees,

h the most delicate and minute fibres, like lace,

;h one sucking a pore in the bone. On this lus-

us morsel of a marrow bone would the vine con-
ue to feed as long as any nutriment remained to

extracted.

—

Scientific Amer.

THE FRIEND.
NI.M'U MONTH

The present niuuber closes the twenty-ninth vol-

umn of " The Friend," and with our next it will enter

on the thirtieth year of its age. Within the past

year, as in several of those that have preceded

it, it has had its trials, such as most Journals of its

kind must expect to encounter, but it has neverthe-

less continued to receive a good share of support

and encouragement. Where there are conflicting

opinions on points of general interest, as well as a

variety of tastes for literary production!?, it is dif-

ficult to please all ; so that while there is a Gon-

scientious adherence to sound principle, and a mani-

fest desire to cater in accordance with a proper

discretion for the different wants to be supplied, there

should be mutual forbearance on the part of those

who publish and those who read such a periodical

as ours. Communications from different quarters

have been received, some objecting to certain

things connected with the course that has been pur-

sued, and others commending that course, and the

manner in which those having control of the jour-

nal have steadily persevered in the path marked
out for it in the beginning, and the concern evinced

to uphold the doctrines, the testimonies, and the

discipline of the Society, without regard to party

views or party feelings.

Most of those who have expressed the opinion

that there was not wide enough scope given in pub-

lishing everything referring to the present disjointed

condition of our Religious Society, have yet acknow-

ledged, that the matter to be found in our columns

was generally interesting and instructive, and nmch
of it calculated to cherish a love for the Society,

and the pure, spiritual views of Christianity that it

professes, rendering it a valuable visitoriu their fami-

lies ; and from such testimony we have taken no little

encouragement.

Those who have control of" The Friend" have no

motive in conducting it other than to promote

the interests of the Society ; their object in fill-

ing it with the matter that is weekly presented

to the readers of its pages, is to maintain a jour-

nal under the supervision of Friends, free from

everything calculated to lay waste or weaken their

principles, and affording to those among whom it

circulates a variety of useful information in science

and literature, recording a summary of the most

notable passing events of the day, and, above all,

keeping before them in succinct essays and narra-

tives the great truths of our holy religion, and en-

deavoring to incite them to a life of godliness, walk-

ing in all things consistent with the vocation where-

unto they are called.

In the various publications of the day, including

many of the modern professedly religious works,

there is much calculated to catch the attention and

captivate the affections of the young, and of the in-

experienced, while the standard of religion which they

exhibit and invite to, falls so far below the pure selt-

denying principles and precepts of the gospel, as pro-

mulgated and exemplified by all true Quakers from

the beginning, that there is great danger of our

members who peruse them, being irretrievably be-

guiled, and induced to take up their rest, in a faith,

that however specious to the unanointed eye, is yet

a dead faith, so far that its operation is not to puri-

fy the heart, though it may lead into great activity

and a show of will- worship. It is therefore of

special importance, to have frequently brought into

view, the doctrines of the gospel as exemplified in

their full and just proportions by our early Friends,

the testimonies that spring out of the practical ap-

plication of those doctrines, and the exceeding great

cost of blood and suffering at wliich they were main-
tained and transmitted to succeeding generations,

as a precious legacy. More especially is the fre-

quent exhibit and consideration of these things an
incumbent duty at the present time, inasmuch as

works containing views adverse to the faith of
Friends, are circulated among us, and there is mani-
fested by not a few, in parts of the Society, a strong

desire, if not a determination to disregard and lay

waste some of its long cherished testimonies, and in

many respects to assimilate more nearly with other

denominations, in order to avoid the offence of the

cross. To point out and endeavour to counteract

these deplorable defections is an object of primary
importance, and it has been, and continues to be the

purpose of the " Contributors to the Friend" to as-

sist therein, so far as they may be enabled to do
so. They are likewise solicitous to encourage Friends

everywhere, to a faithful support of the faith, the

discipline and the order of the Society, under the

pecuUar trials to which they may be subjected, in

consequence of the division and disunity introdu-

ced by the dissemination of the unsound views to

which we have alluded, and the inroads of the spi-

rit of the world among those professing our name.
It is evident that nmch suffering must yet be borne
by all who are sincerely labouring for the mainten-

ance of the truth, and the restoration of the Society

to primitive purity, order, and zeal ; and greatly is

it to be desired and sought after, that such may be
brought, in the fellowship of the Gospel, to labour
harmoniously for the promotion of this blessed cause.

We trust that " The Friend" will continue to pur-

sue the even tenor of its way, contributing its share

towards the attainment of thii desirable end, and
affording its readers the usual supply of wholesome
food for the mind. AVe shall feel obliged at all

times for original communications, or well selected

extracts for our columns, and hope that our friends

will continue their efforts to promote the circulation

of the journal in their respective neighbourhoods.

SUMMARY OP EVENTS.
Just as our paper was going to press, an extra was

published, containing the following items of intelligence

brought by the Persia, which sailed from Liverpool on
the 23d ult.

Liverpool Markets.—The Brokers' Circular quotes a de-
cline in cotton, affecting lower grades about 1-lG. Other
qualities are unchanged in every respect. There is a
large export demand, but holders are not pressing their

supplies upon the market. The sales of the week have
been 47,325 bales, including 2250 on speculation and
9000 to. exporters. The sales (Sixth-day) were GOOD
bales, the m.arket closing unchanged, with a moderate
demand. The quotations were as follows :—New Or-
leans fair, 1 ; middling, 6 5-16 ; Mobile fair, 6J ; mid-
dling, 6 5-16

; Upland fair, 6 9-16. The weather con-
tinued unsettled, and reports prevailed of the existence

of the potato disease. Wheat has advanced 2c!. a 3d.

;

Hour is Is. a 'Is., him! rorn has advanced 2d.

Richarilson Brothers quote red wheat at 7*. Od. a 10».

;

white wheat, ICs. a U.S.; Western Canal flour and Bal-

timore Hour, 30-s. a 324. 6rf.; good Ohio, 3.;. .
:i ,:

; .: 1 i^ 1 1

corn, 33«.
;
yellow corn, 33s. 6r/. ; while. .: I 1 <

are unchanged. Manchester markets : ,1
, ! ,1

prices are unchanged. The bullion in t!]- I' :•'.. •, ]^ ,^-

land has increased £39,000. American stoiks arc un-
changed. Money market without change. Consols for

money are quoted at 95 J a 9o\. The steamship Arabia,
from Boston, via Halifax, was olf Liveri)Ool, on Seventh-
day. This removes the fears entertained for her safety,

in consequence of being ashore near Halifax. The City

of Baltimore, from Philadelphia, arrived on the 20th ult.

ENGLAND.—Parliament has been further prorogued
to Eleventh month 13th. Disraeli's leadership ha? be-
come distasteful to his followers. The Loudon Times
approves editorially of Secretary Marcy'g reasoning on
the subject of privateering. The Queen of Oude, mother
of the deposed monarch, was in England, for the purpose
of complaining of the East India Company.

FR.\.VCE.—Napoleon remained at Biarnitz. It is re-

ported that he is urging the claims of Prince Pierre Bo-
naparte to the throne of the Danubian kingdom, and
considering what title to bestow on the American de-
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scendaat of Prince Jerome. The harvest in France is

considered fully an average one.

HOLLAND.—A brilliant celebration occurred here

to-day in honour of the tweuty-five years' peaceful reigu

of the King of Holland. The government of Holland has

refused to assent to the principle of leaving disputes of

nations to arbitration before a resort to arms, recom-

mended by the Paris Peace Congress.

SPAIN.—There is nothing very important from Spain.

Tranquillity prevails throughout the kingdom. A free

import of breadstuffs is invited until Si.xth month, 1857.

The difficulty with Mexico is still unsettled.

ITALY.—A doubtful report is current that England

and France have addressed an ultimatum to the King of

Naples, and in the event of a refusal # comply with its

requisitions the representatives of France and England

are immediately to quit Naples. The demands are stated

to comprise a general amnesty and various administra-

tive and judicial reforms. The King is reported to have

consented to some of the required concessions, but not

to a satisfactory extent. A report is also current that

the King intended to abdicate in favour of the more

liberal Prince of Calabria.

SANDWICH ISLANDS.—Advices from the Sandwich

Islands have been received to Seventh mo. 5th. A severe

shock of an earthquake occurred on the 8th of Sixth mo.

At Hawai, a stream of lava had flowed to the southward

from Manna Loa, leaving Hilo safe.

AUSTRALIA.—Advices from Sidney to Fifth month

20th, mention that extensive deposits of gold have been

discovered in Western Australia.

NICARAGUA.—The latest news iudica'te that Walker's

difficulties were increasing. A large body of Salvado-

rians and Guatemalians had assembled at Leon, and an

attack from them was threatened. Walker's forces were

being rapidly reduced by sickness and desertions.

UNITED STATES.—Throughout the whole of last

week. Congress continued in session, the Senate and

House of Representatives having been unable to come to

any agreement. Another Committee of Conference was

appointed, without any result. On the 29th, the House

decided to adhere by a vote of 101 to 97, and the Senate

voted to adhere to its amendment, striking out the

House proviso,—yeas, 32 ;
nays, 6. The speakers of all

parties, in the Senate, admit the odious and atrocious

character of some of the laws of Kansas, but some Sena-

tors deny the power of Congress to annul or suspend

them. A resolution passed both Houses, and received

the signature of the President, appropriating §40,000 for

the purchase of the British ship Resolute from the

salvors, who found her abandoned in the Arctic Seas,

where she had been sent in search of the Franklin expe-

dition. The purchase is made for the purpose of restoring

the ship to the British government. On the 30th ult., the

Army Appropriation bill was passed by both Houses,

without the Kansas proviso, by a vote in the Senate of

yeas, 26 ;
nays, 7—in the House, by a vote of yeas, 101

;

nays, 97.

California.—Two weeks later news from San Francisco

have been received by the steamship Illinois, at New
York, from Aspinwall. She connected at the Isthmus

with the steamer Sonora, which brought down upwards of

$1,800,000 in gold. The Illinois brought to Ne* York

on 'freight $1,465,000 in gold. The Sierra Nevada left

San Francisco on the 5th, for San Juan. She took down

$100,000 in specie and 300 recruits for General Walker's

army, beside a number of settlers. The Vigilance Com-

mittee was still in power in San Francisco. On the 24th

ult., a rencontre occurred between Joseph Hetherington

and Alexander Randall, large real estate operators, do-

ing business together, in which the latter was shot and

mortally wounded. Hetherington was immediately taken

into custody by the agents of the Committee, and was

hung on the 29th. Philander IJrace, who committed a

murder two years since, was hung at the same time.

Four thousand of the committee's troops were present

under arms, and all the approaches to the place of exe-

cution were guarded by cannon. Judge Terry, of the

Supreme Court, wi^s still in the custody of the Vigilance

Committee, and it was not known how he would be dis-

posed of. The Superintendent of the U. S. Branch Mint

has notified the persons employed there, who are mem-
bers of the Vigilance Committee, that they must either

withdraw from the Committee, or leave the Mint. The

Peruvian slave ship Terese Terry put into San Francisco,

with 150 Chinese, kidnapped at Macao, and destined for

the Peruvian mines. An attempt was made to detain

her, but it failed, and she got off.

At the great fire at Nevada, over 800 buildings were

destroyed, and ten lives lost. The value of property

destroyed amounted to more than two millions. The

deposits of gold at the Branch Mint, during the Seventh

month, exceeded three millions of dollars. The markets

were overstocked with goods, business prospects gloomy,
and it was expected that the late shipments of goods
from the east would not net cost and charges. Palmer,

Cook & Co. had failed to pay the interest on the State

bonds due last month.
Salt Lake.—Advices from Salt Lake to Sixth mo. 23d,

state that the vegetables have been nipped by the frost.

The grain crops had also failed, and fears were enter-

tained that the people would suffer for want of food.

Philadelphia.—Number of deaths last week, 264.

New York.—Mortality last week, 562 ; a decrease of

5 compared with the deaths of the week previous.

Kansas.—J. W. Geary, the newly appointed governor,

has left Washington, to proceed direct to the territory.

A dispatch from St. Louis, of Eighth mo. 27th, says that

advices from the border counties state, that 2500 men
would enter Kansas on the 23d. Shocking excesses have
been committed on the Free State settlers, near Leaven-
worth. Another report states that the " Quaker Mission,"

twenty miles from Kansas city, had been broken up and
dispersed by a party of Missourians. The Free State

settlers and their families were reported to be leaving

the territory in large numbers. A letter from Gen. Smith,

commander of the U. S. troops in Kansas, dated Eighth
mo. 1 1th, states that Gov. Shannon had requested him
to employ his whole disposable force to prevent the in-

gress of Lane's party by the northern boundary of the

territory, but that he had declined making any move-
ment, knowing that the information given to the Gov-
ernor, was exaggerated and incorrect. He states that

troops had been sent at the Governor's request to break
up camps of armed men at several places that he desig-

ated. On the arrival of the troops there, not only were
no camps to be found, but none had ever existed there,

or anywhere else in the viciniiy.

Newspapers, North and South.—According to the cen-

sus of 1850, the newspaper circulation in the free States,

amounted to 334,147,231 ; in the slave States, to 92,-

165,929. The three cities of Boston, New York, and
Philadelphia publish twice as many newspapers as all

the South.
Public Libraries.—In 1850, the public libraries in the

free States contained 3,883,617 volumes; those in the

South 752,794. The public libraries of New. York alone
contained 1,760,820 volumes.
New Material for Paper.~ThiiC\fiT<i\a.ni. (Ohio) Plain-

dealer, says :—The Planet brought down from Lake
Superior a thousand pounds of moss for Dr. Tcrby, of

Detroit, who has been making experiments upon it in

the manufacture of paper. The Doctor says that moss
makes a beautiful white paper, without any preparation

of the raw material for the common paper mills. In all

respects it is equal to linen rags, and can be found in

unlimited quantities on Isle Royale and several other

localities in the vicinity, at a very small comparative
cost.

RECEIPTS.
Received from J. B. Pusey, Pa., for Thos. Kinsey, $2,

vol. 30 j from Jas. T. Frame, lo., $2, vol. 29 ; from H. D.
Metcalf, Md., $2, vol. 29 j from' Levi Wickersham, Pa.,

$2, vol. 29 ; from J. Fawcett, agt., , for J. Ueald, Jos.

Taylor, N. Armstrong, M. J. Fawcett, Z. French, $2 each,

vol. 29, for Benj. Harrison, C. J. Hayes, Nathan Holes,

Amos. Fawcett, R. Woolman, $2 each, vol. 30, for J. S.

Cadwalader, $4, vols. 29 and 30 ; from Wm. Foulke, agt.,

0., for John Burgess, Wm. Stephens, $2 each, vol. 30, for

Wm. Masters. $2, to 14, vol. 30
;
from —agt., O.,

for Dl. Mott, $6, vols. 23, 29 and 30, for Barman Rhoads,

$2, vol. 29, for Caleb Fowler, Caleb Engle, Wm. Crew,
$2 each, vol. 30.

ITAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The winter term will commence on Fourth-day, 15th of

Tenth month. Terras, §250 per annum, including Tui-
tion, Board and Washing. Applications for admission
should be made early.

Address, Jonathan Richards, Superintendent, West
Haverford, P. O., Pa. ; Thomas Kimbcr, 50 North Fourth
street, Philadelphia; or Robert Pearsall Smith, 17 Minor
street, Philadelphia.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLOURED
PERSONS.

Wanted, A Principal and two Assistant Teachers for

the Men's School, and a Principal and three Assistants
for the Women's School. _ ^ gg^

Application may be JM^ tclilflie^olth^jrdersifined.

John C. A^l, Jojltf* Fi^' street.

Samuel juSB*, w«1:S*^. Front street.

William L. Euwards, No. 37 Arch street.

Maeried, at Friends' Meeting, Burlington, N. J., ,

Fifth-day, the 14th ult., Samuel F. Troth, of Philadi
|

phia, to Alice Lippincott, of Burlington county, N. J,
i

Died, on the 11th of Eighth month, 1856, in the 8:

year of her age, Elizabeth Allinson ; a valuable eld
]

of Burlington Monthly Meeting, N. J. It is believed tli

'

instances are rare of greater dedication to the will ai

'

service of the Most High, or of greater strength of fait

'

than was manifested in the life of this beloved discip .

She was blind from her birth, with the exception of I

faint glimmer of sight in one eye. Of this privation si

,

was in her childhood keenly sensible, but being favoim

'

in very early life with the visitations of Divine love, s, I

was obedient to the heavenly vision, and being throu]
'•

mercy conformed to the will of the Lord, she becaii

!

resigned to a dispensation to which, till then, she ecu I

not refer without tears. Thus early blest with an int

'

rest in Christ, choosing him for her Leader, and followii

'

him in singleness of heart, she was enabled very consf
cuously to adorn his doctrine, and as a true Mother

,

Israel, to be a helper and instructor to many in the rig

way of the Lord. Clear in her perceptions of christif

'

doctrines, deep in her experience of heavenly things, ai

gifted with a discerning spirit, she was remarkably i
\

troduced into sympathy with ministers, participating

their exercises, and in weightiness of spirit bearing the

burdens, and thus fulfilling the law of Christ. Her gi'

as an elder being acknowledged by the church, she ei

tered on the service in meekness and in the fear of tl

Lord, in fervent love to her fellow members, but wii

fidelity as one who must give an account; being vei

careful to wait upon her Master for qualification f.

every exercise in His service. When furnished with t!

needful panoply, she yielded not to the snare which
consequent upon the fear of man ; but being alwa;

clothed with true love, it is not known that she ev
wounded those with whom she was concerned to laboa

Her strength of faith was very instructive. Fully bi

lieving in the suBiciency of the ransom given for tl

church, and having in herself the evidence that she ha

passed from death unto life, she steadily maintained
holy confidence that her faithful Redeemer would not ci

short the thread of her life before his own work in b
was perfected. And so she passed through a wor
whichnto her was one of visual darkness, leaning as

dear child on the bosom of Jesus. Free from presum]

tion or any self-reliance, and often humbled in the du

in the sense of unworthiness, it is not remembered th,

she ever distrusted her Saviour, or wavered in her oft!

expressed conviction, that her death, whenever it shou

occur, would be "the crowning mercy other life.' B-

ing a woman of enlightened and active benevolence, si

" went about doing good," and choosing privacy in h
visits of love to the members of her own Society, to tl

poor, and to individuals who were in practices subve

sive of the public welfare, she walked much abroad witl

out any attendant, having a singularly full faith that si

would be preserved from any serious injury. This pn

spect was strikingly realized, although she was often :

great apparent danger from horses and from locomotive

In meetings for discipline she was eminently useful. SI

travelled pretty extensively iu the service of Truth. Hi

correspondence, performed by the aid of an amanuensi
was of an instructive character, and her memoranda ai

calculated to be beneficial to survivors. During mo:

than forty years, in which the writer has had large 0|

portunity of observing her, it may be said that her '• coi

versatiou was in heaven," being weighty and edifyin

instant in season, and often wonderfully ad.ipted to tl

spiritual need of those with whom she was brought

contact. On one occasion, a few years ago, a tqt

stranger, supposed to be a religious professor, was :

her company for about five minutes. On his being ii

troduced to her, she immediately began to speak of tl

offices of Christ, of the necessity of true faith in Him, i

our indispensable need of a Saviour, and the vast in

portauce of the work of the soul's salvation. The strai

ger listened with great attention. After his departur

it was discovered that he was an atheist, and had n

cently presided at an Infidel Convention. He died sui

denly, a few days after this interview. During her la:

illness, which was brief, her patient fortitude, humilil

and heaveuly-mindedness were impressive, and the D
vine presence was sensibly felt to the end. The last noti

made a few days before her release, after referring to tb

safety of some who were centred " where ve are longin

also to be gathered" closed as follows :
" May my min

be clothed with reverent gratitude for the continuance i

innumerable blessings from the bountiful Giver, an

may I be enabled to glorify Him, by wearing a cheerfi

countenance under the increasing infirmities attendsi

upon the poor frail tabernacle."














